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1. The Lily
The secret of spiritual protection is revealed through a richly metaphorical discourse given by Rabbi Chizkiyah. The Rabbi explains that the spiritual forces that
protect and watch over us are called the 13 Attributes of Mercy. They are transmitted into our physical world through the first 13 words of the Torah. When
judgments are decreed against us, these 13 forces can safeguard us from their influence. We begin drawing this Light of protection to ourselves at the very
moment we begin to browse and behold the mystical shapes and sequences of the Aramaic text, and to learn the spiritual insights presented there.
1. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the verse, "As the lily
amongst the thorns" (Shir Hashirim 2:2). HE ASKS: What is the lily? AND
HE REPLIES: It is the Community of Yisrael (Israel), WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Because there is a lily; and there is a lily. Just as the lily
among the thorns is tinged with red and white, so is the Community of
Yisrael affected by the qualities of judgment and mercy. Just as the lily
has thirteen petals, so the Community of Yisrael is surrounded by the
thirteen attributes of Mercy. Thus, between the first mention of the name
Elohim, WHICH APPEARS IN THE PASSAGE, "IN THE BEGINNING
ELOHIM CREATED" (BERESHEET 1:1) TO THE SECOND MENTION
OF ELOHIM, THERE ARE THIRTEEN WORDS IN THE VERSE, WHICH
TRANSLATE AS "THE, HEAVEN, AND THE, EARTH, AND THE EARTH,
WAS, WITHOUT FORM, AND VOID, AND DARKNESS, WAS UPON,
THE FACE, OF THE DEEP, AND THE SPIRIT" (IBID. 2). These words
surround and guard the Community of Yisrael.
2. After this, THE NAME ELOHIM is mentioned another time in the
passage "ELOHIM MOVED UPON" (BERESHEET 1:2). And why is it
mentioned again? In order to bring out the five rigid leaves that surround
the lily. And these five LEAVES represent the five gates of salvation. And
this secret is written about in the verse, "I will raise the cup of
salvation" (Tehilim 116:13). This is the 'cup of benediction' that is raised
after the meal. The cup of benediction must rest on five fingers, and no
more, just as the lily rests on five rigid leaves that represent the five
fingers. And this lily is the cup of benediction. FROM THE second to the
third mention of the NAME Elohim, there are five words, WHICH
TRANSLATE AS "MOVED, OVER, THE SURFACE, OF THE WATERS,
AND SAID." AND THESE WORDS PARALLEL THE FIVE LEAVES. From
this point, THE VERSE CONTINUES, "ELOHIM SAID...LET THERE BE
LIGHT" (Beresheet 1:3). After this light was created, it was concealed and
enclosed within that Brit (covenant) that entered the lily and fructified it.
This is referred to as "a tree bearing fruit whose seed is within it" (Ibid. 11)
and this seed is the Brit.

3. And just as the Brit is sown by forty-two matings from that same seed,
so the engraved and holy name is sown by the forty-two letters that
describe the act of creation.

2. The Blossoms / [Flower] Buds
Many spiritual secrets are contained in this next section. The budding and blossoming of a flower reflects the process of creation that unfolds in the Upper
World as well as the in Lower World, which is our physical universe. As a seed contains the entire flower, the original thought of creation contains the creation
as a whole, including its final and complete perfection. The actual Hebrew letters that speak of these secrets give us the power to perceive the future
consequences that are already included in our present actions, just as a flower is already included in a seed.
The Zohar speaks of the great Patriarchs who were also included within the original thought and seed of creation. These spiritual leaders would become the
universal conduits by which humanity could connect to the Light of the Creator. The appearance of these great men in the Aramaic text of the Zohar helps to
strengthen our connection to the Creator and to our own spiritual roots.
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4. "IN THE BEGINNING," Rabbi Shimon quoted the verse, "the flower
buds appeared on the earth" (Shir Hashirim 2:12). "The flower buds" refer
to the act of creation; "appeared on the earth." When? On the third day,
as it is written, "And the earth brought forth" (Beresheet 1:12). Since then,
they have been seen on the earth. "The time of pruning has come" alludes
to the fourth day, when the "pruning of the tyrants" (negative forces) took
place. THEREFORE OF THIS DAY, IT IS WRITTEN, "LET THERE BE
LIGHTS" (Beresheet 1:14), with the letter Vav missing from the word
lights. (The Hebrew word 'lights' when written without a vav, can be read
as a curse). "And the voice of the turtle dove" (Shir Hashirim 2:12) refers
to the fifth day, about which it is written, "Let the waters
swarm" (Beresheet 1:20), so they can produce living creatures. "Is
heard" (mentioned in Shir Hashirim) refers to the sixth day, on which it
says, "Let us make man" (Beresheet 1:26), who shall put action before
listening. Because it says here, "Let us make man," while there on Mount
Sinai, when Hashem asked the Yisrael about the Torah, they said "we will
do, and we will hear (we will try to understand)" (Shemot 24:7). "In our
land" (Shir Hashirim 2:12) refers to the day of Shabbat, which represents
the Land of Life, which is THE WORLD TO COME.
5. Another explanation is that these blossoms are the Patriarchs who
entered the thought of the Creator and went into the future world,
NAMELY BINAH, where they were hidden. They emerged from there
secretly and hid themselves in the true prophets. Yosef was born and they
hid in him. When Yosef entered the Holy Land, he revealed their presence
and then "they appeared on the earth" and were seen there. And when
are they seen? When the rainbow is seen in the sky. Because when the
rainbow is seen, then they appear. And at that moment, "the time of
pruning has come." This means that this is the period to annihilate the
wicked from the world. But why were the wicked saved? Because the
Flower Buds appeared on the earth. If they had not ALREADY appeared
SO LONG AGO, (THE WICKED) would not have remained on earth, and
the world would have been destroyed.

6. And who sustains the world and causes the Fathers (patriarchs) to
appear? It is the voices of the children who study the Torah. And the
world is saved (from destruction) for the sake of these children. In
deference to them, it is written, "We will make you ornaments of
gold" (Shir Hashirim 1:11). This refers to the children, boys and young
men, as is written, "And you shall make two cherubim of gold" (Shemot
25:18).

3. "Who has created these?"
The Zohar discusses the intricacies of the spiritual process of Creation, and explores mysteries associated with the upper spiritual worlds, the Hebrew letters,
and the Patriarchs. The text explains how the incomprehensible and infinite Creator restricted and diminished a portion of His Light in order to manifest It in a
magnitude that mortal man could receive. As we peruse the Hebrew letters and understand these spiritual explanations, we draw a measure of spiritual Light
into our own lives equal to our capacity to receive and use It.
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7. In the beginning: Beresheet. Rabbi Elazar began the discussion by
quoting, "Lift up your eyes on high and see. Who has created these
things?" (Yeshayah 40:26). HE ASKS: "Lift up your eyes on high," to what
place? And HE REPLIES: To that place to which all eyes are turned. And
who is He that created these things? He is the opening of the eyes, which
is the MALCHUT OF THE HEAD OF ARICH-ANPIN. And you should
know that there, in the Concealed Atika (Ancient One) lies the question:
Who has created these? And who is He? IT IS HE WHO IS CALLED Mi
(lit. 'who' which is formed from the two Hebrew letters: Mem and Yud that
appear in the name Elohim), WHO IS THE LOWER SEVEN SFIROT OF
BINAH; He is the (celestial one), who is called from the extremity of
heaven on high, as everything is in His domain. The question arises
because of Him, and He is concealed. He is called Mi, WHICH IS THE
EXPRESSION OF A QUESTION, because beyond him there lies no
question. Thus, the extremity of heaven is called Mi, WHICH IS THE
SIGN OF A QUESTION, because beyond Him there lies no question. So
this extremity of heaven, WHERE THE QUESTION LIES, is called 'Mi'.
8. There is another extremity down below called Mah (lit. 'what', a
combination of the two letters Mem and Hei). And what is the difference
between Mi and Mah? HE REPLIES: The first one is concealed and is
called Mi. Therein lies a question: Man has searched and inquired in order
to understand and climb from one level to another, until he reached the
highest level of all, WHICH IS MALCHUT. After he had arrived there, he
was asked: What? THIS MEANS, what have you learned? What have you
seen? What have you investigated, since everything is still concealed and
hidden as before! As it is written: "What their Fathers have explored, for
everything is concealed as before" (Iyov 8:8).
9. And on this secret subject it is written, "What (Mah) shall I take to
witness to you? What (Mah) shall I liken to you?" (Eicha 2:13). Because
when the Holy Temple was destroyed, a voice came forth and said, "What
(Mah) shall I take to witness for you, and what shall I liken to you?" This
means that the word 'what' (which is a combination of the letters Mem and
Hei) shall witness to you each and every day since the ancient days. As it
is written: "I call heaven and earth to witness this day" (Devarim 30:19).
"What shall I liken to you?" In the same manner of importance, IN WHICH
"WHAT" SERVES AS THE ETERNAL WITNESS, I crowned you with holy
crowns and made you ruler over the earth. As is written: "Is this the city
that men call the perfection of beauty?" (Eicha 2:15). In addition, I have
called you, "Jerusalem, a city united by a compact" (Tehilim 122:3). "What
shall I make equal to you?" (Eicha 2:13). Just as your situation is here (in
this mundane world), so it is seemingly above! REFERRING TO THE
JERUSALEM on high (in the eternal world). Just as now the holy nation
does not enter below to perform the sacred arrays, so I swear that I will
not enter above until your throngs come to you down below. This is your
consolation - that I equate you with this level, WITH JERUSALEM ON
HIGH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in its entirety. And now you are here, "For
your breach is great, like the sea" (Ibid. 13). If you claim that you have no
existence or remedy, then who (Mi) shall heal you? Namely, that same
concealed supernal level, WHICH IS CALLED Mi, upon which everything
exists, WHICH IS BINAH, shall heal and uphold you.

10. Mi MEANS the extremity of heaven above, WHICH IS YISRAEL SABA AND TEVUNAH; Mah MEANS the extremity of heaven below,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. And this is what Ya'akov, WHO IS ZEIR-ANPIN,
inherited, as he was "the bolt that passes from extremity to
extremity" (Shemot 26:28). From the extremity above, which is Mi, down
to the extremity below, which is Mah. Because he stands in the middle,
BETWEEN YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, TO MALCHUT. And
because of this, Mi created these! BECAUSE YISRAEL - SABA AND
TEVUNAH who are called Mi, CREATED ZEIR-ANPIN AND NUKVA
WHO ARE CALLED ALEPH, LAMED, AND HEI.
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4. "Who has created these" of Eliyahu
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai describes to his son, Rabbi Elazar, his mystical encounter with Elijah the Prophet (Eliyahu). It was then that the supernal secrets of
Creation concealed within the previous section were revealed to the holy Master. The words and sentences of this story imbue us with the power to achieve an
even stronger connection to the Light.
11. Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, my son, stop talking and let the supernal
hidden secret, which humans know nothing about, be revealed. Rabbi
Elazar stopped talking and was silent. Rabbi Shimon wept and stood still
for a moment. Rabbi Shimon then said, Elazar, what is Eleh (lit. 'these',
which is spelled ALEPH, LAMED, HEI)? If you say that they are the
planets and the signs of the zodiac, have they not always been seen?
And were they not created by Mah (which is formed from the two Hebrew
letters, Mem and Hei) WHICH IS MALCHUT? As it is written, "By the word
of Hashem were the heavens made" (Tehilim 33:6), WHICH REFERS TO
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED THE "WORD OF HASHEM" WERE THE
HEAVENS MADE. And if THE TERM ELEH (WHICH IS CREATED BY
COMBINING THE HEBREW LETTERS, ALEPH, LAMED, HEI) was said
about the hidden things, then there is no NEED to write ELEH, because
they, THE PLANETS AND THEIR SIGNS, are visible.
12. This secret was never before revealed, until one day when I was on
the seashore, Eliyahu came and asked me: Master do you know what Mi
(Who) has created Eleh (these) means? I answered 'these' are the
heavens and their hosts, the works of the Holy One, blessed be He. And
man should look at them and bless Him, as is written, "When I behold
your heavens, the work of your fingers...Our Master, how glorious is your
name in all the earth!" (Tehilim 8:4-10).

13. He told me, Master, the Holy One, blessed be He, had a great secret,
which He revealed to the celestial Academy (Yeshiva on high). The secret
is that when the most hidden and concealed One (the secret of all
secrets) desired to reveal Himself, He first made one single Point, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, and this point ascended and became a Thought, WHICH
IS BINAH. THIS MEANS THAT MALCHUT ROSE UP AND WAS
INCLUDED WITHIN BINAH. He shaped in her all the images and
engraved all the designs.

14. And He engraved inside, the sacred and hidden candlelight, WHICH
IS MALCHUT THAT IS INCLUDED WITHIN BINAH, an engraving of a
mystical and holy design. It is a very profound structure that emerges from
the depth of the thought, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE UPPER
THREE SFIROT, and is called Mi, which is the inception of this edifice.
And it is erected and not erected; it is hidden deep inside the name
ELOHIM. FURTHERMORE, it is called only Mi (from only two of the
letters in the name ELOHIM: MEM AND YUD). THIS MEANS THAT IT
LACKS THE LETTERS ALEPH, LAMED, AND HEI FROM THE NAME
ELOHIM. He desired to reveal Himself and to be called ELOHIM, so He
dressed Himself up in a precious garment that shines and enlightens the
surroundings, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, and created Eleh
(from the letters Aleph, Lamed, and Hei). And these letters, Aleph,
Lamed, and Hei, after being joined together ascended to the name
ELOHIM, MEANING THAT THE LETTERS Mem and Yud, combined with
Aleph, Lamed, and Hei, complete the name Elohim. Furthermore, as long
as He did not create the letters Aleph, Lamed, and Hei, they did not rise
up to form the name Elohim. Those who sinned in worshipping the Golden
Calf used this secret by saying, "Eleh (these are) your Deities,
Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4).
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15. Just as the letters Mi joined the letters Aleph, Lamed, and Hei, AND
FORMED THE NAME ELOHIM, USING THE PRECIOUS GARMENT
THAT SHINES, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, so the name
has remained forever combined. And the continued existence of the world
is based on this secret, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "THE
WORLD SHALL BE ESTABLISHED UPON MERCY" (Tehilim 89:3).
Eliyahu then flew away, and I could not see him anymore. And it is from
him that I received this knowledge and was able to grasp this hidden
secret. Rabbi Elazar came with all the other friends and bowed down
before him. They wept and then said if we had not come into this world
but only to hear this secret, it would have been enough for us.

5. The Mother (Ima) lent Her clothes to Her daughter
The Zohar explains that, during the process of Creation, the Sfirah [level] of Malchut had to borrow vessels from the Upper Level, a realm known as Binah, in
order to facilitate the creation of our physical realm. Malchut alone lacked the ability to arouse and draw the Light necessary to construct our physical
dimension. When our own vessels are not worthy or capable of generating Light on their own, the spiritual forces transmitted through the letters of this story
give us the ability to actually draw down vessels from the Upper Worlds.
16. Rabbi Shimon said, so accordingly, the heavens and their hosts were
created by Mah, WHICH REFERS TO MALCHUT. As it is written: "When I
Behold your heavens, the work of your fingers (Tehilim 8:4). BUT
BEFORE THIS, it is written, "How (Mah) glorious is your name in all the
earth, who has set your majesty above the heavens" (Tehilim 8:2). THE
HEAVENS WERE CREATED BY THE NAME MAH, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. HOWEVER, THE PHRASE "above the heavens" REFERS
TO BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED MI, AND IS ABOVE ZEIR-ANPIN,
WHICH IS CALLED THE HEAVENS. THE MEANING OF THIS IS that It
ascended to the name of ELOHIM. To clarify, THE NAME OF MAH,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, ROSE UP AND WAS INCLUDED WITHIN BINAH,
WHICH IS ELOHIM. It created a light for Its light. THIS MEANS THAT IT
CREATED THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM AS A PRECIOUS GARMENT
FOR THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, THAT IS IN THE NAME OF MI
WITHIN WHICH they enclothed each other. Then MALCHUT rose and
entered in the Supernal Name ELOHIM, WHICH IS THE NAME OF
BINAH. That is why the phrase, "In the beginning, Elohim
created," (Beresheet 1:1) REFERS TO the upper Elohim, WHICH IS
BINAH AND NOT MALCHUT. Mah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is not there
and is not constructed, according to the secret of Mi and Eleh that we
have mentioned previously.
17. When the letters, Aleph, Lamed, and Hei are drawn down from above,
FROM BINAH, downward TO MALCHUT, it is as if a Mother (Ima) lent
Her clothes to Her daughter and adorned her with Her own adornments.
THE NAME OF ELOHIM IS THUS DRAWN DOWN FROM BINAH, WHO
IS THE MOTHER (IMA), TO THE DAUGHTER, WHO IS MALCHUT. And
when does She properly adorn Her? When all the males appear before
Her. AND THEN, It is written CONCERNING HER that "all you males
shall appear before the Sovereign, Hashem (Shemot 34:23). Because
MALCHUT is called "Sovereign" IN THE MALE GENDER. As it is written:
"Behold the Ark of the Covenant of the Sovereign (Adon) of all the
earth" (Yehoshua 3:11). HERE THE VERSE DESCRIBES MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE "ARK OF THE COVENANT" BY USING THE NAME OF
THE SOVEREIGN (ADON) OF ALL THE EARTH, WHICH IS A
MASCULINE NAME. THIS IS SO, BECAUSE SHE HAS RECEIVED THE
VESSELS, WHICH ARE CALLED 'CLOTHES' AND THE SPIRITUAL
ENERGY, WHICH IS CALLED ADORNMENTS, FROM HER MOTHER
WHO IS BINAH. Then the letter Hei leaves the name Mah, AND IS
REPLACED BY the letter Yud. NOW MALCHUT IS called Mi, JUST LIKE
BINAH. Then She dresses up in male clothes, NAMELY THE CLOTHES
OF BINAH, to face all the males of Yisrael.
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18. And the other letters, SPECIFICALLY Aleph, Lamed, and Hei, are
drawn down by Yisrael from above; FROM BINAH down to this place;
DOWN TO MALCHUT WHICH IS NOW CALLED MI, JUST LIKE BINAH.
"When I remember these (Eleh)" (Tehilim. 42:4) MEANS when I utter
these letters with my mouth "and I pour out my soul in me" (Ibid.). I shed
tears by the will of my soul to draw down these letters, Aleph, Lamed, Hei,
from Binah, and then "I went with them" (Ibid.). From above - FROM
BINAH - "to the house of Elohim" (Ibid.). WHICH IS MALCHUT. SO THAT
MALCHUT would be CALLED Elohim, just like BINAH. And with what
SHALL I DRAW THEM? "With the voice of joy and praise, with a multitude
that kept the holy day" (Ibid.). Rabbi Elazar said, My silence has built the
Holy Temple on high, WHICH IS BINAH, and the Holy Temple below,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. ACCEPTING WHAT PEOPLE SAY AS TRUE, a
word is worth one sela (coin), and silence (is worth) two. So the words 'a
word is worth one sela' REFER TO what I have said and clarified, but the
words 'silence (is worth) two' REFERS TO MY SILENCE, WHICH IS
WORTH TWICE AS MUCH. WHY? Because by my being silent, two
worlds were created and constructed together as one. These worlds are
BINAH AND MALCHUT. IF I HAD NOT KEPT SILENT (Par. 11), I
WOULD NOT HAVE ACHIEVED THE UNISON OF THESE TWO
WORLDS.
19. Rabbi Shimon said, from here onward we shall complete the text. As it
is written, "That brings out their host by number" (Yeshayah 40:26),
BECAUSE there are two grades, and each one has to be recorded, THAT
IS, DEFINED: The first called Mah is the lower one; the second called Mi
is the upper one. Now the upper grade is recorded with the words,
"Hamotzi (that brings out) their host by number." NOTE THAT THE
DEFINITE ARTICLE HEI IN THE WORD Hamotzi alludes to the One that
is known and there is no other like that One, namely Mi. Similarly in the
phrase, "Hamotzi (He who brings forth) bread from the earth" THE
DEFINITE ARTICLE HEI IN Hamotzi ALLUDES to the one that is
knownthe one of the lower grade, namely Mah. And all is one, BECAUSE
THEY ARE BOTH ON THE SAME LEVEL OF MALCHUT, WHERE THE
UPPER ONE IS MI OF MALCHUT AND THE LOWER ONE IS MAH OF
MALCHUT. So, "HE THAT BRINGS OUT by number," MEANS THAT
THE NUMBER 600,000 REFERS TO THE NUMBER OF STARS that
stand together and bring forth the hosts according to their types, which
are innumerable.
20. All of them, whether these 600,000 or all their hosts, WHICH ARE
INNUMERABLE, shall be called by the name. What is meant by "shall be
called by the name?" (Devarim 28:10). If you say that He calls them by
their names, it is not so. Because had it been so, He should have said,
"be CALLED by its name." Rather, when this grade does not rise up into
the name ELOHIM, and is called Mi (Par. 14), it does not beget (any
offspring) and does not bring forth what is concealed inside it, or their
types. Although all of them were hidden inside it, MEANING THAT EVEN
THOUGH THE LETTERS ALEPH, LAMED, HEI HAVE ALREADY
ASCENDED, THEY ARE STILL LACKING THE 'PRECIOUS GARMENT'
OF CHASSADIM. SO THEY ARE STILL CONCEALED AND DO NOT
RISE UP INTO THE NAME ELOHIM (Par. 14). Because He created THE
LETTERS, Aleph, Lamed, Hei, and they rose up into His name,
MEANING THAT THEY ARE ENCLOTHED WITH THE 'PRECIOUS
GARMENTS' OF CHASSIDIM, THEN THE LETTERS ALEPH, LAMED,
HEI JOIN THE LETTERS MEM and Yud, and are called Elohim. Thus, by
the power of this name He brought them forth in all perfection. And this is
the meaning of the phrase, "shall be called by the name," WHICH MEANS
by His own name did He call and bring forth each and every type
(species) to exist in perfection. AND THEN IT IS WRITTEN: "THAT
BRINGS OUT THEIR HOST BY NUMBER, HE CALLS THEM ALL BY
NAMES," (YESHAYAH 40:26) REFERRING TO THE NAME OF THE
PERFECTION, THAT IS, ELOHIM. The same appears here, WHERE IT
IS WRITTEN, "See, I have called by name" (Shemot 31:2), WHICH
MEANS, "I have bestowed my name on Bezalel," so that Bezalel's
existence reaches perfection.
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21. "Of the greatness of His might" (Yeshayah 40:26). HE ASKS: What is
the meaning of "of the greatness of His might?" AND HE REPLIES: This
is the supreme grade where all desires rise up in Him. And they ascend
through a hidden and secret path...because He is strong in power. This is
the secret of the supernal world called Mi that rose up into the name
Elohim. As we have stated, the phrase "no one is missing" REFERS to
the 600,000 stars that He brought forth by the power of this name. And
because "no one is missing" FROM THE NUMBER 600,000, it follows that
in every place that Yisrael died and were punished for their sins, they
were AFTERWARD numbered. And no one was ever missing from the
600,000, to keep the similarity, BETWEEN THE UPPER AND THE
LOWER WORLDS. Just as no one was missing FROM THE NUMBER
600,000 above, no one was missing FROM THIS NUMBER below.

6. The letters by Rav Hamnuna Saba
Individual energy forces, which express themselves as Hebrew letters, came before the Creator requesting that they be the instruments by which the world is
created. The Creator eventually agrees to utilize the letter Beit ?, as this particular letter begins the Hebrew word Brachah [Blessing]. The Zohar then depicts
the unique attributes of each of the twenty-two letters and the spiritual energy they emit. All these forces and their power of blessing are transferred to us when
we visually scan the Aramaic text and learn the lessons it holds.
22. Beresheet (In the beginning): Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, (the elder), said
that we have found IN THE WORDS: "BERESHEET BARA ELOHIM (In
the beginning, Elohim created the...)" (Beresheet 1:1), THAT THE
ORDER of the letters IN THIS PHRASE is arranged in reverse. At the
beginning, the Hebrew letter Bet is immediately followed by another Bet,
that is, BERESHEET BARA. Subsequently, IT IS WRITTEN at the
beginning with an ALEPH and then another ALEPH, referring in Hebrew
to Elohim Et. AND HE EXPLAINS THAT when the Holy One, blessed be
He, was about to create the world, all of the letters WERE STILL hidden.
For two thousand years before the creation of the world, the Holy One,
blessed be He, watched the letters and amused Himself with them.
(A) The letter Tav
23. When He desired to create the world, all the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet came before Him in sequence from last to first. The letter Tav
saw itself fit to come forth first. It said, Master of the World, may it please
you to create the world with me because I am the seal of your ring, which
is Emet (truth), MEANING THAT I AM THE LAST LETTER IN THE
WORD EMET. And as You are called BY THIS NAME of TRUTH, so it
would be most appropriate for the King to begin with the letter Tav, and
create the world by me. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to it, you are
worthy and deserving, but you are not suitable for the world to be created
by you. You are destined to serve as a mark on the foreheads of the
faithful one, who have kept the Law of the Torah from Aleph to Tav, but
when you appear they shall die (Tract. Shabbat 55, col. A). Not only that,
but you are the seal of the word Death, MEANING THAT TAV IS THE
LAST LETTER TO APPEAR IN THE WORD MAVET (DEATH). And
because of this, you are not suitable for Me to create the world with you. It
then immediately left.
(B) The letter Shin
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24. The letter Shin then entered and stood before Him. It said, Master of
the World, may it please You to create the world with me, as I am called in
Your own name Shadai. And it would be most proper to create the world
by a holy name. He replied: You are worthy, you are good, and you are
truthful. But because you are included among the letters that form the
word Sheker (falsehood), I do not wish to create the world with you.
Sheker would not have prevailed had you not been attached to the letters
Resh and Kuf.

25. From this WE LEARN THAT whoever wants to tell a lie, should add
that lie to a base that is truthful. Because the letter Shin is a letter (i.e. a
sign) of truth, meaning a letter of Truth by which the Patriarchs reached
unison. NOTE THAT THE THREE LINES IN THE LETTER SHIN REFER
TO THE THREE PATRIARCHS, WHO ARE CALLED CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET. And the letters Kuf and Resh appear on the
evil side, because THE OTHER SIDE IS KAR (COLD), WITHOUT ANY
OF THE WARMTH THAT GIVES LIFE. THE OTHER SIDE DRAWS ITS
SUSTENANCE FROM THE MALCHUT WHEN IT IS AT THE STAGE OF
THE FROZEN OCEAN. In order for the Other Side to continue to exist, it
pulls the letter Shin into its realm, creating the combination Kesher,
WHICH MEANS 'STRENGTHENING THE TIES' AND 'SURVIVING'.
When the Shin realized this, it left.
(C) The letter Tzadik
26. The letter Tzadik then entered, stood before Him, and said, Master of
the World, may it please You to create the world with me, since the
Tzadikim (righteous) are 'sealed' by my name. And YOU, who are called
Tzadik, are also written by my name, as it is written, "For Hashem is
righteous, He loves righteousness" (Tehilim 11:7). Therefore, it would be
suitable to create the world with me! He replied: Tzadik, Tzadik you are
truly righteous, but you should remain concealed and not be revealed too
much; AS WOULD BE DONE IF THE WORLD WERE CREATED BY
YOU, so that humans will not have an excuse for their sins. And what is
the reason FOR IT REMAINING CONCEALED? IT IS THE INCLUSION
OF the letter Nun and the adjoining letter Yud from the Tetragrammaton,
which is also the Holy Brit, which came and mounted on the letter Nun,
thereby CREATING the letter Tzadik.
(D) The letter Pei [also alluded to, the letter Ayin]
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27. The letter Pei was the next to enter. It stood before Him and said,
Master of the World, may it please You to create the world with me,
because the Redemption that You shall bring onto the world is described
by my name, Pedut (Redemption or Salvation). THIS MEANS THAT
SALVATION IS TO BE REDEEMED FROM OUR TROUBLES, AND THIS
WORD IN HEBREW STARTS WITH THE LETTER PEI. THIS IS WHY the
world should be created by me.
He replied: You are indeed praiseworthy, but because of you, there will be
inscribed (for posterity) the maxim 'to commit a crime in secret' - a crime
akin to that of the snake that strikes, brings back its head, and then hides
it within its body. Because whoever sins bends his head, MEANING THAT
HE HIDES HIMSELF FROM THE 'OBSERVING EYE,' then stretches his
hands out to sin. THIS REFERS TO THE SHAPE OF THE LETTER PEI
THAT HAS A HEAD BENT DOWN INTO ITS BODY. And so it was
similarly said of the letter Ayin, which describes the term Avon (crime,
sin). Although it claimed, I have anavah (humility) in me, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, replied to it saying: I shall not create the world by
you. Ayin then took its leave!
(E) The letter Samech
28. The letter Samech (Heb. Support) entered, stood before Him and
said, Master of the world may it please You to create the world with me,
because I am able to support those who falls. As it is written, "Hashem
upholds all that fall" (Tehilim 145:14). He said to it, This is exactly why you
should stay in your place and not move from it. If you leave your place IN
THE WORD SOMECH, what will then happen to all those who fell and are
being supported by you? The letter Samech then left immediately!
(F) The letter Nun

29. The letter Nun entered and stood before Him saying, Master of the
World, may it please You to create the world with me, because the
phrase, "fearful in praises," (Heb. Norah Tehilot) (Shemot 15:11) starts
with me. AND ALSO in the praising of the righteous, IT IS WRITTEN,
"praise is comely" (Tehilim 147:1). He told it, Nun, go back to your place.
It is because of you that the letter Samech returned to its place. And you
should depend on it for support. THIS MEANS THAT THE LETTER NUN
IS INSCRIBED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE WORD FALLING (HEB.
NEFILAH) AND THE LETTER SAMECH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
"HASHEM UPHOLDS ALL THAT FALL." THUS, NUN RETURNED TO
ITS PLACE TO SUPPORT THOSE WHO FALL, AS EXPLAINED IN THE
PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH.
(G) The letters Mem and Lamed
30. The letter Mem entered and said to Him, Master of the World, may it
please You to create the world by me, because with me you are called
Melech (King). He told it, yes, it is indeed so, but I shall not create the
world with you, because the world needs a Melech (King)! Go back to
your place, you and the letters Lamed and Kuf, as it is not proper for the
world to be without a King.
(H) The letter Caf
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31. At that certain hour, the letter Caf descended from the "Throne of His
Glory." Shaking and trembling, it stood before Him and said, Master of the
World, may it please You to create the world with me, because I am Your
Glory. When the letter Caf descended from the "Throne of His Glory,"
200,000 Worlds were shaken and the Throne trembled. And all the
Worlds were about to collapse. The Holy One, blessed be He, told it, Caf,
Caf, what are you doing here?! I shall indeed not create the world with
you. Go back to your place, because the Hebrew word Cliya (Total
destruction) starts with you. AND BECAUSE OF YOU "...TOTAL
DESTRUCTION IS DETERMINED AND DECREED" (YESHAYAH 10:23).
SO RETURN TO YOUR THRONE AND STAY THERE. At that same
moment it took leave and returned to its place.
(I) The letter Yud

32. The letter Yud entered, stood before Him, and said, Master of the
World, may it please You to create the world with me, because I am the
first letter of the Holy Name Yud, Hei, Vav, and Hei. Thus, it should be
proper for you to create the world with me. He replied: It should suffice
you to be engraved upon My Name and appear in Me. You embrace all
My desires. Rise up, it would not be proper for you to be removed from My
Name!
(J) The letter Tet

33. The letter Tet entered, stood before Him and said, Master of the World
may it please You to create the world with me, as by me You are called
Tov Veyashar (Good and Honest). He replied: I will not create the world
with you, because your goodness is concealed within you. Therefore it is
written: "O how abundant is Thy goodness which You have concealed for
them that fear You" (Tehilim 31:20). So because Your GOODNESS is
concealed within You, it cannot take any part in this world that I want to
create. It only applies to the world to come. Furthermore, because your
goodness is concealed and treasured within yourself, the gates of the
Holy Temple shall be 'sunk.' As it is written: "Her gates are sunk into the
ground" (Eicha 2:9). And to add to all this, the letter Chet stands before
you, together you become Chet (SIN). This is why these two letters do not
appear in the names of the twelve tribes.
Tet immediately then took its leave and went away from Him.
(K) THE LETTER ZAYIN

34. The letter Zayin entered and said to Him, Master of the World, may it
please You to create the world with me. Because with my help, Your
children shall preserve the Shabbat, as it is written, "Remember (Zachor)
the Shabbat day, to keep it holy" (Shemot 20:8). He replied: I will not
create the world with you, because you represent war, THAT IS, a sharp
pointed sword and a spear WITH WHICH PEOPLE make war. AND THEY
ARE CALLED TOOLS of destruction, which in Hebrew is PRONOUNCED
ZAYIN! And you are like the letter Nun, WHICH THE WORLD WAS NOT
CREATED BY, BECAUSE IT IS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE WORD
NEFILAH (FALLING).
(L) The letters Vav and Hei
35. The letter Vav entered, and pleaded before Him, Master of the World,
may it please You to create the world with me because I am in myself one
of the letters of Your Name HA-VA-YAH!" He replied: Vav, you and the
letter Hei should both be satisfied with being written in My Name HA-VAYAH. Because you appear in My Name and are engraved in It, I shall
therefore not create the world with you.
(M) The letters Dalet and Gimel
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36. The letters Dalet and Gimel entered. THEY both also claimed the
same thing. He told them also be satisfied with being with each other,
because there will always be poor men on earth, and they should be
given a benefactor. The letter Dalet is poor, BECAUSE IT IS CALLED
DALET, FROM THE EXPRESSION DALUT, WHICH SIGNIFIES
POVERTY, and the Gimel reciprocates as a benefactor TO DALET.
THEREFORE do not leave each other, and it should suffice you that you
sustain one another!
(N) The letter Bet
37. The letter Bet entered and said to Him, Master of the World, may it
please You to create the world with me, because by me You are blessed
in the upper and lower worlds. THIS IS BECAUSE THE LETTER BET IS
THE FIRST LETTER OF THE WORD BRACHAH (BLESSING). The Holy
One, blessed be He, replied: But, of course, I shall certainly create the
world with you. And you shall appear in the beginning of the creation
(Beresheet).
(O) The letter Aleph
38. The letter ALEPH stood outside and did not enter. The Holy One,
blessed be He, said to it, ALEPH, ALEPH, why do you not enter and
stand before me like the other letters? It replied: Master of the World,
because I saw that all the letters left You without benefaction. So what
shall I do there myself? Not only that, but You have already presented the
letter Bet with this greatest gift of all. And it would not be proper for the
Supernal King to take back the gift, which He presented to His servant,
and give it to another! The Holy One, blessed be He, said, ALEPH,
ALEPH, even though the world is created with the letter Bet, you shall be
the first (lit. 'head') of all the letters. My attachments shall be expressed
only by you and all calculations and actions of the people shall commence
with you. Therefore, all unity shall be expressed by the letter Aleph!

39. The Holy One, blessed be He, formed large upper letters, WHICH
ALLUDE TO THE SFIRAH OF BINAH and smaller lower letters, WHICH
ALLUDE TO THE SFIRAH OF MALCHUT. And this is why IT IS
WRITTEN, Bet, Bet, WHICH REFERS TO Beresheet Bara. And ALEPH,
ALEPH, WHICH REFERS TO Elohim Et. SO THE FIRST SET OF ALEPH
AND BET LETTERS are letters from above, FROM BINAH, WHEREAS
THE SECOND SET OF ALEPH AND BET are letters from below, FROM
MALCHUT. And they are all united - the ones from the world above,
FROM BINAH, with the ones from the world below, WHICH IS MALCHUT
- SO THAT THEY CAN INFLUENCE EACH OTHER.

7. The wisdom upon which the world is established
The Zohar teaches all Creation occurred through the power of great wisdom. This secret is found in Beresheet, the Hebrew word for Creation. We can now
open ourselves to receive true spiritual wisdom in our own lives.
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40. In the Beginning: Beresheet. Rabbi Yudai asked, What is Beresheet?
It means 'with Wisdom'. And this is the Wisdom upon which the world,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, is established and allowed to
enter the deep and secretive mysteries, NAMELY THE LIGHTS OF
BINAH. Here the six supernal points are engraved, WHICH ARE THE SIX
ASPECTS OF BINAH, from which everything emerges. From them were
formed the six sources of rivers, WHICH ARE THE SIX ASPECTS OF
ZEIR ANPIN that flow into the Great Sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
THEREFORE, Bara Sheet (the suffix in Aramaic means six) SUGGESTS
THE SIX [HEBRAIC] LETTERS OF BERESHEET, FOR THE [LOWER]
SIX ASPECTS were created here. And who created them? He who is not
mentioned; He who is concealed and unknown, WHO IS CALLED ARICH
ANPIN.

8. The locked and the unlocked
During the process of creation, spiritual forces were unlocked in order to ignite and propel the birth of the universe and the divine worlds. As the Zohar
describes the procedure by which these forces were unleashed, we acquire the same power to unlock spiritual forces within ourselves.
This paragraph also reveals another secret concerning the word Beresheet .?????? When the word is broken down, two words are revealed: "Bere" and
"Sheet," which means "created six." This refers to the spiritual realm of Zeir Anpin, which contains six Sfirot [dimensions]. All six dimensions [Chesed, Gvurah,
Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod] are compressed and locked into the one realm called Zeir Anpin. With the emergence of superstring theory, modern physics
has revealed a model of reality that resembles the Zohar's. Both the Kabbalist and the proponents of superstring theory agree that ten dimensions comprise
reality, and that six of these dimensions were compacted into one at the moment of creation, or Beresheet.
41. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking along. As they reached a
certain field, Rabbi Chiya said to Rabbi Yosi, what you have said that
Bara Sheet (created six) IS ALLUDED TO IN THE WORD BERESHEET
is certainly so. Because the supernal six days, THAT IS TO SAY, ONLY
THE SIX ASPECTS OF BINAH HAVE A BEARING ON THE TORAH,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and no more. While the others, NAMELY THE
UPPER THREE SFIROT OF BINAH are concealed.

42. But we have already seen in the hidden mysteries of Beresheet where
He says that He who is Holy and Concealed engraved a certain form in
His bowels. THIS IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, of the Secret One, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA OF ATIK, who is designated by a
thrusting point. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE POINT OF MALCHUT OF
THE FIRST RESTRICTION, WHICH ROSE UP TO BINAH AND
ENGRAVED THE EAR, NOSE, AND MOUTH OF ARICH ANPIN ON HIS
HEAD. This engraving, WHICH WAS MOLDED IN BINAH was incised
and hidden in Her, as someone who hides everything, locks it up, and
puts the key away. This key is kept hidden in a certain Temple and
although everything is hidden in that Temple, the most important thing is
that key, which locks and unlocks everything!
43. That Temple has a lot of hidden treasures one upon the other. In that
Temple there are 50 gates, which are supposed to be closed, MEANING
THAT THEY BLOCK THE FLOW OF LIGHTS. There are 49 gates
engraved upon the 'four winds' of the world. One gate has no direction
(side); it is not known whether it faces up or down. This is how this gate
REMAINS closed.
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44. Inside the gates is a lock with a tiny and narrow keyhole. This lock is
marked AND KNOWN only by the impression of the key. And no one is to
know about THIS NARROW KEYHOLE without having the key. And upon
this secret IS BASED THE VERSE, "In the beginning (Beresheet) Elohim
created (Bara)" (Beresheet 1:1). Beresheet is the key by which everything
is hidden, as it locks and unlocks. With this key six gates are locked and
unlocked. So when it locks those gates and includes them within itself,
then it is for sure Beresheet: a revealed word that includes within it a
concealed word. Bara, wherever it appears, is a word that hides and
guards a secret, IMPLYING THAT THE KEY locks it up and does not
unlock it.

9. [An Anagram]: B'hibar'am, B'Avraham (When they were created, with Avraham)
The chaotic world became complete and ordered upon the arrival of Avraham (Abraham) for he symbolizes and reveals the Light of Mercy [Chesed]. The Zohar
explains that the Light of Mercy personifies sharing, and that it embodies the positive energy within our world. Meditatively browsing the Aramaic wording
awakens our desire to share. In turn, we arouse the spiritual Light that removes chaos from our lives.
45. Rabbi Yosi said it is certainly so! I heard the same from the Holy Light,
who is RABBI SHIMON, that the word Bara is concealed to show THAT
THE KEY locks up the secret and does not unlock it. As long as THE KEY
locked up the word Bara, the world could not exist and would not have
lasted at all! Complete chaos would have prevailed, covering the entire
existence. And when this chaos prevailed there would not have been a
world; it would have never lasted!

46. When did this key unlock the gates, and serve and produce offspring?
When Avraham appeared, AS HE IS THE SECRET OF CHESED. As it is
written: "These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth when
they were created" (B'hibar'am, an anagram of Be'avraham) (Beresheet
2:4). And we have already learned, DO NOT SAY B'HIBAR'AM BUT
Be'avraham. Then, the letters (WHICH ARE THE VESSELS) that were
entirely concealed in the word Bara WERE OPENED. And the Pillar of
Procreation, the Sacred Limb of Yesod, upon which the world is
established was revealed. BECAUSE THE WORD BARA (MEANING
CREATED) IS FORMED BY THE LETTERS, BET, RESH, AND ALEPH.
THUS, IT CONSISTS OF THE SAME LETTERS AS EVER (THE LIMB IN
HEBREW, WHICH IS FORMED BY THE LETTERS, ALEPH, BET, AND
RESH).
47. When the letters Aleph, Bet, and Resh (Ever = Limb) left their
impression on the word Bara (Bet, Resh, and Aleph, defined as created),
then the Supernal and Concealed One formed a different designation for
the impression of His Name and Glory. And these are the letters Mem and
Yud. He also created Aleph, Lamed, and Hei. So was the Sacred and
Blessed Name, which is Mah (formed by Mem and Hei), formed as a
mark. It brought forth the creation of Bara (Bet, Resh, and Aleph) from
Ever (Aleph, Bet, and Resh). And this word has the imprint of Aleph,
Lamed, and Hei from one side, and Aleph, Bet, and Resh from the other
side. Therefore to the Sacred Concealed One, Aleph, Lamed, and Hei
exist, as do Aleph, Bet, and Resh. And when one of them reaches
perfection, so does the other. Thus, it engraved upon Aleph, Bet, and
Resh the letter Hei, and it engraved upon the Aleph, Lamed, and Hei, the
letter Yud!
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48. And he explained that whenever Hei and the letters Eleh were
awakened (aroused, stimulated) to complete both sides, He then brought
forth the final letter Mem. He took one final Mem to the end of the letters that is, Aleph, Lamed, Hei, Yud, and one final Mem - to take to the other
side. That is to the end of the letters (forming the word) Aleph, Bet, Resh,
and Hei, thus completing the sacred holy name by combining the letters to
form Elohim. In the same manner, the name Avraham was completed.
And this is what we meant when we had stated, 'WHEN ONE OF THEM
REACHES PERFECTION, SO DOES THE OTHER.' And there are those
who say that the Holy One, blessed be He, took THE LETTERS Mem and
Hei and put them together with Ever, and it became THE COMBINATION
Avraham. And the word Mi alludes to the fifty gates of wisdom, and in the
word Mi there is a Yud, which is the first letter of the holy name. And the
word Ma alludes to the numerical value of the holy name, and it has within
it the second letter of the holy name, WHICH IS HEI. As it is written,
"worthy is the nation for whom this is so..." (Tehilim 144:15), "THAT
HASHEM IS THEIR GOD" (IBID.) And it is written: "He suspends the
world on Bli-Ma (nothingness)" (Iyov 26:7). THE WORD MA IN THIS
VERSE ALLUDES TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE
TETRAGRAMMATON WHEN SPELLED OUT WITH ALEPHS. And then
both worlds were upheld, the coming world with the letter Yud and this
world with Hei. And then it created offspring and the name was complete.
As it is written: "These are the products of the heaven and the earth
Bhibaram (when they were created)" (Beresheet 2:4). THE WORD
BHIBARAM HAS THE SAME LETTERS AS B'AVRAHAM, BECAUSE ALL
THE PRODUCTS were suspended, incomplete, until the name of
Avraham was created. When the name of Avraham was completed, so
was the holy name completed. And this is what is written, "on the day
HASHEM ELOHIM created heaven and earth" (Ibid.). THE WORDS "ON
THE DAY...CREATED" MEAN WHEN THEY WERE COMPLETED,
THROUGH THE NAME AVRAHAM, AND ONLY THEN IS HASHEM
FIRST MENTIONED IN THE TORAH.

10. The vision of Rabbi Chiya
Rabbi Chiya is worthy of elevation to the highest spiritual worlds, and to meet with the holy Kabbalist, Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, and his son Rabbi Elazar.
Rabbi Chiya spends time studying with his great Master in the supernal Academy, where Rabbi Shimon teaches the greatest of souls. The Messiah himself
comes to spend time with Rabbi Shimon. These spiritual words of wisdom instill in us the ability to connect ourselves to the supernal Worlds above.
49. Rabbi Chiya prostrated himself on the earth, kissed the dust and cried
out, Dust, dust how stiff-necked (stubborn) you are; how shameless you
are that all the delights of the eye perish within you! You consume all the
beacons of light in the world and grind them into nothing. How impertinent
you are. The Sacred Light that illuminated the world; the great leader who
governs the entire world and whose merit sustains the world is consumed
by you! Rabbi Shimon, the Light of the Illumination, the Light of the
Worlds! You perish in the dust while you sustain and govern the world! He
then fell into a reverie for a moment and said, Dust, dust, be not proud!
Because the pillars of the world will not be delivered into your hands; and
Rabbi Shimon shall not be consumed by you!
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50. Rabbi Chiya stood up and walked along weeping, accompanied by
Rabbi Yosi. He fasted from that day on for forty days so that he might
meet with Rabbi Shimon. They told him, you are not fit to see him. He
then wept and fasted for another forty days. They showed him Rabbi
Shimon and Rabbi Elazar his son, in a vision. They were discussing the
interpretation of that certain word, which Rabbi Yosi mentioned IN THE
NAME OF RABBI SHIMON (PAR. 45). And many thousands were
listening to his words.

51. Meanwhile, he saw many great celestial wings. Rabbi Shimon and his
son Rabbi Elazar mounted on them and were borne aloft to the heavenly
Academy (Yeshiva). And all those wings were waiting for them. He then
saw THAT RABBI SHIMON AND RABBI ELAZAR were renewed
constantly by their own splendor and shone more than the sun.

52. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by saying, let Rabbi Chiya enter
and see how much the Holy One, blessed be He, shall restore the faces
of the righteous in the world to come. How happy is he who comes here
without shame, and how happy is he who stands erect in this world as a
strong pillar that bears all! RABBI CHIYA saw HIMSELF entering, and
Rabbi Elazar stood up. So did all of the other pillars OF THE WORLD,
which had previously been sitting there. THEY ALL STOOD UP FOR THE
SAKE OF RABBI CHIYA. And he, RABBI CHIYA was embarrassed. As he
entered, he detached himself (from the pillars of the world) and sat at the
feet of Rabbi Shimon.

53. A voice came forth, saying: Lower your eyes, do not raise your head
up, and do not look! He lowered his eyes and saw a Light that shone from
afar. The voice returned and said: You hidden and unseen Celestials on
high, you who are clever and wander throughout the world, Behold and
see! Earthly beings that are sunk in deep slumber, THE LIGHT OF YOUR
EYES is concealed in the darkness of YOUR EYES, wake up!

54. Who, among you has DURING HIS LIFETIME IN THIS WORLD
transformed darkness into Light and the taste of bitter into sweet before
he came here? Who, among you has awaited eagerly every day the Light
that shines when the King calls upon the Gazelle? As then, the Honor OF
THE KING IS GLORIFIED, and He is called the King of all the other kings
of the world. Because he who does not await eagerly for this every day,
AS HE LIVES in that world - MEANING THIS WORLD - has no role here.

55. Meanwhile, he saw many of his friends gathering around the standing
Pillars, and he saw how they elevated them to the heavenly Academy.
Some were ascending while others were descending. And high above
them all, he saw the owner of the wings, WHO IS MATATRON, approach
him.
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56. The angel Matatron swore that he heard from behind the Curtain how
the King attends the Gazelle every day and remembers how She lies in
the soil of the earth. At that time, He kicks 390 heavens, which all quake
and tremble with fear because of Him. And He, THE KING, sheds tears
because of this, THAT THE SHECHINAH LIES IN THE SOIL OF THE
EARTH. And the tears, that are hot as fire, fall down into the Great Sea.
By the power of these tears, the governor who rules the sea, AND IS
CALLED RAHAV, is sustained and stays alive. And he sanctifies the
name of the Holy King by taking it upon himself to swallow all the waters
of the days of creation. He gathers them all within himself so that on that
day when all the nations assemble against the Holy Nation, the waters
may dry up while they cross over on dry land.

57. Meanwhile, he heard a voice call out: Move aside, make room. King
Mashiach is coming to the Academy of Rabbi Shimon, because all the
righteous people there are the heads of the Academies, which are known
up there. And all the disciples of each Academy ascend from this
Academy here to the heavenly Academy. And Mashiach visits all these
Academies and signs the Torah with the seal of the teachings that come
from the mouths of the learned Rabbis. At that time, King Mashiach came
TO THE ACADEMY OF RABBI SHIMON crowned by heavenly diadems
that He had received from the heads of the Academies.

58. At the same time, all the colleagues and Rabbi Shimon, as well, stood
up. Rabbi Shimon's light reached up to the empyrean. MASHIACH said to
him: Rabbi, how blessed you are, that your Torah (teachings) has been
elevated by the Illumination of 370 Lights. And every single Light has
been explained in 613 ways. Then they rise up and bathe themselves in
the rivers of pure Persimmon (balm). And the Holy One, blessed be He,
approves the Torah study of your Academy, of the Academy of Chizkiyah,
the King of the Judean Kingdom and of the Academy of Achiya Ha-Shiloni.

59. I have come to approve the Torah of your Academy only because the
One with Wings (Matatron) is on his way here, and I know that He shall
not enter any other Academy (Yeshivah) - only yours. Meanwhile, he told
Rabbi Shimon about the oath taken by the One with the Wings. Then
Mashiach trembled and raised up his voice. The heavens also trembled,
as did the Great Sea and the Whale. The world was about to collapse.
Also at this time, he noticed Rabbi Chiya sitting at the feet of Rabbi
Shimon. He asked: Who allowed a human being, wearing the cloaks of
that world, THAT IS, THE PHYSICAL BODY OF THE MUNDANE
WORLD, here? Rabbi Shimon answered: This is Rabbi Chiya the Shining
Light of the Torah. He said: Let he and his sons be gathered, MEANING,
LET THEM PASS AWAY FROM THE MUNDANE WORLD, and join your
Academy! Rabbi Shimon said, let him be given time! And time was given
to him.
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60. He, MASHIACH, left there trembling all over, his eyes brimming with
tears. Rabbi Chiya was deeply shaken and wept. Then he said, how
happy are the righteous with their role in the world to come, and how
happy is Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, who has this distinction. He is
described by the verse, "I will cause those who love me to inherit a lasting
possession and I will fill their treasures" (Mishlei 8:21).

11. You are My partner
From this section of the Zohar we learn that our primary purpose in life is to complete and perfect creation through our own spiritual transformation and growth.
In addition, Rabbi Shimon implores his students not to share or speak of spiritual wisdom that is not derived directly from the mouth of their teacher. Doing so,
he warns, can cause death and bring destruction to our physical world. The strength to make our own spiritual corrections in life and to complete the thought of
creation is given to us the moment we scan this section. We acquire the discipline to always remain on the true path of wisdom, and we gain the strength to
avoid temptation by easier but less powerful teachings.
61. In the Beginning: Beresheet. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion
with the verse, "And I have put My words in thy mouth" (Yeshayah 51:16),
meaning how important it is for a person to study laboriously the Torah
day and night. Very important, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
listens attentively to the voices of those who occupy themselves with the
study of the Torah. And every word that receives a new interpretation by a
person who delves into the study of the Torah creates a new heaven.

62. We have already learned that at the moment when a new phrase or a
new way of understanding is instructed by any person, that phrase
ascends and is assembled in front of the Holy One, blessed be He. And
the Holy One, blessed be He, receives this new phrase and accepts it. He
also adorns it with 70 crowns of graven and inscribed letters. And this new
Phrase of Wisdom that is revealed is then set upon the head of the
Eternal Tzadik. Then it flies off and floats through 70,000 worlds until it
reaches Atik-Yomin, WHICH IS THE SFIRAH OF KETER. And all the
words of Atik-Yomin are Phrases of Wisdom comprising sublime and
hidden mysteries.

63. When this Phrase of Wisdom is revealed here IN THIS WORLD as it
ascends, it joins the words of Atik-Yomin and goes up and down together
with them. Then it enters 18 hidden worlds that "neither has the eye seen,
Elohim, beside you" (Yeshayah 64:4). Afterward, they leave there to float
around before they are presented in full perfection to Atik-Yomin. At this
stage, Atik-Yomin smells the odor of the phrase, and He finds it most
desirable - MORE DESIRABLE, IN FACT, THAN ANYTHING ELSE. He
then takes it and crowns it with 370,000 crowns. And the phrase, WHICH
REVEALS A NEW IDEA OF THE TORAH, flies on high - going up and
down before landing. Thus, a heaven is made OUT OF IT.
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64. And from every Word and Phrase of Wisdom many heavens are
made. They stand in full perfection in front of Atik-Yomin, who calls them
'New Heavens'. IN OTHER WORDS, 'Renewed Heavens' BECAUSE
THEY ARE concealed by the hidden secrets of the Sublime Wisdom.
While all the other phrases and sayings of the Torah that are newly
revealed THAT DO NOT BELONG TO THIS ASPECT OF SUBLIME
WISDOM stand before the Holy One, blessed be He, these Words and
Phrases of Wisdom ascend and become the Lands of the Living. They
then descend and are put as a crown upon a certain land. Thus, all is
renewed and it becomes a 'New Land' BY THE POWER of that phrase of
the Torah that was freshly discovered.

65. On this subject, it is written, "For as the new heavens and the new
earth (land), which I will make, shall remain before me, says Hashem, so
shall your seed and your name remain" (Yeshayah 66:22). He does not
say 'I have made,' but rather "I will make," IN THE PRESENT TENSE,
BECAUSE, He constantly makes NEW HEAVENS AND EARTH from the
secrets and the new teachings of the Torah. And on this subject, it is
written, "And I have put my words in your mouth, and I have covered you
in the shadow of my hand, that I may plant heavens, and lay the
foundations of earth, and say to Zion, You are my people" (Yeshayah
51:16). He does not say 'the heavens,' but rather "heavens," WITHOUT
THE DEFINITE ARTICLE. THIS MEANS THAT HE IS NOT
ENCOMPASSING THE ACTUAL HEAVENS, BUT THE HEAVENS THAT
ARE MADE ANEW FROM THE TEACHINGS AND THE UTTERANCES
OF THE TORAH.
66. Rabbi Elazar then asked, what is the meaning of "I have covered you
in the shadow of my hand?" (Yeshayah 51:16). He told him, when the
Torah was given to Moshe, many 'tens of thousands' of angels on high
were about to burn him with the flames of their mouths, but the Holy One,
blessed be He, protected him. So now, when the new explanation on the
Torah is uttered, the saying rises up, is crowned, and then stands before
the Holy One, blessed be He. And He guards that saying and shelters the
person who said it so that they may be known only to Him and to stop the
angels from envying him until a New Heaven and Earth are made from
that saying. So he says, "I have covered you in the shadow of my hand,
that I may plant heavens, and lay the foundations of earth." And from this
we learn that everything which is 'hidden from the eye' has a supernal
advantage, as expressed in "I have covered you in the shadow of my
hand." But why should it be covered and hidden 'out of sight?' So that it
may receive the supernal advantage. As he says, "that I may plant
heavens and lay the foundations of earth," as we have learned. IN
OTHER WORDS, TO MAKE NEW HEAVENS AND EARTH OUT OF IT.

67. "And say to Zion, You are my people" (Yeshayah 51:16). The phrase
"and say to Zion," MEANS TO SAY TO those new lands and those holy
sayings that are marked and set one upon the other, REFERRING TO
THE NEW TEACHINGS OF THE TORAH, You are my people. Do not say
Ami (my people) Ata (You are), but rather Imi (with me) Ata (You are). Do
not say Ami Ata, WITH THE VOWEL PATACH, but rather Imi Ata, WITH
THE VOWEL CHIRIK, WHICH MEANS, 'be my partner.' Just as I have
made the heavens and the earth with My words, as is written, "By the
word of Hashem the heavens were made" (Tehilim 33:6), so shall you BY
YOUR WORDS OF WISDOM MAKE NEW HEAVENS AND EARTH. How
lucky and meritorious are those who occupy themselves in the labor of
learning and teaching the Torah.
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68. And so, you may say that the words OF A NEW EXPLANATION by
any person, EVEN one who does not know WHAT HE IS SAYING, have
the same effect. Come and see, however, what happens when a person
who is not familiar with the secrets of the Torah brings forth a new
explanation of which he does not know the exact origin, as he should.
Under those circumstances, that word OF THE NEW EXPLANATION
rises upward, and the Perverse One, the Demon of the False Tongue,
goes forth to grab it. He emerges from the cavern of the great abyss,
makes a leap of 500 parasangs to receive that word, then grabs it, returns
with it to His Female Partner, and makes a False Heaven out of it, which
is called Tohu (Chaos).

69. The Perverse One then flies in that FALSE Heaven, traversing 6,000
parasangs in one bound. And as soon as this False Heaven is formed, a
Harlot emerges, seizes onto this False Heaven, and participates in its
flight. From there, She leaves to slay by the thousands and tens of
thousands. Because as long as She appends herself to this Heaven, She
has the authority and the ability to fly and traverse the whole world, from
one end to the other, in an instant.

70. And on this subject, it is written, "Woe to them that draw iniquity with
cords of vanity" (Yeshayah 5:18). "Iniquity" is related to the Male - "and
sin as it were with a cart rope" (Ibid.). What is sin? This is the Female,
namely the Harlots. The gender is implied in the phrase, "and sin as it
were with a cart rope." He, WHO SINS, draws iniquity, NAMELY THE
MALE OF THE KLIPAH, with these cords of vanity. And afterwards:
"draws sin as it were with a cart rope." SO HE DRAWS UPON HIMSELF
that Female, who is called "sin," as she grows strong and flies off to slay
human beings. Therefore, "she has cast down many deadly
wounded" (Mishlei 7:26). Who "has cast down?" That sin that slays
human beings. And who caused all this? That disciple (Torah student)
who did not earn the right to teach, but does so. So may the Merciful One
save us!

71. Rabbi Shimon said to all the friends of the group, I beg of you all not
to utter any words of the Torah which you did not hear from a 'great
tree' (a learned scholar) and did not learn properly. So that you may not
be the cause of that Harlot (that sin) slaying multitudes of human beings
without reason! They all answered: May the Merciful One save us all!

72. Come and see, the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world using
the Torah. And this has been explained in the verse, "Then I was by him
as an apprentice, and I was daily all his delight" (Mishlei 8:30). THIS
APPLIES TO THE TORAH, WITH WHICH THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, AMUSED HIMSELF FOR 2,000 YEARS BEFORE THE
CREATION OF THE WORLD (PAR. 22). He looked at the Torah once,
twice, and thrice. The fourth time He addressed them. Eventually, He
used the Torah to teach the sons of Man how not to be misled and how to
study the Torah properly. As it is written, "Then he saw and declared it; he
established it and searched it out. And he said to man..." (Iyov 28:27-28).
"THEN HE SAW," THIS IS ONCE; "DECLARED IT," THIS IS TWICE; "HE
ESTABLISHED IT," THIS IS THRICE; AND "SEARCHED IT OUT," THIS
IS THE FOURTH. THEN HE TOLD THEM, as it is written, "And He said to
Man..."
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73. So according to these four times (or steps), expressed as, "Then he
saw it and declared it; he established it and searched it out" (Iyov 28:2728), The Holy One created what He had created. And He did not
accomplish His mission until He brought forth four words. Therefore it is
written, "Beresheet (In the beginning) Bara (created) Elohim Et
(the)..." (Beresheet 1:1) which contains four words. After that, THE NEXT
WORD WRITTEN IS "heavens." So these are the four times that the Holy
One, blessed be He, looked into the Torah before He brought his works
into actuality.

12. The donkey driver
Rabbi Elazar, the son of Rabbi Shimon, is traveling by donkey with Rabbi Abba, one of the great students of Rabbi Shimon. A lowly donkey driver pushes their
donkey from behind in order to help the two Rabbis along in their journey. The donkey driver strikes up a conversation with the two sages and begins revealing
spiritual secrets. Rabbi Elazar is surprised and bit skeptical at first, but soon realizes that this simple man is speaking great wisdom. As the donkey driver
continues with a lengthy discourse on many supernal mysteries. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Abba begin to realize the greatness and eminence of the person in
their midst. At the end of the discourse, they recognize the donkey driver: they are face to face with Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, the great sage who had left the
physical world some time ago. Upon their recognition, Rabbi Hamnuna Saba disappears and returns to the Upper Worlds.
In speaking about the travels and journeys of the sages, the Zohar is also referring to the spiritual paths that all of us must eventually follow. In reality, Rabbi
Elazar and Rabbi Abba were on a spiritual journey. They received the help and support of the great sage Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, who assisted them in their
ascent to a higher level of being.
Each of us requires the assistance of righteous souls as we evolve along our own spiritual paths. As our eyes observe the Hebrew letters and our minds absorb
the meaning of this story, we draw down a righteous soul who will assist us in taking the next step forward in our spiritual development.
74. Rabbi Elazar was on his way to visit his father-in-law, Rabbi Yosi, the
son of Rabbi Shimon, who was the son of Lakunya, accompanied by
Rabbi Aba. Another man was leading their donkeys and walking behind
them. Rabbi Aba said, let us start a discussion on the Torah, as the time
and place are propitious and can help us complete our journey.

75. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the phrase, "You shall keep
my Shabbatot (plural form of Shabbat)" (Vayikra 19:30). Come and see:
the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world in six days. And on each
day He revealed His actions and gave that day His strength. But when did
He actually reveal His actions and give His strength? This happened on
the fourth day! Because the first three days were all undisclosed and
nothing appeared. But as soon as the fourth day arrived, He revealed His
action and shared His strength with all!

76. So Fire, Water and Air, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET - THE SECRET OF THE THREE FIRST DAYS - which are the
supernal elements, NAMELY THE THREE SFIROT - CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET - were kept in suspense and the full action of
creation was not revealed until the earth, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, disclosed them. Only then was the creation of each one of
them perceptible and known to all ON THE FOURTH DAY.
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77. You may say that this was on the third day, as it is written, "Let the
earth bring forth grass...And the earth brought forth grass" (Beresheet
1:11-12). HERE YOU MAY SAY IS THE REVELATION OF THE
CREATION OF THE EARTH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, OCCURRING ON
THE THIRD DAY! AND HE REPLIES: Although it is written that this
occurred on the third day, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF TIFERET, it
actually was on the fourth day, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT.
The third and fourth days, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, were combined
without any separation between them. But afterward, on the fourth day,
He revealed actions; He revealed His craftsmanship and workmanship in
each and every one of the first three days, which are CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET. The fourth day is the "fourth leg" of the supernal chair (or
throne), WHICH IS BINAH, WHOSE FOUR LEGS ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.
78. So all the actions, whether it be those of the first THREE days,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, or the last THREE
days, WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, were dependent on
the day of the Shabbat (Sabbath), WHICH IS MALCHUT, FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, WHEN ITS STATE
OF PERFECTION APPEARED. Therefore, it is written, "And on the
seventh day Elohim ended (or completed) His work which He had
made" (Beresheet 2:2). This refers to the Shabbat and the fourth leg of
the chair. THAT IS TO SAY, THE SHABBAT AND THE FOURTH DAY
ARE BOTH ASPECTS OF MALCHUT. NEVERTHELESS, THE FOURTH
DAY IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS INCLUDED WITH ZEIR ANPIN AT THE
LEVEL OF HIS TIFERET FROM HIS CHEST UPWARD. AND THE DAY
OF THE SHABBAT IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT AT THE STAGE OF
MATING FACE TO FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
79. And if you say, If it is so, THAT THE SHABBAT IS MALCHUT, then
why does it say, "You shall keep my Shabbatot" in the plural?" AND HE
REPLIES, The Shabbat of the Evening of the Shabbat, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and the Shabbat of the actual Day of Shabbat, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN WHO SHINES UPON THE SHABBAT, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, are in unison as one. THERE IS NO SEPARATION
BECAUSE THEY ARE MATED FACE TO FACE AND CALLED TWO
SHABBATOT!
80. The one who was driving THE DONKEYS and following behind asked:
And what is the meaning of "And you shall revere My
sanctuary?" (Vayikra 19:30). Rabbi Aba replied: This applies to the
sanctity of the Shabbat. Then he asked: And what is the sanctity of the
Shabbat? He said to him: This is the sanctity that is drawn down from
above, FROM ABA AND IMA. He said to him, If that is so, then you have
made the Shabbat without any sanctity OF ITS OWN! FOR sanctity
prevails only when it comes from above, FROM ABA AND IMA. Rabbi
Aba answered: It is indeed so, as it is written, "And call the Shabbat a
delight, the holy day of Hashem's holiness, honorable" (Yeshayah 58:13).
So the Shabbat is mentioned separately, as is the holiness of Hashem.
He then asked him: What then is the "holiness of Hashem?" Rabbi Aba
replied: This is the sanctity or the holiness that descends from above,
FROM ABA AND IMA, and rests upon it, UPON THE SHABBAT. He said,
If the holiness, which descends from above, is called "honorable," it may
seem as though the Shabbat itself is not "honorable." Yet it is written,
"and you shall honor it," SO THE SHABBAT IN ITSELF IS HONORABLE!
Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Aba, Leave this man alone, because he has
something wise to say, something of which we know nothing. They said to
him, Say what you want to say!
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81. The man began with the verse, "My Shabbatot" (Vayikra 19:30). The
particle Et IS MENTIONED HERE to include the borders of the Shabbat,
which are 2,000 cubits in every direction. For this reason, the verse added
THE PARTICLE Aleph Tav (Et). "My Shabbatot" IN THE PLURAL FORM
refers to both the higher Shabbat and the lower Shabbat, which are joined
as one, and are both concealed.

82. Another Shabbat, however, remained unmentioned and felt
humiliated. She came forward and said, Master of the Universe from the
day You created me until now I am called 'the Shabbat,' and there is no
day without a night! He told her: My daughter, you are the Shabbath and I
have called you 'the Shabbat,' but now I am adorning you with a more
glorious crown. He then sent forth a proclamation stating, "And you shall
fear My sanctuary" (Vayikra 19:30). And this is the Shabbat of the eve of
Shabbat, where fear and awe prevail. But who is this Shabbat? HE
REPLIES: This is the one that the Holy One, blessed be He, included
TOGETHER WITH HER, saying: "I am Hashem" (Ibid.). "I" IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE EVE OF
SHABBAT, HASHEM IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR-ANPIN. AND BY THE
WORDS, "I am Hashem," THEY WERE COMBINED TOGETHER. And I
(the donkey-driver) heard this from my father, who emphasized THAT
THE WORD Et symbolizes the borders of the Shabbat. My Shabbatot, IN
THE PLURAL, denotes the circle and the square within, which are two,
MEANING THERE ARE TWO SHABBATOT. According to these two,
there are two hallowed prayers that we should recite. One starts with
"Vayichulu" (Beresheet 2:1-3), and the other is the Kiddush. The passage
of "Vayichulu" consists of 35 words, and in the Kiddush that we perform
there are also 35 words. COLLECTIVELY, they add up to seventy names,
with which the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Community of Yisrael
adorn themselves.

83. And because this circle and this square are My Shabbatot, they are
both included in the word Preserve (Keep) (Heb. Shamor), as it is written,
"You shall keep my Shabbatot." But the upper Shabbat is not included in
Shamor, but only in Zachor. Remember that the supernal King, WHO IS
BINAH, is completed by Zachor. And this is why it, BINAH, is called the
"King to whom Peace belongs." As His Peace, Shalom, is Zachor. And so
there is no controversy above in the supernal realm.

84. There are two kinds of peace down below: One is Ya'akov, WHO IS
TIFERET; the other is Yosef, WHO IS YESOD. And because of this,
Peace is written twice in "Peace, Peace to him that is far off, and to him
that is near" (Yeshayah 57:19). "To him that is far" refers to Ya'akov; "to
him that is near" refers to Yosef. So "to him that is far" means, as you say,
"Hashem has appeared to me from afar" (Yirmeyah 31:2), and also, "And
his sister stood afar off" (Shemot 2:4). And "to him that is near" means, as
you say, "to new gods that came from nearby" (Devarim 32:17).
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85. "From afar" (Yirmeyah 31:2), refers to the Upper Point in His Palace.
And the verse refers to it with the words, "You shall keep (Heb.
Tishmoru)" (Vayikra 19:30), where it is included within Shamor. "And My
sanctuary you shall fear" (Ibid.), refers to the Point in the center that
should be most greatly feared, as the penalty for transgression is death.
As it is written, "Everyone who profanes it shall surely be put to
death" (Shemot 31:14). And who "profanes it?" Those who penetrate into
the (empty) space of the circle and the square - into the spot where that
Point is situated - and damage it. They "shall surely be put to death!" This
is why it is written, "You shall fear," and this Point is called "I." Where the
Most High and Concealed One, namely the Tetragrammaton (Ha-Va-Yah)
prevails. Thus, "I AM HASHEM" (VAYIKRA 19:30), and all is One.

86. They said to him: Who has put you here to be a donkey driver? He
replied: The letter Yud waged war against the two letters, Caf and
Samech, TO COME and join me. The letter Caf did not want to leave ITS
PLACE and join me because it can only be at rest in THE CHAIR, OR
[VGC1]"THRONE" (PAR. 31). And the Samech did not want to leave ITS
PLACE, because it has to support those who fall (PAR. 28). And without
the Samech, they cannot survive!

87. He continued: The letter Yud alone came over to me, kissed me,
embraced me, and wept together with me. It said to me, My son, what
shall I do with you? I am leaving you to load myself with a plenitude of
good things and of precious, sublime and secretive letters. And then I
shall return to you and help you. I shall bring you the possessions of two
letters that are much higher than those that have left you. These are the
letters Yud and Shin, the superior Yud together with the superior Shin.
AND THEY shall become your treasure, full of all riches. So for this
purpose, my son, go and drive the donkeys. And this is why I am still
doing so!

88. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba rejoiced. They also wept and said to him,
Come, you shall ride on the donkey and we shall walk along behind you.
IN OTHER WORDS, HE SHOULD RIDE ON THE DONKEY, AND THEY
SHOULD DRIVE IT. He said to them, have I not told you that his is the
command of the King, until the donkey driver appears! THIS REFERS TO
KING MASHIACH, WHO IS DESCRIBED BY THE WORDS, "POOR AND
RIDING ON A DONKEY." They said to him, Until now you have not given
us your name. And where do you live? He told them, Where I live is a
good place and very precious to me. It is a tower - a very highly exalted
tower - that 'floats on air.' And those who live in this tower are the Holy
One, blessed be He, and one poor man! But I have been exiled from
there, and came to drive the donkeys. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Elazar
looked at him, and his words tasted as sweet as the manna and honey to
them. They said to him, If you tell us the name of your father, we will kiss
the earth under your feet! He responded, Why? What for? It is not my
habit to take pride in the study of the Torah.
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89. He continued, but the place where my father lives is in the Great
Ocean. And he was a fish that swam from one end of the Great Ocean to
the other. And he was mighty and noble, a venerable figure who became
wise 'with the years,' and was able to swallow up all the other fish in the
sea. Then later he released them full of life and all the good of the world.
And with his might, he was able to cross over the entire Ocean in an
instant. And he released me, like an arrow in the hand of a valiant man,
and hid me in that place that I told you about - NAMELY THE TOWER
THAT FLOATS ON AIR - while he returned to his home and disappeared
in the Ocean.

90. Rabbi Elazar examined his words and then said to him: You are the
son of the sacred Light! You are the son of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba the
venerable! You are the son of the Light of the Torah! And you drive our
donkeys for us! They both wept and kissed him, then continued their
journey. AND AGAIN they asked him: May it please our Master to tell us
his name?

91. He began with the verse, "And Benayahu Ben (the son of)
Yehoyada" (II Shmuel 23:20). This verse has been explained, and
explained well! But it came to show us the sublime secrets of the Torah.
SO THE NAME Benayahu Ben Yehoyada has been mentioned AS
REFERRING TO the secret of Wisdom. It is a clue to something deep and
concealed, and the name caused it. "Ben Ish Chai (the son of a living
man)" applies to the Eternal Tzaddik. "Mighty of deeds" (Ibid.) means that
he is the Master of all actions and of all the hosts on high, because they
all come from him. He IS CALLED "Hashem of Hosts" BECAUSE HE IS
the symbol (lit. 'the letter or sign') of all His hosts and is distinguished as
he stands high above them all.
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92. "Mighty of deeds" is Mekabez-El (II Shmuel 23:20). So where did this
great and precious tree, which is greater than all, come from? From which
grade? The verse repeatedly states, "Mekabetz-El," which is a high and
concealed grade that "the eye has not seen;" it includes everything. And it
gathers everything it receives from the Supernal Light, and from it
everything goes forth.

93. And this is the Sacred Concealed Temple, into which all the grades
are gathered and concealed. The space (the body) of this Temple is
where all the worlds are gathered and all the Holy Hosts sustain and
replenish their existence.

94. "He slew two Generals of Moab" (II Shmuel 23:20). Two Holy Temples
existed and were sustained on his account: The first Holy Temple and the
second. However, as he disappeared, the flow of energy from above
stopped. SO, SEEMINGLY, it is as if he "slew," destroyed, and ended
them.

95. And the Holy Throne (CHAIR), WHICH IS MALCHUT, collapsed. As it
is written, "As I was in exile" (Yechezkel 1:1). THIS MEANS that a certain
grade, which is called I (Ani, which is formed by the letters Aleph, Nun,
and Yud), WHICH IS MALCHUT, was in exile. Where? "By the river of
Cvar" (Yechezkel 1:1). THIS MEANS by the river that had sprouted and
flowed from Cvar (already), or in other words, by the river that had already
sprouted and flowed, BUT NOW, BECAUSE all its waters and fountains
have dried up, does not flow as before. Therefore it is written, "and the
river is destroyed and dries up" (Iyov 14:11). It "was destroyed" at the first
Holy Temple and "dries up" at the second. For this reason, IT IS
WRITTEN: "He slew two Generals of Moab." Moab IS FORMED BY THE
WORDS Mo (From) and Ab (Father), or from our Father in Heaven. And
both Temples were destroyed because of Him, as all the Lights that
shone upon Yisrael were now darkened.

96. Further, "He went down and slew a lion" (II Shmuel 23:20). In early
days, when this river's waters flowed downward, the Israelites were in a
state of "Perfection," because they offered their offerings and sacrifices to
atone for their sins and purify their souls. Then, from above, the image of
a lion descended. They saw it on the altar, as it crouched on its prey,
consuming it like a brave and mighty man. And all the dogs, THAT IS THE
PROSECUTORS, hid from it and did not come out TO ACCUSE!
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97. The sins caused him to go down to the lower levels and slay the lion.
BECAUSE the lion refused to give up its prey as before! THIS IS AS
THOUGH he killed it! THEREFORE, assuredly, "He slew the lion." "In the
midst of a pit" (II Shmuel 23:20) in front of the eyes of the Other Evil Side.
And because the Other Side saw this, it gained courage and sent a dog to
eat the offerings, ABOVE THE ALTAR, INSTEAD OF THE LION. And
what is the name of that lion? Oriel, IS ITS NAME, as he had the face of a
lion. And what is the name of that dog? Baladan is its name, BECAUSE
BALADAN IS FORMED BY THE SAME LETTERS AS THE WORDS BAL
(NOT) AND ADAM (MAN), WITH THE FINAL MEM EXCHANGED FOR A
NUN. And He is not a human being, but a dog with the face of a dog.

98. "In a day of snow" (II Shmuel 23:20) DESCRIBES the day when the
sins caused the sentence (judgment) to be pronounced by the Court (Bet
Din) on high. Therefore, it is written, "She is not afraid of the
snow" (Mishlei 31:21), which symbolizes the judgment on high, WHICH IS
CALLED THE SNOW. Why IS SHE NOT AFRAID? Because all Her
household are clothed with scarlet (Ibid.). THIS IS HOW She can endure
the strong fire. Up to this point, the secret of the verse is not revealed.

99. What is written next? "And he slew the Egyptian, a man of good
appearance" (II Shmuel 23:21). Here the secret of the verse is revealed to
let us know that every time Yisrael sinned, He went away and prevented
them from receiving all the blessings and all the Lights that shone upon
them. He slew the Egyptian. This is the Light, THAT IS, the same Light
that shone upon Yisrael. And who is he? HE IS Moshe. As he is described
in the verse, "And they said a Egypt man delivered us" (Shemot 2:19).
Because he was born and grew up IN EGYPT until he rose to reach the
Supernal Light.

100. "A man of good appearance" (II Shmuel 23:21). This is, as it is
written, "clearly and not in riddles" (Bemidbar 12:8). "A man" (Heb. Ish), is,
as it is written, "the man (Ish) of Elohim" (Devarim 33:1). This is the
husband of that "appearance" that reveals the glory of Hashem AND
REFERS TO MALCHUT. Because he earned the right to lead this grade
over the land, as he wished, a feat that no other man had achieved.

101. "And the Egyptian had a spear in his hand" (II Shmuel 23:21). This
refers to the rod of Elohim that was delivered into his hand. As it is written,
"With the rod of Hashem in my hand" (Shemot 17:9). And this is the same
rod that was created at the twilight of the Shabbat eve and was engraved
with the Holy Name by a Divine Shaping. And with this ROD Moshe
committed the sin of smiting the rock, as is written, "And he smote the
rock with his rod twice" (Bemidbar 20:11). The Holy One, blessed be He,
said to him: "Moshe, I have not given you My rod for this purpose; by thy
life, from henceforward, it will not be in thy hands any more."
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102. Immediately, "he went down to him with a staff" (II Shmuel 23:21),
SIGNIFYING the harsh judgment (Heb. Din), "and plucked the spear out
of the hand of the Egyptian" (Ibid.). From that moment onward, he lost
THE ROD, WHICH IS THE SPEAR, and could never regain it. "And slew
him with his own spear" (Ibid.) MEANS THAT because of the sin of
smiting THE ROCK with the rod, he died and did not enter the Holy Land,
thereby causing this Light to be withheld from Yisrael.

103. "He was more honorable than the thirty" (II Shmuel 23:23) refers to
the thirty celestial years that he took from above and brought down below.
And from them he took and became closer, "but he attained not to the first
three" (Ibid.). They came over to him and offered themselves to him with a
gracious heart, but he did not go over to them.

104. Even though he did not join them and was not included in the count,
"David set him over his guard" (II Shmuel 23:23) and was never separated
from the tablets on his heart, because they can never be separated. David
gave his heart to him, but he did not GIVE HIS HEART to David. Because
by the hymns and praises together with the grace that the moon shows for
the sun, She (the moon) draws HIM (the sun) to reside with Her. This is
what the verse, "And David set him over his guard," means.

105. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba fell down ON THEIR FACES in front of
him. And as they fell, he disappeared. Then they rose and looked all
around but could not see him. So they sat down, began to weep, and
could not speak to each other. After a while, Rabbi Aba said, This must be
related to what we have learned. When righteous people go on a journey
and occupy themselves in the study of the Torah, they are visited by
righteous souls from that other world, WHO REVEAL TO THEM NEW
EXPLANATIONS OF THE TORAH. So this surely must BE THE REASON
WHY Rabbi Hamnuna Saba came to us from that world - to reveal these
teachings to us. And before we were able to recognize who he was, he
went off and disappeared.
They stood up and tried to lead their donkeys on, but the donkeys did not
move. AGAIN they tried to lead them on, but still they did not move. Fear
struck them both, and they left the donkeys in their place. And even now,
that site is called the "place of the donkeys."

106. Rabbi Elazar said, "Oh, how great is Your goodness, which You
have laid up for those who fear You" (Tehilim 31:20). How great is the
heavenly abundance that the Holy One, blessed be He, shall bestow on
human beings; to those sin-fearing, divine, and righteous men who learn
the Torah as they arrive at the world to come. It is not only written, "Your
goodness," but also "how great is Your goodness." And who is He? THIS
REFERS TO "the memory of Your goodness" (Tehilim 145:7), which is the
pleasure of life that is drawn from the world to come down to the
"Livelihood of the Worlds." This IS CALLED "the memory of Thy
goodness," which is certainly "the great goodness toward the house of
Yisrael" (Yeshayah 63:7).
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107. Further "How (Heb. Mah) great is Your goodness" (Tehilim 31:20)
SHOULD BE FURTHER EXPLAINED. In these words, the secret of
Wisdom is engraved. It is the place where all the secrets are included,
BECAUSE the word how (Mah) MEANS according to what we have
learned (Par. 19). "Great" refers to a great and strong tree, WHICH IS
ZEIR-ANPIN. Because there is another tree, which is smaller than this
one (REFERRING TO MALCHUT), this one, ZEIR-ANPIN, is referred to
as great and rises up to the highest of the heavens.
108. "Goodness" (Tehilim 31:20) is the Light that was created on the first
day OF THE ACT OF CREATION, "which You have laid up for those who
fear You" (Ibid.). BECAUSE He hid it as a treasure for the righteous in the
world to come, "which You have created," this alludes to the upper
Garden of Eden (Paradise), as it is written, "In the place, Hashem, which
You have created for Yourself to dwell in" (Shemot 15:17). This is what
the words "which You have created" signify.
109. "In the presence of the Sons of Men (human beings)" (Tehilim
31:20). This is the lower Garden of Eden, where all the righteous stand
with the Spirit (Heb. Ruach), which is clothed in a precious garment, IN
THE SAME way and form that they appeared in this world. Thus, the
phrase "in the presence of the Sons of Men" means in the same form as
human beings that live in this world. And they stand there and then rise up
in the air, ascending to the Celestial Academy in the upper Garden of
Eden. They float around THERE and bathe in the dew of the rivers of pure
balsam. Then they come down and dwell below IN THE LOWER
GARDEN OF EDEN.

110. And sometimes THESE RIGHTEOUS SOULS appear "in the
presence of the Sons of Man" (Tehilim 31:20) to perform miracles for
them, just as the angels of above do. And this is exactly like the Light of
the Supernal Shining Light that we have just seen. But we did not have
the merit of seeing deeper into the secrets of Wisdom and attaining
greater knowledge.

111. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying: "And Manoach said to his
wife, We shall surely die, because we have seen Elohim" (Shoftim 13:22).
Even though Manoach was not aware of his actions, AS IT IS WRITTEN,
"FOR MANOACH KNEW NOT THAT HE WAS THE ANGEL OF
ELOHIM" (SHOFTIM 12:16), he still said, as it is written, "For man shall
not see Me and live" (Shemot 33:20). We have certainly seen Him, and
therefore we shall certainly die. Yet, we who have seen and have had the
privilege of seeing that Light that accompanied us shall NEVERTHELESS
stay alive, because the Holy One, blessed be He, sent him to us, to teach
us the secrets of the Wisdom that he chose to reveal . How happy is our
lot!

112. They went along and reached a mountain just as the sun was about
to set. The branches of the trees on the mountain started to rustle and
sing. While they were still walking they heard a strong voice calling out,
Holy sons of Elohim, you who are scattered among those who live in this
world, those Shining Lights who are the Yeshiva Scholars, gather around
and come to your places so that you may enjoy yourselves with your
Master in the study of the Torah. They were frightened AND REMAINED
standing in their places. Then they sat down.
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113. In the meantime, a voice came forth as before, and said, O, mighty
rocks, exalted hammers, here comes the Master of colors, embroidered
with paintings, standing upon a pillar. Enter and be assembled. At this
moment, they heard the great and mighty "voice" of the tree branches,
which were saying, "The voice of Hashem breaks the cedars" (Tehilim
29:5). Both Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba fell down on their faces, and a
great fear overcame them. They rose hastily and went away, after which
they ceased to hear anything. They left (lit. 'came out of') the mountain
and kept on going.

114. As they reached the house of Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi Shimon,
who was the son of Lakunya, they met Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. He was
glad and said to them, you have certainly journeyed through a path of
heavenly miracles and wonders. Because as I was sleeping, I saw you
together with Benayahu Ben Yehoyada, who sent to you in the hands of
an old man two crowns with which to adorn yourselves. So certainly, the
Holy One, blessed be He, was on this path. Furthermore, I see that your
faces have changed. Rabbi Yosi said, You have said well, that a Wise
Man (sage) is preferable to a prophet. Rabbi Elazar came and bowed
before Rabbi Shimon and told him the story.

115. Rabbi Shimon felt fear coming over him and wept. Then he said,
"Hashem, I have heard a report of You, and I am afraid" (Chavakuk 3:2).
Chavakuk had said this phrase when he saw his death and his
resurrection by Elisha approaching. Why was he called Chavakuk?
Because, as it is written, "About this time in the coming year you shall
embrace (Heb. Chovek-et) a son" (II Melachim 4:16). So Chavakuk was
the son of the Shunammite. And there were two embracings: one from his
mother and one from Elisha, as it is written, "and he put his mouth upon
his mouth" (II Melachim 4:34).

116. I have found in the book of King Solomon that the engraved Name
that consists of 72 names was engraved on CHAVAKUK BY ELISHA.
AND EACH WORD CONSISTS OF THREE LETTERS (AS EXPLAINED
IN ZOHAR, BESHALACH, PAR. 173). Because the letters of the alphabet
that his father engraved on him from the beginning flew away as he died.
And now, when Elisha embraced him, he engraved on him all these
letters of the 72 names. Therefore the engraved letters of the 72 names,
EACH OF WHICH HAS THREE LETTERS, comprises a total of 216
letters.
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117. And all of these 216 letters that form the 72 names were engraved
by Elisha in the spirit OF CHAVAKUK to bring him back to life. And he
called him CHAVAKUK, A name that completes AND SIGNIFIES all the
sides (directions), because it completes AND SIGNIFIES two embracings,
as mentioned previously. It also completes AND SIGNIFIES the secret of
the 216 letters of the Holy Name. BECAUSE THE NUMERICAL VALUE
OF CHAVAKUK IN HEBREW ADDS UP TO 216, FROM WHICH THE 72
NAMES WERE CREATED. SO BY THE 72 compartments (names) he
revived him and brought his spirit back. AND BY THE 216 letters, he
revived his body and bodily functions. This is why he is called Chavakuk.

118. And he said, "Hashem, I have heard a report of You, and I am
afraid" (Chavakuk 3:2). WHICH MEANS THAT I have heard or I have
received a report of what I went through and have therefore had a taste of
what that other world is like, and "I am afraid." THIS REFERS TO THE
TIME BETWEEN HIS DEATH AND HIS RESURRECTION BY ELISHA.
He started to ask for mercy on his soul by saying, "Hashem, revive your
work" (this is a reference to his soul) "that You have performed for me in
the midst of the years" (Ibid.). THIS MEANS 'MAY THIS BE MY LIFE,'
BECAUSE THE TERM "revive" IS CONNECTED to his life. And whoever
is connected to those primordial years, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF
ATIK-YOMIN, has life connected to him. The phrase, "in the midst of the
years make known," means to bestow life upon that grade that has no life
at all of its own, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF MALCHUT.
119. Rabbi Shimon wept as he said: Even I have feared the Holy One,
blessed be He, from what I have heard. He raised his hands to his head
and said, You had the privilege of seeing Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, the
Shining Light of the Torah, face to face, while I have not. He then fell face
downward and saw him uprooting mountains and lighting candles in the
temple of King Mashiach. He said to him, My Master in that world you
shall both be neighbors of the heads of the Yeshivot (Academies), before
the Holy One, blessed be He. From that day ONWARD, he called Rabbi
Elazar his son, and Rabbi Aba "Pni-el." As it is written: "For I have seen
Elohim face to face" (Beresheet 32:31).

13. The two points
The Zohar explains the concept of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Within everything in our world, there exist positive and negative aspects. Reading
this section gives us the ability to connect to the positive side of existence, while at the same time it shields us from negative elements.
120. In the beginning: Beresheet. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse, "The beginning of Wisdom is the Fear of Hashem, good
understanding to all who do His commandments, His praise endures
forever" (Tehilim 111:10). Of the phrase, "the beginning of Wisdom," HE
ASKS: SHOULD this verse have read 'the end of Wisdom is the Fear of
Hashem,' because the fear of Hashem IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
which is at the end of Chochmah! AND HE REPLIES: She, the
MALCHUT, is the beginning or the first stage that opens the entrance to
the level of the Supernal Chochmah (Wisdom). So it is written, "Open to
me the gates of righteousness" (Ibid. 118:19-20). REFERRING TO THE
GATES OF MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS
(JUSTICE), "this is the gate to Hashem" (Ibid.). Assuredly, if he does not
enter this gate, he shall never reach the Supernal King, because He is
exalted, hidden, and concealed, and has made gates for Himself, one
behind the other.
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121. At the end of all those gates, He set up a gate with many locks,
many openings, and many chambers (lit. 'Temples') one on top of the
other. He said, "Whoever wants to reach Me must first pass through this
gate. Whoever enters THROUGH this gate, may enter!" The same applies
here, as the first gate to Supernal Wisdom is the "Fear of
Hashem," (Tehilim 111:10) WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is why IT IS
CALLED 'The Beginning.'

122. The letter Bet IN THE WORD BERESHEET INDICATES two points
that are joined together in MALCHUT. And of these two Points, one is
concealed and treasured, while the other is revealed and out in the open.
But because they are not separated, they are called 'The Beginning' (Heb.
Resheet), WHICH MEANS ONLY one and not two. Whoever takes one.
takes the other as well, and all is One; because "He and His Name are
One," as it is written, "that men may know that You are by Yourself alone
whose name is Hashem." (Tehilim 83:19).

123. Why is MALCHUT called the "Fear of Hashem?" (Tehilim 111:10).
Because THE MALCHUT is the 'Tree of Good and Bad': If a person is
deserving, then it is good; but if he is not deserving, then it is bad. This is
why fear abides in that place. And She is the gate through which all
goodness of the world passes. Because 'all goodness' is related to those
two gates, NAMELY TO THOSE TWO POINTS, which are as one. Rabbi
Yosi said, 'All goodness' refers to the Tree of Life, which is entirely good; it
has no bad at all. And because no evil prevails there, it is all good with no
bad!

124. "All they who do His commandments" (Tehilim 111:10). These are
"the sure kindnesses promised to David" (Yeshayah 55:3), the supporters
of the Torah. And those who support the Torah are those who seemingly
make it. So all those who occupy themselves with the Torah need not
work, as they delve into its study, while those who support it have to work.
And because of this, the verse "His praise endures forever" (Tehilim
111:10) Becomes TRUE TO LIFE, and the Throne is properly established.

14. The night of the bride
The Zohar examines the holiday of Shavout, when the presence of the Creator enjoins Itself completely to our physical world. Shavout connects us to the
original revelation of Light that occurred on Mount Sinai. The union between the presence of God [The Light or Shechinah] and the physical world produced
total perfection. The Light on Sinai radiated with such intensity that it banished the dark forces of death and decay, and the Israelites experienced true
immortality. Likewise, the forces transmitted through the Aramaic text of the Zohar arouse the spiritual energy of immortality, and remove the power of death
from our lives. The Kabbalists reveal a secret concerning the force called Death: it not only strikes and affects the physical body, but it is also the unseen
motivating force responsible for the demise of relationships, prosperity, and happiness in any form.
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125. Rabbi Shimon was sitting and studying the Torah on the night when
the Bride, WHO IS MALCHUT, was to be joined with Her husband! For we
have learned that all the friends who are the attendants of the bridal
chamber should remain with the Bride all that night. On the morrow,
WHICH IS THE FEAST OF SHAVUOT (PENTECOST), the Bride to be is
prepared for the matrimonial service and to be wed to Her husband.
During this night, the attendants rejoice with Her as she prepares her
adornments (Heb. Tikunim). THIS REFERS TO the study of the Torah,
and from the study of the Torah to the Prophets, and from the Prophets to
the Holy Writings (Hagiographa), and then to the expositions of the
scriptures and to the inner secrets of Wisdom. Because these are Her
preparations and Her adornments. And She, THE BRIDE, approaches her
bridesmaids and sets Herself over their heads. She is prepared (attended
to) by them and rejoices with them all night. The day after, IN THE
MORNING OF SHAVUOT, she does not enter under the canopy without
them. So THOSE FRIENDS, WHO STUDIED THE TORAH ALL NIGHT
LONG, are called the "canopy attendants" (lit. 'sons of the canopy'). As
she approaches the canopy, the Holy One, blessed be He, inquires after
them, blesses them, and crowns them with the Bridal Crowns. How happy
is their role!

126. And Rabbi Shimon and all the friends were chanting the songs of the
Torah. Every one of them brought forth a new discovery about the Torah,
and Rabbi Shimon was rejoicing together with all his friends. Rabbi
Shimon said to them, My sons, how happy is your lot, because tomorrow,
the Bride shall not approach the bridal canopy without you. Because all
those who prepare the adornments of the Bride during this night and
rejoice with Her shall all be written and registered in the Book of
Remembrance. And the Holy One, blessed be He, blesses them with 70
blessings and crowns from the upper world.

127. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by saying, "The heavens
declare the glory of El" (Tehilim 19:2). I have already explained this verse,
but will again. When the Bride awakens on the morning of the following
day to enter under the bridal canopy, she appears, shining with all Her
ornaments, together with the friends (attendants) who rejoiced with Her
the previous night. She, in turn, rejoices with them now.

128. On the following day, how many crowds, hosts, and camps gather
around her. While she and all the others; ALL THESE HOSTS AND
CAMPS wait for each and every one of those who prepared her, BY
STUDYING THE TORAH during the night. Upon seeing them - ZEIRANPIN AND MALCHUT - joined together, and watching her, THE
MALCHUT, see her husband, ZEIR-ANPIN, the scriptures say, "The
heavens declare the glory of El" (Tehilim 19:2). "The heavens" refers to
the Bridegroom who enters under the bridal canopy, WHO IS ZEIRANPIN AND IS CALLED THE HEAVENS; "declare" (Heb. Meh-sahpreem) means that they shine like the radiance of a sapphire (Heb. Sahpeer), which sparkles and radiates from one end of the universe to the
other.
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129. "The glory of El" (Tehilim 19:2) is the Bride, I.E., MALCHUT, which is
called El. As it is written, "and El who has indignation (righteous anger)
every day" (Tehilim 7:12). During all the days of the year, She is called El,
but now, IN THE FEAST OF PENTECOST (SHAVUOT), after entering
under the Bridal Canopy, She is called "glory" and El, WHICH MEANS
glory upon glory, splendor upon splendor, and dominion upon dominion.

130. And then, the instant the heavens, WHO ARE ZEIR-ANPIN, enter
under the bridal canopy and begin to shine upon Her, all those friends
who prepared Her, BY STUDYING THE TORAH ALL NIGHT, are
recognized and known by their names. As it is written, "and the firmament
proclaims his handiwork" (Tehilim 19:2). "His handiwork" refers to those
who own the sign (letter) of the covenant, who are called his handiwork.
As it is written, "and established the work of our hands upon us" (Tehilim
90:17), which is the sign of the covenant marked on man's flesh (the
circumcision).

131. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba then quoted, "Do not let your mouth cause
your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5). THIS MEANS THAT a person should not
allow his mouth to be the cause of bringing upon himself evil thoughts,
thereby bringing sin to the sacred flesh where the Holy Covenant
(circumcision) is marked. Because if he does so he shall be dragged into
perdition. He who is in charge of this Netherworld is called Dumah. And
together with many tens of thousands of Destructive Angels, they all stand
at the opening (gates) of this inferno. But he has no permission to touch
all those who have preserved (took care of) the Holy Covenant in this
world.

132. King David, after what happened to him with Batsheva, was very
fearful. Because at that time, Dumah ascended to the Holy One, blessed
be He, stood before Him, and said, O Master of the universe, in the Torah
it says of "the man that commits adultery with another man's wife [that]...
the adulterer and the adulteress shall surely be put to death" (Vayikra
20:10). Furthermore, it is written, "Moreover, you shall not lie carnally with
your neighbor's wife to defile yourself with her" (Ibid.18:20). So what is to
become of David, who has profaned the Holy Covenant by desecrating
his Brit (genital organ) by committing incest? The Holy One, blessed be
He, said to him, "David is righteous! And the Holy Covenant remains
intact, because it is known to Me that Bat-Sheva was assigned to him
since the day the world was created.

133. DUMAH said to Him (Hashem), If this is known to you, it is not known
to him (David). He, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO HIM,
'Not only that, but all that happened was permitted and done lawfully.
Because every person that went to war did not leave until he had given a
bill of divorce to his wife!' He said to Him, If this is so, he should then have
waited for three months, which he did not! He replied: When is this
applied? Only in cases where we suspect that she might be pregnant!
And it is known to me for certain that Uriyah never touched her. Because
My name is sealed in him as a witness. For it is written 'Uriyah,' WHICH
CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS Uri and Yah. And it can also be written
Uriyahu (pron. Uree-Yahu), WHICH IS FORMED BY THE LETTERS UR,
YUD, HEI AND VAV 'To show that he is sealed by My Name AS A
WITNESS (who testifies) that he never had intercourse with her.'
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134. Dumah said to Him, Master of the universe, this is exactly what I
have said! If it is known to You that Uriyah never slept with her, it is not
known to him. Therefore, he should have waited for three months. And
furthermore, IF YOU CLAIM THAT DAVID knew that he had never slept
with her, then why did he send Uriyah home and command him to have
intercourse with his wife? Since it is written: "Go down to your house and
wash your feet!" (II Shmuel 11:8).

135. He said to Dumah, 'He certainly did not know. So he waited more
than three months, as four months had passed.' Because we have
learned that on the twenty-fifth day of Nissan, David sent an
announcement for all arms to be gathered TO GO OUT TO WAR. And
they were with Yoav on the SEVENTH day of Sivan, as they went and
destroyed the land of the Sons of Amon. There they remained during the
months of Sivan, Tammuz, Av, and Elul. And on the twenty-fourth day of
Elul the event with Batsheva occurred. Then on Yom Kipur, the Day of
Atonement, the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave him for that sin. And
there are those who claim that on the seventh day of Adar the
announcement was sent, and all arms were gathered on the fifteenth day
of Iyar. So what happened with Batsheva occurred on the fifteenth day of
Elul. While on Yom Kipur, he received the message "Hashem also has put
away your sin; you shall not die" (II Shmuel 12:13). What is the meaning
of "you shall not die?" It means that he shall not die at the hand of Dumah.

136. Dumah said, Master of the Universe, I have one thing against him!
He opened his mouth and said, "as Hashem lives, the man that has done
this deserves to die" (II Shmuel 12:5). So he has condemned himself to
death, and therefore I have the power over him TO BRING DEATH UPON
HIM. He said to Dumah, You have no permission TO BRING DEATH
UPON HIM, because he has already confessed in front of Me saying, 'I
have sinned against Hashem-' even though he did not sin. Although his
sin against Uriyah was IN KILLING HIM, I have written his punishment
and he has accepted it! Immediately Dumah returned to his place,
disappointed and with a broken spirit!

137. Concerning to this David said, "Unless Hashem had been my help,
my soul had almost dwelt in silence (Dumah)" (Tehilim 94:17). "Unless
Hashem had been my help" MEANS that had HE not become David's
supervisor and guarded him FROM THE ANGEL DUMAH, David's "soul
had almost dwelt in silence" (in the hands of Dumah). Why does he say
"had almost?" Because only the smallest distance, as narrow as a thin
thread separated him from the Other Side. So "almost dwelt in silence"
was the distance of a thin thread, THE DISTANCE REMAINING FOR
DUMAH TO DRAG HIM DOWN TO PERDITION!

138. Therefore, every person should be careful not to say what King
David said, because he will not be able to say to the ANGEL Dumah, "it
was an error" (Kohelet 5:6), as it was with King David. Because in David's
case, the Holy One, blessed be He, defeated (Dumah) justifiably.
"Wherefore should Elohim be angry at your voice" (Ibid.) refers to the
voice that said, "and destroy the work of your hands" (Ibid.). This is the
sacred flesh, WHICH IS the Holy Brit that he damaged and corrupted, and
because of which he is to be dragged down to Gehenom by the angel
Dumah.
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139. And because of this, "the firmament proclaims his
handiwork" (Tehilim 19:2). These are the friends who have joined the
Bride, WHICH IS MALCHUT, BY STUDYING THE TORAH DURING THE
NIGHT OF SHAVUOT (Par. 130), together with those who are the
custodians of the sign of Her Covenant, AND WHO ARE CALLED "HIS
HANDIWORK." The firmament shows and registers each and every one
of them (as explained there). What is the firmament? It is where the sun,
moon, stars and constellations are located, and IT IS CALLED the Book
of Remembrance. It announces, registers, and inscribes them, so that
they can be the sons (residence) of His own palace (also: 'temple'), and
He can always fulfill their desires.
140. "Day to day utters speech" (Tehilim 19:3) is an allusion to the sacred
day that belongs to those supernal days of the King, REFERRING TO
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR-ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED "DAYS," that praise
the friends, WHO DELVED INTO THE STUDY OF THE TORAH DURING
THE NIGHT OF SHAVUOT. And they say to each other the same words
that are written, "Day to day utters" that same "speech," thereby praising
Him. The words "and night to night" refer to the levels that govern the
night, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT. They praise one another
with the knowledge that each RECEIVES from his friends. And by this
state of harmony and perfection, they become their friends and beloved
ones.
141. "There is no speech nor language" (Tehilim 19:4). THIS REFERS TO
the speech and language that belong to worldly matters that are neither
heard nor uttered before the Holy King, Who is not interested in hearing
them. But the words, "Their line is gone out through all the earth," (Ibid. 5)
MEAN that these words draw a line between the inhabitants of above and
the inhabitants of below. From THESE WORDS, the heavens are formed,
and from THESE WORDS and from that praise, the earth is molded. And
if you should say that these words wander around the world in one place,
THE VERSE STATES, "and their words to the end of the world" (Ibid.).

142. Because the heavens are formed by them, who resides there? He
repeated, "In them He set a tent for the sun" (Tehilim 19:5). That sacred
and holy sun, WHICH IS ZEIR-ANPIN, has made His habitation in them
and crowned Himself with them.

143. Because Zeir ANPIN resides among those heavens, and crowns
Himself with them, He "is as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber
(bridal canopy)" (Tehilim 19:6). He is happy and runs along these
heavens. Then, He leaves them and enters into another tower at a
different place; this tower comes from the "end of the heavens" (Ibid. 7). It
certainly comes from the supernal world, which is the "extremity of the
heavens" above, namely BINAH, "and His circuit." What is His circuit? It is
the "extremity of the heavens" down below, NAMELY MALCHUT. THIS is
the circuit of the year that revolves around all the "ends." It is attached to
the heavens and extends from there to this firmament.
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144. "And there is nothing hid from His heat" (Tehilim 19:7) to interpret.
There is nothing hid from His heat from that circuit, WHICH IS THE
CIRCUIT OF THE YEAR (AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY), or from the
circuit of the sun that revolves in all directions. "And there is nothing
hidden from His heat" means that there is no one from all the supernal
levels who can hide from Him; everything revolves and comes to Him each and everything. Nothing can be hidden from Him. "From His heat"
can be interpreted as 'He heats up (gets angry) and returns to the
companions the instant they have reached full repentance.' All this praise
and all this gratification is the result of their study of the Torah, as it is
written, "The Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Ibid. 8).

145. Hashem is mentioned here six times; there are also six verses from
"The heavens declare" until "The Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Tehilim 19:
2-8). And this is the secret of the verse, "In the beginning." The Hebrew
word (Beresheet) has six letters and the words "Elohim created the
heavens and the earth" contains six words when written in Hebrew ("Bara
Elohim Et Hashamayim Ve-et Ha-aretz"). The other verses (Tehilim 19:811), beginning with "THE TORAH OF HASHEM IS PERFECT" AND
ENDING WITH "MORE TO BE DESIRED ARE THEY THAN GOLD" are
notable only for the six times that Hashem APPEARS IN THEM; THE SIX
VERSES THEMSELVES ARE NOT EXPOUNDED UPON. HOWEVER,
the six verses (Tehilim 19:2-8) from "THE HEAVENS DECLARE" TO
"THE TORAH OF HASHEM IS PERFECT" are equated with the six letters
in the WORD BERESHEET, while the six Names are equated with the six
words, WHICH ARE "BARA ELOHIM ET HASHAMAYIM VE-ET HAARETZ" ("ELOHIM CREATED THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH").
146. As they were sitting, his son, Rabbi Elazar, and Rabbi Aba entered.
He said to them, Certainly the face of the Shechinah has come, and this is
why I have called YOU PANI-EL (FACE OF EL) (SEE PAR. 119). You
have seen the 'face' of the Shechinah 'face to face.' Now, because you
received the Knowledge that was revealed to you concerning the scripture
about Benayahu-Ben-Yehoyada, it is certainly a matter that belongs to
Atika Kadisha (The Holy Ancient), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF KETER
AND the scripture after it, which reads, "AND HE SLEW AN
EGYPTIAN" (I Divrei Hayamim 11:23). And he who is the most concealed,
WHO IS ATIKA KADISHA (THE HOLY ANCIENT), said this.
147. This verse, "AND HE SLEW AN EGYPTIAN" (I Divrei Hayamim
11:23.) IS EXPLAINED in another place AT A DIFFERENT LEVEL in this
way. He opened the discussion by saying, "And he slew an Egyptian, a
man of good stature, five cubits high" (I Divrei Hayamim 11:23), and all
are related to the same secret. This "Egyptian" is that one who is known
and IS DESCRIBED BY THE VERSE, "very great in the land of Egypt in
the eyes of the servants" (Shemot 11:3), as he is great and honored. This
is how the old man described him (Par. 99).

148. This scripture was studied in the Celestial Academy. "A man of good
stature" (I Divrei Hayamim 11:23). All is one, as "a goodly man" and "a
man of good stature" are both the same, because they represent the
measurement and the bounds (dimensions) of the SHABBAT. As it is
written, "And you shall measure from outside the city" (Bemidbar 35:5). It
is also written, "You shall do no unrighteousness in judgment, in length, in
weight, or in measure" (Vayikra 19:35). Therefore, this is a man of good
stature (Heb. Middah, which can also be translated as measurement,
dimension, or attribute) who stretches out from one end of the world to the
other. And so was Adam (the first Man). And if you say, But it is written,
"five cubits?" (I Divrei Hayamim 11:23), remember that these five cubits
extended from one end of the world to the other!
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149. "And in the Egyptian's hand was a spear, like a weaver's beam" (I
Divrei Hayamim 11:23). It is, as the Scriptures say, "a weaver's beam,"
referring to the divine rod (the rod of Hashem), which was in his hand and
upon which the divine ineffable Name was engraved by Betzal-el and his
Academy by the radiance of the letter combinations. And this is called
"weaving," as is written, "Them has He filled with wisdom of heart...of the
craftsman and of the embroiderer...and of the weaver" (Shemot 35:35).
And the engraved Name shone from within this rod in all directions by the
illumination of the wise men that engraved the ineffable Name in forty-two
ways. The rest of the passage from here onward IS similar to what HE,
the old (also: 'wise') man, has already explained. How happy is his lot!

150. Be seated, my dear ones. Be seated and let us renew the
preparations of the Bride for this night. Because whoever joins her, on this
night, shall be guarded above and below for all of the coming year and will
complete his year in peace. This is described in the verse, "The angel of
Hashem encamps round about them that fear Him, and He delivers them.
O taste and see that Hashem is good" (Tehilim 34:8-9).

151. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by saying, "In the beginning
Elohim created" ("Beresheet Bara Elohim") (Beresheet 1:1). This verse
has to be examined carefully, because whoever claims that there is
another Divinity shall be wiped from the face of the world. As it is already
written, "Thus shall you say to them: The Deities who have not made the
heavens and the earth, they shall perish from the earth and from under
these heavens" (Yirmeyah 10:11), because there is no other Creator
besides the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself!

152. This verse (Yirmeyah 10:11) is written in Aramaic, with the exception
of the word Elo(him), which appears at the end of the verse. If you
suggest that it is because the Holy Angels do not listen or pay attention to
the translated form, REFERRING TO THE ARAMAIC LANGUAGE, and
are not familiar with it, THEN ON THE CONTRARY, this verse would have
been said in the holy language (Hebrew) so that the Holy Angels should
hear and pay attention IN ORDER that they approve of it. AND HE
REPLIES: This is certainly the reason why it is written in the translated
form (Aramaic), as the Holy Angels do not pay attention nor listen to it.
Thus they do not envy man nor do him evil. Because in this verse EVEN
the Holy Angels are included, as they are called Elohim AS WELL, and
are included in the term Elohim, and they have not created the heavens
and earth!

15. The heavens and earth
The Zohar discusses particular forces and beings of darkness that dwell in lower worlds, and that often move within our midst. Much of the turbulence and
turmoil of life originates from these entities. The Zohar empowers us to banish not only darkness, but also the negative forces that give rise to it.
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153. HE SAYS: THE VERSE READS, "and Arka," when it should have
read, 'and Arah?' AND HE EXPLAINS: Because "Arka" is one of the
seven territories down below. And in that place, the descendants of Kayin
live. BECAUSE after he had been banished from the face of the earth, he
went down there and begot children. And there he became confused and
lost all knowledge. And it is a double land that consists of darkness and
light.

154. And there are two ruling commissioners there, one that governs over
the darkness and one over the light. And they are hostile to each another.
When Kayin went down there, they joined one another and made peace.
And all realized that they were the descendants of Kayin. Therefore, they
have two heads, just like two snakes, except when the COMMISSIONER
who rules over the light rules over his, namely over the light, and over the
other, NAMELY THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DARKNESS.
Accordingly, those that belong to the darkness became included within
THOSE of the light; thus, they became as one.

155. These two commissioners are CALLED Afrira and Kestimon, and
their images are like the images of the Holy Angels with six wings. One
has the image of an ox, and the other the image of an eagle. And only
when they become united do they assume the image of man.

156. When they are enveloped with darkness, they change their forms
into a snake with two heads and move like a snake. They fly around in the
abyss and bathe in the Great Sea. And when they reach the chains of
Uzza and Aza-el, they irritate and arouse them. Then they leap into the
"mountains of darkness," thinking that the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes to call upon them for judgment.

157. And these two commissioners swim in the Great Sea and fly off from
there. They then go at night to Na'amah, the mother of the demons, by
whom the first "Sons of Elohim" were misled (Beresheet 6:2). Although
they wish to go near her, she leaps away 6,000 parasangs. Then she
turns, CHANGING HER FORM into many different shapes in the eyes of
human beings, so that they may be led astray after her.

158. And these two commissioners fly off and wander around the entire
world. Then they return to their places. And they arouse the descendants
of Kayin, with a spirit of evil inclinations, to beget children.
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159. The heavens that govern there are not like OUR HEAVENS, and the
land bears neither seed nor fruit by their labor, AS DOES OURS. And the
SEEDS will not GROW again until many years and cycles have passed.
And these are DESCRIBED by THE WORDS, "The Divinities that have
not made the heavens and the earth, these shall perish from the
earth" (Yirmeyah 10:11) referring to the upper earth, which is called
'Tevel', so that they may not rule over it and not wander about in it, nor
cause human beings to be defiled by nocturnal emission. Therefore,
"these shall perish from the earth and from under these heavens" that
were created by the Name "Eloha" (SEE PAR. 14), as we have already
learned.

160. Thus, this verse is written in the translated (Aramaic) form in order
not to let the Holy Angels think that it is said about them - so that they will
not be hostile to us. Therefore, the secret of the WORD "Elohim (these),"
is as we have already stated. It is a holy word (a sacred Name) that is not
to be translated into Aramaic.

16. "As among all the wise men of the nations, there is none like you"
The mighty spiritual powers of the Creator are often entrusted to the righteous. Thus, Elijah the Prophet and Elisha were given the power to resurrect the dead.
Elijah was given the power to stop and start the rain at will. Joshua was able to stop the sun. The secret revealed by the Zohar pertains to the will of the
Creator, and to His intention that we ourselves should have the power to generate miracles. The Kabbalists teach us that God does not perform miracles, only
man does. It is only our lack of spiritual knowledge of the supernal secrets that prevents us from performing miraculous deeds each day of our lives. Perhaps
the most powerful secret for overcoming the limits of nature involves our transformation beyond the tendencies of human nature. When we bring about a
miracle -- that is, a dramatic spiritual change -- within our inner character, the Upper Worlds mirror our actions. They direct supernal forces into our mundane
world, and wondrous acts are accomplished. Through the knowledge we are now acquiring by thoughtful meditation upon the Zohar, we draw the strength to
transform the fundamental nature of our being.
161. Rabbi Elazar said to him, There is a verse that reads, "Who would
not fear You, O King of the nations? For to You it is fitting"(Yirmeyah
10:7). What sort of praise is this? He, RABBI SHIMON, replies: Elazar my
son this verse has been said in many places. And certainly it is not so;
ITS MEANING IS NOT A SIMPLE EXPLANATION, because it is written,
"For among all the wise men of the nations, and in all their kingdoms,
there is none like You" (Ibid.). And this is written as an excuse for the
sinners, FOR THOSE who think that the Holy One, blessed be He, is not
aware of their doubts and their thoughts. And because of this, their folly
should be announced in the open. Because once a philosopher of a
remote nation approached me, and said, You claim that your Deity
governs the entire heights of the heavens, and all the heavenly hosts and
legions are not able to approach Him, nor do they know His place. But
here, this verse does not add a lot to His honor. As it is written, "as among
all the wise men of the nations...there is none like You." What kind of a
comparison is this, to be compared with human beings who do not have
eternal existence?
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162. And furthermore, since you commented ON THE VERSE, "And there
arose not a prophet since in Yisrael like Moshe" (Devarim 34:10), that
only in Yisrael has there not arisen, as among the other nations of the
world, one like him. So I claim the same, that among all the wise men of
the nations...there is none like to him! But among the wise men of Yisrael
there is! And therefore, a Creator who has an equal among the wise men
of Yisrael is not an all-powerful Deity. Look closely into the verse, and you
shall see that I am precisely correct!

163. I said to him, what you have said is definitely correct, THAT AMONG
THE WISE MEN OF YISRAEL THERE IS AN EQUAL TO HIM, because
who raises the dead and brings them back to life? It is the Holy One,
blessed be He, alone! Yet Eliyahu and Elisha came and raised the dead
back to life. Who causes rain to fall? It is the Holy One, blessed be He,
alone! Yet Eliyahu came and prevented rain, then caused it to fall through
his prayer. Who made the heavens and the earth? It was the Holy One,
blessed be He, alone! Yet Avraham came and the heavens and the earth
were properly established, for his sake.

164. Who governs the sun? It is the Holy One, blessed be He, alone! Yet
Yehoshua came and silenced it, commanding it to stand still in its place and it stood still in silence. As it is written, "And the sun stood still and the
moon stayed" (Yehoshua 10:13). The Holy One, blessed be He, issues
decrees, yet Moshe as well issued a decree, and it was fulfilled.
Furthermore, the Holy One, blessed be He, issues decrees (and passes
sentences), while the righteous of Yisrael cancel them. As it is written:
"The Righteous rule over the fear of Elohim" (II Shmuel 23:3). Even more
so, He, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, has commanded them to
walk along (literally) 'in His steps' and to be like Him in every way! The
philosopher then went to Kfar Shachalayim and became a proselyte. And
they called him Yosi Ha-Katan ('Humble Yosi'). He studied much and
joined the wise and pious men of that place.

165. We should have a closer look at this verse, now. It is written: "All the
nations are as nothing before Him" (Yeshayah 40:17). What is so special
about this? Rather, "Who would not fear You, O King of
nations?" (Yirmeyah 10:7) is He the King of the other nations, and not the
King of Yisrael?! The Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to be glorified by
Yisrael and be proud with them. Therefore, He is always called in relation
to the name of Yisrael, as is written, "Hashem of Yisrael," "Hashem of the
Hebrews" (Shemot 5:1-3). Also it is written: "Thus says Hashem, the King
of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 44:6) - the King of Yisrael explicitly! The other
nations of the world said, We have a different Guardian up in the
heavens, because your King governs over you alone, and not over us.
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166. Thus, this verse that reads: "Who would not fear You, O King of
Nations" (Yirmeyah 10:7), which means that He is a Supernal King, OVER
THEM, has dominion over them, punishes them and controls them, as He
wishes to "...for to you it is fitting to fear you above and below" (Yirmeyah
10:7) "For among all the wise men of the nations" (Ibid.) refers to the
governors and rulers UP ABOVE who govern them. "And in all their
kingdoms" (Ibid.) refers to the kingdom above. There are four ruling
kingdoms above, and they govern all the other nations according to the
desire of the HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. And even with all this, they
are not able to accomplish even the tiniest deed without Him commanding
them. As it is written, "and He does according to His will in the host of
heaven, and among the inhabitants of the earth" (Daniel 4:32). The "wise
men of the nations" are the governors and rulers of above, from whom the
Wisdom of the OTHER NATIONS is derived. "And in all their kingdoms"
refers to the aforementioned kingdom that rules OVER THEM. And this is
the explicit meaning of the verse.

167. But: "for among all the wise men of the nations, and in all their
kingdoms" (Yirmeyah 10:7). These words I found in the books of the
Ancients, so that even though they, the hosts and legions UP ABOVE,
were put in charge of worldly affairs and He ordered each one to fulfill his
mission, who can do it like You? Not one of them! Because You excel
over them all in Your ability and in Your deeds. And this is the meaning of
"There is none like You, Hashem" (Ibid.), who is the Holy Unknown, above
and below. Who can do what You do, or be what You are, in all the doings
of the Holy King up in the heavens, or down on earth?! So they "are all of
them vain, and the things they delight in do not help" (Yeshayah 44:9).
While of the Holy One, blessed be He, it is written, "In the beginning
Elohim created," (Beresheet 1:1-2) and about their kingdom, it is written,
"and the earth was without form and void" (Ibid).

168. Rabbi Shimon addressed his companions, saying, Members of this
wedding, let each of you adorn the bride with a certain decoration of his."
He said to Rabbi Elazar his son: Elazar present the bride with a gift! So
that on the following day, when He, ZEIR-ANPIN, enters under the bridal
canopy followed by the songs and praises that the members of the Bridal
Chamber offered her, you may stand before Him.

17. Who is this?
During the night, as we sleep, negative forces attach themselves to our hands. Like magnets, our hands that attract these forces because they carry out
negative actions during our waking hours. They manifest the negative thoughts that reside in our hearts and minds. For this reason, one must never recite
prayers or blessings without first washing the hands. This section arouses positive, purifying energy, and enables us to use our hands genuine sharing and
other worthy deeds.
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169. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion by quoting, "Who is this coming
up out of the wilderness?" (Shir Hashirim 3:6). "Who is this" is the joining
of two systems of holiness, of the two worlds of BINAH AND MALCHUT,
into one firm bond. "Coming up out of the wilderness," means that it
actually "comes up" to become the Holy of Holies. Because "Who,"
WHICH IS BINAH, is the Holy of Holies and has joined "this," WHICH IS
MALCHUT, so that it, THE MALCHUT, becomes as a column of smoke
"coming up" to the Holy of Holies. "Out of the wilderness," means that She
inherits THIS [system] from out of the wilderness in order to become a
bride and enter the bridal canopy.

170. Furthermore she came out of the wilderness as it is written, "And
your speech (Heb. Midbarech) is comely" (Shir Hashirim 4:3), referring to
that utterance (Heb. Midbar) of the lips that "come up" (Heb. Olah) (Shir
Hashirim 3:6). BECAUSE THE (HEBREW) WORD MIDBAR IS DERIVED
FROM THE HEBREW WORD DIBUR (which refers to 'articulation'). And
we have learned why it is written in scripture, "these mighty Deities; these
are the Deities that smote the Egyptians with all manner of plagues in the
wilderness" (I Shmuel 4:8). But is it possible that all the Holy One, blessed
be He, brought about occurred only "in the wilderness?" Was it not (also)
in the place of habitation? But the phrase "in the wilderness" (Heb. Bamidbar) IS TO BE INTERPRETED by the power of the spoken word (Heb.
Be-Di-bur). As it is written, "and your speech is comely." It is also written,
"nor from the desert (Midbar) peaks (Tehilim 75:7). Similarly (the verse)
"coming up out of the wilderness" (derived from the equivalent Hebrew
word meaning "to speak") ( Shir Hashirim 3:6) means "from the word that
is uttered by the mouth," WHICH IS MALCHUT. She rises and enters
between the wings of the Mother, WHICH IS BINAH. Afterwards, by
articulation, she, THE MALCHUT, descends and rests upon the heads of
the leaders of the holy nation.
171. HE ASKS: How does She, MALCHUT, rise up by the uttered word?
AND HE REPLIES: Because when a person awakens in the morning - at
the time that he opens his eyes - he should at first praise and bless his
Master. How is he to make the blessing? This is what the pious ones did:
They prepared beside them a vessel of water, and when they awoke at
night, they washed their hands, rose up, and studied the Torah. And they
blessed on their Torah recitation as well! WHEN the cock crows and it is
exactly midnight, then the Holy One, blessed be He, joins the Righteous
in the Garden of Eden. It is forbidden to utter any blessing IN THE
MORNING with unclean hands, as it is at any time of the day.

172. Because when a person falls asleep, his spirit departs from him. And
when the spirit departs from him, the spirit of impurity comes forth,
SETTLES ON HIS HANDS, and defiles them. So it is forbidden to utter
any blessing without first washing one's HANDS. And if you might say, If it
is so, then on a day when a person does not go to sleep and his spirit
does not depart from him, the spirit of impurity does not defile his hands;
NEVERTHELESS, when he enters the lavatory, he should not utter any
blessing nor read the Torah - not even one word - until he washes his
hands. And although you might say that it is because they are sullied, this
is not so! Because how did they become soiled?
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173. Woe to those human beings who are not aware of their Master's
honor and do not pay heed to His Majesty, and do not know the purpose
of this world. Because there is a certain spirit that dwells in every privy in
the world, a spirit that enjoys tarnishing and pollution, and immediately
settles on the fingers that belong to the hands of human beings.

18. He who rejoices on festivals but does not share with the poor
If a person is joyous over his own lot in life but does not share any portion of it, great judgment can befall him. Moreover, sharing for purposes of recognition
and honor is worthless in the Upper Worlds. Genuine sharing involves self-sacrifice and giving of oneself beyond that which is comfortable. True generosity
occurs when the benefactor does not know to whom he gave, and the recipient does not know who has given unto him. Understanding this precept can greatly
enrich our appreciation for the importance of sharing, which is the most effective way to remove any judgments that hang over us.
174. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by saying that he who rejoices
on festivals, but does not give his portion to the Holy One, blessed be He,
then that Evil Eye - Satan - shall hate and persecute him, and shall take
him out of this world. And he will bring many miseries upon miseries.

175. The role of the Holy One, blessed be He, is to make the poor happy,
according to his ability. Because on these days, DURING FESTIVALS,
the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to see all His broken vessels. He
comes to see them, but then realizes that they have nothing TO BE happy
about. And He weeps over them, before ascending back above, intending
to destroy the world.

176. The members of the Academy (Yeshivah) then stand before Him,
saying, Master of the Universe, You are called gracious and merciful. So,
apply Your mercy on Your children! He said to them: 'Have I not created
the world based upon love?' As it is written, "For I have said, the world is
built by Love" (Tehilim 89:3). So the whole universe is established upon it.
But if they do not LOVE THE POOR, THEN 'I SHALL DESTROY THE
WORLD.' The heavenly angels then say to Him, Master of the universe,
there is a certain person who has eaten and drunk to his fill and could
have been kind to the poor, but did not share with them anything! Then
the "Adversary" (Satan) comes and obtains permission to persecute that
person.

177. Whom do we have in the world greater than Avraham, who had
mercy on all living beings? Of the day that he prepared a feast, what is
written? "And the child grew, and was weaned. And Avraham made a
great feast on the day that Yitzchak was weaned" (Beresheet 21:8). So
Avraham prepared a feast and invited all the leaders and important
people of that generation to that feast. And we have learned that at every
banquet, the 'Adversary' wanders about, observing if each person first
dispenses charity to the poor. If there are any poor people in his house,
then he (the "Adversary") leaves that house and does not enter. But if not,
the 'ADVERSARY' enters that house. If he sees the merrymaking without
the poor and without having first dispensed charity to the poor, he
ascends above and brings accusations against him.
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178. Because Avraham convened (summoned) all the great leaders of
that generation, the 'Adversary' descended from the heavens and stood at
the door disguised as a poor man. And nobody paid any attention to him.
Avraham was attending the kings and the noble men. Sarah suckled all
their sons because they did not believe that she had born a child, but
rather claimed that YITZCHAK was a foundling whom they picked up from
the marketplace. This is why they brought their sons with them, so that
Sarah could take them and nurse them in front of their parents. As it is
written: "Who would have said to Avraham that Sarah would nurse
children?" (Beresheet 21:7). It should have been written, 'WOULD
NURSE A CHILD?' Nevertheless, there is no doubt that it should be
'children,' REFERRING TO THE CHILDREN OF ALL THE GUESTS. And
that 'Adversary' was STANDING at the door. Sarah said: "Elohim has
made banter of me!" (Beresheet 21:6). So immediately the 'Adversary'
went up and stood before the Holy One, blessed be He, and said to Him,
"O Master of the Universe, You have said, 'Avraham is the one who loves
Me,' and here he prepared a feast but did not give anything to You or to
the poor. He did not sacrifice even one pigeon for Your sake. And
furthermore, Sarah claims that You have mocked her!"

179. The Holy One, blessed be He, replied: 'Who in the world can be
compared to Avraham?' But the 'Adversary' did not leave the place until
he had spoiled the entire feast. So the Holy One, blessed be He, decreed
that Yitzchak should be given as an offering, and Sarah was destined to
die from anguish because of her son. All of this distress was caused
because he did not offer anything to the poor!

19. Torah and prayer
The Zohar reveals that the study of Torah connects us to the Tree of Life reality, a realm of pure fulfillment and infinite spiritual Light. This Tree of Life
connection, which is achieved by learning Torah, radiates a powerful protective Light. This Light is instantly drawn into our lives at the moment we gaze upon
the Aramaic verses.
180. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by quoting, in accordance with
what is written: "Then Chizkiyahu turned his face to the wall, and prayed
to Hashem" (Yeshayah 38:2). Come and see how powerful is the might of
the Torah, and how high it rises above all! Because whoever conducts his
life according to the Torah has no fear of those above or below, and
mishaps or illnesses of this world do not concern him. Through the Torah,
he is attached to the Tree of Life and learns from it every day.

181. The Torah teaches every person how to walk a straight path. It gives
advice how to repent and return to one's Master to cancel the decree
against him. Because even though a decree has been given not to cancel
the decree against him, it shall nevertheless be canceled and not be
applied to him anymore in this world. So for this purpose, man should
occupy himself in the study of the Torah day and night, and it should
always be in his mind. As it is written, "you shall meditate therein day and
night" (Yehoshua 1:8). So if his mind drifts away from the Torah - or he
abandons it - it is as though he abandons the Tree of Life.
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182. Come and see: Good advice for all people. When a person lies on
his bed at night and goes to sleep, he should wholeheartedly take upon
himself the yoke of complete subordination to the heavenly Kingdom, and
he should quickly prepare to return his entrusted soul to Him. Then he
shall be immediately spared from all bad diseases and evil spirits, and
they shall have no power over him.

183. And in the morning, as he rises from his bed, he should then praise
his Master, enter into His house, and bow in front of His sanctuary in great
awe. And afterward, he should recite his prayers. For he should take
advice from the holy Patriarchs, as it is written, "But as for me, I will come
into Your house in the multitude of Your love; and in the fear of You, I will
bow down toward Your holy temple" (Tehilim 5:8).

184. This verse has been explained as follows. A person should not enter
the synagogue unless he first consulted, I.E., RECEIVED PERMISSION
FROM, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Yaakov. Because they have prepared
and instituted the prayer to the Holy One, blessed be He. As it is written, "I
will come into Your house in the multitude of Your love" (Tehilim 5:8)
refers to Avraham, WHO IS CHESED; "I will bow down towards Your holy
temple" refers to Yitzchak; because from Yitzchak MALCHUT IS CALLED
A TEMPLE; "in the fear of You" refers to Ya'akov, WHO IS THE SECRET
OF TIFERET THAT IS ALSO CALLED FEARSOME. Therefore, he should
include himself with them and then enter the synagogue and recite his
prayers. Then the scripture reads, "And He said to me, you are My
servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

20. Rabbi Shimon's departure from the cave
The Zohar recounts the final day that Rabbi Shimon and his son Rabbi Elazar spent in the cave where Rabbi Shimon had buried himself neck deep in the
ground for 13 years, during his learning of the Zohar. Rabbi Shimon at last emerges from the cave, battered and decomposed. He credits his total disregard for
the comforts and desires of his body as the secret behind the revelation of the wisdom of the Zohar. By relating this passage to our own lives, we too can
arouse the will and self-control for overcoming destructive tendencies, which are rooted in the Desire to receive for the self alone.
185. Rabbi Pinchas frequently visited Rabbi Rachumai, who lived at the
shore of Lake Kinneret. He was a great man who was full of years and
had lost his eyesight. He said to Rabbi Pinchas, I have heard that our
friend Yochai has a jewel, a precious stone, NAMELY A SON. And I have
observed the light that shines from that jewel; and it shines like the
radiance of the sun as it emerges out from its sheath and illuminates the
whole world.

186. And that light extends from the heavens down to the earth, where it
brightens the whole world until the Ancient of Days (Atik-Yomin), WHO IS
KETER, appears and is properly seated upon the chair (or throne), THIS
REFERS TO THE END OF THE TIKUNE PROCESS. And this radiance is
contained entirely in your household, THAT IS IN YOUR DAUGHTER,
BECAUSE THE DAUGHTER OF RABBI PINCHAS WAS THE WIFE OF
RABBI SHIMON, THE SON OF YOCHAI. And from this effulgence that is
contained in your household, a tiny ray of light, THAT IS THE SON OF
HIS DAUGHTER, WHO IS RABBI ELAZAR, comes forth and brightens up
the whole world. How happy is your lot. Go my son, go! Go after that jewel
that shines and lights up all the world, as the hour is propitious for you.
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187. He took his leave from him and was about to enter a boat,
accompanied by two people. He saw two birds flying toward him over the
lake. He raised up his voice and said, Birds, O birds - you who fly over the
waters - have you seen the place, where the son of Yochai is? He waited
awhile and then said, Birds, O birds - Go and bring me back an answer!
They flew away; they flew away into the middle of the sea and
disappeared.

188. Before he went ON BOARD THE SHIP and departed, the two birds
appeared again. In the mouth of one of them was a letter informing him
that RABBI SHIMON, the son of Yochai, had left the cave together with
his son, Rabbi Elazar. RABBI PINCHAS went to meet him. He saw that he
had completely changed, and his body was full of scars and sores FROM
STAYING SO LONG IN THE CAVE. He wept together WITH HIM and
said, Woe, that I have seen you so! RABBI SHIMON REPLIED: O how
happy is my lot, that you have seen me so. Because had you not seen me
so "scarred," I would not have been so, THAT IS BEEN WHAT I AM!
Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion on the precepts of the Torah by
saying, The precepts of the Torah that were given to Yisrael by the Holy
One, blessed be He, are all written in the Torah in general.

21. The precepts of the Torah
The Zohar embarks on a discussion that pertains to fourteen significant spiritual precepts:
(A) The first precept: To be in awe of the Creator
This is the first step in developing a true connection and attachment to the Light of the Creator. To violate this particular precept is to transgress all the precepts
of the Torah.
189. "In the beginning, Hashem created" ("Beresheet Bara Elohim"). This
is the first and foremost precept of all. And this precept is called "the fear
of the Hashem," which is called the "beginning." As it is written, "The Fear
of Hashem is the beginning of wisdom" (Tehilim 111:10); "The fear of
Hashem is the beginning of knowledge" (Mishlei 1:7). Because this fear
(or awe) is called the beginning. And it is the gateway through which one
enters the world of faith. So based on this precept, the whole world is able
to exist.

190. The fear is divided into three types. Two have no fundamental
sources and one is the actual source of fear. There is a person who fears
and respects the Holy One, blessed be He, so that his sons will live and
not die, or because he is afraid to be punished through his body or his
wealth. This person, therefore, is always afraid of Him. But we can see
that the fear he has of the Holy One, blessed be He, has no actual
source, THAT IS, IS NOT FUNDAMENTALLY GENUINE, BECAUSE HIS
OWN BENEFIT IS THE ROOT CAUSE (THE SOURCE OF HIS FEAR),
WHILE THE FEAR IS ONLY THE RESULT OF HIS CARING FOR HIS
OWN BENEFIT! And there is a person who fears the Holy One, blessed
be He, because he is afraid of the punishment that awaits him in the other
world, and the tortures of Gehenom. These two KINDS of fear, NAMELY
THE FEAR OF PUNISHMENT A PERSON RECEIVES IN THIS WORLD
AND THE FEAR OF THE PUNISHMENT IN THE WORLD TO COME, are
not the fundamentals of (actual) fear nor its genuine source!
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191. The fear that is (fundamentally) genuine occurs when a person fears
his Master because he is almighty and governs all; because He is the
main source and essence of all worlds. And everything that exists is as
nothing compared to Him. As it is written, "and all the inhabitants of the
earth are reputed as nothing" (Daniel 4:32) and a person should
concentrate his desires to that place which is called "fear!"

192. Rabbi Shimon began to weep and said, woe if I say and woe if I do
not say. If I say, then the evil ones shall know how to serve (worship) their
Master. And if I do not say, the friends shall lose it. Because at the
location where the 'sacred fear' is to be found, OPPOSING it and down
below, there is an 'evil fear' that smites and scourges and then
prosecutes. This is a lash used for the whipping of the wicked. THIS
MEANS TO PUNISH THEM FOR THEIR SINS. THIS IS WHY HE WAS
AFRAID TO REVEAL (WHAT HE HAD IN MIND), BECAUSE HE DID
NOT WANT THE WICKED TO KNOW HOW TO AVOID PUNISHMENT,
AS THEIR PUNISHMENT IS THEIR PURIFICATION!
193. So, he who fears because of the punishment of being tortured and
prosecuted, as is already stated, does not have that "fear of Hashem" that
is called "the fear of Hashem" (Tehilim 111:10) that leads to life.
Then what fear is such a person endowed with? It is the 'evil fear.' And so
he is ruled by that whipping lash, the 'evil fear,' and not the "fear of
Hashem."

194. And because of this, the place that is named the "fear of
Hashem" (Tehilim 111:10) is called the "beginning of knowledge" (Mishlei
1:7). And this precept is included here. This is the source and the main
principle of all the other precepts of the Torah. Whoever observes the
precept of "fear" observes all the others. AND HE who does not observe
the precept of "fear" does not observe any of the precepts of the Torah.
Because this FEAR [OF HASHEM] is the gateway to everything!

195. Because of this, it is written, "Beresheet (In the Beginning)," which is
"fear," as "Elohim created the heavens and the earth." Because, whoever
transgresses this, transgresses ALL OF THE precepts of the Torah. And
the punishment for he who transgresses IS this cruel and evil lash,
NAMELY THIS 'EVIL FEAR,' WHICH shall whip him. Therefore "and the
earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the
deep; and the 'spirit' of Elohim" are the four punishments for the wicked.

196. "Without form" (Beresheet 1:2) means strangulation, as it is written,
"a line of confusion" (Yeshayah 34:11) that is "a measuring
line" (Zecharyah 2:5). "Void" means stoning and refers to the stones that
are sunk in the great deep for the purpose of punishing the wicked. And
"darkness" means burning. As it is written, "And it came to pass, when
you heard the voice out of the midst of the darkness, while the mountain
did burn with fire" (Devarim 5:20). And this fierce fire "shall fall upon the
head of the wicked" (Yirmeyah 23:19) to burn them.
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197. And the "spirit" means slaughtering by the sword. Because the
tempest storm is a flaming, whetted (sharp) sword. As it is written, "and
the bright blade of a revolving sword" (Beresheet 3:24). And this is also
called the spirit. So this is the punishment for whoever transgresses the
precepts of the Torah. Because it appears after the "fear" that is CALLED
the Beginning (Heb. Resheet) and includes everything. BECAUSE AFTER
THE TERM "BEGINNING," WHICH MEANS "FEAR," IT IS WRITTEN,
"WITHOUT FORM AND VOID AND DARKNESS...AND THE
SPIRIT" (BERESHEET 1:1-2). THESE ARE THE FOUR PENALTIES OF
DEATH. From here onward, come the rest of the precepts of the Torah.
(B) The second precept: Loving the Creator
As defined by the Zohar, genuine love for the Creator is unconditional. It
is not dependent on what we receive or don't receive in return. Reading
the verses associated with these ideas kindles our awe and love for the
Creator.
198. The second precept is that the precept of 'fear' is strongly attached to
and never disconnected from the precept of 'love.' A person should love
his Master truly and perfectly. And what is 'perfect love?' It is 'great love,'
as it is written, "walk before Me and be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1). The
word "PERFECT" MEANS to be perfect and whole with love. Thus it is
written, "And Elohim said, let there be Light" (Beresheet 1:3). This 'perfect
love' is called the "great love." And here it appears as a precept, so that a
person should love his Master properly.

199. Rabbi Elazar said: My father, I have heard that meaning of 'perfect
love' and its INTERPRETATION. He said to him: Say it, my son, in front of
Rabbi Pinchas, as he truly exists on that level and lives accordingly. Rabbi
Elazar said: Great love means perfect love, WHICH IS perfected from
both sides - kindness and judgment. And if it does not include both, then it
is not a proper 'perfect love'!

200. This is why we have learned that the love of the Holy One, blessed
be He, is explained in two ways. There is he who loves Him because he is
rich, has length of life, his children are around him, he rules his enemies,
and he succeeds in his ventures. Because of all these, he loves Him. But
if it were the opposite, if the Holy One, blessed be He, were to turn the
wheel of fortune against him and replace this with harsh judgment, he
would then hate and completely dislike Him. Therefore, this love is not a
love that has a base.

201. The love that is called 'perfect love' IS that LOVE that is included
from both sides, from both harsh judgment and kindness and success. He
should love the Holy One, blessed be He, as we have learned; even if He
was to take away your soul. This is the 'perfect love' that includes both
aspects, KINDNESS AND JUDGMENT. And because of this, the light of
the Action of Creation was revealed and then hidden and treasured.
When it was hidden, harsh judgment came forth and both aspects KINDNESS AND JUDGMENT -became united and reached perfection.
This is true and proper love.
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202. Rabbi Shimon hugged and kissed him. Then Rabbi Pinchas came
and kissed and blessed him. He then said: Certainly, the Holy One,
blessed be He, has sent me here. This is that tiny ray of light that I was
told shines in my house, and later on shall lighten up the entire
world" (Par. 186). Rabbi Elazar said: Certainly, 'fear' should not be
omitted from the precepts, especially from this one, OF 'LOVE'. So 'fear'
should be attached to it. How is it attached? BY the love that brings good
from one side. As it is explained: when the Holy One, blessed be He,
gives a person riches and all goodness, length of life, children, and
sustenance, then that person should arouse in himself the 'fear.' And he
should be afraid of what the sin might bring upon him, CAUSING THE
TURNING OF THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE! Of this it is written, "Happy is
the man that fears always" (Mishlei 28:14), because "fear" is now included
with "love."

203. This is how 'fear' should be aroused - from the perspective of harsh
judgment. Because once a person realizes that harsh judgment prevails
upon him, he shall arouse the "fear" in himself and be afraid of his Master.
Thus, he will not "harden his heart." This is what is meant by the verse,
"he that hardens his heart shall fall into evil" (Mishlei 28:14), which refers
to the 'Other Side' that is called 'evil'. Thus, 'fear' is attached to
GOODNESS AND LOVE, AS WELL AS TO HARSH JUDGMENT. IT
includes them both. AND IF 'FEAR' INCLUDES GOODNESS AND LOVE,
then it is the true and proper perfect love.
(C) The third precept: Constant Awareness of the Creator
The Zohar explains the means by which we develop and evolve constant
awareness of God, including recitation of the prayer, Shma Yisrael.
204. The third precept is: (1) to know that there is an almighty Hashem
who governs the world; (2) to proclaim His unity properly every day, using
the supernal six points - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD OF ZEIR-ANPIN; (3) to unify them (the six points) into
one whole by the six (Hebrew) words of Shema Yisrael; and (4) to orient
our desire with them spiritually. Therefore, we should prolong the
pronunciation of the WORD ECHAD (One) TO THE LENGTH OF TIME IT
TAKES TO pronounce the other sacred six words.

205. This is the reason why it is written, "Let the waters under the
heavens be gathered together to one place" (Beresheet 1:9). This
MEANS: let all the grades (of water) that are below the heavens be
gathered into one place, and become perfect and whole by properly
including all six points. Nevertheless, even with all these joined together,
during the proclamation of His unity, 'fear' should be attached to the
RECITING OF SHEMA YISRAEL. So one should prolong the
pronunciation of the letter Dalet (in the word Echad). THIS IS THE
REASON why the letter Dalet is larger than the other letters. Thus it is
written, "and let the dry land appear"(Beresheet 1:9), which means let the
letter Dalet, which is the "dry land," be seen and attached to the
proclamation of His unity.

206. And after She, THE MALCHUT, is attached above on high TO THE
SIX POINTS OF ZEIR-ANPIN, She should then be attached down below
in all of Her aspects, REFERRING TO the other six points which are down
below IN MALCHUT. THIS ALLUDES to the verse, "Blessed be the name
of the Glory of His Kingdom for ever and ever," which is the litany that
follows the Shema, and which in Hebrew contains six additional words
expressive of this unity. And then what was dry land becomes fertile soil
that can produce fruits and flowers, and in which trees can be planted.
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207. This is implied in the verse, "And Hashem called the dry land
earth" (Beresheet 1:10). This was accomplished when unity was achieved
below by the words, "BLESSED BE THE NAME OF THE GLORY OF HIS
KINGDOM FOR EVER AND EVER," which translate into the six Hebrew
words, Baruch Shem Kevod Malchuto Leolam Vaed, as dry land becomes
earth, WHICH IS a properly complete and whole desire. BECAUSE THE
TERM 'EARTH' MEANS 'DESIRE.' And this is why the expression "that it
was good" appears twice; once for the upper and once for the lower unity.
So the MALCHUT has been united and attached to both aspects - THE
ASPECT OF THE SIX POINTS OF ZEIR-ANPIN AND HER OWN SIX
POINTS. Hence, it is written, "Let the earth bring forth bring forth
grass" (Beresheet 1:10), because by now She has been prepared to
produce fruit and flowers properly!
(D) The fourth precept: Knowing that all is Unified
The Zohar reveals that perceptions of separation and disunity are illusions
caused by the limitations of human consciousness. Belief in the reality of
separation and fragmentation is the most potent weapon of the primeval
snake, and this belief is the foundation our evil urges and selfcenteredness.
208. The fourth precept IS to know that Hashem is the Elohim. As it is
written in the scriptures, "Know this day, and lay it to your heart that the
Hashem is the Elohim" (Devarim 4:39). THIS MEANS that the name
Elohim is included in the name of the Hashem and acknowledged as one
without separation.

209. And this is the secret of the verse, "And let them be for lights in the
firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth" (Beresheet 1:15),
WHICH MEANS that both names - HA-VA-YAH and ELOHIM - should be
as one without separation. It means that the Hebrew word for lights,
written without a Vav TO INDICATE THAT MALCHUT IS CALLED
ELOHIM, should be included within the term heaven, WHICH IS ZEIRANPIN THAT IS CALLED HA-VA-YAH, because they are as one without
separation. Black light, SIGNIFYING MALCHUT, is encompassed within
white light, SIGNIFYING ZEIR-ANPIN. Both are as one without
separation. And this is the 'white cloud' by day and the 'cloud of fire' by
night, which alludes to the aspect of day, WHICH IS ZEIR-ANPIN, and the
aspect of night, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as they should be regulated (and
combined) together in ONE UNIFIED WHOLE, to illuminate the earth. As
it is written, "to give light upon the earth."
210. This is the sin of the primeval snake, who unites down below but
separates above. Because of this, he caused what he caused to the
world. Because what is below should be separated, and what is above
should be united. So the black light, WHICH IS MALCHUT, should be
united above with ZEIR-ANPIN into one unified whole. And then they
should become united together with Her own legions and be separated
from the 'Evil Side'.

211. Nevertheless, it is necessary to know that Elohim and Ha-Va-Yah
(Tetragrammaton) are one without separation. Ha-Va-Yah is Elohim. So
when a person acknowledges that both are one and does not cause any
separation between them, THEN even the 'Other Side' will disappear from
the world and not be drawn down below.
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212. This is the secret behind the words, "And let them be for lights (Meorot)" (Beresheet 1:14), WHICH IS FORMED FROM THE TWO WORDS
OR (LIGHT) AND MAVET (DEATH) because the Klipah follows the Brain
and the Brain is the light; the 'Other Side' is death. In the word Me-orot,
the letters forming the word Or are kept together, while the letters forming
the word MAVET are separated from one another. The light should be
removed from there so that the separated letters of death will join one
another. THIS MEANS THAT IF WE REMOVE THE LETTERS OF OR
FROM WITHIN THE WORD Me-orot, THE LETTERS WILL JOIN EACH
OTHER AND THE WORD WILL APPEAR AS MAVET.
213. Chavah meddled with these letters and brought evil to the world. As
it, Me-orot, is written, "And when the woman saw that...was good" (Heb.
Va-tere) (Beresheet 3:6), she turned the letters of Me-orot backwards,
THAT IS SHE REMOVED THE LETTERS VATERE FROM THERE,
leaving only the letters Mem and Vav. And they went along and took the
letter Tav with them, THUS CREATING THE WORD Mavet, which means
death. This is how she brought death upon the world, as the scriptures
inform us.

214. "Va-tere..." (Beresheet 3:6). Rabbi Elazar said: My father, I have
learned that AFTER CHAVA HAD REMOVED THE LETTERS VATERE
FROM THE WORD ME-OROT, THE LETTERS MEM AND VAV DID NOT
REMAIN. Only the letter Mem remained, BECAUSE the letter Vav, which
is always the LETTER OF life, turned into MAVET, WHICH MEANS
DEATH. This happened as described. Chava took WITH HER the letter
Tav to join it, as it is written, 'she took (Heb. Va-ti-kach)...and gave (Heb.
Va-ti-tane),' so the word MAVET was completed, as its letters joined one
another. He said to him: Blessed are you my son, as we have now
clarified this subject.
(E) The fifth precept: The Study of the Torah
The Zohar expounds on the supreme importance of Torah study. Learning
brings about profound spiritual purification, and draws spiritual Light and
blessing into our lives.
215. The fifth precept is found in the verse, "Let the waters bring forth
abundantly the moving (crawling) creatures that have life" (Beresheet
1:20). This verse contains three precepts. The first is to study the Torah;
the second is to beget children: and the third is to circumcise a male child
on the eighth day of life and remove the foreskin. It is necessary to study
the Torah with great effort at all times, in order to amend one's spirit and
soul.

216. As a person labors in the study of the Torah, he is endowed with an
additional holy soul, as it is written, "the moving creature that has
life" (Beresheet 1:20). THIS REFERS to the living creature that is derived
from that holy life, which is MALCHUT. If a person does not delve in the
study of the Torah, he does not receive this holy soul, and the holiness of
above does not rest upon him. However, when he does study the Torah,
he merits that Living Spirit (Heb. Nefesh Chayah) by his mouthing the
words of the Torah. Thus he becomes like the angels of above.
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217. As it is written, "Bless Hashem, you angels of His" (Tehilim 103:20).
This refers to those who study the Torah and are called "His angels" on
earth. And it is also written, "and let birds fly above the earth" (Beresheet
1:20). This refers to this world, but as far as the other world is concerned,
we have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, will provide them with
wings like those of the eagles to allow them to meander around in all the
worlds. As is written, "But they that wait upon Hashem shall renew their
strength, they shall mount up with wings as eagles" (Yeshayah 40:31).

218. Thus it is written, "and let birds fly above the earth" (Beresheet 1:20),
because the Torah that is called "the waters" (Ibid.) abounds, bringing
forth expressions (feelings) of the Living Spirit, that is aroused from its
place (of that certain spirit), WHICH IS MALCHUT, to be drawn down
below, as we have learned. And this is what King David referred to, when
he said, "Create in me a clean heart, O Elohim" (to study and learn the
Torah), and then "renew a steadfast spirit within me" (Tehilim 51:12).
(F) The sixth precept: To Procreate
The act of procreation literally opens floodgates of spiritual Light in the
Upper Worlds. Through this act, we acquire the ability to bring down
righteous children. It also arouses tremendous positive energy in our
physical world.
219. The sixth precept is to procreate. Because he who procreates and
begets children causes that stream - THE YESOD OF ZEIR-ANPIN - to
flow continuously. Its waters shall never fail and the sea, that is
MALCHUT, shall be filled from all directions. New souls are renewed and
shall come forth from that tree, and the hosts of heaven will multiply
together with those souls TO GUARD THEM. This is why it is written, "Let
the waters bring forth abundantly the moving creatures that have
life" (Beresheet 1:20). This refers to the sign of the holy Covenant, the
river (stream) that is drawn and comes forth, as its waters swell and its
rapids create feelings (whispers of prayers) and innumerable souls for that
living created being!

220. Together with those souls that enter into that Light, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, many birds, CORRESPONDING TO ANGELS, come forth.
They fly around and roam the entire world, so that when a soul comes
forth and is on its way down to this world, the bird that flew off and left
with that soul from the same tree accompanies it! How many ANGELS
leave together with each soul? Two! One on the right and one on the left.
If he is worthy, they guard him. As it is written, "For he will give his angels
charge over you" (Tehilim 91:11). But if he is not worthy, then they
prosecute him. Rabbi Pinchas said: There are three ANGELS that are
found to be guardians over a person, if he is worthy. As it is written, "If
there be an angel over him, a defender, one among a thousand to declare
to man what is right" (Iyov 33:23); "if there be an angel," this is one; "a
defender," this is two; "one among a thousand," this is three!
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221. Rabbi Shimon replied: There are five ANGELS. Because the verse
continues, "Then he is gracious to him and says..." (Iyov 33:24). "He is
gracious," this is one angel, and "and says," this is (a second angel), SO
THERE ARE FIVE. Rabbi Pinchas said: This is not so! "He is gracious to
him," refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, by Himself AND NOT AN
ANGEL. Because nobody else is permitted to be GRACIOUS TO HIM,
only the Holy One, blessed be He, HIMSELF. Rabbi Shimon replied: You
have said well!
222. And he who abstains from procreating belittles, so to speak, the form
that includes all forms, WHICH IS THE FORM OF MAN. And he blocks
the flow of the waters of that river, THE YESOD OF ZEIR-ANPIN, as he
impairs (renders defective) the sign of the holy Covenant from all sides. Of
such a person, it is written, "And they shall go forth and look upon the
carcasses of the men that have rebelled against Me" (Yeshayah 66:24).
"Against me" for sure! And this is said about the body, as the soul shall
never enter beyond the curtain. THIS MEANS THAT IT SHALL NEVER
BE CLOSE TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and it shall be
banished from that world.
(G) The seventh precept: To Perform Circumcision on the Eighth Day
The words of this precept help us remove negative forces from our lives.
223. The seventh precept is to perform circumcision on the eighth day of
life and remove the defilement of the foreskin. Because that animal,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the eighth grade, compared to the other grades,
BEGINNING WITH BINAH. And that soul that flies away and emerges
from it must appear before it on the eighth day, as it in itself is the eighth
grade.

224. And then it is made clear that it is a living created being. OR IN
OTHER WORDS, a Soul that belongs to that Holy Light, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and not to the 'Other Side'. And this is alluded to by the
words, "Let the waters bring forth abundantly" (Beresheet 1:20). This has
been explained in the book of Chanoch as, "Let the waters of the holy
seed be stamped by the impression of the Living Spirit. And this alludes to
the impression that the Hebrew letter Yud marked upon the holy flesh,
MORE THAN any other mark that exists in the world.

225. "And let birds fly above the earth" (Beresheet 1:20). This refers to
Eliyahu, who flies over the entire world in four flights IN ORDER to be
present at every place where the sacred circumcision is performed. So a
chair should be prepared for him, and it should be said out loud, This is
the chair of Eliyahu. If this is not done, he will not appear!

226. "And Elohim created great whales" (Beresheet 1:21). The use of the
plural in "WHALES" means that they are two, and these two include the
removal of the foreskin and the uncovering of the corona during the act of
circumcision. And these two are male and female: "and every living
creature that moves" (Ibid). This refers to the mark of the sign of the holy
Covenant, which is the Holy Living Created being, as we have previously
stated. "...which the waters brought forth abundantly" these are the
supernal waters that are drawn down into this mark of the sign of the
Covenant.
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227. This is the reason why Yisrael down below are marked by the Holy
and pure impressions, similar to the holy impressions FROM ABOVE.
This distinguishes the Holy side from the 'Other Side'. Thus are they
marked, to distinguish the holiness of YISRAEL from the impure idol
worshipping nations that originate from the 'Other Side,' as we have
learned. Just as He marked YISRAEL, so did He mark their cattle and
their fowl - TO DISTINGUISH THEM FROM the cattle and fowl of the idol
worshipping nations. How happy is the role of Yisrael!
(H) The eighth precept: To Love the Convert who comes to be
circumcised and desires to enter under the wings of God's Presence
The Zohar is also referring to those who embrace spiritual growth and true
transformation. Understanding this precept gives us the ability to assist
others in their work of true spiritual transformation.
228. The eighth precept is to love the convert who comes to be
circumcised and desires to enter under the "wings of the Shechinah." And
She, the MALCHUT, takes under Her wings those who separate
themselves from the defiled 'Other Side,' and come near to Her. As it is
written: "Let the earth bring forth the living creature after their
kind" (Beresheet 1:24).

229. And in case you might say that his Living Creature (or created
being), which includes Yisrael, is assigned to all nations, He repeats,
"after their kind" (Beresheet 1:24) WHICH MEANS TO YISRAEL (ONLY)
AND NOT TO THE CONVERTS. O how many corridors and
compartments, one inside the other, does the land WHICH IS CALLED
CHAYAH have under its wings!

230. The right wing of MALCHUT has two chambers, and from this wing,
two nations come forth. They are close to the Unity (Monotheistic belief) of
Yisrael and are able to enter into these chambers. And under the left wing
there are two additional chambers that are divided between two other
nations, which are Ammon and Moav. And they are all called 'Living
Creatures.'

231. And how many other closed compartments and chambers are there
in each and every wing. From these chambers souls go forth and are
divided among those proselytes who are converted, and these are called
Living Creatures. But "after their (his) kind," (Beresheet 1:24) they all
enter under the "wings of the Shechinah," but do not go beyond.

232. But the soul of Yisrael comes from the body of that tree, WHICH IS
ZEIR-ANPIN. And from there, the souls fly off down into this land, WHICH
IS MALCHUT; down deep inside its 'bowels'! And the secret behind this is
as written: "For you shall be a Land of delight" (Malachi 3:12). Therefore,
Yisrael is the darling son for whom She yearns from the bottom of Her
heart. And Yisrael are called "those who are born from the womb" and not
from the wings that are on the outside OF THE BODY. Furthermore, the
proselytes have no part in the upper tree, which is ZEIR-ANPIN,
especially not in its body (trunk). So their place is in the wings OF
MALCHUT, and not beyond. Therefore, the convert's place is under the
"wings of the Shechinah," and not higher. And the 'true proselytes' are
those who reside there - and not inside - and cling on to the wings, as it is
written. This is why it is WRITTEN: "Let the earth bring forth the living
creatures after their kind." And to whom? "Cattle, and creeping thing, and
beast of the earth after their kind" (Beresheet 1:24). All draw (derive) their
spirit from within that living creature, but each one according to its kind, as
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is appropriate to him!
(I) The ninth precept: To Show Mercy to the Needy and Supply Them with
Food
The Zohar discusses the spiritual importance of genuine sharing with
others. It is the giver who is the true receiver, and the receiver who is the
genuine giver. Both the text itself and the ideas it conveys serve to
awaken our desire to share. We come to understand that our sharing
actually benefits ourselves even more than the person with whom we
share.

233. The ninth precept is to show mercy to the needy and supply them
with food. As it is written: "Let us make man in our image, in our
likeness" (Beresheet 1:26). "Let us make man" is used in the compound
sense, indicating that it includes Male and Female. "In Our image" refers
to the rich; "after Our likeness" refers to the poor.

234. Because from the aspect of the Male, they are rich; from the aspect
of the Female, they are poor. But as they are united as one, show
compassion to each other, share with each other, and are benefactors to
each other, so should man below behave. The rich and the poor should
be united together as one, and should share with each other and be
benefactors to each other.

235. We have seen this secret in the Book of King Solomon, where it says
that if a person has pity on the poor from all his heart, his image shall not
be changed and shall remain forever as that of Adam (the first Man). As a
result of being created in the image of Adam, he therefore shall rule over
all creatures on earth by that image. As it is written, "And the fear of you
and the dread of you shall be upon every beast" (Beresheet 9:2). All have
fear of that image and dread it, BECAUSE THIS PRECEPT - TO SHOW
MERCY TO THE POOR AND BE KIND WITH THEM - IS THE MOST
PRAISED precept. It is above all the others, because by this precept, the
Son of Man is able to elevate himself and achieve the image of ADAM
(THE FIRST MAN).
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236. How do we know this? From Nevuchadnetzar! Because even though
he dreamt that dream, as long as he had mercy upon the poor, the dream
did not come true. But because he treated the poor selfishly (with an evil
eye), what does the verse say? It reads, "While the word was in the King's
mouth" (Daniel 4:28), his image immediately changed and became
different from that of men. This is why it is WRITTEN, "Let us make
man" (Beresheet 1:26). Here the term "to make" is used. So in the verse it
is written, "The man's name where I worked today is Boaz" (Rut 2:19).
BECAUSE THE TERM "TO MAKE" THERE MEANS 'CHARITY,' HERE IT
MEANS 'CHARITY' AS WELL.
(J) The tenth precept: To Put On Tefillin and to Complete Oneself
according to the Supernal Image
Binding the left arm with Tefillin helps nullify the selfish Desire to receive.
The human anatomy is like a tuning device that receives spiritual signals
from the Upper Worlds. The left side, especially the arm, is the antenna
for the spiritual energy that motivates human desire. If unchecked, our
desires can expand unceasingly, and become the root of immoral and
intolerant behavior.
Another secret of Tefillin concerns our emulation of the Creator in our
daily lives. By mirroring the Creator, we draw closer to Him and His Light.
The Tefillin are tools with the power to complete our essence so that we
resemble the Creator's own Essence. By virtue of our similarity and
spiritual closeness, His Light will then begin to resonate in our own lives.
We can begin to create an affinity with God by gazing and reflecting upon
these passages.
237. The tenth precept is to put on Tfilin, and to complete himself
according to the supernal image. As it is written, "And Hashem created
man in His own image" (Beresheet 1:27). He opened the discussion by
saying: "Your head upon you is like the Carmel" (Shir Hashirim 7:7) has
already been explained and clarified. Nevertheless, "Your head upon you
is like the Carmel" applies to the supernal head - the Tfilin worn on the
head of the Sacred Supernal King Ha-Va-Yah (the Tetragrammaton) that
appears in the written letters: Each letter of the HOLY NAME HA-VA-YAH
is equivalent to one paragraph in THE TFILIN. AND IN THIS MANNER,
the Holy Name is engraved upon the PARCHMENTS OF THE TFILIN,
according to the proper order of the letters. And we have learned that the
verse "that you are called by the name of Hashem, and they shall be
afraid of you" (Devarim 28:10) refers to the Tfilin of the head, which
represent the Holy Name, according to the order of the letters.

238. The first words that appear IN THE TFILIN read, "Sanctify to Me all
the first born" (Shemot 3:2). This corresponds to the Hebrew letter Yud of
the TETRAGRAMMATON, which is to sanctify - NAMELY CHOCHMAH which is the first born of all the supernal sanctities. THESE ARE
"whatever opens the womb" (Shemot 3:2) by that narrow pathway (line)
that descends from the Hebrew letter Yud, which opens the womb to bring
forth proper fruit and seeds. This is the supernal sanctity.

239. The second paragraph reads, "And it shall be when Hashem shall
bring you" (Shemot 13:5). This is the Hebrew letter Hei of HA-VA-YAH
(OF THE TETRAGRAMMATON), WHICH IS BINAH. This is the temple
whose womb is opened by the letter Yud through fifty openings, corridors,
and rooms that are concealed within it. The letter Yud made an opening in
that Temple so that the sound of the Shofar (a trumpet made out of a
ram's horn), WHICH IS BINAH, can be heard through it. Because the
Shofar is blocked on all sides, the Hebrew letter Yud came and opened it
so that the sound could be heard. As it opened the Temple, the Shofar
was blown and sound was emitted. The emission of this sound was to
free the slaves.
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240. So by blowing of the Shofar, Yisrael was delivered from Egypt. And
SO SHALL HE BLOW THE SHOFAR another time in the future, at the
End of Days. Every deliverance originates from this Shofar, WHICH IS
BINAH. And this is why the deliverance from Egypt is written in this
paragraph. Because it is a result of this Shofar - by the force of the letter
Yud - that the womb was opened, enabling it to bring forth its sound to
redeem the slaves. This is the letter Hei, the second letter of the Holy
Name.

241. The third paragraph is the secret of the Unity, as proclaimed by
Shema Yisrael (Hear O Yisrael) (Devarim 6:4). This corresponds to the
letter Vav in HA-VA-YAH, WHICH IS ZEIR-ANPIN, and combines all
within Itself - the Unity of all, where all are united and combined together.
And it gathers all, as well! The fourth paragraph reads, "And it shall come
to pass, if you shall hearken" (Devarim 11:13-21). This includes two
aspects - CHESED AND GVURAH - combined together because Knesset
Yisrael (the Congregation of Yisrael), which is the lower Gvurah, MALCHUT, is united with them. And this is the last (second) Hei of HA-VAYAH, which gathers all the others together and includes them all.
242. The Tfilin are actually the letters of the Holy Name. Therefore, "Your
head upon you is like the Carmel" (Shir Hashirim 7:7) REFERS to the
Tfilin of the head. "And the hair (lit. 'Dalet' which means poverty) of your
head" (Shir Hashirim 7:7) refers to the Tfilin of the hand, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, as She is poor, in comparison to above, TO ZEIR-ANPIN.
Thus, She achieves perfection as above!

243. "The King is held bound in the tresses" (Shir Hashirim 7:6) MEANS
that he is tied down and tightly held in those compartments OF THE
TFILIN for the purpose of being properly united with that Holy Name.
Therefore, whoever puts them on receives the image of Elohim. Because
just as Elohim is united with the Holy Name, so does the person who puts
them on become united with the Holy Name accordingly. "Male and
female he created them," (Beresheet 1:27) REFERS TO the Tfilin of the
head and the Tfilin of the hand - and all is one (the same)!
(K) The eleventh precept: To Give Tithing
The Kabbalists teach us that only through tithing and sharing a portion of
our own lot in life can we truly protect and deserve all that we possess,
now or in the future. Through the Light emanating from the letters, words
and sentences of this section of the Zohar, we can awaken true desire to
give of ourselves.
244. The eleventh precept IS to give a tithe of the land's product. Here we
have two precepts. One is to give a tithe of the land's product, and the
other is TO BRING the first fruits of the trees. As it is written, "Behold, I
have given you every herb yielding seed, which is upon the face of all the
earth" (Beresheet 1:29). Here it is written, "I have given you;" elsewhere it
is written, "And to the children of Levi, behold, I have given all the tithe in
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 18:21). In a third place, it is further written, "And all the
tithe of the land, whether of the seed of the land, or of the fruit of the tree,
is to Hashem" (Vayikra 27:30).
(L) The twelfth precept: To Bring the First of the Fruits of the Trees
In all areas of life, giving away "the first portion" draws the Light of true
blessing to all that remains. It is fitting, therefore, that our first act upon
waking each morning should be a positive connection to God, for this
moment is the seed of the entire day. The remainder of the day will
blossom with the radiance of the Creator if He is included within its seed.
These words help us to remember to offer the first portion of the day to
the Creator of the Universe.
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245. The twelfth precept IS to bring the first fruits of the trees as an
offering. As it is written, "and every tree in which is the fruit of a tree
yielding seed" (Beresheet 1:29). Whatever I deserve to receive shall not
be eaten by man. He permitted them (to eat) and gave them all His tithe
and first fruits of the trees. AS IT IS WRITTEN, "I have given to you" - "to
you," and not to the generations after you.
(M) The thirteenth precept: To Perform the Redemption Ritual for His Son
and Connect to the Power of Life
The Zohar imparts a secret concerning a firstborn son. When the child
undergoes a ritual to separate the child from the force of death, the child
is then connected to the Tree of Life reality, a realm of infinite delight and
goodness. Because the first born son is the seed of any and all children to
come, this ceremony protects all future children born into the household,
Gazing upon this passage helps separate us from the forces of death,
while connecting us to the reality of the Tree of Life.
246. The thirteenth precept IS to perform the redemption ritual for his son
and connect him to (the power of) life. There are two appointees in charge
- one over life and one over death - and they both stand beside man.
Thus, when a person redeems his son, he redeems him from that
APPOINTEE over death and takes him out of his control. This is the
secret of the words, "And Elohim saw everything that he had
made" (Beresheet 1:31). THIS IS in general. "And, behold it was...good"
alludes to the angel of life, while the word "very" (Heb. Me'od) alludes to
the Angel of Death. Therefore, by this act of redemption, the ANGEL of
life is strengthened and the ANGEL OF DEATH is weakened. By this
redemption, he purchases life for himself, as has been mentioned, so that
the evil side leaves him alone and does not cling to him any more.
(N) The fourteenth precept: To Observe the Shabbat
Here the Zohar presents two ideas. The first pertains to the power of the
7th day of the week, which is identified as the ultimate source of all the
Light and blessings for the other six days. The second point refers to the
Shabbat's power to remove all the negative angels and judgments that
hang over the world. Shabbat allows us to begin the week anew in a pure
and unblemished state. When the Light of Shabbat has departed, it is our
own insensitive and impure actions that give birth to a new generation of
negative angels who wreak havoc in the world.
Reading and meditating upon this section with a pure heart and open
mind helps us connect to the energy source of Shabbat. It is also a
powerful means for removing negative angels and judgments from our
lives.
247. The fourteenth precept IS to observe the Shabbat (sabbath), which is
a day of rest from all the action of Creation. There are two precepts
included here. One is to observe the day of the Shabbat, and one is to
attach this day to its holiness. NAMELY, TO DRAW DOWN THE
SPIRITUAL ENERGY OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'HOLINESS.'
So "to observe the day of the Shabbat" is, as I have mentioned and
explained, that it is a day of rest to all the worlds. And all actions are
within that day and were already performed even before that day was
sanctified.

248. Because that day was sanctified, the creation of the bodies for
certain spirits was not completed. SO HE ASKS: Was not the Holy One,
blessed be He, aware of that, so that He could delay the sanctification of
that day until the bodies for those spirits were created? AND HE
ANSWERS: The Tree of Knowledge - Good and Bad - aroused the Evil
Side, who wanted to rule over the world. So a lot of spirits were dispersed
and WENT FORTH with much weaponry to achieve strength and to
FLING THEMSELVES into the bodies of this world.
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249. As the Holy One, blessed be He, saw this, He aroused a tempest
from within the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR-ANPIN, and struck upon the
other Tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, causing the arousal of the other good
side. Consequently, the day was sanctified. Because the creation of the
bodies and the arousal of the spirits, on that night OF SHABBAT, comes
from the Good Side and not from the 'Other Side.'

250. Had the Other (evil) Side come during that night before the Good
Side, then the world would not have been able to exist for even one
moment. So the Holy One, blessed be He, provided the remedy in
advance. The 'sanctification of the day' jumped up and stood before Him.
Thus, the Good Side appeared before the Other Side appeared, and the
world was established and was able to exist. So instead of the Other Side
becoming strong and establishing itself in the world, as It planned, the
Good Side was established at that night by the construction of holy bodies
and the forming of holy spirits from that Side. Therefore, the sages who
know this perform their conjugal rights weekly, from Shabbat to Shabbat.

251. Because when the Other Side saw this - that just as he planned on
doing, the Side of Holiness preceded it (by these actions), then the Other
Side went along to wander about, together with all its hosts and legions to
watch over those who perform their conjugal rights naked and by the light
of the candle. AS A RESULT OF THIS, all their children born from that
intercourse are born epileptic, because they are possessed by spirits that
come from the Other (evil) Side. And these are the 'naked spirits' of the
wicked that are called 'evil spirits'. These are pursued and killed by Lilit
(female demon).

252. So, because the day was sanctified, and holiness ruled over the
world, the Other Side makes itself small and hides during every Shabbat
Eve and during every Shabbat Day. Only Asimon and His group do not
hide, but go around floating above the candlelight secretly in order to
observe the indecent intercourse. And after that they go and hide inside
the cave of the great abyss. As soon as Shabbat is over, many hosts and
legions roam about in the world. This is why the hymn against calamities,
YOSHEV BE-SETER (TEHILIM 91), was written and is recited - to prevent
them from ruling over the Holy Nation.

253. Where do they roam to on that night, WHEN SHABBAT IS OVER?
When they (the other side) come out in haste and think that they are
about to rule over the world and overcome the Holy Nation, they
(instantly) see them (the good side) standing upright reciting this hymn
(Tehilim 91), NAMELY YOSHEV BE-SETER ELYON (SITTING IN THE
SUPERNAL HIDING PLACE), saying the Havdalah (the prayer that is said
at the end of Shabbat) DURING the prayers AND THEN performing the
Havdalah with the cup (of wine). Then the other side flee from there and
go roaming until they reach the desert. May the Merciful One save us and
guard over us, from the other side - the Evil Side.
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254. There are three kinds of people who bring bad things on themselves.
The first is he who curses himself; the second is he who throws away
bread or bread crumbs as big as an olive (or bigger); and the third is he
who lights the candle when the Shabbat is over before all the
Congregation (of Yisrael) has reached the recital of 'Sanctification,' that is
IN THE PRAYER OF VE-ATA KADOSH. Because with that fire, he lights
the flames of Gehenom before its time.

255. There is a special place in Gehenom for those who profane the
Shabbat. Those who are punished in this inferno curse the person who lit
the candle before its time, and they say to him, "Behold: Hashem will
thrust you about with a mighty throw, and He will seize you firmly. He will
violently roll and toss you like a ball into a large country" (Yeshayah 22:1718).

256. It is not proper for him to light the candle, as Shabbat is not over
before the Congregation of Yisrael recites the prayer of Havdalah and
says the benediction over the cup (of wine). For until that time, it is still
Shabbat, and the sanctity of the Shabbat still rests upon us. So after the
benediction over the cup is performed, all those hosts and legions that
govern the weekdays return to their positions, each one according to the
appointed service for which he is responsible.

257. Because as soon as the Shabbat begins and the day is sanctified,
Holiness is aroused and governs the world; worldliness is removed from
its rule. Only when Shabbat is over do they regain their position again. But
although Shabbat is over, they do not regain their positions until that
moment when the Congregation of Yisrael says, "Blessed are You,
Hashem, who separates the holy from the profane." Then the Holiness is
removed, and all the hosts that govern the weekdays are aroused and
return to their positions, each one according to its post for which it is
responsible.

258. Nevertheless, they do not receive control until the flames of the
candle are lit. All these flames are called the 'Lights of Fire' because they
all come from the secret behind the 'column of fire' and the element of fire,
and they take charge over the lower world. All this happens if a person
lights the candle before the Congregation of Yisrael has finished the
recital of the 'Sanctification.'

259. And if he waits until they complete the 'Sanctification,' all those
wicked people who are in Gehenom acknowledge the justice brought
upon them by the Holy One, blessed be He. And they confirm the
blessings that are recited by the Congregation, and bring them upon him.
THIS REFERS TO THE WORDS, "therefore Hashem gives you of the
dew of heaven" (Beresheet 27:28), and "Blessed shall you be in the
field" (Devarim 28:3).
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260. "Blessed is he who considers the poor; Hashem will deliver him in
the day of evil" [fem. adj.] (Tehilim 41:2). He asks: As it should have been
written 'in the day of evil' [masc. adj.], so why does it say, "in the day of
evil" [fem. adj.]? AND HE REPLIES: This refers to the day when that Evil
[fem. adj.] is in power and wants to take his soul away from him. "Blessed
is he who considers the poor." The words, "the poor" allude to a 'poor and
sick' person; "THAT CONSIDERS" alludes to how to cure him from his
sins as he stands before the Holy One, blessed be He. Another meaning
is that this is the day when Judgment prevails and is about to dominate
the world, and he "considers" how to save himself from it. As it has been
written: "Hashem will deliver him in the day of evil -" so THIS REFERS to
the day when Judgment is passed over to the Evil powers in order to
control the world by it. Then "HASHEM WILL DELIVER HIM."
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1. Making an engraving upon the supernal light
The Zohar discusses the primordial phase that ignited the process of creation. This phase produced a vacated space, a void into which our physical universe
would eventually be born. By this act of creation, the infinite gave birth to the finite. Just as a seed contains all the stages that will produce a full grown tree,
including the final fruit, the seed of our cosmos contains all the souls of mankind, including our complete and final fulfillment. Recognizing this motivates us to
complete our own spiritual work. It accelerates our spiritual transformation by revealing our connection with the seed, which is the cause of all causes.
1. With the beginning of the manifestation of the King's will, THAT IS,
WHEN THE KING DESIRED TO CREATE THE WORLD, a hard spark
made an engraving upon the supernal light. THIS HARD SPARK,
WHICH emanated from the most concealed of all concealed things-from the secret of ein-sof (endlessness)-and took a shapeless form.
THE SPARK was then inserted into THE CENTER OF a circle that
was neither white nor black nor red nor green, nor any color at all.
When He began its measurements, He created bright colors that
shone into THE EMPTY SPACE AND THE ENGRAVING. From within
the spark - THIS HARD SPARK - a fountain spouted, from which the
shades down below received their colors.

2. From the most concealed of all concealed things, the secret of einsof (endlessness), EMANATED TWO FACES: ONE cleaved and THE
OTHER DID not cleave. Its atmosphere was unknown until forceful
blows split ATIK, and a concealed supernal point shone. Beyond this
point, nothing is knowable and, because of this, He is called by the
name Beginning, WHICH MEANS the First of the Sayings.

2. "The brightness of the firmament"
When God created the world, He knew that we, the vessels, could not receive His awesome, blazing Light in Its totality. This Kabbalistic notion can be likened to
a tripped circuit breaker caused by an overload of electric current. It can also be compared to the light of sun, which would incinerate the entire earth if it were to
ever approach too close. The Creator, in His infinite wisdom, therefore concealed the greater portion of His Light so as not to overwhelm that which He created.
The Zohar recounts the process of how this hidden Light began to be revealed.
As we correct and transform our crude, immoral nature, we reveal a measure of hidden Light in direct proportion to the degree of inner change we've undergone.
It is this spiritual change that expands our internal vessel, allowing us to receive a greater portion of hidden Light. The Hebrew letters emanate this hidden Light
into our day to day existence.
3. "And they who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the
firmament, and they who turn many to Righteousness like the stars
for ever and ever" (Daniel 12:3). "And they who are wise" ALLUDES
TO THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS, "the brightness of the
firmament", TO THE ILLUMINATION OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT,
WHICH ARE REVEALED WHEN COMBINED WITH THE ATTRIBUTE
OF MERCY. The aura of the brightness that is most concealed of all
concealed things united with this point and shone into it. Then this
Beginning--WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN--expanded INTO A HEAD AND
BODY, and made a temple for its honor and glory. There, INSIDE THE
TEMPLE, ARICH ANPIN planted a holy seed to bring forth SOULS for
the benefit of the world. This is the secret of, "So the holy seed is its
immovable stump" (Yeshayah 6:13).
4. The brightness that He sowed for His honor is similar to the purple
seed of the silkworm, for the worm encases itself within its own silk,
within its own creation. AND FROM THAT SEED, He prepares for
Himself a temple for his own glory and for the benefit of all. With this
Beginning, the Concealed unknown One created the temple, and this
temple is called BY THE NAME 'Elohim.'

5. This is the secret of the words: "In the beginning Elohim
created..." (Beresheet 1:1). THIS TEMPLE IS the brightness from
which all TEN sayings were created, according to the secret meaning
of the expansion of the point from that hidden brightness. Thus, if
the word "created" applies to it, no wonder it is written, "And Elohim
created man in His own image" (Beresheet 1:27).
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6. The brightness, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, is the secret of The
Beginning, BECAUSE its name is the first of all. The holy name
Eheyeh is engraved upon the sides OF ARICH ANPIN. The name
Elohim is engraved on the crown. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF
Asher, WHICH IS a concealed temple, and is the beginning of the
revelation of the secret of The Beginning. The word Asher
CONSISTS OF THE SAME LETTERS AS Rosh (head) BUT IN
REVERSE ORDER, AS THE LETTER RESH--WHICH IS THE FIRST
LETTER IN ROSH--IS THE LAST LETTER IN ASHER. THIS SHOWS
THAT IT IS THE Rosh that came out of resheet (beginning), WHICH IS
ARICH ANPIN. THEREFORE, IT EMERGED FROM THE ASPECT OF
THE HEAD AND WAS FORMED AS A HEADLESS BODY.
7. After the point and the temple were established as one, Beresheet-WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN-includes a lofty beginning to the light of
Chochmah. Later, the image of the temple changed and it was called
a house (Heb. bayit) and the supernal point was called the head
(Heb. rosh). They were included in each other through the secret of
The Beginning, BECAUSE COMBINING THE WORDS BAYIT AND
ROSH FORMS THE TERM BERESHEET. This was so as long as
BAYIT AND ROSH were as one, as long as there was no MANNER OF
habitation in the house; AS LONG AS CHOCHMAH WAS NOT
CLOTHED WITH CHASSADIM, WHICH REVEALS THE FOUR
COLORS OF THE HOUSE. But it was sown for the purpose of
habitation and, once it was inhabited, it was called BY THE NAME
'Elohim', hidden and concealed.
8. The brightness is concealed and hidden until the children of
Yisrael came inside it in order to beget and the house stood
expanded to contain what was established through the holy seed. As
long as She had not conceived, the expansion of the house to make
it habitable had not occurred, nor was it yet called BY THE NAME
'Elohim'. Rather, they both are still part of Beresheet ("In the
beginning"). IN OTHER WORDS, BEFORE THE EXPANSION OF THE
FOUR AMENDMENTS MENTIONED EARLIER, IT IS NOT YET CALLED
BY THE NAME "ELOHIM", BECAUSE IT DOES NOT YET SHINE IN
FULL. THEREFORE, EVERYTHING IS CONSIDERED AS IF IT IS
INCLUDED WITHIN ARICH ANPIN; THAT IS, THE BEGINNING. After it
became known by the name 'Elohim,' AFTER THE FOUR
AMENDMENTS WERE COMPLETED, it gave birth to the first of those
generations that came from the seed sown within it. HE ASKED:
What is that seed? HE REPLIED: The seed is the engraved letters,
WHICH ARE the secret of the Torah, REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN,
which emanates from that point--WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN.
9. That supernal point, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, sowed inside the
temple--WHICH IS YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH-- the secret of
the three points (vowels): Cholam, Shuruk and Chirik. So they are
combined into one secret, a Voice that emerges from the joining of
the three points. When THE VOICE came forth, its female counterpart
came with it. She included all the letters as it is written: "The
heavens..." (Beresheet 1:1); that is, the voice and its feminine
principle. This voice, which is THE SECRET OF the heavens, is the
last NAME OF Eheyeh, which is the brightness that contains all the
letters and colors in this manner.

10. Until this point, this is the secret of "Hashem our Elohim,
Hashem." These three grades correspond to the supernal secret in
the verse: "In the beginning Elohim created..." AND SO THE TERM
Beresheet is an ancient secret, NAMELY CHOCHMAH THAT IS
CALLED BEGINNING. THE TERM bara (created) alludes to a
concealed secret, from which everything else expands. Elohim's
secret meaning is sustaining everything that exists below. The term
"the heavens" alludes to the union of the male and female, and it is
forbidden to separate them, BUT RATHER COMBINE THEM, FOR
THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE VOICE AND THE UTTERANCE-YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI-ADONAI, WHICH ARE UNITED INTO ONE.
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11. The particle Et (the) is created by combining the letters Aleph
and Tav, which are the first and last letters of the alphabet. Thus, Et
includes all the letters from beginning to end. Afterwards, the letter
Hei was added to Et, so all the letters would be united with Hei. This
formed the word Atah (you), which consists of the letters Aleph-TavHei. Thus, the verse reads: "And you do preserve them
all" (Nechemyah 9:6). Et is the secret of Adonai and is so called.
Heaven is Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, which is superior TO THE NAME
ADONAI, FOR ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED "THE HEAVENS" AND ALSO
CALLED "VOICE", IS THE SECRET OF THE NAME OF YUD-HEI-VAVHEI. AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, CALLED 'ET' AND 'SPEECH,' IS
THE SECRET OF THE NAME ADONAI.
12. THE WORD Ve-Et (and the) alludes to the establishment of male
and female. Ve-Et is the secret of Vav-Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, and both are
as one. The earth is the name Elohim, equivalent to the supernal,
which is fit to issue fruit and offspring. This name is included in
three places and defined in many ways. Up until now, it is the secret
of the most secret of mysteries, which was engraved, built, and
established in a concealed manner according to the hidden meaning
of one single verse.

13. Beresheet IS FORMED OF THE SEGMENTS Bara-Sheet (he
created six), because from one end of the heavens to the other, there
are six branches that extend from the secret of the sublime with the
expansion of Bara (created). Bara expanded from within the first
point, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. And here, ON THIS FIRST POINT, the
secret of the name with the 42 letters was engraved.

3. Intonations, vowels (points), and letters
The relationship between the Hebrew letters, vowels and intonations are explained in terms of their spiritual significance. The Zohar tells us that the letters,
vowels and intonations are not merely the building the blocks of language. They are the building blocks of the entire cosmos. They are the sounds of creation,
the forces by which stars and planets are constructed, and by which physical and metaphysical worlds are erected. Just as a human voice in song can shatter
glass and evoke tears, the Hebrew alphabet affects both physical and spiritual realities. We can set these forces in motion by meditatively scanning the very
letters that speak of the secrets of the letters themselves. By so doing, we can draw spiritual sustenance and Light into our daily lives.
14. "And they who are wise shall shine," (Daniel 12:3) like the notes
and cantillation marks given to the letters and the vowels (points).
They move along like soldiers following their king. The letters are the
body and the vowels are THE ASPECT OF their spirit, and they all
follow their intonations and attain their existence. When the tune of
the cantillation marks travels along, the letters and vowels (points)
march in step with it. When THE TUNE stops, they stop as well.

15. The words "And they who are wise shall shine" ALLUDE TO the
letters and the vowels (points) THAT SHINE, and "the brightness"
ALLUDES TO the tune of the cantillation marks. "The firmament"
ALLUDES TO the expansion of the tune, namely all those
INTONATIONS that flow and expand along as the tune flows. "And
they who turn many to righteousness" ALLUDES TO the music of
the cantillation marks that bring the journeying to a pause and
enable the meaning of the words to be heard clearly. The words
"shall shine" ALLUDE TO the letters and the vowels (points) that
shine as one along the journeys through concealed paths.
Everything expands from this. "And they who are wise (Heb.
maskilim) shall shine like the brightness of the firmament" upon the
pillars and sockets of that palanquin. "And they who are wise" are
themselves the supernal pillars and sockets, who observe
intelligently to bestow on that palanquin and its sockets all that is
needed to sustain it. THE PILLARS ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET; THE SOCKETS ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. This
secret IS HIDDEN, as it is written: "Blessed is he that considers the
poor (Heb. maskil)" (Tehilim 41:2); MASKIL IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
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POOR IS HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE. AND HE RECEIVES THE
BRIGHTNESS FOR THE SAKE OF THE POOR WHO NEED IT. THE
SUPERNAL SIX EXTREMITIES OF ZEIR ANPIN shall shine, for if they
do not shine or illuminate, they will not be able to study the
palanquin and determine what is necessary for its restoration. WERE
IT NOT FOR THE NEED OF ESTABLISHING THAT PALANQUIN, THEY
WOULD NOT HAVE RECEIVED ANY OF THAT LIGHT OF
BRIGHTNESS.

16. AND THEY SHINE "like the brightness of the firmament" that
rests upon they who are wise, of whom it is written: "And over the
heads of the living creature was the likeness of a firmament, like the
color of the terrible ice..." (Yechezkel 1:22). This is the brightness of
the firmament, which shines upon THE ENTIRE ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
IS CALLED the Torah. The brightness shines upon the heads of that
living creature THAT IS CALLED THE PALANQUIN. These heads,
WHICH ARE THE PILLARS AND SOCKETS OF ZEIR ANPIN, who are
wise shine constantly and look on that firmament to receive the light
that emanates from there. This also is the light OF ZEIR ANPIN IN ITS
ENTIRETY, WHICH IS CALLED Torah. It shines forever and never
stops. IN OTHER WORDS, ZEIR ANPIN IN ITS ENTIRETY DOES NOT
RECEIVE THE ASPECT OF THE BRIGHTNESS FOR ITSELF, BUT
FOR THIS LIGHT THAT CONSTANTLY SHINES, ALONE.

4. "And the earth was without form"
The Creation process, the Zohar explains, began in a state of utter chaos. Out of this chaos emerged the concept of order. The Zohar reveals the process by
which order emerges form chaos. The more furious and frenzied the initial chaos, the greater the order and the perfection that will eventually emerge.
We can attain the ability to remove chaos from our lives. We can begin to grasp the hidden spiritual truth that chaos is really opportunity for bringing order and
fulfillment.
17. "And the earth was without form and void..." (Beresheet 1:2) THE
TERM "was" is exact IN THAT IT IMPLIES the earth's previous state,
during which snow was mixed inside water. The act of the snow
forming inside the water resulted in a foul substance. And
AFTERWARD, a mighty fire beat upon it and refuse was formed
inside it. It then conceived and became without form. The place
where at first there was only filth, has become now a nest of refuse
that is described as Tohu (without form). IT WENT THROUGH FOUR
STAGES UNTIL IT BECAME TOHU: (1) LIGHT TURNED INTO WATER;
(2) WATER TURNED INTO SNOW; (3) SNOW TURNED INTO REFUSE
WITH THE INFLICTION OF THE FIRE; AND (4) THE REFUSE, OVER
TIME, BECAME SUFFICIENTLY DISTINGUISHABLE TO BE CALLED
TOHU. THE WORDS "and void" REFER TO the refined matter that
emerged from the refuse and was set there. Darkness is the secret of
the powerful fire and this darkness hovers above the Tohu, over that
refuse, and is based upon it. IN OTHER WORDS, DARKNESS DOES
NOT MEAN ONLY THE ABSENCE OF LIGHT--THAT IS, EMPTINESS-BUT RATHER THE ASPECT THAT PRODUCES EMPTINESS, LIKE A
STRONG FIRE THAT BURNS AND CONSUMES EVERYTHING IT
TOUCHES AND LEAVES EMPTINESS IN ITS PLACE. THE REASON
WHY IT IS CALLED DARKNESS AND NOT FIRE IS THAT THE
BURNING FORCE IS NOT FROM THE FIRE ITSELF, BUT FROM THE
REFUSE OVER WHICH IT HOVERS. THEREFORE, THIS DARKNESS
IS BASED UPON THE TOHU, FROM WHICH IT RECEIVES.
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18. "And the wind (also: 'spirit') of Elohim" (Ibid.) ALLUDES TO the
Holy Spirit (Ruach) that proceeded from living Elohim and "moved
over the surface of the waters." THIS MEANS THAT after this wind
blew, a thin layer from the refuse was refined, just as the filth flies off
and away. In this manner, it was refined, covered and purified over
and over again until the foulness was left without any filth.

19. When this Tohu was refined and purified, "a great and strong
wind rent the mountains, and broke the rocks..." (I Melachim 19:11)
Then it emerged like the wind that Eliyahu saw. The Bohu was
refined and purified and noise came from it, as it is written: "And
after the wind an earthquake (also: 'noise')" (Ibid.). When the
darkness was refined, fire was then included in its secret, as it is
written: "And after the earthquake a fire" (Ibid. 12). The wind was
refined and a "still small voice" was included within it.

20. Tohu has neither color nor form and is not included within the
secret of form at all. Although it may appear to have form, when we
look closely it loses all form. Everything has a garment to wear
except TOHU.

21. Bohu ALREADY has an image and a form, the stones immersed
inside the engraving of Tohu. When the stones emerge from within
the engraving in which they were immersed, they draw down
goodness into this world in the form of a garment. They draw
goodness down to the world--THAT IS, STRAIGHT LIGHT--and force
THE RETURNING LIGHT up, SO THAT THE STRAIGHT LIGHT IS
ENCLOTHED. THIS IS KNOWN AS FORMING.

22. These STONES are hollow and viscous because they are
suspended in the air. At times, they are suspended in the air
because they rise up and out of there, FROM WITHIN THE
ENGRAVING OF TOHU. At other times, such as cloudy days, they
hide and raise water from the abyss to replenish Tohu. This is when
there is joy and folly, because Tohu has expanded all over the world.

23. Darkness is a black fire that is strong in color, BECAUSE NO
OTHER COLOR CAN CHANGE BLACK. There is a red fire that is
strong in its appearance, AS RED IS THE MOST NOTICEABLE
COLOR. There is a green fire, which is solid in form, AS ALL FORMS
REACH PERFECTION BY THE GREEN COLOR. And there is a white
fire, WHICH IS THE BASIS OF ALL OTHER COLORS. Darkness is
strong, because it contains all kinds of fires and it attacks the Tohu.
Darkness is a fire THAT CONSISTS OF FOUR COLORS, and it is
usually not a dark fire except when it attacks the Tohu. This is the
secret of the verse: "his eyes were dim, so that he could not see, he
called Esav..." (Beresheet 27:1). The face of evil is darkness, so
Yitzchak, who was kind to evil--TO ESAV--was then called 'darkness,'
as it rested upon him so that it may strengthen him.

24. The wind THAT IS MENTIONED IN THE VERSE: "AND A WIND
FROM ELOHIM," is a voice that rests upon Bohu and guides it in all
where it is needed. This is the secret of the verses: "The voice of
Hashem is upon the waters" (Tehilim 29:3) and "And a wind from
Elohim moved over the surface of the waters." The stones are
immersed deep inside the abyss from which waters flow. This is why
they are called "the surface of the waters." The wind guided and
strengthened the faces, called the surface of the deep, each
according to its requirements.
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25. The name Shadai dwells upon Tohu, the name Tzeva'ot dwells
upon Bohu and the name Elohim dwells upon darkness, BECAUSE
DARKNESS IS A RESULT OF MALCHUT RISING UP TO BINAH,
which is called Elohim. The name "wind" dwells upon Yud-Hei-VavHei.
26. "And a great and strong wind rent the mountains...but Hashem
was not in the wind..." (I Melachim 19:11). The name YUD-HEI-VAVHEI was not in the wind BECAUSE THIS STRONG WIND COMES
FROM Tohu, upon which the name Shadai rests. HENCE IT READS,
"BUT HASHEM WAS NOT IN THE WIND." AND IT EXPLAINS THAT
THE EARTHQUAKE CAME FROM BOHU, AS THE VERSE
CONTINUES: "And after the wind an earthquake; but Hashem was
not in the earthquake", because only the name Tzeva'ot rests upon it
in the secret of Bohu. Hence, it is called Bohu. AS FOR THE FIRE
THAT COMES OUT OF DARKNESS, THE SCRIPTURE READS, "And
after the earthquake a fire; but Hashem was not in the fire" (I
Melachim 19:12), because the name Elohim rests upon it from the
aspect of darkness. "And after the fire a still small voice", WHICH
COMES FROM THE ASPECT OF THE WIND OF ELOHIM, UPON
WHICH THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI RESTS. THE VERSE READS:
"AND WHEN ELIYAHU HEARD IT...AND WENT OUT, AND STOOD IN
THE ENTRANCE OF THE CAVE. AND, BEHOLD, THERE CAME A
VOICE TO HIM, AND SAID, 'WHAT ARE YOU DOING HERE,
ELIYAHU?" (I MELACHIM 19:13). HE DID NOT LEAVE THE CAVE AT
THE FIRST THREE ASPECTS, ONLY WHEN HE HEARD A STILL
SMALL VOICE, because the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei was there. AND
HE KNEW THAT YUD- HEI-VAV-HEI WAS TALKING TO HIM.
27. THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI has four segments, NAMELY FOUR
LETTERS, that signify the parts of the human body and certain
members--namely, the limbs which are four that can become twelve.
Here is THE SECRET OF the name that consists of twelve letters,
which was given to Eliyahu while inside the cave. THIS ALLUDES TO
THE THREE NAMES OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. EACH CONSISTS OF
FOUR LETTERS, WHICH TOGETHER ADD UP TO TWELVE. AND
THIS NAME, WITH ITS TWELVE LETTERS, APPEARS IN THE HUMAN
BODY. THE FIRST APPEARS IN THE HEAD: CHOCHMAH, BINAH
AND DA'AT; THE SECOND IN THE BODY FROM THE TOP TO THE
NAVEL: CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET; THE THIRD FROM THE
NAVEL DOWNWARD: NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. EACH PART OF
THE BODY IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR OTHER PARTS, WHICH ADD UP
TO TWELVE.

5. "And there was light"
The Zohar reveals the elaborate process by which the Light of the Creator was first revealed to the world. This section helps awaken our own desire to reveal the
Light, above and beyond our own personal needs.
28. "And Elohim said, 'Let there be light,' and there was
light" (Beresheet 1:3). From here, FROM THIS SAYING, we can begin
to learn in detail the secrets of how the world was created in details,
because until now, the Creation was discussed only generally, IN
THE VERSE "IN THE BEGINNING ELOHIM CREATED..." (IBID. 1)
After this, the description returns to the general, then the particular,
and then the general again.
29. Until now, everything was suspended in the air that was
bestowed from the secret of ein-sof (endlessness). As soon as the
force expanded inside the supernal temple, which is the secret of
Elohim, the word 'saying' is applied to it, as it is written: "And Elohim
said." Before that, the word "said" is not written, because "said"
means it is in detail. Although the word, "In the beginning" is also a
saying, which expresses the 'injunctions' of the Creation to ten
sayings, "And Elohim said" is not written in it, AS IT IS DESCRIBED
IN A GENERAL MANNER. THE USE OF THE WORD "SAID" MEANS A
DETAILED DESCRIPTION. THEREFORE, THE VERSE, "AND ELOHIM
SAID, LET THERE BE LIGHT" IS THE FIRST OF THE DETAILS OF
THE CREATION OF THE WORLD.
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30. The words: "And...said" should be studied and questioned. The
term "And...said" (Heb. Vayomer) consists of the Hebrew letters Mi
(who) and Or (light), which is an inquiry. "And...said" alludes to a
raised force, and the raising is done in silence. A LIGHT IS DRAWN
from the secret of Ein-Sof; from the beginning of thought. "And
Elohim said" MEANS THAT now the temple gave birth to the holy
seed, with which it was pregnant, in secret. And he who was born,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND ITS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, was heard
without. Whoever gave birth to him, TO ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS
FEMININE PRINCIPLE, did it secretly and was not heard at all. THIS
REFERS TO GIVING BIRTH TO THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE WHILE STILL IN BINAH. But as soon as it
emerged from there, FROM BINAH, a sound was heard without.

31. "Let there be (Heb. Yehi) light," means that everything that
comes forth AND EMANATES IN THE WORLD proceeds according to
the secret OF THE WORDS: "LET THERE BE LIGHT." Yehi ALLUDES
TO the secret of Aba and Ima, which are Yud-Hei OF YEHI (YUD-HEIYUD). THE LETTER YUD ALLUDES TO ABA AND THE HEI TO IMA.
Afterward, THE LETTERS YUD-HEI return to the first point BY
ADDING ANOTHER POINT, NAMELY YUD, JUST LIKE THE FIRST
ONE--AS IT IS WRITTEN: YEHI (YUD-HEI-YUD)--to institute a
beginning for an expansion of something else.
32. The terms "light" and "Let there be light," DO NOT REFER TO
THE RENEWAL OF THE "LIGHT", BUT RATHER TO THE RETURNING
OF the light that ABA AND IMA already had. THE EXPANSION OF
this light THAT APPEARS IN THE VERSE: "LET THERE BE LIGHT
(OR, ALEPH-VAV-RESH)" is a most hidden secret, because it was
the expansion that split according to the secret of the concealment
of the supernal and concealed air (Heb. avir). The word Avir consists
of the letters Aleph-Vav-Yud-Resh AND IS ARICH ANPIN. IT WAS
SPLIT IN SUCH A WAY THAT THERE IS NOTHING REALLY
RENEWED IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. RATHER, THE
PERFECTION THAT WAS THERE BEFORE THE SPLITTING IS NOW
REVEALED. It first split and produced one concealed point (vowel)
from within its own mystery. It revealed the point (vowel) Yud. As a
result of this removal of the Yud FROM AVIR, what is left OF THE
ORIGINAL WORD AVIR is Or, which is from the secret of the
concealed air.
33. When the first point (or 'vowel'), WHICH IS Yud, proceeded FROM
ARICH ANPIN, its light shone upon it according to the sense of
'reaching yet not reaching'. Once THE POINT expanded, THE LIGHT
was revealed, and this is THE SECRET OF the Or (light) that has
remained from Avir (air). This refers to the light that has existed AT
FIRST IN BINAH, WHEN IT WAS IN THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN. IT
THEN DISAPPEARED WHEN IT CAME OUT OF THE HEAD. NOW IT
HAS RETURNED TO IT and remains there. The light has gone; it has
disappeared and is now hidden. And one point remains IN BINAH,
where THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH always reaches INTO THEIR
VESSELS in a hidden manner. The "reaching yet not reaching",
WHICH MEANS THAT IT REACHES WITH THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM, BUT NOT WITH THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, shines in
the manner of the first point that has emerged from it. As a result,
they are all linked to one another and illuminate one another.
34. When it ascends TO THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, they all rise up
and cling to it. THEN it is as if "reaching", WHICH IS THE UPPER
THREE SFIROT. It is treasured in the place of the endless, WHICH IS
ARICH ANPIN, and all becomes one. The point that was in the light,
AND TRANSFORMED IT INTO AIR, is now COMPLETELY light, AS IT
TURNED INTO THE UPPER THREE SFIROT BY THE UNION. And THE
LIGHT OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT OF ABA AND IMA expanded. From this expansion
illuminated the seven letters of the alphabet, which were not yet
solid but were still moist. Later darkness came forth and seven other
letters of the Alphabet came out. The firmament then came forth and
stopped the dispute between the two sides. In it there issued eight
other letters, which added up to 22 in all. Seven letters from the
RIGHT side and seven letters from the LEFT side jumped on the
firmament and were all engraved on it, where they remained moist.
As the firmament congealed, so did the letters. They were engraved
and assumed their intended shapes. And there the Torah was
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inscribed, REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED THE
TORAH, to shine outward ON THE LOWER BEINGS.

35. THE PHRASE: "Let there be light" ALLUDES TO THE NAME Great
El, according to the secret of He who issues from the primal Air.
HENCE, IT IS WRITTEN: "LET THERE BE (HEB. YEHI)", IMPLYING
THE SFIRAH OF CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'GREAT EL.' THE
PHRASE: "And there was (Heb. Vayehi)" refers to the secret of the
darkness that is called 'Elohim.' AND IT IS CALLED 'light' AFTER the
left was combined with the right because the name Elohim extends
from the secret of the name El, WHICH IS CHESED. THUS, THE
NAME ELOHIM IS THE ASPECT OF CHESED AS WELL. And the right
was included within the left, and the left within the right.
36. THE VERSE: "And Elohim saw the light, that it was
good" (Beresheet 1:4) implies the Central Column OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS THE SFIRAH OF TIFERET IN IT. THE PHRASE: "That it was
good" SAID ABOUT TIFERET MEANS THAT it shone up and down in
all directions, NAMELY TO ALL THE SFIROT: NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT. TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN is the secret of the
name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, which includes all direction, RIGHT AND
LEFT, FRONT AND BACK, UP AND DOWN. THE WORDS, "And
Elohim divided the light" MEAN THAT HE prevented the dispute
BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT, so that everything may be perfect.
37. "And Elohim called..." (Beresheet 1:5). HE ASKED: What is THE
MEANING OF "AND ELOHIM called THE LIGHT DAY"? HE REPLIED,
THIS MEANS THAT He called and invited it to bring forth from within
that perfect light that stands in the middle, REFERRING TO TIFERET,
one light. AND THIS LIGHT is the foundation of the world, upon
which all worlds are erected AND FROM WHERE ALL THE SOULS
ARE BORN. From this perfected "light" emerges the Central Column,
the foundation of the life of the worlds, this being the day from the
right side. THE WORDS: "And the darkness he called Night" MEAN
THAT He called and invited it, bringing forth one female from within
the left side, the secret of darkness. THIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS
THE SECRET OF the moon that governs the night. FOR THIS
REASON, it is called night. AND THIS IS the secret of THE NAME
'Adonai' and THE 'NAME Master of all Earth.'
38. The right enters into that perfected pillar in the middle, where it is
included with the secret of the left; NAMELY, CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH ALSO INCLUDES ITS GVURAH AND ENTERS ITS
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS TIFERET. Then ZEIR ANPIN rises up
to the primal point, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, and takes and
possesses there, IN ARICH ANPIN, MOCHIN, WHICH IS a thing
according to THE SECRET OF the three Points--Cholam, Shuruk and
Chirik--which are called holy seed. FOR THROUGH THE THREE
SOWINGS--CALLED CHOLAM, CHIRIK AND SHURUK--THE MOCHIN
OF CHOCHMAH ARE REVEALED, WHICH ARE CALLED HOLINESS.
THE THREE POINTS ARE THEREFORE CALLED HOLY SEED. For no
seed can be sown FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE MOCHIN except
according to this secret, NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE THREE
SOWINGS OF CHOLAM, SHURUK AND CHIRIK. All, REFERRING TO
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE THREE POINTS, were united in the
Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET, and it emanated the foundation
(Yesod) of the world. Because of this, YESOD is called all, because it
holds on to all, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF ALL THREE
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COLUMNS by the light of passion. IN OTHER WORDS, BECAUSE OF
THE DESIRE OF THE LEFT FOR THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT, YESOD
RECONCILES THE LEFT WITH THE RIGHT AND UNITES THEM. AND
BECAUSE THE CENTRAL COLUMN ACQUIRES THEM, THAT
COLUMN ATTAINS BOTH OF THEM AND BESTOWS THEM BOTH ON
YESOD.
39. The left is set ablaze by the force of might and smells. It exudes
the odor throughout the grades, and from the glow of this fire it
emanates the feminine principle called moon. This blazing IS
CONSIDERED TO BE darkness, because it extends from darkness.
And these two sides, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, produce these two
grades, one male and one female, BECAUSE YESOD, WHICH IS
MALE, EMANATED FROM THE RULE OF THE RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE EMANATES FROM THE LEFT COLUMN
OF ZEIR ANPIN.
40. Yesod holds on to the Central Pillar AND RECEIVES the
additional light that was in it. THIS REFERS TO THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS AN ADDITIONAL LIGHT FOR ZEIR ANPIN.
The Central Column, ZEIR ANPIN, is entirely complete BY
CHOCHMAH AND BY CHASSADIM, because of the peace he brought
to all sides. Thus, It has received additional light--MOCHIN--from
above, NAMELY FROM ARICH ANPIN WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and
from all sides, NAMELY FROM THE RIGHT AND LEFT. FROM ITS
OWN CENTRAL COLUMN, IT HAS ACHIEVED CHASSADIM AND
GVUROT, and the joy of all THE WORLDS is in It. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT ELIMINATES
ALL THE KLIPOT. And from this adding of gaiety, the foundation
(Yesod) of the world issued and is called additional (Heb. Musaf).
From here, YESOD, all the lower powers, spirits and holy souls OF
THE RIGHTEOUS, are emanated according to the secret of THE
SACRED NAMES--Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei-Tzeva'ot--WHICH MEANS THAT
HE IS A LETTER (ALSO: 'A SIGN') THAT APPEARS IN ALL HIS
HOSTS. HE IS ALSO CALLED El the Elohim of the Spirits, FROM
WHOM ALL THE SPIRITS AND SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS
EMANATE.
41. The night, Master of all Earth, is the feminine principle. She
emanated from the left side, from that darkness. Because the entire
desire of that darkness was to be included within the Right Column
AND RECEIVE THE LIGHT, its power was weakened. When night
began to expand FROM THE LEFT before ITS STRUCTURE was
completed, the darkness--NAMELY THE LEFT COLUMN--entered and
merged with the Right Column, and the right held on to it. Night then
was left lacking AT ITS END, BECAUSE ITS SOURCE, WHICH IS THE
LEFT COLUMN, DISAPPEARED IN THE RIGHT COLUMN AND DID
NOT HELP IT REACH COMPLETION. SO NOW THERE ARE TWO
THINGS LACKING IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE: (1) THE ASPECT
OF THE NIGHT, MEANING DARKNESS INSTEAD OF LIGHT, AND (2)
HER STRUCTURE WAS NOT COMPLETED BY THE LEFT.
42. Just as darkness, WHICH IS THE LEFT, desires to be included
within the light OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, so THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS night, desires to be included within day.
Darkness, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, abated its light BECAUSE
IT HAD NOT YET COMPLETED THE STRUCTURE OF THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE. Because of this, it produced the grade OF THE FEMALE
WITH AN incomplete STRUCTURE and without light, NAMELY WITH
THE TWO AFOREMENTIONED DEFECTS. THEREFORE, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE REQUIRED TWO REFORMS: (1) TO BRING
HER LIGHT AND FREE HER FROM HER DARKNESS AND (2) TO
COMPLETE HER STRUCTURE. Darkness, THE LEFT COLUMN,
cannot illuminate unless it merges with the light of the right. And the
same applies to the night, which is constructed in the left and
emerges from it. It does not show any light unless it merges with the
day, YESOD. The defect OF THE STRUCTURE of the night is not
completed until the Musaf (additional prayer), WHICH IS THE
ADDITIONAL LIGHT THAT YESOD HAS RECEIVED FROM THE
CENTRAL COLUMN--NAMELY, THE EXCESSIVE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH IN ZEIR ANPIN. AND THIS ADDITIONAL LIGHT
COMPLETES THE STRUCTURE OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. So
what was added to one place is diminished in another. THIS MEANS
THAT WHAT WAS ADDED TO THE SFIRAH OF YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN BY THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR
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ANPIN, HAS CAUSED A DIMINUTION AND LACK IN THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE. BUT YESOD FILLS UP THIS LACK WITH ITS
ADDITIONAL LIGHT.
43. The Musaf, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, contains the secret
of the supernal point, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, and the secret of the
Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT
RECONCILES all sides. Because of this, two letters were added to
YESOD, WHICH ARE VAV AND YUD, IN THE PHRASE: "AND ELOHIM
CALLED (HEB. VAYIKRA) THE LIGHT DAY" (BERESHEET 1:5), IN
WHICH THE LETTER VAV ALLUDES TO THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM
THAT IT RECEIVED FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND THE YUD
TO THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IT RECEIVED FROM ARICH
ANPIN. IN THE EMANATION ON THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHICH
IS night, these two letters were missing. So OF HER IT IS WRITTEN
kara, without the Vav and Yud. OF THE DAY, WHICH IS YESOD, it is
written vayikra. He subtracted, IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, THE
LETTERS Vav and Yud from vayikra, and so it is written OF HER only
"he called (kara) night." Here lies the secret of the name with the 72
letters that are inscribed in the supernal crown - REFERRING TO
THE SECRET OF THE LETTERS VAV AND YUD.

6. "Let there be a firmament"
Three distinct spiritual energy forces permeate all existence. Using the language of metaphor, the Zohar identities these three forces as Right, Left and Central
Columns. Right correlates to the positive [+] force, which manifests physically as the proton. Left signifies the negative charge [-], manifesting as the electron.
Central is expressed through the neutron, the force that bridges the positive and negative poles. Just as the filament in a light bulb creates the resistance that
generates light, the Central column corresponds to the cosmic force of resistance--the Firmament whose resistance produces illumination. Even sunlight
striking a physical object requires reflection in order generate luminous energy. This model for arousing both spiritual and physical Light is mirrored within
ourselves. Our left side corresponds to the negative pole [-], and to our Desire to receive. The right side signifies the positive pole [+], the will to share that
resides in our soul. Our hearts and minds correspond to the central aspect. This is our free will, whereby we can choose to resist the Desire to receive and
nurture the desire to share. This is the choice that arouses spiritual Light.
This section of the Zohar fills us with the power to resist our selfish desires. It strengthens our central column, which is our own free will.
We are blessed with the ability to create unity between opposite forces in our lives. We can become a bridge between opposing sides, and by so doing we can
help to resolve conflict and confrontation. Kabbalah teaches that disunity among people is the source of all hatred and violence, regardless of who is right or
wrong.
44. "And Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters" (Beresheet 1:6). THIS PHRASE alludes to a detailed reform
of the separation of the upper from the lower waters according to the
secret of the left. Here, the dispute according to the secret of the left
occurred. Until this point, REFERRING TO THE FIRST DAY, reference
is made to the right. But ON THE SECOND DAY, REFERENCE is to
the secret of THE GOVERNING OF the left. Because of this, a great
dispute broke out ON THE SECOND DAY between the two sides. THE
LEFT WANTED TO CANCEL THE GOVERNING POWER OF THE
RIGHT ENTIRELY, WHILE THE RIGHT WANTED TO CANCEL THE
GOVERNING POWER OF THE LEFT ENTIRELY. The right, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHESED AND THE FIRST DAY, is the perfection of
all. Because of this, everything was written in the right ON THE
FIRST DAY. THIS MEANS THAT ALL THE SEVEN DAYS, WHICH ARE
THE SEVEN SFIROT, ARE EMERGED IN IT AND ARE ALLUDED TO
IN IT, BECAUSE EVERY PERFECTION DEPENDS ON THE RIGHT
SIDE.
When the rule of the left was aroused, its dispute with the right
began and the fire of anger in that dispute became fierce. From this
dispute, Gehenom was created. So Gehenom was awakened, and
created by the left, and cleaved to it, WHICH MEANS THAT
WHOEVER WANTS TO STRENGTHEN THE LEFT SHALL FALL INTO
GEHENOM, WHICH ORIGINATES FROM IT.
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45. In his wisdom, Moshe looked into this and learned about the
work of Creation. In the work of Creation, there was a dispute
between the left and the right. And in that dispute, which the left
provoked, Gehenom was created and Gehenom held on to the left.
The central pillar, WHICH IS TIFERET, entered between them on the
third day, ending the dispute and bringing the two sides to an
agreement. So Gehenom REMOVED ITSELF FROM THE LEFT AND
descended below. The left joined the right, and there was peace
everywhere.

46. A similar dispute occurred between Korach and Aharon, the left
against the right. Moshe studied the Creation and said, 'I am one
able to eliminate the dispute between right and left.' MOSHE tried his
best to reconcile them, but the left did not want to be reconciled. So
Korach become stronger AND OVERCAME AHARON.

47. MOSHE said, assuredly, because of the power of the
disagreement of the left, Gehenom should cling to it, JUST AS IT
WAS IN THE WORKS OF CREATION. KORACH did not wish to be
attached above, NAMELY TO THE AMENDMENT OF HOLINESS, and
join the right, LIKE THE LEFT ON HIGH. So assuredly, he shall
descend below, DOWN INTO GEHENOM, because of the fierceness
of his anger. AS HAPPENED IN THE WORKS OF CREATION,
GEHENOM CAME OUT AND CLEAVED TO THE LEFT. MOSHE KNEW
THAT WITH THE STRENGTH OF KORACH'S ANGER, KORACH
WOULD DESCEND TO GEHENOM AND BE ATTACHED TO IT.
48. Because of this, Korach did not want Moshe to settle this
dispute. It was not for heaven's sake (with pure intentions). He had
no respect for the above glory, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, and
refused to acknowledge the work of Creation. THIS MEANS THAT HE
DENIED THE AMENDMENT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, SETTLING
THE DISPUTE BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT, IN THE WORK OF
CREATION. HE WANTED ONLY THE LEFT TO GOVERN. As soon as
Moshe realized that he was denying the work of Creation and being
rejected out OF HOLINESS, "Moshe was much angered" (Bemidbar
16:15).
49. "And Moshe was much angered," BECAUSE KORACH AND HIS
COMPANY refused to acknowledge him and did not allow him to
settle the dispute. IT IS WRITTEN "much", because they denied the
acknowledgment of the work of Creation. So Korach denied
everything above IN ZEIR ANPIN and below IN THE SOULS, as it is
written: "When they strove against Hashem" (Bemidbar 26:9)-WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR THE DAMAGE THAT
HE DID REACHED BOTH above TO ZEIR ANPIN and down TO
MOSHE. Therefore, KORACH cleaved on to what he deserved; HE
REACHED GEHENOM, AS WRITTEN, "THEY...WENT DOWN ALIVE
INTO SH'OL" (BEMIDBAR 16:33).
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50. Another dispute was settled according to above. A dispute that
rose and did not come down and was based on decency was that
between Shammai and Hillel. SHAMMAI WAS THE ASPECT OF THE
LEFT ON HIGH, WHILE HILLEL WAS THE ASPECT OF THE
SUPERNAL RIGHT. And the Holy One, blessed be He, intervened
between them and approved of them. THIS MEANS THAT THE
DIFFERENCES AND ARGUMENTS BETWEEN SHAMMAI AND HILLEL
REACHED THEM FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ABOVE, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. This was a
dispute for the sake (name) of heaven, and the heavens, and ZEIR
ANPIN, reconciled this dispute TO ESTABLISH BOTH. Because of
this, THEIR ILLUMINATIONS CONTINUE to exist. This DISPUTE is
like the work of Creation. IT IS SIMILAR TO WHAT THE CENTRAL
COLUMN ACHIEVED FOR THE SAKE OF ESTABLISHING THE WORK
OF CREATION. But Korach denied the establishing of the work of
Creation and the dispute was toward the heavens, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, THAT IS, THE RECONCILING COLUMN. And he wanted to
deny the principles of the Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Assuredly
this DISPUTE AND DENIAL was the result of the efforts of Gehenom,
and its power of judgment cleaved to KORACH and he to it. THUS,
HE FELL INTO GEHENOM.
51. This secret appears in the Book of Adam. When darkness was
aroused to take control, it emerged in all its might and created
Gehenom, and GEHENOM cleaved to it in its dispute. As the anger
and the might OF THE GVUROT were calmed down, the dispute was
aroused in a different manner, as a dispute of love.

52. There were two kinds of disputes: One at the beginning and one
at the end. This is the path of the righteous, which is hard in the
beginning, because it is full of suffering, but ends in peace. Korach,
BEING THE LEFT, was the beginning of the dispute BETWEEN THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT, which was full of anger and fierceness. EACH
WANTED TO DIMINISH THE ILLUMINATION OF HIS NEIGHBOR.
FROM THIS, GEHENOM EMERGED and Korach cleaved to Gehenom.
Shammai was ALSO THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT, but at the end of
the dispute BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, when anger was
forgotten and the dispute of love was set in motion SO AS TO
RECEIVE APPROVAL FROM THE HEAVENS, WHICH IS THE
COLUMN THAT SETTLES THE DISPUTE.
53. This is the secret of the verse: "Let there be a firmament in the
midst of the waters, and let it divide..." (Beresheet 1:6) This is the
first dispute, aroused by anger and force, in which each wanted to
overcome and annul his neighbor. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, wished to nullify the dispute and Gehenom was aroused until the
anger and aggressiveness cooled down. Then IT IS WRITTEN: "And
Elohim made the firmament AND DIVIDED..." (BERESHEET 1:7). THIS
DIVISION IS the dispute, carried with love and friendship, which
supports the world. According to this secret, (NAMELY THROUGH
THE DISPUTE OF LOVE) is carried the dispute between Shamai and
Hillel--NAMELY THE DIVIDING OF "AND ELOHIM MADE THE
FIRMAMENT..." AT THE END OF THE DISPUTE. ON THE OTHER
HAND, THE DISPUTE OF KORACH WAS ONE OF ANGER--WHICH IS
THE DIVIDING OF "LET THERE BE A FIRMAMENT IN THE MIDST OF
THE WATERS..." AT THE BEGINNING OF THE DISPUTE. SO THE
DISPUTE OF SHAMMAI AND HILLEL WAS FOR THE SAKE OF THE
HEAVENS, in which the oral Torah, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE, entered with love into the written Torah,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND CALLED HEAVENS. And they were in
perfect union.
54. Division applies to the left alone, as is written IN RELATION TO
THE SECOND DAY: "And let it divide." (Ibid. 6) WHILE OF KORACH,
it is written: "Is it but a small thing to you, that the Elohim of Yisrael
has separated you" (Bemidbar 16:9). It is also written: "At that time
Hashem separated the tribe of Levi" (Devarim 10:8). So, assuredly
the separation appears only in the second day in the place of the left.
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55. You may ask: If division occurs definitely on the second day, why
then is the separation MENTIONED about Levi, who is the third SON
OF YA'AKOV? It should have been associated with Shimon, who is
the second SON OF YA'AKOV. THE ANSWER IS that although Levi is
the third son according to Ya'akov's mind, he is the second,
BECAUSE REUVEN IS NOT CONSIDERED THE FIRST SON OF LEAH,
AS AT THE TIME YA'AKOV THOUGHT SHE WAS RACHEL. So the
separation is forever in the second, BECAUSE AFTER THE DIVISION
HAS OCCURRED IN THE SECOND, everything goes smoothly along
the straight path in a perfect way, as it should be. THIS IS BECAUSE
BY THE SEPARATION, THE LIGHTS ENCLOTHE EACH OTHER AND
ARE COMPLETED BY EACH OTHER.
56. The Havdalah (prayer of separation) THAT IS PERFORMED at the
end of Shabbat IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SEPARATING those
POWERS that are dominant during the days of the week from THE
HOLINESS THAT IS DOMINANT DURING Shabbat. With the ending of
Shabbat, one aspect of Gehenom appears. It is the evil eye that
desires to govern THE WORLD, just as the children of Yisrael recite,
"O Prosper it, the work of our hands" (Tehilim 90:17). It emerges
from that grade OF THE OTHER SIDE, which is called the left, and
wishes to mingle with the seed of Yisrael BY TAKING CONTROL
OVER THE HOLY COVENANT and having power TO PUNISH Yisrael.
57. While the children of Yisrael perform an action, A PRECEPT,
using the myrtle (Heb. Hadas) and the wine and recite the Havdalah
(prayer of separation), THE OTHER SIDE departs from them. That
side is lowered and enters into its place in Sh'ol, in the place where
Korach and his company are, as it is written: "They, and all that
appertained to them, went down alive into Sh'ol" (Bemidbar 16:33).
So KORACH AND HIS COMPANY did not go down TO GEHENOM
until Yisrael separated from them, as it is written: "Separate
yourselves from among this congregation" (Bemidbar 16:21). HERE
AS WELL, THE OTHER SIDE DOES NOT GO TO GEHENOM AT THE
ENDING OF SHABBAT BEFORE YISRAEL PERFORMS THE
HAVDALAH.
58. So the Havdalah (separation) is always done on the second day,
which is the Left Column. THIS REFERS TO WHAT HAS ALREADY
BEEN EXPLAINED, THAT EVEN THE HAVDALAH AT THE ENDING
OF SHABBAT IS INTENDED TO SEPARATE THE OTHER SIDE THAT
EXTENDS FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. It was at the beginning of the
dispute, which was aroused by the aggressiveness and anger of the
left before it was calmed down and quieted, that Gehenom was
created. Then were created all these angels that denounce before
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, their Master, above, THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THEY DISAGREE WITH HIS
RECONCILIATION AND DEVIATE TO THE LEFT. Therefore, fire burns
them up and they are consumed. And the other ANGELS, all those
who are annulled and have no support, are burned in the fire. ALL
THESE HAVE COME FROM THE POWER OF THE FIRE OF THE
DISPUTE IN THE BEGINNING, ON THE SECOND DAY. Similarly,
Korach FELL down INTO GEHENOM AND BURNED, JUST LIKE
THOSE ANGELS WHO BURNED IN THE FIRE OF THE RIVER OF
FIRE. And everything follows the same manner, EXTENDING FROM
THE BEGINNING OF THIS DISPUTE WITH THE FIRE OF ANGER.
59. "Let there be a firmament..." TELLS US THAT an expansion has
occurred between the two. THE LOWER WATERS EXPANDED AND
WERE SEPARATED FROM THE UPPER WATERS, AND THE UPPER
WATERS EXPANDED AND WERE SEPARATED FROM THE LOWER
WATERS BY THE FIRMAMENT. THE LETTERS El (Aleph Lamed) IN
THE NAME ELOHIM (ALEPH-LAMED-HEI-YUD-MEM) FROM THE
FIRMAMENT UP are of the right part. IN OTHER WORDS, EL
ALWAYS ALLUDES TO THE NAME OF CHESED, WHICH IS THE
RIGHT SIDE. THE NAME Great El has expanded from within the
waters OF BINAH AND IS SEPARATED FROM THEM. THIS MEANS
THAT BECAUSE OF THE FIRMAMENT, THE NAME GREAT EL HAS
SPREAD UPWARD AND HAS SEPARATED ITSELF FROM THE
OTHER WATERS, NAMELY THE THREE LETTERS--HEI-YUD-MEM.
This was to complete the name El and to include THE UPPER AND
LOWER WATERS within each other THROUGH THAT EXPANSION.
And THE NAME El of Elohim expanded, LEAVING ONLY THE THREE
LETTERS--Hei-Yud-Mem. Hei-Yud-Mem then expanded DOWN
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Hei. This is the expansion into the second one, THAT IS, HEI-YUDMEM INTO YUD-MEM-HEI, the upper waters are Hei-Yud-Mem, as
written, "So is this great and wide sea (Hayam, Hei Yud
Mem)" (Tehilim 104:25). THUS, Hei Yud Mem is the upper waters. If
the letters HEI-YUD-MEM are in reversed order, THAT IS, Yud-MemHei, this indicates they are lower waters. Once THE LETTERS YUDMEM-HEI were restored, THEY ASCENDED AND ROSE ABOVE THE
FIRMAMENT AND JOINED THE NAME GREAT EL AND RETURNED
TO THE COMBINATION OF THE GREAT SEA (HEB. HAYAM), WHICH
WAS HEI-YUD-MEM. Then everyone, EL AND HEI-YUD-MEM were
united as one, RESULTING IN ONE NAME--ELOHIM. And this name
ELOHIM reached into many places.
60. The upper waters are males; the lower waters are females. At
first, BEFORE THEY WERE FIRMLY ESTABLISHED, they were mixed,
but were later separated to distinguish the upper waters from the
lower waters. AND TO DIFFERENTIATE THEM, one is called Elohim,
WHICH IS BINAH, and the other is called Adonai, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. One is the upper Hei OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI,
WHICH IS BINAH, and the other is the lower Hei OF THE NAME YUDHEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT as it is written: "And Elohim
made the firmament" (Beresheet 1:7). This expansion assumed the
name ELOHIM, FOR THE VERSE: "AND ELOHIM MADE" INDICATES
THAT THE EXPANSION OF HEI-YUD-MEM RETURNED BACK TO EL
AND MERGED INTO THE NAME ELOHIM AND THE UPPER WATERS.
FOR THE NAME Elohim is the upper waters and the name Adonai,
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, is the female waters.
Nevertheless, since the male waters, OR THE LETTERS HEI-YUDMEM, were completed only by the female waters--NAMELY, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN--the name Elohim expanded
everywhere, INCLUDING THE FEMALE WATERS.
61. Although ON THE SECOND DAY, the upper and lower waters
were divided, the dispute BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT,
WHICH ARE THE LETTERS ALEPH-LAMED AND HEI-YUD-MEM, did
not cease until the third day, WHICH IS TIFERET. THE THIRD DAY
settled the dispute BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, AS THE
TWO COLUMNS--ALEPH-LAMED AND HEI-YUD-MEM--ENCLOTHED
EACH OTHER, and both were established properly in their places.
Because of this dispute, even though the world exists upon it, it is
not written: "it was good" about the second day, because the work
was not yet completed ON THAT DAY. So the upper and lower
waters were MINGLED TOGETHER as one, and there was no
offspring in the world until they were divided IN TWO and
distinguished as separate from each other. Only then did they bring
forth offspring.
62. Although the separation OF THE LOWER WATERS FROM THE
UPPER WATERS occurred on the second day, the dispute BETWEEN
EL, WHICH IS THE RIGHT, AND HEI-YUD-MEM, WHICH IS THE LEFT,
was unresolved. ONLY the third day reconciled between them. Both
became one AND JOINED THEM INTO THE ONE NAME ELOHIM. THE
THIRD DAY, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, IS the name, upon which is
engraved Hei-Vav-Hei, to make the upper waters, BINAH, equal to the
lower waters, MALCHUT. BECAUSE THE LETTERS HEI-VAV-HEI ARE
THE SECRET OF THE TWO HEIS WITH VAV BETWEEN THEM: the
upper Hei IS BINAH, and the lower Hei IS MALCHUT. The Vav in
between IS ZEIR ANPIN AND it completes AND ILLUMINATES both
sides, ABOVE IN BINAH AND BELOW IN MALCHUT. This was
signified by THE SPLITTING OF the waters of the Yarden (the Jordan
River), where the upper waters rose in a heap AND DID NOT
DESCEND INTO THE DEAD SEA. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
UPPER HEI OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, NAMELY BINAH. ON
THE OTHER HAND, the lower waters--WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
THE LOWER HEI, MALCHUT--flowed down into the DEAD Sea-WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LOWER HEI, MALCHUT. And
Yisrael, THE SECRET OF THE LETTER VAV, went in the middle
BETWEEN THE UPPER WATERS AND THE LOWER WATERS OF
THE YARDEN. THUS YISRAEL, THE SECRET OF THE VAV OF YUDHEI-VAV-HEI, RECEIVED THE ABUNDANCE FROM THE UPPER HEI
AND BESTOWED IT UPON THE LOWER HEI.
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63. Firmament is mentioned five times ON THE SECOND DAY, and
the life of the worlds, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, passes
through them and guides the worlds through them. They all are
comprised of each other. Had the Central Column not settled the
dispute, neither would have included the other nor be harmonized.
THESE FIVE FIRMAMENTS ARE EQUIVALENT TO the 500 years to
which the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is attached to produce
offspring and fruits in the world. All the waters of Beresheet,
NAMELY THE KINDS OF MOCHIN that flow out from Beresheet,
WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, are divided under it and through it INTO
THE UPPER WATERS AND THE LOWER WATERS. King David, WHO
IS THE SECRET OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, receives everything
FROM ZEIR ANPIN. He then distributes it DOWN TO THE LOWER
WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, as it is written: "And
he distributed among all the people, among the whole multitude" (II
Shmuel 6:19). It is also written: "You give it to them; they gather
it" (Tehilim 104:28) and "She rises also while it is yet night, and
gives food" (Mishlei 31:15).
64. When disagreement was aroused through the fierceness of the
left, the mist of fire increased and became overpowering. The spirits
produced from within THAT MIST immediately congealed; they
became dry and without any moisture. These spirits, which were
male and female, produced a multitude of evil spirits. From this, all
the might of the impure spirit appeared in all those strong spirits.
This is the secret of the Klipah of the foreskin. These spirits were
strengthened in impurity through the violent demons. One is called a
viper and the other a Serpent, and these two kinds became one. The
viper bears offspring every 70 years, while the Serpent only every
seven years. But as they are joined together, everything returned to
the seven years of the Serpent. THEREFORE, THE VIPER BEGETS
EVERY SEVEN YEARS LIKE THE SERPENT, AND THEY BECOME AS
IF ONE SPECIES.

65. From herein lies the secret of Gehenom, which has seven names
and the Evil Inclination, which also has seven names. From here,
impurity expands and spreads out in many grades into the world.
And everything comes from the secret of the left, which contains
good and evil and thereby, makes the world habitable. From here IS
THE SECRET OF the HOLY name that is engraved by eighteen letters
and is responsible for the bountiful rains THAT FEED THE EARTH,
FOR HUMAN charity, for all our blessings, and for the general
inhabitation of this world.

7. "Let the waters...be gathered"
Here the Zohar speaks about the dimension, or Sfirah, called Yesod. This is an immense reservoir that resides just above our physical dimension. All the Upper
Worlds, or Sfirot, fill Yesod with their unique spiritual forces, where they are blended and prepared for transfer. Like a cosmic pipeline Yesod then funnels all this
Light into our world, which is called Malchut. We can arouse great Lights in the Upper Worlds through our actions, but unless the floodgates of Yesod are
opened, the Light can never reach our realm.
The Aramaic passages that illustrate this procedure strengthen our personal connection to Yesod. They help us to open the pipeline from the Upper Worlds.
66. "And Elohim said, Let the waters...be gathered" (Beresheet 1:9).
THE WORDS "BE GATHERED (HEB. YIKAVU)" MEAN THAT THE
MOCHIN CALLED THE WATERS will travel in a straight line (Heb.
kav) on one level, WITHOUT SPREADING TO THE RIGHT OR LEFT.
Everything flows mysteriously from the secret of that primal point,
WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, until THE LIGHT reaches and is gathered in
the supernal temple. From there--REFERRING TO YISRAEL - SABA
AND TEVUNAH--IT THEN flows in a straight line to the other grades,
NAMELY TO ZEIR ANPIN, until it reaches that one place where
everything is gathered ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF male and
female. HE ASKED: And what is that place? HE REPLIED: THIS IS the
Life of the Worlds--NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
MALE WHO IS UNITED WITH MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE. THUS, IT COMPRISES MALE AND FEMALE TOGETHER.
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67. The waters MENTIONED IN THE VERSE flow from above, from
the upper Hei OF THE YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS YISRAEL - SABA
AND TEVUNAH. THE WORDS "under the heaven" ALLUDE TO small
Vav, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED
GREAT VAV, WHILE HIS YESOD IS CALLED SMALL VAV. Therefore,
WHEN the letter Vav IS PRONOUNCED, TWO VAVS ARE HEARD. The
first one is heaven, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and the second one is
under the heaven, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. AFTER THE
MOCHIN ARE DRAWN FROM THE UPPER HEI--WHICH IS BINAH-DOWN UNDER HEAVEN--WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN--IT IS
WRITTEN: "And let the dry land appear" (Beresheet 1:9). This is the
lower Hei--NAMELY MALCHUT, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR
ANPIN--BECAUSE ONLY SHE WAS REVEALED AS DRY LAND,
WHILE ALL THE OTHER GRADES WERE HIDDEN. From within that
last GRADE, REFERRING TO THE LOWER HEI, MALCHUT, THAT
LIGHT that was concealed was heard AND REVEALED.
68. The phrase "to one place" IS CALLED YESOD because there is a
connection to the upper world through YESOD. THE VERSE:
"Hashem shall be one, and his name one" (Zecharyah 14:9) hints at
two unions. One is the upper world that is unified in its own grades,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF: "HASHEM IS ONE" and THE SECOND is
the lower world that is unified in its own grades, ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET: "AND HIS NAME ONE." The unification of the upper
world BY THE SECRET OF "HASHEM IS ONE" is up TO YESOD. The
life of the worlds, WHICH IS YESOD, is sweetened IN BINAH, and the
upper world is connected to its unification. Because of this, it is
called: "to one place", as all the grades and all the parts, THE
SFIROT OF THE PARTZUF OF ZEIR ANPIN, gather there. And they
become as one in it, without any separation at all. No grade unites
there wholly save this grade, in which all the lights are mysteriously
covered in one desire. Up to this point, REFERRING TO THE
WORDS: "AND LET THE DRY LAND APPEAR", the revealed world-WHICH IS THE SECRET OF RACHEL--is unified with the concealed
world--WHICH IS LEAH.

69. The revealed world, WHICH IS RACHEL, THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN WHO IS LOCATED FROM HIS CHEST
DOWNWARD, is similarly unified below. The revealed world is the
lower world, AS CAN BE PROVEN BY READING THE SCRIPTURES,
WHERE IT IS DESCRIBED IN THE TERMS OF SEEING: "I saw
Hashem" (Yeshayah 6:1), "and they saw the Elohim of
Yisrael" (Shemot 24:10), "and the glory of Hashem appeared (lit. 'was
seen')" (Bemidbar 14:10) and "As the appearance of the rainbow...so
was the appearance of the brightness round about. This was the
appearance of the likeness of the glory of Hashem" (Yechezkel 1:28).
AND IT IS KNOWN THAT THE LOWER FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHO IS
CALLED RACHEL, IS DESCRIBED BY THE WORDS: "GLORY OF
HASHEM" AND BY THE TERM ET (THE). This is the secret of the
verse: "Let the dry land appear (lit. 'be seen')", BECAUSE "SEEING"
APPLIES ONLY TO THE REVEALED WORLD AND NOT TO THE
UPPER WORLD.
70. THE VERSE: "As the appearance of the rainbow" (Ibid), WHICH IS
WRITTEN ABOUT THE DIVINE CHARIOT OF YECHEZKEL, alludes to
the life of the worlds, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, it
is WRITTEN IN THE PORTION OF NOACH: "I have set my rainbow in
the cloud" (Beresheet 9:13), WHICH ALSO ALLUDES TO YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED THE LIFE OF THE WORLDS. THE
PHRASE "IN THE CLOUD" refers to Malchut; NAMELY, THE LOWER
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE REVEALED WORLD OF
RACHEL. THE WORDS "I have set" MEAN THAT HE HAS SET HIS
RAINBOW IN THE CLOUD ever since the day of Creation. That
cloudy day, WHICH IS DESCRIBED IN THE VERSE: "AND IT SHALL
COME TO PASS, WHEN I BRING A CLOUD" (BERESHEET 9:14)
INDICATES THAT ONLY THEN shall the rainbow be seen
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF "the appearance of the likeness of
the Glory of Hashem", AND NOT AT ANY OTHER TIME. WHY IS THIS
SO? As the left is aroused, Rachel emerges TO HER OWN ASPECT
"and she had hard labor" (Beresheet 35:16). THEREFORE IT IS SAID
THAT THREE ANGELS STAY BY HER SIDE: Michael at one side, THE
RIGHT SIDE; Refael at one side, IN THE MIDDLE; and Gavriel at one
side, THE LEFT SIDE. AND FROM THEM SHE RECEIVES HER
STRENGTH TO GIVE BIRTH. These three ASPECTS are the colors
seen in the form OF THE RAINBOW: white, red and green.
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71. THE PHRASE "so was the appearance of the brightness round
about" ALLUDES TO the illumination that was concealed AND HAS
DISAPPEARED within the pupil of the eye. SO THE PHRASE: "This
was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of Hashem"
APPLIES TO the colors IN THE "APPEARANCE OF THE RAINBOW"
AND NOT TO "THE APPEARANCE OF THE BRIGHTNESS." THIS IS
BECAUSE the lower union OF THE THREE COLORS OF THE
RAINBOW corresponds with the upper union.
72. THE THREE NAMES Hashem our Elohim Hashem, WHICH
APPEAR IN THE VERSE: "HEAR, O YISRAEL" (DEVARIM 6:4)
ALLUDE TO THE THREE colors, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN WHEN
they are concealed, invisible, and attached to one place. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF the first union in the upper WORLD THAT IS CALLED
ONE PLACE. AND THE colors united in the rainbow below--which are
white, red and green--correspond to the THREE concealed colors OF
THE UPPER UNION: HASHEM OUR ELOHIM HASHEM. These
COLORS OF THE RAINBOW belong to another union, WHICH IS the
secret of the verse: "And His Name One", THE LOWER UNION. IT IS
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: 'Blessed be the Name of the Glory of
His Kingdom for ever and ever,' THAT WE RESPOND AFTER "HEAR,
O YISRAEL", WHICH IS the lower union. The upper union indicated
by the verse: "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim; Hashem is One"
corresponds TO THE LOWER UNION: 'BLESSED BE THE NAME OF
THE GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM FOREVER AND EVER.' Each verse
contains six words.
73. THE WORDS "be gathered" SUGGEST measurement by the line
and the measuring; measuring is from the hard spark THAT IS IN
BINAH, as it is written: "Who has measured the waters in the hollow
of his hand" (Yeshayah 40:12). IN THIS VERSE, "WHO" ALLUDES TO
BINAH. This IS WHAT IS MEANT BY: "Let the waters...be gathered."
Here IN THE VERSE: "LET THE WATERS...BE GATHERED" is the
extent OF THE ENTIRE MOCHIN of He who forms the worlds,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, AND WHICH IS HINTED AT IN THE NAME YUDHEI-VAV-HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, as Yud-Vav-Dalet, HeiAleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph.
74. "Holy, holy, holy" (Yeshayah 6:3) is THE SECRET OF THE
MOCHIN OF BINAH, WHICH IS ALSO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE:
"Let the waters...be gathered." THE PHRASE "Hashem
Tzeva'ot" (Ibid.) is THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "to one place",
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED THE LIFE OF THE
WORLDS, TO WHICH THE MOCHIN FROM BINAH IS DRAWN
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE PHRASE: "TO ONE PLACE."
THE PHRASE: "The whole earth is full of his glory" (Ibid.) is THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "and let the dry land appear." THIS VERSE
IS THE SECRET OF THE LOWER HEI, CALLED THE REVEALED
WORLD WHEN COMPRISED WITHIN THE UNION OF THE UPPER
WORLD. THE WORDS "AND LET THE DRY LAND APPEAR" is the
secret of the engraved name of the union of Kaf-Vav-Zayin-Vav, BetMem-Vav-Kaf-Samech-Zayin and Kaf-Vav-Zayin-Vav, BECAUSE THE
DRY LAND--WHICH IS THE REVEALED WORLD--IS INCLUDED IN
THE UNION OF THE SUPERNAL WORLD--WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
"HASHEM OUR ELOHIM HASHEM."

8. "Let the earth bring forth grass"
The verse "Let the Earth Bring Forth Grass" is a code which signifies the bringing down of souls into our physical world. The Zohar discusses a vast system of
angels which form a communication network through which positive and negative influences travel. This network acts as an interface between the physical
world and the Upper Worlds. Everything in the physical world is governed by angels, including every blade of grass, every creature in the sea, and mankind as
well. Because our powers of perception are severely limited, the power of the angels is as invisible as the force of gravity. The influence of both, however is quite
real. Everything positive that occur in our lives is a direct result of positive angels. Likewise, all blockages, turmoil, difficulties, and distress are the result of the
influence of negative angels. Our own behavior determines which angelic influences are aroused in the world. By reading this section we are given access to the
metaphysical network of angels. We gain the ability to remove negative angels, and to bring positive angels into our lives.
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75. THE VERSE: "Let the earth bring forth grass" (Beresheet 1:11) IS
THE SECRET OF THE LOWER UNION, AS it is now revealing its
powers in these waters that have been gathered in one place. THE
MOCHIN ARE drawn down into it in a concealed and a hidden
manner. And from within it come forth supernal and concealed
SOULS and holy hosts. These are formed and drawn, using the
edifices of faith, by THE RIGHTEOUS, the men of faith--NAMELY THE
FEMALE WATERS--by worshipping their Master.

76. This is the secret of the verse: "Who causes the grass to grow
for the cattle" (Tehilim 104:14). This is the beast that crouches on a
thousand mountains and for whom grass is grown every day. This
grass refers to those angels who govern only for a specific time,
BUT THEN MUST VANISH IMMEDIATELY; because they were created
on the second day, THEIR DOMINION DRAWS UPON THE LEFT
COLUMN THAT WAS CREATED ON THE SECOND DAY. IN THEIR
DOMINION THEY WISH TO ANNUL THE RIGHT. They are destined to
be food for this beast, WHICH MEANS THAT NOTHING OF THEIR
ILLUMINATION IS DRAWN DOWN TO THE LOWER BEINGS. ONLY
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE ENJOYS IT, AND THEN SHE BURNS AND
ANNULS THEM WITH IT--as there is fire that consumes fire, WHICH
IS THE DOMINION OF THE LEFT, CALLED 'FIRE.'
77. In the verse: "And plants for the service of man" (Tehilim 104:14),
the word "plants" refers to wheels, holy beasts and Cherubim. THE
WHEELS (HEB. OFANIM) ARE THE ANGELS OF ASIYAH, THE HOLY
BEASTS ARE THE ANGELS OF YETZIRAH AND THE CHERUBIM
ARE THE ANGELS OF BRIYAH. All of these are firmly prepared and
properly set BY THE CREATOR HIMSELF. However, they are
constantly renewed when human beings worship their Master with
sacrifices and prayer. This is what is meant by "the service of man."
The plants were predestined and prepared for "the service of man"
and will be further perfected by that service, as it should be.
78. When they are prepared by "the service of man", sustenance and
food come from them to the world, as it is written: "That he may
bring forth food out of the earth" (Tehilim 104:14.) This is also
WRITTEN: "herb yielding seed" (Beresheet 1:12), WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE MOCHIN. The grass (hay) does not yield any seed,
but is intended to be consumed by the sacred fire OF THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE, whereas the herb, WHICH
YIELDS SEED, is intended for the improvement of the world.

79. All this is to "bring forth food out of the earth" (Tehilim 104:14),
because all the improvements given to people are only for the
purpose of providing this herb out of the earth, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Thus, people's service to their Master is
designed to supply sustenance and food from out of the earth to this
world, so that people will be blessed from above.

80. THE VERSE: "AND FRUIT TREE YIELDING FRUIT" (BERESHEET
1:11) ALLUDES TO TWO GRADES: one grade above another, WHICH
REPRESENT male and female. THIS MEANS THAT THE FRUIT TREE
IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN; "YIELDING FRUIT"
ALLUDES TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS MALE. IT IS SAID
TO BE "YIELDING FRUIT" BECAUSE ALL THE FRUIT THAT THE
FEMALE YIELDS REACHES HER FROM THE MALE. Just as the "fruit
tree", WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, reveals the potential
power that it received from the "fruit tree yielding fruit", WHICH IS
THE MALE, so it reveals HER OWN POTENTIAL AS WELL. HE
ASKED: What is REVEALED FROM THE POTENTIAL OF THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE HERSELF? HE REPLIED, The cherubim and
pillars ARE REVEALED FROM HER OWN ASPECT. AND HE
FURTHER ASKED: What are these Pillars? AND HE REPLED, They
are those that rise up in the smoke of the sacrifice and are become
stronger because of the offering. They are called "columns of
smoke." THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "WHO IS THIS
COMING OUT OF THE WILDERNESS LIKE COLUMNS OF
SMOKE" (SHIR HASHIRIM 3:6). SO THE CHERUBIM ARE THE
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SECRET OF THE "HERB" THAT SHE RECEIVES FROM THE MALE
AND THE "COLUMNS OF SMOKE" ARE THE "GRASS." THE
CHERUBIM AND PILLARS exist for "the service of men", but not the
"grass", which is destined to be eaten, as it is written: "Behold now
behemot (animals), which I made with you; he eats grass like an
ox" (Iyov 40:15).
81. "And the fruit tree yielding fruit" ALLUDES TO the forms of the
male and female, and the image of their faces is the face of man. THE
"FRUIT TREE" IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
"YIELDING FRUIT" IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE MALE THAT
PUTS THE FRUIT INSIDE HER. THE MALE AND FEMALE are not like
the Cherubim, WHICH ARE HINTED AT IN THE PHRASE: "HERB
YIELDING SEED." THE MALE AND FEMALE have large faces with
beards, whereas the Cherubim have small faces like those of babies.
The face of man contains all the images, including THE LION, THE
OX AND THE EAGLE, since they have large faces. The engraved
images are imprinted on this large face just as the engravings of the
holy name are imprinted in the four directions of the world: east,
west, north and south.
82. Michael made a mark on the south side. And all THREE OTHER
faces gaze toward the face of man - the face of the lion, the face of
the ox and the face of the eagle. MICHAEL IS ONE OF THE FOUR
ANGELS WHO SERVE THE FEMALE OF ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE,
HE PREPARES THE PLACE FOR THE MATING. BECAUSE SINCE HE
IS THE ANGEL OF MERCY (CHESED), HE SKETCHES THE IMPRINT
TO THE SOUTH, WHICH IS TO THE RIGHT. Man is male and female,
and he is not called man (Adam) unless both are included. THIS
MEANS THAT MALCHUT ON HER OWN, WHEN SHE IS NOT MATING
WITH ZEIR ANPIN, IS NOT CALLED MAN (ADAM); ONLY WHEN
THEY ARE UNITED ARE THEY CALLED MAN (ADAM). THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "MALE AND FEMALE HE CREATED THEM;
AND BLESSED THEM, AND CALLED THEIR NAME
MAN" (BERESHEET 5:2). SO ACCORDINGLY, THEY WERE
TOGETHER CALLED MAN (ADAM), BUT EACH ONE ALONE IS ONLY
HALF A BODY AND CANNOT BE CALLED MAN. The figures of the
Chariot of Elohim are formed according to his image, NAMELY
FROM THE FACE OF MAN, UNITED ON THE SOUTH SIDE, as it is
written: "The Chariots of Elohim are twice ten thousand, thousand
upon thousands (Heb. shin'an)" (Tehilim 68:18). THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE LOWER CHARIOT THAT IS CALLED THE CHARIOT
OF ELOHIM.
83. The word "shin'an" consists of the letters Shin-Nun-Aleph-Nun.
WRITTEN IN THE SCRIPTURAL VERSE, it includes all the images-ALL THE LIVING CREATURES, which include the ox (Heb. Shor), the
eagle (Heb. Nesher) and the lion (Heb. Aryeh). FOR THE INNITIALS
OF THESE WORDS FORM THE SHIN-NUN-ALEPH OF SHIN'AN, and
the final Nun IN THE WORD SHINA'N alludes to the face of the man
THAT IS INCLUDED WITH THEM. THIS FINAL NUN IS THE SECRET
OF the expansion of male and female that united as one. Everyone IN
THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, emerges from
these LIVING CREATURES, which are the secret of Shin'an. From
them, the forms OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH are BORN AND
separated, each befitting its aspect.
84. These LIVING CREATURES are joined one to the other, so that
each includes all the others. The ox, eagle, lion and man are directed
by the secret of the four engraved names, WHICH ARE "A GREAT
EL, A MIGHTY, AND A TERRIBLE" (DEVARIM 10:17), to which they
ascend to study them.

85. The ox ascended to be guided and gaze on the face of man. With
the ox rose one name that was crowned and engraved by the secret
of the two colors, which represent THE NAME El. AFTER THE OX
WAS INCLUDED IN THE NAME EL, it turned back and the throne,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, inscribed it,
engraved it and received its imprint, so that it may be guided by the
secret of the name EL. ALTHOUGH THE OX IS OF THE LEFT, IT WAS
NEVERTHELESS MARKED TO BE GUIDED BY THE ASPECT OF
CHASSADIM IN THE NAME EL.
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86. The eagle ascended to be guided and gaze on the face of man.
Another name rose up with it to be crowned and engraved according
to the secret of the two faces, THE FACE OF MAN AND THE FACE
OF THE EAGLE, and the two colors--THE COLOR OF THE RIGHT,
WHICH IS WHITE, AND THE COLOR OF THE EAGLE, WHICH IS
GREEN--so as to be guided and gaze on the crown above. The name
of it is 'Great.' AFTER THIS, THE EAGLE returned and the throne,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, engraved and etched it. AND
THE EAGLE was imprinted to be guided by the secret of this name;
THAT IS, FOR THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE EAGLE ARE SIMILAR TO
THOSE OF THE NAME GREAT.
87. The lion ascended to be guided and gaze on the face of man
ABOVE. Another name rose up with it to be crowned and engraved
by the secret of the two faces and the two colors, and to be
strengthened and attached TO GVURAH. This is THE NAME 'Mighty.'
Then it returned and the throne, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, engraved and etched it and it
was imprinted so as to be guided by the secret of this name MIGHTY.
SO THAT THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE LION, WHICH IS TO THE RIGHT,
BE LIKE THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE NAME MIGHTY AND THE LION
WILL BE GUIDED BY THE ATTRIBUTE OF GVURAH.
88. THE FACE OF man gazed on all of them, ON ALL THE FACES OF
THE LIVING CREATURES, and they all rose up and gazed on it. ALL
HAVE RISEN TO THE FACE OF MAN ABOVE IN THE SUPERNAL
CHARIOT, BECAUSE IT DOES NOT EXIST BELOW. Then they were
all drawn together in an engraving according to this drawing by the
secret of a certain name, which is Terrible. It is written about THE
LIVING CREATURES: "As for the likeness of their faces, they had the
face of a man" (Yechezkel 1:10), because they were all included
within this image OF MAN, and this image included them.
89. According to this secret, the Holy One, blessed be He, is called
"a great El, mighty and terrible." These names are engraved above
by the secret of the upper Chariot, which comprises four letters OF
THE NAME Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, which is a name that includes all THE
OTHER NAMES. THE COMBINING OF THE LOWER OX WITHIN THE
UPPER LION IS EQUIVALENT TO THE LETTER YUD OF YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, AND IS THE SECRET OF THE NAME EL. THE COMBINING
OF THE LOWER LION WITHIN THE UPPER OX IS EQUIVALENT TO
THE LETTER HEI AND IS THE SECRET OF THE NAME MIGHTY. THE
COMBINING OF THE LOWER EAGLE WITHIN THE UPPER LION IS
EQUIVALENT TO THE LETTER VAV AND IS THE SECRET OF THE
NAME GREAT. AND THE FACE OF MAN OF ABOVE, WHICH
INCLUDES ALL THE LIVING CREATURES FROM BELOW THAT
HAVE ASCENDED TO IT, IS EQUIVALENT TO THE LOWER HEI OF
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI AND IS THE SECRET OF THE NAME TERRIBLE.
These images (Heb. shin'an) are engraved and carved on the throne,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the throne
is carved and decorated by them. AND THESE LIKENESSES WERE
EMBROIDERED ON THE THRONE: one on the right, one on the left,
one on the front and one on the back, thus corresponding to the four
directions of the world. THE FACE OF THE LION IS IMPRINTED ON
THE RIGHT, WHICH IS THE SOUTH WIND; THE FACE OF THE OX ON
THE LEFT, WHICH IS THE NORTH WIND; THE FACE OF THE EAGLE
ON THE FRONT, WHICH IS THE EAST WIND; AND THE FACE OF A
MAN ON THE BACK, WHICH IS THE WEST WIND. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI.
90. When the throne, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR
ANPIN, ascends TO UNITE WITH ZEIR ANPIN, it is imprinted with
these four images (Heb. shin'an). These four supernal names carry
the throne up TO UNITE WITH ZEIR ANPIN. And the throne, NAMELY
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, becomes included within them DURING
THE UNION. THIS MEANS THAT SHE IS COMPLETED BY AND WITH
THESE NAMES. THE THRONE collects and gleans, BY ITS UNION
WITH ZEIR ANPIN, souls and delightful pleasures. When it has
collected and gleaned these delights and pleasures, it descends full,
like a tree with branches on all sides and laden with fruit.
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91. As THE THRONE descends FROM THE PLACE OF UNION TO ITS
OWN PLACE, the images OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES come
forth, each shaped in its own form and engraving, illuminating,
shining and radiating. They scatter seed over the world. Thus they
are called the "herb yielding seed" and "herb" ALLUDES TO THE
LIVING CREATURES that sow the world with seed.

92. When the image of man, which includes all the other images,
issues forth, it is described as "fruit tree yielding fruit after its
kind" (Beresheet 1:11). BECAUSE MAN IS BOTH MALE AND
FEMALE, "THE FRUIT TREE" IS THE FEMALE AND "YIELDING
FRUIT" APPLIES TO THE MALE. THE PHRASE: "Whose seed is in
itself, upon the earth" (Ibid.) TEACHES US THAT he emitted his seed
for the benefit of the earth alone. So THE PHRASE: "Whose seed is
in itself" is purposely said TO TEACH US THAT man should not emit
his seed in vain.
93. The "herb" WHICH APPEARS IN THE VERSE: "LET THE EARTH
BRING FORTH GRASS, HERB YIELDING SEED" does not yield seed.
Because of this, it has no permanency and does not last like the
others. This is because it has no image to be shaped and engraved
into any sort of likeness or form. Instead, they are seen and not
seen. All those that have not been shaped into a form or an image
have no permanency. They ARE CREATED AND last only for a
certain time and are immediately consumed by the fire that devours
fire, as already explained. Then they are again created and are
immediately consumed by the fire that consumes fire. THIS IS
REPEATED AGAIN AND AGAIN everyday.

94. A human being below, IN THIS WORLD has an image and a form,
but he does not last forever, as do those of THE ANGELS above. The
form and image OF THE ANGELS above are created in their shape
without any other covering. Because of this, they are everlasting.
The image of man IN THIS WORLD below--REFERRING TO THE
NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH--is shaped into its form only by a
covering. Because of this, man lasts only for a certain, LIMITED,
period.

95. Every night WHEN A MAN SLEEPS, his spirit removes the
covering and ascends. This fire that consumes fire, NAMELY THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, consumes AND BURNS this
SPIRIT. Later, THE SPIRITS are resurrected and reshaped in their
coverings as before. Because of this, THE SPIRITS have no
permanent existence, as do the images above, WHICH IS A
REFERENCE TO THE ANGELS OF THE "HERB", BUT ARE BURNED
AND THEN RENEWED AS BEFORE. About this, it is written: "They
are new every morning" (Eichah 3:23), WHICH REFERS TO THE
SPIRITS OF human beings, which are renewed daily. What is the
purpose of this renewal? THE VERSE CONCLUDES: "Great is your
faithfulness" (Ibid.), SO IT IS GREAT and not small.
96. The phrase: "Great is your faithfulness" means that it is for
certain THAT THE FAITHFULNESS OR FAITH, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE, is great. She is able to receive all the souls of
the world and include them, the upper and the lower SOULS, in
herself. THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS a great and large space that
includes everything and is never full. This is the secret of the verse:
"All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full" (Kohelet 1:7).
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS CALLED THE "SEA" AND THE
"RIVERS" ARE THE SOULS. SO THE VERSE ACTUALLY MEANS
THAT ALL THE SOULS FLOW INTO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, YET
SHE IS NOT FULL. AND THE REASON SHE IS NOT YET FULL IS
BECAUSE THE SOULS run into the sea, which receives them and
burns them inside it. BECAUSE OF THIS, the sea is not yet full.
Afterward, THE SEA restores THE SOULS to their former state and
they COME INTO THIS WORLD. This is why THE VERSE READS:
"Great is your faithfulness."
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97. On this day, THE THIRD DAY, it is written twice, "that it was
good" (Beresheet 1:10-12). This day is associated with two sides,
THE RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN. It told each side
"that it was good", thereby reconciling the discord between them.
This is why THE PHRASE: "And...said" appears twice in it. Herein
lies the secret of the name that is formed with the four letters, YUDHEI-VAV-HEI inscribed and engraved. These can add up to twelve
letters that represent the four images on all four sides of the holy
throne, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN.

9. "Let there be lights"
According to the Zohar, it is at this point in the process of Creation that the children's disease called croup was brought forth into existence. This disease is
governed by Lilit, a particular negative female angel whose name we do not pronounce. She has the ability to remove children--Heaven Forbid--from our physical
realm if there is an opportunity to do so. Through the Hebrew letters, we draw the power of protection for our children.
98. "And Elohim said, Let there be lights (Heb. Me'orot)" (Beresheet
1:14). THE WORD Me'orot IS WRITTEN HERE with defective spelling,
WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV. THIS MEANS that the children's
disease, croup (diphtheria), was created. BECAUSE WITHOUT VAV,
ME'OROT MEANS CURSES, AS IN THE VERSE: "THE CURSE (HEB.
ME'ERAT) OF HASHEM IS IN THE HOUSE OF THE
WICKED" (MISHLEI 3:33). For after the illumination of the primordial
light was concealed, the skull (Heb. Klipah) of the brain was created.
This Klipah expanded and brought forth another Klipah. As soon as
THE KLIPAH went forth, it ascended and descended until it reached
the small face. It wanted to cleave to it and become part of its form-it refused COMPLETELY to be separated from it. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, created Adam, He separated it from there and the
Klipah descended below TO THE LEVEL OF MALCHUT ONLY, in
order to amend it in this world, ON THE LEVEL OF MALCHUT ALONE
AND NOT ABOVE IT.
99. When THE KLIPAH saw Chavah clinging to the side of Adam,
who represented the beauty of above, and saw in them the complete
form, it flew up from its place AT THE LEVEL OF MALCHUT and
wanted to cling to the small faces OF ADAM AND CHAVAH as
before. However, the guards at the gates did not allow THE KLIPAH
TO CLING TO THEM. The Holy One, blessed be He, scolded it and
cast it into the depths of the sea.

100. THE Klipah sat there IN THE DEPTH OF THE SEA until Adam
and his wife sinned. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, took the
Klipah out from the depths of the sea. It took control over all those
babies, WHO ARE the small faces of people, who deserve
punishment for the sins of their fathers. It wandered around the
world, approached the gates of the terrestrial Garden of Eden, saw
the Cherubim guarding the gates of the garden and sat down near
the blade of the sword from which it had originally emerged.

101. When the bright blade OF THE REVOLVING SWORD changed
TO JUDGMENT, THE KLIPAH fled and wandered around the world
and found babies due to be punished. IT IS CALLED THE BRIGHT
BLADE OF A REVOLVING SWORD, BECAUSE IT REVOLVES AND
CHANGES BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN MERCY AND JUDGMENT.
The Klipah laughed with the babies and then killed them. It did this
during the waning of the moon, as its light diminished. This is WHY
"Me'orot (lights)" IS WRITTEN WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, WHICH
MEANS "CURSES." When KAYIN was born, THE KLIPAH was unable
to cling to him, but later it approached him, CLEAVED TO HIM and
manifested to him earthbound spirits and flying spirits.
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102. Adam had intercourse with the female spirits for 130 years until
Naamah came. Because of her beauty, she led the sons of Elohim,
Aza and Azael astray. She bore them ALL SORTS OF NEW KINDS OF
KLIPAH. Evil spirits and demons spread out from her into the world.
They wander around the world during the night, deriding human
beings and causing nocturnal pollution. Wherever they find men
sleeping alone in their own homes, they hover over them and cling
to them, arousing lustful desires and having offspring by them.

103. WHEN THE MOON IS RESTORED, the letters Mem-Aleph-ReshTav IN THE WORD Me'erot (CURSES) are turned into Aleph-MemResh-Tav-Imrat. THIS IS ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE: "The word of (lmrat) Hashem is tried: he is a shield to all
those who trust in him" (Tehilim 18:31). He is a shield for all those
who hold fast to their faith in the Holy One, blessed be He, against all
those evil spirits and prosecutors who wander through the world at
the time the light of the moon is diminishing.

104. King Solomon penetrated the depth OF THE SECRET of the nut,
as it is written: "I went down into the garden of nuts" (Shir Hashirim
6:11). He took hold of the shell (Klipah) of the nut and looked at all
its layers. He came to realize that the main pleasure of the spirits in
the shell of the nut was just to cling to human beings and defile
them, as it is written: "And the delights of the sons of men, women
very many (Heb. shidot)" (Kohelet 2:8). THIS MEANS THAT THE
DEMONS (HEB. SHEDIM) TAKE PLEASURE ONLY IN HUMAN
BEINGS.

105. THIS VERSE also MEANS that male and female demons are
born from the pleasure human beings enjoy during their sleep at
night. It was necessary for the Holy One, blessed be He, to create
and supply the world with everything, INCLUDING THE KLIPOT, so
everything CAN BE COMPARED TO THE NUT. Just as the inner part
of the nut is surrounded by many layers of shells, THE INNER
PARTS OF all the worlds are similarly SURROUNDED BY MANY
LAYERS above and below IN THE SUPERNAL WORLDS AND IN THIS
WORLD, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
106. From the beginning of the secret of the supernal point--WHICH
IS ARICH ANPIN--to the end of all grades, they are all intertwined, so
each and everyone is a Klipah to the other. A KLIPAH IS LIKE A
COVERING OR AN OUTER LAYER, JUST AS A SHELL IS A
COVERING FOR A FRUIT.
107. The primal point--WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN--is the internal light,
whose purity, translucency and cleanness are beyond
comprehension. When the expansion spreads BEYOND ARICH
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE POINT, this expansion of that point becomes
a temple for the purpose of covering that point. The light of that
point is incomprehensible because of its great purity.
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108. The temple--NAMELY, ABA AND IMA--which covers the
concealed point, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, is a light that has no
limits. THIS MEANS THAT THE LIGHT OF THE TEMPLE IS ALSO
UNKNOWN AND INCONCEIVABLE. Nevertheless, it is not as pure
and subtle as the light of the primal point, ARICH ANPIN, which is
hidden and concealed. This temple issues forth an expansion of the
primal light, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND ELOHIM SAID, LET THERE BE
LIGHT: AND THERE WAS LIGHT" (BERESHEET 1:3). This expansion,
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, is a covering for that pure and
subtle temple--NAMELY, ABA AND IMA--which is more internal
THAN YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH.
109. From here YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH on, each one
expanded within the other and became enclothed by one another
until ALL THE GRADES enclothed one another. One was the inner
part and the other the outer layer. Though one is a garment IN
RELATION TO WHAT IS ABOVE IT, it has also become the inner
aspect of another grade - A GRADE THAT IS BELOW IT. SO ABA
AND IMA, WHICH ARE CONSIDERED A GARMENT FOR ARICH
ANPIN, BECAME THE INNER PART AND INTERNAL ASPECT OF
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH. THUS, YISRAEL - SABA AND
TEVUNAH, WHICH FORM A GARMENT FOR ABA AND IMA, BECAME
THE INNER PART FOR ZEIR ANPIN. THUS, ZEIR ANPIN--WHICH IS A
GARMENT FOR YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH--BECAME THE
INNER PART FOR HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE. The same thing
occurred below IN THE LOWER WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH. THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ATZILUT IS
ENCLOTHED WITHIN BRIYAH, AND BRIYAH WITHIN YETZIRAH AND
YETZIRAH WITHIN ASIYAH. ACCORDINGLY, THE NESHAMAH IN A
MAN IS ENCLOTHED WITHIN THE RUACH AND THE RUACH WITHIN
THE NEFESH AND THE PHYSICAL BODY. In this image, the human
being exists in this world with an inner part and an outer shell, which
corresponds to a spirit and a body. All this is for the perfection of
the world.
110. When the moon was united with the sun, the moon had its own
light. But after the moon was separated from the sun, IT
DESCENDED TO THE WORLD OF BRIYAH and was placed in charge
of the hosts OF BRIYAH, it belittled itself and diminished its own
light. So Klipot upon Klipot were created, ONE ABOVE THE OTHER,
to conceal the inner part. All this OCCURRED to complete THE
LIGHT OF the inner part, BECAUSE WITHOUT A SHELL NO FRUIT
CAN BE HAD. This is the reason why IT IS WRITTEN: "Let there be
lights (Me'orot)", without Vav, WHICH MEANS A CURSE, BECAUSE
OF THE KLIPOT THAT EMERGE DUE TO THE DIMINUTION OF THE
LIGHT OF THE MOON. All this was done for the perfection of the
world. Therefore, it is written: "To give light upon the
earth" (Beresheet 1:15), AS THESE KLIPOT EMERGED IN THE
SECRET OF THE SHELL THAT PRECEDES THE FRUIT.

10. "The two great lights"
The Zohar discusses the creation of the sun and the moon, which originally were of equal size and importance. But the moon was not content, and she cast a
jealous eye on her cosmic neighbor. As a result of her envy of the sun's illumination, the moon was eventually reduced in both size and significance. Henceforth,
the moon would have no light of her own. Instead, she must reflect the light of the sun.
Here the Zohar reveals a profound secret of human nature. This is origin of the trait known as Hatred For No Reason. Sometimes we are envious of our
neighbors' possessions even if we possess exactly the same things. Instead of appreciating our lot in life, we begrudge the lot of others, even though it in no
way diminishes our own.
In Kabbalah, the reduction of the moon symbolizes the separation between the male and female aspects of the Creator. This manifests as the separation of the
spiritual dimension Zeir Anpin, or The Upper World, and the physical realm of Malchut, or the Lower World. Just as the moon's light is derived from the sun,
Malchut's Light is drawn from the world of Zeir Anpin. Through positive deeds and actions and the removal of our jealous nature, we can unify these two
dimensions and create a flow of Light into our lives. Reading this section gives us the ability to bring about this unity when we recite our prayers and perform
the necessary spiritual actions.
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111. "And Elohim made the two great lights" (Beresheet 1:16). "And...
made" SIGNIFIES the greatness and the full establishment of
everything, as it should be. The phrase: "The two great lights"
INDICATES that THE TWO GREAT LIGHTS, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN
AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, were united at first. THAT IS, THEY
WERE ON THE SAME LEVEL AND EQUAL TO EACH OTHER. AS A
RESULT, THEY DID NOT NEED EACH OTHER. This is the secret of
the full name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei-Elohim, which although not openly
revealed can be surmised. SO THE "TWO GREAT LIGHTS" APPEAR
IN A FULL NAME, EVEN THOUGH THE NAME ELOHIM SHINES ONLY
IN A CONCEALED WAY.
112. THE WORD "great" MEANS THAT ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS
FEMININE PRINCIPLE grew in greatness by this name AS EQUALS,
so much so that they were called by the name THAT UNITES
everything TOGETHER, WHICH IS Mem-Tzadik-Pe-Tzadik MemTzadik-Pe-Tzadik. ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVED HIS GREATNESS FROM
THE RIGHT ONE, HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE FROM THE LEFT ONE.
IN SUCH A WAY, THEY ARE REFERRED TO AS "THE TWO GREAT
LIGHTS." These are the most supernal names of the thirteen
attributes of mercy. THE NAMES MEM-TZADIK-PE-TZADIK MEMTZADIK-PE-TZADIK ARE CALLED "great", BECAUSE they became
great and ascended. They are supernal and DERIVE from the secret
of above. They benefit the world, as the world's existence depends
on them. Similarly, the two lights THAT APPEAR IN THE VERSE,
WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, both rose
as one, to greatness.
113. The moon was not at ease with the sun because it felt
embarrassed before it. The moon said TO THE SUN: "Where do you
feed your flock? Why do you make your flock to rest at noon?" (Shir
Hashirim 1:7). THIS IS AS IF TO SAY: How can a tiny candle shine in
the middle of the day? "Why should I be like one who cloaks
himself?" (Ibid.) That is: how can I remain in shame? Then it lowered
itself to be head of the lower beings, as it is written: "Go your way
forth by the footsteps of the flock" (Ibid. 8). Thus, the Holy One,
blessed be He, said to it, 'Go forth and subjugate yourself.'

114. From then on, it had no light of its own. It had only the light it
received from the sun. At first, they were united as one on the same
level, but it later lowered itself from all of its grades. THIS MEANS
THAT IT LOST ALL ITS GRADES AND EMERGED FROM THE WORLD
OF ATZILUT. Although it is the head of THE LOWER WORLDS OF
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, IT IS NEVERTHELESS
CONSIDERED TO HAVE LOST ALL ITS GRADES, as in principle a
woman has no significance unless she is together with her husband.
IN OTHER WORDS, BECAUSE THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS
SEPARATED FROM ZEIR ANPIN, HER HUSBAND, AND HAS LEFT
THE WORLD OF ATZILUT TO GO TO THAT OF BRIYAH, SHE HAS
BROUGHT ABOUT THE LOSS OF ALL HER GRADES. EVEN
THOUGH SHE HAS BECOME HEAD IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, SHE
DOES NOT CONSIDER THIS TO BE SIGNIFICANT BECAUSE SHE IS
SEPARATED FROM HER HUSBAND, WHO IS IN THE WORLD OF
ATZILUT. The phrase: "The greater light" (Beresheet 1:16) ALLUDES
TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED BY THE NAME Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei.
"The lesser light" (Ibid.) ALLUDES TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE,
WHO IS CALLED BY THE NAME Elohim, THE LAST OF the grades
and an end to Thought--NAMELY, AN END TO THE WORLD OF
ATZILUT THAT IS CALLED THE THOUGHT. At first, THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE was inscribed above IN ZEIR ANPIN in the fourth letter of
the holy name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, BECAUSE THE FEMALE IS THE
LOWER HEI. IN OTHER WORDS, WHEN SHE WAS ON THE SAME
LEVEL WITH ZEIR ANPIN, SHE WAS THE LOWER HEI OF THE NAME
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. But afterward, it lowered itself to be called by the
name Elohim.
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115. In spite of all this, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE ascended on all
sides and SHONE IN ALL DIRECTIONS from above; THAT IS,
BEFORE SHE LOWERED HERSELF and when she was THE LOWER
Hei in the assembling of the letters of the holy name, Yud-Hei-VavHei. Later, WHEN SHE BELITTLED HERSELF, the grades expanded
out from all sides, WHICH MEANS THAT SHE SHONE FROM THE
ASPECT OF BEING BEFORE THE LOWER HEI OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI
AND ALSO FROM THE ASPECT OF BEING NOW THE NAME ELOHIM.
The grades that expanded from the aspect of her being above, FROM
THE LOWER HEI OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, are called the 'rule (of) the
day.' The grades that expanded from the aspect of her being below,
FROM THE NAME ELOHIM, are called the "rule (of) the night."
116. The words "the stars" (Beresheet 1:16) ALLUDE TO countless
hosts and groups of angels, who are all suspended in that
"firmament of heaven" THAT IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN AND IS
CALLED life of the worlds, as it is written: "And Elohim set them in
the firmament of heaven to give light upon the earth" (Beresheet
1:17).

117. The kingdom of THE HOUSE OF David was established on this
day, THE FOURTH DAY, which is the fourth leg that supports the
throne. IT HAPPENED ON THE FOURTH DAY BECAUSE the letters
were completed and fixed in their places PROPERLY. In spite of all
this, Malchut (kingdom) was not fixed properly in its place before the
sixth day, because only then was the image of man completed and
properly established. ON THE SIXTH DAY, the upper throne and the
lower throne were established and all the worlds settled in their
places. All the letters were set in their spheres after untying and
releasing the complicated tie THAT EXISTED AMONG THE LETTERS.

118. The fourth day, WHICH IS THE KINGDOM OF DAVID, was
rejected by the builders, as it is written: "The stone which the
builders rejected..." (Tehilim 118:22) and also "my mother's children
were angry with me" (Shir Hashirim 1:6). For this light, REFERRING
TO MALCHUT, lowered itself and diminished its own radiance while
the Klipot were established in their places. THIS GAVE PLACE TO
THE EMERGING OF THE KLIPOT AND THEIR RULE. THUS SHE
SEEMED LOATHSOME IN THE EYES OF THE RIGHTEOUS THAT
BUILD IT. ONLY LATER, WHEN SHE WAS COMPLETED AND READY
FOR UNION WITH ZEIR ANPIN, WAS IT SAID SHE "HAS BECOME
THE HEAD STONE OF THE CORNER." All those lights that shone
DURING THE 6,000 YEARS PERIOD were suspended in this
firmament of heaven to establish with them the throne of David-NAMELY, THE KINGDOM (MALCHUT) OF DAVID.
119. These lights OF THE KINGDOM OF DAVID shape the form below
in order to prepare the form of all those that pertain to the inner form
of THE FACE OF man, because every inner form is so called-NAMELY, THE FACE OF MAN. From this, YOU SHOULD REALIZE
THAT every shape included in this expansion OF THE LETTER
FINAL NUN is called man, EVEN THOUGH THEY DO NOT ACTUALLY
HAVE THE FACE OF MAN. Hence, it is written: "But you...are
men" (Yechezkel 34:31). You are called men, but not the rest of the
idolatrous nations.
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120. Every spirit is called man, WHICH MEANS THAT ONLY THE
ASPECT OF THE LIGHT OF THE SPIRIT THAT IS ENCLOTHED
WITHIN THE BODY IS CALLED MAN. So the body of the spirit of the
Holy Side is only a covering; IN OTHER WORDS, THE SPIRIT IS THE
ACTUAL ESSENCE OF MAN AND THE BODY IS ONLY ITS
COVERING. BUT ON THE OTHER SIDE, THE OPPOSITE APPLIES.
This is why it is written: "You have clothed me with skin and
flesh..." (Iyov 10:11). The flesh of man is only a garment COVERING
THE ESSENCE OF MAN, WHICH IS THE SPIRIT. Everywhere it is
written the flesh of man, IT HINTS THAT the essence of man is
inside. The flesh is only a vestment for man, a body for him, BUT
THE ESSENCE OF MAN IS THE ASPECT OF HIS SPIRIT.
121. For the lower aspects were melted with the melting of this spirit
OF THE FACE OF MAN, AND other forms were fashioned, enclothed
in a different kind of garment--NOT BY THAT OF MAN, BUT OF
KOSHER ANIMALS. THESE INCLUDE: ox, sheep, goats, kids of the
goats, rams, deer, fallow-deer and so on. They would have preferred
to be included in the vestment of THE FACE OF man, BUT WERE
NOT. THEY BECAME VESTMENTS FOR OTHERS; NAMELY,
GARMENTS FOR THE FACE OF AN OX, THE FACE OF AN EAGLE
AND THE FACE OF A LION. The inner spirit OF THE OX, SHEEP AND
GOAT, is called by the same name as the body of that spirit,
BECAUSE THE BODY IS a vestment for that name BUT DOES NOT
OWN IT. THE BODY IS the flesh of the ox and the ox is the inner
SPIRIT of that body; namely, its flesh is its garment. So it is with all
ANIMALS; THEIR BODIES ARE NAMED AFTER THE INNER SPIRIT
THAT IS ENCLOTHED WITHIN THEM.
122. It is similar with the Other Side, which is not holy. The spirit that
spreads within the idolatrous nations issues from the side that is not
holy AND is not the ASPECT OF man. Therefore, it is not called by
this name, AS HAS BEEN WRITTEN: "BUT YOU...ARE MEN." The
name of this spirit is defiled. It is not called man and has no share in
him BECAUSE IT EXTENDS FROM THE WICKED MAN (LIT. 'MAN
WITHOUT ELEVATION'), WHO DOES NOT WANT TO ASCEND TO
THE FACE OF MAN ABOVE. So his body, the vestment of his spirit,
is impure and his flesh is defiled. The impure PART, WHICH IS THE
SPIRIT, is on the inside and the flesh is his vestment. As long as the
spirit dwells within that body, it is called impure. As the spirit leaves
that vestment, NAMELY THE BODY, neither the body nor the
vestment is called impure any longer, AS THE IMPURE ONE, THAT IS
THE SPIRIT, HAS DEPARTED FROM IT.

123. From the lower aspects--REFERRING TO ANIMALS, BEASTS
AND BIRDS that were molded into shape by that impure spirit-forms, NAMELY PRIVATE SPIRITS, were drawn out. These were
enclothed by other vestments, such as the forms of the impure
animals, and the Torah said of them, "These shall be unclean to
you" (Vayikra 11:29). These forms include pigs and the birds and
animals that belong to the OTHER Side. The spirit is called by that
name--THAT IS, IMPURE--and the body is its vestment. The body is
called the flesh of the pig, because it is a pig in its inner being, IN ITS
SPIRIT, while the flesh is a garment COVERING THAT SPIRIT.
Therefore, both aspects, those included within the secret of man and
those included with the secret of the impure, are separated from and
oppose each other. ON THE SIDE OF HOLINESS ARE THE SPIRIT OF
MAN IN GENERAL, AND THE SPIRITS OF PURE ANIMALS, BEASTS
AND FOWL, WHICH ARE THE PARTICULAR. FROM THE SIDE OF
WICKED MAN IS THE IMPURE WICKED MAN, WHICH ARE THE
GENERAL ASPECTS, AND THE SPIRITS OF IMPURE ANIMALS,
BEASTS AND FOWL, THAT ARE THE PARTICULARS. THEY OPPOSE
EACH OTHER. Every kind of animal stays with its own kind AND
DOES NOT MIX WITH THE OPPOSITE KIND. EVEN IF IT DOES, it
eventually returns to its own kind.
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124. All the upper shining lights shine within that firmament of
heaven, so that proper forms may be drawn down below, as it is
written: "And Elohim set them in the firmament of heaven...to rule
over the day and over the night" (Beresheet 1:17). For the dominion
of the two lights is a noble dominion.

125. The phrase: "the greater light", NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, rules the
day and the "lesser light", WHICH IS HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, rules
the night. The secret LEARNED from here is that the male rules by
day and fills up the house with all that is needed, such as food and
sustenance. As soon as night falls and the female takes command,
everything in the house falls under her control, because then it is
time for her dominion. As it is written: "She rises also while it is yet
night and gives food to her household" (Mishlei 31:15); "she" and
not "he." SO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, NOT ZEIR ANPIN, GIVES AT
NIGHT, as the dominion over the day belongs to the male and the
dominion over the night belongs to the female.

126. The "greater light" is the sun, which has twelve openings and
twelve hours, as the sun rules over the day. The "lesser light" is the
moon, which also has twelve openings, the moon rules over the
night, which has twelve hours. For this reason, IT IS WRITTEN: "On
that day Hashem shall be one, and his name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
"ONE" IS MENTIONED TWICE: ONCE FOR YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHO
IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE "GREATER LIGHT", AND ONCE OF HIS NAME,
WHICH IS THE FEMALE, THE "LESSER LIGHT." The sun together
with its twelve openings becomes the thirteen attributes of mercy.
The moon together with its twelve openings also adds up to thirteen.
SO THE SUN BECOMES ONE AND THE MOON BECOMES ONE;
THEN IT SAYS, "HASHEM SHALL BE ONE, AND HIS NAME ONE",
BECAUSE THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF ECHAD (ONE) ADDS UP TO
THIRTEEN. Thus, the sun and the moon become one and the day
and night also become one. This is why it is written: "And there was
evening and there was morning, one day." The secret OF THIS
UNION is ONLY applicable on high.
127. THE VERSE: "And the stars" MEANS THAT after the female has
attained order in her house and retired with her husband, the
maidens are left in charge of the house. THE MAIDENS WHO SERVE
THE FEMALE ARE CALLED THE STARS. AND THE SECRET OF THE
PHRASE "AND THE STARS" IS THAT THE FEMALE TURNS
CONTROL OF THE HOUSE OVER TO THEM to deal with all the
requirements of the house. THAT IS, TO PREPARE HER FOR
MATING WITH THE SUN AND TO BESTOW THE ABUNDANCE OF
THE DAY. THIS IS DURING THE DARKNESS BEFORE DAWN, WHEN
THE MAIDENS - THE STARS - RULE, WHICH IS AN INFERIOR RULE.
THEN DARKNESS IS DOUBLED IN THE WORLD. THIS IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF, "A PORTION TO HER MAIDENS" (MISHLEI
31:15). Afterward, THAT IS, AFTER THE MATING OF THE DARKNESS
OF THE MORNING (BEFORE DAWN BREAKS), the household
returns to the dominion of the male and everything is set properly in
place. THIS MEANS THAT THE FEMALE IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE
MALE, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE MATING AND IS
UNDER HIS CONTROL. SHE REVEALS THE LIGHT OF THE
MORNING TO THE WORLD, AS IT SHOULD BE.

11. The luminaries of the light, and the luminaries of the fire
On the Sabbath, an immense amount of spiritual Light is revealed into the cosmos, while during the week the Light is extremely diminished. The Zohar explains
how we can create a continuous connection to the Shabbath through the closing rituals of the Sabbath itself, such as reflecting candle light off the enamel of the
finger nails. If we should ever fall into negativity--Heaven Forbid --no matter how deep that descent might be, reading this section can establish a life-line to the
Light of the Creator.
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128. "And Elohim made the two great lights" (Beresheet 1:16). The
sun is one and the moon is the other. Because of this, the lights that
ascend are called the luminaries of the light whereas those that
descend are called luminaries of the fire. These LUMINARIES OF
THE FIRE are the lower grades and rule over all the weekdays.
Because of this, a blessing is recited over the candle when Shabbat
ends because, at that point, THE LUMINARIES OF THE FIRE are
given permission to rule again.

129. The fingers of man represent the most hidden of all grades and
secrets of the supernal world, and are divided into front and back.
The back of the fingers represents the external part, an allusion to
the fingernails. As such, man may look at his fingernails by
candlelight as Shabbat ends. As they shine by the candlelight and
are bright from that fire, that rules OVER THE DAYS OF THE WEEK.

130. THE FINGERNAILS are visible, but it is not permissible to see
the inner aspect of the fingers by this candlelight, because they
shine only from above. And THE INNER PART OF THE FINGERS is
called the inner face. This is the secret of the verse: "And you shall
see my back; but my face shall not be seen" (Shemot 33:23), which
means that a person should not look at the inside of his fingers at
the end of Shabbat, as he recites the blessing: 'Creator of the
luminaries of the fire (Bore Me'orei Ha'esh)'. The phrase: "And you
shall see my back" refers to the external part OF THE FINGERS,
which is hinted at in the fingernails AND SHINES AS SHABBAT
ENDS. "But my face shall not be seen" refers to the inside of the
fingers, WHICH CANNOT RECEIVE FROM THE LUMINARIES OF THE
FIRE. THE INTERNAL PART OF THE FINGERS rules on Shabbat. THE
EXTERNAL PART OF THE FINGERS rules during the weekdays.
131. On Shabbat day, the Holy One, blessed be He, rules alone over
this inner face, sitting upon His throne of glory. All are included
within Him, and the dominion is His. This is why THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, transmits calmness to all the worlds and the holy
nation, which is called the one nation on earth, receives the
inheritance of this day.
The luminaries of the light ORIGINATE FROM the side of the right,
which is the primal light that was on the first day OF THE SEVEN
DAYS OF CREATION. THIS ALLUDES TO THE LIGHT THAT IS
MENTIONED IN THE VERSE: "LET THERE BE LIGHT." On the day of
the Shabbat, the luminaries of the light shine alone and govern,
illuminating all THE WORLDS BELOW ATZILUT.

132. When Shabbat is over, the luminaries of the light are hidden and
the luminaries of the fire govern THE WORLDS, WITH each and
everyone in its place, THAT IS, THE LUMINARIES OF LIGHT RULE
DURING SHABBAT AND THE LUMINARIES OF FIRE DURING
WEEKDAYS. HE ASKED: When do they rule? HE REPLIED, From the
end of Shabbat until Shabbat eve. Thus, it is necessary TO RECEIVE
light from that candle, as Shabbat ends.

133. The verse: "And the living creatures ran and
returned" (Yechezkel 1:4) MEANS THAT the eye is not able to
observe the unconcealed living creatures as they run to and from.
THIS REFERS TO THE LOWER LIVING CREATURES, OF WHICH IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND YOU SHALL SEE MY BACK." ALTHOUGH THEY
ARE REVEALED, THEY ARE RUNNING TO AND FRO. This is
because of the wheel (Heb. ofan) that is stationed in their midst is
Matatron, who is far greater and more important than the rest of THE
LIVING CREATURES. HE IS higher than they by 500 parasangs.
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134. The concealed living creatures are hidden beneath the upper
concealed letters, Yud-Hei OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, which
govern Vav-Hei OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. The ones are a
Chariot for the others; THAT IS, THE LETTERS VAV-HEI ARE A
CHARIOT FOR THE LETTERS YUD-HEI. THIS MEANS THAT THEY
REVEAL THEIR ILLUMINATION AS A RIDER IS SEEN IN HIS
CHARIOT. AS A RESULT, BY REVEALING THEIR ILLUMINATION,
THE LOWER LIVING CREATURES ARE A CHARIOT FOR THE UPPER
LIVING CREATURES. And that which is most concealed, which is
completely unknown, IS THE SECRET OF EIN-SOF (ENDLESSNESS),
WHICH IS HINTED AT BY THE TIP OF THE LETTER YUD OF THE
NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. It controls everything and rides upon them
all, WHICH MEANS THAT ALL THE GRADES MANIFEST ITS
DOMINION OVER THE WORLDS. The living creatures, which are
revealed, are down below the upper and concealed living creatures.
Their illumination comes from them, and they travel according to
them. IN OTHER WORDS, THE LOWER LIVING CREATURES HAVE
NO MOTIVATION OF THEIR OWN, EXCEPT FOR WHAT THEY
RECEIVE FROM THE UPPER LIVING CREATURES.
135. The upper living creatures, WHO ARE CONCEALED, are all
included in the "firmament of heaven" as it is written of them: "Let
there be lights in the firmament of heaven" (Beresheet 1:15). The
verse: "And let there be lights in the firmament of heaven" INFORMS
US that all THE LIGHTS are suspended from that "firmament of
heaven." That is the firmament above the living creatures, about
which it is written: "And over the heads of the living creatures there
was the likeness of a firmament, as the color of the terrible
ice" (Yechezkel 1:22). This is the primal FIRMAMENT.

136. From this point upward, HIGH ABOVE THE PRIMAL
FIRMAMENT, no person can comprehend or grasp any thoughts
because they are concealed ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF the
Thought. The thought of the Holy One, blessed be He, is hidden and
concealed above; nobody can conceive and understand man's
thought. Even more true is that nobody can understand anything
originating in supernal thought. The actual (Divine) Thought itself is
all the more BEYOND ANY PERSON'S ABILITY TO GRASP. More
inner than thought--WHICH IS BINAH--who may form any idea OF
SUCH A CONCEPT? There is no understanding at all; not enough to
even ask a question, not to mention comprehending the answer.

12. The three lights
The complete and all-embracing Light proceeds into our world through three stages. These three stages comprise the Right, Left, and Central Columns of
spiritual energy. [See "Let there be a Firmament" page 253. The three stages express themselves through the spiritual vessels of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. In
the first phase, the Light is unknowable and too unimaginably luminous for any single vessel to contain. The second phase produces a diminishing of the Light,
and the third phase brings a final diminution, achieving a suitable level of Light for all vessels to safely receive. The Hebrew letters composing this section bring
the appropriate measure of Light to the areas of our lives where it is most needed.
137. The endless cannot be known, or be subject to any question or
mental formulation. From within this most concealed of all
concealed things, with the beginning of the descent of the endless
for the purpose of being seen, a thin, almost imperceptible light
shone. It was concealed by a fragile imprint, as delicate as a
needlepoint. THUS, ALTHOUGH A TINY SLIT WAS OPENED, IT WAS
INSUFFICIENT FOR THE LIGHT TO BE GRASPED. This is the secret
of the concealed thought. It remained unknown until an illumination
extended from it to the place on which the letters imprinted.
Everything emerges from there.
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138. In the beginning, THE LETTER Aleph, which is the beginning (lit.
'head') and end of all the grades, WAS INSCRIBED. Although it is the
imprint on which the upper and lower worlds were imprinted, it is
still referred to in the singular as Echad (one), WHICH MEANS THAT
THE ALEPH IS ONE IN NUMERICAL VALUE. IT TEACHES US that,
although it contains many forms AND INCLUDES ALL THE GRADES,
it remains only one. THUS, ALL THE GRADES ARE AS ONE IN IT.
Assuredly, THE LETTER Aleph is the letter upon which the upper
and the lower beings depend.
139. The upper tip (head) of the letter Aleph, REFERRING TO THE
SHAPE OF THE UPPER YUD, represents the secret of the supernal
thought. The expansion of the upper firmament IS STILL entirely
concealed within the upper tip OF THE LETTER ALEPH IN ITS
UPPER YUD. So when the SHAPE OF THE LETTER Aleph emerges
from that firmament, it will be in the image of the secret of the
beginning (head) of thought. Within that Central Column of THE
LETTER Aleph, there are six grades--NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. These contain the secret of
all the supernal and concealed living creatures that are connected to
the inside of thought, WHICH IS BINAH.
140. One luminary that shone and was concealed is the light of the
letter Bet of Beresheet. THIS IS HINTED AT IN THE VERSE: "The heat
of the day" (Beresheet 18:1), as Avraham was sitting "in the tent
door IN THE HEAT OF THE DAY." This door leads from below to
above AND THOSE DOWN BELOW ASCEND THROUGH IT. "The heat
of the day" shines through that door FROM BELOW UPWARD. From
there, it also shines DOWNWARD.
141. The second LIGHT is the light that gradually fades away before
nightfall. THIS IS the secret of the prayer of Yitzchak, to properly
amend and establish this grade, as it is written: "And Yitzchak went
out to mediate in the field at eventide" (Beresheet 24:63). The vision
at "eventide" and all sorts of darkness are related to him,
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE AFTERNOON PRAYER (HEB.
MINCHAH). At this eventide, Ya'akov looked at the minister of Esav,
ABOUT WHOM IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THERE WRESTLED A MAN
WITH HIM" (BERESHEET 32:25).
142. The third LIGHT is the light that combines these two lights,
WHICH REPRESENT THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS. IT IS THE
LIGHT that shines for healing. The secret of that which is written
about Ya'akov: "And the sun rose upon him" (Beresheet 32:32) IS
RELATED TO THIS THIRD LIGHT. AND THE VERSE IS TALKING
assuredly after YA'AKOV became included within that eventide,
NAMELY THE DARKNESS OF THE LEFT COLUMN, AND WAS IN
NEED OF HEALING. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE SUN
ROSE UPON HIM" TO HEAL HIM FROM THE DARKNESS OF THE
LEFT. From here onward--THAT IS, AFTER YA'AKOV DREW DOWN
THE LIGHT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN--THE VERSE CONTINUES,
"And he limped upon his thigh." "HIS THIGH" IS AN ALLUSION TO
THE SFIRAH OF Netzach OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED Yisrael,
BECAUSE THE TWO SFIROT--NETZACH AND HOD--ARE CALLED
THE TWO THIGHS.
143. Note that it is written "upon his thigh" and not 'upon his thighs'.
THIS MEANS THAT this is the fourth grade, NAMELY NETZACH, from
where no prophecies were issued until Shmuel arrived. About it, it is
written: "And also the Eternal One (Netzach) of Yisrael" (I Shmuel
15:29). NETZACH, which had been weak ever since Ya'akov the
patriarch was endangered by the minister of Esav, was thus firmly
reestablished.
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144. HE EXPLAINED MORE FULLY THE VERSE: "He touched the
hollow of his thigh" (Beresheet 32:26). When the minister of Esav
came upon Ya'akov, YA'AKOV derived strength from that eventide
by the power of judgment. Thus, Ya'akov became included within it-THAT IS, THE LEFT COLUMN--AND he was not able to overcome
him. "And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he
touched the hollow of his thigh": hence, YA'AKOV attained strength
from there. HE EXPLAINED THE REASON FOR THIS. Because the
thigh is an extremity located away from the torso and because
Ya'akov IS THE SFIRAH OF TIFERET THAT IS CALLED the torso, his
body comprises the secret of two grades, MALE AND FEMALE,
according to the secret being called man. As soon as YA'AKOV
derived power, WHICH IS LOCATED outside of his body, the minister
of Esav struck "and the hollow of Ya'akov's thigh was out of joint."
145. No man prophesied from there until Shmuel, WHO FIRMLY
ESTABLISHED THE SFIRAH OF NETZACH. Therefore, it is written:
"And also the Eternal One of Yisrael...for he is not a man." Yehoshua
received his prophecy from THE SFIRAH OF Hod of Moshe, as it is
written: "And you shall put some of your honor (Heb. Hod) upon
him" (Bemidbar 27:20). AS YEHOSHUA PRECEDED SHMUEL THE
PROPHET, HE COULD NOT RECEIVE HIS PROPHECY FROM
NETZACH BECAUSE OF THE WEAKNESS CAUSED BY THE TOUCH
OF ESAV'S MINISTERING ANGEL. THIS IS THE REASON WHY HE
RECEIVED HIS PROPHECY FROM HOD, which is the fifth grade.
Netzach is the left thigh of Ya'akov. David came forth and combined
it with the right, as it is written: "At your right hand are pleasures for
evermore (Heb. Netzach)" (Tehilim 16:11). It is not written: 'your
right,' but rather "at your right", WHICH MEANS THAT BEFORE THE
TIME OF DAVID, NETZACH WAS NOT "AT THE RIGHT." DAVID
BROUGHT THE NETZACH BACK TO THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT,
FOR FROM THE TIME OF YA'AKOV UNTIL SHMUEL AND DAVID,
NETZACH WAS CONSIDERED THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT.
146. HE ASKED: What weakened Ya'akov's thigh? HE REPLIED: The
side of impurity approached him and derived strength from him,
REVEALING THE DEFECT OF THE LACK OF THE FACE OF MAN.
THUS, THE OTHER SIDE CLINGS TO EVERY PLACE WHERE A LACK
APPEARS IN HOLINESS. So THE AMENDING was delayed until
Shmuel appeared. That is why SHMUEL came, to remind us that this
is the thigh of Yisrael, as it is written: "And also the Eternal One
(Heb. Netzach) of Yisrael." (I Shmuel 15:29). This is also the reason
why all SHMUEL'S words were according to judgment, both in the
beginning and in the end.
147. Furthermore, the Holy One, blessed be He, included him with
THE SFIRAH of Hod. HE ASKED: When WAS THAT? HE REPLIED,
After he had anointed the kings, SHAUL AND DAVID. For this,
Shmuel is ranked as Moshe and Aharon. Just as Moshe and Aharon
were SEPARATED on two sides above, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT,
so was SHMUEL down below DIVIDED in the two aspects, RIGHT
AND LEFT. What are those TWO ASPECTS? THEY ARE Netzach and
Hod, the same as Moshe and Aharon on high. All the grades were
included within one another BY SHMUEL AND THIS IS HOW HE
BECAME RANKED AS MOSHE AND AHARON TOGETHER, as is
written: "Moshe and Aharon among his priests, and Shmuel among
them that call upon his name" (Tehilim 99:6). Thus, six aspects, THE
SIX SFIROT--CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD--were included within one another and combined.

13. Moshe and Ya'akov
Moses possessed masterful control over the supernal worlds, far greater than the patriarch Jacob had achieved. For this reason, Moses became the leader of the
generation of the desert, and it is said that there will never be a generation as great as the generation of Moses. The Kabbalists teach that in the End of Days-which is the current era--the generation of Moses will return, to finish the work of revealing the totality of Light that emanates from the Creator. In fact, we are
that generation. Though the memories of the scorching heat of the desert and the radiant Light of Sinai may be lost to our conscious minds, it is vital for all of us
to recognize who we really are. Therein lies power and truth of the Zohar's words. Each letter fills us with strength to accept our responsibility, and to fulfill it
through spiritual work and self-transformation.
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148. In the same manner that THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT ABOVE-WHICH ARE Moshe and Aharon--are connected TO THE RIGHT AND
THE LEFT BELOW--NAMELY Shmuel-so is THE CENTRAL COLUMN
ABOVE--WHICH IS TIFERET--AND THE ASPECT OF Ya'akov and
Moshe connected to THE CENTRAL COLUMN BELOW--WHICH IS
YESOD AND THE ASPECT OF Yosef. Ya'akov was the owner of the
house. When Ya'akov passed away, Moshe gained control over the
house during his lifetime. Yosef was righteous because of Ya'akov
and Moshe.
149. THE PROOF THAT Ya'akov took over the house, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, through Yosef is in the verse:
"These are the generations of Ya'akov Yosef." (Beresheet 37:2). THIS
SHOWS THAT THEY WERE ATTACHED TO EACH OTHER. Moshe did
not mate with her, WITH THE FEMALE, until he attained THE
CONNECTION WITH Yosef. When the Shechinah returned from the
exile IN EGYPT, MOSHE--WHO IS THE INTERNAL ASPECT OF ZEIR
ANPIN--was able to mate with THE SHECHINAH only through Yosef,
as it is written: "And Moshe took the bones of Yosef with
him" (Shemot 13:19). Why is it written: "with him"? Because THE
ASPECT OF the body is not FIT for mating with the female unless it
FIRST unites with the covenant, WHICH IS YESOD. This is why
Moshe took Yosef with him. Because, since YOSEF was
CONNECTED with Him, ZEIR ANPIN could mate with this feminine
principle in the proper manner. Thus, IT IS CONSIDERED THAT
Ya'akov, Moshe and Yosef go together as one, AS BOTH YA'AKOV
AND MOSHE HAVE TO JOIN YOSEF.
150. When Ya'akov died, his body was buried in the Holy Land but
when Yosef died, only his bones were buried in the Holy Land. For
Moshe, no part of his body was buried in the Holy Land, AS HIS
BODY, EVEN HIS BONES, WAS BURIED OUTSIDE THE HOLY LAND.
SO HE ASKED: Why DID THESE DIFFERENCES EXIST? Because
Ya'akov was the first husband of the Queen, but after Ya'akov died,
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE mated with THE INTERNAL ASPECT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED Moshe. As long as Moshe was
ENCLOTHED IN A BODY in this world, he visited her, as was proper.
BECAUSE HE HAD AN AFFINITY OF FORM WITH HER, he became
the second husband OF THE FEMALE.
151. ACCORDING TO THIS, they carried Ya'akov to the Holy Land in
his entire body, because he is the body. But for Yosef, only his
bones WERE TAKEN TO THE HOLY LAND and not his body. Why?
Because the bones are the hosts and legions of above and they all
emerge from that Righteous. YOSEF the Righteous was called by the
name 'hosts.' Why? Because all the hosts and legions above emerge
from him. Because of this, the bones OF YOSEF, which are the
ASPECT OF THE hosts, were taken to the Holy Land.

152. Moshe remained outside THE HOLY LAND. Neither his body nor
his bones entered THE HOLY LAND. Instead, the Shechinah entered
the Holy Land after Moshe had died and she returned to her first
husband, who was Ya'akov. From this, WE LEARN THAT IF a woman
is married to two men IN THIS WORLD, she shall return, after her
demise, to her first husband in the world to come. THUS, because
Ya'akov, her first husband, was in the Holy Land AND THE WOMAN
BELONGS ONLY TO HER FIRST HUSBAND, Moshe was BURIED
outside THE HOLY LAND.
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153. Moshe merited during this lifetime what Ya'akov did not merit
DURING HIS LIFETIME, BECAUSE Ya'akov mated--THAT IS,
BROUGHT ON THE MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE
PRINCIPLE--in the other SUPERNAL world ONLY AFTER HIS DEATH.
ON THE OTHER HAND, Moshe CAUSED THIS MATING TO OCCUR
WHILE HE WAS STILL ALIVE in this world, BUT NOT AFTER HIS
DEATH. You might say that NOT BRINGING ON THE MATING AFTER
HIS DEATH was a disadvantage for Moshe, but that is not so. Why?
Because when the children of Yisrael left Egypt, their redemption
came from the aspect of Yovel (the Jubilee), WHICH IS BINAH. All the
600,000 people OF THE GENERATION OF THE WILDERNESS came
from the supernal world, BINAH. In that image OF BINAH, they
traveled through the wilderness and none of them entered the Holy
Land. Only the children borne TO THE GENERATION OF THE
WILDERNESS ENTERED THE HOLY LAND, as it should be, because
they BELONGED TO the completion of the moon, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. THEY ENTERED THE LAND AND ATE OF ITS
FRUIT. Hence, all the workers of the land, ALL WHO FARMED AND
CULTIVATED THE LAND, PERTAIN TO the building of the moon.
154. Moshe mated with the moon. THAT IS, MOSHE CAUSED THE
MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH THE MOON while he was still
enclothed in a body IN THIS WORLD. He had full control over her, AS
HE WAS CONSIDERED THE HUSBAND OF THE QUEEN. When he
passed from this world, his sacred spirit ascended high and the
spirit returned to the supernal Yovel, NAMELY BINAH. There, IN THE
WORLD OF BINAH, MOSHE cleaved to 600,000 SOULS OF THE
GENERATION OF THE WILDERNESS, which belonged to him--THAT
IS, TO HIS OWN ASPECT. This is something that did not happen to
Ya'akov, BECAUSE HE DID NOT ASCEND TO BINAH AFTER HIS
DEATH, AS MOSHE DID AFTER HIS. INSTEAD, his spirit returned to
the Shmitah; NAMELY, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN
AS BINAH IS CALLED YOVEL AND THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS
SHMITAH. This did not happen as long as he was alive, because in
his lifetime he had a different house, MEANING A DIFFERENT
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. IN OTHER WORDS, BECAUSE HE HAD A
WIFE DURING HIS LIFETIME IN THIS WORLD, HE COULD NOT
CLEAVE ENTIRELY TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN
AS HE COULD AFTER HIS DEATH.
155. The lowest grade in the Holy Land is completed by the power of
the upper FEMININE PRINCIPLE. THE UPPER FEMALE DWELLS ON
THE HOLY LAND - THE LOWER FEMALE, DUE TO THE WORK OF
THE RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE BELOW. Because of this, it is impossible
for them all to be together. THUS, THE ASPECT OF MOSHE AND THE
GENERATION OF THE WILDERNESS CANNOT BE TOGETHER WITH
THE ASPECT OF YA'AKOV AND THE DWELLERS OF THE HOLY
LAND. WHY? Because those WHO EXTEND from the supernal world,
WHICH IS BINAH, all comprise the aspect of the spirit alone. And
those WHO EXTEND from the lower world, WHICH IS THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, are the aspect of the body ALONE. It is
not proper for all of these to be combined within the moon, WHICH
IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. So the former should be inside the
moon and the latter outside OF IT, SO THAT each receives
illumination from the other. THIS MEANS THAT THOSE WHO COME
FROM THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE ARE SUPPOSED TO RECEIVE
THEIR ILLUMINATION FROM THOSE WHO EXTEND FROM BINAH,
LIKE A BODY THAT REQUIRES THE ILLUMINATION OF THE SPIRIT.
ACCORDINGLY, THOSE WHO EXTEND FROM THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE--REFERRING TO YA'AKOV AND THE DWELLERS OF
THE HOLY LAND--ARE WITHIN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS
THE HOLY LAND, WHEREAS THOSE WHO EXTEND FROM BINAH-REFERRING TO MOSHE AND THE GENERATION OF THE
WILDERNESS--ARE OUTSIDE THE HOLY LAND. SO THE LATTER
SHINE AND ILLUMINATE THE SOULS WITHIN THE HOLY LAND.
156. All those who entered the HOLY Land had only the image of the
first ones FROM THE GENERATION OF THE WILDERNESS, but they
did not reach that supernal level as the first ones did. Why? Because
there will be no generation and there never was A GENERATION
such as those first ones OF THE GENERATION OF THE
WILDERNESS, TO whom the brilliance of the glory of their Master
was revealed face to face.
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157. Ya'akov mated with his wives in his lifetime with his body. After
HIS DEATH, his spirit ASCENDED AND cleaved to the spirit OF THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. However, Moshe separated himself from his
wife TZIPORAH WHILE STILL IN THIS WORLD and cleaved to the
Holy Spirit, NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN,
while he was still enclothed in his body. After HIS DEATH, his spirit
cleaved to the concealed and supernal spirit, NAMELY BINAH, and
all the grades were united and shone as one. THAT IS, THOSE FROM
BINAH THAT ARE CONSIDERED OF THE SPIRIT AND THOSE FROM
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE CONSIDERED OF THE BODY. The Spirit
of Moshe came from the Yovel, BINAH, and his body came from the
Shmitah, FEMALE. The Spirit of Ya'akov cleaved to the Shmitah, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, while his body belonged to
his wives in this world. THEREFORE, DURING HIS LIFETIME, HE
COULD NOT CLEAVE TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN;
HE COULD ONLY DO SO AFTER HIS DEATH. MOSHE WAS THE
OPPOSITE, BECAUSE HIS BODY HAD THE AFFINITY OF FORM
WITH THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN AND HE CLEAVED
TO IT DURING HIS LIFETIME, BUT NOT AFTER HIS DEATH. WHY?
BECAUSE HIS SPIRIT CLEAVED TO BINAH AND HAD NOT AFFINITY
OF FORM WITH THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN.
158. All those Supernal Lights exist in their images below on earth.
They are all suspended from the firmament of heaven TO SHINE ON
THE EARTH BELOW, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND ELOHIM SET THEM
IN THE FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN TO GIVE LIGHT UPON THE
EARTH" (BERESHEET 1:17). THE WORDS: "THE GREAT LIGHTS"
contain the secret of the two names combined as one. After a third
name is added, they become one again, one opposite the other. It is
an inscribed and engraved name, in which they are included
according to the secret of the faith.

14. "Let us make man" (Part One)
When Rabbi Shimon hears a voice calling "Shimon, Shimon," he realizes that it is the voice of God, because no mortal would dare omit the designation of
"Rabbi" when speaking his name. This is not, Heaven Forbid, a suggestion by the Zohar that Rabbi Shimon was prideful.
Rather, it gives evidence of the profound greatness of this sage and mystic, who was recognized by all creation as the true Light of the world.
A subsequent discussion concerns the origin of man and the great spiritual powers that were imbued into his essence by the Creator.
From these passages we come to recognize the eminence and holiness of Rabbi Shimon. Without this recognition, we cannot truly connect to the Light of the
Zohar. We also gain recognition of our own spiritual worth. This is crucially important, because a lack of spiritual self-worth is our greatest hindrance in
achieving lasting fulfillment and well-being.
Failing to recognize the true spiritual essence of our being is to neglect all spiritual truths, including the laws of cause and effect.
When such a failure occurs, we become blind to the consequences of our intolerant and self-involved behavior.
159. IN THE VERSE: "And Elohim said, 'Let us make man' (Beresheet
1:26), THERE LIES A SECRET AS DESCRIBED IN THE VERSE: "The
secret of Hashem is with them that fear him" (Tehilim 25:14). The
most venerated Elder opened the discussion saying, Shimon,
Shimon, who is he who said, "Let us make man" and OF WHOM IT IS
WRITTEN: "And Elohim said," Who is this NAME OF Elohim? In the
meantime, that most respected of Elders flew and he could not see
him. When Rabbi Shimon heard that he called him Shimon and not
Rabbi Shimon, he said to his friends: This is indeed the Holy One,
blessed be He, of whom it is said "and an ancient of days (Heb. Atik
Yomin) did sit" (Daniel 7:9). Now is the time to reveal this secret,
which was previously forbidden to be revealed. However, permission
has now been granted to reveal it. THE QUESTION IS, WHO SAID,
LET US MAKE MAN'? WAS IT ELOHIM OF BINAH OR ELOHIM OF
MALCHUT?
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160. RABBI SHIMON started by saying: This is like a king who had
many buildings to build and he had a craftsman. That craftsman
(Heb. uman) did not do anything without the permission of the king,
as it is written: "Then I was by him, as a nursling (Heb.
amon)" (Mishlei 8:30). The king is most certainly the supernal
wisdom above, WHICH IS ABA, and the Central Column is the king
down below, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Elohim, the craftsman above, is
the supernal Ima and Elohim, the craftsman below, is the Shechinah
below.

161. A wife is not permitted to do anything without the permission of
her husband. Of all the buildings that were in the way of Atzilut-THAT IS, IN THE WORLD OF ATZILUT--Aba would say to Ima, Let it
be so and so. And it was immediately done BY IMA. It is written:
"And Elohim said, Let there be light, and there was light." "And...
said" alludes to the owner of the building, ABA, who said to Elohim,
"Let there be light." So ABA uttered the words and the craftsman,
IMA, completed the task immediately. And this was the same in
every edifice--NAMELY THE GRADES, THAT CAME INTO BEING BY
WAY OF ATZILUT--where ABA would say, "Let there be a
firmament," or "Let there be lights," and Ima would complete
everything in an instant.

162. When he reached THE GRADES OF the world of separation,
which is the world of those divided--THAT IS, TO CREATE THE SOUL
OF MAN IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH--the craftsman then said to the
owner of the building, "Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness." (Beresheet 1:26) THIS MEANS DIFFERENT FROM THE
WHOLE WORK OF CREATION UNTIL THE CREATION OF MAN,
WHEN THE OWNER OF THE BUILDING UTTERED THESE WORDS.
HERE THE CRAFTSMAN UTTERED THE WORDS. The owner of the
building said, It is indeed good that man is made, but he shall sin
before you, because he is foolish, as it is written: "A wise son makes
a glad father, but a foolish son is the grief of his mother" (Mishlei
10:1). THIS MEANS THAT ABA ANNOUNCED THAT THE SIN OF MAN
WOULD NOT AFFECT HIM. IT WOULD AFFECT ONLY IMA, FOR A
FOOLISH SON IS THE GRIEF OF HIS MOTHER.
163. IMA said: Because his sins are related to Ima and not Aba, I
wish to create him in my own image, as it is written: "So Elohim
created man in his own image' (Beresheet 1:27). NOTE THAT IT IS
NOT WRITTEN: 'IN OUR OWN IMAGE," because she did not want
Aba to have any share IN HIS CREATION.

164. When ADAM sinned, it was written: "And for your
transgressions was your mother put away" (Yeshayah 50:1). The
King, WHO IS ABA, said to Ima the mother: Did I not tell you that he
was going to sin? WHY DID YOU CREATE HIM? In that instance, he
exiled him and his Mother. Therefore, it is written: "A wise son
makes a glad father: but a foolish son is the grief of his mother." "A
wise son" alludes to man in THE WORLD OF Atzilut, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, and "a foolish son" alludes to man in THE WORLD OF
Briyah, NAMELY ADAM, WHOSE SOUL COMES FROM THE WORLD
OF BRIYAH.
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165. All the friends rose and said TO RABBI SHIMON IN
ASTONISHMENT, Rabbi, Rabbi, could there be such separation
between Aba and Ima, so much so that what EMANATED from the
aspect of Aba shall be formed in the way of MAN OF Atzilut and that
which emanated from the aspect of Ima shall be FORMED IN THE
WAY OF MAN of Briyah? ARE NOT ABA AND IMA BOTH OF THE
GRADE OF BINAH OF ATZILUT? RABBI SHIMON said to them,
Friends, friends, this is not so, because man of Atzilut is male and
female, MALE from the side of Aba and FEMALE from Ima. This is
why it says, "And Elohim said, Let there be light, and there was
light." "Let there be light" is from the aspect of Aba and "and there
was light" is from the aspect of Ima. So MAN EMANATED doubled
faces.

166. But that MAN OF BRIYAH has neither the image nor likeness OF
ABA AND IMA. The supernal mother had one appellation, "light and
darkness" that adds to 86, which is the number for Elohim. So this
appellation, NAMELY, WITHIN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, combines
light and darkness. Because of the darkness in that appellation, Aba
said that man of Briyah is destined to sin. Because he, MAN OF
BRIYAH, represents the light of the supernal garment--THAT IS, THE
LIGHT OF THIS MAN IS A SUPERIOR GARMENT, BEING THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE-AND BECAUSE SHE COMBINES LIGHT AND
DARKNESS, HE WAS DESTINED TO SIN.
167. That light, WHICH MAN RECEIVES FROM THE UPPER
GARMENT, is the light that the Holy One, blessed be He, created on
the first day OF CREATION. ADAM WAS ABLE TO SEE THROUGH IT
FROM ONE END OF THE UNIVERSE TO THE OTHER; BUT LATER HE
concealed it for the righteous alone. ABOUT THIS LIGHT, IT IS
WRITTEN: "LET THERE BE LIGHT." That darkness, WHICH
DISAPPEARED WITHIN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, was created on
the first day for the wicked. ABOUT THIS DARKNESS, it is written:
"And the wicked shall be silent in darkness" (I Shmuel 2:9). On
account of that darkness, which was destined to result in sin by that
light IN THE SOUL OF MAN, Aba did not wish to partake in his
creation. THIS IS A REFERENCE TO THE TIME WHEN IMA SAID TO
HIM, "LET US MAKE MAN." Therefore, IMA said, "Let us make man in
our image, after our likeness." The words "in our image" MEAN in
that light OF OURS; "after our likeness" MEANS in that darkness OF
OURS, which is a garment for the light. THIS DARKNESS IS
DIFFERENT FROM THE DARKNESS THAT WAS CREATED ON THE
FIRST DAY OF CREATION, ABOUT WHICH IS WRITTEN: "AND THE
WICKED SHALL BE SILENT IN DARKNESS," SINCE THIS
DARKNESS IS NOT A GARMENT FOR THE LIGHT. INSTEAD, IT
CAUSED ADAM TO SIN. BUT THE DARKNESS OF IMA IS A
GARMENT FOR THE LIGHT, just as the body is a garment for the
soul, as it is written: "You have clothed me with skin and flesh" (Iyov
10:11). They all rejoiced and said: How happy is our lot that we had
the privilege to hear words that were not to be heard until now. SO
THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION, WHO SAID, "LET US MAKE MAN"
IS IMA, WHO SAID TO ABA, "LET US MAKE MAN." ELSEWHERE IN
THE WORKS OF CREATION, EVERY PHRASE: "AND...SAID"
APPLIES TO ABA.

15. "I, even I am he"
A discussion between Rabbi Shimon and his students reveals the subtle and profound unity of the Creator. Amid all the dimensions of reality, the Upper and
Lower Worlds, the Ten Sfirot, the vast spiritual network of angels, and the diversity of physical and spiritual matter found everywhere, there is one supreme
Source who wills all of creation into existence.
Our civilization includes many branches of knowledge. Though they appear to be separate and distinct areas of study, we must never forget the penetrating unity
of the Creator, for He is the root, seed, and source of all understanding. Without this realization, a connection to the Light of the Creator is impossible, no matter
how many systems of knowledge we master. Scanning this section opens up our souls to this truth,
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168. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "See now that I,
even I am he, and there is no Elohim with me" (Devarim 32:39). He
said: Friends, listen to ancient words that I wish to reveal after
permission from above has been granted for them to be said. HE
ASKED: Who is he who said, "See now that I, even I, am he?" HE
REPLIED: The cause high above all causes, the one that is called the
'Cause of causes,' IS NOT HIGH ABOVE ALL THE SUPERNAL
BEINGS, BUT INSTEAD is a Cause among all the rest of the causes.
So every single one of these causes shall not do anything unless it
receives permission from the cause above it, as I have stated above
in, "Let us make man." IMA COULD NOT DO ANYTHING WITHOUT
THE CONSENT OF ABA.

169. IN THE PHRASE: "Let us make man..." (Beresheet 1:26), the use
of "us" assuredly alludes to two grades, as each LOWER GRADE
said to the one above it, "Let us make MAN." THE LOWER GRADE
cannot do anything without permission from the one above it and
the one above this one cannot do anything without permission from
its higher neighbor. But the one that is called the Cause above all
causes has no equal above nor below, as it is written: "'To whom
then will you liken me, that I should be his equal,' says the Holy
One" (Yeshayah 40:25). He said, "See now that I, I am He--and there
is no Elohim with Me..." (Devarim 32:39) from whom to take counsel-which is not like that about which it is written: "And Elohim said, Let
us make man..."-WHERE EVERY LOWER GRADE SPOKE TO AN
UPPER GRADE.

170. All the friends stood up and said TO RABBI SHIMON, Rabbi,
grant us permission to speak. Did you not state above that the
Cause of causes said to Keter, "Let us make man." RABBI SHIMON
replied: May your ears listen to what your mouths say. Did I not just
now say that there is one who is called the Causes of causes and
that it is not the one that is called the Cause high above all causes,
because the Cause high above all causes has no equal from whom
to take advice. It is unique, prior to all, and cannot be joined with
another.

171. Because of this, it said, "See now that I, even I am he, and there
is no Elohim with me" from whom to take counsel because it has no
equal or partner or number. However, there is one that designates a
combination; for example, a combination of male and female, about
whom it is written: "For he was but one when I called
him" (Yeshayah 51:2). But it is one without number and without
combination. Therefore, it said, "And there is no Elohim with me."
They all rose, bowed before him and said, Happy is the man whose
Master gives him consent to reveal hidden secrets that were not
even revealed to the holy angels.

172. He said to them, Friends, we should complete this verse
because it contains many secrets. "I kill, and make alive" (Devarim
32:39) MEANS THAT "I kill and I make alive." By the Sfirot, "I make
alive." From the right side, life ENSUES and from the left side, death
ENSUES. But if both do not agree by mediation of the Central
Column--unless all three settle together--judgment cannot be carried
out.
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173. At times, all three agree to execute judgment. Then an
outstretched hand appears to accept those who repent. THAT HAND
(HEB. YAD) IS EQUIVALENT TO FOURTEEN LETTERS: THE FOUR IN
THE SIMPLE FORM OF THE Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei AND TEN IN THE
FULLY SPELLED NAME, Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav,
Hei-Aleph. THE FOUR LETTERS ALLUDE TO THE SFIRAH OF
KETER; THE OTHER TEN TO THE SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH. This is
the Shechinah, which is the right hand from the aspect of Chesed
and the left hand from the aspect of judgment. IT IS ALSO CALLED
THE hand of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei from the aspect of the Central Column,
THE ASPECT OF MERCY. THEREFORE, when a person repents,
these fourteen letters save him from judgment. But when the cause
high above all causes passes judgment, THE HAND IS NOT
OUTSTRETCHED TO ACCEPT THE REPENTANT. ON THE
CONTRARY, "neither is there any that can deliver out of my
hand" (Devarim 32:39).
174. Furthermore, three times it has been said: "I" (Heb. Ani), spelled
with the letters Aleph-Nun-Yud. "I's" in this verse have three times
Aleph IN THEIR BEGINNING AND three times Yud IN THEIR ENDING.
THE THREE YUDS are hinted at in THE COMBINATION OF THE
NAME, WHICH ADDS UP TO 63: Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Yud, Vav-AlephVav, Hei-Yud. THE THREE ALEPHS ARE HINTED AT IN YUD-HEI-VAVHEI, WHICH ADDS UP TO 45: Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-AlephVav, Hei-Aleph. The verse contains three Vavs ('and') IN "and I make
alive..." "and I heal..." and "...and neither is..." THIS is also hinted by
these TWO names.
175. Even with all THE MAJESTY in the verse, the friends have
explained it concerning other Elohim, as it is written: "See now that
I, even I, am he" applies to the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Of
his feminine principle, it is said, "I am (Aleph-Nun-Yud)", NAMELY
THE SHECHINAH; he, NAMELY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
called Vav-Hei-Vav. The phrase: "And there is no Elohim with me"
ALLUDES TO Samael and the Serpent; THAT IS, OTHER ELOHIM.
THEN IT WOULD BE KNOWN THAT SAMAEL AND THE SERPENT
NEVER CAME BETWEEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND
HIS SHECHINAH. "I kill, and I make alive" MEANS THAT THEN IT
SHALL BE KNOWN THAT I kill with my Shechinah whoever is guilty
and "I make alive" with her whoever is innocent. The verse: "Neither
is there any that can deliver out of my hand..." (Devarim 32:39).
refers to the hand (Heb. yad), of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, which has a
numerical value of fourteen; THE FOUR LETTERS OF Yud-Hei-VavHei SIMPLY SPELLED AND THE TEN LETTERS OF THE FULLY
SPELLED NAME WITH ALEPHS, AS Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, VavAleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph; and it is also THE FOURTEEN LETTERS IN
THE NAMES Kaf-Vav-Zayin-Vav, Bet-Mem-Vav-Kaf-Samech-Zayin,
Kaf-Vav-Zayin-Vav. All the explanations are true: THE FIRST
EXPLANATION, THE SECOND ONE, AND THE ONE THAT THE
FRIENDS OFFERED ABOUT THE VERSE. But what is said before is
that it is the Cause of causes--which is the Cause high above all
other-- WHO SAID, "I, I AM HE"? (DEVARIM 32:39) This secret was
not even revealed to all the sages and prophets. IT WAS REVEALED
ONLY TO THE CHOSEN FEW AMONG THEM.
176. Come and behold how many causes, NAMELY GRADES, are
concealed AND NOT KNOWN. They are enclothed and enveloped by
the Sfirot, which are Chariots to them. JUST AS A CHARIOT
MANIFESTS THE EXISTENCE OF ITS DRIVER, SO THE SFIROT
MAKE VISIBLE THE GRADES THAT ARE ENCLOTHED WITH THEM.
These causes are hidden from the thoughts of man. Of them, it is
written: "For there is a high one that watches over him that is
high" (Kohelet 5:7). The lights become brighter AS EACH HIGHER
LIGHT IS BRIGHTER THAN ITS NEIGHBOR. So the recipients are
dimmer than those above them are because they are the recipients,
AND THAT WHICH IS LOWER THAN ITS NEIGHBOR IS DIMMER
THAN ITS NEIGHBOR. No light can bear the presence of the Cause
of causes, because all lights are darkened AND ARE DIMINISHED
before it.

16. "Let us make man" (Part Two)
Rabbi Shimon shares a lesson with his students beginning with a question put forth to the Creator by an angel: Why, the angel asks, did the Creator bother to
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bring man into being, when it is already known that he will sin? Rabbi Shimon explains that when The Creator foresaw the sins of man, He in His infinite wisdom
provided man with the power of repentance. But the students then ask their teacher the next logical question: Why did the Creator go to the bother to create evil
and repentance? Why not just eliminate evil altogether? Rabbi Shimon explains that we were created with the ability to perfect ourselves through free will,
choosing not to respond to our evil urges.
This the only true way to fully evolve the God-like nature within our soul. We must be responsible for our own elevation and growth. During those times when we
fail to use our free will and succumb to evil tendencies, repentance allows us to restore the Light we've lost.
This passage itself provides an opportunity to repent and change our ways. These sacred Hebrew letters, together with a genuine desire to change, can cleanse
us of all negative tendencies. The only requirement is complete trust in the power of the holy Zohar.
177. Another explanation of THE VERSE, "Let us make man in our
image, after our likeness..." (Beresheet 1:26) was given by the
friends as referring to the ministering angels who spoke this phrase
TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. RABBI SHIMON said to them:
Since the angels already know the present and the future, they
already knew that man was destined to sin. Why then did they want
to make man?

178. Not only that, but THE ANGELS Aza and Azael also opposed the
creation of man. When the Shechinah said to the Holy One, blessed
be He, "Let us make man", they responded, "What is man that you
take knowledge of him?" (Tehilim 144:3). Why do You wish to create
man when You know that he shall definitely sin before you, with his
wife, who represents darkness, because the light is the male and
darkness is the feminine principle. SHE IS the Left COLUMN, WHICH
IS CONSIDERED the darkness of creation. At that moment, the
Shechinah said to them: You are destined to fall by the same
reasoning that you denounce, as it is written: "That the sons of
Elohim saw that the daughters of man were fair" (Beresheet 6:2), so
they went astray after them. And the Shechinah took away them from
their holy state.

179. The friends said, Rabbi, Rabbi, Aza and Azael did not lie, AND
THE SHECHINAH SHOULD HAVE ANSWERED THEIR ARGUMENTS,
because man (Adam) definitely was destined to sin by his feminine
principle AS AZA AND AZAEL SAID, AS WRITTEN "THE WOMAN
WHOM YOU DID GIVE TO BE WITH ME, SHE GAVE ME OF THE
TREE, AND I DID EAT" (BERESHEET 3:12). He replied: This is what
the Shechinah said, You, AZA AND AZAEL, have laid accusations
before me that go beyond those of all the hosts above. If you were
better than man in your actions, you would have had a right to
accuse him, but man is destined to sin only with one woman while
you are destined to sin with many women. Therefore, your sins are
greater than those of human beings, as it is written: "The sons of
Elohim saw the daughters of man." It is not written: 'the daughter of
man,' but rather "the daughters of man", WHICH MEANS THAT
THERE WERE MANY WOMEN. As man sinned, I prepared atonement
for him to amend his sin, AS REPENTANCE TAKES PRECEDENCE IN
THE WORLD. BUT FOR THE ANGELS, ATONEMENT HAS NO
EFFECT AT ALL.

180. The friends asked, if so, why all this? IN OTHER WORDS, IF THE
REASON FOR CREATING MAN WAS TO ENABLE HIM TO REPENT
AND ATONE FOR HIS SIN, THEN WHY ALL THIS? IT WOULD HAVE
BEEN BETTER HAD DARKNESS NOT BEEN CREATED IN THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE AND MAN NOT SINNED AT ALL. Rabbi
Shimon replied: If the Holy One, blessed be He, had not created the
evil and good inclinations, which are light and darkness, there would
not have been any precepts or transgressions for the man of Briyah.
So man was created with both LIGHT AND DARKNESS, as it is
written: "See, I have set before you this day life and good, and death
and evil" (Devarim 30:15). THIS IS WHY PRECEPTS AND
TRANSGRESSIONS APPLY TO MEN AND WHY MEN ARE
PRESENTED WITH THE CHOICE BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL. They
asked: why all this? Better had He not created darkness. Then man
would have no reward or punishment AS OPPOSED TO BEING
CREATED AND HAVING TO SIN, THEREBY CAUSING MUCH
DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION.
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181. He answered: It was right to create him thus WITH LIGHT AND
DARKNESS, because the Torah was created for the sake OF MAN,
for it contains punishments for the sinful and rewards for righteous.
Thus, there can be no reward for the righteous or punishment for the
sinful without the man of Briyah, WHO CONSISTS OF LIGHT AND
DARKNESS. IT IS WRITTEN: "He did not create it a wasteland (lit.
'formless'), he created it to be inhabited" (Yeshayah 45:18). THE
WORLD WAS NOT CREATED TO BE FORMLESS, TO BE IN
DARKNESS BECAUSE OF THE SINFUL, BUT "TO BE INHABITED",
WHICH MEANS FOR THE SAKE OF REWARDING THE RIGHTEOUS.
THIS REWARD IS THE CONCEPTION OF THE TORAH, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "FOR THE EARTH SHALL BE FULL OF THE KNOWLEDGE
OF HASHEM" (YESHAYAH 11:9), FOR THE TORAH AND THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ARE ONE AND THE SAME. HAD MAN NOT
BEEN CREATED BY LIGHT AND DARKNESS, WHICH ENABLE HIM
TO CHOOSE BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL AND REWARD AND
PUNISHMENT, THEN THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN NO WAY TO
REVEAL THIS REWARD FOR THE RIGHTEOUS. THIS REWARD
REFERS TO WHAT IS ATTAINED FROM THE TORAH THAT WAS
CREATED FOR HIS SAKE. THE FRIENDS said, Indeed, we have
certainly now heard what we had never heard before. It is now clear
that the Holy One, blessed be He, did not create anything that He did
not require.
182. Furthermore, the Torah of Briyah, WHICH CONSISTS OF LIGHT
AND DARKNESS AND REWARD AND PUNISHMENT, is the clothing
of the Shechinah. If man had not been created, the Shechinah would
have remained without clothing, like a pauper WHO HAS NO
CLOTHES. Therefore, whoever sins acts as if he is stripping the
Shechinah of her garments. This is the punishment for the man WHO
SINS.

183. Whoever performs the precepts of the Torah acts as if he is
dressing the Shechinah in her garments. According to this, THE
VERSE about the garment of the Tzitzit reads, "For that is his only
covering, it is his raiment for his skin: in what shall he
sleep?" (Shemot 22:26). THIS APPLIES DURING THE PERIOD in
exile, BECAUSE THEN THE SHECHINAH, DUE TO THE SINS OF
YISRAEL, LOST HER GARMENTS. Come and behold: Darkness is
THE SECRET OF black in the Torah (THE BLACK INK WITH WHICH
THE LETTERS ARE WRITTEN). Light is the white in the Torah,
REFERRING TO THE PARCHMENTS ON WHICH THE LETTERS ARE
WRITTEN.

17. "A prayer of the poor"
The most important benefit of prayer is its ability to remove all negative and egocentric attributes from human nature. This power of a prayer is activated when a
our consciousness is imbued with humility and a sense of spiritual poverty. We can attain these qualities by perusing this section with an open heart.
184. If the prayer is not complete, many angles of destruction pursue
it, as it is written: "All her prosecutors overtook her within the
straits" (Eichah 1:3). This is why people pray, "But he was full of
compassion, forgiving iniquity..." (Tehilim 78:38) AGAINST THE
FOUR KLIPOT. "INIQUITY" REFERS TO Samael, who is the Serpent;
"and he did not destroy" alludes to the destroyer; "often he turned
away his anger" refers to THE KLIPAH CALLED anger; and "not
stirring up all his wrath" refers to THE KLIPAH CALLED wrath. AND
WE PRAY that these FOUR KLIPOT do not pursue the prayer, as
many angels of destruction are attached to these KLIPOT. There are
seven ministers, who have 70 more attached to them. Those 70 bring
allegations in each and every firmament through which the prayer
passes and 700 million angels of destruction are attached to them.
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185. If the prayer ascends in perfection, with the precept of covering
of TALIT AND Tfilin of the head and of the arm, it is said of them: "All
the peoples of the earth shall see that you are called by the name of
Hashem; and they shall be afraid of you" (Devarim 28:10). The
phrase: "The name of Hashem" has already been explained as the
Tfilin of the head. Whoever sees the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei over the
head in the prayer, which is the NAME Adonai, shall immediately
flee, as it is written: "A thousand shall fall at your side" (Tehilim
91:7).

186. Because Ya'akov saw through the Holy Spirit the oppression of
the last exile, in the end of days, it is said of him, "Ya'akov was
greatly afraid and distressed" (Beresheet 32:8). As a result, he
divided the holy nation in exile into three parts, as it is written: "And
he put the handmaids and their children foremost" (Beresheet 33:2).
THIS MEANS at first in the exile of Edom, "and Leah and her children
after, and Rachel and Yosef last of all." Because he saw their
eventual poverty and suffering, HE PRAYED FOR THEM: "So that I
come back to my father's house in peace" (Beresheet 28:21), SO
THAT THEY MAY HAVE THE MERIT TO BE REDEEMED AND
RETURN TO THE TEMPLE. He said IN PRAYER: "And will give me
bread to eat, and clothing to wear" (Ibid.), THAT THE KLIPOT WILL
NOT OVERCOME THEM TO STOP THEIR ABUNDANCE.

187. Because of this exile, David described THE SHECHINAH AS
"hungry, and weary, and thirsty, in the wilderness" (II Shmuel 17:29),
because he saw the Shechinah desolate and withering and then
joined in her sorrow. After he saw that the children of Yisrael
repented with joy, he composed ten types of psalms. At the end of
them all, he said, it is written: "A prayer of the afflicted (lit. 'poor'),
when he faints..." (Tehilim 102:1). This prayer encompasses all other
prayers AND ASCENDS BEFORE ALL OTHER PRAYERS. THE
OTHER PRAYERS, SUNG WITH A MELODY, ARE DELAYED IN
BEING PRESENTED BEFORE THE KING, AND DID NOT ENTER,
UNTIL THE PRAYER OF THE POOR DOES. This is why THE PRAYER
OF the poor comes before all the others.
188. HE ASKED: Which is the prayer of the poor? HE ANSWERED: It
is the evening prayer, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE WHEN
SHE IS ON HER OWN WITHOUT HER HUSBAND. Since she is
without her husband, she is poor and withered, LACKING ALL
ABUNDANCE, and may be taken freely by anyone, MEANING THAT
ANYONE MAY ENSLAVE HER FOR HIS OWN PURPOSES. The
Righteous is withered and poor. This refers to the seed of Ya'akov,
which is under the rule of all nations of the world; THAT IS, ALL
NATIONS ENSLAVE THEM AND RULE OVER THEM. This is similar to
the evening prayer, because it is the aspect of night in the exile.
JUST AS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IN THE ASPECT OF THE
EVENING PRAYER IS FREE FOR THE TAKING BY ALL, THE
DESCENDANTS OF YA'AKOV IN EXILE ARE UNDER THE RULE OF
THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD.
189. The prayer of Shabbat is a charity given to the poor as the
sages of the Mishnah explained that the sun during Shabbat is
charity given to the poor. Therefore, on all weekdays, a person
should make himself a pauper at the gate of the King during the
prayer of Amidah for the sake of the Shechinah, WHICH MEANS
THAT HE SHOULD PARTICIPATE IN THE SORROW OF THE
SHECHINAH AS DID DAVID. He should cover himself with the proper
vestments, NAMELY TALIT WITH TZITZIT, as a poor man stands at
the gate to the temple OF THE KING, who is Adonai, because THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'ADONAI' adds up to that of 'temple' (Heb.
heichal). This is WHY IT IS SAID, "Adonai, open my lips..." (Tehilim
51:17).
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190. When a person opens his lips DURING THE WEEKDAYS at the
evening prayer, an eagle descends to carry the prayer of the night
upon its wings. THIS EAGLE IS CALLED Nuriel. It is called Uriel from
the aspect of Chesed and Nuriel from the aspect of Gvurah, which is
a burning fire about which it is written: "A fiery stream issued and
came forth" (Daniel 7:10).

191. During the morning prayer, the lion descends to receive the
prayer with its four arms and wings - as every living creature has
four wings. This is THE ANGEL Michael. During the afternoon prayer,
the ox descends to receive the prayer with its horns and wings, and
this is THE ANGEL Gavriel.

192. On Shabbat, the Holy One, blessed be He--ZEIR ANPIN-descends with the three Patriarchs--CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET--to receive his only daughter through them, REFERRING
TO THE PRAYER WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. This is the
secret of the Shabbat WHICH CONSISTS OF Shin and Bat (daughter).
THE THREE LINES OF THE LETTER SHIN REFER TO THE THREE
PATRIARCHS. THROUGH THEM, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
RECEIVES THE PRAYER, SHABBAT, HIS ONLY DAUGHTER. At that
time, the celestial living creatures that are called by the name YudHei-Vav-Hei say, as it is written: "Lift up your heads, O you gates;
and lift them up, you everlasting doors; that the King of glory may
come in" (Tehilim 24:9).
193. At this time, seven chambers are opened. The first chamber is
the chamber of love, the second is the chamber of awe, the third is
the chamber of mercy, the fourth is the chamber of prophecy FROM
THE ASPECT of the shining mirror, the fifth is the chamber of
prophecy FROM THE ASPECT of the opaque mirror, the sixth is the
chamber of justice and the seventh chamber is in the chamber of
judgment. THESE CHAMBERS CORRESPOND TO THE SEVEN
SFIROT. THE CHAMBER OF LOVE IS CHESED, AWE IS GVURAH,
MERCY IS TIFERET, THE SHINING MIRROR IS NETZACH, THE
OPAQUE MIRROR IS HOD, JUSTICE IS YESOD AND JUDGMENT IS
MALCHUT.
194. About them, it is written: "Beresheet" which consists of Bara
Sheet (lit. 'created six'), ALLUDING TO THE CREATION OF THE SIX
CHAMBERS; and Elohim is in the seventh chamber. There are seven
chambers below, and seven chambers above. The seven voices that
correspond to them APPEAR IN THE PSALM, "Ascribe to
Hashem" (Tehilim 29:1), which includes eighteen mentions OF THE
NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. By these mentions, the Holy One, blessed
be He, glides through eighteen worlds ACCORDING TO THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE: "The chariots of Elohim are twice ten thousand,
thousands upon thousands..." (Tehilim 68:18) and there are 180,000
worlds. Many guardians of the gates stand before the chambers to
receive the prayers and no prayer enters without being measured
and weighed.
195. No one can stand before the gate of prayers AND PREVENT
ANY PRAYER FROM ENTERING. Of such a one it is written: "They
shall not be put to shame, but they shall speak with the enemies in
the gate" (Tehilim 127:5). This is the gate of the King, NAMELY THE
GATE OF THE CHAMBER. Since the prayer is a precept and is the
Shechinah, NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and
the Torah is the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, they
must not be separated. The Torah and the precept should be
elevated through love and awe. All the precepts, positive and
negative, derive from the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei as this secret has
been explained. The letters in "my name (Heb. Shmi)" together with
the letters Yud-Hei ADD UP TO 365 negative precepts, and "my
memorial (Heb. Zichri)" (Shemot 3:15) together with the letters YudHei ADD UP TO 248 positive precepts. So here IN THE NAME YUDHEI-VAV-HEI, there are 365 NEGATIVE PRECEPTS and 248 POSITIVE
PRECEPTS, NAMELY 365 FROM THE LETTERS YUD-HEI AND 248
FROM THE LETTERS VAV-HEI. HENCE, ALL 613 PRECEPTS
EXTEND FROM THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI.
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196. There are the 248 words in Kriat Shma that were given in love
and awe, and that are contained in the letter Hei OF THE NAME YUDHEI-VAV-HEI. Therefore, THE BLESSING: 'He who chooses his
nation Yisrael with love,' is RECITED BEFORE THE SHMA PRAYER
TO INDICATE THAT WE DRAW SOLELY THE ASPECT OF LOVE,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS. These
248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS are included within Avraham, BECAUSE
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF AVRAHAM EQUALS 248 AND HE IS
THE ASPECT OF LOVE. It is written of him: "The seed of Avraham
my friend" (Yeshayah 41:8).

197. NOTE: THIS PARAGRAPH STARTS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
ISSUE. Tfilin symbolize strength, as they were given from the aspect
of awe, which is the left. This is THE NAME the fear of Yitzchak,
because all the prosecutors ascend to demand all the judgments
THROUGHOUT THE WORLDS. Thus, it is written: "And by the arm of
his strength" (Yeshayah 62:8), which refers to the Tfilin BECAUSE
Yud-Hei is the aspect of awe and Vav-Hei is the aspect of love. This
is why it is written: "Love Hashem, all his pious ones" (Tehilim
31:24). BUT Tiferet of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei comprises all, AS IT IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH INCLUDES THE OTHER TWO
COLUMNS, AVRAHAM WHO IS VAV-HEI AND YITZCHAK WHO IS
YUD-HEI. Hence it says of Ya'akov, "And, behold, Hashem stood
above it" (Beresheet 28:13). THIS WAS NOT MENTIONED IN
RELATION TO AVRAHAM OR YITZCHAK, BECAUSE YA'AKOV IS
THE ASPECT OF TIFERET, WHICH IS ALL - INCLUSIVE, SINCE IT IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. WHEN CALLED BY THE NAME YA'AKOV,
HE INCLUDES THE ATTRIBUTE OF AVRAHAM, VAV-HEI, AND THE
248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS. Later, when he was called Yisrael, he was
elevated through Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, HeiAleph. The secret of YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH
ALEPH, APPEARS IN THE EXPRESSION THAT Yisrael was thought
of to be created because thought (Heb. machshavah) consists of the
letters Chashav-Mah (he thought of Mem-Hei). MEM-HEI REFERS TO
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH in which the holy
name lies. Because of Ya'akov, who is called Yisrael, it is written:
"So Elohim created man in his own image" (Beresheet 1:27) after the
likeness of his Master.
198. Children, longevity and sustenance are DRAWN DOWN TO THE
LOWER BEINGS ONLY through the aspect of the Central Column,
about which it is written: "Yisrael is my son, my firstborn" (Shemot
4:22). This is the Tree of Life, AS IT IS WRITTEN: It is a tree "with
food for all" (Daniel 4:9). And for the Shechinah, WHICH DWELLS
AMONG THE LOWER BEINGS ONLY, the children of Yisrael below
are considered her life, the Torah her sustenance, and prayer an
offering--WHICH OFFERS THE SHECHINAH FOR A UNION WITH
ZEIR ANPIN. During the exile, it is said THAT THE SHECHINAH SAID
TO HER HUSBAND, ZEIR ANPIN, "Give me children, or else I
die" (Beresheet 30:1).
199. The Shechinah is an offering for the Holy One, blessed be He,
which he receives with both the right and the left arm, and with the
body. HIS MATING WITH HER IS ACCOMPLISHED BY THE
RIGHTEOUS, WHO IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED THE SIGN. THIS IS
THE SIGN OF THE TFILIN, OF SHABBAT AND OF THE HOLIDAYS. So
when PRAYER, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, ascends to ZEIR ANPIN,
she should be joined with him with all ten Sfirot, because there can
be no holiness with fewer than ten, which is his own holiness--HIS
BLESSING AND UNITY. Therefore, when a person wishes his prayer
to ascend, he should raise it with all the vowels, NAMELY THE
VOWELS OF THE CANTILLATION MARKS AND THE DOTS-BECAUSE THE LETTERS ARE THE HORSES, THE VOWELS THE
HORSEMEN, AND THE CANTILLATION MARKS THE WEAPONS. If
the Serpent plans on disrupting the prayer, one should prepare a
slingshot against it, and the secret behind its issue lies in Search,
Maker, Shofar Holech, Segolta IN THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE.
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18. The slingshot
The higher spiritual atmospheres are teeming with negative angels and other entities. These create obstructions to prevent our prayers from reaching their
intended destinations. As a result, our prayers may go unanswered. The Zohar reveals a complex process that propels our prayers onto their designated target.
Simply by scanning these verses, we can provide our prayers with the necessary assistance to penetrate all the upper worlds and to reach our Creator, the true
source of all blessings.
200. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: Listen, all you
celestial beings. Gather, all you earthly beings, the masters of the
Yeshivah above and below. Eliyahu, upon an oath, ask permission
from the Holy One, blessed be He, to come down here because a
great battle awaits you. Come down, Chanoch Matatron, you and all
the masters of the Yeshivot under your supervision. I did not do this
for my glory, but for the glory of the Shechinah.

201. RABBI SHIMON began again EXPLAINING ZARKA, MAKAF, AND
SO ON, saying: Assuredly by the cantillation mark, Zarka, the prayer
should be elevated to that known place, just as one aims the stone in
a slingshot. Just as one aims the stone carefully, so as not to miss
the target, so should thought be elevated with devotional prayer TO
THAT CROWN, which is the crowned and all-inclusive stone. Of this,
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, it is said that whoever stands upright
should stand upright with the mention of the Name. THIS MEANS
THAT THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE SHOULD BE ELEVATED TO THAT
PLACE FROM WHICH SHE WAS TAKEN.
202. In that place, where he elevates her to her husband,
REFERRING TO THE LEVEL EQUAL TO THE CROWN OF HER
HUSBAND, one should not stop praying, even though a snake is
wound around his feet and even though it is written: "And you shall
bruise his heel" (Beresheet 3:15). Nevertheless, the stone is hinted
at by the letter Yud in Ya'akov, WHICH IS COMPOSED OF YUD AND
AKEV (HEEL), as it is written: "From thence from the shepherd, the
stone of Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:24). One should not stop ELEVATING
HER to that place from where she was taken. One should elevate her
from the Central Column to the Endless. When he brings her down
FROM THE ENDLESS, it is said of him: Whoever kneels, kneels with
the mention of 'Baruch' (May he be blessed), because he should
bring her up to the Infinite endlessly, and not cause any separation
between her AND ZEIR ANPIN above or below.
203. Sometimes he is her husband ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF
the letter Vav THAT ALLUDES TO YESOD, the Righteous who
includes six parts of the two legs, NETZACH AND HOD. Then she,
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, descends toward him FOR THE
PURPOSE OF MATING ACCORDING TO THE SECRET of the two
legs, NETZACH AND HOD. But at other times, he is her husband
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF the letter Vav THAT ALLUDES TO
TIFERET, which includes six parts of the two arms--THE BEGINNING,
MIDDLE AND END OF CHESED AND GVURAH. Then THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE GROWS AND ascends through the two arms. At other
times, ZEIR ANPIN is her husband AND STANDS between Aba and
Ima. THIS IS WHEN HE IS CALLED the son of Yud-Hei, and THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE should be elevated there to him FOR MATING.
At other times, HER HUSBAND IS KETER WITH the letter Vav
inserted between the two letters Yud, like this: Aleph. Then THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE should be elevated to him, AS SHE GROWS
WITH HIM AND REACHES EXACTLY THE SAME LEVEL AS HE
DOES, NAMELY THE LEVEL OF KETER. When THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE ascends TO KETER, it is written of her, "The stone which
the builders rejected has become the head stone of the
corner" (Tehilim 118:22).
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204. When she rises up to the Head of all Heads--NAMELY THE
UNKNOWN HEAD, THE SECRET OF THE ENDLESS--the angels ask,
'Where is the place of His Glory to admire Him?' And when THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE rises TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHEN SHE IS in the
form of Aleph, she becomes Keter, a crown on the head of the Aleph.
When she descends FROM WHEREVER SHE WAS, NAMELY IN THE
ALEPH, SHE BECOMES a point underneath THE LETTER VAV
WITHIN THE ALEPH. So when THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE rises, she
is called a crown according to the secret of the intonations, and
when she descends, she is called a point. When she mates with ZEIR
ANPIN, it is in the form of the vowel Shuruk. When she is a crown on
the head OF ZEIR ANPIN, she is named after the letter Zayin, AS THE
FORM OF VAV IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IN
THE CROWN ON HIS HEAD IS ZAYIN. The sign of the covenant,
WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, consists of this LETTER ZAYIN,
because it is the seventh letter in all.

205. Indeed, this stone--NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE--is the construction for all the worlds.
Because of this, IT IS WRITTEN OF HER, "But you shall have a
perfect and just weight (lit. 'stone')..." (Devarim 25:15). She is a
measurement between each and every Sfirah, and every Sfirah
amounts with her to ten SFIROT. Her size is the letter Vav. Through
her, every cubit between each and every Sfirah becomes ten cubits.
This is the secret of the verse: "Ten cubits shall be the length of a
board" (Shemot 26:16) and between them all, she ADDS UP TO 100
SFIROT. She is ten between every Sfirah and ten multiplied by ten
totals one hundred, and when THE WORD Me'ah ('one hundred') is
reversed, IT BECOMES amah (one cubit).

206. Each and every measurement THAT MALCHUT MEASURES is
called a World; THAT IS, A GRADE OF ITS OWN. Every one is a Yud
and a Vav THAT SHOW a size and a measurement. The Vav is the
weight OF THE LIGHT and the Yud is the measurement of it. The size
of the measurement is five cubits long and five cubits wide. This
corresponds to the size of every firmament, which is 500 parasangs
long and five hundred parasangs wide. This is THE SECRET OF the
two Heis IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI; THE FIRST HEI ALLUDES
TO WIDTH AND THE LOWER HEI TO LENGTH, AS EXPLAINED
ELSEWHERE.
207. So here you have the stature of Zeir Anpin in the letters Yud-HeiVav-Hei, because the letter Vav ALLUDES TO Tiferet of the heavens,
NAMELY TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. Its five firmaments--NAMELY,
THE LAST HEI OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH HAS A NUMERICAL
VALUE OF FIVE--are called "the (Heb. Hei) heavens." THIS IS THE
ADDITIONAL HEI THAT INDICATES the five firmaments included in
'the heavens.' The upper five FIRMAMENTS are CALLED the
'heavens of the heavens.' These are Hei-Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI,
BECAUSE THE FIRST HEI ALLUDES TO THE UPPER FIRMAMENTS
AND THE SECOND HEI ALLUDES TO THE LOWER FIRMAMENTS.
The letter Vav is their sixth FIRMAMENT. VAV OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI
IS TIFERET, WHICH INCLUDES THE FIVE FIRMAMENTS. IT ITSELF IS
CONSIDERED THE SIXTH FIRMAMENT. Yud OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI IS
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH BECOMES the seventh
FIRMAMENT, and seven plus seven total fourteen. Here are those
lands, seven upon seven lands that cover each other like rings of an
onion, WHICH SURROUND EACH OTHER ON ALL SIDES. And the
two eyes are their hints, BECAUSE THE THREE COLORS--WHITE,
RED AND GREEN--ARE EQUIVALENT TO CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET. ITS WHITE COLOR IS CHESED, ITS RED STREAKS ARE
GVURAH AND ITS GREEN HUE IS TIFERET. THE TWO EYELIDS ARE
NETZACH AND HOD, THE EYE ITSELF IS YESOD AND THE BLACK
DOT IS MALCHUT.
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208. The Yud IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI is called a small, or
short, world. The Vav IN YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS TIFERET, is
the long world. Whomever wishes that his desires be fulfilled by the
long world should pray at length, and whoever prays to the short
world should pray quickly. Therefore, it has been explained that in a
place where they are told to make it short, REFERRING TO THE
LETTER YUD, a person should not pray at length. To pray quickly IS
LIKE THE PRAYER OF MOSHE, WHO RECITED THE FOLLOWING
SHORT PRAYER, "Heal her now, El, I pray you" (Bemidbar 12:13), AS
HE ADDRESSED the letter Yud, WHICH IS THE SMALL, OR SHORT,
WORLD.
209. THE PLACE WHERE IT WAS RECOMMENDED that one should
pray at length--DURING TIMES WHEN ONE IS NOT ALLOWED TO
CURTAIL THE PRAYER--STEMS FROM AN ASPECT OF THE LETTER
VAV, as in 'to fall down,' AS MOSHE DID. THE VERSE: "And I fell
down (Va'etnapal) before Hashem, as at the first..." (Devarim 9:18) IS
RELATED TO THE LETTER PE, BECAUSE "40 days and 40 nights"
ADD UP TO 80, WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF PE. SO ALL
THIS RELATES TO THE SECRET OF THE LETTERS PE AND VAV,
WHICH APPEAR IN THE HEBREW WORD 'VA'ETNAPAL'. Everything
APPEARS IN THE TWO Mems, ONE OPEN MEM AND ONE CLOSED
MEM, WITH THE Yud as a point in the middle, which forms the word
Mayim (water). From the aspect of Chesed, one should pray at length.
210. In the holy name, Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei ascends to the fourth TUNE
OF THE INTONATIONS. And one should prolong this intonation,
WHICH IS THE FOURTH ONE OVER THE NAME OF YUD-HEI-VAVHEI, which is the secret of the Teki'ah (long blowing of the Shofar).
THE PLACE to make it short is at the aspect OF GVURAH, AT THE
INTONATIONS of Shevarim (short blowings of the Shofar). THIS IS
CALLED THE TEVIR (ARAM. BREAK) OF THE INTONATIONS. The
middle, which is neither prolonged nor shortened, is THE SECRET
OF Teru'ah (a succession of tremulous notes of the Shofar). This is
the Central Column and IS THE SECRET OF THE INTONATION
CALLED Shalshelet (lit. 'chain'), which chains both THE RIGHT AND
LEFT COLUMNS, AS IT INTERTWINES THEM ACCORDING TO THE
SECRET OF the holy Shekel.
211. Corresponding to the fourth INTONATION, which ascends BY
THE INTONATION, there is the Cholam AMONG THE POINTS
(VOWELS), WHICH IS ALSO RELATED TO CHESED. The Shevarim,
OR THE TEVIR OF THE INTONATION, is equivalent to the POINT OF
Sheva. In PRONOUNCING this, THE FOURTH TUNE, one should raise
his voice and in PRONOUNCING the other, REFERRING TO THE
TEVIR, WHICH IS GVURAH, one should lower his voice. Because of
this, it is CALLED Shevarim (DERIVED FROM THE HEB. FOR
'BREAK') AS THE VOICE SHOULD BE LOWERED (LIT. 'BROKEN').
This is done in secret, as it is written of the lower Shechinah: "But
her voice was not heard" (I Shmuel 1:13). Teru'ah is THE SECRET OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS CALLED Shalshelet. This is
ALSO THE SECRET OF the Yud, LOCATED BETWEEN THE TWO
MEMS OF "40 DAYS AND 40 NIGHTS." This is THE SECRET OF
Segolta AMONG THE INTONATIONS
212. RABBI SHIMON said: Zarka, Makaf, Shofar Holech, Segolta. The
Point of the right, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE POINT OF
CHOLAM AND CHESED, is 'Hashem reigns.' The point of the left,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SHURUK OR SHEVA AND GVURAH,
is 'Hashem reigned.' The point of the middle, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE POINT OF CHIRIK, TIFERET, is 'Hashem shall reign.' Rabbi
Acha said: 'Hashem reigns' is the supernal world, 'Hashem reigned'
is Tiferet and 'Hashem shall reign' is the Ark of the Covenant.
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213. The Revi'i (fourth) OF THE CANTILLATION MARKS is for raising
the voice, the Tevir of the cantillation marks is for lowering the pitch.
Shalshelet holds to the two columns like a chain AND JOINS THEM
TO EACH OTHER. It is like the Revi'i, with which one prolongs the
word WITH MELODY. It is a point like the Cholam. There is no point
AMONG THE POINTS that does not have a corresponding
cantillation mark. For example, the vowel Segol corresponds to the
Segolta intonation, the vowel Sheva corresponds to the intonation
Zakef gadol. There is always a vowel corresponding to a cantillation
mark for all those who know the hidden secrets.

19. He creates worlds and destroys them
The students ask Rabbi Shimon why God created so many thousands of worlds only to destroy them all. The Master explains that "worlds" is a code word that
refers to all the souls of creation. "Destroying the worlds" refers to those souls who fail to walk a spiritual path and instead choose evil. These souls are the
"worlds" who are eventually destroyed by their own impure actions.
Though many worthy spiritual paths have existed throughout history, they will eventually converge into the single path presented to humanity during the
revelation on Mount Sinai. This realization is awakened in us by the spiritual truth that emanates from these passages.
214. "These are the generations of the heavens and the
earth" (Beresheet 2:4). It has been established that wherever it is
written: "These (Heb. Eleh)", it cancels everything that was
mentioned before. So the use of the word "These" CONCEALS the
generations of Tohu (without form), WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT
OF THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, hinted at in the verse: "And the
earth was without form" (Beresheet 1:2). In reference to those
GENERATIONS OF TOHU, it is said that the Holy One, blessed be He,
created worlds and destroyed them, MEANING THAT IT WAS
WITHOUT FORM BECAUSE HE DESTROYED THEM. Thus, it is
written: "The earth was without form and void." BUT THE
GENERATIONS OF "THESE", WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT
SWEETENED BY MERCY, SURVIVED.
215. HE ASKED: Why did the Holy One, blessed be He, create the
worlds IN THE FIRST PLACE, if He intended to destroy them? It
would have been better had He not created them at all. But there
certainly must be a secret here. What is the meaning of, 'He
destroyed them'? It cannot be that the Holy One, blessed be He,
destroyed the makings of His own hands. Furthermore, these are the
heavens about which it is said, "For the heavens shall vanish away
like smoke..." (Yeshayah 51:6). If it is so, then the Holy One, blessed
be He, first created and then destroyed WHAT HE HAD CREATED,
WHICH IS POSSIBLE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, BUT NOT FOR THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
216. The secret is that the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
world by the Torah, as it is written: "In the beginning" (Beresheet
1:1), WHICH IS THE TORAH, about which is written: "Hashem
created me as the beginning of his way..." (Mishlei 8:22). SO THE
TORAH CALLS ITSELF BEGINNING. And by this beginning, NAMELY
THE TORAH, He created the heavens and the earth, REFERRING TO
THE SUPERNAL HEAVENS AND EARTH, WHICH ARE THE UPPER
SIX SFIROT OF BINAH, WHICH ARE HINTED AT IN THE PHRASE
BARA SHEET (HE CREATED SIX). He supported them by THE
TORAH, for the Covenant is included in "Beresheet (In the
beginning)." AS BERESHEET IS COMPOSED OF COVENANT OF
FIRE (HEB. BRIT ESH), as it is written: "If my covenant were not day
and night, it is as if I have not established the ordinances of heaven
and earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). ACCORDINGLY, THE HEAVENS AND
THE EARTH ARE SUPPORTED BY THE TORAH, AND THEIR
EXISTENCE DEPENDS ON THE PRESERVATION OF THE COVENANT
OF BERESHEET, WHICH IS THE TORAH. These HEAVENS THAT
WERE CREATED AND ARE SUPPORTED BY THE TORAH are
described IN THE VERSE: "The heavens are the heavens of
Hashem" (Tehilim 115:16). And THE EARTH THAT WAS CREATED
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TORAH IS CALLED the land of the living.
It comprises seven lands, about which King David said, "I will walk
before Hashem in the lands of the living" (Tehilim 116:9). THEY ARE
CALLED "THE LANDS OF THE LIVING", TO INDICATE THAT THEY
ARE RELATED TO BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED LIVING ELOHIM, AS
THESE HEAVENS AND EARTH ORIGINATE IN BINAH.
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217. AFTER THEM, He created the heavens and the earth upon form,
without any foundation (Yesod)--which is the Covenant--to support
them. THIS REFERS TO THE LOWER HEAVENS AND THE EARTH,
WHICH SYMBOLIZE THE MALE AND THE FEMALE, BEFORE
MALCHUT WAS SWEETENED WITH BINAH, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"AND THE EARTH WAS WITHOUT FORM." Because of this situation,
the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to give the Torah, which
represents the covenant of circumcision, to the nations of the world,
BECAUSE ADHERENCE TO THE COVENANT OF CIRCUMCISION
WOULD HAVE SWEETENED MALCHUT BY BINAH. SO THE MOCHIN,
WHICH IS CALLED THE TORAH, WOULD HAVE BEEN REVEALED
UPON THEM, but because they did not want to receive it, the land
remained parched and dry.
218. This is why IT IS WRITTEN: "Let the waters under the heaven be
gathered together to one place, and let the dry land
appear" (Beresheet 1:9). "...the waters" ALLUDES TO the Torah, "to
one place" means Yisrael, because the souls of Yisrael come from
that place, about which it is written: "Blessed be the glory of
Hashem from his place" (Yechezkel 3:12). "The glory of Hashem" IS
the lower Shechinah, NAMELY, MALCHUT, AND "from his place" IS
the upper Shechinah, NAMELY BINAH. ACCORDINGLY, BINAH IS
CALLED 'PLACE'. And since their souls come from there, FROM
BINAH, then certainly THE NAME Yud Hei-Vav-Hei rests on them. It is
written about them: "For Hashem's portion is his people" (Devarim
32:9). This is THE MEANING OF THE VERSE: "Let the waters be
gathered together to one place." WATER REFERS TO THE TORAH,
AND "ONE PLACE" TO YISRAEL, THE RECIPIENTS OF THE TORAH,
AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. THIS EXCLUDES THOSE NATIONS IN THE
WORLD THAT DID NOT WISH TO RECEIVE THE TORAH, BECAUSE
OF WHOM THE LAND REMAINED DESOLATE AND DRY.
219. The Torah symbolizes the settling of the world, BECAUSE THE
WORLD WAS CREATED BY IT AND EXISTS UPON IT. The nations of
the world who did not accept it have remained wasted and
destroyed. This is THE MEANING OF THE PHRASE that the Holy
One, blessed be He, created worlds and destroyed them. IT REFERS
TO those who did not maintain the precepts of the Torah AND DID
NOT ELEVATE MALCHUT TO BINAH TO BE SWEETENED BY THE
ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY. SO THE WORLD IS DESOLATE FOR THEM.
It does not mean that He destroyed and shattered His own makings,
REFERING TO THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH AND ALL THAT
THERE IS, as people may presume IN EXPLAINING THIS PHRASE.
Why should He destroy His own children, YISRAEL, about whom it is
written: "Behibar'am" (when they were created) (Beresheet 2:4). Behibar'am MEANS THAT they were created by the letter Hei (Be Hei
Bera'am), BY MALCHUT THAT WAS SWEETENED BY THE
ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY IN BINAH. ONCE THEY ARE PERFECTED BY
BINAH, THEY ARE SUITED TO THE DESIRE OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. THEREFORE, WHY SHOULD HE DESTROY THEM?
220. Because of those among the nations of the world who
converted to Judaism, the small letter Hei (= five) of Avraham fell
down during the fifth millennium, which is Hei. This FIFTH
MILLENNIUM is wasted and dried up, AS DESCRIBED IN THE
VERSE: "AND THE RIVER SHALL BE WASTED AND DRIED
UP" (YESHAYAH 19:5). "Wasted" REFERS TO the first Temple and
"and dried up" to the second Temple.
221. Moshe wanted to bring the proselytes under the wings of the
Shechinah and presumed that they also were drawn down from
MALCHUT THAT IS SWEETENED BY THE ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY,
WHICH IS the SMALL Hei. Thus, he drew down THE MOCHIN OF this
SMALL Hei of Avraham. THE PROSELYTES brought upon him
descent, as it is written: "Go, get you down, for your people...have
become corrupt" (Shemot 32:7), WHICH MEANS THAT THEY
CAUSED THE NATION OF YISRAEL TO SIN WITH THE GOLDEN
CALF. They did not receive THE MOCHIN OF the small Hei, in awe of
the letter Yud OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI and with love of the letter Hei. So
he descended from his grade, which is the letter Vav.
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222. So the letter Vav OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI came down together with
MOSHE TO GUARD HIM so he does not perish among them, because
according to the secret of reincarnation, he was destined to mingle
among the mixed multitude in exile, whose souls originated from the
aspect of those of whom it is written: "For the heavens shall vanish
away like smoke" (Yeshayah 51:6). These are the ones for whom
Noach did not plea for mercy. About them, it is written: "They were
destroyed from the earth" (Beresheet 7:23), because they came from
those of whom it is said, "You shall blot out the remembrance of
Amalek" (Devarim 25:19). Moshe did not protect himself from them
and dropped the SMALL Hei among them. For this reason, he shall
not enter the land of Yisrael until he brings the Hei back to its place.
This is also why he fell from his grade, and the letter Vav OF YUDHEI-VAV-HEI descended with him. Because of this, the letter Hei fell
down and the letter Vav of Moshe shall raise it up.

223. It was through this small Hei, the Hei of Avraham, which is the
letter Hei in Behibar'am that Moshe received assistance, and it is
written of him: "That caused his glorious arm to go at the right hand
of Moshe" (Yeshayah 63:12). He took it from there, FROM AMONG
THE KLIPOT, by the power of the letter Vav and brought it with him.
Immediately, the letters Yud-Hei rested on it, ON THE LOWER HEI,
and the vow was fulfilled, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE: "For Yah has sworn by his throne (Heb. kes, Kaf-Samech)
that Hashem will have war" (Shemot 17:16). UNTIL THIS HAPPENED,
THE NAME WAS INCOMPLETE, LACKING THE VAV-HEI AND THE
THRONE - KISE (KAF-SAMECH-ALEPH) WAS INCOMPLETE
BECAUSE IT LACKED THE LETTER ALEPH. BUT NOW, THE NAME
HAS ACHIEVED PERFECTION AND IS COMPLETED BY THE
LETTERS VAV-HEI, AND THE THRONE IS ALSO COMPLETED WITH
THE LETTER ALEPH. HE ASKED: What is THE MEANING OF: "From
generation to generation" IN THE VERSE: "HASHEM WILL HAVE
WAR WITH AMALEK FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION"? HE
REPLIED, This is Moshe, about whom it is written: "One generation
passes away, and another generation comes..." (Kohelet 1:4). It has
already been explained that one generation contains no fewer than
600,000. It is said that one woman gave birth in Egypt (Egypt) to
600,000 in one belly. THIS MEANS MOSHE, FOR MOSHE IS
EQUATED WITH 600,000 SOULS.

20. The five types of the mixed multitude
The Zohar describes five different types of negative people whose sole purpose is to prevent the dissemination of spiritual wisdom to others.
The Zohar states: "These people build synagogues and schools of religious study that house the scroll of the Torah, complete with a crown upon its top. They
do it for their own sake and for the love of themselves, not the for the sake and love of the Creator."
Scanning this section reinforces our strength of character and spiritual integrity. It enables us to stand strong against those who oppose the betterment of
mankind through the dissemination of Kabbalah, which is the soul of the Torah.
224. There are five races of mixed multitude. These are the Nefilim
(fallen), the Giborim (mighty), the Anakim (giants), the Refaim
(shades) and the Amalekim. Because of them, the small Hei fell from
its place, NAMELY FROM BINAH. Bilaam and Balak come from the
side of Amalek, because if you remove the letters Am from Bilaam
and the letters Lamed-Kof from Balak (Bet-Lamed-Kof), you are left
with Bavel (Bet-Bet-Lamed), which is Babylon. "Therefore is the
name of it called Bavel; because Hashem did there confound the
language of all the earth" (Beresheet 11:9).
225. These are the ones who remained of those of whom it was said
at the time of the flood, "And he destroyed every living
substance" (Beresheet 7:23) Those who survived, THE KLIPAH OF
AMALEK, from the time of the fourth exile--NAMELY THE EXILE OF
EDOM--became the leaders (lit. heads) of the world, men of great
power. THIS IS BECAUSE THIS KLIPAH IS CONSIDERED THE HEAD
AND KETER OF THE KLIPOT. They became a means of violence
toward the children of Yisrael and of them, it is written at the time of
the flood, "For the earth is filled with violence through
them" (Beresheet 6:13). These are the Amalekim.
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226. About the Nefilim (the fallen ones), it is written: "That the sons
of the Elohim saw that the daughters of men were fair" (Beresheet
6:2). These are the second group OF THE MIXED MULTITUDE,
WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO THE CHOCHMAH OF THE KLIPOT. THEY
COME from the fallen ones from above, FROM AZA AND AZAEL,
WHO WERE ANGELS ABOVE. AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, DROPPED THEM OUT OF THE HEAVENS. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, desired to create man, He said TO THE ANGELS, "Let
us make man in our image..." (Beresheet 1:26). He wanted to make
him a leader over all the ANGELS above, so that he might govern all
THE ANGELS and they would be under his rule, as is written about
Yosef: "And let him appoint officers over the land" (Beresheet 41:34).

227. THIS IS WHY those ANGELS wanted to denounce him. They
asked THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, "What is man, that you are
mindful of him" (Tehilim 8:5), for he is bound to sin before you?
WHY, THEREFORE, DO YOU WANT US TO BE UNDER HIM? The
Holy One, blessed be He, replied, If you were down below ON EARTH
like he, you would sin more than he does. Immediately, "The sons of
the Elohim saw the daughters of man..." They were filled with
passion for them, so the Holy One, blessed be He, dropped them
down in chains.

228. These SONS OF ELOHIM are Aza and Azael, from whom
descended the souls of THE SECOND GROUP IN the mixed
multitude, which are the Nefilim. They made themselves fall FROM
THEIR HOLINESS, and they fornicated with women who were fair.
Because of this, the Holy One, blessed be He, also eliminated them
from the world to come, so that they may not have a portion there.
And He gave them their reward in this world, as it is written: "...and
repays them that hate him to their face, to destroy them" (Devarim
7:10). THE SECOND GROUP IN THE MIXED MULTITUDE IS
EQUIVALENT TO CHOCHMAH OF THE KLIPAH.
229. Of the Giborim, (mighty ones), the third group OF THE MIXED
MULTITUDE THAT WAS MIXED WITH YISRAEL, it is written: "The
same were mighty men of old, men of renown (lit. 'men with a
name')" (Beresheet 6:4). These descend from the side of those,
about whom it is written: "Let us build us a city and a tower...and let
us make us a name..." (Beresheet 11:4), THAT IS, THE GENERATION
OF SEPARATION. They build synagogues and yeshivas, putting the
scroll of the Torah and a crown upon its top, AS DESCRIBED IN THE
VERSE: "LET US BUILD US A CITY AND A TOWER, WHOSE TOP
MAY REACH TO HEAVEN." BUT IT IS not DONE in the name of
Hashem. Instead, it is done to make themselves a name, as it is
written: "And let us make us a name." From the Other Side, they
overcame Yisrael, who are BLESSED TO BE like the dust of the
earth. They rob them, shattering and wasting their work, THE
SYNAGOGUES AND YESHIVAS THAT THEY HAD BUILT. Of them, it
is written: "And the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the
earth" (Beresheet 7:19), WHICH MEANS THAT THE KLIPOT AND THE
OTHER SIDE, WHICH ARE CALLED WATERS, DESTROYED THE
EARTH AS THEY EXPANDED. THIS THIRD GROUP IN THE MIXED
MULTITUDE IS EQUIVALENT TO THE SFIRAH OF BINAH OF THE
KLIPAH.
230. The Refaim (shades) are the fourth group OF THE MIXED
MULTITUDE THAT MIXED WITH YISRAEL. If they notice a time of
distress coming upon the children of Yisrael, they abandon them.
Even if they have the power to save them, they do not want to do so.
They abandon the Torah and AVOID those who study it. Instead, they
do favors to those who worship idols. Of them, it is written: "The
shades of the dead (Heb. refaim) shall not rise" (Yeshayah 26:14),
MEANING THAT THEY SHALL NOT RISE AT THE RESURRECTION
OF THE DEAD. When the children of Yisrael are visited TO BE
REDEEMED FROM THEIR DISTRESS, it is written about them: "And
made all their memory to perish" (Yeshayah 26:14). BECAUSE THEY
ARE THE OFFSPRING OF DARKNESS, THEY SHALL PERISH AS THE
LIGHT REACHES YISRAEL. THIS FOURTH GROUP IS EQUIVALENT
TO ZEIR ANPIN OF THE KLIPAH.
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231. Anakim (giants) ARE the fifth group OF THE MIXED
MULTITUDE. They belittle the value of those, about whom it is
written: "And chains (Heb. anakim) about your neck" (Mishlei 1:9),
ALLUDING TO YISRAEL WHO OBSERVE THE TORAH. About them, it
is written: "Who also were considered Refaim as the
Anakim" (Devarim 2:11), so they are on a level with each other.
These are the ones who bring the world back to a condition of
"without form and void." The secret of this matter is the destruction
of the Temple, which is described by the words: "And the earth was
without form and void", because THE TEMPLE is the essence of the
world and the settling thereof. SO THE TWO GROUPS IN THE MIXED
MULTITUDE THAT MIXED WITH YISRAEL CAUSED THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE. As quickly as the light, which is
the Holy One, blessed be He, appears TO YISRAEL, they shall be
wiped out of the world and destroyed. Nevertheless, the redemption
OF YISRAEL does not depend on the destruction OF THE REFAIM,
but on THE DESTRUCTION OF Amalek, that is, until he who was
referred to in the oath is destroyed, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "BECAUSE
YAH HAS SWORN BY HIS THRONE THAT HASHEM WILL HAVE WAR
WITH AMALEK...", which has already been explained.

21. Moshe and the two Messiahs
Rabbi Shimon describes the return of Moses at the End of Days, which is our current era. Alongside Moses are two Messiahs: Messiah who is the son of Joseph
and Messiah who is the son of David. The Kabbalists teach that the Messiah is not someone whom we passively await. Rather, the word Messiah refers to our
own individual spiritual actions that will hasten his arrival. Through spiritual growth, we must achieve aspects of the Messiah within ourselves in order to
accelerate the arrival of the global Messiah. Recognition of this truth--together with love for others and a strong visual connection to Aramaic words of the Zohar
--will hasten the arrival of the Messiah, universal peace, and immortality.
232. Another explanation for THE VERSE: "These are the
generations of the heaven..." (Beresheet 2:4), IN WHICH THE WORD
"THESE" CANCELS WHAT WAS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY, IS THAT
THE WORD "These" refers to those, about whom it is written: "These
are your Elohim, O Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4) AT THE SIN OF THE
GOLDEN CALF. Thus, on the day when THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, shall exterminate these, REFERRING TO THE SIN OF THE
CALF, it will be as if on the day the Holy One, blessed be He, created
the heaven and the earth. As it is written: "In the day that Hashem
Elohim made the earth and the heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). At that
time, the Holy One, blessed be He, will be together with His
Shechinah and the world will be renewed, as it is written: "For as the
new heavens and the new earth, which I will make..." (Yeshayah
66:22). This is THE MEANING OF, "In the day...made" IN THE DAY
WHEN THE WORLD SHALL BE RENEWED.
233. At that time, "out of the ground Hashem Elohim made to grow
every tree that is pleasant to the sight" (Beresheet 2:9). However,
before that time and not until THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF is
erased, the rain of the Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, does not come
down TO WATER THE SEEDS OF THE SOULS OF YISRAEL.
Therefore, the children of Yisrael, who are similar to the herbs and
trees, are not able to grow. The secret of this matter is as written:
"And no plant of the field was yet in the earth, and no herb of the
field had yet grown...and there was not a man to till the
ground" (Beresheet 2:5). "A man" alludes to Yisrael, "the ground" is
the Temple and "to till" is to offer sacrifices.

234. Another explanation of the phrase: "plant of the field" is THAT
IT ALLUDES TO the first Mashiach, MASHIACH BEN (THE SON OF)
DAVID, who was not yet on earth, whereas "herb of the field" is the
second Mashiach, MASHIACH BEN YOSEF. HE ASKED: Why WERE
THEY NOT "IN THE EARTH"? HE REPLIED, Because Moshe was not
there with them to serve the Shechinah. Of him, it is written: "And
there was not a man to till the ground." The secret is given in the
verse: "The staff shall not depart from Yehuda..." (Beresheet 49:10),
which refers to Mashiach Ben David, "nor the scepter from between
his feet", which refers to Mashiach Ben Yosef. "Until Shiloh come" is
an allusion to Moshe, as the numerical value of MOSHE is the same
as that OF SHILOH. "And the obedience of the people be his (Heb.
velo yik'hat)" is a phrase whose letters also form the Hebrew words,
Levi Kehat, WHICH MEANS THAT THE CORRECTION SHALL REACH
FROM MOSHE, TO KEHAT AND FROM LEVI, HIS ANCESTORS.
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235. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "plant (Heb. siach) of the
field" IS THAT IT REFERS TO the souls of the righteous, who come
from YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED the Righteous, the
life of the worlds. Because Siach (Sin-Yud-Chet) CONSISTS OF THE
LETTERS Chai (Chet-Yud) and Shin. Shin BY ITSELF ALLUDES TO
the three branches of the tree, which symbolize the three Patriarchs-CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED
TREE. THE LETTER SIN IN SIACH IS NOT DERIVED DIRECTLY FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, BUT from the life (Chai) of the worlds, WHICH IS YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN.
236. Another explanation ABOUT THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS
APPEARS IN THE VERSE: "And no herb (Heb. esev) of the field", IN
WHICH ESEV CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS Ayin-Bet and Shin. THE
LETTER SHIN IS AN ALLUSION TO the three leaves, WHICH ARE
Yud-Aleph-Hei-Daled-Vav-Nun-Hei-Yud--NAMELY THE COMBINING
OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND ADONAI, WHICH
IS HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, they have a numerical value of AyinBet (72). THAT IS YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHEN FULLY SPELLED OUT
WITH YUDS, AMOUNTS TO 72. The branches--NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, are THE THREE LEAVES from which
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD are suspended. They all add up to 72,
AS EACH ONE OF THE THREE BRANCHES EQUALS 72. They do not
reach the place, which is the Shechinah, until the appearance of he
who is called man, who is YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH
ALEPHS AS Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph.
THIS ALLUDES TO MOSHE and this is WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "And
there was not a man to till the ground", ALLUDING TO MOSHE WHO
HAD NOT YET CORRECTED THE SHECHINAH PROPERLY.
237. For this reason, it is written OF MOSHE: "And no herb of the
field had yet grown." This means that the righteous, MOSHE, was
not yet grown --Moshe, who validates THE VERSE, "Truth shall
spring (grow) out of the earth" (Tehilim 85:12). As THE TRUTH is
described IN THE VERSE: "And it cast down the truth to the
ground" (Daniel 8:12), IT REFERS TO the students of the Torah, who
are like the plants THAT GROW AND SPRING OUT OF THE EARTH.
But they do not grow OR SPRING FORTH FROM THE SHECHINAH in
exile until THE TIME WHEN THE WORDS: "Truth shall spring out of
the earth," ARE FULFILLED. This TRUTH is Moshe, about whom it is
written: "The law of truth was in his mouth" (Malachi 2:6), because
no man relates to the Shechinah as well as he. This is WHY THE
SCRIPTURE SAYS ABOUT HIM, "And there is not a man to till the
ground", WHERE THE GROUND ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH.
BEFORE MOSHE, THERE WAS NO ONE TO CORRECT THE
SHECHINAH.
238. As soon as MOSHE appears, THE WORDS: "But there went up a
mist (Aleph-Dalet) from the earth" (Beresheet 2:6) WERE REALIZED.
THIS REFERS TO THE LETTERS Aleph- Daled in the name Adonai.
The letter Vav ascends to it and becomes through it the Master (Heb.
Adon) of the entire earth. Immediately, it "watered the whole face of
the ground" (Ibid.). THIS MEANS THAT Yisrael below will be watered.
AS A RESULT, THEY SHALL RECEIVE THE MOCHIN, WHICH IS
CALLED the 70 aspects of the Torah, FROM THE SHECHINAH.
239. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "But there went up a mist
from the earth." The Aramaic translation says, "But there went up a
cloud from the earth." THIS REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH, of which
it is written: "For the cloud of Hashem was upon the
tabernacle" (Shemot 40:38). BECAUSE AT THE END OF TIMES
WHEN MOSHE WILL APPEAR, THE SHECHINAH WILL RISE UP. And
the students of the Torah on earth will be watered by her AND
RECEIVE FROM HER MOCHIN.
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240. At that time, IT IS SAID, "And Hashem Elohim formed
man..." (Beresheet 2:7), WHICH REFERS TO the children of Yisrael,
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, formed in the images of this
world and of the world to come. The word "formed (Heb. vayyitzer)"
IS SPELLED WITH TWO YUDS, WHICH MEANS THAT at that time, the
Holy One, blessed be He, shall put them-YISRAEL--into His name by
putting the letter Vav in between the two Yuds. Together, they have
the same numerical value as Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, NAMELY 26. The two
Yuds will be formed on His face and on the faces OF YISRAEL,
UPON THEIR CHEEKBONES and the letter Vav is their nose.

241. For this reason, it is written: "For from the top of the rocks (Heb.
tzurim) I see him..." (Bemidbar 23:9). THE WORD TZURIM IMPLIES
these Tziyurim (forms) of the holy name. These shall appear as
drawings upon their faces, which are formed according to the secret
of the two precious tablets, which are Yud and Yud, and the letter
Vav is inscribed on them.

242. Furthermore, He drew the images of all the generations by His
supernal spouse, who is Yud-Hei. They were symbolized by the letter
Vav, which unites them both. And He formed them AND POURED
BOUNTY UPON THEM with those images of above. THE SECRET OF
ZEIR ANPIN, which is CALLED Yisrael, is the Central Column that
comprises the upper and lower Shechinah. These are the reciting of
Shma in the evening prayer and the recital of Shma in the morning
prayer. Of them, it is written: "This is now bone of my bones, and
flesh of my flesh" (Beresheet 2:23).

243. As soon as MOSHE APPEARS AT THE END OF TIMES, He will
plant the children of Yisrael in the holy Garden of Eden, as it is
written: "And Hashem Elohim", Aba and Ima, "planted a garden", the
lower Shechinah, "in Eden", the supernal Ima. "And there he put the
man", the Central Column, YISRAEL. Then THE SHECHINAH will
become His planting, His female counterpart and shall never leave
his side. She will be his delight FOREVER. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, planted Yisrael at that time to be a sacred plant in the
world. THIS MEANS THAT WHEN YISRAEL RECEIVE THEIR MOCHIN,
THEY SHALL BECOME A SACRED PLANT IN THE WORLD, as it is
written: "The branch of my planting, the work of my hands, that I
may be glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21).

244. OF THAT TIME IT SAYS, "And out of the ground Hashem Elohim
made to grow" ALLUDES TO Aba and Ima. "Every tree that is
pleasant to the sight" alludes to the Righteous, THE SECRET OF
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED "TREE" and "And good for food"
alludes to the Central Column, where "food" is available to all,
MEANING THAT IT BESTOWS MOCHIN TO ALL LOWER BEINGS.
Everything exists IN ZEIR ANPIN. And the Righteous, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, is nourished only by ZEIR ANPIN. The Shechinah is
nourished by THE RIGHTEOUS, so they are not in need of the lower
beings TO ELEVATE FEMALE WATERS. Instead, the lower beings
are nourished BY YESOD AND THE SHECHINAH, WITHOUT THE
NEED TO ELEVATE FEMALE WATERS. In exile, there is no food for
the Shechinah and the life of the worlds, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN WHO NOURISHES THE SHECHINAH, except BY ELEVATING
FEMALE WATERS through the eighteen blessings of the Amidah
prayer. But at that time, YESOD WILL GIVE sustenance to all, TO
THE SHECHINAH AND TO THE LOWER BEINGS, WITHOUT NEEDING
ANY AWAKENING FROM BELOW.
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245. The Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED "THE
TREE OF LIFE", will be planted in the midst of the garden, WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH. It is written of it: "And take also of the Tree of Life,
and eat, and live forever" (Beresheet 3:22). The Shechinah will not be
governed by the tree of the Other Side, which is the mixed multitude
who are called "The tree of knowledge of good and evil" (Beresheet
2:9) and she will no longer accept the impure. SHE WILL NOT
NOURISH IMPURITY ANYMORE. THUS, IMPURITY WILL BE
ANNULLED FROM THE WORLD, as it is written CONCERNING
THOSE TIMES: "So Hashem alone did lead him, and there was no
strange El with him" (Devarim 32:12), AS ALL EVIL AND IMPURITY
WILL BE WIPED OFF OF THE FACE OF EARTH. For this reason, no
proselytes will be accepted during the epoch of Mashiach and the
Shechinah will be like a vine that accepts no grafting of any other
kind, AS ANY KIND OF EVIL AND IMPURITY WILL BE WIPED FROM
THE WORLD.
246. The children of Yisrael will be AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Every tree
that is pleasant to the sight." They will again reach that beauty (Heb.
Tiferet), WHICH THEY LOST AT THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
TEMPLE, about which it is written: "He cast from heaven to earth the
beauty of Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). The tree of knowledge of good and
evil shall be thrust out from among YISRAEL, and they will neither
cleave to nor mix with it. Therefore, it is written of Yisrael: "But of
the Tree of knowledge of good and evil, you shall not eat of
it" (Beresheet 2:17), because this is the mixed multitude. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, shall then reveal TO YISRAEL that on the
day they ate from the Tree of knowledge, they caused two losses,
THE DESTRUCTION of the first and the second Temples. This is
WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "For in that day that you eat of it you shall
surely (lit. 'dying') die" (Ibid.), in which death is mentioned twice.
THIS REVELATION THAT HE SHALL REVEAL TO YISRAEL IS
EQUIVALENT TO HIS TELLING THEM NOT TO EAT FROM THE TREE
OF KNOWLEDGE, THE SAME WARNING HE GAVE TO ADAM. As a
result of this, they caused, THROUGH THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
the Righteous, WHO BRINGS ABUNDANCE UPON THE SHECHINAH,
to be left "wasted and dried up" at the first Temple, which is the
upper Shechinah, and at the second Temple, which is the lower
Shechinah. Thus, it is written: "And the river shall be wasted and
dried up" (Yeshayah 19:5). And the river, Vav, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
shall "be wasted" in the lower Hei, REFERRING TO HIS OWN
FEMININE PRINCIPLE, because the fountain of Yud, WHICH FLOWS
INTO THE UPPER HEI, has risen up to Ein Sof (the Endless world).
247. Immediately after the children of Yisrael shall come out of exile
as a holy nation on its own, AFTER THE MIXED MULTITUDE HAS
BEEN SEPARATED FROM THEM, the river that "wasted and dried
up" DURING EXILE will become "A river flowing out of Eden", which
is the Vav OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, "to water the garden", WHICH IS
THE LOWER HEI. This river, the Central Column, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, "went out of Eden", which is the supernal Ima CALLED EDEN
FROM WHOM ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES PLENTY, "to water the garden"
IS TO BRING FORTH THE ABUNDANCE TO the lower Shechinah,
WHICH IS CALLED A GARDEN.
248. At that time, it is written of Moshe and of Yisrael: "Then shall
you delight yourself in Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14). "Delight" in
Hebrew is Oneg, WHICH IS ALSO THE INITIALS OF Ayin of Eden,
Nun of Nahar (river) and Gimel of Gan (garden). Then the phrase:
"Then sang Moshe" (Shemot 15:1) will be fulfilled. It does not say
'sang," but literally "shall sing" IN THE FUTURE TENSE. THIS
ALLUDES TO THE TIME WHEN YISRAEL WILL COME OUT OF EXILE,
THE TIME WHEN MOSHE WILL SING A NEW SONG. Then the Oneg
will change into infliction (Heb. Nega) for the mixed multitude and all
the idol-worshipping nations, just as a pox was inflicted on Paro and
the Egypt (Egyptians), who broke out in blisters. But Oneg, THE
MOCHIN OF EDEN, NAHAR AND GAN, SHALL BRING DELIGHT to
the children of Yisrael WHO WILL INFLICT GREAT PLAGUES ON
THE MIXED MULTITUDE AND THE IDOL-WORSHIPPING NATIONS.
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249. This is THE MEANING OF THE VERSE: "And a river went out of
Eden to water the garden; and from thence it was parted, and
branched into four streams" (Beresheet 2:10). THE STREAMS
CORRESPOND TO THE FOUR SFIROT--CHESED, GVURAH,
NETZACH AND HOD--THAT CORRESPOND TO THE FOUR BANNERS
OF THE TRIBES. Chesed is the right arm. At that time, 'He who seeks
wisdom should turn south.' WHOEVER SEEKS WISDOM SHOULD
MEDITATE IN HIS PRAYERS TOWARD THE SFIRAH OF CHESED,
WHICH IS TO THE SOUTH, AND DRAW THE SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH
TOWARD HIMSELF. The camp of THE ANGEL Michael will be
watered by it AND SHALL RECEIVE ITS ABUNDANCE FROM
CHESED, together with the camp of Yehuda and two tribes. Gvurah
is the left arm. And it is written of that time: 'He who seeks riches
should turn north.' WHOEVER SEEKS TO BECOME RICH SHOULD
MEDITATE IN HIS PRAYERS TO THE SFIRAH OF GVURAH, WHICH IS
TO THE NORTH. And the camp of THE ANGEL Gavriel is watered by
it, together with the camp of Dan and two tribes. Netzach is the right
leg and the camp of Nuriel is watered by it, together with the camp of
Reuven and two tribes with it. Hod is the left leg, of which it is said in
reference to Ya'akov: "And he limped upon his thigh" (Beresheet
32:32). The camp of Refael, who is responsible for the healing during
exile, is watered by it, together with the camp of Efraim and two
tribes.
250. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "And from thence it was
parted, and branched into four streams" IS THAT IT IS THE SECRET
OF the four SAGES: BEN AZAI, BEN ZOMA, THE OTHER ONE AND
RABBI AKIVA, who entered the pardes (orchard). THE HEBREW
WORD PARDES CONSISTS OF THE INITIALS OF THE WORDS
PESHAT (THE LITERAL MEANING OF THE TORAH), REMEZ (HINTS
AND ALLUSIONS), DRASH (THE HOMILETICAL INTERPRETATION)
AND SOD (SECRET). One OF THE FOUR SAGES entered THE RIVER
OF Pishon, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE PESHAT (LITERAL MEANING)
OF THE TORAH THAT SHINES IN THE ORCHARD, as Pishon is
composed of Pi-Shoneh- (lit. 'My mouth repeats') Halachah, which is
the literal meaning. The second entered THE RIVER OF Gichon,
where is buried the one of which it is written: "Whatever goes on the
belly" (Heb. gachon) (Vayikra 11:42). THIS REFERS TO MOSHE, WHO
IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTER VAV OF GACHON, WHICH IS BIG
AND IS THE LETTER IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TORAH. THIS IS ALSO
THE ASPECT OF Gavriel THAT CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS Gavar
El, THE GVURAH OF EL. Of him it is written: "To a man (Heb. gever)
whose way is hidden, and from whom Eloha has screened
himself" (Iyov 3:23), MEANING THAT THE REASON FOR HIM HIDING
HIS WAYS AND NOT REVEALING HIMSELF IN FULL IS BECAUSE
"ELOHA HAS SCREENED HIMSELF" AND NOT BECAUSE OF
MOSHE'S DEFICIENCY. THIS IS WHY no man knew the place of his
burial - nor will until the very day when he will be revealed there.
THIS IS BECAUSE THE PLACE OF THE DEFECT IS THE PLACE OF
BURIAL AND, BECAUSE THERE WAS NO DEFECT IN HIM, NOBODY
KNEW WHERE HE WAS BURIED. ONLY AT THE END OF
CORRECTION, AFTER MOSHE'S PREFECTION IS REVEALED, WILL
THE DEFICIENCY BE DISTINGUISHED BY THE PERFECTION THAT
WILL BE REVEALED. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE PLACE OF HIS
BURIAL. This is the part of remez (hints) OF THE TORAH, and wise
men ARE INFORMED by hints.
251. The third OF THE FOUR SAGES entered the Chiddekel, WHICH
CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS Chet-Dalet Kof-Lamed, which
ALLUDES TO a sharp (Heb. chad), FAULTLESS tongue that is quick
(Heb. kal) in giving homiletical explanations. The fourth OF THE
FOUR SAGES entered the Prat (Euphrates), which is the innermost
stream, where procreation (Heb. Priyah) occurs, AS THE SEED IS
DRAWN OUT OF THE INNERMOST (BRAIN). So Ben Zoma and Ben
Azai, who entered the shells of the Torah, were affected by them, but
Rabbi Akiva, who entered the inner part OF THE TORAH, is said to
have entered and come out in peace.

22. The Pure Marble Stones
This is one of the most profound sections of the Zohar. Rabbi Elazar asks his father Rabbi Shimon to explain a statement made by the great sage Rabbi Akiva.
The actual statement reads: "When you reach the pure marble stones, do not say 'water, water', or you may endanger yourselves." Couched in metaphor and
concealed in cryptic language, this statement delves into many complex spiritual truths. The most important of these is the fact that all the evil we witness with
our own eyes is really an illusion. If we accept and believe in this illusion, it becomes part of our reality. Hidden within these ideas are mysteries so deep and
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great that only a few righteous souls in every generation can truly grasp them. In our everyday lives, these concepts help us differentiate reality from illusion.
252. Rabbi Elazar said: Father, one day when we were in the Torah
academy, the friends asked why Rabbi Akiva said to his disciples.
When you reach the Pure Marble Stones, do not say 'water, water,' or
you may endanger yourselves, as it is written: "He that tells lies shall
not remain in my sight" (Tehilim 101:7). In the meantime, the most
ancient among the old came down. CHOCHMAH AND BINAH ARE
CALLED 'ANCIENT' AND KETER, WHICH IS ABOVE CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, IS CALLED 'MOST ANCIENT AMONG THE ANCIENT'.
AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE SOUL OF YECHIDAH THAT
SHALL BE REVEALED IN THE WORLD AT THE END OF
CORRECTION. He asked them: Sirs, what issues are you studying?
They replied: Indeed WE ARE DISCUSSING what Rabbi Akiva said to
his disciples about the pure marble stones. He said to them: Most
certainly, here is a sublime secret, for it has been explained in the
celestial Yeshiva. In order for you not to misunderstand THIS
SECRET, I have come down TO CLARIFY IT. The reason is that this
secret, which is concealed from the people of your generation, is
already known to you. IN OTHER WORDS, BECAUSE THIS SECRET
HAS BEEN REVEALED TO YOU THAT IS HIDDEN FROM THE OTHER
PEOPLE OF YOUR GENERATION, IT IS NOW POSSIBLE TO EXPLAIN
IT TO YOU IN FULL.
253. These are surely the pure marble stones from which pure water
flows. They are alluded to BY THE TWO YUDS THAT APPEAR at the
top and bottom of the letter Aleph. The letter Vav, which is placed in
a diagonal between THE TWO YUDS, is the tree of Life. Whomever
eats from the tree shall live forever. These two Yuds in the Aleph are
hinted at in "Vayyitzer (And formed)" (Beresheet 2:7), WHICH IS
SPELLED WITH TWO YUDS. The two forming, one of the upper
beings and the other of the lower beings, ARE SYMBOLIZED BY THE
TWO YUDS THAT APPEAR AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE
NAME--YUD-ALEPH-HEI-DALET-VAV-NUN-HEI-YUD-and represent
Chochmah at the beginning and Chochmah at the end of the name.
THEY ARE CALLED the mysteries of wisdom, because they are
concealed from the supernal Chochmah, which is below the
Supernal Keter.
254. These are comparable to the two eyes from which two teardrops
fell into the great sea. CHOCHMAH IS CALLED EYES, AND THE
RIGHT EYE IS THE UPPER CHOCHMAH AND THE LEFT EYE IS THE
LOWER CHOCHMAH. Why did the teardrops fall? Because from
these two tablets, Moshe gave the Torah to Yisrael, NAMELY BINAH
AND MALCHUT. THE RIGHT TABLET IS BINAH, AND THE LEFT IS
MALCHUT, CORRESPONDING TO THE TWO EYES. Because the
children of Yisrael were not worthy of receiving them, they broke and
fell AT THE SIN OF THE CALF, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND BROKE
THEM AT THE FOOT OF THE MOUNTAIN" (SHEMOT 32:19). This
caused the destruction of the first and second Temples, AS THEY
ARE ALSO RELATED TO THE TWO TABLETS. THE FIRST TEMPLE
IS DERIVED FROM THE RIGHT TABLET, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE UPPER CHOCHMAH, BINAH. AND THE SECOND TEMPLE IS
DERIVED FROM THE LEFT TABLET, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
LOWER CHOCHMAH--MALCHUT. AND THIS IS WHY TWO
TEARDROPS FELL INTO THE GREAT SEA. Why did they fall AND
BREAK? Because the letter Vav flew out of them, which is the Vav of
Vayyitzer. He gave them two other TABLETS from the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. From there, the Torah was given in a
manner of permitting and forbidding. From THE ASPECT of the right,
IT GIVES life but from the left, it gives death.
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255. Because of this, Rabbi Akiva said to his disciples, 'When you
reach the pure marble stones, do not say, "Water, water."' THIS
MEANS THAT you should not compare the pure marble stones to the
other stones that represent life and death, because it is written: "A
wise man's heart inclines him to his right hand: but a fool's heart is
to his left" (Kohelet 10:2). Not only that, but you may endanger
yourselves, because these STONES of the Tree of knowledge of
good and evil are in a state of separation, while the pure marble
stones are in a state of unity without any separation. You may say,
that when the Tree of Life departed from them AT THE SIN OF THE
CALF, they fell AND broke, and therefore they were separated from
each other. BUT THEN, "he that tells lies shall not remain in my
sight," because there is no separation between them above. For
those that broke were of those FROM THE PURE MARBLE STONES.
THEREFORE, THERE IS NO SEPARATION BETWEEN THEM, JUST
AS WITH THE PURE MARBLE STONES. IT IS AS IF THEY NEVER
WERE BROKEN.

23. "And a river went out of Eden"
Within the lower spiritual realms many negative forces influence and encumber our lives. Upper Worlds, in contrast, are free of these evil entities. Meditating
upon these verses connects us directly to the Upper Worlds, where we are above the influence of harmful forces.
256. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "And a river went out of
Eden" (Beresheet 2:10) is that there are no strange Klipot in the Tree
of Life above, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT, as it is written:
"Nor shall evil dwell with you" (Tehilim 5:5). WHY? BECAUSE THE
KLIPOT FIRST APPEAR IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, BELOW THE
WORLD OF ATZILUT, but in the tree below IN THE WORLD OF
BRIYAH does indeed have strange Klipot. THIS TREE is planted in
the Garden of Eden of THE LOWER Zeir Anpin; NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
OF BRIYAH. And this TREE is CALLED Chanoch or Matatron,
because in the upper Garden of Eden of the Holy One, blessed be
He--NAMELY IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN OF ATZILUT--there are no
devious or stubborn Klipot. For this reason, IT IS WRITTEN: "And a
river went out of Eden..." The "river" - Matatron - "went out of Eden"
MEANING THAT it left its pleasures (Heb. Eden), WHICH CONSISTED
OF THE MOCHIN OF IMA, AS BINAH IS CALLED EDEN, AND "to
water the garden" means his garden, OF MATATRON. IT IS his
orchard, NAMELY MALCHUT OF THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, into
which Ben Azai, Ben Zoma and Elisha entered. MATATRON'S Klipot
are good from one side and evil from the other. This is WHY THE
TORAH lists the permissible and the prohibited, because there are
both kosher and unfit, impure and pure.
257. An old man stood up and said TO RABBI SHIMON: Rabbi,
Rabbi, it is indeed so. THERE ARE NO KLIPOT IN ATZILUT, BUT
ONLY IN BRIYAH. But MATATRON is not called the Tree of Life. THE
OLD MAN WONDERS. IF RABBI SHIMON INTERPRETS THE VERSE
AS APPLYING TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN IN BRIYAH, THEN HOW
COULD HE INTERPRET THE VERSE: "THE TREE OF LIFE ALSO IN
THE MIDST OF THE GARDEN." FOR THERE IS NO TREE OF LIFE IN
THE GARDEN OF BRIYAH AND MATATRON IS NOT THE TREE OF
LIFE, BECAUSE THERE IS GOOD AND EVIL IN HIM. The secret of the
matter is that Vayyitzer (And...formed), WHICH IS SPELLED WITH
TWO YUDS, ALLUDES TO THE TWO ACTS OF FORMING: One is the
forming of good and the other is the forming of evil. This is the Tree
of knowledge of good and evil, WHICH INCLUDES THESE TWO
FORMS. The Tree of knowledge is the small man from which derive
death and life, which represent the forbidden and the permissible. IN
OTHER WORDS, THE FORBIDDEN IS DEATH AND THE
PERMISSIBLE LIFE. Of such a man it is written: "And Hashem
Elohim formed man of the dust of the ground" (Beresheet 2:7).
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258. The verse continues: "And breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life" (Ibid.). This is FROM the upper Shechinah, WHICH IS CALLED
Eden AND repentance. Of him, it is written: "The Tree of Life also in
the midst of the garden," which is the lower Shechinah. And there
were three bonds CONNECTED TO HIM, Neshamah, Ruach and
Nefesh. NESHAMAH EXTENDED TO HIM FROM THE UPPER
SHECHINAH, RUACH EXTENDED TO HIM FROM ZEIR ANPIN OF
ATZILUT AND NEFESH EXTENDED FROM THE GARDEN, WHICH IS
THE LOWER SHECHINAH, ALSO CALLED MALCHUT. With them,
NESHAMAH, RUACH AND NEFESH, "man became a living soul (Heb.
Nefesh)." It was from His mouth indeed that he was named after the
Shechinah, which is the "breath (Heb. Neshamah) of life." IT IS AS IF
HE BREATHED WITH HIS OWN MOUTH INTO THE MOUTH OF ADAM,
FOR THE BREATH OF LIFE IS THE LIGHT OF THE SUPERNAL
SHECHINAH. Immediately after completing these words, he rose and
disappeared. Rabbi Shimon said: My friends, he surely must have
been an angel. In any case, we surely have confirmations.

24. "And Hashem Elohim...put him into the Garden of Eden"
This section uses a story to expand upon the previous section. God elevates Adam from the lower worlds, with their evil and negativity, to Upper Worlds, where
Adam is placed in the Garden of Eden. This story mirrors our own spiritual work. The spiritual forces of the Zohar give us the strength to draw the Light of the
Creator to assist us in our elevation above the negative influences of our physical existence.
Through the power of this section, we gain a deeper connection to the Upper Worlds
259. AFTER THE OLD MAN FINISHED SPEAKING, RABBI SHIMON
EXPLAINED THE VERSE: "And Hashem Elohim took the man, and
put him into the Garden of Eden" (Beresheet 2:15). HE ASKED: From
where did He take him? WHERE WAS HE BEFORE THE GARDEN OF
EDEN? HE REPLIED: He took him from the four elements OF
SEPARATION, as it is written: "And from thence it was parted, and
branched into four streams" (Ibid. 10), WHICH IS AN ALLUSION TO
THE FOUR ELEMENTS. SO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
detached ADAM from THE FOUR ELEMENTS and "put him into the
Garden of Eden" IN ATZILUT.
260. JUST AS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ELEVATED ADAM
FROM THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH OF
SEPARATION TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN, so the Holy One, blessed
be He, shall do to a man created from these four elements when he
repents and studies the Torah. THEN the Holy One, blessed be He,
shall take THE REPENTANT from BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH
OF SEPARATION. About THE ELEMENTS OF SEPARATION, it is
written: "And from thence it was parted", as He detached him from
their lusts and put him in His own garden, which is the Shechinah,
NAMELY MALCHUT, "to till it", TO SERVE THE SHECHINAH, by
means of the positive precepts and "to keep it" (Beresheet 2:16) by
means of negative precepts. If A PERSON has the merit "to keep" the
Shechinah, he shall become master of the four elements OF HIS
BODY. And he becomes a river from which they are watered, and not
watered by any other; REFERRING TO THE OTHER SIDE. And they
recognize him as their master and ruler.

261. If he transgresses THE PRECEPTS OF the Torah, THE FOUR
ELEMENTS OF HIS BODY shall be watered by the bitterness of the
Tree of Evil, which is the evil inclination. It is written about all the
parts of the body that are made of the four elements in him, "And
they made their lives bitter with hard bondage..." (Shemot 1:14).
They made them bitter by the bitterness of the gallbladder (Heb.
marah). Of the sacred parts of the body, which are from the side of
good, it is written: "And when they came to Marah (lit. 'bitter'), they
could not drink of the waters of Marah, for they were
bitter..." (Shemot 15:23). Similarly, the sages of the Mishnah said
that the verse, "And they made their lives bitter in hard bondage..."
refers to hard questions, 'in mortar' (Heb. chomr), and 'in
brick' (levenah) in clarifying (libun), the Halachah, 'And in all manner
of bondage in the field', allude to the Barayta, 'All their bondage'-namely the Mishnah. BECAUSE OF THEIR SINS AND
TRANSGRESSION, THE OTHER SIDE CLEAVED TO ALL THE PARTS
OF THEIR STUDY OF THE TORAH. AS OUR SAGES OF BLESSED
MEMORY SAID, IF A MAN IS NOT WORTHY, THE TORAH BECOMES
TO HIM A DEADLY POISON.
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262. If they repent, it is said of them: "And Hashem showed him a
tree" (Ibid. 25), the Tree of Life by which "the waters were made
sweet." AS THE BITTERNESS AND THE DEADLY POISON WERE
REMOVED FROM THE TORAH, THE SWEETNESS OF IT, WHICH IS
THE ELIXIR OF LIFE, WAS REVEALED TO THEM. And this TREE OF
LIFE is Moshe the Mashiach (Messiah). THE SOUL OF MOSHE
SHALL BE REVEALED AT THE COMING OF MASHIACH, as it is
written of him BEFORE THE COMING OF MASHIACH: "The rod of the
Elohim is in my hand" (Shemot 17:9); "the rod of the Elohim" is
Matatron, who has life on one side and death on the other, AS HE
CHANGES FROM A SERPENT TO A ROD AND FROM A ROD TO A
SERPENT. When he changed into a rod, he was helpful TO MOSHE
from the side of good, AND LIFE ISSUED FROM IT. But when he
changed into a serpent, he worked against him, BECAUSE DEATH
WAS ON HIS SIDE. So immediately, "Moshe fled from it" (Shemot
4:3).
263. The Holy One, blessed be He, delivered Matatron into the hands
of Moshe, SO THAT HE MIGHT USE HIM BY THE SECRET OF THE
"ROD OF THE ELOHIM." AS LONG AS IT IS IN THE HANDS OF
MOSHE, IT BECOMES A ROD AND NOT A SERPENT. MATATRON is
the secret of the Oral Torah, which prescribes what is forbidden and
what is permitted, NAMELY THE SIDES OF GOOD AND EVIL. THIS IS
SIMILAR TO MATATRON, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE TORAH OF
BRIYAH. BUT IN ATZILUT, IT IS WRITTEN: "NOR SHALL EVIL
DWELL WITH YOU" (TEHILIM 5:5). AND THE ENTIRE TORAH
CONSISTS OF THE HOLY NAMES OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. As soon as Moshe smote the rock with the rod, the Holy One,
blessed be He, removed it from Moshe's hand, as it is written: "Went
down to him with a staff" (II Shmuel 23:21) to smite him with it. The
staff is the evil inclination, the serpent, and everything; ALL THE
TROUBLES in exile are because of THE SERPENT. IN OTHER
WORDS, THE SERPENT IS THE CAUSE OF ALL THE SUFFERING
AND PUNISHMENTS OF EXILE.
264. More MAY BE SAID ABOUT THE VERSE: "And from thence it
was parted." Happy is the man who is occupied in the study of the
Torah. When the Holy One, blessed be He, takes him away from this
body--from its four elements OF SEPARATION--he is detached from
them and becomes head of the four living creatures OF THE
CHARIOT. It is written about them: "They shall bear you up in their
hands" (Tehilim 91:12). BY DELVING INTO THE STUDY OF THE
TORAH, INSTEAD OF BEING RULED OVER BY THE FOUR
ELEMENTS OF SEPARATION, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
DETACHES HIM FROM THE LUSTS OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE
BODY AND ELEVATES HIM TO BECOME HEAD OF THE FOUR HOLY
LIVING CREATURES OF THE CHARIOT. AND THEY SHALL BEAR
HIM UP AND CARRY HIM IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE: "THEY SHALL BEAR YOU UP IN THEIR HANDS, LEST
YOU DASH YOUR FOOT AGAINST A STONE."

25. Idolatry - bloodshed - incest
These three negative actions are the primary cause of all the world's negativity. In a lengthy discussion, the Zohar expounds upon their metaphysical source.
The Kabbalists teach us that idolatry does not only pertain to man-made statues and icons. An idol is defined as any material possession or external situation
that controls our emotions, our behavior, or our motivation. When any such circumstance determines or influences our experience of life, we have surrendered
control and severed our connection to the Light, which is the true source of fulfillment.
Often, our negative tendencies lead us to become worshippers of wealth or disciples of our own ego.
The sin of bloodshed does not refer exclusively to cold-blooded killing.
Bloodshed occurs when we publicly or privately disgrace or humiliate others, causing the blood to rush to their face out of embarrassment.
This includes, for example, character assassination caused by an evil tongue.
The Hebrew word and connotation for incest is not limited to sexual relations between direct family members. It also includes adulterous relations between a
married woman and another man; a man that marries two sisters; relations between a step brother and step sister. Even though the step brother and sister are
not connected by blood, a spiritual bond is created when their respective parents join together in marriage. In Kabbalah, spiritual connections are far more
significant than blood relations. The spiritual forces released by the letters of this section protect and purify us from these negative actions.
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265. "And Hashem Elohim commanded..." (Beresheet 2:16). THIS
VERSE ALLUDES TO THE PROHIBITION OF IDOL-WORSHIPPING,
WHICH IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, as it is
been said that the word "To command (Heb. Tzav)" is but idolatry,
from where, REFERRING TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, other
Elohim originate. And this, NAMELY THE KLIPAH OF IDOLATRY,
DWELLS in the liver (Heb. kaved; lit. 'heavy'). THERE ARE THREE
TRANSGRESSIONS PERTAINING TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
WHICH ARE IDOL WORSHIPPING, INCEST AND BLOODSHED. And
this, NAMELY THE KLIPAH OF IDOLATRY, DWELLS in the liver (Heb.
kaved; lit. 'heavy'). As a result, their work became heavy such is idol
worship. Because OF IDOLATRY, the liver becomes angry. BY
BECOMING ANGRY, THE LIVER IS PASSED ON AS A DWELLING
FOR THE KLIPAH OF IDOL WORSHIPPING. It has been said that
'Whoever is angry acts as if he worships idols,' and IT IS WRITTEN:
"And...command" TO TEACH US ABOUT THE TRANSGRESSION OF
IDOL WORSHIPPING, WHICH IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE.
266. THE PHRASE, "the man" alludes to the prohibition of
bloodshed, WHICH IS INCLUDED WITH THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
as it is written: "Who so sheds man's blood, by man shall his blood
be shed" (Beresheet 9:6). FROM HERE, WE NEED TO DRAW AN
ANALOGY. HERE IT SAYS, "THE MAN" AND THERE MAN IS
MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH BLOODSHED. JUST AS THERE
THE WORD MAN IS CONNECTED WITH BLOODSHED, SO HERE
(BERESHEET 2:16), MAN IS CONNECTED WITH BLOODSHED.
THEREFORE, BOTH ISSUES DEAL WITH BLOODSHED. THE KLIPAH
OF BLOODSHED RESIDES WITHIN the gall (Heb. marah); it is the
sword of the Angel of Death BY WHICH HE KILLS HUMAN BEINGS,
AS IT SAYS THAT A DROP OF BITTERNESS (HEB. MARAH) HANGS
FROM THE SWORD OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH, BY WHICH ONE
DIES. The verse also says, "But her end is bitter as wormwood,
sharp as a two-edged sword" (Mishlei 5:4). THE WORD
"saying" (Beresheet 2:16) IN THIS VERSE alludes to THE
PROHIBITION OF incest, WHICH IS PART OF "THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE." THE KLIPAH OF INCEST RESIDES IN the spleen,
about which it is written: "She eats, and wipes her mouth..." (Mishlei
30:20), because the spleen has neither mouth nor arteries THROUGH
WHICH IT CAN SUCK BLOOD. Therefore, it sucks black blood from
the liver, even though it has no mouth. This IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN:
"She eats, and wipes her mouth." All those who shed blood come
from THE KLIPAH THAT RESIDES IN the gall, so the arteries in the
heart avoid the bile and IMMEDIATELY flee from it.
267. Those who commit incest hide in the dark, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"THE EYE ALSO OF THE ADULTERER WAITS FOR THE TWILIGHT,
SAYING, NO EYE SHALL SEE ME..." (IYOV 24:15). THIS IS AN
ALLUSION TO the black blood of the spleen, WHERE THE KLIPAH
OF INCEST RESIDES, AS BLACK BLOOD IS SIMILAR TO
DARKNESS. The soul of whoever commits bloodshed, idolatry or
incest shall be reincarnated inside THE THREE FORMS OF KLIPAH:
the liver, the gall and the spleen. And it is sentenced in Gehenom by
three evil rulers CALLED the destroyer, anger and wrath.
268. There are fifteen forms of incest (sexual misconduct), which are
equivalent to the numerical value of Yud-Hei OF THE NAME YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, and the other six are equivalent to the Vav OF THE NAME
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. EVEN before the children of Yisrael were exiled
and the Shechinah was still with them, the Holy One, blessed be He,
commanded Yisrael, "The nakedness of your mother, shall you not
uncover" (Vayikra 18:7). THEY SHOULD NOT HARM THE
SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE MOTHER OF YISRAEL. So this exile is
CONSIDERED the uncovering of the nakedness of the Shechinah, as
it is written: "For your transgressions was your mother put
away" (Yeshayah 50:1). Therefore, because of THE
TRANSGRESSIONS OF incest, the children of Yisrael were banished
and the Shechinah was condemned to exile. This is the uncovering
of the nakedness of the Shechinah, BECAUSE THE GOING OF THE
SHECHINAH INTO EXILE IS CONSIDERED TO BE HER NAKEDNESS,
AS IT IS WRITTEN: "ALL THAT HONORED HER DESPISE HER,
BECAUSE THEY HAVE SEEN HER NAKEDNESS" (EICHAH 1:8). The
nakedness OF THE SHECHINAH is Lilit, the Mother of the mixed
multitude. IT IS CONSIDERED NAKEDNESS BECAUSE THE RULE OF
THE SHECHINAH, THE MOTHER OF YISRAEL, AND HER BOUNTY
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PASSED TO LILIT, THE MOTHER OF THE MIXED MULTITUDE. The
mixed multitude, WHICH HAS CONTROL OVER YISRAEL IN EXILE,
REPRESENTS the nakedness OF THE SHECHINAH and the
nakedness of supernal Yisrael, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE HUSBAND
OF THE SHECHINAH. And of this SUPERNAL YISRAEL, it is written:
"The nakedness of your father shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 18:7).
BECAUSE WHEN THE SHECHINAH IS IN EXILE, LILIT AND THE
MIXED MULTITUDE RECEIVE HIS ABUNDANCE, WHICH WAS
SUPPOSED TO BE GIVEN TO THE SHECHINAH. FOR THIS REASON,
THE EXILE IS CONSIDERED THE NAKEDNESS OF SUPERNAL
YISRAEL.
269. Those WHO COMMIT INCEST separate the UPPER Hei OF YUDHEI-VAV-HEI from the LOWER Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, so that the
Vav OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI may not come between them, as it is
written: "You shall not uncover the nakedness of a woman and her
daughter" (Ibid. 17). THE UPPER HEI IS THE MOTHER AND THE
LOWER HEI IS HER DAUGHTER. BECAUSE THE VAV CANNOT
COME BETWEEN THEM AND ALLOW THE ABUNDANCE FROM THE
MOTHER TO REACH THE DAUGHTER, THEY ARE BOTH HARMED
AND DEJECTED, BECAUSE THE ACTS OF BLOCKING AND
PREVENTING THIS ABUNDANCE FROM REACHING THE LOWER HEI
IS CONSIDERED TO BE HER NAKEDNESS AS WELL. And THE
MOTHER AND THE DAUGHTER are the upper Shechinah, NAMELY
MOTHER, and the lower Shechinah, NAMELY HER DAUGHTER.
DURING EXILE, THE REASON WHY THE VAV CANNOT COME
BETWEEN THE UPPER AND LOWER HEI IS THAT the mixed
multitude--which are the Nefilim, the Giborim, the Amalekim, the
Refaim and the Anakim (WHOSE INITIALS SPELL NEGA RA, WHICH
MEANS EVIL INFLICTION)--MIGHT COME FORTH AND RECEIVE THE
ABUNDANCE FROM THAT VAV. THUS, the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHO IS THE VAV, is not permitted to come between them. The
secret of this issue LIES IN THE VERSE: "And the river shall be
wasted and dried up" (Yeshayah 19:5). The abundance of the upper
Hei, WHICH IS CALLED THE RIVER, shall be wasted and the lower
Hei, WHICH DOES NOT RECEIVE THE ABUNDANCE, shall dry up.
And ALL THIS IS for the purpose of not allowing the mixed multitude
to nourish themselves from the Vav, which is the Tree of Life.
Therefore, the Vav is not permitted between the UPPER Hei and the
LOWER Hei at the time when the mixed multitude is between them,
DURING EXILE, AT TIME OF EXILE WHEN THEY MIGHT COME AND
DRAW SUSTENANCE FROM THEM.
270. There is no permission for the letter Yud OF THE NAME OF YUDHEI-VAV-HEI to approach the lower Hei, BECAUSE THEN THE MIXED
MULTITUDE MIGHT DRAW ITS SUSTENANCE FROM IT. SO it is
written: "You shall not uncover the nakedness of your daughter in
law" (Vayikra 18:15)--AS THE LOWER HEI IS CONSIDERED TO BE
THE DAUGHTER-IN-LAW OF YUD; FOR YUD IS THE FATHER, HEI
THE MOTHER AND VAV IS THE SON OF YUD AND THE HUSBAND
OF LOWER HEI. THUS, LOWER HEI IS A DAUGHTER TO THE UPPER
HEI AND IS THE DAUGHTER-IN-LAW TO YUD, BEING VAV'S WIFE,
YUD'S SON. IF YUD WILL POUR ITS ABUNDANCE TO THE
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW WHEN LOWER HEI IS IN EXILE, THE MIXED
MULTITUDES WILL RECEIVE THE ABUNDANCE AND THE
NAKEDNESS OF THE DAUGHTER-IN-LAW IS REVEALED. They
separate the Vav and the upper Hei, as it is written: "The nakedness
of your father's wife shall you not uncover" (Ibid. 8), because the
Yud is the father, the Hei is the mother, the Vav is the son and the
LOWER Hei is the daughter. For this reason, He commanded him in
regard to the upper Hei: "The nakedness of your father's wife shall
you not uncover", AS THE UPPER HEI IS HIS FATHER'S WIFE.
THUS, IF VAV APPROACHED HEI IN EXILE, THE MIXED MULTITUDE
WOULD REPLENISH ITSELF FROM THE ABUNDANCE, CAUSING
THE NAKEDNESS OF THE FATHER'S WIFE TO BE REVEALED, AS
THIS ABUNDANCE IS HERS. "The nakedness of your sister, the
daughter of your father" (Ibid. 9) is the lower Hei, about which it is
written: "Neither shall you take her son's daughter, or her daughter's
daughter, to uncover her nakedness" (Ibid. 17). These are the two
fully spelled letters Hei-Aleph, Hei-Aleph, which are the offspring of
the LOWER Hei. "You shall not uncover the nakedness of your
father's brother" (Ibid. 14) is the outstretched form of the letter Yud,
as in Yud-Vav-Dalet, which is the offspring of the letter Yud OF YUDHEI-VAV-HEI, and so the brother of Vav.
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271. Consequently, as long as the mixed multitude is mixed among
Yisrael, there can be no unity among the members and no adjoining
of the letters of the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei. As soon as the mixed
multitude is annihilated from the world, it is said of the letters of the
Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, that "on that day Hashem
shall be one, and his name 'One'" (Zecharyah 14:9). Therefore,
WHEN THE MIXED MULTITUDE IS NOT MIXED AMONG YISRAEL,
men--that is, Yisrael--shall be one with the Torah, about which it is
said: "She is a Tree of Life to those who lay on her" (Mishlei 3:18).
And she, THE TORAH, IS THE ASPECT OF the Queen, Malchut, from
whose aspect the children of Yisrael are called the kings' children.
THAT IS, THEY ARE CALLED THE TORAH OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS
COMPOSED ENTIRELY OF THE NAMES OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.
272. For this reason, the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "It is not
good that the man should be alone; I will make him a help to match
him." (Beresheet 2:18). The phrase: "A HELP TO MATCH HIM" IS a
deputy (Mishneh) TO THE QUEEN, the wife of that youth, NAMELY
MATATRON. IN OTHER WORDS, THIS MEANS IT IS NOT GOOD FOR
MAN TO BE ALONE IN THE TORAH OF ATZILUT. SO I WILL MAKE
HIM A HELP TO MATCH HIM BY THE TORAH OF BRIYAH, WHO IS
THE WIFE OF MATATRON AND IS NOT THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT,
THE QUEEN. BUT INDEED, SHE IS CALLED MISHNEH TORAH,
BEING SECOND TO THE TORAH OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS THE
QUEEN. She is the maidservant of the Shechinah, BECAUSE
SOMETIMES SHE HELPS THE SHECHINAH AND OTHER TIMES, SHE
IS MATCHED AGAINST HER. If the children of Yisrael are
meritorious, then she helps them while in exile from the aspect of
the permissible, the pure and the fit IN THE TORAH. But if they are
not, she is a match against THE SHECHINAH from the aspect of the
impure, the unfit and the forbidden IN THE TORAH. THE SECTIONS
OF THE TORAH THAT DEAL WITH WHAT IS pure, permitted and
kosher are RELATED TO the good inclination, WHILE THE
SECTIONS OF THE TORAH THAT DEAL WITH WHAT IS unfit, impure
and forbidden are RELATED TO the evil inclination. SO HAD THERE
NOT BEEN AN EVIL INCLINATION IN THE WORLD, THESE
SECTIONS WOULD NOT HAVE APPEARED IN THE TORAH.
273. The woman who has both pure blood and the impure blood of
menstruation comes from the aspect of the deputy (Mishneh), which
is imposed upon Him. Thus, she is not the spouse, His union,
because there can be no union before the mixed multitude is
eliminated from the face of the world. Because of THE MIXED
MULTITUDE, Moshe was buried outside of the Holy Land. His burial
was at the hands of the deputy (Mishneh), and no one knows the
location of his grave to this day. BURIAL MEANS CONCEALMENT,
WHEREAS THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD IS REVELATION. SO
MOSHE WAS CONCEALED AND BURIED OUTSIDE THE HOLY LAND
BECAUSE OF THE DOMINION OF THE DEPUTY IN THE WORLD.
THIS IS WHY NO ONE CAN KNOW HIS BURIAL SITE UNTIL THE DAY
OF THE END OF CORRECTION. AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE
DEAD, MOSHE WILL BE REVEALED TOGETHER WITH THE TWO
MESSIAHS. His being buried, THE CONCEALING OF THE SOUL OF
MOSHE, COMES FROM THE POWER OF the deputy, which rules
over the Queen, who is CALLED the Kabbalah (lit. receiving) of
Moshe. And so the Queen departs from her husband. This is why
THE SCRIPTURE SAYS: "For three things the earth is
disquieted" (Mishlei 30:21), ALLUDING TO MALCHUT, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED THE EARTH. THE
PHRASE: "For a slave when he becomes king" (Ibid. 22) alludes to
the specific servant, WHO IS MATATRON. "And a handmaid THAT IS
HEIR TO HER MISTRESS" (Ibid. 23) ALLUDES TO the deputy,
MATATRON'S WIFE and "a fool when he is filled with meat" is the
mixed multitude WHOSE MEMBERS ARE CALLED "foolish people
and unwise" (Devarim 32:6).

26. "And out of the ground Hashem Elohim formed every beast of the field"
Here Rabbi Shimon lashes out at all those whose hearts and minds remain closed to the spiritual secrets and the soul of the Torah, which is the Kabbalah. The
Zohar then proceeds to explain that Moses never died. To this very day he is among us, trying to bring about the final redemption. The purpose of humanity--and
especially of our generation--is to assist Moses in this critical spiritual mission. Those who remain ignorant of this purpose deny the essential meaning of their
existence.
An inner awakening to our purpose in life is being aroused. This purpose should not be forgotten the moment we step back into the "real world". Through these
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passages, we draw a Light that reminds us of our purpose, and inspires us to awaken it in the rest of the world.
274. RABBI SHIMON continued the discussion saying, "And out of
the ground Hashem Elohim formed every beast of the field, and
every bird of the air" (Beresheet 2:19). Woe to THE PEOPLE OF the
world whose hearts are closed, whose eyes are shut and who do not
look into the secrets of the Torah and perceive that the "living
creatures of the field" and the "bird of the air" allude to the ignorant.
Even those who have ACHIEVED a living Nefesh, BUT HAVE NOT
YET REACHED THE LEVEL OF LIVING RUACH, are of no service to
the Shechinah in exile or to Moshe who is with her. For all the time
that the Shechinah is in exile, Moshe did not move away from her.

275. Rabbi Elazar asked: Who has connected the doings of Adam to
the activities of Yisrael and Moshe? IN OTHER WORDS, HE
QUESTIONED THE INTERPRETATION OF HIS FATHER BY ASKING,
IF THE SCRIPTURES ARE TALKING ABOUT ADAM, HOW CAN YOU
APPLY THOSE FACTS TO MOSHE AND YISRAEL? RABBI SHIMON
replied: My son, how can you ask such a thing? Have you not
learned THE MEANING OF THE PHRASE: "Declaring the end from
the beginning..." (Yeshayah 46:10)--THAT IN THE BEGINNING OF
CREATION THE END OF DAYS--REFERRING TO THE END OF
CORRECTION--WAS IMPLICIT. RABBI ELAZAR said to him, It is
indeed so--ACKNOWLEDGING HIS FATHER.
276. RABBI SHIMON CONTINUED: Accordingly, Moshe did not die,
AS HE WAS ALWAYS WITH THE SHECHINAH IN EXILE. And so he is
called Adam. Of him, it is written in the final exile: "But for the man
(Heb., Adam) there was not found a help" (Beresheet 2:20), as all
were matched against him. So, THIS VERSE: "But for the man there
was not found a help TO MATCH HIM" was said about the Central
Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AS THERE WAS NOBODY TO HELP
MOSHE to bring the Shechinah out of exile. This is why it is written:
"And he looked this way and that, and (when) he saw that there was
no man (Heb., Adam)..." (Shemot 2:12). As Moshe is actually of his
own aspect, LIKE THE CENTRAL COLUMN, it is said of him: "But for
the man there was not found a help to match him." THE SAME WAS
SAID OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED
SHORTLY.
277. At the time THAT "THERE WAS NOT FOUND A HELP", "Hashem
Elohim caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam" (Shemot 2:21). YudHei-Vav-Hei Elohim alludes to Aba and Ima and "a deep sleep" is the
exile, as it is written OF THE EXILE: "A deep sleep fell upon
Avram..." (Beresheet 15:12). HERE TOO, DEEP SLEEP ALLUDES TO
EXILE. He caused a deep sleep to fall upon Moshe, and he slept, and
sleep is an allusion to exile. In the phrase: "And he took one of his
sides", from whose ribs did he take? HE REPLIED: Aba and Ima took
one out of one of the maidens of the Queen. She is the aspect of
white AND IS DESCRIBED AS "fair as the moon." "And closed up the
flesh in its place" (Beresheet 2:21) refers to the flesh OF MOSHE,
about whom it is said: "For that he also (Heb. Beshagam) is
flesh" (Beresheet 6:3), BECAUSE THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
BESHAGAM IS EQUIVALENT TO THAT OF MOSHE. THEREFORE, IN
THIS CONTEXT, THE TERM FLESH ALLUDES TO MOSHE'S FLESH.
The flesh of Moshe is red, and it is said of him: The face of Moshe is
as the face of the sun. THIS MEANS THAT JUST AS THE COLOR OF
THE SUN IS REDDISH, SO IS THE COLOR OF THE FLESH OF
MOSHE, AND IT IS THE ASPECT OF THE UPPER GVURAH OF IMA.
This is the reason why THE VERSE IS WRITTEN: "Fair as the moon,
clear as the sun" (Shir Hashirim 6:10). THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH
IS FROM THE ASPECT OF THE MAIDEN, IS CONSIDERED THE
WHITE ASPECT, AND "CLEAR AS THE SUN" IS FROM THE ASPECT
OF THE LEFT COLUMN AND IS CONSIDERED THE FLESH OF
MOSHE.
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278. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "And closed up the
flesh" (Beresheet 2:21) is that they wanted to protect her FROM THE
EXTERNAL FORCES, AS "CLOSE UP" MEANS TO PROTECT. It is
written: "And Hashem shut him in (lit. 'closed up after
him')" (Beresheet 7:16), BECAUSE BY THE HOLY GVURAH OF THE
RED FLESH OF MOSHE, THE EXTERNAL FORCES ARE MADE TO
FLEE. Another explanation of the phrase: "And closed up" is THAT
IT MEANS TO ACTUALLY CLOSE AND PUT WITHIN A LIMIT, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "Over against the border..." (Shemot 25:27). So a frame is
established BY THE RED FLESH OF MOSHE, wherein the Queen-NAMELY MALCHUT--"shall be shut for six working days" (Yechezkel
46:1), TO BE OPEN ON SHABBAT ALONE.

27. "And of the side...made a woman"
The first soul mate union occurred between Adam and Eve. Soul mates are, in effect, two halves of one soul who have separated upon entering the physical
realm. Eventually, all people will be worthy to discover their true soulmate. Learning from this section helps to accelerate the process.
279. The phrase: "And of the side, which Hashem Elohim had taken
from man, he made a woman" (Beresheet 2:22) hints at the secret of
levirate marriage. It is said of the deceased husband's brother that
once he did not build, he shall never build again, as it is written:
"That will not build up his brother's house" (Devarim 25:9). In
reference to the Holy One, blessed be He, though, it is written:
"Hashem Elohim...built." EVEN THOUGH HE DID NOT BUILD THE
SHECHINAH WHILE IN EXILE, HE IS STILL ABLE TO REDEEM HER,
BECAUSE HASHEM ELOHIM--NAMELY ABA AND IMA--BUILT HER
FOR HIM. SINCE HE DID NOT BUILD HER, THE VERSE: "ONCE HE
DID NOT BUILD, HE SHALL NEVER BUILD AGAIN" DOES NOT
APPLY TO HIM. Thus, it is written: "Hashem builds
Jerusalem" (Tehilim 147:2). "JERUSALEM," BEING THE
SHECHINAH, IS BUILT USING THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD-HEI-VAVHEI. The letter Vav, WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN, is the son of
Yud-Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH ALLUDES TO Aba and Ima.
About them, it is written: "And of the side, which Hashem Elohim
had taken from man", from the Central Column. "And brought her to
the man" MEANS THAT He brought him to the rib, which he had
taken from the LOWER Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, which is His
maiden, WHO IS MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF, NOT
MALCHUT OF MALCHUT.
280. And of MALCHUT OF MALCHUT, it is written: "For I, says
Hashem, will be to her a wall of fire round about" (Zecharyah 2:9).
SO IT IS SAID OF HER: "FOR I...WILL BE TO HER A WALL OF FIRE",
MEANING THAT SHE HAS BECOME A WALL OF FIRE AROUND
JERUSALEM TO PROTECT IT FROM THE MIXED MULTITUDE. AT
THE END OF THE CORRECTION, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
SHALL BRING HER DOWN FROM ABOVE, BUILT ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET OF THE PHRASE: "O JERUSALEM, BUILT" (TEHILIM
122:3). Therefore, on this mountain--MALCHUT OF MALCHUT--the
Temple shall be built by the Holy One, blessed be He, and shall exist
for generation after generation ETERNALLY. Of it, it is written: "The
glory of this latter house shall be greater than that of the
former" (Chagai 2:9), because the first TEMPLE was built by man,
REFERRING TO KING SOLOMON, whereas the LATTER shall be built
by the Holy One, blessed be He. Thus, it is written: "Unless Hashem
builds the house, they who build it labor in vain" (Tehilim 127:1),
BECAUSE THE FIRST AND SECOND TEMPLES, WHICH WERE NOT
BUILT BY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, HAD NO ETERNAL
EXISTENCE. AND "THEY WHO BUILD IT LABOR IN VAIN."
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281. Thus, it is said of THE FUTURE CORRECTION BY Moshe AND
THE TWO MASHICHIM (MESSIAHS): "And of the side, which Hashem
Elohim had taken from man, he made..."; WHICH IS comparable to:
"And for the second side of the tabernacle..." (Shemot 26:20). The
side comes from the aspect of Chesed, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF
white. Because of this, it is called the moon (lit. 'white') AFTER THE
LIGHT OF CHESED, WHICH IS WHITE. The phrase: "And closed up
the flesh in its place" refers to the flesh that is red and comes from
the aspect of Gvurah, FOR THE SUPERNAL GVURAH OF BINAH IS
CONSIDERED RED. THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE consists of both of
them, OF BOTH RED AND WHITE, WHICH ARE ALSO CHESED AND
GVURAH. At that time, IT IS WRITTEN OF MALCHUT: "His left hand
is under my head, and his right hand embraces me" (Shir Hashirim
2:6). THE "LEFT HAND" ALLUDES TO THE RED FLESH-GVURAH-AND "HIS RIGHT HAND" TO THE LIGHT OF CHESED--WHICH IS
WHITE AND CALLED SIDE.
282. "This is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my
flesh..." (Beresheet 2:23). This is SAID OF the Shechinah, the
betrothed maiden, to the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is
said of her: "This is now...". IN OTHER WORDS, I know that she is a
"bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh." AND SO, "she shall be
called Woman." Indeed, AS SHE IS BUILT by the aspect of the High
One--that is Ima, THE UPPER HEI OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI--"because
she was taken out of man", that is, from the aspect of Aba--which is
the letter Yud OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. And so THE PHRASES
CONCERNING Moshe ARE CLARIFIED, as he is in the image of THE
CENTRAL COLUMN FROM THE ASPECT OF THE SOULS below IN
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH.
283. At that time, the children of Yisrael shall each merit to receive
his soulmate. Thus, it is written: "A new heart also will I give you,
and a new spirit will I put within you..." (Yechezkel 36:26). It is written
"your sons and your daughters shall prophesy..." (Yoel 3:1). These
are the new souls that shall appear among Yisrael in the future, as is
stated: MASHIACH son of David shall not come until all the souls of
the body are exhausted, REFERRING TO THE OLD SOULS. Only then
shall the new SOULS come.

284. At that time, the mixed multitude shall be eliminated from the
world. And it shall be said of Yisrael and of Moshe, each with his
spouse: "And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and they
felt no shame" (Beresheet 2:25). THEY WILL NOT REQUIRE ANY
CLOTHING TO COVER THEIR NAKEDNESS, because the nakedness-REFERRING TO THE MIXED MULTITUDE, who brought exile into the
world--shall be removed from the world.

28. Hevel-Moshe
The Zohar reveals a secret pertaining to Cain and Abel. Moses is the reincarnated soul of Abel, and Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, is the reincarnation of Cain.
Metempsychosis--reincarnation--is an integral part of Kabbalah, and is secretly interwoven through all the stories of the Torah. In this connection, Kabbalah
teaches that many of the crises that confront us in life are spiritual baggage from misdeeds in previous incarnations. Spiritual corrections not achieved in one
life are carried over into the next. This process is called Tikune, or correction. As we make our visual connections to the ancient text of the Zohar, we can
connect to our previous incarnations and make some spiritual corrections simply by meditating with that intention.
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285. Of THE MIXED MULTITUDE it is written: "Now the serpent was
craftier than any beast of the field" (Beresheet 3:1). Here, "craftier"
means to do evil more than all the other animals, which are the other
idolatrous nations of the world. THE MEMBERS OF THE MIXED
MULTITUDE are the children of the primordial Serpent that seduced
Chavah BY THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, so the mixed multitude is
indeed the impurity that the Serpent injected into Chavah. From this
impurity, WHICH IS CONSIDERED THE MIXED MULTITUDE, KAYIN
came forth and slew Hevel the shepherd, of whom it is written: "For
that he also is (Heb. Beshagam) flesh" (Beresheet 6:3). Beshagam is
Hevel and is definitely Moshe, BECAUSE THEIR NUMERICAL
VALUES ARE EQUAL TO EACH OTHER AND, AS IS KNOWN, MOSHE
IS THE REINCARNATED SOUL OF HEVEL. And he was the first-born
of Adam.
286. In spite of all this, because Moshe wanted to cover the
nakedness of his father, he took the daughter of Yitro TO BE HIS
WIFE. Of YITRO, it is written: "And the children of the Keni, Moshe's
father-in-law...(Shoftim 1:16). This has already been explained. Why
was he called Keni? Because he detached himself from Kayin, as it
is written: "Now Chever the Keni...had severed himself from
Kayin..." (Shoftim 4:11). After HE SEPARATED THE MIXED
MULTITUDE FROM THE SOUL OF KAYIN, he sought to bring them to
repent to cover the nakedness of his father, WHO IS ADAM. Because
the Holy One, blessed be He, attached a good thought to an action,
the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moshe: 'Beware of them, of that
evil stock. BUT ALL THE SAME I SHALL COUPLE YOUR GOOD
THOUGHT--OF WANTING TO CAUSE THEM TO REPENT--WITH
ACTION.' The MIXED MULTITUDE IS THE FORCE OF SEPARATION
LYING IN THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, WHICH
BROUGHT the sin upon Adam. And of the multitude, it is said to him:
"But of the Tree of knowledge of good and evil, you shall not eat of
it" (Beresheet 2:17). These also brought the sin upon Moshe and
Yisrael.
287. Because OF THE MIXED MULTITUDE, the children of Yisrael
were driven from their land and sent into exile, as it is written: "So
he drove out the man (Adam)" (Beresheet 3:24), in which the man is
certainly AN ALLUSION TO Yisrael. Moshe was also driven from his
place. WHY? BECAUSE HE DID NOT PROTECT HIMSELF FROM
THEM AS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WARNED HIM.
INSTEAD, HE TRIED TO BRING THEM CLOSE TO THE HOLINESS. He
therefore was not worthy of entering the Holy Land: he was buried
outside of it. Because of them, he disobeyed the command of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and sinned in striking the rock. Even
though He told him: "And speak to the rock" (Bemidbar 20:8),
MOSHE STRUCK IT INSTEAD. This was brought about BY THE
MIXED MULTITUDE. In spite of all this, the Holy One, blessed be He,
attaches a good thought to an action and knew that Moshe would
not have welcomed THE MIXED MULTITUDE TO offer them the sign
of the Covenant, but solely to cover the nakedness of his father.
Thus, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "And will make of
you a greater nation and mightier than they" (Bemidbar 14:12). As
for THE MIXED MULTITUDE, He said, "Whosoever has sinned
against me, him will I blot out of my book" (Shemot 32:33). They are
the seed of Amalek, of whom it is written: "You shall blot out the
remembrance of Amalek" (Devarim 25:19). And they ALSO
BROUGHT THE SIN OF THE CALF UPON YISRAEL, causing two
tablets of the Torah to shatter.
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288. Immediately, it is written: "And the eyes of them both were
opened, and they knew that they were naked" (Beresheet 3:7), as
Yisrael knew in the exile of Egypt (Egypt) THAT THEY WERE NAKED
without the Torah. It is written of them at the last exile: "Yet you were
naked and bare" (Yechezkel 16:7), BECAUSE YISRAEL RECEIVED
GARMENTS FOR THEIR SOULS FROM THE TORAH AND ITS
PRECEPTS. THEREFORE, WHILE THEY WERE IN EXILE IN EGYPT
(EGYPT), AND DURING THE LAST EXILE, THEIR SOULS WERE
PERFORCE NAKED WITHOUT THE TORAH. Because of this, Iyov
said twice, OF THE TWO EXILES, "Naked came I out of my mother's
womb, and naked shall I return there" (Iyov 1:21). THE FIRST TIME
HE SAID "NAKED" ALLUDED TO THE EXILE IN EGYPT (EGYPT),
WHEREAS THE SECOND TIME ALLUDED TO THE LAST EXILE. So
the name Moshe changed for the mixed multitude into desolation
(Heb. Shamah) and an object of scorn. AND THIS IS RELATED TO
WHAT IYOV SAID, "And naked shall I return there (Heb. Shamah)",
alluding to the fact that he, MOSHE, shall change INTO SHAMAH
among THE MIXED MULTITUDE in the last exile. And he shall walk
among them and "return there (Heb. Shamah)". This is why IYOV
said, "Hashem gave, and Hashem has take away; blessed be the
name of Hashem" (Ibid.), MEANING, "HASHEM GAVE" THE TORAH
AND HE "HAS TAKEN IT AWAY" IN THE LAST EXILE FROM
YISRAEL. "BLESSED BE THE NAME OF HASHEM."
289. When the two tablets of the Torah were broken and the Oral
Torah WAS CONCEALED, it was written OF YISRAEL: "And they
sewed fig leaves together" (Beresheet 3:7), MEANING THAT they
were covered by many layers of Klipot of the mixed multitude. This
was because they were naked WITHOUT THE TORAH. THEREFORE,
THEY WERE COVERED in order not to reveal their nakedness,
WHICH IS THE PLACE ONTO WHICH THE KLIPOT CLING. Their
covering is the fringes of the Tzitzit and the straps of the Tfilin, about
which it is said, "did Hashem make coats of skins, and clothed
them" (Beresheet 3:21). But of the Tzitzit, IT IS WRITTEN: "And they
sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves loincloths." THE
PHRASE: "And made themselves loincloths" is comparable to "Gird
your sword upon your thigh, O mighty warrior" (Tehilim 45:4),
WHICH IS AN ALLUSION TO the recital of the Shma, BECAUSE THIS
PRAYER IS LIKE A SWORD AGAINST THE KLIPOT, WHICH IS
GIRDED AT THE HIP. Of the recital of the Shma, it is written: "The
high praises of El are in their mouth, and a two-edged sword in their
hand" (Tehilim 149:6). Therefore, it is said OF THIS PRAYER, "And
made themselves loincloths."

29. Evil admixtures
Many types of negative forces are discussed in this section of the Zohar. These include the nation of Amalek, which is identified as the snake and the evil angel
Samael, a name we do not utter. All these negative forces, including the force of death, will be removed from the face of the earth at the end of time--and this
section helps us remove the force of death and evil form our own lives.
290. "And they heard the voice of Hashem Elohim..." (Beresheet 3:8).
THIS ALLUDES TO THE TIME when THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
approached Mount Sinai TO RECEIVE THE TORAH, as it is written:
"Did ever people hear the voice of Elohim speaking out of the midst
of the fire, as you have heard, and live?" (Devarim 4:33). WE HAVE
LEARNED THAT THERE IS A SIMILARITY IN THE VERSE DERIVED
FROM THE USE OF THE WORD "HEAR." While the mixed multitude,
WHICH COULD NOT BEAR TO HEAR THE VOICE OF ELOHIM,
perished, those FROM AMONG THE MIXED MULTITUDE WHO
REMAINED ALIVE said AFTERWARDS to Moshe, "But let not Elohim
speak with us, lest we die" (Shemot 20:16). They then caused the
Torah to be forgotten BY BRINGING THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF
UPON YISRAEL. THE MIXED MULTITUDE consists of ignorant
people, about whom it is written: "Cursed be he that lies with any
manner of beast" (Devarim 27:21), because they come from the side
of that Serpent, of which it is written: "You are cursed above all
cattle, and above every beast of the field" (Beresheet 3:14).
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291. There are many evil kinds AMONG YISRAEL THAT ARE CALLED
cattle and beasts. One is from the side of the Serpent and another
from the side of the idolatrous nations, who are like the animals and
wild beasts. There is also mixed multitude from the side of the evil
spirits, which are the souls of the wicked. These are the actual
evildoers in the world and there is a mixture of demons, spirits and
nightspirits as well. These are all mixed among Yisrael, but none of
them is cursed as Amalek, who is the evil Serpent, a Strange El: The
one who uncovers all nakedness in the world. THIS MEANS THAT IT
IS THE ROOT OF THE KLIPAH, WHICH CAUSES INCEST IN THE
WORLD. It is the murderer. FROM IT, ALL MURDERS IN THE WORLD
ORIGINATE, and its spouse is the potion of death of idol-worship.
SO THE THREE TRANSGRESSIONS OF IDOL-WORSHIP, INCEST
AND BLOODSHED DERIVE FROM THE KLIPAH OF AMALEK, WHO IS
THE SERPENT AND ANOTHER EL. They are all RELATED TO THE
ASPECT OF Samael, who has many different aspects, but they are
not the same. SAMAEL, who is from the side of the Serpent, is the
most cursed of them all.

292. "And Hashem Elohim called to Adam, and said to him, 'Where
are you? (Heb. Ayecah)" (Beresheet 3:9). THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, hinted to ADAM here that the Temple would be destroyed in
the future, and people shall wail in lamentation for it AND CRY:
'Ayecha' (where are you)--which is spelled Aleph-Yud-Caf-Hei. It is
written: "How (Eichah) does the city sit solitary..." (Eichah 1:1),
WHICH CONTAINS Ei (Aleph-Yud, meaning 'where is') and Coh (CafHei), THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH THAT RESIDES WITHIN THE
TEMPLE. In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall eliminate
all kinds of evil from the world, as it is written: "He will destroy death
forever" (Yeshayah 25:8), BECAUSE DEATH IS THE SOURCE OF
ALL EVIL. Then everything shall return to its place, AS IT WAS
BEFORE THE SIN OF ADAM FROM WHICH DEATH AND ALL SORTS
OF EVIL DEVELOPED, as it is written: "On that day Hashem shall be
one, and his name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

30. The correction of the lower world through the upper world
The formation of spiritual worlds through the instruments of the Hebrew letters is being discussed in great detail. All these worlds were set up in a specific
manner, in order that we could eventually correct, elevate, and perfect our physical world. We can gain the ability to access these spiritual worlds, and we can
use the powers associated with the Hebrew Letters for assistance in our spiritual elevation.
293. We have learned that every time Solomon
is mentioned in Shir Hashirim, IT IS AN
ALLUSION TO the king to whom shalom
(peace) belongs, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. IF
ONLY THE GENERAL TERM 'king' IS USED,
AS OPPOSED TO KING SOLOMON, THEN IT
ALLUDES TO the feminine principle OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The lower king is
INCLUDED within the upper KING and the
secret is that the lower inherits from the upper,
and they become as one. Then is THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE CALLED a house, as it
is written: "Through wisdom a house is
built" (Mishlei 24:3), WHICH MEANS THAT THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS NOT CALLED A
HOUSE WITHOUT RECEIVING CHOCHMAH. It
is also written: "King Solomon made himself a
palanquin of the timbers of Levanon" (Shir
Hashirim 3:9). The palanquin is the
improvement of the lower world, WHICH IS
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, by the upper
world, WHICH IS BINAH.
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294. Before the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the world, His name remained
concealed within Himself; so He and His name
concealed within Himself were one. HIS NAME
ALLUDED TO MALCHUT, WHICH WAS
INCLUDED BEFORE THE CREATION WITHIN
EIN SOF (THE ENDLESS WORLD) AND
CONCEALED THERE WITHOUT BEING
REVEALED OR RECOGNIZED. Nothing was
revealed until His desire was aroused to create
the world. So He formed and built THE
WORLDS, but they did not last until THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO IS BINAH,
wrapped himself up with a covering of
radiance and created the world.
295. He produced imposing and great cedars
from that supernal covered radiance and He
laid His Chariot upon the 22 engraved letters,
WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE. They were
carved into ten sayings and firmly established.
This is why it is written: "of the timbers (wood)
of Levanon." It is also written: "The cedars of
Levanon, which he has planted" (Tehilim
104:16).
296. In "King Solomon made himself..."
'himself' IS REDUNDANT AND IS EXPLAINED
AS 'for himself'--for his own sake--WHICH
MEANS THAT KING SOLOMON, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, BUILT WITH THE MOCHIN OF BINAH
THE PALANQUIN FOR HIMSELF, for his own
advantage. HE FIRST PERFECTED HIMSELF
WITH THE PALANQUIN: 'Himself - that is, to
show His Supernal Glory--SO THAT HE MAY
BESTOW HIS MOCHIN FROM THE SUPERNAL
GLORY (BINAH) UPON THE PALANQUIN
(MALCHUT) for Himself. [The action was] to
proclaim that He is One and His Name One, TO
HASTEN THE END OF THE CORRECTION--as
it is written: "Hashem shall be one and his
name One." It is also written: "That men may
know that You alone, whose Name is
Hashem..." (Tehilim 83:19).
297. Upon mating by striking--REACHING
MALCHUT OF BINAH--the chambers (THAT IS,
MOCHIN) are conceived in thought. It drips
upwards, to the right, to the left and goes
downwards and extends MOCHIN to the four
corners. His kingdom--MALCHUT OF BINAH-spreads out above and below into the four
corners to become one supernal river.
298. ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS THE SECRET OF
THE SUPERNAL RIVER, comes down AND
BESTOWS THE MOCHIN UPON MALCHUT,
and turns her into a great sea, as it is written:
"All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is
not full" (Kohelet 1:7). She, MALCHUT, gathers
everything and absorbs it inside herself, as it
is written: "I am the tulip of the Sharon; the lily
of the valleys" (Shir Hashirim 2:1). Only the
place close by the great sea is called Sharon,
as it absorbs all the waters of the world, which
discharges and absorbs THEM. And one
shines by the other in well-known ways. It is
then written of them: "Through wisdom is a
house (Heb. bayit) built." Thus, the derivation
of the letter Bet in Beresheet. Nevertheless,
the great upper house is the habitation of the
world. Both the supernal house, Binah, and
the lower house, which is Malchut, were built
through Chochmah. The unattributed 'king'
alludes to MALCHUT, the lower house.
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299. "But the king"---WHO IS MALCHUT--"shall
rejoice in Elohim" (Tehilim 63:12), the upper
ELOHIM WHO IS BINAH, by embracing him
below his head and drawing him closer in joy
so that they become one. "But the king shall
rejoice in Elohim" by THE GLADNESS OF the
light that He brought forth. AND THIS CAUSED
GLADNESS, because it, NAMELY MALCHUT,
came forth through a hidden and concealed
path and introduced in it--NAMELY BINAH-two PATHS that are one. So was the world,
NAMELY MALCHUT, firmly established WITH
WHOLE MOCHIN in its existence.
300. "But the king shall rejoice in Elohim..."
means that the lower world shall rejoice in the
concealed upper world, that world which gives
life to all AND which is called the 'Life of the
King,' NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH.
This is the mainstay of the house. This house
builds the house of the world, REFERRING TO
MALE AND FEMALE, and builds the world AS
THE MOCHIN ARE COMPLETED AS FULLY
REQUIRED. This IS THE MEANING OF: "In the
beginning (Beresheet) Elohim
created" (Beresheet 1:1), WHERE BERESHEET
IS COMPOSED OF Bet-Resheet. Resheet
(beginning) is Chochmah, ALLUDING TO THE
TIME WHEN MALCHUT gathers ALL THE
MOCHIN into Herself and becomes the great
sea in order to absorb ALL THE MOCHIN.
301. The waters of the frozen sea, NAMELY
MALCHUT, absorb the water of all the seas of
the world, and it gathers them all into it. The
waters go forth, moving back and forth INSIDE
IT and are absorbed into it. This issues from
above, FROM BINAH, AND SETTLES IN
MALCHUT. The proof of this secret is in the
verse: "Out of whose (Heb. mi) womb came
the ice?" (Iyov 38:29), WHICH ALLUDES TO
BINAH THAT IS CALLED MI (WHO) AND IS
WHERE THE ICE THAT REACHED MALCHUT
ORIGINATED. IT TURNED INTO A FROZEN
SEA, whose waters are frozen so that it can
absorb other waters. THIS MEANS THAT THE
FROZEN WATERS, WHICH ARE ICE, HAVE
BECOME FULL OF EMPTY HOLES. IF WATER
IS POURED ON THEM, THE ICE ABSORBS IT.
BY THE WATERS TURNING INTO ICE, THEY
HAVE BECOME A VESSEL TO RECEIVE
ADDITIONAL WATERS.
302. The waters of this ice THAT BELONGS TO
the frozen sea shall only flow when the mighty
force of the South, WHICH IS THE RIGHT,
reaches it and draws it to itself. The waters
that were frozen by the aspect of the North,
WHICH IS THE LEFT, then melt and flow by the
aspect of the South AND ARE BESTOWED ON
THE LOWER BEINGS to water all the animals
of the field. THIS IS A REFERENCE TO THE
GRADES THAT ARE OUTSIDE OF ATZILUT
AND ARE IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH,
as it is written: "They give drink to every wild
beast" (Tehilim 104:11). These GRADES are
called 'mountains of separation'--AS IT IS
WRITTEN OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH, "AND FROM THENCE IT WAS
PARTED" (BERESHEET 2:10). These are all
watered when the aspect of the South starts to
approach it and then the waters are drawn.
Because of this supernal force, WHICH
ORIGINATES IN THE SOUTH, all shall be in
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splendor and joy.
303. When the thought rises and desire
emerges from within the most concealed of all,
NAMELY ARICH ANPIN, a certain river
originates from within THAT THOUGHT. When
they approach each other through a certain
path, which is not known above nor below, it
becomes the beginning of everything.
BERESHEET IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTER
BET AND RESHEET (BEGINNING). The letter
Bet alludes to the general WORD king, WHICH
REFERS TO MALCHUT, as was completed and
firmly established by this Beginning, WHICH IS
BINAH AND IS CALLED THOUGHT. MALCHUT
AND BINAH resemble each other. THIS IS WHY
THEY BOTH APPEAR IN THE WORD
BERESHEET, AS THE LETTER BET IS
MALCHUT AND RESHEET IS BINAH.
304. "Elohim created the heaven," MEANS
THAT he produced a sound from within
himself. IN OTHER WORDS, ELOHIM--WHICH
IS BINAH--EMANATED AND PRODUCED THE
HEAVEN--WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND IS
CALLED A SOUND. This is CALLED the sound
of the Shofar, or in other words: "Elohim
created the heaven," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
that is called the sound of the Shofar. The
heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, governs THE
EARTH BY THE POWER OF THE MOCHIN
CALLED the life of the supernal King upon the
earth. The proof IS IN THE VERSE THAT
READS: "For as long as the son of Yishai lives
on the ground..." (I Shmuel 20:31). THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
CALLED LIFE derives from the son of Yishai,
NAMELY MALCHUT (KINGDOM) OF DAVID,
through which he ruled over all. And the earth,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, receives everything from
heaven. Thus, it is written "and the earth..."
The Vav (and) is added TO THE WORD 'THE' IN
"AND THE EARTH", for the purpose of ruling
and bestowing sustenance on the earth.
305. The term Et (the) IS MENTIONED before
IN: "AND THE HEAVEN." It is the power of the
entire 22 letters, WHICH ARE HINTED AT IN Et
(Aleph-Tav), which is the Aleph to Tav, which
Elohim-BINAH--has issued and passed on to
the heaven, ZEIR ANPIN. It is written: "With the
crown with which his mother crowned him on
the day of his wedding..." (Shir Hashirim 3:11),
BECAUSE THIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS THE
SECRET OF THE CROWN WITH WHICH HIS
MOTHER, WHO IS BINAH, "CROWNED HIM."
Thus, IT IS WRITTEN: "The heaven",
ALLUDING TO THE MALE AND FEMALE, to
unite one with the other so that they may exist
together and be sustained by THIS MOCHIN
THAT ARE CALLED the life of the king. 'The
king,' unqualified, WHO IS MALCHUT, is
nourished from heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. THE PHRASE: "And the earth"
REFERS TO the union of the Male and Female,
on whom were engraved imprinted letters. The
life of the king, THE MOCHIN OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, drawn from
heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, draws solely to sustain
the earth and its multitudes.
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306. The secret of the supernal Elohim,
NAMELY BINAH, made the heaven and earth
by THE MOCHIN of existence, WHICH IS THE
LIFE OF THE KING. He brought them forth as
one by the sublime power OF THE UPPER
THREE SFIROT OF BINAH, WHICH ARE THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, AND ARE
REFERRED TO AS The Beginning of
everything. In this manner, the secret of the
Supernal One, NAMELY BINAH, descended TO
THE ASPECT OF THE LOWER SEVEN SFIROT,
which then made the lower heaven and earth.
307. The secret of all this lies in the letter Bet
OF THE WORD BERESHEET, WHICH
ALLUDES TO BINAH. IT IS CALLED BET,
WHICH HAS A NUMERICAL VALUE OF TWO,
BECAUSE there are two worlds IN BINAH-ABA
AND IMA, CALLED THE UPPER WORLD AND
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, CALLED
THE LOWER WORLD. They created two
worlds, THE UPPER WORLD OF BINAH-WHICH created the upper world OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE--and
THE LOWER WORLD OF BINAH, WHICH
created the lower world. One corresponds to
the other. One created heaven and earth, and
one created heaven and earth. This is why the
letter Bet signifies that there are two worlds IN
BINAH. The one produced two worlds, and the
other produced two worlds. They all CAME
FORTH by the power of the supernal
Beginning, WHICH IS BINAH, RETURNED TO
THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED THE SUPERNAL BEGINNING.
308. AT THIS POINT, THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE UNION OF
THE UPPER WORLD AND THAT OF THE
LOWER WORLD OF BINAH. AND SO HE SAYS:
The upper WORLD descends to the lower
WORLD, which is filled BY THE UNION WITH
THE SUPERNAL LIGHT THAT FLOWS through
a pathway (Heb. shvil) of a certain grade that
rests upon it. This is similar to the concealed
or hidden path above. Only one OF THEM is a
narrow path, THE other one is a path (Heb.
orach). The one below is orach, as it is written:
"But the path of just men is like the gleam of
sunlight..." (Mishlei 4:18). And the other one
above is a nativ, as it is written: "There is a
path (Heb. nativ) which no bird of prey
knows" (Iyov 28:7). The secret of all this
APPEARS IN THE VERSE: "Who make a way
(Heb. derech) in the sea, and a path (Heb.
nativ) in the mighty waters" (Yeshayah 43:16)
and it is written: "Your way was in the sea, and
your path in the great waters..." (Tehilim
77:20). The upper world OF BINAH, CALLED
SHVIL OR NATIV--became filled BY THE
SECRET OF THE UNION OF THE SUPERNAL
LIGHT WITH THEIR MALCHUT and pregnant
FROM THE LIGHT, as a female becomes
pregnant from a male. Then THEY brought
forth two children as one, a male and a female.
These are the heaven and the earth, similar to
the upper WORLD OF BINAH.
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309. The earth is nourished by the waters of
the heaven, as its waters are poured down into
it, MEANING THAT THE WATERS ARE THE
FOOD THAT SUSTAIN THE EARTH, WHICH IS
THE FEMALE. THEY ARE MALE WATERS
THAT BRING FORTH SOULS, AS THEY ARE
SHOT ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE
SPERM, SHOT LIKE A PROCREATING
ARROW. The upper WATERS THAT EARTH
RECEIVED FROM HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, are male while the lower waters,
WHICH ARE IN THE EARTH ITSELF, are
female. The lower WATERS are fed by the male
WATERS--REFERRING TO THE UPPER
WATERS THAT EARTH RECEIVES FROM THE
HEAVEN. These lower waters IN THE EARTH
call to the upper WATERS IN HEAVEN TO
FULFILL THEIR NEED, just like a female who is
open to receive from a male. She pours out
LOWER waters to receive the UPPER waters of
the male to procreate SOULS. The female is
fed by the male, BECAUSE SHE HAS NOTHING
OF HER OWN. Thus, it is written: "And (Vav)
the earth", with the addition of the letter Vav,
as has been explained.
310. It is written: "Lift up your eyes on high,
and behold who has created these
things..." (Yeshayah 40:26). These letters were
inscribed throughout the entire works OF THE
CREATION--the work of the upper, WHICH IS
BINAH, and the work of the lower, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. The letters were later impressed
AND THEIR FORM COMPLETED. Then they
were engraved in the phrase: "In the beginning
(Beresheet) Elohim created (bara)" by the TWO
INITIALS OF THE LETTER Bet, WHICH
ALLUDE TO THE ENGRAVING MADE IN
BINAH. "Elohim...the (Et)" by the TWO
INITIALS OF THE LETTER Aleph, WHICH IS
THE ASPECT OF THE IMPRESSION AND THE
COMPLETION OF THE LETTERS. The Bet of
Beresheet certainly created through supernal
power. THE LETTER Bet is female AND THE
LETTER Aleph is male. Just as THE LETTER
Bet OF BERESHEET created by the power
above, NAMELY BINAH, so THE LETTER Aleph
OF THE WORD ELOHIM brought forth AND
EMANATED letters, REFERRING TO THE ET,
including the 22 letters FROM ALEPH TO TAV
IN THE GRADE OF BINAH. IN THE PHRASE:
"The (Hei) heaven", THE LETTER Hei, WHICH
IS THE COMPLETED BINAH, emanated ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED heaven, to give him
life and allow him to establish himself by
growing roots.
311. In the phrase: "And (Vav) the earth", the
Vav, ZEIR ANPIN, brought forth the earth,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, to give
her food, establish her and to supply all her
needs. The phrase, "And the earth", indicates
that Vav, ZEIR ANPIN, took THE WORD Et
(the), WHICH INCLUDES all 22 letters FROM
ALEPH TO TAV, and poured them onto the
earth, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE.
So the earth, THE FEMALE, gathered them into
itself, as it is written: "All the rivers run into
the sea..." (Kohelet 1:7). This refers to the
secret of, "And the earth", because THE
EARTH gathered everything into it and
received them. "AND THE (VE-ET) EARTH"
MEANS THAT the earth took THE MOCHIN
THAT IS HINTED AT IN THE PARTICLE Ve-Et,
WHICH ALLUDES TO the heaven and the earth
together. ALSO, "the heaven", ALLUDES TO
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the heaven and the earth together.
312. SO THE EARTH received THE VE-ET in
order to feed on them. THEREFORE, IT MUST
CERTAINLY COMPRISE MALE AND FEMALE,
AS THE LETTER VAV IS THE MALE, because
the reception of anything is the result of
striking THE MALE. There is a fortress of
smoke upon the earth, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. When the burning fire
is drawn and aroused from the left, it clings TO
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE and she fumes, as
it is written: "And Mount Sinai smoked in
every part, because Hashem descended upon
it in fire" (Shemot 19:18). There is fire and
there is smoke. IF IT DESCENDS FROM
ABOVE, IT IS A FIRE AND THE LOWER
GRADE THAT RECEIVES IT BECOMES
SMOKE. It is also written: "And the mountain
smoking" (Shemot 20:15), because when the
fire descends, the smoke and fire cling to each
other. Everything is then under the rule of the
left, according to the secret of THE VERSE:
"My hand also," (Yeshayah 48:13) THE LEFT
HAND, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF FIRE AND
SMOKE, "has laid the foundation of the
earth," (Ibid.) WHICH IS THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, "and my right hand," WHICH IS
THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, "has spanned the
heavens", NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, by the power
of the right above, THAT IS, BY THE POWER
OF THE RIGHT OF BINAH. FOR ZEIR ANPIN,
WHO IS CALLED 'THE HEAVENS,' RECEIVES
CHASSADIM FROM BINAH. In this manner,
"the heavens," which are the male--NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN--were made. The male comes from
the right side OF BINAH and the feminine
principle from the left.
313. The phrase: "Lift up your eyes on high,
and behold who has created these
things" (Yeshayah 40:26) ALLUDES TO BINAH
CALLED "ON HIGH." BECAUSE until now, UP
TO BINAH, the words ascended up in such a
manner that no further question was
necessary. BY 'QUESTION,' IT REFERS TO
ELEVATING FEMALE WATERS FOR THE
PURPOSE OF UNITING--JUST LIKE THE
PHRASE 'TO ASK FOR RAIN'. THIS STARTS
WITH BINAH, AS IT IS THE ASPECT OF THE
KNOWABLE. BUT BEYOND IT, IN CHOCHMAH,
IT IS NOT KNOWABLE, because Chochmah
was produced from nothingness (Heb. Ayin),
or Keter, and LIKE THESE, IT is not subject to
any question. Being concealed--deeply
hidden--nobody is able to conceive of it. When
the deeply hidden light, REFERRING TO
BINAH, is expanded BY THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE: "AND EXCEEDINGLY DEEP, WHO
(HEB. MI) CAN FIND IT OUT?" (KOHELET
7:24), its light can be subject to questioning,
AS IT BECAME KNOWABLE. Although it
remained more concealed than everyone
below, NAMELY THE LOWER BEINGS BELOW
IT, it is named after the interrogative
ACCORDING TO THE PHRASE: "Who has
created these?"
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314. This is a reference to the secret we have
mentioned in the verse: "Out of whose (Heb.
Mi) womb came the ice?" (Iyov 38:29). It is
certainly from the womb of Mi, WHICH IS
BINAH. IN OTHER WORDS, that which is
subjected to questioning. But one should not
ask what is above or below. One can only ask
about that starting place in order to know. It
may not be known, because this is impossible.
It may be inquired of, but not known.
315. Beresheet: This is analyzed as BetResheet. So he inquired about the conclusion
that Beresheet is one of the sayings of
Creation and asked, does this mean that
Resheet is a saying of Creation without the
letter Bet, or is Beresheet together with the
letter Bet a saying of Creation? He replied:
Before she, Malchut, emerged from Binah and
Her powers were expanded, everything was
hidden and concealed inside Her. It is
Beresheet and this is one of the sayings.
When Malchut emerged from Binah and the
powers of Binah were expanded, then Binah
was called Resheet, which is saying without
Bet, which is Malchut. SO NOW, IT IS CALLED
Mi, which subjects the one who created these
things to questioning. Afterward, WHEN
BINAH expanded and was established, it
turned into a sea. THEN BINAH, created below
IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, made
everything IN HER exactly as in the manner
above, one as against the other and one as the
other. These both APPEAR in the letter Bet OF
BERESHEET.
316. It is written: "While the king sits at his
table" (Shir Hashirim 1:12). In this phrase, "sits
at his table" MEANS he sits at the lower
kingdom AND BESTOWS ON it the secret of
that special union and conviviality of the upper
Eden, WHICH IS THE SUPERNAL ABA AND
IMA. SO IT RECEIVES FROM THE SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA through that concealed and
hidden path THAT IS unknowable. It is filled by
it AND THE ABUNDANCE flows out through
certain rivers. The phrase: "My nard sent forth
its fragrance" (Ibid.) refers to the lower
Malchut, for he created the world below-NAMELY MALCHUT--in the same manner as
the world above--WHICH IS THE WORLD OF
BINAH--WITH WHAT THEY RECEIVED FROM
THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN. Thus, the
fragrance ascends upward FROM THE LOWER
WORLD to govern and take action, AND
MALCHUT may govern as it shines by the
supernal light.
317. The world was created in two aspects,
WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, namely with
the right and the left of the six supernal days-WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF IMA. So these
six days were made so as to shine ON MALE
AND FEMALE FROM THE ASPECT OF THEIR
RIGHT SIDE, as it is written: "For in six days
Hashem made heaven and earth" (Shemot
31:17), meaning that in six days--CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF IMA--Hashem made heaven and
earth, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE. BY
THIS, MALE AND FEMALE RECEIVED THE
RIGHT SIDE. These SIX SUPERNAL DAYS dug
up paths and made sixty holes in the great
abyss, WHICH IS YESOD OF IMA, AND THE
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ASPECT OF THE LEFT OF THE SIX DAYS,
WHERE EACH ONE COMPRISES ANOTHER
TEN. So these 60 holes were to conduct the
waters of the streams into the abyss, INTO
YESOD OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED AN ABYSS PLAINLY.
Thus, it is said that these 60 HOLES IN THE
ABYSS were created by the six days of
Creation - THE SIX SUPERNAL DAYS OF IMA and became the peace of the world.

31. "And the earth was without form"
The Zohar speaks of 42 unique letter sequences that were created to aid in the revelation of Light in all the worlds. These 42 Letters are one of the most powerful
Names of God in existence. The Kabbalists revealed these sequences through Ana B'koach, a simple prayer recited daily that conveys enormous blessing,
prosperity, healing, and well-being. This text on the power of the Ana B'koach helps amplify the effect of the 42 letters in our lives.
tzrurah tatir ymincha gdulat b'koach ana
nora taharenu sagvenu amcha rinat kabel
shamrem kvavat yichudcha dorshei gibor na
gamlem tamid tzidkatcha rachamei taharem barchem
adatecha nahel tuvcha b'rov kadosh chasin
kdushatecha zochrei p'neh l'amcha ge'eh yachid
ta'alumot yode'a tzak'atenu u'shma kabel shavatenu
va'ed l'olam malchuto k'vod shem baruch (silently)
Scanning direction
318. "And the earth was without form and void" (Beresheet 1:2),
BECAUSE the bitterness of the secretion of THE FRUIT, WHICH DID
NOT RIPEN IN THE TREE, REMAINED WITHIN the fruit except when
absorbed by the earth. Because THE EARTH already existed, but had
not yet been settled, IT WAS WITHOUT FORM AND VOID. THIS IS
WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE EARTH WAS" IN THE PAST TENSE,
to indicate that it already existed. Later, MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE
WORLD, was established; the world came into being, when it was
inscribed by 42 letters, which were intended to crown the holy name.
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319. When THE 42 LETTERS, WHICH WERE INSCRIBED INSIDE
MALCHUT, are combined AND FORM NAMES, THEN the letters
ascend INTO THE 42-LETTERED NAME OF BINAH, AND descend TO
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE WORLD.' They
are crowned in all four parts of the world, WHICH ARE
REPRESENTED BY CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT
WITHIN MALCHUT. Then THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHO IS
CALLED 'The World,' is able to exist. In turn, THE MOCHIN THAT
MALCHUT RECEIVES are sustained in her by the GOOD actions OF
PEOPLE in the world. The form in which MALCHUT received these
MOCHIN are like the seal of a ring. As each letter OF THE 42
LETTERS entered and came out, the world was created. THE
LETTERS entered into the seal, WHICH IS BINAH, and joined
together FORMING THE HOLY NAMES. THIS MEANS THAT AFTER
THEY RECEIVED THE MOCHIN, MALCHUT RECEIVED THEM and the
world was established.
320. THESE LETTERS struck the rod of the great Serpent and
traveled 1,500 cubits inside the chasms of the dust, WHICH IS THE
ASPECT OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Afterward, the great deep
arose in darkness. Darkness covered everything until light emerged
to break through the darkness and shine IN ALL ITS PERFECTION,
as it is written: "He uncovers deep things out of darkness, and
brings out to light the shadow of death" (Iyov 12:22).

321. BECAUSE OF THIS, the waters--THE MOCHIN--were put on the
scales and they weighed 1,500. With the fingers, three drops were
put on the scales, half for preservation and half entered below. The
first rose up while the latter descended. As they rose up by the
raising of the hand, the scales stood evenly. This is according to
what is written: "Who has measured the waters in the hollow of his
hand" (Yeshayah 40:12).

322. Everything was concealed in the earth and nothing was
revealed in it. Its force and might, together with its LIGHTS THAT
ARE CALLED waters, were frozen inside it. They did not flow or
expand until the light from above, NAMELY BINAH, shone upon it.
This light struck its receptor and all its powers were released, as it is
written: "And Elohim said, Let there be light,' and there was
light" (Beresheet 1:3). THE PHRASE: "LET THERE BE..." MEANS
THAT the supernal primordial light, REFERRING TO THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH that already existed IN IT before--BEFORE BEING
FROZEN AND ENCLOSED--RETURNED TO SHINE. AND THE LIGHT
DOES NOT FREEZE IT, BECAUSE IT IS NOW ENCLOTHED IN
CHASSADIM.
323. From here, FROM THIS SHINING LIGHT, the entire force and
strength OF MALCHUT came forth. The earth, NAMELY MALCHUT,
was made sweet and then ON THE THIRD DAY, all its powers were
brought forth. Because this LIGHT shone ON MALCHUT as it
descended AND SHONE ON THE WORLD, its radiance spread from
one end of the world to the other. But when THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, saw the sinners of the world, THOSE WHO WERE
ABOUT TO SIN USING THIS LIGHT, He concealed the light and it
only came forth through secret paths that are not revealed.

32. The three letters of Tov (good)
The three letters composing the word Tov [Good] were not arbitrarily chosen. Each letter is a spiritual component the comprises the force called good. In
contrast, the word good in English is built of four letters [g.o.o.d.]. By itself, the letter "g" conveys no meaning or energy associated with the concept of good. In
Hebrew, however, each letter is a direct spiritual element that produces the force that it describes. Therefore, we can bring goodness into our lives merely by
speaking a word, or by seeing it printed on a page.
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324. "And Elohim saw the light that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). We
have learned that every dream that is interpreted according to, "That
is good," PRESAGES peace above and below FOR HIM. THIS
PERSON IS FREE OF ANY ACCUSATION ABOVE AND BELOW,
BECAUSE each single person sees letters IN HIS DREAM according
to the merit of his conduct AND DEEDS. If he sees THE LETTER Tet
IN HIS DREAM, it is good for him and for his dream for the Torah
mentions THE LETTER TET for the first time in the phrase: "That is
good (tov, spelled Tet Vav Bet)." BEFORE THIS, THERE IS NO
MENTION OF THE LETTER TET, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE LIGHT
that shone from one end of the world to the other. Therefore, THE
LETTER Tet SIGNIFIES Tov, and good MEANS an illumination
shining in complete perfection.
325. THE LETTER Tet is the ninth--NAMELY YESOD--WHICH IS THE
NINTH OF THE TEN SFIROT. It is the letter that shines from the
supernal BEING THAT IS CALLED beginning, NAMELY ARICH
ANPIN, and is included with it. And by THE POWER OF concealment
THAT LIES WITHIN the point (vowel), the secret of the letter Yud is
formed, which is one point. The letter Vav, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
comes forth by the power OF THE LETTER TET, AND SO the heaven,
ZEIR ANPIN, is formed by it. When it was completed, it was formed
by a point, which was then hidden inside it. AFTERWARD, the
second point, WHICH EXTENDS FROM THE LETTER TET, shone
within it. TWO FEMALES, an upper one and a lower one, emerged
from it, FROM ZEIR ANPIN. The upper one is concealed and the
lower one is revealed by the secret of the two POINTS, BUT STILL
exists only due to the power of the upper POINT.
326. And this is Tov (good). The three letters--Tet, Vav and Bet--are
later included within the Righteous, the everlasting foundation, who
combines everything from above and below in himself, as it is
written: "Say to the righteous, that it shall be well (good) with
him..." (Yeshayah 3:10). Because THE THREE ASPECTS OF the
supernal light, WHICH ARE HINTED AT IN THE LETTERS--TET, VAV,
AND BET--are included with him, as it is written: "Hashem is good to
all: and his tender mercies are over all his works" (Tehilim 145:9). It
is written: "To all" WITHOUT SPECIFYING TO WHOM HE IS GOOD,
so as to shine upon a particular day that will illuminate all others.
THIS IS A REFERENCE TO YESOD, WHICH IS THE SIXTH DAY AND
INCLUDES THE PREVIOUS FIVE DAYS. THEREFORE, YESOD IS
CALLED ALL, AND IT IS WRITTEN: "HASHEM IS GOOD TO ALL",
MEANING THAT THE GOODNESS SHINES INTO YESOD. Up to here,
the words are general. FURTHER ON, THEY SHALL BE EXPLAINED
IN DETAIL.

33. The face to face correction of the Male and Female
The Zohar begins a discussion concerning the secrets of generating Light through unification of the spiritual realms of Zeir Anpin and Malchut, which is our
world.
As the white light of the sun contains the seven colors of the rainbow, the Light of the Creator contains various grades or frequencies of spiritual Light. These
produce different forces, and different degrees of fulfillment. The Zohar describes the grades of Light that Malchut must arouse and Zeir Anpin must impart
during the process of unification. At their creation, the realms of Zeir Anpin and Malchut joined back-to-back. Through what is best described as spiritual
surgery, they separated and revolved 180 degrees, until they were reunited face-to-face. This complex metaphysical procedure is mirrored in our day-to-day
existence through the relationships between man and woman. Therefore, the Kabbalists teach us that all relationships between man and woman must be built
upon the same spiritual principles. If they are to remain passionate and fulfilling, a motivation to draw Light into our lives through spiritual pursuits must be the
foundation of these relationships. Relationships that remain ignorant and devoid of these principles will eventually lose their fire.
We are given the Light to maintain and enrich our relationships through the spiritual influences arising from this passage.
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327. "In the beginning (Beresheet) Elohim created..." is the secret of:
"You shall offer up a cake of the first (Heb. resheet) of your
dough" (Bemidbar 15:20). This is the supernal Chochmah that is
CALLED Resheet. THERE IS AN ANALOGY BETWEEN THE TWO
VERSES. JUST AS 'RESHEET' IN THE SECOND VERSE ALLUDES TO
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH, SO IT DOES IN THE FIRST. The letter Bet
OF BERESHEET, which is derived from the Hebrew word for house,
is AN ALLUSION TO the house of the world--NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN--WHEN SHE RECEIVES THE MOCHIN OF
CHOCHMAH AND BECOMES A HOUSE FOR THE HABITATION OF
THE WORLD. She is irrigated WHEN SHE RECEIVES THE MOCHIN
from that river which flows into it, as it is written: "And a river went
out of Eden to water the garden..." (Beresheet 2:10). "And a river"
that gathers everything from the supernal source, whose waters
never cease to flow, waters the garden.
328. This supernal source was the first house, WHICH IS ABA AND
IMA, as the letters, WHICH ARE THE VESSELS, were completed
through a narrow path hidden inside it (THEM). From this deep
source, two forces emerged, as it is written: "The heaven AND THE
EARTH." It is not written 'heaven,' but rather "The (Hei) heaven",
WITH HEI. THIS MEANS THAT "THE HEAVEN" COMES OUT from
within that deep source, which is the most hidden of all, REFERRING
TO THE ASPECT OF THE NARROW PATH IN ABA AND IMA. THE
PHRASE "and the earth" MEANS THAT this river--NAMELY YISRAEL
- SABA AND TEVUNAH--produced this earth.
329. But AT FIRST, THE EARTH was included within heaven. And
HEAVEN AND EARTH, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, emerged as one, clinging to each other from their rear.
When the overall beginning shone--WHEN THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE RECEIVED THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
CALLED OVERALL BEGINNING--Heaven, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, took
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE and made her settle down in her place,
BECAUSE NOW SHE WAS SEPARATED FROM HIM. SO ZEIR ANPIN
GAVE HER A PLACE OF HER OWN, as it is written: "And the (Ve-Et)
earth", in which Ve-Et ALLUDES TO the entire 22 letters FROM
ALEPH TO TAV that are THE INITIALS OF Et.
330. When the earth settled in its place and was separated from the
far side of the heaven, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, THE EARTH was
without form and void. It wanted to continue cleaving to the heaven
and become one, as before, because THE EARTH saw the heaven
shining while it (SHE) became dark. THIS DARKNESS SURROUNDED
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE until the supernal light came AND
EXPANDED TOWARD HER and shone upon her. And SHE was
settled in her place to look upon the heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, face to
face. Then the earth was established, and flourished. THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE WAS SWEETENED FROM ALL HER HARSH JUDGMENT.

331. AT THIS POINT, THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS HOW THE FEMALE
RECEIVED THIS SUPERNAL LIGHT. IT SAYS THAT the light emerged
from the right side BECAUSE IT IS RECEIVED BY ZEIR ANPIN, WHO
IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT, while darkness REMAINED on the
left side, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Afterward, ZEIR
ANPIN separated THE LIGHT FROM THE DARKNESS so they may be
included within each other. BECAUSE OF THIS SEPARATION, THE
FEMALE RECEIVES THE LIGHT FROM ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written:
"And Elohim divided the light from the darkness..." (Beresheet 1:4).
BY THIS ACT OF DIVIDING, ELOHIM "CALLED THE LIGHT DAY, AND
THE DARKNESS HE CALLED NIGHT", DAY AND NIGHT JOINED TO
BECOME ONE DAY. You may say that THE PHRASE: "AND ELOHIM
DIVIDED" means an actual division, AN ACTUAL SEPARATION
BETWEEN LIGHT AND DARKNESS. HE SAID: This is not so. THE
MEANING IS THAT the day comes from the side of the light, which is
the right, and the night COMES from the side of darkness, which is
the left. When they emerged together AND GOVERNED AS ONE, He
separated them. Dividing came from his side, FROM THE SIDE OF
ZEIR ANPIN, so they could look upon each other face to face, cleave
to each other and become one.
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332. And he, ZEIR ANPIN, is called day. THEREFORE, IT SAYS, HE
"CALLED THE LIGHT DAY." And She, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, is
called night, as it is written: "And Elohim called the light day, and the
darkness he called night" (Beresheet 1:5). HE ASKED: What is "the
darkness" in this verse? HE REPLIED: This is the darkness that
clings to the night, because it has no light of its own at all. THIS
MEANS THAT THE NIGHT, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE,
HAS NOTHING OF ITS OWN AND EVEN THE DARKNESS THAT
CLINGS ON TO IT DOES NOT BELONG TO IT, BECAUSE IT
ORIGINATES IN IMA. Thus, although DARKNESS comes from the
side of fire, which is dark, IT STILL DOES NOT BELONG TO THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE, AS SHE HAS NOTHING OF HER OWN.
Darkness prevails until it is illumined under THE INFLUENCE OF the
day, UNTIL IT RECEIVES THE CHASSADIM FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHO
IS CALLED DAY. AND THEN THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS
ENCLOTHED BY THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM. SO WE LEARN THAT
THIS ASPECT, day--WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN--shines upon the night-WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. But night does not shine
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF DAY until the time OF THE END OF
CORRECTION, of which is written: "but the night shines as the day,
the darkness and the light are both alike to you" (Tehilim 139:12).

34. "The voice of Hashem is upon the waters"
The voice of Hashem is a supernal secret. It refers to the process by which the Creator sends forth His Energy and Light into our physical universe. The word
water is a code referring to the Light itself. These paragraphs fortify our connection to the Light of the Creator.
333. Rabbi Elazar rose to the front and explained THE VERSE: "The
voice of Hashem is upon the waters: the El of glory thunders:
Hashem is upon many waters" (Tehilim 29:3). "The voice of Hashem"
is the supernal voice that is appointed over the waters. THESE
WATERS ARE THE MOCHIN THAT flow from grade to grade, FROM
THE GRADE OF BINAH TO THAT OF ZEIR ANPIN AND FROM THE
GRADE OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN TO
THE GRADE OF NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. Until they gather in
one place, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF HIS YESOD, in one assembly,
BECAUSE YESOD INCLUDES ALL THE GRADES WITHIN ITSELF,
AND IS THUS CALLED 'ALL'. This supernal voice sends these waters
on their way, TO EVERY SFIRAH AND SFIRAH, each according to its
course. Just as that gardener who guides the DITCH OF water and
sends THE STREAM OF WATER to each and every spot as is
required, "the voice of Hashem" governs the waters, WHICH ARE
THE MOCHIN, in the same manner.
334. The phrase: "The El of glory thunders" WAS HARD FOR HIM TO
UNDERSTAND, BECAUSE THE TERM EL ALLUDES TO CHESED,
WHILE THUNDER IS AN ACTION OF GVURAH. HE SAID THAT this is
according to what is written: "But the thunder of his power who can
understand?" (Iyov 26:14). This aspect is revealed by gazing on the
thunder of Gvurah, and originates in it. IN OTHER WORDS, THE
PHRASE, "THE EL OF GLORY," IS THE SECRET OF THE CHESED
THAT IS REVEALED, BECAUSE OF THE GVURAH, AS LIGHT'S
SUPERIORITY OVER DARKNESS. THEREFORE IT IS WRITTEN: "THE
EL OF GLORY THUNDERS," BECAUSE IT WAS REVEALED BY
GVURAH THROUGH THUNDER. Another explanation OF THE
PHRASE: "The El of glory thunders," is that it is THE SECRET OF the
right--WHICH IS CHESED--from which the left-GVURAH--comes forth,
AS THE SFIROT ISSUE AND EMANATE FROM ONE ANOTHER, AS IS
KNOWN. ACCORDING TO THIS, "THE EL OF GLORY," WHICH IS
CHESED, THUNDERS--EMANATES GVURAH--WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THUNDER. "Hashem is upon many waters," means that
Hashem is THE REVELATION OF supernal Chochmah, which is
called Yud - NAMELY THAT THE MOCHIN OF THE SUPERNAL ABA
AND IMA is "upon many waters." IT IS REVEALED over that hidden
source from which it emerged, as it is written: "And your path in the
great waters" (Tehilim 77:20).

35. "Over against the border"
The Zohar describes the way in which water, fire, and wind can become unified in our physical existence. Water is the physical expression of the Right Column,
the positive energy force of sharing. This male principle [+] corresponds to the proton in an atom. Fire corresponds to the Left Column, the negative energy force
of receiving. This female principle [-] is expressed as the electron. Wind is the personification of the Central Column, the neutral energy which corresponds to
the neutron in an atom. Just as an atom unites these three forces into the building blocks of our physical universe, we, through our actions, can unite them as
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the building blocks of our spiritual universe. The positive force relates to the soul and our will to share. The negative force concerns the ego and its bottomless
desire to receive and consume.
The neutral force corresponds to the free will of man. Each of us possesses the power to unify these 3 columns by learning to receive for the sake of sharing,
rather than receiving for gratification of the ego.
335. Rabbi Shimon explained the controversy, EXPLAINING THE
INCLUSION OF THE LEFT AND RIGHT COLUMNS, WHICH HAD
PREVIOUSLY BEEN IN DISCORD. He opened the scriptures and
began with the verse: "Over against the border shall the rings be for
places of the poles to bear the table" (Shemot 25:27). HE ASKED:
What is this border? HE REPLIED: This is a closed place. The only
access is through a narrow path that is hidden within it. Through its
power, it is filled WITH LIGHT and marked gates, so as to light the
lamps. BECAUSE it is a concealed and hidden place, it is called a
border, or a frame. This is the world to come, which is called 'frame.'

336. The phrase: "shall the rings be" refers to the upper rings-MEANING CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET--WHICH ARE ABOVE
THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN and cling to one another. WATER, FIRE
AND WIND CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN. WHEN THEY RECEIVE THE MOCHIN, THEY ARE
COMBINED ONE WITH THE OTHER. Water--WHICH IS CHESED--is
included with wind--WHICH IS TIFERET--wind with fire, WHICH IS
GVURAH, and fire with water. They combine together, and issue the
one from the other like rings. All the rings reach that border
(closure), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YISRAEL - SABA AND
TEVUNAH, where they reach for the supernal river that waters them.
THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE RIVER THAT COMES OUT OF EDEN,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH. And
they cling to it.
337. THE VERSE CONTINUES: "for places of the poles", BECAUSE
the upper rings, WHICH ARE ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN,
have AT THIS STAGE become houses and places for the poles-WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD BELOW THE CHEST OF
ZEIR ANPIN. These POLES are the lower Chariot, AS THEY
ORIGINATE FROM THE UPPER CHARIOT--WHICH IS CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET--WHICH CORRESPOND TO WATER, FIRE
AND WIND. THUS, THE LEFT COLUMN OF THE POLES, WHICH IS
CALLED HOD, originates from the aspect of fire OF THE UPPER
CHARIOT, WHICH IS CALLED GVURAH. THE RIGHT COLUMN OF
THE POLES, WHICH IS CALLED NETZACH, originates from the
aspect of water OF THE UPPER CHARIOT, WHICH IS CALLED
CHESED. AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF THE POLES, WHICH IS
CALLED YESOD, originates from the aspect of wind of THE UPPER
CHARIOT, WHICH IS CALLED TIFERET. This continues so
everything THAT EXISTS IN THE UPPER CHARIOT IS DRAWN DOWN
TO THE LOWER CHARIOT, so that THE POLES can be formed into a
Chariot for the Ark OF THE TESTIMONY, WHERE THE SHECHINAH
RESTS. Therefore, all who approach shall approach these poles-WHICH ARE THE ASPECT OF NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, WHICH
ARE FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD-but not go inside them. NO
ONE IS TO APPROACH AND DRAW THE MOCHIN FROM CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR
ANPIN. Get away, they say to the hermit (Heb. Nazir). Go around. To
the vineyard, you shall not approach. Only those who are worthy of
serving within - REFERRING TO THOSE PEOPLE WHOSE SOULS
COME FROM THE CHEST UPWARD OF ZEIR ANPIN - are given
permission to enter, serve and come near. This is why it is written:
"And the stranger that comes near shall be put to death" (Bemidbar
1:51).
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36. Bet Resheet
In response to a question by his student, Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Shimon reveals a profound secret contained in the very first word of the Torah.
The Hebrew word for In the beginning is Beresheet. When you separate the first letter of the word, Bet ?, from the rest of the word, you have Beit and
Resheet .?????
The letter Bet refers to the Sfirah of Malchut, our physical world. The word Resheet corresponds to the Light of Hochmah, the highest grade of Light emanating
from the Creator.
The realm of Malchut--signified by the Bet--is the world most distant from the Light source, the Light of Hochmah. For that reason, Malchut experiences the
greatest need. This need, in turn, produces the maximum Desire to receive the Light. This truly titanic desire is necessary to draw down the Light through the
entire structure of the Sfirot, and without this great desire Malchut would remain an empty vessel, desolate and impoverished. From the perspective of the
Kabbalist, human desire is not necessarily a negative trait. While other spiritual doctrines call upon us to nullify and negate all earthly desires, the Zohar
maintains that desire is a vital force essential for arousing and revealing the Light.
The purpose of our creation, however, is to transform this impulse from a covetous Desire to receive for the self alone, into a Desire to receive for the sake of
sharing. The power to bring about this transformation in our self-seeking desires is contained within these passages.
338. The letter Bet of Beresheet is large ACCORDING TO TRADITION.
Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Shimon, What are these six days of
Beresheet that we learn about? RABBI SHIMON answered that it is
written: "The cedars of Levanon, which he has planted..." (Tehilim
104:16). Just as these cedars emerge from Levanon, so these six
days of Creation emerge from Beresheet.

339. These supernal six days OF CREATION are described in the
scriptures, as is written: "Yours, Hashem, is the greatness",
NAMELY CHESED, "and the power (Gvurah) and the glory (Tiferet)
and the victory (Netzach) and the majesty (Hod), for all," WHICH IS
THE RIGHTEOUS, NAMELY YESOD; "that is in heaven," ALLUDES
TO TIFERET, AND "and on earth" to MALCHUT, which is the
congregation of Yisrael (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11). This is translated
into Aramaic as: "That is attached to the heavens and to the earth."
This means that the foundation (Yesod) of the world--NAMELY
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, which is called "All"--is attached to Tiferet,
which is called heavens, and to the earth, which is called the
congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT.
340. This is why IT SAYS Beresheet, ABOUT CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS
COMPOSED OF Bet-Resheet. The numerical value of Bet is two,
because CHOCHMAH is the second OF THE TEN SFIROT. It is called
Resheet (Beginning) because, ALTHOUGH the supernal and
concealed Keter is the first OF THE SFIROT, KETER is not included
in the number OF THE SFIROT. THUS, the second--NAMELY
CHOCHMAH--is CONSIDERED AS THE Resheet (Beginning).
Therefore, IT IS CONSIDERED Bet-Resheet, BET, SINCE IT IS THE
SECOND SFIRAH IN THE ORDER OF THE EMANATION OF THE
SFIROT, AND 'BEGINNING,' SINCE IT IS THE FIRST IN THE
COUNTING, AS KETER IS NOT COUNTED. Furthermore, just as the
upper Chochmah is a beginning, so is the lower Chochmah a
beginning. FROM THE UPPER CHOCHMAH DOWN TO MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE LOWER CHOCHMAH, THERE IS NO SFIRAH THAT
MAY RECEIVE FOR ITSELF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
Hence, Bet should not be separated from Resheet. IN OTHER
WORDS, THIS BET ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH. SINCE THERE IS NO OTHER SFIRAH BETWEEN THEM
THAT MAY RECEIVE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH,
MALCHUT AND RESHEET SHOULD BE JOINED TO FORM
BERESHEET.
341. "In the beginning" is considered a saying FROM AMONG THE
TEN SAYINGS and so it is. Six days emerge from it, FROM
BERESHEET, and are included within it and these SIX ARE HINTED
AT IN BARA SHEET (LIT. 'CREATED SIX'), WHICH EMERGED FROM
BERESHEET, ARE like the six OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT EMERGED
FROM HIM. NEVERTHELESS, BERESHEET IN ITSELF IS A
COMPLETE SAYING.
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342. The words: "Elohim created" are analogous to what is written:
"And a river went out of Eden to water the garden..." (Beresheet
2:10), BECAUSE THE WORD "CREATED" MEANS WENT OUT. HE
ASKED: What is the meaning of: "To water the garden?" HE
REPLIED: IT MEANS to water MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED THE
GARDEN and sustain it and keep watch over all its needs. The word
"Elohim" ALLUDES TO BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED living Elohim
WHEN IT RETURNS TO CHOCHMAH, BECAUSE the meaning of "In
the beginning Elohim created" holds only through this river. ALL
THIS brings forth and emanates everything, and waters all,
BESTOWING THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH TO ALL.
343. "The heaven" ALLUDES TO a proper union of male and the
female, BECAUSE ET (THE) IS THE FEMALE AND HEAVEN IS THE
MALE. The lower world was created by this union. In THE WORLD
BELOW, everything reached completion. "The heaven (Et)" means
that heaven, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, brought forth ITS OWN FEMININE
PRINCIPLE-- CALLED Et--with the power IT RECEIVED from living
Elohim, WHO IS BINAH--after Resheet (ZEIR ANPIN) emanated
BINAH USING THE NAME OF LIVING ELOHIM.

344. As a result, LIVING ELOHIM brought forth everything and put all
things in their places as one. This last ring became Resheet.
Through this beginning, NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, He
created the supernal lights, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, and it began to shine BY THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. The water, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHASSADIM, began to flow DOWNWARD FROM IT for the lower
beings to receive, AS THEY CAN RECEIVE ONLY FROM THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. According to this, Elohim has created
everything through Resheet, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH. He has created the lower world, NAMELY THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED RESHEET
AS WELL. By THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, He created
AND REVEALED the lights OF CHOCHMAH. Through her, He gave
power to all THE GRADES, BECAUSE THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS
THE SUSTENANCE OF ALL THE GRADES.
345. Rabbi Yehuda said: This is why it is written, "Shall the ax boast
itself against him that hews with it?" (Yeshayah 10:15). Who
deserves the praise? Is it not the artisan who hews? Here as well, in
this Resheet, the supernal Elohim, NAMELY BINAH, WHO created
the heaven and all else, is the one to be praised. Elohim, NAMELY
BINAH.
Tosefta (addendum)
346. Rabbi Yosi commented on the verse: "...that has Elohim so near
to them" (Devarim 4:7). HE ASKED: WHY IS IT WRITTEN "so near," in
the plural? It should have been in the singular. HE EXPLAINED: But
there is supernal Elohim, WHICH IS BINAH, Elohim of the fear of
Yitzchak, WHICH IS GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND the last Elohim,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS LAST IS
CALLED ELOHIM, BECAUSE THE NAME ELOHIM OF BINAH
EXPANDS AND SHINES ON GVURAH AND MALCHUT. For this
reason, IT IS WRITTEN "so near" in the plural. There are many
Gvurot THAT ARE CALLED BY THE NAME 'ELOHIM.' THESE ARE
THE SECRET OF THE 120 PERMUTATIONS OF THE NAME ELOHIM,
but all THESE NAMES OF ELOHIM are really one. THEY ARE ALL
EXTENSIONS OF THE SUPERNAL ELOHIM, WHICH IS BINAH.
347. THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS HOW ALL THE TEN SFIROT ARE
ALLUDED TO IN THE FIRST VERSE OF THE TORAH. "In the
beginning...created" alludes to Keter and Chochmah. "Elohim"
alludes to Binah, "Et (the)" alludes to the greatness (Chesed) and
Gvurah, "the heaven" is Tiferet, "And the" alludes to Netzach, Hod
and Yesod. And the earth alludes to Malchut.
End of Tosefta

37. The hidden light
Profound secrets pertaining to The Hidden Light, The World to Come, and Shabbat are revealed here. The Zohar explains that our Creator foresaw the sins of
man, and all the evil ones who would walk this earth. The Creator therefore hid the vast portion of His great Light so that man could not misuse this raw naked
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energy. In the same way, a parent naturally forbids a child to approach a broken high voltage wire. Though the energy carried by the cable is a positive force that
lights an entire city, touching the power line could bring immediate destruction to the unaware child .
This Hidden Light of the Creator was stored in the upper dimension called Binah one of the Ten Sfirot, where it was set aside for the righteous of this world. This
is the secret of the term World To Come.
The World to Come does not refer to a realm that we reach at death, or at any point in the future. And the righteous of this world are only the great sages. The
World to Come occurs in the present, at the precise moment we transform our nature and create a new world for ourselves and of ourselves. We are included
among the righteous whenever we make these spiritual corrections.
The Zohar further explains that the Shabbat is the time when a great portion of this hidden Light is revealed, so that we may use it to purify our souls and enrich
our lives. Learning from this section of the Zohar connects us to this great Hidden Light.
348. "And Elohim said, Let there be light, and there was
light" (Beresheet 1:3). This is the light that the Holy One, blessed be
He, created at first, and this is the light of the eye (lit. sight). This is
the light that the Holy One, blessed be He, showed Adam and
through it, Adam saw from one end of the world to the other. And
this is the light that the Holy One, blessed be He, showed David, who
said in praise, "Oh how great is your goodness, which you laid up
for those who fear you..." (Tehilim 31:20). This is the light that the
Holy One, blessed be He, used to show Moshe, who saw in it THE
ENTIRE LAND OF YISRAEL, from Gilad to Dan.

349. When the Holy One, blessed be He, had foreseen three sinful
generations--namely, the generation of Enosh, the generation of the
Flood and the generation of the Tower of Bavel (Babylon)--He hid
THIS LIGHT to prevent them from using it. The Holy One, blessed be
He, gave it to Moshe, who used it during the three months left to
complete his period of pregnancy, AS HE WAS BORN AFTER SIX
MONTHS AND ONE DAY. This is why it is written: "She hid him three
months" (Shemot 2:2).

350. After three months, AFTER THE PREGNANCY WITH MOSHE
WAS OVER, he entered before Paro. IN OTHER WORDS, THE
DAUGHTER OF PARO FOUND HIM AT THE RIVERBANK OF THE
NILE AND BROUGHT HIM TO PARO. The Holy One, blessed be He,
took THIS LIGHT away from him until Moshe stood at Mount Sinai to
receive the Torah. Then He gave THIS LIGHT back to him and Moshe
used this LIGHT all his life. And the children of Yisrael were not able
to approach him until he put a veil over his face, as it is written:
"And they were afraid to come near him" (Shemot 34:30). He covered
himself WITH THIS LIGHT like a Talit, as it is written: "Who covers
himself with light as with a garment..." (Tehilim 104:2).

351. "Let there be light, and there was light." Everything that begins
with "let there be" (Heb. Vayehi) applies to this world and the world
to come, WHICH ARE MALCHUT AND BINAH. Rabbi Yitzchak said,
The light that the Holy One, blessed be He, created during the
Creation shone from one end of the world to the other. Then, it was
hidden.

352. HE ASKED: What is the reason for hiding it? HE REPLIED: So
that the sinful people of the world may have no pleasure in it. Thus,
the worlds have no pleasure IN THIS LIGHT, because of the wicked.
It is hidden for the righteous and only for the righteous, as it is
written: "Light is sown for the righteous, and gladness for the
upright in heart" (Tehilim 97:11). Then the worlds shall find pleasure
IN THE REVEALING OF THIS LIGHT, and they shall all be as one.
Until that day WHEN BINAH, WHICH IS the world to come, WILL BE
REVEALED, ITS LIGHT will remain hidden and treasured.
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353. This light THAT COMES FORTH FROM THE WORLD TO COME
emerges from the darkness that is engraved on the most concealed
engravings of all, UPON THE ENGRAVINGS OF BINAH, THE SECRET
OF THE WORLD TO COME. IT REMAINS THERE until a hidden path
is hewn FROM THAT HIDDEN LIGHT to the darkness below. Then the
light resides and rests in it, MEANING THAT IT IS REVEALED
THROUGHOUT THE WORLDS. What is this darkness below? This is
THE DARKNESS that is called night, NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "And the darkness he
called night."
354. Therefore, we have learned about the verse: "He uncovers deep
things out of darkness" (Iyov 12:22). Rabbi Yosi said, You may say
ABOUT THE MEANING OF THE VERSE that out of the concealed
darkness, OUT OF THE DARKNESS OF BINAH, deep things are
revealed, yet all of the supernal crowns OF BINAH are hidden.
Therefore, they are called "deep things" IN THE SCRIPTURAL
VERSE. What is MEANT BY THE VERSE: "He uncovers DEEP
THINGS", SINCE THEY ARE NOT REVEALED AT ALL? RABBI YOSI
REPLIED: All these supernal deep things are only revealed from
within that darkness, which is the secret of the Night, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Come and behold: All these hidden deep
things that emerge from Thought - BINAH--which the voice--ZEIR
ANPIN - takes up, are not exposed until the word manifests them. HE
ASKED: What is the word? HE REPLIED: It is speech, NAMELY
MALCHUT, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN WITH THE MOCHIN OF
GREATNESS IS CALLED 'THE VOICE' AND MALCHUT IS THEN
CALLED 'THE SPEECH.'
355. This speech, OR RATHER THE COMBINATION OF THOUGHT,
VOICE AND SPEECH, is called Shabbat. SHABBAT, WHICH IS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE WITH THE MOCHIN OF GREATNESS,
CONSISTS OF THE SHIN AND BAT (DAUGHTER). SHIN ALLUDES TO
THE UPPER THREE SFIROT AND DAUGHTER ALLUDES TO THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Because Shabbat is called speech, common
speech is forbidden on Shabbat, BECAUSE IT DISRUPTS THE
GREAT UNION OF THE VOICE AND SPEECH. And the speech OF
SHABBAT should prevail IN THE WORLD, and not the speech OF
THE WEEKDAYS, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF THE SMALLNESS OF
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. This speech, which comes from the
aspect of darkness, reveals 'deep things' from within it. The meaning
of the phrase: 'out of darkness' is that which emerges from the
aspect of darkness. It is precisely written: 'out of darkness.'
356. Rabbi Yitzchak said: IF THE DARKNESS IS SO GREAT IN
VALUE, why is it written, "And Elohim divided the light from the
darkness", WHICH MEANS HE DISTINGUISHED BETWEEN THE
LEVEL OF THE LIGHT AND THE LESSER VALUE OF DARKNESS? He
replied: AT FIRST, the light produced the quality of day and
darkness produced the quality of night. THEN IT IS WRITTEN: "AND
ELOHIM DIVIDED," MEANING THAT HE SEPARATED THE GREATER
VALUE OF THE DAY FROM THE LESSER VALUE OF THE NIGHT.
Later, He united day and night, REFERRING TO MALE AND FEMALE.
And they became one, as it is written: "And there was evening and
there was morning, one day" (Beresheet 1:5), because night and day
were called one. AT THIS STAGE, IT IS WRITTEN: "HE UNCOVERS
DEEP THINGS OUT OF DARKNESS", AS THE VALUE OF DARKNESS
INCREASED GREATLY. The verse: "And Elohim divided the light
from the darkness" refers to the duration of the exile when they were
separated FROM EACH OTHER.
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357. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Until this point, UP TO THE STAGE OF
MATING, the male was the light and the female darkness. Afterward,
THE MALE AND FEMALE are united as one, to be one. SO HE
ASKED: Why are they divided THAT THE VERSE SAYS OF THEM,
"AND ELOHIM DIVIDED THE LIGHT FROM THE DARKNESS"? HE
REPLIED: To distinguish the light from the darkness, the grades are
FIRST separated FROM EACH OTHER. THEN THE ADVANTAGES
AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE LIGHT ON ITS OWN AND THE
DARKNESS ON ITS OWN BECOME EVIDENT. THEN THEY MATE
AND become one AND THEY NEED EACH OTHER, because light
requires darkness. THE LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN IS NOT COMPLETE
BY THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH UNLESS IT IS COMBINED WITH THE
DARKNESS OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. And darkness requires
light, BECAUSE THE DARKNESS OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE IS
NOT COMPLETE UNTIL IT IS UNITED WITH THE LIGHT. Even though
they are different in their aspects, they have become one, as it is
written: "one day."

38. "If my covenant be not day and night"
Here Rabbi Shimon reveals secrets concerning the ritual of circumcision and its link to the Sfirah of Yesod. Yesod is like a reservoir into which all the upper
Sfirot pour their energy forces. Yesod gathers all these elements, blends them, and transfers this great Light into our physical universe. For this reason Yesod
resides just above Malchut, our world, within the structure of the Ten Sfirot. Yesod acts as the portal through which the awesome forces Light enter our realm.
As the building blocks of all creation, the Ten Sfirot reflect themselves in our world. Thus, we have ten fingers and ten toes, and our numerical system functions
on base ten.
Each of the Ten Sfirot are also expressed within the human body.
Yesod correlates to the sexual organ, where the greatest expression of Light manifests. This great Light is responsible for the miracle of procreation and the
pleasure derived from it.
The negative forces in our midst automatically attach themselves to any gateway where the greatest Light can shine. For this reason, these negative entities are
found in the realm of Yesod.
In our realm, they naturally manifest within the human sexual organ. The purpose of the covenant of circumcision is to remove this negative influence from our
lives as well as from the worlds above. Circumcision, performed properly with Kabbalistic mediation, removes all negativity from both the child and the world.
This is the secret of the Covenant between God and Man. The Covenant should not be perceived as a rule to be blindly followed, but as a revelation of a
universal law of the cosmos that is followed for its own sake and wisdom. Similarly, a rational man will not step off the ledge of a building for fear of violating the
universal law of gravity. He does not require strict laws to prevent him from committing such perilous acts. The act of circumcision is rooted in the spiritual
benefits brought to the child, including boosting his immune system. Though small in size, the foreskin contains powerful negative forces, as if it were a nuclear
warhead at the tip of a ballistic missile.
Throughout life, with respect to Yesod and also to sexual relations, it benefits man to sustain the purity and cleanliness that is achieved during circumcision.
The Kabbalist however, does not consider vague concepts of morals and ethics as motivation for maintaining sexual relations within the spiritual confines of
marriage. Rather, it is our own spiritual understanding of the metaphysical forces at work that provides the impetus. Religious authority must be removed from
the equation, and individuals must be empowered by knowledge to assist them in their own free choices.
These specific Aramaic texts emanate spiritual influences that help cleanse the realm of Yesod, including any negative sexual thoughts or desires.
358. Rabbi Shimon said: The world was created and is sustained by
the covenant, as it is written, "If my covenant be not day and night, it
were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). HE ASKED: Who is the covenant? HE
ANSWERED: He is the Righteous, the everlasting (lit. 'of the world')
foundation, the secret of 'Remember'. Therefore, the world, WHICH
IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, is established on the covenant THAT
UNITES day and night, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, as one. It is
written: "If my covenant be not day and night, it were as if I had not
appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth;" and "the ordinances
of heaven" ALLUDES TO THE MOCHIN, which flows from the upper
Eden.
359. RABBI SHIMON began THE DISCOURSE ON THE VERSE:
"Louder than the voice of the archers; in the places of drawing
water, there let them recite the righteous acts of Hashem..." (Shoftim
5:11). He said, "The voice of archers" is the voice of Ya'akov,
because "archers" means as it is written: "And there went out a
champion..." (I Shmuel 17:4). "In the place of drawing water," means
that Ya'akov, TIFERET, dwells among those who draw water on high.
He, REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN, travels along the two sides, RIGHT
AND LEFT, AND combines them within himself, THEREBY
REVEALING THEIR PERFECTION.
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360. In the verse: "There let them recite the righteous acts of
Hashem," "there" is the place of faith, WHICH IS THE QUEEN-NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR
ANPIN--to cleave to. "There let them recite the righteous acts of
Hashem," MEANS THAT they absorb the righteous acts of Hashem
from there. THE PHRASE: "The righteous acts towards the
inhabitants of his villages," WHICH IS THE CONTINUATION OF THE
VERSE, "LOUDER THAN THE VOICE OF THE ARCHERS," alludes to
the Righteous of the world, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who is
the covenant and is holy. He draws and takes everything and
discharges into the great sea, NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE,
these supernal waters, NAMELY HIS MOCHIN THAT ARE DRAWN
FROM IMA, THE SUPERNAL WATERS. THE PHRASE, "in Yisrael,"
WHICH ENDS THE VERSE, MEANS that Yisrael shall inherit this
covenant and the Holy One, blessed be He, gave this to them as an
everlasting inheritance.
361. The children of Yisrael abandoned THE COVENANT when they
performed circumcision, but neglected the uncovering of the corona.
Therefore, it is written OF THEM: "When the people of Hashem went
down to the gates," (Shoftim 5:11), MEANING WENT DOWN to the
gates of righteousness, as they sat at the gates but did not pass
through them. It is written of that time: "And they forsook
Hashem" (Shoftim 2:12). Dvorah then came and donated this to
them. SHE DREW DOWN AND REVEALED THE SUPERNAL MOCHIN
TO THEM, as it is written: "In time of tumultuous strife (Heb. pera'ot)
in Yisrael" (Shoftim 5:2). PERA'OT MEANS REVEALING, AS IN "AND
LOOSEN (HEB. PARA) THE HAIR OF THE WOMAN'S
HEAD" (BEMIDBAR 5:18), WHICH IS AN ALLUSION TO THE
REVELATION OF THE MOCHIN THAT DVORAH RETURNED TO
YISRAEL.
362. Thus, it is written OF YISRAEL: "The inhabitants of the villages
ceased, they ceased in Yisrael" (Shoftim 5:7) refers to the
inhabitants of his villages, as has already been explained, AS THE
ABUNDANCE OF MOCHIN OF GREATNESS FROM YESOD TO THE
GREAT SEA. SINCE THEY LEFT THE COVENANT, THE MOCHIN
CEASED TO FLOW UPON THEM. "The inhabitants of the villages" --MOCHIN - "ceased" from the holy covenant because they
circumcised but did not uncover the corona (Heb., Periah). Thus, it is
written: "Until Dvorah arose, I arose a mother in Yisrael." HE ASKED:
Why DOES SHE CALL HERSELF "a mother?" SHE REPLIED Because
I have drawn down supernal waters from above, REFERRING TO
THE MOCHIN OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT THAT COME FROM
IMA, to sustain the worlds. AND SHE CALLED HERSELF A MOTHER
BECAUSE SHE REVEALED THE MOCHIN FROM IMA. "In Yisrael" is a
general term INDICATING THAT SHE HAS BECOME A MOTHER TO
BOTH YISRAEL above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and TO YISRAEL
below, WHICH SIGNIFIES THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. IN OTHER
WORDS, SHE DREW DOWN THE MOCHIN TO BOTH ZEIR ANPIN
AND YISRAEL to show that the world exists only by this covenant.
And the secret of all this is found in the phrase: "But the righteous is
an everlasting foundation (or: foundation of the world)" (Mishlei
10:25), WHO IS THE FOUNDATION (YESOD) UPON WHICH THE
WORLD IS ESTABLISHED.
363. Three emerge from One; One exists within three. It enters
between the two, the two feed the One and the One feeds many
aspects. Then they all become One, as it is written: "And there was
evening and there was morning, one day" (Beresheet 1:5), as THE
EVENING AND THE MORNING were united as one. This is the secret
of THE VERSE, "if my covenant be not day and night", because
within it, YESOD--ZEIR ANPIN--AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, are
one, WHICH ARE DAY AND NIGHT. THE COVENANT, WHICH IS
YESOD, UNITES DAY AND NIGHT INTO ONE.
Tosefta (addendum)
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364. We have learned that he who performs circumcision, but does
not uncover the corona by splitting the skin, acts as if he does not
perform circumcision at all. Why? Because circumcision and the
uncovering of the corona are two different grades that correspond to
'Remember' and 'Keep,' the Righteous and righteousness, male and
female. CIRCUMCISION IS the sign of the covenant corresponding to
Yosef, NAMELY YESOD, AND THE SPLITTING OF THE SKIN IS the
covenant that corresponds to Rachel, NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. They should be united together, YESOD
AND THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. When does one unite them? When
he circumcises THE FORESKIN and uncovers the corona. He who
circumcises without uncovering the corona acts as if he has created
a separation BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE.
End of Tosefta

39. The firmament that divides and unites
All the worlds were created with boundaries, and these boundaries are reflected within the human body. Thus, reasoning takes place only within the boundaries
of the head. Each of the Ten Sfirot represent domains of particular spiritual forces. Human behavior should also reflect and respect this idea. The ego's natural
tendency is to penetrate another person's boundary. The effect is a volatile combination of spiritual energies, which is the source of conflict. The benefit derived
from this section of Zohar awakens our tolerance and respect for others, and an awareness of the need to remain within our own boundaries.
365. "And Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters, and let it divide water from water" (Beresheet 1:6). Rabbi
Yehuda said: There are seven celestial firmaments and they all exist
in the supernal holiness OF ARICH ANPIN. And the holy name,
ELOHIM, is completed by them. This firmament, WHICH IS
MENTIONED IN THE VERSE ABOVE, is in the midst of the waters.

366. This firmament rests on other living creatures and it divides the
upper and lower waters. The lower waters cry to the upper waters TO
RAISE THEM TO THEM, and they drink from the firmament that
separates between them, because all waters, NAMELY ALL THE
GRADES, are included in this SUPERNAL FIRMAMENT. Thus, after
TRANSMITTING THE MOCHIN TO THE SUPENAL LIVING
CREATURES--WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET--it
brings it down to the SMALL living creatures FROM THE CHEST
DOWNWARD, who draw from there THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH.
367. It is written: "A garden enclosed is my sister, my bride; a spring
shut up, a fountain sealed" (Shir Hashirim 4:12). THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE IS CALLED "a garden enclosed" when all THE LIGHTS
are enclosed and included within her. AND SHE IS CALLED "a spring
shut up" when that river that flows OUT OF EDEN enters THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE to water her FROM EDEN. So it comprises
THE ENTIRE MOCHIN, but does not bring forth their illumination,
because the waters--WHICH SIGNIFY THE MOCHIN--are frozen and
stand stiff in it. What is the reason FOR THEM FREEZING? HE
REPLIED: Because the Northern Wind blows into these waters. They
freeze into ice and cannot flow out. Had it not been for the Southern
aspect, NAMELY THE RIGHT COLUMN, that shattered the power of
this ice, the waters would have never flowed out.

368. The appearance of that upper firmament is similar to the
appearance of the frozen ice, which collects within it all the waters
THAT ARE POURED ON IT. In this manner, the upper FIRMAMENT
gathers upon it all these waters and separates the upper waters from
the lower waters. The verse, "Let there be a firmament in the midst of
the waters," REFERS TO THE FIRMAMENT in the midst of the
waters. THUS, WE MIGHT THINK THAT THE FIRST FIRMAMENT IS
THE MIDDLE ONE. YET HE SAID: It is not so, because "Let there be"
precedes THIS FIRMAMENT, WHICH MEANS THAT the FIRMAMENT
that was formed by this FIRST FIRMAMENT is in the "midst of the
waters." But the one above it, REFERRING TO THE FIRST
FIRMAMENT, rests on the heads of the living creatures--OVER
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ARICH ANPIN--AND NOT IN
THE "MIDST OF THE WATERS" BETWEEN CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, AND NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD.
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369. Rabbi Yitzchak said: There is a membrane in the middle of a
man's abdominal organs that separates them from the upper organs,
THEREBY SEPARATING THE ABDOMINAL ORGANS--WHICH ARE
THE FOOD ORGANS--AND THE HEART AND LUNGS--WHICH ARE
THE ORGANS OF LIFE. THIS MEMBRANE BEGINS IN THE NAVEL
AND STRETCHES UP TO THE CHEST IN A DIAGONAL LINE. It
absorbs THE FORCE OF LIFE from the ORGANS OF LIFE above THE
CHEST and distributes IT TO THE ORGANS OF FOOD below THE
CHEST. The firmament is similar TO THIS MEMBRANE. IT IS THE
BODY OF ARICH ANPIN THAT ALSO EXTENDS FROM THE NAVEL
TO HIS CHEST and rests above the lower living creatures, THAT IS,
ABOVE THE SFIROT OF NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT,
CALLED THE LOWER LIVING CREATURES. It separates the upper
waters--WHICH ARE HIS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET--from the
lower WATERS--WHICH ARE HIS NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD.

40. The waters conceived and gave birth to darkness
Rabbi Yehuda offers additional insights into the concept of boundaries. Though we must respect and consider the boundaries of all people, this does not
preclude the exchange of ideas and debate between parties, provided it is for the sake of Heaven and not for ego gratification. A spiritual debate between two
distinct points of view can enhance both parties, as expressed by the adage, The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This occurs when dialogue takes
place with sharing and mutual respect.
It is incumbent upon us not to argue for the purpose of unduly influencing others toward our own position. By all means, we must respect their differences while
trying to enhance their lives within the context of their own boundaries.
Come and behold: these waters conceived and gave birth to darkness. Based on this secret, it is written: "And the veil shall be for you as a division between the
holy place and the Most Holy (lit. 'the Holy of Holies')" (Shemot 26:33).
370. Rabbi Aba opened THE DISCOURSE WITH AN EXPLANATION
OF THE VERSE: "Who lays the beams of his chambers in the
waters..." (Tehilim 104:3). "...the waters" refers to waters above all,
NAMELY ABA AND IMA, with which he established the house THAT
IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. About this, it is
written: "Through wisdom a house is built; and by understanding it
is established" (Mishlei 24:3).
371. "Who makes the clouds (Heb. avim) his chariot" (Tehilim 104:3).
Rabbi Yesa divides avim INTO Av and Yam. THIS MEANS THAT Av
(cloud), which is darkness FROM THE LEFT, rests on this Yam (sea).
In the phrase: "Who walks upon the wings of the wind" (Ibid.), the
wind (or spirit) belongs to the supernal Temple. This is the secret of
the verse: "And you shall make two cherubim of gold" (Shemot
25:18). It is written: "And he rode upon a cherub, and did fly; yea, he
soared on the wings of the wind" (Tehilim 18:11). AT FIRST, "and he
rode upon a cherub" REFERS TO THE FEMALE CHERUB, but later
he was revealed on the wings of the wind," THE SECRET REFERS
TO THE MALE CHERUB. Until one is stimulated, it is not revealed
within the other.
372. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written: "And he weighs the waters by
measure" (Iyov 28:25). THIS MEANS that by actual measure did he
weigh and establish their existence, as THE WATERS flowed into the
measure. They are meant for the improvement of the world when
they reach the measure from the side of Gvurah. Rabbi Aba said:
The sages of old used to say that when the wise reached this place,
REFERRING TO THE SECRET OF THE MEASURE THAT IMPROVES
THE WATER, their lips moved but they uttered no sound because
they WERE AFRAID THEY might be punished.

373. Rabbi Elazar continued: The first letter, which was floating over
the pure knot, was crowned from below and above. It goes up and
comes down, SO THAT NOW THE RIGHT IS STRONGER, AND NOW
THE LEFT COLUMN. After the waters, WHICH ARE THE MOCHIN, are
engraved into their shapes and THE MOCHIN settle in place, THE
TWO COLUMNS are included one within the other, AND THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. So all the letters ROSE UP TO
ABA AND IMA, AND FIRST RECEIVED THE MOCHIN OF THE RIGHT
AND LEFT COLUMNS. THEN, THEY RECEIVED THE MOCHIN OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, were combined with one another, and crowned
by one another until a building OF THE PARTZUF OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE and its Yesod was built upon them.
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374. When all THE LETTERS were constructed and crowned WITH
THE MOCHIN OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT BY THEIR INCLUSION
IN ABA AND IMA, the upper waters mixed with the lower waters and
produced the house of the world. THE FEMALE IS CALLED THE
HOUSE (HEB. BAYIT) OF THE WORLD WHEN SHE RECEIVES THE
MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH. And so the letter Bet, WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, was first seen as the waters
ascended and descended in her, until this firmament was formed
and separated them. The dispute BETWEEN THE TWO COLUMNS
occurred on the second day OF CREATION, the day on which
Gehenom was created, which is a burning fire, BECAUSE OF THE
DISCORD, as it is written: "For Hashem your Elohim is a consuming
fire" (Devarim 4:24). And it will rest on the heads of the wicked.
375. Rabbi Yehuda said: From this WE LEARN THAT every
disagreement for the sake of heaven is destined to last. Here was a
disagreement for the sake of heaven, FOR THE SAKE OF ZEIR
ANPIN WHO IS CALLED HEAVEN, and heaven was established. After
this DISAGREEMENT, ON THE THIRD DAY, it is written: "And Elohim
called the firmament Heaven" (Beresheet 1:8). HERE, 'CALLED'
MEANS 'TO SUMMON.' The construction of THE HOUSE AND the
attic, by means of the beams connecting them, is firm. THE BEAMS
SERVE AS A FLOOR FOR THE ATTIC AND A CEILING FOR THE
HOUSE. THUS, THE ENTIRE HOUSE AND ATTIC EXIST THROUGH
THE BEAMS BUT DID NOT EXIST BEFORE THEY WERE PUT IN
PLACE. WITHOUT BEAMS, THERE SHALL BE NO HOUSE AND
ATTIC. We have learned that the verse: "And the veil shall be for you
as a division between the holy place and the most holy (Holy of
Holies)" (Shemot 26:33) is precise. THE HOLY AND THE HOLY OF
HOLIES WERE FORMED BY THE VEIL AND ARE PRESERVED BY IT,
because THE VEIL is the firmament that divides it within, in the
middle, BETWEEN THE UPPER AND LOWER WATERS.
376. Come and behold: It is written afterward "Let the waters under
the heaven be gathered together to one place" (Beresheet 1:9). Note
that it reads precisely "under the heaven." "...to one place," MEANS
to the place that is called one, which is the lower sea, NAMELY THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE as she completes THE NAME one. Without
her, ZEIR ANPIN is not called 'One.' Accordingly, we learn THAT THE
VERSE: "Let the waters...be gathered together" implies that all the
waters be gathered IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, as is written: "All
the rivers run into the sea..." (Kohelet 1:7), WHICH IS THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE.
377. Rabbi Yesa said, THE VERSE: "To one place" refers to the place
about which it is written: "Neither shall the covenant of my peace be
removed" (Yeshayah 54:10). IT ALLUDES TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED THE COVENANT OF PEACE AND NOT, AS RABBI
YEHUDA SAID, TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. For YESOD takes all
THE LIGHTS, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "LET THE WATERS...BE
GATHERED" and casts them into the sea, WHICH IS THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE WHEN SHE HAS THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH. Through
it, the earth is established, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE
WHEN SHE HAS THE COMPLETE MOCHIN--WHICH CONSIST OF
THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH TOGETHER WITH THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM--as it is written: "And let the dry land
appear" (Beresheet 1:9). This is the earth according to the verse:
"And Elohim called the dry land Earth" (Ibid. 10).
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378. HE ASKED: Why is the feminine principle called "dry land"?
Rabbi Yitzchak replied: This is one of which it is written, "The bread
of affliction (lit. 'poverty')" (Devarim 16:3). It is written: "oni
(poverty)" WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, THEREBY ALLUDING TO
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE WHEN SHE HAS CHOCHMAH WITHOUT
CHASSADIM. AT THAT TIME, SHE IS CALLED "THE BREAD OF
POVERTY," BECAUSE SHE CANNOT SHINE. Because she is
CONSIDERED THEN TO HAVE THE NAME, "The bread of affliction,"
she is also called "dry land" AS WELL, WITHOUT THE WATERS
THAT ARE THE MOCHIN. THEREFORE, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE
absorbs into herself all the waters of the world, NAMELY THE LIGHT
OF CHOCHMAH THAT INCLUDES THE ENTIRE MOCHIN OF THE
UPPER THREE SFIROT. NEVERTHELESS, she remains dry until this
place, NAMELY YESOD THAT IS CALLED "ONE PLACE", fills her up
WITH THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM. The waters then flow throughout
the sources OF ABUNDANCE FROM YESOD THROUGH THE
ENCLOTHING OF CHOCHMAH WITH CHASSADIM.
379. THE VERSE: "And the gathering together of the waters he called
seas" (Beresheet 1:10) refers to the reservoir (lit. 'the house of
gathering') of above IN BINAH. All the waters gather there, and flow
and go forth. Rabbi Chiya said, The "gathering together (Heb.
mikveh) of the waters" is AN ALLUSION TO the Righteous--NAMELY
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN--because when YESOD reaches the
gathering, it is written: "And Elohim saw that it was
good" (Beresheet 1:10). It is also written: "Say of the righteous, that
is shall be well (that it is good) with him..." (Yeshayah 3:10). Rabbi
Yosi said: Yisrael--WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN--is CALLED 'the gathering
together' (Heb. mikveh) of the waters, as it is written: "O Hashem, the
hope (Heb. mikveh) of Yisrael" (Yirmeyah 17:13).
380. ACCORDING TO Rabbi Chiya, THE GATHERING TOGETHER OF
THE WATERS is the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, as
it is written: "And the gathering together of the waters he called
seas," WHICH IS THE NAME OF THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH. The
streams, the springs and the rivers--WHICH ARE ALL DIFFERENT
ASPECTS OF THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH--are all taken by YESOD,
who is the source of all of them, THROUGH ITS RECONCILIATION.
THIS IS WHY it receives them all and it is called the seas. Based on
this, AS A RESULT OF YESOD AMENDING THESE MOCHIN OF
CHOCHMAH, THE VERSE READS, "And Elohim saw that it was
good."
381. Because it is so marked - MEANING THAT IT INCLUDED WITHIN
ITSELF THE ENTIRE MOCHIN BOTH OF CHOCHMAH AND
CHASSADIM --it represents the division between the first and third
day. It is not said "good" in between, REFERRING TO THE MOCHIN
OF THE SECOND DAY. On the third day, the earth--NAMELY THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE--produced fruit from the power of this
Righteous--NAMELY YESOD--as it is written: "And Elohim said, Let
the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the fruit tree
yielding fruit" (Beresheet 1:11). HE ASKED: What is the "fruit tree?"
HE REPLIED: This is the Tree of knowledge of good and evil,
ALLUDING TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. "Yielding
fruit" means the Righteous, the fountain (Yesod) of the world THAT
PRODUCES ALL THE FRUIT AND BESTOWS THEM UPON THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. AS A RESULT OF THE GREATER VALUE OF
YESOD, THE SECOND DAY SEEMS TO BE OF COMPARABLY
LITTLE VALUE, SO IT IS NOT SAID ON IT, "THAT IT WAS GOOD."
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382. THE PHRASE "yielding fruit after its kind" IN THE VERSE, "AND
THE FRUIT TREE YIELDING FRUIT AFTER ITS KIND" MEANS THAT
YESOD leaves an imprint on every human being who has a spirit of
holiness and who is a fruit of that tree--NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN--"after its kind." Just as YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN is a holy covenant and a covenant of peace, so are the people
of faith "after its kind", THOSE WHO HAVE MERITED THE SPIRIT OF
HOLINESS FROM THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. THIS MEANS THAT
THEY ALSO ATTAIN THE GRADES OF THE HOLY COVENANT AND
THE COVENANT OF PEACE. They enter into its kind, THEY CLEAVE
TO IT, and they never separate themselves from it. The Righteous,
NAMELY YESOD, yields fruit, THAT IS, BRINGS FORTH THE SPIRITS
AND SOULS OF HUMAN BEINGS. That tree, NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, becomes pregnant WITH THE FRUIT
THAT SHE RECEIVES FROM YESOD, WHICH ARE THE SPIRITS AND
SOULS, and produces that fruit after its kind, after the kind of it,
which yields the fruit, NAMELY YESOD. WHOEVER RECEIVES ITS
FRUIT becomes like it. THEN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE GIVES
THEM TO THE HUMAN BEINGS, WHICH RESEMBLE IT WHICH
YIELDS THE FRUIT.
383. Happy is the lot of he who resembles his father and mother,
WHO ARE MALE AND FEMALE. Therefore, the sacred imprint--THE
CUTTING OF THE FORESKIN on the eighth day--is for the purpose of
making him resemble his mother, WHO IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Thus, the splitting of the membrane and exposure of
the sacred imprint is done to make him resemble his father, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN. FOR BY THE PRECEPT OF THE CIRCUMCISION, HE
MERITS THE MOCHIN OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE AND BY THE
SPLITTING OF THE MEMBRANE, HE RECEIVES THE MOCHIN OF
ZEIR ANPIN. This is why the "fruit tree" is one's mother, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and "yielding fruit" in the holy
Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, is one's father. It is
"after its kind" so that he may resemble his father, and be imprinted
by him TO RECEIVE ALL HIS VIRTUES.
384. IT IS WRITTEN: "Whose seed is in itself, upon the
earth" (Beresheet 1:11). HE ASKED: WHY IS IT WRITTEN, "Whose
seed (Heb. zar'o) is in itself," when it should have been written 'a
seed' WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV? HE REPLIED: Because the seed
of Vav, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, is in it. IT IS WRITTEN "upon the earth."
This is certainly so, because this seed has been cast BY ZEIR ANPIN
upon the earth, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Happy is the
lot of Yisrael, who are holy and resemble holy beings, MEANING
THAT THEY RECEIVE THE MOCHIN FROM MALE AND FEMALE AND
RESEMBLE THEM. Because of this, it is written: "And your people
shall also be all righteous" (Yeshayah 60:21). They are certainly all
righteous because their souls come forth through the Righteous,
WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF YESOD OF THE MALE AND FEMALE.
This is why they resemble them. They are blessed in this world and
in the world to come.
385. Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "He has made the earth by his
power" (Yirmeyah 10:12). SO HE ASKED: What is THE MEANING OF,
"He has made the earth?" HE REPLIED: This is the Holy One,
blessed be He, above, and "by his power" is the Righteous, NAMELY
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. IN THE VERSE, "He has established the
world by his wisdom" (Ibid.), "the world" ALLUDES to the earth
below and "his wisdom" MEANS righteousness, as it is written: "And
he will judge the world in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9). "He has made
the earth" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who fully
establishes the earth and mends its ways. By what DOES HE FULLY
ESTABLISH IT? "By his power," as we have stated.
386. Rabbi Yehuda said: In THE BOOK, 'the engraved letters' of
Rabbi Elazar, there are knots by which all 22 LETTERS are bound
together as one. THERE ARE two letters THAT BIND THE 22
LETTERS AS ONE, one ascends and the other descends. That which
ascends descends, and that which descends ascends, as is noted in
the verse: "Surely (lit. 'but') El is in you" (Yeshayah 45:14).
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387. Rabbi Yosi said: The tip of the scales stands in the middle. Its
portent may be found in the verse, "In weight, or in
measure" (Vayikra 19:35), in which "in weight (Heb. mishkal)"
MEANS THAT the tongue of the scales is in the middle, BECAUSE
THE SCALES ARE JUST. This is the secret of WHAT IS WRITTEN:
"After the shekel of the sanctuary..." (Shemot 30:13); and the scales
that weigh THE MOCHIN are set upon THE POINT IN THE MIDDLE.
HE ASKED: What are the scales BY WHICH, AS YOU SAY, THE
MOCHIN are WEIGHED? HE ANSWERED, This is according to what
is written: "Just balances" (Vayikra 19:36), MEANING THAT JUSTICE
IS WEIGHED BY THEM. And all MOCHIN are established by this
weight "after the shekel of the sanctuary." Rabbi Yehuda said that
the phrase: "After the shekel of the sanctuary (lit. 'holy shekel')" is
an allusion to the Holy Spirit.
388. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "By the word of Hashem were
the heavens made; and all the host of them by the breath of his
mouth" (Tehilim 33:6). "By the word of Hashem were the heavens
made" refers to the lower heavens, which were made by the word of
the upper heavens. They were made "By the breath" that produces a
voice until it reaches the river that ebbs and flows, and whose
waters never cease. AND THE PHRASE, "And all the host of them by
the breath of his mouth" APPLIES TO all lower beings, who exist
ONLY by THE LIGHT OF the breath, which is the male.

389. In discussing the verse, "He waters the hills from his upper
chambers; the earth is satisfied with the fruit of your works" (Tehilim
104:13), HE ASKED: What are "his upper chambers?" HE
ANSWERED: This is consistent with "who lays the beams of his
upper chambers" (Ibid.). "The earth is satisfied with the fruit of your
works" is the secret of the river that ebbs and flows downward.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN, "THE EARTH" -- NAMELY THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE - "IS SATISFIED", AS SHE RECEIVES THIS
LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH. Thus, it is written: "And the fruit tree
yielding fruit after its kind, whose seed is in itself", as has already
been explained.

41. "Let there be lights"
Here discussion turns to the two great Lights in the sky, the sun and moon. The Zohar explains that when the moon was diminished in size, this also diminished
the spiritual Light in our physical world of Malchut -- and the resulting darkness created an opening for curses. Interestingly, the Hebrew word for "curses" is
Me'erot. The Hebrew word for Lights is Me'orot. The singular difference between the two is that the word for curses lacks the Hebrew letter Vav. The usual
reading translation for this word as it appears in the Torah is Lights, which is how the word has been read in synagogues all over the world throughout history.
Nevertheless, the actual written word in the Torah is curses minus the letter Vov.
The secret meaning of this passage remains hidden without the light of the Zohar to reveal it. According to Kabbalah, we pronounce the word as Lights because,
when spoken, the word reveals the very Light it describes. This action replenishes the spiritual Light of the moon, removing darkness and eradicating curses
from the face of the earth.
Another secret pertains to the creation of the negative and evil female angel Lilit, whose name we do not pronounce. She came into existence at the moment the
moon was diminished. The concept of curses and the childhood disease known as croup were also created in this stage.
Protection from curses, croup, and other negative forces is bestowed when we scan and learn this section of the Zohar.
390. "And Elohim said, Let there be light in the firmament of heaven...
to give light upon the earth..." (Beresheet 1:14-15). IT IS WRITTEN,
"Let there be lights" with a defective spelling, WITHOUT THE
LETTER VAV. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, These are the lights where
harsh Judgment lies and is absorbed. Rabbi Yosi said: THE REASON
WHY "Let there be lights" IS SPELLED WITHOUT THE VAV, AND
CAN BE READ AS ME'EROT (CURSES), IS BECAUSE it refers to the
moon, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is the cause of croup in infants of
the LOWER world. 'Curse' is derived from her, because she is the
lesser luminary of all the lights; THAT IS, THE LAST ONE. At times,
she is darkened and receives no light. AS A RESULT, CROUP AND
CURSES ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM IT.
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391. The phrase, "in the firmament of heaven..." (Beresheet 1:14)
refers to the firmament that includes all others, because it receives
all the lights and also shines upon the Light that does not shine.

392. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It brought forth this firmament that does
not shine, which is called 'the Kingdom of Heaven,' 'the land of
Yisrael' and 'the land of life.' ALL OF THESE ARE NAMES OF
MALCHUT. The heaven, WHICH APPEARS IN THE VERSE, SHINES
UPON this firmament. ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'THE HEAVEN,'
SHINES UPON MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE FIRMAMENT THAT DOES
NOT SHINE. This is why IT IS WRITTEN: "Let there be lights
(me'erot)" without the letter Vav. THIS MEANS THAT SHE RECEIVES
NO ILLUMINATION FROM THE HEAVEN THAT IS CALLED VAV. What
is the reason for this? Because she brings death over the world,
when she is without the letter Vav. IT IS WRITTEN AFTERWARD: "IN
THE FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN TO GIVE LIGHT UPON THE EARTH",
SO HEAVEN--WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTER VAV--AND
ZEIR ANPIN SHINE UPON THE EARTH, WHICH IS THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE.
393. "Let there be lights (me'orot)," IS WRITTEN WITHOUT THE
LETTER VAV BECAUSE everything derives from it. THUS THIS
PHRASE, "LET THERE BE LIGHTS (ME'OROT)," WHICH MEANS
CURSES, also includes the creation of Lilit in the world. It is written:
"The small and great are there" (Iyov 3:19). It is also written: "But
there Hashem in majesty will be for us" (Yeshayah 33:21),
REFERRING TO THE MOCHIN OF GREATNESS IN HER. Of this, it is
written: "Lilit shall rest there, and find for herself a place of
rest" (Yeshayah 34:14). SHE SHALL REST IN MALCHUT AS WELL,
BECAUSE EVERYTHING FINDS A PLACE THERE, EVEN THE KLIPAH
OF LILIT.
394. Rabbi Elazar said: THE VERSE, "Let there be lights (me'orot),"
WITHOUT THE VAV REFERS TO MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF a
mirror that does not shine by itself, but by the reflection of the upper
lights, just as THE GLASS WALLS OF the lantern reflect the light of
the candle inside. IN THE SAME MANNER, THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE TAKES THE LIGHTS FROM THE UPPER GRADES AND
BESTOWS THEM ON THE LOWER BEINGS, THOUGH IT HAS NO
LIGHT OF ITS OWN. It is written: "Behold, the ark of the covenant of
the master of all the earth" (Yehoshua 3:11). "Behold, the ark," refers
to the opaque mirror--MALCHUT, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR
ANPIN. "The covenant," is the shining mirror. "Behold, the ark,"
refers to me'orot WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, WHICH MEANS THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE BEFORE ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED THE
WRITTEN TORAH JOINS HER. The ark is a chest in which the Written
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is laid. The covenant is the sun,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, which shines on THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE.
She is ALSO CALLED 'the covenant,' AS HE IS, WHEN SHE IS
UNITED WITH HIM. THIS IS WHY SHE IS DESCRIBED IN THE VERSE
AS "THE ARK OF THE COVENANT." SO SHE IS indeed "the ark of
the covenant (of) the Master of all the Earth," BECAUSE ONLY
WHEN SHE IS UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED THE
COVENANT, IS SHE CALLED "THE MASTER OF ALL THE EARTH,"
LIKE HER HUSBAND, ZEIR ANPIN. WHY? BECAUSE the covenant,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is CALLED "The master of all the earth."
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395. This ark is the master, since the sun that shines on her and the
whole world is called so. From it, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE attains
the name "MASTER", and this ark is called 'master' (Heb. adon),
according to the secret of THE NAME 'Adonai.' As we have already
stated, 'Righteous' SIGNIFIES THE MALE and 'Righteousness,' THE
FEMALE. ACCORDINGLY, 'Adon' IS THE NAME OF THE MALE and
'Adonai' THE NAME OF THE FEMALE. BECAUSE JUST AS THE
NAME 'RIGHTEOUSNESS' OF THE FEMALE IS DERIVED FROM THE
NAME 'RIGHTEOUS' OF THE MALE, SO IS THE NAME 'ADONAI'
DERIVED FROM 'ADON.' WHEN THE FEMALE IS CALLED AFTER
HER HUSBAND BY THE NAME "THE ARK OF THE COVENANT", SHE
IS THEN CALLED BY THE NAME OF THE MALE 'ADON.' They are
both interrelated.
396. Come and behold: The planets and the constellations exist
because of this covenant, which is the sun--NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN-as we have already stated. This is the firmament of heaven THAT
APPEARS IN THE VERSE. "LET THERE BE LIGHTS," REFERS TO
THE FEMALE, AND "THE FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN" REFERS TO
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH SHINES UPON HER, THE PLANETS, THE
CONSTELLATIONS AND THE WHOLE WORLD. In THIS FIRMAMENT,
the planets and the constellations are engraved and inscribed, and
they depend on the firmament to shine ON EARTH. HE EXPLAINS
THAT THE PHRASE, "LET THERE BE LIGHTS" IS THE FEMALE, AND
"IN THE FIRMAMENT OF HEAVENS" IS ZEIR ANPIN. Rabbi Yesa
Saba (the elder) said: THE EMANATOR SAID, "Let there be lights,"
suspended from the firmament of heaven, MEANING THAT ALL THE
MEASURES OF ILLUMINATION DERIVE FROM THE FIRMAMENT OF
HEAVEN. SO THE LIGHT that is the moon derives in every way from
THE FIRMAMENT. Since it is written: "And let them be for lights in
the firmament of heaven", the sun IS ALSO DEPENDANT ON THE
FIRMAMENT. BECAUSE IT IS ALSO WRITTEN: "And let them be for
signs and seasons, and so on", THE ENTIRE STRUCTURE OF dates,
feasts, holy days of lunar months and the Shabbat is derived from
AND IS FORMED BY THE FIRMAMENT, BECAUSE IT MEASURES
EACH AND EVERY GRADE.
397. All this, THE STATURES THAT THE FIRMAMENT MEASURES, IS
DONE by the function of the first upper firmament, where the holy
name achieves unity. And it is everything. There are seven planets
corresponding to the seven firmaments. They all are the governors
of the world, and the supernal world is above them. There are two
similar worlds, the upper world--BINAH--and the lower world,
MALCHUT. ALL THAT IS ESTABLISHED IN THE UPPER WORLD
ALSO COMES INTO BEING IN THE LOWER WORLD. THUS, THE
LOWER WORLD IS ALSO GOVERNED BY THE PLANETS, AS IS THE
UPPER WORLD. It is written: "For ever and ever (lit. 'from the world
to the world')" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:36), WHICH MEANS THAT
WHATEVER EXISTS IN THE UPPER WORLD REACHES DOWN TO
THE LOWER. THE UPPER WORLD IS the upper king, NAMELY
BINAH, AND THE LOWER WORLD IS the lower king, NAMELY
MALCHUT.
398. It is written: 'Hashem reigns, Hashem has reigned, Hashem will
reign for evermore'. THIS MEANS THAT Hashem reigns above,
Hashem has reigned in the middle and Hashem will reign for
evermore down below. Rabbi Acha said: "Hashem has reigned," IN
THE PAST TENSE, means the upper world, WHICH IS THE WORLD
TO COME, NAMELY BINAH. "Hashem reigns," IN THE PRESENT
TENSE, is Tiferet of Yisrael, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. "Hashem will
reign," IN THE FUTURE TENSE, is "the ark of the covenant,"
NAMELY THE LOWER WORLD, MALCHUT.
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399. David came in another period and reversed their order from
down below upward, and said, "Hashem is king forever and
ever" (Tehilim 10:16). "Hashem is king" MEANS down below IN THE
LOWER WORLD OF MALCHUT, "forever" MEANS in the middle-NAMELY IN ZEIR ANPIN-- "and ever" MEANS above IN BINAH, where
there is meeting, NAMELY UNITY, AND MOCHIN and completion of
all THE GRADES. THIS IS WHY THE upper WORLD IS DESCRIBED
AS "reigns". ITS SOVEREIGNTY IS COMPLETED IN ALL ITS
PERFECTION, WHEREAS "will reign" MEANS THAT THE WORLD
below--NAMELY MALCHUT--SHALL REACH PERFECTION AND FULL
SOVEREIGNTY IN THE FUTURE, AS IT IS NOT YET COMPLETED.
400. Rabbi Aba said: All the lights are connected to the firmament of
heaven, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "AND ELOHIM SET THEM IN THE
FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN to give light upon the earth." HE ASKED:
What is this heaven that gives light upon the earth? HE REPLIED:
This is the river that flows out to Eden, as it is written, "And a river
went out of Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10).

401. Come and behold: Because the moon governs and shines by
the power of that river that flows out OF EDEN, WHICH IS BINAH,
light is added to all the heavens below UNDER ATZILUT IN BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, ASIYAH OF SEPARATION, and their hosts. Thus, the
planets rule the world and cause plants and trees to grow, and
everything in the world grows and multiplies. Even the water and the
fish in the sea increase in numbers. Many emissaries of Judgment
roam the world, because everything is full of joy and energy. IN
OTHER WORDS, THESE EMISSARIES ARE STRONGER BECAUSE
OF THE STRENGTH OF MALCHUT. AS A RESULT, ONE MUST BE
CAREFUL THAT THEY DO NOT BRING GREATER HARM THAN
BEFORE. When there is joy in the house of the king, even the guards
of the gates and the roads are happy and roam about in the world.
Therefore, the young children should be well guarded FROM
DEMONS.

402. Rabbi Acha quoted the verse: "And Elohim set them in the
firmament of heaven." When all of them are there--WHEN THE SUN
AND THE MOON ARE BOTH IN THE FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN,
WHICH IS BINAH--they rejoice with each other. The moon then
diminishes its light before the sun. From then onward, all the light
that the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, receives, is for the purpose of shining on
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE AND NOT ON HIMSELF, as it is written:
"To give light upon the earth."

403. Rabbi Yitzchak said: it is written, "Moreover the light of the
moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall
be sevenfold, as the light of seven days" (Yeshayah 30:26). HE
ASKED: What are these seven days? HE ANSWERED: These are the
seven days of Creation--NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN. IN THE
FUTURE, THE SUN AND THE MOON SHALL SHINE EQUALLY. Rabbi
Yehuda said: "THE LIGHT OF THE SEVEN DAYS" ALLUDES TO the
seven days of the consecration (Heb. milu'im) of the Tabernacle-NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, AFTER BECOMING
FULL (HEB. MELE'IM) OF LIGHT IN THE FUTURE.
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404. THE SFIROT OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE definitely represent
the days of consecration. At that time when the world will be
sweetened and restored to its perfection, the light of the moon will
not be defective because of the evil Serpent, of whom it is written,
"AND A WHISPERER SEPARATES CLOSE FRIENDS" (Mishley
16:28), AS THE SERPENT SEPARATES ZEIR ANPIN FROM HIS
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. FOR THIS REASON HER SFIROT ARE
CALLED BY THE NAME 'DAYS OF CONSECRATION' (OR: 'FILLING').
HE ASKED: When shall this be? IN OTHER WORDS, WHEN WILL
THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE BE COMPLETED WITHOUT ANY
LIMITATION? HE ANSWERED: This shall be in the time about which
it is written, "He will swallow up death forever" (Yeshayah 25:8),
WHEN THE OTHER SIDE AND DEATH WILL BE ANNULLED. Then it
is written: "On that day Hashem shall be one, and his name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

42. "Let the waters swarm abundantly"
The Zohar explores the concept of angels, explaining how they enter and influence this world. Some angels appear in human form while others remain as unseen
spiritual entities. Their function is to assist us in our spiritual growth. We arouse and draw positive angels into our lives through the influence of the letters
composing this section.
405. "Let the waters swarm abundantly with moving creatures that
have life..." (Beresheet 1:20). Rabbi Elazar said: These are the lower
waters that produce living creatures (HEB. NEFESH), which
correspond to those created by the upper WATERS. IN OTHER
WORDS, JUST AS THE UPPER WATERS-BINAH--BRING FORTH THE
SOULS OF MALE AND FEMALE, SO THE LOWER WATERS OF MALE
AND FEMALE BRING FORTH THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS.
These UPPER WATERS BRING FORTH supernal SOULS, MALE AND
FEMALE, and these LOWER WATERS BRING FORTH SOULS OF the
lower beings, THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS. Rabbi Chiya said:
The upper brought forth the "moving creatures (lit. Nefesh) that have
life." What is this? This is the Nefesh of the first man, as it is written:
"And man became a living soul (Heb. Nefesh)" (Beresheet 2:7).
406. "And let birds fly above the earth..." (Beresheet 1:20) refers to
the emissaries from above, THE ANGELS, who appear before human
beings in the image of human beings. This is understood from the
phrase, "Fly above the earth", WHICH MEANS THAT THEIR SHAPE
IS SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE PEOPLE OF EARTH. There are other
ANGELS who appear in spirit only, according to an awareness that
human beings have acquired. THUS, THE PHRASE: "ABOVE THE
EARTH" INDICATES THAT THESE EMISSARIES ARE CONCEIVED IN
THE IMAGE OF MAN. THEY ARE DESCRIBED AS "BIRDS FLY
ABOVE THE EARTH", SINCE THE EARTH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT.
407. Because of that, THEIR ABILITY TO CHANGE THEIR FORM INTO
THE IMAGE OF MAN, it is not written of them, "After its kind," as it is
of the other ANGELS FROM ZEIR ANPIN. Of these others, it is
written, "And every winged bird after its kind" (Ibid. 21). Those
WHICH COME FROM ZEIR ANPIN never change from their "kind"
INTO THE SHAPE OF A HUMAN BODY as do the other ANGELS, of
whom it is not written, "After its kind," AND OF WHOM IT DOES SAY,
"AND LET BIRDS FLY ABOVE THE EARTH." You might say that
ANGELS assume different forms among themselves, and it is indeed
so. There are among them those who are different from the others.
THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT LEVELS AMONG THEM. This is why
it is written, "And from thence it was parted" (Beresheet 2:10),
ALLUDING TO THE WORLDS--BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH OF
SEPARATION--WHERE THE ANGELS ARE.

43. "And Elohim created the great crocodiles"
This section is couched in metaphor and is highly esoteric. When the Messiah comes, the righteous will merit the meal of the Leviathan. The Leviathan
symbolizes the revelation of a great Light. Reading this section helps us to merit the opportunity to be included in that spiritual feast.
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408. "And Elohim created the great crocodiles" (Beresheet 1:21),
refers to the Leviathan and its mate. THE VERSE CONTINUES "And
every living creature (Heb. Nefesh) that creeps", which refers to the
Nefesh of that living creature that moves to all four corners of the
world. HE ASKED: Who is this living creature who creeps? HE
REPLIED: It is Lilit.

409. The next phrase: "Which the waters brought forth abundantly,
after their kind" means as the waters make them grow, THE
LEVIATHAN AND ITS MATE, because the waters are unfrozen and
flow in all directions when the Southern wind comes. And the ships
of the seas can now pass, as it is written: "There go the ships; there
is that Leviatan, whom you have made to play therein" (Tehilim
104:26).
410. The verse then reads: "And every winged bird after its kind", as
it is written ABOUT THOSE ANGELS, "for a bird of the sky shall
carry the sound, and a winged beast shall betray the
matter" (Kohelet 10:20). THESE ARE THE ASPECTS OF THE
ANGELS THAT COME FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'SOUND.'
Rabbi Yosi said: They all have six wings and they never change.
THEY HAVE SIX WINGS, BECAUSE THEY COME FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
WHO HAS SIX SFIROT, AND THEY NEVER CHANGE THEIR IMAGE
SO THEY CAN ENTER THE BODY. Thus, it is written: "After its kind."
HE ASKED: What is THE MEANING OF, "After its kind"? HE
ANSWERED: "After its kind" from above. THIS IS WHY THEY DO
NOT CHANGE AND ENTER BODIES. They fly around and roam over
the world with six flaps of their wings, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO
THE SIX SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. They carry their observations of
human behavior up TO THE CELESTIAL COURT, and it is thus
written, "Do not curse the king, no, not even in your thought," (Ibid.)
REFERRING TO THE KING OF THE UNIVERSE. BECAUSE THE
"BIRD OF THE SKY" --- NAMELY THE ANGELS - "SHALL CARRY
THE VOICE" UP TO THE HEAVENS.
411. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: It is written, "That creeps," ALTHOUGH it
should have been WRITTEN, 'That swarm,' JUST AS IT IS WRITTEN,
"LET THE WATERS SWARM." HE SAID: This resembles the
expression 'night creeps'; THAT IS, IT GETS DARK. So, during THE
NIGHT, WHICH IS MALCHUT, "all the beasts of the forest do creep
forth" (Tehilim 104:20). IN OTHER WORDS, ALL THE FORCES OF
DARKNESS--WHICH ARE THE "BEASTS OF THE FOREST"--ARE
DOMINANT AT NIGHT. They govern during the time when THE
NIGHT, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, rules, BECAUSE
MALCHUT INCLUDES ALL THAT EXISTS UNDER HER, EVEN THE
KLIPOT. THE ANGELS chant without rest during the three shifts of
the night, as it is written: "You that make mention of Hashem, take
no rest" (Yeshayah 62:6).

44. "Let us make man"
Rabbi Shimon offers a discourse concerning the creation of man. When the Creator was planning to make man, the heavens and earth trembled and shook, for
they knew man would control all reality. Prior to the appearance of man, they knew all the worlds were securely in the hands of God. But with man's creation, the
reins were literally handed over. In the process of forming man, the four corners of the earth--north, south, east, and west--gave a part of themselves to man,
imbuing him with their essence. Man would now truly control the world, for the world is man. This segment of the Zohar awakens a sense of responsibility within
us to care for the world, our neighbors, and the entire cosmos.
412. Rabbi Shimon stood up and said, I observed that when the Holy
One, blessed be He, planned to create man, the upper and lower
worlds trembled. WHY? BECAUSE THEY ALL DEPEND ON HIS
ACTIONS FOR GOOD OR FOR EVIL. THEREFORE, THE CREATION
OF MAN CONCERNED THEM GREATLY AND THEY WERE AFRAID
THAT HE MIGHT SIN. The sixth day rose up through its grades until
it reached the supernal will and illuminated the beginning of all lights.
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413. It opened the gate of the east, from which the light emerged to
shine throughout the world. And the South, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE RIGHT AND CHESED, revealed the force of the illumination it
had inherited at the head, THAT IS, YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH,
and was strengthened by the East. The East, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
overtook the North and IT REVEALED IN ITSELF THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE LEFT THAT IT DREW FROM YISRAEL - SABA AND
TEVUNAH. The North was thus aroused, expanded WITHIN ZEIR
ANPIN, and called to the West, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, with much force to come closer and join it. Then the
West, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, rose up and united with
the North. Afterward, the South--WHICH IS THE RIGHT AND
CHESED--held onto the west, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. And the
South and the North became the fences that surrounded the garden.
Then the East, ZEIR ANPIN, mated with the West, THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, and the West rejoiced and asked everybody, and said
"Let us make man in our image, after our likeness." Let him
comprise the four winds--SOUTH, NORTH, EAST AND WEST--above
and below, NAMELY THE SIX EXTREMITIES. Then the East, ZEIR
ANPIN, cleaved to the West, THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, and
produced THE SOUL OF ADAM. This is what we have learned. The
first man came out from the soil of the Temple, NAMELY FROM THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE
TEMPLE.'
414. Furthermore, THE VERSE, "Let us make man" CAN BE
EXPLAINED AS FOLLOWS. The Holy One, blessed be He, uttered-THAT IS, DREW DOWN to the lower beings that come from the
aspect of the upper beings--the secret of the name that is
numerically equal to Adam. THIS IS A REFERENCE TO THE NAME
THAT ADDS UP TO 45, AS DOES ADAM. Adam comes from the
secret of the upper world, COMPRISING THE CELESTIAL RIGHT
AND LEFT COLUMNS, WHICH WERE BLOCKED BEFORE THE
RECONCILING OF THE THIRD COLUMN, and Adam is the secret of
the letters. HE INCLUDES THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE
ASPECT OF THE LOWER BEINGS THAT ARE CALLED LETTERS.
THE UPPER ONES ARE THE CANTILLATION MARKS AND DOTS
(VOWELS), AND THE LOWER ONES ARE LETTERS. So Adam
accordingly includes within himself all that is above and all that is
below. The name Adam CONSISTS OF THREE LETTERS: THE Aleph
OF ADAM ALLUDES TO the supernal world WHENCE THE RIGHT
COLUMN ORIGINATES. The closed (final) Mem is the letter that
appears in the phrase, "Of the increase (Heb. Lemarbeh) of his
realm" (Yeshayah 9:6). ALTHOUGH IT APPEARS IN THE MIDDLE OF
THE WORD, IT IS WRITTEN TRADITIONALLY AS FINAL MEM, IN ITS
CLOSED FORM. FROM IT, THE LEFT COLUMN IS EXTENDED. The
lower Dalet is concealed in the west, and this is the entire MOCHIN
of above and below. AFTER this had been established above, IN
ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, it was established
below AS WELL, IN ADAM HIMSELF.
415. These letters, ALEPH-DALET-MEM, descended AND ENTERED
THE SOUL OF ADAM all together as one. THAT IS, ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET OF THE RECONCILING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
THEY WERE INCLUDED ONE WITHIN THE OTHER. THUS, ADAM was
comprised of both male and female. The female clung to his side
until sleep fell upon him and he lay in the terrestrial Temple.

416. The Holy One, blessed be He, sawed him through, MEANING
THAT HE SEPARATED THE FEMALE FROM THE MALE, and
prepared her, just like a bride is prepared. Then he brought her to
him, as it is written: "And he took one of his sides, and closed up the
flesh in its place" (Beresheet 2:21). "And he took one" MEANS
precisely one. ADAM HAD TWO RIBS AND HE TOOK ONLY ONE OF
THEM. HE CONTINUES: I have learned from the books of the ancient
sages THAT THE RIB THAT WAS NOT TAKEN symbolized Lilit, who
was with him and who conceived from him, AS SHE WAS THE FIRST
WIFE OF ADAM AND WAS TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM.
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417. LILIT was not "a help to match him", as it is written, "but for the
man there was not found a help to match him" (Ibid. 18). What does
this mean? IT MEANS SHE WAS AN EVIL KLIPAH AND HE COULD
NOT TRUST HER. SHE STAYED WITH HIM until that time, of which it
is written: "It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make
him a help to match him" (Ibid.). FOR THEN SHE WAS TAKEN AWAY
FROM HIM. Come and behold: Adam was the last BEING TO BE
CREATED. Therefore, he had to come into the world as a complete
being. THIS IS WHY LILIT HAD TO BE TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM AND
CHAVAH GIVEN TO HIM INSTEAD.

45. "For Hashem Elohim had not caused it to rain"
Rabbi Shimon explains that our world was not created complete, for it would be man's merit and responsibility to perfect creation through his actions and
spiritual development. The word rain is a metaphor for the Light of the Creator. When the Torah says God Had Not Caused it to Rain, this indicates man's
capacity and accountability for generating Light. Rabbi Shimon adds that, for man to accomplish this task, he must first complete himself by finding and bonding
with his soulmate in marriage.
The power to find our soulmates and to strengthen and complete our vessel radiates from the words of this text.
418. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "And no plant of the field was
yet in the earth, and no herb of the field had yet grown: for Hashem
Elohim had not caused it to rain upon the earth" (Beresheet 2:5).
"And no plant of the field" refers to big trees--but just after they are
planted, when they are still small. THIS IS WHY THE VERSE STATES,
"AND NO PLANT OF THE FIELD WAS YET."

419. Come and behold that Adam and Chavah were created side by
side. HE ASKED: Why were they not created face to face? HE
ANSWERED: Because it is written, "Hashem Elohim had not caused
it to rain." THAT IS, THE MATING OF MALE AND FEMALE WAS NOT
YET PROPERLY ESTABLISHED. So, when ADAM AND CHAVAH were
completed down below and turned face to face, the same then
happened above.

420. How do we know this? THIS IS LEARNED from the Tabernacle,
as it is written: "The tabernacle was erected" (Shemot 40:17). THIS
MEANS that another Tabernacle was erected together with THE
TABERNACLE ABOVE, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. And
THE TABERNACLE above was erected only after THE TABERNACLE
below was completed. Thus, when it was erected below--WHEN
ADAM AND CHAVAH CAME FACE TO FACE--it was erected aboveMALE AND FEMALE ALSO CAME FACE TO FACE. Since this was
not completed above-- MALE AND FEMALE HAD NOT YET COME
FACE TO FACE--ADAM AND CHAVAH were not created face to face.
The verse proves THAT MALE AND FEMALE WERE NOT YET FACE
TO FACE, as it is written: "For Hashem Elohim had not caused it to
rain upon the earth", BECAUSE HASHEM ELOHIM IS ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE EARTH IS FEMALE. This is why THE VERSE CONCLUDES
WITH "and there was not a man," MEANING that he was not yet
properly established, BECAUSE HE AND CHAVAH HAD NOT YET
COME FACE TO FACE.
421. When Chavah was completed, AFTER SHE WAS SAWED FROM
HIM AND THEY CAME FACE TO FACE, Adam also reached
completion. Before that, the man was not complete. This is the
secret of why the letter Samech has not yet appeared in this section,
AS THE SAMECH ALLUDES TO THE FEMALE. However, the friends
argued THAT, BECAUSE ADAM HAD A FEMALE COUNTERPART
CALLED LILIT, THERE WAS A SAMECH (DER. 'SUPPORT') BEFORE
CHAVAH WAS PREPARED, CALLED LILIT. HE EXPLAINED, But
Samech means the support of MALE AND FEMALE above, after they
were again face to face, because ONLY THEN are Male and Female
supported by one another. IN OTHER WORDS, THEY GIVE
STRENGTH TO EACH OTHER. Indeed, it is written: "They stand fast
forever and ever, done in truth and uprightness" (Tehilim 111:8).
"They stand fast" MEANS THAT the Male and Female stand together,
FACE TO FACE, as one.
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422. The verse, "For Hashem Elohim had not caused it to rain upon
the earth," MEANS THAT MALE AND FEMALE WERE NOT YET FACE
TO FACE supporting each other. IN OTHER WORDS, MALE AND
FEMALE, WHILE FACE TO FACE, SUPPORT ADAM AND CHAVAH-IN ORDER THAT THEY TOO CAN FACE EACH OTHER. The lower
world REFERS TO ADAM AND CHAVAH, WHO WERE THE
CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD. When it was established, when ADAM
AND CHAVAH turned face to face and achieved completion, there
was support above AS MALE AND FEMALE ALSO TURNED FACE TO
FACE. Before this, the action below, THE POSITIONING OF ADAM
AND CHAVAH FACE TO FACE, was incomplete because "Hashem
Elohim had not caused it to rain upon the earth." And one depends
on the other.
423. It is then written: "But there went up a mist from the
earth" (Beresheet 2:6), which is the perfection below OF ADAM
BEFORE MALE AND FEMALE WERE TURNED FACE TO FACE. The
verse continues: "And watered the whole face of the ground" (Ibid.),
MEANING THAT THE MALE AND FEMALE WERE TURNED FACE TO
FACE AND ZEIR ANPIN WATERED MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED
'GROUND.' "There went up a mist from the earth" ALLUDES TO the
passion of the female THAT ASCENDS toward the male. THE
PASSION OF THE FEMALE RISES UP TO THE MALE, FOR RAISING
FEMALE WATERS IS CONSIDERED TO BE THE DESIRE OF THE
FEMALE FOR THE MALE, FOR EVERYTHING LOWER AND UPPER IS
CONSIDERED MALE AND FEMALE. THE LOWER IS ALWAYS
CONSIDERED FEMALE IN RELATION TO THAT WHICH IS HIGHER.
RAISING FEMALE WATERS IS EQUATED WITH DESIRE, BECAUSE
IT ONLY ASCENDS BY FORCE OF DESIRE. Another explanation OF
THE VERSE, "BUT THERE WENT UP A MIST FROM THE EARTH" IS
FOUND IN THE MEANING OF THE VERSE, "AND HASHEM ELOHIM
HAD NOT CAUSED IT TO RAIN." What is the reason that He "had not
caused it to rain", WHICH MEANS THAT MALE AND FEMALE WERE
NOT FACE TO FACE? The reason is that the forming of "a mist from
the earth" had not yet been completed. THIS MEANS THAT MAN
HAD NOT YET ELEVATED FEMALE WATERS TO MALE AND
FEMALE. WITHOUT FEMALE WATERS FROM MAN, THE MOCHIN OF
FACE TO FACE OF MALE AND FEMALE WOULD NOT EMERGE.
Therefore, lower earth--ADAM AND CHAVAH--aroused the actions of
the upper world--OF MALE AND FEMALE.
424. Come and behold that mist rises at first from the earth and the
cloud is aroused. Then they are both united. Similarly, the smoke of
the sacrifice, WHICH IS BURNT UPON THE ALTAR, is aroused below
AND RISES UP, AS FEMALE WATERS, FROM BELOW UPWARDS BY
MALE AND FEMALE. So it brings perfection above, and they become
united and reach completion. In the same manner, it occurs above,
AMONG THE SUPERNAL BEINGS. Awakening always moves from
the lower TO THE HIGHER, and eventually they all reach perfection.
Unless the congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, has begun the act of arousing, then the passion above,
OF ZEIR ANPIN, would not have been aroused towards her. So
through the passion aroused below, the upper reached completion.

425. Rabbi Aba asked: Why is it written, "The Tree of Life also in the
midst of the garden, and the Tree of knowledge of good and
evil" (Beresheet 2:9), AS THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE IS NOT IN THE
MIDST OF THE GARDEN? The Tree of Life, as we have already
learned, extends for a journey of 500 years and all the waters of
Creation part underneath it. The Tree of Life is exactly in the middle
of the garden; IT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN and receives all the
waters of Creation, which separate underneath it.
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426. WHY DO ALL THE WATERS OF CREATION SEPARATE
UNDERNEATH IT? The river that flows out of Eden, NAMELY BINAH,
rests on the garden, and enters into it, NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF
THE TREE OF LIFE THAT SHINES ON THE GARDEN ARE FROM THE
RIVER, WHICH IS BINAH. From there, FROM BINAH, the waters
divide and flow in many directions. This garden received all THREE
ASPECTS OF THE MOCHIN. Afterward, they flow from it and are
separated into many streams below, as it is written: "They give drink
to every beast of the field" (Tehilim 104:11). THIS MEANS THAT
EACH OF THE LOWER BEINGS RECEIVES NOURISHMENT FROM
ITS CORRESPONDING ASPECT IN THE MOCHIN OF THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE. HE ELABORATED FURTHER BY SAYING, Just as THE
MOCHIN come from the supernal world, NAMELY BINAH, AND
BINAH waters the supernal mountains of pure balsam--WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF BINAH--so when THE MOCHIN
later reach the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, they also
separate in all directions, according to their individual path--RIGHT,
LEFT AND CENTRAL. THUS THEY ALSO PART IN THE GARDEN,
WHICH RECEIVES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE.
427. "And the Tree of knowledge of good and evil," (Beresheet 2:9)
MEANS THAT IT LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE BETWEEN GOOD,
WHICH IS THE RIGHT, AND EVIL, WHICH IS THE LEFT. HE ASKED:
Why is it called so, as the tree is not in the middle, BUT RATHER
MORE TOWARD THE LEFT THAN THE RIGHT? HE EXPLAINED:
What is the Tree of knowledge of good and of evil? WHY IS IT
CALLED THUS? Because it draws from both THE RIGHT AND FROM
THE LEFT sides and knows them, CLINGS TO THEM, as one who
sucks the sweet and the bitter. As a result of sucking from and
knowing both sides, THAT IS, CLEAVING TO THEM, and residing
among them, it is called "good and evil."
428. The plants, NAMELY THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, rest on THE
TWO POINTS OF GOOD AND EVIL, BECAUSE THESE TWO POINTS
ARE THE ASPECT OF YESOD OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHICH
LIES UNDERNEATH ALL THE SFIROT. And other supernal plants,
REFERRING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN are attached to it. These are called the
"cedars of Levanon" (Tehilim 104:16). HE ASKED: What are these
"cedars of Levanon?" HE REPLIED: These are the six supernal days,
the six days of Creation, as we have already stated. IT IS WRITTEN:
"The cedars of Levanon, which he has planted." THE SCRIPTURES
DESCRIBE THEM AS PLANTS, BECAUSE they are indeed plants that
survived after THEY WERE UPROOTED FROM THEIR PLACE AND
PLANTED IN A DIFFERENT ONE.
429. From here on, Samech APPEARS IN THIS SECTION. HE ASKED:
What is this REFERENCE TO SAMECH? HE ANSWERED: THIS IS
THE SAMECH THAT APPEARS IN THE PHRASE, "And closed up
(Heb. Vayisgor, spelled with a Samech) the flesh in its
place" (Beresheet 2:21). THIS MEANS THAT CHAVAH BECAME THE
ASPECT OF SAMECH (LIT. 'A SUPPORT') FROM HERE ON. AT
FIRST, CHAVAH WAS ATTACHED TO HIS SIDE and they were side
by side. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, tore them apart, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND HE TOOK ONE OF HIS SIDES," and planted them in
a different place. ADAM AND CHAVAH BECAME facing one another.
This is how their existence was completed.
430. Rabbi Aba asked: Why do we conclude that Adam and Chavah
were CALLED plants? Because it is written: "The branch of my
planting, the work of my hands, that I may be glorified" (Yeshayah
60:21). It is indeed the "work of my hands" THAT ALLUDES TO
ADAM AND CHAVAH, WHO OF ALL THE CREATURES WERE THE
"WORK" OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ALONE. THE VERSE
DESCRIBES THEM AS "THE BRANCH OF MY PLANTING." HENCE
THEY ARE DESCRIBED AS THE "PLANTING." It is written: "Though
in the day of your planting you make it grow" (Yeshayah 17:11),
WHICH MEANS that on that same day they were planted in the world,
they sinned. SO THE VERSE ACTUALLY SPEAKS OF ADAM AND
CHAVAH AND DESCRIBES THEM AS "PLANTS."
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431. We have learned that the plants, THAT WERE MALE AND
FEMALE, were as tiny as the antennae of grasshoppers. Their light
was feeble, and they did not shine. As soon as they were planted IN
A DIFFERENT PLACE, and were improved, their lights became
stronger and they were called "the cedars of Levanon." Similarly,
Adam and Chavah did not increase their light or emit A GOOD odor
before they were planted IN A DIFFERENT PLACE, NAMELY IN ZEIR
ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE. But when they were uprooted
FROM THEIR PLACE and planted again ON HIGH, IN MALE AND
FEMALE, THEIR existence was firmly established.

46. "And Hashem Elohim commanded Adam"
God commands Adam not to eat from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, for if he does so, Adam will surely die. Upon eating from the Tree of Knowledge,
Adam brought the force of death into existence. A profound secret is revealed in this passage: God did not command Adam not to eat from the Tree of
Knowledge. Moreover, God did not punish Adam for disregarding His warning. God was merely revealing the universal laws at work within the various spiritual
worlds. Tree of Knowledge is a realm of chaos, death, and decay. The significance of this passage can be likened to a father telling his son about the danger of
placing his finger in a fire. If the child proceeds to do it anyway, it is incorrect to say that the father punished the child. An awareness of the laws of cause and
effect are awakened within us when we browse and learn the secrets of this passage.
432. "And Hashem Elohim commanded..." (Beresheet 2:16). We have
learned that "commanded" is idolatry. THEREFORE, EVERY PLACE
THE WORD COMMAND IS WRITTEN IS AN ALLUSION TO THE
PROHIBITION OF IDOLATRY. THUS, THE VERSE RELATES TO THE
SEVEN PRECEPTS THAT WERE GIVEN TO ADAM. "COMMANDED"
APPLIES TO IDOLATRY, "Hashem" to blasphemy, "Elohim" to the
judges WHO SHOULD STRIVE TO MAINTAIN JUSTICE, "Adam" to
the prohibition against shedding another's blood, "saying" to the
prohibition of incest, "of every tree of the garden" to thievery, and
"you may freely eat" to the eating of flesh from a living animal. This
EXPLANATION is accepted, ALTHOUGH IT MAY BE ADDED THAT
"of every tree of the garden you may freely eat" MEANS that He
permitted him TO EAT OF all, INCLUDING THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE, but he was supposed to eat of them together,
MEANING THAT THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE HAD TO BE IN
HARMONY WITH THE OTHER TREES IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN.
433. We know that Avraham ate FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
as did Yitzchak and Ya'akov and all the prophets. NEVERTHELESS,
they remained alive. WHY? BECAUSE this tree, THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE, is the tree of death. Whoever ate of it by itself died,
because he has taken the potion of death. Thus, IT IS WRITTEN: "For
in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die" (Ibid. 17),
REFERRING TO THE TREE BY ITSELF. In doing so, one separates
the plants AND CUTS THE ROOTS, MEANING THAT HE SEPARATES
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, FROM HIS SHECHINAH.
THEREFORE, HE IS SENTENCED TO DEATH.
434. Rabbi Yehuda asked Rabbi Shimon: We have learned that Adam
pulled at his foreskin. What is the meaning of this? He replied: He
separated the Holy Covenant, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, from
its place, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, hence he pulled at his foreskin
when he abandoned the Holy Covenant, NAMELY, THE UNITY OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WITH HIS SHECHINAH, cleaved to
the foreskin--THE KLIPAH THAT SEPARATES THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, FROM HIS SHECHINAH--and was seduced by the
Serpent's words.
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435. "The fruit of the tree" (Beresheet 3:3) refers to the woman,
NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. AND IT IS
WRITTEN: "You shall not eat of it..." because of the verse: "Her feet
go down to death, her steps take hold of Sh'ol" (Mishlei 5:5). THIS
MEANS THAT IF HE DRAWS SUSTENANCE FROM THE FEMALE
WHEN SHE IS UNACCOMPANIED BY HER HUSBAND, THE FEET OF
THE FEMALE DESCEND TO THE KLIPOT, WHERE DEATH IS. BUT
WE SHOULD NOT CONCLUDE THAT THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE IS
THE OTHER SIDE AND IS NOT THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF
HOLINESS, BECAUSE there is fruit IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF
ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "BUT OF THE FRUIT OF
THE TREE." In the Other SIDE, there is no fruit, BECAUSE ANOTHER
EL IS STERILE AND PRODUCES NO FRUIT. IT IS WRITTEN OF IT:
"For in the day that you eat thereof you shall surely die" (Beresheet
2:17). It is called the tree of death, EVEN THOUGH SHE IS THE
FEMALE OF HOLINESS, of whom it is written: "her feet go down to
death." NEVERTHELESS IN HERSELF, SHE IS FULL OF LIFE AND
HOLINESS.
436. Rabbi Yosi said: This tree that we have mentioned, REFERRING
TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, was watered from above, grew and
was happy, as it is written, "And a river went out of Eden to water the
garden" (Ibid. 10). The garden is the feminine principle OF ZEIR
ANPIN and the river, NAMELY BINAH, enters THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE and waters her, BESTOWS ON HER THE MOCHIN OF
GREATNESS, and they all become as one. THIS MEANS THAT
BECAUSE OF THESE MOCHIN, ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE
PRINCIPLE ARE UNITED AS ONE, because from there downward,
BELOW THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN, everything is
then separated. FROM THERE, THEY WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
ABLE TO RECEIVE THESE MOCHIN, as it is written: "And from
thence it was parted."

47. "Now the Serpent was craftier"
Rabbi Yitzhak and Rabbi Yehuda came to their master and teacher, Rabbi Shimon, with an intriguing disagreement. The two students were at odds concerning
the underlying cause of Eve's sin in eating from the Tree of Knowledge. Rabbi Yitzhak felt it was the evil inclination implanted in Eve that caused her to succumb
to temptation. But Rabbi Yehuda believed it was the snake's cunning that beguiled her into eating from the Tree.
Rabbi Shimon said that both of his students were correct. The Zohar's explanation is as follows: The negative part of our intelligence--the part that motivates us
to sin--is the same negative intelligence that serves as our prosecutor in the heavenly court, and this same evil intelligence executes any judgements decreed
against us. As a final irony, this intelligence is also none other than the Angel of Death, who ultimately consumes us after years of living out this evil cycle of sin.
If only we could recognize the voice inside us that says, "Do it!" even when we know we shouldn't, we would shudder in terror at the prospect of succumbing to
these negative urges.
The Zohar then discusses the verse, "And the Eyes of them [Adam and Eve] both were open."
Rabbi Chiya explains that at the moment Adam and Eve saw evil, they fell into that reality. The mystery of this explanation concerns the power of consciousness,
and the nature of reality and illusion. If we look for evil in others, our consciousness literally creates that reality. The Zohar is telling us that evil is an illusion, but
we give it reality when we see it and believe it. For this reason alone, we should turn all our efforts toward finding the good in people instead of always looking
for what's wrong. This portion of the Zohar awakens us to these spiritual truths by helping us to distinguish between the reality of good, and the self-confirming
nature of evil.
437. "Now the Serpent WAS CRAFTIER..." (Beresheet 3:1). Rabbi
Yitzchak said: The Serpent is the evil inclination, WHICH INCITES
ONE TO SIN. Rabbi Yehuda said, It is a real Serpent. They
approached Rabbi Shimon, who said: Both interpretations are
correct. It was Samael and he was seen RIDING on the Serpent. The
image of the Serpent is Satan, NAMELY THE EVIL INCLINATION
THAT INCITES HUMANS TO SIN AND THEN ASCENDS TO DEMAND
PUNISHMENT ABOVE. They are both the same. YOU CAN SAY THAT
THE SERPENT IS THE EVIL INCLINATION AND IS A REAL SERPENT.
438. We have learned that Samael, THE ANGEL, descended from
heaven riding on this Serpent at that time. All the creatures saw his
image and fled from him. Then SAMAEL AND THE SERPENT
approached the woman with words, and brought death upon the
world. So Samael cleverly brought curses upon the world, MEANING
THAT HE INCITED THEM TO SIN WITH CUNNING and brought
damage to the first tree, NAMELY THE FIRST MAN, which the Holy
One, blessed be He, created in the world.
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439. This sin rested with Samael, WHO IS DESCRIBED AS STEALING
THE BLESSINGS AND THE MOCHIN FROM ADAM BY CUNNINGLY
INCITING ADAM TO SIN AND EAT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
until another holy tree appeared, who is Ya'akov, and took back the
blessings from SAMAEL to prevent Samael, WHO IS THE MINISTER
OF ESAV, from being blessed above and Esav FROM BEING
BLESSED below. Ya'akov resembled Adam and his beauty was like
that of Adam. So, just as Samael prevented the blessings from
reaching the first tree--WHO IS ADAM--so Ya'akov, who is a tree that
resembled Adam, prevented the blessings from reaching Samael
above and ESAV below. Everything Ya'akov took belonged to him,
REFERRING TO EVERYTHING SAMAEL ROBBED FROM ADAM.
Therefore, it is written: "And there wrestled a man with
him" (Beresheet 32:25), ALLUDING TO SAMAEL.

440. "Now the Serpent was craftier." THE SERPENT is the evil
inclination, the Angel of Death. As a result, the Serpent brought
death upon the whole world BY TEMPTING CHAVAH TO SIN IN THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. This is the secret of the verse: "The end of
all flesh is come before me" (Beresheet 6:13), WHICH ALLUDES TO
THE ANGEL OF DEATH, WHICH PUTS an end to all flesh by taking
the soul away from all the flesh. It is thus called "THE END OF ALL
FLESH."

441. "And he said to the woman, 'Is it true (Heb. Af)?' (Beresheet 3:1).
Rabbi Yosi said, THE SERPENT started with wrath (Heb. Af) WHEN IT
SAID, "'IS IT TRUE (HEB. AF), HAS ELOHIM SAID...?" Thus, he
brought wrath (Af) and anger upon the world. He said to the woman,
'By this tree, the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world,'
BECAUSE THE WORLD WAS CREATED BY THE FEMALE. Therefore,
eat of it "and you shall be as Elohim, knowing good and evil" (Ibid.
5), WHICH MEANS THAT YOU SHALL ALSO BE ABLE TO CREATE
WORLDS WITH THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, because he--NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN--is indeed Elohim. His name, 'THE FEMALE,' is the Tree
of knowledge of good and evil. Therefore, IF YOU EAT FROM THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, WHICH IS HIS NAME, IF YOU CLEAVE TO
THE FEMALE AND DRAW UPON HER ABUNDANCE, "you shall be as
Elohim, knowing..." - YOU SHALL BE AS ZEIR ANPIN, AND WILL BE
ABLE TO CREATE WORLDS AS HE DOES.
442. Rabbi Yehuda said: THE SERPENT did not say this because had
he said, 'By this tree, the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
world,' it would have been good. For this tree is like an ax in the
hand of he who hews with it. But THE SERPENT did not say so.
Instead, he said that from this tree, the Holy One, blessed be He, ate,
MEANING THAT ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVED ABUNDANCE FROM THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE and then created the world. And every
craftsman hates his fellow craftsman. So eat from it, and you shall
also create worlds. THIS IS A COMPLETE LIE, BECAUSE THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
This is why HE SAID, "For Elohim knows that in the day you eat of
it" (Ibid. 5), WHICH MEANS THAT because He knows THAT YOU
SHALL BE AS ELOHIM AND BE ABLE TO CREATE WORLDS AS HE
DOES, He commanded you not to eat from it.
443. Rabbi Yitzchak said, All his words were lies, even what he said
at first was a lie, as it is written: "Is it true (Heb. Af), has Elohim said,
'You shall not eat of every tree of the garden'" This was not so,
because it is also written: "Of every tree of the garden, you may
freely eat." So he was permitted to eat of them all.
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444. Rabbi Yosi said: We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be
He, commanded him against idolatry, as it is written, "And...
commanded"; in "Hashem" against blaspheming the name; in
"Elohim" for keeping laws; "Adam" the prohibition against shedding
blood; and in "saying" against incest. HE ASKED: How many people
were there in the world that He had to WARN HIM AGAINST DOING
SO. HE REPLIED: All seven precepts were definitely related only to
this tree, TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, BECAUSE ALL THESE
PRECEPTS ARE CONNECTED TO IT.

445. Because all these precepts are connected to it, whoever takes
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE--NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE-on its own and WITHOUT HER HUSBAND ZEIR ANPIN, causes a
separation BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE.
Thus, he takes her down TO BESTOW PLENTY to the masses below
IN THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH OF
SEPARATION, WHERE THE KLIPOT ARE. And they cleave TO THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. So he takes upon himself the sins of
idolatry, bloodshed and incest. HE IS GUILTY OF IDOLATRY,
BECAUSE HE DREW THE ABUNDANCE OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE DOWN to those ministers. IN DOING SO, HE
WORSHIPPED THEM, WHICH IS IDOLATRY. HE COMMITTED
bloodshed BECAUSE THE POWERS OF SHEDDING BLOOD ARE
related to this tree, as it is the side of Gvurah, WHICH IS THE LEFT
SIDE. Samael, WHO IS THE MINISTER OF ESAV, is appointed over
this. HE IS GUILTY OF incest, because THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
is a woman and she is called the wife, NAMELY THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. A man is not permitted to invite a wife
on her own. She must be accompanied by her husband so there can
be no suspicion of adultery. AND THE SIN OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE IS THAT HE INVITED THE FEMALE ALONE, WITHOUT
HER HUSBAND. Because of this, all SEVEN PRECEPTS relate to this
tree and, because Adam ate from it, he transgressed them all and
they all cleave to him.
446. Rabbi Yehuda said: This issue, REFERRING TO PROHIBITION
OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, is indeed true, because nobody is
allowed to enjoy alone the company of a married woman, unless her
husband is with her. So what did that evil one, NAMELY SAMAEL,
do? He said: Behold I have touched this tree, yet I have not died. You
too can come closer and touch it with your hand --- and you shall not
die. He added this on his own, BECAUSE THE PROHIBITION WAS
NOT ON TOUCHING, BUT ON EATING.

447. Immediately AFTER SHE HAD TOUCHED THE TREE, "the
woman saw that the tree was good..." (Beresheet 3:6). What did she
see? Rabbi Yitzchak said: A tree that emits a pleasant odor, as it is
written, "As the smell of a field, which the Hashem has
blessed" (Beresheet 27:27). Because of that pleasant odor, her
desire to eat from it was aroused. Rabbi Yosi said: Her seeing, AND
NOT THE ODOR, AROUSED HER DESIRE TO EAT FROM THE TREE
OF KNOWLEDGE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND WHEN THE WOMAN
SAW..." Rabbi Yehuda said to him: But AFTER THE SIN, it is written:
"And the eyes of them both were opened...," WHICH MEANS THAT
THE SEEING WAS ACHIEVED ONLY AFTER EATING. SO BEFORE
THE EATING, THE PLEASANT ODOR TEMPTED HER. RABBI YOSI
replied: This seeing BEFORE EATING that was related to the size of
the tree, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF THE LIGHT OF THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, AND THIS SEEING brought THE DESIRE UPON HER.
THE SEEING AFTER THE EATING WAS GREATER THAN THE SIZE
OF THE TREE, AND OF THIS, IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE EYES...
WERE OPENED." Therefore, it is written, "And when the woman
saw," stressing THE WORD 'WOMAN' TO INDICATE THAT THE
SEEING WAS THE LIGHT OF THE ASPECT OF THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE.
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448. "And when the woman saw that the tree was good..." She saw
yet did not see that the tree was good. She "saw that the tree was
good", but could not decide. It is then written, "She took of the fruit
thereof" and not 'she took of it'. WHY? BECAUSE HER MIND WAS
NOT SET THAT THE "TREE WAS GOOD." BY TAKING OF ITS FRUIT
AND NOT FROM THE TREE ITSELF, she became attached to the
place of death, brought death upon the world and separated life from
death. And this sin caused a separation between the wife, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE, and her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, because the
voice--ZEIR ANPIN--is never separated from the utterance, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Whoever separates the voice from the
utterance, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN FROM HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE,
becomes dumb and loses the ability to speak. As a result of losing
the ability to speak, he is given to the dust. THIS IS WHY IT IS
WRITTEN, "AND TO DUST SHALL YOU RETURN" (BERESHEET 3:19).
449. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "I was dumb with silence, I held
my peace (even from good), had no comfort, and my pain was stirred
up" (Tehilim 39:3). "I was dumb with silence" WAS EXPRESSED BY
the congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF
ZEIR ANPIN, at the time of the exile. Why? Because the voice, ZEIR
ANPIN, conducts the utterance, THE FEMALE. Since she is in exile,
the voice is separated from it and the utterance, THE FEMALE, is not
heard. Because of this, THE FEMALE SAID, "I was dumb with
silence." Why WAS SHE DUMB? Because "I held my peace, even
from good", WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED GOOD AND IS
THE VOICE. THEREFORE, the voice does not accompany it. The
children of Yisrael THEN said, "Praise waits for you (in silence),
Elohim" (Tehilim 65:2). What does "in silence" mean? This is when
the praise of David, ALLUDING TO THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE,
WHICH IS CALLED PRAISE DURING GREATNESS, is silent during
the exile and becomes dumb, without a voice. Rabbi Yitzchak asked:
What is the meaning of "for you" IN THE VERSE, "PRAISE WAITS
FOR YOU?" HE ANSWERED: YISRAEL CRY OUT TO ZEIR ANPIN
SAYING, 'It is because of you that she is dumb and in silence,' since
the voice--NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN--has abandoned her.
450. "She took of its fruit" (Beresheet 3:6). We have learned that
CHAVAH pressed grapes and gave them to ADAM. AND BY THEIR
EATING, they brought death upon the whole world, for death resides
within this Tree of KNOWLEDGE, which is the tree that rules at
night--NAMELY THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE: "AND THE LESSER LIGHT TO RULE THE
NIGHT." (BERESHEET 1:16) OF HER, IT IS ALSO WRITTEN: "SHE
RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS YET NIGHT" (MISHLEI 31:15). When she
rules AT NIGHT, all human beings taste death, BECAUSE SLEEP IS
ONE SIXTIETH PART OF DEATH, but the faithful make haste to put
their Nefesh in her hands as a deposit. BEFORE THEY FALL
ASLEEP, THEY RECITE THE VERSE: "INTO YOUR HANDS I COMMIT
MY SPIRIT: YOU HAVE REDEEMED ME, HASHEM EL OF
TRUTH" (TEHILIM 31:6). Because they, THE NEFASHOT, are
entrusted TO THE HANDS OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE DURING
THE TIME WHEN DEATH GOVERNS, THEY ARE NOT HURT AND
return to their places--TO THEIR BODIES--IN THE MORNING. This is
why IT IS WRITTEN: "And your faithfulness every night" (Tehilim
92:3).
451. "And the eyes of them both were opened..." (Beresheet 3:7).
Rabbi Chiya said that they were now opened to know the evils of the
world, which they were not aware of up to then. As a result of
opening their eyes to evil, they learned that they were naked. Once
they knew, and their eyes opened, they realized their nakedness,
since they lost the sublime luster that enveloped them; it was gone
from them and they were left naked of it.
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452. The phrase: "And they sewed fig leaves together" (Ibid.) MEANS
THAT they cleaved to the shadows of that tree from which they ate to
cover themselves, as the so-called "leaves of the tree" GIVE SHADE
TO THOSE UNDERNEATH THEM. THE VERSE CONTINUES: "And
made themselves loincloths." Rabbi Yosi said: Because they
acquired knowledge of this world and became attached to it, they
saw that this world was governed by these leaves of the tree. Thus,
they made themselves a stronghold to strengthen themselves with
these leaves in this world. They became acquainted with all sorts of
sorcery and wanted to protect themselves with weapons made from
the leaves of the tree.

453. Rabbi Yehuda said: Then the three--REFERRING TO THE
SERPENT, ADAM AND CHAVAH--entered to be judged and were
sentenced. Thus, the lower world was cursed. It did not return to its
previous state due to the defilement of the Serpent until the children
of Yisrael stood before Mount Sinai and ONLY THEN DID THE
DEFILEMENT CEASE.

454. After THE SIN, the Holy One, blessed be He, clothed them in
garments comfortable to the skin, BUT NOT THE NEFESH, as it is
written: "Coats of skin (Heb. Or, spelled Ayin-Resh)" (Beresheet
3:21). Before they had coats of light (Heb. Or, spelled Aleph-Resh),
which served the beings above. The supernal angels used to come
TO ADAM and enjoy themselves with that light, as it is written: "Yet
you have made him a little lower than the angels, and have crowned
him with glory and honor" (Tehilim 8:6). But now that they have
sinned, they were given coats of skin, comfortable to the skin,
NAMELY THE BODY, and not the Nefesh.

455. After this, they gave birth to the first son. He was the son of THE
SERPENT'S defilement, because two had intercourse with Chavah,
ADAM AND THE SERPENT, and she conceived from both and gave
birth to two--KAYIN AND HEVEL. Each resembled his own father and
their spirits were separated, one to the side OF IMPURITY and one to
the side OF HOLINESS. Each was in the appearance of his own
aspect, THE ASPECT FROM WHICH HE HAD COME.

456. From the side of Kayin came all the evil species, spirits, demons
and sorcerers. From the side of Hevel came something more
merciful, but still not perfect. IT IS LIKE good wine mixed with bad.
So THE WORLD was not fully established by Hevel. This was left to
Shet, the ancestor of all the righteous generations in the world, from
whom the generations of the world issued. But from Kayin issued all
the ruthless people, all the sinners and wicked people of the world.

457. Rabbi Elazar said: When Kayin sinned, he was in fear, because
he saw all sorts of armed hosts coming to kill him. When he
repented, he said, "Behold, you have driven me out this day from the
face of the earth; and from your face I shall be hid... and it shall
come to pass, that anyone that finds me shall slay me" (Beresheet
4:14). What is THE MEANING OF: "From your face I shall I be hid"? It
means that he shall be hidden AND BANNED from his own building.
BECAUSE KAYIN WAS A FARMER AND BECAUSE HE WAS DRIVEN
OFF THE FACE OF THE EARTH, HIS ENTIRE ESTABLISHMENT WAS
DESTROYED AND NOTHING REMAINED FOR HIM IN THE WORLD.
Rabbi Aba said: This is as is written, "Nor had he hid his face from
him" (Tehilim 22:25) and "And Moshe hid his face" (Shemot 3:6).
This is why KAYIN SAID, "From your face I shall be hid", AS IF TO
SAY that I will be hidden from your face and not be protected.
Therefore, "anyone who finds me shall slay me."
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48. "And Hashem set a mark upon Kayin"
God inscribed the Hebrew Letter Vov ? onto the forehead of Cain. The letter Vov connects to the Sfirot of Yesod, which signifies the Covenant between God and
the Israelites. When Cain sincerely repented for the murder of his brother Abel, the letter Vov protected him from the murderous hands of people which were
aroused against him by the spiritual law of cause and effect. Provided we fully repent, meditating upon the letter Vov offers us protection from any decrees of
judgment
458. "And Hashem set a mark upon Kayin lest anyone finding him
should smite him" (Beresheet 4:15). This is one of the 22 letters of
the Torah, WHICH IS THE LETTER VAV that He placed upon him for
his protection. THE LETTER VAV IS RELATED TO YESOD, WHICH IS
RELATED TO THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT. THIS HE MERITED
WHEN HE REPENTED AND AGREED TO KEEP THE COVENANT.
Rabbi Yehuda asked: Why is it written, "And it came to pass, when
they were in the field"? HE ANSWERED: A field signifies a woman.
Thus, BECAUSE OF A WOMAN, he rose and killed HEVEL. For it is
from the side of woman, WHO IS THE LEFT SIDE, that he inherited
his murderous tendency, which is the aspect of Samael that brought
death to the whole world WHEN HE SEDUCED ADAM AND CHAVAH
WITH THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. Similarly, Kayin was jealous of
Hevel because of his wife, AS HEVEL HAD A SECOND WIFE. Rabbi
Chiya RAISED AN OBJECTION BEFORE RABBI YEHUDA. HE said:
The reason KAYIN KILLED HEVEL was as it is written that "Kayin
was very angry, and his face fell" (Ibid. 5). It was because his
offering was not accepted AND NOT BECAUSE OF A WOMAN.
RABBI YEHUDA answered THAT KAYIN WAS ANGRY THAT HIS
OFFERING WAS NOT ACCEPTED, and all the reasons were before
him WHEN HE KILLED HEVEL, INCLUDING JEALOUSY BECAUSE
OF THE EXTRA WOMAN.

49. "Sin crouches at the door"
A verse in the Torah states that negativity and evil forces hover by doorways, openings, and beginnings of all kinds. This idea is related to the secret and power
of a seed. If one plants a defective apple seed, it will yield a defective apple tree. Doorways and beginnings represent the seed level. The door to the home is the
seed of the entire house. Negative forces attack at the seed level so as to influence all the future stages and developments. They cling to all entranceways to
infect the seed with negativity. The Mezuzah, or door post ornament, not only cancels this negative force, but also transforms negative energy into positive
energy. The Mezuzah contains a piece of parchment bearing the Hebrew letters Shin, Dalet, and Yud ???. This is a powerful Name of God that brings us
protection.
These passages bring protection to all the starts or beginnings in our lives, including marriage, business ventures, or any other area of activity.
459. Rabbi Yehuda continued with the next verse: "If you do well,
shall you not be accepted (Heb. Set)? And if you do not well, sin
crouches at the door" (Beresheet 4:7). HE SAID THAT this is what
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said to him, If you improve your
behavior then there shall be an acceptance. What is Set? It is
synonymous WITH WHAT WAS SAID ABOUT REUVEN: "The
excellency of dignity" (Beresheet 49:3), because the firstborn has an
added virtue and advantage in everything, and it depends upon his
actions. Hence, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID, "If you do
well, shall you not be accepted? And if you do not well, sin crouches
at the door."

460. HE ASKED: Which doorway DOES THE TEXT REFER TO WHEN
IT READS, "SIN CROUCHES AT THE DOOR?" HE ANSWERED: This
is the upper doorway through which judgments come because of the
evil deeds of humans. This door is also referred to in the verse:
"Open to me the gates of righteousness" (Tehilim 118:19). IT IS THE
GATE OF MALCHUT CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS.' Sin crouches at
that gate OF MALCHUT and this is the Angel of Death who exacts
payment from you.
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461. Come and behold: Adam was born on the day of Rosh
Hashanah (New Year). Rosh Hashanah is the secret of the upper and
lower, REFERRING TO MALE AND FEMALE, WHO ARE CALLED THE
SUPERNAL MAN, AND THE LOWER MAN. There is a Rosh Hashanah
above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE WHEN
THEY ARE IN A STATE OF JUDGMENT, and there is a Rosh
Hashanah below, IN THE FRAME OF TIME, WHICH IS THE SIXTH
DAY OF CREATION, THE DAY WHEN LOWER MAN WAS CREATED.
THIS TEACHES US THAT MAN WAS CREATED BY THE SECRET OF
JUDGMENT, FOR HE WAS CREATED ON LOWER ROSH
HASHANAH. THIS IS CONNECTED TO THE ASPECT OF ABOVE,
UPPER ROSH HASHANAH, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS
FEMININE PRINCIPLE IN A STATE OF JUDGMENT. On Rosh
Hashanah, the barren women are visited. How do we know this
happens on Rosh Hashanah? Because it is written: "And Hashem
visited Sarah" (Beresheet 21:1). The reference to the term "And (Vav)
Hashem" is precise TO INDICATE THAT it was on Rosh Hashanah
THAT SHE WAS VISITED. WHENEVER THE SCRIPTURE USES THE
TERM 'AND (VAV) HASHEM," IT ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS
COURTHOUSE--WHICH INDICATES JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE
UPPER ROSH HASHANAH. Because Adam was born on Rosh
Hashanah, he was born under the influence of Judgment that then
prevailed in the world. Thus, it is precisely so that "sin crouches at
the door", ALLUDING TO THE ANGEL OF DEATH, to exact payment
from you. And the verse: "And to you shall be his desire" (Beresheet
4:7) OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH, to punish you until he destroys you.
462. "Yet you may rule over him" (Ibid.) is a hidden reference to the
verse: "And you do preserve them all" (Nechemyah 9:6), WHICH
ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, CALLED 'YOU' WHO IS REFERRED TO
HERE AS GIVING LIFE TO ALL--EVEN THE KLIPOT. Consequently, it
is said that the Holy One, blessed be He, does not rule, MEANING
THAT HIS CONTROL IS NOT EVIDENT except when all the wicked
people are destroyed. Thus, when the Angel of Death has destroyed
them, the Holy One, blessed be He, will control him and prevent him
from causing harm to the world. This is as is written: "Yet you"-WHICH IS MALCHUT--"may rule over him." THIS MEANS THAT
MALCHUT WILL CONTROL THE ANGEL OF DEATH AFTER HE HAS
ADMINISTERED JUDGMENT TO THE WICKED AND WILL NO
LONGER ALLOW HIM TO DAMAGE THE WORLD OR ITS
INHABITANTS. Hence, the term "you" is precise, BECAUSE IT IS THE
NAME OF MALCHUT.
463. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The government is joined together in
debate TO JUDGE THEM AND EXECUTE JUSTICE. THIS EXPLAINS
THE PHRASE: "YET YOU MAY RULE OVER HIM", WHICH INDICATES
THAT MALCHUT REVEALS HER CONTROL THROUGH THE AGENCY
OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH, BECAUSE HE IS THE ONE WHO
PUNISHES THE TRANSGRESSORS. Rabbi Yehuda said: "Yet you
may rule over him" through repentance. IF ONE REPENTS, THEN HE
RULES OVER THE ANGEL OF DEATH AND THE EVIL INCLINATION.

50. Aza and Azael
Aza and Azael are the two angels who argue with God against the creation of man. These negative angels were subsequently banished to the Mountains of
Darkness. Bila'am, a powerful and evil sorcerer who is spoken of in the Torah, lived during the time of Moses. Bila'am would travel to these mountains to draw all
of his strength from the negative forces dwelling there.
The Zohar offers us protection against any negative people or forces that might try to harm us.
464. Rabbi Yosi said that when Kayin's descendants walked the
earth, they smoothed the face of the land and resembled both the
celestial angels above and the humans below. THIS IS BECAUSE
KAYIN DESCENDED BOTH FROM THE FILTH OF SAMAEL, WHO
MATED WITH CHAVAH AND WAS AN ANGEL, AND FROM THE
SEEDS OF ADAM. Rabbi Yitzchak said: When Aza and Azael fell from
the place of their sanctity above, they saw the daughters of men,
sinned with them and begot children. These were the Nefilim, about
whom it is written: "There were Nefilim on the earth..." (Beresheet
6:4).
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465. Rabbi Chiya said that the descendants of Kayin were the sons
of the Elohim, because when Samael injected his filth into Chavah,
she conceived and gave birth to Kayin. Consequently, his
appearance was not similar to that of the rest of humanity FOR HE
WAS CONCEIVED THROUGH AN ANGEL. All those who descended
from Kayin were called the sons of the Elohim, BECAUSE THEIR
APPEARANCE WAS THAT OF ANGELS CALLED 'ELOHIM.'

466. Rabbi Yehuda said: Even those Nefilim, who are the children of
Aza, Azael and Naamah are called THE SONS OF THE ELOHIM. The
words: "The same were mighty men" (Ibid.) INDICATE THAT ONLY
THEY WERE THE MIGHTY MEN AND NOT THE ORIGINAL NEFILIM.
There were only 60 of them by supernal reckoning, AS COMPARED
WITH THE SIX DIRECTIONS--NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. WE CAN DRAW
ANALOGY FROM THE VERSES. Here in the scripture, it is written:
"The same were mighty men" and there--IN RELATION TO KING
SOLOMON, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN--it is written, "Sixty valiant men are
about it" (Shir Hashirim 3:7). JUST AS THEY ARE 60 THERE, SO
HERE THEY ARE 60, YET THE FIRST ONES ARE DRAWN FROM
ABOVE, FROM SIX SIDES OF ZEIR ANPIN. Rabbi Yosi continued by
saying: "The same were the mighty men of old (lit. 'from the world')"
and this is written precisely TO DIFFERENTIATE THEM FROM THE
FIRST NEFILIM, AZA AND AZAEL, WHO ORIGINATED IN THE
WORLD ABOVE. THE WORLD IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE TEXT TEACHES US THAT THOSE MIGHTY MEN
WERE INTENDED TO BECOME A CHARIOT FOR MALE AND
FEMALE, AND THUS A PART OF THE FEMALE CALLED THE
WORLD. HE ASKED: To which name does the text refer when it is
written: "Men of renown (lit. 'name')"? (Beresheet 6:4). This is the
world we have mentioned, WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. The
phrase "men of name" is precise. IT TEACHES US THROUGH AN
ANALOGY BY STATING THAT it is written here: "men of name" and
in another place: "when he blasphemes the name" (Vayikra 24:16). It
is written: "And the son of the Yisraelite woman blasphemed the
name" (Ibid. 11), JUST AS NAME IMPLIES THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE
IN THE PREVIOUS VERSE, SO IT IMPLIES THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE
IN THIS VERSE.
467. Rabbi Chiya said that they were from a real world, BECAUSE
THEY WERE INTENDED TO BE A CHARIOT OF THE FEMALE, AS
RABBI YOSI HAS ALREADY SAID. And from the lower world, the
Holy One, blessed be He, took them. WHEN THEY FELL TO THIS
WORLD, THEY WERE REFINED AND THE REFINED PARTICLES
WERE LINKED TOGETHER TO BECOME A CHARIOT OF THE
FEMALE. ON THE OTHER HAND, THE ORIGINAL NEFILIM HAD
NOTHING OF THIS WORLD BECAUSE THEY WERE HEAVENLY
ANGELS. Thus, it was written: "Remember, Hashem, your tender
mercies and your truth (chassadim); for they have been from of old
(lit. 'from the world')" (Tehilim 25:6). They are assuredly from the
world, because the Holy One, blessed be He, took them from this
lower world, NAMELY HIS MERCY AND CHASSADIM, to become a
supernal Chariot above. These are the early patriarchs. MERCY IS
RELATED TO YA'AKOV AND CHASSADIM TO AVRAHAM, WHO
ELEVATED FROM THE LOWER WORLD TO BECOME A CHARIOT OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE. HENCE THE SAYING 'IT
IS THE FATHERS THAT ARE THE CHARIOT'. Similarly, "the same
were mighty men from the world," AS THEY HAVE ALSO BEEN
ELEVATED FROM THE LOWER WORLD TO UNITE ABOVE WITH THE
CHARIOT OF ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMALE. Rabbi Yitzchak said
that the phrase: "From the world," IN THE PASSAGE BEFORE US,
refers to King Solomon's bed, WHICH IS ALSO THE FEMININE
PRINCIPLE, BUT FROM THE ASPECT OF GVURAH, as it is written:
"Behold it is his litter, that of Solomon. Sixty valiant men are round
about it." Rabbi Acha said that the sixty valiant men who surrounded
the bed of Solomon are also called 'the sons of Elohim.'
TOSEFTA (ADDENDUM)
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468. Our sages of blessed memory have said that when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created man, He created him in the Garden of
Eden and commanded him to observe seven commandments. When
he sinned AT THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, and was driven out of the
Garden of Eden, those two celestial angels, Aza and Azael, said to
the Holy One, blessed be He, 'If it would have been us on earth, like
man, we would have been virtuous.' The Holy One, blessed be He,
then asked them, 'Would you be able to overcome the evil inclination
THAT IS IN CONTROL ON EARTH?' They said, 'We can.' The Holy
One, blessed be He, immediately dropped them from heaven to earth
and the scripture reads: "There were Nefilim in the earth" (Beresheet
6:7) and also: "mighty men." As soon as they descended to earth,
the evil inclination seized them, as it is written: "And they took them
wives of all whom they chose" (Ibid. 2). They sinned and were
deposed from their sanctity.
End of Tosefta

469. Come and behold: All the plants, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMININE PRINCIPLE, were concealed and
impressed with faint marks upon one place, THE PLACE OF
MALCHUT. The Holy One, blessed be He, uprooted them from that
place and sent them elsewhere, NAMELY TO BINAH, where they
flourished AND GAINED THEIR MOCHIN.

51. This is the book of the generations of Adam
The Zohar reveals a secret that pertains to a powerful combination of letters encoded into a verse inside the Torah - The Name of God is a Strong Tower and the
Righteous run into it and is Safe. Since doing so can be spiritually harmful, we do not pronounce this combination of letters aloud. Instead, we gaze and pass
our eyes over the letters. Rabbi Abba reveals that Adam was given a book of secrets. This secret book was passed down from one generation of sages to
another. The book was brought to our physical realm by the angel Raziel. When Adam left the Garden of Eden, the book flew away. Adam prayed for God to
return it, and God agreed. Enoch possessed another book of cosmic knowledge, which contained the inner secrets of all wisdom. The books of Adam and Enoch
are the foundation and underlying principles of the wisdom of Kabbalah.
These passages connect us to the original seed of Kabbalah, thereby strengthening our connection to this Zohar and all the blessings we receive from it.
470. Rabbi Yesa asked: What does the verse allude to when it reads,
"This is the book of the generations of Adam. On the day Elohim
created man, in the likeness of Elohim he made him; male and
female he created them; and He blessed them" (Beresheet 5:1).
Rabbi Aba answered: This is a supernal mystery. We have learned
that three books are opened on Rosh Hashanah (New Year), THAT
IS, THE FEMALE. One book is of the truly righteous, THE SECOND IS
OF THE THOROUGHLY WICKED, AND THE THIRD IS OF THE
MEDIOCRE; AND HERE THE ZOHAR DISCUSSES ONLY THE FIRST.
There is one supernal book IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS
BINAH, from which everything--including the written word-originates. There is a middle book IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE,
which includes the upper and lower--NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
COMBINES BINAH AND MALCHUT. This book is called the written
Torah and is the first man of ALL FOUR ASPECTS OF ADAM IN
ATZILUT, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, NAMELY ADAM OF
ATZILUT. A third book exists IN THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE called
'the generations of Adam'; NAMELY, THE GENERATIONS OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'ADAM.' This is the book of the thoroughly
righteous. Hence the verse: "This is the book of the generations of
Adam" certainly refers to the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, who brings forth generations. "In the day Elohim created
man, in the likeness of Elohim": AFTER THE REVELATION OF THE
BOOK OF THE GENERATIONS OF ADAM, all was completed in the
upper and lower worlds and they were both preserved by the same
order. The phrase: "Male and female he created them" is vague,
BECAUSE THE TEXT SHOULD HAVE READ: 'MAN AND WOMAN HE
CREATED THEM'. THIS IS BECAUSE one was included within the
other, NAMELY THAT THE FEMALE WAS INCLUDED IN THE MALE
UPON THEIR CREATION. THIS IS BECAUSE THEY WERE DOUBLEFACED AND HE SAWED THEM.
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471. In the Mishnah it is written: "The name of Hashem is a strong
tower: The righteous runs into it, and is safe" (Mishlei 18:10). THE
RIGHTEOUS MENTIONED HERE is the book of the generations of
Adam that runs into that tower. HE ASKED: What kind of a tower
does the verse refer to? This is the tower of David, NAMELY
MALCHUT, which is, "The name of Hashem is a strong tower," and
all refer to it this way, BECAUSE TOWER IS A NAME OF MALCHUT
AT THE TIME OF HER GREATNESS. MIGDAL (TOWER) IS DERIVED
FROM THE HEBREW WORD GREATNESS, GADLUT. Here is a
hidden secret known only to the faithful, AS THE SEQUENCE OF
NAMES EVOLVING FROM THE VERSE: "THE NAME OF HASHEM IS
A STRONG TOWER..." Hence, this most certainly is the book of
generations, BECAUSE YESOD, THE RIGHTEOUS, BRING FORTH
OFFSPRING BY THE TOWER.
IN THE DIAGRAM, WE FIND TWELVE SEQUENCES OF THREE
LETTERED STRUCTURES ADDING UP TO THE 36 LETTERS OF THE
VERSE ABOVE.
472. Rabbi Aba said: A book was indeed sent down to Adam through
which he discerned and comprehended the supernal wisdom.
HENCE, THE VERSE REFERS TO IT AS "THE BOOK OF
GENERATIONS OF ADAM." This book later came into the hands of
the "sons of Elohim", the sages of their generation, who were
privileged to learn from it and to glean the supernal wisdom. They
grasped it and comprehended it. This book was brought down by the
guardian of the secrets--WHO IS THE ANGEL RAZIEL--AND WAS
GIVEN TO ADAM IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN. Three guardian angels
went before him and guarded the book, SO THAT THE EXTERNAL
FORCES WOULD NOT HAVE ACCESS TO IT.

473. When Adam left the Garden of Eden, he still held to the book.
Yet as he stepped out, the book flew away from him. He prayed and
cried out to his Master, and the book was returned to him as before,
so that this wisdom would not be forgotten and people would
endeavor to attain knowledge of their Master.

474. We have also been told that Chanoch had a book, which
originated from the same place as that of the generations of Adam.
And this book contains the inner secrets of wisdom. He was taken
from this earth to become a heavenly angel. Thus, it is written: "And
he was not; for Elohim took him" (Beresheet 5:24). He is the youth,
THAT IS, HE IS ALWAYS CALLED A YOUTH, as the verse states:
"Train up (Heb. chanoch) a child in the way he should go" (Mishlei
22:6), INDICATING THAT CHANOCH IS THE YOUTH BECAUSE HE
BECAME MINISTERING LAD TO THE SHECHINAH.
475. All the supernal secrets were delivered into his hands and he, in
turn, delivered them to those who merited them. Thus, he performed
the mission THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ASSIGNED TO
HIM. One thousand keys were delivered into his hands and he takes
one hundred blessings every day and creates unifications for his
Master. The Holy One, blessed be He, took him from this world so
that he would serve him above. The text refers to this when it reads:
"And he was not; for Elohim took him."
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476. Since it was given to him, it is called the book of Chanoch.
When the Holy One, blessed be He, took him, He showed him all the
supernal mysteries, including the mystery of the Tree of Life, with its
leaves and branches in the middle of the garden. We find all those
secrets in his book, ALL THAT ELOHIM SHOWED HIM WHEN HE
TOOK HIM TO HEAVEN. Happy are those of exalted piety to whom
the supernal wisdom has been revealed and from whom it will never
be forgotten, as it is written: "The secret of Hashem is with them that
fear him; and he will reveal to them his covenant" (Tehilim 25:14).

52. "My spirit shall not always strive on account of man"
The Zohar speaks about the immortality that was achieved on Mount Sinai during the great revelation of Light. The Zohar reveals that Moses never really died.
Rabbi Elazar, the son of Rabbi Shimon, quotes a verse from the Book of Isaiah that discusses the reality of immortality at the End of Days, and how man will
eventually live forever. The End of Days refers to our current period of time. We arouse the force of immortality through the spiritual influence of the words that
compose this passage. When we scan these letters with certainty of mind and a trusting heart, we merit the removal of the force of death from our lives.
477. "And Hashem said: 'My spirit shall not always strive on account
of man, for that he also is flesh'" (Beresheet 6:3). Rabbi Acha said:
At that time, BEFORE THE FLOOD, this river, which originates and
flows out of Eden--WHICH IS BINAH--produced a supernal spirit from
the Tree of Life. This is ZEIR ANPIN. It poured this into the tree,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, and from it flowed spirits of
life into the bodies of people, WHO LIVED a very long time until their
sins reached the supernal world and stood by the door AT WHICH
SIN CROUCHES. The supernal spirit FROM BINAH departed from the
tree--WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE, at the instant when souls
soared into people. Hence, it was written: "my spirit"--FROM BINAH "will not strive with man forever (lit. 'for the world')", to give MY
SPIRIT to the world when souls fly FROM THE MALE AND FEMALE
to people.

478. In the verse: "For that (Heb. beshagam) he also is flesh," Rabbi
Elazar claims that Beshagam refers to Moshe, BECAUSE
BESHAGAN HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS MOSHE, who
shines on the moon. Because of that force, people can live in this
world a long time. The phrase: "And his days shall be 120
years" (Beresheet 6:3) alludes to Moshe, WHO LIVED FOR 120
YEARS. Through him, the Torah was given. AT THE TIME THE
TORAH WAS GIVEN, he bestowed life upon people from the Tree of
Life, AND HE LEFT THE GARDEN OF EDEN CLOTHED IN THAT TREE
OF LIFE THAT IS BINAH. Had the children of Yisrael not sinned, this
situation would have continued. THEY WOULD HAVE RECEIVED
LIFE FROM THE TREE OF LIFE AND WOULD NOT HAVE HAD TO
DIE. Thus, the text says, "Engraved (Heb. charut) upon the
tablets" (Shemot 32:16), WHICH MEANS freedom (Heb. cherut) from
the Angel of Death, because the Tree of Life was drawn down. AND
THROUGH IT COMES ETERNAL LIFE.
479. Hence, THE TEXT READS "For that (Heb. beshagam) he also is
flesh" because beshagam is flesh--NAMELY MOSHE, WHO IS
CLOTHED IN THE FLESH OF THE BODY, because upon him rests the
inflow of eternal life. Beshegam, WHO IS MOSHE, is connected to the
upper and lower worlds. THE UPPER ZEIR ANPIN IS ALSO CALLED
'MOSHE.' THEREFORE, THE PHRASE IS SPECIFIC: "FOR THAT
(BESHAGAM) HE ALSO IS FLESH." IT INDICATES THAT IT REFERS
TO MOSHE OF THE LOWER WORLD, WHO IS CLOTHED IN FLESH
AND THROUGH WHOM THE GIVING OF THE TORAH BESTOWS
FREEDOM FROM THE ANGEL OF DEATH. Hence, we learn that
Moshe did not die. He was taken from this world TO THE UPPER
WORLD OF ZEIR ANPIN, from where he shines upon the moon,
WHICH IS THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE. Even though it disappears
from the world, the sun does not die AND IS 1NOT CANCELED.
Instead, it now shines upon the moon. Similarly, Moshe LEFT THE
LOWER WORLD AND NOW SHINES UPON THE MOON IN THE
UPPER WORLD.
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480. Another explanation of THE VERSE: "For that he also is flesh"
maintains that when the spirit of life resides within the body of
people for a long time, this spirit becomes like flesh, LIKE THE
BODY, to be drawn after THE PLEASURES OF the body and be
involved only with worldly affairs.

481. Rabbi Yitzchak said that all those generations, which originated
with and came from Shet, were pious and righteous. Subsequently,
as they spread and multiplied, they learned earthly skills of
destruction with swords and spears, THAT IS, THEY LIVED UPON
THEIR SWORD. This went on until Noach came. He improved the
world for them and taught them to cultivate the land. When Noach
first came, they did not sow and reap. THEY LIVED BY THEIR
SWORDS and later, they depended on AGRICULTURE. This is what
is meant by the verse: "While the earth remains..." (Beresheet 8:22),
BECAUSE THEN THE ART OF SOWING AND HARVESTING WAS
PRACTICED.
482. Rabbi Elazar said that in the future, the Holy One, blessed be
He, will correct the world and transform the spirit of life in people so
that they live forever. About this, it is written: "For as the days of a
tree shall the days of my people be" (Yeshayah 65:22), and "He will
destroy death forever; and Hashem Elohim will wipe away tears from
off all faces; and the insult of His people shall He take away from off
all the earth: for Hashem has spoken it" (Yeshayah 25:8).
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1. The Seven Chambers of the Garden of Eden
The following sections of the holy Zohar explore the metaphysical structure of all reality.
The Zohar is not just another book that provides information. As we scan these Aramaic words and sentences, they convey mystical knowledge,
profound spiritual influence, and positive energy into all areas of our lives. The Zohar is a life-enriching instrument that conveys the very same
spiritual Light that it describes in its pages. The act of looking at and learning from the Zohar allows us to assimilate the energy that is present in
each and every letter. Quite simply, the words on these pages bring Light to places of darkness.
There are seven chambers in the Garden of Eden--that is, seven levels or frequencies of spiritual energy. These seven chambers correspond to
seven Sfirot, or dimensions.
Though there are ten Sfirot in all, and these comprise all reality, they are divided into two groups - the Upper Three [Keter, Chochmah and Binah]
and the Lower Seven [Chesed, Gevurah, Netzach, Hod, Yesod and Malchut].
Generally, the Upper Three have no real influence or sway over our physical world. They are above and beyond the boundaries of our cosmic
neighborhood.
The Lower Seven, however, directly affect our world. More than that, they are like a holographic projector that projects the Light of the Creator into a
3 dimensional hologram that we perceive as our universe.
Because there are seven Light sources, it's not surprising that the number seven appears again and again:
7 notes of music.
7 colors of the spectrum.
7 seas.
7 continents.
1. Rabbi Shimon said: As we have already learned, when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the world, He established the laws of
the secret of faith, NAMELY OF MALCHUT, within the lights of the
higher secrets, THAT IS, HE ELEVATED MALCHUT TO BINAH.
HENCE HE IMPRINTED THE SAME LAWS GOVERNING MALCHUT
ON THE HIGHER SFIROT OF BINAH. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
COMBINING THE QUALITIES OF THE MERCY OF BINAH AND THE
JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT SHAPED BY THE ONE WHO EMANATED
THEM FOR THE PURPOSE OF STRUCTURING THE WORLD. He
established laws above, IN BINAH, and He established laws below,
IN MALCHUT. He established all of this at the same time, MEANING
THAT BOTH LAWS HAVE THE SAME FORM, THAT OF BINAH. And
He made the lower world, MALCHUT, in the likeness of the upper
world, BINAH. And He made one the exact reflection of the other, so
that they can be elevated and thus united as one. That is why the
Holy One, blessed be He, established the laws of the upper and
lower letters of the alphabet, with which he created the worlds.
2. Come and see, that in the same manner, the Holy One, blessed be
He, created the world, WHICH IS TO SAY BY INCLUDING THE
QUALITY OF THE MERCY OF BINAH, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE, He
also included in THE SOUL OF the first man, ADAM, THE SAME
QUALITY OF MERCY WITH WHICH THE WORLD, MALCHUT, WAS
CREATED. SUBSEQUENTLY, HE WAS ALSO ABLE TO ATTAIN THE
LEVEL OF THE UPPER EMANATIONS OF BINAH AS WELL AS
MALCHUT, AS THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS TO US. He opened up the
discussion and said, "they are like man, who has transgressed the
covenant" (Hoshea 6:7), because the Holy One, blessed be He,
crowned Adam with the supernal crowns OF THE MOCHIN OF THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT. He also created him with the six extremeties
of the world, NAMELY WITH THE MOCHIN OF THE SIX LOWER
SFIROT, so that he would be complete in everything. And all THE
CREATURES trembled before Adam and feared him because when
he was created it was in the supernal form. All the creatures looked
at that form and were reverent and fearful of him.
3. Subsequently, the Holy One, blessed be He, brought Adam into
the Garden of Eden to enjoy its supernal delights. He was encircled
by holy angels, who served him and informed him of the secrets of
their Master. Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He,
brought Adam into the Garden of Eden, Adam saw and observed all
the higher secrets and wisdom, so that he was able to observe and
understand the splendors of his Master. ADAM HAD ACCESS TO
ALL THAT, BECAUSE HE WAS CREATED IN THE SUPERNAL FORM
OF BINAH.
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4. There are seven sacred chambers and seven levels above, which
are the secrets of supernal faith, NAMELY BINAH. And there are
seven chambers below, IN MALCHUT, similar to those above, IN
BINAH. Six of these chambers are just as they are above,
CORRESPONDING TO THE SIX SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, but one
CHAMBER, CORRESPONDING TO BINAH, IS hidden and concealed.
And all THE CHAMBERS OF MALCHUT, AND EVEN THE LOWER SIX,
are part of the holy secret, AND THUS THEY ARE IN THE SHAPE OF
BINAH. This is because each of the chambers has some of the
likeness of above and some of the likeness of below, so that it is
included in the form of the supernal secret OF BINAH as well as in
the form of the lower secret OF MALCHUT. Adam resides in these
chambers.

5. And after the expulsion OF ADAM from the Garden of Eden, the
Holy One, blessed be He, prepared THE CHAMBERS for the souls of
the righteous, to reward them with the blissful splendors of His
divine light. And each one OF THOSE CHAMBERS was prepared in
the semblance of the supernal shape OF BINAH and the lower shape
OF MALCHUT, as we have already explained.

2. First Chamber: Yesod
The Zohar explains that, in the first chamber, the souls of the converts enter and stand to behold the Divine Splendor. Three times a day they are
illuminated by Divine Light.
6. The first chamber below was created in the likeness of that which
is above, THAT IS THE SFIRAH OF YESOD WITHIN MALCHUT--SET
IN ITS PLACE BELOW TO CORRESPOND TO BINAH. It has already
been explained that a law of the Garden of Eden states that ALL ITS
ASPECTS ARE EXACTLY THE SAME as those in the divine secret OF
BINAH, ALTHOUGH THE ASPECT OF THE MALCHUT OF THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT IS NOT NOTICEABLE THERE. It is not
visible to the eye, BECAUSE THE ESSENCE OF MALCHUT IS
STORED DEEP WITHIN, AND THUS CANNOT BE SEEN. THE
ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY CAN BE SEEN, but only by the souls of the
righteous. Such souls exist in harmony with both the upper and
lower laws. REACHING COMPLETION FROM BOTH BINAH AND
MALCHUT, THEY ARE ABLE TO ATTAIN THE ESSENCE OF
MALCHUT. FURTHERMORE, THROUGH MALCHUT, they are able to
see the secret of their Master and to enjoy divine bliss.
7. Those WHO REACH MALCHUT WITHIN THE CHAMBERS are the
righteous ones, who have not betrayed their Master for other gods.
THEY ATTAIN MALCHUT AS IS IMPLIED BY THE PHRASE THAT
SAYS THE SECRET OF "a virtuous woman is the crown of her
husband" (Mishlei 12:4). The secret of faithNAMELY MALCHUT is
that whoever attains it should cleave to his Master, always be in awe
of Him, and never stray to the left or to the right.
As we have explained, one must not follow other deities--which are
termed 'a sinful woman'. This is the reason for the verse, "That they
may shield you from a foreign woman, from the stranger who flatters
with her words" (Mishlei 7:5). AND NO ONE MERITS ANY OF THIS
EXCEPT THROUGH MALCHUT. HENCE THE STATURE OF THOSE
RIGHTEOUS ONES WHO DO MERIT IT IS VERY HIGH. AND YOU
SHOULD KNOW THAT THE ONLY ATTAINABLE CHAMBERS ARE
THE SIX OF ZEIR ANPIN; THE SEVENTH IS UNATTAINABLE. THE
CHAMBERS, TOGETHER WITH ZEIR ANPIN, ARE CONSIDERED THE
TEN SFIROT. REMEMBER THAT THE FIRST CHAMBER OF YESOD
ALSO INCLUDES MALCHUT, AND THE LAST CHAMBER OF BINAH
ALSO INCLUDES THE THREE TOP SFIROT: KETER, CHOCHMAH,
AND BINAH.
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8. This chamber is fixed in the secret of the divine form, WHICH IS
BINAH, because when the souls of the righteous leave this world,
WHEN THEY DEPART TO THEIR OWN WORLD, they enter those
chambers of the lower Garden of Eden. And each one remains there
for as long as it is necessary for the soul to be there.

9. In each and every chamber OF THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN
there are figures in the supernal form OF BINAH, and there are
figures in the lower form OF MALCHUT. CONSEQUENTLY, EVEN IF
THE SOUL IS NOT ENTIRELY PURIFIED OF BODILY QUALITIES, IT
CAN ENTER AND BE THERE IN THE SHAPE OF MALCHUT, WHICH
IS CONNECTED WITH THE PHYSICAL NATURE. THE SOUL, WHICH
IS THE ASPECT OF BINAH, CAN ALSO ENTER AND, AS EXPLAINED,
BE CONNECTED TO BINAH.
And therein, IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN OF BELOW, the soul is
clothed with garments similar to those worn in the physical world,
and it enjoys all the time it needs there. IT ENJOYS THE BLISS OF
DIVINE LIGHT, IN ORDER TO BE ENTIRELY CLEANSED OF ITS OLD
PHYSICAL NATURE, until such a time as it can be elevated to its
divine home. THIS MEANS THAT UNTIL ALL THE IMPRINTS OF THE
PHYSICAL BODY THAT WERE ATTACHED TO THE SOUL IN THIS
WORLD DISSIPATE, IT CANNOT BE ELEVATED TO ITS PLACE IN
THE SUPERNAL GARDEN OF EDEN, AS IT NEEDS TO BE--FOR
EACH SOUL IS FROM BINAH AND MUST RETURN TO ITS SOURCE,
WHICH IS THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN. And with the new form or
clothing that THE SOUL NOW WEARS, it is able to see divine entities
FROM BINAH, and can thus glimpse the glory of its Master. THIS
CLOTHING IS SIMILAR TO WORLDLY GARMENTS, BUT IT ALSO
CONTAINS SUPERNAL FORMS FROM BINAH, AND THEREFORE,
THROUGH ITS FORM, THE SOUL CAN STRIVE TO SEE THE DIVINE
LIGHTS OF BINAH, AND BEHOLD THE GLORY OF ITS MASTER.
10. This chamber has visible supernal lights, and the souls of the
converts enter and stand there to behold the divine splendor. Here
they are clad in one luminous garment, that shines and yet also
shines not. WITH THE LIGHTS IN THIS CHAMBER, THE RIGHTEOUS
ARE ABLE TO SEE AND ENDOW THE SOULS OF THE CONVERTS,
ENABLING THEM TO ENTER INSIDE AND RECEIVE THE DIVINE
SPLENDOR--AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN DRESSED IN A LUMINOUS
GARMENT, THAT BOTH SHINES AND DOES NOT SHINE. THE
LIGHTS HAVE TWO FUNCTIONS, WHICH ARE AS ONE: TO SHINE
UPON THE WORTHY, AND NOT TO SHINE UPON--IN OTHER
WORDS, TO LEAVE IN DARKNESS--THE UNWORTHY. THE
CLOTHING BRINGS THEM JOY, BECAUSE THEY MERIT IT AND ARE
FIT TO RECEIVE IT. This chamber is lined with precious stones and
gold.
11. There is an opening that leads down to the gates of Gehenom
(Hell). From there, THE CONVERTS look at all the evil ones, THE
IDOL WORSHIPERS, THOSE WHO HAVE NOT CONVERTED AND
THUS have not entered the holy covenant. They are chased away by
the angels of destruction with fire, and the converts see this,
rejoicing that they have converted AND ARE THUS SPARED SUCH A
HARSH JUDGMENT.
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12. And three times a day they are illuminated by divine light,
blessed by LIGHTS OF THE THREE TOP SFIROT, WHICH ARE
DRAWN INTO THIS CHAMBER. Above them reside Ovadyah the
convert and Onkelus the convert, and the other SIMILARLY
IMPORTANT converts. And, as has been explained REGARDING
THIS CHAMBER IN THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN, SO TOO IN THE
LOWER CHAMBER OF THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, the souls
ascend and are adorned, AFTER RESIDING FOR A SUFFICIENT TIME
IN THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN.

3. Second Chamber: Hod
The second chamber is located within the first. The opening to this chamber can be found in our world, deep within the caves of the Patriarchs in
Machpelah, Hebron, in the Land of Israel. In this chamber reside the souls who met with adversity and endured hardship in the physical world.
Throughout their ordeals, they retained their certainty and faith in the Creator. These souls understood the purpose of human existence as
achieving spiritual growth, and therefore they thanked the Ancient and Holy One for sending them genuine opportunities for attaining that purpose.
13. The second chamber is within the first. The opening of this
chamber is from within the cave of the Patriarchs, and it is lit by the
first chamber. All manner of precious stones surround it.

14. Within this chamber, there is one light that includes all the
colors, THAT IS, THE FOUR COLORS OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, which shine downward from above. In this
chamber are found all those who, so as to be made whole BY
PERFECT REPENTANCE, suffered illnesses and misfortunes in this
world, and who thanked and praised their Master every day, and
never once stopped their prayers. THEREFORE THEY ATTAINED
ADMITTANCE TO THE CHAMBER OF HOD IN THE GARDEN OF
EDEN.
15. And within this chamber reside all the righteous people who
sanctify with all their might the name of their Master, and answer,
with all their might, "Amen, may the great name be blessed." THIS
THIRD ASPECT OF THE CHAMBER CONTAINS THE THREE TOP
SFIROT, TO WHICH THE ABOVE MENTIONED RIGHTEOUS MERIT
ADMISSION. They reside in the innermost recesses of the chamber.
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF THIS CHAMBER EXIST WITHIN
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF THIS CHAMBER, AND THE THREE
TOP SFIROT EXIST WITHIN CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. And
the light THAT RESIDES WITHIN CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
OF THIS CHAMBER includes all of the colors, CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. THIS LIGHT shines on them THAT IS, ON
THE RIGHTEOUS IN THE TOP THREE SFIROT OF THE CHAMBER.
And by the strength of this light THAT THEY RECEIVE FROM
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF THE CHAMBER, they can
stand and see other lights--BUT THE MAGNITUDE OF THESE OTHER
LIGHTS DOES NOT ALLOW THEM TO BE SEEN FULLY. IT IS AS IF
THEY CONNECT, YET ALSO DO NOT CONNECT WITH THE LIGHTS.
Above THE RIGHTEOUS, stands Mashiach, who enters, walks among
them, and draws down that light SO THAT THEY CAN ATTAIN IT
FULLY.

4. Third Chamber: Netzach
This chamber receives all those souls who have suffered more severe misfortunes and tragedies than the souls who reside in the Second Chamber.
A second kind of soul dwelling in this chamber are the children whose lives where cut short. These young souls died before their time and therefore
did not sin. The third type of soul who merits a place in this Chamber are those who constantly felt pain and cried over the destruction of the Holy
Temples. These souls endured the suffering of the entire world during their existence.
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16. MASHIACH leaves the SECOND chamber and enters the third.
Here are found all those who suffered, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
BEING MADE WHOLE, more severe illnesses and greater
misfortunes THAN THOSE IN THE SECOND CHAMBER. THIS IS WHY
THEY HAVE MERITED A PLACE IN THE THIRD CHAMBER. AND THIS
IS THE FIRST TYPE OF SOUL FOUND IN THE CHAMBER. THE
SECOND TYPE OF SOUL IN THIS CHAMBER IS THAT OF children
who did not live their full lives, WHO DIED BEFORE THEIR TIME,
AND THUS DID NOT SIN. SUCH PURE SOULS ASCEND TO MAYIN
NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS), AND ATTRACT THE LIGHTS OF THE
SECOND CHAMBER. THE THIRD TYPE OF SOUL IN THE CHAMBER
IS THAT OF those who mourn the destruction of the holy temple and
who shed tears, THEREBY DRAWING DOWN THE LIGHTS OF THE
TOP THREE SFIROT INTO THIS CHAMBER. All THREE TYPES OF
RIGHTEOUS SOULS reside in this chamber AND MASHIACH
consoles them, WHICH MEANS THAT HE BESTOWS ON THEM
THEIR LIGHTS.

5. Fourth Chamber: Tiferet
In this chamber are found the mourners of Zion and Jerusalem. Just as a child can feel the pain of parents who suffer over their children's
misdeeds, these souls feel the pain of the Creator. Souls who were slain and executed for their unwavering belief in God are also among this group.
The Messiah, the Zohar reveals, wears a garment upon which are inscribed the names of all martyrs.
17. He leaves the third and enters the fourth chamber, BECAUSE
AFTER BEING COMPLETED WITH ALL THE LIGHTS OF THE THIRD
CHAMBER, HE CAN NOW ENTER THE CHAMBER OF TIFERET. In
this chamber are all of the mourners of Tzion (Zion) and Jerusalem
and all of those murdered by idolatrous nations. And WHEN
MASHIACH SEES THEM he breaks down in tears and cries. Then all
the princes descended from David hold him and comfort him.

18. MASHIACH starts crying again till a supernal voice emerges and
mixes with the Voice OF MASHIACH and HIS VOICE rises up. And it
is delayed there until the beginning of the month, when it descends
FROM BINAH. THEN it brings down many lights and emanations that
shine upon all the chambers. It also brings remedy and light to those
killed BY THE IDOLATROUS NATIONS OF THE WORLD and those
ailing and with pains who suffer with Mashiach SO AS TO BRING
FORTH THE REDEMPTION.

19. Then MASHIACH puts on the purple garment OF ROYALTY
(called Purfira), on which the names of all those killed by the
idolatrous nations of the world are inscribed and listed. This purple
garment OF MASHIACH ascends TO BINAH and is engraved upon
the supernal royal garment of the King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT
CLOTHES BINAH. THERE, THOSE KILLED BY OTHER NATIONS AND
LISTED ON MASHIACH'S GARMENT ARE INSCRIBED ONTO THE
SUPERNAL GARMENT, ALONG WITH ALL OTHERS LISTED ABOVE,
AND DIVINE LIGHT IS DRAWN BY THEM TO THIS CHAMBER. The
Holy One, blessed be He, will one day clothe himself with this royal
garment OF MASHIACH and judge the nations of the world, as it is
written: "He shall judge the heathen and he shall fill the places with
dead bodies" (Tehilim 110:6). BEFORE THIS COMES ABOUT AT THE
END, THE ROYAL GARMENT OF MASHIACH IS SWEETENED BY
CONNECTING IT WITH THE ROYAL GARMENT OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. THEN THEY BOTH ASCEND TOGETHER TO THE
PLACE KNOWN AS FEMALE WATERS (MAYIN NUKVIN). THEY
UNITE IN THE UPPER WORLDS AND DRAW THEIR LIGHTS
THEREOF, until MASHIACH descends and returns FROM THE
PLACE OF UNION, bringing lights and bliss down with him for the
pleasure and consolation of the souls. And many angels and
Chariots DESCEND WITH MASHIACH, each carrying a garment for
the souls of those killed by THE IDOLATROUS nations of the world.
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There these souls experience divine bliss while Mashiach ascends
and descends.
20. On a spiritual level inside this chamber, DEEP IN THE HEART OF
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, stand the ten appointed
ministers, who are Rabbi Akiva and his comrades. They all go up
through the holy mirror--WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LUMINOUS
MIRROR-- and shine with supernal, glorious splendor. Of them it is
written: "Neither has the eye seen, Elohim beside you" (Yeshayah
64:4).

6. Fifth Chamber: Gvurah
The souls who have made complete repentance reside in the Fifth Chamber. At its entrance stands King Menasheh, the King of Judah, who
committed terrible sins throughout his life. Nevertheless, the King atoned for his wrongdoings and his repentance was accepted by the Creator.
21. Within the fifth chamber reside all those whose repentance is
completethose who have repudiated their wrong deeds and have
been consoled for them. THIS MEANS THAT THEY HAVE REPENTED
THROUGH LOVE. THEN THEIR WICKEDNESS IS TRANSFORMED
INTO VIRTUE AND THEY ARE CONSOLED FOR ALL THEIR SINS
BECAUSE THEY HAVE RECEIVED MERIT FOR REPENTING THEM.
Their souls leave them purified. In this chamber also RESIDE those
who have sanctified their Master's name and have taken upon
themselves self-sacrifice FOR HIS HONOR, BLESSED BE HE. And at
the entrance to the chamber stands Menasheh, the King of Yehuda,
who has entirely repented his sins and whose repentance the Holy
One, blessed be He, accepted. The Holy One, blessed be He, created
a recess for his sake UNDERNEATH THE THRONE OF GLORY, to
receive him. THAT IS, HE CONCEALED HIM AS IF UNDERGROUND
FROM THE EYES OF THE PROSECUTORS SO THAT THEY WOULD
NOT ASK FOR JUDGMENT OF HIM.
22. And within NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF this chamber reside
all those, whose repentance is immense, who GAINED SO MUCH
POWER THROUGH THEIR REPENTANCE OF MISDEEDS IN LIFE that
their souls left through disgust at their own evil actions. They delight
in the supernal Eden each and every day.
Three times a day the light enters this chamber in which the souls
experience bliss, each to the extent that it deserves. THESE THREE
TIMES CORRESPOND TO THE THREE COLUMNS TO WHICH THE
LIGHTS OF THE THREE TOP SFIROT ARE DRAWN. And each is
burned by the light of the Chupah (canopy) of his neighbor, be it in
the upper CHAMBERS or the lower. THIS MEANS THAT THE LEVELS
OF THE RIGHTEOUS ARE UNEVEN NEITHER IN THE UPPER
CHAMBERS NOR THE LOWER. EACH HAS A CANOPY OF HIS OWN
THAT NO OTHER CAN TOUCH WITHOUT BEING BURNED.
23. This chamber stands above all the lower chambers, and even the
truly righteous in the lower chambers cannot enter or reach it. This
CHAMBER, WHICH IS GVURAH, is at a higher level than all other
CHAMBERS. Only the level of the righteous, WHO RESIDE IN THE
CHAMBER OF CHESED, is a higher level than all the rest, EVEN
HIGHER THAN THE CHAMBER OF GVURAH.

7. Sixth Chamber: Chesed
This is the Chamber of the Righteous who say, What is mine is yours and what is yours is yours. The truly righteous share everything they possess,
desiring and keeping nothing for themselves. This sixth Chamber is loftier than all the rest and governs over all others.
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24. The sixth chamber is the chamber of the righteous. IT IS FOR
THOSE WHOSE CHARACTER IS TO SAY, "WHAT IS MINE IS YOURS
AND WHAT IS YOURS IS YOURS." THIS MEANS THAT THEY SHARE,
BUT DO NOT RECEIVE ANYTHING FOR THEMSELVES. This is a
loftier chamber than the rest, and governs them all. THUS, ONE
CANNOT REACH THIS CHAMBER IF ONE HAS NOT PASSED
THROUGH ALL OF THE LOWER LEVELS. It is a right-hand chamber
BECAUSE THE LEVEL OF CHESED IS CONSIDERED TO BE THE
RIGHT COLUMN, and it cannot be attained BY ANYONE except the
holy righteous souls and all those who greatly love their Master. At
the entrance of this chamber are those who proclaim their Master's
unity each day. THESE ARE THE ONES WHO DRAW DOWN THE
REVELATION OF HIS UNITY, BLESSED BE HE, FROM THE BLESSED
EIN SOF (THE ENDLESS WORLD) TO THE SFIROT AND ALL THE
WORLDS. And they are the first to ascend from there to higher
chambers, MEANING they are the first OF THE RIGHTEOUS IN THAT
CHAMBER to ascend.
25. Above this entrance, WHERE THE LIGHTS OF NETZACH, HOD,
AND YESOD ARE, stands Avraham to the right of the Holy One,
blessed be He. THAT IS, he stands on the side of CHESED. And at
another entrance is Yitzchak, who was bound upon the altar and was
an unblemished sacrifice before the Holy One, blessed be He, AND
REPRESENTS GVURAH. And at another entrance stands Ya'akov, a
perfect man, surrounded by twelve tribal heads who have the
Shechinah (female presence of God) over their heads. THEY
CORRESPOND TO THE LIGHTS OF CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET OF THIS CHAMBER, AS AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, AND
YA'AKOV ARE THE EMBODIMENTS OF CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET, AS WE KNOW.
26. And when the children of Yisrael are in a time of trouble, these
three Patriarchs awaken and arouse the Shechinah to protect
Yisrael. Consequently, THE SHECHINAH ascends and after being
crowned-- RECEIVING THE THREE TOP SFIROT, CALLED crowns-protects Yisrael. BUT SHE CANNOT PROTECT YISRAEL UNTIL THE
PATRIARCHS ARE AWAKENED AND SHE RECEIVES THE CROWNS
OF THE TOP THREE SFIROT. Just as chambers are found in the
lower GARDEN OF Eden, corrected chambers can be found in the
supernal Garden of EDEN. These corrected chambers contain the
secret of faith, NAMELY MALCHUT. FOR MALCHUT, UPON ITS
COMPLETION, IS CALLED 'FAITH' AND EACH CHAMBER IS AN
ASPECT OF MALCHUT.

8. Seventh Chamber: Binah
This is the most hidden of all the Chambers. All the others are connected to and crowned by this one. It is not a dwelling of souls, but a Chamber to
which they ascend on the way to their respective places.
Most of the turbulence and turmoil of life occurs within the darkness that is created from an absence of spiritual Light. As we scan the letters that
tell the secrets of the Seven Chambers, the verses bring the all-embracing Light of the Creator into our lives.
27. And all those chambers are
connected to and crowned by one
chamber, which is the seventh chamber.
This chamber is more hidden and vaguer
than all the others. In the middle of this
chamber stands a column of the colors
green, white, red, and black. And when
the souls NEED TO ascend TO A
HIGHER LEVEL, they enter THE
COLUMN THAT STANDS WITHIN this
chamber. And whoever is suitable for
one color OF THE COLUMN rises
through it, and whoever is suitable for
another color rises through it. Each and
every SOUL ascends through the color
most suitable to it.
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28. The first six chambers are the
dwellings OF THE SOULS, as we have
said. This seventh CHAMBER, however,
is not a dwelling place OF THE SOULS;
IT IS ONLY A PLACE WHERE THE
SOULS ASCEND THROUGH THE
COLUMNS CONTAINED THEREIN. And
all six CHAMBERS are in the secret of
six. And the fact that it is written: "Bara
Sheet" (Beresheet [Genesis]), WHICH IS
A COMBINATION OF THE WORDS BARA
(ARAM., CREATED) AND SHEET (ARAM.,
SIX), TEACHES US THAT THERE ARE six
levels above WITHIN BINAH ITSELF, and
six levels below. THESE ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
NUKVA. THESE LEVELS ARE CALLED
THE SIX DAYS OF THE WEEK, and all
are part of the same secret. THIS MEANS
THAT WE CAN ONLY COMPREHEND
THE SIX SFIROT OF THE LOWER
LEVELS AND NOT THOSE OF THE TOP
THREE SFIROT.

9. Beresheet, Bara Sheet
The Zohar speaks about the relationship between the Sfirot Binah and Malchut, or our world. That relationship is the key to the mystery of the word
Beresheet, meaning In the Beginning.
The first part of the word Beresheet is Bara, which pertains to the Sfirot of Binah, the Repository of all spiritual Energy. The second part of the word
Beresheet is sheet, which is Malchut, our physical reality. Malchut is the portal through which we, as individuals, receive our Light from Binah.
Bara and Sheet are called the two Heys ? These two Heys are part of the Tetragrammaton, the Name of God that is spelled out as Yud, Key, Vav,
Key ????. Please note that when the letters of the Tetragrammaton are presented in sequence like this, Hey is transposed to Key ?.
The Names of God are powerful energy forces, and the Tetragrammaton ???? is one of the strongest Names of God in existence.
The First Hey in the Tetragrammaton pertains to the Sfirah of Binah, the Repository of Light.
The Vov embodies the realm of Zeir Anpin, which enfolds and includes six Sfirot within it. The Vov is the conduit through which the Light stored in
Binah flows into our physical world. Our world, Malchut, is signified by the lower Hey.
Rabbi Abba reveals a secret concealed inside the word Beresheet, which means, In the Beginning.
Within the word we can find two words, Bara and Sheet, which mean, He created six. The six refers to the 6 Sfirot, or dimensions, compacted within
Zeir Anpin.
29. Come and behold: Beresheet (in the beginning), Rabbi Yehuda
said, there were two temples, the first and the second. The first was
supernal, CORRESPONDING TO BINAH, and the second was lower,
CORRESPONDING TO MALCHUT. There are also two Heis IN THE
NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, a supernal HEI, RELATING TO BINAH and
a lower HEI, RELATING TO MALCHUT, and all is one. THIS MEANS
THAT THE FIRST AND SECOND TEMPLES ARE ONE WITH THE
UPPER HEI AND LOWER HEI, WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT.
The supernal Bet OF BERESHEET IS THE FIRST TEMPLE, WHICH IS
BINAH. IT opens the gates to all directions, because they are truly
included within one another. THIS MEANS THAT MALCHUT, WHICH
IS THE SECOND TEMPLE, IS MIXED WITH BINAH, WHICH IS THE
FIRST TEMPLE. CONSEQUENTLY, BINAH OPENS THE GATES TO
ALL DIRECTIONSHER OWN SIX SIDES AND THE SIX SIDES OF
MALCHUTTHUS ENABLING THE LATTER TO RECEIVE THE MOCHIN
AS HERSELF. The word "Beginning (Beresheet)" INDICATES THAT
BINAH is the first to be counted as part of the structure, COMPOSED
OF ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, THAT IS CALLED THE STRUCTURE OF
THE WORLD. THIS MEANS THAT BINAH IS CONSIDERED THE FIRST
TO DRAW THE MOCHIN TO ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA AND TO THE
WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH. THIS ALLUDES TO THE
WORDS "IN THE BEGINNING (BERESHEET)" OF TORAH. BET (HEB.,
IN) REFERS TO THE UPPER TEMPLE, BINAH. "THE BEGINNING
(BERESHEET)" INDICATES THAT IT WAS FIRST TO DRAW THE
MOCHIN TO THE WORLDS. Rabbi Yitzchak says THAT BINAH
COMES FIRST in the counting.
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30. Rabbi Elazar says THE WORD Beresheet IN TORAH is a
collective word. THIS MEANS THAT MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF "THE FACE OF MAN," embraces all forms of REALITY.
This is the secret of the verse, "This was the appearance of the
likeness of the glory of Hashem" (Yechezkel 1:28). In this
appearance, six other LEVELS are discernible. BECAUSE THROUGH
MALCHUT THE SPIRITUAL LIGHTS OF CHOCHMAH ARE
ATTRACTED TO THE SIX DIRECTIONS OF BINAH, AS SIGHT AND
APPEARANCE ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF CHOCHMAH. THUS,
Beresheet is derived from "Bara Sheet," BECAUSE THROUGH THE
ASCENSION OF MALCHUT TO BINAH, SIX DIRECTIONS ARE
FORMED IN BINAH.
Come and see: When the six directions OF BINAH enter this
MALCHUT, she makes herself ready to reflect them. SHE DRAWS the
spiritual lights OF CHOCHMAH FOR THE SAKE OF THEIR
REVELATION. Through them, through the spiritual lights of
CHOCHMAH, she engages in all the worldly workmanship. AND THIS
WORKMANSHIP IS THE SPIRITUAL LIGHT OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH, FROM WHICH SPRANG THE REALITY OF THE SIX
WEEKDAYS. RABBI ELAZAR REVEALS TO US THAT ALTHOUGH
ALL SPIRITUAL LIGHT COMES FROM BINAH, IT COMES MAINLY
THROUGH MALCHUT'S ELEVATION TO BINAH. It is because the
workmanship of the world, NAMELY THE SPIRITUAL LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH, comes from the level OF MALCHUT, that it is written
"Bara Sheet" (he created six). THIS SIGNIFIES THAT credit for the
workmanship is attributed to the six ASPECTS OF BINAH, as they
perform their craftsmanship in the level OF MALCHUT.
31. Rabbi Yosi quotes, "The flowers appear on the earth, the time of
song has come and the voice of the turtle dove is heard in our
land" (Shir Hashirim 11:12). "The flowers" allude to the six levels:
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. In the
phrase, they "appear on the earth," earth ALLUDES TO MALCHUT.
The "flowers" are forms that are not revealed at any level other
THAN MALCHUT. "The time of singing has come" SIGNIFIES THAT
WHEN THE SHECHINAH, CALLED SONG, IS INSPIRED WITH THE
SPIRITUAL LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, then is the time for praise and
glorification, as is written: "So that he may sing your praise and not
be silent" (Tehilim 30:13). MALCHUT is therefore called 'song,' as we
have learned from the words, "a song for David" (Tehilim 3:1) AND
NOT "DAVID'S SONG" (TEHILIM 24:1). THIS INDICATES that first
David was inspired by the Shechinah. This is WHY IT IS SAID THAT
"the time of singing has come." FIRST THE SHECHINAH (CALLED
"SONG") REACHED HIM; ONLY THEN DID HE START SINGING AND
PRAISING. Rabbi Chiya said THAT THE TIME OF SONG HAS COME;
THIS should be understood literally as "the time of praise has
come," MEANING THAT AFTER RECEIVING THE SPIRITUAL LIGHT,
IT IS TIME FOR PRAISE. HE DISAGREED THAT THE SHECHINAH OF
HASHEM IS CALLED "SONG."
32. Rabbi Aba says that the upper world, BINAH, is shrouded in
mystery, as are all of its attributes, because it exists in the divine
secret, THE THREE TOP SFIROT OF BINAH, which is a day THAT
EMBRACES all days. And when ARICH ANPIN created and produced
BINAH WITH A THOUGHT, He produced it on THE LOWER six OF
BINAH AND NOT THE UPPER THREE. And because ARICH ANPIN is
mysterious and His actions are incomprehensible, it is written in
THE SCRIPTURE, "Beresheet," MEANING "He created six (Bara
Sheet)." THIS HINTS AT THOSE SIX supernal days, but does not
specify who created them. THE SIX DAYS ALLUDED TO IN
BERESHEET belong to an incomprehensible and vague world.
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33. Later, he revealed the creator of the lower world OF ASIYAH,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, because it is a world that stands
revealed. He said, "Elohim created the heavens and the
earth" (Beresheet 1:1), ALLUDING TO ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA.
Consequently it is not written vaguely, WITHOUT REFERENCE TO
THE CREATOR, that is just "created the heavens AND THE EARTH,"
because it is a world of revelation. Thus, it says, "Elohim created."
Elohim DID certainly CREATE THEM, as IT IS a revealed name,
BECAUSE ELOHIM ENSURES THE COMPLETION OF THE
SPIRITUAL LIGHT OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
The first WORLD, BINAH, is concealed, because it is the divine
WORLD. The lower WORLD OF ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA is revealed,
because the workings of the Holy One, blessed be He, are always
both concealed and revealed. So is the secret of the holy name
concealed and revealed. THE YUD-HEI OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAVHEI ARE CONCEALED, BECAUSE WE HAVE NO COMPREHENSION
OF THE THREE TOP SFIROT; VAV-HEI ARE REVEALED BECAUSE
THEY ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, WHICH ARE
COMPREHENSIBLE.
34. THE PARTICLE Et (Heb. 'the') WHEN PLACED BEFORE THE
WORD "heavens" IN THE SCRIPTURE, includes the lower heavens
below; when placed BEFORE THE WORD "earth," however, it also
includes in it the earth below, adding the idea that everything done
IN THE LOWER EARTH is similar to the divine pattern above.

10. Seven Dwellings of the Upper and Lower Earth
The spiritual and physical worlds are each divided into seven. These are a reflection of the 7 Sfirot, or dimensions.
35. THE WORDS, "the earth was formless and void" have already
been explained. MOREOVER, the earth is the upper earth, NUKVA OF
ZEIR ANPIN, which has no light of its own. "Was" INDICATES that it
was originally in its ordered state, but now it has become formless,
void, and dark. THE SCRIPTURE EMPLOYS the word "was" precisely
TO DRAW OUR ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT IT WAS
COMPLETE. Later, it diminished itself and its light, AND IN IT THERE
CAME ABOUT formlessness, emptiness, darkness, and spirit--these
being the four worldly elements that were built into the EARTH.

11. Seven Dwellings of the Lower Earth
The physical realm includes seven compartments, or worlds. These are called, Eretz, Adamah, Gey, Nesheyah, Tziyah, Arka, Tevel. Our physical
earth corresponds to Tevel. When Rabbi Yossi inquires as to the nature of world called Tziyah, Rabbi Abba replies that this realm is the location of
Hell.
The world of Nesheyah, the Zohar explains, is called oblivion. It is totally forgotten, for it is without any form.
36. Another explanation of "and the earth" is that the words include
the lower earth, which was made of compartments as was the upper
EARTH. And this is WHAT IS MEANT BY, "The earth was formless
and void; and darkness and the spirit..." And the compartments of
the earth are called Eretz (earth), Adamah (soil), Gey (valley),
Neshiyah (oblivion), Tziyah (dryness), Arka (ground), and Tevel
(world). The major level of earth is Tevel, about which it is written:
"And he will judge the Tevel (world) in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:8).
THIS IS NOT SAID ABOUT ANY OTHER LEVEL OF EARTH, AND
THUS WE INFER THAT IT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT.
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37. Rabbi Yosi asked: What is THE NATURE OF THIS EARTH THAT
IS CALLED Tziyah? RABBI ABA said to him: This is the location of
Gehenom, as is said "the land of Tziyah" and "the shadow of
death" (Yirmeyah 2:6). AND AS "THE SHADOW OF DEATH" IS THE
PLACE OF GEHENOM, SO IS TZIYAH. This is the secret of the words
"and darkness on the face of the abyss" (Beresheet 1:2), alluding to
the place of Gehenom. This is the wilderness, the place of the Angel
of Death, of whom it says, "he darkens the faces of all creatures."
This is also the place of the upper darkness REFERRED TO IN THE
WORDS "AND THE EARTH..."
38. "Formlessness" is the earth called Neshiyah (oblivion). IT IS SO
CALLED, BECAUSE it has no appearance until it is completely
forgotten. It is therefore called oblivion. "Void" is Arka (ground), a
place that cannot be forgotten. Rabbi Chiya DISAGREES AND says,
"this earth called Gey (valley) IS VOID, NOT ARKA (GROUND)." And
the words, "the spirit of Elohim hovers," allude to the EARTH
CALLED Tevel (world), which feeds from the spirit of Elohim,
NAMELY FROM THE SPIRIT OF BINAH CALLED ELOHIM. They are
all parts of the same level.

12. Seven Dwellings of the Upper Earth
Just as there are seven compartments in the lower earth, there are also compartments in the supernal realms. They are arranged on top of one
another in parallel dimensions, beyond the range of human perception.
39. Similarly, there are seven compartments in the supernal earth.
THE MALCHUT OF THE WORLD OF ATZILUT IS THE ASPECT OF
THE EARTH IN THE MALCHUT OF THE WORLD OF ATZILUT,
SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE LOWER EARTH, DISCUSSED ABOVE AS
MALCHUT OF ASIYAH. There are seven compartments above, IN
MALCHUT, arranged one level on top of another. And in all those
compartments reside holy angels, one above the other, ACCORDING
TO THEIR STATURE. Similarly, there are angels below IN THE
SEVEN LEVELS OF THE EARTH OF ASIYAH, and they all cling to
one another so that they can be one. There are seven compartments
above, IN THE WORLD OF ATZILUT, and the supernal earth,
MALCHUT, includes them, and they reside in her. And they
encompass the praise of the Holy One, blessed be He.
NEVERTHELESS, the levels and their locations differ from one
another.

13. First Lower Compartment: Yesod
Yesod is a realm of darkness where evil and negative entities reside. By our own wrongful actions, we create the evil entities who wreak havoc and
cause suffering in our lives.
40. The first compartment below, THE LOWER COMPARTMENT OF
YESOD, WHICH IS SEQUENTIALLY THE FIRST FROM BELOW, is a
place of darkness and does not illuminate anything. It is constructed
for the dwellings of spirits, administrators of judgment, and forceful,
stormy spirits. THESE KLIPOT (SHELLS WITH NEGATIVE SPIRITUAL
POWERS) are invisible and have no light or darkness, or any shape
at all. EACH IS STRONGER THAN THE OTHER, BEGINNING WITH
THE FIRST OF THE FOUR KLIPOT. IN THAT PLACE, they are not
evident, because they have no shape at all. THIS COMPARTMENT
CORRESPONDS TO "FORMLESSNESS," AS NO ONE KNOWS OF
THE EXISTENCE OF THOSE KLIPOT (SHELLS).
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41. This place has a governing angel named Tahariel, who is
accompanied by seventy flying ministers. They are overcome by the
blasts of lapping flames above them. SOME are destroyed AND
SOME SURVIVE--but these are not seen. SOME ARE VISIBLE, BUT
UPON CLOSER EXAMINATION are not really there. When morning
comes they are all restored. Yet they are not sustained in existence,
because when they reach this place they are dissipated and cannot
be found, because they go into a hole in the abyss and disappear.
When nighttime comes, they are again wiped out by the flames of
fire until morning comes.

14. The Second Compartment: Hod
This realm contains more Light than the other realms discussed thus far. The angels who interact with people by virtue of our actions reside in this
compartment. These angels serve to connect our actions and the Upper Worlds. When we perform positive actions, the Upper Worlds reflect
positive influences back to us through the medium of the angels. The same process occurs with all our negative actions.
42. The second compartment is a place of greater enlightenment. It
still is dark, but not as dark as the first. It is reserved as the domain
of the upper angels. THERE ARE NO KLIPOT (SHELLS) HERE.
THESE ANGELS are responsible for the actions of people. THEY
HELP THEM ACCOMPLISH GOOD DEEDS and also lead them astray
into the evil path they tread. THAT IS, THEY GIVE STRENGTH ALSO
TO THOSE WHO WALK ON EVIL PATHS. NEVERTHELESS, THEY
ARE HOLY ANGELS AND NOT, HEAVEN FORBID, KLIPOT
(NEGATIVE SPIRITUAL FORCES). This place is more evident than
the first COMPARTMENT, BECAUSE THE FORMER PLACE IS, IN
EFFECT, FORMLESS. THE SECOND, ON THE OTHER HAND, IS
REGARDED AS VOID, AS IT IS WRITTEN IN THE SCRIPTURES, AND
IS MORE VISIBLE. These angels are more closely related to humans,
MEANING THAT THEY APPEAR TO PEOPLE IN THEIR OWN SHAPE.
They are nourished by the subtle odors and perfumes that humans
emanate from below, and because of the opportunities they receive
they are able to ascend in order to receive-- and therefore give--more
light.
43. They are governed by one minister named Kedumiel, WHO IS
FROM THE SIDE OF CHESED, HENCE 'EL,' AND HIS FUNCTION IS
TO PROTECT THEM FROM THE FORCES OF JUDGMENT IN THE
THIRD COMPARTMENT. These ANGELS UNDER TAHRIEL start
singing, then are quieted and driven away--BECAUSE SONG
STRENGTHENS THE FORCE OF THE LEFT COLUMN. THIS
AWAKENS THE FORCES OF JUDGMENT IN THE THIRD CHAMBER.
AFTER THEIR SONG IS INTERRUPTED AND THEY ARE DRIVEN
AWAY, they do not appear again until the nation of Yisrael below IN
THIS WORLD starts singing. Then they return to their places,
RESUME THEIR SONG, and are seen glowing brighter. Three times a
day they sing with holiness. And when the people of Yisrael are busy
with Torah, all THE ANGELS OF THIS COMPARTMENT take wing and
give testimony above; and the Holy One, blessed be He, has
compassion for them.

15. The Third Compartment: Netzach
The energy and intelligence of Judgment dwell in the Third Compartment. Negative angels of destruction who reside here are the conduits by which
judgments befall us.
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44. The third compartment OF THE SEVEN IN THE UPPER EARTH is
a place of tongues of fire and rising smoke. There, the streams of the
Nahar Dinur (river of fire) gush forth, BECAUSE THIS IS THE
SOURCE OF THE RIVER OF FIRE. It is a crematorium for evil souls,
the place where fire comes down upon the heads of the wicked-THOSE WHO DWELL UNDERNEATH, IN GEHENOM. And there reside
also the angels of destruction, whose task it is to crush the souls
that dwell IN GEHENOM.

45. There can be found sometimes slanderers, who speak evil of
Yisrael and who lead people away FROM THE PATH OF GOOD, BUT
THEY CAN DO YISRAEL NO HARM if Yisrael takes precautions to
keep them away. They are governed by one minister from the left
side. All THE ANGELS THERE are from the side of darkness, as it
says, "and darkness on the face of the abyss." And the evil angel
Samael resides in this compartment.

16. The Fourth Compartment: Tiferet
The Fourth Compartment is a place of positive energy and Light. The angels who inhabit this realm are responsible for the acts of mercy that appear
in our lives. These angels also bring about the salvation that is merited when people repent and transform.
46. The fourth compartment, TIFERET, is a place from which light
emanates to the supernal angels of the right. They start singing, and
then abruptly end their song. However, they are not destroyed for
their singing, as are those in the first COMPARTMENT--who start
singing and then are scorched by being sucked down into burning
fire, only to be restored again in the morning, as before. The
ANGELS IN HERE are preserved and are not destroyed--they are the
angels of mercy, who never change. BECAUSE THEY ARE OF THE
ASPECT OF MERCY, WHICH DRAWS FROM THE SIDE OF CHESED,
THEY ARE UNAFFECTED BY THE JUDGMENT DRAWN DOWN BY
SINGING--AND THUS THEY CAN FINISH THEIR SONG.

47. About THOSE ANGELS it is said, "He makes his angels as
spirits" (Tehilim 104:4). They perform their mission in the world
without being seen by humans, and can only be seen through
visions and by other means, such as intense meditations. One angel
governs them and his name is Padael. THIS NAME IS A
COMBINATION OF THE WORDS "PADA EL," MEANING 'EL HAS
REDEEMED.' ALL THOSE WHO ELEVATE MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS) TO THIS COMPARTMENT THROUGH THEIR GOOD DEEDS
RECEIVE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM FROM THIS ANGEL,
AND EVEN IF THEY HAVE BEEN SENTENCED TO DEATH, THEY ARE
REDEEMED AND DO NOT DIE. HENCE THE ANGEL IS NAMED
PADAEL. In this CHAMBER, the keys to the gates of mercy are
accessible to those who have repented and have returned to their
Master. These keys open the gates through which their prayers
enter--AND ARE THUS ANSWERED.

17. Fifth Compartment: Gvurah
This Compartment embodies more Light than the Fourth Compartment. Angels of both mercy and judgment reside here. These Angels are likened to
Generals of the Upper Worlds, while the angels in the prior compartments are compared to foot soldiers. This realm is primarily one of Judgment.
But if our actions in the physical warrant it, we can sweeten judgment through the Angels of mercy who dwell here.
The concept of sweetening judgment can be understood this way: A child misbehaves and the parent reacts with great anger. The parent then
spanks the child and harshly scolds him. According to Kabbalah, there is no aspect of mercy included in the actions of the parent. The punishment
is pure judgment, rooted in the anger of the parent. But the parent could also restrain himself at the moment anger erupts. He could shut down his
reactive nature and release all his negative feelings. Yet the parent still realizes, out of love and concern for the child, that a punishment is called for.
Therefore with pure love in his heart, and in complete control of his actions, he reprimands the child. This is still judgment, but it is judgment
sweetened with mercy.
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48. The fifth compartment is the one in which light shines more
brightly than it does in any of the preceding ones. In it are angels,
some--ONES WHO REPRESENT JUDGMENT--are fiery angels.
Others--ONES REPRESENTING MERCY--are watery angels.
Sometimes mercy is prominent, WHEN THE WATERY ANGELS ARE
DOMINANT, and sometimes judgment is prominent, WHEN THE
FIERY ANGELS ARE DOMINANT. Those OF WATER are on the
RIGHT side, and those OF FIRE are on the LEFT side. Occasionally,
some of these angels glow, while the others are in darkness. Both
groups of angels oversee the chanting to their Master, some-ANGELS OF JUDGMENT--at midnight, and others--ANGELS OF
MERCY--at dawn. And one minister governs them both; he is called
Kadshiel. HIS DUTY IS TO DRAW DOWN KDUSHAH (HOLINESS) TO
THE LOWER WORLDS.
49. At midnight, the northern wind arises, and the Holy One, blessed
be He, comes to the Garden of Eden to rejoice with the righteous.
And this northern wind OF BINAH knocks and reaches those
ministers in charge of chanting at midnight. They all sing and begin
to chant, THUS ENABLING THE LOWER LEVELS TO SING. When the
deep darkness JUST BEFORE DAWN joins with the light of the
morning, all the other angelsTHE WATER ANGELS ON THE
RIGHTsing. And all the stars in the firmament help them, along with
the angels OF FIRE FROM THE LEFT SIDE. BECAUSE SINGING IS
OF THE LEFT ASPECT, THEY NEED THE HELP OF THE LEFT
COLUMN ANGELS IN ORDER TO SING, as is written: "The morning
stars sang together and the sons of Elohim shouted for joy." (Iyov
38:7) BECAUSE ALL THE ANGELS SING IN THE MORNING, Until
Yisrael below opens with singing and praises after them. BECAUSE
THOSE ANGELS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN YISRAEL, YISRAEL
RECEIVES STRENGTH FROM THEM TO SING.

18. Sixth Compartment: Chesed
While Gvurah, the Compartment directly below, personifies Judgment, Chesed is a realm of pure Mercy. The angels residing here are responsible for
delivering spiritual influences of mercy into our lives. We bring these angels into motion whenever we show mercy toward others. Everyday acts of
sharing and kindness, without any expectations in return, are examples of mercy in this sense.
50. The sixth compartment is very close to the kingdom of the
heavens, THAT IS, THE INNER MALCHUT. In it are ships and rivers
and streams that branch off and leave the sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
Many are the fish--ALLUDING TO THE ANGELS--that, governed by
their ministers, swarm IN THE RIVERS AND STREAMS to the four
winds of the world. One minister, called Uriel, is in charge of all the
lower ANGELS IN THIS COMPARTMENT. HE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
ALL THE ANGELS FROM THE WESTERN SIDE.

51. At those hours and moments when the ships sail, ALL THESE
ANGELS TRAVEL WITH THEM in one direction and another--IN
THOSE DIRECTIONS TOWARD WHICH THE SHIPS SAIL. When the
ships sail southward, the minister governing them is Michael, who is
drawn from the right COLUMN, WHICH IS CHESED. And when the
ships sail northward, the minister governing them is Gavriel, who is
drawn from the left side WHICH IS GVURAH. THE FOUR
DIRECTIONS, SOUTH, NORTH, EAST, AND WEST ARE CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. AND FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF THE SIX LOWER SFIROT, THEY ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. And when the ships are eastbound, the
minister governing them on that side is Refael, who is to the right,
THAT IS ON THE SIDE OF THE CHASSADIM. And when the ships are
westbound, the minister governing them is Uriel, who is the last,
WEST BEING THE LAST OF ALL FOUR DIRECTIONS.
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19. Seventh Compartment: Binah
The Seventh Compartment corresponds to Binah, the repository and source of all Light. This realm radiates the brightest Light and fulfillment.
52. The seventh compartment is the highest, and there, only the
souls of the righteous can be found. There, the souls rejoice,
nourished by divine bliss and splendor. And there, none are to be
found, except the righteous. THIS MEANS THAT NO ANGELS
RESIDE THERE. There can be found treasures of peace, blessings,
and charity. And everything there is in the manner of the divine
aspect, NAMELY BINAH, as the friends have explained.

53. The same can be found in the seven compartments of the lower
land, which are all similar to the SEVEN COMPARTMENTS of the
world above. THUS, THE SEVEN COMPARTMENTS OF ASIYAH
BELOW ARE EQUAL IN ALL RESPECTS TO THE SEVEN
COMPARTMENTS OF MALCHUT OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD OF
ATZILUT ABOVE. And in all OF THE SEVEN COMPARTMENTS
BELOW, there are ANGELS in the shape of humans, CLAD LIKE
PEOPLE IN THE CLOTHING OF THE PHYSICAL WORLD. THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ABOVE AND BELOW IS THAT ABOVE
ONLY IN THE SECOND COMPARTMENT CAN THERE BE FOUND
ANGELS WHO ARE RELATED TO HUMANS. BUT FROM THE
FOURTH COMPARTMENT UPWARD THERE CANNOT BE FOUND
ANY RELATION BETWEEN THE ANGELS AND HUMANS, SAVE THAT
ACHIEVED THROUGH VISIONS AND INTENSE MEDITATION. IN THE
LOWER WORLDS, HOWEVER, EVEN THOSE COMPARTMENTS
FROM THE CHEST UP ARE ALLOWING THE ANGELS TO APPEAR IN
THE FORM OF HUMANS. They all are grateful and praise the Holy
One, blessed be He. Yet none can perceive His glory, BLESSED BE
HE, as can those in the supernal realms. They behold His glory most
appropriately, so as to worship, praise, and acknowledge His
greatness.
54. This supernal world, called Tevel, exists only for the sake of the
righteous, who are holy bodies, WHO ARE FOUND IN THIS WORLD.
FOR THEM, THIS WORLD (TEVEL) WAS CREATED, AND FOR THEIR
SAKE IT CONTINUES TO EXIST. Similar to the upper
COMPARTMENTS OF THE SUPERNAL WORLD, this seventh
compartment below exists only for the souls of the righteous. Also
IN THE COMPARTMENTS OF THE LOWER EARTH, the lower seventh
compartment, TEVEL, exists only for the bodies of the righteous.
One WORLD is similar to the other--much like a reflection of the
other. THE SEVEN COMPARTMENTS OF THE LOWER WORLDS ARE
A REFLECTION OF, AND ARE DRAWN THROUGH, THE SEVEN
SUPERNAL COMPARTMENTS. EVERY ASPECT ABOVE HAS ITS
COUNTERPART BELOW. AS THE SOULS OF PEOPLE ALONE CAN
BE FOUND IN THE SUPERNAL SEVENTH COMPARTMENT, SO IN
THE LOWER SEVENTH, CALLED TEVEL ONE OF THE SEVEN
PHYSICAL WORLDSCAN BE FOUND ONLY THE BODIES OF THE
RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE. ALTHOUGH ALL THE OTHER KINDS OF
CREATURES AND WICKED PEOPLE CAN ALSO BE FOUND THERE,
THEY ARE THERE ONLY TO SERVE THE BODIES OF THE
RIGHTEOUS, BECAUSE THE WORLD WAS CREATED AND IS
MAINTAINED FOR THE SAKE OF THE RIGHTEOUS. AS IS WRITTEN:
"THEY HAVE BEEN CREATED TO SERVE ME AND I TO SERVE THE
ONE WHO OWNS ME."

20. The Seven Chambers of the Upper Worlds
The Zohar explains that the preceding Seven Compartments are the building blocks and foundation for another, still higher level of Chambers.
First Chamber: Yesod
This realm is the domain of the angel who dispenses great mercy to all those souls who convert and follow the true path of the Creator.
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55. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and behold: These seven
compartments OF THE UPPER WORLDS, about which we have
spoken, contain seven chambers based on the perceived secrets of
faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD OF ATZILUT.
These correspond to the seven divine firmaments. In each and every
chamber there are supernal spirits, WHO ARE THE ANGELS
RESPONSIBLE FOR THOSE CHAMBERS. The first chamber, WHEN
COUNTING FROM BELOW, IS CALLED YESOD AND has a spirit who
is in charge of the souls of the converted. His name is Rachmiel,
BECAUSE HE EXTENDS RACHAMIM (MERCY) TO THOSE SOULS.
Through him, they delight in the radiance of divine glory.

21. The Second Chamber: Hod
This realm is the domain of the angel Ahinael, who teaches uneducated children the spiritual wisdom of the Torah.
56. The second chamber, CALLED HOD, has one spirit named
Ahinael. He is in charge of the souls of children who did not merit
learning Torah in their lives IN THIS WORLD. He is in charge of them
and teaches them TORAH.

22. The Third Chamber: Netzach
The Angel called Adrahinael occupies this Chamber. Adrahinael helps purify all those people who desired to repent for their wrongdoings, but died
before they could compete their full repentance.
57. The third chamber, CALLED NETZACH, has one spirit named
Adrahinael. He is in charge of the souls of those who INTENDED
repentance, but who have not REPENTED, because they died before
they could repent THEIR ACTIONS. THUS, THEIR MINISTERING
ANGEL IS CALLED ADRAHINAEL, FROM THE ARAMAIC WORD
HADRINA, MEANING 'CONTRITION' OR 'REPENTANCE.' These souls
are punished in Gehenom, and are then delivered to this spirit, who
is in charge, and he receives them. They desire to enjoy their
Master's precious glory, but cannot, EXCEPT ON SHABBAT AND
THE NEW MOON. Those SOULS are called 'offspring of flesh', as is
written: "And it shall come to pass, that on every new moon, and
every Shabbat, all flesh shall come to worship before me, said
Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:23). THE REASON THESE SOULS ARE
CALLED THE OFFSPRING OF FLESH IS THAT THE TEN SFIROT
HAVE MANY NAMES, OF WHICH CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
ARE CALLED 'BRAIN, BONE, AND SINEW,' AND NETZACH AND HOD
ARE CALLED 'FLESH AND SKIN.' THUS THE SOULS OF THE THIRD
CHAMBER OF NETZACH ARE CALLED ALL FLESH, AS NETZACH IS
FLESH.

23. The Fourth Chamber: Tiferet
The Angel Gadrihael inhabits this Fourth Chamber. Gadrihael assists souls who were murdered during physical existence in their transition to a
place near the Creator. He also assists in executing judgment upon those who commit the act of murder.
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58. The fourth chamber IS TIFERET. In charge stands the spirit of
Gadrihael. THIS ANGEL IS in charge of preparing the souls of those
killed by the nations of the world for IMPRINTING ON the King's
royal garment. They stay imprinted there until the day when the Holy
One, blessed be He, avenges them, as it is written: "He shall make
judgment upon the nations and shall fill them with dead bodies and
shall crush heads upon the whole world" (Tehilim 110-6). BECAUSE
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, RESIDES AMONG THE SOULS OF
THE MURDERED.

24. The Fifth Chamber : Gvurah
All those souls who emanate from the spiritual lineage of the Left Column -- with its energy of judgment, anger, and volatility -- are ruled over by the
Angel Adiriel, who inhabits the Fifth Chamber of Gvurah.
59. The fifth chamber IS CALLED GVURAH. In charge is a spirit
named Adiriel. He stands in charge of the souls who are
accomplished from the aspect of the LEFT side. THE NAME ADIRIEL
IS FORMED FROM THE WORDS ADIR AND EL. ADIR MEANS
MIGHTY, AS HE IS IN CHARGE OVER THE CHAMBER OF GVURAH
(MIGHT).

25. The Sixth Chamber: Chesed
The greatest of souls are worthy to reside in this, the Sixth Chamber of Chesed.
The loftiest of all SOULS are found in this loftiest compartment of all. The archangel OF ALL ANGELS, Michael, rules over this CHAMBER, NAMELY
THE CHAMBER OF CHESED. Thousands and tens of thousands OF ANGELS reside under his rule on the side OF CHESED. There the souls of the
righteous delight by the supernal light that is drawn therein from the world to come. THE LIGHT IS DRAWN FROM BINAH, AS BINAH IS CALLED,
"THE WORLD TO COME." BUT SINCE THE SEVENTH CHAMBER OF BINAH HAS NO GOVERNING ANGELS, IT IS NOT DISCUSSED AT ALL.
26. The Seven Chambers of Aba (Father) and Ima (Mother) of Briyah
All prayers must travel within a specific spiritual network in order to reach their intended destination. The Zohar outlines this metaphysical structure
so that we may access this realm simply by learning this section. The descriptions and explanations that follow provide the reader with an
opportunity to access the spiritual network in such a way that prayers will be answered.
The Chambers of Abba [Father] and Ima [Mother] pertain to the principles of male and female energy that are built into the fabric of our physical
universe. The proton and electron--the minus and plus charges in electricity, as well as in man and woman--are all branches extending out from this
singular spiritual seed.
60. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and behold: Who knows how to
arrange a prayer to his Master, as did Moshe, who knew how to
lengthen and shorten his prayer as necessary. Rabbi Shimon said: I
found written in ancient books the order of connecting THE
WORLDSthe inner secretsinto one unit, SO THAT THEY, UNITED,
WILL PROJECT LIGHT TO THE LOWER WORLDS. Sometimes it is
required to arrange a prayer as to entice and soothe the Master to
make the proper unifications, penetrate firmaments, and open gates
and passages. One must arrange his prayers so that no one will stop
him, NAMELY, THAT THE PROSECUTORS CANNOT DISTURB HIM.
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61. Blessed are the righteous who know how to appease their
Master, cancel decrees, and cause the Shechinah to rest upon the
world. They know how to draw down blessings and prevent the
administrators of judgment from prevailing in the world.
Rabbi Shimon rose and said: "Who can utter the mighty acts of
Hashem?" (Tehilim 106:2). Who can remove the dust from your eyes,
Avraham, the devout, the right hand of the Holy One, blessed be He?
He revealed to you the ultimate of secrets and the beginning of
prayer in the world (AS AVRAHAM INSTITUTED THE MORNING
PRAYER), AS WELL AS the chambers of the divine King.

62. There are seven holy chambers and they have well guarded
gates, MEANING THAT ALL THE ADMINISTRATORS OF JUDGMENT
HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THEM AND THEY OPEN ONLY TO
THOSE WORTHY OF ENTERING. And into each and every CHAMBER
the prayers of unity enter. For he who knows how to appease and
soothe his Master, make complete unification, make his way into
those chambers, and connect THE CHAMBERS among
themselvesspirit with spirit, LOWER SPIRIT WITH A HIGHER SPIRIT-it is said, "Hashem, in trouble have they visited you, they poured out
a prayer when the chastening was upon them" (Yeshayah 26:16). IN
THIS PASSAGE ARE IMPLIED ALL THE ELEVATIONS OF THE
SFIROT AND ALL THEIR CONNECTIONS.

27. The First Chamber of Yesod and Malchut: Livnat Hasapir (Sapphire Bricks)
This chamber is our connection with the Upper Worlds, from which we draw spiritual Light through our prayers. Without the connection known as
the First Chamber, we cannot access the Upper Realms.
The term Sapphire refers to a spirit called Sapir.
The word Bricks refers to the moon. The mystery of this connection is found within the Hebrew word for Bricks, which is Livnat ????.
Livnat is rooted in the Hebrew word for moon, or Levannah ????. Kabbalah teaches that the moon has no Light of its own. Therefore it represents
the physical world, which is signified by the brick.
The Sapphire gemstone glitters and reflects Light, which is illustrative of the Upper Worlds that emanate the Light of the Creator. The Brick and the
Sapphire are the physical expressions of these two worlds. The First Chamber is the portal and interface by which we join our world--the brick--to
the upper world--the Sapphire - where the spirit Sapir dwells. In this way, the spiritual Light is able to enter our lives.
63. The first chamber, CALLED THE CHAMBER OF YESOD AND
MALCHUT, IS THE FIRST FROM BELOW. ABOUT it is written: "and
under his feet was the likeness of sapphire bricks and it was the
embodiment of the heaven in purity" (Shemot 24:10). Here is the
secret of secrets: in this chamber, there is a spirit called Sapir
(sapphire), who shines as does the precious stone called sapphire.
He glitters in two directions, NAMELY CHESED AND GVURAH. One
light, THE LIGHT OF CHESED, goes up AS OR CHOZER
(RETURNING LIGHT) and goes down AS OR YASHAR (DIRECT
LIGHT). This light is white, shining in every direction, upward,
downward, and to all four directions of the world, ALL SIX
DIRECTIONS OF ZEIR ANPIN. Its light is suspended sometimes,
hidden and revealed. THAT IS, IT IS SOMETIMES SUSPENDED
WITHOUT REVEALING THE DEFINITE DIRECTION OF THE SOURCE
OF ITS SHINING.
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64. From the light OF CHESED, four lights branch out to four sides.
THE SECOND LIGHT IS THE LIGHT OF GVURAH OF THE SPIRIT
SAPIR. THE FIRST LIGHT, CHESED, SHINES IN SIX DIRECTIONS
AND THE SECOND, GVURAH, IN FOUR. THIS IS BECAUSE THE TWO
LIGHTS ARE THE MALE AND THE FEMALE ASPECTS OF THE
SPIRIT SAPIR; THE FIRST LIGHT REPRESENTS CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, DAAT, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, WHILE THE
SECOND REPRESENTS NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT.
All these lights are as one, as the light of a candle that glitters to the
eyes of onlookers. The light rays of the candle go up and down,
leave and return from the fire of the burning candle. And all are one
light. So are the four lights. They glitter like the red color of
burnished brass, as it is written: "And they sparkled like the color of
burnished brass" (Yechezkel 1:7). All this is to the right, BECAUSE,
IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT THE RED LIGHT OF THE LIGHTS OF
SAPIR ILLUMINES TO THE LEFT SIDE, IT NEVERTHELESS STANDS
TO THE RIGHT OF THE CHAMBER.
65. To the left OF THE CHAMBER, there is a spirit named Levana
(Moon), which is included in and mingles with the first spirit,
CALLED SAPIR. The light FROM THIS SPIRIT is simultaneously red
and white because it originates from these TWO first lights OF THE
SPIRIT SAPIR, WHICH ARE ALSO RED AND WHITE YET HERE THEY
ARE ONE. And when the lights OF THE SPIRIT LEVANA reach the
first lights OF SPIRIT SAPIR and intermingle with them and become
one, only the first lights become evident. The other lights OF THE
SPIRIT CALLED LEVANA, are not revealed and are indistinguishable
when they enter, as it is written: "and it could not be known that they
had entered there" (Beresheet 41:21). This is the intermingling of
spirit with spirit to be one and of lights with lights to become one. In
this CHAMBER, two lower firmaments shine, and they are called the
heaven of heavens.

66. From the emanation of those two spirits, the holy Ofanim
(angels) were created. They are judged as are the Chayot (animals),
as it is written: "The appearance of the Ofanim (wheels) and their
work" (Yechezkel 1:16). This is AS MENTIONED IN THE QUOTATION,
"WHEN THOSE MOVED, THESE MOVED; AND WHEN THOSE STOOD
STILL, THESE STOOD STILL; AND WHEN THOSE WERE LIFTED UP
FROM THE EARTH, THE OFANIM (WHEELS) WERE LIFTED UP
ALONG WITH THEM." And of the Ofanim (wheels) it is written: "As
for the likeness of the Chayot (animals) and their appearance, it was
like burning coals of fire, which burn like torches. She walked
amongst the Chayot" (Yecheykal 1:13). EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE
CALLED CHAYOT, THEY ARE NEVERTHELESS OFANIM THAT ARE
CALLED CHAYOT BECAUSE THEY ARE JUDGED AS CHAYOT.
HE ASKS: To whom DOES THE SCRIPTURE REFER TO AS she IN
THE VERSE, "SHE WALKED AMONGST THE CHAYOT?" AND HE
ANSWERS: THE REFERENCE IS MADE TO the holy spirit LEVANA,
which is where they originated. And it shines upon them, as the
scriptures continue: "And the fire was bright and out of the fire came
out lightning." (Beresheet 41:13). THE HOLY SPIRIT, LEVANA, IS
MALCHUT, CALLED BRIGHTNESS, OF WHICH THE SCRIPTURE
SAYS, "AND THE FIRE WAS BRIGHT AND OUT OF THE FIRE CAME
LIGHTNING." IT IS THEREFORE SAID OF HER THAT SINCE SHE
WALKS AMONG THE CHAYOT, "THEIR APPEARANCE WAS LIKE
BURNING COALS OF FIRE." SHE IS THE ASPECT OF BRIGHTNESS
FROM WHICH FIRE AND LIGHTNING ARE DRAWN.
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67. And when one spirit is included in the other that is THE SPIRIT
SAPIR IN THE SPIRIT LEVANA the light of one Chayah comes out of
them and spreads over four angels. The shape of this Chayah is that
of a lion, NAMELY OF CHESED, WHICH IS WHITE. This Chayah rules
over thirteen million other ofanim. The wings of this CHAYAH are
those of an eagle. THE NUMBER OF ANGELS IS THIRTEEN MILLION
because each of the four ANGELS travels on four wheels, each of
which has three supports. In all, there are twelve supports for the
four wheels ON WHICH EACH ANGEL TRAVELS. The spirit SAPIR
controls them all because they originate from him. This spirit
sustains them all, NAMELY THOSE WHEELS AND SUPPORTS, and
through him they receive nourishment. HENCE HE IS COUNTED
WITH THEM AS A THIRTEENTH. AND BECAUSE THEY ORIGINATE
FROM BINAH, WHICH IS COUNTED IN HUNDREDS, THEY ARE
THIRTEEN HUNDREDS. AND ALSO BEING FROM ARICH ANPIN,
WHICH IS COUNTED BY THE TEN THOUSANDS, THEY ARE
NUMBERED THIRTEEN MILLION.
68. Those four Ofanim have four faces each, and all four face toward
the four sides of the Chayah set over them. And when the four
angels travel under that Chayah, they penetrate and cling to one
another, ARE INCLUDED EACH WITHIN THE OTHER, AND RECEIVE
SUPPORT FROM EACH OTHER. This is alluded to by: "The loops
may correspond one to the other" (Shemot 26:5). Each is within the
other and each interpenetrates the others. When the wheels travel, a
tender sound is heard in all the lower hosts. THAT IS, THEIR
PLEASANT SUSTENANCE REACHES ALL THE LOWER HOSTS.

69. Below this chamber, the hosts spread out to radiate in many
directions in the lower firmaments, THROUGH WHICH THE RULING
OF THE LOWER WORLD CHANGES. This continues until a planet
called Shabtai (Saturn) is reached IN THE SECOND FIRMAMENT OF
THE WORLD OF ASIYAH. ALL SEVEN PLANETS ARE LOCATED IN
THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, AND THEY ARE CALLED SHABTAI
(SATURN), TZEDEK (JUPITER), MAADIM (MARS), NOGA (VENUS),
COCHAV (MERCURY), AND LEVANA (MOON). THROUGH THESE
PLANETS, ALL CHANGE COMES TO THE WORLD. THE FIRST
PLANET, SHABTAI, FEEDS FROM THE LOWEST OF THE SEVEN
CHAMBERS OF THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, AND THE REST OF THE
PLANETS FROM THE OTHER CHAMBERS. All THE LOWER WORLDS
look toward this chamber FOR THEIR SUSTENANCE. From this
chamber all those present are fed and look forward TO RECEIVING
SUSTENANCE AND STRENGTH FROM THE SPIRIT OF SAPIR, as it is
written: "where the spirit was to go they went; they turned not when
they went" (Yechezkel 1:12). This chamber is called Livnat Hasapir
BECAUSE OF THE TWO SPIRITS CONTAINED THEREIN, SAPIR AND
LEVANA.
70. The spirit SAPIR includes the spirit LEVANA within him and has
light that goes up and comes down. His light never stops shining, as
the light of the sun within the water. And nothing other than the
desire of a righteous man through his prayer that goes into that
chamber can attain THAT SPIRIT. That prayer elevates so as to
connect perfectlyTHAT IS, MAKE UNIFICATIONS under the influence
of this spiritas is appropriate. Then THE SPIRIT is enveloped with
light and is happy with THE PRAYER, and goes up with it to the
second chamber to connect with its unity. This spirit, WHICH
INCLUDES WITHIN IT THE SPIRIT LEVANA, can now mix with a
higher spirit IN THE SECOND CHAMBER.
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71. This HIGHER spirit, WHICH NOW INCLUDES THE SECOND
SPIRIT THAT WENT UP TO THE SECOND CHAMBER AS IT TRAVELS
UPWARD, ALSO includes within it all the Chayot, Ofanim, and
wheels. They grasp onto it, as does water to fire and fire to water
AND AS THE FOUR WINDS GRASP ONTO EACH OTHER, south onto
north, north onto south, east onto west, and west onto east. They all
link with each other and hold onto each otherCHAYOT, ANGELS,
OFANIM, AND TWO SPIRITSWITH THE SPIRIT OF THE SECOND
CHAMBER.
This spirit goes up to connect WITH THE SPIRIT OF THE SECOND
CHAMBER, and the Chayah, INCLUDED IN THE SPIRIT, also looks up
toward the second chamber TO RECEIVE ITS SUSTENANCE. They
look toward each other AND THE SECOND CHAMBER, AND ALL
THEREIN LOOK TOWARD THOSE OF THE LOWER CHAMBER, THAT
HAVE COME UP TO IT, SO IT MAY BE COMPLETED BY THEM.
72. In the center of this chamber stands a pillar that reaches the
middle of a higher chamber. It pierces THE ROOFS OF ALL THE
SEVEN CHAMBERS AND STANDS ERECT WITHIN THEM from
bottom to top. This enables the spirits to bond to each other and to
elevate FROM ALL THESE CHAMBERS, SO THAT THEY NOW UNITE
and become one spirit, as it is written: "They all have one
spirit" (Kohelet 3:19).

28. The Second Chamber: Hod
This chamber is filled with pure white Light which remains in a state of potential until the interface of the First Chamber acts upon it through our
positive actions and prayers. This white Light then shines through the First Chamber. As it fulfills all our desires, the one Light suddenly becomes
many. A wonderful illustration of this process is visible in nature, when a ray of sunlight strikes a gemstone and refracts into the seven colors of the
rainbow.
73. It is said that the second chamber is "the embodiment of
heavens in purity" (Shemot 24:10). Here can be found a spirit named
Zohar (Splendor), which is always in white, THE COLOR OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM, CALLED WHITE. It cannot mix with
any other color. This is called Etzem (embodiment) and never
changes. The shining of this SPIRIT is not so revealed as that of the
others. It is harder to distinguish, BECAUSE ALL ITS COLORS ARE
INCLUDED IN THE WHITE. This is similar to the hidden part of the
eye, THE BLACK PART, WHEREIN LIES THE ABILITY TO SEE. When
it rolls, it glitters and glows, MEANING THAT WHEN A PERSON
WANTS TO SEE HE ROLLS ALL FOUR COLORS TO A PARTICULAR
DIRECTION AND THERE IS NO OTHER WAY TO SEE. The same
applies TO THIS SPIRIT: IT CANNOT SHINE UNLESS IT ROLLS AND
IT DOES NOT LINGER UPON ANY ONE OF ITS SIDES. THE SPIRIT
ROLLS THEM ALL AND THEY GLITTER UNTIL IT REACHES THE
WHITE THEREIN. IT STANDS THERE, HAVING EXPOSED IN THE
MEANWHILE ITS FOUR SIDES. For when the first spirit, LIVNAT
HASAPIR elevates TO THIS SPIRIT, it revolves it so as to reveal ITS
FULL EMANATIONS, and it THUS RECEIVES ALL ITS FOUR
ASPECTS. THE FIRST SPIRIT connects with the SECOND as through
the white in the eye, MEANING THAT AFTER RECEIVING ITS FOUR
COLORS IT IS ATTACHED SOLELY TO THE WHITE. This is done
through a much fainter color that is shed upon this spirit, THROUGH
THE EMANATION OF THE SPIRIT IN THE THIRD CHAMBER OF
NETZACH THAT SHINES WITH WHITE LIGHT FROM THE SPIRIT OF
THE SECOND CHAMBER. IT IS SO FAINT THAT NO COLOR IS
DISTINGUISHABLE IN IT.
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74. This spirit is empowered to rotate when the lower spirit OF
LIVNAT HASAPIR RISES TO IT. Because the lower light rotates the
light of this spirit, and then it shines. This SPIRIT cannot shine until
the lower SPIRIT connects with it. Then it shines, connected with the
light of the lower SPIRIT that it now contains. ALL ITS
ILLUMINATION IS ATTACHED TO THE LOWER SPIRIT AND NOT TO
ITSELF. THIS IS because it does not change AND ITS EMANATION
REMAINS WHITE, but reveals itself through that rotation only for the
sake of THE LOWER SPIRIT.

75. When this light revolves, another light travels to the left,
revolving and circling with it. This is the inner meaning of writing:
"the joints of your thighs are like jewels, the handiwork of a
crowning craftsman" (Shir Hashirim 7:2). NETZACH AND HOD ARE
CALLED THIGHS AND THEIR LIGHTS ARE DIFFICULT TO REVEAL,
THEY ARE ALWAYS HIDDEN, EXCEPT WHEN THE LOWER SPIRIT
ASCENDS THAT ROLLS IT. THUS, THEY ARE CALLED THE JOINTS
OF THIGHS THAT ARE ALWAYS CONCEALED. Happy is he who
knows how to reveal the lights OF THIS CHAMBER AND ELEVATE
THE SPIRIT OF THE LOWER CHAMBER THAT ROLLS AND
REVEALS THE LIGHTS THEREIN.
76. Another spirit is contained within it, revolving and shining
around it in blue and white. AS THERE ARE TWO SPIRITS IN THE
FIRST CHAMBER, SAPIR AND LEVANA, MALE AND FEMALE, SO
THERE ARE TWO SPIRITS IN THE SECOND CHAMBER. THE MALE
IS NAMED ZOHAR AND THE FEMALE IS CALLED ETZEM. The white
OF THE SPIRIT joins with the white of ETZEM, and the blue OF THE
SPIRIT joins with the red OF LEVANA, located to the left side OF THE
FIRST CHAMBER. They embrace each other, become one, and are
thus called Etzem Hashamayim (the embodiment of heaven). All that
exists below THIS CHAMBER, IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH,
along with all that exists in the lower chamber YESOD, is contained
within the CHAMBER CALLED HOD. And because they are all
contained IN THIS CHAMBER, it is called the embodiment of heaven.
It EMBODIES THE WHOLE EXISTENCE.
77. From the totality of those lights, THROUGH THEIR MATING, the
Seraphim were created. Each has six wings, as is written: "Above it
stood the Seraphim, each one had six wings" (Yeshayah 6:2). They
all have six WINGS, because they originated from THIS CHAMBER
CALLED Etzem Hashamayim (the embodiment of heaven). These
burn all those who do not revere their Master's glory THIS MEANS
THAT HE DEALS WITH THE THREE TOP SFIROT, and it is said that
whoever uses a crown is wiped out, BECAUSE THE SERAPHIM
BURN HIM. And whoever reads and learns the Six Orders of the
Mishnah knows how to arrange and connect with his Master's unity,
as is fitting. It is he who knows how to sanctify his Master's holy
name each day always.

78. And when those lights revolve, they emit the light of one Chayah
AND THAT CHAYAH IS BORN AND stands spanning four Chayot.
Those latter control the former, NAMELY THE SERAPHIM, because
they contain the Seraphim within them. BECAUSE THE CHAYOT
ARE EXTRUDED FROM THE REVOLVING LIGHT, THEY ARE VERY
WELL-BALANCED AND CAN CONTROL THE SERAPHIM AND
SWEETEN THE JUDGMENT AND FIRE IN THEM. When the Chayot
travel, BY FORCE OF THE REVELATION OF THE REVOLVING LIGHT,
the lower Seraphim are vanquished AND RENDERED HARMLESS.
Those are the serpents that evolve from and are born of the Seraph
serpent that caused death to all people of the world, THE ORIGINAL
SERPENT.
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79. Those Chayot are from the face of an eagle and look upon this
higher Chayah above them, which is the supernal eagle, TO
RECEIVE THEIR SUSTENANCE. It is written: "the way of an eagle in
the Shamayim (heavens)" (Mishlei 30:19). THIS ALLUDES TO THE
CHAYAH, CALLED EAGLE, WHICH RESIDES IN THE CHAMBER OF
ETZEM HASHAMAYIM. This spirit NAMED SHAMAYIM (HEAVENS)
controls all, AT THE TIME OF THE REVOLVING OF LIGHT. BUT IF
THE SPIRIT OF ETZEM WAS IN CONTROL, THEN THE FACE OF THE
CHAYAH WOULD BE THAT OF A LION, AS IS THE CHAYAH IN THE
FIRST CHAMBER, WHICH IS WHITE, HAVING THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM. BUT BECAUSE THE PREDOMINANT SPIRIT IS THAT
OF SHAMAYIM WHO IS WHITE AND BLUE, CHESED AND GVURAH,
THE CHAYAH IS IN THE FACE OF AN EAGLE, AN ADMIXTURE OF
CHESED AND GVURAH. FOR THE IMAGE OF CHESED IS A LION,
AND THE IMAGE OF GVURAH IS A BULL.
The Chayah that spans over the four Chayot looks upward
TOWARDS THE SPIRIT NAMED SHAMAYIM and the Chayot look
upon that SUPERNAL CHAYAH FOR THEIR SUSTENANCE.
80. When those CHAYOT travel, AS WHEN THE REVOLVING LIGHT
SHINES IN THEM, many hosts are shaken. Some shine because of
them, and some are broken loose from where they stand. The
radiance OF THE CHAYOT burns them with fire and later they are
restored. All THE LOWER HOSTS slide under this supernal Chayah
and find refuge under its wings so as to be included in it above.

81. These four Chayot rise when the spirit ETZEM HASHAMAYIM
shines within the SUPERNAL Chayah. Each and every Chayah has
four wheels. One wheel points east and three pedestals support it;
all face THE CHAYAH THAT IS IN the center OF THE FOUR WHEELS.
One faces west and also has three pedestals that face TOWARD THE
CHAYAH IN the center, and the same is true for the wheels of the
south and north. The movement of all twelve pedestals OF EACH
CHAYAH is controlled by THE CHAYAH IN the middle OF THEIR
WHEELS AND NOT TO ANY OF THE SIDES OF THE WHEELS THEY
SUPPORT. The CHAYAH in the middle closes up and opens,
CREATING AND CONTROLLING ALL OF THE EMANATIONS OF
LIGHT. While traveling, each wheel can be clearly heard throughout
the firmaments.

82. The four Chayot interlink, and the Ofanim below IN THE FIRST
CHAMBER penetrate the Chayot of THE SECOND CHAMBER above,
which are included within one another. This spirit, which is included
within the spirits BELOW IN THE FIRST CHAMBER, glows and
ascends to THE THIRD CHAMBER above. There it connects with the
desire of a righteous man while reciting his prayer. When a prayer
goes up and enters the SECOND chamber, it elevates all IN
EXISTENCE IN BOTH THE FIRST AND SECOND CHAMBERS with it
and all intermix until they are included in this spirit. This spirit now
travels, empowered by the desire of the unifications of the prayer.
The prayer unifies all until they reach the third chamber and mix with
it as the first ones. They mix as fire with water and water with fire, air
with earth, earth with air, east with west, west with east, north with
south, and south with north. Similarly those here intermingle and
intertwine. And many hosts and camps descend, mix, and shine
upon those lower ANGELS until they glow upon a Planet called
Tzedek (Jupiter). On Jupiter, many of the governing ministers of the
world stand, WHO RECEIVE THIS RADIANCE, AND SUSTAIN THE
WORLD.
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83. And when this spirit, containing and contained by all THOSE
LOWER THAN IT rises, enters the third chamber and connects with
the spirit inside the pillar that stands erect in the middle OF THE
CHAMBER, then all is complete as it should be until this point. All
become as if one spirit that contains all and is complemented by all
as was stated before "and they all have one spirit" (Kohelet 3:19).
Here is the secret of 'bowing in order to reach full cleavage with his
Master.'

29. The Third Chamber: Netzach
This chamber holds Light in its purest form--Light that is unseen and not yet manifest. Sunlight in the vacuum of space is the clearest illustration of
this Kabbalistic truth. Because they lack a physical object to reflect and reveal the Light, the photons of sunlight remain imperceptible to the naked
eye. This is why darkness surrounds the earth even though the sun's rays are continually streaming. Sunlight only illuminates when it strikes the
physical atmosphere.
84. The third chamber contains the spirit called Noga (Venus or
brightness), the purest and cleanest of all THE LOWER SPIRITS. No
color is distinguishable therein, neither white nor green nor black
nor red. Thus, it is called Tohar (purity), being purer and cleaner than
all those lower than it. But although it is purer than all the others, ITS
EMANATION is not visible until the lower SPIRITS OF THE SECOND
CHAMBER rotate WITH THE LIGHT, cling to it, and penetrate it. After
the lower ones enter it, it shows its light and does not retain any of
the colors OF THE LOWER SPIRITS THAT HAVE ENTERED IT.
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85. When this spirit is completed by the lower ones THAT HAVE
GONE UP TO IT, it emanates from within it one light composed of
three lights, THOSE OF THE CHAMBERS, NETZACH, HOD, AND
YESOD. Two of those lights, THOSE OF THE LOWER CHAMBERS
HOD AND YESOD, go up, come down, and glitter, BUT THE HIGHER
LIGHT OF NETZACH GOES UP AND DOES NOT COME DOWN.
And within this glitter there can be seen 22 different lights that
become one light. THE LIGHTS THAT HAVE BECOME ONE go up
and enter the SUPERNAL light OF THE CHAMBER OF NETZACH and
that light contains them.
86. THE SPIRIT IN THIS CHAMBER does not shine except when the
lower lights OF THE LOWER CHAMBERS elevate to it and the desire
in the prayer OF THE RIGHTEOUS supports them all. Then the light
MENTIONED EARLIER is born from within the spirit, and from it
emanate two glittering lights, which appear in the manner of the 22
letters of Torah. These lights then reunite with the light THAT
BROUGHT THEM FORTH.

87. These lower lights are all included in the 22 emanations, as well
as in the one light THAT GAVE BIRTH TO THOSE 22 LIGHTS. This
light is included in this spirit TO WHICH THEY GAVE BIRTH. This
spirit stands in this third chamber. And it does not rest until it
reaches the fourth chamber, TIFERET, unto which it desires to
ascend.

88. The lights that emanate from that spirit join together as one when
they glitter. When the TWO LIGHTS OF THE CHAMBERS OF HOD
AND YESOD extend from the one light OF NETZACH, they press
UPON THE VEIL, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "BINDING BY
STRIKING." They do this, so as to glow, REFLECT THE RETURNING
LIGHT, AND ENCASE THE DIRECT LIGHT BEING DRAWN DOWN.
From those two lights a holy and great Chayah is born. The figure of
this Chayah is similar to that of the rest of the Chayot FROM THE
FIRST AND SECOND CHAMBERS, FROM WHICH CAME THE TWO
LIGHTS THAT GAVE BIRTH TO THIS CHAYAH. THIS CHAYAH HAS
the face of a lion FROM THE FIRST CHAMBER and the face of an
eagle FROM THE SECOND. These faces are combined and formed
into one shape. THIS MEANS THAT BOTH THE FACE OF THE LION
AND THE FACE OF THE EAGLE COMBINE TOGETHER TO FORM
THE FACE OF THIS ONE CHAYAH.
THERE IS NO DEFINITE FACE EVIDENT IN THE CHAYAH TO REMIND
US OF THE CHAMBER OF NETZACH, BECAUSE THERE IS NO
DEFINITE COLOR WITHIN THIS SPIRIT. NO SHAPE CAN BE
DISTINGUISHED IN IT, BECAUSE THE LIGHT OF NETZACH DOES
NOT HAVE TO TRAVEL WITH THE TWO LIGHTS IN ORDER TO
SHINE.
89. Beneath this Chayah, there are four supernal Ofanim, having the
appearance of chrysolite, embroidered with four colors: RED,
WHITE, GREEN, AND BLACK. They include six billion lights. Each of
the four Ofanim has eight wings and the aspects of these Ofanim
emanate from the light of the Chayah that controls them FROM
ABOVE. And when the light OF THE CHAYAH shines, THAT IS,
WHEN THE REVOLVING LIGHT SHINES IN THEM, all these hosts
come out.
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90. And these four OFANIM underneath THE CHAYAH face the four
winds of the worldEAST, WEST, NORTH, AND SOUTH. Each one has
four faces. With two faces they look toward the Chayah ABOVE
THEM. They conceal the other two faces with their wings to protect
them from the brightness of the lights shining upon them which they
cannot withstand.

91. And whenever these OFANIM travel, it is as the first ones travel.
Each travels on four wheels and twelve supports, SIMILAR TO THE
MANNER OF THOSE OF THE CHAMBER OF YESOD. WHENEVER
THE REVOLVING LIGHT SHINES WITHIN THEM, many hosts and
camps are made from their sweat. They all sing songs of praise and
never stop doing so. These hosts are innumerable.

92. There are four portals to this chamber, and they face the four
winds of the world. There are ten ministers in charge of each portal.
And because of the desire of pure prayer, those who are present in
the lower chambers, YESOD AND HOD, and the chambers
themselves elevate TO THIS CHAMBER, and all THE MINISTERS
create openings IN THIS CHAMBER for them. One becomes included
in the other, and one is entangled in the other, AND ALL
CONGREGATE EACH WITHIN THE OTHER. Ministers congregate
within each other, hosts within each other, Ofanim congregate within
Chayot, and Chayot congregate within Ofanim, and in those Ofanim,
lights mix with other lightsTHAT IS, REVEALED FACES MIX WITH
CONCEALED FACES, and spirit mixes with spirit until all are
included within the spirit OF THIS CHAMBER.

93. In this chamber there is a place which looks like glittering gold.
THIS IS THE PLACE WHERE ALL THE SWEETENED JUDGMENTS
CALLED 'GOLD' COLLECT, AND THE RADIANCE OF THEIR
REFLECTED LIGHT IS CALLED 'GLITTER.' In this chamber, many
hosts and armies of angels are kept. These angels do not ascend.
They are not adorned IN THE UPPER CHAMBERS, WHERE THEY
COULD RECEIVE THE LIGHT OF THE TOP THREE SFIROT CALLED
'CROWNS' OR 'ADORNMENTS.' THESE ANGELS ALWAYS STAY IN
THEIR PLACES IN THIS CHAMBER until all the levels
interconnectTHAT IS, UNTIL THEY ARE INCLUDED WITHIN AND
UNITE WITH ONE ANOTHER. Then this chamber, NETZACH, moves
to be adorned BY THE TOP THREE SFIROT. Then THE ANGELS
leave their places, filled with judgment TOWARD THE
PROSECUTORS OF YISRAEL. HENCE YISRAEL CAN RECEIVE THE
SUSTENANCE OF THE TOP THREE SFIROT WITHOUT FEAR OF
INTERVENTION FROM OUTSIDERS. THOSE ANGELS are called
protectors, BECAUSE THEY PROTECT YISRAEL. They are
emissaries to the administrators of justice who reside in the fourth
chamber. THEY ARE COMMISSIONED TO JUDGE THE ACTIONS OF
THE LOWER LEVELS ON THE SIDE OF EITHER MERIT OR DEMERIT.
AND AFTER YISRAEL IS ACQUITTED BY THE COURT, IT IS PASSED
ON TO THESE EMISSARIES FOR PROTECTION. Suspended from the
four sides of this place are six billion guardians of the gold in every
direction. Below them are sixty GUARDIANS OF GOLD, surrounding
them in rows.
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94. Those guardians do battle with the emissaries of judgment in the
world outside THE CHAMBER using swords and spears, AND
BURNING THEM. THEY BURN THEM UNTIL THE LIGHT OF all levels,
in the lower levels, reaches the planet Maadim (Mars), FROM WHERE
THE ACTIONS REACH THIS WORLD. And then the chamber elevates
TO THE FOURTH CHAMBER, where it is adorned by the spirit and
the hosts therein. This place, TOGETHER WITH ITS PROTECTORS
AND ITS GUARDIANS OF GOLD, remains in its place, AND DOES
NOT ELEVATE WITH THE CHAMBER. This place is called the
couriers' compartment, because the emissaries therein run to
finalize the judgments and punishments TO THE ENEMIES OF
YISRAEL in every direction on earth. THEY RUN AND MAKE HASTE
TO FULFILL THEIR ERRANDS, BECAUSE THEY MAY ONLY
DESTROY THE TORMENTORS AND PROTECT YISRAEL WHILE THE
CHAMBER IS ELEVATING TO THE HIGHER CHAMBER. AT OTHER
TIMES, THEY ARE LOCKED IN AND CANNOT LEAVE.
95. With the ascension of prayer, all the lights and hosts travel,
connect, and intertwine to form a unity until the spirit OF THE
LOWER CHAMBER adheres to the spirit OF THE HIGHER CHAMBER,
and they become one. They enter the CENTRAL pillar OF THE
CHAMBER and elevate through it to be included in the spirit of the
fourth chamber ABOVE THEM. Joyful is he who knows the secret of
his Master and raises his banner where he ought to.

96. Come and behold: ALL THE LEVELS must complement each
other and be lit one by the other, until they all elevate to that place
that needs perfection. They elevate first from below TO
COMPLEMENT THIS SUPERNAL PLACE and then descend TO
COMPLEMENT THE LOWER LEVELS. Hence, perfection prevails in
all directions, and all are made whole as it should be.

97. He who knows these secrets and brings about such perfection,
adheres to his Master and cancels all terrible decrees. He crowns his
Master, BY DRAWING LIGHT FROM THE TOP THREE SFIROT DOWN
TO ZEIR ANPIN and brings blessings to the world. Such a man is
called 'righteous, pillar of the world,' BECAUSE THE WHOLE WORLD
IS PRESERVED AND SUSTAINED FOR HIS SAKE. His prayer is never
returned unanswered. His rightful place is in the world to come, and
he is counted among the faithful IN THE WORLD.

98. Come and behold: These chambers. Chayot, hosts, lights, and
spirits all need each other so that THE UPPER LEVELS can be
completed BY THE ELEVATION OF MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS), and so that, consequently, THE LOWER WORLDS can be
completed BY DRAWING MAYIN DUCHRIN (MALE WATERS) from
above. These chambers cling to one another.
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99. They all cling to one another like the colors of the eye. And all
that is included within them is like the sight seen through the hidden
part OF THE EYE, when the eye rolls FROM ONE SIDE TO THE
OTHER. Then can be seen the glittering splendor, which cannot be
detected during this rolling of the spirit that governs all THAT IS IN
THIS CHAMBER. That is why they stand, one level upon the other
THAT IS, EACH LEVEL DEPENDS ON THE OTHER until all are
adorned appropriately.

100. Come and behold: If it were not for those colors in the eye, as
seen when the eye is shut and rolling, those shining colors would
not be seen. And if it were not for these SHINING colors, the hidden
part OF THE EYE that governs all would not be functional for sight.
Everything depends upon everything else and connects with
everything else.

101. When they are all contained as one in the third chamber, and
the desire of prayer elevates them to be crowned in the fourth
chamber, then all become oneone desire and one connection. This is
the aspect of bowing down, of finding favor with one's Master.

30. The Fourth Chamber: Gvurah
This Chamber represents the intelligence and will that directs and determines where Light will manifest in our physical world.
102. The Fourth Chamber: This chamber is different from all other
chambers. It contains four chambers one within the other, yet all are
one chamber.
The spirit who inhabits this chamber is named Zechut (merit),
because here all the liabilities of the inhabitants of the world are
transformed into merits. Zechut takes all, AND HE WHO ATTAINS IT
CAN FIND GOOD FAVOR FOR HIMSELF AND THE WHOLE WORLD.

103. From this spirit, ZECHUT, seventy lights radiate. They all glitter
simultaneously, shining in circles, not spreading out TO SHINE
DOWNWARD like other LIGHTS. THOSE LIGHTS cling to one another
and shine within each other BECAUSE THEY HAVE FAMILIARITY OF
FORM. THEY SHINE WITHIN EACH OTHER BECAUSE THEY MINGLE
TO SHINE AS ONE. THEY CLING TO EACH OTHER BECAUSE THEY
NEED EACH OTHER TO SHINE. IF ONE IS MISSING, NONE CAN
SHINE. All the merits of the world are before those lights. THIS
MEANS THAT THROUGH THEIR LIGHT, IT IS SEEN HOW THE
FAULTS OF THE WORLD ARE TURNED INTO MERITS. From the
totality OF THOSE SEVENTY LIGHTS, two lights emanate, are
counted as one, and stand before them always.
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104. Opposed to those SEVENTY LIGHTS, there are seventy
ADMINISTERS OF JUDGMENT IN THE WORLD. THEY encircle these
four chambers FROM THE OUTSIDE, but those seventy lights and
those two lights that stand before them are innermost. This is the
inner meaning of, "your belly is a heap of wheat surrounded by
lilies" (Shir Hashirim 7:3). "YOUR BELLY" ALLUDES TO THE
INNERMOST, BECAUSE THE BOWELS ARE INSIDE THE BODY.
CHITIM (WHEAT) ALLUDES TO CHATAIM (SINS), NAMELY THE
FAULTS THAT ARE TURNED INTO MERITS IN THE SECRETS OF
THE SAID SEVENTY-TWO LIGHTS, WHICH ARE IN THE INNERMOST
PART OF THE FOUR CHAMBERS. IT THEREFORE SAYS OF THEM
"YOUR BELLY IS A HEAP OF WHEAT." THESE ARE SURROUNDED
BY LILIES, WHICH ALLUDE TO THE JUDGES WHO ARE THE
APPOINTED MINISTERS, RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL THE JUDGMENTS
IN THE WORLD. THE SEVENTY MINISTERS STAND IN OPPOSITION
TO THE SEVENTY-TWO LIGHTS. THIS IS BECAUSE ALL
PUNISHMENT COMES FROM THE SEVENTY MINISTERS, BUT THEY
ARE NOT FREE TO PUNISH, EXCEPT SO AS TO SERVE THE
SEVENTY LIGHTS IN THEIR PREPARATION OF THE LOWER LEVELS
FOR RECEIVING THEIR MAJESTIC REVELATION.
105. Before the SEVENTY lights stand all the merits and actions of
the people to be judged. THE SEVENTY LIGHTS ARE THE SECRET
OF THE SUPERNAL COURTHOUSE, WHICH JUDGES PEOPLE. The
two lights STANDING BEFORE THEM give evidence OF PEOPLE'S
ACTIONS. Because, as is written: "Those seven are the eyes of
Hashem; they roam around the earth" (Zecharyah 4:10). 'EYES'
ALLUDE TO SUPERVISION. THERE ARE SEVEN ATTRIBUTES OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT TO MAKE PEOPLE BEFITTING TO RECEIVE THE
SUPERNAL PLEASURE AND DELIGHT. Therefore, the image of all
that transpires in the world (GOOD OR BAD) is imprinted by the very
deed and the very merit, and they are preserved and upheld FOR
ETERNITY. THIS MEANS THAT NO DEED IS LOST IN THE WORLD,
BE IT GOOD OR EVIL. EACH ACTION IS RECORDED IN ITS
MANNER, AS IS QUOTED, "THE SEVEN EYES OF HASHEM." The two
lights watch and see each action and give evidence before the
seventy lights, WHICH ARE THE UPPER COURTHOUSE. AFTER
HEARING THEM OUT, the seventy LIGHTS pass judgment and issue
decrees for good or for bad. This chamber is a place of merit. The
judgment mentioned above is not revealed here, but in the
abundance that flows from the 70 lights that are received below.
There is revealed the bad, but here, in this chamber, there is only
merit.
106. IN THIS CHAMBER, the spirit ZECHUT has imprinted the three
letters Yud-Hei-Vav. When the letters YUD-HEI-VAV cling to the
place, THE MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS PLACE AND DESIGNATED
BY THE LOWER HEI as the mating of male and female, THEN THE
LETTERS are imprinted on THE SPIRIT and do not depart from there.
Then another ray of light extends and radiates in four directions.
This light also extends three other LIGHTS, NAMELY CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, AND TIFERET, which are the three courthouses where
judgements are passed in world affairs AND NONCRIMINAL
TRANSGRESSIONS. Here, judgments are passed regarding richness
and poverty, illnesses and health, and other worldly affairs.
One chamber is set aside for the first seventy LIGHTS and is the
innermost OF THE FOUR CHAMBERS OF THE FOURTH CHAMBER.
There are three OUTER CHAMBERS for the three other COURT
ASSEMBLIES.
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107. Zechut elevates and, containing all the lower LIGHTS AND THE
OTHER THREE LIGHTS, produces one fiery holy Chayah. It has eyes,
similar to those of humans, to supervise the thousands upon
thousands and tens of thousands armies of administrators of
justice. The latter take the verdicts FROM THE COURT and by
opening or closing CHANNELS OF SUSTENANCE carry out
sentences to the world.

108. Below this Chayah four Seraphim glow as buds on flowers, and
sparks of fire erupt from them. Each has seventy-two wheels that are
burning with fire. When they travel, they leave behind a river of fire.
Thousands upon thousands OF ANGELS serve that fire, and from
these THOUSANDS OF THOUSANDS many armies emerge. When the
wheels travel, myriads upon myriads are born and stand in the fire.
Below the second chamber, angels sing, try to come close, and are
burned.

109. The ministers who are charged with managing the world receive
their appointment from here. THE APPOINTMENT COMES from the
spirit ZECHUT, who has been branded with the letters YUD-HEI-VAV.
From here they are removed from the world and sentenced by this
fire that extends FROM THE NAHAR DINUR (RIVER OF FIRE).
Sentencing is delivered from this chamber because it has been
branded with the three letters YUD-HEI-VAV, within which the spirit
is enclosed. This Chayah brings forth innumerable armies and hosts.

110. All the judgments of the world, whether good or bad, come from
this chamber, except for those three pertaining to children,
longevity, and sustenance. No permission is given to judge these
here. They depend on that supernal River CALLED DIKNA (BEARD)
OF ARICH ANPIN, OR SUPERNAL MAZAL (DESTINY), from which the
lights OF CHILDREN, LONGEVITY, AND SUSTENANCE extend. And
everything depends on it alone.
From the middle of this chamber there is one specific location where
the supernal spirit OF THE FIFTH CHAMBER is received by the spirit.
This location ascends through them.
111. This chamber has twelve portals. At each portal can be found
those officials and ministers who notify below of the judgments that
are to be brought down. As is written:, "He cried aloud and said cut
down the tree and cut off its branches" (Daniel 4:11). ALL THE
ANNOUNCEMENTS COME FROM HERE.

112. And those announcements OF THE OFFICIALS AND MINISTERS
are received by the winged ones until the firmament of Chama (sun)
is notified. And when the sun shines UPON THE EARTH, the
announcements are released from the sun, and roam the world until
they reach the serpent of the firmament. All the planets of the
firmament are frozen within the sun, which stands in the middle of
the firmament.
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113. The officials below and those in charge over the serpent hear
that, and from them it is spread throughout the world.
COME AND SEE: IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FIRMAMENT THERE IS
ASSEMBLED A BRIGHT TRAIL, WHICH IS THE SERPENT OF THE
FIRMAMENT. ALL THE HARDLY NOTICEABLE STARS ARE HEAPED
TOGETHER IN IT. IT IS CALLED THE MILKY WAY BY
ASTRONOMERS BECAUSE THE CONCENTRATION OF STARS
LOOKS LIKE MILK. THOSE STARS ARE IN CHARGE OF THE
SECRETIVE ACTIONS OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE WORLD. THE
SERPENT IN THE FIRMAMENT IN WHICH ALL THE STARS ARE
FROZEN REFERS TO THE MILKY WAY, IN WHICH ALL THE STARS
ARE FROZEN AND DO NOT MOVE.
From the serpent in the firmament AN ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE
AND spread in the world. Even spirits, demons, and birds of the sky
relay those announcements to the world. WHEN THE VERDICTS
HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT, the ministers close the portals. The
spirit here does not go up to the SUPERNAL spirit OF THE FIFTH
CHAMBER UNTIL all the spirits in the lower CHAMBERS become one
with this spirit here. All THE SPIRITS are embraced within each other
until they become one. THEN THE SPIRIT HERE RISES UP WITH
THEM TO THE FIFTH CHAMBER AND IS EMBRACED BY THE SPIRIT
THEREIN.
114. When a man lies in his sickbed, he is sentenced either to life or
to death. Life depends UPON THE SUPERNAL RIVER above and not
upon THE CHAMBER ZECHUT. Indeed, if one is sentenced to life,
one is given life from the upper RIVER CALLED MAZAL; if MAZAL
does not grant one life, one does not live. Joyful is the state of he
who adheres to his Master and can enter and leave THIS CHAMBER
AS HE WISHES. Here, IN THIS CHAMBER, a prostration is practiced
where his face touches the ground so as to subdue the judgment. Of
this chamber it is written: "El of truth and without iniquity" (Devarim
32:4).

31. The Fifth Chamber: Chesed
This is the highest chamber, for it is composed of pure love. Whenever Love is generated and made manifest in our physical world, it becomes a
vessel. This vessel then awakens the Light of this Chamber. It begins flowing through the entire system and into our own realm.
115. The fifth chamber is the chamber illuminated by lightning. A
spirit NAMED BARAK (LIGHTNING) dwells here, shining and
illuminating the lower ones. Barak comprehends, opens and closes,
and shines in every direction. From this shining extends a ray of
light with a purple appearance, but it actually contains the colors,
white, black, red and green. The colors mix with each otherthe white
is embroidered with the red, the black with the green, and the white
with the black. From them a Chayah is embroidered containing ALL
THE COLORS, BUT MAINLY green and red. It has the face of a
human and includes all shapes.
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116. From this CHAYAH, four pedestals are produced which are
larger Chayot than those below. One is called Ofan, WHICH IS THE
MALCHUT ALONE, and is two. THEY CLING TO EACH OTHER,
because when one is observed, the other shines within it. They
adhere to and penetrate one another. ONE GOES INSIDE THE FIRST,
and they are perceived as the four heads of the four winds of the
world. Yet all four are one body as is written: "ofan (a wheel) in the
middle of an ofan" (Yechezkel 1:16). All FOUR DIRECTIONS are
connected with each other, as is the case with the upper Chayot OF
THIS CHAYAH, they never separate. The four colors embroidered IN
THE CHAYAH embrace each other and are drawn toward the four
directions. Because of this, it appears that when the Chayah travels,
it travels to two directions, BINAH AND MALCHUT, THE
EMBODIMENTS OF THE FOUR DIRECTIONS.

117. The spirit of Barak is composed of two spirits. First, the spirit of
lightning, which produces the Chayah DESCRIBED ABOVE, WHICH
CONTAINS all those mentioned lights. A second spirit, called the
blazing spirit, extends from Barak and shines.

118. From this BLAZING SPIRIT extend two lights that are really four
DIRECTIONS, AS DISCUSSED ABOVE. These lights, which are
constantly changing their appearance, are called: "the bright blade
of a revolving sword" (Beresheet 3:24). These lights change and turn
into the edge of a sword. These LIGHTS stand above THE LIGHTS IN
the lower chamber, CALLED THE CHAMBER OF MERIT (ZECHUT).
The blade of the sword is situated above the seventy lights of the
court assembly IN THE CHAMBER OF MERIT. From this we learn that
a sword is hung above the heads of the judges.

119. The bright blade of the sword, which is the lights of the left side,
produces another Chayah that stands above four OFANIM who are
unstable. THEY CANNOT RADIATE OUTWARD, BUT JUST TWINKLE,
BECAUSE they are two to the right and two to the left. And when the
spirit of this Chayah enters the FOUR UNSTABLE ONES, WHEN IT
TRAVELS ON HER FOUR OFANIM, two blazing sparks come out of
them. The sparks leave this chamber and constantly change. They
are sometimes female and sometimes male. Sometimes they are
spirits and sometimes they are holy angels.

120. Why? Because when this Chayah was embraced by the first
Chayah, WHICH CAME OUT OF BARAK, the strength of the
entwinement created an eternal spark that never extinguishes. This
SPARK roams after the two sparks described above.
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121. Now they are males, and they perform their mission in the
world, but are extinguished before they are finished. Then the spark
strikes them, shines upon them, and renews them as before. Now,
they are females, BECAUSE THEY RECEIVE FROM THE SPARK THE
EMANATION OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS CONSIDERED FEMALE, and
they go out and float around. Before they end their mission, they are
extinguished. WHEN THEY RADIATE FROM THE RIGHT, THEY ARE
CALLED SPIRITS AND THEY ROAM. BUT WHEN THEY TOUCH UPON
THE LEFT, THEY ARE CALLED ANGELS AND ARE EXTINGUISHED.
But the spark then strikes and shines upon them AGAIN, and they
are renewed as before. AND SO IT IS EVERY TIME THEY ARE
EXTINGUISHED. For this spark comprises THEM all, and consists of
the four appearances. Thus, those TWO SPARKS THAT RECEIVE
FROM HIM change continuously into the four appearances, MALES,
FEMALES, SPIRITS, AND ANGELS.
122. This LOWER spirit is included in the other SUPERNAL spirit, as
we said, and both appear as one. Unlike the first ones, which when
included, one with the other, appear as one, these are
distinguishable. They coexist in love and are composed of all the
lower CHAMBERS.
Although they appear as two SPIRITS, they are one. And when one
spirit expands within the other, they lovingly include all the lower
SPIRITS, as it is written: "Your two breasts are like two young roes
who are twins and feed among the lilies" (Shir Hashirim 4:5).

123. When those two spirits expand and lovingly fill each other, this
chamber again becomes the chamber of Ahava (Love). The chamber
of love is always stable and hidden from all within the innermost
secrets, except those who seek to cling to it. This is as written:
"there I will give you my love" (Shir Hashirim 7:12).

124. Later, when the two spirits that are one shine, innumerable
thousands and tens of thousands of different hosts emerge from
them. Some are called mandrakes, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET
MEANING OF "THE MANDRAKES GIVE A FRAGRANCE" (SHIR
HASHIRIM 7:14); some are called vines, ACCORDING TO THE
SECRET MEANING OF "LET US SEE IF THE VINE HAS
FLOWERED" (SHIR HASHIRIM 7:13); and others are called
pomegranates, AS IS THE SECRET OF "AND THE POMEGRANATES
BUD FORTH." The hosts come forth from the spirits, until some of
the hosts outside THE CHAMBER reach the planet Noga (Venus).
AND FROM THIS PLANET, THE LOWER PLANETS DRAW DOWN
SUSTENANCE. AFTER THE INTERMIXING OF THOSE SPIRITS, they
are bound by love and never separate. This is as it is written: "If a
man would give all the substance of his house for love, it would be
utterly ridiculed." (Shir Hashirim 8:7). Here, one bows one's head
and spreads one's hands to cleave to his Master's love.

32. The Sixth Chamber: Tiferet
Herein lies the source of all desires. Desire is the vital component and engine which draws the Light. Without desire, the Light remains in a state of
potential. Actions alone are not enough to arouse and draw in Light. According to Kabbalah, every action must be coupled with an active desire to
receive the Light. Desires can be either positive or negative. A negative desire for Light arouses the energy, but it will be utilized for evil purposes.
Just as electrical current can be applied for both positive and destructive means, our intent and desire determines how Light will be revealed in our
world.
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125. The sixth chamber is called the chamber of Ratzon (desire).
Here dwells the spirit called Chut Hashani (thread of scarlet), about
which it is written: "your lips are like a thread of scarlet" (Shir
Hashirim 4:3). All the lower spirits chase Ratzon in an effort to catch
him and cleave to him with a loving kiss.

126. This spirit consists of six, and is sustained by six. It comprises
the six chambers below it and is sustained by six above it. This
spirit, therefore, produces twelve lights. EACH LIGHT includes all the
upper and the lower six. These twelve lights are happy to elevate
higher, as well as to receive the lower ones.

127. This is the chamber of Ratzon, being the overall desire. And he
who forms connections, THAT IS, UNIFIES and elevates THE LOWER
CHAMBERS up to this chamber, draws good will (desire) from
Hashem, with love. Into this chamber, Moshe was gathered TO HIS
PEOPLE with love. He was kissed with the kiss of love, AS IS
WRITTEN: "AND MOSHE, THE SERVANT OF HASHEM, DIED HERE
IN THE LAND OF MOAV, ACCORDING TO THE MOUTH (WORD) OF
HASHEM" (DEVARIM 34:5). THIS IS THE SECRET MEANING OF THE
KISS OF LOVE. This is called the chamber of Moshe. This spirit is
the spirit of love, the spirit of unison. It draws love to every part,
AND THE TWELVE LIGHTS WITHIN THE SPIRIT RISE AND GLOW.
128. And the twelve lights OF THE SPIRIT rise and glow. From their
shining, four holy Chayot are produced. These Chayot, which are the
true manifestations of love, are called the "great Chayot." They
embrace the smaller Chayot and contain them, as is said: "both
small and great Chayot" (Tehilim 104:25).

129. The GREAT CHAYOT contain one another in all four directions,
just as the four segments of a walnut are included IN THE FRUIT
ITSELF. THIS MEANS THAT EACH OF THE FOUR HAS FOUR PARTS
IN IT. THAT IS, THEY ARE FROM THE POSITION OF CHEST
UPWARD, WHERE THE MATING TAKES PLACE AND THE FACE OF
MAN IS IN EFFECT. Hence, this chamber is called the garden of
walnuts, as it is written: "I went down into the garden of
walnuts" (Shir Hashirim 6:11). What is the garden of walnuts? THE
REFERENCE IS TO THAT "for the sake of the garden of walnuts I
went down" (Shir Hashirim 6:11) to the chamber of Ahava, to cleave
into one the male and the female.
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130. Those four GREAT CHAYOT are divided into twelve, three for
each side OF THE FOUR SIDES (DIRECTIONS), and all of the lower
CHAMBERS are contained within them. THE TWELVE LIGHTS
INCLUDE SIX FROM THE CHAMBER ITSELF AND SIX FROM THE
LOWER VESSELS, WHICH HAVE ELEVATED TO BE INCLUDED IN IT.
THE SAME EFFECT IS PRODUCED IN THE CHAYOT: THE SIX
LIGHTS OF THE CHAMBER PRODUCE FOUR GREAT CHAYOT,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. EACH ONE
OF THE FOUR GREAT CHAYOT HAS FOUR SIDES. HENCE, THERE
ARE SIXTEEN LIGHTS. AND THE SIX LIGHTS EMANATING FROM
THE LOWER CHAMBERS PRODUCE THE TWELVE SMALL CHAYOT.
EACH OF THESE CHAYOT CONTAINS ONLY THREE ASPECTS,
BEING FROM THE POSITION OF THE CHEST DOWNWARD. And
within THESE SMALL CHAYOT, spirits are contained in spirits and
lights within lights. All are contained within the other, until they
become one. And then, AFTER ALL THE LOWER ONES UNITE, the
spirit includes them all. It thus ENCOMPASSES THE TWELVE
LIGHTS, WHICH IN TURN ARE INCLUDED WITHIN THE FOUR GREAT
AND TWELVE SMALL CHAYOT, AND THE TWELVE SMALL CHAYOT
INCLUDE ALL THE LOWER ONES, AS PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED.
THE SPIRIT rises WITH THEM to be adorned by the supernal spirit
called Shamayim (heaven), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN
OF ATZILUT, AS ZEIR ANPIN IS THE SECRET OF THE RUACH OF
ATZILUT AND IS CALLED 'HEAVEN.' It invites him to be united with
him. And when all those from below are attached to him, it says, "Let
him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth" (Shir Hashirim 1:1). Then
there is the joy of uniting a spirit with a spirit. THAT IS, THE SPIRIT
OF DESIRE, WHICH INCLUDES ALL THE LOWER ONES, JOINS WITH
THE SPIRIT OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED 'HEAVEN,' to complement each other. This union results in
perfection. BY UNITING ALL OF THE LOWER CHAMBERS, THE
SPIRIT BECOMES WHOLE, BOTH WITH CHASSADIM AND
CHOCHMAH.
131. The spirit OF RATZON connects with THE SPIRIT OF ATZILUT,
CALLED SHAMAYIN, and each complements the other WITH THE
EMANATIONS OF CHOCHMAH. They are lit by each other THROUGH
THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, and perfection ensues. All of this
happens when the desire of a righteous man reciting his prayers
elevates all OF THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH to this place IN THE
WORLD OF ATZILUT, for the sake of lovingly joining them together.
Then each of the spirits, all of the chambers that are contained
within the SPIRIT CALLED RATZON (DESIRE), and each and every
spirit or chamber contained in ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT, CALLED
Shamayim, picks the chamber and spirit most suitable for it to
connect with and to be complemented by. Through this unification,
the sixth spirit, called Ratzon, elevates all OF THE LIGHTS AND
SPIRITS IN THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH TO THE LIGHTS AND
SPIRITS IN ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT.

132. Thus connect EVERY ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH EVERY
CORRESPONDING ASPECT OF THE CHAMBERS. Shamayim,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, or the supernal holy spirit therein, receives
the UPPER chamber and the upper spirit called Ratzon, so that they
can kiss, connect with, and complement each other. This is the
concealed meaning of "and Ya'akov kissed Rachel" (Beresheet
29:11). YA'AKOV IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND RACHEL IS
THE NUKVA CONTAINING ALL OF THE CHAMBERS THAT
ELEVATED TO ATZILUT.
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133. Hence, Avraham, who is the Right COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED CHESED, takes this spirit, called Ahava (love), and causes
them to connect and embrace each other. This is evident in the
words, "I know that you are a beautiful woman" (Beresheet 12:11).
And the beauty of a woman lies in her breasts, NAMELY IN THE
FIFTH CHAMBER SIGNIFYING BREASTS.

134. Yitzchak, who is the Left COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
GVURAH, takes the chamber of courthouses, WHICH IS THE
FOURTH CHAMBER, from where comes all the judgments, and joins
it with Zechut. They connect with and complete each other, and they
are one, as should be.
The other prophets BESIDE MOSHE, NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, connect the two chambers containing the two
spirits of Noga (brightness) and Zohar (splendor), as it is written:
"the joints of your thighs are like jewels" (Shir Hashirim 7:1),
BECAUSE THE TWO CHAMBERS ARE CONTAINED IN NETZACH
AND HOD OF THE NUKVA AND ARE LIKE THIGHS, WHICH connect
with each other to be one.
135. Yosef the righteous, the pillar of the world, NAMELY YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, takes the chamber of Sapir and the spirit called Livnat
Hasapir. Because it is written: "And beneath his feet as if it were a
paved work of sapphire (Livnat Hasapir)" (Shemot 24:10), ONE
MIGHT THINK THAT LIVNAT HASAPIR IS BENEATH YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, BEYOND HIS GRADE. Nevertheless, "BENEATH HIS FEET"
was said for the honor of the King, but it certainly is YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT TAKES THE CHAMBER OF LIVNAT HASAPIR.
Furthermore, this pillar, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, takes
more. This is a highly secret matter TO EXPOUND ON, because HE
TAKES in the seventh chamber. Now the levels OF ZEIR ANPIN are
linked WITH THE LEVELS OF THE CHAMBERS, and the two
complete one another. All is as should be, and hence "Hashem is
Elohim" (I Melachim 18:39). THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, BECOMES ONE WITH THE NUKVA,
CALLED ELOHIM, IN SUCH A WAY THAT YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI IS
ELOHIM. Joyous is the portion in this world and the next of he who
knows how to link them and cleave to his Master.
136. Here, IN THE CHAMBER OF RATZON, the bowing, prostration,
spreading of open hands, and genuflection ARE PRACTICED. WHAT
IS PRACTICED IN THE LOWER CHAMBERS IS PRACTICED HERE,
BUT THE LOWERING OF THE FACE IS ADDED HERE. THE
LOWERING OF THE FACE IS PRACTICED ONLY IN THIS CHAMBER,
BECAUSE ALL OF THE LOWER CHAMBERS ARE CONTAINED
HERE. IT IS NECESSARY to draw on the good will of the supernal
spirit, NAMELY THE TOP THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. The soul
of all souls, suspended above IN THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA all
the way up to Ein Sof (the Endless World), DRAWS ON IT BY THE
MATING OF A KISS. From the EIN SOF above come lights and
blessings to complement all appropriately. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE LIGHT OF THE CHASSADIM OF THE SUPERNAL SIX OF ABA
AND IMA. THIS IS THE NECESSARY means through which all can be
completed from above BY THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM and from
below BY THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH. After this completion, all the
faces, MEANING ALL OF THE FEATURES OF THE THREE TOP
SFIROT, NAMELY THE THREE TOP OF CHASSADIM AND THE
THREE OF CHOCHMAH, shine suitably. AND BECAUSE OF THE
LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, all judgments are annulled. And BECAUSE
OF THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, good will fills above and below.
Hence, it is written: "And He said to me, you are my servant, O
Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3) and "Happy is
that people that this is their lot, Happy is that person that Hashem is
his Elohim" (Tehilim 144:15).

33. Seventh Chamber: Kodesh Kodashim (the Holy of Holies)
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This realm is defined as the source of all sources. We must enter into this highest realm in order to ignite and activate all the complex processes
that occur in the previous Chambers. This realm is symbolized by the ancient Holy Temple of Jerusalem, and specifically in the chamber known as
the Holy of Holies. Though the physical Temple no longer stands, our daily prayers are metaphysically structured to lead us into the spiritual
essence of the Holy of Holies.
These seven chambers complete the structure and framework that form the Upper Worlds.
137. The seventh chamber has no real shape. Everything in it is
concealed, deep within the innermost of mysteries of the closed
parochet (curtain). Here, all of the chambers exist, so as to conceal
two cherubim, A MALE AND A FEMALE.
ALL THE LOWER CHAMBERS ARE ELEVATED TO BE CONTAINED
IN THIS CURTAIN, SO THAT THEY COVER THE MALE AND THE
FEMALE WHILE THEY MATE; HENCE THE CHAMBERS ARE ABLE
TO ASCEND. THIS CURTAIN SEPARATES THE SIX CHAMBERS
WHICH ARE HOLY AND THE SEVENTH CHAMBER, KODESH
KODASHIM (THE HOLY OF HOLIES).
Beyond THE CURTAIN can be found the Caporet (cover of the ark),
which is the image of the Holy of all Holies, BECAUSE THIS
CHAMBER IS THE PLACE OF UNION. Therefore, it is called the Holy
of Holies, a place designated to receive the supernal soul, which is
the totality of all the worlds. This is the world to come of the
supernal ones.
138. When all the spirits OF THE CHAMBERS have joined with and
completed each other, a supernal spirit, the soul of all, rises toward
the supernal who is the most concealed, NAMELY ARICH ANPIN, to
bring sustenance down to all, to shine on them from above WITH
THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, and to complete them and light
the candles WITH THE LIGHT OF THE LEFT COLUMN.

139. When all are completed by the light THAT SHINES on all, and
the supernal light descends, the seventh chamber, which is
concealed with utmost concealment, receives the Holy of Holies,
which is the descending supernal light. The light fills the seventh
chamber, as a woman who conceives from a male is filled BY HIM.
The chamber is designed for concealment from all, so that it may
receive the supernal light. NAMELY IF THE CONCEALMENT WAS
NOT SET THERE, IT WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO RECEIVE
THE SUPERNAL LIGHT. This is the secret of the seventh chamber,
which is the place of the connection made during union. The union
links the seventh with the seventh, so that all is one unity, as is
appropriate.

140. Joyful is the portion of he who knows to connect with this
unification. He is beloved above and below. The Holy One, blessed
be He, decrees and he (that man) nullifies. HE ASKS: How is it
conceivable that A RIGHTEOUS MAN criticizes his Master's will?
HOW IS IT POSSIBLE THAT HE CANCELS OUT THE DESIRE OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE? AND HE ANSWERS: This is only
possible when A RIGHTEOUS MAN forms links and knows how to
make unifications, so that all faces shine, all is complete, and
everything is wholly blessed. Then all judgments are abolished and
none can be found in this world. Joyful is such a man's lot in this
world and the next.
All that has been said about THE RIGHTEOUS MAN REFERS TO HIS
ACTIONS below, IN THIS WORLD. Hence it is written of him: "the
righteous is the world's foundation" (Mishlei 10:25), as he is the
subsistence of the world. And each day a declaration is made about
him: "And you shall rejoice in Hashem and shall glory in the Holy
One, of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 41:16).
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141. Sacrifices achieve an effect similar TO THAT OF A RIGHTEOUS
MAN'S PRAYER. The smoke OF THE SACRIFICE goes up and
provides to each and every CHAMBER what is needed, as is
becoming.
The priests, by their desire TO BRING GRATIFICATION TO THE
SUPERNAL, and the Levites, by their chanting DURING THE
OFFERING OF SACRIFICES, become unified with each other. THE
LEVITES ARE UNIFIED WITH THE PRIESTS AND THE PRIESTS WITH
THE LEVITES. THIS IS BECAUSE THE PRIESTS CHANNEL THE
RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LEVITES CHANNEL THE LEFT.
COMPLETION CANNOT OCCUR WHEN ONE IS WITHOUT THE
OTHER. One chamber penetrates the other, and one spirit the other,
until they all rest in their proper places, as is suitiable. One organ is
within the other and one complements the other. The elements
merge, until they become one BY THE MATING OF THIS KISS and
shine within each other BY EMBRACING.
142. Consequently, this most supernal soul descends and shines on
them, and all the candles, OR SFIROT, are becomingly lit in all their
perfection, until this supernal light is aroused and all the chambers
enter the Holy of Holies, WHICH IS THE SEVENTH CHAMBER. THIS
IS WHAT IS INDICATED BY THE INNER MEANING OF 'THE MATING
OF SEVENTH WITH SEVENTH.' THE SEVENTH CHAMBER is blessed
and filled like a well of spring water that never ceases to flow, and all
the upper and lower CHAMBERS are blessed.

143. The innermost of secrets is THE LIGHT that cannot be
conceived and is taken account of IN THE TEN SFIROT. It is a desire
that can never be grasped. THIS LIGHT REFERS TO THE LIGHT OF
YECHIDA, BECAUSE THE TEN SFIROT BEGIN FROM CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, DAAT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT. The light of Yechida is sweetened deep
within the Sfirot, and its desire cannot be conceived, NOT EVEN BY
THOUGHT directed at knowing him. Thus, all THE LEVELS up to Ein
Sof (The Endless World), BLESSED BE HE, unite into one, and
everything is perfected from above, below, and within.
144. This desire, THE LIGHT OF YECHIDA, is not encased IN THE
INNER PART OF THE LEVELS. Nevertheless, it stays within them
unobserved, until they reach completion and radiate with every
aspect, BOTH THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH AND THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM, AS BEFORE. Hence, this desire that can not be
grasped, is sweetened, and is ENCASED AND concealed deep within
the inner parts. At that time, joyful is the portion of he who can
cleave to his Master. He is complete above and below. Of him it is
written: "Your father and mother will be glad and she who gave birth
to you shall rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25).

145. Come and behold: Because they have been completed by each
other and bind each other in oneness, and because the supernal
soul, NAMELY BINAH, shines on them from above, all the lights
become one perfect candle. Then, this light that cannot be grasped
or observed, is grasped by a desire of the mind. Yet, this DESIRE OF
THE MIND, CALLED THE LIGHT OF CHAYAH, THAT ENCASES THE
LIGHT OF YECHIDA, still does not know what it has grasped. THIS IS
BECAUSE THE LIGHT RADIATES WITHIN IT IN A CONCEALED
MANNER. Still, the mind shines because of, and is sweetened by it,
as it contains it.
All THE LEVELS are filled WITH HIS LIGHT. All reach completion and
all shine because of him and are suitably sweetened. Hence, it is
written "Happy are the people that this is their lot." (Tehilim 144:15).
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146. And he who is attached to his Master in this manner inherits all
the worlds. He is beloved above and below. His prayer never returns
unanswered. He purifies himself before his Master as a son who
satisfies all of his father's desires, giving him all that he requires.
The fear of him is upon all creation and whatever he decrees, the
Holy One, blessed be He, fulfills. Of him it is written: "You shall
decree and it shall be established unto you, and the light shall shine
upon your ways" (Iyov 22:28).

34. "Let there be light"
An unprepared Vessel can be spiritually dangerous and destructive. Similarly, if acid is poured into a paper cup, the cup is not designed to receive
the acid and it dissolves. Preparing the vessel of your being is the first step that must be taken before you even activate your desire to draw in
spiritual Light.
Perusing the Hebrew letters from this segment of the Zohar prepares our Vessel so that we can receive and safely contain the awesome Light of the
Creator.
147. "And Elohim said, let there be light, and there was
light" (Beresheet 1:3). Rabbi Yitzchak said that we learn from these
words that the Holy One, blessed be He, uprooted these plants and
replanted them elsewhere. Hence the expression, "there was." Rabbi
Yehuda said, that this implies that light had already existed. This is
indicated in, "there was." It was not written, "there became light,"
but "there was light."
And when the Holy One, blessed be He, viewed the generations of
the wicked, WHO ARE NOT WORTHY OF THE LIGHT, He stored it for
the righteous. This is mentioned in the verse "light is sown for the
righteous and gladness for those upright in their hearts" (Tehilim
97:11). Thus it was written: "And Elohim said, let there be light," as
is written: "Who arose righteousness from the east" (Yeshayah 41:2).

148. "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4).
What did He see? Rabbi Chiya said that this implies that He foresaw
the actions of the wicked and stored the light, as we said before.
Rabbi Aba DISAGREES, AND says, "And Elohim saw the light, that it
was good," to store it away. THAT IS, HE DID NOT LOOK AT THE
ACTIONS OF THE WICKED, BUT SAW THE MAGNIFICENCE OF THE
LIGHT ITSELF, AND DECIDED THAT IT WAS GOOD FOR IT TO BE
CONCEALED AND NOT REVEALED TO THE WORLD. "And Elohim
saw the light." He saw its radiance beaming from one end of the
world to the other, and He saw that it was better to store it, so that
sinners might not benefit from it.
149. Rabbi Shimon said "And Elohim saw the light that it was good"This MEANS THAT HE DECIDED THAT no anger or judgment would
be found in it. Similarly, it was said IN CONNECTION TO BILA'AM,
"That it was good in the eyes of Hashem to Bless Yisrael" (Bemidbar
24:1), SO THAT A CURSE WILL NOT BEFALL YISRAEL. This is
proven by the end of the verse, "And Elohim separated the light from
the darkness," to prevent wrath AND JUDGMENT. And even though
the Holy One, blessed be He, afterward united LIGHT AND
DARKNESS as one, NEVERTHELESS THERE WAS NO FURTHER
CONFLICT AND ANGER.
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150. Come and behold: The supernal radiance, BINAH, should
continue to radiate, and through its radiance, it should bring
gladness to all. This is THE POSITION OF the right, which was
crowned with the right to regulate laws OF THE LEFT. It is written:
"How great is your goodness, which you have laid upon those who
fear you and which you have wrought for they who trust in
you" (Tehilim 31:20). "How great is your goodness" alludes to the
primordial light that the Holy One, blessed be He, stored away. "They
who fear you" alludes to the righteous who fear sins, and as we said,
ONLY THEY SHOULD ENJOY THE LIGHT.

35. "And there was evening and there was morning"
True spiritual power is achieved through the existence of both Light and Darkness. Spiritual transformation requires darkness so that there is
something tangible transform, and Light is actually generated during this stage of transformation.
A simple candle can provide us with analogies to help enrich our understanding of the need for darkness. A tiny candle has no significance or worth
when flickering against the backdrop of a brilliant sunlit day. But even a massive darkened arena responds to the lighting of one candle. In that
setting, the candlelight assumes great importance and value. Moreover, it is the dark burning wick that gives rise to the candle's bright flickering
flame. It is for reasons like these that darkness came into existence. Intently browsing the text of Hebrew letters, together with the knowledge gained
by reading this section, delivers streams of shining Light into areas of darkness that may be present in our lives.
151. "And there was evening and there was morning, one day." "And
there was evening," WAS DRAWN from the side of darkness,
NAMELY THE NUKVA. "And there was morning," WAS DRAWN from
the side of light, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. And since ZEIR ANPIN AND
NUKVA join together as one, it is written of them, "one day." THIS
INDICATES THAT EVENING AND MORNING ARE LIKE ONE BODY,
AND BOTH MAKE THE DAY.
Rabbi Yehuda asked: IF THE THE SCRIPTURE HAS ALREADY
STATED THAT "THERE WAS EVENING AND THERE WAS MORNING"
MEANS THE MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, why then are the
words "and there was evening and there was morning" repeated
each day? HE ANSWERS THAT it is to acknowledge that there
cannot be day without night, nor night without day, and that they are
inseparable.
152. Rabbi Yosi said that the day from which the primal light
emerged extended into all the other days OF CREATION, as the word
"day" is repeated in them all. Rabbi Elazar said that we learn this
FROM THE FACT that the name morning was used in them all,
because morning only relates to the primal light. THAT IS, MORNING
MEANS THE FIRST REVELATION OF LIGHT.
Rabbi Shimon said that the first day accompanies all THE OTHERS,
and that all are contained in THE FIRST. This shows that there is no
fragmentation between them, and that all are one.

36. "Let there be light"
The power of these verses from the Zohar literally makes the Light manifest in our lives.
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153. "And Elohim said, let there be light," ALLUDES TO the
spreading of light downward. These are the angels that were created
on the first day, and who subsist on the right side, BECAUSE THE
FIRST DAY, CHESED, IS CONSIDERED TO PERTAIN TO THE RIGHT
SIDE. HENCE, THE ANGELS DRAWN FROM IT PERTAIN TO THE
RIGHT. In the quotation, "And Elohim saw the light that it was good,"
the particle Et (the) joins the opaque mirror THAT IS MALCHUT, with
the shining mirror THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. This is the union that was
pronounced, "good."
Rabbi Elazar said that the particle Et (the) includes all the angels
who come from the side of the light OF CHESED, and that they all
shine as wholly as the first LIGHT, AS IT IS SAID OF THEM, "AND IT
WAS GOOD."

37. "Let there be a firmament"
The light of sun requires reflection off a physical object in order to illuminate. This is the secret of the word Firmament. To create resistance and a
circuit of energy, a burning light bulb requires a filament. Man requires a metaphysical filament--the firmament-- to create resistance against the Left
Column energy of our desire to receive, which is our evil inclination. This firmament or filament is our free will to resist the negative urges and
desires of the ego. When we apply this resistance, we create a metaphysical circuit that generates spiritual Light.
154. "Let there be a firmament amidst the water" (Beresheet 1:6).
Rabbi Yehuda said that these words indicate that the upper water
was separated from the lower water and that a "firmament" means
the spreading of water. Hence, he continues, the words "and let it
divide water from water," mean let there be a division between the
upper and lower waters.

155. "And Elohim made the firmament" (Beresheet 1:7). THE WORDS
"AND ELOHIM MADE" INDICATE THAT He acted by supernal
greatness. It was not said 'there was a firmament,' but that He "made
the firmament," indicating that He invested it with greatness.

156. Rabbi Yitzchak said that in the second DAY Gehenom was
created for the wicked of the world. On the second DAY, conflict was
created. The work was not finished on the second DAY, BUT ON THE
THIRD. Thus the words "and it was good" were not used in
conjunction with the second day. They were used only when the
third day came, and the work was accomplished. Hence, "and it was
good" was said twice, once for finishing the work started on the
second day and once in reference to the third day's work. On the
third day, the second day was corrected, and the conflict was settled
FOR THE SAKE OF REVEALING THE RADIANCE OF BOTH. On the
third day, mercy was extended TO EXEMPT all of the sinners in
Gehenom FROM JUDGMENT. On the third day, the flames of
Gehenom were moderated, OR COOLED, SO THAT THEY DID NOT
SCORCH ANYMORE. Hence the second day was included in the third
and completed by it.
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157. Rabbi Chiya, who was sitting in front of Rabbi Shimon, asked
him why if the light emerged on the first day and if darkness, the
separation of waters, and discord occurred on the second, was all
not resolved by THE ILLUMINATION OF the first day, when the right
embraced the left? BECAUSE THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT,
CONSIDERED THE ROOT OF THE SECOND DAY, HAD ALREADY
EMERGED ON THE FIRST DAY, WHY WAS THE SECOND DAY MADE
IN NEED OF THE THIRD DAY'S CORRECTION? RABBI CHIYA
FURTHER POINTED OUT THAT THROUGH THE SECOND DAY'S
CORRECTION BY THE THIRD DAY, ITS OWN RADIANCE WAS
REDUCED, SUCH THAT IT COULD NOT SHINE DOWNWARD. IF THE
SECOND DAY HAD BEEN CORRECTED BY THE FIRST DAY, THEN IT
WOULD HAVE MAINTAINED ITS ESSENCE, AND NOT HAVE
REDUCED ITSELF.
RABBI SHIMON said that this was the reason for the conflict.
Actually, THE FIRST DAY WANTED TO CORRECT THE DEFICIENCY
OF THE SECOND, AS THE ROOT WANTS TO CORRECT THE
BRANCH. BUT THE SECOND DAY WOULD NOT ACCEPT ANY
CONTROL BY THE FIRST DAY AND DISSENTED. Hence, it was
necessary for the third day to intervene, settle the conflict between
them, and restore peace.

38. "Let the earth bring forth grass"
The Zohar explains that the first Five Days of Creation do not deal with real time, but rather with spiritual phases. During these Five Days all the
forces and entities of creation were maintained in a state of potential. The Sixth day of Creation refers to their physical manifestation, and the start
of their physical existence.
Here, through the spiritual influences that emanate from each and every letter, the Zohar provides us with an opportunity to manifest and express
the potential Light in our lives.
158. "Let the earth bring forth grass," (Beresheet 1:11) indicates the
union of the upper waters with the lower waters to bear fruit. The
upper produce fruit and the lower call upon the upper TO RECEIVE
FROM THEM THE FRUIT THEY ARE TO BEAR IN THE WORLD. This
is as the female calls upon the male TO CONCEIVE FROM HIM AND
BRING FORTH OFFSPRING TO THE WORLD. This is because the
upper waters are male, and the lower WATERS are female.
159. Rabbi Shimon explains FURTHER that what is true for above is
true for below. ABOVE IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND LEAH,
IN ZEIR ANPIN IS UPPER WATERS, AND LEAH IS LOWER WATERS.
BELOW IS THE SECRET OF YAAKOV AND RACHEL, WHERE
YAAKOV IS UPPER WATERS AND RACHEL IS LOWER WATERS.
Rabbi Yosi said that if this be so, then what does "Elohim" mean IN
THE PASSAGE, "AND ELOHIM SAID, LET THE EARTH PUT FORTH
GRASS." What is THE NAME "Elohim" in the verse? It is the living
Elohim above, NAMELY BINAH, AS REFERRED TO BY ALL 32
MENTIONS OF THE NAME ELOHIM IN THE WORKS OF CREATION.
Are we to accept that THE NAME ELOHIM below is a plain Elohim?
THIS, HE SAID, IS CONTRARY TO WHAT WAS EXPLAINED EARLIER
(THAT IS, THAT ALL 32 ELOHIMS WITHIN THE 42 ARE THE NAMES
OF BINAH, WHICH IS A LIVING ELOHIM).
RABBI YOSI REPLIED: Not so, the offspring are below. He quotes:
"These are the generations of the heavens and earth when they were
created (behibaram)" (Beresheet 2:4). As has already been
explained, they were created by the letter Hei (Heb., behei braam),
WHICH IS THE NUKVA FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, RACHEL WHO IS THE LAST HEI OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, FROM
WHERE COME ALL THE OFFSPRING. THE OFFSPRING DO NOT
COME FROM THE NUKVA ABOVE THE CHEST. The One above is the
Father of all LEVELS, NAMELY THE THREE SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET. ALL THAT COMES DOWN TO THE
WORLDS COMES FROM THEM. AND SHE, THEIR NUKVA,
COMPLETES THE FUNCTION OF GENERATION, BUT DOES NOT
BEAR FRUIT. Consequently, the earth bears fruit by being made
pregnant as a female by a male. THUS, "LET THE EARTH BRING
FORTH GRASS" (BERESHEET 1:11) ALLUDES TO THE MATING OF
THE UPPER AND LOWER WATERS, FROM THE CHEST UP. BUT
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"THE EARTH BROUGHT FORTH GRASS" (BERESHEET 1:12)
ALLUDES TO COMPLETION OF THE MATING OF UPPER AND
LOWER WATERS, FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD.
160. Rabbi Elazar then said that all the forces were latent in the
earth, WHICH IS THE MALCHUT, and she did not fulfill her potential
for bringing forth offspring, until the sixth day. This is as it is written:
"let the earth bring forth living creatures" (Beresheet 1:24). Where it
is written: "the earth brought forth grass," DOES NOT MEAN THAT
THE GRASS EMERGED IN ACTUALITY. IT MEANS ONLY THAT it did
not activate its forces UNTIL THE SIXTH DAY. All remained stored
until the time came TO RELEASE THE FORCES, NAMELY ON THE
SIXTH DAY. For at first it is written: "IT WAS FORMLESS AND VOID,"
MEANING desolate and empty in the Aramaic translation. THAT IS, IT
WAS A DESERT. Then, ON THE THIRD DAY, it was suitably
furnished with seeds, grass, plants, and trees. Finally, it put them
forth ON THE SIXTH DAY. Similarly, the luminary bodies did not emit
their light until it was needed.

39. "Luminous bodies of the firmament"
In these verses, we are given the ability to remove curses, all forms of negativity, and all forms of deprivation from our lives.
161. THE WORDS, "Let there be luminous bodies in the firmament of
the Heaven" (Beresheet 1:14) are for the inclusion of the evil serpent,
who befouled and caused the separation between the sun and the
moon. As a result, they are not able to mate.
The word meorot (LUMINOUS BODIES) IS THEREFORE SPELLED
WITHOUT A VAV so that it means 'curses.' The adjustment to the
spelling is BECAUSE THE SERPENT caused the earth to be cursed,
as is written: "cursed is the ground for your sake" (Beresheet 3:17).
THAT IS, THE SERPENT WAS THE CAUSE OF THE SIN OF THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, A CONSEQUENCE OF WHICH WAS THAT
THE EARTH WAS CURSED. Hence it is written "meorot" WITHOUT A
VAV, WHICH MEANS CURSES.
162. "Let there be luminous bodies" refers to one LUMINARY, AS IT
IS SPELLED WITHOUT THE VAV (CONNOTING SINGULAR
LUMINARY), is the moon. And THE WORDS, "the firmament of
heaven," refer to the sun. THUS, THE ENTIRE EXPRESSION, "LET
THERE BE LUMINOUS BODIES IN THE FIRMAMENT OF THE
HEAVEN," INDICATES THAT both THE SUN AND MOON were
coupled to illuminate the worlds BOTH above THE CHEST OF ZEIR
ANPIN and below.
It is written "on the earth," and not "in the earth," to indicate
RADIANCE above and below, AND TO TEACH US THAT all
calculations are done according to the moon.
163. Rabbi Shimon said that numerical measurements, determination
of periods, and intercalary calculations are all made according to the
moon, because above THE MOON, THIS MATING cannot be found
TO RADIATE THE MOCHIN (ARAM. 'SPIRITUAL LIGHT') OF
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS. Rabbi Elazar said to him, however,
this is not so, AS THERE ARE THE MOCHIN OF CALCULATIONS
AND MEASUREMENT ABOVE THE MOON, for many calculations and
measurements are made by our colleagues. But RABBI SHIMON
explained that this is not what he meant. The MOCHIN OF calculation
are made in the moon AND NOT IN ANY OTHER LEVEL, yet from this
BASIS a man may proceed further and grasp CALCULATIONS IN
higher LEVELS. INDEED, FROM THERE A MAN MAY ALSO
PROCEED TO ATTAIN THE MOCHIN OF CALCULATIONS FROM
LEVELS BEYOND THE MOON. RABBI ELAZAR said to him: Yet it is
written: "Let them be as signs for seasons and days and
years" (Beresheet 1:14). THIS USE OF THE PLURAL INDICATES
THAT THE MOCHIN OF CALCULATION IS REVEALED BOTH IN THE
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MOON AND EVEN IN THE SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
RABBI SHIMON said to him: Signs is spelled without Vav,
INDICATING THE SINGULARITY OF THE MOON AND EXCLUDING
THE SUN. RABBI ELAZAR said: It is written: "Let them be,"
INDICATING PLURALITY, THUS INCLUDING THE SUN.
RABBI SHIMON said: THIS IS NOT SAID ABOUT THE SUN AND
MOON, BUT ABOUT THE PHASES OF THE MOCHIN. They were all
within the MOON, WHICH IS LIKE a boat, filled with everything, but
calculating them all is done only according to the moon, NOT THE
SUN.
164. Come and see: There is one point, which is the beginning of
reckoning and account. THAT IS, ARICH ANPIN, CALLED
BEGINNING. That which is within and BEYOND ARICH ANPIN is
completely unknowable.
There is one point above, where all is hidden, unrevealed, and
unknown. IT IS BINAH OF ARICH ANPIN. From there starts the
reckoning AND THE REVELATION of all that is hidden and deep,
NAMELY THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT OF BINAH OF ARICH ANPIN.
There is also a point below, NAMELY NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, which
is the starting point OF THE REVELATION of all calculations and
numbers. Consequently, it is the place from where THE MOCHIN
RADIATE UPON all numerical measurements, determinations of
seasons, intercalary days, festivals, holy days, and Shabbats.
And the children of Yisrael who cleave to the Holy One, blessed be
He, reckon by the moon, AS THE SAGES HAVE SAID "YISRAEL
RECKON BY THE MOON AND THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD BY
THE SUN." They cleave to it and ascend it TO CLOTHE THE
SUPERNAL BINAH, as it is written: "And you who cleave to Hashem,
to your Elohim, are all alive today" (Devarim 4:4).

40. "Let the water teem with swarms"
The Swarms refer to the numerous angels that continually interact with humanity. The power to remove negative angels and their influences from
our lives derives from the sacred letters. At the same time, we gain the power to connect ourselves to the positive influences of the good angels that
populate the upper spiritual atmospheres.
165. "Let the water teem with swarms of living creatures" (Beresheet
1:20). Rabbi Elazar said: We have already explained that the LOWER
waters teemed and gave birth like the upper WATERS, MEANING
THAT THE LOWER WATERS GAVE BIRTH TO WHAT THEY
RECEIVED FROM ABOVE.
It is said, "birds to fly over the earth." Why, he then inquired, use the
word yeofef (to fly), instead of the simple yauf?
166. Rabbi Shimon said: This is a secret, BECAUSE IT ALLUDES TO
THE CREATION OF ANGELS. 'Bird' refers to Michael, of whom it is
written: "And one of the seraphim flew to me" (Yeshayah 6:6), "ONE
OF THE SERAPHIM" REFERS TO MICHAEL. To fly (yeofef) is said
about Gavriel, as it is written: "even the man Gavriel whom I had
seen in the vision, at the beginning, being set aflight to fly
swiftly" (Daniel 9:21). It is Eliyahu who is continuously upon the
earth. ELIYAHU is not connected to the side of Aba and Ima because
he FLIES with four wings as it is written: "And the spirit of Hashem
shall carry you where I know not" (I Melachim 18:12). The "spirit of
Hashem" indicates one wing, and "carry you" the second WING.
"Where" the third, and "I know not the fourth. THUS, HE FLIES WITH
FOUR WINGS.
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167. The words "upon the face" allude to THE CREATION OF the
Angel of Death, because he darkens the face of the earth. It is as
written: "and darkness upon the face of the deep" (Beresheet 1:1).
The words, "the firmament of heaven," mean, as was written, that
THE ANGEL OF DEATH goes up to heaven and accuses. He IS THE
SATAN, HE IS THE EVIL INCLINATION, HE IS THE ANGEL OF
DEATH. HE IS CALLED THE ANGEL OF DEATH, BECAUSE AFTER
HE ACCUSES, HE TAKES THE ACCUSED'S SOUL. IT IS THEREFORE
WRITTEN OF HIM, "UPON THE FACE OF THE FIRMAMENT OF
HEAVEN," BECAUSE IT IS HIS WAY TO ACCUSE IN THE
FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN. Rabbi Aba said: But the Angel of Death
was created on the second day! HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT "UPON
THE FIRMAMENT OF HEAVEN" IS CONNECTED TO HIS CREATION
WHEN, AS WAS STATED, IT IS CONNECTED TO THE FIFTH DAY?
But "Upon the earth" refers to the Angel Refael, who is in charge of
healing the earth. Through Refael, the earth is healed and becomes
inhabitable for man. He is the healer to the powers OF THE EARTH.
AND BECAUSE THE HEALING OF THE EARTH COMES FROM HIM,
HIS CREATION IS INDICATED IN THE WORDS "UPON THE EARTH,"
WHILE the words "upon the face of the firmament of the heaven"
refer to THE CREATION OF THE ANGEL Uriel. And all THE FOUR
ANGELS, THE CARRIERS OF THE CHARIOT, are ALLUDED TO in
this verse.
168. The text proceeds, "And Elohim created the great sea
creatures" (Beresheet 1:21). Rabbi Elazar said: Those are the
seventy ministers of the upper worlds, in charge of the seventy
nations, created for the purpose of controlling the earth. THUS THEY
ARE CALLED "THE GREAT," INSTEAD OF "THAT MOVED," TO
TEACH US THAT THEY WERE CREATED TO BE IN CHARGE.

169. The words: "And every living creature (Heb., nefesh chayah)
that moves" (Beresheet 1:21) refer to THE CREATION OF THE
NEFESH OF Yisrael, who are surely the Nefesh of Chayah, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS CERTAIN, BECAUSE THE
ENTIRETY OF THE WORLD OF ATZILUT IS CONSIDERED THE LIGHT
OF CHAYAH. They are therefore called "one nation in the earth" (II
Shmuel 7:23). THE WORDS: "which the waters brought forth
abundantly after their kind" (Beresheet 1:21) REFER TO those who
occupy themselves with Torah. 'WATER' ALWAYS ALLUDES TO
TORAH, AND WHOEVER OCCUPIES HIMSELF WITH HER MERITS
THE NEFESH OF CHAYAH. AND HE WHO DOES NOT OCCUPY
HIMSELF ALWAYS WITH TORAH DOES NOT HAVE A HOLY
NEFESH. THE WORDS: "And every winged fowl after its
kind" (Beresheet 1:21) ALLUDE TO the righteous among them,
AMONG THOSE WHO OCCUPY THEMSELVES WITH TORAH, and for
this reason, FOR BEING RIGHTEOUS, they merit the Nefesh of
Chayah. According to another interpretation, the words, "every
winged fowl," refer to the angels, worldly messengers, of whom we
have already spoken.
170. Rabbi Aba said that the words, "living creatures" refer to
Yisrael, because they are children of the Holy One, blessed be He,
from whom their holy souls originate. HE ASKED: From where do the
souls of idolatrous nations originate? Rabbi Elazar said: Their souls
come from the forces of the left, who defile them. Therefore, they are
all impure and convey impurity to those who come close to them.
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171. "And Elohim said, 'let the earth bring forth living
creatures...'" (Beresheet 1:24). These words refer to the rest of
Chayot, APART FROM YISRAEL, each and every one receives
according to its kind. Rabbi Elazar added, This supports our
statement that "living soul" refers to Yisrael, who are holy supernal
living souls. The words "Cattle and creeping things and Chayot of
the earth" (Beresheet 1:24) refer to the Idolatrous nations, which are
not living souls. Rather, they are, as we have said, DRAWN FROM
THE FORCES OF THE LEFT, WHICH DEFILE THEM.

41. "Let us make man"
The body of man is a reflection of Upper World forces. Every act we perform in our lower world initiates a corresponding spiritual action in the
Upper Worlds. The magnitude of each action, however, is concealed from us. The simple physical hand movement of reaching into one's pocket to
draw a few coins for charity arouses little effect in our physical environment. In the realm of the spirit, however, this act moves mountains. Scanning
through the Aramaic text is another such action. It generates unimaginable positive energy for the reader, and for the world.
172. The words "Let us make man in our image and in our likeness"
indicate that MAN was made of the six directions that comprise all,
THAT IS, CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, after the supernal image.
Limbs are structured according to secret wisdom, according to the
supernal structure. The words, "Let us make man," refer to the
secret of male and female, made according to the holy supernal
wisdom. ALL WAS DONE SO THAT MAN COULD RECEIVE
SUPERNAL AND HOLY WISDOM. AND SINCE WISDOM CAN ONLY
BE DRAWN THROUGH THE NUKVA, MAN WAS CREATED MALE
AND FEMALE. IN THE VERSE, "In our image and in our likeness," IN
WHICH IMAGE IS THE MOCHIM OF MALE AND LIKENESS IS THE
MOCHIM OF FEMALE, they will construct each other, making MAN
unique and fit to rule the world .

42. "And Elohim saw all that He made"
When God created us, He saw the final outcome of His intention to bestow infinite fulfillment upon the Vessel for all eternity. The Creator actually
saw the result even in the original thought, because He is above any concept of time. He perceives the end in the beginning. We, however, who are
under the influence of time, find ourselves in a process of transformation that eventually paves the way for infinite fulfillment.
This section of the Zohar connects us to the Creator's original thought of creation. We can accelerate the process of change and connect ourselves
to Light that is destined to be ours when we achieve our final correction.
173. "And Elohim saw all that He had made and behold, it was very
good." These words correct the omission of the words, "it was
good," in the second day. These words were omitted on the second
day, because on it, death was created. Now, the words, "it was very
good" are used. The colleagues have explained that "it was very
good" refers to death. BECAUSE THIS IS SO, IT WAS FITTING TO
USE "IT WAS GOOD" ON THE SECOND DAY, THE DAY ON WHICH
DEATH WAS CREATED. BUT THE WORDS WERE NOT USED UNTIL
THE SIXTH DAY, WHEN IT WAS REVEALED THAT DEATH IS VERY
GOOD.
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174. "And Elohim saw all that He made and behold, it was very
good." HE ASKS: Did he not see that before? THE WORDS "AND
ELOHIM SAW" GIVE THE IMPRESSION THAT HE ONLY SAW AFTER
HE HAD CREATED. HE EXPLAINS: The Holy One, blessed be He,
saw allTHE THINGS THAT HAD BEEN MADE AND THOSE YET TO BE
MADE. And, these are those who commented that the particle Et
before the word "all" indicates that He saw all the generations to be
and all that was to happen in the world in each generation, before
those generations even came to existence. THE WORDS, "which he
had made," ALLUDE TO all the works of creation RECOUNTED IN
BERESHEET. There, the foundation and root of all that was to be and
will subsequently come to pass in the world, was established.
Hence, the Holy One, blessed be He, foresaw all and placed all in the
works of Creation.

175. The unique aspect of the words, "the sixth day," is the letter Hei
(Heb. 'the'). The Hei was used in reference to no day EXCEPT THE
SIXTH. FOR THE FORMULA IS NOT "THE FIRST DAY, THE SECOND
DAY, AND SO ON," BUT RATHER "ONE DAY, A SECOND DAY, AND
SO ON." This is because now the world was finished. WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN AND NUKVA, WHO WERE COMBINED AT THE END OF THE
WORKS OF CREATION, as the female was united with the male into
one unit, Hei, with "sixth," to be completely one. "Thus the heavens
and earth were finished" indicates that the unification OF THE MALE
AND FEMALE was complete in every detail. THE WORKS OF
CREATION were completed in every way and were fully equipped
with everything.

43. "The heavens and earth were finished"
The spiritual intention of this passage is to help us recognize that the Torah is not a book about morals, values, and ethics. The Torah is the actual
channel and portal by which we connect to the Light of the Creator. This awareness gives us the ability to activate the Torah's spiritual powers.
When we study the Torah, it becomes a vehicle by which we literally elevate into the Upper Worlds.
176. "The heavens and earth were finished along with all their
hosts" (Beresheet 2:1). Rabbi Elazar quoted, "How great is your
goodness which you have laid out for those who fear you. You have
wrought for them who put their trust in you, before the sons of
men" (Tehilim 31:20). Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be
He, placed man in the world. He gave him the abilities to perfect
himself in His service and to correct his ways so as to merit the
supernal light that the Holy One, blessed be He, saved for the
righteous. This is, as it is written: "No eye has seen
Elohim" (Yeshayah 64:3) ALLUDING TO THE STORED LIGHT. The
words, "you will do for those who await you," REFER TO THE
RIGHTEOUS.
177. And how can one merit this STORED light? THE ANSWER IS,
only through CONSTANT OCCUPATION with Torah. He who
occupies himself with Torah every day merits a place in the
afterworld, and it is considered as if he had built the world. Through
Torah, the world was built and completed. Thus, the words, "Hashem
founded the earth with wisdom, He established the heavens with
understanding" (Mishlei 3:19), REFER TO THE WISDOM AND
UNDERSTANDING FOUND IN TORAH. And it is also written, "And I
will be a nurseling (Heb., amon) with him, and I will be his delight
every day" (Mishlei 8:30), WHICH MEANS THAT TORAH WAS HIS
CRAFTSMANSHIP (HEB. UMANUT) IN CREATING THE WORLD.
Thus, whoever embraces TORAH completes and preserves the
worlds. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, made the
world by a breath and by a breath it is preserved. IT IS PRESERVED
BY the breath of the mouths of those who study Torah. It is
preserved even more by the breath of the children in the houses of
learning, BECAUSE THE WORLD IS PRESERVED FOR THEM.
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178. FURTHERMORE, "How great is your goodness" refers to the
hidden good, OR THE STORED LIGHT. "Those who fear you" relates
to those who fear wrongdoingTHOSE WHO OCCUPY THEMSELVES
CONSTANTLY WITH TORAHFOR WHOM THE LIGHT WAS
STORED."You have wrought for them who trust in you." HE ASKS:
What is the meaning of "wrought," AND HE RESPONDS THAT it
refers to the works of Creation. THE WHOLE OF CREATION DID NOT
COME ABOUT, AND COULD NOT BE MAINTAINED, IF NOT FOR
THOSE WHO STUDY TORAH, THOSE WHO CAN DRAW, THROUGH
THEIR LEARNING, UPON THE STORED LIGHT. Rabbi Aba said: THE
WORD "WROUGHT" refers to the Garden of Eden, which the Holy
One, blessed be He, crafted on earth in the image of the Supernal
shape for the righteous to reinforce themselves. The words are
"wrought for them who put their trust in you, which you had laid out
for those who fear you before the sons of men," because THE
LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN is for humans and the other oneTHE
SUPERNAL GARDEN OF EDENis only for the supernal holy
beingsNOT FOR PEOPLE. Rabbi Shimon said: THE WORD
"WROUGHT" REFERS TO the supernal Garden of Eden, but even so,
it is for the "sons of men." For there gather the righteous, who do
the will of their Master. ALTHOUGH THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN
IS NOT FOR HUMANS, THE RIGHTEOUS IN THE LOWER GARDEN
OF EDEN RISE THROUGH THE AIR INTO THE UPPER GARDEN OF
EDEN. EVEN THOUGH THE RIGHTEOUS MUST DESCEND AND
RETURN TO THEIR PLACES, THE UPPER GARDEN IS STILL
CONSIDERED FOR PEOPLE.
179. "And they were finished" indicates that all the work that was to
be done, both above and below, was finished, for the "heavens and
the earth" represent above and below. THE WORD "HEAVENS"
ALLUDES TO THE SUPERNAL ABOVE, AND EARTH ALLUDES TO
THE BELOW. Rabbi Shimon said: THE WORD "HEAVENS" ALLUDES
TO THE COMPLETION OF the works and craftsmanship of the
written Torah, THAT IS, THE STRUCTURE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED THE "WRITTEN TORAH." And THE WORD "EARTH"
REFERS TO THE COMPLETION OF the works and craftsmanship of
the Oral Torah, THAT IS, THE STRUCTURE OF THE NUKVA CALLED
"ORAL TORAH." THE WORD "WORKS" REFERS TO THE SIX
ASPECTS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND "CRAFTS" REFERS TO THE TOP
THREE SFIROT.
"All their hosts" refers to the details of Torah, the seventy alternative
aspects of Torah, WHICH ARE THE DETAILS OF THE STRUCTURE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED "TORAH." "AND THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH were finished" MEANS that both ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
NUKVA, CALLED HEAVEN AND EARTH, can coexist and
complement each other. The Heavens and the earth are particular
and general. "And all their hosts" are the inner meanings, CALLED
'SECRETS,' of Torah and the rules of Cleanliness and Uncleanness
in Torah.

44. "And Elohim finished on the seventh day"
The Power of Blessing is the final necessary stage for any endeavor. Blessing assures that positive energy remains constant and consistent.
Focused visual connection with the Zohar's text arouses and imbues the Power of Blessing into our lives, especially in the areas of greatest need.
180. "And Elohim finished on the seventh day," (Beresheet 2:2)
alludes to the Oral Law, NAMELY MALCHUT, the seventh day. ZEIR
ANPIN CONTAINS SIX DAYS AND THE NUKVA, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
IS THE SEVENTH. On the seventh day, the world was completed, and
all was preserved. It is written: "His work which he had made," and
not 'all his work,' because the written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
created the world through the power of written words, which are
MOCHIN extended from Chochmah. HENCE, THE WORK WAS
FINISHED ON THE SEVENTH DAY, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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181. The seventh day was mentioned three times in the text, "And
Elohim finished on the seventh day... and He rested on the seventh
day... and Elohim blessed the seventh day." "And Elohim finished on
the seventh day" refers to the Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. For by means of the seventh day, the world
was finished and completed, as we have said.

182. "And He rested on the seventh day" refers to the foundation of
the world. In the book of Rabbi Yeba Saba, it is written THAT "HE
RESTED..." refers to the Yovel (Jubilee), NAMELY THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT SIDE OF BINAH. Hence, it is written:
"from all of His work," because all originates from this. And we say
that "AND HE RESTED" alludes to Yesod, not to the Jubilee, because
rest dominates everything else. THAT IS, REST IN THE
ILLUMINATION OF YESOD IS MORE REVEALED THAN THE REST IN
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE JUBILEE.
183. "And Elohim blessed the seventh day" refers to the High Priest,
who blesses all and takes the first share. As we have learned, the
Priest takes the first share OF ALL FEASTS, and he is blessed.
Hence, he can bless OTHERS, and is called the seventh. Rabbi Yesa
Saba said that "AND... FINISHED" refers to the Yesod (Foundation)
of the world, AND "BLESSED" to the central column, WHICH IS
TIFERET.

184. RABBI SHIMON SAID THAT "and he sanctified it" also REFERS
TO YESOD, BECAUSE IT SAYS "AND HE SANCTIFIED IT" WITHOUT
SAYING what HE SANCTIFIED. THIS PHRASE IS UNLIKE THE
PREVIOUS PASSAGES "AND HE BLESSED, AND HE RESTED,"
because it refers to the place where the sign of the covenant is fixed,
NAMELY YESOD. THE WORD OTO (IT) CAN BE INTERPRETED AS
THE PLACE OF THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT, NAMELY YESOD,
because it is written: "and he shows me both it (oto) and his
habitation" (II Shmuel 15:25). "IT" REFERS TO YESOD, AND "HIS
HABITATION" REFERS TO MALCHUT. This place, YESOD, is the
dwelling of all supernal sanctities, the place from which the Nukva
descends upon the congregation of Yisrael to bestow upon her
luxuries and the bread of joy. This is in accordance with the verse,
"From Asher his bread shall be fat, and he shall field the dainties of
the king" (Beresheet 49:20). "From Asher" alludes to the perfect
covenant. "His bread shall be fat," indicates that BEFORE THE
CORRECTION OF THE YESOD, bread was a shame, but now, AFTER
THE CORRECTION, it has become the bread of joy. In the words,
"And he shall field the dainties of the king," "the king" refers to the
congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, to
whom THE YESOD gives all the luxuries of the world. And all the
sanctities that emerge from above originate from this place. Hence,
"He sanctified it"the very sign of the covenant, THE YESOD.

45. "Which Elohim created to make"
When the Sabbath was brought forth into Creation, it greatly diminished the influence of the created negative forces. In our world, this same power
is given to us through the Sabbath. Learning this section helps us weaken the negative forces in our daily existence.
185. "For on it He rested" indicates that in it, NAMELY WITHIN
YESOD, can be found rest for all, the upper and lower. In it is the
Shabbat, for rest. "Which Elohim created" indicates that from the
"remembering," "keeping" had come forth, to finalize the
manufacturing of the world. "To make" is the craftsmanship of the
world; "to make" alludes to the completed work, A DOING THAT
PERFECTS EVERYTHING.
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186. Rabbi Shimon further elucidated THE SENTENCE, "WHICH
ELOHIM CREATED TO MAKE," WITH THE WORDS, "who keeps the
covenant and the Chesed (kindness)" (Devarim 7:9). He explained
that "who keeps" refers to the congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. "The covenant" is the foundation of the world, WHICH IS
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and Chesed is Avraham, WHO IS CHESED
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Because the congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, is
the keeper of the covenant and Chesed, MEANING IT IS THE
KEEPER OF CHESED AND OF THE YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
MALCHUT is called the Protector of Yisrael, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN
IS CALLED YISRAEL AND MALCHUT PROTECTS HIS SFIROT.
It protects the gateway to all THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, YESOD
BEING ITS LOWEST SFIRAH AND CHESED ITS UPPERMOST. AND
BECAUSE MALCHUT PROTECTS THEM, IT IS VIEWED AS THE
PROTECTOR OF ALL HIS SFIROT, FROM YESOD UP TO CHESED.
Upon it depends the functioning of the world, BECAUSE IT
PROTECTS ZEIR ANPIN FROM ANY INTEREFERENCE FROM
OUTSIDE FORCES BY MEANS OF THE PROHIBITORY PRECEPTS.
SIMILARLY, ALL CORRECTIONS AND DEEDS DEPEND ON IT, BY
MEANS OF THE POSITIVE PRECEPTS. Hence, "that Elohim created
to make," corrects and finalizes each and every day OF THE SIX
DAYS OF CREATION, WHICH ARE THE SIX SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
These words give birth to Holy spirits and souls; even evil spirits
and demons ARE INCLUDED IN THE PHRASE, "WHICH ELOHIM
CREATED TO MAKE."
187. And it is not true that EVIL SPIRITS AND DEMONS play no role
in correcting the world. Even they were created for the correction of
the worldto slap the hands of the wicked of the world and admonish
them, so they will follow correct paths. Whoever veers to the left side
will find himself adhering to THE DEMONS AND EVIL SPIRITS OF the
left side, who will punish him. In this way, THE DEMONS AND EVIL
SPIRITS help correct THE WORLD. Come and see what was written
about Solomon: "I will chasten him with the rod of men and with the
plagues of the children of men" (II Shmuel 7:14). Those "plagues of
the children of men" are the harmful pests WHO ARE THE DEMONS
AND EVIL SPIRITS. BECAUSE THEY WERE CREATED TO PUNISH
TRANSGRESSORS, PEOPLE FEAR THEM AND KEEP AWAY FROM
SINS.
188. Come and behold: At the time THE DEMONS AND EVIL SPIRITS
were being created, the day, SHABBAT, was being sanctified. The
demons and evil spirits were left without bodies, BECAUSE HE DID
NOT HAVE THE TIME TO MAKE THEM BODIES. They are creatures
who were not finalized, come from the left, and are considered the
refuse of gold. Thus, because they were not finished and remained
defective, the Holy Name cannot rest upon them, and they cannot
cleave to it. They are terrified of the Holy Name and sweat with fear
upon its mention. THEREFORE, THEY CANNOT CLEAVE TO IT.
Furthermore, the Holy Name cannot prevail in an imperfect place.

189. Come and behold: A man who is imperfect because he does not
leave a son behind him when he DEPARTS FROM this world cannot
cleave to the Holy Name and will not be allowed beyond the curtain
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, because he is defective and
was not completed. And a tree that was uprooted, THAT IS, A MAN
WHO DIES WITHOUT A SON, has to be replanted, BY BEING
REINCARNATED INTO THIS WORLD a second time, because the
Holy Name is perfect in all aspects. The defective man cannot
therefore cleave to Him, BECAUSE SPIRITUAL CLEAVING IS A
MATTER OF SIMILARITY OF FORM, AND THE DEFECTIVE ARE AS
FAR AS EAST IS TO WEST FROM THE PERFECT.
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190. Come and behold: Those creatures, NAMELY THE DEMONS
AND EVIL SPIRITS, are defective above and below. Thus, they
cannot join the upper, ON THE SIDE OF BINAH, or the lower, ON THE
SIDE OF MALCHUT. Of them, it was written, "that Elohim created to
make," WHICH MEANS HE CREATED CREATURES THAT NEED
CORRECTING AND FINISHING. These creatures were not completed
above or below, NEITHER FROM THE SIDE OF BINAH NOR FROM
THE SIDE OF MALCHUT. And if they are BODILESS spirits, why are
they not completed above FROM THE SIDE OF BINAH? Because THE
SPIRITS were not perfected below on earth, BY RECEIVING A BODY,
they cannot be completed from above, IN THE LIGHTS. BECAUSE
THEY CAME FROM THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, THEY NEED TO BE
CLOTHED IN BODIES. AND SINCE THEY HAVE NO BODIES, THEIR
SPIRITS ARE DEFECTIVE AS WELL, AND THEY CANNOT BE
CORRECTED FROM ABOVE, IN BINAH.
They all come from the left side and are invisible to the human eye.
They stand in opposition to people so that they can harm them. They
have three of the characteristics of the ministering angels and three
features in common with people. As has been explained, THEY
HAVE WINGS, FLY FROM ONE END OF THE WORLD TO THE
OTHER, AND FORETELL THE FUTURE AS DO THE MINISTERING
ANGELS. THEY EAT, DRINK, PROCREATE, AND DIE LIKE PEOPLE.
191. After their creation, these spirits are left behind the millstones
of the chasm of the great abyss. When the sanctity of the Shabbat
day has passedAFTER THE SHABBATthese incomplete SPIRITS
come into the world and fly around in all directions. People should
beware of them. Then, once again, the entire left side reawakens and
the flames of Gehenom blaze. All WHO COME from the left side float
around the world; they want to clothe themselves with bodies, but
they are unable to do so. At this time, people must protect
themselves against them. Thus, the Sages prescribed the saying of
the "Hymn for afflictions" (Tehilim 91), whenever one fears them in
the world.

46. The Tabernacle of Peace
A protective shield of Light surrounds our world during the Sabbath. We can awaken this protective field of energy and draw it into our lives during
all seven days of the week.
192. Come and behold: When the day is sanctified on the evening of
Shabbat, a tabernacle of peace descends and settles on the world.
HE ASKS: What is this tabernacle of peace? AND HE ANSWERS: It is
the Shabbat. On Shabbat, all the evil spirits, stormy spirits, demons,
and the defiled hide behind the millstone of the chasm of the great
abyss. For when the Sanctity spreads over the world, the spirit of
defilement does not waken; one runs from the other. HOLINESS
SHUNS THE UNCLEAN, AND THE UNCLEAN SHUNS HOLINESS.
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193. Thus, ON SHABBAT, the world is under supernal protection. As
a result, there is no need to pray for protection, as when one says,
"who protects his people, Yisrael, forever, Amen." This blessing was
prescribed for weekdays, when the world needs protection, but on
Shabbat, a tabernacle of peace is spread over the world and protects
it from all directions. Even the sinners of Gehenom are preserved,
and all remain in peace, both the upper and lower.
Hence, upon sanctifying the day, we say, "He who spreads the
tabernacle of peace over us and over all His people Yisrael and over
Jerusalem," INSTEAD OF "HE WHO PROTECTS HIS PEOPLE
YISRAEL," AS ON WEEKDAYS.

194. YET, HE ASKS: Why over Jerusalem? AND HE ANSWERS:
Because it is the abode of this tabernacle. It behooves one TO PRAY
AND summon the Tabernacle OF PEACE, so that it will be spread
upon us, dwell with us, and be to us like a mother protecting her
children. One, therefore, fears nothing ON SHABBAT from any side
OF THE WORLD. Therefore, one says, "who spreads the tabernacle
of peace over us," AND THERE IS NO NEED TO SAY "WHO
PROTECTS HIS PEOPLE, YISRAEL, FOREVER, AMEN."

195. Come and behold: When Yisrael bless and call the Tabernacle
of Peace, the 'Holy Guest'WHICH ONLY APPEARS ON SHABBAT
AND IS AN INFREQUENT GUESTthey say, "He who spreads the
Tabernacle of Peace." Then the supernal sanctity comes down,
spreads its wings over Yisrael, and covers them as a mother covers
her children. And all evil leaves the world, and the people of Yisrael
remain under the Holiness of their Master. Consequently, this
Tabernacle of Peace gives new Neshamot (souls) to her children. HE
ASKS: what is the reason IT GIVES NEW SOULS TO YISRAEL? AND
HE ANSWERS that souls dwell in and issue from her, BECAUSE SHE
IS BINAH. And because THIS TABERNACLE OF PEACE dwells upon
and spreads her wings over her children, she sheds new souls upon
each and every one of them.

196. Rabbi Shimon says further that this is the reason why we have
learned that Shabbat is similar to the world to come, and this is true.
Just as Shmitah (the Sabbatical Year) and Yovel (Jubilee) are equal
to one another, so are Shabbat and the world to come. LIKE
SHMITAH, SHABBAT IS MALCHUT; LIKE YOVEL, THE WORLD TO
COME IS BINAH. AND SINCE WE LEARNED THAT SHABBAT AND
THE WORLD TO COME ARE EQUAL TO EACH OTHER, THEN
SHMITAH AND THE YOVEL ARE EQUAL TO ONE ANOTHER. The
extra soul THAT THE TABERNACLE OF PEACE BESTOWS UPON
HER CHILDREN comes from the secret of remembering, ZEIR ANPIN,
to the Tabernacle of Peace that extends from the world to come. THE
TABERNACLE OF PEACE RECEIVES the additional NESHAMOT
FROM ZEIR ANPIN and gives them to the Holy Nation. The people
are elated with the addition, and all worldly matters, sorrows, and
evil are forgotten. Thus, it is written: "On the day that Hashem shall
give you rest from sorrow and from your troubles" (Yeshayah 14:3)
INDICATING THE TIME WHEN THE ADDITIONAL NESHAMOT ARE
RECEIVED FROM THE TABERNACLE OF PEACE.
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197. On the evening of Shabbat, one should taste of all THE FOOD
HE HAS, to show that this Tabernacle of Peace embraces all THREE
COLUMNS OF BINAH. This is as long as nothing is lacking from the
Shabbat day meal, BECAUSE THE HONOR OF THE DAY IS
GREATER THAN THE NIGHT. Others say further that ONE SHOULD
BEWARE THAT NOTHING IS LACKING from the two meals of the
day, and it is well TO BE VERY CAREFUL WITH THAT. And it is
needless to say that if one has more than two MEALS on SHABBAT
day, he can still taste of all the foods ON THE EVE OF SHABBAT, as
long as two dishes remain for the day of Shabbat. This was fully
expounded upon.

198. The Shabbat candles were given to the wives of the Holy people
to light, and the friends have given a reason for that. They explained
that when Chavah extinguished the candle of the world BY CAUSING
ADAM TO EAT OF THE FRUIT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, she
BROUGHT DEATH AND darkness to the world. THUS, BY LIGHTING
THE SHABBAT CANDLES, WOMEN CORRECT THAT WHICH
CHAVAH, THE FIRST WOMAN, DID, and this is good. Nevertheless, a
deeper interpretation is that the Tabernacle of Peace THAT SHINES
ON SHABBAT is the Mother of the world, and the souls, which are
Supernal candles, reside within her. Thus, a mother, OR A WOMAN,
should light the candles. By doing so, she stands in the stead OF
THE SUPERNAL MOTHER OF CHILDREN, THE TABERNACLE OF
PEACE. BECAUSE she does so, THE UPPER MOTHER OF
CHILDREN BESTOWS HOLY SOULS UPON HER CHILDREN, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL SPIRITUAL CANDLES.
199. FOR THIS REASON, a woman should light the candles of
Shabbat with a joyful heart and great concentration, because the
supernal Glory is hers. It is a great merit to herself to beget, IN
LIGHTING THE CANDLES, holy sons who are the shining candles of
Torah and Piety, and who will bring peace to the world. By lighting
the candles, she also gives her husband long life. Hence, she should
be very careful with THE LIGHTING OF THE CANDLES, AND
SHOULD DO SO WITH GREAT CONCENTRATION.

200. Come and behold: The evening and day of Shabbat combine
"Remember" and "Keep." IN THE FIRST TABLETS, it was written,
"Remember the Shabbat" (Shemot 20:8) and IN THE SECOND
TABLETS, it was written, "Keep the Shabbat" (Devarim 5:12).
BECAUSE "Remember" is the male PRESENCE OF ZEIR ANPIN and
"Keep" is the female PRESENCE, OR THE NUKVA, OF ZEIR ANPIN,
when "Remember" joins "Keep," all is one. Joyful are the people of
Yisrael, who are the lot of the Holy One, blessed be He, His destiny
and His inheritance. Of them, it is written: "Happy is the nation that
this is their lot. Happy is that Nation that has Hashem as its
Elohim" (Tehilim 144:15).

47. "And Hashem Elohim built the rib"
This section helps every human being attract their true soulmates. Moreover, the letters and words of the Zohar help existing marriages rekindle the
flames of passion and spiritual enlightenment.
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201. "And Hashem Elohim built the tzela (rib) which he had taken
from man" (Beresheet 2:22). Rabbi Shimon says: It is written,
"Elohim understood her ways and He knew her place" (Iyov 28:23).
There are many ways of looking at it, but what is the principal way of
interpreting "Elohim understood (Heb., hevin) her ways?" It is similar
to "and Elohim built (Heb. vayiven) the rib," even though RIB means
the Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in which there is a path, as it is
written, that "makes a way in the sea" (Yeshayah 43:16). THE SEA IS
MALCHUT, AND IN IT HE MADE A PATH. Hence "And Elohim
understood her ways."
202. "And He knew her place." HE ASKS: What is "her place?" AND
HE ANSWERS: It is the Written Torah, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. The
Written Torah, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE UPPER ZEIR ANPIN
AND OF THE NUKVA FROM THE CHEST UPWARD, has knowledge.
Hashem Elohim is a complete name to correct the MALCHUT in
everything. Hence, THE MOCHIN OF THE NUKVA, OR MALCHUT, are
called Chochmah and Binah, because they are created, with full
perfection, from the two names of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei and Elohim,
WITH YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI CORRESPONDING TO CHOCHMAH AND
ELOHIM TO BINAH. HENCE "ELOHIM UNDERSTOOD HER WAYS"
RELATES TO THE EMANATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT COMES
THROUGH BINAH, AND THIS EMANATION IS CALLED ELOHIM.
"AND HE KNEW HER PLACE" IS DAAT, THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM
AND THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, DRAWN FROM ABA
THROUGH ZEIR ANPIN.
203. "The rib" is the mirror that does not shineMALCHUT. As it is
written: "In tzali (my adversity) they rejoiced and gathered" (Tehilim
35:15). THE WORD INDICATES OPAQUE GLASS, WHICH NEEDS
CORRECTING. THE WORDS, "THE RIB that He took from man,"
MEAN THAT HE TOOK MALCHUT OUT OF THE WRITTEN TORAH,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Because woman originates in THE MALCHUT
OF the written Torah, "to the woman" indicates her connection with
the flames of the left side. Torah, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, was given
from the side of Gvurah, WHICH IS RELATED TO THE NUKVA. The
word for woman (ISHAH) IS DERIVED FROM esh, meaning fire OR
THE SIDE OF GVURAH, and Hei, INDICATING THE NUKVA TO
WHICH THE FIRE OF GVURAH IS CONNECTED. And they are burned
as one.
204. "And he brought her to Adam" because it is not fitting FOR THE
NUKVA to exist alone; she is included within and cleaves to the
written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN. And when THE NUKVA has united WITH
ZEIR ANPIN, he feeds and prepares for her and bestows upon her all
that she needs. Hence, it is written "And the earth" (Beresheet 1:1),
IN WHICH THE VAV (AND) IN "AND THE EARTH" ALLUDES TO ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH BESTOWS AN ABUNDANCE UPON HER, CALLED
"FOOD," as we have already explained.

205. Here we learn that the mother and father must supply all the
needs of a daughter before she is wed. After she has been joined
with her husband, it is for him to feed and give her what she
requires.
Come and behold: It is first written, "and Hashem Elohim built the
rib," that is, that mother and father have prepared for her. Then, it is
written: "He brought her to Adam," so they could join together and
cleave to one another. Then, it is for HER HUSBAND to give her what
she requires.
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206. Another interpretation of the verse, "Elohim understood her
ways," is that when the daughter is in her mother's home, her
mother cares for all her needs every day. Hence, Elohim, THE
MOTHER, understood the ways OF THE NUKVA. When her husband
marries her, he gives her what she wants and satisfies her needs.
Thus, it was said that He, NAMELY THE HUSBAND, "knew her
place," MEANING THAT THE HUSBAND CARES FOR THE WIFE
ONCE SHE IS MARRIED TO HIM.

48. "And Hashem Elohim formed the man"
Man is born into this world with an evil inclination built into his nature. True transformation of character occurs through the assistance and spiritual
power of a soulmate. This relationship gives us inner strength and willpower to complete our transformation.
207. It is written: "Hashem Elohim, Vayitzer (formed) the
man" (Beresheet 2:7). VAYITZER IS SPELLED WITH TWO YUDS TO
HINT THAT here man was completely formed, with both right and
left. As we have explained, he was created with only the good
inclination, NOT WITH THE EVIL INCLINATION. But LATER with "And
Hashem Elohim formed," THE EVIL INCLINATION IS ALSO
INCLUDED IN HIM. THIS IS THE HIDDEN REASON FOR THE TWO
YUDSONE ALLUDES TO the good inclination, the other to the evil
inclination. HE ASKS: WHY WAS HE GIVEN TWO INCLINATIONS?
AND HE RESPONDS: The reason is that he was given the good for
himself and the bad to awaken his desire for the female. The secret
meaning of this is that the North, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE, always
wakes toward the female and cleaves to her. Hence, she is called
Ishah, WHICH IS ANALYZED AS THE FIRE OF HEI, WHICH IS
FEMALE. FOR THE NUKVA IS BUILT BY, AND EMERGES FROM THE
LEFT SIDE.
208. Come and behold: The good and bad inclinations WERE GIVEN
TO MAN because the female was placed between the two
inclinations, connected to both. Yet, she cannot be placed between
them until the evil inclination awakens within her and the two
inclincations connect. After they are connected, the good inclination,
which is joy, rouses itself and draws THE NUKVA to itself.

209. We have already explained "the man," yet MAN WAS ALSO
COMPRISED of both male and female aspects, unable to separate
and face each other. The words "dust from the earth" indicate that
now he is about to be made ready, THAT IS, NOW THE TWO
ASPECTS WILL SEPARATE AND FACE EACH OTHER. Come and
behold: When a woman is wed to her husband, she is called by her
husband's name, man, womanrighteous, righteousness, He is a
young ofer (deer), she is afar (dust); he is called 'a deer,' and she 'a
gazelle.'

49. "Baal and Asherah"
These two words refer to two aspects of idol worship. Idol Worshipping refers not only to bowing down before statues and icons. Idol worshipping
includes any material possession or external situation that controls our emotions and behavior or that motivates us in any way. When any of these
influences determine our degree of contentment and joy in life, then we have surrendered control and severed our connection to the Light, the true
source of all fulfillment. Often, our negative tendencies lead us to become worshippers of wealth, or disciples of our own egos.
We can remove the power and allure of the "idols" that control us by meditating upon the Hebrew passages.
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210. It is written: "You shall not plant an asherah (grove; also, the
name of a goddess) of any kind of tree at the altar of Hashem your
Elohim which (Heb., asher) you shall make" (Devarim 16:21). ARE
WE TO UNDERSTAND FROM THE WORDS "at the altar" THAT ONLY
BESIDE AN ALTAR IT IS NOT PERMITTED TO PLANT A GROVE? If
so, then who permitted planting a grove anywhere else, or above an
altar? But, as we have explained, Asher is the name of the husband
and his wife is called after him, Asherah. Thus, the words "all the
vessels made for the Baal and Asherah" (II Melachim 23:4) INDICATE
THE SIDE OPPOSING ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA OF THE
HOLINESS; THE SIDE WHERE BAAL (LIT. HUSBAND) IS AGAINST
ZEIR ANPIN, AND ASHERAH IS AGAINST THE NUKVA. Hence, WE
UNDERSTAND THE QUESTION OF WHY it says, "You shall not plant
an Asherah at the altar of Hashem your Elohim." IN THE WORDS,
"AT THE ALTAR," "AT" IS SYNONYMOUS WITH "INSTEAD OF." THE
VERSE MEANS "YOU SHALL NOT PLANT AN ASHERAH" OF
IDOLATRY in the place of Hashem your Elohim because the altar of
Hashem is situated upon it, THAT IS, ABOUT TO ANNUL THE
KLIPAH OF ASHERAH, AS WAS SAID BEFORE. Thus, do not plant
an other Asherah OF IDOLATRY against the Altar.
211. Come and behold: All those who worship the sun are always
referred to as the worshippers of Baal, and those who worship the
moon are called worshippers of Asherah. Hence, the above passage
"for the Baal and Asherah" REFERS TO BAAL, WHO IS THE SUN
AND IS MALE, AND THE ASHERAH, WHO IS THE MOON AND IS
FEMALE. She is called Asherah after her husband Asher.
But, if she is called ASHERAH AFTER HER HUSBAND Asher, why is
THE NUKVA not called ASHERAH anymore? ALTHOUGH THE
NUKVA OF PURITY IS NO LONGER CALLED SO, she was called
Asherah in the past after the passage: "Happy (oshri) am I, for the
girls will call me blessed" (Beresheet 30:13). SHE WAS CALLED SO
BY THOSE WHO PRAISED AND AKNOWLEDGED HER. AND, IT IS
WRITTEN OF HER: "BEAUTIFUL OF ALL SITES, THE JOY OF THE
WHOLE EARTH" (TEHILIM 48:3). But the other nations did not
acknowledge her, erected an ASHERAH OF IDOL WORSHIP in her
stead, and moreover BELITTLED HER, as it is written: "All that
Honored her yet despised her" (Eichah 1:8). And hence, the name
Asherah was taken away from her BECAUSE THEY STOPPED
ACKNOWLEDGING HER. And to prevent the other Idolatrous nations
from gaining strength, she is called an altar, which is made of earth.
This is as written: "An altar of earth YOU SHALL MAKE FOR
ME" (Shemot 20:24). Hence, it was said OF ADAM: "AND HASHEM
ELOHIM MADE ADAM FROM the dust of the earth," WHERE DUST IS
MALCHUT AND EARTH IS BINAH. THUS, THROUGH THIS
SWEETENING OF DUST WITH EARTH, HE MERITED RECEIVING THE
MOCHIN OF NESHAMAH OF LIFE.
212. AFTER THE DUST WAS SWEETENED WITH EARTH, IT IS
WRITTEN: "And he breathed in his nostrils the soul of
Life" (Beresheet 2:7). As the soul of life was breathed into the dust,
THE BODY OF ADAM WAS SWEETENED, like a female conceiving
from a male. Through this process, SOUL AND BODY become
joined. BECAUSE THE LIGHT OF BINAH IS CALLED NESHAMAH
AND BECAUSE THE BODY IS SWEETENED TO BECOME AN
ADEQUATE VESSEL FOR BINAH, LIGHT AND VESSEL EMBRACE
EACH OTHER. This dust, WHICH IS THE BODY, becomes filled with
EMANATIONS OF LIGHT. HE ASKS: What are THOSE LIGHTS? AND
HE SAYS: THEY ARE the Ruach and Neshamah.
It is written that then "man became a living soul (nefesh)," WHICH
MEANS THAT he was now complete IN BODY AND SOUL and could
now correct and sustain the living soul THAT WAS HIS FEMALE.
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213. "And Hashem Elohim built." Here also, IN BUILDING OF THE
RIB, the full name is used, AS IT WAS USED IN "AND HASHEM
ELOHIM MADE MAN." Because her father and mother corrected her
before the woman came to her husband's home, ZEIR ANPIN,
HENCE A FULL NAME IS MENTIONED, AS HASHEM IS ABA AND
ELOHIM IS IMA.
"The rib" is described in the verse, "I am Black and Comely,
daughters of Jerusalem" (Shir Hashirim 1:5), MEANING IT WAS
FASHIONED AFTER THE SECRET OF the mirror that does not shine.
Later, her father and mother correct her, so as to bring peace
between husband and wife. THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT BY, "HE
BROUGHT HER TO ADAM."

50. Soothing and asking permission
The Zohar discloses the importance of treating one's wife with the utmost love, honor, and respect. A man must make every attempt towards
elevating his wife to the highest level. Here the Zohar is not simply emphasizing the need for moral and ethical behavior between a man and wife.
Rather, the Zohar is revealing supernal secrets. The woman corresponds to the Sfirot of Malchut. She is the vessel, and is therefore responsible for
manifesting Light for the entire family. Accordingly, the male must prepare and build the vessel if he hopes to maximize the spiritual Light to be
received. The husband's actions arouse the Light in the Upper Worlds, while the wife manifests the Light in our world.
In pursuing their own religious goals, some men relegate their wives to a secondary position. Herein lies the difference between a religious mindset
and a genuinely spiritual one. Spiritually, a man can never grow and develop without elevating his wife to her rightful place. From these passages,
we draw the consciousness and inspiration to strive for this kind of marriage.
214. "And He brought her to Adam" (Beresheet 2:22). From this we
learn that it is incumbent on the father and mother of the bride to
transfer her to the charge of her bridegroom, as we read: "My
daughter I have given to this man" (Devarim 22:16). Henceforward,
the husband is to come to the wife, because the house is hers and
not his. IT BEHOOVES HIM, THEREFORE, TO COME TO HER, as it is
written: "And he went in to her" (Beresheet 29:23) and "And he went
in also to Rachel" (Beresheet 29:30). In the beginning, it is written
"and He brought her to Adam" because not until the mother and
father prepare her TO RECEIVE THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM FROM
ZEIR ANPIN will ZEIR ANPIN come to her. All the whole house is THE
FEMALE'S. And he has to have her permission BEFORE MATING.

215. And upon this we commented, "and he came onto the place and
he slept there" (Beresheet 28:11), meaning that he asked permission
first. From this we learn that he who wants to mate with his wife
must soothe her first and soften her with sweet talk. Failing to do so,
he shall not sleep with her, because their desire must be mutual and
without coercion.

216. "And he slept there, because the sun was setting" comes to
teach that sexual intercourse is forbidden during the day.
"And he took of the stones of the place" (Beresheet 28:11). We have
learned that even if a King has beds of gold and glorious bed gowns
to sleep in, and the matron prepared for him a bed of stones, he
should leave his own and use what she has prepared. As it is
written: "And he lied down in this place," NAMELY ON THAT BED OF
STONES.
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217. Come and behold: It is written: "And the man said, This
time" (Beresheet 2:23). These are loving words, spoken to win a
woman's affections, draw her closer to him, and arouse love within
her. See how tender and how love enticing are the words, "A bone of
my bones and flesh of my flesh." They show her that the two are one
and inseparable.

218. And then he should praise her saying, "This one shall be called
woman," WHICH MEANS she is peerless and the pride of the house.
Other women, compared to her, are as apes before men. "This one
shall be called woman," perfect in every regard, she and no other. All
those are loving words, similar to those in the verse, "Many girls
have done great things, but you have excelled them all" (Mishlei
31:29).

219. "Hence a man shall leave his father and mother and cleave onto
his wife, and they become one flesh" (Beresheet 2:24). This is to
draw her to him with affection and cause him to cleave to her.
Because he was aroused toward her with those words, it is written:
"And the serpent was cunning" (Beresheet 3:1). The evil inclination
was awakened to embrace her, connect her with physical desires,
and arouse her to other things in which the evil inclination delights.

220. THEN, "the woman saw that the tree was good to eat and was
delightful to behold, and she took the fruit thereof and
ate" (Beresheet 3:6). She received THE EVIL INCLINATION willingly
AND LUSTFULLY. "And she gave also to her husband," because she
was lustfully aroused and wanted to win her husband's love and
affection.
These passages explain the process to human beings, as it occurs
above BETWEEN THE UPPER MALE AND FEMALE. ALTHOUGH THE
SCRIPTURE TALKS OF ADAM AND CHAVAH BELOW, IT
NEVERTHELESS ALLUDES PRINCIPALLY TO THE SUPERNAL MALE
AND FEMALE. AND PEOPLE SHOULD ATTUNE THEIR ACTIONS TO
THEIRS.
221. Rabbi Elazar said: If it be so, THAT THE SCRIPTURE TALKS OF
THE SUPERNAL MALE AND FEMALE, how do we account for the evil
inclination overtaking the female, BECAUSE IT IS INCONCEIVABLE
THAT THE EVIL INCLINATION CAN AFFECT THE SUPERNAL
NUKVA.
He said to him: I HAVE ALREADY EXPLAINED, some things pertain
to the upper realms and others to the lower, MEANING THOSE
HAPPENINGS IN THE UPPER ARE DIRECTED TOWARD THE
LOWER, WHICH ARE THEIR BRANCHES. EVERYTHING IN THE
LOWER HAS A ROOT IN THE UPPER, FROM WHENCE IT IS DRAWN
AND GROWS. HENCE the good and bad inclinations ARE DRAWN
FROM THEIR UPPER ROOTS, the good from the right and the bad
from the left. The supernal left, THE UPPER LEFT COLUMN FROM
WHICH THE BAD INCLINATION IS DRAWN, embraces the body, or
the female, to join with it as one. As it is written: "His left under my
head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6). Hence, the scripture was explained both in
terms of the upper MALE AND FEMALE, and of the lower, ADAM
AND EVE. From this point on, the account is smeared slightly with
tar, WHICH MEANS THAT IT IS EASY TO UNDERSTAND HOW THE
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LOWER RELATES TO THE UPPER, and even the smallest child can
elucidate on this matter. And the friends have discussed it.

51. He who goes on a journey
No matter how high we climb spiritually, we are always beholden to our wives, for it is through their essence that we receive all our Light. The
woman is the direct manifestation of God's presence, or Shechina, in our world.
Rabbi Akiva, the great and holy master of the eminent sage Rabbi Shimon, once told his students "All that is yours and all that is mine is hers." He
was indicating the indispensable role a woman plays in a man's spiritual work.
222. Rabbi Shimon was going to Tveriah (Tiberias), accompanied by
Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda, and Rabbi Chiya. On the way, they saw
Rabbi Pinchas coming toward them. When they met, they
dismounted FROM THEIR DONKEYS and sat under one of the trees
on the mountain. Rabbi Pinchas said: Now that we are seated,
MEANING NOW THAT WE ARE PREPARED TO LEARN TORAH, I
would like to hear of the good teachings you expound every day.

223. Rabbi Shimon then opened a discourse by saying, "And he
went on his journeys from the Negev" (Beresheet 13:3). It says
"journeys" IN THE PLURAL, where it should have said "journey," IN
THE SINGULAR. Why did the scripture say "journeys" IN THE
PLURAL? Because there were two journeys, one his own, and the
second that of the Shechinah. The dual journey indicates that
everyone should be male and female, so that his faith may be strong
and the Shechinah may never depart from him.

224. And you may ask if the sojourner is not both male and female,
will the Shechinah then leave him?
Come and behold: He who goes on a journey should pray to the Holy
One, blessed be He, BEFORE HE LEAVES, so as to draw upon
himself his Master's Shechinah, when still at home and still both
male and female. And when he prayed and praised, and the
Shechinah rests upon him, then he can go on his way. Now that the
Shechinah is with him, he can be male and female in the city, THAT
IS, AT HOME and in the field, ON HIS JOURNEY. BECAUSE THE
SHECHINAH IS JOINED TO HIM, it is written: "Righteousness shall
go before him," with RIGHTEOUSNESS REPRESENTING THE
SHECHINAH, "and then he shall place his footsteps on the
way" (Tehilim 85:14).

225. Come and behold: As long as a man is traveling, he should
beware of sinning, so that the supernal mate, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, will not desert him, causing him to become defective,
that is, not composed of male and female. Just as he guards his
actions in the city, when his wife is with him, he should do so all the
more on the road, when the supernal mate, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, is attached to him.
Furthermore, because the supernal mate, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH
protects him on the road and does not depart from him until he
returns to his home, HE SHOULD, THEREFORE, WATCH HIS
ACTIONS AT HOME TOO, SO THAT THE SHECHINAH DOES NOT
DESERT HIM.
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226. When he returns home, he should please his wife, because it is
she who procured the supernal mate for him. BY RECITING A
PRAYER FOR THE JOURNEY WHILE STILL AT HOME WITH HIS
WIFE, HE MERITED THE SUPERNAL MATING ON THE JOURNEY.
THUS HIS WIFE BROUGHT ABOUT HIS SUPERNAL MATING ON THE
WAY, NAMELY THE INSPIRATION OF THE SHECHINAH.
And when he comes to her, he should please her for two reasons.
First, because of the joy of mating, as this mating is the joy of a
precept, and because rejoicing in a precept is the joy of the
Shechinah.
227. Furthermore, he increases peace at home, as it is written: "You
shall know that your tent is at peace and you shall visit your
habitation and not sin" (Iyov 5:24). HE ASKS: If he does not mate
with his wife, is that a sin? ACCORDING TO THE WORDS, "AND YOU
SHALL VISIT YOUR HABITATION AND NOT SIN?" AND HE SAYS:
Evidently so, HE HAS SINNED. He has diminished the glory of the
supernal mating, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, who has mated with
him on the way because of the actions of his wife. AND IF HE IS
UNGRATEFUL TO HER, HE THUS REVEALS HIS OPINION THAT THE
SUPERNAL COMPANION WAS NOT SO IMPORTANT TO HIM AND
HENCE DEROGATES HER HONOR.
228. The second REASON WHY HE SHOULD GLADDEN HIS WIFE is
that if HIS WIFE conceives in consequence of this mating, the
supernal mating endows her with a holy soul. For this covenant OF
THE SUPERNAL MATE THAT ENDOWS THE HOLY SOUL is the
covenant of the Holy One, blessed be He. BY THIS MATING WITH HIS
WIFE, HE CAUSES THE MATING OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WITH THE SHECHINAH. It behooves one, then, to concentrate on
that joy, as one should concentrate on mating on Shabbat, which is
the sages' mating, THAT IS, THE HOLINESS OF THE MATING WHEN
ONE RETURNS FROM A JOURNEY EQUALS THE HOLINESS OF THE
MATING ON SHABBAT EVE.
Hence, the quotation, "you shall know that your tent is at peace"
indicates that you will know the Shechinah is with you and has
settled on your home. Hence, "...and you shall visit your habitation
and not sin," means that you should not sin by refraining from
intercourse before the Shechinah, which is the joy in a precept,
NAMELY ONE MUST NOT PREVENT THE UNION OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WITH THE SHECHINAH, THROUGH WHICH A
SOUL CAN BE ENDOWED. THIS IS A GREAT SIN.
229. Similarly, the great scholars abstain from their wives all
weekdays, so as not to be distracted from their full occupation with
Torah. The supernal mate consorts with them, and THE SHECHINAH
does not leave them, so that they remain male and female.
And when Shabbat comes, these scholars have to please their wives
for the honor of the supernal mate, as we have explained, CAUSING
THE SUPERNAL MATE TO ENDOW THEM WITH HOLY SOULS. They
should direct their hearts for their Master's desire.

230. Similarly, the supernal mate joins with a man whose wife is on
her unclean days and dutifully abides by the laws of family purity all
those days, so that he remains male and female. And when his wife
is purified, he is obligated to rejoice with her, with the joy in a
precept, the joy of the supernal. All the reasons we have discussed
reach the same conclusion: the main objective is that the faithful
must direct their hearts and desires to this.
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231. One may say that a man is more praiseworthy while journeying
than when he is at home, because the supernal mate embraces him
WHILE HE IS ON HIS WAY.
Come and behold: When a man is at home, the foundation of the
house is the wife, because of whom the Shechinah does not leave
the house. As we have learned, it is written that when "He brought
her to the tent of his mother Sarah" (Beresheet 24:67), the candle
was rekindled, AS IT WAS WHEN SARAH, HIS MOTHER, WAS ALIVE.
That is because the Shechinah came to the house FOR HIS WIFE'S
MERIT. THE SHECHINAH, THEREFORE, DWELLS IN THE HOUSE
BECAUSE OF THE WIFE'S MERIT.

232. The concealed reason behind this is that the supernal Ima,
BINAH, does not coexist with the male, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, until
the house has been prepared and both male and female NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA have been joined. Then the supernal Ima
brings blessings upon them both.
Similarly, the lower ImaNAMELY THE SHECHINAHcannot be found
with the maleNAMELY MAN BELOWexcept when the house has been
corrected, the male comes unto the female, and they join together as
one. Consequently, the lower Ima, THE SHECHINAH, brings upon
them a wealth of blessings.

233. Hence, a man is crowned with two females in his home similar
to the supernal ZEIR ANPIN, as the secret of the words: "Ad (until)
the desire of the everlasting hills" (Beresheet 44:26). "Ad" IN THE
VERSE "UNTIL THE DESIRE," IS THE MOCHIN OF THE SUPERNAL
GARDEN OF EDEN. In it are the desires of the everlasting hills,
WHICH ARE THE TWO NUKVAS. The supernal female, BINAH,
desires to correct and crown THE MALE, WITH THE MOCHIN OF THE
THREE SFIROT and to bless him WITH CHASSADIM. The lower
female DESIRES to embrace THE MALE and to be fed by him WITH
THE MOCHIN OF "AD," BECAUSE OF WHICH THE SUPERNAL
MOTHER, BINAH, DESIRES TO ENDOW HIM WITH THESE MOCHIN.
HENCE THE MALE IS CROWNED BY THE TWO NUKVAS. FOR WERE
IT NOT FOR THE LOWER NUKVA'S NEED FOR THE MOCHIN OF AD,
THE SUPERNAL MOTHER WOULD NOT HAVE ENDOWED THE MALE
WITH THEM, BECAUSE THE MALE DOES NOT NEED THEM. HE
NEEDS CONCEALED CHASSADIM.
234. That WHICH HAS BEEN EXPLAINED ABOUT THE UPPER MALE,
ALSO applies to the lower male, THAT IS MAN IN THIS WORLD.
When he marries a woman, he receives the desires of the everlasting
hills. He is crowned by two females, CALLED THE EVERLASTING
HILLS. One is supernal, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, and one lower,
NAMELY HIS WIFE. The supernal is to pour blessings upon him, and
the lower, his wife, should be fed by him and joined with him.

235. But when he journeys, it is not so, THAT IS, HE IS NOT
CROWNED BY THE TWO FEMALES, but solely by the supernal Ima,
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, who cleaves to him upon his sojourning.
The lower, HIS WIFE, stays AT HOME. And when he returns home, he
crowns himself again with two females, as we have said. HENCE, HE
WHO STAYS AT HOME IS MORE DIGNIFIED THAN HE WHO
TRAVELS.
Rabbi Pinchas said to Rabbi Shimon: Even in SIMPLE MATTERS OF
the scales and fins of a fish, no one will open his mouth to brag
before you. THAT IS, RABBI PINCHAS WAS SO AMAZED AT THE
DEPTH OF RABBI SHIMON'S INTERPRETATION THAT HE SAID,
EVEN ON SIMPLE MATTERS OF DECIDING WHETHER A FISH IS FIT
FOR EATING OR NOT, NO ONE WILL DARE TO EXPOUND BEFORE
YOU.
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52. Voice and Speech
A deeply hidden secret pertains to the spiritual powers of the mouth. As letters and words arouse the very forces that they describe, the mouth
animates the spiritual forces that it speaks. Positive words generate positive angels, while negative speech produces negative angels. The good and
bad events in our lives are merely the net effect of the angelic influences created through the power of speech. The evil inclination works to blind us
from this spiritual truth. Having succumbed to the uncertainty and doubt implanted within us by our negative tendencies, most of us disregard the
words that come out of our mouths. Yet Kabbalah teaches that it is far more important to consider what comes out of the mouth than what goes into
it. It is fitting that, through the power of the Zohar's words, we can draw Light to help us use our speech in a positive manner.
236. Rabbi Shimon said: similarly, Torah, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN, is
situated between two houses BETWEEN TWO NUKVAS. FOR IMA IS
CALLED "HOUSE," as in "For both houses of Yisrael" (Yeshayah
8:14). One is upper and sealedTHE SUPERNAL IMA, BINAH; the
other is more revealed. The supernal, SEALED one is the great voice
referred to in: "A great voice which was not heard again" (Devarim
5:19).
237. This is an inner voice that cannot be heard or revealed. IT IS
NOT HEARD IN THE FORM OF A VOICE AND NOT REVEALED IN
SPEECH. It is produced when the palate is connected to the larynx to
produce Hei in a SOUNDLESS whisper. This is perpetually produced;
it never ceases. It is a very thin inner voice that can never be heard.

238. From this voice, FROM ABA AND IMA, THE GREAT VOICE,
Torah, called "the voice of Ya'akov," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
originates. This audible VOICE comes from THE VOICE THAT IS not
heard, NAMELY ABA AND IMA. Subsequently, speech is linked to
the inner voice. Speech comes AND IS HEARD through the strength
and initiative OF YA'AKOV'S VOICE. The voice of Ya'akov, called
Torah, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN, is embraced between two females. It is
then linked to the inaudible inner VOICE, NAMELY IMA, and to the
audible external one, NAMELY THE NUKVA.

239. There are two inaudible VOICES, CALLED CONCEALED
CHASSADIM, and two other VOICES that are audible EXTERNALLY.
IN THEM IN THE CHASSADIMTHESE VOICES ARE REVEALED BY
THE RADIANCE OF CHOCHMAH. HE EXPLAINS, the two inaudible
voices are the supernal and concealed Chochmah, NAMELY ARICH
ANPIN, CLOTHED by thought, AND THE SUPERNAL FATHER, heard
neither in SPEECH NOR IN THE ASPECT OF THE VOICE. First, it is
revealed slightly by an inaudible whisper, AS IN THE ISSUING OF
THE LETTER HEI, called the great voice. The great voice is a faint
sound emitted secretly, AND IT IS THE SUPERNAL MOTHER. THOSE
ARE THE TWO INAUDIBLE VOICES, ABA AND IMA.
240. The two audible voices are emitted from here, PRODUCED BY
THE TWO INAUDIBLE ONES. THOSE ARE the voice of Ya'akov,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and the speech that cleaves to it, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. The great voice, BINAH, is whispered
and not heard. It is a house (Heb. Bayit) for the supernal Chochmah,
WHICH IS ABA. Because each female is called "House (Bayit)",
BINAH IS CALLED "HOUSE (BAYIT)." Speech, WHICH IS THE NUKVA
OF ZEIR ANPIN, is the house (Bayit) for the Voice of Ya'akov, which
is Torah, OR ZEIR ANPIN. Hence Torah starts with the letter Bet or
Beresheet (in Hebrew, both Bayit [house] and the letter Bet are
spelled in the same way).
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241. RABBI SHIMON said that the words "In the beginning Elohim
created" correspond to "And Hashem Elohim built the rib." THE
STRUCTURING OF THE NUKVA BY ABA AND IMA is insinuated here.
The words "the heavens" CORRESPOND TO THE SECRET OF THE
GREAT MALE AND FEMALE IN the words, "and he brought her to
the man." Likewise, "and the earth" corresponds to "bone of my
bones," THE SECRET OF THE SMALLER MALE AND FEMALE. THE
SMALL NUKVA, ALLUDED TO IN "AND THE EARTH" is called "the
land of the living."

53. "Hashem said to my master"
The Zohar describes the metaphysical process by which the negative desire to receive for the self alone is transformed into the desire to receive for
the sake of sharing. This transformation opens the way to the final redemption, which will be achieved by the 7th millennium. We can hasten this
process through our efforts in reading this section.
242. Rabbi Shimon further said, "Hashem said to my master, Sit at
my right hand till I have made your enemies as your
footstools" (Tehilim 110:1). "Hashem said to my master," this
MEANS THAT the upper level, ZEIR ANPIN, says to the lower level,
THE NUKVA, "Sit at my right," so as to link west, THE NUKVA, with
the south, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the left, THE NUKVA with
the right, ZEIR ANPIN. These linkages break the power of the
idolatrous nations. THE QUOTATION CONTINUES, "TILL I HAVE
MADE YOUR ENEMIES AS YOUR FOOTSTOOLS" BECAUSE
"Hashem said" is Ya'akov, ZEIR ANPIN, AND "to my master," is "the
ark of the covenant of the Master of all the earth" (Yehoshua 3:11),
NAMELY THE NUKVA.
243. An alternative explanation is that "Hashem says" is the Yovel
(Jubilee), WHICH IS BINAH, and "to my master" is Shmitah (the
Sabbatical Year), THE NUKVA, of whom it was said, "I love my
Master" (Shemot 21:5). YOVEL SAYS TO SHMITAH, "Sit at my right,"
because the right, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, exists in Yovel, NAMELY
BINAH and Shmitah, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, must link with the right,
AS WE HAVE EXPLAINED.
244. Come and behold: The Sabbatical Year, NAMELY THE NUKVA,
was not thoroughly connected to right and left from the day of its
conception. And when THE NUKVA wants to link WITH THE RIGHT
AND THE LEFT, ZEIR ANPIN spreads out His left arm toward her and
creates this world. THAT IS, THE NUKVA, IN ITS ROLE AS THE LEFT
IN HER, IS CALLED "THIS WORLD." And since He now has only the
aspect of the left, she has no existence, THAT IS, NO COMPLETE
MOCHIN. THIS WAS THE STATE OF AFFAIRS FOR THE SIX
THOUSAND YEARS BEFORE the seventh millennium. At the
inception of the seventh millenniumand only on that dayTHE NUKVA
links with the right, NAMELY CHASSADIM. Then THE NUKVA is
embraced completely between right and left, THAT IS, WITH FULL
MOCHIN, and a new Heaven and earth will come into being. She will
never be removed from there, BECAUSE SHE WILL BE BALANCED
BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT FOREVER.
245. If what you say is correct, AND ONLY IN THE SEVENTH
MILLENNIUM WILL THE NUKVA LINK WITH THE RIGHT, how do we
explain that "Sit at my right" WHICH MEANS DURING THE SIX
THOUSAND YEARS AND NOT NECESSARILY AT THE ADVENT OF
THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM. AND HE EXPLAINS, THE VERSE "SIT
AT MY RIGHT" applies to a specified time period. It says "till I make
your enemies to be your footstools," which is not forever. But at that
time, IN THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM, she will never be removed, as
it is written of her "You shall spread to the right and to the
left" (Yeshayah 54:3). That is, SHE WILL COMPRISE IN HERSELF
THE RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN, and all will be one
WITHIN HER.
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246. Come and behold: The words "the heavens" allude to the upper
Shechinah, NAMELY THE NUKVA FROM THE CHEST UPWARD, and
the words "and the earth" allude to the lower Shechinah, THE
NUKVA FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD OF ZEIR ANPIN. They are
joined together as male and female. THIS MEANS THAT THE UPPER
NUKVA IS CONNECTED TO THE MALE, WHO IS THE GREAT ZEIR
ANPIN, AND THE LOWER NUKVA IS LINKED TO THE MINOR ZEIR
ANPIN. All this has been explained by the colleagues.

54. The Rising Flame
A glowing ember or lit candle holds many supernal secrets concerning the revelation of spiritual Light. By learning this section, we awaken these
wondrous forces of Light in our own lives.
247. When they rose to leave, Rabbi Shimon said: We have
something with us, MEANING THAT HE HAD ONE MORE THING TO
TELL THEM. Rabbi Shimon then said: Two passages are written. One
says, "Because Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim
4:24), SIGNIFYING THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CLEAVE TO HIM, AS
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CLEAVE TO FIRE. The other says, "You who
cleave onto Hashem your Elohim are all alive today" (Devarim 4:4),
SIGNIFYING THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO CLEAVE TO HIM. These
SEEMINGLY CONFLICTING passages have been explained
repeatedly by those who have tackled them. But come and behold:
the verse, "Because Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire." The
colleagues have discussed that there is a fire that consumes and
destroys even fire. Thus, there is a fire that is stronger than
NORMAL fire, and that has been explained.

248. But, come and behold: one who wants to learn the wisdom of
Holy unification must examine the flames arising from a glowing
ember or lit candle, because the flames only rise if coming from a
coarse object.

249. Come and see: In the rising flame there are two lights. One is a
white and luminous light; the other is a blue or black light to which
the white light is linked. The white shining light is higher and direct.
Underneath it is the blue or black light, which serves as a pedestal
for the white.

250. This shining white light spreads over THE BLUE, and the two
lights unite to become one. And this black light, or the blue tint
underneath it, serves as a throne of Glory for the white light. Hence,
its appearance is the secret of Blue. IT IS THE ASPECT OF THE
THRONE OF GLORY, WHICH RESEMBLES BLUE, AS IS GENERALLY
KNOWN.

251. This throne of black or bluish light links to something
underneath it, so it has something on which to burn. This thing
compels it to cling to the white light.
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252. The black and blue LIGHT sometimes turns red again. Yet the
white light above it never changes; it is always white. But the blue
changes. It is sometimes blue or black, sometimes red.

253. This BLUE LIGHT links in two directions. It connects to the
white light above it and to the COARSE object underneath it,
NAMELY THE WICK. The wick is designated as the place to which
the light may connect and from which it radiates. THE WICK SERVES
AS THE POINT AT WHICH THE BLUE LIGHT CONNECTS WITH THE
SHINING WHITE LIGHT.
254. The BLUE LIGHT OF THE CANDLE always consumes and
destroys the COARSE object, NAMELY THE WICK, because the blue
light consumes and burns all that it comes into contact with
underneath it. And because its nature is to consume and scorch, it is
the source of the destruction and death of all. THE BLUE LIGHT IS
THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, OR THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
FROM WHICH DEATH AND DESTRUCTION ORIGINATE. It therefore
consumes whatever it links to below.

255. The white light that prevails on THE BLUE LIGHT never
consumes or destroys, and it never changes COLOR. IT IS THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, WHICH NEVER CHANGES OR BECOMES
COARSE AND WHICH IS FREE FROM JUDGMENT. THEREFORE, IT
DOES NOT DESTROY OR CHANGE. That is why Moshe said, "For
Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire." It is because fire
consumes and destroys all that is underneath it that MOSHE said,
"your Elohim" and not "our Elohim." Moshe was A CHARIOT FOR
the supernal white light that neither burns nor destroys, and WHICH
CANNOT BE TOUCHED BY JUDGMENTS.
256. Come and see: This blue light cannot awaken, kindle, or link to
the white light without Yisrael connecting to it from underneath.
THIS IS THE SAME AS THE LINKING OF THE WICK TO THE BLUE
LIGHT.

257. Come and behold: Although it is the nature of this blue(black
light to destroy all that contacts it from beneath, Yisrael still cleaves
to it from beneath and survives. This is written: "You who cleave
onto Hashem your Elohim are all alive today." It is written: "to
Hashem your Elohim," WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and not, "our
Elohim," WHICH WOULD ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN, FOR WHOM
MOSHE WAS A CHARIOT. HE SAID TO THEM, YOU CLEAVE to the
blue and black light that burns and destroys all, but nevertheless
you survive, as it is written: "You are all alive today", BECAUSE
THIS BLUE LIGHT DID NOT BURN YOU.
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258. A concealed light envelops this white light. It is a supernal
secret THAT THIS LIGHT REFERS TO THE SUPERNAL LIGHT THAT
CLOTHES ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE WHITE LIGHT. THIS LIGHT
CANNOT BE CONCEIVED OR UNDERSTOOD. Everything,
INCLUDING THE BLUE, WHITE, AND CONCEALED, SURROUNDING
LIGHT, can be found in the rising flame of a candle. And all great
wisdoms are insinuated therein. Rabbi Pinchas approached and
kissed him saying: Blessed be the merciful, who led me to meet you
here. They accompanied Rabbi Pinchas for three miles.
259. When Rabbi Shimon and the friends returned, AFTER
ESCORTING RABBI PINCHAS, Rabbi Shimon said: What we said is
the secret wisdom of sacred unification. Consequently, the last Hei
of the holy name, THE NUKVA, is the blue and black light that links
to THE LETTERS Yud-Hei-Vav, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, the bright
white light.

260. Come and behold: sometimes the blue light is the letter Dalet
and sometimes Hei. When Yisrael does not connect to it from below,
so as to kindle it and connect it to the white light, it is Dalet. And
when Yisrael awakens her, BY ELEVATING THE MAYIN NUKVIN
(FEMALE WATERS), to connect her with the white light, then it is
called Hei.

261. Whence do we know this? From the words, "If a girl (na'arah) is
a virgin" (Devarim 22:23), "na'arah" is written without a letter Hei (i.
e., na'ar). What is the reason for this? It is because she has not been
linked to a male. And wherever male and female are separate, the
letter Hei cannot be found. NAARAH IS THEREFORE SPELLED
WITHOUT THE HEI, and THE HEI ascends, while THE NUKVA stays
WITH THE LETTER Dalet, WHICH ALLUDES TO POVERTY.
262. Because whenever the blue and black light connect to this
bright white light, it is called Hei, indicating unity. THE NUKVA
cleaves to the white light, and Yisrael clings to her and stands
underneath her to kindle her. THROUGH THE FEMALE WATER
(MAYIN NUKVIN), THEY RISE TO HER, and unity is found. YISRAEL,
BY BRINGING UP THE FEMALE WATER TO HER, KINDLES THE
NUKVA AND CAUSES HER TO CLEAVE TO AND JOIN ZEIR ANPIN.
WERE IT NOT FOR THE FEMALE WATER, THE NUKVA WOULD NOT
HAVE JOINED ZEIR ANPIN. THUS, THEY TOO ARE ATTACHED TO
ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS BECAUSE WHATEVER ONE EFFECTS IN THE
UPPER REALMS, HE ALSO MERITS BELOW. HENCE, THE HOLY
ONE, THE SHECHINAH, AND YISRAEL BECOME ONE.
263. This is the inner purpose of the sacrifice. The smoke rises and
kindles the blue light. When it is lit, it links to the white light and then
to the candle, MEANING THAT THE SHECHINAH alights in unity.
AND WHEN SHE CLEAVES TO THE WHITE LIGHT AND THE SMOKE,
THE THREE BECOME ONE.
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264. The nature of the blue light is to burn and consume all that it
contacts from below. When THE SACRIFICE is pleasing and the
candle burns in unity, it is written "the fire of Hashem falls and
consumes the offering" (I Melachim 18:38). WHEN ALL HAS BEEN
BURNED COMPLETELY, it is known that the candle, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, is burning in complete unity, and the blue light, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA, has united with the white light, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and THE TWO have become one. FURTHERMORE, THE
BLUE LIGHT BURNS AND consumes the fats and burnt offerings,
meaning that it does not burn and consume from beneath, except
when it is elevating FOR THE WHITE LIGHT. THIS INDICATES THAT
all, INCLUDING THE SMOKE AND THE BLUE LIGHT, link to the white
light. Hence, peace is made in all the worlds and all is embraced in
unity.

265. And when this blue light is through burning and consuming all
that is underneath, all the priests and Levites and Yisrael come and
cleave onto it. THE LEVITES cleave with the joy of singing; THE
PRIESTS with the meditation of their hearts; and THE YISRAEL with
prayer. And the candle, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, burns and
shines upon them. All the lights unify, the worlds glow, and all above
and below are blessed.

266. Hence the words, "And you who cleave onto Hashem your
Elohim are all alive today" (Devarim 4:4), APPLY TO YISRAEL. HE
ASKS: THE PASSAGE SAYS, "And you," with the addition of the
letter Vav (which carries the meaning of the English word "and").
Should it not be just "you?" HE ANSWERS, Vav shows Yisrael's
virtue over that of the offerings and fat, because when the offerings
and fat connect to THE BLUE LIGHT, they are consumed and burned.
But if you cleave to this blue(black light that burns and consumes,
all remains alive. THIS VIRTUE IS ALLUDED TO BY THE VAV IN "And
you are all alive today."
267. In a dream, all colors, except for blue, are a good sign. Blue
always destroys and consumes. It is the tree where death is found.
IT IS THE NUKVA, WHICH IS CALLED THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. It
reigns over the lower world, WHICH IS THIS WORLD, and it
consumes and destroys everything that exists underneath it.

268. THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN is found in the upper heavens,
NAMELY THE WORLD OF ATZILUT, and there are many upper hosts
IN THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH. Yet they live
and subsist. SO HOW IS IT, ONE MIGHT ASK, THAT YOU SAY THAT
THE BLUE LIGHT, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN,
CONSUMES ALL THAT IS UNDERNEATH? Come and behold: all the
upper HOSTS IN THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRA, AND ASIYAH,
WHICH ARE HIGHER WORLDS THAN THIS, are included in the blue
light itselfNOT UNDERNEATH IT. Yet the lower beings OF THIS
WORLD are not INCLUDED IN THE BLUE LIGHT ITSELF, because
they are the coarse objects by which the world is supported. THE
WORLD LINKS TO THE LOWER BEINGS AND SUBSISTS ON THEM,
JUST AS THE WICK OF A CANDLE. WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN, THE
WORLD WOULD NOT EXIST. Hence, the blue light consumes and
destroys them and there can be nothing down here in this world that
is not destroyed, because the blue light destroys all that is
underneath it.

55. "By forty-five colors of light"
As white sunlight refracts into the seven colors of the spectrum, the Light of the Creator also refracts into colors that produce the diversity of
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Creation. The Zohar describes the refraction of the supernal Light, and the birth of the countless colors that we experience as joy, bliss, and
happiness upon performing a positive spiritual action. Through these passages, we gain a profound connection to all the colors of Light. Our
reading literally ignites the extraordinary eruption of color in the Upper Worlds so that all the grades of Light begin to radiate in our souls.
269. The world, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, is differentiated by
forty-five colors and types of lights. Seven SFIROT divide into seven
chasms, each plumbing its own abyss, NAMELY MALCHUT. And
stones turn within the abyss, MEANING THAT THEY OVERTURN SO
AS TO SHINE DOWNWARD. And the light penetrates and pierces the
stones, creating holes through which water flows and is poured into
and covers both sides of OF ITS ABYSS.

270. As the water exists through the holes IN THE STONES,
SUPERNAL light OF THE ENDLESS WORLD shines through them
and strikes the four sides of the abyss. Each light OF THE FOUR
SIDES includes all others AT THE TIME OF STRIKING. They join as
one, and the water FROM ZEIR ANPIN splits WITHIN HER.
271. The seven SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN cling to their seven chasms,
OR MALCHUTS, BECAUSE THE SFIRAH CONTAINS SEVEN
CHASMS, EACH OF WHICH IS CONSIDERED THE LEFT COLUMN OF
ZEIR ANPIN. They dig in that dark abyss, where darknesses mix with
ALL THE SFIROT OF THE NUKVA, And water rises UPWARD FROM
BELOW. THAT IS, THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, CALLED 'WATER,'
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, FIRST SHINES
UPWARD FROM BELOW. And then CHASSADIM falls back down TO
THE LEFT COLUMN and links with the lights OF THE LEFT,
BECAUSE THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS DARKNESS WITHOUT
CONTAINMENT, WITHIN THE LIGHTS OF CHASSADIM. And they all
mix togetherlights, darknesses, and waterand from them are made
invisible lights that are dark.
272. When each OF THE SEVEN CHASMS OF ZEIR ANPIN has struck
its companion, ITS OPPOSING ASPECT IN THE ABYSS OF THE
NUKVA, they split into 75 channels of the abyss, through which
water--MEANING LIGHTS--is channeled.
Each pipe raises its voice and the chasms OF THE RECEPTOR are
shaken. When the voices are heard, each abyss calls to its
companion, "split your waters so, that I can enter within you." As is
written: "Abyss calls to abyss, at the voice of your channels all your
waves and billows have gone over me" (Tehilim 42:8).

273. Beneath the 75 CHANNELS extend 365 sinews. Some are white,
some are black, and some are red. They mix with each other,
become included within each other, and turn into one color. The 365
sinews are enmeshed in 17 nets, each of which is called a network of
sinews. Enmeshed within each other, they descend to the end of the
abyss BECAUSE THEY TOOK ON THE ASPECT OF YESOD, WHICH
TERMINATES THE STRUCTURE OF THE LEVEL. Underneath the 17
NETS ARE 4 MORE. Two nets resemble iron, and two resemble
copper.

274. Two pedestals stand OVER ALL THESE ASPECTS, one to the
right and one to the left. And the nets join to be one, and the water,
WHICH FORMS THE LIGHTS, flows down the channels and enters
the nets. The CHANNELS, THE NETS, AND ALL THEIR LIGHTS ARE
INCLUDED WITHIN these two pedestals. One pedestal is made of the
black firmament; the other is made of a firmament that is the color of
a badger, WHICH IS REDDISH.
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275. When THE LIGHTS OF THE LEVEL OF MATING rise, THAT IS,
WHEN THEY RADIATE UPWARD, they elevate through the pedestal
of the black firmament, WHICH IS THE PEDESTAL OF NETZACH
WHO SHINES UPWARD. And when they descend, they do so through
the firmament of the badger color, WHICH IS THE PEDESTAL OF
HOD WHO SHINES DOWNWARD.
276. One of the pedestals is to the right; the other is to the left. The
right pedestal is on the black firmament; the left one on the
firmament of the badger color. And when THE LIGHTS go up through
the pedestal of the black firmament, the pedestal of the left
firmament goes down against it, AND THE LIGHTS go down through
it.

277. Each pedestal is embraced within the other. Within them, they
contain all the nets, and they lure the lights to the very end of the
lower abyss.
One pedestal rises and elevates above all the chasms. The second
remains at the bottom of the chasms. Between them, the chasms
revolve and become perfected. As the chasms revolve, the channels
are inserted between the pedestals.

278. There is a total of 75 pipes, YET of them, THE SEVEN ABYSSES
OF ZEIR ANPIN are more supernal. They are above the others, which
cling to them. The 75 PIPES are inserted in the wheels of the
pedestal of the RIGHT and LEFT sides.

279. Through the SEVEN CHASMS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE THE
MOST SUPERNAL CHASMS, water, ALLUDING TO LIGHTS, flows up
and down.
Those that flow down--THE SUPERNAL LIGHTS FLOWING DOWN TO
THE VEILS OF ALL THE MALCHUTS--dig into the chasms and pierce
them. These rising lights enter the holes that are pierced in the
stones, rise, and then fill up the seven seas. Thus, WE HAVE
EXPLAINED the seven kinds of lights THAT EMANATE from the
supernal secret.
280. Seven other lights divide into seven seas, and one sea includes
them all. This one sea is the supernal sea that includes all the other
seven seas.

281. The seven lights go into the sea--REFERRING TO THIS ONE
SUPERNAL LIGHT THAT INCLUDES SEVEN--and strike it. As a
result, THIS SEA has seven sides. Each side splits into seven
streams, as it is written: "And he shall smite it into seven
streams" (Yeshayah 11:15). Each stream then splits into seven
rivers, each river splits into seven routes, and each route into seven
lanes. And all the waters of the seas flow through them.
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282. Seven lights ascend and descend in seven directions. Seven
supernal lights enter the LOWER sea OF THE SEVEN UPPER SEAS.
Nevertheless, they are only six, INSTEAD OF SEVEN, and originate
from the supernal one. TOGETHER, THEY ARE CONSIDERED AS
SEVEN. And in the same manner that the sea receives, it divides its
waters into the other seas and waters.

283. There is a serpent, from the left side, that swims in all the rivers.
It comes to the side THE LEFT SIDE, BECAUSE IT CAN ONLY DRAW
SUSTENANCE FROM THE LEFT SIDE OF THE RIVERS. Its scales are
strong like iron, REFERRING TO ITS JUDGMENTS, WHICH ARE
VERY STRONG. It draws sustenance FROM THE SINS OF LOWER
BEINGS and invades the place OF THE MISSING MALCHUT. All
lights in the rivers are thus darkened before the serpent, BECAUSE
MATING CEASES AS SOON AS IT TOUCHES THE PLACE OF THE
MISSING MALCHUT. Its mouth and tongue are blazing fires, its
tongue as sharp and tough as a sword--MEANING THAT HIS
JUDGMENTS ARE VERY SEVERE, AND THERE IS NO SALVATION
FROM HIM.
284. When THE SERPENT enters the Temple in the sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the temple is defiled, and its lights are extinguished.
Thus, the supernal lights, THE LIGHTS OF THE TOP THREE SFIROT,
leave the sea. Then, the waters of the sea split and go to the left side.
The sea then freezes, and its waters do not flow.

285. This explains the hidden meaning of: "and the serpent was
more crafty than any Chayah" (Beresheet 3:1). The secret is that the
wicked serpent descends from the upper to the lower. IT DRAWS
THE LIGHTS OF THE LEFT DOWNWARD, and it swims upon the
bitter water. Thus, it went down to ensnare CHAVAH INTO EATING
FRUIT FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. IT DRAWS THE LIGHTS
OF THE LEFT DOWN and ensnares them in his net.

286. This serpent is death in the world, BECAUSE IT ENTICED
CHAVAH WITH THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE AND THUS BROUGHT
DEATH TO THE WORLD. It penetrates the closed intestine of manthe
appendix, which is to the leftFROM WHICH IT DRAWS
SUSTENANCE. Another serpent, which brings life, is located in the
right side, WHICH IS THE GOOD INCLINATIONTHE ONE THAT
BRINGS LIFE TO MAN. Both sides THE GOOD AND BAD
INCLINATIONS accompany man, as has already been explained.
287a. "... then all the animals of the field." WE LEARN FROM THESE
WORDS THAT OF ALL THE ANIMALS OF THE FIELD, THE KLIPOT,
there is none that causes harm as the serpent does, because he is
the dross of gold. Woe to him, ALLUDING TO ADAM, who was
seduced by the serpent. He brought death upon himself and all who
came after him. All of this has been explained already.
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287b. Adam was drawn downward after THE SERPENT. He went
down to learn of all that is below, MEANING THAT HE WENT DOWN
TO DRAW THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH TO THE LOWER MALCHUT
THAT IS MISSING LIKE THE SERPENT. As he went down FOR THE
PURPOSE OF DRAWING LIGHT FROM ABOVE TO BELOW, his
desires and his ways were drawn after THE KLIPOT. THIS DRAWING
DOWNWARD OF THE LIGHT OF UNION IS THE SECRET OF
'PROHIBITION OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE.' SINCE HE
INTENDED TO DRAW THE LIGHT DOWNWARD, HE CLEAVED
IMMEDIATELY TO THE KLIPOT, EVEN THOUGH HE HAD NOT YET
ACTUALLY DRAWN ANY LIGHT. They went down to the serpent and
saw the desire of the world. And his ways were swayed to this place
OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF EATING OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE. Then THE SERPENT was drawn after Adam and his
wife. It cleaved onto them WITH ITS FILTH, bringing death to them
and all subsequent generations. Its venom did not cease to exist in
the world, until Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai. This has already been
stated.

56. "They heard... walking in the garden"
When Adam and Eve sinned, they disconnected themselves from the Creator. The secret to reestablishing our own connection can be found in the
spiritual concepts of close and distance. Closeness refers to two entities that possess similarity of form and resemblance of nature. It is our
difference of nature-our negative aspect of receiving in contrast to the Creator's positive aspect of sharing-that causes the separation. The rays of
Light that resonate from the mystic shapes of the Hebrew letters awaken the sharing nature in our souls. We achieve greater similarity of form with
the Creator, which in turns generates greater unity.
288. And because they sinned and attached themselves to the tree
where death dwells below, it is written: "And they heard the voice of
Hashem Elohim walking (Heb. mit'halech) in the garden." Note that
the word is not mehalech (walking), WHICH WOULD INDICATE THE
MALE GENDER, but mit'halech, WHICH INDICATES THE FEMININE
GENDER. FOR THE ADDITIONAL LETTER TET INDICATES THE
FEMININE GENDER. Come and behold: Before he sinned, Adam was
continually ascending TO HIGHER LEVELS, had access to divine
wisdom, and was never disconnected from the Tree of Life. But he
was drawn after the lights and parted from the Tree of
Life, descending AND DRAWING DOWN LIGHT FROM ABOVE
because of his increasing desire for knowledge. He discovered evil
and left good. Thus, it is written: "For you are not El that has
pleasure in wickedness, neither shall evil dwell with you" (Tehilim
5:5), because he who is drawn after evil has no dwelling with the
Tree of Life.

289. And as long as they did not sin, they could hear the divine
voice, partake of supernal wisdom, exist within THE MOCHIN OF the
holy radiance, and have no fear. But, once they sinned, they could
no longer withstand it.

290. Similarly, as long as Yisrael did not sin, from the time they
stood at Mount Sinai, the filth of this serpent was removed from
them. There was a total annulment of the evil inclination in the world
when Yisrael rejected the serpent. They clung to the Tree of Life,
elevated, and did not go down. THIS MEANING THAT THEY
ELEVATED THE LIGHT OF THE LEFT FROM BELOW AND DID NOT
DRAW ANY LIGHT DOWNWARD. THIS IS THE ASPECT OF THE
TREE OF LIFE.
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291. Then they knew and saw the holy mirrors. Their eyes were lit
and they were happy to know and to hear. Hence, the Holy One,
blessed be He, wrapped them with cords made of letters from His
Holy Name, so that the serpent could not control them and would not
defile them, as before. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE ORNAMENTS
THAT THEY RECEIVED ON MOUNT CHOREV.

292. And because they sinned with the Calf, all those supernal levels
and lights were taken away from them. And all the armed cords,
ornamented by the holy name, were retrieved. They drew upon them
the evil serpent as before and caused death to all the world.

293. Subsequently, it was written: "And when Aharon and all the
children of Yisrael saw Moshe, and beheld that the skin of his face
shone, they were afraid to come close to him" (Shemot 34:30). Come
and behold: it was written before, "And Yisrael saw the great
Hand" (Shemot 14:31). Before, they all saw the divine lights and were
enlightened by the shining mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. As it is
written: "And all the people saw the voices" (Shemot 20:18). And
also upon the sea they saw and were not afraid, as indicated by the
words: "He is my El and I shall prepare him a habitation" (Shemot
15:2). But, after they sinned, they could not withstand the sight of
even the mediator, MOSHE, as it was written "and they feared to
come close to him."

57. "And they stripped...their ornaments from Mount Chorev"
The Revelation of Light on Mount Sinai was so great that it extinguished all darkness, including death. When the Israelites sinned by building the
Golden Calf, they mirrored Adam's original sin and disconnected from the Light. Death was reborn. Reading this section helps replenish the original
volume of Light that existed on Sinai, and arouses the forces of immortality.
294. Come and behold: it is written of YISRAEL, "And the Children of
Yisrael stripped themselves of their ornaments from Mount
Chorev" (Shemot 33:5). They were stripped of the ornaments that
they received at Mount Sinai, the ornaments intended to prevent the
wicked serpent from controlling them. When their ornaments were
taken away, it is written: "And Moshe took the tabernacle, and
pitched it outside the camp, afar off from the camp" (Shemot 33:7).

295. Rabbi Elazar asked: What connection is there between this
verse and THE STRIPPING OF THE ORNAMENTS? AND HE
ANSWERED: Because Moshe knew that supernal protection was
stripped from them, WHEN THEY TOOK OFF THEIR ORNAMENTS, it
was clear that from now on the wicked serpent would reside among
them. If the temple was erected there, it would be defiled.
Immediately then, "Moshe took the tabernacle, and pitched it outside
the camp, afar off from the camp," because he saw that the wicked
serpent would control them.
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296. "And he called it the Tabernacle of Appointment (Heb.
moed)" (Shemot 33:7). HE ASKS: Was it not called the Tabernacle of
Appointment before? AND HE ANSWERS: Before then, it was called
only a Tent, but now it was called it the Tabernacle of Appointment
(moed). What is the meaning of moed (appointment)? Rabbi Elazar
said: For MERIT AND good. Rabbi Aba said: For DISCREDIT AND
evil. Rabbi Elazar explains that it was for good, because moed
means a festive day, which is the happiness of the moon, WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH. Because of the Shechinah's added sanctity, no
defects mar her ON THAT DAY. Hence, he called THE SHECHINAH
by the name MOED, to show that the Tabernacle, WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE SHECHINAH, had alienated Herself from them at the time OF
THE SIN OF THE CALF, and thus was not made defective. Hence it
was written: "...and He called it the Tabernacle of Appointment."
297. Rabbi Aba said: IT WAS CALLED MOED SO AS to show
unworthiness. AFTER THE GIVING OF TORAH, THE SHECHINAH
was a mere Tent, as it is written: "A Tabernacle that shall not be
taken down, not one of the stakes thereof shall ever be
removed" (Yeshayah 33:20), AND IT WAS CONTINUOUSLY
ILLUMINATED. But now, AFTER THE SIN OF THE CALF, it was called
the Tabernacle of Appointment, BECAUSE IT WAS ONLY
ILLUMINATED PERIODICALLY. Before, it gave long life to the world,
and death was powerless. AFTER THE GIVING OF TORAH, THERE
WAS FREEDOM FROM THE ANGEL OF DEATH. But, after THE SIN
OF THE CALF, THE SHECHINAH became the Tabernacle of Periodic
Congregation, as it is written: "the house of appointment to all the
living" (Iyov 30:33). Now it is governed by time, and life is limited in
the world. Earlier, BEFORE THE SIN OF THE CALF, THE TENT was
not faulty, but now it was rendered defective BY THE SIN OF THE
CALF. Before, that mating between the sun and the moonBETWEEN
MALE AND FEMALEwas continuous. Now it is the Tabernacle of
Periodic Congregation, because their mating is only periodic,
BECAUSE THEIR MATING CEASES WHEN THE SERPENT COMES
CLOSE. Hence, it was now called the Tabernacle of Periodic
Appointment, WHICH MEANS THAT UNION OCCURRED ONLY
PERIODICALLY.
298. Rabbi Shimon stayed up one night and was busy with Torah.
Before him sat Rabbi Yehuda, Rabbi Yitzchak, and Rabbi Yosi.
Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written: "And the Children of Yisrael
stripped off their ornaments from Mount Chorev" and we explained,
that in so doing, they brought death upon themselves and all future
generations. And the serpent governed them, although they had
earlier removed him from their midst, AS IT WAS SAID THAT THEY
HAD FREEDOM FROM THE ANGEL OF DEATH. HE THEN ASKED:
This applies to Yisrael, because they sinned, but what about
Yehoshua who did not sin? HE ASKS: Did he also separate from that
supernal ornamentation that he had received with Yisrael on Mount
Sinai, or not?

299. If it was not taken away from him, then why did he die like any
other man? And if it was taken away from him, then why? He did not
sin, having been with Moshe at the time that Yisrael sinned. And if
you say that YEHOSHUA was not crowned at Mount Sinai with the
rest of Yisrael, then why? WHY WAS YEHOSHUA DIFFERENT FROM
THE REST OF YISRAEL.
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300. He said, "For Hashem is righteous and loves righteousness,
and the upright behold his face" (Tehilim 11:7). And the colleagues
have commented on this verse that Hashem, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
is righteous, and His name, NAMELY THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, is
righteous. Because He loves righteousness, HE LOVES THE UNION
OF RIGHTEOUS AND RIGHTEOUSNESS (HEB. TZEDEK) AND
CHARITY (HEB. TZEDAKA).
301. He is also upright as is said, "righteous and upright." Thus, all
the people of the world "behold His face," BLESSED BE HE,
correcting their ways and following the right path. FOR
EVENTUALLY ALL THE WORLD WILL FOLLOW THAT PATH
ANYWAY. Come and see: ACCORDING TO THIS, when the Holy One,
blessed be He, judges the world, he does so according to the
majority of men.

302. Come and behold: When Adam sinned by eating of the tree, he
brought death to the whole world. He caused a defect that separated
a woman from her husband, NAMELY THE NUKVA FROM ZEIR
ANPIN. This sin, or defect, was imprinted upon the moon, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, until the time when Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai. When
they were at Mount Sinai, the defect was wiped out from the moon,
which was enabled to shine forever. THAT IS, AFTER THE DEFECT
OF THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE WAS REMOVED, SHE
RETURNED TO MATE WITH ZEIR ANPIN IN A NEVERENDING UNION.
THUS, SHE FOREVER SHINES WITHOUT DIMINUTION AND THEY
OBTAINED THE SECRET OF FREEDOM FROM THE ANGEL OF
DEATH AT THAT TIME.
303. When Yisrael sinned with the calf, the moon became defective
as it was before THE GIVING OF TORAH. The evil serpent regained
control of her, held her, and drew her to him. When Moshe realized
that Yisrael had sinned and that the holy supernal ornaments had
been taken away from them, he knew with certainty that the serpent
had control of the moon, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. He knew that it was
drawing her to it and that she was becoming defective. That is when
he isolated her. THAT IS WHAT IS MEANT BY, "AND MOSHE TOOK
THE TENT AND PITCHED IT OUTSIDE THE CAMP." THE TENT IS THE
SHECHINAH, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
304. It was blemished and defective, having reverted to her state, as
after the sin of Adam. Therefore, although Yehoshua was still
adorned and crowned with ornaments, no man can live forever
anymore. The only exception to this rule was Moshe, who had
control over her, and whose supernal death WAS CALLED THE KISS
OF DEATH OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS AS WRITTEN, "SO MOSHE, THE
SERVANT OF HASHEM DIED ACCORDING TO THE WORD OF
HASHEM" (DEVARIM 34:5), BECAUSE MOSHE WAS THE
SUSTAINER OF THE NUKVA, AND NOT ITS RECIPIENT, AS WERE
THE REST OF THE PEOPLE. HENCE THE FAULT IN THE NUKVA
HAD NO EFFECT ON HIM. THE NUKVA did not have permission to
keep Yehoshua, nor anyone else, alive forever. Hence, it was called
the Tabernacle of Appointment, NAMELY A TENT that has a time
limitation for the world, MEANING THAT EVERYONE HAD TO DIE.
305. The inner meaning of all this is that there is right above as there
is right below. There ALSO is left above and below. HE CONTINUES
BY SAYING that there is a right in the supernal HolinessNAMELY
MALE AND FEMALE. And there is a right below on the Other
sideNAMELY THE KLIPOT.
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306. There is a left above in supernal Holiness that arouses love, so
that the moon can connect to a Holy place above, and shine FROM
THERE. BECAUSE WHEN ZEIR ANPIN IS CHANNELING THE LIGHT
OF THE LEFT TO THE NUKVA, SHE IS CONSOLED BY HIM AND
PERMITS HIM TO MATE AND GIVE HER LIGHT. There is a left SIDE
below, ON THE OTHER SIDE. It disrupts the supernal love, blocking
the moon, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, from shining by the sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, and from coming close to him AND MATING WITH HIM.
This is the aspect of the evil serpent.

307. And when this lower left, THE SERPENT, is aroused, he draws
the moon, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, TOWARD HIM and separates
her from above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN. Her radiance darkens, and she
cleaves to the evil serpent and draws death to the whole world. For
she links with the serpent and alienates herself from the Tree of Life,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. HENCE, HER CONNECTION WITH THE TREE
OF LIFE IS NOT CONTINUOUS, BUT PERIODIC, AND THE LIFE SHE
GETS FROM HIM IS ALSO PERIODIC.

308. When the Temple, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, was defiled, death
was caused to the world for the period of time until the moon,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is corrected and resumes her radiance. She
is now called the Tabernacle of Periodic Congregation, WHICH
MEANS THAT SHE WILL ONLY BE CALLED SO FOR A LIMITED
PERIOD OF TIME, BECAUSE HER UNION WAS DISRUPTED BY THE
PROXIMITY OF THE SERPENT. Hence, Yehoshua died only because
of the serpent, which came close to and caused the Tabernacle, THE
NUKVA, to be blemished, as in the beginning--AS BEFORE THE
GIVING OF TORAH.
309. This is the inner meaning of, "but his servant Yehoshua, the son
of Nun, was a young man, he did not leave the Tabernacle" (Shemot
23:11). Even though he was a young man below, he received light
FROM THE NUKVA BECAUSE HIS CAPACITY WAS AUGMENTED BY
THE ANGEL MATATRON. MATARON IS CALLED A YOUNG MAN
BELOW, IN ATZILUT. Nevertheless, "he did not leave the
Tabernacle" (Shemot 23:11.), WHICH ALSO MEANS THAT HE WAS
NO BETTER THAN THE TABERNACLE ITSELF, THE NUKVA, WHICH
CONTAINED HIM. As THE TABERNACLE was deformed, so was
YEHOSHUA. And although he still had the holy ornaments, when the
moon became defective Yehoshua could not escape alone from that
very defect. THIS MEANS THAT THE SAME DEFECT, WHICH WAS
CAUSED BY THE SIN OF YISRAEL, AFFECTED BOTH THE MOON
AND YEHOSHUA.
310. Come and behold: Similarly, when Adam sinned WITH THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, the Holy One, blessed be He, took away his
ornamentsthe luminous and sacred letters with which He had
crowned him, NAMELY THE LETTERS THAT FORM THE HOLY
NAME. Hence, they saw and knew the meaning of removing their
ornaments, as it is written: "They knew that they were
bare" (Beresheet 3:7). Beforehand, they were clothed with precious,
armed crowns, which gave them freedom from all. After sinning,
those PRECIOUS CROWNS were taken from them. They knew then
that death called for them, that they were stripped of that freedom
from all, and that they had brought death upon themselves and the
world.

58. "And they sewed fig leaves together"
Here the totality of spiritual wisdom is conveyed through the metaphor of a seed. The unfolding of this wisdom is personified through the metaphor
of a grown Tree--that is, the Tree of Life and Tree of Knowledge. The evil intention to utilize this wisdom for negative purposes is conveyed through
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the symbol of the fig leaf. Adam and Eve wearing fig leaves denotes their dabbling in the dark side of wisdom. These verses can help prevent
ourselves from falling into the negativity.
311. "And they sewed fig leaves together" (Beresheet 3:7). From
these words, we learn that they learned all types of magical spells
and sorcery and that they cleaved onto the lower one, WHICH IS THE
OTHER SIDE, as was explained.
Consequently, the height of Adam was reduced to 100 cubits, and a
separation BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA was effected.
Now, Adam existed in judgment, and the earth was cursed, as has
been explained.

59. "And He expelled the man"
Our lives are the sum of our decisions and the paths we've chosen to walk. The moment we choose a path, we immediately invite the totality of
spiritual forces associated with that path into our life. We are thrust into a whole new world.
According to the Kabbalist, all possible paths exist in parallel universes. We switch universes at the moment we choose a path, as if we'd walked out
of one movie to enter another movie that's far more enjoyable. The power to choose which "movie" of life we experience resides in our choices and
spiritual actions.
We are now receiving the spiritual enlightenment to always know the right path. By so doing, we envelope ourselves in all things positive.
312. "And He expelled the man" (Beresheet 3:24). Rabbi Elazar
asked: Who drove whom out? Could it have been the Holy One,
blessed be He, who expelled Adam? BECAUSE IT WAS NOT
WRITTEN THAT HASHEM DROVE MAN OUT, JUST "HE DROVE OUT
THE MAN." The particle ET ('THE') BEFORE "THE MAN" is reversed.
IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN, 'man drove out Et.' IN THE WORDS
"DROVE OUT ET," THE PARTICLE ET CLEARLY INDICATES THE
SHECHINAH. Adam certainly did drive out Et, but THE WORDS ARE
REVERSED.
313. Hence, it was written before: "and Hashem sent him away from
the Garden of Eden" (Beresheet 3:23). Why was it written that He
sent him away? Because Adam expelled Et, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, as we have said. THEREFORE "HASHEM SENT HIM
AWAY FROM THE GARDEN OF EDEN." IT IS THEN WRITTEN, JUST
"And he placed" (Beresheet 3:24), instead of, 'and Hashem placed.'
This is because it was Adam who placed THE CRUVIM (CHERUBS),
at this place he has brought about, blocking the SUPERNAL paths
and ways. SUSTENANCE WAS WITHHELD, judgment was brought
upon the world, and curses have been upon the world ever since.
314. "And the flames of the ever-turning sword" (Beresheet 3:24)
refer to those who effect judgment in the world. THEY KEEP
LEAPING FROM ONE SHAPE TO ANOTHER AND FROM ONE
MANIFESTATION TO ANOTHER. They keep changing into many
shapes, so as to make the world pay its dues. Sometimes they
manifest as men; other times as women. At times they are scorching
fires, and at times they are spirits. And no one can control them.
They preserve the way of the Tree of Life as it was in the beginning,
and prevent them from doing more damage.

315. "The flames of the sword" are all those who blaze fire and
severe punishment upon the heads of the wicked and the sinners.
The shapes change themselves into several kinds of judgments,
according to the actions of the humans. They are CALLED flames, as
it is written: "And He burned them in the next day" (Malachi 3:19).
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316. They are called "swords," as it is written: "The sword of
Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6). Rabbi Yehuda said
that the flames of the sword are the avengers below, IN THIS
WORLD, who change from one shape to another. They are given
charge of harming and accusing the wicked, who transgress their
Master's commands.

317. Come and see: Once man sinned, he drew upon himself a
number of evil and punitive spirits and judges and judgments of
which he was terrified and could not subdue.
Solomon was versed in supernal wisdom and the Holy One, blessed
be He, crowned him with royalty. Hence, all the people of the world
feared him. And when he sinned, he drew upon himself many
harmful and punitive agents and weavers of judgments, NAMELY
JUDGMENT MONGERS, and he feared them all. They were able to
harm him, and all that he had they took away from him.

318. Hence, by his actions, and according to the path he chooses,
man draws upon himself emissaries which he must face.
Adam, BY HIS SIN, drew upon himself another defiled force and that
force defiled him and all mankind after him.

319. Come and behold: When Adam sinned, he drew upon himself
the force of defilement, and he defiled himself and the world. This is
the evil serpent who is unclean and defiled the world. As we have
learned, when THE ANGEL OF DEATH removes the soul of a person,
what is left is an unclean body that defiles the house and all those
who approach it. Hence, "He that touches the dead
body..." (Bemidbar 19:11), BECAUSE DEATH COMES FROM THE
DEFILED EVIL SERPENT.

320. For this reason, when THE ANGEL OF DEATH has taken the
soul and has defiled the body, permission is granted for all sorts of
defilement to settle on that body. The body has been defiled by the
side of the evil serpent that has taken possession of it, BECAUSE
DEATH COMES FROM HIM. Hence, wherever that evil serpent dwells
is made unclean.

321. Come and behold: When people sleep on their beds at night,
and when night spreads its wings upon the world, they taste the
taste of death. Because they do, the spirit of defilement roams
around the world and defiles it. It settles upon a man's head, and he
is made unclean.
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322. And when he wakes from his sleep, and his soul is returned to
him, all that he touches with his hands is made unclean, because the
spirit of uncleanliness is upon those. Hence, one should not receive
his clothes from the hands of another who has not washed his
hands, because in so doing, he will draw upon himself the spirit of
defilement and become unclean.
This spirit of defilement then receives permission to dwell anywhere
that his mark can be found.

323. Hence, one should not receive the vessel for washing his hands
from another who has not washed his hands already, and has drawn
upon himself the spirit of uncleanliness. And the spirit of defilement
has permission to settle upon he who receives water from such a
person. Hence, one should be very careful in whichever way he turns
and beware of the side of the evil serpent, so that it does not gain
control of him. In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, will
remove the spirit of uncleanliness from this world and the world to
come. Hence it is written: "I will cause the spirit of uncleanliness to
pass out of the earth" (Zecharyah 13:2), and it is also written, "And
death will be abolished forever" (Yeshayah 25:8).

60. "And man knew"
The path we choose for ourselves is the path that is automatically laid out for our children. This secret is found within the story of Cain murdering
his brother Abel. Cain's father, Adam, chose the spiritual path of good and evil. Cain followed in his father's footsteps, becoming vulnerable to the
evil inclinations that are inherent in this reality. By scanning these passages, we become always mindful of our children when making choices in
life, and we draw positive spiritual influences into the lives of our children.
324. "And Adam knew Chavah his wife" (Beresheet 4:1). Rabbi Aba
opened his discourse and asked, "Who knows of the spirit of man, if
it goes upward and if the spirit of the Chayah goes down to the
earth?" (Kohelet 3:21). This verse has many interpretations, and so it
is with the words of Torah. Each and every word has many
interpretations, and all are true.

325. The entire Torah can be interpreted in 70 different ways,
corresponding to the 70 sides and 70 aspects OF ZEIR ANPIN. THE
SEVEN SIDES (LOWER SFIROT) OF ZEIR ANPIN HAVE 10 SFIROT
EACH, ADDING UP TO 70 SIDES AND 70 ASPECTS,
CORRESPONDING TO THE SEVEN SFIROT IN THE HEAD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH EACH HAVE TEN (SFIROT). So, each topic in Torah,
and whatever is derived from each topic, has many interpretations,
explained in all directions.

326. Come and behold: When a man follows the path of truth, he
keeps to the right and only attracts to himself a holy spirit from
above. This spirit serves him as a holy desire to unite with the upper
and to cleave onto the supernal sanctity, so that it will never leave
him.
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327. However, when man walks on a path of evil and veers off the
RIGHT path, he draws upon himself from the left side a spirit of
uncleanliness. This spirit defiles him, and he becomes unclean
because of it. Hence, it is written: "And you shall not make
yourselves unclean with them nor be defiled by them" (Vayikra
11:43), because he who defiles himself is led further into defilement.

328. Furthermore, come and behold: When a man walks along the
path of truth and attracts a spirit of Holiness from above to himself
and cleaves to it, he also draws a spirit of Holiness from above to the
son that is born to him. He will be sanctified with His Master's
Holiness, as it is written: "and you will sanctify yourselves and be
Holy" (Vayikra 11: 44).

329. And when a man follows the path of evil and veers off the path
of truth, he draws upon himself a spirit of defilement from the left,
which defiles and makes him unclean. He draws that spirit of
uncleanliness to his son, and his son is defiled by that side.

330. This is what was meant by the verse: "who knows the spirit of
the sons of man." For when a MAN cleaves to the right, THE LIGHT
HE DRAWS FROM BELOW ascends UPWARD. And when a man is
bound to the leftTHE LEFT SIDEwhich is the spirit of defilement, he
descends AND DRAWS LIGHT downward from above. It resides with
that man and never leaves him. The child born to him, while he is so
defiled, is considered the child of the unclean spirit.

331. Adam clove to the unclean spirit, THE SERPENT, and his wife,
CHAVAH, clung to it first and took and received defilement from it.
He begot a son; that son was the son of the impure spirit. Thus,
there were two sons: one from the unclean spirit, WHO IS KAYIN,
and another who was born after Adam had repented, WHO IS HEVEL.
Hence, one was born of the side of impurity, NAMELY KAYIN, and
one of the side of purity, NAMELY HEVEL.

332. Rabbi Elazar said: When the serpent injected his impurity into
Chavah, she absorbed it, MEANING THAT SHE WAS MADE
PREGNANT BY IT. And when Adam had intercourse with her, she
gave birth to two sons, one from the impure side, AND THAT WAS
KAYIN, and the other from the side of Adam, AND THAT WAS
HEVEL. Hevel resembled the Upper image and Kayin the Lower.
Consequently, their paths parted.
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333. It was evident that Kayin was the son of the impure spirit, which
is the evil serpent. Because he originated from the side of the Angel
of Death, he killed his brother. THEREFORE, THE MURDER OF
HEVEL IS IDENTICAL TO THE SIN OF EATING FROM THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE, AND BOTH WERE INCITED BY THE SERPENT. AND,
AS IN THE AFFAIR OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, IN WHICH THE
ANGEL OF DEATH GAINED CONTROL OF THE WORLD, HERE TOO
HE GAINED CONTROLTAKING OVER THE SOUL OF HEVEL. KAYIN
comes from the side of the Angel of Death, and all the evil
habitations, demons, and harmful spirits come to the world from him.
334. Rabbi Yosi said: THE NAME Kayin indicates a nest (Heb. Ken) of
the evil habitations that come to the world from the impure side.
Afterward, they brought sacrifices, each from his own side.
So it is written: "And it came to pass, at the end of days, that Kayin
brought of the fruit of the earth" (Beresheet 4:3).
Rabbi Shimon said: it is written, "at the end of days." What is "the
end of days?" It is the end of all flesh. What is THE END OF ALL
FLESH? It is the Angel of Death, INDICATING THAT THE SACRIFICE
KAYIN BROUGHT WAS FROM THE SIDE OF IMPURITY.

335. Kayin brought his offering from this "end of days." To be exact,
the text uses the word Yamim (Days) and not Yamin (Right). Hence, it
is written of Daniel, "And you go your way till the end and rest, and
hence stand at your destiny" (Daniel 12:13). DANIEL asked THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, "the end of Yamim or Yamin?" For
YAMIM IS AN EVIL KLIPAH. And He replied: "at the end of days
(Yamin)." But Kayin brought his offering from the end of Yamim,
WHICH IS THE SIDE OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH, BECAUSE HE
BROUGHT HIS OFFERING FROM HIS SIDE.
336. "Kayin brought of the fruit of the earth." These words are
parallel to "the fruit of the Tree" (Beresheet 3:3). AS THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE IS A REPRESENTATION OF THE EVIL SERPENT, SO
HERE HE BROUGHT HIS OFFERING FROM THE EVIL SERPENT.
Rabbi Elazar said, "the fruit of the earth" is similar to "woe to the
wicked, it shall be bad with them, for according to the deserving
(fruit) of his hands shall be done to him" (Yeshayah 3:11). For "the
deserving (fruit) of his hands" refers to the Angel of Death, WHO IS
THE DESERVING (FRUIT) OF THE HANDS OF THE WICKED.
BECAUSE IF IT WAS NOT FOR THE SIN, HE WOULD NOT HAVE
COME TO THE WORLD. "Shall be done to him" means that he is
drawn to and cleaves to them, killing and defiling them. Hence, THE
WORDS "THE FRUIT OF THE EARTH" INDICATE that Kayin's
offering came from his side, WHICH MEANT IT CAME FROM THE
SERPENT AND THE ANGEL OF DEATH.
337. "And Hevel also brought of the firstlings" (Beresheet 4:4). THE
FUNCTION OF THE WORD "ALSO" IS to strengthen the upper side,
THE PART FROM THE CHEST UPWARD, that is the holy side. That is
why "Hashem turned to Hevel and his offering," BECAUSE IT WAS
FROM THE SIDE OF HOLINESS, "but to Kayin and his offering, He
did not turn" (Beresheet 4:6). The Holy One, blessed be He, did not
accept KAYIN'S SACRIFICE BECAUSE IT WAS FROM THE UNCLEAN
SIDE.
Hence, "Kayin was very angry and his countenance fell," because
his countenance, meaning that the offering from his side, was not
accepted, but Hevel's offering was.
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338. Hence, it is written: "And it came to pass when they were in the
field" (Beresheet 4:8). The word, "field," here refers to a woman, as it
was in, "For he found her in the field" (Devarim 22:27), IN WHICH
"FIELD" ALSO REFERRED TO A WOMAN. THE "FIELD" IN THE
FORMER VERSE ALSO ALLUDES TO A WOMEN. Kayin was jealous
of the additional twin female born with Hevel, as it is written: "And
she continued to give birth to his brother (et) to Hevel" (Beresheet
4:2). THIS DOUBLE USE OF THE PARTICLE ET BEFORE "TO
HEVEL" IS A REFERENCE TO THE TWO FEMALES BORN WITH
HEVEL.

61. "If you do well, there shall be an uplifting"
If a person does not constantly elevate himself during his spiritual journey, he actually begins regressing. As if we were standing still on a
downward escalator, making no effort forward allows us to be carried backwards. In these passages we receive the Light that will help us always
strive for greater heights.
339. "If you do well, there shall be an uplifting" (Beresheet 4:7).
These words have already been explained. The word "uplifting"
means, as Rabbi Aba explained, that you will ascend toward the
upper rather than descend. THIS MEANS THAT YOU SHOULD
RETURN THE LIGHTS FROM BELOW UPWARD AND STOP
DRAWING THEM DOWNWARD FROM ABOVE, AS THIS WAS THE
CAUSE OF HEVEL'S DEATH.
Rabbi Yosi said that this explanation, which had just been put
forward, WAS NOVEL, but good. But, I have heard that "uplifting"
MEANS, "REMOVAL" AND "PARDON,"AS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, SAID TO HIM, "IF YOU DO WELL, that cleavage to the
unclean spirit will be undone, and you shall be forgiven."
340. Rabbi Yosi quoted, "If you should do not well, the sin crouches
at the door" (Beresheet 4:7). AND HE THEN ASKED: "which door?" It
is the upper judgment, THE JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT, which is the
doorway open to all, as it is written: "open to me the gates of
justice" (Tehilim 118:19).
According to the Aramaic translation, the words "the sin crouches"
MEAN THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO ADAM, that
the side to which you clung and which you have drawn upon
yourself lies in wait for you and will exact punishment from you.

62. "Kayin killed Hevel"
The Power of Repentance is manifested in the cosmos through the story of Cain's repentance for the murder of his brother. Adam is truly amazed at
this unique force and phenomenon when he sees God accept Cain's repentance. The spiritual forces associated with the Hebrew letters that
compose this story are the actual instruments by which repentance became a force that we can apply in our world. Our understanding of the
importance of repentance is the power by which we activate it in our own lives. Reading these words awakens our desire to repent for our negative
actions.
341. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Come and behold: when Kayin killed Hevel,
he did not know how his soul could leave him, THAT IS, THAT BY
HIS ACTIONS HE COULD, IN EFFECT, EXTRACT THE SOUL FROM
HEVEL AND KILL HIM. And he was biting him with his teeth, as a
serpent.
At that instant, the Holy One, blessed be He, cursed Kayin. He
wandered in every direction, but no place accepted him until he hit
himself upon the head and repented before his Master. Then the
earth received him in one of the lower level compartments,
BECAUSE HIS REPENTANCE WAS NOT COMPLETE AND
THEREFORE NOT ACCEPTED IN THIS WORLD.
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342. Rabbi Yosi said that the earth herself accepted him so that he
could walk upon her, as it is written: "Hashem set a sign upon
Kayin" (Beresheet 4:15). THIS INTERPRETATION IS THAT THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ACCEPTED KAYIN'S REPENTANCE, AND
THUS GAVE HIM PERMISSION TO REMAIN UPON THE EARTH.
According to Rabbi Yitzchak, however, the earth only accepted
Kayin to a level beneath her, as it is written: "You have driven me,
this day, from the face of the earth" (Beresheet 4:14). He was driven
from the face of the earth, but not from underneath it. HE WAS
TAKEN IN BY THE LOWER COMPARTMENT UNDERNEATH. THUS,
RABBI YITZCHAK DISAGREED WITH RABBI YOSI'S
INTERPRETATION. RABBI YITZCHAK'S POSITION WAS THAT KAYIN
WAS ADMITTED TO THE LOWER LEVEL ONLY. WHY? BECAUSE
HIS REPENTENCE WAS INCOMPLETE.
343. HE ASKS, "And into which place was he taken?" AND HE SAYS,
into Arka, WHICH IS ONE OF THE SEVEN PHYSICAL LEVELS OF
EARTH. OF ALL who reside there, it is written: "these shall perish
from the earth and from beneath the heavens" (Yirmeyah 10:11).
There, he established his place of living. This place is referred to in
the words: "And he dwelt in the land of Nod east of
Eden" (Beresheet 4:16). THIS ALLUDES TO THE LOWER
COMPARTMENT CALLED 'ARKA.' THIS COMPARTMENT IS ALSO
CALLED "NOD (SWAY)," BECAUSE THE RESIDENTS HAVE TWO
HEADS AND SWAY FROM ONE SIDE OF DARKNESS TO THE OTHER
SIDE OF LIGHT.
Tosefta (Addendum)
344. Kayin said, "My punishment is greater than I can
bear" (Beresheet 4:13), MEANING THAT AFTER HE CONFESSED
AND REPENTED, the Holy One, blessed be He, withdrew one half of
his punishment. In the original punishment, He stated: "you shall be
a fugitive (na) and a vagabond (nad) on the earth" (Beresheet 4:12),
but now he was permitted to stay in Nod. And so it is written: "And
Kayin left the presence of Hashem and dwelt in the land of
Nod" (Beresheet 4:16), meaning that he left the presence of Hashem
to be a vagabond, but not a fugitive, on the earth, BECAUSE HALF
HIS PUNISHMENT HAD BEEN WITHDRAWN.
345. TheyTHE RABBISfurther said that when Kayin left the presence
of Hashem, Adam asked him, "my son what was done with your
sentence?" Kayin replied, 'Father, I was already given the good news
that the Holy One, blessed be He, has forgiven me and that I can
reside in Nod alone.' Adam then asked him, 'How did you merit that?'
and Kayin answered, 'Because I repented and confessed before
Him.' Adam said, 'The strength of repentance is so great and
powerful, and I did not know that.' He began to say praises to his
Master and to confess before him. He started reciting "A song for the
day of Shabbat. It is good to thank Hashem" (Tehilim 92:1). For it is
good to praise, repent, and confess before the Holy One, blessed be
He.
End of Tosefta (Addendum)

346. Rabbi Yitzchak said that from the time that Kayin killed Hevel,
Adam separated from his wife. Two female spirits used to come and
mate with him. And he bore from them spirits and demons that roam
around the world. THE REASON THERE WERE TWO SPIRITS IS
BECAUSE PROSTITUTION IS A KLIPAH OF THE RIGHT, ON WHICH
SIDE THEY LAUGH AND ARE JOYFUL. YET, EVENTUALLY THE
SPIRITS PUNISH PEOPLE AND MAKE THEM SUFFER, WHICH IS THE
JURISDICTION OF THE LEFT. HENCE, THERE WERE TWO
SPIRITSONE WAS A KLIPAH (SHELL) OF THE RIGHT, AND THE
OTHER A KLIPAH (SHELL) OF THE LEFT.
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347. This need not be difficult to accept, because even when a man
is dreaming, female spirits often come, seduce him, conceive from
him, and eventually give birth. THESE OFFSPRING are called the
plagues of mankind and take only the shape of humans. They have
no hair on their heads, BECAUSE THESE OFFSPRING COME FROM
THE KLIPAH OF THE RIGHT, AND HAIR IS CONNECTED TO THE
LEFT. And of these Solomon said, "And I shall chastise them with
the whip of men and with the plagues of the sons of men" (II Shmuel
7:4). Similarly, there are male spirits that visit women, IN THEIR
DREAMS. Those WOMEN conceive from them, give birth to spirits,
and all are called 'the plagues of mankind'.

348. After 130 years, Adam felt jealousy for his wife, had intercourse
with her, and begot a son whom he called Shet. This is the secret of
the ordering of the last TWO LETTERS within the 22 letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. THIS IS UNIQUE AND DIFFERENT FROM ALL
OTHER ORDERINGS OF THE ALPHABET, WHICH DO NOT END WITH
THESE SAME TWO LETTERS, NAMELY SHIN AND TAV.
Rabbi Yehuda said that THE NAME SHET SYMBOLIZES the secret of
the lost spirit, NAMELY THAT OF HEVEL, which was clothed in the
earthly body OF SHET. Hence, it is written: "Elohim has replaced
(shat) for me another seed instead of Hevel" (Beresheet 4:25).
349. Rabbi Yehuda continued by saying, "And he begot in his own
likeness after his own image" (Beresheet 5:3). This indicates that his
other sons, KAYIN AND HEVEL, were not after his likeness, but Shet
was in his own likeness and after his image, both physically and
spiritually. As Rabbi Shimon said, in the name of Rabbi Yeba Saba
(the elder), Adam's other sons had been produced in defilement,
through attachment to the serpent and its rider, who is Samael.
Hence, they bore no resemblance to Adam. Even though Hevel,
unlike Kayin, was from the side OF PURITY AND NOT FROM THE
SIDE OF THE SERPENT, neither had the form of the image of Adam.
THEY BOTH LACKED THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE
FORM OF MAN. HEVEL WAS FROM THE RIGHT SIDE AND KAYIN
FROM THE LEFT. HENCE, THEY WERE NOT CREATED IN THE
LIKENESS OF ADAM.

350. Rabbi Yosi BRINGS FURTHER PROOF TO STRENGTHEN THE
CASE THAT HEVEL WAS NOT COMPLETE. HE says: It is written:
"Adam knew his wife, Chavah, and she conceived and gave birth to
Kayin" (Beresheet 4:1), but it is not written that Adam begot Kayin.
This was not written of Hevel either. Instead, it is written: "and she
further gave birth to his brother, Hevel" (Beresheet 4:2). And here
lies the concealed truth, THAT EVEN HEVEL WAS NOT IN THE
IMAGE OR LIKENESS OF ADAM. But of Shet it is written: "And he
begot in his own likeness, after his image." Thus, HE IS RELATED
TO ADAM.
351. Rabbi Shimon said that for a hundred and thirty years Adam
refrained from his wife, and during that time he begot in the world
spirits and demons from the force of impurity that was sucked from
him. And when that impurity was exhausted, he turned and became
jealous of his wife and begot a son. It then is written: "...and he
begot in his likeness, after his own image."
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352. Come and behold: when a man veers to the left and defiles his
ways, he draws upon himself all kinds of impure spirits. And the
spirit of defilement clings to him and does not leave him. This spirit
only links to the man who drew itand not to another. Hence, they
only cleave to those who cleave to them. Happy are the righteous,
who walk in the straight path and who are the truly righteous. Their
sons are righteous in the world. Of them it is written: "For the
upright shall dwell in the earth" (Mishlei 2:21).

353. Rabbi Chiya quotes, "And the sister of Tuval Kayin was
Naamah" (Beresheet 4:22). Why do the scriptures mention her name,
Naamah (tender)? It is because people were seduced by her
OVERWHELMING BEAUTY AND TENDERNESS, and spirits and
demons LUSTED AFTER HER.
Rabbi Yitzchak said that the sons of Elohim, Aza, and Azael were
seduced by her. BECAUSE OF THOSE SEDUCTIONS, SHE WAS
NAMED NAAMAH.

354. Rabbi Shimon said that she was the mother of demons, being of
the side of Kayin, and that along with Lilit, she is responsible for the
epileptic death of babies. Rabbi Aba said to him: But sir, RABBI
SHIMON, NAAMAH was charged with seducing men IN THEIR SLEEP
WHILE THEY DREAM, PLACING HER TO THE RIGHT OF THE
KLIPOT. KILLING CHILDREN, HOWEVER, IS FROM THE LEFT
ASPECT.
HE RESPONDED THAT this is precisely correct, because she
seduced men and bore spirits into the world. She still persists in her
seductive work in the world. BUT RABBI SHIMON SAID: SHE
COOPERATES WITH LILIT, AND THE DEATH COMES FROM THE
SIDE OF LILIT, NOT THAT OF NAAMAH.
355. Rabbi Aba asked him: But since those demons die like human
beings, how can you say that NAAMAH has survived to this day?
He said to him that this is true, THAT DEMONS DIE AS HUMANS DO.
Yet Lilit and Naamah and Iggeret, the daughter of Machalat, who
originated from their side, will continue to live until the Holy One,
blessed be He, burns the spirit of uncleanliness from earth. This is
as it is written: "I will cause the unclean spirit to pass out of the
land" (Zecharyah 13:2).

356. Rabbi Shimon said: Woe to the sons of man, for they are not
aware and do not take heed nor search for knowledge. They are all
blindfolded and do not know how full the world is with strange and
invisible creatures and things. If permission were to be given to the
eye to see, people would wonder greatly as to how is it possible to
survive in this world.
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357. Come and behold: this Naamah is the mother of demons. From
her side originate all those demons who sexually arouse men,
absorb the spirit of lust from them, seduce them, and eventually
cause them to release semen in vain. And since this wastage of
semen comes from the side of the spirit of defilement, one has to
wash and to purify himself. This the friends have already explained.

63. "This is the book of the generations of Adam"
The power of self-sacrifice and true sharing is awakened in the cosmos through a thoughtful action of sharing by Adam. Reading this story
empowers us to put others before ourselves. The Kabbalists believe that the motivation for sharing should never be based upon moral and ethical
principles. Instead, the age-old What's in it for me? attitude is a far better motivator. The more we give of ourselves, the more the Light the Creator
bestows upon us. This is a simple principle to understand, but one that requires extraordinary character to apply.
358. In the words, "this is the Book of the generations of
Adam" (Beresheet 5:1), "generations" refers to images of the souls,
BECAUSE ALL THE SOULS WHO ORIGINATED FROM ADAM ARE
LISTED IN THE BOOK.
Rabbi Yosi said: The Holy One, blessed be He, revealed to Adam the
images OF THE SOULS of all the generations destined to come into
the world and of all the Sages and Kings of the world destined to
rule over Yisrael. When he saw David, King of Yisrael, who was born
and then died BECAUSE HE HAD NO DAYS IN HIS LIFE, he said TO
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 'I will give him 70 years of my life
expectancy.' Hence 70 years were taken from Adam and the Holy
One, blessed be He, gave them to David.
359. It was for this that David said the praise, "For you have made
me glad, Hashem, by your actions. I will be joyous in the work of
your hands" (Tehilim 92:5). Who caused me to be happy and live in
the world? It was Adam WHO CAUSED ME TO BE HAPPY. He was
the handiwork of the Holy One, blessed be He, and not of flesh and
blood. HE WAS NOT BORN TO ANY MAN, BECAUSE HE WAS MADE
BY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. THUS, those 70 years were
deducted from Adam's thousand-year life expectancy.

360. The Holy One, blessed be He, showed him all the sages of each
and every generation until he reached the generation of Rabbi Akiva.
He saw his Torah and was happy; he saw his death BY THE HANDS
OF EVIL and was saddened. ADAM said: "How precious in my eyes
are your companions, El, How mighty are their chiefs" (Tehilim
139:17).
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361. IT IS WRITTEN: "This is the Book OF THE GENERATIONS OF
ADAM," and there literally is a book. We have already explained that
when Adam was in the Garden of Eden, the Holy One, blessed be He,
sent a book down to him with Raziel, the holy angel who is in charge
of the supernal sacred secrets. In THE BOOK were supernal
inscriptions, REFERRING TO THE RULES GOVERNING THE
ELEVATION OF MALCHUT TO BINAH, and 72 branches of sacred
wisdom, WHICH IS REVEALED AT THE TIME OF MATURITY. THIS IS
A CONCEALED REFERENCE TO 72 AVENUES OF WISDOM,
ALLUDING ONLY TO BINAH, WHO HAS REVERTED TO BEING
CHOCHMAH, BUT NOT TO CHOCHMAH ITSELF. SHE IS
TRANSFORMED into 670 inscriptions of the supernal secrets OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA. ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT, RECEIVES 600 FROM CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF BINAH, WHICH IS NUMBERED BY
THE HUNDREDS. INTO HER 7 SFIROT, THE NUKVA RECEIVES
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT. SHE RECEIVES ONLY 70, BECAUSE EVERY SFIRA IS
COUNTED IN TENS, BEING RECEIVED FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
NUMBERED IN TENS.
362. In the middle of the book, there is an engraving of wisdom,
WHICH IS THE HIDDEN MEANING OF THE CENTRAL POINT, THE
FULL STRUCTURE OF WHICH IS NOT ACHIEVED UNTIL THE FINAL
CORRECTION. It is prepared to receive, at THE TIME OF FINAL
CORRECTION, the 1,500 keys that were not delivered to the supernal
Holy Ones, FOR THE LAST 6,000 YEARS. All those SECRETS were
concealed in the book before it came to the hands of Adam. And
when he received it, holy angels used to congregate around him, so
as to know and hear of them. They used to say: "Be exalted, Elohim,
above the heavens. Let your glory be above the earth" (Tehilim
57:12).
363. At that point, the holy angel Hadarniel hinted to him and said,
"Adam, Adam conceal the glory of your Master, AND DO NOT
REVEAL IT TO THE ANGELS, for permission was given you alone,
AND NOT EVEN TO THE SUPERNAL ANGELS, to know the glory of
your Master." Therefore, he concealed it with him until he left the
Garden of Eden.

364. In the beginning, he used to study and use the secrets of his
Master daily. Supernal secrets that none of the Supernal Angels
knew were revealed to him. When, however, he transgressed the
commands of his Master BY EATING OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE, the book flew away from him. Adam used to beat
upon his head and weep. He went into the waters of the River Gichon
up to his neck, BECAUSE HE REPENTED AND MORTIFIED HIMSELF,
UNTIL his body became wrinkled and porous and his radiance
changed.

365. At that point, the Holy One, blessed be He, signaled to the Angel
Refael to return the book TO ADAM. Adam occupied himself with it.
He left it to his son Shet and to all the generations after him until
Avraham came along. Avraham knew how to use the book to
examine his Master's Glory. This has already been explained. This
book was also given to Chanoch, and through it, he perceived the
Supernal Glory.
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64. "Male and female he created them"
Lack of fulfillment and joy in the world is rooted in the disunity between the supernal male and female forces that permeate existence. This is
exemplified in the separation between man and woman. Through relations between husband and wife, we can influence and ignite a bonding in the
Upper Worlds, provided this is our spiritual intent. Each time this occurs, we remove an aspect of evil from our midst. Relationships that lack this
spiritual foundation cannot affect any positive change on either a supernal or a physical level.
The Kabbalists teach us that this lack of spiritual understanding is the primary source for the darkness that governs our world. We can become
aware that the quality of a marriage affects the universe, and that there is spiritual meaning and purpose in every union.
366. "Male and female he created them" (Beresheet 1:28). Rabbi
Shimon said that supernal secrets have been revealed by the two
verses, "THIS IS THE BOOK" AND "male and female he created
them." THE LATTER VERSE COMES to teach US the supernal glory
of the secret of faith, by which secret man was created. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF SUPERNAL ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA CALLED
'HEAVENS AND EARTH'.
367. In the same concealed manner in which the heavens and earth
were created, SIGNIFYING THE SUPERNAL MALE AND FEMALE, so
man was created. Of the heavens and the earth it is written: "Those
are the generations of the heavens and earth" (Beresheet 2:4); of
man, "This is the book of the generations of Adam;" of THE
HEAVENS, "when they were created;" and of Adam, "in the day when
he was created" (Beresheet 5:2). THE TWO ARE EQUAL AS THEY
WERE CREATED BY THE SAME SECRET.
368. From the words "male and female he created them" we learn
that any figure not comprised of both male and female is not a
supernal figure. We have explained this with the secrets of Mishnah.

369. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, cannot reside
in a place where male and female are not found together. Blessings
can be found only in a place where male and female are together. As
it is written: "And he blessed them and called their name Adam
(man), on the day they were created" (Beresheet 5:2). It was not said
that He blessed him and called him Adam (man). THIS TEACHES US
that he was not called BY THE NAME OF Adam (man), except as a
male and female combined.

370. Rabbi Yehuda said that ever since the destruction of the
Temple, blessings cannot be found on earth and are lost every day.
As it is written: "The righteous have perished" (Yeshayah 57:1).
What is the meaning of "perished?" It is that the blessings that used
to dwell in the righteous perished, as in the words, "Blessings on the
head of the righteous" (Mishlei 10:6). It also says, "Truth has
perished" (Yirmeyah 7:28), MEANING THE NUKVA, WHICH
RECEIVED THE YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM THE RIGHTEOUS,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE MALE.
Similarly, AT THE TIME OF COMPLETION, it is written: "And Elohim
blessed them AND CALLED THEM ADAM," BECAUSE THEY WERE
WHOLE.
371. It is to Shet that all the generations of earth and all the truly
righteous of the world trace their descent. Rabbi Yosi said that those
two final letters of Torah, SHIN AND TAV, were left intact even after
Adam had transgressed against all the letters of Torah, BECAUSE
THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE AFFECTED THE WHOLE
TORAH. And when he repented before his Master, he cleaved to
those two LETTERS, SHIN AND TAV, WHICH HAD REMAINED
WHOLE, and, at that point, the original letters returned in the reverse
order of Tav, Shin, Resh, Kof, and so on.
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372. He then called the son he begot in his own form and image,
Shet, a name composed of the last two letters of the aleph-bet and
the only two letters with which he was left. The order of the letters
was not fully corrected, THAT IS, PROPERLY ORDERED, UNTIL
Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai. Then the letters returned to their
correct formthe form they had when the heavens and earth were
created--THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY APPEARED BEFORE THE SIN
OF EATING OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE Then, the world was
sweetened and more securely established.

373. Rabbi Aba said that on the day that Adam transgressed his
Master's commands, the heavens and earth requested to be
uprooted from their places. Why? Because they can only exist upon
the covenant, as it is written: "If my covenant be not day and night, it
were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). Adam broke the covenant, as it is written:
"They are like Adam (man). They transgressed the
Covenant" (Hoshea 6:7). HENCE, THEY LOST THEIR FOUNDATION
AND ASKED TO BE UPROOTED.

374. Were it not for the fact that it was clear to the Holy One, blessed
be He, that Yisrael would stand at Mount Sinai to keep the Covenant,
the world would not have survived THE SIN OF EATING OF THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE.
Rabbi Chizkiyah said that The Holy One, blessed be He, forgives and
pardons the iniquities of he who confesses his sins. HENCE,
CONTRARY TO WHAT RABBI ABA SAID, IT IS BECAUSE ADAM
CONFESSED HIS SINS AND REPENTED THAT THE WORLD
SURVIVED AND HE DOES NOT WANT TO SAY THAT THE REASON
IS, THAT IT WAS CLEAR TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
THAT YISRAEL WOULD STAND AT MOUNT SINAI.
375. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, created
the world, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, he made the
covenant, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. He established the
world upon it, AS THE NUKVA RECEIVES HER SUSTENANCE FROM
ZEIR ANPIN. FROM WHERE DO WE KNOW THAT? From the word
'BERESHEET,' WHICH IS A COMBINATION OF Bara (created) and
Sheet (six). SHEET IS the covenant upon which the world rests. This
Sheet, WHICH STANDS FOR YESOD, is the place from where all
blessings are drawn into the world, and by it the world was created.
Adam, BY HIS SIN OF EATING OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
broke that covenant and removed it from its place. HENCE, THE
HEAVENS AND EARTH ASKED TO BE UPROOTED AND
RELOCATED.
376. This covenant is symbolized by the smallest letter, which is
Yud, which is the embodiment and the foundation of the world.
BASED ON IT, THE WORLD WAS STRUCTURED. And when ADAM
bore a son, he repented his sin, called him Shet, and did not include
the letter Yud in his name. If his name had included the Yud, it would
have been Sheet. Because Adam broke THE COVENANT, AS WAS
SAID EARLIER, "THEY ARE LIKE ADAM, THEY TRANSGRESSED
THE COVENANT," HE NAMED HIS SON SHET, SPELLED WITHOUT
THE YUD, THEREBY CONFESSING TO HIS SIN. Because HE
CONFESSED HIS SIN, the Holy One, blessed be He, populated the
world from him, and he was made forefather to all the generations of
righteous in the world. THUS, BECAUSE OF HIS CONFESSION OF
HIS SIN, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, FORGAVE HIM AND THE
WORLD SURVIVED.
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377. Come and behold: when Yisrael stood before Mount Sinai, a
letter was inserted between the letters SHIN AND TAV. This was the
letter Bet, which is the secret of the Covenant. THIS IS THE BET OF
BERESHEET. It was inserted between the two letters that remained
AFTER THE SIN OF THE EATING OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE,
NAMELY BETWEEN SHIN AND TAV (creating the word Shabbat), and
the Shabbat was given to Yisrael. And when the letter Bet, which is
the secret of the covenant, was inserted between the two letters Shin
and Tav, they became Shabbat, as it is written: "And hence the
children of Yisrael should keep the Shabbat, to make of the Shabbat
for all their generations an eternal covenant" (Shemot 31:16), FOR
THEY DESERVED TO RECEIVE THE SHABBAT PERPETUALLY FOR
ALL THEIR GENERATIONS. AS in the beginning of the world, the
lineage of all future generations was determined by those two
letters. So, BY THE INSERTION OF THE LETTER BET, THOSE TWO
LETTERS PERPETUALLY ENLIGHTEN THE GENERATIONS. Shin
and Tav were in suspension until the world was adequately
completed. THEN, WITH THE GIVING OF TORAH, the world was fully
completed. Then, the Holy covenant came in between the letters, and
they became Shabbat.
378. Rabbi Yosi said that because those two letters were fully
completed by the letter Bet, THEY ARE NOW ENABLED TO RECEIVE
DIRECT LIGHT AT THE GIVING OF TORAH. THOSE letters began
falling into their proper order on the day that Shet was born NOT TO
RECEIVE LIGHT FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD, BUT TO DRAW ONLY
FROM BELOW UPWARD. THIS HAS REMAINED THE CASE in each
and every generation, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF NEFESH, until
Yisrael reached Mount Sinai. Then, the letters fully corrected,
BECAUSE THE LETTER BET ILLUMINATED THEM FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARD, AND THEY BECAME THE SHABBAT.
379. Rabbi Yehuda said: They started TO RADIATE again FROM
ABOVE downward, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF RUACH. THUS, HE
DISAGREED WITH RABBI YOSI, WHO MAINTAINED THAT THEY
ONLY SHONE FROM BELOW UPWARD, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF
NEFESH, BEFORE TORAH WAS GIVEN. And in each and every
generation BEFORE THE GIVING OF TORAH, the world was
manipulating those two letters, and they could not settle in their
appropriate place. Only when Torah was given to Yisrael was
everything corrected.
Rabbi Elazar said that at the time of Enosh, people were skilled in
magic and divination and in the wisdom of controlling the heavenly
forces, SO THAT THESE FORCES SHOULD NOT HAVE AFFECTED
THE WORLD. When Adam left the Garden of Eden and brought out
with him the wisdom of the fig leaves (which is witchcraft), there was
no one to use this knowledge, because Adam, his wife, and all those
born from them, until Enosh came, stayed clear of this KNOWLEDGE
AND DID NOT USE IT.
380. And when Enosh came, he saw those FIG LEAVES and how
advantageous they could be in altering the heavenly course OF
HOLINESS. Then, people once again practiced magic and sorcery,
and they shared their knowledge WITH OTHERS. This wisdom
spread widely in the generation of the flood, when magic and
sorcery were practiced for evil purposes.
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381. The people defied Noach with this wisdom WHEN HE WARNED
THEM OF THE IMPENDING FLOOD. They said that no judgment
could ever be executed upon them, because they could avoid, by
use of this knowledge, any execution of judgment. From the time of
Enosh onward, everyone began practicing these skills. Thus, it was
written: "Then was the name of Hashem called upon
profanely" (Beresheet 4:26). THE WORD "PROFANELY" MEANS
THAT THEY MADE THE USE OF THE NAME OF HASHEM A
PROFANATION, THROUGH THE WISDOM OF SORCERY THEY
EMPLOYED.
382. Rabbi Yitzchak said that all those righteous people who lived
after that generation OF ENOSH, such as Yered, Methushelach, and
Chanoch, tried hard to rebuke them, but were unsuccessful. The
world became full of sinners who rebelled against their Master
saying, "What is Hashem that we should worship him?" (Iyov 19:15).

383.HE ASKS: How could they have been so foolish as to say, "WHO
IS HASHEM THAT WE SHOULD SERVE HIM?" HE ANSWERED THAT
THIS WAS because they had vast wisdom and knew and had faith in
the ministers in charge of ruling the world. THEY HAD FAITH IN
THEIR WISDOM AND BELIEVED THAT BY MEANS OF OATHS THEY
COULD BIND THOSE MINISTERS AND PROTECT THEMSELVES SO
THAT NO HARM COULD BEFALL THEM. Then, the Holy One,
Blessed be He, restored the world to its original state, THROUGH
THE FLOOD OF WATER. IN ITS ORIGINAL STATE, AS ON THE
SECOND DAY OF CREATION, the world was water upon water; THIS
WAS BEFORE THE DRY LAND WAS CREATED. After THE FLOOD,
He restored the world to its previous state and not all was destroyed
BY THE FLOOD, because He treated them with mercy as indicated by
the fact that it is written: "Hashem sat at the flood" (Tehilim 29:10).
The word "Hashem" SIGNIFIES THE VIRTUE OF MERCY, whereas
the word "Elohim" WOULD HAVE SIGNIFIED JUDGMENT. BECAUSE
HE JUDGED THEM WITH MERCY, NOT ALL WAS DESTROYED BY
THE FLOOD.
384. In the days of Enosh, even children were acquainted with this
supernal wisdom, which they learned and OBSERVED. Rabbi Yesa
said that if this is so, they were stupid, because they did not know
that the Holy One, blessed be He, was bound to bring the waters of
the flood upon them, and they would die.

385. Rabbi Yitzchak said that although they knew, foolishness
grabbed hold of their hearts. They thought that by knowing the name
of the angel in charge of fire and the angel in charge of the waters,
they could prevent them from executing judgment upon them.
HENCE, THEY HAD NO FEAR OF PUNISHMENT. But what they did
not know was that the Holy One, blessed be He, controlled the earth,
and from therein judgment would come upon the world.
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386. They only saw that the world was entrusted to those ministers
and that all worldy matters depended upon them. Thus, they took no
notice of the Holy One, blessed be He, nor did they observe his
works until the earth was demolished. And the Holy spirit proclaimed
upon them every day, "let sinners be wiped out of the earth and let
the wicked be no more" (Tehilim 104:35).

387. And the Holy One, blessed be He, waited for them while those
righteous men, like Yered, Metushelach, and Chonach lived. And
when they passed from the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, then
released judgment upon the wicked, and they perished, as it is said:
"They were blotted out from the earth" (Beresheet 7:23).

65. "And Chanoch walked with Elohim"
The following section has the power to instill fear at the sudden prospect of falling into negativity. We become aware of the evil forces that stand
ready to sabotage our spiritual efforts at the first sign of an opening.
388. "And Chanoch walked with Elohim, and he was not, for Elohim
took him" (Beresheet 5:24). Rabbi Yosi said: "While the king was still
feasting, my spikenard sent forth its fragrance" (Shir Hashirim 1:12).
This verse has been expounded on, yet come and behold: it is the
way of the Holy One, blessed be He, that when a man cleaves to Him,
He in turn sets his Shechinah upon the man. And when He knows
that this man will sin, He acts preemptively, plucks away his good
fragrance, and removes him from the world.

389. "The King" mentioned above is the Holy One, blessed be He.
His feasting is the man who cleaves to Him, and follows in His path.
The spikenard that gives fragrance consists of all the man's good
deeds, in honor of which he is taken away from this world
prematurely. THIS PREVENTS HIM FROM CORRUPTING HIS DEEDS.

390. King Solomon said of this, "There is strangeness upon the
earth, because there are righteous men who receive judgment like
the wicked" (Kohelet 8:14). There are righteous people who are
rewarded as if they were wicked, as we have explained. For because
of their good deeds the Holy One, blessed be He, removes them from
the world prematurely and inflicts judgment upon them, SO THEY
WILL NOT CORRUPT THEIR WAYS. And there are wicked people
who receive benefits as if they were righteous, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, gives them a respite and is patient with them, AS IN
THE DAYS OF THE FLOOD. And all this is, as we have explained, so
that they should not sin AND CORRUPT THEIR WAYS. HENCE, THEY
RECEIVE JUDGMENT AS IF THEY WERE WICKED. Hashem waits for
others and treats them as righteous, so that they may repent or
because good children are expected to come from them. Therefore
He waits for them and holds back His anger; hence they receive a
reward as if they were righteous.
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391. Come and see: Chanoch was a righteous man. The Holy One,
blessed be He, saw that he was eventually bound to degenerate and
took him before he sinned. This is what is meant by the "Gathering
of Lilies" (Shir Hashirim 6:2). THIS MEANS THAT because of their
good scent, the Holy One, blessed be He, gathers them before they
become corrupt. Similar is the verse: "and he was not, for Elohim
took him." "And he was not" means that he was not to live a long
life, as did his contemporaries, because the Holy One, blessed be
He, took him away before his time.

392. Rabbi Elazar said that the Holy One, blessed be He, removed
Chanoch from the earth, elevated him to the highest heavens, and
handed him all supernal treasures as well as 45 keys to the
concealed engravings used by supernal angels. They were all
delivered to him. This has been already explained.

66. "And Hashem saw... the wickedness of man"
When a man wastes the life-force and seed used for procreation, negative forces immediately attach themselves to him. He has destroyed the
unborn souls that exist in a state of potential within the seed. Meditating upon these verses removes negative sexual thoughts. Our intense sexual
desires are positively channeled towards our spouse, bringing a renewed sense of passion and fire to our relations.
393. "And Hashem saw that the wickedness of man was very great
upon the earth, and the thought in man's heart was continuously
only evil" (Beresheet 6:5). Of the verse, "For you are not El who
pleasures in wickedness. Evil will not sojourn with you" (Tehilim
5:5), Rabbi Yehuda said: This verse has been discussed and
explained, yet come and behold: he who cleaves to and is led by the
evil inclination is defiled and will be led further into defilement, as we
have learned.

394. "The wickedness of man was very great," because men
committed all sorts of sins and their guilt was not complete until
they spilled blood in vain upon the ground. This refers to those who
pollute their ways upon the earth, THAT IS, THEY SPILL THEIR
SPERM IN VAIN. Thus, it was written: "Only evil (ra) all day." In
another place it is written: "And Er, the son of Yehuda, was evil (ra)
in the eyes of Hashem" (Beresheet 38:7), BECAUSE HE SPILLED HIS
SEED UPON THE EARTH. THIS INDICATES THAT THE WORD RA
REFERS TO THE WANTON WASTE OF SEED.
395. Rabbi Yosi then asked, "Is not evil (ra) the same as wicked
(rasha)?" SO THAT YOU COULD NOT DETERMINE THAT RA IS
USED SOLELY TO INDICATE THOSE WHO WASTE THEIR SEED.
Rabbi Yehuda answered: No. Even he who lifts his hand against his
friend is called wicked, even if he causes his friend no harm. It is
written: "And He said to the wicked, why do you smite your
friend?" (Shemot 2:13), and not 'Why did you smite your friend?'
THE LATTER WOULD HAVE INDICATED THAT HE HAD ALREADY
DONE SO. THUS, EVEN THOUGH HE HAD NOT YET HIT HIM, THE
SCRIPTURE CALLS HIM WICKED.
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396. Yet, only he who corrupts his ways, thereby defiling himself and
the earth, gives strength and power to the spirit of defilement called
Ra. As it is written: "Only evil all day." Such a person will not enter
the palace OF HASHEM, nor gaze upon the Shechinah, because this
sin causes the Shechinah to depart from the world.

397. From where DO WE KNOW THAT THE SHECHINAH LEAVES
BECAUSE OF THIS SIN? From Ya'akov. For when the Shechinah left
him, he concluded that there was a defect in his sons AS A RESULT
OF THEIR INDULGENCE IN THE ABOVE MENTIONED SIN. Because
of this sin, he concluded, the spirit of defilement was strengthened
in the world and the light of the moon, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF
ZEIR ANPIN, was impaired and rendered defective. FOR THIS
REASON, THE SHECHINAH WAS GONE FROM HIM. One might
wonder why HE THOUGHT SO. It is because this SIN defiled the
temple, and hence the Shechinah left Ya'akov, EVEN THOUGH HE
HIMSELF DID NOT SIN. One who actually defiles his ways and
himself gives all the more strength to the unclean spirit.
Consequently, when he is defiled, he is called ra (evil).

398. Come and behold: when a man is defiled, BY THE ABOVE
MENTIONED SIN, he is not remembered by the Holy One, for merit,
and he is constantly remembered by the SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT,
called 'evil', for evil. HENCE, THE SHECHINAH LEAVES HIM AS
SOON AS HE IS VISITED BY THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT. Thus, it is
said, "He who sleeps sated will not be visited by evil" (Mishlei 14:23),
MEANING THAT he who follows the right path AND DOES NOT FALL
PREY TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED SIN will not be visited by evil.
Thus, it is written: "Only evil all day" and also, "evil shall not sojourn
with you" (Tehilim 5:5), and they are called 'evil' and not 'wicked.'
Also, it is written: "even though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I shall not fear evil, for You are with me" (Tehilim
23:4). THIS IS BECAUSE IT ALSO WORKS THE OTHER WAY: IF THE
SHECHINAH IS ACCOMPANYING A MAN, HE NEED NOT FEAR THE
SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "I SHALL NOT FEAR
EVIL, FOR YOU ARE WITH ME." JUST AS THE SHECHINAH FLEES
DEFILEMENT, SO DEFILEMENT FLEES FROM THE SHECHINAH.

67. "It grieved Him to His heart"
Evil forces lull us into a blinding complacency as they strategically maneuver their way into our consciousness. The Zohar gives us the power to
perceive these forces. By removing destructive influences, complacency is replaced by inspiration toward change and spiritual development.
399. "And Hashem regretted that He made man on the earth, and it
grieved Him to His heart" (Beresheet 6:6). Rabbi Yosi said upon this
verse, "Woe unto them who draw inequity with the worthless cords,
and sin as it were with cart rope" (Yeshayah 5:18). Those who draw
iniquity are the men who sin every day before the Holy One, blessed
be He, and they regard their sins as worthless cord because they
think that the actions they engage in and their iniquities are of no
consequence and that the Holy One, blessed be He, does not watch
them. They thus transform all of their sins into one big, powerful
sinas the cart rope which is strong and thick and cannot be
destroyed.
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400. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, executes
judgment upon the wicked of the world, even though they transgress
before Him and anger Him all day, He still has no desire to destroy
them. And when He reviews their deeds, he is consoled by the fact
that they are his handiwork and He has patience with them in this
world.

401. And because they are the work of His hands, He is consoled,
gives them respite, and has mercy on them. And when He wants to
execute judgment, He is saddened, as it were, because they are the
work of His Hands and He is grieved by them, as it is written: "And
neither was a table brought to him" (Daniel 6:19).

402. It is written: "Honor and Majesty are before Him, strength and
joy in His place" (Tehilim 96:6). Rabbi Yosi said, come and behold: it
is written: "And it grieved Him to his Heart," INDICATING THAT He
was saddened to His heart, and not to another place. The words,
"His heart" function here in the same manner as in the verse,
"according to that which is in my heart and in my desire" (I Shmuel
2:35).
Rabbi Yitzchak said that the words "Hashem regretted" are similar to
"And Hashem regretted the evil which He had said He would do to
His people" (Shemot 32:14). THUS THE VERSE "AND HASHEM
REGRETTED HAVING MADE MAN" TEACHES US THAT HE DID NOT
WANT TO PUNISH THEM, AND WHEN THE TIME CAME TO EXECUTE
JUDGMENT, HE WAS SADDENED TO HIS HEART.
403. Rabbi Yesa said, OF THE PASSAGE, "AND HE REGRETTED..."
THAT IT WAS SAID for good, but Rabbi Chizkiyah said that it was
said for bad.
Rabbi Yesa EXPLAINED FURTHER BY saying that it is for good
because the Holy One, blessed be He, regretted that those were the
work of His hands, and pitied them. THE WORDS "AND HE
REGRETTED" TEACH US THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
HAD PITY ON MAN BECAUSE HE MADE HIM, AND HE IS HIS
HANDIWORK. "And it grieved Him" means that it saddened him that
they had sinned before Him.
404. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: It was all said for lack of merit, because
when the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to destroy the wicked
people of the world, He is consoled for their loss, like a person who
resigns himself to the loss of something. And once He is resigned,
judgment takes its course and repentance is of no avail.

405. So, when is repentance effective? Only up to the point when He
becomes resigned. AND ONCE HE HAS BECOME RESIGNED,
repentance is of no avail and judgment is carried out. THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, adds judgment upon judgment and He gives
strength to the place of judgment, so it will carry out the verdict. THE
NUKVA CARRIES OUT THE VERDICT, and the sinners are
completely destroyed. All this WE SEE in the passages "Hashem
regretted " and "He was grieved to his heart." He gave strength to
the place of judgment, so that it could carry out the verdict. THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA IS HIS HEART, WHICH IS THE PLACE OF
JUDGMENT. BY "GRIEVED," IT IS MEANT THAT HE GAVE THE
NUKVA EXTRA STRENGTH.
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406. Rabbi Chiya said that the verse says "And Hashem regretted
(also, 'consoled') that He had made man," because He received
consolation and joy. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created man
upon the earth, he was in the supernal image. The angels of heaven
praised the Holy One, blessed be He, and when they saw his
supernal shape, they said: "you have made him slightly lower than
Elohim and have crowned him with glory and honor" (Tehilim 8:6).

407. Later, when Adam sinned, the Holy One, blessed be He, was
saddened, because Adam had now justified what the ministering
angels asked Him when He wanted to create man: "What is this man
that you are mindful of him and the son of man that you visit
him" (Tehilim 8:5). HENCE, THE VERSE "AND HASHEM
REGRETTED..." MEANS THAT HE WAS COMFORTED BY THE
ANGELS, REJOICED BEFORE THE SIN, AND "GRIEVED" AFTER THE
SIN.
408. Rabbi Yehuda said that He "was grieved to his heart" because
He had to execute judgment upon them, as it is written: "as they
went out before the army, Praise Hashem for his mercy is
everlasting" (II Divrei Hayamim 20:21). Rabbi Yitzchak asked why it
was not written, GIVE PRAISE TO HASHEM for He is good? He
answered: Because He was destroying the work of His hands for the
sake of Yisrael.

409. Similarly, on the night when Yisrael crossed the sea, the
supernal angels came along to sing before the Holy One, blessed be
He. He said to them, "behold, the work of My hands are drowning,
and you are singing!" Thus, it is written: "And one did not come near
the other all night" (Shemot 14:20). The same applies here, for
whenever the wicked are taken out of this world, He is greatly
saddened.

410. Rabbi Aba said that The Holy One, blessed be He, was grieved
when Adam sinned before Him and transgressed His commands. He
said to him, "Adam, woe to you that you have weakened the
heavenly power." At that moment the light OF THE NUKVA was
extinguished, and forthwith He banished him from the Garden of
Eden.

411. He said to him, "I placed you in the Garden of Eden to offer
sacrifices"--BY UNIFYING THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND
HIS SHECHINAH--and you have impaired the altar, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, so much that offerings cannot be brought to it anymore.
Henceforth, GO AWAY and work the land. And He sentenced him to
death. Taking pity on him, however, the Holy One, blessed be He,
buried him, when he died, close to the garden, IN THE CAVE OF
MACHPELA, WHERE THE ENTRANCE TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN IS
LOCATED.
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412. Adam made a cave, THE CAVE OF MACHPELA, and both he and
his wife hid in it. How did he know TO CHOOSE THIS PLACE?
Because he saw a faint ray of light emanating from the Garden of
Eden that reached to the cave. His desire was awakened to be buried
there, close to the entrance to the Garden of Eden.

413. Come and behold: no one leaves this world without seeing
Adam. Adam asks him for what reason he left this world and how
HIS SOUL departed. Each person replies, "Woe to you that because
of you I had to die," BECAUSE IT WAS AS A CONSEQUENCE OF
THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE THAT DEATH WAS
DECREED UPON THE WORLD.
ADAM then replies, "My son, I have transgressed one
commandment, and have been punished because of it. Yet look at
yourself. How many sins and how many transgressions on the
precepts of your Master have you committed?"
414. Rabbi Chiya said that until this very day, Adam continues to
face the forefathers and confess his sins twice a day. He shows
them the very location IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, where he resided
in Supernal glory BEFORE HE SINNED. He also goes and looks at all
the Pious and Righteous people among his descendants, who have
inherited the supernal Glory HE HAD in the Garden of Eden BEFORE
HE SINNED. The Patriarchs praise and say, "How precious is your
kindness, Hashem. The children of man (Adam) take refuge under
the shadow of your wings" (Tehilim 36:8).

415. Rabbi Yesa said: THE REASON Adam appears to each person at
the moment of their departure from this world is to testify that this
person is dying on account of his own sins and not because of those
of Adam. As we have learned, there is not death without sin.

416. The only exceptions are the three who had to leave this world
because of the prompting of the primal Serpent, WHO CONVINCED
CHAVAH TO EAT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. THEY DID NOT
LEAVE BECAUSE OF THEIR OWN SINS. Those three are Amram,
Levi, and Binyamin. Some colleagues also include Yishai among
them. None of them ever sinned and no blemish could be found to
explain their deaths except for the prompting of the serpent, as we
have said.

417. Come and behold: all the generations contemporary to Noach
committed their sins openly, for all to see. Rabbi Shimon was
strolling one day near the gates of Tveria (Tiberias), where he saw
some men DRAWING ARROWS tightly into their bows and shooting
them at earthenware pots. THIS MEANS THAT THEY WERE
WASTING THEIR SEED IN VAIN AND IN THE OPEN. He said, 'Why
are they committing this sin openly, if not to provoke their Master's
anger?' He stared at them and they were thrown into the sea and
drowned.
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418. Come and behold: any sin that is committed publicly repels the
Shechinah from the earth and causes her to remove her residence
from the world. Those IN THE GENERATION OF THE FLOOD walked
defiantly with their heads high, WITHOUT SHAME. They sinned
openly and repelled the Shechinah from the world until the Holy One,
blessed be He, was repelled by them and removed them from HIS
PRESENCE. As it is written: "Take away the impurity from the silver
and there shall come forth a vessel for the smith. Take away the
wicked from the presence of the king and his throne shall be
established in righteousness" (Mishlei 25:4-5).

68. "My spirit shall not strive with man"
Our world mirrors the Upper World. Actions performed in this physical realm ignite spiritual forces in the worlds above. Reading this section gives
us the ability to positively influence and affect the Upper World in ways that benefit our lives.
419. "And Hashem said, My spirit shall not strive with man forever,
for he is also flesh" (Beresheet 6:3). Rabbi Elazar said, Come and
behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He
made the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to be used as the Supernal
WORLD, WHICH IS BINAH. THIS MEANS THAT ALL THE LIGHTS
SHINING IN BINAH SHOULD ALSO SHINE IN MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF THIS WORLD. Now, when people are righteous and
follow the correct path, the Holy One, blessed be He, reveals the
spirit of life, WHICH ARE THE MOCHIN of above FROM BINAH, until
this life reaches the place where Ya'akov abides, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, BECAUSE FROM BINAH THE MOCHIN FLOW THROUGH
ZEIR ANPIN.
420. From there, life flows until the spirit OF LIFE reaches this world,
THE NUKVA, the place where King David resides. Hence, all the
blessings flow to all the lower world inhabitants IN BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH. This Supernal spirit spreads downward,
enabling the lower worlds to maintain their existence.

421. Hence, IT IS WRITTEN: "His kindness (Heb. chasdo) is
everlasting." CHASDO IS SPELLED WITH A VAV. The world of King
David, NAMELY THE NUKVA, IS NURTURED BY THE VAV, WHICH
DRAWS LIFE TO IT. Hence, it is written: "MY SPIRIT SHALL NOT
STRIVE WITH MAN forever (Heb, le'olam)" without the Vav, because
when that spirit is drawn into the world, blessings and life are
released from it to sustain all. Yet now IN THE GENERATION OF THE
FLOOD, when people sinned BY DRAWING LIGHT FROM ABOVE TO
BELOW, DISRUPTING THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND ATTACHING
THEMSELVES TO THE LEFT COLUMN, everything left THIS WORLD.
Thus, the spirit of life ceased flowing into this world for the pleasure
and sustenance of the lower. HENCE, 'FOREVER' WAS WRITTEN
WITHOUT A VAV, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND THE
SPIRIT OF LIFE, BECAUSE THEY DEFILED IT AND ATTACHED
THEMSELVES TO THE LEFT.
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422. "For he is also flesh." Therefore the spirit OF LIFE will not be
drawn into the world. The reason is to prevent the serpent, CALLED
'FLESH,' the lowest of all levels, from increasing in power through
the spirit of holiness. It is also to assure that THE HOLY SPIRIT will
not have to mix with the spirit of defilement OF THE SERPENT. The
verse, "...for he is also flesh," teaches us that the primeval serpent
IS ALSO FLESH, and might also be blessed BY THE SPIRIT OF LIFE.
Hence, THE SERPENT is called 'flesh', as it is written: "The end of all
flesh came before me" (Beresheet 6:13). Rabbi Shimon said that THE
PRIMAL SERPENT, CALLED FLESH, is the Angel of Death. The
words, "His days will be 120 years," means the gift of an attached
tower.

69. "The Nefilim were on the earth"
Many negative angels enter our realm and take on Human form. We can protect ourselves from these negative angels, as well as from people who
connect themselves to the dark forces.
423. "The Nefilim were on the earth..." (Beresheet 6:4). Rabbi Yosi
taught that those CALLED NEFILIM were Aza and Azael and as we
have learned, they were so called because the Holy One, blessed be
He, dropped (Heb. hepil) them from the upper sanctity. How, you
may well ask, can they subsist in this world? Rabbi Chiya said that
they are among those referred to as "Birds which fly upon the
earth" (Beresheet 1:20). And these, as we have discussed, appear to
men in the form OF HUMAN BEINGS. And how, you may ask, do they
transform themselves FROM THE SHAPE OF AN ANGEL TO THAT
OF HUMAN BEINGS? As we have learned, they can transform
themselves into all kinds OF SHAPES, and when they come down
INTO THIS WORLD, they clothe themselves with the garments of
earth's atmosphere and take on human form.

424. Aza and Azael, who rebelled above, and whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, caused to fall from heaven, were forced to put on and
to live with the garments of the earth. They could not divest
themselves of these garments AND COULD NOT RETURN TO THEIR
FORMER RESIDENCE WITH THE REST OF THE ANGELS. THEY
REMAINED FOREVER ON EARTH. Subsequently, they were seduced
by earthly women. They exist to this day, teaching sorcery to people.
They begot sons, whom they called 'mighty' and 'giants'. The Nefilim
are referred to as "sons of Elohim," as has already been explained.

70. "I shall wipe out man"
God always gives ample warning before great judgments and catastrophes brought on by the negative actions of man. Sadly, in most cases we fail
to heed the warnings. The Zohar empowers us to see the signs of warning when they appear.
425. "And Hashem said, 'I shall wipe out man, whom I have created
from the face of the earth'" (Beresheet 6:7). Rabbi Yosi quotes, "For
my thoughts are not your thoughts" (Yeshayah 55:8). Come and
behold: when a man wants to take vengeance on another, he keeps
quiet and tells him nothing. Because if he discloses HIS
INTENTIONS, his opponent will be on guard and hard to overpower.
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426. Yet the Holy One, blessed be He, does not act in this manner.
He does not execute judgment on the world before He declares and
informs it OF HIS INTENTIONS once, twice, and three times. Then, no
one may reproach Him and ask, 'What are you doing?' Nor can one
guard against Him or stand up to Him.

427. "And Hashem said, 'I shall wipe out man, whom I have created
from the face of the earth'." He announced these words through
Noach, and He warned them several times, but they did not listen.
Eventually, he executed judgment and exterminated them.

428. Come and behold what was said of Noach: "And He called his
name Noach saying He shall comfort us (yenachamenu) from our
work" (Beresheet 5:29). How did He know THAT HE WOULD
COMFORT HIM AS SOON AS HE WAS BORN? It says that when the
Holy One, blessed be He, cursed the world, saying, "The land will be
cursed because of you," Adam said to Him, "Sovereign of the
Universe, until when will the world be subject to this curse?" The
Holy One, blessed be He, replied, "Until you beget a son who is born
circumcised like yourself."

429. And they waited until Noach was born. And when he was born,
Adam saw that he was circumcised and transcribed with a sacred
sign. And when He saw that the Shechinah embraced the baby, IT
THEN BECAME CLEAR TO HIM THAT THE CURSE WOULD BE
CANCELED DURING HIS LIFETIME, and so He named him in
anticipation of what would transpire.

430. In the beginning, they did not know how to sow, reap, or plow,
and they worked the earth with their hands. But Noach came along
and manufactured tools needed for working the ground, so that it
would bear fruit. Thus, it was written: "this one will comfort us from
our work and from the toil of our hands that Hashem has cursed."
Noach liberated the earth from its curse. Before he came, the people
used to sow wheat and reap thorns and thistles. Hence, he was
called "a man of the ground" (Beresheet 9:20).

431. Rabbi Yehuda said "a man of the ground" often means that he
was considered the "husband of the ground," as it says, "Naomi's
man" (Rut 1:3). This is because he was called righteous, and nullfied
the earth's curse by means of the sacrifices he offered. Hence, it is
written: "I will not again curse the ground because of
man" (Beresheet 8:21). For this reason Noach was called "a man of
the ground." And hence he was called NOACH (comfort), because of
what would one day occur.

71. "Who made desolations on the earth"
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A person's name establishes a profound link to his soul and essence. The letters that compose a name instill a particular set of attributes that
comprise a person's nature. This section of the Zohar helps us strengthen the bond to our name so that we can awaken its positive influences within
our soul.
432. Rabbi Yehuda expounded upon the verse: "Go, behold the
works of Hashem, who had made desolation (Heb. shamot) on the
earth" (Tehilim 46:9). He said that this text has been explained, but if
the world would have been created by Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, A NAME
INDICATIVE OF MERCY, then it would have given earth a firm
structure. But since it was created by the works of Elohim, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT, a desolation, A WASTELAND, was made of earth.

433. Rabbi Chiya said to him: Although you believe THAT
DESOLATION (HEB. SHAMOT) SIGNIFIES A WASTELAND, I see it
differently, because both the names YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI AND ELOHIM
indicate benevolence. I tend to agree with the friends in saying that
he had placed "shemot (Eng. 'holy names') on the earth." SHAMOT
ALLUDES TO ACTUAL HOLY NAMES ON THE EARTH.

434. Rabbi Yitzchak said that both interpretations are true, and even
the one put forward by Rabbi Yehuda is good. For if the world WAS
CREATED IN THE name of mercy, then the world would have been
resilient. Yet because the world was created by judgment and is
founded upon judgment, He put Holy names in the world TO
PROTECT IT, and this is very true, because had he not done so, the
world would not have been able to survive the consequences of
people's sins.

435. Come and behold: when Noach was born, he was given that
name, because it connoted consolation (Heb. nechama), indicating
that he would bring consolation. Yet, the Holy One, blessed be He,
did not agree WITH THEM. HE BROUGHT THE FLOOD UPON THEM,
BECAUSE HE WANTED THEM TO CORRECT THEIR WAYS AND
REPENT. The letters of Noach's name (Nun and Chet), when written
in reverse order, form the word chen, which means favor. This is as
it was written: "Noach found favor in the eyes of Hashem." Rabbi
Yosi said that Chen is Noach FOR THEY ARE SPELLED WITH THE
SAME LETTERS. The names of the righteous IN ANY SEQUENCE
cause beneficence. The names of the wicked IN ANY SEQUENCE
cause them harm. Of Noach it was said, "Noach found favor (Heb.
chen) in the eyes of Hashem," BECAUSE THE LETTERS WERE
REVERSED FOR good. But of Er, the son of Yehuda, the letters were
reversed for lack of merit and harm, as it is written: "And Er (Ayin
Resh) was evil (ra, Resh Ayin) in the eyes of Hashem" (Beresheet
38:7).
436. Come and behold: when Noach was born, he saw that people
were sinning before the Holy One, blessed be He. He used to hide
himself so as not to be drawn to their ways and occupied himself
with serving his Master. You may well ask, with what did he occupy
himself? HE STUDIED the books of Adam and Chanoch, and he
struggled TO LEARN from those books how to worship his Master.
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437. Come and behold: he indeed STUDIED THE BOOKS OF ADAM
AND CHANOCH because otherwise, how would Noach have known
how to offer sacrifices to his Master? He found wisdom relating to
the maintenance of the world IN THE BOOKS OF ADAM AND
CHANOCH. AND FROM THESE BOOKS, he learned that the world
exists for the sake of sacrifices. Were it not for the sacrifices, neither
the upper nor lower would have existed. HENCE, HE OFFERED A
SACRIFICE.
438. Rabbi Shimon was on his way, accompanied by Rabbi Elazar,
his son, Rabbi Yosi, and Rabbi Chiya. As they were going, Rabbi
Elazar said to his father, "the road is clear before us, and we would
like to hear words of Torah."

439. Rabbi Shimon began to speak of the words, "Even when a fool
walks on his way, his heart is lacking" (Kohelet 10:3). When a man
wants to make his ways agreeable to the Holy One, blessed be He,
he should, before he proceeds, consult Him and pray to Him, so that
He should ensure his journey. This is as we have learned regarding
the verse, "Righteousness goes before him then he shall set his feet
on his way" (Tehilim 135:14), meaning that HE SHOULD PRAY THAT
the Shechinah, CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS,' should not part from
him. ONLY AFTER HE HAS PRAYED SHOULD HE GO ON HIS WAY.

440. Of he who has no faith in his master, it is written: "Even when a
fool walks on his way, his heart is lacking." Rabbi Shimon ASKED:
What is "his heart?" AND HE REPLIED: IT is the Holy One, blessed
be He, WHOSE SHECHINAH WHO RESTS IN THE HEART OF THE
RIGHTEOUS, THAT does not accompany him on his way. THUS "HIS
HEART IS LACKING" THE INSPIRATION OF THE SHECHINAH and
lacking His aid along the way. This is all because this man, who does
not trust in his Master, WHO IS CALLED "A FOOL," BECAUSE ONE
DOES NOT SIN UNLESS THE SPIRIT OF FOOLISHNESS ATTACHES
ITSELF TO HIM, does not seek help from his Master before he starts
his journey.
441. And even when he is on his way, he is not occupied with the
study of Torah, and thus "his heart is lacking." Because he does not
follow his Master, His Master is not found on his way. THE VERSE
CONTINUES, "And he proclaims to all that he is foolish" (Kohelet
10:3), meaning that even when he hears a word of true faith in his
Master, he says that it is foolish to pay attention to it.

442. Similarly, there was a man who asked about the sign of the Holy
Covenant imprinted upon the human flesh, and he said that it was
not an article of faith. Rabbi Yeba Saba (the elder) heard, looked
upon him and transformed him into a pile of bones. And we ARE
upon this path with the help of the Holy One, blessed be He. Hence,
we should recite words of Torah.
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443. He started a discourse by commenting on the verse: "Teach me,
Hashem, your ways, I will walk in your truth, unite my heart to fear
your name" (Tehilim 136:2). This is a difficult verse, because we
learned that everything except becoming a righteous person or
becoming wicked is in the hands of the Holy One, blessed be He. AS
IT IS WRITTEN: "ALL IS IN THE HANDS OF THE HEAVENS EXCEPT
FOR THE FEAR OF THE HEAVENS." WHY then did David ask the
Holy One, blessed be He, to be given that?"

444. David said, "Teach me your ways." He asked the Holy One,
blessed be He, to open his eyes and show him the right path. Then,
he would "...walk in your Truth." He himself would walk the right
path and not waver to the right or the left. He also said: "Unite my
heart." "Heart," as in "the strength of my heart and my lot" (Tehilim
123:26), MEANING THE SHECHINAH, CLOTHED BY THE HEART,
AND CALLED STRENGTH OF HEART. FOR THIS IS WHAT HE
CRAVED. "All this I entreat," DAVID SAID, "in order to fear your
name and keep to the right path." "To fear your name" refers to
David's lot, NAMELY MALCHUT, DAVID'S PORTION, in which fear of
Him dwells. FOR MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF FEAR, AND IS
CALLED 'FEAR,' AS IS KNOWN.

445. Come and behold: faith dwells with he who fears the Holy One,
blessed be He, for he is wholeheartedly in his Master's service. Yet,
faith is not with he who is not constantly in fear of his Master, and he
does not deserve to have a part of the world to come.

446. He then opened a discourse on the verse: "The path of the
righteous is as the shining light that shines more and more unto the
perfect day" (Mishlei 4:18). Happy are the righteous in this world and
in the world to come, because the Holy One, blessed be He, desires
their glory. Come and behold: it is written that "The path of the
righteous is as the shining light." What is the shining light? It is like
the illuminating light that the Holy One, blessed be He, made during
the works of creation. This is THE LIGHT that He stored away for the
righteous in the world to come. The words, "...that shines more and
more," indicate that the righteous person's light is ever increasing
and never lacking.

447. Yet, of the wicked it is written: "The way of the wicked is as
darkness, they do not know on what they stumble" (Mishlei 4:19).
How is it they do not know what MAKES THEM STUMBLE? The
wicked follow a crooked path in this world. They do not want to see
that the Holy One, blessed be He, will judge them in the world OF
TRUTH and bring them to be judged in Gehenom. IN GEHENOM, they
shout, "Woe to us that we did not listen to His commandments while
we were in the world," and they repeat this lament each and every
day.
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448. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, will shine upon
the righteous in the world to come and will give them their destined
reward in a place that no eye has ever beheld. It is, as it is written:
"No eye has seen apart from You, Elohim, what shall be performed
for those who wait for You" (Yeshayah 64:3); and also: "...and they
shall go forth and look upon the carcasses of the men who have
transgressed against Me" (Yeshayah 66:24); and also: "And You
shall tread down the wicked for they shall be ashes under the soles
of Your feet" (Malachi 3:21). Joyful are the righteous in this world
and the world to come. Of them it is written: "The Righteous shall
forever inherit the earth" (Yeshayah 110:21) and: "Verily, the
righteous shall praise Your name, the upright shall dwell in Your
presence" (Tehilim 140:14). Blessed be Hashem forever. Amen and
Amen.
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1. Noach and the ark
The Zohar reveals secrets within the literal story of Noah and the Ark. Noah embodies the Sfirot of Yesod. The Ark is a metaphor for our world of Malchut. The
sins of this generation literally separated the Malchut from Yesod, which was its source of Light. This is the mystery behind the flood's destruction. Any
disconnection from Light produces darkness, and from within this darkness chaos and destruction emerge. Reading this section helps bond Malchut with
Yesod. It is comparable to the simple action of throwing a light switch and banishing the darkness in a room. Moreover, by reading these passages we arouse
spiritual forces of Light to combat and eradicate the present day negative actions of society that once again are beginning to sever the link between the Malchut
and Yesod.
1. "These are the generations of Noach..." (Beresheet 6:9). Rabbi
Chiya opened the discussion with the verses: "NOACH WAS A
RIGHTEOUS MAN...", AND, "Your people also shall be all righteous:
they shall inherit the land forever" (Yeshayah 60:21). IT WAS
DIFFICULT FOR HIM TO UNDERSTAND THE CONNECTION
BETWEEN THE TWO PARTS OF THE FIRST VERSE, BECAUSE
AFTER THE STATEMENT, "THESE ARE THE GENERATIONS OF
NOACH," THE TEXT SHOULD HAVE CONTINUED, 'SHEM, CHAM,
AND YEFET.' IT SHOULD NOT HAVE ENDED WITH "NOACH WAS A
RIGHTEOUS MAN." HE FURTHER STATED: Happy are the people of
Yisrael, who occupy themselves with the Torah and are familiar with
its paths, through which they will merit the world to come.
2. Rabbi Chiya continued: Come and behold! All Yisrael have a
portion in the world to come. Why is this so? Because they observe
the covenant on which the world is established. This is as it is
written in the verse: "If my covenant be not day and night, it were as
if I had not appointed the ordinance of heaven and earth" (Yirmeyah
33:25), MEANING THAT YISRAEL KEEP IN HOLINESS OF THE
COVENANT OF CIRCUMCISION BY NEVER DESECRATING IT WITH
SPILLING OF SEMEN IN VAIN, OR BY INCEST. Therefore, Yisrael,
who has accepted the covenant and observes it, has a portion in the
world to come.
3. Furthermore, as a result, they are called 'righteous.' We deduce
from this that whoever observes the covenant upon which the world
is established is called 'righteous.' How do we know this? We know
this from Yosef, who observed the "covenant of the world," BY NOT
MATING WITH HIS MASTER'S WIFE, and was therefore called
'righteous.' And this is why it is written: "Your people also shall be
all righteous: they shall inherit the land forever." RABBI CHIYA
THUS EXPLAINED THE VERSE, "NOACH WAS A RIGHTEOUS MAN,"
AS MEANING THAT NOACH OBSERVED THE COVENANT. FOR THIS
REASON, HIS OFFSPRING HAVE CONTINUITY. THE VERSE THUS
STATES: "THESE ARE THE GENERATIONS OF NOACH, NOACH
WAS A RIGHTEOUS MAN," BECAUSE HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS AND
THE CONTINUITY OF HIS CHILDREN ARE CONNECTED.
4. Rabbi Elazar said that we have learned that whenever the term
"These (Heb. eleh)" appears, it always annuls something previously
mentioned. Now, it is written in Beresheet , "A river comes out of
Eden to water the garden and from thence it was parted" (Beresheet
2:10). THIS MEANS THAT this river, WHICH IS YESOD, is drawn and
comes out OF EDEN, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and enters the garden,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, to water it from the supernal waters and bring
it pleasure, making it produce fruit and seed. This gives delight to
everyone. The garden is pleased with its fruit, which brings pleasure
to the river, because it made the fruit. As it is written: "Because in it
he has rested" (Ibid. 3), MEANING "IN THE RIVER," WHICH IS
YESOD. And it is also written: "And He rested on the seventh day,"
MEANING IN THE GARDEN WHICH IS MALCHUT. AS RABBI ELAZAR
EXPLAINED, THE WORD "RESTED" IS DERIVED FROM 'REST' AND
'PLEASURE'. This is the secret of the matter of the river that comes
out of Eden-MEANING YESOD, for it produces offspring, and no
other SFIRAH CAN PRODUCE ANY FRUIT.
5. Come and behold: so it was with Noach below. Noach was the
sacred covenant below, as YESOD, OR THE RIVER THAT COMES
OUT OF EDEN, was above. And he is called "Man of the Earth,"
BECAUSE THE EARTH REFERS TO MALCHUT AND YESOD IS
MALCHUT'S MAN. So now we have learned a secret, that Noach
needed the ark, WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, so he could unite
with it and preserve the seed of the whole world. As it is written: "To
preserve seed."
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6. RABBI ELAZAR ASKED: What is the ark? AND HE ANSWERED: It
is the ark, WHICH IS MALCHUT, of the Covenant AFTER IT
RECEIVES YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED THE COVENANT. And Noach
and the ark below were like YESOD AND MALCHUT above,
BECAUSE the covenant is mentioned in relation to Noach, as it is
written: "And I will establish my covenant with you." As long as the
covenant was not established in Noach, he did not enter the ark, as it
is written: "And I will establish my covenant with you and you shall
come onto the ark." Only then does the ark become the ark of the
Covenant, MEANING THAT AFTER THE ARK RECEIVED AND
ACCEPTED NOACH THE RIGHTEOUS, WHO IS THE COVENANT, IT
BECAME THE ARK OF THE COVENANT.
7. So the ark and Noach are joined below, as are MALCHUT AND THE
COVENANT above. And because the covenant above brings forth
offspring, so Noach below bore generations. That is why IT IS
WRITTEN: "These are the generations of Noach." THIS IS TO TEACH
US THAT LIKE THE COVENANT ABOVE, WHICH IS YESOD OF
ATZILUT, NOACH BORE EVERLASTING GENERATIONS. BECAUSE
HE MERITED THE HOLY COVENANT, YESOD OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS
CALLED THE COVENANT, RESTS UPON HIM.
8. "Noach was a righteous man." This is assuredly so, for his
righteousness corresponds to YESOD above. That is why it is
written: "the righteous are the foundation (Yesod) of the
world" (Mishlei 10:25), and the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
established upon him. He is the pillar that upholds the world, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. That is why he is called the foundation of the world.
And what is THIS YESOD? It is the righteous. Thus, Noach is the
righteous below, AMONG THE SOULS. AND HENCE IT IS WRITTEN:
"NOACH WAS A RIGHTEOUS MAN"-TO TEACH US THAT THE
WORLD IS BASED ON HIM.
9. And the secret of all this is revealed in the words, "Noach walked
with Elohim," which mean to teach us that he never separated
himself from Him, FROM MALCHUT. And he merited being called a
righteous man on earth, as did the supernal Yesod, the Foundation
of the World.' He is the covenant of peace and the peace of the
world. Thus, he is called "Man of the Earth," MEANING THE
'HUSBAND' OF THE EARTH. And that is why the verse is written:
"Noach found favor in the eyes of Hashem."

10. RABBI ELAZAR ASKED: What is the meaning of "his
generations" IN THE VERSE "perfect in his generations?" AND HE
REPLIED THAT they are his descendants, who issued from him, all
of whom he perfected THROUGH HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS and by
whom he was also perfected. IN OTHER WORDS, THE VERSE
"PERFECT IN HIS GENERATIONS" HAS TWO MEANINGS: (A) HIS
RIGHTEOUSNESS PERFECTED ALL THE GENERATIONS THAT
DESCENDED FROM HIM, AND (B) HE WAS PERFECTED BY THE
GENERATIONS THAT DESCENDED FROM HIM. ANOTHER
EXPLANATION IS THAT Perfect MEANS that he was born
circumcised. As it is written: "Walk before me and be
perfect," (Beresheet 17:1)MEANING CIRCUMCISED. "In his
generations" includes only Noach's descendants and not the
generations in the world in general. IN OTHER WORDS, EVEN
THOUGH THE VERSE MEANS THAT HE WAS PERFECT IN ALL THE
GENERATIONS OF THE WORLD, IT SAYS "HIS GENERATIONS" TO
INDICATE THAT ALL THE GENERATIONS OF THE WORLD ARE HIS,
AS THEY ALL DESCEND FROM HIM.
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11. Come and behold: from the day the world was created, Noach
was destined to be joined in union with and to enter the ark. And
until they were joined as one, the world had not reached a fully
stable condition. And as soon as this occurred, it is written: "From
these was the whole earth overspread" (Beresheet 9:19). What is
meant by "overspread?" These words are analogous to the verse:
"And from thence the river parted" (Beresheet 2:10), MEANING THAT
SPREADING OUT IS SIMILAR TO THE SUPERNAL ARK, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE GARDEN. For from that point in the text
onward, we find the separation and diffusion of progeny into all
quarters of the world. THIS MEANS THAT AFTER THEY WERE
PERFECTED IN THE ARK, THEY WERE ABLE TO COME FORTH AND
EXIST IN THE WORLD OF SEPARATION WITHOUT BEING
ANNIHILATED, AS WAS THE GENERATION OF THE GREAT FLOOD.
12. And all is one and one is like the other, BECAUSE THE
BRANCHES BELOW ARE SIMILAR TO THEIR ROOTS ABOVE. So
THE VERSE STATES, "These are the generations of Noach." "These"
INDICATES THAT THE OTHER GENERATIONS ARE NO LONGER OF
ANY CONSEQUENCE, BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT EVERLASTING
IN THE WORLD. Only Yesod (the foundation of the world,) WHICH IS
NOACH, produced the fruit that still exists in the world. Rabbi Aba
approached and kissed RABBI ELAZAR saying, 'The lion in his
might has pierced through the rock and broke it asunder,' MEANING
THAT IT WAS HARD AS A ROCK FOR HIM TO UNDERSTAND THE
INNER MEANING OF THESE VERSES, BUT RABBI ELAZAR
REMOVED ALL THE DIFFICULTIES HE HAD IN COMPREHENDING
THE TEXT. All this is certainly true, BECAUSE ALL THAT HAS BEEN
SAID ABOUT NOACH AND THE ARK BELOW CORRESPONDS TO
THEIR SUPERNAL ROOTS IN THE WORLD OF ATZILUT ABOVE.
Even the measurements of the ark correspond to their roots above.
Tosefta (addendum)
13. RABBI ELAZAR ASKED: Why is the name of Noach written
twice? AND HE ANSWERED: Each and every righteous person in the
world has two spirits. One stays in this world, while the other is in
the world to come. And so we find that the Holy One, blessed be He,
named all the righteous twice: "Moshe, Moshe" (Shemot 3:4),
"Ya'akov, Ya'akov" (Beresheet 46:2), "Avraham, Avraham" (I Shmuel
3:10), "Shmuel, Shmuel"--with the exception of Yitzchak. He is not
named twice because when he approached the altar to be sacrificed,
the soul that was within him in this world left him. And because it is
said of Avraham, "blessed are you who resurrects the dead"--THAT
IS, "LAY NOT YOUR HAND UPON THE LAD," AFTER HE HAD LIFTED
HIS HAND, INTENDING TO SLAY HIS CHILD, so only the soul of the
world to come was returned to him. AND THAT IS WHY HE IS NOT
NAMED TWICE, YITZCHAK, YITZCHAK. And that is why you shall
find that the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, was not unified
UPON ANY OTHER RIGHTEOUS PERSON DURING HIS LIFETIME. It
was unified only on Yitzchak, because he was already considered as
dead. FOR HE HAD NO SOUL OF THIS WORLD, ONLY THAT OF THE
WORLD TO COME. HE WAS LIKE THOSE WHO PASS AWAY FROM
THIS WORLD. The verse states: "Even in His holy ones He has no
trust" (Iyov 15:15) BECAUSE HE DOES NOT UNIFY HIS NAME ON
THE RIGHTEOUS DURING THEIR LIFETIMES.
14. A different explanation given OF THE WORDS "NOACH
NOACH" (Beresheet 6:9) is that because he was righteous, He
praised him twice BY CALLING HIM "NOACH, NOACH." THAT IS,
"perfect he was in his generation," but if he had lived in any other
generation, such as that of Avraham or Moshe or King David, then
he would not have been considered at all. Still another explanation is
that if this is what he was able to perform in a generation in which all
were wicked, how much more he could have done in a generation in
which all were righteous.
(end of the Tosefta)

2. "Come, behold the works"
Noah was given his name because it was a direct reflection of his spiritual character. Noah is derived from the Hebrew word Nechamah, ???? which means to
console. Noah's spiritual work and destiny was to console the earth in the aftermath of the flood and the destruction of the world. This great spiritual mission,
expressed through his name, was Noah's connection to the Light of the Creator. Our name, too, is our bridge and link to the Creator. The name is like a strand of
spiritual DNA that motivates and gives rise to our personal attributes, our inner character, and our mission in life. This section of the Zohar strengthens our
name's spiritual function of connecting us to the Light.
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15. Rabbi Elazar opened his discourse WITH THE VERSES: "THESE
ARE THE GENERATIONS OF NOACH" AND "Come, behold the works
of Hashem, who has made desolations in the earth" (Tehilim 46:8).
AND HE ASKED, "Come behold": what is the meaning of "behold?"
AND HE ANSWERED: It is related to the verse, a grievous vision has
been declared to me (Yeshayah 21:2). Because by His deeds, the
Holy One, blessed be He, reveals his prophecy to Man. AND WHEN A
PROPHECY OF GRIEVOUS DEEDS IS REVEALED BEFOREHAND, IT
IS CALLED 'A GRIEVOUS VISION.' "Who has made desolations (Heb.
shamot)" assuredly alludes to the word shemot, for a name is the
cause of everything that happens. THIS MEANS THAT WE SHOULD
CONSIDER THE NAME OF WHATEVER HAPPENS. FOR THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, PUTS THE NAME IN THE MOUTH OF MAN
SO HE CAN NAME WHATEVER DWELLS OR OCCURS ON EARTH.
SO THE VERSE IS ACTUALLY CALLING US TO GO AND OBSERVE
THE WORKS OF HASHEM THROUGH THE NAMES BY WHICH THEY
ARE CALLED ON EARTH. BECAUSE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, ACTS BEFOREHAND, PUTTING NAMES IN THE MOUTH OF MAN
AS PROPHECY.
16. THE VERSE STATES: "And He called his name Noach, saying:
This..." (Beresheet 5:29). RABBI ELAZAR ASKED: Why does the
verse read, "saying: This?" And he answered: The word "saying"
refers to the Female Principle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, while "This"
refers to the 'Righteous,' WHO IS NOACH. AND THE PROOF is that it
is written here and elsewhere, "This shall comfort us." "This is
Hashem; we have hoped for Him" (Yeshayah 25:9). AND WE LEARN
THROUGH ANALOGOUS MEANING: THE WORD "THIS" REFERS
HERE TO HASHEM, WHO IS CALLED RIGHTEOUS, AND
THEREFORE THE MEANING OF "THIS" IN ANY OTHER VERSE
MEANS RIGHTEOUS AS WELL. HERE, IT REFERS TO NOACH, WHO
IS RIGHTEOUS, LIKE HASHEM. LIKEWISE, THE VERSE THAT
STATES, "AND HE CALLED HIS NAME NOACH," REFERS TO THE
SUPERNAL FEMALE PRINCIPLE OR MALCHUT, WHO CALLED HIM
NOACH, FOR THE FEMALE WAS "SAYING" "THIS," THAT IS, NOACH
"SHALL CONSOLE US". Blessed are the righteous who are marked
with the imprints of the ring of the King, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, for they are marked with His name. And He has put "names"
on earth, meaning in Man's mouth, so that everything can be called
by its name correctly.
17. The verse states: "And He called the (Heb. et) his name
Noach" (Beresheet 5:29), and it is also written: "And He called his
name Ya'akov" (Beresheet 25:26). Why does it not say "the" IN
REGARD TO YA'AKOV, AS WITH NOACH? Because each one refers
to a different level. As it is written in the verse: "I saw (Et)
Hashem" (Yeshayah 6:1). It does not say 'I saw Hashem,' but "Et
Hashem." THIS INDICATES THAT THE PARTICLE "ET (THE)" HAS A
SPECIFIC MEANING. Here too, it is written of Noach: "And he called
(Et) his name Noach." As for, "And he called his name Ya'akov," in
reality his level is that of the Holy One, blessed be He, and this is
why the word "the" is not mentioned there. But with Noach, the
particle "Et (the)" is mentioned so as to connect him with the
Shechinah, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. BECAUSE THE
SHECHINAH IS CALLED "ET," THE PARTICLE "ET" DOES NOT
APPEAR IN YA'AKOV'S NAME. FOR HIS LEVEL IS THAT OF A
CHARIOT FOR THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHILE NOACH,
WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHTEOUS AND IS ALWAYS
CONNECTED WITH THE SHECHINAH, HAS THE WORD "THE"
PRECEEDING HIS NAME.

3. "A good man lends with a good grace"
We are given the opportunity to enhance our connection to the spiritual dimension of Yesod.
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18. "These are the generations of Noach." Rabbi Yehuda began his
discourse on the verse: "A good man lends with a good grace, he
conducts his affairs justly" (Tehilim 112:5). He said that "a good
man" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who is called 'good'. As
it is written: "Hashem is good to all" (Tehilim 145:9). And it is also
stated that "Hashem is a man of war" (Shemot 15:3). He is gracious
and lends YESOD to "all." BECAUSE Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, BESTOWS AND LENDS HIS ABUNDANCE OF MOCHIN UPON
YESOD to the place that has nothing of its OWN, WHICH IS FEMALE.
That place, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, is nourished by it, YESOD. The
words, "he conducts his affairs justly" refer to the fact that THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE is nourished only according to His Judgment,
WHICH IS THE MOCHIN OF THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH. As it is
written: "Justice and Judgment are the habitation of your
throne" (Tehilim 85:14). SO JUSTICE, WHICH IS THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE, IS NOURISHED BY JUDGMENT. AND THE SECRET OF
THE AFOREMENTIONED LOAN IS THAT IT IS THE SUPERNAL
MOTHER. THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE HAS NOTHING OF HER OWN
WITH WHICH TO RECEIVE THE MOCHIN. SHE HAS ONLY THAT
WHICH SHE BORROWS FROM THE SUPERNAL MOTHER AND
RECEIVES THROUGH ZEIR ANPIN, AS IS ALREADY KNOWN. SO
THE MEANING OF THE VERSE, "A GOOD MAN," WHO IS THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS THAT HE "LENDS WITH A GOOD GRACE"
ABUNDANCE TO YESOD AND THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. AND IN SO
DOING, "HE ORDERS HIS AFFAIRS, WHICH IS THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE, ACCORDING TO HIS JUDGMENT, THE GREAT MOCHIN
CALLED JUDGMENT.
19. A different meaning is that "a good man" signifies the righteous.
As it is written: "Say to the righteous that it shall be well with him
(or: that he is good), for they shall eat the fruit of their
doings" (Yeshayah 3:10). SO THE RIGHTEOUS ARE CALLED GOOD.
Rabbi Yosi said that "a good man" alludes to Noach, as it is written:
"Noach was a righteous man." Rabbi Yitzchak said that "a good
man" alludes to the glory of the Shabbat, REFERRING TO THE
MOCHIN OF THE DAY OF SHABBAT, because the text begins with
the words: "It is a good thing to give thanks to Hashem" (Tehilim
92:2).
20. Rabbi Chiya said: It all amounts to the same thing, and they all
said one thing, that THE RIGHTEOUS produces offspring in the
world. HE ALSO ASKED: Who are the offspring of the world? AND
HE ANSWERED: They are the souls of the righteous, as they are the
fruit of the handiwork of the Holy One, blessed be He.

21. Rabbi Shimon said: When the Holy One, blessed be He, puts on
His diadems, He crowns himself from above and from below: above,
by the region of absolute depth, WHICH IS ABA AND IMA, and below
by the souls of the Righteous. The result is that an increment of life
from above and below embraces the place of sanctuary on all sides,
causing the cistern to become full and the sea to be replenished,
thereby providing life to all.

4. "Drink water out of your own cistern"
Our realm of Malchut cannot draw in the Light without first arousing desire, and desire is aroused through the building of one's Vessel. According to the Zohar,
righteous souls build Vessels through their positive actions and spiritual deeds. This secret is concealed within the story of Noah. The Ark signifies the realm of
Malchut. Noah represents the righteous souls. We learn that after Noah built and entered the Ark he was then able to beget offspring to populate the world.
Building and entering the Ark is the mystery concerning the awakening of desire in Malchut, and the offspring of Noah pertain to the Light of the Creator that is
revealed in our physical realm. We become righteous souls who awaken the desire of Malchut each time we recognize, admit, and thus uproot our own negative
traits, transforming them into positive attributes. From this section we receive the ability to act with righteousness, thus arousing the desires of Malchut.
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22. It is written: "Drink water out of your own cistern, and running
water out of your own well" (Mishlei 5:15). SO RABBI SHIMON
ASKED: Why does it say "your own cistern" first and then "your own
well," since a cistern is an empty place without water, while a well is
a fountain of running water? THEY ARE COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
FROM EACH OTHER. HE ANSWERED: Both are the same, MEANING
THAT BOTH REFER TO THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. But when the poor
are attached to that region, MEANING WHEN THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE IS NOT CONNECTED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS HER
HUSBAND, SHE IS CONSIDERED TO BE POOR AND is called 'a
cistern', with nothing of its own except what is put inside it. This
region is called Dalet, THE FOURTH LETTER OF THE ALPHABET,
OR THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE WHEN SHE IS NOT CONNECTED WITH
ZEIR ANPIN.
23. And later, WHEN SHE MATES WITH ZEIR ANPIN, She becomes a
well filled from all sides. THIS MEANS THAT SHE IS FILLED FROM
THE RIGHT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN AND FROM THE CENTRAL
COLUMN OF THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS. And what do these
signify? It is the letter Hei, OR THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE WHEN SHE
IS MATING WITH ZEIR ANPIN. SHE IS CALLED HEI, when She is
being filled from above FROM ZEIR ANPIN and flowing from below
from the souls of the righteous.
24. A different explanation for the verse, "Drink water out of your
own cistern," is that it refers to King David, who wrote: "Who shall
be the one to give me water to drink of the cistern of Bet lechem" (II
Shmuel 23:15). Here, the words, "running waters," refer to Avraham,
and "out of the midst" refers to Ya'akov, who is the center. "OUT OF
THE MIDDLE" MEANS OUT OF THE CENTER. "Your own well"
signifies Yitzchak, who is called "well of living waters." Thus, in this
verse, we find a reference to both the Sacred Chariot of the Fathers
and of King David.

25. The passion of the female toward the male is only aroused when
he puts the spirit into her. And the flow of Mayin Nukvin (Female
Waters) ascends to meet the Mayin Duchrin (Male Waters) above.
And the congregation of Yisrael, OR MALCHUT, conceives a longing
for the Holy One, blessed be He, only when the spirits of the
righteous enter her, IN THE SECRET OF THE FEMALE WATERS. And
then do waters flow from within her, THAT ILLUMINATE IN HER BY
THE POWER OF THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS, toward the Male
Waters, WHICH ARE THE LIGHTS OF THE RIGHT COLUMN. And so,
all OF THESE THREE ASPECTS become one passion, one union,
and one tie, and this appeases everyone. And it is then that the Holy
One, blessed be He, walks among the righteous. SO NOW WE SEE
FIVE ASPECTS OF THE MOCHIN: NEFESH, RUACH, NESHAMAH,
CHAYAH, AND YECHIDAH.

26. Come and behold: all the offspring-THE SOULS-from Gan Eden,
WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ENCLOTHES THE SUPERNAL MOTHER, DO not issue from the
Righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, until he enters the ark and
becomes one with it. And all THE SOULS THAT IT RECEIVES FROM
THE RIGHTEOUS are hidden there FOR A CERTAIN TIME after which
they are born and leave it. The same applies here. Noach the
righteous man did not beget any offspring to populate the world until
he entered the ark and all gathered and were concealed on it WITHIN
A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME, after which, they were born. They
emerged from the ark to multiply in the world and to survive on
earth. Had they not come through the ark, they would not have
endured in the world.

27. All this was DONE according to the divine pattern. For, just as
they left the ark, OR THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE above, so they left the
ark OF NOACH below. Only now was the world able to exist
permanently. That is why the words, "And running waters out of the
midst of your well" are related to, "And Noach begot three sons."
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5. "And the earth was corrupted"
The spiritual lesson revealed through these verses concerns the residue of negativity created by our immoral actions. The forces of negativity, aroused when we
sin, remain with us and within the world indefinitely until true repentance is achieved by the wrong doer. This lingering negativity that hovers in our spiritual
atmosphere can also influence others if their spiritual intentions are balanced on the narrow edge between good and evil. Should the remnants of a person's
negative actions tip another person to the evil side, the original wrong doer must assume a measure of responsibility for the second sinner's actions.
28. "And the earth was corrupted before Elohim" (Beresheet 6:11).
Rabbi Yehuda asked: If it says "And the earth was corrupted," why
"before Elohim"? IS IT NOT OBVIOUS? AND HE REPLIED: It is
because they performed their sins openly, in front of everyone's
eyes. And that is why the verse states, "before Elohim."

29. Rabbi Yosi said: I believe the opposite. "And the earth was
corrupted before Elohim" means that they did not sin openly. They
sinned only before Elohim and not before Man. But eventually, they
also sinned openly. As it is written: "And the earth was filled with
violence" (Beresheet 6:11), which indicates that there was not a
place on earth that did not witness their sins. Therefore, the verse
declares that they sinned in two ways, THAT IS, IN HIDING AND IN
THE OPEN.

30. "These are the generations of Noach." Rabbi Aba said, From the
day that Adam transgressed his Master's command, all succeeding
generations were called "sons of Adam." But it was not said to
praise him, as much as to say, 'These are the sons of the man who
transgressed his Master's command.'

31. But after Noach had appeared, all the descendants of Mankind
are called after his name, "the generations of Noach." And this
describes Noach's descendents in an honorable sense, because he
secured for us permanent existence in the world, in contrast with
"the generations of Adam," which describes us in a dishonorable
sense, as he caused us to be driven out of this world by bringing
death to all.
32. Rabbi Yosi said to him: If it is really so, we nevertheless see that
in a later passage it is written: "Hashem came down to see the city
and the tower that the children of Adam had built" (Beresheet 11:5).
The verse clearly states "the children of Adam" and not "the children
of Noach," EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE DESCENDED FROM
NOACH. Rabbi Aba replied that because Adam sinned before his
Master, THE VERSE INVOKES HIS NAME. And it would have been
better for him not to have been created than to be mentioned in the
Torah in such a manner.
33. Come and behold: it is written: "A wise son makes a glad
father" (Mishlei 10:1). When a son is good, then all the people will
mention his father's name with praise. But if a son is bad, they will
mention his father with reproach. Now because Adam sinned and
transgressed his Master's command, when THE TOWER BUILDERS
came and rebelled against their Master, what was written about
them? "That the children of Adam had built"! These are the children
of Adam, the first man who had rebelled against his Master and
transgressed His command.
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34. That is why the verse states that "These are the generations of
Noach." These GENERATIONS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE
DESCENDANTS and not the former ones. Those who came out of the
ark and emerged from it ARE THE GENERATIONS. The generations
of Adam which did not come out of Gan Eden WERE NOT DESTINED
TO EXIST.

6. If Adam had not sinned, he would not have begot any offspring
From the time of Adam's sin, the children born into our world retain an aspect of the evil inclination within their essence. This section helps prevent this evil
presence from occurring in new children. Moreover, these words weaken and remove this negative influence from our children as we meditate upon the pages.
35. Come and behold: if Adam had brought generations with him
from Gan Eden, they would have lived for generations. And the light
of the moon, WHICH REFERS TO THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT, would
have never been darkened. And all would have lived forever; and not
even the angels above could have stood before them and borne their
light brilliance and wisdom. As it is written: "In the image of Elohim
did He create him" (Beresheet 1:27). But because he was the cause
of the sin, he had to leave Gan Eden and bear children outside. So
his generations did not last because they were not fit.

36. Rabbi Chizkiyah then asked: How could they have begotten
offspring there-IN GAN EDEN? Had the evil inclination not been
drawn down on him and enticed him to sin, he would have dwelled
alone in the world and would have not begotten any offspring! The
same applies to the nation of Yisrael; had they not sinned by the
golden calf and drawn upon themselves the evil inclination AFTER
ACCEPTING THE TORAH, they also would have never borne any
offspring, and no new generations would have come into the world.
THE MAIN POINT IS THAT THE POWER OF MATING DERIVES
MAINLY FROM THE EVIL INCLINATION. SO WITHOUT THE EVIL
INCLINATION THERE CAN BE NO OFFSPRING.
37. HE ANSWERED: Had Adam not sinned, he would not have borne
offspring from the side of the evil inclination, but he would have
borne them from the side of the Holy Spirit. But because he
produced offspring only from the side of the evil inclination, all the
offspring of mankind who are the 'sons of Adam' are born from the
side of the evil inclination. They have no existence and no
permanence, because the Other Side has been mixed with them.

38. But if Adam had not sinned and had not been driven out of Gan
Eden, he would have begot offspring from the side of the Holy Spirit.
And they would have been as holy as the supreme angels, and lived
generations upon generations as angels do above. THIS MEANS
THAT THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF MATING: ONE IS THE SPIRITUAL
MATING OF THE ANGELS; THE SECOND IS THE MATING OF YESOD
FOR THE SOULS. THAT NEED FOR THE EVIL INCLINATION
RELATES ONLY TO THE MATING OF YESOD AND NOT TO THE
SPIRITUAL MATING THAT COMES FROM THE SIDE OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT. But because he sinned and begot children outside Gan Eden
and he did not merit to begot them in Gan Eden, therefore they did
not survive even only to take root in this world until Noach came and
went into the ark. And from the ark all descending generations of
mankind emerged and spread to all four corners of the earth.

7. "And Elohim saw the earth"
Reading these paragraphs helps purify the earth, which is constantly being corrupted and defiled through both small and large actions of negativity.
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39. "And Elohim saw the earth and behold, it was
corrupt" (Beresheet 6:12). Why was the earth corrupt? CAN IT BE
THAT IT DESERVED TO BE PUNISHED? AND HE ANSWERS: YES,
because all flesh had corrupted its ways, as has already been
explained. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion, saying, "And Elohim
saw from their deeds that they had repented from their evil
way" (Yonah 3:10). Come and behold: when the people are righteous
and observe the commandments of the Torah, the earth is
invigorated and full of joy. And why is that? Because the Shechinah
dwells upon the earth and everyone-both above and below-is joyous.

40. But when Mankind corrupts its ways, does not observe the
commandments of the Torah, and sins before its Master, then it is as
if Mankind drives the Shechinah out of the world. Then the earth is
left corrupt, for the Shechinah is repelled by it and does not dwell on
it. Then, the earth is corrupt. And why should the earth be corrupt?
Because a different spirit rests upon it, causing the corruption.

41. Can the same be applied to the land of Yisrael as well, THAT IS
ANOTHER SPIRIT COULD BE DWELLING THERE. But we have
learned that no other spirit rests upon the Land of Yisrael, and there
is no other appointed angel beside the Holy One, blessed be He
himself. IF SO, THEN WHY WAS THE LAND OF YISRAEL
CORRUPTED? AND HE REPLIED: Come and behold: it is true that no
other appointee or messenger dwells in the land of Yisrael, beside
the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself, but there is one time that the
evil spirit may govern the land in order to destroy people. How do we
know about that? From King David, as it is written: "And he saw the
angel of Hashem standing between the earth and the heavens, with a
drawn sword in his hand stretched out over Jerusalem" (I Divrei
Hayamim 21:16) and then the land was destroyed.

42. Rabbi Elazar said: Even in that time, WHEN HE SAW THE ANGEL
OF HASHEM STANDING, it was the Holy One, blessed be He.
Because what is written here, "the angel of Hashem," is analogous
to "The angel who redeemed me" (Beresheet 45:16) and also to "the
angel of the Elohim" (Shemot 15:19). AND AS THESE VERSES
REFER TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SO DOES THIS ONE.
Be it for the best or the worst, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall
always govern this land. For the best-because the land of Yisrael
was never passed on to any other supernal governor, and THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ALONE CAN DO IT GOOD. And all the other
inhabitants of the world should be ashamed of their deeds,
BECAUSE THEY ARE UNDER MINISTERS. For the worst MEANS
THAT ONLY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, RULES OVER THIS
LAND to prevent the other ministers from delighting in ruling over it.
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43. And if you will ask is it not written: "For she has seen that the
heathens entered into her sanctuary" (Eichah 1:10) and have
destroyed the Temple, WHICH IMPLIES THAT if really no other
ministers ruled, then the Temple would not have been destroyed!
Come and behold: it is stated, "For you have done" (Ibid. 21) and
"Hashem has done what he has devised" (Eichah 2:17). SO YOU
CAN SEE THAT IT WAS DONE BY THE HOLY ONE, HIMSELF,
BLESSED BE HE, AND NOT BY MINISTERS.
44. Come and behold: it is written: "And Elohim saw the earth and
behold, it was corrupt" (Beresheet 1:12). It was surely corrupt. And
furthermore, it is also stated: "And Elohim saw from their deeds that
they had repented from their evil ways" (Yonah 3:10). Because then
the earth calls out to the heavens above, TO ZEIR ANPIN, and is
raised to the upper grade; it beautified its face, as though it were a
female beautifying herself for the male. In the same manner, the
earth tried to please the "King," WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, for she raised
righteous children for Him.

45. While here, what is written about the generation of the Flood that
did not repent? "And Elohim saw the earth, and behold it was
corrupt," like a wife who committed adultery and hides her face from
her husband. When the sins of Mankind multiply and become
overwhelming, the earth sins openly and becomes brazen like a
woman who has no shame. As it is written: "And the earth was
defiled under its inhabitants" (Yeshayah 24:5). And so it is said,
"And He saw that the earth was assuredly corrupt." You may ask,
why? Because "all flesh had corrupted their ways upon the earth."

8. "Hashem has done that which he devised"
As a parent feels the pain of a child whose iniquities have caused the child great suffering, the Creator feels the pain of all the souls who walk this earth. We
should attempt to understand the Creator's love for us, and become inspired to relieve His pain by transforming ourselves. And in the process of doing so, we
will relieve our own pain as well.
46. Rabbi Elazar went over to Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi Shimon,
son of Lakunya, his father-in-law. As soon as he saw him, he spread
carpets over planks of wood and prepared a canopy under which
they both sat. His father-in-law asked him if, by any chance, he had
learned from his father the meaning of the verse: "Hashem has done
that which He devised, He has performed his word that He
commanded in the days of old" (Eichah 2:17).

47. He answered: Our friends have already explained it. "He has
performed His word" means that He ripped His precious cloak; "that
He commanded in the days of old" means that this cloak He
commanded from the supernal days of old-MEANING FROM THE
SFIROT OF THE PARTZUF OF ATIK, CALLED "DAYS OF OLD." On
the day the Temple was destroyed, He ripped His cloak, for it is His
Honor and perfection, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED THE
HONOR OF HASHEM, AND IT IS HIS PERFECTION BECAUSE
THROUGH IT, HE PERFECTS HIMSELF WITH THE MOCHIN OF THE
LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH. "And He ripped it" MEANS THAT THE FIRST
NINE SFIROT LEFT IT AND ONLY THE TENTH REMAINED.
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48. He asked, "Hashem has done that which He devised:" Is this the
way of a king to devise evil against his sons even before they have
sinned? And he answered: It is like a king who had a precious vessel
and was constantly afraid that it might one day break. So he used to
watch it by keeping it under his eye. One day his son came along
and made the king angry. So the king took his precious vessel and
smashed it. That is why it says "that which He has devised."

49. Come and behold: from the day the Temple was built, the Holy
One, blessed be He, used to watch it, because it was very precious
to Him. And He used to worry that Yisrael might sin and cause the
Temple to be destroyed. So every time He came to the Temple, He
wore a precious mantle, MEANING THAT HE MATED WITH
MALCHUT. But when Yisrael sinned and made the King furious, the
Temple was destroyed and He tore His cloak apart. That is the
meaning of "Hashem has done that which He has devised..."--HE
HAS PERFORMED.

50. "His word (Heb. imratto)" as mentioned here, REFERS TO
MALCHUT, which was sitting in the beginning on the top of the tree
(Heb. amir). And the King crowned Himself with it and he had before
him a "beautiful tree;" THE TREE OF THE SOULS BEFORE THEY
COME INTO THIS WORLD in front of His eyes. BUT NOW, AFTER
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE, HE RIPPED HIS CLOAK,
MEANING THAT THE UPPER NINE SFIROT LEFT MALCHUT AND
ONLY THE LIGHT OF NEFESH REMAINED THERE. So now, AFTER
THE DESTRUCTION, there is sadness before Him all over in the
external houses, BUT NOT IN THE INTERNAL ONES. As the verse
reads: "Behold, the valiant ones shall cry without" (Yeshayah 33:7),
THAT IS, ONLY EXTERNAL ONES.
51. "And on that day Hashem Tzeva'ot called to weeping, to
mourning, to baldness, and to girding with sackcloth" (Yeshayah
22:12). This means that only on that day, when the Temple was
destroyed, DID HE CALL FOR WEEPING AND MOURNING. But aside
from that day, there is no greater joy for the Holy One blessed be He,
than when the wicked of the world, who provoke Him, are removed
from this world. As it is written: "And when the wicked perish there
is joy" (Mishlei 11:10). So in each generation, when Judgment is
executed on the wicked of the world, there is joy and songs before
the Holy one, blessed be He.

52. And if you claim that we learned that there is no joy before the
Holy One, blessed be He, when He passes His Judgment on the
sinners, come and behold: when Judgment is delivered on the
wicked, there is joy and exultation before Him, because they are
removed from this world. But, when is there joy? When the time that
He has waited for them TO REPENT is over, and they have not
returned to Him from sinning. But if Judgment is delivered on them
before their time has come, and the measure of their sins has not yet
been completed, it is, as it is written: "the iniquity of the Emori is not
yet full" (Beresheet 15:16). THIS MEANS THAT THERE STILL IS A
CHANCE THAT THEY MAY REPENT; thus, there is no joy. And there
is grief before Him because of their destruction.
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53. But, you might ask: If their time has not come yet, then why
should Judgment be delivered on them? Because it is they who
inflict the punishment on themselves, as the Holy One, blessed be
He, would never punish them before their time has come. Because
they associate with Yisrael in an effort to harm them, He passes His
Judgment on them and entirely removes them from the world before
their time is up. And now there is grief before Him, FOR HE
DESTROYED THEM BEFORE THEIR TIME. This is also the reason
why He drowned the Egyptians in the sea and destroyed the enemies
of Yisrael in the days of Yehoshafat. They were all destroyed before
their time because they wanted to harm the nation of Yisrael.

54. So only when the time that He waits for them is completed, and
they do not mend their ways, is their destruction a cause for joy and
exaltation before Him. The only exception was the time when the
Temple was destroyed, because even though their time for angering
Him had expired, there was no joy before Him. From that time
onward, there has been happiness neither above nor below.

9. "For yet seven days"
Learning the words that compose these powerful verses help us understand the spiritual dangers associated with the wasting of one's sperm. The negative
forces in our midst automatically attach themselves to any gateway where the greatest Light can shine. This is Yesod in the Upper World, and the sexual organ
in the physical world.
The Kabbalist, however, does not consider the vague concepts of morality and codes of right and wrong as motivation for maintaining sexual relations within the
spiritual confines of marriage. Rather, it is our own spiritual understanding of the metaphysical forces at work, including the laws of cause and effect, that will
provide the impetus. Historically, religious and moral authorities, according to the Kabbalist, have not been granted great influence in regulating sexual
relations. Instead, individual people must be empowered with knowledge that can assist them in understanding the consequences of their actions. If they are to
be truly motivated, people must recognize the benefits to themselves derived from any particular spiritual action
55. "For yet seven days, and I will cause it to rain upon the earth
forty days and forty nights" (Beresheet 7:4). Rabbi Yehuda said:
What is the meaning of these forty days and forty nights? These
forty days are to strike the wicked of the world, as is written: "forty
strikes he may hit him and not exceed" (Devarim 25:3),
corresponding to the "four winds of the world," WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. As each
one has ten, THERE ARE ALTOGETHER FORTY. For Man was
created from the four winds of the world. So, the verse continues:
"And every living substance that I have made will I destroy from the
face of the earth." Forty strikes are needed to destroy the world.

56. Rabbi Yitzchak was visiting Rabbi Shimon, and he asked him
about the verse that states: "And the earth was corrupt before the
Elohim." Now, if it was man who sinned and was corrupt, what was
the earth's sin? Rabbi Shimon answered, as it is written: "for all
flesh had corrupted his way upon earth" and, also, "And the land
was defiled, therefore I did visit the iniquity thereof upon it" (Vayikra
8:25). So it is mankind that sins. But if you ask what is the sin of the
earth, you should know that mankind constitutes the essence of the
earth. If mankind corrupts it, it has become corrupted. This is proven
by the verse: "And Elohim saw the earth and beheld it was corrupt,
for all flesh had corrupted their way upon the earth."
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57. Come and behold: all of Man's sins and corruption can be atoned
for by repentance. But by the sin of spilling his seed on the earth,
Man corrupts himself and the earth as well. And of such a person, it
is written: "The stain of your iniquity remains before me," (Yirmeyah
2:22) and "For you are not an El that has pleasure in wickedness,
evil shall not sojourn with you" (Tehilim 5:5). THIS MEANS THAT A
PERSON WHO WASTES HIS SEMEN ON THE EARTH IS CALLED
EVIL (BAD), AND HE SHALL NOT SOJOURN ANYMORE WITH THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. IN OTHER WORDS, HE SHALL NOT
ACCEPT HIS REPENTANCE, except after great penitence. It is also
written that "Er, Yehuda's firstborn, was wicked in the eyes of
Hashem; and Hashem slew him" (Beresheet 38:7), as already
explained elsewhere.
58. Rabbi Yehuda asked: Why did the Holy One, blessed be He, bring
his Judgment on the world--NAMELY, THE GENERATION OF THE
FLOOD--punishing them with water and not with fire or something
else? Rabbi Shimon replied that there is a secret behind this. As
they corrupted their ways, the upper waters and the lower waters
were unable to join as the male and the female ought. Anyone who
corrupts his ways also corrupts the male and female waters. THIS
MEANS THAT HE CAUSES A DEFECT IN THE MALE AND FEMALE
WATERS, PREVENTING THEM FROM BEING CONNECTED WITH
EACH OTHER. So, they were punished by water, just as they had
sinned.
59. These waters were boiling and they skinned them alive, just like
they corrupted their ways in boiling water. "One Judgment against
another" MEANS THAT HE PUNISHED THEM MEASURE FOR
MEASURE. "All the fountains of the great deep broke
open," (Beresheet 7:11) refers to the lower waters, while "and the
windows of heaven were opened" refers to the upper waters. THUS
THEY WERE PUNISHED BY both-upper and lower waters.

60. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking on their way. Reaching
some great mountains, they found human bones that belonged to
the generation of the Flood. They walked alongside one of these
bones, which measured three hundred steps. Astonished, they said
to each other: This clarifies what our friends have said, that they did
not fear the Judgment of the Holy One, blessed be He, as is written:
"They said to El, depart from us, for we do not desire the knowledge
of your ways" (Iyov 21:14). So what did they do? They clogged the
fountains of the deep with their feet. But the waters were too hot,
and when they could no longer bear it, they slipped, fell on the
ground, and eventually died.

10. "And Noach begot three sons"
We receive assistance in purifying our souls from the Hand of the Creator Himself, who literally removes the soul, cleanses it, renews it from one of the Three
Upper Worlds discussed here, and then gently returns it to our being. This process, which occurs as we meditate upon the Zohar, is subtle and unobserved by
the human senses.
61. "And Noach begot three sons" (Beresheet 5,32): Rabbi Chiya
said to Rabbi Yosi: Come and let me tell you what I have heard about
this. It resembles a situation in which a man mates with his wife
once, and then two or three children are born. Each one is different
from the other in his ways and character: one is virtuous, one is
wicked, and one is average. So there are three strands of the spirit
that stretch out, fly, and are included within three worlds: BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH.
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62. Come and behold: the Neshamah emerges FROM MALE AND
FEMALE OF ATZILUT, and it passes through mountains of
separation INTO THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND
ASIYAH. There, the Ruach connects to the Neshamah. The
Neshamah descends down toward the Nefesh, joins the Ruach, and
they all connect with each other. Rabbi Yehuda said: The Nefesh and
the Ruach are included one with the other WHEN A PERSON IS
BORN IN THE WORLD. AND THERE CAN NEVER BE A NEFESH
WITHOUT A RUACH. The Neshamah resides in a man's character
and ways, WHICH MEANS THAT THE NESHAMAH IS NOT BORN
WITH THE NEFESH AND RUACH. THEREFORE, HE SHOULD DRAW
HIS NESHAMAH DOWN TO HIM BY WALKING A STRAIGHT AND
GOOD PATH. The Neshamah resides in a secret compartment,
whose location is unknown. IT IS BORN WITH THE SIX ENDS,
WHICH ARE NEFESH, RUACH, AND THE UPPER THREE SFIROT.
THESE REMAIN IN THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF ATZILUT, HIDDEN
FROM THE RESIDENTS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH.
63. A person who comes to purify himself is aided with a holy
Neshamah. He is then purified, sanctified, and called holy. But if he
does not merit and does not come to purify himself, then only two
grades-Nefesh and Ruach-are open to him; for him, there is no holy
Neshamah. Not only that, but if a person comes to defile himself,
then he is defiled and loses heavenly support. Therefore, each
person is judged according to his ways. THAT IS WHY IF A PERSON
REPENTS AND COMES TO PURIFY HIMSELF, HE WILL GET THE
SUPPORT AGAIN. BUT, YOU MAY POINT OUT, WHEN A PERSON IS
BORN HE RECEIVES ONLY THE NEFESH OF THE "CLEAN CATTLE."
STILL, THE RUACH IS ALWAYS INCLUDED WITH THE NEFESH, AS
ALREADY EXPLAINED. THUS, HE HAS THE NEFESH AND THE
RUACH AS SOON AS HE IS BORN, BUT THE NESHAMAH FROM THE
SIDE OF THE "PURE CATTLE" IS RECEIVED ACCORDING TO HIS
DEEDS. AND THIS APPLIES TO EVERY GRADE OR LEVEL.
Tosefta (addendum)
64. We are the high ties of the greatest of fortresses. THE TERM
'TIES' REFERS TO THE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH, WHICH
ARE CALLED 'THREE TIES.' IN OTHER WORDS, OUR NEFESH,
RUACH, AND NESHAMAH ARE TIED TOGETHER IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH IS THE STRONGEST OF ALL THE FORTRESSES.
IT IS CAPABLE OF STANDING UP TO THE 'OTHER SIDE.' Therefore,
the eyes and the ears are open, MEANING CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
WHO ARE CALLED 'EYES AND EARS.' A voice from the voices
descends from above and smashes mountains and rocks, MEANING
THAT THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS CALLED THE 'VOICE' AND
IS DA'AT, INCLUDES THE THREE VOICES OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
AND DA'AT OF DA'AT. BUT ONLY ONE VOICE DESCENDS AND
ILLUMINATES FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD AND SMASHES ALL THE
STRONG KLIPOT THAT ARE CALLED 'MOUNTAINS AND ROCKS'.
BUT THE TWO UPPER VOICES, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH OF DA'AT, ARE NOT DRAWN DOWN. Those who see, but do
not see, and who have become hard of hearing and have difficulty
seeing; who do not see, do not hear, and do not know how to
understand the one located and included between the two--they are
pushed out.
65. They cling to these two-MEANING TO THE TWO COLUMNS OF
RIGHT AND LEFT WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. While the
one-the best of craftsmen, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND
THE MASTER CRAFTSMAN, ON WHOM ALL THE MOCHIN DEPENDdoes not reside among them. THEREFORE they do not enter among
the holy books. Because all those who do not have the craftsman,
OR THE CENTRAL COLUMN residing among them are not written in
the 'Book of Memories.' THIS MEANS THAT THEY RECEIVE
NEITHER THE GREAT MOCHIN OF BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED THE
'BOOK OF MEMORIES', NOR THE 'BOOK OF LIFE.' Therefore, they
are erased from the 'Book of Life' and have no share in it. As it is
written: "Let them be blotted out of the book of the living, and not be
written with the righteous" (Tehilim 69:28).
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66. Woe to those who leave this world ERASED FROM THE 'BOOK
OF LIFE.' Who shall ask about them and plead for them when they
are turned over to hands of THE ANGEL Dumah, and are in the
burning fire, which they can leave only on the first day of the month
and on the days of Shabbat? As it is written: "And it shall come to
pass, that from one new moon to another and from one Shabbat to
another, shall all flesh come to worship before Me, says
Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:23). When THE SHABBAT AND THE
BEGINNING OF THE MONTH are over, an announcer from the north
says, "The wicked shall be turned back to Sh'ol" (Tehilim 9:18).
Angels of destruction then gather and attack them with four burning
winds of fire in the valley of Ben Hinnom. THEY DO SO TO PUNISH
THE WICKED WHO SPOILED THE FOUR ASPECTS OF CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.

67. They are visited three times a day DURING THE THREE PERIODS
OF MATING BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE.
THESE VISITS OCCUR DURING THE THREE PRAYERS OF EACH
DAY TO EASE THEIR PUNISHMENT. Not only that, but when Yisrael
says aloud, 'Amen, may the great name of Hashem be praised,'
during the Kadish, THEN THERE IS MATING IN THE UPPER
WORLDS, and the Holy One, blessed be He, is filled with
compassion and mercy and forgives all. Then He signals to the angel
appointed over the gates of Gehenom, whose name is Samariel and
who has three keys with which he opens the three gates to the side
of the desert. And then they see the light of this world, AND
IMMEDIATELY as a fiery smoke comes and conceals the ways OF
LIGHT AND IT BECOMES DARK.
68. Then the three in charge, who have trowels in their hands, use
them to fan the smoke and blow it back to its place. Then, they are at
ease for an hour and a half, after which they return to the fire. They
are also at ease three times a day, as well as each and every time
Yisrael answer 'Amen, may the great name of Hashem be praised.'
Happy are the righteous whose paths and ways illuminate and shine
to all directions in the world to come. As it is written: "But the path
of just men is like the gleam of sunlight that shines ever more
brightly until the height of noonday" (Mishlei 4:18).

11. The punishment in Gehenom
A positive and healthy fear of sin can inspire us to pursue spiritual development, thereby avoiding the negative repercussions inherent in our world of cause and
effect.
69. Rabbi Aba said that in Gehenom, there are compartments upon
compartments, seconds, thirds, and so on until seven--our friends
have already explained this issue. Happy are the righteous who
guard themselves from the sins of the wicked and do not follow in
their paths nor defile themselves. For when a person who has
become impure dies, he passes onto the World of Truth and goes
down into Gehenom. There he descends, until he reaches the lowest
compartment.

70. And there are two compartments close to each other that are
called Sh'ol and Avadon. Whoever reaches Sh'ol is judged and
punished there and is then raised to a different, but higher,
compartment. This continues until he is released from there. But
those who go down and reach Avadon are never raised from there
again. That is why it is called Avadon (lost), because they are lost
there forever.
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71. Come and behold: Noach the righteous warned the people of his
generation, but they did not heed him until the Holy One, blessed be
He, brought the punishment of Gehenom upon them. What is the
punishment Gehenom? It is fire and snow, water and fire; the first is
cold, the other boiling. And all of that generation were sentenced to
punishment in Gehenom and lost from the world.

72. After that punishment, the world was able to exist and function
correctly. Noach entered the ark and brought into it all the species of
living creatures of the world. So, of course, Noach was a tree that
begot fruit, MEANING THAT HE WAS YESOD WHO IS CALLED
RIGHTEOUS. And then all the species of the world emerged from the
ark just as it happened above--MEANING JUST AS YESOD AND
MALCHUT ABOVE.
73. Come and behold: when the tree that begets fruit, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, is joined with the Fruit Tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, then
all the species of above-big and small animals and all their varietiescome forward, each with other members of its species. As it is
written: "both small and great beasts" (Tehilim 104:25). So was the
case with Noach and the ark. They all emerged from the ark,
MEANING THEY ALL WERE CORRECTED WHILE THEY WERE IN
THE ARK. IT IS THE SAME WITH THE OFFSPRING ABOVE, WHO
RECEIVE THEIR CORRECTION FROM MALCHUT. And the world
exists just as IT DOES above. And this is why Noach is called the
Man of the Earth and "a just man," MEANING THAT THE RIGHTEOUS
IS JUST AS IS YESOD ABOVE, as has been previously explained.
74. Rabbi Chiya said: For 300 years before the Great Flood, Noach
warned them to change their ways but they did not listen to him until
the time when the Holy One, blessed be He, had finished waiting for
them to repent. THIS IS AS WRITTEN: "YET HIS DAYS SHALL BE A
HUNDRED AND TWENTY YEARS." Then they were lost from the
world. Come and behold: IN THE PREVIOUS PORTION OF THE
WEEK, it is written: "And it came to pass, when men began to
multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born to
them" (Beresheet 6:1). And they went naked in front of all. And then,
what is written? "And the sons of Elohim saw the daughters of men
(Beresheet 6:2). This was the main cause THAT BROUGHT THEM to
continue sinning until it finally caused them to be destroyed. And
because of that they followed the evil inclination, held fast to its
trunk and roots, rejected the Holy faith among themselves, and
became defiled. So it is written: "The end of all flesh has come
before me" (Beresheet 6:13), to teach that they were enticed.

12. "The end of all flesh"
When the Angel of Death is given free rein as a result of the accumulated negative actions of mankind, his power becomes vastly enlarged. Even innocent souls
who inadvertently cross his path fall victim to his powers of death and destruction. Nevertheless, Noah was able to find refuge within the Ark. The Zohar reveals
that the Zohar itself is an embodiment of the Ark, and can therefore provide protection in times of chaos and destruction.
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75. Elohim said to Noach, "The end of all flesh has come before
me" (Beresheet 6:13). Rabbi Yehuda related this verse to the one
reading, "Hashem, make me know my end and the measure of my
days what it is; Let me know how short lived I am" (Tehilim 9:5). King
David said to the Holy One, blessed be He,: There are two 'ends,' one
on the right and one on the left. And they are two paths for man to
walk to the World of Truth. THERE is an end to the right, because it
is written: "at the end of the days (also: 'right')" (Daniel 12:13). And
THERE ALSO IS an "end of the left," as is written: "He sets an end to
darkness, and the ending of all things does he investigate; the
stones of darkness and the shadow of death" (Iyov 28:30). Who is
the investigator? He is none other than the end who is to the left; HE
IS THE INVESTIGATOR who brings darkness upon the faces of the
creatures.

76. 'The end of the right' is, as we have previously said, 'to the end of
the right.' As the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Daniel: "But go
your way till the end be; for you shall rest" (Daniel 12:13). Daniel
asked Him: "in this world or in the World of Truth?" He answered
him, In the World of truth! As it is written: "They shall rest in their
resting places (Yeshayah 57:2). He asked him, At the time when they
shall rise from the earth--MEANING AT THE TIME OF THE
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD - "shall I rise and be among them or
not?" He answered him: "And stand." Daniel continued, "I know that
at the time of the resurrection they shall rise in groups. Some of
them shall be the righteous, while the others shall be the wicked of
the world. But I do not know with whom shall I rise!" He answered
him, "for your allotted portion," MEANING 'AMONG THE
RIGHTEOUS'. He continued, But you said 'go your way till the end
be.' But there is the 'end of the right' and the 'end of the left,' and I do
not know to which one I will go He answered him, 'To the end of the
right.'

77. Similarly, David said to the Holy One, blessed be He : "Hashem,
make me know my end. What is the portion of my lot?" (Tehilim 39:5)
THAT IS, HE WANTED TO KNOW HIS FATE. And he had no rest until
he was told, "Sit at my right hand" (Tehilim 110:1). Come and behold:
the Holy one, blessed be He, told Noach as well: "The end of all flesh
has come before me." Noach asked, "which 'end'? THE 'END OF THE
RIGHT' OR THE 'END OF THE LEFT'?" AND HE ANSWERED, It is the
'end' that brought darkness upon the faces of the creatures and
caused the 'end' of all flesh, WHICH MEANS IT IS THE END OF THE
LEFT, WHICH IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH.
78. From the words "has come before me" we learn that the wicked
people of the world go out of their way to attract the Angel of Death
upon themselves in order to bring darkness upon themselves.
Therefore, because they give him permission, he grabs the soul. But
he never takes the soul without permission. That is why THE VERSE
READS, "has come before me." THIS MEANS THAT HE COMES
BEFORE ME to get permission to bring darkness upon the faces of
people of the world. And that is why it is written: "I will destroy them
with the earth." Because I GAVE HIM PERMISSION: "make an ark of
Gopher wood," on which to save yourself so that he should have no
power over you.

79. Come and behold: We have learned that when there is a plague in
a city or in the world, a person should not show himself in the
marketplace, because the Angel of Destruction has received
permission to destroy everything. This is why the Holy one, blessed
be He, told Noach, 'It behooves you to take heed and not show
yourself before the Angel of Destruction, so that he may not have
power to rule over you.'
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80. But, you might say, who mentioned an Angel of Destruction
here? It was only the onrush of the waters that BECAME A FLOOD.
Now come and behold: Whether the world is stricken, or even when
the world is only given over for judgment, the Angel of Destruction is
in the middle of all punishment done in the world. Now, here as well,
there was a Flood. The Angel of Destruction walked within the Flood,
and, as a result, he was called 'THE FLOOD.' Thus, he was included
within it. So the Holy One, blessed be He, told Noach to hide himself
INSIDE THE ARK and not to show himself to the world.

81. And you may wonder how the ark survived, even though it was
seen in the world through which the Angel of Destruction walked?
But, as long as the face of the person is not seen by the Angel of
Destruction, he cannot rule over him. And how do we know this?
From Egypt. Because the verse reads: "as none of you shall go out
of the door of his house until the morning" (Shemot 12: 22). The
reason is that the Angel of Destruction was present OUTSIDE and
could destroy anyone, and none should be seen before him. This is
why Noach and all those who joined him hid within the ark. There,
the Angel of Destruction had no power over them.

82. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were on their way, when they came
upon the mountains of Ararat, where they observed some deep
ravines which had been left from the days of the Great Flood. Rabbi
Chiya told Rabbi Yosi: These ravines are from the days of the Great
Flood, and the Holy One, blessed be He, has left them to stay on
throughout all the generations to come, so that the sins of the
wicked would not be erased before him.

83. Because it is the way of the Holy One blessed be He. He desires
that the righteous who fulfill His will be remembered above as well
as below. He desires that their memories not be forgotten through
the generations. Likewise, He also desires that the wicked who do
not fulfill His will BE REMEMBERED. HE DESIRES that their sins
never be forgotten and their punishments and their wicked ways
always remembered, as it is written: "The stain of your iniquity
remains before me" (Yirmeyah 2:22).

13. "Cry you with a shrill voice... poor Anatot!"
Whereas Moses was able to help generate the revelation of Light on Mount Sinai, including the state of immortality, Noah was unable to accomplish the same
feat in his time. The Zohar explains that Noah was a force of one, while Moses achieved a critical mass of people through the six hundred thousand souls who
stood on Sinai. Awareness and inner motivation to bring about the total removal of evil and chaos from this earth is imbued to the reader through these
passages. They awaken a desire to transform our own negative nature, and to share the Light of the Zohar. According to all Kabbalists, the Zohar is the most
effective of all instruments for removing the negative inclinations born into the hearts of mankind. When a critical mass of people have embraced its wisdom, we
will permanently eradicate all of humanity's pain and suffering.
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84. Rabbi Yosi quoted: "Cry you with a shrill voice, oh daughter of
Gallim! Hark, oh Laisha! Oh you, poor Anatot!" (Yeshayah 10:30).
Our companions have already explained this verse, which refers to
the 'Congregation of Yisrael,' WHICH IS MALCHUT. So "cry with a
shrill voice, O daughter of Gallim" refers to the daughter of Avraham
the Patriarch IN THE SECRET OF 'THE FATHER ESTABLISHES THE
DAUGHTER.' AND HE IS CHESED THAT ASCENDED TO
CHOCHMAH. AND WHEN THE DAUGHTER HAS THE MOCHIN OF
ABA, SHE IS THEN CALLED BAT GALLIM (lit. 'the daughter of
springs'), as it is written: "A spring (Heb. gal), which is closed" (Shir
Hashirim 4:12), MEANING THAT MALCHUT IS CALLED 'GAL' OR
'SPRING' WHEN SHE RECEIVES THE MOCHIN OF 'THE FATHER,'
ABA. THEREFORE, HERE SHE IS ALSO CALLED 'GALLIM' OR
'SPRINGS,' BECAUSE 'springs' refer to the UPPER Lights that
gather, enter MALCHUT, and fill her. THE GATHERING OF THESE
LIGHTS IS THE SECRET OF THE THREE 'VOWELS' - CHOLAM,
SHURUK, AND CHIRIK. As has already been quoted: "Your shoots
are a garden of pomegranates" (Shir Hashirim 4:13). SO, THE
'SHOOTS' REFER ALSO TO THE UPPER LIGHTS THAT GATHER
AND ARE DRAWN INTO MALCHUT, LIKE STREAMS AND RIVERS.
85. "Listen Laisha:" The word 'laisha' also appears in the verse, "The
lion (Heb. laish) perishes for lack of prey" (Iyov 4:11). THIS MEANS
IT IS THE OPPOSITE OF THE NAME 'GALLIM,' AS IT REFERS TO
THE TIME WHEN MALCHUT, LACKING ABUNDANCE, HAS NO
IMPORTANCE. 'Laish' is the masculine term; 'Laisha' is the feminine.
SO WHEN THE TERM 'LAISHA' APPEARS, IT REFERS TO MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. AND HE ASKS, "Why is She
called BY THE NAME 'Laish'? Is it because it is written: 'lion which is
strongest among beasts?' (Mishlei 30:30). DOES THIS SIGNIFY THE
LION'S MIGHT, or is it written to remind us that the lion perishes for
lack of prey--WHICH IS BECAUSE OF LACK OF ABUNDANCE? AND
HE ANSWERED: All that is said refers to 'Laish.' THE TERM 'LAISH'
REFERS TO THE TIME WHEN MALCHUT IS AT THE POINT OF
SHURUK, WHEN BOTH THE ASPECTS OF GVURAH AND THE LACK
OF ABUNDANCE CONVERGE AND APPEAR IN HER. AT THIS
STAGE, MALCHUT IS CALLED the lower Gvurah, as She is drawn
down from the upper Gvurah, MEANING FROM THE GVURAH OF
BINAH. AND THAT IS WHY SHE IS DESCRIBED AS THE LION,
WHICH IS STRONGEST OF ALL BEASTS. But also, She is 'the lion
perishes for lack of prey.' When these streams, WHICH ARE THE
SUPERNAL LIGHTS, depart and do not enter her, then She is called
the 'Laisha' (Lioness), which perishes for lack of prey. As is written:
"The Lion perishes for lack of prey, and the lion's whelps are
scattered abroad." (Iyov 4:11).
86. And when the verses mention 'Laisha' or 'poor Anatot,' meaning
the poorest of the poor, the meaning is the same as in, "of the
priests that were in Anatot" (Yirmeyah 1:1), and "Anatot, get on your
fields" (I Melachim 2:26). THESE TERMS OF 'ANATOT' ALWAYS
INDICATE POVERTY. HE FURTHER ASKED: What does SOLOMON
want to teach us BY THE TERM 'ANATOT?' And he answered: As
long as King David was alive, Evyatar became wealthy and
prosperous. But after that, WHEN KING DAVID DIED, EVYATAR
BECAME POOR. THEN King Solomon told him, Anatot, get on your
fields.
87. HE ASKED: What is the true reason that Solomon called him BY
THE NAME ANATOT? WHY SHOULD HE CALL HIM WITH A NAME OF
DISGRACE? AND HE ANSWERED: He wanted to tell him that during
your days, my father lived in poverty, but now THAT I AM RICH, get
on your fields. FOR A PERSON WHO SERVED DURING THE DAYS
OF POVERTY IS NOT FIT TO SERVE DURING THE DAYS OF
PROSPERITY. HE FURTHER STATED that we should now explain
why Evyatar was called Anatot. Should one assume that it was
because he was from Anatot? We have already learned from the
verse: "And one of the sons of Achimelech, the son of Achitov,
named Evyatar, escaped" (I Shmuel 22:20). And he came from Nov,
the city of the priests. We have learned that Nov is also called Anatot
and why is it called Anatot--because of the poverty and destitution to
which it had been reduced by King Shaul through the slaughter of all
its priestly inhabitants. Nevertheless, THIS IS NOT THE TRUE
REASON FOR THE NAME, BECAUSE Anatot was the name of a
village that is not Nov. Rather, King Solomon called Evyatar Anatot,
"because you were afflicted (Heb. hit'anita) in all that my father was
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afflicted" (I Melachim 2:26)--and because he also came from the city
of Nov. So the true reason is that because King David lived in
poverty in his days, he called him thus, ANATOT.

88. Rabbi Chiya said that the world was in a state of poverty from the
time that Adam transgressed the command of the Holy One, blessed
be He, until the time when Noach came forward and offered his
sacrifice, thereby settling the world. Rabbi Yosi said that the world
was not settled and the land was not pure from the pollution of the
serpent until Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai and held onto the Tree of
Life. Only then did the world settle properly.

89. And had the children of Yisrael not sinned before the Holy One,
blessed be He, they would have never died, for the pollution of the
serpent had been purged from them. But because of their sin, the
first tablets, which brought freedom from all sins, freedom from the
serpent--who is the "end of all flesh," THIS IS THE ANGEL OF
DEATH--were broken.

90. And when the Levites rose up to slay the guilty, THAT IS WHEN
MOSHE TOLD THEM, "PUT EVERY MAN HIS SWORD BY HIS SIDE...
AND SLAY EVERY MAN HIS BROTHER (Shemot 32:27), then the Evil
Serpent rose up in front of them. Nevertheless, he could not
dominate them because all Yisrael was girt with a special armor that
protected them against his attacks. THIS SPECIAL ARMOR IS THE
ORNAMENTATION THAT THEY RECEIVED AT MOUNT CHOREV.
Thus, the serpent could not have prevailed against them. However,
when He said to Moshe, "Therefore, now put your ornaments off
from yourself" (Shemot 33:5), the permission to rule over Yisrael
was given to the serpent.
91. Come and behold: it is written: "And the children of Yisrael were
stripped of their ornaments from the mount of Chorev" (Shemot
33:6). SO HE ASKED: "Were stripped?" It should have been written
'stripped themselves!' AND HE ANSWERED THAT the words "were
stripped" SHOW US that they were actually stripped by another
POWER, as permission was given to the serpent to rule over them.
"The ornaments they received from the mount Chorev," REFERS TO
THE TIME when the Torah was given to Yisrael.

92. Rabbi Chiya asked: why, if Noach was a righteous man, did he
not cancel death over the world, JUST AS IT WAS CANCELED AT
THE TIME OF THE GIVING OF THE TORAH? AND HE ANSWERED:
Because the pollution of the serpent had not yet been removed from
the world and because the people of the world had no faith in the
Holy One, blessed be He. As a result, they clung to the 'leaves of the
lower Tree,' THE FORCES OF EXTERNAL POWERS, and covered
themselves with the spirit of defilement.
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93. Not only that, but WHEN THEY LEFT THE ARK, they continued to
sin and follow the Evil Inclination, as they had before. Also the Holy
Torah, which is the Tree of Life, had not yet been brought down for
the world by the Holy One, blessed be He. In addition to all this,
Noach himself brought death upon the world. As it is written: "And
he drank of the wine and was drunk, and was uncovered within his
tent" (Beresheet 9:21). This has already been explained.

14. The Jew
The following section reveals the hidden secrets and mysteries concerning the holidays of Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, and the First Day of each new
month. The Zohar reveals the process by which we utilize these spiritual tools to cleanse our world, and our souls, of the negative residues from our egotistic
behavior. We can help facilitate all these processes as we meditate and intently browse through the ancient text.
94. As they were walking along, they saw a Jew coming toward them.
Rabbi Yosi said that this person is a Jew, because he looks like a
Jew. When he reached them, they asked him WHO HE WAS. He told
them that he was on a religious errand, as he lived in the village of
Dramin and the time of the holiday (Heb. Succot) having arrived, they
needed the palm branch (Heb. Lula) and the other three components
(this is citron, myrtle, and willow). He was on his way to cut them
down for the purpose of the commandment. They walked together.

95. The Jew spoke to them and asked: Have you heard why we need
these 'four kinds' with the palm branch to appease the world during
this holiday, BUT NOT AT ANY OTHER TIME? They told him: Our
colleagues have already explained this subject BY TELLING THE
REASON, but if you have a new explanation, then say it.

96. He said: the place where we live is indeed a small one, but all
indulge in the study of the Torah. We have a rabbi, who is well
known among the Rabbis, whose name is Rabbi Yitzchak and who is
the son of Rabbi Yosi from Mechoza'a. He teaches us new
explanations of the Torah each and every day. And he said that
during this holiday, it is the time of the domination of Yisrael, WHEN
YISRAEL OBTAINS DOMINATION OVER THE MINISTERS OF THE 70
NATIONS. So it is written: "then the malicious waters would have
gone over our soul, Blessed be Hashem, who has not given us as a
prey to their teeth" (Tehilim 124:5-6). AND HE ASKED, "Does water
have teeth?" AND HE REPLIED THAT they-THE MALICIOUS
WATERS-refer to the other nations, AND THE "TEETH" REFER TO
the supernal ministers of these nations, who are worshippers of the
planets and constellations. They are blessed through Yisrael, and
they are called malicious waters, as it says "the malicious waters."

97. To dominate THE MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS, we come with
the Holy Name that is represented by those "four kinds" with the
palm branch: THE MYRTLE IS THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET, FROM THE LETTER YUD OF THE HOLY NAME; THE
WILLOW BRANCHES ARE THE SECRET OF NETZACH AND HOD,
FROM THE FIRST LETTER HEI OF THE HOLY NAME; THE PALM
BRANCH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, FROM THE LETTER VAV OF
THE HOLY NAME; AND THE CITRON (HEB. ETROG) IS THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT OF THE LOWER HEI OF THE HOLY NAME. Together
they appease the Holy One, blessed be He, and rule over the
malicious waters with the secret of the Holy Name. They bring and
arouse upon us the holy waters, NAMELY THE ABUNDANCE OF THE
UPPER WATERS, for the water libation ceremony at the altar, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. AND THESE UPPER WATERS OVERCOME THE
MALICIOUS WATERS.
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98. And he went on to say that on Rosh Hashanah, (the New Year)
the first awakening, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, reoccurs
and appears in the world. THIS MEANS THAT THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE RETURNS TO ITS PREVIOUS STATUS ON THE FOURTH
DAY OF THE CREATION. AND HE ASKED: What is this first
awakening? AND HE ANSWERED: That it is the lower courthouse
that is aroused in order to judge the world. It is when the Holy One,
blessed be He, sits on the throne of Judgment and judges the world.
99. This house of Judgment rules and judges the world until Yom
Hakippurim (the Day of Atonement), when the face of the Female
Principle 'lights up.' THIS MEANS THAT THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE
RECEIVES THE UPPER THREE SFIROT-KETER, CHOCHMAH, AND
BINAH- CALLED THE 'FACE.' At this time, the slanderous serpent
leaves the world alone, because he is busy with the scapegoat which
has been offered to him. This offering is from the side of the spirit of
defilement, WHICH IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE SLANDEROUS
SERPENT, WHO IS THE PROSECUTOR. So while he is occupied with
his scapegoat, he does not approach the Holy Temple, OR THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE. THAT IS, HE DOES NOT APPROACH THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL IN ORDER TO PROSECUTE THEM
ANYMORE, AND DOES NOT SEPARATE THE MATING OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE.
100. This scapegoat is like the sin offering of the he-goat on the first
day of the month. BECAUSE HE IS OCCUPIED WITH IT, the face OF
THE HOLY TEMPLE, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, lights up.
And this is how all Yisrael find mercy in the eyes of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and how the sins of Yisrael are removed. But there is
one secret, he told them, that may not be revealed, except to
exceedingly wise, saintly, and pious men. Rabbi Yosi asked him:
And what is that secret? So he answered: I have not yet checked you
out, so I cannot tell whether you are fit to hear this secret.

101. They proceeded on their way, and after a while he said: When
the moon, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, approaches the sun,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, then the Holy One, blessed be He, stirs up
the northern side, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN THAT IS DRAWN
FROM THE POINT OF SHURUK, and He grasps her lovingly and
draws her toward Himself. THIS IS THE SECRET OF ASKING
PERMISSION THROUGH APPEASEMENT. And then the southern
side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, is aroused from the other side,
NAMELY FROM THE SIDE OF THE POINT OF CHIRIK. And eventually
the moon, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, rises and joins the
east, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Thus, She draws sustenance from both
sides, FROM THE SOUTH AND FROM THE NORTH, and receives the
blessing OR THE ABUNDANCE OF THE MATING, in silence. 'IN
SILENCE' MEANS THAT SHE IS IN THE STAGE OF THE SIX ENDS
AND UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE POINT OF CHIRIK, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "BUT HER VOICE WAS NOT
HEARD" (I SHMUEL 1:13). FOR THE WORDS 'VOICE' AND
'SPEAKING' SIGNIFY THE UPPER THREE SFIROT. And now the
moon is blessed and filled WITH THE ABUNDANCE, as a woman
approaches her husband. THIS MEANS THAT A COMPLETE MATING
HAS OCCURRED, IN WHICH THE ENTIRE MOCHIN ARE REVEALED
TO THE WORLD.
102. Just as there are secrets pertaining to the body of Man and its
correspondence to the ZEIR ANPIN, so too there are secrets
pertaining to the body of the Female Principle OF ZEIR ANPIN. And
the only difference between them is their color: THE COLOR GREEN
IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE RED IS THE SECRET OF
THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. NEVERTHELESS, THE SHAPES OF THEIR
PARTS ARE SIMILAR. And as there is that above which joins her and
rises to receive her with love, so below ATZILUT, beneath the moon,
of the 'other side,' lies the secret of the lower Man. HE also has the
same parts of the body, NAMELY THE LEFT AND RIGHT AND SO ON.
WHAT WE LEARN FROM THIS IS THAT ALL THE LEVELS ARE
MODELED AFTER ONE ANOTHER, SUCH THAT THE SHAPES OF
THE UPPER LEVELS CARRY DOWN TO THE LOWER ONES. AND
THE AROUSAL OF ANY ONE OF THESE ASPECTS, AROUSES AN
OPPOSITE ASPECT IN THE OTHER LEVELS, AS SHALL FURTHER
BE EXPLAINED.
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103. Above, the left arm OF ZEIR ANPIN holds THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE and rises lovingly toward her. But below, the Serpent,
which is the left arm of the spirit of defilement, rides upon THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF DEFILEMENT, and he who rides upon THE
SERPENT, WHO IS THE MALE OF THE DEFILEMENT, AND MATES
WITH HIM, grasps him. By this he approaches the moon, WHICH IS
THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, and draws her toward him, MEANING
THAT HE SUCKS FROM HER from between the clinging--MEANING
THE PLACE OF THE MATING--and thus, She becomes defiled.
104. Then, Yisrael below offer the scapegoat. ON THE FIRST DAY OF
THE LUNAR MONTH, THE SERPENT IS DRAWN TO IT FOR HIS
ENTIRE CRAVING IS FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT.
THROUGH THE SCAPEGOAT, YISRAEL DRAWS THE SWEETENING
OF MALCHUT IN BINAH AND THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT
FROM BELOW UPWARD. Then the moon is purified AND BECOMES
FIT TO RECEIVE THE ABUNDANCE FROM HER HUSBAND, ZEIR
ANPIN. She then climbs up and clings above TO ZEIR ANPIN in order
to be blessed. While before, when She was below AND HAD NOT
YET MATED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, She was dark, now her face lights
up. SO NOW WE HAVE EXPLAINED THE ISSUE OF THE
SCAPEGOAT ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE LUNAR MONTH, WHOSE
PURPOSE IS TO PURIFY THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. IT DRAWS THE
MERCY OF BINAH AND THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT TO THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE, RETURNING HER TO PURE STATE.
ALTHOUGH THE SERPENT CAN STILL AROUSE THE JUDGMENT
AFTER SHE HAS BEEN REVEALED TO HIM, HE DOES NOT DO SO,
BECAUSE HIS WHOLE DESIRE IS FOR THE LEFT COLUMN, WHOSE
ILLUMINATION HE DOES NOT WANT TO SPOIL. NOW, IN EFFECT,
THE PROSECUTOR BECOMES THE COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENSE.
105. The same is true of Yom Kippur, another day on which the evil
serpent is kept busy with the scapegoat, WHICH IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT. JUST AS ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE
LUNAR MONTH, WHEN THE SERPENT IS BUSY WITH THE
SCAPEGOAT, the moon is freed from him and may busy herself in
protecting Yisrael as a mother protects her children. Then the Holy
One, blessed be He, blesses Yisrael from above and forgives the
people for their sins.

106. Later in the year, when Yisrael reach SUKOT (THE FEAST OF
TABERNACLE), the Right Column of above is aroused, as alluded to
in THE VERSE, "AND HIS RIGHT ARM EMBRACES ME." This allows
the moon, WHO IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, to attach herself to him,
NAMELY TO THE RIGHT, and then her face is fittingly illuminated.
Then She shares her blessings with all the ministers below, NAMELY
THE 70 MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS. By keeping them occupied
with their blessings, they are distracted from approaching and
sucking from Yisrael's portion. AS IS DESCRIBED WITH THE
SERPENT AND THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, HIS OCCUPATION WITH
THE SCAPEGOAT DEFLECTS HIS PROSECUTION OF THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE.
107. The same applies below IN THIS WORLD. When all the other
nations are blessed, they all become occupied with themselves and
do not meddle with Yisrael or covet its portion. JUST AS WE
DESCRIBED PREVIOUSLY-THE SERPENT WITH THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE AND THE 70 SUPERNAL MINISTERS WITH YISRAEL-SO
IS THE CASE WITH THE 70 NATIONS AND YISRAEL BELOW. This is
why DURING SUKOT, WHEN THEY OFFER THE 70 BULLS AS A
SACRIFICE, Yisrael draw blessings down to all the supernal
ministers OF THE 70 NATIONS, so they will be occupied with their
blessings and not meddle with Yisrael.
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108. When the moon is full of blessings from above, the children of
Yisrael come and draw sustenance from her for themselves alone.
That is why it is written: "On the eighth day there shall be a solemn
assembly (Heb. Atzeret) for you" (Bemidbar 24:35). What is this
assembly? It indicates the assembling of the blessings from above,
from which only Yisrael may draw sustenance. And that is why it is
written: "There shall be a solemn assembly for you," REFERRING
SPECIFICALLY to 'you' and not to the other nations; to you and not
to the other supernal ministers.

109. This is the reason why YISRAEL appeases THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, with water libations UPON THE ALTAR. THIS gives
the supernal ministers OF THE NATIONS part of the blessing, so that
they are occupied with it and do not meddle with Yisrael when they
come to draw the blessings from above later during their festivity.
And of this day, it is written: "My beloved is mine and I am his" (Shir
Hashirim 2:16), MEANING that there is no stranger among us.

110. This day is like the day on which a king invites a close friend to
a special feast, prepared on a special day, so that his friend will
know his deep love. The king thinks to himself: Now I wish to feast
and be merry with my beloved alone, but I fear that during my feast
all the other ministers will come and join us at our table to be
together and take part in the festive meal that I have prepared for my
beloved and myself. So what does the king do? He first regales his
governors and ministers with dishes of vegetables and beef. Only
after they are satisfied can he sit in peace with his friend and enjoy
the supernal banquet with the world's finest delicacies spread before
them. And while alone with the king, his friend puts before him all
his petitions and requests, which the king grants. So just as the king
enjoys the company of his beloved alone, with no stranger
disturbing them, the Holy One, blessed be He, enjoys Yisrael. Hence
it is written: "On the eighth day there shall be a solemn assembly for
you."

111. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya said: The Holy One, blessed be He,
established the right way for us; happy are those who delve into the
Torah. They approached THE JEW and kissed him. Rabbi Yosi
applied to him the verse: "And all your children shall be taught of
Hashem and great shall be the peace of your children" (Yeshayah
54:13). When they reached a field, they all sat down. That man asked
what changed when the verse says, "And Hashem rained upon
Sdom and upon Amorah," (Beresheet 19:24) AND DID NOT USE THE
TERM 'ELOHIM'? And what changed during the Great Flood, when
the term 'Elohim' comes into frequent usage, while the term Hashem,
AS MENTIONED IN THE OVERTHROWING OF THE CITIES OF SDOM
AND AMORAH, IS NOT USED AT ALL?
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112. We have learned that everywhere the term "and Hashem" is
mentioned, IT INDICATES Him and His Court of Judgment, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS MERCY, AS WELL AS HIS FEMALE
PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS JUDGMENT. But when the term Elohim is
mentioned alone, this indicates only the Court of Judgment,
NAMELY THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN. In the
case of Sdom, Judgment was passed not to destroy the world, and
thus, ZEIR ANPIN was involved in carrying out Judgment. THAT IS
WHY HASHEM IS WRITTEN YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, INDICATING THE
ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY. AND HE WORKED WITH HIS COURT OF
JUSTICE, WHICH IS HIS FEMALE PRINCIPLE, FOR THE LETTER
VAV, WHICH CARRIES THE MEANING OF THE ENGLISH WORD
AND, IS JOINED WITH YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, INDICATING THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE. But in the case of the Great Flood, the whole world and
all of its inhabitants were destroyed. THAT IS WHY THE EVENT IS
DESCRIBED WITH THE TERM 'ELOHIM,' INDICATING THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT ALONE, UNTEMPERED BY MERCY.
113. And although you may say that Noach and all who were with
him WERE SAVED AND NOT ALL WERE DESTROYED, IT IS ONLY
BECAUSE THEY were "hidden from sight" and unseen BY THE
ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION. Thus, IT IS CONSIDERED THAT
everything, NAMELY, EVERYTHING THAT WAS SEEN BY THE EYES
OF THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION, that existed in the world was
destroyed. That is why the term "And Hashem," indicates that he
does not destroy all that is revealed to the eye, AS IN THE CASE OF
THE DESTRUCTION OF SDOM. However, the term Elohim indicates
that all should be carefully concealed, because He destroys
everything, NAMELY ALL THAT IS "REVEALED TO THE EYE." That
is why the term Elohim REFERS TO THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE alone,
DISTINCT FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS MERCY.
114. And this is the secret of the verse, "Hashem sat at the
Flood" (Tehilim 29:10). SO HE ASKED, What is THE MEANING OF
THE TERM "sat?" AND HE ANSWERED THAT if it had not been
written in the scriptures, we could not have said it, BECAUSE THE
TERM "SAT" INDICATES that He sat alone, by Himself and was
distinct from the Judgment THAT WAS PASSED AT THE GREAT
FLOOD. THIS IS BASED ON THE ANALOGY THAT here it is written:
HASHEM sat, while in another place it is written: He shall sit alone
(Vayikra 13:46), OUTSIDE THE CAMP. THE MEANING, IN BOTH
CASES, IS THAT HE WAS ALONE, by himself. ALL THIS LEADS TO
THE FACT THAT AT THE SENTENCE OF THE FLOOD, YUD-HEI-VAVHEI SAT ALONE; HE DID NOT JOIN IN THAT JUDGMENT. AND THAT
IS WHY THE SENTENCE WAS IMPOSED AS JUDGMENT WITHOUT
MERCY.
115. Now because Noach was out of sight after the sentence was
passed, the world was destroyed, and His temper was quiet, it is
written: "And Elohim remembered Noach." For UNTIL NOW when He
was destroying the world, Noach was not remembered, because he
was 'out of sight.'

116. I have learned a secret that the Holy One, blessed be He, is
revealed and concealed. He is revealed when presiding over the
lower Court of Judgment, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE
CALLED RACHEL WHO STANDS FROM THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN
DOWNWARD, and He is concealed when he is AT the place from
where comes all the blessings, WHICH IS THE STATE IN [mb1]
WHICH ZEIR ANPIN MATES WITH LEAH. LEAH STANDS FROM THE
CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN UPWARD, AND FROM THIS MATING ALL
BLESSINGS COME FORTH. This is why all the words of Man that are
hidden from sight are blessed from above, while all those exposed to
view are under the influence of the Court of Judgment, NAMELY THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE WHO IS FROM THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN
DOWNWARD, because this is the place that is revealed, NAMELY
THE REVEALED WORLD. IN OTHER WORDS, THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM is REVEALED IN HER ILLUMINATION BY CHOCHMAH.
The one who is called the 'Evil Eye' rules over her, MEANING THAT
ALL JUDGMENT AND KLIPOT CLING TO THE PLACE WHERE THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED. Thus, all is according
to the supernal secrets of above.
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117. Rabbi Yosi wept and said: Happy is the generation who has
Rabbi Shimon among it. His merit has brought us to these
mountains, so that we could hear such supreme discoveries. He
continued: This man has come for the SOLE purpose of revealing
these discoveries to us. The Holy One, blessed be He, sent him to
us. And when they came to Rabbi Shimon and repeated ALL THAT
THEY HEARD, he said: Definitely, all that he said is true.

15. The secrets of the sacrifices
Here the Zohar discusses the mysteries that surround the ritual of sacrifice. We connect to the Light through the sacrifices that were made during the time of the
Holy Temple. The secret of this ritual concerns the sacrifice that must occur within the self. We must become the sacrifice, spiritually speaking, by giving up our
own ego and evil inclination. This section gives us the strength of character to approach the people in our lives with honesty, and to sacrifice our own egos by
admitting any jealousies and insecurities in our relationships with them.
118. Rabbi Elazar was sitting one day before his father, Rabbi
Shimon, and he asked him, if the 'End of all Flesh,' WHICH IS THE
OTHER SIDE, enjoys himself with those sacrifices that Yisrael
offered upon the altar? He answered that all derived their
nourishment and were pleased, both above and below.

119. Come and behold: the Priests, the Levites, and the children of
Yisrael are THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS-RIGHT, LEFT,
AND CENTRAL-AND ARE called 'Adam' (Man), through the union of
the holy desires that rise from them, AS MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS). DESIRE RISES FROM THE PRIESTS BY THEIR WORK;
FROM THE LEVITES BY THEIR SINGING; AND FROM YISRAEL BY
THEIR ATTENDANCE AT THE TIME OF THE OFFERINGS OF THE
SACRIFICE. And when a sheep, or a deer or any other animal is
brought to be sacrificed, all sins and evil desires and intentions
must be confessed over them. Then the sacrifice is called 'a beast,'
as it is now burdened with all the sins and evil intentions THAT
WERE CONFESSED OVER IT.
120. This is similar to the sacrifice of the scapegoat, of which it is
written: "and he shall confess over him all the iniquities of the
children of Yisrael" (Vayikra 16:21). So here as well, OVER EVERY
SACRIFICE, THERE SHOULD BE A CONFESSION OF THE SINS.
Because when the sacrifice is raised upon the altar AND IS NOT
SENT TO THE DESERT, it bears a twofold burden, each of which is
raised to its own place. The first is in the secret of Adam (Man),
which is also the secret of the three Columns; the latter is in the
secret of the beast, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE LEFT COLUMN ONLY, as it is written: "Man and beast You
do save, Hashem." (Tehilim 36:7).
121. Fried meal offerings and all other meal offerings arouse the
Holy Spirit, NAMELY THE ASPECT OF MAN, through the desire of
the Priests, the singing of the Levites and the prayer of Yisrael, WHO
COLLECTIVELY ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS. And
from the smoke that the oil and the flour raises UPON THE ALTAR,
all the prosecutors replenish themselves, and are appeased. Once
appeased, they become powerless to pursue the indictment that has
been delivered into their hands, AND THEY ARE CONSIDERED TO
BE THE ASPECT OF THE BEAST. SO THE MEAL OFFERINGS
PERTAIN TO MAN AND BEAST ALIKE, and both are drawn at the
same time. IN OTHER WORDS, BOTH MAN AND BEAST ARE
DRAWN AT THE TIME OF THE SACRIFICIAL OFFERING. Come and
behold: everything is arranged in accordance with the secret of
faith-- both sides are replenished and sent above endlessly.

16. Raising the hands during prayer
The essence of this passage from the Zohar concerns the hands, and their inherent nature of constantly attracting negative forces. Since the hands are the tools
by which we carry out most of our actions in life, the forces of darkness latch onto them in order to influence our deeds. We can infuse our hands with the
positive energy that dwells in the Upper Worlds so that they bring blessing and good fortune to all endeavors.
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122. Rabbi Shimon said: "I raise my hands on high to pray," AS HE
BEGAN TO REVEAL THE ORDER OF THE EMANATIONS OF THE
UPPER THREE SFIROT OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH ARE CALLED
KETER, THE 'MIND (HEB. MOACH) OF AIR,' AND THE 'CONCEALED
MIND (MOACH).' HE BEGAN, TOO, TO REVEAL HOW TO RISE UP TO
THE 'UNREVEALED HEAD,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
ENDLESS WORLD (HEB. EIN-SOF), BLESSED BE HE. BECAUSE
THIS ISSUE IS AN EXALTED AND VERY SECRET MATTER, HE
PRAYED SO THAT THE REVELATION OF THESE SECRETS WOULD
BE ACCEPTED BEFORE HASHEM, BLESSED BE HE. When the
supernal desire at the highest point above, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, is established upon the forever
unknown and ungraspable desire, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
HEAD OF ATIK CALLED THE 'UNKNOWN HEAD,' THE KETER OF
ARICH ANPIN becomes the most concealed Head above. And that
Head emanates all that He emanates and all that is unknown, WHICH
IS THE MIND (MOACH) OF AIR OF ARICH ANPIN. And He illuminates
all that he illuminates in a concealed manner, WHICH IS THE
CONCEALED MIND (MOACH) OF ARICH ANPIN, AS SHALL BE
FURTHER EXPLAINED.
123. The desire of the supernal thought, which is the KETER OF
ARICH ANPIN, IS CALLED THE SUPERNAL WILL. AFTER IT HAS
BEEN ESTABLISHED AS THE HEAD, IT IS CALLED the "supernal
Thought." But as the supernal Thought runs after THE LIGHT OF
THE UNKNOWN HEAD, a veil spreads BETWEEN THE UNKNOWN
HEAD AND THE KETER, allowing it to reach-and to not reach-the
light. THE VEIL HINDERS IT FROM REACHING THERE. The Light
shines upward toward the veil, BUT NOT FROM THERE
DOWNWARD. Therefore the supernal Thought shines with
Unrevealed Illumination TO THE CONCEALED MIND (MOACH), and
with Light unknown to the "Mind (Moach) of air." And the Thought
itself, WHICH IS KETER, is considered unknown.
124. Then, the illumination of the Unknown Thought hits upon the
illumination of the veil that stands and shines UPON THE THREE
LESSER DEGREES, MENTIONED ABOVE. THESE CONSIST of what
is unknown BY THE 'MIND (MOACH) OF AIR,' what is not known, BY
KETER, and what is unrevealed IN THE 'CONCEALED MIND.' Thus,
the illumination of the Thought that is not known, WHICH IS THE
UNKNOWN HEAD, hits upon the veil's illumination, and they shine
together. And from them, nine Chambers are made IN THE
UNKNOWN HEAD.
125. These Chambers are not Lights, AS ARE THE NINE LIGHTS OF
ARICH ANPIN in their original location. And they are neither Ruchot
nor Neshamot, and nobody can understand what they are. BECAUSE
THE LIGHT OF THE EIN SOF, BLESSED BE HE, SHINES UPON THE
UNKNOWN HEAD, THE NINE PALACES THEREIN ARE AS THE EIN
SOF, WHICH NO MIND CAN GRASP, AS SHALL BE EXPLAINED. The
desire of all nine Lights OF THE THREE HEADS OF ARICH ANPIN are
standing in the Thought, NAMELY IN THEIR LOCATION IN ARICH
ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED THE THOUGHT and is also considered
one of them. THE THOUGHT OF ARICH ANPIN IS COUNTED AS ONE
OF THESE NINE LIGHTS, AND ALTHOUGH THE LIGHTS ARE
LOCATED IN THE UNKNOWN HEAD, THE UNKNOWN HEAD IS NOT
OF THEIR ASPECT AT ALL. THE DESIRE OF ALL IS to pursue THE
NINE CHAMBERS IN WHICH THEY ARE LOCATED WITHIN THE
UNKNOWN HEAD, while THE NINE LIGHTS are located in the
Thought, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. Nevertheless, THE CHAMBERS
are not attained and not known TO THE NINE LIGHTS because they
are NOT established as either AN ASPECT OF desire or as AN
ASPECT OF supernal Thought, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. They grasp
and do not grasp that all the secrets of Faith are based upon THESE
NINE CHAMBERS. And all of these Lights come from the secret of
the supernal Thought, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, and all OF THE NINE
CHAMBERS ORIGINATE FROM IT and all are called the Ein Sof.
Because the Lights reach and do not reach, there is no desire nor
thought at this point.
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126. When Unknown Thought shines from its source, NAMELY
FROM THE MIND (MOACH) OF AIR, IT IS ENCLOTHED AND
COVERED BY BINAH. It shines upon whom She shines, and they
enter each other until they are as one.

127. Returning to the secret of the sacrifice: when it is raised ON
THE ALTAR, UNIFICATIONS, SUCH AS THOSE OF THE THREE
HEADS OF ARICH ANPIN IN THE UNKNOWN HEAD AND BINAH IN
THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, ARE DONE AS HAS BEEN
PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED. All are enmeshed within one another and
shine one upon the other. Now all the stages are in the secret of the
'Ascending' and, when it ascends to the Unknown Head, Thought,
WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, is crowned by the Ein Sof. THAT IS, THE
LIGHT OF EIN SOF SHINES UPON THE ILLUMINATION OF THE NINE
CHAMBERS OF THE UNKNOWN HEAD. AS IT IS SAID, THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE SUPERNAL THOUGHT, WHICH IS ARICH
ANPIN, SHINES FROM THE NINE CHAMBERS AND IS CALLED EIN
SOF. And FROM EIN SOF comes ARICH ANPIN. It is established and
shines upon whom It shines. All is based upon this, ON THE
DRAWING OF THE LIGHT OF EIN SOF BY ARICH ANPIN TO THE
WORLDS, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED. Happy are the righteous who
raise up the 'Female Waters' and unify the aforementioned exalted
combinations in this world and the world to come, as they inherit
both worlds.
128. Come and behold: this 'End of all Flesh,' means that the
attachment takes place in joy above IN BINAH AND IN ARICH ANPIN.
The same applies below TO ZEIR ANPIN, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE,
AND THE LOWER WORLDS. AND THE ATTACHMENT OF EVERY
LOWER STAGE TO EVERY UPPER ONE OCCURS in happiness and
in a desire to share fulfillment with all above and below, EVEN TO
THE 'END OF ALL FLESH' and Ima, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH,
dwells properly upon Yisrael.
129. Come and behold: every first day of the month, when the Moon
renews herself, OR, IN OTHER WORDS, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE
RENEWS HERSELF BY MATING WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Then, the 'End of
all Flesh' is given an extra portion, WHICH IS THE SCAPEGOAT OF
THE NEW MOON, which is added to the REGULAR sacrifices. Thus,
he is occupied by it and uses his portion. SO, THE NEW MOON'S
SCAPEGOAT RENEWS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT SIDE,
FROM WHICH THE 'END OF ALL FLESH' IS REPLENISHED. Hence,
the RIGHT side of Yisrael remains for them alone so that it can unify
with its King. This is why THEY OFFER THE SCAPEGOAT, ALSO
CALLED 'Hairy' (Heb. Se'ir), because it belongs to the part of Esav,
who is described as being hairy, as it is written: "Esav my brother is
a hairy man" (Beresheet 27:11). Thus, THE 'END OF ALL FLESH'
replenishes from his part OF ESAV, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE, while
Yisrael replenishes from its side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT. Thus, it is
written: "For Yah has chosen Ya'akov to Himself, and Yisrael for His
treasure" (Tehilim 135:4).
130. Come and behold: the sole desire of this 'End of all Flesh' is
flesh alone. All that is done with the flesh in any instance is only for
his sake. That is why he is called the 'End of all Flesh.' And when he
rules, he rules over the body, WHICH IS THE FLESH, but not over the
soul. The soul returns to its place, WHILE THE BODY, NAMELY the
flesh, is given over to this place, NAMELY THE 'END OF ALL FLESH.'
It is the same with the offering, as the desire goes to one place and
the flesh to another.
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131. A person who is righteous is HIMSELF a sacrifice given for
atonement, BECAUSE HE SACRIFICES HIS OWN DESIRE,
OVERCOMING HIS WILL. But a person, who is not righteous, is not
accepted as a sacrifice because he is blemished. As it is written:
"They shall not be accepted for you" (Vayikra 22:25). So the
righteous alone atone for the world and are accepted as sacrifices in
this world. Come and behold: "And Hashem said to Noach, the End
of all Flesh is come before me," NAMELY, THE OTHER SIDE. And it
came to receive permission to darken the faces of humankind. So
that is why "I will destroy them with the earth."

132. Come and behold: it is written: "And Noach was 600 years
old" (Beresheet 7:6). AND HE ASKED: Why does the verse count
THE YEARS OF NOACH? AND HE ANSWERED: If Noach was not 600
years old, he would not have entered the ark and become united with
it. Because he became completed in 600 years, he became united
with the ark.

133. From the day that the sins of the people were completed, FROM
THE TIME THEY WERE DESERVING OF RECEIVING THEIR
PUNISHMENT, the Holy One, blessed be He, still waited for them. He
waited until Noach completed his 600 years and perfected himself as
a righteous man. Only then did Noach enter the ark. And everything
below is as above. IN OTHER WORDS, EVERYTHING WAS DONE BY
DIVINE INSPIRATION FROM THE UPPER YESOD AND MALCHUT.
THAT IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "And Noach was 600 years old," and
not 'approximately 600.' For, as we have said, he had to be exactly
600 years old TO COMPLETE THE SFIRAH OF YESOD.

17. "And I... do bring the Flood of waters"
No matter how far one may fall spiritually, the Light of the Creator is always present the moment we decide to rise above our negativity. This awareness, together
with the positive influences radiating from the text, is the way we can begin our ascent.
134. And he continued, quoting the verse: "And I shall Myself bring
the Flood of waters" (Beresheet 6:17). HE ASKED: Why DOES THE
VERSE SAY "Myself" after already saying "And I?" AND HE
ANSWERED: The words "I" and "Myself" are the same. But, come
and behold: wherever it is written "I," a body has been made for the
soul. THIS MEANS THAT "I" IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS
THE ASPECT OF THE BODY FOR ZEIR ANPIN. CONVERSELY, ZEIR
ANPIN IS CONSIDERED TO BE HER SOUL. And it certainly does
receive from above FROM ZEIR ANPIN. That is why THE WORD "I" is
hinted with the sign of the Covenant (the circumcision) WITH THE
LETTER VAV (LIT. 'AND'), WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. As it is
written: "I... My covenant is with you" (Beresheet 17:4), FOR THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE RECEIVES FROM THE COVENANT OF ZEIR
ANPIN. "I" means that it is ready to be revealed and is achievable; "I"
means that it is a throne of what is above; "I" means that I am the
one who shall seek revenge for generations upon generations. But
the words "and I" (Heb. Ve-Ani), APPEARING IN THIS PASSAGE,
INCLUDE THE LETTER VAV, and refer to the union of the Male and
Female. THE VAV OF VE-ANI REFERS TO THE MALE, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN. Then, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE is mentioned alone,
WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN, at the time when She is ready to pass
Judgment, as it is written: "Myself shall bring the Flood of waters
upon the land."
135. HE ASKED IF it has been already stated, "shall bring the Flood,"
do we not understand that He refers to water? IF SO, WHY IS IT
THEN NECESSARY TO MENTION "FLOOD OF WATERS?" AND HE
ANSWERED: Flood implies the presence of the Angel of Death, even
though it was only water. The Angel of Destruction went in the world
to destroy it with this water.
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136. HE CONTINUED BY SAYING: We have learned that the words, "I
am Hashem" shows that 'I am faithful to the recompense of the
righteous and the punishment of the wicked.' So, here, in this verse,
"I" means to promise to reward and repay the righteous well in the
world to come. Likewise, it describes the threat to the wicked, who
will be punished in the world to come, with the term "I".

137. As we previously explained, the words "To destroy all flesh"
refer to the Angel of Destruction. This is why it is also written: "And
He will not allow the Angel of Destruction to come into your house to
smite you" (Shemot 12:23). THIS MEANS THAT HE DOES NOT GIVE
HIM PERMISSION TO DESTROY. To "destroy all flesh" that alludes to
THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION. AS IS HINTED IN THE VERSE, "The
end of all flesh is come before me," MEANING THAT IT CAME
BEFORE HIM TO ASK PERMISSION TO DESTROY. The time the Holy
One, blessed be He, had waited for them to repent had passed. That
is, Noach had reached 600 years of age, AND IT WAS POSSIBLE TO
REWARD HIM, AS THE VERSE PROMISES, "TO REWARD THE
RIGHTEOUS." THE TIME HAD ALSO ARRIVED FOR THE
PUNISHMENT OF THE WICKED. THAT IS WHY HASHEM GAVE
PERMISSION TO THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION "to destroy all
flesh." He said: This is what we learned in the name of Rabbi
Yitzchak, who told us all this.

18. "I said, I shall not see Yah"
Many dark forces attempt to sway us from our spiritual path, tempting our eyes with the illusions of physical reality. But we can draw the Light to assist us in
seeing through these illusions. In this way, we can follow the path that leads to the Light of the Creator, rather than the path that leads to punishment.
138. He began by saying, "I had said, I shall not see Yah, Yah is in
the land of the living; I shall behold man no more with the
inhabitants of cessation" (Yeshayah 38:11). How obtuse, he said, are
the people who do not know or pay heed to the words of the Torah,
but look only upon worldly matters. The spirit of wisdom is forgotten
from them.

139. When a person departs this world, that person gives an account
to his Master of all his worldy actions. He does this while his body
and soul are still joined together and he can see all that he sees until
he reaches the World of Truth, where he meets Adam, the first man,
sitting at the gate of the Garden of Eden, waiting to see and rejoice
with all who have observed the commandments of their Master.

140. And many are the righteous around Adam, who instead of
walking along the path that leads to Gehenom, followed the path to
the Garden of Eden. These are the ones who are called "Residents of
the world" (lit. chadel, which means 'cessation') (Yeshayah 38:11)
AND HE ASKED: Why is it not written: "Inhabitants of the
world" (Heb. cheled)? HE ANSWERED: Because they are not like the
mole (Heb. chulda), a creature who endures life blindly, laboriously
storing and hiding provisions, knowing not for whom. They are the
Residents of cessation, as in "Cease (Heb. chidlu) from man whose
breath is in his nostrils" (Yeshayah 2:22). BECAUSE THE HEBREW
WORD CHADEL MEANS TO AVOID, THEY ARE CALLED THE
RESIDENTS OF CESSATION. They avoided walking the path of
Gehenom and disciplined themselves to walk along the path leading
to the Garden of Eden.
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141. Another explanation is that residents of cessation REFERS TO
all those who repented and ceased performing the sins of the
wicked. Because Adam repented before his Master, he sits among
others who also repented, ceased sinning, and are called "Residents
of Cessation." As it is written: "I will know how frail (Heb. chadel) I
am" (Tehilim 39:5). And therefore, Adam sits at the gate of the
Garden of Eden, and he is happy with the righteous who walk along
the path and arrive at the Garden of Eden.

142. Come and behold: it is written: "I said I shall not see Yah." SO
HE ASKED: Who can ever see Yah now? AND HE REPLIED: THAT
the end of the verse reveals the intention of the words, as it is
written: "Yah in the land of Life." Come and behold: when the souls
ascend and reach the place of the Bundle of Life, they enjoy the
illumination of the Radiant Mirror, which shines and brings forth
Light from the most elevated place of all. A soul not enclothed in this
radiance could neither approach nor get close enough to see that
Light.

143. And the secret of the matter is that as the soul is given
garments to don so it can exist in this world, WHICH IS THE BODY,
so it is also given garments of supernal radiance. These allow it to
exist in the world to come and to see into the Radiant Mirror, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, from that Land of Life, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF
ZEIR ANPIN. THUS THE PROBLEM THAT AROSE IN THE VERSE, "I
SAID, I SHALL NOT SEE YAH," IS SOLVED. THE INTENTION IS THAT
BY THESE TWO AMENDMENTS-(1) BY THE GARMENT OF THE
SUPERNAL RADIANCE AND (2) BY THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF
ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED THE LAND OF LIFE-THE RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE
DESERVE TO SEE INTO THE RADIANT MIRROR, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF YAH (YUD-HEI) IN THE LAND OF LIFE.
144. Come and behold: Moshe would not have been able to approach
what he was looking at had he not been dressed in another covering.
As it is written: "And Moshe entered into the midst of the cloud, and
went up the mountain" (Shemot 24:18). And he covered himself with
the cloud as a person wears a garment. And then, it is written:
"Moshe came to the cloud where Elohim was" (Shemot 24:18), and
"Moshe was on the mountain forty days and forty nights" (Shemot
24:18) and was able to see what he saw.

145. In the same way, the souls of the righteous in the World of Truth
dress themselves in garments and act in accordance with that world.
So dressed, they are prepared to gaze into the Light that shines in
the Land of Life, MEANING THAT THEY COVER THEMSELVES WITH
THE LIGHT OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, FROM WHICH THEY ARE
ABLE TO GAZE INTO THE LIGHT OF THE RADIANT MIRROR. WHEN
CHIZKIYAHU CALLED, "Yah, Yah, in the Land of Life" (Yeshayah
38:11), he was afraid that he might no longer be worthy of gazing on
that Light and meriting that vision. THE STREAM THAT FLOWS
FROM GAN EDEN blocked his vision, and he did not beget any
children. AND WHOEVER DOES NOT INDULGE IN THE ACT OF
PROCREATION, BLEMISHES THE RIVER THAT FLOWS FROM GAN
EDEN, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS INDICATED IN THE
VERSE: "I shall behold Adam no more" (Yeshayah 38:11). This refers
to the first man, as has already been explained. ADAM SITS WITHIN
THE GATES OF GAN EDEN AND RECEIVES THE SOULS OF THE
RIGHTEOUS WHO ARRIVE THERE. CHIZKIYAUH FEARED THAT HE
WAS NOT WORTHY OF SEEING ADAM AT THOSE GATES.
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146. And what was the reason for all this, NAMELY WHY DID
CHIZKIYAHU FEAR THIS? Because the prophet had told him, "for
you shall die" in this world "and not live" (Yeshayah 38:11) in the
World of Truth. For, upon death, he who has not begotten any
children in this world is expelled from all that is mentioned above
and cannot stay to gaze upon that shining light. If this was the case
with Chizkiyahu, who was a pure, righteous man, so much more for
those who do not have ancestral merit to support them and have
even sinned before their Master.

147. This garment, previously mentioned, has already been
discussed by our friends. There is a "robe of the Sages" that they
wear in the World of Truth. Happy are the righteous with their
inheritance, as the Holy One, blessed be He, has put aside many
blessings and delights for them in the World of Truth. It has been
written of them: "Eye has not seen besides you, Elohim, what you
shall do for him that waits for you" (Yeshayah 64:3).

19. "And I... a Flood of waters"
The spiritual insight conveyed here by the Zohar concerns an individual who commits a terrible deed, but still retains a spark of shame, a degree of
embarrassment, or a slight awareness of the wrongfulness of his actions. There is still hope for this person and the path of repentance remains open to him. But
those who commit wanton acts of evil, without any remorse for their actions, are considered to be past the point of no return. This section helps us maintain
awareness of what constitutes positive and negative spiritual actions.
148. "And I, Myself shall bring a Flood of waters upon the earth."
Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "These are the
waters of strife, wherein the children of Yisrael strove with Hashem
and He was sanctified in them" (Bemidbar 20:13). AND HE ASKED:
This is not the only place where the children of Yisrael strove with
Hashem. Why does the text say "waters of strife" here, but not at any
other place? AND HE REPLIED: These waters in particular are the
waters of strife, for they gave strength and bravery to the
Prosecutor. There are sweet and bitter waters, WHICH ARE THE
SECRETS OF HOLINESS AND ITS OPPOSITE-OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN. And there are pure and mucky waters, WHICH ARE THE
SECRETS OF HOLINESS AND ITS OPPOSITE-OF THE LEFT
COLUMN. And there are waters of peace and of strife, WHICH ARE
THE SECRETS OF THE HOLINESS AND ITS OPPOSITE-OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. That is why IT IS WRITTEN: "These are the
waters of strife, wherein the children of Yisrael strove with Hashem,"
THIS SHOWS THAT THE WATERS REFERS TO THE OPPOSITE SIDE
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. As they drew upon themselves that
which they should not have DRAWN, NAMELY THE OPPOSITE SIDE,
CALLED THE WATERS OF STRIFE and they were defiled by them.
And this is why it is written: "and He was sanctified in them."
149. Rabbi Chizkiyah asked: If it is so, then why is it written: "and He
was sanctified,"? It should have been written: 'and they were
sanctified' IN THE PLURAL, REFERRING TO THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL. AND HE REPLIED THAT there is a hidden meaning to the
words "He was sanctified." THEY INDICATE THAT something that
should not be damaged is damaged. It is as if the moon, WHICH IS
THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, has been damaged. So the word
"sanctified" is not mentioned here for praise, WHICH ACCOUNTS
FOR THE DISCRETION EXPRESSED IN THE SCRIPTURES. AND
RABBI YEHUDA CONCLUDED THAT "And I, Myself, shall bring a
flood of waters" means that He shall send the Angel of Destruction
upon them, just as they defiled themselves with him, as we have
stated previously.
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150. Rabbi Yosi said: Woe to the wicked who do not want to repent
of their sins before the Holy One blessed be He, while they are still in
this world, because when a person repents and feels sorry for his
sins, then the Holy One, blessed be He, forgives him. But those who
cling to their sins and refuse to repent will eventually fall into
Gehenom and never be brought up again.

151. Come and behold: Because the generation of Noach was
stubborn and bold enough to sin openly, the Holy One, blessed be
He, brought Judgment upon them. Rabbi Yitzchak said that if a
person sins, and he does so secretly, then the Holy One, blessed be
He, is merciful. If he repents, he is pardoned and forgiven. But if he
does not repent his sins, He reveals them for all to see. How do we
know this? We learn this from the way in which the faithless wife
WHO SINS SECRETLY IS TREATED AND FROM HOW THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, REVEALS HER SIN OUT IN THE OPEN WITH
THE 'CURSING WATERS.'

152. In the same manner, the wicked, NAMELY THE GENERATION
OF THE DELUGE, were openly destroyed and wiped from the face of
the earth. And how were they wiped out? The scalding waters
spurted up from the abyss, skinning them alive. As skin was torn
from flesh, they were left only with their bones-and then the bones
came asunder. As it is written: "And they were wiped from the face
of the earth" (Beresheet 7:23). Rabbi Yitzchak said: "And they were
wiped out." What is meant by the expression "wiped out?" It is
similar to, "Let them be blotted out from the book of living" (Tehilim
69:29). We learn from this that they shall not participate in the
resurrection and will not rise in the Day of Judgment.

20. "And I will establish my covenant"
The vital importance of the Covenant between man and God can remain in our consciousness through the spiritual forces released by the letters of this section.
This Covenant is founded primarily upon the greatest power that humanity was given for revealing spiritual Light into this world and into our own lives -- that is,
sexual relations between husband and wife. The Kabbalists teach us that because this action has the most potential and influence for revealing Light, it is given
the most attention by the evil inclination and the negative forces that dwell in our midst.
153. "But with you will I establish my covenant" (Beresheet 6:18).
Rabbi Elazar said that from this we learn that the establishment of
the Covenant above is equivalent to the establishment of that below.
This is concluded from the term, "with you." Rabbi Elazar continued
to say that from this we learn that when there are righteous in the
world, the worlds above and below are firmly established.
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154. Rabbi Shimon said that this is a hidden matter, because the
arousal of the male to the female happens when he feels jealousy
toward her. Come and behold: When there is a righteous person in
the world, the Shechinah immediately attaches Herself to him and
never leaves him. And she therefore desires him. The upper desire is
then aroused toward her with love that is similar to the desire of the
male for the female when he feels jealousy toward her. That is why it
is written: "But with you will I establish my covenant." THIS MEANS
THAT my desire is aroused because of you. The verse, "My
Covenant will I establish with Yitzchak," has a similar meaning that it
is because of Yitzchak, as by Noach.

155. "But with you will I establish my covenant," MEANS THAT you
shall be My Covenant in the world. And after that, "and you shall
come into the ark." Because had he not been righteous, he would
not have entered the ark, as only a righteous man may be connected
with the ark. That is why it is written: "you shall come into the ark,"
AFTER IT HAS BEEN STATED THAT "BUT WITH YOU WILL I
ESTABLISH MY COVENANT."

156. Rabbi Elazar said that as long as the people hold on to the
Covenant, no nation nor tongue in the world can harm them. And
because Noach kept and protected the Covenant, the Holy One,
blessed be He, protected him. But the rest of his generation did not
observe the Covenant, so the Holy One, blessed be He, removed
them from the world. And it has been said that in the same way that
they sinned, they were also erased from the world.

21. "And he repaired the altar of Hashem that was ruined"
The Covenant between mankind and God connects to the Sfirah of Yesod, which correlates to the reproductive organs of man. There is also a vital spiritual link
to the circumcision of a newborn male child.
The underlying lesson of this section is the Kabbalistic doctrine that all war, natural disasters, famine, slaughter, and massacre can be traced to destructive
spiritual forces arising from humanity's negative sexual acts. Negative sexual acts are defined as those that are not for the purpose of procreation or for the
bringing of Light to the world.
Sexual relations between man and wife mirror the metaphysical forces at work in the Upper Worlds. The male corresponds to the realm of Yesod, and the woman
to the world of Malchut. Whenever any kind of positive Light and fulfillment reaches our lives, it is a direct result of the enjoining of Yesod and Malchut.
Sexual relations accomplish this mating of the two Upper Worlds. However, negative forces constantly try to sever this connection. These negative forces are so
cunning and clever, they have deceived us into believing they do not even exist.
Through our own meditation and desire to share, the power of these words of the Zohar can awaken a genuine understanding of the role sexual relations play in
the revelation of Light into the world.
157. Rabbi Yehuda was sitting before Rabbi Shimon, and both were
studying the text, in which it is written: "And he repaired the altar of
Hashem that was broken down" (I Melachim 18:30). What is the
meaning of the term 'repaired' in this verse? Come and behold: "In
the days of Eliyahu, all Yisrael left the Holy One, blessed be He, and
in so doing, left their Holy Covenant. And when Eliyahu came and
saw that the sons of Yisrael had left the Holy Covenant and therefore
it had been taken away from them, HE AMENDED IT AND BROUGHT
IT BACK TO ITS PLACE. THAT IS, HE AMENDED YESOD, MAKING IT
WORTHY OF MATING WITH MALCHUT. AND THIS IS CONSIDERED
TO BE THE REPAIR OF THE ALTAR, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AS
SHALL BE FURTHER EXPLAINED.
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158. Because he brought it back to its place, NAMELY BECAUSE HE
REPAIRED YESOD AND BROUGHT IT BACK TO MALCHUT, all was
healed! This is why it is written: "And he repaired the altar of
Hashem that was broken..."--a reference to the Covenant that had
been forsaken. It is therefore written: "And Eliyahu took twelve
stones, according to the number of the tribes of the sons of
Ya'akov" (I Melachim 18:31), which alludes to the repair of the altar
of Hashem, THE AMENDMENT OF THE DAMAGE AND THE
'HEALING' OF THE ALTAR.

159. "To which the word of Hashem came and said, Yisrael shall be
your name" (I Melachim 18:31). HE ASKED: What is the reason for
mentioning the name 'Yisrael' upon the altar? And he answered:
Assuredly, "Yisrael shall be your name..." signifies THE
AMENDMENT to raise her up, NAMELY TO RAISE MALCHUT TO THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, and to return the Holy Covenant to its
place. IT SIGNIFIES THAT YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN COULD UNITE
AGAIN WITH MALCHUT, FOR THERE CAN BE NO UNION BETWEEN
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT UNLESS THEY RETURN TO THEIR
PLACES BETWEEN ABA AND IMA. That is why it is written: "For the
children of Yisrael have forsaken your Covenant" and have therefore
"ruined your altars" (I Melachim 19:10), WHICH IS MALCHUT. AND
BY THE SECRET OF THE AMENDMENT OF THE COVENANT, SHE
SHALL BE REBUILT AGAIN.
160. Come and behold: As long as Yisrael respects the Holy
Covenant, the worlds above and below are permitted to exist. But
when they disregard the Covenant, the worlds above and below
cannot exist. As it is written: "If My Covenant be not day and night, it
were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). This is why it is written: "And he repaired
the altar of Hashem that was broken down." He asked if this is
considered to be "healing?" AND HE ANSWERED: Yes, most
certainly! Because he maintains the place upon which faith is
dependent. IN OTHER WORDS, HE OBSERVES THE COVENANT,
WHICH IS YESOD, AND MAINTAINS THE PLACE ON WHICH
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED "FAITH" DEPENDS.
161. Come and behold: The same applies to Pinchas, who was
zealous because of what Zimri had done. By his action, he reinstated
the Covenant and returned it to its proper place. That is why it is
written: "Behold, I give to him my covenant of peace" (Bemidbar
25:12). Can one really accept the idea that Pinchas was the reason
for the peace? And upon what is this controversy between Pinchas
and the covenant based? That here, IN THE WORD PEACE,
everything was connected to its right place, meaning "Behold, I give
to him my covenant of peace." But what is it that is given? WHAT IS
THE COVENANT? "Peace," WHICH MEANS SUPERNAL MATING, IS
GIVEN, so that the Covenant can be connected to its proper place,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. That is why it is written: "I give to him my
covenant of peace." And what is "peace?" It is the place with which
to connect; it is THE MATING WITH MALCHUT REFERRED TO BY
THE TERM 'PEACE.' MALCHUT THAT was disconnected from 'Him'
FROM YESOD, as a result of the sins OF YISRAEL was attached to it
by PINCHAS. He was the person who returned the Covenant to its
place for all time. "And he shall have it, and the Covenant of an
everlasting priesthood shall belong to his seed after him, because he
was zealous for his Elohim" (Bemidbar 25:12).
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162. Rabbi Shimon said that there is nothing in the world which so
provokes the zealousness of the Holy One, blessed be He, as the sin
of disregarding the Covenant. As it is written: "A sword that shall
execute the vengeance of the covenant" (Vayikra 26:25). Come and
behold: The sin of the generation of the Flood was not completed
until they sinned by "corrupting their ways on earth." And even
though they were violent with each other-as it is written: "And the
earth was filled with violence" (Beresheet 4:11) and "for the earth is
filled with violence through them" (Beresheet 4:13)-"I shall destroy
them" was because of the sin of letting semen spill in vain. THAT IS,
THEIR SENTENCE WAS NOT COMPLETED UNTIL THE COVENANT
WAS BLEMISHED. "The earth was also corrupt before the Elohim"
and "I shall destroy them" was measure for measure.

163. And there are those who say that their measure of guilt was not
completed when they sinned with violence and were cruel with each
other. FOR BY THIS they were wicked toward heaven and to other
people. Come and behold: There are many ministers above, who are
appointed to the voices of those who declare the sentences of their
friends TO THE HEAVENS for what has been done to them. And for
this sin, it is written: "The earth is filled with violence through them."
This means that each and every one passed judgment on his friend
before the heavens. That is why it is said: "I will destroy them with
the earth."

22. "Come you and all your house"
The home is a magnet for both positive and negative spiritual forces. Negative people who visit our homes can instill harmful energy, and this section gives us
the protection against any such forces.
164. "And Hashem said to Noach, Come you and all your house."
Rabbi Shimon asked: Why does the term "Elohim" appear in all the
verses of the text, while here the name Hashem, YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI,
is mentioned? What is different here that Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, which is
the supernal name of Mercy was mentioned? This hints at the secret
we have already learned, that it is not proper for a woman to invite a
guest into her house without the permission of her husband.

165. It was the same when Noach was asked to enter the ark, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, and to unite with Her. It was not yet proper for him to
enter until the 'husband' of the ark gave him permission to do so. As
it is written: "Come you and all your house into the ark." And this is
why the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, who is the husband of the ark, is
mentioned there, FOR YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
ARK IS MALCHUT. Only after the husband gave permission did
Noach enter and unite with the ark. Thus, we have learned that a
guest does not have permission to enter a house without the
consent of the husband, the owner of the house. This is why after
the mention of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, it is written: "And Noach went in."

166. Come and behold: What is written? "For you I have seen
righteous before Me, in this generation" (Beresheet 7:1). From this
we learn that a person should never accept a guest into his house if
he suspects that he might be wicked. And he should accept him only
if he considers him to be righteous and is not at all suspicious of
him. That is why it is written: "Come you and all your house into the
ark." Why? Because "you I have seen righteous before Me in this
generation."
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167. And we have also learned that if the husband gives permission
to the guest alone, but not to his companions, the guest should not
bring them into the house. In the verse, "Come you and all your
house into the ark," permission was given to all of Noach's
companions to enter the ark, and from this passage we learn a
secret concerning proper manners and ways of conduct.

23. "The earth and the fullness thereof is Hashem's"
Sexual relations that are not founded upon spiritual principles cause a drying up of the connection between Malchut and Yesod, like a river whose waters have
ceased to flow. This withdrawal of Light manifests as all forms of natural and man-made turmoil.
168. Rabbi Yehuda quoted: "For David, a psalm. The earth and the
fullness thereof is Hashem's; the world, and they that dwell in
it" (Tehilim 24:1). We have learned that wherever it is written: "For
David a psalm," it means that he chanted a song and afterward the
Holy Spirit rested upon him. But where it is written: "A psalm of
David," it means that the Holy Spirit rested upon him and then he
chanted the song.

169. "The earth is Hashem's." This verse refers to the Land of
Yisrael, which is the Holy Land, while "the fullness thereof" refers to
the Shechinah. As it is written: "For the glory of Hashem was full in
His house of Hashem" (II Divrei Hayamim 5:14) and, also, "and the
glory of Hashem filled up the Tabernacle" (Shemot 40:35). SO THE
WORDS "FILLED UP" AND "ITS FULLNESS" REFER TO THE
SHECHINAH. But, why IS IT WRITTEN "full" and not "filled?"
Because, assuredly, She is full of goodness; meaning that She is
filled by the Sun. The moon, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, is filled and
completed by the righteous; She is filled with all the goodness from
above, like a treasure box filled with the riches of the world. That is
to what the verse, "The earth and the fullness thereof is Hashem's,"
refers. But the words, "the world and they that dwell in it" were said
in reference to countries OTHER THAN THE LAND OF YISRAEL.

170. Another explanation of the verse, "The earth and the fullness
thereof is Hashem's" is that these words refer to the upper Holy
Land, NAMELY THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, that the Holy One, blessed
be He, desires. And the term 'fullness' refers to the souls of the
righteous, which fill THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE with the power of the
pillar THAT IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, upon which the whole world
stands. IN OTHER WORDS, ALL THAT EXISTS IN THE WORLD,
WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, IS RECEIVED FROM YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN. AND THIS IS WHY THE WORLD IS CONSIDERED TO
STAND UPON IT.
171. If you wonder, Does THE WORLD stand upon one PILLAR?
Come and behold: In the verse: "For He has founded it upon the
seas" (Tehilim 24:2), the words "For He" refer to the Holy One,
blessed be He. The meaning of this is similar to that of the words: "It
is He who made us" (Tehilim 100:3) and that of, "For He looks to the
end of the earth" (Iyov 28:24).

172. The words, "For He has founded it upon the seas and
established it upon the Floods" refer to the seven pillars upon which
THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE is founded and by which She is filled.
THESE ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN. SO RABBI
YEHUDA ASKED: How is She filled by them? AND HE ANSWERED:
When the righteous multiply in the world, the Land, WHICH IS THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE, produces fruit and is filled with all.
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173. But the verse says that when the wicked multiply in the world,
"the waters cease from the sea, and the river is drained dry" (Iyov
14:11). The place where "The waters cease from the sea" is the Holy
Land, as previously mentioned. AND THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE is
watered by the supernal stream. "THE WATERS CEASE," while "the
river is drained dry" refers to the pillar upon which She is founded,
NAMELY YESOD, WHICH IS NOW ARID-DRAINED DRY. "The river is
drained dry" IS THE EQUIVALENT OF "The righteous perish," THE
RIGHTEOUS BEING YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS.'

24. The sinners are destroyed from the world
When negative forces are abundant as a result of the collective sins of mankind, they have the power to harm even innocent people who unwittingly cross their
paths. The Zohar provides us with protection as we meditate upon its words. Our intent to share this protection with others brightens the Light for entire world.
174. Rabbi Yehuda continued: At the time that the wicked are
destroyed from the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, watches the
world but cannot find anyone to protect them. And you might ask, If
Noach was there to protect his generation DURING THE GREAT
FLOOD and was able to bring forth offspring, WHY DID HE NOT
PROTECT HIS GENERATION? The verse reads: "For you have I seen
righteous before Me in this generation." "In this generation" is a
precise term, FROM WHICH WE MAY LEARN THAT IN ANOTHER
GENERATION HE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED
RIGHTEOUS. AND FOR THIS REASON, HIS MERIT WAS NOT
ENOUGH TO PROTECT THE GENERATION OF THE FLOOD.
175. Rabbi Yosi said that the words "In this generation" are a tribute
to Noach, who lived in such a wicked generation and nevertheless
remained a righteous and just man. NOT ONLY IN HIS GENERATION
IS HE CONSIDERED RIGHTEOUS, BUT even in the generation of
Moshe WOULD HE HAVE BEEN SO CONSIDERED. But he was not
able to protect the world, because there were not even ten
RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE in it. This was the case as described IN THE
DESTRUCTION OF SDOM: "perhaps ten shall be found
there" (Beresheet 18:32). As not even ten were found, SDOM WAS
DESTROYED. The same happened here. Ten RIGHTEOUS people
were not to be found; only Noach, his three sons and their wives.
Because they did not add up to ten, THEY COULD NOT PROTECT
THEIR GENERATION.
176. Rabbi Elazar asked his father, Rabbi Shimon: We have learned
that when the world is full of the sins of mankind and Judgment is
pronounced, woe to the righteous one who is found in the world. For
he is the first to be punished for the sins of the wicked. How did
Noach escape the Flood without being punished for the sins OF HIS
GENERATION. And RABBI SHIMON answered: It is said that because
the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to bring from Noach offspring
into the world, HE SPARED HIM. Not only that, but Judgment could
not be applied to him, because he was covered in the ark and hidden
from view.

177. Come and behold: It is written: "Seek righteousness, seek
humility; maybe you shall be hidden on the day of Hashem's
anger" (Tzefanyah 2:3). Noach did seek righteousness. He entered
the ark and was hidden there on the day of Hashem's anger." And
that is why Judgment could neither be applied to nor hurt him.
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178. Here, we find a hint of the secret of the holy supernal letters,
reserved for the holy supernal men to learn and know: The reverse
order of the 22 Hebrew letters can bring the destruction of the
wicked, and this is why it is written: "they were erased from the
earth" (Beresheet 7:23), and "Come you and all your house into the
ark."

25. The difference between Moshe and other people in the world
Placing others ahead of ourselves is counter to the foundations of human nature. Even a righteous soul such as Noah did not possess a complete and selfless
love for all mankind. The only person willing to sacrifice himself for all humanity was Moses. Though Noah did all that God asked of him pertaining to the
building of the Ark, Noah did not argue with God on behalf of the people of his generation who were destined to perish in the flood. The people of Moses'
generation were a stiff-necked and unappreciative lot, who knew no boundaries when it came to brazen, intolerant and negative behavior. But Moses still fought
with God to spare his fellow man. Moses offered his own life in place of theirs, despite their constant betrayal and insurgency. We must begin the near
impossible task of truly considering others before ourselves. The spiritual attributes that Moses possessed are available through the influences of the Hebrew
letters that spell out this story.
179. Rabbi Yitzchak analyzed the words: "He who caused His
glorious arm to go at the right hand of Moshe, that divided the water
before them to make himself an everlasting name" (Yeshayah 63:12).
He said that "His glorious arm" is the merit of Avraham, WHO IS THE
EMBODIMENT OF CHESED and who is to the right side of the Tiferet
of Moshe. IN OTHER WORDS, MOSHE IS THE SECRET OF TIFERET,
AND CHESED IS TO HIS RIGHT. SO THE TERM "ARM" INDICATES
THE RIGHT ARM OF THE TIFERET OF MOSHE. And, therefore, "that
divided the water before them" indicates that the merit of Avraham,
WHO IS CHESED, divides the water. And for what reason? To make
himself an everlasting name.
180. Come and behold: What is the difference between Moshe and
other human beings? When the holy One, blessed be He, said to
Moshe, "Now therefore let me alone... and I will make you a great
nation" (Shemot 32:10), Moshe immediately asked, 'Shall I abandon
Yisrael, forget their punishment, and not plea for mercy for them,
because of my welfare? The world now shall say that I have killed
the nation of Yisrael, and that I did the same as Noach had done
before me.'

181. Noach did not plea for mercy on behalf of the world, and they all
perished, because the Holy One, blessed be He, had told him that he
and his children would be saved by the ark-as the verses state: "and
I, Myself shall bring the Flood water..." and "I shall destroy all
existence that I have made from upon the face of the ground
(Beresheet 7:4) and "As for me behold, I establish my covenant..."
and "Come you... into the ark." Because Noach did not plea for them,
the Flood waters are named after him, as it is written: "for this is as
the waters of Noach to me" (Yeshayah 54:9).

182. Moshe said: Now all the people shall say that I have killed them,
because Hashem has told me that He shall make me a great nation.
Now it is best for me to die and not have the nation of Yisrael
destroyed. Then immediately, "Moshe besought Hashem his Elohim
and said, Hashem, why does your wrath burn against your
people?" (Shemot 32:11). He prayed for mercy, and indeed mercy for
the world was aroused.
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183. Rabbi Yitzchak continued: At first, when he pleaded for mercy
for them, what did he say? He said, "Hashem, why does your wrath
burn against your people?" (Ibid.). AND HE ASKED: Why did Moshe
ask why? They sinned by idol worshipping-for it is written: "...they
have made them a molten calf and have worshipped it" (Ibid. 8)nevertheless Moshe asked why! AND HE ANSWERED THAT we have
already learned that when a person is trying to appease a friend who
has been offended by another, he should not magnify, but should
rather minimize, the offense in the eyes of the offended. Later, he
should maximize it in the eyes of the OFFENDER. SO THIS IS WHY
MOSHE ASKED BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE: "WHY
DOES YOUR WRATH BURN AGAINST YOUR PEOPLE?" HE
MINIMIZED THE SIN, BUT AFTERWARD MAGNIFIED IT TO THE
PEOPLE OF YISRAEL, saying: "You have sinned a great sin!" (Ibid.
30).
184. He did not relent, but kept pleading with the Holy One, blessed
be He, for mercy, to the point of offering his own life FOR THE SAKE
OF THE PEOPLE OF YISRAEL. As it is written: "and if not, blot me, I
pray you, out of your book which you have written" (Ibid. 32). And
then the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave them, as it is written: "and
Hashem relented of the evil . . ." (Ibid. 14). But Noach did not act AS
DID MOSHE, he only pleaded to be saved and left the world to its fate.

185. So whenever Judgment is upon the world, the Holy Spirit says,
"Alas! There is no one to be found like Moshe." As it is written:
"Then he remembered the days of Moshe... Where is he who brought
them up out of the sea...?" (Yeshayah 63:11). The verse tells us,
"Hashem said to Moshe, 'why do you cry to me?'" (Shemot 14:15),
showing that he himself brought them up out of the sea through
prayer and because he prayed for Yisrael upon the sea, he was
called "he who brought them up out of the sea," as he did bring them
out from the sea.

186. "Where is he that put His holy spirit within them?" (Yeshayah
63:11) refers to Moshe; to he who caused the Shechinah to reside
among the people of Yisrael and led them through the depths on dry
land when the waters were cleft, as if frozen. And all this happened
because he was willing to offer his life to save the people of Yisrael.

187. Rabbi Yehuda said that even though Noach was righteous, it
was still not worthwhile for the holy One, blessed be He, to protect
the world because of him. Come and behold: Moshe did not ask
anything on the basis of his own merit. He depended on the merit of
the Patriarchs. But Noach, unlike Moshe, had no other person on
whose merit he could depend.

188. Rabbi Yitzchak said that even though this was the case, when
the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him "and I will establish my
covenant with you," he should have asked for mercy for them as
well. And he should have sacrificed the offering he sacrificed AFTER
THE FLOOD, before it happened. Maybe that would have calmed the
Judgment of wrath that hung over the world.
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189. Rabbi Yehuda asked: What should NOACH have done? For the
wicked of the world provoked the Holy One, blessed be He! Should
he have offered a sacrifice on their behalf? He was certainly afraid
for himself, that he should not be entangled with them in death. He
had seen their wicked deeds and how they had provoked the Holy
One, blessed be He, day in and day out.

190. Rabbi Yitzchak said: As long as the wicked multiply in the
world, when a righteous person is found among them, he is
punished first. As it is written: "and from my sanctuary you should
commence," (Yechezkel 19:6) and we have learned to read this not
as Mimikdashi ('from my sanctuary'), but rather as Mimkudashai
('from my holy ones'). AND THIS BEING THE CASE, how did the Holy
One, blessed be He, save Noach who was righteous among the
wicked? AND HE ANSWERED: He was saved so that he could bring
further generations into the world. For he was truly righteous and fit
to beget proper children.
191. Not only that, but he warned them every day, but they did not
pay heed. And the verse: "yet if you warn the wicked... you have
delivered your soul" (Yechezkel 3:19), is applied to him. From this
we learn that whoever warns the wicked-even if the wicked do not
heed him-that person saves himself, while the wicked are punished
according to their sins. HE ASKED: How far should he go in warning
them? And he answered: Until he hits them. This issue has already
been explained by our friends.

192. Rabbi Yosi was staying with Rabbi Shimon. One day he asked
him: What was the motive of the Holy One, blessed be He, in
extirpating all the animals of the field and the birds of the air along
with the wicked? Men sinned, but what wrong had the animals, birds,
and other creatures committed? Rabbi Shimon answered: The
reason is given in the words, "For all flesh had corrupted their way
upon the earth" (Beresheet 6:12). This means that all living creatures
corrupted their way, THAT IS, they mated with other species.

193. Come and behold: The wicked of the world caused all the
creatures to mate with species not their own. They thereby sought to
destroy the work of Creation BY MIXING AND ALTERING SPECIES.
They caused all the creatures to pervert their ways on earth, as they
themselves had done. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to them,
'As you seek to destroy my work of creation, I shall fully grant your
wish. And every living substance that I have made, I will remove
from the face of the earth. I shall bring the world back to water, as in
the beginning, cover it with water, and then make other living beings
who are fit to exist in the world.'

26. "And Noach went... into the ark"
Here the Zohar reveals the concept of Evil Eye. Evil eye pertains to the negative glances and resentful looks that we receive from those who may harbor envious
feelings. The Kabbalist attributes the majority of common ailments and misfortunes to evil eye. When we cast the evil eye towards others, we create an opening
within ourselves that attracts even more negative glances. We ourselves become more vulnerable to its effects, and a vicious circle is created. This action brings
equal harm to both the bearer of Evil Eye and to the recipient.
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194. "And Noach went in, and his sons and his wife and his son's
wives with him" (Beresheet 7:7). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion
with the verse, "Can anyone hide himself in secret places that I shall
not see him? says Hashem!" (Yirmeyah 23:24) He said: How blind
and obtuse are the people who neither seek nor know the honor of
their Master, of whom it is written: "Do not I fill heaven and
earth?" (Yirmeyah 23:24). How do the people expect to hide from
their sins. They ask, "Who sees us? And who knows us?" (Yeshayah
24:15). And also, "They toil in the dark" (Yeshayah 24:15). Where can
they hide from Him?

195. This is similar to the story in which a king builds a palace with
hidden fortified, subterranean caves. And it came to pass that the
inhabitants of the palace revolted against the king. So he
surrounded them with his troops. And what did they do? They hid
themselves inside the fortified hiding places. The king asked: As I
made these caves, how can you expect to hide from me in them?
This is why it says, "Can anyone hide himself in secret places that I
shall not see him? says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:24). It was I who
made these fortified caves. It was I who made light and darkness.
How can you hide from Me?

196. Come and behold: When a person sins before his Master and
sins further by hiding himself AND MAKING HIMSELF BELIEVE
THAT NOBODY IS WATCHING HIM, then the Holy One, blessed be
He, punishes him openly. But when that person purifies himself AND
REPENTS, then the Holy One, blessed be He, seeks to hide him so
that he should not be seen on the day of the wrath of Hashem. For,
certainly, every person should hide himself so as not to be seen by
the Angel of Destruction, when the latter dwells in the world. He
should not see him, as he is authorized to destroy all those whom he
sees.

197. Rabbi Shimon said that every person who has the evil eye of
jealousy has upon him the Angel of Destruction, who is called the
'Destroyer of the world.' Therefore, all should beware of such a
person and not come close to him. By avoiding him, one shall be
protected. It is forbidden to openly approach such a person,
EXPOSING OURSELVES TO HIS EVIL EYE. If we must beware a
person with the evil eye, so much more must we beware the Angel of
Death AND HIDE OURSELVES ON THE DAY OF THE WRATH OF
HASHEM.

198. Of Bila'am, it is written: "So says the man whose eye is
closed" (Bemidbar 24:3), meaning that he had an evil eye, and
wherever he looked, he drew the spirit of destruction on it. That is
why he wanted to gaze on Yisrael, so that he could destroy all that
his eye could see. Thus, it is written: "And Bila'am lifted up his
eyes" (Ibid. 2), meaning he raised one eye and lowered the other,
attempting to gaze on Yisrael with the evil eye.
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199. Come and behold: It is written: "and he saw Yisrael dwelling
tribe by tribe" (Ibid.), and he also saw that the Shechinah hovered
and brooded over them. Because she was made whole by the twelve
tribes beneath Her, the eye of Bila'am could not have power over
them. He said: How can I overcome them, as the supernal Holy
Spirit, NAMELY BINAH is hovering over them and protecting them
with her wings? As it is written: "He lay down like a lion, who shall
rouse him up?" (Ibid. 9) THAT IS, who shall raise Him, THE
SUPERNAL HOLY SPIRIT, THAT IT SHOULD STOP PROTECTING
THEM, so that they might be revealed to the eye, which would then
rule them?

200. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to protect
Noach by hiding him out of sight, so that the impure Spirit could not
rule him and destroy him, as has already been explained. The words,
"And Noach went in" apply to what has previously been said-that he
entered the ark to be hidden from sight. The words, "because of the
waters of the Flood" indicate that the waters actually pushed him
INTO THE ARK, meaning that he saw the waters of the Flood and
was afraid. As a result, he "went... into the ark." Rabbi Yosi added
that Noach saw the Angel of Death arrive WITH THE WATERS OF
THE FLOOD and that is why he entered the ark.
201. And he protected himself BY STAYING IN THE ARK for 12
months. Why 12 months? On this point, Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi
Yehuda have different opinions. One says that the 12 months are the
period of the sentence of the wicked IN GEHENOM; the other says
that the purpose of the 12 months was to enable NOACH the
righteous to complete 12 stages of purification, so that he and all the
others could emerge from the ark. BECAUSE EACH STAGE
REQUIRES ONE MONTH FOR COMPLETION, THEY WERE DELAYED
FOR 12 months.
202. Rabbi Yehuda said: IN GEHENOM, THE WICKED ARE
PUNISHED with water for six months and with fire for six months. So
why DURING THE FLOOD WERE THEY PUNISHED only by water for
12 months? SIX MONTHS SHOULD HAVE BEEN ENOUGH. Rabbi
Yosi told him that they were sentenced to both punishments of
Gehenom: water and fire. THEY WERE PUNISHED by water, and the
water that fell upon them from above was cold as snow. And THEY
WERE ALSO PUNISHED by fire, because the water that sprouted
from the deep was scalding. Thus, they were punished for 12
months, receiving the full sentence of Gehenom-six by water and six
by fire. This continued until they were completely removed from the
face of the world. During this time, Noach was hidden in the ark. As a
result, the Angel of Destruction did not approach him, and the ark
roamed upon the waters, as it is written: "And they bore up the ark,
and it was lifted above the earth" (Beresheet 7:17).

203. They were smitten for forty days. As it is written: "And the Flood
was forty days upon the earth" (Beresheet 7:17). For the duration of
the 12 months, they were being erased, as it is written: "And they
were blotted out from the earth." Woe to those wicked people,
because they shall not rise from the dead and appear in the world on
the Day of Judgment, for they were blotted out from the earth as is
described in the verse: "You have blotted out their name for ever
and ever" (Tehilim 9:16). So they shall not even be allowed to stand
on the Day of Judgment, WHICH MEANS THAT THEY SHALL NOT
EVEN BE AMONG THOSE WHO SHALL RISE AND STAND IN FULL
DISGRACE AS IS WRITTEN IN DANIEL (12:2).
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27. "And they bore up the ark"
Every negative action we commit literally pushes away God's presence -- the Shechinah--from our midst. The further away we push this Light, the dimmer our
reality becomes. With each new level of darkness, more chaos and turmoil manifest in our lives. This section of Zohar helps us arouse the Light to remove the
darkness created by our iniquities.
204. "And they bore up the ark, and it was lifted up above the earth."
Rabbi Aba began by saying, "Be you raised above the heavens,
Elohim, your glory is above all the earth" (Tehilim 57:6). Woe to the
wicked who sin and provoke their Master, the Almighty, every day.
For by their sins they push the Shechinah out of the earth and cause
Her to leave this world. Because the Shechinah is called 'Elohim,' it
is said about her, 'Be you raised above the heavens, Elohim.'

205. Come and behold: It is written: "And they bore up the ark,"
MEANING that they pushed THE SHECHINAH OUT FOR THE ARK IS
THE SHECHINAH. The words, "and it was lifted up above the earth,"
MEAN THAT THE SHECHINAH no longer resided in the world, having
removed Herself from IT. When She left the world, no one was left to
protect it any longer and Judgment prevailed. But after the wicked
were blotted out and removed from the world, the Shechinah
returned to Her place.

206. Rabbi Yesa asked Rabbi Aba: If it is so, then why after the
wicked who had lived in the land of Yisrael during the destruction of
the Holy Temple were blotted out, did the Shechinah not return to
Her place? Rabbi Aba answered him: Because AFTER THE
DESTRUCTION, the righteous of the world did not remain in THE
HOLY LAND, BUT LEFT FOR EGYPT, AS DESCRIBED IN THE BOOK
OF YIRMEYAH. Wherever they went in exile, THE SHECHINAH
followed and resided among them. If She did not leave them even in
a strange land, then certainly, had the people stayed in Yisrael, She
would have returned to them after the destruction.

207. So it is clear by now that the sins of the wicked caused the
Shechinah to depart. One of those sins is the sin of one person who
corrupts his way upon the earth, as we have previously explained.
Such a person shall not see the face of the Shechinah, nor shall he
enter the palace OF THE KING. This is why it is written that "they
shall be blotted out from the earth," blotted out completely.

208. Come and behold: When the time comes and the Holy One,
blessed be He, resurrects the dead, he shall make all the dead found
in countries other than THE LAND OF YISRAEL rise and stand in
their bodies, for one bone is left from the human body as it lies
underground, and it is like a lump of dough from which the Holy
One, blessed be He, shall rebuild the whole body.
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209. But He shall not restore their souls to them until they are in the
Land of Yisrael, as it is stated: "Behold I will open your graves and
cause you to come up out of your graves, my people, and I will bring
you into the land of Yisrael." They will roll through underground
passages and come to the land of Yisrael. Next, it is written: "I will
put my spirit in you and you shall live" (Yechezkel 37:12-14). Only in
the land of Yisrael will they receive their souls, except those who
have defiled themselves and the land, NAMELY THE GENERATION
OF THE FLOOD. As for them, it has been declared, "And they shall
be blotted out of the earth." Out of the earth MEANS PRECISELY
THAT THEY SHALL NOT RISE DURING THE RESURRECTION OF
THE DEAD AND SHALL NOT COME TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL TO
RECEIVE THEIR SOULS. Although some of the ancient sages differ
in their opinion, CLAIMING THAT THEY SHALL BE RESURRECTED,
WHAT HAS BEEN SAID STANDS. FOR the term "blotted out" is
similar to the expression: "Let them be blotted out of the book of
living" (Tehilim 69:28), MEANING THAT THEY SHALL NEVER BE
RESURRECTED.
210. Rabbi Shimon said to him: Undoubtedly, THE GENERATION OF
THE FLOOD will have no share in the world to come, as it is written:
"And they will be blotted out from the earth." Analogously, it is
written: "they shall inherit the land (earth) forever" (Yeshayah 60:21).
AND WE LEARN THAT THE WORD "EARTH" HAS THE SAME
MEANING IN BOTH SENTENCES. Nevertheless, they shall rise and
stand for the Judgment. As they are described: "and many of them
that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting
life and some to reproaches and everlasting abhorrence" (Daniel
12:7). Even though opinions differ on this matter, everything is as
our friends have explained.

28. "And He destroyed every living substance"
Destruction caused by our own negative actions not only affects our world, but also harms the angels who watch over us in the Upper Worlds. By directing the
spiritual influences of the Zohar in their direction, we can fortify these angelic forces.
211. "And He destroyed every living substance that was upon the
face of the ground." Rabbi Aba said that THE VERSE INDICATES
THAT the ministers who rule and govern upon the earth, NAMELY
THE ANGELS WHO GOVERN THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD, WERE
ALSO DESTROYED. This is the meaning of, "every living substance
which was upon the face of the ground." For when the Holy One,
blessed be He, executes His Judgment and punishes the people of
the earth, He starts with the supernal ministers who rule them and,
after they are destroyed, continues with the people who abided
beneath the shelter of their wings. As it is written: "Hashem will
punish the host of the heavens on high," and then, "the kings of the
earth upon the earth" (Yeshayah 24:21).

212. But how were these ministers removed? IT WAS HARD FOR HIM
TO UNDERSTAND THIS POINT. BECAUSE THE POWER OF DEATH
HAS NO CONTROL OVER THEM, HOW SHALL HE REMOVE THEM?
AND HE REPLIED: "He drove them through burning fire," as it is
written: "for Hashem your Elohim is a devouring fire, a zealous
El" (Devarim 4:24). Thus, the 'living substance' of above, WHICH
INCLUDES THE SUPERNAL MINISTERS, was driven through fire,
while those who were governed by them AND RESIDED BELOW
THEM, NAMELY THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD, were erased by
water. This is why the verse begins, "And He erased all living
substance," and then continues, "man, cattle and creeping things,
and the birds of the heaven; they were destroyed from the earth". In,
"Only Noach was left," the word "only" signifies that nothing and
nobody remained in the world-except Noach and whoever was with
him in the ark. Rabbi Yosi said that THE WORD "ONLY" INDICATES
THAT NOT EVEN NOACH'S BODY WAS SPARED, for he was smitten
by a lion and became limp, as was previously explained.

29. "And Elohim remembered Noach"
The Zohar discloses a secret concerning the word remembered, and its connection to having our prayers answered. Prayer alone will not yield a response if,
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metaphorically speaking, the Creator cannot see the alarm lights flashing. The coverings that block our alarm signals are negative entities called Klippot, which
are brought into existence through our own negative deeds. These coverings become more dense with each new negative action. The words that tell of these
spiritual secrets help our prayers pierce through all the dense layers of Klippot, so that our cries are heard above. This is the mystery behind the word
remembered.
213. "And Elohim remembered Noach and every living thing and all
the cattle that were with him in the ark" (Beresheet 6:1). Rabbi Chiya
quoted the verse, "A prudent man foresees evil and hides
himself" (Mishlei 22:3), saying that this verse refers to Noach who
entered the ark and hid himself in it. And he entered the ark only
when the waters forced him to do so. As was previously explained,
before he went into the ark, he saw the Angel of Death walking
among the people and encircling them. Because Noach saw the
Angel of Death, he entered the ark and hid. Thus, it is written: "A
prudent man sees evil and hides himself." "Foresees evil" refers to
the Angel of Death from whom he hid, as it is written: "from the
waters of the Flood." OR IN OTHER WORDS, FROM THE ANGEL OF
DEATH WHOM HE SAW ON THE WATERS OF THE FLOOD.

214. Rabbi Yosi said that the verse "A prudent man foresees evil and
hides himself" means, as has been stated, that when death rages
throughout the world, a wise man will hide and not appear in the
open. This prevents the Angel of Destruction from seeing him,
because when THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION gets permission to
destroy, he destroys everything in front of him and everyone who
openly passes before him. An allusion to this appears at the end of
the verse that reads, "but the simple pass on and are
punished" (Mishlei 22:3), referring to those who pass in front of him,
are seen by him, and therefore punished. Another explanation is that
"pass on" means that those who transgress the commandments of
their Master are therefore punished. Thus, a "prudent man foresees
evil and hides himself" refers to Noach, while "the simple pass on
and are punished" refers to the people of his generation.

215. He hid himself IN THE ARK, and remained inside IT all this time.
What does it say afterward? It says, "And Elohim remembered
Noach." So Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold: While Judgment
is executed, there is no remembrance. But after the Judgment has
been executed and the wicked have been removed from the world,
then the word "remember" is mentioned. THIS IS because when
Judgment prevails in the world, there is no SUPERNAL Mating above
and the Angel of Destruction rages throughout the world. THUS
THERE IS NO POSITIVE REMEMBRANCE, AS REMEMBRANCE
MEANS MATING.
216. But after Judgment is executed and completed, and the wrath is
appeased, everything returns to its proper order, NAMELY THE
SUPERNAL MATING COMMENCES AND MERCY IS REVEALED IN
THE WORLD. This is why the text reads, "And Elohim remembered
Noach." Because the term "remembrance," WHICH MEANS
"MATING," applies to Noach, as indicated by the words, "Noach was
a righteous man." AND HE IS A THRONE FOR THE SUPERNAL
MATING, SO THAT WHEN THE MATING COMMENCED, ELOHIM
REMEMBERED NOACH.
217. It is written: "You rule the proud swelling of the sea; when the
waves arise, you still them." (Tehilim 89:10). When the sea is stormy,
the waves mount on high and the waters of the deep go up and
down, the Holy One, blessed be He, sends forth a thread OF
CHESED from the right side, pulls back His wheels, and appeases its
rage; but there is nobody who can grasp Him.
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218. Yonah fell into the sea and the fish swallowed him. SO HE
ASKED: Why did his soul not leave him at once? AND HE
ANSWERED: Because the Holy One, blessed be He, controls the
swelling of the sea.

219. The 'swelling of the sea,' is the thread from the left, which
causes the sea to rise and become elevated. But had the other
'Thread OF MERCY,' CHESED, not arrived from the right, it would
have never been elevated. For when that Thread FROM THE LEFT
goes down to the sea and is held by the sea, the waves 'awaken' and
begin to 'roar' for prey. FOR THE LACK OF CHASSADIM, THEY ARE
NOT ABLE TO RECEIVE THE ABUNDANCE OF CHOCHMAH AND
NOURISH THEMSELVES. THEREFORE, THEY REMAIN 'HUNGRY'
AND 'ROAR' FOR PREY, until the Holy One, blessed be He, restrains
the waves, holds them back, and returns them to their place. IN
OTHER WORDS, HE DRAWS THE THREAD OF MERCY AND
ENCLOTHES THE CHOCHMAH WITH CHASSIDIM, AND IN SO DOING
HE RESTRAINS THE WAVES AND PULLS THEM BACK TO THEIR
PLACE. THE CHOCHMAH IS THUS AMENDED AND CAN SHINE IN
FULLNESS, BECAUSE THE SEA CANNOT RISE BY THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT COLUMN BEFORE THE THREAD OF
CHESED IS DRAWN AND ENCLOTHES IT.
220. As it is written: "You rule the raging of the sea: when their
waves arise; you still (lit. 'praise') them." ONE INTERPRETATION IS
THAT HE DOES THIS by breaking and pulling them back to their
place WITH THE THREAD OF CHESED. A different interpretation is
that the meaning is literally 'you praise them.' That is, the fact that
the waves rise with the desire to see is praiseworthy. From this we
can learn that whoever seeks and longs for knowledge, even if he is
incapable of attaining it, is praised for his effort.

221. Rabbi Yehuda said that when Noach was in the ark, he was
afraid that the Holy One, blessed be He, might never remember him.
But after the Judgment was executed and the evil of the world were
removed, what does the scripture say? It says, "And Elohim
remembered Noach." AND THE REASON FOR THIS SHALL BE
EXPLAINED PRESENTLY BY RABBI ELAZAR.

222. Rabbi Elazar says: Come and behold: When the power of
Judgment prevails in the world, it is inappropriate for a person's
name to be mentioned above, because if his name is mentioned, his
sins will be remembered and they will come to judge him.

223. From where do we know this? From the story of the Woman of
Shunam. On the Holy Day of Rosh Hashanah (New Year), the Holy
One, blessed be He, was judging the world. Elisha the prophet asked
the woman, "Would you be spoken for to the king?" (II Melachim
4:13). The "King" here refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who is
called on that day "the King," "the Holy King," and "the King of
Judgment." She replied: "I dwell Among my own people" (Ibid.),
MEANING, 'I do not want to be scrutinized on my own. Therefore I
dwell among my own people!' He who puts himself in the middle of
his own people does not draw attention to himself and is not judged
for his wrongdoings. She thus said, "among my own people."
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224. Come and behold: During the time when the wrath OF
JUDGMENT was raging throughout the world, Noach was not
mentioned. But after the Judgment was completed, what does the
scripture say? It says, "And Elohim remembered Noach." Now was
his name mentioned. A different explanation of "And Elohim
remembered Noach" is that it is similar to "And I remembered My
Covenant" (Shemot 6:5), WHICH MEANS THAT HE CAUSED THE
SUPERNAL MATING!

30. "And Noach built an altar"
After the great flood, the metaphysical lines of communication between the Upper and Lower worlds were destroyed, and the flow of Light into our world was cut
off. In order to reestablish a link, Noah rebuilt the metaphysical cables that run throughout the worlds. This concept is the mystery behind the Alter that Noah
built.
225. Rabbi Chizkiyah was on his way from Kapotkia to Lod, when
Rabbi Yesa ran into him. He addressed him saying: You surprise me!
Why are you walking alone, since we have learned that a person
should not go on a journey alone! Rabbi Chizkiyah replied: There is
a young boy following and accompanying me. Rabbi Yesa said to
him: This is what surprises me! Why are you accompanied by
someone with whom you are not able to discuss the Torah? We have
learned that whoever goes on a journey and does not delve into the
matters of the Torah, endangers his life! Rabbi Chizkiyah replied: It
is certainly so!

226. In the meantime, the young boy caught up with them. Rabbi
Yesa asked him: My son, from where do you come? The boy
answered: From the city of Lod. I heard that this learned man was
heading toward there, so I offered to work for him-TO SERVE HIM
AND to walk with him.

227. Rabbi Yesa then asked him: My son, are you familiar with
matters of the Torah? And he answered: Yes, I am. My father used to
teach me the section of the sacrifices, and I also used to listen to
what he taught my elder brother. Rabbi Yesa then said to him: My
son, speak to me!

228. The young boy started with the verse: "And Noach built an altar
to Hashem and took of every clean beast and of every clean fowl,
and offered burnt offerings on the altar" (Beresheet 8:20). He said,
"And Noach built an altar" indicates the altar on which Adam offered
his sacrifice. THEN HE ASKED: Why did Noach offer a burnt offering,
as a burnt offering is only offered TO ATONE for wrongful thoughts
of the heart? What was Noach's sin? AND HE REPLIED: Noach
thought to himself, The Holy One, blessed be He, judged the world
and sentenced it to destruction. Perhaps in being spared, I used up
all the merit that I have and am now left with none. So immediately,
"Noach built an altar to Hashem."

229. This was the altar on which Adam offered his sacrifices. SO THE
BOY ASKED: If it is so, then why does it say that he "built it?" IT
WAS ADAM WHO BUILT IT. AND HE REPLIED: It says this, because
the wicked of the world had caused the altar not to stand in its place,
THE PLACE WHERE IT CAN TRANSFER ABUNDANCE TO THE HOLY
SIDE. When Noach came TO OFFER HIS SACRIFICE ON IT, the verse
stated, "And Noach built it" BECAUSE HE BROUGHT IT BACK TO
THE PLACE WHERE ABUNDANCE IS DIRECTED TOWARD THE
HOLY SIDE.
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230. "And offered burnt offerings." Olot (burnt-offerings) has a
defective spelling, WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, WHICH WOULD
HAVE INDICATED THE PLURAL FORM, BECAUSE HE OFFERED
ONLY one BURNT OFFERING. It is written: "It is a burnt offering, a
fire offering for sweet savor to Hashem (Vayikra 1:17). THE BOY
SAID: The burnt offering is a male and not a female, as it is written:
"He shall offer it a male, without blemish" (Vayikra 1:3).
THEREFORE, why is the term isheh (fire offering) spelled WITH A
FINAL HEI, INDICATING THE FEMININE FORM OF THE WORD? Esh
(fire), WITHOUT HEI, should have been used instead, AS THIS IS THE
MASCULINE FORM.
231. AND HE EXPLAINED THAT even though the burnt offering is
male and is sacrificed and offered to its place, NAMELY to Zeir Anpin
WHO IS THE MALE ASPECT, the Female Principle should not be
separated from ZEIR ANPIN AS A RESULT OF THE OFFERING. Thus,
it is offered to THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, uniting ZEIR ANPIN AND
HIS FEMALE PRINCIPLE. THROUGH THE OFFERING, the Female
Principle rises up to ZEIR ANPIN and unites with him. Even though
we find the explanation that the fire offering is for the Ishim, THE
MASCULINE PLURAL FORM AND NOT FOR THE RAKINGS, WE
LEARN FROM THE ALLUSION TO THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE.
232. Noach should have sacrificed a burnt offering. For the Holy
One, blessed be He, had established him in the place of the male, so
that he could enter the ark, THE SECRET OF THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE, and be united with it. He offered a burnt offering, AND
NOT ANY OTHER KIND OF SACRIFICE, BECAUSE HE DID NOT
REALLY SIN. HE ONLY THOUGHT THAT HE HAD NO MERIT LEFT.
He sacrificed a burnt offering, a fire offering (isheh), meaning the fire
of Hei (esh Hei). This indicates that the left OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
IS CALLED 'FIRE,' joined with the Female Principle, CALLED HEI.
The Female Principle comes from the left side, WHICH IS CALLED
FIRE, AND when THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE and THE FIRE are joined,
She is called Isheh. THE WORD Isheh INDICATES the bond of love,
which is to the left, WHERE THE FIRE, THE SECRET OF THE HEI,
holds Her. The fire raises her TO ZEIR ANPIN, binding them together
as one. This is why the verse reads, "It is a burnt offering, a fire
offering," INDICATING the bond of a male and female with each other.

31. "And Hashem smelled the savor of appeasement"
This complex section concerns the power of aroma to awaken and arouse great Lights. The various processes and conduits that spiritual currents must travel
are revealed here by the Zohar. A contemporary example can shed some light on the ideas that are being presented. A computer contains a processor, which
must make billions of computations per second in order to accomplish a task. In essence, the Zohar is describing the metaphysical computations taking place
within the Ten Sfirot whenever the aroma of incense arouses the spiritual forces of Light. Perusing the Aramaic words connects us to these forces.
233. "And Hashem smelled the savor of appeasement" (Beresheet
8:21). It is also written: "A fire offering, a savor of
appeasement" (Vayikra 1:13). I have heard that TERM "fire offering"
REFERS TO AN OFFERING in which smoke and fire are conjoined,
since there is no smoke without fire. This is similar to the verse:
"Now Mount Sinai was altogether smoke, because Hashem
descended upon it in fire" (Shemot 19:18).
234. Come and behold: Fire comes from inside and is tenuous. It
must attach itself to something on the outside that is not so tenuous.
When fire and matter hold on to each other, smoke rises. Why?
Because fire affects whatever reacts to it. An example is the nose,
which reacts to the "smoke" that issues from the fire.
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235. Hence it is written: "They shall put incense in your
nose" (Devarim 33:10), MEANING THAT THE JUDGMENTS WHICH
ARE THE FIRE AND SMOKE ISSUING FROM THE NOSE ARE
SWEETENED BY INCENSE. It sends the fire FROM THE NOSE to its
place, NAMELY TO YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, BECAUSE
THAT IS ITS POINT OF ORIGIN. Because of the smell of the incense,
the nose contracts and reaches its innermost levels, until all are
united. THEN EVERYTHING returns to its point of origin and they all
come closer to the Thought, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. Then they are
combined into one whole desire, which is the "savor of
appeasement," which appeases anger and restores peace.
236. When the smoke is gathered, it enters and folds itself onto the
fire, and the fire catches on to the smoke. Together, they enter the
innermost levels, until the Angel is appeased. After they are united
and anger is appeased, A NEW MATING OCCURS. When the Angel is
satisfied and all THREE COLUMNS are bonded together, it is called
"appeasement." THIS REFERS TO THE SECOND ACTION,
MENTIONED IN THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH, WHICH INCLUDES
APPEASEMENT and satisfaction. IT COMBINES THE CHASSADIM
and universal rejoicing, CAUSED BY THE CHOCHMAH, as one. IT
DOES SO, BECAUSE THE CHASSADIM ARE COMPLETED BY THE
LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, AND CHOCHMAH ENCLOTHES THE
CHASSADIM. They are the radiance of the candles FROM THE LEFT
SIDE and the brightness of the faces FROM THE RIGHT. Thus, it is
written: "And Hashem smelt the savor of appeasement," as one who
smells and gathers all the sweetness to itself.
237. Rabbi Yesa then approached THE YOUNG BOY and kissed him,
saying that he did not realize that the boy possessed all these
precious goods, and added that he would change his route in order
to accompany the boy. So they all proceeded together. Rabbi
Chizkiyah said: We are walking along this route accompanied by the
Shechinah, so it is corrected for us! He then took hold of the young
boy's hand and walked on. Then both rabbis requested that he tell
them one of the scriptural expositions that his father has told him.

238. The young boy started with the verse, "Let him kiss me with the
kisses of His mouth" (Shir Hashirim 1:2). This, he continued, is the
supernal Passion. Because when the fire was issued, the desire
came from the mouth and not from the nose. Because when one
mouth is connected TO SOMEONE ELSE'S for the purpose of a kiss,
fire emerges in the form of desire, brightness of face, the rejoicing of
all, and the union of delight.

239. This is also why IT IS WRITTEN: "For your love is better than
wine" (Ibid.). It is better than wine, meaning it is better than the wine
that brightens the face and causes the eyes to laugh, bringing
affection and brotherhood. It is not from the wine that leads to
drunkenness and that brings anger and rage, causing darkening of
the face and burning of the eyes.

240. Therefore, because this wine is good, it brightens the face,
makes the eyes merry, and arouses the passion for love. Thus, it is
offered daily as a sacrifice on the altar in a specific amount that
makes whoever drinks it merry and satisfied. As it is written: "And
the wine offering thereof shall be a fourth part of a hin" (this is a unit
of measurement) (Bemidbar 28:7), THIS INDICATES THAT HE IS
CAREFUL TO DRAW IT UP FROM BELOW. This is the reason IT HAS
BEEN SAID, "your love is better than wine," for wine induces love
and passion.
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241. And all, as it occurs below arouses love above. For there are
two candles, and when the light of the one on high is extinguished
by rising smoke from the one below, the upper one is lit. Rabbi
Chizkiyah then said that it is clearly true that the upper world,
WHICH IS BINAH, depends on the lower world, WHICH IS THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE. FOR, AS PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED, THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE REKINDLES THE EXTINGUISHED BINAH. The
lower world, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, depends on the upper world,
BINAH, BECAUSE THE LIGHT THAT THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE MADE
SHINE IN BINAH IS MERITED BY THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE AS WELL.
The fact that since the destruction of the Holy Temple, there are no
more blessings above IN BINAH or below IN THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE, shows that the two depend on each other.
242. And Rabbi Yosi said that blessings cannot be found, but curses
do exist, because sustenance is drawn from that side, NAMELY,
FROM LIGHTING THE UPPER CANDLE WITH THE SMOKE THAT
RISES FROM THE LOWER ONE. Why? Because the nation of Yisrael
does not reside in the Land of Yisrael and does not worship
properly. To worship properly is to light the candles, TO LIGHT THE
UPPER CANDLE WITH THE LOWER ONE, and to draw down the
blessings TO BE PASSED ONTO THE WORLDS. This is why there
are no blessings above or below. Therefore the world does not exist
as it should.
243. Then Rabbi Chizkiyah asked: What is the meaning of the verse
that reads: "I will not continue to curse again the ground any more,
for Man's sake" (Beresheet 8:21)? COULD IT BE THAT THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, FEELS REGRET? Rabbi Yesa answered that
he had heard it was so from Rabbi Shimon, who said that as long as
the fire of above, OF BINAH, spreads, THEN the smoke, which is the
Judgment of below, OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, intensifies the
anger and destroys all. For when the fire FROM BINAH comes forth,
it does not stop until the punishment OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE,
WHICH IS SMOKE, is completed. So when the Judgment from below,
THE SMOKE, ceases to spread because of the Judgment from
above, FROM THE FORCE OF THE FIRE, then the Judgment is done
and stopped, and is not executed until destruction. That is why it is
written: "I will not continue," MEANING I WILL NOT CONTINUE TO
ADD TO THE FIRE in order to intensify the Judgment down below,
which is the smoke.

244. The young boy said: I heard that the words, "Cursed is the land
for your sake"(Beresheet 3:17), indicate that the land has been
cursed because of the sin of Adam, when the Evil Serpent received
permission to rule over it. And as he is the destructive force in the
world, THROUGH WHOM EVIL WAS SLOWLY REVEALED UNTIL IT
BROUGHT THE FLOOD UPON THE EARTH and destroyed all the
people of the world. IN OTHER WORDS, THE FLOOD REVEALED
EVIL AND MADE IT POSSIBLE TO SEPARATE THE BAD FROM THE
GOOD. But from the day when the Holy One, blessed be He, smelled
Noach's sacrifice, HE SEPARATED THE BAD FROM THE GOOD, and
granted permission to the land to leave the dominion of the Serpent
and depart from the defiled side. FOR EVIL WAS SEPARATED FROM
THE LAND. Therefore, the children of Yisrael offered sacrifices to the
Holy One, blessed be He, to brighten the face of the earth, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. THAT IS, BECAUSE NOACH HAD NOT YET COMPLETED
THE CORRECTION, YISRAEL STILL NEEDED TO OFFER
SACRIFICES. Rabbi Chizkiyah said that this is indeed so, because
THAT CORRECTION did not occur until Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai.
THEN THE EVIL COMPLETELY SEPARATED FROM THE EARTH, THE
POLLUTION CEASED, AND THERE WAS FREEDOM FROM THE
ANGEL OF DEATH, AS IS KNOWN.
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245. Rabbi Yesa said that the Holy One, blessed be He, diminished
the moon, WHICH WAS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, EVEN BEFORE
ADAM SINNED and the Serpent took over. But because of Adam's
sin, both the moon and the world THAT RECEIVES LIGHT FROM IT
were cursed. On the day THAT NOACH OFFERED HIS SACRIFICE,
only the land, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE was freed from the
curse, but the moon's light was still diminished. Only when there is
an offering in the world and the nation of Yisrael lives in its land will
moon's deficiency be corrected. THIS REFERS TO THE TIME OF
KING SOLOMON, AND CONTRADICTS THE WORDS OF THE YOUNG
BOY, WHO SAID THAT NOACH'S OFFERING RESULTED IN
PERMISSION FOR THE EARTH TO LEAVE THE DOMINION OF THE
SERPENT. HE CLAIMED THAT THE CURSE HAD BEEN CANCELED,
BUT THE DOMINION OF THE SERPENT STILL PREVAILED. THAT IS
WHY THE OFFERINGS OF YISRAEL ARE REQUIRED IN THE HOLY
TEMPLE. Rabbi
Yesa then asked the young boy for his name. He replied: Aba (which
means father). Rabbi Yesa continued, "You shall be a father in all
things; you shall be A FATHER in wisdom and in years." And he
applied to him the verse: "Your father and your mother will be glad
and she that bore you shall rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25).
246. Rabbi Chizkiyah said that the Holy One, blessed be He, shall
remove the spirit of uncleanliness from the world, as it is written:
"And the spirit of uncleanliness I will cause to pass out of the
land" (Zecharyah 13:2) and also, "He will swallow up death forever,
and Hashem Elohim will wipe off the tears from all faces and remove
the disgrace of His people from all the earth, for Hashem
spoke" (Yeshayah 25:8).

247. And the Holy One, blessed be He, shall restore the moon to its
full brightness and remove it from the darkness into which the Evil
Serpent caused it to fall. As it is written: "And the light of the moon
shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be
sevenfold, as the light of the seven days" (Yeshayah 30:26). So HE
ASKED: What is the Light OF THE SEVEN DAYS? AND HE
ANSWERED: IT is the Light that the Holy One, blessed be He, hid
away in the seven days of creation!

32. "And Elohim blessed Noach"
The Zohar offers us the opportunity to draw in and manifest all the blessings that are generated though this passage.
248. "And Elohim blessed Noach and his sons, and said to them, 'Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth'." Rabbi Aba started the
discussion by saying: "The blessing of Hashem, it makes rich, and
no pain shall be added thereto" (Mishlei 10:22). So "the blessing of
Hashem" is the Shechinah, who is in charge of the blessings of the
world and from whom come all blessings.

249. Come and behold: What is written before THE VERSE THAT
READS ELOHIM BLESSED NOACH? IT IS WRITTEN: "And Hashem
said to Noach: Come you and all your house in the ark." WHEN
THEY ENTERED THE ARK THEY WERE ADDRESSED BY YUD-HEIVAV-HEI WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, BUT WHEN THEY LEFT THE ARK
THEY WERE ADDRESSED BY ELOHIM, WHO IS THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN. As has already been stated, the
"Landlord," WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, gave NOACH permission to enter.
Afterward, the Lady of the House, WHO IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, allowed him to leave. SO HE ENTERED WITH THE
PERMISSION OF THE HUSBAND, ZEIR ANPIN, AND LEFT BY
PERMISSION FROM THE WIFE, WHO IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF
ZEIR ANPIN. From this we learn that the Landlord should welcome
THE VISITOR INTO THE HOUSE and the wife should escort him out.
As it is written: "And Elohim spoke to Noach saying; go forth out of
the ark" (Beresheet 8:15-16). Permission to leave is granted by the
wife; permission to enter is not.
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250. Because he left THE ARK, he presented her with gifts, NAMELY
THE OFFERING OF A SACRIFICE. For She is in the "House," and it
was in Her hands. IN OTHER WORDS, THE MOCHIN OF THE HOUSE
ARE IN THE HANDS OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE ALONE. He offered
her gifts to make her more lovable to Her husband. From this we can
learn how a guest should behave. HE SHOULD PRESENT THE LADY
OF THE HOUSE WITH DEPARTING GIFTS. After he gives her the
presents, her husband will become fonder of her and she will bless
him. As it is written: "And Elohim blessed Noach and his sons, and
said to them, Be fruitful, and multiply," and also, "The blessing of
Hashem it makes rich" (Mishlei 10:22), which definitely indicates
THAT THE SHECHINAH, WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
BLESSINGS OF THE WORLD, IS HASHEM'S BLESSING.

251. "And he adds no sorrow with Her." (Ibid.). This is the secret of
the verse, "In sorrow shall you eat of it" (Beresheet 3:17). The word
"sorrow" indicates sadness and anger, it means without a bright
face. When the moon grows darker the blessings disappear. "In
sorrow" refers to the spirit of the Other Side, OR THE KLIPOT, which
prevent blessings from reaching our world BY CAUSING PEOPLE TO
SIN. The words, "And he adds no sorrow with Her" hint at the secret
of the verse: "I will not again curse the earth anymore" (Beresheet
8:21). FOR "SORROW" MEANS THAT THE OTHER SIDE IS IN
POWER, BRINGING CURSES UPON THE WORLD. THEREFORE,
WHEN HE DOES NOT ADD ANY SORROW WITH HER, HE ALSO
DOES NOT "AGAIN CURSE." BECAUSE BOTH ARE ONE AND THE
SAME.

33. "And the fear of you and the dread of you"
Man has two bodies, one composed of Light -- Tzelem Elokim, or Image of God -- and the other composed of physical matter. The Light body is our protective
shield that shines and projects outward from our physical selves. The Zohar explains that even deadly animals fear us when this force radiates at maximum
power. Negative actions gradually weaken and dim this protective Light. This arouses fears within us, which in turn create vulnerabilities to destructive external
forces.
This secret is concealed in the Torah story of God blessing Noah and his children so that all the animals shall fear them. Knowing this secret rekindles the Light
aspect of our body.
252. "And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be" (Beresheet
9:2) MEANS THAT from now on, you shall take the form of human
beings, FROM WHICH THE BEASTS OF THE EARTH FEAR. FROM
THE TIME OF ADAM'S SIN UNTIL THIS POINT, they did not take the
form of human beings. Now come and behold: In the beginning it is
written: THE BEASTS OF THE EARTH WERE AFRAID OF MAN "for in
the image of Elohim made He Man," (Beresheet 9:6) and also, "in the
likeness of Elohim made He him" (Beresheet 5:1). But as people
sinned, they no longer maintained the supernal image, and they
became afraid of the beasts of the field.
253. Formerly, the creatures of the world looked upon Man and saw
the holy supernal image and trembled with fear. But as people
sinned, their image was transformed in the eyes of the beasts. This
is why human beings now tremble with fear of other creatures.
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254. Come and behold: All the people who do not sin before their
Master and do not transgress against the precepts of the Torah,
retain the divine splendor of the image OF ELOHIM. Therefore all the
creatures of the world tremble with fear of them. But when the
people transgress against the precepts of the Torah, their shape
changes and they tremble and fear other creatures, because the
supernal shape has left them. Because the beasts cannot see the
supernal form in them anymore, they are ruled by the beasts of the
field.

255. When THEY LEFT THE ARK AND the world was renewed,
Hashem blessed them by granting them dominion over all THE
CREATURES, even over the fish in the sea. As it is written: "And
upon all the fishes of the sea; into your hand they are
delivered" (Beresheet 9:2). Rabbi Chiya said that into your hand they
are delivered, indicating that when the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the world, He delivered everything into the hands of Man. As
it is written: "and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air..." (Beresheet 1:28). THAT IS TO SAY, THEY WERE
SUBJUGATED TO PEOPLE ON THE DAY THAT MAN WAS CREATED.
256. "And Elohim blessed Noach." Rabbi Chizkiyah opened his
discourse on the verse, "Of David, Maskil. Happy is he whose
transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered (Tehilim 32:1). He
said that although this passage has been explained, it contains deep
secrets of wisdom. We have learned that King David praised the Holy
One, blessed be He, with ten levels of praises, WHICH ARE:
CONDUCTING; PLAYING MELODY; MASKIL; EPIGRAMS (MICHTAM);
PSALMS; SONG; BLESSING; PRAYER; THANKSGIVING, AND
HALLELUYAH. THROUGH THESE PRAISES, KING DAVID
PERFECTED THE BOOK OF TEHILIM. Maskil is the level THAT
REFERS TO THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, and David perfected
himself before attaining this level.
257. "Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven." THIS MEANS
THAT when the Holy One, blessed be He, weighs the sins and the
merits of men, transgression is forgiven when the merits overcome
the sins and draw them downward on the scale. This means that he
has more merits than sins. When this happens, his "transgression is
forgiven."

258. The verse, "Whose sin is covered," means that when Judgment
prevails in the world, sin should be covered so that the Angel of
Destruction does not take control of it. This is what happened with
Noach DURING THE FLOOD, when the Holy One, blessed be He,
shielded him from Adam's sin OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
GOOD AND EVIL, that Adam brought down upon the world.
BECAUSE THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION DID NOT SEE NOACH, HE
WAS UNABLE TO CLING TO HIM AND PUNISH HIM. But because
Adam brought sin upon the world, WE FIND THAT the other living
creatures were given control, the human being is afraid of them, and
the world has not reached perfection. So when Noach left the ark,
the Holy One, blessed be He, blessed him. As it is written: "And
Elohim blessed Noach and his sons..." . AND, ALSO, "THE FEAR OF
YOU AND THE DREAD OF YOU SHALL BE UPON EVERY BEAST OF
THE FIELD..." WHICH MEANS THAT HIS FORM BECAME LIKE THAT
OF ADAM BEFORE THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, WHEN
ALL THE LIVING CREATURES FEARED HIM.
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259. "And you, be fruitful and multiply" (Beresheet 9:7). HE RAISED
THE ISSUE THAT females do not seem to be included in these
blessings, as the verse mentions only Noach and his sons, but not
the females. Rabbi Shimon said that the term "and you" WITH AN
ADDED VAV, WHICH MEANS 'AND,' indicates that the males and the
females were both included. THE LETTER VAV THAT APPEARS
HERE INDICATES THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. Not only that, but in the
verse, "And Elohim blessed Noach," THE WORD ET IS ADDED TO
SUGGEST THE NAME OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. AND IT IS ALSO
MENTIONED HERE to include NOACH'S wife. And in the line, "And
(Et) his sons," THE PARTICLE ET IS USED to indicate that their
wives are included.
260. Because it is written: "be fruitful and multiply," propagate your
kind, WE KNOW THAT FEMALES WERE ALSO BLESSED. And from
here onward, "brings abundantly in the earth," in which the Holy
One, blessed be He, handed over to them-to all of them who followed
after-seven precepts of the Torah. When Yisrael stood on Mount
Sinai, they were all given the precepts of the Torah together.

34. "I have set My rainbow in the cloud"
The Zohar explains that the rainbow is a sign indicating that a great destruction was forthcoming, but it has been prevented by the hand of God. Reading this
section infuses us with the same Light of protection expressed by the sign of the rainbow.
261. "And Elohim said to Noach... this is the sign of the covenant
which I make between me and you... I have set My rainbow in the
cloud" (Beresheet 9:8, 12-13). The words, "I have set," SHOW THAT
He had already set the rainbow. Rabbi Shimon commented on the
verse: "And above the firmament that was over their heads was the
likeness of a throne, with the appearance of a sapphire
stone" (Yechezkel 1:26). Before this, it is written: "And when they
went out I heard the noise (voice) of their wings, like the noise of
great waters, as the voice of Shadai" (Yechezkel 1:24). These words
refer to the four sacred and mighty supreme animals upon whom the
firmament rests. Their wings are joined together to cover their
bodies.

262. When they spread their wings, the singing voice of all their
wings is heard, and the words, "As the voice of Shadai," indicate
that this voice is never silent. As it is also written: "praise to you and
never be silent" (Tehilim 30:13). HE THEN ASKED: What do they
say? AND HE ANSWERED: They say: Hashem has made known His
salvation, His righteousness He has openly showed in the sight of
the heathens" (Tehilim 98:2).

263. The words: "The noise of commotion, as the noise of a
host" (Yechezkel 1:24), signify the noise of the Holy Camp, with its
supernal armies assembled on high. HE ASKED: "And what do they
say?" AND HE ANSWERED: THEY SAY "Holy, holy, holy is Hashem
of Hosts, the whole earth is full of His glory" (Yeshayah 6:3). They
face south and say "Holy," then they face north and say "Holy," then
they face east and say "Holy," and then they face west and say
"blessed."

264. And that firmament rests on top of their heads, so wherever the
ANIMAL moves, it turns its head and faces all four faces gathered
within. It also turns its head and faces all four corners of the world,
ALL FOUR DIRECTIONS OF THE WINDS, and they are all brought
back and spread downward.
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265. The four faces of these Animals are imprinted on all four sides
of the firmament, WHICH ARE THE "FOUR WINDS" OF HEAVENSOUTH, NORTH, EAST, AND WEST. The face of a lion is imprinted
TO THE SOUTH; the face of a bull TO THE NORTH; the face of an
eagle TO THE EAST; and the face of a man TO THE WEST. All of the
faces are also imprinted with THE FACE OF MAN: THE FACE OF
LION IS IMPRINTED WITH THE FACE OF MAN, THE FACE OF EAGLE
WITH THE FACE OF MAN, AND THE FACE OF BULL WITH THE FACE
OF MAN. ALL FACES ARE INCLUDED IN THE FACE OF MAN, AND
this is why it is written: "As for the likeness of their faces, they each
had the likeness of Man (Yechezkel 1:10). THIS MEANS THAT ALL
FOUR HAVE THE FACE OF MAN.
266. Now the firmament is a square THAT POINTS IN FOUR
DIRECTIONS AND contains all of the colors, four of which-WHITE,
RED, GREEN AND BLACK-are seen. EACH OF THESE COLORS IS
imprinted with all four colors, SO WE HAVE SIXTEEN COLORS
ALTOGETHER. The upper ones, THE ANIMAL OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET are engraved. The same applies to the lower
ones, THE ANIMAL OF NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. So
when these four colors, THE COLORS OF THE ANIMALS OF
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, spread out, they become
twelve, AND NOT SIXTEEN LIKE THE ANIMAL OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET. THE COLORS ARE green, red, white, and
sapphire, which is a combination of the first three. IN OTHER
WORDS, THE COLOR SAPPHIRE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS NOT
REALLY A COLOR BY ITSELF, BUT A COMBINATION OF THE
THREE OTHER COLORS. SO WE HAVE THREE COLORS
MULTIPLIED BY FOUR, which adds up to 12. This is why it is written:
"As the appearance of the rainbow that is in the cloud in the day of
rain... so was the appearance of the brightness round about. This
was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of
Hashem" (Yechezkel 1:28). THIS APPEARANCE AND LIKENESS,
MALCHUT, contains all three colors, MEANING THAT MALCHUT HAS
NO COLOR OF ITS OWN, BUT CONTAINS THE OTHER THREE
COLORS. That is why it is written: "the appearance of the rainbow...
in the cloud."
267. HE ASKED: What is meant by "My rainbow"? AND HE REPLIED:
'It is similar to what has been said about Yosef, "But his bow
(rainbow) abode firm" (Beresheet 43:24). THE RAINBOW SUGGESTS
MALCHUT, AND since Yosef is called righteous, WHICH IS THE
ATTRIBUTE OF YESOD, "his rainbow" refers to the "Covenant of the
rainbow," YESOD OF MALCHUT. THE COVENANT IS YESOD AND
THE RAINBOW MALCHUT. The rainbow is considered righteous
because the covenant, YESOD united with it. And because Noach
was righteous, HIS COVENANT was established AND INCLUDED in
THE SECRET OF the rainbow.
268. "Were made strong" (Beresheet 49:24). HE ASKED, what is the
meaning of "vayaphozu (lit. 'to make strong')?" AND HE REPLIED
THAT HIS HANDS were shining from the light that is AS PURE GOLD
(PAZ) and desired by all. This relates to the verse, "More to be
desired are they than gold, than much fine gold (paz) and sweet...
" (Tehilim 19:11). This means that HIS HANDS shone with the
supernal Light because he observed the covenant. This is why
WHEN HE MERITED THE COVENANT, he was called "Yosef the
Righteous." The rainbow was also called the Covenant, because he
and the rainbow are combined and included within each other, AS
PREVIOUSLY EXPLAINED.
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269. And THE RAINBOW is the splendor of the Glory on High, the
sight beyond all sights. MALCHUT, CALLED THE GLORY ON HIGH,
CONTAINS ALL THE SIGHTS. It is also the sight of the hidden
LIGHTS, WHICH ARE the hidden and unrevealed colors. THE THREE
COLORS, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET. THESE LIGHTS ARE COVERED AND
HIDDEN ABOVE THE CHEST, AND THEY ARE REVEALED IN THE
RAINBOW. The eye is not permitted to look at the rainbow when it
appears in the world. For the rainbow exposes fault in the
Shechinah. Furthermore, the colors of the rainbow are connected
with the "appearance of the mist and the cloud," WHICH MEAN THAT
THEY ARE COVERED UP. Like the appearance of the Glory on High,
it should not be gazed upon. THAT THE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW
ARE CONNECTED TO THE SIGHT OF THE MIST AND THE CLOUD
INDICATES THAT THEY ARE COVERED, LIKE THE SIGHT OF THE
SUPERNAL GLORY, WHICH MUST NOT BE SEEN.
270. But because the earth looks at the rainbow, MALCHUT, CALLED
THE EARTH, IS COMPLETED BY THE RAINBOW AND then the
sacred COVENANT is properly established. Therefore, "it shall be for
a sign of a covenant between Elohim... " (Beresheet 9:13). What we
previously stated, that these are three colors-WHITE, RED, AND
GREEN-and one OTHER COLOR that is comprised of the other three,
all form one secret. THIS MEANS THAT THE RAINBOW IS FORMED
BY THESE THREE COLORS AND A FOURTH THAT IS A
COMBINATION OF THEM. And THE RAINBOW climbs to the clouds
to show itself, BECAUSE IT CAN ONLY BE SEEN FROM WITHIN A
CLOUD.
271. "And above the firmament that was over their heads was the
likeness of a throne, as the appearance of a sapphire
stone" (Yechezkel 1:26). This "SAPPHIRE STONE" is the
"Foundation Stone," which is one point upon which the whole world
stands. Upon it, the Holy of the Holies is established. What is this
POINT? It is the "supernal sacred throne," which controls the four
COLORS. It bears a resemblance to a throne and its four supports,
WHICH ARE THE FOUR COLORS, WHITE, RED, GREEN AND
SAPPHIRE. This THRONE is the Unwritten Law, MALCHUT.

272. "And upon the likeness of a throne was the likeness as the
appearance of a man upon it above" (Yechezkel 1:26). This refers to
the Written Law, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. From this we learn that the
Written Law should be placed above the Unwritten Law, because the
one is a "throne" for the other. "As the appearance of a man" refers
to the image of Ya'akov, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, because he sits upon
this throne.

35. "And this stone which I have set for a pillar"
Within this discussion, the Zohar stresses the importance of properly preparing oneself-mind, body and soul-before entering the gates of Torah study. The
reason given by the Zohar concerns the supernal forces and the souls of the righteous, who traverse many worlds to join us whenever we learn. True spiritual
study does not pertain to the acquisition of external knowledge. Learning and studying the secrets of the Torah is the sum and substance of Light Itself.
Specifically, study and Light are one and the same. Therefore, when we study, we are, in reality, bringing the spiritual forces of Light into full manifestation. This
understanding helps us prepare our entire being, so that we may become worthy vessels for the Light of the Creator to fill.
273. Rabbi Yehuda woke up one night to study Torah. It was
midnight in a guest house in the town of Mata-Mechesya. There was
a Jew staying there, who had arrived with two sacks of clothes TO
SELL. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion, saying, "And this stone
which I have set for a pillar shall be the house of Elohim" (Beresheet
28:22). That STONE, he continued, is the Foundation Stone, on
which the world was planted. And on that stone the Holy Temple was
built!
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274. The Jew raised his head up and said: How can this be possible?
As the Foundation Stone existed before the world was created and
from it the world was planted. You claim that "this stone which I
have set for a pillar" means that until Ya'akov set it AS A PILLAR, IT
WAS NOT PROPERLY SET AND DID NOT STAND IN ITS PLACE. As it
is written: "And he took the stone he had put under his
head" (Beresheet 22:11). BUT THE FOUNDATION STONE WAS
ESTABLISHED AND STOOD IN ITS PLACE BEFORE THE CREATION
OF THE WORLD. And furthermore, Ya'akov was in Bet-El, while the
FOUNDATION Stone was in Jeruslaem, where IT STANDS IN THE
PLACE OF THE HOLY TEMPLE.
275. Rabbi Yehuda, without turning his face toward him, quoted the
verse, "Prepare to meet your Elohim, O Yisrael" (Amos 4:12). He
continued, as it is written: "Take heed and hear O Yisrael (Devarim
27:3). This means that the words of Torah require full attention and
that it should be approached with the body and soul properly
focused. The Jew rose, dressed, sat by Rabbi Yehuda's side, and
said: Happy are you righteous who study the Torah day and night!

276. Rabbi Yehuda said to him: Now that you have properly prepared
yourself, we shall join one another and you can say what you want to
say. For before discussing Torah, a person has to properly prepare
his body and heart. If this were not so, I would lay in bed and think of
these things in my heart. But we have learned that even one person,
sitting and studying Torah, is accompanied by the Shechinah. And if
the Shechinah is already here, how can I lay in bed? Also, IN ORDER
TO DELVE INTO TORAH, a person requires a clear mind. AND HE
WHO LIES IN HIS BED DOES NOT HAVE A CLEAR MIND.

277. Furthermore, when a person gets up to study Torah in the
middle of the night, when the northern wind awakes, the Holy One,
blessed be He, enters Gan Eden and enjoys Himself with the
righteous. And He, together with the righteous in the Garden, listen
to the words that come from such a person's mouth. So if the Holy
One, blessed be He, and the righteous delight in hearing the words
of Torah at this hour, how can I lay in my bed? Now, RABBI YEHUDA
said to THE JEW: Say what you have to say.

278. He told RABBI YEHUDA that he had a question about the
statement regarding the verse, "And this stone which I have set for a
pillar shall be the house of Elohim." You said it refers to the
Foundation Stone: How can that be? The Foundation Stone existed
even before the creation of the world. From this Stone the world was
planted. And you say that "which I have set" means that Ya'akov has
just set it, and it is written: "And he took the stone that he had put
under his head."

279. Also, Ya'akov was in Bet-El, while the stone was in Jeruslaem.
Rabbi Yehuda answered that Ya'akov folded up the Land of Yisrael
and placed it under his head, EVEN THOUGH HE WAS IN BET-EL.
The Jew continued: It is written: "he took the stone that he had put"
and, also, "And this stone which I have set for a pillar," MEANING
THAT YA'AKOV ESTABLISHED IT NOW. SO HOW CAN IT BE THE
SAME STONE WHICH HAD EXISTED BEFORE THE WORLD WAS
CREATED? Rabbi Yehuda said: If you know anything, say it!
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280. The Jew then began: It is written: "As for me, I shall behold your
face in righteousness, I shall be satisfied when I wake up and see
your likeness" (Tehilim 17:15). King David felt great affection for and
devotion to this stone. THE STONE IS MALCHUT, AND IT IS CALLED
THE "FOUNDATION STONE" AND ALSO "RIGHTEOUSNESS."
Therefore, David said of it: "The stone which the builders rejected
has become the cornerstone" (Tehilim 118:22), and when he wanted
to look at the reflection of his Master's glory, he would simply take
the stone into his hands and enter.

281. Whoever wants to appear before his Master can enter only by
that stone, as it is written: "Thus (Heb. bezot), WITH MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED THIS (HEB. ZOT) shall Aharon come into the holy
place" (Vayikra 16:3). King David was glorifying Himself, saying, "As
for me, I shall behold your face in righteousness," WHICH IS
MALCHUT. His main intention was to show himself and appear with
the stone turned heavenward.

282. Come and behold: Avraham instituted the morning prayer,
WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE SFIRAH OF CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and in so doing, he made known the essence of his Master in
the world, and he fixed the time of the morning, as it should properly
be, as it is written "And Avraham rose up early in the
morning" (Beresheet 22:3). THIS MEANS THAT HE FIXED THE
ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED, THAT PREVAILS IN THE MORNING.
Yitzchak instituted the afternoon prayer, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO
THE SFIRAH OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, and made the world know
that there is Judgment and a Judge who can save the world and
judge it. THIS MEANS THAT HE FIXED THE ATTRIBUTE OF GVURAH.
283. Ya'akov instituted the evening prayer, WHICH CORRESPONDS
TO MALCHUT, OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Through this prayer, he established what no man had before, and he
therefore praised himself, saying, "And this stone WHICH IS
MALCHUT, I had put for a pillar." HE FIXED HER PROPERLY,
because until that time, nobody had established it as he had!

284. This is why he "took the stone that he had put under his head,
and set it up for a pillar" Beresheet 28:18), but what is the meaning
of "a pillar?" It means that MALCHUT had fallen and he "set Her up."
"And he poured oil on the top of it" (Beresheet 28:18) means that her
positioning depended on Ya'akov more than on any other person in
the world. FOR YA'AKOV IS HER HUSBAND, THE CHARIOT OF
TIFERET. THEREFORE ALL AMENDMENTS MADE TO MALCHUT,
WHO IS HIS FEMALE PRINCIPLE, ARE DEPENDENT ON HIM.
285. Rabbi Yehuda then came, kissed THE JEW, and said to him, You
know all this and still you deal in commerce and neglect eternal life?
The Jew answered: Times are pressing, and I have two sons
studying daily in a house of Torah. I have to care for their expenses
and pay their teacher's fees so that they can continue to study.

286. He continued, quoting the verse: "And Solomon sat upon the
throne of David, his father. And his kingdom was established
firmly" (I Melachim 2:12). AND HE ASKED, what is the reason for
SOLOMON'S praise? HE REPLIED THAT he established the
Foundation Stone and set over it the Holy of Holies, thereby firmly
establishing his kingdom.
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287. It is written: "And I will look upon it, that I may remember the
everlasting covenant" (Beresheet 9:16), meaning that the Holy One,
blessed be He, always desires Her, MALCHUT. Whoever is not seen
with Her does not enter before his Master. That is why it is written:
"And I will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting
covenant," BECAUSE THE SEEING IS ONLY FOR HER.

288. HE ASKS: What is meant by "And I will look upon it"? AND HE
ANSWERED THAT it is a secret relating to the words, "and set a
mark upon the foreheads..." (Yechezkel 9:4). THIS MARK IS THE
LETTER TAV THAT SHALL BE 'SEEN' ON THEIR FOREHEADS. But
there are those who say that the 'seeing' is related to the impression
of His holy sign in the flesh (the circumcision).
289. Rabbi Yehuda said: Certainly BOTH THE ASPECT OF THE
LETTER Tav AND THE DIADEM ARE IMPLIED IN THE EXPRESSION
"LOOK UPON IT." Nevertheless, the rainbow that is seen in the world
is based on a supernal secret, and when the nation of Yisrael goes
forth from exile, this rainbow will be adorned with color like a bride
who adorns herself for her husband.

290. The Jew then told him: This is what my father said to me while
he was departing from this world: Do not expect the coming of
Mashiach until this rainbow is seen in the world, adorning itself in
shining colors and shining to all the world. Only then expect
Mashiach.

291. From where do we know this? From the verse that says, "And I
will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting covenant."
Because now, DURING THE EXILE, when the rainbow is seen with
darkened colors, it is a reminder to prevent the Flood from returning
to the world. But, WHEN MASHIACH APPEARS, it shall shine brightly
and be ornamented, like a bride who adorns herself for her husband.
And what is predicted in the verse: "to remember the everlasting
covenant," SHALL COME TO PASS. Then the Holy One, blessed be
He, will remember that covenant and raise Her from the dust, as it is
written: "And they will seek Hashem their Elohim and David their
King" (Hoshea 3:5). "DAVID THEIR KING" REFERS TO MALCHUT
THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE RAINBOW. It is also written: "But they
shall serve Hashem their Elohim and David their king, whom I will
raise for them" (Yirmeyah 30:9), MEANING, "whom I will raise" from
the dust. As you say, "I will raise up the tabernacle of David that is
fallen" (Amos 9:11), it is therefore said at that time "I will look upon
it, that I may remember the everlasting covenant" and raise Her from
the dust.

292. My father said that the reason the redemption of Yisrael and the
remembrance OF MALCHUT are mentioned in the Torah IS THAT
"REMEMBER THE EVERLASTING COVENANT" REFERS TO THE
REDEMPTION OF YISRAEL AND THE COMPLETION OF MALCHUT.
That is why, IN REFERENCE TO THE TIME OF REDEMPTION, it is
written: "For as I have sworn that the waters of Noach should no
more go over the earth, so have I sworn that I would not be angry
with you, nor rebuke you" (Yeshayah 54:9).

36. "And the sons of Noach that went forth from the ark"
Rabbi Shimon discloses a secret to explain this verse. It concerns a process of revelation of great Light. When we scan this portion, may we all merit the Light
that shines from these secrets.
293. "And the sons of Noach that went forth from the
ark..." (Beresheet 9:18). Rabbi Elazar said: it is written, "the sons of
Noach that went forth from the ark." Could it be that there were
others who did not emerge from the ark?"
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294. Rabbi Aba answered: Yes. His sons bore other children
afterward, as it is written: "These are the generations of
Shem..." (Beresheet 11:10). They did not go forth from the ark, and it
is therefore written: "that went forth from the ark were Shem, Cham
and Yafet."

295. Rabbi Shimon said: Had I been alive, when the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave Humankind the Books of Chanoch and Adam, I
would have tried my best to prevent them from circulating among
the people. For at that time, wise men were not afraid to look into
them and pervert their MEANING. THEY twisted the books' ideas and
took them from the supernal dominion of the Holiness to another
dominion, WHICH IS NOT HOLY. Now, however, the wise of the world
know things but conceal them, THAT IS, THEY DO NOT REVEAL THE
SECRETS and they strengthen themselves in serving their Master.
THAT IS WHY NOW IT IS ALLOWED TO DELVE INTO THE SECRETS
OF THE TORAH.

296. I found this passage about THE SONS OF NOACH WHO WENT
FORTH FROM THE ARK hidden among the secrets of the secrets.
When the hidden and unknown bliss that is above all bliss, WHICH IS
BINAH WHEN SHE ASCENDED TO THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, is
aroused, the cause of all causes, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, produces
from within Himself a thin Light. BINAH, FOR LACK OF CHASSADIM,
CAN RECEIVE ONLY A THIN LIGHT FROM ARICH ANPIN. THIS IS
WHY BINAH IS HIDDEN AND INCONCEIVABLE. THEREFORE, BINAH
IS AROUSED AND RECEIVES WITHIN HERSELF THE
ILLUMINATIONS OF THE THREE COLUMNS. THIS MEANS THAT,
using the supernal anointing oil, THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOLAM, the bliss above
all bliss shines its light on the Right COLUMN. And it shines its light
on the Left COLUMN with the gaiety of good wine, THAT IS,
ILLUMINATIONS OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
SHURUK. And it shines its light on the Central COLUMN with the
gaiety of both THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT Columns, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF CHIRIK. For the spirit, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, has been
aroused AND HAS JOINED THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF BINAH,
FROM WHICH EMANATES THE NEKUDAT HACHIRIK (LIT. 'THE
VOWEL OF CHIRIK'), WHILE THE SPIRIT OF THE LEFT COLUMN
HAS ASCENDED and been placed in the spirit OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN. THEN ALL THREE COLUMNS OF BINAH ARE JOINED
TOGETHER AND INCLUDED IN EACH OTHER.
297. They cling to each other. ZEIR ANPIN CLINGS TO BINAH, and
then all three enter into the other three-THE THREE COLUMNS OF
BINAH ENTER AND BECOME THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR
ANPIN. From the three COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, one goes forth.
THIS ONE IS the Covenant, YESOD, and THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE is
attached to the Covenant. AFTERWARD, the rising spirit, WHICH IS
THE SPIRIT OF THE LEFT COLUMN, leaves Him and THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE is impregnated by him. THIS MEANS THAT THE LEFT
COLUMN LEAVES ZEIR ANPIN AND IS PASSED ONTO THE FEMALE
PRINCIPLE. Afterward, when THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE receives the
two Columns OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHEN SHE RECEIVES THE
CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT and she and Zeir Anpin are attached
spirit to spirit, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE becomes pregnant with
three sons. Then from Noach and the ark, three SONS emerged.
These sons who emerged from the ark, Shem, Cham, and Yafet, were
similar to the supernal three COLUMNS. Shem was the Right one,
Cham the Left one, and Yafet the Central one--whose color is purple
and which includes the other two.
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298. "And Cham is the father of Cnaan" (Beresheet 3:18). CNAAN is
the filth under the refuse of the Gold, NAMELY THAT WHICH
SETTLES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE POT DURING THE MELTING OF
THE GOLD. And he is also the arousal of the ancient Serpent's spirit
of impurity. CHAM IS THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF GOLD, AND CNAAN, WHO REPRESENTS THE ANCIENT
SERPENT, IS HIS REFUSE. This is why the verse specifically reads,
"And Cham is the father of Cnaan," THE SAME CNAAN who brought
curses on the world, the same Cnaan who was himself cursed and
who darkened the faces of the creatures. IN OTHER WORDS, HE IS
THE SERPENT WHO SEDUCED CHAVAH AND BROUGHT CURSES
ON THE WORLD, AND WHO WAS CURSED HIMSELF AND
DARKENED THE FACES OF THE CREATURES BY BRINGING DEATH
UPON THEM.
299. Only Cham was separated from the rest, because, as is written:
"And Cham is the father of Cnaan." THIS REFERS TO the one who
brought darkness upon the world: THE SERPENT. Nobody else is
described in this fashion. It does not say, 'Shem is the father of so
and so, or Yafet is the father of so and so.' The Scriptures say
immediately, "And Cham is the father of Cnaan."

300. Hence, what does it say about Avraham? It says, "and Avram
passed through the land... And the Cnaanite was then in the
land" (Beresheet 12:6). The Patriarchies, THE MOCHIN THAT WERE
DRAWN DOWN FOR THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, CALLED 'THE LAND,'
were not yet established, and the seed of Yisrael had not yet
appeared in the world. The name OF CNAAN therefore could not yet
be removed FROM THE LAND and replaced with the sacred supernal
name OF YISRAEL. But when Yisrael was righteous AND DREW
DOWN THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'YISRAEL,'
TO MATE WITH THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, the land came to be called
by the name, 'Land of Yisrael.' IT WAS NAMED FOR THE LOWER
YISRAEL, WHO COMPLETED THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, AND HER
HUSBAND, ZEIR ANPIN. But when they were not worthy AND THE
FEMALE PRINCIPLE WAS LEFT WITH THE LEFT COLUMN, WITH
THE GOLD'S REFUSE, CALLED 'CNAAN,' it was called by a different
name, 'the Land of Cnaan.'
301. Therefore, it is written: "And he said: Cursed be Cnaan, a slave
of slaves he shall be to his brothers" (Beresheet 9:25), for he
brought curses upon the world, and HE REPRESENTS THE ANCIENT
SERPENT. And what is said of the Serpent? "Cursed are you of all
cattle" (Beresheet 3:14). HE WAS CURSED AS WELL IN THE
PASSAGE, "CURSED BE CNAAN... a slave of slaves SHALL HE BE
TO HIS BROTHERS." BECAUSE CATTLE ARE SLAVES TO HUMAN
BEINGS AND BECAUSE HE IS WORSE THAN THE CATTLE AND THE
MOST CURSED, HE IS THE SLAVE OF SLAVES. This is why it is
written that Shem, Cham, and Yafet are the three sons of Noach who
emerged from the ark, as has previously been explained. THEY ARE
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS: THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE,
THAT IS CALLED 'THE ARK,' RECEIVED THEM FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
BECAME PREGNANT BY THEM, AND BROUGHT THEM FORTH INTO
THE WORLD.

37. "These three sons of Noach"
Three unique energy forces permeate all existence. The Zohar explains that this supernal secret is denoted by the Three sons of Noah.
These 3 spiritual forces are known as Right Column, Left Column and Central Column. That is, the positive desire to share, the negative desire to receive and the
free will to balance these desires into receiving for the sake of sharing. In our physical world they also manifest as the proton, electron, and neutron. The Zohar
further reveals that Noah's three sons are the source of all the souls who have come to this world.
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302. "These three are the sons of Noach" (Beresheet 9:19). They "are
the existence of the entire world. THE WORD 'EXISTENCE'
INDICATES THE MOCHIN OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, WHICH IS
CALLED 'THE WORLD.' THEY ARE the existence of the supernal
secret, THE MOCHIN OF BINAH. THE WORDS, "and of them was the
whole earth over spread," MEANS THAT ALL HUMAN SOULS ARE
DESCENDED FROM THEM. THEY ARE the secret of the three
supernal colors OF BINAH, WHICH ARE THE THREE COLUMNS.
When the river that comes out FROM EDEN AND WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN watered the Garden, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, It
watered It by the power of the three supernal COLUMNS, BY THE
POWER OF THE SUPERNAL BINAH. Then, the lower colors, WHITE,
RED, AND BLACK, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE LOWER
THREE COLUMNS OF THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, expanded. Each of
these colors is included in the other, to show that the glory of the
Holy One, blessed be He, extends up TO BINAH and down TO
MALCHUT, and is one, above and below.
303. Rabbi Elazar said that these three colors exist in all OF THE
MOCHIN that originate from the Holy Side. Their 'Appearance,'
WHICH IS MALCHUT, INCLUDES all three colors, which expand into
the colors coming from the Other Spirit. And when you look into the
secret of the levels, you will find that the colors spread out in all
directions: RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER, until they enter below INTO
MALCHUT. This is the secret of the 27 channels of doors that cover
the deep.

304. All this is known to our exalted sages. Worthy are the righteous
with their lot that The Holy One, blessed be He, wants to glorify them
and reveal to them the supernal secrets of Wisdom. Of them, it is
written: "The secret of Hashem is to those who fear him, and to let
them know His covenant" (Tehilim 25:14).

305. Rabbi Elazar said: "Hashem you are my Elohim, I will exalt you, I
will praise your name, for you have done wonderful things, even
counsels of old, in faithfulness and truth" (Yeshayah 25:1). How
important it is for people to pay attention to the honor of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and praise Him. For the desires of he who
knows how to praise his Master as He deserves will be fulfilled. Not
only that, but He also causes an increase of blessings above and
below!

306. So whoever is able to praise his Master and proclaim His unity
is held in affection on high and is beloved below. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, is proud of him. Such a person is described by the
verse: "And He said to me you my servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 43:3).

38. "And Noach, man of the earth, began and planted a vineyard"
The Zohar explains that both Noah and Adam sinned under the influence of wine. Kabbalah teaches that wine is a powerful tool for drawing in Light, as the grape
is a potent conduit of spiritual energy. Wine is therefore used as a tool in blessings to reveal God's Light into our physical world. When, through the absence of a
blessing, we do not prepare a large enough Vessel, or if we consume wine for reasons not related to spirituality, the torrent of Light aroused becomes
uncontrollable. This is the mystery that explains wine's ability to induce intoxicated behavior.
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307. "And Noach, a man of the earth, began and planted a
vineyard" (Beresheet 9:20). Rabbi Yehuda disagreed with Rabbi
Yosi's interpretation of this verse. One said the vine was thrown out
of Gan Eden, and that Noach planted it IN THE GROUND. The other
said, IT IS WRITTEN: "AND HE PLANTED," BECAUSE the vine had
already been in the ground and Noach plucked it out FROM ITS
PLACE and replanted it ELSEWHERE. It blossomed and gave fruit on
the same day, and he squeezed the grapes, drank their wine, and got
drunk.
308. Rabbi Shimon said that there is a sublime secret hidden in this
passage. Noach had come to reexamine Adam's sin OF THE TREE
OF KNOWLEDGE, so that he could refrain from repeating it and
could make reparations in the world. But he was unable TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS, HOWEVER, because after squeezing the grapes,
so that he could examine them, he got drunk, was uncovered, and
had no strength to get up. This is why THE VERSE SAYS, "and was
uncovered," MEANING THAT he 'uncovered' a Gap in the World,
which had been covered until that time. "Within his tent (Heb.
ohaloh)" is spelled with a final Hei. It is not spelled OHALO WITH A
VAV. Therefore, it is written: "and do not come near the door of her
house" (Mishlei 5: 9), "his tent"-- indicating the vineyard AND NOT
HIS OWN TENT. FOR THIS REASON, IT IS WRITTEN WITH A HEI AND
NOT WITH A VAV.

309. The same thing happened with the sons of Aharon, who, as we
have learned, were drunk. AND HE ASKED: Who gave them wine to
drink in such a place? Could you ever think that they were so
impertinent as to get drunk! No, this cannot be so, but indeed they
did drink from that certain type of wine and became drunk, as is it is
written: "and they offered strange fire before Hashem" (Vayikra
10:1). It says here "a strange fire (Heb. esh)" and elsewhere "That
they may keep you from the strange woman (Heb. isha)" (Mishlei
8:5), and both verses apply to the same thing. Everything amounts to
the same explanation.
310. We find the same meaning in the words: "And he drank of the
wine and was drunk, and he was uncovered" (Beresheet 9:21). This
aroused Cham, the father of Cnaan, BECAUSE OF WHOM THE
POINT OF JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "nakedness OF
HIS FATHER," BECAME UNCOVERED. And we have learned that
Cnaan was given a place to rule. And he castrated NOACH, thereby
removing the secret of the Covenant, which had made him a
righteous man. As we have learned that he removed the covenant
(the male organ) from him, MEANING THAT HE REMOVED THE
MOCHIN OF BEGETTING, WHICH IS GIVEN ONLY BY THE POWER
OF THE HOLY COVENANT. THIS REMOVAL IS CONSIDERED
CASTRATION.
311. This is why NOACH said, "Cursed be Cnaan," because curses
were initially brought upon the world by him. FOR HE IS THE
SECRET OF THE SERPENT, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "A slave of slaves he
shall be," and, also, "Cursed are you of all cattle" (Beresheet 3:14).
Everything shall be corrected in the future except for CNAAN. All
THE SLAVES EXCEPT CNAAN shall be freed from their slavery. And
this is the secret known to those who are familiar with the ways and
the paths of the Torah.

39. Bat-Sheva and Uriyah
Through a story pertaining to King David and Bat-sheva, the Zohar reveals that a person's negative action brings about the creation of an actual negative entity.
These negative influences are not presented as metaphors. They are actual forces that directly affect the activities of mankind, individually and collectively. They
are as real as an unseen atom, and as influential in our lives as the invisible force of gravity. The Kabbalists reject entirely the concept of a Creator who
administers punishments and rewards. By way of illustration, electrical energy benefits our society in countless ways. If a person inadvertently placed his finger
in a light socket and was electrocuted, it would be senseless to suggest that the electricity punished the individual. The Zohar is offering us a lesson on
accountability. This, along with repentance, is the only way we can eradicate all negative forces.
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312. He opened the discussion by quoting: "For I know my
transgressions, and my sin is ever before me always" (Tehilim 51:5).
People should be staunchly on guard against sinning before the
Holy One, blessed be He, because after a person has sinned, his sin
is recorded in the upper world and may only be blotted out through
the power of great repentance. This is as it is written: "For though
you wash yourself with nitre, and take yourself much soap, yet your
iniquity has become a stain before me" (Yirmeyah 2:22).

313. Come and behold: The first time a person sins before the Holy
One, blessed be He, he leaves a stain. If he sins a second time, the
stain is darkened. If he sins a third time, the stain spreads to all
sides. This is suggested by the words: "your iniquity has become a
stain before me" (Yirmeyah 2:22).

314. Come and behold: When King David sinned with Bat-Sheva
before the Holy One, blessed be He, King David thought that the
stain of this sin would last forever. But what is written? "Hashem
also has put away your sin, you shall not die" (II Shmuel 12:13),
MEANING that the stain was blotted out.

315. Rabbi Aba then asked him: If Bat-Sheva belonged to King David
from the day the world was created, why did the Holy One, blessed
be He, give her first to Uriyah the Chitite?

316. Rabbi Shimon told him that these are the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He. Although a woman may be destined to become a
certain man's wife, another man may marry her first. But as soon as
the time has come for the destined man to marry her, the latter is
removed from this world, because of the other that comes after him.
And it is very hard and painful for the Holy One, blessed be He, to
remove that person from the world before his time has come.

317. The secret of why Bat-Sheva was given first to Uriyah the Chitite
lies in the answer to the question of why the Holy Land was given
first to Cnaan, before the nation of Yisrael existed. From this, you
shall understand WHY BAT-SHEVA WAS GIVEN FIRST TO URIYAH.
Both questions are connected to one secret and one matter.

318. Come and behold: Even though David confessed his sins and
repented, he was not able to completely forget and extirpate them
from his heart, especially the sin related to Bat-Sheva. Because he
always feared that one of his sins might reappear and persecute him
in time of danger, he never forgot them or blotted them out of his
memory. HE SAID, "FOR I KNOW MY TRANSGRESSION, AND MY
SIN IS BEFORE ME ALWAYS."
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319. Another interpretation of the verse, "For I know my
transgression" is, 'I am familiar with all the levels connected to the
sins of humankind.' IN OTHER WORDS, HE HAD ALREADY
CORRECTED THEM. On the other hand, "my sin is before me
always" refers to the defect of the moon, WHICH HE DID NOT
CORRECT. The moon's defect was not corrected until Solomon
appeared. AT THAT POINT, IT SHONE FLAWLESS AND FULL. Then,
the world was joyful (lit. 'perfumed') and Yisrael dwelled in security.
As it is written: "And Yehuda and Yisrael dwelled safely, every man
under his vine and under his fig tree" (I Melachim 5:5). "My sin is
before me always" SIGNIFIES THAT EVEN IN THE DAYS OF KING
SOLOMON, THE MOON'S DEFECT WAS NOT COMPLETELY
CORRECTED. FOR THE HOLY TEMPLE WAS DESTROYED TWICE,
AND THE MOON, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, RETURNED
TO ITS UNCORRECTED STATE. THIS DEFECT shall not be removed
from the world until the King Mashiach appears, as is described in
the verse: "And the spirit of uncleanliness I will cause to pass out
from the earth" (Zecharyah 13:2).

40. "He was a mighty hunter"
According to the Zohar, Nimrod used the clothes of Adam to gain strength. Clothes is a code word that alludes to the physicality that conceals the Light, as
garments conceal the body. Nimrod, we are told, connected only to the material world, without any regard or consideration for the spiritual essence of reality.
This is considered to be a form of idol worshipping. It is falling under the delusion and control of the physical world.
A deeper awareness for the spiritual essence of life is awakened within us by these passages, so that we are not controlled by illusion.
320. "He was a mighty hunter before Hashem; therefore, it is said,
'even as Nimrod the mighty hunter before Hashem'" (Beresheet
10:9). Come and behold: Nimrod was a brave man, who wore the
garments of Adam and knew how to hunt. ALL LIVING BEINGS
SURRENDERED TO HIM BECAUSE OF THOSE GARMENTS, THOSE
"COATS OF SKIN," AS THE VERSE READS: "TO ADAM ALSO AND
TO HIS WIFE DID HASHEM ELOHIM MAKE COATS OF SKIN, AND
CLOTHED THEM" (Beresheet 3:21).
321. Rabbi Elazar said that Nimrod used to entice people into idol
worshipping. He used the power of those garments to rule all other
human beings. He proclaimed himself Elohim, the Ruler of the
World, so all other human beings had to serve him. But why was he
called Nimrod? Because he rebelled (Heb. marad) against the High
King of above, against the power of THE SUPERNAL HOLY ONE, and
also against the lower forces, THE HUMAN BEINGS OF THIS WORLD.

322. By the power of these garments, he was able to rule over all
Mankind. He rebelled against THEM AND his Master by saying that
he was the ruler of the world, THAT IS, HE DECLARED HIMSELF
ELOHIM. He seduced people into following him, leaving the service
of the Almighty, and serving him instead. Rabbi Shimon said that our
friends knew a great secret about these garments.

41. "And the house in its being built"
If we make a complete connection to the Light of God, we need only begin a new endeavor and the Light finishes the work on our behalf. This unusual concept is
further understood through the example of planting a seed. Once the seed is planted, the forces of nature take over, eventually giving birth to a full grown tree.
When our connections to the Light are secure and complete, we can plant seeds of positive energy in all areas of our lives. We gain this ability through the
metaphysical powers that are emitted through the medium of the letters.
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323. "And the whole earth was of one language and of one
speech" (Beresheet 11:1). Rabbi Shimon began by quoting: "And the
house in its being built, was built of stone made ready before it was
brought there: so that there was neither hammer nor ax nor any tool
of iron heard in the house in its being built" (I Melachim 6:7). HE
ASKED IF THE WORDS, "And the house in its being built," MEAN
THAT THE HOUSE BUILT ITSELF. Could it be that Solomon and all
his artisans did not build it? Why does it read, "in its being built?"

324. We read: "And you shall make a candelabra. In one piece of
pure gold shall the candelabra be made" (Shemot 25:31). Now a
candelabra is to be made of beaten work, MEANING IF THE
ARTISANS ARE TO BEAT THE BAR OF METAL WITH A
SLEDGEHAMMER, why does the verse continue, "shall the
candelabra be made?" THAT IS TO SAY, SHALL IT BE MADE BY
ITSELF! But, of course, IN THE HOLY TEMPLE everything happened,
and all objects made themselves, by miracles and signs. As soon as
the artisans began to work, the art crafted itself, showing them how
to work in ways they had not known before THEY STARTED.
325. Why was that so? Because the blessings of the Holy One,
blessed be He, were upon their hands. Therefore, it says, "in its
being built," to indicate that it was built by itself. The building taught
the artisans how to start their work by guiding their hands with
signs. The artisans did not turn their eyes away from the vision of
the form until the house was completely built.

326. The words "ready-made (Heb. Shlema; lit. 'whole') stone before
it was brought there (Heb., masa; lit. 'travel');" shlema is spelled
without a Yud. As a result, it can be also pronounced Solomon, and
not just Shlema. THAT MEANS THAT THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE,
CALLED THE STONE OF THE KING OF PEACE (HEB. SHALOM).
SOLOMON LITERALLY MEANS 'HIS PEACE.' Now the word masa
indicates that A WHOLE STONE, THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE,
TRAVELED FROM ABOVE AND came to dwell upon them and
accomplish the work. ANOTHER INTERPRETATION IS THAT THE
STONE made the hands "travel" or work involuntarily. For here, it is
written: masa, just as it appears in the verse, "and for the journeying
(masa) of the camps" (Bemidbar 10:2), BECAUSE THE WORD IN THE
LATTER VERSE REFERS TO AN ACTION, WE MAY CONCLUDE
THAT IN THE FIRST ONE IT ALSO DESCRIBES AN ACTION.
327. "There was neither hammer nor ax nor any tool of iron heard in
the house," because a CERTAIN WORM CALLED shamir (LIT.
'EMERY') split everything noiselessly, and thus, they did not require
other tools. Everything occurred by a miracle.

328. How pleasant it is to hear the words of the Torah; how good is
the lot of he who delves in them and knows how to walk the Path of
Truth, said Rabbi Shimon. So, "the house in its being built" MEANS
THAT the desire of the Holy One, blessed be He, to be glorified arose
from within the Thought and spread forth. IN OTHER WORDS,
BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'DESIRE,' CAME FROM THE HEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE THOUGHT,' and spread forth
from the place that is called 'the Concealed Thought.' THAT IS, IT
SPREAD FORTH FROM THE 'CONCEALED CHOCHMAH' OF ARICH
ANPIN, which is a mystery. BECAUSE THE CHOCHMAH OF ARICH
ANPIN IS CONCEALED AND UNREVEALED TO THE LEVELS OF
ATZILUT UNTIL EVERYTHING IS CORRECTED. THIS BINAH THAT
CAME FROM THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN IS USED FOR THE
PURPOSE OF BRINGING FORTH CHOCHMAH, AND NOT THE
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH, OF ARICH ANPIN.
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329. BINAH spread forth until it lodged inside the 'throat' OF ARICH
ANPIN, from where it constantly flows by the secret of the 'Spirit of
Life.' Afterward, when the Thought, CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN,
had expanded and settled in that place, BINAH RETURNED AND
RECEIVED THE UPPER THREE SFIROT FROM CHOCHMAH OF
ARICH ANPIN AND ONCE AGAIN BECAME THE REPRESENTATION
OF THOUGHT. Thus, the Thought is called the 'Living Elohim', as is
written: "he is the living Elohim" (Yirmeyah 10:10).

330. THE EMANATOR wanted to continue expanding and revealing
Himself, so He caused THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, fire,
wind, and water, to come forth. Thus, Ya'akov, the perfect man, WHO
IS ZEIR ANPIN, came forth. And his was the one voice that came
through and was heard. From this, we learn that the Thought that
was secretly hidden--BINAH--was revealed and made audible BY
YA'AKOV, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.
331. This thought kept expanding so that it could be revealed, and
this voice struck upon the lips and speech came out, completing and
revealing everything. We learn from this that everything is the
thought that was concealed internally, and therefore all are one.

332. Speech was an extension OF BINAH, MEANING THAT BINAH
WAS DRAWN TO THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE by the power of the
voice. THE VOICE IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHO RECEIVES FROM BINAH
AND PASSES ON TO THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. The words, "And the
house in its being built," REFER TO THE FACT THAT IT BUILT
ITSELF BY SIGNS AND MIRACLES. The verse reads, "in its being
built" and not "when it was built." IF THE PHRASE WAS MEANT TO
INDICATE THAT THE HOUSE BUILT ITSELF, IT WOULD HAVE READ,
'AND THE HOUSE WHEN IT WAS BUILT,' WHY DOES IT READ, "IN
ITS BEING BUILT?" AND HE EXPLAINED THAT THIS IS TO TEACH
US THAT it is so at all times. "Ready-made stone" is the "stone of
Solomon." It is also written: "with the diadem with which his mother
crowned him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11), REFERRING TO BINAH, WHICH
IS CALLED IMA (MOTHER). THUS, WHEN THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE
RECEIVES THESE DIADEMS, SHE IS CALLED THE "STONE OF
SOLOMON."
333. "It was brought there," INDICATES THAT THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE MOCHIN as it emerged from the internal aspect OF BINAH.
THAT IS, ALL THE WORK WAS COMPLETED and came FROM
BINAH. It then remained outside IN ZEIR ANPIN, emerging from the
upper level-BINAH-and traveling down to THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE.
The "hammers and ax and all other tools of iron" are the lower levels
that depend on THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. They were neither heard
nor received by the internal aspect WHEN THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE
ascended to unite with the it, ENCLOTHE ABA AND IMA, and suck
from there. BECAUSE THEY USED THE SHAMIR INSTEAD OF
OTHER TOOLS, THEY WERE NOT HEARD. This is why the verse
uses the phrase "in its being built" TO INDICATE THAT IT WAS
BUILT WITHOUT ANY OF THE HANDIWORK OF THE LOWER
BEINGS.
334. When THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE nourishes itself FROM ABA
AND IMA, all the worlds are happy, they nourish themselves FROM
THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, and are filled with blessings. They are
united by one secret, one unity, and there is no separation in the
worlds. After all THE WORLDS, each and every one, have taken their
share FROM THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE, they expand and return to the
purposes for which they were created.

42. "A city and a tower"
Kabbalah differs from other spiritual teachings in that we are not called upon to separate ourselves from the physical world of chaos. Instead, we embrace chaos
to eradicate our negative traits and to nurture transformation. Throughout history, this has been a difficult endeavor. The peoples of the past, such as the Tower
of Babel generation, chose the easy path to spiritual Light, with dire consequences. We must be careful not to fall into that same trap.
In the biblical story, a group of evil people seek to build a tower that will reach Heaven. They intend to challenge God and seek world domination.
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The Zohar quotes the verse from the Torah: And they said, come, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach to heaven: and let us make ourselves a
name.
The Zohar reveals that the terms City and Tower allude to the highest levels of the dark spiritual forces. The word name refers to the Names of God, or the power
of the Hebrew letters. It is the letters that will allow the evil ones to access negative spiritual forces. God then confuses their language, creating seventy other
tongues so that the power of the Hebrew letters can never be used for destructive purposes.
This section helps us to remain true to our spiritual path, and stops us from falling to the temptations of paths that always appear easier.
335. Come and behold: Observe WHAT HAS BEEN WRITTEN: "And
the whole world was of one language and one speech" (Beresheet
11:1). What is written next? "And it came to pass, as they journeyed
from the east (also, 'yore')" (Beresheet 11:1). FOR THEY TRAVELED
AWAY from the One who is 'before' all. IN OTHER WORDS, THEY
DREW DOWN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, WHICH THE ONE
WHO IS BEFORE ALL HAD FORBIDDEN THEM TO DO. THEREFORE,
THE PASSAGE CONTINUES, "they found a plain in the land of
Shinar" from where JUDGMENTS spread out in all directions. This is
the beginning of Malchut's separation from THE HOLINESS. IT IS
DESCRIBED BY THE PHRASE, "YOU ARE THIS HEAD OF
GOLD" (DANIEL 2:38), BECAUSE "ELOHIM HAS MADE THE ONE AS
WELL AS THE OTHER" (KOHELET 7:14). IN THE KLIPOT, THERE
ARE ALSO FOUR ASPECTS: CHOCHMAH, BINAH TIFERET, AND
MALCHUT. AND THE KLIPAH OF BABYLON IS CHOCHMAH OF THE
KLIPAH. HENCE, IT IS THE HEAD OF ALL OF THE KLIPOT.
336. You might ask: Since it has already been written: "And a river
went out of Eden to water the garden, and from hence it was
parted" (Beresheet 2:10), how CAN WE SAY THAT THE PLAIN (LIT.
'PARTITION') IN THE LAND OF SHINAR WAS THE BEGINNING OF
THE SEPARATION? AND HE REPLIED: It is certain THAT THE
SEPARATION STARTS AFTER OR BEYOND MALCHUT OF ATZILUT,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE GARDEN. When they journeyed
from THE GARDEN, THEY FOUND THE PLAIN IN THE LAND OF
SHINAR, and the separation was complete. If they gathered IN THE
GARDEN to suck, BUT DO NOT DRAW THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT, then there was no separation. THAT IS WHY THE VERSE
STATES THAT FROM THE GARDEN "IT WAS PARTED." Only when
they journeyed away FROM THE GARDEN did the separation occur,
as it is written: "as they journeyed from the east," OR FROM THE
GARDEN, they "found a plain," as previously explained. HAD THEY
NOT LEFT THE GARDEN, THEY WOULD NOT HAVE FOUND A PLAIN
IN THE LAND OF SHINAR AND THEY WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
SEPARATED FROM HOLINESS. THIS IS WHY THE PLAIN IN THE
LAND OF SHINAR IS CONSIDERED TO BE THE BEGINNING OF THE
SEPARATION.
337. "And the whole world was of one language and one speech,"
because it had one basic and essential foundation, MERCY. All
peoples had faith in the Holy One AND WOULD NOT SIN BEFORE
HIM. But what does it say? It says, "And it came to pass, as they
journeyed from the east" --MEANING THAT THEY "DRIFTED AWAY"
from the First and Foremost of the world and from the universal
faith, and "they found a plain." They did indeed find something,
something that would cause them to leave the supernal faith, AS
SHALL BE EXPLAINED.

338. Come and behold: What is said of Nimrod? It is said: "And the
beginning of his Kingdom was Bavel (Babylon)" (Beresheet 10:10).
For he drew POWER from Bavel (Babylon) that helped him to cling
on to the dominion of the Other SIDE. IT ALSO READS, "they found a
plain in the land of Shinar," MEANING they filled their hearts WITH
DESIRE derived from Shinar, to leave the upper dominion and join a
different power. For THE LAND OF SHINAR, WHICH IS BAVEL, IS
THE HEAD AND ROOT OF SEVERENCE FROM THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.
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339. "And they said, come, let us build us a city and a tower, whose
top may reach to heaven; and let us make ourselves a name." Rabbi
Chiya quoted the verse: "And the wicked are like the driven
sea" (Yeshayah 75:20). HE ASKED: Is there a "driven sea?" AND HE
REPLIED: Yes, indeed, because when the sea leaves the bed, in
which it belongs and starts to sway uncontrollably, ATTEMPTING TO
OVERCOME THE BOUNDARIES OF THE SAND THAT HOLDS IT IN
PLACE AND POUR OVER THE LAND, it is driven from its place. It is
like a drunkard who cannot sit steadily in his place and sways up
and down. Why is that? Because "it cannot rest and its waters cast
up mire and dirt" (Yeshayah 75:20), from its floor up to its shore.

340. Similarly, the wicked GENERATION OF THE TOWER OF BAVEL
CALLED DOR HAPELAGA (LIT. 'THE GENERATION OF
SEPARATION'), who left the right and proper way, AND THE FIRST
AND FOREMOST OF THE WORLD, and were as directionless and
purposeless as drunken men. THEY ATTACHED THEMSELVES TO
BINAH OF THE KLIPAH, straying from the straight path and taking a
crooked one. THE CROOKED PATH WAS THE PLAIN OF THE LAND
OF SHINAR AND THE FLAW THAT THEY FOUND THERE. Why did
this happen? Because "it cannot rest." The crookedness of their
way, WHICH IS THE FLAW THAT THEY FOUND IN HER, caused them
to be purposeless and restless, UNTIL THEY SAID, "LET US BUILD
OURSELVES A CITY AND A TOWER..."--THAT IS THEY BUILT
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF THE KLIPOT.
341. Not only that, but they were full of anger when they uttered
these words. THAT IS, WHEN THEY SAID, "LET US BUILD
OURSELVES A CITY AND A TOWER," THEY INTENDED TO FULFILL
THEIR LUST, SINCE A GLUTTON IS ALWAYS IRATE. Their words
were "mire and dirt," AND THE VERSE DESCRIBES THEIR ACTION
AS, "ITS WATERS CAST UP MIRE AND DIRT," WHICH IS A
REFERENCE TO THE ASPECTS OF THE KLIPAH CALLED "MIRE
AND DIRT." They brought up filth and abomination from their
mouths. THEY BROUGHT ON THE DEFILEMENT OF THE SERPENT,
WITH THE WORDS, "LET US BUILD OURSELVES...", until they were
themselves defiled by the Serpent.
342. Come and behold: "And they said, come, let us build ourselves
a city and a tower whose top may reach to heaven." The word
"come" is an invitation. The words, "let us build ourselves a city and
a tower whose top may reach to heaven," WERE UNACCOMPANIED
BY ACTIONS. THE UTTERANCE OF THE WORDS ALONE CAUSED
THE BUILDING OF THE CITY AND TOWER IN THE UPPER WORLDS.
The people took bad advice, following the stupidity and vanity of
their hearts, and going against the Holy One, blessed be He.

343. Rabbi Aba then said that they followed the stupidity of their
hearts, but they used the Chochmah of the Klipah to leave the upper
dominion OF HOLINESS and enter the dominion OF THE KLIPOT,
exchanging His glory, blessed be He, with that of a strange El. In
this, there is a secret of supreme wisdom.

344. "Let us build ourselves a city and a tower whose top may reach
to heaven." Come and behold: When they reached the plain that was
the foreign dominion, THE PLACE WHERE THE FLAW OF BINAH OF
THE KLIPAH HAD SETTLED, it was revealed to them that the place
was "stuck among the fishes of the sea." IN OTHER WORDS, THE
COMPLETE VESSELS OF BINAH WERE REVEALED TO THEM, AND
IT WAS PROPER FOR HUMAN DWELLING AND FOR THE
RECEPTION OF CHOCHMAH. THE "SEA" REFERS TO CHOCHMAH,
AND THE "FISHES OF THE SEA" ARE THE LEVELS OF CHOCHMAH.
They said, "This is the place to settle and strengthen our hearts, and
let the lower beings enjoy themselves, AND DRAW THE LIGHT
DOWNWARD FROM THE 'PLACE' OF THE KLIPOT." Having found
the place, they immediately said, "let us build us a city" and
establish a city and a tower for ourselves.
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345. "And let us make us a name"-this place of Klipot shall be
Elohim for us. REFERRING TO THE PLACE OF THE KLIPOT, and not
any other. The words, "build a city and tower," indicate THAT THEY
PLANNED TO DRAW DOWN THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH
OF THE KLIPOT, WHICH ARE CALLED A CITY AND A TOWER. Why
should we climb up AND DRAW THE LIGHT FROM HERE UPWARD,
when we are unable to enjoy anything that is above. Here, we have
found a vantage point from which TO DRAW LIGHT DOWNWARD.
And we shall "make us a name," AN Elohim to worship here, "lest we
be scattered abroad" to the other levels and to all FOUR corners of
the world.
Sitrei Torah - Concealed Torah
346. The builders of the city and the tower spoke only the holy
language (Hebrew) known to the serving angels. That is why it is
written: "and now nothing will be restrained from them..." (Beresheet
11:6). Had they spoken a different language, one unknown to the
supernal angels, they would not have succeeded. For the actions of
demons do not last for long, only long enough for human beings to
see and not longer.

347. "And of one speech," indicates that to varying degrees, they
were familiar with the levels on high. They confused no level with
another. It says, "and of one speech," BECAUSE THE LEVELS WERE
AS CLEAR TO THEM AS "ONE SPEECH." THEY HAD NO PROBLEM
IN KNOWING THEM. But they took bad advice, the advice of
Chochmah. Therefore, it is written: "come, let us build a city and a
tower," REFERRING TO THE CHOCHMAH OF THE KLIPAH.

348. All was according to the secret of wisdom. They planned to
strengthen the power of the Other Side in the world and worship it
because they knew that all evil Judgment descends from there to the
worlds. In so doing, they hoped to drive away the level of Holiness.

349. "A city and a tower" relates to the supernal Chochmah. They
knew that the Holy Name, MALCHUT, is only strengthened on earth
by a city and a tower. A city is required, as it says: "the city of David
which is Tzion" (I Melachim 8:1), and a tower, as it says: "Your neck
is like the tower of David" (Shir Hashirim 4:4). THAT IS, THE HOLY
NAME, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF DAVID, IS ALSO CALLED A CITY
AND A TOWER. THESE NAMES SUGGEST MALCHUT DRAWING
DOWN THE CHOCHMAH. They also acted upon the wisdom OF THE
OTHER SIDE, in order to establish its dominion on earth. THE
OTHER SIDE IS THE OPPOSING POWER OF MALCHUT. They wanted
it to drive MALCHUT--CALLED the 'Master of the Entire World'--from
Its place.
350. "And let us make us a name" like that of the other, HOLY SIDE
in the upper worlds. We will strengthen it, so that it will stay with us
and we will have a name in the land. AS THE HOLY SIDE SHINES
FROM BELOW UPWARD, WE WILL DRAW THE LIGHT FROM ABOVE
DOWN TO EARTH. "Lest we be scattered abroad" : they knew that
they were about to be scattered all over the face of the earth, and
therefore joined together to accomplish their goal and build THE
CITY AND THE TOWER with Chochmah.
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351. The Other Side includes male and female, and they are the
strength of the filth of harsh Judgment. When Adam sinned BY
EATING OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, THE MALE AND FEMALE
OF THE OTHER SIDE WERE STRENGTHENED IN THE WORLD. Adam
and Eve did, in fact, cause THE OTHER SIDE to be strengthened. As
it is written: "which the children of man built," referring to Adam's
children, who brought the dominion of the Other Side, which is the
Side of Evil, upon the world. Like the Holy Side, the Other Side has
no power to rule in the world without a city and a tower. Therefore,
they built a city and a tower to give it dominion in this world.

352. "And Hashem came down to see" (Beresheet 11:5). The Holy
Name came down to observe their deeds, the building they built, and
how they spoke the Holy Language and successfully communicated
and adjured with all the holy levels. When the Holiness came down,
the levels became confused, the upper ones descending and the
lower ones rising. Because the levels were no longer properly placed
AND BECAUSE THEIR NAMES HAD BEEN CHANGED, THEY COULD
NO LONGER COMMAND THEM. He confused their language, dividing
it into 70 languages, and scattered them to all FOUR corners of the
world.

353. There is one governor in heaven who holds all the keys to the
happenings of the world. He stands waiting FOR THOSE WHO SEEK
HIM, but he is only available at certain known hours and times of the
day. They were familiar with the secret of the Wisdom and they knew
all the secrets of this governor. They used utterances to open and
close THE GATES OF THE HIDDEN MYSTERIES. USING WORDS,
THEY COMMANDED THIS SUPERNAL GOVERNOR, THE GREATEST
GOVERNOR AND THE LEADER OF THE WORLD, IN BUILDING THE
CITY AND THE TOWER. When their language became confused,
everything became impossible, THEY WERE NO LONGER ABLE TO
BIND THIS GOVERNOR WITH OATHS.
354. In that plain, they found ready a place for strengthening the Evil
side, but were still unable to fortify it. So, the power of the Other Side
remained latent in that plain until the armies and camps of those
who built the city and the tower, NAMELY THE SONS OF EFRAIM,
traveled and reached it. AS HE CONCLUDES, there they came under
the influence of that Side and were killed.

355. Those who did not wish to leave under the influence of the End
of the Right, THE SONS OF EFRAIM WHO LEFT EGYPT BEFORE
THE END OF THE TIME OF EXILE, panicked. They fell under the
influence of the End of Days, on this plain, the strength of which had
been weakened AT THE TIME OF THE GENERATION OF THE TOWER
OF BAVEL (BABYLON). NOW, BECAUSE OF THEIR MISDOINGS,
THE OTHER SIDE RETURNED TO POWER AND KILLED THEM ALL.
This is why the verse says: "the valley which was full of
bones" (Yechezkel 37:1).
356. THE OTHER SIDE was strengthened by the idol that
Nevuchadnetzar built, and then it was weakened by the bones OF
THE SONS OF EFRAIM, WHICH YECHEZKEL BROUGHT BACK TO
LIFE. Therefore, the idol THAT NEVUCHADNETZAR ESTABLISHED
was shattered by the image, DRAWN FROM THE HOLY SIDE, of the
forefathers who were brought back to life and rose and stood on
their feet.
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357. Then all the peoples of the world realized that there is no
Supreme Deity besides the Holy One, blessed be He. Not only that,
but His Name was sanctified by Chananya, Mishael, and Azarya,
BECAUSE OF WHOM THE POWER OF THE OTHER SIDE WAS
BROKEN. And all THESE EVENTS occurred in one day. Therefore it
says: "they shall sanctify My name, and sanctify the Holy One of
Ya'akov" (Yeshayah 29:24). BECAUSE THESE THREE EVENTS-THE
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD THAT YECHEZKEL PERFORMED,
THE SANCTIFICATION OF THE HOLY NAME BY CHANNANYA,
MISHAEL, AND AZARYA, AND THE SHATTERING OF THE IDOL OF
NEVUCHADNETZAR-ALL OCCURRED IN ONE SINGLE DAY, (AS IT
SAYS IN SANHEDRIN 92B), SIX MIRACLES OCCURRED IN THAT
ONE DAY.
(End of Sitrei Torah)
358. "And Hashem came down to see the city and the tower." This
was one of the ten times that the Shechinah came down to earth. HE
ASKED: What did He see that He did not know beforehand? AND HE
ANSWERED: To see means to observe with Judgment. As it is
written: " May Hashem see and judge" (Shemot 5:21).

359. "The city and the tower:" We should note what is written here,
because it does not say 'to see the people,' but rather, "to see the
city and the tower." Why? Because when the Holy One, blessed be
He, observes in order to make His Judgment, He first observes the
upper levels, WHICH ARE THE ROOTS, and then the lower ones,
WHICH ARE THE BRANCHES. The matter OF THE CITY AND TOWER
reached high above TO THE WORLDS ABOVE and therefore the
observance was first on high. As it is written: "to see the city and the
tower," INDICATES THE CITY AND TOWER OF THE WORLDS
ABOVE.

360. "Which the children of Man (Adam) built." HE ASKED: Why does
it say the "children of Adam?" AND HE ANSWERED THAT THE
VERSE IMPLIES THAT THEY ARE the sons of Adam, who rebelled
against His Master and brought death upon the world. THAT IS,
THEY FOLLOWED IN HIS FOOTSTEPS. The words, "which the
children of Adam (Man) built," indicate that they actually built it.
EVEN THOUGH THEIR WORDS, "GO, LET US BUILD
OURSELVES . . ." WERE MERE WORDS, as soon as they uttered
them, they caused it to be built in the upper worlds. THEY SAID
OATHS WITH THEIR MOUTH AND WITH THEM THE CITY AND
TOWER WERE BUILT.

43. "The gate of the inner court"
As the spiritual energy center of the earth, Israel cannot be overtaken by any negative forces. Though evil nations throughout history have conquered Israel, they
eventually lost all their power after occupying the land. When we attach ourselves to Israel's power through these words, we receive the supernal Light of
protection.
361. Rabbi Shimon started by quoting: "Thus says the Hashem
Elohim. The gate of the inner courtyard that faces the east shall be
shut the six days of work; but on the Shabbat day it shall be opened,
and on the day of the new moon it shall be opened" (Yechezkel 46:1).
He said that we should closely examine this verse, because there is
a secret here. It says, "shall be shut the six days of work;" but why
SHOULD IT BE SHUT?
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362. Because the six days are the secular days, and the gate should
be shut so that the secular does not make use of the sacred. "But on
the Shabbat day it shall be opened, and on the day of the new moon
it shall be opened," because at those times, the sacred makes use of
the sacred, and the moon, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE,
shines in order to unite with the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

363. Come and behold: This gate is not opened during the six
secular days because during these days, the lower world, WHERE
THE KLIPOT AND THE EXTERNAL POWERS RESIDE AND PREVAIL,
is nourished. These secular days, WHICH ARE THE OTHER SIDE,
rule over all the world except the Land of Yisrael.

364. And these SECULAR DAYS that rule OUTSIDE OF YISRAEL
have no rule over the Holy Land, because of the closed gate. But on
Shabbat and the New Moon, THE KLIPOT are removed FROM THIS
WORLD and do not rule it. When the gate is opened, the world is
happy and receives nourishment from it, and the world is not under
the influence of the Other Side.

365. If you claim that these six days can rule alone, come and
behold: the words, "that which faces the east (lit. 'before')" REFER
TO THE GATE THAT FACES (STANDS BEFORE) BEFORE the time
when THE KLIPOT took over. It used to perpetually look at the world,
EVEN DURING THE SIX DAYS OF THE WEEK. But now THE GATE is
only open to allow for the world's nourishment from Holiness on
Shabbat and the New Moon. THEREFORE, all the days, NAMELY ALL
THE SIX DAYS OF WORK, cling onto the day of Shabbat and are
replenished by it. On that day, all the gates are opened and all, the
upper and the lower beings, are pleased. THE SIX DAYS WOULD
NOT BE ABLE TO SHINE IF THEY WERE NOT ATTACHED TO THE
DAY OF SHABBAT, BECAUSE THEY WOULD BE MALNOURISHED.
Come and behold: "And Hashem came down to see." He came down
from the Holy to the secular to see what they had built, TO SEE THE
CITY AND THE TOWER, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF
THE KLIPAH, THAT THEY HAD ERECTED for the world to worship.

366. Rabbi Yitzchak was sitting in front of Rabbi Shimon, and asked
him: What did these people see that caused them to do such a
foolish thing as to unite to rebel against the Holy One, blessed be
He? Rabbi Shimon answered that we have already learned from the
words, "and it came to pass, as they journeyed from the east," that
they traveled from above downward, from the Land of Yisrael, and
went down into Bavel (Babylon). There they said, "This is the place
in which to settle."

367. "And let us make ourselves a name..." And the help from below
shall be connected to this place, OUTSIDE OF THE LAND OF
YISRAEL. For when Judgment comes to abide in the world, this
place will be in opposition to it. From this place, the world will gain
its sustenance and joy, because from above, FROM THE LIGHTS
THAT ARE DRAWN FROM BELOW UPWARD, the world has scarce
nourishment. And not only that, but we shall ascend and rise up to
the heavens and declare war on Him, so that He shall not bring a
Great Flood on earth as He did before.

44. "And Hashem said, Behold: They are one people"
The biblical story of the Tower of Babel holds within it secrets concerning the power of unity. After the great Flood, the people of the world spoke a single
language, which was Hebrew. A group of people living in the city of Babylon were using mystical black arts in an attempt to control and dominate the world.
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These black arts were empowered by spiritual forces transmitted via the Hebrew letters. The Zohar states that even the Creator could not stop these evil
magicians as long as they were unified by speaking the same language. The Creator therefore caused a fragmenting of their language, severing their lines of
communication, and this shattered their unity. Unified evil will always have the capability to defeat and conquer good if disunity exists among the righteous. The
only way to defeat unified evil is through total unity among the good. This portion of the Zohar helps inspire us to seek unity in all our relationships. We begin to
recognize that the cause of any disunity is our own ego
368. "And Hashem said, Behold: They are one people, and they have
all one language" (Beresheet 11:6). Because their unity had enabled
them to succeed, all the levels and all the nations below, THE
BRANCHES OF THOSE LEVELS, were scattered. And what is
written? "So Hashem scattered them abroad from there" (Beresheet
11:6). THIS MEANS THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
PASSED JUDGMENT AND BROUGHT JUDGMENT UPON THE
UPPER ROOTS, BECAUSE THE BRANCHES ARE AFFECTED BY
THEIR ROOTS.
369. And if you ask: Then why was their language confounded? The
answer is, because they all spoke the holy language, they were able
TO COMMAND THE SUPERNAL ENTITIES WITH OATHS. Achieving
the right intention of the heart depends on actions and words. By
THE POWER OF THEIR INTENTIONS, they strengthened and aided
the establishment of the place.

370. For that reason, their language was confounded, and they were
no longer able to strengthen their intentions using the Holy
Language. The supernal powers and entities know only the Holy
Language, AND when their language was confounded, their
strength flagged and their power was broken. THE CONFUSION OF
THEIR LANGUAGE weakened their strength BELOW AND BROKE
THEIR CONCENTRATION. THUS, their power was broken ABOVE.

371. Come and behold: The ability of the lower beings to BIND BY
OATH and words of the Holy Language is known and accepted by
all the Hosts of Heaven. They are strengthened by AND RECEIVE
EXTRA POWER from it. They neither understand nor accept any
language other than the Holy Language. Because the language of
the people was confounded, "they ceased to build the city." Their
power was broken and they could do nothing more with their
intentions.

372. "Blessed be the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, from
everlasting to everlasting; for wisdom and might are His" (Daniel
2:20). Because the Holy One, blessed be He, brought the secrets of
supernal wisdom down to earth, the people became corrupt and
wanted to provoke Him.

373. He passed the supernal Wisdom onto Adam, and through this
wisdom, Adam knew the upper entities. Adam stuck to the evil
inclination until the sources of Knowledge left him. Then he
returned to his Master and part of this wisdom came back to him,
but not as it had been before. And after that, through the book THE
ANGEL RAZIEL GAVE HIM, he was able to achieve wisdom again.
Later, the people sinned, BY MISUSING THIS WISDOM before THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
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374. Adam passed this wisdom to Noach, who used it to serve the
Holy One, blessed be He. But what is written next? "And he drank of
the wine and was drunken, and he was uncovered." He then passed
it onto Avraham, who also used it to serve the Holy One, blessed be
He. But then Yishmael, who was descended from him, angered the
Holy One, blessed be He. From Yitzchak, came Esav. Ya'akov
married two sisters.

375. He passed the wisdom to Moshe, of whom it was said: "He is
trusted in all my house" (Bemidbar 12:17). There was no one like
Moshe, who was faithful in all of the levels and whose heart was
seduced by none, and who stood firmly in his supernal faith.

376. He passed the supernal wisdom on to King Solomon. And what
is written about Solomon? "The man spoke to Itiel, even to Itiel and I
will be able" (Mishlei 30:1). King Solomon said: "Itiel," meaning El,
is with me (Heb. iti), and since wisdom belongs to Him, I shall
succeed and be able to do what I want without fail. THAT IS, EVEN
THOUGH THE TORAH SAYS THAT A KING SHOULD NOT TAKE
MANY WIVES SO THAT HIS HEART WILL NOT BE SEDUCED, KING
SOLOMON SAID: 'I SHALL MARRY MANY WOMEN AND MY HEART
WILL NOT BE SEDUCED. FOR ITI-EL, EL IS WITH ME, AND HAS
GIVEN ME HIS WISDOM.' BUT after that, IT IS WRITTEN: "Hashem
raised up an adversary (the Satan) for Solomon" (I Melachim 11:14),
ALLUDING TO THE FACT THAT IN HIS OLD AGE, HIS WIVES DID
SEDUCE HIS HEART AND HE WAS PUNISHED.
377. Come and behold: Because of part of the wisdom that the
generation of the Tower of Bavel (Babylon) received from their
forefathers, they provoked the Holy One, blessed be He, and built
the tower. They persisted until they were scattered all over the face
of the earth, lost all their wisdom, and could accomplish nothing.

378. But in the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall arouse this
wisdom in the world and all shall serve Him with it. As it is written:
"And I will set my spirit within you, and cause you..." (Yechezkel
36:27). I will not cause you as I caused the first ones to corrupt the
world by using it, BUT I WILL "cause you to walk in my statutes, and
you shall keep my ordinances and do them."

379. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya were walking together. Rabbi Yosi
addressed Rabbi Chiya, saying: Let us discuss Torah. So Rabbi
Yosi began by quoting: "For Hashem your Elohim walks in the midst
of your camp, to deliver you, and to give you your enemies before
you; therefore your camp shall be Holy, that He does not see an
unseemly thing in you and turn away from you" (Devarim 23:15). SO
HE ASKED: Why does it say, "For Hashem your Elohim walks,"
using the word mit'halech and not the term mehalech? AND HE
REPLIED THAT this is similar to "walking (Heb. mit'halech) in the
garden in the breeze of the day" (Beresheet 3:8). This HAS BEEN
SAID of the Tree OF KNOWLEDGE from which Adam ate, which is
THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. So the word mit'halech refers to the
Female Principle, while mehalech refers to the male aspect.
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380. And it was He, THE NUKVA PRINCIPLE, who went in front of
the sons of Yisrael as they walked in the desert, as it is written:
"And Hashem went before them by day" (Shemot 13:21). THE
PHRASE "AND HASHEM" REFERS TO HIM AND HIS HOUSE OF
JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. AND THE SAME
THING APPLIES TO he who walks in front of another person, while
going on his way. Because the verse reads, "Righteousness shall
go before him, and walk in the way of his steps" (Tehilim 85:14),
RIGHTEOUSNESS REFERS TO THE FEMALE PRINCIPLE. And it is
that which walks in front of a person, when he is worthy of it. But
why DOES HE WALK IN FRONT? As it is written: "to deliver you and
to give you your enemies before you" (Devarim 23:15), or to guard a
person while he is walking on his way and save him from being
overcome by the Other Side.
381. That is why a person should be careful, guard himself from his
own sins, and purify himself. SO HE ASKED: What is it to purify?
AND HE REPLIED THAT as it is written: "therefore your camp shall
be holy." Why does it say holy in the singular when it should have
said holy in the plural? Because "your camp shall be holy" implies
the members from which the body is assembled and completed. So
it says OF THE BODY, "your camp shall be holy, that He does not
see an unseemly thing in you."

382. AND HE ASKED: What is the meaning of "unseemly thing"?
AND HE REPLIED: it means incest, which is the thing that the Holy
One, blessed be He, despises most of all. AND HE ASKED why the
verse reads, "that He does not see an unseemly thing" (using the
unnecessary word davar [lit. 'thing'])? AND HE ANSWERS THAT this
refers to wicked people in the world, who defile and befoul
themselves with the things they say BY CURSING AND USING FOUL
LANGUAGE. This is the meaning of "unseemly thing." NOW THE
ZOHAR HAS COMPLETED THE EXPLANATION OF THE WORD
'PURIFY,' ABOUT WHICH IT HAD PREVIOUSLY ASKED. 'PURIFY'
INDICATES THAT A PERSON SHOULD GUARD AGAINST BEING
EXPOSED TO INDECENCY AND SHOULD GUARD HIS MOUTH
FROM SAYING FOUL THINGS.
383. SO HE ASKED: Why is the Torah so strict about this matter?
AND HE ANSWERED, because He, THE SHECHINAH, walks in front
of you. And if you say foul things, then, it will "turn away from (lit.
'behind') you." That is, He will no longer walk along side you, but go
behind your back. AND RABBI YOSI CONCLUDED THAT As for us,
we go on our way walking before Him, BEFORE THE SHECHINAH.
We should delve into the Torah, because the person WHO
OCCUPIES HIMSELF WITH IT is crowned and perpetually
accompanied by the Shechinah.
384. Rabbi Chiya then quoted: "And Hashem said, Behold: They are
one people, and they have all one language..." Come and behold:
What is written? It says, "And it came to pass, as they journeyed
from the east (also, 'yore')" But what is the meaning of 'yore'? It
refers to the First and Foremost of the Universe. SO HE ASKS: WHY
DOES IT SAY, "And they found," WHEN IT SHOULD HAVE SAID,
'And they saw?' What did they find? AND HE ANSWERED: They
found part of the secrets of Wisdom of their forefathers, THE
GENERATION OF THE FLOOD, which was shaken off at SHINAR
(LIT. 'THE PLACE OF SHAKING OFF'). And with the wisdom that
they found, they strove to rebel against the Holy One, blessed be
He. They uttered OATHS TO BIND THE UPPER MINISTERS and TO
BUILD THE CITY AND THE TOWER.
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385. Come and Behold: It is written that "they are one people and
they have all one language." Because they are of one heart and one
desire to speak the Holy Language, THEREFORE, "now nothing
which they have planned to do will be withheld from them." Nobody
could prevent their acts, BUT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
SAID, 'What shall I do? I shall confound the celestial entities above
and their language below, and then their work will be restrained.'

386. And if they, because they were of one heart and one desire, all
spoke the Holy Language, it is written: "nothing that they have
planned to do, will be withheld from them," and they will not be
subject to the supernal Judgment. For us, and the friends who
occupy themselves with the Torah and are of one heart and one
desire, this will be all the more true, for NOTHING THAT WE WANT
TO DO WILL BE WITHHELD FROM US

387. Rabbi Yosi said that from this we learn that people who are
quarrelsome do not survive. As long as people are of one heart and
one desire, even though they might rebel against the Holy One,
blessed be He, the supernal Judgment is powerless against them.
As soon as THE GENERATION OF THE TOWER differed with each
other, Hashem "scattered them abroad from there..." SO WE LEARN
THAT QUARRELSOME PEOPLE DO NOT SURVIVE LONG.

388. Rabbi Chiya then concluded that everything therefore depends
upon the utterings of the mouth. As soon as THEIR LANGUAGE was
confounded, "Hashem scattered them abroad..." But what does it
say of the future? It says: "For then I will direct the peoples [to use]
a pure language, that they may all call upon the name of Hashem, to
serve him with one consent," (Tzefanyah 3:9) and, also, "and
Hashem shall be King over all the earth; in that day shall Hashem be
one, and His name one" (Zecharyah 14:9). Blessed be Hashem
forever. Amen and Amen!
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1. "Hearken to me, you stout-hearted"
There are people in our world who are hardhearted, stubborn, and set in their evil and selfish ways. The Zohar describes these people as refusing to
change the negative aspects of their natures. They seek not to embrace the path of spiritual transformation and the Light of the Creator. All of us, to
a certain degree, possess an aspect of these negative traits.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power available to us through these verses cleanses away negative qualities from our essence and being. The Light flowing through this
portion helps to soften our resolve in situations where our stubbornness and ego prevents us from embracing spiritual change. The verses arouse a
desire to seek a true connection to the Light of the Creator.
1. "Get you, out of your country..." (Beresheet 12:1). Rabbi Aba
opened the discussion with THIS VERSE AND TO EXPLAIN THE
REASON WHY AVRAHAM MERITED THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WOULD SAY THIS TO HIM RATHER THAN TO ANY
OTHER PERSON OF HIS TIME. "Hearken to me, you stout-hearted,
that are far from righteousness" (Yeshayah 46:12), MEANS how hard
are the hearts of the wicked, who see the paths and the ways of
Torah, yet do not observe them. THE PATHS ARE THE INTERNAL
ASPECTS; THE WAYS ARE THE EXTERNAL ASPECTS. And the
hearts of the wicked are stout, as they do not repent and turn back to
their Master. THIS IS THE REASON WHY they are called stouthearted. The verse, "that are far from righteousness," MEANS THAT
they keep themselves far from Torah; THIS IS WHY THEY REMAIN
"FAR FROM RIGHTEOUSNESS."
2. Rabbi Chizkiyah commented ON THE AFOREMENTIONED VERSE:
"Since they draw themselves away from the Holy One, blessed be
He, therefore they remain far away from Him. And because of this,
BECAUSE THEY KEEP FAR AWAY FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, they are called stout-hearted. AND THE VERSE TEACHES US
THAT they "are far from righteousness." FOR WHAT REASON?
BECAUSE they do not wish to come closer to the Holy One, blessed
be He, AS THEY ARE STOUT-HEARTED. And because of this, they
"are far from righteousness." Because they are far from
righteousness, they are also far from peace-they can have no peace.
As it is written: "There is no peace, says Hashem, to the
wicked" (Yeshayah 48:22). And why is that so? Because they "are far
from righteousness," THEY HAVE NO PEACE!
3. Come and behold: Avraham indeed succeeded in his desire to get
closer to the Holy One, blessed be He. As it is written: "You love
righteousness and hate wickedness" (Tehilim 45:8). Because he
loved righteousness and hated wickedness, he therefore came
closer to righteousness. Therefore, it is written: "Avraham my
beloved" (Yeshayah 41:8). Why IS HE "my beloved?" Because it has
been said about him, "You love righteousness." This is the love
toward the Holy One, blessed be He, whom Avraham loved more
than anyone else of his generation, who were "stout-hearted" and
"far from righteousness," as has already been explained.

2. Upon what the world exists
The Zohar discusses our ignorance concerning the pillars that sustain our world, the unseen spiritual forces that give rise to all existence. The
Zohar then focuses on another concept concerning the power of midnight. Great importance is attached to spiritual study and work during the
hours from midnight to sunrise, when the Light of the Creator is intensified in our physical realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
The increased spiritual power released into the cosmos during the intervening hours of midnight and morning, is made available to us by the words
and wisdom that comprise this portion.
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4. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion by saying: "How lovely are
Your dwelling places, Hashem Tzva'ot" (Tehilim 84:2)1. How
important it is for people to observe the works of the Holy One,
blessed be He! All people do not observe and are not aware of what
keeps the world in existence. Nor are they aware of what keeps them
in existence! THESE TWO SUBJECTS ARE EXPLAINED HERE TO
US. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He made
the heaven from fire and water. At first, these elements mingled
together without freezing. Only later, by means of the Supernal
Spirit, did they freeze and solidify. Then, THE HEAVENS, WHICH
ARE ZEIR ANPIN, planted the world, THE NUKVA, to be established
upon supports, THE THREE COLUMNS OF THE NUKVA. And the
supports stand only by the help of the Spirit, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN BETWEEN THEM. When that Spirit is gone, the
supports are loosened and they quake, and the world is shaken. This
is the meaning of, "Who shakes the earth out of its place, and its
pillars tremble" (Iyov 9:6). And everything is established upon Torah,
for when Yisrael are busy with Torah, THEY ELEVATE MAYIN
NUKVIN (LIT. 'FEMALE WATERS') TO ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, AND
DRAW THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS TORAH. Then the world
is established, and the pillars, THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and the supports, THE THREE COLUMNS OF THE NUKVA,
are perfectly situated in their places.

5. Come and behold: When midnight is aroused, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden to enjoy the company of
the righteous, all the trees in the Garden of Eden sing and praise
Him, as it is written: "Then shall the trees of the forest sing for joy at
the presence of Hashem" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:33).

6. A crier comes forth and forcefully calls, "You, mighty, holy men!
To him among you who has allowed the spirit to enter, and his ears
to hear, who has eyes open to see and who has a heart that is open
to know! BY THIS CRIER, THE RIGHTEOUS AWAKEN FROM THEIR
SLEEP, DELVE TO THE STUDY OF TORAH, AND DRAW THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. When the spirit, which is the source of all
spirits, arouses the sweetness of the soul, a voice comes from there,
which is the source of all voices, and disperses all forces to the four
corners of the world.

7. One goes up to one side, TO THE RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE
SECRET OF THE SOUTH. THE SECOND one descends to the other
side, TO THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE NORTH. Another
enters in between the two, BECOMES THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE EAST. IN OTHER WORDS, ZEIR
ANPIN IS PLACED BETWEEN THE TWO COLUMNS OF BINAH. AND
THESE THREE DIRECTIONS, SOUTH, NORTH, AND EAST, ARE THE
SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. Two
are crowned AND SHINE by BECOMING three, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET BY THE THIRD, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
RECONCILES THEM. And three enter the one, BECAUSE THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF TIFERET,
RECEIVES AND EXPANDS BY ITSELF TO THREE OTHER COLUMNS,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. One, WHICH RECONCILES, NAMELY
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, produced colors. IN OTHER WORDS,
FROM HIM EMANATED THE SFIROT OF THE NUKVA THAT ARE
CALLED 'COLORS'. Six of them-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, descended to one side, NAMELY TO
THE RIGHT, and another six-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, descended to the other side, NAMELY
TO THE LEFT. SO all six-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD-become twelve SFIROT. IN OTHER WORDS, THE
SIX SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN EXPANDED TO THE NUKVA AND
BECAME TWELVE SFIROT, WITH SIX TO HER RIGHT AND SIX TO
HER LEFT. The twelve SFIROT EXPAND AND become twenty-two
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SFIROT. THE six OF ZEIR ANPIN DO NOT BECOME TWELVE HERE,
BUT are RATHER included within the ten. THIS IS BECAUSE the ten
exist as one.
8. Woe to those who slumber as sleep covers their eyes socketsTHOSE WHO DO NOT AWAKE FROM THEIR SLEEP TO STUDY
TORAH AND DRAW THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE LEFT COLUMN BLOCKS OFF THE LIGHT NECESSARY FOR
THEIR EYESIGHT AND MAKES THEM DROWSY. AS A RESULT,
THEY HAVE NO EYES, THAT IS, MOCHIN. THERE IS SLEEP IN THEIR
EYE SOCKETS. They do not know and are unable to observe how
and in what condition they shall awaken on the Day of Judgment,
when they shall be visited upon to settle the account-when the body
is defiled and the soul floats on the afternoon air, going up and
down, but the gates do not open for it. They are thrown around like
the pebbles in the hollow of a sling. Woe to them. Who shall ask
about them when they shall not arise to this place of pleasure? In the
place where the righteous have pleasure, they shall be missing. They
shall be passed on to the angel Dumah, go down TO GEHENOM and
not rise. They are described by the words, "As the cloud is
consumed and vanishes away, so he who goes down to Sh'ol shall
come up no more." (Iyov 7:9)
9. At that hour, THAT IS, MIDNIGHT, a flame is awakened from the
North strikes the four corners of the world, SINCE THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH IS JUDGMENT,
EXPANDS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. It descends and touches the
cock between its wings, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF GAVRIEL. As
the flame awakens it, it crows. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE CRIER
MENTIONED BEFORE WITH THE WORDS, "A CRIER COMES FORTH
AND FORCEFULLY ANNOUNCES..." But the only ones who awaken
to the calling of the cock are the truly righteous, who delve to the
study of Torah, DRAWING THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Then the Holy
One, blessed be He, together with all the righteous in the Garden of
Eden, listen attentively to their voice. As it is written: "You who dwell
in the gardens, the companions hearken to your voice: cause me to
hear it" (Shir Hashirim 8:13).

3. "Now Hashem said to Avram"
There is a unique process of preparation that a soul undergoes prior to entering our physical realm. This process consists of promises and
commitments made by the soul to the Creator. The soul pledges to embrace the spiritual path of change through Torah and Kabbalah during its
lifetime. The specific Torah portion that relates to this passage of Zohar is Lech Lecha, which translates into Go You, Out of Your Country. The verse
concerns God's call to Avraham to leave and go out from his homeland and enter into the Land of Israel. The story is a code and a metaphor
concerning the journey of the soul as it leaves the Upper World on its sojourn into our earthly realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
The perpetual pull and tug of the material world is of such magnitude, we forget our true purpose in life as we succumb to the illusions of physical
existence. Hence, we need the Light of this portion to reawaken our desire to remain true to our own soul's original commitment to pursue the
spiritual path.
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
10. We have learned that because of the strong desire of the King,
WHO IS BINAH, a great and strong tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, was
planted. GREAT IS THE SECRET OF THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH,
AND STRONG IS THE SECRET OF THE MOCHIN OF CHASSADIM.
Among the supernal plants, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF BINAH,
this tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is planted. It turns between twelve
borders, and its leg expands to the four winds of the world.

11. Its journeys were measured at five hundred Persian miles. The
desires of these Persian miles, REFERRING TO THEIR WAYS OF
BESTOWING ABUNDANCE, come on Him, ON ZEIR ANPIN. So when
He awakens, all awaken with Him, and no one is capable of diverting
His will. After that, all are united and join His will.
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12. He, ZEIRANPIN, arises from above, AFTER HE HAS RECEIVED
MOCHIN FROM BINAH, and descends throughout His journeys to the
sea, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. SO, HE GIVES HIS ABUNDANCE TO THE
NUKVA. He fills the sea, as He is the source of all the lights that
spring IN THE SEA. Underneath Him, all the waters of the Beginning
of the Creation are divided. The watering of the Garden, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, depends on Him, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.
13. All souls of the world come forth from Him, FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
These souls enter the Garden, THE NUKVA, and descend into this
world IN ORDER TO BE ENCLOTHED IN A BODY. When a soul
leaves THERE AND IS ON ITS WAY DOWN TO THIS WORLD, it
receives seven blessings so that it may be a father to the body being
rightly elevated. Thus, it is written: "Now Hashem said to
Avram" (Beresheet 12:1). This is the divine supewnal soul, WHICH IS
CALLED AVRAM. IT CONSISTS OF TWO WORDS, AV (lit. 'FATHER')
AND RAM (lit. 'SUPERNAL'). It is considered the father of the body
and elevates to the level of the divine image, BY THE CHASSIDIM
THAT ARE DRAWN AS IT ELEVATES AND REACHES ABA AND IMA.
14. When the soul is ready to descend to this world, the Holy One,
blessed be He, makes it swear to perform the precepts of Torah and
do His bidding. And He gives each soul one hundred keys of
blessings for each and every day, so that it may complete the
supernal grades, which reach the numerical value of Lech Lecha (lit.
'Get you out'), WHICH EQUALS ONE HUNDRED. All of them are
given to it, TO THE SOUL, so that it may cultivate the Garden, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA, to till it and to keep it. "Your country" is the Garden
of Eden.

15. The verse, "and from your kindred" MEANS from the body,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that is called 'the Tree of Life'. And it includes
the twelve supernal tribes, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE
TWELVE BORDERS. THIS PASSAGE INFORMS US THAT THE SOUL
IS AN OFFSPRING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND COMES FORTH FROM HIM.
THE VERSE "and from your father's house" refers to the Shechinah,
WHICH IS CALLED THE HOUSE. "Your father" means the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN. As it is written: "He who steals
from his father or his mother, and says it is no
transgression..." (Mishlei 28:24). "His father" is none other than the
Holy One, blessed be He, and "his mother" is none other than the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. The words, "to the
land that I will show you," refer to this world, TO WHICH THE SOUL
IS SENT.
(End of Sitrei Torah).
16. What is written before the verse, "Hashem said to Avram..."? The
words: "And Haran died before his father Terach" (Beresheet 11:28).
AND HE ASKS: Of what does he want to inform us BY SAYING
"BEFORE" HIS FATHER, TERACH? IF YOU CLAIM THAT "BEFORE"
MEANS DURING HIS FATHER'S LIFETIME, this cannot be, for had no
other person until that day died during his father's lifetime beside
Haran? NEVERTHELESS, IN ALL OTHER INCIDENTS, THE WORD
"BEFORE" IS NOT USED. FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN HEVEL DIED
DURING THE LIFETIME OF ADAM, HIS FATHER, AND WHEN
CHANOCH, WHO WAS TAKEN BY ELOHIM DURING THE LIFETIME
OF YERED, HIS FATHER. AND HE EXPLAINS THAT When Avraham
was thrown to the fire, Charan was killed. Because of this, they left
UR CASDIM.

4. "...and they left with them from Ur Casdim"
The Zohar examines a flickering flame wedded to the wick of a lit candle. Interestingly, a simple wick is able to generate a dazzling flame. Likewise, a
simple action on the part of mankind, a single desire to change our ways is all that is required to set aflame the Light of the Creator within our soul.
When this Light burns brightly in our life, we draw the strength and power to thoroughly transform our nature.
The Relevance of this Passage
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The wonderful analogy concerning the wick and a candle flame is presented by the Zohar to help us arouse the Light of the Creator, giving us the
strength to make the necessary spiritual changes in our own life. "One simple action" includes reading these very words, along with the Aramaic
text, which ignites resplendent flames of spiritual Light.
17. Come and behold, It is written: "And Terach took Avram, his son,
and Lot, the son of Haran...and they left with them from Ur
Casdim" (Beresheet 11:31). HE ASKS: WHY IS IT WRITTEN: "And
they left with them," when it should have been written: "with him,"
NAMELY WITH TERACH? If, as it is written: "And Terach took..." why
IS IT THEN WRITTEN: "with them?" BECAUSE Terach and Lot left
with Avraham and Sarah, who really wanted to depart from among
the wicked. Only after Terach saw that Avraham his son was saved
from the fire did he return to follow Avraham's wishes. As a result,
Terach and Lot "left with them."

18. And when they left "to go to the land of Cna'an" it was because
they desired to go there. From this we learn that whoever asks to be
purified will be helped. Come and behold that this is so! Because the
words, "to go to the land of Cna'an," are immediately followed by the
words, "Now Hashem said to Avram, 'Get you out'." So before his
desire TO GO TO THE LAND OF CNA'AN was awakened, it was not
yet written: "Get you out." THEREFORE, HE WHO ASKS AND
WAKES ON HIS OWN FROM BELOW IS HELPED FROM ABOVE,
BECAUSE WITHOUT AWAKENING FROM BELOW THERE IS NO
AWAKENING FROM ABOVE.
19. Come and see: Nothing is aroused above before it is first
aroused below, so that what is aroused above rests upon it. The
secret is that the black flame OF THE CANDLE, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA, does not hold on to the white flame OF
THE CANDLE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, before it is
aroused. As soon as it is aroused first, the white flame immediately
rests upon it. THIS IS SO BECAUSE THE LOWER ONE HAS TO BE
AROUSED FIRST.

20. Therefore it is written: "Do not keep silent, Elohim; do not hold
your peace, and be still, El" (Tehilim 83:2), so that the white flame
will never cease to exist in the world. BECAUSE ELOHIM IS THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE BLACK
FLAME. SO IF IT DOES NOT HOLD ITS PEACE AND BE STILL AND IF
IT NEVER CEASES TO BE AWAKENED FROM BELOW, THEN THE
WHITE FLAME, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, SHALL
ALWAYS REST UPON IT FROM ABOVE. "You who make mention of
Hashem, take no rest" (Yeshayah 62:6) so that there will always be
awakening from below on which that from above should come and
rest upon it. Therefore, when a person first arouses the awakening
from below, the awakening from above is aroused. Come and
behold, It is written: "and they went out with them from Ur Casdim."
Immediately, "Hashem said to Avram..." THIS MEANS THAT HE
RECEIVED HELP FROM ABOVE. THE REASON IS THAT THE LIGHT
NEEDS SOMETHING CRUDE FROM BELOW TO CLING ONTO AND
THIS CRUDE OBJECT OR ACTION IS ENTIRELY IN THE HANDS OF
THE LOWER WORLD.

5. "Get you out," for your sake
All the supernal forces that govern the various countries and cities of our world are brought to light by the Zohar. Avraham masters the knowledge
concerning all these diverse metaphysical intelligences that rule and administer over the cosmos. However, the Creator tells him not to direct his
mind towards these supernal matters. Rather, Avraham should focus upon his spiritual work in this physical realm, placing his trust in the Creator
regarding the workings of the metaphysical dimension.
The Relevance of this Passage
The ability to trust the Creator above the level of our rational mind and logic, radiates throughout this passage. Often, we mistake the pursuance of
otherworldly mystical knowledge for the real spiritual work in this mundane world. This truth is understood through a story concerning the great
sage Hillel, who was asked to reveal all the supernal mysteries and secrets of the Torah in the short time that he can remain balanced on one leg.
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"Love thy neighbor as thyself. All the rest is commentary. Now and go and learn," the sage replied.
21. "Now Hashem said to Avram, Get you out (lit. 'go for you')..."
According to Rabbi Elazar, the phrase "Go for you," means "for
yourself." IN OTHER WORDS, go out for yourself, to fulfill yourself
and complete your grade. "Get you out," for you must not stay here
among the wicked.

22. The secret BEHIND THE WORDS "Get you out" is that the Holy
One, blessed be He, inspired Avraham with the spirit of wisdom. He
knew how to judge the spirits (also winds) of the civilized world. He
observed them, weighed them in the scales, and knew how to
connect them to the powers entrusted to govern the inhabited places
on earth.

23. When he reached the middle point of civilization, he weighed it in
the scales, but could not reach any conclusion. THIS MEANS THAT
HE ELEVATED MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) IN ORDER TO
DRAW DOWN THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM TO THAT PLACE, BUT DID
NOT SUCCEED. He tried to see and to know what sort of power
governed that place, but could not conceive it.
24. He weighed a few more times before realizing that the whole
world sprouts from that place and is established upon it. He
observed carefully, and measured, so as to understand the subject,
and concluded that the supernal force above it could not be
measured, that it is deep and hidden, and that it does not resemble
the different parts of the inhabited land.

25. He watched attentively, weighed, and realized that the middle
point of the inhabited world is the point from which the whole world
moves out to all its corners, WHICH MEANS THAT THE POINT
GOVERNS ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN AND ALL THE SFIROT
OF NUKVA, WHICH ARE NAMED THE CORNERS OF THE WORLD,
SINCE THE POINT IS PLACED ABOVE THEM. Similarly, he knew the
power that now prevails over the point. AS A RESULT, all other
powers that govern the corners of the world originate from that point
and all THE SFIROT hold to it. Then "they went out with them from
Ur Casdim, to go to the land of Cna'an."
26. He continued to observe, weigh, and examine in an effort to
determine the nature of that place, but he was unable to understand
it so as to cleave to it. He saw the strength of that place and realized
that he could not understand it, and therefore immediately, "they
came to Charan, and dwelt there." (Beresheet 11:31).

27. HE ASKS: Why did Avraham DELAY IN CHARAN AND NOT
LEAVE THERE IMMEDIATELY, "TO GO TO THE LAND OF CNA'AN,"
AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THEY DWELT THERE"? AND HE
ANSWERS: Avraham knew and checked all the governors and rulers
of the world that had dominion over the entire civilized world. And he
was examining all those who govern and rule over the directions of
the world's inhabited land, all those that have dominion over the
stars and the constellations. He learned how they exercise their
power over one another. In considering all the inhabited places in
the world, he did well. But when he reached that place, THE POINT
OF MALCHUT, he saw the force of the depths. And he could not
withstand it.
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28. As soon as the Holy One, blessed be He, noticed his awakening
and his passion, He immediately revealed Himself to Avraham and
said: "Get you out" in order to learn about and perfect yourself.

29. The words "Your country," AS USED WHEN HE SAID TO HIM,
"GET YOU OUT," referred to that side of the inhabited world to which
he was attached. THIS IS THE RIGHT SIDE ONLY; THE LEFT SIDE IS
NOT INCLUDED. THE WORDS "and from your kindred," MEAN THAT
HE TOLD HIM, "GET YOU OUT" from that Wisdom with which you
study your horoscope, determined by watching and examining the
moment, hour, and time of your birth, and the planet and the sign
under which you were born. ALL OF THIS IS RELATED TO THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT SIDE AND IS NOT INCLUDED WITHIN
THE RIGHT.
30. The verse, "And from your father's house," MEANS THAT HE
TOLD HIM "GET YOU OUT" and never look upon your father's house
again, REFERRING TO CHARAN, AND NEVER SEEK TO DISCOVER if
the root of your success in the world is from your father's house.
Therefore, "Get you out" of this wisdom and this observance.
31. Come and behold: It is indeed so! Because they had already left
Ur Casdim and were in Charan, why should He say to him, "Get you
out of your country, and from your kindred?" FOR HE HAS
ALREADY LEFT UR CASDIM, WHICH IS HIS COUNTRY AND FAMILY.
Therefore, the main point has to be, as previously stated, THAT THE
MEANING OF "YOUR COUNTRY" IS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
RIGHT WITHOUT THE LEFT, AND "YOUR KINDRED" IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT WITHOUT THE RIGHT. "To the land
that I will show you" MEANS THAT "I will show you" what you were
not able to conceive--BECAUSE OF THE JUDGMENTS OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT--and were not able to know about the
power of that land, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is deep and hidden.

6. "And I will make of you a great nation" (A)
All the blessings that Avraham received are explained in the following section of the Zohar. Avraham received these blessings because he let go of
his own ego and completely surrendered to the Creator.
The Relevance of this Passage
The intelligence of the body creates an illusion that we are in control of our lives. Nevertheless, anxiety, fear, emotional turmoil, and external chaos
continue to be an affliction. When we let go of this illusion and relinquish control, we create a space for the Light of the Creator to enter our
existence, removing all darkness. We acquire the power from the blessings that Avraham received, instilling us with the courage to entrust the
Creator with control over our life.
32. "And I will make of you a great nation..." (Beresheet 12:2). "And I
will make of you" is related to the verse, "Get you out." "And I will
bless you" is related to the verse, "from your country." "And make
your name great" is related to the verse, "and from your kindred."
"And you shall be a blessing" is related to the verse, "and from your
father's house."
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33. Rabbi Shimon DISAGREES, AND says that the verse, "And I will
make of you a great nation," is THE ILLUMINATION OF the right side;
that "and I will bless you" is THE ILLUMINATION OF the left side;
that "and I will make your name great" is THE ILLUMINATION OF the
Central Column; and that "and you shall be a blessing" is from the
side of the Land of Yisrael, FROM THE SIDE OF THE NUKVA, WHICH
IS CALLED THE LAND OF YISRAEL. So here is a throne that has four
legs, all of which were included in Avraham. THE THREE COLUMNSCHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET-ARE THREE LEGS, THE NUKVA
IS THE FOURTH LEG. THESE ARE THE FOUR LEGS OF THE UPPER
THRONE, WHICH IS BINAH. From here onward, the blessings are for
the others who are replenished from here. THIS REFERS TO
OTHERS WHO ARE BLESSED FOR HIS SAKE, as it is written: "And I
will bless them that bless you and curse them that curse you, and in
you shall all families of the earth be blessed."

7. "And from the wicked their light is withheld"
When one behaves in a negative manner, he immediately disconnects himself from the Light of the Creator. Moreover, negative deeds also block
and prevent an individual from receiving any spiritual Light from the righteous souls who are in this world to share their Light with all mankind.
The Relevance of this Passage
Every act of negative behavior can be likened to draping a layer of cloth over a lamp. Life grows progressively darker. We remove these veils from
ourselves through the letters and lessons of this section so that we may receive all the Light that is ever-present from the devout souls who dwell
among us in our generation.
34. Rabbi Elazar was sitting before his father, Rabbi Shimon,
together with Rabbi Yehuda, Rabbi Yitzchak, and Rabbi Chizkiyah.
Rabbi Elazar asked Rabbi Shimon why is it written: "Get you out of
your country, and from your kindred" in the singular? Since they all
left UR CASDIM to go to THE LAND OF CNA'AN, why was Avraham
not told that they all should go?

35. Terach was an idol worshipper, but since his desire to leave with
Avraham was truly aroused, and, as we have seen, the Holy One,
blessed be He, desires that the wicked repent, as Terach started to
leave with Avraham, why does it not say, "Go for yourself" in plural?
Why does it say "Go for yourself" to Avraham alone?

36. Rabbi Shimon replied that Terach did not leave Ur Casdim
because he wanted to repent and mend his ways, but only to save
himself from all the people of his land, who wanted to kill him.
Particularly after they saw that Avraham was saved FROM THE
FURNACE OF FIRE, they said to Terach, 'You were the one who
misled us with these idols,' AND WANTED TO KILL HIM. Because he
feared them, Terach left. THEREFORE, when he reached Charan, he
stayed, as it is written: "So Avram departed, as Hashem had spoken
to him, and Lot went with him" (Beresheet 12:4). Terach is not
mentioned in the verse!
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37. He opened the discussion by saying: "And from the wicked their
light is withheld, and the high arm shall be broken" (Iyov 38:16). This
passage has already been explained. Nevertheless, "And from the
wicked their light is withheld" applies to Nimrod and the people of
his generation, whom Avraham left, since he was "their light"; "the
high arm shall be broken" alludes to Nimrod.

38. Another explanation of the verse, "And from the wicked their
light is withheld," is that it applies to Terach and his household, and
"their light" is Avraham. The verse does not say 'the light,' but "their
light," that was among them. THIS REFERS TO AVRAHAM WHO
WAS AMONG THEM AND THEN LEFT. "And the high arm shall be
broken" applies to Nimrod, who misled the whole world to following
him. And this is why it is written: "Get you out," so that the light may
shine for you and for all who will descend from now and henceforth.

39. Furthermore, RABBI SHIMON then discussed the verse, "And
now men see not the bright light which is in the clouds; but the wind
passes, and cleanses them" (Iyov 37:21). "And now men see not the
bright light": when DID THAT HAPPEN? At the time when the Holy
One, blessed be He, said to Avraham, "Get you out of your country,
and from your kindred, and from your father's house." BECAUSE
AFTER AVRAHAM HAD LEFT THEM, THEY WERE NOT ABLE TO
SEE THE LIGHT ANYMORE. "The bright light which is in the clouds"
ALLUDES TO AVRAHAM, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
wished to attach Avraham to the supernal Light and have him shine
there.
40. "And the wind passes, and cleanses them" refers to Terach and
all the people of his town, all of whom afterwards repented. As it is
written: "and the souls that they had made in Charan" (Beresheet
12:5), MEANING THAT THE PEOPLE OF CHARAN REPENTED. The
verse, "And you shall come to your fathers in peace" (Beresheet
15:15), INDICATES THAT Terach HAD REPENTED, FOR THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WOULD NOT HAVE SAID THIS TO AVRAHAM
OTHERWISE.

8. "And I will make of you a great nation" (B)
At every beginning, at every opening, within every seed-level moment, there are dark forces present whose sole objective is to taint, negatively
influence, and curse all that will come after. The Zohar reveals the process by which we can break these curses and remove any negative factors.
The Relevance of this Passage
New projects and new beginnings in our life start out with bountiful optimism and hope. Be that as it may, unseen negative forces often infect the
seed level leading to broken dreams and unrealized goals. We receive the power to break our own negative nature and the negative forces around
us that try to curse new beginnings in our life.
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
41. THERE ARE SEVEN BLESSINGS THAT APPEAR IN THIS
PASSAGE. One: "And I will make of you a great nation"; two: "and I
will bless you"; three: "and make your name great"; four: "and you
shall be a blessing"; five: "And I will bless them that bless you"; six:
"and curse him that curses you"; and seven: "and in you shall all
families of the earth be blessed." And after he received these seven
blessings, it is written: "So Avram departed, as Hashem had spoken
to him." THIS MEANS THAT HE WENT down to the world, as he was
commanded to do.
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42. Immediately, "Lot went with him." This is the serpent that was
cursed and caused the world to be cursed. THE SCRIPTURES CALL
THE SERPENT BY THE NAME LOT, BECAUSE LOT MEANS 'A
CURSE' IN ARAMAIC. THE SERPENT WAS CURSED AND BROUGHT
CURSES ON THE WORLD. SO HE ACCOMPANIES THE SOUL
DURING ITS STAY IN THIS WORLD. And the serpent stands at the
opening, in order to mislead the body, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "SIN
CROUCHES AT THE DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7). And this is why the
soul will not start fulfilling the mission it was commanded to perform
until it has completed thirteen years in this world. Because from the
twelfth year onward, the soul is aroused to fulfill its task. Therefore,
it is written: "and Avram was seventy five years old" (Beresheet
12:4)-SEVENTY IN REDUCED NUMERICAL VALUE EQUALS SEVEN,
and seven and five equals twelve. THEN THE SOUL LEAVES
CHARAN, WHICH IS THE KLIPOT, AND IS AROUSED TO SERVE
HASHEM AND FULFILL ITS ALLOTTED TASK.
43. And then AFTER TWELVE YEARS, the soul can be seen in this
world, because it comes from the "five years," which are the five
hundred parasangs of the Tree of Life. IT IS THEN ACKNOWLEDGED
AS AN OFFSPRING OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED THE TREE
OF LIFE, WHICH IS FIVE HUNDRED PARASANGS WALK. "And
seventy years" refers to the same tree, which is the seventh among
the grades, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SEVENTH SFIRAH
AMONG THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. AND THEN THE SOUL IS
ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE OFFSPRING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
NUKVA.
44. Then the soul departs from the filth of the serpent and enters to
the holy work. And so it is written: "when he departed out of
Charan," from the wrath and aggression of the Satan, who until now
had ruled over the body by deceiving it.

45. The Orlah (lit. 'foreskin') rules over the tree for three years,
WHICH ARE CALLED THE "ORLAH YEARS." In the human being, the
first thirteen years are called the "Orlah years." After the body has
lived these years, the soul is aroused to fulfill its holy task. It then
receives full control over the body and inspires the goodwill
necessary to overcome the serpent. And then the serpent will not be
able to control the body as it did before.

46. As it is written: "And Avram took Sarai his wife..." (Beresheet
12:5). "SARAI HIS WIFE" refers to the body, which in comparison to
the soul is like the female toward the male. "And Lot his brother's
son" refers to the serpent that does not completely leave the body
EVEN AFTER THIRTEEN YEARS, because the clinging of the body is
not entirely gone from it. Nevertheless, the arousal of the soul
strikes it always, warns and reproves it, and forces it to obey so that
it cannot take control any more.
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47. "And all their substance that they had gathered..." refers to the
good deeds that a person performs in this world because of the
awakening of the soul. "And the souls (Nefesh) that they had made
in Charan..." REFERS TO that Nefesh, which at first was attached to
the foreskin of the body and clung to it and which later was amended
BY THE NESHAMAH. IT IS DESCRIBED BY THE WORDS, "AND THE
NEFESH THAT THEY HAD MADE IN CHARAN," WHICH REFER TO
THE CRAVING NEFESH, WHICH FEELS GREAT ATTACHMENT TO
THE LUST OF THE BODY AND THE KLIPOT. So after thirteen years,
when the Neshamah is aroused to amend the body, both THE
NESHAMAH AND THE BODY amend that Nefesh that participated in
the harsh JUDGMENTS of the serpent and its evil desires. As it is
written: "and the Nefesh that they had made in Charan..." THE
REASON WHY "THEY HAD MADE" IS WRITTEN IN THE PLURAL IS
BECAUSE IT REFERS TO THE NESHAMAH AND THE BODY, WHICH
TOGETHER AMEND THE NEFESH-THE NESHAMAH BY AWAKENING
THE BODY, AND THE BODY BY ITS GOOD DEEDS.
48. With all of this, the Neshamah continues to attack the serpent in
order to break it, so that it will surrender and be enslaved under the
influence of repentance. Therefore, it is written: "And Avram passed
through the land to the place of Shchem" (Beresheet 12:6),
BECAUSE SHCHEM IS THE DWELLING PLACE OF THE SHECHINAH.
AND THAT IS BECAUSE THE POWER OF THE SERPENT HAS
ALREADY BEEN COMPLETELY BROKEN BY THE NESHAMAH.
(End of Sitrei Torah)

9. "So Avram departed, as Hashem had spoken to him..."
It's explained that every man has angels who accompany him everywhere, recording every single action and deed, large and small. The Final Day of
Judgment is then spelled out by the Zohar: The angels come forth during this time and present a list of all our actions, positive and negative, so that
we can acknowledge them. The Zohar goes on to declare that no matter how negative a person's actions might become, we should never cast them
aside and disregard them.
The Relevance of this Passage
Mankind's nature is to disregard or justify its insensitive and intolerant behavior. Regardless, we are eventually held accountable for all of our
actions. An awareness of the gravity and severity of our negative behavior, even the most minute behavioral actions, is imbued into our
consciousness by virtue of this passage. This will inspire us to treat others with the same compassion and tolerance that we desire.
49. Rabbi Elazar said, Come and behold, It is not written: "So Avram
left, as Hashem had spoken to him," but rather that Avram "departed
(lit. 'went') (Heb. vayelech)," as it is written: "Get you out" (Heb. lech
lecha). This is so written because they had already left, as it is
written: "and they went out with them from Ur Casdim to go to the
land of Cna'an." Therefore, it is written: "departed" rather than "left."

50. "As Hashem had spoken to him..." THIS MEANS according to all
the promises He gave him. The words, "and Lot went with him,"
mean that Lot accompanied Avraham to learn from his behavior.
Even so, Lot did not learn much. Rabbi Elazar said: Happy are the
righteous who study the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, in
order to follow them and be in awe of Him-in awe of that day of
judgment when man will have to account for his deeds before the
Holy one, blessed be He.
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51. He opened the discussion, saying: "He seals up the hand of
every man; that all men whom He has made may know His
work." (Iyov 37:7). This passage has already been explained. But
come and behold: When the days of man are over and he is about to
leave this world, on that day when the body is broken and the soul
has to leave it, then that person is permitted to see what he has not
been able to see when the body was in control, and he understands
things completely.

52. Three messengers stand over him and take an account of his
days and his sins and all that he has done in this world. And he
openly admits everything, and after that he signs it, THE ACCOUNT,
with his hand. As it is written: "He seals up the hand of every man..."

53. And all DEEDS AND SINS are signed with his hand, so a man can
be judged for all of his actions in this world, the early and the recent,
the old and the new-not even one of them is forgotten. Therefore, it
is written: "that all men whom He has made may know His work."
JUST AS all of the actions he committed in this world WERE
together in body and in spirit, so he must account FOR THEM WHILE
HE IS STILL together in body and spirit, before he leaves this world.

54. Come and behold: Just as the sinners are stiff-necked in this
world, so are they stiff-necked when they are about to leave this
world. Therefore, blessed is that person who studies the ways of the
Holy One, blessed be He, while in this world, so that he may follow
them. But the wicked person, even though he sees these righteous
people, stiffens his neck and refuses to learn from them.

55. This is why the righteous man must hold on to him and not let
go, even though the wicked person "stiffens his neck." The
righteous man should hold him tight by the hand and not leave him
alone, because if he lets him go, the wicked person will go and
destroy the world.

56. Come and behold: We see examples in the case of Elisha who
thrust away Gechazi, and in the case of Avraham and Lot. As long as
Lot was with Avraham, Lot did not associate with the wicked. But as
soon as he left him, it is written: "Then Lot chose him all the plain of
Yarden (Jordan)...and pitched his tent toward Sdom" (Beresheet
13:11-12), followed by "And the men of Sdom were wicked and
sinners before Hashem exceedingly" (Ibid. 13). SO WE SEE THAT HE
DID JOIN THE WICKED!
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57. Rabbi Aba said TO RABBI ELAZAR: You noted that it is written:
"Avram went," rather than 'Avram left,' BECAUSE THEY HAD
ALREADY LEFT. This is well but at the end of the verse, it is written:
"when he departed out of Charan..." SO THE VERSE DOES MENTION
LEAVING--EVEN THOUGH HE HAD ALREADY LEFT. Rabbi Elazar
responded that it is written "out of Charan," but the main departure
was that from the land of his birthplace, which had already occurred.
THIS IS NOT THE SAME AS THE DEPARTURE FROM CHARAN THAT
IS MENTIONED TOGETHER WITH "GET YOU OUT." SO WE MAY SAY
HERE "WHEN HE LEFT CHARAN."

10. "And Avram took Sarai his wife..."
When a person influences another individual in a positive way, that measure of positive influence is credited for all eternity. Moreover, when the
second individual utilizes that same positive influence to then affect others, the positive energy generated is also accrued to the original person.
This same principle holds true with all of our negative actions.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our inability to perceive the far-reaching implications of our actions, allows us to behave wantonly and with disregard for others. These verses give
us the understanding and enlightenment to foresee all the repercussions associated with our behavior, motivating us to constantly improve our
ways through continued spiritual development.
58. "And Avraham took Sarai his wife" (Beresheet 12:5). IN THIS
VERSE, THE WORD "took" means that Avraham persuaded her to
come with soft words, because a man cannot take his wife to
another country without her agreement. Similarly, it is written: "Take
Aharon" (Bemidbar 20:25) and "Take the Levites" (Bemidbar 3:45).
This is why "And Avram took" MEANS THAT he persuaded her with
words, telling her how evil were the ways of their generation.
Therefore it is written: "And Avram took Sarai his wife."

59. Of the verse, "And Lot his brother's son," HE ASKS: What did
Avraham see that made him take Lot with him? AND HE REPLIES:
He foresaw through the Holy Spirit that David shall issue from him in
the future. The words, "and the souls that they had made in Charan,"
refer to the male and female converts whose souls they amended.
Avraham converted the men, while Sarah converted the women. FOR
THIS REASON, the verse is written as if they had "made" them.

60. Rabbi Aba said: If so, then there were a lot of people-REFERRING TO THE CONVERTS. HOW can we say that they all left
with him? Rabbi Elazar responded: Indeed so! And because of this,
all the people who went with him are called "the people of the Elohim
of Avraham" (Tehilim 47:10). And he traveled through the country
with no fear, as it is written: "And Avram passed through the land."

61. Rabbi Aba said to him: If it had been written, 'and souls that they
had made in Charan,' then he would have agreed THAT BECAUSE
OF THEIR GREAT NUMBERS AVRAHAM HAD NO FEAR WHEN
PASSING THROUGH THE LAND. But, he said, it is written: "and the
(Heb. et) souls", in which the particle Et serves as an addition to the
merits of those souls that went along with him. IT IS FOR THIS
REASON THAT AVRAHAM WAS ABLE TO PASS THROUGH THE
LAND WITH NO FEAR. Because he who leads his friend to
meritorious conduct benefits always from that conduct and the
benefit never leaves him. How do we know this? Because it is
written: "And the souls that they had made in Charan." The merit of
these souls accompanied Avraham.
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62. Of the words "Get you out," Rabbi Shimon asked, when the Holy
One, blessed be He, first revealed himself to Avraham, why did He
start with 'Get you out'"? Until that time, the Holy One, blessed be
He, had not spoken with Avraham. Therefore, why did He start with
"Go for yourself"? Because the Hebrew words for "Go for yourself,"
which are lech lecha, have a numerical value of 100. By using these
words, the Holy One, blessed by He, gave Avraham a hint that he
would have a son in his hundredth year.

63. But come and behold: All that the Holy One, blessed be He,
performs on earth is done according to Wisdom. Because Avraham
was not yet attached to the Holy One, blessed be He, properly, He
said to him "Go for yourself." This is a hint for that place and
position that Avraham was expected to reach and that would bring
him closer to the Holy One, blessed be He. This is why it is written:
"Go for yourself." And that is the first grade that Avraham was to
attain in coming to the Holy One, blessed be He.

64. But Avraham could not reach that grade and hold on to it until he
entered the land of Yisrael, because that is where this level is
achieved. It was similar with David, about whom it is written: "David
inquired of Hashem, saying: Shall I go up to any of the cities of
Yehuda? And Hashem said to him, 'Go up.' And David said: Where
shall I go up? And Hashem said: 'to Chevron'" (II Shmuel 2:1). Since
Shaul had died, and David was fit to receive the kingship, why then
did he not receive the kingship over Yisrael immediately? WHY DID
HE HAVE TO EXERCISE HIS RULERSHIP FOR SEVEN YEARS IN
CHEVRON?

65. Everything, however, occurs by the secret of Wisdom. David was
not ready to receive the kingship until he had connected himself to
the Patriarchs buried in Chevron, through whom he was to receive
the kingship. Therefore, he remained IN CHEVRON for seven years,
until he was fit to receive the kingship properly. Thus, everything
occurred by the secret of Wisdom so that his kingship would be
properly established! The same applies to Avraham; he did not
achieve complete fulfillment with the Holy One, blessed be He, until
he entered the land of Yisrael.

66. See, it is written: "And Avram passed through the land." HE
ASKS: WHY DOES THE VERSE READ "passed through (Heb.
vaya'avor)" instead of 'went'! This is an allusion to the Holy Name-by which the world is sealed --that contains 72 engraved letters, all
of which are within that name. VAYA'AVOR (VAV-YUD-AYIN-BETVAV-RESH) CONSISTS OF TWO PARTS-RESH-YUD-VAV
(NUMERICALLY=216) AND AYIN-BET (=72)-THAT REFER TO THE 216
LETTERS AND 72 NAMES. Thus, it is written in one place, "And...
passed through," while it is written in another, "And Hashem passed
by (Heb. vaya'avor) before him and proclaimed..." (Shemot 34:6) -JUST AS THERE IT IS SPEAKING OF THE HOLY NAME OF AYIN-BET
(72), SO TOO VAYA'AVOR HERE IS A REFERENCE TO THE HOLY
NAME OF AYIN-BET (72).

11. "And Avram passed through the land..."
The Zohar reveals a hidden mystery concerning all the travels of Avraham that are recorded in the Torah. The journeys are not concerned with
geographical locations on Earth, but rather with the numerous spiritual levels to which our souls can ascend through personal transformation. The
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many difficulties associated with battling the angel Satan and the dark side of our nature, are discussed by the Zohar-all of life's processes up to the
point of death.
The Relevance of this Passage
Throughout the journey of life, we often veer off the positive track into negativity as we submit to the self-indulgent whims of the physical body and
the dark side of our nature. The power of this passage lies in its ability to put us back on a spiritual path, connecting us to the will of our soul.
67. In the book of Rabbi Yesa Saba (the elder), it states: It is written,
"And Avram passed through the land," while elsewhere it is written:
"I will make all My goodness pass before you" (Shemot 33:19). JUST
AS THERE IT IMPLIES THE ENTIRE GOODNESS OF THE SUPERNAL
PLACE, WHICH IS BINAH, SO THE IMPLICATION IS THE SAME HEREit gives a hint about the holiness of the land, which emanates from a
supernal place in all its proper GOODNESS. THIS REFERS TO
MALCHUT THAT ENCLOTHES BINAH PROPERLY AND RECEIVES
ITS LIGHTS.
68. "To the place of Shchem to the plain of Moreh" MEANS from one
side to the other side, as was befitting. "And the Can'ani were then in
the land," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE EVIL SERPENT. It has
been explained that at that time the curse of the evil serpent
dominated the land, and the world was cursed. As it is written:
"Cursed be Cna'an; a servant of servants shall he be to his
brethren" (Beresheet 9:25), and also "you are cursed above all
cattle" (Beresheet 3:14). When Avraham came close to the Holy One,
blessed be He, it is written: "And Hashem appeared to
Avram" (Beresheet 12:7). Now was revealed to him that which he did
not know, because of the profound force that governed the land.
Thus appeared to him what had been concealed from him, and he
was able to understand it.

69. Then "he built an altar to Hashem, who had appeared to him."
Why were the words "who had appeared to him" added? Because
here the grade, which was in dominion over the land, appeared to
him. He entered it, rose through it, and was established in it.

70. "And he moved from there to the mountain" (Beresheet 12:8),
where he recognized the mountain of Hashem and all the grades
planted on that place. "And pitched his tent," (Heb. ohaloh) WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA, AS 'OHALOH' IS NOT SPELLED WITH A
VAV BUT WITH A HEI. Thus he spread a curtain and received the
kingdom of heaven, along with all the grades that come from it. He
then knew that the Holy One, blessed be He, rules over all, and he
built an altar.

71. There were actually two altars, because here the Holy One,
blessed be He, appeared to him as the ruler over all. He now
acquired knowledge of the supernal wisdom, which he had not
previously attained. He therefore built two altars-one for the grade
that appeared WORLD, and one ALTAR to the grade still hidden.
Come and behold: It is written first, "and there he built an altar to
Hashem, who had appeared to him", and later just "and there he built
an altar to Hashem," without adding "who appeared to him." And all
this is according to the secret of Wisdom.
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72. Avraham was then crowned from grade to grade, until he
ascended to his own grade. This is the meaning of "And Avram
journeyed, going on still toward the Negev." This is the south,
BECAUSE HE WANTED TO ATTAIN THE GRADE OF CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED SOUTH, Avraham's portion. THIS MEANS HE
WAS DESTINED TO BECOME A CHARIOT TO THE SFIRAH OF
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND HENCE HE IS "going on still," grade
after grade, until he reached the south, where he was properly
attached, NAMELY, HE FIXED HIMSELF, SO HE COULD HOLD TO
THE GRADE OF CHESED PERMANENTLY. HE THEN ascended to the
south's grade, THAT IS, HE DESERVED TO BE A CHARIOT OF
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'SOUTH.'
73. After Avraham was crowned with his grades in the Holy Land-THE SECRET OF THE MOCHIN FROM THE REVEALED WORLD,
RACHEL, CALLED 'THE HOLY LAND'--and entered the holy grade-THAT IS, THE GRADE OF CHESED, AND THE ASPECT OF THE
HIDDEN WORLD, LEAH-- then it is written: "And there was famine in
the land" (Beresheet 12:10), WHICH MEANS THAT they were not sure
how to approach the Holy One, blessed be He, AS IN THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE "NOT A FAMINE FOR BREAD, NOR A THIRST FOR
WATER, BUT FOR HEARING THE WORDS OF HASHEM" (AMOS
8:11).
74. "And there was famine in the land" because until then the power
ruling over the land did not supply the land with strength and
nourishment. This occurred because THE NUKVA was not
completely built and not PROPERLY established. When Avraham
saw that the power appointed over the land did not supply it with
might and holy strength as it merited, then "Avram went down to
Egypt to sojourn there" (Beresheet 12:10).

75. IT IS ASKED: How did Avraham know THAT THE LAND, THE
NUKVA, WAS STILL LACKING CORRECTION? From the verse, "To
your seed I will give this land." IT DID NOT SAY, 'TO YOU AND YOUR
SEED WILL I GIVE THIS LAND.' Avraham then knew that the only
way to amend the land was through the holy grades of his
descendants. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "TO YOUR SEED I WILL
GIVE THIS LAND," AND NOT TO HIMSELF. Avraham then
understood the secret of Wisdom, WHEREFORE the land will not be
properly mended in holiness, except as we have said. HE
THEREFORE WENT DOWN TO EGYPT, FROM THERE TO CORRECT
THAT WHICH WAS LACKING.
Gilayon (Interpolation)
76. The Holy One, blessed be He, alluded to the supernal Wisdom
through Avraham and Yitzchak; Avraham is the Neshamah of
Neshamah, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF CHAYAH. Sarah is the
Neshamah, and Lot is the serpent, the spouse of Samael. The holy
Ruach is Yitzchak; the Holy Nefesh is Rivkah. The Evil Inclination is
the bestial Nefesh. And concerning this King Solomon said in his
wisdom, "Who knows whether the spirit of man goes upwards, and
the spirit of the beast goes downwards" (Kohelet 3:21). The bestial
Nefesh is the Nefesh that comes from the side of the Evil Inclination.
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77. And this is what they meant by saying that the Neshamah of
Neshamah rests upon a person who feels awe and has Wisdom,
MEANING THAT IT IS RECEIVED FROM THE SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH
WITH WISDOM AND AWE. The Neshamah reaches a person in Binah,
as it is written: "And to man He said: Behold the fear of Hashem, that
is wisdom (Heb. Chochmah)" (Iyov 28:28). THEREFORE THE
NESHAMAH OF NESHAMAH COMES TO A PERSON ONLY
THROUGH AWE AND WISDOM. The Neshamah comes to a person
through repentance, which is called 'Binah' and 'Sarah'. The Ruach
is called 'the voice', and is also called 'Da'at.' And this is drawn down
to a person who raises his voice in Torah. THE RUACH IS also called
the written Torah, and all the positive deeds come from the mental
Nefesh.

78. In a similar way, the Holy One, blessed be He, created the body
from the four elements--namely, Fire, Air, Earth and Water, which
correspond to the Neshamah of Neshamah, the Neshamah, the
Ruach, and the Nefesh. SO THE NESHAMAH OF NESHAMAH IS THE
SECRET OF WATER; THE NESHAMAH IS THE SECRET OF FIRE;
THE RUACH IS THE SECRET OF AIR; AND THE NEFESH IS THE
SECRET OF EARTH. Water- which is the aspect of the male-REFERS
TO THE NESHAMAH OF NESHAMAH THAT COMES FROM
CHOCHMAH AND refers to the sweet waters of holiness. The
contrasting bitter waters represent the Evil Inclination, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF SAMAEL. The holy fire-which is the aspect of the
female-REFERS TO THE NESHAMAH THAT COMES FROM BINAH. IN
CONTRAST, there is the foreign fire, to which the words "that he
come not at all times to the holy place" (Vayikra 16:2) apply. And this
is the female of the Evil Inclination, NAMELY THE SERPENT, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA OF SAMAEL. The holy Ruach is the aspect of the
Male-SIMILAR TO THE RUACH THAT COMES FROM THE SFIRAH OF
DA'AT. IT CONTRASTS WITH the unholy Ruach, which is the Evil
Inclination. As it is written: "for out of the serpent's root shall come
forth a viper" (Yeshayah 14:29). THIS REFERS TO THE BESTIAL
RUACH, WHICH IS CALLED A 'VIPER', AND IS AN OFFSPRING OF
THE SERPENT OF THE UNHOLY SIDE, NAMELY BINAH OF THE
UNHOLINESS. THIS IS WHY THE VERSE SAYS: "OUT OF THE
SERPENT'S ROOT SHALL COME FORTH A VIPER." There is holy
Earth, SIMILAR TO THE NEFESH THAT COMES FROM THE LEFT
SIDE OF DA'AT. AND IN CONTRAST, there is an Unholy Earth,
NAMELY THE BESTIAL NEFESH, WHICH COMES FROM THE EVIL
INCLINATION.
79. Therefore, the Neshamah, which is repentance-NAMELY BINAHattacks and overcomes the serpent by the power of enslavement that
belongs to repentance. And it drags the serpent to the synagogue
and the learning academies. And the four elements THAT ARE THE
FOUR ASPECTS OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT,
expand to 22 letters, THAT COME FROM THE FIVE POINTS OF
ARTICULATION OF THE MOUTH Aleph-Chet-Hei-Ayin FROM THE
THROAT; Bet-Vav-Mem-Pe FROM THE LIPS; Gimel-Yud-Caf-Kuf
FROM THE PALATE; Dalet-Tet-Lamed-Nun-Tav FROM THE TONGUE;
AND Zayin-Samech-Shin-Resh-Tzadik FROM THE TEETH. THESE
FIVE POINTS OF ARTICULATION OF THE MOUTH ARE EQUIVALENT
TO KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, WHICH
ARE THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF WATER FIRE, AIR, AND EARTH.
THIS IS WHY HE SAYS THAT THE FOUR ELEMENTS, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF THE FIVE POINTS OF ARTICULATION OF THE
MOUTH, EXPAND TO 22 LETTERS.
(End of the Gilayon)
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
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80. The verse, "And Avram passed through the land to the place of
Shchem," alludes to the synagogue, the place where the Shechinah
resides. As it is written: "Moreover I have given to you one portion
(Heb. shchem)" (Beresheet 48:22), SO SHCHEM is the Shechinah,
which is fit for YOSEF, as he is called 'righteous.' Because
righteousness, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, does not reside
anywhere else but in the righteous, WHO IS YOSEF. This is the
meaning of "to the place of Shchem," REFERRING THE PLACE OF
THE SHECHINAH-TO THE SYNAGOGUE. "To the plain of Moreh"
alludes to Torah-learning academies, where they teach and instruct
Torah to the public.

81. "And the Cna'ani was then in the land" means that the Evil
Inclination was sweetened and amended in spite of itself, in the body
WHICH IS CALLED THE LAND. DO NOT BE SURPRISED THAT THE
EVIL INCLINATION IS CALLED 'CNA'ANI', because it has many
names. "Was then in the land" is certainly against its will, AS IT IS
STILL IN THE BODY, WHEN THE SOUL, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
AVRAM, SHINES THROUGH IT. The serpent is not yet completely
removed from the body. Therefore, because the body is still attached
TO THE SERPENT, the "Cna'ani was then in the land." Why is it
called the "Cna'ani?" Because it surrounds (Aramaic aschar) the
body with evil judgments. AS THE WORD CNA'ANI MEANS A
MERCHANT (HEB. SOCHER), AS IT IS WRITTEN: "HIS TRUTH SHALL
BE YOUR SHIELD AND BUCKLER (HEB. SOCHERAH)" (TEHILIM
91:4).
82. The soul is properly established in this world, so that we can
merit receiving it after it leaves the world. If a soul has merit, it
returns to the place from whence it came. As it is written: "To the
place of the altar, which he had made there in the
beginning" (Beresheet 13:4), and "to the place where his tent (Heb.
ohaloh) had been at the beginning..." (Ibid. 3). Ohaloh is spelled with
an additional Hei, WHICH REPRESENTS THE SHECHINAH.

83. Now, IN THIS WORLD, it is LOCATED IN THE MIDDLE-between
rising upward TO THE PLACE FROM WHENCE IT CAME, and
descending downward TO THE PLACE OF PUNISHMENTS. IN
OTHER WORDS, between Bet-El, WHICH IS UP, and Ay, WHICH IS
DOWN AT THE PLACE OF PUNISHMENTS. If it has merit, it will rise
up "to the place of the altar, which he had made..." SO ACCORDING
TO THIS, HE ASKS: Who is 'he' who 'had made,' and what is 'the
altar'? AND HE REPLIES: "...he had made there" applies to the Holy
One, blessed be He, who had made that altar, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, and established it upon twelve stones, "according to
the number of the tribes of the sons of Ya'akov, to whom the word of
Hashem came, saying, Yisrael shall be your name" (I Melachim
18:31), for sure.
84. And this altar, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, "he had made there at
first," when the upper world, which is concealed from all other
worlds, was created. And Michael-THE ANGEL, the High Prieststands high and sacrifices upon it the offerings of the souls OF THE
RIGHTEOUS. And since the soul ascends there and rises up AS AN
OFFERING, it is written: "and there Avram called in the name of
Hashem" (Beresheet 13:4). The soul calls there IN THE NAME OF
HASHEM and is attached to the bundle of life.
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85. All this happens if THE SOUL merited to amend the body in this
world and overcome the power of that cursed being, NAMELY THE
EVIL INCLINATION THAT IS CALLED LOT, until it is separated from
it. As it is written: "And there was strife between the herdsmen of
Avram's cattle (WHICH IS THE SOUL) and the herdsmen of Lot's
cattle, (WHICH IS THE EVIL INCLINATION)" (Beresheet 13:7).
Because in this world, on each and every day, those camps and
rulers from the side of the soul are in strife with the camps and
rulers from the side of the body, and they fight with each other-while all the parts of the body are trapped in agony between them,
between the soul and the serpent, between those forces that fight
each other every day.

86. Thus it is written: "And Avram said to Lot" (Beresheet 13:8) that
the soul answered the Evil Inclination, "Let there be no strife, I pray
you, between me and you, and between my herdsmen and your
herdsmen." IN OTHER WORDS, between my camps and your camps
"for we are brethren"; because the Good Inclination and the Evil
Inclination are close to each other, the one to man's right and the
other to his left. THE EVIL INCLINATION IS TO HIS LEFT AND THE
GOOD INCLINATION TO HIS RIGHT.

87. "Is not the whole land before you? Separate yourself, pray you,
from me..." (Ibid. 9). There are a lot of wicked men in the world; go
and chase after them and leave me alone. "If you will go to the left,
then I will go to the right..."; it reproves and annoys it with many
fights and arguments every day, until, as it is written: "and they
separated themselves the one from the other" (Ibid. 11).

88. Since they have separated themselves from each other, it is
written: "Avram dwelt in the land of Cna'an" (Beresheet 13:12),
WHICH MEANS THAT the soul has settled among the righteous in a
good and peaceful settlement. "And Lot dwelt in the cities of the
plain" MEANS THAT the cursed adversary went to prosecute and
join the wicked in their dwellings. As it is written: "and pitched his
tent toward Sdom," followed by: "And the men of Sdom were wicked
and were sinners before Hashem exceedingly" (Beresheet 13:13).
There he dwelt and set his residence among them; he joined them,
so that he could deceive them and destroy them by evil deeds.

89. As the adversary leaves the soul and the body is purified from
that defilement, the Holy One, blessed be He, immediately takes up
residence beside him, and he inherits the upper and lower portion
and is delighted among the righteous. While that cursed oneREFERRING TO LOT-is among the wicked and they sin together with
him until finally they cannot be redeemed from their sins.
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90. It is then written: "And when Avram heard that his brother was
taken captive..." (Beresheet 14:14). "And when Avram heard" refers
to the soul which remained purified in the body. "That his brother
was taken captive" refers to the Evil Inclination, which was taken
captive among the wicked by their innumerable sins. "And he armed
his trained servants, born in his own house," means the righteous
men who learn Torah and are the limbs of the body. THE LIMBS OF
THE BODY ARE LIKENED TO RIGHTEOUS MEN WHO LEARN THE
TORAH, armed to join him. They number three hundred and eighteen248 limbs of the body and 70 that belong to the secret of the soul.
THESE CORRESPOND TO THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, IN
WHICH EACH ONE IS THE NUMBER TEN. The soul comes from THE
SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. SO 248 PLUS SEVENTY EQUALS
THREE HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN. He was armed with all these to
confront those sinners-to make them repent and atone for their sins.
91. Then, it is written: "and pursued them to Dan (also, judge)." This
means he pursued them and told them about the judgment of the
World of Truth and the punishment of Gehenom. And he did not
allow his eyes to sleep, neither during the day nor at night, until he
reproved the sinners and brought them to atone and ask for
forgiveness from the Holy One, blessed be He. It is written: "And he
brought back all the goods..." (Beresheet 13:16), because he brought
them to atone completely for their sins!

92. The words "And also brought again his brother Lot" mean that he
even attacked that Evil Inclination, WHICH IS CALLED LOT, until he
overcame it by force against its will and weakened it, as should be.
He brought them all to wholeheartedly atone for their sins, as should
properly be. He reproved and reprimanded them day and night for
every single sin they performed, until they repented completely.

93. Let us return to the first subject of this passage, where it is
written: "The watchmen that go about the city found me..." (Shir
Hashirim 5:7). We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He,
constructed the celestial Jerusalem, NAMELY BINAH, TO BE just like
the terrestrial Jerusalem; NAMELY MALCHUT, with walls, towers,
and open gates. And those walls there-THE WALLS IN BINAH AND
MALCHUT-have guards stationed upon them. As it is written: "I have
set watchmen upon your walls, Jerusalem..." (Yeshayah 62:6). And
Michael, the High Priest, is the highest of the gate watchmen.

94. When the soul leaves this world, MEANING AS A PERSON DIES,
if that person has merit, the soul enters the earthly Garden of Eden,
which the Holy One, blessed be He, planted for the spirits of the
righteous MEN OF EARTH, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Similarly, He
created the Garden of Eden on high, WHICH IS BINAH, where all the
righteous people of the world dwell.
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95. So when the soul leaves this world, it FIRST enters the cave of
Machpelah, where the opening leading to the Garden of Eden is
located. Then it meets Adam and the Patriarchs who are there. If the
soul is meritorious, they rejoice with it and open all the openings so
the soul can enter them. If not, it is pushed outside. If it has merit it
enters the Garden and sits there, it clothes itself with a garment in
the image of this world and enjoys itself.

12. The three levels: Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah
There are three levels of soul that we can learn to achieve throughout life. We are born into this world with the lowest level of soul. The next two
higher levels are attained by way of spiritual accomplishments that we achieve in the course of life.
The Relevance of this Passage
Left to his own devices, man would remain enslaved to the primal urges and impulses of the body, the lowest level of soul. Therefore, the energy of
this passage infuses us with the strength to help us climb towards the next level of soul.
96. The secret of all secrets is passed on to those who are wise in
their hearts. There are three levels that are attached to each other,
and they are Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah. Nefesh is the force from
which the body is built. When a man is aroused in this world to mate
with his wife, all parts of the body agree on this and are prepared to
receive enjoyment from it. Then the Nefesh and the desire of the
person indulge willingly in that act. The Nefesh is drawn down and
enters the sperm that comes forth.

97. From the combination of that desire and the Nefesh, another
power is drawn from the levels of the angels, who are called Ishim
(people). They all enter as the sperm flows, and the body is then built
and constructed of them. This is the first and lowest power of the
three levels.

98. And because the Nefesh offers a sacrifice by attaching itself to
the foundation of the body, which is offered as a sacrifice to atone
for the Neshamah, then part of it is offered to those grades that are
considered as Ishim. Because part of the Nefesh, THE RUACH OF
THE NEFESH, is drawn down from them. As it is written: "My
offering and my bread for my fire (Heb. ishai)..." (Bemidbar 28:2),
WHICH MEANS TO THE ISHIM. So, because it is an offering THAT
COMES FROM THE POWER of the Nefesh, the Ishim take their part
as well. THEIR SHARE IS DETERMINED BY THE AMOUNT
ENCLOTHED IN THE NEFESH THAT OFFERS THE SACRIFICE. And
when one leaves this world, that Nefesh never leaves the grave. And
because of the power OF THIS NEFESH THAT REMAINS IN THE
GRAVE, the dead know and talk with each other.
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99. Ruach gives existence to the Nefesh in this world, AS IT DRAWS
DOWN THE ABUNDANCE OF LIFE AND PASSES IT ON TO THE
NEFESH. THIS IS THE MIDDLE LEVEL OF THE THREE. It is drawn by
the arousal of the Nukva OF ATZILUT toward the male OF ATZILUT,
when they are in a state of united passion, NAMELY, DURING THE
ACT OF MATING. The female is aroused toward the male because of
her passion to receive from him the LIGHT OF Ruach, just like a
woman in this world who is inseminated by the power of her passion
to RECEIVE FROM the man. And this is the secret of the words, "and
the spirit (Ruach) shall return to the Elohim who gave it" (Kohelet
12:7). THIS MEANS THAT IT RETURNS TO THE NUKVA, WHICH IS
CALLED BY THE NAME OF ELOHIM. AND EVEN THOUGH THE
RUACH IS DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, NEVERTHELESS, BECAUSE IT IS THE RESULT OF THE
AROUSAL OF THE FEMALE, SHE IS THEN CONSIDERED TO BE THE
ROOT CAUSE OF IT. SO AFTER DEATH AND DEPARTURE FROM
THE BODY, IT RETURNS TO HER.
100. And this Ruach, AFTER A PERSON'S DEATH, leaves this world
and is separated from the Nefesh, WHICH REMAINS HOVERING
OVER THE GRAVE, and it enters the Garden of Eden of this world.
There, it clothes itself with the air of the Garden of Eden, just as the
supernal angels do when they come down to this world. Then, they
clothe and cover themselves with the air of this world, because they
were created from that spirit (Ruach), as it is written: "Who makes
the winds (also: spirits) his angels" (Tehilim 104:4).

101. And in the midst of the Garden, there stands a pillar
embroidered with many colors. And when that Ruach wishes to rise
up TO THE WORLD OF ATZILUT, it disrobes from that clothing,
FROM THE AIR OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN, enters to the pillar, and
ascends until it reaches the place from where it came, NAMELY THE
NUKVA OF ATZILUT. As it is written: "and the spirit (Ruach) shall
return TO THE ELOHIM, WHO GAVE IT."

102. And then, Michael, the High Priest, takes THE RUACH and offers
it as a sacrifice of sweet savor to the Holy One, blessed be He,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. And it remains there, IN ZEIR ANPIN OF
ATZILUT, and enjoys the delicacies of the bundle of Life, WHICH IS
DESCRIBED BY THE VERSE, "no eye had ever seen an Elohim,
beside You..." (Yeshayah 64:3). Afterwards, it goes down from there
and returns to the earthly Garden of Eden. There, it enjoys all the
delicacies, clothes itself again with that same clothing, THAT IS,
WITH THE AIR OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN, and dwells there
crowned with a crown twice as big as the one that it had possessed
before IT ROSE UP TO MALE AND FEMALE OF ATZILUT.

103. The Neshamah is a supernal power high above the other two,
NAMELY, THE NEFESH AND THE RUACH. It originates from the
power of the male, which is the Tree of Life. THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED 'THE TREE OF LIFE,' DRAWS IT FROM BINAH OF ATZILUT,
AND BECAUSE HE DOES SO, HE IS CONSIDERED TO BE ITS ROOT.
THIS IS JUST LIKE THE RUACH, WHICH THE NUKVA DRAWS FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, AND IS THUS CONSIDERED ITS ROOT. INDEED, THE
LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED RUACH AND THE LIGHT OF
BINAH IS CALLED NESHAMAH. THE NESHAMAH, AFTER MAN'S
DEMISE, ascends immediately. IT DOES NOT COME FIRST TO THE
EARTHLY GARDEN OF EDEN, AS DOES THE RUACH. RATHER, IT
ASCENDS TO ITS ROOT IMMEDIATELY, NAMELY, TO ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS ITS ROOT WITH NO REGARD TO ITS DRAWING IT. And
these three levels-NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH-are attached
to one another. When they leave THE BODY, they all rise up and
return to the places from which they came.
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104. When the Ruach leaves this world and enters the cave of Adam
and the Patriarchs, they give it a letter as a sign. Then it goes to the
Garden of Eden. When it arrives there, it meets the cherubs and the
flame of the revolving sword. If it is meritorious, then they see the
letter, which is the sign, and open the gate for it to enter. If they do
not see the letter, they reject it and do not allow it to enter.

105. And it dwells there some time, sitting and clothing itself in the
image of this world. And on the first day of the month and on
Shabbat, when it wants to rise TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN,
the righteous men who are in the Garden of Eden give it a letter as a
sign. And it ascends through that same pillar, WHICH IS IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN, where it meets the
watchmen of the walls of Jerusalem. If it is meritorious, they open
the gate and it enters. If not, they take the letter away and throw it
out. As it is written: "The watchmen that go about the city found me...
the keepers of the walls took away my veil from me" (Shir Hashirim
5:7). THE VEIL is the letter given as a sign, which has been taken
away from it, by the watchmen of the walls of Jerusalem.
End of Sitrei Torah

13. "And Avram went down to Egypt"
The Torah presents a story that concerns the patriarch Avraham entering into the land of Egypt. The Zohar reveals that Egypt is a code word
pertaining to the depths of man's own negativity into which divine sparks of Light have fallen. The great spiritual leaders of history often descended
into these negative regions to retrieve and elevate the sparks trapped within the dark recesses of our being.
The Relevance of this Passage
It goes against the grain of man's nature to look inward and reflect upon one's own amoral attributes. Our five senses are steadfastly tuned towards
the external environment around us. The introspection and self-scrutiny performed by the sages, serves as a timeless repository of energy available
to us through the letters and lessons contained herein. We acquire the inner strength to go deep into one's self and expel the hardhearted qualities
from our character.
106. "And Avram went down to Egypt to sojourn there" (Beresheet
12:10). Why did he go down to Egypt? Because it looked like the
garden of Hashem, NAMELY THE GARDEN OF EDEN. As it is written:
"like the garden of Hashem, like the land of Egypt..." (Beresheet
13:10). Because a river flows down on the right, as it is written: "The
name of the first is Pishon; that is it which encompasses the whole
land of Chavilah, where there is gold" (Beresheet 2:11).

107. So Avraham achieved knowledge and complete faith, WHICH
REFERS TO THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED FAITH.
IT WAS CALLED COMPLETE FAITH AFTER IT HAD BEEN
COMPLETED BY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, FROM THE
ASPECT OF BINAH THAT RETURNED TO CHOCHMAH. Avraham
then wanted to become familiar with all the grades that are attached
below. THIS IS A REFERENCE TO THOSE WHO CAN PASS ON THE
ABUNDANCE FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT COLUMN. And Egypt came from the
right; FROM THE ASPECT OF THE RIVER OF PISHON, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT COLUMN. Because of
this, he went down to Egypt TO COLLECT ALL THE HOLY SPARKS,
FROM THE ASPECT OF CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT COLUMN AND
GET THEM OUT OF THERE. AFTER ACCOMPLISHING THIS, HE
RETURNED TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL. THUS HE WAS FULL AND
COMPLETED BY THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH. Come and behold:
famine only comes to the land when Mercy leaves Judgment. THIS
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MEANS WHEN ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS THE SECRET OF MERCY,
DEPARTS FROM THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
JUDGMENT. BECAUSE THEN THE MATING OF THE MALE AND
FEMALE IS DISTURBED, AND FAMINE IS FELT IN THE NUKVA,
WHICH IS CALLED THE LAND.
108. "And it came to pass, when he came (lit. 'caused to come') near
to enter to Egypt..." (Beresheet 12:11). Rabbi Elazar said that THE
VERSE STATES, "when he caused to come near," whereas it should
have stated, 'When he came near.' Why does it say, "when he caused
to come near?" This is similar to the verse, "And Pharaoh caused to
come close..." (Shemot 14:10), WHICH MEANS that he brought
Yisrael to come near to repentance. The same applies here, so
"caused to come near" MEANS THAT he brought himself to come
near to the Holy One, blessed be He, as should properly be. "To
enter to Egypt," MEANS to observe those grades, LOCATED IN
EGYPT, and keep his distance from them, as well as to keep his
distance from the worshippers of Egypt.
109. Rabbi Yehuda said, Come and behold: Since he went down to
Egypt without consent, his offspring were enslaved in Egypt for four
hundred years. As it is written: "and Avram went down to Egypt." It
does not say THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TOLD HIM,
'Go down to Egypt!' THEREFORE, he was in misery all that night
because of Sarah.

110. "And he said to Sarah his wife: 'Behold now, I know that you are
a fair woman to look upon'" (Beresheet 12:11). AND HE ASKS: Could
it be that until then Avraham did not know that she was a "fair
woman to look upon"? AND HE REPLIES: This has already been
explained-that until then he did not look upon the image of Sarah,
because of their excessive modesty with each other. But when he
"came near to enter to Egypt," she revealed herself, and he saw her.

111. Another explanation for why he knew ONLY THEN THAT SHE
WAS A FAIR WOMAN TO LOOK UPON is that most people are
affected by the hardship of the journey, but Sarah remained beautiful
and her appearance did not change. THIS IS HOW HE KNEW MORE
THAN EVER THAT SHE IS A FAIR WOMAN TO LOOK UPON. Another
explanation of the words, "Behold, now I know..." is that Avraham
saw the Shechinah accompanying Sarah, WHICH MEANS THAT HE
HAD THE MERIT OF THE REVELATION OF THE SHECHINAH. For
this reason, Avraham felt confident and said: "She is my sister."
112. The phrase, "MY SISTER," has two meanings. The first is literalNAMELY, THAT YOU ARE MY SISTER. The second is figurative, as in
the verse, "Say to wisdom; You are my sister." (Mishlei 7:4). It also is
written: "Say, I pray you, you are my sister" (Beresheet 12:13). THE
WORD 'YOU' ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH. And it is also written:
"speak you to us" (Devarim 5:24), WHICH ALSO ALLUDES TO THE
SHECHINAH. In addressing the Shechinah, he said: "That it may be
well with me for your sake," WHICH MEANS FOR THE SAKE OF THE
SHECHINAH, and also "my soul shall live because of you," because,
as a result of this, REFERRING TO THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH, a
person is elevated up to the path of life, SINCE THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED THE LIGHT OF CHAYAH, AS IS ALREADY
KNOWN!
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113. "Say, I pray you, you are my sister..." Rabbi Yesa said: Avraham
knew that all the Egyptians are lecherous. Since he knew this, how
come he was not afraid for his wife and did not return back from this
journey and refrain from entering there? AND HE REPLIES: Because
he saw that she was accompanied by the Shechinah; THEREFORE
HE HAD CONFIDENCE IN HER AND HAD NO FEAR!

14. "And it came to pass, when Avram came to Egypt"
The Zohar explores the Biblical story in which Sarah, the wife of the patriarch Avraham, is abducted by the King of Egypt. Avraham and Sarah are
able to take control over the King, utilizing the tools of the Torah. This event held cosmic significance for future generations. This action of gaining
control over the King of Egypt and the negative cosmic forces that he represents, created the means that would be utilized again, five generations
later, when the Israelites were freed from bondage in Egypt. The Zohar is demonstrating how man often fails to perceive all the influences and
effects that unfold as a result every action we perform.
The Relevance of this Passage
In reality, hardships in life are merely minor interference patterns in comparison to the eternal fulfillment and reality that is ours after we complete
our spiritual transformation. We gain the ability to perceive the larger picture when obstacles and difficulties arise in our life. An appreciation for the
inevitable consequences that are attached to all of our actions is stimulated within our consciousness.
114. "And it came to pass, when Avram came to Egypt, the
Egyptians beheld the woman that she was very fair" (Beresheet
12:14). Rabbi Yehuda said: He brought her to Egypt in a closed
carriage. And the Egyptians opened the carriage to collect taxes
from it. But as the carriage was opened, there was light resembling
the light of the sun. THIS MEANS THAT THE LIGHT OF SARAH,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE MOON, WAS AS STRONG AS THE
LIGHT OF THE SUN, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE "TWO
GREAT LIGHTS!" And this is why it is written: "that she was very
fair."
115. AND HE ASKS: What DOES THE VERSE ALLUDE TO BY USING
THE WORD 'very'? AND HE REPLIES THAT THE EGYPTIANS saw in
the carriage a different light. They took her out OF THE CARRIAGE,
and they saw that she remained as fair as before, AS FAIR AS SHE
WAS IN THE CARRIAGE. THIS MEANS THAT THE ACTION OF THE
EGYPTIANS DID NOT DO HER ANY DAMAGE. HER BEAUTY WAS
NOT CORRUPTED; IT REMAINED AS BEFORE, AS WHEN SHE WAS
IN THE CARRIAGE. Therefore it is written: "The ministers of Pharaoh
saw her." AND SO HE ASKS: Since it is written that 'the Egyptians
beheld the woman,' why do I read, 'The ministers of Pharaoh saw
her,' AS THEY TOO WERE EGYPTIANS? AND HE REPLIES: Because
they took her out OF THE CARRIAGE; and saw that she remained AS
FAIR as before-THAT IS, AS SHE WAS IN THE CARRIAGE. And then
they "commended her before Pharaoh, and the woman was taken to
Pharaoh's house."
116. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Woe to those wicked people of the world,
as they do not know and do not observe IN ORDER TO
UNDERSTAND that everything that exists in the world comes from
the Holy One, blessed be He. THIS MEANS THAT HE ALONE HAS
DONE, CONTINUES DOING, AND SHALL DO ALL THE ACTIONS IN
THE WORLD. And that He knew from the beginning what the end
shall be, as it is written: "Declaring the end from the
beginning..." (Yeshayah 46:10). And He watches and performs the
actions from the beginning, so that they can later be repeated TO
COMPLETION.
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117. Come and behold: Had Sarah not been taken to Pharaoh, he
would not have been plagued. And the result of Pharaoh's plague
was another plague, so the Egyptians suffered great plagues AS
YISRAEL LEFT EGYPT. As it is written: "great plagues" in this
passage, and, AS YISRAEL LEFT EGYPT, it is written: "And Hashem
showed signs and wonders, great and sore, upon Egypt" (Devarim
6:22). HE MAKES AN ANALOGY BETWEEN THE TWO TIMES WHEN
THE WORD "GREAT" IS USED. Because there were ten plagues,
PHARAOH ALSO SUFFERED ten plagues here. And just as the Holy
One, blessed be He, performed miracles and showed His great might
during the night, so here as well, the Holy One, blessed be He,
performed miracles and mighty deeds at night. SO, AS HE WAS
INFLICTING THE PLAGUES UPON PHARAOH, FOR THE SAKE OF
SARAH, HE WAS WATCHING AND OBSERVING THE WAY HE WAS
GOING TO REPEAT THEM TO PERFECTION DURING THE EXODUS
OF YISRAEL FROM EGYPT.
118. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion by saying: "But you,
Hashem, are a shield for me; my glory, and the lifter up of my
head" (Tehilim 3:4). David said: Even if all the people of the world
come and make war with me, THEY WILL NOT BE ABLE TO
OVERCOME ME, BECAUSE "You, Hashem, are a shield for me."
Come and behold: It is written: "a shield for me." David said to the
Holy One, blessed be He, Master of the Universe, why is there no
blessing that ends with my name, as there is for Avraham, of whom
it is written: "I am your shield" (Beresheet 15:1) and therefore it is
said: 'the shield of Avraham.' SO WHY DO THEY NOT CONCLUDE A
BLESSING WITH MY NAME, 'THE PROTECTOR OF DAVID'?

119. So the Holy One, blessed be He, answered David, "As for
Avraham, I have already tried and tested him, and he resisted THE
TEST and was found before me to be wholly steadfast." David said
to Him, "Examine me, Hashem, and prove me, purify my kidneys and
my heart!" (Tehilim 26:2). But when he became involved in the matter
of Bat-Sheva, David remembered what he had said to the Holy One,
blessed be He, and said: "You have proved my heart, You have
visited it in the night. You have tried me, but You did find nothing;
Let no presumptuous thought pass my lips" (Tehilim 17:3).

120. He said: I said, "Examine me, Hashem, and prove me," and 'You
have examined my heart' BY BAT-SHEVA; I said, 'purify my kidneys'
and "You have tried me, but You did find nothing." "Let no
presumptuous thought pass my lips"; How I wish that the thoughts
of my mind would not have been uttered with my mouth AND I
WOULD NOT HAVE PROCLAIMED, "EXAMINE ME, HASHEM, AND
PROVE ME."

121. But nevertheless, there is a blessing that concludes with the
words, "the Shield of David." For this reason, David said: "But you,
Hashem, are a shield for me, my glory, and the lifter of my head."
THIS MEANS THAT HE SAID, "This grade OF 'SHIELD' is certainly
'my glory' by which I am crowned."

122. "And Pharaoh commanded his men concerning him; and they
sent him away..." (Beresheet 21:20). Come and behold: The Holy
One, blessed be He, is the protector of the righteous, who shields
them from being ruled by other people. So the Holy One, blessed be
He, protected Avraham, so no one could harm him or his wife.
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123. Come and behold: The Shechinah did not leave Sarah at all
during that night. When Pharaoh approached her, an angel came and
hit him. And whenever Sarah said, "Hit," he hit. All the while
Avraham was begging his Master through his prayers, not to allow
anyone to harm her. Therefore it is written: "but the righteous are
bold (trusting) as a lion" (Mishlei 28:1). Here was a trial by which
Hashem tested Avraham, but Avraham had no doubts about the Holy
One, blessed be He.

124. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Come and behold: It is because of this that
the Holy One, blessed be He, did not command him to go to Egypt.
But he went on his own initiative, so that the people of the world
would have no reason to say that THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
told him to go down to Egypt, and then he was pained for his wife.

125. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion by saying, "The
righteous shall flourish like the palm tree, he shall grow like the
cedar in Levanon" (Tehilim 92:13). AND HE ASKS: Why are the
righteous compared to a palm tree? AND HE ANSWERS: Just as a
palm tree, if it is cut down, needs a long time to grow again-AS
LONG AS SEVENTY YEARS--So if the world loses a righteous man, it
will take a very long time until another takes his place-AGAIN AS
LONG AS SEVENTY YEARS. THESE SEVENTY YEARS ARE THE
SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD,
AND MALCHUT, EACH OF WHICH EQUALS TEN.
126. The words "shall flourish like the palm tree" TEACH US THAT
just as a palm tree does not grow unless except as male and female,
neither does the righteous person. He does not flourish except as
male and female. The male is righteous and the female is righteous,
just as Avraham and Sarah were. THEREFORE HE IS COMPLETED
AND REACHES PERFECTION ONLY AFTER SEVENTY YEARS HAVE
ELAPSED.
127. " ...he shall grow like the cedar in Levanon" means that just as a
cedar rises high above all the other trees, so the righteous man is
above all others, who are situated under him-IN OTHER WORDS,
THEY EXIST BECAUSE OF HIM. And the world, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA, is supported upon one righteous man, as
it is written: "the righteous is the foundation of the world" (Mishlei
10:25). So the world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, rests and is supported
by him and is planted on him; BECAUSE OF HIM IT IS WELL
SUPPORTED. THIS MEANS THAT HE BESTOWS HIS THREE
COLUMNS UPON IT. 'RESTS' IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN; 'SUPPORTED' IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN;
AND 'PLANTED' IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
128. Rabbi Yehuda said: But we have already learned that the world
stands upon seven pillars; WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, AND NOT UPON
ONE RIGHTEOUS ALONE, AS RABBI YITZCHAK HAS STATED. As it
is written: "she has hewn out her seven pillars" (Mishlei 9:1). Rabbi
Yosi told him, It is certainly so! But all the other pillars stand erect
because of the seventh pillar, which supports the whole world, and
he is CALLED 'the righteous,' NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. And
he refreshes and replenishes the world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and
nourishes all THE WORLDS. And he is described by the verse, "Say
you to the righteous, that it shall be well (also: 'that he is good') with
him: for they shall eat the fruit of their doings" (Yeshayah 3:10). And,
it is also written: "Hashem is good to all; and his tender mercies are
over all his works" (Tehilim 145:9).
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129. Rabbi Yitzchak said: But it is written: "and a river went out of
Eden to water the garden," (Beresheet 2:10) WHICH REFERS TO
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH COMES FORTH FROM BINAH THAT
RETURNED TO CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS CALLED EDEN. And this is
the pillar upon which the world rests; it is the one that waters the
garden, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. And the garden is irrigated by it and
bears fruits, WHICH ARE THE SOULS OF HUMAN BEINGS. And all
the fruits blossom in this world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and they
maintain of the world and maintain the Torah. AND HE ASKS: Who
are THESE FRUITS? AND HE SAYS: They are the souls of the
righteous, who are the fruit of the handiwork of the Holy One,
blessed be He.

15. The Holy One, blessed be He, delights Himself with the souls of the righteous
The power of Midnight gives the souls of the living the ability to connect to the righteous souls who have departed our realm and who now dwell in
the Garden of Eden. The Creator comes to be with both groups during these mystical hours of the night.
The Relevance of this Passage
Whereas the Torah is an instrument designed for our physical world, the Zohar is a product of the spiritual realm, above the physical elements of
time, space, and motion. Accordingly, we can always access the energy aroused during midnight through the sacred words that tell of these
mystical secrets.
130. Because of this, BECAUSE THE SOULS ARE THE FRUIT OF
THE HANDIWORK OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, on each
and every night, the souls of the righteous rise up TO THE GARDEN
OF EDEN. And at midnight, the Holy one, blessed be He, comes to
the Garden of Eden to delight Himself with them. With whom DOES
HE DELIGHT HIMSELF? IS IT WITH THE SOULS OF THE LIVING OR
THE DECEASED? Rabbi Yosi answers: With them all! With those
who dwell in that World OF TRUTH, and with those who dwell in this
world. Together, with them all, the Holy One, blessed be He, finds
delight at midnight in the Garden of Eden.

131. Come and see: The upper world needs to be aroused by the
lower world. When the souls of the righteous leave this world and
rise up TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN, they are all clothed by the
Supernal Light-by a splendid figure. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, delights Himself with them and longs for them because they are
the fruit of His handiwork. Therefore Yisrael are called "children to
the Holy One, blessed be He," because they have acquired holy
souls. As it is written: "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). Because THE SOULS are definitely the
"children"-the fruit-of His Handiwork.

132. Rabbi Yesa said: YOU SAY THAT HE even delights himself with
those SOULS of this world. How can that be? He replied, Because at
midnight, all the truly righteous people awaken to study Torah and
recite all the praises of Torah. And we have learned that the Holy
One, blessed be He, together with all the righteous who are in the
Garden of Eden, all listen attentively to their voices. And during the
day, a thread of grace is woven around them. As it is written: "Yet
Hashem will command his loving kindness in the daytime, and in the
night, His song shall be with me..." (Tehilim 42:9). BECAUSE OF THE
SONG AT NIGHT, THEY MERIT HIS LOVING KINDNESS DURING THE
DAY.
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133. Therefore, the praises that rise up before the Holy One, blessed
be He, at night, are the most complete. Come and behold: When
Yisrael were shut in their houses, while the Holy One, blessed be He,
was slaying the first borns of the Egyptians, they were reciting these
praises and psalms before the Holy One, blessed be He.

134. Come and behold: King David used to wake up at midnight. And
if you might say that he sat or lay down on his bed while reciting
these songs and praises, it is not so! Rather, it is as written: "At
midnight I will rise to give thanks to You" (Tehilim 119:62). "I will
rise" definitely means he stood upright as he was occupied with the
songs and praises of Torah.

135. And because of to this, BECAUSE HE DELVED TO THE SONGS
AND PRAISES OF TORAH, King David lives on forever. Even during
the Days of King Mashiach, he still remains the king. For we have
learned that if Mashiach shall be from among the living, David will be
his name. And if he shall be from among THE RESURRECTED
SOULS OF the deceased, David shall be his name. And he shall
arouse the dawn before he arrives. It is written: "Awake, my glory;
awake the harp and the lyre; I will awake the dawn" (Tehilim 57:9),
BECAUSE HE ALWAYS AROSE TO STUDY TORAH BEFORE THE
BREAK OF DAWN!

16. "And Hashem plagued Pharaoh"
As the Zohar recounts the story of the King of Egypt's abduction and attempted violation of Sarah, we learn that the angels protected her from his
amoral advances. Moreover, it is revealed that the Torah story of Avraham's journey into the land of Egypt is a metaphor for battling the highest
degrees of negativity and the strongest selfish desires inherent in our nature. Unlike Adam and Noah, who were enticed by the serpent and
succumbed to temptation, Avraham faced and overcame the greatest tests of human nature.
The Relevance of this Passage
Avraham's positive action and spiritual strength opened a cosmic window for all mankind. These words open that window in our own lives, allowing
Avraham's power and energy to enter.
136. Come and behold: Throughout the night that Sarah was with
Pharaoh, the supernal angels came to chant songs and praises
before the Holy One, blessed be He. The Holy One, blessed be He,
said to them, Go all of you and inflict great plagues upon Egypt, so
that these plagues will be a sign and an omen of what I will do in the
future. As it is written: "And Hashem plagued Pharaoh and his house
with great plagues" (Beresheet 12:17).

137. Come and behold, It is written: "And Pharaoh called
Avram" (Beresheet 12:18). HE ASKS: How did he know THAT SARAH
IS AVRAM'S WIFE; it is not written here as it is about Avimelech,
"Now therefore restore the man's wife, for he is a
prophet" (Beresheet 20:7). Here, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
said nothing to Pharaoh!
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138. Rabbi Yitzchak said: But it is written, "because of Sarai,
Avram's wife." For so THE ANGELS said 'because of Sarai, Avram's
wife.' Because THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, did not speak with
him as he did with Avimelech. So only these words were said and no
more: This plague is "because of Sarai, Avram's wife." And even this
was not said by THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BUT BY THE
ANGELS WHO SMOTE HIM. And then he knew that she was
Avraham's wife, so it is written: "And Pharaoh called Avram."

139. "And Pharaoh commanded his men concerning him." HE ASKS:
Why did he do so? AND HE SAYS: So that nobody would come near
them and harm them. "And they sent him away" means that they
prepared an escort, to accompany him through Egypt. The Holy One,
blessed be He, said TO PHARAOH, This is what you shall do in the
future to his children; you shall escort them out of your land. As it is
written: "And it came to pass, when Pharaoh let the people
go" (Shemot 13:17)-meaning that he escorted them throughout his
entire country."

140. Rabbi Aba asked, Why did this happen to Avraham? For what
reason did he have to go through it all? AND HE SAID: "So that
Avraham and Sarah would achieve great fame in the eyes of the
world. So that even in Egypt, which has the greatest magicians from
whom nobody can be saved, Avraham was still able to rise high and
be elevated. Therefore, it is written: "And Avram went up out of
Egypt" (Beresheet 13:1). Where to? "To the Negev," THAT IS, TO HIS
PREVIOUS LEVEL.

141. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and behold: Everything is in
accordance with the secret of Wisdom. The verse here alludes to
Chochmah (Wisdom) and grades below--REFERRING TO THE
GRADES OF THE EGYPTIANS, WHO DRAW DOWN CHOCHMAH. And
Avraham went down to these great depths and knew them all, but
did not attach himself to them. Rather, he returned to his Master.

142. And he was not enticed by them, as was Adam, who, when he
reached that same level, was enticed by the serpent and brought
death upon the whole world. And Avraham was not enticed as was
Noach, of whom, when he went down to that grade, it is written:
"And he drank of the wine and was drunken, and he was uncovered
within his tent (Heb. ohaloh)" (Beresheet 9:21). Ohaloh is spelled
with an additional Hei, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 'A STRANGE
WOMAN.'

143. But what is written about Avraham? "And Avram went up out of
Egypt." That he went up-not down-and returned to his place, to the
supernal grade to which he was previously attached. This action
came to reveal Wisdom; he deserved to reach full perfection
because he was not enticed BY THE EGYPTIANS; rather he remained
entirely steadfast and returned to his place. "The Negev" means the
south, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS the supernal grade to which
he first cleaved. As it is written: "And Avram journeyed, going on
still toward the Negev" (Beresheet 12:9). So here as well, "to the
Negev" MEANS to the grade to which he had previously cleaved.
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144. Come and behold the secret of this matter: Had Avram not gone
down to Egypt and been purified, his destiny would not have been
attached to the Holy One, blessed be He. And the same thing
happened to his children, when the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted
to join them to one nation-one perfect and complete nation-and bring
them near to Him. Had they not gone to Egypt first and been purified,
they would not have become His one nation.

145. In the same manner, had the Holy Land not been given at first to
the Cna'anites and had they not ruled over it, then this land would
not have been destined to become the portion and lot of the Holy
One, blessed be He; it is all the same secret.

17. "With my soul have I desired you in the night"
Ancient mysteries pertaining to the soul's activities during the night are unveiled by the Zohar. During sleep, people who have made a sincere
attempt at spiritual growth and positive change during the day will see their souls elevate to the highest of heights in the spiritual atmosphere
during the night. These souls are given a window through which they can perceive the future. Conversely, those who remain spiritually complacent,
who have no regard or care for positive deeds and spiritual growth, their souls elevate, but are immediately engulfed by negative forces.
The Relevance of this Passage
When we awaken in the morning, if our soul ascended to great heights during the night, our sense of intuitiveness and foresight is acutely
enhanced. We make the right decisions as we are guided by our intuition. If however, our souls are enveloped by negative forces, these entities
whisper lies and speak falsehoods to our soul. These words of deception distort a person's reality during the day, so that life appears even more
confusing, more chaotic. We find ourselves at the wrong place at the wrong time. Our thoughts, ideas, and decisions lead us down the wrong path.
The verses of the Zohar can help us apply our sleep as a powerful tool that can help our soul elevate to great heights during the night.
146. Rabbi Shimon was walking along the way, accompanied by his
son, Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and Rabbi Yehuda. As they were
walking, Rabbi Shimon said: I am amazed that the people of this
world do not pay attention to the words of Torah or to understanding
the reason for their own existence in the world! He opened the
discussion by saying: With my soul (Heb. Nefesh) have I desired you
in the night; with my spirit (Heb. Ruach) within me will I seek you
early" (Yeshayah 26:9). This verse has already been explained. But
come and behold: When a person goes to bed, his Nefesh leaves
and mounts on high. And if you say that they all mount on highREFERRING TO THE OTHER GRADES, RUACH AND NESHAMAH-it
is not so! Because not every one sees the face of the King. Only the
Nefesh rises up, leaving an impression, in the form of minimum life
for the heart, with the body.

147. As the Nefesh leaves THE BODY and wishes to climb. There are
many grades to climb. It wanders about and meets with Klipot of the
lights of impurity. If the Nefesh is pure and has not been defiled
WITH THE BODY during the day, then it rises upward. But if it is
impure then it is defiled among THE KLIPOT cleaves onto them, and
climbs no further.
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148. And there, AMONG THE KLIPOT, they inform the Nefesh about
future events, and THE NEFESH cleaves on to them. Sometimes,
they scoff with the Nefesh and tell it lies. Thus, in such a manner, it
wanders all night until the person wakes up. Then the Nefesh returns
to its place IN THE BODY. Happy are the righteous that the Holy One,
blessed be He, reveals His secrets to them in their dreams, so that
they may protect themselves from judgment. Woe to those wicked
people who defile themselves and their Nefesh.

149. Come and behold: As for those who have not defiled
themselves DURING THE DAY, when they go to bed to sleep the
Nefesh rises. At first, it enters among all the grades OF THE KLIPOT,
BUT then it rises above them and does not cleave to them. It
continues to wander and climb, until it reaches its proper grade.

150. The Nefesh that deserves to climb high appears before the King
and clings passionately to the desire to be seen and to see the
pleasantness of the King and visit His palace. Such person shall
always have a share in the world to come.

151. This is the Nefesh, who yearns to reach the Holy One, blessed
be He, and does not cleave to other kinds of Lights. It follows its own
holy kind and seeks the place from which it came-THE SECRET OF
THE NUKVA, FROM WHERE IT IS DRAWN OUT AND COMES FORTH.
Therefore it is written: "With my soul (Nefesh) have I desired you in
the night," so that I may pursue You, CLEAVE TO YOU, and not be
tempted by the other idolatrous kinds.

18. Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah
There are three levels to the human soul: Nefesh [lowest level], Ruach [Middle level], and Neshamah [Highest level of the three]. There is a process
that a human being should undergo throughout the day in order to elevate from the lowest to the highest level. This process begins with positive
spiritual deeds. According to the Zohar, spiritual deeds are actions that help bring about a dramatic change in our character. When we align
ourselves with negative people and chaotic situations in life, we ignite self-centered reactions within ourselves. A spiritual deed is when we rise
above this power of impulse and alter our emotional and behavioral responses.
The Relevance of this Passage
Attaining higher levels of growth and evolving our own soul is our ultimate purpose in life, and the strength and inspiration to strive for these higher
levels comes to us through the letters that compose this passage.
152. Come and behold: "My soul (Nefesh)"-this is the one that
dominates at night and pursues its own grade, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, IN ORDER TO CLEAVE ON TO IT. "My spirit
(Ruach)" governs during the day. As it is written: "With my soul
(Nefesh) have I desired you in the night," this is the Nefesh that rules
at night, BECAUSE AT THAT TIME IT RISES ON HIGH AND IS
PRESENTED BEFORE THE KING. "With my spirit (Ruach) within me
will I seek you early" refers to the Ruach, which governs during the
day.
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153. And if you say THAT NEFESH AND RUACH are two different
grades, separate from each other, it is not so! They are two
combined as one grade. And there is a higher grade that governs
them both; it cleaves to them and they to it-and it is called
Neshamah.

154. All these grades rise in accordance with the secret of the inner
Wisdom, because when the grades look at each other, man is able to
look upon the Supernal Wisdom and the Neshamah can enter to
them-TO THE NEFESH AND THE RUACH, and they cling to it. So
when THE NESHAMAH governs, then man is called holy, perfected in
all ways and is entirely devoted to the Holy One, blessed be He.

155. The Nefesh rouses from below, WHICH MEANS THAT IT IS
LOWEST OF THE LIGHTS NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH.
Because it is closest to the body and nourishes it, the body clings to
it and it to the body. Afterward, THE NEFESH is amended BY THE
GOOD DEEDS A PERSON PERFORMS and becomes a throne on
which the Ruach dwells. This is because of the awakening of the
Nefesh, which is attached to the body. As it is written: "Until the
spirit (Ruach) be poured upon us from on high..." (Yeshayah 32:15).

156. After both THE NEFESH AND THE RUACH are amended, they
are ready to receive the Neshamah, because the Ruach becomes a
throne on which the Neshamah rests. And this Neshamah is high
above all and remains concealed, unattainable, and most hidden!

157. So there is a throne for the throne, BECAUSE THE NEFESH IS A
THRONE FOR THE RUACH, WHICH IS ALSO A THRONE, and a
throne for the highest level, BECAUSE THE RUACH IS A THRONE
FOR THE NESHAMAH, WHICH IS HIGH ABOVE THEM BOTH. And
when you study these grades, you find in this subject the secret of
Wisdom. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU LEARN HOW THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN BY THE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH.
And everything is in accordance with the higher Wisdom, in order to
achieve certain mysteries.
158. Come and behold: The Nefesh is the awakening factor from
below that cleaves to the body. Just like the light of a candle, in
which the lowest light, which is black, clings to the wick and exists
only through it. So, when THE BLACK LIGHT is improved through
AND CLINGS TO the wick, it becomes a throne for the white light
above it, BECAUSE THE WHITE LIGHT rests upon the black light.
THIS WHITE LIGHT IS EQUIVALENT TO THE LIGHT OF RUACH.
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159. After they are fixed, THE BLACK LIGHT WITH THE WHITE LIGHT
OVER IT, the white light becomes a throne for a concealed light.
What rests on the white light, which is neither seen nor known, IS
EQUIVALENT TO THE LIGHT OF NESHAMAH. The light is now
complete IN SUCH A MANNER THAT THE CANDLE HAS THREE
LIGHTS-ONE ON TOP OF THE OTHER. FIRST, A BLACK LIGHT,
WHICH IS THE LOWEST OF THEM ALL AND IS ATTACHED TO THE
WICK OF THE CANDLE; SECOND, A WHITE LIGHT THAT RESTS ON
THE BLACK LIGHT; AND FINALLY, A HIDDEN LIGHT THAT RESTS
ON THE WHITE LIGHT. And so a person who reaches perfection in
everything ALSO ATTAINS THESE THREE LIGHTS, ONE OVER THE
OTHER, AS IS EXPLAINED BY THE LIGHTS OF THE CANDLE,
WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE NEFESH, THE RUACH, AND THE
NESHAMAH. Then that person is called 'holy,' as it is written: "for
holy people who are in the earth..." (Tehilim 16:3).
160. This appears in the same manner, according to the sublime
secret, IN THE VERSES BEFORE US. Come and behold: At the time
when Avraham came to the land of Yisrael, the Holy One, blessed be
He, appeared before him. As we have already stated and as it is
written: "to Hashem, who appeared to him" (Beresheet 12:7). There
he attained the LIGHT OF Nefesh, and he built an altar for that grade.
After this, "he journeyed on still toward the Negev," where he
attained the LIGHT OF Ruach. And after that, when he rose to cleave
to the LIGHT OF Neshamah, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH THAT
IS CALLED THE "CONCEALED WORLD," IT IS WRITTEN THAT HE
simply "built there an altar to Hashem" (Beresheet 13:18). AS IT IS
NOT WRITTEN 'TO HASHEM WHO APPEARED TO HIM.' This refers
to the Neshamah, which is the most hidden of all. THEREFORE, IT IS
NOT WRITTEN: 'TO HASHEM WHO APPEARED TO HIM' IN
RELATION TO THE NESHAMAH, AS IS WRITTEN FOR THE LIGHT OF
NEFESH.
161. After this, Avraham knew that he should undergo purification
and be crowned with more grades. So immediately, "Avram went
down to Egypt," where he was saved by not being enticed by the
bright lights. As a result, he was purified, and returned to his place.
Since he went down to Egypt and he was purified, immediately it
says "Avram went up out of Egypt." He assuredly "went up," WHICH
MEANS THAT HE ROSE A GRADE, AS HE NOW MERITED THE
LIGHT OF CHAYAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH OF THE
RIGHT SIDE, and returned to his place, TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL.
And he cleaved to the Supernal Faith, as it is written: "to the Negev,"
WHICH ALLUDES TO THE CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT, NAMELY
CHESED THAT RISES UP DURING MATURITY AND BECOMES
CHOCHMAH. THERE ARE FIVE GRADES IN THIS GRADE-NEFESH,
RUACH, NESHAMAH, CHAYAH, AND YECHIDAH--AND AVRAHAM
NOW MERITED ITS FIRST GRADES.
162. From here onward, Avraham acquired the Supernal Wisdom,
cleaved to the Holy One, blessed be He, and became the right of the
world. As it is then written: "And Avram was very rich in cattle, in
silver and in gold" (Beresheet 13:2). "Very rich" from the direction of
the east, WHICH IS TIFERET; "in cattle" from the west, WHICH IS
MALCHUT; "in silver" from the south, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and
"in gold" from the north, WHICH IS BINAH.

163. Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and their companions came and
kissed the hands of Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Aba wept and said: Woe
for the time when you shall leave this world. Who shall then light up
the light of Torah? Happy is the fate of the companions who have
heard these interpretations of Torah coming from your mouth!
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19. "And he went on his journeys"
Avraham the Patriarch attained the highest level of wisdom that a man can achieve. The spiritual process that he endured to acquire this great
wisdom is recounted in the following section.
The Relevance of this Passage
According to the Zohar, the wisdom of Kabbalah is not merely information and knowledge that one acquires as an external asset. On the contrary,
Kabbalistic wisdom is the very substance of Light, the essence and core of that which it describes. To acquire spiritual wisdom is to, therefore,
infuse one's self with spiritual energy. This great Light nurtures and fills our soul through the wisdom and words of this profound portion.
164. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and behold: The verse, "And he went
on his journeys... (Heb. lemasa'av)" (Beresheet 13:3) MEANS that he
went to visit his place and his grade. In this verse, lemasa'av IS
SPELLED WITHOUT THE LETTER YUD, INDICATING THE SINGULAR
FORM. SO HE ASKS: Which journey? AND HE ANSWERS: This is the
first grade that was revealed to him. Here, it is written: "masa'av (his
journey)"; and in another place thither (Heb. masa): "was built of
stone made ready before it was brought" (I Melachim 6:7). As we
have already explained, assuredly it was "stone made ready (Heb.
shlemah)" WHICH MEANS THAT THE STONE, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
BELONGS TO THE KING TO WHOM THE PEACE (HEB. SHALOM)
BELONGS. AND KING SOLOMON (HEB. SHLOMO) ALLUDES TO THE
KING TO WHOM PEACE BELONGS, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. SO BY
ANALOGY, IN THE FORMER VERSE AS WELL IT REFERS TO THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. "Masa" has already been explained.
165. The words, "on his journeys," MEANS THAT HE MOVED ALONG
all of these grades, one after the other, as explained, "from the
Negev even to Bet El," to firmly establish his place, WHICH IS
CHESED, and to unite it WITH BET EL WHICH IS THE NUKVA.
Because the secret of Wisdom lies "from the Negev even to Bet El."

166. In the verse, "to the place where his tent (Heb. ohaloh) had been
at the beginning" (Beresheet 13:3), the word ohaloh is spelled with a
letter Hei (at the end) INSTEAD OF WITH A LETTER VAV. THIS
IMPLIES THAT ohaloh is Bet El, WHICH IS CALLED a "stone made
ready," as we have stated, NAMELY THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Furthermore, he states THAT HE REFERS TO THE NUKVA, and says:
"To the place of the altar, which he had made there at first..." Of this
it says: "to Hashem, who appeared to him," WHICH ALLUDES TO
THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. And then it is written: "And there
Avram called in the name of Hashem." Because then he cleaved to
the complete faith.
167. Come and behold: At first, he rose THROUGH THE GRADES
from lower to higher, as it is written: "And Hashem appeared to
Avram," and "to Hashem who appeared to him." This is the first
grade, as we have stated, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF a "stone made
ready," NAMELY, THE GRADE OF NUKVA WHERE 'SEEING' LIES.
AND FROM HERE HE ATTAINED THE NEFESH. After this it is
written: "going on still toward the south," MEANING THAT HE ROSE
grade after grade until he was crowned in the south, WHICH IS
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN; THIS IS his share and destiny. AND FROM
HERE HE REACHED RUACH. After this, as he rose higher, the matter
is concealed, and it simply says, "to Hashem," RATHER THAN, "TO
HASHEM WHO APPEARED TO HIM." This is the upper world,
NAMELY BINAH. AND FROM HERE HE MERITED THE NESHAMAH.
He went through further grades, WHICH MEANS THAT HE WENT
DOWN TO EGYPT AND WENT UP FROM THERE. THROUGH THIS, HE
ACHIEVED THE GRADE OF CHOCHMAH FROM THE RIGHT SIDE, AS
CHESED BECAME CHOCHMAH. Afterward he descended from above
downward, AS IS EXPLAINED IN THE VERSE, "AND HE WENT ON
HIS JOURNEYS..." and everything was properly attached to its place!
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168. Here, as you observe the grades THAT APPEAR IN THE
SCRIPTURE, you shall find the secret of the supernal Wisdom
(Chochmah)-NAMELY CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT SIDE. As it is
written: "And he went on his journeys from the Negev." THIS MEANS
from the right side, WHICH IS THE SOUTH AND the beginning of the
Supernal, NAMELY BINAH, concealed and unfathomed deep,
reaching up to the Endless World (Heb. Ein Sof). And from there he
descended, grade after grade, "from the Negev even to Bet
El" (Beresheet 18:8), WHICH IS THE NUKVA.
169. And it is written: "and there Avram called in the name of
Hashem," MEANING THAT he attached Unity in its proper place. As it
is written: "To the place of the altar, which he had made there at
first." What is THE MEANING OF "which he made there?" IT MEANS
THAT FIRST he elevated THE NUKVA from below to the upper
grades and now he brought her down through the grades, so that
she remains attached to those supernal grades and they remain
attached to her, and all become united in one as should be!

170. Then Avraham was crowned and his destiny surly became
connected with the Holy One, blessed be He. Happy are the
righteous, who are crowned by the Holy One, blessed be He, and He,
in turn, is crowned by them. They are happy in this world, as well as
in the world to come. Of them it is written: "Your people also shall be
all righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah 60:21),
and "But the path of the just is like the gleam of sunlight, that shines
ever more brightly until the height of noonday" (Mishlei 4:18).

171. They went along until they reached a field in which they sat
down. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by saying: "Turn to me
and have mercy upon me..." (Tehilim 86:16). This verse should be
studied. Even though we have explained it in many places, there is
hidden meaning in its passages. HE ASKS: How could it be that
David, WHO WAS HUMBLE, should say: "Turn to me and have mercy
upon me?"

172. AND HE REPLIES: He was referring to his grade, by which he is
crowned. IN OTHER WORDS, HE PRAYED FOR THE SAKE OF THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. In the verse, "give Your strength to your
servant," the words "give Your strength" refer to the supernal
strength, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. As it is written: "and he shall give
strength to his king" (I Shmuel 2:10). Who is his king? His king,
without any specific reference, is clearly to King Mashiach, NAMELY
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. In this passage,
the words "your servant" also refer to Mashiach. As we have stated,
the king is mentioned without any reference; THEREFORE IT
ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA.
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173. About the verse, "And save the son of Your handmaid" (Tehilim
86:16), HE ASKS: Was he not the son of Yishai? If so, then why did
he refer to himself as the son of his mother and not of his father?
AND HE REPLIES: We have already explained that when a person
comes forward to receive something lofty, he should refer only to
things that are absolutely true. Therefore he mentioned his mother,
WHEN HE SAID, "AND SAVE THE SON OF YOUR HANDMAID," and
not his father. And furthermore, we have already learned that this
refers to an unspecified king, as we said. THIS MEANS THAT HE DID
NOT PRAY FOR HIMSELF, BUT FOR THE SAKE OF THE NUKVA
WHICH IS CALLED 'KING' WITH NO FURTHER QUALIFICATIONS.
THIS IS WHY HE MENTIONED HIS MOTHER'S NAME, WHO
PERTAINS TO THE NUKVA, AND NOT HIS FATHER'S NAME!

20. "And there was a strife between the herdsmen of Avram's cattle"
When Avraham discovered that Lot, his nephew, was engaged in Idol Worshipping, Avraham knew immediately that he had to disconnect himself
completely from Lot. The spiritual principle of this story concerns the influence that our immediate environment exerts upon us. It is incumbent
upon all of us to associate with people who are sincere in their desire for spiritual growth. Although our own intentions may be pure, the influences
that surround us inevitably affect our way of life.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Kabbalistic definition of Idol Worshipping includes much more than simply praying to statues or other false gods. Whenever we allow an
external object or situation to control our behavior, our thoughts, or our emotions, we are worshipping an idol. Many people, for example, worship
the idol of money. They are disciples and servants to their own businesses. Others are ruled by appearances and the perceptions of those around
them. The moment we allow the external world to control our hearts and minds, we are committing the sin of Idol Worshipping. In this portion,
freedom from external negative forces and influences is bestowed upon the reader.
174. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and behold, It is written: "And there
was strife (Heb. riv) between the herdsmen of Avram's cattle." The
word riv is spelled Resh Bet without the letter Yud, which means that
Lot wanted to return to idol worshipping, which was the custom of
the natives. Thus, at the end of the verse, it is written: "and the
Cnaani and the Perizi dwelt then in the land." THIS TEACHES US
THAT LOT WANTED TO WORSHIP IDOLS AS THEY DID. AND THE
REASON WHY IT GIVES RIV WITHOUT A YUD IS TO POINT TOWARD
IDOL WORSHIP. IT FOLLOWS THE SECRET FOUND IN THE VERSE,
"AND THE ELDER (HEB. RAV) SHALL SERVE THE
YOUNGER" (BERESHEET 25:23). ESAV SAID TO YA'AKOV, "I HAVE
ENOUGH (HEB. RAV - RESH BET)" (BERESHEET 33:9), BUT
YA'AKOV SAID TO HIM, "AND BECAUSE I HAVE ALL (HEB.
KOL)" (BERESHEET 25:11). THIS IS ALSO THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "AND A MIXED MULTITUDE (HEB. EREV RAV) WENT UP
ALSO WITH THEM" (SHEMOT 12:38).
175. How do we know that Lot reverted to his evil ways of idolatry?
We know is from the verse: "and Lot journeyed from the east (i.e.
from yore)" (Beresheet 13:11). And what is the meaning of "yore?" It
means from Him-He who is more ancient than the world. And thus it
is written: "and Lot journeyed from the east," and "it came to pass,
as they journeyed from the east" (Beresheet 11:1). So, because there
they journeyed away from Him-He who is more ancient than the
world, it means the same thing here!

176. As soon as Avraham realized that Lot reverted TO IDOLATRY,
he spoke to him: "And Avram said to Lot, separate yourself, I pray
you, from me" (Beresheet 13:8-9)--you are not worthy of associating
with me. So Avraham separated from him and did not want to travel
with or deal him any more, because whoever accompanies a wicked
person shall eventually follow in his steps and be punished because
of him.
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177. How do we know this? We know this from Yehoshafat, who
associated with Achav. And had it not been for the merit of his
ancestors, Yehoshafat would have been punished because of Achav.
As it is written: "but Yehoshafat cried out..." (II Divrei Hayamim
18:31). Then he was saved, as it is written: "and Elohim moved them
to depart from him" (Ibid.)

178. Although Avraham did not want to travel with Lot, Lot still did
not want to return from his evil way. As it is written: "Then Lot chose
him all the plain of the Yarden; and Lot journeyed from the
east" (Beresheet 13:11), WHICH MEANS THAT he "journeyed away"
from Him-He who is more ancient than the world, and refused to
adhere to the True Complete Faith, as did Avraham.

179. THE LAND OF CNA'AN IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, AND,
AND IT IS WRITTEN: "Avram dwelt in the land of Cna'an" IN ORDER
to cleave to the place of the Faith, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA, and to attain knowledge about the Wisdom of his Master.
Lot, however, "dwelt in the cities of the plain, and pitched his tent
toward Sdom," WHICH MEANS THAT he became associated with the
wicked of the world, who departed from the Faith. They are
described by the verse, "But the men of Sdom were wicked and
sinners before Hashem exceedingly." Each one departed and went
his own way: AVRAHAM TO THE PATH OF HOLINESS, AND LOT TO
THE WICKED. Because of this, happy are those freinds, who study
Torah day and night, as they cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He.
THEY DO AS AVRAHAM DID, AND NOT AS LOT. Of them it is written:
"But you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim are alive every one
of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).

21. "And Hashem said to Avram after Lot was separated from him"
Progressing from the previous section, the Zohar reveals how Avraham the Patriarch prepared and readied himself to receive the Light of the
Creator after disconnecting himself from the negative influences of his nephew Lot.
The Relevance of this Passage
This portion illustrates the importance of preparing ourselves, both spiritually and physically, for the Light of Creator to rest upon us. This
preparation process is referred to as "building one's Vessel." Without a Vessel, the Light of the Creator cannot be revealed. This important
Kabbalistic principle is clarified by an analogy: The sun requires a physical object, a vessel to reflect, and thus, reveal its light. In like manner, the
Light of the Creator requires a Vessel in order to illuminate our physical world. These sacred verses assist us in the building of our own Vessel so
that spiritual light can illuminate the dark areas of our life.
180. "And Hashem said to Avram, after Lot was separated from
him..." (Beresheet 13:14). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion by
saying: "And Yonah rose up to flee to Tarshish from the presence of
Hashem" (Yonah 1:3). Woe to those who hide from the presence of
the Holy One, blessed be He, of whom it is written: "I fill the heaven
and earth, says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:24). AND HE WONDERS, why
did Yonah want to flee from the presence OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE?

181. AND HE REPLIES: In the verse, "My dove (Heb. yonati), who are
in the clefts of the rock, in the secret places of the cliff" (Shir
Hashirim 2:14), "my dove" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael,
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH; "in the clefts of the rock" means
Jerusalem, that is, the highest place in the world. Just as the rock is
more eminent and stronger than everything, so is Jerusalem more
eminent and stronger than all. The words, "in the secret places of
the cliff" refer to the place that is called the place of the holy of
holies, which is the heart of the entire world.
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182. It is written: "in the secret places of the cliff" OF THE HOLY OF
HOLIES because the Shechinah used to hide Herself there, as does a
modest wife, who does not show herself out of her house. Just as it
is written: "Your wife shall be as a fruitful vine by the sides of your
house" (Tehilim 128:3), so the Congregation of Yisrael does not
dwell out of its own place, WHICH IS the "secret places of the cliff,"
except at times of exile. And since it is in exile, then the other
nations of the world enjoy greater prosperity and peace THAN
YISRAEL.

183. Come and behold: When the nation of Yisrael dwells in the Holy
Land, everything is in its place, and the throne, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, is firmly established over them. They worshipped Hashem,
WHICH MEANS THAT THEY ELEVATED MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS), and transcended the layers of air of the world. Their
service ascended on high to its place TO THE MALE AND THE
FEMALE, CAUSING THEM TO MATE WITH EACH OTHER. Because
Yisrael alone is suited for the service, other nations were kept afar
from the land. They did not rule as they do now. The other nations
were nourished only from the residue. IN OTHER WORDS, THE
ABUNDANCE THAT YISRAEL DREW DOWN BY THEIR SERVICE
WAS ENOUGH TO ALSO NOURISH THE OTHER NATIONS OF THE
WORLD. BUT THE MAJORITY OF THE ABUNDANCE WENT TO
YISRAEL; THE OTHER NATIONS OF THE WORLD RECEIVED ONLY
A RESIDUE OF THIS ABUNDANCE. THIS IS WHY DOMINION WAS
GIVEN TO YISRAEL.
184. You may say, 'But we can see that many foreign kings ruled,
even when the Temple was still in the world.' Come and behold:
During the first Temple, Yisrael had not yet defiled the land. As a
result, the other nations did not yet rule completely. Rather, they
were nourished from the residue. And because their dominion was
nourished by this residue, their rule was not very powerful. But as
Yisrael sinned and defiled the land, it was as if they drove the
Shechinah from her place to another place. And then, the other
nations took control and were allowed to rule.

185. Come and behold: No other Governor rules over the land of
Yisrael but the Holy One, blessed be He, alone. So when Yisrael
sinned and burned incense to other deities in the land, it is as if the
Shechinah was driven from her place. Because the incense attracted
other deities, these deities became associates with Yisrael and
dominion was handed over to them. Because the incense makes
connections, THEY DREW THEIR POWER FROM THE SHECHINAH
AND ATTAINED THEIR DOMINION THROUGH HER. Then the other
nations ruled, the prophets were no more, and all the supernal
grades ceased to rule over the land.
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186. And the dominion was not taken away from the other nations,
because they drew THE ABUNDANCE OF the Shechinah to
themselves. Therefore, during the second Temple, the dominion of
the other nations was not withdrawn from them. Even more so at the
time of exile, when the Shechinah resided among other nations
where other Governors had control. Thus they all draw their power
from the Shechinah, who is drawn to them.

187. Accordingly, when Yisrael dwelt in the land and performed the
services for the Holy One, blessed be He, the Shechinah was hidden
modestly among them and did not leave Her home nor appear in
public. Because of this, all the prophets that existed during that time,
NAMELY THE TIME WHEN THE TEMPLE STOOD, did not receive
their prophecy from outside of Her place, OUTSIDE OF THE LAND
OF YISRAEL, as we have stated. Because of this, Yonah fled from
the Holy Land. He did not want the prophecy revealed to him, so that
he would not be obliged to complete the mission of the Holy One,
blessed be He.

188. You might say, 'But the Shechinah revealed Herself to
Yechezkel in Babylon, which is outside of the land of Yisrael!'
However, as we have explained, these words, "the word came (Heb.
hayoh hayah)" (Yechezkel 1:3), refer to an event that never happened
before nor since the construction of the Temple. That prophecy was
for that time only, TO BRING CONSOLATION TO YISRAEL.

189. And as it is written: "by the river Kevar," WHICH MEANS the
river had already (Heb. kevar) been there since the creation of the
world, and the Shechinah had always appeared there, EVEN
BEFORE THE TEMPLE WAS CONSTRUCTED. As it is written: "And a
river went out of Eden to water the garden; and from thence it was
parted, and branched to four streams" (Beresheet 2:10). The river
Kevar is one of these four STREAMS.
190. So the Shechinah was revealed there temporarily because of
Yisrael's need to be consoled for the misery CAUSED BY THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE. But, at other times, the Shechinah
did not appear OUTSIDE THE LAND OF YISRAEL. Therefore, Yonah
fled, so that the Shechinah would not rest upon or appear before
him. He left the Holy Land and fled. This is why it is written: "from
the presence of Hashem," and "that the men knew that he fled from
the presence of Hashem" (Yonah 1:10).

191. Come and behold; Just as the Shechinah does not reveal
Herself in an inappropriate place, so She does not reveal herself to
anyone who is unworthy of Her. So from the time that Lot planned on
returning to his evil ways, the Holy Spirit departed from Avraham.
And when Lot separated from him, the Holy Spirit came back to rest
in its place-NAMELY UPON AVRAHAM. This is why it is written: "And
Hashem said to Avram, after Lot was separated from him..."
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192. Come and behold: Avraham saw that Lot returned to his evil
habits and was afraid. He said: 'Could it be, heaven forbid, that
because I associate with him, I have lost the holy portion that the
Holy One, blessed be He, adorned me with!' But as soon as Lot left
him, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "Now lift up your
eyes, and look from the place where you are."

193. AND HE ASKS: What is the meaning of the words, "from the
place where you are?" AND HE ANSWERS: They mean from the
place to which you have cleaved from the beginning and in which
you were adorned by the complete Faith. "Northward, southward,
eastward, and westward" are the directions of his first journeys, as it
is written: "And he went on his journeys." THIS IS THE SECRET OF
NEFESH, RUACH, NESHAMAH, AND CHAYAH. THUS, NORTHWARD
IS THE SECRET OF BINAH AND NESHAMAH; SOUTHWARD IS THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND CHAYAH; EASTWARD IS THE
SECRET OF TIFERET AND RUACH; WESTWARD IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT AND NEFESH. And it is written: "going on still toward the
Negev"; these are the supernal grades with which he was adorned
with the Complete Faith, as at first.
194. And then he received the good news that they would not depart
from him or from his children forever. As it is written: "For all the
land which you see, TO YOU WILL I GIVE IT, AND TO YOUR SEED
FOR EVER" (Beresheet 13:15). AND HE ASKS: What is the meaning
of 'which you see'? AND HE REPLIES: This is the first grade that
appeared to him, WHICH IS THE GRADE OF NEFESH. As it is written:
'to Hashem, who appeared to him.' As a result, it is written: 'which
you see,' because this first grade, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, includes
other grades, and all of the grades appear in it. This is why IT IS
WRITTEN: "For all the land which you see ..."

22. "As the apple tree among the trees of the forest"
The Zohar tells us that Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Chizkiyah were lodging at an inexpensive inn located in the city of Lod. Kabbalistically, these two
great sages are actually occupying a specific spiritual dimension as they discuss the many layers of meaning in Biblical scripture. Specifically,
these two spiritual giants are discussing a verse in the Torah that tells of an apple tree in the midst of a forest.
The Relevance of this Passage
As the two mystics explore the various Lights and spiritual forces concealed within the text of the Torah, the letters that form this Kabbalistic story
arouses our appreciation for the depth, richness, and spiritual Light contained in each word and verse of the Torah.
195. Rabbi Elazar came to an inn in Lod together with Rabbi
Chizkiyah. Rabbi Elazar got up during the night to study Torah.
Rabbi Chizkiyah stood by him, BECAUSE THE PLACE WAS SMALL.
Rabbi Elazar said: The friends always meet in a narrow place. HE
MEANT THAT BECAUSE THE FRIENDS STUDY TORAH MUCH OF
THE TIME AND WORK ONLY A LITTLE, THEY MEET IN SMALL AND
NARROW INNS; THEY HAVE NO MONEY TO RENT LARGE ROOMS.
196. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion by saying, "As the apple
tree among the trees of the forest..." (Shir Hashirim 2:3). "The apple
tree" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who is precious and
decorated by His colors. HIS COLORS-WHITE, RED, AND GREENARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET. His tree has no equal among all the other
trees, WHICH REPRESENT THE SEVENTY GOVERNORS WHO
IMITATE THE HOLINESS, AS AN APE DOES A MAN. He is
distinguished from them all, and there is no one like Him.
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197. Because of this, "I sat down under his shadow with great
delight." (Ibid.) The verse reads, "under his shadow," and not under
any anyone else's, BECAUSE BEFORE SHE WAS PROPERLY
ESTABLISHED AND WELL AMENDED, THE SHECHINAH LAY UNDER
THE SHADOW OF THE LEAVES OF THE FIG TREE. SO "UNDER HIS
SHADOW" AND NOT UNDER ANY OTHER'S ALLUDES TO THE
OTHER SEVENTY GOVERNORS. "With great delight," HE ASKS:
Since when? WE CANNOT SAY THAT SHE HAS ALWAYS
EXPERIENCED GREAT DELIGHT, PARTICULARLY AFTER THE SIN
WHEN SHE WAS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE SEVENTY
GOVERNORS!" AND HE SAYS: This is from the day when Avraham
came to this world, who loved the Holy One, blessed be He. It is
written: "Avraham my beloved" (Yeshayah 41:8), BECAUSE HE
FULLY AMENDED THE SHECHINAH AND SHE WAS UNITED AGAIN
WITH ZEIR ANPIN." "His fruit was sweet to my taste" refers to
Yitzchak, who is the holy fruit OF AVRAHAM.
198. Another explanation of the verse, "I sat down under his shadow
with great delight," is that it refers to Ya'akov, WHO IS THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. "And his fruit was sweet to my taste"
refers to Yosef the righteous, WHO IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, who
brought forth holy fruits to the world, NAMELY SOULS. Therefore, it
is written: "These are the generations of Ya'akov: Yosef" (Beresheet
37:2), which shows that all the generations of Ya'akov are
established by Yosef the righteous, WHO IS THE ASPECT OF THE
YESOD OF YA'AKOV. And because of this Yisrael is called by the
name of Efraim, as it is written: "Efraim my dear son" (Yirmeyah
31:19).
199. There is another explanation of the verse "as the apple tree
among the trees of the forest" is that the words refer to Avraham,
who was like a fragrant apple tree and was distinguished from others
of his generation by his complete faith. And he became
distinguished as one both above and below. As is written: "Avraham
was one" (Yechezkel 33:24).

200. HE ASKS: Why was he 'one'?" AND HE SAYS: Because there
was no other then in the world, who had elevated himself by the faith
in the Holy One, blessed be He, besides him. Rabbi Chizkiyah said to
him: But it is written: "and the souls that they had made in Charan,"
WHICH MEANS THAT AVRAHAM BROUGHT MEN AND SARAH
BROUGHT WOMEN TO BE CONVERTED. SO THERE WERE PEOPLE
WITH FAITH IN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BESIDES HIM! He
told him, Nevertheless, they did not reach the supernal grades with
which Avraham was adorned!
201. Later, he said to him: I have also heard that Avraham was not
referred to as one, until he became united with Yitzchak and Ya'akov.
Only after he became associated with Yitzchak and Ya'akov and the
three were the fathers of the world was Avraham named "one." THIS
MEANS THAT ONLY AFTER HE COMBINED ALL THREE COLUMNS
TO ONE WAS HE NAMED "ONE"; then he was CALLED the apple
tree of the world, WHICH WAS DISTINGUISHED BY ITS THREE
COLORS, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, WHICH ALLUDE TO THE
THREE COLUMNS. "Thus, he was distinguished and different from
all the people of his generation. He said to him: Well said!
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202. A different explanation of the verse, "As the apple tree among
the trees of the forest," is that it refers to the Holy One, blessed be
He, THE RIGHT COLUMN; "so is my beloved" refers to the Holy One,
blessed be He, THE LEFT COLUMN; AND "under his shadow" refers
to the Holy One, blessed be He, THE CENTRAL COLUMN. "I sat
down...with great delight" refers to the day on which the Holy One,
blessed be He, appeared on Mount Sinai, and Yisrael received Torah
and said:, "will we do, and obey" (Shemot 24:7). THEN, THE
SHECHINAH SAID: "I SAT DOWN...WITH GREAT DELIGHT."
203. "And his fruit was sweet to my taste" refers to the words of
Torah, which are described as "sweeter than honey and the
honeycomb" (Tehilim 19:11). According to another explanation, "And
his fruit was sweet to my taste" refers to the souls of the righteous,
who are all the fruit of the handiwork of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and abide with Him above.

204. Come and behold: All the souls in the world, who are the fruit of
the handiwork of the Holy One, blessed be He, are one in the same
secret. IN THE UPPER WORLD, THEY ARE NOT YET
DISTINGUISHED AS MALE AND FEMALE. Only when they descend
to the world are their souls separated to male and female. And every
soul has a male and female part, united together as one.

205. Come and behold: The passion of the female to the male brings
forth a Nefesh. And the passion of the male towards the female, and
his clinging to her, also brings forth a Nefesh, which includes THE
NEFESH FROM the passion of the female. Thus the passion of the
lower, THE FEMALE, is united with the passion of the upper, THE
MALE, and BOTH NEFASHOT become one desire without any
separation.

206. Then the female includes everything within herself BY TAKING
BOTH NEFASHOT and becoming pregnant by the male with them.
And the passion of both of them conjoins them as one. Therefore,
each is included within the other. And when the souls come out,
male and female are within them together, as one.

207. Later, when they descend TO THIS WORLD, they are separated
from each other, THE MALE FROM THE FEMALE. Each one turns his
way. And the Holy One, blessed be He, mates them again. The key to
mating them is given only to the Holy One, blessed be He. Only He
knows the proper mate for each to properly reunite them, SO THE
MALE AND FEMALE WILL BE OF THE SAME SOUL.
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208. Happy is the person who is meritorious in his deeds and walks
the Path of Truth, so they will unite one Nefesh with the other, THE
MALE WITH THE FEMALE, as they were before THEY CAME TO THIS
WORLD. For if he is worthy in deeds, he is a complete man. BUT IF
HE IS NOT MERITORIOUS, THAN HE SHALL NOT BE GIVEN HIS
SOULMATE. This is why it is written about him, "And his fruit is
sweet to my taste." Because this man is blessed with reunion OF
MALE AND FEMALE, AS IT SHOULD PROPERLY BE. And the world
is blessed by him THROUGH HIS SWEET FRUIT, NAMELY GOODLY
CHILDREN, because everything depends on whether a person's
actions have been meritorious or not.

209. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: I have heard of the verse, "From me is
your fruit found" (Hoshea 14:9). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to
the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, assuredly,
"From me assuredly is your fruit found." It is "your fruit," rather than
"my fruit," TO TEACH US that the passion of the female forms the
Nefesh, which combines with the might of the male, so that the
Nefesh OF THE FEMALE is conjoined with the Nefesh OF THE MALE,
and they become one, each including the other, as we have already
explained. Later, they are separated to two in this world. We see
clearly that through the power of the male results the fruit of the
female in this world.

210. Another explanation OF THE VERSE, "FROM ME IS YOUR
FRUIT FOUND" is that the passion of the female, WHENCE THE
FEMALE ASPECT OF THE NEFESH COMES, is the source of the fruit
of the male, because without the passion of the female to the male,
there would not have been any fruit in the world. IN OTHER WORDS,
THERE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ANY OFFSPRING. Therefore, it is
written: "From me is your fruit found!"

23. "And it came to pass in the days of Amrafel"
Avraham's recognition of the all-encompassing reality of the Creator, is recounted by the Zohar. The Patriarch's step-by-step spiritual process is
depicted, beginning with his perception of the rising morning sun. Avraham's soul was profoundly stirred by the underlying cosmic order of our
world. This stirring awakened a deep desire to know the ultimate truth, to grasp the supreme Force underlying the physical and metaphysical laws
of nature. When Avraham's desire to know the Creator is ignited, only then does the Creator reveal Himself.
The Relevance of this Passage
The act of seeking, in and of itself, is not enough to gain an awareness of the supreme Creator. We must begin to recognize and acknowledge His
oneness and direct our efforts along the correct spiritual path. Moreover, our spiritual effort should not be rooted in blind faith; rather, it should take
the form of a logical progression of questions and answers, efforts and results, that culminates in a delicate balance of certainty and faith. Through
this portion, the power of certainty and the desire to seek the ultimate truth are awakened within our soul.
211. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion of the verse, "And it came to
pass in the days of Amrafel, king of Shin'ar..." (Beresheet 14:1), with
the text, "Who raised up one from the east, whom righteousness met
wherever he set his foot..." (Yeshayah 41:2). Although this passage
has already been explained, it has another explanation in
accordance with the secret of Wisdom. We have learned that the
Holy One, blessed be He, created seven firmaments on high, WHICH
ARE THE LOWER SEVEN SFIROT OF ATZILUT-CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. The purpose of
them all is to acknowledge the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and they exist to proclaim the secret of the Supernal Faith.
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212. Come and behold: There is a sublime firmament, high above
these seven FIRMAMENTS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH OF
ATZILUT. This firmament guides and illumines all of them. And it is
unknowable; THIS REFERS TO ITS UPPER THREE SFIROT, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF ABA AND IMA. It is stated as a question,
because it is unknown; THIS REFERS TO ITS LOWER SEVEN
SFIROT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH.
Because it is concealed and so deep, everyone wonders about it.
This is why it is called Mi (lit. 'who'), REFERRING TO ITS LOWER
SEVEN SFIROT, as has been explained. As it is written: "From the
womb of whom (Heb. mi) came forth the ice" (Iyov 38:29), which was
explained. And this is the supernal firmament that stands high above
the other seven.

213. And there is also a firmament down below, NAMELY MALCHUT,
which is the lowest of them all, and it does not shine. Since it is the
lowest and has no light, the supernal firmament above them, WHICH
IS BINAH THAT IS CALLED MI, joins with it. THIS MEANS THAT THE
SUPERNAL FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MI (MEM-YUD)
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE THE CHOCHMAH TO ANY OF THE LOWER
SEVEN FIRMAMENTS, BUT ONLY TO THE LOWEST OF THEM ALL,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. And these two letters, MEM-YUD, WHICH
BELONG TO THE SUPERNAL FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS CALLED MI,
are included in itself to form a sea (Heb. yam, Yud-Mem), of the
supernal firmament, which is called Mi, A COMOOINATION OF THE
LETTERS MEM AND YUD.
214. Because all of the other firmaments, WHICH ARE ABOVE THE
LOWEST FIRMAMENT AND ARE CALLED CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD act as streams and flow to
the lowest firmament, it then becomes a supernal sea that produces
fruits and fishes in all varieties. THESE ARE THE MOCHIN THAT IT
GIVES DOWN TO BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH. David
described it with the words, "This great and wide sea wherein there
are innumerable creeping things, both small and great
beasts" (Tehilim 104:25).
215. On this subject it is written: "Who (Mi) raised up one from the
east, whom righteousness met wherever he set his
foot..." (Yeshayah 41:2). "Who raised up one from the east" refers to
Avraham. AVRAHAM ROUSED UP THE SUPERNAL FIRMAMENT,
WHICH IS CALLED MI, TO BRING THE CHOCHMAH DOWN TO THE
LOWEST FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS CALLED YAM (YUD-MEM). "whom
righteousness met wherever he set his foot" refers to the lowest of
all SEVEN firmaments, which has become a sea. Of the verse, "gave
the nations before him," HE ASKS: "What is meant by 'before him'?"
AND HE SAYS: This is the lowest firmament, as we have said, that
takes revenge and overthrows the enemies. David was proud of this
and praised it by saying, "You have also given me the necks of my
enemies, that I might destroy them that hate me" (Tehilim 18:40).
216. "...gave the nations before him"-these are the nations that
Avraham put to flight and the Holy One, blessed be He, put to death.
"and made him rule over kings"-these are the angels that govern
them from above. Because when the Holy One, blessed be He,
executes Judgment on the world, He brings it upon all-high above
and down below. THIS MEANS; UPON THE NATIONS BELOW AND
UPON THEIR GOVERNORS HIGH ABOVE IN THE HEAVENS.
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217. The text continues, "He pursued them, and passed on safely."
"He pursued them" refers to Avraham. Because Avraham pursued
them, and the Holy One, blessed be He, went in front of him and
killed them off. As it is written: "and passed on safely (Heb.
shalom)." This is the Holy One, blessed be He, who is called shalom!

218. Of the words, "even by the way that he had not gone with his
feet," HE ASKS: Could you ever imagine that Avraham walked
through clouds, or mounted upon horses and carriages? BECAUSE
IT IS WRITTEN: "BY THE WAY THAT HE HAD NOT GONE WITH HIS
FEET!" AND HE REPLIES: "even by the way that he had not gone
with his feet" MEANS that neither an angel nor a messenger
preceded Avraham, only the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself. It is
written: "with his feet." AND HE ASKS: What are 'his feet'? AND HE
REPLIES: These are the angels who are beneath the Holy One,
blessed be He. As it is written: "And His feet shall stand on that
day..." (Zecharyah 14:4), WHICH REFERS TO THE ANGLES THAT
ARE CALLED "HIS FEET." SO IN THE VERSE, "HIS FEET" REFER TO
THE ANGELS; "HAD NOT GONE" MEANS EVEN BY THE WAY OF
AVRAHAM. ONLY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
ACCOMPANIES HIM ON HIS WAY!
219. There is another explanation of the verse, "Who raised up one
from the east." Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be
He, aroused the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to bring Avraham
closer to Him, this awakening occurred FOR THE SAKE OF
YA'AKOV, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE EAST. Because Ya'akov
was destined to come from Avraham and to bring forth the twelve
tribes, which were all righteous before the Holy One, blessed be He.

220. The verse continues, "whom righteousness met wherever he set
his foot." The Holy One, blessed be He, called him, REFERRING TO
YA'AKOV, always, since the world was created, as the verse says:
"calling the generations from the beginning" (Yeshayah 41:4).
Therefore, "righteousness," THAT IS MALCHUT, "called," him
assuredly! "his foot" MEANS THAT he joined Him in His worship and
became closer to Him. As it is written: "and all the people that follow
You (lit. 'that are at your feet')" (Shemot 11:8), WHICH MEANS THE
PEOPLE WHO CLEAVE ON TO YOU. SO HERE AS WELL, "HIS
FOOT" MEANS TO CLEAVE ON TO HIM.
221. An alternative explanation of "Who raised up one from the east"
is that the light begins to shine from the east. For all the power of the
light in the south, WHICH IS CHESED, comes from the east, WHICH
IS TIFERET. Therefore, THE VERSE READS, "Who raised up" the
light of the south, WHICH IS CHESED, "from the east." THE EAST,
BEING TIFERET, RAISED THE LIGHT. Because it, TIFERET, takes
and is nourished first, AND AFTERWARD GIVES LIGHT TO THE SIX
EXTREMITIES THAT ARE INCLUDED WITHIN TIFERET. AMONG
THEM IS THE SOUTH, WHICH IS CHESED. And the desire of the
supernal firmament, WHICH IS BINAH, is to give abundance to the
east, WHICH IS TIFERET.
222. The verse "whom righteousness met wherever he set his foot"
refers to the west, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It calls on the east, WHICH
IS TIFERET, always and does not quiet down. As it is written: "Keep
not Your silence, Elohim: do not hold Your peace, and be still,
El" (Tehilim 83:2). Because the west, WHICH IS MALCHUT AND IS
CALLED ELOHIM, is constantly aroused to Him. "Gave the nations
before him and made him rule over kings," because it is from itFROM THE EAST-that it receives the power to overcome all the
nations of the world.
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223. Rabbi Yehuda said: "Who raised up one from the east?" This is
Avraham, who received his awakening to the Holy One, blessed be
He, from the east alone. When he saw that the sun rose in the
morning from the east, he was awakened to think it is the Holy One,
blessed be He. Avraham said OF THE SUN: 'This is the king who
created me.' And he worshipped the sun all that day. As evening
came, he saw that the sun went down and the moon shone. He said
ABOUT THE MOON, 'This must be the one that rules over the
worship that he had performed during the day FOR THE SUN. Since
the sun has been darkened and shines no more before the moon!'
And he worshipped the moon all that night.

224. In the morning, he saw that the moon became dark. As the east
lit up, he said: 'There must be a king and ruler over all these, who
governs them.' So when the Holy One, blessed be He, saw that
Avraham's desire was directed towards Him, He revealed Himself to
Avraham and spoke with him. As it is written: "whom righteousness
met wherever he set his foot." "RIGHTEOUSNESS" REFERS TO THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO CALLED HIM, spoke with him,
and revealed Himself to him.

225. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion by saying: "I speak
righteousness, I declare things that are right" (Yeshayah 45:19). All
that the Holy One, blessed be He, says is true; all of His actions are
just. HE ASKS: How does He act justly? AND HE SAYS: When the
Holy One, blessed be He created the world, it wavered from side to
side, unable to stand. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to the
world, 'Why are you collapsing?' It answered, 'Master of the
Universe, I am unable to stand because I have no foundation to
stand upon!'

226. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE said to the world, 'But I am
about to raise within you a righteous man, who is Avraham, who
shall love Me!' Immediately, the world stood up and was firmly
established. As it is written: "These are the generations of the
heavens and of the earth when they were created (Heb.
behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). Do not read behibar'am, but rather,
BeAvraham (with Avraham) because by Avraham was the world
established.

227. Rabbi Chiya said: "...I declare things that are right" MEANS that
the world answered the Holy One, blessed be He, by saying, 'From
this same Avraham, children will come forth who shall destroy the
Temple and shall burn the Torah!' THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
said to it: 'One man is destined to come from him, who is Ya'akov.
And from him twelve tribes shall come forth, all of them righteous.
Immediately the world was established for his sake.' Therefore, it is
written: "I declare things that are right," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
YA'AKOV, WHO IS TIFERET.
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228. Rabbi Elazar said that we have noted here that each one of the
terms-"to speak," "to declare," and "to say"-has a meaning of its
own. "To speak" means openly, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT AND IS CALLED THE REVEALED WORLD. This is an
external, not an internal, grade, as the grades that are higher THAN
IT. And this also applies to "speak righteousness," WHICH REFERS
TO MALCHUT WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF "SPEAKING."
229. "To declare" alludes to the internal and supernal grade, which
governs speech THAT IS MALCHUT and this applies also to
"declare...right." Who is "right?" This is the supernal grade, where
Ya'akov dwells, NAMELY TIFERET. Hence "You founded things that
are right" (Tehilim 99:4). And this is why it says here "declare,"
rather than "speak." IT SHOWS US THAT THE INTENTION HERE
APPLIES TO TIFERET AND NOT TO MALCHUT. AND RABBI ELAZAR
HEREBY OFFERS A PROOF FOR WHAT RABBI CHIYA SAID!

230. Rabbi Yitzchak said that it is written: "And He declared to you
His covenant" (Devarim 4:13). ACCORDINGLY, IF THE TERM
"DECLARE" IS USED WITH THE COVENANT, THEN IT CAN ALSO BE
USED WITH RIGHTEOUSNESS! He said to him, "It is surely so" THAT
THE TERM "DECLARE" CAN BE USED WITH THE COVENANT,
NAMELY WITH YESOD, BECAUSE TIFERET AND THE COVENANT
ARE ONE. NEVERTHELESS, YESOD is a grade that is dominant over
the lower grade, which is "speak righteousness," SO HERE WE CAN
USE THE TERM "DECLARE" AS WELL. And all this should be well
examined. Come and behold: Even though we said that the term
"speak" is the lowest of them all, do not conclude from this that it is
not a high and important GRADE! The term "speak" includes within
it all the other GRADES, and is a high grade. And the proof of this
appears in the verse, "For it is not a vain thing (speech)" (Devarim
32:47).
231. Rabbi Elazar was on his way to his father-in-law, accompanied
by Rabbi Chiya, Rabbi Yosi, and Rabbi Chizkiyah. Rabbi Elazar said:
I see that the awakening from above occurs as a response to
awakening from below, because the upper is aroused by the passion
and desire of the lower, and depends on it.

24. "Keep not your silence, Elohim"
The establishment leaders who lived during the time of Avraham want to slay him because he has enlightened the people and led them away from
the futility of Idol Worshipping. People like Avraham, who dare to initiate positive change and help others in their spiritual awakening, always
encounter opposition from forces who seek to propagate chaos and ignorance for their own personal gain.
The Relevance of this Passage
Throughout human history, any major advancement in civilization was first met with opposition, defiance, and scorn from those who would not
benefit by the betterment of the human condition. This spiritual principle holds true in our own personal life. As opportunities for spiritual
advancement present themselves to us, there will be obstacles and opposition. This passage gives us protection from the forces that attempt to
impede our spiritual progress.
232. He opened the discussion with the verse, "Keep not Your
silence, Elohim: do not hold Your peace, and be still, El" (Tehilim
83:2). This represents the awakening from below; FROM THE
NUKVA, to take control. David responded, "Keep not Your silence,
Elohim"; from arousing Your desire to the upper, ZEIR ANPIN, and to
cling on to the Right, TO HIS CHESED.
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233. For what reason? Because "For, lo, Your enemies make a
tumult.... For they have consulted together with one consent: they
make a covenant against You:" (Tehilim 3:6). THE NUKVA IS THE
ASPECT OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH
WITHOUT CHASSADIM, AND CHOCHMAH CANNOT SHINE WITHOUT
CHASSADIM. THEREFORE ALL THE KLIPOT AND THE ENEMIES OF
THE HOLINESS RAISE UP THEIR HEADS. Hence, "Keep not Your
silence, Elohim" from awakening toward the upper, ZEIR ANPIN.
Because then the right OF ZEIR ANPIN is aroused and attaches Her
to itself. WHEN SHE IS ATTACHED TO THE RIGHT--NAMELY WHEN
THE CHOCHMAH IN HER IS ENCLOTHED BY THE CHASSADIM OF
THE RIGHT--then the enemies are defeated. BECAUSE THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH DESTROYS ALL THE ENEMIES OF
THE HOLINESS. As it written: "Your right hand, Hashem, has
become glorious in power: Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed the
enemy in pieces" (Shemot 15:6).
234. So come and behold: When all those kings joined to make war
against Avraham, they consulted one another about how to destroy
him. But as soon as they took control over Lot, Avraham's nephew,
they immediately left. As it is written: "And they took Lot, Avram's
brother's son, and his possessions and departed" (Beresheet 14:12).
What was the reason? Lot's image was similar to that of Avraham.
As a result, they "departed," AS THEY BELIEVED THEY HAD
CAPTURED AVRAHAM, which was the purpose of the war.

235. AND HE ASKS: Why DID THEY WANT TO KILL AVRAHAM? AND
HE ANSWERS: Because Avraham took people of this world away
from idolatry and brought them to worship the Holy One, blessed be
He. THIS IS WHY THEY WANTED TO KILL HIM. In addition, it was the
Holy One, blessed be He, who incited them TO FIGHT AVRAHAM, so
that Avraham would be brought closer to His way of worship and the
name of Avraham would become glorified throughout the world.

236. And the secret behind this is that when, Avraham pursued them,
then IT IS WRITTEN: "Keep not Your silence, Elohim," AS THE
NUKVA WAS AROUSED TOWARD ZEIR ANPIN AND ELEVATED
MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) UP TO HIM TO DRAW CHESED,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT, until all was attached to
Avraham, WHO IS THE SECRET OF CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS
MEANS THAT HER CHOCHMAH WAS CLOTHED BY CHASSADIM
AND HER ILLUMINATION WAS COMPLETED. And when all this was
attached to Avraham, then all the kings were defeated before him. As
we have previously stated; it is then written: "Your right hand
Hashem, has dashed the enemy in pieces."

25. Malki-Tzedek
Avraham, King David, and the other great spiritual giants of history, devoted their lives to easing the pain of the Shechinah, the collective universal
soul that protects and assist us in the physical world. The Shechinah, possessing its own consciousness, experiences the collective pain of
humanity when negativity and suffering abound in the world. Similarly, our consciousness and intent to ease the pain of the Shechinah serves to
ease the pain of all mankind. Spiritual work cannot be ego-based. We must learn to feel the pain of others and dedicate ourselves to ending their
suffering, as well as our own.
The Relevance of this Passage
Many spiritual lessons and benefits radiate throughout these verses. We gain awareness of the global purpose of our existence, which is to diminish
and remove our intemperate character traits that separate us from the Light of the Creator. A recognition of the impact that our actions have on both
on ourselves and on all mankind, is instilled within our consciousness.
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237. "And Malki Tzedek king of Shalem brought forth bread and
wine..." (Beresheet 14:18). Rabbi Shimon opened the discourse,
saying, "In Shalem also is set his tabernacle" (Tehilim 76:3). Come
and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS THE
SECRET OF BINAH, decided to create the world, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED THE 'WORLD,' He
produced a flame from the Holy illumination. As wind blew wind,
THE FLAME darkened and began to burn. And He took out from
within an abyss a particular drop, which He joined with the flame.
With them, He created the world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
238. HE EXPLAINS THAT the flame rose and was crowned by the Left
COLUMN OF BINAH. And the drop, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, rose and was crowned by the Right COLUMN OF BINAH.
Then they became intertwined-THE RIGHT AND LEFT repeatedly
exchanging places with each other. That which had descended now
ascended and that which had ascended then descended.

239. BOTH COLUMNS-THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT OF BINAHcombined and a completed Ruach came forth. THIS REFERS TO
ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED RUACH AND EMANATE FROM THE
UNION OF THE TWO COLUMNS. Two sides emerged as one, AND
THE RUACH ITSELF was placed in the middle AS THE ASPECT OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. HENCE, THE RESULT WAS THREE
COLUMNS. And they were crowned by one another-THAT IS, ALL
THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN WERE CROWNED BY ONE
ANOTHER. Then there was perfection above, IN BINAH, and
perfection below, IN ZEIR ANPIN. The grade was established, AND
THE GRADE OF THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN WAS COMPLETED!
240. The FIRST Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, was
crowned by the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The Vav OF YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in turn, was crowned by the Hei OF
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS BINAH. THEN the SECOND Hei OF THE
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN TO THE
VAV OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, rose and became
perfectly attached TO HIM, BY RECEIVING FROM HIM THE MOCHIN
OF BINAH. Thus, "And Malki Tzedek king of Shalem (lit. 'perfect')";
and indeed he is a perfect king! THUS, IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT THE
SECOND HEI, WHICH IS CALLED MALKI-TZEDEK: "AND MALKI
TZEDEK, KING OF SHALEM," BECAUSE NOW IT IS ASSUREDLY A
PERFECT KING. THIS MEANS a king who rules perfectly. He askes:
When is THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN considered to be a perfect
king? AND HE ANSWERS: On Yom Kippur, WHEN MALCHUT RISES
UP AND ENCLOTHES BINAH, AND when all faces shine-EVEN THE
FACE OF THE NUKVA SHINES LIKE THE FACE OF BINAH!
241. "And Malki Tzedek (lit. 'king of justice')" can also be explained
as a reference to the last world, NAMELY THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, AND "King of Shalem" to the upper world, WHICH IS BINAH.
They adorn one another, MEANING THAT THE LOWER WORLD WAS
CROWNED BY THE UPPER WORLD, they are inseparable and the
two worlds are as one. And even the lower world is entirely one
WITH THE UPPER WORLD. WHY? BECAUSE AT THAT TIME THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN RISES TO CLOTHE BINAH, EVERY LOWER
GRADE THAT RISES TO AN UPPER GRADE BECOMES
COMPLETELY LIKE IT. THEREFORE, THESE TWO WORLDS, WHICH
ARE THE NUKVA AND BINAH, BECOME AS IF THE SAME. "Brought
forth bread and wine" indicates that both are included; BREAD
ALLUDES TO THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM FROM THE RIGHT; WINE
ALLUDES TO THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT.
THEREFORE HE "BROUGHT FORTH BREAD AND WINE" TO
INFORM US THAT BOTH OF THESE ILLUMINATIONS EXIST NOW IN
MALKI TZEDEK, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA AS SHE
ENCLOTHES BINAH. "And he was the priest of the most high El,"
who served the world that corresponds to another world. "And he
was the priest of the most high El" MEANS THAT THE LOWER
WORLD SERVES THE UPPER WORLD WITH CHASSADIM. BECAUSE
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"the priest" is the right, REFERRING TO THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM
IN THE NUKVA, AND "the most high El" is the upper world, NAMELY
BINAH. The priests, therefore, desire to bless the world.
242. Come and behold: This lower world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA,
receives blessings when it is attached to the high priest, NAMELY
TO THE RIGHT COLUMN OF BINAH THAT IS CALLED "THE HIGH
PRIEST." Then, "And blessed him" MEANS THAT AFTER THE
NUKVA HAD RECEIVED THE BLESSINGS FROM THE HIGH PRIEST,
SHE BLESSED AVRAHAM. AS IT IS WRITTEN: "and he said: Blessed
be Avram of the most high El" (Beresheet 14:19), as it is surely so!
The same applies to the priest below IN THIS WORLD. HE SHOULD
tie knots, NAMELY TO MEDITATE AS IS EXPLAINED HERE, so as to
bless this place, NAMELY THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, so that SHE
may be attached to CHASSADIM OF the right SIDE OF BINAH. Thus
both worlds, THE NUKVA AND BINAH, are united as one!
243. "Blessed be Avram." The secret behind this is that this blessing
contains the meditations that we are to have whenever we say a
blessing. "Blessed be Avram" is similar to the words "Blessed are
You," which we recite IN EVERY BLESSING; "of the most high El,"
WHICH APPEARS HERE, IS SIMILAR TO WHAT WE RECITE IN
EVERY BLESSING: "Hashem our Elohim"; "possessor of heaven and
earth" IS SIMILAR TO WHAT WE RECITE IN EVERY BLESSING: "the
king of the world." So this phrase is the secret of all the blessings.
"And he blessed him, AND SAID: BLESSED BE AVRAM", WHICH IS
THE DIRECTION OF THE MEDITATION from below upward. "Blessed
be the most high El, WHO HAD DELIVERED THE ENEMIES TO YOUR
HANDS" IS THE DIRECTION OF THE MEDITATION from above
downward. "And he gave him a tithe of everything" MEANS THAT HE
GAVE THE NUKVA A TITHE in order to be attached to that place,
where the tie has been made with the world below. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH FINISHES THE ILLUMINATION OF
THE NUKVA, SO AS NOT TO GIVE HOLD TO THE EXTERNALS, AS
THE SECRET OF THE TITHE IS THE CONCLUSION OF HER
ILLUMINATION.
244. As they were walking, they met Rabbi Yesa and a Jew who was
with him. The Jew quoted the verse, "Of David: To you, Hashem, do I
lift up my soul" (Tehilim 25:1), AND HE ASKED WHY IS IT WRITTEN
"Of David" rather than "A psalm of David" or "To David a psalm?"

245. AND HE ANSWERS: It is written 'Of David' because it was meant
for his own grade. And the praise that he recited was for his own
sake. "To you Hashem, do I lift up my soul" MEANS "To you,
Hashem" upward. "My soul (Nefesh)." Who is meant by "my
Nefesh?" David is meant. David is the first grade, as we have stated;
NAMELY HE IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE FIRST GRADE FROM
BELOW UPWARD. "do I lift up" MEANS to elevate, as it is written: "I
will lift up my eyes to the hills" (Tehilim 121:1) Because during his
entire life, David was always striving to raise his grade TO THAT OF
BINAH-to adorn it BY BINAH above and to attach it there in a true
and everlasting bond, as it should properly be!
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246. Similarly, "Of David, bless Hashem, my soul (Nefesh)" (Tehilim
103:1) was also said for the sake of his own grade. And what did he
say? "Bless Hashem, my soul (Nefesh)." In this case, the particle Et
before "Hashem" MEANS to be attached with bonds to the upper
GRADE-BINAH. And what is meant by "and all that is within me?" It
refers to the other beasts of the fields, NAMELY THE SFIROT OF THE
NUKVA, that are called "all that is within me (lit. 'entrails')." As it is
written: "and my bowels yearned for him" (Shir Hashirim 5:5)
Another explanation of the words "bless ...my soul" is that he said it
for the sake of his own grade. "Hashem" is the full perfection of
everything-the inclusion of everything. THIS MEANS THAT ET IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT; HASHEM (YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI) IS THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. SO ET HASHEM ALLUDES TO THE
COMPLETE UNISON OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH HIS NUKVA.
247. Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Yesa: I see that you have come in
company with the Shechinah. HE SAID THIS BECAUSE HE SAW
THAT THE SHECHINAH RESTED UPON THE JEW. He said to him:
Most certainly! I walked with him for three parasangs, and he has
told me many goodly matters. And I have hired him to serve me for
this day, and did not realize that he is such a shining light as I see
now!"

248. Rabbi Elazar asked the Jew, "What is your name?" He
answered, "Yoezer." Rabbi Elazar said: Let us sit together, AS OUR
NAMES ARE SIMILAR. They sat beside a rock in that field. The Jew
opened the discussion, by quoting, "I, even I, am he that blots out
your transgressions for my own sake, and will not remember your
sins" (Yeshayah 43:25). HE ASKED HIM, "What is the reason for
saying 'I...I' twice?"

249. AND HE REPLIED THAT the first "I" was said at Mount Sinai and
the second was said during the creation of the world. Thus, at Mount
Sinai it is written: "I am Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 20:2); and at
the creation, it is written: "I have made the earth and created man
upon it" (Yeshayah 45:12). This shows that there is no separation
between above, BINAH, and below, MALCHUT.

250. HE ASKS: Why does it say "blots out" rather than "removes
your transgressions?" AND HE REPLIES: So that they shall never
appear again in the world. "For My own sake"--to reveal the
compassion that emerges from Me. As it is written: "For Hashem
your Elohim is a merciful El" (Devarim 4:31).

251. Come and behold: Another explanation of the words "blots out
your transgressions for My own sake," is that the wicked of the
world cause damage. For when their sins rise, mercy and the
Supernal Light are lost and blessings cannot descend to this world.
So this grade, NAMELY THE NUKVA WHICH IS NAMED "I," does not
receive any blessings from above to pass on to the lower beings.
THEREFORE, THIS IS CONSIDERED BY HER A DAMAGE, and so She
says, "for my own sake," so that blessings will not be withheld from
me, to be given to all.
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252. The same applies to the verse, "See now that I, even I, am
He..." (Devarim 32:39), IN WHICH THE FIRST "I" APPLIES TO BINAH
AND THE SECOND "I" TO MALCHUT. THIS IS to show that no
separation exists between BINAH above and MALCHUT below, as we
have already explained.
253. Come and behold: Similarly, when there are righteous people in
the world, blessings are sent down to all the worlds. As soon as
Avraham arrived, the blessings were sent to the world. As it is
written: "and I will bless you, and you shall be a
blessing" (Beresheet 12:2). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of, "And
you shall be a blessing"? AND HE ANSWERS that because of his
merit, blessings shall be abundant on high, IN THE UPPER WORLDS,
and down below, IN THE LOWER WORLDS. As it is written: "And in
you shall all the families of the earth be blessed," REFERRING TO
THE LOWER BEINGS, and "I will bless them that bless you"
REFERRING TO THE UPPER WORLDS. WHEN THEY CONVEY THE
BLESSINGS DOWNWARD, THEY ARE BLESSED FIRST, AS IS
KNOWN. THIS IS THE SECRET OF "I WILL BLESS THEM THAT
BLESS YOU!"
254. Yitzchak arrived and informed everyone that there is judgment
and there is a Judge above to punish the wicked. And he awakened
judgment on the world, so that all would be in awe of the Holy One,
blessed He. Ya'akov arrived, brought mercy on the world, and
perfected the Faith in the world as proper. AVRAHAM DREW
CHESED, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN OF THE
FAITH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. AND YITZCHAK
DREW FOR HER THE JUDGMENT AND THE SFIRAH OF GVURAH,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF HER LEFT COLUMN. YA'AKOV
COMPLETED HER BY DRAWING DOWN MERCY, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
255. Thus, of the days of Avraham, it is written: "And Malki Tzedek
king of Shalem," since the Throne, THE NUKVA, was crowned in its
own place, IN BINAH. Then THE NUKVA, the "king of Shalem" (a
perfect king), was completely flawless. THE NUKVA "brought forth
bread and wine" to nourish all of the worlds as ought to be. The
words "brought forth bread and wine" SHOW THAT the blessings
were not withheld from any of the worlds. The words "brought forth"
are similar to the phrase "Let the Earth bring forth," (Beresheet 1:24)
WHICH REFERS TO THE NUKVA, WHICH BROUGHT nourishment
and blessings from the highest levels to all the worlds!

256. "And he was the priest of the most high El" (Beresheet 14:68)
MEANS THAT everything has reached full supernal perfection, as it
ought to. THAT REFERS TO THE PERFECTION OF BINAH, WHICH IS
CALLED "THE MOST HIGH EL." This teaches us that just as the
sinners bring damage upon the world and prevent blessings FROM
REACHING IT, so the righteous bring blessings to the world, and for
their sake, all the people of the world are blessed as well.
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257. What is the meaning of "And he gave him a tithe of
all" (Beresheet 14:20), IT MEANS THAT MALKI TZEDEK GAVE HIM
those blessings that issue from "all," WHICH IS YESOD. THIS
MEANS THAT MALKI TZEDEK, WHO IS THE NUKVA, RECEIVED THE
TITHE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE BLESSINGS, FROM YESOD,
AND PASSED THEM ON TO AVRAHAM. WHY FROM THE YESOD?
Because this is the place from which all blessings that reach the
world originate. Another explanation of the words "And he gave him
a tithe of all" is that it was the Holy One, blessed be He, who gave
Avraham the tithe. And what is the tithe? It is a grade, where all the
gates of faith and the blessings of the world are established, it is one
out of ten, and ten out of a hundred, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH
DURING HER IMATURE STATE, HAS NO OTHER SFIRAH BUT
KETER. AND THIS SFIRAH IS BUT ONE OUT OF THE TEN SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN. BUT DURING HER STAGE OF MATURITY,
MALCHUT HAS TEN COMPLETE SFIROT, AND THEN SHE IS "TEN
OUT OF A HUNDRED" SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. AND THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, GAVE THIS GRADE TO AVRAHAM. From this
point on, Avraham's existence became firmly established from
above, WHICH MEANS THAT HE MERITED FULL CONCEPTION
FOREVER!' Rabbi Elazar said to him, "You have spoken well!"
258. Rabbi Elazar asked him, "What is your job?" He responded, "I
teach children, back home. But when Rabbi Yosi of the village
Chanin came to town, all the children were taken from me and
passed on to him. NEVERTHELESS, the people of my town paid my
salary, as they had when the children were with me. But I searched
my soul and found it improper to benefit from doing nothing. So I
offered my services to this wise man, NAMELY RABBI YESA." Rabbi
Elazar said: Here, the blessings of my father-REFERRING TO RABBI
SHIMON BAR YOCHAI-are required.

259. They went before Rabbi Shimon, and THE JEW would sit and
study all day long before Rabbi Shimon. One day, as they were
studying the laws concerning the washing of the hands, RABBI
SHIMON said: Whoever does not wash his hands properly is
punished from above and also below IN THIS WORLD. And what is
his punishment below? He brings poverty upon himself. And just as
he who washes his hands improperly is punished, so he who
washes his hands properly is rewarded ABOVE AND BELOW,
bringing the blessings of above on himself. Because the blessings
OF ABOVE rest properly on his hands, he is blessed BELOW with
wealth.

260. At a later time, Rabbi Shimon woke up in time to see the Jew
washing his hands with a great quantity of water. Rabbi Shimon
said: "Fill his hands with your blessings." And so it was from that
day onward, because the Jew became rich and found a treasure, he
studied Torah and gave food and nourishment to the poor every day,
and was happy and kind to them. As a result, in reference to him,
Rabbi Shimon quoted the verse, "And you shall rejoice in Hashem
and shall glory in the Holy One of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 41:16).

26. "After these things"
In the material world, the Light of the Creator can only manifest through a physical medium or instrument, which Kabbalah refers to as a Vessel.
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Just as sunlight requires physical matter to reveal its radiance, spiritual Light requires a Vessel in order to express itself. Though many spiritual
traditions teach renunciation of material existence, Kabbalah takes a very different view. Rather than meditating on a mountaintop above the fray
and fracas of our daily existence, we must embrace the chaos of life, using it as an opportunity, as a vessel to reveal Light. Spiritual Light ignites in
that momentary flash-point of character transformation.
The Relevance of this Passage
Acknowledging and rooting out the negative, dark side of our nature when confronting chaos and conflict, give us the opportunity to effect
character change. Moreover, we must initiate the physical actions necessary to transform ourselves, change our world, and reveal the spiritual Light
of the Creator. Accordingly, this portion strengthens us so that we successfully confront and transform life's challenges.
261. "After these things, the word of Hashem came to
Avram..." (Beresheet 15:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discourse by
quoting, "I am my beloved's, and his desire is toward me" (Shir
Hashirim 7:11). As has been explained, this means that awakening
below results in awakening above. There can be no awakening from
above until there is awakening from below. In addition, blessings
from above rest in a place of substance, not in an empty space.

262. How do we know this? We know this from the wife of Ovadyahu,
to whom Elisha said: "Tell me, what have you in the house" (II
Melachim 4:2). He asked this because blessings from above do not
rest on an empty table, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED ABOUT THE SHEWBREAD, nor in an empty place, AS IS TOLD OF THE WIFE OF
OVADYAHU. "And she said: 'Your handmaid has nothing in the
house but a pot of oil'"(Ibid.). AND HE ASKS: What is a pot? AND HE
SAYS: There is only enough oil IN THE POT to smear the little finger.

263. ELISHA said: You have relieved me. Because I did not know
how the blessings of above would rest in an empty place. But now
that you have some oil, this is the place where the blessings shall
rest. How do we know this? Because it is written: "It is like the
precious ointment..." (Tehilim 133:2). And how does the verse end?
With the words, "for there Hashem has commanded the blessing,
even life for evermore" (Ibid.). SO in this place, NAMELY IN THE OIL,
there are blessings.

264. You might think that because in the words, "like the dew of
Chermon descending upon the mountains of Tzion" (Ibid.),
FOLLOWED BY THE WORDS "FOR THERE HASHEM HAS
COMMANDED THE BLESSINGS," dew is mentioned rather than oil.
DEW IS THEN THE PLACE FOR THE BLESSING AND NOT OIL. BUT,
HE REPLIES: It is oil and it is dew, MEANING THAT THEY ARE THE
SAME. BECAUSE this dew is what the Holy One, blessed be He,
drew out of the supernal oil, which comes out of the right side.
265. These are two things-wine and oil-and they flow to two sides.
Wine flows to the left and oil to the right. And from the right side all
blessings come forth and descend to this world, and from there, the
holy kingdom, WHICH REFERS TO THE KINGS OF YISRAEL, is
anointed. Because oil is first prepared below, MEANING THAT SHE
HAD THE POT OF OIL, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE AWAKENING
FROM BELOW, then the oil was available from above, referring to the
flowing of the blessings FROM ABOVE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE AWAKENING FROM ABOVE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "UPON HER
SONS, WHO BROUGHT THE VESSELS TO HER; AND SHE POURED
OUT" (II MELACHIM 4:5).
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266. Come and behold: From the awakening of this oil above, it was
poured on David and Solomon, so that their sons would be blessed.
How do we know this? It is in the verse, "And the oil stopped (lit.
'stood')" (II Melachim 4:6). THIS IS ANALOGOUS TO WHAT IS written
elsewhere, "a root of Yishai, that stands for a banner of the
people..." (Yeshayah 11:10). BECAUSE THIS VERSE ALLUDES TO
DAVID, SOLOMON, AND THEIR DESCENDANTS, WHO ARE FROM
THE ROOT OF YISHAI, THEN HERE AS WELL THE VERSE ALLUDES
TO DAVID, SOLOMON, AND THEIR DESCENDANTS.
267. Come and behold: Just as the table of the shew-bread, from
where all the blessings and replenishment of the world come, should
not remain empty even for a moment, so that the blessings may not
be removed from there, one should never recite blessings over an
empty table. The blessings from above will not rest upon an empty
table.

268. Come and behold, it is then written: "I am my beloved's, and his
desire is towards me." First, "I am my beloved's," and then, "his
desire is towards me." "I am my beloved's" to prepare a place for
him at first BY THE AWAKENING FROM BELOW, and afterwards "his
desire is towards me."

269. Another explanation for "I am my beloved's" is based on the
understanding that the Shechinah does not reside among the
wicked. As soon as a person desires to purify himself and come
close to the Holy One, blessed be He, only then does the Shechinah
rest upon him. Therefore it is written: "I am my beloved's" first, and
then, "his desire is towards me." Because when a person comes to
be purified, he is purified.

270. Come and behold: "After these things," after Avraham pursued
the kings, and the Holy One, blessed be He, killed them off, Avraham
was wondering if perhaps "I have lost all the reward from bringing
people to repent and return to the Holy One, blessed be He, and
holding on to them to draw them nearer to Him--since now people
were killed by me!" Immediately, the Holy One, blessed be He, said
to him: "Fear not, Avram, I am your shield, your reward shall be
exceedingly great." You are receiving a reward for them, BECAUSE
THEY WERE KILLED, because none of them shall ever be able to
improve their behavior.

27. "Hashem came to Avram in a vision"
The Zohar presents four complex ideas. The first concerns the mysteries of circumcision. Before we can begin to understand any ritual performed in
our physical world, we must acquire some understanding of the structure of the Upper Worlds which are the foundation of our physical existence.
The Zohar refers to ten dimensions that compose all creation. These dimensions are known as the Ten Sfirot, or Ten Emanations.
The Sfirah of Yesod is a reservoir to which all the upper Sfirot pour their various energies. Yesod gathers all these elements, blends them, and
transfers this great Light to the Sfira of Malchut, which is our physical universe. Residing just above Malchut in the structure of the Ten Sfirot,
Yesod acts as the portal through which the awesome forces of Light enter our realm. As the building blocks of all creation, the Ten Sfirot reflect
themselves in our world. Thus, we have ten fingers, ten toes, and our numerical system functions on base ten.
The Sfira of Yesod correlates to the sexual organ, in which the greatest expression of Light manifests. This great Light is responsible for the miracle
of procreation and the pleasure derived from it.
The negative forces in our midst attach themselves to any gateway through which the greatest Light can shine. For this reason, these negative
entities are found in the upper world realm of Yesod; in our physical realm, negative forces manifest in the human sexual organ. The purpose of the
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covenant of circumcision is to remove this negative influence from our lives as well as from the worlds above. Circumcision, performed properly
with Kabbalistic mediation, removes all negativity from both the child and the world. The act of circumcision brings enormous spiritual benefits to
the child, including boosting his immune system. Though small in size, the foreskin contains powerful negative forces, as if it were a nuclear
warhead at the tip of a ballistic missile.
The Relevance of this Passage
These specific Aramaic texts emanate spiritual influences that help cleanse and purify the realm of Yesod within us, including any negative sexual
thoughts, desires or actions. It is these blockages that can prevent us from receiving our full portion of the Light.
271. "The word of Hashem came to Avram in a vision, saying..." HE
ASKS: What is meant by a vision? AND HE ANSWERS: This is the
mirror, which is the grade in which all images appear. Rabbi Shimon
said: Come and behold, before Avraham was circumcised, only one
grade spoke to him. And which one was that? It was the 'vision,'
NAMELY THE NUKVA. As it is written: "...seeing the vision of
Shadai" (Bemidbar 24:16).

272. After Avraham was circumcised, all the grades rested upon that
grade, WHICH IS CALLED THE VISION, and then He spoke to him.
Hence, it is written: "And I appeared to Avraham," WHO IS THE
SECRET OF CHESED, "to Yitzchak," WHO IS THE SECRET OF
GVURAH, "and to Ya'akov," WHO IS THE SECRET OF TIFERET, "by
the name of El Shadai" (Shemot 6:3), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
YESOD AND MALCHUT. ALL THE GRADES, FROM CHESED
DOWNWARD, ILLUMINATE IN THE NUKVA. So, before he was
circumcised, these grades did not yet speak to him, ONLY THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE "VISION OF SHADAI"
ALONE!
273. You might say that it is already written: "And Hashem appeared
to Avram," WHICH IS THE LEVEL OF NEFESH, AND "and Avram
journeyed, going on still toward the south," WHICH IS RUACH; and
"and there he built an altar," WHICH IS NESHAMAH. If here are the
supernal grades THAT HE ATTAINED, how can we say that before he
was circumcised, the supernal grades did not rest upon that certain
grade, in order to speak to him?

274. AND HE REPLIES, Come and behold: In the beginning; BEFORE
HE WAS CIRCUMCISED, the Holy One, blessed be He, gave wisdom
to Avraham, NAMELY THE AFOREMENTIONED SUPERNAL
GRADES, so that he would know wisdom and would cleave to THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. And Avraham did achieve the secret of
Faith, but he could not speak to Him, only to the lower grade alone,
NAMELY THE NUKVA AS SEEN "THROUGH THE VISION OF
SHADAI." But after he was circumcised, then all the supernal grades
rested upon this lower grade, in order to speak with him. And then
Avraham ascended through all the grades, as has been explained.

275. Come and behold: As long as a man is not circumcised, he does
not hold on to the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. As soon as
he is circumcised, he enters His Name and is attached to it. And if
you say that Avraham was nevertheless attached to Him even before
he was circumcised, the response is that he was indeed attached to
Him, but not properly. Because of the sublime love that the Holy
One, blessed be He, felt toward Avraham, He brought him closer to
Himself, BUT IN SPITE OF ALL THIS, IT WAS NOT AS IT SHOULD
PROPERLY BE.
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276. After, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, commanded Avraham
to circumcise himself, and presented him with the covenant, WHICH
IS YESOD, which is the link to all the supernal grades. The covenant
is the bond that links all the grades together, to be included within
one another. The covenant is the bond that everything is bound to.
And because of this, before Avraham was circumcised, He spoke
with him only through the "vision," as we have stated. THE UPPER
GRADES WERE MISSING FROM IT, BECAUSE THE COVENANT,
WHICH LINKS ALL THE GRADES TOGETHER, WAS MISSING.

277. Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He, created
the world, He created it based on the covenant. It is written: "In the
beginning (Heb. Beresheet) Elohim created (Heb. bara)" (Beresheet
1:1), WHERE SHEET (ARAM. SIX) refers to the covenant, because by
relying upon the covenant, the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
world. And it is also written: "If My covenant be not day and night, it
were as if I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). This is a unifying covenant, which ensures
that day and night, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, may not
be separated.
278. Rabbi Elazar said: 'When the Holy One, blessed be He, created
the world, it was on the condition that if Yisrael will came forth and
receiv Torah, all would be well. If Yisrael will not do so, then the
world would be returned to chaos. So the world was not firmly
established until Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai and received Torah.
The second idea presented by the Zohar concerns the concept of
soul mates. Our success in finding our true soul mate depends on
the levels we reach in our spiritual work. If we attain the necessary
level of growth, we may merit the appearance of our soul mate in our
life.
The Relevance of this Passage
According to Kabbalah, soul mates are two halves of one soul. If two
people are soul mates living on opposite ends of the world,
circumstances will eventually arise that will lead them across vast
continents and oceans in order that they may encounter one another
and reunite. The Aramaic words expressing this spiritual truth,
assists us towards that end.
279. From that day onward, the Holy One, blessed be He, has been
creating worlds. And what are these worlds? They are the matings of
human beings. Because ever since that day, the Holy One blessed
be He, has been making marriages, by saying: "The daughter of so
to so for so and so." These are the worlds He creates, BECAUSE
EVERY UNION OF A COUPLE IS CONSIDERED TO BE A WORLD.
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
280. "After these things." These are the words of Torah, just as
"These words Hashem spoke to all your assembly" (Devarim 5:19)
are the words of Torah. THE MEANING OF THE VERSE IS THAT
"After" a person has been occupied in this world with "these things
(lit. 'words')," then the Holy One, blessed be He, prepares good
tidings for the soul and welcomes it. As it is written: "Fear not,
Avram, I am your shield"; I shall shield you from all the evil aspects
in Gehenom."
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281. "And your reward shall be exceedingly great," because whoever
studies Torah in this world shall merit and inherit a place in the
world to come. As it is written: "That I may cause those that love Me
to inherit substance" (Mishlei 8:21). "What is substance?" Substance
is "the world to come," and "I will fill their treasures" in this world by
riches and all goodness of the world. He who goes to the right shall
merit a place in the world to come, and he who goes to the left shall
merit the riches of this world.
The third idea explicated upon by the Zohar concerns the power
associated with the study of Torah. Rabbi Aba helps his student,
Rabbi Yosi, transform his Torah study from a selfish, self-seeking
pursuit, to a process of learning that expresses caring and
compassion for the rest of the world.
The benefits of learning Torah are not limited to the traditional
concept of acquiring knowledge. Torah study is the sum and
substance of spiritual energy itself, and therefore, it reveals
enormous spiritual Light both individually and collectively. Our
motivation for study should not be selfish desire for knowledge and
scholarship. Our purpose should be to reveal and impart Light to
others.
The Relevance of this Passage
It is tempting for man to wear the garment of pride as he begins to
acquire the knowledge and the secrets of the universe. This
discourse helps us accomplish our learning and perform our
spiritual work with an intention of sharing combined with deep
humility.
282. After Rabbi Aba returned from BABYLON, he declared that
whoever desires to be rich and have a long life in the world to come
should study Torah, and the whole world gathered around him TO
STUDY TORAH. There was a bachelor in his neighborhood. One day
he said to Rabbi Aba, "Rabbi, I wish to learn Torah so that I may be
wealthy." Rabbi Aba responded, "Why of course, YOU SHALL MERIT
MUCH WEALTH BY STUDYING TORAH." He asked, "What is your
name?" The bachelor responded, "Yosi." Rabbi Aba told his pupils
to call the bachelor "Yosi, a man of great wealth and glory." And
Yosi delved to the study of Torah.

283. After a while, as the days passed, Yosi stood before Rabbi Aba
and asked, "Rabbi, where is the wealth?" RABBI ABA responded, "I
can see that he is not learning for the sake of heaven!" And then he
went to his room TO CONSIDER WHAT TO DO WITH YOSI. He then
heard a voice that said: Do not punish him, because he shall become
a great man! He returned to him and said: Sit down, my son, sit
down. And I shall give you wealth.

284. In the meantime, a man appeared with a vessel made of pure
gold, He showed it to everyone, and its sparkle lit up the house. He
said: Rabbi, I wish to merit Torah. Because I MYSELF have not
merited THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE TORAH, I am searching for
someone who can learn Torah for my sake. I inherited great wealth
from my father, who used to set upon his table thirteen of these cups
MADE OF PURE GOLD. I wish to achieve the merit of studying Torah,
and I shall give my wealth to achieve it.
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285. He said to the bachelor: Study Torah, and this man shall give
you wealth! The man gave him the cup of gold. In relation to him,
Rabbi Aba said out loud the verse, "Gold and crystal cannot equal it.
And the exchange of it shall not be for vessels of fine gold" (Iyov
28:17). The bachelor then sat down and studied Torah, while the
other man gave him wealth.

286. As days passed, the desire for the Torah entered his bowels.
One day he sat down and cried. His Rabbi found him weeping and
said to him, "Why are you weeping?' And he replied, "What am I
leaving behind for this WEALTH? The life in the world to come! I do
not want to learn anymore FOR THE SAKE OF THIS MAN. But rather
merit Torah for myself." RABBI ABA said: So now I understand that
he is doing it for the sake of heaven.

287. He called for that man and said to him, "Take your wealth back
and share it with the poor and the orphans. I shall give you a bigger
portion in the Torah, from all that we are learning!" Rabbi Yosi
returned the cup of gold to him, and to this very day, the name "the
son of gold (Heb. ben pazi)" has not been taken away from him or
from his children. He became THE FAMOUS Rabbi, Yosi ben Pazi.
And he and his sons merited a lot of Torah, because there is no
greater reward in the world than to study Torah. AND A
RECOMPENSE FOR IT IS NOT NECESSARY. AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"GOLD AND CRYSTAL CANNOT EQUAL IT; AND THE EXCHANGE
OF IT SHALL NOT BE FOR VESSELS OF FINE GOLD."
The fourth concept examined by the Zohar concerns the importance
and power of the Zohar's Aramaic language. Aramaic is above any
invisible negative influences, and this language provides a direct
connection to the Creator. Accordingly, when the Creator reveals
important wisdom that requires protection from potentially harmful
angelic forces, the wisdom is expressed in Aramaic.
Kabbalistically, the Hebrew and Aramaic languages are not merely
communication tools for mankind. This instrument of language has
many other higher functions, including the direct expression of
metaphysical forces in our material world.
The Relevance of this Passage
We live in a world of concealment, where metaphysical forces and
spiritual influences remain obscured from the five senses. Inasmuch
as mankind has been conditioned to accept only that which the eyes
can see, raising our consciousness becomes a considerable and
difficult task. The discussion pertaining to Aramaic reinforces our
own conviction and connection to the language, elevating our
consciousness so that the energy pouring out from the Aramaic
letters fills our soul.
288. "After these things the word of Hashem came to Avram in a
vision, saying, 'Fear not, Avram...'" Wherever the words "in a vision"
appear in the Torah, it is the one that appeared to the Patriarchs.
And what is it? It is Shadai, as it is written: "And I appeared to
Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Ya'akov by the name of El
Shadai" (Shmot 6:3), and as you may read, "which saw the vision of
Shadai" (Bemidbar 24:4). And this is the vision through which all
supernal appearances are seen, just as a mirror OF GLASS in which
all images are reflected. And vision (Heb. mar'eh) and the
appearance (Heb. machazeh) are the same-one is in Aramaic and the
other is in the holy tongue.
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289. Rabbi Yosi said: There are many ARAMAIC WORDS in the
Torah. Therefore, Onkelos had permission to translate the Torah to
the same language that the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed in the
Torah. But this language is not understood by the angels above, and
they did not recognize it when THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
spoke to Avraham.

290. AND HE ASKS: What is the reason, THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED HE, SPOKE WITH AVRAHAM IN A LANGUAGE THAT WAS
NOT RECOGNIZABLE BY THE ANGELS? AND HE REPLIES: Because
Avraham was not circumcised; his foreskin still covered his flesh.
Therefore THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SPOKE in the language
of the translation, which is incomprehensible TO THE ANGELS. The
same with Bilaam, as it is written: "who sees (Heb. yechezeh) the
vision of Shadai." The word 'YECHEZEH' is not comprehensible to
the ministering angels. So that they have no excuse to complain that
the Holy One, blessed be He, is talking with an uncircumcised and
impure man. Because the holy angels have no use for the Aramaic
translation, THEY WERE UNAWARE THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WAS SPEAKING WITH BILAAM!"
291. AND HE ASKS: You say that THE ANGELS do not understand
THE LANGUAGE OF THE TRANSLATION, but Gavriel taught Yosef
seventy languages and Aramaic was one of them. AND HE REPLIES:
They do know the language, but have no use for it. WHICH MEANS
THAT they do not care about it and do not pay attention to it,
because they dislike this language more than any other language.

292. You may ask, "If it is despised by the angels above, why did
Onkelos translate the Torah to that language, and Yonatan ben Uziel
the Scriptures?" AND HE REPLIES: It was repulsive only to the
angels. And so it should be, so that the angels of above should not
envy Yisrael WHEN THEY SAY THE PRAYERS CALLED KEDUSHA
DESIDRA. BUT TO US, IT IS NOT DESPICABLE. And this is why they
translated Torah and the Scriptures TO THIS LANGUAGE. And it is
not despised, because the Holy One, blessed be He, has written it in
many places in the Torah USING THIS LANGUAGE.

293. Because this language is incomprehensible to the holy angels
above, the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed Himself to Avraham in
this concealed manner, so that the holy angels would not look upon
him and have an excuse to accuse the Holy One, blessed be He, for
appearing before an uncircumcised man.

294. HE ASKS: When did He openly reveal Himself to him, in front of
the angels of above? AND HE RESPONDS: At the time when He gave
him the sign of the Holy covenant. As it is written: "And Elohim
talked with him saying..." (Beresheet 17:3). Elohim is a holy name. It
is not written: "in a vision," BUT "ELOHIM," WHICH IS a revealed
name.
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295. AND HE ASKS: What is 'saying'?" AND HE REPLIES: "saying"
MEANS to announce and declare in all languages, WHICH THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SPOKE WITH AVRAHAM, so that he was no
longer concealed FROM THE ANGELS. He did not speak in any other
language-REFERRING TO ARAMAIC-but in a language that all use,
so that they were able to talk to each other, and no one would be
able to blame or have any pretext. Therefore, "and Elohim talked
with him, saying," 'Elohim' and not 'a vision,' as He has brought him
to the holy covenant, close to Him.

296. Rabbi Yehuda said: According to this, the letter Hei, WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH, was not given to him, until he was circumcised!
Why? Because She is called the actual covenant. Therefore because
he entered the covenant, he was given the letter Hei IN HIS NAME.
As it is written: "As for Me, behold, My covenant is with you, and you
shall be a father of many nations. Neither shall your name any more
be called Avram..." (Beresheet 17: 4-5).

28. Rabbi Chiya went to visit Rabbi Elazar
The Zohar offers a story about the travels of Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Chagai to visit Rabbi Elazar, the son of Kabbalist Rabbi Shimon bar Yokhai,
author of the Zohar. Kabbalistically, the concept of travelling really concerns a spiritual journey of the mind and soul between two sages. As the two
mystics embark on their excursion, their discussion of various spiritual matters is intended to attract particular levels of energy into their lives, and
ultimately, to raise them to the very spiritual levels they are discussing.
Rabbi Chiya is concerned that his colleague Rabbi Chagai may not be worthy to enter this higher realm, which is symbolized by the mention of
Rabbi Elazar. As they begin to approach Rabbi Elazar, who represents the next dimension, Rabbi Chiya suddenly realizes that Rabbi Chagai is
actually more worthy than himself. When the two sages reach Rabbi Elazar's home, he does not immediately let them in. He wants to appraise their
level of spiritual consciousness. The sages, therefore, wait and sit in silence. After a while, Rabbi Elazar gets up and enters his room. While in his
quarters, he hears a voice telling him that the sages are ready and that he should reveal to them all the mysteries and spiritual Light they seek. A
study session ensues, and suddenly a great fire encircles Rabbi Elazar. The sages then leave, realizing they are not yet ready to receive the full
revelation of spiritual energy that occupies the next realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
Each of us must prepare our own internal vessel in order to continue our growth and spiritual work. The words of this story assist in expanding our
vessel and furthering our preparation.
297. "After these things...": On his way to visit Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi
Chiya met Rabbi Chagai. He said to him: This route, which is set
before you, sir, where does it lead to? He answered: IT LEADS to my
visiting Rabbi Elazar. He said to him: I shall go along with you. He
said: If you will be able to understand the wisdom and the reason
behind what you will hear, then come along. But if not, then turn
back! He said to him, sir, do not worry about this, because I have
heard many secrets of Torah, and I was able to understand them.

298. Rabbi Chagai opened the discussion, saying: This is the
meaning of 'My offering, the provision of my sacrifices made by
fire...'" (Bemidbar 28:2). "My offering" refers to an offeringof flesh,
which is given for atonement; blood OF THE SACRIFICE for the
blood OF MAN; flesh OF THE SACRIFICE for the flesh OF MAN. All
sacrifices are offered only for the flesh, THAT IS, to atone for the
flesh.
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299. And I heard thus: if a man sinned, what is the sin of the animal,
that the Holy One, blessed be He, said: "If any man of you bring an
offering to Hashem, of the cattle..." (Vayikra 1:2)? AND HE REPLIES:
The Holy One, blessed be He, formed the spirit of men and the spirit
of animals, and then separated them from each other. Therefore,
"the spirit of man goes upwards, and the spirit of the beast goes
downwards," (Kohelet 3:21) so they are definitely separated from
each other!

300. Before Adam sinned, it is written: "And Elohim said: Behold, I
have given you every herb bearing seed..." (Beresheet 1:29) and "to
you it shall be for food" and no more THAN THIS. SO HE WAS NOT
PERMITTED TO EAT ANIMALS. But since he had sinned and the Evil
Inclination was absorbed to his body and to all of his offspring, He
passed His judgment over them; IN OTHER WORDS, HE BROUGHT
THE GREAT FLOOD UPON THEM.

301. Later, Noach came and saw that the body is built by the Evil
Inclination, so he offered a sacrifice as Adam did. And it is written:
"And Hashem smelled a sweet savor...for the impulse of man's heart
is evil from his youth." (Beresheet 8:21). The Holy One, blessed be
He, said: 'From here onward, because the body is already absorbed
by that Evil Inclination, let the body enjoy itself as much as it wants
and eat meat.' HE SAID: "even as the green herb have I given you
all" (Beresheet 9:3).

302. When man eats meat, the flesh of man receives pleasure from
that flesh, and they mix together-THE FLESH OF MAN COMBINES
WITH THE FLESH OF THE ANIMAL. And the body grows and is built
by it. But as a result of the pleasure, WHICH MAN RECEIVED FROM
EATING MEAT, his body commits many sins. The Holy One, blessed
be He, said: "The meat," REFERRING TO THE MEAT OF THE
OFFERING, "shall be atonement for the body". Because one had
eaten flesh, and had grown flesh through it IN THE BODY, and by it
one had sinned, therefore the meat OF THE OFFERING shall be
atonement for the body. So the meat-NAMELY THE FLESH OF THE
BODY-that eats meat forms the blood in the body. And because of
this, the purpose of the blood that remains outside of the meat OF
THE OFFERING is to atone for the blood OF MAN, which was formed
by that same meat OF THE ANIMAL. As it is written: "for it is the
blood that makes an atonement for the soul" (Vayikra 17:11).
303. It is written: "My offering" and "your offering," as it is written:
"shall you bring your offering" (Vayikra 1:2). What is the difference
between these two phrases? AND HE REPLIES: "My offering" is like
peace-offerings that are brought for peace. "Your offering" is like sin
or guilt offerings brought to ATONE for sin or guilt. Therefore, "My
offering" is meat, "the provision" is bread and wine, "savor" is
incense. "Sweet" (Heb. nichoach) is satisfaction (Heb. nachat) that
the priest experiences when meditating on the Holy Name, WHICH
HE UTTERS OUT LOUD DURING THE RITUAL OF THE SACRIFICE.
And the Levites HAVE THE SAME EXPERIENCE when meditating
during the songs and praises, WHICH THEY RECITE DURING THE
SACRIFICE.
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304. Of the verse, "shall you observe to offer to me in their (lit. 'its')
due season," HE ASKS: What is meant by "due season?" If you say
THAT THE MEANING IS TO OFFER A SACRIFICE every day-morning
and evening-why then is it called "its due season?" AND HE
REPLIES: "its due season" APPLIES to the desire that rules at that
certain moment-NAMELY, THE MOMENT OF THE SACRIFICE. This is
the desire that prevails above in that certain grade, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA. And for this reason, it is written: 'its due season.'

305. When an offering is sacrificed, all the worlds receive a part of it,
and the Klipot are scattered in all directions. The unison OF THE
MALE AND FEMALE grows closer and is completed, and the
candles, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE UPPER GRADES, shine.
And there is one desire and full companionship in all the worlds.
And the Holy One, blessed be He, is in a state of the secret of unity
as should properly be. Rabbi Chiya came forward, kissed him, and
said: You are more worthy than I to go and see him, REFERRING TO
RABBI ELAZAR.

306. They went along. When they reached RABBI ELAZAR, he saw
them sitting beside the gate. He said to his attendant, Go and ask
them what is the significance OF EACH of the three legs of this
throne? They told him: Go and tell our master that it is not in vain
that King David, who is the fourth LEG OF THE THRONE, said, "The
stone which the builders rejected" (Tehilim 118:22). AND WITH THIS
VERSE, THEY GAVE HIM A HINT ABOUT THE THREE COLUMNS
THAT PRECEDE DAVID, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET. He said to him, TO HIS ATTENDANT: Go and tell them,
where David was 'rejected' BY THE BUILDERS, that he said, "The
stone which the builders rejected?"

307. Rabbi Chiya turned to Rabbi Chagai and said: Have you heard
anything about this? He said: I have heard about the verse that reads
"my mother's children were angry with me; they made me the keeper
of the vineyards..." (Shir Hashirim 1:6), which King Solomon used to
say. It speaks of King David when he was rejected by his brothers.

308. And furthermore, we have heard: What was the reason that the
Holy One, blessed be He, gave the kingdom to Yehuda and not to
any of the other brothers? AND HE REPLIES: Because the letters of
His Holy name are engraved in him. BECAUSE YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI
APPEAR IN THE NAME OF YEHUDA (YUD-HEI-VAV-DALET-HEI). So
the Holy One, blessed be He, glorified his name. And this is why he
inherited the kingdom. And I have also heard that the name Yehuda
definitely contains the letters of His HOLY Name, but there is no
letter Dalet IN YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. AND HE ASKS: Why? AND HE
REPLIES: This LETTER DALET OF YEHUDA represents King David,
who is attached to His Name more than all other people of the world.
As it is written: "and seek Hashem their Elohim, and David their
king" (Hoshea 3:5). So King David is actually attached to His HOLY
Name. Furthermore, he is the knot of the Tfilin, AS KING DAVID IS
THE SECRET OF THE KNOT OF THE TFILIN OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA OF
ZEIR ANPIN. So certainly the letter Dalet IN YEHUDA is King David.
And because of this David is attached to His HOLY Name. BECAUSE
THE NAME YEHUDA INCLUDES YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH ALLUDE
TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE LETTER DALET, WHICH ALLUDES TO
KING DAVID, WHO IS THE SECRET OF NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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309. They entered. Once they were inside, they sat in front of him.
Rabbi Elazar was silent, so they remained silent as well. Rabbi Elazar
entered his room, he heard a certain voice there that said: 'Go and
tell them what they want, because they are righteous men!' He then
returned to them and said: If one of you has heard something, let
him say it to me! They responded: We are waiting to shine by the
purity of the upper candle, and let us grasp knowledge.

310. He opened the discussion with the verse: "But Hashem is in His
holy chamber, let all the earth keep silence before Him" (Chavakuk
2:20). When the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS THE SECRET OF
BINAH, desired to create the world, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND HIS NUKVA, THAT ARE CALLED THE HEAVENS AND
THE EARTH, He looked to the thought, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, the secret of the Torah, and took down records. THIS
MEANS THAT HE RECORDED, AND DREW THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH TO MALE AND FEMALE, but the world was not able to
exist. Then He created repentance, which is the sublime and inner
chamber, and a guarded secret. And there, IN THE
AFOREMENTIONED CHAMBER, the letters, WHICH ARE MALE AND
FEMALE, are engraved, WHICH MEANS THAT THEY WERE
PREPARED AND MADE WORTHY OF RECEIVING MOCHIN FROM
THERE.
311. As THE CHAMBER was created, He looked to this chamber and
drew figures, NAMELY THE MOCHIN that exists in the entire world.
This is why it is written: "let all the earth keep silence before Him."
He desired to create the heavens, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN. What did
He do? He looked upon the First Light, THE FIRST CHAMBER,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ABA AND IMA, covered Himself with it,
and created the heavens. As it is written: "Who covers himself with
light as with a garment," and then, "Who stretches out the heavens
like a curtain" (Tehilim 104:2).

312. He studied how to create the lower world, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT NEEDS THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH,
WHICH IS NOT RECEIVED FROM THE FIRST CHAMBER. So He
created another chamber and entered to it. And from inside He
looked out and drew in front of Himself all the worlds that are below;
NAMELY ALL THE QUANTITY OF MOCHIN THAT THEY REQUIRE
and created them. Therefore it is written: "But Hashem is in His holy
chamber, let all the earth keep silence (Heb. has) before Him." Has
(Hei-Samech) is recorded "before him," WHICH MEANS THAT THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF HEI-SAMECH IS DRAWN BEFORE HIM,
WHICH IS THE NUMBER OF all the "points," WHICH ARE THE
SFIROT that exist in every world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. And they
are sixty-five points, a number equivalent to the numerical value of
Hei-Samech.
Sixty are THE SIX SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD, EACH OF WHICH INCLUDES TEN, and five are
HALF OF MALCHUT; SHE LACKS THE LAST FIVE-THOSE FROM
THE CHEST DOWNWARD. He recorded before Him these sixty-five
"POINTS" OF THE NUKVA IN ORDER TO BESTOW ON HER HIS
ABUNDANCE when He created the world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. For
this reason, the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, is destined only to those who know His ways and go
along them -in a true manner, as is proper!
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313. While he was talking with them, a fire encircled him, and they
remained sitting outside. They heard a voice call out, 'O you holy
man, "The king has brought me to his chambers'" (Shir Hashirim
1:4)-to all those chambers whose keys have been given to the
favored and holy lad, NAMELY MATATRON, WHO IS CALLED "LAD."
And all are ready for you and for those who achieve merit through
you. And in your life, holy man, all the hosts of the heavens, "we will
be glad and rejoice in you!" (Ibid). THIS WAS THE VOICE OF THE
SHECHINAH.

314. When these two saw this, they trembled and were overtaken by
a great fear. They said: We are not worthy of this. Let us get out of
here and go on our way! They sat there that entire day but were
unable to see him. Then they said: The Holy One, blessed be He,
does not wish us to stay here. They left that place and went away.

29. "Bless Hashem, you angels of His"
After the awesome experience with Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Chiya speaks about the giving of the Torah, and how, after the moment of revelation, power
over the physical world was placed in the hands of mankind. Prior to the Revelation, the vast network of angels was in control of our physical realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our individual deeds and behavior have an accumulated effect on the world as well as on our personal life. The universal responsibility for our
actions is stirred within us by this portion.
315. As they were walking along, Rabbi Chiya opened the
discussion, saying, '"Bless Hashem, you angels of His, you mighty
ones who perform His bidding..." (Tehilim 103:20). Happy are Yisrael
of all the peoples of the world, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
chose them from among all the other nations, and He made them His
part and portion. This is why He gave them the Holy Torah, since
they shared one desire on Mount Sinai. And their "doing" preceded
their "hearing," AS THEY SAID, "WILL WE DO" AND THEN THEY
SAID, "AND OBEY (LIT. 'HEAR')" (SHEMOT 24:7).

316. Because their "doing" preceded their "hearing," the Holy One,
blessed be He, called upon His retinue, THE ANGELS; and said to
them: 'Until now, you alone have stood before Me. But from now on,
My children on earth are your companions in everything. You have
no permission to sanctify My Name until Yisrael on earth joins you.
And all of you together shall become colleagues to sanctify My
Name.' Because they put "doing" before "hearing," just as the
angels do in the heavens above, as it is written: "Bless Hashem, you
angels of His, you mighty ones who perform His bidding, hearkening
to the voice of His word." "Who perform his bidding" is first; only
then is, "hearkening."
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317. Another explanation of the verse "Bless Hashem, you angels of
His" is that these are the righteous people on earth, who are
important to the Holy One, blessed be He, as the supernal angels in
heaven. They are "mighty ones," as they overcome their inclination
like a mighty man who overcomes all his enemies, "hearkening to
the voice of His word." This means that they have the merit of
hearing a voice from heaven every day and every time they need to!

318. "Now, who is able to be among them-among all those holy and
sublime beings? Happy are those who are able to stand before them;
Happy are those who are able to save themselves from them. The
Holy One, blessed be He, supervises them every day; how can we
stand before them?" ALL THIS WAS SAID BY RABBI CHIYA IN
PRAISE OF RABBI ELAZAR, WITH WHOM THEY COULD NOT STAY.
Therefore it is written: "Blessed is the man whom You choose, and
cause to approach to You, that he may dwell in your courts" (Tehilim
65:5), and also: "Blessed is the man whose strength is in
you" (Tehilim. 84:6).
End of Sitrei Torah

30. "And Avram said, Adonai Hashem Elohim, what will You give me?"
Avraham cries out to God, lamenting his inability to have children. The Creator explains that all people have certain judgments and decrees hanging
over them. These decrees and judgments fall under the influence of the stars and planets. However, God tells Avraham that it is up to him to rise
above planetary influences by transforming his very nature. When man changes his internal nature, nature mirrors that action and judgments can be
removed. Herein lies the secret behind the name change of Avraham. While he is under the influence of the stars, he is called, Avram ????. When he
undergoes spiritual transformation, the Hebrew letter Hei ? is added to his name changing it from Avram to Avraham ?????.
The Relevance of this Passage
The profound Kabbalistic concept of altering a person's name alphabetically, can be compared to the science of genetic engineering, in which the
genetic code of a person is altered in order to reduce predisposition to various diseases and ailments. Interestingly, all DNA is structured and
consequently, classified alphabetically. The mysteries contained within this passage give us the power to alter our own spiritual DNA, thereby
changing our destiny. By transforming the negative aspects of our nature, we rise above cosmic influences and remove judgments that may be
hanging over us.
319. Come and behold: "I am your shield." "I" is the first grade, to
which he cleaved at the beginning." "And Avram said, Adonai
Elohim, what will You give me?" (Beresheet 16:2). YUD HEI VAV HEI
IS SPELLED WITH THE VOWELS OF ELOHIM. Adonai is spelled
Aleph-Dalet-Nun-Yud, FULLY SPELLED AS Aleph-Lamed-final Pe,
Dalet-Lamed-Tav, Nun-Vav-Nun, Yud-Vav-Dalet, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA; AND YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI IS WRITTEN WITH
THE SAME VOWELS AS Elohim, FULLY SPELLED Yud-Vav-Dalet,
Hei-Yud, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Yud, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH.
SO HE FOUND IT DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND WHY BOTH THESE
NAMES ARE MENTIONED IN THE SAME VERSE. AND IN
REFERENCE TO THIS HE SAYS: The secret is to unify both the lower
and upper worlds. ADONAI IS THE LOWER WORLD, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, WHILE YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS WRITTEN WITH THE
SAME VOWELS AS ELOHIM, IS THE UPPER WORLD, WHICH IS
BINAH. AND IN THIS VERSE BOTH ARE COMBINED TO ONE.
320. "What will You give me, seeing I go childless" MEANS I have no
child. As we have learned, he who has no child in this world is called
childless, as it is written: "they shall be childless" (Vayikra 20:21).
AND HE ASKS: But why then did Avraham say, 'what will You give
me?' It is as if he had no faith in the Holy One, blessed be He!
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321. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "I am your shield" in
this world, "your reward will be very great" in the world to come.
Immediately then, Avraham was infused with the secret of the
Wisdom. He said: "What will You give me?" Because he knew that if
a person has not fathered a son, he does not receive a reward when
he reaches the world to come. Therefore he said: "What will You give
me, seeing I go childless," as you shall not give me what I am not
worthy of. And from this, WE LEARN that a person who is not worthy
of having children in this world shall not be worthy in the world to
come to be in the presence OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE!

322. And Avraham saw through astrology that he will not have a
child. What is written: "And He brought him outside" (Beresheet
15:5). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "Do not look to thisTHE WISDOM OF THE STARS-but rather to the secret of My Name,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. "You shall father a son!" This is why it is
written: "So (Heb. koh) shall your seed be" (Ibid.). KOH is the secret
of the Holy Name, through which a son was born to him; HIS SON
DID not COME from the Other Side, WHICH IS OF THE STARS AND
CONSTELLATIONS.

323. Koh is the gate through which prayers are accepted, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA. There the blessing abides; there a person shall fulfill
his request! Koh is related to the side of Gvurah, WHICH IS AN
ALLUSION TO THE NUKVA, WHICH IS BUILT FROM THE LEFT,
WHICH IS GVURAH, because Yitzchak was born from the side of
Gvurah. And the side of Gvurah is called Koh, because it produces
all the seeds and fruits that come to the world; THEY COME not from
the lower aspect of the stars and constellations.

324. Then it is written: "And he believed in Hashem," WHICH MEANS
THAT he cleaved above and not below. He "believed in Hashem" and
not in the stars and the constellations, he believed that his reward in
the next world would be great, and he believed in Hashem that from
the grade that was given to him, NAMELY KOH, he would be able to
bring children to the world.

325. "And he counted it to him for righteousness" (Ibid. 6), he
counted it to the name Koh as mercy, though it is of judgment.
Another meaning of the verse, "and he counted it to him for
righteousness," is that he bound the upper, WHICH IS BINAH, with
the lower one, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and combined them as one.

326. Come and behold: It has been said that 'Avraham,' SPELLED
WITH THE LETTER HEI, shall father a son, while 'Avram' shall not. If
you say that he fathered Yishmael while he was still 'Avram,' THE
RESPONSE IS THAT the son promised by the Holy One, blessed be
He, was not born while he was 'Avram,' because as long as he was
'Avram' he begot only down below-REFERRING TO YISHMAEL. But
once he was called 'Avraham' and entered the covenant, he begot
above-IN HOLINESS. Therefore, 'Avram' begets only down below,
while 'Avraham' begets in the upper world, as we have stated,
because he was attached above to Yitzchak.
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31. "For who is El...and who is a rock, save our Elohim"
Every human being is a microcosm of the entire universe. Just as every human cell of the body contains the entire genetic code, each of us contains
the entire universe within our soul. We are all individual cells of the cosmos. Accordingly, our influence extends throughout the entire universe:
Each part contains the whole, and therefore, each part affects the whole. When the Zohar tells us that Adam saw all the souls who would ever come
into existence, we are meant to understand that each of us has a definite purpose and role in the world that was known from the moment of creation.
The Relevance of this Passage
Each individual existence has unique importance and purpose in the overall design and development of the universe. Through these passages, true
understanding of our power and influence in this world is aroused within us. We gain awareness of the value and magnitude of every action.
Moreover, we connect ourselves to our personal mission that was set forth at the moment of creation.
327. "And when Avram was ninety nine years old..." (Beresheet
17:1). In discussing this verse, Rabbi Aba said: "For who is El, save
Hashem? And who is a rock, save our Elohim?" (II Shmuel 22:32).
King David said this verse, "For who is El, save Hashem?" meaning
who is the governor or ruler over things, "save Hashem."
EVERYONE DOES what the Holy One, blessed be He commands, as
no one can stand on his own or does anything without Hashem.
"And who is a rock"-who is strong enough to perform a mighty deed
with his own strength-"save our Elohim?" Therefore, everyone is in
the hands of the Holy One, blessed be He, and none can do anything
without His permission.

328. According to another explanation of "For who is El, save
Hashem?" everything lies in the hands of the Holy One, blessed be
He, and not in what is seen in the stars and their signs. The stars
may show a particular thing, but the Holy One, blessed be He,
changes it to something else. The verse "And who is a rock (Heb.
tzur), save our Elohim?" has been explained. There is no
"portrayer" (Heb. tzayar) like the Holy One, blessed be He, who
portrays an image within an image, REFERRING TO A FETUS
WITHIN HIS MOTHER'S WOMB, completes that image in all its
perfection, and inserts to it a heavenly soul that is similar to the Holy
One, blessed be He. This is why there is no "portrayer' like the Holy
One, blessed be He.

329. Come and behold: when a man and a woman desire each other
and join as one, the sperm of man produces a child in whom both of
their images are combined. For the Holy One, blessed be He created
the child in an image that included both. This is why a person should
sanctify himself, at that time, so that this image may be as perfect as
should be!'

330. Rabbi Chiya said, Come and behold: How great are the deeds
that the Holy One, blessed be He, performs. Because He creates and
portrays human beings in a similar way to THE ART AND PAINTING
OF the world. THIS MEANS THAT EVERY HUMAN BEING REFLECTS
THE ENTIRE WORLD WITHIN HIMSELF AND THUS IS CALLED A
MICROCOSMOS. Every day, the Holy One, blessed be He, creates a
world by mating couples, according to their worth. THROUGH THEM,
HE CREATES WORLDS. And He forms the images of all offspring,
before they come to the world.
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331. Come and behold. Rabbi Shimon said that it is written: "This is
the book of the generations of Adam" (Beresheet 5:1). AND HE
INQUIRES, "Did he actually have a book?" AND HE REPLIES: This
has been explained. The Holy One, blessed be He, showed Adam
every generation and its leaders. But how did He show him ALL OF
THEIR IMAGES? If you say that he saw through the Holy Spirit that
they are destined to appear in the world, just like a person who sees
through wisdom can tell the future of the world, it is not so! Rather,
he saw them all with his eyes; he literally saw the image of their
forms in the world with his eyes. AND HE ASKS: Why WAS HE ABLE
TO SEE THEM ALL WITH HIS EYES? AND HE REPLIES: Because
since the day the world was created, all the Souls that were to
appear in future human beings stand before the Holy One, blessed
be He, in the same image and form that they will have in the world.

332. In the same manner, after all these righteous people depart from
this world, their souls rise, and the Holy One, blessed be He, creates
for each of them another form in which to be clothed, just as they
were clothed and covered while in this world. Therefore, all the souls
stand before Him, and so Adam saw them, with his eyes!

333. You might say that after he had seen them, they ceased to exist
and disappeared, but all that the Holy One, blessed be He, does,
remains in existence. So they stand before Him until their time
comes to go down to the world. And according to this, it is written:
"But with him that stands here" (Devarim 29:14). And this has been
explained -- all the human beings, who were destined to appear in
the world in the future, were standing there.

334. This should be examined, because it is written: "and also with
him that is not here..." which leads us to conclude that it refers only
to those who will be born from those standing there. Therefore, it
does not say, "standing with us this day," WHICH WOULD HAVE
MEANT THAT THEY WERE STANDING THERE WITH THEM. Instead,
it is written: "with us this day," WHICH MEANS THAT THEY ARE NOT
WITH THEM! AND HE EXPLAINS, "Assuredly, everyone was standing
there, but because they were not seen by the eye, the verse reads
"with us this day", WHICH MEANS even though they are unseen.
BECAUSE OF THIS, HE COULD NOT SAY "STANDING HERE WITH
US THIS DAY."
335. You might say, "What is the reason that they were not seen hereON MOUNT SINAI-just as they were seen by Adam's own eye.
DURING THE GIVING OF THE TORAH, it would have been more
proper FOR ALL FUTURE GENERATIONS to be seen?" AND HE
REPLIES: Here, when the Torah was given to Yisrael, they were
looking at a different mirror, in which they saw the supernal grades
eye to eye. And they were craving to look upon the glory of their
Master. Therefore they saw the supernal glory of the Holy One,
blessed be He, Himself alone, and nothing else besides Him!
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336. Accordingly, all human beings who shall appear in the future in
the world stand before the Holy One, blessed be He, clothed in the
actual images in which they shall eventually appear. Therefore, it is
written: "Your eyes did see my unshaped flesh: for in Your book all
things are written..." (Tehilim 139:16). What is the reason THAT THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAW HIS UNSHAPED FLESH?
"Because another supernal image THAT WAS STANDING BEFORE
HIM-EVEN BEFORE THE WORLD WAS CREATED-was similar to this
one. AND THIS IS WHY HE SAW IT. Thus, it is written: "and who is a
rock (tzur), save our Elohim? IN OTHER WORDS, who is such a good
"portrayer" (tzayar) that he is able to draw everything as does the
Holy One, blessed be He!
337. Another explanation for "For who is Eloha," is the secret of the
matter. THE NUKVA, WHICH IS CALLED El, is inclusive, because it
includes all the grades within it-THE GRADES OF THE RIGHT,
WHICH ARE CHASSADIM, TOGETHER WITH THE GRADES OF THE
LEFT, WHICH ARE GVUROT. You might say that the name El
represents a different grade-NOT THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHTbecause it is written that, "and an El who has indignation every
day" (Tehilim 7:12). HE EXPLAINS, "Come and behold: "For who is
El, save Hashem" MEANS THAT THE NUKVA is not separate, BUT IS
UNITED WITH YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI (HASHEM), WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, IN
A UNISON THAT is never interrupted." This is described by the
words, "For who is El save Hashem, and who is a rock..." because "a
rock," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT OF THE NUKVA, is not
alone, but everything is one, as it is written: "Know therefore this
day, and consider it in your heart, that Hashem He is the
Elohim ..." (Devarim 4:39).

32. The vision of Shadai-an ordinary vision
There are two different levels of connection to the infinite Light and spiritual energy of the Upper Worlds.
"The Vision" ???? -- the lower level
"Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei" ???? -- the higher level
Before he underwent the ritual of circumcision, Avraham could only connect to and experience the level of The vision. After circumcision, however,
Avraham was able to attain the level of the Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei ????.
The Relevance of this Passage
An ability to connect to a higher realm of Light--the level of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei--is made available to us through forces that are unlocked in this
mystical passage. We are drawing upon the purification power of circumcision and Avraham's elevated consciousness to ascend to this exalted
realm.
338. Come and behold: As long as Avraham was not circumcised,
the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke to him only through a "vision,"
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA WHILE SHE IS AT HER
PLACE AND IS DESCRIBED BY THE WORDS, "AND AN EL WHO
HAS INDIGNATION EVERY DAY." As we have learned, it is written:
"the word of Hashem came to Avram in a vision..." (Beresheet 15:1).
The words "in a vision" ALLUDE TO the mirror, NAMELY THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS the grade where all the figures, REFERRING TO
THE THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT, AND CENTRAL, are seen. And
this "vision" is the secret of the covenant of circumcision, NAMELY
THE NUKVA IN WHICH THE COVENANT SHINES.
339. AND HE ASKS: How can you say that THE NUKVA is called a
vision because it is a grade of a mirror in which all figures appear!
Previously, you said that as long as Avraham was not circumcised,
the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke to him through the grade OF
THE VISION alone, upon which no other grade did dwell. Now you
say that 'in a vision' refers to the mirror in which all supernal grades
are reflected. And, before Avraham was circumcised, it says, "the
word of Hashem came to Avram in a vision.
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340. AND HE REPLIES: This grade, which is definitely the mirror of
all the supernal grades, is completed by the mirror of all the supernal
grades. Even before Avraham was circumcised, this grade mirrored
all of the supernal grades and was completed by the colors OF THE
SUPERNAL GRADES. AND ALSO the mirror made of these colors is
below Her, BELOW THE NUKVA: white, CHESED, is to the right; red,
GVURAH, is to the left; and a third color-GREEN, TIFERET-is
composed of all remaining colors. AND TO THE NUKVA THAT IS
CALLED A VISION, all the supernal colors-WHITE, RED, AND GREENare built on this mirror. Therefore He was reflected in this mirror,
which stood upon Avraham, and spoke with him, even though he
was not circumcised. As soon as he was circumcised, it is written:
'Hashem appeared to Avram...' (Beresheet 17:1). BECAUSE THE
NAME OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI BECAME ATTACHED TO HER,
MEANING THAT THE ESSENCE OF ALL SUPERNAL GRADES WERE
INCLUDED WITHIN HER. THIS WAS NOT TRUE BEFORE AVRAHAM
WAS CIRCUMCISED; AT THAT TIME, ONLY THE THREE COLORS
WERE INCLUDED WITHIN HER.
341. Come and behold: In reference to Bilaam, it is written that he
saw "the vision of Shadai" (Bemidbar 24:16), but with Avraham, it is
written only "in a vision." AND HE ASKS: What is the difference
between these two? AND HE REPLIES: The 'vision of the Shadai'
refers to THE COLORS below THE NUKVA that are Her mirror. The
ordinary 'vision' is the letter Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, THE NUKVA,
in which all the supernal figures, WHICH ARE THE THREE COLORS,
appear. Because of this, it is written 'in a vision' only when referring
to Avraham, in the 'vision of Shadai' when referring to Bilaam.
HOWEVER, AS ALREADY EXPLAINED, SHE INCLUDES THE THREE
COLORS-WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, AND ALSO THE MIRROR
COMPOSED OF THESE COLORS UNDERNEATH HER.
342. Therefore, before Avraham was circumcised, he reached the
grade THAT IS SIMPLY CALLED, "A VISION." Immediately after he
was circumcised, however, "Hashem appeared to Avram..." So all
the grades OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI appeared upon this grade, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA, THE ESSENCE OF THESE GRADES. And the grade
spoke to him properly, without reservation, BECAUSE THE NUKVA
IS THE SECRET OF "SPEAKING." And Avraham clung on to one
grade after the other until he became attached to the holy covenant
in full perfection, as should properly be!

343. Come and behold: As Avraham was circumcised, he left THE
KLIPAH OF the foreskin and entered to the holy covenant. He was
adorned with the holy crown and entered the covenant upon which
the world is based. Then the world was firmly established for his
sake, as it is written: "If My covenant be not day and night, it were as
if I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). SO IT IS FOR THE SAKE OF CIRCUMCISION
THAT THE WORLD EXISTS. And it is also written: "These are the
generations of heaven and earth when they were created (Heb.
behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). Behibar'am constitutes the letters of
be-hei-bra'am (he created them with Hei). It can also be read
beAvraham (lit. 'with Avraham'). Both are related to the same secret,
WHICH IS CIRCUMCISION. THEREFORE THE WORLD WAS
CREATED FOR AVRAHAM BECAUSE HE HAD ENTERED THE
COVENANT OF CIRCUMCISION, WHICH IS REFERRED TO BY THE
VERSE, "IF MY COVENANT BE NOT DAY AND NIGHT..."
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344. When the Holy One, blessed be He, showed Adam all future
generations of the world, he saw them one by one, one generation
after the other, standing in the Garden of Eden in that same form that
they would have in this world. So come and behold: We have learned
that when he saw that David had no life of his own at all, he stood in
wonder and then gave him 70 years of his own life. Because of this,
Adam lived only nine hundred and thirty years; his remaining
seventy years were given to David.

345. And this is the secret of Wisdom. The fact that David had only
the 70 years given to him by Adam, is in keeping with the higher
Wisdom, because everything that occurs below is in accordance
with what happens above, IN THE UPPER WORLD.

33. The Holy One, blessed be He, matches couples together
A discourse on soul mates reveals the mysteries surrounding the male and female aspects of the soul, and the concept of soul mate relationships.
When a complete soul enters this physical realm, it does so through the efforts of the angel Lailah. During the process of descent, the unified soul
separates into male and female halves. If the two halves of the soul embark on a spiritual path during physical existence, they can merit
reunification. While the angel Lailah is responsible for bringing souls into the physical dimension, it is the Creator Himself who reunites two halves
of one soul when the time is right--for only the Creator knows with certainty who are true soul mates.
The Relevance of this Passage
Through this portion, we can merit the appearance of our soul mate in our life and/or strengthen the marital bond with our current partner.
346. Come and behold: All the souls that are destined to come to the
world appear before Him, as couples, WHICH MEANS THAT EACH
SOUL IS DIVIDED TO A MALE AND FEMALE. Afterward, as they
arrive in this world, the Holy One, blessed be He, matches them
together. Rabbi Yitzchak said: THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
says, 'the daughter of so-and-so to so-and-so.'

347. Rabbi Yosi asked: What is the meaning of this? THAT IS, OF
THE STATEMENT THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
ANNOUNCES WHO GOES WITH WHOM. HOW CAN THIS BE TRUE
SINCE it is written: "and there is nothing new under the
sun" (Kohelet 1:9), WHICH MEANS THAT EVERYTHING WAS
SETTLED DURING THE CREATION OF THE WORLD. HOWEVER,
ACCORDING TO WHAT YOU HAVE SAID, THE ACTION OF
MATCHMAKING IS NEW EACH TIME, BECAUSE THE MATCHES
MUST BE ANNOUNCED. Rabbi Yehuda said, it is written: "under the
sun," yet "above THE SUN," NEW THINGS CAN TAKE PLACE. Rabbi
Yosi asked, "Why does He have to make an announcement, since
Rabbi Chizkiyah said that Rabbi Chiya said that "at exactly the time a
man is born and emerges in the world, his spouse is assigned to
him!"
348. Rabbi Aba responded, "Happy are the righteous, whose souls
are adorned as they appear before the Holy King, before coming to
this world TO ENTER THE BODY. Because we have learned that
when the Holy One, blessed be He, sends the souls forth to the
world, all of these spirits and souls include a male and a female
joined together.
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349. They are handed over to a governor, who is an emissary in
charge of human conception and whose name is Lailah (Eng.
'Night'). So when they descend to the world and are handed over to
that governor, they are separated from each other. Sometimes one
precedes the other in coming down and entering the body of a
human being.

350. When their time to be married arrives, the Holy One, blessed be
He, who knows THE MALES AND THE FEMALES OF these spirits
and souls, joins them as they were BEFORE THEY CAME DOWN TO
THE WORLD. And He announces, THE DAUGHTER OF SO-AND-SO
TO SO-AND-SO. When they are joined together, they become one
body and one soul-THEY ARE the right and left in proper unison.
THE MALE IS THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE BODY AND SOUL; THE
FEMALE IS THEIR LEFT SIDE. And because of this, "there is nothing
new under the sun," MEANING EVEN THOUGH THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, ANNOUNCES, 'THE DAUGHTER OF SO-AND-SO
TO SO-AND-SO', THIS IS NOTHING NEW BUT RATHER A RETURN
TO HOW THEY WERE BEFORE COMING DOWN TO THIS WORLD.
AND SINCE ONLY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, KNOWS THIS,
HE THEREFORE ANNOUNCES REGARDING THEM.
351. You might say, "But we have learned that a man obtains a mate
according to his deeds and ways of behavior!" It is assuredly so! If
he is meritorious and his ways are correct, then he deserves his own
SOULMATE-to join her AS THEY WERE JOINED when they left THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BEFORE BONDING A BODY.

352. Rabbi Chiya asked, "Where should he who performs good
deeds look for his soulmate?'' He answered, "We have already
learned that a man should even sell all his property to marry the
daughter of a sage, because the deposit of the Holy One, blessed be
He, is handed over to a sage." THEREFORE, HE SHALL SURELY
FIND HIS MATE WITH HIM.

353. We have also learned that according to the secret of the Braita,
the mating of all souls, which are reincarnated BUT HAVE NO
SOULMATES can be performed before their time through mercy.
THIS MEANS THAT HE MAY PRECEDE AND MARRY SOMEBODY
ELSE'S SOULMATE. THIS IS THE MEANING OF THE WARNING,
"WOMEN SHOULD NOT BE MARRIED ON A FEAST DAY, BUT THEY
CAN BE BETROTHED, BECAUSE ANOTHER MAN MAY PRECEDE
HIM THROUGH MERCY." And what they said is right! The term
"another man" is exact. This is the reason why "It is difficult for the
Holy, blessed be He, to bring couples together" Above all, assuredly,
"the ways of Hashem are right" (Hoshea 14:10), AND ALL THAT HE
DOES IS GOOD AND RIGHT.
354. Rabbi Yehuda inquired of Rabbi Elazar, "I am aware of the
secret of this subject. THEREFORE I ASK where do those souls that
are reincarnated, BUT HAVE NO SOULMATES, find their spouses?
He responded, "It is written: 'How shall we do for wives for them that
remain?' (Shoftim 21:7), and "you shall catch every man his
wife..." (Ibid. 21). Although this passage deals specifically with the
sons of Binyamin, IT ACTUALLY DEALS WITH THE REINCARNATED
SOULS, WHO MAY PRECEDE THEIR FRIENDS AND TAKE THEIR
SOULMATES AWAY FROM THEM THROUGH MERCY. Therefore, as
we have learned, "Lest another precede him with Mercy."
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355. Rabbi Yehuda said that this is definitely the meaning of "It is
difficult for the Holy One, blessed be He, to bring couples together,"
BECAUSE HE IS OBLIGED TO TAKE FROM ONE AND GIVE TO THE
OTHER. Happy is the portion of Yisrael, because the Torah teaches
them the ways of conduct of the Holy One, blessed be He, as well as
all His secrets and mysteries hidden before Him.

356. Indeed, it is written: "The Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Tehilim
19:8), BECAUSE EVERYTHING APPEARS IN IT. Happy is the portion
of him, who studies Torah and is never separated from it. Because
whoever abandons the Torah, even for one moment, is separated
from eternal life. Therefore, it is written: "For it is your life and length
of your days" (Devarim 30:20) and "For length of days and years of
life and peace shall they add to you" (Mishlei 3:2).

34. Night and Midnight
Specific judgments come to our world when the sun sets and night descends. At the stroke of midnight, another transformation occurs as the
awesome and compassionate Light of mercy appears in the cosmos. According to the wisdom of the Zohar, whoever delves into the study of Torah
during this time of Mercy, after midnight, shall merit a portion in the world to come.
This mystery is conveyed through a story about Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Ya'akov. The two eminent mystics are traveling through a certain village and
they take up lodging at an inn. The inn-keeper has built a complex apparatus that uses water, buckets, and scales to signal the arrival of midnight.
These complexities and metaphors within this seemingly simple tale indicate the extreme importance of spiritual study after the stroke of midnight.
The Relevance of this Passage
The compassionate Light of Mercy is aroused through the language that flows through this mystical text of Zohar. This Light helps us merit a share
in the world to come.
357. "And when Avram was ninety nine years old..." (Beresheet
17:1). Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion by quoting, "Your people
also shall be all righteous: they shall inherit the land
forever..." (Yeshayah 60:21). Happy is Yisrael above all other nations
because the Holy One, blessed be He, called its people righteous.
For we have learned that there are 125,000 winged creatures roaming
the world ready to hear and receive the voice.

358. As we have learned, everything in the world has a voice, which
floats and flies in the firmament, where those winged creatures catch
it and carry it aloft TO MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) FOR
MALE AND FEMALE, to be judged to good or to evil, as it is written:
"For the bird of heaven shall carry the sound and that which has
wings shall tell the matter" (Kohelet 10:20).

359. "When do they judge this voice?" IN OTHER WORDS, "WHEN IS
THE VOICE CARRIED ALOFT AS MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS)
FOR MALE AND FEMALE." Rabbi Chiya answers: When a person
goes to bed and sleeps, because at that time, the soul leaves him
and testifies about him; that is when the voice is judged. THIS
MEANS THAT IT IS ELEVATED TO MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS) IF THE SOUL TESTIFIES IN HIS FAVOR! Therefore, it is
written: "keep the doors of your mouth from her that lies in your
bosom" (Michah 7:5). Why? Because it is she who testifies against
the person. THE WORDS "FROM HER THAT LIES IN YOUR BOSOM"
ALLUDE TO THE SOUL. As Rabbi Yehuda says: All that a person
does during the day, his soul testifies on him at night.
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360. Rabbi Elazar said, as we have learned: At the beginning of the
first hour at night, when the day is blown away and the sun goes
down, the keeper of the keys, who is in charge of the sunMATATRON, THE GOVERNOR OF THE WORLD, WHO DRAWS THE
LIGHT OF THE SUN DOWN TO THE WORLD-enters the twelve gates
that BELONG TO THE SUN. THESE GATES are open during the day,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE HOURS OF DAYLIGHT.
After he has passed through all TWELVE GATES, MEANING AFTER
THE TWELFTH HOUR IS OVER, then all the gates are closed,
MEANING THAT THE DOMINION OF THE DAY HAS ENDED AND THE
TIME FOR THE DOMINION OF THE NIGHT HAS COME!
361. A herald then announces-BECAUSE EVERY CHANGE IS
ACCOMPLISHED BY AN ANNOUNCEMENT. Someone rises, THE
HERALD, THE ANGEL GAVRIEL, WHO holds on to their keys.
DURING THE DAY, THE KEYS ARE IN THE HANDS OF MATATRON.
THROUGH THESE KEYS, HE DRAWS THE DARKNESS, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT. After he completes the
announcement, all the guardians of the world gather together and
ascend FROM THE WORLD. Nobody remains to create an opening
TO DRAW DOWN EVEN A TINY LIGHT, because they are all silenced.
Then the lower Judgments are aroused. They start to roam the
world, and the moon begins to shine.
362. And wailers WHICH ARE THE FORCES OF JUDGMENT THAT
AROUSE WAILING AND HOWLING IN THE WORLD, cry out loud
WITH THE BLOWING OF A TRUMPET. At the second blast, the
angels begin to chant and sing before their Master. How many
Guardians stand erect TO OFFER PROTECTION FROM JUDGMENTS,
and Judgments are aroused in the world. Then as people sleep, their
souls leave THEIR BODIES, give testimony, and are sentencedBECAUSE THERE IS NO RIGHTEOUS PERSON ON EARTH WHO
DOES NOT SIN. But the Holy One, blessed be He, deals mercifully
with the human beings and allows the soul to return back IN THE
MORNING.
363. At midnight, when the birds awaken, THAT IS, THE COCKS, a
spirit (or wind) rises in the North. THIS REFERS TO THE LEFT
COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM-THE SECRET OF THE UPPER
THREE SFIROT OF RUACH. The scepter then rises in the South,
NAMELY IN THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHASSADIM, and unites with that spirit OF THE LEFT COLUMN.
THUS, THEY ARE INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER, AND THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN subside and are mitigated BY
CHASSADIM. And the Holy One, blessed be He, is awakened and, as
is His wont, delights Himself with the righteous in the Garden of
Eden.
364. Happy is he who awakens at that time to delight in the Torah,
because the Holy One, blessed be He, together with all the righteous
in the Garden of Eden listen attentively to his voice. This is why it is
written: "You that dwell in the gardens, the companions hearken to
your voice, cause me to hear it" (Shir Hashirim 8:13).

365. In addition, the Holy One, blessed be He, draws down upon him
a thread of grace (Lit. 'chesed') which earns him protection in this
world from both higher and lower beings. Therefore it is written:
"Hashem will command His loving kindness (Heb. Chesed) in the
daytime, and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim 42:9).
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366. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Whoever delves to the study of Torah at
that hour shall definitely have an eternal share in the world to come.
Rabbi Yosi then asked: What is the meaning of 'eternal'? He
answered: This is what I have learned. Every midnight, when the
Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden, all the plants-NAMELY THE SFIROT, of the Garden of Eden, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA--are watered most generously by the stream that is called
the 'ancient stream' and also the 'stream of delight,' WHICH REFERS
TO THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, which waters never cease to
flow; BECAUSE THE MATING OF ABA AND IMA NEVER STOPS. So,
if a person awakens to study Torah, it is as if that stream is poured
on his head and he is watered, together with the plants of the Garden
of Eden. HE RECEIVES AN ETERNAL PORTION OF THE MOCHIN OF
THE WORLD TO COME AS WELL.

367. Furthermore, because all the righteous in the Garden of Eden
listen to him, they add another portion to that flow of the stream,
WHICH ARE THE MOCHIN OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. Therefore
he has an eternal portion in the world to come, FOR THEY ARE
INCLUDED IN THE MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA.

368. Rabbi Aba was traveling from Tiberias to Tronya, where his
father-in-law lived, accompanied by his son, Rabbi Ya'akov. When
they decided to spend the night in the village of Tarsha, Rabbi Aba
asked his landlord, "Is there a cock around here?" The landlord
asked, "What do you need a cock for?" Rabbi Aba responded,
"Because I awake at midnight exactly! AND I NEED A COCK TO
WAKE ME UP.

369. THE LANDLORD then said: You do not need THE COCK. I have
prepared a signal in the house that indicates midnight, the scales
that are before my bed. For this purpose, I fill a vessel with water.
The water drips out THROUGH A HOLE IN THE VESSEL so that it
empties exactly at midnight. AT THAT MOMENT, ONE SCALE GOES
UP WHILE THE OTHER swings downward and roars. IT MAKES
NOISE AS IT FALLS. And the sound is heard throughout the house.
The signal was created by an old man who once stayed with me and
arose at exactly midnight to study Torah.

370. Rabbi Aba said: Blessed be HASHEM, the Merciful, who has
sent me over here. At midnight, the scale made a noise as it swung
down, waking Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Ya'akov. They heard their
landlord, who was sitting in a corner of the house with his two sons,
say, "It is written: 'Midnight I will rise to give thanks to You because
of Your righteous judgments'" (Tehilim 119:62). AND HE ASKED,
"What did David see that caused him to say 'Midnight..." instead of
"at midnight...?" AND HE REPLIES: Most certainly he was referring
to the Holy One, blessed be He, CALLING HIM 'MIDNIGHT.'
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371. AND HE ASKS: Is the Holy One, blessed be He, called so? HE
ANSWERED: Yes! Because at midnight exactly, the Holy One,
blessed be He, appears with His retinue, and enters the Garden of
Eden to delight with the righteous.

372. Rabbi Aba said to Rabbi Ya'akov, "We shall surely join the
Shechinah, so let us join THAT MAN AND HIS SONS." They came
closer, sat with him, and said: Say whatever you have to say, for you
have spoken well! THEY ASKED HIM: From where do you know all
this? He responded: I have learned this from my grandfather.

373. And he continued: At the first hour of the night all the
judgments down below are aroused, THE JUDGMENTS OF
MALCHUT WHICH ARE NOT SWEETENED BY BINAH, and fly around
the world. Exactly at midnight, however, when the Holy One, blessed
be He, enters the Garden of Eden, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, these
Judgments disappear and cease to exist.

374. And all the pathways of above-NAMELY THE WAYS BY WHICH
BINAH SWEETENS THE NUKVA-only occur exactly at midnight. How
do we know this? We know this from the verse about Avraham, "And
he divided himself against them...(by) night" (Beresheet 14:15). But
in Egypt, IT IS WRITTEN: "And it came to pass at midnight" (Shemot
12:29) BECAUSE THE NUKVA WAS THEN SWEETENED BY BINAH
AND HER LIGHT WAS REVEALED. And David knew of this, WHICH
IS WHY HE SAID: "MIDNIGHT."

375. AND HE ASKED, "How did DAVID know this?" AND HE
ANSWERED, so said my grandfather. Because his Kingdom OF
DAVID depended on this, ON THE ILLUMINATION OF THE MOCHIN
OF MIDNIGHT, David therefore rose at midnight and chanted songs.
And so he actually called the Holy One, blessed be He, "Midnight."
He also said: "I will rise to give thanks to You..." Then, at that hour,
all Judgments stem from here, MEANING ONLY FROM THE NUKVA
WHICH IS SWEETENED AT MIDNIGHT, AS THE JUDGMENTS OF THE
WORLD BELOW HAVE ALREADY DISAPPEARED. So the Judgments
of Malchut are derived only from here, AND NOT FROM ITS
UNSWEETENED ASPECT. Therefore, at that hour, David attached
himself to it and rose up to chant songs' Rabbi Aba went forward
and kissed him. He said: It is assuredly so! Blessed be the Merciful
One, who has brought me here.
376. Come and behold: As we have already explained, "night" has
always been the time of Judgment; it was discussed in the presence
of Rabbi Shimon and is certainly so! The young son of the landlord
then asked, "If so, then why is it written: 'Midnight'?" They explained
to him, "It is as we have already stated, because the Kingdom of
Heaven is awakened at midnight." The son said: I have heard that,
but have another explanation! Rabbi Aba then said: Well then, speak
up, my son! For your words shall be the voice of the candle,
REFERRING TO THE VOICE OF RABBI SHIMON, WHO IS CALLED
THE 'LUMINOUS LIGHT.'
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377. THE YOUNG SON said: I heard that the night is the time when
the Judgment of Malchut is in power. As a result, everywhere THE
TERM 'NIGHT' APPEARS, it refers to Judgment. But when the term
midnight appears, it is because Malchut is nourished from the two
aspects-Judgment and Chesed. So, the first half of the night is the
time of Judgment. During the second half, however, the face shines
from the aspect of Chesed. This is why it is written: 'Midnight'-THE
HALF OF CHESED.

378. Rabbi Aba stood up, placed his hands over his head, and
blessed him. He said: I thought that Wisdom was found only among
the righteous, who earned it THROUGH PIOUS DEEDS. But now I see
that in the generation of Rabbi Shimon, even the young have merited
the Supernal Wisdom because of him. Happy are you, Rabbi Shimon.
Woe to the generation from which you shall depart. They sat until the
morning studying Torah.

379. Rabbi Aba began the discussion with the verse: "Your people
also shall be all righteous..." (Yeshayah 60:21). Our friends have
already explained this passage. Why is it written: "Your people also
shall be all righteous?" How can it be that all the nation of Yisrael is
righteous, when there are many wicked people in Yisrael? Many are
sinners and transgressors, who disobey the precepts of Torah!

380. But the meaning is found in the secret of the Mishnah. Happy
are Yisrael, who voluntarily offer a sacrifice to the Holy One, blessed
be He. The sacrifice is the circumcision of their sons eight days after
birth. When they are circumcised, they take part in the good portion
of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "The righteous is the
foundation (Heb. yesod) of the world" (Mishlei 10: 25). As they enter
to this portion of the righteous, AS A RESULT OF THEIR
CIRCUMCISION, they are the called "righteous." Therefore they are
certainly all righteous, BECAUSE NOW THEY ARE ALL
CIRCUMCISED, EVEN THE WICKED AMONG THEM. THEREFORE IS
WRITTEN: "YOUR PEOPLE ALSO SHALL BE ALL RIGHTEOUS..."
381. Therefore, "they shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah
60:21). THIS ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED "THE
LAND." As it is written: "Open to me the gates of righteousness, I
will go through them" (Tehilim 118:19) and "This is the gate of
Hashem, through which the righteous shall enter" (Ibid. 20). These
are those who are circumcised and are called "righteous." "The
branch of my plantings" is a branch of the plantings that the Holy
One, blessed be He, planted in the Garden of Eden. And this "land"
is one of those plantings. THE "PLANTINGS" ARE THE TEN SFIROT
OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN, AND MALCHUT OF THEM IS CALLED
"THE LAND." Therefore, Yisrael have a goodly portion in the world to
come. As it is written: "The righteous shall inherit the land" (Tehilim
37:29)-"they shall inherit the land forever." AND HE ASKED, "What is
"forever?" AND HE SAID: Just as it is explained in our Mishnah and
has been settled among the friends.

35. Small Hei and large Hei
The Zohar presents a very complex metaphysical process that involves the Hebrew letter Hei. Through its shape and sound, the creative powers of
the letter Hei ? help determine and influence our physical world.
The Relevance of this Passage
We develop a greater appreciation of the mystical powers of the Hebrew letters simply by perusing these verses. A deeper appreciation
automatically amplifies their influence and effectiveness in each passage of Zohar that we read, learn, or peruse over.
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382. We have already learned the reason why the name Avraham first
occurs only now. We explained that he was not called Avraham until
he was circumcised, because that is when he became attached to
the letter Hei, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, and the Shechinah rested
upon him. Therefore he was then called Avraham WITH HEI!

383. Therefore it is written: "These are the generations of the heaven
and of the earth when they were created (Heb.
behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). As we have learned that "with the letter
Hei" (Be-Hei) "they were created (Heb. bra'am)." We also learned
about the word beAvraham (with Avraham), WHICH CONSISTS OF
THE SAME LETTERS AS THE WORD BEHIBAR'AM. THIS TEACHES
US THAT THE WORLD WAS CREATED FOR THE SAKE OF
AVRAHAM. AND HE ASKED, "What are they saying?" IN OTHER
WORDS, "WHY DO THEY DIFFER FROM EACH OTHER IN THE
MEANING OF BEHIBAR'AM? AND HE REPLIED, "One refers to
Chesed," SO THE ONE THAT SAYS THAT BEHIBAR'AM ALLUDES
TO AVRAHAM, CHESED, MEANS THAT THE WORLD WAS CREATED
BECAUSE OF CHESED. The other refers to the Shechinah, THE
OTHER SAYS THAT BEHIBAR'AM, ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH
BECAUSE THE LETTER HEI SIGNIFIES THE SHECHINAH. And there
is no contradiction between the two, because they refer to the same
meaning, FOR IF THE CHESED EXISTS IN THE WORLD, SO DOES
THE SHECHINAH, AND VICE VERSA. THEREFORE, BOTH
MEANINGS-CHESED AND THE SHECHINAH-ARE THE SAME. SO
THE WORLD WAS CREATED because of the one, CHESED and
because of the other, THE SHECHINAH.
384. Rabbi Ya'akov said to Rabbi Aba that the Hei in Behibaram is
small, while the Hei in "Do you thus requite Hashem
(Hala'Hashem)" (Devarim 32:6) is big! What is the difference between
them? He said that the one, THE SMALL HEI, is Shmitah (Sabbatical
year), NAMELY MALCHUT, while the other, THE LARGE HEI is Yovel
(Jubilee), NAMELY BINAH. Because of this, there are times when the
moon is full and times when it wanes. WHEN IT IS A GARMENT FOR
BINAH, WHICH IS THE LARGE HEI, IT IS FULL. BUT BEFORE IT IS A
GARMENT FOR BINAH, IT IS A SMALL HEI. So THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THE SMALL AND LARGE HEI can be seen by the phases
of the moon. So everything is now clear! This is the clarification of
the matter.

36. Essays on circumcision
Rabbi Aba remains awake all night in anticipation of a circumcision that will take place in the town during the morning. He then accompanies all the
townspeople and the family of the child to be circumcised. A lengthy discourse on all the complex secrets and mysteries surrounding circumcision
occurs in the Zohar. Circumcision pertains to the purification of the Sfirah of Yesod and its counterpart in the physical world, the sexual organ.
The Relevance of this Passage
Circumcision is one of the most powerful cleansing actions available to us, and it is made available by learning these secrets and by meditating
upon the words that comprise this portion.
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385. Rabbi Aba said: Happy are Yisrael, that the Holy One, blessed
be He, chose them from among all the other nations to receive the
sign of the covenant. Because whoever retains this sign shall not go
down to Gehenom as long as he preserves it properly, does not
subject it to another power, REFERRING TO A MENSTRUATING
WOMAN, A FEMALE SLAVE, A GENTILE WOMAN, OR A
PROSTITUTE, and does not lie in the Name of the King. Because if
one has lied IN THE NAME, BY THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT, it is
as though he has lied in the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, as
it is written: "They have dealt treacherously against Hashem, for
they have begotten strange children" (Hoshea 5:7).

386. Rabbi Aba continued, "When a man brings his son forth to
elevate and initiate him to the covenant, the Holy One, blessed be
He, calls upon His retinue, THE ANGELS OF HEAVEN, and declares,
'See what a creature I have made in the world.' At that time, Eliyahu
is invited, flies over the entire world in four crossings, and then
appears there."

387. Therefore, we have learned that a man should prepare a chair in
honor of Eliyahu, and should say, "This is the chair of Eliyahu." If he
does not announce this, Eliyahu will not appear in that place nor
ascend and testify about the circumcision before the Holy One,
blessed be He.

388. Come and behold: It is written first, "What are you doing here,
Eliyahu?" (I Melachim 19:13), and "I have been very jealous for
Hashem ...because they have forsaken Your covenant..." (Ibid. 14).
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO ELIYAHU, "As you live,
you shall be present in every place that My sons shall imprint this
holy sign on their flesh. And the mouth that testified that Yisrael had
forsaken the covenant shall now testify that Yisrael observes it!"
Thus, we have learned why Eliyahu was punished by the Holy One,
blessed be He-because he accused His sons BY SAYING THAT THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL "HAVE FORSAKEN YOUR COVENANT."

389. By now, the light of day shone, and they were still studying
Torah. As they stood to go, THE LANDLORD said to them,
"Complete the subject that you were discussing during the night."
They asked, "What subject?" He answered, "Tomorrow you can see
the face of the guarantor of the covenant, ELIYAHU, because my wife
begs you to stay for the celebration of the circumcision of our son."
Rabbi Aba responded, "This is an invitation to participate in a
commandment, so let us stay!"
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390. They waited all that day. At night, the landlord gathered all his
friends together. They studied Torah all that night, and nobody slept.
He said to them, "I ask of you all, that each person give a new
explanation about the words of the Torah."

391. One man opened the discussion by saying that it is written: "In
time of tumultuous strife (Heb. pra'ot) in Yisrael, when the people
willingly offered themselves, praise Hashem" (Shoftim 5:2). AND HE
ASKED, "Why did D'vorah and Barak open their poem with this
phrase?" Because, as we have learned, the world cannot exist
without this covenant. And it is written: "If My covenant be not day
and night, it were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven
and earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25), as heaven and earth are established
upon it.

392. As a result, as long as Yisrael observe this covenant, the
ordinances of heaven and earth continue to exist. But as soon as
Yisrael do not heed to this covenant, then the covenant between the
heavens and the earth ceases to exist, and no blessings appear in
the world.

393. Come and behold: Other nations ruled over Yisrael only when
Yisrael neglected this covenant. And what did they neglect? THEY
PERFORMED THE CIRCUMCISION, BUT they did not uncover the
corona (Heb. pri'a) and reveal the sacred flesh. This is why it is
written: "And they forsook Hashem ..." (Shoftim 2:13) and so "He
sold them to the hand of Sisra" (I Shmuel 12:9). THEREFORE, THE
NATIONS DID NOT RULE OVER YISRAEL UNTIL THEY NEGLECTED
THE COVENANT and they actually "forsook Hashem." Then Dvorah
appeared and volunteered in the name of all Yisrael, for the cause,
and then their enemies were subdued.

394. This refers to what we have learned about the Holy One, blessed
be He, Who said to Yehoshua, "Yisrael are not circumcised because
they did not uncover the sacred flesh. Therefore they do not uphold
My covenant. Yet you plan on bringing them to the Land of Yisrael
and overcoming their enemies. "Circumcise again the children of
Yisrael a second time!" (Yehoshua 5:2). And before they uncovered
the corona and this covenant was revealed, they did not enter to the
Land of Yisrael and their enemies were not subdued. So here as well,
when Yisrael volunteered to reveal the sign OF THIS COVENANT,
their enemies were overcome and blessings returned to the world.
Therefore it is written: "In time of tumultuous strife (also: an
uncovering of flesh) in Yisrael, when the people willingly offered
themselves, praise Hashem."
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395. Another man stood up and said, as it is written: "And it came to
pass on the way in the inn, that Hashem met him, and sought to kill
him." (Shemot 4:24) . Whom HAD HE SOUGHT TO KILL? Moshe! The
Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "You are about to go and bring
Yisrael out of Egypt and overcome a great and powerful ruler, while
you neglect a precept-your son is not yet circumcised! Immediately
then He "sought to kill him."

396. We have learned that Gavriel came down in a flame of fire to
burn him. He appeared as a burning serpent which sought to
swallow him. AND HE ASKED, "Why a serpent?" AND HE REPLIED,
"The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 'You are going to slay a
great and mighty serpent, REFERRING TO THE GREAT SEA
CRODODILE THAT LIES IN THE RIVERS, WHO IS THE KING OF
EGYPT, while your son is not yet circumcised.'" So immediately a
serpent was given the intimation to kill MOSHE.

397. However, Tziporah understood and circumcised her son, as it is
written: "And Tziporah took a flint" (Heb. tzor). And what is a tzor?
TZOR also MEANS a remedy. And what was the remedy? To "cut off
the foreskin of her son" (Ibid. 25). So because the Holy Spirit
sparkled within her, MOSHE WAS SAVED FROM DEATH.

398. Another man stood and quoted, "And Yosef said to his
brothers, Come near to me, I pray you. And they came near. And he
said..." (Beresheet 45:4). AND HE ASKED, "Why did he have to call
them, as they were close by?" AND HE REPLIED, "Because when he
told them, 'I am Yosef your brother' they were astonished, because
they saw him as elevated royalty. So Yosef told them, "I gained this
kingdom because of this-REFERRING TO CIRCUMCISION. "Come
near to me." They came nearer, and he showed them the sign of the
covenant-the circumcision. He said: Because I have preserved the
covenant, I have earned this kingdom.

399. From this we have learned that whoever keeps this sign of the
covenant, the kingdom will be kept for him. And how do we know
this? Another example is Boaz. As it is written: "as Hashem lives, lie
down until the morning" (Rut 3:13). Because his lust was aroused
and disturbed him until he took an oath-"AS HASHEM LIVES"-and
preserved the sign of the covenant. As a result, his sons became
kings and rulers over other kings, and the King Mashiach, who is
called by the name of the Holy One, blessed be He. THEREFORE,
KINGSHIP AWAITS HE WHO PRESERVES THE COVENANT FROM
DEFILEMENT.

400. Another one then quoted, "Though a host should encamp
against me..." (Tehilim 27:3). We have learned that "in this (Heb. zot)
I trust" (Ibid.). What does 'zot (this)' refer to?" AND HE ANSWERED,
"This is the sign of the covenant that always exists in a person and
is hinted on high IN MALCHUT CALLED ZOT. Therefore, it is written
as zot, just as it is also written: "This (Heb. zot) is the sign of the
covenant" (Beresheet 9:12) and "This (Heb. zot) is my
covenant" (Yeshayah 59:21). All apply to the same grade. And we
have learned, zeh (masc. this) and zot (fem. this) are both in the
same grade and are not separated.
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401. You might say, "If so, then the other people in the world are the
same AS DAVID, AS THEY CAN SAY 'IN THIS (ZOT) I TRUST.' So why
was David the only one to say so, and nobody else as well?" AND
HE REPLIED, "Because THE GRADE OF ZOT is attached to DAVID
and appears in him, MEANING THAT THE NAME OF DAVID
ALLUDES TO MALCHUT and is the Crown of his kingdom.

402. Come and behold: Because King David did not preserve ZOT
properly, the kingship was taken away from him during all that time
THAT HE FOUGHT WITH AVSHALOM, HIS SON. And so we have
learned that this Zot is hinted in the upper Kingdom and in the holy
city of Jerusalem.

403. When David sinned WITH BAT-SHEVA, a voice went forth and
said: 'David, You are to be disjoined-as you shall be banished from
Jerusalem and the kingship shall be taken away from you-from that
with which you were united, NAMELY ZOT, WHICH ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT AND TO JERUSALEM.' How do we know this? From the
verse, "Behold I will raise up evil against you out of your own
house" (II Shmuel 12:11). Actually "your own house," HIS OWN
HOUSE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF NUKVA THAT IS CALLED ZOT.
AND THE "EVIL" MENTIONED IN THE VERSE REFERS TO HIS
SEPARATION FROM HER. And so he was punished for having
sinned. BECAUSE HE DID NOT PRESERVE THE GRADE OF ZOT,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE COVENANT, HE WAS SEPARATED
FROM HER. And if David was punished so, even more so the rest of
the world!
404. Another continued the discussion with the verse, "Unless
Hashem had been my help, my soul had soon dwelt in silence (Heb.
Dumah)" (Tehilim 94:17). We have learned why Yisrael are saved
from going down to Gehenom, unlike idol-worshipping nations, and
are not handed over to the hands of Dumah, WHO IS THE
GOVERNOR OF GEHENOM. They have merit because of the sign OF
THE COVENANT.
405. Because we have learned that when a person passes from this
world, hoards of Klipot fall upon him TO HURT HIM. But when they
hold up their eyes and see this sign, which is the sacred covenant,
they leave him and he is not handed over to the hands of Dumah to
be taken down to Gehenom. Whoever is handed over to his hands
shall definitely go down to Gehenom.

406. The upper and lower beings are afraid of this sign and do not
inflict evil Judgments on the man who preserves it, because, by
doing so, he becomes united with the Name of the Holy One, blessed
be He.
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407. Because David did not preserve this sign of the covenant as he
should have, kingship was taken away from him and he was
banished from Jerusalem. He was afraid that he would immediately
be brought down to be handed over to Dumah and that he would die
in the World of Truth WITHOUT MERITING SPIRITUAL LIFE. Then he
was given the good news. As it is written: "Hashem also has
commuted your sin, you shall not die" (II Shmuel 12:13). At that very
moment he exclaimed, "Unless Hashem had been my help, my soul
had soon dwelt in silence (Dumah)," MEANING THAT HE WOULD
HAVE BEEN HANDED OVER TO THE ANGEL DUMAH.

408. Another one continued the discussion by asking what is meant
by the words of David, "and show me both him, and his
habitation" (II Shmuel 15:25), for who is able to see the Holy One,
blessed be He? AND HE REPLIES, "We have learned that at the
moment when AVSHALOM decreed David's punishment, David knew
that it was because BY SINING WITH BAT- SHEVA he did not
preserve the sign, as he should have. So he was punished in this, IN
HAVING HIS KINGDOM TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM, because
everything is united as one and everything is alluded to in the sign,
MALCHUT OF ABOVE AND JERUSALEM. And one is not a righteous
man if he does not preserve the sign properly. For this reason, David
prayed and said: "...and show me both him (Heb. oto), and his
habitation."

409. What is oto? It is the sign of the holy covenant (Heb. ot), and
David was afraid that he had lost it. Why DID HE THINK THAT HE
HAD LOST THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT? Because these two-the
kingdom and Jerusalem-are both attached TO THIS SIGN OF THE
COVENANT. SO AS THE KINGSHIP WAS TAKEN AWAY FROM HIM
AND HE WAS BANISHED FROM JERUSALEM, HE THOUGHT THAT
THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT WAS ALSO TAKEN AWAY FROM
HIM. Therefore in his prayer he linked "oto" and "His habitation"
together, BECAUSE "OTO" ALLUDES TO THE SIGN THE COVENANT
AND "HIS HABITATION" TO MALCHUT. So, he prayed that Malchut
(Kingdom) which is attached to this sign (Heb. ot), may return to its
place-and both subjects are actually the same.
410. Another one then continued with the text: "from my flesh shall I
see Eloha" (Iyov 19:26). AND HE ASKS: What is "my flesh"? He
should have said 'myself.' AND HE REPLIED THAT "from my flesh"
is definitely correct, REFERRING TO YESOD WHICH IS CALLED
FLESH, HE SAID: "...SHALL I SEE ELOHA." What is the meaning of
"and the holy flesh is passed from you..." (Yirmeyah 11:15), WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE HOLY COVENANT, and: "and my covenant
shall be in your flesh..." (Beresheet 17:13), WHICH APPLIES TO
YESOD. We have learned that as long as a man is stamped by the
holy imprint of this sign, THAT THIS SIGN OF THE COVENANT IS
STAMPED IN HIM AND GUARDS HIM ALWAYS, then from within it he
can actually see the Holy One, blessed be He, and the holy soul
remains attached to him in the sign of the covenant.
411. But if he is not deserving, because he did not preserve this
sign, what is written of him? IT IS WRITTEN: "By the breath (or, soul)
of Eloha they perish..." (Iyov 4:9), because the imprint of the Holy
One, blessed be He, has not been preserved. If he has the merit of
preserving it, then the Shechinah shall never depart from him.
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412. AND HE ASKS: When does THE SHECHINAH reside within him?
AND HE SAID: When he marries, and this sign enters to its place, TO
THE SHECHINAH. Then they are attached together, THE MALE AND
THE FEMALE, WHO ARE THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT AND THE
SHECHINAH, and are called by one name, and supernal Chesed
rests upon them. Where does CHESED rest? It rests at the side of
the male. And what is Chesed? It is Chesed IN THE NAME of El, that
comes forth from the supernal Chochmah and adorns the male as a
crown over his head. And by these CHASSADIM, the female is
sweetened.
413. And we have learned further (IN EXPLANATION OF THE
PREVIOUS PASSAGE) THAT the name Eloha (El-Vav-Hei) is
interpreted as follows: El is the Light of Chochmah, Vav is the male,
and Hei is the female. MALE AND FEMALE are attached together and
are called BY ONE NAME, Eloha. So the holy soul clings to this
place, and everything depends on the sign OF THE COVENANT.

414. Hence the words, "from my flesh shall I see Eloha," REFERRING
TO THE NAME ELOHA, represent overall completion, because it is
"from my flesh", my own-WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED FLESHthe actual sign of the covenant. Therefore, happy are the holy Yisrael
who are united with the Holy One, blessed be He; happy is their
portion in this world and the world to come. Of them, it is written:
"You that cleave to Hashem your Elohim are alive every one of you
this day" (Devarim 4:4)."

415. Rabbi Aba said: You are all so wise, yet you sit here! They said
to him: If birds are uprooted from their homes, they shall not know
where to fly. As it is written: "As a bird that wanders from her nest,
so is a man who wanders from his place" (Mishlei 27:8).

416. So this place, WHERE WE LIVE, has given us the advantage of
studying Torah, and also our habit to sleep half the night and to
study Torah during the second half. When we rise in the morning,
the smell of the fields and water streams illuminates the words of
Torah, and they are instilled to our hearts.

417. This place was once punished from above, and many great
scholars died because they neglected the study of Torah. Since
then, our occupation is studying Torah, day and night, and this place
helps us. So whoever leaves this place acts as if he were
abandoning eternal life.

418. Rabbi Aba raised up his hands, and blessed them. They sat until
daylight shone. And after daylight had shone, they told the children
who sat in front of them, "Go out and see if day has come." And
each one of you should give a new explanation of the Torah to this
great man, A REFERENCE TO RABBI ABA!
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419. They went outside and saw that day had come. One of them
said: It is destined that a fire from above shall appear on this day!
Another one added: And in this house! Another then said: An old
man here is destined to be burned by this fire on this day! Rabbi Aba
said: Let the Merciful One save us!

420. RABBI ABA was astonished and could not speak. Then he said:
The secret of the supernal government is grasped on earth,
BECAUSE EVEN THE CHILDREN KNOW HOW TO TELL THE
FUTURE. And so it was! On that same day, the friends saw the face
of the Shechinah and were surrounded by fire. And Rabbi Aba's face
was aflame with the light of the fire from the joy of the Torah.

421. We have learned that all that day, they all did not leave the
house, which was enveloped with fire and flame. And the words that
were uttered brought happiness among them, as though they
received Torah on that day from Mount Sinai. So that when they left
that place, they did not know whether it was day or night. Rabbi Aba
said: As long as we are here, each of us should say a new word of
wisdom, in order to present a fitting return to the landlord, the host
of the celebration.

422. One of them opened the discussion with the verse, "Blessed is
the man whom You choose and cause to approach You, that he may
dwell in Your courts...; we shall be satisfied with the goodness of
Your house, the holy place of Your temple" (Tehilim 65:5). THE
VERSE first SAYS: "Your courts," then "Your house," and then
"Your temple"-one within the other and one above the other. THIS
MEANS THAT MALCHUT HAS THREE GRADES FROM BOTTOM TO
TOP, EACH ONE HIGHER THAN THE OTHER. The first is "Your
court," WHICH ALLUDES TO THE ASPECTS OF NETZACH, HOD,
AND YESOD THAT ARE OUTSIDE OF THE BODY AND ARE CALLED
"YOUR COURTS." As it is written: "And is shall come to pass, that
he that is left in Tzion, and he that remains in Jerusalem, shall be
called holy" (Yeshayah 4:3). BECAUSE THE ESSENCE OF NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD IS YESOD. TZION IS THE INTERNAL ASPECT OF
YESOD AND JERUSALEM ITS EXTERNAL ASPECT; BOTH ARE
CALLED "COURTS."
423. The verse "We shall be satisfied with the goodness of Your
house" comes next, MEANING THAT AFTER THE GRADE OF THE
COURT IS COMPLETED, HE THEN MERITS THE GRADE OF THE
HOUSE. It is written: "Through wisdom is a house built" (Mishlei
24:3); it is not written: "wisdom will build a house," which would
have meant that the wisdom is called a house. Therefore, "Through
wisdom is a house built" MEANS THAT WHEN MALCHUT RECEIVES
CHOCHMAH, IT IS CALLED A HOUSE. This relates to the verse, "a
river went out of Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10), WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF BINAH RETURNING TO CHOCHMAH, AND THE
GARDEN IS MALCHUT.
424. Finally comes "the holy place of Your temple (Heb. heichal),"
which is the completion of all. As we have learned, heichal (Hei Yud
Caf Lamed) means Hei Kol (Hei Yud Caf Lamed). HE WHO MERITS
THIS GRADE IS ASTONISHED AND EXCLAIMS, "HOW WAS ALL
(HEB. KOL) THIS REVEALED!" And all here reaches completion,
WHICH MEANS THAT EVERYTHING HAS NOW REACHED FULL
PERFECTION.
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425. What does the beginning of the verse teach us? The verse
opens, "Blessed is the man whom You choose and cause to
approach to You, that he may dwell in Your courts." THIS MEANS
THAT whoever offers his son as a sacrifice before the Holy One,
blessed be He, CIRCUMCISES HIM, gives something desirable to the
Holy One, blessed be, Who then wants him and brings him closer to
Himself. There he dwells in the two chambers OF YESOD, WHICH
ARE TZION AND JERUSALEM. He clings to both of them, because
they are joined as one, as it is written: "that he may dwell in Your
courts," "courts" being two!

426. This is why the pious men who lived here in earlier days, the
grandfathers of these people, when they offered their sons to this
sacrifice OF CIRCUMCISION began by saying, "Blessed is the man
whom You choose, and causes to approach to You, that he may
dwell in Your courts." Those who were present there said: "We shall
be satisfied with the goodness of Your house, of the holy place of
Your temple." After this, he would say the blessing, '...who sanctified
us with His commandments and commanded us to initiate the child
in the covenant of the patriarch Avraham.' And those present
responded: 'Just as you have initiated him to the covenant...'

427. As we have learned, a person should first ask for mercy for
himself, and then for another, as it is written: "and he shall make an
atonement for himself" at first, and afterward "for all the
congregation of Yisrael" (Vayikra 16:17). We have chosen this path,
which is good and suitable for us. THEREFORE THE HOST OF THE
CELEBRATION OF THE CIRCUMCISION SHOULD AT FIRST RECITE
VERSES TO ASK FOR MERCY, AND THEN THOSE WHO ARE
PRESENT RECITE AFTER HIM.
428. Rabbi Aba said: "This is definitely well said," REFERRING TO
THE VERSE, "BLESSED IS THE MAN WHOM YOU CHOOSE..." He
who does not recite this is excluded from under the ten canopies
that the Holy One, blessed be He, shall prepare in the future for the
righteous men in the world to come. And everyone should be
attached to this VERSE! Therefore this verse contains ten words of
faith, "Blessed is the man..." and from each word a canopy is
prepared.

429. Happy are your portions in this world and in the world to come,
as Torah is absorbed into your hearts, as if you were standing
yourselves on Mount Sinai at the time when the Torah was given to
Yisrael.

430. Another person began by saying, "An altar of earth you shall
make for Me, and shall sacrifice thereon your burnt offerings and
your peace offerings..." (Shemot 20:21). We have learned that
whoever offers his son as a sacrifice THROUGH CIRCUMCISION is
as deserving as one who has offered all the sacrifices in the world
before the Holy One, blessed be He. It is as though he were building
a perfect altar to Him!
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431. Thus, the circumcision to this holy covenant should be
performed over an altar prepared by using a vessel full of earth. It is
considered before the Holy One, blessed be He, as if he had offered
sacrifices of sheep and oxen upon the altar.

432. And it, THE CIRCUMCISION, pleases the Holy One, blessed be
He, more than all THE OTHER SACRIFICES, as it is written: "and
shall sacrifice thereon your burnt offerings and your peace
offerings...in every place where I mention My name..." What do the
words "I mention My name" mean? They refer to circumcision, as it
is written: "The secret of Hashem is with them that fear Him, and He
will reveal to them his covenant" (Tehilim 25:14). SO THE
COVENANT APPEARS THERE!
433. This "altar of earth" is as I have stated. Next, it is written: "And
if they make Me an altar of stones" (Shemot 20:22), which is an
allusion to the proselyte who comes from a stiff-necked and stonyhearted people. This is what is referred to as an altar of stones.

434. What is the meaning of the verse, "you shall not build it of hewn
stones?" (Ibid.) IT MEANS THAT the proselyte should enter to the
service of the Holy One, blessed be He, but should not be
circumcised until he has forgotten the idol worshipping that he
practiced until then and the hardness is removed from his heart.

435. Because if he is circumcised before he removes the hardness
from his heart in order to join in the holy service of the Holy One,
blessed be He, he will be like a statue of stone that is hewn on all
sides, but still remains a stone. Because of this, "You shall not build
it of hewn stones," because if he still has harshness in his heart,
then "you lift up your tool upon it, you have defiled it." This means
that the circumcision performed on him serves no purpose.

436. Therefore happy is the fate of he who willingly and joyously
offers the sacrifice to the Holy One, blessed be He. And one should
rejoice with this person all day long, as it is written: "But let all those
that put their trust in You rejoice, let them ever shout for joy,
because You defend them, and let those who love Your name be
joyful in You" (Tehilim 5:12).
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437. Another one began by saying, "And when Avram was ninety
nine years old (lit. 'ninety year and nine years'), Hashem appeared
before Avram and said to him, I am El Shadai; walk before, me, and
be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1). This passage should be studied
carefully, because in many ways it is difficult. Could it be saying that
only now, when Avraham reached such an age, did the Holy One,
blessed be He, appear for the first time to Avraham? -That "Hashem
appeared to Avram", now and never before? But HOW CAN THIS BE,
WHEN it has previously been written: "Now Hashem has said to
Avram," (Beresheet 12:1) "And Hashem said to Avram," (Beresheet
13:14) "And He said to Avram, know surely..." (Beresheet 15:13). Yet
now, as he is counting and calculating the days, it is written:
"Hashem appeared to Avram..." which means that until now Hashem
did not appear to him. Further, as it is written: "when Avram was
ninety year and nine years," it first SAYS "year" and concludes with
"years."

438. What is the reason that for all the days until now it was not
written: "AND HASHEM appeared TO AVRAM?" We have learned that
as long as he was uncircumcised and covered, the Holy One,
blessed be He, did not appear to him properly. But now He did
appear to him properly, as it is written: "And...appeared." For what
purpose? To expose in him the sign of the covenant, which is the
holy crown.

439. Furthermore, the Holy One, blessed be He, desired to bring forth
holy seed from him, and this could not happen as long as Avraham
remained with uncovered flesh. So the Holy One, blessed be He, said
"Now, that he is ninety year and nine years old, and the time is close
for the holy seed to issue from him, MEANING THAT HE IS ALMOST
100 YEARS OLD, let him first become holy, LET HIM FIRST
CIRCUMCISE HIMSELF, and after that let the holy seed come forth."
This is why his age was counted in this manner now, REFERRING
TO THE "NINE YEARS," BECAUSE HE WAS NOW NEAR THE RIGHT
AGE TO BEGET HIS CHILD IN COMPLETE PERFECTION, and not at
any other time before, REFERRING TO THE OTHER NINETY YEARS,
WHEN HE WAS STILL NOT READY TO BEGET HOLY
DESCENDANTS. THEREFORE, THESE YEARS ARE DESCRIBED AS
"NINETY YEAR" AND NOT "YEARS."
440. Furthermore, THE VERSE SAYS "ninety year" AND NOT YEARS
because all the days before HIS CIRCUMCISION were not years.
Rather, THEY WERE CONSIDERED AS one year. THIS IS because his
days were not considered as days. Only now, as he reached these
years, REFERRING TO THE 99TH YEAR, DURING WHICH HE WAS
CIRCUMCISED, were they counted as years for him. Therefore they
are not counted as a year, BUT RATHER, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "NINE
YEARS."
441. Of the verse, "and He said to him, I am El Shadai," HE ASKS,
"Why has not THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE said to him until
now 'I am El Shadai'." AND HE REPLIES, "Because we have learned
that the Holy One, blessed be He, prepared DOWN BELOW lower
Crowns, that are not holy. So all those who are uncircumcised are
defiled by them."
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442. And these LOWER CROWNS have marks! What are these
marks? They are the letters Shin and Dalet; nothing else appears in
them. THIS MEANING THAT THE YUD IN THE NAME SHADAI IS
MISSING FROM THERE. This is why they are defiled by them, and
cling on to them-TO THOSE LOWER CROWNS. After they are
circumcised, they leave them-THESE LOWER CROWNS-and enter
under the wings of the Shechinah, and Yud, which is the mark of
holiness, is revealed from within them. This is the regular, complete,
and proper sign of the covenant. And the name Shadai is imprinted
upon those who are circumcised and is completed in full perfection.
Therefore, it is written ABOUT AVRAHAM; "I am El Shadai," WHICH
WAS NOT WRITTEN BEFORE HE WAS COMMANDED TO PERFORM
CIRCUMCISION.
443. In the verse, "walk before me, and be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1),
"PERFECT" MEANS complete. Because until now the letter YUD was
missing in the mark of Shin-Dalet. THEREFORE, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO HIM, "Circumcise yourself, and be
completed by the mark of the Yud," SO THE NAME SHADAI (SHINDALET-YUD) MAY REACH COMPLETION IN YOU. Because whoever
is completed by this mark is worthy of being blessed by this Name,
as it is written: "And El Shadai shall bless you..." (Beresheet 28:3).
444. AND HE ASKS, "What is the meaning of THE NAME 'El
Shadai'?" AND HE ANSWERS, "This is THE NAME from which all the
blessings issue. It controls all the lower crowns. And all are in awe
and tremble from fear of it. Therefore, all those who are impure stay
away from him who has been circumcised and have no control over
him. In addition, he is not pulled down to Gehenom, as it is written:
"Your people also shall be all righteous..." (Yeshayah 60: 21).

445. Rabbi Aba said: "Happy is your lot in this world and in the world
to come. Happy is my fate that I have come here and heard these
words from your mouths-all of you are holy. You are all the sons of
the holy Elohim. Of you it is written: 'One shall say, I am Hashem's,
and another shall call himself by the name of Ya'akov, and another
shall subscribe with his hand to Hashem and surname himself by the
name of Yisrael' (Yeshayah 44:5). Each of you clings to the holy
supernal King and is attached to Him. And you are ruling governors
with shields, from that land that is called the land of the living,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA THAT ENCLOTHES THE
UPPER IMA, where its governors feed on the manna of the sacred
dew."

446. Another continued the discussion with "Blessed are you, O
land, when your king is a free man and your princes eat in due
season..." (Kohelet 10:17). Consider also the previous verse, "Woe to
you, land, when your king is a child, and your princes eat in the
morning" (Ibid. 16). These two verses do not seem to agree with
each other. THE "LAND" REFERS TO THE NUKVA, BUT ONE VERSE
SAYS "YOUR KING IS A FREE MAN"; THE OTHER THAT "YOUR
KING IS A CHILD!" AND HE SAID: "Indeed they do not CONTRADICT
EACH OTHER. "Blessed are you, land" refers to the land above,
NAMELY THE NUKVA THAT ASCENDED UPWARD AND
ENCLOTHED BINAH, which governs all life on high-IN BINAH. For
this reason, it is called the land of the living. Of this land it is written:
"land which Hashem your Elohim cares for..." (Devarim 11:12) and
"A land in which you shall eat bread without scarceness, you shall
not lack anything in it..." (Devarim 8:9). Exactly! "You shall not lack
any thing in it" MEANS THAT IT IS NOURISHED BY A NEVERENDING UNION. Wherefore all this? Because, as it is written: "your
king is the son of a free man." This is the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHO IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, as you may read, "Yisrael is
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my son, My firstborn" (Shemot 4:22).
447. AND HE ASKED, "What is THE MEANING OF the son of a free
man?" AND HE ANSWERED, "As you may read, 'For it is the Yovel
(Jubilee), it shall be holy to you...'" (Vayikra 25:12). YOVEL
(JUBILEE) ALLUDES TO BINAH. And it is further written: "and
proclaim liberty throughout all the land..." (Ibid. 10). So all freedom is
derived from Yovel (Jubilee), WHICH IS BINAH, Therefore, WHEN
ZEIR ANPIN ATTAINS THE MOCHIN OF BINAH, HE IS THEN CALLED
"a free man!" AND HE SAID: "You may ask why IS IT WRITTEN
'chorin (masc. a free man)' and not 'cherut (fem. Freedom)?'" AND
HE REPLIED, "Definitely, it should be 'a man of freedom!'"
448. IF SO, THEN WHY IS IT WRITTEN: "A FREE MAN?" We have
learned the answer in our secret Mishnah. When the Yud and the Hei
are united, it is written: "And a river went out of Eden, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). It does not say,
"When they are united," but assuredly "they are united." Therefore, it
is written: "the son of a free man." This, THEN, is the reason why the
verse describes ZEIR ANPIN, "Blessed are you, land, when your king
is a free man and your princes eat in due season," NAMELY with
pleasure and contentment!

449. The verse "Woe to you, land, when your king is a child" refers
to the land down below; NAMELY THE NUKVA THAT IS IN THE
WORLD OF BRIYAH, WHO IS THE WIFE OF MATATRON. For we have
learned that all the lands that belong to nations that worship the
stars and constellations are ruled by the governors. And the highest
of them all is he of whom it is written: "I have been young, and now
am old" (Tehilim 37:25). And we have also learned that the verse was
spoken by the governor of the world, NAMELY MATATRON, WHO IS
CALLED "A LAD." Of him it is written: "Woe to the land, when the
king is a child." Woe to the world that draws its nourishment from
this aspect, NAMELY THE ASPECT OF MATATRON. But when
Yisrael are in exile, they draw their nourishment from him, as one
who feeds on a stranger BECAUSE YISRAEL ARE SUPPOSED TO
DERIVE THEIR SUSTENANCE FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, AND NOT FROM MATATRON!
450. The verse says that "your princes eat in the morning" and not
during the other hours of the day. The morning IS MENTIONED, and
the other times of the day are not. We have learned that when the
sun shines AND THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD bow to the sun, wrath
hangs over the world, as it also does at the hour of the afternoon
prayer, BECAUSE THAT IS THE TIME OF JUDGMENT. Why is this
true? Because "your king is a lad"-he who is called "a lad," NAMELY
MATATRON.

451. And you, truly pious and holy men of above, the sons of the
Holy King, do not derive sustenance from that aspect OF
MATATRON, but rather from that holy place on high, NAMELY THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED THE LAND OF THE
LIVING. Of you it is written: "You that cleave to Hashem your Elohim
are alive everyone of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).
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452. Rabbi Aba then discoursed on the verse, "Now I will sing to my
friend a song of my beloved for his vineyard...And he fenced it, and
gathered out the stones thereof..." (Yeshayah 5:1-2). These verses
should be studied carefully. Why does it read, "a song" rather than
"a reprimand?" BECAUSE THESE ARE WORDS OF REPROOF TO
YISRAEL. AND FURTHERMORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "to my friend,"
when it should have been written: "to my beloved," just as it is
written: "a song of my beloved!" IN ADDITION, IT IS WRITTEN: "My
friend has a vineyard in a very fruitful hill (Heb. Keren Ben
Shemen)" (Yeshayah 5:1-2). But I have searched the entire Torah and
cannot find a place called "Keren Ben Shemen!"

453. AND HE REPLIED, "These verses are clarified by the friends in
different ways, all of which are good and correct. Nevertheless,
"Now will I sing to my friend," refers to Yitzchak, who was a "friend"
and was named "friend" before he even came to this world. THUS
WE SAY ABOUT HIM, "HE WHO HAS SANCTIFIED A FRIEND FROM
THE WOMB."

454. AND HE ASKS, "Why WAS YITZCHAK CALLED "a friend?" AND
HE ANSWERS, "Because we have learned that the Holy One, blessed
be He, bore a great love for Yitzchak, who was not conceived until
Avraham, the patriarch, was circumcised and called 'perfect'." ONLY
THEN WAS HE TOLD, "AND BE PERFECT." And the Hei was added
TO HIS NAME for perfection, as well as to Sarah's name. THEN HE
WAS CALLED AVRAHAM AND SHE SARAH!

455. This should be studied! The Hei THAT WAS GIVEN to Sarah is
suitable, but why was Avraham given the Hei and not the Yud. The
Yud should have been added to his name, because he is a male,
AND THE ASPECT OF YUD BELONGS TO THE MALE, WHILE THE
ASPECT OF THE HEI BELONGS TO THE FEMALE! AND HE REPLIES,
"There is a sublime secret of a concealed aspect. Avraham rose up
and took a secret from the upper Hei, BINAH, which is the world of
the male. Because of the upper Hei and lower Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAVHEI, one relates to the male, NAMELY THE UPPER HEI, and one
relates to the female, NAMELY THE LOWER HEI. SO THE HEI THAT
AVRAHAM TOOK IS THE UPPER HEI, WHICH BELONGS TO THE
MALE, NAMELY BINAH.
456. As it is written: "So (Heb. koh) shall your seed be" (Beresheet
15:5). And we have learned that "your seed" is actually "your seed!"
THIS MEANS THAT KOH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, SHALL BE HIS
ACTUAL SEED. He started to enter to this covenant, and whoever
starts to enter, does actually enter to this covenant, WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED KOH. Therefore, a proselyte who is
circumcised is called "a proselyte of righteousness," because he
does not come from the "holy seed" that was circumcised AND HE
STARTS TO ENTER TO THE COVENANT, AND WHOEVER STARTS
ENTERS IN MALCHUT. So whoever enters this, NAMELY MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED "RIGHTEOUSNESS," is called by this name, A
PROSELYTE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS.
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457. This is why it is written of Avraham. "So (Koh) shall your seed
be," which means "your seed" exactly. BECAUSE THE TERM KOH,
WHICH IS THE LOWER HEI, NAMELY MALCHUT, SHALL ACTUALLY
BE "YOUR SEED." Therefore he was given the Hei. AS HE
CONTINUES TO EXPLAIN HOW MALCHUT BECOMES HIS "SEED,"
HE SAYS: The two Heis, WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT, are
joined together. AFTER AVRAHAM ROSE TO THE FIRST HEI, THE
LOWER HEI, MALCHUT, ROSE UP TO HIM, AND THE TWO JOINED
TOGETHER. Then they gave birth up there IN BINAH. And what
issues from those, AS THE LEFT COLUMN IS FORMED, is Yud. This
is why Yud, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF the male, is the first letter of
the name of Yitzchak. From here, the male expands, BECAUSE
FROM THE SECRET OF YUD THE MALE STARTS TO EXPAND.
Because of this, it is written: "for in Yitzchak shall your seed be
called" (Beresheet 21:12). IT SAYS "in Yitzchak," and not in you.
Yitzchak bore above, as it is written: "You will show truth to
Ya'akov" (Michah 7:20), who completed everything.
458. You might claim, "But it was Avraham who was attached to this
grade," WHO, IN OTHER WORDS, BECAME INCLUDED IN THE
ASPECT OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF YITZCHAK, and no more! Yet it
is written: "Kindness (Chesed) to Avraham" (Michah 7:20), SO HE IS
ATTACHED TO THE RIGHT! AND HE REPLIED, "His portion is indeed
so, NAMELY CHESED, because he showed kindness to the people of
the world. But to beget children, he remained attached to this grade,
MEANING THAT HE BECAME INCLUDED WITHIN THE LEFT
COLUMN, and from here he begins, BECAUSE THERE IS NO
BEGETTING WITHOUT THE ASPECT OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS ACHIEVED BY COMBINING THE RIGHT AND
LEFT TOGETHER. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "IN
YITZCHAK SHALL YOUR SEED BE CALLED," AND NOT IN YOU. This
is why Avraham was not circumcised until the age of ninety nine
years. And this secret is known and explained in our Mishnah.
459. For this, Yitzchak, who is harsh Judgment, AND IS THE LEFT
COLUMN THAT WAS BLOCKED BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF
CHASSADIM, came forth to complete his share and beget THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS YA'AKOV and is called Chesed.
THEN, RIGHT AND LEFT WERE INCLUDED IN EACH OTHER. This is
how Ya'akov completed everything from this side, THE RIGHT SIDE,
and from that side, THE LEFT SIDE, from the side where Avraham
and Yitzchak were combined in their portion on high THROUGH
YA'AKOV WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. AND BY THIS, THE
CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT WERE COMPLETED-this is ONE
completion-OF YA'AKOV. And from the side that was given the
ability to give birth and beget from below upward this is THE
SECOND completion FOR YA'AKOV. Therefore it is written: "Yisrael,
in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3), BECAUSE in him, IN
YISRAEL, were the colors, NAMELY THE LIGHTS, completed from
above and below!
460. This is why it is written "a song" in the verse "Now will I sing to
my friend" AND NOT A REPROVAL. This is definitely a song,
because he is called to beget a male. HIS MENTION OF "MY FRIEND"
ALLUDES TO BEGETTING A MALE, WHO IS YITZCHAK, THE
MOCHIN OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, WHICH THE WORLD OF
THE MALE. He was call a "friend" before he appeared in the world.
461. There are those who say that "Now will I sing to my friend"
refers to Avraham, as it is written: "What has my friend to do in my
house" (Yirmeyah 11:15), WHICH REFERS TO AVRAHAM. SO MY
FRIEND HERE ALSO REFERS TO AVRAHAM. And Avraham inherited
the portion of this field, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED HERE
"VINEYARD." AND HE RECITES A SONG OF MY BELOVED FOR HIS
VINEYARD. "But," RABBI ABA SAID: "What I have said-that it is
Yitzchak-is indeed so."
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462. In the verse "A song of my beloved for his vineyard," my
beloved refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who is called "my
beloved," as it is written: "My beloved is white and ruddy "(Shir
Hashirim 5:10). When my friend is united with my beloved, he is a
male. AND THEN, from this WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT
COLUMN OF BINAH, he planted a vineyard, WHICH IS MALCHUT
AND NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "My beloved has a
vineyard" (Yeshayah 5:1), BECAUSE MALCHUT IS CONSTRUCTED
BY THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH.
463. In discoursing on the verse "a very fruitful hill (Heb. Keren Ben
Shemen)," HE ASKS, "What is Keren Ben Shemen? AND HE
REPLIED, "This is TO TEACH US how the vineyard came to be and
how it was planted!" So he repeated, "by keren!" And what is the
keren? This is, as it is written: "with the ram's horn (lit. 'with the horn
[keren] of Yovel [Jubilee]')" (Yehoshua 6:5), WHICH ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT THAT IS SWEETENED BY BINAH. BECAUSE KEREN IS
MALCHUT, WHILE THE YOVEL IS BINAH. And this Keren THAT
APPEARS HERE has joined this male that is called Ben Shemen
(lit.'the Son of Oil'), WHICH IS ALSO BINAH. THE VERSE TEACHES
US, THAT THE EMERGENCE AND PLANTING OF THE VINEYARD,
MALCHUT, WAS BROUGHT ABOUT BY ITS ASCENDING TO BINAH,
WHICH IS MALE.
464. HE ASKED, "What is THE MEANING OF 'Ben Shemen' (the Son
of Oil)?' AND HE RESPONDS, "This is the equivalent of the verse
"(Heb. ben or bar) a free man," WHICH MEANS BINAH. And both of
them-BEN SHEMEN AND YOVEL-are the same thing, NAMELY
BINAH. AND THIS IS CALLED Shemen (oil) because from there,
BINAH, the oil and greatness is drawn for the purpose of lighting the
candles. Thus, "the son of oil." And this Keren, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
assembles them all, and this is ALSO CALLED, the Keren (horn) of
the Yovel (Jubilee). Therefore, the kingship is anointed only by this
horn, and the kingship of THE HOUSE OF David endures because he
was anointed with the horn and was attached to it.

465. The verse continues with the words, "And he fenced it..." AND
NOW HE EXPLAINS THIS VERSE, DESCRIBING HOW THE
VINEYARD CAME FORTH AND WAS BORN BY KEREN BEN
SHEMEN, OR, IN OTHER WORDS, BY ASCENDING TO BINAH. SO HE
SAID: "And he fenced it," WHICH MEANS THAT HE RESTRICTED IT
AND FENCED IT ALL AROUND, just like a ring that surrounds it from
all directions. "And gathered out the stones thereof" MEANS THAT
he removed all the great ones and all the governors and the lower
crowns from his portion and his vineyard. Then He, NAMELY BINAH,
took the vineyard to be his portion. THIS MEANS THAT IT CLUNG TO
BINAH AND BECAME A PART OF BINAH, as it is written: "For
Hashem's portion is His people; Ya'akov is the lot of His
inheritance" (Devarim 32:9). BECAUSE AS MALCHUT HAS BECOME
A PART OF BINAH, SO YISRAEL HAS BECOME A PART OF BINAH,
BECAUSE THEY ARE ATTACHED TO IT.
466. The verse, "and planted it with the choicest vine" is similar to
the verse "I had planted you a noble vine, an entirely (Heb. kuloh)
right seed..." (Yirmeyah 2:21). It is written kuloh with the letter Hei.
SO IT IS AS THOUGH IT WERE WRITTEN: KOL (ALL) HEI, WHICH
MEANS ALL OF HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And from this stage
Avraham started to beget YITZCHAK above. THEREFORE HE SAYS:
"and from here the 'right seed' issued-definitely "an entirely right
seed," BECAUSE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS CALLED
RIGHT OR TRUTH. And as it is written: "So (Koh) shall your seed
be," BECAUSE WHEN THE LEFT COLUMN SHINES IN MALCHUT, IT
IS CALLED KOH. Thus, they are the same: "THE CHOICEST VINE,"
"THE RIGHT SEED," THE FATHERING OF YITZCHAK, AND "KOH
SHALL YOUR SEED BE." THEY ALL REFER TO THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE LEFT FROM BINAH. Happy is the lot of Yisrael, who receive
such a great inheritance.
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467. The verse continues, "and built a tower in the midst of it." AND
HE ASKS, "What is a tower?" AND HE RESPONDS, "This is as it is
written: 'The name of Hashem is a strong tower, the righteous runs
to it, and is safe'" (Mishlei 18:10). Assuredly, "the righteous runs to
it."
468. The text, "and also made a winepress therein" refers to the
"gate of righteousness," as it is written: "Open to me the gates of
righteousness..." (Tehilim 118:19). AND HE ASKS, "What is the
meaning OF THE VERSE 'OPEN TO ME THE GATES OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS'?" AND HE ANSWERS, "Each person among
Yisrael who is circumcised enters and merits them both, THIS IS
WHY DAVID PLEADED, "OPEN TO ME THE GATES OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS" in order to merit them both.
469. He who offers his son for the sacrifice OF CIRCUMCISION
brings his son to the Holy Name. And the heavens and earth are
based upon this sign, as it is written: "If My covenant be not day and
night, it were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). So our host has merited all this, AND HE
HAD THE PRIVILEGE to see the Holy One, blessed be He, face to
face on this day.

470. Happy is our lot that we have merited this day, and happy is
your lot together with ours. And upon this boy that is born to you, I
pronounce, "Everyone that is called by my name...I have formed him:
yea, I have made him" (Yeshayah 43:7), and "And all your children
shall be taught of Hashem..." (Yeshayah 54:13). Then he
accompanied Rabbi Aba for three miles.

471. They said to RABBI ABA, "The host who made the ceremony,
the owner of your guest house, has merited all this because he
performed a precept!" He asked, "What is the precept?" Then that
man, THE OWNER OF THE GUESTHOUSE, said: "My wife was the
wife of my brother, who died childless. So I married her. And this is
the first child that I got from her, and I named him after my dead
brother." He said to him, "From now on you shall call him Iddi. He is
Iddi the son of Ya'akov!" Rabbi Aba then blessed them and went on
his way.

472. When he arrived at his destination, he told everything to Rabbi
Elazar, but he was afraid to tell it in front of Rabbi Shimon, WHO
MIGHT PUNISH THEM FOR REVEALING THE SECRETS. One day,
while with Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Shimon said: "Why is it written:
'And Avram fell on his face and Elohim spoke with him, saying, as
for Me, behold My covenant is with you'" (Beresheet 17:3-4). This
means that as long as he was not circumcised, he fell on his face
when He spoke with him. But after he was circumcised, he stood
upright and was not afraid. "As for Me, behold My covenant is with
you," MEANING THAT he found himself to be circumcised, AS THE
WORDS OF HASHEM AFFECTED HIM AND HE BECAME
CIRCUMCISED!
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473. Rabbi Aba said to him, "I hope it will be pleasing in the eyes of
my master for me to say a few of those good things that I have heard
about this subject." He said to him: "Speak!" He said to him, "I am
afraid that somebody might be punished because of me." Rabbi
Shimon said: "Heaven forbid, 'He shall not be afraid of evil tidings,
his heart is fixed, trusting in Hashem'" (Tehilim 112:7). Rabbi Aba
then told him every thing that had happened.

474. Rabbi Shimon said: "Could it be that all these good things were
hidden in you and you did not reveal them! I hereby bring a decree
upon you that for the next 30 days you shall immediately forget
everything you learn! Is it not written: "Withhold not good from them
to whom it is due, when it is in the power of your hand to do
it" (Mishlei 13.27)? And so it came to be THAT HE FORGOT
EVERYTHING HE LEARNED! He, RABBI SHIMON, said: "I bring a
decree that they with their learnings; REFERRING TO THE OWNER
OF THE GUESTHOUSE AND HIS FRIENDS, be banished to Babylon,
where they will stay among the friends THAT LIVE THERE.
475. Rabbi Aba's mind became confused. One day, Rabbi Shimon
saw him and said: "The reflection of your heart can be seen in your
face." RABBI ABA responded, "I am not sorrowful for myself, but for
them, AS RABBI SHIMON PUNISHED THEM TO EXILE IN BABYLON.
RABBI SHIMON THEN said: "Heaven forbid, that they were punished.
Rather, because the secrets were revealed among them so openly, I
BROUGHT A DECREE UPON THEM, that they be banished and be
among the friends IN BABYLON, where they will learn to conceal and
hide the secrets among them. Because the secrets should be
revealed only among us, as the Holy One, blessed be He, gave
permission to us. So through us only should these things be
revealed."

476. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written: "Then shall your light break forth
as the morning..." (Yeshayah 58:8). The Holy One, blessed be He,
shall in the future declare to His children, "Then shall your light
break forth as the morning, and your healing shall spring forth
speedily, and your righteousness shall go before you and the glory
of Hashem shall be your rearguard."
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1. "And Hashem appeared to him"
There were numerous moments in history when the goal of eternal peace and unending happiness for all mankind was within reach. Both Adam and
Noach had the opportunity to cause universal change and bring about endless fulfillment. The Zohar likens the path to permanent peace to the
creation and care of a garden. Adam is compared to the force that causes rain water to fall upon and nourish the land, and Noah represents a person
who manufactures the tools needed to tend the garden. The appearance of Avraham in our world corresponds to the force that influences the
flowers to grow and blossom. Now that Avraham's name includes the additional letter Hei ?, signifying the ritual of circumcision, he is now prepared
to receive the great Light of the Creator as expressed through the Tetragrammaton ????, one of the holy Names of the Creator that radiates His
spiritual energy.
The Relevance of this Passage
The path to personal peace is an arduous process that each of us must endure. We can, however, accelerate this process through our connection to
this portion. The Light of the Creator fills our soul through the merit and power of Avraham. The energy channeled through our Patriarch nurtures
our soul, inspiring us to seek higher levels of spiritual growth. The strength to blossom in all our spiritual endeavors is revealed through the Light of
these verses.
1. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion: IT IS WRITTEN: "The flowers
appeared on the earth, the time of the singing of the birds has come,
and the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land" (Shir Hashirim
2:12). "The flowers appeared on the earth," MEANS THAT when the
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He endowed the earth
with appropriate powers, so that everything was in the earth BUT it
did not produce any fruit until Adam was created. As soon as Adam
was created, everything in the earth became visible, that is, the earth
began to reveal the powers and products that were implanted within
it. AND THEN IT WAS SAID: "THE FLOWERS APPEAR ON THE
EARTH."

2. Similarly, the heavens did not give any powers to the earth until
humankind appeared, as it is written: "And no plant of the field was
yet in the earth, and no herb of the field had yet grown, for Hashem
Elohim had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a
man to till the ground" (Beresheet 2:5). All the offspring and
products were concealed in the earth. They did not appear, and the
heavens were prevented from pouring rain on the earth because
humankind did not yet exist. Because it had not yet been created,
the revelation of all things was delayed. As soon as humankind
appeared, however, "The flowers appeared on the earth," and all the
hidden and concealed powers were now revealed.

3. "...the time of the singing of the birds has come" MEANS THAT a
recital was composed of songs and praises to the Holy One, blessed
be He. This was not done before humankind was created, "...and the
voice of the turtledove is heard in our land." This is the word of the
Holy One, blessed be He, which did not exist in the world before
humankind was created. But as soon as humankind appeared,
everything appeared!

4. After Adam sinned, everything disappeared from the world, and
the earth was cursed, as it is written: "cursed is the earth for your
sake" (Beresheet 3:17), "When you till the ground, it shall not
henceforth give its strength to you..." (Beresheet 4:12) and "thorns
also and thistles it shall bring forth to you" (Beresheet 3:18).
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5. When Noach appeared in the world, he prepared spades and hoes,
WHICH MEANS THAT HE PREPARED TOOLS TO TILL THE GROUND.
THUS, IT IS WRITTEN OF HIM: "THIS ONE SHALL COMFORT US
FROM OUR WORK AND THE TOIL OF OUR HANDS..." (BERESHEET
5: 29). HE SHALL GIVE US TOOLS, SO THAT WE MAY BE FREED
FROM PRODUCTION USING OUR BARE HANDS, FOR WHICH WE
HAD BEEN DESTINED UNTIL NOW! Afterwards, however, "he drank
of the wine, and was drunk; and he was uncovered within his
tent" (Beresheet 9: 21). And later, the people of the world sinned
before the Holy One, blessed be He. And the powers of the earth
disappeared again. THUS, ALL THE IMPROVEMENTS OF NOACH
WERE LOST. And so it remained until Avraham appeared.
6. As soon as Avraham appeared: "the flowers appeared on the
earth." THIS MEANS THAT the powers of the earth were amended
and revealed. "The time of the singing of the birds (also: 'pruning')
has come," REFERRING TO THE TIME when the Holy One, blessed
be He, told him to circumcise himself. THE TERM 'PRUNING'
ALLUDES TO THE REMOVAL OF THE FORESKIN. Thus, the time was
ripe for the covenant to appear in Avraham, MEANING when he was
circumcised. Only then was the verse, "THE FLOWERS
APPEARED..." fulfilled through him, and the word of the Holy One,
blessed be He, was revealed openly to him. as it is written: "And
Hashem appeared to him," AFTER HE WAS CIRCUMCISED.

7. Rabbi Elazar began TO EXPLAIN THAT this verse refers to events
after the circumcision of Avraham. Before the circumcision, the Holy
One, blessed be He, spoke to him only through the lower grade-SPOKE THROUGH "A VISION," WHICH REFERS TO THE NUKVA
WHILE IT IS STILL AT THE STAGE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT SIDE. AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AFTER THESE THINGS THE WORD
OF HASHEM CAME TO AVRAM IN A VISION..." The upper grades
were not attached to this grade, WHICH MEANS THAT THE UPPER
GRADES OF ZEIR ANPIN WERE NOT ATTACHED TO THE NUKVA.
As soon as Avraham was circumcised, "the flowers appeared on the
earth." These are the lower grades, brought forth and established by
the lower grade THAT IS CALLED "A VISION," SO THAT THEY MAY
BE UNITED WITH ALL THE UPPER GRADES.
8. "The time of the singing of the birds (also: 'pruning') has come..."
ALLUDES TO THE TIME OF PRUNING AND CUTTING OF THE BAD
BRANCHES, WHICH ARE the branches of the foreskin, BECAUSE
THIS KLIPAH WAS IN CHARGE BEFORE HE WAS CIRCUMCISED.
THIS IS ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "A
WHISPERER SEPARATES CLOSE FRIENDS" (MISHLEI 16:28). "...and
the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land." This is the voice
that comes from the innermost aspect of all. THE VOICE ALLUDES
TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE INNTERMOST ASPECT OF ALL IS IMA,
FROM WHOM ZEIR ANPIN EMANATES AND COMES FORTH. So that
voice, ZEIR ANPIN, is heard IN OUR LAND, WHICH IS THE NUKVA-MEANING THAT ZEIR ANPIN MATED WITH THE NUKVA BY THE
MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) THAT WERE ELEVATED
THROUGH THE PRECEPT OF CIRCUMCISION. And this is the voice
that cuts the word into an utterance. THIS MEANS THAT IT HAS THE
ABILITY TO ARTICULATE (LIT. 'CUT THE SPEECH), thereby
achieving its perfection.
9. Come and behold: as long as Avraham was not circumcised, only
that grade dwelt upon him, as we explained--THAT IS, THE GRADE
OF NUKVA WHILE SHE WAS CALLED "A VISION." But after he was
circumcised, it is written: "And Hashem appeared to him!" But it is
not mentioned to whom, because it is not written: 'And Hashem
appeared to Avram'! AND HE ANSWERS: IF IT WERE WRITTEN, 'to
Avram,' then what greater sort of praise would there be than that
which existed before he was circumcised? Because even then it was
written: "And Hashem appeared to Avram" (Beresheet 12: 7).
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10. The words: "And Hashem appeared to him" contain a secret.
THIS MEANS THAT HE APPEARED TO that grade that spoke to him.
IN OTHER WORDS, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI,
APPEARED TO HIM, NAMELY TO THE NUKVA. This had not
happened before he was circumcised, WHEN THE NUKVA WAS
STILL SEPARATED FROM ZEIR ANPIN. And now the voice THAT IS
ZEIR ANPIN was revealed and was associated with speech, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA, when He spoke with him. THUS, AVRAHAM
BENEFITED FROM THE MATING OF MALE AND FEMALE, AND
BECAME A CHARIOT FOR BOTH OF THEM. THEREFORE IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND HASHEM APPEARED TO HIM," WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE MATING OF MALE AND FEMALE.
11. The verse: "and he sat in the tent door" (Beresheet 18:1) says
"and he," but does not identify "him." AND HE REPLIES: the verse
reveals the wisdom that INDICATES THAT all the grades rested upon
that lower grade after Avraham was circumcised. SO THE PHRASE
TEACHES US THAT "AND HE," REFERRING TO THE NUKVA, "SAT
IN THE TENT DOOR," AS SHE BECAME THE GATEWAY FOR ALL
THE GRADES. Come and behold: "And Hashem appeared to him."
This is the secret of the voice, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, that is heard
and attached to the utterance (speech), NAMELY MALCHUT, and
revealed through it.
12. In the verse: "and he sat in the tent door," THE WORDS, "AND
HE" allude to the upper world, NAMELY IMA, that stands over him,
REFERRING TO THE NUKVA, to shine upon him. THE NUKVA IS
DESCRIBED AS "THE TENT DOOR," BECAUSE SHE HAS BECOME
THE GATEWAY FOR THE LIGHTS. THE WORDS, "in the heat of the
day," MEAN THAT the right side, WHICH IS CHESED, shone. This is
the grade to which Avraham cleaved. Another explanation of "in the
heat of the day" IS THAT IT REFERS TO the time when one grade
approached another with great passion, AS ZEIR ANPIN
APPROACHED THE NUKVA. THEN THEY WERE DESCRIBED BY THE
WORDS: "IN THE HEAT OF THE DAY."
13. In explaining the words, "appeared to him," Rabbi Aba said that
before Avraham was circumcised, he was blocked FROM RECEIVING
THE SUPERNAL LIGHTS. As soon as he was circumcised,
everything appeared, INCLUDING ALL THE LIGHTS, AS HIS COVER
WAS REMOVED. And the Shechinah rested upon him in full
perfection, as should properly be. Come and behold. IT IS WRITTEN:
"and he sat in the tent door." "He" refers to the upper world, TO
BINAH, that rests upon the lower world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. HE
ASKS: When DOES BINAH REST UPON THE NUKVA? AND HE
REPLIES: THIS IS WHY THE VERSE CONCLUDES WITH "in the heat
of the day"--when the passion of a certain righteous, WHO IS THE
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, is aroused to rest IN THE LOWER WORLD,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. THAT IS, WHEN THERE IS A MATING
BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE, THEN THE MOCHIN OF BINAH
DWELL WITHIN THE NUKVA.
14. Immediately AFTER THE MATING OF MALE AND FEMALE WAS
COMPLETED, IT IS WRITTEN: "And he lifted up his eyes and looked,
and lo, three men stood by him..." (Beresheet 18: 2) AND HE ASKS:
Who are these three men? AND HE SAYS: They are Avraham,
Yitzchak, and Ya'akov-- OR CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE NAMED AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, AND
YA'AKOV. AND HE SAW THEM standing over that grade, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, and from them the Nukva draws sustenance and
nourishment.
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15. And then: "when he saw them, he ran to meet them," because the
passionate desire of the lower grade, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is to
cleave to CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. And Her joy is to be
drawn toward them. SO, ACCORDINGLY, "HE RAN TO MEET THEM"
IS SAID ABOUT THE NUKVA THAT WANTED TO CLING TO THEM.
THE VERSE CONTINUES, "and bowed himself toward the ground,"
to become and be formed into a throne for them--SO THAT THE
NUKVA BECOMES A THRONE FOR CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, SO THAT THEY MAY REST UPON HER, AS
A PERSON SITS ON A CHAIR.
16. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, made King
David, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, one of the legs of the
supernal throne, like the patriarchs. AND HE ASKS: Even though
She is a throne for THE PATRIARCHS, HOW CAN IT BE SAID THAT
SHE WAS SET AT THE SAME LEVEL WITH THE PATRIARCHS TO
COMPLETE THE FOURTH LEG OF THE THRONE? AND HE
ANSWERS: This is so only when She is united with them for the
purpose of being a leg of the supernal throne. King David received
the kingdom of Yisrael in Chevron for seven years for this reason--to
be united with CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. This has already
been explained.
Tosefta (addendum)
17. Of the verse, "And Hashem appeared to him by the terebinths of
Mamre" (Beresheet 18:1), HE ASKS: Why by the terebinths of Mamre
and not in any other place? AND HE REPLIES: Because Mamre gave
him good advice about being circumcised. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, told Avraham to circumcise himself, Avraham
consulted his friends. Aner told him: You are more than 90 years old,
and you shall pain yourself.

18. Mamre, HOWEVER, said to him: Do not forget the day when the
Chaldeans threw you into the furnace of fire and famine took over
the world, as it is written: "And there was a famine in the land, and
Avram went down into Egypt" (Beresheet 12: 10). And you smote all
those kings that YOUR MEN pursued. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, saved you from them all, so that nobody could do you any harm.
So rise and fulfill the precept of your Master. The Holy One, blessed
be He, said to MAMRE: You advised him to perform the
circumcision. By your life! I shall reveal Myself to him only in your
chamber. This is why it is written: "by the terebinths of Mamre."

2. The soul, when it rises from earth to heaven
The Zohar presents the spiritual significance behind the Torah story and speaks of Avraham sitting under a hot, blazing sun when three people
come to visit him. The blazing sun is a metaphor for the immense Light of the Creator revealed through the divine instrument of the Tetragrammaton
and correspondingly, through the words of the Zohar.
The Relevance of this Passage
The phrase blazing sun indicates that an extraordinary amount of spiritual Light is suddenly being revealed in this specific section of the Torah. This
concept can be understood through the analogy of a light bulb. A bulb glows at a constant level of illumination. Just before the bulb burns out,
however, there is a momentary burst of added light. The Zohar is our instrument to capture the intense spark of Light that is momentarily shining
forth in this specific verse of the Torah.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
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19. The sages began their interpretation of this passage WITH THE
VERSE: "Your oils are fragrant. For your flowing oil you are
renowned" (Shir Hashirim 1:3). Our sages have taught that when the
soul of a human being rises from earth to heaven, REFERRING TO
THE TIME WHEN A PERSON SLEEPS AT NIGHT, it stands in the
Divine Illumination. The Holy One, blessed be He, visits it.

20. Come and listen: Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai said: When the soul
of a righteous person stands in the place where the Shechinah of His
blessed Glory rests--MEANING THAT IT IS WORTHY OF RECEIVING
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
'STANDING UPRIGHT,' and is worthy of sitting by Her, TO RECEIVE
THE GARMENT OF CHASSADIM, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
'SITTING'--The Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, calls
upon the patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET,
HIS THREE COLUMNS. And He says to them: Go and visit so-and-so,
the righteous person who has come, and welcome him in peace in
My Name. THIS MEANS THAT THE THREE COLUMNS SHOULD PASS
ON THE ILLUMINATION OF THE MATING, WHICH IS CALLED
PEACE. THE WORDS "IN MY NAME" REFER TO THE NUKVA. And
they claim it is not proper for a father to go and visit his child, but
rather the child should seek after his father to see him.
21. The Holy One, blessed be He, then calls upon Ya'akov and says
to him: You, who suffered the sorrow of RAISING children, go and
welcome so-and-so, the righteous person who has come here, and I
shall go along with you, as it is written: "those who seek your face
Ya'akov, Selah" (Tehilim 24: 6). It does not say "seek" in the singular,
but in the plural, BECAUSE IT REFERS TO THE SOULS OF THE
RIGHTEOUS WHO YA'AKOV WELCOMES AS THEY SEEK HIS
"WELCOME." Rabbi Chiya said: This we understand from the first
part of the verse. as it is written: "This is the generation of them that
seek him," WHICH TEACHES US THAT THE INTENTION OF THE
VERSE ALLUDES TO THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS, THW
SEEKERS NAMELY, THE LEADERS OF THE GENERATION.
22. Rabbi Ya'akov said in the name of Rabbi Chiya: Ya'akov, the
patriarch, is the Throne of Glory. And the teachings of Eliyahu also
state: Ya'akov the patriarch is a Throne by himself, as it is written:
"Then will I remember my covenant with Ya'akov" (Vayikra 26: 42).
The Holy One, blessed be He, established a covenant with Ya'akov
alone, more than THE COVENANT HE ESTABLISHED with all his
fathers. He made him a Throne of Glory FOR HIS DIVINE PRESENCE
TO REST UPON, distinguishing him from his predecessors. AND
THE REASON IS THAT HIS FOREFATHERS, WHO ARE AVRAHAM
AND YITZCHAK, ARE NOT ABLE TO SHINE WITHOUT HIM.
THEREFORE, HE IN HIMSELF INCLUDES THEIR LIGHTS AS WELL
AS HIS OWN, AND THUS BECOMES A THRONE TO HIMSELF.
23. Rabbi Eliezer was sitting and studying Torah when Rabbi Akiva
arrived. He said to him: Sir, what are you studying? He replied: The
passage where it is written: "and to make them inherit the throne of
glory" (I Shmuel 2:8) --what does "and to make them inherit the
throne of glory" mean? This is Ya'akov, the patriarch for whom he
made a Throne of Glory by himself that would receive Torah for the
souls of the righteous.
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24. And the Holy One, blessed be He, goes with YA'AKOV on the first
day of every month. And when the soul sees the glory of the mirror,
which is the Shechinah of ??? Master, THEN THE SOUL praises Him
and bows down in front of the Holy One, blessed be He. This is THE
MEANING OF "Bless Hashem, my soul..." (Tehilim 104:1)

25. Rabbi Akiva said: The Holy One, blessed be He, stands over THE
SOUL. And the soul begins by saying: "Hashem my Elohim, You are
very great...", continuing with all the verses to the end, as the
passage reads, "Let the sinners be consumed out of the
earth..." (Ibid. 35)
Rabbi Akiva continued: As well as this, it praises the Holy One,
blessed be He, thanks Him for the body that is left in this world, and
says: "Bless Hashem, my soul, and all that is within me, bless His
Holy Name" (Tehilim 103: 1). THE WORDS, "ALL THAT IS WITHIN
ME," ALLUDE TO THE BODY. AT FIRST, THE SOUL PRAISES AND
THANKS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, FOR ITS OWN
ACHIEVEMENTS. THEN IT SAYS: "BLESS HASHEM, MY SOUL!
HASHEM MY ELOHIM, YOU ARE VERY GREAT." AND THEN IT
PRAISES AND THANKS HIM FOR THE BODY, MEANING THAT THE
SPLENDOR OF THE SOUL IS DRAWN DOWNWARD TO SHINE UPON
THE BODY. AND THEN IT SAYS: "BLESS HASHEM, MY SOUL, AND
ALL THAT IS WITHIN ME, BLESS HIS HOLY NAME." THESE
PRAISES ARE OFFERED FOR THE LIGHT OF THE BODY.
26. And the Holy One, blessed by He, goes ALONG WITH YA'AKOV.
How do we know this? From the passage where it is written: "And
Hashem appeared to him by the terebinths of Mamre." This is
Ya'akov, WHO IS CALLED MAMRE. SO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, DID INDEED GO WITH YA'AKOV. AND HE ASKS: Wherefore
is the name Mamre? AND HE ANSWERS: Because Ya'akov inherited
two hundred worlds in Eden, and he is the Throne BECAUSE HE
BECAME THE THRONE OF GLORY. And Rabbi Yitzchak explains:
The numerical value OF Mamre is 281. So there are the two hundred
of Eden WHICH YA'AKOV ATTAINED, as it is written: "and those that
guard the fruit thereof two hundred," (Shir Hashirim 8:12) and 81 is
the numerical value of Kise ('throne'). THUS, MAMRE'S NUMERICAL
VALUE OF 281 COMES FROM THE TWO HUNDRED WORLDS OF
EDEN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED
EDEN, AND FROM THE THRONE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHASSADIM THAT CLOTHE CHOCHMAH. For this reason IT IS SAID:
"And Hashem appeared to him by the terebinths of Mamre." And for
this reason, YA'AKOV is called Mamre. HE INCLUDES THE ASPECT
OF EDEN AND THE ASPECT OF THE THRONE TOGETHER, WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF MAMRE. HENCE "AND HASHEM APPEARED
TO HIM."
27. Rabbi Yehuda asked: What is the meaning of: "by the
terebinths" (Heb. elonei)? IF MAMRE IS YA'AKOV, WHY DOES IT
SAY "THE TEREBINTHS OF MAMRE?" AND HE ANSWERS: It meant
to say 'his might,' as it is written: "by the hands of the mighty one of
Ya'akov" (Beresheet 49:24). THUS, "THE TEREBINTHS OF MAMRE"
BEARS RESEMBLANCE TO "THE MIGHTY YA'AKOV," BECAUSE
ELONEI MEANS MIGHTY AND STRONG, AND MAMRE IS YA'AKOV.
The verse, "and he sat in the tent door" is as it is written: "Hashem,
who (Heb. mi) shall abide in Your tabernacle (or: 'tent')." (Tehilim
15:1) THIS MEANS THAT THE "TENT DOOR" IS THE SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE COVERED CHASSADIM. The verse, "in the heat of
the day" is as written: "But to you that fear My name shall the sun of
righteousness arise with healing in its wings" (Malachi 3:20). THIS
REFERS TO THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT COLUMN. AND THIS
IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH WITHOUT
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS DESCRIBED AS A 'SUN COMING OUT OF
ITS SHEATH' BECAUSE THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH DOES NOT
SHINE WITHOUT THE SHEATH OF CHASSADIM. AND WHEN IT
DOES SHINE WITHOUT CHASSADIM, IT BURNS. ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "IN THE HEAT OF THE DAY," IS
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WHEN THE WICKED ARE CONDEMNED BY IT. BUT THE RIGHTEOUS
ARE HEALED BY IT BECAUSE THEY ELEVATE THE MAYIN NUKVIN
(FEMALE WATERS) AND DRAW DOWN THE CHASSADIM IN ORDER
TO CLOTHE CHOCHMAH.
28. Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai said: At that time, WHEN THE SOUL
IS AT THE STAGE OF "THE HEAT OF THE DAY," the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, SHARES HIS ABUNDANCE
WITH THE SOUL. And when the patriarchs, Avraham, Yitzchak, and
Ya'akov, heard the Holy One, blessed be He, REFERRING TO THE
ENTIRETY OF ZEIR ANPIN, move towards THE SOUL--MEANING
THAT THE PATRIARCHS WERE AWARE THAT THE SOUL WAS IN
THE STATE OF "THE HEAT OF THE DAY," AND IN NEED OF THE
"PLACE OF THE CLOTHING OF CHASSADIM"--they asked Ya'akov
to go with them and welcome THE SOUL in peace.
29. And AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK stand over THE SOUL. THIS
MEANS THAT AFTER YA'AKOV SHARED THE ABUNDANCE OF
CHASSADIM BY WELCOMING IT WITH PEACE, THE TWO COLUMNS
OF AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK SHONE UPON IT. As it is written:
"And he lifted up his eyes and looked"-- REFERRING TO THE
SOUL--"and lo, three men stood over him." The "three men" are the
patriarchs, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya'akov, who stood by him,
observing the soul and the good deeds it has performed. THIS
MEANS THAT THEY EXAMINE THE MAYIN NUKVIN ('FEMALE
WATERS') OF THE SOUL AND SHARE WITH IT THE MAYIN DUCHRIN
('MALE WATERS'). "...and when he saw them, he ran to meet them
from the tent door, and bowed himself toward the ground," because
he saw the Shechinah of His Blessed Glory with them. Hence, it is
written: "...therefore do the young maidens love you" (Shir Hashirim
1:3).
30. Another explanation of: "And Hashem appeared to him by the
terebinths of Mamre." The sages began with this verse that speaks
of the time of one's demise. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said that
at the time of a person's death, which is the day of the Great
Judgment when the soul is separated from the body, no one leaves
the world before he sees the Shechinah, as it is written: "...for no
man shall see me and live" (Shemot 33: 20). And three ministering
angels accompany the Shechinah to welcome the soul of the
righteous, as it is written: "And Hashem appeared to him...in the heat
of the day." This is the Day of Judgment that burns like a furnace in
order to separate the soul from the body.

3. The soul at the time of death
During sleep and upon death of a righteous individual, the soul travels a certain course as it ascends to the Upper Worlds. If the soul is righteous, it
is welcomed to the Upper Worlds by the Patriarchs, specifically Ya'akov.
The Relevance of this Passage
The return of the soul to its original source is vital. It is through this process that the Creator absorbs the souls, which allows them to be born anew
each morning. This otherworldly journey occurs each night, whether or not we are cognizant of it. An individual's degree of awareness, however,
and their personal level of spirituality [righteousness] determines the particular course the soul travels and the heights it can attain. The higher the
soul ascends is directly proportionate to the measure of Light it receives. This portion awakens a deeper awareness of the Light our soul can
achieve if it is righteous, as well as the ability to ascend to greater heights and receive greater revelations of spiritual energy during sleep.
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31. The verse, "and he lifted up his eyes, and looked, and lo, three
men stood by him," refers to those who criticize his behavior and
examine his deeds as he confesses them with his mouth. And
because the soul sees all this, it leaves the body and reaches the
gullet (pharynx), where it remains until it confesses and retells all
that the body did together with it in this world. Then the soul of the
righteous is happy with what it has done, and is happy with its
deposit. We have learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said: The soul of the
righteous feels great desire for the moment when it shall leave this
world, which is worthless, so that it may enjoy itself in the world to
come!

4. When Rabbi Eliezer became ill
The Zohar recounts the death of Rabbi Eliezer, the teacher and master of Rabbi Akiva. Rabbi Akiva was the teacher and master of Rabbi Shimon bar
Yochai, the author of The Zohar. When a righteous soul departs this world, he reveals his greatest amount of Light and energy. This Light is the total
accumulation of his spiritual accomplishments during his lifetime. In addition, the Light that Rabbi Eliezer was unable to reveal during his lifetime,
also became manifest at the moment of his passing. Sadly, Rabbi Akiva was not present when his Master left this world. The grief Rabbi Akiva
endured was twofold: first for the physical loss of Rabbi Eliezar, and second, for the potential volume of Light that would not be revealed to
mankind. It is this unrevealed Light that gives the force of darkness a stronger hold on the world. Rabbi Akiva's pain was for the repercussions of
this increased darkness and the suffering mankind would inevitably endure. Kabbalistically, the pain experienced by a devout person serves as a
Vessel to draw Light, a counterbalance that arouses the positive energy of the Creator in our physical world.
The Relevance of this Passage
All of our deeds and behavioral actions in this physical realm of existence, bear positive and negative repercussions, both personally and globally.
By raising our consciousness towards the importance of positive deeds, and the potential of positive deeds left unfinished, this portion stimulates
personal change in order to reveal greater spiritual Light. Our own vessel is expanded by connecting to Rabbi Akiva's pain for the lack of Light in
our present world.
32. The sages discussed the time when the great Rabbi Eliezer
became ill AND WAS ABOUT TO DIE. The day was Shabbat Eve, and
Rabbi Eliezer made his son, Horkenos, sit to his right. He then
revealed great and deep secrets to him. But HORKENOS'S mind was
not ready to hear him AT FIRST, because he thought that his father's
mind was not sufficiently clear. Only after he saw that his father's
mind was completely clear did he receive 189 sublime secrets from
him.

33. When he reached THE SECRET OF the marble stones that are
mixed with the supernal Waters, Rabbi Eliezer wept and stopped
talking. He said: Get up and go over there, my son! He asked him
why. He replied: I see that I am soon to pass from the world. Go
along and tell your mother that my Tfilin shall disappear and reach a
higher place. IN OTHER WORDS, HE GAVE HER A HINT ABOUT HIS
APPROACHING DEATH. And after I have departed from this world, I
shall come to see them, THE MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY, but they
should not cry. Because those above are near, not those below,
though the human mind cannot grasp this.
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34. As they were still sitting, the wise men of the generation came by
to visit him. However, he cursed them for not coming to serve him.
As we have learned, it is greater to serve the Torah than study it. In
the meantime, Rabbi Akiva arrived. He asked: Akiva, Akiva, why have
you not come to attend to me? He responded: Rabbi, I had no spare
time. He was angry and said: Indeed, I wonder whether you shall die
naturally. On that account, he placed a curse on him so that his
death would be the worst of them all. THIS MEANS THAT HE
PLACED A CURSE ON THE OTHER WISE MEN WHO DID NOT COME
TO SERVE HIM, SO THAT THEY ALSO WOULD NOT DIE
NATURALLY. AND HE SAID THAT THE DEATH OF RABBI AKIVA
SHALL BE THE CRUELEST OF THEM ALL.
35. Rabbi Akiva wept and said to him: Rabbi, teach Torah to me!
Rabbi Eliezer opened his mouth AND, AS HE SPOKE about the
works of the divine Chariot, a fire surrounded them both. The wise
men said: From this we learn that we are not worthy; nor do we have
the privilege TO LISTEN TO THE WORDS OF HIS TEACHINGS. So
they sat outside the gate. After everything was over, the fire
disappeared.

36. And he taught THE SECRET of impure white spots (macula) as
bright as the snow, 300 halachic rules, and 216 explanations of the
verses of Shir Hashirim. Rabbi Akiva's eyes poured with tears like
water. Then the fire reappeared AND SURROUNDED THEM BOTH
again. When he reached the verse "stay me with flagons, comfort me
with apples, for I am sick with love," (Shir Hashirim 2:5) Rabbi Akiva
could not bear any more. He raised his voice and burst out bellowing
LIKE A BULL. And he could not speak out of fear of the Shechinah
that was there.

37. And he taught him all of the deep and sublime secrets that exist
in Shir Hashirim, and made him solemnly swear that he would never
use any of these verses. If he did, then Holy One, blessed be He,
would destroy the world because of him, as it is not His desire that
people use it, because of its supreme holiness. Afterward, Rabbi
Akiva left and burst out crying, his eyes pouring with tears, and said:
Woe my teacher, woe my teacher, for the world is to remain an
orphan without you. All the other wise men entered and stood by
him. They asked him questions about Torah and he answered.

38. Rabbi Eliezer felt confined. He raised both his arms and laid them
on his heart. He said: Woe to the world. The upper world has again
concealed and hidden all light and illumination from the lower
WORLD, JUST AS IT WAS BEFORE HE CAME INTO THE WORLD.
Woe to my two arms. Woe to the two parts of the Torah, as you shall
be forgotten by the world on this day. AND THE ZOHAR STATES that
Rabbi Yitzchak said: During the entire lifetime of Rabbi Eliezer, the
Halacha would 'shine from his mouth' as on the day it was given on
mount Sinai.
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39. RABBI ELIEZER said: I have learned so much Torah, gaining
wisdom and serving SAGES, that even if all the people of the world
were to be writers, there would not be enough to write of it. And my
pupils have no lack of my wisdom; only as a kohl-pencil (mascara) in
the eye, AS MUCH AS A TEARDROP THAT IS SHED BY AN EYE
WHEN A DROP OF KOHL ENTERS IT. And I lack very little of the
wisdom of my teachers, perhaps only AS MUCH AS a person can
drink from the sea. AND THE ZOHAR CONCLUDES that he said this
only to show gratitude to his teachers and to hold them in more
favor than himself. THIS MEANS THAT WHAT HE HAS OMITTED
FROM HIS TEACHERS' WISDOM, WHICH IS AS MUCH AS A PERSON
CAN DRINK FROM THE SEA, IS MORE THAN A DROP OF KOHLPENCIL IN THE EYE, WHICH HE SAID OF HIS STUDENTS'
OMISSIONS. THUS, HE SHOWS THAT HE FEELS GRATITUDE TO HIS
TEACHERS AND IS GRATEFUL TO THEM MORE THAN TO HIMSELF.
40. And they were asking him THE LAW of footwear of Yibum (the
levirate rite)--IF IT BECOMES DEFILED. As his soul left him, he
announced: It is pure. Rabbi Akiva was not there WHEN HE DIED. As
the day of Shabbat ended, Rabbi Akiva found him dead. As he ripped
his clothes and tore his flesh, the blood started to roll over his
beard. He wept and shouted as he stepped outside, and said:
Heavens, O heavens, tell the sun and the moon that the light that
shone more than they is darkened.

41. Rabbi Yehuda said: When the soul of a righteous person wishes
to leave THE BODY, it feels happy, because the righteous is
confident that he shall receive his reward as he dies. Therefore, it is
written: "when he saw them, he ran to meet them," REFERRING TO
THE THREE ANGELS THAT ACCOMPANIED THE SHECHINAH AS
SHE CAME TO RECEIVE HIS SOUL with happiness, as he welcomed
THE ANGELS. Where DOES HE WELCOME THEM? As we have
learned, at "the tent door," where he "bowed himself toward the
ground," toward the Shechinah. THIS MEANS THAT THE SOUL
BOWED TO THE SHECHINAH THAT HAD COME TO IT, AS THE
SHECHINAH IS CALLED EARTH.
42. Rabbi Yochanan then opened the discussion by quoting: "...until
the day breaks, and the shadows flee away...Turn, my beloved, and
be you like a roe or a young hart" (Shir Hashirim 2:17). "Until the day
break" is a warning for a person who is still in this world; it is like
the "blink of the eye." Come and behold: what does it say? "Even if
he lived a thousand years twice," (Kohelet 6:6) on the day of his
death, it all seems as one day to him.

43. Rabbi Shimon said: The soul of a person warns him and says,
"Until the day break." And it shall seem to you as the blink of the eye
while you are still in this world. The words, "and the shadows flee
away" are equivalent to the verse that reads: "because our days
upon earth are a shadow" (Iyov 8:9); so I beg of you, "Turn, my
beloved, and be you like a roe or a young hart."
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44. There is another explanation for: "Until the day break..."
According to Rabbi Shimon ben Pazi, this is a warning for
humankind, while still in this world, which is like the blink of the eye.
Just as the roe is swift of leg, so you should be as swift as a "roe or
a young hart" in performing your Master's wishes, so that you may
inherit the world to come--which is mountains of spices, called "the
mountain of Hashem," the mountain of Pleasure, the mountain of
Delight.
End of Midrash Hane'elam

5. "And, lo, three men"
As the white light of the sun refracts into the seven colors of the rainbow, the spiritual Light of the Creator refracts into many "colors" that express
all His various attributes. Kabbalistically, physical light is merely a lower frequency of the spiritual Light of the Creator. This infinite, all-inclusive
Light of the Creator includes a variety of frequencies and spectrum of colors, ranging from the green blades of grass, to the purple hues of
interstellar gases radiating from distant galaxies. Everything in the cosmos represents another color frequency in the spectrum of Creation,
including the four kingdoms of inanimate, vegetable, animal, and mankind, as well as intangible forces, such as mercy, judgment, pleasure, truth,
and fulfillment. Colors also manifest within angels. The angel Michael, who represents the positive Right Column Force of Sharing, radiates the
color white. The angel Gavriel, who represents the Left Column Force of Receiving and the negative principle in our universe, radiates the color red.
The angel Raphael represents the Central Column Energy of Balance and illuminates the color green. These three colors illustrate the unique
function and role that each angel plays in the ongoing process of creation. Michael is the conduit for the energy of general blessings. Gavriel is the
portal through which the force of judgment enters our world. Raphael channels the spiritual energy of healing.
The Relevance of this Passage
The awareness that the Creator manifests His attributes physically, inanimately, and as intangible forces, gives us the opportunity to connect to
each of the spiritual frequencies spoken of in this portion. The influence of these forces in our personal life is augmented when we understand their
purpose and relevance in the world.
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
45. The authority and will of the King, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH,
appears in three colors, AND THESE ARE THE THREE COLORS OF
THE EYE: WHITE, RED, AND GREEN. One color represents the eye's
sight from afar. At this distance, the eye is unable to clearly visualize
what it sees until it achieves partial vision by contracting itself.
Thus, it is written: "Hashem has appeared from a far to
me..." (Yirmeyah 31:2) THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AS THERE CAN BE NO REVELATION
OF THE LIGHTS WITHOUT IT!

46. The second color represents the eye's sight when the eye is
closed. This color is seen by the eye only through a slight shutting,
and therefore it is not a clear vision. THE WAY TO SEE is by closing
the eye and then opening it a little, to thereby receive this sight.
BECAUSE THIS VISION IS NOT CLEAR, it requires interpretation in
order to understand what the eye has perceived. Therefore, it is
written: "What do you see" (Yirmeyah 1:13)? THIS IS THE SECRET
OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHEN THE LIGHTS
ARE STOPPED BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF CHASSADIM.

47. The third color represents the brilliance of the mirror, which can
be seen only when THE EYE is shut and it is rolled backward. As a
result of this rolling, the shining mirror is seen. THIS IS THE SECRET
OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT COLUMN. But THE EYE is
able to absorb this THIRD color only by envisioning the illumination
of the brilliance by shutting the eye, WHICH MEANS THE SECOND
COLOR IS INCLUDED IN THE FIRST COLOR.
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48. Therefore, it is written: "The hand of Hashem was upon
me..." (Yechezkel 37:1) and "but the hand of Hashem was strong
upon me" (Yechezkel 3:14). THIS ABILITY TO SEE BY SHUTTING
THE EYE IS ACCOMPLISHED BY WILL POWER AND IS RELATED TO
GVURAH. And all these are conceived by the true prophets, NAMELY
THE FIRST TWO COLORS. And only Moshe, the most faithful, had
the ability to see high above to the point at which THE BRILLIANCE
is not seen at all. THIS REFERS TO THE THIRD COLOR, WHICH IS
THE SHINING MIRROR. Of him it is written: "My servant Moshe is not
so, who is faithful in all My house" (Bemidbar 12:7).
49. The words "appeared to him" mean that the Shechinah appeared
to him through those grades that are attached to Her own aspects,
referring to Michael on the right side, Gavriel on the left side, Refael
to the front, and Uriel to the back. This is why the Shechinah
appeared to him by the terebinths (lit. 'among those oak trees'), the
shadows of the world, to show them the first circumcision--the Holy
Imprint according to the secret of the Faith in the whole world.

50. Of the words "and he sat in the tent door," HE ASKS: Where is
the tent door? AND HE ANSWERS: This is the place that is called the
covenant, which is the secret of faith, NAMELY THE NUKVA. The
phrase "in the heat of the day" refers to the secret to which Avraham
cleaved, WHICH IS the might of the right side--his own grade.

51. The "tent door" is the secret of the 'gate of righteousness,' the
gateway to the Faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA AND THE SECRET OF
THE JUDGMENTS OF THE NUKVA. AND IT IS CALLED THE
GATEWAY because Avraham entered the Holy Imprint OF
CIRCUMCISION there. WITHOUT THIS, HE WOULD NOT HAVE
ENTERED THE COVENANT. THIS IS WHY IT IS CALLED A
GATEWAY.
"In the heat of the day" refers to THE ASPECT OF the righteous, the
grade of the 'United Oneness,' which is entered and joined by
whoever is circumcised and is signed by the Holy Imprint. Because
the foreskin has been removed from him, he enters into the
illumination of these two grades, THE RIGHTEOUS AND
RIGHTEOUSNESS, which are the secret of Faith.
52. The verse, "And, lo, three men," refers to the three angels-messengers who clothe themselves with air and come down to this
world in a human image. And they were three, just as there are three
above, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
The rainbow, THE NUKVA, appears only in three colors, white, red,
and green. This is exactly LIKE THE THREE COLORS OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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53. And these three people are the three colors, white, red and green.
The white color is Michael, because he is on the right side, AS HE
COMES FROM CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS WHITE. The red
color is Gavriel, who is on the left side, AS HE COMES FROM
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS RED. The green color is Refael,
WHO COMES FROM TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS GREEN.
And these are the three colors of the rainbow. And the rainbow,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, does not appear and is not seen without
them. Therefore, it is written: "appeared to him," BECAUSE the
appearance of the Shechinah is SEEN by these three colors. IN
OTHER WORDS, THE VERSE "AND, LO, THREE MEN STOOD BY
HIM," EXPLAINS THE VERSE "AND HASHEM APPEARED TO HIM."
SO, "AND HASHEM APPEARED" MEANS THAT THE SHECHINAH
WAS REVEALED TO HIM. AND THIS REVELATION WAS MADE BY
THE APPEARANCE OF THE THREE COLORS, OF WHICH THE
VERSE CONCLUDES, "AND, LO, THREE MEN STOOD BY HIM"-NAMELY MICHAEL, GAVRIEL, AND REFAEL.
54. And each OF THE THREE ANGELS served a different purpose.
Rafael, who governs the power to heal, helped Avraham recover
from the circumcision. Another, Michael, who came to inform Sarah
that she shall bear a son, rules over the right side. All the abundance
and the blessings of the right side are handed over to him.

55. And Gavriel, who came to overturn S'dom, rules over the left side
and is responsible for all Judgments in the world, AS JUDGMENTS
COME from the left side. And the execution is done by the Angel of
Death, THE KING'S CHIEF BAKER, who executes THE SENTENCES
THAT ARE PASSED UNDER GAVRIEL'S RULE.

56. Each and every angel accomplished his mission, as is proper.
Gavriel goes on his mission to the holy Neshamah, while the Angel
of Death goes on his mission to the Nefesh of the Evil Inclination. In
spite of all this, the soul does not leave the body until it sees the
Shechinah.

57. When AVRAHAM saw THE THREE ANGELS join one another, he
saw the Shechinah in Her own colors. And he knelt, BECAUSE THE
ANGELS ARE THE THREE COLORS OF ZEIR ANPIN IN WHICH THE
SHECHINAH CLOTHES HERSELF, As it is written: "...and knelt
himself toward the ground." This is similar to what is described of
Ya'akov, of whom it is written: "...and Yisrael knelt himself upon the
bed's head" (Beresheet 47:31). THAT IS, HE BOWED to the
Shechinah, WHICH IS CALLED THE BED'S HEAD. SO HERE, AS
WELL, HE BOWED TO THE SHECHINAH.
58. And he addressed the Shechinah by the name "Adonai," AS HE
SAID: "ADONAI ('MY LORDS') IF NOW I HAVE FOUND
FAVOR..." (BERESHEET 18:3). IN THE SAME MANNER, the righteous
is adressed, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, called Adon ('Master').
Then THE SHECHINAH is called 'ADON', "the lord of all the
earth," (Yehoshua 3:11) because She is lit up by the righteous, WHO
IS CALLED ADON ('MASTER'), and shines in Her colors. THE
COLORS ARE DRAWN FROM THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR
ANPIN because She reaches perfection on high through them.
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59. From this we learn that the "mirror" of below, REFERRING TO
THE SHECHINAH, is drawn from BINAH above. These colors, WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE ANGELS, acquire the power to
draw of the Lights from above--from those supernal sources THAT
ARE THE THREE COLUMNS OF BINAH ITSELF.

60. Because they accompany and support Her with everything, She
is called Adonai. This name was revealed to AVRAHAM entirely
through the secrets of the supernal ones--BY THE LIGHTS OF
BINAH. And they appeared to him completely exposed, which did not
happen before he was circumcised. Clearly, before he was
circumcised, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not wish to issue a
holy seed from him. However, as soon as he was circumcised, a holy
seed immediately came forth. THAT SEED WAS YITZCHAK.

61. Because of this, BECAUSE OF HIS CIRCUMCISION, the
Shechinah appeared to him in those holy grades, IN KEEPING WITH
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "And the wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament..." (Daniel 12:3) THE FIRST brightness is
the brilliance that shines when it is lit up. THE SECOND brightness
lights up, shines and sparkles in many directions.

62. The brightness moves up and then down, shines throughout all
aspects, is drawn and comes forth, and never ceases to shine. And
the brightness procreates.

63. This brightness, which is hidden and concealed, glows brighter
than any sparkle, WHICH MEANS THAT ITS SPARKLE IS GREATER
THAN ANY OTHER SPARKLE IN THE WORLDS. And all the grades
are located within It. It goes forth and disappears, concealed yet
exposed, sees yet does not see. This book, WHICH REFERS TO THE
BORDER OR LIMITATION, AS THE HEBREW TERM MEANS BOTH
BOOK AND BORDER, is the source of the well, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. It comes out TO SHINE ONLY during the
day, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN SHINES DURING THE DAY. And It
disappears at night, WHEN HE DOES NOT SHINE. And He delights
Himself at midnight WITH THE COMPANY OF THE SOULS OF THE
RIGHTEOUS THAT ARE the offspring he issued, IN THE GARDEN OF
EDEN.
64. The brightness shines and lights up the entire Torah, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, to all. This is seen, AS IT RECEIVES
CHOCHMAH, because all the colors are concealed within It. It is
called Adonai. The three colors are seen below it. And three colors
are seen above it. Everything is received from the THREE above,
AND STILL, they are not seen, BECAUSE THEY DO NOT RECEIVE
CHOCHMAH DIRECTLY THEMSELVES. And it sparkles with twelve
sparkles and lights that emanate from it. Altogether there are
thirteen, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF 'ONENESS' THAT
INCLUDES THEM ALL, by the secret of the Holy Name, YUD-HEI-VAVHEI, within the secret of the Endless World (Heb. Ein-Sof). THAT
WHICH INCLUDES THEM ALL is called Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, WHILE THE
TWELVE GRADES OF THE NUKVA ARE CALLED ADONAI.
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65. When the lower brightness, WHICH IS THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE
TWELVE CALLED Adonai, joined the upper brightness, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, they formed one name
through which the true prophets attain THEIR PROPHECIES and look
into the supernal brightness. The NAME is Yud-Aleph-Hei-Dalet-VavNun-Hei-Yud, WHICH IS A COMBINATION OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI AND
ADONAI. THROUGH THIS COMBINED NAME, THEY ACHIEVE
sublime visions, BECAUSE BY THIS NAME THE VISION OF THE
HIDDEN SECRETS CAN BE ACHIEVED, as it is written: "and out of
the midst of it, it were the color of electrum out of the midst of the
fire" (Yechezkel 1:4).
66. Mishnah: To you who are supernal, great, and good, from the
right side, THE FOLLOWING SECRET HAS BEEN SAID: the nine
vowels that appear in the Torah are divided by the letters. These
letters secretly take short trips. These nine rulers issue these letters,
which then expand. The nine vowels remain intact as so as to have
the letters. THE LETTERS move only after THE VOWELS appear.

67. These LETTERS are in accordance with the secret of Ein-Sof and
are under its influence. The sealed letters travel ONLY as much as
THE VOWELS travel. The hidden secrets upon which these letters
rest, are both revealed and not revealed.

68. Nine names are engraved in ten; Ehe'yeh IS KETER; Yud-Hei IS
CHOCHMAH; Ehe'yeh Asher Ehe'yeh IS BINAH; Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei,
WHOSE VOWELS ARE LIKE ELOHIM IS YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH; El IS CHESED; Elohim IS GVURAH; Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei IS
TIFERET; Tzva'ot IS NETZACH AND HOD; and Adon and Shadai
BOTH REFER TO YESOD. ADON IS THE CROWN OF YESOD;
SHADAI IS YESOD ITSELF.
69. These ten Names are each engraved according to Its aspect. And
all these Names were engraved and entered the Ark of the Covenant.
Which one is it? It is Adonai, the one that was revealed and appeared
AFTER THE CIRCUMCISION to Avraham. IN OTHER WORDS, THE
NAME ADONAI IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA AFTER SHE HAD
RECEIVED THE OTHER TEN NAMES, WHICH ARE ALL THE GRADES
OF ATZILUT. BUT BEFORE HE WAS CIRCUMCISED, HE DID NOT
ACHIEVE THE SECRET OF 'SEEING.' UNTIL THE CIRCUMCISION, HE
SAW ONLY THROUGH THE NUKVA, WITHOUT HER BEING
ATTACHED TO THE UPPER GRADES.
70. Michael is the name of the right, THAT IS, CHESED, which
cleaves to the name ADONAI and serves It more than the other
ANGELS. Wherever the secret of the name ADONAI appears, SO
DOES Michael. If Michael disappears, so does Elohim, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, together with Shadai, WHICH IS YESOD.
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71. In the beginning, there were three men who were dining while
enclothed in an image of air. They most certainly ate, because their
fire ate and consumed everything, thus bringing contentment to
Avraham. AND HE CLARIFIES THAT they were truly fire. This fire
was covered by an image of the air and was not seen. The food that
they ate was a burning fire. And they ate it, and Avraham received
pleasure from this.

72. As the Shechinah departed, it is written: "and Elohim went up
from Avraham" (Beresheet 17:22). So Michael immediately departed
with Her, as it is written: "And there came two angels to
S'dom..." (Beresheet 19:1). At the beginning, it is written three, but
now it reads "two angels." FROM THIS, WE CONCLUDE THAT THE
ANGEL Michael, who is to the right, also departed as the Shechinah
rose. AND ONLY TWO ANGELS REMAINED.

73. The angel seen by Manoach, who descended and was enclothed
by air, is Uriel. He did not come with those angels of Avraham, but
came down on his own to inform Manoach, who is a descendant of
Dan, THAT HE SHALL HAVE A SON.

74. Because MANOACH is not as important a man as Avraham, it is
not written that he (the angel) ate. Rather, it is written: "Though you
detain me, I will not eat of your bread..." (Shoftim 13:16) and "For it
came to pass, when the flame went up toward heaven...that the angel
of Hashem ascended in the flame of the altar..." (Ibid. 20). Here,
however, it is written: "and Elohim went up from Avraham"; IT IS
NOT WRITTEN THAT THE ANGELS DEPARTED FROM AVRAHAM.
THIS IS because Micheal left WITH ELOHIM, while Refael and Gavriel
remained.

75. Of them it is written: "And there came two angels to S'dom at
evening." "...at evening..." when Judgment hovers above the world.
And afterward, one angel departed, and Gavriel alone remained TO
OVERTHROW S'DOM. Because of the merit of Avraham, Lot was
saved. Therefore, he was also privileged to have the two angels
come and visit him.
End of Sitrei Torah

6. "Who shall ascend into the mountain of Hashem"
When an individual strives to understand his purpose in life and seeks the truth of the Creator, his soul will seek to reunite with the Light of the
Creator upon leaving this world. Unfortunately, the vast majority of mankind journeys through this physical world without any inkling of his true
purpose, or understanding as to the meaning of his existence. Consequently, a man who directs no effort towards spiritual enlightenment and
blindly pursues the material world, will automatically seek the path of negativity when it departs its physical existence. The paths of the spiritual
world mirror the pathways we forge in the physical world.
The Relevance of this Passage
There are definite negative blockages within our consciousness that repress our intrinsic desire to seek the meaning of our existence and purpose
in life. By helping to remove these impediments, the words and wisdom of this passage stimulate us to pursue the truth of our being. It is a wellknown Kabbalistic principle that states, the more we seek to comprehend our purpose and the reality of the Creator, the more spiritual Light we
receive.
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76. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the text: "Who shall
ascend into the mountain of Hashem? Or who shall stand in His holy
place?" (Tehilim 24:3). Come and behold: no man is aware of the
reason for his existence in the world. MEN DO NOT SEEK TO KNOW
THE PURPOSE OF THEIR LIVES ON EARTH. As the days pass by
WITH NO RETURN, they rise up and stand before the Holy One,
blessed be He, as they were all created AND HAVE ACTUAL
EXISTENCE OF THEIR OWN. How do we know that they were
created? Because it is written: "The days were created" (Tehilim
139:16).
77. And when the days depart from this world, they all approach the
Supernal King, as it is written: "And the days drew close for David to
die," (I Melachim 2:1) "...and the days drew close for Ya'akov to
die" (Beresheet 47:29).

78. When a person is in this world, he is not aware of nor does he
look for the reason he was created. For him, every day is considered
as if it passes by in emptiness. And when the soul leaves this world,
it does not recognize the path through which it is elevated, because
the path that leads up, to the place where the luminous sublime
souls shine, WHICH IS THE GARDEN OF EDEN, is not shown to all
souls. After it departs from him, THE SOUL follows the same way
that person followed while in this world.

79. Come and behold: if a person is drawn after the Holy One,
blessed be He, and longs for Him while in this world, then later,
when he departs from this world, he also follows THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. And he is shown a path to climb that rises upward
TO THE PLACE WHERE SOULS SHINE. IN OTHER WORDS, it follows
and continues the same path that his desire followed and longed for
each day while in this world.

80. Rabbi Aba said: One day, I came upon a town that belonged to
the children of the East. They shared with me a part of the wisdom
that they knew from antiquity. Then they searched for books of their
own wisdom and gave me one.

81. Inside this book, it was written that according to the intention of
a person's desire in this world, he draws a spirit from above upon
himself similar to the desire that he clung to. If his desire is to
achieve something holy and divine, then he draws the same from
above and brings it down upon himself.

82. If he wishes to cleave to the Other Side, and is intent upon it, he
draws the same from above down and brings it upon himself. They
used to say THAT TO DRAW SOMETHING DOWN FROM ABOVE
depends mainly on speech, deed, and the wish to cleave to it. This is
how that certain side that he cleaves to is drawn down from above.
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83. And I have found IN THAT BOOK all the rites and ceremonies for
worshipping the stars and constellations, as well as what is required
to worship them and how to direct one's will toward them in order to
to draw them closer.

84. In the same manner, for whoever desirs to cling to the Holy Spirit
above, it depends on the act, words, and the intent of the heart, so
that he may succeed in drawing it down upon himself so that he may
cling to it.

85. And they were saying: Whatever path a person follows in this
world is the path along which he is drawn when he leaves this world.
And whatever he clung to and pursued while in this world, he clings
to in the World of Truth--if to holiness then to holiness; if to impurity
then to impurity.

86. If to holiness, then he is drawn toward that same side OF
HOLINESS. He clings to it above, and becomes a serving minister
before the Holy One, blessed be He, among all the angels. And so he
is attached to the supernal WORLD and stands among those holy
beings, as it is written: "then I will give you access among these that
stand by" (Zecharyah 3:7).

87. And so, in the same manner, if HE HAS CLEAVED to impurity
WHILE IN THIS WORLD, then he is drawn to the IMPURE side. He
becomes one of them and is attached to them. And they are called
the 'demons of people.' So when he departs from this world, they
take him and cast him into Gehenom--into that place where the
impure, who have defiled themselves and their spirits, are judged
and punished. He then clings to them, becoming 'a demon', just like
the demons of the world.

88. I said to them: My sons, the sayings of this book are close to the
sayings of the Torah. But you should stay away from these books,
so that you will not be attracted to those beliefs and all those
aspects that are mentioned there. Otherwise, heaven forbid, you may
abandon the service of the Holy One, blessed be He!

89. People are led astray because of these books. The people of the
east were wise and inherited this wisdom from Avraham, who gave it
to the sons of the concubines. As it is written: "But to the sons of
the concubines, which Avraham had, Avraham gave gifts, and sent
them away from his son, while he yet lived, eastward, to the east
country" (Beresheet 25:6). Afterward, they developed their wisdom
in many directions.
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90. But the seed of Yitzchak, the portion of Ya'akov, is not so. As it is
written: "And Avraham gave all that he had to Yitzchak" (Ibid. 5).
This is the holy portion of faith that Avraham cleaved to. And from
this side and fate did Ya'akov come. What is written about him? It is
written: "And, behold, Hashem stood above him," (Beresheet 28:13)
and "But you, Yisrael, are my servant, Ya'akov..." (Yeshayah 41:8).
For this reason, a person should be drawn after the Holy One,
blessed be He, and cleave to Him always, as it is written: "and to Him
shall you cleave..." (Devarim 10: 20).

91. Come and behold. It is written: "Who shall ascend into the
mountain of Hashem..." (Tehilim 24:3) And after this, he continues to
explain that "he that has clean hands." THIS MEANS THAT he has
not made an idol with his hands, and his hands did not hold what
they should not have held. Furthermore, IT SHOULD BE EXPLAINED
THAT THE PHRASE "CLEAN HANDS" MEANS HIS HANDS were not
defiled, and he did not defile the body with them, as those who defile
themselves with their hands and become impure. This is what "clean
hands" means. A "pure heart" is the heart of someone who has not
diverted his heart to the Other Side, but rather is drawn after the
service of the Holy One, blessed be He!

92. Of the verse, "who has not lifted up his soul (Nefesh) in vain,"
observe that it is written "Nafsho" ('his soul'), but pronounced
"Nafshi" ('my soul'). The explanation is that 'my soul' is the soul of
David, the aspect of faith WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN; 'his
soul' is actually the soul of a human being. THIS IS THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WHAT IS WRITTEN AND HOW IT IS
PRONOUNCED. Thus, when a person passes away from this world
and his soul (Nefesh) leaves with proper deeds, he will have the
privilege of being among all those holy ones, as it is written: "I will
walk before Hashem in the land of the living" (Tehilim 116:9).
THEREFORE HE SAYS: Because he "has not lifted up his soul in
vain...He shall receive the blessing from Hashem..."

7. "And, lo, three men...and they ate"
A discussion arises as to whether Avraham the Patriarch perceived the three angels, Michael, Gavriel, and Raphael as angelic entities or as physical
beings. According to the Zohar, Avraham was able to perceive them as angels by virtue of his circumcision, which removed negativity and elevated
his consciousness. The lesson being conveyed concerns the importance of a person's consciousness and its ability to influence perception.
The Relevance of this Passage
Two people often perceive a singular image or event differently because their individual consciousness are on two different levels. Both perceptions
are indeed correct; however, one perspective is limited if it remains on a lower level of consciousness, and the other is far-reaching if it occupies a
higher level. Achieving transcendence over this physical realm by raising our own consciousness is the intent of this portion. We achieve a
heightened sense of awareness, perceiving the true spiritual reality during the day-to-day rigors of physical existence.
93. Come and behold: after Avraham had circumcised himself, he sat
down and was in pain. The Holy One, blessed be He, sent him three
visible angels to inquire of his well-being. You may wonder how they
were visible, for who is able to see angels, as it is written: "Who
makes his angels spirits (also, 'winds')" (Tehilim 104:4).
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94. AND HE REPLIES: He certainly did see them because they came
to earth in the image of men. And it should not be hard for you to
understand because they are definitely holy spirits. But when they
come down to this world, they enclothe themselves with the air and
the elements of covering and enveloping, until they appear to people
exactly in their image.

95. Come and behold: Avraham saw them in the image of men. And
even though he was in pain because of the circumcision, he ran
forth to greet them, so that he would not miss anything and would
not behave differently than before his circumcision, WHEN HE
ALWAYS ACCEPTED AND WELCOMED NEW GUESTS.
96. Rabbi Shimon said: He definitely did see them in the form of
angels. THIS CAN BE UNDERSTOOD from the words: "And he said...
my lords (Heb. adonai)" with the letters Aleph and Dalet. THESE
LETTERS, WHICH FORM THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH, ARE THE
FIRST TWO LETTERS OF THE NAME ADONAI. For it was the
Shechinah that was approaching, and these angels were Her
supports and throne. They are the three colors--WHITE, RED, AND
GREEN--that are under THE SHECHINAH.
97. And he saw THAT THEY WERE ANGELS because after he was
circumcised, he was able to see what he did not see before he was
circumcised. At first, he thought they were human beings. Later, he
realized that they were angels on a mission FROM THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. THEY FULFILLED THIS MISSION when they said to
him, "Where is Sarah, your wife," (Beresheet 18:9) and informed him
about Yitzchak.

98. In the word, "Elav ('to him')," WHICH APPEARS IN THE VERSE
"AND THEY SAID TO HIM," the letters with dots are Aleph, Yud, and
Vav. And this sign, ayo, alludes to what is above, implying the Holy
One, blessed be He. AND THEY ASKED ABOUT HIM: AYO (LIT.
'WHERE IS HE')? And he replied: "Behold, in the tent." THIS MEANS
THAT HE WAS ATTACHED TO THE SHECHINAH, BECAUSE here it is
written: "in the tent," and there it is written: "a tabernacle (tent) that
shall not be taken down..." (Yeshayah 33:20). THUS, IT REFERS TO
THE SHECHINAH, JUST AS IN THE LATTER VERSE. Come and
behold: Because ayo has dots already, why is it then written: ayeh
(lit. 'where')? AND HE REPLIES: Because the secret of the Faith is
the union of the male and female as one. THIS IS WHY THEY ASKED
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, "WHERE IS HE (AYO)?" AND
THEY ASKED OF THE SHECHINAH, "WHERE IS SHE (AYEH)?" THIS
MEANS THAT THEY AROUSED HIM TO FORM A UNION OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WITH HIS SHECHINAH. The verse
continues, "And he said: Behold, in the tent," because therein lies
the bond of everything--NAMELY THE NUKVA WHO IS CALLED "THE
TENT" AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
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99. Of the question, "Where is she?" HE ASKS: Did the celestial
angels not know that Sarah was in the tent? If so, why then is it
written THAT THEY ASKED ABOUT HER SAYING, "Ayeh ('where?')?"
AND HE REPLIES: THE ANGELS have no knowledge of this world,
except what is given them to know. Come and behold: "For I will
pass through the land of Egypt...I am Hashem" (Shemot 12:12). AND
HE ASKS: The Holy One, blessed be He, has so many messengers
and angels. WHY DID HE HAVE TO "PASS THROUGH THE LAND OF
EGYPT" BY HIMSELF? AND HE REPLIES: Because THE ANGELS do
not know how to distinguish between the sperm of a first born and
that which is not. Only the Holy One, blessed be He, alone knows
this.
100. This is similar to the text: "and set a mark upon the foreheads of
the men..." (Yechezkel 9:4). Why do THE ANGELS need THIS MARK?
Because THE ANGELS know only what they are informed of. For
example, how do they know all that the Holy One, blessed be He,
plans on doing in the world? They know because the Holy One,
blessed be He, sends announcements throughout the heavens,
informing them of what He is about to perform in the world. THE
ANGELS HEAR THESE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND KNOW!

101. In the same way, when the Angel of Destruction roams the
world, people should hide at home and not be seen at the
marketplace. This will prevent the Angel of Destruction from
destroying and hurting them. As it is written: "and none of you shall
go out of the door of his house until the morning," (Shemot 12:22)
because from them--FROM THE ANGELS--we can and should hide.
But there is no need to hide from the Holy One, blessed be He, as it
is written: "Can any hide himself in secret places that I shall not see
him? Says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:24).

102. "Where is Sarah, your wife?" HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND WHY
THEY ASKED ABOUT HER. WHEN THEY HEARD SHE WAS IN THE
TENT, THEY DID NOT ENTER IT TO INFORM HER. INSTEAD, THEY
REMAINED OUTSIDE WHILE THEY INFORMED AVRAHAM. AND HE
ANSWERS: They did not want to announce THE GOOD NEWS in
front of her. So immediately after he said, "Behold, in the tent," it is
then written: "he said: I will return and definitely come back to you at
this time next year, and, lo, Sarah your wife shall have a
son" (Beresheet 18:10). Come and behold: it was very polite and
proper that they said nothing to Avraham before he invited them to
eat. This way, it did not seem that he invited them to eat because of
the good news they brought him. Therefore, only after the verse
stated "and they ate," did they inform him about the good news.
103. HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN: "and they ate," but do celestial
angels eat? AND HE REPLIES: For the sake of Avraham's honor, it
seemed AS THOUGH THEY ATE. THIS MEANS THAT THEY MADE IT
SEEM AS THOUGH THEY WERE EATING. Rabbi Elazar said: They
did actually eat, because they are the "fire that consumes fire." And
it is not as though THEY WERE EATING. So they ate everything
Avraham offered them, because from the side of Avraham they ate
on a supernal level. THIS MEANS THAT THE DRAWING DOWN OF
CHASSADIM IS THE SECRET OF 'EATING ON A SUPERNAL LEVEL,'
AND AVRAHAM IS THE SECRET OF CHESED. THEREFORE,
EVERYTHING HE OFFERED THEM CAME FROM HIS OWN
ATTRIBUTE, FROM THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED. AND THEY ATE,
JUST AS THEY EAT ABOVE IN THE HEAVENS.
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104. Come and behold: everything Avraham ate was according to the
rites of purity. And because of this, he served it to the angels, who
ate. In his home, he observed the rites of purity so strictly that an
impure person could not serve at his home unless he (Avraham)
immersed him in a ritual bath IF HE WAS SLIGHTLY IMPURE. Or he
made him keep purity properly for seven days at his home, IF HE
WAS SEVERELY IMPURE. AFTERWARD, HE IMMERSED HIM.

105. Come and behold. It is written: "If there be among you any man
who is not clean by reason of uncleanliness that chances by
night..." (Devarim 23:11) what should he do? The verse continues,
"when evening comes on, he shall bathes himself in water..." (Ibid.
12) But if he becomes defiled through any other SEVERE cause, like
gonorrhea or leprosy on the impurity of menstrual flow, which
include two kinds of defilement, then the ritual immersion FOR
CLEANSING HIMSELF FROM THE NOCTURNAL POLLUTION AT
EVENING is not sufficient. UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, HE
SHOULD KEEP PURITY FOR SEVEN DAYS. THEN HE SHOULD
IMMERSE AGAIN. THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HE WHO
experienced nocturnal pollution before he was defiled with the other
kind of defilement and he who was defiled only afterward.
Avraham and Sarah dedicated their lives to help people make the
transformation to a more positive and spiritual way of life. Avraham
and Sarah's devotion to this objective aroused genuine miracles of
nature.
The Relevance of this Passage
A miracle, a wonder of nature, is essentially a mirror reflecting a
profound spiritual change within human nature. Because our natural
inclination is self-indulgence at the expense of others, the Light of
this passage gives us the strength to overpower our natural
tendencies and apportion part of our life to the service of others,
exemplified by Avraham and Sarah. When a person dedicates his life
to sharing with others, the Creator causes great wonders to be
revealed in order to help him toward this pursuit.
106. Avraham and Sarah prepared ritual baths for every person--he
for the men and she for the women. And why was Avraham occupied
in purifying other people? Because he is pure and is called pure, as
it is written: "Who can bring a pure thing out of an impure? Not
one," (Iyov 14:4) where "pure" applies to Avraham, who came out of
Terach, WHO IS IMPURE.

107. Rabbi Shimon said: THIS IS WHY AVRAHAM ENGAGED IN
RITUAL IMMERSION--to rectify Avraham's grade. And what is his
grade? It is 'waters'-- NAMELY CHASSADIM, THAT ARE CALLED
'WATERS'. Because of this, he prepared people to be purified with
water. And when he invited the angels, his first words were as it is
written: "Let a little water, I pray you, be fetched..." (Beresheet 18:4)-to strengthen himself with that grade which contains water, NAMELY
CHESED.

108. This is how he purified people from all sins, including those
from the Impure Side and idol worshiping. And just as he purified the
men, so did she purify the women. Therefore, all those who came to
him were completely purified FROM IDOL WORSHIPING AND
DEFILEMENT.
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109. Come and behold: wherever Avraham lived, he planted a tree.
But it did not grow properly in all the places; it only grew properly
when he lived in Cna'an. And by this tree, he knew who was attached
to the Holy One, blessed be He, and who worshiped idols.

110. For if a person cleaved to the Holy One, blessed be He, the tree
spread out its branches, covered his head, and formed a pleasant
shade for him. But if a person was attached to idolatry, the tree
raised its branches high. Then Avraham knew THAT HE
WORSHIPPED IDOLS. Avraham reprimanded him and did not let him
go until he cleaved to faith in the Holy One, blessed be He!

111. In addition, whoever was pure was accepted by the tree. But
whoever was impure was not accepted. Avraham then knew IF A
PERSON WAS UNCLEAN. If this was the case, he purified him with
water.

112. And there was a spring of water beneath the tree. If a person
WHO WAS SLIGHTLY IMPURE needed an immersion, the water
immediately rose and the branches of the tree ascended upward.
Avraham thus knew that he was impure and had to be immersed in
water immediately. But if a person did not need to be cleansed
immediately, the spring dried up. Then Avraham knew that he was
still impure and needed to wait for seven days.

113. Come and behold: even when he invited the angels, he told
them to rest "yourselves under the tree," (Beresheet 18:4) in order to
test them. In this way, he examined every person. And the secret is
that he said this for the sake of the Holy One, blessed be He, who is
THE SECRET OF the Tree of Life for everyone. This is why he TOLD
THEM: "and rest yourselves under the tree," WHICH IS THE HOLY
ONE BLESSED BE HE, and not under idol worshiping.

114. Come and behold: Adam sinned by eating from the Tree of
Knowledge of good and evil, as it is written: "But from the tree of
knowledge of good and evil..." (Beresheet 2:17). But after he sinned,
thereby bringing death upon the entire world, it is written: "and now
lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat,
and live for ever" (Beresheet 3:22). And when Avraham appeared, he
ameliorated the world by using another tree, the Tree of Life, to
introduce the proper faith to all peoples of the world.
The sacrifices that occurred inside the ancient temple and the
incense that was burned were powerful tools that were used to
remove forces of negativity and evil from the entire world. The
absence of the physical Temple in our day prevents us from utilizing
these instruments. The Zohar, however, explains that the words of
the Torah that speak of the sacrifices and incense rouse those same
forces of purification into being. Moreover, they transform
prosecuting angels into entities that speak only good and favorable
words about a person in the Supernal Courts.
The Relevance of this Passage
It was foreseen that a time would come when many physical tools of
spirituality would be lost to the ages. The gift of the Torah, the
Zohar, and specifically this passage, replenish the spiritual energy
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lost in the absence of such tools. Accordingly, we can purify
negative influences in our own life and the world at large. In addition,
we arouse the power to transform decrees of judgment into words of
praise on our behalf.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
115. Rabbi Chiya said in the name of Rav: If we look into this
passage, we should do so wisely. If THIS PASSAGE DISCUSSES
matters of the soul, AS HE STARTED TO EXPLAIN, then there is no
connection between the beginning and the end, nor between the end
and the beginning. THIS MEANS THAT IT IS HARD TO EXPLAIN THE
END OF THE PASSAGE IN RELATION TO THE SOUL, REFERRING
TO THE WORDS, "LET A LITTLE WATER, I PRAY YOU, BE
FETCHED..." THEREFORE, THE END IS NOT CONNECTED TO THE
BEGINNING, AND VICE VERSA. But if THE PASSAGE DISCUSSES
the departure of man from this world, let the whole passage deal
with this. So either we explain the whole passage in this way or the
other WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO EXPLAIN THE MEANING OF, "let a
little water, I pray you, be fetched, and wash your feet..." AS WELL
AS THE MEANING OF, "And I will fetch a morsel of bread...Avraham
hastened into the tent, to Sarah...And Avraham ran to the herd...And
he took butter, and milk" (Beresheet 18:4-8).
116. When Rabbi Dimi arrived he said: The soul could have no use
for the body were it not for the sacrifice-offering implied here THAT
APPEAR IN THE VERSES "LET A LITTLE WATER," AND SO ON.
Even when the offerings ceased, AS THE TEMPLE WAS
DESTROYED, the Torah did not cease to exist. Thus, he can delve in
study of the Torah, and it will help him even more than the sacrifices.

117. Rabbi Yochanan said: When the Holy One, blessed be He,
described the sacrificial offerings in detail, Moshe said--Master of
the universe, this is all right when the children of Yisrael live in their
land, but what shall they do when they are exiled from their land? He
replied: Moshe, let them study Torah, and I shall forgive them, for Its
sake, more than for all other sacrifices in the world, as it is written:
"This is the Torah of the burnt offering, of the meal
offering..." (Vayikra 7:37) This means that the Torah is instead of the
burnt offering, instead of the meal offering, instead of the sin
offering, and instead of the guilt offering.

118. Rabbi Cruspedai said: For whoever utters the phrases of the
sacrificial offerings in the synagogues and in academies for the
study of Torah, and meditates on them, it is a sealed Covenant that
all those angels who mention his sins in order to persecute him can
only do him good.
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119. And what proves this to be true? This passage: "And, lo, three
men stood by him." What is meant by "stood by him?" It means to
judge him and pronounce his sentence. As soon as the soul of the
righteous saw this, it is written: "And Avraham hastened into the
tent..." What is meant by "into the tent?" This refers to the academy
for the study of Torah. And what does he say? He says: "Make ready
quickly three measures..." This refers to offerings, to which the soul
alludes, as it is written: "And Avraham ran to the herd..." Then they
are pleased and appeased, and cannot do him any harm.

120. Rabbi Pinchas continued the discussion with the passages:
"and, behold, the plague had begun among the people..." (Bemidbar
17:12); "Moshe said to Aharon, Take a censer..." (Ibid. 11); "the
plague was stayed" (Ibid. 13). WE LEARN THIS THROUGH THE USE
OF SIMILAR WORDS. It says here "quickly" IN THE VERSE "AND
TAKE IT QUICKLY TO THE CONGREGATION." There it is written:
"Make ready quickly three measures." As in the first verse, the word
"quickly" here applies to a sacrificial offering as a means of
salvation. THIS SUPPORTS THE EXPLANATION OF RABBI
CRUSPEDAI.
121. Rabbi Pinchas then said: Once, while I was walking, I met
Eliyahu and said to him--Sir, may you say to me something for the
well-being of the people. He said to me: The Holy One, blessed be
He, signed a covenant with this provision. If the angels who report
the transgressions of man enter his presence while human beings
simultaneously recite the sacrificial offerings that Moshe
commanded, and say them with full intention and with all their
hearts, then all THE ANGELS will mention their names for good.

122. ELIYAHU SAID TO ME: Further, there is a signed covenant
stating that when there is a plague among people, He sends forth
this announcement among all the hosts of the heavens. If the
humans enter the synagogues and yeshivahs on earth and recite
with all their heart and soul the paragraph of the incense that Yisrael
once performed, the plague will stop.

123. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Come and behold. It is written: "And
Moshe said to Aharon, take a censer and put fire in it from off the
altar, and put on incense." Aharon asked him, "Why?" Moshe
replied: "for the wrath has gone out from before Hashem..." It then
says: "and he ran into the midst of the congregation; and behold, the
plague had begun among the people...And he stood between the
dead and the living; and the plague was stayed." (Bemidbar 17:1113) Hence, the Angel of Destruction lost his dominion and the
"plague was stayed." THUS, IT IS STATED EXPRESSLY THAT THE
INCENSE STOPPED THE PLAGUE.
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124. Rabbi Acha went to the village of Tarsha, where he stayed at an
inn. The people of that village whispered about him, saying: A great
man has arrived here; let us go to him. They said to him: Do you not
have mercy on us because of the plague? He said to them: What
plague? They replied: A plague struck the village seven days ago.
And every day that passes, it becomes worse.

125. He responded: Let us go to the synagogue and plead for mercy
in front of the Holy One, blessed be He. As they were on their way,
people came up to them and told them the names of people who had
died or were about to die. Rabbi Acha said to them: This is not the
time to stand around talking, time presses.

126. Choose forty men from the worthiest among you and divide
them into four groups. I shall be among you. Ten men should go to
each of the four corners of the city. There, you shall recite, with the
might of your souls, the phrases of the incense offering, which the
Holy One, blessed be He, handed over to Moshe. And you should
also recite the phrases of the sacrificial offerings.

127. And so they recited those phrases three times in each of the
four corners of the city. He then told them: Let us visit those who are
about to die. Choose from among you PEOPLE WHO MAY GO to
their houses and recite WHAT WE HAVE SAID. When they finish, say
these verses: "And Moshe said to Aharon, take a censer...And
Aharon took...And he stood between the dead..." (Bemidbar 17:1113) They followed these instructions, and then THE PLAGUE ceased.

128. They heard a voice that said: Secrets, primary secrets have
been sweetened above; for the Judgment of heaven does not apply
here, because people know how to cancel the Judgment! Rabbi
Acha's heart became faint, and he fell asleep. He heard them say to
him: As you have done this, go and tell them to repent, because they
have sinned before Me! He woke up and made them repent and
atone completely for their deeds. And they took it upon themselves
never to cease studying Torah. And they changed the name of the
village to Mata Machseya ('the village of Mercy'), BECAUSE THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SHOWED MERCY TOWARDS THE
VILLAGE.
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129. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is not enough for the righteous to cancel
the decree, they must bless them as well. And you should know that
it is indeed so! Because the soul says to the body: "Make ready
quickly three measures of a fine meal," and other phrases. And so it
cancels the sentence of Judgment. And what is then written? And he
said: "I will return and definitely come back to you at this time next
year." Behold, this is the blessing.

130. Now what do the angels do after seeing that this person has
taken good advice upon himself? They go to the wicked and
examine their cases, in order to judge them, as it is written: "And the
men rose up from there, and looked toward S'dom" (Beresheet
18:16)--to the place of the wicked, in order to sentence them.

131. Rabbi Yehuda continued: This is the way of the righteous. As
soon as he realizes that the angels are examining his case, he
immediately repents, prays, and offers his fat and blood as a
sacrifice before his Maker until the persecutor s have gone!

132. After saying: "And he lifted up his eyes and looked and, lo,
three men stood by him..."--what does it say about the soul? "And
Avraham hastened into the tent, to Sarah." He went in a rush,
without any delay, as the soul hastens to the body to bring it back to
the right path and search for anything that may atone for its sins,
until the prosecutors depart from it.

133. Rabbi Eliezer says: Why does it say, "Now Avraham and Sarah
were old, advanced in days, and the manner of women ceased to be
with Sarah" (Beresheet 18:11)? Because the soul preserved its
stature and the body remained on earth for all those years,
"advanced in days." It is after many years and days that it ceases to
come to and fro like other men and it is announced that the body
shall be resurrected.

134. What does it say? "After I am grown old shall I have
pleasure" (Ibid. 12). After being wasted in the dust for many years
until this day, "shall I have pleasure" and be renewed. "...my lord
being old also..." means that it has been many years since you left
me, and you have not visited me since.

135. And the Holy One, blessed be He, said: "Is anything too hard for
Hashem? At the time appointed..." (Ibid. 14). What is meant by "the
time appointed?" This is the time that is known to me for the
resurrection of the dead. "...and Sarah shall have a son," that is, it
shall be revived as a three year old.
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136. Rabbi Yehuda, the son of Rabbi Simon, said: Because the soul
is replenished by the splendor of above, the Holy One, blessed be
He, tells the angel Dumah--Go and inform the body of such and
such, that I shall resurrect it in the future, at the appointed time,
when I shall resurrect the righteous. And it replies: "After I am grown
old shall I have pleasure?" After I have waxed in the dust and have
dwelt in the soil and worms have eaten my flesh, and I am a clot of
earth, shall I be resurrected?

137. The Holy One, blessed be He, says to the soul, as it is written:
"And Hashem said to Avraham...Is anything too hard for Hashem? At
the time appointed..." (Beresheet 18:13-14) which is known to Me, I
will resurrect the dead. I will return to you that same body which is
sacred, renewed as before, because you are like the holy angels.
And that day shall be merry before Me and I shall rejoice in them, as
it is written: "May the glory of Hashem endure forever, let Hashem
rejoice in his works..." (Tehilim 104:31).
End of Midrash Hane'elam

8. "And he said I will certainly return to you"
The Creator informs Avraham, that though barren, his wife, Sarah, will be able to give birth to a child. The Zohar explains that only the Creator
Himself possesses the key to childbirth.
The Relevance of this Passage
Whereas man has the power to affect many miracles over nature by changing his own nature, it is only the Creator who can bestow the gift of
childbirth. The words that convey this truth allow us to receive and share the energy of childbirth with all of those in need of it.
138. "And he said, 'I will certainly return to you at this
season...'" (Beresheet 18:10). Rabbi Yitzchak asked: Why is it
written: "I will certainly return?" I should have said, 'He will certainly
return,' as the key to impregnating barren women is in the hands of
the Holy One, blessed be He, and not in the hands of any other
messenger.

139. As we have learned, there are three keys that were not handed
over to any messenger: the keys of life, of the resurrection of the
dead, and of the rains. As they were not handed over to any
messenger, why is it written "I will certainly return," WHICH MEANS
THAT THE ANGEL WILL RETURN "AT THIS TIME" AND VISIT HER?
AND HE REPLIES: It is clear that the Holy One, blessed be He, who
stood by them said this phrase. This is why it is written: "I will
certainly return to you."
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140. Come and behold: wherever it is merely written: "And he said"
or "And he called," WITHOUT MENTIONING WHO SAID OR CALLED,
it is a reference to the Angel of the Covenant, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, and no other. "And he said..." appears in the verse
"And he said, if you will diligently hearken to the voice..." (Shemot
15:26) but the verse does not mention who said this. It is also written
in the verse "And he called upon Moshe..." (Vayikra 1:1) but again, it
does not say who called. Again, it is written: "And to Moshe, he
said..." (Shemot 24:1) but it does not say who. In all these places, it
is the Angel of the Covenant, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH. And
everything has been said in reference to the Holy One, blessed be
He, BECAUSE THE SHECHINAH IS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. This is why it is written: "And he said, I will certainly return to
you...and, lo, Sarah your wife shall have a son." THUS, THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO HAS THE KEY FOR IMPREGNATING
BARREN WOMEN IN HIS HANDS, ALONE MAY SAY, "I WILL
CERTAINLY RETURN..."

9. "And, lo, Sarah your wife shall have a son"
When we do not pursue spiritual growth for the purpose of drawing close to The Creator, our true Father, we behave as disrespectful, uncaring
children. Therefore, recognizing the Creator as our true Father should be motivation for spiritual growth and transformation.
The Relevance of this Passage
A child cannot truly grow and develop to its fullest without the tenderness, care, and nurturing that a loving parent provides. When we live life
without appreciation or comprehension of the Creator, we cannot grow and develop spiritually. The influences of this passage arouse an awareness
of the Creator, our true source and origin, along with all the other precious qualities found in children who seek security and comfort from a parent.
141. "And, lo, Sarah your wife shall have a son" (Beresheet 18:10).
HE ASKS: Why does the verse not read, 'And, lo, you shall have a
son?' AND HE REPLIES: So that he may not assume that he will be
born to Hagar as before. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion by
saying: "A son honors his father, and a servant his master" (Malachi
1:6). The words "A son honors his father" refer to Yitzchak honoring
Avraham.
142. When did he honor him? Yitzchak was 37 years old when
Avraham bound him on the altar and offered him as a sacrifice.
Avraham was so old that he could not have countered an attack from
Yitzchak--not even a kick with one foot. But Yitzchak honored his
father, who bound him like a lamb, AND SHOWED NO RESISTANCE,
in order to fulfill his father's will.

143. An example of a servant honoring his master is Eliezer to
Avraham, whom Avraham sent to Charan. There, Eliezer honored
Avraham by fulfilling his wishes, as it is written: "And Hashem has
blessed my master greatly..." (Beresheet 24:35), as well as "And he
said, I am Avraham's servant" (Ibid. 34). He did all of this to show
respect to Avraham.

144. Eliezer is a man who carried silver, gold, precious stones, and
camels. He himself was good looking and impressive in appearance.
Nevertheless, he did not say that he was a dear friend or a relative of
Avraham. Instead, he said, "I am Avraham's servant," in order to
raise the esteem of Avraham and make them respect him.
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145. Therefore, the verse reads, "A son honors his father, and a
servant his master,"-- but you Yisrael, my children, you are ashamed
to say that I am your father or that you are My servants. So "...if then
I am a father, where is my honor...?" (Malachi 1:6). Thus, it is written:
"And, lo...a son." This is definitely the son, who unlike Yishmael
properly honors his father.

146. "And, lo, Sarah your wife shall have a son," as she died
because of him, WHEN SHE HEARD OF HIM BEING BOUND UPON
THE ALTAR. And because of him, she suffered anguish in her soul
until she bore him. "And, lo, Sarah...shall have a son" MEANS THAT
she was exalted on his account when the Holy One, blessed be He,
sat in Judgment on the world--because at that time, ON ROSH
HASHANAH, WHEN YITZCHAK WAS BORN, "Hashem visited
Sarah..." Clearly, He remembered Sarah for the sake of Yitzchak.
This is why "Sarah...shall have a son." ANOTHER EXPLANATION OF
"And, lo, Sarah your wife shall have a son" is that BECAUSE the
woman receives the child from the man, THE FEMALE HAS THE
CHILD. THEREFORE, THE VERSE SAYS, "AND, LO, SARAH...SHALL
HAVE A SON."
147. "And Sarah heard it in the tent door, which was behind
him" (Beresheet 18:10). AND HE ASKS: What do the words "which
was behind him" mean? Should it not have been written: 'and she
was behind him,' AS IF TO SAY THAT SHE WAS BEHIND THE
INFORMING ANGEL? HE REPLIES: There is a secret here. "And
Sarah heard it" REFERS TO the words "tent door," which
correspond to the lower grade, that is, the gate of faith, NAMELY
THE SHECHINAH. "...which was behind him..." MEANS THAT the
upper grade, WHO IS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, confirmed
the declaration. Ever since Sarah came into the world, she did not
hear anything from the Holy One, blessed be He, save at that
moment.
148. Yet another explanation is that Sarah sat at the "tent door" in
order to listen to their words. And she heard the good news that
Avraham received. THIS IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "AND SARAH
HEARD IT IN THE TENT DOOR, which (he) was behind him." IT
MEANS THAT Avraham sat behind the Shechinah.

149. "Now Avraham and Sarah were old, advanced in days (lit.
'coming with days')..." (Beresheet 18:11). AND HE ASKS: What is
meant by 'coming with days'? AND HE REPLIS: THIS MEANS THAT
THEY ARE 'COMING' to the end of their 'days.' Avraham was a
hundred years old, and Sarah was ninety. They reached their fill of
days, as is proper. 'Coming with days' can be read as 'for the day
has come,' WHICH CAN MEAN THAT the day has ended. HERE, AS
WELL, "COMING WITH THE DAYS" MEANS THAT THEIR DAYS
WERE COMPLETED.
150. "...and the manner of women ceased to be with Sarah..." At that
hour, she suddenly saw herself having "pleasure" again, AS THE
"MANNER OF WOMEN" REVIVED WITHIN HER. Thus she said: "...my
lord being old also..." meaning that Avraham was too old to be able
to beget children. HOWEVER, SHE DID NOT SAY THAT SHE
HERSELF WAS TOO OLD.

10. "Her husband is known in the gates"
Rabbi Yehuda reveals a powerful secret: The Light of the Creator manifests itself in direct proportion to a person's degree of certainty in the reality
of the Creator. If we doubt the existence of the Creator, there is no God force in our personal life. It is our consciousness that creates our existence.
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For this reason, it is only our absolute conviction and certainty that will bring forth the Creator's existence and influence in our lives, giving us an
active role in the process of Creation.
The Relevance of this Passage
All of us are born into this world with varying degrees of doubt in the existence of the Creator. Moreover, the essence of spiritual work and the
notion of free will involves removing these layers of uncertainty throughout our life. Doubt, however, is a formidable foe requiring a large measure of
certitude and conviction in return. Certainty in the existence of the Creator emerges from this passage, combined with a recognition in the power of
our consciousness to influence and shape our reality.
151. Rabbi Yehuda said: "Her husband is known in the gates, when
he sits among the elders of the land" (Mishlei 31:23). Come and
behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, was exalted in His glory,
because He is hidden and greatly elevated. Since the creation of the
world, nobody has ever been able to grasp and conceive His entire
wisdom. Thus, no one is able to comprehend it.

152. He is concealed and exalted high above the reach of all the
lower and supernal beings. He is so far above that they all proclaim:
"Blessed be the glory of Hashem from His place" (Yechezkel 3:12).
The people on earth say that THE SHECHINAH is high above, as it is
written: "His glory is above the heavens," (Tehilim 113:4) but the
supernal beings say that THE SHECHINAH is down below, as it is
written: "His glory is over all the earth" (Tehilim 57:12). So that all
the supernal and human beings declare: "Blessed be the glory of
Hashem from His place," because He is unknowable, and no one is
able to grasp Him. Thus, how does one explain the verse: "Her
husband is known in the gates"?

153. Most certainly, "Her husband is known in the gates" refers to
the Holy One, blessed be He, who is known and conceived according
to what each one assumes in his mind and is able to grasp with the
Spirit of Wisdom. Thus, he is able to understand according to what
he is able to assume. Therefore, it is written: "Her husband is known
in the gates (Heb. she'arim)," THAT IS, THOSE ASSUMPTIONS (HEB.
SHI'URIM), WHICH EVERYONE FORMS ACCORDING TO HIS OWN
MIND, even though full knowledge of Him is far beyond the reach of
anyone.

154. Rabbi Shimon asks: "Her husband is known in the gates." What
are the gates? They are the same as the gates mentioned in: "Lift up
your heads, gates, and lifted them up, you everlasting
doors" (Tehilim 24:9). It is through these gates, which are the
supernal grades, that the Holy One, blessed be He, is known. For
were it not FOR THESE GATES, no one would have been able to
commune with Him.
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155. Come and behold: even the soul of man cannot be understood
directly. It is grasped only through the members of the body, which
represent the grades THAT BELONG TO THEM, which reveal the
actions of the soul. This is why THE SOUL is conceivable and at the
same time inconceivable. IT IS CONCEIVED BY THE MEMBERS OF
THE BODY, BUT IS NOT CONCEIVABLE IN ITS OWN ESSENCE. In
such a manner, the Holy One, blessed be He, is conceivable and
inconceivable. He is the soul to the soul and the spirit to the spirit,
hidden and concealed from all. But to he WHO MERITS those gates,
NAMELY, THE SUPERNAL GRADES that are the openings of the
soul, the Holy One, blessed be He, is made known. SO HE IS
CONCEIVABLE BY THE SUPERNAL GRADES, WHICH ARE HIS
DOINGS, BUT HE IS INCONCEIVABLE FROM THE ASPECT OF HIS
OWN ESSENCE.
156. Come and behold: there is gate upon gate, grade upon grade,
through which the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, is made
known. This REFERS TO the "tent door," which is the gate of
righteousness, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Thus, it is written: "Open to me
the gates of righteousness" (Tehilim 118:19). And this is the first
gate to enter. From this gate, all the other supernal gates can be
seen. So whoever enters this gate knows the other gates as well,
because they all rest on it.

157. But now, this LOWER gate, WHICH IS CALLED THE "TENT
DOOR" AND THE "GATE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS" is unknown,
because the children of Yisrael are in exile. As a result, all the gates
are gone from it. Thus, they are incapable of knowledge and
conception. But when Yisrael shall return from exile, all the supernal
grades will be destined to dwell upon this gate of righteousness, as
should properly be.

158. Then, people will have knowledge of the supernal Wisdom, of
which they previously knew nothing, as it is written: "And the spirit
of Hashem shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and
understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of
knowledge and the fear of Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:2). In the future,
all these shall rest upon this lower gate, which is the "tent door,"
NAMELY MALCHUT. And they shall all rest upon King Mashiach to
judge the world, as it is written: "But with righteousness shall he
judge the poor..." (Ibid. 4)

11. "And he said, 'I will certainly return to you'"
The Zohar expounds upon the Right Column aspect of Avraham and the Left Column aspect of Isaac in the metaphysical scheme of things. Both the
Right and Left Columns of energy are basic building blocks in Creation, similar to the proton and the electron. This spiritual truth is conveyed
through the biblical story where Avraham names his son Isaac as opposed to the tradition of the mother naming the child. The story is a metaphor,
indicating the importance of the Right and Left Column--the desire to share and the desire to receive, respectively.
The Relevance of this Passage
Mankind's behavioral actions always embody a particular blend of the Right and Left columns of energy--our ego's desire to receive versus our
soul's desire to share. We develop an awareness of the importance of the actions we take through the Right and Left Column pathways. This allows
us to continually seek balance through the process of transforming our desire to receive for the self alone into actions of receiving for the sake of
sharing with others.
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159. Therefore, it was this grade, NAMELY THE "TENT DOOR,"
WHICH IS MALCHUT, that informed Avraham OF YITZCHAK'S
BIRTH, as we have explained the words: "And he said, I will certainly
return to you at this season..." Although it reads, "And he said," it
does not say who said. So this is the "tent door," BECAUSE "AND
HE SAID" REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH. And Sarah heard this
grade, WHICH IS THE "TENT DOOR," from which she had heard
nothing before, AS IT WAS SPEAKING WITH AVRAHAM, as it is
written: "And Sarah heard it THE WORDS OF the tent door," which
declared "I will certainly return to you at this season, and, lo, Sarah
your wife shall have a son."

160. Come and behold: the love of the Holy One, blessed be He, for
Avraham is so great that Yitzchak was not born until after Avraham
was circumcised. And only after he was circumcised was he
informed of Yitzchak, because only then was the seed holy; before
he was circumcised, the seed was not holy. And then it became as it
is written: "wherein is its seed after its kind," (Beresheet 1:12)
WHICH REFERS TO A KIND AS HOLY AS AVRAHAM.

161. Come and behold: before Avraham was circumcised, his seed
was not holy because it passed through the foreskin and clung to
the lower foreskin. But after he was circumcised, his seed issued in
holiness and it clung to the holiness of above, and he begot up
above. Thus, Avraham clung to his grade, WHICH IS CHESED,
properly. Come and behold: when Avraham begot Yitzchak, he was
born holy, as should properly be. So these waters, WHICH ALLUDE
TO AVRAHAM WHO IS CHESED, conceived and bore darkness. IN
OTHER WORDS, YITZCHAK, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, WAS DARKNESS, BEFORE HE WAS CLOTHED WITH THE
CHASSADIM OF AVRAHAM. AFTER HE ISSUED FROM AVRAHAM,
HE WAS CLOTHED BY HIS CHASSADIM AND BECAME 'LIGHT.'

162. One day, Rabbi Elazar asked his father, Rabbi Shimon: Why did
the Holy One, blessed be He, name him Yitzchak before he was
born, as it is written: "and you shall call his name
Yitzchak?" (Beresheet 17:19). AND WE SHOULD NOT SAY IT WAS
BECAUSE SHE SAID "ELOHIM HAS MADE LAUGHTER (HEB.
TZECHOK) FOR ME..." (BERESHEET 21:6). Because even before he
came into the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, called him
Yitzchak, BEFORE REASON WAS GIVEN FOR IT.
163. He replied: But we have learned that fire, WHICH IS THE LEFT
ASPECT AND GVURAH, received water, WHICH IS THE RIGHT
ASPECT AND CHESED, as water came from the aspect of Gvurah.
THIS MEANS THAT THE LEFT AND RIGHT WERE COMBINED AND
BECAME INCLUDED IN EACH OTHER. THUS, THE LEFT ASPECT
BECAME THE ASPECT OF THE WINE THAT GLADDENS ELOHIM
AND MAN. And it is required of the Levites, WHO ARE DRAWN
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, that they bring happiness to that side,
NAMELY THE LEFT SIDE, with musical instruments and praising
songs that correspond to that side. THIS MEANS THAT MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS AND PRAISING SONGS ARE ALSO DRAWN FROM
THE LEFT SIDE. And this is why Yitzchak means laughter and
enjoyment; he came from that side, THE LEFT SIDE, and clung to it.
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164. Come and behold: Yitzchak himself is pleasure and laughter
because he exchanged water for fire, and fire for water. THUS, THE
LEFT AND RIGHT ARE INCLUDED IN EACH OTHER--BECAUSE
YITZCHAK IS THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS THE FIRE THAT
BECAME INCLUDED WITHIN THE WATER, WHICH IS CHESED AND
THE RIGHT ASPECT. THIS CAUSES ALL DELIGHT AND HAPPINESS
TO BE DRAWN FROM THE LEFT SIDE. This is why the Holy One,
blessed be He, named him YITZCHAK (LIT. 'HE WILL LAUGH') even
before be came into the world, and announced it to Avraham.
165. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, allowed all
children, EXCEPT YITZCHAK, to be named by their parents. Even
women named their children. But here the Holy One, blessed be He,
did not allow Yitzchak's mother to name him--only Avraham, as it is
written: "and you shall call his name Yitzchak" (Beresheet 17:19)"-you and no one else, in order to exchange water with fire, and fire
with water, WHICH REFERS TO THE INCLUSION OF THE LEFT WITH
THE RIGHT AND THE RIGHT WITH THE LEFT, so that Yitzchak may
be included within his side, THE RIGHT SIDE.

12. "And the men rose up from there"
Before any negative occurrence befalls an individual, the Creator always sends us a gift. This gift is an opportunity to perform a positive action so
that we can protect ourselves from any judgments decreed against us. This principle is concealed in the Biblical story of Avraham. The three angels
were sent to Avraham by the Creator. When Avraham invites these three angels into his home, it is an act of true kindness. Consider Avraham's
situation: He was one hundred years old, it was the third day after his circumcision, which is the most painful day, and the weather was unbearably
hot. Nevertheless, Avraham put aside his own self interest and welcomed the three strangers [angels] into his home where he bathed and fed them.
This positive action saved the life of Avraham's nephew, Lot, when the cities of Sodom and Gomorra were destroyed.
The Relevance of this Passage
It is human nature to be governed by the primal instinct of self-survival. Yet, it is also uniquely human to put aside one's own needs in consideration
of others, albeit, a much more difficult duty to perform. We are empowered with the strength to overcome our natural tendency to be self-absorbed
in our own problems. We create the consciousness and awareness to recognize opportunities for sharing. In turn, our positive actions of sharing
will give us the ability to overcome or circumvent difficult situations in life.
166. After Avraham was told about Yitzchak, it is written: "And the
men rose up from there, and looked toward S'dom" (Beresheet
18:16). Rabbi Elazar said: Come and behold. The Holy One, blessed
be He, shows goodness to all beings, but especially to those who
follow His path. And even when He decides to judge the world, He
arranges for anyone who loves Him to perform a meritorous act
before the world is punished.

167. This corresponds to what we have learned. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, loves a person, He sends him a present. And what is
THAT PRESENT? It is a poor man for whom he can perform a
meritorious act. So now that he is meritorious and deserving, the
Holy One, blessed be He, draws a cord of grace from the right side
upon him. He winds the cord around his head and marks him, so that
when Judgment falls on the world, the Angel of Destruction will take
notice of him AND NOT HURT HIM. Because he raises his eyes and
notices that mark, he avoids him. This is why the Holy One, blessed
be He, arranged beforehand to make him meritorious.
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168. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, planned
to execute Judgment on S'dom, He prepared a meritorious act for
Avraham by sending him a present, WHICH REFERS TO THE THREE
ANGELS. Because of them, he became deserving. Thereby, he saved
Lot, the son of his brother, from destruction. This is why it is written:
"and Elohim remembered Avraham, and sent Lot out of the midst of
the overthrow," (Beresheet 19:29) and not, 'and Elohim remembered
Lot.' As a result of Avraham's meritorious act, he was saved. And
"remembered" MEANS THAT He remembered the previous
meritorious act that He performed with the three angels.

169. In the same manner, when harsh Judgment hangs over the
world, the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers the charitable deeds
that men performed. Every time a person performs a meritorious
action, it is noted above. THEREFORE, even when there is harsh
judgment on the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers the
good that a person has done and has merited through other people.
As it is written: "but charity (righteousness) delivers from
death" (Mishlei 11:4). According to this, the Holy One, blessed be He,
arranged in advance that opportunity for Avraham to perform a
meritorious act, so that by his merit Lot would be saved.

170. Come and behold: "And the men rose up from there, and looked
toward S'dom." They rose from the meal that Avraham prepared for
them, thereby performing a meritorious act. And even though they
were angels, WHO DO NOT NEED A MEAL, he nevertheless attained
merit because of them. And they purposely left no food over from
the meal, so that Avraham would attain merit through the act, as it is
written: "and they did eat," as by their fire the food was eaten and
consumed.

171. You might say: But there were three angels: one of fire, one of
water, and one of air. SINCE GAVRIEL IS MADE OF FIRE, MICHAEL
IS MADE OF WATER, AND REFAEL OF AIR, ONLY GAVRIEL COULD
HAVE CONSUMED THE FOOD WITH HIS FIRE. MICHAEL AND
REFAEL WERE NOT ABLE TO DO SO, AS THEY ARE NOT MADE OF
FIRE. AND HE REPLIES: Each and every one of them includes the
others in himself. SO EACH ONE OF THEM WAS MADE OF FIRE,
WATER, AND AIR. This is why IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT ALL OF THEM:
"and they did eat"--THE FIRE IN EACH OF THEM CONSUMED THE
FOOD. Similarly to this, "and they saw Elohim, and did eat and
drink," (Shemot 24:11) MEANING that they were indeed nourished
from THE SPLENDOR OF the Shechinah, WHICH IS CONSIDERED
AS EATING. Thus, in this PASSAGE AS WELL, "and they did eat"
MEANS THAT they nourished themselves, THROUGH THEIR
EATING, from the side to which Avraham was attached, NAMELY
THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS CHASSADIM. And this is why they left
nothing from what Avraham offered them--SO THAT THEY COULD
DRAW DOWN AS MUCH CHASSADIM AS POSSIBLE.
172. On the same principle, one should drink from the cup of
benediction, so that by his drinking he will merit the blessing of
above. Hence, THE ANGELS also ate from what Avraham had
prepared for them, in order to be nourished from the side of
Avraham-NAMELY, FROM THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, as the
sustenance of all the angels above proceeds from that side.
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173. The verse, "and looked toward..." ALLUDES TO the awakening
of the quality of Mercy to save Lot. WE LEARN THIS BY COMPARING
VERSES. It is written here, "and looked toward," and it is written
elsewhere, "Look forth from your Holy habitation" (Devarim 26:15).
Because THE LOOKING THERE ALLUDES to Mercy there, it does so
here as well.
174. "And Avraham went with them to bring them on the
way" (Beresheet 18:16), that is, he escorted them. Rabbi Yesa said: If
Avraham knew that they were angels, why did he have to escort
them? Rabbi Elazar responded: Even though he knew they were
angels, he did for them what he was accustomed to do for people.
Thus, he escorted them, because it behooves one to escort his
guests, since everything depends on this. IN OTHER WORDS, THE
PRECEPT OF INVITING GUESTS DEPENDS ON ESCORTING THEM,
WHICH IS THE FINAL ACT. AND IT IS NOT CONSIDERED A
PRECEPT UNTIL AFTER THE PERSON CONCLUDES IT.

175. As he was escorting them, the Holy One, blessed be He,
appeared to him, as it is written: "And Hashem said: Shall I hide from
Avraham that which I do?" (Ibid. 17) The phrase "And Hashem"
APPLIES TO Him and His heavenly court, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, as
the Holy One, blessed be He, accompanied them.

176. Come and behold: when a person escorts his friend, he draws
the Shechinah to join him, and walks along with him to protect him.
This is the reason why a person should escort his guest; he joins
him with the Shechinah and draws the Shechinah to join him.

13. "Shall I hide from Avraham"
The Creator never allows any intense judgments to rain down upon Creation without first warning the righteous souls who dwell among mankind.
This warning offers the righteous the opportunity to take the necessary positive measures to counteract decreed judgments. These righteous souls
warn others and create opportunities for people to change their ways.
The Relevance of this Passage
According to the wisdom of Kabbalah, positive actions of sharing are not founded upon the vague concepts of morals, ethics, or codes of right and
wrong. Rather, there is a direct dividend to the doer of good deeds. Our charitable actions and positive behavior serve our own spiritual interests,
particularly during times of great judgment. We are given the ability to recognize opportunities for sharing and spiritual change when we are
preoccupied with our own hardships. An appreciation for the righteous living among us is awakened within our soul, furnishing us with greater
protection from any negative events that might be looming over the horizon.
177. Therefore, because of this, THAT IS, BECAUSE HE ESCORTED
HIS GUESTS, HE WAS FULLY MERITORIOUS, "and Hashem said:
'Shall I hide from Avraham that which I do?'" Rabbi Chiya opened the
discourse with the verse: "For Hashem Elohim will do nothing, until
He reveals His secret to His servants the prophets" (Amos 3:7).
Blessed are the righteous of the world, that the Holy One, blessed be
He, chose them. And all that He has done in the heavens and shall
do in the world, He accomplishes through righteous people. And He
never hides anything from them.
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178. For the Holy One, blessed be He, wants the righteous to join
Him. This is so that they may warn people and advise them to repent
their iniquities so that they will not be punished by celestial
punishment, and so that they will have no excuse to complain to
Him, SAYING THAT HE DID NOT WARN THEM AND THEY DID NOT
KNOW. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, reveals to them the
secret that He is about to punish them. He does not want them to be
able to claim that He is punishing them without a trial.

179. Rabbi Elazar said: Woe to the wicked who do not seek TO
KNOW, and do not know how to refrain from sin. Hence, the Holy
One, blessed be He, whose deeds are just and whose actions are
right, never act before He reveals His plans to the righteous, so that
other people will have no excuse to complain about Him.
SIMILARLY, men should act in a way that prevents other people from
uttering accusations against them. Therefore, it is written: "And you
shall be clean before Hashem and before Yisrael" (Bemidbar 32:22).

180. And THE RIGHTEOUS should act accordingly, to prevent other
people from complaining ABOUT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
and warn them that if they sin and do not guard themselves, the
attribute of Judgment of the Holy One, blessed be He, might have a
reason to ACCUSE them. And how may they ESCAPE THIS
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT? By repenting and performing good
deeds.

181. Come and behold: "And Hashem said: 'Shall I hide from
Avraham'." Rabbi Yehuda said: The holy One, blessed be He, has
given the entire land to Avraham, as an everlasting heritage, as it is
written: "For all the land which you see, to you I give it..." (Beresheet
13:15) as well as, "lift up your eyes and see..." (Ibid. 14). Later, when
the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to uproot and destroy these
places, NAMELY S'DOM AND AMORAH, He said: I have already
given the land to Avraham, and he is the father of them all, as it is
written: "for a father of a multitude of nations have I made
you" (Beresheet 17:5). So it is not fitting for me to smite the children
without informing their father whom I have called "Avraham my
friend" (Yeshayah 41:8). Therefore, I must inform him. Thus, "And
Hashem said: 'Shall I hide from Avraham that which I do?'"

182. Rabbi Aba said: Behold the humility of Avraham, even though
the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: "Because the cry of S'dom
and Amorah is great" (Beresheet 18:20). Although He delayed
Himself by informing Avraham that He wanted to punish S'dom, he
did not pray before Him to save Lot from punishment. Why? So that
he did not ask for a reward for his deeds.
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183. Because of this, EVEN THOUGH HE DID NOT ASK FOR IT, the
Holy One, blessed be He, sent for Lot and saved him for the sake of
Avraham, as it is written: "And Elohim remembered Avraham, and
sent Lot out of the midst of the overthrow" (Beresheet 19:29).

184. What is meant by "in which Lot dwelt?" WHY WERE THEY
NAMED AFTER HIM? This has been explained; it is because they
were all wicked and there was nobody among them who was good,
save Lot. From this we learn that wherever the wicked stay, that
place is doomed to be destroyed. FROM THE VERSE "IN WHICH LOT
DWELT," WE LEARN THAT FOR ALL THE OTHER PEOPLE WHO
DWELT THERE, IT WAS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A DWELLING
PLACE, BUT RATHER A PLACE OF DESTRUCTION AND
DESOLATION UNFIT FOR HABITATION. AND THIS WAS BECAUSE
THEY WERE WICKED PEOPLE.
185. Of the verse "the cities in which Lot dwelt," HE ASKS: Could it
be that Lot lived in all of them? AND HE REPLIES: Because of his
presence in those cities, they were not destroyed, and the people
were able to dwell there. THIS IS WHY THEY ARE NAMED AFTER
HIM. But if you say this was because of the merit of Lot, you are
incorrect; it was because of the merit of Avraham.
186. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. The service that a person
does for the righteous protects him in this world. In addition, even if
he is a sinful person, he will learn from the righteous person's
behavior and emulate it.

187. Come and behold: as Lot accompanied Avraham, he did not
learn all his ways, but he did learn how to show kindness to other
people. Thus, as long as Lot dwelt there, the people settled in the
cities, which continued to exist. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "IN
WHICH LOT DWELT."

188. Rabbi Shimon said: Behold how the Shechinah stayed with
Avraham during the time that the Holy One, blessed be He, was with
him. Rabbi Elazar said to him: But it was the Shechinah, Herself, that
spoke to him, AND NOT ONLY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
ALONE. Because the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed Himself to
Avraham through this grade, as it is written: "And I appeared to
Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Ya'akov, by the name of El
Shadai," (Shemot 6:3) WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. IF SO, THEN
WHAT IS THE POINT OF NOTING THE FACT THAT THE SHECHINAH
DID NOT LEAVE AVRAHAM DURING THE TIME WHEN THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WAS WITH HIM? RABBI SHIMON said: It is
certainly so, AND YOU ARE DEFINITELY RIGHT.
189. Come and behold. It is written: "And Hashem said (lit. 'And said
Hashem'): 'Because the cry of S'dom and Amorah is great...'" At first,
IT IS WRITTEN: "And Hashem said," (Beresheet 18:17) WHICH
APPLIES TO HIM AND HIS HEAVENLY COURT, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH. And later, IT IS WRITTEN: "And said Hashem: Because
the cry of S'dom and Amorah is great," WHICH DOES NOT REFER
TO HASHEM ALONE, BUT RATHER TO the upper grade YUD-HEIVAV-HEI that appeared to him over the lower grade, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
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190. "And Hashem said, Shall I hide from Avraham..." What is written
before? "And the men rose up from there, and looked toward
S'dom," in order to punish the wicked. And what is written after?
"Shall I hide from Avraham."

191. Rabbi Chisda said: The Holy One, blessed be He, does not
execute Judgment on the wicked until He has consulted the souls of
the righteous. This is as it is written: "By the blast (also, 'soul') of
Eloha they perish," (Iyov 4:9) and "Shall I hide from Avraham." The
Holy One, blessed be He, said: How can I punish the wicked without
consulting the souls of the righteous, telling them that the wicked
have sinned before Me, and I am about to punish them. This is as it
is written: "And Hashem said: 'because the cry of S'dom and
Amorah is great, and because their sin is very grievous'."

192. Rabbi Abahu said: The soul remains standing in its place and is
afraid to come nearer and say anything to Him until Matatron says he
will present it. Then, it may say what it wants. This is as it is written:
"And Avraham drew near, and said, 'will You also destroy the
righteous with the wicked?'" (Beresheet 18:23) "Far be it from You to
do after this manner..." (Ibid. 25).

193. "Perhaps there are fifty righteous within the city..." (Ibid. 24)
Hence, the soul starts by saying: Master of the universe, they may
have learned the fifty portions of the Torah. And even though they
did not learn the portions for its sake alone, they are still entitled to a
reward in the world to come and should not be sent to Gehenom.
After this, it is written: "And Hashem said: If I find in S'dom fifty just
men within the city..." (Ibid. 26).

194. He commented: But there are more than fifry portions in the
Torah, there are 53. But, as Rabbi Avahu said: Every one of the five
books in the Torah includes the Ten Commandments, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF the Ten Divine injunctions (sayings) by which the world
was created. Multiply by the five books and you have fifry.

195. The soul goes on, saying: Master of the universe, even though
the people did not study the Torah, they may have already been
punished for their sins in court and have been forgiven, as it is
written: "Forty stripes he may give him, and not exceed..." (Devarim
25:3). And if they have felt ashamed in front of them, this is sufficient
for them to be pardoned and not be sent to Gehenom. The following
verse says: "I will not do it for the forty's sake" (Beresheet 18:29).
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196. The verse continues: "Perhaps there shall be thirty found
there" (Ibid. 30). Maybe there are righteous people among them who
have achieved the thirty attributes indicated in the verse: "Now it
came to pass in the thirtieth year," (Yechezkel 1:1) and that are
included within the 32 paths, which are formed by the 22 Hebrew
letters and the ten Sfirot. The latter, at times, are counted as eight.

197. It speaks further: "Perhaps there shall be twenty found
there..." (Beresheet 18:31) Perhaps they will raise sons to study the
Torah, thereby receiving their reward of the Ten Commandments,
twice every day. This is according to Rabbi Yitzchak, who said: He
who educates his son in the Torah and takes him to the house of his
Rabbi (teacher) in the morning and in the evening is described by
the words of the Torah as though he has performed the entire Torah
twice a day. What does it say? "And he said: "I will not destroy it for
the twenty's sake" (Ibid.).

198. It goes on: "Perhaps ten shall be found there..." (Ibid. 32). It
says: Master of the universe, maybe they were among the first ten
who arrived at the synagogue. If so, they have earned the reward of
all the people who came in after them. Then, it is written: "I will not
destroy it for the sake of the ten."

199. The soul of the righteous has all this to say for the sinners. And
because they have nothing, it is written: "And Hashem went His way,
as soon as he left speaking to Avraham, and Avraham returned to
his place" (Beresheet 18:33). What is "to his place?" It is the place of
his well-known grade.

200. Rabbi said: It is behooves for a person to pray for the sinners
so that they may repent and not enter Gehenom, as it is written: "But
as for me, when they were sick, my clothing was
sackcloth..." (Tehilim 35:13). And Rabbi continued: A person should
never pray that the sinners may leave the world. Because had the
Holy One, blessed be He, taken Terach out of this world for
worshipping idols, Avraham would have never come into the world;
the tribes of Yisrael would not have existed, nor would King David or
King Mashiach; the Torah would not have been given; and none of
the righteous and pious men, with all the prophets, would have been
in the world. Rabbi Yehuda said: Because the Holy One, blessed be
He, sees that the sinners have nothing from all that was mentioned
above, it is written: "And there came two angels to
S'dom..." (Beresheet 19:1)

14. "I will go down now, and see"
The literal Torah story states that the Creator came down to see the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah before they were destroyed. Kabbalistically,
these stories signify the energy of the Creator shifting from the frequency of mercy into one of judgment. The Creator Himself, however, never
stands in judgment of us. It is our own actions that determine which frequency of energy we draw down upon ourselves. The analogy of electrical
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energy helps convey the Zohar's principle. We can utilize electrical energy to light and power entire cities, or we can place our finger in a wall socket
and electrocute ourselves. The nature of the energy has never changed. It was our free will as to how we connected into this energy, that changed.
The Relevance of this Passage
We generate an awareness of the consequences attached to all our behavioral actions, along with the understanding that the Creator is not at fault
for the hardships we endure in life. By knowing that all our actions influence the amount of Light we receive, we are inspired to seize control over
how we interact with the World and, in turn, how the World interacts with us.
201. "I will go down, and see whether they have done (Heb. asu)
altogether according to the cry of it, which has come to me...
(Beresheet 18:21) HE ASKS: To whom did He, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, say: "YOU SHOULD DESTROY," BECAUSE THE
ZOHAR EXPLAINS THIS VERSE AS IF ASU WAS IN THE IMPERATIVE
MODE, THEREBY SAYING 'DESTROY!' If you say THAT HE
ADDRESSED these angels by saying, 'DESTROY,' who has ever seen
the like, that He spoke with AVRAHAM while commanding THE
ANGELS? Rather, He addressed Avraham, saying, "DESTROY,"
because all those places were under his supervision. Another
explanation IS THAT HE ADDRESSED those angels SAYING,
"DESTROY."
202. AND HE ASKS: If He addressed Avraham, SAYING, "DESTROY
(ASU)," why IS IT WRITTEN IN THE PLURAL instead of the singular,
namely, "destroy (aseh)." AND HE RESPONDS: HE SAID THIS
BECAUSE HE ADDRESSED BOTH Avraham and the Shechinah that
had never left him. THIS IS WHY HE SAID: "DESTROY (ASU)." HE
THEN SAID THAT WE NEED TO CLARIFY what we said about His
address to the angels, SAYING, "DESTROY." FOR IT LOOKS AS IF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TALKED TO AVRAHAM WHILE
COMMANDING THE ANGELS. AND HE EXPLAINED: THIS IS SO,
because THE ANGELS stood by waiting to execute Judgment. And
this is why HE SAID "destroy" in the plural.
203. Another explanation of "asu" is, translated from the Aramaic,
"they have worshipped," WHICH REFERS TO THE PEOPLE OF
S'DOM. HE ASKS: But did not the Holy One, blessed be He, know,
that He had to go down? Is not everything revealed before Him? AND
HE RESPONDS: But "I will go down" MEANS to descend from the
grade of Mercy to the grade of Judgment, and the phrase "And see"
means to determine suitable punishments.

204. We have learned that there is seeing for good and seeing for
evil. Seeing for the good is illustrated in the verse, "And Elohim
looked upon the children of Yisrael..." (Shemot 2:25). Seeing for evil
is illustrated in the verse, "I will go down now and see," in order to
choose their punishments. This is what the Holy One blessed be He,
meant by asking "Shall I hide from Avraham?"

15. "Avraham shall surely become"
In every generation there is a circle of righteous souls living among us. Through their spiritual actions and presence in this physical existence, they
literally uphold and sustain our world. Their positive energy balances out all the negative actions committed by self-centered and unspiritual people
among us. This prevents the scales of judgment from tipping too far over to the side of negativity, which would cause great destruction in the world.
Interestingly, these great souls often conceal their true identity and appear to us as mirrors of ourselves in the form of difficult people in our lives.
They reflect all the negative traits that we ourselves possess but fail to recognize.
The Relevance of this Passage
Protection from negative influences is bestowed upon us through the merit of righteous people, past and present. We achieve the self-restraint and
judgment to consider difficult people in our lives as reflections of our own negative traits. The wisdom and inspiration to change ourselves, instead
of always trying to change others, emerges through the letters that form this passage.
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205. Of the verse, "Seeing that Avraham shall surely become a great
and mighty nation..." (Beresheet 18:18) HE ASKS: Why does this
blessing appear here? AND HE RESPONDS: To teach us that even
when the Holy One, blessed be He, sits in Judgment on the world, He
is unchanging. Because He displays Judgment to one and Mercy to
the other. And all this happens simultaneously. SO WHILE HE
DISPLAYED JUDGMENT TOWARD S'DOM, HE SHOWED MERCY
TOWARDS AVRAHAM AND BLESSED HIM BY SAYING: "AVRAHAM
SHALL SURELY BECOME A GREAT AND MIGHTY NATION."
206. Rabbi Yehuda then said: But it is written, "But as for me, my
prayer is to You, Hashem, in an acceptable time" (Tehilim 69:14).
THIS SHOWS THAT some times are acceptable, while other times are
not. So there are times when He listens TO THE PRAYER and times
when He does not; there are times when He is present, and times
when He is not. This corresponds to what is written: "Seek Hashem
while He may be found, call upon Him while he is near" (Yeshayah
55:6). THUS, WE CAN CONCLUDE THAT THERE ARE TIMES WHEN
HE IS NOT PRESENT AND CANNOT BE FOUND, NAMELY, DURING
THE TIME OF JUDGMENT. IF THIS IS TRUE, HOW CAN YOU SAY
THAT WHILE HE SITS IN JUDGMENT ON ONE, HE SITS IN MERCY
ON THE OTHER?
207. Rabbi Elazar said that the verses sometimes refer to individuals
and sometimes refer to the entire community. FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
IT CHANGES ACCORDING TO THE TIMES. FO THE ENTIRE
COMMUNITY, HOWEVER, HE ALWAYS DISPLAYS MERCY, EVEN
WHEN HE SITS IN JUDGMENT. Here it applies to one place, while
there it applies to the whole world, TO WHICH HE ALWAYS SHOWS
MERCY AND NEVER CHANGES. This is why He blessed Avraham AT
THE TIME WHEN JUDGMENT WAS EXECUTED ON S'DOM. Avraham
is considered as the whole world, because it is written: "These are
the generations of the heaven and the earth when they were created
(Heb. Behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4) and we have learned THAT
BEHIBAR'AM CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF BeAvraham ('with
Avraham'). THEREFORE, HE WAS CONSIDERED AS THE WHOLE
WORLD.
208. The numerical value of the letters in yihyeh ('shall...become') is
30. And we have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, arranged
for each generation to have thirty righteous men, just as Avraham
had for his generation. THIS MEANS, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "THESE
ARE THE GENERATIONS OF THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH WHEN
THEY WERE CREATED (BEHIBAR'AM)," WHICH IS THE
COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS BEAVRAHAM, FOR WHOSE SAKE
THE WORLD WAS CREATED. AND HE SAYS: THERE ARE THIRTY
RIGHTEOUS MEN IN EACH AND EVERY GENERATION, FOR WHOSE
SAKE THE WORLD WAS CREATED, AS IT WAS CREATED FOR THE
SAKE OF AVRAHAM.
209. He opened with the verse: "He was more honorable than the
thirty, but he attained not to the first three..."(II Shmuel 23:23). "He
was more honorable than the thirty" refers to the thirty righteous
men whom the Holy One, blessed be He, had called upon to come
into this world in every generation so the world will not remain
withut them. And of Bnayahu, the son of Yehoyada, it is written: "He
was most honorable among the thirty," as he was one of them, "but
he attained not to the first three" because he is not of equal
importance as the first three, upon whom the world is established.
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210. Thus, "but he attained not to the first three" MEANS THAT HE IS
NOT EQUAL TO THE THREE UPON WHOM THE WORLD IS
ESTABLISHED. He was not counted as one of them. He deserved to
be included among the thirty righteous men, but he was not on a
level with "the first three," and was not privileged to be associated
with them as an equal. "Yihyeh ('shall...become')," as we have
learned, is numerically equal to thirty, and for that the Holy One,
blessed be He, blessed him so that HE COULD BECOME EQUAL TO
ALL the 30 righteous people.

16. "Whether they have done altogether according to the cry of it"
The negativity and spiritual darkness that enveloped the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah was so intense that outsiders refused to step foot within the
city boundaries. The wisdom being distilled concerns a self-awareness of the dark side of our own nature. When we associate with negative people,
we inevitably fall into their negative sphere of influence, because our own negative side ignites and ultimately dominates us, leading us down a path
of darkness. We are to avoid negative people out of concern for our own dark side. This kind of inner reflection and self-awareness is a prerequisite
for spiritual development.
The Relevance of this Passage
Perhaps the greatest deception the angel Satan ever devised was convincing the rational mind that he doesn't really exist. This artful deception
extends to the dark side of our own nature. An awareness of our own negative character traits begins to emerge in our consciousness so that we
can uproot them and transform our nature. This self-recognition further helps to protect us from external negative influences.
211. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Avraham, "the cry of S'dom and Amorah is great," because their
conduct towards other people has reached Me. As a result of this
conduct, the whole world avoids setting foot in S'dom and Amorah.
Thus, it is written: "he breaks open a water course in place far from
inhabitants, forgotten by foot travellers; they are dried up, they are
gone away from men" (Iyov 28:4). "He breaks open a water course in
place far from inhabitants" MEANS THAT "the water course," WHICH
ALLUDES TO S'DOM, "break open" for all the inhabitants of the
world who entered there. Because if any of them saw somebody give
food or drink to a stranger, they cast him into the deep river, along
with the person who received the food and drink.

212. This is why all people of the world were "forgotten by foot
travellers," that is, they avoided setting foot in there. And whoever
did enter, "they are dried up, they are gone away," WHICH MEANS
THAT they dried the STRENGTH OF THEIR bodies with hunger by
not giving them anything to eat nor to drink. As a result, they no
longer looked like human beings, as it is written: "they are dried up,
they are gone away" (Iyov 28:4). Here, it is written: "they are gone
away," and elsewhere it is written: "her paths wander" (Mishlei 5:6).
IN BOTH VERSES, IT MEANS THAT "HER PATHS WANDER" AND
CANNOT BE FOUND. "THEY ARE GONE" MEANS THAT they avoided
the routes of convoys and other paths in order not to enter there.
Even the birds in the sky stopped themselves from entering there, as
it is written: "There is a path which no bird of prey knows..." (Iyov
28:7). And because of all this, the entire world cried out against
S'dom and Amorah and against all the cities, which were considered
all the same.

213. "The cry of S'dom and Amorah is great," Avraham asked the
Holy One, blessed be He: Why? He answered: "because their sin is
very grievous." And this is why "I will go down now, and see
whether...according to the cry of it." AND HE SAID: It should have
been said, 'according to the cry of them,' because it is written: "the
cry of S'dom and Amorah." Thus, there were two cities. If so, why
does it say, "the cry of it" IN THE SINGULAR? AND HE ANSWERED:
"This has already been clarified."
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214. Come and behold: from the side underneath the sound of
hailstones, all the tangles of the shoulder rise and are gathered into
one drop, which then enters the holes of the great abyss, where five
become one. When their voices are clear, they unite as one. Then, a
voice from below enters among them and becomes one with them.

215. For that voice goes up and down, demanding that Judgment be
drawn down. So when this voice rises to demand justice, the Holy
One, blessed be He, reveals Himself to ensure justice is done.

216. Rabbi Shimon then said: IT IS WRITTEN, "according to the cry
of it." To whom does this cry belong? AND HE REPLIED: This is the
decree of Judgment that demands justice every day. SO THE
PHRASE, "THE CRY OF IT" REFERS TO IT (judgment). As we have
learned, for many years the Decree of Judgment demanded from the
Holy One, blessed be He, THE PENALTY FOR what the brothers of
Yosef had done when they sold him. The Decree of Judgment cried
out aloud for justice TO BE REVEALED. This is why IT IS WRITTEN:
"according to the cry of it, which has come to me." IT REFERS TO
THE CRY OF THE DECREE OF JUDGMENT.
217. AND HE ASKS: What is MEANT BY THE PHRASE, "which has
come to me?" AND HE RESPONDS: There is a secret here. As you
may read, "In the evening she would return (lit. 'comes'), and in the
morning she would return..." (Ester 2:14). The words "which has
come to me" are written in the present tense to indicate a repeated
action. Similarly the verse, "The end of all flesh has come before
me" (Beresheet 5:13) is also written in the present tense. The phrase
"then destroy" has already been explained.

17. "Will You also destroy the righteous with the wicked?"
A discussion takes place concerning Avraham, Noah, and Moses, specifically their role in protecting mankind. Three distinct levels of selfless love
for others are exemplified through these three great spiritual leaders. Noah built the ark and did all that God had commanded of him, but his efforts
and concern ended there, as he did not continue to fight and lobby on behalf of mankind. Avraham took the cause of his fellow man a step further
when he argued with the Creator in an effort to save Sodom and Gomorrah. However, once Avraham realized that the argument was lost, he
accepted it. Moses, on the other hand, never gave up the fight for his fellow man even when all hope was lost, offering his own life in exchange for
saving the entire nation.
The Relevance of this Passage
Spiritual complacency can cause the noblest person to fall to lower levels of being. Therefore, spiritual evolvement may be compared to the
endeavor of climbing up a downward moving escalator. One must constantly progress forward against opposing forces. The moment we stand still,
anywhere along the journey, we immediately begin to regress. The Light of this passage inspires us to continually grow spiritually so that we evolve
a consciousness of true caring, self-sacrifice, and unconditional love for others. Through selfless love we protect all mankind and ourselves.
218. "And Avraham drew near, and said: Will You also destroy the
righteous with the wicked?" (Beresheet 18:23). Rabbi Yehuda said:
Who has met a father as merciful as Avraham? Come and behold. In
regard to Noach, it is written: "And Elohim said to Noach: The end of
all flesh has come before Me...Make you an ark of gopher
wood" (Beresheet 6:13-14). And he remained silent and did not beg
for mercy, while as soon as the Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Avraham "the cry of S'dom and Amorah is great...I will go down now,
and see," it is written: "And Avraham drew near, and said: Will You
also destroy the righteous with the wicked?"
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219. Rabbi Elazar said: Even Avraham did not act perfectly, as he
should have done, but Noach did nothing. HE DID NOT ASK FOR
MERCY ON BEHALF OF THE RIGHTEOUS, AS AVRAHAM DID, OR
ON BEHALF OF THE SINNERS, AS MOSHE DID. Avraham demanded
a proper judgment so that the righteous would not perish with the
sinners. He started with fifty righteous people and eventually
descended to ten. Then, he stopped. He did not plead for Mercy in
any case, WHETHER THERE WERE RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE OR NOT.
This is because Avraham said: I do not want to demand any reward
for my actions, MEANING THAT HE DID NOT BELIEVE THAT HE
DESERVED ANY REWARD FOR ASKING TO FREE SINNERS FROM
THEIR PUNISHMENT.
220. The one who acted perfectly was Moshe. Because as soon as
the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "they have turned aside
quickly from the way...they have made them a molten calf, and have
worshipped it," (Shemot 32:8) it is written: "And Moshe besought
Hashem his Elohim..." (Ibid. 11) And the verse continues until he
said, "Yet now, if You will forgive their sin-and if not, blot me, I pray
You, out of Your book which You have written" (Ibid. 32). And even
though they had all sinned, he did not budge from there until He told
him: "I have pardoned according to your word" (Bemidbar 14:20).
THERE IS A SECTION MISSING HERE THAT MUST HAVE BEEN
OVERLOOKED AS THIS PASSAGE WAS COPIED. AND THIS IS THE
CORRECT VERSION: We have discussed and learned that he did not
budge from there until the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave Yisrael,
as it is written: "And Hashem reconsidered the evil which he thought
to do to his people," (Shemot 32:14) and "I have pardoned according
to your word." THIS MUST BE THE CORRECT VERSION FOR IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE FOR THE ZOHAR NOT TO MENTION THE PARDON
FOR THE SIN OF THE CALF AND TO READ, "I HAVE PARDONED
ACCORDING TO YOUR WORD" (BEMIDBAR 14:20), WHICH WAS
SAID ABOUT THE SPIES.
221. But Avraham considered only whether there might have been
any righteous among them. And because there were not ANY
RIGHTEOUS AMONG THEM, he did not PRAY FOR ANY OF THEM.
This is why there has never been a person in the world who
protected his generation as has Moshe, the Faithful Shepherd.
222. "And Avraham drew near, and said..." means that he prepared
himself before beseeching, "Perhaps there are fifty righteous..." He
started with 50, which is the beginning of Knowledge, until he
descended to ten, which is the number of the last of all grades.

223. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Avraham stopped at the number ten, which
represents the ten days between between Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur, DURING WHICH THE TEN SFIROT OF MALCHUT ARE
PREPARED TO ASCEND TO BINAH. This is why he started TO
PLEAD for the fifty, but stopped at ten. THESE SYMBOLIZE THE TEN
SFIROT OF MALCHUT, WHICH ARE CORRECTED DURING THE TEN
DAYS OF REPENTANCE. As he reached ten, he said: From here
downward, MALCHUT IS NOT SWEETENED BY BINAH, WHICH IS
ALSO CALLED 'REPENTENCE'. Therefore, he concluded that this
was not a place for repantance, and he he did not CONTINUE
IMPLORING AND reducing the number under ten.

18. "And the two angels came to S'dom"
During a discussion concerning the two angels who executed the decree of destruction upon the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, the Zohar
expounds upon the protective power of the Torah through its study. The Torah is called the Tree of Life. Kabbalistically, the Tree of Life is a realm of
pure order and serenity. It is the origin of all human happiness, well-being, and contentment. The Torah becomes the Tree of Life by virtue of our
consciousness and certainty in its powers. Our awareness is the mechanism that activates the Tree of Life forces.
The Relevance of this Passage
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As a lamp requires electrical current before it can illuminate a darkened room, Kabbalistic tools, such as the Torah, are in need of spiritual current in
order to become active. Spiritual current is the stuff of consciousness and certainty. We develop a true sense of appreciation and certitude in the
power of the Torah and the Tree of Life energy that radiates through its verses.
224. "And the two angels came to S'dom at evening..." (Beresheet
19:1). Rabbi Yosi said, Come and behold: It is written: "And Hashem
went His way, as soon as He had left speaking to
Avraham..." (Beresheet 18:33). As the Shechinah had departed from
Avraham, and Avraham returned to his place, then "the two angels
came to S'dom at evening..." There were only two angels because
one had departed with the Shechinah.

225. As Lot saw them, he ran after them. Why? He invited everyone
who came to his city into his house and offered them food and drink.
If so, then how come the people of his own town did not kill him, as
they did his daughter.

226. For what reason was she killed? The daughter of Lot offered a
piece of bread to a poor man. As soon as the townspeople found
out, they covered her with honey and put her on the roof until she
was stung to death by bees.

227. AND HE REPLIES: Because it was at night, Lot thought that the
townspeople would not see him. Nevertheless, as soon as they
entered his house, the townspeople gathered and surrounded the
house.

228. Rabbi Yitzchak asked: Why did Lot run after the angels?, as it is
written: "and Lot seeing them rose up to meet them..." Rabbi
Chizkiyah or Rabbi Yesa, one responded that he saw the image of
Avraham among them; the other said that he saw the Shechinah
resting upon them. AND HE DREW AN ANALOGY. It is written here,
"and Lot seeing them rose up to meet them," and elsewhere, "and
when he saw them he ran to meet them from the tent
door..." (Beresheet 18:2). So, just as he saw the Shechinah there, he
saw the Shechinah here as well.

229. This is the reason why "Lot seeing them run to meet them...And
he said, 'Behold now, my lords (Heb. Adonai),'" spelled with Aleph,
Dalet, Nun, and Yud, THAT IS, THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH. IN
OUR SCRIPTURES IT IS NOT WRITTEN: 'AND HE RAN TO MEET
THEM,' BUT RATHER, "ROSE UP TO MEET THEM." ACCORDING TO
THE ZOHAR, THE WORDS "ROSE TO MEET THEM" MEAN THAT HE
ROSE UP AND RAN TO MEET THEM. OTHERWISE, IT SHOULD HAVE
BEEN WRITTEN: 'HE ROSE UP BEFORE THEM.' The verse
continues, "turn in, I pray you." HE ASKS: WHY IS IT WRITTEN, "turn
in, I pray you," when it should have been written, 'draw near, I pray
you.' What is MEANT BY "turn in?" AND HE RESPONDS: He did not
want them to enter the house in the regular way, so his townspeople
would not see them. This is why HE SAID, "turn in, I pray you."
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230. Rabbi Chizkiyah began the discussion by saying: IT IS
WRITTEN, "For He looks to the ends of the earth, and sees under the
whole heaven" (Iyov 28:24). How important it is for all human beings
to observe the works of the Holy One, blessed be He, and to study
Torah day and night. He who studies the Torah is glorified by the
Holy One, blessed be He, on high and down below, because the
Torah is the Tree of Life for all those who occupy themselves in it. It
grants them life in this world and offers them life in the world to
come.

231. Come and behold: IT IS WRITTEN, "For He looks to the end of
the earth" in order to supply them with food and provide for their
needs. THE "EARTH" IS MALCHUT; "ENDS OF THE EARTH"
REFERS TO ALL THAT ISSUES FROM HER, because it is He who
takes care of Her always. As it is written: "The eyes of Hashem your
Elohim are always upon it, from the beginning of the year to the end
of the year" (Devarim 11:12).
232. It is written of this earth, NAMELY MALCHUT: "she brings her
food from afar" (Mishlei 31:14). And then, "She" provides the beasts
of the fields, WHICH ARE THE ANGELS OF THE WORLDS BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, with food and sustenance, as it is written:
"She rises also while it is yet night, and gives meat to her household
and a portion to her maidens" (Ibid. 15).

233. This is why IT IS WRITTEN: "for He looks to the ends of the
earth, and sees under the whole heaven," ALLUDING to all the
people in the world, in order to supply them with food and
provisions, each and every one according to his needs, as it is
written: "You open your hand, and satisfy the desire of every living
thing" (Tehilim 145:16).

234. There is another explanation OF THE VERSE: "for He looks to
the ends of the earth," which IS THAT He observes the makings of
man and watches closely over what people are doing in the world.
He "sees under the whole heaven," which means that He watches
and keeps an eye on each and every person.

235. Come and behold: as a result of the Holy One, blessed be He
seeing the actions of S'dom and Amorah, He sent forth those angels
to destroy S'dom. It is written: "and Lot seeing..." WHICH MEANS
THAT he was "seeing" the Shechinah. AND HE ASKS: "But who can
possibly see the Shechinah?" AND HE REPLIES: He saw a light
shining and rising high above their heads. And then he said:
"Behold now, Adonai (Eng. 'my master')," spelled with Aleph and
Dalet WHICH IS THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH. Thus, for the sake
of the Shechinah, NAMELY that certain illumination that shone
UPON THEIR HEADS, he said, "turn in, I pray you, into your servant's
house..."
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236. The verse continues, "and sleep and wash your feet..." but
Avraham did not do so. Rather, he said at first, "wash your feet," and
only later, "And I will fetch a morsel of bread." Lot, however, said,
"turn in, I pray you, into your servant's house, and tarry all night,"
and then, "and wash your feet, and you may rise up early, and go
your ways." And this was to prevent other people from knowing
about them. IF OTHER PEOPLE HAPPENED TO KNOW ABOUT THEM
AND APPROACHED THEM, THEY COULD CLAIM THAT THEY HAD
JUST ARRIVED A SHORT WHILE AGO, AS THEY HAD NOT EVEN
WASHED THEIR FEET FROM THE DUST OF THE JOURNEY.
237. "And they said, 'No, but we will abide in the street all night,"
because that was the practice in these cities--GUESTS SLEPT IN
THE STREET BECAUSE no person invited them to his house. This is
why they said, "we will abide in the street." And then it is written:
"and he pressed upon them greatly" (Beresheet 19:3).

238. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, executes
Judgment on the world, one messenger performs it. But now,
DURING THE OVERTHROW OF S'DOM, we see two messengers, AS
IT IS WRITTEN: "AND TWO ANGELS CAME TO S'DOM." Is not one
angel sufficient? AND HE REPLIES: "There indeed was only one; the
scriptures mentions two because one came to save Lot, while the
other came to overthrow the city and destroy the land. Therefore,
there was only one assigned TO OVERTHROW S'DOM.

19. The Garden of Eden and Gehenom
Man is constantly tested by his own negative inclination in order to provide him with the opportunity to exercise free will. Man activates free will the
moment he resists his natural selfish tendencies. The righteous people of this world are those who have conquered their negative natures and
subjugated all Evil Inclinations. It is upon their merit that our physical world is sustained. A man who conquers his own negative nature and ego is
far stronger and far greater than the man who conquers armies or builds empires.
The Zohar explains that the Garden of Eden and Hell exist both in our physical realm and in the Supernal Worlds. The true righteous dwell in the
Garden of Eden above, while the most wicked of men dwell in the lower realm of Hell. There is a story in the Talmud that Hell on Earth was
discovered and visited by a great sage some 2000 years ago. This sage stormed the gates of Hell and stole away the knife from the Angel of Death.
The Creator explained to the sage that the system of Hell is a necessary process in order to help cleanse the souls of the wicked so that they, too,
may be able to partake in the world-to-come. The Creator, therefore, called for the sage to return the knife.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Garden of Eden is not only a long sought-after paradise located in some remote island in the world-to-come, but it is also a state-of-mind that
we experience in the here and now. We connect ourselves to the Garden of Eden on Earth, arousing tranquillity, happiness, and inner peace in our
soul. We begin to sense and grasp the significance of the hardships that strike in our personal life. During difficult times, when life feels like Hell on
Earth, afflictions have a cleansing effect on our soul. Awareness and acceptance of this spiritual truth accelerates the process, and trying times
pass more quickly.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
239. Rabbi opened the discussion by quoting the verse: "Now these
are the nations which Hashem left, to test Yisrael by
them..." (Shoftim 3:1). Rabbi said: I have been looking into that
world, NAMELY THE ETERNAL WORLD, and saw that the world can
exist only because of righteous people who have control over the
desire of their hearts. As it is written: "this he ordained in Yehosef
for a testimony..." (Tehilim 81:6). Rabbi Yehuda then said: Why did
Yosef merit that high grade and kingdom? The answer is because he
overcame his lust. As we have learned, the heavenly Kingdom awaits
he who overcomes his lustful desires.
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240. As Rabbi Acha has said: The Holy One, blessed be He, has
created the Evil Inclination solely for the purpose of trying humanity.
And does the Holy One, blessed be He, intend on trying humanity?
Yes. How do we know this? From the verse: "If there arise among
you a prophet or a dreamer of dreams...And the sign or the wonder
came to pass...For Hashem your Elohim tests you..." (Devarim 13:1-3)

241. And why does He intend on trying it, as all the deeds of
humankind are well known to Him? So as that humankind should
have no excuse to complain. See what is written: "and Lot sat in the
gate of S'dom," WHICH MEANS that he was sitting and reproving the
people. Rabbi Yitzchak asked: What is the verse: "But the wicked are
like the troubled sea..." (Yeshayah 57:20)? Even when the wicked is
on trial, he shows insolence and confirms his guilt. As it is written:
"But before they lay down..." (Beresheet 19:4).

242. Rabbi Yitzchak continued: Just as the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the Garden of Eden upon earth, so did He create Gehenom
as well. And just as He created the Garden of Eden above, so did He
create Gehenom there. The earthly Garden of Eden is referred to in
the verse: "And Hashem Elohim planted a garden eastward in
Eden..." (Beresheet 2:8) and earthly Gehanom is referred to in the
verse: "A land of gloom, as darkness itself..." (Iyov 10:22)

243. There is a Garden of Eden above, as is written: "but the soul of
my lord shall be bound in the bundle of life with Hashem your
Elohim..." (I Shmuel 25:29) and, "and the spirit shall return to Elohim
who gave it" (Kohelet 12:7). And there is a Gehenom above, as it is
written: "and the souls of your enemies, these shall he sling out, as
out of the hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel 25:29).

244. The Garden of Eden below is as we have said. The Garden of
Eden above is for the souls of the completely righteous, so that they
may be replenished by the Great Light of above. Gehenom down
below is for those wicked who refused to perform circumcision, did
not believe in the Holy One, blessed be He, nor in His religion, and
did not keep the Shabbat. And these are those who worship the stars
and constellations, and who are condemned with fire. As it is
written: "and they came out from fire, and fire shall devour
them..." (Yechezkel 15:7) and, "And they shall go forth, and look
upon the carcasses of the men..." (Yeshayah 66:24)

245. The Gehenom above is for those sinners of Yisrael who have
transgressed the precepts of Torah, and have not repented. They are
rejected and stay outside until they are punished. And they wander
around the whole world, as it is written: "The wicked walk on every
side..." (Tehilim 12:9)
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246. And they are sentenced to stay there for twelve months. Later,
they reside with those who received their punishment at their death,
each to a place according to what he deserves. The sinners who
worship the stars and the constellations are constantly punished by
fire and water, and they never emerge again, as it is written: "neither
shall their fire be quenched" (Yeshayah 66:24).

247. The sinners are sentenced in Gehenom according to what is
written: "Then Hashem rained upon S'dom and upon Amorah
brimstone and fire..." (Beresheet 19:24). And they never emerged
from there and shall not rise for the Day of Judgment, as it is written:
"which Hashem overthrew in His anger, and in His wrath" (Devarim
29:22). "In His anger" refers to this world; "and in His wrath" refers
to the world to come.

248. Rabbi Yitzchak said: In keeping with what I have explained,
there is a Garden of Eden above and another below; there is a
Gehenom below and another above. Rabbi Ya'akov said: The wicked
who have defiled their circumcision, desecrated the Shabbat in
public, desecrated the festivals, and have rejected the Torah, the
resurrection of the dead, and so on, all shall enter Gehenom below.
They shall be punished there and shall never rise up again.

249. But they shall rise on the Day of Judgment and for the
resurrection of the dead. They are described by the words: "And
many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to
everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting
contempt" (Daniel 12:2). And they are also described by the words,
"and they shall be abhorrent to all flesh" (Heb. dera'on) (Yeshayah
66:24). What is dera'on? Dai-Ra'on, WHICH MEANS that all shall say,
Dai ('enough') - Ra'on ('of seeing them')--THEY SHALL HAVE HAD
ENOUGH OF SEEING THEM. But of the righteous in Yisrael, it is
said: "Your people shall also be all righteous..." (Yeshayah 60:21).
End of Midrash Hane'elam

20. "And Hashem rained upon S'dom"
The various levels of judgment that occur in Hell are expounded upon by the sages of the Zohar. These judgments were expressed in our physical
world during the time of Sodom and Gomorrah and the time of Noah and the flood. The implements of water, fire, and brimstone were used to bring
about judgment during these times of intense negativity. The Zohar reveals that the 72 Names of G-d, along with the angels who are connected to
each particular sequence of Hebrew Letters that form the 72 Names, were the conduits by which the force of judgment expressed itself in our
physical realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
The 72 Names of God is an ancient formula encoded in the Torah passage that tells the story of the parting of the Red Sea. This instrument emits
both merciful and judgmental forces into our world. Through this passage of Zohar we arouse the protection and positive aspects from the 72
Names and the corresponding angels, thereby removing negative elements and judgments from our life.
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250. Next is the verse: "And Hashem rained upon S'dom and upon
Amorah..." Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse:
"Behold, the day of Hashem comes, cruel both with wrath and fierce
anger..." (Yeshayah 13:9) "Behold, the day of Hashem comes"
alludes to the earthly Courthouse, WHICH REFERS TO THE
JUDGMENTS THAT ISSUE FROM MALCHUT, DURING THE TIME
WHEN SHE IS AT THE STAGE OF ILLUMINATION FROM THE LEFT,
BEFORE BEING COMBINED WITH THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH
IS CALLED THE DECREE OF JUDGMENT. "Comes" is as explained
IN REFERENCE TO THE PHRASE, "WHICH HAS COME TO ME,"
WHICH MEANS THAT SHE ALWAYS COMES AT THE BEGINNING OF
EVERY UNION. "Which has come to me" is so because it does not
execute Judgment before it enters and receives permission. The
same is explained by the verse, "The end of all flesh has come
before ?Me," WHICH MEANS THAT IT CAME TO ASK FOR
PERMISSION.
251. Another explanation of "Behold, the day of Hashem comes" is
that it refers to the Saboteur of Below, NAMELY THE ANGEL OF
DEATH, when he takes the soul away. This is why THE VERSE
CALLS HIM "cruel both with wrath...to lay the land desolate,"
ALLUDING TO S'dom and Amorah, WHICH WERE THROWN OVER
AND DESERTED. The phrase, "and he shall destroy the sinners
thereof out of it," REFERS TO those who inhabited that land.
252. After this, it is written: "For the stars of heaven and the
constellations thereof..." (Yeshayah 13:10) because it was from the
heavens that He rained fire down on them and wiped them out of the
world. Then, it is written: "I will make men more rare than fine
gold..." (Ibid. 12). This is Avraham, whom the Holy One, blessed be
He, raised up and cherished more than any other person in the world.

253. Rabbi Yehuda related these verses to the day when the Temple
was destroyed. On that day, both the celestial and earthly beings
darkened, along with the stars and heavens. Rabbi Elazar explained
these verses as follows: The day on which the Holy One, blessed be
He, shall raise the Congregation of Yisrael up from the dust,
NAMELY AT THE TIME OF REDEMPTION, shall be known on high
and down below. As it is written: "But it shall be one day which shall
be known to Hashem..." (Zecharyah 14: 7) And on that day, the Holy
One, blessed be He, shall take revenge on the idol worshippers.

254. So when the Holy One, blessed be He, takes revenge on the
worshipers of the planets and constellations, it shall be said: "I will
make men more rare than fine gold." This is King Mashiach, who
shall rise up over all peoples of the world and be so honored that all
of humanity will bow before him and obey him. This is as it is
written: "They that dwell in the wilderness shall bow before him...the
kings of Tarshish...shall bring presents..." (Tehilim 72:9-10).
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255. Come and behold: even though this prophecy--REFERRING TO
THE VERSES THAT READ "BEHOLD, THE DAY OF HASHEM..." AND
"I WILL MAKE MAN..."--was said specifically about Babylon AS
WRITTEN, 'THE BURDEN OF BAVEL' (YESHAYAH 13:1), it is said
NEVERTHELESS about everything. It is also written in this same
passage: "For Hashem will have mercy on Ya'akov...And the people
shall take them, and bring them to their place..." (Yeshayah 14:1-2).
IT SEEMS THAT THE SAGES OF THE ZOHAR HAD A DIFFERENT
SECTIONING OF THE BIBLE, BECAUSE IN OUR BOOKS, THESE
VERSES APPEAR IN THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER.
256. The phrase, "Then Hashem rained upon S'dom," refers to the
level of the earthly Courthouse, which is granted permission from
above. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the Judgment was executed with
Mercy, as it is written: "from Hashem out of heaven," FOR THE
NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI IMPLIES MERCY. This is so that Judgment
will be mixed with Mercy. You might ask: What Mercy is there here?
HE REPLIES: As it is written: "And it came to pass, when Elohim
destroyed the cities of the plain, that Elohim remembered
Avraham..." (Beresheet 19:29) And after this, two whole nations
issued from LOT. And he had the honor of being the great ancestor
of David and King Solomon.

257. See what is written: "And it came to pass, when they had
brought them outside abroad, that he said: ESCAPE FOR YOUR
LIFE" (Beresheet 19:17). Come and behold: we have learned that
when Judgment hangs over the world, people should not be at the
marketplace. This is because when Judgment comes, it does not
distinguish between the righteous and the wicked. Therefore, one
should not be there. And it has been explained that this is why
Noach hid in the ark and did not look upon the world as judgment
was executed. And so it is written: "and none of you shall go out of
the door of his house until the morning," (Shemot 12:22) THAT IS,
until judgment is executed. And this is why it is written: "Escape for
your life, look not behind you..."

258. As they were walking, Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Yitzchak: The
Judgment that the Holy One, blessed be He, executed at the Great
Flood and the Judgment of S'dom were both Judgments of
Gehenom, because the sinners in Gehenom are punished by water
and fire.

259. Rabbi Yitzchak responded that S'dom was sentenced by the
Judgment of Gehenom, as it is written: "Then Hashem rained upon
S'dom and upon Amorah brimstone and fire from Hashem out of
heaven." One was punished with the aspect of water; the other with
the aspect of fire; and both are the punishments of Gehenom. The
sinners in Gehenom are punished with both these aspects of
Judgment BECAUSE THERE IS THE 'GEHENOM OF SNOW,' WHICH
IS WATER, AND THERE IS THE 'GEHENOM OF FIRE.'
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260. He said to him: The sinners are sentenced to twelve months in
Gehenom, WHERE THEY ARE CLEANSED, THAT IS PURIFIED.
LATER, the Holy One, blessed be He, raises them from Gehenom
and makes them sit at its gates watching other sinners enter and
receive punishment. And they ask for Mercy for them. And after this,
the Holy One, blessed be He, is merciful to them. HE RAISES THEM
UP AND AWAY FROM THE GATES OF GEHENOM, bringing them to
the place required for them. From that day onward, the body rests in
the dust while the soul inherits its appropriate place.

261. Come and behold: we have learned that even the generation of
the Great Flood was punished with fire and water only. Cold water
came down from above and boiling water from below, FROM THE
BOTTOM OF THE EARTH, as fire. So they were punished by the two
Judgments, because the Judgment of above is executed WITH TWO
KINDS OF JUDGMENT: WATER AND FIIRE. And this is why there
was brimstone and fire in S'dom--BECAUSE THE BRIMSTONE
COMES FROM WATER, AS IS KNOWN.

262. He asked him: Will THE PEOPLE OF S'DOM rise IN THE FUTURE
for the Day of Judgment? He responded: We have already learned
this. Those PEOPLE of S'dom and Amorah will not rise FOR
JUDGMENT IN THE FUTURE DURING THE RESURRECTION OF THE
DEAD. This is proven by the verse: "And that the whole land there is
of brimstone, and salt, and burning...which Hashem overthrew in His
anger, and in His wrath" (Devarim 29:22). "Which Hashem
overthrew" means in the present world; "in His anger" means in the
world to come; and "in His wrath" means at the time when the Holy
One, blessed be He, shall resurrect the dead.

263. He said to him: "Come and behold. Just as their land was
destroyed forever, so were they destroyed forever. Behold, the
Judgment of the Holy One, blessed be He, is Judgment for
Judgment, NAMELY, A JUST RETRIBUTION. Just as they did not
revive the soul of the poor with food or with drink, so in the same
way, the Holy One, blessed be He, does not give their soul back to
them in the world to come.

264. Come and behold: they refrained from giving charity, which is
called life. Thus, the Holy One, blessed be He, withheld life from
them in this world and in the world to come. And just as they
blocked the pathways and routes for other people, so did the Holy
One, blessed be He, block the pathways and routes of mercy from
them, so that they could not receive Mercy in this world or in the
world to come.
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265. Rabbi Aba then said: All the people of the world will rise AT THE
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD and be judged. But of THE PEOPLE
OF S'DOM, it is said: "and some to shame and everlasting
contempt" (Daniel 12:2). Yet the Holy One, blessed be He, is
merciful. Because He punished them in this world and they accepted
His punishment, they shall not be punished in the future with all
Judgments, BUT ONLY WITH A FEW OF THEM.

266. Rabbi Chiya said that it is written: "and sent Lot out of the midst
of the overthrow..." AND HE ASKS: What is MEANT BY "when He
overthrew the cities in which Lot dwelt," SINCE HE DWELT ONLY IN
ONE OF THEM? AND HE REPLIES: Lot did dwell in all of them. As it
is written: "and Lot dwellt in the cities of the plain and pitched his
tent toward S'dom" (Beresheet 13:12). But nobody accepted him in
S'dom, except for the King of S'dom, for the sake of Avraham, WHO
RETURNED HIS PEOPLE AND THE GOODS THAT HE HAD LOST
DURING THE WAR OF THE FOUR KINGS.
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
267. Tosefta (Addendum). Sublime Connections, NAMELY THOSE
RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE WHOSE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH,
ARE CONNECTED AND ATTACHED TO THE GREATNESS OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE: Governors who shatter THE POWERS
OF THE OTHER SIDE, the Wise in understanding, look to know. The
White Head, NAMELY ARICH ANPIN WHOSE HAIR IS LIKE PURE
SHEAF, prepares the Throne, WHICH IS AN ALLUSION TO BINAH,
and sets it upon pillars of precious stones and gems--WHICH IS A
REFERENCE TO CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE NUKVA, WHICH ARE THE FOUR 'LEGS' OF THE THRONE,
WHICH IS BINAH.
268. Among these stones, there is a particular gem. THIS IS A
REFERENCE TO THE NUKVA OF ZEIR-ANPIN, which is beautiful and
glamorous; it is the place where the smoke and fire gather and glow
through seventy aspects. THIS REFERS TO THE DECREE OF
JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT SIDE IN
THE NUKVA, BEFORE IT IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT. THEN
SHE IS A PLACE OF JUDGMENT ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF
A 'BURNING FIRE AND HOT STEAM OF THE FURNACE.' These
seventy aspects glow in all directions, THAT IS, TO ALL 'FOUR
WINDS' (DIRECTIONS) OF THE WORLD, WHICH ARE NAMED
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.
269. These seventy ASPECTS issue from the three colors, WHICH
ARE WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, WHILE THE COLOR OF MALCHUT,
WHICH IS BLACK, DOES NOT APPEAR THERE. These sparks ARE
INCLUDED within the sparks that sparkle in the four directions of the
world. A strong spark lies to the left side, which clings to the
heavens, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. The Judgments that are in these
seventy aspects are modified, and the books are open, AS IF TO SAY
THAT EVEN THOUGH THE BOOKS IN WHICH THE JUDGMENTS (OR
'SENTENCES') ARE WRITTEN ARE OPEN AND SEEN BY ALL, THE
JUDGMENT IS NEVERTHELESS MODIFIED AND DOES NOT
EXECUTE ANY PUNISHMENT.
270. From here the Arrows, Swords, Spears, and the Fire of the
Tower go forth. And a strong Fire comes out of the heavens, ZEIR
ANPIN clinging to it, NAMELY, TO THE NUKVA. Thus, when the
upper Fire, NAMELY THE JUDGMENTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, clings to the
lower Fire, NAMELY THE SEVENTY JUDGMENTS OF THE NUKVA, no
one can cancel the wrath and Judgment THAT BELONG TO THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE NUKVA.
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271. ZEIR ANPIN comes down to the world with the eyes glowing like
the fiery flames of fire, THAT IS, WITH EYES GLOWING WITH FIRE,
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "I WILL GO DOWN
NOW, AND SEE..." Woe to he who shall run into Him when He is
armed with Swords. THIS REFERS TO THE JUDGMENTS, WHICH
ARE CALLED 'SWORDS.' He has a sharp Sword in His hand and has
pity on neither the good nor the bad. The verdict of those seventy
COLORS comes down by the left hand, with permission granted by
the Unison to which that 'Side of the Heavens' is attached.
272. He changes into many kinds of Judgment. Every day He
changes into many colors. THIS MEANS THAT THEY RECEIVE A
DIFFERENT SHAPE EACH TIME. It happens when offensive speech
is exalted and collected cheaply among the rulers of men. All sorts
of Judgments appear in the 'Vessel of Wrath' of the Holy One,
blessed be He. And THESE JUDGMENTS remain at the top of the
world, while human beings, because of their ignorance, are not
aware of them.

273. "Brimstone and fire" REFERS TO the waste of water and fire
that have been drawn from the heavens, combined together, and
released upon S'dom. Woe to the wicked, who do not pay attention
for the glory of their Master.

274. Ten Names are engraved by the King's authority. THE TEN
NAMES REFER TO THE TEN SFIROT; there are ten SFIROT, AS
EXPLAINED IN SEFER YETZIRAH (THE BOOK OF FORMATION); TEN
EXACTLY, NOT NINE OR ELEVEN. NEVERTHELESS, THEY ALSO
add up to a greater number, WHICH IS A REFERENCE TO THE 72
NAMES. THIS CAN BE EXPLAINED FURTHER. These seventy colors
that glow in all directions derive from these Names, THAT IS, FROM
THE 72 NAMES. AND THESE SEVENTY COLORS WERE ENGRAVED
and formed into the secret of the seventy Names of the angels,
which are the secret of the heavens.
275. And they are Michael, Gavriel, Refael, Nuriel. Kamatz (a vowel):
Kedumiel, Malkiel, Tzadkiel. Patach (a vowel): Pedael, Tumiel,
Chasdiel. Tzere (a vowel): Tzuriel, Raziel, Yofiel. Segol (a vowel):
Stuteriyah, Gazriel, Vatriel, Lamael. Chirik (a vowel): Chazkiel,
Rehatiel, Kadshiel. Sheva (a vowel): Shemael, Barchiel, Ahiel.
Cholam (a vowel): Chaniel, Lahadiel, Machniel. Shuruk (a vowel):
Shamshiel, Rehaviel, Kamshiel. Shuruk (a vowel) called melafum.
Shemar'el, Rehatiel, Karshiel.

276. Ahaniel, Barkiel, Gadiel, Dumiel, Hadriel, Vadergaziyah,
Zahariel, Chaniel, Tahariel, Ya'azriel, Kariel, Lamdiel, Malkiel,
Nehariel, Saniyah, Anael, Patchiel, Tzuriel, Kanael, Remiel, Sha'ariel,
Tavkiel.
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277. Tefuriya, Shachniel, Renael, Kamriyah, Tzuriyah, Psisiyah, Iriel,
Samchiel, Neriel, Madoniyah, Lasniyah, Kamsariyah, Yeriel,
Tasmasiyah, Chaniel, Zachriel, Vadriel, Hinael, Denabael, Gadiel,
Bedael, Adiriron. Adonai is above them all.

278. When they are all joined together as one, in one secret, by the
power of the Almighty, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, then He is called VavYud-Hei-Vav-Hei, WHICH MEANS THAT all are united as one. THIS
REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA TOGETHER WITH THE
SEVENTY ANGELS BELOW HER. The phrase, "from Hashem out of
heaven" REFERS TO the Holy Name that is engraved with the other
seventy Names of the secret of the heavens--WHICH ALLUDE TO
ZEIR-ANPIN, WHICH IS THE NAME OF 72 THAT ARE IN THE MOCHIN
OF ZEIR-ANPIN, WHILE IN ESSENCE IT INCLUDES SEVENTY. So
these are the seventy OF ZEIR ANPIN that control the seventy
Judgments OF THE NUKVA THAT GLOW IN ALL DIRECTIONS. They
are the secret of Vav-Yud-Vav-Hei-Hei. And these seventy names of
holiness, NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN, ARE THE SECRET
OF Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, CALLED the
"heavens."
279. These SEVENTY JUDGMENTS WITHIN THE NUKVA receive from
those SEVENTY NAMES OF ZEIR ANPIN. Vav-Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei,
WHICH INCLUDES SEVENTY JUDGMENTS, receives from Yud-HeiVav-Hei, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTY NAMES WITHIN
ZEIR ANPIN, the one from the other. So these are dependent on
those, WHICH MEANS THAT the lower ones, WHICH ARE THE
SEVENTY JUDGMENTS, ARE DEPENDENT on the upper ones,
WHICH ARE THE SEVENTY NAMES OF ZEIR ANPIN. They are all
connected together AND THEY ALL SHINE SIMULTANEOUSLY. And
thus, the Holy One, blessed be He, appears in His glory. AS WE
HAVE STATED the heavens have a numerical value of seventy and
the secret of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV is the
secret of the 72 names derived from the three verses, "and he went...
and he came...and he stretched out," (Shemot 14:19-21) WHICH
APPEAR IN THE PORTION OF THE PARTING OF THE RED SEA.
280. Vav-Hei-Vav, Yud-Lamed-Yud, Samech-Yud-Tet, Ayin-LamedMem, Mem-Hei-Shin, Lamed-Lamed-Hei, Aleph-Kaf-Aleph, Kaf-HeiTav, Hei-Zayin-Yud, Aleph-Lamed-Dalet, Lamed-Aleph-Vav, Hei-HeiAyin.
First part: Yud-Zayin-Lamed, Mem-Bet-Hei, Hei-Resh-Yud, Hei-KufMem, Lamed-Aleph-Vav, Kaf-Lamed-Yud, Lamed-Vav-Vav, Pei-HeiLamed, Nun-Lamed-Kaf, Yud-Yud-Yud, Mem-Lamed-Hei, Chet-HeiVav.
Second part: Nun-Tav-Hei, Hei-Aleph-Aleph, Yud-Resh-Tav, ShinAleph-Hei, Resh-Yud-Yud, Aleph-Vav-Mem, Lamed-Kaf-Bet, Vav-ShinResh, Yud-Chet-Vav, Lamed-Hei-Chet, Kaf-Vav-Kuf, Mem-Nun-Dalet.
Third part: Aleph-Nun-Yud, Chet-Ayin-Mem, Resh-Hei-Ayin, Yud-YudZayin, Hei-Hei-Hei, Mem-Yud-Kaf, Vav-Vav-Lamed, Yud-Lamed-Hei,
Samech-Aleph-Lamed, Ayin-Resh-Yud, Ayin-Shin-Lamed, Mem-YudHei.
Fouth part: Vav-Hei-Vav, Dalet-Nun-Yud, Hei-Chet-Shin, Ayin-MemMem, Nun-Nun-Aleph, Nun-Yud-Tav, Mem-Bet-Hei, Pei-Vav-Yud, NunMem-Mem, Yud-Yud-Lamed, Hei-Resh-Chet, Mem-Tzadi-Resh.
Fifth part: Vav-Mem-Bet, Yud-Hei-Hei, Ayin-Nun-Vav, Mem-Chet-Yud,
Dalet-Mem-Bet, Mem-Nun-Kuf, Aleph-Yud-Ayin, Chet-Bet-Vav, ReshAleph-Hei, Yud-Bet-Mem, Hei-Yud-Yud, Mem-Vav-Mem.
The sixth part 'Blessed is the Name of His glorious kingdom Forever
and ever.
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281. And these are the seventy names that control the seventy lower
grades, WHICH ARE the secret of Vav-Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, TOGETHER
WITH THE LETTER VAV. And these are the seventy names, WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV,
ACCORDING TO the secret of the "heavens," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN.
There are seven firmaments, WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED THE "HEAVENS." EACH
INCLUDES TEN, THEREBY adding up to the seventy names of the
Holy Name YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI.
And this IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSES, "And Hashem (Vav-YudHei-Vav-Hei) rained,"--WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTY
JUDGMENTS OF THE NUKVA, AND "from Hashem out of heaven"-WHICH IS THE SECRET THAT IS CALLED SEVENTY NAMES
INCLUDED WITHIN THE HOLY NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI.
282. A very deep secret was passed on to the wise in relation to this
name that is called 'the heavens.' From this secret, the sublime
mystery that is called man was created, and the number of a
person's body parts is 248.

283. The number of letters IN THE 72 NAMES adds up to 216. EACH
NAME HAS THREE LETTERS; THREE TIMES 72 EQUALS 216. This
Name OF THE 72 NAMES is the secret and most sublime mystery; it
is the essence of the Torah. And IT IS INCLUDED in the 22 letters
and the ten 'Sayings,' THEIR NUMERICAL VALUE IS 32, WHICH IS
ALSO THE SECRET OF THE 32 PATHS OF WISDOM. Therefore, this
name is composed of 216 letters and 32 pathways, which total 248
together. And these are the 248 parts of the body.

284. This is the secret OF WHY ZEIR ANPIN IS called 'Man', who
rules over the Throne, WHICH IS the secret of the lower seventy,
WHICH REFERS TO THE SEVENTY KINDS OF JUDGMENT AND THE
SEVENTY ANGELS THAT ISSUE FROM THEM. THESE ARE CALLED
THE 'THRONE.' And this is the secret of what is written: "and upon
the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a
man above upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26). THIS IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
CALLED 'MAN'. HE IS ABOVE ON THE THRONE, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA AND HER SEVENTY KINDS OF JUDGMENT.
And this is the secret of what is written: "Then (And) Hashem rained
upon S'dom," WHICH ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA AND HER SEVENTY
KINDS OF JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE THRONE.
The phrase, "from Hashem out of heaven" REFERS TO THE SECRET
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS ABOVE UPON THE THRONE. And
everything belongs to the same issue and the same secret. This has
been passed on to those wise men at heart. Happy are they in this
world and in the world to come.
285. As for S'dom, its people were punished because they refrained
from giving charity. As it is written: "neither did she strengthen the
hand of the poor and needy" (Yechezkel 16:49). And this is why the
Judgment upon them came solely from heaven--because "charity"
and "heaven" are one. As it is written: "For your kindness is great
above the heavens," (Tehilim 108:5) INDICATING THAT "CHARITY"
AND "KINDNESS" ARE BOTH DRAWN FROM THE HEAVENS
ABOVE. Because charity depends on the heavens, their Judgment is
also drawn down from the heavens, as it is written: "from Hashem
out of heaven."
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286. The Judgment upon Yisrael comes from that place as well,
REFERRING TO THE HEAVENS, as it is written: "For the iniquity of
the daughter of my people is greater than the sin of S'dom," (Eichah
4:6) where Jerusalem is called the 'Sister of S'dom'. As it is written:
"Behold, this was the iniquity of your sister S'dom" (Yechezkel
16:49). And THIS IS WHY their Judgment came upon them from the
heavens--the same Judgment as fell on S'dom--because they
refused to give charity. The only difference is that one was
overthrown, NAMELY S'DOM, while the other, JERUSALEM, was
destroyed. The second shall be reconstructed, REFERRING TO
JERUSALEM, while the other, S'DOM, shall not.
End of Sitrei Torah

21. "But his wife looked back"
The Zohar divulges the spiritual significance of a Biblical story about Lot and his wife. In the literal story, Lot's wife is turned into a pillar of salt
when she turns to look behind her husband. In reality, she looked into the face of the Angel of Destruction. The Angel of Destruction can only wreak
havoc and devastation when we look him in the face.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our five senses restrict us to a narrow, limited view of reality. We journey through life wearing blinders. Consequently, we stumble into negative
circumstances that create upheaval and turmoil. We receive assistance from the Creator, enlightening our consciousness to His spiritual direction.
This assistance guides and protects us so that we never come face-to-face with destructive entities at anytime in our life.
287. Of the verse, "But his wife looked back from behind
him," (Beresheet 19:26) he ASKED: Why is it written "from behind
him" rather than 'From behind her,' namely, behind the Shechinah.
AND Rabbi Yosi replied: "from behind him" MEANS from behind Lot,
as the Angel of Destruction went behind him. AND HE ASKS: How
could THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION have followed behind him after
sending him away? AND HE REPLIES: The Angel of Destruction
refrained from destroying any place where Lot went. But the Angel of
Destruction overthrew the place from which he had departed.

288. This is why THE ANGEL OF DESTRUCTION said to him, "Look
not behind you," because everything behind you I will destroy.
Therefore, it is written: "But his wife looked from behind him," and
saw the Angel of Destruction. As a result, "she became a pillar of
salt." As long as the Angel of Destruction does not see a person's
face, he does not destroy them. But as Lot's wife did turn her face
back to look "from behind him," she immediately "became a pillar of
salt."

22. "A land in which you shall eat bread without scarceness"
The power emanating from the Land of Israel is the source of all spiritual energy for the entire world. Whenever we pray, our thoughts and
consciousness should be directed towards the Land of Israel so that we connect ourselves to this fountainhead of spiritual nourishment.
The Relevance of this Passage
There are many regions on the planet that emit powerful spiritual forces. These geographical locations are the portals through which the Light of the
Upper Worlds enters into the physical dimension. The Land of Israel is the energy centre and source for the entire world and for this reason, it has
remained front and center on the world stage for millennia. This passage creates a powerful conduit, connecting our souls to the Land of Israel and
ultimately, the Creator, the source of all spiritual nourishment.
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289. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi were standing one day and
discussing this passage. Rabbi Elazar said: It is written, "A land in
which (Lit. 'which in it') you shall eat bread without scarceness; you
shall not lack anything in it..." (Devarim 8:9). Why are the words "in
it" repeated twice? It has already been stated that the Holy One,
blessed be He, divided all the peoples and the lands according to
appointed Messengers. But the land of Yisrael has no angel or
Governor controlling it, only THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
alone. This is why He brought the people over whom no one rules,
EXCEPT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, to the land over which
no one rules, EXCEPT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.

290. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, supplied THE
LAND OF YISRAEL with provisions and food first, and then to the
rest of the world. So all the other nations that worship planets and
constellations "eat in scarceness," while in the land of Yisrael it is
not so--because the land of Yisrael is nourished first and only then
the rest of the world, WHICH FEEDS ON THE LEFTOVERS.

291. This is why IT IS WRITTEN: "A land which in it you shall eat
bread without scarceness," in which you shall eat in abundance.
Thus, "in it you shall eat," but only "in it," and not in any other place.
Thus, "in it" ALLUDES TO the holiness of the land; "in it" the
supernal Faith resides, "in it" rests the blessing from above, but only
"in it" and in no other place. HENCE, THE VERSE MENTIONS "IN IT"
TWICE, ALLUDING TO ALL THAT IS DESCRIBED ABOVE.

292. Come and behold: it is written, "as the garden of Hashem, like
the land of Egypt, AS YOU COME TO TZOAR" (Beresheet 13:10).
AND HE ASKS: It is still not clear FROM THE VERSE if Egypt or
S'dom is "as the garden of Hashem," or if the "garden of Hashem" is
the garden that is called the Garden of Eden? AND HE REPLIES:
Actually, THE PHRASE "as the garden of Hashem," WHICH IS THE
GARDEN OF EDEN AND which is full of abundance and pleasure for
all, refers to S'dom and Egypt. Just as the garden of Hashem did not
require irrigation, neither did Egypt, which was irrigated by the river
Nile.

293. Come and behold: it is written, "And whosoever does not come
up of all the families of the earth to Jerusalem..." (Zecharyah 14:17)-would be punished by having rain withheld. But "if the family of
Egypt does not go up, and does not come Jerusalem," (Ibid. 18) it is
not written that "upon them shall be no rain," because it usually
does not rain in Egypt, and the people there are in no need of it. So
what is their punishment? It is as the verse continues, "this shall be
the plague, with which Hashem will smite the nations..."(Ibid.), since
the Egyptians don't need rain. S'dom, as well, was "well watered
everywhere..." (Beresheet 13:10) WHICH MEANS THAT it had all the
worldly pleasures and delights. For they did not want any other
person to share these delights or receive these pleasures there, THE
PEOPLE DID NOT RECEIVE ANY GUESTS.
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294. Rabbi Chiya said: THE PEOPLE OF S'DOM were wicked
because of themselves and their possessions AND NOT BECAUSE
OF THEIR FERTILE LAND. THIS IS TRUE, BECAUSE THEY REFUSED
TO GIVE CHARITY. A person who is stingy with the poor is not
worthy of continued existence in the world. In addition, he has no life
in the world to come. But whoever is goodhearted towards the needy
is worthy of existence in the world, and the world exists because of
his merit. He shall have life and longevity in the world to come.

23. "And Lot went up out of Tzoar"
There are no coincidences in life. No matter how accidental or random an event may appear to be, there is always an existing and underlying order
and root cause. For example, Lot is taken advantage of by his daughters. He gets drunk with wine and his daughters engage in an incestuous
relationship with their father. The Zohar explains that the wine corresponds to negative Left Column energy in this specific situation because it was
used for immoral purposes. Remarkably, King David's ancestry is rooted in this incestuous relationship, and from the House of King David, will
emerge the Messiah. A profound lesson of life is distilled through this controversial chain of events. Kabbalistically, the spiritual and physical
worlds are perfectly balanced-the greater the force of negativity, the greater potential for revelation of a positive force. The Messiah is destined to
generate the greatest possible spiritual Light in this world and therefore, the Messiah must emerge from the lowest and darkest realm. A union
between Lot and his wife cannot be considered darkness, so this relationship could not plant the seed of the Messiah. Incest is considered the
lowest and darkest form of union and therefore, it can also be transformed into the highest and brightest form of spiritual Light.
The Relevance of this Passage
The flaming light of a candle holds no genuine value or worth when measured against the brilliant radiance of the sun. Though, in a darkened room,
a single flame assumes great importance and significance. We are born into a world of darkness so that our spiritual efforts achieve significance
and illumination. Constant striving against our dark side bestows value and worth upon our positive attributes. Awareness and recognition of the
importance of confronting our dark side and transforming our negative characteristics into positive attributes, arise through the words and wisdom
of these verses.
295. "And Lot went up out of Tzoar, and dwelt in the mountain and
his two daughters with him..." (Beresheet 19:30). HE ASKS: Why DID
HE GO UP OUT OF TZOAR? AND HE REPLIES: Because he noticed
that Tzoar was close to S'dom. That is why he left there.

296. Rabbi Yitzchak then began the discussion by quoting: "And it is
turned around and about by His councels, that they may do
whatsoever He commands them..." (Iyov 37:12). THIS MEANS THAT
the Holy One, blessed be He, arranges events in the world and
creates destructive lights to accomplish His actions. And afterward,
He turns them around again and again in different ways.

297. HE ASKS: And with what DOES HE TURN THEM AROUND? AND
HE REPLIES: THIS IS DONE by His councels, THAT IS, THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, plans schemes and invents reasons to turn
things around, so that they are completely changed and are not
similar to what they seemed to be previously. "...that they may do..."
refers to the doings of people and the ways in which they
accomplish their deeds. This is how He turns things around AND
CHANGES THE ACTIVITIES OF THE DESTRUCTIVE LIGHTS. And
"whatsoever He commands them upon the face of the world in the
earth" MEANS THAT events change because the activities of people
change, thereby turning around those same activities that THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, commands them to accomplish upon earth.
AND THEY ARE CHANGED INTO MANY DIFFERENT FORMS IN THE
WORLD, ALL ACCORDING TO THE QUALITY OF THE ACTIVITIES OF
THE PEOPLE. WITH THESE WORDS, RABBI YITZCHAK BEGAN THE
DISCUSSION TO UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE OF AMON AND MOAV,
AND HOW THEY WERE FORMED AS A RESULT OF A CORRUPT
ACTION, AND HOW ALL THE KINGS OF YEHUDA ISSUED FROM
THEM, EVEN KING MASHIACH.
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298. Rabbi Elazar said: "And it is turned around and about by His
schemes..." This means that the Holy One, blessed be He, guides the
course of events and causes certain actions to be performed in the
world. As soon as the people are convinced that events are stable,
the Holy One, blessed be He, turns them "around and about" and
completely changes them again. HERE, RABBI ELAZAR DISAGREES
WITH RABBI YITZCHAK'S EXPLANATION THAT IN THE BEGINNING
THE ACTIVITIES WERE DISRUPTED BY DESTRUCTIVE LIGHTS, BUT
LATER WERE TURNED "AROUND AND ABOUT" AND AMENDED BY
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. RABBI ELAZAR EXPLAINS THAT
IN THE BEGINNING THEY WERE GOOD AND WORTHY OF EXISTING
IN THE WORLD, BUT WERE EVENTUALLY CORRUPTED BY THE
DOINGS OF THE PEOPLE. AS A RESULT, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, TURNED THEM "AROUND AND ABOUT" FOR THE BETTER,
IF THE PEOPLE REPENT AND ATONE FOR THEIR MISDOINGS.
299. The word, "by His councels" is spelled without a Yud, WHICH
INDICATES THE SINGULAR FORM, and could be compared to a
potter who shapes vessels from clay. As long as the stone wheel is
still revolving, he can fashion the pot according to his taste and even
change its shape. This is possible only while the pots are still
turning.

300. Similarly, the Holy One, blessed be He, turns His actions
"around and about by His councel(s)," minus the Yud, WHICH IS THE
SINGULAR FORM. But what is "HIS COUNCEL?" His councel is the
lower court of Judgment, THAT IS, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN,
which corresponds to the pots of clay turning in front of the potter.
And he changes them from one vessels to another.

301. And all is done to reflect people's actions. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, CHANGES THE FORM OF THE VESSELS in
accordance with the actions of people. If the people perform good
deeds, the clay pots revolve to the right, WHICH IS CHESED. If their
actions benefit humanity, CHASSADIM AND ALL GOODNESS WILL
BE DRAWN DOWN INTO THE WORLD. As long as the stone wheel
turns to the right, events will be positive. The world will revolve with
it AND RECEIVE THE DOINGS AND ACTIONS FROM THE RIGHT
COLUMN, WHICH IS CHESED.
302. But, if people intend to sin, then the Holy One, blessed be He
will direct "His councel," WHICH IS THE NUKVA that constantly
moves and which was revolving to the right, to turn around and
revolve to the left. And He turn the objects and the vessels, which
were to the right, to the left.

303. As a result, the stone wheels change direction and become
actions that will hurt humankind. And these stone wheels keep
turning in that direction--TO THE LEFT--until people perform good
deeds again. So the direction in which the stone wheels turn
depends on the actions of humankind. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN:
"AND IT IS TURNED AROUND AND ABOUT BY HIS COUNCELS
THAT THEY MAY DO WHATSOEVER HE COMMANDS THEM,"
because the "councel," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE STONE
WHEELS, depends upon the actions OF HUMANKIND. And it never
stands still; IT CONSTANTLY REVOLVES EITHER TO THE RIGHT OR
TO THE LEFT.
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304. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, has created all
the events and actions necessary to accomplish everything properly.
And everything comes down AND IS DRAWN INTO THE WORLD
from the main source and root above. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, brought Avraham to be close to Him. He then begot Yishmael,
who was born before Avraham was circumcised. Thus, Yishmael
was born down below and was not perfected by the sign of the
Covenant.

305. Later on, the Holy One, blessed be He, guided the course of
events by His councel, and Avraham was circumcised and joined the
Covenant. His name was completed, and he was called Avraham,
WITH THE ADDITION OF THE HEI. So the first Hei OF THE HOLY
NAME, YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, became his crown,
according to the secret of deriving water from air.

306. As soon as this secret was perfected and Avraham was
circumcised, Yitzchak was born to him. He was a "Holy Seed" and
was attached up above according to the secret of deriving fire from
water. And so it is written: "Yet I had planted you a noble vine,
wholly a right seed..." (Yirmeyah 2:21). Hence, he was not related to
the Other Side, WHICH REFERS TO THE LEFT SIDE ALONE.
INSTEAD, HE WAS INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT SIDE.
307. Come and behold: two separate nations came forth from Lot
and his daughters, which were attached to the side that was
appropriate for them, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE. This is why the
Holy One, blessed be He, manipulates events and turns things
around in the world; He wants everything to be well arranged and
related to its place IN HOLINESS. THIS MEANS THAT EVERYTHING
SHOULD BE CAREFULLY ARRANGED AND PROPERLY PLANNED
TO ENSURE THE PROPER ISSUING OF THE KINGS OF YEHUDA
AND KING MASHIACH. THIS IS THE MEANING OF THE VERSE, "AND
IT IS TURNED AROUND AND ABOUT BY HIS COUNCEL(S) THAT
THEY MAY DO WHATSOEVER HE COMMANDS THEM."
308. Come and behold: Lot was worthy of having the Holy One,
blessed be He, produce these two nations from his union with his
wife. But in order to attach them to their predestined place, HE
PRODUCED THEM FROM HIS DAUGHTERS. AND THIS was achieved
with the help of wine, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THEY MADE THEIR
FATHER DRINK WINE" (BERESHEET 19:33). This wine, which is the
secret explanation of their actions, was prepared ESPECIALLY for
them and was found on that specific night in the cave. IF THERE
HAD BEEN NO WINE, THESE TWO NATIONS WOULD NOT HAVE
COME INTO THE WORLD. Therefore, it is written: "And he drank of
the wine, and was drunk," (Beresheet 9:21) and this has already
been explained.
309. Come and behold: they called their sons Moav and Amon. SHE
CALLED HIM Moav, BECAUSE HE WAS Me-av (lit. 'from father').
Rabbi Yosi said: The elder daughter cried out boldly--Mo-av, he is
born from my father! "And the younger daughter also bore a son,
whom she called Ben-Ami (lit. 'the son of my people')," in a cryptic
way (Beresheet 19:38) but she did not declare who fathered him.
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310. Come and behold. Of the elder daughter, it is written: "and he
perceived not when she lay down, nor when she arose" (Ibid. 33).
The phrase, "when she arose" is spelled with a Vav with a dot above
it. This indicates that there was help from above in performing that
action, which was to ultimately result in the birth of Mashiach. Of the
younger daughter, however, it is written: "nor when she arose," (Ibid.
35) without a Vav, because her issue was not for the sake of the Holy
One, blessed be He. This is why when writting "when she arose,"
about the elder sister, there is a dot over the Vav. EVEN THOUGH
THE YOUNGER DAUGHTER ALSO PRODUCED KINGS--NAAMAH
THE AMMONITE WAS KING SOLOMON'S WIFE AND THE MOTHER
OF RECHAV'AM--NEVERTHELSS KING DAVID, CERTAINLY, IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL, AS HE IS MASHIACH.

311. Rabbi Shimon then said: THE MEANING OF THE VERSE, "HE
PERCEIVED NOT WHEN SHE LAY DOWN, NOR WHEN SHE AROSE"
IS THAT he did not know that the Holy One, blessed be He, intended
to raise from her King David and KING Solomon, and all the other
kings, along with Mashiach. Furthermore, THE PHRASE, "when she
arose" is ANALOGOUS TO what was said of Rut: "and she rose up
before one could discern another" (Rut 3:14). And on that day, she
certainly had an issue, because Boaz mated with her to preserve the
name of the dead and his lineage. Thus, all these kings and all the
noble men in Yisrael were raised through her. ACCORDING TO
ANOTHER EXPLANATION, "and he perceived not when she lay
down" RESEMBLES THE WORDS, "And she lay at his feet until the
morning." It is written: "when she arose" and, "she rose up before
one could discern another..." This is WHY "when she arose" IS
SPELLED with a Vav with a dot above it. THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN THIS EXPLANATION AND THE FIRST ONE IS THAT HERE
HE EXPLAINED THE VERSE, "AND HE PERCEIVED NOT WHEN SHE
LAY DOWN" AS WELL. IN THE FIRST EXPLANATION HE DID NOT
EXPLAIN THIS VERSE.
312. Come and behold: see how modest Avraham was. From the
beginning, when the Holy One, blessed be He, determined to execute
His Judgment on S'dom, AVRAHAM PLEADED FOR MERCY, BUT he
did not plead for Mercy for Lot. Later, when it is written: "and, lo, the
smoke of the country went up as the smoke of a
furnace," (Beresheet 19:28) Avraham still did not intercede for Lot
and said nothing to the Holy One, blessed be He, in Lot's favor. And
the Holy One, blessed be he, did not mention anything to him, so
that Avraham would not think that the Holy One, blessed be He, had
drawn on Avraham's merits BECAUSE OF THAT.

313. We know that Avraham cared about Lot because Avraham
risked his life for Lot by waging war against four powerful kings. As
it is written: "And when Avram heard that his brother was taken
captive...And he divided himself against them...by night...And he
brought back all the goods, and also brought back his brother Lot,
and his possessions" (Beresheet 14:14-16). However, because of
AVRAHAM'S love for the Holy One, blessed be He, and because he
knew of Lot's misconduct, he did not ask that the Holy One, blessed
be He, overlook Lot's actions. Thus, he did not plead for Mercy on
Lot's account--neither in the beginning, nor in the end.
Beginning with paragraph 314 and onward, we find what is known as
midrash hane'elam--"hidden explanations." These hidden
explanations of the Zohar appear primarily in the first few sections of
Genesis. This particular section explains that the story of Lot and his
daughters is a parable referring to man and his Evil Inclination. The
Zohar explains how the Evil Inclination always catches us and how
we can protect ourselves from it.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
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314. "And Lot went up out of Tzoar." Rabbi Avahu said: Behold what
is written about the Evil Inclination. You should know that it will
always exist in human beings until that time, of which it is written:
"and I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh" (Yechezkel
36:26). And even though it sees human beings punished in
Gehenom, it returns again in people. This is as it is written: "And Lot
went up out of Tzoar," that is, out of the agony (Heb. tza'ar) of
Gehenom. From there, he goes up to seduce people.

315. Rabbi Yehuda said: There are three directing powers in people.
One is the directing power of the mind and wisdom, which is the
power of the Holy Neshamah. Next is the directing power of lust,
which craves all kinds of evil desires. And finally, the directing
power that controls human beings in their behavior and strengthens
the body. This is called the Nefesh of the body, of which Rabbi Dimi
said: This is the Maintaining Power.

316. Rabbi Yehuda said: Come and behold. The Evil Inclination has
control over the last two powers. The lusting Nefesh always follows
the Evil Inclination. We learn this from what is written: "And the
firstborn said to the younger, Our father is old..." (Beresheet 19:31)
The lusting Nefesh arouses the other and seduces it through the
body to cleave to the Evil Inclination. And it says: "Come, let us
make our father drink wine, and we will lie with him." What is for us
in in the world to come? Let us pursue the Evil Inclination and the
lustful pleasures of this world. So what did they do? They agreed to
cling to it. Thus, it is written: "And they made their father drink
wine." They feed ravenously in order to arouse themselves and
reach the Evil Inclination through food and drink.

317. "...and the first born went in, and lay with her father" (Ibid. 33).
When a person lies in bed at night, the lusting Nefesh arouses the
Evil Inclination. It clings to it until he cling to every evil thought, and
it conceives a little, which brings that evil thought into the heart of
man. And it clings to it and remains in the heart without being
fulfilled, until that lustful desire arouses the power of the body, as it
did at first, to cling to the Evil Inclination. And then evil is achieved,
as it is written: "Thus were both the daughters of Lot with child by
their father" (Ibid. 36).
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318. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The Evil Inclination can be seduced only
by eating and drinking, and by the merriment of wine. Then it
controls humankind. As for the righteous, what is written of him? It
is written: "The righteous eats to the satisfying of his soul," (Mishlei
13:25) and never becomes drunk. As Rabbi Yehuda said: A Torah
scholar who gets drunk is described as "A jewel of gold in a swine's
snout" (Mishlei 11:22). And as well as that, he desecrates the
Celestial Name. How do sinners behave? It is written: "And behold
joy and gladness..." (Yeshayah 22:13). At this stage, wine takes over
a person, "slaying oxen, and killing sheep, eating flesh and drinking
wine" (Ibid.). Of them the Scriptures say: "Woe to them that rise up
early in the morning, that they may follow strong drink..." (Yeshayah
5:11) to arouse the Evil Inclination, as this inclination is not aroused
without wine. Therefore, it is written: "And they made their father
drink wine."

319. Rabbi Avahu then said: It is written that, "he perceived not when
she lay down, nor when she arose." This means that the Evil
Inclination is not aware of its lying down in this world, nor of its
rising up to the world to come. It is aroused through the power of the
body to accomplish its lustful desires in this world. As Rabbi Avahu
said: When the sinners enter into Gehenom, the Evil Inclination is
brought there to see them. As it is written: "when Lot entered into
Tzoar (Heb. tza'ar, 'agony')," (Beresheet 19:23) that is, into the agony
of Gehenom. And from there it rises to seduce people. Therefore, it
is written: "And Lot went up out of Tzoar," out of the agony of
Gehenom.

320. "...and dwelt in the mountain..." (Ibid. 30) Rabbi Yitzchak said:
What we learn from the words, "in the mountain" is that this is the
dwelling place of Lot and his two daughters, who are the two forces
mentioned before. In the mountain means in the body, which is as
wasted as a mountain that has no goodness in it. Because "he
feared to dwell in Tzoar," (Ibid. 30) fear and anxiety overtook him, as
he saw the agony of Gehenom and the misery of the wicked. And it
thinks it will be punished there. However, as soon as it realizes that
it shall not be punished there, the Evil Inclination goes out and seeks
to seduce human beings to follow it.

321. Rabbi Huna discussed this subject in an effort to warn people.
He would say to them: My children, beware of the 'messenger from
Gehenom'. And who is this messenger? It is the Evil Inclination,
which is the 'messenger from Gehenom'.
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322. Rabbi Aba then asked: Why is it written, "The leech has two
daughters, crying: Give, give" (Mishlei 30:15)? These refer to the two
daughters of Lot, who correspond to the lusting Nefesh and the
Nefesh that takes part in the body and constantly pursues the Evil
Inclination. Rabbi Yehoshua said: About Lot, it is written, "he feared
to dwell in Tzoar." It is also written there that "the leech has two
daughters, crying: Give, give." The numerical value of 'feared' equals
that of 'leech.' Rabbi Yitzchak said: If he was afraid, why then does
the Evil Inclination come to misguide people? But, this is indeed the
way of the wicked. When he sees evil, his fear lasts only a moment.
He then immediately returns to his wicked ways and fears nothing.
Similarly, when the Evil Inclination sees the wicked being punished,
it is afraid. But as soon as it leaves, it fears nothing."

323. Rabbi Aba said: In reference to the verse, "And the firstborn
said to the younger, Our father is old..." what is "our father is old"?
This alludes to the Evil Inclination, that is called 'old', as it is written:
"an old and foolish king" (Kohelet 4:13). It is old because it is born
together with person. As we have learned, Rabbi Yehuda said: Rabbi
Yosi said that the lusting Nefesh says to the other one--Our father is
old, so let us follow him and cling to him, like all the other wicked
people in the world. "...and there is not a man in the earth to come to
us" means that there is no righteous person upon earth, and there is
no one who has control over his lustful desires. So there are many
sinners in the world and we therefore will not be the only guilty ones.
Let us do as all the people on earth do--let us sin, since until now
this is the way all people on earth conduct themselves. "Let us make
our father drink wine," let us be happy in this world by eating and
drinking and getting drunk. We will then cling to our "father," namely
the Evil Inclination, and "we will lie with him." And the Holy Spirit
cries out loud and says: "But they also have erred through wine and
through strong drink are out of the way..." (Yeshayah 28:7)

324. Rabbi Yehuda then said: Come and behold. It is written: "And
they made their father drink wine" (Beresheet 19:33). The way of the
wicked is to go astray by drinking wine, to indulge the Evil
Inclination with pleasures and arouse it until it rejoices in
drunkenness and lies in its bed. Immediately then, "the firstborn
went in and lay with her father"; she joins him and begins to imagine
all kinds of bad thoughts. The Evil Inclination joins her and clings to
her, and ceases to be aware of her or of what it does to her "when
she lay down" in this world or, "when she arose" to the world to
come. "...when she lay down..." in the world to come, she will
account for her deeds and be judged for them. And "When she
arose" for the Day of Judgment, it is written: "And many of them that
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake" (Daniel 12:2). Here the Evil
Inclination has no perception at all, so it clings to her, and she clings
to it. Later, she arouses the other. Thus, after the great thought is
attached to the Evil Inclination, the other one comes and clings to it.
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325. "And they made their father drink wine," (Beresheet 19:35) to
arouse the Evil Inclination and cling to it. And then they fulfilled their
evil thoughts through action, and they both became pregnant to the
Evil Inclination. As it is written: "Thus were both the daughters of
Lot with child by their father" (Idib. 36). Now that their deeds are
done, each one "bears its evil." This is the way of the wicked. They
interact with the Evil Inclination until it kills them, and then drags
them down into Gehenom, where it leaves them. Afterward, it goes
out to seduce more people, as has been explained. So he who
recognizes its ways is saved from it and never joins it.

326. Rabbi Yitzchak said: This is similar to the example of a group of
bandits that prepares ambushes along the roads to rob and kill
people. They choose one person from among them, who knows how
to deceive other men with soft words. What does he do? He first
goes among the intended victims to welcome and serve them until
the foolish among them trust him--his affection and his way of
speech--and rejoice with him. He leads them on with his soothing
words, so that they follow the route along which the other bandits
are hiding. And as soon as they reach the hiding place, he is the first
to kill them. The other bandits come, kill them, and take their money.
While the victims shout and cry: Woe to us for listening to him,
NAMELY TO THE EVIL INCLINATION, and to his soothing words.
After they are killed, he emerges and goes to deceive other people,
as before. What do those who are clever do? When they see him
coming to seduce them, they recognize him as the one who
ambushes their souls. So they kill him and travel a different route.
This is the way of the Evil Inclination. It emerges from among the
group of bandits, that is, it leaves Gehenom to welcome people and
seduces them with its sweet tongue. As it is written: "And Lot went
up out of Tzoar, and dwelt in the mountain," just like the bandits did,
to prey on people. What does it do? It walks in front of them. And the
fools have faith in it and in its love, through which it deceives them.
It serves them as a slave who supplies them with beautiful,
forbidden women. It allows people to be bad, and frees them from
the commitments of Torah and the yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom.
The fools see all this and trust in its love, accept its guidance, and
follow it along the same path where the bandits are hidden, the path
to Gehenom, along which there is no way of turning to the right or to
the left. And as soon as it arrives with them at that place, it is the
first to kill them and become the Angel of Death for them. Then it
makes them enter Gehenom and brings them down to the Angels of
Destruction. And they cry out, saying: Woe to us for listening to it-NAMELY, TO THE EVIL INCLINATION--but their cries serve no
purpose. REPENTANCE AND REMORSE ARE ONLY EFFECTIVE
DURING ONE'S LIFETIME, NOT AFTER DEATH. Afterward, the Evil
Inclination leaves Gehenom and goes to seduce other people. The
clever, who immediately recognize it, will overcome it until they have
full control over it. Then they choose a different route to save
themselves.
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327. Rabbi Yosef traveled to Babylon where he saw young lads WHO
WERE NOT YET MARRIED. They walked freely among beautiful
women and did not commit any sin. He asked them: Are you not
afraid of the Evil Inclination? They answered: We do not come from a
mixture of good and bad, but were hewn out of the Holy of the
Holies. THIS MEANS THAT THEIR PARENTS HAD NO EVIL
THOUGHTS AT THE TIME OF THEIR MATING, WHEN THE YOUNG
LADS WERE 'HEWN OUT' OF THEM. BECAUSE THEY HAD ONLY
HOLY THOUGHTS, THE YOUNG LADS WERE NOT AFRAID OF THE
EVIL INCLINATION. As Rabbi Yehuda said that Rav said: A person
should sanctify himself during sexual intercourse in order to
produce holy children, sons with holy attributes who have no fear of
the Evil Inclination. This is according to the verse: "Sanctify
yourselves therefore, and be holy" (Vayikra 20:7).
328. Rabbi Aba asked: What is MEANT BY THE VERSE: "And hallow
My Shabbatot...(Heb. plural)" (Yechezkel 20:20)? THIS MEANS that
the 'mating period' of the sages are timed every Shabbat. And he
warns them that because sexual intercourse is a precept, 'hallow'
means that you should sanctify yourselves during 'My Shabbatot
(Heb. plural)' through the precept of mating. Rav Yehuda said that
Rav said: Whoever arrives at a city and sees nice women should
lower his eyes and say--Look how I have been 'hewn' from highly
important parents. You dangerous obstacle--WHICH IS A
REFERENCE TO THE KLIPAH THAT CAUSES THE THOUGHT OF
WOMEN--get out, get out OF ME. As he is a 'holy fruit' of Shabbat,
WHICH MEANS THAT HE WAS BORN FROM A MATING DURING
SHABBAT, THE KLIPAH HAS NO CONTROL OVER HIM. SO HE
ASKS: Why then SHOULD HE WHISPER THESE PHRASES AS HE
ENTERS THE CITY? AND HE ANSWERS: BECAUSE the heat OF THE
HARDSHIP of traveling overcomes him. So the Evil Inclination might
also overcome him.
End of Midrash Hane'elam

24. Amon and Moav
The original Serpent in the Garden of Eden ate fruits from the tree, which is also interpreted as drinking wine. Through this action, two negative
energy forces came into existence--[do not pronounce] malcon, and peor. The Zohar expounds upon these two negative forces and how they
manifest into our world to influence man. The two children born from an incestuous relationship between Lot and his two daughters were the
physical manifestation of these two forces. King David, who is a descendant of these offspring, used this tremendous negativity as a tool to take
control over the two negative forces. According to the laws of spirituality, in order to attain genuine control over any situation or force, one must
have some connection to it. It was destined that King David be seeded with this negativity because he was ingrained with the spiritual strength
necessary to take control over it. The moment man seizes control over any negative aspect of his nature, for example, the trait of jealousy, he
immediately influences and minimizes the force of jealousy in the entire world. The envy that lurks within in the hearts of all men is rooted in one
source. This principle holds true for all negative qualities.
The Relevance of this Passage
Mankind's natural instinct is to treat multiple symptoms, as opposed to curing the one underlying and unseen cause. All of our negative traits are
rooted in one source. We gain control over our own negativity and reactive impulses and their source and origin by virtue of this passage. Moreover,
we connect ourselves to any negativity that we came into contact with at prior times in our life and take control over and diminish the root of these
forces as well.
Sitrei Torah (Concealed Torah)
329. "And Lot went up out of Tzoar..." Because of the desire of the
King, a bit of refuse, which bears an engraved image, is separated
from the right side and clings to the refuse of the gold that comes
from the left side. And it resides within the 'unholiness,' which was
shaped into the image of the tree.
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330. When Yitzchak, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN OF HOLINESS,
wanted to rise up in the world, by the might of the harsh Judgment,
he overcame the grades OF THE LEFT AND severed them from their
sustenance. THIS IS HOW THE RIGHT COLUMN, CALLED Avraham,
became strong. He therefore separated that figure from the
Unholiness.

331. The primordial Serpent penetrated the fruits of that Tree, this
being the wine that it drank. And it begot two grades that are
interrelated and surround the side of Unholiness. One is called
Malcom, and the other Peor.

332. One is a hidden advice. The other is an open advice. AND HE
EXPLAINED THAT Peor is revealed, and all its actions, ITS DEEDS,
are performed in the open. Malcom, in contrast, is hidden, and all its
actions, ITS DEEDS, are secretive. These kinds of Unholy elements
were separated and went forth, surrounding the Great Sea, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, and each and every aspect of impurity turns towards
its place.

333. In the same manner, WHAT OCCURS IN THE UPPER WORLDS
HAPPENS WITH THE SOULS down below. Lot, WHO IS THE REFUSE
OF THE RIGHT, separated himself from Avraham and dwelt among
the people of S'dom, WHO ARE THE REFUSE OF THE GOLD THAT
COMES FROM THE LEFT. AND HE ACHIEVED COMPLETION FROM
THEM, AS IS EXPLAINED IN THE UPPER WORLDS. When the
Judgment was aroused and they were overthrown, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, remembered Avraham, and saved LOT. Thus, Lot
was separated from THE UNHOLINESS OF S'DOM AND RETURNED
TO THE HOLY SIDE.
334. His daughters made him drink wine, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE PRIMORDIAL SERPENT, and they bore him two nations. One
was named Amon, which is hidden, and the other Moav, which is
revealed. The grade of Amon is THE IDOL Malcom, the adviser of
concealment. The grade of Moav is Peor, which is completely
revealed.

335. His daughters behaved similarly. One said, "Ben-Ami (lit. 'son of
my people') I have a son from my nation," but she did not name the
father. This is why he is related to the concealed aspect. The other
daughter said, "Moav he came from my father (Me'av). I have borne a
son from my father." Thus, this son's grade is Peor, the unconcealed
aspect.

336. King David was attached to both AMON AND MOAV, because
Rut issued from Moav and King David from her. And David was
enthroned by the crown of Amon, which was a testimony to the seed
of David. As it is written: "And he brought forth the king's son, and
put the crown upon him, and gave him the testimony" (II Melachim
11:12). This crown came from Malcom, which is the grade of the
children of Amon, as it is written: "And he took their king's (Heb.
malcam) crown" (II Shmuel 12:30).
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337. Malcom is the grade of the children of Amon. As it is written:
"and it was set on David's head" (II Shmuel 12:30). And from then on,
it became an everlasting testimony for his sons after him. Through it,
it became evident who are of the sons of David and worthy of
kingship. IF HE WAS ABLE TO BEAR THE CROWN UPON HIS HEAD,
then they said that he is certainly from the seed of David. Even on
the day he was born, he was already able to bear the weight of the
crown upon his head, though it was heavy with gold and a precious
stone. Others, WHO WERE NOT FROM DAVID'S SEED, could not
bear it. Therefore, it is written about Yoash: "and he put the crown
upon him, and gave him the testimony."

338. King David was attached to both of these grades. They are the
might of his kingdom. Through them, he was able to overcome all
other nations. If he had not been included within their aspects, he
would not have been able to overcome them. So all the grades of all
the other nations of the world were included within David, so that he
could overcome them.

339. "And Lot went up out of Tzoar, and dwelt in the mountain." It is
written: "The leech hath two daughters, crying: Give, give..." (Mishlei
30:15). These are the two daughters of the Evil Inclination who
arouse the Evil Inclination to rule the body. One is the Nefesh that
constantly grows within the body; the other is the Nefesh that lusts
after evil desires of this world. The latter is the firstborn, while the
former, THE FIRST ONE, is the younger.

340. The Evil Inclination always clings to both of these SOULS in
order to seduce human beings and make them trust it, SO THAT IT
MAY lead them to the place WHERE THEY ARE SHOT BY the 'Arrows
of Death' and torn into shreds, as it is written: "Till a dart strike
through his liver..." (Mishlei 7:23).

341. AND THIS IS SIMILAR to those thieving bandits in the
mountains who hide in a frightening spot to which most people
refrain from traveling. How do they bring people to that place? They
choose from among them the one who has the sharpest tongue, one
who knows how to tempt people. This one leaves them and travels
on the main path TO THE PLACE through which all people pass. As
soon as he arrives there and meets them, NAMELY, THE
INHABITANTS OF THE WORLD, he joins them. HE PULLS THEM
INTO HIS NET AND BRINGS THEM TO THAT EVIL SPOT WHERE THE
OTHER BANDITS WAIT TO ROB AND MURDER THEM. THIS IS HOW
THE EVIL INCLINATION WORKS. IT SEDUCES HUMAN BEINGS AND
PERSUADES THEM TO HAVE FAITH IN IT, WHILE IT BRINGS THEM
TO THE PLACE OF THE "ARROWS OF DEATH."
End of Sitrei Torah

25. "She is my sister"
Before Avraham goes down into the land of Egypt, he attaches himself to the divine presence known as the Shechinah. The word Egypt is a code for
negativity and darkness. The spiritual principle concealed in this story can be revealed by analogy. If a person lowers himself into a deep, darkened
pit, filled with deadly snakes, to retrieve a great treasure, he first secures himself to a powerful rope to ensure a safe retreat. The rope becomes his
lifeline as he enters into a dangerous environment. Avraham attached himself to the force called Shechinah before he entered into the pit of
negativity [Egypt] so that he would maintain a lifeline to the Creator.
The Relevance of this Passage
There are moments in life when negative situations consume us. Without supernal assistance, we fall prey to the traps and lures set up by the forces
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of negativity. We are building for ourselves a secure lifeline to the Creator for those difficult moments in life when we stumble and fall into negativity.
342. "And Avraham journeyed from there toward the south
country" (Beresheet 20:1). All of Avraham's journeys were to the
south, WHICH IS CHESED, rather than in any other direction. He
planned wisely, so that he would be attached to the south.

343. "And Avraham said of Sarah his wife, She is my
sister..." (Beresheet 20:2). We have learned that a person should not
rely on miracles. If the Holy One, blessed be He, performs a miracle
for somebody, he should not rely on a miracle another time, because
miracles do not simply occur at any given time.

344. A person who knowingly puts himself in danger may use up all
of his merits, because, as it is written: "I am unworthy of the least of
all the mercies, and of all the trust..." (Beresheet 32:11). AND HE
ASKS: If Avraham knew that his emergence from Egypt was a
miracle, why did he put himself into difficulty again by saying, "She
is my sister?"

345. AND HE REPLIES: Avraham did not rely on himself at all, but
saw the Shechinah dwelling constantly in Sarah's residence, from
which She never moved. And because THE SHECHINAH was there,
Avraham relied on Her and said, "She is my sister," as it is written:
"Say to Wisdom, You are my sister" (Mishlei 7:4). THIS MEANS THAT
THE SHECHINAH IS ALSO CALLED WISDOM. Therefore he said,
"She is my sister."

346. "But Elohim came to Avimelech..." HE ASKS: Could it be that
the Holy One, blessed be He, visits the wicked, as it is written: "and
Elohim came to Bilaam" (Bemidbar 22:9) and "Elohim came to
Lavan" (Beresheet 31:24)? AND HE REPLIES: This was only a
Governor, a messenger who was in charge over them, as EVERY
NATION HAS A CELESTIAL GOVERNOR. When ANGELS complete
their missions, WHICH THEY RECEIVE FROM HASHEM, they are
called by the holy name ELOHIM, because they represented the
aspect of Judgment AND THE NAME ELOHIM IS AN INDICATION OF
JUDGMENT. This is why it is written: "But Elohim came to
Avimelech, in a dream by night, and said to him, Behold, you are but
a dead man for the woman which you have taken," (Beresheet 20:3)
REFERRING ONLY TO THE ANGEL THAT GOVERNS HIS NATION
AND NOT TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
347. Rabbi Shimon opened the discourse with the verse: "The
language of truth shall be established forever..." (Mishlei 12:19) This
refers to Avraham, whose words were always truthful. The phrase,
"but a lying tongue is but for a moment" (Ibid.), however, refers to
Avimelech.
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348. Of Avraham it is written: "And Avraham said of Sarah his wife,
She is my sister." This is similar to what he said IN EGYPT, when he
said to the Shechinah that accompanied Sarah, "She is my sister."
SO TWICE AVRAHAM SAID, "SHE IS MY SISTER," AND REFERRED
TO THE SHECHINAH WHEN HE SAID IT. And Avraham did
EVERYTHING wisely.

349. HE ASKS: Why IS THE SHECHINAH CALLED SISTER? AND HE
RESPONDS: Because Avraham is related to the right side, he said,
"She is my sister." And the secret corresponds to what is written:
"my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled" (Shir Hashirim 5:2). And
Avraham always called Her "my sister" because he cleaved to Her
and they were never separated.

350. In the end, it is written: "And yet indeed she is my sister, she is
the daughter of my father, but not the daughter of my
mother" (Beresheet 20:12). SO HE ASKS: Was IT REALLY so? WAS
SHE NOT THE DAUGHTER OF HARAN? AND HE REPLIES:
Everything that he said was a reference to the Shechinah. "She is my
sister," that he said in the beginning is similar to, "Say to Wisdom,
You are my sister." And he concluded, "And yet indeed." What is
MEANT BY "And"? It expands THE EXPLANATION with: "she is my
sister, the daughter of my father," WHICH MEANS THAT THE
SHECHINAH is a daughter of the supernal Chochmah, WHICH IS THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, BOTH OF WHICH ARE CALLED ABA.
This is why THE SHECHINAH is called his 'Sister' and 'Wisdom', but
not, AS STATED IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH, "the daughter of
my mother." THIS MEANS THAT "MY MOTHER" IS DRAWN from the
place where everything begins and where everything is concealed,
WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. FROM ARICH ANPIN, THE SECRET OF
BINAH THAT RETURNS TO BECOME CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN. BINAH
BECOMES ENCLOTHED BY YISRAEL-SABA AND TENUVAH,
COLLECTIVELY CALLED IMA. SO THE SHECHINAH HERE IS NOT A
"DAUGHTER," BUT RATHER A "MOTHER" HERSELF, AS SHE
ENCLOTHES HER. Therefore, BECAUSE SHE IS THE ASPECT OF
THE LEFT, FROM THE SIDE OF THE MOTHER, "she became my
wife" in fondness and affection as expressed in the verse, "and his
right hand embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 8:3). SHE LONGS FOR THE
CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT, SO THAT HER CHOCHMAH MAY BE
ENCLOTHED BY THE CHASSADIM. All this is according to the secret
of Wisdom.
351. Come and behold: when they first went down to Egypt, he said,
"SHE IS MY SISTER" in order to cleave to the Faith. Therefore, he
called Her "my sister," so that they would not be mistaken and follow
those grades outside HOLINESS. So here as well, WITH AVIMELECH,
he said, "my sister" in order not to be diverted from the proper Faith.

352. This is because Avimelech and all the inhabitants of the land
followed idolatry, while AVRAHAM cleaved to the Faith. So when he
entered there, he said OF THE SHECHINAH, "She is my sister." Just
as a sister can never be separated from a brother, so here as well,
AVRAHAM WAS ATTACHED TO THE SHECHINAH IN SUCH A
MANNER THAT THEY COULD NEVER BE SEPARATED. Although a
wife can be separated FROM HER HUSBAND, a sister can never be
separated FROM HER BROTHER, because two siblings can never
ever be separated.
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353. Thus Avraham said, "She is my sister." Everybody was
enthusiastic about running after and worshipping the lights of the
stars and constellations, but Avraham cleaved to the Faith and said
ABOUT THE SHECHINAH, "She is my sister," and we shall never be
separated from each other. You may derive this FROM THE WORDS:
"And for his sister a virgin," (Vayikra 21:3) which has been said
about the priest, but signifies the place where Avraham, WHO IS THE
RIGHT COLUMN AND CHESED, resides. THE SHECHINAH IS
CALLED HIS "VIRGIN SISTER" BECAUSE, FROM THE ASPECT OF
THE RIGHT SIDE, THE SHECHINAH IS CALLED BOTH A "SISTER"
AND A "DAUGHTER."
354. It is written: "You shall fear Hashem your Elohim, Him you shall
serve, and to Him you shall cleave, and swear by his
Name" (Devarim 10:20). This phrase has already been explained, but
nevertheless, come and behold. It is not written: 'Hashem (to
Hashem) your Elohim you shall have fear,' USING THE DATIVE
CASE, but only "fear (Heb. et) Hashem." So what does THE
ACCUSATIVE PARTICLE Et mean? It refers to the first grade OF THE
TEN SFIROT, COUNTING UPWARD, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHICH IS
the region of fear of the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, it is
written: "You shall fear," because there, IN THE NUKVA, a person
should fear his Master, as She represents Judgment.
355. "And him (Heb. oto) you shall serve" alludes to the upper grade,
NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, which resides above this lower
grade, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and they are never separated from
each other. THESE TWO WORDS, Et ('the') and Oto ('him') cleave to
each other and are never separated. SO HE ASKS: What does "Oto"
mean? AND HE ANSWERS: This is the region of the Holy Covenant,
an everlasting sign (Heb. ot) THAT REFERS TO YESOD, because no
worshipping is done in Et ('the'), which does not pertain to service,
but to fear. But service is above IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
IS NAMED OTO. And this is why IT IS WRITTEN: "him (Heb. oto) you
shall serve."
356. The phrase, "and to Him you shall cleave" refers to the region
where cleaving occurs, which is the center of the body, NAMELY IN
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS TIFERET AND LIES BETWEEN
THE TWO ARMS, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, WHO
REPRESENT THE TWO COLUMNS--LEFT AND RIGHT. The words,
"and swear (Heb. tishave'a) by His name" refer to the seventh (Heb.
sheva) region among the grades, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHICH IS
RELATED TO THE SECRET OF SHABBAT. And this is learned from
the verse: "and David their king, whom I will raise up for
them" (Yirmeyah 30:9).
357. This is how Avraham cleaved to the Faith. THIS IS AN
ALLUSION TO THE SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH AT THE GRADE
OF 'SISTER', when he went down to Egypt and when he went to the
land of the Philistines. This is similar to a person who plans to
descend into a deep pit, but is afraid that he may not be able to climb
back out. What does he do? He fastens a rope high above the pit,
and says to himself: Now that I have tied this knot, I will enter the pit.
Similarly, before Avraham went to Egypt, he secured himself with the
knot of Faith. Only after this was secure did he travel to Egypt.
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358. And he did the same when he entered the land of the Philistines.
This is why it is written: "The language of truth is established
forever, but a lying tongue is but for a moment." (Mishlei 12:19) THIS
APPLIES TO Avimelech, who said: "In the integrity of my heart and
the innocency of my hands have I done this" (Beresheet 20:5). But
ELOHIM answered him by saying: "I know that you did this in the
simplicity of your heart" (Ibid. 6). He did not say, 'and innocence of
your hands,' AS AVIMELECH CLAIMED. THUS, AVIMELECH LIED
WHEN HE SAID, "AND THE INNOCENCY OF MY HANDS," AND THIS
IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN OF HIM: "BUT A LYING TONGUE IS BUT FOR
A MOMENT."
359. "Now, restore to the man his wife, for he is a
prophet" (Beresheet 20:7). Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion with
the verse, "He guards the feet of his pious ones (Heb. chasidav)..." (I
Shmuel 2:9). Chasidav is spelled WITHOUT THE LETTER YUD,
WHICH INDICATES THAT THE VERSE APPLIES to one PIOUS MAN.
And this is Avraham, who is always protected by the Holy One,
blessed be He, as He never removed His protection from over him. It
is written, "He guards the feet" BECAUSE "THE FEET" allude to
AVRAHAM'S wife, along with whom, in order to guard her, the Holy
One, blessed be He, sent His Shechinah.
360. Another explanation of the verse: "He guards the feet of his
pious ones" IS THAT CHASIDAV IS WRITTEN WITHOUT THE
LETTER YUD, WHICH IMPLIES One. That one was Avraham, who
was always accompanied by the Holy One, blessed be He, so that
nobody could harm him. "...and the wicked shall be silent in
darkness..." refers to the kings whom the Holy One, blessed be He,
had slain during that night that Avraham pursued them.

361. Therefore, it is written: "shall be silent in darkness," WHICH
MEANS the night, NAMELY THE NUKVA. Avraham pursued the
kings, and the night, as it became united with the darkness, slew the
kings. Thus, it is written: "And he divided himself against them, he
and his servants, by night (lit. 'And the night divided upon them) and
smote them" (Beresheet 14:15). Therefore, the phrase, "And the
night divided upon them" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who
separated Judgment from Mercy, in order to avenge Avraham. Thus,
IT IS WRITTEN: "and the wicked shall be silent in darkness...and (he)
smote them." It should have been written: 'and (they) smote them' IN
THE PLURAL, BECAUSE AVRAHAM AND HIS SERVANTS SMOTE
THEM. But of course, it was the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO
REALLY SMOTE THEM, "for by strength shall no man prevail," (I
Shmuel 2:9) as he was alone there with Eliezer. THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF ELIEZER IS 318 AND AVRAHAM HAD 318 SERVANTS,
WHICH ARE MENTIONED IN THE SCRIPTURES.
362. Rabbi Yitzchak said: But we have learned that where harm is
expected, a person should not depend on a miracle to save him. And
there is no place more dangerous than that into which Avraham
pursued the four kings to wage war against them. WHY, THEN, DID
HE RELY ON A MIRACLE TO HAPPEN? Rabbi Yehuda responded:
Avraham did not set out with the intention of waging war, nor did he
rely on the occurrence of a miracle. Rather, he left his house
because of the distress of Lot, whom he planned to ransom and free.
And had he not been able to free him, he would have died with him in
captivity. But as soon as he began his journey, he saw the
Shechinah shining in front of him and armies OF ANGELS
surrounding him. At that time, he started to pursue them while the
Holy One, blessed be He, slew them. This is why it is written: "and
the wicked shall be silent in darkness."
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363. Rabbi Shimon said: There is a secret hidden in the verse, "He
guards the feet of his pious," who is Avraham. When Avraham set
out TO WAGE WAR ON THE KINGS, Yitzchak joined him. And they
fell before him. If Yitzchak had not joined Avraham, he would not
have been able to slay them, as it is written: "and the wicked shall be
silent in darkness." "...by strength shall no man prevail." Even
though strength always lies with the right, WHICH IS AVRAHAM, if
THE RIGHT was not included within the left side, WHICH IS
YITZCHAK, then THE KINGS would not have retreated before him.

364. Another explanation of the verse, "He guards the feet of his
pious ones" is that when a person loves the Holy One, blessed be
He, the Holy One, blessed be He, returns that love by guarding all
that he does and his journeys. As it is written: "Hashem shall
preserve your going out and your coming in from this time forth and
even for evermore" (Tehilim 121:8).

365. Come and behold: observe how much Avraham loved the Holy
One, blessed be He. Wherever he went, he had no regard for his
possessions at all. All his thoughts were directed toward cleaving to
the Holy One, blessed be He, alone. Therefore, the verse "He guards
the feet of his pious" alludes to his wife, BECAUSE HIS FEET
ALLUDE TO HIS WIFE, about whom it is written: "Now Avimelech
had not come near her," (Beresheet 20:4) and also, "therefore I did
not allow you to touch her" (Ibid. 6).

366. About Pharaoh, it is written: "And Hashem plagued Pharaoh,
and his house with great plagues" (Beresheet 12:17). SARAH spoke
out directly to the Holy One, blessed be He, ASKING HIM TO SMITE,
and He smote. It is written: "He guards the feet of the pious (ones),
and the wicked are silent in darkness," BECAUSE it was Pharaoh
and Avimelech on whom the Holy One, blessed be He, inflicted
Judgments at night--BY DARKNESS. Who is the "man" referred to in
the verse: "for by strength shall no man prevail? " This man is
Avraham, as it is written: "Now therefore, restore the man his
wife..." (Beresheet 20:7)

26. "And the Satan standing at his right to prosecute him"
The negative angel, Satan, stands on the right side of the High Priest Joshua, who has just been thrown into a pit of fire. Kabbalistically, the right
side signifies the attribute of mercy, and fire signifies the concept of severe judgment. In this story, the angel Satan tells the Creator that if He is
going to show mercy upon Joshua, then He should be obligated to save all the people who were with Joshua, even though they are unworthy. In
other words, Satan is cleverly implying that the Creator cannot possibly save Joshua because of these special circumstances. Nonetheless, the
Creator emancipates Joshua. The spiritual lesson of this story is as follows: During a time of intense judgment, the righteous can still be saved
amidst all the upheaval and destruction. According to the Kabbalah, another example of the Creator performing the difficult task of concurrently
emitting the forces of mercy and judgment, was during the splitting of the Red Sea, when the Israelites crossed over to safety while the Egyptians
were drowning.
The Relevance of this Passage
Both wicked and righteous people dwell among us and their behavioral actions have an appropriate effect on the state of the world. By mending our
own ways and choosing the path of spirituality, we are securely connected, by this section, to the Creator's attributes of mercy during times of
severe judgment.
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367. "And Hashem visited Sarah as He had said..." (Beresheet 21:1)
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "And he showed
me Yehoshua the high priest standing before the angel of Hashem,
and the Satan standing at his right to prosecute him" (Zecharyah
3:1). This passage should be studied carefully. "And he showed me
Yehoshua the high priest" refers to Yehoshua, the son of
Yehotzadak. In the phrase, "standing before the angel of Hashem,"
who is the "angel of Hashem"? It is the region THAT IS CALLED the
Bundle,' TO WHICH the soul of the righteous is attached. And all the
souls of the righteous are there. This is the "angel of Hashem,"
WHICH IS MENTIONED IN THE VERSE.

368. The phrase, "and the Satan standing at his right to prosecute
him" refers to the Evil Inclination, which roams the world snatching
souls and taking spirits FROM HUMAN BEINGS by bringing
accusations against humankind, above as well as below. This
occurred when Nevuchadnetzar cast YEHOSHUA, THE HIGH PRIEST,
into the fire, together with all the false prophets. At that time, the
Satan brought accusations against him above, so that he would be
burned with them.

369. This is the way OF THE SATAN, who shows his indictment at
the hour of danger or when the world is in distress. At those times,
he is allowed to prosecute and punish, even without justice, as it is
written: "but sometimes ruin comes for want of judgment" (Mishlei
13:23). What is meant by "to prosecute him"? IN OTHER WORDS,
WHAT DID HE ACCUSE HIM OF? He was asking that they all be
saved or all be burned. When the Angel of Destruction is granted
permission to destroy, the righteous are in as much danger as the
wicked.

370. Therefore, when Judgment hangs over a city, a man should flee
before he is captured there AND FALLS INTO THE HANDS OF THE
DESTROYER. Once the Angel of Destruction resides IN A PLACE, he
treats the righteous the same as the wicked. All the more so, as all
three of them were together. THIS REFERS TO YEHOSHUA, THE
HIGH PRIEST, AND THE OTHER TWO FALSE PROPHETS--ACHAV,
THE SON OF KOLYAH, AND TZIDKIYAHU, THE SON OF
MA'ASSIYAH. THE SATAN was demanded that all be burned or all be
saved, because if a miracle is to occur, there cannot be half a
miracle. It must be the same for all--either miracle or Judgment.

371. Rabbi Yosi said to him: That is not so. For when the Holy One,
blessed be He, split the sea for Yisrael, He divided the sea only for
those, NAMELY, THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. They walked on dry
land while the waters came together again and drowned the others,
NAMELY, THE EGYPTIANS who perished. So there was a miracle on
one side and judgment on the other, EVEN THOUGH they both
occurred together.
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372. He said to him: This is why THE SPLITTING OF THE RED SEA
was so difficult for Him. When the Holy One, blessed be He,
simultaneously performs a miracle and executes His Judgment, it
does not usually happen in the same place, nor even in the same
house. If it occurs IN THE SAME PLACE, AS HAPPENED AT THE
RED SEA, then it is difficult for Him. In Heaven, everything is done to
perfection. EVERYTHING IS as one and at one place--either a miracle
or doom, but not usually half and half, HALF MIRACLE AND HALF
DOOM.
373. This is why the Holy One, blessed be He, does not punish the
guilty until they have all filled their measure of sin. THIS WAY, HE
DOES NOT HAVE TO SAVE ANY OF THEM FROM PUNISHMENT. As
it is written: "for the iniquity of the Emori is not yet full," (Beresheet
15:16) and "You should punish it in exact measure" (Yeshayah 27:8).
Therefore, THE SATAN demanded that Yehoshua be burned together
with the rest, SO THERE WOULD NOT BE HALF MIRACLE HALF
DOOM, until he said to him: "May Hashem rebuke you,
Satan" (Zecharyah 3:2). AND HE ASKS: Who said to him, "May
HASHEM REBUKE YOU, SATAN"? AND HE REPLIES: It was the
Angel of Hashem WHO SAID SO.
374. You may say that since IT IS WRITTEN: "And Hashem said to
the Satan, Hashem rebuke you, Satan," THEREFORE IT IS HASHEM
WHO SAYS SO, AND NOT AN ANGEL. Come and behold: the same is
true of Moshe in the bush, about which it is written: "And the angel
of Hashem appeared to him in a flame of fire" (Shemot 3:2) and,
"And when Hashem saw that he turned aside to see" (Ibid. 4).
Sometimes IT IS WRITTEN: "the angel of Hashem," sometimes "an
angel," and sometimes, "Hashem." THEREFORE, HERE AS BEFORE,
"AND HASHEM SAID TO THE SATAN" MAY REFER TO AN ANGEL,
AS WITH MOSHE. This is why he said to him: "May Hashem rebuke
you, Satan" rather than 'I hereby rebuke you, Satan.' HAD IT BEEN
HASHEM WHO HAD SAID THIS, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN WRITTEN: 'I
HEREBY REBUKE YOU, SATAN.' THEREFORE, WE CONCLUDE
THAT THE ONE WHO SAID THIS WAS AN ANGEL.
375. Come and behold: the same applies when Judgment hangs over
the world, and the Holy One, blessed be He, sits upon the Throne of
Judgment. Then the Satan, who accuses above and below, comes to
destroy the world and snatch away the souls OF HUMAN BEINGS,
BECAUSE THE SATAN IS ALSO THE ANGEL OF DEATH, AS IS
ALREADY KNOWN.

27. "And the elders of that city shall break the heifer's neck in the ravine"
When someone is murdered and the killer is not brought to justice for whatever reason, the soul of the dead person remains in this realm as a
negative force and influence upon the community. In ancient times, the Elders of the town performed a ritual slaughter on a Heifer [calf] to remove
this negativity.
The Relevance of this Passage
Situations in life unexpectedly turn negative for no apparent reason. Whatever can possibly go wrong does so to the detriment of our well being. .
There are no coincidences in life, no random events of chaos. It is our inability to perceive the metaphysical influences that manifest in our
environment, that creates the illusion of disorder. The spiritual energy of this passage eliminates unseen negative forces and influences from our
life.
376. While studying Torah, Rabbi Shimon examined the meaning of
the verse: "And the elders of that city shall bring down the heifer to a
rough ravine...and shall break the heifer's neck in the
ravine" (Devarim 21:4). According to the law, its head should be
severed with a hatchet, THAT IS, WITH AN AX. Rabbi Elazar asked
him why.
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377. Rabbi Shimon wept and said: Woe to the world that has been
lured after this, REFERRING TO THE HEIFER. BECAUSE OF THIS,
THEY HAVE TO BREAK ITS NECK. Ever since the day that Adam was
enticed by that evil Serpent, it obtained control over Adam and all
the people in the world. And so the Serpent persecutes humankind,
who cannot evade its inflictions--NAMELY THE PUNISHMENT OF
DEATH--until King Mashiach appears. Then the Holy One, blessed be
He, will revive those who sleep in the dust, as it is written: "He will
swallow up death for ever," (Yeshayah 25:8) and, "I will cause the
unclean spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2). But until
then, He remains to seize the souls from all human beings WHO LIVE
IN THIS WORLD.

378. Come and behold. It is written: "If a corpse is found
slain..." (Devarim 21:1) The souls of all human beings are taken away
by the Angel of Death. But if you say that the Angel of Death took
away the soul of this person, WHO WAS FOUND SLAIN, you would
be in error. He who killed him has taken his soul away before it was
time for the Angel of Death to rule.

379. This is why it is written: "and the land cannot be
cleansed" (Bemidbar 35:33). THE KILLERS are not satisfied that THE
EVIL SERPENT inflicts punishments on the world without reason,
and falsely accuses them constantly of sins so that they have to take
away that which he is entitled to receive. But the Holy One, blessed
be He, has Mercy on His children. This is why they sacrifice a heifer.
In so doing, they correct TWO THINGS: (a) that the soul of the man
was taken from him, REFERRING TO THE MAN FOUND SLAIN, AND
(b) they prevent him from prosecuting the world.

380. We have here a deep and sublime secret, because a bull, a cow,
calf, and a heifer all follow a supernal and secret pattern. Therefore,
with the heifer, everything is properly atoned for. As it is written:
"Our hands have not shed this blood..." (Devarim 21:7) Thus, we
"have not shed" this blood, nor have we caused his death. As a
result, they are free from any accusations. Thus, the Holy One,
blessed be He, provides a solution for every problem in the world.

28. Rosh Hashanah and Yom Hakippurim
Through the Zohar, various mysteries about Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are revealed. The penetrating sound of the Shofar has the power to
confuse the negative angel called Satan, who acts as prosecutor during these days of judgment and repentance. The ten days that fall between
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur are likened to a great gift. This time frame provides us with the chance to remove all the negativity and decrees of
judgment that we have brought down upon ourselves through our wrongful actions over the prior year. The prerequisite for accomplishing this goal
is accountability and genuine permanent change in our character.
The Relevance of this Passage
The act of repentance is a profound tool available to each of us anytime we truly choose to change our ways. The energy radiating from the verses
revealing the hidden mysteries of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, allow us to continually draw upon the forces of purification throughout the
entire year.
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381. Come and behold: the same applies for Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Hakippurim, when Judgment hovers over the world and the
Satan is there to prosecute. The children of Yisrael should be
aroused by the Shofar, to create a voice (also: 'sound') that is a
combination of water, fire, and wind, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, which become one in it, and sound that
voice from whithin the Shfar.

382. And this voice rises up to the Throne of Judgment, strikes it,
and rises further. And after this voice has reached above, then the
voice of Ya'akov is established on high and the Holy One, blessed be
He, is aroused with Mercy. Just as Yisrael uses the Shofar to release
a voice from below, which includes fire, water, and air, so a voice is
released from on high from the supernal Shofar, WHICH IS BINAH.
THE POWER TO BLOW THE SHOFAR IS FIRE, AND THE VOICE IS
FORMED BY THE AIR. THE AIR IS MINGLED WITH SWEAT AND HOT
BREATH, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF WATER, AND THESE
AROUSE THE THREE UPPER COLUMNS OF BINAH, FROM WHERE
THE MOCHIN ARE DRAWN DOWN TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
And this voice, which consists of fire, water, and air, AND HAS
RISEN FROM BELOW; it is established and appears from below, and
another appears from above. So the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
established and Mercy prevails.
383. Now the prosecutor is confused, because he thought that by
executing Judgment, he would punish the world. But when he
realizes that Mercy was aroused, he is perplexed, his strength fails,
and he is unable to do anything. Then the Holy One, blessed be He,
judges the world with Mercy. You may say that Judgment has been
executed, but it is not so. Judgment and Mercy are joined, and the
world is judged Mercifully.

384. Come and behold. It is written: "Blow the Shofar at the new
moon, at the time appointed (lit. 'when the moon is covered') on our
solemn feast day," (Tehilim 81:4) when the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is covered, because at that time, AS A RESULT OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, that evil Serpent prevails and may
bring harm to the world. But when Mercy is aroused BY BLOWING
THE SHOFAR, the moon rises and moves away FROM THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT. THUS, THE SATAN is confused and
loses control. Then he is removed FROM THE MOON and never
comes near again. This is why on Rosh Hashanah (New Year), THE
SATAN IS dumbfounded, as is a person who has just been awakened
and is still half asleep.
385. On Yom Hakippurim, we should pacify and appease THE SATAN
by offering him a scapegoat. BY SENDING IT TO THE DESERT,
WHICH IS HIS PLACE, then he will become a defender for Yisrael.
But on Rosh Hashanah, he is confused, and loses his abilities. He
does not know, nor is he able to do anything, as he sees Mercy
aroused from below and endowed from on high. And the moon,
WHICH IS THE MALCHUT, rises in between them. This is when he is
perplexed and no longer knows anything. Thus, he loses his power.
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386. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, judges Yisrael with Mercy.
He has pity on the children of Yisrael and gives them time--the ten
days between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Hakippurim--to accept those
who repent before Him, and atone for their sins. Then He raises them
up to THE SANCTITY OF Yom Hakippurim.

387. From that day forward, to keep all in order, the Holy One,
blessed be He, commanded Yisrael to perform the precept OF 'THE
BLOWING OF THE SHOFAR' so that the Satan would not have
dominion over them. THIS MEANS TO ABOLISH THE SATAN AND
HIS PERSECUTION, so that Mercy, and not Judgment, will prevail,
and so they will be worthy on earth OF THE MERCY OF THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, which is like the Mercy of a father towards
his children. All this depends on THE AROUSAL OF THE LOWER
BEINGS by action and words. And all this has already been
explained.

29. "And Hashem visited Sarah"
A beautiful discussion takes place between the great sages concerning the mysteries of the resurrection of the dead and the events that will unfold
at the End of Days. The End of Days will see the dawning of an abundance of spiritual energy, unprecedented in human history. The determining
factor as to who will harness this energy and generate a radiance of Light and who will short-circuit and suffer, will be based upon one parameter:
treating our fellow man with human dignity. Whereas in the past, the consequences of our intolerant behavior were delayed for years or even
lifetimes, the End of Days will see the distance between cause and effect contract and the repercussions of our actions, positive or negative, will be
felt immediately. Judgment and mercy will co-exist side-by-side.
The Relevance of this Passage
According to the wisdom of Kabbalah, it is the behavioral interactions of mankind that drive the cosmos, establishing the positive and negative
conditions of our global and personal existence. We arouse compassion and mercy towards our fellow man in order to ensure that we connect to a
positive manifestation of the End of Days.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
388. "And Hashem visited Sarah as He had said..." (Beresheet 21:1)
Rabbi Yochanan opened the discussion with this verse: "Your head
upon you is like Carmel, and the hair of your head like purple; the
king is held in the galleries" (Shir Hashirim 7:6). The Holy One,
blessed be He, placed governors on high and down below. When the
Holy One, blessed be He, raises the governors on high, He grants
the same elevation to the kings below. Thus, because He gave the
governor of Babylon rise, Nevuchadnetzar the Wicked also received
it, as it is written about him: "You are this head of gold" (Daniel
2:38). And the entire world was enslaved by him, by his son, and by
the son of his son. It is written, "Your head upon you is like Carmel,"
which applies to Nevuchadnetzar. And it is also written: "the beasts
of the field had shadow under it" (Daniel 4:9). The phrase, "and the
hair of your head like purple" applies to Belshatzar, who said: "shall
be clothed with scarlet (purple)" (Daniel 5:7). "The king is held in the
galleries" refers to Evil Merodach (the king of Babylon), who was
imprisoned until the death of his father, and then ruled in his place.
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389. Rabbi Yehuda asked: Why does this description appear in the
Song of Songs? Then he continued to explain that seven items were
created before the creation of the universe. The first is the Throne of
Glory, as it is written: "Your throne is established of old, You are
from everlasting" (Tehilim 93:2) and "A glorious high throne from the
beginning" (Yirmeyah 17:12). Hence, this was the beginning; it
preceded everything else. And the Holy One, blessed be He, took the
pure soul from the Throne of Glory, so it would shine on the body.
This is as it is written: "Your head upon you is like Carmel," which
refers to the Throne of Glory, which is the "head" over everything.
And the phrase, "the hair of your head like purple" refers to the soul
that is taken from it. "...the king is held in the galleries" is the body
imprisoned in the grave and consumed in the dust. Nothing remains
of it except for a scrap of rot, but from this, the entire body will be
rebuilt. And when the Holy One, blessed be He, visits the body, He
will tell the earth to cast it out, as it is written: "and the earth shall
cast out the dead" (Yeshayah 26:19).

390. Rabbi Yochanan said: The dead of the land (of Yisrael) shall be
the first to live, as it is written: "Your dead men shall
live..." (Yeshayah 26:19); "dead bodies shall arise," refers to those
who have died away from the land (of Yisrael). "Awake and sing, you
who dwell in dust" refers to those who have died in the desert. As
Rabbi Yochanan asked: Why did Moshe die away from the land (of
Yisrael)? It was to show the entire world that just as the Holy One,
blessed be He, shall resurrect Moshe in the future, so shall He
resurrect his generation, who received the Torah. And of them it is
written: "I remember in your favor, the kindness of your youth, the
love of your espousals, when you went after me in the wilderness, in
a land that was not sown" (Yirmeyah 2:2).

391. Another explanation of the verse, "Awake and sing, you that
dwell in dust" is that it refers to the Patriarchs. And the bodies of
those who died away from the land (of Yisrael) will be rebuilt, and
they shall roll under the ground until they reach the land of Yisrael.
There, and not away from the land (of Yisrael), they shall receive
their souls. As it is written: "Therefore prophecy, and say to them:
Thus says Hashem Elohim, Behold, my people, I will open your
graves, and cause you to come up out of your graves, and bring you
into the land of Yisrael" (Yechezkel 37:12), which is followed by:
"And I shall put my spirit in you, and you shall live..." (Ibid. 14)
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392. Rabbi Pinchas said: The soul is taken from the Throne of Glory,
which is the "head," as it is written: "Your head upon you is like
Carmel." "...and the hair of your head like purple" means the soul
that is the hair of the head. Finally, "the king is held in the galleries"
means the body that is held in the grave. This refers to the body,
Sarah, and the King. So the Holy One, blessed be He, shall visit it at
the appointed time, as it is written: "And Hashem visited Sarah as He
had said." He shall visit the body at the appointed time, when He
shall visit upon the righteous."

393. Rabbi Pinchas said: In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He,
will make the bodies of the righteous as beautiful as Adam was when
when he entered the Garden of Eden, as it is written: "And Hashem
shall guide you continually...and you shall be like a watered
garden" (Yeshayah 58:11) Rabbi Levi then said: As long as the soul
remains in its exalted position, it is nourished by the Light from
above and is enclothed with It. And when it enters the body in the
future, it shall enter with that same Light. Then the body will shine as
the brightness of the firmament. This is as it is written: "And they
that are wise shall shine as the brightness of the
firmament..." (Daniel 12:3) And people will attain full knowledge, as it
is written: "for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of
Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:9). How do we reach this conclusion? From
the verse: "And Hashem shall guide you continually, and satisfy
your soul in drought" (Yeshayah 58:11). This is the Light of above. "...
and make fat your bones" is the visiting of the body, while "and you
shall be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose
waters fail not" is the knowledge of the Blessed Creator. Then all
creatures shall know of the soul that entered them--that it is the soul
of Life, the soul of Delight, which has received all pleasures and
delights for the body from above. And all are amazed by it, saying:
"How fair and how pleasant are you, love, in delights," (Shir
Hashirim 7:3) all of which refers to the soul.

394. Rabbi Yehuda said: Come and behold. It is indeed so. It is
written: "the king is held in the galleries," and then, "How fair and
how pleasant are you..." Rabbi Yehuda continued: At that time, the
Holy One, blessed be He, will make His world happy, and rejoice in
His created beings, as it is written, "Hashem shall rejoice in his
works" (Tehilim 104:31). And then there will be laughter in the world,
which we do not see now, as it is written: "Then will our mouth be
filled with laughter..." (Tehilim 126:2) This is according to the verse:
"And Sarah said, 'Elohim has made for me to laugh..." (Beresheet
21:6). So at that time, people will chant songs, as it is a time of
laughter. Rabbi Aba added that on the day when the Holy One,
blessed be He, will rejoice together with His created beings, there
will be joy such as has not existed since the world was created. And
the righteous that remain in Jerusalem shall return no more to dust,
as it is written: "And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in
Tzion, and he that remains in Jerusalem, shall be called
holy," (Yeshayah 4:3) precisely "he that is left in Tzion, and he that
remains in Jerusalem."
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395. Rabbi Acha asked: Then there will only be a few? Rather, the
rule that applies to Jerusalem and Tzion applies to all those who
remained in the holy land of Yisrael. This teaches us that the whole
land of Yisrael is included within Jerusalem, based on what is
written: "And when you shall come into the land..." (Vayikra 19:23)-the entire land as a whole.

396. Rabbi Yehuda, the son of Rabbi Elazar, asked Rabbi Chizkiyah
about the dead that the Holy One, blessed be He, shall resurrect:
Why does He not give them back their souls in the places where they
were buried and let them come to live in the land of Yisrael? Rabbi
Chizkiyah responded: The Holy One, blessed be He, took an oath to
build Jerusalem and to see that it shall never be destroyed. As Rabbi
Yirmeyah said, The Holy One, blessed be He, shall renew His world,
and build Jerusalem. He shall bring it down from above completely
built, so that it may never be destroyed. And he took a solemn oath
that the Congregation of Yisrael shall never be exiled again and that
Jerusalem shall never be destroyed, as it is written: "You shall no
more be termed Forsaken, neither shall your land any more be
termed Desolate..." (Yeshayah 62:4). Everywhere you find a double
negative, there is an oath, as it is written: "neither shall all flesh be
cut off any more by the waters of the flood; neither shall there any
more be a flood to destroy the earth" (Beresheet 9:11), and it is
written: "for as I have sworn that the waters of Noach should no
more go over the earth" (Yeshayah 54:9). From this we conclude that
a double negative is a solemn oath, and from that negative, we can
hear an affirmative. So the Holy One, blessed be He, shall reestablish
His world in the future in such a manner that the Congregation of
Yisrael shall never be exiled and the Temple will never be destroyed.
Therefore, they shall not be given back their souls except in a place
that is forever established, so that the soul will forever dwell in the
body. Thus, it is written: "he that is left in Tzion, and he that remains
in Jerusalem, shall be called holy."

397. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Thus, He is holy, Jerusalem is holy, and
he who remains in it is holy. He is holy, as it is written: "holy is
Hashem Tzva'ot," (Yeshayah 6:3) and "the Holy One in your
midst" (Hoshea 11:9); Jerusalem is holy, as is written: "had gone
from the holy place" (Kohelet 8:10); and he that remains in it is holy,
as it is written: "And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in
Tzion, and he that remains in Jerusalem, shall be called
holy" (Yeshayah 4:3). So as the first holy one is established, so are
the other two holy ones.
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398. Rabbi Yitzchak asked: What is meant by the verse: "Once again
old men and old women will dwell in the streets of Jerusalem, and
every man with his staff in his hand because of old age" (Zecharyah
8:4)? What is the good in phrasing it thus: "and every man with his
staff"? Rabbi Yitzchak replied that the righteous shall revive the
dead in the future as did Elisha the prophet, as it is written: "and
take my staff in your hand, and go your way..." "and lay my staff
upon the face of the child" (II Melachim 4:29). The Holy One, blessed
be He, said to him: 'What the righteous are to perform in the future
which is to come, you wish to accomplish now.' And what is written?
"...and he laid the staff upon the face of the child; but there was
neither voice nor sound." (Ibid. 31). But the righteous in the future
shall succeed in accomplishing this promise, as it is written: "and
every man with this staff in his hand" will use it to revive the dead,
those who have converted from among the nations of the world, as it
is written of him: "for the child shall die a hundred years old; and the
sinner being a hundred years old shall be deemed
cursed" (Yeshayah 65:20). Rabbi Yitzchak said that the end of this
passage confirms this, as it is written: "because of old age."

399. A different explanation of the verse: "And Sarah said: Elohim
has made for me to laugh," is that it is written: "Rejoice you with
Jerusalem, and be glad with her, all you who love her, rejoice for joy
with her, all you who mourn for her" (Yeshayah 66:10). Rabbi Yehuda
said that since the world was created, there is no greater joy for the
Holy One, blessed be He, as the joy in rejoicing with the righteous in
the future. Each and every one shall point his finger and say: "This
is our Elohim: we have waited for Him, we will be glad and rejoice in
His salvation" (Yeshayah 25:9), and "Sing to Hashem; for He has
done wonders: this is known in all the earth" (Yeshayah 12:5).

400. Rabbi Yochanan said that we have not seen a person who has
explained this term better than King David, who said: "You hide your
face, they are troubled" (Tehilim 104:29). According to this, the Holy
One, blessed be He, never harms anyone. But if He does not
supervise a person, he simply dies on his own, as it is written: "You
hide your face, they are troubled: You take away their breath (spirit),
they die and return to their dust," (Ibid.) then, "You send forth Your
spirit, they are created..." and finally, "The glory of Hashem shall
endure for ever, Hashem shall rejoice in His works" (Ibid. 30-31).
Then shall there be laughter in the world, as it is written: "Then will
our mouth be filled with laughter, and our tongue with singing." This
is as we read "And Sarah said: Elohim has made for me to laugh," to
rejoice in his salvation.
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401. Rabbi Chiya said: Come and behold. When the body exists in
this world, it has not yet reached perfection. After it becomes
righteous, walks the paths of honesty, and dies in its righteousness,
then it is called 'Sarah' (lit. 'provided what is necessary'), as it has
been perfected. When it reaches the Resurrection of the Dead, it is
still called Sarah, so that nobody will say that the Holy One, blessed
be He, has revived a different body. And after it becomes alive and
rejoices with the Shechinah, and the Holy One, blessed be He, has
wiped all distress from the world, as it is written: "He will swallow up
death forever; and Hashem Elohim will wipe away tears from off all
faces" (Yeshayah 25:8). Then it shall be called Yitzchak (lit. 'be
laugh'), because of the laughter and happiness of the righteous in
the future.

402. Rabbi Yehuda arrived at the village of Chanan, and all the
inhabitants sent him a gift. Rabbi Aba came to him and asked: Sir,
when are you leaving? He replied: I shall pay for what the people of
the village have given me and be on my way. He said to him: Sir, do
not feel troubled because of the gift. It was offered for (in honor of)
the Torah, so they will not accept anything from you. He responded:
Will they accept words of Torah? He said: Yes. All the people of the
village came. Rabbi Yehuda said: Are they all Yeshivah deans? He
then said: If there is anyone who does not attend the Yeshivah, let
him get up and leave. Rabbi Aba stood up and separated ten men
from them all to receive the leanings from Rabbi Yehuda. Rabbi Aba
said to them: Be seated here you masters (teachers), while the rest
of us will sit with him tomorrow and receive the learnings. They
went, and the ten who stayed sat down. But he said nothing. They
said to him: If it pleases Sir, let us welcome the Shechinah. He said
to them: While Rabbi Aba is not here? So, they sent for him, and he
came.

403. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And Hashem visited
Sarah as He had said." Why is it written this way? It should have
been written: 'And Hashem remembered Sarah,' as he said, "And
Elohim remembered Rachel" (Beresheet 30: 22). This is because
there is no visiting unless it was previously mentioned, but it was
previously written: "I will certainly return to you this
season" (Beresheet 18:10). And, in relation to this issue, it is now
said that He visited. This we derive from the words, "as He had
said," because had it not been said, "as He had said," it would have
said 'He remembered'. So the visiting is connected to the phrase,
"He said, 'At the time appointed I will return to you'" (Ibid. 14).

404. Afterward he said: The image of this righteous man, who has
merited to be elevated up to that Glory on high, is engraved on the
Throne of Glory. And each and every righteous person has his image
above, IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, just as it was down below IN THIS
WORLD. This secures the holy soul AND ENSURES ITS
RESURRECTION IN A BODY IN THIS WORLD.
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405. This is what Rabbi Yochanan said that the verse: "The sun and
moon stood still in their habitation," (Chavakuk 3:11) TEACHES US
that the body and the soul are in the Holy Supernal Chamber above,
and shine in the same image there as they had on the earth in this
world. And the sustenance of this image, OF THIS WORLD, comes
from the pleasure of the soul. And it shall enter into this bone,
WHICH IS CALLED LUZ that remains intact in the earth UNTIL THE
DEAD SHALL RISE. The earth is conceived by it and throws out its
refuse. This IMAGE is called 'Holy'.

406. So when this image OF THIS WORLD exists above, it then
comes on every first day of the month to bow before the Holy One,
blessed be He, as it is written: "And it shall come to pass, that from
one new moon to another..." (Yeshayah 66:23). And He, THE HOLY
KING, says to it: "At the time appointed I will return to you,"
REFERRING to the time when He shall resurrect the dead in the
future, when it will be visited, as was promised. And this is why it is
written: "And Hashem visited Sarah, as He had said." This is the day
when the Holy One, blessed be He, shall rejoice with His creations,
as it is written: "Hashem shall rejoice in His works" (Tehilim 104:31).

407. Rabbi Aba said to him, AS HE HEARD HIM BEGIN WITH THE
VERSE, "HASHEM SHALL REJOICE IN HIS WORKS": May Sir speak
and tell us his explanation of THE VERSES IN this portion, AND NOT
OF THE VERSES OF TEHILIM. RABBI YEHUDA said to them: It is
appropriate for you to open with this passage. He said: "And it came
to pass after these things, that the Elohim did test Avraham...And He
said, Take now your son, your only son, whom you
love..." (Beresheet 22:1-2). We should study this verse carefully.
THIS IS SIMILAR TO a craftsman who takes silver from the earth.
What does he do with it? First he puts the raw material into the
burning fire until all the dirt of the earth is removed and only the
silver remains. But even this is not yet pure silver. So what does he
do next? He puts it into the fire again and extracts the dross, as we
may read: "Take away the dross from the silver" (Mishlei 25:4). And
then the silver is pure.

408. So does the Holy One, blessed be He, put the body under the
ground until it is completely petrified and all the rotten defilement
completely leaves it. And a handful of rot is all that is left. Then the
body is rebuilt from this, but it is still an incomplete body.
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409. This is after that Great Day, as it is written: "But it shall be one
day which shall be known to Hashem, not day nor
night..." (Zecharyah 14:7). This is the day when everyone shall hide
in the earth as they did in the beginning, THAT IS, AS THEY WERE IN
THE GRAVE BEFORE THE RESURRECTION, because of the fear and
the mighty power of the Holy One, blessed be He. As it is written:
"And they shall go into the holes of the rocks, and into the caves of
the earth, for fear of Hashem, and for the glory of His
majesty..." (Yeshayah 2:19). And their souls shall leave and the
handful of rot shall be digested there. The body that is rebuilt shall
remain there as the light of the sun and the splendor of the
firmament. As it is written: "And they who are wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament" (Daniel 12:3). And then the silver is
pure, WHICH MEANS THAT the body is pure without any other
mixture.

410. As Rabbi Ya'akov said, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall cast
down a shining body from above, as it is written: "for your dew is as
the dew (Heb. tal) of the herbs..." (Yeshayah 26:19) and, "Behold
Hashem will carry you away (Heb. metaltelcha)" (Yeshayah 22:17).
And then they shall be called Celastial Holy Ones, as it is written:
"and he...shall be called holy" (Yeshayah 4:3). This is what is called
the last resurrection of the dead, as they shall never taste death
anymore, as it is written: "By Myself I have sworn, says Hashem,
because you have done this thing...that I will exceedingly bless
you..." (Beresheet 22:16-17). During that period, the righteous pray
that they may never experience this again.

411. What is then written? "And Avraham lifted up his eyes and
looked, and behold behind him a ram..." (Beresheet 22:13) WHICH
ALLUDES TO the other wicked people of the world who are called
'rams,' as it is written: "the rams of Nevayot shall minister to
you" (Yeshayah 60:7). And this PHRASE is translated INTO
ARAMAIC as: "the high ranks (also: 'the proud people') of
Nevayot...". "caught in a thicket..." This is as you may read: "All the
horns of the wicked also will I cut off" (Tehilim 75:11). The phrase:
"and Avraham went and took the ram," means that they are about to
go through all kinds of bad experiences. But the righteous, in the
future, shall remain as the holy supernal angels, to bring about the
unison of His Name. Therefore it is written: "in that day Hashem
shall be one, and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

412. Rabbi Yehuda said to him: From here on, open up the gate,
WHICH MEANS THAT FROM NOW ON, WHOEVER WANTS TO
ENTER MAY DO SO, BECAUSE HE HAS FINISHED REVEALING ALL
THE MOST SUBLIME MYSTERIES. All the people of the village came
to him. They said: May Sir tell us a few words of the Torah about the
portion of the week that we read on the day of Shabbat, "and
Hashem visited Sarah." He stood up between the pillars, opened,
and said: "And Hashem visited Sarah..."--The Holy One, blessed be
He, has three keys in His hands, which He did not hand over to any
angel. They are: the Key of Life, the Key of Rain, and the Key of
Resurrecting the Dead. Eliyahu came and took two: the one of rain
and the one of resurrecting the dead. Rabbi Yochanan disagreed and
said: Eliyahu was handed only one. Rabbi Yochanan explained:
When Eliyahu wanted to revive the son of the woman of Tzarfat, the
Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: It is not proper for you to take
two keys and hold them in your hands. So give Me the key of rain,
and go and and revive the dead. This is as it is written: "Go, show
yourself to Achav, and I will send rain upon the earth" (I Melachim
18:1). He did not say, 'and send rain,' but rather, "and I will send
rain."
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413. And then Elisha had to establish a double portion of Eliyahu's
spirit. Nevertheless, the Holy Once, blessed be He, did not hand
three of them over to any messenger. As Rabbi Simon said: Come
and behold the might of the Holy One, blessed be He.
Simultaneously He resurrects the dead, He "brings down to the
grave and brings up," (I Shmuel 2:6), He makes the luminaries shine,
brings down rain, "causes the grass to grow," (Tehilim 104:14)
fertilizes the crop, visits barren women, supplies food, helps the
needy, supports those who have fallen, makes those who are bent
down stand erect, removes kings, and raises kings. He does all this
at the same time and at the same moment, a task no messenger can
ever accomplish.

414. We have learned, as Rabbi Yosi said: All that the Holy One,
blessed be He, does, He can do by a word. As soon as He says from
the place of His Holiness 'let this be done', it immediately occurs.
Behold the power of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His might, as
it is written: "By the word of Hashem were the heavens
made" (Tehilim 33:6). Rabbi Yochanan then asked: Why is it written:
"For I will pass through the land of Egypt, I and not an
angel" (Shemot 12:12)?
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415. If so, it is a great honor for Egypt, because it is not the same to
be caught by a king and as to be caught by a simple man. Even more
so, as there is no nation that is as defiled with all sorts of impurity as
Egypt, of which it is written: "whose flesh is as the flesh of
asses," (Yechezkel 23:20) because they are suspected of sodomy.
And they issue from Cham, who did what he did to his father, who
then cursed him and his son Cna'an. Did not the Holy One, blessed
be He, have an angel or a messenger to send to take revenge on
Egypt, as he had done to Ashur who was the son of Shem, as it is
written: "The children of Shem, Elam and Ashur..." (Beresheet
10:22)? And Shem was a high priest who was blessed, as it is
written: "Blessed be Hashem, the Elohim of Shem" (Beresheet 9:26).
Thus, Shem received blessings and attained superiority over his
brothers. Of them, it is written: "Then the angel of Hashem went
forth and smote in the camp of Ashur" (Yeshayah 37:36). So this
revenge was accomplished by a messenger. So much more so with
Egypt, the most impure of all nations. Nevertheless, He said, "I and
not an angel."

416. Rabbi Yehuda said that from this we learn the great might of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and His exaltedness, which is high above
all. The Holy One, blessed be He, said: This nation of Egypt is
impure and full of filth, so it is not proper to send an angel or
anything holy among filthy, impure, and cursedly wicked people. So I
will perform what cannot be done by an angel or a messenger or a
saraph. From the place of My holiness I announce, Let this be done.
And immediately what cannot be done by an angel is done. So the
Holy One, blessed be He, from His place of holiness, announces: Let
thus happen so! And all that He wanted done occurs immediately.
Therefore, this revenge was not accomplished by an angel or a
messenger, for the dishonor of the Egyptians, and to display the
greatness of the Creator, who did not want anything holy to enter
among them. According to this, it is written: "I and not an angel"; I
alone am able to perform this.

417. Rabbi Yehuda continued by asking: Why is it written: "And
Hashem spoke to the fish..." (Yonah 2:11)? How many righteous and
pious men of Yisrael did the Holy One, blessed be He, never speak
to, while He came to speak to the fish, who does not know or
recognize Him? Rabbi Yehuda continued: Because Yonah's prayers
reached to the Holy One, blessed be He, He spoke, from the place of
His holiness, so that the fish would vomit Yonah out and cast him
ashore. So why did He speak to the fish? Hashem spoke to the fish,
so that Yonah would be thrown back to the shore. So from the place
of His Holiness, the Holy One, blessed be He, said: Let this happen.
And immediately it was done, something that no messenger was
able to do.
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418. We learned as Rabbi Shimon said: The key of Life is in the
hands of the Holy One, blessed be He. So while the mother still lies
in labor, the Holy One, blessed be He, examines the newborn. If he is
worthy of emerging and coming into this world, then He opens the
gates of her womb and he comes out. If not, then He shuts the gates
and they both die. If so, an evil person will never come into the
world. Rather we have learned that women die because of three
transgressions. Rabbi Yitzchak asked: Why should any woman have
a miscarriage and lose the fruit of her womb? Rabbi Yitzchak
responded: The Holy One, blessed be He, examines that fetus that is
not fit to come into the world and kills it while it is still in the womb
of its mother, as it is written: "there were giants (Heb. nefilim) on the
earth in those days..." (Beresheet 6:4) Nefilim is spelled without the
first Yud (Heb. nefalim or: 'miscarriages'). And why? Because later,
"the sons of Elohim came onto the daughters of men, and they bore
children to them," by prostitution. And so the number of bastards
grew in the world.

419. "...they were the men of renown which were of old..." (Beresheet
6:4) because there is no greater tyrant, robber, or mighty man than a
bastard. They were recognized as "...men of renown (lit. 'men of the
name')" by all, and called by that known brand, 'bastard'. Because
they all see by his actions that he is a tyrant, a robber, and mighty
man, they call him by that name. And Rabbi Shimon said that the
Holy One, blessed be He examines the newborn. There is no wicked
person in the world who is not examined by the Holy One, blessed
be He. And He checks whether that person will ever beget a
righteous son or save somebody from Yisrael from a cruel death or
do even one good deed. And if the answer is yes, the Holy One,
blessed be He, allows him to come out into the world.

420. In the days of Rabbi Yosi, there were bandits who robbed
people in the mountains, along with bandits from other nations of
the world. When they found someone, they seized him for the
purpose of killing him. They said to him: What is your name? If he
was a Jew, they accompanied him, bringing him out and away from
the mountains. But if he was not a Jew, they killed him. Rabbi Yosi
said: Nevertheless, they are yet suitable to enter the world to come
and attain its life.
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421. The sages taught that the following three things do not come
into the world except through voices: the voice of a woman giving
birth, as it is written: "in sorrow shall you bring forth
children," (Beresheet 3:16) and "and Elohim hearkened to
her" (Beresheet 30:22); the voice of the rains, as it is written: "The
voice of Hashem is upon the waters" (Tehilim 29:3) and, "a sound of
the rumbling of the rainstorm" (I Melachim 18:41); the voice of the
resurrection of the dead, as it is written: "A voice cries...in the
wilderness" (Yeshayah 40:3). What is the purpose of the voice in the
wilderness? Rabbi Zrika says this voice came to raise the dead of
the wilderness. From this we derive that it is true for the whole
world. Rabbi Yochanan says we learned that when a man enters the
grave he does so with voices. And when they rise at the resurrection
of the dead, should they not also rise with great voices?

422. Rabbi Ya'akov said that a divine voice will burst in the
graveyards, saying: "Awake and sing, you who dwell in
dust," (Yeshayah 26:19) and they will live by the dew of a great
supernal light from above, as it is written: "for your dew is as the
dew of the herbs ('lights'), and the earth shall cast out the
dead" (Yeshayah 26:19). Amen, may it be so.
End of Midrash Hane'elam

423. "And Hashem visited Sarah, as He had said..." This is IN
ACCORDANCE WITH what is written: "I will certainly return to you, at
this season, and Sarah shall have a son." And we have learned in
relation to "visited Sarah," that visitation is related to the female,
while remembrance is related to the male. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN
ABOUT SARAH: "And Hashem visited Sarah." AND HASHEM (VAVYUD-HEI-VAV-HEI) IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, NAMELY HIM
AND HIS COURT OF JUDGMENT. The words, "as He had said"
REFER TO WHAT is written: "As the time appointed I will return to
you..." From this we learn THAT THE VERSE: "And he said: As the
time appointed I will return to you..." IS WRITTEN AS "He said," in a
general way. Thus, it was he, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHO "HAD
SAID" and not any other messenger. OTHERWISE, HOW COULD IT
BE WRITTEN HERE: "AND HASHEM (VAV-YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI)
VISITED SARAH, AS HE HAD SAID." WHERE ELSE DID HE SAY
THIS?

30. "And Hashem did to Sarah"
Children help their parents earn and enhance a connection to the Light of the Creator when they pursue a spiritual path in life.
The Relevance of this Passage
A spiritual umbilical cord between parent and child remains in place for all eternity. Hence, the actions of a parent influence the child, and the
actions of the child bear spiritual consequences for the parents. We arouse and bestow tremendous Light upon our children that will help motivate
and guide them towards a spiritual lifestyle and existence.
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424. "And Hashem did to Sarah..." (Beresheet 21:9). HE ASKS: It is
said, "And Hashem visited Sarah." Why, then, DO WE ALSO NEES
"And Hashem did to Sarah"? AND HE REPLIED: We have learned
that the 'fruits' of the works of the Holy One, blessed be He, come
from the river that flows and issues from Eden, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and are the souls of the righteous. IN OTHER WORDS, HIS
WORKS ARE THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS. And this is Mazal (lit.
'Flow') from where all the good blessings and blessed rains flow.
And from there they issue, as it is written: "to water the
garden," (Beresheet 2:10) as it flows and irrigates from above
downward, because (bearing) children depends on Mazal and no
other place.

425. So in reference to this, it is written: "And Hashem visited
Sarah," IN WHICH "visit," only WHICH IS THE SECRET OF NUKVA, IS
MENTIONED. In the phrase, "And Hashem did to Sarah," THIS
'doing,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHILDREN AND THE SOULS OF
THE RIGHTEOUS, WHICH ARE THE FRUITS OF HIS HANDIWORK, is
higher than the grade OF THE "VISIT," which depends on Mazal, as
previously explained.
This is why IT IS DESCRIBED here AS a "visit," WHICH IS RELATED
TO THE NUKVA, and there as a 'doing,' WHICH IS RELATED TO ZEIR
ANPIN. And therefore it is said, "And Hashem," and again, "And
Hashem," both being the same. OF THE "VISIT," IT IS WRITTEN:
"AND HASHEM (VAV-YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI) VISITED," WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF HIM AND HIS COURT OF JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA--WHILE IN THE 'DOING,' IT IS WRITTEN: "HASHEM (YUD-HEIVAV-HEI) DID," WHICH RELATES TO ZEIR ANPIN.
426. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "For
children are the heritage of Hashem, and fruit of the womb is a
reward" (Tehilim 127:3). "For children are the heritage of Hashem"
MEANS "a heritage" by which one can cleave to Hashem and never
turn away from Him, because a person who merits the virtue of
having children in this world shall, as a result of those children,
deserve to join the company OF THE HOLY ONCE, BLESSED BE HE,
in the world to come. Thus, that child, whom that person merited and
left behind in this world, shall in return bring him merit in the world
to come. Thereby, he shall merit to enter the "heritage of Hashem."

427. HE ASKS: What is the "heritage of Hashem?" AND HE
ANSWERS: This is the 'Land of the Living', NAMELY THE NUKVA.
And King David called the land of Yisrael, which is the 'Land of the
living,' also, the "heritage of Hashem," as it is written: "for they have
driven me out this day from abiding in the heritage of Hashem,
saying, Go, serve other Elohim" (I Shmuel 26:19). And this is why
THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "For children are the heritage of Hashem."
Who enables a person to inherit THE HERITAGE OF HASHEM?
Children ENABLE HIM. So if he has the merit of BEGETTING
CHILDREN in this world, "the fruit of the womb is a reward," because
they are the reward and good portion in that ETERNAL world. So
because of this "fruit of the womb," a person deserves to enter the
Eternal World.

428. Come and behold: "For children are the heritage of Hashem."
THIS REFERS TO the inheritance and heritage of the fruit of the
handiwork of the Holy One, blessed be He--NAMELY, the 'Tree of
Life', AS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS CALLED THE 'TREE
OF LIFE', because a person merits his children from there. As it is
written: "From me is your fruit found" (Hoshea 14:9). What is
written? "Happy is the man that has his quiver full of them, they
shall not be ashamed..." (Tehilim 127:5). Happy is he in this world,
and happy is he in the world to come.
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429. Of the verse: "they shall not be ashamed when they shall speak
with the enemies at the gate," (Ibid.) HE ASKS: Who are the 'enemies
at the gate"? AND HE ANSWERS: These are the accusers, because
when the soul departs from this world many accusers are standing
ready before it, as it enters into its place. "The gate" is the gate
through which it enters TO REACH ITS PLACE, AND THERE THEY
WAIT. BUT IT IS SAVED FROM THEM, because he has left offspring
in this world, REFERRING TO HIS CHILDREN. And because of them,
he shall merit the world OF ETERNITY. This is why: "they shall not
be ashamed when they shall speak with the enemies at the gate."

430. While walking together, Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Yosi: Open
your mouth and delve into the teachings of Torah, for the Shechinah
dwells upon you. Whenever a person delves into the study of Torah,
the Shechinah joins him, and even more so when walking along the
road. Then the Shechinah comes and welcomes him and goes in
front of those who have merited the Faith in the Holy One, blessed
be He.

31. "Your wife shall be as a fruitful vine"
The importance of modesty and spiritual behavior for the wife of a man is examined through the teachings of the holy Zohar. A woman corresponds
to the Sfirah of Malchut, which is the receptacle and vessel for the Light of the Creator in this physical realm. A woman plays the same role in the
physical world of family, manifesting spiritual energy for the entire household. The more pure her vessel is, the more Light she generates for her
loved ones.
The Relevance of this Passage
The letters that form these mystical texts arouse a greater sense of appreciation for the dynamic role that a woman's virtue plays in the family. This
appreciation helps to purify a woman's vessel, making her a more effective channel of energy for her family.
431. Rabbi Yosi began the discussion with the verse: "Your wife
shall be as a fruitful vine by the sides of your house, your children
like olive plants round about your table" (Tehilim 128:3). "Your wife
shall be as a fruitful vine" MEANS THAT as long as the woman
remains by the sides of the house and does not go outside, she is
modest and worthy of bearing worthy children. "As a fruitful vine"
means that just as a vine is always planted with its own kind, so
shall an honorable wife never grow any sprouts, NAMELY
CHILDREN, from another man. And just as a vine is never grafted
with another kind of tree, so an honorable wife NEVER MATES WITH
ANOTHER MAN.

432. What is her reward? It is "your children like olive plants." Just
as the leaves of the olive plants never fall, but are attached to the
tree all the time, so "the children like olive plants round about your
table" SHALL ALWAYS BE ATTACHED TO YOU.
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433. What is written next? "Behold, that thus shall the man be
blessed, that fears Hashem" (Tehilim 128:4). AND HE ASKS: What is
MEANT BY "Behold, that thus shall the man be blessed." SHOULD IT
NOT BE WRITTEN: 'BEHOLD--THUS'? AND HE REPLIES: This is
another issue that is learned from her. As long as the Shechinah was
kept modestly in Her place, as is properly suited for Her, then it is as
though "your children like olive plants." These are the children of
Yisrael living in the land OF YISRAEL "round about your table," as
they eat, drink, offer sacrifices, and rejoice before the Holy One,
blessed be He. And the upper and lower beings are blessed because
of them.

434. After the Shechinah departed FROM HER PLACE, the children
of Yisrael were exiled from the table of their Father and dispersed
among the nations. And they cry out all day long, but there is no one
who takes heed except the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written:
"And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their
enemies..." (Vayikra 26:44) And we do see how many holy and
saintly men did perish under harsh decrees, all this being a
punishment of the Torah, which Yisrael did not observe when they
lived in the Holy Land.

435. As it is written: "Because you do not serve Hashem your Elohim
with joyfulness and with gladness of heart, for the abundance of all
things" (Devarim 28:47). There is a secret in this verse. The verse
"Because you serve not Hashem your Elohim with joyfulness" refers
to when the priests offered sacrifices and burned offerings, which is
done "...with joyfulness." "And with gladness of heart..." refers to
the Levites. And "for the abundance of all things" refers to the
Yisraelites, who are positioned in the middle, between THE PRIESTS
AND THE LEVITES, and receive blessings from both sides--FROM
THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT.
436. As it is written: "You have multiplied the nation, and increased
its joy" (Yeshayah 9:2). This refers to the priests. "Yisrael rejoiced
before You as the joy in harvest" refers to the Yisraelites, who are
blessed by the Holy One, blessed be He, with the harvest OF the
fields, as they offer a tenth of everything. "...and as men rejoice
when they divide the spoil" refers to the Levites, who receive a tenth
from the threshing floor.

437. A different meaning of "You have multiplied the nation" is that it
refers to Yisrael, who properly keep Faith in the Holy One, blessed
be He. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH
INCLUDES THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS, AS WAS SAID
BEFORE. The words "and increased its joy" mean the grade of the
supernal Head, REFERRING TO CHESED THAT HAS BECOME
CHOCHMAH, to which Avraham has cleaved, because it is called
'Great' and joyfulness can be found in it. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS CHESED.
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438. "They rejoiced before You" refers to the time when they rose to
cleave to You "as the joy in harvest," which is the Congregation of
Yisrael, NAMELY THE NUKVA, which rejoiced in His harvest. THIS IS
THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, BECAUSE THE REAPING OF
THE CROP OF A FIELD COMES FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT. AND THE "HARVEST" IS THE DESIRED RESULT OF
WORKING THE FIELDS. SO WHEN IT IS SAID, "THE JOY IN
HARVEST," THIS IS THE SECRET OF HER HUSBAND BEING
CROWNED BY HER, WHILE SHE IN RETURN IS NOT CROWNED BY
HER HUSBAND. "...as men rejoice when they divide the spoil" refers
to rejoicing by the other hosts and Chariots, THOSE BENEATH THE
NUKVA, while they divide among themselves the spoil and fall upon
the prey before everyone else. THIS REFERS TO THE SUPERNAL
HEAD, WHICH AVRAHAM CLEAVED TO AND WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS CHESED.

32. The reckoning of the Messianic era
The Zohar reveals two potential ways in which the Messiah will appear in our world: one is the path of mercy, the other is the path of harsh
judgment. When we facilitate this process through our own proactive initiative towards self-transformation, we can usher in the age of Messiah
through the path of mercy. If, however, [Heaven forbid] man remains in his self-indulgent ways, it will be through a path of judgment that the
Messiah will appear.
The Relevance of this Passage
Kabbalistically, the Messiah is not a righteous individual who will emancipate the world, performing all the spiritual work on our behalf. Rather, the
concept of Messiah refers to both a personal state of existence and a global happening. The toil of our own spiritual work will produce personal
peace through a merciful path. Global turmoil will force change upon those who reject transformation. As people change, a critical mass will
eventually be met and the global Messiah will appear to signify a new world. A proactive desire for self-transformation is awakened within us so that
our spiritual development occurs within a framework of mercy and positivity.
439. Rabbi Yehuda opened with the verse: "It is time to work for
Hashem, for they have made void Your Torah" (Tehilim 119:126).
AND HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "It is time to work for
Hashem"? AND HE REPLIES: This has already been explained.
Nevertheless, "time" alludes to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY
THE NUKVA, which is called "time." As it is written: "that he come
not at all times into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:2). And what is
MEANT BY "that he come not at all times?" The meaning is similar to
what is written: "That they may keep you from a strange
woman" (Mishlei 7:5). And this also relates to the verse: "and offered
strange fire before Hashem" (Vayikra 10:1). IN OTHER WORDS, THE
NUKVA OF THE KLIPOT IS ALSO CALLED 'TIME', WHICH IS A
STRANGE WOMAN, A STRANGE FIRE. THIS IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN:
"THAT HE COME NOT AT ALL TIMES INTO THE HOLY PLACE," BUT
ONLY AT THE TIMES OF HOLINESS. AND HE ASKS: Why is THE
NUKVA CALLED 'Time'? AND HE REPLIES: Because there is a time
and a period for everything. THIS REFERS TO THE 28 PERIODS OF
TIME THAT APPEAR IN THE BOOK OF KOHELET IN ORDER to come
closer to shine from and cleave TO ZEIR ANPIN properly, as it is
written: "But as for me, my prayer is to You, Hashem, in an
acceptable time" (Tehilim 69:14).
440. "To work (or make) for Hashem" is similar to what is written:
"and David made himself a name," (II Shmuel 8:13) WHICH MEANS
THAT HE AMENDED THE NUKVA THAT IS CALLED "A NAME." AND
IN THE SAME MANNER, whoever studies Torah, it is as though he
"made" and prepared the "time," WHICH IS THE NUKVA, to attach
Her to the Holy One, blessed be He. And why do all that? WHY
SHOULD ANYONE HAVE TO WORK AND PREPARE THE NUKVA?
Because "they have made void Your Torah." Had they not "made
void Your Torah," then there would not have ever been a separation
of the Holy One, blessed be He, from Yisrael, BECAUSE THE UNION
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS SHECHINAH WOULD
NEVER HAVE BEEN INTERRUPTED.
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441. Rabbi Yosi said that the same applies to the verse: "I Hashem
will hasten it in its time" (Yeshayah 60:22). What does "in its time
(Heb. itah)" mean? IT MEANS at the time (et) when Hei, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, shall rise up from Her dust--then I "will hasten it." IN
OTHER WORDS, BY MY POWER, NOT BY HER OWN STRENGTH,
SHE SHALL RISE FROM THE DUST OF EXILE. Rabbi Yosi said that
in spite of all this, the Congregation of Yisrael lies only for one day
in the dust OF EXILE, and no more. THIS REFERS TO THE ONE DAY
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHICH LASTS A THOUSAND
YEARS, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR A THOUSAND YEARS IN YOUR
EYES ARE BUT AS YESTERDAY..." (TEHILIM 90:4) AND THIS
ALLUDES TO THE FIFTH MILLENNIUM, AS IS FURTHER EXPLAINED,
BECAUSE THE FOURTH MILLENNIUM WAS NOT FULL, AS IT
LACKED 172 YEARS BECAUSE THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
TEMPLE OCCURRED IN THE YEAR 3828.
442. Rabbi Yehuda then said: So it has been said. Nevertheless,
come and behold the secret that I learned. At the time when the
Congregation of Yisrael was exiled from Her place, it was as if the
letters of the Holy Name were separated from one another. Hei was
seperated from Vav IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. As a result of
this separation, it is written: "I was dumb with stillness" (Tehilim
39:3). Because the Vav departed from the Hei, the voice disappeared.
As a result, Speech was silenced.

443. And because of this, She lies in the dust OF EXILE during all
that day of the Hei. And when is this? It is during the fifth
millennium, even though She was exiled before it began--BECAUSE
THE TEMPLE WAS DESTROYED DURING THE FOURTH
MILLENNIUM, IT WAS NOT A FULL MILLENNIUM AND WE DO NOT
COUNT IT.

444. And when the sixth millennium arrives, which is the secret of
the Vav--NAMELY THE YESOD, SPELLED WITH THE VAV, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN--then the Vav shall elevate the Hei, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, at the time of "six multiplied by ten", as the Vav (= six) rises
up to the Yud (= ten) OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH.
AND THEN the Vav descends to the Hei, AND BRINGS TO IT
ABUNDANCE.
445. And when the Vav, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
reaches completion by reaching sixty (by multiplying six times ten),
THE NUKVA is raised from the dust. So every sixty years during the
sixth millennium, the Hei is strengthened and rises up through its
own grades to become firm. And in the year 600 of the sixth
millennium, the gates of Wisdom of above and the fountains of
Wisdom below shall be opened. And the world shall be prepared to
enter the seventh MILLENNIUM, as a person who prepares himself
on the sixth day (Friday), as the sun sets, to enter the Shabbat. And
as a mnemonic for this, we take the verse: "in the six hundredth year
of Noach's life...all the fountains of the great deep were broken
open" (Beresheet 7:11)
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446. Rabbi Yosi said to him: This is more time than the friends have
said--the exile of the Congregation of Yisrael is only for one day and
no more, as it is written: "he has made me desolate and faint all the
day" (Eichah 1:13). THIS IS THE SECRET OF "ONE DAY" OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHICH IS 1000 YEARS, AS
EXPLAINED ABOVE. He said to him: I have learned so from my
father among the secrets of the letters of the holy name, YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, and in the years of the world, and the days of Creation, all
is one secret.

447. And then the rainbow will be seen in the clouds in shining
colors, as a woman who adorns herself for her husband--BECAUSE
THE RAINBOW IS THE MYSTERY OF THE NUKVA. As it is written:
"and I will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting
covenant" (Beresheet 9:16). And this has already been carefully
explained. HOWEVER, "and I will look upon it" MEANS in its shining
colors, as should properly be.
448. And then IT SHALL BE SAID, "that I may remember the
everlasting covenant." And what is the "everlasting covenant"? It is
the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE
COVENANT. And the Vav will join the Hei and raise it from the dust,
as it is written: "and Elohim remembered his covenant" (Shemot
2:24). This is the Congregation of Yisrael, which is the covenant, as
it is written: "and it shall be for a sign of a covenant" (Beresheet
9:13).
449. When the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is aroused toward the
Hei, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, then signs from above shall reach the
world. The children of Reuven shall wage war throughout the world
and the Holy One, blessed be He, shall remember the Congregation
of Yisrael, and raise Her up and out from the dust of exile.

450. And the Holy One, blessed be He, shall be with Her in exile,
DURING THE SIXTH MILLENNIUM, according to the count of Vav:
Vav (six) times Yud (ten) EQUALS SIXTY, and ten (Yud) times sixty
EQUALS 600, NAMELY, THE YEAR 600 OF THE SIXTH MILLENNIUM.
And then He shall rise and visit the world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, to
execute vengeance. And whoever is humble shall be elevated.

451. Rabbi Yosi said to him: You have spoken well, because YOU
HAVE EXPLAINED the secret of the letters OF THE NAME YUD-HEIVAV-HEI. And we should not delve into the other calculations and
'end of times,' WHICH ARE NOT RELATED TO THE SECRET OF
THESE LETTERS, for we have found AN ESSAY SIMILAR IN
CONTENT TO this calculation OF YOURS in the book of Rav Yeba
Saba (the elder.) As it is written: "Then shall the land enjoy (or
desire) HER SHABBATS" (Vayikra 26:34). And this is the secret of
the Vav, WHICH MEANS THAT THIS DESIRE SHALL NOT BE
REVEALED TO THE LAND, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, EXCEPT WHEN
THE VAV HAS REACHED COMPLETION, AS RABBI YEHUDA HAS
EXPLAINED. And it is written: "And I will remember My covenant
with Ya'akov" (Vayikra 26:42). OBSERVE THAT YA'AKOV IS
SPELLED WITH A VAV. This is Vav, fully spelled as Vav-Vav,
BECAUSE WHEN THE LETTER VAV IS PRONOUNCED, WE HEAR
ANOTHER VAV. THE FIRST VAV ALLUDES TO YA'AKOV, WHO IS
TIFERET, AND THE SECOND VAV ALLUDES TO THE YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE VAV THAT APPEARS
IN THE NAME YA'AKOV. And all is one, WHICH MEANS THAT IN THE
NAME YA'AKOV SPELLED WITH VAV, TIFERET AND YESOD ARE
UNITED AS ONE. And this is why the verse is written: "I will
remember," and later, "I will remember the land," (Ibid.) which is the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE NUKVA. "Enjoy" (or 'be
appeased') MEANS THAT the land shall be appeased by the Holy
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One, blessed be He, AS HE SHALL RAISE HER. ENJOY IS READ AS
PASSIVE "BE APPEASED," FOR DESIRE DOES NOT DEPEND ON
THE NUKVA HERSELF, BUT ON THE WILL OF ZEIR ANPIN.
452. As for that "one day," which our friends have mentioned IN
RELATION TO THE TIME OF EXILE, it is certain that everything is
hidden and concealed before the Holy One, blessed be He. And
everything is revealed through the secret of the letters of the Holy
Name. Thus the exile, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CONCEALMENT,
has been revealed to us by Rabbi Yesa through these letters. And
now, through these letters, THE SECRET OF REDEMPTION is
revealed to us, WHICH MEANS THAT IT DEPENDS ON THE VAV OF
THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI ACHIEVING COMPLETION.
453. He said to him: Come and behold. Even when Sarah was visited,
she was not visited by this grade OF VISITATION, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, THE LOWER HEI OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, but by the secret of
the Vav, as written: "And Hashem visited Sarah..."--BECAUSE "AND
HASHEM (VAV-YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI)" REFERS TO HIM AND HIS
COURT OF JUDGMENT. 'HIM' IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
NAMELY THE VAV, WHILE HIS COURT OF JUDGMENT IS THE
NUKVA. THEREFORE, EVEN THE VISITATION OF SARAH WAS BY
THE LETTER VAV OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, because everything is
according to the secret of the Vav and everything is included within
it. THAT IS, EVERYTHING IS CONCEALED WITHIN THE LETTER VAV
and everything is revealed there as well. IN OTHER WORDS,
EVERYTHING BECOMES REVEALED BY THE COMPLETION OF THE
LETTER VAV. For everything that is concealed may reveal all that is
concealed, but nothing that is revealed may come and reveal what is
concealed.
454. Rabbi Yosi said: How long do we have to endure the exile until
we reach that time? And the Holy One, blessed be He, made
everything depend on whether they atone for their sins and
repented, whether they merited REDEMPTION or not, WHETHER
THEY REPENTED OR NOT. As it is written: "I Hashem will hasten it
in its time" (Yeshayah 60:22). If they are worthy, THAT IS, IF THEY
REPENT, "I...will hasten it," but if they are unworthy, THAT IS, THEY
DO NOT REPENT, then, "in its time."

455. As they walked on, Rabbi Yosi said: I have just remembered that
I once sat in this place with my father. He said to me: My son, when
you are sixty years old, you will find in this place a treasure of
sublime Wisdom. And I have just reached this age, yet I have still
found nothing. And I do not know if these new explanations are that
Wisdom that he told me I SHALL FIND.

456. And he further said to me: When strikes of fire shall reach the
palms of your hands, then the wisdom shall disappear from you. I
said to him: My father, how do you know this? He replied: I know this
by these two birds that have passed over your head.

457. In the meantime, Rabbi Yosi left RABBI YEHUDA and entered a
cave where he found a hidden book in a cleft of a rock at the far end.
HE TOOK IT AND left with it.
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458. As he opened the book, he saw 72 forms of letters that were
handed down to Adam. By these letters, Adam knew the entire
Wisdom of the Holy Supernal Beings and all the Klipot that abide
"behind the millstones," which revolve around behind the veil THAT
COVERS the supernal Lights, together with all the things that are
destined to come upon the world until the day when a cloud will rise
from the west and the world will be darkened.

459. He called to Rabbi Yehuda and they both started to study the
book. After examining only two or three pages, they were already
contemplating the supernal Wisdom. As soon as they read further
and spoke with each other, a flame and a strong wind struck their
hands, and the book vanished. Rabbi Yosi wept and said: It could be
that we have sinned, or we are not worthy of knowing this.

460. When they told Rabbi Shimon the story, he said: Maybe you
delved into those letters that deal with the Days of Mashiach? They
answered: We do not know, because we have forgotten everything.
Rabbi Shimon continued: The Holy One, blessed be He, does not
wish that too much be revealed to the world. But when the Days of
Mashiach are near, even infants in the world will discover the secrets
of Wisdom and, through them, know how to calculate THE TIME OF
THE REDEMPTION and figure the End of Days. At that time, it will be
revealed to everyone. Therefore, it is written: "For then will I turn to
the peoples a pure language..." (Tzefanyah 3:9). What is meant by
"then"? It means at the time when the Congregation of Yisrael shall
rise from the dust, and the Holy One, blessed be He, shall raise Her
up. Then, "I will turn to the peoples a pure language that they may all
call upon Hashem and serve Him with one consent" (Ibid.).

461. Come and behold. Even though it is written of Avraham: "And
he journeyed still toward the south," (Beresheet 12:9) and all his
journeys were southward, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, OR
CHESED, to which he was attached, he did not rise to his proper
place until Yitzchak was born. As soon as Yitzchak was born, he
immediately rose to his place, THAT IS, TO THE NORTH, THE LEFT
COLUMN. And Avraham joined him, and they became united.
THROUGH THEIR JOINING AND INCLUSION IN EACH OTHER, THEY
BOTH REACHED COMPLETION.

462. This is why AVRAHAM called him Yitzchak, and not any other
NAME, so as to join fire with water, AS THE ATTRIBUTE OF
AVRAHAM IS WATER AND THAT OF YITZCHAK IS FIRE, as it is
written: "And Avraham called the name of his son that was born to
him, whom Sarah bore to him, Yitzchak" (Beresheet 21:3). AND HE
ASKS: Why DOES THE VERSE EMPHASIZE "that was born to him?"
AND HE REPLIES: Fire from water.
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33. "The son of the Hagar the Egyptian"
Sarah, the wife of the patriarch Avraham, banishes one of her husband's concubines from her home, a woman called Hagar. Hagar is the mother of
Yishmael, who signifies the force of negativity. The banishment of Hagar pertains to the removal of man's desire to receive for the self alone.
The Relevance of this Passage
The first step in transformation involves a recognition and admittance of our self-indulgent desires. This self-acknowledgment is 90% of the battle.
The Light of the Creator is then free to enter and eradicate the dark recesses of our nature. Towards that end, this passage arouses self-awareness,
thus banishing our own Evil Inclinations and negative attributes from our character.
463. "And Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian, which she had
born to Avraham, mocking." (Beresheet 21:9) Rabbi Chiya said:
From that day when Yitzchak was born, Yishmael was not mentioned
by his name as long as he was still present in the house of Avraham.
This is because in the presence of gold, refuse cannot be mentioned.
Why is it written: "the son of Hagar the Egyptian" AND NOT
"YISHMAEL THE SON OF HAGAR'? Because his name should not be
mentioned in the presence of Yitzchak.

464. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "And Sarah saw." She looked at him
disdainfully, as she did not look at him as the son of Avraham, but
rather as the son of Hagar the Egyptian. Thus, it is written: "And
Sarah saw," because only Sarah saw him this way, not Avraham. So
with Avraham, it is not written: 'the son of Hagar,' but "his son."

465. Come and behold. After this, it it written: "And the thing was
very grievous in Avraham's eyes because of his son" (Beresheet
21:11). It is not written: 'because of the son of Hagar the Egyptian.'
And in contrast to this, it is written: "And Sarah saw the son of
Hagar the Egyptian," as she did not see him as the 'son of Avraham.'

466. Rabbi Shimon said: This passage shows that Sarah is
praiseworthy. Because she saw him participating in idolatrous
practices, she said: This boy is definitely not the son of Avraham,
who shall follow the example of Avraham. Rather, he is the son of
Hagar the Egyptian, as he has returned to his mother's way of life.
Because of this, "she said to Avraham, 'Cast out this bondwoman
and her son: for the son of this bondwoman shall not be heir with my
son, with Yitzchak'" (Ibid. 10).

467. Now Sarah was not jealous or envious of her or her son. If she
were, the Holy One, blessed be He, would not have supported with
the words, "in all that Sarah says to you, hearken to her
voice" (Beresheet 21:12). In fact, it was only because she saw him
indulging in idolatrous practices and his mother teaching him the
laws of idol worshipping that she said, "for the son of this
bondwoman shall not be heir." I know that he shall never inherit a
portion of the Faith, and he shall have no share with my son, not in
this world and not in the world to come. And this is why the Holy
One, blessed be He, supported her.
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468. And the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted the Holy Seed
separated, for that was why He created the world. Yisrael was
already in the mind of the Holy One, blessed be He, even before He
created the world. This is why Avraham appeared in the world, which
continued to exist because of him. So Avraham and Yitzchak
remained insecurely in their places, until Ya'akov appeared in the
world.

469. As soon as Ya'akov came into the world, Avraham and Yitzchak
were established, as was the whole world. From there, FROM
YA'AKOV, the Holy Nation was born in a holy way. This is why the
Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, "in all that Sarah says to you,
hearken to her voice, for in Yitzchak shall your seed be called"--and
not in Yishmael.

470. After this, it is written: "and she departed and wandered in the
wilderness of Beer Sheva" (Beresheet 21:14). It is written here, "and
wandered (Heb. vateta) in the wilderness," and elsewhere it is
written: "They are vanity, and the works of delusion (Heb.
ta'atu'im)" (Yirmeyah 10:15). FROM THIS WE LEARN BY ANALOGY
THAT BECAUSE IT REFERS TO IDOL WORSHIPPING IN THE
LATTER VERSE, SO IT REFERS TO IDOL WORSHIPPING IN THE
FORMER. And for the sake of Avraham, the Holy One, blessed be He,
did not abandon her and her son, BUT SAVED THEM FROM THIRST,
EVEN THOUGH SHE INDULGED IN IDOL WORSHIPPING.
471. Come and behold. In the beginning, when she ran away from
Sarah, it is written: "because Hashem has heard your
affliction" (Beresheet 16:11). Now, however, that she went astray and
followed idolatrous practices, even though it is written: "and she
lifted up her voice, and wept" (Beresheet 21:16), "Elohim heard the
voice of the lad" (Ibid. 17), instead of: 'And Elohim heard your voice.'

472. The words, "where he is" (Ibid.) have already been explained.
YISHMAEL was not yet punishable by the heavenly Court of
Judgment. At the earthly Court of Judgment, a person can be
punished after the age of thirteen, but at the heavenly Court of
Judgment, a person must be at least twenty years of age to be
punished. AS A RESULT, even though he was wicked, he was too
young to be punished. This is why it is written: "where he is," WHICH
MEANS THAT BECAUSE HE WAS YOUNGER THAN TWENTY YEARS
OF AGE, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SPARED HIS LIFE.

473. Rabbi Elazar asked: If this is so, then why punish anyone before
he reaches the age of twenty? Under the age of thirteen years, even
though he is not yet punishable, he can be sentenced to death
because of the sins of his father, BECAUSE HE IS UNDER HIS
FATHER'S AUTHORITY. But after the age of thirteen, why does this
happen? AS HE IS NO LONGER SUBJECT TO HIS FATHER'S
AUTHORITY, COULD IT BE THAT HE IS PUNISHED AND
SENTENCED TO DEATH WHILE HE IS STILL TOO YOUNG AND
THEREFORE UNPUNISHABLE? He replied: The Holy One, blessed
be He, has Mercy on him, so that he may die as a righteous person.
And He gives him a good reward in the World OF ETERNITY, so that
he may not die as a wicked person and be punished in that world.
This has already been explained.
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474. He said to him: If he is a wicked person who has not yet reached
the age of twenty years, how is this resolved? If he departs from this
world, where is he punished? YOU CAN NOT SAY THAT HE MAY DIE
A RIGHTEOUS PERSON, BECAUSE HE IS A WICKED PERSON AND
A NOT RIGHTEOUS ONE. He responded: In this case THE VERSE,
"But sometimes ruin comes for want of judgment" (Mishlei 13:23) is
fulfilled. HE IS PUNISHED WITHOUT JUDGMENT, because when a
punishment descends into the world, he, REFERRING TO THE
PERSON UNDER TWENTY YEARS OF AGE, meets the Angel of
Destruction, WHO PUNISHES HIM without it being intended from
above or below. THIS MEANS THAT WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS
INTENTION FROM THE HEAVENLY COURT OF JUDGMENT above or
EARTHLY COURT OF JUDGMENT below, he is punished, for the sole
reason that he was not protected FROM THE ANGEL OF
DESTRUCTION from above. ONCE HE MEETS THE ANGEL OF
DESTRUCTION, HE NO LONGER DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN GOOD
AND BAD.
475. Of him it is written: "His own iniquities shall trap the wicked
man" (Mishlei 5:22). Here, the particle Et ('the') is written to include
those who are not of punishable age. "His own iniquities shall trap
the wicked man," and not the heavenly Court of Judgment; "and he
shall be caught fast in the cords of his sins," and not by the earthly
Court of Judgment.
This is why it is written: "For Elohim has heard the voice of the lad
where he is," AS HE WAS NOT YET OLD ENOUGH TO BE PUNISHED
FOR HIS SINS. THEREFORE, ELOHIM HEARD HIS VOICE, EVEN
THOUGH HE WAS EVIL.

34. The signs heralding Mashiach
There are various windows of opportunity during a 6000-year period of transformation where we can bring about world peace through a proactive
change of our nature. The Zohar expounds upon these opportunities and the signs that signal their arrival.
The Relevance of this Passage
Often times, hardships and obstacles appear to provide us with an opportunity to grow and evolve spiritually. If we are not cognizant of this truth,
our tendency is to react in despair and with distress. Consciousness creates our reality; therefore, our negative thoughts and doubts become akin
to self-fulfilling prophecies. The Light of this passage helps us recognize and connect to positive transformational opportunities when they appear
throughout our life. This ensures a life filled with meaning, as opposed to the illusion of random chaos.
476. Rabbi Shimon opened the discourse with the verse: "And I will
remember my covenant with Ya'akov" (Vayikra 26:42). THE NAME
YA'AKOV IS WRITTEN in full; it includes the Vav. HE ASKS: Why?
AND HE ANSWSERS: It appears from two sides. The first is the
secret of Wisdom, NAMELY THE VAV, which is the secret of the
grade of Chochmah where Ya'akov dwells. THE SECOND IS
BECAUSE this passage refers to the exile of the children of Yisrael.
While in captivity, they will be visited (also: 'redeemed') by the power
of the letter Vav, which symbolizes the sixth millenium. Through the
letter Vav, their exile is ended. THIS IS WHY YA'AKOV IS SPELLED
WITH VAV. THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL SHALL BE REDEEMED
FROM EXILE BY THE VAV (= SIX), WHICH REPRESENTS THE SIXTH
MILLENNIUM.
477. And the visitation, according to the secret of the Vav, occurs at
six and one half moments. After the sixtieth year to the bar on the
door of the sixth millenium--THE VAV, NAMELY TIFERET, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE MIDDLE BAR (OF THE TABERNACLE) THAT
RUNS THROUGH THE BOARDS FROM ONE END TO THE OTHER,
AND IS THEREFORE DESCRIBED AS THE "BAR OF THE DOOR"-shall Elohim of heaven visit the "Daughter of Ya'akov." And after six
and a half years have passed, she shall be remembered. THIS IS THE
DURATION OF THE VISITATION. And from that time, another six
years shall pass, WHICH IS THE DURATION OF THE
REMEMBRANCE. This totals 72 and a half years.
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478. In the year 66, the King Mashiach will appear in the land of
Galilee, AND HE IS CALLED MASHIACH BEN YOSEF (MESSIAH, THE
SON OF YOSEF) HE WILL THEREFORE APPEAR IN THE GALILEE, IN
THE POSSESSION OF YOSEF. A star from the east will swallow up
seven stars from the north, and a flame of black fire will be
suspended from the heavens for sixty days. Wars will be begun in
the world from the north, and two kings will fall in these wars.

479. And all the nations will be united against the Daughter of
Ya'akov, in order to drive her out of this world. And of that time it is
written: "And it is a time of trouble for Ya'akov, but out of it he shall
be saved" (Yirmeyah 30:7). Then all the souls shall be gone from the
body; they will have to come back and be renewed. And your proof
is the verse: "All the souls of the house of Ya'akov that came into
Egypt...were 66" (Beresheet 46:26).

480. In the 73rd year, THAT IS, SEVEN YEARS AFTER MASHIACH
BEN YOSEF WAS REVEALED, all the kings of the world shall
assemble in the great city of Rome. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, will shower fire and hail and meteoric stones upon them, until
they are wiped out from the world. And only those kings who did not
go to Rome will remain in the world. And they shall return and wage
other wars. During this time, the King Mashiach will declare himself
throughout the whole world, and many nations will gather around
him together with many armies from all corners of the world. And all
the children of Yisrael will assemble together in their places.

481. When the century is completed, the Vav will join the Hei. And
"they shall bring all your brethren out of all the nations for an
offering to Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:20). THIS IS WHEN THEY SHALL
BE GATHERED FROM THE DIASPORA. The children of Yishmael-WHO ARE THE HEAD (ALSO: LEADERS) OF ALL THE FORCES OF
THE KLIPAH FROM THE RIGHT, AS ROME IS FOR THE LEFT--shall
join together at that time with all the nations of the world WHO HAVE
NOT GONE TO ROME and come to Jerusalem to wage war, as it is
written: "For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to
battle" (Zecharyah 14:2); "The kings of the earth stand up and the
rulers take counsel together, against Hashem and against his
anointed" (Tehilim 2:2); and, "He that sits in heaven laughs, Hashem
has them in derision" (Tehilim 2:4)

482. After ALL THE FORCES OF THE OTHER SIDE, THE RIGHT AND
THE LEFT, ARE WIPED OUT OF THE WORLD, the small Vav, WHICH
IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, will join THE HEI and renew old souls-NAMELY ALL THE SOULS THAT WERE IN A BODY SINCE THE
CREATION OF THE WORLD--in order to renew the world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. As it is written: "let Hashem rejoice in His works," and:
"May the glory of Hashem endure forever," (Tehilim 104:31) WHICH
MEANS THAT in order FOR THE HEI to join THE VAV properly, "let
Hashem rejoice in His works." Let Him bring HIS WORKS down,
REFERRING TO THE RENEWED SOULS, into the world, so they all
become new creatures and all the worlds are united.
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483. Happy are all those who shall remain in the world at the end of
the sixth millennium and enter the Shabbat, WHICH IS THE
SEVENTH MILLENNIUM--Because that is a "day" for Hashem alone
to join THE HEI properly, and cull new souls IN ORDER TO BRING
THEM into the world. THIS REFERS TO THE SOULS THAT HAVE
NOT YET COME INTO THE WORLD, together with THE RENEWED
SOULS that have been there from the beginning, as it is written:
"And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Tzion, and he that
remains in Jerusalem, shall be called holy, everyone that is written
for life in Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 4:3).

35. "And Elohim tested Avraham"
The Zohar explores the story of the binding of Isaac. The biblical character of Isaac is a code referring to the Left Column energy, our reactive, selfcentered nature. Avraham corresponds to the Right Column, our positive sharing attributes. The story is a metaphor for man's spiritual work, which
is to bind and transform his selfish, reactive desires into positive and sharing qualities that embody care and concern for others.
The Relevance of this Passage
Repeatedly, something in our nature provokes us to indulge in negative behavior, even though it goes against our very will. Likewise, we're
compelled to forsake positive actions despite our best intentions to follow through. This uniquely human idiosyncrasy is a depiction of the ongoing
conflict between the body's desire to receive and the soul's desire to share. We arouse the inner strength and willpower to bind our own Evil
Inclination and negative impulses, known Kabbalistically, as the desire to receive for the self alone.
484. "And it came to pass after these things, that Elohim tested
Avraham and said to him, 'Avraham,' and he replied, 'Behold, here I
am'" (Beresheet 22:1). Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion with the
verse: "You are my king, Elohim" (Tehilim 44:5). This symbolizes the
complete unification of all the grades as one; they ARE ATTACHED
to one another. THIS IS BECAUSE IN THIS VERSE ARE THE SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT--WHICH REPRESENT
ALL THE GRADES, BECAUSE "YOU" ALLUDES TO CHESED,
ACCORDING TO THE MYSTERY OF THE VERSE, "YOU ARE A
PRIEST FOR EVER" (TEHILIM 110:4); "ELOHIM" IS GVURAH; "ARE"
IS TIFERET; AND "MY KING" IS MALCHUT.
485. "...command deliverances for Ya'akov..." (Tehilim 44:5) MEANS
THAT all the messengers who accomplish their missions in the
world shall be from the side of Mercy and not from the side of
Judgment. There are emissaries from both sides--some from the
side of Mercy and some from the side of harsh Judgment. Those
messengers who come from the side of Mercy never take on
themselves a mission of Judgment in the world.

486. You might say: But we have learned that the angel that was
revealed to Bilaam was a messenger of Mercy who changed to a
messenger of Judgment, THEREBY SHOWING THAT A MESSENGER
OF MERCY CAN EXECUTE JUDGMENT. HOWEVER, THE ANSWER IS
no. He never changed TO EXECUTE JUDGMENT. Rather, he was a
messenger of Mercy who came to protect Yisrael and to be in their
favor. But toward Bila'am, he was a messenger of Judgment. So
these are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, when He does
good to someone. We can see that this benefit to one person may be
a punishment for another person. And so first, he was a messenger
of Mercy for Yisrael. But for Bilaam he was a messenger of
Judgment. Because of this, HE PLEADED, "Command deliverances
for Ya'akov." Thus, David said, "Command this for the world so that
when a messenger will be sent, he will be from the side of Mercy."
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487. Rabbi Aba said: "command deliverances for Ya'akov" MEANS
THAT HE PRAYED FOR YA'AKOV, prayed for those in exile, that they
might receive salvation. Come and behold: Ya'akov was the glory of
the Patriarchs. Had it not been for Yitzchak, Ya'akov would not have
appeared in the world. For this reason, "command deliverances for
Ya'akov" alludes to Yitzchak, WHO IS THE DELIVERER OF YA'AKOV,
because when Yitzchak was saved DURING THE BINDING OF
YITZCHAK, this was the deliverance of Ya'akov.

488. "And it came to pass after these things..." Rabbi Shimon said:
We have learned that the words "And it came to pass (Heb. vayehi)
in the days" are said concerning trouble. Thus, even though it is not
written 'in the days of,' there is still a certain tinge of distress, as it
says, "Vayehi." "And it came to pass after" MEANS that it happened
after the lowest of the supernal grades OF ATZILUT. And what is it?
IT IS "these things (Heb. d'varim)," NAMELY MALCHUT, as it is
written: "I am not a man of words (Heb. d'varim)" (Shemot 4:10).

489. And what is "after" this grade, THAT IS, AFTER MALCHUT?
THIS IS A REFERENCE TO THE WORDS, "that Elohim tested
Avraham," which mean that the Evil Inclination came from there to
lay accusations before the Holy One, blessed be He. THEREFORE,
"ELOHIM TESTED AVRAHAM."
This phrase should be studied carefully. It should have been written,
'tested Yitzchak,' because Yitzchak was already 37 years old and his
father could no longer be punished for his sins. So if Yitzchak had
said, 'I refuse to obey,' his father would not have been punished
because of him. So then why is it written: "that Elohim tested
Avraham," rather than, 'tested Yitzchak?'

490. AND HE REPLIES: IT SHOULD definitely BE WRITTEN: "tested
Avraham," because he was supposed to be included within
Judgment, as there was no judgment in Avraham previously--HE
HAD CONSISTED ENTIRELY OF CHESED. Now water was mixed with
fire; CHESED WAS MIXED WITH JUDGMENT. So Avraham did not
achieve perfection until he crowned (prepared) himself to execute
Judgment and establish it in its place.

491. So all his life, he did not reach perfection until now, until water
mixed with fire--RIGHT MIXED WITH LEFT--and fire with water--LEFT
WITH RIGHT. This is why: "Elohim tested Avraham" and not
Yitzchak. Because THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, invited
Avraham to be included with Judgment ACCORDING TO THE
SECRET OF THE LEFT. So when he performed THE ACT OF
BINDING YITZCHAK, the fire entered the water, THAT IS, JUDGMENT
ENTERED CHESED, and they were perfected by each other, AS WAS
SAID BEFORE. This is what the act of Judgment accomplished: it
included one within the other. This is also the reason why the Evil
Inclination came and accused Avraham of not being properly
perfected until he performed the act of Judgment by BINDING
Yitzchak. THE PLACE of the Evil Inclination is "after" (beyond) these
"things," WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT ACCORDING TO THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE, "SIN CROUCHES AT THE
DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7). And so he came to persecute.
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492. Come and behold: observe the mystery behind this issue. Even
though it is written: "Avraham" and not Yitzchak, Yitzchak is still
included in the passage. It is written: "Elohim tested (et) Avraham,"
rather than 'tested Avraham.' Instead of a dative particle, it uses Et.
Et is accurate and ALLUDES TO Yitzchak, because at that time
YITZCHAK resided in lower Gvurah, WHICH REFERS TO THE
NUKVA. And as he was bound and underwent the trial of Judgment
performed by Avraham, YITZCHAK was crowned in his place
together with Avraham, and the fire combined with the water and
rose upward. AND AVRAHAM WITH CHESED ROSE UP TO
CHOCHMAH, AND YITZCHAK WITH GVURAH ROSE UP TO BINAH.
Then the dispute was settled properly, BECAUSE THEY MADE
PEACE BETWEEN THEMSELVES, AS fire and water WERE
COMBINED AND BECAME INCLUSIVE OF EACH OTHER.

493. Who has ever seen a merciful father do a cruel thing TO HIS
SON? It is only to settle the dispute and combine water with fire.
THIS REFERS TO THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED OF AVRAHAM WITH
THE FIRE OF YITZCHAK, and each one is properly crowned in its
place. AND THIS REMAINED SO until Ya'akov appeared, WHO WAS
THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Then, everything was
properly established, and all three Patriarchs achieved perfection,
WHICH MEANS THAT THEY BECAME A CHARIOT FOR THE UPPER
THREE COLUMNS, and so the upper and lower beings were properly
established.
494. Of the verse, "And He said, Take now your son," (Beresheet
22:2) HE ASKS: How could Avraham HAVE TAKEN YITZCHAK, HIS
SON, by force, when he was old? If you say THAT Yitzchak was still
under his authority AND THEREFORE HAD TO OBEY HIS FATHER'S
COMMANDMENTS, IT WOULD BE a good explanation. But this is
similar to: "take Aharon and Elazar his son," (Bemidbar 20:25)
WHERE THE MEANING IS only to convince them with words and
remind them THAT THEY SHOULD FULFILL the will of the Holy One,
blessed be He. So here as well, WITH AVRAHAM, THE MEANING IS
to "take," by verbal persuasion, "your son, your only son, whom you
love, Yitzchak, and go to the land of Moriah," as it is written: "I will
go to the mountain of myrrh (Heb. mor)," (Shir Hashirim 4:6) to be
established in a proper place.

36. "And he saw the place afar off"
As Avraham walks with Isaac to the place of sacrifice, Avraham is granted a crystal clear vision of his future grandson, Jacob, the predestined son
of Isaac. Avraham perceives the important role that Jacob will play in the world; nonetheless, he remains true to his commitment to sacrifice his
son, despite his compelling vision. Avraham surrenders total control, placing all his trust in the Creator's words.
The Relevance of this Passage
Man's nature is to succumb to the temptations of the material world, to give in to the lure of immediate gratification at the expense of long-term
fulfillment. The wisdom and strength to place our trust in the spiritual laws of life and relinquish control to the Creator are granted to our soul. This
portion allows the radiance of the Creator to enlighten and direct us along the darkened corridors of life.
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495. "On the third day, Avraham lifted up his eyes and saw the place
afar off" (Beresheet 22:4). The meaning of "on the third day" has
already been explained, but since it has already been stated: "and he
rose up and went to the place of which the Elohim had told
him," (Ibid. 3) ONE SHOULD ASK why does it then say, "On the third
day...and he saw the place afar off"? WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM
THIS REPETITION? HE REPLIES: It is written, "for in Yitzchak shall
your seed be called," (Beresheet 21:12) because Ya'akov came from
him. YITZCHAK IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH
HAS NO EXISTENCE WITHOUT THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS
YA'AKOV. And, he is called "the third day," BECAUSE AVRAHAM,
YITZCHAK, AND YA'AKOV ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE CALLED 'THREE DAYS.'
THUS, YA'AKOV, WHO IS TIFERET, IS EQUIVALENT TO THE THIRD
DAY. THIS IS WHY HE LOOKED FOR YA'AKOV, WHO IS THE CAUSE
OF THE EXISTENCE OF YITZCHAK.
496. The words, "and saw the place afar off," are similar to: "from
afar off has Hashem appeared to me," (Yirmeyah 31:3) WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. The phrase, "and he saw
the place" refers to Ya'akov, of whom it is written: "and he took of
the stones of that place" (Beresheet 28:11). SO Avraham looked into
the "third day," which is the third grade, NAMELY TIFERET, and
there he saw Ya'akov, who was to issue from him. BUT "afar off"
MEANS at some distant time, as we have already explained, rather
than in the near future.

497. Rabbi Elazar said to him: What is Avraham praised for, as he
already saw that Ya'akov was destined to issue from him? Since he
was on his way to sacrifice Yitzchak, this cannot be such a great
praise for him. THIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE BECAUSE THIS MUST
HAVE BROUGHT SOME DOUBT INTO HIS MIND ABOUT THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE. IF HE IS ABOUT TO OFFER HIM AS A
SACRIFICE, HOW THEN WILL YA'AKOV BE BORN?
498. He said to him: It is certain that he saw Ya'akov, because even
before THE SACRIFICE, Avraham had knowledge of wisdom. THIS
MEANS THAT HE HAD ALREADY ATTAINED THE SUPERNAL
MOCHIN THAT FLOW OVER THE THREE COLUMNS, THE THIRD
COLUMN OF WHICH IS YA'AKOV. So now he looked into the "third
day," which is the third grade, TIFERET, to draw perfection from itTHAT IS, TO COMPLETE HIS MOCHIN, BECAUSE PERFECTION
CANNOT BE REACHED EXCEPT THROUGH THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Then THE SCRIPTURES SAY THAT he saw Ya'akov, as it
is written: "and he saw the place," MEANING HE SAW THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH IS CALLED YA'AKOV. But this still remained "afar
off" from him, AS HE COULD NOT ACHIEVE IT NOW. He was on his
way to bind Yitzchak and did not wish to have any doubts about the
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO TOLD HIM TO OFFER YITZCHAK AS
A SACRIFICE. AND THEREFORE, HE DID NOT ACHIEVE THE
CENTRAL COLUMN COMPLETELY, AS IS FURTHER EXPLAINED.
499. The words "afar off" MEAN THAT he only saw him through a
clouded mirror, which is why he did not see him clearly. If the
illuminating mirror had been over the opaque mirror, then Avraham
would have grasped him properly, BUT THIS WAS NOT THE CASE.
THUS, AVRAHAM SAW HIM only from "afar off."
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500. AND HE ASKS: Why did the clear shining mirror disappear?
AND HE REPLIES: Because this is the grade of Ya'akov, and as
Ya'akov was not yet born, his aspect was not yet present over this
grade. Furthermore, it disappeared so that Avraham could go AND
BIND HIS SON and receive his reward. SO ACCORDINGLY, "he saw
the place afar off" MEANS THAT HE SAW Ya'akov, as is explained,
"afar off," MEANING THAT he did not reach him.

501. The verse: "And they came to the place which the Elohim had
told him of" (Beresheet 22:9) implies that even though he had the
ability to "see" Ya'akov, Avraham said that the Holy One, blessed be
He, WHO TOLD HIM TO BIND YITZCHAK, certainly knows another
way to achieve this end. So immediately, "Avraham built an altar
there," WHICH MEANS THAT EVEN THOUGH HE SAW THAT
YITZCHAK WOULD BEAR YA'AKOV, HE HAD NO DOUBTS ABOUT
THE COMMANDS OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. AND
BECAUSE OF HIS TRUST IN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, HE
BUILT AN ALTAR.
502. But before this, it is written: "And Yitzchak spoke to Avraham
his father, and said, 'My father...'" (Ibid. 7) which has already been
explained. But why did he not reply to him at all? AND HE REPLIED:
Because Avraham ceased to have the mercy of a father towards his
son. INSTEAD, THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT CAME UPON HIM.
THIS IS THE REASON WHY HE DID NOT ANSWER HIM THE FIRST
TIME. Thus, it is written: "Here I am, my son." "Here I am," AS IF TO
SAY--the Mercy has gone and changed into Judgment.

503. Note that it is written: "And Avraham said," rather than 'And his
father said.' This is because he was no longer like a father; but had
become an adversary. Of the verse: "Elohim will provide himself a
lamb," HE SAID: It should have been written, 'will provide us' and not
"Himself." AND HE REPLIES THAT he said to him: Elohim will
provide for His own needs at the time when He shall need it. But now
my son, and not the lamb, IS THE OFFERING. Immediately, it is
written: "they went both of them together," WHICH MEANS THAT
YITZCHAK FOLLOWED THE WILL OF HIS FATHER.

504. Rabbi Shimon began with the verse: "Behold, the mighty ones
shall cry outside, ambassadors of peace shall weep
bitterly" (Yeshayah 33:7). In this verse, "the mighty ones (also:
'angels')" are the celestial angels who cried out at the time WHEN
YITZCHAK WAS BOUND UPON THE ALTAR and wanted the Holy
One, blessed be He, to remember and fulfill the promise in the verse,
"And He took him outside," (Beresheet 15:5) WHICH ALLUDES TO
THE BLESSING OF HIS OFFSPRING. Therefore, they "shall cry
outside" IS WRITTEN.
505. "...ambassadors of peace" are other angels, who were destined
to walk in front of Ya'akov. For Ya'akov's sake, the Holy One, blessed
be He, promised them perfection, as it is written: "And Ya'akov went
on his way, and the angels of Elohim met him" (Beresheet 32:2).
These are called the 'Angels of Peace,' and they all wept as they saw
Avraham binding Yitzchak. The upper and lower beings trembled
and shook for the sake of Yitzchak.
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37. "Avraham, Avraham"
During the binding of Yitzchak, an angel calls out the name of Avraham twice. Kabbalistically, Isaac corresponds to man's negative and selfish
desire to receive, the root of all egotistic and self-centered behavior. Avraham is a metaphor for the positive sharing attributes of man. Avraham's
willingness to sacrifice his son Isaac, is a code signifying the complete subjugation of Avraham's negative desire to receive. The second utterance
of Avraham's name by the angel indicates the complete transformation of Avraham's nature into the desire to share.
The Relevance of this Passage
Avraham's extraordinary actions and faith created a reservoir of spiritual energy for all future generations to draw upon in their effort to completely
transform their nature. The change in Avraham's name and its appearance in this text of Zohar is the portal through which the energy flows. These
metaphysical forces arouse an awareness of our own negative attributes and generates the desire and strength to subjugate our ego, transforming
all our wanton desires into positive attributes that embody care and compassion for others.
506. "And the angel of Hashem called to him...AVRAHAM,
AVRAHAM" (Beresheet 22:11). There is a disjunctive mark between
the two Avrahams, WHICH MEANS THAT the second "Avraham" is
not the same as the first. Avraham AFTER THE BINDING has
achieved perfection, BECAUSE HE HAS BEEN INCLUDED WITH
YITZCHAK, while the first "AVRAHAM" HAS not yet achieved
perfection, BECAUSE HE WAS NOT YET INCLUDED WITHIN
YITZCHAK. Similarly, "Shmuel, Shmuel" (I Shmuel 3:10) ALSO HAS
A DISJUNCTIVE MARK BETWEEN THE TWO NAMES, WHICH MEANS
THAT the latter is perfected while the first is not. WHY? BECAUSE
the latter was already a prophet, while the former had not yet
achieved that grade. But in "Moshe Moshe," (Shemot 3:4) there is no
pause BETWEEN THE NAMES, because ever since the day Moshe
was born, the Shechinah never left him. THUS, THERE IS NO
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE LATTER AND THE FORMER.
"Avraham, Avraham," Rabbi Chiya said. The reason WHY HE
CALLED HIS NAME TWICE was to arouse him with a different spirit,
a different action, and a different heart.
507. Rabbi Yehuda said: Yitzchak was purified and elevated properly
before the Holy One, blessed be He, BY BEING BOUND UPON THE
ALTAR, like the odor of the incense of spices which the priests
offered before Him twice a day. Thus, the sacrifice was perfected AS
IF IT WERE OFFERED AND BURNED AS A SWEET SAVOR BEFORE
HASHEM. Avraham felt sorry when he was told: "Lay not your hand
upon the lad, neither do anything to him," (Beresheet 22:12)
BECAUSE he thought it meant that his offering was not perfect--that
all his preparations and the building of the altar were in vain. But
immediately, it is written: "And Avraham lifted up his eyes, and
looked, and behold behind him a ram caught in a thicket" (Ibid. 13);
AND HE OFFERED IT INSTEAD OF YITZCHAK, AND SO ACHIEVED
PERFECTION.

508. We have learned that this ram was the one that was created at
twilight (on Friday of Creation). But he was one year old, as it is
written: "one he-lamb a year old" (Bemidbar 7:63). It was required
FOR HIM TO BE ONE YEAR OLD, JUST AS THE DAILY OFFERING. If
so, how can you say that the ram was born at twilight? AND HE
REPLIES: It was predestined THEN, AT TWILIGHT ON SHABBAT
EVE, that the ram would be at hand for Avraham when he should be
in need of it. SO IT WAS REALLY BORN AT TWILIGHT, AND WHEN IT
WAS ONE YEAR OLD, IT CHANCED UPON AVRAHAM. It was like all
the other things created on Shabbat eve at twilight, WHICH MEANS
THAT THEY WERE predestined to actually appear at the time of
need. And so was that ram, which was sacrificed instead of Yitzchak.

38. "In all their affliction He was afflicted"
In the same way that a parent suffers when his or her child is hurting, the Zohar reveals that the Creator equally suffers when anyone in this world
undergoes pain.
The Relevance of this Passage
The conventional religious view of the Creator is of a deity who metes out punishments and rewards. In reality, the Creator is an infinite force of
sharing whose essence is only goodness, whose sole desire is to bestow unending pleasure upon the souls of man. The Creator neither punishes
nor rewards. It is man's actions that determine which path to endless fulfillment he will journey. The gifts of the Torah and the Zohar were revealed
so that man could choose the path of mercy and fulfillment. When we suffer or hurt, it is the inherent nature of the Creator to feel and experience
this pain along with us. Awareness of this profound truth connects our soul to the Creator helping to quickly dissipate any darkness that is causing
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pain in our life. We create the consciousness that the Creator is always with us, feeling our pain whenever we hurt.
509. He opened the discussion with the verse: "In all their affliction
He was (Heb. lo) afflicted, and the angel of His presence saved
them" (Yeshayah 63:9). Come and behold: during the time when
Yisrael are afflicted with troubles, "lo ('not')" is spelled with the letter
Aleph, but pronounced "LO ('HE WAS')" with the letter Vav, because
the Holy One, blessed be He, is distressed by their affliction. So lo
with an Aleph, WHICH MEANS THAT HE WAS NOT DISTRESSED,
refers to a higher place. Even though there is no sorrow or grief up
there at the place DESCRIBED BY THE WORDS, "STRENGTH AND
GLADNESS ARE IN HIS PLACE," (I DIVREI HAYAMIM 16:27)
NEVERTHELESS, the afflictions of Yisrael reach this high place.
The term "lo" with an Aleph is used similarly in "it is He that has
made us and not (Heb. lo) ourselves," (Tehilim 100:3) where "lo" is
written with an Aleph, but pronounced with a Vav, WHICH
LITERALLY MEANS 'AND WE BELONG TO HIM (Heb. LO).'
510. Of the verse, "and the angel of His presence saved
them," (Yeshayah 63:9) HE ASKED: But He is together with them in
their affliction, AS THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE STATES. Now
you are saying that He "saved them." IF HE IS STILL TOGETHER
WITH THEM IN THEIR AFFLICTION, THEN He HAS NOT YET "SAVED
THEM." AND HE REPLIES: It is not written, 'saves them,' but "saved
them," IN THE PAST TENSE, meaning that they had already been
saved. THIS MEANS THAT HE "SAVED THEM" by staying together
with them in the same affliction and suffering with them. Come and
behold: every time the children of Yisrael are in exile, the Shechinah
is with them; this has already been explained, as it is written: "Then
Hashem your Elohim will return your captivity, and have compassion
upon you" (Devarim 30:3). THE VERSE 'WILL RETURN YOUR
CAPTIVITY,' LITERALLY MEANS 'WILL RETURN' USING THE
INTRANSITIVE, MEANING TO INFORM US THAT THE SHECHINAH IS
WITH THEM IN EXILE NAMLY 'WILL SIT'.
511. A different explanation of the verse: "and the angel of His
presence saved them" is that it refers to the Shechinah, which is
with them in exile, AS IS STATED IN THE BEGINNING OF THE
VERSE. You claim that He "saved them," BUT IF HE IS TOGETHER
WITH THEM IN EXILE, THEN HE HAS NOT YET "SAVED THEM." AND
HE REPLIES: IT is certainly true that the residing places of the Holy
One, blessed be He, in exile are WHEREVER THE AFFLICTIONS OF
YISRAEL ARE--MEANING THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
IS PRESENT IN EVERY SINGLE AFFLICTION AND SORROW
BROUGHT UPON YISRAEL. And because the Shechinah resides with
them, the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers to benefit them and
draw them out of exile, as it is first written: "and I have remembered
my covenant," (Shemot 6:5) WHICH REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH.
Later, it is written: "and now, behold, the cry of the children of
Yisrael has come to me" (Shemot 3:9). SO HE ACTUALLY "SAVED
THEM" BY BEING WITH THEM IN THEIR AFFLICTION. AND EVEN
THOUGH THE FORMER VERSE APPEARS AFTER THE LATTER,
THERE IS NO CONTRADICTION HERE, BECAUSE THERE IS NO
CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE IN THE TORAH.
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512. The phrase, "moreover I have seen" includes another 'seeing,'
which is the first among all, as it is written: "And Elohim
remembered His covenant," (Shemot 2:24) which is the Shechinah.
THIS VERSE APPEARS BEFORE THE VERSE: "AND I HAVE
REMEMBERED MY COVENANT...with (et) Avraham." HE ASKS: It
should have been written 'REMEMBERED HIS COVENANT for
Avraham's sake'? AND HE ANSWERS: "with Avraham" alludes to the
unison and joining OF THE SHECHINAH with the Patriarchs,
BECAUSE THE PARTICLE "ET", WRITTEN BEFORE "AVRAHAM", IS
THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH. SO "with Avraham" means the
Southwest, THAT IS, THE "EMBRACING" OF THE RIGHT, BECAUSE
THE SOUTH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT AND OF CHESED,
WHICH IS AVRAHAM. THE WEST IS THE SECRET OF THE
SHECHINAH, WHICH IS CALLED ET AND WHICH AVRAHAM
'EMBRACES' WITH CHASSADIM. "...with Yitzchak..." refers to the
Northwest, NAMELY THE 'EMBRACING' OF THE LEFT, BECAUSE
THE NORTH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT AND OF GVURAH,
WHICH IS CALLED YITZCHAK. AND THE WEST IS THE SECRET OF
THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS CALLED "ET" AND WHICH YITZCHAK
'EMBRACES' WITH HIS GEVUROT. "...and with Ya'akov..." means
One Union, One Whole--a perfect and complete union, as should
properly be. THIS ALLUDES TO THE MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS CALLED YA'AKOV, WITH THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS
CALLED "ET." AND THE MATING CANNOT BE COMPLETED
WITHOUT THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS YA'AKOV. SO WITH
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK, THERE WAS ONLY 'EMBRACING'.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN OF YA'AKOV: ONE UNION. THUS THE
PHRASE "AND WITH (HEB. VE-ET) YA'AKOV" CONSISTS OF THEM
BOTH, AS ONE WHOLE. SO THE EXTRA LETTER VAV IN "VE-ET"
ALLUDES TO THE PERFECTION OF THIS MATING, WHICH IS A
PERFECT AND COMPLETE MATING.
513. Similarly, IT IS WRITTEN: "(et) the heavens" (Beresheet 1:1),
which is the quality of the night, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, with day,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. "...and the (ve'et) earth..." refers to the union
of the quality of the day with THE QUALITY OF the night as one.
THIS REFERS TO THE INCLUSION OF ZEIR ANPIN IN THE NUKVA,
BECAUSE THE LETTER VAV IN "VE'ET ('AND THE')" ALLUDES TO
UNION OF THE MALE WITH THE FEMALE. So the term "et" ('the')"
appears in them all, AS IN WITH (ET) AVRAHAM AND WITH (ET)
YITZCHAK. However, in reference to Ya'akov it is written: "and with
(ve-et)," WHICH SHOWS THAT they are in complete unison, for the
Male and Female never depart from each other. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, in the future shall make His voice heard and
announce to all the world, "For He said, Surely, they are My people,
children that will not deal falsely; so He was their savior" (Yeshayah
63:8).
Blessed be Hashem for evermore. Amen and Amen.
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1. "So they took up Yonah, and cast him into the sea"
Here Rabbi Yosi explains the hidden meaning of the biblical story of Yonah and the whale, and the nature of the symbols used in the story. We learn
that the soul is judged each night while we sleep, and that this judgment is twofold. People are not judged according to the evil that they are
destined to commit, but rather for the good that they have done and will go on to do. The question of whether The Creator takes pleasure in
punishing the wicked is then raised. In answer, it is pointed out that all human beings have a predetermined amount of evil they are allowed to
commit. Once this limit passed, there is pleasure at their demise.
The Relevance of this Passage
The universal law of cause and effect is deeply embedded into our reality. For every negative action there is an equal negative reaction. The concept
of time, however, creates a separation between cause and effect in our physical world. When man commits a negative deed, time delays the
inevitable consequences. Repercussions from wrongful actions appear at a later date, creating the illusion that these repercussions are random
events. Our negative inclination then tempts us to point the finger of blame at God because the original cause--our negative action--is forgotten and
hidden somewhere in the past. A reading of this section makes us more keenly aware of our actions and the judgments they invariably bring,
arousing a stronger intention to ardently walk the path of righteousness.
1. "And Sarah's life was a hundred year and twenty year and seven
years" (Beresheet 23:1). Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the
verse, "So they took up Yonah, and cast him into the sea, and the
sea ceased from its raging" (Yonah 1:15). We have to examine this
text carefully. Why did the sea rage upon Yonah and not the earth,
NAMELY THE NUKVA CALLED EARTH? He was leaving the land, so
that the Shechinah would not hover above him. IN OTHER WORDS,
HE WAS RUNNING AWAY FROM THE LAND OF YISRAEL-FROM THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA. If so, why did the sea seize him when he
went away, AND NOT THE LAND FROM WHICH HE RAN?

2. RABBI YOSI ANSWERS THAT the verse was accurate, for the sea
resembles the firmament, and the firmament resembles the throne of
glory. For that reason, the sea grabbed him and received him in its
midst. He was fleeing from the sea, NAMELY FROM THE PROPHECY
THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE MOCHIN OF THE NUKVA, WHICH IS AN
ASPECT OF THE SEA. THUS, THE SEA RAGED UPON HIM, NOT THE
LAND. HE WAS CAST INTO THE SEA TO RETURN HIM TO THE
PROPHECY FROM WHICH HE WAS FLEEING.
3. "So they took up Yonah, and cast him into the sea." We learned
that when they cast him into the sea and immersed him to his knees,
the sea calmed. When they lifted him, the sea raged. The deeper they
immersed him, the calmer the sea became, until he said, "Take me
up, and cast me into the sea" (Yonah 1:12). Immediately, "they took
up Yonah, and cast him into the sea."

4. When he was thrown into the sea, his soul soared and ascended
to the King's throne to be judged. When his soul was returned to
him, he entered the mouth of that fish, which died and later came
back to life.

5. Come and behold: When a man goes to sleep each night, his soul
leaves him to be judged before the King's court. If it merits life, his
soul is returned to this world.
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6. The judgement is twofold, for man is not judged for the evil he is
destined to commit. "For Elohim has heard the voice of the lad
where he is" (Beresheet 21:17) is written, NOT IN THE FUTURE
TENSE. You should not say that man is judged only for the good he
has already done, rather he is rewarded for his present good as was
said above, and he is also judged for the good he will do in the
future. He is saved for their sake, as they said, even though he is
now wicked. The Holy One, blessed be He, does good with all people
and does everything to benefit all, therefore He does not sentence
man for the evil he is about to do. Hence, man is judged before the
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO KNOWS THE FUTURE.

7. Come and behold. Once they cast Yonah into the sea, it is written:
"And the sea ceased (lit. 'stood') from its raging." THIS IS the
supernal sea, THE NUKVA. It stood where it was, for when anger
calms down, it stands. When judgement is passed upon the world,
that court, NAMELY THE NUKVA, is like a pregnant woman
experiencing severe labor pains. When she gives birth, the panic
ceases. Similarly, when judgement is passed upon the world, it does
not calm or rest until justice is administered to the wicked. Then it
rests, wholly standing in its place and perfectly maintained. This is
what the verse meant by the words: "But when the wicked perish,
there is jubilation" (Mishlei 11:10). This has already been explained.

8. HE THEN ASKS ABOUT THE VERSE, "But when the wicked perish,
there is jubilation." Is it not written, "Have I any pleasure at all that
the wicked should die" (Yechezkel 18:23)? This would mean that
there is no pleasure for the Holy One, blessed be He, when
judgement is administered to the wicked. HE ANSWERS, Before their
measure was filled, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DID NOT
HAVE PLEASURE THAT THE WICKED SHOULD DIE. But now, after
the measure is full, "WHEN THE WICKED PERISH, THERE IS
JUBILATION."

2. And Dumah rises, and receives the reckoning
The Zohar describes disturbing details concerning the fate awaiting the wicked at the time of the Resurrection of the Dead, emphasizing the urgent
need for all of us to replace our bad deeds with good ones immediately.
The Relevance of this Passage
Intellectual blockages in our consciousness prevent us from completely accepting and beholding the truth of the World To Come and the gravity of
our erring actions. Though we might accept the notion of a Creator and other spiritual principles on a purely intellectual level, internalizing and
living these truths is a much more difficult task, and the basis of our spiritual work. The intent of this passage is to remove impediments and doubts,
opening our eyes to spiritual truths and stimulating greater awareness. As we become more devout in our pursuit of righteousness, replacing the
bad we have done in this world becomes an intrinsic part of our nature. And this process is furthered by the Light emanating from this portion.
Tosefta (Addendum)
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9. "And Sarah's life was..." The body of the Mishnah, NAMELY ITS
ESSENCE, WAS LONG AND IS NOW ABRIDGED. We, WHO ARE
VERSED IN THE MISHNAH, were close TO THE INNER SIDE OF THE
GRADE and heard a voice that travels down from above and
expands throughout the world. This voice uproots mountains and
smashes strong rocks, NAMELY ITS ILLUMINATION UPROOTS AND
SMASHES ALL THE KLIPOT. Great spirits rise, and ears are open.

10. As THE VOICE TRAVELS TO THREE PLACES, it says: cut off a
portion, how the still ones, who are still sleeping, maintain their
guard and stand in position. The king, NUKVA, guards the gates, as
the ruler over many armies stands by his post.

11. Nobody notices or knows that the book is open, and is written in
by a name, and Dumah rises to receive the reckoning. The dwellers
of dust, NAMELY THE WICKED, go back outside. The good part, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT IS YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED GOOD
APPROCHES, to be counted among them, but they do not wish for
rolling and reversing.

12. BECAUSE THEY DO NOT WANT THE ROLLING AND
REVERSING, they fall and do not come back to life. THUS, the
wicked are wiped from the book of Dumah. Who then shall claim
them AT THE TIME OF THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD, AS IT IS
SAID THAT AT THE TIME OF THE RESURRECTION, THE ANGEL
MATATRON WILL RECEIVE A NOTE AT THE CEMETERIES FROM
DUMAH. BUT WHO WILL CLAIM THOSE WICKED WHO ARE NOT
ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE RECKONING OF DUMAH AT THE
RESURRECTION? And who will care for their accounts? THIS
ALLUDES TO THE HARSH KLIPAH NAMED "SICHON," WHO DOES
THE RECKONING AND CORRESPONDS TO "DUMAH", FOR
"DUMAH" MEANS SILENCE, WHILE "SICHON" MEANS
CONVERSATION OR TALKING. Woe to them, woe to their lives, woe
to their pains. For them, the verse says: "Let them be blotted out of
the Book of the Living" (Tehilim 69:29).
End of Tosefta (Addendum)

3. "He who tills a field is a king"
There is a hidden meaning in the mention of Sarah's exact life span in the Torah, for such details are given for no other women--nor does any other
woman have a portion of the scriptures devoted to her name, as Sarah does. The symbols employed by passages concerning Sarah are pointed out
and explained, along with the meaning of various statements that cannot be unlocked without the key of Kabbalah. We learn that, like Avraham,
Sarah did not in any way cling to negative inclinations. This earned supernal life for herself, her husband, and later, her son.
The Relevance of this Passage
Man, on his own, does not possess the inner power necessary to eradicate the dark side of his nature. Scriptural giants like Avraham and Sarah,
however, are generators of such spiritual forces. Their existence in this physical realm and their presence in the Torah, serve as a wellspring of this
energy, from which all generations can draw. Sarah's grace and godliness, together with the energy of supernal life, reach us through the medium of
the Aramaic words comprising this passage.
13. "And Sarah's life was...": HE ASKS: Of all the women in the
world, Why is Sarah the only one whose death is mentioned in
Torah? Rabbi Chiya answered, This is not so, for it is written: "And
Rachel died, and was buried in the way to Efrat" (Beresheet 35:19),
"and Miriam died there" (Bemidbar 20:1), "and D'vorah, Rivkah's
nurse, died" (Beresheet 35:8), and "the daughter of Shua, Yehuda's
wife died" (Beresheet 38:12). THE DEATH OF MANY WOMEN IS
MENTIONED IN THE TORAH.
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14. Rabbi Yosi responded: But it is not written of them as it is written
of Sarah, of whom it is said, "And Sarah's life was a hundred and
twenty seven years old: these were the years of Sarah's
life" (Beresheet 23:1). No other woman's days and years were
specified as they were for Sarah. Furthermore, none of them has a
portion of the scriptures devoted to them, as does Sarah. There is an
esoteric reason for this. IN THE SCRIPTURES, SARAH'S DAYS AND
YEARS ARE SPECIFIED, but the secret is that the days and years of
all men depend on this grade. THIS MEANS THAT THE MOCHIN,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIFE SPAN OF SARAH, IS ALLUDED
TO IN THE NUMBER "127 YEARS." FROM THIS, THE LIFE SPAN OF
MAN IS ALSO DRAWN.
15. He opened with the verse, "Moreover, land has an advantage for
everyone: he who tills a field is a king" (Kohelet 5:8). "Moreover, land
has an advantage" IS THE NUKVA "for everyone." Certainly, THIS IS
THE SECRET OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED "All" (Heb. kol).
Because FROM YESOD emanate spirits and souls and goods to the
world. Of the verse, "He who tills a field is a king," IT IS ASKED, Who
is the king? He is the Holy One, blessed be He, who "tills a field"
when it is properly cultivated. The King is the supernal King,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, who is joined to the field when it is tilled. IT IS
ASKED, What is the field? This is a field which Hashem has blessed,
NAMELY THE NUKVA, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Like the smell of a field
which Hashem has blessed" (Beresheet 27:27). For when it is tilled
and cultivated properly, the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, unites with
it.

16. Rabbi Elazar asks: How many mysteries are alluded to in the
verse, "He who tills a field is a king"! A king is the Shechinah, which
only dwells in a man's house when he is married and mates with his
wife to beget children and bear fruit. And she, THE SHECHINAH,
brings out souls to dwell in her, which is why THE SHECHINAH IS
CONNECTED only to a tilled field.

17. Another explanation: A king is "a woman who fears Hashem," as
it is written: "A woman who fears Hashem, she shall be
praised" (Mishlei 31:30). THIS IS THE SHECHINAH. A tilled field is a
strange woman, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE, as it is written: "That
they may keep you from the strange woman" (Mishlei 7:5). For there
is a field, and there is a field. There is a field in which all blessings
and holiness dwell, as it is written: "Like the smell of a field which
Hashem has blessed," NAMELY THE SHECHINAH. And there is a
field, in which destruction and defilement, extinction, killings and
war reside, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE. This king, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, sometimes tills the second field, THE OTHER SIDE, as
it is written: "For three things the earth is disquieted...and a
handmaid that is heir to her mistress" (Mishlei 30:21). IN THIS CASE,
HEAVEN FORBID, THE FIELD OF THE OTHER SIDE INHERITS THE
SHECHINAH, AND THE LIGHT OF THE SHECHINAH is covered and
darkened until it is purified and joins ZEIR ANPIN above.
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18. This is the purpose of offering the goat on the first day of the
month, when no blessings dwell upon the second field, THE OTHER
SIDE, as it is separated from the holy king, THE SHECHINAH. When
that field is tilled FOR THE OTHER SIDE, then it is written: "For he
found her in the field, AND THE BETROTHED MAIDEN CRIED OUT,
BUT THERE WAS NONE TO SAVE HER" (Devarim 22:27), the field is
THE OTHER SIDE, as has been explained.

19. Come and behold: Chavah came into the world and clung to the
serpent. He injected impurities into her, and she brought death to the
world and to her husband. Sarah then came and went down INTO
THE PLACE OF THE OTHER SIDE, BUT she rose again without any
KLIPOT clinging to her, as it is written: "And Avram went up out of
Egypt, he, and his wife, and all that he had" (Beresheet 13:1). When
Noach came to the world, it is written that "he drank of the wine, and
was drunk, and he was uncovered within his tent" (Beresheet 9:21).

20. Because Avraham and Sarah did not cling to THE OTHER SIDE,
Sarah earned supernal life for herself, her husband, and her son
after her. This is the meaning of the verse: "Look at the rock whence
you are hewn [AVRAHAM], and to the hole of the pit from which you
were dug out [SARAH]" (Yeshayah 51:1). Therefore, it is written:
"And Sarah's life was...", for she merited all THE YEARS. It is not so
for the rest of the women, FOR IT IS NOT WRITTEN: "And Chavah's
life was..." and so on. Sarah clung to life. Therefore, her life was her
own.

4. He who is small and he who is great
The inner meaning of Sarah's age, as cited in the Torah, relates to the importance of approaching life with reverence and humility--for The Creator
delights in those who transcend pride and self-interest, raising them in stature, whereas He diminishes those who inflate themselves with selfimportance and vanity. Greatness in the world above is attained by behaving with humility and selflessness here in the physical realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
When people succumb to the demands of their ego, preoccupying themselves with affairs in the material world, they receive immediate, but shortlived gratification and rewards. Their self-love deepens and their hearts harden. In contrast, spiritual accomplishments do not gratify the ego. For
this reason, humility and selflessness are more difficult to kindle, though their rewards are far greater and long-lasting. Kabbalah teaches that the
eternal World To Come is not somewhere in the future, but is readily attainable here and now, according to our degree of spiritual transformation. A
reading of this section helps us to resist pride and arrogance by raising our awareness of their consequences in the physical and spiritual realms.
Tosefta (Addendum)
21. Happy is he who makes less of himself in this world. How great
and high he is in the eternal world. The head of the Yeshivah spoke
to that effect, saying that whoever is small IN THIS WORLD is great
IN THE ETERNAL WORLD. He who is great IN THIS WORLD is small
IN THE ETERNAL WORLD, as it is written: "And Sarah's life was a
hundred year..." A hundred, which is a large number, is followed by
the word "year", FOR IT IS LESSENED TO A YEAR. Seven, WHICH IS
A SMALL NUMBER, was greatly increased, for it is followed by the
word "years." Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, only
makes greater the person who lessens himself. He diminishes only
the person who makes himself great. Happy is he who diminishes
himself in this world. How great he is above in the eternal world.
End of Tosefta (Addendum)
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22. This paragraph does not belong here. It belongs to another
portion, where it is explained.

. "And Sarah's life"
Sarah's life is connected to the Mochin [another term for Spiritual Light] and the secret of Ten Sfirot that are contained within the dimension of
Binah. The number 37 appears frequently here. This was Yitzchak's age at the time of his binding, for example, and it was because of his binding
that Sarah died. The Angel of Death appeared before Sarah and told her that Avraham was about to sacrifice their son. These events convey the
various levels of spiritual Light that Sarah's life revealed in this world.
The Relevance of this Passage
The metaphysical forces embodied by Sarah are instilled within us through thoughtful meditation upon these verses.
23. "And Sarah's life was..." All this life is above IN BINAH. A
hundred year REFERS TO KETER above. "Twenty year" IS
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH above. The seven years ARE THE SEVEN
LOWER SFIROT above. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE
AND THE LOWER SEVEN SFIROT OF BINAH, WHERE SARAH
RECEIVED LIFE, WHICH IS MOCHIN. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and
look at the secret of all this. Why is the number seven followed by
the word "years", while all other numbers are followed by the word
"year"?

24. The "hundred year" includes everything, NAMELY KETER,
WHICH INCLUDES ALL TEN SFIROT. EACH SFIRAH COMPRISES
TEN, AND TOGETHER THEY COMPRISE ONE HUNDRED. For there is
included the highest and most secret place of all, WHICH IS ARICH
ANPIN, with the hundred daily benedictions, MEANING THAT IT
DAILY GIVES THE ABUNDANCE OF A HUNDRED BENEDICTIONS
UPON MALCHUT FROM THE HUNDRED SFIROT IN IT. ARICH ANPIN
IS THE SECRET OF KETER OF ATZILUT. Also, the "twenty year,"
WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, INCLUDE ARICH ANPIN, the
most concealed of all. For that reason, it is written "year" IN THE
SINGULAR, which is the secret of unison, for a thought and a jubilee
(Heb. yovel). THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH never
separate from each other, AS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT ARE
JOINED TO EACH OTHER AS ONE.
25. But the seven years, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT
OF BINAH, are separated from each other and from that which is
hidden above, ARICH ANPIN. Although everything is united and all
are equal, THE LOWER SEVEN pertain to Judgement and Mercy in
many aspects and paths. This is not so IN THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT OF BINAH, FOR ARICH ANPIN IS ENCLOTHED IN THEM
above THE CHEST, WHERE THERE IS NO JUDGEMENT AT ALL. For
that reason, it is WRITTEN "SEVEN YEARS" AND NOT 'SEVEN year',
AS WITH THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. THE WHOLE TEN SFIROT, THE
FIRST THREE AND LOWER SEVEN, are called life. Therefore it is
written: "And Sarah's life was...", for it existed. It was created
substantively and existed above, IN THE TEN SFIROT OF BINAH.
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26. Rabbi Chiya said that it has been explained WHY THE DEATH OF
SARAH IS WRITTEN RATHER THAN THAT OF THE OTHER WOMEN.
Yitzchak was 37 years old when he was bound, and because he was
bound, Sarah died, as is written: "And Avraham came to mourn for
Sarah, and to weep for her" (Beresheet 23:2). From where did he
come? From mount Moriyah, where he was binding Yitzchak. The 37
years from the time that Yitzchak was born until the time he was
bound were the life of Sarah, for "vayihyu (was)" is 37 years in
numerical value-the years from Yitzchak's birth to his binding. IN
ORDER TO MENTION THIS, SARAH'S DEATH IS MENTIONED IN THE
TORAH.

6. "And the cows took the straight way"
The meaning of this difficult scriptural passage is expounded by Rabbi Yosi. We learn that while they carried the Ark, the cows were able to sing-although this gift vanished as soon as they no longer performed this work. Rabbi Chiya explains that a psalm of David referring to a "new song",
refers to a time when the psalm or Holy Spirit or Nukva--that is, our physical world, also known as Malchut--will glow with the light of the sun, which
itself is a coded reference to the concept of Mashiach. It is after this that the Resurrection of the Dead takes place, a time when the world will be
renewed and set free from death's rule.
The Relevance of this Passage
A cow is both a metaphor and physical expression of an intense desire to receive. In view of this, cows are seen as powerful tools for attracting
spiritual energy. Thus, red meat is a recommended dish for the first meal of the Shabbat, since the internal energy of the meat serves to draw down
the Light of the Creator. The Torah's parchment, which functions as an antenna to arouse metaphysical forces, is produced from the skin of a calf.
The Zohar, therefore, uses the cow as a symbol for man's own insatiable desire to receive for the self alone--and the image of a singing cow reveals
a creature rising above its inborn nature. This power emerged the moment the cows began transporting the Ark and the scrolls contained inside.
Here the Zohar alludes to the Torah's ability to help overcome innate immoral tendencies and self-seeking desires. When mankind has completely
removed all his Evil Inclinations, death will be removed from the landscape of human existence. World peace and fulfillment will be eternally
achieved, signified by the Zohar's reference to the light of the sun, which represents Mashiach. An ability to hasten a personal and global
redemption is awarded to us by means of these verses and their corresponding spiritual influences. We remove the force of death from our lives.
Bear in mind the fact that "death" can refer to the demise of a business, the end of an important relationship, or the collapse of our emotional wellbeing.
27. Rabbi Yosi began with the verse, "A psalm, O sing (Heb. shiru) to
Hashem a new song; for He has done marvelous things: His right
hand, and his holy arm have gained Him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1).
The friends explained that this was said by cows, as it is written:
"And the cows took the straight way (Heb. vayisharnah)" (I Shmuel
6:12). The word "vayisharnah" also means that they sang (Heb.
sharu) a new song. What new song? "A psalm. O sing to Hashem a
new song."

28. We should examine this verse carefully. Everything that the Holy
One, blessed be He, created in the world offers praises and songs to
Him, either above or below. If you thus say THAT THE COWS sang
this song, it is assuredly so, for there is a deep secret here. When
they carried the Ark, they sang, but once the Ark was taken from
them, they again behaved like other cows in the world and did not
sing. Surely, the Ark above them made them sing.
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29. IT IS WRITTEN: "A psalm" unlike other places, where it is written:
'A psalm of David' or 'David's psalm.' Here David is not mentioned at
all, just "a psalm." This is because the Holy Spirit is destined to sing
it, when the Holy One, blessed be He, raises the children of Yisrael
from the dust. THEREFORE, DAVID IS NOT MENTIONED HERE. Then
"O sing to Hashem a new song", for this is a new song that has not
been sung since the world was created.

30. Rabbi Chiya said that it is written: "There is nothing new under
the sun" (Kohelet 1:9), but lo, this song is new and under the sun, for
it will be under the sun. What is this NEW SONG? It is the moon,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. For then the moon will be new under the sun,
MEANING THAT ITS LIGHT WILL BECOME AGAIN LIKE THE LIGHT
OF THE SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. What is meant by the phrase:
"IT WILL BE NEW UNDER THE SUN?" IT IS THE MEANING OF THE
VERSE: "For He has done marvelous things." What are these
marvelous things? They are "His right hand, and His holy arm have
gained Him the victory." THIS IS THE SECRET OF HIS RIGHT AND
LEFT HANDS, CHESED AND GVURAH, "have gained Him the
victory." For whom did they gain victory? For the grade that sang
this song, THE HOLY SPIRIT, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. THE NUKVA
was supported by right and left, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "HAVE GAINED
HIM THE VICTORY." Therefore "His right hand...gained Him victory,"
the grade called psalm, NAMELY THE HOLY SPIRIT, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, WHOSE LIGHT WILL BE AS THE LIGHT OF THE SUN. When
will that be? When the dead of the world rise from the dust, then
what has not yet been done in the world will be new.
31. Rabbi Yosi said, When the Holy One, blessed be He, takes
revenge on the world for Yisrael, He will sing this new song,
NAMELY AT THE COMING OF MASHIACH, WHICH IS NOT THE TIME
OF RESURRECTION. For after THE COMING OF MASHIACH, the
dead of the world will rise from the dust and the world will be
completely renewed. It will be different in that death will not rule the
world, as it had since the serpent brought death to all, defiled the
world, and darkened the faces of men.

7. "And I will put enmity between you and the woman"
This troublesome phrase, uttered by The Creator in the Garden of Eden, refers to the unbridgeable gulf between the godly and the godless of this
world, which will never be made whole as long as the serpent of death retains his power. We also learn how seven of the Sfirot create and sustain
the days of man. In spite of all the misery they cause, the wicked are ultimately erased, as if they never existed, while the righteous enjoy eternal life.
The Relevance of this Passage
Without the Light of the Zohar, the inner meaning of the Torah remains obscured by confusion and misunderstanding. The work of deciphering the
language of the Torah is itself a step toward spiritual growth. By endeavoring to comprehend the Torah's mysteries, we earn spiritual Light and
fulfillment. In particular, the Zohar clarifies the significance of women in Torah, whose meaning is always spiritual and never merely literal. Thus, the
term man refers to the upper spiritual realm and the desire to share, while woman denotes our physical realm and the desire to receive. Spiritual
Light arising from the upper world can only illuminate our lower world when our Evil Inclination--termed 'the serpent of death'--is conquered and our
character transformed. Man's evil tendencies are the lifeblood of the serpent. As long as our negative aspects remain within us, the Angel of Death
will prevail over our physical existence. We must learn to loathe our Evil Inclination; to have enmity for our own desire to receive for the self alone.
In this particular passage we acquire strength for building a deep aversion toward these negative traits.
32. Come and behold: It is written, "And I will put enmity between
you and the woman..." (Beresheet 3:15). HE ASKS, What is enmity
(Heb. eyvah)? He replied that it is as written: "They pass away with
swift (Heb. eveh) ships" (Iyov 9:26), for among the ships sailing in
the great sea, some, called enemy ships, are the ships of the serpent
sailing amongst them.
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33. The phrase "between you and the woman" refers to "the woman
who fears Hashem" (Mishlei 31:30), MALCHUT. The words "and
between your seed" refer to the rest of the heathen nations, THE
SEED OF THE SERPENT, WHILE "and her seed", namely Yisrael,
MEANS THE SEED OF MALCHUT. "He shall bruise your head" is a
reference to the Holy One, blessed be He, who will remove the
serpent from the world, as it is written: "He will destroy death
forever" (Yeshayah: 25:8) and "also I will cause...the unclean spirit to
pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2).
34. The word "head" means in the future when the dead will live, for
then the world will be maintained by the head. THAT MEANS THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT, THE SUPERNAL WORLD, WILL SHINE UPON
IT. "and you shall bruise his heel" means now in this world, before
all is perfected. The world is not whole as long as the serpent bites
the world and darkens the faces of the people.

35. Come and behold: The days of man were created and sustained
by the supernal grades, NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT-CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. Once
they do not exist by these grades, as it is written: "The days of our
years are seventy" (Tehilim 90:10), there is no other grade by which
to be maintained. THE NUMBER 70 CORRESPONDS TO THE SEVEN
SFIROT, EACH COMPRISING TEN. For this reason, "their pride is but
trouble and wretchedness" (Zecharyah 13:2.), and then it is as if they
never existed.
36. But the days of the righteous are eternal. THEY LIVE LONGER
THAN SEVENTY YEARS BECAUSE THEY RECEIVE FROM THE
SUPERNAL MAZAL, WHICH ADDS LIFE OVER SEVENTY YEARS, AS
MUCH AS THEY WANT. This is as written: "And Sarah's life was..."
and "these are the days of the years of Avraham's life which he
lived" (Beresheet 25:7). If you say it is also written of Yishmael: "And
these are the years of the life of Yishmael" (Zecharyah 13:17),
ALTHOUGH HE WAS NOT RIGHTEOUS this is only because he
repented. Therefore, it is written "these are" of his days AS OF
AVRAHAM.

8. "Your eyes did see my unshaped flesh"
Here we learn how the three prayers recited by a traveler can be embodied in one blessing. Then Rabbi Yehuda teaches that all of our deeds--good
and bad--are recorded in a heavenly book. Knowing this reveals the importance of praying before embarking on any action. Rabbi Bo and Rabbi
Yitzchak next debate the meaning of "unshaped flesh" and how this bestial state applies respectively to David and Adam. Unshaped flesh refers to
the desire to receive for the self alone, which is akin to an animal's primal desires. We learn why no one was left who bore a resemblance, even
vaguely, to the original Adam. Before the sin, Adam was a being of untold spiritual and physical beauty, which man later attempted to use for
negative purposes.
Rabbi Yehuda goes on to explain that the gifts of The Creator are given solely to support spiritual goals. If a man takes pride in his wealth or his
children, instead of using them in divine service, he will ultimately be destroyed by them. So it is with the beauty of Adam, which the Creator gives in
order that a man can become still more devout and connected to the Law. Those who fail to keep pure what the Creator has given, are soon driven
from the world. We are told that each night is divided into three 'shifts', when the soul of man leaves the 'unshaped flesh' of his body to be examined
by the Holy One on three separate issues. If the soul fails this test, Rabbi Shimon is quoted by Rabbi Yehuda as saying, it is ejected from this divine
realm. Great emphasis is placed on the fact that every single one of our actions is seen and recorded. Therefore, nothing should be done without
due care for its consequences.
The Relevance of this Passage
Man's nature is to regard wealth and luxury as prized attributes. All of us are inclined to place more value on physical beauty and external
appearances than on the intangible inner qualities of life. Intellectually, we might accept the ideal that the only possessions worth having are those
that cannot be bought and sold. But living a life that truly embodies this ideal is a formidable task, for the ego holds sway over all our thoughts and
actions. The spiritual intent of this segment is to keep our consciousness focused on the Light of Creator, even during sleep. The spiritual Light that
emerges here makes us more cognizant of our actions and their repercussions, and helps us value and appreciate life's real treasures.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
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37. "And...was" (Beresheet 23:1). Our sages began with the verse,
"Come, my beloved, let us go forth into the field; let us lodge in the
villages" (Shir Hashirim 7:13). The sages have taught that a person
who is traveling should recite three prayers: the obligatory daily
prayer; the prayer for protection on the way; and a prayer to return
home in peace. THE RECITATION OF THESE PRAYERS does not
require three BENEDICTIONS, for it can be done in one BLESSING,
as we have learned that everything a man asks can be included
within the blessing: "Blessed are you, O Eternal, who hears our
prayers."

38. Rabbi Yehuda said that all of man's deeds-both good and evil-are
written in a book IN THE SUPERNAL WORLD, and that each man will
be judged according to them. For we have learned from Rav Yehuda
who quoted Rav that the verse suffices which reads, "Your eyes did
see my unshaped flesh" (Tehilim 139:16). It means that the
shapeless flesh REFERS TO THE BODY, which does not care about
the world to come. "Your eyes did see" everything it did, since You
have looked carefully at it. "For in Your book all things are
written" (Ibid.) to be judged in the world to come. Therefore, it
behooves man to hasten to pray before he acts, which may bring
him good.

39. Rabbi Yitzchak said that a man does not transgress; only he who
is a shapeless matter and is not a man transgresses. This is a man
who cares not for THE NEEDS OF the holy soul. He behaves like a
beast, which does not care or know. Rabbi Bo asked RABBI
YITZCHAK, Was David called a shapeless matter, NAMELY HE WHO
CARES NOT FOR THE SOUL, BECAUSE it was he who wrote the
verse? Rabbi Yitzchak replied that Adam said, "Your eyes did see
my unshaped flesh," FOR "UNSHAPED FLESH" MEANS MATTER
WHOSE SHAPE IS NOT YET FINISHED. He said that before You gave
me my soul, WHEN I WAS STILL UNSHAPED FLESH, Your eyes
sought to create men in my image. "For in Your book all things are
written," FOR IT WILL BE WRITTEN DOWN who they are IN NAME.
"The days also in which they are to be fashioned" (Tehilim 139:16)
means that they will be created in his image. The phrase: "And not
one of them" means that none survived.

40. Rabbi Bo ASKS: Why WAS NO ONE LEFT OF THOSE WHO BORE
A RESEMBLANCE TO THE IMAGE OF ADAM? He answers, Come
and behold: Those who resembled Adam even slightly, THAT IS,
VAGUELY, did not die a natural death. All were struck FOR
RESEMBLING ADAM. SHIMSHON'S FORCE FAILED HIM, AS DID
SHAUL'S NECK, AND SO ON. Come and behold: Rabbi Yehuda said
that the image of Adam and his beauty were as the splendor of the
supreme firmament above all the firmaments, as the light that the
Holy One, blessed be He, saved for the righteous in the world to
come. Therefore, all who had something of Adam's image were
stricken by it and died, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
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41. These are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He. If He gives a
man wealth, it is for the purpose of sustaining the world and
performing His commandments. If man does not do so, but instead
takes pride in his wealth, he will be destroyed by it, as it is written:
"Riches kept for their owner to his hurt" (Kohelet 5:12). If the Holy
One, blessed be He, gives him children, He gives them so they can
learn the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and to keep His
commandments. It is written of Avraham: "For I have known him,
that he shall command his children and his household after him, and
they shall keep the way of Hashem, to do justice and
judgement" (Beresheet 18:19). If he does not do so, but instead
takes pride in them, he is hurt by them, as it is written: "No great
grandchild has he and no grandchild among his people" (Iyov 18:19).
Similarly, when the Holy One, blessed be He, gives the good and
supernal beauty of Adam, He gives it to them so they will keep His
commandments and abide by His wishes. If they instead take pride
in it, they will be hurt by the beauty with which they were blessed.

42. Rabbi Yehuda said that when the Holy One, blessed be He, first
created Adam-while he still was unshaped flesh and had no soul-He
said to the angel who was assigned over the images of men, "Look,
and shape in this form six men: SHIMSHON, SHAUL, ASAEL,
YOSHIYAHU, TZIDKIYAHU, AND AVSHALOM. This is the meaning of
the verse: "And begot a son in his own likeness, after his image and
called his name Shet" (Beresheet 5:3). The Aramaic word shet
means six AND REFERS TO THE SIX PEOPLE MENTIONED.

43. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the Holy One, blessed be He, created
these six men from the same dust that was used to create Adam. The
words: "And called his name Shet" is derived from the Aramaic word
"sheeta," which translates as six. IT MEANS THAT HE CREATED SIX
MEN. This is the meaning of: "And begot...in his own likeness, after
his image" (Ibid.)-from the same dough that his unshaped flesh was
created. Therefore, it is written: "Your eyes did see my unshaped
flesh," WHICH MEANS that You looked well to create in his image.
"For in Your book all are written" means that those who did not keep
what the Holy One, blessed be He, gave them were driven from the
world.

44. In relation to this, Rabbi Yehuda quoted Rav as saying that the
night is divided into three shifts OF FOUR HOURS EACH. During
each shift, the Holy One, blessed be He, has a special matter of
interest with man. It is when the soul leaves him and the unshaped
flesh, NAMELY THE BODY, remains asleep in his bed. The soul
ascends each night before the Holy One, blessed be He, AND HE
DEALS WITH IT EVERY SHIFT. Rabbi Yitzchak said those above are
happy with it if it has merit; if not, it is pushed out.

9. "To mourn for Sarah, and to weep for her"
Through the rabbis' Kabbalistic discussion of the relationship between soul and body, we explore the allegorical nature of the Torah's stories and
characters. For example, Avraham represents the righteous soul after it has departed this world, while Sarah represents the physical body left
behind. Next we are informed of what occurs immediately after death: the soul usually revisits and mourns its body for seven days before ascending
to the higher world. In the case of a wicked person, however, the soul may find itself bound to the earth and the discarded body for up to a year. But
at the death of spiritually advanced people, such as Avraham, the holiness of the body itself merits special protection until the time when all the
dead shall rise from their dust. This phenomenon, we discover, explains several otherwise baffling passages of scripture.
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The Relevance of this Passage
The Torah's message and the Zohar's mystical insights are intended for the here and now, so that our future may be peaceful and secure. By
gathering the forces released through the name Avraham and these revered words of wisdom, we elevate our physical body to a higher level of
spiritual purity.
45. Rav Yehuda stated that Rav asked, Why is it written, "I charge
you, O daughters of Jerusalem, if you find my beloved, that you tell
him that I am sick with love" (Shir Hashirim 5:8)? Rabbi Pinchas said
that Rabbi Yehuda responded, "I charge you, O daughters of
Jerusalem" is what the soul says to the souls who are worthy of
entering Jerusalem above. They are called daughters of Jerusalem
for having the merit to enter. Therefore, the soul says to them, "I
charge you, O daughters of Jerusalem, if you find my beloved",
which is a reference to the Holy One, blessed be He. Rav said that
this is the splendor of the upper mirror. Tell him that I am sick with
love" to rejoice in His splendor and to sit often in His shadow. Rav
Huna said, "I am sick with love" because of the passion, the longing
I feel for everything in the world, therefore I am sick.

46. Rabbi Yehuda said that this is the love the soul has for the body.
When the body dies, as when "Sarah's life was..." it is written: "And
Avraham stood up from before his dead" (Beresheet 23:3). Rav
Yehuda said that according to the Rav, it is written in the previous
verse: "And Sarah died in Kiryat Arba, that is Chevron, in the land of
Cna'an" (Ibid. 2).

47. Rabbi Yitzchak referred to Rabbi Yochanan as stating that the
Holy One, blessed be He, created Adam and then inserted in him
four things that are divided in the body. Rabbi Yehuda said, "That
are connected to the body," while Rabbi Yitzchak said, "That are
divided in the body. Each is separated to its element when man
leaves this world." Rabbi Yehuda said, They are connected to the
body during its life, namely as it is written: "And Sarah died", which
refers to the body. "In Kiryat Arba (lit. 'city of the four')," these are
the four elements. The words: "that is Chevron" mean that they were
connected in the body during a person's lifetime (Chevron is derived
from the word chibur, connected). "In the land of Cna'an" means in
this world, the world in which man dwells for a short period of time.

48. "And Avraham came to mourn for Sarah, and to weep for
her" (Beresheet 23:2.). We are taught that the soul of man visits the
body for seven days and mourns for it. This is the meaning of: "Only
when his flesh is upon him does he feel pain, and while his soul is
within him does he mourn" (Iyov 14:22). Similarly, "Avraham came to
mourn for Sarah, and to weep for her." "Avraham came" refers to the
soul, while "to mourn for Sarah" refers to the body.
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49. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the body rests in peace and lies in its
grave when the soul has merit and rises to its high place. This is
referred to in the verse: "He that walks in his uprightness shall enter
in peace to them that rest in their graves" (Yeshayah 57:2). Who is it
that "walks in his uprightness"? Rabbi Yitzchak says that it is the
soul that goes upright to Eden that lies concealed in wait for it. What
does this mean? Rabbi Yehuda says: This is why NECHOCHOH (his
uprightness) is written with the letter Hei. If it has no merit and
deserves punishment, it walks about desolately and visits the body
and the grave daily.

50. Rabbi Yosi said that the hard bone, NAMELY THE FEMUR THAT
WAS HIT AND DISLOCATED, moves here and there with its stench,
coming and visiting its place for twelve months. So does the soul
that is worthy of punishment. It goes out in the world, visiting its
place in the world and the graveyard for twelve months.

51. Rabbi Yehuda said, Come and behold the verse: "And Avraham
stood up from before his dead." Rabbi Aba raised A DIFFICULT
POINT. We learned that when the soul is in supernal complement,
NAMELY IN BINAH, the letter Hei joins it, and it is called Avraham in
supernal wholeness. Now you hint that he is not that righteous, as it
is written: "And Avraham stood up." You cause the one who sits in
the great throne to come down to sit in the small and lower THRONE.

52. But I reach a decision WHEN I EXPLAIN THE VERSE: "And
Avraham stood up from before his dead." As Rabbi Bo said, Rabbi
Zrika said that the soul first protects the holy body from which it
came when it is worthy of ascending to Eden. Then it ascends to its
elevated place. This is the meaning of: "And Avraham stood up from
before his dead," namely the body.

53. The phrase: "And spoke to the sons of Chet" (Yeshayah 57:2)
refers to the rest of the bodies of the righteous, who are frightened
and beaten in the world for the fear of their Possessor. They are
afraid and in terror (Heb. chat) for being dwellers of the dust. HE
ASKS: Why does THE SOUL need THE BODIES OF THE
RIGHTEOUS? Rabbi Yehuda responded, Because they are all written
down in the reckoning, THAT IS, THEY ARE PUT INTO THE
ACCOUNTS AND ARE MADE TO COME OUT ACCORDING TO THE
RECKONING AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. THUS, THE
SOUL SPOKE WITH THEM so that the body would be numbered in
their lists. THIS IS THE MEANING OF: "AND SPOKE TO THE SONS
OF CHET."
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54. What did THE SOUL CALLED AVRAHAM say to them? It said in a
conciliatory and respectful manner, "I am a stranger and a sojourner
with you" (Beresheet 23:3), MEANING this body will be counted with
you in one quorum by this union. Rabbi said, Look at what is written:
"And the children of Chet answered Avraham..." (Yeshayah 57:4).
They also answered him in a respectful and conciliatory manner.
This is the meaning of: "Hear us, my lord, you are a mighty prince
among us."

10. Dumah brings them into and out of reckoning
The role of Dumah, angel in charge of graveyards, is discussed. The rabbis agree that he is in charge of all bodies--good and wicked--sorting them
into graves according to merit, until the Day of Reckoning. Torah interpretation tells us that Avraham's body was granted a special "treasure of
peace and great rest." Also, according to various rabbis, those who have kept the Law, studied Torah, and performed acts of great piety, may inherit
either 200 or 400 "worlds in the World to Come."
The Relevance of this Passage
A righteous person is not necessarily one who has attained the same level of spirituality and wisdom as the eminent sages of antiquity or the great
Kabbalists cited in the Zohar. We are not expected to reach their level, but we are expected to at least strive for it. Therefore, an individual who
consistently endeavors toward high spiritual goals is defined as righteous. More important than the level attained is the degree of change that we
achieve through spiritual growth. Hence, we need to awaken loftier aspirations and goals. Moreover, we require inner strength and determination to
pursue higher levels of righteousness. These qualities take root within us as we meditatively study this section of Zohar.
55. What is meant by the phrase: "You are a mighty prince (or: a
prince of Elohim)" (Beresheet 23:5)? Rabbi Pinchas responded that,
before the righteous leave the world, a divine voice echoes every
day among the righteous in the Garden of Eden to 'prepare a place
for so-and-so who will come here'. Therefore, they say, from Elohim
above, "You are a prince" every day among us: "in the choicest of
our graves" (Ibid.): among the choicest company of the righteous he
should be counted. No one will prevent fulfillment of the quorum, for
we all rejoice in him and hasten to greet him.

56. Rabbi Yosi ben Pazi said, Come and behold: after the soul meets
them, it is sentenced. It meets the angel appointed over them, the
angel in charge of the graveyards, named Dumah. He announces
among them, every day, the names of the righteous who are about to
come among them. It immediately entreats him to lodge the body in
tranquillity, safety, rest, and pleasure. This is the meaning of: "And
he spoke to Efron" (Yeshayah 57:11).

57. Rabbi Yesa asked, Why is the angel Dumah called Efron? He
responded, Because he is in charge over the dwellers of dust (Heb.
afar). All the lists of the righteous and companies of the pious that
dwell in the dust were given to him, and he will bring them out
according to the reckoning.
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58. Rabbi Elazar said, When the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to
raise the dead in the future, He shall call the angel named Dumah,
who is appointed over the graves. He will ask him for an
enumeration of all the dead, the righteous and the pious, and all the
sincere proselytes killed for the sake of His name. He will bring them
out according to the reckoning, the same as he put them into it. This
is the meaning of the verse: "That brings out their host by number...
not one is missing" (Yeshayah 40:26).

59. In the name of Rabbi Ya'akov, Rabbi Shmuel said that the souls
of the evil are in the hands of the angel Dumah, who will send them
to Gehenom to be sentenced. Once they are put in Dumah's hands,
they do not return again before going to Gehenom. This is what
David feared when he committed that sin, as it is written: "Unless
Hashem had been my help, my soul had soon dwelt in
Dumah" (Tehilim 94:17). Rabbi Yesa said, The soul entreats him to
put the body with the bodies of the other righteous and be
enumerated in their numbers. This is the meaning of: "And he spoke
to Efron..."

60. Rabbi Tanchum added that the angel first addresses him. Look at
what was written before the verse. It is: "And Efron dwelt among the
children of Chet" (Beresheet 23:9), who were afraid of dwelling in the
dust. He hastens to instruct Dumah to put that body in the reckoning
of the righteous. Then the verse reads, "And Efron the Chitite
answered Avraham in the ear of the children of Chet, even of all that
went in at the gate of his city, saying" (Ibid.). Who went in at the gate
of his city? Rabbi Nachman said, Those who were written in the list.
As Rabbi Nachman said, and so is was decreed, by the reckoning
made by Dumah, they enter, the cemeteries. And by the reckoning he
will take them out. And he is in charge of the dwellers of dust.

61. What is meant by: "The field I give you, and the cave, that is in
it" (Beresheet 5:10)? Rabbi Yosi said that it is a treasure of peace
and great rest. Rabbi Shalom ben Manyumi said, There is not one
righteous of those who are occupied in Torah, who has not 200
bright worlds for the sake of Torah. It is written, "And those that
keep its fruit 200" (Shir Hashirim 8:12), for they renounce themselves
daily, as if they are killed to sanctify His name and His eternity.
Whoever surrenders his soul to sanctify His name, the scripture
says it is as if he were killed daily for His sake, as it is written: "But
for your sake are we killed all the day long" (Tehilim 44:23). Rabbi
Nachman said that whoever surrenders his soul according to this
verse inherits 400 worlds in the world to come. Rabbi Yosef said, We
were taught that there are 200. According to Rabbi Nachman, it is
200 for Torah and 200 for surrendering every day for the sake of the
holiness of His name.
End of Midrash Hane'elam (homiletical interpretations on the
obscure)
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11. "And Sarah died in Kiryat Arba"
Here the Zohar explores the ways in which people's lives determine the quality and nature of their death. The rabbis also resume a discussion of
Sarah's uniqueness among women, now comparing her with Miriam, whose age is not mentioned in scripture. Associated with water, Miriam's death
is emblematic of the ancient sins of the children of Israel. They, it is explained, owe their happiness and stability solely to the Torah--which is a gift
of the Holy One, intended to reveal the true nature and purpose of His creation. Rabbi Yehuda goes on to make an analogy between the effect of a
weak king on his kingdom and that of an unrighteous man on his own life. The exploration finally circles back on itself with the assertion that death
has no power over someone as pure as Sarah, who died in the place where David was united with the patriarchs. This spiritual locale is the point at
which the physical world joins with the spiritual. David represents our material realm, known as Malchut, while the patriarchs signify the spiritual
domain. Bridging these two worlds exemplifies the concept of perfection. In this way, the righteousness of the individual soul, the righteousness of
the ruler and his people, and the holiness of the land itself, are shown to be one and the same. We learn that as long as a man's soul is nurtured by
the Light--which is portrayed here as filtering through the seven lower Sfirot--both his life and his death will remain in harmony with the divine, for a
righteous existence alone spares us defilement by the Angel of Death.
The Relevance of this Passage
In practical terms, the Upper World, or the patriarchs, refers to our soul and the desire to share. Our physical world of Malchut or David, refers to our
material body and the desire to receive for the self alone. Our ultimate objective in life is to balance and enjoin these two worlds, creating a new
dynamic, known in lay terms as the desire to receive for the sake of sharing. When we receive for the sake of imparting to others, we achieve perfect
harmony with the sharing nature of the Creator. This assures a life and an afterlife filled with Light. Both the Torah and the Zohar serve to gradually
sweeten the trait of receiving for the self into receiving for the purpose of sharing. Here, the Zohar invokes the 'energy of Sarah' to help achieve this
effect, strengthening our resolve whenever the temptation to satisfy our own desires arises.
62. "And Sarah died in Kiryat Arba" (Beresheet 23:2). Rabbi Aba
noted that, of all the women in the world, only for Sarah are the
number of her days and years and the time of her life in the world
mentioned, as well as the place in which she was buried. This shows
that there was no other woman in the world like Sarah.

63. If you say that it is written of Miriam: "And Miriam died there, and
was buried there" (Bemidbar 20:1) AS IT IS WRITTEN OF SARAH,
NOTE THAT THIS WAS WRITTEN only to show that Yisrael sinned,
AS SAID IN THE NEXT VERSE: "AND THERE WAS NO WATER FOR
THE CONGREGATION: AND THEY GATHERED THEMSELVES
TOGETHER" (IBID. 2). Yisrael had no water there without Miriam, and
HER DAYS AND YEARS were not specified when describing her
death, as was done for Sarah.

64. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying, "Happy are you, O
land, that your king is a man of freedom, and your princes eat in due
season" (Kohelet 10:17). This verse was explained by the friends.
Nevertheless, we have studied that the children of Yisrael are happy
because the Holy One, blessed be He, gave them Torah with which
to know the hidden ways and reveal the supreme mysteries.

65. "Happy are you, O land" refers to the land of the living, NAMELY
THE NUKVA, WHICH CLOTHES THE LIVING ELOHIM, IMA, because
her king, ZEIR ANPIN, prepared for her all the blessings he had
received from the supernal fathers-THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA.
THAT KING IS the secret of the letter Vav, which is always in
readiness to pour blessing over her. He is called "a man of
freedom", the son of a Yovel (jubilee), WHICH IS BINAH, NAMELY
YISRAEL-SABA, AND TEVUNAH, THE MOCHIN who liberates slaves
and gives them freedom, THE MOCHIN OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. He is also a son of the supernal world-THE SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA-who gives generously FROM THEIR EVERLASTING
UNION all life and illumination, the oil of greatness, and honor. Thus
it is written, "Yisrael is my son, my firstborn" (Shemot 4:22).
Therefore, "Happy are you, O land."
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66. The verse "Woe to you, O land, when your king is a
child" (Kohelet 10:16) is explained as follows. This is the nether land,
and the nether world draws nourishment from the uncircumcised
foreskin alone. All is drawn down only from the king called child,
NAMELY MATATRON, as was explained. Woe to the world that must
nourish this way.

67. Come and behold this child, MATATRON, who has nothing of
himself, but the blessings he receives FROM THE NUKVA at
appointed times. Each time these blessings are withheld when the
moon, NUKVA, is rendered defective and becomes dark. Woe to the
world that depends on him for survival. Moreover, the world suffers
many judgments before it draws nourishment from him, NAMELY
FROM THE KLIPOT, for all is established and maintained through
judgments, as has been explained.

68. The verse: "And Sarah died..." also contains a secret, which is
that she did not die by the tortuous serpent, NAMELY THE ANGEL
OF DEATH. It had no power over her, as it has over the people of the
world. As a result of Adam's sin, all the people in the world die by
the serpent except Moshe, Aharon, and Miriam, WHO DIED BY A
KISS, as is written: "Upon the mouth of Hashem" (Bemidbar 33:38).
In honor of the Shechinah, it is not mentioned of Miriam, "upon the
mouth of Hashem," ALTHOUGH SHE, TOO, DIED BY A KISS.

69. Yet of Sarah it is written: "And Sarah died in Kiryat Arba"
because she died in and by the hands of Kiryat Arba, and not by the
serpent. She died by the hands of Kiryat Arba that is Chevron, where
David was united with the patriarchs. Therefore she died not by
another, but in Kiryat Arba.

70. Come and behold: When man's days are maintained by the
supernal grades, NAMELY THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT-CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT-man
thrives in the world. If he is not sustained by the supernal grades,
MEANING HE HAS LIVED SEVENTY YEARS DRAWN FROM THE
SEVEN LOWER SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT-his days come out OF THE SFIROT
and beneath THE SFIROT until they approach the level where death
dwells. NAMELY, THE ANGEL OF DEATH UNDERNEATH MALCHUT,
OF WHICH IT IS SAID, "SIN CROUCHES AT THE
DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7). Then the Angel of Death receives
permission to take out the man's soul. He flies through the world in
one flight, takes the soul and defiles the body, which remains
defiled. Happy are the righteous who were not defiled by him, for no
defilement remained in their bodies.

12. The serpent of the firmament
The stars of the Milky Way--called here 'the serpent of the firmament'--perform a special function in the lives of men, assisting both those who wish
to be purified, and those who wish to defile themselves.
Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi discuss the evil man, Bila'am, the sorcerer. From their discussion we learn that the primordial serpent is the source
of all enchantment and magic. It is in sorcery that the seeds of defilement lie. Those who wish to cast spells draw to themselves the unholy spirit,
just as anyone wishing to do good will draw the Light.
The Relevance of this Passage
The stars that glint in the heavens are portals through which spiritual influences enter this material existence. The structure of electricity helps us
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understand their role: Electrical current can light entire cities. The same current, however, can also cause great destruction. The manner in which
we employ the energy, determines its positive or destructive quality, but the nature of the energy never changes. Man was given free will to choose
how to draw spiritual energy-via the desire to receive for the self alone, or the desire to receive for the sake of sharing. This passage summons up
forces that awaken us to the dual nature of our desires, impelling us to seek purification rather than defilement.
71. Come and behold: In the middle of the firmament is a glowing
trail. This is the serpent of the firmament THAT ASTRONOMERS
CALL THE MILKY WAY. All the small stars are attached to it in
groups, THAT IS, THEY ARE GATHERED AND STAND IN IT LIKE
COUNTLESS MOUNTAINS. They are in charge of the secret deeds of
the inhabitants of the world.

72. Similarly, there are bunches of lights of Klipot that come into the
world from the supernal primordial serpent that seduced Adam. They
are appointed to learn the secret deeds of the world. Therefore when
a man wishes to be purified, he receives help from above, and the
help of his Master encircles and protects him. He is then called 'holy'.

73. If a man wishes to be defiled, several groups of lights of Klipot
are waiting for him. They all hover about and around him. They defile
him, so he is called unholy. They go before him and proclaim,
Unholy, unholy, as it is written: "And shall cry, 'Unclean,
unclean'" (Vayikra 17:45). They are all connected to the primordial
serpent and are hidden in the deeds of the people of the world.

74. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi were walking from Tiberias to
Lod. Rabbi Yitzchak said, I wonder about the evil man Bila'am. All he
did was from the side of defilement. Here we learn a secret, which is
that all kinds of sorcery and witchcraft of the world are connected
and derive from the primordial serpent, which is the impure spirit of
defilement. Therefore all enchantment (Heb. nechashim) is named
AFTER THE PRIMORDIAL SERPENT (HEB. NACHASH). They all
derive from that side, and anyone who is drawn to that MAGIC is
defiled.

75. Moreover, one should be impure to cast a spell. One has to draw
upon oneself that side of the unholy spirit. As man is aroused from
below, he draws upon himself from above. If he is aroused below on
the side of holiness, he draws upon himself the supernal holiness
and is sanctified. If he is aroused below on the side of defilement, he
draws upon himself the spirit of defilement and becomes unholy.
Upon this, they said that whoever wishes to be defiled is defiled.
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76. For that purpose, the wicked Bila'am defiled himself nightly by
mating with his ass in order to draw upon himself the unholy spirit
from the supernal serpent, thereby drawing on himself the spirit of
unholiness. Then he cast his spells and enchantments.

77. First he took one of the serpents, tied it in front of him, split his
head, and removed its tongue. Then he took certain herbs and
burned them to incense. He took the serpent's head, cut it into four
pieces, and made from it another incense offering.

78. He drew a circle round himself, uttered words, and performed
other deeds until he drew to himself the spirits of defilement, who
told him what he needed to know. He acted according to their
information, which they knew from the side of that serpent in the
firmament.

79. This is how he acquired his knowledge, enchantments, and
spells. For that reason, it is written: "He went not, as at other times,
to seek for enchantments" (Bemidbar 24:1), which alludes to real
snakes. As has already been explained, the essence and origin of
defilement begins with the serpent.

13. All kinds of witchcraft and sorcery abide only in women
When the serpent came upon Eve it injected impurities into her. For this reason, women are more susceptible to the allure of magic and witchcraft
than men. Rabbi Yosi asks why this is so, since the children of Israel were cleansed of impurities at Mount Sinai. Rabbi Yitzchak replies that the
Torah was only given to males. Furthermore, since women are of the left side, it is more difficult for them to cleanse themselves of defilement.
Various kinds of impurity are discussed, and we learn that anything attached to the world-as are unholy spirits - holds the potential to defile.
The Relevance of this Passage
The term woman is used as a metaphor for man's evil inclination. Kabbalistically, women are on a much higher level of spirituality, as evidenced by
their great intuition and heightened sensitivity. Therefore, only the male is required to work at eradicating his Evil Inclination through Torah. When a
woman, however, uses her natural gifts for negative purposes, it is referred to as witchcraft. A reading of this section helps men and women
subjugate their negative desires.
80. Rabbi Yosi asked why all kinds of witchcraft and sorcery abide
only in women. He said that when the serpent came upon Chavah, he
injected impurities only into her and not into her husband. BECAUSE
WITCHCRAFT RADIATES FROM THE POLLUTION OF THE SERPENT,
WITCHCRAFT IS THEREFORE IN WOMEN. He said, Assuredly this is
so. Rabbi Yosi kissed Rabbi Yitzchak and said, Many times have I
asked upon this matter, but never deserved to understand it until
now.
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81. He asked, Where did Bila'am learn everything that he did,
NAMELY ALL HIS SORCERY, and all that he knew? He answers, He
learned it from his father. But in "the mountains of the
east" (Bemidbar 23:7), in the land of the east, he learned MOST OF
the enchantments and kinds of magic, for in these mountains abide
the angels Aza and Azael, whom the Holy One, blessed be He,
caused to fall from heaven BECAUSE THEY DENOUNCED THE
CREATION OF MAN. They are tied in chains of iron there and reveal
spells to men. This is where Bila'am gained knowledge, as it is
written: "Balak the king of Moav has led me from Aram, out of the
mountains of the east" (Ibid.), WHERE AZA AND AZAEL ARE.

82. He said, It is written: "He went not, as at other time, to seek for
enchantments, but he set his face toward the wilderness" (Bemidbar
24:1), WHICH MEANS THAT HE DID NOT ALWAYS LOOK FOR
ENCHANTMENTS (ALSO: 'SNAKES'). Rabbi Yitzchak said that the
lower side, which comes from the unholy spirit above, is the unholy
spirit that ruled over the wilderness at the time when the children of
Yisrael defiled themselves by committing the sin of the golden calf.
THEREFORE, "HE SET HIS FACE TOWARD THE WILDERNESS." He
cast his spells to all directions in order to uproot the children of
Yisrael, but could not do so.

83. Rabbi Yosi said, When you earlier explained why witchcraft
abides in women, you said that the serpent came upon Chavah and
injected impurity into her. This is well, but we have learned that
when Yisrael stood by Mount Sinai and received Torah, their
impurities were cleansed. But the heathens who did not receive
Torah remained impure, SO IMPURITY IS ALREADY GONE FROM
WOMEN. THEREFORE, MY QUESTION IS STILL UNANSWERED,
WHY IS WITCHCRAFT MOSTLY IN WOMEN?

84. He said to him, You spoke well. Nevertheless, come and behold:
Torah was given to males only, as it is written: "And this is the Torah
which Moshe set before the children (lit. 'sons') of Yisrael" (Devarim:
4:44). As women were exempt from the commandments of Torah,
NAMELY FROM THE COMMANDMENTS VALID AT A FIXED TIME
THEREFORE THEY REMAINED IMPURE AT THE GIVING OF TORAH.
FOR THAT REASON, WITCHCRAFT, WHICH DERIVES FROM THE
IMPURITY OF THE SERPENT, ABIDES MAINLY IN WOMEN.
85. Moreover, everyone became defiled again after the sin, EVEN
THE MEN. It is more difficult for women to cleanse impurities from
themselves than for men. Thus, women practice sorcery and abide in
defilement more so than men. THE REASON WHY IT IS DIFFICULT
FOR WOMEN TO BE CLEANSED FROM DEFILEMENT IS THAT
women come from the left side and are attached to the strict
Judgment OF THE LEFT. This side cleaves to them more than to
men, because they come from strict Judgment. Everything is
attached to and follows its own kind.
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86. Come and behold: As I have said, ENCHANTMENT COMES FROM
THE DEFILEMENT OF THE SERPENT, for Bila'am used to defile
himself first to draw upon him the unholy spirit. THEN HE
PRACTICED SORCERY. Similarly, it behooves man to stay away
from a woman during menstruation LEST HE TOUCH HER, because
she is attached to the spirit of defilement. If she practices sorcery at
that time, she will be more successful that at other times. Whatever
she touches is therefore defiled, and all the more so whomever
approaches her. Happy are the children of Yisrael, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave them Torah, and told them, "Also you shall not
approach to a woman in the impurity of her menstrual flow, to
uncover her nakedness...I am Hashem" (Vayikra 18:19-21).

87. He asks, Why is it called sorcery if someone uses the chirping of
birds TO TELL THE FUTURE? It is because the unholy spirit abides
in that bird, which is drawn from this side OF DEFILEMENT. That
unholy spirit foretells events. Every defiled spirit, is attached to and
comes to the world from the serpent and no one in this world is safe
from it, because it is everywhere, until the time when the Holy One,
blessed be He, will remove it from the world, as it is written: "He will
destroy death for ever" (Yeshayah 25:8) and "I will also cause...the
unclean spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2).

14. The cave of Machpelah (Part One)
Rabbi Yehuda tells us how it was that Avraham recognized the significance of the cave of Machpelah, and that he deserved to be buried there. We
learn that an ordinary man sees Adam at the moment of death. Yet Avraham saw him, along with a vision of the Garden of Eden, and still lived. This
was because Avraham had been in Eden during his own lifetime, and thus looked upon something he was already merited to see when he was alive.
He acquires the cave through spiritual wisdom, not through any form of self-centered desire.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our egocentric desires compel us to covet possessions that provide temporary satisfaction. But there is a downside: chaos and darkness appear
when the thrill has ended. The soul, however, is in search of permanent fulfillment, and people who achieve that fulfillment are willing and able to
forsake short-term, ego-based pleasures. Avraham exemplifies this principle in the story of the cave of Machpelah. By remaining true to a spiritual
path, Avraham sought out the cave through his wisdom, not his ego, and therefore merited the greatest possible fulfillment: the Light of the Garden
of Eden. The mystical words of the Zohar allow us to glimpse shards of Light gleaming in the Garden. During our lives, this Light helps us to fulfill
the needs of our soul, instead of foolishly catering to our ego.
88. Rabbi Yehuda said, Avraham recognized a sign in that cave,
NAMELY THE CAVE OF MACHPELAH, and his heart and desire were
there. For he had entered it before and seen Adam and Chavah
interred there. HE ASKS: How did he know it was they, FOR HE DID
NOT KNOW THEM? HE ANSWERS, He saw the shape OF ADAM and
looked at it. Then a door to the Garden of Eden opened before him
AND HE UNDERSTOOD that this was the shape of Adam before him.
HE UNDERSTOOD THAT HE DESERVED TO BE BURIED IN THE
GATE OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN BECAUSE HE HAD BEEN IN THE
GARDEN OF EDEN DURING HIS LIFETIME.
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89. Come and behold: Whoever beholds the shape of Adam cannot
escape death. THAT PERSON HAS TO DIE THAT INSTANT, for man
sees Adam the moment that he dies and passes from the world. But
Avraham looked at him, saw his shape, and lived. He saw a light
shining from within the cave and a candle burning. Then he wanted
to dwell in that cave, and his heart and desire were always there.

90. Come and behold: Avraham behaved wisely when he asked for a
grave for Sarah, for he did not ask for the cave immediately or say
that he wanted to be separated from them. Instead, he said, "Give me
a possession of a burying place with you, that I may bury my dead
out of my sight" (Beresheet 23:3). HE DID NOT MENTION EITHER
EFRON OR THE CAVE. If you say that Efron was not there, IT IS NOT
SO. INDEED he was present, as it is written: "And Efron dwelt among
the children of Chet" (Ibid. 9). NEVERTHELESS, Avraham said
nothing to him for the time being.

91. He spoke with them further, as it is written: "And spoke to the
sons of Chet" (Ibid. 3). Could you conceive that Avraham wanted to
be buried among the defiled or that he wanted to join them, when he
said, "Give me a possession of a burying place with you"? But he
behaved wisely.

92. And we learn proper conduct from the way Avraham acted,
because he desired and wished for that cave. Although Efron was
there, he did not want to ask him immediately. He did not ask for the
cave but rather for what he did not want, and asked another, not
Efron, AS HE SAID TO THE SONS OF CHET: "GIVE ME A
POSSESSION OF A BURYING PLACE WITH YOU..."

93. Once the sons of Chet said to him in the presence of Efron, "Hear
us, my lord, you are a mighty prince among us" (Beresheet 23:5), it
is written: "And Efron dwelt (lit. 'dwells') among the children of
Chet." 'Dwells' is written without vowels and can be conjugated as
'dwelt', which would mean that Efron was already there as they
started talking. Then Avraham said, "Hear me, and entreat for me to
Efron, the son of Tzochar, that he may give me the cave of
Machpelah, which he has" (Ibid. 8). If you say that since my honor is
greater than yours I ASK FOR THE CAVE OF THE MACHPELAH
FROM EFRON because I do not want to dwell among you, THIS IS
NOT TRUE. But "with you" AND "AMONGST YOU" (IBID. 10)-IN
OTHER WORDS, to be interred among you. THIS IS WHAT I MEANT,
because I want you, so that I shall not be separated from you.

15. "Four hundred shekels"
The secret of what becomes of the body and soul at death, is explored by Rabbi Yosi bar Yehuda and Rabbi Chiya. When soul and body are parted,
the angel Dumah becomes custodian of the body, which must show its worthiness to receive the reward of 400 worlds. According to the rabbis, this
worthiness takes the form of a deep longing for purity and righteousness; desiring those qualities makes us worthy. Those who did not feel this
yearning will not be resurrected on the Day of Reckoning.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Kabbalists have long taught that the Light of the Creator reveals itself only to genuine seekers of the truth. Through our desire for
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righteousness, we earn the Light and become active participants in the process of Creation. Many people turn to the Creator only when tragedy or
hardship strikes. Longing for the Light is easily kindled during moments of adversity. But when times are good, we tend to forget our spiritual
aspirations. And as desire for the Light ceases, periods of prosperity inevitably come to an end. This passage sustains and increases our yearning
for the Light so that it illuminates our lives without end.
Tosefta (Addendum)
94. Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi Yehuda, visited Rabbi Chiya and
asked, Sir, have you heard how those who are versed in the Mishnah
explained this portion of the scripture as concerning the subject of
the soul, AVRAHAM BEING THE SOUL AND SARAH THE BODY? He
said, Happy is the fate of the righteous in the world to come, for
Torah in their hearts is like a great stream. Although they block it,
the water breaks through and creates smaller streams in all
directions.

95. Come and listen: Rabbi Yosi, you are beloved. I will tell you about
this portion of the scripture. In the reckoning of the righteous,
Dumah never enters a man's body after his demise until the soul
shows him a letter as a sign that the Cherubs gave it in the Garden
of Eden. Rabbi Yosi said, I heard that when the soul enters THE
GARDEN OF EDEN it ascends to its place, TO BINAH, and does not
descend TO MALCHUT. But before the soul ascends, Dumah makes
it a custodian of the body. The soul then shows Dumah that the body
is worthy to receive 400 worlds as a reward.

96. Rabbi Chiya argued, yet Rabbi Elazar said that Dumah knows
THAT THE BODY IS WORTHY OF THE 400 WORLDS AS ITS
REWARD before THE BODY SHOWS HIM, because it is announced in
the Garden of Eden. But I have heard that when the soul is given the
letter as a token, it returns to the body to enter it in the reckoning of
the righteous at the hands of Dumah. It is written: "But if you will
give it, I pray you, hear me: I will give you the price of the field, take
it of me" (Beresheet 23:12). The price (Heb. kesef) of the field is the
longing (Heb. kisuf) and desire for the 400 worlds given as an
heirloom FOR THE BODY.

97. When he heard this explained by the heads of the Yeshivah, Rav
Yosef said, Whoever is made of dust may merit all this, NAMELY
THE 400 BRIGHT WORLDS? Who shall merit it? Who shall stand? It
is written: "Who shall ascend into the mountain of Hashem or who
shall stand in his holy place?" (Tehilim 24:3).
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98. Rabbi Aba said, Come and behold, it is written: "And Avraham
hearkened to Efron, and Avraham weighed to Efron the silver..." This
is the longing for those desirable worlds. The "400 shekels of silver"
are the 400 worlds of pleasure and desire. As Rabbi Nachman said,
"Current money with the merchant" means that one may pass all the
gates of heaven and Jerusalem the terrestrial with it, without being
detained.

99. Come and behold: It is written, "And after this, Avraham buried
Sarah his wife" (Beresheet 18:19). THIS REFERS TO THE BODY,
which was numbered in the company of the other righteous by a
note of the chieftain Dumah. Rabbi Yitzchak said, So I have learned
that all the bodies registered and visited by Dumah will be
resurrected when THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, revives the
dwellers of dust. Woe to the wicked who are not registered by him in
writing, for they will be lost in Gehenom forever. Of this, it is said,
"And at that time your people shall be delivered, every one who shall
be found written in the book" (Daniel 12:1).
End of Tosefta (Addendum)

16. The cave of Machpelah (Part Two)
A discussion of the events surrounding Avraham's purchase of the Machpelah cave ensues. We learn that Avraham managed to purchase both the
cave and the field it stood in for a reasonable price, because he neither outwardly displayed nor inwardly harbored a desire to own either one. He
knew that they were his by right--by virtue of his spiritual effort--and this is something very different from a selfish desire for ownership. Indeed, it is
Avraham's spiritual elevation that causes the property to seem like a burden to Efron, its original owner. Rabbi Shimon then recounts what
transpired between Adam and Avraham in the cave. Adam at first believes that his original humiliation and sin will be compounded in comparison
with Avraham's righteousness. But a remarkable truth is now brought to light, when Avraham agrees to pray for Adam. Both Adam and Eve are said
to have lived for Avraham's sake, for he was the first man to become aware and cognizant of the Creator. This startling fact concerning Avraham's
connection to Adam and Eve is further illuminated when Avraham restores Eve--for whose sin he has not prayed--to Adam's side, an event
paralleled by the burial of Sarah. After questions from Rabbi Shimon's son, Rabbi Elazar, we are then taken deep into the secret of the difference
between the field of Machpelah and the cave. This difference exists, ultimately, to show that the Holy One's actions in this world are simply intended
to bring the Light and sweetness of the Upper Realms. The differences between the cave and the field is a code, referring to the different frequencies
of spiritual Light that are present in the physical realm, like the colors of the spectrum.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section helps explain how right conduct and resistance to our avaricious impulses allow us to receive the infinite delight waiting to pour down
from the heavenly realm. In turn, we draw the strength to triumph over these self-seeking whims.
100. Rabbi Elazar asks, How did Avraham enter the cave? WHY DID
HE ENTER? HE RESPONDED, He was running after a calf, about
which it is written: "And Avraham ran to the herd..." (Beresheet
18:7). This calf ran to the cave. Avraham ran after it and saw what he
saw.

101. Another REASON was that Avraham prayed every day. He came
out to the field that was fragrant with heavenly perfumes, saw light
coming out of the cave, and entered there to pray. There the Holy
One, blessed be He, spoke with him. As a result, Avraham wanted
the cave and always harbored a desire for it.
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102. You may ask, why did he not seek to buy it until then? HE
SAYS: Because he had no need for it, he was afraid that they would
check it, UNDERSTAND HIS WISH AND THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
CAVE, AND THEN ASK FOR MORE MONEY. OR THEY COULD
REFUSE TO SELL IT ALTOGETHER. Now that he needed it, the time
had come to ask for it.

103. Come and behold: If Efron had seen in the cave what Avraham
saw, he would never have sold it. But because Efron saw nothing in
it, as nothing is revealed except to its owner, it was revealed to
Avraham only and not to Efron. It was revealed to Avraham because
it was his, and not Efron's, for Efron had no share in it. Therefore
Efron saw nothing of the cave. He saw only darkness and therefore,
he sold it.

104. Moreover, he also sold him what Avraham did not ask him to
sell, because Avraham said only, "That he may give me the cave of
the Machpelah...for the full price he shall give it me" (Beresheet 23:8)
and did not mention the field. And Efron said, "The field I give you,
and the cave that is in it, I give it you" (Ibid. 10), for Efron knew not
what it was and found it all loathsome. EVEN THE FIELD, IN WHICH
THE CAVE WAS, WAS LOATHSOME TO HIM. THEREFORE HE SOLD
THE FIELD TOO, ALTHOUGH AVRAHAM DID NOT ASK FOR IT.

105. Come and behold: When Avraham entered the cave for the first
time, he saw a light. The dust was removed from before him,
revealing two graves. Adam rose from his grave in his rightful form,
saw Avraham, and laughed. By that, Avraham knew that he was
destined to be buried there.

106. Avraham said to him, 'If you please, is there an unroofed castle
here?' HE ASKED THIS BECAUSE THE CAVE OF THE MACHPELAH
IS DERIVED FROM THE WORD DOUBLE, THAT IS, A CAVE WITHIN A
CAVE. INSTEAD OF COMPLETE DARKNESS, HE SAW LIGHT
THERE, AS ONE WOULD IN AN OPEN HOUSE WITH NO ROOF.
ADAM answered him, 'The Holy One, blessed be He, hid me here.
From then until now, I have been hidden as a fish in a ditch. Since
you came into the world, from now on, I and the world are
maintained for your sake.'
107. Look at what is written: "And the field, and the cave that is in it,
were made over (also: 'raised') to" (Beresheet 18:20). The field was
truly raised, which had not happened previously. By BEING IN
AVRAHAM'S POSSESSION, THE FIELD GAINED IN IMPORTANCE.
THEREFORE IT IS WRITTEN, "RAISED." Rabbi Aba said, "And he
raised the field" means actual raising, as the field was raised and
elevated by Avraham, for nothing was seen there until then. Now, IN
THE POSSESSION OF AVRAHAM, all that was hidden was raised and
elevated according to its worth, as it should be.
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108. Rabbi Shimon said, When Avraham entered the cave and
brought Sarah thither, Adam and Chavah rose and did not want
Sarah to be buried there. They said, It is it not enough for us that we
are in disgrace in the world before the Holy One, blessed be He,
because of the sin that we committed, but now we will further be put
to shame because of your good deeds.

109. Avraham said, I am ready to pray for you before the Holy One,
blessed be He, so you shall never be disgraced before Him, NAMELY
SO HE WILL FORGIVE YOU COMPLETELY FOR YOUR SIN. "And
after this, Avraham buried Sarah his wife" (Beresheet 18:19). What is
the meaning of: "And after this"? IT MEANS after Avraham
undertook TO PRAY FOR ADAM.

110. Adam returned to his place, but Chavah did not, AS SHE HAD
MADE ADAM SIN, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "THE WOMAN WHOM YOU DID
GIVE TO BE WITH ME" (BERESHEET 3:12). SHE WAS AFRAID THAT
ADAM WOULD NOT RECEIVE HER. Then Avraham approached and
put her with Adam, who received her for Avraham's sake. This is the
meaning of: "And after this, Avraham buried Sarah his wife." The
particle Et before "Sarah" is meant to add Chavah, WHOM
AVRAHAM RETURNED TO THE GRAVE, AS WAS SAID. Then ADAM
AND CHAVAH were properly settled in their places, as it is written:
"These are the generations of the heaven and of the earth when they
were created (Heb. behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). We learned that
behibar'am HAS THE SAME LETTERS AS beAvraham (lit. 'by
Avraham'), WHICH INDICATES THAT THEY WERE CREATED FOR
HIM. The generations of the heaven and the earth are Adam and
Chavah. It is not written 'the heaven and the earth,' but "the
generations of the heaven and of the earth", WHICH REFERS TO
ADAM AND CHAVAH, who were not begotten by man. OF THESE
THE VERSE SAYS they lived for the sake of Avraham. How do we
know that they existed for Avraham? Because it is written: "And the
field, and the cave that is in it, were made over (also: 'maintained') to
Avraham." Until Avraham came, Adam and Chavah did not exist in
the world. "THE FIELD AND THE CAVE IN IT" ALLUDE TO ADAM
AND CHAVAH, WHO DWELT THERE. THE WORDS "BY AVRAHAM"
MEAN FOR AVRAHAM. IT IS SHOWN THAT ADAM AND CHAVAH
WERE SUSTAINED FOR AVRAHAM'S SAKE.
111. Rabbi Elazar asks Rabbi Shimon, his father, if the cave is really
the Machpelah, for although it is written: "The cave of
Machpelah" (Beresheet 23:8), it is later written "the cave of the field
of Machpelah" (Ibid. 19). Thus, the field is called Machpelah AND
NOT THE CAVE.

112. RABBI SHIMON replied that indeed it is called the cave of
Machpelah, as it is written: "That he may give me the cave of
Machpelah" (Beresheet 23:8), but neither the cave nor the field along
is Machpelah. It refers instead to the field with the cave, TOGETHER
they are called Machpelah. Only the field is of Machpelah, not the
cave, WHICH MEANS THAT ONLY THE FIELD BEARS THE NAME OF
THE MACHPELAH, NOT THE CAVE, because the cave is in the field,
and the field is in something else, AS WILL BE DISCUSSED
PRESENTLY.
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113. Come and behold: The whole land of Yisrael is enfolded
beneath Jerusalem, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. It is
above and below in the following manner. THERE IS the upper
Jerusalem, WHICH IS BINAH, and there is the lower Jerusalem,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, for it is held above and held below. The upper
Jerusalem is held on two sides-above and below-and, therefore, it is
doubled.

114. Thus, the field is of that Machpelah (lit. 'double'), WHICH IS
MALCHUT, for it dwells there, as it is written: "See, the smell of my
son is like the smell of a field which Hashem has
blessed" (Beresheet 27:27), WHICH IS MALCHUT. BECAUSE IT IS
DOUBLE, above and below, it is written: "the field of Machpelah" and
not "a double field", BECAUSE THIS WOULD ALLUDE TO THE
DOUBLE MALCHUT CALLED FIELD.
115. Moreover, the secret of the matter relates to the field of
Machpelah. What is the Machpelah (double)? It is the Hei of the holy
name, which is double, FOR THERE ARE TWO HEIS IN THE NAME
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, and both are as one. For that reason, the
scriptures say vaguely the (=Hei) Machpelah, for this is the only
double letter in the holy Name. AND THE WORD "THE MACHPELAH"
WITH THE HEI ALLUDES TO THE DOUBLE HEI, NAMELY THE
LOWER HEI OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT SWEETENED BY BINAH, THE FIRST HEI OF
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI.
116. Although the cave was indeed double, a cave within a cave, it is
called the cave of the field of Machpelah for a different reason as we
said, AFTER THE SWEETENING OF MALCHUT BY BINAH. Avraham
knew that, and when he spoke to the sons of Chet, he concealed it
by saying "that he may give me the cave of Machpelah," which was
called by that name because it was double. HE DID NOT SAY THE
FIELD OF MACHPELAH CALLED AFTER THE SWEETENING BY
BINAH. In Torah, though, it is called the cave of the field of
Machpelah, as it ought to be called, FOR THE SWEETENING OF
MALCHUT BY BINAH WAS ONLY OVER THE FIELD AND NOT IN THE
CAVE.

117. The Holy One, blessed be He, does everything so whatever is in
this world, MALCHUT, will resemble what there in above, in BINAH.
AS A RESULT, they are connected, and His glory is established
above and below. Happy is the portions of the righteous that the
Holy One, blessed be He, desires them in this world and in the world
to come.

17. "And Avraham was old, advanced in age"
Using Avraham and David as examples, Rabbi Yehuda explains the difference between the righteousness and contrition. While the soul of a contrite
person immediately enters the supernal realm, where it cleaves to the Holy One, merely righteous souls may take many years to acquire such a
blessing. Even Avraham and David were unable to enter the world where the truly contrite are made welcome. Rabbi Yosi further adds that a contrite
soul is closer to the Creator than all others, drawing down more Light from above, in proportion to its yearning and penitence.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Zohar values a spiritual state of mind far above a religious, dogmatic one. Some people observe the Law, but at the expense of hurting those
around them. Righteousness turns to self-righteousness and negative action, all in the name of God. Uninterrupted humbleness and repentance for
our misdeeds protects us from this fate. This passage helps us raise our consciousness so we can differentiate our desire for righteousness from
our need for penitence. Concentrating on penitence hastens us into the Light, rather than merely flattering our egotistical pride.
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118. "And Avraham was old, advanced in age (lit. 'coming with the
days'), and Hashem blessed Avraham in all things" (Beresheet 24:1).
Rabbi Yehuda opened with the verse, "Happy is the man You
choose, and cause to approach to You, that he may dwell in Your
courts" (Tehilim 65:5). This verse has already been explained.
Nevertheless, happy is the man whose ways are acceptable to the
Holy One, blessed be He, who wants to bring himself nearer to Him.

119. Come and behold: Avraham came closer to THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. All his days, his desire was TO COME CLOSER TO
HIM. Avraham did not come closer through one day or at one time,
but his GOOD deeds brought him closer every day as he moved from
one grade to another, until his grade was elevated.

120. When he was old, he entered the supernal grades as he
deserved, as it is written: "And Avraham was old" and then "coming
with the days." This refers to the supernal days, the days known by
the secret of the faith. "And Hashem blessed Avraham in all,"
NAMELY BY YESOD OF THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA CALLED
ALL, where blessings and every goodness come from, AS ITS
PLENTY NEVER STOPS FLOWING.

121. Happy are the penitent, who in one hour, one day, one moment,
get as close to the Holy One, blessed be He, as most righteous come
to the Holy One, blessed be He, over several years. Avraham did not
come into the supernal days until he was old, as has been explained.
Neither did David, as it is written: "Now King David was old,
advanced in years (lit. 'coming with the days')" (I Melachim 1:1). But
a penitent comes right in and cleaves to the Holy One, blessed be He.

122. Rabbi Yosi said, We learned that the wholly righteous have no
permission to be in that place where the contrite stand. They are
closer to the King than everyone else and draw plenty from above
with a more intent heart and greater force in order to come closer to
the King.

18. There are many places for the righteous
The relationship of a man's good deeds to the place allotted to him in the World to Come is expounded by the rabbis. We learn that there are
ultimately as many different places in upper world as there are varieties of good deeds in this one. Just as the wicked receive a judgment each night
while they are asleep, so the righteous nightly receive a blessing, as their souls ascend to carve out their future path to the supernal realms. The
righteous souls also enjoy a dialogue with the angels and saints, who in exchange for information from the lower world, confer gifts of wisdom. It
was such wisdom, says Rabbi Chiya, that enabled Avraham to understand, locate, and avoid the sources from which unholy spirits bring defilement
and negativity to the unwary and unrighteous in this world.
The Relevance of this Passage
In simplest terms, reality includes two basic realms--the upper world, and our existence in the physical dimension. The upper world is the source of
our intuition and the force behind moments of mystical insight. When a dream comes true, for example, contact has been made with the upper
worlds. When instinct impelled you to make an illogical decision that brought good fortune, this is another form of connection to the upper world.
Unfortunately, these acute moments of insight and clarity are rare. We seem to have no control over how or when we make contact with the supernal
realms. When we must make decisions and choices based on the evidence of our physical existence, the result is often turmoil and turbulence. The
author of the Zohar understood this difficulty, and prescribed this portion as a remedy. A reading of this passage helps us utilize our sleep as a tool
for spiritual enlightenment. The 'energy of Avraham' is summoned forth through these verses, strengthening our powers of judgment in matters that
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help or hinder the entrance of the Light into our world.
123. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, has several
places in that world. In them all, there are apartments for the
righteous, each according to his deserved grade.

124. It is written, "Happy is the man whom You choose, and cause to
approach You, that he may dwell in Your courts" (Tehilim 65:5). This
verse refers to those whom the Holy One, blessed be He, causes to
approach Him, as these are the souls that ascend to join the
inheritance prepared for them. "That he may dwell in Your courts"
alludes to the outer halls and the grades outside THE TEMPLE. To
whom does it refer? The allusion here is as written: "Then I will give
you free access among these who stand by..." (Zecharyah 3:7). This
is a specific grade assigned among the celestial holy beings.

125. All those who merit this grade are the messengers of the Master
of the universe like the angels, FOR THOSE WHO STAND BY ARE
MESSENGERS. They always do the errands according to their
Master's wish, for they are forever in holiness and are never defiled.

126. Similarly, whoever is defiled in this world draws the spirit of
unholiness to himself. When his soul leaves him, he is defiled BY
THE OTHER SIDE, and his dwelling is with the unclean, with the
fiends of the world. As a man draws upon himself in this world, his
dwelling will likewise be determined IN THE ETERNAL WORLD. The
defiled spirits defile him and bring him into Gehenom.

127. Come and behold: Whoever sanctifies himself and is on guard
against defilement in this world will find his dwelling in the next
world among the celestial holy beings who eternally carry forth the
missions OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. They stand by in the
court, as it is written: "The court of the tabernacle" (Shemot 27:9),
UPON WHICH THE SCRIPTURES FURTHER STATE, "HAPPY IS HE...
THAT HE MAY DWELL IN YOUR COURTS."
128. Others are in a more inner place, not in the court but in the
house, as it is written: "We will be satisfied with the goodness of
Your house" (Tehilim 65:5). David said, "We will be satisfied with the
goodness of Your house." HE ASKS, if he said "that he may dwell in
Your courts," why is it written: "We will be satisfied with the
goodness of Your house"? Should it not have been written: 'He will
be satisfied', as "he may dwell"? But we learned that sitting in the
Temple court is solely for the kings of the house of David.
THEREFORE HE SAID, AS SPEAKING FOR HIMSELF, "WE WILL BE
SATISFIED WITH THE GOODNESS OF YOUR HOUSE" MEANING
HIMSELF AND THE OTHER KINGS, WHO HAVE A PLACE IN THE
TEMPLE COURT IN THE SECRET OF THE HOUSE, NAMELY THE
TEMPLE.
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129. There is a place for the most pious who receive EVEN MORE
inward, TO THE ASPECT OF THE TEMPLE. Who are they? They are
"those that encamp before the tabernacle toward the east, before the
Tent of Meeting eastward, shall be Moshe and Aharon and his
sons..." (Bemidbar 3:38). OF THEM, IT IS WRITTEN: "YOUR HOLY
TEMPLE" (TEHILIM 65:5). Many compartments upon compartments,
lights upon lights exist in that world, each different from the other,
each feeling ashamed by its fellow's light. For as good deeds are
different FROM EACH OTHER in this world, so the places FOR THE
COMPARTMENTS and their lights are different in that world.

130. Come and behold: We have learned that even in this world when
man is asleep in his bed and the soul comes out of his body to hover
about the world, not every soul rises to see the glory of the face of
Atik Yomin. His soul ascends as he generally draws upon himself,
and according to his deeds.

131. When a defiled person sleeps, his soul leaves and the spirits of
defilement seize it. It is attached to the lower grades that hover about
the world and tell it things that will happen in the world in the future,
THINGS THEY HEARD BEHIND THE CURTAIN. And sometimes they
tell it false things and laugh at it, as has already been explained.

132. If the man has merit, then his soul ascends when he sleeps. It
goes around and paves a way among the spirits of defilement. All
say, Make way, make way, this one is not of our side. And it ascends
among the saints, who tell accurate information to it.

133. And when the soul descends again, the mixed legions OF
ANGELS, IN WHOM HOLINESS IS MINGLED WITH DEFILEMENT,
want to approach the soul in order to learn the information it
received. In return, they tell it other things. But what it learned from
holy beings compares to what it learned from THE MIXED LEGIONS,
as grain compares with straw and chaff. This is the most meritorious
reward while one is still among the living-that is, while the soul is
still in this world.

134. Similarly, when souls in this world leave their bodies, I.E.
AFTER THEY DIE, they wish to ascend by passing through gates at
which one finds harmful hordes that seize the souls of their own side
and deliver them into the hands of Dumah, so that he may take them
to Gehenom.
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135. Later, as they ascend from Gehenom, the demons grab the
souls and proclaim, These transgressed the precepts of their Master.
Then, they travel throughout the world, bringing these souls back to
Gehenom. THUS, THEY REPEATEDLY TAKE THE SOULS OUT OF
GEHENOM, MAKE THEIR PROCLAMATIONS, AND AGAIN RETURN
THEM TO GEHENOM for twelve months. After twelve months
appeased, they are quieted and rise to the place that they deserve.
Meritorious souls ascend and receive their places, as has already
been explained.

136. Come and behold: Happy are the righteous, for much goodness
is put aside for them in that world. The innermost place is reserved
for the righteous, those who know the secret of their Master and
cleave to Him every day. Of these, it is written: "Neither has the eye
seen, that an Elohim, beside you, should do such a thing for him that
waits for Him" (Yeshayah 64:3).

137. HE ASKS, What is meant by: "For him that waits for Him?" He
replied that it is similar to the verse: "waited to speak to Iyov" (Iyov
32:4). This refers to those who are anxious TO FULLY UNDERSTAND
some words of wisdom, thereby better understanding their Master.
In them, the Master takes pride daily. They enter the upper gates and
come among the supernal saints without meeting any obstacles.
Happy is their portion in this world and the world to come.

138. Come and behold: Avraham thus entered to properly know and
cleave to his Master. First he performed good deeds to merit the
supernal days, and was therefore blessed by the place from where
all the blessings derive, as it is written: "And Hashem had blessed
Avraham in all" (Beresheet 42:1). What is the meaning of "in all"? It
means the dwelling place of the river, in which water never stops
flowing, NAMELY YESOD OF THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA,
WHOSE UNION IS ETERNAL.

139. Rabbi Chiya said, Come and behold that Avraham did not want
to mix with the women of the world and cling to the heathen nations
because the wives of the heathen nations defiled their husbands and
those attached to them. Because Avraham had the knowledge of
wisdom, he knew the essence and root of the place from which the
unholy spirits come out to hover in the world. Therefore, he made
his servant swear not to take a wife for his son from among the other
nations.

19. Eden drips upon the garden
The rabbis display their profound and comprehensive knowledge of the scriptures and writings, in a complex discussion of an image in Yechezkel,
"Behold one wheel upon the earth..." While replete with the arcane wisdom of gematria (numerology) and Kabbalah, and the profound mystical
beauty of Solomon's great 'Song', this debate has a surprisingly straightforward resolution--one that echoes previous sections of the Zohar in its
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emphasis on the importance of a pure heart and good deeds in this world for bringing mercy and peace in the next. Rabbi Yitzchak concludes with a
simple exposition of the reason for mentions of Avraham's age. Avraham, literally, "came into the days"; his soul had reached its high-allotted place,
where its great longevity was assured.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Talmud reveals the difference between man and beast. A wild animal, according to Talmudic sages, instinctively knows to flee the raging fire.
Man's nature, on the other hand, compels him to jump head first into the fiery blaze. Our natural tendency is to invite chaos and mayhem into our
lives. We complicate and intellectualize life and its challenges, and we rationalize our responses to them. We refuse to heed the simple principles
that create happiness--good deeds and persistent spiritual development. In reading this passage, we clear away the barriers to knowledge, and
recognize that even the most complex mysteries arise from the same simple and eternal issues. Indeed, complexity itself is merely another excuse
to avoid the quest to draw down Light. This excuse must be overcome like any other.
Midrash Hane'elam (Homiletical interpretations on the obscure)
140. "And Avraham was old, advanced in age" (Beresheet 24:1). We
learned in the Mishnah: Rabbi Elazar said, In any case, this Mishnah
well EXPLAINS THE VERSE: "Behold one ofan (wheel) upon the
earth by the living creatures, with its four faces" (Yechezkel 1:15). It
becomes a Neshamah as said in the earlier Mishnah. THUS,
ALTHOUGH OFAN (WHEEL) IS ALWAYS A NAME OF THE NEFESH,
THE MISHNAH STATES THAT THE OFAN IN THIS VERSE BECAME A
NESHAMAH AGAIN. THERE IS NO QUESTION ABOUT THIS FACT,
AND THE EXPLANATION IS ACCURATE, BUT THE MISHNAH DOES
NOT EXPLAIN WHY.
141. Rabbi Aba responded, Tell us, sir, about this Mishnah. What is
it? He replied: THE HIDDEN MEANING OF THE VERSE, "BEHOLD
ONE WHEEL UPON THE EARTH," AS EXPLAINED IN THE MISHNAH,
IS THAT THE OFAN BECOMES A NESHAMAH. This was also
explained in another section-the one about the thirteen divine
attributes of mercy. But here we have to explain THIS PORTION. He
began with the verse: "My dove, my undefiled is but one; she is the
only one of her mother" (Shir Hashirim 6:9), FOR THIS VERSE
ALLUDES TO THE NESHAMAH. Rabbi Elazar asked, Why do we refer
to it here in Shir Hashirim as a female, NAMELY "MY DOVE, SHE...IS
BUT ONE", but in the Torah we refer to it as male, NAMELY
AVRAHAM?
142. Rabbi Elazar said, In Torah, THE SOUL is male in relation to the
body because the body to the soul is like a woman to a man. In
relation to a higher grade, the soul is as a female to a male. Each
receives its grade according to the context. THEREFORE, IN THE
SONG OF SONGS, WHEN THE KING THAT PEACE IS HIS TALKS OF
THE SOUL, BEING OF A HIGHER GRADE, IT IS THEREFORE
CONSIDERED AS A FEMALE AND CALLED, "MY DOVE, MY
UNDEFILED..." BUT IN TORAH, THE SOUL IS IN ITSELF AND IS
THEREFORE REFERRED TO AS A MALE, NAMELY AVRAHAM.
143. It was taught in the Mishnah that four times an hour every day,
Eden drips upon the garden. The result of these drops is a river
which separates into four branches. Each day, 48 drops fall on the
seventy trees in the garden, as it is written: "The trees of Hashem
have their fill" (Tehilim 104:15). Rabbi Tanchum said, It is written:
"He waters the hills from His upper chambers" (Ibid. 13). What is his
upper chamber? It is Eden. And where is Eden? Rabbi Yehuda said,
It is above Aravot (sweet firmament). Rabbi Yosi said that it is in
Aravot, where are treasures of good life, blessing and peace, and the
souls of the righteous, as was taught. This is the upper chamber,
while the Garden of Eden is lower, and an earthly garden is in
apposition and draws from it daily.
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144. Rabbi Abahu said that 48 prophets stood for Yisrael. Each one
took his share, which was the essence of one drop from the drops of
Eden. If every prophet who took one drop had the grade of the holy
spirit, this was more true for Adam, who received the 48 drops. From
this, you learn the scope of his wisdom.

145. Rabbi Bo said that Rabbi Kahana asked, Where did the prophets
get these drops? We learned each drop that comes out of Eden
includes the spirit of wisdom. Therefore, it was decreed that there is
water that raises wise men and water that raises fools. This water
that drops from Eden raises wise ones.

146. Rabbi Yosi said, So the water containing the drops comes from
the most ancient of four rivers, as it is written: "The name of the first
is Pishon" (Beresheet 2:11). Why is it written: "the name of the first
is Pishon?" Pishon is different from the rest because it flows into the
land of Egypt. Therefore, the wisdom of Egypt is greater than that of
the rest of the world.

147. When it was decreed that the wisdom of Egypt was lost, the
Holy One, blessed be He, took the drops and threw them across the
garden into the river of the Garden of Eden, as it is written: "And a
river went out of Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). AND
WHEN THE DROPS, WHICH REMAIN IN THE GARDEN, WERE TAKEN
FROM EGYPT, WISDOM WAS GONE FROM EGYPT. It separated into
four other rivers, of which the most special was Pishon. Wisdom was
thus lost in Egypt when the drops were taken from Egypt and left in
the garden.

148. Every prophet was sucking from that spirit that came out of
Eden. This is the meaning of "walking in the garden in the breeze of
the day" (Beresheet 3:8). It is stored in the Garden of Eden for the
future. This is the river that Yechezkel saw in his prophecy.
Therefore the scripture reads, "For the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:9), as this water always causes
the knowledge in the world to increase.

149. The sages said that the souls of all the righteous are above in
Eden, and wisdom is strengthened in the world because of what
descends from Eden. How much more so for every one of those who
stand in it and take their fill of its pleasure and brightness.
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150. Rabbi Yitzchak said, If the soul deserves to pass through the
gates of the terrestrial Jerusalem, the great angel Michael hastens to
greet and walk with it. The ministering angels wonder about this and
ask, "Who is that, coming up from the wilderness" (Shir Hashirim
8:5). Who rises to be among the high ones from the destroyed body,
which resembles a breath, as is written: "Man is like a
breath" (Tehilim 144:4)? He answers by saying, "My dove, my
undefiled is but one; she is distinguished she is the only one of her
mother" (Shir Hashirim 6:9). Her mother is the throne of glory, a
mother for the soul that gives it birth, for the soul is derived from her.

151. "The daughters saw her, and called her happy" (Ibid.). This
refers to the other souls, whose rank is high and who are called the
daughters of Jerusalem. According to Rabbi Yosi, they are called the
daughters of Jerusalem while the other ones are called the
daughters of Lot. "The daughters saw her, the rest of the souls
praise it and say to it, Come in peace. "The queens and the
concubines praised her" (Ibid.). The queens are the patriarchs that
are queens. The concubines are the proselytes. They all praise and
laud it until it enters above. Then the soul is in its ascended place,
and longevity is maintained, as it is written: "And Avraham was old,
advanced in age (lit. 'coming into the days')" (Beresheet 24:1), as he
entered longevity in the world to come.

20. About the resurrection of the dead
In this long and complex section, the rabbis first discuss the nature of souls at the time of the Resurrection. They then examine Torah verses
concerning difficult questions on the amount of Light souls will merit from the Throne of the Holy One, based upon the souls' deeds and the role of
angels in the body's resurrection. We then hear an account of Rabbi Eliezer's visit to his rabbi, Yochanan ben Zakai, on the day of the new moon.
They discuss the 'Secret of Ten'--ten dimensions composing reality--through which the primordial Light functions in this world. We learn that the
Light of the soul is greater than the Light of angels. The friends then continue their study of Torah, uncovering hidden meanings in phrases
concerning the relationship between soul and body in the story of Avraham.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light derived from the letters and lessons of this portion hastens the coming of the Resurrection in a merciful manner. The resolve to perform
good deeds is also kindled in our hearts, enabling us to overcome the seductive lure of physical impulse, serve the true needs our souls, and merit
a share in the world to come.
152. Rabbi Aba Saba (the elder) stood up and said, May peace and
tranquillity come to you, Rabbi Shimon, the son of Yochai, for
restoring the diadem to its former splendor. For we learned in the
first Mishnah that since the soul is perfected in the supernal place, it
does not return to the body. It remains in the same condition, but
other souls are created and come out of it. Then Rabbi Shimon, the
son of Yochai, taught that although this world is vanity and the body
is a putrid drop of semen, yet the soul enters it. In the future, when
everyone will be refined and the body will be more pure, sustained
and complete, there will be no reason for the soul to enter it with all
its completeness.
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153. Rabbi Acha said, The Holy One, blessed be He, will give the very
soul and very body existence in the future, but both will be whole
and have completeness of knowledge so they can achieve what they
did not achieve in this world.

154. "And Avraham was old, advanced in age (lit. 'coming with the
days')." Rabbi Bo said that, according to Rabbi Yochanan, this refers
to the world of days, NAMELY LIGHT, and not to that world which is
night. Rabbi Ya'akov said, COMING WITH THE DAYS MEANS THAT
HE CAME TO those worlds called days because of all the pleasures
and the brightness that he inherits. RABBI YA'AKOV IS NOT
DIFFERING FROM RABBI YOCHANAN, HE IS SIMPLY EXPLAINING
THE VERSE MORE FULLY. "And Hashem had blessed Avraham in
all" (Beresheet 24:1) refers to the office, NAMELY TO THE
AUTHORITY that the Holy One, blessed be He, gave him of His name,
which is the letter Hei by which the world was created.

155. We learned that Rabbi Yochanan said, Matatron, the great
minister, is a boy, a servant whose Rabbi, his master, rules him. He
is in charge of the soul and gives it daily of the light he was ordered
TO GIVE IT. In the future, he will receive an account in writing from
the cemetery, from Dumah FOR EACH BODY that he can show to his
Master. He will turn that backbone into yeast TO BUILD THE BODY
under the ground, to mend and wholly revive the body, AS IS
PROPER FOR a body without a soul. Later, the Holy One, blessed be
He, will send the soul to its place WITHIN THE BODY. THIS WILL BE
AFTER IT COMES TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL.

156. Rabbi Yitzchak said, it is then written, "And Avraham said to the
eldest servant of his house, that ruled..." (Beresheet 24:2). If we look
at this from the aspect of wisdom, NAMELY AS IT CONCERNS THE
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD, what is THE MEANING OF THE
WORDS, "his servant"? BECAUSE AVRAHAM IS THE SECRET OF
THE SOUL "AND AVRAHAM SAID TO THE...SERVANT" REFERS TO
THE SERVANT OF THE SOUL. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT THERE IS
A SERVANT TO THE SOUL? Rabbi Nehorai responded, We need look
only at the words "his servant" AND NOT CONNECT THEM TO
AVRAHAM IN THE MEANING OF THE VERSE. THEN, THE MEANING
IS the servant of Hashem, close to His worship. Who is he? He is
Matatron, who will beatify the body in the grave, as we have said.
157. Thus the words, "And Avraham said to his eldest servant" refer
to Matatron, the servant of Hashem. The phrase: "The eldest servant
of his house" is the beginning of the creations of Hashem. "That
ruled over all that he had" means that the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave him power over all His hosts, NAMELY OVER THE UPPER
ANGELS.
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158. We learned that Rabbi Shimon quoted Rabbi Yosi who quoted
Rav saying that all the hosts of the servant receive light and delight
in the splendor of the soul, as the light of the soul in the world to
come is greater than the light of the throne, NAMELY THE THRONE
OF GLORY. AND THE ANGELS RECEIVE THEIR LIGHT FROM THE
THRONE, SO THE LIGHT OF THE SOUL IS GREATER THAN THAT OF
THE THRONE. A DIFFICULT POINT IS THEN RAISED. It seems that
the soul was taken from the throne, AND THE RECEIVER IS
SMALLER THAN THE GIVER OF NECESSITY. THE EXPLANATION IS
THAT each had according to what was appropriate for it. Rav
Nachman added that it is actually greater than the light of the throne,
as it is written: "The likeness as the appearance of a man above
upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26), above it in splendor.
159. When he goes to perform the errand OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, all his hosts and his Chariot are nourished by that
splendor OF THE SOUL. And the soul says to him, "Put...your hand"-namely, your escort, NAMELY THE HOSTS OF MATATRON-"under
my thigh" (Beresheet 24:2). This is the light that flows from the soul.

160. Rabbi Yehuda the son of Rabbi Shalom said that we have been
taught that when he goes on an errand for the Holy One, blessed be
He, He moves His upper hosts by one letter of His name, NAMELY
BY THE LETTER YUD OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. HEI IS THE
SECRET OF IMA AND ABA, THE ROOT OF THE SOUL'S LIGHT.
Rabbi Huna said, Yerechi (my thigh) has the same numerical value
as ram (lit. 'high'), which is what the soul says, that is, "Put...your
hand," your escort, under the grade of the high and elevated, that
rules over all. After the soul commanded the escort of high ones to
be under Him, IT TOLD HIM, I make you swear a great oath.

161. Rabbi Yitzchak said, It is written: "Elohim of the heaven, and
Elohim of the earth" (Yechezkel 1:26). Since he already mentioned
Hashem, NAMELY "I WILL MAKE YOU SWEAR BY HASHEM," why
add "Elohim of the heaven, AND ELOHIM OF THE EARTH"? HE
ASKS RABBI YEHUDA, WHO SAID THAT HE MOVES ALL HIS HOSTS
BY ONE LETTER OF HIS NAME WHEN HE GOES. Rabbi Yehuda said,
IT IS WRITTEN: "ELOHIM OF THE HEAVEN, AND ELOHIM OF THE
EARTH" to show that He is Master over everything simultaneously.
In one instant, He moves everything, and everything is nothing
compared to Him. THIS IS WHY HE MENTIONS HEAVEN AND EARTH
IN THE OATH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTER YUD, WHICH
INDICATES THAT THIS LIGHT GOVERNS ALL THE GRADES AND
EVREYTHING IS AS NAUGHT COMPARED TO IT. Rabbi Yitzchak said
that by two letters of His name HE MOVES HIS WHOLE HOSTS,
WHEN MATATRON GOES TO DO HIS ERRAND. This is to show that
He is all, and there is nothing save Him.
162. "And I will make you swear by Hashem, Elohim of the heaven..."
Rabbi Huna said, If he had been with those versed in the Baraitha at
the time that they revealed the secret of this verse, he would not
have left them without knowing everything, for he saw great depth in
their utterances. They revealed much, but man does not understand
what they revealed. Come and behold: The soul causes to swear this
oath of the covenant, as it is written: "That you shall not take a wife
to my son" (Beresheet 24:3)). AVRAHAM IS ALLUDING TO THE
SOUL, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED.
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163. Rabbi Yitzchak said, from here, it is understood THAT THE
SOUL SAID TO MATATRON, Because you are going on this mission
TO RESURRECT THE DEAD, "you shall not take a wife for my son."
This means you shall not take a body for my son, BECAUSE THE
BODY IN RELATION TO THE SOUL IS CALLED A WIFE. He cannot
enter another body, an idolatrous body, a body not worthy of him,
but only the body which is actually my own, the very one I came
from. And this is what is meant by the verse: "But you shall go to my
country, and to my kindred" (Ibid. 4).

164. Rabbi Yosi said, What is meant by the verse: "And take a wife to
my son Yitzchak"? IF THIS REFERS TO THE ENCLOTHING OF THE
SOUL, SHOULD IT NOT HAVE SAID AVRAHAM? Rabbi Yitzchak
replied: The very body that suffered with me in that world and had no
pleasure or content for fear of its Possessor IS A REFERENCE TO
THE LUZ BONE, WHICH DOES NOT DELIGHT IN EATING AND
DRINKING IN THIS WORLD. This very body shall you take to laugh
with, in that rejoicing of the righteous, to take delight in it in the joy
of the Holy One, blessed be He. Have pleasure with it, because it is
time for laughter AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD, as it is
written: "Then was our mouth filled with laughter" (Tehilim 126:2).

165. Rabbi Yehuda, the son of Rabbi Yitzchak, said, Come and listen:
An angel does only one errand, not two at the same time. THERE
ARE, HOWEVER, TWO ERRANDS TO PERFORM: TO RESURRECT
THE BODY IN THE GRAVE AND TO MAKE IT RISE TO THE LAND OF
YISRAEL, WHERE THE SOUL WILL BE ENCLOTHED IN IT. BUT ONE
ANGEL DOES NOT PERFORM TWO ERRANDS. Rabbi Aba said,
There is one angel with an inkstand at his waist. THIS IS GAVRIEL.
He will put a mark on the brow of each, MEANING THAT HE WILL
MEND THE BODY. Afterward, the great minister MATATRON will go
and mend each one, preparing it to receive its soul. This is the
meaning of the verse: "He shall send his angel before you, and you
shall take a wife" (Beresheet 24:7). What is meant by "before you"? It
indicates that THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL SEND AN
ANGEL TO MEND THE BODY before your errand. THEN MATATRON
WILL BRING THE SOUL WITH WHICH MAN IS ENCLOTHED, AS NO
ONE ANGEL DOES TWO ERRANDS.
166. Rabbi Eliezer went to see his Rabbi, Rabban Yochanan ben
Zakai, on the first day of the month. When he arrived he told him, 'O
Well for those who see, filled WITH DRAWN WATER, yet gushing
more from its own source. What does it seek here?'

167. He answers, It behooves a man to greet his Rabbi ON THE DAY
OF A NEW MOON. He said to him, Not for that reason I said, 'WHAT
DOES IT SEEK HERE?' I see in your face that there is a new deep
secret about which you are going to ask. THEREFORE I ASKED,
WHAT DOES SOMEONE AS GREAT AS YOU WANT WITH ME?

168. He responded, I see that primordial light, THAT WAS IN USE AT
THE TIME OF THE CREATION AND WAS THEN STORED FOR THE
RIGHTEOUS IN THE FUTURE, travels by ten and conducts
everything according to the secret of ten. We learned that there are
ten writings, ten keys to the hospital in its hands. It takes these and
ten notes in the Garden of Eden to mend the earth for the bodies of
the righteous.
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169. He said, Eliezer my son, you have seen more than a holy angel,
FOR THE LIGHT OF THE SOUL IS GREATER THAN THE LIGHT OF
ANGELS. BECAUSE RABBI ELIEZER EXPLAINED THE SECRET OF
THE TEN ONLY BY THE UPPER THREE COLUMNS-CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, AND DA'AT-RABBI YOCHANAN BEN ZAKAI IS GOING TO
EXPLAIN THE SECRET OF THE TEN ALSO IN THE LOWER SEVEN
SFIROT. HE SAYS: The world, MALCHUT, is created by ten, and it is
conducted by ten. THIS IS YESOD THAT LEADS MALCHUT CALLED
WORLD. The holy throne, NETZACH AND HOD CALLED THE LOWER
THRONE, is according to ten. The Torah, THE SECRET OF TIFERET,
is by ten. Its traveling, NAMELY GVURAH, is by ten. The supernal
worlds, CHESED, WHICH IS SUPERIOR TO THE LOWER SEVEN, are
by ten. And there is the supernal one above them all, blessed be He,
NAMELY KETER, FROM WHICH EVERYTHING IS DRAWN, BOTH THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM ALLUDED TO IN THE SECRET OF TEN, AND
THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH.
170. I will tell you something else. Those versed in the Mishnah put
some thought into it, as it is written: "And the servant took ten
camels" (Beresheet 42:10). RABBI ELIEZER said to him, Master, I
know this verse, MEANING YOU DO NOT HAVE TO EXPLAIN IT TO
ME, but what is the meaning of: "For all the goods of him master
were in his hands" (Ibid.)? I DO NOT KNOW HOW TO EXPLAIN IT.
HOW COULD IT BE THAT HE CARRIED ALL THE PROPERTY OF
AVRAHAM IN HIS HANDS? He replied: This is the name of his
Master, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH CALLED NAME, that went with
him to bring him TO THE DESIRABLE PLACE and to protect him, SO
THAT NOTHING WOULD HAPPEN TO HIM. RABBI ELIEZER SAID,
Assuredly this is THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "For My name was in
him" (Shemot 23:21).
171. Rabbi Abahu said, Come and behold: He who knows His name
perfectly knows that He and his Name are one. The Holy One,
blessed be He, and His Name, THE SHECHINAH, are one, as it is
written: "Hashem shall be one, and his Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
That is, the name, THE SHECHINAH, and He, ZEIR ANPIN, are one.

172. Rabbi Aba said, We should look at the verse, "And he made his
camels kneel down outside the city by a well of water" (Beresheet:
24:11). According to Rabbi Aba, outside the city means in the
cemetery. "By a well of water" refers, as we learnt, that those who
are the first TO BE REVIVED FROM THE DEAD in the cemetery, are
those who dealt in Torah. As we have learned, when a man comes
into his grave, he is first asked if he set appointed times to study
Torah, as it is written: "And he shall be the faith of your
times" (Yeshayah 33:6). Without question, he who responds yes, is
revived first.

173. Rabbi Aba said that "at the time of evening" (Beresheet 24:11)
refers to Friday, Shabbat eve, the time of the resurrection of the
dead. HE ASKS, What is the meaning OF THESE THINGS? HE
RESPONDS: We have learned that the world exists for 6,000 years
and that SHABBAT EVE is the 6th millennium, the ending of all. Thus
"at the time of evening" means the time of ending for everything. The
phrase: "At the time that the women go out to draw water" refers to
the scholars of the Torah, who draw the water of Torah, the time to
go out and shake off the dust, NAMELY THE TIME TO RESURRECT.
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174. Rabbi Aba added that there is more to know, as we have learned
that those occupied in knowing their Master in this world and their
soul to perfection in the world to come, deserve to get out OF THE
GRAVE by the oath of the soul MATATRON WAS MADE IT SWEAR.
FOR MATATRON comes to know which is the soul's proper body, AS
THE SOUL MADE HIM SWEAR, and it is written: "Behold, I stand
here by the well of water" (Beresheet 24:43). Although it is A BODY
OF the scholar of the Torah, MATATRON GOES to look for
perfection, as it is written: "And it shall come to pass, that the maid
who comes forth to draw, and I say to her, 'Give me, I pray you, a
little water from your pitcher'" (Ibid. 44), which means 'tell me by
hint, the knowledge of the name, from what you conceived'.

175. "And she says to me, 'Both drink you'" (Beresheet 24:44). THIS
MEANS THAT SHE LET HIM KNOW THREE THINGS: 1) You are a
servant like me; 2) The knowledge of you does not compare with the
knowledge of Hashem, blessed be He, AND 3) It behooves you to
conceive that you are a creature like me AND, ALTHOUGH YOU ARE
AN ANGEL, YOU ARE LIKE A CREATURE; NAMELY, THERE IS
WANT IN YOU, AS THERE IS IN ME.
176. "I will draw water for your camels also" (Beresheet 24:19)
INDICATES THAT IT ALSO DREW FORTH FOR HIS ATTENDANTS
FROM WHAT IT PERCEIVED. THE WORDS "YOUR CAMELS" MEANS
"YOUR RETINUE." IN OTHER WORDS, my understanding is that: 1)
Your retinue was not aware, THEY ARE UNABLE TO CONCEIVE HIM;
2) "I know that I have an advantage over you" I.E. FROM THE
ASPECT OF BEING INCLUDED IN A POINT IN THIS WORLD, WHICH
IS LACKING IN SUPERNAL ANGELS; AND 3) I know how you were
created from the radiance that was placed with you. THAT IS, IT
ALSO UNDERSTOOD THE SECRET OF HIS CREATION. If THE BODY
mentions ALL THESE PERCEPTIONS, let this sign THAT WAS
PRINTED ON ME be delivered to me. IF THE BODY SHALL SAY
THESE THINGS AND NOT ONE SHALL BE MISSING, then I shall
know she is the woman. She is the body from the same soul
according to the oath it made me swear.
177. "And it came to pass, before he had done speaking" (Beresheet
24:15). According to Rabbi Yitzchak, Rabbi Yehuda said while he
was thinking of how to try the body, it is written: "Behold, Rivkah
came out," which is the holy body that is occupied in Torah. It
pounds the body for knowledge of the conception of his Possessor,
"who was born to Betuel" (Ibid.) Rav Yehuda said she was the
daughter (Heb. bat) of El, the "son of Milkah" (Ibid.), who is a son to
the king (Heb. Malkah) of the universe. "The wife of Nachor,
Avraham's brother" alludes to the company of the mind, the body
attached to the mind, and is the brother of the soul, and the phrase:
"With her pitcher upon her shoulder" alludes to the weight of
wisdom upon it.

178. "And the servant ran to meet her" (Beresheet 24:17) refers to
Matatron. And said, "Let me, I pray you, drink a little water of your
pitcher" give me a hint of the wisdom of the knowledge of your
Maker that you dealt with in the world you left. Rabbi Aba said, We
have explained that after that it is written: "And I put the ring upon
her nose, and the bracelets upon her hands" (Ibid. 47). Rabbi Aba
said that these are the bones that were scattered here and there. He
puts them together and weighs them one upon the other, as is
written: "And strengthen your bones" (Yeshayah 58:11).
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179. Rabbi Aba said, At that time, the body stands in the land of
Yisrael, where the soul enters it. Rabbi Yochanan asked, Who
conducts the body to the land of Yisrael? Rabbi Zira said, The Holy
One, blessed be He, digs caverns under the ground and they roll to
the land of Yisrael. Hence it is written: "And the earth shall cast out
the shades of the dead" (Yeshayah 26:19).

180. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Gavriel conducts them to the land of
Yisrael. How do we know that? From the verse: "Will you go with this
man?" (Beresheet 24:58). Elsewhere, it is written: "The man
Gavriel" (Daniel 9:21). Rabbi Yosi asked, Why is it written: "And
Rivkah had a brother and his name was Lavan" (Ibid. 29)? Rabbi
Yitzchak answered, The Evil Inclination does not pass away from the
world, and though it is not entirely present, some of it is.

181. Come and behold: When it was in this world, it was called Lot.
In the world to come, it will be partly canceled and called Lavan, it
not as corrupt as before, but as one who washed the filth off of
himself. HE ASKS, Why is there need of Lavan? NAMELY, WHY IS IT
NEEDED? TO REMAIN IN THE WORLD Rabbi Shimon said, It is
needed for being fruitful and multiply. If there is no Evil Inclination,
nothing is fruitful or multiplies.

182. Come and listen: Since the body was constructed and
established, why is it then written, "And they sent away Rivkah, their
sister, and her nurse..." (Beresheet 24:59). What does the phrase
"and her nurse" imply? It is the power of movement. Rabbi Yitzchak
further clarifies this by explaining that this is the power of the body.

183. Rabbi Abahu opened with the verse, "Come with me from
Levanon, my bride, with me from Levanon..." (Shir Hashirim 4:8).
Rabbi Abahu said, Once the body was built and established, it is
brought to the land of Yisrael to receive its soul. The soul awaits it
there and comes out to greet it, as is written: "And Yitzchak went out
to meditate in the field" (Beresheet 24:63). "Come with me from
Levanon, my bride" is the soul, and "Look from the top of
Amana" (Ibid.) corresponds to: "And he lifted his eyes and
saw" (Ibid.).

184. Rabbi Yehuda said, If this is the soul, Avraham is satisfactory,
as was said. What then is Yitzchak? Rabbi Abahu said, The friends
said it is now called Yitzchak because of the increased joy in the
world.
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185. Rabbi Abahu said, First the soul was called Avraham and the
body Sarah. Now the soul is called Yitzchak and the body Rivkah.
Rabbi Shimon said, It was taught in the Mishnah that the soul
awaited the body in the land of Yisrael forty years before the body
existed. Where? At the Temple.

186. Rabbi Abahu said, Look at the verse: "And took Rivkah, and she
became his wife, and he loved her; and Yitzchak was comforted after
his mother's death" (Beresheet 24:67). When he loves the body and
is comforted by it, it is time for laughter and delight in the world.

187. Rabbi Yehuda said, Now this whole portion of the scripture is
made clear, but I do not know the meaning of the verse: "Then again
Avraham took a wife, and her name was Kturah" (Beresheet 25:1). To
a reasonable mind, this text is contradictory. IT CONTRADICTS THE
EXPLANATION CONCERNING THE SOUL AND BODY AT THE TIME
OF RESURRECTION.

188. Rav Dimi arrived and said, I have heard an explanation for this
portion, but I do not remember it. They said that the high and strong,
NAMELY THE UPPER GRADES, did not present it for revelation.
What have we to say? Rabbi Yehuda stood up and said that the
portion is revealed in the Yeshivah of our friends, the sages of the
Mishnah.

189. They stood up and began walking, he, Rabbi Yesa, and Rabbi
Chiya. They found Rabbi Elazar ben Rabbi Shimon, who was
revealing the secret of Tfilin. They came before him and asked, Sir,
what are you engaged in? He replied: I am recounting the reason for
the Tfilin, for blessed is the man who dons Tfilin and knows the
sense thereof.

190. They said, If it is well before you, Sir, may you tell us something.
They said, We learned from your father that the Holy One, blessed be
He, in His great love for the children of Yisrael, told them to build
Him a tabernacle, reflecting the supernal high Chariot, so He might
come and dwell among them. This is the meaning of: "And let them
make Me a sanctuary: so that I may dwell among them" (Shemot
25:8). We learned from your father that the reason for the Tfilin was
hidden in this verse.

191. He said to them, Come and behold: The Temple was made to
reflect the upper one in THE SHAPES OF its holy Chariots. And then
the Holy One, blessed be He, caused His Shechinah to dwell among
them. In this manner, those versed in the Mishnah discussed the
reason for the Tfilin. Any man WHO WEARS TFILIN will be patterned
after the upper Chariots: the lower Chariot and the upper Chariot so
that His kingdom will come and the Shechinah will dwell upon him.
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192. We learned that there are deep secrets in THE TFILIN and its
patterns. There are three Chariots within them, like the high and holy
ones, reflecting the secrets of the three letters of His holy name,
YUD-HEI-VAV. For these three Chariots ARE the three letters YUDHEI-VAV. The four sections govern the four LETTERS OF HIS HOLY
NAME. This is therefore the secret of the Shin of three crowns and
Shin of four crowns, WHICH MEANS the three kings ruling over the
body, CORRESPONDING TO THE SHIN WITH THREE HEADS and the
Tfilin upon the Holy One, blessed be He, above the head Tfilin and
the hand Tfilin, AMOUNTING TO four sections, WHICH
CORRESPOND TO THE SHIN WITH FOUR HEADS.

193. Similarly, the heart rides as if on the lower Chariot, THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA. And the lower one, THE NUKVA is
mounted. We have also learned that this Chariot of the arm, THE
NUKVA, is below, NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE HAND TFILIN,
CALLED THE ARM. The heart rides as if beneath. It was given to it to
bring in all the heavenly hosts. So the heart rides down below and all
the limbs of the body are given to it.

194. Above THE HEART are the four sections of the brain. The Holy
One, blessed be He, is supreme ruler over them. He is King of all.
And the secret of wisdom resembles the Temple, as it is written:
"And make one Cherub on the one end, and the other Cherub on the
other end" (Shemot 25:19). Above them is the King's Shechinah,
within the four letters YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. YUD-HEI IS ON THE RIGHT
CHERUB, AND VAV-HEI ON THE LEFT CHERUB. Within the two
Chariots, THE UPPER CHARIOT IS ON THE RIGHT CHERUB AND
THE LOWER CHARIOT IS ON THE LEFT CHERUB.

195. Similarly, the heart and the brain, THE HAND TFILIN AND THE
HEAD TFILIN, the heart is on one side and the brain on the other
side. Upon them is the King's Shechinah in four sections. Rabbi
Elazar said, From now on, the secrets of the crowns of the letters,
the sections in their bodies, NAMELY THEIR COMPARTMENTS, and
the straps are an ancient tradition that Moshe received in Sinai. They
were already explained by allusion, NAMELY BY THE EXPLANATION
BEFORE US, and the sense of all this is in the secret of the thirteen
divine attributes OF MERCY.

196. Rabbi Yehuda said, Even if we came only for this secret, it
would have sufficed. They said to him, Happy is your lot in the world
to come, for no secret is withheld from you. They said to him, We
came before you, Sir, to know the secret of the verse: "Then again
Avraham took a wife, and her name was Kturah" (Beresheet 25:1).

197. He said, the explanation of this verse is revealed by the friends
versed in the Mishnah. When the soul enters its holy body, these
words, NAMELY "THEN AGAIN..." WILL BE SAID of the wicked, who
will be resurrected and make better their deeds. And the soul will
grant them its precious splendor, so they will know, repent and have
full merit again.
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198. When Solomon saw this, he wondered very much, and said,
"And so I saw the wicked buried, and come to their rest...gone from
the holy place" (Kohelet 8:10), WHICH MEANS THAT THEY WILL
COME AND LIVE AT THE HOLY PLACE, NAMELY THEY WILL RISE
AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. Rabbi Aba quoted Rabbi
Yochanan, saying it is written: "Can the Kushite change his skin, or
the leopard his spots?" (Yirmeyah 13:23), similarly the wicked who
did not deserve to repent in this world and offer good deeds as
sacrifices will never burn sacrifices in the world to come. THOUGH
THEY WILL RISE FROM THE DEAD, THEY WILL NOT BE ABLE TO
DO GOOD DEEDS, BECAUSE THEY DID NOT LEAD MERITORIOUS
LIVES. It is written: "Then again Avraham took a wife" and wanted to
produce a soul for their bodies and bring them closer in repentance,
as it is written: "And the souls that they had made in
Charan" (Beresheet 12:5).
199. Rabbi Elazar said, Look at the verse: "And she bore him Zimran,
and Yokshan" (Beresheet 25:2). They did many evil deeds, until they
were driven from the world, as it is written: "And sent them away
from his son Yitzchak" (Ibid.). Of them it is written, "And many of
those who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake..." (Daniel 12:2).
Of the others, it is written: "And they who are wise shall shine like
the brightness of the firmament" (Ibid. 3).

200. Rabbi Yehuda said, This is the meaning of the text indicating
that it was called Avraham at one time, and is now called Yitzchak in
his place, as it is written: "And it came to pass after the death of
Avraham, that Elohim blessed his son Yitzchak; and Yitzchak dwelt
by Be'er Lachai Roi (lit. 'the well of living and seeing')" (Beresheet
25:11). Through the knowledge of the living, the life of the world, he
may know and conceive what he had not conceived in this world, as
it is written: "For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of
Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:9).
End of Midrash Hane'elam (homiletical interpretations on the
obscure)

201. Rabbi Yitzchak opened with the verse: "And the dust returns to
the earth as it was: and the spirit returns to Elohim who gave
it" (Kohelet 12:7). Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be
He, created Adam, He took the dust from the place of the Temple and
built his body from the four directions of the world, each of which
gave him strength. Later, He poured the spirit of life upon him, as it
is written: "And breathed into his nostrils the breath of
life" (Beresheet 2:7). Then he stood up and knew that he comprised
both high and low; he cleaved to Hashem and knew the supernal
wisdom.

202. Similarly, all people in the world are included from the upper
and the lower. When all those who know how to properly sanctify
themselves in this world beget a child, they draw on it a holy spirit
from that place where all that is holy originates. These are called
children to the Holy One, blessed be He, because their bodies were
properly made in sanctity. He is also given a spirit from the holy
supernal place, as he deserves. This has already been explained.
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203. Come and behold: When man is called to account for his deeds
before leaving this world, there will be a day of reckoning, a day
when both the soul and body give reckoning. The soul then LEAVES
THE BODY AND is separated from it, while the body, WHICH WAS
CREATED FROM DUST, returns to dust, and all returns to the place
from which it was taken. It has already been explained that
everything will be stored before the Holy One, blessed be He, until
the time when He resurrects the dead.

204. The Holy One, blessed be He, will return that very body and that
very soul to the world as before, and renew the face of the world.
This is according to the verse: "The dead men of your people shall
live, my dead body shall arise" (Yeshayah 26:19). The same soul is
stored before the Holy One, blessed be He, as it returns to its proper
place AFTER THE DEATH OF THAT PERSON, according to its deeds,
as it is written: "And the spirit returns to Elohim who gave it." At that
time, He will revive the dead and pour dew from His head upon them.
All the bodies will be resurrected from the dust by that dew.

205. It is written: "For your dew is as the dew on herbs (lit. 'of
lights')" (Yeshayah 26:19). HE ASKS, What is the dew of lights? AND
HE ANSWERS, These are real lights, the Lights of above, by which
He will pour life upon the world, because the Tree of Life, ZEIR
ANPIN, will then provide never-ending life. For now, there is an end
to life, since WHEN the evil serpent has its way, the moon is
covered, NAMELY THE UNION OF THE SUPERNAL SUN AND MOON,
ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, STOPS. For that reason, the water OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE TREE OF LIFE as it were, stops
flowing. Therefore, life does not exist properly in the world.

206. At that time, the Evil Inclination, which is the wicked serpent,
will be removed from the world, and the Holy One, blessed be He,
will cause it to pass away, as written: "And I will cause...the unclean
spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2). After it passes from
the world, the moon will no longer be covered and the sources of the
river that flow out OF EDEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, will never stop
flowing. Then, it is written: "The light of the moon shall be as the
light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the
light of seven days" (Yeshayah 30:26).

207. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, If you say that all the bodies in the world
will rise to life and wake up from the dust, it behooves us to ask
about the bodies that were planted with the same soul, MEANING
THAT ONE SOUL INCARNATED WITHIN SEVERAL BODIES, ONE
AFTER THE OTHER, AS IS KNOWN. What will become of them?
WILL ALL OF THEM RISE AT THE REVIVAL OF THE DEAD, OR ONLY
THE LAST ONE? Rabbi Yosi said, It is as if the bodies, which did not
have merit THROUGH GOOD DEEDS and did not succeed IN
COMPLETING THE SOUL, never were. They are as a dried tree in that
world, and so they will be at the time OF THE RESURRECTION OF
THE DEAD. Only the last body that was planted and worthily
received its SPIRITUAL roots will be revived AT THE
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD.
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208. Of this, it is written: "For he shall be like a tree planted by the
waters... and its leaf shall be green" (Yirmeyah 17:8), because it bore
fruit, NAMELY GOOD DEEDS, and struck roots properly ABOVE IN
THE UPPER WORLD. EACH PRECEPT CORRESPONDS TO A
SPIRITUAL ROOT THAT IS REVEALED ABOVE, AS IS KNOWN. Of
the earlier body that did not bear fruit or strike roots, it is written:
"For he shall be like the juniper tree in the desert, and shall not see
when good comes" (Ibid. 6). "When good comes" refers to the
resurrection of the dead.

209. And the Light that will illuminate the righteous will shine. It has
been stored before Him since the day that the world was created, as
written: "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:3).
In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, will revive the dead. It is
written: "But to you who fear my name the sun of righteousness
shall arise, etc." (Malachi 3:20), for then good will have the upper
hand in the world, and that which is called evil will pass away from
the world, as we said, then, the bodies that preceded the last one will
be as if they never existed.

210. Rabbi Yitzchak said, The Holy One, blessed be He, will pour
other spirits upon the bodies THAT CAME BEFORE THE LAST ONE.
They will be properly revived in the world if they merit the spirits BY
FOLLOWING THE RIGHT PATH. If they do not, they will be ashes
under the feet of the righteous, as it is written: "And many of those
who sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, etc." (Daniel 12:2).
Everything was established and prepared before the Holy One,
blessed be He, and all were numbered for the time of resurrection, as
it is written: "That brings out their host by number, etc." (Yeshayah
40:26).

211. Come and behold: We have learned that all the dead in the land
of Yisrael will be resurrected first, because the Holy One, blessed be
He, will arouse them WITH A SPIRIT and revive them. Of them it is
written: "The dead...shall live" (Yeshayah 26:19) This verse refers to
those buried in the land of Yisrael. "My dead body shall arise" refers
to those buried in other countries, for whom the term "restoration" is
used in place of "resurrection." This is because the spirit of life
dwells only in the Holy Land of Yisrael. Therefore, "The dead man of
your people shall live" refers only to those buried in the land Yisrael.
The bodies of those outside THE LAND OF YISRAEL will be created,
but they will be resurrected as a body with no spirit. Thereafter, they
will roll under the soil of the land until they reach the land of Yisrael,
where they will receive a soul. They will not receive this soul under
any other authority, so they will be well established in the world.
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212. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yesa were sitting one night, studying
Torah. Rabbi Elazar said, Come and behold: In the future, when the
Holy One, blessed be He, resurrects the dead, all the souls that will
be aroused before Him will stand before Him in the very shape they
had in this world. And the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring them
down TO THEIR BODIES and call them by name, as written: "He calls
them all by names" (Yeshayah 40:26). Each soul will enter its place
IN THE BODY and be properly revived in the world. Then, the world
will be perfected. Of that time it is written: "And the disgrace of his
people shall He take away" (Yeshayah 25:8). What is "the disgrace of
his people shall He take away"? It is the Evil Inclination THAT HE
WILL REMOVE FROM THE WORLD, which darkens the faces of the
people and rules over them.

213. Rabbi Yosi said, We see that whenever the spirit is in a man, he
is not defiled. Once his soul leaves him, he is defiled. HE WANTED
TO KNOW THE MEANING OF THIS. He said to him, Assuredly this is
so. We have also learned that when the Evil Inclination, WHICH IS
THE ANGEL OF DEATH, takes the spirit of man, he becomes defiled
and the body remains unclean. FOR WITH THE STRENGTH OF
POLLUTION OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, THIS STRENGTH
BEING THE ROOT OF ALL DEFILEMENT, IT TAKES AWAY MAN'S
SOUL. THE REVERSE IS TRUE for the heathen nations. They are
unclean while they live because their souls are drawn from the side
of defilement. Once their bodies are emptied of that defilement,
NAMELY WHEN THEY DIE AND THE SOUL LEAVES, the body stays
without unholiness AND THEREFORE DOES NOT CAUSE
DEFILEMENT. RABBI SHIMON SAID THAT THE CANOPIED GRAVES
OF THE HEATHEN DO NOT DEFILE.
214. For that reason, he who cleaves to a woman from the heathen
nations is defiled, and the child that she bears him receives the spirit
of defilement. You may ask, Is it not of Yisrael from the side of its
father? If so, why should it receive the spirit of defilement? Come
and behold: First its father was besmirched when he united with that
tainted woman. All the more so, the child that she bears will receive
the spirit of defilement upon it. Furthermore, he also transgressed
the Torah, as it is written: "For you shall worship no other El; for
Hashem whose name is jealous, is a jealous El" (Shemot 34:14),
which means that He is zealous of the covenant, SO THAT IT WILL
NOT BE TAINTED BY HEATHEN WOMEN.

21. "You shall not take a wife... of the daughters of the Canaanite"
The rabbis discuss the dangers of a man marrying a woman of the heathen nations, and Avraham's desire that Yitzchak remain in the Central
Column, where he would learn the ways of the Holy One.
The Relevance of this Passage
This pertains to the importance of our relationships in life, including, their effect on the spiritual state of things. Marriage is the union of two halves
of one soul, and is considered an important tool for drawing the Light of the upper worlds [husband] into the lower world [wife]. All our actions in
this material realm, including marital transactions, are a microcosm of the ebb-and-flow relationship endlessly playing out between the physical and
metaphysical worlds. To secure a personal connection to the macrocosmic level of reality, thus ensuring its positive influence in our life, we must
surround ourselves with those in whom the love of The Creator burns strongly, rather than those whose godlessness seeks to infect us with
unbelief. Consciousness creates reality. People who are not conscious of the Creator create for themselves a Godless reality devoid of spiritual
Light. Whether in business, social, or marital relationships, the Zohar helps prevent us from becoming entangled with negative partners, and to
attract like-minded, virtuous people into our life.
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215. Rabbi Elazar said, Come and behold: We have learned that
because Avraham had wisdom, he wanted to be separated from and
not cleave to all other nations. Therefore it is written: "And I will
make you swear by Hashem, the Elohim of heaven, and the Elohim
of the earth, that you shall not take a wife to my son..." (Beresheet
24:3). The phrase "of the daughters of the Cna'anite" (Ibid.) surely
contains a secret, as it is written: "And has married the daughter of a
strange El" (Malachi 2:11). In the phrase: "Among whom I
dwell" (Beresheet 24:3), the "I" is exactly the same as that mentioned
in "I have made the earth" (Yeshayah 45:12). THE "I" IN THE FIRST
CASE REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH AS IT IN THE SECOND CASE,
BECAUSE SHE WAS IN EXILE. HE MADE HIM SWEAR all that so to
prevent him from being defiled by them.

216. Come and behold: Whoever puts the holy covenant in a woman
of a heathen nation causes another place to be defiled; NAMELY, HE
BLEMISHES THE SUPERNAL COVENANT AND CAUSES IT TO GIVE
PLENTY TO THE HANDMAID. Thus, it is written: "For three things
the earth is disquieted..." (Mishlei 30:21). And though he made him
swear by the covenant, Avraham did not yet trust him, but prayed
before the Holy One, blessed be He, saying "Hashem, Elohim of the
heaven...He shall send his angel before you" (Beresheet 24:7). His
angel assuredly MEANS the angel of the covenant, whom He shall
send so that the covenant will be kept and not defiled among the
nations.

217. He asks the meaning of the verse: "Only bring not my son back
there" (Beresheet 24:8). HE RESPONDS that Avraham alone-and no
one else IN HIS FAMILY-recognized the Holy One, blessed be He.
Avraham did not want Yitzchak to dwell among the heathen nations,
but wanted him to remain with him, where he would learn the ways
of the Holy One, blessed be He. Avraham did not want Yitzchak to
turn right or left, BUT RATHER TO REMAIN IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. For that reason Avraham did not want Yitzchak's dwelling
place to be among the heathen nations.

218. Rabbi Yesa said, Assuredly the merit of Avraham was with the
servant, for he arrived at the well that very day he went, as is written:
"And I came this day to the well" (Beresheet 24:42). This has already
been explained.

22. In Torah is the whole life
Rabbi Elazar, here, emphasizes the importance of Torah study, saying that the Angel of Death has no power over those who are diligent in their
study of the scriptures. Rabbi Yesa asks why, if this is so, Moshe died. We learn that although Moshe did indeed die, his death was not caused by
the Angel of Death; instead, he cleaved directly to the Shechinah, the Divine presence of the Creator, and went on to eternal life. All those who seek
and approach The Creator, we're told, are called 'living.' Because of their diligent study of Torah, no reckoning is demanded of them in the World To
Come.
The Relevance of this Passage
People regularly experience some form of death. We die a little bit each day, whether financially, emotionally, spiritually, or physically. The death of
the body, the loss of an individual's sanity, or the end of one's career-are all likewise executed by one Angel of Death. The intent of these verses is
to help ease these transitions from death to rebirth, from the end of one phase in our life, into a new phase filled with continuity and Light.
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219. Rabbi Elazar opened with the verse, "Open you my eyes, that I
may behold wondrous things out of Your Torah" (Tehilim 119:17).
How foolish men are, for they do not know, and do not seek to be
occupied with, Torah. Torah is the whole life. All freedom and all
goodness in this world and in the world to come are contained
within it. HE EXPLAINED THAT it is life in this world; namely, they
may merit full days in this world, as it is written: "The number of
your days I will fulfill" (Shemot 23:26). And one will merit long days
in the world to come, for this whole life is a life of joy, life without
sadness, life that is real life, freedom in this world, freedom from
everything, because other nations cannot rule over anyone who is
engaged in the study of Torah.

220. You may say that there were those who were persecuted,
NAMELY THE MARTYRS WHO WERE EXECUTED FOR STUDYING
TORAH WHEN SUCH STUDY WAS FORBIDDEN. HE ANSWERS THAT
this is a decree from above, such as the one for Rabbi Akiva and his
companions, WHO WERE KILLED FOR STUDYING TORAH, and so it
came to THE SUPREME mind WHEN THE WORLD WAS CREATED.
BUT USUALLY, STUDYING TORAH MEANS freedom from the Angel
of Death, who cannot have sway over him. Assuredly this is so. If
Adam had cleaved to the Tree of Life, which is Torah, death would
not have been brought upon him and the whole world. BUT
BECAUSE HE FORSOOK THE TREE OF LIFE, WHICH IS TORAH,
AND ATE FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, HE BROUGHT DEATH
UPON HIMSELF AND THE WHOLE WORLD. It was "engraved upon
the tablets" (Shemot 32:16) when the Holy One, blessed be He, gave
Torah to Yisrael. This has already been explained. DO NOT
PRONOUNCE IT "ENGRAVED" (HEB. CHARUT), BUT FREEDOM
(HEB. CHERUT), BECAUSE THERE WAS FREEDOM FROM THE
ANGEL OF DEATH. If it were not for THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
committing the sin OF THE CALF and leaving the Tree of Life,
WHICH IS TORAH, they would not have brought death back to the
world. And the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "I had said, 'You are
angels, all of you sons of the most High'" (Tehilim 82:6), NAMELY AT
THE GIVING OF TORAH. You defiled yourself BY SINNING,
"therefore, you shall die like a man" (Ibid. 7). Therefore, the evil
serpent which darkened the world cannot have power over anyone
occupied in the study of Torah.
221. Rabbi Yesa said, If this is so, it should be true that he who does
not sin will not die. If so, why then did Moshe die? He said to him,
Moshe died, but THE ANGEL OF DEATH had no sway over him. He
did not die by him, nor was he defiled by him. Therefore, it is
considered that Moshe did not really die, but rather that he cleaved
to the Shechinah and has gone on to life eternal.

222. As such, he is called "living", as we have explained in
discussing the verse: "And Bnayahu, son of Yehoyada, the son of a
valiant (lit. 'living') man" (II Shmuel 23:20). WHOEVER APPROACHES
HASHEM IS CALLED LIVING. Thus, he who is occupied in studying
Torah has freedom from everything, including freedom in this world
from the enslavement of heathen nations and freedom in the world
to come, for no reckoning will be demanded from him in that world at
all.
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223. Come and behold how many supernal mysteries exist in the
Torah. For that reason, it is written: "She is more precious than
pearls" (Mishlei 3:15). How many hidden treasures there are in it. For
that reason, when David looked AT THE TORAH in the spirit of
wisdom, he said, "Open you my eyes, that I may behold wondrous
things out of Your Torah."

23. "Behold, Rivkah came out"
The Zohar explains that although Rivkah was brought up in an evil town and an evil home, she was protected by her exceptional soul. Rivkah is
preparing to marry Yitzchak. The Torah story shows that a connection existed between Yitzchak and Rivkah before they were married; this is
indicated by her coming out at evening time. Here evening refers to the time of afternoon prayer, and we learn that Yitzchak was in fact performing
his afternoon prayers. The phrase 'came out' also refers to Rivkah's liberation from the house of evil owing to the elevation of her soul.
The Relevance of this Passage
Man is born into this world with untamed desires and animal instincts. The will of a man's body is given dominion over his soul, so that man can
work and strive toward spiritual transformation. The evil setting in which Rivkah was raised symbolizes the physical world and our self-indulgent
desires. Each of us can 'come out' of our own 'house of evil'--that is, remove our own self-centered desires--through the energy of Rivkah's soul and
the power of the patriarch Yitzchak. All this can be gained through a meditative reading of this passage.
224. Come and behold: "And it came to pass, before he had done
speaking, that, behold, Rivkah came out" (Beresheet 24:15). HE
ASKS, WHY IS IT WRITTEN "came out"? It should have been written
'came', AS IT IS WRITTEN: "RACHEL CAME WITH HER FATHER'S
SHEEP" (BERESHEET 29:6). Why is it written "came out"? HE
RESPONDED, IT INDICATES that the Holy One, blessed be He,
brought her away from the people of the town who were all evil. She
was separated from THE TOWNSPEOPLE BECAUSE SHE WAS
RIGHTEOUS. The verse: "And she went down to the well (Heb.
ha'eynah)" (Beresheet 24:16) is spelled with a Hei. This is a secret
because Miriam's well, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN
SHINING BY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, chanced before
her there. For that reason "to the well" is written with a Hei, WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA, THE SECRET OF THE LOWER HEI OF
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. ALSO THE WORD HA'EYNAH IS DERIVED FROM
THE WORD FOR EYES (HEB. EYNAYIM), WHICH IS A NAME OF
CHOCHMAH. And the water rose toward Rivkah.
225. Another explanation is that in the verse: "And, behold, Rivkah
came out," the words "came out" have a similar meaning to that in
the verse "AND THE DAUGHTERS OF THE CITY come out to draw
water" (Beresheet 24:13). Why is it written: "Come out", rather than
'go' or 'come'? This is an allusion to their proper conduct. They
remained at home all day and came out at a specific time toward
evening to draw water. Avraham's servant recognized her by this
sign.
226. Come and behold: When the servant reached Charan and found
Rivkah "at the time of evening" (Beresheet 24:11), it was time for the
afternoon prayer. At the exact time when Yitzchak said his afternoon
prayer, the servant reached Rivkah. Rivkah came to him again at that
time when he prayed Minchah. THIS IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
VERSE: "AND YITZCHAK WENT OUT TO MEDITATE IN THE FIELD
AT THE EVENING TIME" (IBID. 63). This happened so that everything
would be in its proper place, as indicated by the supernal Wisdom.
Therefore, the servant reached the well of water, which is the secret
of the verse "a fountain of gardens, a well of living water, and
streams from Levanon" (Shir Hashirim 4:15). We established
everything to pertain to that secret.
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24. Prayer, cry, tears
While walking to Tiberias, Rabbi Shimon and Rabbi Aba are approached by a Jew who has come to seek Rabbi Shimon's wisdom on the subject of
prayer. As the great rabbi discourses on the threefold nature of prayer, the man asks why the prayers of the patriarchs, composed before the
Temple existed, are still considered most important. He is told that these prayers are designed to unite Zeir Anpin [the upper world] with his fate, the
Nukva [our lower world]. After this, all else is superfluous.
The Relevance of this Passage
Prayer is often misunderstood as an offering of thanks and praise to our Creator. Kabbalistically, an omnipotent Force of Creation has no need for
thanks or praise. It is because of this misunderstanding that many prayers go unanswered. In truth, prayer creates a connection between the lower
and upper worlds. Once the connection is established, the person 'praying' can draw from a wellspring of spiritual energy to remove unwanted traits
and negative attributes from his own nature. It is our own negative qualities that prohibit us from attaining permanent fulfillment. By strengthening
our connection to the upper worlds, reading this section endows our prayers with greater power.
227. Rabbi Shimon was walking to Tiberias with Rabbi Aba. Rabbi
Shimon said, Let us go, because a man is about to come to us with
new words of Torah. Rabbi Aba said, I already know that, wherever
my master goes, the Holy One, blessed be He, sends flying angels to
give him pleasure.

228. While they were traveling, Rabbi Shimon lifted up his eyes and
saw a man who was running. They sat down TO WAIT FOR HIM.
When he arrived, Rabbi Shimon asked him, Who are you? He
responded, I am a Jew from the city of Cappadocia and I am going to
the hiding place of the son of Yochai, THAT IS, TO HEAR HIDDEN
MATTERS FROM HIM. The friends determined AND EXPLAINED
certain things, and sent me to him TO KNOW WHETHER HE AGREES
WITH THEM. Rabbi Shimon said to him, My son, talk. He asked, You
are the son of Yochai? He told him, I am the son of Yochai.

229. The friends said that when a man prays nothing may come
between him and the wall, as it is written: "Then Chizkiyahu turned
his face toward the wall" (Yeshayah 38:2). When a man prays, no one
may come within four cubits of him on every side. They said this
means four cubits on every side except in front, AS IT IS
FORBIDDEN TO COME BETWEEN HIM AND THE WALL. And they
said that a man should not pray behind his Rabbi. They appointed
me TO HEAR WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY about these matters.
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230. THE JEW opened with the verse, "Hear my prayer, Hashem, and
give ear to my cry; keep not silence at my tears" (Tehilim 39:13). HE
ASKS, Why is it written "hear" (Heb. shim'ah) and not 'sh'ma'? AND
WHY is it written in one place: "Hear (Heb. sh'ma), Hashem, and be
gracious to me" (Tehilim 30:11), and in another place, 'shim'ah'? The
reason is that it is written now Shma refering to the male, NAMELY
TO ZEIR ANPIN, and now Shim'ah refering to the female, NAMELY
TO THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. For example, shim'ah is used in
"Hear the right, Hashem" (Tehilim 17:1), WHERE THE RIGHT (HEB.
TZEDEK) IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. Sh'ma is
used in "Hear (Heb. sh'ma) Hashem, and be gracious to me," AS
HASHEM IS THE NAME OF ZEIR ANPIN. The masculine is also used
in "Hear, Hashem" AS HASHEM IS THE NAME OF ZEIR ANPIN, "my
son, hear (Heb. sh'ma) the instructions" (Mishlei 1:8) and "Take
heed, and hearken (Heb. sh'ma)" (Devarim 27:9).
231. "Hear (Heb. shim'ah) my prayer, Hashem" REFERS TO THE
NUKVA, which is the grade that receives all the prayers in the world.
We learned that THE NUKVA creates a diadem from the prayers and
puts in on the head of the Righteous the life of the world. This is the
meaning of the verse: "Blessings are upon the head of the
just" (Mishlei 10:6). Hence SCRIPTURE SAYS: "Hear (Heb. shim'ah)
my prayer, Hashem."

232. "Hear my prayer, Hashem" refers to the silent prayer, NAMELY
THE AMIDAH, WHICH WE WHISPER. IN CONTRAST, "And give ear to
my cry" is a prayer cried out loud. A man raises his voice AND
CRIES TO HASHEM in his trouble, as it is written: "And their cry rose
up to the Elohim" (Shemot 2:23). What is the cry MENTIONED IN THE
VERSE? It is the cry heard when one raises one's voice in prayer
and lifts up one's eyes above, as it is written: "And a shouting to the
mountains" (Yeshayah 22:5). This prayer breaks open all gates upon
which he knocks to present his prayer BEFORE HASHEM. "Keep not
silence at my tears," which enter before the King and cannot be
stopped by any gate or turned away in vain.

233. There are three grades of prayer. They are prayer, cry, and
tears, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "HEAR MY PRAYER...GIVE EAR TO MY
CRY...KEEP NOT SILENCE AT MY TEARS." These correspond to
three other grades mentioned at the end of the verse: "For I am a
stranger with you," then "a sojourner," and then "all my
fathers" (Tehilim 39:13), who were the main founders of the world. A
STRANGER CORRESPONDS TO A PRAYER, A SOJOURNER TO A
CRY, AND ALL MY FATHERS TO A TEAR.
234. Come and behold: A man's prayer is done standing up, for a
man can pray in two ways, sitting down or standing up, which two
are one, corresponding to the two grades of prayers, the hand Tfilin
and the head Tfilin, also known as day and night. THEY
CORRESPOND TO THE GRADE OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED HEAD
TFILIN OR DAY, AND TO THE GRADE OF THE NUKVA, CALLED THE
HAND TFILIN OR NIGHT, AND THEY ARE ONE IN THEIR UNION. A
prayer said sitting down, NAMELY THE PRAYERS OF "WHO HAS
FORMED THE LIGHT" BEFORE THE AMIDAH, is for the sake of the
hand Tfilin, NAMELY, FOR THE NUKVA, to fix her as one prepares a
bride and adorns her for the Chupah (marriage canopy). Thus, THE
NUKVA is decorated in the secret of the Chariots and the troops
ALLUDED TO IN THE WORDS: "Who formed ministering
messengers, ministers who all do stand aloft" and "the Ofanim
(wheels) and the holy living creatures." THESE ARE FOR THE
ADORNMENT OF THE NUKVA.
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235. After the prayer said sitting down, WHICH IS THE DECORATED
NUKVA, enters the presence of the Supreme King, ZEIR ANPIN,
NAMELY, DURING THE AMIDAH PRAYER, and he comes to receive
her, we stand before the Supernal King, BECAUSE THEN ZEIR
ANPIN IS UNITED WITH THE NUKVA. For this reason, it behooves us
not to stop between "redemption" and the prayer, as the prayer
sitting down and the prayer standing up should be joined.
236. When a man stands before the Supernal King, he needs four
cubits for his prayer. This is the length of a rope in "who forms all."
In all that pertains to the side of the male, it behooves a man to stand
up. In the same way, whoever kneels, kneels when pronouncing
'blessed', WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. Whoever stands
up does so WHEN PRONOUNCING THE WORD 'Name,' WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE MALE, to show the superiority of the male
over the female.

237. Come and behold: A man must not pray behind his Rabbi's
back, as it is written: "You shall fear Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
6:13). The particle Et before "Hashem" indicates that he should fear
his Rabbi as much as he fears the Shechinah, and the disciple fears
his Rabbi. But at the time of prayer, he should place before himself
only the fear of the Holy One, blessed be He, and not any other fear.

238. Come and behold: Yitzchak composed the afternoon prayer, as
Avraham composed the morning prayer in relation to the grade to
which he cleaved, NAMELY THE GRADE OF CHESED AND THE
RIGHT COLUMN. So Yitzchak composed the afternoon prayer in
relation to the grade to which he cleaved, THE GRADE OF GVURAH
AND THE LEFT COLUMN. Therefore, THE TIME OF the afternoon
prayer service is when the sun sets down with its grades to the west;
NAMELY, IMMEDIATELY AFTER MIDDAY.

239. As long as the sun does not set toward the west, it is day-that
is, from morning till noon-as it is written: "The kindness of El
endures for all time (lit. 'all the day')" (Tehilim 52:3). You may say
that it is considered day until dark. But come and study the verse:
"Woe to us, for the day declines, for the shadows of the evening are
lengthened" (Yirmeyah 6:4). "For the day declines" refers to the
morning service, as it is written: "The kindness (Lit. 'Chesed') of El
endures for all the day," for then the sun is to the east. Once the sun
sets and declines toward the west, it is time for the afternoon prayer,
because "the day declines, for the shadows of the evening are
lengthened," and harsh Judgment is upon the world.
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240. "The day declines" refers to the grade of Chesed, while "the
shadows of the evening are lengthened" refers to the grades of the
harsh Judgment. Then the Temple was destroyed and the Holy of
Holies burned. Therefore, it behooves a man to be careful to attend
the afternoon prayer service, because it is the time when harsh
Judgment hovers about the world.

241. Ya'akov composed the evening service, because he fixes THE
NUKVA and nourishes her with whatever she needs. For the Vav OF
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH REPRESENTS TIFERET, corrects the Hei
OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and the Hei is
nourished by the Vav, as THE NUKVA has nothing of herself. SHE
RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM TIFERET, WHICH IS THE VAV OF
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI CALLED YA'AKOV.
242. The evening service is optional for this reason, for only as a
continuation of the afternoon service does it shine. But now AT
NIGHT, there is no time for that. And we have explained that daylight
does not shine upon THE NUKVA, and she rules in the dark until
midnight, when the Holy One, blessed be He, enjoys Himself with the
righteous in the Garden of Eden. Then it is time for man to study
Torah.

243. Come and behold: David came and said, There are three times
for services, as it is written: "Evening, and morning, and at noon, I
PRAY, AND CRY ALOUD, AND HE HEARS MY VOICE" (Tehilim
55:18). There are three times in all, but David prayed at only two of
them, as is written: "I pray, and cry aloud" and no more. One is the
morning service and the other the afternoon service. Therefore he
said, "I pray, and cry aloud" because "I pray" suffices for the
morning itself, the time of Chesed, but there is need for crying aloud
during the afternoon, AS IT IS A TIME OF HARSH JUDGMENT.
Therefore he added, "And cry aloud." BUT HE DID NOT PRAY AT
THE EVENING SERVICE. At midnight, he would rise and sing chants
and praises, as it is written: "And in the night His song shall be with
me" (Tehilim 42:9). This has already been explained.

244. Rabbi Shimon rose and they traveled with that man until
Tiberias. While they were walking, Rabbi Shimon said, Come and
behold that prayers correspond to the daily offerings. This was
established by the sages of the Great Assembly. There are two
DAILY OFFERINGS, as it is written: "The one lamb shall you offer in
the morning, and the other lamb shall you offer at
evening" (Bemidbar 28:4), and they are offered at the same times
each day, the times of prayer. THEY ESTABLISHED TWO ESSENTIAL
PRAYERS, THE MORNING SERVICE AND THE AFTERNOON
SERVICE. THE EVENING SERVICE IS OPTIONAL.

245. The man said, But the patriarchs composed these prayers
before THE MEN OF THE GREAT ASSEMBLY DID, AND THEY DID
NOT ADJUST THEM TO CORRESPOND TO THE DAILY OFFERINGS.
Why is what Avraham and Yitzchak established more important?
And why is that what Ya'akov, who is chosen among the patriarchs,
composed is considered optional and not as essential as those?
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246. Rabbi Shimon responded, this has already been explained, yet
come and behold, the times for the morning and afternoon services
are designed to unite Ya'akov, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, with his fate,
THE NUKVA. Once they are united, we do not have to do anything
else. AS THE NUKVA is put between the two arms-AVRAHAM AND
YITZCHAK, WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT
COLUMNS-she is joined to the body, AS THE TORSO IS BUT THE
INCLUSION OF THE TWO ARMS, and there is no more need to
amend anything else. Thus, we should encourage the union of the
two arms BY OBSERVING MORNING AND AFTERNOON PARYER
SERVICES, because THE NUKVA was put between them. ONE
NEEDS TO DRAW ILLUMINATION INTO THE NUKVA. After she is put
between them, then the body, THE CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED
YA'AKOV, and the Nukva whisper, so as not to mention THE
ASPECT OF JUDGMENT IN HER.
247. For that reason, THE WORDS ARE WHISPERED AND HER
VOICE IS NOT HEARD, and Ya'akov serves up high. We learned the
meaning of "up high" is as written in the verse: "And you, Hashem,
are most high for evermore" (Tehilim 92:9). All this is a secret known
to those who understand Judgment NAMELY FOR THOSE VERSED
IN THE MYSTERIES OF THE TORAH. Rabbi Aba and the Jew came
and kissed the hands of Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Aba said, Until this
day, I did not understand this matter. Only now do I comprehend its
meaning. Blessed is my fate, that I deserved to hear it.

25. "And Yitzchak brought her into his mother Sarah's tent"
As Rabbi Yosi opens the discussion of this difficult verse, we learn that the images of Yitzchak and Rivkah were exactly the same as the images of
Avraham and Sarah, in both physical and spiritual terms. The rabbis then reveal the hidden meaning in the stories of the patriarchs. They, we are
told, all lived by the secret of Zeir Anpin, and thus each had four wives representing the Sfirot of Chochmah, Binah, Tiferet, and Malchut of the
Nukva of Zeir Anpin. The entire physical world of the patriarchs was designed to mirror the structure and form of the spiritual dimension, thereby
creating affinity and attachment to the Light of the Creator. Finally, we hear Rabbi Shimon's succinct explanation of the secret of holiness, and how
all mysteries are really one secret, included within the secret of the Nukva of Zeir Anpin alone.
The Relevance of this Passage
Succeeding generations of mankind are not on the same spiritual level as the patriarchs. Nevertheless, we can still create affinity and attachment to
their world and its superior spiritual structure, through the mystical words that bespeak their wonders, a privilege afforded to us through a
thoughtful reading of this passage. This attachment invokes the Light of Creator, removing darkness and iniquity from our existence.
248. "And Yitzchak brought her into his mother Sarah's
tent" (Beresheet 24:67). Rabbi Yosi said that this is a difficult verse.
It is literally written: "...to the tent, Sarah his mother," but it should
have been written 'Sarah's tent.' What is the meaning of "to the
tent"? He says that the Shechinah returned, THAT IS CALLED TENT.
THEREFORE IT SAYS 'HA'OHELAH (TO THE TENT), WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, for the Shechinah never left Sarah as long as she was
in the world. And the candle burned in the tent all the days of the
week, from Shabbat eve to Shabbat eve. After she died, the candle
was extinguished. Since Rivkah came, the Shechinah returned and
the candle burned again. "Sarah his mother" means that she
resembled Sarah in everything she did.

249. Rabbi Yehuda said, "SARAH HIS MOTHER" MEANS THAT
because the image of Yitzchak was the same as the image of
Avraham, whoever saw Yitzchak said it was Avraham. Of course,
they knew that Avraham begot Yitzchak, so the image of Rivkah was
exactly the same as the image of Sarah. For that reason it is written,
"Sarah his mother." THE IMAGES OF YITZCHAK AND RIVKAH WERE
EXACTLY THE SAME AS THE IMAGES OF AVRAHAM AND SARAH.
IT WAS APPARENT THAT AVRAHAM BEGAT YITZCHAK AND
SARAH BORE RIVKAH.
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250. Rabbi Elazar said, This EXPLANATION is exactly right, but come
and behold this secret. Although Sarah died, her image did not leave
the house. It remained unseen from the day she died until Rivkah
came. Once Rivkah came, the image of Sarah was seen again, as it is
written: "And Yitzchak brought her into his mother Sarah's tent", but
it was seen only by Yitzchak when he entered the tent. Therefore,
"Yitzchak was comforted after his mother" (Beresheet 24:67),
because his mother was seen and chanced before him in the house.
Therefore it is not written: 'After his mother's death', but rather "after
his mother", BECAUSE SHE NEVER DIED FOR YITZCHAK.

251. Rabbi Shimon then discoursed on the difference in verse that is
written of Yitzchak: "And took Rivkah, and she became his wife; and
he loved her" (Beresheet 24:67). Because it is written that "she
became his wife", we should assume that he loved her as all the
inhabitants of the world love their wives. What was different here,
that made it necessary to add, "And he loved her"?

252. HE ANSWERS, Assuredly the awakening of the love of the male
for the female is from the Left COLUMN, as it is written: "His left
hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 8:3). Darkness, THE LEFT
COLUMN, and night, THE NUKVA, are as one, because the left
always arouses love to the Nukva and holds on to her. Therefore,
although Avraham loved Sarah, it is not written of him: "And he
loved her", but only of Yitzchak, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN OF
ZEIR ANPIN. If you say, however, that it is written: "And Ya'akov
loved Rachel" (Beresheet 29:18); THOUGH HE IS NOT OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, it is because that side of Yitzchak was included within him.

253. Come and behold: When Avraham, THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, saw Sarah, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN,
he only embraced her, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND HIS RIGHT HAND
EMBRACES ME" (SHIR HASHIRIM 8:3). But Yitzchak, THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, her husband, took her and put his arm
under her head, as it is written: "His left hand is under my
head" (Ibid.). When Ya'akov, THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR
ANPIN, arrived afterward, he performed his marital duty and begot
twelve tribes. All is as it should be.
254. Come and behold: The patriarchs all lived by one secret,
NAMELY THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, they each had
four wives REPRESENTING CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT OF THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. Avraham also had four
wives-Sarah, Hagar, and two concubines-as it is written: "But to the
sons of the concubines, which Avraham had" (Beresheet 25:6). IT IS
WRITTEN concubines, WHICH MEANS two, AND TOGETHER WITH
SARAH AND HAGAR, there were four.
255. Yitzchak also had four WIVES, all contained within Rivkah, as it
is written: "And took Rivkah", which is one, "and she became his
wife," which is two; "and he loved her," which is three "and Yitzchak
was comforted after his mother," which is four. Correspondingly
Ya'akov had four wives, and all of them, THE TWELVE WIVES, are
one secret, NAMELY THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN ALONE, WHO
CONTAINED ALL TWELVE ASPECTS.
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256. Rabbi Chiya said that Avraham and Yitzchak each performed
their marital duties with one wife on the side of holiness, BECAUSE
HAGAR AND THE CONCUBINES WERE NOT OF HOLINESS.
Avraham did so with Sarah, and Yitzchak with Rivkah. In
comparison, Ya'akov had four wives, two each REPRESENTING THE
HOLY AND THE NOT HOLY. LEAH AND RACHEL REPRESENTED
HOLINESS, BILHAH AND ZILPHAH REPRESENTED THE NOT HOLY
THAT HE CHANGED TO HOLY. Rabbi Shimon said that these matters
have reached their proper place IN HOLINESS. EVEN HAGAR AND
THE CONCUBINES WERE PART OF THE SECRET OF HOLINESS, AS
RABBI SHIMON EXPLAINS THAT THE TWELVE WOMEN WERE BUT
TWELVE ASPECTS OF THE NUKVA. For everything is done in the
secret of holiness, and all is one secret; NAMELY, ALL OF THEM
ARE INCLUDED WITHIN THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN ALONE.

26. "Then again Avraham took a wife"
Here we learn that Kturah, Avraham's wife, was really Hagar, who had atoned for her transgressions and had taken a new name reflecting this
atonement. The rest of the discussion focuses on the meaning of Avraham's bequest to Yitzchak of "all that he had." We're told that the two
patriarchs should be included one within the other, since they represent the Right and Left Columns in the secret of supernal faith, which is Binah.
The Relevance of this Passage
Man is endowed with three unique forces of intelligence-the desire to receive, the desire to share, and the free will to choose and manage between
the two. Desire to Share is termed 'Right Column' by the Zohar. Avraham is the embodiment of Right Column and its particular sharing intelligence.
Desire to Receive is termed 'Left Column', and 'Yitzchak' is the vessel that expresses its energy of receiving. The absence of either Column creates
an extreme imbalance. Thus, sharing without receiving quickly depletes our resources. If we pour water from a glass to share with others without
replenishment, the glass will soon be empty. And receiving without sharing is like casting a dehydrated man into the middle of the sea. Though he is
in desperate need of water, the overabundance eventually drowns him. Reading this section has a stabilizing effect on our spirituality and on the
decisions we make. Intuitively, our choices begin to strike a delicate balance between knowing when to share and when to receive.
257. "Then again Avraham took a wife, and her name was
Kturah" (Beresheet 25:1). Kturah is Hagar, for we learned that after
Hagar separated from Avraham and whored after her father's idols,
she repented and was associated with good deeds. For that reason,
her name was changed to Kturah, which alludes to her good deeds,
FOR KTURAH MEANS CONNECTED. Then Avraham sent and took
her for a wife. From this, it is understood that changing a name
atones for transgressions, because her name was changed TO
KTURAH AFTER SHE ATONED FOR HER SINS.

258. In the phrase: "Then again Avraham", what is meant by "again
(lit. 'he added')"? If you say that Avraham took another wife in
addition to Sarah, this is not so. Rather, in the days of Sarah he had
already mated once with Hagar and then drove her away because of
the deeds of Yishmael, WHO MOCKED YITZCHAK. The word "again"
MEANS that he TOOK her again, a second time, because she atoned
for her evil deeds. As a result, her name was changed AND SHE
WAS CALLED KTURAH.

259. Come and behold: Rabbi Elazar said about the verse: "And
Yitzchak brought her into his mother Sarah's tent" (Beresheet 24:67)
that the image of Sarah was revealed WITH RIVKAH'S ARRIVAL, and
Yitzchak was comforted by the image of his mother, which he saw
every day. Although Avraham married, he did not enter Sarah's
house, nor did he allow that woman to enter, because a handmaid
cannot be heir to her mistress. No other woman was seen in Sarah's
tent except for Rivkah.
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260. And although Avraham knew that Sarah's image was revealed
there, he left the tent to Yitzchak, so he could see the image of his
mother daily. Yitzchak, not Avraham, SAW HER IMAGE. This is the
meaning of the verse: "And Avraham gave all that he had to
Yitzchak" (Beresheet 25:5). "All that he had" alludes precisely to the
image of Sarah that was inside the tent, FOR HE GAVE IT TO
YITZCHAK TO LOOK AT HER.

261. Another explanation of the verse: "And Avraham gave all that
he had to Yitzchak," IS THAT HE GAVE HIM the secret of the
supernal faith, WHICH IS BINAH, so that Yitzchak would be attached
to his appropriate grade. IF HE HAD NOT GIVEN HIM THE SECRET
OF BINAH, HE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO CLEAVE TO THE
LEFT COLUMN. Come and behold: Fire, WHICH IS LEFT, is here
included within water, WHICH IS RIGHT. Assuredly fire took water,
AS LEFT INCLUDED RIGHT WITHIN IT. This is understood from the
verse: "And Avraham gave all that he had to Yitzchak." This is water
included within fire, AS AVRAHAM, WHO IS THE SECRET OF
WATER, GAVE HIS ASPECT TO YITZCHAK, THE SECRET OF FIRE.
At first, fire was included within water. When was that? When
Avraham bound Yitzchak to execute judgement upon him, NAMELY
TO SACRIFICE HIM. Then, fire was included within water. Now, water
is included within fire, so that all will be in the secret of the supernal
faith, WHICH IS BINAH. FOR THE TWO COLUMNS-RIGHT AND LEFTIN BINAH WERE INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER, THEN THEY
REACHED PERFECTION. THEREFORE, BOTH AVRAHAM AND
YITZCHAK, WHO ARE DRAWN FROM THE TWO COLUMNS IN
BINAH, SHOULD ALSO BE INCLUDED WITHIN ONE ANOTHER.
FIRST, THE LEFT WAS INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT AT THE TIME
OF SACRIFICE. AND NOW, WHEN AVRAHAM GAVE ALL HE HAD TO
YITZCHAK, THE RIGHT WAS INCLUDED WITHIN THE LEFT.

27. "But to the sons of the concubines...Avraham gave gifts"
This very brief passage discusses questions relating to the concubines of Avraham. Rabbi Chiya maintains that the term does not allude to Kturah,
one of Avraham's wives, but there is no unanimous agreement. In section 26 of the Zohar, we're told that Avraham gave "all that he had" to his son
Yitzchak. Here it is said that Avraham now "gave gifts" to the "sons of the concubines." It is speculated that these sons then went on to become
great sorcerers and mystics living "in the east."
The Relevance of this Passage
This seemingly simple section of Zohar sheds light on the origins of spiritual disciplines found in the Far East. The Zohar tells us that Avraham gave
everything he had to his son Yitzchak. Thereafter, the patriarch gave gifts to the sons of his concubines and sent them to live "in the east." Clearly,
the Zohar is not referring to material items, for if Avraham gave away all his physical possessions to his son Yitzchak, there would be nothing left to
give to the sons of his concubines. A candle flame provides an analogy: One candle can share its flame and light with countless others, without ever
diminishing itself. The Zohar is referring to the light of wisdom when speaking of Abraham's possessions and gifts. The term "all that he had"
pertains to the complete wisdom of Kabbalah, also known as the Three Column System. These Three Columns are the pillars of all spiritual wisdom.
The "gifts" given to the sons of the concubines refer to other spiritual teachings that offered their own unique pathway to the Light of the Creator,
described accordingly as One and Two Column spiritual systems. The sons of the concubines, we're told, were sent by Avraham to live "in the east"
where, to this day, there exist spiritual doctrines that exemplify the Two Column system--such as the Ying/Yang principle of Taoist cosmology. A
connection can be made between the name Avraham--or Abraham--and the Eastern religious concept of Brahman, which refers to the absolute
reality or Self, as explained in the Hindu Upanishads. The words of wisdom portrayed in this passage strengthen our bond to the original seed of
spiritual wisdom-Kabbalah-and its Three Column System of desire to share, desire to receive, and free will to choose and balance between the two.
The wisdom to use our free will in a spiritually correct manner is instilled within us.
262. "But to the sons of the concubines, which Avraham had,
Avraham gave gifts" (Beresheet 25:6). HE ASKS, What are these
gifts? AND HE ANSWERS, These are all kinds of lower
UNBALANCED grades OF UNHOLINESS, names of all sorts of
impure spirits. HE GAVE THEM to perfect the grades, SO THAT THEY
WOULD PURIFY THEM AND PERFECT THE GRADES OF HOLINESS.
And Yitzchak was elevated above them all in the proper supernal
faith, WHICH IS BINAH.
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263. "The sons of the concubines" are the children of Kturah, WHO
IS CALLED CONCUBINES because she was a concubine before
AVRAHAM SENT HER AWAY and was a concubine now THAT HE
TOOK HER BACK AGAIN. Rabbi Chiya said that this alludes to actual
concubines AND IN NO WAY DOES IT ALLUDE TO KTURAH. "And
sent them away from his son, Yitzchak" (Ibid.), so that they would
not have control over Yitzchak "while he yet lived", while Avraham
was alive and well in this world. This way, they would not quarrel
with him later, and Yitzchak would be strengthened and subjugate
everyone before him. "Eastward, to the east country," (Ibid.) because
one finds there all kinds of witchcraft.

264. Come and behold: It is written, "And Solomon's wisdom
excelled the wisdom of all the children of the east country" (I
Melachim 5:10). These are the sons of the concubines of Avraham. It
was said that those who teach sorcery to men are found in these
east mountains. And from the east country came Lavan, Beor, his
son Bila'am and all the sorcerers, as has already been explained.

28. "Who gave Ya'akov for a spoil"
Here the rabbis discuss the above verse and its various, intricate meanings, which relate both to the time of the Exile and the time of the
Resurrection, when The Creator will rebuild the Temple. We learn that these stories are all really metaphors for the spiritual work of unification,
which is always here and now.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Torah and Zohar are not books of recorded history or mystical fables of antiquity. Rather, both are links to the upper world which connect man
to the fountainhead and primal source of spiritual Light. Each passage offers a particular blend of energy that can be put to use in the present
moment. Here, the spiritual influence to hasten the final Redemption, quicken the Resurrection, and accelerate the process of rebuilding the Temple,
is summoned forth through the letters forming these verses. All three happenings will occur both individually and globally. Thus, every individual
has his own "rock" in the Temple, which becomes manifest through personal acts of spiritual elevation.
265. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened with the verse, "Who gave Ya'akov for
a spoil, and Yisrael to the robbers? Did not Hashem..." (Yeshayah
42:24). Come and behold: From the time the Temple was destroyed,
no blessings hovered about the world. They stopped, as if detained
above IN THE UPPER WORLDS and below IN THE LOWER WORLDS.
All these lower grades were strengthened and ruled over Yisrael,
because Yisrael had brought it about by their transgression. THIS
ABSENCE OF BLESSINGS IN THE UPPER WORLDS OCCURRED
BECAUSE THE LOWER ONES WERE NOT WORTHY OF RECEIVING
THEM, AND ALL THE ABUNDANCE THAT THEY SHOULD HAVE
GIVEN TO THE LOWER WORLDS WAS WITHHELD, FOR THERE
WAS NO ONE TO GIVE TO.
266. This verse contains a contradiction. It is written: "Who gave
Ya'akov for a spoil, AND YISRAEL TO THE ROBBERS? DID NOT
HASHEM, HE AGAINST WHOM WE HAVE SINNED." After it said,
"Who gave Ya'akov for a spoil, and Yisrael", why does it continue
with "we have sinned"? It should have said, 'They sinned'; NAMELY,
IT SHOULD HAVE USED THE THIRD PERSON AND NOT SPOKEN AS
IF THEY WERE TALKING FOR THEMSELVES. Since it said, "We have
sinned," NAMELY THEY REFER TO THEMSELVES, why does it
continue with, "They would not walk" IN WHICH HE USES THE
THIRD PERSON AGAIN, instead of saying, 'We would not walk', AS
IF THEY WERE SPEAKING FOR THEMSELVES.
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267. HE ANSWERS THAT when the Temple was destroyed, the Holy
of Holies burned and the people were exiled. The Shechinah wanted
to move from Her place and go into exile with them. THE
SHECHINAH said, I will first go and see my house and palace and
visit the places of the priests and the Levites, who worshipped in my
house.

268. Rabbi Elazar said that at the same time, the congregation of
Yisrael, THE SHECHINAH, looked up and saw that Her husband,
ZEIR ANPIN, had left Her and ascended up high. She went down,
entered the Temple, and looked at places. SHE WEPT and the sound
was heard up above IN HEAVEN and below ON EARTH. This is the
meaning of the verse: "A voice was heard up high, lamentation, and
bitter weeping; Rachel weeping for her children" (Yirmeyah 31:14).
This has been explained.

269. When She went into exile, She looked at the people and saw
how they were pushed and trampled under the feet of other nations
in exile. Then She said, "Who gave Ya'akov for a spoil..." And
YISRAEL responded, "Did not Hashem, He against whom we have
sinned." IN THIS IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT HE SPEAKS FOR
HIMSELF. The Shechinah asked, "And in whose ways they would not
walk, and to whose Torah they were not obedient?" (Yeshayah
42:24) THUS, THE QUESTION OF WHY IT IS WRITTEN IN THE THIRD
PERSON IS AGAIN SETTLED.
270. When the Holy One, blessed be He, visits His people, the
Congregation of Yisrael, TO TAKE THEM OUT OF EXILE, THE
SHECHINAH will return first and go to the Temple, because the
Temple will be built before THE GATHERING OF THE EXILES,
WHERE THE DWELLING OF THE SHECHINAH RESTS. THEREFORE,
THE SHECHINAH IS ALSO ANXIOUS TO GET OUT OF EXILE. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, said to Her, "Rise from the dust." But the
Shechinah responded, Whither do I go? My house is destroyed and
my palace is burned. This will continue until the Holy One, blessed
be He, will first rebuild the Temple, fix the palace, and establish the
city of Jerusalem. Only then does He raise THE SHECHINAH from
the dust, as it is written: "Hashem builds Jerusalem" (Tehilim 147:2).
Then "He gathers together the outcasts of Yisrael" (Ibid.) and tells
Her, "Shake yourself from the dust; arise, and sit down, O
Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 42:2). Then He gathers the exiles of Yisrael.
Thus it first says: "Hashem builds Jerusalem" and then "He gathers
together the outcasts of Yisrael." Then: "He heals the brokenhearted,
and binds up their wounds" (Tehilim 147:3), which refers to the
resurrection of the dead. And it is written: "And I will put my spirit
within you, and cause you to follow my statutes, and you shall keep
my judgments, and do them" (Yechezkel 36:27).
Blessed is Hashem for ever. Amen, amen.
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1. "And these are the generations of Yitzchak"
Rabbi Chiya leads us to an understanding of the relationship between The Creator and the Torah. We learn how the world is maintained by Torah
study, and why it is man's supreme duty to continue this study. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda explain the significance of the forms of blessing
from Avraham to Yitzchak to Ya'akov, in whom all that has come before is manifested. We learn that true servants of The Creator are not only those
from Yisrael, but anyone anywhere who studies the Torah.
The Relevance of this Passage
"The study of Torah" does not refer to a cerebral, academic approach to thousands of words on parchment. Through the eyes of the Kabbalists, the
Torah is understood as the medium through which the energy of The Creator is expressed in our physical dimension of existence. The sinewy
parchment, the coal black ink, and the primordial letters are all intricate components of a divine communication instrument serving one express
purpose: to help willing students uproot all their character flaws, in order to attain similarity of nature and thus, closeness to the Light of The
Creator. That said, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya'akov signify the Right, Left, and Central Column forces--that is, the desire to share, the desire to
receive, and the free will to choose between and balance the two.
Ya'akov also corresponds to the Sfirah of Yesod, the gateway through which all the Light of the supernal realms enters our world. Essentially, the
purpose of this passage is to ignite the primordial Light of the Torah. As we meditate upon the words, the emitted Light refines our imperfections.
The strength of the patriarchs, and especially The Central Column Force of Ya'akov, enhances our ability to resist and triumph over our reactive, selfindulgent drives. Finally, the Light accumulated through our interaction with the Zohar shines universally, helping to awaken the world to the
internal truths of the Torah and all that the Light of The Creator can offer us.
1. "And these are the generations of Yitzchak..." (Beresheet 25:19).
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "Who can utter
the mighty acts of Hashem? Who can declare all His
praise?" (Tehilim 106:2). Come and behold: when the Holy One,
blessed be He, wished to create the world, He did so according to
the Torah. And every act that the Holy One, blessed be He, used to
create the world was done according to the Torah. This is the
meaning of: "then I was by him, as a nursling: and I was daily his
delight" (Mishlei 8:30). Do not pronounce it as "a nursling," (Heb.
amon) but rather 'a craftsman' (Heb. oman), BECAUSE IT WAS A
TOOL FOR HIS CRAFT.

2. When He wanted to create man, the Torah said to him: 'If man is
created, he will sin, and you will punish him. Would not Your
handwork then be in vain? After all, he will not be able to endure the
punishment.' The Holy One, blessed be He, replied: 'I created
repentance before I created the world. IF HE WILL SIN, HE WILL BE
ABLE TO REPENT AND BE FORGIVEN.' When the Holy One, blessed
be He, created the world and created Adam, He said to it: 'World,
world, you and your nature are based solely upon the Torah, and for
that reason I created man in you, to be occupied with the study of
the Torah. And if he does not STUDY THE TORAH, I will return you to
chaos. Everything is for man.' This is the meaning of the verse: "I
have made the earth, and created man upon it" (Yeshayah 45:12).
The Torah proclaims to men to be occupied with and endeavor in the
study of the Torah, but no one lends an ear.
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3. Come and behold: whoever studies the Torah sustains the world
and properly sustains every act in the world. There is no part within
man that does not have a counterpart creature in the world. Just as
the body of man is composed of levels of parts that act together to
form a unified body, so is the world. All the creatures in the world
are hierarchical parts that act on and react with each other, so they
will actually be as one body. Everything, WHETHER IT BE MAN OR
THE WORLD, resembles the Torah, because the Torah is made of
different parts and sections that support each other. When they are
all correct, they will become as one body. When David looked at this
work, he said: "Hashem, how manifold are your works! In wisdom
You have made them all: the earth is full of Your creatures" (Tehilim
104:24).

4. The Torah contains supernal, sealed mysteries, that man cannot
grasp; it contains all supernal matters--those revealed and those not
revealed. BECAUSE OF THEIR DEPTH, THEY ARE REVEALED TO
THE SCHOLAR, BUT DISAPPEAR IMMEDIATELY ONLY TO BE
REVEALED IN THE NEXT INSTANT AND DISAPPEAR AGAIN. AND
SO IT CONTINUES FOR THOSE WHO STUDY THEM. The Torah
contains all the matters above IN THE SUPERNAL WORLDS and
below. Everything in this world and everything in the world to come
is in the Torah, but there is no one to observe and understand them.
Thus, it is written, "Who can utter the mighty acts of Hashem? Who
can declare all His praise?" (Tehilim 106:2).

5. Come and behold: when Solomon unsuccessfully tried to
understand the words and subtleties of the Torah, he said: "I said, 'I
will be wise'; but it was far from me" (Kohelet 7:23). David said:
"Open my eyes that I may behold wondrous things out of Your
Torah" (Tehilim 119:18). Come and behold: it is written of Solomon
that he "spoke 3,000 proverbs, and his poems were a 1,005" (I
Melachim 5:12). This is because there were 5,000 interpretations of
each proverb he told. If this is true of the words of Solomon, who
was flesh and blood, how many proverbs, chants, praises,
mysteries, and wise thoughts are contained in the words of the
Torah, as spoken by the Holy One, blessed be He? Therefore, it is
written: "Who can utter the mighty acts of Hashem."
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6. Come and behold: it is written, "Now these are the generations of
Yishmael" (Beresheet 25:12), and they are twelve princes. Then it is
written: "And these are the generations of Yitzchak" (Ibid. 19). Is it
possible that because it is written that Yishmael sired twelve princes
and Yitzchak sired two, he (Yishmael) is more RIGHTEOUS THAN
YITZCHAK? It is therefore written: "Who can utter the mighty (Heb.
gvurot) acts of Hashem." This refers to Yitzchak--AS YITZCHAK IS
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN--for Yitzchak sired Ya'akov, who alone is
more important than all of them, for he fathered the twelve tribes,
and sustained the upper and the lower, while Yitzchak supported the
higher in supernal holiness and Yishmael only below. Therefore the
verse, "Who can utter the mighty acts of Hashem," REFERS TO
YITZCHAK, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. The words, "declare all His
praises," refers to Ya'akov, BECAUSE YA'AKOV, REPRESENTING
EXISTENCE BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW, CONTAINS ALL HIS
PRAISES. When the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, connects with the moon,
NUKVA, many stars shine from them. THEY ARE THE TWELVE
TRIBES OF YAH, LIKENED TO THE STARS IN YOSEF'S DREAM.

7. "And these are the generations of Yitzchak, Avraham's son."
Rabbi Yosi asks: What has changed? It did not say, "Avraham's son"
previously. For although it is written, "Elohim blessed his son
Yitzchak," (Beresheet 25:11) Avraham is now dead; THAT IS, HE
BLESSED AND RAISED THE LEVEL OF YITZCHAK, WHICH IS
GVURAH, AFTER THE DEATH OF AVRAHAM. THUS, the image of
Avraham was upon Yitzchak and stayed with him--WHICH MEANS
THAT THE QUALITY OF AVRAHAM, WHICH IS CHESED, REMAINED
WITHIN YITZCHAK--so that whoever saw Yitzchak said: "...this is
surely Avraham," and pronounced that Avraham begat Yitzchak-WHO WAS INCLUDED IN AND CLOTHED WITH THE QUALITY OF
AVRAHAM, WHICH IS CHESED. THEREFORE, THE SCRIPTURE
HERE SPECIFICALLY READS, "AVRAHAM'S SON," AS WELL AS,
"AVRAHAM BEGOT YITZCHAK."
8. Rabbi Yitzchak rose one night to study Torah, while Rabbi
Yehuda, who was in the city of Caesarea, also rose at the same hour
TO STUDY TORAH. Rabbi Yehuda said: I will walk to Rabbi Yitzchak
and study Torah together with him. He went with his son, Chizkiyah,
who was then a boy. When he approached the door, he heard Rabbi
Yitzchak say, "And it came to pass after the death of Avraham, that
Elohim blessed his son Yitzchak; and Yitzchak dwelt by Be'er Lachai
Ro'i" (Beresheet 25:11). HE THEN ASKS A DIFFICULT QUESTION: In
this verse, the beginning does not fit the end and the end does not fit
the beginning; IT BEGINS WITH THE DEATH OF AVRAHAM AND
ENDS WITH THE BLESSING OF YITZCHAK, AND THERE IS NO
CONNECTION BETWEEN THESE EVENTS. HE THEN POSED
ANOTHER DIFFICULT QUESTION: Why this change? Why should the
Holy One, blessed be He, bless Yitzchak AND NOT AVRAHAM? HE
ANSWERS: Since Avraham did not bless Yitzchak, HASHEM
BLESSED HIM AFTER HE DIED. THIS IS THE CONNECTION
BETWEEN THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE VERSE: "AND IT
CAME TO PASS..." HE ASKS: Why did Avraham not bless him? AND
HE REPLIED: So that Esav, HIS SON, would not be blessed with him-THAT IS, SO THAT ESAV WOULD NOT DRAW DOWN THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT AS IS HIS UNHOLY WONT. Therefore
these blessings passed to the Holy One, blessed be He, AND THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BLESSED YITZCHAK. Of the verse,
"and Yitzchak dwelt at Be'er Lachai Ro'i," HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of "Lachai Ro'I," AND ANSWERS that he was united with
the Shechinah, as the Aramaic translation reads, "the well where the
angel of the covenant was seen." THIS IS THE WELL, NAMELY, THE
SHECHINAH, UPON WHICH THE ANGEL OF THE COVENANT,
YESOD, WAS SEEN. Therefore He blessed him. BY THIS WE MAY
UNDERSTAND THE CONNECTION OF THE THREE PARTS OF THIS
VERSE: "AND IT CAME TO PASS AFTER THE DEATH OF
AVRAHAM," WHO DID NOT BLESS YITZCHAK, "THAT ELOHIM
BLESSED HIS SON YITZCHAK." WHY DID HE BLESS HIM?
BECAUSE "YITZCHAK DWELT AT BE'ER LACHAI RO'I," FOR HE
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JOINED THE SHECHINAH.
9. In the meantime, Rabbi Yehuda knocked on the door, entered, and
joined him. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Now the Shechinah is with us.
Rabbi Yehuda said that this explanation concerning "Be'er Lachai
Ro'i" is good, but there is more to be understood from the words.
ONE SHOULD UNDERSTAND YOUR INTERPRETATION FROM THE
WORDS THEMSELVES. He began with the verse: "a fountain of
gardens, a well of living waters, and streams from Levanon" (Shir
Hashirim 4:15). This verse was already explained: "a fountain of
gardens" is Avraham; "a well of living waters" is Yitzchak; and
"streams from the Levanon" is Ya'akov. HE EXPLAINED THAT "a
well of living waters" is Yitzchak, as it is written: "and Yitzchak dwelt
at Be'er Lachai Ro'i" (lit. 'a well of living and seeing'). What is 'a
well'? It is the Shechinah, while 'living' is he who is the Life of the
Worlds, namely, the Righteous--YESOD who is the Life of the
Worlds--and they are not to be separated. He lives in both worlds-he
lives above, in the higher world, NAMELY BINAH, and he lives in the
lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The lower world lives and shines
from his strength.

10. Come and behold: the moon, NUKVA, shines only when she sees
the sun, ZEIR ANPIN. When she sees him, she shines. Therefore this
is called 'Be'er Lachai Ro'i,' for assuredly then she shines and
stands filled with living water, "Lachai Ro'i," 'living and seeing', so
as to be filled and illuminated by that which lives, YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, AS MENTIONED.

11. Come and behold: it is written, "And Bnayahu the son of
Yehoyada, the son of a valiant (lit. 'living') man" (II Shmuel 23:20).
This means that he was righteous and illuminated his generation as
the living one above, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, illuminates the world,
NUKVA. Thus, the well, WHICH IS NUKVA, constantly looks to the
living one, WHO IS YESOD, in order to be illuminated.
"And Yitzchak dwelt by Be'er Lachai Ro'i." It is written, "When he
took Rivkah," FOR THE WELL IS THE SECRET OF RIVKAH, NAMELY
THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, and as he united with her, IT
REPRESENTED the joining of darkness and night, as it is written:
"his left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6) Come and
behold: Yitzchak was in Kiryat Arba after Avraham died. HE ASKS:
What about the verse that reads, "And Yitzchak dwelt by Be'er
Lachai Ro'i?" THE RESPONSE IS THAT THIS DOES NOT
NECESSARILY INDICATE HIS ABODE, BUT RATHER THE NAME OF
THE NUKVA with which he joined and was united in that well, to stir
up love, as we said.
12. Rabbi Yitzchak began the discussion with the verse: "The sun
also rises and the sun goes down and hastens to its place where it
rises again" (Kohelet 1:5). "The sun also rises," refers to the sun,
ZEIR ANPIN, which shines on the moon, THE NUKVA. For when the
sun is seen by her, she shines, AND THE SUN illuminates and shines
from the supreme place that is above it, WHICH IS BINAH, from
where IT RECEIVES HIS ILLUMINATION, AND it always rises. "And
the sun goes down," means that when it comes to mate with the
moon, NUKVA, it "goes towards the south," (Ibid. 6) which is the
Right COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, and there reposes its strength. THIS
MEANS THAT ITS MAIN ILLUMINATION IS IN THE RIGHT, WHICH IS
CHASSADIM, because its strength is in the right. As a result, all the
strength of a man's body is in the right side, from which stems the
strength of the body. Later IT READS, "and veers to the north," and
shines upon this side, NAMELY, THE SOUTH, and shines upon that
side, NAMELY, THE NORTH. "Round and round goes the
wind" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Why is it first written, "sun," and now IT IS
CALLED "wind." HE RESPONDED THAT all is one secret, BECAUSE
ZEIR ANPIN IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE LIGHT OF THE WIND,
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AND IS CALLED 'SUN'. And all this happens--"ROUND AND ROUND
GOES THE WIND"--so that the moon will illuminate by its light and
the two will join.

13. Come and behold: when Avraham came into the world, he
embraced the moon and brought her near. When Yitzchak came, he
took her and held her and drew her lovingly, as it is written: "his left
hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6). When Ya'akov came, he
united the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, with the moon, THE NUKVA, and THE
NUKVA shone. So Ya'akov became whole in every aspect, and the
moon shone, and was perfected by the twelve tribes.

14. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Behold,
bless Hashem, all you servants of Hashem..." (Tehilim 134:1). This
verse was explained, yet come and behold: it is written, "Behold,
bless Hashem." Who are those worthy of blessing the Holy One,
blessed be He? THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "all you servants of
Hashem." Although anyone from Yisrael is worthy of blessing the
Holy One, blessed be He, NEVERTHELESS, who gives the blessings
for the sake of the supernal and lower beings? THE SCRIPTURE
SAYS, "all you servants of Hashem," yet not everyone. Whose
blessing is considered a blessing? THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, THOSE
"who stand by night in the house of Hashem" (Ibid.); those who
wake up at midnight to study Torah. These are those "who stand by
night in the house of Hashem." ACCORDING TO THE SCRIPTURE,
THEY MUST BE BOTH THE SERVANTS OF HASHEM AND ALSO
RISE AT MIDNIGHT. For then the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to
delight with the righteous in the Garden of Eden. And we are here
awakened by the words of the Torah. Let us discuss Yitzchak, for we
are on his level.

2. "And Yitzchak was forty years old"
We learn that Rivkah, because she was "like the lily among thorns", countervails the harsh judgments of Avraham and Yitzchak. Next, Rabbi
Yitzchak teaches the inner meaning of the marriage of Yitzchak to Rivkah: how she represents his opposite, and how their union provides the
balance that sweetens the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
"Thorns" signify the severe judgments that appear in our world. The "lily" represents the tenderness and beauty of life. Yitzchak [thorns] and Rivkah
[the lily] are the vessels through which these spiritual forces are established. The key to any fulfilling relationship lies in a delicate balance between
both qualities. A husband and wife bring their own particular attributes to a marriage. By harnessing the forces of Yitzchak and Rivkah, we create
greater balance in all our human interactions, and particularly in our marital ties.
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15. THE SCRIPTURE READS: "and Yitzchak was forty years old
when he took Rivkah for a wife" (Beresheet 25:20). Why is Yitzchak's
age given here? Why does it say he was forty years old when he
married Rivkah? HE BEGAN HIS ANSWER BY SAYING THAT
Yitzchak was included within north and south, which are fire and
water, and was then forty years old when he took Rivkah. Further,
the text, "As the appearance of the bow," (Yechezkel 1:28) means
THAT RIVKAH HAD "THE APPEARANCE OF THE RAINBOW," WHICH
IS green, white, and red, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF NUKVA. She (the Nukva) was three years old when he
seized it, when he took Rivkah, THAT IS, MARRIED HER. And he
sired a son when he was sixty, WHICH WAS AFTER ATTAINING THE
SIX SFIROT--CHESED TO YESOD--so that he would properly sire
Ya'akov who, as the issue of a man of sixty years, held on to all THE
SIX SFIROT and became a whole man.

16. Why are we told: "The daughter of Betu'el the Arammian of
Paddan-aram, the sister to Lavan the Arammian?" Why should we
care to know all this--it had already been written, "And Betu'el sired
Rivkah," (Beresheet 22:23) and now she is described as "of Paddanaram, the sister to Lavan the Arammian." HE ANSWERS THAT IT IS
to teach us that ALTHOUGH she was born among the misled, she did
not follow their ways. Therefore it is written that she was the
daughter of Betu'el, of Paddan-aram, and the sister of Lavan, who
were all wicked and evil doers; but she did good deeds and did not
behave as they did.

17. Now we should study this further. If Rivkah was twenty years old,
or at least thirteen, it would be considered praiseworthy that she did
not do as they did. But since she was only three years old, how can
she be praised for her actions? Rabbi Yehuda replied that although
she was only three years old, she can be judged by how she
behaved toward the servant. THIS MUST MEAN THAT SHE HAD THE
WISDOM OF A TWENTY YEAR OLD, AND THEREFORE SHE MAY BE
PRAISED FOR NOT LEARNING FROM WHAT THEY DID.

18. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Though she acted WISELY TOWARD THE
SERVANT, I do not yet know if her behavior was right or not. Come
and behold: it is written, "Like the lily among thorns, so is my love
among the daughters" (Shir Hashirim 2:2). The lily is the
congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN,
which is among the legions as a lily among the thorns. The hidden
meaning is that Yitzchak came from the side of Avraham, supernal
Chesed, who is kind to all creatures. And although he represented
Severe Judgment, HE NEVERTHELESS DRAWS CHESED FROM
AVRAHAM. Rivkah also came from the side of Harsh Judgment OF
BETU'EL AND LAVAN. Although she was herself of Weak Judgment,
IN THE SECRET OF THE REDNESS OF THE LILY, and a thread of
Chesed was attached to her, IN THE SECRET OF THE WHITENESS
OF THE LILY, nevertheless she came from Severe Judgment. Thus,
because Yitzchak was severe in his judgment and Rivkah was softer
in her Judgment, she was as a lily among the thorns. AND IF THE
NUKVA were not of Weak Judgment, the world would not have been
able to bear the Harsh Judgment of Yitzchak. In this manner, the
Holy One, blessed be He, joins couples in the world--the severe with
the weak. THUS YITZCHAK WAS OF SEVERE JUDGMENT AND
RIVKAH OF SOFT JUDGMENT, so as to balance everything. THEY
WOULD BE ABLE TO RECEIVE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH,
and the world would be sweetened.
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3. "And Yitzchak entreated..."
We are instructed in the prayer and spiritual actions practiced by Yitzchak in order for the child Ya'akov to be born. We see also how The Creator
responded to Yitzchak's entreaties. This discussion enlightens us about the structure of prayer, and of how the prayers of the righteous allow the
prayers of less good men to be heard. Next, the puzzling fact that Yitzchak loved Esav more than Ya'akov is explained in terms of its spiritual
significance: the son of Avraham represents Left Column Energy, which expresses judgment. Esav, we're told, denotes this same negative force,
which is an indication that Yitzchak has not yet learned to modify and balance the severity of his own judgment.
The Relevance of this Passage
This powerful passage influences many areas of life, including the miracle of childbirth.
Though our own prayers might not have wings to ascend to the highest worlds, we can still contact the Upper Realms through the updraft created
by the prayers of the righteous. Finally, the text points out that our tendency is to welcome and embrace people into our lives whose nature is
similar to our own. In contrast, we're quick to pass judgment and distance ourselves from those who differ from us. This negative predisposition is
weakened and abated so that we can live according to the principle, "Love thy neighbor as thyself."
19. Rabbi Yehuda continued with the verse: "And Yitzchak entreated
Hashem for his wife" (Beresheet 25:21). HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of "entreated?" AND HE REPLIED that he offered a sacrifice
and prayed for her. What offering did he sacrifice? A burnt offering.
IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT "ENTREATED" INDICATES THAT HE
SACRIFICED by studying the verses "and Hashem was entreated of
him" (Ibid.), and "So Hashem was entreated for the land" (II Shmuel
24:25). There it means that a sacrifice has been offered, SO here too
it means, a sacrifice has been offered.
It is written: "And Yitzchak entreated," "and Hashem was entreated."
IF "ENTREATED" INDICATE A SACRIFICE, WHAT IS THE MEANING
OF, "AND HASHEM WAS ENTREATED"? HE REPLIED THAT THIS
TOO REFERS TO AN OFFERING, a celestial fire that came to meet
the lower fire. FOR TWO FIRES ARE NEEDED TO CONSUME THE
OFFERING, THE FIRE OF A HOLY MAN AND THE FIRE OF A
LAYMAN. THEREFORE "YITZCHAK ENTREATED," WHICH REFERS
TO THE LOWER FIRE, AND "HASHEM WAS ENTREATED," WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE UPPER FIRE.
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20. Another explanation for, "And Yitzchak entreated," is that by his
prayer he hollowed out a passage that reached above to Mazal that
bestows children. It is upon that place--IN MAZAL, WHICH IS THE
DIKNA OF ARICH ANPIN--that giving birth to children depends, as it
is written, "and she prayed to (lit. 'above') Hashem," (I Shmuel 1:10)
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. "...ABOVE HASHEM..." REFERS TO DIKNA
OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH ENCIRCLES ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
'MAZAL'. Then, "Hashem was entreated of him." Do not pronounce it
"entreated," (Heb. vaye'ater) but "hollowed out" (Heb. vayechater).
For the Holy One, blessed be He, cleared the way and accepted the
prayer. Then, "Rivkah his wife conceived."
21. Come and behold: Yitzchak was with his wife for twenty years,
but she did not give birth until he had said his prayer This is
because the Holy One, blessed be He, desires the prayer of the
righteous, when they ask Him in prayer for their needs. Why?
Because the anointing oil will be increased by the prayer of the
righteous for all those in need of it. FOR THE RIGHTEOUS IN THEIR
PRAYER OPEN THE SUPERNAL CHANNEL, AND THEN EVEN THE
PRAYERS OF THE UNWORTHY ARE ANSWERED.

22. Come and behold: Avraham did not pray before the Holy One,
blessed be He, so that He would give him sons, even though Sarah
was barren. And although it may be said that he prayed, saying,
"Behold, to me You gave no seed," (Beresheet 15:3) it is not a
prayer, but simply a statement to his Master. But Yitzchak prayed for
his wife because he knew that his wife, and not he, was sterile. And
although Yitzchak knew by the inner meaning of wisdom that
Ya'akov was bound to come from him and produce the twelve tribes,
he did not know whether this would be from this wife or from
another. Therefore the scripture reads, "for his wife" (Beresheet
25:21), and not specifically "for Rivkah."

23. Rabbi Yehuda's son asks: Why then did not Yitzchak love
Ya'akov as he loved Esav, if he knew that he would sire the twelve
tribes? He replied: Well said. HE LOVED ESAV BETTER BECAUSE
everyone loves and is attracted to his own kind.

24. Come and behold: Esav was born all red, as it is written, "And
the first came out red all over" (Beresheet 25:25). Thus, he is the
same as Yitzchak, who is of Harsh Judgment above, IN HOLINESS,
and Esav, who issued from him, is the Harsh Judgment below.
ESAV'S HEAD WAS IN THE HOLY SYSTEM, BUT HIS BODY WAS
NOT. THEREFORE, he resembled Yitzchak. And because each is
drawn to his own kind, Yitzchak loved Esav more than Ya'akov, as it
is written, "And Yitzchak loved Esav, he relished his venison" (Ibid.
28), WHICH MEANS THAT HIS HEAD IS IN THE HOLY SYSTEM. Here
it is written, "For he relished his venison," which is similar to,
"wherefore it is said, 'like Nimrod the mighty hunter before
Hashem'" (Beresheet 10:9). IN BOTH PLACES, HUNTING REFERS TO
HARSH JUDGMENT, AND THE SCRIPTURES TELL US THAT HE
LOVED HIM BECAUSE THEY WERE BOTH OF SEVERE JUDGMENT.

4. "And the children struggled together within her" (A)
Here we explore the relationship of Ya'akov to Esav. We are shown Esau's identification with the serpent, and the necessity of Ya'akov to deal with
this evil in order transform Holy Yisrael into the chosen part and portion of The Creator. Ya'akov's battles with Esav are a metaphor denoting the
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establishment of a spiritual system that expresses the paradigm of good versus evil in human existence. We see more clearly how the naming of
Ya'akov signifies his special role, and his difference from Avraham and Yitzchak. The importance of the struggle of Ya'akov with Esav for the future
is also explained, along with the methods used in this ongoing battle with evil.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ya'akov and Esav were born together in the womb of Rivkah. On a macrocosmic level, Ya'akov represents the forces of good, Esav, the forces of
evil, and the womb of Rivkah symbolizes our physical world. On the micro-level, this dynamic represents the positive and negative aspects of our
own nature. This portion of Zohar gives us power over our dark side, so that we can overcome our internal demons.
25. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "And the children struggled
together within her; and she said, 'if it be so, why am I thus?' And
she went to inquire of Hashem" (Beresheet 25:22). Where did she
go? To the academy of Shem and Ever. "...the children struggled
together within her," because the wicked Esav was warring against
Ya'akov there. The term 'struggle' (Heb. vayitrotzatzu) is similar to
the expression 'to break' (Heb. ratzatz) one's head, for they struggled
and were divided. Come and behold: ESAV was of the side of he who
rides the serpent, SAMAEL, while YA'AKOV was of the side who
rides the perfect Holy Throne, of the side of the sun, ZEIR ANPIN,
that is united with the moon, THE NUKVA.

26. Come and behold: since Esav followed on the serpent, Ya'akov
dealt with him slyly, as the serpent was cunning and had crooked
ways. As it is written, "the serpent was craftier" (Beresheet 3:1),
which means that he was cunning AND SLY. What Ya'akov did with
Esav was serpent-like. This was as it ought to have been; by making
Esav go after that serpent, so that he would be separated from
Ya'akov, and thus share nothing with him in this world or in the
world to come. Thus we learn, "he who comes to kill you, hasten to
kill him first." It is written: "in the womb he took his brother by the
(Hoshea 12:4), which means that he lowered him down by the heel,
THAT IS, SEPARATED HIM FROM HOLINESS AND LOWERED HIM
INTO THE SIDE OF DEFILEMENT CALLED 'HEEL', WHICH WAS AT
THE END OF HOLINESS. This is the meaning of, "and his hand took
hold of Esav's heel" (Beresheet 25:26), for he put his hands on the
heel to subjugate him TO HOLINESS.

27. Another explanation of the verse, "and his hand took hold..." is
that Ya'akov could not be separated from him entirely, so his hand
held the heel of Esav. His hand is the moon, WHICH IS THE NUKVA,
CALLED THE 'HAND OF TIFERET', WHICH IS YA'AKOV, whose light
was darkened because he held Esav's heel. Therefore, Ya'akov
needed to be clever with him, to push him down, so he would cleave
to his place IN THE OTHER SIDE AND BE COMPLETELY SEVERED
FROM HOLINESS.

28. "And he called his name Ya'akov," MEANS THAT the Holy One,
blessed be He, assuredly called him 'Ya'akov'. Come and behold: it
is written, "and he called his name 'Ya'akov'" (Beresheet 27:36), and
not, 'and his name was called Ya'akov'. But "Did he not rightly call
him "Ya'akov?' for he has supplanted me (Heb. ya'akveni)?" (Ibid.)
THIS REFERS TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO CALLED
HIM 'YA'AKOV'. Surely the Holy One, blessed be He, saw that the
primordial serpent was wise in an evil way. When Ya'akov came, THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said that he must be wiser than the
serpent. Therefore He called him 'Ya'akov', WHO BECAME KNOWN
FOR HIS WISDOM. HE KNEW HOW TO DECEIVE THE SERPENT AND
TO SEPARATE HIM FROM ALL THINGS HOLY.
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29. We have already explained that wherever it is written, "He
called," WITHOUT ALLUDING TO WHO CALLED, it is the lower
grade, THE NUKVA, as it is written: "And ...called Moshe" (Vayikra
1:1). IT IS THE NUKVA, WHO CALLED TO MOSHE. And here it is
written, "and he called his name 'Ya'akov'" (Beresheet 25:26). HERE,
TOO, IT IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN WHO CALLED HIS NAME
'YA'AKOV'. For no man even named Ya'akov, as it is written
elsewhere, "And called it (lit. 'him') El the Elohim Yisrael" (Beresheet
33:20). This is the Holy One, blessed be He, who called Ya'akov 'El'.
He said to him: 'I am El among the upper, and you are El among the
lower.' THIS IS TO SHOW THAT HE WAS NOT NAMED BY FLESH
AND BLOOD, BUT BY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
30. Come and behold: Ya'akov knew that Esav had to cleave to the
tortuous serpent. As a result, in all that Esav did, he acted as slyly
and crookedly, just like another tortuous serpent. This is as it ought
to be. This agrees with the words of Rabbi Shimon, "And Elohim
created the great crocodiles," which refer to Ya'akov and Esav, "and
every living creature that moves" (Beresheet 1:21), refers to the
levels between them. FOR YA'AKOV AND ESAV ARE CALLED
'CROCODILES', THAT IS, 'SERPENTS', AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED.
ESAV WAS THE TORTUOUS SERPENT, AND YA'AKOV DREW
AGAINST HIMSELF A KIND OF TORTUOUS SERPENT. By necessity,
Ya'akov needed to behave wisely TO STAND against the other
serpent. This is as it must be.

31. For that reason, one he goat is sacrificed monthly, to draw the
serpent to his place so that he will be separated from the moon, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE LIGHT WAS COVERED BY ESAV'S
HEEL. In addition, a he goat should be sacrificed on Yom Kippur.
This is done with wisdom, so as to control the serpent, so that he
can not do evil. This is the meaning of the verse: "and the goat (Heb.
sa'ir) shall bear upon it all their iniquities..." (Vayikra 16:22). This
refers to Esav, who is hairy (Heb. sa'ir). All of this was done wisely
and cleverly. Why? Because it is written: "and with the perverse you
will show yourself subtle" (Tehilim 18:27). This is the evil serpent,
the tortuous spirit, wise in wickedness, who accuses above and
incites below.

32. For this reason, the children of Yisrael hasten to treat him with
sly wisdom, so he will not be able to cause evil and rule. Therefore
Ya'akov, who is imbued with the true Faith, treated Esav in all that he
did so that there would be no place for that serpent to defile the
Temple, or approach it and thereby rule the world. Thus, Avraham
did not need to behave slyly, and neither did Yitzchak. For Esav, who
was on the side of the serpent, had not yet come into the world. But
Ya'akov, the landlord, THE HUSBAND OF THE SHECHINAH, had to
stand against that serpent to prevent him from ruling and defiling the
Temple of Ya'akov, THE NUKVA. Therefore, Ya'akov had to FIGHT
HIM more CLEVERLY than the rest of the people in the world. Hence,
BECAUSE YA'AKOV FOUGHT WITH HIM SLYLY AND BOUGHT HIS
BIRTHRIGHT AND BLESSINGS FROM HIM, Holy Yisrael were chosen
to be the part and portion of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is
written, "For Hashem's portion is His people; Ya'akov is the lot of His
inheritance" (Devarim 32:9).
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5. The feast of the righteous in the future to come
Here the Rabbis discuss the shape of things to come--the time when The Creator will raise the dead. The discussion first centers on the physical
nature of this event, then explores the question of the soul's place in heaven, along with its movement into a new body no longer made of dust. The
feast that The Creator will prepare for His people is described in all its many levels of meaning, from mundane food and drink, to the meal of
supernal splendor. This meal, we're told, includes no physical food or drink, and is the kind of meal that was eaten by Moses during his forty days
and forty nights with The Creator. We learn, too, about who will partake of each kind of meal and what comprises the meals. The passage concludes
with an inspiring vision of the future, which is described as begetting laughter and joy in the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
As usual, the wisdom of the Zohar pertains to both cosmic and personal realms. The supernal feast of joy that awaits us in the future can be tasted
today through a reflective reading of this passage. Moreover, our interaction with these holy verses helps hasten the universal redemption.
Midrash Hane'elam (The Obscure Commentary)
33. "And these are the generations of Yitzchak, Avraham's son:
Avraham begot Yitzchak" (Beresheet 25:19). Rabbi Yitzchak began
the discussion with the verse: "The mandrakes give a
fragrance..." (Shir Hashirim 7:14). The sages taught that in the future,
the Holy One, blessed be He, will raise the dead and shake the dust
off them. As a result, they will no longer be made of dust, as they
were when first created from dust, which does not endure, as it is
written, "And Hashem Elohim formed man of the dust of the
ground" (Beresheet 2:7).

34. The instant they shake the dust from their bodily frames, they will
have enduring frames, as it is written: "Shake yourself from the dust;
arise, and sit down, Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 52:2). They will endure
and rise from beneath the ground to receive their souls in the land of
Yisrael. At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, will pour upon
them all the kinds of fragrances that are in the Garden of Eden, as it
is written, "The mandrakes give a fragrance."

35. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Do not pronounce it dudaim ('mandrakes'),
but rather dodim ('lovers'). They are the body and the soul, who are
lovers and friends to each other. Rav Nachman said: They are real
mandrakes. As the mandrakes bring love into the world, so they
create love in the world. And they give off a fragrance, which is how
they know and recognize their Creator.

36. The verse: "And at our gates..." (Shir Hashirim 7:14) refers to the
gates of heaven, which are open to brings down souls for cadavers.
"...all manner of choice fruits..." refers to the souls; "new and old"
refers to those whose souls left them years ago and those whose
souls left them only a few days ago. They merited, by their skillful
deeds, to enter the world to come. All of them are destined to
descend simultaneously to enter the bodies that are prepared for
them.
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37. Rabbi Acha bar Ya'akov, said that a divine voice resounded,
saying: "new and old, which I have laid up for you, O my
beloved" (Shir Hashirim 7:14). "I have laid up for you"--in these same
worlds. "...for you..." means because of you, because you are a holy
and clean body. Another explanation is that these mandrakes are the
Angels of Peace. "...give a fragrance..." refers to souls, the fragrance
of the world; "give" means to allow, as it is written: "and Sichon
would not allow Yisrael" (Bemidbar 21:23).

38. Rabbi Yehuda said that three classes of ministering angels
appear at the beginning of every month and on every Shabbat to
escort the soul to its place of ascension. What does the verse, "And
at our gates are all manner of choice fruits," refer to? Rabbi Yehuda
said: These are bodies standing at the openings of the graves to
receive their souls. And Dumah offers a note of reckoning, and
proclaims: Master of the Universe, "old and new," those who were
buried long ago, and those buried not so long ago, all these "I have
laid up for you," to take them into account.

39. In the name of the Rav, Rabbi Yehuda said that in the future, the
Holy One, blessed be He, will rejoice with the righteous, and will let
His Shechinah dwell among them. Everybody will rejoice in that joy,
as it is written: "let Hashem rejoice in His works" (Tehilim 104:31).
Rabbi Yehuda said that at that time the righteous will create worlds
and raise the dead. Rabbi Yosi said to him: We have learned that
"there is nothing new under the sun" (Kohelet 1:9). Rabbi Yehuda
responded: Come and hearken. While the wicked are in the world
and multiply, the whole world does not endure, but when the
Righteous are in the world, it does endure. And in the future they will
raise the dead, as it is written: "Old men and old women shall yet
again dwell in the streets of Jerusalem, and every man with his staff
in his hand for very age" (Zecharyah 8:4).

40. At that time, the Righteous will attain complete knowledge, for as
Rabbi Yosi said: When "Hashem rejoices in His works," then the
Righteous are destined to grasp the Holy One, blessed be He, in
their hearts. And wisdom will abound in their hearts, as if they are
seeing Him with their eyes. This is the meaning of the verse: "And it
shall be said on that day, this is our Elohim" (Yeshayah 25:9). And
for their existence together, the soul shall delight in the body more
than anything, and that they shall have knowledge and perception of
their Master, and shall have the enjoyment of the splendor of the
Shechinah. This is the goodness hidden for the Righteous in the
future to come. Thus, "And these are the generations of Yitzchak,
Avraham's son," refers to the generations of gladness and laughter
that will exist at that time. Avraham's son is the soul worthy of it and
is perfect in its ascent; "Avraham begot Yitzchak," means that the
soul sires joy and laughter in the world.
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41. Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Chiya: We have learned that the Holy
One, blessed be He, will prepare a feast for the righteous in the
future. What is this feast? He replied: Before you went before these
holy angels, the sages of the Mishnah, I heard what Rabbi Elazar
said. It set my heart at peace. For Rabbi Elazar said that the feast of
the Righteous in the future is as it is written: "and they beheld the
Elohim, and did eat and drink" (Shemot 24:11). Here it is written,
"eat," but Rabbi Elazar noted that in one place it is explained as,
"enjoy" and in another, "eat." What is the difference? He responded:
Woe to the Righteous who do not have as much merit; they enjoy the
splendor, though they do not understand everything. However, the
Righteous who merit the divine splendor eat until they grasp it fully.
Food and drink refers to this feast and eating alone. From whom do
we know this? From Moshe, as it is written: "he did neither eat
bread, nor drink water" (Shemot 34:28). Why so? Because he ate
another meal, which is the supernal splendor. The meal of the
Righteous in the future will be in that manner.

42. Rabbi Yehuda said that the feast of the Righteous in the future is
to partake of His joy, according to the verse: "the humble shall hear
of it, and be glad" (Tehilim 34:3). Rav Huna said that it is understood
from the verse: "But let all those that put their trust in You rejoice:
let them ever shout for joy" (Tehilim 5:12). Rabbi Yitzchak said: Both
will occur in the future. We were taught by Rabbi Yosi that cellared
wine with its grapes, from the six days of Creation, contains the
ancient matters that were not revealed to man from the day the world
was created. These are destined to be revealed to the Righteous in
the future; this is assuredly their food and drink.
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43. In the name of Rabbi Shalom, Rabbi Yehuda said that if that is
true, what about the Livyatan and the bull, as it is written: "Surely
the mountains bring him forth food" (Iyov 40:20). Rabbi Yosi said
that it is also written: "On that day, Hashem with His sore and great
and strong sword will punish Livyatan the flying serpent, and the
Livyatan that crooked serpent; and He will slay the crocodile that is
in the sea" (Yeshayah 27:1). This was said thrice, to hint at the
kingdom. Rabbi Tanchum added that there is nothing to reveal in
addition to what the wise men said. This is assuredly so.

44. Rabbi Yitzchak said: I was present before Rabbi Yehoshua and
asked him about this. I said that this feast of the Righteous that will
be held in the future WAS SAID TO CONSIST OF THE LIVYATAN
AND THE WILD BULL. If this is so, there is a contradiction, because
Rabbi Elazar said that the feast of the Righteous in the future will be
as it is written in the verse: "and they beheld the Elohim, and did eat
and drink." Rabbi Yehoshua said that Rabbi Elazar was correct.

45. Rabbi Yehoshua further stated the belief that the sages
communicated to most of the people: that they are invited to this
meal of the Livyatan and the wild bull, where they will drink of the
good CELLARED wine preserved from the time of the Creation. They
came upon this verse: "and you shall eat your bread to the
full" (Vayikra 26:5), and interpreted it thus. Rabbi Zira said: The Holy
One, blessed be He, used all kinds of enticements to encourage the
children of Yisrael to return to the good path. The greatest of them
all was when He said to them, "and you shall eat your bread to the
full," or among the curses, the worst is: "and you shall eat, and not
be satisfied" (Ibid. 26). Why so? Because it is written: "Would we had
died by the hand of Hashem in the land of Egypt" (Shemot 16:3).
Rabbi Zira said: This teaches us that for the sake of eating,
sacrificed their lives to die by their hands. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, noticed their lust, He said to them: "If you will
hearken to keep the commandments, you shall eat your bread to the
full', in order to appease their minds. In this manner, the wise men
saw that the exile would continue. They relied on the verses in the
Torah, and said that they would eat and be merry at the great feast
that the Holy One, blessed be He, will hold for them. Therefore, most
of the people in the world suffer this exile for the sake of that feast.
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46. Rabbi Yochanan said that we should not contradict this belief,
but support the idea THAT THE FEAST CONSISTS OF EATING AND
DRINKING, because the Torah bears witness to it IN THE VERSE:
"AND YOU SHALL EAT YOUR BREAD TO THE FULL" (VAYIKRA
26:5). We already know the Faith of the Righteous and their desire
from the verses: "we will be glad and rejoice in You" (Shir Hashirim
1:4), and not in eating, and "we will praise you love more than
wine" (Vayikra 26:5), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE WINE OF THE
TORAH. That feast, that they--MOST OF THE PEOPLE IN THE
WORLD--are destined for, FOR EATING AND DRINKING, we will
partake of it too. This is the part of joy and laughter. "And these are
the generations of Yitzchak (lit. 'will laugh')," for the righteous will
laugh in the future. "Avraham begot Yitzchak," as it is the virtue of
the soul that begets that laughter and joy in the world.

6. The combining of the attribute of Mercy with Judgment
The discussion continues to explore the uniting of Ya'akov and Rivkah. It evolves toward a more complete understanding, explaining the more
subtle meanings that arise from this combination of Malchut (an aspect of judgment) and Binah (an aspect of mercy). The Rabbis also discuss the
role of the Evil Inclination, explaining how this, too, derives from The Creator. They describe how evil is placed in the human heart, discuss its
formidably enduring nature, and explain its role in reproduction. The creation of the Evil Inclination actually denotes the Creation of the Desire to
Receive.
This Desire to Receive is a vital and necessary component in man, for without it, The Creator cannot share His infinite beneficence. There must be a
willing recipient in order for sharing to take place. The angel Satan, however, manipulates this vital desire to receive into a desire to receive for the
self alone. This additional aspect of receiving in a selfish manner is the "root of all evil." Man's spiritual work is to negate the Satan's influence and
to express our desire to receive through sharing.
The Relevance of this Passage
A story is told of an arrogant tycoon who tosses a few gold coins to a poverty-stricken man in the streets. The poor man is of high principles and
refuses the condescending handout. The tycoon is taken aback and insists that the pauper accept his gift. The poor man refuses. Initially, the
tycoon was indifferent to the plight of the poor man. His charity was more an act of haughty self-regard, but now the tycoon is overcome with guilt
and embarrassment. He pleads with the poor man to accept the gift. Seeing how much distress and anxiety his refusal is causing the wealthy man,
the poor man decides to accept the gold coins so that his benefactor will feel better about himself. Kabbalistically, the poor man's receiving has
taken the form of sharing.
A reading of this section helps us transform our selfish desires into actions that embody the principle of receiving for the sake of sharing.
47. "And Yitzchak was forty years old." Rabbi Bo began in the name
of Rabbi Yosi with the verse: "Let him kiss me with the kisses of his
mouth..." (Shir Hashirim 1:2). With how many GOOD qualities was
the world created? We have learned that Rabbi Acha bar Ya'akov
said that everything the Holy One, blessed be He, created in His
worlds, outside of Himself, was in collaboration--THAT IS, THE
COMBINING OF MALCHUT, AN ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, WITH
BINAH, AN ASPECT OF MERCY. IT IS FROM THESE PARTNERSHIPS
THAT MANY QUALITIES ARE FOUND IN THE WORLD. ONE
THOUGHT THIS PARTNERSHIP OF GOOD AND EVIL APPLIES TO
CREATURES, SO HE RAISED A QUESTION. Rabbi Acha asks: Is that
so? Heaven forbid, for this will add dissension in the world, FOR
EVERYBODY WHO HEARS HIM WILL DISAGREE. For if you say that
it means that the angels, created as the Holy Spirit itself, have a
blend OF GOOD AND EVIL in them, then their faces and ours are the
same--THAT IS, ANGELS AND MEN ARE EQUAL.
48. Rabbi Aba said THAT IT IS TRUE, and through this, dissension
will increase in the world. For we learned in the Mishnah that all that
the Holy One, blessed be He, did, He made as body and soul. THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, JOINED TOGETHER THE BODY FROM
MALCHUT AND THE SOUL FROM BINAH. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
JOINING JUDGMENT WITH MERCY. One may argue that the angels
have no bodies and cannot perform actions until the Holy Soul, THE
LIGHT OF BINAH, joins them which is help from above.
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49. Rabbi Yosi said that the instant the Holy One blessed be He,
resurrects the dead, all troubles will end, on the fortieth year
FOLLOWING THE GATHERING OF THE EXILES. It has been resolved
by law "Forty stripes he may give him, and not exceed" (Devarim
25:3). The journey of Yisrael in the desert WAS COMPLETED in the
fortieth year. Forty years before the body is resurrected, the soul
awaits it in the land of Yisrael. IT APPEARS THEN that in the fortieth
year OF THE WAITING OF THE SOUL IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL, the
bodies will rise from the dust. After forty days the rain stopped, this
is the meaning of the verses "And the rain was upon the earth forty
days and forty nights" (Beresheet 7:12), and "it came to pass at the
end of forty days, that Noach opened" (Beresheet 8:6). Also, the time
of the Redemption of Yisrael is during the fortieth year. During the
fiftieth year the world, which is Yovel (Jubilee), will be populated.
The return of the soul to the body occurs after forty years of waiting
in the land of Yisrael. This is the meaning of, "and Yitzchak was forty
years old." That is, he was waiting for the body. "When he took
Rivkah," who was put in the body prepared for him. Their passion
and longing at that moment was for the splendor of the Shechinah
only and to nourish of Her splendor. This is the meaning of the
verse, "Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth." Rabbi Aba
said: "Let him kiss me" means let him nourish me. Their sole
nourishment is the enjoyment and sustenance of the supernal
splendor. Rabbi Yosi said that this is proven by the end of the verse,
which reads: "for your love is better than wine" (Shir Hashirim 1:2).

50. "The daughter of Betu'el" means the daughter (Heb. bat) of El.
Rav Huna disagreed with this. He said that BETU'EL is not ONE OF
MALCHUT'S NAMES. I have been to distant lands, and heard there
that this is the name of the bone of the spine. Of all the bones this
one remains in the grave, AND DOES NOT ROT. It is called 'Betu'el
the deceitful', THAT IS, THE 'SCOUNDREL'. I asked about it, ABOUT
ITS NATURE, and they said that its shape resembles a head of a
serpent, which is deceitful. And that more than any other bone in the
body, this bone is deceitful.

51. For we have learned that Rabbi Shimon asks: Why does this
bone endure longer than the other bones? This is because it is
deceitful and does not bear the taste of human food like the other
bones. For that reason, it is stronger than all the other bones. And at
the resurrection of the dead, the body will be built on this root. This
is the meaning of the verse, "the daughter of Betu'el the Arammian."
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52. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: It, THE BONE OF THE SPINE,
is deceitful, and IT CAME from a deceitful world, NAMELY, FROM
PADDAN-ARAM. Also, deceitful is the Evil Inclination, WHICH IS THE
HEAD OF THE SERPENT, WHICH IS THE EVIL INCLINATION, THE
ANGEL OF DEATH. This is the meaning of the verse: "the daughter
of Betu'el the Arammian," who is the deceitful bone of the spine. The
words, "of Paddan-Aram," WHICH MEANS THAT HE CAME FROM A
DECEITFUL (HEB. RAMAI) WORLD, represent two deceivers, as we
have learned that Paddana means a 'couple'. The two deceivers are
"the sister of Lavan," NAMELY, the sister of the deceitful Evil
Inclination. At first, when it was corrupted by sins in this world, it
was called 'Lot'. In the future, when it will no longer be as corrupted,
IT WILL BE as someone who has washed and was cleansed of his
impurities, and it will be called 'Lavan' (lit. 'white'). Nevertheless, the
Evil Inclination is not eliminated from the world.
53. Come and hearken: we learned from the Mishnah that the two
daughters of Lot symbolize the two forces of the body that arouse
the Evil Inclination. Because it has bathed and is no longer so
impure, it is called 'Lavan'. And the two daughters are not
completely negated, as it is written, "And Lavan had two
daughters" (Beresheet 29:16). Rabbi Yosi asks: Why are they there
referred to as the firstborn and the younger, and here the elder and
the younger?

54. Rabbi Yosi said that they no longer have the power to do evil or
arouse the Evil Inclination. This is understood from the verse, "the
name of the elder (lit. 'bigger') was Leah," (Beresheet 29:16) for she
was weary (Heb. leah) from her wickedness and evil, while Rachel,
"the younger (lit. 'smaller')," did not have the power to incite. As it is
written, "and as a sheep (lit. 'Rachel') before her shearers is
dumb" (Yeshayah 53:7). Rav Huna said: This is the Evil Inclination.
Its two daughters are different than they were at first. First it was Lot,
cursed and corrupted; now it is Lavan (lit. 'white'), who has been
cleansed, not as cursed and corrupted as it was before. First its two
daughters were strong; each had her individual strength. Now the
name of the elder was Leah--weary ('Leah') without power; weary
without strength; Leah, fatigued from her former deeds. And the
name of the younger was Rachel, as we have said, not as they were
at first.

55. Rabbi Acha bar Ya'akov, said: Come and behold. It is written,
"And Yitzchak entreated Hashem for his wife, because she was
barren" (Beresheet 25:21). Rabbi Acha asks: Why is she barren?
Because the Evil Inclination does not have its full strength in the
world, the only fruition and multiplying comes through prayer. It is
then written: "and Hashem was entreated by him, and Rivkah his
wife conceived." Once the Evil Inclination is aroused, there is
procreation!
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56. Rabbi Yosi asks: What then is the difference between this world
and the world at that time; WILL THERE BE EVIL INCLINATION TOO?
The scripture also says, "AND HASHEM WAS ENTREATED BY HIM,
AND RIVKAH HIS WIFE CONCEIVED," WHICH MEANS that the Holy
One, blessed be He, does it Himself, AND AWAKENS THE EVIL
INCLINATION AT THAT TIME, WHICH IS ALSO PUZZLING. Rabbi
Acha said: It is so. The Holy One, blessed be He, arouses THE EVIL
INCLINATION for the specific purpose of mating, but not all the time,
so that the Evil Inclination may be with men always, and they sin
because of it. But it is aroused only for mating, and the arousal OF
THE EVIL INCLINATION AT THE TIME OF UNION will be caused by
the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of the verse: "and I
will take away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give you a
heart of flesh" (Yechezkel 36:26). What is a heart of flesh? Rabbi
Yehuda replied: It is a heart that would issue flesh and nothing else,
AS, FOR EXAMPLE, A HEART THAT WOULD ONLY BEGET
CHILDREN. THEREFORE IT IS WRITTEN, "AND I WILL GIVE YOU,"
FOR THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL HIMSELF AROUSE
THE EVIL INCLINATION AT THE TIME OF MATING.
57. Rabbi Yitzchak, the son of Rabbi Yosi, traveled from Cappadocia
to Lod, where he met Rabbi Yehuda. Rabbi Yitzchak asks him: Why
are the companions, the sages of the Mishnah, not aroused in this
matter of removing the Evil Inclination from the world, except at the
time of mating? He replied: Upon your life! The world needs the Evil
Inclination as much as it needs rain, because without the Evil
Inclination there would not be the joy of study in the world. But it
also would not be as corrupted as it was before, which caused
sinning. This is the meaning of the verse: "They shall not hurt or
destroy in all My holy mountain" (Yeshayah 11:9). Rabbi Shimon
said: "MY HOLY MOUNTAIN" is the heart," the dwelling place of the
Evil Inclination. Rabbi Eliezer said: A good heart is the foundation of
the body and soul. For that reason, it is written: "And you shall love
Hashem your Elohim with all your heart," (Devarim 6:5) for the heart
is the essence of all!

7. "And the children struggled together within her" (B)
The story of Esav and Ya'akov is illuminated using an analogy with man's body and internal organs. The "children struggling together within her"
refers to the brain and heart. Their struggle for primacy between these two is metaphorically expressed in Esav's selling his birthright to Ya'akov in
exchange for porridge, which signifies the world. We also learn that the heart and liver are the most important organs. Next, the Rabbis more deeply
explore the nature of life after the Resurrection, identifying the elements of our prior existence that will still be present after the Final Redemption
The Relevance of this Passage
Man is inclined to sacrifice long-term fulfillment and well-being for immediate ego gratification. This is the true significance of Esav selling his
birthright to his brother. We settle for bowls of porridge every day, blinded by the moment, carrying only for our self-interest at the expense of our
loved ones. Moreover, we delude ourselves with the belief that our selfish actions are really for the sake of our families. This delusion is fabricated
by the dark side of our nature. This passage removes the veils of illusion, giving us the strength and foresight not to sell our souls when temptation
for self-indulgence arises.
58. When Rav Kahana arrived, he said that this was said in the name
of those versed in the Mishnah. The body is built upon the liver and
the heart. As Rabbi Yehuda said, the heart and the liver are the
leaders of the various organs of the body. The leaders of the head is
the brain, but there are two leaders in the body. The first is the liver
and the second is the heart. This is the meaning of the verse: "And
the children struggled together within her." These are the two
foundations of the body: THE BRAIN AND THE HEART.
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59. HE ASKS: Why did THE HEART AND THE LIVER struggle? AND
HE REPLIED: Because the Evil Inclination was abolished from the
heart. HE THEN WONDERED WHY, IF THE EVIL INCLINATION WAS
ABOLISHED, IT IS WRITTEN, "struggled." It should have been
written, 'And they were at peace'. Rav Huna explained that
"struggled" means that the strength and vigor OF THE HEART AND
LIVER, THE LEADERS OF THE BODY, were broken, BECAUSE THE
EVIL INCLINATION WAS REMOVED. Rabbi Yehuda asks: What does
the body say then? The body asks: 'If it be so, why am I thus?' and
'Why was I created?' Immediately, "she went to inquire of
Hashem" (Beresheet 25:22).
60. "And Hashem said to her, 'Two nations are in your womb, and
two peoples...'" (Beresheet 25:23). These are the two proud ones, the
liver and the heart. Rabbi Yosi said that these are the brain and the
heart, but Rabbi Yehuda said: The brain is not included in this, for it
is written, "in your womb (lit. 'belly')," and the brain is not in the
belly, but in the head. "And two peoples...from your bowels...and the
elder (lit. 'great') shall serve the younger." This is the liver, which is
great and big, and which serves the heart, as Rabbi Yehuda said:
The liver receives the blood, and serves it to the heart!

61. "And the first came out red" (Beresheet 25:21). Rav Kahana
explained that the liver is the first and is red. Why is it red? Because
it is first to swallow the blood. Rabbi Eliezer asks: Why is it called
'first'? Because it is the first to swallow the blood from all the food;
the first in blood but not in creation. And why is it that "the great
shall serve the younger?" Because despite its being greater and
bigger in size than the heart, it serves the heart. Rabbi Aba then
asks: What is the purpose of this text if not to teach the people in the
world that though there will be perfection upon earth, the path and
nature of the world will not change? Rabbi Yisa said: Come and
behold. The liver hunts and has venison in its mouth, while the heart
contemplates and is "dwelling in tents" (Ibid. 27). As it is written,
"And Ya'akov cooked pottage," (Ibid. 29) while thinking deep
thoughts and occupying himself with the Torah.

62. "And Ya'akov cooked pottage." In the name of Rabbi Acha, Rabbi
Bo said that the nature of the world never changes. Come and
behold: it is written, "And Ya'akov cooked pottage (Heb. nazid)," as
in the verse "they dealt (Heb. zadu)," (Shemot 18.11) which was
translated into Aramaic as "they thought." It means that the heart
thinks of and contemplates Torah, which represents the knowledge
of its Creator. Thus, it is written: "and Esav came from the field, and
he was faint" (Beresheet 25:29). It is the nature of the liver to go out
hunting and swallow with its mouth. If it does not find any prey, it
becomes tired and says to the heart: 'Before you think of the words
of Torah, think of eating and drinking to nourish your body.' This is
the meaning of the verse, "and Esav said to Ya'akov 'Give me to
swallow, I pray you, of that red pottage,'" for it is my way to swallow
the blood and transmit it to the other parts; "for I am faint," without
food and drink. And the heart replies: 'Give me the first and choicest
of whatever you swallow, give me your birthright,' this is the
meaning of "Sell me this day your birthright" (Ibid. 31). That is, swear
by your desire. As the heart contemplates food, the liver swallows. If
it were not for the heart, longing and thinking about food, the liver
and other organs would not be able to swallow. As Rabbi Yosi said:
This is the way of slaves, who do not to eat before their master.
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63. Rabbi Yosi said: It is later written, "Then Ya'akov gave Esav
bread and pottage of lentils" (Beresheet 25:34). What are these
lentils? HE ANSWERS: They are round as a circle, and as the circle
which revolves around the world does not deviate from its path, so
man in that time will never deviate from his. Although there will yet
be all that is good and precious and perfect, with all that, the worldly
habit of eating and drinking will not change.

64. We learned in the Mishnah that four winds blow in the world, and
the Holy One, blessed be He, will raise one spirit to establish the
body to include four spirits, as it is written: "Come from the four
winds, O breath" (or: spirit) (Yechezkel 37:9). It is not written, 'in the
four,' but, "from the four winds," for it will be composed of the four
of them. We learned that this spirit (or: wind) is the wind that
procreates, the wind that eats and drinks. And there is no difference
between this world and the days of Mashiach's coming, save the
delivery from servitude to the empires alone, and there is no
difference between this world and the resurrection of the dead, save
cleanliness and the attainment of knowledge. Rav Nachman added
longevity.

8. The gathering of the exiles and the resurrection of the dead
The Rabbis, here, discuss the timing of the Resurrection after the coming of Mashiach. Using Torah verses, they demonstrate that it is possible to
tell the difference between the timing of the Resurrection of the righteous from that of the good. We're told that the evil people of our world will not
experience Resurrection. Rabbi Elazar expresses his sorrow at the thought that the vast majority of mankind will have to wait longer than the
righteous--although those who repent during their lives help advance the time of their own Resurrection.
The Relevance of this Passage
Evolving a consciousness of repentance is the first step in hastening our own redemption and eventual Resurrection after the arrival of the
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Mashiach. The Light of this passage stimulates feelings of repentance and helps hasten the arrival of the Mashiach, and thus, Resurrection for the
entire world.
65. Rav Yosef asks if the days of Mashiach's coming and the
resurrection of the dead are the same. He responded: No, as we have
learned that the building of the Temple precedes the gathering of the
exiles, which precedes the resurrection of the dead. The resurrection
of the dead is the last act of all. We know this from the verse,
"Hashem builds Jerusalem: He gathers together the outcasts of
Yisrael. He heals the broken-hearted, and binds up their
wounds" (Tehilim 147:2-3). This refers to the resurrection of the
dead, which is the healing of the brokenhearted and their dead. First
He builds Jerusalem; then He gathers the outcasts of Yisrael; last of
all, He heals the brokenhearted.

66. We have learned that the gathering of the exiles preceded the
raising of the dead by forty years, as it is written: "And Yitzchak was
forty years old." What is to be made of these forty years? According
to Rav Kahana, Rabbi Broka said: How many troubles, how many
wars waged against the children of Yisrael will there be from the
gathering of the exiles until the resurrection of the dead. He who
escapes them is happy, as it is written, "and at that time your people
shall be delivered, every one who shall be found written in the
book" (Daniel 12:1). Rabbi Yehuda said that this teaches us, "Many
shall purify themselves, and make themselves white, and be
tried" (Ibid. 10). Rabbi Yitzchak added, "and will refine them as silver
is refined, and will try them as gold is tried" (Zecharyah. 13:9).
During these very days, there will be days when people will say, "I
have no pleasure in them" (Kohelet 12:1). And from the time the
troubles disappear until the resurrection of the dead there will be
forty years.

67. Rav Huna said: Come and behold. "For the children of Yisrael
walked forty years in the wilderness...because they obeyed not the
voice of Hashem" (Yehoshua 5:6). In this verse, it is the same. Rabbi
Yosef said: Everything that was said is the same, but for one thing.
At the end of forty years, when the troubles pass away and the
wicked are exterminated, the dead, the dwellers of the dust, shall
live. Why? Because it is written: "affliction shall not rise up the
second time" (Nechemyah 1:9). They had their fill with what they
had. After the resurrection of the dead, the world will be settled, as it
is written, "on that day Hashem shall be One and His Name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
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68. Rabbi Elazar was sitting and was exceedingly sad. Rabbi
Yehoshua came before him and asks why the appearance of the
candlelight of the world had become dark. He said: Great fear
entered me, for I see how the companions versed in the Mishnah
have responded on whom the spirit of saints dwells. They said that
redemption will be in the sixth millennium. This was well said, but I
see a longer time for the dwellers of the dust, who shall wait until the
four hundred and eighth year of the sixth millennium, when they will
rise. For this reason, the companions were stimulated by the verse
that referred to THE DWELLERS OF DUST as the children of Chet,
for Chet alludes to their rising after four hundred and eight (Heb.
Chet Tav) years. As it is written, "In the year of this Yovel ('Jubilee')
you shall return every man to his possession," (Vayikra 25:13) when
this (Heb. hazot) shall be finished. The numerical value of Hazot is
5,408, AS THE HEI OF HAZOT ALLUDES TO THE HEI (FIVE)
THOUSANDS; AND ZOT IS 408 IN NUMERICAL VALUE. Then, "you
shall return every man to his possession," means that THE BODY
will return to its soul, which is its possession and lot.

69. Rabbi Yehoshua said: This LENGTH OF TIME should not be
difficult for you, as we have learned that there are three classes: the
Completely Righteous, the Completely Wicked, and the Average. The
completely righteous will rise with the resurrection of the dead of the
land of Yisrael a few years earlier THAN THE FOUR HUNDRED AND
EIGHTH YEAR, namely, at the fortieth year after the gathering of the
exiles. In the end, everybody will rise at the four hundred and eighth
year of the sixth millennium. Who will merit this length of time? He
who will keep the precepts at that time. For that reason, I am sad.

70. He said to him: Rabbi, we have studied the verse, "Let there be
light," (Beresheet 1:2) which means let there be secret, BECAUSE
LIGHT IS THE SECRET OF REDEMPTION. AND THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF OR ('LIGHT') IS RAZ ('SECRET'). THUS, THE VERSE, "LET
THERE BE LIGHT," HINTS THAT THE TIME OF REDEMPTION WILL
BE A SECRET UNKNOWN TO ALL MEN. RABBI ELAZAR BEN
ARACH HINTED THAT HE DISAGREED WITH THIS LONG PERIOD.
Again, he said that through repentance everyone will RISE FROM
THE DEAD early. Rabbi Yehoshua said: Unless you said so, we
would not have left an opening for those waiting daily for
redemption, as it is written, "a store of salvation" (Yeshayah 33:6).
What is this "salvation"? It alludes to those who seek salvation daily.
IF REDEMPTION IS TIED TO A SPECIFIC TIME, HOW CAN IT BE
EXPECTED DAILY? THIS ASSUREDLY DEPENDS UPON
REPENTANCE. WHEN THEY REPENT, THEY WILL BE REDEEMED.
AND FORTY YEARS AFTER REDEMPTION THE RESURRECTION OF
THE DEAD WILL COME, AS WAS SAID.
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71. HE ASKS HIM: What is the opinion of Rabbi Elazar, WHO SAID
THAT IT DEPENDED ON REPENTANCE? HOW DID HE KNOW THIS?
HE ANSWERS: From the verse, "And many of those who sleep in the
dust of the earth shall awake" (Daniel 12:2). It is understood by,
"those who sleep," THAT ONLY SOME WILL RISE; these are the
Righteous WHO REPENTED while they were alive, who will rise
early. FOR THROUGH REPENTANCE, THEY SHALL RISE A FEW
YEARS EARLY. HE ASKS: By how many years do they precede other
people? Rabbi Yehuda replied: By two hundred and ten years. Rabbi
Yitzchak said: Resh Dalet Yud ('210') years, as it is written, "Out of
Ya'akov shall come (Heb. Yerd, Yud Resh Dalet) a ruler" (Bemidbar
24:19). This indicates that the Righteous precede other men by two
hundred and ten years. Rav Nachman said: Precedence depends on
how much the body is worn in the dust, THAT IS, THE SOONER THE
BODY WEARS OUT IN THE DUST, THE SOONER IT RISES. Rabbi
Yosi said to him: If this be true, then there are many resurrections,
FOR EACH BODY HAS ITS OWN RESURRECTION ACCORDING TO
ITS WEARING OUT IN THE DUST. HE ANSWERS: All revivals will
occur at the same time, as was said in the vision: "and the word was
true, and for a long period ahead" (Daniel 10:1).
72. "And there was a famine in the land, beside the first famine that
was in the days of Avraham" (Beresheet 26:1). Rabbi Abahu opened
the discussion with the verse: "While the king was reclining at his
board, my spike nard sent forth its fragrance" (Shir Hashirim 1:12).
We learned that the righteous will pass through four eras and four
times, each different from the other. During the first, knowledge will
increase in the world, and the righteous will conceive what they have
not conceived in this world. As we have learned from Rabbi Pinchas,
in the future, the perception of the righteous will be greater than that
of the ministering angels, as it is written, "as the waters cover the
sea" (Yeshayah 11:9). During the second time, you shall be
occupied.
(End of Midrash Hane'elam)

9. "And the boys grew...for he relished his venison"
The discussion moves to a more profound understanding of the metaphor of Esav as a hunter. Even in the womb, Ya'akov was drawn to The
Creator, while Esav was drawn to idolatry. As a cunning hunter, Esav stole the minds of men and led them astray so that they would rebel against
The Creator. As the Rabbis probe the issue of why Yitzchak did not know these things about his son, we discover that the Shechinah wanted only
Ya'akov to be blessed with the spirit of The Creator, which is precisely what transpired.
The Relevance of this Passage
The verses pertaining to Esav's coercing men into idolatry, function as a kind of spiritual homeopathy. Just as the cure for a deadly snake bite
resides within the venom of the snake, the remedy for strengthening our consciousness against temptations of the material world resides within the
verses that speak these matters. We also draw the Light of the Shechinah into our lives through the merit of Ya'akov.
73. "And the boys grew..." (Beresheet 25:27). This refers to the side
of Avraham, THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS CHASSADIM AND which
caused them to grow. His merit supported them, for he was teaching
them the precepts, as it is written: "For I know him, that he will
command (Et) his children" (Beresheet 18:19). THE PARTICLE ET
means that Ya'akov and Esav are included AMONG HIS SONS.
Therefore, the explanation of, "And the boys grew," IS THAT THEY
GREW IN HOLINESS, ONLY AFTERWARDS ESAV BECAME
CORRUPTED. Rabbi Elazar disagreed. HE BELIEVES THAT each
went his own way --one toward s faith, and the other towards idolatry.
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74. So it was. While still in Rivkah's womb, each went toward his
own side. When she was performing good deeds or passing near a
place that is favorable to the precepts of Torah, Ya'akov was glad
and struggled to come out. And when she walked past a place of
idolatry, the wicked one struggled to come out. This has already
been explained. For that reason, when they were born into the world,
each was drawn to the place he deserved. Therefore it is written,
"And the boys grew: and Esav was a cunning hunter..." WHICH
MEANS THAT HE LED PEOPLE ASTRAY TO REBEL AGAINST
HASHEM.

75. "And Yitzchak loved Esav, for he relished his
venison" (Beresheet 24:28). This verse has been explained. Here, it
is written: "a cunning hunter, a man of the field," while elsewhere it
is written, "he was a mighty hunter" (Beresheet 10:9). THERE IT
MEANS THAT HE DELUDED MEN AND LED THEM ASTRAY TO
REBEL AGAINST HASHEM; HERE, IT MEANS THE SAME. THUS, "a
man of the field" is one who robbed and murdered people. And
ESAV said HE WENT TO THE FIELD to pray, AS IT IS WRITTEN OF
YITZCHAK: "AND YITZCHAK WENT OUT TO MEDITATE IN THE
FIELD" (BERESHEET 24:63). He hunted AND CHEATED YITZCHAK
through his mouth, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "HE RELISHED HIS VENISON
(LIT. THERE WAS VENISON IN HIS MOUTH)." HE WAS CALLED "a
man of the field," because his lot was not in a populated place, but in
a desolate place, in the open wilderness, in the field. Thus, he was
called "a man of the field."
76. You may ask why Yitzchak did not know of all the wicked deeds
of Esav, as the Shechinah was with him AND HE SHOULD HAVE
KNOWN IT THROUGH THE HOLY SPIRIT. For without the Shechinah,
how could he have blessed Ya'akov when he did? Assuredly, the
Shechinah dwelt in his house and was with him always. But the
Shechinah did not inform him of that, because Ya'akov was to be
blessed only with the knowledge of the Holy One, blessed be He.
And so it had to be. For when Ya'akov came before his father, the
Shechinah came with him, and then Yitzchak saw in his mind that
Ya'akov was worthy of being blessed and that he would be blessed
by the approval of the Shechinah.

10. "And Ya'akov cooked a pottage..."
Rabbi Shimon discourses on the character of Ya'akov, and the fact that Esav despised his birthright. The Torah tells us that Yitzchak bestowed
numerous blessings upon his son Ya'akov, all the while thinking it was Esav. Although Yitzchak did not know Esav's evil side, this was in order to
preserve the purity of his blessing of Ya'akov. However, Ya'akov did know about Esav, and he dealt with his brother in a manner that enabled him to
avoid defilement. The discussion also describes the exact manner in which Ya'akov embodied judgment, mercy, and subtlety.
The Relevance of this Passage
Despite his highly spiritual nature, Ya'akov was cunning enough to receive his father's blessing--for he was fully aware of the enemy he confronted
in his brother Esav. The dark side of our nature is cunning and sly, endlessly deceiving us into making wrong choices. We must be as cunning and
clever as our Evil Inclination. If we remain passive and complacent, our negative traits will control us. Summoning the shrewdness of Ya'akov
through the spiritual influences of this passage, imbues us with artful and deft intellectual power to outwit the Other Side.
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77. Come and behold: Rabbi Shimon was sitting with the other
friends, when his son, Rabbi Elazar, appeared. The friend said to
Rabbi Shimon: We have an important question to ask you
concerning Ya'akov and Esav. Why was Ya'akov unwilling to give
Esav a pottage of lentils unless he sold him his birthright? In
addition, Esav said to Yitzchak, his father, "for he has supplanted me
these two times" (Beresheet 27:36). HOW CAN YA'AKOV DECEIVE
ESAV?

78. He responded: Now you deserve a whipping, because you
believed Esav and lied about Ya'akov's words. The scripture bears
witness that "Ya'akov was a plain man" (Beresheet 25:27), WHICH
MEANS THAT HE CAN NOT CHEAT. Also, it is written: "You will
show truth to Ya'akov" (Michah 7:20). This was the situation
concerning Ya'akov and Esav. Even before, Esav detested his
birthright, and he asked Ya'akov to take the birthright without
payment! Thus, it is as written: "and he did eat and drink, and rose
up, and went his way: thus Esav despised the birthright" (Beresheet
25:34).

79. Of the verse, "And Ya'akov cooked a pottage: and Esav came
from the field, and he was faint," Rabbi Elazar explained that, "And
Ya'akov cooked," refers to the mourning for Avraham, WHO HAD
DIED ON THAT DAY. AND YA'AKOV COOKED ROUND LENTILS,
WHICH HAVE NO MOUTH. THIS ALLUDES TO THE MOURNERS,
WHO ARE WITHOUT A MOUTH. HE ASKS: But should not it have
been written, 'And Yitzchak cooked a pottage,' SINCE HE, AND NOT
YA'AKOV, WAS THE MOURNER? HE ANSWERS: "Ya'akov cooked a
pottage," because Ya'akov knew the origin of Esav and the side he
cleaved to. Therefore, he cooked red dishes, namely, red lentils, for
this dish breaks the power and might of the red blood, AND CAN
BREAK THE POWER AND MIGHT OF ESAV, WHO IS THE SECRET
OF THE RED BLOOD, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE FIRST CAME
OUT RED" (BERESHEET 25:25).

80. For that dish, by selling Ya'akov his birthright, Esav became a
slave. Instantly, Ya'akov knew that for the one goat that the children
of Yisrael sacrificed on Yom Kippur to his level--NAMELY, "TO
AZAZEL INTO THE WILDERNESS," (VAYIKRA 16:10) THE SECRET
OF THE SAMAEL, THE MINISTER OF ESAV--he becomes a slave to
his descendants and will not accuse them. And because of the level
of wisdom of Esav, Ya'akov dealt wisely with Esav everywhere, so
that Esav was unable to rule and was submissive. Ya'akov was not
defiled by him, but ruled over him.
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81. We do not accept this paragraph, for it does not belong in the
discussion.

82. Rabbi Yehuda said that this should have been true of Lavan as
well, because he was also a sorcerer, as it is written: "I have learned
by signs that Hashem has blessed me for your sake" (Beresheet
30:27). THEREFORE YA'AKOV WAS DECEITFUL TOWARD HIM. And
although Ya'akov was a plain and whole man, he was merciful with
whomever he had to be merciful with. He was strict in judgment and
deceitful when necessary. For he consisted of two parts, CHESED
AND JUDGMENT, FOR YA'AKOV IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH COMPRISES THE TWO COLUMNS, CHESED AND
GVURAH. It is written of him: "With the merciful you will show
yourself merciful; ...and with the perverse you will show yourself
subtle" (Tehilim 18:26), which means that with the merciful HE
DEALT on the side of Chesed, and with the perverse on the side of
Strict Judgment, all as it ought to be.

11. "And there was a famine in the land..."
The Rabbis discuss The Creator's testing of the righteous, and His treatment of the wicked. There is a delay in executing judgment against the
wicked in order to give them time to repent. The Creator, we're told, tests the righteous in order to help them lift up their heads. The discussion
shows how this applies to Adam, Avraham, Noach, and Yitzchak; then Rabbi Shimon expounds on the need for an understanding of the relationship
between soul, body, and the Shechinah. We learn that it is only when the soul is reunited with Shechinah that is truly worthy.
The Relevance of this Passage
A child learns to walk by falling down and standing up again. Measured against a lifetime of walking, this period of continual stumbling is relatively
short. Similarly, the hardships and afflictions in our lives are learning opportunities. They are sent to us to help us learn to walk in the ways of The
Creator. When we understand our afflictions in this way, their duration is brief compared to a lifetime of spiritual fulfillment. Conversely, when life
appears strangely calm and placid, The Creator may be delaying judgments against us for self-centered behavior. We should be wary of our
connection to the Light during these moments and begin to reflect with humility and repentance.
83. "And there was a famine in the land..." (Beresheet 26:1). Rabbi
Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem tries the
righteous: but the wicked and him who loves violence His soul
hates" (Tehilim 11:5). How orderly and right are the deeds of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and all He does is according to justice and
truth, as it is written, "He is the Rock, His work is perfect..." (Devarim
32:4).

84. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, did not judge
Adam before He commanded him for his own good not to let his
heart and will stray in another direction--THAT IS, NOT TO EAT
FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE--so that he would not be defiled.
But he was not careful, and transgressed the precepts of his Master
BY EATING FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. Then the Holy One,
blessed be He, judged him.
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85. Even then, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not judge him as
harshly as he deserved, THAT IS, ACCORDING TO THE VERSE:
"FOR ON THE DAY THAT YOU EAT OF IT YOU SHALL SURELY
DIE" (BERESHEET 2:17). He refrained from wrath and let him be
among the living for one day, THAT IS, THE DAY OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, which is one thousand years, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"FOR A THOUSAND YEARS IN YOUR SIGHT ARE BUT LIKE
YESTERDAY WHEN IT IS PAST" (TEHILIM 90:4), minus the seventy
years that he gave to king David, who had no life of his own.
THEREFORE HE LIVED 930 YEARS, NAMELY, ONE THOUSAND
YEARS MINUS SEVENTY.
86. Similarly, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, does not judge man
according to his evil deeds, which he continually does, for if He did
so, the world would not have survived. But the Holy One, blessed be
He, refrains from wrath with the Righteous and the wicked. With the
wicked, HE IS EVEN more FORBEARING than with the righteous, so
that they may repent completely and exist in this world and in the
world to come. As it is written: "'As I live,' says Adonai Elohim. 'I
have no pleasure in the death of the wicked; but that the wicked turn
from his way and live,'" (Yechezkel 33:11) WHICH MEANS to live in
this world and in the world to come. For that reason, He is always
forbearing. Another reason is that good stock may issue from them,
as Avraham was begotten of Terach, who issued good stock and
good origin and portion in the world.

87. But the Holy One, blessed be He, is always strict with the
Righteous in every deed they do. Because He knows they will not
turn away, neither to the right nor the left, He constantly tests them.
Not for His own sake DOES THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TEST
THEM, as He knows their desire and the firmness of their faith and
has no need of trying them. He tries them only to lift up their heads,
to give them confidence as they earn their merits through these
EXPERIENCES.

88. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, behaved similarly toward
Avraham, as it is written: "that the Elohim did test
Avraham" (Beresheet 22:1). What is meant by "test (Heb. nisah)?" It
means the raising of the banner (Heb. nes), as it is written: "lift up a
standard," (Yeshayah 62:10) and "set up the standard" (Yirmeyah
4:6). He raised his standard over the whole world. And for this, FOR
THE TEST AT THE SACRIFICE, the Holy One, blessed be He, raised
the banner of Avraham before everybody's eyes, as it is written: "did
test Avraham." Thus the Holy One, blessed be He, in order to lift the
standard of the righteous, tries them, so they will lift up their heads
throughout the world.
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89. "...tries the Righteous..." (Tehilim 11:5): What is the reason
thereof? According to Rabbi Shimon, it is because the Holy One,
blessed be He, wishes for the Righteous. As it is written, "But it
pleased Hashem to crush him by disease" (Yeshayah 53:10). This
has already been explained. The Holy One, blessed be He, wishes for
the soul and not the body, because the soul resembles the supernal
soul, NAMELY, THE SHECHINAH, and the body is not worthy of
being united WITH THE SHECHINAH above. Thus, although the
shape of the body is in the image of the supernal secret, THAT IS,
ALTHOUGH THE BODY IS DRAWN FROM THE SHECHINAH,
NAMELY MALCHUT, NEVERTHELESS IT IS NOT WORTHY OF BEING
UNITED WITH HER.

90. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to
illuminate the soul of a man, He crushes the body so that the soul
will govern. As long as the soul is with the body, THEY ARE EQUAL,
AND the soul can not rule. After the body is crushed, the soul
becomes powerful. What is the meaning of the verse: "...tries the
righteous..." (Tehilim 11:5)? It is as is written: "...a tried
stone..." (Yeshayah 28:16); in the same way He "tries the righteous,"
which means that He strengthens him by this "tried stone," which is
a precious cornerstone. So does He try the righteous!

91. "but the wicked and him who loves violence his soul
hates" (Tehilim 11:5). What is the meaning of "his soul (lit. Nefesh)
hates"? COULD IT POSSIBLY BE THAT IT ALLUDES TO THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHOSE NEFESH HATES THE WICKED? FOR
THE WORD NEFESH IS NOT APPROPRIATE FOR THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. The explanation is that the very level upon which
all souls depend, MALCHUT, hates the Nefesh of that wicked man.
For it does not want it [this soul] TO CLEAVE TO IT in this world or
in the world to come. For that reason, it is written, "but the wicked
and him who loves violence his soul hates." Another explanation of,
"His soul hates," is as it is written: "Adonai Elohim has sworn by His
Nefesh," (Amos 6:8) WHICH MEANS THAT THE WORD NEFESH IS
USED IN RELATION TO HASHEM. IF SO, THEN THE EXPLANATION
IS SIMPLY THAT THE SOUL OF HASHEM HATES THE WICKED AND
HIM WHO LOVES VIOLENCE. For that reason He "tries the
Righteous," for He loves him.
92. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, created
Adam, He commanded him NOT TO EAT OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE, in order to benefit him. He gave him wisdom, so he
would ascend through the grades TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. When he descended, he saw the desires of the Evil Inclination
and clung to it, thereby forgetting all that he beheld of the Supernal
Glory of his Master.

93. Of Noach, it is first written: "Noach was a just man and
perfect" (Beresheet 6:9). Then he descended and saw strong wine
that was one day old and not clear, AS IT WAS FULL OF DREGS. He
drank from it, became drunk, and was uncovered, as it is written:
"and he drank of the wine, and was drunk; and he was uncovered
within his tent" (Beresheet 9:21).
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94. Then Avraham was elevated with wisdom and beheld the glory of
his Master. Subsequently, it is written, "And there was famine in the
land: and Avram went down to Egypt" (Beresheet 12:10), and "And
Avram went up out of Egypt..." (Beresheet 13:1) and was elevated to
the grade he had at the beginning. He came in peace and went in
peace.

95. And then Yitzchak, of whom it is written: "And there was a famine
in the land..." (Beresheet 26:1). And Yitzchak went TO GERAR. From
there, he later ascended peacefully. And so all the Righteous are
tested by the Holy One, blessed be He, to raise their heads in this
world and in the world to come.

12. "And he said, 'She is my sister'"
Here the discussion explains why Avraham and Yitzchak replied as above when they were asked about their wives. This episode is linked to the
Shechinah, the Divine Presence of Creator in the physical realm. The dual meaning of the word sister is revealed as an allusion to the patriarchs
own connection to the Shechinah, which is the source of human happiness and protection. The Rabbis further discuss the nature and whereabouts
of the dwelling place of the Shechinah, which resides both in their wives and in the Holy Land.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Shechinah can only dwell within us, offering protection and fulfillment, when we are in an appreciative and joyful state of mind. The moment a
person feels depressed, negative, or victimized, the Shechinah departs. A positive state of mind and appreciation is summoned forth in this
passage, thus drawing the Shechinah into our lives. This Light also serves to enrich our marital relationships.
96. "And the men of the place asked him of his wife; and he said,
'She is my sister" (Beresheet 26:7), that is, just like Avraham said,
"SHE IS MY SISTER," REFERRING TO THE SHECHINAH. For the
Shechinah was with Yitzchak and his wife, and he said of the
Shechinah, "SHE IS MY SISTER," as it is written, "Say to wisdom:
'you are my sister'" (Mishlei 7:4). Thus, he was strengthened BY THE
SHECHINAH and said, "She is my sister." Avraham and Yitzchak
deserved TO SAY OF THE SHECHINAH, "SHE IS MY SISTER." This is
assuredly so because of the verse IN WHICH ZEIR ANPIN SAID TO
THE SHECHINAH, "My sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled" (Shir
Hashirim 5:2). AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK WERE A CHARIOT TO
ZEIR ANPIN and were therefore worthy, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN, of saying
ABOUT THE SHECHINAH, "She is my sister." Thus, the Righteous
were strengthened by the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT IS, THEY
BECAME A CHARIOT TO HIM.
97. "And it came to pass, when he had been there a long time...with
Rivkah his wife" (Beresheet 26:8): IT IS SAID "with (Heb. et) Rivkah
his wife," precisely, which alludes to the Shechinah that was with
Rivkah, BECAUSE ET ('WITH'), AS WE KNOW, IS THE NAME OF THE
SHECHINAH. Another explanation asks if we could possibly
conceive of Yitzchak performing his marital duties during the
daytime. We have learned that the children of Yisrael are holy and
abstain from cohabitation in the daytime. Therefore, how could
Yitzchak, who was holy, cohabit during the day?
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98. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly Avimelech was wise and looked at the
wisdom of the stars, that is called a 'window', as it is written here,
"out at a window" (Beresheet 26:8), and elsewhere, "The mother of
Sisra looked out at a window" (Shoftim 5:28). As THE WINDOW there
REFERS TO astrology, so THE WINDOW here REFERS to astrology.
And he saw there that it was not as Yitzchak said, but that he surely
was sporting with her, and she was his wife. Then, "Avimelech called
Yitzchak..." (Beresheet 26:9) Rabbi Yosi said that it would have
befitted Avimelech to do this to Yitzchak AND TAKE HIS WIFE, as he
did to Avraham, were it not for the Holy One, blessed be He, who
reproved him earlier FOR WHAT HE DID TO AVRAHAM, SAYING
"BEHOLD, YOU ARE A DEAD MAN, BECAUSE OF THE
WOMAN..." (BERESHEET 20:3).

99. Come and behold: it is written, "Because I thought, 'Surely the
fear of Elohim is not in this place'" (Beresheet 20:11). According to
Rabbi Aba, this is the reason why he said, "She is my sister." He
wanted to cleave to the Shechinah, as it is written, "Say to wisdom:
[NAMELY, THE SHECHINAH] you are my sister." Why? Because they
had no faith in them, for if they had faith, he would not have needed
that. But because they had no faith, he said, 'SHE IS MY SISTER'. He
therefore said, "Because I thought, 'Surely the fear of Elohim is not
in this place." The fear of Elohim is Faith.

100. Rabbi Elazar said that this is because the Shechinah does not
live outside the Holy Land. Therefore, there is no fear of Elohim in
this place, AS FEAR MEANS THE SHECHINAH. This is not Her place,
and She does not dwell here. And Yitzchak was strengthened by the
faith, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, when he saw the Shechinah
dwelling in his wife.

13. "And Avimelech charged"
We learn how the actions and conduct of the righteous people, such as the patriarch Yitzchak, help to build and strengthen our physical dimension
of Malchut. These acts of the righteous are mirrored in our own spiritually significant actions, as in the laying of Tfilin and the donning of Tzitzit.
The Relevance of this Passage
By drawing on the metaphysical power of righteous personages such as Yitzchak, and also on the spiritual forces released by laying Tfilin and
wearing Tzitzit, we build and strengthen our souls. In this way, we ensure that our sojourn in this physical existence will be filled with spiritual
growth and enlightenment.
101. "And Avimelech charged all his people, saying, 'He that touches
this man or his wife shall surely be put to death'" (Beresheet 26:11).
Come and behold: how long had the Holy One, blessed be He,
refrained from avenging the wicked, for as a result of the good
Avimelech did with the first patriarchs, the children of Yisrael did not
rule over the Philistines until generations later. Avimelech did well to
act properly toward Yitzchak, as he said TO AVRAHAM, "Behold, my
land is before you: dwell where it pleases you" (Beresheet 20:15).
THIS SAYING ALSO ENCOMPASSES THE DESCENDANTS OF
AVRAHAM. THIS IS WHY HE KEPT HIS WORD WITH YITZCHAK AS
WELL, AND RABBI ELAZAR PRAISES HIM FOR KEEPING HIS
PROMISE.
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102. Rabbi Yehuda said: Woe to the wicked, whose generosity is not
complete. Come and behold: Efron first said, "my lord, hear me: the
field I give you, and the cave that is in it" (Beresheet 23:11). Later he
said, "four hundred shekels" (Ibid. 14), and then, "and Avraham
weighed to Efron...current money with the merchant" (Ibid. 16). Here
too, it is written at first WHAT HE SAID TO AVRAHAM, "Behold, my
land is before you," WHICH INCLUDES YITZCHAK. Then he said TO
YITZCHAK, "Go from us; for you are much mightier than
we" (Beresheet 26:16). Rabbi Elazar said to him: This is the
benevolence Avimelech had for Yitzchak. He took nothing from him
and sent him away with his money and possessions. Then, he went
after him to make a covenant with him.

103. And Rabbi Elazar said that Yitzchak did well because he knew
the secret of wisdom. He strove and dug a well of water, THAT IS, HE
FIXED THE NUKVA CALLED A 'WELL OF WATER', so as to be
properly invigorated by Faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. Avraham also
strove and dug a well of water. Ya'akov found it completed and
settled by it. Everybody went after it and strove by it, so as to be
strengthened by the true Faith, as is proper.

104. Presently, the children of Yisrael are strengthened by THE
WELL OF WATER, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, according to the
secret of keeping the commandments of the Torah; NAMELY, every
day a man is strengthened and enveloped by the commandment of
the Tzitzit ('fringes'), as he also is by the Tefilin he puts on his head
and arm. This is as it should be, for they are the supernal mystery.
For the Holy One, blessed be He, dwells with the man who is
crowned by Tefilin and clothed with the fringes. All is in the secret of
high Faith, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, MEANING THAT SHE IS
AMENDED BY THE PRECEPTS A MAN FOLLOWS.

105. Therefore, whoever does not wear the fringes and is not
invigorated by the Tefilin daily, appears as if faith does not dwell
with him. The fear of his Master is removed from him, and his prayer
is no proper prayer. For this reason, the fathers were strengthened
by the supreme faith, since within the supernal well dwells whole
faith, NAMELY, THE CORRECTED NUKVA.

14. "And he called the name of it Rechovot"
Here, the Rabbis expound meaning of the Sfirot through a discussion of the World To Come. It is said that the Torah's more mundane verses
possess hidden meanings pertaining to the spiritual processes that the patriarchs endured in Upper Worlds. With this insight, we see that the deeds
of the righteous are performed in order to preserve our world. This is why they are able to draw down the Shechinah into our lower realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
If we are unaware of the meaning and metaphysical power concealed in the Torah's seemingly uninteresting verses, we are prevented from deriving
immense Light and strength from Torah study. This passage offers us the opportunity to ignite sparks of Light by connecting to these veiled
meanings. In so doing, we tilt our own actions towards the side of righteousness, thus helping to sustain this world by our very existence.
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106. "And he removed from there, and dug another
well..." (Beresheet 26:22). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse, "and Hashem shall guide you continually, and satisfy your
soul in drought, and make strong your bones" (Yeshayah 58:11).
This verse had already been explained, but by this verse the faithful
were strengthened, for it promises them the world to come. "And
Hashem shall guide you continually" in this world and the world to
come.
"And Hashem shall guide you." HE ASKS: Because he said, "And
Hashem shall guide you," why add the word "continually (Heb.
tamid)?" For this hints at the daily offering (lit. 'continue') made at
dusk that receives its strength from underneath Yitzchak's arm, AS
IT CORRESPONDS TO THE SERVICE OF MINCHAH, THAT YITZCHAK
COMPOSED, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT.
It is the portion of the world to come, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, THAT
RECEIVES THE PORTION OF CHOCHMAH FROM YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH, CALLED 'THE WORLD TO COME'. How do we know
that "HASHEM SHALL GUIDE YOU CONTINUALLY" REFERS TO THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT? From David, as it is written, "He leads
me in the paths of righteousness for His name's sake" (Tehilim 23:3).
JUST AS THE WORD "LEADS," SPOKEN BY DAVID, MEANS THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "IN THE PATHS OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS," WHICH IS A NAME OF THE NUKVA WHEN SHE
SHINES FROM THE LEFT, HERE TOO WHEN IT SAYS "GUIDE," IT
ALLUDES TO THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT.
107. "And satisfy your soul in drought (also: brightness)" (Yeshayah
58:11) refers to the shining lamp, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT, THE SECRET OF
CHASSADIM, that all the souls delight in and take pleasure in
beholding. The verse ends, "and make strong your bones" (Ibid.).
The end does not suit the beginning, for if the soul of the righteous
IS SATISFIED, AS SAID BEFORE "AND SATISFY YOUR SOUL IN
BRIGHTNESS," WHICH SPEAKS ABOUT THE NEFESH AND
NESHAMAH OF THE RIGHTEOUS, why does it now say "and make
strong your bones," WHICH TALKS ABOUT THE BONES OF THE
BODY? BUT HE ANSWERS that this has already been explained. It
refers to the resurrection of the dead, the fact that the Holy One
blessed be He, will revive the dead and fix man's bones as they were
at first, in a whole body. And Light will be added from the shining
lamp so the soul will be illuminated together with the body in a
complete whole. THIS WAY, IT REFERS TO THE SOUL OF THE
RIGHTEOUS, TO WHICH THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL
GIVE A WHOLE BODY IN WHICH TO BE CLOTHED FOR ETERNITY.
108. For this reason, it is written, "you shall be like a watered garden,
and like a spring of water" (Yeshayah 58:11). HE ASKS: What is this
watered garden? AND HE ANSWERS: Its supernal water, THAT IS,
THE ABUNDANT YIELD OF BINAH, never ceases its eternal flow.
This garden, MALCHUT, always slakes its thirst from it. "a spring of
water" refers to that river, which emerges and flows out of Eden,
which waters never cease flowing.

109. HE THEN EXPLAINED THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
WATERED GARDEN AND THE SPRING OF WATER. Come and
behold: A well of living water is the supreme secret, WHICH IS
BINAH, within the faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THEN SHE IS a cistern,
from where the spring of water, and a cistern that is filled by that
spring of water. These two grades are one, namely, male and female
properly as one.
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110. Come and behold: This spring of water and the cistern are one.
Together they are called 'a well'. FOR THE SPRING IS DERIVES
FROM ALEPH, AND MALCHUT IS A CISTERN (HEB. BOR).
TOGETHER THEY FORM THE WELL (HEB. BE'ER). For this spring
flows INTO MALCHUT and never ceases, so the cistern is always
filled. And whoever looks at the well, NAMELY, AT MALCHUT, looks
on the supernal mystery of faith, NAMELY, BINAH. And this is the
reasoning behind THE LABOR OF the patriarchs, who strove to dig a
well of water in the supernal secret, BINAH. There must be no
division between the source, WHICH IS THE SPRING OF WATER,
and the cistern itself, for all is one.

111. THEN, "and he called the name of it Rechovot" (Beresheet
26:22). For this reason, its springs will spread on all sides, THAT IS,
TO THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND
CHASSADIM, as it is written, "So will your spring be dispersed
abroad, and streams of water will flow in the broad places (Heb.
rechovot)" (Mishlei 5:16). For this reason, "he called the name of it
Rechovot."

112. Rabbi Shimon began with the verse, "Wisdoms cry aloud in the
streets; she utters her voice in the squares (Heb. rechovot)" (Mishlei
1:20). This verse contains a deep mystery. Why IS IT WRITTEN IN
THE PLURAL, THAT IS, "wisdoms," AND NOT WISDOM? HE SAID:
They are the upper wisdom, CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, and the
lower wisdom that is included and dwells within the upper one, THE
LOWER CHOCHMAH, NAMELY, THE NUKVA
113. "Cry aloud in the streets": Come and behold: The upper
Chochmah OF ARICH ANPIN is the most concealed of all. It is not to
be known or revealed, as it is written, "Man cannot know its
price" (Iyov 28:13), for when it was diffused in order to illuminate, it
shone on the secret of the world to come. This world to come was
created from it, ARICH ANPIN, as we learned, that the world to come
was created by the Yud, in which Chochmah was covered. And they
became one WITH THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, when everything
was adorned with the secret of the world to come. Everything then is
joyfully luminous, everything is silent, never heard outside.

114. It wanted to illuminate further. Thus, from this place came fire,
water, and wind, as we have learned. And they became one voice
that went out and was heard. From then on, it assumed the aspect of
"out." For inside it is silent, SOUNDLESS, never to be heard. Now
that the secret is heard, it is called "out." From here on, it behooves
a man to improve his deeds and ask, NAMELY TO PRAY AND
ELEVATE FEMALE WATER AND DRAW CHOCHMAH. THIS IS LIKE
ASKING FOR RAIN.
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115. "In the squares (Heb. rechovot)." HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of squares? HE REPLIED, this is the firmament where all
the stars are shining, YESOD OF BINAH IN WHICH ARE SUSPENDED
THE ENTIRE MOCHIN OF MALE AND FEMALE, AND THE SOULS,
WHICH ARE CALLED 'STARS'. It is a spring "whose waters fail
not" (Yeshayah 58:11), as it is written, "And a river went out of Eden
to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). It is called 'Rechovot'. There
"she utters her voice," the upper, BINAH, and the lower, MALCHUT.
And all is one.
116. For that reason Solomon said, "Prepare your work outside, and
make it fit for yourself in the field" (Mishlei 24: 27). "Prepare...
outside" MEANS, as it is written, "cry aloud in the streets," FOR
CHOCHMAH IS NOT REVEALED UNTIL IT IS REMOVED FROM
INSIDE OUT. For here, IN ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'OUTSIDE', work,
THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, can be corrected. And this may be
sought, as it is written, "For ask now of the days that are past...and
from the one side of heaven to the other" (Devarim 4:32).

117. "And make it fit for yourself in the field." This is THE NUKVA
CALLED "a field which Hashem has blessed" (Beresheet 27: 27).
After learning the mystery of wisdom and perfecting himself therein,
it is then written, "and afterwards build your house" (Mishlei 24: 27).
A HOUSE IS a man's soul, that he will then fix within his body, to
become a whole man.
Therefore, when Yitzchak dug and formed the well peacefully, he
called that "peace" Rechovot. And all was properly done. Happy are
the Righteous, whose deeds before the Holy One, blessed be He, are
to preserve the world, THAT IS, TO BUILD AND MAINTAIN THE
NUKVA CALLED 'WORLD', as it is written, "For the upright shall
dwell in the land" (Mishlei 2:21), which should be read as, 'cause to
dwell' WHICH MEANS THAT THEY WILL DRAW THE SHECHINAH
CALLED 'LAND', UPON THE LOWER BEINGS, as was already
explained.

15. "his eyes were dim, so that he could not see"
Rabbi Shimon and his son Rabbi Elazar discuss differences in the eyesight of Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya'akov as they grow older, and the
significance of this for our realm of Malchut and the supernal mysteries. The patriarchs were connected to Left Column, which denotes judgement
and darkness. This is the secret meaning behind the concept of blindness in the Torah. Yitzchak embodied a complete connection to the Left
Column; therefore, were are told that he is totally blind. Ya'akov's connection to both the Right and Left Columns is indicated by his only partial
blindness.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our physical bodies are directly affected by our connection to the Light during our lives. These effects can be both positive and negative. Illness
and health are merely expressions of how we balance the Right and Left Columns--sharing and receiving-- throughout our lives. We are often
judgmental [Left Column] during moments when we should be merciful [Right Column] and vice-versa. The wisdom to balance these two Columns is
awakened within us.
118. "And it came to pass, that when Yitzchak was old" (Beresheet
27:1). Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "And Elohim called the light
Day, and the darkness he called Night" (Beresheet 1:5). This verse
had already been explained; nevertheless come and behold: All the
actions that the Holy One, blessed be He, performs, are true, and in
the secret of the upper world. And all the words of the Torah are
words of faith, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, and
supernal mysteries, WHICH ILLUMINATE IT as they should.
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119. Come and behold: Yitzchak did not have the merit of Avraham,
whose eyes were not blinded or dimmed. Here, however, is a
supernal secret, the secret of faith. For we have learned that "And
Elohim called the light Day" refers to Avraham, the light of day, THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, whose light grows stronger as the
day advances, THE SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM.

120. Thus, it is written, "And Avraham was old, advanced in
age" (Beresheet 24:1), that is, in the shining lights OF CHASSADIM.
And he is old, as it is written, "that shines ever more brightly until
the height of noonday" (Mishlei 4:18). Therefore IT IS WRITTEN OF
HIM, "And Elohim called the light Day." "And the darkness he called
Night." This is Yitzchak, who is dark, and gets DARKER to receive
the night within him. Therefore, when he grew older, it is written,
"And it came to pass, that when Yitzchak was old, and his eyes were
dim, so that he could not see" (Beresheet 27:1). FOR HE BECAME
COMPLETELY DARK. Assuredly he had to be COMPLETELY dark, to
cleave well to his grade.

121. Rabbi Elazar, his son, kissed his hands and said: This is well.
Avraham shines on the side of his grade, and Yitzchak is darkened
on the side of his grade. But why did Ya'akov GROW DARKER, as it
is written, "Now the eyes of Yisrael were dim (lit. 'heavy') from
age" (Beresheet 48:10). He answers: Assuredly it is AS I SAID, for it
is written, "heavy", and not dim, AS WAS WRITTEN OF YITZCHAK; It
is written "from age", not 'his age'. "from age" is to be interpreted as
the age of Yitzchak, FOR HE INCLUDED BOTH AVRAHAM AND
YITZCHAK. THEREFORE on the side OF YITZCHAK his eyes "were
heavy...so that he could not see" (Ibid.), not properly, but he was not
absolutely blind. But Yitzchak's eyes were completely dim, and it
became darkness, for night, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, clove to him and
it was fulfilled, "and the darkness he called Night."

16. "And he said, Behold now, I am old, I know not the day of my death"
The events leading to Yitzchak's 'mistaken-identity' blessing of Ya'akov are discussed by Rabbi Elazar, as he expounds upon the significance of
trust in the story of the fiery furnace. In the story, three righteous people are tossed into a fire. The men possess unshakable trust in The Creator,
and have no regard for their survival or destruction. For this reason, these righteous men miraculously avoid injury.
Through this story, Rabbi Elazar shows, in great depth, that only complete trust in the Light of The Creator can bring forth Divine assistance. There
must be no expectation or desire for a specific result--as is written, "according to his need." We're told of the importance of being prepared, and of
dwelling on the Name of The Creator, and of how these qualities are intricately related to Torah study. Such study, we learn, requires a profound
intention to extol The Creator. Our efforts must be for the sake of the whole world, not for ourselves, so the earth shall be full of the Knowledge of
The Creator. The Rabbis then return to the story of the blessing, its significance for future generations, and its relation to both the Shechinah and
this mundane realm of Malchut.
The Relevance of this Passage
People may unknowingly embark on a spiritual path for selfish reasons. They have hidden expectations of self-serving gain. Though this is not
always their conscious intention, it's the reality. We can know if our desires and efforts are pure when we ask the Light for what we need and not
just what we want. We then trust in the spiritual path, regardless of any tests and obstacles we encounter. These verses increase our level of trust in
The Creator. They invoke certainty in times of distress, strength during times of strife. We can embrace whatever life brings, certain of the spiritual
purpose behind it.
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122. "He called Esav his eldest son..." This means that he was
included within strict Judgment, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF ESAV.
THEREFORE HE CALLED ESAV. "And he said, Behold now, I am old,
I know not the day of my death." Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion
with the verse, "Happy is the man, whose strength is in
You..." (Tehilim 84:6), happy is the man who is strengthened by the
Holy One, blessed be He, and puts his trust in Him.

123. This trust could be interpreted as the trust that Chananyah,
Mishael, and Azaryah put in Him when they said, "Behold, our
Elohim whom we serve is able to deliver us; He can deliver us from
the burning fiery furnace, and out of your hand, king..." (Daniel 3:17),
MEANING, THAT THEY TRUSTED THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, WOULD SURELY SAVE THEM FROM THE FIERY FURNACE.
HE SAYS THAT THIS IS NOT SO, ONLY come and see, if He would
not save them and be with them, it would come to pass that the
name of the Holy One, blessed be He, would not be sanctified before
the eyes of everyone, as they said. But when they realized they did
not speak properly, they spoke again, saying "But if He does not, be
it known to you, king..." (Ibid. 18), THAT IS, whether He will save
them or not, let it be known to you that we will not worship an image.
It was made known to them by Yechezkel, whom they heard and
believed, that the Holy One, blessed be He, would not be with them,
TO SAVE THEM. AND HE TOLD THEM THAT, so that they would
SURRENDER THEIR SOULS AND be rewarded. Then they spoke
again, saying, "be it known to you, King..."

124. A man should not assume and think, the Holy One, blessed be
He, will save us, or, that the Holy One, blessed be He, will do such
and such for me. However, it behooves man to place his trust in the
Holy One, blessed be He, to help him ACCORDING TO HIS NEED, as
long as he strives to keep the precepts of Torah and to walk the path
of truth. When a man wishes to be purified, he is surely helped, and
he should trust the Holy One, blessed be He, to help him in this. And
he should put his trust in Him, and not in another. Therefore, it is
written, "whose strength is in you." "In whose heart are your
highways" (Tehilim 84:6) MEANS that it behooves him to prepare his
heart as fit, so that no strange thoughts will come into it, but to be as
a mended way to pass through, where ever one needs to, EITHER
RIGHT OR LEFT. THUS WHETHER THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, DOES GOOD FOR HIM OR NOT, HIS HEART SHOULD BE READY
AND PREPARED, AND NOT HARBOR STRANGE THOUGHTS IN ANY
CASE WHATSOEVER.

125. Another explanation for, "Happy is the man, whose strength is
in You." Strength as in "Hashem gives strength to His
people" (Tehilim 29:11), MEANS THE TORAH. AND "WHOSE
STRENGTH IS IN YOU" MEANS that it is incumbent on a man to be
occupied in studying Torah for the name (sake) of the Holy One,
blessed be He, NAMELY, THE SHECHINAH, THAT IS CALLED
'NAME'. For whoever is occupied in the Torah, but does not care for
its name, would have been better never born. What is meant by the
verse, "in whose heart are Your highways (Heb. mesilot)?" It is as in
the verse, "extol (Heb. solu) Him who rides upon the clouds; Yah is
His name" (Tehilim 68:5), WHICH REFERS BOTH TO EXTOLLING
THE RIDER ON THE CLOUDS AND THE HIGHWAYS IN THEIR
HEARTS. THIS MEANS that when he studies the Torah, HE SHOULD
BE INTENT UPON extolling the Holy One, blessed be He, and
glorifying and extoling Him throughout the world. THUS STUDYING
TORAH FOR ITS OWN SAKE (NAME) IS FOR THOSE "IN WHOSE
HEART ARE YOUR HIGHWAYS." THIS MEANS THAT ONE MUST BE
INTENT WHEN STUDYING TORAH TO DRAW THE BOUNTY OF
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KNOWLEDGE FOR ONE AND FOR THE WHOLE WORLD, SO THAT
THE NAME OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL GROW IN
THE WORLD, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "FOR THE EARTH SHALL BE FULL
OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF HASHEM" (YESHAYAH 11:9) AND
"HASHEM SHALL BE KING OVER ALL THE EARTH" (ZECHARYAH
14:9).
126. Come and behold: Ya'akov, all that he did was for the sake of
the Holy One, blessed be He, and for that reason the Holy One,
blessed be He, was with him always, by that the Shechinah never
moved from him. For when Yitzchak called for Esav, his son, Ya'akov
was not there. The Shechinah told this to Rivkah, who informed
Ya'akov.

127. Rabbi Yosi said, come and behold: If, heaven forbid, Esav would
have been blessed at that time, Ya'akov would not have ruled over
the world, BUT STAYED, HEAVEN FORBID, IN EXILE ALWAYS. But it
was decreed by the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT YA'AKOV WILL
BE BLESSED, and everything happened as it should. Come and
behold: It is written, "but Rivkah loved Ya'akov" (Beresheet 25:28),
as has been explained. Therefore, she sent for Ya'akov and said to
him "Behold, I heard your father speak to Esav your
brother" (Beresheet 27:6).

128. "Now therefore, my son, obey my voice..." (Beresheet 27:8): It
was then Pesach (Passover) eve, and the Evil Inclination had to be
exterminated from the world, and the moon, the secret of faith,
NUKVA, had to govern. Therefore, Rivkah cooked two dishes.

129. Rabbi Yehuda said that this alludes to the descendants of
Ya'akov, who in the future offered two goats on Yom Kippur, one for
Hashem and one to Azazel. For this reason, Rivkah offered "two kids
of the goats," one for the supernal grade and one to subjugate the
grade of Esav, so he would not rule over Ya'akov. Thus, there were
two kids of the goats. From both, Yitzchak tasted and ate.

130. It is written, "and he brought him wine, and he
drank" (Beresheet 27: 25), AND NOT, "AND HE SERVED HIM WINE."
By this he hints that he served him wine from afar. According to
Rabbi Elazar, this means that he brought him wine in which there is
complete joy, THAT IS, THE WINE "WHICH CHEERS ELOHIM AND
MAN" (SHOFTIM 9:13), to gladden Yitzchak, for he needed cheering,
as the side of the Levites needs cheering, TO WIT, THE LEFT SIDE.
FOR SINCE JUDGMENTS TAKE HOLD OF THE LEFT SIDE,
THEREFORE, SADNESS DWELLS IN IT, AND THERE IS NEED OF
HEARTENING ALL THOSE WHO ARE DRAWN FROM IT: THE
LEVITES AND YITZCHAK AS WELL. Therefore, "he brought him
wine, and he drank."

17. "The best clothes of her eldest son Esav"
In this section the Rabbis continue their analysis of events leading to Yitzchak's "mistaken" blessing of Ya'akov. They explain the origin of Esav's
clothing, which was given by Rivkah to Ya'akov. In truth, Yitzchak was not deceived into believing Ya'akov was actually Esav. Ya'akov's clothing
radiated a scent direct from the Garden of Eden. Yitzchak blessed Ya'akov because the garments emitted this holy aroma--not because he was
deceived. Yitzchak realized that this fragrance could only accompany someone worthy of the blessing. Thus, we learn that Ya'akov embodied the
power and soul of Adam. Rabbi Elazar describes the relationship of Ya'akov to Adam in terms of Ya'akov's beauty. This also illuminates his
relationship to the realm of Binah.
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The Relevance of this Passage
Adam originally wore the garments mentioned above in the Garden of Eden, thus, the garments' Divine scent when Ya'akov wore them. Ya'akov, we
are told, is the embodiment of Adam, and his original clothes are returned to him by Rivkah. The Zohar is evolving a lesson concerning a natural
law: all things eventually return to their rightful owners. Nothing that truly belongs to us can ever really leave us. Whatever we lose, we never really
had. This enlightened view of life is awakened within us. The scent of the Garden of Eden is infused within us, so that we emit this fragrance [Light]
in our lives, wherever we go. People around us will sense this Light.
131. "And Rivkah took the best clothes of her eldest son
Esav" (Beresheet 27:15). These are the garments Esav took from
Nimrod. They are the precious garments from Adam, which came to
the hands of Nimrod, who used them when he hunted, as it is
written, "He was a mighty hunter before Hashem" (Beresheet 10:9).
And Esav went into the field, where he fought with and killed Nimrod,
removing the garments from him. This is the meaning of "and Esav
came the field, and he was faint" (Beresheet 25:29). It has already
been explained why it is here written, "and he was faint," and
elsewhere, "for my soul faints before the slayers" (Yirmeyah 4:31).
THESE ARE ANALOGOUS. THERE IT IS WRITTEN "FAINT" TO
REFER TO KILLING. HERE TOO, THERE IS KILLING, BECAUSE
ESAV MURDERED NIMROD.

132. Esav hid these garments with Rivkah and wore them when he
went hunting. On the day, WHEN YITZCHAK SENT FOR HIM TO
RECEIVE THE BLESSINGS, he did not take them to the field and was
therefore late. When Esav wore them, they put forth no scent at all,
but when Ya'akov wore them, the lost object was restored AS THEY
RETURNED TO THE ASPECT OF ADAM. For the beauty of Ya'akov
was the beauty of Adam. They therefore returned to their place and
emitted fragrance.

133. Rabbi Yosi said: YOU SAY THAT Ya'akov's beauty was the
beauty of Adam. How could this be? We learned that the apple of
Adam's heel eclipsed the orb of the sun. Could you say that for
Ya'akov? Rabbi Elazar replied, assuredly before Adam sinned no
creature could behold his beauty. But after he sinned, his beauty
changed, his stature diminished, and he was a hundred cubits high.
BUT BEFORE THE SIN, HIS HEIGHT WAS FROM EARTH TO
HEAVEN. THE BEAUTY OF YA'AKOV WAS LIKE THE BEAUTY OF
ADAM AFTER HE SINNED. Come and behold: Adam's beauty is a
mystery on which supernal faith, BINAH, stems. THAT IS, HE
ACHIEVED THE LIGHT OF BINAH AND THERE ATTAINED THIS
BEAUTY. Of this, the scripture says "And let the beauty of Adonai
our Elohim be upon us" (Tehilim 90:17), AS THE LIGHT OF BINAH IS
CALLED 'BEAUTY'. It is also written, "to behold the beauty of
Hashem" (Tehilim 27:4). This is, assuredly, the beauty of Ya'akov,
THAT IS, HE ACHIEVED THE LIGHT OF BINAH, AS DID ADAM. And
all is in the supernal mystery.
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134. "And he smelled the smell of his garments, and blessed
him" (Beresheet 27:27). Come and behold: It is not written, "and he
smelled the smell of the garments" but "the smell of his garments."
This is according to the verse, "Who covers Himself with light as
with a garment: who stretches out the heavens like a
curtain" (Tehilim 104:2). Another explanation is that once Ya'akov
wore them, they emitted an aroma. As long as Yitzchak did not smell
the aroma of the garments, he did not bless him. But then, WHEN
THEY EMITTED AN AROMA, he knew that the wearer was worthy of
being blessed. For if he did not deserve to be blessed, no holy
aroma would be put forth. This is the meaning of the verse "and he
smelled the smell of his garments, and blessed him."

135. "And said, See, the smell of my son is like the smell of a field
which Hashem has blessed" (Beresheet 27:27). The meaning of "and
said" is not clear, FOR IT IS NOT KNOWN WHO SAID IT. Some say it
is the Shechinah; some say it was Yitzchak who said "like the smell
of a field which Hashem has blessed." HE ASKS: What is this field?
AND HE ANSWERS: This is a field of apple trees, NAMELY, THE
NUKVA CALLED 'THE FIELD OF HOLY APPLES', which the supernal
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN
support and cultivate.

18. "In my distress I cried to Hashem, and He heard me"
We learn why Ya'akov's cunning in receiving Yitzchak's blessing was actually necessary to save the world from the same serpent that had earlier
caused the fall of Adam. The Rabbis next give counsel on the meaning for all Yisrael of the multiple blessings given to Ya'akov and those given to
Esav, both for the present and for the time of the coming of Mashiach. The blessings given to Ya'akov are explained with respect to their meaning
throughout history. These blessings act as portals through which particular blends of energy flow to mankind at the appropriate periods.
We also learn the central meaning of Ya'akov for Yisrael in a spiritual, historical context. Ya'akov, as the embodiment of Adam, encompasses the
entire story of man. Ya'akov represents the complete drama of human existence, represented by the Sfirah of Tiferet. Specifically, this refers to the
bringing together, in one place, of all that has happened and that will happen from the time of Adam, to the final coming of the Mashiach.
The section concludes with an apportioning of the blessings, each one in its appropriate time, in relation to the history of Yisrael and the coming of
the end of the Correction of the souls of man.
The Relevance of this Passage
Through the story of the children of Yisrael, we learn that the threads of the Torah are spiritually woven into the history of the world. We secure a
powerful connection to Ya'akov, and in turn, to the ancient and timeless blessings that we presently need in order to hasten the final redemption. We
awaken our awareness of the role and significance our lives play in the overall spiritual plan.
136. "Therefore the Elohim give you of the dew of heaven, and the
fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine" (Beresheet 27:28).
Rabbi Aba said: This verse has already been explained.
Nevertheless, come and look at the verse, "A song of ascent. In my
distress I cried to Hashem, and He heard me" (Tehilim 120:1). How
many songs and praises did David say before the Holy One, blessed
be He, all in order to fix his grade, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, and
to make himself a name, NAMELY, TO DRAW MOCHIN UPON IT, as it
is written, "And David got him a name" (II Shmuel 8:13). This song he
said when he saw what Ya'akov accomplished, THAT HE WAS
ANSWERED AND RECEIVED THE BLESSINGS. HE SAID: "IN MY
DISTRESS I CRIED TO HASHEM, AND HE HEARD ME." IF IT WERE
NOT FOR YA'AKOV, WHO RECEIVED THE BLESSINGS, THE
SECRET OF THE WHOLE MOCHIN TO CONSTRUCT THE NUKVA,
DAVID COULD NOT HAVE MADE HER A NAME.
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137. Rabbi Elazar said: It was Ya'akov who sang this song, when his
father said to him, "Come near, I pray you, that I may feel you, my
son, whether you are really my son Esav or not" (Beresheet 27:21).
Then was Ya'akov in great distress, for he feared that his father will
recognize and know him. Then it is written, "and he recognized him
not, because his hands were hairy, as his brother Esav's hands: so
he blessed him" (Beresheet 27: 23). So he said: "In my distress I
cried to Hashem, and He heard me."

138. "Deliver my soul, Hashem, from lying lips, from a deceitful
tongue" (Tehilim 120:2). This is the portion where Esav is, NAMELY,
THE SERPENT, who has lying lips. What are the lying lips OF HIS
GRADE? When the serpent brought curses upon the world, BY
INCITING ADAM TO EAT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, he brought
them deceitfully and crookedly.

19. The Blessings
The Zohar expounds upon the blessings that were originally intended for Esav but deceitfully appropriated by Ya'akov.
Like all stories in scripture, this one is imbued with deeper meaning. In truth, the episode of "The Blessings" concerns the establishment of the
universal spiritual system that mankind would utilize in its quest for transformation. The patriarchs represent the various spiritual components that
comprise the system. At this particular point in its development, a critical moment is at hand. The battle for dominion over the dimension of
physicality is being determined. Thus, we learn that Ya'akov's "stealing" of the blessing away from his brother Esav, signifies the victory of the Light
over the forces of darkness.
The Zohar then explicates upon the secret behind the blessing: Some blessings are to be utilized in the age before the End of Days, while other
blessings are designated for the Final Redemption.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power to triumph over dark forces within us, and those in our midst, is given to us through the Light of the Blessings that shine in the verses,
revealing deeper, mystical truths.
139. Come and behold: When Yitzchak said to Esav "and go out to
the field, and catch me some venison (Heb. tzeidah)" (Beresheet
27:3), with a Hei, INSTEAD OF USING TZAYID, WITHOUT A HEI. This
has already been explained. And Esav went HUNTING to be blessed
by Yitzchak, who said to him "and bless you before Hashem" (Ibid.
7). It would have been well to say just "and I will bless you," but
since he added "before Hashem," the throne of glory of the Holy
One, blessed be He, then trembled and said: Could it be, that the
serpent is freed from these curses, and Ya'akov remains subject to
them?

140. At that time Michael came before Ya'akov with the Shechinah.
Yitzchak knew that and saw that the Garden of Eden is with Ya'akov,
so he blessed him. When Esav entered, Gehenom entered with him.
Therefore: "And Yitzchak trembled very much" (Beresheet 27:33),
because he had previously thought that Esav was not of that side.
Therefore he said "AND HAVE BLESSED HIM? Moreover, he shall be
blessed."
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141. For that reason Ya'akov behaved with cunning and guile, and
brought blessings on Ya'akov, who resembled Adam, that were
taken from the serpent of the lying lips, who talked and acted
deceitfully, in order to incite ADAM TO EAT FROM THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE and bring curses upon the world. For that reason,
Ya'akov behaved with cunning and misled his father, so as to bring
blessings upon the world and snatch from the serpent what he
withheld from the world, THAT IS, THE BLESSINGS HE WITHHELD
FROM THE WORLD. This was measure for measure, of which it is
written, "For he loved cursing, and it came to him: and he delighted
not in blessings, and it was far from him" (Tehilim 109:17). About
him, the verse reads, "you are cursed above all cattle, and above
every beast of the field" (Beresheet 3:14). He stayed accursed
forever more, and Ya'akov came and took the blessings from him.

142. From the time of Adam, Ya'akov was destined to take from the
serpent all these blessings, and the serpent was to remain accursed,
NEVER to be released from them. And David, inspired by the Holy
Spirit, asked, "What shall be given to you? Or what shall be done to
you, you false tongue? Sharp arrows of the mighty" (Tehilim 120:34). What causes this evil serpent to bring curses upon the world,
when he is, as they said, a serpent that bites and kills, but draws no
pleasure from it?

143. "...False tongue." For the serpent deceived Adam and his wife
and brought evil on him and the world. Then came Ya'akov, who
took the blessings that were his own. "Sharp arrows of the mighty"
refers to Esav, who harbored hatred toward Ya'akov on account of
the blessings, as it is written, "and Esav hated Ya'akov because of
the blessing" (Beresheet 27:41).

144. "Therefore the Elohim gives you of the dew of heaven, and the
fatness of the earth" (Beresheet 27:28), NAMELY, from above and
below, ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, joined together, AS HEAVEN IS
ZEIR ANPIN AND THE EARTH IS THE NUKVA. "...and plenty of corn
and wine" (Ibid.) has already been explained. It is similar to the
verse, "yet I have not seen a just man forsaken, and his seed
begging bread" (Tehilim 37:25). Come and behold: "I have been
young, and now am old" (Ibid.). This verse was said by the minister
of the world, NAMELY, MATATRON. And therefore he said "and
plenty of corn and wine."
145. "Let peoples serve you" (Beresheet 27:29). THIS WAS when
king Solomon reigned in Jerusalem, as it is written, "And all the
kings of the earth...brought every man his present" (II Divrei
Hayamim 9:23-24). "...and nations bow down to you" at the advent of
Mashiach, according to the verse, "And may all Kings fall down
before him." Rabbi Yehuda said: all this will occur with the coming
of the King Mashiach, as written: "And may all kings fall down before
him; all nations serve him" (Tehilim 72:11).
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146. "Be lord over your brethren" (Beresheet 27:29). HE ASKS: WHY
DOES SCRIPTURE USE Heveh (be), instead of the more accepted
Heyeh or Tih'yeh? HE ANSWERS: This is a supernal mystery of faith,
for these letters, HEI-VAV-HEI are mysteries of faith. The upper Hei
above IS BINAH, Vav in the middle IS TIFERET, and the last Hei IS
MALCHUT. Therefore he said "Heveh (be) a lord over your brethren,"
rule over them, and govern them BY THE POWER OF THESE
LETTERS, when king David will appear. Rabbi Yosi said that all that
will happen when Mashiach will come, THAT IS, ALL THESE
BLESSINGS ALLUDE TO THE TIME OF THE END OF CORRECTION
AND AFTER THE ADVENT OF MASHIACH, AND NOT BEFORE. For
AS LONG AS Yisrael transgress the words of the Torah, then, IT IS
WRITTEN, "you shall break his yoke from off your neck" (Ibid. 40).
THEREFORE, BLESSINGS WILL PREVAIL ONLY AFTER THE
ADVENT OF MASHIACH, WHEN THEY WILL REPENT AND SIN NO
MORE.
147. "Therefore the Elohim give you" (Beresheet 27:28). Rabbi Yosi
said that all these blessings on the side of Ya'akov's portion were
his, and he took his own. And Yitzchak wanted to bestow the
blessings THAT BELONGED TO YA'AKOV upon Esav. Therefore, the
Holy One, blessed be He, caused them to revert to Ya'akov, that he
may take that which is his own.

148. Come and behold: Of the time when the serpent brought curses
upon the world, and the land was accursed, it is written, "And to the
man he said: Because you have hearkened to the voice of your wife...
cursed is the ground for your sake" (Beresheet 3:17), for it will not
produce fruit nor vegetation in a proper measure.
Correspondingly YA'AKOV WAS GIVEN BLESSINGS FOR THE TIME
AFTER THE ADVENT OF MASHIACH, WHEN THE SIN OF THE TREE
OF KNOWLEDGE WILL HAVE BEEN ATONED FOR: "...and the
fatness of the earth" MEANS THAT THE EARTH WILL BE WHOLE
AGAIN; AGAINST THE CURSE "in sorrow shall you eat of it" (Ibid.),
HE WAS BLESSED "of the dew of heaven"; CORRESPONDING TO
THE CURSE "thorns and thistles shall it bring forth to you," HE WAS
BLESSED accordingly with "plenty of corn and wine." In opposition
to THE CURSE "in the sweat of your face shall you eat bread," HE
WAS BLESSED, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "let peoples serve you, and
nations bow down to you," as they will cultivate the land and till the
field, as it is written, "and the sons of the alien shall be your
plowmen and your vinedressers" (Yeshayah 61:5). Ya'akov took it all
measure for measure, EACH BLESSING CORRESPONDING TO ONE
CURSE OF THE RREE OF KNOWLEDGE, and of his own he took. The
Holy One, blessed be He, caused Ya'akov to receive these blessings
and cleave to his place and portion, while Esav cleaved to his own
place and portion. RABBI YOSI SUPPORTS WHAT WAS SAID, THAT
THE BLESSINGS WERE VALID FOR THE END OF CORRECTION, BY
SAYING THAT THEN WILL THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
BE ATONED FOR, AND IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO MERIT A
BLESSING INSTEAD OF A CURSE, WHICH WAS NOT TRUE BEFORE
ATONING FOR THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE.
149. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: We see that the fatness of the earth and
the dew of heaven were the blessing Esav later received, as it is
written, "of the fatness of the earth, and of the dew of heaven from
above" (Beresheet 27:39). CAN YOU SAY THAT THESE
CORRESPOND TO THE CURSES OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
AFTER THE PENITENCE AT THE ADVENT OF MASHIACH?
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150. Rabbi Shimon said: The one is not like the other; ESAV IS NOT
LIKE YA'AKOV, and this does not resemble that. THE BLESSING OF
ESAV DOES NOT RESEMBLE THE BLESSING OF YA'AKOV. How
different are the grades! of Ya'akov, it is written, "Therefore the
Elohim give you." And of Esav, it is written, "YOUR DWELLING shall
be." ELOHIM IS NOT MENTIONED IN THIS BLESSING, SO IT WILL
NOT COMPRISE HOLINESS. It is written of Ya'akov, "of the dew of
heaven, and the fatness of the earth," and of Esav, "of the fatness of
the earth, and of the dew of heaven," WITH THE EARTH PRECEDING
HEAVEN, for there is no resemblance between them.
151. Their grades differ considerably from each other. It is written of
Ya'akov, "Therefore the Elohim give you of the dew of
heaven" (Beresheet 27:28). This is the supernal dew drawn from Atik
Yomin, which is called 'the dew of heaven', THAT IS, THE DEW
FROM ABOVE, drawn from the grade called 'heaven', ZEIR ANPIN,
from which it flows into the field of holy apple trees, MALCHUT,
ABOUT WHICH IT IS THEN WRITTEN, "of the fatness of the earth."
The earth refers to the land of the living above, THAT IS, MALCHUT,
WHILE ATTIRING THE SFIRAH BINAH CALLED 'LIVING ELOHIM', IS
THEN CALLED 'THE LAND OF THE LIVING'.
And Ya'akov inherited THE BLESSING in the upper earth, MALCHUT,
and upper heaven. THE BLESSING OF Esav was in the lower land
here and in the lower heaven here IN THIS WORLD. Ya'akov WAS
BLESSED high above, IN THE HEAVEN AND EARTH OF ATZILUT,
and Esav down below, IN THE HEAVEN AND EARTH OF THIS
WORLD.
152. Also, Ya'akov WAS BLESSED above and below IN THE UPPER
HEAVEN AND EARTH, AND IN THIS WORLD AT THE ADVENT OF
MASHIACH. And Esav only below IN HEAVEN AND EARTH OF THIS
WORLD. And though it is written, "and it shall come to pass when
you shall have the dominion, that you shall break his yoke from off
your neck" (Beresheet 27:40), WHICH MEANS THAT IF YISRAEL
WILL SIN, THE BLESSINGS WILL BE ANNULLED, this was SAID
CONCERNING HEAVEN AND EARTH here IN THIS WORLD, but up
above, nothing IS CANCELED, as it is written, "For Hashem's portion
is his people: Ya'akov is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim 32:9).
Come and behold: When Ya'akov and Esav started to avail
themselves of the blessings, Ya'akov received his share from above,
and Esav took his share below.
153. Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi Shimon, son of Lakunia, asked
Rabbi Elazar, has your father explained why the blessings with
which Yitzchak blessed Ya'akov did not prevail, while the blessings
Yitzchak bestowed on Esav all did?

154. He replied that all these blessings prevailed, along with other
blessings that the Holy One, blessed be He, gave to Ya'akov. But at
first, Ya'akov received ALL HIS BLESSINGS above only, FROM THE
UPPER HEAVEN AND EARTH. THEY WERE THEREFORE
INCOMPLETE, UNTIL HE ALSO RECEIVED THE BLESSINGS FROM
BELOW. And Esav received below. After King Mashiach will arise,
Ya'akov will receive above and below, THAT IS, FROM THE LOWER
HEAVEN AND EARTH AS WELL, and Esav will lose everything. He
will have no portion and inheritance or remembrance in the world.
This is the meaning of the verse, "And the house of Ya'akov shall be
fire, and the house of Yosef flame, and the house of Esav for
stubble" (Ovadyah 1:8), for Esav will lose everything, and Ya'akov
will inherit both worlds, this world, NAMELY, THE LOWER HEAVEN
AND EARTH, and the world to come, NAMELY, THE UPPER HEAVEN
AND EARTH. IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT EVEN BEFORE THE
ADVENT OF MASHIACH, YA'AKOV RECEIVES BLESSINGS FROM
THE LOWER HEAVEN AND EARTH, THAT IS, WHEN THE TEMPLE
EXISTED, ON SHABBATOT AND HOLIDAYS AND ALSO THROUGH
PRAYERS. BUT BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT CONSTANT, IT IS NOT
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CONSIDERED RECEIVING. BUT IN THE FUTURE IT SHALL BE
PERMANENT.
155. At that point, it is written, "And liberators shall ascend upon
mount Tzion to judge the mountain of Esav; and the kingdom shall
be Hashem's" (Ibid.). The kingdom that Esav received in this world
shall be for the Holy One, blessed be He, alone. HE ASKS IF this
kingdom did not already belong to the Holy One, blessed be He?
AND HE ANSWERS: Although the Holy One, blessed be He, rules
above and below, He lets other peoples rule, giving each a part and
inheritance in this world for their use. At that time He will take the
kingdom from them all, and it will be solely His, as it is written, "And
Hashem shall be king over all the earth: on that day Hashem shall be
one, and His name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

156. "And Ya'akov was scarce gone out (lit. 'went out
going')" (Beresheet 27:30): Rabbi Shimon said: "...went out, going"
refers to two goings out. Why? Because one is of the Shechinah and
one of Ya'akov. For when Ya'akov entered, the Shechinah came in
with him, and he was blessed before the Shechinah. Yitzchak said
the blessings and the Shechinah approved. Therefore, when Ya'akov
went out, the Shechinah went out with him. This is the hidden
meaning of the phrase "and Ya'akov went out going," which
mentions two goings out together.

157. "Esav his brother came in from his hunting" (Ibid.): HE ASKS:
Why is it written "his hunting", and not "the hunting." HE SAYS
THAT THIS INDICATES THAT it is Esav's hunting that contains no
blessing. And the holy spirit cried out, "Do not eat the bread of him
who has an evil eye" (Mishlei 23:6).

158. "And he also had made savory food...Let my father
arise" (Beresheet 27:31). His speech was impertinent, rough, and
impolite. Come and behold the difference between Ya'akov and
Esav. Ya'akov talked to his father humbly, with humility. It is written,
"And he came to his father, and said, My father" (Ibid. 18). The
difference between the language of Esav and Ya'akov is that Ya'akov
did not want to frighten him. Thus, he spoke humbly, saying "arise, I
pray you, sit and eat of my venison." Esav, however, said "Let my
father arise," as if he was not speaking to him, BUT TO HIMSELF.
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159. Come and behold: When Esav entered, Gehenom came with
him, and Yitzchak trembled with fear, as it is written, "And Yitzchak
trembled very much" (Beresheet 27:33). HE ASKS: Why is "very
much" used to describe "trembled." HE SAID: Yitzchak never felt
such fear and terror during his life. Even when he was strapped
upon the altar and saw the knife, he did not tremble as when Esav
entered and brought Gehenom with him. Then he said: "before you
came, and have blessed him? moreover, he shall be blessed." For I
saw the Shechinah approving those blessings.

160. There is another explanation: Yitzchak said, "and have blessed
him." A voice came forth, saying "moreover, he shall be blessed."
Yitzchak wanted to curse Ya'akov, but the Holy One, blessed be He,
said to him, Yitzchak, it is you whom you curse, for you have said to
him "cursed be those that curse you, and blessed be those that
bless you" (Beresheet 27:29).

161. Come and behold: Everyone acknowledged these blessings, the
upper and lower, and even he, NAMELY, SAMAEL, THE MINISTER
OF ESAV, the part and portion of Esav, acknowledged them. And he
blessed him and approved of the blessings, and raised him above
his head, THAT IS, HE WAS SUBMISSIVE TO HIM.

162. From where do we know this? From the verse, "And he said, Let
me go, for the day breaks. And he said, I will not let you go, unless
you bless me" (Beresheet 32:27). It is written, "And he said, Let me
go" because Ya'akov had seized him. HE ASKS: How can a man,
flesh and blood, take hold of an angel, which is pure spirit, as it is
written, "who makes the winds His messengers; the flames of fire
His ministers" (Tehilim 104:4)?

163. HE ANSWERS: It is understood from this that when angels, the
messengers of the Holy One, blessed be He, descend into this world,
they are clothed in a body in the likeness of this world, for it is not
seemly to deviate from the custom of the place one visits.
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164. We have learned that when Moshe went up, "he was there with
Hashem forty days and forty nights; he did neither eat bread, nor
drink water" (Shemot 34:28) in order not to deviate from the custom
of the place he went to. And of the angels, WHO VISITED AVRAHAM
when they descended, it is written, "and he stood by them under the
tree, and they ate" (Bereshit 18:8). Here also, the descending angel
could not struggle with Ya'akov unless clothed in a body, as is done
in this world. Therefore Ya'akov wrestled with him the whole night.
But if he were not clothed (in human form), Ya'akov could not have
wrestled with him.

165. Come and behold: Because this those OF THE OTHER SIDE
dominate only during the night, assuredly this is why Esav rules
only in exile, which is night, WHEN IT IS DARK FOR US. Hence, THE
ANGEL wrestled and struggled with Ya'akov during the night. But
when morning came, the strength of the angel failed, and he did not
prevail. Then Ya'akov got stronger, as the dominion of Ya'akov is
during the day.

166. Therefore, it is written, "The burden of Dumah. One calls to me
out of Se'ir, Watchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the
night?" (Yeshayah 21:11), for the dominion of Esav, who is called
'Se'ir', is during the night. Therefore the angel weakened when
morning came, and then "he said, Let me go, for the day breaks."

167. "And he said, I will not let you go, unless you bless
me" (Beresheet 32:27). HE COMMENTED, IT IS WRITTEN, "Unless
you bless me," but it should have been "unless you will bless me",
IN THE FUTURE TENSE. Why, therefore, is it written literally, "unless
you have blessed me" IN THE PAST TENSE? THE REASON IS THAT
HE TOLD HIM if you will acknowledge the blessings my father gave
to me and not denounce me for them, THEN I WILL LET YOU GO.
FOR THAT REASON, IT IS WRITTEN, "UNLESS YOU HAVE BLESSED
ME" IN THE PAST TENSE, FOR IT REFERS TO THE BLESSINGS OF
YITZCHAK. It is also written, "And he said, Your name shall be called
no more 'Ya'akov', but Yisrael" (Beresheet 32:29). HE ASKS: Why did
he call him Yisrael? AND HE ANSWERS that he told him, we are
compelled to serve you, for through your exceeding might, you have
been crowned above, in the highest grade. THEREFORE your name
shall surely be Yisrael.
168. "For you have striven with Elohim." HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of the phrase "with Elohim?" Could it be that he referred to
himself WHEN HE SAID "FOR YOU HAVE STRIVEN WITH ELOHIM?"
HE ANSWERS "have striven" to be joined and united "with Elohim,"
THE SHECHINAH, as the union of the sun and moon, WHICH ARE
ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA. Hence it is not written "against Elohim,"
but rather "with Elohim," WHICH INDICATES JOINING TOGETHER
WITH ELOHIM in a union.
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169. Another explanation of "And he said" has the same meaning as
"and He said, If you will diligently hearken to the voice of Hashem
your Elohim" (Shemot 15:26). AS "AND HE SAID" REFERS TO THE
AWAKENING TO STRIVE TO HEARKEN TO THE VOICE OF HASHEM.
Here too "And he said" MEANS THAT HE WOKE HIM AND SAID
"Your name shall be called no more 'Ya'akov', but Yisrael." Then was
Ya'akov crowned by his grade, FOR HE STROVE TO AND ROSE TO
THE GRADE OF THE NAME YISRAEL, WHICH IS THE MOCHIN OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, YISRAEL BEING COMPOSED OF THE
LETTERS OF 'LI ROSH (LIT. 'I HAVE A HEAD'), by which he will
include all the patriarchs, THAT IS, BE THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
WHICH INCLUDES THE LEFT AND RIGHT COLUMNS, THE SECRET
OF THE PATRIARCHS AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. It is written, "And
he blessed him there" (Beresheet 32:30). WHY IS THE CONTENT OF
THE BLESSING NOT SPECIFIED? HE ANSWERS: It means that he
acknowledged all the blessings with which his father blessed him.
170. Rabbi Shimon began the discourse with the verse, "When a
man's ways please Hashem, He makes even his enemies to be at
peace with him" (Mishlei 16:7). Come and behold: Man has much to
do if he wants to improve his behavior toward the Holy One, blessed
be He, by keeping the precepts of the Torah. For we have learned
that assuredly man has two angels, who are messengers that join
him from above. One is on his right and the other on his left. They
observe man in everything he does. They are called 'the Good
Inclination' and 'the Evil Inclination'.

171. When a man wishes to be purified and strives to observe the
precepts of the Torah, the Good Inclination that joined him
overpowers the Evil Inclination and makes peace with it. As a result,
the Evil Inclination becomes a slave to the Good Inclination. When a
man wishes to be defiled, the Evil Inclination is strengthened and
overpowers the Good Inclination. This has already been explained.
Assuredly, when man wishes to be purified, he has much to
overcome. When the Good Inclination is strengthened, then "He
makes even his enemies to be at peace with him." For the Evil
Inclination, WHICH IS HIS ENEMY, is submissive to the Good
Inclination. Of this Solomon said: "Better is he that is lightly
esteemed, and has a servant" (Mishlei 12:9). The servant is the Evil
Inclination, WHICH BECOMES A SERVANT TO THE GOOD
INCLINATION. Then, when a man walks by the precepts of the Torah,
"he makes even his enemies to be at peace with him," including the
Evil Inclination and its escorts.

172. Come and behold: Because Ya'akov put his trust in the Holy
One, blessed be He, and all that he did was for His sake, his enemies
made peace with him: specifically Samael, who is the strength and
might of Esav, made peace with Ya'akov. Because Samael made
peace with Ya'akov and acknowledged all his blessings, Esav made
peace with Ya'akov. Yet, as long as Ya'akov did not make peace with
SAMAEL, the minister in charge of Esav, then Esav did not have
made peace with him. This is because strength below always
depends on strength above. As long as the strength of the ministers
in charge over them is not weakened above, it is not possible to
weaken the strength in this world.
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173. "And Yitzchak trembled very much, and said, Who then (Heb.
eifoh) is he" (Beresheet 27:33). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of
"Who then?" It should have been "Who is it?" FOR 'EIFOH'
LITERALLY MEANS WHERE. HE ANSWERS: "Who then" is correct
because the Shechinah stood there when Yitzchak blessed Ya'akov!
Thus he said "Who then," WHICH MEANS where is he who stood
here and approved the blessings, whom I blessed. Assuredly "he
shall be blessed," for the Holy One, blessed be He, approved these
blessings.

174. Rabbi Yehuda said that for this trembling that Ya'akov brought
upon Yitzchak his father, Ya'akov was punished by THE SELLING OF
Yosef, and he trembled when they said to him "This we have
found" (Beresheet 37:32). Yitzchak said "Who then (Heb. eifoh)." And
by "eifoh," Ya'akov was punished. And although the Holy One,
blessed be He, approved all the blessings, nevertheless he was
punished by "eifoh" as it is written, "where (eifoh) they feed their
flock" (Beresheet 37:6), where Yosef was lost to him, and he was
thereby punished.

175. "...and Yitzchak trembled very much (lit. 'trembled very great
trembling')." HE ASKS: What is the meaning of the word "great" as
used in the scripture? AND HE ANSWERS: It is written "great" here
and elsewhere, as in "and this great fire" (Devarim 18:16). IN BOTH
VERSES, IT REFERS TO A GREAT FIRE, MEANING that Gehenom
entered with him. HE THEN ASKS: What does "very" mean? AND HE
ANSWERS: It is written "very" here and elsewhere, as in "and,
behold, it was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). AGAIN, BOTH REFER TO
the Angel of Death; IN THIS CASE, IT IS AN ALLUSION TO THE
ANGEL OF DEATH, WHO CAME IN WITH ESAV. He then said "Who
then...MOREOVER, HE SHALL BE BLESSED" (Beresheet 27:33),
WHEN HE UNDERSTOOD THAT THE BLESSINGS BELONGED TO
YA'AKOV AND NOT ESAV.
176. "And when Esav heard the words of his father..." (Beresheet
27:34). Rabbi Chiya said: These tears brought so much evil UPON
YISRAEL, that Esav cried to be blessed before his father, whose
words were very important to him. BECAUSE OF THEM,
ACCUSATIONS WERE MADE THAT YISRAEL DID NOT HONOR
THEIR FATHERS AS HE DID. "Is not he rightly named Ya'akov" (Ibid.
36) means, So He named him, He who did so," NAMELY, THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE. He uttered this as if spitting, to degrade HE
WHO CALLED HIM 'YA'AKOV'. It is not written, "Is not he rightly
named," but literally "Did not He rightly named him." THIS
INDICATES THAT HE DID NOT MEAN TO DEGRADE YA'AKOV, BUT
HE WHO NAMED HIM YA'AKOV.
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177. "For he has supplanted these (Heb. zeh; lit. 'this') two times."
HE ASKS: Why ADD THE WORD Zeh to modify "supplanted two
times?" HE ANSWERS: It means two matters are contained in one.
The word bechorati (my birthright) became at another time birchati
(my blessing), FOR THEY CONSIST OF THE SAME LETTERS two
times, WHICH INDICATES THAT THE SAME MATTER WAS
REPEATED TWICE. FOR THE BIRTHRIGHT BELONGS TO THE
FIRSTBORN, AND BECAUSE HE TOOK HIS BIRTHRIGHT, HE ALSO
TOOK HIS BLESSING. THUS, THE TWO DECEPTIONS ARE ONE. In
the same manner, the verse "surely now we had returned this (Heb.
zeh) second time" (Beresheet 43:10) MEANS that two matters are in
one: 1) we would have returned (Heb. shavnu) by now and not be put
to shame (Heb. boshnu) by that man, and 2) LITERALLY, we would
have been back already. THE HEBREW LETTERS OF SHAVNU ARE
THE SAME AS OF BOSHNU.
178. Similarly, Iyov said, "and hold me for Your enemy" (Iyov 13:24).
THE LETTER COMBINATION Iyov turned into oyev (enemy). This was
explained according to the verse, "For He crushes me with a
tempest" (Iyov 9:17). He said before Him, Master of the universe,
"perhaps a tempest stormed at You," AND IYOV TURNED INTO
YOUR ENEMY. Here also, "he took away my birthright" (Heb.
bechorati), and the combination turned INTO "MY BLESSING (HEB.
BIRCHATI), as in "he has taken away my blessing."

179. "Behold, I have made him your lord...and what shall I do now for
you, my son" (Beresheet 27:37). This means that there is no one
present who gives consent THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE BLESSINGS.
THEREFORE IT IS WRITTEN, "what shall I do now for you, my son."
He then blessed him in this world. He looked at his grade and said to
him "and by your sword shall you live," for it is fitting of you to shed
blood and wage wars, SINCE YOU CLEAVE TO THE LEFT, WHICH IS
OF JUDGMENTS. Therefore he said: "what shall I do now for you, my
son," AS YOUR GRADE MERITS NO BLESSING.

180. Rabbi Elazar discussed the verse, "what shall I do now for you."
Why add "my son?" This is because he asked him "what shall I do
now for you?" I have seen you in judgment, sword, and blood. And I
have seen your brother walking the path of peace. He added "my
son," for surely I brought all this upon you, as you are my son.
Therefore "by your sword shall you live, and you shall serve your
brother." This has not yet happened, for Esav is not yet a servant of
Ya'akov. This is because Ya'akov has no need for him now. And he
repeatedly called Esav "my master," because Ya'akov looked far
ahead and saved it to the end of days, as we said above.
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181. As Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking together, they
noticed that Rabbi Yosi Saba was behind them. They sat down until
he caught up to them. When he did, he said: 'now the path is readied
before us,' and they went on. Rabbi Chiya quoted the verse, "It is
time to act for Hashem" (Tehilim 119:126), while Rabbi Yosi began
with the verse, "She opened her mouth with wisdom; and on her
tongue is a Torah of steadfast love" (Tehilim 31:6). "She opened her
mouth with wisdom" alludes to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH
IS THE SHECHINAH; "and on her tongue is a Torah of steadfast
love" refers to Yisrael, who are the tongue of the Torah, which is on
their lips day and night.

182. "She opened her mouth with wisdom." This is the letter Bet of
Beresheet (Eng. 'In the beginning'). IT IS THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA, CALLED 'HOUSE' (HEB. BAYIT). "And on her tongue is a
Torah of steadfast love (lit. 'Chesed')" refers to Avraham, THE
SECRET OF THE COLUMN OF CHESED, with which He created the
world, and he speaks always OF THE TORAH, WHICH IS THE
DRAWING DOWN OF CHESED. THEREFORE, IT IS SAID "AND ON
HER TONGUE IS A TORAH OF CHESED." HE FURTHER EXPLAINS
THAT the letter Bet is closed on one side and open on the other. It is
closed on one side, as it is written, "and you shall see My
back" (Shemot 33:23). On the other side Bet is open, so that its face
will shine upward TOWARD ZEIR ANPIN. It is also open to receive
from ZEIR ANPIN above, AS WIDE OPEN as a foyer to receive
BRIGHT LIGHT. FOR A FOYER RECEIVES MORE SUNSHINE THAN A
HOUSE. For that reason, THE LETTER BET stands at the beginning
of the Torah. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "SHE OPENED
HER MOUTH WITH WISDOM," and later was filled WITH ALL THE
WORDS OF THE TORAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "AND ON HER
TONGUE IS A TORAH OF STEADFAST LOVE."
Another explanation for the verse, "She opened her mouth with
wisdom," IS THAT IT ALLUDES TO THE TORAH, which assuredly
opens with wisdom, as it is written, "In the beginning Elohim
created" (Beresheet 1:1), FOR "IN THE BEGINNING" IS 'WISDOM' in
the Aramaic translation. Of the verse, "And on her tongue is a Torah
of steadfast love (lit. Chesed)," the Torah later reads, "And Elohim
said, Let there be light, and there was light" (Ibid. 3), WHICH IS THE
LIGHT OF CHESED. ANOTHER EXPLANATION FOR THE VERSE,
"She opened her mouth with wisdom," is that it is the first Hei of the
holy name YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, in which everything
is contained. It is concealed and revealed, comprising both what is
above and below!
183. "She opened her mouth with wisdom" because it is concealed
and utterly unrevealed, as it is written, "Seeing it is hidden from the
eyes of all living, and kept close from the birds of the sky" (Iyov
28:21). When BINAH started to spread together with Chochmah that
cleaved to it and was clothed in it, NAMELY, IN THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "SHE OPENED HER MOUTH WITH WISDOM." IT COULD NOT
SPREAD UNTIL it issued a sound, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, which is "a Torah of Chesed," OF WHICH IT IS
WRITTEN, "AND ON HER TONGUE IS A TORAH OF CHESED."
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184. STILL ANOTHER EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE, "She opened
her mouth with wisdom" is that the last Hei OF THE NAME YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, refers to speech, which depends on
wisdom. THIS MEANS THAT THERE IS NO SPEECH WITHOUT
WISDOM AND THOUGHT. THEREFORE IT IS SAID OF THE NUKVA,
"SHE OPENED HER MOUTH WITH WISDOM." THE VERSE, "and on
her tongue is a Torah of Chesed" alludes to the voice, NAMELY,
ZEIR ANPIN, which controls and conducts speech, THE NUKVA. A
FURTHER EXPLANATION OF "A Torah of Chesed love" is Ya'akov,
NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'TORAH', AND CHESED. He is "on
her tongue," OVER THE SPEECH, to guide the word and be united
with it, for there is no speech without sound.
185. Rabbi Chiya then quoted the verse, "I, wisdom, dwell with
prudence, and find knowledge in crafty schemes" (Mishlei 8:12). "I,
wisdom" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY, THE
NUKVA, CALLED 'THE LOWER CHOCHMAH'; "dwell with prudence"
is Ya'akov, who is prudent BECAUSE HE TOOK THE BLESSINGS
PRUDENTLY AND WITH CUNNING; AND "find knowledge in crafty
schemes" alludes to Yitzchak, who used knowledge and stratagems
to bless Esav. Wisdom, THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'WISDOM', was
joined with Ya'akov, who dealt with prudence. Therefore Ya'akov
WAS TO "find knowledge in crafty devices," by which he was
blessed by his father, WHO HAD KNOWLEDGE OF STRATAGEMS
TO BLESS ESAV, and all the blessings rested upon him and
prevailed upon him and his descendents forever.

186. Some have prevailed in this world, and all will prevail at the
advent of King Mashiach, when Yisrael will be "one nation in the
land" (Yechezkel 37:22), one nation before the Holy One, blessed be
He. This is the meaning of the verse "and I will make them one
nation in the land," and they will reign above and below, as it is
written, "and, behold, one like a son of man came with the clouds of
heaven" (Daniel 7:13). This is King Mashiach, as it is written, "And in
the days of these kings shall the Elohim of heaven set up a
kingdom..." (Daniel 2:44). Therefore, Ya'akov wanted his blessings to
be postponed and did not take them at once.

187. Rabbi Yosi then quoted the verse, "But fear not, O My servant
Ya'akov, and be not dismayed, Yisrael" (Yirmeyah 46:27). This verse
has already been explained. Nevertheless, after Ya'akov had
received his father's blessings, he searched himself and said: I want
these very blessings to be postponed for the time, so they will last.
He was frightened LEST THE BLESSINGS DWELL UPON HIM NOW,
FOR THEY MIGHT BE NEGATED IF YISRAEL SINNED. A voice
resounded, saying "Fear not, O Ya'akov My servant, says Hashem:
for I am with you" (Ibid. 28), and I will never leave you, for, "behold, I
will save you from afar" (Ibid. 27) at the time for which the blessings
were reserved.
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188. The verse, "and your seed from the land of their captivity,"
means that although Esav now took the blessings and HIS
CHILDREN will enslave your children, I will free them from his hands.
Then, your children will enslave him. Then, "Ya'akov shall return,"
MEANING RETURN to these blessings, TO THE SHECHINAH THAT
WILL BE WITH YA'AKOV AGAIN. "And Ya'akov will return" assuredly
"and be quiet and at ease," as has been explained THAT HE WILL
HAVE REST from the kingdoms of Babylon, Media, Greece, and
Edom, which were enslaving Yisrael." And none shall make him
afraid" for ever and ever.

189. As they continued walking, Rabbi Yosi said: Assuredly,
whatever the Holy One, blessed be He, does in the world is in the
secret of wisdom. It is intended to teach the greatest wisdom to
mankind, so man will learn from those acts the secrets of wisdom.
And everything is as it should be. His works are all the ways of
Torah, since the ways of Torah are the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He. And even in the smallest thing, there are ways and
paths and secrets of high wisdom.

190. Come and behold: Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai used to say that
300 legal decisions are derived from the verse, "and his wife's name
was Mehetav'el, daughter of Matred, daughter of Meyzahav" (Beresheet 36:39). This he revealed only to Rabbi Eliezer,
who was with him. That shows how many secrets of the Torah are in
every deed in the Torah. In each word, there is wisdom and true
doctrine. Therefore the words of the Torah are holy words, by which
to conceive wondrous things, as it is written, "Open you my eyes
that I may behold wondrous things out of Your Torah" (Tehilim
119:18).

191. Come and behold: When the serpent deceived Adam and his
wife, when he approached her and injected impurity into her, Adam
succumbed to temptation. Then the world was defiled and the land
became accursed because of him. He brought death to the world.
And the world was punished because of him, until the Tree of Life
came, atoned for Adam, and subjugated the serpent, so that his seed
will never rule the seed of Ya'akov.
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192. For when Yisrael offered a goat, the serpent was subdued and
became a slave OF YISRAEL as we learned. Therefore, Ya'akov
served his father two goats (Heb. se'irim), one with which to
subjugate Esav, who is hairy (Heb. sa'ir), and the other for the grade
upon which Esav depended and to which he cleaved. THIS WAS
SAMAEL, THE MINISTER OF ESAV.

193. Therefore the world is accursed until a woman comes, who
resembles Chavah, and a man, who resembles Adam. They will
deceive and beguile the serpent and the one ruling him, NAMELY,
SAMAEL. We have already learned this.

194. He opened the discussion with the verse, "and Esav was a
cunning hunter, a man of the field: and Ya'akov was a plain man,
dwelling in tents" (Beresheet 25:27). The phrase "a plain man"
MEANS a whole man, according to the Aramaic translation, AS
ILLUSTRATED BY THE FACT THAT HE WAS "dwelling in tents." He
was plain because he dwelt in tents, WHICH MEANS THAT he held
fast the two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE Avraham and
Yitzchak, AND HE WAS FOUND WHOLE BOTH ON THE RIGHT, THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, AND THE LEFT, THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. Because HE COMPRISES OF BOTH SIDES, Ya'akov
came to Esav from the side of Yitzchak THAT WAS INCLUDED IN
HIM. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO HE GOATS HE SERVED
YITZCHAK, WHICH CAME FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT,
THE ASPECT OF YITZCHAK. As we learned from the verse, "With the
merciful you will show yourself merciful...and with the perverse you
will show yourself subtle" (Tehilim 18:26-27). When he came to
receive the blessings, he came with support of Avraham and
Yitzchak from above, NAMELY, SUPPORT FROM BOTH THE RIGHT
AND LIEFT SIDES, and so all was done wisely.
195. Come and behold: When Ya'akov arose against Samael, the
grade of Esav, Samael fought and wrestled with him, but Ya'akov
overpowered him in several ways. He conquered the serpent with
cunning and subtlety, but he was only overpowered by the goat,
THAT IS, BY THE TWO HE GOATS HE SERVED TO YITZCHAK HIS
FATHER. WITH THESE, HE CONQUERED ESAV, THE GRADE OF
THE SERPENT, AS HAS BEEN SAID. And though all is one, NAMELY,
THE SERPENT AND SAMAEL, nevertheless he also conquered and
overpowered Samael in another battle. This is derived from the
verse, "and there wrestled a man with him until the breaking of the
day. And when he saw that he did not prevail against
him" (Beresheet 32:25-26).
196. Come and behold: The merit of Ya'akov was such, that he,
SAMAEL, wanted to exterminate Ya'akov from the world. That night
was the night when the moon was created, THAT IS, WEDNESDAY
EVE, A TIME OF DANGER. And Ya'akov stayed alone, and no one
was with him, as we have learned that a man must not venture out
alone at night. This is even more true on the night when the
luminaries were created, for then the moon is defective, as it is
written, "Let there be lights (Heb. me'orot)" (Beresheet 1:14), and the
word Me'orot is spelled without THE LETTER VAV, WHICH IS A SIGN
OF A CURSE. Because Ya'akov remained alone that night, HE WAS
IN GREAT DANGER, because when the moon is defective, the evil
serpent is strengthened and rules. Then Samael came and
denounced Ya'akov and wanted him to perish from the world.
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197. But Ya'akov was strong on all sides, on the side of Yitzchak and
the side of Avraham. SAMAEL came to the right and saw Avraham
strong with the vigor of day, namely, the right side, which is Chesed.
He came to the left, and saw Yitzchak powerful with the strength of
rigorous judgment. He came to the body, NAMELY, TO THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, and saw Ya'akov strong on these two sides.
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK surrounded him, one from here and one
from there. Then "when he saw that he did not prevail against him,
he touched the hollow of his thigh" (Beresheet 32:26), a place
outside the body, the one pillar of the body ON WHICH THE WHOLE
BODY IS SUPPORTED, NAMELY, NETZACH, THE PILLAR OF
TIFERET, CALLED 'BODY'. Then "and the hollow of Ya'akov's thigh
was put out of joint, as he wrestled with him..." (Ibid.).

198. Once day broke and night departed, Ya'akov was strengthened,
and the power of Samael diminished. Then he said: "Let me
go" (Ibid. 27), for it was his time to say the morning hymns and he
had to leave. He confirmed his blessings and added a blessing of his
own, as it is written, "And he blessed him there" (Ibid. 30).

199. Come and behold how many were the blessings Ya'akov
received. The one from his father he earned through cunning, and
that gained him all these many blessings; the one of the Shechinah
he received from the Holy One, blessed be He, when he returned
from Lavan, as it is written, "And Elohim...blessed him" (Beresheet
35:9). He was given one by the minister of Esav and one from his
father when he went to Paddan-Aram, as it is written, "And El Shadai
bless you..." (Beresheet 28:3).

200. At the time when Ya'akov saw himself with all these blessings,
he said, Which shall I use now? He decided to use the weakest
blessing of all. And which is that? It is the last blessing from his
father. And although this too is a powerful blessing, it is not as
strong for having power over the world as the first ones.

201. Ya'akov said: I will avail myself of this blessing and use it. The
others I will reserve until the time when I and my children after me
will need them. When WILL THIS BE? At the time the nations gather
to exterminate my children from the world, as it is written, "All
nations compassed me about: but in the name of Hashem I cut them
off. They compassed me about; indeed, they compassed me...They
compassed me about like bees..." (Tehilim 118:10-12). There are
three VERSES that correspond to the three blessings THAT HE DID
NOT USE. The one is the blessing from his father; the second is the
blessing from the Holy One, blessed be He; and the third is the
blessing he was given by the angel.
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202. Ya'akov said: At that time, I will need ALL THE BLESSINGS TO
PROTECT ME from the kings and all the nations in the world THAT
WILL SURROUND ME. THEREFORE, I will reserve these blessings
for that time. And now, for Esav, this blessing should suffice, TO
WIT, THE SECOND BLESSING HIS FATHER GAVE HIM. This is like a
king, who had several battalions of mighty warriors and several
qualified ministers of war capable of engaging in warfare against
mighty kings. In the meantime, when he learned about a great
robber, he sent his gatekeepers TO FIGHT HIM. When HIS
SERVANTS asked him, why did you choose to send the gatekeepers
when you have such strong battalions available, the king replied,
these will suffice to cope with this robber. I will reserve the
battalions and ministers for war against the mighty kings, so they
will be available when I need them.

203. Ya'akov said the same: To cope with Esav, these blessings HE
RECEIVED FROM HIS FATHER WHEN HE WENT TO PADDAN-ARAM,
will suffice. But THE REST OF THE BLESSINGS, I shall reserve for
that time when my children will need them to fight the kings and
rulers in the world, who will rise against them.
204. When that time arrives, all the blessings will be aroused on all
sides TOWARDS YISRAEL, and the world will be properly
established. From that day on, this kingdom shall rise, THAT IS, THE
SUPERNAL KINGDOM, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, above all the
other kingdoms, as was explained when discoursing on the verse,
"but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it
shall stand forever" (Daniel 2:44). This is the stone that was cut out
of the mountain and not by man, WHICH WAS MENTIONED IN THE
SCRIPTURE, as it is written, "from thence from the shepherd, the
Stone of Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:24). What is this stone? It is the
congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, as written,
"and this stone, which I have set for a pillar..." (Beresheet 28:22),
WHICH IS THE NUKVA.

205. Rabbi Chiya said that from this IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THE
REST OF THE BLESSINGS OF YA'AKOV REMAIN FOR YISRAEL TO
USE IN THE FUTURE, as it is written, "A remnant shall return, even
the remnant of Ya'akov" (Yeshayah 10:21). About these remaining
blessings, IT HAS BEEN WRITTEN, "A REMNANT SHALL RETURN,"
MEANING THAT THEY WILL RETURN TO YISRAEL. It is also written,
"And the remnant of Ya'akov shall be in the midst of many
peoples" (Michah 5:6), THAT IS, among all the nations, not Esav
alone, FOR THEN THE REST OF THE BLESSINGS WILL BE
AROUSED, as it is written, "And the remnant...like dew from
Hashem."
206. Rabbi Yisa quoted the verse, "A son honors his father, and a
servant his master" (Malachi 1:6). "A son" refers to Esav, for in the
whole world there was no man who respected his father as Esav did;
the homage he paid him made him ruler of the world.
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207. "...and a servant his master" refers to Eliezer, the servant of
Avraham. This has been explained. The man came to Charan with
great wealth and camels loaded with many gifts to lavish, yet he did
not say to Betu'el and Lavan, that he is Avraham's friend, or any
other man, who came at Avraham's request, but when he started his
speech, it is written, "And he said, I am Avraham's
servant" (Beresheet 24:34). Later, he repeated SEVERAL TIMES, 'my
master'. Because he respected Avraham with honor and kindness,
they were patient with him for some time.

208. By right of that honor that he showed to his father, the Holy
One, blessed be He, was forbearing with him when he ruled this
world. And these are the tears that Yisrael shed under his yoke, until
Yisrael will return to the Holy One, blessed be He, with crying in
tears and weeping, as it is written, "They shall come with
weeping..." (Yirmeyah 31:8) and then, "And liberators shall ascend
upon mount Tzion to judge the mountain of Esav; and the kingdom
shall be Hashem's" (Ovadyah. 1:21).
Blessed be Hashem for ever and ever. Amen and Amen.
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1. "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva..."
In this section of secret Torah teachings, Rabbi Chiya discusses the symbolism and meaning of Ecclesiastes' resonant verse, "The sun also rises,
and the sun goes down, and hastens to its place where it rises again." The verse refers to Ya'akov, when he was in Be'er Sheva and went to Charan,
where Beresheet tells us he "tarried...all night, for the sun was set." The solar directions, north and south, indicate the Left Column and the Right
Columns of energy, or, respectively, the negative and positive forces. Rabbi Ashlag's commentary further clarifies the word "place" as referring to
Malchut, our physical world. Both Ya'akov and "the sun" represent Zeir Anpin--the Upper World, the source of our spiritual Light. We learn that the
divine emanation alluded to in the text--"And Ya'akov went out"--is a complete one, combining the secrets of Chochmah and Chassadim; that is,
both the Right and Left Columns. Rabbi Chiya explains Ya'akov's journey in terms of the Light of Zeir Anpin descending into the material world of
darkness, the Malchut; and Rabbi Yosi further elucidates the journey of Ya'akov in relation to the Exile of the Jews. These explanations are used to
explore the nature of The Creator's more awesome aspect, His "fierce indignation..." The Rabbis proceed into a brief discussion of the Tefilin, which
are emblems of the divine presence as well as antennae-like instruments for evoking the Light, which is present even in the most seemingly dark
and demonic situations. The reader comes to understand that such stories from Torah are really mullet-layered allegories, revealing the structures
of reality and both the inner and the outer universe, as well as the essential harmony of God's Creation. Lastly, in the secret of 22, it is shown that
the driving force of the universe on every scale comprises the desire for union between Zeir Anpin, the Upper World, and the Nukva, the Malchut,
our lower physical dimension. This includes such seemingly opposed aspects of the divine as male and female, darkness and light, anger and
mercy. The rabbis then state that this duality that also lies at the root of our own confusion, fear,rage, and loneliness--everything that prevents us
from attaining transcendence and union with the One.
The Relevance of this Passage
The patriarch Ya'akov is the living embodiment of the Central Column force, known in lay terms as Restriction or Resistance. While the Right and
Left Columns correspond to the positive and negative poles of an incandescent light bulb, the Central Column correlates to the filament,which
creates light through resistance. Spiritual Light operates under the same principle. We draw Light from the Upper World of Zeir Anpin into our
physical world of Malchut when we apply the concept of Restriction in our own life. This is achieved by resisting our impulsive, self-centered
desires. Tefilin also assists us towards that end. Tefilin is bound upon the left arm, which denotes the negative power of the Left Column. Binding
and restricting the power of the left arm weakens our own Left Column, the source of our selfish, wanton desires. The forces released through our
visual connection to the Hebrew letters helps strengthen our connection to the Light, so that we may resolve the inner conflicts that cause our
sense of separation from the Eternal. By invoking the power of Ya'akov and Tefilin through our attention to these passages, we receive the
emotional strength, willpower, and foresight to rise above the power of impulse, creating union between ourselves and the Light of the Creator.
1. "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva, and went toward
Charan" (Bereshit 28:10). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse: "The sun also rises, and the sun goes down, and hastens
to its place where it rises again" (Kohelet 1:5). This verse has been
explained. The phrase, "the sun also rises," refers to Ya'akov, WHO
IS ZEIR ANPIN, when he was in Be'er Sheva, WHICH IS BINAH. The
phrase, "and the sun goes down," refers to Ya'akov when he went to
Charan, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "and tarried
there all night, for the sun was set" (Beresheet 28:11). The passage:
"and hastens to its place where it rises again," is similar to the
verse: "and lay down in that place to sleep" (Ibid. 11). THIS REFERS
TO THE NUKVA, CALLED 'PLACE', WHERE THE SUN HASTENS TO
SHINE.
2. Come and behold: although the sun illuminates the whole world, it
travels in only two directions, as it is written: "goes towards the
south, and veers to the north," (Kohelet 1:6) for south is the Right
COLUMN and north is the Left COLUMN. And the sun rises every day
from the east side, FROM ITS OWN ASPECT, TIFERET, and travels
toward the south side, TO THE RIGHT COLUMN, CHESED. It then
veers to the north side, TO THE LEFT COLUMN, GVURAH. THAT IS,
IT EVENTUALLY COMBINES THE ILLUMINATION FROM BOTH
COLUMNS. And from the north it veers toward the west, THE
NUKVA. Then the sun moves to the west, where it sets. HE
EXPLAINED THAT the sun rises in the east, as it is written: "And
Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva," WHEN THE TWO COLUMNS,
SOUTH AND NORTH, WERE COMBINED IN HIM. The sun goes west
TO THE NUKVA, as it is written: "and went toward Charan." THIS
TEACHES US THAT THE ILLUMINATION ALLUDED TO IN THE TEXT,
"AND YA'AKOV WENT OUT," IS A COMPLETE ILLUMINATION
COMPRISING THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM COMBINED.
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3. Rabbi Shimon said that Ya'akov went out of the ambit of the land
of Yisrael, as it is written: "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva,"
WHICH IS THE NUKVA IN ITS ENTIRETY, CALLED 'BE'ER SHEVA',
AND CALLED THE 'LAND OF YISRAEL'. And he went to another
domain, as it is written: "and went toward Charan," OUTSIDE THE
LAND OF YISRAEL, WHERE THE OTHER SIDE RULES. THUS,
Ya'akov came from the east, THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT COMPRISES THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS, as it
is written: "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva." This means
that during the Shmitah, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, Ya'akov took the
shining light from the supernal depth, BINAH, and traveled west.
THAT IS, HE TOOK THE LIGHT WHICH SETS IN THE WEST, THE
LEFT COLUMN WITHOUT THE RIGHT, "and went toward Charan," a
place of Judgment and wrath (Heb. charon), WHICH IS THE DOMAIN
OF THE OTHER SIDE.
4. According to Rabbi Yosi, this verse refers to the exile. For at first,
the light descended from the supernal depth, WHICH IS BINAH, and
Ya'akov, ZEIR ANPIN, took it with him and went to POUR IT on Be'er
Sheva. THIS IS THE SECRET OF: "the well that the princes dug
out" (Bemidbar 21:18). IT IS THE NUKVA, BUILT OF ABA AND IMA
THAT ARE CALLED 'PRINCES', FROM where Ya'akov received his
illumination, and perfected the well (Heb. be'er) in all its wholeness.
During the days of exile, he wanders from Be'er Sheva to Charan, as
written: "and went toward Charan"--that is, to fierce indignation
(Heb. Charon). What is the fierce indignation of the Holy One,
blessed be He? It is the evil grade, the land of the dominion of
another, NAMELY, MALCHUT OF THE KLIPOT.

5. Rabbi Chiya said that when the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, goes west, THE
NUKVA, the west, represents the throne of the sun, the place upon
which the sun dwells. This is the meaning of the verse, "and hastens
to its place where it rises again," for it goes to that place to shine
upon it. It takes all the lights FROM THE RIGHT AND LEFT
COLUMNS and gathers them to itself, THAT IS, IT BESTOWS THEM
UPON THE NUKVA.

6. So we have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY,
ZEIR ANPIN, puts on Tefilin which means He takes all the supernal
crowns when he. What are they? They are the secret of the supernal
Aba and supernal Ima; THEY ARE THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, THE SECRET OF THE TWO PASSAGES: "KADESH
(SANCTIFY TO ME)" (DEVARIM 11:13) AND "VEHAYAH KI YEVIACHA
(AND IT SHALL BE WHEN HASHEM SHALL BRING YOU)" (SHMOT
13:11-16). KADESH IS THE MOCHIN OF THE SUPERNAL ABA,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. VEHAYAH KI YEVIACHA IS THE MOCHIN OF
THE SUPERNAL IMA, BINAH. They are the head Tefilin, THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT OF THE TEFILIN, THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI,
CALLED 'HEAD'. Thus, we have learned that the High Priest takes
the first (lit. 'in the head'), WHICH MEANS HE TAKES THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT. After he took THE MOCHIN OF Aba and Ima, YUDHEI, he received from the right and left OF THE MOACH OF DA'AT
THE MYSTERY OF THE TWO PASSAGES, "SH'MA (HEAR, O
YISRAEL)" (DEVARIM 6:4) AND "VEHAYAH IM SHAMOA (AND IT
SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN)" (DEVARIM 11:13), THE
SECRET OF VAV-HEI. So it is found that ZEIR ANPIN took all THE
MOCHIN, THE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, CHESED, AND GVURAH, THE
SECRET OF THE FOUR PASSAGES CALLED THE 'TEFILIN OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.'
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7. Rabbi Elazar SUPPORTS RABBI CHIYA by saying: The "splendor
(Tiferet) of Yisrael," ZEIR ANPIN, takes all THE FOUR MOCHIN:
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. And when the
Congregation of Yisrael is drawn upward TOWARDS BINAH, it too
takes them all, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN, AND COMPRISES the male world
of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY BINAH, and the female
world of the Holy One, blessed be He, ITS OWN ASPECT. And just as
all the lights are emitted from this world OF BINAH, the world OF
THE NUKVA ALSO absorbs them all. For the worlds are equal, THAT
IS, BINAH IS NOW EQUAL TO THE NUKVA, SINCE THE LATTER
WENT UP TO CLOTHE IT, AND THE LOWER THAT ASCENDS TO
THE UPPER ASSUMS ITS IMAGE. Therefore, Be'er Sheva is a Yovel
(Jubilee year,) WHICH IS BINAH, and Be'er Sheva is the Sabbatical
(Heb. Shmitah) year, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. THIS MEANS THAT THE
LIGHTS OF BINAH AND THE NUKVA ARE EQUAL, AND BOTH ARE
CALLED 'BE'ER SHEVA'. Because this sun illuminates only from the
Yovel the scripture reads: "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva,"
WHICH IS BINAH, ALSO CALLED 'BE'ER SHEVA', "and went toward
Charan," the west, which is the Shmitah, NAMELY, THE NUKVA.
8. Rabbi Shimon said: "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva" is
the west, the Shmitah year, NAMELY, THE NUKVA; "and went toward
Charan" is the year of orlah. For as he fled from his brother, he went
out from the sacred domain into another domain. And when he
reached Bet-El, which is a sacred domain, it is written: "And he
alighted on a certain place" (Beresheet 28:11).

9. HE ASKS: What is this place THAT SCRIPTURE MENTIONS? Rabbi
Chiya said: This is the place OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY, THE NUKVA,
as it is written: "and hastens to its place," "and tarried there all
night, because the sun was set," as is written: "and hastens to its
place where it rises again," for he came there to shine upon it.

10. Notice that it is written: "and he took of the stones of that place,"
and not, 'the stones of the place'. THIS MEANS THAT HE CHOSE
CERTAIN STONES FROM THERE. HE SAYS: These are precious
stones, the twelve supernal pearls, as written: "twelve stones," (I
Melachim 18:31) underneath which are twelve thousands and tens of
thousands of polished stones, all of which are called stones.
Therefore, the scripture reads, "of the stones," and not, 'the stones'.
The place is the place mentioned, NAMELY, THE NUKVA.

11. Of the phrase, "and put them under his head (lit. 'heads')," HE
ASKS: Whose head? AND HE ANSWERS: The heads of that place,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "heads"?
It is not, as may be said, someone who puts something under his
head, but rather alludes to the four heads of the universe. THESE
ARE THE FOUR WINDS: SOUTH, NORTH, EAST, WEST--THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. THIS IS
DERIVED FROM THE VERSE: "AND FROM THENCE IT WAS
PARTED, AND BRANCHED INTO FOUR STREAMS (LIT.
'HEADS')" (BERESHEET 2:10). HE GAVE three stones to the north
wind, three to the west wind, three to the south wind, and three to
the east wind. And that place is above them, to be established by
them. THAT IS, THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "HE MADE A
SEA" (II DIVREI HAYAMIM 4:2); "IT STOOD UPON TWELVE OXEN,
THREE LOOKING TOWARDS THE NORTH, AND THREE LOOKING
TOWARDS THE WEST, AND THREE LOOKING TOWARDS THE
SOUTH, AND THREE LOOKING TOWARDS THE EAST" (IBID. 4).
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12. In the phrase, "and he lay down (Heb. vayishkav) in that place,"
the word vayishkav CONTAINS THE WORDS VEYESH CAF BET
('AND THERE IS 22'). THESE REPRESENT the twelve lower pearls
UPON WHICH THE NUKVA RESTS. IT REFERS TO CHOCHMAH IN IT.
And all the grades over this place, WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT,
THEIR NUMBER REPRESENT THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM
IN IT. Together, there are twenty-two, WHICH MEANS THAT IT IS
MADE WHOLE FROM BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. Once
the couch was prepared, IN THE SECRET OF THE 22, he lay down in
it. HE ASKS: Who lay down in it? AND HE ANSWERS: The sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, DID. Therefore, it is written of Ya'akov, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN:
"and sat upon the bed" (Beresheet 48:2). It was proper for him, and
for no other, FOR IT IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. And therefore,
"he lay down on that place," of which scripture says, "And the sun
also rises, and the sun goes down."

2. Seven vanities
The hidden meaning of Ecclesiastes' maxim, "Vanity of vanities, vanity of vanities, all is vanity" is revealed here. Rabbi Elazar comments that the
apparent frustrations and disappointments of life are in fact blessings in disguise. He calls them "holy and necessary," because they establish the
limits within which Man can find authentic happiness. "The Sun Also Rises and The Sun Goes Down," refers to the negative aspect of the seven
vanities. In its dark midnight or sundown aspect, the inescapable vanity of human existence is compared to a man "Trying To Catch The Wind"--a
futile and useless activity that is harmful to the spirit, and thus evil. Such habits or vices must be left behind.
The Relevance of this Passage
The spiritual influences radiating through this section help us overcome inner weaknesses that impede our progress toward the Light. These
positive forces foster deeper awareness of the aspects of life that can bring us lasting happiness and true fulfillment.
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
13. "And the sun also rises, and the sun goes down" (Kohelet 1:5).
HE ASKS: Why did King Solomon begin his book of wisdom with
this SECRET OF THE RISING AND SETTING OF THE SUN? Rabbi
Elazar said that King Solomon based his book upon the seven
Vanities upon which the world is established. The pillars and
foundations that sustain the world are called 'vanities', for just as the
body cannot endure without vanity (also: 'breath'), so the world
cannot endure without these vanities mentioned by King Solomon.
And these are seven, as it is written: "Vanity of vanities, says
Kohelet, vanity of vanities; all is vanity" (Ibid. 2). Altogether, there
are seven VANITIES IN THE VERSE: VANITY IS ONE; VANITIES IS IN
THE PLURAL, AND SINCE THE PLURAL MEANS AT LEAST TWO,
THAT MAKES TWO VANITIES; TOGETHER THERE ARE THREE
VANITIES. AND AGAIN HE SAYS, "VANITY OF VANITIES," WHICH
MAKES SIX IN TOTAL. AND IF WE ADD, "ALL IS VANITY," AT THE
END, THERE ARE SEVEN VANITIES.

14. You may say that if this be so, the world is sustained on precious
pearls. Yet elsewhere it is written of evil vanities that cause the
destruction of the universe, as in: "this is vanity and an evil
disease," (Kohelet 6:2) and "This...is vanity and harmful spirit" (Ibid.
4). HE ANSWERS THAT assuredly this is so. Although these seven
vanities are holy and necessary for the existence of the world, there
are corresponding vanities from which every judgment in the world
radiates. These other vanities punish men and correct them, so they
will walk the path of righteousness. They are called 'a vanity in
which there is evil disease', and 'a vanity which is striving after
wind'. And they maintain the world because they ensure that men
tread the path of righteousness in fear of the Holy One, blessed be
He. Therefore, there are many EVIL vanities that spread from these
seven HOLY VANITIES, FOR THEY ARE ALSO THE SUSTENANCE
OF THE UNIVERSE.
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15. The reason he began with the mystery of the sun, THAT IS, HE
BEGAN HIS BOOK WITH THE VERSE, "AND THE SUN ALSO RISES,
AND THE SUN GOES DOWN," IS THAT it is a vanity that sustains the
world--a secret for bringing man to the supernal faith of the Holy
One, blessed be He, SO THAT HE WILL MERIT THE SUPERNAL
MOCHIN OF BINAH, CALLED THE 'SUPERNAL FAITH OF THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE'. Therefore, whatever is beneath this grade,
THAT IS, UNDERNEATH THE SUN, is not the secret of the faith AND
DOES NOT PERTAIN TO HOLINESS. Therefore it is written: "and
there was no profit under the sun" (Kohelet 2:11), and, "in any thing
that is done under the sun," (Kohelet. 9:6) for we should not cleave
underneath it.
16. And the sun is within the moon, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN IS UNITED
WITH THE NUKVA. They are one without separation, and although
the moon is under the sun, AS THE NUKVA IS UNDER THE GRADE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, AT THE TIME OF UNION everything becomes the
sun. THAT IS, EVEN THE MOON IS THEN CONSIDERED PART OF
THE SUN, BECAUSE THE SPIRITUAL CLINGING MEANS SIMILARITY
OF FORM. THEN THE MOON MAY RECEIVE CHOCHMAH FROM THE
SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, without being considered under the
sun. And everything under this is harmful spirit. IF CHOCHMAH IS
DRAWN BENEATH THE SUN TO ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, IT
BECOMES A VANITY THAT STRIVES AFTER WIND, THAT IS, IT
BECOMES A KLIPAH AND A FIEND, and it is forbidden to cleave to it.

3. The splendor of the shining mirror
This section discusses the true nature of the patriarch Ya'akov. "As the Color Purple includes all the colors, So the shining mirror comprises all the
lights." Just as the mirror includes all the lights, Ya'akov springs from the same mystical source asthe Fathers who preceded him, from Adam and
Noah to Abraham and Yitzchak. Like the earlier patriarchs, Ya'akov's potent self and soul are forged by the fires of sexuality, the union of opposites
whose power the Other Side finds irresistibly attractive. Just as Adam was tempted by the serpent, Jacob had to "bring a gift to the other side;" that
is, he had to survive a similar trial of darkness and desire. Although there were differences in the formative ordeals of the five patriarchs, we are told
that they were essentially alike in nature. Thus, they produced similarly potent identities in the men who survived them. After Ya'akov endured his
own trial-by-desire, he was given the name of the descendants who would share the identity he had gained for them--"Israel."
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light arising from these verses cleanses negativity created through previous impure sexual thoughts and behavior. We become more
enlightened to the power and potency of sexual union, and are inspired to keep the act free from the influences of the Other Side that always attend
it. The Hebrew letters summon forth the might of the five patriarchs to help us conquer the obstacles and temptations employed by the devious evil
inclination dwelling both within us and around us.
17. "And Ya'akov went out" of the closed labyrinth; and from the
closed mystery emerges the splendor of the shining mirror, which is
composed of two colors joined together. Because they are included
within one another, all the colors are visible in it. All the appearing
lights are included in the color purple. THAT IS, AS THE COLOR
PURPLE INCLUDES ALL THE COLORS, SO THE SPLENDOR OF THE
SHINING MIRROR COMPRISES ALL THE LIGHTS. These lights run
and return, FOR THEY RUN FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
RIGHT TO THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT TO BE INCLUDED IN IT.
BUT THEN THEY IMMEDIATELY RETURN TO THEIR PLACE IN THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT. And they do not stop to see--THAT
IS, TO DRAW OUT CHOCHMAH--BUT IMMEDIATELY RETURN TO
THEIR PLACE. THE ILLUMINATIONS OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT are
joined within that splendor, BRINGING BOTH TO THE RIGHT IN THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM. AND THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT IS NOT SEEN AT ALL, BUT IS NEAGTED AND INCLUDED
WITHIN THE RIGHT.
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18. In that splendor dwells whoever dwells, YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI,
WHICH IS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. This is a name that describes
something closed and utterly unknown. THAT IS, THE NAME
DWELLS ON THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT, WHOSE
LABYRINTH IS NOT YET OPENED OR KNOWN. IT DOES NOT DWELL
ON THE LEFT, WHOSE LABYRINTH WAS OPENED AND ITS
EXISTENCE BECAME KNOWN. THIS SPLENDOR is called the 'voice
of Ya'akov', NOT 'A GREAT VOICE'. In this SPLENDOR, THE LIGHT
OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF BINAH, CALLED 'the Whole Faith',
is seen. THESE CHASSADIM ARE ALSO CONSIDERED PART OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, AS THE CHASSADIM OF THE FIRST
THREE OF BINAH. And within this closed LABYRINTH OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT, which is utterly unknown, the Name
of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei dwells. It is whole on all sides, for the upper and
the lower, BINAH AND THE NUKVA, are here INCLUDED WITHIN
THIS SPLENDOR. Therefore, Ya'akov was selected to be the chosen
among the Fathers, for he is included in all sides. This splendor OF
YA'AKOV'S GRADE, AS A RESULT OF THE purification of his name,
WHICH REACHED MALCHUT, IS CALLED 'THE CHOSEN AMONG
THE FATHERS', as it is written: "Ya'akov whom I have
chosen" (Yeshayah 41:8). He is called by two names: Ya'akov and
Yisrael. First, HE WAS CALLED 'Ya'akov'. AT THAT TIME, HE LET
THE RIGHT RULE. After HE ESTABLISHED THE ILLUMINATION OF
BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT, FOR CHOCHMAH SHINES ONLY AFTER IT
IS INCLUDED WITHIN CHASSADIM, HE WAS CALLED 'Yisrael'.
19. This is a great mystery, for the beginning, BEFORE HE WENT TO
CHARAN, he was at the end of this thought, which is the explanation
of the Written Torah, called the 'Oral Torah', WHICH IS THE NUKVA.
THOUGHT MEANS BINAH; THE END OF THOUGHT IS THE NUKVA
WHEN SWEETENED BY BINAH. It is therefore called a 'well' (Heb.
be'er), as it is written: "Moshe began to declare (Heb. be'er) this
Torah" (Devarim 1:5). For it is a well, which is an explanation (heb.
be'ur) of that which is referred to as seven (Heb. sheva), BINAH,
WHICH EXPLAINS AND REVEALS THE CHOCHMAH IN IT, as it is
written: "So was he seven years in building it" (I Melachim 6:38).
AND THE FIRST TEMPLE IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, which is a
great voice. AND WHEN THE NUKVA RECEIVES CHOCHMAH FROM
BINAH, IT IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE A GREAT VOICE, NOT
YA'AKOV'S VOICE, SINCE IT IS CHASSADIM.
20. The end of this thought occurs in Be'er Sheva where Ya'akov
attained the top of his faith, THAT IS, HE ATTAINED THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT FROM THE ASPECT OF CHASSADIM WHICH ARE
CALLED 'THE TOP OF FAITH'. Because YA'AKOV cleaved to this
faith, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF CHASSADIM, he has to be tried
in the same place his fathers were tried, the place where they came
and whence they left in peace.

21. Adam was tried first: HE WAS TEMPTED BY THE SERPENT.
Because he was not careful, he was seduced, and he sinned with "a
wife of harlotry," (Hoshea 1:2) the primordial serpent. Noach was
tried, but did not take heed. He was seduced BY A WIFE OF
HARLOTRY and sinned, as it was written: "and he drank of the wine,
and was drunk; and he was uncovered within his tent" (Beresheet
9:21). Avraham went in and departed, as it is written: "And Avram
went down to Egypt," (Beresheet 12:10) and, "And Avram went up
out of Egypt" (Beresheet 13:1). Yitzchak went in and departed, as it
is written: "And Yitzchak went to Avimelech, king of the
Philistines," (Beresheet 26:1) and, "And he went up from there to
Be'er Sheva" (Ibid. 23).
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22. After Ya'akov entered the grade of faith, WHICH WAS THE
DOMINION OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT--he had to bring a
gift to that side--THAT IS, TO THE RULER OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
THE LEFT, BY SURVIVING A TRIAL. For whoever survives THE
TRIAL is beloved of and chosen by the Holy One, blessed be He. It is
written: "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva," from the side of
faith, FROM THE RIGHT SIDE, "and went toward Charan," which is
the LEFT side, where a wife of harlotry TAKES HOLD, a fornicating
wife. AND ALTHOUGH THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENCES AMONG
THESE FIVE TRIALS--THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, THE HEADY
WINE, EGYPT, THE PHILISTINES, AND CHARAN, WHICH WERE THE
TRIALS OF ADAM, NOACH, AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, AND YA'AKOV-NEVERTHELESS, THEY HAVE THE SAME ROOT, NAMELY, THE
DRAWING OF CHOCHMAH ONLY FROM DOWN UPWARDS, WHICH
IS CALLED A 'WIFE OF HARLOTRY'.

4. Samael and the wife of harlotry
This is a discussion of the dual nature of evil, as revealed by Ya'akov's story. The Klipot, or 'shells' of negativity, have both male and female aspects.
The text personifies the softer, female aspect of evil as a whore - "the wife of harlotry"- dressed up in her finery to seduce men. A foolish man is
seduced by evil's glittering facade and by distracting displays of false affection. After an individual has consorted with evil, its illusion of softness
melts away, replaced by the hard and punitive male aspect, [do not pronounce this name] Samael, who is an avenger and a killer. Ya'akov, a wise
man, is tempted by the evil's feminine charms, and is almost seduced by the Other Side--but at the last moment, he sees its true nature and turns
away. Samael is so vexed at losing a victim that he fights Ya'akov, as it is written: "and there wrestled a man with him..." Ya'akov is strong enough
to defeat Samael, yet he is also forever scarred by the struggle when the demon "touched the hollow of his thigh." This mark is his badge of honor.
The Relevance of this Passage
Far too frequently, we fall prey to the illusions of our material existence, and this is never without cost. Our egos may be seduced by flattery and
opportunities for gaining prestige and honor. Pride and social pressures make true spiritual growth and fulfillment almost impossible to achieve,
setting the stage for perhaps the greatest of all metaphysical battles: the struggle with our own ego. The sages understood this challenge, and gave
us the ability to invoke the might of Ya'akov through the Hebrew letters that compose this passage. As we are strengthened in the face of evil, we
gain the power to see through its attractive faade, and to overcome the temptations that hinder our journey towards the Light.
23. A deep mystery is found in the strength of Yitzchak's light OF
HOLINESS, and from the dregs of wine, WHICH ARE KLIPOT. One
shape emerged FROM BOTH, made of GOOD AND EVIL, male and
female, as one. It is red as a rose and extends to many sides and
paths, HAVING MANY ASPECTS. The male is called 'Samael' and the
female is always included within him. As on the side of holiness,
ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA ARE ALWAYS INCLUDED ONE WITHIN
THE OTHER; so it is on the Other Side, a male and female are
included within one another. The female of Samael is called a
'serpent', "a wife of harlotry," "The end of all flesh," (Beresheet 6:13)
and the end of days.

24. Two evil spirits cling together. THE ILLUMINATION OF the spirit
of the male is a thin light, NAMELY, ONLY THE SIX EXTREMITIES
WITHOUT THE HEAD. And the spirit of the female materializes in
many ways and paths, BEING AN ENTIRE PARTZUF, HEAD, AND
BODY, FOR IN THE KLIPAH, THE FEMALE IS LARGER THAN THE
MALE. She cleaves to the spirit of the male, wearing ample jewelry
like an abominable whore standing on main roads and pathways to
seduce men. THIS TEACHES US THAT SHE VALUES ONLY THOSE
WHO START WALKING THE PATH OF HASHEM AND ARE APT TO
FALL INTO HER TRAP. THEREFORE, SHE IS VIEWED AS STANDING
AT THE MAIN (LIT. 'START OF') ROAD TO HASHEM'S DEVOTION.
BUT FOR THOSE WHO ARE ACCUSTOMED TO THE WAYS OF
HASHEM, THE WHORE IS SEPARATED FROM THEM AND HAS NO
POWER OVER THEM.
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25. When a fool approaches her, she holds and kisses him, ans she
pours him wine full of dregs and snake's venom. After he drinks, he
whores after her. When she sees him whoring after her and turning
from the path of truth, she removes all the decorations she put on
for that fool, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.

26. Her seductive features include her hair, which is red as a rose,
and her face, which is white and red. In her ears there are six
earrings of Egyptian fabric. On her neck hang all the powers of
Eastern lands. Her mouth is decorated by a small slit of a comely
shape; her tongue is sharp as a sword; her speech as smooth as oil;
and her lips as beautiful and red as a rose. Wearing purple and
having forty decorations less one, she is sweeter than all that is
sweet in the world.

27. The fool follows her, drinks of her wine, and fornicates with her.
What does she do? She leaves him sleeping in his bed, goes up to
denounce him, and receives permission TO KILL HIM. She then
descends ON HIM. The fool awakes thinking of lusting after her, as
before. At this point, she has taken off the decorations and has
become a mighty oppressor who wears a garment of burning fire
that causes great horror and frightens the body and soul. That
oppressor has horrible eyes and a sharp sword on which there are
bitter drops. The oppressor kills the fool and throws him into
Gehenom.

28. Ya'akov went down to her, TO THE WIFE OF HARLOTRY, and
went to her place, as it is written: "and went toward Charan," A
PLACE OF WRATH AND JUDGMENTS. He saw all the decoration of
her house there and was saved from her, AND SO HE RETURNED TO
THE LAND OF YISRAEL. Her male, Samael, was vexed THAT HE
WAS SAVED FROM HER. He came down to fight with him but to no
avail, as it is written: "and there wrestled a man with
him..." (Beresheet 32:25). Then was he saved from them all,
completely perfected, and raised by a whole grade. And he was
named Yisrael, WHICH CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS LI-ROSH (LIT.
'IT IS MY HEAD'). Wholly perfected, he became the middle pillar, of
which it is written: "And the middle bar..." (Shemot 26:28).

29. What is meant by: "he touched the hollow of his
thight" (Beresheet 32:26)? He could not prevail against him, so he
touched the hollow of his thigh, denoting Nadav and Avihu, who
came from Aharon's thighs. And of Ya'akov it is written: "and the
middle bar in the midst of the boards shall reach from end to
end." (We do not consider this paragraph part of the article.)
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
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5. "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva," part two
In an addendum to the previous section, an analogy is made between the pattern of Ya'akov's physical movements and the structure of the Tree of
Life, which is Kabbalah's great symbol for the attributes of God. The Tree of Life is also spoken of as the Ten Sfirot, or ten dimensions. The rabbis
discuss some of the relationships between the various attributes of the Tree, such as "the 32 paths" which are woven into the structure of the Ten
Sfirot. An anecdote concerning Rabbi Yitzchak further explains the powerful attraction among the three pillars or columns which comprise the
'trunk' of the Tree of Life. From these grow the branches that represent the complex interconnection of all aspects of Creation.
The Relevance of this Passage
All events that transpire throughout the cosmos, from the budding of a seed in the forest to the birth of a new star in a distant galaxy, are reflections
of creative processes unfolding in the Upper World, through the agency of the Ten Sfirot. Our world is a reflection--a branch automatically
responding to influences that emanate from the seed that is the Upper Reality. Physical existence can be likened to a marionette, whose strings are
manipulated from dimensions on high. There is, however, one exception to this metaphor-man. Man has the power to influence and control the
Upper World and the Ten Sfirot through his own conduct. Prayer, meditation, rituals, and most importantly, actions are the mechanism through
which we exert control over the Sfirot. Thus, we determine which influences will rebound into our realm. The spiritual forces arising from this
passage help us exert positive influence upon the Tree of Life through the actions of Ya'akov. This brings more Light in our lives and diminishes the
presence of darkness and evil in the world as a whole.
Tosefta (Addendum)
30. People of the world, beloved of the High One, chosen of the
government: THE TOSEFTA INVITES THOSE WHO ATTAINED THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE THREE COLUMNS. ON THE SIDE OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, THEY ARE CALLED 'THE PEOPLE OF THE
WORLD', BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, IS
CALLED 'WORLD', AND ON THE SIDE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
THE RIGHT COLUMN, THEY ARE CALLED 'BELOVED' BY THE HIGH
ONE. ON THE SIDE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT COLUMN,
THEY ARE CALLED 'CHOSEN OF THE GOVERNMENT', WHICH
MEANS THAT THEY WERE CHOSEN TO RULE THE WORLD, AS THE
POWER TO RULE COMES FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. Draw near
and listen: whoever is wise among you, of intelligent eyes--NAMELY,
WHOEVER IS VERSED IN CHOCHMAH OF TEVUNAH, FOR 'EYES' IS
A DESCRIPTIVE NAME OF CHOCHMAH, TO BRING OUT
CHOCHMAH OF STRAIGHT LIGHT--let him come and know that
when the 'White Head', ATIKA KADISHA, took and engraved the
three letters Aleph, Yud, and a final Nun, then was engraved Ayin
(nothingness, Aleph Yud Nun). For Aleph is the head, high above all,
the most hidden of all, NAMELY, THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN. Yud
is the rising of desire, constructed from the head up, THE HEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN. IT CAME AFTER ITS CONSTRUCTION, TO MALE AND
FEMALE. HE EXPLAINED THAT it came down FROM THE HEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN and resulted in 32 paths, WHEN IT AGAIN ENTERED
THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, until they were engraved between
precious burning stones. These were connected with the final Nun,
AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE JOINING OF male and female,
two lovers, with strong contact between them, and the Holy Name,
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, is connected to them. From them nourishment is
drawn for all, and the worlds, ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, are
constructed.
31. THE ZOHAR REPEATS AND FURTHER EXPLAINS THESE
WORDS, SAYING: Therefore, the vertically extended straight, final
Nun was engraved, FOR IT REPRESENTS the union OF MALE AND
FEMALE, ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA. For the bent Nun represents the
Nukva alone, WITHOUT A MALE. The letter Yud--'desire', BINAH,
which produced 32 paths--struck between the letters, NAMELY, THE
22 LETTERS, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, and formed the
firmament, which is Ya'akov, NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN
between the two winds: THE SOUTH AND NORTH, RIGHT AND LEFT
COLUMNS. It then joined the pieces. Then Ya'akov descended
toward the bent Nun, THE NUKVA, and HIS RIGHT AND LEFT
COLUMNS north and south, were joined in It as one. BY THIS, THE
NUKVA IS BUILT AND BECOMES READY FOR UNION. Then
YA'AKOV AND THE NUKVA were joined as one, AND BECAME A
STRAIGHT, FINAL NUN, WHICH INCLUDES YA'AKOV AND THE
NUKVA. This bent Nun, WHICH IS THE NUKVA AND INCLUDES THE
STRAIGHT, FINAL NUN, is called 'Be'er Sheva' and is filled by
Ya'akov to water the flocks of sheep, NAMELY, TO GIVE PLENTY TO
THE LOWER BEINGS. As it is written: "And Ya'akov went out from
Be'er Sheva, and went toward Charan." Further, "from Be'er Sheva"
MEANS above, NAMELY, IN BINAH. For he came out of it AND
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THERE RECEIVED PLENTY. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "AND
YA'AKOV WENT OUT FROM BE'ER SHEVA." Then he went to water
Charan, the lower well, THAT IS, THE NUKVA, WHERE THERE ARE
JUDGMENTS CALLED the 'Wrath of Hashem', and the 'Sword of
Hashem', IN WHICH LIES the judgment of the court house named
Elohim. THEREFORE, SCRIPTURE MENTIONS THE NAME OF
Elohim, as in: "Elohim, heathen nations have come into Your
inheritance" (Tehilim 79:1).
End of Tosefta (Addendum)

32. Rabbi Yitzchak was sitting one day by the cave of Apikuta. A
man passed with his two sons, one of whom said that the vigor of
the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, is from the south side, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE RIGHT, CHASSADIM. And the world, THE NUKVA, does not
exist save by wind, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, because the
wind represents existence and perfection on all sides. THIS IS
BECAUSE THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE WIND,
INCLUDES THE SOUTH AND NORTH SIDES, WHICH ARE RIGHT
AND LEFT, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. If it
were not complete, the world, THE NUKVA, would not have been
able to survive.
33. The younger brother said that if it were not for Ya'akov, the world
would not have existed. Come and behold: whenever his children
proclaim the unity of the supernal union saying, "Hear Yisrael;
Hashem our Elohim; Hashem is one," (Devarim 6:4) which is the
perfection of the High One, FROM ABA AND IMA, SO AS TO BE
joined in one unison, Ya'akov their father, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
TIFERET, then joins and takes possession of his house, THE
NUKVA, SECRET OF THE LOWER UNION. And he sits in it united
with the fathers, THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS, so as to join
male and female as one. BECAUSE THERE IS NO UNION OF MALE
AND FEMALE BEFORE THE CENTRAL COLUMN, YA'AKOV,
MEDIATES AND ATTACHES THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT,
WHO ARE AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK.
6. "Arise, Hashem"
This section continues the anecdote concerning Rabbi Yitzchak, in which the secret meaning of the phrase "arise The Creator," is debated. Both
Moshe and David uttered the phrase; the text focuses on David's meaning, which concerns the intermingling of wisdom and laughter--the jesting
"Levites" of the Right Column and the priests of the Left. The Creator recognizes that in David's kingdom on earth, truth often expresses itself in
humorous form.
The Relevance of this Passage
Laughter denotes the Left Column energy of receiving, for laughter arouses immediate and direct pleasure. The name Yitzchak, the patriarch and
father of Ya'akov, also means laughter. We access the wisdom of Yitzchak through these verses, thereby strengthening our trust in the Creator and
bringing true happiness and laughter into our life. In addition, we gain strength to laugh in the face of hardship. Laughter during spiritual tests
ensures that hardships pass quickly and easily. We regain control of our own happiness, rather than surrendering to external circumstances.
34. Rabbi Yitzchak said to himself: I shall join them and hear what
they say. He went with them. The man opened the discussion with
the verse: "Arise, Hashem, to Your resting place; You, and the ark of
Your strength" (Tehilim 132:8). "Arise, Hashem, to Your resting
place" MEANS may the King rise to His house of rest, to His abode.
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35. Two men said, "Arise, Hashem," Moshe and David, Moshe said:
"Arise, Hashem, and let Your enemies be scattered" (Bemidbar
10:35). David said: "Arise, Hashem, to Your resting place." What is
the difference between them? Moshe, THE HUSBAND OF THE
QUEEN, said it as if commanding his household. He ordered his wife
to engage in warfare with his enemies. David invited him to repose,
as a man who invites his sovereign TO HIS HOUSE. He invited the
King and His consort with Him. This is the meaning of the verse:
"Arise, Hashem, to Your resting place; You, and the ark of Your
strength"--You, THE KING, and the ark of Your strength, THE
NUKVA, so as not to separate them.

36. "Let Your priests be clothed with righteousness; and let Your
pious ones shout for joy" (Tehilim 132:9). From this we learn that
whoever invites the King should change his customs to bring joy to
the King. If the King wants to be entertained by common jesters, he
should arrange before him worthy jesters and great ministers.
Unless he does so, he will not make the King happy.

37. Come and behold: David invited the King and His consort to
repose, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "ARISE, HASHEM, TO YOUR RESTING
PLACE..." How did he do this? By changing the King's jesters into
distinguished ministers, who are, as it is written: "Let Your priests
be clothed with righteousness; and let Your pious ones shout for
joy." It is written: "and let Your pious ones shout for joy," but it it
should have been, 'and let Your Levites shout for joy', for the Levites
are the King's jesters. But when David invited the King to rest, he
ordered the priests and the pious ones, not the Levites, to be the
King's jesters.

38. The Holy One, blessed be He, said TO DAVID: David, I do not
wish to trouble them, THE PRIESTS AND THE PIOUS ONES TO
DRAW THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT. THEY ARE THE MYSTERY
BEHIND THE VERSE: "BECAUSE HE DELIGHTS IN
MERCY" (MICHAH 7:18). David answered: Master, when You are in
Your palace, You do as You please. THAT IS SIMILAR TO MOSHE
WHO SAID, "ARISE, HASHEM, AND LET YOUR ENEMIES BE
SCATTERED," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
THE LEFT WHEN ON ITS OWN. THEN ONLY THE LEVITES, AND NOT
THE PRIESTS OR THE PIOUS ONES, ARE THE JESTERS OF THE
KING. Now that I have invited You, my wish is to bring before You
those of a higher order TO BE YOUR JESTERS, NAMELY THE
PRIESTS AND PIOUS ONES, even though it is not their custom, AS
THEY PERTAIN TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "BECAUSE HE
DELIGHTS IN MERCY."
39. From here we learn that a man may arrange things as he pleases
in his own house, but when invited somewhere else, it behooves him
to follow the customs of his host. For when David replaced the
Levites with the priests, the Holy One, blessed be He, accepted it
according to his wishes.

7. "And Ya'akov went out," part three
Rabbi Yitzchak discusses the meaning of "And Ya'akov went out..." This text refers to the exile of the Jews, the children of Ya'akov, and their need
to accommodate themselves to the customs of the lands of exile--just as the Holy One Creator adjusts Himself to changes taking place in the Eternal
Female, the feminine principle or Malchut. Israel must accomplish this adjustment in order to spread the message of Torah, and to nourish the world
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with spiritual Light. It was for this task that Israel was chosen, and for nothing else.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Hebrew term for 'Chosen People' is Am Segulah, which is derived from the Hebrew word Segol. Segol is the name of a particular Hebrew vowel
whose shape illuminates the hidden significance of "Chosen People."
The vowel Segol includes three dots, as follows: These three dots signify the Right, Left and Central Column forces. The three Columns correlate to
the positive and negative poles in a light bulb, and to the resisting function of the filament. A bulb without a filament immediately short circuits,
producing momentary sparks followed by sudden darkness. "Chosen People" refers to the spiritual concept of Restriction or Resistance as it
applies to human behavior.The children of Israel throughout all generations represent the filament; they are therefore responsible for bringing Light
to the peoples of the world. This is achieved when we, as individuals, begin to resist our self-serving aspirations. Living life in a reactive manner
causes a spiritual short-circuit, leaving the rest of world empty and dark--which, according to Zoharic wisdom, is the root of anti-Semitism.A truly
spiritual person seeks to exemplify the sharing principle, resisting social pressures and subjugating the ego.This passage imbues us with the
fortitude to apply Resistance to rash and intolerant behavior, so that we become beacons of Light to everyone we meet.
40. David said: "For Your servant David's sake do not turn away the
face of Your anointed" (Tehilim 132:10). The way I ordered things
may not be changed back, THAT IS, REPEALED. The Holy One,
blessed be He, responded: David, upon your life, I shall not even use
My own vessels; I shall use yours. And the Holy one, blessed be He,
was not gone before He lavished gifts and presents on him, as it is
written: "Hashem has sworn in truth to David; He will not turn from
it; One of the sons of your body will I set upon your throne" (Tehilim
132:11). Rabbi Yitzchak kissed him and said: Had I come this all way
only to learn this, it is enough.

41. One son OF THIS MAN opened the discussion with the verse:
"And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva, and went toward Charan."
This resembles the verse: "Therefore shall a man leave his father
and his mother, and cleave to his wife" (Beresheet 2:24). FOR
YA'AKOV WENT OUT FROM BE'ER SHEVA, LEAVING HIS FATHER
AND MOTHER BEHIND, TO GO TO CHARAN AND TAKE A WIFE.
Another explanation of: "And Ya'akov went..." is that it alludes to the
children of Yisrael who left the Temple and were exiled among the
nations, as it is written: "And from the daughter of Tzion all her
splendor is departed," (Eichah 1:6) and "Yehuda is gone into exile
because of affliction..." (Ibid. 3)
42. The other, younger son began with the verse: "And he lighted
upon the place and tarried there" (Beresheet 28:11). HE ASKS: What
is the meaning of the phrase, "And he lighted upon the place"? IT IS
SIMILAR to the king who goes to the house of the consort. He needs
to gain her favor and please her with substantial things so as to treat
her with respect. Even if the king has His own gold bed with
artistically embroided covers and bedding, if she prepares him a bed
of rocks on the ground in a room of fodder, he will neglect his own
place and sleep in hers to please her, to harmonize their desires
without coercion. As we have learned, as soon as YA'AKOV went to
her, it is written: "And he took of the stones of that place, and put
them under his head, and lay down in that place to sleep," THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA, to give her pleasure, so that even building
stones were pleasant to tarry on.
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43. Rabbi Yitzchak wept and rejoiced. He said: These pearls are in
your hands. How can I not follow you? They replied: You shall go
your own way, and we shall enter the city to attend the marriage
feast of my son. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Now I must go my way--FOR
HE SAW THAT THEY DID NOT WANT HIM TO WALK FURTHER WITH
THEM. He set their words before Rabbi Shimon, who said: Assuredly
they have spoken well. And everything THAT WAS SAID OF
YA'AKOV was spoken of the Holy One, blessed be He. RABBI
SHIMON said: These words are from the descendants of Rabbi
Tzadok, the invalid. Why was he called an invalid? Because he
fasted for forty years for Jerusalem, so that it would not be
destroyed during his life. He used to find supernal secrets in every
word of the Torah, and he paved in them a path on which the
children of the world may live according to its teachings.

44. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Not many days passed before I met that
man and his younger son. I asked--where is your other son? He
replied: I wed him, and now he stays with his wife. He recognized me
and therefore said: Truly, I did not invite you to the marriage
celebration of my son for three reasons. One is that I neither knew
nor recognized you, and a man is invited according to his honor. I
thought that perhaps you were a dignified man, and I might slight
your honor. Another is that you may have been hurrying on your
way, and I did not wish to inconvenience you. And the last was so
that you would not be put to shame by the members of the party, for
it is our custom that all who eat at the table of a bride and groom,
lavish gifts and presents on them. I responded: May the Holy One,
blessed be He, judge you kindly. I asked: What is your name? He
said: Tzadok the Little. At that time, I learned thirteen supernal
secrets of the Torah from him. And from his son I learned three
secrets, one pertaining to prophecy and one to dreams--WHICH
MEANS HE LEARNED FROM HIM THREE SECRETS ABOUT THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROPHECY AND DREAM.

8. Prophecy vision, dream
In this extremely important and mysterious section of the Zohar, the rabbis make complex and subtle distinctions concerning the nature of
prophecy, visions, and dreams. They then apply their conclusions to the role of the Jews in exile. Rabbi Yitzchak continues his discussion with
Tzadok the Little, his companion of the previous verses. Although dreams, prophecies, and visions are all sent by the Angel Gabriel, we learn that
dreams are a relatively inferior means of enlightenment. Visions and dreams may dramatically vary in nature, according to the level of
consciousness of those who receive them, and of those who are able-or unable--to interpret them. Moreover, a dream can sometimes be used to
explain the meaning of a waking vision. The rabbis use the powerful symbolism of the story of Ya'akov's Ladder to explain how dreams and visions
link human consciousness to the upper realms. When the children of Israel are sinful, their sin expresses itself partly through The Creator's turning
away from them and granting the gift of His inspiration to great leaders in other lands, who may one day become the enemies of Israel. Similarly,
when King Solomon falls into sin, he is denied the level ofvision that had once inspired him to build Jerusalem's Temple; henceforth he must rely
only on dreams for inspiration. This culminates in the sad decline into paganism, and the political and financial ruin that the king and his kingdom
suffered in later years. Finally,we are told that as a man ages, his inner vision dims as much as his outer vision or eyesight.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light released through the Hebrew letters inspires us to foster and follow the guidance of visions and dreams on both conscious and
subconscious levels. During sleep, our dreams ascend to the higher levels of the spiritual realms, where we are assisted, in subtle ways, by the
wisdom and supernal Light of the Creator in all our endeavors.
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45. He asks: What is the difference between a prophecy and a
dream? 1) A prophecy is part of the world of the male, and a dream
is part of the world of the female, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Between them are six grades, AS PROPHECY IS PART OF NETZACH
AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND DREAM IS PART OF HOD OF THE
NUKVA. BETWEEN THEM IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN AND CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, AND HOD OF THE NUKVA, WHICH
CONSTITUTE SIX GRADES. 2) A prophecy is in right and left, THAT
IS, NETZACH AND HOD, and dream is in the left, NAMELY, IN HOD.
(3) A dream emanates downward a few grades TO THE ANGEL
GAVRIEL, FROM WHOM MEN RECEIVE THE ILLUMINATION OF
DREAMS. Therefore, dreams abide everywhere in the world, EVEN
OUTSIDE YISRAEL. Nevertheless, a man sees according to his
grade, and according to the man, so is his grade. THIS MEANS THAT
IT IS NOT THE SAME FOR EVERY MAN. But prophecy does not
emanate DOWNWARD FROM MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, but shines
where it is, IN THE NUKVA, THE PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE LAND OF YISRAEL, AND THE PROPHETS
THAT ARE INSPIRED FROM IT.
46. Come and see, it is written: "And he dreamed, and behold a
ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached to heaven: and
behold the angels of Elohim ascending and descending on
it" (Beresheet 28:12). He opened the discussion with the verse: "the
word of Hashem came (Heb. hayoh hayah,) to Yechezkel the son of
Buzi, in the land of Casdim, by the river K'var, and the hand of
Hashem was there upon him" (Yechezkel 1:3). The words hayoh
hayah (lit. 'being, was') INDICATE THAT this prophecy was specific
to that time, for it was needed to strengthen those in exile in order to
let them know the Shechinah had gone into exile with them.
Therefore, Yechezkel saw what he saw, which applied to that time
only. And although the place was not worthy of it, FOR PLACES
OUTSIDE YISRAEL ARE NOT WORTHY OF PROPHECY, THE
SCRIPTURE READS hayoh hayah, WHICH MEANS THAT THERE IS
SOMETHING NEW HERE, THAT PROPHECY LIVES OUTSIDE
YISRAEL. HE ASKS: Why DOES THE SCRIPTURE SAY TWICE, hayo
hayah? HE ANSWERS: One is above IN ZEIR ANPIN, and one is
below IN THE NUKVA, as it is written: "a ladder set up on the earth,
and the top of it reached to heaven," WHICH MEANS THAT it
receives THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM above IN HEAVEN, ZEIR
ANPIN, and receives below, FROM THE NUKVA CALLED 'EARTH',
THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH. So in Hayo Hayah, one MEANS THE
BEING OF CHASSADIM above, and the other MEANS THE BEING OF
CHOCHMAH below.
47. Come and behold: this ladder was strengthened by two worlds,
above IN ZEIR ANPIN and below IN THE NUKVA. THUS: "in the land
of Casdim by the river K'var" (Yechezkel 1:3). The land of Casdim is
the place of exile, NAMELY, THE LAND OUTSIDE YISRAEL.
Nevertheless, it is "by the river K'var." What is the river K'var? IT
MEANS THAT She was already (Heb. k'var) there; the Shechinah
dwelt upon it before that, as it is written: "And a river went out of
Eden to water the garden," (Beresheet 2:10) THE RIVER BEING THE
SECRET OF BINAH. AND THE RIVER K'VAR IS one of the four rivers
THAT FLOWED FROM THE RIVER THAT BEGAN IN EDEN, THE
RIVER OF EUPHRATES IN BABYLON. Because it dwelt upon him
before and was upon it already (k'var), now too it dwells upon it and
was revealed to Yechezkel.
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48. Come and behold: "And he dreamed." HE ASKS: How could it be
that to holy Ya'akov, the chosen of the patriarchs, Hashem was
revealed in a dream; and in such a sacred place, BET-EL, WHICH IS
PART OF YISRAEL, A PLACE WORTHY OF THE DWELLING OF THE
SHECHINAH, he saw HASHEM only in a dream? HE ANSWERS:
Ya'akov was not yet married, AND WAS THEREFORE INCOMPLETE
IN HIS BODY. Also, Yitzchak was still alive AND THE TIME OF HIS
ASCENDANCY HAD NOT YET ARRIVED. THEREFORE, IT IS
WRITTEN THAT HE DREAMED AND NOT THAT HE SAW A VISION
WHILE AWAKE. You may wonder why, after he was married, it is
written: "I...saw in a dream" (Beresheet 31:10). This was because he
was outside Yisrael IN PADDAN ARAM, and Yitzchak was yet alive.
Therefore it is written that he dreamed.
49. Afterwards, when he came to the Holy Land with the tribes and
"the barren woman" was perfected with them: "and be a joyful
mother of children" (Tehilim 113:9), AND HE WAS NOW WHOLE
WITH HIS SPOUSE AND WAS IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL, it is
written: "And Elohim appeared to Ya'akov," (Beresheet 35:9) "And
Elohim spoke to Yisrael in the vision of the night" (Beresheet 46:2).
No dream was mentioned here because he was of another, superior
grade, WORTHY OF BEHOLDING A VISION WHILE AWAKE.

50. Come and behold: a dream comes from Gavriel, and A DREAM is
six grades lower than a prophecy. THIS MEANS THAT GAVRIEL
RECEIVES THE DREAM FROM HOD OF THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE
SIXTH GRADE FROM PROPHECY, AND PEOPLE RECEIVE IT
THROUGH GAVRIEL. A vision IS RECEIVED from the grade of the
living creature, which rules by night. BECAUSE VISION IS THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN IN HER ACTUAL PLACE, ABOUT WHICH IS
SAID: "AND SHE RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS YET NIGHT," (MISHLEI
31:15) IT IS THEREFORE A VISION WHILE AWAKE, AND NOT A
DREAM. You may contend that it is written: "and said, Gavriel, make
this man understand the vision (Heb. mar'ah)," (Daniel 8:16) AND
THEREFORE, ONE COULD CONCLUDE THAT A VISION IS ALSO
RECEIVED FROM GAVRIEL. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly this is so, but
a vision is unclear and a dream is more precise. Therefore, a dream
explains that which is not clear in the vision. Thus, Gavriel, WHO IS
IN CHARGE OF DREAMS, was chosen to explain the vague words of
the vision.
51. Therefore, it is written: "in the vision (mar'eh)," WHICH IS
DERIVED FROM THE SAME ROOT AS "AND HE LOOKED (HEB.
VA'ERA)" AND "AND I SAW (HEB. VA'ERA)." The reason is that the
mirror is like a mirror (Heb. mar'ah) OF POLISHED GLASS, in which
all the shapes IN FRONT OF IT are seen. Therefore, it is written of it:
"and I appeared (va'era) TO AVRAHAM... BY THE NAME OF EL
SHADAI," (Shemot 6:3) FOR THE MIRROR, THE NUKVA, SAID: I have
shown the image OF HASHEM by El Shadai. For this is the mirror in
which the images of others and all the shapes of the supernal
GRADES are seen.
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52. Therefore, at the time BEFORE YA'AKOV WED, it is written of
him: "And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the
earth" (Beresheet 28:12). What is this ladder? It is a grade from
which all other grades stem, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, THE GATE OF
ALL GRADES, "and the top of it reached to heaven." It does reach up
to connect to heaven. HE ASKS: What top? HE ANSWERS: The top
of the ladder. And what is that? That of which it is written: "the top
(lit. 'head') of the couch," (Beresheet 47:31) NAMELY, YESOD, THE
HEAD OF THE NUKVA CALLED 'COUCH'. AND YESOD IS 'THE HEAD
OF THE COUCH' because it is at the head of the couch, THE NUKVA,
who shines with its light FROM YESOD. IT IS THEREFORE
CONSIDERED HER HEAD. And "reached to heaven," because it is
the final part of the body, TIFERET, CALLED 'HEAVEN'. FOR YESOD
IS ATTACHED UNDERNEATH TIFERET, situated between the higher,
ZEIR ANPIN and the lower, NUKVA, as the member of the Covenant,
the final part of the body, lies between the thighs and the body.
Therefore, THE SCRIPTURE READS, "reached to heaven," FOR THE
TOP OF THE LADDER, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, REACHES HEAVEN,
AS IT CLEAVES TO ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'HEAVEN'.
53. "...and behold the angels of Elohim ascending and descending
on it..." (Beresheet 28:12). These are the ministers of all the nations
who ascend and descend this ladder. When the children of Yisrael
are sinful, the ladder is lowered and the ministers rise. When the
children of Yisrael improve their deeds, the ladder is raised; all the
ministers descend and their government is annulled. All depends on
this ladder. Here, Ya'akov saw Esav's government and that of the
rest of the nations in his dream.

54. Another explanation of the verse, "and behold the angels of
Elohim ascending and descending on it," is that the ladder is used to
ascend and descend through its top. For when the top, YESOD, is
removed, the ladder gives in and all the ministers rule again. When
the top is attached again, it is elevated and they all lose their power
to govern. All this is one matter, AND BOTH EXPLANATIONS ARE
ESSENTIALLY IN AGREEMENT.

55. It is written: "Hashem appeared to Solomon in a dream by night:
and Elohim said, ask what I shall give you" (I Melachim 3:5). HE
ASKS: One may wonder why it was a dream, THAT IS, WHY IT WAS
RECEIVED THROUGH GAVRIEL. What right does the grade of a
dream have TO SAY TO HIM, SINCE HE IS BUT AN ANGEL: "ASK
WHAT I SHALL GIVE YOU"? HE ANSWERS: Here a grade was
included within a grade; the supernal grade, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, THE ROOT OF THE DREAM, WAS INCLUDED WITHIN AND
CLOTHED by the grade down below, NAMELY, THE GRADE OF
GAVRIEL. THE NUKVA SAID TO HIM, "ASK WHAT I SHALL GIVE
YOU," BECAUSE IT IS WRITTEN: "AND ELOHIM SAID," WHICH IS
ONE NAME OF THE NUKVA. THE REASON HE APPEARS TO HIM
ONLY IN A DREAM IS THAT until then Solomon was not complete.
Once he was perfected, it is written: "And Hashem gave Solomon
wisdom" (I Melachim 5:26) and "Solomon's wisdom excelled," (Ibid.
10) for the moon, THE NUKVA, was then full and the Temple was
built. Only then did Solomon see wisdom while awake; he had no
further need of dreams.
56. After he sinned, however, he had to resort to dreams again.
Therefore, it is written: "who had twice appeared to him" (I Melachim
11:9). IT APPEARS PROBLEMATIC THAT He was seen to him twice
only, but THE EXPLANATION IS THAT from the side of the grade of a
dream, He was seen to him only twice.
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57. With all that, the dream grade of Solomon was greater than the
dream grade of all other men; including one grade within another
grade, VISION WHEN AWAKE, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, WAS
INCLUDED within vision IN A DREAM, WHICH IS THE GRADE OF
GAVRIEL. At the end of his days, the dream grade was considerably
darkened. THEREFORE, SCRIPTURE REMINDS HIM OF THE TWO
DREAMS THAT USED TO SHINE UPON HIM, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"ELOHIM OF YISRAEL WHO HAD TWICE APPEARED TO HIM." This
happened because he sinned, and the moon, THE NUKVA, began to
wane, because he did not keep the Holy Covenant and pursued
foreign women. This is the condition the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave to David, as it is written: "If your children will keep my
covenant...their children shall also sit upon your throne for
evermore" (Tehilim 132:12).
58. What is the meaning of "for evermore?" This is as it is written:
"as the days of heaven upon the earth" (Devarim 11:21). Because
Solomon did not keep the Covenant as he ought to have done, the
moon began to wane. At the end, he had to resort to dreams again.
This was also true of Ya'akov, BECAUSE HE WAS NOT COMPLETE,
as we mentioned before.

9. "And, behold, Hashem stood above it"
This passage further explicates Ya'akov's vision of the Ladder. It clarifies his special role amongst the Chosen People and his position among the
other patriarchs in the Tree of Life.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ya'akov represents the Central Column force of Free Will and/or Resistance, which brings about the subjugation of the ego. Of the three patriarchs,
Ya'akov embodies the delicate balance between the will of the soul-sharing-and the primal urges of the body-receiving for the self. The Ladder in
Ya'akov's vision corresponds to the Ten Sfirot and the array of spiritual Lights that radiates from each respective realm. Because we as individuals
do not possess the strength to triumph over our egos and our selfish drives, the Zohar provides us with the additional power of the patriarch
Ya'akov, whose strength is instilled within us through the Light that that radiates from this passage. We also achieve a connection to the Lights of
the Sfirot, which brightens our lives and the world with tranquillity and joy.
59. "And, behold, Hashem stood above it" (Beresheet 28:13) means
that Ya'akov saw here, IN THE LADDER, the Knot of Faith, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, BINDING ALL THE SFIROT as one. "...stood (Heb.
nitzav) above it..." as "a pillar (Heb. netziv) of salt" (Beresheet 19:26)
ALLUDES TO a mound, for all the grades are as one on that ladder,
THE NUKVA, so that all will be connected into one knot. For this
ladder was put between the two sides, and this is the meaning of the
verse: "and said, I am Hashem the Elohim of Avraham your father,
and the Elohim of Yitzchak..." These are the two sides, right and left-AVRAHAM IS RIGHT AND YITZCHAK IS LEFT.

60. Another explanation of the verse, "And, behold, Hashem stood
above it," IS THAT IT DOES NOT MEAN THAT HE STOOD UPON THE
LADDER, BUT RATHER THAT HE STOOD on Ya'akov, so that a holy
Chariot would be made. Then, between the right and left is Ya'akov,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, and the Congregation of Yisrael,
NAMELY, THE NUKVA, will be tied with them. This is the meaning of,
"Hashem the Elohim of Avraham your father, and the Elohim of
Yitzchak." How do we know that Ya'akov is in the middle OF
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK? We know from the verse, "Hashem the
Elohim of Avraham your father, and the Elohim of Yitzchak." Note
that it is not written 'the Elohim of Yitzchak your father', WHICH
WOULD MAKE HIM THIRD AMONG THE FATHERS, NAMELY, THE
SON OF YITZCHAK. FROM THIS WE LEARN THAT because he was
connected to Avraham, AND WAS CONSIDERED HIS SON, HE WAS
FOUND TO BE BEFORE YITZCHAK. THEREFORE, HE IS IN THE
MIDDLE, BETWEEN AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. FOR THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE CHARIOT: AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK ARE RIGHT
AND LEFT, AND YA'AKOV IS BETWEEN THEM. Then, it is written:
"the land on which you lie," WHICH IS THE NUKVA. This makes all,
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THAT IS, THE THREE COLUMNS WITH THE NUKVA, into one holy
Chariot. Here, Ya'akov saw that he would be the chosen of the
fathers.
61. Come and behold: "Hashem the Elohim of Avraham your father."
Because He said, "Avraham your father," assuredly he is in between
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. And "the Elohim of Yitzchak" alludes to
the fact that Ya'akov was bound to the two sides--RIGHT AND LEFT-and was part of them. He is tied on the one side TO THE RIGHT, as it
is written: "Hashem the Elohim of Avraham your father"; and on the
other side he is tied TO THE LEFT, as it is written: "and the Elohim
of Yitzchak." In the latter case, the letter Vav ('and') is added TO
"AND THE ELOHIM," when Yitzchak is mentioned. This indicates
that Ya'akov seized both sides, FOR VAV ALLUDES TO TIFERET,
WHICH IS YA'AKOV, ATTACHED TO THE ELOHIM OF YITZCHAK,
THE SECRET OF THE LEFT. THE SCRIPTURE CONNECTS HIM TO
AVRAHAM BY CALLING HIM" YOUR FATHER," AND CONNECTS
HIM TO "THE ELOHIM OF YITZCHAK" VIA THE VAV.
62. As long as Ya'akov was not married, this was not said of him
openly, AS WAS SAID HERE, FOR IT IS NOT SPECIFICALLY
WRITTEN: "THE ELOHIM OF YA'AKOV," AS IT WAS OF AVRAHAM
AND YITZCHAK. It is only said openly of he who knows the ways of
the Torah. THIS MEANS THAT HE WILL BECOME A CHARIOT OF
THE TWO WAYS, THE RIGHT AND LEFT, AFTER HE IS MARRIED.
UNTIL THEN, HE CAN BE A CHARIOT ONLY OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT, AND NOT OF THE NUKVA, THE SECRET
OF THE LEFT. After he married and begot children, it was said of
him openly, as is written in the verse: "And he erected there an altar,
and called it El Elohei ('the Elohim of') Yisrael" (Beresheet 33:20).
Thus, we learn that whoever is not perfected below, AS MALE AND
FEMALE THAT IS, WHOEVER IS NOT MARRIED, cannot be perfected
above. This is not so for Ya'akov, who was perfected above and
below EVEN BEFORE HE MARRIED. However, it was not proclaimed
openly, BECAUSE HE DID NOT YET PROFESS HIS UNITY OVER HIM.
63. You may wonder how he was completely perfected BEFORE HE
WAS MARRIED. This is not actually accurate. He was not perfected,
but saw that he would eventually be perfected. If you say that it is
written: "And, behold, I am with you, and will keep you wherever you
go" (Beresheet 28:15), WHICH MEANS THAT HE WAS COMPLETELY
PERFECTED, IT WOULD BE INACCURATE. Rather, the explanation
is that the keeping of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
protection will never leave Ya'akov without whatever he needs in
this world. But in the upper world, he can not have true perception
until he is perfected, NAMELY, MARRIES.

10. "And Ya'akov awoke...How dreadful is this place"
The patriarch Ya'akov awakens at the future site of the Temple. As Ya'akov recognizes the power of the sacred ground, great spiritual Light is
revealed to him.
The Relevance of this Passage
Sometimes a simple observation conveys more than many words can describe. Such is the case with this passage. Suffice it to say that our souls
tread the sacred ground upon which Ya'akov slept, and upon which the Temple stood.
64. "And Ya'akov awoke out of his sleep, and he said: Surely
Hashem is in this place; and I knew it not" (Beresheet 28:16). HE
ASKS: It is a wonder that he did not conceive such great knowledge.
HE ANSWERS: The meaning of "and I (Heb. anochi) knew it not" is
similar to the meaning of the verse: "and I have not made
supplications to Hashem" (I Shmuel 13:12). THAT IS, "I KNEW IT
NOT" ARE WORDS OF UNION AND DEVOTION, AS ARE THE
WORDS, "I HAVE NOT MADE SUPPLICATION." Ya'akov said: This
was all revealed to me, though I have not attentively searched to
know THE HOLY NAME Anochi ('I'), WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, and
come under the wings of the Shechinah to become a whole man.
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65. Come and behold. It is written: "and she said, If it be so, why am I
(anochi) thus" (Beresheet 25:22). Rivkah beheld the light of the
Shechinah daily because the Shechinah was in her tent where she
prayed. When Rivkah began to experience the pains of childbirth, it
is written: "And she went to inquire of Hashem (Yud-Hei-VavHei)" (Beresheet 25:22). She went from the grade of Anochi ('I') to the
other grade of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei. SO ANOCHI IS A NAME OF THE
SHECHINAH. Therefore, Ya'akov said: 'I have seen so much, yet did
not know I...' (anochi). This is because he was not married and did
not yet come under the wings of the Shechinah.

66. Next, it is written: "And he was afraid, and said, How dreadful is
this place." "...place..." has two meanings reflecting the two sides.
"How dreadful is this place," refers to the place he mentioned before,
THE SHECHINAH, and to the sign of the Holy Covenant, which must
not be annulled.

67. Although these are two aspects, YESOD AND MALCHUT, they are
actually the same. He said, "this is none other than the house of
Elohim." 'This', WHICH IS YESOD CALLED 'THIS', must not be
neglected; "this" should not be left alone. Its existence is no other
than the house of Elohim, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, with which it
unites to produce offspring and to pour blessings upon her from all
the organs of the body. For this, WHICH IS YESOD, is the gate to the
entire body, WHICH IS TIFERET, as the scripture reads: "and this is
the gate of heaven" (Beresheet 28:17). THAT IS, TIFERET IS CALLED
BOTH 'BODY' AND 'HEAVEN'. Assuredly, this is the gate to the body
by which blessings flow down TO THE NUKVA. It is attached above
TO HEAVEN, WHICH IS TIFERET, and attached below TO THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS CALLED 'PLACE', AND ALSO 'THE HOUSE OF
ELOHIM'. HE EXPLAINED: It is attached above, as it is written: "and
this is the gate of heaven," AS YESOD IS THE GATE OF TIFERET,
WHICH IS CALLED 'HEAVEN'. It is attached below, as it is written:
"this is no other than the house of Elohim," WHICH MEANS THAT
THIS, YESOD, IS FOUND ONLY IN THE HOUSE OF ELOHIM, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA. Therefore, "he was afraid, and said, How dreadful is
this place." THE PLACE IS THE NUKVA, AND "THIS" IS YESOD. But
men disregard the preciousness OF YESOD, of being perfected
through it. The father of the young man went to him and kissed him.
68. Rabbi Yitzchak said: When I heard these words from his mouth, I
wept. I said, blessed be the Merciful One for not letting high wisdom
disappear from the world. I traveled with them three parasangs and
entered the city with them. Shortly after they had arrived, the man
affianced his son. I said to him: Your words have not been in vain,
FOR AFTER DISCUSSING THE PERFECTION THAT COMES WITH
MARRIAGE, HE TOLD HIM THAT HIS WORDS WOULD PREVAIL.

69. Rabbi Shimon said that the words CONCERNING THE LADDER
contain secrets of wisdom and have hidden meaning. When I
presented these matters to Rabbi Shimon, he said: These are not the
words of a youth, but rather descriptions of supernal mysteries.
They all bear the mark of wisdom.
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11. "and behold a ladder set up on the earth"
The Zohar describes Ya'akov's dream of the ladder, in which he sees his children receiving the Torah on Mount Sinai. The passage explicates the
secret meaning of the reception of the Torah: that is, the Torah as the key to mastery of the world through the Angel Matatron, who is in effect a
gatekeeper for the angelic messengers of wisdom.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Torah is the divine instrument that imbues the children of Israel with the strength to gradually eliminate the Evil Inclination from their nature.
This process takes place both in our physical world and in the supernal worlds above. We connect ourselves to the primordial spiritual Light that
shone on Sinai during Revelation. This sacred emanation was so intense that all forms of darkness were eradicated, including death and decay.
Through these verses we further arouse the forces of immortality and bring renewal, restoration, and rebirth to our lives.
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
70. "And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and
the top of it reached to heaven" (Beresheet 28:12). It is six grades up
from the level of a dream, HOD OF THE NUKVA, to the two grades of
prophecy, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. The six grades are
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
AND HOD OF THE NUKVA. Therefore, a dream is one part out of
sixty of prophecy, FOR EACH OF THESE SIX SFIROT INCLUDES TEN
SFIROT, AND TEN TIMES SIX IS SIXTY. AND A DREAM, WHICH IS
THE LOWEST, CONTAINS ONE OUT OF SIXTY. The ladder alludes to
him seeing his children receive the Torah on Mount Sinai in the
future, because the ladder represents Sinai, for MOUNT SINAI, AS
SCRIPTURE READS, "is on the ground," "and its top," NAMELY, ITS
HIGHEST POINT, reaches heaven. And all the Chariots and troops of
the High Angels descended there with the Holy One, blessed be He,
when he gave them the Torah, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "THE ANGELS OF
ELOHIM ASCENDING AND DESCENDING ON IT."

71. YA'AKOV saw all this IN HIS DREAM. He saw THE ANGEL
Matatron, the elder in the house OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, ruling over what is His and governing the world by THE
STRENGTH OF his mastery of the name Shadai. He rises above with
the ascension of his Master's name, Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, which is the
place in which Ya'akov was perfected. Afterward, the beginning of
the name Shadai, which is the letter Yud, reaches heaven. After this
letter rises to this place, NAMELY, TO HEAVEN, THE ANGEL
MATATRON is perfected and is given his Master's name, Yud-HeiVav-Hei.

72. The verse: "and behold the angels of Elohim ascending and
descending on it" (Beresheet 28:12) refers to holy angels close to
Malchut who ascend BY WAY OF MATATRON. The other angels who
are not close TO MALCHUT, THAT IS, THOSE THAT COME FROM
THE OTHER SIDE, descend, AND THERE IS NO RECOVERY FOR
THEM.
73. Moreover, through him, THE ANGEL MATATRON, they ascend
and descend. When he rises, THE ANGELS OF ELOHIM rise with
him, and when he descends, THE ANGELS OF ELOHIM go down with
him. These angels are the twelve precious pearls, known as Michael,
Kadmiel, Pedael, Gavriel, Tzadkiel, Chasdiel, Refael, Raziel,
S'turiyah, Nuriel, Yofiel, and Anael. They are "thousands upon
thousands (Heb. Shin'an)" (Tehilim 68:18). They are the letters
Shin'an (Shin, Nun, Aleph, final Nun) which consist of the initials of
an ox (shor), an eagle (nesher), and a lion (aryeh); the final Nun
alludes to a man who includes male and female. They rise when
MATATRON rises, and descend when he descends.
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74. And moreover, those who dominate in this world do so through
him, MATATRON. And those who are prevented from ruling fall
through him. They all are dependent on this ladder, MATATRON. YudHei-Vav-Hei dominates them all. As it is written: "And, behold,
Hashem stood above it." When he awoke, it is written: "this is no
other than the house of Elohim, and this is the gate of heaven."
Assuredly, MATATRON is the House of Elohim, the gate through
which one passes to come within, as it is written: "Open to me the
gates of righteousness: I will go in to them, and I will praise Yah
(Yud-Hei)" (Tehilim 118:19). And "this is the gate to Hashem (Yud-HeiVav-Hei)" (Tehilim 118:20) is the gate of heaven. And all is one,
WHICH MEANS THAT THE GATES OF RIGHTEOUSNESS--THE GATE
OF HASHEM AND THE GATE OF HEAVEN--ARE ONE, AND THAT
ONE IS MATATRON.
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)

12. "And Ya'akov vowed a vow"
This passage explicates the story of Jacob in terms of the Sfirot and their interactions. Rabbi Chiya gives an interpretation concerning King David
and his fear of the wickedness of the world: "the place where the books of the wicked are opened." Other rabbis add that the pillar of the left,
Judgment, is necessary for the subjugation of the Klipot.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ya'akov corresponds to the Central Column, the Sfirah of Tiferet, whose position is squarely in the middle of the Tree of Life. Ya'akov is the
balancing force between the Right Column energy of Mercy and the Left Column force of Judgment. Through the Sfirot, the attributes of mercy and
judgment are carefully mingled, balanced, and disseminated in the physical realm, in accordance with the interactions of human beings to one
another. In our world-signified by King David-wicked forces incite us to inflict judgment upon one another. Through the light of Ya'akov's soul we
can temper our judgment, sweeten it with mercy, and therefore treat one another with compassion and kindness. Doing so produces the same effect
in the Upper World, and the Sfirot shower our physical domain with an equal measure of mercy. Reading these passages with a pure heart will set
this light in motion.
75. "And Ya'akov vowed a vow, saying, If Elohim will be with
me..." (Beresheet 28:20). Rabbi Yehuda said: Although the Holy One,
blessed be He, promised him all that WHEN HE SAID TO HIM, "AND,
BEHOLD, I AM WITH YOU, AND WILL KEEP YOU" (BERESHEET
28:15), why did Ya'akov not believe this? Rather, he questioned, "If
Elohim will be with me...?" HE REPLIED: Only Ya'akov said, I have
dreamed a dream, and some dreams are true, and some are not. If
the events in the dream come to pass, then I shall know that the
dream is true. Therefore, he said, "If Elohim will be with me," as I
dreamed, "then Hashem shall be to me for Elohim" (Ibid. 21); I will
draw blessings from the source of the spring of life, BINAH, to the
place called 'Elohim'.

76. Come and behold: Yisrael, NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
who is in the middle of everything, receives plenty first from the
source of life, BINAH. What he receives, he draws to the place, THE
NUKVA. This is understood from the verse that begins, "then
Hashem shall be to me"--WHICH MEANS THAT HE IS THE FIRST TO
RECEIVE--and continues, "for Elohim," WHICH IS THE NUKVA. THIS
MEANS THAT HE WILL THEN PASS IT TO THE NUKVA. As Elohim
will preserve me and do all this kindness by me, so will I draw from
my place, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, all these blessings, and the general
connection, YESOD, will be tied to it. When will that be? In time, "so
that I come back to my father's house in peace" (Beresheet 28:21),
which means when I will be perfect in my grade, TIFERET, and
perfect in the grade of peace, YESOD, to correct "my father's
house," WHICH IS THE NUKVA, CALLED 'HOUSE'. "I come back...in
peace" is precise, ALLUDING TO YESOD; "Then Hashem shall be to
me for Elohim."
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77. Another explanation for: "So that I come back to my father's
house in peace." There, IN MY FATHER'S HOUSE, is the Holy Land,
where I will be perfected and "Hashem shall be to me for Elohim." In
that place I will properly rise from this grade to another, where I will
worship Him.

78. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "Iniquities
prevail against me: as for our transgressions, You shall purge them
away" (Tehilim 65:4). This verse is difficult to understand because its
two halves do not fit together--IT STARTS IN THE SINGULAR AND
ENDS IN THE PLURAL. Only David asked forgiveness first for
himself, and then for everyone else. "Iniquities prevail against me,"
means that David said: I know I myself have sinned, but some
wicked in the world have sins more grievous than mine. For that
reason, I AM AFRAID AND ask first for me and then for them: "as for
our transgressions, You shall purge them away."

79. THE REASON DAVID WAS AFRAID OF THE MANY SINS OF THE
WICKED OF THE WORLD IS AS FOLLOWS. Come and behold: when
there are many in the world who are wicked, they rise up to the place
where the books of the wicked are opened. THIS IS THE NUKVA OF
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'BOOK', as it is written: "they sat in judgment
and the books were opened" (Daniel 7:10). Then judgment rests
upon that book, THE NUKVA, WHICH IS FLAWED BECAUSE OF
JUDGMENTS. THEREFORE, DAVID WAS AFRAID LEST OUR
TRANSGRESSIONS FLAW THE NUKVA, AND HE ASKED TO BE
PARDONED, saying, "Iniquities prevail against me: as for our
transgressions, You shall purge them away."
80. Similarly, Ya'akov TOO WAS AFRAID THAT HE MIGHT SIN, AND
THAT BECAUSE OF THE MANY WICKED IN THE WORLD, THE FLAW
WOULD REACH THE NUKVA. Therefore, he did not trust THE
PROMISE OF HASHEM THAT WAS GIVEN HIM. However, do not say
that he did not trust the Holy One, blessed be He. It is not so. He
simply did not believe in himself, and he was afraid that he might sin
AND THAT HIS SIN, TOGETHER WITH THE OTHER SINS IN THE
WORLD, would prevent him from returning home in peace. And as a
result, the keeping would be removed from him. Therefore, he did
not trust himself. "And Hashem will be to me for Elohim" means
when I will return in peace, I will put even mercy before judgment, so
I will worship Him always.
81. Rabbi Acha EXPLAINED THE MATTER BY saying that Ya'akov
said: Now I have no need of Judgment, ONLY CHESED, AS IT IS THE
GRADE OF YA'AKOV. When I return to my father's house, I will
include Judgment also--THAT IS, THE RIGHT WILL INCLUDE THE
LEFT--and I will be connected TO THE LEFT AS I AM TO THE RIGHT,
THAT IS, THE GRADE OF YISRAEL, THE CENTRAL PILLAR. Rabbi
Yosi said: This is not so. He said, "If Elohim will be with me," AND
THE NAME ELOHIM IS JUDGMENT, I NOW HAVE NEED OF
Judgment to keep me until I return in peace to my father's house.
FOR SUBJUGATION OF THE KLIPOT REQUIRES THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS JUDGMENT. But once I have safely
returned, I will include Mercy within Judgment, THAT IS, THE RIGHT
WILL BE INCLUDED WITHIN THE LEFT, AND LEFT WITHIN THE
RIGHT. And I will be bound in the tie of faith to make all THE SFIROT
as one. "...and this stone, which I have set for a pillar, shall be
Elohim's house..." because then, AFTER THE RIGHT AND LEFT ARE
INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER, all will become one. And this
stone, THE NUKVA, will be blessed from right and left, CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, from above and below, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.
Therefore, I will give a tenth from all. THAT IS, THE TENTH, THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS ONE OUT OF TEN, WILL INCLUDE OF ALL TEN
SFIROT FROM SOUTH AND NORTH, FROM ABOVE AND BELOW,
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WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.
82. Rabbi Aba said: It is written, "and he took of the stones of that
place." THESE ARE THE TWELVE STONES ON WHICH THE NUKVA
RESTS; THEY ARE NOT THE NUKVA HERSELF. It may be said that
the stone he took is superior to all the other stones HE TOOK for his
place of abode to rest on, THIS BEING THE NUKVA ABOVE THE
TWELVE STONES. BUT THIS IS NOT SO, as it is written: "and this
stone, which I have set for a pillar." He should have said 'the upper'
ACCORDING TO WHAT YOU SAY. HE ANSWERS: This is because he
said, "this is no other than the house of Elohim." Here he lifted the
supernal pillar, for he put all the praise OF THIS, YESOD, on THE
UPPER STONE, saying, "this is" able to provide, NAMELY TO PASS
MOCHIN, "to no other than the house of Elohim," TO THE STONE
ABOVE, WHICH IS THE HOUSE OF ELOHIM. And this is well.
Therefore, it is written: "which I have set for a pillar," AND NOT 'THE
UPPER'.
83. The phrase, "shall be Elohim's house," MEANS forever, SO THAT
PLENTY WILL UNCEASINGLY POUR ON HER FROM YESOD. HE
ASKS: WHY DOES THE SCRIPTURE SAY, "Elohim's house," when it
should have read 'Hashem's house', as it is written: "and build the
house of Hashem," (Ezra 1:3) and "Let us go into the house of
Hashem" (Tehilim 122:1). HE REPLIES: THE NUKVA IS a court, A
PLACE OF JUDGMENTS, from two supernal sides on the side of the
Jubilee (Heb. yoval), YISRAEL-SABA, AND TEVUNAH, called 'Living
Elohim', FOR THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT OF BINAH, YISRAELSABA, AND TEVUNAH ARE ALSO CALLED 'ELOHIM' AFTER
CHOCHMAH--THAT IS, 'GIVING PLENTY--AND ARE CALLED
'LIFE' (LIT. 'LIVING'). On the side of Yitzchak, THE SECRET OF
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, it is ALSO CALLED 'Elohim'. THEREFORE,
THE SCRIPTURE SAYS OF THE NUKVA, "ELOHIM'S HOUSE,"
WHICH IS JUDGMENT, AND NOT 'HASHEM'S HOUSE', WHICH IS
MERCY.
84. Rabbi Elazar said that the Jubilee--YISRAEL-SABA, AND
TEVUNAH, WHICH IS BINAH--is full of mercy, even though
judgments will arise from it. Every joy comes out of it. It is the joy of
all. THEREFORE, IT IS NOT TO BE SAID, AS RABBI ABA DID, THAT
THE NUKVA IS CALLED "ELOHIM'S HOUSE," BECAUSE SHE
RECEIVES JUDGMENTS FROM THE JUBILEE. Rather, "Elohim's
house," BY ITS NAME, INDICATES that it is of the side of severe
judgment, GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, ITS LEFT. It is either for good,
as the love OF UNION is from the left, it is written: "His left hand is
under my head" (Shir Hahirim 2:6); or it is for evil, as severe
judgment is aroused from the left, it is written: "Out of the north
shall evil break forth upon all the inhabitants of the land" (Yirmeyah
1:14). It is THEREFORE assuredly CALLED "Elohim's house." Rabbi
Shimon said: "Elohim's house" is, as written: "the city of the great
king" (Tehilim 48:3). THE NUKVA IS THE CITY OF BINAH, CALLED
'GREAT KING'. HERE ALSO, THE NUKVA IS "ELOHIM'S HOUSE,"
WHICH IS BINAH. For there is a 'plain king', THE NUKVA, and there
is a 'great king'. Assuredly, the supernal world is BINAH, CALLED
'great king'. And A 'PLAIN KING' is the city of the 'great king', BINAH.

13. Rabbi Chiya sees Eliyahu
In a dream of Rabbi Chiya's, the prophet Elijah announces the imminent destruction of the holy city within if men cease to study Torah. When Rabbi
Chiya wakes and discusses his dream with the sages, Rabbi Yesa comments that although the wisdom of Torah watches over those who study it,
the same is not true of "men who are strong in this world"--that is, who manifest the energy of the Left Column. Thus, the Holy City, in its external
aspect, is doomed to destruction over and over again.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Talmud teaches us that the Temple was destroyed, not for lack of academic study of the Torah, but because of hatred and intolerance among
the children of Israel for no reason. The spiritual meaning of "Torah study" concerns character transformation, not scholarship. Torah study is a
means to an end-learning to love thy neighbor as thyself. Everything else, according the sage Hillel, is merely commentary. Negative forces attempt
to focus our attention on the study itself, arousing self-righteousness and self-importance. When this happens, the sages warn us, the Torah
actually becomes poison to the body and soul. If we hold to our intolerant ways, the Temple will be destroyed repeatedly. Moreover, each year the
Temple is not rebuilt represents the spiritual equivalent of its destruction. The Light activated as we read these verses hastens the rebuilding of the
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Temple and the final redemption.
85. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Chizkiyah were sitting underneath the
trees in the field of Ono. Rabbi Chiya dozed and saw Eliyahu. RABBI
CHIYA said TO ELIYAHU: Because of my master showing the way,
the field, THE NUKVA, is shining. ELIYAHU said: I have come to
announce that Jerusalem, together with the cities where the sages
dwell, is about to be destroyed. For Jerusalem, THE NUKVA, is
judgment and is established upon it, and judgment now calls for its
destruction. And Samael has already been given power over it and
over the powerful men of the world. I have come to let the wise men
know so they can try to extend Jerusalem's years SO IT SHALL NOT
BE DESTROYED; for as long as the Torah, which is the Tree of Life
on which everything is maintained, dwells in it, it remains standing.
Thus, as long as the Torah is awakened from below AND MEN ARE
OCCUPIED IN ITS STUDY, the Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN, does not
leave the celestial JERUSALEM. When the Torah is no longer studied
below, WHEN MEN ARE NOT OCCUPIED IN ITS STUDY, the Tree of
Life, ZEIR ANPIN, is gone from the world, THE NUKVA, CALLED
'WORLD', AND ALSO JERUSALEM. THIS DOES NOT REFER TO
TERRESTRIAL JERUSALEM SINCE THESE SAGES LIVED LONG
AFTER THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM.

86. Therefore, as long as sages are happy in their study of the Torah,
Samael cannot prevail against them, as it is written: "the voice is
Ya'akov's voice, but the hands are the hands of Esav" (Beresheet
27:22). This is the supernal Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, called 'Ya'akov's
Voice'. As long as the voice does not stop, speech rules and reigns,
and study of the Torah can continue. Rabbi Chiya awoke. They went
and told WHAT THEY HAD HEARD FROM ELIYAHU to the sages.

87. Rabbi Yesa said, that everybody knew WHAT ELIYAHU SAID. IT
WAS REVEALED TO THE SAGES THAT WHOEVER TURNS TOWARD
THE LEFT DESTROYS THE NUKVA. This is so, as it is written:
"unless Hashem keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in
vain" (Tehilim 127:1). The Holy City, THE NUKVA, is maintained by
those who study the Torah, WHO CLEAVE TO THE CENTRAL
COLUMN CALLED 'TORAH'. THEN, YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, PRESERVES THE CITY, and not by men
who are strong in this world, THAT IS, WHO CLEAVE TO THE LEFT.
This is as it is written: "unless Hashem (THE CENTRAL COLUMN)
keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in vain," FOR IT IS
DESTINED TO BE DESTROYED, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED.

14. "And he looked, and behold a well in the field"
Here the Zohar reveals the regenerative power of love tempered by justice. It explains how King David fled from his son Avshalom, and was
comforted by the notion that his predecessors Jacob and Moses had also fled. Like them, he was consoled by the power of unconditional love, or
the Eternal Female, "Nukva" or Malchut. This is symbolized by the phrase, "the well in the field." Protecting this well is a stone, which represents the
rigor of severe judgment. When the spirit is regenerated by love, the stone of judgment is rolled back into place because it is necessary to protect
the "waters" from the wicked. In its negative aspect, this stone of severe judgment is evil. "The other side is forever present at the well's mouth."
Here once again the Zohar defines evil as judgment without mercy.
The Relevance of this Passage
Just as hatred for no reason is the singular cause of the destruction of the Temple and the resulting spiritual darkness, unconditional love has the
power to remove even the most severe judgments decreed against mankind. Love is awakened in our hearts by this section--a love for others,
particularly our enemies, that sweetens and removes looming judgments.
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88. "And he looked, and behold a well in the field" (Beresheet 29:2).
Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion and said: "A psalm of David,
when he fled from Avshalom his son" (Tehilim 3:1). This verse was
known to the friends, WHO HAVE ALREADY DISCUSSED AND
EXPLAINED IT. Yet "a psalm of David" IS PERPLEXING, FOR why did
he sing? Perhaps it is because his son, and not a stranger, rose
against him, AND HIS SON WOULD HAVE PITY ON HIM AND A
STRANGER WOULD NOT. BUT THIS INTERPRETATION WOULD NOT
BE TRUE because this was supposed to be a greater lament for him.
A man grieves more over a small hurt from his kin than a great hurt
from others. HE ANSWERS: "A psalm of David" means that he sang
because it was David's wish. At first he thought that the Holy One,
blessed be He, would punish him for his sins in the world to come.
When he saw that He would take revenge in this world, he rejoiced
AND SANG.
89. Another reason is that DAVID saw that men of greater importance
in this world fled alone. Ya'akov fled, as it is written: "And Ya'akov
fled into the country of Aram" (Hoshea 12:13), and he fled alone.
Moshe fled, as it is written: "But Moshe fled from before
Pharaoh" (Shemot 2:15), and he was alone. When David fled, all the
rulers of the land, the valiant men of the country and the chiefs of
Yisrael, all fled with him, surrounding him from right and left to
guard him on all sides. When he thus saw himself valued, he sang.

90. Rabbi Yehuda said that the others all passed by this well, THE
NUKVA, WHILE THEY WERE FLEEING. HE ASKS: Why was David an
exception? HE ANSWERS: David was then considered to be its foe
BECAUSE IT PUNISHED HIM FOR THE SIN OF BAT-SHEVA, and
therefore he did not come across it. But the well gladly accepted
Ya'akov and Moshe, and wished to approach them. Therefore, when
the well saw them, the water rose before them, as a wife happy with
her husband.

91. You may wonder why, when Eliyahu ran away, he did not come
across THE WELL? HE ANSWERS: Eliyahu is beneath the well,
BEING THE CHARIOT TO THE NUKVA CALLED 'WELL', and not
above the well, as were Moshe and Ya'akov. Therefore, ELIYAHU
was a messenger performing the errands OF THE NUKVA, while
Ya'akov and Moshe were above the well, BEING A CHARIOT TO ZEIR
ANPIN. THEREFORE, the well rejoiced to see them and the water
rose to receive them. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE ASCENSION OF
THE FEMALE WATERS TOWARD THE MALE WATERS, as a wife
rejoices to see and welcome her husband.
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92. The verse, "And he looked, and behold a well in the field,"
contains a secret. For he saw that the upper well, THE NUKVA,
resembled THE LOWER OTHER WELL, WHICH WAS IN TUNE TO IT.
As it is written: "and, lo, there were three flocks of sheep lying by
it" (Beresheet 29:2). THIS MEANS THAT THE THREE FLOCKS OF
SHEEP ARE CONSTANTLY AT THE MOUTH OF THE WELL. HE
ASKS: If there are three, why is it later written: "And there all the
flocks gathered," WHICH MEANS THAT THERE ARE MORE HERDS?
HE ANSWERS: There are three AND NO MORE: south, east, and
north--NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. South is on the
RIGHT side, north on the LEFT side, and east is THE CENTRAL
COLUMN between them. And those who stand on this well and join
it, fill it. Why DO THEY WATER IT? Because, "for out of that well they
watered the flocks," THAT IS, THE LOWER SOULS OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, ASIYAH, as it is written: "they give drink to every wild
beast" (Tehilim 104:11), WHICH ARE THE SOULS OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, ASIYAH. IN THAT WAY, HE EXPLAINS THE VERSE, "AND
THERE WERE ALL THE FLOCKS GATHERED," WHICH MEANS ALL
THE SOULS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, ASIYAH. BUT ONLY THREE
WATER THE WELL--THE THREE COLUMNS CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET.
93. The verse, "And there were all the flocks gathered," is similar to
the verse, "All the rivers run into the sea" (Kohelet 1:7). AS THE
RIVERS ARE SOULS, SO ARE THE HERDS. "...and they rolled the
stone from the well's mouth..." MEANS THAT they remove from THE
WELL the vigor of severe Judgment, which was congealed and
frozen as a stone, thereby preventing the water from coming out.
And when these rivers run to the sea, THE NUKVA, south--which is
Right, CHESED--is strengthened, and north, GVURAH, cannot freeze
the water. Thus, the water of the river remains abundant and does
not congeal as in a river of little water.

94. Therefore, when these rivers run, south, which is the Right
COLUMN, is strengthened. And the water thaws so that it can flow
and water the herds, THE SOULS, as we have already said, "they
give drink to every wild beast," WHICH ARE THE SOULS. "...and put
the stone back upon the well's mouth in its place..." because the
world needs the judgments OF THE NUKVA. There must be
Judgment in order to reprimand the wicked. THEREFORE, THEY
RETURN THE STONE TO ITS PLACE SO THAT THE NUKVA SHINES
ONLY AT THE TIME OF UNION, WHEN SOULS RAISE FEMALE
WATERS. AFTER THE UNION IS ACHIEVED, IT IS CLOSED AGAIN.
95. Come and behold: when Ya'akov, who sat upon the well, saw the
water rising up to him, he knew he would meet his wife there. After
Moshe, who also sat upon the well, saw the water rising toward him,
he too knew his wife would come there. And so it was that Ya'akov
met his wife there, as it is written: "And while he was still speaking
with them, Rachel came with her father's sheep...And it came to
pass, when Ya'akov saw Rachel..." It is also written of Moshe: "And
the shepherds came and drove them away..." (Shemot 22:17). And
there he met Tziporah, his wife. This well caused all of this
BECAUSE THE WELL IS THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL NUKVA.
THUS, THEY MET THE NUKVA OF THIS WORLD.
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96. Come and behold: this well is mentioned in this text seven times
because seven IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF
SEVEN, WHICH INCLUDES SEVEN SFIROT. It also alludes to Be'er
Sheva (lit. 'a well of seven'). HE EXPLAINED THAT this well is
mentioned seven times in this text, as it is written: "And he looked,
and behold a well in the field...for out of that well...and a great stone
was upon the well's mount...and they rolled the stone from the well's
mouth...and put the stone back upon the well's mouth...and till they
roll the stone from the well's mouth...and rolled the stone from the
well's mouth." There are seven mentions. Assuredly this is so,
because it includes seven grades.

97. In the text about Moshe, THE WELL is mentioned only once, as it
is written: "and dwelt in the land of Midyan: and he sat down upon a
well" (Shemot 2:15). This is because Moshe renounced his house
below. Ya'akov, HOWEVER, did not renounce his house below at all.
Therefore, a well is mentioned only once in regard to Moshe, as it is
written: "My dove, my undefiled is but one; she is the only one of her
mother" (Shir Hashirim 6:9). Therefore, Moshe is the owner of the
house, AS HIS ROOT IS ABOVE THE LOWER NUKVA CALLED
'HOUSE' and he rose above it. Therefore, it is written of Moshe, "and
he sat down upon a well," THAT IS, ABOVE THE WELL. Of Ya'akov it
is written: "And he looked, and behold a well in the field," and not
"and he sat down upon a well."
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)

98. In the verse, "And he looked, and behold a well in the field, and,
behold, there were three flocks of sheep lying by it" (Beresheet 29:2)
the well is a grade called the 'Master of all the Earth'. HE
EXPLAINED: "the field" means the field of holy apple trees, NAMELY,
THE NUKVA FROM THE CHEST BELOW. The "three flocks of sheep"
are the three supernal holy grades that are set on that well. They are
Netzach, Hod, and Yesod of the world. And these draw water,
NAMELY, PLENTY, from above, ZEIR ANPIN, and fill the well.

99. This is because this source, the foundation (Yesod) of the world,
dwells inside that well, producing fruits and forever flowing. And the
well is filled by it, MEANING THAT YESOD POURS INTO THE WELL,
THE NUKVA, TWO KINDS OF PLENTY FOR THE PURPOSES OF: 1)
PRODUCING SOULS, WHICH ARE FRUITS AND 2) SUSTAINING THE
LOWER BEINGS. Because the well is filled WITH PLENTY, assuredly,
"out of that well they watered the flocks," which are the multitude of
souls and holy armies that drink from that well, each according to its
merit.

100. "...and a great stone was upon the well's mouth..." alludes to a
stone upon which stumble people in the world, "a stone of stumbling
and...a rock of offense" (Yeshayah 8:14). THE OTHER SIDE is forever
present at the well's mouth, THAT IS, BY ITS COMMAND, to seek
justice from the entire world, so that no sustenance and goodness
shall descend upon the world. THIS OCCURS WHEN THE NUKVA
RECEIVES FROM THE LEFT, BUT NOT THE RIGHT, AND THEN
PUNISHES AND DEMANDS JUSTICE.
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101. Of the verse, "And there were all the flocks gathered," HE
ASKS: why is it not written: 'And there were the flocks gathered',
INSTEAD OF "ALL THE FLOCKS"? WHAT DOES "ALL" MEAN? All
these flocks are the holy troops above, THE ANGELS, and the holy
troops below, THE RIGHTEOUS. By singing and praising above and
by prayers and petitions below, they immediately "rolled the stone
from the well's mouth." They roll it and remove it from holiness; THE
WELL is then separated from the Judgment, CALLED 'STONE'. Then
"they watered the sheep," the supernal angels received above, and
Yisrael below.

102. Then the words, "and put the stone back," mean that according
to the command of the well THEY PUT THE STONE BACK IN ITS
PLACE so it will be ready to demand judgment from the world--to act
according to Judgment. And so it ought to be, for the world needs
judgment to survive, to ensure that all will be done according to
Truth and Righteousness.

103. After Ya'akov was perfected, WHEN HE FOUND HIS SPOUSE,
RACHEL, he had no further need of that stone. It is then written:
"and rolled the stone from the well's mouth." HE ASKS: Why is it
written: "and (he) rolled," and "they rolled," instead of 'he removed',
and 'they removed'? Because "they rolled" is the rolling of the Satan,
for they roll everything upon him and shake him so he cannot
accuse.

104. And Ya'akov alone ROLLED THE STONE and needed help from
no one. For Ya'akov was the chosen of the fathers, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Because he prevailed against Esav in this world, he could
prevail above. In everything, there is need first of an action BELOW.

105. Ya'akov inherited two worlds, the Revealed World and the
Hidden World. Accordingly, from the Hidden World, FROM LEAH, the
six tribes were issued. And from the Revealed world, FROM
RACHEL, the other two tribes were issued. Also, the Hidden world,
LEAH, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, issued six ends, and the
Revealed world, RACHEL, issued two. They are the two Cherubs,
Matatron and Sandalfon. And Ya'akov was located between the two
worlds, THE REVEALED AND THE HIDDEN, in their very shape.
Therefore, all Leah said was covered, and all that Rachel said was in
the open.
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
Tosefta (Addendum)
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106. "And he looked, and behold a well is in the field." Rabbi Elazar
said: It is written, "Hearken to me, you that follow after
Righteousness" (Yeshayah 51:1), MEANING THOSE WHO FOLLOW
THE NUKVA, THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', TO AMEND IT;
those who claim the secret of the faith AND THEREBY THE
JUDGMENT TO CORRECT THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE LEFT COLUMN; those who cleave to the bond of the faith, THE
SECRET OF THE BOND IN THE RIGHT COLUMN; AND those who
know the ways of the Supernal King, THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. THE ADDENDUM HEREBY INVITES THOSE
WHO ATTAINED THE THREE COLUMNS, WHO FOLLOW THE
NUKVA, TO AMEND HER, TO HEARKEN TO THESE WORDS.
107. When the two COLUMNS move toward the one COLUMN, they
receive it between their arms. Thus, two COLUMNS travel with the
third between them. The first two are the seat of the prophets, from
which they derive sustenance. The one in the middle is attached to
both of them, and receives from AND INCLUDES them all.

108. The holy well is beneath them. It is THEN CALLED a 'field of
holy apple trees', "for out of that well they watered the flocks," which
are the Chariots of the winged ANGELS. Three are found lying upon
the well. And this well is filled by them. This is the meaning of the
verse: "for out of that well they watered the flocks." It is called
'Adonai', as it is written: "Adonai Elohim, You have begun" (Devarim
3:24), and, "and cause Your face to shine upon Your sanctuary that
is desolate, for Adonai's sake" (Daniel 9:17). IT IS CALLED the
'Master (Heb. adon) of all the Earth', as it is written: "Behold, the Ark
of the Covenant, (of) the Master of all the earth" (Yehoshua 3:11).

15. "And Ya'akov went out of Be'er Sheva," part two
Rabbi Aba explains the verse by citing another: "Happy are they who maintain justice and do Righteousness at all times." Those who study Torah
and follow God's ways are freed from ruin--that is, "the power of death." Those unrighteous, on the other hand, are abandoned by the Shekinah and
become vulnerable to the Evil Inclination, the temptation to do harm. This temptation is a powerful force in the world. One verse explains the other,
Rabbi Elazar replies to Rabbi Aba, the sense that Ya'akov's leaving of the land of Israel symbolizes departure from a holy way of life.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ya'akov's departure from the Land of Israel is a metaphor for a man's departure from a pure and positive existence. Throughout life, we are lured by
the material world where short-lived achievements are based on egocentric drives and ambitions. Spiritual achievements-which are eternal-come
about through struggle to remain on the path of spiritual development. Here, we arouse the divine presence of the Shechinah, which protects us
from seductions of the external world and the compelling impulses ignited by our Evil Inclination.
109. There is another explanation OF THE VERSE: "And Ya'akov
went out from Be'er Sheva, and went toward Charan." Rabbi Aba
opened the discussion with the verse: "Happy are they who maintain
justice, and do righteousness at all times" (Tehilim 106:3). "Happy
are they who maintain justice," happy are the children of Yisrael to
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, gave the true Torah to study day
and night. And whoever is occupied in studying the Torah attains
freedom from everything, but especially freedom from death, which
has no power over him. He who studies the Torah and attaches
himself to it, holds the Tree of Life. If he relaxes his hold on the Tree
of Life, the Tree of Death dwells upon him and seizes him. This is the
meaning of the verse: "If you relax in the day of adversity, your
strength is narrow" (Mishlei 24:10). The word "relax" means relaxing
one's hold on the Torah.
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110. "...in the day of adversity, your strength (Heb. kochechah) is
narrow." HE ASKS: What is the meaning of, "your strength is
narrow?" AND HE ANSWERS: The strength (ko'ach) of koh, WHICH
TWO SEGMENTS CONSTITUTE KOCHECHAH, is narrow. IF HE
RELAXES HIS HOLD ON THE TORAH, THEN THE STRENGTH OF
THE SHECHINAH, CALLED 'KOH', IS NARROW, AND SHE DOES NOT
PROTECT HIM. This is because THE SHECHINAH is always within
the right, and always protects man when he walks the paths of the
Torah. She pushes the evil out so it will not come near the man to
denounce him. But when a man deviates from the ways of the Torah
and relaxes his hold on it, then the strength of koh, THE
SHECHINAH, is narrow, because the evil, the left, has power over
that man and pushes koh, THE SHECHINAH, out until the place
becomes narrow with hardship.
111. Another explanation of the verse, "your strength is narrow," is
that when a man holds on to the ways of the Torah, he is beloved
above and below. He becomes the beloved of the Holy One, blessed
be He, as it is written: "and Hashem loved him" (II Shmuel 2:24). But
when a man deviates from the ways of the Torah, then the strength
is narrow (Heb. tzar) of koh, THE SHECHINAH. SHE becomes his
enemy (Heb. tzar), and he becomes hers. And that evil, THE EVIL
INCLINATION, rules over him and becomes his accuser in this world
and the world to come.

112. Come and behold: this evil, the Evil Inclination, reigns in the
world in many ways and has much power in the world. It is the tyrant
serpent by which Adam sinned and by which people in the world fail.
They draw it upon themselves, until it takes their souls from them.
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113. Come and behold: when that EVIL INCLINATION reigns, it reigns
over the body, because as soon as it takes control over the body, the
soul leaves it. For once the body is defiled, the soul leaves it and
ascends. But the Evil Inclination has no power TO REMOVE A MAN'S
SOUL until it receives permission to do so. Many that come from the
side OF THE EVIL INCLINATION rule over the world. We learned that
all the deeds done in the world rule over them THROUGH
TEMPTATIONS. It has ministers and servants whose service pertains
to worldly deeds, WHO TEMPT MEN TO DO EVIL.

114. Therefore, it is the end of the left. It has been explained that
there is the end of the right and the end of the left. This end of the
left is "the end of all flesh," (Beresheet 6:13) and not the end of all
spirit. The secret IS THAT THERE ARE TWO ENDS. One is the end of
all flesh, NAMELY, THE ONE IN CHARGE OF THE BODY. The other is
the end of all spirit, THE ONE IN CHARGE OVER A MAN'S SPIRIT.
Therefore, THE END OF ALL SPIRIT is internal AND THE END OF
ALL FLESH is external. The INTERNAL one is holy and the
EXTERNAL one is defiled. This has already been explained.

115. Come and behold: WITHIN THE RIGHT SIDE, THE SOUTH, there
is a deep mystery of the faith, the mystery of the male world, ZEIR
ANPIN, and the female world, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. And the
holiest and deepest secrets of the faith, THE NUKVA, come from
here. All life and freedom, goodness and lights are from here. All
benedictions and spreading of alms and loving love--everything
comes from this side, THE RIGHT SIDE. This is the secret of the
south.

116. From the north side, the grades spread until the dross of gold
reaches down TO BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH of the unholy
side. The unholy filth grasps THE MALE above and THE FEMALE
below. Here, male and female join together. They are the rider ON
THE SERPENT and the serpent, which is the secret of the male and
female. This is the secret of Azazel, WHICH INCLUDES THE MALE
AND FEMALE OF DEFILEMENT.

117. From here the grades are divided, and several aspects come
into the world. They emanate from here and rule over the world. All
of them are aspects of defilement and are ministers in charge of the
world. Come and behold: when Esav was born into the world, he was
red as a rose--AS THE RED COLOR ALLUDES TO THE LEFT--and
hairy as a goat--WHICH ALLUDES TO DEFILEMENT, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND GOATS SHALL HOP ABOUT THERE" (YESHAYAH
13:21). From here came all the chiefs and powerful officials who rule
over the world. This has already been explained.

118. Come and behold: "happy are they who maintain
justice" (Tehilim 106:3). THAT IS, happy are those who preserve the
faith of the Holy One, blessed be He, because He is called 'Justice',
and it behooves man to maintain justice and keep himself from
turning the other way. This is because the Holy One, blessed be He,
is Justice, and all His ways are just.
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119. "...and do righteousness at all times..." (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Can a
man possibly do righteous deeds at all times? HE ANSWERS: He
who walks in the path of the Torah and performs righteous deeds for
those who need them IS JUDGED TO BE PERFORMING
RIGHTEOUSNESS AT ALL TIMES. For whoever is charitable to the
poor, increases righteousness, NAMELY, THE NUKVA CALLED
'RIGHTEOUSNESS', above and below, BY BRINGING ABOUT A
UNION OF MALE AND FEMALE ABOVE AND THE POURING OF
PLENTY OF BLESSINGS DOWNWARD.
120. Come and behold: when whoever is striving to perform
righteousness does so, that righteousness rises and reaches that
place of Ya'akov, the upper Chariot, THE NUKVA CALLED 'PLACE',
and draws blessings on that place from the source of all springs,
FROM BINAH, FROM WHICH COME ALL MOCHIN. From that
righteousness, THE NUKVA, AFTER RECEIVING BLESSINGS FROM
BINAH, he blesses the lower ones and all the Chariots OF THE
ANGELS and the supernal armies. All are blessed, and the lights are
properly added. All THE LOWER BEINGS AND THE ANGELS are
called "time," BECAUSE THEY ARE DRAWN FROM THE NUKVA
CALLED 'TIME'. Therefore, it is written: "and do righteousness at all
times," WHICH MEANS THEY INCREASES ABUNDANTLY FOR ALL
THE INHABITANTS OF THE THREE WORLDS--BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH--THAT EMANATE FROM THE NUKVA, AND ARE
CALLED 'TIME,' LIKE THE NUKVA.
121. Come and behold: when the children of Yisrael were in the Holy
Land, they drew blessings downward. When the children of Yisrael
left the Holy Land and came under the dominion of another,
blessings were withheld from the world.

122. Come and behold: Ya'akov was under the Holy Government IN
THE LAND OF YISRAEL. After he left the land, he came under
another dominion, WHICH IS NOT HOLY. Before he came under
another dominion, the Holy One, blessed be He, was revealed to him
in a dream. He saw what he saw, and the holy angels walked with
him until he sat upon the well. After he sat on the well, the water rose
toward him. So it was with Moshe because there his wife chanced to
meet him. The secret OF THE RISING WATER of the well is that it
only rises when it sees its union, NAMELY, ITS SPOUSE to be joined
with him.

123. Rabbi Aba said that all these verses contradict each other. First,
it is written: "And Ya'akov went out from Be'er Sheva, and went
toward Charan," and Lavan dwelt in Charan. IF IT BE SO, why then
did Ya'akov leave Charan, as it is written: "Then Ya'akov lifted up his
feet, and went to the land of the people of the east" (Beresheet
29:1)? How do we know that Lavan dwelt in Charan? Because it is
written: "And Ya'akov said to them, 'My brethren, where are you
from?' And they said, 'of Charan are we.' And he said to them, 'Do
you know Lavan the son of Nachor?' And they said, 'We know'" (Ibid.
4-5). This teaches us that Lavan then lived in Charan. WHY DID
YA'AKOV TRAVEL TO THE LAND OF THE PEOPLE OF THE EAST?
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124. Only Ya'akov thought: I want to join the Shechinah, THE
SECRET OF THE WELL, because I want to take a wife. My father,
when he was to be married, sent a servant to find a source of water
where a wife chanced to be found for my father. But in this place,
CHARAN, I did not find a source, a well, or water. Immediately,
therefore, "Ya'akov lifted up his feet, and went to the land of the
people of the east," where he chanced upon the well and met his
wife, as we have said.

125. Rabbi Elazar said: Assuredly, YA'AKOV was in Charan, WHICH
IS THE LAND OF THE EAST. And this well was in the jurisdiction OF
CHARAN. If this be so, why is it written: "and she ran and told her
father" (Beresheet 29:12)? This is because it was close to the town.

126. Rabbi Elazar mused that if a wife chanced to Ya'akov by the
well, why not Leah? She gave to Ya'akov all those tribes. HE
ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed be He, did not want to unite her
with Ya'akov openly, as it is written: "And it came to pass, that in the
morning, behold, it was Leah," (Beresheet 29:25) but this was not
revealed earlier, FOR THIS WAS THE WILL OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.

127. Another reason WHY RACHEL WAS SEEN AND NOT LEAH was
so that Rachel's beauty would catch the eye and heart of Ya'akov, so
he would establish his dwelling there. Because of her, Leah too was
united with him, and gave birth to all those tribes. HE ASKS: How did
Ya'akov recognize Rachel, AS HE KNEW HER NOT? The shepherds
told him, as it is written: "and behold, Rachel his daughter comes
with the sheep" (Beresheet 29:6).

16. "I will serve you seven years"
This mysterious passage interprets the seven years Ya'akov served Lavan to win Rachel's hand as symbolizing the seven Sfirot. The secret in the
matter is in the phrase, "and they seemed to him but a few days"--since they were served in the hidden or unrevealed world.
The Relevance of this Passage
A man cannot win the hand of his soulmate until he merits her through his own spiritual growth and transformation. Ya'akov's seven years of
service corresponds to the years, or lifetimes, that we must endure before the reunification of two halves can take place. When this spiritual truth is
ingrained in our consciousness, and if we are proactive in the removal of our negative traits, we can hasten the arrival of our true soulmate.
128. Come and behold. It is written: "I will serve you seven years for
Rachel your younger daughter" (Beresheet 29:18). HE ASKS: Why
did Ya'akov say "seven years" instead of ten months or one year?
HE ANSWERS: Ya'akov acted wisely so that people would not say
that he lusted after Rachel's beauty, but WOULD KNOW that he
acted wisely. For the moon, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, is seven
years old, MEANING IT NEEDS TO BE BUILT BY THE SEVEN
SFIROT--CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. And all the seven upper years--CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD YESOD AND MALCHUT OF BINAH--rested
on Ya'akov before he married Rachel so that they would suit her
properly, THAT IS, GIVE OF THE SEVEN SFIROT OF BINAH TO HER
SEVEN SFIROT. For at first Ya'akov took everything FROM BINAH
and then he came to her, so that he should be CONSIDERED AS
ZEIR ANPIN, the heaven, and she should be CONSIDERED THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, the earth.
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129. The secret of the matter is in the phrase, "and they seemed to
him but a few days." HE ASKS: What is "a few (Heb. achadim)
days?" HE ANSWERED that he considered all seven years as the
SEVEN upper YEARS FROM BINAH, which are united (Heb. achadot)
BY ONE UNION and never separated. They are bound to each other.
"...for the love he had to her..." MEANS THAT HE LOVED HER,
because she is to him as the supernal UNION WITHIN BINAH.

130. Come and behold: even Lavan hinted at these seven SFIROT-although he did not know what he was saying, for he opened the
discussion with the words, "It is better (lit. 'good') that I give her to
you..." Rabbi Aba said: Surely this is so. He worked seven years,
WHICH ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT, to be united with the Shmitah
(Sabbatical year,) NAMELY, TO PASS THE SEVEN SFIROT TO THE
NUKVA, RACHEL CALLED 'SABBATICAL YEAR'. Rabbi Elazar said:
Come and behold. Everywhere the Jubilee is undisclosed, while the
Shmitah is disclosed.

131. Come and behold: when Ya'akov served the first seven years, a
voice resounded, saying, "from the world to the world" (Tehilim
106:48). THIS MEANS THAT THERE IS A DRAWING FROM THE
HIDDEN WORLD, LEAH, TO THE DISCLOSED WORLD, RACHEL. The
undisclosed world above, which is jubilee, NAMELY LEAH, is the
starting point, AND NOT THE REVEALED WORLD, WHICH IS
RACHEL. And these GRADES, which are undisclosed and not
revealed to us, are from the Jubilee and were therefore hidden from
Ya'akov, who did not even know THAT THEY WERE FOR LEAH, THE
JUBILEE. He thought they were for the Shmitah, THAT IS, FOR
RACHEL. ANOTHER REASON WAS to make him start from the
supernal world, LEAH, it was hidden from him THAT THEY
BELONGED TO LEAH, because the Jubilee is undisclosed. BEING
CLOSED AND COVERED BY CHOCHMAH, HE DID NOT WANT TO
START AND DRAW FROM IT, UNLESS HE THOUGHT THEY
BELONGED TO THE DISCLOSED WORLD. Later, when the seven
undisclosed years of the Jubilee were over, Ya'akov served the
seven disclosed Shmitah FOR RACHEL, and YA'AKOV was adorned
in both worlds, THE UNDISCLOSED AND THE DISCLOSED WORLD,
and was united with them.

17. Upper Righteous and lower Righteous
This passage concerns the hidden significance of Ya'akov's sons with Leah and Rachel, especially the righteous Yosef and Benyamin. The Zohar is
again employing the language of metaphor to trace the flow of Light through the complex structure of the spiritual worlds. The Zohar intricately
describes a perfect and exact system--a science of the supernal worlds, a physics of spiritual Light.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section connects the reader to the metaphysical infrastructure of reality, the source of our soul, our light, and, ultimately, our happiness and
fulfillment.
132. Come and behold: Leah gave birth to six sons and one
daughter, and so it should be, because six directions are established
upon her, THAT IS YA'AKOV, WHO IS TIFERET, INCLUDING
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. These
six and the one daughter came out according to a supernal mystery.
THE SIX SONS CORRESPOND TO THE SIX EXTREMITIES, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF YA'AKOV, AND
THE ONE DAUGHTER CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT.
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133. Rachel bore two righteous sons, and so it should be, BECAUSE
RACHEL is THE SECRET OF the Shmitah that sits forever between
two righteous ones, as it is written: "The righteous shall inherit the
land" (Tehilim 37:29). These are the righteous above IN ZEIR ANPIN,
and the righteous below IN THE NUKVA. From the righteous above,
the supernal waters are drawn, THE SECRET OF DIRECT LIGHT
FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD, and from the righteous below, the
Nukva wells up water to the male, THE SECRET OF REFLECTED
LIGHT FROM BELOW UPWARD, in complete passion. AND SO IT
COMES TO PASS THAT SHE HAS the righteous ones on both sides.
As the supernal male, ZEIR ANPIN is situated between two females,
BINAH AND NUKVA, so the lower female--MEANING THE NUKVA OF
THE CHEST AND BELOW ZEIR ANPIN--is situated between two
righteous ones, YOSEF AND BINYAMIN.
134. Therefore Yosef and Binyamin are both righteous. Yosef
merited to be the righteous above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, because he kept
the sign of the Covenant. Binyamin is the righteous below, IN THE
NUKVA HERSELF, so that the Sabbatical year, THE NUKVA, shall be
adorned between the two righteous ones, Yosef, and Binyamin.

135. HE ASKS: Was Binyamin righteous? AND HE ANSWERS: Yes,
because never in his life did he transgress in regard to the sign of
the Covenant, although he was not tried by deeds as was Yosef. HE
ASKS: If this be so, why is he called 'Righteous' IF HE WAS NEVER
CONFRONTED BY TEMPTATION? THERE ARE MANY WHO KEEP
THE COVENANT ALL THEIR LIVES, BUT THEY ARE NOT CALLED
'RIGHTEOUS' UNLESS THEY ARE TRIED. HE ANSWERS: All the
days Ya'akov was in mourning for Yosef, he did not perform his
marital duty. FOR THAT, HE DESERVED TO BE CALLED
'RIGHTEOUS'. You may say that when Yosef was taken from
Ya'akov, Binyamin was a mere child and not married. HE ANSWERS:
Even when he married later, he did not want to perform his marital
duty.
136. HE INSISTED AGAIN, YET we learned that when Yosef asked
Binyamin "have you a wife?", he answers: "yes." He asked him,
"have you sons?" He said, "yes." He then said to him, "what are their
names." He replied, "they are named after my brothers, Gera and
Na'aman..." as it is written: "And the sons of Binyamin were Bela and
Becher..." (Beresheet 46:21). But you say he did not have conjugal
intercourse.

137. He said to him: I do. At that time, he did not yet have sons. HE
THUS DISAGREES WITH THAT AGGADAH. And if you say IT IS
EXPLICIT FROM THE VERSE, "And the sons of Binyamin were Bela
and Becher," when they came to Egypt, this is surely so, FOR HE
ALREADY HAD SONS. Yet as long as Ya'akov mourned for Yosef,
Binyamin did not perform his marital duty or beget any children.
Binyamin said: My brother Yosef was the sign of the Covenant of my
Father, AS YA'AKOV IS TIFERET, WHICH INCLUDES CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, AND YOSEF IS
YESOD OF YA'AKOV, because the Covenant, YESOD, is the final
part of the body, TIFERET. Because he is lost, I will guard my
brother's place, THAT IS, I WILL BE THE ASPECT OF THE
RIGHTEOUS YESOD, THE ENDING OF TIFERET, LIKE YOSEF.
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138. You may say that when Yosef was lost, he was not yet
righteous, because one cannot be righteous before one is tried, AND
AT THAT TIME HE WAS NOT YET TEMPTED. HE ANSWERS:
Everybody knew it from Ya'akov, who knew that Yosef would inherit
this place, MEANING THAT HE KNEW FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT THAT
HE WOULD BE TRIED BY THE WIFE OF POTIFAR AND WOULD
MERIT TO BE CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS'. Therefore, he stopped a long
time at the house of Lavan AND DID NOT RETURN HOME before the
body was perfected. And the final part of the body is the Covenant,
NAMELY, YOSEF. Therefore it is written: "And it came to pass, when
Rachel had born Yosef, THAT YA'AKOV SAID TO LAVAN, SEND ME
AWAY..." (Beresheet 30:25). He said: Now THAT YOSEF, YESOD, IS
BORN, surely the body, TIFERET, is perfected. Because the body is
perfected, I desire to go "TO MY OWN PLACE, AND TO MY
COUNTRY," AS YA'AKOV KNEW FROM THE HOLY SPIRIT THAT
YOSEF IS OF THE ASPECT OF YESOD, AND FROM HIM EVERYONE
ELSE KNEW AS WELL. Therefore, Binyamin knew and guarded his
brother's way, THAT IS, HE BECAME THE RIGHTEOUS, YESOD, FOR
HIS FATHER, INSTEAD YOSEF, AFTER HE WAS LOST.
139. When he came to Yosef, and he was found, NAMELY MADE
HIMSELF KNOWN TO HIS BROTHERS, Binyamin returned home and
performed his marital duty and begot children. Therefore the Holy
One, blessed be He, made him Righteous below IN THE NUKVA, as
Yosef was Righteous above IN ZEIR ANPIN. Thus did Rachel bear
two sons, and Leah six sons and a daughter.

140. Therefore, the first seven years were undisclosed, because
Ya'akov did not know THEY WERE FOR LEAH, as they stem from the
Jubilee year, WHICH IS BINAH, THE SECRET OF THE HIDDEN
WORLD. And the SEVEN YEARS of the Sabbatical year, THE
DISCLOSED WORLD, were revealed, AS HE KNEW HE WAS
SERVING FOR RACHEL. Because of the Sabbatical year, the
Disclosed WORLD, he ACTUALLY served for the Jubilee year, the
Hidden WORLD. THAT IS, HE THOUGHT HE SERVED FOR RACHEL,
THE SECRET OF THE SABBATICAL YEAR, BUT ACTUALLY HE
SERVED FOR LEAH, THE SECRET OF THE JUBILEE YEAR, as it is
written: "And Ya'akov served seven years for Rachel." He served
seven undisclosed years--NAMELY, FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
HIDDEN WORLD, LEAH--for Rachel, and served the supernal seven
years, THE SEVEN SFIROT OF LEAH, and so became attached
through them to the two worlds. WHILE HE THOUGHT HE SERVED
FOR THE DISCLOSED WORLD, HE WAS SERVING FOR THE HIDDEN
WORLD. From this we learn that from the disclosed, a man reaches
that which is hidden.
141. You may say that he served the first seven years for the Jubilee,
WHICH IS LEAH, and it is written of the Jubilee, "seven times seven
years" (Vayikra 25:8). There are seven years, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"AND HE SERVED SEVEN YEARS," BUT what happened to seven
times SEVEN? DID HE HAVE TO WORK 49 YEARS, THE NUMBER OF
THE YEARS OF THE JUBILEE? HE ANSWERS: These are the seven
days he kept at the feast of Leah, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND
FULFILLED HER WEEK" (BERESHEET 29:28)--which amounts TO 49,
because each day represents one SEVEN, as it is written: "Seven
times a day I praise You because of Your righteous
Judgments" (Tehilim 119:164). THUS, there are seven in each day
called one, seven times seven AMOUNTS TO 49, THE NUMBER OF
THE YEARS OF THE JUBILEE.
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142. In regards to Rachel it was not so, for he did not keep the seven
days OF HER FEAST, but seven years only after HER MARRIAGE.
You may say, if this be so, he should have served first the years of
the Shmitah and then joined the Sabbatical year, RACHEL. FOR HE
HAD TO DRAW FIRST THE SFIROT FOR HER, AS HE DID FOR THE
JUBILEE YEAR, LEAH. HE ANSWERS THAT because he was intent
upon serving, it was considered as if he already did serve, AND
IMMEDIATELY THE SEVEN SFIROT FOR RACHEL WERE DRAWN TO
HIM. Rabbi Aba came to him and kissed him. He said: Blessed be the
Merciful One, that I merited an understanding of this verse. It is
written of this place--FROM THE CHEST AND DOWN OF ZEIR ANPIN,
NAMELY THE DISCLOSED WORLD, RACHEL--"Hashem was well
pleased for his Righteousness' sake, to magnify Torah, and to make
it glorious" (Yeshayah 42:21).

18. Four joints
This passage seems to assign lesser importance to the four sons that Ya'akov had with the handmaidens of Leah and Rachel. However, the Zohar
reveals that the spiritual system and supernal structure of reality is perfect, complete, and includes all components, no matter how irrelevant they
might appear. Though the four children are not present among the Sfirot, they are included in the symbolic body of Adam Kadmon as the joints of
his arms and legs.
The Relevance of this Passage
A good computer system depends on a powerful microprocessor. If a tiny, "insignificant" wire is absent or defective, the entire system is rendered
inoperable. All the elements are, in a manner of speaking, equally important. Similarly, everyone in this world is as important as the most righteous
sage, including those we might consider to be on a lower level of spirituality than ourselves. It behooves us to stop judging others, and to recognize
that every person plays a vital role in the spiritual structure of humanity. This passage instills this wisdom in our consciousness, so that we may
begin living it every day.
143. Rabbi Elazar continued the discussion: We have learned that
Leah surely bore six sons and one daughter, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. And Rachel bore
two sons, THE TWO UPPER AND LOWER RIGHTEOUS ONES. This is
also so. But what of the four sons of the handmaids? What is their
connection? AS IN THE SONS OF RACHEL AND LEAH THERE ARE
ALREADY ALL THE SFIROT. HE ANSWERS: They are the four knots
called 'hinder parts', of whom it is written: "and all their hinder parts
were inward" (I Melachim 7:25).
144. In the right arm, CHESED, there are three joints, AS THE ARM IS
DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTS--THE BICEPS, THE ARM, AND THE
HAND. THE PARTS ARE CONNECTED BY THREE JOINTS. However
the joint in the middle is bigger than the others and is CONSIDERED
AS a hinder part protruding outward. Similarly, there is ONE MIDDLE
JOINT OF THE THREE JOINTS in the left arm; one OF THE THREE
JOINTS in the right leg; and one OF THE THREE JOINTS in the left
leg. When everything is properly arranged, all four hind joints COME
inside THE BODY, in keeping with the verse, "and all their hinder
parts were inward."
145. All the other joints, EXCEPT FOR THESE FOUR, are on the same
plane WITH THE MEMBERS OF THE BODY; only these four protrude
out of the arms and legs to indicate the sons of the handmaids. For
although they are of the twelve TRIBES, they are not of the same
rank as the sons of Leah and Rachel. Therefore, they protrude out
OF THE ARMS AND LEGS.

146. Another explanation is that these SONS OF THE HANDMAIDS
are the four JOINTS which force all the other joints to move; these
four knots carry the others. Rabbi Aba said: Surely this is so, and
therefore they are all connected as one.

19. "And Hashem saw that Leah was hated"
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The Zohar reflects on the symbolic importance of Ya'akov's relations with Leah, whom he hated in public but loved in private, and who bore him six
sons and one daughter. Ya'akov was unaware that his true relationship with Leah was hidden. She had a direct relation to the Eternal Mother, and
therefore most of Ya'akov's sons came from her. In this same way, God's true intentions hidden from us.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our perceptions often deceive us, as hidden truths lurk behind the physical existence. Though it appeared that Ya'akov hated Leah, a profound
spiritual love existed on a deeper level. The lives of many of us are like that. Hence, the Light of this passage instills within us a keen awareness and
desire to probe to hidden levels of the relationships and events that life presents us.
147. "And Hashem saw that Leah was hated" (Beresheet 29:31).
Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "He makes the
barren woman to keep house, and be a joyful mother of sons,
Haleluyah" (Tehilim 113:9). The verse, "He makes the barren woman
(also: 'the principal part') to keep house," refers to Rachel, the
principal part of the house, and "a joyful mother of sons" refers to
Leah, WHO BORE SIX SONS AND ONE DAUGHTER.
148. According to another explanation, "He makes the barren woman
to keep house," refers to the Sabbatical year, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, which is the principal part, because the whole world is
guided by her. "...a joyful mother of sons..." refers to the Jubilee
year, BINAH, on which all joy and bliss in all the worlds OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH depend. FOR THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN
HAS NOTHING OF HERSELF EXCEPT WHAT ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES
FROM BINAH AND PASSES ON TO HER. THEN SHE PASSES IT ON
TO ALL THE WORLDS. THUS, ALL JOY IN THE WORLDS OF
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH COMES FROM BINAH. This verse
comprises everything, because it includes all in the secrets of
Holiness, NAMELY, THE HIDDEN WORLD AND THE DISCLOSED
WORLD. Therefore, the verse ends with Halleluyah, WHICH IS THE
HIGHEST OF ALL PRAISES IN THE BOOK OF TEHILIM.
149. "And Hashem saw that Leah was hated." HE ASKS: Why was
she hated? The sons of a hated wife cannot be decent sons, yet we
see that all the good sons came from Leah. Now you say that Leah
was hated. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly, the Jubilee year is always the
Hidden World, and its words are never revealed. Therefore, all its
acts were hidden from Ya'akov. THAT MEANS THAT SHE WAS
LOVED BY HIM IN PRIVATE, BUT IN PUBLIC IT SEEMED AS IF SHE
WAS HATED.

150. Come and behold: the lower world, WHICH IS RACHEL, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, is revealed; it is the beginning of the
ascension of the grades. The supernal Chochmah OF ARICH ANPIN
is the starting point for everything FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD, as
the lower world is Chochmah, the starting point FROM BELOW
UPWARD. Therefore, it is called "You," because it is a Sabbatical
year and therefore disclosed.

151. And the supernal world is the Jubilee year, NAMELY, LEAH
WHO IS DRAWN FROM IMA, and we call it "he," because all of its
words are hidden. FOR THE WORD "HE" ALLUDES TO THE HIDDEN
WORLD. The secret is as it is written of Leah: "And he lay with her
that night (lit. 'that night he')" (Beresheet 30:16). It is therefore
written: "And the Levite shall serve he," (Bemidbar 18:23) WHICH
MEANS THAT THE LEVITE SERVES in order to draw blessings from
"he" to all THE WORLDS. "He" is ever the supernal secret world, and
Ya'akov willingly cleaved only to what was revealed. This is the
secret of the verse: "and cleave to his wife" (Beresheet 2:24).
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152. "And Hashem saw that Leah was hated," BECAUSE SHE IS
DRAWN FROM IMA. From here it is understood that man has an
aversion toward incest with his mother, BECAUSE HIS MOTHER IS
THE SECRET OF THE HIDDEN WORLD, OF WHICH IT IS SAID,
"THEREFORE SHALL A MAN LEAVE HIS FATHER AND MOTHER."
Moreover, a man may stay alone with his mother anywhere, and not
fear OF BEING ALONE WITH HER. Thus, all was unknown to
Ya'akov, because the supernal world, LEAH DRAWN FROM IMA, is
completely undisclosed.

20. The tribes
The Zohar reflects that civilization as we know it started with Ya'akov. Before him, civilizations rose and fell without a trace. The sons of Ya'akov
commence the twelve tribes of Israel. This too has a hidden significance.
The Relevance of this Passage
The twelve tribes correspond to the celestial influences emanating from the twelve constellations. The power of Ya'akov and the patriarchs is in their
ability to rise above any negative influences streaming down from the heavens. Using the mystic secrets of the Torah, they took control over the
signs and captained their own destiny. This governing power over the stars is bequeathed to the reader of this passage.
153. Come and behold: the world perseveres for Ya'akov's sake. It
may be said that it does so for Avraham's sake, as it is written:
"THESE ARE THE GENERATIONS OF THE HEAVEN AND OF THE
EARTH when they were created (Heb. behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4);
the Hebrew word contains the letters of the name of Avraham. THIS
MEANS THAT THE GENERATIONS OF THE HEAVEN AND OF THE
EARTH EXISTED DUE TO AVRAHAM. HE ANSWERS: Yet Avraham
existed for the sake of Ya'akov, as it is written: "Therefore thus says
Hashem, concerning the house of Ya'akov, who redeemed
Avraham" (Yeshayah 29:22). Before that, the Holy One, blessed be
He, used to build and destroy worlds. After Ya'akov came, the worlds
were constructed from him and were not destroyed as before. This is
the meaning of the verse: "thus says Hashem that created you,
Ya'akov, and He that formed you, Yisrael..." (Yeshayah 43:1)

154. Come and behold. It is written: "Yisrael is My son, My firstborn...
Let My son go, that he may serve me" (Shemot 4:22-23). For Yisrael
is called 'a son to the Holy One, blessed be He,' because he cleaved
to him, as it is written: "and what is his son's name, if you can
tell" (Mishlei 30:4).

155. When Leah bore Reuven, it is written: "and she called his name
Reuven," (Beresheet 29:32) simply Reuven (lit. 'see, a son'),
WITHOUT FURTHER EXPLANATION, AS SHE GAVE FOR SHIMON,
SAYING "BECAUSE HASHEM HAS HEARD..." AND AS SHE GAVE
FOR HER OTHER SONS. BECAUSE HE IS OF THE ASPECT OF
CHESED, WHY DID SHE NOT CALL HIM BINYAMIN (LIT. 'SON OF
THE RIGHT')? HE ANSWERS: This is because he was included
within the three Columns which join to become one, THAT IS, WITH
Shimon and Levi, THE LEFT AND THE CENTRAL COLUMNS. Why
then DID SHE CALL THE THIRD SON Levi? The name Levi means
accompaniment, which indicates the joining of all the aspects.
156. Rabbi Yehuda said that from this it is understood THAT HE
COMPRISES THE THREE COLUMNS, as it is written: "the excellency
of dignity, and the excellency of power" (Beresheet 49:3). The
translation into Aramaic is as follows: Birthright, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN; Priesthood, THE RIGHT COLUMN; AND Kingdom, THE
LEFT COLUMN," because Malchut is on the side of Gvurah.
Therefore she simply called him Reuven, 'see, a son', TO SHOW
THAT HE COMPRISES THE THREE COLUMNS.
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157. Rabbi Aba said THAT SHE simply SAID: "see, a son," AND NOT,
'SON OF THE RIGHT', because he was included with Shimon and
Levi. Thus, Leah reasoned, INCLUDING HIM WITHIN THE TWO
OTHER SONS, as it is written: "Now this time will my husband be
joined to me, because I have born him three sons," (Beresheet 29:34)
which indicates that there are three united as one, SO THAT EACH
INCLUDES ALL THREE. SHE COULD THEREFORE NOT CALL HIM
BINYAMIN ('SON OF THE RIGHT'), BECAUSE HE ALSO INCLUDED
THE LEFT.
158. Come and behold: this is so, because the supernal Chariot
comprises the fathers: AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, YA'AKOV, and King
David, who joined them. And all these four supernal Chariots are the
secret of the Holy Name, YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. THE YUD-HEI-VAV ARE
THE FATHERS, NAMELY THE THREE COLUMNS, AND THE LAST
HEI IS THE SECRET OF KING DAVID, NAMELY, THE NUKVA.
According TO THE SAME SECRET, Reuven, Shimon, and Levi ARE
THE THREE COLUMNS, YUD-HEI-VAV, and Yehuda, who inherited
the kingdom (Malchut,) IS THE SECRET OF THE LAST HEI OF THE
NAME OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. Therefore, they are all in this place,
THAT IS, IN THE MYSTERY OF THE CHARIOT. AS EACH OF THE
THREE COLUMNS IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE CHARIOT, SO EACH
OF THE TRIBES INCLUDES THE THREE COLUMNS.
159. It is written: "Now will I praise Hashem...and she left off (lit.
'stood from') bearing." This is because in here, YEHUDA, were
completed the four legs OF THE THRONE, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT. REUVEN IS THE SECRET OF CHESED;
SHIMON OF GVURAH; LEVI OF TIFERET; AND YEHUDA OF
MALCHUT. HE ASKS: IN THE VERSE, "Now will I praise Hashem,"
why did she say OF THIS SON, "Now will I praise Hashem," why she
did not say it OF THE REST OF THE SONS? HE ANSWERS: It is
understood that as long as the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, was in exile, the Holy Name was not complete. Come and
behold: although she had three sons before she bore Yehuda, WHO
ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, the throne was not perfected.
ONLY WITH YEHUDA'S BIRTH, MALCHUT, WAS THE THRONE
PERFECTED. She therefore said, "Now will I praise Hashem," ONLY
IN REGARD TO YEHUDA and not in regard to all of them. Therefore,
"she stood off bearing." What is the meaning of this verse? It is that
the chair stood on its legs, FOR WITH YEHUDA, THE FOUR LEGS OF
THE THRONE, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT WERE
COMPLETED.
160. "And she stood" NEEDS FURTHER EXPLANATION. Until now,
MEANING UNTIL YEHUDA, WHO IS MALCHUT, she stood united.
From here and down, NAMELY, BELOW MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, the
World of Separation, IN THE THREE WORLDS, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH,
AND ASIYAH OF SEPARATION. It may be said that the two sons she
bore after YEHUDA, YISASCHAR AND ZVULUN, are of this aspect,
NAMELY, OF SEPARATION, BECAUSE THEY WERE BORN AFTER
MALCHUT, YEHUDA. HE ANSWERS: No. These two sons,
YISASCHAR AND ZVULUN, were joined TO REUVEN, SHIMON, AND
LEVI, because the six directions of the worlds are as one.
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161. Come and behold: all twelve tribes are the essential parts of the
congregation of Yisrael in this world. They properly strengthen the
supernal black light. FOR THIS IS THE PERFECTION OF THE LEFT,
BECAUSE CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM IS A BLACK LIGHT,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF the DARKNESS OF IMA. They also
restore the foundation to its place, FOR THE SECRET OF
CORRECTING THE RIGHT IS TO ALLOW CHASSADIM TO RULE.
CHASSADIM ARE THE FOUNDATION; WITHOUT THEM, THERE IS
NO ILLUMINATION THROUGHOUT THE WORLDS, BECAUSE EVEN
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT IS BLACK AND DARK WITHOUT
IT. All the worlds are identical; WHATEVER IS IN THE UPPER
WORLD IS ALSO IN THE LOWER. Through this--NAMELY, THE
TWELVE--the lower world, THE NUKVA, was constructed according
to the supernal world, BINAH.
162. Yisaschar and Zvulun ARE NETZACH AND HOD. Now there are
six sons who represent the six directions of the world. REUVEN,
SHIMON, LEVI, AND YEHUDA ARE CHESED, GEVURAH, TIFERET,
AND MALCHUT; YISASCHAR AND ZVULUN ARE NETZACH AND
HOD. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE PERFECTION OF THE RIGHT,
THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF CHASSADIM. Similarly, there are the four
sons of the handmaids, who are joined WITH THE SIX EXTREMITIES.
The four sons are the four joints that are attached to them, THE TWO
JOINTS OF CHESED AND GVURAH AND THE TWO JOINTS OF
NETZACH AND HOD. THEY ARE THE PERFECTION OF THE LEFT.
BECAUSE THEY WERE CONNECTED TO THE RIGHT, it is written:
"and their hinder parts inward" (I Melachim 7:25), SO THAT THE
HINDER PARTS CAME TO BE INNER PARTS. Though they are the
sons of the handmaids, OF THE ASPECT OF DARKNESS AND
HINDER PARTS, YET they are inward.
163. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: If this be so, we have learned that
whatever the lower world, THE NUKVA AT THE END OF ATZILUT,
begets is separated, as it is written: "and from thence it was
parted" (Beresheet 2:10). What would you say, then, about Yosef and
Binyamin? If you say that they are of one world, OF THE ASPECT OF
UNION OF THE WORLD OF ATZILUT, this is not so, for they did not
come from the upper world. So it is found that whatever the lower
world begets, it begets below, MEANING THAT ITS GENERATIONS
ARE BENEATH THE BOTTOM OF ATZILUT, and not above. If it is so,
they are separated--THAT IS, THEY ARE OF THE WORLD OF BRIYAH
OF SEPARATION.
164. Rabbi Aba went to him and kissed him. He said: This matter is
difficult because the upper world is perfected by the twelve that are
its own. Yet come and behold: the Righteous constantly leaves and
enters the lower world. He is therefore built in this place. Thus, he is
of importance above and below, but constantly in the lower world, as
it is written: "And it came to pass, as her soul was departing, for she
died" (Beresheet 35:18).

165. Come and behold: the Righteous both enters and leaves the
lower world, THE NUKVA. When he enters, he is in the secret of
Yosef the Righteous, and when he leaves, he is in the secret of
Binyamin THE RIGHTEOUS. This is the meaning of the verse: "And it
came to pass, as her soul (Nefesh) was departing, for she died." HE
ASKS: What is her Nefesh? HE ANSWERS: This is the Righteous,
who came out from it.
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166. Therefore, Binyamin was called "the son of my
sorrow" (Beresheet 25:18), because she thought she bore him
beneath ATZILUT, in the World of Separation, so that there remained
eleven within the supernal TRIBES, NAMELY, IN ATZILUT. Yet it is
written: "but his father called him Binyamin," WHICH MEANS 'Son of
the Right', because he had gone up to the supernal world; for when
Yosef was lost, Binyamin took his place. Therefore, the righteous
enters and leaves the lower world. And so Yosef and Binyamin, and
all the twelve tribes, are in the image of the supernal TWELVE united
together. THE SIX SONS OF LEAH ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD; THE FOUR SONS
OF THE HANDMAIDS ARE THE SECRET OF THE FOUR JOINTS; THE
TWO SONS OF RACHEL ARE THE SECRET OF THE TWO
RIGHTEOUS ONES.

21. "Now I will praise...And she called his name Yehuda"
Here the Zohar relates a discussion between Rabbis Shimon, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi concerning the secrets of the name "Yehuda." Once
again, the unity of all things is stressed in the verse, "I will praise The Creator with my whole heart." Both the good and evil in one's soul must be
brought to God in prayer--that is, with total honesty. "Yehuda embraces all sides."
The Relevance of this Passage
Kabbalah's unique perspective on the evil that men do is revealed in this section. The ultimate objective of spirituality is not to remove the existence
of evil or humanity's negative traits. Instead, we must confront and transform these dark forces, for it is only through the struggle of transformation
that we ignite the spark of divinity within us. The name "Yehuda" expresses this profound kabbalistic notion, and our connection to this name
invokes in us the courage to confront and triumph over our evil tendencies.
167. "Now will I praise Hashem..." Rabbi Shimon opened the
discussion with the verse: "I will praise Hashem with my whole
heart, in the assembly of the upright, and in the
congregation" (Tehilim 111:1). HE ASKS: Why is it written: "with my
whole heart (Heb. levav)," instead of THE MORE COMMON lev? HE
ANSWERS: David, in the supernal secret of the Holy Name, YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, wanted to praise the Holy One, blessed be He. "I will praise
Hashem with my whole heart," MEANS with both the Good
Inclination and the Evil Inclination, THE TWO HEARTS, THAT IS, THE
TWO INCLINATIONS THAT DWELL IN THE HEART, the two sides,
right and left.
168. "...in the assembly of the upright, and in the congregation..."
refers to the other aspects of this world, THE NUKVA, for the whole
heart resembles south and north, CHESED AND GVURAH. "In the
assembly of the upright," are the other sides, which are altogether
six EXTREMITIES formed in the likeness of above, THAT IS, IN THE
IMAGE OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD. They abide "in the assembly of the upright," NAMELY,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, "and in the congregation
(Heb. edah)," which refers to the place of Yehuda, NAMELY,
MALCHUT. It is also written: "and my Testimony (Heb. edoti) that I
shall teach them" (Tehilim 132:12), WHICH REFERS TO THE ORAL
TORAH, MALCHUT.
169. It is written: "Yehuda still rules (Heb. rad) with El" (Hoshea
12:1). THIS MEANS THAT YEHUDA--MALCHUT CONNECTED TO YUDHEI-VAV- HEI--WENT DOWN (HEB. YARAD) FROM THE SIX-SIDED
NAME OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI TO THE NAME El, A NAME OF
MALCHUT, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "AND AN El WHO HAS
INDIGNATION EVERY DAY" (TEHILIM 7:12). It is also written: "I will
praise You with my whole heart: before princes (lit. 'Elohim') I will
sing praise to You" (Tehilim 138:1), TO THE NAME ELOHIM, AND
NOT THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, because he praised this grade
OF MALCHUT, CALLED 'ELOHIM', in order to unite it with the right
side OF CHASSADIM. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN HERE: "I WILL
PRAISE YOU WITH MY WHOLE HEART (HEB. LIBI)," AND NOT
LEVAVI, BECAUSE HE PRAISED ONE PLACE ONLY, THAT IS,
MALCHUT OF THE LEFT, WHICH DOES NOT CLEAVE TO THE NAME
OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI.
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170. Come and behold: THE NAME Yehuda is attached all sides. It is
attached to the south and the east because YEHUDA comes from the
left side. It starts in the north and holds to the south. From there it
goes to the right side, CHESED, and takes hold of the body,
TIFERET. AND SO IT HOLDS ALL THE SIDES. Therefore, it is written:
"Now will I praise Hashem," WHICH INDICATES THAT IT INCLUDES
ALL THE SIDES. In the phrase, "and she left off (lit. 'stood from')
bearing," 'stood' means that she stood firm, stood properly, FOR
NOW THAT SHE HAS BORN FOUR SONS, REUVEN, SHIMON, LEVI,
AND YEHUDA--CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT--the
entire holy Chariot is fixed, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
AND MALCHUT.
171. Rabbi Shimon went to the country, where he chanced to meet
Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Chiya, and Rabbi Yosi. When he saw them, he
said: It behooves us to hear new expositions of the Torah. The three
sat with him. When Rabbi Shimon turned to leave, each of them
opened the discussion with a verse IN HONOR OF RABBI SHIMON.

172. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "And Hashem
said to Avram, after Lot was separated from him: Lift up now your
eyes, and look" (Beresheet 13:14). HE ASKS: Is Avraham to inherit
land according to his range of vision? For how far can a man see-three, four, or five parasangs? And the scripture says: "for all the
land which you see..." (Ibid. 15).

173. HE ANSWERS: Because he saw the four winds of the world, AS
IT IS WRITTEN: "NORTHWARD, AND SOUTHWARD, AND
EASTWARD, AND WESTWARD," he saw the whole land. For the four
winds of the world comprise the whole world. Another explanation is
that the Holy One, blessed be He, lifted him above the land of
Yisrael, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, and showed him that it is
connected to the winds of the world, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET
OF THE CHARIOT. Then he saw everything. Similarly, whoever sees
Rabbi Shimon sees the whole world, BECAUSE HE, TOO,
COMPRISES THE WHOLE WORLD. He is the joy of high and low.

174. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "the land on
which you lie, to you will I give it, and to your seed" (Beresheet
28:13). HE ASKS: Did the Holy One, blessed be He, promise him only
this place, a mere four or five cubits, and no more? HE ANSWERS:
At that time the Holy One, blessed be He, folded the whole land of
Yisrael underneath him, so that this place included the whole land. If
this place included the whole land, then Rabbi Shimon, the lamp of
the whole land, is of equal value with the whole world.
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175. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Now will I
praise Hashem." HE ASKS: Did it not behoove her to praise the Holy
One, blessed be He, for each of the sons she bore and not only this
son? HE ANSWERS: Yehuda is the fourth son of the throne, BEING
MALCHUT, THE FOURTH LEG, and he completed the throne.
Therefore, Yehuda alone perfects the throne; he is the pillar that
supports all the other pillars, BECAUSE HE COMPLETES THE
THRONE. How many lights shine because of Rabbi Shimon, who
illuminates the world much more with the Torah, BEING THE PILLAR
OF ALL PILLARS.

22. His thought was with Rachel
Ya'akov thought of Rachel while making love with Leah. This act cost Reuven his patrimony. This is a very important and insightful passage that
illuminates the relation of thought to action. Wisdom can be seen on a man's face and in his eyes. On the other hand, whoever indulges in evil
contemplation lives in lies, or false consciousness. Such a person is not to be able to see good when it comes. Accordingly, bad acts follow bad
contemplation.
The Relevance of this Passage
Consciousness creates reality. For this reason, the Other Side attempts to raise doubts, create uncertainties, and induce immoral and negative
thinking. The great gift of contemplation and consciousness even has the power to determine the grade of soul that is drawn to an unborn child at
the moment of conception. The spiritual influences of this passage help us abolish doubts and negative thoughts, particularly during moments of
intimacy and times of adversity. It is then that we are most vulnerable, and it is then that the Other Side unleashes a mindstorm of negativity.
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
176. Mishnah. Children of the High One, supernal sages, Blessed of
the World, of the inner part of the nut, gather and know: a bird
descends every day, and is awakened in the garden with a flame of
fire in her wings and three shovels in her left hand as sharp as a
sword, and the keys to the treasures in her right hand.

177. She cries out loud, saying TO THE RIGHTEOUS IN THE
GARDEN OF EDEN: Whoever among you has a shining face--THAT
IS, WHO MERITED WISDOM, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "A MAN'S WISDOM
MAKES HIS FACE SHINE" (KOHELET 8:1)--who entered, left and was
strengthened by the Tree of Life. THAT IS, WHOEVER ENTERED BY
MEANS OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, LEFT BY MEANS OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, AND WAS STRENGTHENED BY THE TREE OF LIFE, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. Whoever touched its branches--CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, INCLUDED
WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE TREE OF LIFE--whoever
grasped the roots, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN;
whoever eats from its fruits which are sweeter than honey, THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE NUKVA OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF ITS FRUITS. IT IS SWEET,
ACCORDING TO THE MYSTERY IN THE VERSE: "TRULY THE LIGHT
IS SWEET...FOR THE EYES" (KOHELET 11:7), AND THE EYES ARE
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, who revives the soul and heals the
body.
178. SHE ANNOUNCES THAT WHOEVER MERITS ALL THAT IS the
one who is kept from the evil contemplation that defies the Tree of
Life; from CONTEMPLATION that defiles the river and the spring,
which is the source of Yisrael; and from CONTEMPLATION that
results in death to the soul and breaking of oneself, so that he has
no existence.
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179. The contemplation, which defiles the source OF THE TREE OF
LIFE, ZEIR ANPIN, produces a tree of lies because that
contemplation rises and exchanges one soul for another, THAT IS,
THE SOUL (NEFESH) OF THE LIGHTS OF THE OTHER SIDE IS
EXCHANGED FOR THE SOUL (NEFESH) OF THE LIGHTS OF
HOLINESS. FOR BECAUSE OF THAT CONTEMPLATION, the Tree of
Life is gone and the Tree of Death, from which he draws his soul,
clings to him.
180. Woe to him who, because of that contemplation, is uprooted
from the Tree of Life and attached to the Tree of Death, which has no
branches. THIS MEANS THAT ITS LIGHT NO LONGER ILLUMINATES.
He who clings to it never sees goodness. He is dry, without moisture
OF LIGHT, his fruits as bitter as wormwood. Of him it is said: "For he
shall be like the juniper tree in the desert, and shall not see when
good comes" (Yirmeyah 17:6).

181. But good contemplation ascends and seizes the Tree of Life,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, embracing its branches and
eating its fruits. All that is holy and all blessings come from it. He
inherits life for his soul and healing for himself. Of him it is said:
"For he shall be like a tree planted by the waters, and that spreads
out its roots by the river..." (Ibid. 8)

182. Every act in the world follows thought and contemplation. Of
this the scripture reads: "you shall therefore sanctify yourselves,
and you shall be holy" (Vayikra 11:44), because sanctities in the
world are manifested and drawn by means of good contemplation.

183. He who is defiled by the evil contemplation of thinking about
another woman while inseminating his wife, will confuse the
supernal high grades BY SWITCHING the Holy grade with the grade
of Defilement. As he changes his thoughts from his wife to another
woman, so he causes change above.

184. As the body of the son he begets is called a 'changed son', so
his soul is also called 'changed son', as his contemplation was not
drawn from holiness, and his soul was thus changed into another
grade, NAMELY, A GRADE FROM THE OTHER SIDE.

185. It was revealed before the Holy One, blessed be He, that all
Ya'akov, the perfect one, did was true, and that he harbored
thoughts of Truth. The night he had intercourse with Leah, his
thoughts were of Rachel. He was with Leah and thought of Rachel,
and his issue came from that thought.
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186. Unknowingly HE DID THIS, because he did not know IT WAS
LEAH. Therefore Reuven was not given a proper name. Yet the Holy
One, blessed be He, knew IT WAS LEAH, and He showed him, and
said: See, a son is born into the world. It is therefore written: "Can
any hide himself in secret places that I shall not see
him?" (Yirmeyah 23:24) Do not read er'enu ('see him'), but ar'enu
('show him'). It was known before the Holy One, blessed be He, that
it was not intentional and that Ya'akov wished to contemplate the
way of Truth. Thus, Reuven was not disqualified as a member of the
holy tribes; THAT IS, HE WAS NOT CONSIDERED A CHANGED SON.
If it were not so, he would have been disqualified.

187. Because contemplation is so important and translates into
action, the Holy One, blessed be He, who knew the place to which
that contemplation clung during THE INSEMINATION OF the first
drop, kept the birthright FOR THAT PLACE--as it is written: "for he
was the firstborn; but since he defiled his father's bed, his birthright
was given to Yosef" (I Divrei Hayamim 5:1). For to the place to which
contemplation followed at the time of insemination of the first drop,
the birthright was taken from Reuven and given to the place he
thought of. He thought of Rachel and the desire clung to her; thus,
the birthright was attached to Rachel, and everything followed
thought and contemplation.

188. In the same manner, WE FOUND THAT contemplation and
thought result in deeds and draw from what man secretly attaches
himself to, as it is written: "the wife of the dead shall not marry
abroad to a stranger: her husband's brother shall go in to
her" (Devarim 25:5). Here, his thought and desire should cleave TO
THE SOUL OF HIS DEAD BROTHER, and by that desire and thought
he draws and does his duty, so that the dead man's name shall not
be erased from the world.

189. This is the secret of the verse: "If he set his heart upon man, if
he gather to himself his spirit and his breath (Ruach and
Neshamah)" (Iyov 34:14). Assuredly this is so. Will and thought
produce flowing and perform action in everything needed. Therefore
in prayer, we need to desire and contemplate upon it. Thus, in every
service of the Holy One, blessed be He, contemplation and thought
act and are drawn to that which is in need of them.
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)

23. "and found mandrakes in the field"
This is a lengthy and mysterious passage concerning birth and Creation. It is an explanation of the phrase "the world was formed by word and spirit
together, Male and Female." The hidden world is male, this one female. The Zohar reflects on the allegorical importance of the mandrake root, whose
magical properties allowed Rachel to conceive. The Rabbis Chiya and Rabbi Yosi continue their discussion with a person called The Man of Arka,
connecting the passage concerning the mandrakes, Rachel, and the birth of Reuven with the secret meaning of matzoh in the Passover story. "Out
of the earth comes bread." That is, the birth of a child is like the creation of worlds.
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The Relevance of this Passage
The creation of the cosmos is the same creative process that unfolds with the birth of each new child in this world. Each of us, therefore, is a
supernal world, imbued with the divine Light of the Creator. Along with this comes the responsibility of recognizing the Godliness within and around
us. Evolving this awareness constitutes the work of spiritual development.
190. "And Reuven went in the days of the wheat harvest, and found
mandrakes in the field" (Beresheet 30:14). Rabbi Yitzchak opened
the discussion with the verse: "how manifold are Your works,
Hashem, in wisdom have You made them all: the earth is full of Your
creatures" (Tehilim 104:24). This verse has already been explained in
several places. Yet who can count the works of the Holy One,
blessed be He? For there are many different armies and legions OF
GRADES AND ANGELS. They are countless, AS IS INDICATED IN
THE VERSE, "HOW MANIFOLD ARE YOUR WORKS." THIS SHOWS
THAT THEY ARE WITHOUT NUMBER, WHICH IS AN ALLUSION TO
MOCHIN OF CHASSADIM. THE PHRASE, "IN WISDOM HAVE YOU
MADE THEM ALL," REFERS TO MOCHIN OF NUMBER, CHOCHMAH.
HE SAYS THAT ALTHOUGH THEY DIFFER FROM ONE ANOTHER,
they were created together. Just as a hammer striking a stone or a
red hot iron produces sparks on all sides simultaneously, the Holy
One, blessed be He, brought forth countless, different kinds of
legions all at once.
191. Come and behold. The world was formed by word and spirit
together, MALE AND FEMALE, as it is written: "By the word of
Hashem were the heavens made; and all the host of them by the
breath (spirit) of His mouth" (Tehilim 33:6). Thus, "the word of
Hashem" is speech, THE NUKVA, WHICH SHINES WITH
CHOCHMAH, and "the breath of His mouth" is the spirit, ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH SHINES WITH CHASSADIM. The one cannot exist without the
other, and so they are included within each other, and several armies
upon armies, legions upon legions were issued all at once,
DIFFERING FROM EACH OTHER IN THEIR ILLUMINATION, THE ONE
WITH CHOCHMAH AND THE OTHER WITH CHASSADIM.
192. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to
create the worlds, He produced one closed Light, THE LIGHT OF
BINAH, BY INSERTING THE LETTER YUD WITHIN THE LIGHT (OR:
ALEPH, VAV, RESH) AND PRODUCING AIR (AVIR: ALEPH, VAV,
YUD, RESH). From that light, all the revealed lights radiated, THAT
IS, BY TAKING OUT THE YUD FROM AVIR, THE AIR BECAME LIGHT
AGAIN. From that light, all other lights radiated. This is the supernal
world, BINAH.

193. That Supernal Light, BINAH, spread further, and from it the
artist, THE EMANATOR, created a light that does not illuminate.
Thus, He made the lower world, THE NUKVA. Because this light does
not shine, it needs to be attached above and below. Through the
attachment below, it is connected so as to illumine through the
connection above.

194. This light that does not shine, NAMELY, THE LEFT COLUMN of
the connection OF THE THREE COLUMNS above IN BINAH produces
all the different armies and legions--THOSE IN CHOCHMAH AND
THOSE IN CHASSADIM. This is the meaning of, "how manifold are
Your works, Hashem in wisdom have You made them all."
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195. Whatever exists down on earth also exists above. There is
nothing in this world, IN THE NUKVA, be it ever so small, which does
not depend on something appointed over it above, IN BINAH. WHAT
EXISTS IN THE NUKVA IS WHAT SHE RECEIVES FROM BINAH.
THEREFORE, THERE IS NOTHING IN THE NUKVA THAT DOES NOT
HAVE ITS ROOT IN BINAH. Thus, when something is aroused below
IN THE NUKVA, ITS ORIGIN, appointed over it from above IN BINAH,
is aroused because everything is united.

196. Come and behold: "Give me, I pray you, of your son's
mandrakes" (Beresheet 30:14). This does not mean THAT the
mandrakes caused Rachel to bear children, BUT RATHER that the
Holy One, blessed be He, arranged for the birth of Yisaschar, who
was destined to observe the Torah more than the other tribes, just as
Rachel held fast to Ya'akov and did not let him go to Leah. This is
the meaning of the verse: "Is it a small matter that you have taken
my husband? ...Therefore he shall lie with you tonight for your son's
mandrakes."

197. The mandrakes caused Yisaschar to come into the world so that
the fragrance of the Torah ascended before the Holy One, blessed be
He. Thus scripture reads, "The mandrakes give a fragrance" (Shir
Hashirim 7:14), BECAUSE YISASCHAR HELD FAST TO THE TORAH
MORE THAN THE OTHER TRIBES. It is written: "And he lay with her
that night (lit. 'that night he')" (Beresheet 30:16). Assuredly, it is
"he," AND NOT 'THAT HE'. It has already been explained that the
supernal world is called "he," because it is neither disclosed nor
revealed. Because the Torah came out from the supernal world,
WHICH IS UNDISCLOSED AND NOT REVEALED, THE UNION THAT
RESULTED IN YISASCHAR WAS ALLUDED TO IN THE WORDS:
"AND HE LAY WITH HER THAT NIGHT HE"--BECAUSE YISASCHAR
IS A CHARIOT TO THE TORAH, AS HAS BEEN SAID.
198. The supernal world is uniformly called "he" because it is
undisclosed, as it is written: "But the Levite shall serve
he," (Bemidbar 18:23) WHICH MEANS THAT HE SERVES THE
SUPERNAL WORLD CALLED "HE," in order to draw from there
blessings on all the worlds. And Yisaschar held TO THE SUPERNAL
WORLD. Therefore, we call ZEIR ANPIN the Tree of Life, as it is a tree
THAT COMES from the supernal life OF THE SUPERNAL HIDDEN
WORLD, called "he," and not 'you', AS THE PRONOUN 'YOU'
INDICATES THE KNOWN, AND THE PRONOUN "HE," THE HIDDEN.
199. It may be said that the mandrakes opened Rachel's womb. This
is not so, as it is written: "and Elohim hearkened to her and opened
her womb" (Beresheet 30:22). Thus the Holy One, blessed be He,
OPENED HER WOMB, and nothing else. As for the mandrakes,
although they have the power of action above, it is not in their power
to give children, because children depend upon Mazal, and nothing
else.
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200. It may be said that the mandrakes were created for nothing,
NAMELY, THAT THEY HAVE NO POWER TO ACT. This is not so.
THEY HAVE A SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITY even concerning this
BEARING OF CHILDREN. They help those who are slow to give birth
but are not barren, although it was decreed that they give birth
through Mazal. THIS MEANS THAT IF THIS WAS DECREED IN THE
SECRET OF MAZAL, BUT THEY ARE DETAINED FOR SOME
REASON, THE MANDRAKES HELP.
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
201. "And Reuven went in the days of the wheat harvest, and found
mandrakes in the field." We have learned that the cup of blessings-THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA IN HER ASPECT OF ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH THAT SHINES IN THE SECRET OF, "WINE THAT
CAUSES TO REJOICE ELOHIM AND MEN" (TEHILIM 104:15)--is
blessed only on the right side, CHASSADIM, AS CHOCHMAH
WITHOUT CHASSADIM IS DARKNESS. Therefore, while the right
awakens TO POUR to the cup of blessing, THE NUKVA, the left, is
unsupported because within the cup the right found a cause for its
arousal toward the supernal world, WHICH IS CHASSADIM
COVERED BY CHOCHMAH.

202. This is the secret of: "And Reuven went." Reuven is the south
side, NAMELY, THE RIGHT COLUMN, CHASSADIM. Because of this,
his standard faces south, which is the head and beginning of the
twelve borders. THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE BORDERS IS THE
SECRET OF THE FOUR DIRECTIONS, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
AND MALCHUT. EACH HAS THREE COLUMNS, SO CHESED IS THE
BEGINNING OF THE TWELVE BORDERS. The desire of the south
side is to find a reason for and to give a present to the Matron,
NAMELY, THE NUKVA, so as to bless her.
203. It is written: "and found mandrakes in the field." He searched
the treasures OF THE NUKVA and found the mandrakes in the field,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. The scripture reads, "The mandrakes give a
fragrance" (Shir Hashirim 7:14). These are the two Cherubs, the
emendation OF THE NUKVA, who are awakened by the arousal
above TOWARD BINAH. Because of all the amendments in that field,
only the Cherubs aroused BINAH.

204. When is the south side, CHESED, aroused toward her? When
does it find a reason to bless her, THAT IS, TO DRAW CHASSADIM
UPON HER? In the days of the wheat harvest, MEANING, the spoils
are divided among her armies, THAT IS, THE ANGELS--ACCORDING
TO THE MYSTERY IN THE VERSE, "SHE RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS
YET NIGHT, AND GIVES FOOD TO HER HOUSEHOLD" (MISHLEI
31:15)--and given to all the reapers of the field, THAT IS, THE SOULS
WHO MERIT TO RECEIVE THE FRUITS OF THE NUKVA CALLED
'FIELD'. He immediately "brought them to his mother Leah," WHICH
MEANS THAT he elevated their fragrance and desire to the covered
supernal world, CALLED 'LEAH', to bring blessings on the lower
world, RACHEL.
205. When the mandrakes are blessed, THAT IS, CLOTHED IN
CHASSADIM, they receive and give to all the worlds, as it is written:
"And the mandrakes give a fragrance..." When they give a fragrance,
NAMELY, WHEN THEY SHINE UPWARD WITH CHOCHMAH FROM
BELOW, WHICH IS CONSIDERED FRAGRANCE, that fragrance
receives the south side, CHESED, and uses it to raise it towards the
supernal world, THAT IS, TO ILLUMINE UPWARD FROM BELOW.
Immediately, it is written: "and at our gates are all manner of choice
fruits" (Shir Hashirim 7:14), and no goodness is absent from the
world.
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206. The lower world is not awakened toward the supernal world, TO
RECEIVE MOCHIN FROM IT, except when the mandrakes give a
fragrance to the right. Once they do and the right is aroused toward
the supernal world, the lower world is immediately aroused to ask
for whatever it needs. Thus, it is written: "Then Rachel said to Leah,
'Give me, I pray you, of your son's mandrakes'," WHICH MEANS:
give me blessings from the arousal of the mandrakes which were
aroused to be included within the right side, THAT IS, TO BE
CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT.

207. Then the supernal world answers pleasantly and joyfully,
saying, "Is it a small matter that you have taken my husband?"--as a
mother who is DELIGHTED WITH her daughter, AND IS NOT
REPRIMANDING HER. HE ASKS: If this is so, then IT SOUNDS AS IF
the husband of the upper world, BINAH, is Ya'akov, AS SHE SAID
CONCERNING YA'AKOV, "IS IT A SMALL MATTER THAT YOU HAVE
TAKEN MY HUSBAND?" YET CHOCHMAH IS THE HUSBAND OF
BINAH. HE ANSWERS: This is not so. The love of the father,
CHOCHMAH, is always toward the daughter, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, because he loves his daughter always, for she is an only
daughter among the six sons, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. To all six sons he gave portions,
delights, and presents, but to her he dealt nothing, and she inherits
nothing BECAUSE THE NUKVA HAS NOTHING FROM HERSELF
EXCEPT WHAT HER HUSBAND ZEIR ANPIN--THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, THE SIX
SONS--GIVES HER. Therefore, he regards her with more love and
friendship than all of them.
208. In his love he called her 'daughter'. As this did not suffice, he
called her 'sister'. As this did not suffice, he called her 'mother', after
his own mother. As this did not suffice, he called her by his name, as
it is written: "But where shall wisdom be found" (Iyov 28:12), and
thus he did surely call her Chochmah. Thus the upper world, BINAH,
IMA ('MOTHER'), said to her, "Is it a small matter that you have taken
my husband?"--CHOCHMAH, NAMELY, ABA ('FATHER'), for all his
love is drawn toward you. Thus, the mother talked to the daughter
fondly, with love.

209. HE INSISTED: IF THE MOTHER DID NOT SPEAK HARSHLY
WHEN SHE SAID, "IS IT A SMALL MATTER THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN
MY HUSBAND?" Why then did RACHEL respond, "Therefore he shall
lie with you tonight?" HE ANSWERS: Wherever the word "therefore"
is used, it is an oath. HE ASKS: In the verse, "he shall lay..." what is
the meaning of the word "lay"? HE ANSWERS: Any mention of the
word "lay" refers to the amendment of the Nukva by the male, who
will insert into her the shapes of all the letters. Yishcav (lit. 'he shall
lay') contains Yesh ('there is',) Caf Bet (= 22). Yesh is the upper
world, BINAH, THAT CAME TO BE CHOCHMAH AGAIN; Caf Bet is
the secret of the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, a hidden point, where the
twenty-two letters are aroused. This is the meaning of Yesh Caf Bet
('there are twenty-two'). Thus, Yesh is the world to come, as it is
written: "That I may cause those who love me to inherit substance
(yesh)" (Mishlei 8:21). (Yesh) Caf Bet is the supernal point that
brings forth all the twenty-two letters, the secret of the whole Torah.
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210. This is the meaning of, "he shall lay." It is PLAINLY written: "he
shall lay with you," instead of, "Ya'akov shall lay with you." This
ALLUDES TO the hidden one, NAMELY, THE SUPERNAL ABA, who
is worthy of joining you.

211. "And Ya'akov came out of the field in the evening." "And
Ya'akov came," refers to the holy Tiferet, ZEIR ANPIN, who came
from the field that embraces all the blessings, of which the scripture
reads: "which Hashem has blessed" (Beresheet 27:27), THE NUKVA
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Why is is written: "in the evening?" HE ANSWERS:
It is as it is written: "And Yitzchak went out to meditate in the field at
the evening time" (Beresheet 24:63); THAT IS, WHEN THE NUKVA
RECEIVES THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT WITHOUT THE RIGHT,
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM, IT IS
DARKENED AND CALLED 'EVENING'. This is when Yitzchak, his
father, used to be aroused toward this field and hold it, for Yitzchak
is not aroused toward this field, SINCE IT BELONGS TO YA'AKOV,
THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. Only in the evening after Ya'akov had
gone, BECAUSE THE DAY DECLINED, THE SECRET OF
CHASSADIM, AND IT BECAME DARK, he left the field to Yitzchak his
father, THE SECRET OF THE LEFT SIDE. Ya'akov then ascended TO
BINAH.
212. It is written: "and Leah went out to meet him" (Beresheet 30:16),
that is, the supernal mother, BINAH, went out to meet her only son,
ZEIR ANPIN. "...and said, 'You must come in to me'," which means,
under my wings, so I can bless and satiate you with pleasures and
supernal joys. Now is a time of goodwill and delight, a time to give
you much satisfaction, for that field, THE NUKVA, before it is burned
because of the Judgment of Yitzchak, THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH
ILLUMINATES WITHOUT CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT, AND IS THEN
CONSIDERED TO BE A BURNING FIRE.

213. Because she receives Ya'akov under her wings, "he lay with her
that night (lit. 'that night he')." "IT IS NOT WRITTEN "THAT ONE"
BUT RATHER HE" THAT REFERS TO THE HIDDEN, the most
undisclosed "he"; "he" from which all blessings and sanctities
derive. THIS IS THE SUPERNAL ABA. It is not written: 'and Ya'akov
lay', but rather, "and he lay," which refers to he who is worthy of
being united with her, THAT IS, THE SUPERNAL ABA, WHO GIVES
PLENTY TO BINAH.
214. Before YA'AKOV, who receives the sanctities and blessings,
came under its wings OF BINAH, the supernal world was not filled
with blessings and sanctities from the undisclosed point. Therefore
mandrakes rouse everything, and everything is in the likeness of the
supernal secret, WHICH MEANS THAT ALL THIS REFERS TO THE
SEPERNAL SECRET. What is Reuven? THAT IS, WHO NAMED HIM
SO AND SAID OF HIM, 'REU-BEN' (LIT. SEE, A SON)? HE ANSWERS,
the Holy One, blessed be He, gave names (Heb. shemot) in the land,
THAT IS, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, CALLED HIM REUVEN,
as written, "Come, behold the works of Hashem, who has made
desolations (Heb. shamot) in the earth" (Tehilim 46:9).
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
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215. "...and Leah went out to meet him, and said, 'You must come in
to me...'" HE WONDERED IF the phrase, "YOU MUST COME IN TO
ME," is impertinent. HE ANSWERS: No. Rather, THE OPPOSITE, for
here we learn of Leah's modesty. She did not say it in the presence
of her sister, but hastened to the road, and whispered to him to let
him know that she had obtained Rachel's permission, as it is written:
"for indeed I have hired you" (Beresheet 30:16). From Rachel, I
obtained permission. In order that Rachel should not be displeased
by it, she said it to him outside and not at home.

216. Moreover, Leah's tent faced the road, and she let Ya'akov in
through the outside entrance before he entered Rachel's tent. Why?
So that she would not have to say anything in the presence of
Rachel and sound bold. Also, Leah said: If Ya'akov enters Rachel's
tent, it is not right to make him leave it. Therefore, she hastened to
meet him outside.

217. HE ASKS: What is the purpose of all this? HE ANSWERS: The
Holy Spirit stirred within Leah, and she knew that all the Supernal
Holy Tribes would come from her. She hastened to do it for love of
the Holy One, blessed be He. For that reason, THAT SHE MERITED
THE HOLY SPIRIT; she KNEW HOW TO name them according to the
secret of wisdom.

218. While walking together, Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Chiya: Each
time we discuss the Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He, performs
miracles before us. The way before us is long. Therefore, let us
study the Torah, and the Holy One, blessed be He, will join us.

219. Rabbi Chiya began the discussion with the verses: "In the first
month, on the fourteenth day of the month at evening, shall you eat
unleavened bread," (Shemot 12:18) and "seven days shall you eat
unleavened bread with it, the bread of affliction (lit. 'of
poverty')" (Devarim 16:3). Note that "bread of poverty (Heb. oni)" is
spelled WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV. The friends were already
engaged on this account. But come and behold: when Yisrael were
in Egypt, they were under an alien power. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, wanted to bring them near to Him, He gave them the
grade of the bread of poverty. HE ASKS: Who is the poor referred to
in, "bread of poverty?" HE ANSWERS: He is King David, of whom it
is written: "for I am poor and needy" (Tehilim 86:1).
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220. This bread of poverty is called Matzah, WITHOUT THE LETTER
VAV, ZEIR ANPIN, because the female without the male is poor. First,
YISRAEL approached the ASPECT OF Matzah, BEING THE FIRST
GRADE. Afterward, the Holy One, blessed be He, raised them to
higher grades and the male joined the female, THAT IS, SHE WAS
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, AND RECEIVED CHASSADIM FROM HIM.
Then, when Matzah was united with the male, it was called
'precept' (mitzvah), with the letter Vav, FOR IT ALLUDES TO ZEIR
ANPIN. This is the meaning of the verse, "For this
commandment" (Devarim 30:11). Therefore, in its first GRADE, it is
called Matzah; later, IN HIGHER GRADES, it becomes a precept.

221. While they were walking, they heard a voice say: A group of
murderers lurk in wait for you on the way. Therefore, turn upward
and do not descend through the unroofed castle below. Rabbi Yosi
said: One may derive from this that the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes to guard our way. They ascended a mountain located
between strong rocks. They said: Since the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes us to take this path, we should expect to behold something
noteworthy, perhaps a miracle.

222. They sat down by a cleft in a rock and were surprised when a
man appeared before them. Rabbi Yosi asked: Who are you? The
man replied: I am from the people of Arka. When asked: Are there
people there? He said: Yes, and they sew and reap. Some are of a
strange shape that is different from my own; THEY HAVE TWO
HEADS. I came up to you to learn the name of the land in which you
dwell.

223. He said: It is called the 'earth' (Heb. eretz), because it is the land
of the living, as it is written: "As for earth (eretz), out of it comes
bread" (Iyov 28:5). Bread comes from this earth. Other lands do not
have bread or, if they do, it is not of the seven kinds. He returned to
his place. They wondered and said: Assuredly, the Holy One,
blessed be He, desires to awaken us by this.

224. Rabbi Chiya said: Assuredly, it happened because of the verse
you quoted. I remember learning about a supernal matter concerning
Pesach from my grandfather. The Holy One, blessed be He, gave
Yisrael this bread from the land of the living, NAMELY, THE NUKVA
CALLED 'MATZAH'. Later, this bread became bread from the heaven,
NAMELY, FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'HEAVEN'. This has already
been explained.
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225. He also said that when a man comes into this world, he knows
nothing before he tastes bread. After he does, he is motivated to
know and perceive. So when Yisrael went out from Egypt, they knew
nothing until the Holy One, blessed be He, gave them bread from this
land, THE NUKVA, CALLED 'MATZAH', as it is written: "As for earth,
out of it comes bread." Then Yisrael came to know and conceive the
Holy One, blessed be He, like a baby who knows or conceives
nothing before he tastes the bread of this world.

226. The chilren of Yisrael had no knowledge or conception of higher
matters, UPPER GRADES, until they ate of the supernal bread,
WHICH IS DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'HEAVEN'. BEFORE
THEY ATE OF THE SUPERNAL BREAD, they knew and conceived
only that place, THE NUKVA, AND NO MORE. The Holy One, blessed
be He, desired that the children of Yisrael should know more of the
place, which is worthy of this land--THAT IS, THE UPPER GRADES
THAT SHINE FROM THE PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN TO THE NUKVA--but
they could not until they tasted bread of that SUPERNAL place. What
is that? That which is called 'heaven', NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, as it is
written: "Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for you" (Shemot
16:4). Then did they know and conceive that SUPERNAL place. But
before that, they knew nothing and had no conception OF THAT
SUPERNAL PLACE, ZEIR ANPIN.

227. Rabbi Yosi came to him and kissed him. He said: Assuredly this
is why the Holy One, blessed be He, aroused us TO SPEAK WITH
THE MAN OF THE PEOPLE OF ARKA, FOR BECAUSE OF HIM WE
CAME TO DISCUSS THIS VERSE. Therefore, the beginning of the
knowledge of Yisrael was bread, NAMELY, THE BREAD OF
AFFLICTION. They stood to go. While they were walking, they saw
two Damascene plum trees, a male and a female. Rabbi Yosi said:
There is nothing in the world that is not male and female. Moreover,
whatever is on earth, exists also in the sea.

228. Rabbi Yosi began with the verse: "And Ya'akov came out of the
field in the evening, and Leah went out to meet him." HE ASKS: How
did she know HE WAS COMING? HE ANSWERS: They said his ass
was braying, so Leah knew and went toward him. Thus, the ass
caused Yisaschar to come from Leah. This is the meaning of the
verse: "Yisaschar is a strong (Heb. garem) ass" (Beresheet 49:14).
Do not read garem, but rather garam, meaning 'caused', BECAUSE
the ass caused him TO BE BORN. Leah said: Surely I know that if
Ya'akov enters Rachel's tent, I cannot make him leave. Therefore, I
shall wait for him here, and he shall come into my tent.

229. "...for indeed I have hired you with my son's mandrakes." HE
ASKS: Why did she say, "with my son's mandrakes?" WAS NOT IT
ENOUGH TO SAY, 'WITH MANDRAKES'? HE ANSWERS: So that
Ya'akov will draw satisfaction from their help in childbirth. Yet
Ya'akov knew that this matter did not depend on the mandrakes, but
on above, ON MAZAL.
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230. He began by quoting: "He makes the barren woman to keep
house, and be a joyful mother of children. Haleluyah" (Tehilim
113:9). Rabbi Chiya said: The holy spirit said, "He makes the barren
woman to keep house," refers to Rachel, and "a joyful mother of
children," refers to Leah. HE EXPLAINED FURTHER THAT "He
makes the barren woman to keep house," refers to the lower world,
THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'RACHEL', AND "a joyful
mother of children," refers to the upper world, BINAH, CALLED
'LEAH'. Therefore, Haleluyah CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF
HALLELU ('PRAISE'), YUD-HEI, BECAUSE THE UPPER WORLD WAS
CREATED BY THE YUD, AND THE LOWER WORLD CREATED BY
THE HEI.
231. Rabbi Yehuda said that all the tribes are the result of correcting
down below, NAMELY, OF THE NUKVA; they were all amended to
resemble above, BINAH. "For I have hired you" to take from him a
body. And what is it? It is the Torah. "...for indeed I have hired you..."
MEANS you, your own body. "I have hired you" to bear your very
shape.

232. From this we understand that whoever studies the Torah
inherits the world to come, THE MOCHIN OF BINAH, and the portion
of Ya'akov, THE MOCHIN OF THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, as it is
written: "Yisaschar"--which contains the letters of Yesh sachar
('there is a reward'), as in: "for your work shall be rewarded
(sachar)" (Yirmeyah 31:15). THE WORK IS THE STUDY OF THE
TORAH, as it is written: "That I may cause those who love me to
inherit substance (Heb. yesh); and I will fill their treasures" (Mishlei
8:21).
233. "...because I have born him six sons..." Rabbi Chizkiyah said:
They are above and below, NETZACH AND HOD, and to the four
winds of the world, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND YESOD.
Whoever prolongs the "one" IN KRIAT SH'MA should claim the
sovereignty of the Holy One, blessed be He, above and below, and
on the four directions of the world, namely, one.

234. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: It is written: "mountains of
separation" (Shir Hashirim 2:17) and, "mountains of spices" (Shir
Hashirim 8:14). HE ASKS: What are the mountains of spices? HE
ANSWERS: They are the six sons of Leah, who include the other six,
YOSEF, BINYAMIN, AND THE SONS OF THE HANDMAIDS. Together
they are twelve and six, WHICH MEANS THAT THEY MAY BE
COUNTED AS EITHER TWELVE OR SIX, because they include each
other. IF YOU COUNT THE MAIN ONES, THEY ARE SIX, BUT IF YOU
ALSO COUNT THOSE INCLUDED WITHIN THEM, THEY ARE
TWELVE. And Leah presides over them, to fulfill the verse, "a joyful
mother of sons. Haleluyah."
235. It is therefore written: "you shall not take the mother bird
together with the young," (Devarim 22:6) because she is of the
hidden world which is not revealed, BECAUSE THE LOWER BEINGS
HAVE NO CONCEPTION OF IT. Therefore, "you shall surely let the
mother go, and take the young to you" (Ibid. 7), because the dam is
of the hidden world, which is never revealed.
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236. "...and take the young to you..." This resembles the verse: "For
ask now of the days that are past...and from one side of the heaven
to the other" (Devarim 4:32)--FROM CHESED, THE SIDE OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'HEAVEN', TO YESOD, THE OTHER SIDE OF ZEIR
ANPIN, THAT IS, THE SIX EXTREMINTIES CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
THE 'SIX SONS OF LEAH'. They are all called "the mountains of
spices." From there downward, BENEATH MALCHUT OF ATZILUT,
they are called "mountains of separation," as it is written: "and from
thence it was parted, and branched into four streams" (Beresheet
2:10).
237. Rabbi Yesa said: The sons of the handmaids tied knots, the four
knots that need correcting. Rabbi Elazar said: Therefore the knots
(joints) protrude from the body. And although they are all one,
NAMELY, EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE CORRECTED IN THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE, "AND ALL THEIR HINDER PARTS WERE INWARD" (I
MELACHIM 7:25), THEY NEVERTHELESS PROTRUDE FROM THE
BODY, BEING AT FIRST, BEFORE THE UNION, EMPTY WITHOUT
LIGHT. THIS MEANS THAT THE OTHER JOINTS are all on one plane,
AND DO NOT PROTRUDE OUT OF THE BODY. Therefore, all the
tribes ascend as testimony above, as it is written: "there the tribes
used to go up, the tribes of Yah, as a testimony to Yisrael, to give
thanks to the name of Hashem" (Tehilim 122:4).

24. "And it came to pass, when Rachel had born Yosef"
This is an enigmatic passage in which the rabbis comment on the symbolic and mystical importance of Ya'akov's leaving his father-in-law, Lavan,
and going into the land of Israel, once Yosef has been born and Benyamin has been conceived. For these commentators, Leah symbolizes the upper
world, or all that is mysterious in life.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ya'akov's ability to evolve spiritually was limited during his stay with his Lavan. His going into the Land of Israel is a metaphor for his readiness to
ascend to the level of the Upper World. The lesson for the reader is this: our physical location is a mirror of where we are spiritually. This passage
awakens us to the importance of constant forward motion, both physically and spiritually, in order to continue the evolution of our souls, which is
the very purpose of our life. Moreover, the act of meditating upon these verses helps our soul ascend to higher levels.
238. Rabbi Elazar quoted the verse: "And it came to pass, when
Rachel had born Yosef" (Beresheet 30:25). HE ASKS: Why did
Ya'akov ask to leave only after Yosef was born? Before Yosef was
born, he did not ask to leave. HE ANSWERS: As it was explained, he
saw that the adversary of Esav was born, as YOSEF WOULD BE THE
ADVERSARY OF ESAV, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE HOUSE OF
YA'AKOV SHALL BE FIRE, AND THE HOUSE OF YOSEF FLAME,
AND THE HOUSE OF ESAV FOR STUBBLE" (OVADYAH 1:18).

239. Come and behold: Yosef perfected the place OF YA'AKOV after
him, BEING THE SFIRAH OF YESOD, THE LAST SFIRAH OF
YA'AKOV. Also, Yosef deserved to be called 'Righteous', NAMELY,
YESOD, where the ending of the body is, THE LAST SFIRAH. After
Ya'akov saw that the body was perfected WITH THE BIRTH OF
YOSEF, the body asked to leave. The final part of the body is the
member of the Covenant, NAMELY, YOSEF. With all that, Binyamin
completed the number, because with him the number twelve was
reached.
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240. One may wonder if Ya'akov knew that until this time the number
of the tribes was not yet complete, even though Yosef had been
born. Why, then, did he not wait for Binyamin to be born and the
tribes to reach completion? HE ANSWERS: Ya'akov acted wisely,
and he did know THAT THE TRIBES WERE NOT YET COMPLETED.
He said: Surely if the tribes are completed here, then perfection will
be achieved here; yet I do not want them to be perfected in this
country--only in the Holy Land.

241. Come and behold: the twelve tribes are the perfection of the
lower world, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM THE CHEST
DOWNWARD. After Binyamin was born, AND THE TWELVE TRIBES
WERE COMPLETED, Rachel died, and the lower world, THE NUKVA
OF ZEIR ANPIN, assumed its place and was perfected through them.
Therefore, Binyamin was born only in the Holy Land. This is the
meaning of the verse: "And as for me, when I came from Paddan,
Rachel died by me in the land of Cna'an on the way" (Beresheet
48:7). Rachel died there, and was replaced by the lower world, which
received a house in which to dwell. As long as Rachel was alive, the
lower world was not yet perfected BY THE TWELVE TRIBES. Rachel
died, BECAME ONE WITH THE UPPER NUKVA, and received a
completed house.

242. HE ASKS: You may wonder why Leah did not die at the same
time, WHEN THE TWELVE TRIBES WERE COMPLETED. HE
ANSWERS: This is because the house is in the lower world, IN THE
NUKVA FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD, CALLED 'RACHEL'. And it
behooves all to be perfected by it, WHICH MEANS THAT THE
PERFECTION OF ALL THE LOWER BEINGS, IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH,
AND ASIYAH, DEPEND ON IT and not on the upper world. Therefore,
Leah did not die at the same time. All that concerns Leah is hidden,
as the upper world is covered and not discovered. Therefore, Leah
did not die at that time, AS SHE WAS NOT ANNULED.

243. Come and behold: this is assuredly so. All that pertains to the
upper world, LEAH, is hidden, and all that pertains to the lower world
is revealed. Therefore, Leah was hidden and buried in the cave of the
Machpelah, and Rachel was buried by the open road. The one is
hidden, and the other is open. Thus, the upper world excels in
secrecy, as it is written: "And Leah said, Happy am I, for the
daughters will call me blessed: and she called his name
Asher" (Beresheet 30: 13).
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244. Thus, all became one, because all comes from the upper world.
This is true everywhere, BOTH WHEN ALL IS PERFECT AND WHEN
ALL IS NOT PERFECT. There are two worlds: the one disclosed and
the other hidden. We bless the Holy One, blessed be He, only
through both worlds, as it is written: "Blessed be Hashem the
Elohim of Yisrael from the world to the world" (Tehilim 106:48). We
therefore call the upper world "he," IN THE THIRD, HIDDEN PERSON,
and the lower world "you," IN THE SECOND, PRESENT PERSON.
And because He is blessed from the upper world by the Righteous, it
is written: "Blessed be Hashem out of Tzion, He who dwells at
Jerusalem" (Tehilim 135:21). BECAUSE THE LOWER WORLD IS
BLESSED BY CHASSADIM FROM THE UPPER WORLD, IT IS
REVEALED TO US. This is so because it is from Tzion, YESOD OF
THE UPPER WORLD, that it is blessed. THEREFORE, THE UPPER
WORLD SHOULD ALWAYS EXIST IN THIS ASPECT.
245. Come and behold: "Hashem, Hashem," AT THE BEGINNING OF
THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUES, refers to the two worlds, the revealed
and the hidden. Therefore, there is a comma between the two. But in,
"from the world to the world," all is one, BECAUSE THE DISCLOSED
WORLD HAS NOTHING OF ITS OWN. EVERYTHING IT HAS IS GIVEN
FROM THE HIDDEN WORLD.
246. "And it came to pass, when Rachel had born Yosef." Rabbi
Yehuda said: Come and behold the perfection of Ya'akov, who did
not wish to leave without Lavan's permission. It may be said that at
another time he did not take his leave, but rather fled from him. HE
ANSWERS: This was because Ya'akov was afraid that Lavan would
not let him go; then the twelve tribes would have been completed in
a foreign land. Therefore, after Ya'akov saw that the time has come
for Binyamin to be born, he fled, as it is written: "So he fled with all
that he had" (Beresheet 31:21).

247. This was because after Binyamin was born, the Shechinah
attached herself to all the tribes and lived with them. Ya'akov, who
understood the mystery of wisdom, saw that once the twelve tribes
were perfected, the Shechinah would be adorned and attached to
them, Rachel would die, and the Shechinah would receive the house.

248. Come and behold: we have learned as much. The lower world,
THE SHECHINAH, was worthy of being united with Ya'akov, as it was
worthy of Moshe. However, it could not achieve union until there
were twelve tribes in the house for her to be connected with. When
the twelve tribes were completed, Rachel was removed, and THE
SHECHINAH received the house containing the twelve tribes and
became its foundation (Heb. ikar). Then, it was written: "He makes
the barren (Heb. akarah) woman to keep house" (Tehilim 113:9).

249. Ya'akov said: The time has come FOR BINYAMIN TO BE BORN,
AND for the twelve tribes to be completed. Surely the world above
descended to the house to be connected with them--and for this
poor woman, RACHEL, to be removed from before it. If she dies
here, I shall never leave. Moreover, this land is not worthy of
completing the house, ONLY THE HOLY LAND IS WORTHY.
Therefore, "And it came to pass, when Rachel had born Yosef,"
means before the tribes were completed.
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250. Rabbi Shimon heard. He said: All Rabbi Yehuda's words were
correct, but the last surpasses them all. You may wonder why he did
not leave immediately, BUT RATHER STAYED AND WORKED SIX
YEARS WITH LAVAN'S CATTLE. This was because as long as
Rachel was not yet pregnant with Binyamin, he was delayed. Once
the time had come AND SHE WAS PREGNANT with Binyamin, he
fled. And he did not request his leave FROM LAVAN so that he would
not be detained, and so that Ya'akov would be connected with all the
tribes in the proper place IN THE HOLY LAND.

251. Rabbi Aba began with the verse: "And Moshe went and returned
to Yeter his father in law" (Shemot 4:18). Come and behold: Moshe
was a shepherd for the cattle of Yitro, his father-in-law, and dwelled
with him. When he desired to leave, he first obtained Yitro's
permission. But why did not Ya'akov, who was a perfect man and
dwelled constantly with Lavan, ask permission AS MOSHE DID? HE
ANSWERS: We have learned THAT YA'AKOV DID NOT ASK LAVAN'S
PERMISSION BECAUSE HE WAS AFRAID Lavan would find excuses
to make him stay. Once before he had told Lavan HE WISHED TO GO
HOME. Immediately Lavan found excuses, and he stayed. Therefore,
since he was afraid of him, HE DID NOT ASK HIS LEAVE.

252. But Yitro did not oppose Moshe as Lavan, who was a sorcerer,
opposed Ya'akov. Lavan used sorcery in everything he did against
Ya'akov. Now Ya'akov did not desire to be delayed, because the Holy
One, blessed be He, told him, "Return to the land of your
fathers" (Beresheet 31:3). He therefore did not wish to be delayed
and forsake the command of his Master. HE THEREFORE DID NOT
ASK HIS PERMISSION.

25. "A song to Alamot"
The Friends discuss the mystical meaning of angels or 'messengers', who are grouped in ranks of three in the heavens, singing to the "Alamot," or
the maidens of song. We learn that true spiritual songs are songs of the soul, connecting us to the supernal realm of the angels, and drawing their
positive influences into our lives.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we connect our souls to the realms where angels reside, and where they serve as a metaphysical interface between the mortal and the Divine.
The sacred Light received through this bonding attunes us to the positive influences of these angelic forces, so that we hear their whispers and
melodies over the distractions of everyday life.
253. Come and behold. It is written: "And Elohim remembered
Rachel..." (Beresheet 30: 22) He began by quoting the verse: "To the
chief musician for the sons of Korach, A song to Alamot" (Tehilim
46:1). We need to study this verse because it contains the secret of
wisdom. All the songs and praises that the sons of Korach uttered
WERE NOT NEW. RATHER, THEY WERE OLD songs and praises
sung anew. The songs and praises David sang with his followers,
WHO ARE MENTIONED IN THE BEGINNING OF WITH PSALMS IN
TEHILIM, were part of the secret of the upper one, BINAH, in the
secret of Chochmah.
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254. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, formed the
lower world, THE NUKVA, so that it resembled the upper world,
BINAH, AS IT RECEIVES FROM IT. And all that David, his son
Solomon, and the true prophets arranged, they arranged IN THE
LOWER WORLD in the image of above, BINAH.

255. Come and behold: as there are watches on earth, AND THE
TWELVE HOURS OF THE NIGHT ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE TIMES
FOUR, so it is that in the firmament THERE ARE THREE GROUPS OF
ANGELS chanting to their Master, singing always. They stand one
above the other ACCORDING TO THEIR RANK, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "FOR THERE IS A HIGH ONE WHO
WATCHES OVER HIM THAT IS HIGH; AND THERE ARE YET HIGHER
ONES OVER THEM" (KOHELET 5:7). They sing and praise standing
in rows, EACH GROUP CHANTING ACCORDING TO ITS RANK. This
has already been explained by the friends.
256. HE ASKS: WHAT is the meaning of "A song to Alamot? (lit.
'maidens')" HE ANSWERS: It is similar to the verse, "There are sixty
queens, and eighty concubines and young maidens without
number" (Shir Hashirim 6:8). The "young maidens without number"
are the same as in the verse, "Is there any number to His
armies" (Iyov 25:3). As they are countless, it is written: "and young
maidens without number."

257. They are arranged in rows facing each other, singing and
praising their Master. These is "A song to Alamot (lit. 'maidens')," in
the verse, for there are maidens who do not sing as these do. Thus,
these are called 'maidens of song'.

26. Every order is by three
The Zohar explains how relations between letter and number, earth and heaven, and male and female are structured in the form of a three part
structure, or triad.
The Relevance of this Passage
Before the creation of our universe, the infinite Light of the Creator shared its untold fulfillment with the infinite Vessel: Sharing and Receiving; Two
Columns. The birth of our universe occurred when the primordial Vessel-composed of all the souls of humanity-purposely stopped receiving the
Light of the Creator for the chance to create its own Light, and thus become the cause of its own fulfillment through spiritual development. This act
brought into being a third force: Resistance. These three Columns--sharing, receiving, and resistance--are present throughout every scale of reality.
In our own lives, we must use our free will as the force of resistance to control impulsive and self-serving drives. As a light bulb glows brightly when
the filament performs resistance, our lives shine brilliantly when we apply restraining force. Life then has true circuitry. The strength and
consciousness to live in accord with the three Columns is imbued into our nature by these passages.
258. There are three orders divided among the four directions of the
universe. Every order in each direction contains three other orders,
SO THAT the first order of the eastern wind comprises three orders
which are actually nine. In this way, every order contains three other
orders. Thus, the three orders of each direction are actually nine
orders. Underneath them, there are thousands and myriads of angels.
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259. These nine orders all follow CERTAIN engraved letters, and
each order constantly looks up SO AS TO RECEIVE PLENTY from
these engraved letters WHICH PERTAIN TO IT. When these letters
soar in the air of the spirit, which is assigned over everything, they
travel. One letter below is struck, and it travels up and down, the two
letters soaring above it. The letter below elevates the lower order
and joins THE TWO SOARING LETTERS to become three letters,
similar to the letters Yud-Hei-Vav, which are the three of the shining
mirror, ZEIR ANPIN. These letters, YUD-HEI-VAV, divide into three
orders--the two letters and the letter that joins them to form a trio.

260. Come and behold: the two supernal letters that ascend in the
air, THE RIGHT LETTER AND THE LEFT LETTER, are included within
each other, as Mercy is included within Judgment. FOR THE RIGHT
LETTER IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM AND MERCY, AND THE
LEFT LETTER IS CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM AND
JUDGMENT. BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM, they
are considered two. They are of the supernal world, the secret of the
male. The letter that ascends to join them, NAMELY, THE MIDDLE
LETTER, is a female and is included within both of them. THIS
MEANS THAT THE RIGHT AND LEFT LETTERS ARE UNITED WITH
THE MIDDLE LETTER, WHICH TURNS INTO THREE LETTERS OF
THE RIGHT, LEFT, AND MIDDLE. As the Nukva in her entirety
comprises both the right and left sides--WHICH SHE RECEIVES
FROM ZEIR ANPIN IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "HIS LEFT
HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD, AND HIS RIGHT HAND EMBRACES
ME" (SHIR HASHIRIM 8:3)--and joins them, so does the MIDDLE
letter, the Nukva, join the other two letters. And they TURN WITHIN
THE MIDDLE LETTER into the RIGHT AND LEFT sides. THE TWO
LETTERS IN IT become supernal, and it stands below them. All three
letters become one, male and female IN THE SECRET OF THE
UNION, LIKE A MALE AND A FEMALE--TWO UPPER ONES ARE
MALE AND THE MIDDLE ONE FEMALE. For when the world was
created, the two letters from the supernal world issued all the deeds
below in their very shape--BUT NOT THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
HENCE, THESE TWO LETTERS ARE CONSIDERED MALE. Therefore,
whoever conceives them and is careful of them is beloved above and
below.
261. Rabbi Shimon said that all the letters, THE 27 LETTERS OF THE
ALPHABET, are males and females included within each other as
one. THE LETTERS OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT ARE MALES; THOSE
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN ARE FEMALES--in the secret of the
supernal and female waters. THE MALE LETTERS POUR SUPERNAL
WATERS AND THE FEMALE LETTERS RAISE FEMALE WATERS. All
is joined and becomes one. This is the complete union. Therefore,
whoever knows of these UNIONS and is careful IN MEDITATION
upon them will have a happy lot in this world and the world to come.
For the main part of the properly perfected union contains groups of
threes, AS THE LETTERS ARE DIVIDED INTO GROUPS OF THREE:
TWO MALES ABOVE AND ONE FEMALE BELOW, on this side and
that side in one unity--WHICH MEANS THAT RIGHT AND LEFT WILL
BE PROPERLY UNITED BY THE MIDDLE ONE, the perfection of all.
Everything is in the secret of the high order, which is in the likeness
of above, IN BINAH, which is arranged by groups of threes in the
secret of one.
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262. After explaining the nine orders in the first arrangement towards
the east, Tiferet, he now explains that the second order is of the
southern wind, CHESED. There are three orders in that direction, and
each is further divided into three orders. Thus, there are nine orders,
as was explained IN RELATION TO THE SOUTHERN WIND. They all
emerge from the order of the patriarchs, the three Columns above IN
BINAH, CALLED 'AVRAHAM', 'YITZCHAK', AND 'YA'AKOV',
according to the arrangement of the letters Yud-Hei-Vav of the Holy
Name, as has been explained. These nine orders follow certain
letters, THAT IS, THE THREE GROUPS OF THE THREE LETTERS
THAT ARE RIGHT, LEFT, AND MIDDLE. They travel after them, and
armies and myriads of angels below IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND
ASIYAH travel and follow that order OF THE SOUTHERN DIRECTION.

263. The third order is of the northern wind, GVURAH. There are
three orders of that direction, each of which contains three orders.
These nine orders are of the three sides--RIGHT, LEFT, AND
MIDDLE, as has been explained.

264. The 27 ORDERS are the secret of the 27 letters. Although there
are only 22 letters, the entire alphabet, TOGETHER WITH THE FINAL
LETTERS MEM, NUN, TZADIK, PEI, CAF, comprises 27 LETTERS. So
does this order. There are 27 orders DIVIDED into three orders for
each wind: THREE TO THE EAST WIND, THREE TO THE SOUTH
WIND, AND THREE TO THE NORTH WIND. BECAUSE EACH OF THE
THREE IN EACH DIRECTION INCLUDES THE OTHERS, the three of
each direction become nine. Altogether, there are 27 LETTERS.

265. The secret is that these 27 are the secret of the nine female
letters that are united with the other 18 orders in the secret of the
males. All is as it is ought to be.

266. Come and behold: resembling the letters in the supernal world,
IN BINAH, there are other letters below, IN THE NUKVA. The supernal
letters IN BINAH are big, and the lower letters IN THE NUKVA are
small. Each resembles the other, and whatever is true for the
LETTERS IN BINAH is true for the LETTERS IN THE NUKVA. The
secrets within the mystery of male and female within the letters also
apply to them, and all is perfected, WHICH MEANS THAT
WHATEVER APPLIES TO THE SUPERNAL WORLD ALSO APPLIES
TO THE LOWER WORLD.

27. To remember and to visit
Here the friends discuss the nature of luck in terms of remembrance in the upper world and the resulting effects in the world below. Good luck
attends those without sin. Bad luck originates in remembrance on the other side, followed by a visit from its messengers, who are known as The
Accusers. Their visit results in punishment and misfortune.
The Relevance of this Passage
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As with many of the Zohar's discourses, inner meanings are often obscured by the literal text. Good and bad luck are not authentic concepts. They
are simply codes for the principle of cause and effect. We create our own luck through our behavior and interactions with other people. Actions that
are selfish, abusive, or inconsiderate propagates misfortune in our lives which we mistakenly interpret as bad luck. The wisdom of this truth is
awakened in our souls so that we may see the future consequences of our present actions.
267. "And Elohim remembered Rachel." This is because CHILD
BEARING depends on Mazal, THE SECRET OF THE RIVER THAT
FLOWS OUT OF EDEN AND WATERS THE GARDEN, THE SECRET
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore the term "remembering" is used. IT IS
DERIVED FROM THE WORD "REMEMBER," WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE VISITATION IS DERIVED FROM THE NUKVA.
HE ASKS: Does the verse, "And Hashem visited Sarah" (Beresheet
21:1), not come from Mazal, AS THE TERM "REMEMBER" IS NOT
MENTIONED? It may be said that childbearing does depend on Mazal
and not on a lower place, THE NUKVA. So here, there was no Mazal
('luck') for Sarah. HE ANSWERS: There is Vav-Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, AS
IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE HASHEM (IN THE TEXT: VAV-YUD-HEIVAV-HEI) VISITED...," which comprises all in one. FOR VAV-YUD-HEIVAV-HEI ALLUDES TO HIM AND HIS COURT OF LAW, ZEIR ANPIN
TOGETHER WITH THE NUKVA. THUS, REMEMBRANCE FROM ZEIR
ANPIN, THE SECRET OF MAZAL, IS ALSO MENTIONED IN
CONNECTION WITH SARAH.
268. HE ASKS: If it be true THAT VAV-YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI ('AND
HASHEM') INCLUDES BOTH ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA, THE SECRET
OF REMEMBERING AND VISITING, why then is the term "visiting"
used? VAV-YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI ALSO INCLUDES "VISITING". HE
ANSWERS: Because remembrance had already occurred, and the
key FOR CHILDREN was delivered downward, as it is written: "But
My covenant will I establish with Yitzchak, whom Sarah shall bear to
you at this time..." (Beresheet 17:21). Afterward, it is similarly
written: "AND HASHEM SAID...I WILL RETURN TO YOU, AT THIS
SEASON, AND SARAH SHALL HAVE A SON" (BERESHEET 18:1314). Because remembrance has already been mentioned in the secret
of above, OF ZEIR ANPIN--AS WRITTEN: "MY COVENANT," WHICH
IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN--it was said in the secret of visiting, the
Nukva, so that all will be united into one, and both REMEMBRANCE
AND VISITATION will be together for her.
269. "And Elohim remembered Rachel." Rabbi Chiya opened the
discussion with the verse: "And I have also heard the groaning of
the children of Yisrael, kept in bondage by Egypt; and I have
remembered My covenant" (Shemot 6:5). "I have remembered" refers
to remembrance (Heb. zachor), for it is above IN ZEIR ANPIN,
because Mazal, which abides above in the male (Heb. zachar), comes
upon visitation, the Nukva below, while she is in exile, TO REDEEM
HER. It is similarly written: "And Elohim remembered Rachel," which
has the same meaning as, "and I have remembered My covenant."

270. Come and see: It is written: "I have surely visited you" (Shemot
3:16). HE ASKS: COULD THE SCRIPTURE USE THE WORD "visited,"
while visitation was in the Nukva, who was in exile at the time? How
could she say, "I have surely visited," WHEN SHE WAS IN EXILE?
HE ANSWERS: Here we should look at the mystery of wisdom, AND
ASK: 1) Since she was in exile, how was she revealed to Moshe, and
2) how could she say, "I have surely visited?"
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271. HE ANSWERS: We have learned that when the sun shines, it is
in heaven, and its power and strength rule everywhere on earth.
Similarly, it was said OF HASHEM that "the whole earth is full of His
glory," while the Temple was in existence. This verse refers to the
Holy Land, NAMELY, THE NUKVA. THE SHECHINAH IS THEN WONT
TO BE REVEALED. Now when Yisrael are in exile, THE SHECHINAH
is above YET her power IS DRAWN TOWARD THE EARTH LIKE THE
SUN, WHICH HIDES IN THE SKY, YET ITS POWER AND STRENGTH
FILL THE EARTH. SHE encircles Yisrael to protect them, although
they are IN EXILE in a different land.

272. HE FURTHER EXPLAINED: Come and behold. There is the
Shechinah below and above THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN. The
Shechinah above abides in the twelve borders of the holy Chariots
and the twelve supernal living creatures. The Shechinah below
abides in the twelve holy tribes. The Shechinah includes of above
and below and they all shine simultaneously. AND THEN, "THE
WHOLE EARTH IS FULL OF HIS GLORY" (YESHAYAH 6:3), AND THE
SHECHINAH IS REVEALED BELOW IN THIS WORLD. When the
children of Yisrael were in exile, the Shechinah was not perfected
below or above. This is because the Shechinah is in exile with them.

273. HE ASKS: How is the Shechinah amended DURING HER EXILE
SO AS TO BE REVEALED BELOW? HE SAID: This is like a king
whose son died. What did he do? He even turned down his bed for
the mourning, and did not make it, but threw thorns and thistles
under it and lay on them. So did the Holy One, blessed be He,
behave when Yisrael went into exile, and the Temple was destroyed.
He put thorns and thistles underneath Him. This is the meaning of
the verse: "And the angel of Hashem appeared to him in a flame of
fire out of the midst of a bush" (Shemot 3:2). HE DID THIS because
Yisrael were in exile. THIS EXPLAINS HOW THE SHECHINAH WAS
REVEALED TO MOSHE IN EXILE. SHE APPEARS TO MOSHE IN A
THORNBUSH, WHICH IS UNPERFECT AND FULL OF JUDGMENT,
FOR SHE CAN APPEAR IN THIS MANNER EVEN IN EXILE.

274. "I have surely visited you." HE RETURNED TO THE OTHER
QUESTION: whom can a person who is not in his own domain, BUT
IS IN EXILE, visit? What can he do? HOW COULD THE SHECHINAH
SAY, "I HAVE SURELY VISITED YOU (LIT. 'VISIT I HAVE VISITED
YOU')," WHEN SHE WAS IN EXILE? HE ANSWERS: "visit" means
from above, ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF REMEMBRANCE, and
"visited" is below IN THE NUKVA. He did not mention the word
"remember," because remembrance has been over Her earlier, as it
is written: "and I have remembered My covenant." Once it was
written: "and I have remembered," remembrance had been inserted
into Her. Therefore she later said, "Visit I have visited you," THE
WORD "VISIT" ALLUDING TO THE REMEMBRANCE ALREADY
GIVEN HER, because She held to that sign--IN THE WORDS "VISIT, I
HAVE VISITED YOU," beforehand. The same applies to Sarah, as it is
written: "And Hashem visited Sarah." As for Rachel, who was not
remembered before, the term "visiting" is not used. Rather,
"remembrance" is used. Everything that pertains to "remembrance"
is in the secret meaning of Mazal.
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275. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chizkiyah were going from
Cappadocia to Lod. Rabbi Yehuda was riding, and Rabbi Chizkiyah
was on foot. As they traveled, Rabbi Yehuda dismounted FROM THE
ASS and said: From now on let us be occupied with the Torah, as it
is written: "ascribe greatness to our Elohim" (Devarim 32:3).

276. He said to him: It would be better if there were three of us,
because one would speak and the other two would respond. He
replied: This is true only for benedictions, when one mentions the
name of the Holy One, blessed be He, and two respond, as it is
written: "because I will call on the name of Hashem: ascribe
greatness to our Elohim." "...because I will call on the name of
Hashem..." is the one WHO UTTERS THE NAME; "ascribe greatness
to our Elohim," refers to the two WHO RESPOND. But in regard to
the Torah, even two who sit AND STUDY THE TORAH ascribe
greatness, might, and the splendor of the Torah to the Holy One,
blessed be He.

277. Rabbi Chizkiyah asked: In regard to the benedictions, why do
we need three? He replied: This has already been explained,
concerning the verse, "ascribe greatness to our Elohim," WHICH
MEANS THAT TWO NEED TO RESPOND. The secret of the
benedictions is that one blesses and two answer in order to raise the
praise of the Holy One, blessed be He, by the secret of three--THE
SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS: the one who blesses IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH REVEALS THE LIGHT; the two who
affirm AND SUSTAIN THE BLESSINGS ARE THE LEFT AND RIGHT
COLUMNS, WHICH EMBRACE THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND SHINE
WITH ITS POWER. Thus, the benedictions are sustained to be fitting
in the supernal secret and according to the secret of three, as
explained.

278. While they were walking, Rabbi Yehuda said: We learned that
there is a remembering for good and a remembering for evil; there is
a visiting for good and a visiting for evil. HE EXPLAINS: The
remembering for good is as it is written: "But I will for their sakes
remember the covenant of their ancestors" (Vayikra 26:45); "And
Elohim remembered Noach" (Beresheet 8:1); "And Elohim
remembered His covenant" (Shemot 2:24). There is a remembering
for evil, as it is written: "For He remembered that they were but flesh;
a wind that passes away, and comes not again" (Tehilim 78:39).
There is a visiting for good, as it is written: "I have surely visited
you" (Shemot 3:16), and there is a visiting for evil, as it is written:
"then I will punish (lit. 'visit') their transgression with the rod, and
their iniquity with strokes" (Tehilim 89:33). All these are deep
mysteries.
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279. All the remembering and visiting for good represent specific
grades of the mystery of the faith. Remembering and visiting
symbolize the male and female of one mystery; REMEMBERING IS
THE SECRET OF THE MALE AND VISITING OF THE FEMALE. Both
are for good. The remembering and visiting for evil are the mystery
of the Other Side, which is in the secret of strange Elohim, both male
and female, as one. The remembering is FROM THE MALE, and
visiting FROM THE FEMALE. They are always intent upon evil. Their
sides correspond to each other. THE MALE AND FEMALE OF THE
OTHER SIDE STAND IN OPPOSITION TO THE MALE AND FEMALE
OF HOLINESS. From THE REMEMBERING AND VISITING OF
HOLINESS come all the mysteries of the faith and all the holy upper
GRADES, as has been explained. From THE REMEMBERING AND
VISITING OF THE OTHER SIDE come out all sorts of evil, all kinds of
deaths and aspects of wickedness in the world. It was explained that
THE OTHER SIDE is in opposition TO HOLINESS.

280. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: This is surely so. Happy is he whose lot is
with the good side. He turns not to the Other Side, but escapes it.
Rabbi Yehuda answered: Assuredly this is so; happy is he who can
be saved from that side, and happy are the Righteous who escape it
and wage war against that side. Rabbi Chizkiyah said to him: How
DO THEY WAGE WAR? His answer began with the quotation, "For
by wise counsel you shall make war..." (Mishlei 24:6) What war is
that? The war that a man must fight against the evil side in order to
escape it.

281. Come and behold: this is what Ya'akov did to SUBDUE, deceive,
and outwit Esav when it was needed in order to rule over him in the
beginning and the end, so that all will be as it ought to be. The
beginning and the end were as one, each resembling the other, as it
is written: IN THE BEGINNING "my birthright" (bechorati, Bet Caf
Resh Tav Yud), and in the end "my blessing" birchati (Bet Resh Caf
Tav Yud) (Beresheet 27:36). THEY ARE WRITTEN USING THE SAME
LETTERS, BECAUSE the beginning and the end were one and the
same. The purpose of all this was to dominate him by the right
means as befits him. Thus, happy is he who escapes THE OTHER
SIDE and can govern it.

282. Come and behold: remembrance and visiting are for good, that
is, when they are as one in the mystery of the faith, THE NUKVA-NAMELY, WHEN ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF REMEMBERING,
AND THE NUKVA, THE SECRET OF VISITING, ARE UNITED. Happy is
he who strives to be worthy of the faith, as it is written: "They shall
walk after Hashem, Who shall roar like a lion..." (Hoshea 11:10)
Rabbi Chizkiyah said: This is surely so.
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283. Come and behold: when a man says his prayer, he should
refrain from asking, "remember me and visit me," for himself,
because there is remembering and visiting for good, and
remembering and visiting for evil. The accusers might receive the
words, "REMEMBER ME" AND "VISIT ME," from his mouth, and then
recall his sins and punish him. THIS MEANS THEY WILL BRING
UPON HIM REMEMBERING AND VISITING FOR EVIL, unless he is
absolutely righteous; in that case, the remembering and visiting for
evil, THE MALE AND THE FEMALE OF THE KLIPAH, will look for his
sins, but will not find any. ONLY THEN MAY HE SAY, "REMEMBER
ME," "VISIT ME," as did Ezra, who said, "Remember me, O my
Elohim, for good" (Nechemyah 13:31).
284. Whenever a man prays, it behooves him to include himself
within the multitude, among the crowd. Come and behold: Elisha
said to the Shunamitess, "Would you be spoken for to the king, or to
the captain of the host?" (II Melachim 4:13). "Would you be spoken
for to the king" means that it was the holiday of Rosh Hashanah,
when the kingdom of heaven sits in judgment on the world. The Holy
One, blessed be He, is then called "the King of Judgment."
Therefore, he asked her, "Would you be spoken for to the king?"
THIS IS A REFERENCE TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AS A
KING.

285. It is written: "And she answered, I dwell among my own
people" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: WHAT did she say? WHAT DID SHE MEAN
BY THAT? HE ANSWERS: SHE SAID, I do not wish to be
distinguished above as extraordinary, but rather to be one of many.
Thus, it behooves a man to be included within the crowd and not be
singled out, so that THE ACCUSERS shall not look at him and
remember his sins.

28. Death and the shadow of death
The rabbis discuss death and how it may be escaped. God does not kill humankind. Men die when they walk in the shadow of the Angel of Death.
When God's wisdom prevails on Earth, death will vanish forever.
The Relevance of this Passage
Death is an illusion of this physical world. It helps correct the soul when the accumulation of negativity in the body becomes too great a task to
correct in the present lifetime. Negativity is aroused when behavior is rooted in Evil Inclination. When mankind has fully abolished this aspect of his
nature, immortality will become the new reality. This can be hastened by a concentrated, meditative connection to the Hebrew texts that distill this
wisdom.
286. Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion with the verse: "have the
gates of death been opened to you? Or have you seen the gates of
the shadow of death?" (Iyov 38:17). The Holy One, blessed be He,
said this to Iyov, who was aggravated by the judgments of the Holy
One, blessed be He. Come and behold: Iyov said, "Though He slay
me, yet will I trust in Him (Heb. lo)" (Iyov 13:15). It is written "lo
(Lamed Aleph)," (lit.'not'), but read as with lo (Lamed Vav) ('in him')".
Thus, it includes everything, AND ALSO SAYS THAT THOUGH HE
SLAYS HIM, HE WILL NOT TRUST IN HIM.
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287. The Holy One, blessed be He, asked him: 'Do I kill people?' "...
have the gates of death been opened to you? Or have you seen the
gates of the shadow of death?" How many gates are open on that
side THROUGH WHICH YOU CAN ESCAPE DEATH? BUT
EVERYWHERE death controls them, because the gates are not
opened to men who do not know of them. IN THE FUTURE,
HOWEVER, WHEN THE VERSE IS FULFILLED, "FOR THE EARTH
SHALL BE FULL OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF HASHEM" (YESHAYAH
11:9), THEN, "HE WILL DESTROY DEATH FOR EVER" (YESHAYAH
25:8). THUS, THEY DIE BECAUSE THEY DO NOT KNOW HOW TO BE
GUARDED, AND NOT BECAUSE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
KILLS THEM.
288. "Or have you seen the gates of the shadwo of death." HE ASKS:
What are the gates of death, and what are the gates of the shadow of
death? HE ANSWERS: They are as one, joined together LIKE MALE
AND FEMALE ARE JOINED TO BE ONE. We learned that "death"
means the Angel of Death. It has already been explained TO BE THE
SECRET OF THE SERPENT, WHICH IS FEMALE. The shadow of
death is he who rides upon death, NAMELY, SAMAEL WHO RIDES
UPON THE SERPENT. It is its shadow and gives it the power to be
united into one bond. And so they are one.

289. All the grades issued by them are connected TO THE MALE
AND THE FEMALE OF THE KLIPOT; THEY are their gates. It is the
same above, IN HOLINESS, as it is written: "Lift up your heads, O
gates" (Tehilim 24:7). They are called 'rivers and springs', THAT IS,
THE FOUNDATIONS OF the six ends of the world, THE MALE AND
THE FEMALE OF HOLINESS. Here also, there are gates of death and
gates of the shadow of death of the Other Side. They are grades that
rule over the world. The gates of death and the gates of the shadow
of death are male and female, clinging together.

290. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, addressed these words
to Iyov: "As the cloud is consumed and vanishes away: so he who
goes down to the grave shall come up no more" (Iyov 7:8). together
with, "have the gates of death been opened to you?" Thus he may
know that they are all under My authority, and in the future they will
be removed from the world, as it is written: "He will destroy death
forever."

29. And Elohim remembered Rachel
The Zohar discusses the ability of Rachel to give birth to Binyamen, which came about through the spiritual level of Mazal. This spiritual realm is
where all child-bearing originates.
The Relevance of this Passage
Though it may be a person's destiny to be unable to bear children as a result of a prior incarnation, spiritual transformation of character gives one
the power to rise above destiny-the stars and planets in the heavens-and experience in the miracle of childbirth.
We can reach this spiritual level, which lies above the plane of the planets, through the Light that shines in Rachel's soul. Our connection to the
matriarch's soul is made through this passage and we can share her energy with people who are struggling to bear children.
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291. Come and behold: "And Elohim remembered Rachel, and
Elohim hearkened to her, and opened her womb" (Beresheet 30:22).
HE ASKS: Why is Elohim mentioned twice? WOULD IT NOT BE
ENOUGH TO SAY, 'AND HE HEARKENED TO HER AND OPENED
HER WOMB?' HE ANSWERS: This is because one is from the world
of the male, NAMELY, BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'ELOHIM'; and one
is from the world of the female, NAMELY, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, ALSO CALLED 'ELOHIM'. For it depends upon Mazal, WHICH
IS OF THE MALE WORLD, AS IT HAS ALREADY BEEN EXPLAINED
THAT CHILDBEARING DEPENDS ON MAZAL.
292. When Rachel was inspired by the name OF BINYAMIN, as it is
written: "Hashem shall add (Heb. yosef) to me another
son" (Beresheet 30:23), Ya'akov knew that it would be so because
she is worthy of increasing the number of the tribes TO TWELVE. He
also knew THAT AFTER THAT, she would no longer live in the world.
That is why he wanted to go TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL: SO THAT
THE TRIBES WOULD BE COMPLETED IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL
AND RACHEL SHOULD NOT DIE OUTSIDE OF YISRAEL. He could
not go BECAUSE LAVAN DETAINED HIM. So when Binyamin was
due, NAMELY, AFTER SHE CONCEIVED HIM, he ran away so that the
House would not be perfected BY THE TWELVE TRIBES, and the
Holy World, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, would not be attached to it
in a foreign country.
293. This is the meaning of the verse: "And Hashem said to Ya'akov,
'Return to the land of your fathers, and to your kindred; and I will be
with you'" (Beresheet 31:3). HE ASKS: What is THE MEANING OF,
"and I will be with you?" HE ANSWERS: THE Holy One, blessed be
He, said to him--Until now Rachel, the foundation of the house, was
with you. From now on, I shall be with you and take the House,
NAMELY, THE SHECHINAH, with you by the twelve tribes. This is
what is meant by the verse: "And as for me, when I came from
Paddan, Rachel died by me" (Beresheet 48:7). It was because of me
that Rachel was removed, and another tenant, NAMELY, THE
SHECHINAH, came in and dwelt with me in the House.

30. "Appoint me your wages"
The rabbis comment on Ya'akov's payment by his father-in-law, Lavan. Because Ya'akov was whole-hearted and sincere in his relations with Lavan,
God rescued him and took him into the Holy Land, even though Lavan dealt with him unfairly. Through his honesty, Ya'akov was testing his luck-a
necessary precaution before he could take the next step out of exile. This verse teaches us to deal honestly even with those who exploit us. Time
will bring our reward.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our rewards in life are often delayed by time, to test the authenticity of our virtuous behavior. The delay may create the illusion that honest behavior
goes unrewarded, and that the wicked prosper from their negative deeds. This severely limited view of life only generates affliction and judgment at
a later point in our lives. Here the ability to perceive the cause and effect principle that governs the cosmos is aroused in our consciousness.
294. "Appoint me your wages, and I will give it" (Beresheet 30:28).
HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "Appoint?" Rabbi Yitzchak said:
The wicked one said--I see that Ya'akov has eyes only for females,
therefore he shall serve me. He then said: "Appoint (Heb. nokvah)
me your wages," a female (Heb. nekevah) shall be your wages, as
before. "...and I will give it..." means 'tell me what woman you have
cast your eyes on, and you shall serve me for her.'
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295. "And Ya'akov said, 'You shall not give me anything'" (Beresheet
30:31). Ya'akov said, heaven forbid! whatever I did, I did for the glory
of the holy King AND NOT FOR MY PASSIONS. Therefore, "You shall
not give me anything," because it was NEVER my intention but, "if
you will do this thing for me..."

296. "And he removed that day the he goats" (Beresheet 30:35).
Rabbi Elazar began the discussion with the verse: "Hashem, who
shall abide in Your tent" (Tehilim 15:1) This was explained by the
friends. "He that walks in perfection" is Avraham, for when he was
circumcised, he became perfect; "works Righteousness" refers to
Yitzchak; and he who "speaks truth" is Ya'akov. Assuredly, Ya'akov
cleaved to the attribute of Truth. HE ASKS: If he cleaved to the
attribute of Truth, why did he behave as he did with Lavan, NAMELY,
WHEN PEELING THE RODS?

297. HE ANSWERS: Ya'akov was testing his luck BY WHAT HE DID.
It is permissible for a man to see if fortune is with him before he
returns to his country. If his luck stands by him, all is well; if it does
not, he shall not set foot to go until the time is favorable.

298. Come and see: It is written: "So shall my righteousness answer
for me in time to come..." (Beresheet 30:33) for he did not attempt to
obtain something from Lavan for nothing, but did everything
truthfully and wholeheartedly. Moreover, he received permission
from Lavan to do this. Thus, it is written THAT HE ANSWERS HIM: "I
have learned by signs that Hashem has blessed me for your
sake" (Ibid. 27). Lavan used magic and sorcery and tested his luck to
find out WHETHER HE SUCCEEDED because of Ya'akov. He found
that every month he added a hundred sheep, a hundred lambs, and a
hundred male goats to his flocks because of Ya'akov, AND
THEREFORE GAVE HIM PERMISSION.

299. Rabbi Aba said: Ya'akov used to bring an additional thousand
cattle, thousand lambs, and thousand male goats every month. This
is what is meant by the verse: "For the little which you had before I
came is now increased to a multitude; and Hashem has blessed you
since my coming" (Beresheet 30:30). Blessing from above does not
dwell on less than a thousand of each kind. So there were a
thousand sheep, a thousand lambs, and a thousand male goats,
since blessing from above does not dwell on a lesser number. Thus,
Ya'akov brought Lavan great wealth.

300. When Ya'akov asked for his wages, he found only ten of each
kind, yet he thought it generous. He saw THE DIFFERENCE between
the small amount he received from Lavan and what Lavan received
as a result of his efforts. And what Ya'akov received was given
reluctantly, as a result of the rods he placed against the cattle.
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301. Come and behold: how much did the perfect Ya'akov toil for
Lavan? It is written: "And he set three days' journey between himself
and Ya'akov" (Beresheet 30:36), and he brought him much wealth.
Yet because Lavan did not want to pay Ya'akov's wages, he gave
Ya'akov ten of this kind and ten of that kind, and said to him: Take
these, and if they issue as you said, SPECKLED AND SPOTTED, they
will be your wages. THIS MEANS HE MAY TAKE TEN OF EACH. This
is the meaning of the verse, "and changed my wages ten times (Heb.
monim)," (Beresheet 31:7) that is, ten of (Heb. min) this and ten of
(Heb. min) that. It is written: "And your father has deceived me, and
changed my wages ten times." By these ten, he strove after the Holy
One, blessed be He, and blessed Him. With all his conditions, Lavan
went back on his words and took everything from Ya'akov, until the
Holy One, blessed be He, took pity on him and took from Lavan by
force.

31. The rods
In this passage the rabbis discuss the allegorical meaning of the rods, or peeled branches of poplar, that Jacob used to separate his flocks from
those of Laban at the drinking troughs. These rods represent the power of judgment, or the ability to make distinctions. Rabbi Elazar says, "All these
verses instruct us wisely," even the most trivial.
The Relevance of this Passage
In our material existence, the differences between good and evil, and truth and falsehood, are often blurred. This makes our spiritual efforts very
challenging, and thus very rewarding also. The power of discernment is instilled in our consciousness, so that our choices in life keep us secure in
our spiritual path.
302. Rabbi Elazar said: All these verses instruct us wisdom. We have
learned that in supernal matters, some depend on actions, SUCH AS
TEFILIN AND THE TZIZIT (FRINGES;) some depend on speech, LIKE
THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA AND PRAYER; and some on devotion,
SUCH AS LOVE AND FEAR. Whoever wishes to receive blessings
should do so through prayer, speech, and devotion. Yet some are
not DRAWN through prayer, but depend on actions.

303. Come and behold: all that honest Ya'akov did was wise. It is
written: "And he set the rods which he had peeled before the flocks
in the gutters in the watering troughs" (Beresheet 30:38). All this he
did in wisdom, to draw blessings from the source of all to the
supernal grades, which are his lot.

304. HE ASKS: What are "the rods?" AND HE ANSWERS: They are
the grades of Judgment, "which he had peeled," NAMELY, from
which he removed Judgment; "in the gutters" (Heb. rehatim) is
similar to the verse, "a king is caught in its tresses (Heb.
rehatim)" (Shir Hashirim 7:6), because from that king, THE
SUPERNAL KING, blessings come to all the worlds.
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305. Another explanation for the verse, "a king is caught in its
tresses," is that this King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, is bound and tied to
the supernal gutters through which everything is watered by the
high King. "...in the watering troughs..." refers to the rivers that run
until they come to the place where they gather. "...when the flocks
came to drink..." is similar to the verse, "they give drink to every wild
beast: the wild asses quench their thirst" (Tehilim 104:11), which
refers to the place where the water gathers, THE NUKVA, and
everyone, THE INHABITANTS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH,
comes to drink of it.

306. And they were heated." HE ASKS: What is the meaning of this
verse? HE ANSWERS: When the north wind blows UPON THE
NUKVA, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, CHOCHMAH
WITHOUT CHASSADIM, water, which is plenty, congeals and does
not flow. When the south wind, THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT,
CHASSADIM, RISES, the water is heated, the ice breaks, and it flows
TO THE THREE WORLDS: BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. Then
everyone drinks, because the heat from the south breaks THE
FROZEN WATER. Everyone is heated and drinks with joy, because
the coldness of the north HAS PASSED. This is the meaning of the
verse, "And they were heated." HE ASKS: Why is it written IN THE
FEMININE, WHEN 'CATTLE' IS MASCULINE? HE ANSWERS:
Because they are all females.

32. "And he took a fresh poplar rod"
This verse continues the discussion of the secret meaning of the rods Ya'akov used to separate his animals from those of Lavan. Rabbi Elazar
comments that God selected Ya'akov as his Chosen, and that Ya'akov also chose God. Typically, the Zohar here conflates cause and effect as one:
that is, God choosing Ya'akov and Ya'akov choosing God are one and the same, indicating interrelated nature of creation. In Rabbi Elazar's
interpretation, "Man is the measure of all things." God not only chooses his flock, but each of us has the power to choose God as well.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power of the spiritual truths throughout this section awakens a realization of the power of choice God has bestowed upon us. We begin to
recognize the daily opportunities to choose the Light of God over the evil of Darkness.
307. Ya'akov meant to perform the following act wisely, NAMELY, TO
DIRECT HIS ACTIONS ACCORDING TO SUPERNAL GRADES, as it is
written: "And Ya'akov took him rods of fresh poplar" (Beresheet
30:37). Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "For Yah
has chosen Ya'akov to Himself, Yisrael for His peculiar
possession" (Tehilim 135:4). Come and behold: we do not know from
the verse, "For Yah has chosen Ya'akov to Himself," who chose
whom. Did the Holy One, blessed be He, choose Ya'akov, or did
Ya'akov choose the Holy One, blessed be He. IN HEBREW, IT CAN
BE INTERPRETED BOTH WAYS. HE ANSWERS: From what the
scripture tells us, I know that the Holy One, blessed be He, took
Ya'akov for Himself as His portion. As it is written: "For Hashem's
portion is His people; Ya'akov is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim
32:9).

308. Come and behold: Ya'akov also chose his inheritance and lot as
his portion; he rose above all the grades and took as his portion,
"rods of fresh poplar (Heb. livneh)," namely, the white (Heb. lavan)
grade of the right side, and "almond and plane tree," the red grade of
the left side.
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309. "...and peeled white streaks in them..." He removed the
Judgment FROM THE ALMOND AND THE PLANE TREE THAT ARE
OF THE LEFT, and connected them to the right. He himself, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, came between them and brought them together
so that they became one with two colors. With all that, he "made the
white appear" IN SUCH A MANNER that the white dominated the red.
Why should he do that? To pour blessings on his portion, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, from the universal source, and to perfect this
grade by the three COLUMNS, so the three COLUMNS shall become
as one.

310. We already explained the verse, "in the gutters in the watering
troughs." By this wise act, BY THE PERFECTION OF THE THREE
COLUMNS, blessings flow downward; all the worlds are watered,
and blessings dwell on them, as was explained when discussing the
verses, "in the morning he shall devour the prey" (Beresheet 49:27),
and, then "at night he shall divide the spoil" (Ibid.). Then all the
worlds below will be blessed, THE THREE WORLDS OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH. And Ya'akov took his portion from the
blessings which dwell on him below, because it is the lot of the Holy
One, blessed be He.
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)

311. "And Ya'akov took him rods of fresh poplar..." The intention of
this act was for the bonds of Faith--TO DRAW THREE KNOTS, THE
THREE COLUMNS, ON THE NUKVA, CALLED 'FAITH'. The sound of
sounds was brought from above downward, and our eyes opened.
HE EXPLAINED: The wheel turned a few times and the melodious
sound was heard. Those who slumber and sleep, who have sleep in
their eye sockets, awake! They do not know, or look, or see, for they
shut their ears, heavy hearted, asleep without knowledge. The Torah
is before them, yet they pay not attention, nor know what they look
at. They see, yet do not see. The Torah raises sounds. Behold, fools,
open your eyes, and know. But there is no one to notice, no one to
lend an ear. How long will you be in darkness because of your evil
desires? Look to know, and the shining light shall be revealed to you.

312. As a result of his problems in a foreign country and rule with
strange grades, INSTEAD OF IN THE HOLY LAND, honest Ya'akov
rejected them all and chose as his inheritance--NAMELY, WITHIN
THE CENTRAL COLUMN--a light out of darkness, THE RIGHT
COLUMN, and wisdom out of stupidity, THE LEFT COLUMN. He
honored his Master while still under foreign rule IN PADDAN ARAM,
HE BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Then it was said of him:
"Ya'akov shall not now be ashamed, neither shall his face now grow
pale" (Yeshayah 29:22).
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
Tosefta (Addendum)
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313. The pure knot rose in the innermost place. Before it found an
inhabited place, that place did not exist; it was lost to all, and ruin
was everywhere. Ruin alludes to the male, Samael, who was created
from the impurities of the might of Yitzchak. Death is its female, the
primordial serpent called a 'wife of harlotry', about whom it is
written: "Her feet go down to death" (Mishlei 5:5). These two, Ruin
and Death, heard the strong commandment of the King.

314. There is a deeply held mystery, undisclosed and not revealed,
that is, hidden more than any thought. From it came the letter Yud,
the supernal point from which everything else develops. THE YUD
drew and issued the letter Hei, the supernal mother, who waters all.
From this Hei comes the letter Vav, the secret of the six SFIROT,
which unites all the sides. It is " the rods of fresh poplar and almond
and plane tree."

315. It contains two arms. THE ARMS come out and are included
within the last Hei, to bind the tabernacle into one. Then the thirteen
attributes of Mercy become one, AS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
ECHAD ('ONE') IS THIRTEEN. White was engraved on the colors and
predominates, as it is written: "white appear." Then it reads,
"Hashem shall be one and His name One" (Zecharyah 14:9) and
"Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me to lie down
in green pastures: He leads me in the paths of
Righteousness" (Tehilim 23:1).
End of Tosefta (Addendum)
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)

316. "And Ya'akov took him," means that he chose his lot and
portion. "The rod of fresh (also: 'moist') poplar," is the Right
COLUMN, the white color. It is moist, FROM THE ASPECT of water,
CHASSADIM. The almond is the Left COLUMN, red as a rose, and the
plane tree combines them together, BEING THE RIGHT COLUMN,
WHICH CAUSES THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT TO BE INCLUDED
WITHIN EACH OTHER. Right embraces and overpowers them
through its WHITE color, as it is written: "white appears." THIS
INDICATES THAT THOUGH ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, is
connected to the two Columns, RIGHT AND LEFT, its lot is with the
Right Column. It engraved THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT on
both COLUMNS. He was then called a 'perfect man', complete in
every respect.
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317. It is written in the scriptures: "And it came to pass, whenever
the stronger cattle did conceive, that Ya'akov laid the rods..." This
mystery of mysteries was transmitted to those who were wise of
heart. Within the legions of High Angels, there are grades and higher
grades. Some are internal and some external. The internal are
attached to the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN, and are attached to Yisrael,
the holy children of the Holy One, blessed be He. They are called
"the stronger (also: 'attached') cattle," NAMELY, the troops OF
ANGELS attached above TO THE RIGHT SIDE and TO THE CENTRAL
COLUMN below.

318. When the passion of the angels is for the supernal splendor of
above, the middle pillar, the perfected Ya'akov, takes the rods, THE
PORTIONS OF the head Tefilin, AND PUTS THEM in the gutters, the
place and receptacle of the Tefilin. From this place, all the supernal
armies and battalions, which are attached above TO THE RIGHT
COLUMN and below TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN, NAMELY, THE
STRONGER CATTLE, receive light and resplendence. IN THE SAME
MANNER, once they receive illumination from the gutters and the
troughs of water, they become springs and sources which flow down
ON BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH generously.

319. For this reason, Ya'akov distinguished between the supernal
holy grades and the other grades of the rest of the nations, as it is
written: "and he put his own flocks by themselves and put them not
to Lavan's cattle." He separated cattle for himself so that his portion
would not be like that of the other nations. In the same manner,
Ya'akov separated the grades of faith above. HE SEPARATED THE
STRONGER CATTLE, BORN OF THE NUKVA CALLED 'FAITH', FROM
THE EXTERNAL TROOPS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT. He also had to
separate the grades of the holy armies below--THE HEALTHY
LAMBS BORN TO THE CATTLE WERE SEPARATED FROM THE
FEEBLE ONES BORN TO THE EXTERNAL ARMIES--to attach them to
the palaces of the Queen, THE NUKVA.

320. All bear the mark of the High King, ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, because as the children of Yisrael are marked AND
DISTINGUISHED among the nations, so are the grades of the
supernal troops of HOLY angels distinguished as the portion of the
Holy One, blessed be He, from the other armies and legions of
angels, WHICH ARE NOT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Therefore,
Ya'akov chose for his lot and portion the secret of the Faith, THE
NUKVA. And the Holy One, blessed be He, chose Ya'akov from
among the other armies and legions of the world.
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321. The supernal legions are divided among themselves, because
when the brightness of the fire within the illumination of the
Shechinah is revealed, all the other grades, DRAWN FROM THE
LEFT, are ashamed and enfeebled; THAT IS, THEY ARE WEAK IN
THEIR PASSION for the splendor they can not approach. But the
holy grades are all perfected BY THE CENTRAL COLUMN, YA'AKOV.
When the splendor is revealed, they joyously ascend to approach it
and cling to it. And the splendor is thus improved because of them.
This is the secret of, "so the feebler were Lavan's," BECAUSE THEY
ARE DRAWN FROM THE LEFT AND THEY ARE ENFEEBLED WHEN
THE SPLENDOR IS REVEALED. "...and the stronger Ya'akov's..."
ARE THOSE WHO ARE PURIFIED AND CAN BE ATTACHED TO IT.

322. Ya'akov had to choose and divide the STRONGER holy grades
as his portion, from the FEEBLE grades of other nations. Ya'akov
had to do all this. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, wrote in
the Torah about the faithfulness AND RIGHTEOUSNESS of Ya'akov
in these secret words. Happy is his portion.
End of Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)

33. "Blessings are upon the head of the righteous"
Rabbi Shimon explains the verse "Blessings are upon the head of the righteous." When blessings flow into this world, they emanate from those
people who read Torah and keep God's commandments.
The Relevance of this Passage
The truly righteous souls in our world uphold and sustain its existence. Their souls are worth far more than the souls of millions of wicked human
beings. The deeds of the few outweigh the abundance of negative deeds performed by the multitudes. We gain the power of the righteous to help to
counter any negative deeds that we have committed.
323. Rabbi Yesa Junior frequently visited Rabbi Shimon. He said to
him: It is written, "Blessings are upon the head of the
righteous" (Mishlei 10:6), when it should have been written: 'upon
the righteous'. Why, then, is it written: "head of the righteous?" He
replied: The "head of the Righteous" is the holy crown, THE CROWN
OF YESOD. This has already been explained. Moreover, Ya'akov is
the head of the righteous. He is TIFERET, AND THE BODY, AND IS
CALLED THE "HEAD OF THE RIGHTEOUS" because he receives
blessings and showers them on the righteous, NAMELY, ON YESOD,
CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS', from where they flow in every direction,
THAT IS, RIGHT AND LEFT OF MALCHUT. Thus, all the worlds are
blessed.
324. We also explained that the verse, "Blessings are upon the head
of the righteous," refers to the place, which is the covenant, called
'righteous', from which rivers flow. As the mouth of the pitcher, from
which the wine is poured, is at the top, so is the head of the
righteous. The place from which springs gush into the Nukva is
called the 'head of the Righteous'. The righteous is the head because
all the blessings dwell therein AND FLOW FROM THERE.
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325. We should further explain that a man who succeeded in keeping
the sign of the Covenant and observing the precepts of the Torah is
called 'righteous', and is considered righteous from head to feet. OF
HIM THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "BLESSINGS ARE UPON THE HEAD OF
THE RIGHTEOUS." For when blessings flow into the world, they
dwell on his head, and it is because of him that blessings abide in
the world--through the holy, righteous children that are his issue.

326. Rabbi Yesa further said: It is written, "I have been young, and
now am old..." (Tehilim 37:24). This verse was said to have been
uttered by the Minister of the World. He said it with greater wisdom
than most people think. HE THEREFORE WISHED TO UNDERSTAND
ITS MEANING. Rabbi Shimon said: My son, indeed THIS VERSE WAS
WRITTEN WITH GREAT WISDOM, because the words, "I have been
young, and now am old," refer to the holy union.

34. "I have not seen a just man forsaken"
This verse refers to the fact that a righteous person, even in exile, cannot be abandoned by the eternal Light of the Creator, regardless of the
changes that are taking place in the supernal world.
The Relevance of this Passage
Sometimes, the presence of negativity in our environment is so intense, it can attach itself to even the most spiritual of people, even though it's
unwarranted. However, through the Light of this passage,we can connect ourselves to a higher spiritual level where the negative vibrations of the
physical environment are unable to exert any form of influence.
327. The verse, "yet I have not seen a just (lit. 'righteous') man
forsaken" (Tehilim 37:24), praises the union OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
THE NUKVA. THIS TEACHES US THAT there is no day, ZEIR ANPIN,
without night, THE NUKVA. For night always clings to day, ZEIR
ANPIN TO THE NUKVA. The Righteous, YESOD, is attached above
TO ZEIR ANPIN, DAY, and below TO THE NUKVA, NIGHT. THIS IS
THE SECRET OF JOINING TOGETHER IN UNENDING UNITY.
328. What is the meaning of the verse: "and his seed begging
bread" (Tehilim 37:24)? HE SAID: As long as his seed flows, he
claims and asks not for the Nukva, because she is with him in a
never ending union. She is then ready for him, because the seed is
not ejaculated until the female is ready. Their passion is as one, in
unending devotion. Therefore, he does not have to ask for her.

329. He said to him: This is not so in exile. ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA
ARE IN AN UNENDING UNION ONLY WHEN THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL ARE IN THEIR LAND AND THE TEMPLE STANDS, NOT
DURING THE TIME OF EXILE. HE ANSWERS: It is written, "his seed
BEGGING BREAD," rather than, 'he BEGGING BREAD'. When is THE
SEED ejaculated? When the female is united with the male. It may be
said that the scripture also reads, "yet I have not seen a just man
forsaken," WHICH REFERS TO THE MALE HIMSELF. YOU MAY
FURTHER ASK how it is in exile, WHEN A JUST MAN IS FORSAKEN
AND NOT UNITED WITH THE NUKVA?
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330. HE ANSWERS THAT even during THE TIME OF EXILE, he is
attached above TO ZEIR ANPIN, who never forsakes him.
THEREFORE, THE SCRIPTURE READS, "YET I HAVE NOT SEEN A
JUST MAN FORSAKEN," EVEN IN EXILE. At another time, AS LONG
AS THE TEMPLE STANDS, the righteous are never forsaken by the
Nukva. He is then attached above TO ZEIR ANPIN and below TO THE
NUKVA. We therefore find that at the time of exile, he is attached
above TO ZEIR ANPIN, and at another time, he is attached to both
sides, above and below, ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA. In either case, he
is never left alone.

35. "And He set them in the firmament of heaven"
This paradoxical passage locates "the firmament of heaven" in the "final" or most earthy part of the human body, the genitals. The end is the
beginning; the lowest is most high.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our physical world is the lowest of all dimensions. Yet, because the desires implanted within physical human beings are the most intense, the
physical world has the power to reveal the greatest amount of spiritual Light. When we transform our most extreme desires from negative to
positive, we create Light for all the worlds. Our most powerful instinctive desires are our sexual impulses. When these desires are tamed and
directed towards spiritual endeavors-sharing love with your spouse, bringing down positive energy from above, bringing forth new life-the Light
aroused is of untold luminance. Thus, the wisdom and strength to utilize our sexual desires for positive purposes is instilled within us.
331. It is written: "And Elohim set them in the firmament of
heaven" (Beresheet 1:17). This is the Righteous, NAMELY, YESOD,
even though it says, "in the firmament of heaven," AND THE
HEAVEN IS ZEIR ANPIN, NOT YESOD. But it is assuredly called "the
firmament of heaven," being the final part of the body.

36. "Two firmaments: beginning and end"
This verse expands on the ideas introduced in article number 35. It asserts that the highest, starry firmament of the heavens is identical to the
lowest, or 'the river'. Both are endless and eternal.
The Relevance of this Passage
The lowest world is furthest from the Light of the Endless. Thus, it feels the greatest emptiness. This painful void also creates the greatest longing
for Light. When this longing and desire is used in a spiritual manner, Light is drawn in equal measure to desire. Thus, the full radiance of Light in the
uppermost realm can shine forth in the darkest realm--when desire to receive the Light exists for the purpose of sharing it with others. Then both
worlds, the Upper and Lower shine with equal intensity. When we transform negative desires into actions of sharing, we in turn draw the greatest
amount of Light into our own lives. The ability to control and transform our most intense longings is awarded to us through the Light of wisdom
emanating from these Hebrew words.
332. Come and behold: there are two firmaments, the beginning and
the end, created in the same pattern. The beginning is the eighth
firmament, where all the stars, great and small, are set. This is the
upper, undisclosed firmament, which creates and sustains
everything. It is the eighth one, counting from below, the beginning
from which everything emerges.

333. The eighth firmament from above follows the same pattern. In it,
all the beginnings, all the lights and candles are set. It receives all,
because it represents the end. The UPPER eighth firmament is the
starting point of everything, that on which all the lights depend. It
receives everything FROM ABOVE, and everything emerges from it.
Similarly, the LOWER eighth firmament receives the lights from its
superiors and it releases the lights into all the worlds.
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334. The beginning and the end, THE TWO FIRMAMENTS, are alike,
and therefore THE LOWER FIRMAMENT is the river from which water
comes out and never stops flowing. The purpose is to pattern the
end after the beginning. Therefore, "Elohim set them in the
firmament of heaven" (Beresheet 1:17), THE LOWER FIRMAMENT.
They are there to shine on the earth, WHICH IS THE NUKVA AND
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH.
335. Although THE UPPER AND LOWER FIRMAMENTS clearly
resemble each other, THERE MUST BE a difference between them. IT
BEHOOVES US TO ASK what it is. HE ANSWERS: THE UPPER
FIRMAMENT nourishes and sustains the supernal aspects, and THE
LOWER FIRMAMENT nourishes and sustains the lower world, THE
NUKVA and all the lower aspects OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND
ASIYAH.

336. It may be asked, What is the upper world? For the eighth upper,
undisclosed firmament is itself the upper world, and is so called, for
there are only two worlds, as we have already learned. HOW CAN IT
BE SAID, THEN, THAT IT NOURISHES THE UPPER WORLD, WHICH
MEANS THAT IT IS BUT ONE ASPECT OF THE UPPER WORLD? HE
ANSWERS: THE UPPER FIRMAMENT itself is the upper world, and
all the grades issued from it are named after it, NAMELY, THE
UPPER WORLD. The one and the other, THE UPPER AND LOWER
FIRMAMENTS, are all one. Blessed be He, forever and ever.

37. "The trees of Hashem have their fill"
In this passage the Zohar explains the dual nature of Binah. Although it is female because it is reflective Mind, Binah is also male--that is, active-because it gives understanding. Unlike the dark and sorrowing Malkut, which is located on a lower level of existence, Binah is all Light, and
therefore full of gladness.
The Relevance of this Passage
Kabbalistically, the realm of Binah is a cosmic repository of spiritual Light. Touching this realm awakens the full Light of the Creator in our lives,
producing great gladness in our hearts and souls. Connection to Binah is established when we make visual connection to the words that tell of
these supernal wonders. Thus, the Light of Gladness and Happiness fills our souls, especially if we meditate to share the Light with others as we
peruse these verses.
337. Come and behold, it is written: "The trees of Hashem have their
fill; the cedars of Levanon which He has planted" (Tehilim 104:16).
What does "Levanon" mean? As has already been explained, IT IS
THE SECRET OF BINAH RETURNED TO CHOCHMAH. THE WORD
LEVANON CONTAINS THE LETTERS LEV ('HEART'), WHICH HAS A
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 32, AND NUN, WHICH HAS A NUMERICAL
VALUE OF FIFTY. THUS, THE WORD LEVANON MEANS THERE ARE
32 PATHS OF WISDOM AND FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. They also
discussed the verse: "where the birds make their nests" (Ibid. 17).
Where does this happen? HE ANSWERS: In Levanon, THE
SUPERNAL BINAH OF ARICH ANPIN RETURNED TO CHOCHMAH.
These are the two birds mentioned in several places, THAT IS, THE
TWO NUKVAS, LEAH AND RACHEL. From them several other birds
come out, IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, ASIYAH. But these two birds are
supernal IN ATZILUT. They come from Levanon above. This is the
secret meaning of the verse: "And Lavan had two
daughters" (Beresheet 29:16). THESE ARE THE TWO BIRDS LEAH
AND RACHEL. LAVAN IS THE SECRET OF LEVANON, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE MALE, WHILE LEVANON IS THE MALE JOINED
WITH THE FEMALE.
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338. "...as for the stork, the cypress trees are her house..." (Tehilim
104:17). This refers to the six supernal sons, THE SIX ENDS OF THE
WORLD, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND
YESOD. It has been explained THAT THEY EMERGE FROM THE
SUPERNAL WORLD, BINAH, AND ARE CONSIDERED TO BE ITS
HOUSE. Why is BINAH called a 'stork'? HE ANSWERS: Because this
supernal world, although it is female, NAMELY BINAH, is referred to
as male, because when goodness and lights issue, it is from her that
it appears and expands. AND, WHATEVER GIVES IS REFERRED TO
AS MALE.
339. Because BINAH is a 'stork' (Heb. chasidah), the light of Chesed
emanates from Her--the primordial light, about which the scripture
reads, "And Elohim said, Let there be light" (Beresheet 1:3).
Therefore, it is written: "the cypress trees are her house."
"Broshim" ('cypress trees') should be read "Berashim" ('in the
heads'), BECAUSE BINAH IS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, AND HER
HOUSE IS HER SIX ENDS, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETRZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD. AND THESE ARE IN HER HEAD, THAT IS, IN THE
ASPECT OF HEAD AND THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. But the LOWER
world, THE NUKVA, lives in the lower beings, AND NOT IN THE
HEADS. She is called the 'Law Court of the World'. Sometimes THE
LOWER WORLD, THE NUKVA, is named as the upper world, BINAH,
by all its names. THIS IS WHEN THE NUKVA RISES AND CLOTHES
BINAH.
340. Of this place, THE NUKVA, the scripture says, "And Hashem
repented...and it grieved Him at His heart" (Beresheet 6:6). This is
because judgments and sadness are from this place. But above, IN
BINAH, all is light and full of life. From this we derive that there is no
sadness before Hashem; 'before' is precise, INDICATING THE INNER
PART, BINAH. ONLY THERE, NO SADNESS ABIDES. IN THE OUTER
PLACE, THE NUKVA, THERE IS SADNESS. It is therefore written:
"Serve Hashem with gladness: come before His presence with
singing" (Tehilim 100:2). The first part corresponds to the supernal
world; the second part to the lower world. Happy are the children of
Yisrael in this world and in the world to come. Thus, the scripture
says, "Happy are you, O Yisrael: Who is like to you? O people saved
by Hashem, the shield of your help, and the sword of your
excellence..." (Devarim 33:29)

38. The rods
Rabbi Elazar further speculates on the secret meaning of Ya'akov's rods. He reflects on the verse; "If you are wise, you are wise for yourself; and if
you scorn, you alone shall bear it." A man benefits from the wisdom of the Torah; if he fails to understand it, it is he who languishes in ignorance;
the Torah itself is not diminished at all. Rabbi Aba adds that when Ya'akov in his wisdom separated his flocks from those of Lavan, he created the
singular nation of Israel, which was set off from the heathen peoples.
The Relevance of this Passage
The most critical part of spiritual work is learning how to identify and thus separate good from evil; to distinguish the whims of the ego from the
longings of the soul. This passage raises our consciousness so that we can begin to differentiate darkness from Light when the temptations of the
physical world and the seductive drives of our ego attempt to blur the lines.
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341. "And he set the rods..." Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion
with the verse: "If you are wise, you are wise for yourself: and if you
scorn, you alone shall bear it" (Mishlei 9:12). Come and behold: woe
to the wicked of the world, who do not know or look at the words of
the Torah. And if they do, as they have no intelligence, the words of
the Torah seem empty and useless to them. This is because they
themselves are empty of knowledge and intelligence. But all the
words of the Torah are high and precious, each of its words is dearer
than pearls, "and all the things that may be desired are not to be
compared to it" (Mishlei 8:11).

342. When all those stout-hearted fools see the words of the Torah,
they fail to understand and say things of no value. Woe to them, at
the time when the Holy One, blessed be He, will exact from them the
shame of the Torah, and they will be punished for rebelling against
their Master.

343. It is written in the Torah: "For it is not an empty thing for
you" (Devarim 32:47), for the whole Torah is full of precious stones
and pearls and all the goodness in the world. This is as it is written:
"and all the things that may be desired are not to be compared to it."
How can they say the Torah is empty?

344. King Solomon said: "If you are wise, you are wise for yourself."
When a man is wise in understanding the Torah, he benefits from
that wisdom. HIS WISDOM DOES NOT BENEFIT THE TORAH,
because he can not add even one letter. It is further written: "and if
you scorn, you alone shall bear it," because the value of the Torah
shall not be diminished one wit, and his jesting is his alone. He
dwells in it, and it causes him to perish from this world and the world
to come.

345. Come and behold: when the supernal letters, THE GRADES OF
BINAH, are attached to this grade, the ending of all the holy,
supernal grades, THE NUKVA, it is filled from them and blessed by
the supernal world, BINAH. This grade then waters all the flocks,
each according to its worth. Each one of them is watered by
Judgment and Mercy.
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346. Come and behold, it is written: "And he set the rods." Ya'akov
wanted to compose the evening prayer, WHICH THE LEFT SIDE, THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS DARK, and to shine on the moon, THE NUKVA OF
THE NIGHT, to water her and bless her on all sides, RIGHT AND
LEFT. As it is written: "And he set the rods," the judgments OF
MALCHUT, and the Gvurot from the supernal Gvurah, THE LEFT
COLUMN OF BINAH.

347. When Ya'akov wanted to amend this grade, THE NUKVA, he
removed all Judgments and Gvurot from the rods OF WHOSE
JUDGMENTS IT IS SAID, "AND MADE THE WHITE APPEAR." He set
THE RODS in the gutters, the four gutters WHICH ARE THE FOUR
VESSELS OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT,
abiding underneath, "the well that the princes dug out" (Bemidbar
21:18). THE NUKVA, CALLED 'WELL', IS AMENDED BY CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF BINAH, CALLED 'PRINCES',
COMPRISING THE FOUR VESSELS OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT CALLED 'GUTTERS'. When it is filled by
the higher rivers and sources, THE SFIROT OF BINAH, the water
flows from that holy well, and the four VESSELS take it all. They are
therefore called 'gutters', where THE ANGELS AND SOULS come to
drink.
348. These judgments and Gvurot, WHICH HE REMOVED FROM THE
RODS, stand IN THE GUTTERS, so that each will receive its proper
share. In the verse, "when the flocks came to drink...and the flocks
conceived before the rods," THE TWO USES OF THE WORD 'FLOCK'
correspond the ones to the others--THE GRADES WORTHY OF
RECEIVING CHASSADIM AND THE GRADES WORTHY OF
RECEIVING JUDGMENTS AND GVUROT. He asks: What is the
meaning of "heat" in the verse, "that they should conceive (lit.
'heat')"? HE ANSWERS: When THE ANGELS, THE FLOCKS, are
crowned by CHASSADIM AND RECEIVE Judgment, they are heated
by that Judgment, BECAUSE RECEIVING JUDGMENT IS CALLED
'HEATING'. They then roam the world inspecting the ways of men for
either good or evil, IN ORDER TO REWARD OR PUNISH THEM,
BECAUSE THEY INCLUDE CHASSADIM AND JUDGMENTS.
349. Come and behold, it is next written: "And the flocks conceived
before (lit. 'were heated against') the rods." This is because these
rods, JUDGMENTS AND GVUROT, were heated, and they are now in
charge of the Judgments in the world. People are judged by them, as
it is written: "This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the
sentence by the word of the holy ones..." (Daniel 4:14).

350. Rabbi Chiya began the discussion with the verse: "My soul
clings to You: Your right hand upholds me" (Tehilim 63:9). We have
to study this verse carefully. It reads, "My soul clings to You." David
himself always cleaved to the Holy One, blessed be He. He cared not
for other, WORLDLY matters, but cleaved to the Holy One, blessed
be He, with his heart and soul. Because his only wish was to cleave
to Him, the Holy One, blessed be He, supported him and never left
him, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "YOUR RIGHT HAND UPHOLDS ME." From
this we understand that when a man cleaves to the Holy One,
blessed be He, He upholds him and never leaves him.
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351. Another explaination for: "My soul clings to You." This David
does so that his grade may be crowned above. For when his grade is
attached to the supernal grades and rises to them, the right,
CHASSADIM, embraces him, raises him, and joins him WITH THE
RIGHT into a worthy union. This is echoed in the verses, "and Your
right hand shall hold me," (Tehilim 139:10) and, "His right hand
embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 8:3). Therefore, the scripture reads,
"Your right hand upholds me."

352. When he cleaves to the Holy One, blessed be He, it is written:
"His left hand is under my head, and His right hand embraces me."
This is his union with THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. When he
joins HIM in a union, his grade is filled and blessed.

353. When all the gutters are filled on all four sides of the world, all
the flocks are given water, each according to its grade, FROM THE
FOUR ASPECTS OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.
When Ya'akov came to purify this grade, THE NUKVA, he chose the
right side, which was worthy of him. The Other Side, which was not
worthy, was separated from him, as it is written: "and he put his own
flocks apart and put them not to Lavan's cattle." He was "apart," on
his own, and did not worship strange Elohim from the other sides.
Happy is the portion of Yisrael, of whom it is written: "For you are a
holy people to Hashem your Elohim, and Hashem has chosen
you..." (Devarim 14:2).

354. Come and behold: Ya'akov, the chosen of the fathers, includes
all of them, BECAUSE THE CENTRAL COLUMN, YA'AKOV,
INCLUDES THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS, AVRAHAM AND
YITZCHAK. He includes them all and thus strives to shine upon the
moon, THE NUKVA, since it is for Ya'akov to compose the evening
service, THE NUKVA.

355. He made all the preparations correctly and installed all the holy
aspects with his aspect OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. He thus
separated his share from that of the other nations OF THE LEFT.
Those were the holy, supernal grades of high holiness; the others
were the grades defiled with the fifth of impurity.

356. We have already explained that the verse, "and he put his own
flocks apart," means that he established for the faith, THE NUKVA,
alone, according to the verse: "For you are a holy people to the
Hashem your Elohim and Hashem has chosen you" (Devarim 14:2).
"...and put them not to Lavan's cattle..." because he did not share his
lot and portion with them.
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357. Therefore Ya'akov, the chosen among the fathers, established
the mystery of faith and separated his lot and portion from that of
other nations. Of this the scripture reads, "But you that did cleave to
Hashem your Elohim are alive every one of you this day" (Devarim
4:4).

358. Rabbi Aba said: Happy is the portion of Yisrael who are superior
to the heathen nations, because their grade is high AND THEY
RECEIVE THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT FROM BELOW. The
grades of the heathen nations are below, BECAUSE THEY DRAW
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT FROM ABOVE. The first, those of
the right, are on the side of Holiness. The second, those on the left,
on the side of Defilement.

359. After the destruction of the Temple, it is written: "He has drawn
back His right hand from before the enemy" (Eichah 2:3). It is also
written: "save with Your right hand, and answer me" (Tehilim 60:7),
because as the left becomes stronger, the impure are strengthened.
This will continue until the Holy One, blessed be He, rebuilds the
Temple and establishes and amends the world properly. Then
everything shall be set aright again, and the side of Defilement will
pass from the world. We have learned this from the verses, "and...I
will cause the...unclean spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah
13:2, and, "He will destroy death for ever" (Yeshayah 25:8).

360. The Holy One, blessed be He, alone shall remain, as it is written:
"And the idols shall utterly be abolished," (Yeshayah 2:18) and,
"Hashem alone shall be exalted on that day," (Yeshayah 2:17)
because "there was no strange El with him" (Devarim 32:12). For the
force of defilement will be annihilated from the world, and there will
be no one left above and below except the Holy One, blessed be He.
And the children of Yisrael, His Holy Nation which serves Him, shall
be called 'holy', as it is written: "And it shall come to pass, that he
that is left in Tzion, and he that remains in Jerusalem, shall be called
holy, every one in Jerusalem that is written to life" (Yeshayah 4:3).
Then there will be one King above and below, and one people to
serve Him, as it is written: "And who is like Your people Yisrael, a
singular nation on earth" (I Divrei Hayamim 17:21).

39. "Hashem lives; and blessed is my rock"
Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yesa assert that the Holy Spirit attaches itself to travelers such as themselves, especially when they discuss Torah. On
the road, Rabbi Yitzchak speculates on the verse "The Creator lives; and blessed is my rock." For the Righteous, the Lord is a living presence. When
united with the Malchut of Zeir Anpin, the Eternal Female or Rock, blessings of abundance flow.
The Relevance of this Passage
When two sages are said to be traveling, it refers to the spiritual travels of their souls in the Upper Worlds. Our constant physical trek in this
material existence, directly influences and guides the journey of our souls in the Upper World. Thus, our travels through the darkened corridors of
life can be divinely illuminated when we connect to the Light of the Torah. This is accomplished through the study of the spiritual wisdom of the
Torah-The Kabbalah-and by the application of its wisdom to our lives. For instance, when we are busy helping others, the Light of the Creator will in
turn help and attend to us. The consciousness to think of others before ourselves is stirred within us through these passages.
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361. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yesa were walking along the road.
Rabbi Yesa said: The Shechinah is with us, BECAUSE SHE
ATTACHES HERSELF TO TRAVELERS ON THE ROAD TO PROTECT
THEM. Let us study the words of the Torah, for whoever studies the
Torah and shines in her draws the Shechinah nearer, AS HE DRAWS
ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE TORAH. THEN ZEIR ANPIN AND
HIS FEMALE, THE SHECHNAH, WILL BE JOINTLY CONNECTED TO
THEM.
362. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem
lives; and blessed is my rock; and let the Elohim of my salvation be
exalted" (Tehilim 18:47). This verse contains a mystery. It is written:
"Hashem lives". Do I not know that the Holy One, blessed be He,
lives? HE ANSWERS: Even the righteous, YESOD, is referred to as
"living (Heb. chay)," BECAUSE THE RIGHTEOUS DRAWS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, CALLED THE 'LIGHT OF CHAYAH',
AND IS THEREFORE CALLED "CHAY." "Living" refers to the
righteous above and below-his ZEIR ANPIN, ABOVE, AND HIS
YESOD, BELOW, ARE BOTH REFERRED TO AS "LIVING". The Holy
One, blessed be He, above, ZEIR ANPIN, is called "living," AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "HASHEM LIVES." And the righteous below is called
"living," NAMELY, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "And
Bnayahu the son of Yehoyada, the son of a living man" (II Shmuel.
23:20), WHICH ALLUDES TO YESOD. Why is THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, called "living?" Because He is Righteous,
BECAUSE HE INCLUDES THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHTEOUS,
YESOD, AS WELL, and the righteous is called "the life of the
worlds." The phrase, "and blessed is my rock," has a similar
meaning. These are all one because the living and the blessed are
never separated. THE LIVING MEANS THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, AND THE BLESSED REFERS TO THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHASSADIM. THEY HAVE TO BE CLOTHED BY EACH OTHER
BECAUSE CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM IS DARKNESS.
"HASHEM LIVES; AND BLESSED IS MY ROCK," ALLUDES TO
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM TOGETHER; "MY ROCK" IS THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. When "HASHEM LIVES; AND BLESSED BE
MY ROCK" are joined together, THE ROCK becomes a well of living
water. The water flows from the inside OF THE WELL, NAMELY,
FROM THE LIVING AND THE BLESSED, and fills THE ROCK, WHICH
IS THE WELL.
363. The verse, "and let the Elohim of my salvation be exalted,"
refers to the supernal world, BINAH, which is exalted and uplifted.
Everything is issued from it, and every spring that fills the well IS
DERIVED FROM IT. THE NUKVA is blessed from there and shines
upon all those beneath ATZILUT. When everyone is filled WITH
PLENTY from her, then "the Elohim of my salvation be exalted,"
BECAUSE IT IS EXALTED AND UPLIFTED BY THE WEALTH IT
SHOWERS ON THE LOWER BEINGES.

40. "He withdraws not his eyes from the righteous"
As the rabbis travel, the discussion continues. Quoting scripture, Rabbi Yesa asserts that the wicked will perish and the righteous will prevail. They
meet a man with a child on his shoulders, fleeing the wicked. The man says people can achieve merit by giving him alms. The rabbis give him alms
and food to eat.
The Relevance of this Passage
Actions of charity have the power to remove decrees of death against us. Often, before a judgment is executed against us, the Light will send us an
opportunity to share and truly go outside of ourselves so that we can sweeten the judgment. The Evil Inclination, however, blinds us to these
opportunities and we remain in our selfish, uncaring ways. The wisdom and foresight to recognize opportunities to give charity is aroused in our
consciousness. Moreover, the strength to take the initiative and perform charitable contributions is also stirred within our souls. We just have to
listen to the whispers arising from words of this portion.
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364. Rabbi Yesa opened the discussion with the verse: "He
withdraws not His eyes from the Righteous: but with kings on He
throne the establishes them for ever, and they are exalted" (Iyov
36:7). Come and behold: when the wicked lose their power and
perish from the world, the Righteous then rules the world. This is the
meaning of the verse: "He preserves not the life of the wicked: but
gives to the poor their right" (Ibid. 6), THAT IS, THE WICKED WILL
PERISH FROM THE WORLD. It is then written: "He withdraws not His
eyes from the Righteous," which is similar to the verse, "The eyes of
Hashem are towards the Righteous" (Tehilim 34:16).
365. The verse, "but with kings on the throne," refers to the ruling
kings, settled upon the throne; "He establishes them for ever"
means that they sit upon their throne firmly; and "they are exalted"
in order to rule the world and so that the throne shall be established
on its supports. Another explanation for the phrase, "and they are
exalted," is that they take the throne, THE NUKVA, place it up high,
IN THE PLACE OF BINAH, and put it in its proper place.

366. While they were walking, they saw a man with a child riding on
his shoulders. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Surely this man is Jewish and
has come to help people attain merit, THAT IS, HE IS COMING TO
RECEIVE CHARITY AND ALLOW PEOPLE TO MERIT THE WORLD
TO COME. Rabbi Yesa said: Let us be the first to merit by him.

367. When he reached them, Rabbi Yesa asked: Where is YOUR bag
of food? RABBI YESA SAW THAT THE MAN CARRIED NOTHING
SAVE THE CHILD ON HIS SHOULDERS. He replied: I HAVE
NOTHING, so that people can achieve merit BY GIVING ALMS TO
ME. I had two sons, but the army came into town and took them
captive. Now I am walking to afford people the opportunity to earn
merit BY GIVING RANSOM MONEY. And they did, by giving him
ALMS AND food TO EAT.

41. "My offering, the provision of my sacrifices made by fire"
The man the Rabbis meet on the road enlightens them to the hidden benefits of giving charity.
The Relevance of this Passage
The wisdom and insight to recognize opportunities for sharing, combined with the motivation to give beyond our comfort zones is instilled within
the reader. We must, however, be cognizant of the importance of concealed blessings. When one gives to receive honor and acclaim for his
philanthropy, it is not considered true sharing. Thus, the prudence to give anonymously is also awakened in our souls.
368. The Jew then opened the discussion with the verse: "My
offering, the provision of my sacrifices made by fire" (Bemidbar
28:2). The daily sacrifice of the Holy One, blessed be He, sustains
the world and gives nourishment above and below. Because there is
stirring below AS A RESULT OF THE DAILY OFFERING, THE
POURING OF PLENTY is bestirred above, and all are adequately
sustained.
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369. "My offering, the provision of my sacrifices" corresponds with
the verse, "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk
my wine with my milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:1); THEY BOTH ALLUDE TO
SUSTENANCE. The words "made by fire," like, "Eat, O friends" (Ibid.)
ALLUDE TO NOURISHMENT. The Holy One, blessed be He, provides
that nourishment from above to pour down sustenance to the lower
world from that nourishment ABOVE. How much more blessed is a
man who gives food TO THE POOR, to sustain his soul; the Holy
One, blessed be He, blesses him and showers on him supernal
nourishment, and the world is blessed for him.

370. Rabbi Yitzchak said: HE EXPLAINED this mystery very well
indeed. Rabbi Yesa replied: Surely this is why it has been said that a
man should refrain from contempt toward any one, BECAUSE
THOUGH AT FIRST THEY THOUGHT HIM BOORISH AND WERE
CLOSE TO SHOWING HIM DISRESPECT, I twice attained merit
through this man.

371. The man discoursed on the following verse, as discussed by
Rabbi Elazar: "My offering, the provisions of my sacrifices made by
fire." "...an offering..." is the secret of the Congregation of Yisrael,
THE NUKVA. The particle 'et' BEFORE "MY OFFERING" REFERS TO
THE NUKVA. "...my offering (Heb. korbani)..." is derived from
proximity (Heb. kirvah) and attachment. IT ATTACHES AND
CONNECTS THE NUKVA WITH ZEIR ANPIN. "...the provision..." is the
nourishment flowing from above, bestirred from below BY THE
DAILY OFFERING. "...made by fire..." comes to include the other
angels that are nourished here, each according to his rank. "...for a
sweet savour to me..." is the desire and union caused by the secret
of the supernal world, BINAH.

372. "...shall you observe to offer to Me in their due
season..." (Bemidbar 28:2). HE ASKS: What is their season? HE
ANSWERS: THE time when Avraham awoke to carry out the wishes
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as it is written: "And Avraham
rose early in the morning" (Beresheet 22:3); THE TIME OF THE
MORNING OFFERING; the time when Yitzchak was bound to the
altar; was at sunset, THE TIME FOR THE EVENTIDE DAILY
OFFERING. Rabbi Yesa asked: Why, if there are two seasons, is it
written "in their season" in the singular, instead of in the plural,
SEEING AS THERE ARE TWO SEASONS? He replied: At the time OF
THE OFFERING, fire was included within water, and water within fire,
THE ATTRIBUTE OF AVRAHAM, WATER, WAS INCLUDED WITHIN
THE ATTRIBUTE OF YITZCHAK, FIRE, AND VICE VERSA. It is
therefore written: "in their season," in the singular, FOR THEY
BECAME ONE.
373. Come and behold, of no offering is it written: "observe," as it is
here in the phrase, "shall you observe to offer to Me." This is
because "observe" is the secret of "keep," THE NUKVA, which
needs to be summoned up TO ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "shall
you observe to offer to Me," TO OFFER THE NUKVA "in their
season," by right and left OF ZEIR ANPIN. These were explained
above to be Avraham and Yitzchak. All this is in accordance with the
supernal mystery.
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374. Rabbi Yesa said: Had I come only to hear these words, it was
worth my while. Happy are the children of Yisrael in this world and in
the world to come. Of this, the scripture says: "Your people also
shall be all righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever; they shall
be the branch of My planting, the work of My hands, that I may be
glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21).

42. The images
In this verse, the rabbis comment wryly on the low nature of Lavan's idols or "images." Lavan communicated with the statues representing his gods,
and thus was able to make black magic. Rachel took these images when she and Ya'akov fled, and hid them under her skirts in order to cure her
father of idolatry and also to prevent him from successful pursuit.
The Relevance of this Passage
The negative forces who dwell in our midst have the power to help us achieve many objectives in life, but there is a price to be paid at a later date.
The rewards are short-lived and they leave a residue that creates chaos and turmoil somewhere in our lives. Idols do not refer only to statues
depicting Gods. Anything that is ego-based--such as money, power, prestige and material possessions--is considered to be an Idol if it holds sway
over our thoughts and behavior. Through the spiritual power of Rachel and Ya'akov, we are now rising above the temptations and trappings of
physical existence in order to discover the true and eternal treasures of life.
375. "And Lavan went to shear his sheep..." (Beresheet 31:19). Rabbi
Yosi asked: What are the images? HE REPLIED: They pertain to
idolatry. They were called Terafim in offensive language, after the
place of the toref, A WOMAN'S PUDENDA. How do we know they
pertained to idolatry? From the verses: "yet why have you stolen my
Elohim" (Ibid. 30), and "Anyone with whom you find your
Elohim" (Ibid. 32). Lavan was the greatest sorcerer in the world, and
by means OF THE IMAGES he knew whatever he needed to know.

376. Rabbi Chiya said that the images were created through magic;
Rabbi Yosi said that it was by means of divination. Rabbi Yehuda
said: They are made only at certain times. They were called Terafim,
because one must know when to shape them and when to wait, as it
is written: "stay (Heb. heref) now your hand" (II Shmuel 24:16).
BECAUSE ONE HAS TO RELAX ONE'S HAND AT CERTAIN HOURS,
THEY ARE CALLED TERAFIM.

377. When the craftsman makes it, a man who knows the moments
and hours, WHO KNOWS WHEN TO STRIKE AND WHEN TO STAY,
stands by him, telling him when to act and when to rest. There is no
other action that needs holding off AT A CERTAIN HOUR as that of
THE IMAGES. The image constantly speaks and gives advice on how
to harm a man's soul.

378. Rachel feared lest the images would give counsel on how to
harm Ya'akov. She placed them under her to show disrespect to the
idolatry, so that they would not be able to speak. For when one
prepares them to talk he sweeps and cleans before them, to show
them respect. But now it is written: "and she sat upon
them" (Beresheet 31:34), BECAUSE SHE SHAMED THEM INTO NOT
TALKING. THE IMAGES were male and female, and much prayer was
needed to encourage them to speak. Because THE IMAGES WERE
NOT IN HIS POSSESSION, Lavan was held for three days, as he did
not know Ya'akov had fled. As it is written: "And it was told Lavan on
the third day that Ya'akov was fled."
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379. Rabbi Yehuda said that he prepared himself in two ways: by
gathering together all the magic he had and all the weapons he had
in order to destroy YA'AKOV, as it is written: "An Arammian was
going to destroy my father" (Devarim 26:5). When the Holy One,
blessed be He, saw that he wanted to destroy Ya'akov, it is written:
"Take heed that you speak not to Ya'akov either good or bad." This
is because, "It is in the power of my hand to hurt you" (Beresheet
31:29). HE ASKS: What made him so sure of himself? HE ANSWERS:
He trusted the magic means he had.

380. Come and behold: Lavan covered in one day the same distance
that Ya'akov needed seven days to walk. He did this to destroy
YA'AKOV, first because Ya'akov fled, and second, because of the
imeges, WHICH WERE STOLEN FROM HIM. And although Rachel did
this to wean her father from idolatry, she was punished in spite of
her good intentions by not bringing up Binyamin or spending even a
single hour in this world with him, due to her father's sorrow.

381. Rabbi Yitzchak said: All the reproof Ya'akov administered to
Lavan caused him to repent and acknowledge the Holy One, blessed
be He, as it is written: "see, Elohim is witness between me and
you" (Beresheet 31:50), THUS MENTIONING THE NAME OF ELOHIM.
Yet come and behold. It is written: "The Elohim of Avraham, and the
Elohim of Nahor judge between us," because he returned to his evil
ways, saying "the Elohim of Avraham," WHO IS HOLY, and then
mentioning "the Elohim of Nahor," WHO IS IDOLATROUS.

382. "And Ya'akov swore by the Fear of his father Ya'akov". HE
ASKS: Why did Yitzchak swear by the Fear of Yitzchak and not by
the Elohim of Avraham?" HE ANSWERS: Because he did not want to
lean heavily on the right, AVRAHAM, and draw it to Lavan. HE
THEREFORE DID NOT SWEAR BY THE ELOHIM OF AVRAHAM, THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT. Moreover, a man should not swear by a
lofty place at all times, even though he is telling the truth.

383. Rabbi Yosi said: Assuredly, Ya'akov swore to further emphasize
his oath, NAMELY, HE MEANT TO STRENGTHEN HIS OATH BY
MENTIONING THE FEAR OF HIS FATHER YITZCHAK. This ought to
be so. Ya'akov also studied it carefully, and said: Lavan already
mentioned the Elohim of Avraham, but not my father YITZCHAK. I
shall complete it. Immediately, "Ya'akov swore by the Fear of his
father Yitzchak." Another explanation is that he meant to be included
within Judgment, to be firm against Lavan.

43. "and angels of Elohim met him"
This last passage of the section reiterates some of the first principles of Kabbalah: the existence in all things of an eternal male and female. This
reflects the underlying duality of God's creation--which paradoxically also contains the idea of an eternal reality where 'all is one'.
The Relevance of this Passage
The terms "male" and "female" are code words denoting two basic traits of humanity, desire to share and the desire to receive, respectively.
Balancing these two traits is critical if we are two achieve fulfillment and Light in our lives. The wisdom to manage our sharing and receiving
attributes is stimulated within us so that we can reconcile and unify these opposite qualities for the purpose of reuniting with the Light of the
Creator.
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384. "And Ya'akov went on his way, and angels of Elohim met
him..." (Beresheet 32:2). Rabbi Aba began with the verse: "male and
female He created them" (Beresheet 5:2). How much it behooves us
to look into the words of the Torah, THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Woe to all the hard hearted and
blindfolded, WHO CLEAVE TO THE LEFT COLUMN, BLOCKED FROM
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS 'EYES', AND FROM BINAH, CALLED
'HEART'. For the Torah, WHICH IS OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, calls
to them: "Come, eat of my bread (WHICH IS DRAWN FROM THE
RIGHT COLUMN OF THE TORAH), and drink of the wine which I have
mingled (WHICH IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF THE
TORAH)" (Mishlei 9:5). "Whoever is simple, WHOEVER CLINGS TO
THE LEFT, let him turn in here: as for him that lacks understanding,
she says to him" (Mishlei 9:4). But there is no one to pay attention to
her.
385. Come and behold: "MALE AND FEMALE HE CREATED THEM,"
for it contains deep mysteries. It alludes inwardly TO THE MALE
AND FEMALE and outwardly TO ADAM AND CHAVAH. THIS MEANS
THAT THERE IS A CONNECTION BETWEEN THE INNER MALE AND
FEMALE, IN GREATNESS, AND A CONNECTION BETWEEN THE
OUTER MALE AND FEMALE, IN SMALLNESS. It may be understood
in this INNER manner, and that OUTER manner. One way to
understand this is that the sun and moon, MALE AND FEMALE, are
bound as one, about which it is written: "He created them," and "The
sun and moon stood still in her habitation" (Chavakuk 3:11). THEY
ARE THE SECRET OF THE INNER MALE AND FEMALE. It is also
understood FROM THIS VERSE that Adam and Chavah were created
AND COME from the union OF THE SUPERNAL, OUTER MALE AND
FEMALE. Once they were joined as one, Elohim "blessed
them" (Beresheet 5:2). This is because blessing dwells only where
male and female are found.
386. Come and behold: when Ya'akov turned to go toward Charan,
he was unmarried. It is written: "and he lighted on a certain
place" (Beresheet 28:11). Then he was answered only in a dream.
After he was married and came to all the tribes, the supernal camps
met him and entreated him, as it is written: "and angels of Elohim
met (also: 'entreated') him." Now they came to meet him, NAMELY,
TO ENTREAT HIM. First he WAS BEGGING, as it is written: "and he
lighted (Heb. vayifga) on a certain place." Now they BEGGED, AS IT
IS WRITTEN "and angels of Elohim met (Heb. vayifgeu) him."

387. The reason is that Ya'akov and the tribes were given water from
the great sea, THE PLENTY OF THE NUKVA AT TIME OF
GREATNESS, THEN CALLED THE 'GREAT SEA'. THEY THEREFORE
ENTREATED HIM TO DRAW PLENTY ON THEM. Also, at first, he saw
them at night in a dream, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND HE DREAMED...
AND BEHOLD THE ANGELS OF ELOHIM ASCENDING AND
DESCENDING ON IT." Now he saw them with his eyes during the
daytime, as it is written: "And when Ya'akov saw them, he said: This
is Elohim's camp" (Beresheet 32:2).
388. HE ASKS: How did he recognize them TO BE ANGELS OF
ELOHIM? HE ANSWERS: He saw they were the same angels as in his
dream. He therefore called them "Machanayim (lit. 'two camps'),"
THAT IS, AFTER THE VERSE, "AND BEHOLD THE ANGELS OF
ELOHIM ASCENDING AND DESCENDING ON IT," WHOM HE SAW IN
HIS DREAM. Those who were seen above and below FORMED TWO
CAMPS.
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389. HE ASKS: Why were THE ANGELS now revealed to him to
entreat him? HE ANSWERS: The Shechinah went to take Ya'akov his
house, SO AS TO HAVE THE WHOLE HOUSEHOLD OF YA'AKOV.
THE SHECHINAH waited for Binyamin to take the house together
with Ya'akov properly, NAMELY, WITH ALL THE TWELVE TRIBES.
THE ANGELS WERE THEN REVEALED TO HIM, TO COMPLETE HIM.
Then scripture reads, "And Ya'akov shall return, and be quiet and at
ease, and none shall make him afraid" (Yirmeyah 46:27).
Blessed be Hashem forever and ever. Amen and amen.
Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah)
390. "And Ya'akov went on his way, and angels of Elohim met him."
Mishen: The shields of the ministers are standing upright, and the
bright blade of the revolving sword is appointed over all the armies
and camps.

391. That bright, revolving sword is a red sword, about which it is
written: "The sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6).
On this sword the revolving OF THE ANGELS WHO ARE now men,
now women, depends. From this ASPECT several other aspects of
grades are derived.

392. From the side of the Tree of Life come those who are joined by
the union of the bond. These holy ones are always filled by the dew
of the heaven. THEY ARE CALLED THE 'DEW OF HEAVEN'. The
name of Elohim is perfected through them. By the four winds of the
world, THE MOCHIN WERE MADE for the legs of the throne. They are
all pearls, limbs and pillars, and are never divided from that name.
They are tied to Ya'akov, who chose them as his portion, and was
perfected with this name. They all issued from Ya'akov.

393. When Ya'akov went on his way, the four sides, the four corners
of the world, surrounded and guarded him. Only for a short time did
the supernal place stir in order to maintain the tree below. Then
"And Ya'akov said, when he saw them 'this is a camp (Heb.
machaneh) of Elohim'" then "he called the place
Machanaim." (Beresheet 32:3).

394. FROM HERE UNTIL THE END OF THE PORTION HAS BEEN
EXPLAINED ABOVE, PRARGRAPHS 246-251.
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395. "

396. "
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1. "And Ya'akov sent messengers"
Rabbi Yehuda begins with a discussion of the Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination, two angels that constantly abide by man. When man is
virtuous, the Good Inclination gains dominion over the Evil Inclination, and the right side prevails over the left. Rabbi Elazar then speaks of the
Shechinah and the legions of holy angels who protected David from the King of Gat, and Ya'akov when he was delivered from Lavan. In the ensuing
dialogue, the rabbis analyze when and why Ya'akov was "left alone" by the angels and how he managed to prevail over Esav's minister. Finally,
Rabbi Shimon explains Ya'akov's actions in sending a band of angels to Esav in order to bring about a reconciliation, in fulfillment of the verse,
"Better is one lightly esteemed..."
The Relevance of this Passage
When we know that a specific action is positive and in our best interests, another voice inside inevitably talks us out of it. When we know that a
particular behavior or action is negative, something impels us to engage in it anyway, even though we don't really want to. These are the Good and
Evil Inclinations at work. We must recognize these two urges as distinct voices battling for control over our behavior. The moment we recognize the
Evil Inclination as our true enemy, we can begin to remove its influence over us. The spiritual forces arising from this section reveal this
metaphysical truth, endowing us with the strength to resist and overcome our negative tendencies.
1. "And Ya'akov sent messengers..." (Beresheet 32:4). Rabbi Yehuda
began the discussion with the verse: "For He shall give His angels
charge over you, to keep you in all your ways" (Tehilim 91:11). This
verse has already been explained by the friends. When man is born,
the Evil Inclination enters with him and constantly denounces him,
as it is written, "sin crouches at the door" (Beresheet 4:7). What is
meant by "sin cronches"? It refers to the Evil Inclination. "...AT THE
DOOR" MEANS AT THE OPENING OF THE WOMB--AT A PERSON'S
BIRTH.

2. David also called THE EVIL INCLINATION BY THE NAME 'sin', as it
is written, "and my sin is ever before me" (Tehilim 51:5). This is
because it tempts man every day to sin before his Master. The Evil
Inclination never leaves man, from the day of his birth. The Good
Inclination comes to man only when he seeks purity.

3. And when does man seek purity? On his thirteenth birthday, man
joins with the Good Inclination on the right and the Evil Inclination
on the left. They are literally two appointed angels found constantly
with man.

4. When man seeks to be purified, the Evil Inclination is humbled
before him, and the right rules over the left. And both--THE GOOD
INCLINATION AND THE EVIL INCLINATION--watch over man
whichever way he travels. This is the essence of the verse: "For He
shall give His angels charge over you to keep you all your
ways" (Tehilim 91:11).
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5. Rabbi Elazar applies this verse to Ya'akov. As the Holy One,
blessed be He, surrounded Ya'akov with legions of angels, because
he came complete with the supernal tribes, who were in a state of
perfection. As it is written: "And Ya'akov continued on his way, and
angels of Elohim met him" (Beresheet 32:2). It has been explained
that after being saved from Lavan, and departing from him, the
Shechinah joined Ya'akov, and legions of saintly angels surrounded
him. At that point "Ya'akov said when he saw them" (Ibid. 3). From
these angels, he sent a group to Esav. This is the meaning of the
verse: "And Ya'akov sent messengers (also angels)." Surely these
were real angels.

6. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "The angel of Hashem encamps
round about those who fear Him, and he delivers them" (Tehilim
34:8). This verse has already been explained. But in another place, it
is written, "For He shall give His angels charge over you," NAMELY,
many angels, whereas here ONLY one is mentioned, as it is written,
"The angel of Hashem encamps." HE ANSWERS: The verse, "For He
shall give His angels charge over you," refers to angels in general,
but THE VERSE, "The angel of Hashem," refers to the Shechinah, as
it is written: "And the angel of Hashem appeared to him in a flame of
fire out of the midst of a bush" (Shemot 3:2). JUST AS IT REFERS TO
THE SHECHINAH IN THE FIRST VERSE, SO THE ANGEL
MENTIONED HERE ALSO POINTS TO THE SHECHINAH. And so, "the
angel of Hashem encamps round about those who fear Him," to
encircle them in every direction so as to deliver them. And when the
Shechinah resides inside man, all the holy hosts come there.

7. Come and behold. When King David was saved from Achish, King
of Gat, he said: "THE ANGEL OF HASHEM ENCAMPS..." For the
Shechinah surrounded him and saved him from Achish, his people,
and those who attacked him. As it is written, "Vayitholel (Eng.
'feigned himself mad') in their hands" (I Shmuel 21:14). HE ASKS:
Why is it written "Vayitholel" rather than 'Vayishtage'a', as it is
written, "you have brought this fellow to play the mad man (Heb.
lehishtage'a) in my presence?" (I Shmuel 21:16).

8. HE ANSWERS: THIS VERSE refers to what David said earlier. As it
is written: "For I was envious of the Holelim ('madmen')..." (Tehilim
73:3). So the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: Upon your life,
you shall be in need of that yet. And when he came to the house of
Achish and was attacked, it is written, "He feigned himself mad in
their hands," like those Holelim ('madmen') he first envied WHEN HE
SAID, "FOR I WAS ENVIOUS OF THE MADMEN." Only then did the
Shechinah come and protect him. She dwelt there, around David.

9. You may ask, if the Shechinah resides only in Her own place,
which is the Holy Land, WHY WAS THE SHECHINAH UPON HIM IN
GAT, WHICH IS OUTSIDE THE HOLY LAND? HE ANSWERS: She
certainly does not dwell outside the land of Yisrael for people to
draw PLENTY from Her, but can dwell OUTSIDE to rescue men.
Thus, when Ya'akov arrived from the house of Lavan, all the holy
camps encircled him and did not leave him alone.
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10. Rabbi Chizkiyah asked: If this is so, why is it written, "And
Ya'akov remained alone" (Beresheet 32:35)? WHERE WERE THE
LEGIONS OF ANGELS WHO ENCIRCLED HIM AND CAME WITH HIM?
Rabbi Yehuda replied: Because he led himself into danger BY
REMAINING ALONE AT NIGHT and saw clearly the danger he was in,
the angels deserted him, FOR THEY CAME TO GUARD HIM ONLY
FROM UNSEEN DANGERS. Then, BEFORE ENTERING INTO
DANGER, he stated: "I am unworthy of the least of all the mercies
and all the truth, which You have shown Your servant" (Ibid. 11).
WITH THIS, he referred to the holy camps OF ANGELS WHO
USUALLY ENCIRCLED HIM, BUT HAD left him BECAUSE HE HAD
LED HIMSELF TO A VISIBLE DANGER.
11. Rabbi Yitzchak said: THEREFORE, THE ANGELS left him alone
with the officer appointed for Esav, who arrived with heavenly
approval. At just that time, the others left to sing before the Holy
One, blessed be He, as was required at that precise moment. Later,
they returned to him. This is the meaning of the verse, "I am
unworthy of the least of all the mercies, and of all the truth...and now
I have become two camps." The camp of the Shechinah and his own
household, however, CONSIST OF ONE CAMP, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"THIS IS ELOHIM'S CAMP" (IBID. 3). THEREFORE, WHY IS IT
WRITTEN "two camps"? IT IS TO TEACH THAT he was perfect in
both aspects; from the white and red, DENOTING CHASSADIM AND
CHOCHMAH, FROM RIGHT AND LEFT. HENCE HE SAYS, "TWO
CAMPS."

12. Rabbi Elazar said: We have learned, night was under the control
of Esav, MEANING THE LEFT SIDE WITHOUT THE RIGHT. At that
time, it is written, "Let there be lights (Heb. me'orot)" (Beresheet
1:14), written without the letter Vav, BEING WEDNESDAY EVE,
WHICH COULD NOT GIVE LIGHT WITHOUT CHASSADIM. For this
reason, "Ya'akov remained alone," as Ya'akov, representing the sun,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, remained alone WITHOUT THE NUKVA, as
the moon, THE NUKVA was concealed from the sun, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, CALLED 'YA'AKOV'. Yet, the Holy One, blessed be He,
continued to guard Ya'akov enough so that Esav's officer could not
overcome him, as it is written: "He saw that he did not prevail
against him" (Beresheet 32:25).
13. HE EXPLAINED WHY HE COULD NOT PREVAIL AGAINST HIM.
THE ANGEL looked to the right OF YA'AKOV and saw Avraham, THE
PERFECTION OF THE RIGHT COLUMN; he looked to the left OF
YA'AKOV and saw Yitzchak, THE PERFECTION OF THE LEFT
COLUMN. He looked at the body OF YA'AKOV and saw it was
comprised of parts of both THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES, BEING THE
PERFECTION OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. SINCE THE OTHER SIDE
CAN HAVE NO HOLD ON PERFECTION, ONLY ON IMPERFECTION,
HE COULD NOT OVERCOME HIM. Then, "he touched the hollow of
his thigh," the one pillar nearest to the body, but somewhat removed
from it. THUS, IT POSSESSES AN ASPECT OF IMPERFECTION AND
THE ANGEL SEIZED IT, AND "THE HOLLOW OF YA'AKOV'S THIGH
WAS PUT OUT OF JOINT."
14. For this reason it is written, "The angel of Hashem encamps
round about those who fear Him, and he delivers them." He circled
him on all sides in order to save him FROM THE OFFICER OF ESAV.
And when the Shechinah resided with him, numerous camps of
angels accompanied him. From these angels, Ya'akov sent some to
Esav.
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15. "And Ya'akov sent messengers." Rabbi Aba asks: What
motivated Ya'akov TO SEND MESSENGERS to Esav? Would it not
have been better to refrain from sending any to him? HE ANSWERS:
Ya'akov said, I know that Esav reveres the father's honor and has
never troubled him. As long as I know that my father is alive, so I do
not fear Esav. So as long as my father is alive I wish to appease him.
Thus, he immediately HASTENED, "and Ya'akov sent messengers
before him."

16. "And Ya'akov sent messengers." Rabbi Shimon began the
discussion with the verse: "Better is one litghtly esteemed who
owns a servant, than one who pranks himself but lacks
bread" (Mishlei 12:9). This verse refers to the Evil Inclination, who
constantly accuses man. The Evil Inclination causes man to become
haughty and proud, encouraging man to curl his hair until the Evil
Inclination towers over him and drags him to Gehenom.

17. "Better is one lightly esteemed..." means one who does not
follow the Evil Inclination, and does not act haughtily but humbles
his spirit, heart, and will before the Holy One, blessed be He. Then
the Evil Inclination becomes his servant, as it cannot control him.
ON THE CONTRARY, the person controls it, as it is written: "Yet you
may rule over him" (Beresheet 4:7).

18. "...than one who pranks himself..." is as we said, that he puts on
airs, curls his hair, and acts haughtily, "but lacks bread." THIS
MEANS a lack of faith, as it is written: "to offer the bread of his
Elohim" (Vayikra 21:17), and "the bread of their Elohim they do
offer" (Ibid. 6). BREAD IS THE SHECHINAH IN BOTH VERSES. FAITH
IS THE SHECHINAH, SO LAKING BREAD MEANS LACKING FAITH.

19. Another interpretation of, "Better is one lightly esteemed..." is
that it refers to Ya'akov, who humbled himself before Esav so that
Esav should later become his servant. By controlling him, he fulfilled
the meaning of the verse: "Let peoples serve you, and nations bow
down to you" (Beresheet 27:29). It was not yet time FOR YA'AKOV
TO RULE OVER ESAV. Ya'akov left this to happen at a later time, for
he was lowly then. Later, however, the one who pranks himself will
become his servant, and then he will "lack bread." THIS REFERS TO
ESAV, who will become YA'AKOV'S servant, who was given "plenty
of corn and wine" (Ibid. 28).
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20. Come and behold: Ya'akov knew that he needed him now.
Therefore, he appeared as if he was lightly esteemed. By doing so,
he showed more wisdom and guile than he had ever shown against
Esav. Had Esav been aware of this wisdom, he would have killed
himself rather then coming to this. However, Ya'akov did all this with
wisdom, and about him Chanah said, "The adversaries of Hashem
shall be broken in pieces...and He shall give strength to his king" (I
Shmuel 2:10).

2. "I have sojourned with Lavan"
Rabbi Yehuda begins a discussion of Ya'akov's message to Esav, "I have sojourned with Lavan..." interpreting Ya'akov's words as threatening to
Esav, who desired to destroy Ya'akov. There follows a discussion of Lavan, the universally feared magician and sorcerer who was powerless
against Ya'akov, just as Bila'am was powerless when he tried to destroy the children of Israel with the same magical arts. The reason for their
failure, we're told, is that the power of sorcery is subservient to the children of Israel and God. Finally, Rabbi Yosi interprets Ya'akov's message to
Lavan as indicating that Ya'akov humbled himself in order to divert Esav's attention from Ya'akov's true blessings, so that Esav would not harbor
envy and hate for him.
The Relevance of this Passage
The path of the Torah and the power of the Zohar empower us to rise above unseen mystical powers. The ego, however, is like a leg iron that
anchors us to this physical dimension and its influences. Humility is a key trait that can unlock the shackles. This passage arouses humility,
enabling us to avert the effects of negative cosmic forces. We elevate into the sphere of the supernal wisdoms, which protect and bless us in all our
endeavors.
21. "And he commanded them, saying: 'Thus shall you speak to my
lord Esav. Your servant Ya'akov says thus, I have sojourned with
Lavan, and stayed there until now'" (Beresheet 32:5). At once
Ya'akov introduced himself as Esav's servant, so that Esav would
not take heed of the blessings that his father bestowed on him.
Ya'akov put them aside for the end of days.

22. Rabbi Yehuda asked: What did Ya'akov have in mind when he
sent Esav a message reading, "I HAVE SOJOURNED WITH LAVAN?"
Did this message accomplish anything regarding his mission to
Esav? HE ANSWERS: A rumor circulated that no one had ever
escaped the clutches of Lavan of Aram, as he was well versed in
sorcery and wizardry. He was also the father of Beor, who in turn
was the father of Bila'am. As it is written: "Bila'am the son of Beor
the sorcerer" (Yehoshua 13:22). Yet although Lavan was the greatest
practitioner of sorcery and wizardry, he could not overcome Ya'akov,
whom he attempted to annihilate in several ways, as it is written: "An
Arammian wanted to destroy my father" (Devarim 26:5). AND SO HE
SENT HIM THE MESSAGE, "I HAVE SOJOURNED WITH LAVAN," TO
MAKE HIM AWARE OF HIS POWER.

23. Rabbi Aba said: Everyone was aware that Lavan was the best at
sorcery and wizardry, and he could use sorcery to do away with
anyone he wished. All that Bila'am knew came from Lavan.
Regarding Bila'am, it is written: "for I know that he whom you bless
is blessed, and he whom you curse is cursed" (Bemidbar 22:6).
Because everyone feared Lavan and his sorcery, the first words that
Ya'akov sent Esav were, "I have sojourned with Lavan." In case Esav
thought it was for a short period, perhaps a month or a year, Ya'akov
advised, "and stayed there until now"--twenty years did I stay with
him.
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24. You may say that he gained nothing, BUT HE SAID TO HIM, "and
I have oxen and asses" (Beresheet 32: 6). These are sentences of
judgment, THAT IS, DEMONS. When these two collaborate, they
cooperate to harm the world, MEANING IT IS NOT THEIR NATURE
TO INFLICT DAMAGE EXCEPT WHEN THEY ARE JOINED. For this
reason, it is written, "You shall not plow with an ox and an ass
together" (Devarim 22:10). FOR THIS CAUSES THESE TWO
DEMONS, NAMELY THE OX AND THE ASS, TO BE JOINED, AND TO
INFLICT DAMAGE ON THE WORLD.
25. THE VERSE, "flocks, and menservants, and women servants,"
refers to lower crowns OF THE KLIPOT, which the Holy One, blessed
be He, slew in Egypt. They are called "the firstborn of
cattle" (Shemot 12:29), "the firstborn of the captive" (Ibid.), and "the
firstborn of the maidservant" (Shemot 11:5). Esav took fright and
came toward him; he feared Ya'akov as much as Ya'akov feared him.

26. THIS IS LIKE THE STORY OF a man who was walking along the
road when he heard a robber was lurking along the way. When
another man approached him, he asked: Where are you from? The
man replied that he was from an army brigade. He said: Stay away
from me. I have a snake that will kill anyone who approaches me.
That man returned to the chief of the brigade, and said: There is a
man coming who has a snake that bites and kills anyone who
approaches him.

27. The chief heard and was frightened. He said: It is best to go meet
and appease him. When the traveler saw the chief, HE WAS AFRAID.
He said: Woe is me. Now the chief will kill me. He began to bow and
kneel before him. The chief then said: If he really had a snake that
kills, he would not have bowed before me. Thus the chief regained
his composure, and said: Since he bows so much before me, I shall
spare him.

28. This is why Ya'akov said, "I have sojourned with Lavan, and
stayed there until now." I lingered with him these twenty years, and I
bring with me a snake, which kills people.' Esav heard this and said,
'Woe to me, who shall stand before him, for now Ya'akov shall kill
me with his mouth.' HE THOUGHT THAT BECAUSE HE
OVERPOWERED LAVAN, BILA'AM'S GRANDFATHER, HIS
STRENGTH WAS SURELY AS GREAT AS THAT OF BILA'AM, OF
WHOM IT IS SAID, "FOR I KNOW THAT HE WHOM YOU BLESS IS
BLESSED, AND HE WHOM YOU CURSE IS CURSED," AND HE CAN
KILL WITH HIS MOUTH.' He then came out to meet him, to appease
him.
29. Once he saw him, it is written: "Then Ya'akov was greatly afraid
and distressed" (Beresheet 32:8). When he approached him, he
began to bow and prostrate himself before him, as it is written: "and
bowed himself to the ground seven times, until he came near to his
brother" (Beresheet 33:3). Esav said: 'If he had so much power, he
would not have bowed before me.' He then began to become
haughty again.
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30. Come and behold: it is written of Bila'am, "And Elohim came to
Bila'am at night" (Bemidbar 22:20). Of Lavan, the verse says, "And
Elohim came to Lavan the Arammian in a dream by night, and said to
him, Take heed that you speak not to Ya'akov..." (Beresheet 31:24).
THIS SHOWS US THAT LAVAN WAS AS GREAT AS BILA'AM. HE
ASKS: Why is it written, "that you speak not," rather than 'that you
harm not?' HE ANSWERS: Lavan did not chase Ya'akov with an army
of men to wage war against him, for the power of Ya'akov and his
sons is greater than that of Lavan. But he chased him to kill him with
his mouth and destroy everything, as it is written, "An Arammian
wanted to destroy my father." This is why it says, "that you speak
not," and not, 'that you harm not'. It is also written, "It is in the power
of my hand to do." How did he know he had the power? From that
which "Elohim of your father spoke to me last night..."

31. This is the testimony that the Holy One, blessed be He,
commanded to pronounce, as it is written: "And you shall speak and
say before Hashem your Elohim, an Arammian wanted to destroy my
father." "And you shall speak" is similar to the verses, "You shall not
bear false witness" (Shemot 20:13), AND ALSO, "and has testified...
against his brother" (Devarim 19:18).

32. It is written of Bila'am that "he went not, as at other times, to
seek for enchantments" (Bemidbar 24:1), as was his wont, being a
diviner. Of Lavan TOO, the scripture says: "I have learnt by
signs" (Beresheet 30:27), which means that he consulted magic and
sorcery TO LEARN of Ya'akov's plans. When he wanted to destroy
Ya'akov, he planned to do it by enchantment and sorcery, but the
Holy One, blessed be He, did not permit him to do so. RATHER, HE
SAID TO HIM: "THAT YOU SPEAK NOT."

33. This is the meaning of what Bila'am, LAVAN'S grandson, said:
"Surely there is no enchantment in Ya'akov, nor divination in
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:23). For who could prevail against them when
my grandfather wished to destroy their father with divination and
enchantment but could not, not having obtained permission to curse
FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as it is written: "Surely
there is no enchantment in Ya'akov, nor divination in Yisrael."

34. Lavan used ten kinds of divination and enchantments from the
illumination of the lower crowns, but could not prevail against
Ya'akov. In connection with this, it is written: "and you have changed
my wages ten times" (Beresheet 31:41). Lavan used all these tools
against him, but could not harm him, as it is written: "and changed
my wages ten times; but Elohim did not allow him to hurt me" (Ibid.
7). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "times (Heb. monim)?" HE
ANSWERS: It was translated into "kinds (Heb. minim)." It is also
written: "the demons, after whom they have gone astray (Heb.
zonim)" (Vayikra 17:7). "Times" are literally 'kinds' (Aramaic zinin),
the ten kinds of sorcery and divination of the lower crowns OF THE
KLIPOT. LAVAN employed all of these against him.
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35. These ten kinds are: "a diviner, that uses divinations, a
soothsayer, or an enchanter, or a witch, or a charmer, or a medium,
or a wizard, or a necromancer" (Devarim 18:10-11). There are ten in
all, WITH THE DIVINATIONS, IT SEEMS, COUNTED AS TWO KINDS,
SINCE IT IS WRITTEN IN THE PLURAL.
36. Rabbi Yosi said: Enchantment and divination are two kinds with
the same level of strength. When Bila'am came to hurt Yisrael, he
used divination, as it is written: "with divinations in their
hand" (Bemidbar 22:7). Lavan used enchantment against Ya'akov,
but neither succeeded. This is the meaning of the verse, "Surely
there is no enchantment in Ya'akov, nor divination in Yisrael." The
words, "there is no enchantment in Ya'akov," refer to the days of
Lavan, and "divination in Yisrael" refers to the latter days of Bila'am.

37. Bila'am said to Balak: Come and behold. Who can prevail over
them, seeing that all the divination and witchcraft in our crowns are
adorned by the illumination of the upper Malchut, and he, ZEIR
ANPIN, is bound to them, YISRAEL, as it is written: "Hashem his
Elohim is with him, and the trumpet blast of a king is among
them" (Bemidbar 23:21). THEREFORE, WE CAN NOT USE OUR
WITCHCRAFT TO HARM THEM.
38. Rabbi Yehuda said: Heaven forbid that Bila'am would have any
knowledge of the upper holiness. HE DISAGREES WITH WHAT WAS
SAID--THAT BILA'AM KNEW THAT HIS DIVINATION CAME FROM
THE MALCHUT OF HOLINESS. This is because the Holy One,
blessed be He, desires no other people or tongue to make use of His
glory, but His holy children alone, THAT IS, THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL, WHO ARE CALLED 'CHILDREN TO HASHEM'. He said:
"you shall therefore sanctify yourselves, and you shall be
holy" (Vayikra 11:44), WHICH MEANS THAT THOSE who are holy
shall use holy things. And only the children of Yisrael are holy, as it
is written: "For you are a holy people" (Devarim 14:2); you, and no
other people, are holy.
39. Those who are unholy find that defilement awaits them. Of them,
the scripture says: "he is unclean: he shall dwell alone; outside the
camp shall his habitation be" (Vayikra 13:46), THAT IS, AWAY FROM
HOLINESS. The impure touches on the impure, as it is written: "and
shall cry, unclean, unclean" (Ibid. 45), WHICH MEANS THAT whoever
is unclean cries to the unclean; one seeks out one's own kind.

40. IN COMMENTING ON RABBI YEHUDA'S OBSERVATION THAT
ONE SEEKS OUT ONE'S OWN KIND, Rabbi Yitzchak said: Is it
becoming for Ya'akov, who was holy, to say that he was defiled by
Lavan and his magic? Could it be possibly be considered a credit to
him TO SAY, "I HAVE SOJOURNED WITH LAVAN?" Despite what
Rabbi Yehuda said, THAT EVERYTHING FOLLOWS ITS OWN KIND,
Rabbi Yosi gave another explanation for the difficulty in that verse. It
is written: "I am Esav your firstborn" (Beresheet 27:19). HERE, WE
SHOULD ASK, is it becoming to a righteous man such as Ya'akov to
change his name to that of an impure one? The explanation is that
under the "I," there is a tonal pause. BELOW THE "I" IS WRITTEN
THE (TONE) PASHTA, WHEREAS BELOW "ESAV, YOUR FIRST
BORN," IS FOUND THE (TONE) ZAKEF KATON, WHOSE TONE
SEPARATES THE WORD "I" FROM "ESAV YOUR FIRSTBORN." What
he actually said was "I am who I am, though Esav is your firstborn,"
as has already been explained.
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41. Here also IT IS WRITTEN: "I have oxen and asses," that is, do not
pay attention to the blessing my father bestowed on me, TO THINK
that it was fulfilled in me. He blessed me: "be lord over your
brethren, and let your mother's sons bow down to you" (Beresheet
27:29). Hence, I SAY TO YOU, "to my master Esav; Your servant
Ya'akov." He blessed me with "plenty of corn and wine," yet I have
no stock of these; "I have oxen, and asses, flocks and
menservants," as a shepherd in the field. He blessed me with "the
dew of heaven, and the fatness of the earth," yet instead I "have
sojourned with Lavan," a sojourner without even a house, let alone
"the fatness of the earth." THE LAST WAS NOT FULFILLED IN ME,
AS I HAVE NO LAND. I HAVE ONLY SOJOURNED WITH LAVAN. HE
SAID all this so that Esav would not be jealous of him, on account of
the blessings he received, and bring accusations against him.

42. Rabbi Aba said: It is written that Ya'akov was "a plain man,
dwelling in tents" (Beresheet 25:27). HE WAS CALLED "a plain man,"
because his abode was in two supernal temples, BINAH AND
MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE TENT OF RACHEL AND THE TENT
OF LEAH. He reconciles both sides, WHICH MEANT THAT HE
BALANCED AND PERFECTED THE RIGHT AND REFT COLUMNS. Do
not conclude FROM THE VERSE, "I HAVE SOJOURNED WITH
LAVAN," that he was contaminated by the divination OF LAVAN. But
in light of Rabbi Yehuda's observation THAT ONE SEEKS OUT
ONE'S OWN KIND, ACCORDING TO THE QUESTION OF RABBI
YITZCHAK, THE EXPLANATION FOR, "I HAVE SOJOURNED WITH
LAVAN," is that he was wholeheartedly THANKFUL for the grace and
truth shown him by the Holy One, blessed be He. For everybody
knows that although no one can be saved from Lavan's accusations,
the Holy One, blessed be He, rescued me from his hands when
Lavan wanted to destroy me. THIS IS WHAT HE MEANT BY THE
VERSE, "I HAVE SOJOURNED WITH LAVAN." FURTHERMORE, he
said all this so that Esav would not envy him his blessings, but
rather think that they were not fulfilled in him. Thus, Esav would not
harbor any hate for him--AS RABBI YOSI EXPLAINED. Of this, the
scripture says: "for the ways of Hashem are right" (Hoshea 14:10),
and, "You shall be perfect with Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
18:13).

3. The prayers of the righteous
The rabbis teach us that the combined prayers of the righteous are more powerful than those of any individual. Although Ya'akov was spiritually
complete--he embodied all three Columns--he was afraid of Esav because he did not consider himself worthy of a miracle, and because he desired
to reserve his merits for the benefit of his descendants. Thus, Ya'akov fulfills and reinforces the verse, "Happy is the man who fears always..."
After Rabbi Shimon describes Ya'akov's role as the firmest support among the Patriarchs who sustain the world, he turns to the subject of the years
which Ya'akov, Yosef, and Avraham conceded to King David. David, we learn, had no life portion of his own because he, like Yitzchak, was of the
side of darkness. Rabbi Yosi then discourses on the models for prayer supplied by both David and Ya'akov. Prayer, we learn, is divisible into two
parts, corresponding to the lower grade of Malchut, and the higher, inner grade of Binah.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our prayers receive the assistance of the righteous by virtue of this passage, so that our spiritual requests reach the highest realm of the Upper
Worlds. Humility before the Light of The Creator is also awakened within us, further supporting our prayers. Finally, the wisdom of David and
Ya'akov, and their insights into the divine structure of prayer, provide our own prayers with additional power and guidance to ensure that they reach
their proper destination.
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43. "And the messengers returned to Ya'akov, saying: 'We came to
your brother Esav, and he is also coming to meet you, and four
hundred men with him'" (Beresheet 32:7). HE ASKS: After saying,
"We came to your brother," do we not know they referred to Esav, as
he had no other brothers? HE ANSWERS: "We came to your brother"
MEANS THAT he did not repent and walk the path of righteousness,
as may be thought, but remained the evil Esav as before. "...and he
is also coming to meet you..." does not mean, as you may say, by
himself, but rather he has "four hundred men with him."

44. Why was all this specified? Because the Holy One, blessed be
He, always longs for the prayers of the righteous and adorns Himself
with them. As we have already said, the angel in charge of the
prayers of the children of Yisrael, whose name is Sandalfon,
receives all their prayers and weaves them into a crown for the Life
of the Worlds. The Holy One, blessed be He, desires the prayers of
the righteous all the more; they become a crown with which to adorn
the Holy One, blessed be He. You may wonder why Ya'akov was
fearful, since camps of holy angels accompanied him. He was fearful
because the righteous do not rely on their merit, but on their prayers
and supplications before their Master.

45. Come and behold: Rabbi Shimon said that the prayer of the
congregation rises before the Holy One, blessed be He, and He is
adorned by that prayer because it ascends in several ways: ONE
ASKING FOR CHASSADIM, ANOTHER FOR GVUROT, AND THE
THIRD FOR MERCY. IT consists of several sides, THE RIGHT SIDE,
THE LEFT, AND THE MIDDLE, AS CHASSADIM ARE DRAWN FROM
THE RIGHT, GVUROT FROM THE LEFT, AND MERCY FROM THE
MIDDLE. Because it comprises several aspects, it is woven into a
wreath and put on the head of the righteous One, the Life of the
Worlds--THAT IS, YESOD, WHICH GIVES SALVATION TO THE
NUKVA AND FROM HER, TO THE WHOLE CONGREGATION. But a
solitary prayer does not include all the sides; rather, it contains only
one aspect. ONE CAN ONLY ASK FOR CHASSADIM, GVUROT, OR
MERCY. Therefore, the solitary prayer is not prepared and accepted
as is that of the congregation; IT IS NOT INCLUDED WITHIN ALL THE
THREE COLUMNS AS IS THE PRAYER OF THE CONGREGATION.
Come and behold: Ya'akov included all THREE COLUMNS, BEING
THE CHARIOT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH INCLUDES
BOTH. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, desired his prayer
PERFECTED BY ALL THREE COLUMNS. It is therefore written, "Then
Ya'akov was greatly afraid and distressed." THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, DID ALL THAT TO ENCOURAGE YA'AKOV TO
PRAY, FOR HE CRAVED HIS PRAYER.
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46. Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion with the verse: "Happy is the
man who fears always: but he who hardens his heart shall fall into
evil" (Mishlei 28:14). Happy are the children of Yisrael, whom the
Holy One, blessed be He, desires and to whom He gave the Torah of
Truth with which to attain eternal life. For whoever is occupied with
the study of the Torah receives supernal life from the Holy One,
blessed be He, and is ushered into the life of the world to come, as it
is written: "for He is your life, and the length of your days" (Devarim
30:20), and, "and through this word you shall prolong your
days" (Devarim 32:47)--for it is life in this world and life in the World
to Come.

47. Rabbi Elazar said: Whoever studies the Torah for its own sake
does not die by the hand of the Evil Inclination, WHICH IS THE
ANGEL OF DEATH, because he holds onto the Tree of Life and does
not relax his grip. Therefore, the bodies of the righteous, who are
occupied in the study of the Torah, are not defiled AFTER DEATH,
because the Spirit of Defilement does not dwell with them.

48. HE ASKS: Why was Ya'akov, who was the Tree of Life, afraid OF
ESAV even though THE OTHER SIDE cannot rule over him, since
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO HIM, "And, behold, I am
with you" (Beresheet 28:15), and since "angels of Elohim met him"?
With all of these camps of holy angels, why was he afraid?

49. HE ANSWERS: It is all true THAT THERE WAS NO NEED TO BE
AFRAID, but Ya'akov did not want to rely on a miracle from the Holy
One, blessed be He, because he thought he was unworthy of such a
miracle. Why? Because he was of no service to his father and
mother, did not study the Torah DURING THE 22 YEARS HE SPENT
WITH LAVAN, and married two sisters. And although it was settled
THAT YA'AKOV DID NOT SIN AT ALL IN THAT, nevertheless, it
behooves a man to be always afraid and ask in his prayer before the
Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "Happy is the man who
fears always." This has already been explained.

50. Come and behold: the prayer of the patriarchs sustained the
world. Upon their merit the people in the world survive and receive
support. The merit of the fathers is never ever forgotten, because it
supports the worlds above and below. The support from Ya'akov is
more whole than that of the others, and because of this, when
trouble comes to the children of Ya'akov, the Holy One, blessed be
He, sees the image of Ya'akov before Him and takes pity upon the
world, as it is written: "Then will I remember my covenant with
Ya'akov" (Vayikra 26:42). The word Ya'akov is WRITTEN with a
superfluous Vav, because it is the very image of Ya'akov.
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51. Come and behold: whoever looked at Ya'akov beheld the shining
mirror, ZEIR ANPIN. We learned that the beauty of Ya'akov was like
the beauty of Adam. Rabbi Yesa said: I heard that whoever beholds
Ya'akov in his dream, wrapped in his clothes, has his life prolonged.

52. Rabbi Shimon said: We have already learned that before King
David entered the world, he had no life at all, except for the seventy
years given him by Adam. So King David lived seventy years, and
Adam lived a thousand years less seventy years. So Adam and
David existed within the first millennium AFTER THE CREATION OF
THE WORLD.

53. He began the discussion with the verse: "He asked life of you,
and you did give it Him; length of days for ever and ever" (Tehilim
21:5). "He asked life of you" refers to King David, for when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created The Garden of Eden and put the soul of
King David in it, He looked at it and saw it had no life of its own. It
thus stood before Him all day long. When He created Adam, He said:
Here is life for David. From Adam came the seventy years that King
David lived in the world.

54. Another explanation is that the fathers each gave him years from
their own lives. Avraham gave him from his own life, as did Ya'akov
and Yosef. Yitzchak did not give him anything, because King David
belonged to the same side as he did.

55. Avraham surely gave King David five of his years, for he lived
only 175 of his 180 years, five years less than his due, LIKE
YITZCHAK. Ya'akov could have lived as long as Avraham, 175
YEARS, but he lived only 147, 28 years less than his due. Thus,
Avraham and Ya'akov gave King David 33 years of life. Yosef lived
only 110 years, instead of 147, which is 37 years less than Ya'akov.
TOGETHER WITH THE 33 YEARS FROM AVRAHAM AND YA'AKOV,
King David received a total of seventy years for his existence, and he
lived all these years which the patriarchs left him.
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56. You may wonder why Yitzchak did not leave him any of his years,
as did AVRAHAM, YA'AKOV, AND YOSEF. HE ANSWERS: Because
YITZCHAK represented darkness, THAT IS, THE LEFT COLUMN,
WHICH IS DARK BEFORE IT IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT. David
also came from the side of darkness, NAMELY, FROM THE LEFT
SIDE, and whoever is in darkness has no light or life at all. David,
therefore, had no life. But AVRAHAM, YA'AKOV, AND YOSEF, BEING
OF THE RIGHT, did have light and shone it on King David. From
them, he had to illuminate and receive life, WHICH MEANS THAT HE
HAD TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT, for there is no life on the
side of darkness, THE LEFT. Thus, Yitzchak did not join the
reckoning.

57. Why, you may ask, did Yosef GIVE HIM MORE LIFE than the
others? YOSEF GAVE HIM 37 YEARS, WHILE THE OTHERS GAVE
HIM A TOTAL OF 33. HE ANSWERS: Yosef, by himself, was THE
EQUIVALENT of all the others, because he was called 'Righteous',
NAMELY YESOD, WHICH INCLUDES ALL THE SFIROT. He shines on
the moon, THE NUKVA, more than everybody else, and therefore
gave King David a greater share of life than all the others, as it is
written: "And Elohim set them in the firmament of heaven to give
light upon the earth" (Beresheet 1:17).
58. Come and behold: Ya'akov's prayer protected him from Esav,
AND NOT HIS MERIT, because he wished to keep it in reserve for his
descendants and not spend it to serve his own needs against Esav.
He therefore prayed to the Holy One, blessed be He, and did not rely
upon his merit for his rescue.

59. "...and said: If Esav come to the one camp, and smite it, then the
camp which is left shall escape" (Beresheet 32:9). Come and behold:
it is written, "and he divided the people that were with him, and the
flocks, and herds, and the camels, into two camps." HE ASKS: Why
did he divide them into two camps? HE ANSWERS: Because, "If
Esav comes to the one camp, and smite it, then the camp which is
left shall escape." ONE MAY ASK, CAN NOT ESAV SMITE BOTH
CAMPS? WHEREFROM COMES THE CERTAINTY THAT ONE CAMP
SHALL SURVIVE?

60. HE REPLIS: Come and behold. The Shechinah did not stray from
the tents of Leah and Rachel. Ya'akov said: I know that the Holy One,
blessed be He, protects them. SO, "he put the handmaids and their
children foremost" (Ibid. 2), saying that if Esav will smite, he will
smite these, but I am not afraid for the children OF THE LADIES,
because the Shechinah is with them. ACCORDING TO THIS,
"FOREMOST" MEANS THE FIRST TO ENCOUNTER DANGER. Thus,
HE SAID: "then the camp which is left shall escape," BECAUSE THE
SHECHINAH HOVERS ABOUT THEM. After the preparations, he
prayed FOR THE HANDMAIDS AND THEIR CHILDREN, saying, "and
Ya'akov said, Elohim of my father Avraham, and Elohim of my father
Yitzchak, Hashem who did say to me, Return to your country, and to
your kindred, and I will deal well with you" (Ibid. 10).
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61. Rabbi Yosi began the discussion with the verse: "A prayer of the
poor, when he faints, and pours out his complaint before
Hashem" (Tehilim 102:1). This verse has been explained several
times. Yet King David said this when he watched and contemplated
the ways of the poor, while fleeing from his father-in-law, KING
SHAUL. Then did he say, "A prayer of the poor." This is the prayer
the poor say to the Holy One, blessed be He. It is the first TO BE
RECEIVED among all the prayers in the world.

62. It is here written, "A prayer of the poor," and elsewhere, "A
prayer of Moshe the man of Elohim" (Tehilim 90:1). HE ASKS about
the difference between them. HE ANSWERS that PRAYER OF THE
POOR is the hand Tefilin, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. THE NUKVA
IS CALLED 'POOR', BECAUSE SHE HAS NOTHING OF HERSELF
AND RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM ZEIR ANPIN. THAT PRAYER OF
MOSHE is the head Tefilin, ZEIR ANPIN. There should be no
separation between the prayer of the poor and the prayer of Moshe,
THE NUKVA AND ZEIR ANPIN, BECAUSE THEY SHOULD ALWAYS
BE UNITED. Both are considered as one.
63. The prayer of the poor is therefore the first TO BE RECEIVED into
the presence of the Holy One, blessed be He. It is received before all
other prayers in the world, as it is written: "For he has not despised
nor abhorred the affliction of the afflicted" (Tehilim 22:25). Come and
behold: the prayer of the poor is the hand Tefilin, THAT IS, THE
NUVKAH, WHICH IS THE PRAYER OF the poor who are deep in
poverty, as one who has nothing of his own.

64. Another explanation is that the prayer ALLUDES TO Moshe, ZEIR
ANPIN; "the poor" to David, THE NUKVA; "when he faints" refers to
the moon, THE NUKVA, when it is concealed and the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, is gone from her. "...before Hashem," ZEIR ANPIN, he "pours
out his complaint," in order to be joined with the sun, ZEIR ANPIN.
65. Come and behold: the prayer of every man is considered prayer,
but when the prayer of the poor comes before the Holy One, blessed
be He, it breaks down gates and doors to be received and shown
into His presence. This is the meaning of the verse: "And it shall
come to pass, when he cries to me, that I will hear; for I am
gracious" (Shemot 22:26), and "I will surely hear his cry" (Ibid. 22).
He "pours out his complaint before Hashem," NAMELY, as one who
complains about the judgments of the Holy One, blessed be He.

66. Rabbi Elazar said: The prayer of the righteous causes joy to the
Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, which adorns itself WITH THE
PRAYER before the Holy One, blessed be He. The Holy One, blessed
be He, loves it better than THE PRAYER OF THE POOR. The Holy
One, blessed be He, desires the prayer of the righteous when they
pray in time of need, because they know HOW to appease their
Master.
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67. It is written that Ya'akov PRAYED, "Elohim of my father Avraham,
and Elohim of my father Yitzchak, Hashem who did say to me...". He
joined everything together into one knot, saying, "Elohim of my
father Avraham," who is of the right and, "Elohim of my father
Yitzchak," who is of the left, "who did say to me," NAMELY, TO
HIMSELF, WHO REPRESENTS THE BALANCING CENTRAL
COLUMN. It depends ON THE CENTRAL COLUMN to adorn His place
between AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK, RIGHT AND LEFT. HE
THEREFORE SAID TO HIM, "Return to your country, and to your
kindred, and I will deal well with you."
68. "I am unworthy of the least of all the mercies." HE ASKS: What
made YA'AKOV say, "I AM UNWORTHY...," together with, "RETURN
TO YOUR COUNTRY, AND TO YOUR KINDRED, AND I WILL DEAL
WELL WITH YOU"? HE ANSWERS: Ya'akov said, You promised to
deal well with me, and I know that whatever You do has conditions,
THAT YOUR WILL SHALL BE DONE, yet I have no merit, because "I
am unworthy of the least of all the mercies, and of all the truth,
which You have shown Your servant." THERE IS NO NEED, THEN,
TO KEEP YOUR PROMISE. Whatever You did for me until now was
not for my merits, but because of YOUR GOODNESS. All those
mercies and truths were BECAUSE OF YOUR GOODNESS, for when I
first crossed THE RIVER JORDAN, when I fled Esav, I was alone, and
You gave me mercies and truths so that now I cross the river with
two camps, THAT IS, the two camps he divided.

69. Up to this point, Ya'akov recited the praises of his Master. Then
he asked for what he needed. This teaches people that it behooves
man to first praise his Master, and only then to pray for himself. This
is what Ya'akov did. He first praised his Master, and when he
finished, he asked for what he needed.

70. This is the meaning of the verse: "Deliver me, I pray You, from
the hand of my brother, from the hand of Esav: for I fear him, lest he
come and smite me, the mother with the children." THIS MEANS
THAT AFTER PRAISING HIS MASTER, HE BEGAN TO PRAY. IT IS
UNDERSTOOD from this that when one prays, one's words should
be precise. HE SAID: "Deliver me, I pray You," WHICH APPEARS AS
IF IT SHOULD SUFFICE, BECAUSE HE ONLY NEEDED
DELIVERANCE. YET HE SAID TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE:
Lest You say that You already rescued me from Lavan, I add, "from
the hand of my brother." It may be said that other relatives are also
referred to as brothers, AS IN WHAT LAVAN SAID TO YA'AKOV,
"BECAUSE YOU ARE MY BROTHER, SHOULD YOU THEREFORE
SERVE ME FOR NOTHING?" (BERESHEET 29:15). HE THEN
EXPLAINED, saying, "from the hand of Esav." The reason is that it
behooves us to explain ourselves fully. HE THEREFORE
CONTINUED BY SAYING: In case You ask why I need DELIVERY, "I
fear him, lest he come and smite me." ALL THIS HE SAID to explain
and fully clarify things above, so there would be no
misunderstanding.
71. "And You did say, I will surely do you good..." (Beresheet 32:13).
HE ASKS: What is meant by "And You?" HE ANSWERS: It is the
same as in the verse, "and You do preserve them all" (Nechemyah
9:6), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA, CALLED 'YOU'. Here also,
"And You did say," ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA.
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72. Come and behold: King David said, "Let the words of my mouth...
be acceptable in Your sight" (Tehilim 19:15). This refers to explicit
things, while the phrase, "and the meditation of my heart," refers to
undisclosed things that can not be expressed by mouth. They are
the meditation of the heart, which can not be explained.

73. Thus, there should BE a matter that is explained by mouth--AS IN
"THE WORDS OF MY MOUTH"--and a matter which depends upon
the heart AND IS NOT EXPLICIT--THAT IS, "THE MEDITATION OF MY
HEART"--for it is all a mystery. One corresponds to the lower grade,
THE NUKVA, and the other to the upper grade, BINAH. That which is
expressed BY MOUTH corresponds to the lower grade, which needs
to be expressed, THE SECRET OF THE DISCLOSED WORLD. That
which depends on the heart corresponds to the inner grade, BINAH,
THE HIDDEN WORLD. And everything is one, THAT IS, THERE IS
NEED OF BOTH. He therefore said: "Let the words of my mouth and
the meditation of my heart be acceptable in Your sight."

74. Ya'akov spoke in the same manner. He first explained the matter
fully, and then vaguely talked of what depends on the meditation of
the heart, which needs no explanation, as it is written: "and make
your seed like the sand of the sea, which cannot be numbered for
multitude" (Beresheet 32:13). This matter depends on the meditation
of the heart and does not require explanation. It should be thus, as
we said, that both must be joined together into a complete union.
Happy are the righteous who know how to properly arrange the
praises of their Master, and AFTERWARD say their prayers. The
scripture therefore reads, "and said to Me, you are My servant,
Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

4. "And Ya'akov was left alone"
Rabbi Chiya leads a discussion on the evil spirits that gain influence as a result of the diminution of the moon. These spirits assail people when they
are sleeping--since this is a time when the soul leaves the body--and cause people to defile themselves. Thus, we learn, it is incumbent on man to
purify himself and follow the paths of the Torah.
The rabbis also warn us not to travel a lonely road by ourselves or to go out at night when there are no people about, especially without the light of
the moon. At these times, evil spirits--those with whom Bila'am was associated--are at large.
The Relevance of this Passage
Discord and turmoil in our lives can be traced to negative influences and evil forces that dwell in our midst. Our negative behavior creates openings
for destructive entities, but the Light of this passage seals these openings shut. Moreover, the spiritual energy purifies our soul, raises our
consciousness, and inspires us to eliminate self-destructive impulses that create the cracks and crevices through which dark forces enter our lives.
75. "And Ya'akov was left alone" (Beresheet 32:25). Rabbi Chiya
opened the discussion with the verse: "No evil shall befall you, nor
shall any plague come near your dwelling" (Tehilim 91:10). Come
and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world,
He performed in each day the work appropriate for that day, as has
been explained. It has been said that on the fourth day He created
the lights, but the moon was created lacking, because it is a light
that diminishes itself. For that reason, the word "lights" is spelled
without the letter Vav, which leaves room for the spirits, demons,
storm winds, devils, and all the Spirits of Defilement to exercise
sway.
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76. They all come to hover about the world and seduce MEN. They
occupy deserted places, infertile fields NOT FIT FOR SOWING, and
wasted deserts. They are all from the Side of Defilement. We have
learned that the Spirit of Defilement comes from the corrupt serpent,
WHICH IS LILIT. It is a very spirit of uncleanness that is appointed in
the world to seduce people to it to him. Thus, the Evil Inclination
gains mastery over the world.

77. It is appointed over people and dwells among them. It uses
witchcraft and stealth to turn them from the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He, just as it seduced Adam and brought death to the
world. So does it seduce men and cause them to be defiled.

78. Whoever wishes to be defiled draws upon himself that Spirit of
Defilement and cleaves to it. Numerous SPIRITS OF DEFILEMENT
await to defile him and make him unclean. They corrupt him in this
world and in the world to come, as has already been explained.

79. When a man strives to be purified, however, the Spirit of
Defilement is subdued and loses its sway over him. Then, it is
written: "No evil shall befall you, nor shall any plague come near
your dwelling." Rabbi Yosi said: "No evil shall befall you," refers to
Lilit and, "nor shall any plague come near your dwelling," refers to
the other harmful demons. This has already been explained.

80. Rabbi Elazar said: Man has been warned not to venture out alone
at night, especially when the moon was created lacking, AND DOES
NOT FULLY SHINE. It has been explained that the Spirit of
Defilement, an evil spirit, governs at that time. HE ASKS: Who is this
evil spirit? HE ANSWERS: It is the evil serpent, and "the plague" is
the rider of the serpent, SAMAEL. THUS, evil and plague are as one.

81. And yet we have learned that plague also refers to the plagues of
those born to Adam. For all those years when Adam did not
approach his wife, spirits of Defilement would come, conceive from
him, and bear him offsprings called the 'plagues of the sons of men'.
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82. We learned that when man dreams, he has no control over his
body; the body is silent, and the Spirit of Defilement comes to rest
on him. Sometimes, impure female spirits come and draw him to
them. Then they conceive from him and bear spirits and demons,
who sometimes look like men but without hair on their heads.

83. A man should protect himself from them with all his might. He
should walk the paths of the Torah to avoid being defiled by them.
For there is no one who sleeps in his bed at night who does not taste
death. His soul leaves him, and when the body is left without the
sacred soul, the Spirit of Defilement comes and hovers about him,
and he becomes unclean. Thus, a man should not pass his hands
over his eyes in the morning, because the Spirit of Defilement dwells
on them.

84. Come and behold: though he was beloved by the Holy One,
blessed be He, NEVERTHELESS since he, Ya'akov, was alone,
another spirit came to join him.

85. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. It is written about the
wicked Bila'am, "and he went shefi ('to a steep place')" (Bemidbar
23:3). What does shefi mean? It means 'alone', as in the verse, "an
adder (Heb. shefifon) in the path" (Beresheet 49:17). THAT IS,
Bila'am walks alone as does a snake that lurks in byways and paths.
What is the purpose of this? To draw upon himself the Spirit of
Defilement, for he who walks alone at certain times, even in town, in
certain places, draws upon himself the Defiled Spirit.

86. Thus, a man should walk alone on the road and in the city only
where other people are about. And a man should not walk alone at
night, because no other people are present. For the same reason, "...
his body shall not remain all night upon the tree." The spiritless
corpse should not be left during the night. This is why the wicked
Bila'am was walking along like a snake.

5. "And there wrestled a man with him"
Rabbi Shimon explains the difference between dust and earth. Dust is barren and less important than the earth, from which arises all the goodness
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of the world. When Rabbi Yehuda questions him about the meaning of the verse, "He raises the poor out of the dust..." Rabbi Shimon explains that
dust also signifies humility, and the moon, when she is not united with Zeir Anpin. He then applies this metaphor to the children of Israel, who are
ruled by dust in Exile. This dust resembles night. When light appears and shines, however, the children of Israel shall obtain power and the
Kingdom of Glory.
The Relevance of this Passage
Without the Light of The Creator, man remains dark, barren, and as spiritually worthless as dust on the ground--because, like the moon, man has no
Light of his own. Just as the moon derives its light from the sun, we receive our Light and spiritual sustenance from the realm of Zeir Anpin [the
Upper Worlds]. When imbued with this Light, we receive divine fruits of goodness through our marriage partners, our children, and all of life's
endeavors.
87. "And there wrestled a man with him." HE ASKS: What does
"wrestled (Heb. yeavek)" mean? Rabbi Shimon replied: HE CAME TO
HIM from the dust (Heb. avak), AS SALL BE EXPLAINED. Dust is of
lesser importance than earth. HE ASKS: What is the difference
between dust and earth? HE ANSWERS: Dust is the residue of fire,
THAT IS, WHAT IS LEFT FROM A FIRE IS CALLED 'DUST'. It never
produces fruits. From earth, however, all fruits grow, as it comprises
everything above and below.

88. Rabbi Yehuda said: If this is so, AND EARTH IS OF SUCH
CONSEQUENCE, then what is THE MEANING OF THE VERSE, "He
raises the poor out of the dust (lit. 'earth')" (I Shmuel 2:8)? He
replied: Literally, IT MEANS HUMILITY. In such a way He raises the
poor out of the earth--because THE NUKVA, CALLED 'EARTH', has
nothing of her own, BUT RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM ZEIR
ANPIN. Then out of the earth, WHICH POSSESSES NOTHING AS
LONG AS IT IS NOT UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, come the poor, who
possess nothing. But out of earth, AT THE TIME OF UNION WITH
ZEIR ANPIN, come all the fruits and goodness of the world. All that is
done in the world is made from the earth, as it is written: "all are of
the earth, and all return to earth" (Kohelet 3:20). We have learned
that all is of the earth, even the wheel of the sun, but dust never
produces fruits and plants. Therefore, "there wrestled a man,"
SAMAEL, who came out of the dust, HIS NUKVA, and rides upon it to
accuse Ya'akov.

89. "...until the breaking of the day..." is the time when his power
goes away and disappears, as will occur in the future. For the exile
resembles the night; NAMELY, IT IS DARK, a time when the dust
rules over Yisrael, and the people are thrown to the earth until light
appears and daylight shines. Then Yisrael will have power and will
be given the Kingdom, for they will be high saints, as it is written:
"And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdoms
under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people of the holy
ones of the most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,
and all dominions shall serve and obey Him" (Daniel 7:27).

6. "Let me go, for the day breaks"
Rabbi Yehuda begins this discussion by quoting the verse, "who is she that looks out like the dawn..." to describe the process of raising the
children of Israel out of Exile. This redemption, we're told, shall be accomplished gradually, as an illumination that increases measure by measure.
This is matched by a decrease in the illumination and strength of Esav, until Esav is completely destroyed. After the children of Israel are raised
from Exile, they will wonder with sorrow at all they endured, just as at daybreak, Ya'akov was filled with pain and sorrow for what he suffered in his
struggle with Esav.
The Relevance of this Passage
Spiritual development arouses goodness and Light in our lives, but not through the pursuit of fulfillment or the search for happiness. Rather, it is
achieved through the work of confronting our internal demons and negative traits. These dark forces are like a curtain dimming and blocking the
Light. As the negative forces are diminished and the curtain gradually opens, the Light of Creation illuminates our lives. This process is hastened by
these verses.
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90. "And he said: 'Let me go, for the day breaks'. And he said: 'I will
not let you go, unless you bless me'" (Beresheet 32:27). Rabbi
Yehuda quoted the verse: "Who is she that looks out like the dawn,
fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with
banners?" (Shir Hashirim 6:10). Although this verse has been taught,
"Who is she that looks," refers to Yisrael, at the time when the Holy
One, blessed be He, will raise them and bring them out of exile. He
will first open a tiny, very thin aperture of light for them. Then HE
WILL OPEN FOR THEM a slightly larger opening, until the Holy One,
blessed be He, opens wide the supernal gates of the four directions
of the world.

91. Everything that the Holy One, blessed be He, does to the children
of Yisrael and the righteous among them is done in this way, TO
ACHIEVE REDEMPTION LITTLE BY LITTLE instead of all at once.
THIS IS SIMILAR TO a person who always dwells in the dark. To give
him light, first we should shine upon him a small light, thin as a
needle, and then a slightly stronger one, and so on until full light
shines upon him.

92. This is true for Yisrael, as it is written, "Little by little I will drive
them out from before you, until you be increased" (Shemot 23:30). It
is also true for a man who is recuperating. He does recover all at
once, but becomes well little by little. This is not so for Esav, for he
received illumination at one time, and it was lost to him little by little,
and will continue until Yisrael become stronger and wipe him from
this world and the world to come. Because AT FIRST, light shone on
him instantly, he was completely destroyed. However, the light of
Yisrael shines brighter, little by little, until they are strong. Then the
Holy One, blessed be He, will shine on them forever.

93. Everyone asked about them, as it is written: "Who is she that
looks out like the dawn?" THE DAWN (HEB. SHACHAR, FROM
SHACHOR, MEANING 'BLACK') refers to the early morning,
NAMELY, TO THE DARKNESS THAT GROWS STRONGER BEFORE
MORNING LIGHT. It is the thinest light MENTIONED. Then, "fair as
the moon," because the light of the moon is stronger than that of
dawn. Then, she is "clear as the sun," whose light is stronger even
than that of the moon. And finally, she is as "terrible as an army with
banners," WHICH MEANS that her light has reached full strength.
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94. Come and behold: in the early morning, it is dark and the light is
concealed. Then, the morning begins to light up. It shines little by
little until the light reaches its full strength. Similarly, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will shine on the Congregation of Yisrael. First He will
shine like the dawn, which is black, then "fair as the moon," and
later, "clear as the sun." Eventually He will shine "terrible as an army
with banners."

95. Come and behold: IT IS LITERALLY WRITTEN that "dawn has
gone up," rather than 'day breaks'. This is because when dawn
comes, the minister OF ESAV grows stronger and attacks Ya'akov.
This act enables Esav to recover and grow stronger.

96. But as the darkness of dawn emerges, the light comes and
Ya'akov becomes stronger, for it is his time to shine, as it is written:
"And as he passed over Penuel the sun rose upon him, and he
limped upon his thigh" (Beresheet 32:32). Thus, "the sun rose upon
him," because it was the time to shine.

97. The verse, "and he limped upon his thigh," alludes to the fact
that as long as Yisrael are in exile, they suffer pain, sorrow, and evil
mishaps. However, as soon as day breaks after they have rested,
they will look back with sorrow in their hearts on all the afflictions
and pain they have suffered, and they will wonder about them.
Therefore THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "the sun rose upon him,"
NAMELY, THE SUN of the time of rest, when "he limped upon his
thigh," WHICH MEANS THAT he was filled with pain and sorrow for
what he had suffered.

98. When dawn rose, YA'AKOV grew stronger and seized him, for the
strength OF THE ANGEL failed, since he is only powerful at night,
while Ya'akov rules during the day. Therefore it is written, "And he
said, 'Let me go, for the day breaks'," and I am in your hands. This
we have already learned.

7. The sinew of the vein
Rabbi Chiya opens a discussion on the significance of the sinew of Ya'akov's thigh, which we can now identify as the sciatic nerve. Had the sinew
not failed Ya'akov on the night he struggled with Esav's minister, Ya'akov would have prevailed over Esav's power completely, both on high and
here below. Rabbi Shimon then explains that because the energy of Ya'akov's thigh was broken; the strength of the upholders of the Torah was
diminished. As a result, none of the prophets, except Moses, were able to retain their faculties unimpaired when receiving divine messages. Thus, it
is incumbent on the children of Israel to preserve the sinew of the thigh vein. The dark side controls the sciatic nerve in all creatures, including
cows, so that none may be defiled by eating or benefiting from it in other ways. In addition, we learn, the children of Israel are responsible for
preserving the power of the Torah by supporting those who toil in it.
The Relevance of this Passage
The sciatic nerve affects the lower back and extends down through the thigh, which supports and upholds the body. The thigh corresponds to the
students of a righteous sage who support their master, or to benefactors who financially assist those who engage in Torah study and the revelation
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of spiritual Light. When the dark side seeks to penetrate an individual, it will often attack supporting elements that are not as strong as the person
himself. The Evil Inclination will strike first at our vulnerabilities and weaknesses. These verses fortify our defenses. In addition, we arouse great
spiritual Light to strengthen those who support the righteous in their endeavor to reveal the Light of the Torah to all the world.
99. "Therefore the children of Yisrael eat not of the sinew of the
vein... because he touched the hollow of Ya'akov's thigh in the sinew
of the vein." It is forbidden to enjoy it or even to give it to a dog. HE
ASKS: Why is it called the 'sinew of the vein' (Heb. nashe)? HE
ANSWERS: The sinew SEDUCES (Heb. menasheh) men from serving
their Master. There lies the Evil Inclination.

100. When the angel wrestled with Ya'akov, he could not find a weak
place in his body through which to overcome Ya'akov, because the
parts of his body were all strong and without weakness--AND THE
KLIPAH TAKES HOLD ONLY IN A PLACE OF WANT AND
WEAKNESS. What did he do then? "...he touched the hollow of his
thigh," the sinew of the vein, his own kind, that is, the Evil Inclination
which is his own kind. And there is the place OF THE EVIL
INCLINATION, from where it comes to harm people.

101. For that reason the Torah reads, "Therefore the children of
Yisrael eat not of the sinew of the vein." The friends said that a
man's body parts allude to higher places. IF THE MEMBER is good,
IT DRAWS goodness; if it be evil, IT DRAWS evil. Thus, each ANIMAL
member WE EAT strengthens the CORRESPONDING member OF
THE MAN WHO EATS IT. Assuredly, the sinew of the vein
strengthens the Evil Inclination, which is its own kind, and therefore
the children of Yisrael do not eat it. But the heathen nations may eat
it, as they are of the side and kind of their angel Samael, for it
strengthens their hearts.

102. Man has 248 members in his body corresponding to the 248
positive commandments in the Torah and to the 248 angels, with
whom the Shechinah is clothed, named after their Master.

103. There are 365 sinews, corresponding to 365 prohibitory
precepts, AND THE SINEW OF THE VEIN IS ONE OF THEM. They
correspond to the 365 days of the year, THAT IS, TOGETHER WITH
THE TEN PENITENTIARY DAYS, the ninth of Av being one of them. It
corresponds to THE ANGEL Samael, who is one of the 365 angels
RULING OVER THE 365 DAYS OF THE YEAR. THE NINTH OF AV IS
ONE OF THE DAYS OF THE YEAR, AND THE SINEW OF THE VEIN IS
ONE OF THE 365 SINEWS. BOTH BELONG TO THE SAME
CATEGORY. Thus, the Torah reads, "Therefore the children of
Yisrael eat not of the sinew of the vein." The particle "Et" ('the') here
includes the ninth of Av, when it is forbidden to eat and drink, BEING
IN THE SAME CATEGORY AS THE SINEW OF THE VEIN.
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104. The Holy One, blessed be He, saw it all, and there is a hint to
Ya'akov IN THE VERSE: "And there wrestled a man with him," all the
days of the year and with all of Ya'akov's members, but found NO
PLACE TO HOLD ON TO but the sinew of the vein. Immediately,
Ya'akov's strength diminished. Among the day of the year, he found
the Ninth of Av, when SAMAEL was stronger, and we were
sentenced, and the Temple destroyed. He who eats on the ninth of
Av, eats as if of the sinew of the vein. Rabbi Chiya says: Had the
strength of Ya'akov's THIGH not weakened, Ya'akov would have
prevailed, and Esav's power would have been broken above and
below.

105. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "As the
appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of rain, so was
the appearance of the brightness round about. This was the
appearance of the likeness of the glory of Hashem, And when I saw
it, I fell upon my face" (Yechezkel 1:28). We have already studied this
verse, yet come and behold: it is written, "And there arose not a
prophet since in Yisrael like Moshe" (Devarim 34:10). HE ASKS:
What is the difference between Moshe and the other prophets? HE
ANSWERS: Moshe looked into a clear mirror, ZEIR ANPIN; the other
prophets beheld only a clouded mirror, THE NUKVA. Moshe heard
the prophecy standing, and his power was strengthened. He
understood the matter thoroughly, as it is written: "manifestly, and
not in dark speeches" (Bemidbar 12:8). The other prophets fell upon
their faces AT THE TIME OF PROPHECY, and became weak because
they could not understand it clearly. This was because "he touched
the hollow of Ya'akov's thigh," "and he limped upon his thigh."

106. No prophet knew what the Holy One, blessed be He, was
destined to do to Esav, except the prophet Ovadyah, who was a
proselyte from the side of Esav. He understood clearly what
pertained to Esav, yet his strength did not diminish, AS RECORDED
IN THE BOOK OF OVADYAH.

107. This is why the other prophets were weakened and could not
perceive and grasp the prophecy as they ought. The reason is that
"he touched the hollow of Ya'akov's thigh in the sinew of the vein."
He drew and sucked away the power of the thigh. The power of the
thigh broke, leaving him limping on his thigh and all the prophets in
the world limited in their conception and understanding. Come and
behold: all the prophets except Moshe did not understand things
clearly.
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108. There is no one to support the students of the Torah, to give
them MONEY for their needs in their pockets and thereby strengthen
them. The Torah is forgotten with every generation and its power is
daily diminished because the students of the Torah have no support.
THE SECRET OF, "HE LIMPED UPON HIS THIGH," IS THAT NO ONE
GIVES SUPPORT AND STRENGTH FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE
TORAH, AND THEY ARE UNABLE TO CONTINUE TO STUDY IT.
THEREFORE, the evil kingdom grows stronger every day. Behold
what this sin causes when no one supports the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN,
properly. The supports OF ZEIR ANPIN are weakened--THAT IS,
NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'SUPPORTS'--and as
a result, he who has no legs or thighs, on which to stand THE
PRIMORDIAL SERPENT, is thereby strengthened.

109. He began the discussion with the verse: "And Hashem Elohim
said to the serpent, because you have done this, you are cursed
above all cattle...upon your belly shall you go" (Beresheet 3:14). HE
ASKS: What is the meaning of, "upon your belly shall you go"? HE
ANSWERS: Its supports were broken. Its legs were cut off and it had
nothing to stand on. Thus, when the children of Yisrael do not
support the Torah, THAT IS, PROVIDE FOR THOSE WHO ARE
OCCUPIED IN ITS STUDY, they strengthen THE SERPENT by giving
it legs on which to stand. FOR THE OTHER SIDE IS BUILT ON
LACKIN HOLINESS.
110. Come and behold: how much deceit and crookedness did that
rider of the serpent, SAMAEL, employ against Ya'akov that night. He
knew well the verse, "The voice is Ya'akov's voice, but the hands are
the hands of Esav" (Beresheet 27:22), WHICH MEANS THAT if the
voice of Ya'akov, THE VOICE OF THE TORAH, is interrupted, POWER
IS TRANSFERRED TO the hands of Esav. He therefore searched on
every side to harm Ya'akov and stop the voice OF HIS TORAH.

111. He found him strong IN EVERY RESPECT; HE SAW THAT his
arms on this and that side, CHESED AND GVURAH CALLED
'AVRAHAM' AND 'YITZCHAK', are strong; HE SAW the body, THE
SECRET OF YA'AKOV, WHO CONNECTS THE TWO ARMS,
strengthened between them. He saw the power of his Torah strong
IN EVERY RESPECT and was afraid lest he would not prevail against
him. What did he do? At once, "he touched the hollow of his thigh,"
THE SUPPORTS OF THE TORAH. He employed cunning against him,
saying: Now that the supports of the Torah are broken, the Torah
can no longer be strong, and their father's words shall be fulfilled:
"The voice is Ya'akov's voice, but the hands are the hands of Esav,"
and, "and it shall come to pass when you shall have the dominance,
that you shall break his yoke from off your neck" (Beresheet 27:40).

112. He acted craftily against Ya'akov, for in order to break the power
of the Torah, Esav grew stronger. When he saw he could not hurt the
Torah, he weakened those who supported ITS STUDENTS. For when
there is no support to be found for THE STUDENTS OF the Torah,
there will be none of "Ya'akov's voice, but the hands" will be "the
hands of Esav."
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113. When Ya'akov saw this, he struck and overpowered him at
dawn, until he blessed him and confirmed to him the blessings,
saying: "Your name shall be called no more Ya'akov, but
Yisrael" (Beresheet 32:29). THIS MEANS: YOUR NAME IS NO
LONGER Ya'akov, which indicates deceit--AS IT IS WRITTEN, "FOR
HE HAS SUPPLANTED (HEB. YA'AKVENI) ME THESE TWO
TIMES" (BERESHEET 27:36)--BUT YISRAEL, WHICH MEANS with
pride and might, for no one can prevail against you. FOR THE NAME
YISRAEL INDICATES PRIDE AND AUTHORITY, AS IT IS WRITTEN,
"FOR YOU HAVE CONTENDED (HEB. SARITA) WITH ELOHIM AND
WITH MEN, AND HAVE PREVAILED."
114. Come and behold: the serpent releases many armies to all
sides. They abide in the world among men. It is incumbent upon us,
then, to maintain the sinew of the vein, because although the rider of
the serpent, SAMAEL, approached it, it has not lost its color and is
still intact.

115. It behooves us to increase the power OF HOLINESS in the world
and to show that "you have contended with Elohim and with men,
and have prevailed." When he sees that THE SINEW OF THE VEIN is
intact, AS LIGHT IS DRAWN ON IT TO PRESERVE IT, and the place is
not consumed, THAT IS, IF PEOPLE REFRAIN FROM EATING IT,
then the power and vigor OF SAMAEL is broken, and he is unable to
harm the children of Ya'akov. Thus, the inhabitants of the world can
not eat the sinew of the vein and enjoy it.

116. Rabbi Yesa Saba explained that the verse, "touched the hollow
of Ya'akov's thigh," is similar to the verse, "Whoever touches the
dead body of any man that has died" (Bemidbar 19:13). Both refer to
impurity, because SAMAEL has defiled that place, THE SINEW OF
THE VEIN, and no enjoyment may be derived from an unholy place,
particularly if the Side of Defilement, SAMAEL, has touched the
place. The Torah does not add more than, "for he touched," as in,
"he touched the hollow of his thigh," which is similar to, "And
whatever the unclean person touches shall be unclean" (Ibid. 22).
HENCE, WE LEARN THAT SAMAEL DEFILED THIS PLACE BY
TOUCHING IT. Blessed be the Merciful One who gave the Torah to
Yisrael, to merit this world and the world to come, as it is written,
"Length of days in her right hand; and in her left hand are riches and
honor" (Mishlei 3:16).

8. "...and bowed to the ground"
Rabbi Elazar asks a question regarding the title verse and its implication that Ya'akov bowed to Esav, who was of the side of another god, This leads
to a reinterpretation of the verse, revealing that Ya'akov actually offered praise to God when kneeling before Esav. Similarly, the blessed greeting
that King David sent Naval, a sorcerer spoken of in the books of the Prophets, is also often misconstrued. This blessing was not addressed to Naval,
as Naval thought, but rather to God. Through the Light of the Zohar, we learn that both Ya'akov and David were righteous, and all their deeds were
for the glory of their Creator.
The Relevance of this Passage
A literal reading of Biblical scripture completely falsifies the spiritual truth and inner meaning of the stories. Thus, we must refrain from passing
judgment in life until we discern the true meaning that is always concealed beneath the surface. The wisdom and discretion to restrain judgment are
imbued into our awareness. We also receive the will power to direct our own consciousness towards The Creator when temptations and dark forces
confront us in life.
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117. "And he passed before them, and bowed to the ground seven
times." Rabbi Elazar quoted the verse: "for you shall worship no
other El: for Hashem, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous
El" (Shemot 34:14). HE ASKS: How could Ya'akov, the greatest of the
patriarchs, the one chosen to be the perfect portion of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and the one very close to Him, bow before this evil
Esav, who stands on the side of another El? For bowing to him is the
same as bowing to another El! You may find the answer by referring
to the saying that when the fox is in the ascendent, bow to him.
THERE IS A PARABLE DESCRIBING A TIME WHEN THE FOX
REIGNS OVER THE ANIMALS. ALTHOUGH THE FOX IS THE
SMALLEST OF THE BEASTS, EVERYONE BOWS BEFORE IT. AND
HERE TOO YOU MIGHT SAY THAT YA'AKOV BOWED TO ESAV
BECAUSE THE HOUR WAS FAVORABLE FOR HIM. This, however, is
not so, for Esav is considered as another El, and Ya'akov would
never bow to that side and portion.

118. HE ANSWERS: It is written, "and thus shall you say to him: A
hearty greeting (lit. 'to the living One')! Peace be both to you, and
peace to your house, and peace to all that you have" (I Shmuel 25:6).
HE ASKS: If it is forbidden to give the first greeting to wicked people,
why did David said this to THE WICKED Naval? HE SAID: He said
this to the Holy One, blessed be He, in order to connect Naval with
the Living One, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. THUS THE
VERSE, "TO THE LIVING ONE," WAS ADDRESSED TO THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND NOT TO NAVAL, although Naval
thought it was addressed to him.
119. Similarly, "Yisrael bowed himself upon the bed's
head" (Beresheet 47:31). HE ASKS: Did he bow to his son? No, he
bowed to the place where the Shechinah rested; SHE WAS AT THE
HEAD OF THE BED, FOR THE SHECHINAH IS FOUND NEAR THE
HEAD OF THE ILL. Here, too, "HE passed over before them," which
means that the supernal Shechinah went before him. This is the
supernal guardian, who kept him. When Ya'akov saw Her walking in
front of him, he said, "it is time to bow before the Holy One, blessed
be He," who went before him.

120. He knelt and bowed seven times, "until he came near to his
brother." It is not written, 'He bowed himself before Esav', but when
he saw the Holy One, blessed be He, walking in front of him, he
bowed before Him. This indicated that he was not paying respect or
worshiping someone else. All was done appropriately. Happy are the
righteous, whose every deed is for the glory of their Master, so as
not to deviate right or left FROM THE STRAIGHT AND MIDDLE PATH.

9. "...and embraced him, and fell on his neck"
There are many methods by which Scripture conveys obscure allusions. Rabbi Yitzchak offers the example of the title verse in conjunction with "But
the wicked are like the troubled sea." This, we learn, contains an indication that the seed of Esav would destroy one of the two Temples. Rabbi Aba
then expounds Ya'akov's eventual prevailing over Esav. His success was granted by the world above, without whose permission no power can be
exerted in the physical realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our egos perpetrate the illusion that we are in full control of our lives, when in reality we are subject to dark forces created by our own self-involved
behavior. This deception keeps us ignorant of the Negative Inclination, and of the spiritual tools that can eradicate it. Only the Light of The Creator
can enlighten and strengthen us in the struggle to overthrow our dark side. Alone, we remain convinced that we are captains of our fate, until chaos
strikes and leaves us stunned, vulnerable, and broken. The Light of this passage internalizes these spiritual truths, deepening our connection to the
mystical power of the Zohar, and drawing Divine assistance from worlds on high.
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121. "And Esav ran to meet him, and embraced him, and fell on his
neck" (lit. 'necks') (Beresheet 33:4). The word "neck" is written
without the letter Yud. It is written, "and kissed him: and they wept."
Rabbi Yitzchak said: "But the wicked are like the troubled sea, which
cannot be still, and whose waters cast up mire and dirt" (Yeshayah
57:20). This verse has already been explained. How many deep
mysteries are there in the words of the Torah! They are different
from each other, yet all is one.

122. "But the wicked are like the troubled sea, which cannot be still."
This verse refers to Esav, all of whose deeds were sinful and wicked.
He was not sincere in his approach to Ya'akov. He fell upon his neck,
namely, the one neck--FOR THE LETTER YUD IS MISSING (WHICH
IMPLIES THE PLURAL FORM, 'NECKS')--of Jerusalem, which is the
neck of the world. THE SCRIPTURE READS, "And fell on his neck,"
and not, 'on his necks', WITH A YUD, for the Temple was destroyed
twice, first by Babylonians and then by the seed of Esav. The result
is that Esav besieged and destroyed Jerusalem only once. Therefore
it is written, "and fell on his neck," in the singular, WITHOUT A YUD,
WHICH MEANS HE DESTROYED IT ONLY ONCE.

123. The word FOR, "and kissed him," is written with dots above THE
LETTERS, WHICH INDICATES that he did not kiss him willingly. We
learned that the verse, "the kisses of an enemy are
importunate," (Mishlei 27:6) refers to Bila'am, who blessed Yisrael
unwillingly. Here, too, "the kisses of an enemy are importunate,"
refers to Esav.

124. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written, "Arise, Hashem; save me, my
Elohim: for You have smitten all my enemies upon Your cheek; You
have broken the teeth of the wicked" (Tehilim 3:8). We have already
learned that "broken" (Heb. shibarta) may be read as
'lengthened' (Heb. shirbavta). THIS WAS SAID OF ESAV, whose teeth
were lengthened because he planned to bite him.

125. They therefore wept, the one and the other. Come and behold:
Esav was so disposed to harm Ya'akov that even when KISSING
HIM, he thought to denounce him and bring evil on him in the future.
Therefore, "they wept," the one because he thought he might not be
saved from him, and the other because his father was still alive and
he could not KILL HIM.

126. Rabbi Aba said: Assuredly Esav's anger was weakened when he
saw Ya'akov, because Esav's minister agreed with him, ACCEPTING
AND AFFIRMING THE BLESSINGS. Thus, Esav could not vent his
anger, because everything in this world depends on the world above,
and whatever is agreed upon above is also accepted below. And so
there is no government below until power is given from above.
Moreover, everything is interdependent, FOR WHATEVER IS DONE
IN THIS WORLD DEPENDS ON WHAT IS DONE UP HIGH.
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10. "Let my lord, I pray you, pass over before his servant"
Rabbi Elazar explains the title quotation as Ya'akov's wish to save his blessings for future generations in their struggle against the nations of the
world. Ya'akov rejected partnership with Esav and accepted subjugation, we are told, knowing that in the world to come, he would rule over the
"mount of Esav."
The Relevance of this Passage
Our tendency is to sacrifice tomorrow's rewards for immediate ego gratification. This tendency derives from our Evil Inclination, which seeks to
influence us in all our endeavors. When we succumb to urges from this dark side, our Evil Inclination creates a partnership with us, tainting and
defiling all our efforts. Impatience is a powerful form of reactive, self-indulgent behavior and usually underlies our decisions to accept this
partnership. Patience is divine and it is nurtured in us as we read this section.
127. "Let my lord, I pray you, pass over before his servant: and I will
lead on slowly" (Beresheet 33:14). According to Rabbi Elazar, this
agrees with what we have already said. Ya'akov did not wish to avail
himself at this time of the first blessings his father bestowed on him.
Not one had yet been fulfilled, because he was reserving them to the
end of days, when his descendants would need TO UTILIZE THEM in
the fight against the other nations of the world.

128. Thus, when Esav said, "Let us take our journey, and let us
go" (Beresheet 33:12), "Let us divide the world between us and rule
over it together," YA'AKOV replied, "Let my lord, I pray you, pass
over before his servant," MEANING, let Esav be the first to exercise
his dominion over the world. "Let my lord...pass" IS AN INDICATION
OF PRIORITY, as in: "and their king passes on before them, and
Hashem at the head of them" (Michah 2:13). YA'AKOV SAID TO HIM:
You can be the first to rule over the world, "and I will lead on slowly,"
and raise myself for the world to come and for the end of days, the
days that pass slowly.

129. "According to the pace of the cattle (also: 'work')." HE ASKS:
What is meant by the work? HE ANSWERS: It is the dim mirror, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, through which all work in the world is done.
"...that goes before me..." REFERS TO THE NUKVA, always means
before Hashem, ZEIR ANPIN; "according to the pace of the children"
alludes to the secret of the Cherubs, to point at the secret of the
faith, THE NUKVA, to whom Ya'akov cleaved.

130. "Until I come to my lord, to Se'ir..." YA'AKOV SAID TO HIM: I
shall suffer your exile and subjugation until my time to rule over the
mount of Esav is come. As it is written: "And liberators shall ascend
upon Mount Tzion to judge the mountain of Esav; and the kingdom
shall be Hashem's" (Ovadyah 1:21).

11. "...and built him a house"
Rabbi Chiya leads a discussion on God's creation of the House of the World. This highly metaphorical discourse describes the process of creation.
From the midst of the House, we're told, a tree, visible only by day, reaches up into heaven and the House is watered by this tree. When night falls
and the doors of the House are closed, a flame erupts out of the darkness. While a myriad on either side chant praises and hymns, a herald ascends
to make proclamations. Then Zeir Anpin [The dimension of Light in the Upper World] enters and the House is lit by six lights of Mercy, from which
flow the rivers that water all the animals of the field. God builds and perfects this House as long as the energy of prayer ascends from below in
proper form. The discussion then turns to God's nightly protection of "the city" from the Other Side, and His guarding of the Sanctuary from the
primordial serpent. Rabbi Elazar then concludes the discussion by explaining the complete perfection of Ya'akov both above and below.
The Relevance of this Passage
Using the language of metaphor, the Zohar draws upon mystical power of the Hebrew letters to connect us to the primordial forces of Creation,
which sustain and protect the world. Through this passage, we draw the energy of creation into our lives, for renewal, healing, and protection.
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131. "And Ya'akov journeyed to Sukkot, and built him a house, and
made booths (Heb. Sukkot) for his cattle; therefore the name of the
place is called Sukot" (Beresheet 33:17). Rabbi Chiya opened the
discussion with the verse: "A Ma'alot poem for Solomon. Unless
Hashem builds the house...unless Hashem keeps the city..." (Tehilim
127:1). Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR
ANPIN, desired to create the world, MEANING TO BUILD THE FACE
OF THE NUKVA, CALLED 'WORK', He released a knot from the rough
spark. It flashed in the darkness, remained up high, and then
descended below. That darkness shone in a hundred ways in the
thinnest paths and broadest WAYS, which became the House of the
World.

132. That house is the center of everything, WHICH MEANS IT IS IN
THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ALL ROADS AND PATHS. THE NUKVA
has many doors and hallways around the high and holy places,
where the birds of the sky nest, each according to its species. In the
center, there is a huge tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT PURS
PLENTY UPON THE HOUSE. It has many branches and fruits for
everyone. The tree reaches to the clouds of heaven and is hidden
behind three mountains. Underneath these three mountains it comes
out, rises upwards, and descends.

133. This house, THE NUKVA, RECEIVED TWO TYPES OF LIGHTS
FROM ZEIR ANPIN: (1) It is watered by him, NAMELY THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, REFERRED TO AS WATERING. (2)
ZEIR ANPIN stores within THE HOUSE many unidentified supernal
treasures THAT WERE LIGHTS OF CHASSADIM. By this, the house
is constructed and built. The tree, ZEIR ANPIN, is visible during the
day and hidden at night, while the house, THE NUKVA, rules by night
and is hidden by day.

134. When darkness falls, THE NUKVA is in power AND she is bound
to it, SHE RULES BECAUSE SHE LACKS CHASSADIM, AND SHINES
WITH CHOCHMAH. All her doors are closed on all sides, WHICH
MEANS THAT ALL THE LIGHTS ARE FROZEN AND THERE IS NO
OPENING THROUGH WHICH ANY LIGHT CAN BE REVEALED. Many
spirits OF RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE soar in the air, desirous to know,
NAMELY, RECEIVE CHOCHMAH, and enter THE NUKVA. They come
among the birds to receive testimony, and then roam and see
whatever they can see.
135. THE CLOSING OF ALL OPENINGS CONTINUES until the
darkness is stirred, to which THE NUKVA is bound, and one flame is
produced, which strikes open the doors and cleaves rocks with
heavy hammers (THE KLIPOT). The flame moves up and down, and
strikes the world. Sounds are heard above and below.
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136. A crier then ascends, attaches himself to the air, and proclaims.
The air comes from the pillar of cloud of the inner altar, and, when it
emerges, it spreads out in all directions, with thousands on its left
side and myriads on its right. Then the crier stands firm and
proclaims in a strong voice. Many chant songs and render homage.
Two doors are open, one on the south FOR THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM and the other on the north FOR THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH.

137. This house, THE NUKVA, ascends and attaches itself TO THE
RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES OF ZEIR ANPIN, while hymns are sung and
praises offered on high. Then ZEIR ANPIN silently enters and the
house is lit up by six lights OF CHASSIDIM-CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD which spread splendor in
every direction, CHASSADIM INCLUDED IN CHOCHMAH. Rivers flow
from it, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
INCLUDED IN CHASSADIM, to water the animals of the field, as it is
written: "they give drink to every wild beast: the wild asses quench
their thirst" (Tehilim 104:11). They sing until the day rises. When
daylight breaks, the stars, signs, and their followers all begin to sing
praises and chants, as it is written: "when the morning stars sang
together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:7).

138. Come and behold: IT IS WRITTEN, "Unless Hashem builds the
house, they who build it labor in vain (Tehilim 127:1). Hashem is the
Supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, who is constantly building and
perfecting the house. When does He bestow plenty on it? When
worship is raised with proper attention, from below.

139. "Unless Hashem keeps the city." When does this happen? This
occurs at nightfall, when armed parties FROM THE OTHER SIDE
hover and roam the world; when the gates are closed and guarded
on all sides. The doors remain shut lest an uncircumcised and
unclean person approaches THE SANCTUARY, as it is written: "for
henceforth there shall no more come into you the uncircumcised
and the unclean" (Yeshayah 52:1). For in the future, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will remove them from the face of the earth.

140. HE ASKS: Who are the uncircumcised, and who are the
unclean? HE ANSWERS: They are all one, the same one who
seduced Adam and his wife. Adam and his wife followed him, THE
PRIMORDIAL SERPENT, and brought death to the whole world. He
defiles the house, THE NUKVA, until the Holy One, blessed be He,
shall remove him from the world, THE NUKVA. Therefore "unless
Hashem keeps the city" ASSUREDLY "THE WATCHMAN STAYS
AWAKE IN VAIN."
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141. "And Ya'akov journeyed to Sukkot." He journeyed TO BINAH, to
receive the portion of the faith, THE NUKVA. As it is written, "So
Esav returned that day on his way to Se'ir," and "And Ya'akov
journeyed to Sukot." Each traveled to his own side, Esav to the side
of Se'ir, which is a foreign woman, a strange El; Ya'akov to Sukkot,
the supernal faith, WHICH IS BINAH.

142. "And built him a house," has a similar meaning to the verse,
"house of Ya'akov," (Yeshayah 2:5) WHICH REFERS TO THE NUKVA.
According to Rabbi Elazar, this is because he composed the evening
service, THE NUKVA, as was befitting to Her, and he "made booths
for his cattle," namely, other booths (Heb. sukkot) to keep them; this
is his own portion.

143. "And Ya'akov came to Shalem (lit. 'whole')," because he was
then whole in every respect, BOTH IN CHOCHMAH AND
CHASSADIM, as has been explained. It is written: "In Shalem also is
his tabernacle (Heb. sukko)" (Tehilim 76:3). This verse has been
explained. It pertains to the mystery OF ATTAINING PERFECTION
THROUGH THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
'YA'AKOV' AND TO "SUKKO," WHICH IS THE NUKVA. When he was
whole, Faith joined him WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and when he was
adorned in the place worthy of him, MEANING THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, the tabernacle, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, was adorned with
him, AND THEN, "IN SHALEM ASLO IS HIS TABERANACLE"
APPLIED TO HER AS WELL because he was perfected by the fathers
and his sons. He was then considered whole, perfected above and
below, whole in heaven and whole on earth. HE EXPLAINS, he is
whole above IN ZEIR ANPIN, for he comprises the fathers, BEING the
glory of Yisrael, ENCOMPASSING AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK,
BEING CHESED AND GVURAH, and below IN THE NUKVA through
his Holy Sons, THE TWELVE TRIBES WHO ARE THE CHARIOT OF
THE NUKVA. THUS, he is perfected in heaven, IN ZEIR ANPIN, FOR
WHICH REASON IT SAYS, "AND YA'AKOV CAME TO SHALEM." And
he was perfected on earth, IN THE NUKVA, OF WHICH IT IS now
SAID, "In Shalem also is his tabernacle."

12. "You shall not plow with an ox and an ass together"
An ox and an ass together represents the unification of the defiled spirits of the Other Side against man. This is applied to the struggle between
Shimon and Chamor, a conflict in which Shimon--who was under the astrological sign of the ox--fought Chamor, of the side of the ass, to prevent
the two from joining. We learn that Shimon first brought the blood of circumcision on the males and slew them, just as God did to the Egyptians
(who represent asses) through Moshes, when Yosef (the ox) was removed from them. In the final Exile, we're told, Ya'akov and Yosef will rise
against Esav and prevail.
The Relevance of this Passage
Unity is recognized as the supreme power in our world. United evil can easily defeat disunited good. Therefore, the only way to defeat unified evil is
through the unification of the good and the righteous. Through the cleansing power of circumcision, this passage creates disunity and separation
within the unseen evil forces lurking in our midst.
144. Next, it is written, "And Dinah the daughter of Leah went out."
This has already been explained by the friends. Come and behold:
innumerable grades are divided above. SOME BELONG TO
HOLINESS AND OTHERS TO THE OTHER SIDE, AS IT IS WRITTEN,
"ELOHIM MADE THE ONE AS WELL AS THE OTHER." (KOHELET
7:14). Each is different from the other, SOME PERTAINING TO
CHESED AND SOME TO JUDGMENTS. There are different kinds of
animals trying to gain mastery over each other and devour prey,
each according to its kind.
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145. From the side of the Defiled Spirit many grades divide. All of
them harbor enmity TOWARD HOLINESS, the ones against the
others, as it is written, "You shall not plow with an ox and an ass
together," (Devarim 22:10) for when they are together, they ruin the
world.

146. Come and behold: all that the grades of defilement crave is to
damage the holy grades. They all lurk in wait to damage the holy
Ya'akov. First a serpent bit him, as it is written, "he touched the
hollow of his thigh," WHICH REFERS TO THE MINISTER OF ESAV
WHO RIDES A SERPENT. Then an ass bit him, THAT IS, SHCHEM
THE SON OF CHAMOR (LIT. 'ASS'), THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE
KLIPAH.

147. When THE SERPENT BIT HIM, he himself stood against him.
When THAT ASS BIT HIM, Shimon and Levi, who come from the side
of strict Judgment, fought the ass, charging on all sides until he
surrendered before them, as it is written: "And they slew Chamor
and Shchem his son with the edge of the sword" (Beresheet 34:26).
Shimon, whose astrological sign was Taurus (ox), GVURAH, AND
THE LEFT SIDE OF HOLINESS, attacked Chamor, THE RIGHT SIDE
OF THE KLIPAH, and was hostile towards him to prevent THE OX
AND ASS OF THE KLIPAH from joining. Shimon is his adversary,
AND NOT YA'AKOV.

148. They all brought accusations against Ya'akov, but he was
delivered from them, and later, he ruled over them. Then came the
ox, YOSEF, who perfected himself among the asses, THE
EGYPTIANS HE RULED OVER. They were all of the side of THE
KLIPAH OF an ass. HE EXPLAINED: Yosef is an ox, and the
Egyptians are asses, of whom the scripture says: "whose flesh is as
the flesh of asses" (Yechezkel 23:20).

149. Therefore, the sons of Ya'akov later fell among the asses, THE
EGYPTIANS, because an ox joined them, YOSEF, THROUGH WHOM
AN OX AND AN ASS WERE JOINED TOGETHER. And they bit
Yisrael's flesh and marrow, AS IT IS THE NATURE OF THE ASS TO
BITE AND BREAK BONES, until Levi was again aroused to scatter
the asses, THAT IS, HE SEPARATED THE OX FROM THE ASS in
order to subdue them. He broke their strength and removed the ox
from there, as it is written: "And Moshe took the bones of Yosef with
him" (Shemot 13:19), MOSHE BEING A LEVITE AND YOSEF THE OX
THAT JOINED THEM.
150. Come and behold: on the first occasion, when Shimon came TO
FIGHT with Chamor, he brought blood upon them, the blood of
circumcision. Then they "slew all the males" (Beresheet 34:25). The
Holy One, blessed be He, did the same by the Levite, Moshe, to the
asses, the Egyptians. First He brought upon them THE PLAGUE OF
blood, and then, "Hashem slew all the firstborn in the land of
Egypt" (Shemot 13:15). Regarding Chamor, THE FATHER OF
SHCHEM, it is written: "and all their wealth, and all their little
ones," (Beresheet 34:29) and their animals, AS IT IS WRITTEN,
"THEIR SHEEP, AND THEIR OXEN, AND THEIR ASSES, AND THAT
WHICH WAS IN THE CITY AND THAT WHICH WAS IN THE FIELD."
Regarding the other asses, THE EGYPTIANS, it is written: "jewels of
silver, and jewels of gold, and garments," (Shemot 12:35) WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE WEALTH HERE. It is also written: "And a
mixed multitude went up also with them," (Ibid. 38) WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE "LITTLE ONES" MENTIONED, the "flocks
and herds" (Ibid.) THAT CORRESPOND TO, "THEIR SHEEP AND
THEIR OXEN."
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151. Shimon rose against Chamor ('ass'), THE FATHER OF SHCHEM,
WHO WAS NOT JOINED WITH AN OX. Levi rose against all the
asses, EVEN THOSE JOINED WITH AN OX, LIKE THE EGYPTIANS.
They all came to join Ya'akov and prepared to bite him, but he
withstood and subdued them through his sons.

152. HE ASKS: Now IN THE LAST EXILE that Esav is biting him and
his sons, who shall rise against him? HE REPLIS: Ya'akov and Yosef
WILL RISE AGAINST HIM, the one on this side and the other on that
side, YA'AKOV ON THE RIGHT AND YOSEF ON THE LEFT, as it is
written: "And the house of Ya'akov shall be fire, and the house of
Yosef flame, and the house of Esav for stubble" (Ovadyah 1:18).

153. "And the terror of Elohim was upon the cities that were round
about them, and they did not pursue after the sons of
Ya'akov" (Beresheet 35:5). Rabbi Yosi said: They all gathered to fight
them, but while they were girding their weapons, they took fright and
dropped them. Therefore, they did not chase the sons of Ya'akov.

13. "Put away the strange Elohim"
While walking, Rabbi Chizkiyah questions Rabbi Yehuda as to why the crown of Malcam was considered the crown of an idol and "an abomination,"
and why it was permitted to be set on David's head. After Rabbi Yehuda explains that the image of the idol on the crown was broken, thus making it
permissible for wear. Rabbi Yitzchak proceeds to interpret the title verse. He reveals that Ya'akov hid the idolatrous gold and silver images so that
his people could not derive any benefit from these representations of false deities. There follows a discussion of man's responsibility to thank and
praise God for His miracles and His goodness. This is why Ya'akov alone prepared the altar at Bet-El--although his sons were with him, Ya'akov
alone suffered the tribulations that run throughout his story, making him worthy and deserving of the task.
The Relevance of this Passage
It is a man's natural tendency to worship his own ego and credit himself for all of his accomplishments. This is true idol worshipping. The concept of
praising and thanking God is a code denoting the need for true appreciation and awareness of the existence of the Creator' s beneficence.
Appreciation is for our own benefit and not in any way for the Creator, who has no need or desire for praise and thanks. Appreciation and awareness
are spiritual forces that help to protect all that we have received from negative entities. The goal of an evil entity is to lower our guard and make us
vulnerable. When there is no consciousness of the Creator's role in our good fortune, dark forces can loot us of our spiritual Light. This manifests
physically as the loss of blessing, whether in relationships, health, or financial prosperity. This passage stirs appreciation for the Creator within us.
This gratitude is derived through Ya'akov, who recognized and warned his children about the idols in their midst.
154. "Put away the strange Elohim" (Beresheet 35:2) that they took
from Shchem, vessels of silver and gold, upon which were engraved
the images of their deities. Rabbi Yehuda said these were the images
of strange Elohim made of silver and gold, AND NOT VESSELS WITH
THEIR IMAGES. Ya'akov hid them there, so that they would not
derive benefit from idolatry. A man should never derive benefit from
it.
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155. As Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chizkiyah were walking along the
road, Rabbi Chizkiyah asked: Why is it written, "And he took the
crown of Malkam from off his head and its weight was a talent of
gold, with the precious stones; and it was set on David's head" (II
Shmuel 12:30)? We have learned that Milkom was the abominable
idol of the children of Amon, as it is written, "the crown of Malkam."
Why, therefore, was it set on David's head, and why it is called
'abomination'? While other dieties of the heathen nations are called
the 'Elohim of the people', 'other Elohim', 'strange El', 'another
Elohim', and the like, only Malkam is called an 'abomination'.

156. He answers that the Holy One, blessed be He, calls all the
deities of the idolatrous nations, NOT ONLY MALKAM, by this name,
as it is written: "and you have seen their abominations, and their
idols" (Devarim 29:16). What of the verse, "And he took the crown of
Malkam" the idol Milkom? HE ASKS: HOW COULD DAVID SET IT ON
HIS HEAD? Assuredly, IT WAS THE CROWN OF AN IDOL, but before
Itai the Gittite became a proselyte, THAT IS, WHILE HE WAS STILL A
HEATHEN, he broke Milkom's heathen crown, destroying the image
engraved on it. He thereby made it permissible for use. THEN DAVID
put it on his head. Come and behold: the abomination of the children
of Amon was a serpent deeply engraved on the crown. It was
therefore called an 'abomination', WHICH MEANS filth. THIS IS THE
SECOND ANSWER FOR THE QUESTION THAT RABBI CHIZKIYAH
ASKED RABBI YEHUDA: WHY IS THIS IDOL CALLED AN
ABOMINATION?

157. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the verse, "Put away the strange
Elohim that are among you," refers to other women who, WHEN
TAKEN CAPTIVE, brought with them all their jewels. Thus, it is
written, "And they gave to Ya'akov all the strange Elohim," which are
the women and all their jewels, and their deities of silver and gold.
"And Ya'akov hid them," THE GOLD AND SILVER, so that his people
would derive no benefit whatsoever from them, the aspects of
idolatry.

158. Come and behold: how much Ya'akov was a perfected man, and
how he cleaved to the Holy One, blessed be He. It is written: "and let
us arise, and go up to Bet-El; and I will make there an altar to El, who
answers me in the day of my distress, and was with me in the way on
which I went" (Beresheet 35:3). At once, "they gave to Ya'akov" (Ibid.
4). From this, we learn that it is incumbent on man to praise the Holy
One, blessed be He, and give thanks to Him for all the miracles and
goodness He did by him. This is the meaning of the verse: "and was
with me in the way on which I went."
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159. Come and behold: first it is written, "and let us arise, and go up
to Bet-El" IN THE PLURAL, because he counted his sons with him;
then it is written, "and I will make there an altar" IN THE SINGULAR,
and not 'and we will make', because he excluded his sons from this
act. Why? Because it was for him alone to do it. Ya'akov surely
composed the evening prayer, THE CORRECTION OF THE NUKVA,
and built the altar, THE CORRECTION OF THE NUKVA. It was for him
to do, NOT FOR HIS SONS, for his children were not born until after
he had fled from his brother and had gone through the troubles that
followed, as it is written, "and was with me in the way on which I
went." Thus, he did not include them in PREPARING THE ALTAR,
BUT SAID, "AND I WILL MAKE THERE AN ALTAR," INSTEAD OF 'WE
WILL MAKE'.

160. Rabbi Elazar said: From this we learn that whoever received a
miracle should give thanks, and whoever ate bread should say
grace, and not the person who ate nothing. YA'AKOV THEN SAID, "I
WILL MAKE AN ALTAR," AND NOT 'WE WILL MAKE'.

14. "And he built there an altar"
The Zohar tells us that Ya'akov is beginning a very difficult spiritual journey, which involves enjoining the two worlds of Zeir Anpin and Malchut.
Here, Ya'akov is coming full circle--completing his journey and thereby unifying Zeir Anpin and Malchut.
The Relevance of this Passage
Passion and enthusiasm for spiritual wisdom and growth are easily aroused when one begins to walk the spiritual path. However, when the
inevitable obstacles surface to test our commitment and shed light on our negative qualities so that we can confront and extract them from our
nature, we lose the fire and most of us fail to complete journey. It's much easier to start a new search elsewhere and feel new passion again, than it
is to confront the dark side of our nature and complete our journey. Constant seeking, however, will not enjoin the two spiritual worlds; thus it
delivers short-lived passion, and fails to provide long term fulfillment. The Evil Inclination will always stand by us and help rationalize and justify our
quitting and giving up. In response, the Zohar verses herein give us the energy and will power to complete our path and finish what we start, so that
we can achieve true and eternal contentment.
161. "And he built there an altar" (Beresheet 35:7). Come and behold:
it is written that "he built there an altar," but not that he offered
libations and sacrifices. This is because he completed the grade
worthy of perfection, "an altar to Hashem," means, he fixed the lower
grade, THE NUKVA, and attached it to the upper grade, ZEIR ANPIN.
Thus, "And he built there an altar" is the lower grade, THE NUKVA;
"to Hashem" is the upper grade, ZEIR ANPIN; "and called the place
El Bet-El," WHICH IS the name HE GAVE THE NUKVA, is that of the
supernal BINAH. For when THE NUKVA shone FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
the daughter, THE NUKVA, became like her mother, BINAH.
THEREFORE, YA'AKOV NAMED HER EL, AFTER HER MOTHER. AND
ALL IS ONE.

162. "Because there the Elohim was (lit. 'were') revealed to him."
THIS VERSE SIGNIFIES THAT ANGELS "WERE REVEALED," IN THE
PLURAL AND NOT IN THE SINGULAR. WHY DID HE CALL THE
ALTAR "EL BET-EL"? BECAUSE they are found only with the
Shechinah. These seventy angels are always with Her, and seventy
thrones stand around the Shechinah. WHEREVER ANGELS ARE
FOUND, THE SHECHINAH IS REVEALED. Therefore, THE
SCRIPTURE SAYS, "because there the Elohim were revealed to him,"
in an open place, THE NUKVA, as it is written: "And, behold, Hashem
stood above it," (Beresheet 28:13) NAMELY, UPON THE LADDER,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA.

15. "And Elohim went up from him"
Here Rabbi Shimon discusses Ya'akov's unique and privileged position as revealed by the title quotation. Because Ya'akov encompasses all the
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patriarchs, he is a holy Chariot to Zeir Anpin by himself. Indeed, his perfection was completed by the name 'Israel', which the Shechinah bestowed
upon him. We learn of the great good fortune of the children of Israel, who alone among nations have God to receive their prayers and petitions.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section helps elevate us to experience some of the perfection embodied by the patriarchs, inspiring us to follow the path of
righteousness and summon down more Light.
163. "And Elohim went up from him in the place where He talked with
him" (Beresheet 35:13). Rabbi Shimon said: Here we learn that
Ya'akov, together with the other patriarchs, became a holy Chariot
TO HASHEM. Come and behold: Ya'akov is a supernal, holy Chariot
TO ZEIR ANPIN, shining on the moon, THE NUKVA. He is a Chariot
by himself, BECAUSE HE INCLUDES THE PATRIARCHS, CHESED
AND GVURAH, AS TIFERET INCLUDES THEM BOTH. This is the
meaning of the verse, "And Elohim went up from him," AS
SOMEONE ALIGHTING FROM HIS CHARIOT.
164. He began the discussion with the verse: "For what nation is
there so great that has Elohim so near to them, as Hashem our
Elohim is in all things that we call upon Him for" (Devarim 4:4).
Come and behold: how fond the Holy One, blessed be He, is of
Yisrael, for no nation or tongue among all the heathen people in the
world will have Elohim to receive their prayers, as the Holy One,
blessed be He, will in the future receive the prayers and petitions of
Yisrael in their hour of need, when they pray for the sake of their
grade alone, THE SHECHINAH, THAT IS, WHENEVER THEIR
PRAYER IS FOR THE PERFECTING OF THE SHECHINAH.

165. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, called Ya'akov
by the name Yisrael, NAMELY, THAT IS THE SHECHINAH DID, as it is
written: "your name shall not be called any more Ya'akov, but Yisrael
shall be your name: and he called his name." Who gave him that
name? The Shechinah did, as in, "and He called to Moshe,"
WRITTEN WITH A SMALL ALEPH, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. IT IS
ALSO WRITTEN, "And Elohim said to him," (Beresheet 35:10) WHICH
IS A NAME FOR THE SHECHINAH.

166. We explained that after he achieved perfection he was raised in
his grade, and was perfected by that name. Therefore, "and He called
his name Yisrael," has already been explained.

16. Ya'akov - Yisrael
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Elazar discuss the issue of Ya'akov's two names, Ya'akov and Yisrael. Rabbi Elazar explains why Ya'akov is only sometimes
called Yisrael, while after Avram's renaming, he is always referred to as Avraham. Avraham's original name was imperfect, whereas Ya'akov's name
denoted a higher level of spirituality.
The Relevance of this Passage
The name is a link between the body and soul.
We connect to our name and soul, which helps us fulfill our mission in this world.
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167. As Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi were walking together, Rabbi
Yosi said: What you said is true, that Ya'akov is the most perfect of
the fathers. He includes all sides, NAMELY, RIGHT AND LEFT. For
that reason, he was called Yisrael, as it is written: "your name shall
not be called any more Ya'akov, but Yisrael shall be your name, and
He called his name Yisrael" (Beresheet 35:10). Why then, HE
INSISTED, does the Holy One, blessed be He, repeatedly call him
Ya'akov as he was commonly called before? What then is the
meaning of, "your name shall not be called any more Ya'akov"?

168. He replies: You have spoken well. THIS IS A GOOD QUESTION.
He then quoted the verse: "Hashem shall go forth as a mighty man,
He shall stir up ardor like a man of war" (Yeshayah 42:13), which has
already been explained. Yet come and behold: it is written, "as a
mighty man" instead of 'a mighty man', and "like a man of war"
instead of 'a man of war'.

169. HE EXPLAINS: We learned that Hashem refers uniformly to
Mercy, and the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, is Yud-Hei-VavHei, as it is written, "I am Hashem: that is My name" (Yeshayah 42:8).
Yet we see that He is sometimes called Elohim, which everywhere
alludes to Judgment. Whenever there are many righteous in the
world, His name is Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei and He is called Mercy. But
when the wicked multiply in the world, His name is Elohim, and He is
thus called. When Ya'akov is not among his enemies or in a foreign
country, he is called Yisrael, but when he is among foes or out of
Yisrael, he is called Ya'akov.

170. He said to him: The matter is not fully explained, because it is
written, "shall not be called any more," yet we do call him Ya'akov
when he is among enemies or in a foreign land. Come and study the
verse: "And Ya'akov dwelt in the land in which his father had
sojourned, in the land of Cna'an" (Beresheet 37:1). He was not in a
foreign land, but HE IS NEVERTHELESS CALLED YA'AKOV.

171. He replied: I said, in the beginning, that just as the Holy One,
blessed be He, is sometimes called Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei and sometimes
Elohim, ACCORDING TO THE GRADE, so Ya'akov is sometimes
called Yisrael and sometimes Ya'akov, all according to certain
grades. And the words, "shall not be called any more Ya'akov,"
MEAN THAT he will not have this name only, YA'AKOV, BUT TWO
NAMES, YA'AKOV AND YISRAEL, ACCORDING TO HIS GRADE.
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172. He said: So it was with Avraham, about whom it is written,
"Neither shall your name any more be called Avram, but your name
shall beAvraham" (Beresheet 17:5). YET THIS DOES NOT MEAN
THAT HE WILL BE CALLED BY TWO NAMES: AVRAM AND
AVRAHAM, BUT RATHER ONLY AVRAHAM. He answers: The
scripture says, "but YOUR NAME SHALL BE (HEB. VEHAYAH)
AVRAHAM," therefore only this name remained. Yet here the word
"vehayah" is not used. Rather, it reads, "but Yisrael shall be (Heb.
yih'yeh) your name." It does not read, 'Yisrael shall be (Heb.
vehayah) your name'. ACCORDING TO THIS, it is sufficient to call
him Yisrael on only one occasion, TO FULFILL THE VERSE, WHICH
READS, "BUT YISRAEL SHALL BE YOUR NAME." This is all the
more true because although he is sometimes called Ya'akov, there
are other times he is called Yisrael. When his sons are adorned with
priests and Levites, he will be called by the name YISRAEL for all
times.

17. Every beginning is difficult
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Elazar discuss the idea that the beginning of any manifestation involves strain and death, which is later followed by relief and
ease. Thus, Rachel's death after the birth of Benyamin was a necessary sacrifice in order that the Shechinah could resume Her proper place.
Similarly, on Rosh Hashanah the world passes under severe Judgment, followed by relief, forgiveness, and atonement on Yom Kippur. The reason
for this, Rabbi Elazar explains, is that beginning is from the left side, which brings harsh Judgment until the right side is aroused and provides relief.
However, for idolaters the reverse is true. God shall first treat them gently and then later He will destroy them.
The Relevance of this Passage
Each new beginning in our lives represents the seed of all that will follow. The birth of a child, the outset of a new business enterprise, the start of a
marriage--these are all examples of beginnings. Through the mystical words of the sages appearing in this ancient text, we help infuse our
beginnings with extraordinary Light and positive energy, so that the seed of all that comes afterward is healthy and strong. We derive the strength to
endure through the strains and obstacles of beginnings, and to accelerate the arrival of relief and fruition.
173. While they were walking, Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Elazar: We
learned that when Rachel died, THE SHECHINAH, who needed the
twelve tribes to achieve perfection, took Her house. HE ASKS: Why
did Rachel die at that time? WAS THIS CONNECTED TO HER
DEATH? He replied: The reason was to enable the Shechinah to be
properly crowned and become "a joyful mother of children" (Tehilim
113:9). With BINYAMIN, THE SHECHINAH began to take the house
and achieve perfection. HE IS OF THE ASPECT OF YESOD OF THE
TWELVE TRIBES, AND IS THEREFORE THE FIRST TO PERFECT THE
SHECHINAH. Therefore, THE STANDARD OF Binyamin is always
facing west--AS YESOD IS CONSIDERED TO BE OF THE WEST--and
not any other side.
174. With BINYAMIN, the Shechinah begins to achieve perfection
through of the twelve tribes. Through him, the Kingdom of Heaven
begins to manifest itself on earth, AS THE FIRST KING IN YISRAEL,
SHAUL, WAS HIS DESCENDANT. It is a mystery that every
manifestation begins with difficulties and contains the sentence of
death, but the difficulties are later resolved.

175. When THE SHECHINAH desired to be perfected and take over
the house, WITH THE TWELVE TRIBES COMPLETED, judgment was
exacted from Rachel AND SHE DIED. Later, She prepared to assume
Her proper place. Similarly, when the kingdom wished to establish
itself on earth, it started with judgment against Shaul, who was
THEN KILLED ON THE MOUNTAINS OF GILBOA, according to his
deeds. Only after this judgment was exacted from Shaul the kingdom
established and settled ON DAVID.
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176. Come and behold: all beginnings are hard, but are followed by
relief. Thus, on Rosh Hashanah everyone in the world is judged
according to his own actions. Then comes relief and forgiveness and
atonement ON YOM KIPPUR. THIS IS FOLLOWED BY THE SUKKOT
('THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES'). The reason is that every
beginning has the aspect of the left, whose judgment is severe, but
later the right is aroused, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "HIS LEFT HAND IS
UNDER MY HEAD," AND THEN, "HIS RIGHT HAND EMBRACES
ME" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6). Then relief comes.
177. THE REVERSE IS TRUE FOR THE IDOLATROUS PEOPLE OF
THE WORLD. In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, will deal
with them gently at first, but afterward with severe Judgment. This is
the meaning of the verse: "Hashem shall go forth as a mighty man,
He shall stir up ardor like a man of war." First comes "Hashem," the
Merciful; then He comes "as a mighty man," not a REAL mighty man;
and later, "like a man of war," not a REAL man of war. Finally,
Judgment will be given against them, and He will destroy them, as it
is written: "He shall cry, indeed, roar, He shall show Himself mighty
against His foes" (Yeshayah 42:13), and "Then shall Hashem go out,
and fight against those nations, as when He fought in the day of
battle" (Zecharyah 14:3), and "Who is this that comes from Edom,
with crimsoned garments from Bozra..." (Yeshayah 63:1)

178. "And it came to pass, as her soul was departing, for she died,
that she called his name Ben-oni: but his father called him
Binyamin" (Beresheet 35:18). Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion
with the verse: "Hashem is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble:
He knows them that trust in Him" (Nachum 1:7). Happy is the lot of
one who is strengthened by the Holy One, blessed be He, because
the stronghold of the Holy One, blessed be He, is indeed a
stronghold, as it is written: "Hashem is good," as in, "good to
all" (Tehilim 145:9); "a stronghold" of salvations, as it is written, "he
is the saving strength of His anointed" (Tehilim 28:8). "...in the day of
trouble..." is when trouble comes, and the other nations attack
Yisrael.

18. "If you faint in the day of adversity"
The rabbis show us that it is incumbent upon man to walk the path of righteousness and to hold tightly to the Torah. This way, we' re told, the Evil
Inclination becomes our Advocate rather than our Accuser, and rises to vouch for us before God. The sacrifice of the he-goat on Yom Kippur follows
this principle. The sacrifice engages the Evil Inclination so that he will ascend and deliver favorable testimony to God. This principle, we learn, is
seen in the example of Rachel's death, which was a punishment for Ya'akov. Because Ya'akov did not fulfill his vow to God, and because he uttered
a "causeless curse" when he said to Lavan, "Anyone with whom you find your Elohim," the Evil Inclination accused Rachel during a time of danger,
and she perished.
The Relevance of this Passage
Spiritual Light gleams on this page, cleansing us of curses we have uttered in the past. A portion of this Light is given to the Evil Inclination, so that
his words of praise replace his condemnation in the supernal courts protecting us from Judgments caused by our own negative deeds.
179. Come and behold. HE ASKS: In the verse, "If you faint in the day
of adversity, your strength is small" (Mishlei 24:10), what is the
meaning of "you faint?" HE REPLIS: A man whose hands do not
firmly hold on to the Holy One, blessed be He, to receive strength
from Him. A man can be strengthened by stronger association with
the Torah, for whoever is strengthened by the Torah holds more
firmly to the Tree of Life, thereby giving power and strength to the
Congregation of Yisrael, THE SHECHINAH.
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180. But if he relaxes his hold on the Torah, then he faints, and if he
is faint in his hold on the Torah, then "in the day of adversity," his
"strength is small." When trouble comes, he presses the Shechinah,
which is the power of the world.

181. Another explanation of the phrase, "your strength is small," is
that when a man is faint in his hold on the Torah and walks a
crooked path, many enemies wait to oppress him in a day of
adversity. Even his own soul, his power and strength, become his
foes and enemy. HE EXPLAINED THE WORDS, "YOUR STRENGTH IS
SMALL (HEB. TZAR)," AS "YOUR STRENGTH IS AN ENEMY (HEB.
TZAR)," WHICH REFERS TO HIS SOUL, WHICH REFLECTS A MAN'S
STRENGTH.

182. Rabbi Aba said that when a man walks the path of the Torah and
his ways are duly straight, many advocates stand ready to speak
well of him. He opened the discussion with the verse: "If there be an
angel over him, an intercessor, one among a thousand, to vouch for
a man's uprightness, then He is gracious to him, and says: Deliver
him from going down to the pit: I have found a ransom" (Iyov 33:2324). We should study these verses carefully. Is not all revealed
before the Holy One, blessed be He? Does He need an angel to
announce before Him good and evil?

183. HE ANSWERS: ALTHOUGH HE KNOWS EVERYTHING, He
surely requires AN ANGEL TO AROUSE MERCY, because when a
man has good intercessors who remind the Holy One, blessed be
He, of his merits, and no one who speaks of his sins, then "He is
gracious to him, and says: Deliver him from going down to the pit: I
have found a ransom."

184. Come and behold: this verse clarifies the matter. It is written, "If
there be an angel over him," which should be sufficient. Yet it
continues, "an intercessor, one among a thousand." WE SHOULD
THEREFORE FIND OUT who he is. HE SAID: This is the angel whose
duty it is to be on the left side of man, as it is written:, "A thousand
shall fall at your side" (Tehilim 91:7). We know this to be the left side
from the following words, "and ten thousand at your right
hand," (Ibid.) WHICH MEANS THAT "AT YOUR SIDE," WHICH WAS
WRITTEN EARLIER, REFERS TO THE LEFT SIDE.

185. The "one among a thousand" is the Evil Inclination, one of the
thousand DEMONS of the left side. He ascends to receive
permission TO COME DOWN AND KILL. But when a man walks the
path of Righteousness, the Evil Inclination becomes his servant, as
it is written: "Better is one lightly esteemed who owns a
servant" (Mishlei 12:9). He then ascends and becomes his advocate,
recalling his merits before the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, says: "Deliver him from going down to the pit: I
have found a ransom."
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186. With all that, the Evil Inclination does not return empty handed.
Another man is delivered to him, one whose soul he may take
because this man's sins are already known. HE IS CHARGED FOR
THEM and is held ransom for the man who escaped. This is the
meaning of the sentence, "I have found a ransom," to redeem him.

187. Another explanation of the words, "I have found a ransom," is
that THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAYS TO THE ANGEL: The
merit you mentioned shall be THAT MAN'S ransom. It will redeem
him from dying and going down to Gehenom. Therefore, it behooves
a man to walk the path of Truth, so that his accuser shall turn into
his advocate.

188. Similarly, the children of Yisrael employ such means on Yom
Kippur, by giving THE EVIL INCLINATION, SAMAEL, a goat,
NAMELY, A SCAPEGOAT, and thus engaging it until it becomes their
servant and ascends to testify before the Holy One, blessed be He,
as their intercessor. Solomon said of the Evil Inclination, "If your
enemy be hungry, give him bread to eat: and if he be thirsty, give
him water to drink" (Mishlei 25:21).

189. Therefore, "on a day of adversity," when man's hold on the
Torah is faint, it is as if he brings the Holy One, blessed be He, to
HEAR THE ACCUSATIONS OF the Evil Inclination, who becomes his
persecutor. THEN, IT IS A DAY OF ADVERSITY, WHEN "your
strength is small," (Heb. tzar kochechah) WHICH CONSISTS OF THE
WORD tzar koach koh. THIS MAKES SMALL THE POWER (KOACH)
OF THE SHECHINAH, REFERRED TO AS KOH, because THE EVIL
INCLINATION approaches the presence of THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, to accuse, and the strength OF THE SHECHINAH
is diminished BECAUSE OF IT.
190. Come and behold: "Hashem is good, a stronghold in the day of
trouble." HE ASKS: What is this "day of trouble?" HE ANSWERS:
The time when Esav came to accuse Ya'akov. "He knows them that
trust in Him" is when Judgment was severe upon him AND RACHEL
DIED, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
191. Come and behold: the Accuser is upon man only at a time of
danger. Come and see, because Ya'akov was late COMPLETING his
vow, which he made before the Holy One, blessed be He, the
Accuser exacted Judgment from him and demanded justice at the
time when Rachel was in danger. He said to the Holy One, blessed
be He: Ya'akov did not fulfill his vow. Although he has wealth and
many sons, and lacks nothing, he did not fulfill his vow made before
You, and yet You have exacted no punishment. Immediately, "Rachel
travailed and was in hard labor," (Beresheet 35:16) because this was
the severe judgment that the Angel of Death exacted from him.
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192. HE ASKS: Why was Ya'akov punished in this manner? HE
REPLIES: This is in accordance with the verse, "If you have nothing
with which to pay, why should he take away your bed from under
you" (Mishlei 22:27). Therefore Rachel died; this was the judgment
exacted by the Angel of Death.

193. Come and behold: what did YA'AKOV do when Esav came?
"And he put the handmaids and their children foremost, and Leah
and her children after, and Rachel and Yosef last of all" (Beresheet
33:2). What prompted him to do so? He was afraid for Rachel, lest
that wicked man should behold her beauty and attack him because
of it.

194. It is also written, "Then the handmaidens came near, they and
their children, and they bowed themselves. And Leah also with her
children came near, and bowed themselves," (Beresheet 33:6) the
women before the men. But of Rachel the verse says, "and after
came Yosef near and Rachel." Yosef stood before his mother,
covering and concealing her. Thus the words, "Yosef is a fruitful
bough, a fruitful bough by a well," (Beresheet 49:22) whose body
grew bigger to protect his mother; "by a well (lit. 'an eye')" refers to
that wicked man's eye, THAT MAN WHO MUST NOT CAST AN EYE
ON HER.

195. Here, RACHEL was punished by the Evil Inclination, which
accused her in a time of danger and punished Ya'akov for his
unfulfilled vow. This was harder for Ya'akov than all his previous
troubles. We know that RACHEL DIED because of Ya'akov from the
words, "Rachel died by me"; (Beresheet 48:7) surely this happened
because of me, because I tarried in FULFILLING my vow.

196. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written, "a curse that is causeless shall (lit.
'not'; Heb. lo, Lamed Aleph) come home" (Mishlei 26:2). This has
been interpreted as lo (Lamed Vav) - "to him," SO IT WOULD SAY: "A
CURSE THAT IS CAUSELESS SHALL COME TO HIM." THIS
TEACHES US THAT once a righteous man curses, even if he did not
mean TO CURSE, it is received by the Evil Inclination, who uses it to
accuse in times of danger.
197. Ya'akov said, "Anyone with whom you find your Elohim, let him
not live" (Beresheet 31:32). Although he did not know THAT RACHEL
HAD STOLEN THEM, the Satan, who constantly abides among men,
heard these words AND USED THEM TO ACCUSE IN A TIME OF
DANGER. We therefore learned that a man should never open his
mouth for the Satan, because he takes that utterance and uses it to
accuse above and below, especially if the utterance came from the
mouth of a righteous man or a sage. Rachel was punished for two
reasons: BECAUSE YA'AKOV WAS LATE IN FULFILLING HIS VOW,
AND BECAUSE OF THE CURSE HE UTTERED.

19. "And it came to pass, as her soul was departing"
Although the soul may depart the body and return during one's lifetime, Rachel's soul did not return and she died. Before she died, she named her
last-born child Ben-oni, because of the severe Judgment against her. Ya'akov then renamed his youngest son Benjamin, also to bind him to the right
side, just as he attached Rachel to Mercy.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section helps deepen our understanding of the importance of names, and of their influence on our destiny through the attraction or deflection
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of the Light. We achieve a greater connection to our own name and the particular influences that it radiates.
198. "And it came to pass, as her soul was departing for she died."
Rabbi Aba asked: If the words, "as her soul was departing," mean
that she died, WHY DOES THE VERSE CONTINUE WITH THE
WORDS, "FOR SHE DIED?" HE REPLIED: THE WORDS, "FOR SHE
DIED," were necessary TO INDICATE THAT THE SOUL did not return
to the body, and she died bodily. THE DEPARTURE OF THE SOUL IS
NOT AN INDICATION OF BODILY DEATH, for there are people whose
souls departed and later returned to their places. This is the meaning
of the verses: "And his spirit returned to him" (I Shmuel 30:12), "And
their heart departed" (Beresheet 42:28), "My soul departed" (Shir
Hashirim 5:6), and, "until there was no soul left in him" (I
Melachim17:17). But when RACHEL'S soul departed, it did not
return, and she died.

199. "That she called his name Ben-oni," because of the severe
Judgment decided against her. Ya'akov, however, turned him to the
right, NAMELY, TO CHASSADIM, to bind the west, THE NUKVA, to
the right. And though he is Ben-oni (lit. 'the son of sorrow') OF THE
NUKVA from the aspect of rigorous Judgment, NEVERTHELESS he
is the son of the right, because THE NUKVA became attached to the
right. HE THEREFORE CALLED HIM 'BINYAMIN', THE 'SON OF
RIGHT', BECAUSE HE ATTACHED RACHEL TO THE RIGHT, TO
CHASSADIM.
200. She was buried by the road. Her death and place of burial were
known, AND SHE WAS BURIED BY THE ROAD IN AN OPEN PLACE.
But the death and burial place of Leah are not recorded, although the
four mothers share a secret, as has already been explained.

20. "And Ya'akov set a pillar"
This section explains the significance of the phrase, "to this day," which is attached to the title quotation. While Rabbi Yosi interprets this as a
reference to the day when God resurrects the dead, Rabbi Yehuda explains that it is a reference to the day when the children of Yisrael return from
exile, in accordance with the oath that God swore to the Shechinah. At that time, the children of Israel will weep for Rachel, as she wept for their
exile--and Rachel, Yisrael, and the Shechinah shall rejoice together by the side of the road.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section accelerates the end of exile for the children of Israel. Moreover, this Light hastens the final Redemption and Resurrection
for mankind. On a personal level, this Divine energy helps resurrect areas of our lives that have been disconnected from the Light. We literally gain
freedom from the forces of death.
201. "And Ya'akov set a pillar upon her grave." Rabbi Yosi asked:
Why DOES THE SCRIPTURE ADD THE WORDS, "TO THIS DAY?" HE
REPLIED: Because her burial place will remain uncovered until the
day when the Holy One, blessed be He, will raise the dead. Thus, it is
said, "to this day," the very day OF RESURRECTION.
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202. Rabbi Yehuda said that "to this day" refers to the day when the
Shechinah shall repatriate the children of Yisrael from exile to
RACHEL'S BURIAL place, as it is written: "And there is hope for your
future, says Hashem, and your children shall come back again to
their own border" (Yirmeyah 31:16). This is the oath the Holy One,
blessed be He, swore TO THE SHECHINAH. And the children of
Yisrael, when they return from exile, will stand by Rachel's grave and
weep, as she wept for the exile of the children of Yisrael. The
scripture therefore reads, "They shall come with weeping, and with
supplications will I leas them" (Ibid. 8), and "for your work shall be
rewarded" (Ibid. 15). At that time, Rachel will rejoice by the road
together with Yisrael and the Shechinah, as has already been
explained.

21. "Reuven went...Now the sons of Ya'akov were twelve"
Rabbi Yehuda discusses the power and influence of the Torah for the dead. When the soul of one who labors in the Torah departs this world, it
ascends by the Torah's familiar ways, and the Torah preserves the body and guards it against the Judgments of the other world until the day of
resurrection. However, when the soul of one who does not labor in the Torah leaves this world, it does not know the paths to follow. Therefore, it
"stumbles" and receives punishment.
This section also provides an explanation of Reuven's questionable actions, as related in the title verse. The discussion of this issue reveals that
Reuven did not actually lie with Bilhah; rather, he disarranged the couch in order to prevent the Shechinah from performing her conjugal duty with
Ya'akov. Thus, Reuven was punished. He was deprived of his birthright, which was transferred to Yosef, in accordance with God's Wisdom.
However, Reuven's merits remained intact and his descendants remained worthy of inclusion among the twelve tribes. Similarly, the actions of Eli's
son--recounted in the verse, "Now Eli was very old..."--do not mean that he lay with the women at the entrance to the Temple. Instead, he detained
them, preventing them from entering until the other sacrifices had been offered, as was appropriate.
The Relevance of this Passage
The quality of life we create for ourselves in the physical realm mirrors the quality of life awaiting us after our departure from this existence. Our
quality of life is determined by our actions and their degree of spiritual development via the path of Torah. This section enlightens us to the power of
Torah and the path it offers. The radiating Light helps us clearly see the darkened corridors of this life, in order to avoid traveling darkened byways
in the hereafter.
203. "And it came to pass, when Yisrael dwelt in that land, that
Reuven went and lay with Bilhah his father's concubine: and Yisrael
heard of it. Now the sons of Ya'akov were twelve" (Beresheet 35:2223). Rabbi Elazar said: "when Yisrael dwelt (Heb. shkon) in that
land," REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'LAND', for at that time
when Leah and Rachel died, THE SHECHINAH became mistress of
the house.

204. HE ASKS: Could you possibly think that Reuven lay with
Bilhah? HE ANSWERS: As long as Leah and Rachel were ALIVE, the
Shechinah hovered over them; once they died, the Shechinah never
departed from the house, but dwelt in Bilhah's abode. HE ASKS:
Although it was appropriate that the Shechinah should be mistress
of the house, THAT IS, BE UNITED WITH YA'AKOV AFTER
RACHEL'S DEATH, WHY WAS IT SAID THAT THE SHECHINAH
DWELT WITH BILHAH? HE ANSWERS: She would not hover openly
about the house if Ya'akov had not formed a union of male and
female. Therefore, the Shechinah was to be found in Bilhah's tent,
WHERE THERE WAS A UNION OF MALE AND FEMALE.
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205. When Reuven saw that Bilhah had inherited his mother's place,
he upset YA'AKOV'S bed BY TAKING IT AWAY. As the Shechinah
was upon it, it is written as if he "lay with Bilhah." Rabbi Yesa said
that he slept on the same bed, thus showing disrespect for the
Shechinah. FOR THAT REASON, THE VERSE INTIMATES THAT IT
WAS AS IF HE LAY WITH HER. But because HE DID NOT SIN, he was
not excluded from the TWELVE tribes. Therefore scripture does the
reckoning, SAYING, "NOW THE SONS OF YA'AKOV WERE
TWELVE," and then, "Reuven, Ya'akov's first-born," thus appointing
him head of all the tribes.

206. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse, "for the
ways of Hashem are right, and the just do walk in them: but the
transgressors shall stumble in them" (Hoshea 14:10). All the ways of
the Holy One, blessed be He, are Right and His paths True, but the
people in the world do not know or care what they are based upon.
"The just do walk in them," because they know the ways of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and study the Torah. Whoever is occupied in the
study of the Torah is familiar with them and treads THE WAYS OF
THE TORAH, never deviating right or left.

207. "But the transgressors shall stumble in them." These words
refer to the wicked, who do not study the Torah or care for the ways
of the Holy One, blessed be He, or know where they are going.
Because they do not know how to observe, and do not deal with the
Torah, they stumble in this world and in the world to come.

208. Come and behold: when a man who studies the Torah passes
away, his soul ascends through the roads and ways of the Torah,
which are known to those who follow the ways of the Torah in this
world. After they die, they tread these pathes in the other world.

209. When those who do not study the Torah in this world, those
who are not familiar with its roads and ways, leave this world, they
do not know which way to go and they stumble. Because they chose
ways that are not of the Torah, many judgments are raised against
them, and they are punished.
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210. Of he who studies the Torah, it is written, "When you lie down, it
shall watch over you; when you wake, it shall talk to you" (Mishlei
6:22). "When you lie down" in the grave, the Torah shall watch over
you from the Judgment of that world; "when you wake" refers to the
time when the Holy One, blessed be He, will raise spirits and souls
that will resurrect the dead. Then, "it shall talk to you," being an
advocate for the body, so that the bodies who studied the Torah
shall rise in a proper manner. These are those who will rise first to
everlasting life, as it is written, "And many of those who sleep in the
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life" (Daniel 12:2).
Those who deal in everlasting life, the Torah, will awake to
everlasting life.

211. Come and behold: the bodies of all the students of the Torah
will be preserved, and the Torah shall protect them. The reason is
that the Holy One, blessed be He, will arouse a wind, comprised of
four winds, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. That
wind appears before those who studied the Torah and revives them
to everlasting life.

212. You may say that it is written OF THE DEAD THAT YECHEZKEL
RESURRECTED, "Come from the four winds, O breath (also:
'wind')" (Yechezkel 37:9). Why, then, did they die again, DERIVING
NO BENEFIT FROM THAT WIND--WHICH COMPRISES THE FOUR
WINDS--BY LIVING FOREVER? HE ANSWERS: Come and behold.
When the Holy One, blessed be He, revived the dead through
Yechezkel, that wind, although it did include the four winds, did not
descend IN THE FIRST PLACE to revive them forever, but only to
show how the Holy One, blessed be He, will in the future resurrect in
the same way the dead and revive them by that wind included OF
FOUR WINDS. And although the bones returned to what they were,
the Holy One, blessed be He, only wanted to show the world that He
will raise the dead in the future. And when He will, it will be for a
perfect existence in this world. The Torah will THEN stand as an
advocate before the Holy One, blessed be He, for those who strove
in the Torah.
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213. Rabbi Shimon said: The Torah and its words, NAMELY, ITS
LOGIC, with which man was occupied in this world, stands ALWAYS
before the Holy One, blessed be He, uttering speeches and raising
voices. It is not silent. At the time OF RESURRECTION, it will talk
and speak in accordance with man's devotion to it and his
occupation with it in this world. They will therefore rise to complete
existence and everlasting life, as we have said. For that reason, "the
ways of Hashem are right, and the just do walk in them: but the
transgressors shall stumble in them."

214. Rabbi Chiya continued the discussion with the verse: "Now Eli
was very old, and heard all that his sons did to all Yisrael; and how
they lay with the women that assembled at the door of the Tent of
Meeting" (I Shmuel 2: 22). HE ASKS: Could it possibly occur to you
that the priests of Hashem would do such a thing? The scripture
specifies their sins earlier, as it is written: "for the men dishonored
the offering of Hashem" (Ibid. 17); "And the priest's custom with the
people was, that, when any man offered..." ( Ibid. 13); "Also before
they burnt the fat, the priest's lad came, and said to the man that
sacrificed, Give some roasting meat for the priest..." (Ibid. 15); "No;
but you shall give it me now: and if not, I will take it by force.
Wherefore the sin of the lads was very great before Hashem" (Ibid.
16). And although they took only of what was theirs, the priests', to
eat, they were nevertheless punished for treating the offering lightly.
FROM THIS WE LEARN THAT THEY WERE RIGHTEOUS, AS THEY
WERE VERY STRICTLY DEALT WITH. Yet here it is written: "they lay
with the women that assembled," AND COMMITTED SUCH A GRAVE
OFFENSE.

215. HE ANSWERS: Heaven forbid that they should commit such a
transgression, especially in such a holy place, for Yisrael will rise
and kill them. But they only detained the women from entering the
temple and protested that they must not come in to pray before the
offerings were sacrificed. They detained them because their offering
held no portion for the priests. This is why THEY DETAINED the
women who wanted to enter THE TEMPLE, hence the words, "they
lay with the women," that is, held them from entering THE TEMPLE,
AS WE HAVE SAID.
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216. There is a similar meaning in the words, "and lay with
Bilhah" (Beresheet 35: 22). Heaven forbid that he lay with her; he
only stopped her from performing her marital duty with Ya'akov by
disarranging the bed. He did this in the presence of the Shechinah,
because wherever intercourse is performed according to the law, the
Shechinah hovers about and dwells in that place. He who blocks the
commandment of intercourse causes the departure of Shechinah
from the world. It is therefore written, "you went up to your father's
bed; then you did defile it: he went up to my couch," (Beresheet
49:4) and "he lay with Bilhah his father's concubine, and Yisrael
heard of it. Now the sons of Ya'akov were twelve," WHICH TEACHES
US THAT all of them were counted, and their merit remained intact.

217. Rabbi Elazar asked: Why was he first called Yisrael and then
Ya'akov in the verse, "and Yisrael heard of it. Now the sons of
Ya'akov were twelve?" HE ANSWERS: When Reuven disarranged the
bed, he said, What DOES THIS MEAN? My father had to bring twelve
tribes into the world and now he wishes to beget sons. Are we
deficient that he desires others IN OUR STEAD? Immediately, he
disarranged the bed and intercourse was thwarted. It was
CONSIDERED as if he showed contempt toward the Shechinah, who
then hovered over the bed. Therefore it is written, "and Yisrael heard
of it," for by using this name, he was elevated to the secret twelve
GRADES, the twelve rivers of pure balsam.

218. "Now the sons of Ya'akov were twelve." This refers to the twelve
tribes by which the Shechinah was perfected. The Torah again
enumerated them as it did before REUVEN'S SIN. They are all holy
and the Shechinah considered them worthy of beholding the sanctity
of their Master. Had Reuven really sinned, he would not have been
counted among the tribes.

219. Even so, REUVEN was punished. His birthright was taken from
him and given to Yosef, as it is written: "Now the sons of Reuven the
firstborn of Yisrael, for he was the firstborn; but since he defiled his
father's bed, his birthright was given to the sons of Yosef" (I Divrei
Hayamim 5:1). Come and behold: "Blessed be the name of Elohim
for ever and ever" (Daniel 2:20). His works are all true, His ways just,
and His deeds follow the Supernal Wisdom.
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220. Come and behold: Everything man does has an effect, for it is
written and preserved before the Holy One, blessed be He. When
Ya'akov came in to Leah, his heart and desires were with Rachel the
whole night, because he thought she was Rachel. From that union,
from the first seed and desire, Leah conceived. It was explained that
if Ya'akov had known SHE WAS LEAH, BUT NEVERTHELESS
THOUGHT OF RACHEL, Reuven would not have been considered to
be one OF THE TRIBES. HE WOULD HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED A
CHANGELING SON. BUT SINCE IT WAS IN THE ABSENCE OF
INTENT, the offspring was not given a specific name, but just called
'Reuven' (lit. 'see, a son'.)

221. Nevertheless, everything reverted to its proper place. Because
Ya'akov's original desire was for Rachel, the desire reverted to
Rachel, since the birthright was returned to Yosef, Rachel's eldest
son, the place where the desire was, THAT IS, Rachel. Thus, all was
properly settled, because all the works of the Holy One, blessed be
He, are true and just.

22. "Who is this coming out of the wilderness"
Smoke that rises from the fat dropping into the fire while Rabbi Yosi cooks, leads to a discussion and interpretation of the title quotation. Rabbi Yosi
explains that when the children of Yisrael offered sacrifices, smoke rising straight up meant that the candle that had been lit was indeed worthy of
being lit. However, once the Temple was destroyed, joy was replaced by rage in both the Upper and Lower Worlds, and the children of Israel went
into exile under the dominion of other gods. As they traveled through the desert, the Shechinah went before them in a cloud of smoke. The
Shechinah was attached to all three columns--that is, to Avraham, Yitzchak, Ya'akov, and Yosef, the latter two being of one essence. The reason for
the exile, we're told, is "you would not serve The Creator, your Elohim with joyfulness." Thus, the children of Yisrael shall suffer until God rises up
to redeem them among the nations.
The Relevance of this Passage
In a spiritual context, the notion of offering sacrifices for the purpose of "lighting the candle worthy of being lit," refers not to the sacrificial
slaughter of animals, but to the sacrifice of ego in order to ignite the Light of the soul. The many sacrifices described in Scripture pertain to the
various negative traits dwelling within the consciousness of man. Removing these traits is the basis of all spiritual work. Enlightened with this
spiritual perspective, these verses help us sacrifice negative characteristics, allowing the Light of our souls to shine ever more brightly.
222. On a visit to Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Chizkiyah saw a piece of meat
drop FROM HIS POT into the fire. As a result of the dripping of the
fat, smoke rose up. He said to him: Had the pillars of smoke from the
offering risen from the altar like this smoke, there would have been
no wrath upon the world and Yisrael would not have gone into exile
from their land.
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223. Rabbi Yosi answered by quoting the verse: "Who is this coming
out of the wilderness like columns of smoke, perfumed with myrrh
and frankincense, with all powders of the merchant?" (Shir Hashirim
3:6) WHAT IS THE MEANING OF, "Who is this coming out?" HE
REPLIS: Come and behold. When the children of Yisrael were
walking in the desert, the Shechinah went before them. They
followed, as it is written, "And Hashem went before them by day in a
pillar of a cloud, to lead them the way; and by night in a pillar of fire,
to give them light; that they might go..." (Shemot 13:21). Therefore, it
is written: "Thus says Hashem; I remember in your favor, the
devotion of your youth, your love as a bride, when you did go after
me in the wilderness" (Yirmeyah 2:2). THUS, THE SHECHINAH WENT
BEFORE THEM, AND THEY FOLLOWED. THIS MEANS THAT THEY
RECEIVED FROM HER BACK, AS WILL BE MENTIONED SHORTLY.

224. The Shechinah advanced with all the clouds of glory about Her.
When the Shechinah would go, so would the children of Yisrael, as it
is written: "And when the cloud was taken up from the tabernacle,
then after that the children of Yisrael journeyed" (Bemidbar 9:17).
When She ascended, the cloud rose high, and all the people of the
world saw and asked, "Who is this coming out of the wilderness like
columns of smoke?"

225. The cloud in which the Shechinah was seen was made of
smoke. Why? Because the light kindled by Avraham and Yitzchak,
his son, clung to Her and never left Her. Whenever the fire seized
Her, smoke would rise up.

226. Moreover, She was "perfumed with myrrh and frankincense." By
"perfumed," it is meant that She was attached to the other two sides,
MITIGATING AND ENVELOPING ONE ANOTHER, Avraham's cloud
on the right and Yitzchak's cloud on the left. The "powders of the
merchant" refers to Ya'akov. THIS MEANS SHE WAS CONNECTED
TO THE THREE COLUMNS: "MYRRH" IS THE RIGHT COLUMN,
AVRAHAM; "FRANKINCENSE" IS THE LEFT COLUMN, YITZCHAK;
AND "ALL THE POWDERS OF THE MERCHANT" IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT CONNECTS BOTH, THIS IS WHY IT IS CALLED A
MERCHANT WHO HOLDS BOTH TYPES OF FRAGRANCE IN HIS
HANDS.
227. Another explanation is that the "powders of the merchant"
refers to Yosef the Righteous, for his coffin (lit. 'ark'), YESOD,
traveled by Her. He was called a merchant (Heb. rochel; also:
'talebearer') because he slandered his brothers (Heb. rechilut) before
his father. According to another explanation, he was thus called
because just as a merchant possesses all kinds of bundles of
incense and perfumed herb powders, so Yosef maintained the Torah,
for he observed it as all the precepts of the Torah are connected to
keeping the Holy Covenant, WHICH HE DID.
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228. Another explanation connects the powders with Avraham,
Yitzchak, Ya'akov, and Yosef, who had one and the same image. This
is the meaning of the verse: "These are the generations of Ya'akov.
Yosef" (Beresheet 37:2). Thus, the words, "with all powders of the
merchant" refer to the source from which the river is drawn and
flows, YESOD, WHICH IS YOSEF. Everything is watered from it and
the faces of all are illuminated.

229. Come and behold: when Yisrael dwelt in their land and offered
sacrifices, they approached nearer to the Holy One, blessed be He.
When the sacrifice was offered and the smoke rose straight, they
knew that the smoke from the altar lit the candle worthy of being lit;
all faces shone and the candles were burning.

230. Since the Temple was destroyed, not a day passes without
wrath and anger, as it is written, "and an El who had indignation
every day" (Tehilim 7:12). Joy was banished above and below, and
the children of Yisrael went into exile under the dominion of other
Elomin. Then, the verse is fulfilled, as it is written: "and there you
shall serve other Elohim" (Devarim 28:64).

231. HE ASKS: Why DID YISRAEL DESERVE all this? HE ANSWERS:
As it is written, "Because you would not serve Hashem your Elohim
with joyfulness, and with gladness of heart, for the abundance of all
things" (Ibid. 47-48). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "the
abundance of all things?" HE ANSWERS: Here, there is "the
abundance of all things," and there, "want of all things."
232. So it shall be until the Holy One, blessed be He, arouses Himself
and redeems us from among the nations, as it is written: "that then
Hashem your Elohim will turn your captivity, and have compassion
upon you, and will return and gather you from all the nations,
amongst whom Hashem your Elohim had scattered you. If your
outcasts be at the utmost parts of heaven, from there will Hashem
your Elohim gather you..." (Devarim 30:3-4).

23. "Now these are the generations of Esav"
This passage explains why Scripture does not enumerate the sons of Esav until after the death of Yitzchak, while Ya'akov's sons are enumerated
long before he dies. This, we learn, is because Esav abandoned the true Faith completely, leaving Ya'akov with an enhanced portion, as well as the
heritage of his father and his ancestors.
The Relevance of this Passage
Yitzchak, his son Ya'akov, and their succeeding generations, forged the spiritual path that led to the revelation of the Torah, and therefore, they
represent its eternal, supernal Light. Esav, however, embodies the force of darkness and eternal death. This section connects us to Light of the
Torah, expressed through the patriarchs Yitzchak and Ya'akov.
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233. "Now these are the generations of Esav, who is
Edom" (Beresheet 36:1). Come and behold: Esav's sons were not
counted while Yitzchak was alive, as were the sons of Ya'akov, who
were counted before he died. Of Esav it is written: "And Yitzchak
expired, and died, and was gathered to his people, being old and full
of days: and his sons Esav and Ya'akov buried him," followed by
"Now these are the generations of Esav, who is Edom." Why WERE
THEY NOT COUNTED IN HIS LIFETIME? Because only Ya'akov and
his sons are the portion, inheritance, and lot OF YITZCHAK. For that
reason, Ya'akov and his sons, who are the portion of the Holy One,
blessed be He, were counted. Esav, however, had no portion in the
side of the faith. Therefore, his accounts were settled only after
Yitzchak died, when his portion was separated FROM HOLINESS into
another place.

234. Come and behold: after Yitzchak died and Esav went to his side,
it is written: "And Esav took his wives...away from his brother
Ya'akov" (Beresheet 36:6). In doing this, he left both capital and
profit to Ya'akov, HE RELINQUISHED the bondage of Egypt, WHICH
IS THE CAPITAL AND THE PROFIT THEREFROM, THE HERITAGE OF
the Land of Yisrael. He sold his share of the cave of the Machpelah
and went from the land, the faith, and his portion, thus walking away
from AND LEAVING everything.

235. Come and behold: how much Ya'akov's portion was increased
in all respects when Esav left him and went to his own lot and
portion. Ya'akov thus continued to hold the heritage of his father and
his ancestors. And so it is written: "and went into another country
away from his brother Ya'akov." HE ASKS: Why is it written, "away
from his brother Ya'akov?" HE ANSWERS: Because he did not care
for his inheritance or share YA'AKOV'S lot of faith. Happy is the lot
of Ya'akov, of whom the verse says, "For Hashem's portion is His
people; Ya'akov is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim 32:9).

24. "And these are the kings"
Rabbi Yesa begins a discussion of the verse, "Behold, I will make you small among nations..." After God created the world, he placed seventy
ministers over the seventy nations. These ministers are best described as intelligent supernal influences; they are angelic forces that rule and direct
the affairs of the nations on a spiritual level. Of all the ministers, Esav is the most despised before God, as he represents the Side of Defilement. The
lower grades, we learn, form a hierarchy and are linked and interlocked by a bond that holds them to their proper side. The Unclean Side diverges
into numerous paths and distributes power to the multitudes in the Lower World. The quotation, "These are the kings," refers to the grades of Esav
which reigned before there was any king over Yisrael, before the higher grades were perfected and the kingdom of Heaven was established in its
own place, never to be removed.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section arouses the Light of protection against the powers of darkness. Though unseen, these negative entities are as real as the
equally invisible atoms or the force of gravity.
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236. "And these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom,
before there reigned any king over the children of
Yisrael" (Beresheet 36:31). Rabbi Yesa began the discussion with
the verse: "Behold, I will make you small among the nations: you are
greatly despised" (Ovadyah 1:2). Come and behold: when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the world, He divided the earth into
seven regions that correspond to the seventy ministers APPOINTED
OVER THE NATIONS. THESE ARE THE SECRET OF THE EXTERIOR-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT--EACH CONSISTING OF TEN AND THEREBY TOTALING
SEVENTY. The Holy One, blessed be He, appointed THE SEVENTY
MINISTERS over the seventy nations, each according to its worth, as
it is written: "When the most High divided to the nations their
inheritance, when he separated the sons of Adam, he set the bounds
of the people according to the number of the children of Yisrael
" (Devarim 32:8).
237. Among all the ministers appointed over the nations, no one is
as despised before THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as Esav's
minister, because Esav represents the Side of Defilement, which is
despicable before the Holy One, blessed be He. ESAV'S MINISTER
was issued from the small grades behind the millstones. From the
emptiness of the red sides came THE MINISTER OF ESAV. Therefore
it is written, "Behold, I will make you small among the nations: you
are greatly despised," which has the same meaning as "upon your
belly shall you go, and dust shall you eat all the days of your
life" (Beresheet 3:14), 'greatly' resembles the words, "You are cursed
above all cattle, and above every beast of the field" (Ibid.).

238. Come and behold: within the lower grades, there are grades
upon grades that are all different than each other. Yet, they are both
detached from and attached to each other IN SUCH A WAY THAT
Malchut OF EACH OF THE GRADES is separated, yet each Malchut
is interconnected to Malchut. THE REASON IS THAT as one enters,
another ascends and thus, they are united by a bond.

239. This bond has one level OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Each level
contains three bonds; AS THE CENTRAL COLUMN CONTAINS ALL
THREE COLUMNS; each bond contains one crown, NAMELY, THE
CROWN REFERRED TO IN THE VERSE, "THE CROWN WITH WHICH
HIS MOTHER CROWNED HIM" (SHIR HASHIRIM 3:11). And in every
crown there is a singular force of command.
240. THE FORCE OF COMMAND was assigned by being crowned
from above, and assigned to descend until the stars and
constellations are attached to it. Every FORCE OF COMMAND IN
EACH OF THE THREE CROWNS contains one star and one
constellations. Because all the stars are connected to the upper
grades, AND THE CONSTELLATIONS TO THE LOWER GRADES,
each grade is crowned in certain places, according to its
INDIVIDUAL worth.
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241. When the grades diverge, they form a disrupting link, until it is
connected to its worthy place, and the aspects of the defiled grades
of the left side all diverge into several ways and paths of the aspects
of the red Gvurot THAT RUN FROM BINAH, THE SECRET OF RED,
and because lower Gvurot are counted below by the thousands and
myriads, then "Behold, I will make you small among the nations: you
are greatly despised."

242. Come and behold: "And these are the kings that reigned in the
land of Edom." "...the land..." is the side of Esav's grade, as it is
written, "Esav, who is Edom." All THESE KINGS came from the side
of the unclean spirit. "...before there reigned any king over the
children of Yisrael" refers to these grades OF ESAV, which stand at
the lower gates and are the first TO BE PERFECTED. The reason
Ya'akov said, "Let my lord, I pray you, pass over before his
servant" (Beresheet 33:14), is that Esav's grades are the first to enter
AND BE PERFECTED, FOR THE LOWER GRADES ARE CORRECTED
FIRST AND THE HIGHER GRADES LATER. They were, therefore,
"before there reigned any king over the children of Yisrael," for the
time had not come for the Kingdom of Heaven to rule and join hands
with the children of Yisrael. He therefore said, "Let my lord, I pray
you, pass over before his servant."

243. After these grades are perfected, the Kingdom of Heaven will be
aroused to rule over the lower beings. Its rulership shall start with
Binyamin, the youngest of the tribes, NAMELY, WITH SHAUL WHO IS
OF THE TRIBE OF BINYAMIN. This is the meaning of the verse,
"There is Binyamin, the youngest, ruling them" (Tehilim 68: 28). The
Kingdom began to take root in him, later coming into its own place,
TO KING DAVID, to be established and never to depart.

25. Ya'akov, Yisrael and Yeshurun
Rabbi Chiya discourses on the names Ya'akov, Yisrael, and Yeshurun, which appear in the verse, "Yet now hear, O Ya'akov My servant..." These
names represent three different grades, yet all amount to one. Similarly, the terms, "created," "formed," and "made," which also appear in the verse,
represent three different grades, yet all are one. We learn that the children of Israel, to whom God gave the Torah so that they might merit the Holy
Land and a portion in the world to come, are fortunate indeed, while the idolaters will one day be destroyed.
The Relevance of this Passage
When the light of the sun passes though a prism, the beam refracts into the seven colors of the spectrum. The colors are many, but they are one.
Spiritual Light follows the same profound principle, with each grade of Light offering another frequency of fulfillment. Three "colors" in the Divine
spectrum of Light shine through to our souls in this passage through the words, "created," "formed," and "made," and "Ya'akov," "Yisrael," and
"Yeshurun." These three help us to merit a portion in the world to come, and connect us to the Divine energy radiating from the Land of Yisrael.
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244. Rabbi Chiya continued with the verse: "Yet now hear, O Ya'akov
my servant; and Yisrael whom I have chosen: thus says Hashem that
made you, and formed you from the womb, who will help you; Fear
not O Ya'akov my servant; and you, Yeshurun, whom I have
chosen" (Yeshayah 44:1-2). Come and behold: how many times did
the Holy One, blessed be He, promise the children of Yisrael that He
would cause them to inherit the world to come. For He desired no
other nation or tongue for His portion but Yisrael alone. Therefore,
the Torah of Truth was given to them, through which to merit and
learn the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and thus inherit the
Holy Land. For whoever merits this Holy Land has a portion in the
world to come, as it is written: "Your people also shall be all
righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah 60:21). This
has already been explained.

245. There are three grades IN THE VERSE BEFORE US: First
Ya'akov, then Yisrael, and Yeshurun last, AND WE SHOULD KNOW
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM. Come and behold: we already
explained Ya'akov and Yisrael, though both grades are the same.

246. HE ASKS: Why are Yisrael called by the name of Yeshurun? HE
ANSWERS: Yisrael and Yeshurun are one. The meaning of
Yeshurun, as it is written, "He should then assemble (Heb. yashor) a
row of men" (Iyov 33:27), is that he takes a row from the one side
and a row from the other side. Because there are two rows, he is
called 'Yeshurun', IN THE PLURAL. Also, Yisrael IS DERIVED FROM
'ROW' (HEB. SHURAH), BEING THE LETTERS OF YASHOR EL, IN
THE SINGULAR.

247. Yisrael is pronounced WITH THE LETTER SIN, WHICH ALLUDES
TO OFFICIALDOM (HEB. SERARAH), for having command and power
over all. Yeshurun IS THUS NAMED after the two parts, the RIGHT
AND LEFT sides, the two rows already mentioned. They are all one.

248. He explained that all these names amount to one. "Ya'akov my
servant," for he is a servant at times and abides his Master's
command and executes His wishes. Also, "Yisrael whom I have
chosen," MEANS to dwell on. All is according to a deep mystery. It is
thus written: "that created you, O Ya'akov, and He that formed you,
O Yisrael" (Yeshayah 43:1), and "Hashem that made you." All these
grades are counted as one. Therefore, the verbs: created, formed,
and acted are related to them respectively: one grade is over the
other and all these grades are one.

249. Happy is the portion of Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He,
desired them above all the idolatrous nations, of which the scripture
says: "They are vanity, the work of delusion: in the time of their
punishment they shall perish," (Yirmeyah 10:15) when the Holy One,
blessed be He, will wipe them away from the earth, and He will
remain alone, as it is written, "and Hashem alone shall be exalted on
that day" (Yeshayah 2:11).
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26. "Fear not, you worm Ya'akov"
Rabbi Yehuda leads a discussion of the title verse and the regenerative power of the children of Yisrael. There are two explanations for the
comparison of the children of Yisrael to the "worm," as well as an explanation of the comparison of the children of Yisrael to clay, which actually
signifies glass. Finally, an interpretation of "O men of Israel" reveals it to represent the Tree of Life. Because the children of Yisrael cleave to the
Tree of Life, we're told, they shall one day rise from the dust and be established as one nation to serve God.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Tree of Life is a realm of pure Light and energy, devoid of darkness, death and decay. While our world is a domain of constant desire for Light,
the Tree of Life reality embodies infinite Light. Standing in the way of our deepest desires, and the endless Light that can fulfill them, is a single
curtain--the ego of man. Our darkened world gives us the opportunity to earn and create the Light by striving to remove all aspects and influences of
our ego, via Torah. This spiritual commitment is how a man cleaves to the Tree of Life. By helping us eradicate our egos, these verses connect our
souls to the Tree of Life reality.
250. Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion with the verse: "Fear not,
you worm, Ya'akov, O men of Yisrael; I will help you, says Hashem,
and your redeemer, the holy One of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 41:14). Come
and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, put all the heathen nations
in the world under certain ministers, as we learned, and they all
follow their Elohim, as it is written: "For let all people walk each in
the name of his Elohim" (Michah 4: 5). They all shed blood, wage
war, rob, beat, and fornicate. They mingle with those who cause evil.
Thus, their power to harm increases.

251. The children of Yisrael have no might or power to overcome
them except through their mouths, THAT IS, PRAYER, as a worm has
no might or power, save in its mouth. But by its mouth, it wears
through everything. Thus, the children of Yisrael are called "worm."

252. Another EXPLANATION OF, "Fear not, you worm Ya'akov," is
that there is no creature like the silkworm, which produces glorious
garments that are the raiments of kings. After ITS SPINNING, it
produces a seed and dies. Later, from that very seed it lives again.
The children of Yisrael are like this worm. Although they die, they are
revived and live in the world as before.

253. It is also written: "Behold, as the clay is in the potter's hand, so
are you in My hand, O house of Yisrael" (Yirmeyah 18:6). HE ASKS:
What is this clay? HE ANSWERS: It is the material of glass. Although
it may break, it is mended and may be used again. IN THE SAME
MANNER, ALTHOUGH THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL DIE, THEY ARE
RESURRECTED.

254. "O men of Yisrael" is the Tree of Life, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED 'YISRAEL', because the children of Yisrael cleave to the
Tree of Life. As a result, they will be endowed with life and rise from
the dust to be established in the world as the one nation that will
serve the Holy One, blessed be He. As it is written, "that they may all
call upon the name of Hashem, to serve Him with one
consent" (Tzefanyah 3:9).
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27. Midnight and the morning prayer
After Rabbi Elazar recites the Sh'ma and says his prayers, Rabbi Yitzchak begins a discussion of the proper times to pray. Before commencing a
journey, for example, we should first consult God and offer prayer. We should also offer prayers at midnight and in the morning after the sun rises,
but not in the darkness of early morning, since this is a time when husband and wife are bound up as one in the secret of union.
The Relevance of this Passage
In truth, prayers are non-material cables that transmit specific spiritual influences to our souls. Different influences are "broadcast" at intervals
during the earth's rotation and orbit around the sun. The ancient sages understood these timetables and constructed the appropriate "cables" in the
form of prayers. Reading this passage helps align and tune our prayers to their highest frequency, maximizing their strength and effectiveness.
255. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yitzchak were walking together when
the time arrived for reciting the Sh'ma. Rabbi Elazar stood up,
recited the Sh'ma, and said his prayers. Afterwards, Rabbi Yitzchak
said to him: We learned that a man should, before going on his way,
obtain permission from his Master and say his prayers.

256. He replied: When I started it was not yet time for prayer or for
reading the Sh'ma. Now that the sun has risen, I prayed. Still, before
I left I beseeched Him and asked for His counsel, although I had not
yet recited the MORNING service.

257. I have been delving in the Torah since midnight. When morning
broke, it was not yet time to pray, because during the darkness of
early morning, the wife and husband converse and are in the secret
of union as one. Then, she retires to her abode with her maids, who
sit with her THERE. Thus, a man must not interrupt them with
another matter, when they are united as one.

258. Now that the sun is shining, the time for prayer has come, as
has been explained in connection with the verse, "May they fear with
the sun" (Tehilim 72:5). The words "with the sun" MEAN to keep with
us the light of the sun IN ORDER to shine on THE NUKVA, WHICH IS
CALLED 'FEAR'. For fear, THE NUKVA, should be UNITED with the
sun, ZEIR ANPIN, and not separated. As long as there is no daylight,
fear is not with the sun. THEREFORE, WHEN THE SUN SHINES, we
should unite them. This is the meaning of the verse: "...with the sun."

28. "...who found the Yemim in the wilderness"
As Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yitzchak travel, they see a mountain with strange creatures circling its peak. Rabbi Elazar assures Rabbi Yitzchak that he
need not fear these creatures, since only he who fears his sins has cause to fear, and he begins a discussion of the title verse. The Yemin, we're
told, are descendants of Kayin. They are unnatural beings created from the side of evil spirits at the moment when the Sabbath was about to be
sanctified. Though they are able to put on bodies once a day, they remain bodiless because they were disowned by both the sixth and the seventh
days. Because the Defiled Spirit cleaved to him, we further learn, Ana was able to find these spirits and they taught him of matters pertaining to
defilement. But whoever walks in the ways of God may encounter them without fear.
The Relevance of this Passage
We have all felt the influences of the dark forces roaming through this physical dimension. The energy of this particular passage wraps us in the
protection of the Light. This spares us harm from evil spirits, while strengthening our resolve to connect more devoutly to the Light in all our
endeavors.
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259. RABBI ELAZER AND RABBI YITZCHAK continued their travels
until they reached a field, where they sat down. They lifted up their
heads and saw a mountain with strange creatures circling its peak.
When Rabbi Yitzchak became frightened, Rabbi Elazar asked: Why
are you afraid? He replied: I see this huge mountain with strange
creatures on it, and I am afraid lest they will attack us. He said:
Whoever is fearful should be fearful for the sins he committed. Come
and behold: these are not the same creatures who used to haunt the
mountains.

260. He began the discussion by quoting the verse: "And these are
the children of Tziv'on; both Aya and Ana: this is Ana who found the
Yemim in the wilderness" (Beresheet 36:24). This verse has already
been explained, yet come and behold: these are not those mentioned
in the verse, "The Emim dwelt there in times past...but the children
of Esav succeeded them" (Devarim 2:10-12).

261. But in the verse, "who found the Yemim in the wilderness,"
Yemim is spelled defectively, WITHOUT THE LETTER YUD, WHICH IS
AN INDICATION OF WANT, because THE DESCENDANTS OF KAYIN,
after he was driven from the face of the earth, are strange creatures,
as it is written: "Behold, You have driven me out this day from the
face of the earth; and from Your face I shall be hid" (Beresheet 4:14),
and "and dwelt in the land of Nod" (Ibid. 16). This has already been
explained.

262. KAYIN'S descendants are from the side of spirits, storms, and
fiends, for when Shabbat was about to be sanctified AT SUNSET,
ghosts that were created from that side roamed about without a
body. They were born neither on the sixth nor on the seventh day,
BEING BORN AT SUNSET, and thus there is doubt as to which day
they were from, as they are disowned by both this DAY and that DAY.

263. They kept on spreading from that side of Kayin, THAT IS, BEING
HIS DESCENDANTS, clothed by that side yet without TANGIBLE
EXISTENCE. Yemim is THEREFORE spelled without a Yud, for they
are disowned by both days, THAT IS, BY BOTH FRIDAY AND
SHABBAT, BECAUSE THEY WERE CREATED AT SUNSET. They may
be seen by men, THAT IS, DESPITE BEING GHOSTS, ONCE A DAY
THEY DON A BODY. ANA found THE SPIRITS CALLED YEMIM, and
they taught him how to bring bastards into the world, THAT IS, BY
MATING AN ASS AND A HORSE SO THEY WOULD ISSUE A MULE.
They haunt the mountains and don a body once a day, then strip
themselves AND REMAIN BODILESS.

264. Come and behold: Ana was a bastard from Tziv'on, who came to
Ana's mother and begot a bastard. He THEREFORE came from the
Defiled Spirit that cleaved to him and enabled him to find THESE
SPIRITS, who taught him matters that pertain to The Side of
Defilement.
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265. Come and behold: these and several others who came out from
each other were all from that side, THE LEFT SIDE. They may be
seen walking in the desert, a desolate place in which they live. FOR
DESTRUCTION ALWAYS COMES FROM THE LEFT SIDE. For all this,
a man who walks the paths of the Holy One, blessed be He, and fears
Him is not afraid of them. They went and climbed onto the mountain,
WHICH MEANS THAT THEY EXTENDED THE LIGHT OF THE LEFT
INTO THE NUKVA AND FEARED NOT.

266. Rabbi Yitzchak asked: Are all the desolated mountains also
their dwelling place? He replied: Indeed they are, but of those who
study the Torah, the scripture says, "Hashem shall preserve you
from all evil: He shall preserve your soul. Hashem shall preserve
your going out and your coming in form this time forth, and for ever
more" (Tehilim 12:1, 7-8).

29. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart"
Rabbi Elazar quotes the title verse and proceeds to discuss the righteous ways of King David, who devoted his life to God. David knew that when
the northern wind stirs at midnight, God joins the righteous in the Garden of Eden. He also knew that the words of the Torah spoken at night ascend
before God. Therefore, he would rise at midnight to sing songs and to praise God. Of all the titles that he gave his songs, "Halleluyah" was the
greatest--because the word encompasses both the Name of God and the call to praise Him. Rabbi Elazar then concludes by explaining the meaning
of "whole heart" and "the assembly of the upright."
The Relevance of this Passage
The might and mystical wisdom of King David stirs within our soul as we peruse this passage. Specifically, the Light aroused at midnight through
the actions and songs of David, descends into our world, filling our souls and the souls of mankind. This diminishes the spiritual darkness that
gives birth to personal and global strife.
267. Rabbi Elazar then quoted the verse: "Haleluyah. I will praise
Hashem with my whole heart, in the assembly of the upright, and in
the congregation" (Tehilim 111:1). This verse has already been
explained, yet come and behold: King David worshiped the Holy
One, blessed be He, all his life. He would rise at midnight to praise
and offer thanks in songs and hymns to establish his place in the
kingdom above.

268. He knew that when the northern wind stirred at midnight, the
Holy One, blessed be He, rose in the Garden of Eden to delight
Himself with the Righteous. David therefore rose at that time and
strengthened himself with songs and praises until morning.
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269. This is because the Holy One, blessed be He, is then in the
Garden of Eden. We have explained that He and all the Righteous in
the Garden would listen to his voice, as it is written: "the
companions hearken for your voice: cause me to hear it" (Shir
Hashirim 8:13). A thread of grace would also be drawn upon him by
day, as we learned from the verse: "in the daytime Hashem will
command his steadfast love, and in the night His song shall be with
me" (Tehilim 42:9). Moreover, the words of Torah he uttered DURING
THE NIGHT would rise and be adorned before the Holy One, blessed
be He. King David, therefore, would devote the whole night to the
worship of his Master.

270. Come and behold: "Haleluyah". From all the songs and hymns
David had sung, the greatest was Haleluyah, as has been explained.
What is the reason for this? It contains both a name and praise. HE
ASKS: What are they? The name is Yah, but what of the praise? The
praise is the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE NUKVA
CALLED HALEL, BECAUSE it perpetually offers praise to the Holy
One, blessed be He, and is never silent, as it is written, "Do not keep
silence, Elohim: do not hold Your peace, and be still, El" (Tehilim
83:2), because it offers continuous praise before Him. This is why a
name and praise together ARE HINTED AT IN THE WORD
HALELUYAH (LIT. 'PRAISE YAH').

271. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart." It has already been
explained THAT WITH THE WHOLE HEART MEANS with the Good
Inclination and the Evil, which are constant companions to man, as
was explained in reference to "with all your heart" (Devarim 6:5).
THIS MEANS THAT THE GOOD INCLINATION DWELLS IN THE
RIGHT PART OF THE HEART, AND THE EVIL INCLINATION IN THE
LEFT PART. IT IS TRUE IN THIS CASE AS WELL.
272. "...in the assembly of the upright..." refers to the children of
Yisrael, WHO ARE CALLED 'UPRIGHT', BECAUSE all the grades are
adorned through them, the priests and Levites, the Righteous and
the pious, who are upright. "...in the congregation," has the same
meaning as "stands in the congregation of El" (Tehilim 82:1). They
are the mystery with which the Holy One, blessed be He, adorns
Himself.
273. It therefore behooves a man to constantly praise the Holy One,
blessed be He, because He desires songs and hymns. Whoever
knows how to properly praise the Holy One, blessed be He, will find
that He accepts his prayer and delivers him. This is the meaning of
the verse: "I will set him on high, because he has known My name...
with long life will I satisfy him" (Tehilim 91:14-16).

30. "You are my hiding place"
Rabbi Elazar explains the terms, "hiding place," "adversary," and "songs of deliverance." All the songs and hymns of David, we learn, contain
profound allusions to Wisdom, because they were composed with the direct inspiration of God. Rabbi Elazar then discusses the meaning of the
verse, "You did push me hard..." David addressed these words to the Other Side, which presses man to turn away from God. As David knew well,
God protects those who guard against the Evil Inclination.
The Relevance of this Passage
King David was a brave and valiant warrior by day's light and a profound mystic during the hours of moonlight. Spiritually, David waged war and
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conquered the Evil Inclination within himself. This is the decisive battleground where the greatest of wars and conflicts unfold. Employing the
mystical wisdom of Kabbalah, David skillfully wielded the power of the Light and thus triumphed over the forces of Darkness. This spiritual might
and courage is instilled within us by these ancient verses. Moreover, the Light of David empowers our prayers, securing for us greater protection
against the internal forces of evil, and increasing the Light that pours into our lives, and hence, into the world.
274. Rabbi Yosi quoted the verse: "You are my hiding place; You
shall preserve me from the adversary; You do compass me about
with songs of deliverance. Sela" (Tehilim 32:7). "...my hiding place,"
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who is a hiding place and a
shield to the man who treads the paths of the Torah, THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and is hidden under the shadow of His
wings so as not to come to harm. HE ASKS: WHY THEN DOES IT
READ, "You shall preserve me from the adversary," WHICH HAS THE
SAME MEANING AS, "YOU ARE MY HIDING PLACE?" HE ANSWERS:
Man has enemies above as well as below FOR WHICH IT SAYS,
"YOU ARE MY HIDING PLACE." It is the Evil Inclination, OF WHICH
IT IS WRITTEN: "YOU SHALL PRESERVE ME FROM THE
ADVERSARY." It attacks above and below--DESCENDS TO INCITE,
AND ASCENDS TO BRING ACCUSATIONS. Were it not for the Evil
Inclination, man would not have any enemies in the world. Therefore
THE SCRIPTURE READS, "You shall preserve me from the
adversary," FROM THE EVIL INCLINATION.
275. "...You do compass me about with songs of deliverance,
Sela" (Tehilim 32:7). He said: It should have read, 'He does compass
me', IN THE THIRD PERSON, BECAUSE IN THE SECOND PERSON IT
COULD MEAN 'THE SONGS OF DELIVERANCE COMPASS ME'. Why
then does it read, "You do compass," IN THE PRESENT PERSON?
HE ANSWERS: Within these songs there are grades of salvation:
You will compass me with them to guard me on my way. THE VERSE
IS INDEED ADDRESSED TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
SAYING, "YOU DO COMPASS ME." This verse may be read forwards
or backwards, from both sides, YET ITS MEANING REMAINS THE
SAME.
276. Come and behold: the songs and praises sung by David contain
mysteries and high matters of the secret of wisdom, because they
were all inspired by the Holy Spirit, which dwelt with David when he
recited poetry. Hence they were all said from the Holy Spirit.

277. Rabbi Elazar continued with the verse: "You did push me hard
that I might fall: but Hashem helped me" (Tehilim 118:13). HE SAID:
IT IS WRITTEN, "You did push me," when it should have been
written, 'they did push me'. Why is it written, "You did push me," AS
IT WAS NOT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO PUSHED HIM,
BUT HIS ENEMIES? HE ANSWERS: This is the Other Side, which
always pushes man in an effort to turn him away from the Holy One,
blessed be He. It is the Evil Inclination, the constant companion of
man, to which David addressed the words, "You did push me hard
that I might fall," because it, with all the troubles that came upon
him, almost caused him to turn him from the Holy One, blessed be
He. In regard to this David said, "You did push me hard that I might
fall" into Gehenom, "but Hashem helped me" by not delivering me
into your hands.
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278. It is incumbent on man to guard against it, so it does not obtain
mastery over him. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, will guard him
in all his ways, as it is written: "Then shall you walk in your way
safely, and your foot shall not stumble" (Mishlei 3:23), and "When
you go, your steps shall not be confined" (Mishlei 4:12). It is also
written: "But the path of just men is like the gleam of sunlight, it
shines ever more brightly until the height of noonday" (Mishlei 4:18).
Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy are the children of Yisrael, for the Holy
One, blessed be He, keeps them in this world and in the world to
come, as it is written, "Your people also shall be all righteous; they
shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah 60:21).
Blessed be Hashem forever. Amen and Amen.
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1. "And Ya'akov dwelt"
Rabbi Chiya opens a discussion about the most significant choice that each of us must make: whether to follow the Evil Inclination--a force present
and persuasive from the moment of human conception--or the Good Inclination, which does not express itself until a person is thirteen years of age.
A righteous individual, we learn, is one who does not put credence in the Evil Inclination, but rather, waits for the arrival of the Good.
While those who follow the Evil Inclination shall certainly suffer in the World to Come, the righteous are made to suffer trials and afflictions in this
world, precisely because they do not associate with the Other Side, whose realm this is. Yet God will the deliver the righteous from all ills. As He did
for Ya'akov, God protects the righteous from severe judgment by removing them from the world at the time of judgment, or by postponing judgment.
The Relevance of this Passage
Living in a dimension of time and space, we invariably fall under the delusion that our negative behavior bears fruit, while positive deeds go
unrewarded. This illusion is fueled by our concept of time, which delays both judgement and reward. Our concepts of space and separation redirect
due judgments and Light to different areas of our lives. Thus, we might behave unethically in business and reap financial reward. Judgement might
then be directed towards our health, but we may fail to see a connection, believing instead that life is chaotic and random. Likewise, we might
conduct our business affairs justly and honorably, yet profits fail to rise. However, we fail to notice that our children--who represent true fulfillment-have suddenly drawn closer to us. Or previous negative behavior may have destined us for chaos involving an auto accident [God Forbid], but the
Light generated from a sharing action performed many years earlier averts catastrophe, without any awareness on our part of what might have been.
All this is intended to allow us to exercise free will and to play an active role in our own fulfillment. This passage illuminates the forces of cause and
effect, so that we may live with them in harmony. We gain time protection, time to change our ways before the severe judgments owed us are
executed.
1. "And Ya'akov dwelt in the land in which his father sojourned, in
the land of Cna'an" (Beresheet 31:1). Rabbi Chiya opened the
discussion with the verse: "Many are the afflictions of the righteous,
and Hashem delivers him out of them all" (Tehilim 34:21). Come and
behold: how many enemies a man must face from the day that the
Holy One, blessed be He, gives him a soul in this world. As soon as
man comes into the world, the Evil Inclination is immediately ready
to join him, as it is written: "sin crouches at the door" (Beresheet
4:7), because that is when evil associates with him.

2. Come and behold: this is true. From the day of birth, beasts
protect themselves by fleeing from fire and evil places. WHEN HE IS
BORN, man immediately flings himself into the fire because the Evil
Inclination dwells within him and immediately prompts him to follow
the path of evil.

3. For we have learned that it says: "Better is a poor and wise child
than an old and foolish king who knows not how to take care of
himself" (Kohelet 4:13). "Better is a child," because a child
represents the Good Inclination; it has been with man for only a
short time. Since the age of 13 years and onward, IT IS WITH MAN,
as we have already learned.

4. In the verse: "...than an old and foolish king" (Kohelet 4:13), "king"
refers to the Evil Inclination which is called a 'king' and 'ruler of
people in the world'. It is certainly "old," and "foolish," because as
soon as man is born and comes into the world, it lives with him.
Hence, it is an "old and foolish king."

5. Further it reads: "...who knows not how to take care of himself." It
is not written: 'to take care of others', but, "to take care of himself".
Why? Because it is foolish. About it, Solomon said: "and the fool
walks in darkness" (Kohelet 2:14), because it comes from the refuse
of darkness and will never have light. BUT HE WHO DOES NOT
KNOW HOW TO TAKE CARE OF OTHERS IS NOT YET CONSIDERED
FOOLISH.
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6. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. It is written: "Better is a
poor and wise child." AND HE ASKS: Who is a poor child? AND HE
REPLIES: It has been explained, and we learned he is the Good
Inclination. But "better is a child," as it is written: "I have been
young, and now am old" (Tehilim 37:25). This is the lad who is a poor
child and owns nothing. Why is he called a lad? Because he is
constantly renewed, like the moon. He is also "a wise child,"
because wisdom dwells within him.

7. "Than an old...king" refers to the Evil Inclination, WHICH STANDS
IN CONTRAST TO MATATRON AND IS CALLED A 'SCOUNDREL'. As
we have learned, it never departed from its impure ways from the
day it was created. It is foolish, as all its ways lead to evil. It deludes
people and does not know how to take care of itself. It accuses
people falsely and misleads them from the path of good to the path
of wickedness.

8. Come and behold: this is why THE EVIL INCLINATION comes TO
JOIN with man as soon as possible, from the day he is born, so that
man will believe in it. Later, when the Good Inclination arrives, man
will find it difficult to believe in it, AND ITS WORDS will seem
burdensome. Similarly, we have learned that he who is a subtle
evilmonger hastens to plead his case in front of a judge before the
arrival of his colleague, the litigant, as written: "The one who pleads
first seems to be in the right" (Mishlei 18:17).

9. "The serpent was craftier" (Beresheet 3:2). He, too, hurries to
dwell in man before his colleague, the Good Inclination, comes to
dwell in him. And because he arrived early to plead his case, when,
his colleague, who is the Good Inclination, comes later, it is difficult
for man to unite with it! And he cannot raise his head, as if he carried
on his shoulders the burdens of the world. All this is because the
Evil One came first. Of this, Solomon said, "The Poor man's wisdom
is despised and his words are not heard" (Kohelet 9:16), because the
other one arrived earlier.

10. Subsequently, for any judge who accepts the words of a litigant
before his colleague arrives, it is as if he accepts another deity to
believe in. Otherwise, "his neighbor comes forward, and sifts his
case" (Mishlei 18:17), WHICH MEANS ONLY AFTER HIS
COLLEAGUE COMES SHOULD HE HEAR HIS WORDS. This is the
way of a righteous man because a righteous man does not believe
the subtle evilmonger, who is the Evil Inclination, even if he hastens
to plead his case before the arrival of his colleague, the Good
Inclination. SO IT FULFILLS THE VERSE: "AND HIS NEIGHBOR
COMES FORWARD, AND SIFTS HIS CASE." And with this act, people
fail TO MERIT the world to come.
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11. But the righteous man who fears his Master suffers many
afflictions in this world in order not to believe in and join the Evil
Inclination. And the Holy One, blessed be He, saves him from them
all. As it is written: "Many are the afflictions of the righteous, and
Hashem delivers him out of them all" (Tehilim 34:20). Note that it is
literally written: "Many afflictions to the righteous," and not 'BUT
MANY ARE THE AFFLICTIONS OF the righteous.' THIS SIGNIFIES
THAT WHOEVER SUFFERS MANY AFFLICTIONS IS RIGHTEOUS
because the Holy One, blessed be He, cares for him--BECAUSE THE
AFFLICTIONS HE SUFFERS ALIENATE HIM FROM THE EVIL
INCLINATION. For this reason, the Holy One, blessed be He, cares
for this man and delivers him from all in this world and the world to
come. Happy is his lot.

12. Come and behold: how many afflictions befell Ya'akov to keep
him from becoming infected by the Evil Inclination and to keep
distant from his lot. That is why he suffered punishments and
afflictions, and had no quiet repose. He said: "I had no repose, nor
had I rest, nor was I quiet; yet trouble came" (Iyov 3:26). Come and
behold: how many afflictions do the righteous suffer in this world?
Trouble after trouble, pain after pain, so that they can merit the world
to come.

13. How many afflictions did Ya'akov have to suffer! As it is written:
"I had no repose" in Lavan's house, and I could not escape from
him. "Nor had I rest" because of that suffering that Esav's minister
inflicted on me. And after that, there was the fear of Esav HIMSELF.
"Nor was I quiet," on account of Dinah and Shchem.

14. "Yet trouble came." It was the trouble and confusion about Yosef,
which was the hardest affliction of all. Why? Because Ya'akov loved
Yosef, who is the secret of the Covenant through which YA'AKOV
entered Egypt. THAT IS WHY YA'AKOV LOVED HIM SO MUCH.
AFTER THIS, it is written: "I remembered my covenant" (Beresheet
9:15). THE WHOLE REDEMPTION WAS FOR HIS SAKE, because the
Shechinah was there with him, WITH THE COVENANT, WHO IS
YOSEF. THUS, THE CONFUSION ABOUT YOSEF WAS HARDER ON
HIM THAN ALL OTHER AFFLICTIONS THAT BEFELL HIM.
15. "And Ya'akov dwelt in the land in which his father had sojourned,
in the land of Cna'an." Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the
verse: "The righteous perishes, and no man lays it to heart: and
merciful men are taken away, none considering that the righteous is
taken away from the evil to come" (Yeshayah 57:1). "The righteous
perishes" when the Holy One, blessed be He, looks on the world and
it is not as it should be, and Judgment falls on the world. Then the
righteous among them is taken away so that the Judgment will fall
only on the others, who will have no protection.
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16. As long as the righteous dwells in this world, Judgment can not
be handed down on it. What is the origin of this principle? From
Moshe, as it is written: "He said that He would destroy them, had not
Moshe His chosen one stood before Him in the breach" (Tehilim
106:23). Thus, the Holy One, blessed be He, takes the righteous from
among them and elevates them from this world. Only then does He
receive His due retribution from the others--as the last part of the
passage reads: "The righteous is taken away from the evil to come."
THIS MEANS THAT before evil comes to rule the world, the righteous
is taken away. Another explanation is that "from the evil" refers to
the Evil Inclination, WHICH CORRUPTED AND MISLED THE WORLD.

17. Come and behold: Ya'akov was the choice of the Fathers. He was
about to be sent into exile, but he was righteous, so Judgment was
withheld and did not control the world. Thus, Judgment did not
befall the world through all of Ya'akov's days, and the famine ended.

18. Similarly, in the days of Yosef, who had his father's image, exile
was avoided because he protected them throughout his life. But
when he died, exile immediately befell them, as it is written: "And
Yosef died..." (Shemot 1:6) which is followed by, "Come, let us deal
wisely with them" (Ibid. 10), and "they made their lives bitter" (Ibid.
14).

19. Similarly, wherever a righteous person dwells in the world, the
Holy One, blessed be He, protects the world for his sake. And as
long as he is alive, Judgment cannot befall the world, as we have
learned.

20. Come and behold, it is written: "And Ya'akov dwelt in the land in
which his father sojourned" (Beresheet 37:1). HE ASKS: What is
meant by "his father sojourned (Heb. megurei)"? AND HE REPLIED:
Terror (Heb. magor) from every side, because he was anxious and
afraid all his days. Rabbi Elazar said: "And Ya'akov dwelt" in this
place that was unified in darkness. "The land in which his father
sojourned" means precisely THIS PANIC AND FEAR OF HIS
FATHER, YITZCHAK, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN. "In the land of
Cna'an" alludes to a place connected to its proper location, WHICH
MEANS THAT THE NUKVA IS CALLED 'LAND.' WHEN SHE IS
CONNECTED TO THE LEFT COLUMN, WHO WAS THE FATHER OF
YA'AKOV, SHE IS CALLED THE 'LAND OF CNA'AN'. As it was said, a
place attached to its proper location, WHICH MEANS THAT THE
LAND OF CNA'AN IS CONNECTED TO THE LAND OF HIS FATHER'S
SOJOURNING, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN. "His father sojourned"
is Harsh Judgment, AS IT IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN
OF ZEIR ANPIN. The "land in which his father sojourned" is A LAND
OF Weak Judgment, as we have learned. This is land that is joined
with and emerges from Harsh Judgment, WHICH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN. Ya'akov dwelt in, and held on to, this land.

2. "These are the generations of Ya'akov"
Here follows a discussion of the significance of Yosef as the first-named in the list of "the generations of Ya'akov." Also, Rabbi Aba comments on
the importance of the number seventeen in relation to Ya'akov and Yosef.
The Relevance of this Passage
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Yosef corresponds to the Sfirah of Yesod, the portal and gateway through which all the Light of the Upper Worlds flows into our world. The
patriarchs, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya'akov denote this supernal realm, whereas Yosef signifies the funnel through which the sacred Light emerges
into physical reality. Here, we connect ourselves to this "cosmic funnel" where we receive the Divine and effulgent Light that shines in the Upper
Worlds. The number seventeen is the numerical value of the Hebrew word for good [tov]. Thus, forces of goodness are amassed and drawn into our
lives through the mystical powers attached to the number seventeen, as expounded upon in this passage.
21. "These are the generations of Ya'akov: Yosef..." (Beresheet 37:2).
After Yosef settled in Ya'akov, and the sun--WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN-mated with the moon--WHICH IS THE NUKVA--he began to produce
generations. And who is he that brings forth offspring? The scripture
continues saying, "Yosef." For the river that flows and comes out OF
EDEN IS THE YESOD THAT IS DESIGNATED YOSEF. It is he who is
the progenitor of the offspring because his waters never cease to
flow!

22. The sun, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, unites with the moon, THE
FEMININE PRINCIPAL, but can only bear fruit on the grade that is
called 'Righteous', and on no other grade--NAMELY YESOD. THUS,
IT IS Yosef, who is the grade of Ya'akov, who can bear fruit and bring
forth generations to the world. Thus, it is written: "These are the
generations of Ya'akov: Yosef..."

23. "These are the generations of Ya'akov: Yosef..." ANOTHER
INTERPRETATION IS THAT anyone who gazed at the facial image of
Yosef thought it was the facial image of Ya'akov. Come and behold:
it is not written THIS WAY when referring to any other children of
Ya'akov. FOR EXAMPLE, IT IS NOT WRITTEN: 'These are the
generations of Ya'akov: Reuven...' OR 'SHIMON' ETC. Only in
reference to Yosef IS IT WRITTEN: "THESE ARE THE GENERATIONS
OF YA'AKOV: YOSEF..." THE REASON IS THAT the facial image of
Yosef was the same as his father's image.
24. "Yosef being seventeen years old" (Beresheet 37:2). Rabbi Aba
said that the Holy One, blessed be He, indicated to Ya'akov that
Yosef was seventeen years old at the time he was lost. All the days
that remained AFTER HE REACHED SEVENTEEN YEARS OF AGE,
during which time he did not see Yosef, Ya'akov was crying over
him. Because he was crying during those years, the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave him another seventeen years, during which he
lived in the land of Egypt with happiness, honor, and fulfillment. His
son, Yosef, was king and all his sons were there before him. Those
seventeen years were considered as life for him. Hence, the text
informs us that Yosef was seventeen years of age when he lost him.

3. "For the work of a man shall he pay back to him..."
Rabbi Chiya addresses the problem of why some righteous individuals enjoy prosperity, good health, and happiness, while others endure terrible
suffering. The mystery revealed to explain this emphasizes the crucial role of mazal (lit. 'fortune, luck'). Whether sinful or righteous, all individuals
shall suffer who receive their souls from the Nukva (moon) during the period when she is defective. God compensates those righteous who suffer in
this world, by ensuring their merit in the world to come; their suffering in this world is the result of their souls' misfortune. While we may endeavor
to reason why there is such disparity in the fortunes of men, Kabbalah explains that a righteous soul actually chooses the moment of birth and the
physical body into which it will incarnate. The righteous will often purposely choose a life of suffering in order to help correct the sins of the
generation, thus preventing great judgement and destruction. This section underscores the importance of the strength of the soul of the righteous.
God's judgment rests on this strength, and not on physical or material qualities.
The Relevance of this Passage
The physical body is of the same shape and structure in all human beings. However, the internal Vessel--a man's Desire to Receive --is of different
measure in each person. For example, a person endowed with a large Vessel may have the power to accumulate enormous wealth. Yet on a purely
physical level, there is no distinguishing trait that hints at a wealthy man's financial capabilities and business acumen. In similar fashion, the soul of
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a single righteous individual may be far greater than millions of sinful people of the same generation. The suffering endured by this lone Righteous
individual can therefore balance all the negativity generated by the actions of others. Through the merit Light of the righteous souls, whose Light
shines so radiantly through this passage, we can help correct the effects of our own negative actions; moreover, our own Vessel is expanded, so
that our efforts toward righteousness compensate for the sins of others.
25. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "Therefore
listen to me you men of understanding: Far be it from El to do
wickedness and from Shadai to commit iniquity. For the work of a
man shall He pay back to him, and according to his ways will He
cause to befall every man" (Iyov 34:10). Come and behold: when the
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He created it by
Judgment, and it exists upon Judgment. All worldly affairs exist
according to the principles of Judgment. Nevertheless, to support
the world and prevent its destruction, the Holy One, blessed be He,
spreads Mercy over it. This Mercy tempers Judgment, so that it does
not put an end to the world. Thus, the world acts according to Mercy,
and endures due to it.

26. And if you say that the Holy One, blessed be He, judges man
without justice, we have learned that when Judgment prevails on
man and he is righteous, it is because of the love of the Holy One,
blessed be He. As we have learned, when the Holy One, blessed be
He, feels pity for a man, it is to bring the man closer to Him. The Holy
One, blessed be He, breaks the body so as to give the soul total
control. Then man can come closer to Him with love, as is fitting,
and the soul controls man while his body is weakened!

27. A man needs to have a weak body and a strong soul that shall
grow stronger still. Then he is beloved by the Holy One, blessed be
He. According to the friends, the Holy One, blessed be He, causes
sorrow to the righteous in this world so that the righteous may merit
the world to come.

28. When the soul is weak and the body strong, man is hated by the
Holy One, blessed be He, who does not care for him. Therefore, He
inflicts no suffering on him in this world. His life runs smoothly and
perfectly, for if this man gives alms or performs a kindness, the Holy
One, blessed be He, rewards him in this world so that he will have no
portion in the world to come. This is why Onkelos translated the
verse: "And he repays them that hate him to their face" (Devarim
7:10) as 'And he repays them that hate him in this world.' Thus, the
righteous person, who always experiences pain, is beloved by the
Holy One, blessed be He. This is true only if he is found to have
committed no sin that merits punishment.
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29. There are several aspects to this matter. First, we see that the
Shechinah does not dwell in a place of sorrow, but only in a place of
joy. If a place has no joy, the Shechinah will not abide there. This is
echoed in the verse: "But now bring me a minstrel. And it came to
pass, when the minstrel played, that the hand of Hashem came upon
him" (II Melachim 3:15); for assuredly the Shechinah does not dwell
in a place of sadness. From where do we derive this principle? We
learn this from Ya'akov, from whom the Shechinah departed during
the time he mourned Yosef. When joy came upon him with the good
news about Yosef, immediately, "the spirit of Ya'akov their father
revived" (Beresheet 45:27). THERE IS A MYSTERY HERE, for where
is joy in a Righteous man who is broken by troubles and is weak and
suffering? Surely he must be saddened with no joy at all.

30. WE MUST LOOK into another matter, for many just men who are
beloved of the Holy One, blessed be He, do not suffer bodily pain or
diseases; their bodies never weaken. Why are they not as the other
righteous men? WHY IS THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN those
who were physically broken and those who were healthy?

31. It is said that those who live well are righteous, the children of
righteous men, as has already been explained, while the others,
WHOSE BODIES WERE CRUSHED, are righteous, but are not
children of righteous men. Yet we see Righteous men whose fathers
are righteous, EVEN whose fathers were of righteous men, YET
THEY STILL SUFFER MUCH PAIN. Why do they suffer bodily pain
and spend their days in grief?

32. There is a mystery here, for all the works of the Holy One,
blessed be He, are according to Truth and Justice. "For the work of a
man shall he pay back to him, and according to his ways will he
cause to befall every man" (Iyov 34:11). I found in ancient books a
mystery, and another mystery REVEALED within it--thus, one
mystery which is two SECRETS. There are times when the moon,
THE NUKVA, is defective and under Judgment, and the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, is hidden from her. She releases souls to give to men, which
she first gathered FROM ZEIR ANPIN AT ANY TIME. THEREFORE,
she releases THOSE SOULS, EVEN AT A DEFECTIVE TIME, when
she is under Judgment. Whoever receives such a soul will always be
in want and poverty, ever broken under Judgment and throughout all
his life--be he just or wicked. Only prayer annuls all judgmental
sentences. A MAN can avert them through prayer.
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33. When that grade, THE NUKVA, is complete, and the river which
flows and comes out FROM EDEN, YESOD, unites with her, the soul
that she releases cleaves to man. He is complete in all--in riches,
children and a healthy body.

34. All this depends upon mazal ('constellation, luck'), YESOD, which
is drawn to and attached to that grade, THE NUKVA, for her to be
perfected and blessed by it. Therefore, all depends upon Mazal. We
have learned that "children, life and livelihood do not depend upon
merit but upon mazal." There is no merit until THE NUKVA is filled
and shines from mazal, WHICH IS YESOD.

35. Therefore, all those who are sentenced according to justice and
crushed in this world, yet are also truly righteous, suffer by reason
of the soul (Nefesh) THAT THEY RECEIVED FROM THE NUKVA
WHILE SHE WAS DEFECTIVE. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be
He, has compassion for them in the world to come.

36. Rabbi Elazar said that the Holy One, blessed be He, does
everything according to Justice. IF HE BRINGS SUFFERING ON A
RIGHTEOUS MAN, HE DOES SO to purify that soul (Nefesh) and
bring it to the world to come, for all the deeds of the Holy One,
blessed be He, are true and just. To remove from the soul the filth it
accumulated in this world, the body is crushed and the soul
cleansed. Therefore the Holy One, blessed be He, brings pain to the
just man, so that he will be cleansed from all sins and thereby merit
life in the world TO COME. As it is written: "Hashem tries the
righteous" (Tehilim 11:5), as we have already learned.

4. "Only he shall not go in to the veil"
Rabbi Shimon discourses on the spiritual significance of, and the benefits enjoyed by, those who receive their souls from the realm of Malchut when
she is defective.
The Relevance of this Passage
The energy arising out of these verses helps reduce the pain and suffering that we endure as a result of negative deeds in present and past lives.
Meditating to share this energy with others helps to reduce their pain and suffering as well. The spiritual benefits associated with the Moon's
positive aspects are aroused in our life, and the negative influences arising from the Moon are averted.
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37. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "Only he
shall not go in to the Veil, nor come near the to altar, because he has
a blemish; that he profane not My holy places: for I, Hashem, do
sanctify them" (Vayikra 21:23). "He shall not go in to the Veil." Come
and behold: at the time the river is flowing and comes out FROM
EDEN, WHICH IS YESOD, and issues the souls TO THE NUKVA, the
Nukva conceives WITH THEM. And they all abide WITHIN HER in a
room within a room, where the walls are covered with wallpaper or
carpets.

38. When the moon is rendered defective by the same aspect of the
evil serpent, all the souls that are issued AT THAT TIME, although
they were all pure and sacred, are flawed. Since they emerged at a
defective time, THE BODIES are crushed, and suffer pains and
afflictions whoever that these souls reach. The Holy One, blessed be
He, cares for AND LOVES those who are broken, although their
souls are sad instead of joyous.

39. The secret is that they remain as above IN THE NUKVA. When the
body is flawed, the soul inside remains the same AS IN THE NUKVA.
BECAUSE THE SOUL RESIDED WITHIN THE FLAWED NUKVA, IT
RESIDES NOW WITHIN THE FLAWED BODY. The one state
resembles the other. Therefore, they are renewed like the moon, as it
is written: "And it shall come to pass, that every new moon, and
every Shabbat, shall all flesh come to bow down to the ground
before Me, says Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:23). "All flesh" assuredly, for
they are in need of renewal along with the moon.

40. THOSE RIGHTEOUS are the constant companions of the moon,
THE NUKVA, and have the identical defects. She therefore dwells
always within them and never leaves them, as it is written: "him also
that is of a contrite and humble spirit" (Yeshayah 57:15) and,
"Hashem is near to them who are of a broken heart" (Tehilim 34:19)-THAT IS, to those who suffered from the same defect as the moon,
those who are always near her. "And he saves such as are of a
contrite spirit" (Ibid.), by giving them a portion of the life flowing
INTO THE NUKVA for renewal, because they who suffered with her
shall also be renewed with her.

41. Those DEFECTS FROM WHICH THE RIGHTEOUS SUFFER are
called 'sufferings of love', because they are caused by love and not
by the man himself. They are of love because the light of the smaller
love was impaired when rejected by the greater love. Therefore, THE
RIGHTEOUS are her companions and share HER FLAW. Happy is
their portion in this world and in the world to come, for they merited
to be her friends, as it is written of them: "For my brethren and
companions' sakes..." (Tehilim 122:8).

5. "Behold, my servant shall prosper"
In this complex and difficult section, an aspect of the relationship between Zeir Anpin [the upper world] and Malchut [our Lower World] at the time of
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the latter's creation is revealed, further explaining why the wicked often seem to prosper while the good suffer. The mystery of the title verse is
discussed, revealing that at the end of the period of Correction, faith shall be rekindled in men, and Malchut--presented here as the moon--will once
more be warmed and illuminated by the Light. There follows a detailed analysis of Torah verses. In question and answer form, the hidden meaning
of the verses is revealed as a parable of the yearning for union by opposites, such as male and female. This is one of the Zohar's major themes.
Through the story of Yosef and Ya'akov, we are shown that male and female are meant to be together as one: "For blessings abide only where male
and female are united." The Malchut is then described with the same attributes as the male: He is wise, for example, whereas She is wisdom; He is
mighty, She is might; He is a King; She is a Kingdom. The male is then described with the same attributes as the Nukva, in a profound exposition of
apparent duality that governs material creation. Finally, by suggesting a subtle link between the violation of kosher laws regarding the consumption
of living flesh and the illicit yearning of one sex for the other, Rabbi Yehuda resolves a discussion about the meaning of the term "an evil report."
The Relevance of this Passage
The mystical power of these words enriches and deepens our marital relationships, while also helping the unmarried to merit the appearance of their
true soulmate. It further arouses the Light of the Upper World to radiate in our physical existence. This Light also helps cleanse prior negative
sexual experiences and thoughts.
42. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Behold, My servant
shall prosper, he shall be exalted and extolled, and be very
high" (Yeshayah 52:13). Happy is the portion of the righteous, to
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed the ways of the Torah,
so they may follow them. Come and behold: the verse, "Behold, my
servant shall prosper," contains a supernal mystery, which has
already been explained. Yet come and behold: when the Holy One,
blessed be He, created the universe--THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND NUKVA--He made the moon AND ENDOWED HER WITH THE
SAME STATURE AS THAT OF ZEIR ANPIN. LATER, He decreased
her lights in such a way that she had nothing of her own, SAVE
WHAT SHE RECEIVED FROM ZEIR ANPIN. Because she made
herself small, she shone from the sun, SIGNIFED BY ZEIR ANPIN, by
the power of the Supernal Lights IN IT.
43. While the Temple existed, Yisrael diligently proceeded with
sacrifices, offerings and rituals performed by the priests, Levites and
the children of Yisrael, creating unification and causing the lights to
shine WITHIN THE NUKVA.

44. After the Temple was destroyed, the light darkened and the
moon, THE NUKVA, no longer shone from the sun, ZEIR ANPIN. The
sun withdrew from her and did not shine. Therefore, as we have
learned, no day passes without curses, sorrow, and pain.

45. When the time comes for the moon to shine WITH HER OWN
STRENGTH, AT THE END OF CORRECTION, then it is written:
"Behold, my servant shall prosper," which is an allusion to the
moon. "Behold, my servant shall prosper," refers to the secret of the
faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. The words, "shall prosper," refer to the
Supernal Awakening--WHICH WILL RESEMBLE a man who smells an
odor and becomes alert and attentive.

46. "He shall be exalted," means that THE NUKVA SHALL BE FILLED
from that facet of the light that is superior to all the lights,
INDICATING KETER. "He shall be exalted"--as in, "and therefore will
He be exalted, that He may have mercy upon you" (Yeshayah 30:18)-REFERS TO THE LIGHT OF KETER; "and extolled," on the side of
Avraham, SIGNIFIES CHESED. "And be high," on the side of
Yitzchak, MEANS GVURAH, while "very," on the side of Ya'akov, IS
TIFERET. THIS MEANS THAT THE NUKVA WILL THUS BE FILLED BY
ALL THESE GRADES. And although this has already been explained
DIFFERENTLY, all is one in the secret of wisdom.
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47. At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, will intensify energy
above so as to shine well upon the moon, THE NUKVA. As it is
written: "Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the
sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven
days" (Yeshayah 30:26). Thus will Supernal Light be added to her
own. Then all the dead, BURIED in the dust, will be stirred INTO LIFE.

48. He calls him "servant" (masculine form), THOUGH THIS
ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA, for the secret path to his Master's keys is
in his hand. THUS, THE PERFECTION OF THE NUKVA IS MADE
KNOWN THROUGH HIM, HER MESSENGER. The same applies to the
verse: "And Avraham said to the...servant," (Beresheet 24:2) who is
the moon, NAMELY THE NUKVA, as we have learned. AND SHE IS
REVEALED THROUGH Matatron, the servant messenger of his
Master. THEREFORE THE WORD "SERVANT" WAS USED IN BOTH
PLACES.
49. "The eldest of his house" (Beresheet 24:2), REFERS TO
MATATRON, WHO IS CALLED 'OLD', as in "I have been young, and
now am old" (Tehilim 37:25). THE MINISTER OF THE WORLD 'WHO
IS MATATRON?' SAID THIS PHRASE. "That ruled over all that he
had" (Beresheet 24:2), as all the colors: green, white, and red, are
reflected in him.
50. "Put, I pray you, your hand under my thigh" (Ibid.) refers to the
righteous, NAMELY, TO YESOD. Since he is the existence AND LIFE
of the world WHEN HE HOLDS ON TO YESOD, this servant is
appointed to bring life to the dwellers of the dust. And he becomes
perfected through the supernal spirit to return spirits and souls to
their places, in the skeletons and putrefied cadavers underneath the
ground.

51. "And I will make you swear by Hashem, the Elohim of
heaven" (Beresheet 24:3). HE SAID THAT IT IS WRITTEN: "And I will
make you swear." What is the meaning of, "I will make you swear"?
HE ANSWERS THAT IT MEANS he will be clothed in the secret of the
seven Supernal Lights--CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT--FOR they are the secret of supernal
perfection. ACCORDING TO HIS EXPLANATION, "SWEAR," DERIVED
FROM THE ROOT SHIN BET AYIN, IS DERIVED FROM 'SEVEN' (Heb.
sheva: Shin-Bet- Ayin). "That you shall not take a wife," refers to the
body underneath the ground, IN THE GRAVE, which now rises from
the dust AND IS CALLED A 'WIFE'. All those who were buried and
deserved to be interred in the Land of Yisrael shall be the first to rise
to life, as has been explained in relation to the verse: "The dead men
of your people shall live," (Yeshayah 26:19) referring to the dead in
the Land of Yisrael. THEN, "my dead body shall arise," (Ibid.)
meaning the dead outside Yisrael. For all that, only the bodies of the
children of Yisrael, buried IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL, shall rise, but
not bodies from other nations, which defile the land.
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52. Therefore, in the verse: "That you shall not take a wife to my
son," what is meant by "my son"? HE ANSWERS THAT all the souls
in the world that come from the river which flows out FROM EDEN,
WHICH IS YESOD, are the children of the Holy One, blessed be He.
Therefore, "that you shall not take a wife," means a body; "to my
son" refers to the soul; "of the daughters of the Cna'an," are the
bodies of the heathen nations, which the Holy One, blessed be He,
will shake out of the Holy Land. As it is written: "That the wicked
might be shaken out of it," (Iyov 38:13) as dirt is shaken out of a
garment.

53. "But you shall go to my country, and to my kindred" (Beresheet
24:4). In this verse, "my country" is the Holy Land, which precedes
all other countries, as we have learned. Of the verse, "But you shall
go to my country, and to my kindred," HE ASKS: WHY REPEAT "my
kindred" after saying, "my country?" HE ANSWERS: "My country" is
THE HOLY LAND, as we said and "my kindred" are the children of
Yisrael!

54. It is written: "And the servant took..." (Beresheet 24:10). As we
have learned, THIS IS A REFERENCE TO MATATRON; "ten camels"
are the ten grades, which the servant governs. They are a likeness to
the above, LIKE THE GRADES OF ATZILUT. "Of the camels of his
master" means they bear a likeness to his master's camels--THAT IS,
THE GRADES OF THE NUKVA OF ATZILUT, HIS MASTER, as we
have learned. And this servant rules over them and is established
through them.
55. "For all the goods of his master were in his hand" (Beresheet
24:10), refers to the goodness and the lofty fragrance issued from
the Supernal Lights and candles. ANOTHER EXPLANATION OF, "for
all the goods of his master were in his hand," is that it refers to the
union of the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, which is attracted to the moon, THE
NUKVA. FOR THROUGH HIM OCCURS THE UNION OF MALE AND
FEMALE.
56. "And he arose, and went to Aram-naharayim" (Beresheet 24:10),
the place in the Holy Land where Rachel wept when the Temple was
destroyed. "And he made his camels kneel down outside the city by
a well of water" (Beresheet 24:11), for he wanted to add to her
strength before raising and reviving the bodies.

57. In the verse: "At the time of evening" (Beresheet 24:11), WHAT
TIME IS REFERRED TO? HE REPLIED: It is Shabbat eve, NAMELY
YESOD, the era of the sixth millennium. FOR THE SIX DAYS OF
CREATION ARE THE SECRETS OF 6,000 YEARS AND THE SIXTH
DAY, SHABBAT EVE, CORRESPONDS TO THE SIXTH MILLENNIUM,
ON WHICH DAY RESURRECTION WILL OCCUR. In the phrase, "At
the time of evening," why say "time"? It should have said, 'AT
EVENING.' HE ANSWERS: It conveys the meaning of, "And to his
labor until the evening" (Tehilim. 104:23), and "For the shadows of
the evening are lengthened" (Yirmeyah 6:4). THESE VERSES ARE
THE SECRETS OF THE JUDGMENTS REVEALED DURING THE
EVENING. "AT THE TIME OF EVENING" ALSO ALLUDES TO THE
SECRET OF YESOD, WHICH THE SERVANT HAS MENDED.
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58. In the verse: "At the time that the women go out to draw
water" (Beresheet 24:11), they draw the water of the Torah. At that
time, they will be resurrected before any other man because, by
drawing the water of the Torah, they are strengthened by the Tree of
Life. Thus, they will come out first at the resurrection of the dead, as
the Tree of Life causes them to be the first to rise.

59. "And the daughters of the men of the city come out" (Beresheet
24:13). HE ASKS: What is meant by "come out?" HE ANSWERS: It
has the same meaning as: "and the earth shall cast out the shades
of the dead" (Yeshayah 26:19). That is, it will cast out all the bodies
that are in it. Therefore, it is written: "come out," WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE BODIES THAT WILL BE CAST OUT BY THE EARTH AT THE
TIME OF RESURRECTION. The words, "to draw water," MEAN to
accept and properly receive a soul so that it will be perfected.

60. "And let it come to pass that the girl to who I shall say, 'Let down
your pitcher, I pray you, that I may drink'..." (Beresheet 24:14). We
have learned that every soul that strove in this world to know its
Master by means of the mysteries of divine wisdom, will rise to the
highest grade--a grade higher than all the souls who neither
conceived nor attained knowledge. These will be the first to revive.
This is the question that the servant wished to ask so that he could
determine what the soul dealt with in this world, AND THUS LEARN
WHETHER IT IS WORTHY OF BEING RESURRECTED FIRST. THIS IS
THE MEANING OF, "LET DOWN YOUR PITCHER, I PRAY YOU, THAT
I MAY DRINK."

61. "And she will say to me 'You may also drink'..." (Beresheet
24:44). You need to drink and receive water yourself first. After [I
have served] you: "I will also draw for your camels," because these
other Chariots, although they are watered through this grade, are
watered mainly from the worship of the righteous, who know well
how to serve their Master. For the righteous know how to nourish
each grade properly. Therefore, if she says, "I will also draw for your
camels," then "she shall be the woman whom Hashem has
appointed for my master's son," the body which is surely appointed
to that Supernal Soul.

62. Come and behold: we learned that the male yearns for the
female, BY WHICH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN
FROM THE NUKVA, and a soul is created. The female yearns for the
Male, BY WHICH CHASSADIM ARE DRAWN FROM THE MALE, who
rises and mingles WITH THE SOUL upward. Thus, they become
included within one another, THE CHOCHMAH OF THE FEMALE
WITH THE CHASSADIM OF THE MALE. This forms the soul, THAT IS,
COMPLETES IT. From this procedure, THE SERVANT DIVINED THAT
IF SHE SAYS 'DRINK' (WHICH ALLUDES TO DRAWING THE
CHOCHMAH), 'I WILL ALSO DRAW FOR YOUR CAMELS', NAMELY
CONTINUING THE FLOW OF CHASSADIM--then she is indeed the
woman, the body, who will execute the wishes of the soul issuing
from the male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, INCLUDING BOTH
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM.
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63. These bodies will be raised TO LIFE earlier, as we have said.
After these are revived, all other bodies outside Yisrael will be raised
into perfect existence and resurrected with the renewal of the moon,
FOR THE LIGHT OF THE MOON WILL THEN BE AS THE LIGHT OF
THE SUN. The world will then be renewed as before. At that time, it is
written: "Let Hashem rejoice in his works" (Tehilim 104:31).

64. Therefore, "Behold, my servant shall prosper," MEANS THAT
THE SERVANT, MATATRON, WILL KNOW how to return each soul to
its own place, THAT IS, TO THE BODY WORTHY OF IT, as was said.
"He shall be exalted and extolled, and be very high" (Yeshayah
52:13), on the side of all those supernal grades.
65. "Just as many were astonished at you, saying, 'Surely his visage
is too marred to be that of a man, and his form to be that of the sons
of man'" (Yeshayah 52:14). Come and behold: we have learned that
when the Temple was destroyed and the Shechinah exiled to foreign
countries, it is written: "Behold, the mighty ones shall cry outside;
ambassadors of peace shall weep bitterly" (Yeshayah 33:7). They all
wept for her, they mourned and grieved for the Shechinah who went
from her place into exile. EXILE changes her and her husband, ZEIR
ANPIN, WHO withholds his light, FOR THERE IS NO ONE TO SHINE
UPON, as it is written: "The sun shall be darkened in his going
forth" (Yeshayah 13:10). Therefore, "his visage is too marred to be
that of a man." Another explanation of the verse, "Surely his visage
is too marred to be that of a man," is that it refers to the servant
MATATRON, WHO AT THE TIME OF EXILE WAS changed in form and
colors, which were GREEN, WHITE, RED.

66. Yet another explanation of, "Surely his visage is too marred to be
that of a man," is that it has the same meaning as the verse: "I clothe
the heavens with blackness, and I make sackcloth their
covering" (Yeshayah 50:3). From the day the Temple was destroyed,
the heavens, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, did not hold their light. The
secret is that blessings dwell only where there are Male and Female,
as has been explained in relation to the verse: "Male and Female He
created them. And Elohim blessed them" (Beresheet 1:27-28). But in
exile, where male and female are not united, it is written: "His visage
is too marred to be that of a man" (Yeshayah 52:14).

67. It is similar to the meaning of: "The righteous
perished," (Yeshayah 57:1) which does not read 'perishes' or 'will
perish', but rather "perished" ('is lost'), WHICH MEANS THAT THE
RIGHTEOUS LOST HIS BLESSINGS. For blessings abide only where
male and female are united.

68. Therefore, when the male is not with the female, the souls
released FROM HER are different than those issued when the sun,
ZEIR ANPIN, was united with the moon, THE NUKVA, as we learned.
FOR AS ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA WERE CHANGED DURING THE
EXILE, SO THE SOULS OF THEIR OFFSPRING WERE DIFFERENT
FROM THE PREVIOUS ONES. Of this, it is written: "These are the
generations of Ya'akov: Yosef..." (Beresheet 37:2). AFTER YOSEF
BECAME LIKE YA'AKOV AND THE SUN UNITED WITH THE MOON,
THE VIRTUE OF THE SOULS IS ELEVATED. BUT THEY CHANGE
DURING EXILE.
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69. "...and the lad..." (Beresheet 37:2) means that because their
union is never broken, the righteous, WHICH IS YESOD, and
righteousness, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, are constantly together. The
Nukva is described with the same attributes as the male, WITH THE
ADDITION OF THE FEMALE SUFFIX. FOR EXAMPLE: HE IS WISE,
SHE IS WISDOM; HE IS MIGHTY, SHE IS MIGHT; HE IS A KING; SHE
IS A KINGDOM. And the male is described with the same attributes
as the Nukva. As it is written: "And the lad (Heb. na'ar)..."; AS THE
NUKVA IS CALLED 'GIRL' (HEB. NA'ARAH), SO IS Yesod CALLED
'LAD'.
70. "...with the sons of Bilhah, and the sons of Zilpah" (Beresheet
37:2). YOSEF is found within them, all TWELVE TRIBES, EVEN IN
THE SONS OF THE HANDMAIDS, THE HIND PARTS OF THE
SHECHINAH. He renews them appropriately and delights them with
his mirth, for all branches and leaves OF THE SHECHINAH are
blessed by his joy; THAT IS, EVEN THE HIND PARTS OF THE
SHECHINAH, WHICH ARE CALLED 'LEAVES'--IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE VERSE: "WHOSE LEAF SHALL NOT
WITHER" (YECHEZKEL 47:12)--ARE PERFECTED THROUGH HIM.
71. "And these are the generations of Ya'akov: Yosef..." (Beresheet
37:2). We have learned that Ya'akov's image was reproduced in
Yosef. Thus, everything that happened to Ya'akov also happened to
Yosef. They shared the same path, according to the secret of the
letter Vav--THE FIRST VAV BEING THE SECRET OF YA'AKOV,
TIFERET, AND THE SECOND, THE FULLY SPELLED VAV, BEING
THE SECRET OF YOSEF, YESOD. And they walk together--AS THEY
SOUND LIKE ONE WHEN THE VAV IS PRONOUNCED--because they
share one meaning and image.
72. "...and Yosef brought to his father their evil report" (Beresheet
37:2). As has been explained, he told his father that they ate raw
meat cut from a living animal. HE INSISTED THAT the sons of the
handmaids were part of the twelve tribes. Thus, how could the sons
of Leah treat them with contempt and also eat flesh from a living
animal, thereby transgressing the commandment of their Master to
the sons of Noah? As it is written: "But flesh with its life, which is its
blood, you shall not eat" (Beresheet 9:4). Could they have eaten and
thus transgressed their Master's commandment? HE ANSWERS:
Yosef told this by his own invention, and was therefore punished for
it.

73. According to one explanation, Rabbi Yehuda said: Yosef's "evil
report" is that they cast their eyes upon the daughters of the land,
which is CONSIDERED TO BE evil because IT ALLOWED the unholy
grades to nourish the Side of Defilement.

6. "Now Yisrael loved Yosef"
Using the story of Yosef and his many-colored coat as an analogy, Rabbi Elazar discusses the spiritually privileged position of the children of Israel
and the enmity this inspires in idolatrous nations. We learn that Ya'akov's love for Yosef over his brothers, and the coat that he gave Yosef, was the
immediate cause of the Exile itself, which is, in turn, shown to be a parable of human history.
The Relevance of this Passage
The children of Israel are designated as the Chosen People in response to the measure of their internal Vessel--the Desire to Receive--which is more
intense than that of other nations. For this reason, they are the channel through which the Light of The Creator emerges into our world. When the
Desire to Receive is directed towards the self alone, there is a lack of Light in our world, and this instigates negative repercussions from other
nations. These other nations sense the lack of Light, which creates enmity between them and the children of Israel, and is ultimately the cause for
the continuing Exile. Thus, Exile is both a personal and an historical occurrence. When the hardships of life reach their extreme, this is a spiritual
connection to the Exile of the children of Israel, which exists to this very day. The Exile is also an effect of our failure to direct our desires towards
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positive and sharing causes. The spiritual forces of liberation present in this passage can hasten both our personal redemption and also the Final
Redemption of the entire world.
74. "Now Yisrael loved Yosef more than all his children, because he
was the son of his old age; and he made him a striped
shirt" (Beresheet 37:3). Rabbi Elazar began the discussion with the
verse: "Come, My people, enter you into your chambers, and shut
your doors about you: hide yourself for a little moment, until the
indignation be overpassed" (Yeshayah 26:20). Come and behold:
how much did the Holy One, blessed be He, love the children of
Yisrael? He had more love for them than for all the other heathen
nations. Thus, He warned them and guarded them in their actions.

75. Come and behold: Judgment hovers about the world three times
a day. During these times, it behooves a man to take heed and be
watchful lest Judgment shall fall on him. This is so at specific times,
as has already been explained.

76. The three times are when morning comes and Avraham is
awakened into the world, where he holds on to Judgment, so that he
is attached to it. Within the first three hours, Judgment is driven
from its place to be awakened within Ya'akov, until the time is come
for Minchah. Then, the lower Judgment is stirred to be attached to
the upper Judgment. Then one Judgment joins another, and it
behooves us to be on our guard.

77. Moreover, when Judgment is upon the world and death is in the
marketplace, no man should walk alone in a public place, as has
been explained elsewhere. Man should shut himself in and never
venture out, as Noach did when he shut himself in the ark to avoid
being found in the presence of the Angel of Destruction.

78. Therefore: "Come, my people, enter you into your
chambers..." (Yeshayah 26:20) MEANS shut yourself inside YOUR
HOUSE, "and shut your doors about you," so as not to be seen by
the Destroying Angel. "Hide yourself for a little moment, until the
anger be over passed," because after the Judgment has past, the
Angel of Destruction has no permission to harm you.

79. Come and behold: it is the affection that the Holy One, blessed
be He, harbors for Yisrael and His drawing them near Him THAT
CAUSES the other heathen nations to hate Yisrael. For they are kept
away from the Holy One, blessed be He, while Yisrael are near.
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80. Come and behold: as a result of the exceptional love Ya'akov had
for Yosef, his brothers "conspired against him to slay
him" (Beresheet 37:18). How much more do the idolatrous nations
HATE Yisrael BECAUSE OF THE LOVE THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, HAS FOR YISRAEL ABOVE THEM?

81. Come and behold: see what this love, which Ya'akov had for
Yosef OVER HIS BROTHERS, caused. YOSEF was exiled from his
father, who then joined him. By this action, he brought exile upon
the tribes and the Shechinah. Although it was decreed IN THE
COVENANT, THE REASON, NEVERTHELESS, WAS THAT HE LOVED
HIM BETTER THAN HIS BROTHERS. It has been explained that all
this happened because of the many-colored coat he made him, as it
is written: "And when his brethren saw...THEY HATED HIM, AND
COULD NOT SPEAK PEACEABLY TO HIM" (Beresheet 37:4).

7. "And Yosef dreamed a dream"
Rabbi Chiya discusses dreams as a form of divine revelation. Situated beneath Prophecy and Vision in the hierarchy of revelatory experiences,
dreams comprise a mixture of truth and falsehood, and serve as an admonition to the dreamer. Once given, the interpretation of a dream can
influence both its meaning and its fulfillment. According to Rabbi Shimon, the dreamer's awareness and interpretation is not necessary for
fulfillment. The interpretation of Yosef's dream by his brothers, whereby they sealed their fate, warns us not to dismiss our dreams too quickly or to
share them with those who are not friends.
The Relevance of this Passage
Reading this section raises awareness of the vital information dreams often provide to help in our spiritual development. We learn to protect
ourselves against negative dream interpretations and their manifestation.
82. "And Yosef dreamed a dream" (Beresheet 37:5).
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse:
"And he said, 'Hear now my words: If there be a
prophet among you, I, Hashem, make myself known
to him in a vision, and speak to him in a
dream'" (Bemidbar 12:6). Come and behold: how
many grades of prophecy the Holy One, blessed be
He, formed. They stand upon each other, one grade
superior to another, higher than the other. They all
nourish each other according to their ability, some
from the right and some from the left, as is proper.

83. Come and behold: the prophets in the world are
nourished from one aspect, from two known
grades, NETZACH AND HOD, which are seen within
the mirror (Heb. mar'ah) that has no reflection,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. As it is written: "I, Hashem
make myself known to him in a vision (Heb.
mar'eh)" (Bemidbar 12:6). This is the mirror that
reflects all the colors, NAMELY WHITE, RED, AND
GREEN, WHICH REPRESENT THE THREE
COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN; it is known as the 'dull
mirror'. The phrase: "And speak to him in a
dream" (Ibid.), refers to the sixtieth part of
prophecy. As has been explained, it is Gavriel's
grade, the sixth grade BENEATH the grade of
prophecy, who supervises dreams.
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84. Come and behold: every well-formed dream
proceeds from that grade OF THE ANGEL
GAVRIEL. BECAUSE IT IS FROM AN ANGEL, every
dream includes some lies. Therefore, parts of
dreams are true and parts are false; no dream is
without both.

85. Because a dream has both TRUE AND FALSE
ELEMENTS, all the dreams in the world follow
verbal interpretations, as was explained in relation
to the verse: "And it came to pass, as he
interpreted to us, so it was" (Beresheet 41:13); FOR
IT COMES TO PASS ACCORDING TO ITS OWN
INTERPRETATION. What is the reason? A dream
contains truth and lies; hence, the words of
interpretation prevail over everything, in that they
determine WHETHER THE TRUE OR THE FALSE
PART SHALL PREVAIL. A dream therefore needs a
favorable interpretation. Rabbi Yehuda said that
because a dream is of a lower grade, THAT OF THE
ANGEL GAVRIEL, and speech, THE SECRET OF
THE NUKVA, has power OVER THE ANGEL, dreams
follow their own interpretations--WHICH COME
FROM THE ASPECT OF SPEECH AND PROCEED
FROM THE NUKVA, CALLED 'SPEECH', RULING
OVER THE ANGEL GAVRIEL'.
86. He continued with the verse: "In a dream, in a
vision of the night, when deep sleep falls upon
men, in slumbering upon the bed, then He opens
the ears of men, and with discipline seals their
instruction" (Iyov 33:15-16). Come and behold:
when man lies in his bed, he should first
acknowledge the Kingdom of Heaven over him,
then utter a verse of mercy. The friends explained
that when a man sleeps in his bed, his soul leaves
him to soar above, each soul according to its own
way.

87. When people fall asleep in their beds, the soul
departs. "In slumbering upon the bed, then He
opens the ears of men." Thus, the Holy One,
blessed be He, reveals to the soul through the
grade in charge of dreams, NAMELY GAVRIEL,
what will happen in the world in the future, or that
which corresponds to his innermost thoughts,
THAT IS, TRUTH, LIES, OR BOTH. Thus, through
admonition, a man receives knowledge of things to
come. FOR THIS REASON, HE IS TOLD OF FUTURE
EVENTS.

88. A man is not given this knowledge while the
body is strong. The angel informs the soul, and the
soul informs the man. The dream comes TO THE
SOULS from above, when the souls depart from the
body and ascend, each according to its merit.
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89. How many grades are in the secret of the dream,
in the secret of wisdom? Come and behold: a
dream is one grade, a vision is another, and a
prophecy a third. All these grades are in ascending
order; THE DREAM IS BENEATH THE VISION, AND
THE VISION IS BENEATH THE PROPHECY.

90. "And Yosef dreamed a dream, and told it to his
brethren: and they hated him yet the
more" (Beresheet 37:5). From this, we learn that a
man should tell his dream only to someone who
loves him. If the listener does not LOVE HIM, he
shall bring evil upon him; for if the dream changes,
he is the reason that THE TRUE MEANING OF THE
DREAM is not fulfilled, BECAUSE OF HIS
INCORRECT INTERPRETATION.
91. Come and behold: Yosef told his dream to his
brothers WHO DID NOT LOVE HIM, and so
fulfillment of the dream was delayed 22 years.
Rabbi Yosi asked: How do we know THAT HATRED
PREVENTED THE DREAM FROM BEING CARRIED
OUT? From the words: "and they hated him yet the
more" (Beresheet 37:8). This hatred caused
accusations to be brought against him, AND THE
DREAM WAS DELAYED FOR 22 YEARS.
92. It is written: "And he said to them, 'Hear, I pray
you, this dream which I have dreamed'" (Beresheet
37:6). He begged them to listen to him, yet were it
not for them, who gave the dream a different
meaning, it would have come true. But they
answered: "'Shall you indeed reign over us? Or
shall you indeed have dominion over
us?'" (Beresheet 37:8). In their answer, they gave
its interpretation, AND TURNED ITS MEANING OF
REIGN AND DOMINION INTO SOMETHING ELSE.
They decreed THAT HE SHOULD NOT REIGN OVER
THEM, and it is therefore written: "And they hated
him yet the more," MEANING THEY CAUSED
ACCUSATIONS TO BE BROUGHT AGAINST HIM.
93. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were with Rabbi
Shimon. Rabbi Chiya said: We have learned an
uninterpreted dream resembles an unopened letter.
HE ASKS: Does this mean that the dream comes
true without the dreamer being conscious of it, or
that it does not come true at all? He answers: IT
MEANS THAT the dream comes true, but the
dreamer does not know it. For there is a power
dwelling upon the dream WHICH FORCES IT TO
COME TRUE. Only the dreamer is not aware
whether the dream comes true or not, JUST AS
ONE DOES NOT KNOW THE CONTENTS OF AN
UNOPENED LETTER.
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94. Everything that happens in the world depends
on a dream or a proclamation before it becomes
reality. We have learned that before any matter
enters the world, a proclamation resounds in
heaven, from where it is spread throughout the
world. It is done by a crier, as it is written: "Surely
Hashem Elohim will do nothing without revealing
His secret to His servants the prophets" (Amos
3:7). This was when there were prophets in the
world. When the prophets were gone, sages took
their places. And when THE SAGES were gone, the
future was announced by a dream--and if not BY A
DREAM, through birds in the sky, as has been
already explained.

8. "And his brothers went to feed"
This section touches upon the role of providence in the story of Yosef and especially of his sale into slavery-since, when Yosef's brothers sold him,
they were in collaboration with the Shechinah.
The Relevance of this Passage
The longest and strongest master-slave relationship is that between man and his ego. All of us are in bondage to our reactive whims and egocentric
desires. We are also prisoners of other people's perceptions of us. Our ego is our taskmaster--and the ego is so good at its job, most of us don't
even realize we are in bondage. Therefore, the Light of The Creator will send us challenging opportunities to provoke our ego and highlight our selfcenteredness. The Light of this passage opens our eyes and shows us the way to freedom by allowing us to recognize life's hardships for what they
really-opportunities to rise above the power of impulse and effect inner transformation.
95. "And his brothers went to feed their father's flock in
Shchem" (Beresheet 37:12). Rabbi Shimon asked: Why is the particle
Et ('the') added? HE ANSWERS: THE PREPOSITION Et has dots over
it, which represent the Shechinah, FOR THE SHECHINAH, NAMED
'ET', dwelt with them as they were a group of ten. WHEREVER
THERE ARE TEN MEN, THE SHECHINAH HOVERS ABOVE THEM.
They were ten because Yosef was not with them and little Binyamin
was at home. When they went, the Shechinah was among them, for
which reason there are dots ABOVE THE PARTICLE ET.

96. For that reason, they were in collaboration with the Shechinah
when they sold Yosef; they made her a partner to their oath and
made her vow NOT TO REVEAL THE SALE OF YOSEF. Thus, until
THE SALE OF Yosef was made known, the Shechinah did not rest
upon Ya'akov.

97. If you say that the Shechinah was not with THE TRIBES, come
and behold the verse: "There the tribes used to go up, the tribes of
Yah, an appointed practice for Yisrael to give thanks to the name of
Hashem" (Tehilim 122:4). They were all just and pious, the
sustenance of the inhabitants of the world, FOR THE WHOLE
WORLD ENDURED THANKS TO THEM both above and below, IN THE
UPPER AND LOWER WORLDS.

9. "O Jerusalem, built"
This section begins with a brief discussion of the preordained roles of David and Solomon in the construction of the temple, and then proceeds to
address the relationship between the terrestrial Jerusalem and the heavenly Jerusalem. It is, we see, mirrored by the relationship of the children of
Israel to the Upper and Lower Worlds.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our planet contains many spiritual energy centers that serve as portals through which the supernal Light of the Upper World flows into our
dimension. Israel is the energy center of the entire planet. The city of Jerusalem is the energy source of Israel. The Temple is the primal source of
energy for Jerusalem, and the Holy of Holies is the Fountainhead of spiritual energy for the Temple. Reading this passage connects us to Jerusalem,
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the Temple and ultimately, to the Holy of Holies. It ensures that all our prayers, deeds, and meditations draw their Light from this wellspring of
spiritual energy.
98. He then quoted the verse: "I was glad when they said to me, 'Let
us go into the house of Hashem'" (Tehilim 122:4). It has been
explained that David said this when he set his heart on building the
Temple, as it is written: "And it was in the heart of David, my father,
to build a house for the name of Hashem, the Elohim of Yisrael" (I
Melachim 8:17). But then it is written: "Yet you shall not build the
house; but your son that shall come forth out of your loins, he shall
build the house to My Name" (I Melachim 8:19). All the children of
Yisrael knew that and asked: When will David die so that his son
Solomon can rise and build the Temple, as "our feet are standing
within your gates, O Jerusalem" (Tehilim 122:2), and we will go up to
offer sacrifices?

99. For all that they used to ask, 'When will this old man die?' David
was nevertheless "glad," and rejoiced on account of his son, who, it
was said, would reign in his stead and carry out the building the
Temple. Then he began to praise THE SHECHINAH, saying: "O
Jerusalem, built as a city that is joined together" (Tehilim. 122:3).

100. We learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, formed the
terrestrial Jerusalem, THE NUKVA, in the image of the heavenly
Jerusalem, BINAH, with each facing the other, FOR THE NUKVA IS
ESTABLISHED WITH ALL THE AMENDMENTS OF BINAH. As it is
written: "In the place, Hashem, which You have made for you to
dwell in" (Shemot 15:17). "Built" means that the Holy One, blessed
be He, will cause Jerusalem to descend from above, completely
BUILT. Therefore, HE SAYS "built." "That is joined together," as has
already been explained. HE SAID: It should have been 'are joined', IN
THE PLURAL. HE ANSWERS: The mother, BINAH, joined her
daughter, THE NUKVA, and they became as one. HENCE IT IS
WRITTEN IN THE SINGULAR, as has been explained.
101. "There the tribes used to go up..." (Tehilim 122:4). They sustain
the world and support the lower world. And not just the lower world,
but also the upper world, as it is written: "The tribes of Yah, an
appointed practice (also: 'testimony') for Yisrael"-precisely, "for
Yisrael." Because the children of Yisrael support the lower world,
they bear testimony above IN THE UPPER WORLD. All this is to
thank the Holy One, blessed be He, on all sides, as it is written: "To
give thanks to the name of Hashem" (Ibid.).

10. "And a certain man found him"
This section addresses the role of providence in the sale of Yosef to the Egyptians and illustrates our inability to interpret events and their causal
relationships as positive or negative, since we are ignorant of their role in God's preordained design.
The Relevance of this Passage
The selling of Yosef into slavery, and his subsequent rise from the status of prisoner to the second in command of Egypt, alludes to our ability to
take control over the physical reality and triumph over our most base desires, thereby freeing our souls. The strength to accomplish this is aroused
within us by the liberating Light set aflame by these Kabbalistic verses. In addition, we become more cognizant of our limited perspectives on life,
particularly when hardships strike. Just as Yosef's imprisonment was a dire and tragic predicament that was eventually turned into triumph, our
afflictions can be transformed into conquests given the right state of enlightened consciousness. That is, the foresight and wisdom to see beyond
the immediate circumstances. Enlightenment is thus awakened in us by the lessons and Light emitted through the luminous letters of the Hebrew
language appearing in this passage.
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102. "And a certain man found him, and behold, he was wandering in
the field; and the man asked him, saying, 'What are you
seeking?'" (Beresheet 37:15). It is written earlier: "And Yisrael said
to Yosef, 'Do not your brothers feed the flock in Shchem? Come, and
I will send you to them'" (Ibid. 13). Why did the perfected Ya'akov,
who loved Yosef better than his other sons and knew that his
brothers hated him, send Yosef to them? HE ANSWERS: Because he
knew they were righteous, he did not distrust them. The Holy One,
blessed be He, caused all this to carry out the decree he made TO
AVRAHAM in the Covenant, between the pieces.

103. We have found it stated in ancient books that it was imperative
that the sons of Ya'akov have mastery over Yosef before he
descended to Egypt. For if he had gone there before they dominated
him, the Egyptians, would have ruled over Yisrael in perpetuity, AND
YISRAEL WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO LEAVE. THEREFORE,
it came to pass that HIS BROTHERS were Yosef's masters and sold
him as a slave. THUS, when Yosef was later crowned king of Egypt,
Yisrael ruled over them all. FOR THEY OBTAINED MASTERY OVER
YOSEF, THEIR KING, BY SELLING HIM TO BE A SLAVE. IT WAS AS
IF THEY RULED OVER THE EGYPTIANS THEMSELVES. THIS
WEAKENED EGYPTIAN POWER AND ENABLED YISRAEL TO BE
FREED FROM IT.

104. Come and behold: Yosef was the Supernal Covenant, YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, and as long as the Covenant, YOSEF, endured, the
Shechinah lived within Yisrael in peace. Once Yosef, the Supernal
Covenant, was gone from the world AND SOLD AS A SLAVE, the
Covenant, the Shechinah, and Yisrael all went into exile. This has
been explained in connection with the verse: "Now there arose a
new king over Egypt, who knew not Yosef" (Shemot 1:8). THIS
INDICATES THAT HIS RANK HAD BEEN REVOKED AND HE WENT
INTO EXILE. The Holy One, blessed be He, caused all this, and it
happened as it had to.

105. "And a certain man found him" refers to Gavriel. It has been
explained here that it is written: "And a certain man found him," and
elsewhere it is written: "The man Gavriel, whom I had seen in the
vision at the beginning" (Daniel 9:21). BY ANALOGY, WE LEARN
THAT THE MAN IN THE FIRST SENTENCE IS ALSO GAVRIEL, and
"he was wandering" (Beresheet 37:15) in every way, for trusting his
brothers, for seeking fraternity but not obtaining it, and for looking
for them without finding them. Therefore, "the man asked him,
saying, 'What are you seeking?'"

11. "I seek my brothers..."
Rabbi Yehuda interprets the title quotation to indicate Yosef's intimate association with righteousness and the Shechinah. We are also shown how
Joseph's enduring love and loyalty toward his brothers provide a human demonstration of God's compassionate love for the children of Israel.
The Relevance of this Passage
The drama of human existence is more than a one-act play. It's a production that encompasses many lifetimes, where credits and debits accrue
according to our actions. Therefore, forgiving those who have inflicted harm upon us really has nothing to do with the other person. Kabbalistically,
the people who hurt us in life are messengers. Everything that befalls us is a result of our prior deeds. The consequences of our actions eventually
return through the agency of others, in order to help us achieve spiritual growth and correction. The strength to display compassion and
forgiveness, even when we feel it is not deserved, is stimulated by the words of this passage.
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106. "And he said, 'I seek my brothers'...And the man said, 'They are
departed from here.'" Rabbi Yehuda quoted the verse: "O that you
were as my brother, that sucked the breasts of my mother! when I
should find you outside, I would kiss you; and none would scorn
me" (Shir Hashirim 8:1). This verse has already been explained by
the friends. The congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, said to the
King to whom peace belongs, TO ZEIR ANPIN: "O that you were as
my brother," as Yosef was to his brothers. Yosef said to them, "'Now
therefore fear not: I will nourish you, and your little
ones'" (Beresheet 50:21) and he provided for them in time of famine.
Therefore, THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL SAID TO ZEIR ANPIN,
"O that you were as my brother," AS YOSEF WAS TO HIS
BROTHERS.

107. According to another explanation of "O that you were as my
brother...," Yosef, YESOD, said this to the Shechinah, whom he
joined and to whom he cleaved. "...that sucked the breasts of my
mother..." means that WHEN SHE RECEIVES MOCHIN FROM IMA,
there is friendship and unity between them. "I should find you
outside," in exile in a strange land; "I would kiss you," to merge her
spirit with his; "...and none would scorn me"--'although I am in a
foreign land'.

108. Come and behold: although Yosef's brothers did not act as his
brothers when he fell into their hands, he was a brother to them
when they fell into his hands. This is understood from the verse:
"And he comforted them and spoke kindly to them" (Beresheet
50:21); he spoke kindly in every WAY UNTIL THEY BELIEVED HIM.

12. There is anger, and there is anger
This section provides a discussion on the two species of anger, one blessed and the other cursed. Rabbi Shimon then explains the ritual of
cleansing the hands each morning, and why this sanctification is necessary.
The Relevance of this Passage
At times we must exert judgement or anger that is rooted in love and sharing. Positive anger is a form of love, as when a parent disciplines a child
out concern for the child's safety. Ego-based anger, however, creates negative energy. If a parent punishes a child as an expression of inner
frustration, this anger is cursed. One version of anger generates love; the other creates darkness. The words that reveal these truths help us attain
the wisdom to mete out anger rooted in love, which is, therefore, blessed with the Light of The Creator.
109. Come and behold: "And they said one to another (lit. 'a man to
his brother')" (Beresheet 37:19). These are Shimon and Levi, who
were brothers in every respect, because they both came from the
side of Harsh Judgment, and their anger was murderous anger, as it
is written: "Cursed be their anger, for it was fierce; and their wrath,
for it was cruel" (Beresheet 49:7).

110. Come and behold the secret of this matter. There are two kinds
of anger. One kind of anger is blessed above and below, and is
called 'blessed', as we learned from the verse: "Blessed be Avram of
the most high El, possessor of heaven and earth" (Beresheet 14:19).
IT HAS ALREADY BEEN EXPLAINED THAT ALTHOUGH AVRAHAM
WAS ENGAGED IN WAR AND KILLED PEOPLE, IT WAS STILL SAID
OF HIM, 'BLESSED BE AVRAM,' BECAUSE HE SANCTIFIED THE
NAME OF HEAVEN IN DOING IT. Another kind of anger is cursed
above and below, and we have learned that it is called 'cursed', as it
is written: "You are cursed above all cattle" (Beresheet 3:14), and
"Cursed be their anger."
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111. Two mountains rely on this mystery, as it is written: "That you
shall put the blessing upon mount Gerizim, and the curse upon
mount Eval" (Devarim 11:29). They correspond to the two grades,
THE ONE CALLED 'BLESSED' AND THE OTHER 'CURSED'. OF
THESE MOUNTAINS AS WELL, one is called 'cursed' and the other
'blessed'. Shimon and Levi are from the side of Harsh Judgment, and
from this harsh and rigorous Judgment, the accursed anger, WHICH
IS CALLED 'CURSED', is issued.

112. Come and behold: from the side of Harsh Judgment, anger
travels in two directions, one blessed and the other accursed.
Similarly, two sons issued from Yitzchak, the one blessed and the
other accursed, above and below. Each went to his own side. One
dwelled in the Holy Land, while the other was in the mount of Seir, as
"a cunning hunter, a man of the field" (Beresheet 25:27). One
dwelled in a place of desolation and ruin, while the other was
"dwelling in tents," as it should be.

113. Therefore, each of the two grades, blessed and cursed, goes to
its own side. From the former comes all the blessings in the world
from above and below-all goodness, illumination, redemption, and
salvation. From the latter comes all the curses, ruin, blood, waste,
evil, and all that is defiled in the world.

114. Rabbi Shimon quoted the verse: "I wash my hands in
innocence: so I compass your altar, Hashem" (Tehilim 26:6). This
has already been explained, yet come and behold: the mystery is
that no man in the world avoids tasting death at night. As a result,
the Spirit of Defilement hovers above his body. The reason is that
the Holy Soul leaves him at that time and, once it leaves, the Spirit of
Defilement hovers above his body, and he is defiled.

115. When the soul returns to the body, the filth passes away; yet it
remains on the hands. Thus, a man should not pass his hands
across his eyes since the Spirit of Defilement rests on them until
they are washed. When a man properly washes them, he is then
sanctified and called 'holy'.
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116. HE ASKS: How should we sanctify ourselves WITH HAND
WASHING? HE RESPONDED THAT we need a vessel beneath and a
vessel above. To be sanctified from the vessel above, the vessel
below must receive the filth of impurity and hold the contaminated
WATER, while the vessel ABOVE is used for sanctification, AS ITS
WATER IS POURED ON THE HANDS. The one ABOVE is blessed,
and the one BENEATH is cursed. We must not empty the impure
water within the house so that no one will come near it, for
HARMFUL SPIRITS gather to it and a man might be harmed by the
unclean water.

117. A man should not say a blessing before he removes the filth
from his hands. It has been explained that a man is called 'unclean'
before he washes his hands in the morning. Once he washes his
hands, he is called 'pure'. Therefore, a man's hands should be
washed only by the hands of a clean man, as it is written: "And the
clean person shall sprinkle upon the unclean" (Bemidbar 19:19). He
WHO ALREADY WASHED HIS HANDS is called 'pure', while he WHO
HAS NOT is called 'impure'.

118. Therefore, the vessel above is pure, and the vessel below is
impure. It is forbidden to put the impure water to any use; it needs
be emptied where no one shall use it or pass over it. It must not be
kept in the house at night, for once it is spilt on the ground, the Spirit
of Defilement abides there and might cause harm. It is considered
wise to dig a hole for it under the ground, where it can flow unseen.

119. It must not be given to witches who may use it to harm people,
because it is water that causes the curse. The Holy One, blessed be
He, wishes to purify Yisrael and make the people holy, as it is
written: "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be
clean" (Yechezkel 36:25).

13. "And that pit was empty; there was no water in it"
This section opens with a description of the rich rewards of studying Torah, both in this world and the world to come. Those who neglect study, we
are told, receive punishment. As Rabbi Yehuda points out, the children of Israel were exiled from the Holy Land because they abandoned the Torah.
The discussion moves from various interpretations of the "empty pit" to the actions of Joseph's brothers--including Reuven's repentance and
redemption, the punishment of Ya'akov, and the removal of Yehuda as king of the tribe.
The Relevance of this Passage
Kabbalistic concepts of retribution are not based on a Creator who metes out penalties and rewards. The Light of The Creator is a Divine Force
whose only attributes are sharing and goodness. This can be compared to an electrical current--which can bring light to a city, or can be destructive
if we carelessly poke a finger into a wall socket. Our own free will determines whether we short-circuit [receive punishment] or turn on the "light
switch" [gain reward]. The Torah is a blueprint to show us how the universe is "wired," so that we harness spiritual forces in a positive and
productive way. This wisdom and enlightenment comes to us through the intricate "wiring" of the words that compose these passages, and the
spiritual Light they emit.
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120. "And they took him, and cast him into a pit: and
that pit was empty; there was no water in
it" (Beresheet 37:24). Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion with the verse: "The Torah of Hashem is
perfect, restoring the soul" (Tehilim 19:8). Men
should endeavor to study the Torah as much as
possible, for whoever does so gains life in this world
and in the world to come, and he merits both worlds.
Even he who strives to study the Torah, but does it
for worldly reasons, merits reward in this world and
escapes Judgment in the next.

121. Come and behold, it is written: "Length of days
is in her right hand; and in her left hand are riches
and honor" (Mishlei 3:16). "Length of days," refers to
that person who endeavors to study the Torah for its
own sake, for he has length of days in a world of
long days, SIGNIFYING THE EVERLASTING WORLD.
These long days, which are found in the everlasting
world, are certainly days. THIS MEANS THAT THEY
ARE SURELY GOOD AND WORTHY DAYS. In
addition, there is the certainty of sacredness above,
NAMELY THE HOPED FOR REWARD. A man who
trusts in this world should study the Torah diligently
to be happy in the EVERLASTING world. "And in her
left hand are riches and honor," for he receives good
reward and peace in this world.
122. Whoever studies the Torah for its own sake will
find that when he passes from the world, the Torah
goes before him with proclamations and protects
him from approaching accusers. When the body lies
in the grave, it guards him and when the soul
departs to ascend to its place, it precedes the soul.
Many CLOSED gates are thrown open before the
Torah until it brings THE SOUL to its place. THE
TORAH stands by that man when the dead are
resurrected, and speaks in his favor.

123. "When you walk, it shall lead you; when you lie
down, it shall keep you and when you awake, it shall
talk with you" (Mishlei 6:22). "When you walk, it shall
lead you," refers to THE TORAH THAT GOES
BEFORE HIM WHEN HE DIES. "When you lie down, it
shall keep you," refers to the interval when the body
lies in the grave, for at that time the body is judged
and sentenced and the Torah acts in its defense.
"And when you awake, it shall talk with you," refers
to the time at which the dead rise TO LIFE from the
dust. "It shall talk with you," means it will speak in
your defense.
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124. Rabbi Elazar quoted the verse: "It shall talk with
you" (Mishlei 6:22). What does this mean? HE
ANSWERS: It means that although they have just
risen from the dust, they will remember the Torah
they studied before their death. They will know all
they studied before departing from the world. It is
penetrates inside them and speak in their innermost
parts. THIS MEANS THAT IT DOES NOT COME BACK
SLOWLY, AS IS THE NATURE OF THOUGHT, BUT
SIMULTANEOUSLY, AS IN DRESSING, AS IS THE
NATURE OF THE VISCERA.
125. And everything shall be clearer than it was
before HE DIED, for whatever he did not grasp well
THEN, whatever he strove to understand yet did not
successfully grasp, is now clear in his innermost
parts. And the Torah speaks within him. This is the
meaning of the verse: "And when you awake, it shall
talk with you" (Mishlei 6:22). Rabbi Yehuda said that
whoever studied the Torah diligently in this world
deserves to be occupied with it in the world to come.

126. Come and behold: a man who did not have the
merit to be occupied with the Torah in this world
walks in darkness. When he passes from the world,
he is put in the lowest place in Gehenom, where no
one pities him, a place described as a "gruesome
pit", a "miry clay," as it is written: "He brought me up
also out of the gruesome pit, out of the miry clay,
and set my feet upon a rock, and established my
footsteps" (Tehilim 40:3).

127. It is therefore written of he who does not study
the Torah in this world, but besmirches himself with
the filth of this world: "And they took him, and cast
him into a pit" (Beresheet 37:24), into Gehenom,
where those who do not study the Torah are
sentenced. "And the pit was empty" (Ibid.); it is
empty, because there was no water in it--THAT IS,
TORAH, CALLED 'WATER'.

128. Come and behold: the punishment for
neglecting the study of the Torah. Yisrael were
exiled from the Holy Land, only for being removed
from and leaving the Torah. This is explained by the
verse, "Who is the wise man, that may understand
this? Why does the land perish...? Because they
have forsaken My Torah which I set before
them" (Yirmeyah 9:11-12). Rabbi Yosi said:
"Therefore My people are gone into captivity,
because they have no knowledge" (Yeshayah 5:13),
NAMELY, OF THE TORAH.
129. Hence, everything is based on the existence of
the Torah, and the world only endures by means of
the Torah, which sustains the worlds above and
below. As it is written: "If my Covenant be not day
and night, it were as if I had not appointed the
ordinances of heaven and earth..." (Yirmeyah 33:25).
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130. "And they took him, and cast him into a
pit" (Beresheet 37:24). This alludes to the fact that
LATER they cast him into Egypt, where the secret of
the faith does not abide. WATER IS THE SECRET OF
THE FAITH, AND WHEN IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE
PIT WAS EMPTY," IT REFERS TO A LACK OF THE
SECRET OF THE FAITH. Rabbi Yitzchak said: If there
were snakes and scorpions in the pit--ACCORDING
TO THE SAGES, IT CONTAINED SNAKES AND
SCORPIONS, BUT NO WATER--why is it written of
Reuven, "He might save him out of their
hands" (Ibid. 22)? Did not Reuven fear that the
snakes and scorpions would harm Yosef? If so, how
did he plan "to deliver him back to his father...that he
might save him"?
131. HE REPLIED THAT Reuven saw that Yosef
would surely come to harm in their hands, for he
knew how much they hated him and wished to kill
him. Reuven thought it was better to cast him into
the pit of snakes and scorpions than to deliver him
to his enemies, who have no compassion for him.
Thus, the saying: "Rather should a man throw
himself into a fire or a pit full of serpents and
scorpions, than be delivered into the hands of his
enemies."

132. For if a man is righteous here in a place of
snakes and scorpions, the Holy One, blessed be He,
performs miracles for him, or sometimes he is saved
by the merit of his fathers. But once delivered into
the hands of enemies, few escape.

133. Therefore, he said: "That he might save him out
of their hands," (Beresheet 37:22) not simply 'that he
might save him', but rather, "out of their hands."
Reuven said to himself, 'may he be saved from them,
and if he dies, it is BETTER FOR HIM to die in the
pit.' It is therefore written: "And Reuven heard it, and
he delivered him out of their hands." HE SAVED HIM
ONLY FROM DYING BY THEIR HANDS, EVEN
THOUGH HE MIGHT HAVE DIED IN THE PIT.
134. Come and behold, the piety of Reuven. He knew
that Shimon and Levi were ruthless when they joined
forces and cunning. When they joined against
Shchem, they killed all the males. They were not
satisfied, so they took the women and the little ones,
gold and silver, and all beasts and precious vessels-in short, everything that was to be found in the city.
Yet even this was not enough, so they took what was
in the field, as it is written: "And that which was in
the city, and that which was in the field they
took" (Beresheet 34:28).
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135. Reuven said, 'If such a great city did not escape
them, then if this boy falls in their hands, not a shred
of flesh will remain. Therefore, it is better to save
him from them, for they will leave no sign of him for
my father to see.'

136. 'Even if he dies IN THE PIT, his brothers will not
prevail against him. His body will remain intact and I
will return him whole to my father.' Therefore, it is
written: "that he might save him out of their hands,
to deliver him back to his father." 'I WILL BE ABLE
TO RETURN HIM TO MY FATHER even though he
will die there.' He therefore said, "The child is
not," (Beresheet 37:30) instead of 'not alive',
because he was not even dead.
137. Come and behold what Reuven did. He wisely
joined them and said, "Let us not kill
him" (Beresheet 37:21), instead of 'Do not you take
his life', for he was not there when Yosef was sold.
They each then attended their father for one day.
When it was Reuven's day, he did not want Yosef to
perish. It is therefore written: "And Reuven returned
to the pit and, behold, Yosef was not in the pit"--NOT
EVEN DEAD--"and he rent his clothes." Immediately,
"he returned to his brothers, and said, 'The child is
not'."

138. Even Reuven was not informed of the sale of
Yosef. It has already been explained that the
Shechinah was a partner IN THE VOW NOT TO
REVEAL THE SALE OF YOSEF. Therefore Reuven
did not know of it, and it was not revealed to him
until Yosef made himself known to his brothers!

139. Come and behold the pleasure Reuven attained
in trying to save Yosef's life. It is written: "Let
Reuven live, and not die" (Devarim 33:6). For
although he knew that the birthright was taken from
him and given to Yosef, nevertheless he tried to save
his life. Therefore Moshe prayed for him, saying,
"Let Reuven live, and not die," and be supported in
this world and in the world to come. What is the
reason - it is this SAVING YOSEF'S LIFE and
repenting for DEFILING HIS FATHER'S BED! If a man
repents his sins, the Holy One, blessed be He, will
revive him in this world and in the world to come.
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140. Come and behold: "And they took Yosef's
coat..." (Beresheet 37:31). It has been explained that
this is because a coat's blood resembles human
blood. Yet come and behold: even when an act is
well executed--WITHOUT COMMITTING ANY SIN--the
Holy One, blessed be He, is strict with the righteous,
even to a hair's breadth.

141. Ya'akov did well to kill a goat for his father. Yet
by offering a goat, which comes from the side of
Harsh Judgment, he weakened THE ASPECT OF THE
STRICT JUDGMENT OF his father since he is of its
aspect, AS YITZCHAK TOO PERTAINS TO SEVERE
JUDGMENT. AND ALTHOUGH THE JUDGMENT
TOOK HOLD OF THE GOAT, Ya'akov was punished
in that his sons brought its blood before him.

142. It is written OF YA'AKOV: "And she put the
skins of the kids of the goats upon his hands, and
upon the smooth of his neck" (Beresheet 27:16).
Therefore it is said OF HIS SONS: "And they dipped
the coat in the blood" (Beresheet 37:31). This was
measure for measure. Since he caused that
"Yitzchak trembled very much" (Ibid. 33), HIS SONS
made him tremble when they said, "'Know now
whether it be your son's coat or not'" (Ibid. 32).

143. Rabbi Chiya said it is written concerning him
(Ya'akov): "Are you my son Esav or not" (Beresheet
27:21), and addressing him (they said), "is it your
son's coat or not" (Beresheet 37:32). This is because
the Holy One, blessed be He, is strict with the
righteous to a hair's breadth in everything they do.

144. Rabbi Aba said that when the tribes saw their
father's grief, they surely regretting SELLING YOSEF
and determined to rescue him if they could find him.
When they saw they could not RESCUE HIM, they
turned to Yehuda, WHO ADVISED THEM TO SELL
HIM and rejected him from among them. For he now
was their king, and when they deposed him, it is
written: "And it came to pass at that time, that
Yehuda went down from his brothers" (Beresheet
38:1).

14. Tzion and Jerusalem
Here, Rabbi Yehuda discusses the creation of the universal structure that issued from Zion, the central point of faith and perfection. While Zion and
Jerusalem are one, they represent the two grades of judgment and mercy. Through Binah, which correlates to understanding, the attributes of
mercy and judgment are commingled and reconciled in the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
Throughout life, our actions disrupt and misalign the supernal forces that embody the attributes of judgement and mercy. This occurs on both a
personal and universal level, in line with individual and collective actions of humanity. Consequently, judgement may occur in place of mercy; the
world may seem especially hard and judgmental toward us. In response, we may find ourselves overreacting to situations where we'd normally
respond with restraint and patience. Balancing these two attributes in our behavior is vital.
An example of judgement and mercy is illustrated by the following parent-child situation. A child terribly misbehaves. The parent becomes
extremely upset and immediately spanks the youngster. The parent reacted to the situation, and the act of judgement was rooted in selfish
frustration. The child might attempt to change his behavior, but he does so only out of fear. Kabbalistically, the parent needs to balance judgement
with mercy. That is, sharing and care for the child must be the intent behind any disciplinary action. The parent might still gently spank the child, but
out of love and concern, rather than anger and frustration. The child's motivation for change will now be rooted in love and respect, not fear.
If a soul descends into a human being from the lineage of Avraham [Right Column], it is said that the person's nature will be shaped and influenced
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by the quality of mercy. If a soul descends from the lineage of Yitzchak [Left Column], the individual is imbued with a greater proportion of
judgement in his nature, and behavior is influenced in that direction.
Reading this section helps balance the forces of judgement and mercy in our interactions with the world. Moreover, these verses open us to the
Light so that we ourselves can be worthy of mercy, rather than judgement, when the time comes for them to appear in our lives.
145. Rabbi Yehuda quoted the verse: "Hashem
also thundered in the heavens, and the highest
gave His voice; hail and coals of fire" (Tehilim
18:14). Come and behold: when the Holy One,
blessed be He, created the universe, THAT IS,
WHEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
EMANATED THE NUKVA, CALLED 'WORLD', He
made seven pillars for it BY ILLUMINATING ON
HER WITH THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN. All of them are
supported by one single pillar, NAMELY YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN'. In the verse: "Wisdom has built
her house, she has hewn out her seven
pillars" (Mishlei 9:1), it was explained that they all
stand on one grade called 'YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN'; "the righteous is an everlasting
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25).
146. When the universe was created, it issued from
the spot that included, along with its
improvements, the point in the middle of the
world, which is Tzion, THE INNER YESOD OF THE
NUKVA. As it is written: "A psalm of Asaf. The
mighty one, El, Elohim Hashem, has spoken and
called the earth from the rising of the sun to the
going down thereof" (Tehilim 50:1). Where did He
speak from? From Tzion, as it is written: "Out of
Tzion, the perfection of beauty, Elohim has shone
forth" (Tehilim 50:2), the place that constructs
faith to perfection. Tzion is the strength, THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH,
and the point of the whole world--THAT IS THE
SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM--on
which the world has been constructed BY THE
CHOCHMAH IN IT, and wherein it is nourished, BY
THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM IN IT.
147. Come and behold: after stating, "Hashem also
thundered in the heavens" (Tehilim 18:14), why
add, "and the Highest gave His voice," WHICH IS
REDUNDANT? RABBI YEHUDA ANSWERS: Here is
the secret of the faith I mentioned. For Tzion
constructs and beautifies the world, and the world
is nourished by Tzion FROM ITS TWO ASPECTS,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. This is
similar to the two grades that are one, namely
Tzion and Jerusalem; the former of Judgment and
the latter of Mercy, and both are one. Judgment is
issued from one, and Mercy is issued from the
other.
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148. From high up, REFERRING TO THE SFIRAH
OF BINAH, a voice resounds. THIS IS THE
CENTRAL RECONCILING COLUMN OF BINAH.
When it is heard, WHEN IT RECONCILES THE
NUKVA, AND THE LIGHTS OF RIGHT AND LEFT
ARE HEARD, Judgments issue forth FROM THE
NUKVA and the paths of Judgment and Mercy may
be seen diverging. "Hashem also thundered in the
heavens," refers to the Merciful Court. And
although the Highest, BINAH may be neither found
nor known, because the same voice comes out
AND RECONCILES RIGHT AND LEFT, all is then
under Judgment and Mercy. AS THE HIGHEST,
BINAH GIVES ITS VOICE TO THE NUKVA AND
RECONCILES HER TWO COLUMNS. So it is
written: "And the Highest gave His voice" (Tehilim
18:14). Then came "hail and coals of fire"--water
and fire.
149. Come and behold: when Yehuda was born, it
was written: "And she left off bearing" (Beresheet
29:35). This refers to the fourth of the four
foundations, CALLED CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT', because they are the
Supernal Chariot OF BINAH, and this is one of the
four legs of the throne, CALLED MALCHUT.
THEREFORE, IT WAS WRITTEN WITH REGARD TO
HIM, "AND SHE LEFT OFF BEARING," FOR HE IS
THE LAST SFIRAH, MALCHUT. It is written of him:
"And it came to pass at that time, that Yehuda
went down from his brothers" (Beresheet 38:1). He
was their king, BEING OF MALCHUT, BUT AFTER
SELLING YOSEF, HE WAS DEPOSED. Why?
Because Yosef was brought down to Egypt.

15. "And he called his name Er"
The interconnection of the upper and lower worlds is exemplified in this section concerning the fate of Yehuda's firstborn son, Er. Yehuda's fall and
descent, we're told, signify the descent and obscuring of the moon and the supernal Light; consequently, his son was born of the Side of
Defilement, and was therefore later slain by the Lord.
The Relevance of this Passage
In order to grow spiritually and bring greater fulfillment to our lives, we must abolish all the character traits within us that emerge from the side of
Defilement and Darkness. The end of darkness occurs the instant the 'Light' is turned on--which, in turn, occurs at the moment we peruse these
profound words of wisdom.
150. "And Yehuda saw there a daughter of a certain
Cna'anite" (Beresheet 38:2). HE ASKS: Was he Cnaanite? DID NOT
THE FATHERS AVOID MARRYING AMONG THE CNA'ANITES? HE
REPLIED: It has been explained by the friends THAT THE WORD
CNA'ANITE MEANS 'MERCHANT'. "And she conceived, and bore a
son, and he called his name Er" (Ibid. 3). Yehuda had three sons, but
only one, Shelah, remained BECAUSE YEHUDA WENT DOWN, AND
WAS PUNISHED FOR IT BY BEGETTING SONS AND THEN BURYING
THEM.
151. Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Yosi, and Rabbi Chiya were walking along
the road. Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Elazar: Why is it written in relation
to Yehuda's firstborn: "And he called his name Er," USING THE
MALE PRONOUN, and of the other two sons, "she called his name
Onan," and "she called his name Shelah," USING THE FEMALE
PRONOUN?
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152. He said to him: Come and behold. This portion contains a
profound secret, and all is proper. "Yehuda went down from his
brothers" because the moon, THE NUKVA, became obscure and
descended from the upright grade to another grade to which the
serpent is attached. It is written: "And turned into a certain
Adullamite, whose name was Chirah."

153. "And she conceived, and bore a son; and he called his name Er
(Ayin Resh)" (Beresheet 38:3). He was evil (Heb. Resh Ayin)-which
amounts to the same thing, FOR 'EVIL' AND ER ARE SPELLED WITH
THE SAME HEBREW LETTERS. Because he came from the side of
the Evil Inclination, it is written: "And he called (Heb. et) his name
Er." The particle et adds yet another grade of filth of defilement, from
which he was born. This is why Er and Ra ('evil') are identical,
NAMELY, SPELLED WITH THE SAME HEBREW LETTERS!

154. With the second son, the place was not yet sweetened AND
RETURNED TO HOLINESS. That happened only when Shelah, who
was the most important of them all, came. It is written: "And Er,
Yehuda's firstborn, was wicked in the sight of Hashem" (Beresheet
38:7), and "for the inclination of man's heart is evil from his
youth" (Beresheet 8:21). THERE IT MEANS 'SPILLING SEMEN IN
VAIN'; THUS, HERE IT MEANS HE WAS SPILLING blood, for he spilt
semen on the ground. That is why "Hashem slew him" (Ibid.). Then,
"Yehuda said to Onan, 'Go in to your brother's wife...'"

16. "Go in to your brother's wife, and perform the duty of a brother in law"
Rabbi Shimon begins by discussing the responsibility of the righteous man to beget children in order to ensure a place for his soul in the world to
come. By perpetuating the image of the Holy King through offspring, the righteous man may prevent the reincarnation of his soul. Thus, the section
addresses the necessity of marriage and of levirate marriage. We are also reminded of the futility and vanity of the individual who endeavors to
provide only for himself, without creating a family.
The Relevance of this Passage
A dark room becomes progressively brighter with each lighting of a new candle. Every soul that comes into this world is likened to a candle. Though
true reality, which is our ultimate destination, offers immortality and endless fulfillment, during the course of human spiritual evolution, the Light is
temporarily dimmed. Immortality is relegated to the act of procreation and childbearing, which ensures the ongoing entrance of new souls into this
world for the purpose of bringing about the final correction of humanity. In other words, the chain of humanity is immortal, while the individual body
remains perishable and finite. All men live for the existence of the chain until such time as humanity completes its spiritual correction and
transformation. At that juncture, the force of immortality will expand and bring endless life. This transformation, the final redemption, is hastened by
bringing new souls into this world, whose Light, through the path of Torah, helps diminish darkness and death and accelerate the process of
correction. This Light is also generated through the spiritual influences that radiate from these ancient Hebrew verses.
155. "And Yehuda said to Onan, 'Go in to your
brother's wife'..." (Beresheet 38:21). Rabbi Shimon
then quoted: "'I have raised up one from the north,
and he is come from the rising of the sun, and he
shall call upon my name; and he shall come upon
princes as upon mortar, and as the potter treads
clay" (Yeshayah 41:25). Come and behold: how
foolish are men who neither know nor care for the
ways of the Holy One, blessed be He. They are all
asleep, and sleep never leaves their eyes.
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156. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He,
wisely created man in the image of above. There is
neither a member nor an organ within man that was
not created by Divine Wisdom, AS EACH ORGAN
ALLUDES TO A SPECIFIC GRADE. After the body is
complete with all its members, the Holy One, blessed
be He, joins them and inserts a sacred soul to teach
the man to tread the paths of the Torah and keep its
commandments, so that the man will be properly
perfected IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APHORISM:
'A MAN'S SOUL SHALL TEACH HIM.'

157. Now that the sacred soul is within him, HE IS
WORTHY OF BEGETTING CHILDREN IN THE IMAGE
AND LIKENESS OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. Therefore, a man should multiply to perpetuate
the image of the highest King in the universe. The
secret of this is the river which issues forth:
SUPERNAL YESOD, whose water never stops.
Similarly, a man should never stop the flowing of his
river and the source in this world, BUT SHOULD
BEGET CHILDREN. When a man is unsuccessful IN
BEGETTING CHILDREN in this world, the Holy One,
blessed be He, uproots him FROM THIS WORLD and
replants him again and again. THAT IS, HE DIES AND
IS BORN AGAIN INTO THE WORLD UNTIL HE
SUCCEEDS IN BEGETTING CHILDREN.
158. Come and behold, it is written: "I have raised up
one from the North, and he is come" (Yeshayah
41:25). "I have raised up," refers to a man's desire to
mate in this world, which is raised by the north side
FROM THE LEFT, FOR THE DESIRE TO MATE
COMES FROM THE LEFT. "And he is come," refers to
the sacred soul, which comes from above, sent by
the Holy One, blessed be He, into this world, where it
enters people.

159. "...from the rising of the sun..." (Yeshayah 41:25)
The place from which the river issues forth is
TIFERET, THE ABODE OF YESOD, from which the
shining soul comes and is born, AS ALL SOULS
COME FROM THE UNION OF TIFERET AND
MALCHUT. "And he shall come upon princes" (Ibid.),
means that the armies of the world--THE NUKVA
CALLED 'WORLD', WHOSE ARMIES ARE ANGELS-come with the stirring of the souls, NAMELY, ARE
BORN WITH THEM. AND, "as upon mortar" (Ibid.),
means as a man awakening into his body, WHICH IS
CALLED 'MORTAR'.
160. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, couples
souls and sends them into this world, causing union
between above and below, and thus the source of all
is blessed. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He,
created man so that he will strive to walk in His ways
and never stop his river, RATHER HE WILL BEGET
CHILDREN.
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161. He whose source is dried up AND DOES NOT
BEGET CHILDREN cannot enter the presence of the
Holy One, blessed be He, when he passes from the
world, and he does not participate in that world.
Come and behold, it is written: "He did not create it a
waste land; He formed it to be inhabited" (Yeshayah
45:18). Therefore, He created man IN THE LIKENESS
OF ABOVE, for the Holy One, blessed be He, is kind
to the world. Come and behold, it is written: "Then
again Avraham took a wife, and her name was
Kturah" (Beresheet 25:1). This is the secret of the
soul returning INTO A BODY to be perfected.

162. Come and behold: it is written of the body, "But
it pleased Hashem to crush man by disease: if his
soul shall consider it a recompense for guilt, he shall
see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the
purpose of Hashem shall prosper in his
hand" (Yeshayah 53:10). We have to study this verse
further. Why does it so please HIM? HE ANSWERS:
Because it purifies him! HE ASKS: Why the feminine
gender INSTEAD OF THE MASCULINE in the verse,
"If his soul shall consider (feminine) it a recompense
for guilt"? HE ANSWERS: Because the phrase, "shall
consider," alludes to the soul. THUS, if the soul
wishes to perfect herself properly, then "he shall see
his seed," because the soul roams around without
rest and is destined to enter the seed of a man who
observed THE COMMANDMENT OF being fruitful and
multiplying. He shall then "prolong his days...and the
purpose of Hashem," referring to the study of the
Torah, "shall prosper in his hand." BUT IF HE DID
NOT HAVE CHILDREN, THE TORAH DOES NOT HELP
HIM.
163. Come and behold: if a man studies the Torah
day and night, but does not use his source and
fountain of life TO BEGET CHILDREN, he is not
permitted in the presence of the Holy One, blessed
be He. We have learned that a well of water is no well
unless the source feeds it, for the well and the source
are of one secret. And we have explained THAT
WHOEVER HAS NO CHILDREN IS JUDGED AS IF
THE SOURCE DID NOT FLOW INTO HIM, NAMELY
DID NO WORK WITHIN HIM.
164. It is written: "It is vain for you to rise up early, to
sit up late, to eat the bread of sadness; for truly to
His beloved He gives tranquillity" (Tehilim 127:2).
Come and behold: how precious are the words of the
Torah, for each contains high and holy mysteries. We
have learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave Yisrael the Torah, he included within it all the
holy and supernal mysteries that were given to the
children of Yisrael when they received the Torah on
Mount Sinai.
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165. Come and behold: "It is vain for you to rise
early," refers to single men without wives who are
not as they should be, without union with a woman.
They rise up early to do their work, as is manifest in
the verse: "There is one alone, without a companion...
yet there is no end of all his labor" (Kohelet 4:8). "...to
sit up late..." refers to those who retire late, WHO
ARE LATE TO MARRY, FOR IT MEANS 'REST', as in
"because in it he rested" (Beresheet 2:3); for a
woman is considered a repose for man.
166. Of the verse, "To eat the bread of
sadness" (Tehilim 127:2), HE ASKS: What is the
bread of sadness? HE ANSWERS THAT when a man
has children, he eats his bread joyously, with a glad
heart. If he does not have children, he eats the bread
of sadness. These are assuredly those who "eat the
bread of sadness."

167. HE ASKS: What is meant by the verse, "For truly
to His beloved He gives tranquillity" (Tehilim 127:2)?
HE ANSWERS: To he whose source is blessed WITH
CHILDREN, the Holy One, blessed be He, gives sleep
in this world, in accordance with the verse, "You
shall lie down, and your sleep shall be
sweet" (Mishlei 3:24). This is because he has a part in
the world to come, and he therefore lies IN THE
GRAVE and enjoys the world to come.
168. "There is one alone without a
companion" (Kohelet 4:8), refers to the man who is
alone in the world, but not appropriately; HE IS
without a wife. He is "without a companion," having
no wife to help him. "...he has neither son..." to
preserve his name in Yisrael after him, "nor brother"
to amend for him BY LEVIRATE MARRIAGE.

169. "...yet there is no end of all his labor..." (Kohelet
4:8) means that he labors constantly, from early day
to night. "Neither is his eye satisfied with
riches" (Ibid.), and he has not the sense to ask, "For
whom then do I labor, and bereave my soul of good?"
It may be said that if he toils to have more food and
drink to feast every day, this is not so, because the
soul does not derive any enjoyment from it.
Assuredly, he denies his soul good, of the light of the
world to come, because the soul is defective; that is,
it is not properly perfected. Come and behold: how
compassionate is the Holy One, blessed be He,
toward His creatures, IN BRINGING HIM BACK IN
ANOTHER INCARNATION SO HE CAN PERFECT
HIMSELF. For He wishes him to be perfected and not
to be cut off from the world to come.
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170. Rabbi Chiya asks: What is the position in the
world to come of a thoroughly righteous man who
engages in the study of the Torah day and night and
devotes all his deeds to the Name of the Holy One,
blessed be He, yet does not have children in this
world? Or a man who tries but can not have children,
or has children who die? Rabbi Yosi replied: His
deeds and the Torah protect him, so he is worthy of
the world to come.

171. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written of them and of
the truly just: "For thus says Hashem to the eunuchs
that keep My Shabbatot (plural), and choose the
things that please Me, and take hold of My Covenant.
And to them will I give in My house and within My
walls a memorial better than sons and daughters: I
will give them an everlasting name, that shall not be
cut off" (Yeshayah 56:4-5), for they have a portion in
the world to come. Rabbi Yosi said to him: This is
good and well; THAT IS, HE AGREED WITH HIM.

172. Come and behold: a thoroughly righteous man
who attained all THE AFOREMENTIONED VIRTUES
and reached perfection, but died without children,
inherits his place in the world to come. HE ASKS:
Does his wife have to marry his brother or not? If she
does, it is in vain, FOR HE DOES NOT NEED HIS
BROTHER TO PERFECT HIM, having already attained
his place in the world to come!

173. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly his wife should marry
his brother, for we can not tell whether he was whole
in his deeds or not. If his wife marries his brother, it
is not in vain, EVEN IF HE ATTAINED PERFECTION.
For the Holy One, blessed be He, keeps a place FOR
THOSE WHO DIE WITHOUT CHILDREN OR A
BROTHER TO MARRY THEIR WIFE. When a
thoroughly righteous man dies and his wife marries
his brother, he has already inherited his place AND
DOES NOT NEED THE CORRECTION OF THE
LEVIRATE MARRIAGE. Then comes a MAN WHO
DIED CHILDLESS, WITHOUT A REDEEMER IN THE
WORLD, and is perfected by the marriage OF THE
RIGHTEOUS MAN'S WIFE. In the meanwhile, the Holy
One, blessed be He, prepares a place FOR THE MAN
WITHOUT THE REDEEMER until the righteous man
dies. Then, he may be perfected in the world
THROUGH A LEVIRATE MARRIAGE. This is the
meaning of the verse: "Because he should have
remained in the city of his refuge until the death of
the high priest" (Bemidbar 35:28).
174. In relation to this, we have learned that the
righteous are destined to have children through their
death; THAT IS, THE CHILDREN OF THE LEVIRATE
MARRIAGE WHO PERFECT THOSE WHO HAVE DIED
CHILDLESS AND WITHOUT A BROTHER. They attain
in their deaths what they did not attain during their
lives. Hence, all the works of the Holy One, blessed
be He, are true, just, and compassionate toward all,
EVEN THOSE WHO HAVE NO BROTHER.
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175. He began by quoting the verse: "Two are better
than one because they have a good reward for their
labor" (Kohelet 4:9). This refers to those who strive to
beget children in this world. For the sake of the
children they leave after them, they receive a good
reward in this world. For their sake, their fathers
inherit a portion of the world to come.

176. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He,
plants trees in the world. If they grow well, it is good;
if they do not, He uproots them and replants them
SOMEWHERE ELSE as many times as required. Such
are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, in
tending to the good and to the correction of the world.

177. "Go in to your brother's wife, and perform the
duty of a brother-in-law" (Beresheet 38:8) IS
REDUNDANT, for Yehuda and the other tribes knew
this. The ONLY important thing he told him was, "and
raise up seed", for seed was needed for purification
and for preparing an embryo to receive the remedy,
so that the stock would not be severed from the root.
This is the meaning of: "and man shall return to
dust" (Iyov 34:15).

178. Having been prepared properly AFTER THE
SAID INCARNATION, they are well praised in the
world to come, for they please the Holy One, blessed
be He. It is therefore written: "So I praised the dead
that are already dead more than the living that are yet
(Heb. adenah) alive" (Kohelet 4:2). FOR THEY COME
BACK TO LIFE AND RETURN TO A TENDER AGE.
The word "adenah" as in, "After I am grown old shall I
have pleasure (Heb. ednah)" (Beresheet 18:12), and
"he shall return to the days of his youth" (Iyov 33:24),
MEANS THE DAYS OF YOUTH AND PLEASURE TO
WHICH HE RETURNED IN INCARNATION.
179. "...but better than both of them is he who has not
yet been, who has not seen the evil work that is done
under the sun" (Kohelet 4:3, refers to he who has not
returned to his youth AND BEEN REINCARNATED.
HE IS A THOROUGHLY RIGHTEOUS PERSON, who
does not need a new incarnation to achieve
perfection and is not burdened by former sins, like
one incarnated who suffers for sins he committed in
former life. The Holy One, blessed be He, prepared
for him a fitting place in the world to come.
180. Come and behold, it is written: "And so I saw the
wicked buried, and come to their rest" (Kohelet 8:10),
as we said THAT THEY WERE BORN AGAIN TO
MEND THEIR DEEDS. For the Holy One, blessed be
He, is kind and does not want the world to perish,
BUT PREFERS TO REFORM THE WICKED THROUGH
REINCARNATION. All His ways are true and gracious
and benefit them in this world and in the world to
come. Happy is the portion of the righteous who walk
the true path, of whom it is written: "The righteous
shall inherit the land" (Tehilim 37:29).
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17. "And the thing which he did displeased Hashem..."
This section addresses the sin which, we're told, defiles man most in this world and in the world to come: masturbation. This judgment is not based
upon moral or ethical principles, but rather upon the metaphysical structure of the Upper Worlds. The dark forces that challenge us throughout our
spiritual development derive their strength and sustenance from the Light they steal from us. Thus, when we react or behave with intolerance
towards others, the Light we lose strengthens the Evil Inclination. Masturbation is condemned for the simple reason that a man's seed is the
substance that is closest in form to the Light of The Creator. It is raw, naked energy, and therefore requires concealment when it is revealed in our
physical world. This concealment takes place when a man's seed is used for the direct purpose of creating life. Moreover, sexual relations between a
man and wife express the ultimate in sharing, with both parties imparting pleasure to one another. In this loving and protected environment, the
Light and power of a man's sperm cannot be appropriated or defiled by the Evil Inclination. The spilling of a man's seed is an act that is done for
immediate self-gratification. Consequently, negative forces immediately appropriate this Light and our lives grow a little bit darker. Hardships and
misfortunes in life--whether emotional, financial, marital, or otherwise--result from a lack of spiritual Light. We also learn of the great rewards in the
world to come for a man who has trained his children to draw close to God and live by the spiritual wisdom of Torah.
The Relevance of this Passage
When a man refrains from pleasuring himself through the wanton spilling of his seed, his spiritual life force grows increasingly stronger. This
manifests in many ways, including more intense sexual desire for his mate, and greater emotional stability and inner peace. The Light of this
passage helps to cleanse and eradicate the dark forces that attach to us as a result of our sexually self-gratifying actions. This Light helps us to
recognize the spiritual benefits associated with directing our carnal desires towards sharing pleasure with our mate, and drawing the Light of the
Creator into this darkened world.
181. "And the thing which he did displeased Hashem: So He slew
him also" (Beresheet 38:10). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion
with the verse: "In the morning sow your seed, and in the evening do
not withhold your hand" (Kohelet 11:6). Come and behold: it
behooves man much to be careful lest he sin and to be heedful in his
actions before the Holy One, blessed be He. For there are numerous
messengers and chieftains in the world who roam about observing
the deeds of man and bearing testimony of him, recording
everything in a book.

182. Come and behold: of all the sins that defile a man in this world,
that which defiles him the most in this world and in the world to
come is spilling his semen in vain. Letting it out in vain by the hand
or leg brings impurity on man, as it is written: "For you are not an El
that has pleasure in wickedness: nor shall evil dwell with
you" (Tehilim 5:5).

183. He therefore does not come inside the curtain OF THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, or behold the presence of Atik Yomin, as is
learned from the verses: "Nor shall evil dwell with you" (Tehilim 5:5),
and "And Er, Yehuda's firstborn, was wicked in the sight of
Hashem" (Beresheet 38:7). BOTH VERSES INDICATE THAT HE
DOES NOT BEHOLD THE FACE OF HASHEM. Hence, it is written:
"Your hands are full of blood" (Yeshayah 1:15), WHICH REFERS TO
LETTING SEMEN BY THE HAND, WHICH IS LIKENED TO SHEDDING
BLOOD. Happy is the portion of the man who fears Hashem and is
guarded from the evil path, and purifies himself to be occupied in the
fear of his Master.
184. The verse, "In the morning sow your seed" (Kohelet 11:6), has
already been explained. The morning is the time of man's strength
and youth. He should then strive to beget children with the wife
appropriate for him, according to the verse: "In the morning sow
your seed."
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185. Then it is his time TO BEGET CHILDREN, as it is written: "As
arrows in the hand of a mighty man, so are the children of one's
youth" (Tehilim 127:4). Then he is able to teach them the ways of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and to receive good reward for the world to
come, as it is written: "Happy is the man that has his quiver full of
them, they shall not be put to shame, but they shall speak with their
enemies in the gate" (Tehilim 127:5). "They shall not be put to
shame" in the World of Truth when the Accusers bring accusations
on them, for there is no better reward in that world then THE
REWARD of he who teaches his child the fear of Hashem in the ways
of the Torah.

186. Come and behold: it is written about Avraham, "For I know him,
that he will command his children and his household after him, and
they shall keep the way of Hashem, to do justice and
judgment" (Beresheet 18:19). This merit stood him well in the world
to come against all Accusers.

187. It is therefore written: "In the morning sow your seed, and in the
evening do not withhold your hand" (Kohelet 11:6). Even in old age,
CALLED 'EVENING', it is written: "Do not withhold your hand" from
begetting children. Why? "For you know not which shall prosper,
whether this of that," before Elohim, and which will defend them in
the World of Truth.

188. Hence it is written: "Lo, children are the heritage of
Hashem" (Tehilim 127:3). This is the Eternal Life (lit. 'bundle of LIFE')
of the soul, THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "YET THE SOUL OF MY
LORD SHALL BE BOUND IN THE BOND OF LIFE" (I SHMUEL 25:29),
CONSIDERED AS the world to come and called 'heritage' BY THE
SCRIPTURE. Who causes man to merit the heritage of Hashem?
Children do. The children cause man to merit the heritage of
Hashem! Therefore, happy is the man who has children to whom he
may teach the ways of the Torah.

18. "And she put off her widow's garments..."
This section explains the actions of Ruth and Tamar, two women who lost their first husbands and later conceived through levirate marriage. We
learn that both acted piously and with the help of God, because the fruitful seed of Yehuda was established through them.
The Relevance of this Passage
This story concerns the eventual birth of King David and the Messiah. What's most relevant to the reader is the Messianic Light concealed inside the
passage. A simple reading of the text sets the Light aglow, helping to hasten the emergence of the Messiah within us, and in turn, the arrival of the
global Mashiach and Final Redemption.
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189. "And she put off her widow's garments..." (Beresheet 38:14).
Come and behold: could it be that Tamar, a priest's daughter, who
was always modest, would commit incest with her father-in-law? HE
ANSWERS: She was a righteous woman AND did this with wisdom.
She was not lewd, but wise, and KNEW WHAT WOULD BECOME OF
IT. SHE approached him to do kindness and truth by him.

190. Come and behold: because she knew what would become of her
efforts, the Holy One, blessed be He, aided her in the act, and she
conceived immediately. All this was from THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE. It may be wondered why the Holy One, blessed be He, did not
use another woman to bear these sons, but this one, TAMAR. HE
ANSWERS: Assuredly, she was needed for this and no other woman
would do.

191. The seed of Yehuda was established with two women, who bore
King David, King Solomon, and Mashiach. The two women, Tamar
and Rut, resembled each other. Both Tamar and Rut lost their first
husbands and replaced them through similar efforts.

192. Tamar approached her father-in-law, who was next of kin to his
dead sons AND THUS WORTHY OF TAKING HER IN LEVIRATE
MARRIAGE. The reason for her act is stated in the verse: "For she
saw that Shelah was grown, and she was not given to him to
wife" (Beresheet 38:14). She therefore did this by her father-in-law.

193. Rut's first husband died as did that of Tamar, and then she did
the deed by Boaz, as it is written: "And uncovered his feet, and laid
herself down" (Rut 3:7). She then gave birth to Oved. You might ask
why Oved was not born to another woman, INSTEAD OF IN THIS
MANNER. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly, it was necessary that she, and
not any other woman, bore him. From these two, the seed of Yehuda
was built and established. Both did well and brought kindness upon
the dead, so they would later be perfected in the world.
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194. This is the explanation of the verse: "So I praised the dead that
are already dead" (Kohelet 4:2). As long as THE HUSBANDS OF
TAMAR AND RUT were alive, there was no praise to their name. After
they died, THEIR WIVES WERE TAKEN IN LEVIRATE MARRIAGE
AND THE KINGDOM OF DAVID, SOLOMON, AND MASHIACH
DESCENDED FROM THEM. Both TAMAR AND RUT did kindness and
truth by the dead, and the Holy One, blessed be He, helped them in
the very act. Thus, all is fitting as it should be. Happy is he who
studies the Torah day and night, as it is written: "But you shall
meditate therein day and night, that you may observe to do
according to all that is written in it: for then you shall make your way
prosperous, and then you shall have good success" (Yehoshua 1:8).

19. "And Yosef was brought down to Egypt..."
This section begins by interpreting the phrasing of the title quotation as indicating God's approval of this act; it was necessary in order to fulfill His
announcement to Avraham.
A discussion follows concerning the legions of angels who sing praises to the glory of God throughout the night. It is the role of the children of
Israel to offer praises to God through litanies three times daily. In this way, God is glorified both day and night, from above and below. Rabbi
Shimon next offers two explanations of the phrase, "who commands the sun," in the context of Ya'akov and Yosef. One explanation interprets this
as an allusion to Yosef, when he was sold. The other understands it to be concerned with Ya'akov, when his sons showed him evidence of Yosef's
death.
The Relevance of this Passage
In the course of spiritual development, we sometimes have to fail in order to build a greater vessel that can hold all the Light that awaits us as we
ascend to the next level. This is what happened to Yosef when he was "brought down to Egypt." Egypt is a code word for darkness and
disconnection from the Light of The Creator. Reading these passages helps attune us to the angelic hierarchies and the spiritual energy forces they
transmit. These forces give us power to rise when we fall, strength to stand after we stumble--and this serves to increase the size of our vessel, so
that we can receive even greater Light in our lives. These verses also help us expand our vessel so that it is not necessary for us to fall quite so far
down or to stumble quite so often.
195. In the verse, "And Yosef was brought down to Egypt; and
Potifar bought him" (Beresheet 39:1), why is it written: "brought
down" RATHER THAN 'WENT DOWN TO EGYPT'? HE ANSWERS:
The Holy One, blessed be He, consented to the act OF SELLING
YOSEF TO EGYPT, so that the decree He made between the pieces
would be fulfilled, as it is written: "Know surely that your seed shall
be a stranger" (Beresheet 15:13). "And Potifar bought him," to
commit sin with him, NAMELY SODOMY.

196. He quoted the verse: "Who commands the sun, and it rises not;
and seals up the stars" (Iyov 9:7). Come and behold: the Holy One,
blessed be He, made seven stars in the firmament THAT
CORRESPOND TO THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. Each firmament
contains numerous attendants who wait upon the Holy One, blessed
be He.

197. There is no attendant or appointee who does not have a specific
task and service to perform for the Holy One, blessed be He, and
each knows his own task.
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198. Some act as their Master's messengers, appointed in this world
to oversee men's deeds. There are those who sing CHANTS AND
HYMNS before Him, and those in charge of poetry. And even they are
in charge of poetry, there is no host, no star or constellation that
does not praise the Holy One, blessed be He.

199. For when night falls, three legions are divided into the three
directions of the world, each containing thousands and tens of
thousands OF ANGELS, whose task it is to sing.

200. There are three hosts OF ANGELS and one living creature, THE
NUKVA, that stands in charge of them. They all praise the Holy One,
blessed be He, until morning comes, when those of the south side
and the luminous stars, THE ANGELS, praise and recite poetry
before the Holy One, blessed be He. It is written: "When the morning
stars sang together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov
38:7). "The morning stars" are the stars on the south side, NAMELY
CHESED, as it is written: "And Avraham went early in the
morning" (Beresheet 19:27). "All the sons of Elohim shouted for
joy," refers to the stars on the left side, which are included within the
right.

201. When daylight breaks, the children of Yisrael sing the praises of
the Holy One, blessed be He, three times a day, corresponding to the
three night WATCHES. They stand before each other until the glory
of the Holy One, blessed be He, is duly risen day and night. The Holy
One, blessed be He, ascends by means of the six litanies, THREE IN
THE DAY AND THREE AT NIGHT.

202. The living creature that stands above them, THE NUKVA, also
stands on Yisrael below to properly fix everything, as it is written:
"She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to her household,
and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). "And gives food to her
household," refers to the upper THREE hosts and, "a portion to her
maidens," alludes to the camp of Yisrael below. Thus the glory of the
Holy One, blessed be He, is extolled on every side, above and below;
everything exists by His permission and according to His wish.
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203. "...who commands the sun, and it rises not..." (Iyov 9:7). Rabbi
Shimon says this refers to Yosef WHEN HE WAS SOLD INTO EGYPT.
"And seals up the stars" are his brothers, about whom it is written:
"And the eleven stars bowed down to me" (Beresheet 37:9). In
another explanation, "Who commands the sun," refers to Ya'akov at
the time he was told: "know now WHETHER IT BE YOUR SON'S
COAT OR NOT" (Beresheet 37:32). "...and it rises not..." means when
the Shechinah was gone from him; "and seals up the stars," means
his sons, and his light was sealed and closed upon him because of
them. The sun darkened and the stars did not shine because Yosef
was separated from his father. Come and behold: since Yosef was
sold, Ya'akov abstained from marital intercourse and remained in
mourning until he heard the good tidings of Yosef.

20. "And Hashem was with Yosef"
Rabbi Yosi quotes the verse, "For The Creator loves justice," in order to lead a discussion on the protection that God offers the righteous. Through
the examples of David and Yosef, both of whom walked "through the valley of the shadow of death," we are shown that God never abandons the
righteous. In His mercy, He even guards the wicked, who, we learn, receive blessings and are sustained by the spiritual elevation of the righteous.
Ultimately, though, we see that fortunate, indeed, are the righteous in this world and in the World to Come.
The Relevance of this Passage
Kabbalistically, mercy represents the concept of time. Time is defined as the distance between cause and effect; the separation between action and
reaction; the space between deed and dividend; the span between a person's behavior and the inevitable repercussion; the divide between crime
and consequence. Within this gap, it is hoped that a person becomes enlightened to the senselessness of negative ways, and recognizes the
rewards of spiritual growth and positive, unselfish behavior. Time, however, can cause us to mistakenly believe that goodness goes unrewarded,
while the wicked go unpunished. Yet time merely creates a delay-- a window of opportunity in which our free will can earn us fulfillment,
transformation, and recognition of the cause-and-effect principle that is at work in our world. Without time, a person would be instantly punished the
moment he sinned. The wicked would be obliterated the moment they transgressed. They would lose the opportunity to change their ways and
partake of the endless fulfillment in the world to come. Mercy [time] is awarded to the wicked on the merit of the righteous who love humanity
unconditionally. Awareness and a deeper understanding of mercy and the cause-and-effect principle are aroused within us through the merit of the
righteous, whose spiritual power surges through this passage.
204. "And Hashem was with Yosef, and he was a
successful man; and he was in the house of his master the
Egyptian" (Beresheet 39:2). Rabbi Yosi opened the
discussion with the verse: "For Hashem loves justice, and
forsakes not His pious ones; they are preserved
forever" (Tehilim 37:28). It has been explained that this
refers to Avraham, because "His pious ones" is spelled
'pious one' IN THE SINGULAR, as has already been
explained.
205. Come and behold: wherever the Righteous go, the
Holy One, blessed be He, protects them and never
abandons them. As David said, "Even though I walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil:
for You are with me; Your rod and Your staff" (Tehilim
23:4). For wherever the Righteous go, the Shechinah never
leaves them.
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206. When Yosef walked the valley of the shadow of death
and was brought down to Egypt, the Shechinah was with
him, as it is written: "And Hashem was with
Yosef" (Beresheet 39:2). Because the Shechinah was with
him, whatever he did in his hand prospered. If he had
something in his hand, but his master asked for something
else, what was in his hand would turn into that which his
master wanted, as it is written: "And his master saw that
Hashem was with him, and that Hashem made all that he
did prosper in his hand" (Beresheet 39:3). Assuredly, it "did
prosper in his hand," for Hashem was with him.

207. Come and behold, it is not written: 'And his master
knew that Hashem was with him,' but rather "And his
master saw." THIS TEACHES US THAT he saw with his own
eyes the miracles that the Holy One, blessed be He,
performed by His hand. Therefore, "Hashem blessed the
Egyptian house for Yosef's sake" (Beresheet 39:5). The
Holy One, blessed be He, preserves the righteous. For their
sakes, He also protects the wicked. This is said in the
verse: "Hashem has blessed the house of Oved Edom...
because of the ark of Elohim" (II Shmuel 6:12).

208. Other people are blessed for the sake of the righteous,
but they themselves can not be saved by their own merits.
This has been explained: Yosef's master has been blessed
for his sake, yet Yosef could not be saved by his merits and
gain his freedom.

209. He was later put in prison, as it is written: "Whose foot
they hurt with fetters he was laid in iron" (Tehilim 105:18).
Subsequently, the Holy One, blessed be He, set him free
and made him ruler over Egypt. Thus, it is written: "For
Hashem loves justice and forsakes not His pious ones;
they are preserved forever" (Tehilim 37:28). It is spelled as
has already been explained, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, protects the righteous in this world and in the world to
come, as it is written: "But let all those that put their trust in
You rejoice: let them ever shout for joy, because You do
defend them; and let those who love Your name be joyful in
You" (Tehilim 5:12).

21. "His master's wife cast her eyes"
This section pointedly reminds us that we must constantly be on guard to avoid being led astray by the Evil Inclination. As the Accusers assail man
daily, he must cleave to the dimension and Sfirah known as Gvurah to become mightier than the Evil Inclination. As the rabbis point out, Yosef
exemplifies this endeavor. He exposed himself to unfounded accusations because of the enormous care he took over his personal appearance. The
rabbis next address the importance of guarding and preserving the Holy Covenant. The Covenant, we're told, upholds heaven and Earth. When it is
properly guarded, God showers the world with blessings, but if God's judgment finds the world full of wicked people, heaven and earth will dry up
and their natural, life-sustaining functions will cease.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section strengthens our resistance to evil and vain impulses, and steels our resolve to pursue positive change, for the sake of our
soul and for all humankind. The collective intolerant, self-centered actions of man can become so great that they create a mass of negativity that
literally blocks the Light from flowing into our world. Our connection to this passage helps dissolve this blockage, to allow the penetration of the
Light.
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210. "And it came to pass after these things that his
master's wife cast her eyes upon Yosef" (Beresheet 39:7).
Rabbi Chiya began the discussion with the verse: "Bless
Hashem, you angels of His, you mighty in strength who
perform His bidding, hearkening to the voice of His
word" (Tehilim 103:20). Come and behold: a man should
be very careful to avoid sinning and should walk the path
of righteousness so as not to be led astray by the Evil
Inclination, who daily brings accusations against him.

211. Because the Evil Inclination constantly accuses him,
it behooves a man to overcome it and stand firmly, SO
THAT THE EVIL INCLINATION CANNOT MOVE HIM. Man
must be mightier than it and be attached to the place of
Gvurah ('might'), for when man overpowers it, he cleaves
to the side of Gvurah and is strengthened. Because the
Evil Inclination is mighty, it behooves a man to be
mightier.

212. Those who overcome it are described as "mighty in
strength," FOR BY OVERCOMING THE MIGHTY ONE,
THEY BECOME AS MIGHTY AS IT. These are the angels
of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE
RIGHTEOUS, who come from the side of Harsh Gvurah to
overcome THE EVIL INCLINATION. THEY ARE CALLED
the "mighty in strength who perform His bidding" (Tehilim
103:20). "Bless Hashem, you angels of His," such as
Yosef, who was called 'righteous' and 'mighty' and
preserved the Holy Covenant, which was imprinted upon
him.
213. Rabbi Elazar asks: What is THE MEANING OF THE
VERSE, "And it came to pass after these
things" (Beresheet 39:7)? HE SAYS: It has been explained
that the place from which the Evil Inclination brings forth
accusations is the grade CALLED "after these things."
Yosef gave it an opening for accusations, while THE EVIL
INCLINATION said that Yosef's father was mourning over
him and that he, Yosef, adorned himself and curled his
hair. Thus, it aroused against him the bear, NAMELY
POTIFAR'S WIFE, and it assailed him.

214. "And it came to pass after these things." Come and
behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, inspects the
world to judge it and finds wicked people therein, then
"He shut up the heavens, that there be no rain, and that
the land yield not its fruit and, according to justice you
perish quickly" (Devarim 11:17). Because of the sins of
men, the heavens and earth stop performing their natural
functions.
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215. Come and behold: those who do not keep the Holy
Covenant cause separation between the children of
Yisrael and their father in heaven. For it is written: "And
you turn aside, and serve other Elohim, and worship
them; and then Hashem's anger be inflamed against you
and He shut up the heavens, that there be no
rain" (Devarim 11:16-17). He WHO GUARDS NOT THE
COVENANT is equal to a person who serves other
Elohim, for he is false to the Holy Covenant.

216. When the holy Covenant is well kept in the world, the
Holy One, blessed be He, pours blessings from above,
which are showered over the world, as it is written: "You
Elohim, did send a plentiful rain, whereby You did
strengthen your inheritance when it languished" (Tehilim
68:10). The "plentiful rain" is a rain of favor that pours
when the Holy One, blessed be He, is favorable toward
the congregation of Yisrael and desires to pour blessings
upon it. Then, "you did strengthen your inheritance when
it languished."

217. Your inheritance is Yisrael, the inheritance of the
Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "Ya'akov is the
lot of his inheritance" (Devarim 32:9). The 'languishing' is
the Congregation of Yisrael which languishes in a strange
land. It is thirsty for water BUT CANNOT SLAKE ITS
THIRST and is thus weary. With favorable rain then, "You
did strengthen."

218. Thus, the heavens, the earth, and all their armies are
all established on the principles of the Covenant, as it is
written: "If my covenant be not day and night, it were as if
I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). We should guard it, as has
already been explained. It is therefore first written: "And
Yosef was of beautiful form and fair to look upon," and
then, "his master's wife cast her eyes upon Yosef,"
WHICH MEANS THAT BECAUSE HE WAS NOT ON HIS
GUARD, BUT ADORNED HIMSELF BY CURLING HIS
HAIR, AND WAS GOOD LOOKING AND WELL FAVORED,
HIS MASTER'S WIFE CAST HER EYES UPON HIM.

22. "...she spoke to Yosef day by day"
This section discusses the struggle of the individual to resist the seduction of the Evil Inclination. God has provided certain devices that preserve
us from accusations of the Evil Side. The most important of these is, of course, the Torah. Those who study the Torah for its own sake, we are told,
shall inherit both the upper and lower worlds, and will rejoice when God finally banishes the Evil Inclination from this world. Those who succumb to
the Defiled Side, however, shall be punished in Gehenom, or Hell. There they shall weep with anguish that they did not overcome the Evil Inclination.
The Relevance of this Passage
Physical creation came about when the collective souls of man rejected the endless Light of Fulfillment that was originally bestowed upon them by
The Creator. We did this in order to gain the opportunity to earn and create this fulfillment through our own effort. Moreover, just as an athlete
requires competition to give meaning to the concept of victory, the Evil Inclination was created to challenge us during this process. The Torah
represents the path to victory over our Evil Inclination, not from a strictly religious standpoint, but from a spiritual perspective. The Torah, through
the lens of Kabbalah, is a tool that imbues us with strength and courage to conquer our negative impulses --even those that may have been barely
noticeable. A reading of these passages provides us with spiritual strength to reject the temptation of the ego-based desires that are our true
adversaries in life.
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219. "And it came to pass, as she spoke to Yosef day by
day" (Beresheet 39:10). Rabbi Elazar began the discussion with the
verse: "To keep you from the evil woman" (Mishlei 6:24). Happy are
the righteous who know the paths of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and tread them, for they are occupied in the study of the Torah day
and night. And whoever is occupied with the Torah day and night
inherits two worlds, the upper and the lower. He inherits this world
even though he does not study it for its own sake, and inherits the
upper world if he does study it for its own sake.

220. Come and behold, it is written: "Length of days is in her right
hand; and in her left hand are riches and honor" (Mishlei 3:16).
"Length of days is in her right hand," means that whoever studies
the Torah for its own sake has length of days in the world to come,
where he attains the glory of the Torah. This is the Glory and Crown
which adorn everything, for the crown of the Torah abides only in
the world to come. "And in her left hand are riches and honor," in
this world, for he who does not study the Torah for its own sake
merits riches and honor in this world.

221. When Rabbi Chiya came FROM BABYLON to the land of Yisrael,
he read the Torah until his face shone like the sun. Those who
studied the Torah stood before him, and he would say this one
studied it for its own sake and this one did not. He would pray for the
one who studied it for its own sake, prayed that he would do so
always and merit the world to come. And he prayed for he who did
not study it for its own sake, that he would come to do so and
thereby merit everlasting life.

222. One day, he saw a student who studied the Torah. The student's
face was pale. He said to himself that he assuredly contemplates sin.
He made him come before him and spoke to him the words of the
Torah until he composed himself. From that day on, the student
resolved not to seek evil thoughts, but to study the Torah for its own
sake

223. Rabbi Yosi said that when a man notices that he is assailed by
evil thoughts, he should study the Torah and they will pass. Rabbi
Elazar said that when the Evil Side comes to crush man, he should
draw it toward the Torah and it will part from him.
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224. Come and behold: we have learned that when the Evil Side
stands before the Holy One, blessed be He, and indicts the world for
its evil sins, the Holy One, blessed be He, pities it and advises men
on how to be saved from it, so it will not control them or their deeds.
The advice is to escape the Evil Side by studying the Torah
diligently. HE ASKS: How do we know this? HE ANSWERS: From the
verse, "For Your commandment is a lamp; and Torah is light; and
reproofs of instruction are your way of life," which is followed by the
verse: "To keep you from the evil woman, from the smoothness of
the tongue of an alien" (Mishlei 6:23-24). THE TORAH THEN
PRESERVES ONE FROM THE EVIL INCLINATION.

225. The Side of Defilement, the Other Side, is always before the
Holy One, blessed be He, blaming men for their transgressions. It
also stands below to accuse men for their sins. HE EXPLAINED
THAT it stands above to remind men of their sins and to accuse
them for their deeds, because they were given over to its power, as
was Iyov WHEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO THE
SATAN: "HE IS IN YOUR HAND" (IYOV 2:6).

226. It also accuses them and when the Holy One, blessed be He,
judges them ON ROSH HASHANAH (NEW YEAR'S DAY) AND YOM
KIPPUR, it remembers every sin and deed. It stands over them and
brings accusations, but the Holy One, blessed be He, pities Yisrael
and advises them on how to escape the Evil Side. How? By blowing
the Shofar on Rosh Hashanah day and giving of the scapegoat on
Yom Kippur, so the Evil One will leave them and busy himself with
the portion GIVEN HIM.

227. Come and behold, it is written: "Her feet go down to death; her
steps take hold of Sheol (Hell)" (Mishlei 5:5). Of the secret of the
faith it is said, "Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths
are peace" (Mishlei 3:17). These are the ways and paths of the Torah,
and all are one; THAT IS, THE ROADS --THOSE OF DEFILEMENT
AND THOSE OF HOLINESS--ARE ALL ONE. This one is of Peace,
and the other is of Death. And they are complete opposites to each
other, FOR EACH AND EVERY PATH LEADING TO DEFILEMENT
HAS AN OPPOSING PATH LEADING TO HOLINESS.
228. Happy is the portion of Yisrael who cleave faithfully to the Holy
One, blessed be He, for He advises them on how to be saved from all
the other sides in the world. Because they are a Holy Nation--His lot
and portion--He helps them in every THING. Happy are they in this
world and in the world to come.
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229. Come and behold: the Evil Side comes down to hover about the
world, and when it sees the deeds of men who deviated from their
ways in the world, it goes up to accuse them. And were it not for the
Holy One, blessed be He, who feels pity for His creatures, they would
not remain in the world.

230. It is written: "And it came to pass, as she spoke to Yosef day by
day" (Beresheet 39:10). "As she spoke," REFERS TO THE EVIL SIDE,
who daily ascends to bring accusations before the Holy One,
blessed be He--SINCE YOSEF ALLUDES TO THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE--as well as evil reports and slander, in order to
destroy men.

231. It is written: "that he hearkened not to her, to lie by her, or to be
with her" (Beresheet 39:10). "He hearkened not to her," because THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is compassionate towards the world;
"to lie by her" means to allow her to rule over the world, for she
cannot govern without permission.

232. Another explanation of the phrase, "to lie by her," has the same
meaning as: "and of him that lies with her that is unclean" (Vayikra
15:33). "...to be with her..." means to give her power, blessings, and
help. Were it not for the help she obtained from above, not one man
would remain in the world. But the Holy One, blessed be He, pities
the world AND HELPS IT WHEN THE OTHER SIDE RULES THE
WORLD, so the world continues to exist.

233. Rabbi Aba said: THE TWO EXPLANATIONS are really the same,
but the Evil Inclination roams about seducing men, diverting their
paths and cleaving to them. Each day, it seduces men from the Path
of Truth and pushes them from the Path of Life to Gehenom.

234. Happy is he whose deeds ARE GOOD, who keeps his ways so
that THE EVIL INCLINATION shall not be attached to him, as it is
written: "And it came to pass, as she spoke to Yosef day by day that
he hearkened not to her" (Beresheet 39:10). HE DID NOT HEARKEN
to what she said to him daily, as the Spirit of Defilement, which is the
Evil Inclination, seduces man every day "to lie by her" in Gehenom,
and thus be sentenced there "to be with her."
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235. Come and behold: when a man cleaves to that side, he is drawn
after her. He defiles himself with her in this world and in the next.
Come and behold: the Side of Impurity is dirty and filthy, as it is
written: "You shall say to it, 'Get you hence (Heb. tze)'" (Yeshayah
30:22). Actual excrement is implied (Heb. tzoah), and with
'EXCREMENT', we proclaim that whoever turns from the ways of the
Torah is condemned to excrement, to which were sentenced all the
wicked people in the world who had no faith in the Holy One, blessed
be He.

236. It is written: "And it came to pass about this day, that he went
into the house to do his work; and there was none of the men of the
house there within" (Beresheet 39:11). "This day" is when the Evil
Inclination rules over the world and goes down to lead men astray.
HE ASKS: When will that be? HE ANSWERS: When men repent their
sins or study the Torah and observe its precepts, THE EVIL
INCLINATION comes down to lead them astray AND THUS PREVENT
THEIR REPENTANCE AND OCCUPATION WITH THE TORAH AND ITS
PRECEPTS.

237. "He went into the house to do his work" (Beresheet 39:11) to
study the Torah and observe its precepts, which are man's work in
this world. Because a man's work in this world is the service of the
Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE STUDY OF THE TORAH AND
ITS PRECEPTS, a man should be as strong as a lion on all sides, so
that the Other Side will not have power over him and seduce him. It
is written: "And there was none of the men," namely nobody to rise
before the Evil Inclination and wage war against it.

238. When it sees no one standing against it, it is the way of the Evil
Inclination to wage war with him immediately: "She caught him by
his garment, saying, 'Lie with she'." "She caught him by his
garment," because when the Evil Inclination obtains mastery over
man, HE FIRST adorns and mends his clothes and curls his hair, as
it is written: "She caught him by his garment, saying, 'Lie with me'"
and cleave to me.

239. The Righteous stands against him and engages in war against
him (Beresheet 39:12). It is written: "And he left his garment in her
hand, and fled, and went outside." He should leave it, be strong
against it, flee from it, and escape it so that it will have no power
over him.
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240. Rabbi Yitzchak said that IN THE FUTURE, the righteous will see
the Evil Inclination as a high mountain and wonder how we could
have conquered such a high and huge mountain. The wicked will see
the Evil Inclination as a thread that is as thin as a hair. They will
marvel and ask: How could we not have overcome such a tiny thread
of hair? These weep, and the others weep. The Holy One, blessed be
He, will sweep the wicked from the world and slay him before their
eyes, so he will not have dominion over the world anymore. The
Righteous will see it and rejoice, as it is written: "Surely the
righteous shall give thanks to your name: the upright shall dwell in
your presence" (Tehilim 140:14).

23. "The butler of the king of Egypt and his baker..."
In this section we learn that God regulates the order of nature so He may execute His divine purpose, which is to bestow infinite pleasure to His
Creation upon humanity's completion of spiritual transformation. Rabbi Yehuda opens a discussion on the superior position of man in the hierarchy
of the animal kingdom. Man, we're told, retains dominion over all species as long as his divine image is not tainted by sin. This point is exemplified
by the story of Daniel in the lions' den. We should, therefore, guard against sin and examine our actions every day so that we may repent for any
sins we have committed. The text then turns to an examination of God's role in enabling Yosef to achieve greatness because he was righteous. We
learn that Yosef was able to provide interpretations of dreams only because he entrusted the task of interpreting them to God.
The Relevance of this Passage
We have the divine capacity to consider others before ourselves, and even to sacrifice our own lives for the good of others. This is a uniquely
human trait and a mark of humanity's spiritual superiority throughout Creation. However, if we are intolerant and insensitive to one another, we
utterly lose our spiritual value. This passage removes intolerance and judgement of others. It awakens compassion, respect, and sensitivity toward
our fellow human beings, especially during moments of hostility and conflict. This passage further assists us in more clearly identifying and more
sincerely trusting the many hidden roles played by the Creator in our lives. The purpose of these many roles is to bring Light into the world through
human actions and interactions.
241. "And it came to pass after these things, that the butler of the
king of Egypt..." (Beresheet 40:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened with the
verse: "Will a lion roar in the forest, when he has no prey? Will a
young lion cry out of his den, if he has taken nothing?" (Amos 3:4)
Come and behold: how careful should a man be in worshipping the
Holy One, blessed be He, for whoever is assiduous in studying the
Torah and serving the Holy One, blessed be He, is feared by all.

242. For when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the universe, He
made all the creatures in the world in their appropriate shape. He
then created man in the supernal image and made him ruler, by
power of this image, over all creatures. As long as man continues in
the world, all creatures look up to him, and when they see the
Supernal Image of man, they feel dread and tremble before him, as it
is written: "And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon
every beast of the earth, and upon every bird" (Beresheet 9:2). This
is true only when they look and see in him the Supernal Image and
the soul IS in him.
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243. Rabbi Elazar said that the image of the Righteous does not
change, even when the soul is not in them. When a man does not
walk in the ways of the Torah, his sacred image is altered, and the
beasts of the field and the birds in the sky then prevail against him.
When the sacred image was changed, so was the image of man,
WHO THEN RECEIVED THE IMAGE OF THE OTHER ANIMALS, SO
THAT CREATURES ARE NO LONGER FEARFUL OF HIM AND CAN
HAVE POWER OVER HIM.

244. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, alters the deeds
above and below. THAT IS, HE SWITCHES THE SACRED IMAGE
ABOVE AND THE IMAGE OF MAN BELOW to bring matters back to
their roots, AS THEY WERE BEFORE THE SIN OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE, so that His wish shall abide in all the world's deeds.
BY RETRIBUTION, ALL THE DEEDS IN THE WORLD IMPROVE.
Daniel's image was not changed when he was cast into the lions'
den and, because of that, he was saved. Rabbi Chizkiya asked: If this
is true, why is it written: "My Elohim has sent his angel, and he has
shut the lions' mouths, that they have no hurt me" (Daniel 6:23). It
sounds as if he was not hurt because of the angels who shut the
lions' mouths, AND NOT BECAUSE OF HIS SACRED IMAGE.

245. He said to him: Daniel was not hurt because the sacred image of
a Righteous man is the very angel who shut the LIONS' mouths and
shackled them to keep Daniel safe. Therefore, DANIEL SAID: "My
Elohim has sent an angel" (Daniel 6:23). This refers to that angel
upon whom all the images of the world are engraved. He
strengthened the image in me, so that the lions could not overpower
me, and he shut their mouths. Assuredly, He sent His angel.

246. This is the one angel upon whom all the images are engraved.
HE IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, CALLED 'ANGEL', FROM
WHOM ALL THE SHAPES IN THE WORLD ARE ISSUED. It is written:
"He judges among the nations: their land is full of dead
bodies" (Tehilim 110:6), FOR ALL THE SHAPES OF THE BODIES
ARE BEFORE HIM BECAUSE no shape can change itself before him.
Thus, it behooves a man to guard his ways and paths so as not to
sin before his Master, and thereby retain the image of Adam.

247. Come and behold: Yechezkel guarded his mouth against
forbidden food, as it is written: "Nor did loathsome meat ever come
into my mouth" (Yechezkel 4:14). He therefore merited being named
the son of Adam. It is written of Daniel: "But Daniel purposed in his
heart that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king's
food, nor with the wine which he drank" (Daniel 1:8). He then merited
preserving the image of Adam. For all the beings in the world were
fearful of the image of Adam, who ruled over them all and was king
over all.
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248. Rabbi Yosi said that a man should beware of sinning and not
deviate right or left. ALTHOUGH HE GUARDS HIMSELF, he should
search himself daily for sins. For when a man rises from his bed, two
witnesses stand before him and accompany him the whole day.

249. When a man wishes to rise, he opens his eyes and the
witnesses say to him, "Let your eyes look right on, and let your
eyelids look straight before you" (Mishlei 4:25). When he prepares
himself to go, they say to him, "Make even the path of your
foot" (Ibid. 26). Thus, when a man walks, he should guard against his
sins the whole day.

250. When night falls, he should examine and search his actions for
that day to repent for his deeds. He should always search them so
he can repent before his Master, as it is written: "And my sin is ever
before me" (Tehilim 51:5).

251. Come and behold: as long as the children of Yisrael were in the
Holy Land, they had no sin on their hands, because--as has been
explained--of the sacrifices they offered daily that atoned for their
sins. Once Yisrael is exiled from the Holy Land, and there was
nothing to atone for them, the Torah and their good deeds atoned for
them. Because the Shechinah is with them in exile, whoever does
not care for the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, causes the
Shechinah to bend to the dust, as it is written: "He lays it low, even
to the ground" (Yeshayah 26:5).

252. Rabbi Yitzchak said that he who devotes himself to the Torah
and to good deeds causes the Congregation of Yisrael, THE
SHECHINAH, to lift up its head in exile. Happy is the portion of those
who devote themselves to the Torah day and night.

253. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, transforms
matters in the world so as to lift the heads of the righteous. To
enable Yosef to raise his head for being righteous before Him, He
caused the master to be angry with his servants, as it is written:
"The butler of the king of Egypt, and his baker, offended their lord
the king of Egypt" (Beresheet 40: 1). All this happened to lift the
head of Yosef the righteous. Come and behold: he was humiliated by
his brothers through a dream. He obtained greatness over his
brothers and was raised above the whole world through a dream,
NAMELY BY THE DREAM OF PHARAOH.
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254. "And they dreamed a dream, both of them, each man on the
same night, each man according to the interpretation of his
dream" (Beresheet 40:5). Come and behold: we have learned that all
dreams follow their interpretation. IN THIS RESPECT, HE ASKS:
When Yosef interpreted their dreams, why did he give one a good
interpretation and another a bad one? WHY DID NOT HE GIVE THEM
BOTH A GOOD INTERPRETATION? HE ANSWERS: The two dreams
concerned Yosef, and because he knew the root of every matter, he
interpreted their dreams accordingly, and gave them meaning, so as
to return each matter to its own place AND ROOT.

255. It is written: "And Yosef said to them, 'Do not interpretations
belong to Elohim? tell me them, I pray you'" (Beresheet 40:8). HE
ASKS: Why DID HE SPEAK THUS? HE ANSWERS: This is the way a
dream should be interpreted, by entrusting the interpretation to the
Holy One, blessed be He. For the existence of everything is there,
and therein lies the interpretation.

256. Come and behold: we have learned that the dream's grade is the
sixth below prophecy. For between the grade of prophecy and the
grade of dreams lie six grades, and interpretation ascends from the
dream's grade into another one. HE EXPLAINS THAT the dream is a
low grade OF GAVRIEL, and interpretation is established by it, for it
depends upon speech--THE NUKVA--as it is written: "Do not
interpretations belong to Elohim" (Beresheet 40:8); assuredly, "to
Elohim," WHICH IS THE NUKVA CALLED 'ELOHIM'.

24. "Let a double portion of your spirit be upon me"
We learn that whoever contemplates the image of his master in the spirit of wisdom shall gain an additional measure of spirit. Thus Elisha, Eliyahu's
heir by right, was granted the power to perform a double achievement with the same spirit, if he could penetrate to the deepest core of the spirit that
Eliyahu had bequeathed at the moment Eliyahu was taken from him. Yosef also received illumination in this way. This allowed him to interpret the
symbolism of the dreams of the chief wine steward and the chief baker, and to grasp the significance these dreams held for the children of Israel.
The chief wine steward's dream, it is explained, belonged to "the grade of the moon in lightness" and was thus under the rule of Zeir Anpin; while
the chief baker's dream belonged to "the grade of the moon in darkness" and thus came under the rule of the Evil One.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we receive a powerful connection to the souls of the righteous, which gives us the ability to ascend to spiritual heights unattainable by
ordinary men. Moreover, we begin to recognize our spirit's ceaseless yearning for re-union with The Creator, coupled with the wisdom to find our
way back to Him
257. It is written: "And the chief butler told his
dream to Yosef" (Beresheet 40:9). Rabbi Elazar
opened with the verse: "And it came to pass, when
they had gone over, that Eliyahu said to Elisha, 'Ask
what I shall do for you, before I am taken away from
you.' And Elisha said, 'I pray you, let a double
portion of your spirit be upon me'" (II Melachim 2:9).
We must study this verse, for the words are
surprising. "Eliyahu said to Elisha, 'Ask what I shall
do for you.'" It was not for him, but for the Holy One,
blessed be He, to grant wishes. Moreover, Elisha
also knew HE COULD NOT GRANT HIS REQUEST,
ONLY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, COULD.
Why did he ask, "I pray you, let a double portion of
your spirit be upon me?"
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258. HE ANSWERS THAT He who held heaven and
earth and the whole world in His grip could perform
this wish. It is a certainty that the Holy One, blessed
be He, always fulfills the wishes of Eliyahu and the
other Righteous, as it is written: "He will fulfill the
desire of those who fear him" (Tehilim 145:19). This
is all the more true of he, upon whom the Holy Spirit
dwells, who bequeaths it to Elisha the righteous.
For Elisha was his servant AND WAS WORTHY OF
BEING HIS HEIR, as was expressly said by the Holy
One, blessed be He: "And Elisha the son of Shafat
of Avel-mecholah shall you anoint to be prophet in
your place" (I Melachim 19:16). Elisha was then his
heir apparent.

259. "...double portion of your spirit be upon me" (II
Melachim 2:9). HE ASKS: What does this mean?
Could it possibly mean that he asks two for one,
THAT IS, THAT HIS SPIRIT WILL BE DOUBLE
ELIYAHU'S SPIRIT? How could he have asked of
him for something that he did not possess, AS NO
ONE CAN GIVE WHAT HE DOES NOT HAVE? HE
REPLIES THAT he did not ask for two spirits for the
one he had, but that the same spirit he had perform
twice as many miracles AS ELIYAHU PERFORMED.
260. It is written: "And he said, 'You have asked a
hard thing: nevertheless, if you see me when I am
taken from you, it shall be so for you; but if not, it
shall not be so'" (II Melachim 2:10). WHY DID HE
MAKE HIS REQUEST CONDITIONAL? HE ANSWERS
THAT he said to him: 'If you could understand the
essence of the spirit that I leave you when I am
taken from you, it shall be yours.' For the essence
of the spirit that he discerns while looking at
Eliyahu is something he should well cleave to.

261. Come and behold: he who looks into what he
learned from his Rabbi and sees in him the wisdom
HE LEARNED FROM HIM could receive an
additional portion of spirit. Come and behold: in
whatever he did, Yosef would see the spirit of
wisdom in his father's image. He therefore
succeeded in what he did, and another spirit of a
superior illumination was added to him.

262. When that wicked man said to him, "Behold, a
vine was before me" (Beresheet 40:9), Yosef
trembled because he did not know what it meant.
But when he added, "And on the vine were three
tendrils" (Beresheet 40:10), his spirit rose and
received additional illumination. He looked at his
father's image and his spirit shone because he
understood its meaning.
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263. It is written: "And on the vine were three
tendrils" (Beresheet 40:10). Yosef said: 'This is
assuredly an altogether good tiding', for the vine
indicated the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA.
Yosef was informed THAT HER TIME CAME TO
RULE, "and on the vine were three tendrils" that
allude to the three supernal grades that came out of
the vine: the priests, Levites, and Yisrael--CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
SHINE WITHIN THE NUKVA WHEN SHE IS WHOLE.
264. "...and it was as though it budded, and its
blossoms shot forth" (Beresheet 40:10). For their
sake, the congregation of Yisrael mounts TO ZEIR
ANPIN and is blessed by the Supernal King, ZEIR
ANPIN; "and its clusters brought forth ripe grapes,"
refers to the righteous men in the world, who are
likened to ripened grapes. Another explanation of
the verse, "and its clusters brought forth ripe
grapes," is that it refers to the wine preserved in its
grapes since the six days of Creation.

265. Thus far was Yosef was informed by this dream
OF THE CHIEF BUTLER. The rest of the dream OF
THE CHIEF BUTLER is his. Some dreams are for the
dreamer as well as for others; THAT IS, PART OF
THEM REVEALS FUTURE EVENTS FOR THE
DREAMER, AND ANOTHER PART FUTURE EVENTS
FOR OTHERS. "...and I took the grapes..." refers to
himself--NOT TO YOSEF.
266. We have learned that whoever sees white
grapes in his dream sees a good sign for himself.
Black grapes are not A GOOD SIGN. What is the
reason for this? There are two grades, black and
white. One is good and the other is not, FOR WHITE
INDICATES MERCY AND BLACK INDICATES
JUDGMENT. All grapes, BOTH WHITE AND BLACK,
depend on the secret of the faith, THE NUKVA.
According to wisdom, their meanings are explained
as either good or evil. The BLACK ONES indicate
the need for Mercy, and THE WHITE indicates the
providential care of Mercy.
267. Come and behold: Adam's wife pressed him
grapes and brought death upon him, Yisrael, and
the whole world. When Noach came upon these
grapes, he was not well guarded, as it is written:
"He drank of the wine, and was drunk; and he was
uncovered within his tent" (Beresheet 9:21). The
sons of Aharon drank wine PRESSED FROM THESE
GRAPES and offered a sacrifice while still under its
influence. Consequently they died, as has been
already explained. It is therefore written: "Their
grapes are grapes of gall, their clusters are
bitter" (Devarim 32:32). It is written thus because of
what the grapes caused.

268. THE CHIEF BUTLER saw IN HIS DREAM good
grapes, NAMELY WHITE GRAPES, in the vineyard,
where they sent forth pleasantness and fragrance in
perfectly whole grades. Yosef therefore knew it,
looked into the root OF THE MATTER, and solved it
thoroughly. Because he received good tidings by
that dream, he interpreted it favorably, and so it
came to pass.
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269. Come and behold, it is written: "When the chief
baker saw that the interpretation was good, he said
to Yosef, 'I also (Heb. af) in my dream, behold: I had
three baskets of white bread on my
head'" (Beresheet 40:16). Damned are the wicked,
whose every deed is for evil, whose every speech is
uttered for evil and to cause evil.

270. He opened his speech with the word "af (also:
'anger')" in the sentence, "I also in my dream..."
Immediately, Yosef was seized with fright, for he
knew that all his words were of evil intent and that
he bore evil tidings. By the verse: "Behold, I had
three baskets of white bread on my head," Yosef
knew that he was informed of the destruction of the
Temple and the exile of Yisrael from the Holy Land.

271. Come and behold: "And in the uppermost
basket there was all manner of Pharaoh's baked
food; and the birds did eat them out of the basket
upon my head" (Beresheet 40:17). This refers to the
other nations, who will gather upon Yisrael to kill
them, destroy their homes, and scatter them to the
four winds of the world. Yosef saw all this and knew
that this dream alluded to Yisrael, who would be
guilty before the King. He then interpreted his
dream in an evil sense, which was fulfilled.

272. Come and behold: there were two grades that
they had seen. THE CHIEF BUTLER saw the
supernal grade, ZEIR ANPIN, ascending to rule, and
the moon, THE NUKVA, shining. THE CHIEF BAKER
saw darkness and the evil serpent ruling over THE
NUKVA. Yosef therefore looked into the dream and
gave it an evil interpretation. Thus, all depends on
interpretation. The two of them saw the two grades
RULING OVER THE NUKVA, ZEIR ANPIN, OR THE
EVIL SERPENT. Either the one rules, ZEIR ANPIN, or
that EVIL One, THE SERPENT, does.

25. "Create in me a clean heart, Elohim..."
Rabbi Yehuda begins a discussion of the steadfast spirit of Mashiach, which King David invoked to preserve himself from the spirit of confusion,
whose task is leading people astray. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Elazar then discuss in some detail Achav's crime against Navot, along with the verse,
"the lying spirit in the mouth of the prophets." This spirit was not that of Navot, as has been presumed, but rather, the lying spirit which continually
ascends and descends to distract people from life's true goal. King David, because he knew full well the rewards of the righteous, often made
supplication in order that he might be guarded from defilement by powerful Accusers of this world.
The Relevance of this Passage
Far worse than lying to others is the act of lying to ourselves. It is in our nature to believe our own false tales and then attempt to promote these
distortions in the world. Self-deception is the greatest of all deceptions, because our intentions might very well be good. When sunlight shines
through the window pain, the dust floating in the air is suddenly revealed. Spiritual Light has the same effect on our negative qualities, which so
often remain hidden. Purposefully perusing these passages removes prevarication, so that the true purpose of our existence--identifying and
eliminating negative aspects of our character --shines brightly in our lives. It is of equivalent effect to David's supplications, summoning the Light to
guard us from the ever-present dangers of self-deception, and allowing us to grow in righteousness and wisdom.
273. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Create in
me a clean heart, Elohim, and renew a steadfast spirit within
me" (Tehilim 51:12). This verse has already been expounded upon,
yet the "clean heart" has the same meaning as in the verses: "Give
therefore your servant an understanding heart" (I Melachim 3:9), and
"but he that is of a merry heart has a continual feast" (Mishlei 15:15).
For that reason, his heart is assuredly clean.
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274. "...and renew a steadfast spirit within me" (Tehilim 51:12). This
is surely the steadfast spirit mentioned in the verse: "And a spirit
from Elohim moved over the surface of the waters" (Beresheet 1:2).
It has been said that this is the spirit of Mashiach, ABOUT WHICH IT
IS WRITTEN: "A new spirit will I put within you" (Yechezkel 36:26).
David therefore asked, "And renew a steadfast spirit"--THE SPIRIT
OF MASHIACH--"within me" (Tehilim 51:12).
275. For on the Other Side, there is a defiled heart and a spirit of
confusion that provokes humans to transgress. This is the Defiled
Spirit, called "the spirit of confusion," as it is written: "Hashem has
mingled a spirit of confusion in the midst of her" (Yeshayah 19:14).
Therefore David requested, "renew a steadfast spirit within
me" (Tehilim 51:12). HE ASKS: What does "renew" imply? HE
ANSWERS: It refers to the renewal of the moon--THAT IS, THE
RENEWAL OF THE UNION BETWEEN THE NUKVA AND ZEIR ANPIN.
Because at the time that the moon is renewed, it is proven that
David, King of Yisrael--SYMBOLIC OF THE NUKVA--is considered
alive and well, HAVING ATTAINED MOCHIN OF THE LIGHT OF
CHAYAH. Therefore, he asked to be renewed, IMPLYING THE
RENEWAL OF THE UNION WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
276. As they were walking together, Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Elazar
about the verse: "And there came forth a spirit, and stood before
Hashem, and said, 'I will persuade him.' And Hashem said to him,
'With what?' And he said, 'I will go out, and I will be a lying spirit in
the mouth of all his prophets.' And he said, 'You shall persuade him,
and prevail also: go out, and do so'" (I Melachim 22:21-22). We have
learned that this was the spirit of Navot the Yizraeli. HE ASKS: Could
it be that the souls, after ascending and staying above, return to this
world? It is astonishing that he said, "I will go out and I will be a
lying spirit..."

277. Also, why was Achav punished for what he did? It was a law
decreed by Shmuel to Yisrael, as it is written: "And he will take your
fields, and your vineyards, and your best oliveyards" (I Shmuel 8:14).
If Achav took the vineyard from Navot, he was within his rights.
Moreover, Achav offered him a vineyard or gold in exchange, but he
refused. WHY, THEREFORE, WAS HE PUNISHED?

278. Rabbi Elazar replied: This is well asked. Come and behold: we
have to look at the assumption that this was Navot's spirit. Could his
spirit have risen and stood in the presence of the Holy One, blessed
be He, and asked to lie, as it is written: "And there came a spirit...'I
WILL GO OUT, AND I WILL BE A LYING SPIRIT'" (I Melachim 22:22).
If he were righteous, how could he have asked to lie in that world,
which is the World of Truth? A righteous Man will not ask to lie in
this world, let alone in that world. And if he were not righteous, how
could he have stood in the presence of the Holy One, blessed be He?
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279. But surely Navot was not righteous enough to stand before the
Holy One, blessed be He. It is another spirit that rules over the world,
the spirit that always ascends to stand before the Holy One, blessed
be He - NAMELY, THE SATAN. He is the one who leads men astray
by lying, FOR HE LIES BY THE HOLY NAME. He is wont to lie and
constantly resorts to lies. Therefore he said, "I will go out, and I will
be a lying spirit." The Holy One, blessed be He, replied, "Go out, and
do so." Get you hence, for it has been explained that "He that tells
lies shall not remain in my sight" (Tehilim 101:7). He is therefore
assuredly a Lying Spirit.

280. Further, WE HAVE TO EXPLAIN WHY HE WAS PUNISHED. IT
WAS BECAUSE he killed Navot. If he already took his vineyard, why
kill him? It was because he killed him without cause that he was
punished. He first killed unjustly and then took his vineyard. Thus, it
is written: "Have you killed, and also taken possession?" (I
Melachim 21:19). And he was punished. Come and behold: there are
innumerable people in the world, whom the Lying Spirit has led
astray. He has dominion over the world, using several devices and
actions, as we have already explained.

281. King David therefore wished to be guarded from THE LYING
SPIRIT and to be removed from impurity, as it is written: "Create me
a clean heart, Elohim, and renew a steadfast spirit within me." This is
the steadfast spirit; the other is the Lying Spirit. Thus there are two
grades, the one holy, THE STEADFAST SPIRIT, and the other impure,
THE LYING SPIRIT.

282. He opened with the verse: "And Hashem utters his voice before
His army: for His camp is very great: for he is mighty who executes
His word" (Yoel 2:11). This verse has already been explained, yet
wherever "and Hashem (Vav-Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei)" is mentioned, IT
ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN and His court of Justice, THE NUKVA--HE
"utters his voice." This is the voice referred to in the verses: "The
voice of words" (Devarim 4:12), and "I am not a man of
words" (Shemot 4:10), because the man of words is, "the man of
Elohim" (Devarim 33:1); " before his army," refers to Yisrael.

283. "...for His camp is very great..." is similar to the verse: "Is there
any number to his armies?" (Iyov 25: 3). For there are countless
chieftains and messengers to the Holy One, blessed be He, all ready
to bring accusations against the children of Yisrael. The Holy One,
blessed be He, therefore came before Yisrael, as was stated above
"and Hashem utters His voice before His army" (Yoel 2:11), to guard
them against the accusations.
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284. "...for he is mighty who executes His word." HE ASKS: Who is
mighty? HE REPLIES: It is the righteous who is occupied with the
Torah day and night. Another explanation is that "mighty" refers to
the Accuser who is always before the Holy One, blessed be He,
strong as iron, strong as a stone. He "executes His word." After
receiving permission above FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, he takes away the soul below.

285. "For the day of Hashem is great and very terrible; and who can
abide it" (Yoel 2:11). He is ruler over all, high and mighty, and
everything is subject to His dominion. Happy are the righteous, to
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, desires always to give merit in
the world to come and to enable them to participate in the joy of the
righteous in the future to come. It is written: "But let all those that
put their trust in You rejoice: Let them ever shout for joy, because
You do defend them: and let those who love Your Name be joyful in
You" (Tehilim 5:12).
Blessed be Hashem for ever, amen and amen.
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1. "He puts an end to darkness"
Rabbi Chiya introduces a discussion on the secret nature of good and evil. Rabbi Shimon then defines evil as "the end of the left"; that is, the lack of
"remembrance" or connection between the Left and Right Columns. The friends relate this phenomenon to the dreams of Yosef and the Pharaoh.
Yosef's dream of a river signifies the end of darkness and evil, and the beginning of peace and plenty.
The Relevance of this Passage
The energy arising from the mystical shapes of the Hebrew letters enlightens us to the severity of our negative actions and their consequences.
Negative behavior rooted in the Left Column refers to selfish indulgence without regard or concern for others. Awareness and careful management
of both Columns--of receiving and of sharing--bring lasting Light to our lives. Inattention to either Column creates imbalance. Sharing without
receiving [Right Column without Left Column], for example, quickly depletes our resources. If we share water from a glass without replenishment,
the glass will soon be empty. Receiving without sharing is like casting a dehydrated man into the middle of a raging sea. Though he is in desperate
need of water, overabundance eventually drowns him. Reading this section has a stabilizing effect on our spirituality and on the decisions we make.
Intuitively, we begin making that strike a delicate balance between knowing when to share and when to receive.
1. "And it came to pass at the end of two years" (Beresheet 41:1).
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse, "He puts an end
to darkness, and searches out all perfection: the stone of darkness
and the shadow of death" (Iyov 28:3). "He puts an end to darkness"
is the end of the left, WHICH IS NOT INCLUDED WITHIN THE RIGHT;
IT IS THE SATAN, THE ANGEL OF DEATH. He hovers about the
world AND INCITES PEOPLE TO SIN; he hovers above and stands
before the Holy One, blessed be He, and blames and accuses the
world. As it is written, he "searches out all perfection (Heb. tachlit),"
for his deeds are not intended to achieve good, but rather to
exterminate (Heb. lechalot) and bring extinction to the world, AS HE
TAKES THE SOULS OF MEN AND KILLS THEM.

2. "... the stone of darkness and the shadow of death" refers to a
stumbling stone, NAMELY THE SATAN, WHO IS CALLED A
STUMBLING STONE BECAUSE the wicked stumble and sin on it. It
abides in that which is called "a land of gloom, as darkness
itself" (Iyov 10:22). Come and behold: There is the land of the living
above, which is the land of Yisrael, NAMELY, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN. And there is a land below called "darkness and the shadow
of death," namely the darkness that is issued from the land of
gloom, WHICH IS THE NUKVA OF THE KLIPAH. What are "the stone
of darkness and the shadow of death?" They are the end, on the side
of darkness. They are THE SATAN, the dross of gold, as we have
already learned.
3. Come and behold how much it behooves men to look into the
worship of the Holy One, blessed be He, and strive to study the
Torah day and night, so they will know and behold His worship. For
the Torah proclaims every day before men, saying, "Whoever is
simple, let him turn in here: as for him that lacks understanding, she
says to him" (Mishlei 9:4). We have already explained this matter.

4. When a man studies the Torah and cleaves to it, he is
strengthened in the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as it is
written: "a Tree of Life..." (Mishlei 3:18). Come and behold: When a
man is strengthened in the Tree of Life in this world, he is
strengthened in it for the world to come. And when the souls leave
this world, grades are prepared for them in the world to come.
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5. Come and behold: The Tree of Life is divided into several grades,
but they are all unified into one. For in the Tree of Life there are
grades upon grades-branches, leaves, husks, the trunk, and the
roots. All of them are the tree. In the same manner, whoever strives
to study the Torah is strengthened and improved by the Tree of Life,
NAMELY, IN THE TRUNK OF THE TREE.

6. All those of the faith, Yisrael, are strengthened by the Tree of Life.
They all hold onto the tree, but some of them hold on to the trunk,
some to the branches, some to the leaves, and some to the roots. It
seems, therefore, that they hold onto the Tree of Life. All of those
who are occupied in the study of the Torah hold to the trunk of the
tree, and for that reason, he who studies the Torah holds onto the
whole tree, BECAUSE THE TREE TRUNK INCLUDES ALL OF IT. This
has already been explained.

7. "And it came to pass at the end." HE ASKS: What is the meaning
of "the end?" Rabbi Shimon replied that this is a place in which there
is no remembrance-the end of the left. What does this mean? For it
is written, "But think of me (lit. 'remember') when it shall be well with
you" (Beresheet 40:14). HE ASKS: Is it proper for Yosef the
righteous to say, "But remember me." AND HE ANSWERS, When
Yosef looked at the dream, he said, 'This is assuredly a dream of
remembrance'--but he was wrong, because it all came from the Holy
One, blessed be He.

8. Therefore, the place of forgetfulness rose against him. It is written:
"Nevertheless the chief butler did not remember Yosef, but forgot
him". HE ASKS: If it is said "the chief butler did not remember," why
then add "but forgot him"? HE ANSWERS, "but forgot him" indicates
the place in which there is forgetfulness, which is CALLED to the
end on the side of darkness. HE ASKS: What are the two years? AND
HE ANSWERS: The grade of forgetfulness returned after that time to
the grade in which there is remembrance.

9. "...that Pharaoh dreamed: and behold, he stood by the river"
concerns the dream of Yosef, NAMELY A DREAM OF
REMEMBRANCE THAT REFERS TO YOSEF, because every river is
part of Yosef the Righteous. This is the hidden meaning of the
thought that whoever sees a river in his dream sees peace, WHICH
IS THE GRADE OF YESOD, THAT IS, YOSEF, as it is written, "I will
extend peace to her like a river" (Yeshayah 66:12), AS "RIVER"
ALLUDES TO YOSEF.

2. "And it came to pass at the end of two years"
Here the rabbis discuss Yosef's sojourn in Egypt. Yosef is compared to King David, who at a later time occupied a similar position in relation to the
world above and the world below. "The king by justice establishes the land but he who exacts gifts overthrows it." The king is the Pharaoh of
Moshes' time. His lack of faith and his inability to interpret the true meaning of his dream bring destruction to his realm.
The Relevance of this Passage
Yosef's sojourn in Egypt is a metaphor for the soul's human incarnation in the material world. Yosef represents the soul, and Egypt, the negativity of
the body. King David also represents the realm of Malchut, our lower dimension. Man's spiritual work is to rise above the temptations of material
existence by removing the blinders that prevent us from recognizing the Divinity in the world, the foolishness of our negative behavior, and the
consequences of our negative deeds. This elevated consciousness is stimulated by reading this section.
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10. "And it came to pass at the end of two years." Rabbi Chiya
opened the discussion with the verse: "The king by justice
establishes the land: but he who exacts gifts overthrows it" (Mishlei
29:4). Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He, created
the upper world, BINAH, He made everything properly and created
bright lights that shone in all directions. THESE REPRESENT THE
THREE COLUMNS, and all is united into one. He created heaven
above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the earth below, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, to combine as one--BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN, AND NUKVA--to
benefit the lower beings.

11. Come and behold: In the verse, "The king by justice establishes
the land", who is the king? He is the Holy One, blessed be He-BINAH. The words "by justice" refer toYa'akov, THAT IS, ZEIR
ANPIN, who forms the foundation of the land. Therefore the letter
Vav IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is
sustained by the upper Hei IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH
IS BINAH. The lower Hei IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, is sustained by the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
because "justice establishes the land" with all its needs and
nourishes it.
12. Another explanation of "the king" is that it refers to the Holy One,
blessed be He, while justice refers to Yosef, "who established the
land" as it is written: "And all countries (lit. 'and all the land') came
to Egypt to Yosef to buy provisions" (Beresheet 41:57). Because the
Holy One, blessed be He, favored Ya'akov, He made him governor of
all the land.

13. Rabbi Yosi said: "The king" is Yosef and "by justice" is Ya'akov,
because as long as Ya'akov did not come to Egypt, the land was
beset by famine. After Ya'akov came to Egypt by his merit, the
famine was gone and the land was established.

14. Another explanation is that "The king by justice establishes the
land" refers to King David, as it is written: "And David reigned over
all Yisrael; and David executed judgment and righteousness to all
his people" (II Shmuel 8:15). He established the land DURING HIS
LIFETIME, and by his merit, it stood AFTER HIS DEMISE. THE
PHRASE, "but he who exacts gifts overthrows it" refers to
Rechav'am.
15. Come and behold: For the sake of the righteous, the Holy One,
blessed be He, did not impose punishment that had been decreed on
the world, so it will not have sway over the world. All the days of
King David, the land was established for his sake. After he died, it
continued because of his merit, as it is written: "and I will defend
this city for my own sake, and for my servant David's sake" (II
Melachim 20:6). Similarly, no punishment was inflicted on the world
during all the days of Ya'akov and all the days of Yosef, AS THE
FAMINE CEASED FOR THEIR SAKES AND THE ENSLAVING BY
EGYPT WAS DELAYED.
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16. Come and behold: The verse, "The king by justice establishes
the land" refers to Yosef, "but he who exacts gifts overthrows it"
refers to Pharaoh. Because Pharaoh hardened his heart against the
Holy One, blessed be He, the land of Egypt was destroyed. Before
that, the land was thriving through Yosef, in accordance with
Pharaoh's dream, as it is written, "And it came to pass at the end of
two years..."

17. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse, "Hashem
lives; and blessed is my Rock; and let the Elohim (Elohai) of my
salvation be exalted" (Tehilim 18:47). "Elohai" is spelled with a Vav.
This verse requires careful study. The phrase, "Hashem lives" refers
to the righteous, the foundation of the world, NAMELY, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, who is referred to as the life of the world. The phrase
"and blessed is my Rock" is the meaning of "Blessed be Hashem my
Rock" (Tehilim 144:1). The world, THAT IS, THE NUKVA, is sustained
by the generosity of the Righteous, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. IN THE VERSE, "Let the Elohim of my salvation be exalted":
"exalted" refers to the upper world, NAMELY BINAH, and "Elohai"
with a Vav is heaven, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "The
heavens are the heavens of Hashem" (Tehilim 115:16).

18. Come and behold: "Blessed be Adonai who day by day bears our
burden" (Tehilim 68:20). The name Adonai is spelled Aleph-DaletNun-Yud, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA. This verse contains the
mystery of wisdom. "Day by day" is the secret of "two years (lit. 'two
years' days')", WHICH ARE THE TWO GRADES BINAH AND ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR THE NUKVA IS BLESSED ONLY BY THEM. This is as it
is written: "And it came to pass at the end of two years that Pharaoh
dreamed: and behold, he stood by the river." We have already
learned this secret; it means Yosef, because the words, "a river"
refer to Yosef the Righteous.
19. The verse, "And, behold, there came up out of the river seven
cows, well favored, and fat of flesh, and they fed in the reed grass"
reads "out of the river" because from this river, WHICH IS YESOD, all
the grades below are blessed, because the river that flows from
Eden, WHICH IS BINAH, waters and sustains everything. And Yosef,
WHO IS YESOD, is a river, and the whole land of Egypt is blessed for
his sake.

20. Come and behold: From that river, NAMELY YESOD, the seven
grades OF THE NUKVA, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT IN HER, THAT WERE EXTENDING
FROM HER, AND WERE STANDING IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH are
watered and blessed by it. These are THE SEVEN "well favored, and
fat of flesh" COWS, who "fed in the reed grass." THAT IS, they fed
together in friendship, and there was no separation among them. All
of them stand to be praised, FOR THERE IS NO NOURISHMENT FOR
THE OTHER SIDE, for these seven grades are the mystery of the
verse: "and the seven maids chosen to be given her, out of the
king's house" (Ester 2:9), WHICH REFERS TO THE SEVEN TEMPLES
OF BRIYAH, ALL OF WHICH ARE PRAISEWORTHY. And so are the
"seven cows well favored," ALL TO BE PRAISED. In contrast, "the
seven chamberlains who served in the presence of the
king" (Tehilim 1:10) ARE NOT TO BE WHOLLY PRAISED, FOR THEY
INCLUDE A PORTION OF THE POWERS OF DEFILEMENT, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LEAN COWS.
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21. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The seven good cows are grades, superior
to other grades, whereas the seven ill-favored cows are the grades
below. THE UPPER ONES are on the side of holiness, and THE
LOWER ONES on the side of defilement.

22. "...the seven ears of grains:" Rabbi Yehuda said that the first
SEVEN EARS are good, because they are of the right side, about
which it is written, "it was good." The ill and thin SEVEN EARS are
beneath them. The seven GOOD ears are on the side of purity, and
the ILL ones are on the side of impurity. These grades all stand on
top of each other-against each other. Pharaoh saw all of them in his
dream.

23. Rabbi Yesa asks: How could they have shown the evil Pharaoh
all these grades? Rabbi Yehuda answers, He only saw their likeness,
NOT THE GRADES THEMSELVES. For there are grades upon grades,
all stand on top of each other, of which Pharaoh saw only their
images.

24. We have already learned that a man's character is revealed in his
dreams. As his soul ascends, he will perceive that which he
deserves according to his grade. Pharaoh, therefore, saw what he
was worthy of seeing and no more.

25. "And it came to pass in the end." Rabbi Chizkiyah began with the
verse: "To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose
under the heaven" (Kohelet 3:1). Come and behold what the Holy
One, blessed be He, did below: He set a time for everything, and
fixed a term for it. He fixed a term for light and darkness. He set a
time for light for all nations EXCEPT YISRAEL, which now have
mastery over the world, and He set time for darkness, when Yisrael
are in exile and under the dominion of other nations. The Holy One,
blessed be He, appointed a season for all and, therefore: "To
everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose." HE
ASKS: What is the meaning of, "and a time to every purpose?" HE
REPLIES: It means a time and season for everything that is below,
that is, for all the goodness found below has a set time and season.

26. Another explanation for "...and a time to every purpose." HE
ASKS: What is "time?" HE ANSWERS, It is the same as mentioned in
the verses: "It is time to act for Hashem: they have made void your
Torah" (Tehilim 119:126) and "that he come not at all times into the
holy place" (Vayikra 16:2). This is the grade appointed TO LEAD THE
WORLD, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, and has already been explained.
Therefore, the scriptures explain that "time", THE NUKVA, is
appointed over "every purpose under the heaven." "And it came to
pass at the end of two years" refers to the side of the end of
darkness, FOR HE SET AN APPOINTED TIME FOR LIGHT AND
DARKNESS, that Pharaoh had seen in his dream, this is where he
derived his knowledge from, and the dream was revealed to him.
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3. "His spirit was troubled"
This passage deals with Pharaoh's troubled spirit, caused by his inability to interpret his dream. The rabbis compare Pharaoh's state of mind to that
of Nevuchnetzar during the Babylonian captivity. Rabbi Yitzchak maintains that kings and other heads of state are occasionally granted glimpses of
the hidden world usually only provided to the prophets of Israel.
The Relevance of this Passage
Each night our soul ascends to higher realms, where it receives dream messages that can influence us in our spiritual endeavors. Depending on our
actions and interactions during the previous day, these messages can advance or hinder our efforts. Positive actions arouse prophetic messages of
truth, while negative behavior invokes deceitful messages and disingenuous dreams. Here we receive assistance in making positive use of our
sleep, so that our dreams can provide reliable glimpses of the future.
27. "And it came to pass in the morning that his spirit was troubled
(Heb. vatipaem)." HE ASKS: What does vatipaem mean? Rabbi Yosi
said: It has already been explained. Of Pharaoh, it is written,
vatipaem, and of Nevuchadnetzar, it is written, "his spirit was
troubled (Heb. vatitpaem)" (Daniel 2:1). Pharaoh is described as
vatipaem because he comprehended the dream but not its
interpretation. Nevuchadnetzar, on the other hand, saw the dream
and its interpretation, but forgot everything. IT IS THEREFORE
WRITTEN VATITPAEM (WITH AN EXTRA TET).

28. But come and behold: "and his spirit was troubled (Heb.
vatipaem)" corresponds to "And the spirit of Hashem began to move
him (Heb. lepha'ahmo)" (Shoftim 13:25), for the spirit would appear
and disappear, come and go, yet not settle upon him properly. It is
therefore written, "And the spirit of Hashem began to move him,"
when THE SPIRIT just began TO INSPIRE HIM. Here also the spirit
would appear and leave, then appear AGAIN, but would not settle
upon him, so that he could understand. Of Nevuchadnetzar it is
written, "and his spirit was troubled (Heb. vatitpaem)," for the
inspiration, THE SPIRIT, was twice as strong, BECAUSE HE
UNDERSTOOD NEITHER THE DREAM NOR ITS INTERPRETATION.
THE SPIRITS would come and go, as it is written, "as on previous
occasions (Heb. kepha'am bepha'am, lit. 'as time to time')" (I Shmuel
3:10), now upon this and now upon that, but his mind was not settled.

29. The verse: "and he sent and called for all the magicians of
Egypt," refers to the sorcerers; "and all her wise men" refers to the
astrologers. They all tried to understand, but could not.

30. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Although we have learned that a man is
shown only what is appropriate to his grade, this is not true for
kings. They are shown supernal things that are different from those
that other people ARE SHOWN. Because a king is of a superior
grade than other men, that which he is shown is of a higher grade
than the rest, as it is written, "what the Elohim are about to do He
has declared to Pharaoh" (Beresheet 41:25). But to other men, the
Holy One, blessed be He, does not reveal his works. He reveals them
only to the prophets, the pious, and the wise men of the ages, as has
already been explained.
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31. Come and behold: It is written, "me he restored to my office, and
him he hanged" (Beresheet 41:13). From this, we understand that a
dream follows its interpretation. Who is referred to in the phrase,
"me he restored to my office?" It is Yosef. Also YOSEF hanged him
because of his interpretation of the dream, and so it is written: "And
it came to pass, as he interpreted to us, so it was" (Ibid.).

4. "And they brought him hastily out of the dungeon"
This passage discourses on the allegorical meaning of Pharaoh's elevation of Yosef. Rabbi Aba maintains that the verse reveals the benefits of
standing in awe of God and of studying Torah at night. The text then moves to a discussion of Ecclesiastes (Kohelet). It points out that while we
cannot control what comes into our eyes and ears, we can control what comes out of our mouths. Therefore, speak not evil. A discussion follows on
the nature of time, the timing of good deeds, the valuable lessons to be learned from our mistakes, and the dilemma of those caught in an evil time.
The Relevance of this Passage
Words are vessels that draw particular blends of energy into our lives. Human speech possesses power that can directly influence the world around
us. Hence, we should take great care in choosing what we say. Although we are initially given an unlimited amount of time to live in this world and
accomplish our spiritual purpose, every negative word decreases the length of our stay. Positive words do not add time to our lives, but they also
do not detract from it. This passage helps us use our speech for spiritual purposes, so that our words inspire Light in others instead of adding
darkness to the world.
32. "Then Pharaoh sent and called Yosef, and they brought him
hastily out of the dungeon." Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with
the verse, "Hashem takes pleasure in those who fear him, in those
who hope for His mercy" (Tehilim 147:11). How much the Holy One,
blessed be He, delights in the righteous, for they make peace above
IN ABA AND IMA, they make peace below IN ZEIR ANPIN AND
NUKVA, and they bring the bride to her husband. The Holy One,
blessed be He, is therefore pleased with those who fear Him and
abide by His wish.

33. "Those who hope for His mercy." HE ASKS: Who are "those who
hope for His mercy?" HE ANSWERS, They are the ones who study
the Torah at night and join the Shechinah. When morning comes,
they hope for His mercy. It has already been explained that when a
man studies the Torah at night, a thread of grace is drawn upon him
during the day, as it is written: "Yet Hashem will command His grace
in the daytime, and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim
42:9). Why is it said that "Hashem will command His grace in the
daytime?" Because "in the night His song shall be with me." Hence
the verse, "Hashem takes pleasure (in) those who fear Him," uses
the particle Et instead of "in," because HE IS NOT ONLY PLEASED
WITH THEM, but act as one who pleases another and wishes to be at
peace with him. It is therefore written: "Hashem takes pleasure (in)
those who fear him"--WHICH MEANS THAT HE PLEASES AND
APPEASES THEM, rather than "Hashem takes pleasure in those who
fear Him," WHICH WOULD ONLY MEAN HE IS PLEASED WITH THEM
THEMSELVES.

34. Similarly, Yosef was sad in mind and spirit, BECAUSE he was
imprisoned. Once Pharaoh had sent for him, it is written: "and they
brought him hastily," which means that he appeased him and
addressed him with joyful words that gladden the heart. Why?
Because he was dejected FROM SITTING in the dungeon (lit. 'pit').
Come and behold: First he fell into a pit, and from which he later
rose to greatness.
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35. Rabbi Shimon said: Before the incident happened, Yosef was not
called righteous. After he guarded the Holy Covenant BY NOT
SINNING WITH POTIFAR'S WIFE, he was called righteous and the
grade of the Holy Covenant, YESOD, decorated him. That which was
first in the dungeon, THE KLIPAH, rose with him. It is written: "and
they brought him hastily out of the dungeon", for he had ascended
from THE KLIPAH and was adorned with a well of living water, THE
SHECHINAH.

36. "Then Pharaoh sent and called Yosef." HE SAID: It should have
been written "to call Yosef" INSTEAD OF "AND CALLED," WHICH
INTERRUPTS THE PHRASE. HE ANSWERS, It was the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHO CALLED TO BRING HIM FROM THE PIT, as it is
written, "until the time that His word came to pass: the word of
Hashem had tested him" (Tehilim 105:19). The verse: "until the time
that His word came to pass" is similar to the phrase, "and called
Yosef," FOR IT WAS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO
CALLED HIM. It is written here "and called Yosef" and elsewhere
"And He called to Moshe" (Vayikra 1:1). IN BOTH PASSAGES, IT
WAS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO CALLED HIM. "And he
shaved himself, and changed his garments" out of respect for the
king, AS HE HAD TO STAND BEFORE PHARAOH.
37. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "So Yisrael
came into Egypt; and Ya'akov sojourned in the land of
Cham" (Vayikra 1:23). Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be
He, directs events and fulfills vows and oaths in order to fulfill the
vow and edict He decreed.

38. We have learned that were it not for the fondness and affection
the Holy One, blessed be He, bore for the Patriarchs, Ya'akov would
have had to go down to Egypt in iron chains. In His love for them, He
made Yosef, His son, ruler and governor over the whole land. The
tribes then went to Egypt honored, and Ya'akov was as a king.

39. Come and behold: It is written, "So Yisrael came into Egypt; and
Ya'akov sojourned in the land of Cham." HE ASKS: Because it is
written, "So Yisrael came into Egypt," it is understood that Ya'akov
sojourned in the land of Cham. Why should he have added it? HE
REPLIES: "so Yisrael came into Egypt" refers to the Holy One,
blessed be He, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED YISRAEL, AND "and
Ya'akov sojourned in the land of Cham" refers toYa'akov, because it
was for the sake of Ya'akov, and his sons that the Shechinah came
down to Egypt. The Holy One, blessed be He, planned events so that
Yosef was brought down first; for as a result of his merit, the
covenant dwelt with him and made him ruler over the whole land.
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40. It is written: "The king sent and loosed him: and the ruler of the
people let him go free" (Tehilim 105:20). Rabbi Shimon said: It is
written, "Hashem looses the prisoners" (Tehilim 146:7), and "The
king sent and loosed him." Why DID HE REPEAT THE THOUGHT BY
SAYING, "and the ruler of the people let him go free?" HE
ANSWERS, "The king" is the Holy One, blessed be He, and the "ruler
of the people" is the Holy One, blessed be He. THE MEANING OF
THE VERSE IS: "The king" refers to the supernal king, ZEIR ANPIN,
who "sent and loosed him." Whom did he send? The redeeming
angel, THE NUKVA, who is "ruler of the people" and rules below IN
THE LOWER WORLD. All comes from the Holy One, blessed be He.

41. The word, vayritzuhu ("and they brought him hastily") is spelled
without the letter Vav TO INDICATE THAT IT IS SINGULAR INSTEAD
OF PLURAL. Who BROUGHT HIM HASTILY FROM THE DUNGEON?
The Holy One, blessed be He, for there is no one else who imprisons
and frees people from prison, as it is written: "He shuts up a man,
and there can be no opening" (Iyov 12:14) and "When He gives
quietness, who then can condemn? and when He hides His face,
who then can behold Him? Whether against a nation, or against a
man alike" (Iyov 34:29). For everything depends upon Him, as it is
written, "and He does according to His will in the host of heaven,
and among the inhabitants of the earth: and none can stay His hand,
or say to Him, What do you?" (Daniel 4:32). Hence it is written: "and
they (he) brought him hastily out of the dungeon," THAT IS, THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BROUGHT HIM HASTILY OUT OF THE
DUNGEON.
42. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "and he brought him hastily
(Heb. vayritzuhu)?" HE REPLIES: As "he shall pray to Eloha, and He
will be favorable to him (Heb. vritzuy)" (Iyov 33:26) MEANS THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WAS FAVORABLE TO HIM, so the
verse "and he brought him hastily out of the dungeon" MEANS THAT
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WAS FAVORABLE TO HIM. Then
he was brought before Pharaoh. Another explanation is that
vayritzuhu IS DERIVED FROM WILL (HEB. RATZON) AND GRACE,
for He drew upon him a thread of grace so he will find grace before
Pharaoh. HE ADDRESSED HIM WITH, "Elohim shall give Pharaoh an
answer of peace" to hasten to greet him and open HIS SPEECH with
THE WORD "peace."
43. Rabbi Aba said: Come and behold see the wicked Pharaoh, who
said: "I know not Hashem (Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei)" (Shemot 5:2). As he
was wiser than all his magicians, HOW COULD HE HAVE NOT
KNOWN YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI? HE ANSWERS, Assuredly he knew the
name of Elohim, as it is written, "Can we find such a one as this is, a
man in whom the spirit of Elohim" (Beresheet 41:38). However,
because Moshe came before him with the name of Hashem only, it
was hard for him to understand anything more, for he knew that
ELOHIM was ruler over the land, but he did not know the name
Hashem. Therefore he found this name difficult to grasp.

44. This is why it is written, "And Hashem hardened the heart of
Pharaoh." It was the word YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI that hardened his heart
and made him headstrong. Moshe, therefore, spoke to him only by
the name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, as has already been explained.
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45. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Who is like Hashem
our Elohim, who is enthroned on high, who looks far down to
behold" (Tehilim 113:5-6): "Who is like Hashem our Elohim, who is
enthroned on high" MEANS THAT He rises above His throne of glory
not to be revealed below. For when there are no righteous to be
found in the world, He is gone from them and does not reveal
himself to them. The phrase: "who looks far down to behold"
REFERS TO the time when the righteous are found in the world, and
the Holy One, blessed be He, descends to the lower ones to take
care of the world and do good by them.

46. For when there are no righteous men in the world, He is gone,
hides His face from them, and does not pay attention to them. This is
because the righteous are the foundation and existence of the world,
as it is written, "and the righteous is an everlasting
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25).

47. The Holy One, blessed be He, therefore revealed His Holy Name
to Yisrael alone, who are His portion, lot and inheritance. The Holy
One, blessed be He, divided the world among the mighty chieftains,
THE SEVENTY MINISTERS. This we have learned from the verse: "He
set the borders of the people...For Hashem's portion is His people;
Ya'akov is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim 32: 8-9).

48. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking together. Rabbi Yosi
said: I wonder about the words of King Solomon, for all his speeches
are obscure, and the words of Kohelet are vague.

49. He began with the verse, "All things are full of weariness; man
cannot utter it: the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled
with hearing" (Kohelet 1:8): HE ASKS: If "all things are full of
weariness," are they all too weary to speak? SOME THINGS
CLEARLY ARE NOT. He also quoted the verse: "man cannot utter it:
the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing."
Why did precisely these occur to him? HE ANSWERS, Two of themeyes and ears-are not under a man's control; the mouth, however, is
under his control. THUS, HE TEACHES US THAT ALTHOUGH THESE
ORGANS COMPRISE ALL THE FACULTIES OF MAN, THEY cannot
comprehend and conceive everything. THE QUESTION IS
THEREFORE SETTLED, FOR "ALL THINGS ARE FULL OF
WEARINESS" MEANS THAT THE EYES, EARS, AND MOUTH
CANNOT COMPREHEND EVERYTHING.

50. Rabbi Chiya said: It is so. A man's speech cannot utter, nor the
eyes see and the ears hear "and there is nothing new under the
sun" (Kohelet 1:9). Come and behold: Even the ghosts and spirits of
the Holy One, blessed be He, formed under the sun cannot say all
that there is in the world, nor can the eye see or the ear hear.
Solomon, who knew everything, therefore said this.
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51. Come and behold: All actions in the world depend on many
chieftains, FOR THERE IS NOT ONE HERB BELOW THAT HAS NOT
A CHIEF OVER IT, WHO COMMANDS, "GROW." Yet all the people in
the world do not know or care about THEIR ROOTS OR why they are
in the world. For even King Solomon, who was wiser than any other
man, could not grasp them.

52. He opened the discussion by quoting: "He has made every thing
beautiful in its time: also He has set the world in their heart, so that
no man can find out the work which the Elohim has made" (Kohelet
3:11): Come and behold: Happy are those who study the Torah and
know how to observe with the spirit of wisdom. "He has made every
thing beautiful in its time" REFERS TO all the works that the Holy
One, blessed be He, performed in the world. Over every action in the
world there is a grade in charge, either for good or for evil. THESE
ARE THE 28 TIMES MENTIONED BY KOHELET, FOURTEEN FOR
GOOD ON THE RIGHT IN THE SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH, AND
FOURTEEN FOR EVIL ON THE LEFT, IN THE SECRET OF THE
OTHER SIDE THAT PUNISHES MEN. From them, some grades go to
the right and some to the left. When a man goes to the right, the
deed he performs, the grade appointed over that RIGHT side, gives
him help. If a man goes to the left and performs a certain deed, the
chief of the LEFT side denounces him for that deed, conducts him to
that side and leads him astray. Therefore when a man acts worthily,
the chief of the right side helps him. The "in its time" referred to in
the phrase, "beautiful in its time" tells us that the deed was properly
connected to "its time," TO THE NUKVA CALLED TIME. THE
SECRET OF THE FOURTEEN TIMES FOR GOOD IS THEIR BEING ON
THE RIGHT. THROUGH THE PUNISHMENT OF THE FOURTEEN
TIMES FOR EVIL, A MAN CHOOSES THE FOURTEEN TIMES ON THE
RIGHT AND CLEAVES TO THE SHECHINAH. IT IS FOUND THEN,
THAT HE DID EVERYTHING "BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME."

53. "...also He has set the world in their heart." This means that the
world and all its actions are not bound to holiness but to the heart's
desire when desire rises in man, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "KNOW THEREFORE THIS DAY, AND CONSIDER IT IN
YOUR HEART" (DEVARIM 4:39). Happy are the righteous who draw
BY THEIR HEART'S DESIRE good deeds that benefit them and the
whole world, and who know how to be attached to the "time of
peace" (Kohelet 3:8), THAT IS, TO THE TIME OF HIGH UNION
CALLED PEACE. By the strength of charity that they give below,
they cause the grade called all (lit. 'everything'), YESOD, to
illuminate "in its time," THE NUKVA.

54. Woe to the wicked who do not know the time, NAMELY THE TIME
OF PEACE, for the action and do not pay attention, so that they
perform their actions for the sake of needed improvement in the
world and correct the deed in its appropriate grade. THIS MEANS
THAT THEY DO NOT ELEVATE THE MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS) BY THEIR WORKS TO SUPERNAL UNION, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF "TIME OF PEACE." They do not do so, because they do
not know this.
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55. Therefore everything is given to man's desire, as it is written: "so
that no man can find out the work which the Elohim has made from
the beginning to the end." Because these deeds were not performed
with the intention of correcting them according to their appropriate
grades, that is, to include the deeds in their CORRESPONDING
grade, they are accomplished according to man's desire, IN
STUBBORNNESS. Of this, it is written: "I know that there is nothing
good in them, but to rejoice, and to do good in his life" (Kohelet
3:12). "I know there is nothing good in them"-in the deeds that are
not properly performed WITH THE PURPOSE OF CORRECTING-"but
to rejoice" at whatever comes upon him, EITHER GOOD OR BAD, to
thank the Holy One, blessed be He, "and to do good in his life." HE
ASKS: WHY SHOULD HE REJOICE AT EVIL? HE ANSWERS, If the
deed brought evil consequences because of the grade appointed
over it ON THE LEFT SIDE, he should rejoice and be thankful FOR
THE EVIL HE DESERVED, for he himself caused all this by going
without knowledge as a bird falling into a snare. NOW THAT HE
OBTAINED KNOWLEDGE BECAUSE OF THE PUNISHMENT, HE
WOULD KNOW "TO DO GOOD IN HIS LIFE." ONE SHOULD,
THEREFORE, REJOICE AND BE THANKFUL FOR PUNISHMENT.

56. HE ASKS: how do we know THAT A MAN IS WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE? HE ANSWERS, From the verse, "For man also knows
not his time: like the fishes that are taken in an evil net, and like the
birds that are caught in the snare; so are the sons of men snared in
an evil time, when it falls suddenly upon them" (Kohelet 9:12). HE
ASKS: What is the time in "For man also knows not his time?" HE
REPLIES: "his time" of the deed he has done, as it is written: "He
has made every thing beautiful in its time." He is therefore "like the
birds that are caught in the snare." Happy then are those who are
occupied in the study of the Torah, who know the ways and roads of
the Torah of the most High King, because they can walk in it on the
path of truth.

57. Come and behold: A man should never open his mouth to speak
evil, for he knows not who receives his word, and when a man does
not know, he may stumble. When the righteous open their mouths,
they do so peacefully. When Yosef addressed Pharaoh, he first said,
"Elohim shall give Pharaoh an answer of peace." Rabbi Yehuda said:
We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, cares for the
peace of the kingdom, as it is written: "and He gave them a charge to
the children of Yisrael, and to Pharaoh the king of Egypt" (Shemot
6:13). AND THEY EXPLAINED IT, MEANING TO GIVE HONOR TO
PHARAOH.

5. "Since Elohim has shown you all this"
Here the Zohar speculates on the hidden meaning of Yosef's successful interpretation of Pharaoh's dream, and the resulting prosperity for both
himself and the people of Israel. The rabbis compare Yosef's experience to that of Daniel in Babylon. They proceed to describe Yosef's work as
Pharaoh's Minister of Agriculture and Minister of Finance, and praise his wisdom and discretion in both posts. An interesting passage concerns
God's ability to create demand in order to benefit those who are able to supply.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section helps us to recognize the links between causes and effects, and to govern our actions accordingly. In this way, when life
makes demands on us, we can know they are only for our benefit.
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58. Rabbi Chiya said: Pharaoh wished to test Yosef and therefore
mixed THE WORDS OF his dream, but Yosef, who recognized the
grades ALLUDED TO IN THE DREAM, looked into each matter and
said: You have seen it this way and ARRANGED everything in a
proper manner.

59. It is written: "And Pharaoh said to Yosef, 'Since Elohim has
shown you all this, there is none so discreet and wise as you are.'"
The phrase, "since Elohim has shown you" MEANS because you
were there when I had this dream. Therefore, he said "all this",
because you knew the dream and its interpretation.

60. Rabbi Yitzchak said: If this be so, then Yosef told everything-the
dream and its interpretation-just like Daniel, who told the dream and
its interpretation. He said to him, There is no resemblance between
the cases. Yosef looked into the words of Pharaoh, who told THE
CONTENT OF HIS DREAM through certain grades, and saw he was
mistaken BECAUSE HE TOLD IT NOT ACCORDING TO THE ORDER
THAT PREVAILS IN THE GRADES OF THAT DREAM. He said to
Pharaoh, You have not seen it this way but rather that way, for the
grades have a particular order. Daniel, on the other hand, did not
derive anything from Nevuchadnetzar, but rather told him
everything, the dream and its interpretation.

61. In relation to Daniel, the verse says: "Then was the secret
revealed to Daniel in a night vision" (Daniel 2:19). HE ASKS: What is
the "night vision?" HE REPLIES: It is Gavriel, who is a vision, a
vision from a vision.

62. Come and behold: It is written, "and behold the glory of the
Elohim of Yisrael came from the way of the east: and His voice was
like the sound of many waters: and the earth shone with His
glory" (Yechezkel 43:2). This is followed by: "And the appearance of
the earth shone with His glory. And the appearance of the vision
which I saw was like the vision that I saw when I came to destroy the
city: and the visions were like the vision that I saw by the river K'var,
and I fell upon my face" (Yechezkel 43:3). All the visions
MENTIONED IN THE VERSE correspond to six grades. The vision of
a vision, GAVRIEL, has a mirror that reflects the upper hues. Thus,
THE SIX MIRRORS OF THE NUKVA reflected in this mirror, GAVRIEL.
There are visions upon visions; every vision is on top of another and
all within certain grades-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD-where they have dominion by the name of "night
vision." All the dreams in the world are interpreted through them.
They resemble those above them, THE SIX VISIONS OF THE NUKVA.

63. To Daniel, though "the secret revealed...in a night vision," he did
not find it himself. Once the secret had been revealed, one of the
grades of the "night vision" told him of the dream and its
interpretation. But Yosef, from the words of Pharaoh, beheld the
high grades TO WHICH THE DREAM ALLUDED, and revealed ITS
INTERPRETATION TO PHARAOH.
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64. PHARAOH, therefore, gave him command over the whole land of
Egypt, because the Holy One, blessed be He, gave Yosef from His
own. Because his mouth did not kiss transgression, it is said:
"according to your mouth shall my people be ruled." Because his
hand did not come near sinning, it is written: "and put it on Yosef's
hand." Because the neck did not approach sin, it is written: "and put
a gold chain about his neck." Because the body did not get nigh sin,
it is written: "arrayed him in garments of fine linen." Because the
foot did not ride to transgression, it is written: "he made him to ride
in the second chariot which he had." Because his mind did not
harbor SINFUL thought, he was called "discreet and wise" and
because his heart did not reflect UPON SIN, "they cried before him
Avrech (lit. 'bow the knee')." He received what was properly his.

65. It is written, "And Yosef went out from the presence of Pharaoh
and went through all the land of Egypt." Rabbi Chizkiyah asks: Why
did he go through all the land of Egypt? HE ANSWERS, He did so to
establish his rule OVER THEM, by their crying before him AVRECH.
Another reason was to gather grain from every district. Rabbi Elazar
said: Yosef gathered the grain of every district, "THE FOOD OF THE
FIELD, WHICH WAS ROUND ABOUT EVERY CITY, LAID HE UP
WITHIN IT," AND NOT IN ANOTHER PLACE so it would not rot, FOR
IT IS THE NATURE OF A PLACE TO PRESERVE ITS FRUIT.

66. Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy One, blessed be He, created
everything in such a manner AS TO BENEFIT YISRAEL. This He did
because He wanted to fulfill His promise. Come and behold: First He
supplied the world with its needs, and then He put man in it and gave
him sustenance.

67. Similarly, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Avraham, "Know
surely that your seed shall be a stranger in a land that is not theirs...
and afterwards shall they come out with great
substance" (Beresheet 15:13-14). When Yosef arrived in Egypt, there
was no great substance in it. TO CORRECT THIS, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, brought famine upon the world. People then
brought silver and gold to Egypt until the land of Egypt was filled
with silver and gold. After great substance was acquired, He brought
Ya'akov to Egypt.

68. These are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be he: He first
creates the medicine and then inflicts the wound. First He brought
great substance TO EGYPT, and then He brought them into exile. He
arranged matters and brought famine upon the whole world so that
people would bring silver and gold from all over the world into Egypt.
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69. Come and behold: For the sake of the righteous Yosef, he caused
Yisrael to obtain riches-silver and gold-as it is written, "He brought
them forth also with silver and gold: and there was not one who
stumbled among their tribes" (Tehilim 105:37). This came upon
Yisrael by the hand of a righteous man, all in order to make them
merit the world to come.

70. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Live joyfully with the
wife whom you love" (Kohelet. 9:9). Come and behold: This verse is
explained according to a supernal secret; thus, "live joyfully (lit. 'see
a life')" alludes to life in the world to come, for happy is he who
merits it as he should.

71. The phrase, "with the wife whom you love," refers to the
congregation of Yisrael, which is referred to with love in, "I have
loved you with an everlasting love" (Yirmeyah 31:3). When is that?
At the time the right side takes hold of it, as it is written: "Therefore
with Chesed have I drawn you" (Ibid.), CHESED BEING THE RIGHT
SIDE.

72. The verse continues with "all the days of the life of your vanity."
This is because she, THE NUKVA, CALLED THE CONGREGATION
OF YISRAEL WHEN IN GREATNESS, is attached to life, NAMELY TO
BINAH CALLED LIFE, which is a world full of life. For the other
world, THE NUKVA, is without life, being beneath the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN. THUS, IT IS CALLED "LIFE OF VANITY." But the rays of the
sun do not reach this world; they have been gone from this world
since the day the Temple was destroyed, as it is written, "the sun
shall be darkened in his going forth" (Yeshayah 13:10). Its light has
gone up and does not shine below, as it is written: "The righteous
perishes..." (Yeshayah 57:1). THIS REFERS TO THE YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH POURS PLENTY DOWN INTO THIS WORLD, THE
NUKVA. THERE IS NEED, THEREFORE, TO DRAW LIFE TO HER
FROM BINAH.
73. The verse concludes with: "for that is your portion in
life" (Kohelet 9:9), MEANING THE UNION BETWEEN the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, and the moon, THE NUKVA. THE NUKVA IS CALLED
PORTION AND THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, LIFE. The sun should come
into the moon and the moon into the sun, and they must not be
separated. It is a man's responsibility TO EFFECT BY HIS ACTIONS
THE SUPERNAL UNION, to come to them in the world to come.
74. The verse is followed by the words, "Whatever your hand finds to
do, do it with your strength, for there is no work, nor device, nor
knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sh'ol, where you go" (Kohelet 9:10). We
have to study the verse, which reads: "Whatever your hand finds to
do." Is there no longer any fear of punishment? Can a man do
whatever he wishes and is able to do? HE ANSWERED, It is written:
"Do it with your strength." Your strength is man's soul, which gives
him strength to merit this world and the world to come.
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75. Another explanation is that "your strength" is the wife we
mentioned, THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL, who is a source of
strength in this world and the world to come. A man should merit
this world by means of that strength, so he will be able to draw
strength from it in the world to come.

76. Why DO WE HAVE TO STRENGTHEN OURSELVES WITH GOOD
DEEDS IN THIS WORLD? Because after a man leaves this world, he
has no more power to do anything. He cannot say, from now on I will
perform good deeds. Assuredly, this is true "for there is no work,
nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sh'ol" and if a man does
not acquire merit in this world he will not do so in the world to come.
It has been explained that "he who has not laid up provisions for the
journey from this world will have nothing to eat in the other world."
There are some good deeds a man does in this world, whose fruit he
may enjoy here in this world, but the main reward is sustenance in
the world to come.

77. Come and behold: Yosef merited this world and merited the
world to come, because he wished to be united with a wife who
feared Hashem, THE NUKVA, THE SECRET OF THIS WORLD, as it is
written, "and sin against Elohim" (Beresheet 39:9), THE NUKVA
CALLED ELOHIM. He, therefore, deserved to be ruler over this world
and to cause Yisrael to acquire merit.

78. It is written: "And Yosef gathered all the money" (Beresheet
47:14). So it should be, for the river which flows from EDEN, YESOD
CALLED YOSEF, gathers everything, BY COMPRISING AND
RECEIVING FROM ALL THE SFIROT, and comprises all kinds of
riches. This is the secret of the verse: "And Elohim set them in the
firmament of heaven" (Beresheet 1:17), FOR YESOD, CALLED
FIRMAMENT, SHINES ON THE EARTH, THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA. All is as it should be, for surely Yosef, THE SECRET OF
YESOD, should rule over the kingdom (Malchut,) THE NUKVA, AND
SHOWER ABUNDANCE UPON HER.
79. Come and behold the verse: "And he made him to ride in the
second chariot which he had." HE ASKS: What is the second
chariot? HE REPLIED: The Holy One, blessed be He, made the
righteous governor because the world, THE NUKVA, is and should
be sustained by him. The Holy One, blessed be He, has an upper
Chariot-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT ABOVE THE
CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN-and a lower chariot-THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA. The lower Chariot is called the second chariot, and Yosef
who is called righteous, NAMELY YESOD, is worthy of riding the
second chariot of the Holy One, blessed be He, as is his likeness in
the world above.
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80. Come and behold: "And they cried before him Avrech." HE
ASKS: What is an Avrech? HE ANSWERS, He is the connection
between the sun and the moon, THE SECRET OF YESOD, WHICH
JOINS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA. Everybody kneels to that
place, FOR BOWING DURING PRAYER ALLUDES TO YESOD, WHO
IS CALLED BLESSED (HEB. BARUCH) AND IS CALLED AVRECH
AFTER THE KNEELING, WHICH IS DERIVED FROM THE VERSE,
"AND HE MADE HIS CAMELS KNEEL (HEB.
VAYAVRECH)" (BERESHEET 24:11), and he rules over the whole
world, THE NUKVA, and all the inhabitants of the world are thankful
FOR THE PLENTY IT POURS ON THEM. All then proceeds according
to the supreme mystery.
81. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, created the
kingdom of the earth in the likeness of the kingdom of heaven. Thus,
the one resembles the other, FOR WHATEVER IS ON EARTH HAS A
COUNTERPART IN HEAVEN. Whatever is manifest on earth
appeared first before the Holy One, blessed be He, IN HEAVEN.
Come and behold: The holy Malchut did not reach completion until it
was united with the Patriarchs, for the Holy One, blessed be He,
made the upper Malchut so it would shine from the secret of the
fathers.

82. After Yosef, the Righteous, went down to Egypt, he drew the
Shechinah to him, for the Shechinah follows only the righteous.
Hence, Yosef first went down to Egypt and received all the wealth of
the world as he deserved. Then the Shechinah went down to Egypt
with all the tribes.

83. By keeping the HOLY Covenant, Yosef merited to be adorned in
his place, THAT IS, TO BECOME A CHARIOT TO YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and attained the upper kingdom and the lower kingdom.
Whoever guards the Holy Covenant, is considered to be observing
the holy Torah in its entirety, for the Covenant corresponds to the
whole Torah.

6. "NowYa'akov saw that there were provisions in Egypt"
Rabbi Chiya offers a discourse on the subject of judgment, specifically the manner through which judgment is executed in this physical world. We
learn that when a man transgresses, supernal justice-the laws of cause and effect-decrees that an immediate punishment should take place.
However, The Creator, ever merciful, carries our burdens for us, and thus, He inserts time into the process, delaying the consequences of our
crimes. This temporary postponement gives man the opportunity to repent and atone for his iniquities. Rabbi Shimon then explicates upon the
power of sadness, how it banishes the Light of The Creator from our being. It therefore behooves a man to always maintain a positive outlook and
pleased perspective, especially during trying times. As the Rabbi Yesa and Rabbi Chizkiyah embark on their travels, Rabbi Yesa reveals that every
man has a definite and clear-cut spiritual path laid out for him. The Other Side, however, constantly diverts man from his true path so that he ends
up traveling treacherous mountains, as opposed to a lush green, sun-soaked valley.
The Relevance of this Passage
When life appears to be calm and waters still, we must realize that The Creator is carrying all of our judgments for us. We should use these moments
to repent and proactively uproot our negative traits. We should intensify and/or renew our commitments to the spiritual path before the weight of
judgments becomes to great to bear and they come crashing down upon us without warning.
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84. "NowYa'akov saw that there were provisions in Egypt." THIS
VERSE IS DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND, BECAUSE THE
SHECHINAH LEFT HIM WHEN YOSEF WAS SOLD. THEREFORE,
HOW COULD HE HAVE SEEN THAT THERE WERE PROVISIONS IN
EGYPT? Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "The
burden of the word of Hashem concerning Yisrael. The saying of
Hashem, who stretches out the heavens and lays the foundation of
the earth and forms the spirit of man within him" (Zecharyah 12:1).
We have to study this verse carefully. He asks: What is the meaning
of burden in the various passages? HE ANSWERS, Whenever the
word burden is used in reference to judging other nations, the word
has a good meaning; whenever it is used in a reference to Yisrael, it
has an evil meaning.

85. HE EXPLAINED, Wherever it speaks of judging the other nations,
the word burden has a good meaning, because it is used literally, for
the welfare of the idolatrous nations is a burden to the Holy One,
blessed be He. But when judgment is upon them, He removes the
burden He assumed for their sake. HENCE, WHEN BURDEN IS
MENTIONED IN RELATION TO THEM, IT IS FOR GOOD. Wherever
judgment has been pronounced upon Yisrael and the word "burden"
is used, it is a burden on the Holy One, blessed be He, TO PUNISH
YISRAEL. It is a double burden, BECAUSE IT IS A BURDEN FOR HIM
WHEN HE DOES PUNISH THEM AND WHEN HE DOES NOT, IT IS A
BURDEN FOR HIM. IF HE DOES NOT PUNISH THEM, THEY WILL
REMAIN DEFILED BY SIN; IF HE DOES PUNISH THEM HE IS SORRY
FOR THEIR TROUBLES. THEREFORE WHEN "BURDEN" IS MENTION
IN REGARD TO THEM, IT IS FOR EVIL.
86. HE ASKS: After the words: "who stretches out the heavens, and
lays the foundation of the earth," why is it added, "and forms the
spirit of man within him?" Would not we know He "forms the spirit of
man within him" IF IT WERE NOT WRITTEN? HE REPLIES: These
words point at a certain grade, where all the spirits and souls of the
world are found, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHERE THE SPIRITS AND
SOULS STAND, AND FROM WHOM THE LOWER ONES RECEIVE.
87. Rabbi Shimon said: This verse is difficult. If it said: "forms the
spirit of man", it would suffice, but what is the meaning of "within
him?" HE ANSWERS, The secret of this verse is on the two sides,
YESOD AND THE NUKVA. For from the river, which flows and comes
out from EDEN, YESOD, all the souls come out and soar into one
place, THE NUKVA. That grade, YESOD, "forms the spirit of man
within him," WITHIN THE NUKVA, which resembles a woman, who
conceives from a man, whose fetus presses her bowels until it is
fully formed in her belly. Thus, He "forms the spirit of man within
him," WITHIN THE NUKVA, and THE SPIRIT stands there TO BE
FORMED until man enters the world, and she gives him THE SPIRIT.

88. Another explanation for "forms the spirit of man within him" IS
THAT IT MEANS within man himself, NOT IN THE SUPERNAL
NUKVA; for when a man is created, the Holy One, blessed be He,
provides him with His soul. Only then is he born into the world. The
spirit finds that it does not have enough room to expand within the
body, so it stands on one side, NAMELY THE RIGHT, INSTEAD OF
EXPANDING RIGHT AND LEFT.
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89. When a man's body grows, the spirit also grows and gives it
strength. When the body grows, the spirit allots it power with which
to strengthen itself. Thus, He indeed "forms the spirit of man within
him."

90. You may ask about THE MEANING OF the phrase: "forms the
spirit of man within him." HE EXPLAINED, Because the spirit needs
additional strength as support from above, the Holy One, blessed be
He, "forms the spirit of man within him" and thus enables it TO
EXPAND within man.

91. Come and behold: When that spirit needs help, it is perfected
from above in accordance with man's worth and the condition of his
body. It is also given an additional spirit, FOR WHOEVER WISHES
TO BE PURIFIED IS HELPED. This is the meaning of "forms the spirit
of man within him." MAN IS GIVEN AN ADDITIONAL PORTION OF
SPIRIT THAT IS ABLE TO EXPAND WITHIN HIS BODY.

92. Come and behold: When Ya'akov lost Yosef, he lost the
additional portion of the spirit that was in him, and the Shechinah
departed from him. It is written later: "The spirit of Ya'akov their
father revived" (Beresheet 45:27). HE ASKS: Was he dead until then?
HE ANSWERS, Only the additional spirit was gone from him. His
sadness caused his spirit to withdraw, AND THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT, WHICH MAINTAIN THE SPIRIT WITHIN HIM, WERE GONE.
The scripture, therefore, reads: "The spirit of Ya'akov their father
revived"-THIS WAS BECAUSE THE FIRST THREE SFIROT HAD
REVIVED.

93. It is written: "Now Ya'akov saw that there were provisions in
Egypt," WHICH MEANS THAT HE SAW IT THROUGH THE HOLY
SPIRIT. HE ASKS: Why was he not yet informed THAT YOSEF WAS
ALIVE AND WHY WAS THE SHECHINAH STILL GONE FROM HIM?
When did he learn THAT THERE WERE PROVISIONS IN EGYPT? HE
ANSWERS, "Ya'akov saw" MEANS THAT he saw the inhabitants of
the country go to Egypt and bring provisions; HE DID NOT SEE
THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.
94. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Come and behold: King David deserved to
be united with the Patriarchs and inherited a place among them, as it
is written, "The stone which the builders rejected has become the
head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22). (THE END IS MISSING).

95. Rabbi Yesa and Rabbi Chizkiyah were walking from Cappadocia
to Lod with a Jew, who was carrying a skin-bottle of wine. As they
were walking, Rabbi Yesa said to Rabbi Chizkiyah, Open your mouth
and give one of those beautiful expositions on the Torah that you
deliver daily before the holy lamp.
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96. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Her ways are ways of
pleasantness, and all her paths are peace" (Mishlei 3:17). "Her ways
are ways of pleasantness" refers to the ways of the Torah; for
whoever walks in them, the Holy One, blessed be He, causes the
pleasantness of the Shechinah to rest upon him and never to pass
away. "Her paths are peace," for all the paths of the Torah are
peaceful. Thus, he enjoys peace above and below-peace in this
world and in the world to come.

97. The Jew said: This verse is like a coin in the pocket BECAUSE
THE HIDDEN MEANING OF THE VERSE CONTAINS A SECRET. They
asked him, How do you know this? He answered, I learned it from my
father. He began his exposition. This verse concerns two matters,
NAMELY WAYS AND PATHS, and two aspects, NAMELY
PLEASANTNESS AND PEACE. HE ASKS: What are ways and what
are paths? What is pleasantness and what is peace?

98. HE ANSWERED, "Her ways are ways of pleasantness" is referred
to in the verse: "who makes a way in the sea" (Yeshayah 43:16), for
wherever a way is mentioned in the Torah, it is a way open for all, a
MATERIAL way accessible to everybody. Thus, "Her ways are ways
of pleasantness" are the ways opened by the fathers, NAMELY,
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET CALLED AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK,
AND YA'AKOV, who opened them up in the great sea and traversed
it. LIGHTS SHINE from them and illuminate every corner across the
whole length and breadth of the world.

99. The pleasantness is issued from the world to come, where all the
lights shine and diverge in every direction, THAT IS, DIVERGE TO
THE THREE COLUMNS-RIGHT, LEFT, AND CENTRAL. The goodness
and light of the world to come, which the Patriarchs inherit, are
called pleasantness. Another explanation is that the World to Come
itself is called pleasantness. When it is aroused to illumination,
every joy, goodness, light, and freedom are aroused. Thus, it is
called pleasantness.

100. We have learned that when Shabbat comes, the wicked in
Gehenom take a rest and obtain freedom and respite. At the end of
Shabbat, it behooves us to arouse the supernal joy to save us from
the punishment of the wicked, who are condemned from that
moment onward. We should arise and say, "And let the pleasantness
of Hashem our Elohim be upon us" (Tehilim 90:17), which alludes to
the supernal pleasantness that cheers everything.
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101. "And all her paths are peace." HE ASKS: What are her paths?
HE REPLIES: They are the paths that descend from above, gathered
by the Covenant, YESOD, which is called peace-household peace. It
carries the paths into the great sea when it is agitated, and brings it
peace. This is the meaning of the verse: "And all her paths are
peace." Come and behold: Yosef was the Covenant of Peace, THAT
IS, HE RECEIVED THESE PATHS and became ruler over the land, but
Ya'akov, from whom the Shechinah departed, did not know it.

102. Nevertheless, Ya'akov had misfortune (Heb. shever) so he had
to buy provisions (Heb. shever) in Egypt, and saw misfortune (Heb.
shever) after misfortune in his sons going down to Egypt. Hence,
"Ya'akov said to his sons, 'Why do you look at one
another?'" (Beresheet 42:1); you should show yourselves as hungry
people, who have not enough to eat.

103. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Assuredly a mystery lies here, for
whenever there is sorrow in the world, a man should refrain from
being seen in the marketplace, so as not to be caught for his sins.
THIS IS BECAUSE HIS ACCUSERS MIGHT SEE HIM IN A PUBLIC
PLACE, ACCUSE HIM, AND REVEAL HIS MISDEEDS IN ORDER TO
PUNISH HIM. YA'AKOV therefore asked them, "Why do you look at
one another (also: 'why are you afraid')"; IT BEHOOVES YOU TO BE
AWARE OF THE ACCUSERS. This has already been explained.
104. Another explanation of the verse: "Now Ya'akov saw that there
were provisions in Egypt" IS THAT THE WORD SHEVER MEANS real
provisions AND IS NOT AN ALLUSION TO A CALAMITY, AS WAS
SAID EARLIER. The Holy One, blessed be He, sent famine into the
world to bring Ya'akov and his sons there. Ya'akov, therefore, saw
the people of the country bringing provitions from there.

105. "Now Ya'akov saw that there were provitions in Egypt." When
Yitzchak died, Ya'akov and Esav came to divide his inheritance. Esav
renounced his share of the land and everything else BY LEAVING
AND AVOIDING THE EXILE; Ya'akov received it all by suffering the
exile; THAT IS, THIS WAS THEIR COMPROMISE. Ya'akov thus saw
the calamity awaiting him and his sons in Egypt-the endurance of
the exile. This is why Ya'akov asked his sons, "Why are you afraid"
of the supernal justice? ARE YOU NOT AFRAID lest the accuser will
find you? "I have heard that there are provitions in Egypt, go down
there (Heb. redu)." It has already been explain that the numerical
value of redu is 210, the number of years Yisrael stayed in Egypt.

7. "And Yosef was the governor of the land"
This passage speculates on the secret meanings of Yosef's triumph in Egypt. It tells us that his victory was also one against the hidden powers of
evil on the Left--that is, "the Evil Inclination."
The Relevance of this Passage
Egypt is a metaphor for the human ego, our Evil Inclination, which is rooted in the Left Column. Strength and discipline to triumph over egocentric
desires and evil tendencies are summoned forth in our souls as we scan the Hebrew Letters of this passage.
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106. "And Yosef was the governor of the land." Rabbi Yesa opened
the discussion with the verse: "And now shall my head be lifted up
above my enemies round about me: therefore I will offer in His
tabernacle sacrifices with trumpet sound; I will sing, and I will make
melody to Hashem" (Tehilim 27:6). Come and behold: When the Holy
One, blessed be He, takes pleasure in a man, He raises him above all
the inhabitants of the world and makes him ruler over them. All his
enemies are subdued under him.

107. King David was hated and rejected by his brothers, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, raised him above all the inhabitants of the
world. He fled from SHAUL, his father-in-law, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, raised him above all kingdoms, and everyone bowed
and knelt before him. Yosef was rejected by his brothers, and
afterward they all knelt and prostrated themselves before him, as it
is written: "And Yosef's brothers came, and bowed themselves down
before him with their faces to the earth" (Beresheet 42:6).

108. "And now (Heb. ve'ata) shall my head be lifted up." HE ASKS:
What is the meaning of ve'ata? HE SAID: That of "as you (Heb.
ve'ata)." Rabbi Yehuda said: We have learned that et (time) is a
supernal grade; that time is the Hei IN THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI,
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH called ata (now). Ve'ata WITH THE
LETTER VAV refers to ZEIR ANPIN and His court of justice, THE
NUKVA, JUST AS THE VAV OF VE'ATA ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN.
109. "And now shall my head be lifted up." I will lift up my head
through dignity and dominion "above my enemies round about me"
the other kings of the land. "Therefore I will offer in His tabernacle"
refers to Jerusalem; "sacrifices with trumpet sound" that will sound
throughout the world; "I will sing, and I will make melody" from the
side of the trumpet sound, for from there, song and melody arise.

110. According to another explanation, "And now shall my head be
lifted up" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE
NUKVA CALLED ATA, and the phrase: "Above my enemies round
about me" refers to Esav and his ministers. "I will offer in his
tabernacle" in THE MIDST OF Yisrael "sacrifices with trumpet sound
(also: 'of breaking')," as it is written: "The sacrifices of Elohim are a
broken spirit" (Tehilim 51:19), in order to remove Judgment from the
world. "I will sing, to make melody" and I will thank the Holy One,
blessed be He, continuously, forever.

111. Another explanation of "And now shall my head be lifted up" is
that MY HEAD IS AN ALLUSION TO THE GOOD INCLINATION. He
prayed that in every respect the Good Inclination SHALL BE LIFTED
above the Evil Inclination, as it is written: "Above my enemies round
about me", which is an allusion to the Evil Inclination that surrounds
and hates man. "I will offer in His tabernacle sacrifices with trumpetsound" refers to THE STUDY OF the Torah, which was given from
the side of fire, as it is written: "From His right hand went a fiery law
for them" (Devarim 33:2). Through the Torah shall his head be lifted
up and his enemies subjugated before him, as it is written: "You
have subdued under me those who rose up against me" (Tehilim
18:40).
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112. Another explanation of the verse: "And now shall my head be
lifted up" is that it means, that I shall be included with the fathers, for
King David had cleaved to the Patriarchs in order to be united with
them IN THE SECRET OF THE FOURTH LEG and to be lifted above
and bound to them. "Above my enemies round about me" refers to
those of the left side, all of them accusers intent upon destruction.
WHEN HE IS LIFTED ABOVE THEM, the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, is united
with the moon, THE NUKVA, and all becomes one.

113. Come and behold: It is written, "And Yosef was the governor of
the land." YOSEF is the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, FOR YOSEF IS YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, which rules over the moon, THE NUKVA, shining upon
and sustaining her. "...and he it was that sold to all the people of the
land", as the river that flows and comes our FROM EDEN, YESOD
CALLED YOSEF, supplies everybody with nourishment. From there
the souls OF EVERY MEN emerge. Hence, everyone bows before that
place, for there is nothing in the world that does not depend upon
Mazal, YESOD, as has already been explained.

8. "And Yosef recognized his brothers"
The Zohar examines the nature of fear and sin, and tells us that negative sexual activity and masturbation lead to negativity and ruin. Fear and sin, it
claims, allows our enemies to behave like Yosef's brothers and gives them an opportunity to punish us without mercy.
The Relevance of this Passage
A man's seminal fluids are the closest reflection of The Creator's essence in the physical world. For this reason, a man's seed brings forth life and
generates profound pleasure, both of which are attributes of the Divine. However, negative forces, here to test and challenge us, need their own
sustenance of Light, which they retrieve when a man wantonly spills his seed. Keeping our sexual relations within the spiritual boundaries of
marriage--for the purpose of sharing with our spouse and for bringing new life into the world-- protects the Light from the onslaughts of the Other
Side. The result is greater fulfillment and pleasure in every area of life.
114. "And Yosef recognized his brethren, but they recognized him
not." Rabbi Elazar quoted the verse: "Why should I fear in the days
of evil, when the iniquity of my persecutors (lit. 'my heels')
compasses me about" (Tehilim 49:6). Come and behold: As was said
by the sages, there are three classes of those who fear, yet do not
know what they fear. But in addition to these three, there is he who
fears, yet does not know what he fears, because he commits sins
unknowingly. He therefore fears the days of evil.

115. HE ASKS: What are the days of evil? HE SAID: These are days
meant for evil. It is the Evil Inclination called evil, which on certain
days is given permission in the world to lead astray those who defile
their ways BY SPILLING SEMEN IN VAIN. Whoever wishes to be
polluted is defiled. They are called days of evil, reserved for
PUNISHMENT FOR transgressions that a man treads under his heels.
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116. Come and behold: Packs of fiends await to defile those who
defile their ways. A man is led in the very way he chooses to walk. A
man who wishes to be purified has many helpers.

117. We have learned that when a man wakes up in the morning, he
should wash his hands with a laver, and he SHOULD BE WASHED by
someone who has already washed, as has been explained. Come
and behold: We have learned all this for the sake of the laver. THIS
EXPOSITION WAS MEANT TO TEACH US THAT WE NEED A LAVER
TO WASH OUR HANDS IN THE MORNING.

118. We also learned that a man should wash his right hand with his
left hand, SO THAT THE LEFT WILL SERVE THE RIGHT and the right
will thus be stronger than the left. The right should be laved by the
left. The washing is expressly intended to ensure that THE RIGHT
WILL RULE OVER THE LEFT. Therefore, when washing hands, it
behooves one to wash the right with the left, thus causing the right
to rule over the left, so as not to give the Evil Inclination an opening
to rule at all.

119. Come and behold: When evil Judgment reigns, it does not
refrain from harming EVEN THE RIGHTEOUS, FOR WHEN THE
DESTROYER IS GIVEN SWAY, HE DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE
BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL. When the right rules over the idolatrous
nations to break them, the Holy One, blessed be He, feels pity for
them and does not destroy them. YOU MAY SEE HERE THE GREAT
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE COMPASSION OF THE RIGHT AND
THE JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT.
120. Therefore, when one unknowingly commits sins that are tread
under his heels, he is always afraid. King David was always guarded
from such sins and, when he went to battle, he searched for them IN
ORDER TO REPENT. He therefore was not afraid to wage war.

121. Come and behold: There were four kings, each of whom asked
for a different thing. David said: "Let me pursue my enemies, and
overtake them: neither let me turn back till they are
consumed" (Tehilim 18:38). Why did he say that? Because he was
guarded from sins THAT ARE TREAD UNDER THE HEELS and gave
no opening to his enemies to rule. He therefore pursued them
continuously, rather than having them chase him, catch him, and
indict him for his sins.
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122. Asa was more fearful. Although he searched for his sins, he was
not AS THOROUGH as King David. He merely wished to pursue his
enemies, but not to fight them, and hoped that the Holy One, blessed
be He, would slay them. And so it came to pass, as it is written: "And
Asa and the people who were with him pursued them. So Hashem
smote the Kushim before Asa, and before Yehuda, and the Kushim
fled" (II Divrei Hayamim 14:11-12). Of David, the scripture reads,
"And David smote them from the twilight to the evening of the next
day" (I Shmuel 30:17). But Asa merely pursued them, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, slew them.

123. Yehoshafat, the King of Yehuda, also said: I can neither pursue
nor kill them, but I shall sing hymns and you shall kill them. This was
because he did not examine himself as Asa did. Yet the Holy One,
blessed be He, did as He was requested, as it is written: "And when
they began to sing and to praise, Hashem set an ambush against the
children of Amon, Moav and mount Seir who were come against
Yehuda; and they were routed" (II Divrei Hayamim 20:22).

124. Chizkiyah, the King of Yehuda, said: I can neither chant, pursue
nor wage war. For he was afraid of the sins we mentioned THAT ARE
TREAD UNDER THE HEELS. It is written: "And it came to pass that
night, that the angel of Hashem went out and smote in the camp of
Ashur 185,000: and when they arose early in the morning, behold,
they were all dead corpses" (II Melachim 19:35). Chizkiyah was then
at home lying in bed, and the Holy One, blessed be He, killed them.

125. How fearful were these righteous men on account of their sins?
How much more fearful should the inhabitants of the world be? A
man should therefore always be on his guard against these sins and
search for them, so that the days of evil, which have no mercy on
him, will not have control over him.

126. Come and behold: "And Yosef knew his brethren" means that
when they fell into his hands, he felt pity for them, because he was
whole. "...but they knew him not" REFERS TO Shimon and Levi, who
came from the side of harsh Judgment and therefore did not have
pity on him. For all those from the side of harsh Judgment have no
pity on the people who fall into their hands. THEY ARE OF THE
ASPECT OF THE DAYS OF EVIL, WHICH DO NOT PITY MEN, AS HAS
ALREADY BEEN SAID.
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127. David therefore said: "Why should I fear THE DAYS OF EVIL?"
He did not say, "I feared" IN THE PAST TENSE, but rather "should
fear" IN THE PRESENT TENSE, WHICH MEANS THAT HE IS STILL
FEARFUL. Thus he said: I should always fear the days of evil, as we
have said: "...the iniquity of my persecutors (lit. 'my heels')
compasses me about." HE ASKS: What are "my heels?" HE
ANSWERS, They are in the secret of the faith, NAMELY, IN
HOLINESS, as it is written: "And his hand took hold on Esav's
heel" (Beresheet 25:26). ESAV'S HEEL WAS IN THE SECRET OF THE
FAITH, IN HOLINESS, BECAUSE YA'AKOV'S HAND TOOK HOLD OF
IT. This heel (Heb. akev), OF WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "THE INIQUITY
OF MY HEELS COMPASSES ME ABOUT," represents the footprints
(Heb. akevot) that follow the same transgression that a man
constantly treads under his heels.
128. Come and behold the verse: "Woe to them that draw iniquity
with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with a cart rope" (Yeshayah
5:18). The "cords of vanity" are the sins that he treads under his
heels without thinking of it. They are then strengthened into "a cart
rope." The sins become stronger and lead him astray in this world
and the world to come.

129. Happy are the righteous, who know how to be guarded against
their sins and always examine their deeds, so that no accuser will be
found against them in this world nor turn them from their way in the
world to come. The Torah prepares for them ways and paths on
which to walk, as it is written: "Her ways are ways of pleasantness,
and all her paths are peace."

9. "And Yosef remembered the dreams"
The commentators stress the importance of remembering one's dreams and presenting them to a sympathetic audience of friends in order to obtain
a favorable interpretation. The necessity of obeying every last precept of the Torah is also discussed. The rabbis use the example of King Solomon,
who ruined his posterity by disobeying the injunction against polygamy. Rabbi Yosi comments on the verse "Treasures of wickedness profit
nothing." That is to say, wealth gained in an impure manner will soon disappear, but the righteous life of Torah study endures.
The Relevance of this Passage
Dreams can assist us in our spiritual development. However, our dreams should only be interpreted by someone who loves us, since the
interpretation itself influences its physical manifestation. The Light of this passage helps bring loving people into our lives when the need for dream
interpretation arises. In addition, the passage allows our dreams to be derived from the highest realms of the spiritual atmosphere, ensuring positive
and truthful messages. Pertaining to the verse "Treasures of wickedness profit nothing", the Zohar teaches us that a narcissistic, self-serving
pursuit for wealth, power, and position will ultimately lead to ruin in some area of life. The influences emanating from the Hebrew verses imbue us
with wisdom and strength to resist trading away life's true fulfillment-- marriage, children, friendship, and spiritual fulfillment--for the fleeting
pleasure of ego gratification.
130. "And Yosef remembered the dreams which he had
dreamed" (Beresheet 42:9). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse: "Do not rejoice when your enemy falls, and do not let your
heart be glad when he stumbles" (Mishlei 24:17). Come and behold:
The Holy One, blessed be He, created man, so that he would be
worthy of His glory, serve Him always, and be occupied with the
Torah day and night, because the Holy One, blessed be He, ever
takes delight in the Torah.
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131. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created Adam, He put the
Torah before him and taught him how to know its ways. How do we
know this? From the words: "Then he saw it, and declared it; he
established it, yea, and searched it out," which is followed by: "And
to man he said: Behold, the fear of Hashem, that is wisdom; and to
depart from evil is understanding" (Iyov 28:27-28). Because he
inquired into her, but did not keep her, he transgressed the
command of his Master and was caught for his sin.

132. All those who transgress one precept of the Torah are caught
for it. King Solomon, who was wisest among all the people in the
world, transgressed only one precept of the Torah BY HAVING
MANY WIVES and caused his kingdom to pass on from him
BECAUSE, AS THE SAGES SAID, ASHMEDAI (ASMODEUS) MADE
AN IGNORANT MAN OF HIM and caused his kingdom to be divided
from the time of his sons. This is even truer for those who
transgress MANY PRECEPTS OF the Torah.

133. HE ASKS: Yosef knew the Torah, AND HER WORDS "YOU
SHALL NOT AVENGE, NOR BEAR ANY GRUDGE" (VAYIKRA 19:18).
Why then, when his brothers fell into his hands, did he bring upon
them all these things, when he knew the Torah his father had taught
him? HE REPLIED: Heaven forbid TO THINK that Yosef took revenge
upon them. He did it only to bring his brother Binyamin to him, for he
longed for him. He did not leave his brothers wanting, as it is written:
"Then Yosef gave orders to fill their sacks with grain" (Beresheet
42:25), so they would not come to grief.

134. Rabbi Yehuda continued WITH THE VERSE: "THEN HE SAW
IT..." (IYOV 28:27). When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
Moon, THE NUKVA, He beheld her constantly, as it is written: "The
eyes of Hashem your Elohim are always upon it" (Devarim 11:12), for
she was constantly under His care. It is written: "Then he saw"; he
saw that the Sun, ZEIR ANPIN, by looking AT THE NUKVA became
illumined, FOR HE DOES NOT RECEIVE SIGHT, THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, EXCEPT WHEN HE IS UNITED WITH THE NUKVA. He
asks: In the phrase: "And declared it (Heb. vaysapera) (Ibid.)," what
does "vaysapera" mean? HE ANSWERS, The same as in the verse:
"The stones of it are the place of sapphires" (Heb. Sapir) (Ibid. 6); IT
IS DERIVED FROM THE SFIROT AND ILLUMINATION.
135. "He established it" together with her mendings so she would be
divided into twelve groups and be given to seventy angels. He fixed
for her seven supernal pillars through which she would receive
lights and exist in wholeness. The phrase: "And searched it out"
MEANS HE SEARCHED HER OUT AND attended to her always SO
THAT THE OTHER SIDE WILL NOT NOURISH ITSELF FROM HER.
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136. He then warned man thus: "And to man he said, 'Behold, the
fear of Hashem, that is wisdom; and to depart from evil is
understanding'" (Iyov 28:28). Because of "the fear of Hashem," THE
NUKVA is adorned with all the lower ones so they will learn to fear
and know Hashem through her strength. SHE IS THEREFORE
CHOCHMAH and "to depart from evil is understanding (Heb. binah)."
The separation of pollution so it will not approach HOLINESS is the
purpose of the existence of Binah, THAT IS, the knowledge and
beholding of the glory of the highest King.

137. Rabbi Yosi rose one night to study the Torah. There happened
to be a Jew there, whom he met in that house. Rabbi Yosi opened
the discussion with the verse: "Treasures of wickedness profit
nothing: but righteousness (also: 'charity') delivers from
death" (Mishlei 10:2). "Treasures of wickedness profit nothing" are
those who are not occupied with the study of the Torah, but follow
worldly matters and gather wicked treasures. Of them it is written,
"But those riches perish by evil adventure" (Kohelet 5:13), because
they are wicked treasures.

138. "But righteousness delivers from death" refers to those who are
occupied with the study of the Torah and know how to study her
ways, for the Torah is called the Tree of Life and Righteousness, as
it is written: "And it shall be accounted righteousness in
us" (Devarim 6:25). Another explanation of "but righteousness
delivers from death" is that it refers to charity given to the poor.
There are two ways to read and understand it: THE WORD
RIGHTEOUSNESS may be understood as the Torah, or it may simply
mean charity, yet all is one.

139. That Jew said you may read IN THE WORD RIGHTEOUSNESS
the meaning of peace. Rabbi Yosi said to him, Assuredly, she is
called peace. The Jew rose to study THE TORAH with him. The Jew
quoted the verse: "He who tills his land shall have plenty of bread:
but he who follows after vain persons shall have poverty
enough" (Mishlei 28:19). This verse is difficult to understand. How
could King Solomon, who was the wisest of all men, say that a man
should strive to cultivate the earth, till it, and neglect everlasting life?

140. HE REPLIED: There is a mystery here. He then quoted the verse:
"And Hashem Elohim took the man, and put him into the Garden of
Eden to till (also: 'to worship') it and to keep" (Beresheet 2:15). It has
already been explained that it refers to worship by sacrificing. Come
and behold: "to till it" is the Upper King, THAT IS, IT REFERS TO
THE DRAWING OF PLENTY OF BLESSINGS FROM THE UPPER
KING, ZEIR ANPIN; and "to keep" is the lower king, THAT IS, IT
REFERS TO THE KEEPING OF PLENTY RECEIVED BY THE LOWER
KING, THE NUKVA. THE VERSE REFERS TO the upper world, ZEIR
ANPIN, and the lower world, THE NUKVA. HE FURTHER EXPLAINS
THAT "to till it" is in the secret of Remember, ZEIR ANPIN, and keep
is in the secret of Keep, THE NUKVA. THEREFORE IN THE FIRST
TABLES OF THE TESTIMONY IT IS WRITTEN: "REMEMBER THE
SHABBAT DAY" (SHEMOT 20, 8), AND IN THE SECOND TABLES OF
THE TESTIMONY IT IS WRITTEN, "KEEP THE SHABBAT
DAY" (DEVARIM 5:12).
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141. Therefore, "He that tills his land" (Mishlei 12:11) refers to the
Garden of Eden, IN THE NUKVA, for man should work and draw
blessings on it from ZEIR ANPIN above. When it is blessed and
blessings pour on it from above, MAN is blest with it. Come and
behold: When the priest blesses, he is also blessed, as it is written:
"and I will bless them" (Bemidbar 5:27). Hence, "He that tills his
land" TO DRAW PLENTY ON THE NUKVA, "shall have plenty of
bread," nourishment from above, WHICH HE EARNS BY HIS WORK,
FOR HE WHO BLESSES IS BLESSED. "...but he that follows vain
persons," he who cleaves to the Other Side, which follows vain
persons, surely "shall have poverty enough." Rabbi Yosi said to him,
Happy are you to have merited this.

142. He then cited A VERSE that comes after THE VERSE, "HE THAT
TILLS HIS LAND." IT IS, "A faithful man shall abound with
blessings" (Mishlei 28:20), which alludes to a man who has faith in
the Holy One, blessed be He, such as Rabbi Yesa Saba (the elder),
who, though he had food for that day, did not set the table before
praying for food before the holy King. After praying and asking for
nourishment from the King, he would set the table. He always said:
Let us not set the table until NOURISHMENT is given from the King's
house.

143. "But he who makes haste to be rich shall not go
unpunished" (Mishlei 28:20), because he did not want to study the
Torah, which is life in this world and life in the world to come. Now is
the time to be occupied with the Torah. Let us do so.

144. The man opened with the mystery of the dream. He said: "And
Yosef remembered the dreams which he had dreamed about them."
HE ASKS ABOUT THE WORDS: "And Yosef remembered the
dreams." Why did Yosef remember the dreams he had about them?
What would have happened if he forgot them, as Yosef was wise and
studied the verse, "a prudent man acts with knowledge: but a fool
lays bare his folly" (Mishlei 13:16)?

145. HE REPLIES: When Yosef saw them bowing before him with
their faces to the earth, he remembered the dream he dreamed about
them, as it is written, "and, lo, my sheaf arose, and also stood
upright; and, behold, your sheaves stood round about, and bowed
down to my sheaf" (Beresheet 37:7). For when he saw his brothers
prostrating themselves before him, as it is written, "and Yosef's
brothers came, and bowed themselves down before him with their
faces to the earth", then, "Yosef remembered of the dreams which he
had dreamed," that is, he saw them coming true. THUS, "AND
YOSEF REMEMBERED THE DREAMS" MEANS THAT HE SAW THAT
THEY CAME TRUE.
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146. "And Yosef remembered the dreams which he had dreamed"
can also mean that he was reminded of them because there is no
forgetfulness before the Holy One, blessed be He. A man should
remember a good dream, so it is not forgotten, for then it is realized.
But if it is forgotten by him, it is forgotten ABOVE AND DOES NOT
COME TRUE.

147. Come and behold: A dream that was not interpreted resembles
an unopened letter, FOR THE DREAMER DOES NOT DERIVE ANY
BENEFIT FROM IT. Come and behold: He who does not remember
THE DREAM acts as if he did not know HOW TO INTERPRET IT.
Therefore, whoever forgets his dream and cannot recall it, will find
his dream unfulfilled. Yosef therefore remembered his dream and
never forgot it, so it would come true. He waited for it all the time. He
said to them, "You are spies" (Beresheet 42:9). Although he
remembered the dream, he said nothing except, "You are spies."

148. Rabbi Yosi continued with the verse, "For a dream comes
through a multitude of business; and a fool's voice is known by a
multitude of words" (Kohelet 5:2). HE EXPLAINED THAT "a dream
comes through a multitude of business" means there are many who
help the dream endure, including chiefs and grades upon grades, for
some dreams are all truth and some contain both truth and lies,
THAT IS, ONE PART WILL COME TRUE AND ANOTHER WILL NOT.
But the truly righteous are shown no lies in their dreams; they are
shown only truth.

149. Come and behold: It is written of Daniel, "Then to Daniel, in a
vision of the night," NAMELY, IN A DREAM, "the secret was
revealed" (Daniel 2:19) and "Daniel had a dream and visions of his
head as he lay upon his bed: then he wrote his dream" (Daniel 7:1).
Had the dream contained lies, the book of Daniel would not be
among the scriptures. But when the souls of the truly righteous
ascend during sleep, only holy beings join them. These holy beings
tell them true words, enduring words, that never lie.

150. You may say that King David never had a good dream. It may be
concluded that he saw untrue things. YET IN FACT HE WAS FULL
OF KINDNESS AND THE GRACE OF HASHEM. HE ANSWERS, Surely
it was because he spent his days shedding blood and engaging in
war. Thus all his dreams were bad dreams about destruction, waste,
blood, and bloodshed, and not peaceful dreams.
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151. It may be asked how a good man could POSSIBLY be shown a
bad dream. HE REPLIES: Surely all the evil is destined to cleave to
those who transgress the words of the Torah, and the punishment
destined for them in the world of truth was seen BY KING DAVID, so
that the fear of his Master will be upon him at all times. THIS
SETTLES THE QUESTION, HOW HE COULD HAVE SEEN UNTRUE
THINGS? HE SAW THEM IN RELATION TO SINNERS, FOR WHOM
THEY WERE REAL. HE WAS SHOWN THIS TO AROUSE THE FEAR
OF HEAVEN IN HIM. It has been said with regard to the verse, "and
Elohim does it, so that men should fear before him" (Kohelet 3:14)
that it is a bad dream WHICH CAUSES A MAN TO BE FEARFUL. A
righteous man is therefore shown a bad dream, as we have already
said.

152. Come and behold; We have learned that when a man has a
dream, he should speak about it,. He SHOULD SEEK AN
INTERPRETATION before his friends, whose wishes will be favorable
toward him and whose words will be expressed for his good. Thus
THEIR wishes and words will be for the good. Their wishes, which is
thought, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, is the beginning of everything, OF
THE SFIROT, and the word, NAMELY, MALCHUT, is the completion
of everything, OF THE SFIROT. Thus it is made whole by the
supernal mystery, BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF THE
BEGINNING AND THE END OF THE SFIROT, and all of it comes true.
MOREOVER, they ask for compassion for that man and ask that the
good interpretation THEY GAVE will endure. Thus all is as it should
be.

153. The Holy One, blessed be He, then lets each man interpret his
dream according to his worth and grade. The Jew said: Assuredly,
the dream is but for the righteous man, who sees dreams properly.

154. Come and behold: When a man sleeps in his bed, his soul
departs and roams in the world above. It enters wherever it can, and
camps of spirits that hover in the world meet the soul. If THAT MAN
is righteous, THE SOUL ascends and sees good things. If he is not
righteous, THE SOUL holds to the other side and is told lies or
things that will happen in the near future.

155. Therefore, a man who is not righteous is shown a good but
untruthful dream, so that he will turn from the way of truth. Once he
turns, he is defiled, for whoever comes to be purified is purified, and
whoever comes to be defiled is defiled. Assuredly this is so, as we
have already learned.
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156. They sat till dawn. Rabbi Yosi said: Surely the name of Yosef
was not mentioned among the standards, as it is written, "the
standard of the camp of Efraim" (Bemidbar 2:18), rather than, "the
standard of the camp of Yosef." The reason for this is that he exalted
himself above his brothers, as we have already learned.

157. The Jew said: Surely I have heard that Yosef is of the world of
the male, BEING OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and all the tribes were
of the world of the female, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH. Yosef
therefore had no part in the standards, being of the world of the male.

158. It is written, "We (Heb. nachnu) are all one man's
sons" (Beresheet 42:11). HE ASKS: Why is it written nachnu instead
of the standard form anachnu? Why is the Aleph missing? HE
ANSWERS, Because the secret of the Covenant, WHICH IS YOSEF,
was not among them, the Aleph was gone AND IT WAS WRITTEN
NACHNU. Thus, because the Aleph is male and Bet is female, the
Aleph, YOSEF, was gone and only the female LETTERS OF nachnu
remained with the Shechinah, WHICH CONTAINS THE SECRET OF
THE TRIBES.

159. They later said: "We (Heb. anachnu) are true men" (Beresheet
42:11) with the letter Aleph added. They said it, yet knew not what
they said, for it was because of Yosef that they uttered the complete
word anachnu. How do we know this? From the verse, "And they
said, 'Your servants are twelve, we are (Heb. anachnu)
brothers'" (Beresheet 42:13), including Yosef. Thus, when YOSEF
was included, they said anachnu, and when he was not, they said
nachnu.

160. Rabbi Yosi said: All the things we have said delighted the Holy
One, blessed be He, because the Shechinah did not depart from
here. This is in accordance with the verse, "Then, they who feared
Hashem spoke to one another: and Hashem hearkened, and heard it,
and a book of remembrance was written before Him for those who
feared Hashem and took heed of His name" (Malachi 3:16).

10. "And he put them all together into custody"
The verses relate the twelve signs of the zodiac to the twelve sons of Ya'akov and the twelve tribes of Israel. Yosef, who shows mercy to his
treacherous brother, becomes a Patriarch. Rabbi Elazar speculates on the hidden meaning of this occurrence.
The Relevance of this Passage
Celestial influences arising from the twelve Signs impel, but they do not compel.
We have the power to rise above their influence. We transcend the signs and their corresponding negative influences as we visually connect with
these ancient mystical texts.
161. "And he put them all together into custody for three
days" (Beresheet 42:17). Rabbi Elazar asked: Why for three days?
HE ANSWERS, These three days correspond to the days of Shchem,
of which it is written, "And it came to pass on the third day, when
they were in pain" (Beresheet 34: 25).
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162. Come and behold: It is written with regard to this, "And Yosef
said to them on the third day, 'this do, and live'." This teaches us
that he did not act toward them as they did toward Shchem. They
made the people of Shchem accept upon them this (Heb. zot)-THE
NUKVA CALLED 'THIS', and the secret of the covenant, BECAUSE
THE COVENANT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, IS ATTACHED
TO HER. And when they were circumcised, they were killed and not
one witness was left. But he said: It is written, "This do, and live,"
THAT IS, HE WILL LET THEM LIVE. The reason is that "I fear the
Elohim" who keeps the Covenant. And everything he did was only
for the sake of Binyamin, THAT IS, TO MAKE THEM BRING
BINYAMIN.

163. "And they said one to the other, truly we are guilty" (Beresheet
42:21). The phrase, "one to another (lit. 'man to his brother')" refers
to Shimon and Levi, just as in an earlier passage, "And they said one
to another, behold, this dreamer comes" (Beresheet 37:19). Both
verses refer to Shimon and Levi.

164. Come and behold: Who is the "man" and who is "his brother?"
HE ANSWERS, The man is Shimon, who is here mentioned as man,
as he is elsewhere, FOR EXAMPLE IN THE VERSE, "And behold, a
man of the children of Yisrael came" (Bemidbar 25:6). In both verses,
the man is Shimon. And since he repented, he cried and felt remorse
for what he did and said to Levi, "Truly we are guilty." Therefore
WHEN HE REPENTED, Shimon's sign became Taurus. THERE ARE
TWELVE SIGNS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE TWELVE TRIBES,
ARIES TO REUVEN, TAURUS TO SHIMON, AND SO ON. Shimon's
sign is Taurus, just as Yosef's sign is, as it is written, "His firstling
bullock, majesty is his" (Devarim 33:17).

11. "And took from them Shimon"
This passage comments on the mercy Yosef shows his brothers. The commentators assert that even idolaters are not punished if they live in peace.
The secret meaning of circumcision and its relation to the Covenant are also discussed. Whoever is charitable in this world is free of harsh
judgment in the next. Thus, like Yosef, we are encouraged to turn the other cheek and leave vengeance to the Lord.
The Relevance of this Passage
Judgments decreed against us are measured and meted out in accordance to the degree and severity of the judgments we pass on our friends and
foes. Trust in The Creator encompasses certainty in the laws of cause and effect, which dictate that all our enemies will be correctly judged without
our having to participate in the correction process. A person who has attained spiritual enlightenment accepts any wrongs committed against him
as payment for negative actions he may have committed in the past. This wise perspective is stimulated by the Divine Light of this Hebrew script.
165. He therefore "took from them Shimon" (Beresheet 42:24) so that
he would not indict him together with Levi. For when they came
together, Shimon and Levi might bring accusations. The phrase,
"and bound him before their eyes" means that he arrested him only
in front of their eyes. When they left, he gave him food and drink.

166. It may be said that Yosef acted according to the verse, "If your
enemy is hungry, give him bread to eat; and if he is thirsty, give him
water to drink" (Mishlei 25:21). FOR THIS REASON HE FED SHIMON,
WHO WAS HIS ENEMY. How could the righteous Yosef have
behaved in such a manner? As he verse ends with the words, "for
you shall heap coals of fire on his head, and Hashem shall reward
you." IT IS NOT SEEMLY FOR A RIGHTEOUS MAN TO TAKE
REVENGE UPON HIS BROTHER.
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167. HE ANSWERS, Heaven forbid that Yosef had such intentions.
His conduct toward him was only that of a man toward his brother,
and in no other way. And not to him alone, but to all his brothers he
behaved so, as it is written, "Then Yosef gave orders to fill their
sacks with grain, and to restore every man's money into his sack,
and to give them provision for the way: and thus it was
performed" (Beresheet 42:25), all to be brotherly toward them.

168. Rabbi Yosi continued with the verse, "Though they are at peace,
and likewise many, even so they shall be cut down, and it shall pass
away. Though I have afflicted you, I will afflict you no
more" (Nachum 1:12). This verse has been explained as follows:
When the people are peaceful, with no dissension in their midst, the
Holy One, blessed be He, has pity on them, and Judgment has no
sway. Even if they worship idols, if they are at peace, no judgment
has power over them. It can also be explained in relation to the
verse, "Efraim is joined to idols: let him alone" (Hoshea 4:17). IT
MEANS THAT EVEN THOUGH THEY SERVE IDOLS, IF THEY ARE
JOINED, LET HIM ALONE.

169. HE ASKS: What then is the meaning of the phrase, "even so
they shall be cut down (also: 'shorn')?" HE ANSWERS, As it talks of
peace in the beginning, here IT likewise TALKS of peace, which
means charity. For charity is peace, and whoever promotes charity,
promotes peace above and below. Hence the scripture reads, "even
so they shall be shorn, and it shall pass away." The word "shorn"
REFERS TO those who shear their money for charity. "EVEN SO"
INDICATES THAT AS THE BEGINNING TALKS OF PEACE, HERE
ALSO IT TALKS OF PEACE, NAMELY, CHARITY, AS HAS BEEN
EXPLAINED. Of the phrase, "It shall pass away," HE ASKS: Should it
have been written: "they shall pass away" IN THE PLURAL, JUST AS
IT IS WRITTEN, "THEY WILL...BE CUT DOWN." Why is it written, "it
shall pass away?" HE REPLIES: The subject is wrathful judgment,
just as in the verse, "until the indignation be overpast" (Yeshayah
26:20); IT MEANS until judgment passes away from them.
170. Another explanation is that the verse: "Thus says Hashem,
though (if) they are a peace (also: 'whole')," refers to Yisrael, to
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, gave an everlasting covenant,
NAMELY, CIRCUMCISION, to keep always, so as to be whole on all
sides-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCUT above and below,
that are NETZACH AND HOD. If man does not guard the covenant at
all times, he is defective in every respect. How do we know this?
From the verse, "Walk before me, and be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1).
Perfect means whole, and we derive from this that before the
covenant was established in him, BEFORE HE WAS CIRCUMCISED,
he was defective.

171. Therefore, "if they be whole" MEANS if they observe the precept
OF CIRCUMCISION, and are therefore whole instead of defective;
"and likewise many," NAMELY they will increase and multiply, for
souls come into the world only through the covenant. "And they
shall be cut down" REFERS TO THE FIRST PHRASE: "If they be
whole" and constantly guard THE COVENANT, namely, "they shall
be cut down" those who are circumcised, and accept upon hem the
covenant. "CUT DOWN" IS DERIVED FROM SHEARING AND
CUTTING. Then "it shall pass away", the filth of the foreskin that was
upon them.
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172. Another interpretation of "Thus says Hashem, 'If they be whole
and likewise many'" is that these are the children of Ya'akov, who, as
long as they were with Yosef, were whole, because they were joined
with the covenant, WHICH IS YOSEF. "Even so they shall be cut
down (Heb. nagozu)" MEANS when they went away and left Yosef
and Shimon. NAGOZU IS DERIVED FROM PASSING AWAY, AS IN "IT
IS SOON PAST (HEB. GAZ), AND WE FLY AWAY" (TEHILIM 90:10).
Then "it shall pass away" means that then Judgment is passed upon
them, as it is written, "and Hashem will pass through to smite
Egypt" (Shemot 12:23). IN BOTH VERSES, PASS ALLUDES TO
JUDGMENT.
173. Come and behold: There is harsh Judgment and mild Judgment.
The harsh Judgment is strong, and the mild weak. When the mild
Judgment is nourished from the harsh, it becomes powerful.

174. When judgment is executed upon Yisrael, it is mild and not
strengthened by harsh Judgment. When executed upon idolatrous
nations, the mild Judgment is strengthened by the supernal harsh
Judgment. This is the meaning of the verse "and Hashem will pass
(Heb. ve'avar) through to smite Egypt." The word "ve'avar" also
means that he was filled with wrath (Heb. evra) and indignation,
which was supported by harsh Judgment. In this same verse, pass
away MEANS THAT HE IS FILLED WITH WRATH, ALTHOUGH IT IS
MILD JUDGMENT NOT POWERED BY HARSH JUDGMENT,
BECAUSE IT IS EXECUTED UPON YISRAEL. And come and behold:
When ten gather together in the synagogue and one of them leaves,
then the Holy One, blessed be He, is angered with him. FOR THE
BROTHERS OF YOSEF WERE TEN. AFTER THEY SEPARATED
FROM YOSEF AND SHIMON THEY REMAINED NINE, AND THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, BECAME ANGRY.
175. Another explanation of the verse, "Even so they shall be cut
down (Heb. nagozu)" is that when evil actions are removed from
them (HEB. NAGOZU, IN THE SAME MEANING AS "IT IS SOON PAST
[GAZ]), then "it shall pass away." Who shall pass away? Rabbi
Shimon answered, When the soul leaves this world, it is sentenced
to several punishments before going to its place. Afterward, all the
souls have to pass through and wash in the flowing Nahar Dinur
(river of fire). Of whoever will rise and pass the river fearlessly, it is
written, "Who shall ascend into the mountain of Hashem?" (Tehilim
24:3) The soul of the righteous passes without fear and "shall stand
in his holy place" (Ibid.).

176. Whoever is charitable in the world and gives from his money to
charity passes that place, NAHAR DINUR (THE RIVER OF FIRE,)
without fear. The crier proclaims before the soul, "and though I have
afflicted you, I will afflict you no more" (Nachum 1:12), WHICH IS
THE LAST PHRASE IN THE VERSE. For whoever merited to pass
Nahar Dinur (the river of fire) is free of judgments.
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177. Come and behold: Why was all that passed between Yosef and
his brothers RECORDED IN THE TORAH? HE ANSWERS, The Torah
is of truth, all her ways are holy. There is not one word in the Torah
that does not contain holy and supernal mysteries and ways in
which men can be strengthened.

178. He opened the discussion with the verse, "Do not say, I will
repay evil" (Mishlei 20:22). Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed
be He, created man so he would strengthen himself in the Torah and
walk the way of truth, staying on the right side and avoiding the left.
Because MEN should walk on the right side, they have to increase
love between them, AS LOVE IS OF THE RIGHT SIDE, and avoid
hatred among them, AS HATRED IS OF THE LEFT SIDE, so as not to
weaken the right, which is the place to which Yisrael cleave.

179. Come and behold: For this purpose, the Good Inclination and
the Evil Inclination exist. Yisrael should make the Good Inclination
master over the evil through good deeds. If a man turns to the left,
the Evil Inclination overpowers the good, and the defective one, THE
EVIL INCLINATION, is made whole through his sin, for the ugly one
only becomes whole through men's sins.

180. A man should therefore be careful lest the Evil Inclination be
made whole through his sins. He should always be guarded, to make
whole the Good Inclination instead of the evil. Therefore, "Do not
say, I will repay (also: 'complete') evil" BECAUSE THROUGH
HATRED YOU SHALL INCREASE THE POWER OF THE LEFT AND
COMPLETE THE EVIL INCLINATION. Only say, "wait on Hashem, and
He will save you."

181. Another explanation of the verse, "Do not say, I will repay evil,"
is that it has the same meaning as the verse, "Whoever rewards evil
for good" (Mishlei 17:13). One should not repay a person who did
him good with evil, because "whoever rewards evil for good, evil
shall not depart from his house." But even if a person caused him
evil, he must not reward evil with evil, but "wait on Hashem, and He
will save you."

182. This verse has been explained in relation to Yosef the
Righteous, who did not wish to repay his brothers with evil when
they fell into his hands, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "DO NOT SAY, I WILL
REPAY EVIL; but wait on Hashem, and He will save you" (Mishlei
20:22). For he feared the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written,
"This do, and live: I fear Elohim" (Beresheet 42:18). He always waited
on the Holy One, blessed be He.
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183. Rabbi Aba opened with the verse, "Counsel in the heart of man
is like deep water; but a man of understanding will draw it
out" (Mishlei. 20:5). "Counsel in the heart of man is like deep water"
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who gave counsel by bringing
about events by the hands of Yosef to fulfill the decree of famine
upon the world. "But a man of understanding will draw it out" refers
to Yosef, who revealed the deep meanings of the decree of the Holy
One, blessed be He, over the world THROUGH THE
INTERPRETATION OF THE DREAM.

184. Come and behold: Yosef not only abstained from causing evil to
his brothers, he also did kindness and truth by them. This is always
the way of the righteous. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He,
always has compassion for them in this world and the world to come.

185. "Counsel in the heart of man is like deep water" can also refer
to Yehuda when he approached Yosef on behalf of Binyamin. The
phrase, "a man of understanding will draw it out," refers to Yosef
WHEN HE MADE HIMSELF KNOWN TO HIS BROTHERS.

186. Rabbi Aba sat at the gate of the city Lod. He saw a man sitting
on a ledge PROTRUDING from a mountainside. He was weary from
the road, so he sat down and slept. While he was sleeping, he saw a
snake coming toward him. A reptile emerged and killed the snake.
When the man woke, he saw the dead snake. He stood up and the
ledge, WHICH HAD BEEN TORN FROM THE MOUNTAIN, fell to the
valley below. Thus, he was saved, FOR HAD HE RISEN A MOMENT
LATER, HE WOULD HAVE FALLEN TOGETHER WITH THE LEDGE
INTO THE VALLEY AND BEEN KILLED.

187. Rabbi Aba came to him and said: What have you done that the
Holy One, blessed be He, performed for you two miracles-SAVING
YOU FROM THE SNAKE AND FROM THE LEDGE THAT FELL-for
these events did not happen without reason.

188. The man said: In all my days, I forgave and made peace with any
man who did evil by me. If I could not make peace with him, I did not
sleep on my bed before forgiving him and all those who grieved me.
Thus, I did not harbor hatred all that day for the harm he did me.
Moreover, from that day on, I tried to do kindness by them.
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189. Rabbi Aba wept and said: This man's deeds exceed those of
Yosef. As for Yosef, those WHO INJURED HIM were his brothers.
Assuredly, he should have pitied them FROM BROTHERHOOD. But
this one behaved so TO ANY MAN, so he is greater than Yosef and is
worthy to have the Holy One, blessed be He, perform one miracle
after the other for his sake.

190. He opened the discussion with the verse, "He that walks
uprightly walks surely: but he that perverts his ways shall be found
out" (Mishlei 10:9). "He that walks uprightly" refers to the man who
walks the ways of the Torah. He will "walk surely" for no fiend in the
world will be able to harm him. "...but he that perverts his ways shall
be found out." HE ASKS: Who shall be found out? HE ANSWERS, He
who deviates from the way of truth and plans to repay his friend
EVIL FOR EVIL, THEREBY TRANSGRESSING THE STRICTURE IN
THE VERSE, "YOU SHALL NOT AVENGE, NOR BEAR ANY
GRUDGE" (VAYIKRA 19:18). The phrase, "shall be found out" means
that he will be recognized by all the prosecutors, who will not forget
the image of that man and will bring him account MEASURE FOR
MEASURE. THE SCRIPTURE therefore READS, "shall be found out."

191. Come and behold: He who walks the way of truth is hidden by
the Holy One, blessed be He, so that he will not be found nor
recognized by the prosecutors, "but he that perverts his ways shall
be found out" and will be known to them. Happy are the men who
walk the way of truth, walk surely in the world, and have no fear in
this world or the world to come.

12. "And the men were afraid, because they were brought into Yosef's house"
The Zohar comments on the fear felt by Yosef's brothers. It meditates on the nature of sin and evil, and asserts that only by concentrating on the
Day of Judgment at all times, and by avoiding wine, pride, and fornication, can we be free of the Evil Inclination. Whoever has sins on his hands is
always afraid; thus, Joseph's brothers were full of fear when they were brought into his house.
The Relevance of this Passage
A literal interpretation of biblical text limits it to extremist views that can be misconstrued as puritanical. The Kabbalists of antiquity shed light on
the deeper significance of the above verses. Fear of sin and the avoidance of wine, pride, and infidelity are not just moral values rooted in religious
authority. Rather, there is a practical benefit to engaging in positive behavior. Kabbalah teaches us how to elevate all physical activity to the level of
the spiritual. For example, relations between a man and wife are made more passionate when a man directs his sexual drive exclusively towards his
spouse, limiting carnal activity to the spiritual confines of his marriage. Similarly, wine draws down enormous spiritual Light when used as part of a
blessing, but brings alcoholism and spiritual darkness when used for self-indulgent purposes. Our eyes are opened to these insightful truths as we
peruse these passages.
192. "And the men were afraid, because they were brought into
Yosef's house" (Beresheet 43:18): Rabbi Yosi said: Woe to the men,
who do not know nor reflect upon the ways of the Torah. Woe to
them at the time the Holy One, blessed be He, will demand justice for
their deeds, when the body and soul will rise to account for all they
did before the soul separated from the body.
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193. That day is the day of Judgment, when the books WHERE
MEN'S DEEDS ARE WRITTEN are open, the prosecutors are in place,
and the serpent is ready to bite. All the members of the body quiver
before it, and the soul is separated from the body to roam and hover
without knowing where it should go and to which place it will be
raised.

194. Woe to that day, a day of ire and wrath. It behooves man, then,
to face his Evil Inclination and remember that he will have to stand in
the King's judgment and that he will be put beneath the ground to
rot, while the soul will be separated from him.

195. We have learned that a man should always apply himself to
arousing the Good Inclinationagainst the Evil Inclination. If evil
departs, that is fine; if not, he should study the Torah, for only the
Torah breaks the evil inclination. If evil departs, that is fine; if not,
man should remind him of his dying day in order to break him.

196. We have to study this further. The Evil Inclinationis the Angel of
Death. Why should the Angel of Death be broken just before the day
of death, seeing that it is he who delights in killing MEN? Indeed, he
leads them astray to bring DEATH upon them.

197. HE ANSWERS, Surely we have learned that it behooves man to
be reminded of his dying day in order to break his heart, for the Evil
Inclinationdwells only in a place of intoxication and pride. When a
broken spirit dwells in man, evil departs and does not stay with him.
One should therefore be reminded of his dying day so that his spirit
will be crushed and the Evil Inclinationwill go away.

198. Come and behold: The Good Inclinationrequires the joy of the
Torah and the Evil Inclinationthe joy of wine, fornication, and pride.
Therefore, a man should always vex him by mention of that great
day, the day of judgment, the day of reckoning, for there is nothing
that protects man except the good deeds that he performs in this
world.
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199. Come and behold: "And the men were afraid, because they were
brought into Yosef's house." With all their might and strength, one
youth who brought them into Yosef's house MADE THEM afraid.
How much more SHOULD WE BE AFRAID when the Holy One,
blessed be He, will demand justice of man?

200. Hence, a man should strive in this world to be strengthened by
the Holy One, blessed be He, and put his trust in Him. And though he
sinned, if he fully repents, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is able
TO OVERLOOK A WRONG AND FORGIVE HIM. And the man could
fortify himself in the Holy One, blessed be He, as if he had never
sinned.

201. The tribes were afraid because they sinned in stealing Yosef.
They would not have been afraid at all, had they not sinned. For
man's sins break his heart and strength. Why? Because the Good
Inclinationis crushed within him, and he has no power to overcome
the evil inclination. It is therefore written, "What man there is that is
fearful and fainthearted" (Devarim 20:8), "that is fearful" of the sins
upon his hands, which break a man's heart.

202. Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, exacted
payments for generations for the tribes' sin OF SELLING YOSEF, for
nothing is lost before the Holy One, blessed be He, and He demands
payment from one generation to the next. Judgment stands before
him constantly until exacted. And judgment abides where it should
BE.

203. How do we know this? From Chizkiyahu, who sinned by
revealing to the idolatrous nations the mysteries of the Holy One,
blessed be He, which he should not have done. The Holy One,
blessed be He, sent Yeshayahu, who said to him, "Behold, days are
coming that all that is in your house, and that which your fathers
have laid up in store until this day, shall be carried to
Babylon" (Yeshayah 39:6).

204. Come and behold what that sin caused. It exposed what was
hidden and, once it was revealed, an opening was given FOR THE
OTHER SIDE TO RULE. Therefore, blessing abides only in secret
places, as has been already explained. Blessings dwell on all that is
undisclosed. Once it is revealed, there is an opening for another
place to have dominion over it.
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205. It is written, "all that honored her despise her, because they
have seen her nakedness" (Eichah 1:8). This alludes to the kingdom
of Babylon, where a present was sent to Jerusalem, as it is written,
"At that time, Merodach Baladan, the son of Baladan, king of
Babylon, sent letters and a present to Chizkiyahu" (Yeshayah 39:1).

206. In the letters it was written, Peace be to Chizkiyah, the king of
Yehuda, peace be to the great Elohim, and peace be to Jerusalem.
Once he delivered the letter, he thought, I have not done well in
greeting the servant before his master. He rose from his throne, took
three steps, and retrieved the letter. He wrote another letter in its
stead, saying, Peace be to the great Elohim, peace to Jerusalem, and
peace be to Chizkiyah. These are "all that honored her."

207. Afterwards, they "despise her." Why did they "despise her?"
"Because they have seen her nakedness", THAT IS, Chizkiyah
showed it to them, and were it not for that, they would not have
despised her. Because Chizkiyah was righteous, retribution was late
in coming and came not in his days, as it is written, "But there shall
be peace and truth in my days" (Yeshayah 39:8). Later, the Holy One,
blessed be He, visited His children on account of that sin.

208. Similarly, the sin of the tribes was deferred until a later time, for
judgment above had no power over them until the time arrived to
exact payments. Thus, whoever has sins on his hands is always
afraid, as it is written, "And you shall fear day and night" (Devarim
28:66). Therefore, "And the men were afraid, because they were
brought into Yosef's house."

13. "And he saw Binyamin"
Hope deferred is a heart sickness but desire fulfilled is a Tree of Life. Rabbi Chiya comments on this verse, to the effect that the negative angel
Satan attends those who pray with a specific result in mind--but God quickly answers the prayers of the pure in heart. Thus, Benjamin came quickly
to Yosef. The passage then digresses into a lament for the destruction of the Temple and the pains of Exile.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Evil Inclination exploits the action of prayer by stimulating feelings of self-righteousness. For this reason, most prayers go unanswered. A
holier-than-thou attitude distinguishes the religious approach to prayer from the authentically spiritual perspective. The latter is replete with
humility, while the religious approach fosters conceit and certitude in one's own purity and devotion. The cleansing power of this passage purifies
our souls, so that we may humbly ask The Creator for what we truly need.
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209. "And he lifted up his eyes, and saw his brother Binyamin, his
mother's son" (Beresheet 43:29). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion
with the verse, "Hope deferred makes the heart sick (lit. 'is a heart
sickness'), but desire fulfilled is a Tree of Life" (Mishlei 13:12). From
this verse, we have learned that a man should not, when he prays to
the Holy One, blessed be He, check whether HIS SALVATION has
come or not. What is the reason for this? When he looks for it, many
accusers come to examine his deeds.

210. It is a secret that his examination during prayer causes a heart
sickness. The sickness of heart is he who always stands by man to
indict him above and below, NAMELY THE SATAN.

211. "But desire fulfilled is a Tree of Life." We have learned that he
who wants the Holy One, blessed be He, to accept his prayer, should
study the Torah, which is the Tree of Life. Then, "desire is fulfilled
(lit. 'comes')." Desire is the grade presiding over all the prayers in
the world, NAMELY THE NUKVA. It brings them before the highest
King, ZEIR ANPIN. This verse says "comes" just as elsewhere it is
written, "in the evening she comes" (Ester 2:14). IN BOTH VERSES,
THE WORD COMES ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA. The meaning of
"desire comes" is that she comes before the highest King TO BE
JOINED WITH HIM in order to grant the wish of he WHO PRAYS TO
FULFILL HIS REQUEST.

212. Another explanation of the verse, "Hope deferred is a heart
sickness" is that it refers to a place where prayer is misdirected, A
PLACE CALLED "SICKNESS OF HEART." It is slow in coming and is
passed from hand to hand. Sometimes SALVATION never comes.
Why? Because it is passed FROM HAND TO HAND by all the
chieftains to be brought down into the world.

213. "...but desire comes is a Tree of Life": When hope is not passed
by all the chieftains and Chariots FROM HAND TO HAND, the Holy
One, blessed be He, gives it immediately. For when it is passed by
the chieftains and Chariots, numerous accusers are given
permission to examine it and look at the indictments before granting
him HIS SALVATION. But whatever comes from the King's house
and is given to man, whether he deserves it or not, is given to him at
once. This is the meaning of the phrase, "but desire comes is a Tree
of Life"; it comes immediately.
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214. Another explanation of "hope deferred" is that it refers to
Ya'akov whose hope to see Yosef was long deferred. And "but desire
comes is a Tree of Life" refers to Binyamin, for only a short time
elapsed between Yosef's request for him and his arrival; the time
elapsed was short. It is written, "And he lifted up his eyes, and saw
his brother Binyamin, his mother's son." Why does the scripture
read, "his mother's son?" Because he had his mother's image, he
was her very image. Therefore the verse reads, "And he lifted up his
eyes, and saw his brother Binyamin, his mother's son."

215. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written earlier, "And Yosef saw Binyamin
with them" (Beresheet 43:16), and now "he lifted up his eyes, and
saw his brother Binyamin." What did he see here? HE ANSWERS, He
saw through the Holy Spirit that Binyamin will have a place in the
Holy Land along with his brothers, and that the Shechinah will dwell
in the place of Binyamin and Yehuda, for he saw the Temple
standing upon their portion. This is the meaning of the phrase, "And
Yosef saw Binyamin with them." But Yosef, his brother, did not see
HIMSELF sharing the portion IN WHICH THE TEMPLE WOULD
STAND.

216. When "he lifted up his eyes, and saw his brother Binyamin, his
mother's son" (Beresheet 43:29) AND SAW THE TEMPLE STANDING
ON HIS PORTION, then it is written, "And Yosef made haste, for his
affection was kindled towards his brother and he sought where to
weep; and he entered into his chamber, and wept there" (Beresheet
43:30), BECAUSE HE SAW THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE.

217. Rabbi Chizkiyah quoted the verse, "The burden of the valley of
vision. What ails you now, that you are wholly gone up to the
housetops" (Yeshayah 22:1). Come and behold: It has been said that
when the Temple was destroyed and consumed by fire, all the
priests went up to the roofs of the Temple with all the Temple's keys
in their hands. They said "until now we have been your treasurers,
from now on take what is yours."

218. Yet come and behold: "The valley of vision" is the Shechinah
who used to be in the Temple, and all the people in the world drew
prophecy from her. And although the prophets used to prophesize
from a different place, THAT IS, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
they used to draw their prophecies from her, THE NUKVA. BECAUSE
NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN GAVE PLENTY TO THE
SHECHINAH, WHO GAVE THE ILLUMINATION OF NETZACH AND
HOD TO THE PROPHETS, She is therefore named after prophecy
"the valley of vision" it has been explained THAT SHE IS CALLED
vision, because She reflects all the upper hues. THE FOUR HUES OF
ZEIR ANPIN, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT,
ARE REFLECTED ONLY IN HER. SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED
VISION.
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219. "What ails you now, that you are wholly gone up to the
housetops": When the Temple was destroyed, the Shechinah stood
in all the places She used to inhabit and wept for Her apartment, for
Yisrael who went into exile, and for all the righteous and the pious
who perished there. How do we know this? From the words, "A voice
was heard in Rama, lamentation, and bitter weeping; Rachel weeping
for her children" (Yirmeyah 31:14). RACHEL WAS THE NAME OF
THE SHECHINAH, as we have already learned. The Holy One,
blessed be He, then asked the Shechinah, "What ails you now, that
you are wholly gone up to the housetops."

220. HE ASKS: Why does it say that "you are wholly?" It would have
been sufficient to say that "you are gone up TO THE HOUSETOPS."
What does wholly mean? HE REPLIES: It includes all the other
legions and Chariots that all wept with Her for the destruction of the
Temple. IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN "THAT YOU ARE WHOLLY
GONE UP TO THE HOUSETOPS."
221. Therefore, HE ASKED HER, "What ails you now..." She replied,
My children are in exile and the Temple burnt, AND YOU DO NOT
KNOW, and as for me, whatever shall I do here. She said: "You that
are full of uproar, a tumultuous city, a joyous city: your slain men are
not slain with the sword, nor dead in battle." "Therefore, said I, 'Look
away from me; I will weep bitterly'" (Yeshayah 22:2, 4). We have
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, replied: "Thus says
Hashem; keep your voice from weeping..." (Yirmeyah 31:15).

222. Come and behold: Since the Temple was destroyed, not a day
has passed without curses. This is because as long as the Temple
existed, Yisrael could worship and offer burnt offerings and
sacrifices. The Shechinah hovered about them in the Temple, as a
mother about her children. All faces were shining, until blessings
would abide above and below. Not a day passed without blessings
and delight. Yisrael dwelt securely in their land, and all the world
was nourished for their sake.

223. Now that the Temple is destroyed and the Shechinah has gone
with them into exile, there is not a day without curses. The world is
accursed, and joys do not dwell above or below.
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224. In days to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will raise the
congregation of Yisrael, THE SHECHINAH, from the dust, as it is
written, "Even them will I bring to my holy mountain, and make them
joyful in my house of prayer" (Yeshayah 56:7). It is also written,
"They shall come with weeping, and with supplications will I lead
them" (Yirmeyah 31:8). Because at first, it is written, "She weeps
sore in the night, and her tears are on her cheeks" (Eichah 1:2), they
will afterward return weeping FROM THE EXILE, as it is written,
"They shall come with weeping."

14. "As soon as the morning was light"
This verse speculates on the meaning of the phrase, "the morning was light." Drawing on many precedents from the Torah, it uses the phrase to
define the healing powers of God, the bright future of the people of Israel, and the difficulties that will befall their enemies.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of The Creator can heal all our ailments--but we must have certainty and trust in its power, and we must be conscious of sharing this
energy with all those in need. These healing forces are summoned forth as we meditate upon the primordial letters of creation.
225. "As soon as the morning was light, the men were sent away,
they and their asses" (Beresheet 44:3). Rabbi Elazar said: We have
to study this verse carefully. If they were sent, why should the Torah
add "they and their asses?" HE ANSWERS, Because scripture reads,
"and take us for bondsmen, and our asses" (Beresheet 43:18), the
verse "the men were sent away, they and their asses" teaches us
that they have not stayed, nor have their asses.

226. He opened the discussion with the verse, "And Avraham rose
up early in the morning, and saddled his ass" (Beresheet 22:3). That
was the morning of Avraham, WHICH IS CHESED. It shone upon THE
TRIBES due to Avraham, whose merit stood for them and enabled
them to go in peace and be delivered from Judgment. For at that
time, Judgment impended upon them to exact payment, and only the
merit of Avraham's morning protected them. Thus they were sent
from that place of Judgment, for it had no power over them at the
time.

227. Rabbi Yehuda continued with the verse, "And he shall be as the
light of the morning" (II Shmuel 23:4): This is the light of Avraham's
morning, NAMELY, THE LIGHT OF CHESED. "When the sun rises"
refers to the sun of Ya'akov, THE LIGHT OF TIFERET, as it is written,
"the sun rose upon him" (Beresheet 32:32). "In a morning without
clouds" means th? morning, THE LIGHT OF CHESED, is not so
cloudy, BECAUSE JUDGMENTS HAVE NO HOLD UPON IT, but "clear
shining after rain," WHICH MEANS the brightness that comes
through rain, the rain of the side of Yitzchak, THE LIGHT OF
GVURAH, for that rain causes that, "the grass springs out of the
earth" (II Shmuel 23, 4).
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228. Another explanation of the phrase, "as the light of the morning,"
MEANS THAT by the light of Avraham's morning, THE LIGHT OF
CHESED, "the sun rises," which is Ya'akov, whose light is as that of
that morning OF AVRAHAM, BEING THE SECRET OF TIFERET, AND
SHINES WITH COVERED CHASSADIM DRAWN FROM THE LIGHT OF
CHESED. The "morning without clouds" is not dark but shining, for
when morning, THE LIGHT OF CHESED, comes, no judgment has
sway. All is illuminating on the side of Avraham, THE RIGHT SIDE,
"in the clear shining after rain": This is the side of Yosef the
Righteous, who showers upon the earth, THAT IS, YESOD, WHICH
GIVES PLENTY TO THE NUKVA, to produce grass and all the
goodness of the world.

229. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold: When night falls and
spreads its wings upon the world, snow-white asses, WHICH ARE
SPIRITS IN THE SHAPES OF FEMALE ASSES, ARE APPOINTED TO
TAKE REVENGE ON THOSE WHO TRANSGRESS RELIGION AND
THE LAW. They will come out and reign over the world. Numerous
accusers are aroused on several sides to rule over the world. When
morning breaks, they all vanish and lose their dominion. Each
comes to its FIXED position and returns to its place.

230. Another explanation of the phrase, "the morning was light," is
that when Avraham's morning breaks, THE REIGN OF THE RIGHT
BEGINS. "... the men were sent away" refers to the accusers who
rule by night, "they and their asses": These are the female asses
THAT ARE APPOINTED OVER THOSE WHO TRANSGRESS religion
and the law. They come from the side of defilement, being unholy,
and do not rule and are not seen when morning comes. The female
asses in charge of sinners are considered the same as male asses.

231. There are no upper grades that are not divided into right and
left, into mercy and judgment. There are numerous grades, holy on
the side of holiness and defiled on the side of defilement. All grades
stand on top of each other.

232. Wherever Avraham's morning is awakened into the world, the
forces of the left are gone and have no sway, for they cannot exist
on the right side, only on the left. THEREFORE, WHEN MORNING
ARRIVES, WHICH IS THE REIGN OF THE RIGHT, THEY ARE FORCED
TO VANISH. The Holy One, blessed be He, made day and night to
give each its own proper aspect, THE RIGHT TO RULE BY DAY AND
THE LEFT TO RULE BY NIGHT. Happy is the portion of Yisrael in this
world and the world to come.

233. Rabbi Chiya said: "But to you who fear my name, the sun of
righteousness shall arise with healing in its wings" (Malachi 3:20).
Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, will cause to shine
upon Yisrael the sun, which, from the day the world was created, He
concealed from the wicked in the world, as it is written, "And from
the wicked their light is withheld" (Iyov 38:15).
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234. The Holy One, blessed be He, stored that light, for when it first
came out, it shone from one end of the world to the other. But when
He looked upon the generations of Enosh, the generation of the
Flood, the generation of the Tower of Babylon and all the wicked
ones, He stored the light.

235. When Ya'akov came to contend with Esav's minister, who bit his
thigh, he limped. It is then written, "the sun rose upon
him" (Beresheet 32:32). What sun is this? It is the sun that was
stored away, which has healing in it, to heal his thigh. When he was
healed through that sun, it is written, "And Ya'akov came to Shalem
(lit. 'whole')" (Beresheet 33:18), meaning he was whole in his body
and healed.

236. The Holy One, blessed be He, will therefore uncover that sun in
the future and shine upon Yisrael, as it is written, "But to you who
fear my name the sun of righteousness shall arise," the sun of
righteousness being the sun with which Ya'akov was healed. It is
"with healing in its wings," because everybody will then be healed.
When the children of Yisrael rise from the dust, many will be lame
and blind. The Holy One, blessed be He, will shine the healing sun
upon them, as it is written, "with healing in it wings."

237. That sun will then shine from one end of the world to the other.
Yisrael will be cured, but the idolatrous nations will be burned by it.
Concerning Yisrael, the verse reads, "Then shall your light break
forth like the morning, and your health shall spring forth speedily;
and your righteousness shall go before you; the glory of Hashem
shall be your rearguard" (Yeshayah 58:8).

15. "And to Yosef were born two sons, before the years of famine came"
The subject of this final passage is the nature of "the days of evil." These are not the days of old age, Rabbi Yitzchak explains, but the "illumination
of the left." Man should remain chaste in a bad time and not have children, since these "strange" children would descend from the left side--thus,
Yosef had his sons before the famine struck. Neither should a man go forth into the marketplace during the days of evil, since the world is full of
"satanic accusers" lying in wait for the unwary.
The Relevance of this Passage
A man and woman's thoughts during sexual relations help determine the purity of their unborn child's soul. The purer our thoughts at the moment of
conception, the finer the grade of soul that is drawn from the Upper Worlds. Because of social pressures and our Evil Inclination, purifying and
controlling our thoughts is a formidable task. The cleansing attributes of the Hebrew letters in this passage help us to prevail over the world's
negative influences, and to elevate our thoughts and desires. We draw Light to our children, which helps purify their souls.
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238. Let us return to the subject: "And to Yosef were born two sons
before the years of famine came" (Beresheet 41:50). Rabbi Yitzchak
quoted the verse, "And the remnant of Ya'akov shall be in the midst
of many peoples like dew from Hashem, like the showers upon the
grass, that tarries not for man, nor waits for the sons of
men" (Michah 5:6). Come and behold: Every day, when light breaks,
a bird awakens on a tree in the Garden of Eden and crows three
times. The twig is straightened, and the crier loudly warns: Whoever
among you see but see not; exist in the world, yet do not know why;
do not care for the glory of their Master; and do not study the Torah
even though it stands before you, it is better for you never to have
been born. Why should you exist without understanding? Woe to
you, when the days of evil shall bestir themselves against you and
banish you from the world.

239. HE ASKS: What are the days of evil? Can they be days of old
age? Not so, for days of old age, if man has children and
grandchildren, are good days. What, then, are days of evil?

240. They are mentioned in the verse, "Remember now your creator
in the days of your youth, before the evil days come" (Kohelet 12:1).
These are not days of old age. The mystery here is that when the
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He did it through the
letters of the Torah. Each letter came before Him, until they came to
be established by the letter Bet, WHICH IS IN THE SECRET OF
BLESSING (LIT. 'BERACHAH'), FOR WHICH REASON THE WORLD
WAS CREATED BY IT. All the alphabets along with their various
permutations, THE 231 INWARD ALPHABETS AND THE 231
BACKWARD ALPHABETS, AS WE KNOW, are means WITH WHICH
to create the world, HAVING RECEIVED THE SECRET OF BLESSING
FROM THE LETTER BET.

241. After the letters were permutated INTO AN ALPHABET IN
WHICH THE LETTERS Tet and Resh appear together, the Tet
ascended and would not settle together WITH RESH. The Holy One,
blessed be He, rebuked her and said: Tet, Tet, why do you ascend
and not settle in your place?' She replied: You have made me the
first letter in the word Tov (good), and the Torah opened by saying
"that it was good" IN THE VERSE, "AND ELOHIM SAW THE LIGHT,
THAT IT WAS GOOD" (BERESHEET 1:3). How could I be united with
RESH, WHICH IS THE FIRST LETTER IN THE WORD Ra (EVIL)?

242. He said to her, return to your place, for you have need OF THE
LETTER RA. For I wish to create man and include both of you
together in him. Then he will be created, but with you on the right
and her on the left. The letters Tet and Resh settled together again.
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243. The Holy One, blessed be He, then divided them, AND
SEPARATED THEIR ILLUMINATION, THE ONE BEING WHOLLY
GOOD AND THE OTHER WHOLLY EVIL. And He created for each
certain days and years, THE SECRET OF THE 28 TIMES IN
KOHELET, the ones to the right and the others to the left, fourteen
TIMES FOR GOOD AND FOURTEEN FOR EVIL. The ones to the right
are called days of good, and the ones to the left are called days of
evil. Solomon said: "before the evil days come" and encompass man
on account of the sins he committed. Once the days of good and
days of evil were created, TET AND RESH settled together again to
be included within man.

244. David therefore asked: "Why should I fear in the days of evil,
when the iniquity of my persecutors compasses me about" (Tehilim
49:6), the days of evil assuredly. There is a mystery in that THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT is called days of famine and years of
famine, and THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT is called days of
plenty and years of plenty.

245. The secret is that one should not draw forth the source of the
holy covenant, THAT IS, NOT PERFORM MARITAL DUTY, in days or
years of famine. Yosef, therefore, the secret of the covenant, closed
his spring in the year of famine and did not allow it to multiply in the
world. HENCE THE WORDS, "AND TO YOSEF WERE BORN...
BEFORE THE YEARS OF FAMINE CAME" (BERESHEET 41:50). When
the year of famine reigns, it behooves man to withhold the spring of
his holy covenant and not enable THE LEFT to multiply in the world.

246. Rabbi Shimon said: It is a very deep mystery that when the year
of famine, THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, has sway, it behooves
man to stop his source FROM BEGETTING CHILDREN FOR TWO
REASONS: (1) If he does not stop his source, he would draw upon
the baby a spirit from the LEFT side, and (2) He would thus give a
place to that side, thereby strengthening the side of defilement in
this world at the expense of the side of holiness. Regarding this
secret, the scripture also reads, "For three things the earth
quakes" (Mishlei 30:21).

247. For that reason, Yosef the Righteous, who is the secret of the
Covenant, ascended to stop his source during the year of famine, so
as not to mingle at all WITH THE LEFT and prevent it from ruling
OVER THE RIGHT. Of whoever lets his source flow at that time, it is
written, "They have dealt treacherously against Hashem: for they
have begotten strange children" (Hoshea 5:7), for the children HE
BEGETS DURING THE YEARS OF FAMINE are by necessity strange
children. ACCORDING TO THE FIRST REASON GIVEN BY RABBI
SHIMON, HE DRAWS UPON THE BABY A SPIRIT OF THAT SIDE.
Assuredly, "They have dealt treacherously against Hashem"
BECAUSE, ACCORDING TO THE SECOND REASON, THEY LET THE
LEFT BE STRONGER THAN THE RIGHT AND THUS BETRAYED THE
NAME OF HASHEM. Therefore, happy is the portion of holy Yisrael,
who did not replace a place of holiness with that of impurity.
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248. Another explanation of the verse, "And to Yosef were born two
sons before the years of famine came" is that ever since the year of
famine came to rule, WHICH IS LEFT WITHOUT RIGHT, he closed his
spring and raised up his source, so as not to give children to the
side of defilement or exchange a holy place for an impure one,
THEREBY INCREASING DEFILEMENT AT THE EXPENSE OF
HOLINESS. A man should await for his Master to come and rule over
the world, as it is written, "And I will wait upon Hashem, that hides
His face from the house of Ya'akov, and I will hope for
Him" (Yeshayah 8:17).

249. Happy are the righteous who know the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He, observe the precepts of the Torah, and follow their
course, as "the ways of Hashem are right, and the just do walk in
them: but the transgressors shall stumble in them" (Hoshea 14:10)
and "But you that did cleave of Hashem your Elohim are alive every
one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).

250. The Holy One, blessed be He, therefore admonished Yisrael to
sanctify themselves, as it is written, "You shall be holy: for I Hashem
your Elohim am holy" (Vayikra 19, 2). HE ASKS: Who is "I?" HE
ANSWERS, It is the Holy One, blessed be He, the sacred kingdom of
heaven, NAMELY THE NUKVA, while the kingdom of the idolatrous
nations is called other, as it is written, "For you shall worship no
other El, for Hashem, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous
El" (Shemot 34:14).

251. Come and behold: "I" is the government of this world and of the
world to come, and everything depends upon it, AS EVERYTHING
DEPENDS ON THE NUKVA. Whoever cleaves to the "I", NAMELY TO
THE NUKVA, has a portion in this world and the world to come.

252. Whoever cleaves to the other one, THE NUKVA OF THE
HEATHEN, perishes from the world of truth, has no part in the world
to come and takes part in the impurity of this world. Yet he takes part
in the defilement of this world, for the kingdom of the heathen has
numerous legions of accusers through whom it rules over this world.

253. Therefore Elisha, the other who descended and clove to that
grade, THE KINGDOM OF THE HEATHEN CALLED OTHER, was
driven from the world to come. He was not given permission to
repent, but was expelled from the world of truth, for which reason he
was named other.
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254. Thus, a man should separate himself from all these sides in
order not to be defiled by that side and thereby merit this world and
the world to come. Thus, THIS NUKVA OF HOLINESS is a blessing
and that NUKVA OF THE HEATHEN is a curse. The one is plenty and
the other famine. They are direct opposites, as has already been
explained.

255. At the time of the year of famine, WHEN THE NUKVA OF THE
HEATHEN REIGNED, no man should have been seen in the
marketplace or let flow his source to beget children to another El, as
has already been explained.

256. Happy is the man who is careful to walk the way of truth and
constantly cleaves to his Master. It is written, "To Him shall you hold
fast, and by His name shall you swear" (Devarim 10:20). Note that it
is not written, "in Him shall you swear," but rather "in His name,"
WHICH IS THE NUKVA CALLED NAME. What then is the meaning of
the words, "you swear?" HE REPLIED: As we have explained, "YOU
SWEAR (HEB. TISHAVE'A)" MEANS cleaving to the secret of faith,
THE NUKVA CALLED SHEVA (SEVEN) SO NAMED AFTER THE
SEVEN SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT-WHICH SHE RECEIVES FROM BINAH, AS
WILL BE EXPLAINED PRESENTLY.
257. There are seven grades above IN BINAH THAT ARE superior to
all and constitute the secret of the wholeness of faith. THE
ULTIMATE PERFECTION OF THE NUKVA IS TO ASCEND AND
CLOTHE THESE SEVEN GRADES-CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT OF BINAH. The secret of
the seven grades below, IN THE NUKVA HERSELF, is their union and
connection with the SEVEN UPPER ONES, so they become one. It is
therefore written, "Seven days and seven days, namely, fourteen
days" (I Melachim 8:65). All is one, bound as one, FOR THE SEVEN
OF THE NUKVA, WHEN THEY ARE WHOLE, ASCEND AND CLOTHE
THE SEVEN OF BINAH, AND THEY ARE BOUND AS ONE. And "by
His name shall you swear" (Devarim 6:13) ALLUDES TO THE SEVEN
above and below-THE JOINING OF THE SEVEN OF BINAH WITH THE
SEVEN OF THE NUKVA INTO ONE.
258. Of whoever joins these SEVEN LOWER ONES with the SEVEN
UPPER ONES, it is written, "Hashem shall open to you His good
treasure, the heaven" (Devarim 28:12), those treasures THE SEVEN
OF BINAH above and THE SEVEN OF THE NUKVA below. The seven
days OF BINAH and the seven days OF THE NUKVA are as one, and
it is written, "His good treasure, the heaven" and "and seven...to the
seven which were upon the top of it" (Zecharyah 4:2). All of them are
one.

259. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking together when they
saw an armed man wearing fringes, THE TZITZIT. Rabbi Chiya said:
This man is either a completely righteous man WHO WEARS A
FRINGED TALIT EVEN WHILE TRAVELING or is a deceiver of men
WHO CARRIES ARMS AND MIGHT BE A ROBBER, YET WEARS THE
TALIT TO DECEIVE PEOPLE AND CAPTURE THEM.
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260. Rabbi Yosi said: The pious have said to judge every man in a
favorable sense. We have learned that when a man who sets out on a
journey is afraid of robbers, he should meditate upon three things: a
present, a war, and a prayer. How do we know this? From Ya'akov,
who prepared himself for these three things, and was provisioned
for presents, a war, and a prayer, AS IT IS WRITTEN THAT HE
"SENT" (BERESHEET 32:4) ESAV A PRESENT, HE DIVIDED THE
PEOPLE WITH HIM INTO TWO CAMPS LEST "ESAV COME...AND
SMITE IT" IN WAR, AND HE PRAYED TO HASHEM, "DELIVER ME, I
PRAY YOU, FROM THE HAND OF MY BROTHER." This man who is
walking is wearing the Talit to pray and has arms for war. If he has
these two, it is not necessary to look to see if he has the third, THE
PRESENT. IF HE HAS THE FIRST TWO, HE MUST HAVE THE THIRD.

261. When he approached them, they greeted him but he did not
answer. Rabbi Chiya said: It seems as if one of the three THINGS
which should be upon him is absent. BECAUSE HE DOES NOT
RESPOND TO OUR GREETINGS OF PEACE. THIS MEANS THAT he
did not prepare a present, as a present comprises peace. Rabbi Yosi
said: It may be that he is praying or reciting his study so as not to
forget it.

262. They walked with him, yet he did not talk to them. Later Rabbi
Chiya and Rabbi Yosi stepped aside to study the Torah. When the
man saw they were studying the Torah, he approached them and
gave them greetings of peace.

263. He said: Gentlemen, what did you think of when you greeted me
but I did not answer. Rabbi Yosi said: WE THOUGHT you were
engaged in prayer or study. He replied: May the Holy One, blessed
be He, judge you favorably.

264. This I shall tell you. I met a man one day when I was walking
along the road. I greeted him, but he turned out to be a robber, who
fell upon me and grieved me. Had I not overcome him, I would have
come to harm. Since that day, I vowed to greet only a man whom I
knew was RIGHTEOUS, lest he might otherwise molest and
overcome me. Moreover, it is forbidden to greet an evil man, as it is
written, "There is no peace, says Hashem, for the wicked" (Yeshayah
48:22).

265. When you greeted me, I did not respond for I suspected that
YOU WERE NOT RIGHTEOUS. WHY? Because I did not see any
tzitzit on you. I THEREFORE DID NOT RETURN YOUR GREETING.
Besides, I was repeating my studies AND THUS COULD NOT
ANSWER YOU ANYWAY. But now that I see you are righteous, the
way is clear before me.
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266. He then quoted the verse, "A psalm of Asaf. Truly Elohim is
good to Yisrael, to such as are of a clean heart" (Tehilim 73:1). Come
and behold: The Holy One, blessed be He, made right and left in
order to rule over the world. The one, RIGHT, is called good, and the
other, LEFT, is called evil. Man includes them both, and in all
THINGS comes closer TO HASHEM, AS THE SAGES SAID, 'WITH
YOUR TWO INCLINATIONS, THE GOOD INCLINATIONAND THE EVIL
INCLINATION.'

267. The idolatrous nations are included within evil, the left, which
was created for the defilement of their side, as they are
uncircumcised of heart and uncircumcised of flesh. But of Yisrael, it
is written, "Truly Elohim is good to Yisrael."

268. You may say He is good for all Yisrael, but that is not true. He is
good only to those who were not defiled with evil, as it is written, "To
such as are of a clean heart." For of good and evil, good is for
Yisrael alone, and evil is for the idolatrous nations alone. "Truly" He
is "good to Yisrael", so they cleave to THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. Thus, Yisrael cleaves to the supreme mystery, ZEIR ANPIN, in
the secret of faith, THE NUKVA, so that all shall become one. THAT
IS, BY ACHIEVING GOOD, THEY SUCCEED IN UNITING ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE NUKVA AS ONE AND THEN CLEAVE TO THEM.

269. Rabbi Yosi said: Happy are we not to have mistaken you, for it
is the Holy One, blessed be He, who sent you to us. He continued,
Since good is meant for Yisrael, it will then have a portion in this
world and the world to come to see the sight of glory eye to eye. It is
written, "For they shall see eye to eye, Hashem returning to
Tzion" (Yeshayah 52:8).
Blessed be Hashem forever. Amen and amen.
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1. "And Yehuda came near to him"
Rabbi Elazar discusses the role and meaning of the letters of the Aleph-Bet. Just as the Torah begins with Bet, so was the world and man created
with this letter. The Nukva, we are told, is as the Father, always standing by to bless. The relationship between The Creator and the Nukva is also
discussed in some detail, along with its importance for the recitation of blessings.
The Relevance of this Passage
Because Bet is the first letter in the word blessing, Bet was chosen to be the instrument of Creation. The Hebrew letters are very much like DNA-they are the spiritual genetic information through which all existence comes into being. Connecting to the letters through this passage brings
renewal, rejuvenation, and the connection with the creative forces of divinity that give rise to the universe as a whole.
1. "Then Yehuda came near to him" (Beresheet 44:18). Rabbi Elazar
opened the discussion with the verse: "You are our father, though
Avraham be ignorant of us, and Yisrael acknowledge us not. You,
Hashem, are our Father, our Redeemer; your name is from
everlasting" (Yeshayah 63:16). This verse has already been
explained, yet come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the world, He did each day the work befitting it. When the
sixth day arrived--the time for Adam to be created--the Torah came
before Him and said: 'Adam, whom you want to create, will provoke
you. Unless You curb Your wrath, it would be better for him not to be
created.' The Holy One, blessed be He, asked: 'Am I called longsuffering for no reason?'

2. All was created through the medium of the Torah, and constructed
by means of the Torah. AND AS THE TORAH BEGINS WITH THE
LETTER BET, SO WAS THE WORLD CREATED WITH THE LETTER
BET. For before the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world--THE
NUKVA--all the letters were presented before him one by one, in
reverse order.

3. Tav came before him and said: 'Would you create the world
through me? The Holy One, blessed be He, responded: "No, for
many righteous people are destined to die through you, in
accordance with the verse, "and set a mark (Heb. tav) upon the
foreheads of the men" (Yechezkel 9:4). We have also learned this
from the verse, "and begin with my sanctuary" (Ibid. 6), in which the
word 'sanctuary' should be read as 'sanctified'-WHO ARE THE
RIGHTEOUS. The world therefore will not be created through you."

4. The three letters Shin, Kuf, and Resh came before him, each on its
own. The Holy One, blessed be He said: 'It is not worthwhile to
create the world by you, for you are the letters which combine to
create the word 'lie' (Heb. sheker), and no lie deserves to rise before
me," as has already been explained.

5. Then came the letters Pey and Tzadik, and so on until the letter
Caf. Once Caf descended from the Crown (Heb. keter), the higher
and lower worlds shook until all was established using the letter Bet,
a sign of blessing (Heb. beracha)--and the world was created and
constructed by it.
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6. You may say that Aleph is the first letter, and THAT THE WORLD
should have BEEN CREATED THROUGH IT. HE ANSWERS: True, but
because the word damned (Heb. arur) begins with the letter Aleph,
the world was not created through it. Thus, although Aleph pertains
to a Supernal Secret, the world was not created by means of it, so
that no opening--NAMELY, POWER AND STRENGTH--could be given
to Other Side, called 'damned'. Rather, the world was constructed
and created by Bet.

7. Come and behold: "You are our father" means that this world-THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'YOU'--was constructed and
created in this grade, MARKED BY BLESSING. SIMILARLY, THE
WORLD WAS CREATED AND CONSTRUCTED THROUGH BET,
WHICH WAS A SIGN OF BLESSING. Man was also created through
it--THROUGH THE SIGN OF BLESSING--and was issued into the
world. THEREFORE, IN THIS RESPECT, THE NUKVA WAS
CONSIDERED THE ROOT OF MAN, AND WE ADDRESS HER AS
'YOU ARE OUR FATHER'--THAT IS, 'YOU ARE OUR ROOT'.
HUMANKIND TOO WAS CREATED WITH THE MARK OF BLESSING.
8. The verse, "though Avraham be ignorant of us," means that
although the world is sustained by him, THE SECRET OF CHESED-AS IT IS WRITTEN, "THE WORLD IS BUILT BY CHESED" (TEHILIM
89:3)--he nevertheless did not care for us as he did for Yishmael, as
it is written, "O that Yishmael might live before you" (Beresheet
17:18). The verse continues, "and Yisrael acknowledge us not," for
all the blessings he should have conferred on his sons, he let this
grade--THE NUKVA--have to bless all. THUS, ACCORDING TO THE
VERSES, "AND THIS IS THAT WHICH THEIR FATHER SPOKE TO
THEM" (BERESHEET 49:28), THE NUKVA--CALLED 'THIS'--SPOKE
ON BEHALF OF THEIR FATHER AND BLESSED THEM. ALSO WHEN
HE BLESSED EFRAIM AND MENASHE, HE SAID, AS IT IS WRITTEN,
"THE ANGEL WHO REDEEMED ME FROM ALL EVIL"-NAMELY, THE
NUKVA- "BLESS THE BOYS" (BERESHEET 48:16).
9. "You, Hashem, are our Father"--NAMELY, THE NUKVA--always
standing by to bless and care for us, like a father taking care of the
needs of children; "our Redeemer; your name is from everlasting,"
for You (THE NUKVA) are our Redeemer--she is called 'the angel
who redeemed'. Thus, in the phrase, "our Redeemer; your name is
from everlasting," "your name" is assuredly THE NUKVA CALLED
'THE NAME OF HASHEM'. We have learned that we should not stop
between reciting the blessings, "who has redeemed Yisrael," and the
Amidah; or between the blessing of the hand Tefilin and that of the
head Tefilin--as has already been explained.

2. Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah
Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda explore the idea that all details in the lower world have a counterpart in the Upper World, and that the creation of
Adam is the culmination the entire process of creation. The rabbis then discuss the nature of the emanations known as the Sfirot of The Creator,
which gives rise to an extraordinary description of the qualities of the human soul. The three grades of the soul--Ruach, Nefesh, and Neshamah--are
discussed and eventually agreed upon.
The Relevance of this Passage
Every action in this physical dimension has a corresponding influence in the Upper Worlds. In truth, both worlds are actually one reality; they are
like reflections in a mirror. This passage stimulates the high spiritual realms in which the Light is aroused and then reflected back to us in the
physical world to refine and perfect our souls. Perfection refers to the subjugation of the ego, and the transformation of the selfish desire to receive
into a desire to receive for the sake of sharing. Because sharing is the nature of the Light, when we share we take on the nature of The Creator. In
effect, we "become God." When a stone is returned to the mountain from which it was hewn, oneness is again achieved between the part and the
whole. There is no distinguishing feature separating them any longer. This God-like nature is awakened within us as we connect to this passage.
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10. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were studying the Torah one
night. Rabbi Yitzchak said: We have learned that when the Holy One,
blessed be He, created the universe, He made the lower world after
the pattern of the Supernal World, and MADE the one correspond to
the other. EVERY DETAIL IN THE LOWER WORLD HAS A
COUNTERPART IN THE UPPER WORLD. And He is its Glory, both
above and below.

11. Rabbi Yehuda said: Assuredly it is so, and He created Adam
above all, WHO INCLUDES AND COMPLETES ALL THE PARTS OF
CREATION. This is the meaning of, "I have made the earth, and
created man upon it" (Yeshayah 45:12). Surely HE DOES NOT NEED
TO REMIND US that He made the earth--so why is it written,"I have
made the earth?" Because I "created man upon it," who exists to
complete its unification into one wholeness. THIS IS THE PURPOSE
OF THE UNIVERSE, AND ITS PERFECTION IS MAN.

12. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Thus says El,
Hashem, He that created the heavens, and stretched them out; He
that spread forth the earth, and that which comes out of it; He that
gives breath (also: 'soul') to the people upon it, and spirit to them
that walk therein" (Yeshayah 42:5): This verse has already been
explained. Nevertheless, "Thus says El, Hashem, He that created the
heavens," refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, high above-NAMELY, BINAH--who "created the heavens," (ZEIR ANPIN), FOR
BINAH continuously improves ZEIR ANPIN BY EMANATING AND
GIVING HIM MOCHIN. "He that spread forth the earth, and that which
comes out of it" -- namely, the Holy Land, the Bundle of Life, THE
NUKVA --"gives a soul to the people upon it," is the land, THE
NUKVA, that confers souls.

13. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is all above IN BINAH. HE DISAGREES
WITH RABBI YEHUDA, WHO SAID THAT THE PHRASE, "GIVES A
SOUL TO THE PEOPLE UPON IT," ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA. For
from there, BINAH, the soul of life comes out into the land, THE
NUKVA. The land receives the soul and issues it to all, as the river
that flows (ZEIR ANPIN) RECEIVES FROM BINAH, holds all the souls
and issues them to everyone in the land, THE NUKVA. She receives
and distributes them to all MEN WHO ARE WORTHY OF HER.

14. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, created
Adam, he gathered his dust from the four directions of the world. He
created him on the site of the Lower Temple, THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA, and then drew upon him the soul of life from the Upper
Temple--THE SECRET OF BINAH.

15. The soul consists of three grades and therefore has three names,
just like the Supernal Secret, Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah. The
Nefesh, as has been explained, is the lowest of them all AND COMES
FROM THE NUKVA, THE LOWEST OF THE TEN SFIROT. The Ruach
is its sustenance. It rules over the Nefesh, being of a higher grade,
AND IS DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN to sustain it well in everything-BOTH IN CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. The Neshamah is the
supreme existence--NAMELY, THE LIGHT OF BINAH, WHICH IS
HIGHER THAN THE LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE LIGHT OF THE
NUKVA, THE RUACH, AND THE NEFESH. It reigns over all, being a
holy grade superior to all--TO RUACH AND NEFESH.
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16. The three grades, NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH, are
included within men, who attain them by serving their Master. Thus
first, man has a Nefesh with which to be corrected. But when he is
intent on purification through this grade, man is corrected and
crowned with a Ruach, the holy grade that dwells on the Nefesh, with
which the deserving man is adorned.

17. Once he is elevated by Nefesh and Ruach and attains correction
through proper service to his Master, Neshamah, a supernal, holy
grade that reigns over everything, dwells on him so that he may be
adorned by the highest holy grade and be perfect in everything, on
all sides, and thereby merit the world to come. He is then beloved of
the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "That I may cause those
who love me to inherit substance" (Mishlei 8:21). "...those who love
me" refers to those in whom the holy souls abides.

18. Rabbi Yehuda asked: If this is true, why is it written, "all in whose
nostrils was the breath (Lit. 'the Neshamanh') of life..." (Beresheet
7:22)? IF THOSE WHO ATTAIN NESHAMAH ARE THE LOVERS OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHY DID THEY DIE DURING THE
FLOOD? He replied: Surely THEY LOVED THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE. From all those in whom there was a holy Neshamah, none-such as Chanoch or Yered, or the other righteous Ones--remained to
protect the earth so it would not be destroyed in their merit. This is
the meaning of, "all in whose nostrils was the breath (lit.
'Neshamah') of life, of all that was on the dry land, died"--they all had
already died and departed from the world, and no one remained then
to protect the world.

19. Come and behold: There are grades upon grades, Nefesh, Ruach,
and Neshamah, grade above grade; first Nefesh, being the lowest
grade, as we said, then Ruach, which dwells on Nefesh and is above
it. Neshamah is the highest grade, as has already been explained.

20. Nefesh is David's Nefesh, THE NUKVA, which receives the
Nefesh from the river that flows (NAMELY, FROM ZEIR ANPIN).
Ruach stands over the on Nefesh, which cannot exist without the
Ruach, which dwells between fire and water, NAMELY, TIFERET,
THE CENTRAL COLUMN BETWEEN GVURAH, CALLED 'FIRE', AND
CHESED, CALLED 'WATER'. From here Nefesh is nourished.

21. Ruach depends for its existence on yet a higher grade called
'Neshamah', which is the origin of both Ruach and Nefesh, NAMELY,
THE LIGHT OF BINAH, FROM WHICH ORIGINATES THE LIGHT OF
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'RUACH', AND THE LIGHT OF THE NUKVA
CALLED 'NEFESH'. The Ruach is nourished from them. When Ruach
travels, Nefesh also travels, and all is one. They approach each
other, Nefesh to Ruach and Ruach to Neshamah, and are all one.
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22. Come and behold: "...came near to him" refers to the one world
approaching the other world, THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE LOWER
WORLD, THE NUKVA, THE ASPECT OF NEFESH CALLED 'YEHUDA',
TOWARD THE UPPER WORLD, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE
ASPECT OF RUACH CALLED 'YOSEF', so that all becomes one.
Because both Yehuda and Yosef were kings, they approached each
other and joined together.

3. "For the Kings were assembled"
Rabbis Yehuda and Chiya discourse on the meeting of the Kings, Yehuda and Yosef, which symbolizes the union of the Supernal World--Zeir Anpin-and the Lower World of Malchut. The section explores the significance of the unity of Male and Female, and the conditions most conducive
atonement for sins. The positive effects of the symbolic meeting of the Kings is emphasized.
The Relevance of this Passage
Humanity shares important attributes of the moon: like the moon, we generate no light of our own. Just as lunar light is derived from the sun, man's
spiritual Light is derived from the bordering dimension known as Zeir Anpin. Light can only flow when these two worlds are enjoined, just as a lamp
can only illuminate when connected to electrical current. On a metaphysical level, woman corresponds to Malchut and male denotes the realm of
Zeir Anpin. Intimate relations between man and woman thus join Malchut and Zeir Anpin in this world as well as in the Upper Realms. This pleasure
that accompanies this union is the Light of the Upper Worlds filling Malchut. When our consciousness is directed towards revealing this spiritual
Light during sexual relations, the entire world is brightened and elevated. This section of Zohar raises our consciousness so that we can transform
the sexual act into a force for bringing down Light, rather than as a tool of darkness. Moreover, the Light that is evoked through sexual union shines
around the world as we meditate upon this passage.
23. Rabbi Yehuda began the discussion with the verse, "For the
kings were assembled" (Tehilim 48:5): These are Yehuda and Yosef,
who were both kings. The two of them came together to dispute,
because Yehuda became surety for Binyamin and pledged himself
before his father in this world and the world to come. He therefore
came to argue with Yosef on account of Binyamin, so he would not
be banned from this world and the world to come, as it is written, "I
will be surety for him; of my hand shall you require him: If I bring
him not to you, and set him before you" (Berehsit 43:9), "...then I
shall have sinned to my father for ever" (Beresheet 44:32) in this
world and the world to come.

24. Therefore, "the kings were assembled, they came on together"
means that they quarreled together and were angry with each other
because of Binyamin. Then, it is written, "As soon as they saw, they
were astounded; they were affrighted; they rushed away. Fear took
hold of them there" (Tehilim 48:6), of all them who were there.

25. "...and pain, like a woman in travail" (Tehilim 48:7), for they were
fearful lest they would kill or be killed on account of Binyamin. For
Yosef was sold by Yehuda and was lost to his father. Now that he
became surety for Binyamin, he was fearful lest he would perish.
Thus, it is written, "Yehuda came near to him."

26. Another explanation of the verse, "the kings were assembled," is
that Yehuda and Yosef came to debate with each other as kings.
They met to discuss, the one with the other-the one about Binyamin
and the other about Binyamin. [THIS PARAGRAPH IS REDUNDANT,
AND THE EXPLANATION IS CONTINUED IN THE NEXT
PARAGRAPH.]
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27. Rabbi Yehuda said: "...the kings" alludes to the secret of faith,
THE NUKVA. For when desire was revealed and union adorned IN
MALE AND FEMALE, both the MALE AND FEMALE worlds were
joined together-the one, ZEIR ANPIN, to open the treasure, TO
SPREAD IT, and the other, THE NUKVA, to gather and collect
PLENTY within it. Then "the kings were assembled, they came on
together," both worlds, the Supernal World, ZEIR ANPIN, and the
Lower World, THE NUKVA.

28. "...they came on together (also: 'passed')," for no sin in the world
is atoned for until THE MALE AND THE FEMALE are united, as it is
written, "and forgives (lit. 'passes upon') the transgression" (Michah
7:18), and also "they passed together," the sins passed, because,
WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF UNITY, all faces shine and all sins are
atoned for.

29. Rabbi Chiya said: The secret of this verse applies to correction
through offering, for when a sacrifice is offered, everyone receives
their provision, each according to what he deserves, and then all is
joined as one, all faces shine, and one bond prevails--NAMELY, ONE
UNION. Then, "the kings were assembled" to atone for
transgressions and make them pass away. When, "the kings were
assembled," MALE AND FEMALE, and were connected, "they passed
together"--NAMELY, they atoned for their sins so as to cause all
faces to shine and make all of one accord.

30. "As soon as they saw, they were astounded" (Tehilim 58:5-6). HE
ASKS: Could it be that the kings SAW AND WERE ASTOUNDED? HE
REPLIED: NOT THEY, but the accusers, who delight in executing
justice, according to orders they receive. When the kings were
assembled with mutual wishes, "they saw" the wish of both worlds,
MALE AND FEMALE, and "they were astounded, they were
affrighted; they rushed away" because all the accusers were
subdued and passed out of the world, for they cannot rule. Both
their existence and their government were then interrupted.

31. Rabbi Elazar said: "Then Yehuda came near to him." Why? HE
ANSWERS: This is how it ought to have been, for he became surety,
as it is written, "For your servant became surety for the boy." The
secret is that Yehuda and Yosef should have approached each other
simultaneously, because Yosef is righteous, NAMELY, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN and Yehuda is a king, NAMELY, MALCHUT, THE NUKVA
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, "Then Yehuda came near to him,"
because their coming together produced many benefits for the
world, resulted in peace among all the tribes, peace between
themselves--BETWEEN YEHUDA AND YOSEF--and caused the spirit
of Ya'akov to revive, as it is written, "the spirit of Ya'akov their father
revived" (Beresheet 45:27). Hence, their joining together was needed
by all sides, above and below.
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4. "Beautiful for situation"
Next, Rabbi Aba further clarifies the meaning of this important passage, relating it to Yosef, then to the Sfirot, and finally to "the Great King." In a
beautiful manner, he shows how the secret of faith itself is embodied here.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ten dimensions [Sfirot] comprise our reality. The dimension known as Yesod neighbors our physical realm and it is the gateway through which all
the spiritual energy of the Upper World flows into our world. Our connection to Yesod is strengthened by virtue of this passage, infusing our lives
with tremendous amounts of positive energy.
32. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse, "Beautiful for
situation, the joy of the whole earth: Mount Tzion, the uttermost
parts of the north, the city of the Great King" (Tehilim 48:3). This
verse is the secret of faith: "Beautiful for situation" is Yosef the
Righteous, of whom scripture says, "And Yosef was good looking,
and well favored" (Beresheet 39:6); he is "the joy of the whole earth,"
the gladness and joy above and below; "Mount Tzion, the uttermost
parts of the north" is his portion (YOSEF'S PORTION), where the
tabernacle of Shilo stands; "Mount Tzion" is Jerusalem, NAMELY,
THE NUKVA; "the uttermost parts of the north" is assuredly above
and below, FOR BOTH THE UPPER TEMPLE, THE NUKVA, AND THE
LOWER TEMPLE ARE CONSIDERED TO BE OF THE ASPECT OF
THE NORTH, NAMELY, THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT OF BINAH,
THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
33. "...the city of the Great King" is a place prepared for the Great
King, the most high King residing over the Holy of Holies, from
whom all Light, Blessings, and Joy comes, so that all faces shine
and the Temple is blessed. When it is blessed, the whole world is
also blessed.

5. Sixty breaths
Rabbis Yehuda and Yosi, later joined by Rabbi Elazar, discuss the meaning of King David and midnight prayer. They are joined by a "commoner,"
Chizkiyah, whose name means, "strengthened by The Creator." He clarifies the meaning of David praying after midnight, and explores the grades of
life and death, arriving at the profound understanding that it is through wisdom alone that everything in the world exists. We are introduced to the
concept of the continually evolving nature of Heaven--and thus, to the continually evolving nature of perfection. Through a discussion of the Three
Columns and some secrets of the Patriarchs, the rabbis return to King David, to the meaning and concept of his being alive in the present, and how
such a miraculous event is possible.
The Relevance of this Passage
The mystical Light aroused during midnight prayer is invoked in our lives. This Light strengthens our soul and opens us to receive greater wisdom
through spiritual learning and growth. Kabbalistic wisdom itself, including these very words, is also the sum and substance of spiritual Light.
Therefore, each new lesson and each new insight makes us wiser and more pure.
34. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi met in the village of Chanan. While
they were sitting at the inn, a man came with a baggage-laden mule
and entered the house. Rabbi Yehuda was then saying to Rabbi
Yosi: We have learned that King David slept like a horse and had
little sleep. If this is true, how did he wake up at midnight? The
portion OF SIXTY BREATHS OF A HORSE'S SLEEP is very brief, so
he would have awakened before even a third of the night was over.
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35. He replied: When night fell, he used to sit with the princes of his
house to execute justice and study the Torah, WHICH MEANS, THAT
HE DID NOT GO TO SLEEP WHEN NIGHT FELL, BUT CLOSER TO
MIDNIGHT. He then slept until midnight, when he woke and rose to
worship his Master with songs and hymns.

36. The man interposed and asked: Is this what you think? This is
the secret of the matter: King David is alive and exists forever and
ever. King David was careful to avoid a foretaste of death; and
because sleep is a sixtieth part of death, King David, whose domain
is the Living, slept only sixty breaths. For up to sixty breaths less
one, it is living; from then on, man tastes death, and the side of the
impure spirit reigns over him.

37. King David guarded himself from tasting death, lest the side of
the impure spirit obtain control over him. For sixty breaths minus
one are the Secret of Supernal Life. The first sixty breaths are the
supernal sixty breaths, whose secret is that life depends on them.
From then downward, it is the secret of death.

38. Therefore King David would measure the night UNTIL MIDNIGHT,
so as to remain alive, lest the foretaste of death dominate him. At
midnight, David would be in his domain, IN HIS GRADE, WHICH IS
LIFE AND EXISTENCE, BY WAKING UP AND UTTERING CHANTS
AND HYMNS. For when midnight stirred and the Holy Crown, THE
NUKVA, was awakened, David did not wish to be found connected to
another domain, the domain of death.

39. When midnight comes Supernal Holiness is awakened, but man
is asleep in his bed and does not awaken to regard the glory of his
Master; he becomes attached to the secret of death and cleaves to
another domain, TO THE OTHER SIDE. King David therefore always
woke at midnight, careful of the glory of his Master, alive before the
Living One, and he would never sleep long enough to taste death.
Thus, he slept like the sixty breaths of a horse-sixty breaths LESS
ONE.
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40. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi came and kissed him, FOR HE
REVEALED A NEW EXPLANATION CONCERNING MIDNIGHT
PRAYER. They asked him: What is your name? He replied: Chizkiyah
(lit. 'strengthened of Hashem'). They said to him: May you be
strengthened and may your study of the Torah be augmented. They
sat down. Rabbi Yehuda said: Since you have started, tell us more of
the Supernal Mysteries to which you have made reference.
41. He opened the discussion with the verse, "Hashem by wisdom
founded the earth; by understanding (Heb. tevunah) He established
the heavens..." (Mishlei 3:19). Come and behold: When the Holy One,
blessed be He, created the universe, He saw that it could not exist,
FOR THE UNIVERSE WAS CREATED UNDER THE REIGN OF THE
LEFT COLUMN, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH WITHOUT
CHASSADIM, AND CHOCHMAH CANNOT ILLUMINE WITHOUT
CHASSADIM. THEREFORE IT COULD NOT EXIST until He created
the Torah, THE CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED 'ZEIR ANPIN', ALSO
CALLED 'TORAH'. HE CAUSED THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND
LEFT, TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER, AND CHOCHMAH
WAS INCLUDED WITHIN CHASSADIM. THEN CHOCHMAH
ILLUMINATED, from the Torah--NAMELY, FROM THE CENTRAL
COLUMN--all the laws issued by the Upper and Lower Worlds, which
are supported by it. THIS IS THE MEANING OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI
AND ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN: as it is
written, "by wisdom founded the earth...." HE FOUNDED THE EARTH
BY WISDOM, CLOTHING CHOCHMAH IN CHASSADIM, SO THAT THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH REMAINED IN THE WORLD.
Through wisdom everything in the world exists, and everything
derives from it, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "IN WISDOM HAVE YOU MADE
THEM ALL" (TEHILIM 104:24).
42. Another explanation of "Hashem by wisdom founded the earth"
is that the Upper World, TEVUNAH, was created only by Chochmah,
and the Lower World, THE NUKVA, was created only by the lower
Chochmah, CHOCHMAH CLOTHED BY THE NUKVA. Thus it seems
that they were all issued from the upper and lower Chochmah. "...by
understanding (Heb. tevunah), He established the heavens..." HE
ASKS: What does it mean by "established"? HE ANSWERS: "...
established" REFERS TO TEVUNAH, WHICH ESTABLISHES ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'HEAVEN', every day. They were not mended at one
time; rather, He perfects them day by day.

43. This is the secret of the verse, "and the heavens are not clean in
His sight" (Iyov 15:15). Could you think it a derogation of the
heavens? On the contrary, it is to the advantage of the heavens: for
it is because of the love and great passion that the Holy One,
blessed be He (WHO IS TEVUNAH), bears for the heavens (ZEIR
ANPIN), that He views them as not perfect enough. It is for the love
of them and because of His desire to shine continuously upon them.
HE EXPLAINS: The world to come, TEVUNAH, radiates scintillating
light every day without cessation to illuminate them always.
Therefore, they are "not clean in His sight." It does not say 'not
clean,' but rather, "not clean in His sight." THIS INDICATES THAT,
ALTHOUGH THEY ARE IN REALITY CLEAN, BECAUSE OF HIS
DESIRE TO SHOWER ABUNDANCE UPON THEM, THEY ARE NOT
CONSIDERED CLEAN TO HIM, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED. Thus,
THE SCRIPTURE READS, "by understanding He established the
heavens."
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44. HE ASKS: What are the heavens IN THE VERSE, "BY
UNDERSTANDING HE ESTABLISHED THE HEAVENS"? HE REPLIS:
They are the secret of the Patriarchs-CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET. The secret of the Patriarchs is Ya'akov, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, TIFERET, who includes them all--AS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN INCLUDES THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, THE SECRET OF
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. For it is Ya'akov, the most splendid of
the fathers, who causes THE NUKVA to shine on the world.
45. When he ascended to the world to come, THAT IS, ASCENDED
AND CLOTHED YISRAEL AND SABA, CALLED 'THE WORLD TO
COME', THE SECRET OF COVERED CHASSADIM, WHICH IS WHY
THERE IS NO PLACE IN HIM FOR THE REVELATION OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH; a branch came out from him,
beautiful to the sight, BY THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, CALLED
'SIGHT' AND 'VISION'. And all the lights, BOTH CHOCHMAH AND
CHASSADIM, radiated from it, as did the abundance and the
anointing oil needed to illuminate the land, THE NUKVA. What is
THIS BRANCH? It is Yosef, the Righteous, who gives abundance,
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, to the whole world, which is
sustained by him, BY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM.
Therefore whatever the Holy One, blessed be He, does has meaning,
and all is as it should be.
46. While they were talking, Rabbi Elazar came. When he saw them
he said: Assuredly the Shechinah is here. What are you discussing?
They told him what happened WITH THE MAN AND HIS WORDS. He
said: He spoke well. HE NOW EXPLAINED ABOUT the sixty breaths.
THE SIX HOURS BEFORE MIDNIGHT PERTAIN TO LIFE, both above
IN THE UPPER WORLD WHERE THE SECRET OF THE CHEST-ANDABOVE OF THE NUKVA IS, and below IN THIS WORLD. From then
on, after midnight, there are sixty other breaths, which are CHESEDGVURAH-TIFERET-NETZACH-HOD-YESOD OF THE CHEST-ANDBELOW, all on the side of death, and the grade of death is upon
them. They are called 'Dormita' ('sleep'), and all of them taste of
death.
47. King David therefore cleaved to the sixty breaths of life,
NAMELY, THE SIX HOURS BEFORE MIDNIGHT, WHICH IS THE
SECRET of ABOVE THE CHEST, WHERE THE POWER OF
JUDGMENT AND DEATH, WHICH IS IN THE CHEST, CANNOT
REACH. But afterward, he slept not at all. This is the meaning of, "I
will not give sleep to my eyes, slumber to my eyelids" (Tehilim
132:4). Thus THAT MAN spoke well, as David should be considered
alive. He is on the side of the living and not on the side of death.
Then, they all joined together to study the Torah.

48. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem the
Elohim of my salvation, when I cry in the night before you" (Tehilim
88:2). Come and behold: King David used to rise at midnight and
study the Torah and delight the King and the Queen with songs and
praises. This is the joy of Faith on the earth, for it is the praise of
Faith, THE SHECHINAH, that is seen on earth.
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49. For numerous holy angels joyously begin to sing above, praising
at night on all sides, EVEN IN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT,
FOR THEN THE NUKVA REIGNS, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE, "SHE RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS YET NIGHT" (MISHLEI
31:15). It is likewise below on earth, for the Holy One, blessed be He,
takes pleasure in whoever on earth praises Him at night, and all the
holy angels who praise the Holy One, blessed be He, listen to the
man who praises THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, at night on
earth. For this chanting increases the glory of the Holy One, blessed
be He, from below, and sings joyously in unison.

50. Come and behold: King David wrote, "Hashem the Elohim of my
salvation," which means, when is HASHEM the Elohim of my
salvation? He is my salvation by day, after I first sang to You by
night. Then is He my salvation by day.

51. Come and behold: Whoever sings the praises of the Torah during
the night before his Master is strengthened by day on the right side,
WHICH IS CHESED. THIS MEANS THAT THE CHOCHMAH HE
RECEIVED BY NIGHT THROUGH THE LEFT IS CLOTHED DURING
THE DAY BY CHESED, THE RIGHT SIDE. For a thread of grace
comes out from the right side. It is drawn upon him, and he is
strengthened by it. David therefore said: "Hashem the Elohim of my
salvation, when I cry in the night before you."

52. Thus, he said: "The dead cannot praise Yah" (Tehilim 115:17),
because it is the living who should praise the Living, and not the
dead, as it is written, "The dead cannot praise Yah." "But we will
bless Yah" (Ibid.), for we are living and have no part of death.
Chizkiahu said: "The living, the living, he shall praise you, as I
do" (Yeshayah 38:19), for the living has a connection with the Living.
So is King David living, and he came near the One who lives forever.
And whoever approaches THE ONE LIVING FOREVER, is living, as it
is written: "But you that did cleave of Hashem your Elohim are alive
every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4), and "And Bnayahu the son
of Yehoyada, the son of a living man, of Kavtze'el" (II Shmuel 23:20).

6. "And you shall eat and be satisfied, and bless"
Chizkiyah resolves the apparent contradiction that exists in the scriptural injunction that we should not eat before the first prayer of the morning,
and the injunction urging us to give the blessing only after the meal. This leads to greater appreciation of the weighty task that The Creator has
taken on in providing his children with longevity and nourishment. We learn that the providing depends on Mazel (Eng. 'luck', here imbued with an
astrological dimension), not merit--a complex and difficult mystery that is somewhat clarified here, leading to both a firmer grasp of the inherent
mysteries that lie within the mystical union of Male and Female, and also to a clarification of the secrets contained within the vitally important act of
Yosef and Yehuda approaching one another.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Hebrew word Mazel is usually translated as "luck", but it really means "sign"--as in the signs of the constellations. We are born into this world
under a specific celestial influence, as determined by deeds in past lives. We can rise above any negative influences of these signs by evoking the
Light through prayer, blessing, and meditation upon these mystical passages of the Zohar.
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53. The Jew then continued with the verse, "And you shall eat and be
satisfied, and bless Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 8:10). HE ASKS:
Do not we bless the Holy One, blessed be He, before eating? Indeed
we should rise early in the morning to recite His praises in the
proper order, before we greet any other in the world. It is also
written, "You shall not eat anything with the blood" (Vayikra 19:26),
WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN EXPLAINED, AS it is forbidden to eat
before blessing one's Master. Yet now it is written, "And you shall
eat and be satisfied, and bless," WHICH MEANS IT BEHOOVES ONE
TO BLESS ONLY AFTER THE MEAL.

54. HE ANSWERS: The blessings we recite before eating are prayers
for unity BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE, while those we recite after
eating HAVE TWO PURPOSES--(1), to show proper satiation before
the grade of faith, THE NUKVA, AND (2), to bless her properly, so
that THE GRADE OF FAITH shall be well watered, blessed and filled
with joy from the supernal life as much as needed, and thus will
confer sustenance upon us.

55. For providing man's food is as heavy a task for the Holy One,
blessed be He, as the cleaving of the Sea of Reeds (the Red Sea).
Why? Because all nourishment of the world come from above. We
have learned that children, longevity, and nourishment depend NOT
UPON MERIT, but upon mazal. Therefore daily sustenance is a heavy
task for Him, for it depends upon mazal, from whence children,
longevity, and sustenance are derived. Daily sustenance is hard for
Him, because one does not have them before being blessed BY
MAZAL.

56. Similarly, arranging marriages is a heavy task for Him, and
everything, CHILDREN AS WELL AS LONGEVITY AND
SUSTENANCE, occurs because the firmament is a curtain that
serves no purpose. All the more so CHILDREN, LIFE, AND
SUSTENANCE, which abide above in another place. It therefore
needs to be blessed TO RECEIVE FROM THENCE.

57. Come and behold: The arranging of marriages is hard for this
grade, THE NUKVA, for when union occurs, WHICH BEGETS SOULS,
all the souls emerge from the upper mazal, which is the river that
flows FROM EDEN--NAMELY, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. And when
there is a desire TO DRAW from below upward--TO WIT, TO DRAW
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS ONLY DRAWN FROM BELOW UPWARD--the
souls soar TO THE NUKVA and become in this grade comprehensive
of male and female together. They are then separated, so that each
goes its appointed place. Later the grade finds it hard to reunite
them-THE MALE AND THE FEMALE-as before, because they are only
united through men's behavior, and everything depends on what is
above.
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58. Therefore marriages are as hard for Him to arrange as the
cleaving of the Red Sea, for the Red Sea was cleaved to open high
roads above that then opened and cleft ways and roads below.

59. Therefore everything depends on the high region, FOR THE
NUKVA HAS NOTHING OF HERSELF AFTER SHE IS DIMINISHED,
and we should bless her, and give her strength from above, so she
will be blessed AND RECEIVE from above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and
be well strengthened. Therefore it is written, "and bless Hashem,"
with the particle 'Et' before 'Hashem', FOR IT ALLUDES TO THE
NUKVA CALLED 'ET'.
60. We should show before this place, NAMELY, THE NUKVA,
satisfaction and shining faces, and to the Other Side, when it reigns
in the world, it behooves us to show ourselves famished, for the
grade OF THE OTHER SIDE is hunger, and we should look hungry
before it instead of well-fed, because satiation does not rule over the
world BECAUSE OF IT. It is therefore written, "And you shall eat and
be satisfied, and bless Hashem your Elohim," AS WHEN HOLINESS
REIGNS, THERE IS PLENTY IN THE WORLD. Rabbi Elazar said:
Assuredly it is so, and so should it be THAT PLENTY ABOUNDS
WITH THE RULE OF HOLINESS, AND FAMINE WITH THE REIGN OF
THE OTHER SIDE.

61. Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy are the righteous, whose coming
together brings peace into the world, for they know how to bring
unison and approach each other to increase peace in the world. For
until Yosef and Yehuda came near each other, there was no peace.
Once they came near each other, peace increased in the world. Joy
abounded above and below, when Yosef and Yehuda approached
each other, and all the tribes joined Yosef. The coming together
caused peace to abound in the world, as we have explained in
relation to the verse, "Then Yehuda came near to him."

7. "And Yosef could not restrain himself"
We receive an introduction to the types of men who descended from Adam, and how each type can bring merit and benefit to the others--just as the
beneficiary or "carrier" of charity gains merit in the same degree as the giver. This powerful analogy leads to further discussion of the relationship
between "Charity Carrier" and the analogous Sfirot that exist above our physical realm. To assist our understanding of its inherent mystery, unity is
explored as it exists within a theme of mating--specifically the mating of the Holy One with Yisrael. In the illumination following this supreme Union,
all can be blessed.
The Relevance of this Passage
When a man and woman join together in sexual union within the spiritual confines of marriage, their connection creates a stirring above: the Lower
World embraces the Upper World and Divine Light fills all. But the man and woman must be pure of thought and joined by love. Their union must be
accompanied by a consciousness to share pleasure for the purpose of creating Light for each other and the world.
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62. "Then Yosef could not restrain himself before all them that stood
by him ..." (Beresheet 45:1). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse, "He has distributed freely, he has given to the poor; his
righteousness endures for ever; his horn shall be exalted with
honor" (Tehilim 112:9). Come and behold: The Holy One, blessed be
He, created the world and made Adam ruler over it-to be king over all.

63. From man, four types of men branched out-some righteous and
some wicked, some stupid and some wise. Of these, some were rich
and some poor. They can bring merit and benefit to each other. The
righteous can benefit the wicked BY CAUSING THEM TO REPENT
THEIR SINS; the wise can benefit the foolish BY TEACHING THEM
SENSE; the rich can benefit the poor BY SUPPORTING THEM IN
THEIR NEED. Through these actions, man merits life everlasting and
attaches himself to the Tree of Life. THEREFORE, THE SCRIPTURE
READS, "HE HAS DISTRIBUTED FREELY, HE HAS GIVEN TO THE
POOR." Moreover, this charity he dispenses stands forever,
NAMELY, THE NUKVA ESTABLISHED BY IT IS CALLED 'EVER', as it
is written, "and his charity endures for ever" (Tehilim 112:9).

64. "He has distributed freely, he has given to the poor." Rabbi
Elazar said: When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the universe,
He established it upon one pillar named righteous, NAMELY, YESOD.
The righteous is the support of the world; THAT IS, HE SUPPORTS
THE NUKVA CALLED 'WORLD'. It is he who gives water, NAMELY,
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, and food, THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHASSADIM, to all, as it is written, "And a river went out of Eden
to water the garden; and from thence it was parted, and branched
into four streams" (Beresheet 2:10). THIS IS YESOD NAMED 'RIVER'.

65. In the verse, "and from thence it was parted," what is the
meaning of the word 'parted'? HE ANSWERS: It is the food and drink
from that river that the garden receives, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. Then
drink is further distributed into the four directions of the universe,
SO THAT ALL INHABITANTS OF THE WORLD RECEIVE WATER
FROM HER AND NONE REMAINS THIRSTY. How many wait for food
and drink from there, as it is written, "The eyes of all wait upon you;
and you give them their food in due season" (Tehilim 145:15). Thus,
the verse, "He has distributed freely, he has given to the poor,"
alludes to the righteous, YESOD, WHICH DISTRIBUTES AND GIVES
ALL OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, AND SUPPORTS ALL THE
POOR OF THE WORLD. The verse, "and his charity endures for
ever," refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA CALLED
'CHARITY', which, because SHE RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM
YESOD, stands united in the secret of peace. THUS, SHE STANDS
FOREVER. "The wicked man shall see it, and be vexed," (Tehilim
112:10) alludes to the kingdom of the idolatrous, MALCHUT OF THE
OTHER SIDE, WHICH THEN ENVIES THE MALCHUT OF HOLINESS.
66. Come and behold: The kingdom of heaven, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, is the Temple. It shelters all the poor under the shadow of the
Shechinah; the righteous. YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN is called 'charity
collector', because he bestows sustenance upon everybody,
NAMELY, THE POOR UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE SHECHINAH.
Therefore the charity collectors receive as much a reward as those
who gave them donations, BEING A CHARIOT TO YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'CHARITY COLLECTOR', WHICH INCLUDES ALL
THE SFIROT ABOVE IT.
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67. Come and behold: "Then Yosef could not restrain himself before
all them that stood by him," who waited to receive food and drink
from him. YESOD, CALLED 'YOSEF', COULD NOT RESTRAIN ITSELF
FROM SHOWERING ABUNDANCE UPON THEM. IN THE VERSE,
"And no man stood with him, while Yosef made himself known to his
brethren," the words "with him" allude to the congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, WITH WHOM NO ONE STOOD;
"WHILE..." REFERS TO THE TIME OF MATING, AS MATING IS
CALLED 'KNOWLEDGE'; "his brethren" are the other Chariots and
Legions, of whom it is written, "For my brethren and companions'
sakes" (Tehilim 122:8), BECAUSE HE MATED WITH THE NUKVA SO
HE COULD GIVE THEM ABUNDANCE. WE LEARN FROM THE VERSE
THAT "WHILE YOSEF MADE HIMSELF KNOWN"--WHEN YOSEF
UNITED WITH THE SHECHINAH--HE DID IT FOR HIS BROTHERS'
SAKES, SINCE "TO" MEANS "FOR THE SAKE OF." Another
explanation of "And no man stood with him" concerns the time when
the Holy One, blessed be He, approached the congregation of Yisrael
to mate with her. The verse, "while Yosef made himself known to his
brethren," refers to the time when the Holy One, blessed be He,
joined Yisrael, THAT IS, WHEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
WAS UNITED WITH YISRAEL, "NO MAN STOOD" OF THE OTHER
NATIONS "WITH HIM," WHEN HE MATED WITH THE NUKVA. For
they alone received THE ILLUMINATION OF UNION, without
connection to the other idolatrous nations. Hence it is written, "On
the eighth day you shall have a solemn assembly" (Bemidbar 29:35),
for at that time the Holy One, blessed be He, is united with Yisrael
alone, of whom it is written, "for my brethren and companions'
sakes..."
68. Rabbi Yisa continued: Of the time when the Holy One, blessed be
He, raises the congregation of Yisrael from the dust AT THE TIME OF
REDEMPTION and wishes to take vengeance on the idolatrous
nations, it is written, "And of the peoples there was no man with
me" (Yeshayah 63:3). As it is written, "And no man stood with him,"
and "and he bore them and carried them all the days of old" (Ibid. 9).

69. "Then Yosef could not restrain himself" (Beresheet 45:1). Rabbi
Chizkiyah quoted, "A song of ascents To you I lift up my eyes, O You
Who dwells in the heaven" (Tehilim 123:1). This verse has already
been explained, yet come and behold: It is written here, "To You I lift
up my eyes;" and elsewhere, "I will lift up my eyes to the
mountains" (Tehilim 121:1). WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE? The one is
above and the other below. HE EXPLAINED: "I will lift up my eyes to
the mountains" above, TO ZEIR ANPIN, to draw blessings from the
Supernal Mountains above ON THE NUKVA, AS IN THE SECRET OF
'THE MOUNTAINS ARE NONE OTHER THAN THE PATRIARCHS,'
WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, from
whom blessings are drawn upon the congregation of Yisrael. "To
You I lift up my eyes," FROM DOWN BELOW IN THE NUKVA, is to
yearn and wait for the blessings that come down FROM ZEIR ANPIN
TO THE NUKVA.

70. "You who dwells in the heavens" (Tehilim 123:1). HE ASKS: IF IT
REFERS TO THE NUKVA, WHY DOES IT SAY "IN THE HEAVENS,"
WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN? HE REPLIED: Because all the strength,
power, and support OF THE NUKVA is in heaven, SHE RECEIVES
THEM FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'HEAVEN'. For when the Yovel
(Jubilee), BINAH, opens the springs of all the gates-THE
ABUNDANCE OF THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH-they are all in
heaven, ZEIR ANPIN. And when heaven receives all the lights from
the Yovel (Jubilee), it nourishes and feeds the congregation of
Yisrael, THE NUKVA, through a certain righteous One, YESOD.
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71. Because YESOD is aroused toward her, many stand on all sides
to drink and be blessed from there, TO RECEIVE FROM THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE UNION, as it is written, "The young lions roar
after their prey, and seek their food from El" (Tehilim 104:21). She
then ascends TO MATE in utmost secrecy, as is proper, and receives
from her husband delicacies that she deserves. And all those on all
sides WHO WAIT TO RECEIVE FROM HER remain alone, AND DO
NOT RISE WITH THE NUKVA, as it is written, "And no man stood
with him," and, "and he cried, 'Cause every man to go out from me.'"
Only after she receives delicacies from her husband, NAMELY,
AFTER MATING, is everybody given food and drink, as it is written,
"they gave drink to every wild beast: the wild asses quench their
thirst" (Ibid. 11).

8. "Why have you dealt ill"
Moshe and Eliyahu both said to The Creator, "Why have you brought evil?" This indicates the power of the evil side over the people of the covenant.
We learn that the Prophet Eliyahu did not die, and continues to act as messenger to the people of the covenant to this present day. Neither Moshe
nor Eliyahu died, we' re told, but were instead brought directly into heaven immediately after shedding their bodies. The rabbis refer to a particular
strength acquired by the soul when it is confronted by the powerful desire existing between man and women, and how, more than any other human,
the soul of Eliyahu was on the side of the male.
The Relevance of this Passage
The people of the covenant are endowed with the most intense desire to receive. They can bring more Light to this world than all other nations
combined, but they can bring also more darkness if they are ruled by their Evil Inclination. The strength to both recognize and subdue our negative
impulses is impressed into our soul. We further receive the purifying Light of Moshe and Eliyahu, whose influences help us rise above the desires of
our physical body. We touch the divine realm of immortality and infuse our lives with this sacred and eternal energy.
72. Rabbi Yosi opened a discussion of Eliyahu with the verse, "And
he cried to Hashem, and said: 'Hashem my Elohim, have You also
brought evil upon the widow with whom I lodge, by slaying her
son?'" (I Melachim 17:20). Come and behold: There were two who
said harsh words to the Holy One, blessed be He-Moshe and Eliyahu.
Moshe asked: "Why have You dealt ill (lit, 'evil') with this
people?" (Shemot 5:22), and Eliyahu answered, "have You also
brought evil...by slaying her son?" They both said the same thing.

73. HE ASKS: Why DID THEY BOTH SAY, "WHY HAVE YOU
BROUGHT EVIL?" HE ANSWERS: Because permission was given to
the Other Side to rule over Yisrael. MOSHE SAID "dealt evil", which
means gave permission to the Other Side of evil to reign upon them.
Eliyahu said "brought evil," WHICH ALSO MEANS THAT you allowed
the Other Side to take his soul. This is why he said "brought evil." All
is one mystery-"BROUGHT EVIL" IS THE SECRET OF GIVING SWAY
TO THE OTHER SIDE CALLED 'EVIL'.
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74. Come and behold: Eliyahu said, "have You also brought evil
upon the widow with whom I lodge", because the Holy One, blessed
be He, said to Eliyahu, "behold, I have commanded a widow woman
there to sustain you" (Shemot 5:9). Whoever nourishes and sustains
the needy, especially in days of famine, is united with and cleaves to
the Tree of Life, and draws life unto himself and his children, as has
already been explained. Now, Eliyahu said: Whoever sustains one
soul in the world merits life and merits to be united with the Tree of
Life. Yet now the tree of death, the evil side, has power over the
widow, whom You commanded to sustain me. Hence HE SAID, "have
You brought evil."

75. HE ASKS: What if you say that no evil is brought on man by the
Holy One, blessed be He. HE ANSWERS, Come and behold: When a
man walks to the right, the Holy One, blessed be He, always protects
him, and the Other Side cannot have mastery over him. Evil is
subdued before him and cannot rule. When the protection of the
Holy One, blessed be He, is removed because he cleaved to evil,
then evil sees him unprotected, obtains power, and comes to
destroy him. Then it is given permission to take away his soul.

76. Moshe said: "why have You dealt ill," because the evil side was
given permission to reign over Yisrael, who became its slaves.
Another explanation of "why have You dealt ill" is that he saw many
FROM YISRAEL die and be given to the side of evil.

77. Come and behold: When good, the right, is stirred, then
gladness, goodness, and blessings abide, all in secrecy, as has
already been explained in connection with THE SONS OF YA'AKOV,
who said 'Blessed be the name of his kingdom for ever and ever' in a
whisper. There is secrecy because union is then carried out
properly. THUS IT IS CLEAR WHY YOSEF SAID: AT THE TIME OF
UNION, "CAUSE EVERY MAN TO GO OUT FROM ME"--AS UNION
HAS TO BE PERFORMED IN SECRECY.

78. Rabbi Chiya asked: How could Eliyahu, who, once he decreed the
Holy One, blessed be He, executed such as the one that heaven will
not let dew or rain fall, be afraid of Izevel, who threatened him with
the words, "and more also, if I make not your life as the life of one of
them by tomorrow about this time" (I Melachim 19:2). How could he
take fright and immediately run for his life?
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79. Rabbi Yosi replied: It has been explained that the righteous do
not wish to trouble their Master, where harm is obvious to the eye.
Shmuel, for example, asked, "How can I go? If Shaul hears it, he will
kill me. And Hashem said: Take a heifer with you ..." (I Shmuel 16:2).
For the righteous do not wish to trouble their Master about obvious
damage. Eliyahu, too, when he saw danger, did not wish to bother
his Master.

80. He said to him, I have heard here that scripture does not say of
Eliyahu, 'he feared (Heb. vayira) and went for his life,' but rather,
"when he saw (Heb. vayar) that" (I Melachim 19, 3), which means he
saw something. What did he see? He saw that the Angel of Death
has been following him these many years, yet he was not delivered
into his hands. And now he "went for his life (lit. 'Nefesh')," which
means that he went to the source of the sustenance of the Nefesh,
which is the Tree of Life, to cleave to it, SO THE ANGEL OF DEATH
WOULD NO LONGER FOLLOW HIM.

81. Come and behold: It is written everywhere else "to his Nefesh,"
yet here it is written, "for his Nefesh." I have heard a secret from
Rabbi Shimon, who said that all the souls in the world come from the
same river, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. They are all received by the
Bundle of Life, THE NUKVA, and the female conceives from the male
when the two sides are both desirous-the female of the male, AND
THE MALE OF THE FEMALE. When the male has GREATER passion
than the female, the souls are of greater endurance, because
everything depends on the desire and passion of the Tree of Life,
ZEIR ANPIN. Eliyahu, who came from that passion OF THE MALE
more than other people, endured AND DID NOT DIE.

82. It is therefore written "for his Nefesh", instead of "to his Nefesh,"
for to (Heb. et) implies the female, THE NUKVA CALLED 'ET', BUT
'FOR' ALLUDES TO THE MALE. You might say THAT IT IS WRITTEN,
"for the woman He said" (Beresheet 3:16), WHO IS A FEMALE. HE
REPLIED: It includes male and female, for when THE FEMALE is
included within the male, then it is written, "for the woman He said,"
whereas "to the woman" indicates the female alone, not included
with the male. Similarly, "for his Nefesh" indicates the male alone,
whereas "to his Nefesh" indicates the female alone. Because Eliyahu
is of the side of the male more than all other people in the world, he
endured more than the others and did not die as did the other
inhabitants of the world. For he comes from the Tree of Life and is
not made of dust AS ARE THE REST OF MEN. He therefore ascended
and did not die as do other people, as it is written, "and Eliyahu went
up by a storm of wind into heaven" (II Melachim 2:11).
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83. Come and behold the verse: "...a chariot of fire, and horses of
fire" (I Melachim 2:11). The spirit shed the body, and he did not die
the way of other men. He remained a holy angel like other sacred
supernal beings, carrying messages in the world like an angel. It has
already been explained that the miracles performed by the Holy One,
blessed be He, are carried out by him.

84. Come and behold the verse: "...and he requested for himself (lit.
'to his Nefesh') that he might die" (I Melachim 19:4), whereas
previously it is written, "and went for his life (lit. 'for his
Nefesh')" (Ibid.), which we have already explained alluded to his
endurance. Here it is written, "to his Nefesh to die," to indicate the
tree where death dwells, NAMELY, THE NUKVA, ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "HER FEET GO DOWN TO
DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5). There the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed
Himself to him, as it is written, "Go out and stand upon the
mountain" (I Melachim 19:11), followed by the words, "and after the
earthquake a fire; but Hashem was not in the fire: and after the fire a
still small voice," which alludes to the innermost place, from where
all lights radiate.
85. It is written, "And when Eliyahu heard it, he wrapped his face in
his mantle...And, behold, there came a voice to him, and said: What
are you doing here, Eliyahu? And he said: I have been very
jealous" (Mishlei 5:5). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him,
"How long will you be jealous for me." You have closed the door so
that death will never have power over you and the world cannot
tolerate your presence with My children, WHOM YOU ACCUSE. He
answers, "because the children of Yisrael have forsaken your
covenant" (Ibid. 14). He said: Upon your life, wherever people will
observe the Holy Covenant, THAT IS, CIRCUMCISION, you shall be
present.

86. Come and behold what Eliyahu caused by his words. It is written,
"Yet I will leave seven thousand in Yisrael, all the knees that have
not bowed to the Baal, and every mouth that has not kissed
him" (Mishlei 5:18). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 'From
now on, the world cannot endure you along with my children,
BECAUSE YOU BRING ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THEM.' "...and
Elisha the son of Shafat of Avel-mechola shall you anoint to be
prophet in your place" (Ibid. 16). Thus, there will be another prophet
for my children, and you shall go to your place.

87. Come and behold: Any man who is jealous for the Holy One,
blessed be He, is not subject to the power of the Angel of Death as
are other men. Instead, peace is upon him, as was said of Pinchas:
"Behold, I give to him my covenant of peace" (Bemidbar 25:12).

9. "And he fell on his brother Binyamin's neck and wept"
The neck is like the Tower of David: it is not of this world, but rather of the celestial Jerusalem. Yosef weeps because he foresaw the destruction of
the Temple and the exile of the tribes of Yisrael. He is able to see such things because the Holy Spirit dwells in him --although it does not dwell with
his brothers. The destruction of the great Temple darkens the whole world, we learn. This was the painful foreknowledge Yosef was obliged to carry
with him.
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The Relevance of this Passage
Our planet contains many spiritual energy centers. These serve as portals through which the supernal Light of the Upper Worlds flows into our
dimension. Israel, we are told, is the energy center of the entire planet. The city of Jerusalem is the energy source of Israel. The Holy Temple is the
primal source of energy for Jerusalem. And the Holy of Holies is the Fountainhead of spiritual energy for the Temple. Reading this passage
connects us to Jerusalem, the Temple, and ultimately to he Holy of Holies. This ensures that all our prayers, deeds, and meditations draw their
appropriate Light from this wellspring of spiritual energy.
88. "And he fell on his brother Binyamin's neck and wept; and
Binyamin wept on his neck..." Rabbi Yitzchak said: It has been
already explained that he wept for the first Temple and for the
second Temple--THAT WILL BE BUILT ON BINYAMIN'S PORTION
AND BE DESTROYED.
89. He opened the discussion with the verse, "Your neck is like the
Tower of David built with turrets, on which there hang a thousand
bucklers, all shields of mighty men" (Shir Hashirim 4:4). HE ASKS:
What is the "Tower of David?" It is the Tower of David IN
JERUSALEM that was built by David, NAMELY, THAT STANDS inside
Jerusalem. Yet "the Tower of David" IN THE SCRIPTURE IS NOT
THIS "TOWER OF DAVID," BUT is the celestial Jerusalem--NAMELY,
THE NUKVA--about which it is written, "The name of Hashem is a
strong tower: the righteous runs into it, and is set up on
high" (Mishlei 18:10). HE ASKS: Who "is set up on high"-THE
RIGHTEOUS OR THE TOWER? HE ANSWERS: the tower is, for into it
the righteous (YESOD) runs.
90. "Your neck" is the Lower Temple, WHICH RESEMBLES THE
TOWER OF DAVID, WHICH IS THE NUKVA AND IS SO CALLED
because it is beautifully built, like the neck. As the neck symbolizes
the beauty of the whole body, so the Temple symbolizes the beauty
of the whole world.

91. The phrase, "built with turrets (Heb. talpiot)" means a hill on
which all the children of the world look TO PRAISE AND TO PRAY. It
has been explained that the word 'talpiot' consists of the letters TelPiot (lit. 'a mound of mouths'). It is a mound which all the mouths of
the world praise and pray.
92. The phrase, "on which there hang a thousand bucklers", (ibid.)
refers to the thousand reconstructions fixed upon it, THAT IS, ON
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH HINTED AT BY THE NUMBER
ONE THOUSAND. AND "all shields of mighty men" are called thus
because they come from the side of harsh judgment.
93. As all a woman's jewels hang round her neck, so do all
ornaments of the world hang about and dwell within the Temple. It
has already been explained that the verse, "We are pursued to our
necks" (Eichah 5:5) alludes to the Temple, which is the neck and
beauty of the world. "We are pursued to our necks; WE LABOR, AND
HAVE NO REST," that labored building it twice-THE FIRST TEMPLE
AND THE SECOND TEMPLE-"and have no rest," for we were not
allowed any. The Temples were destroyed and not rebuilt.

94. As when the neck is destroyed the whole body perishes, when
the Temple was destroyed and darkened, the whole world became
dark too, and the sun, heaven, earth, and stars did not shine.
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95. For that reason-FOR THE TWO TEMPLES THAT WERE
DESTROYED-Yosef cried. After he wept for this, he wept for the
tribes that went into exile. For shortly after the Temple was
destroyed, all the tribes were sent into exile and dispersed among
the nations, as it is written, "And he kissed all his brethren, and wept
on them," meaning, on account of their GOING INTO EXILE.

96. He wept for everything-for the Temple that was twice destroyed
and for his brothers, the ten tribes, who went into exile and were
scattered among the nations. "...and after that his brethren talked
with him," not 'wept'. He wept because HE SAW the Holy Spirit come
upon him; but they did not weep, because the Holy Spirit did not
dwell upon them--THEY DID NOT SEE IT.

10. "And the report was heard in Pharaoh's house"
The Rabbis comment on the role of the voice in prayer. The hidden relationship between voice and Sfirot is explained by the fact that an inner voice
can be heard, just as an outer one can--but the inner voice relates to the Sfirah of Zeir Anpin in a manner the heard voice does not. There are, we
learn, many different voices, and those including the letter Vav ?, are heard differently from those without it. The rabbis conclude that when The
Creator raises up the voice that is now without the Vav, the People shall come home from their long exile to worship Him at Jerusalem's holy
mountain.
The Relevance of this Passage
Human speech is intimately tied to the Divine. The voice can summon forth both dark and Light forces. Different words and blessings resonate with
the numerous supernal worlds that dwell on high, each realm bringing forth a particular ray of Divine Light to illuminate our existence. The ancient
Kabbalists composed words and prayers that would radiate the brightest of Light in this world. This passage helps us stimulate the Light that
shines in all supernal worlds. It inspires us to use our outer and inner voice to produce only positive energy.
97. "...and the report (lit. 'voice') was heard in Pharaoh's house."
Rabbi Aba began the discussion with the verse, "My soul longs,
indeed, it faints for the courts of Hashem: my heart and my flesh cry
out from the living El" (Tehilim 84:3). Come and behold: When a man
prays before his Master, he should first recite his daily blessings,
and say his prayers at the proper times.

98. In the morning, he is to be united with the right of the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHICH IS CHESED. At Minchah (the afternoon
prayer) he is to be united with the left OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE. It behooves man to pray daily, so as to be united with the
Holy One, blessed be He, as has already been explained. When he
prays before his Master, he must not speak out loud, for whoever
speaks out loud will find his prayer is not accepted.
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99. Why? Because the prayer is not an audible voice (Heb. kol), nor
is the audible voice a prayer. What is then a prayer? It is a different
voice that is attached to the voice that is heard. What is the voice
that is heard? It is Kol spelled with the letter Vav, whereas the voice
attached TO THE VOICE THAT IS HEARD is kol without the letter Vav.

100. Thus, a man should never speak out loud when he prays, but
pray in a whisper, WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF THE NUKVA, THE
SECRET OF PRAYER. BY OUR PRAYERS WE UNITE THE STILL
VOICE WITH ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE AUDIBLE VOICE. This
prayer is always accepted, BECAUSE IT IS DESIROUS OF BEING
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. This is learned from the words, "and the
voice was heard", spelled without the letter Vav, in which the words
"is heard" MEANS IT WAS ACCEPTED. This is a prayer said in a
whisper, as is written of Chanah, "but her voice was not heard" (I
Shmuel 1:13). This is the prayer that the Holy One, blessed be He,
accepts-a prayer that is made willingly and intentionally, and is
properly performed by a man concerned with the unity of his Master
every day in the proper manner.

101. Rabbi Elazar said: A secret voice is the supernal voice,
NAMELY, THE VOICE IN BINAH, from which all voices are derived.
But a voice without the letter Vav is the prayer below, NAMELY, THE
NUKVA, about to rise and be elevated to the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and be joined with him--TO RECEIVE CHASSADIM FROM HIM.

102. Come and behold: "and the voice was heard." This is the voice
without the letter Vav, NAMELY, THE NUKVA WHEN SEPARATED
FROM ZEIR ANPIN-the voice that weeps for the first Temple and the
second Temple. It is "heard" as it is written, "A voice was heard in
Rama" (Yirmeyah 31:14). HE ASKS: What is "in Rama (lit. 'on
high')?" HE REPLIED: It is the Supernal World, the world to come,
BINAH. This is derived from "between Rama and Bet-el" (Shoftim
4:5), which means, "from everlasting to everlasting (lit. 'from world
to world')." THAT IS, FROM BINAH CALLED 'RAMA', THE SUPERNAL
WORLD, TO THE NUKVA CALLED 'BET- EL', THE LOWER WORLD.
HERE TOO, "in Rama" refers to the Supernal World, BINAH, for when
it was heard in Rama, then it is written, "And on that day did Hashem
Elohim Tzva'ot call to weeping, and to mourning" (Yeshayah 22:12).

103. "...and the voice was heard high" above, THAT IS, THE NUKVA
WENT HIGH UP TO THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, AND THEN BOTH
TEMPLES WERE DESTROYED. Why WERE THEY DESTROYED?
Because the letter Vav was gone from THE NUKVA, FOR IT
CLOTHED THE RIGHT OF BINAH, AND THE NUKVA CLOTHED THE
LEFT OF BINAH. THUS THEY WERE SEPARATED FROM END TO
END. Then it is written, "Rachel weeping for her children; she
refused to be comforted for her children because he is
not" (Yirmeyah 31:14). ALL HER LIGHTS WERE STOPPED, AND
BECAUSE SHE THEREFORE HAD NOTHING TO GIVE TO HER
CHILDREN, THEY WENT INTO EXILE. HE ASKS: WHY DOES THE
VERSE READ, "because he is not," instead of, 'they are not'--THAT
IS, IN THE PLURAL. HE REPLIED: It is written, "he is not," as we
explained, because her husband is not with her. If her husband, ZEIR
ANPIN, had been with her, she would have been comforted for her
children, HER LIGHT WOULD HAVE NOT BEEN STOPPED, and her
children would not be in exile. But because "he is not" with her, she
is not comforted for her children, and they were removed from her.
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104. Come and behold: "in Pharaoh's house" alludes to on high,
BINAH, which is the house from which the lights and candles are
revealed. It alludes TO THE SFIROT OF THE NUKVA CALLED
'CANDLES'. All that was hidden, is there revealed. THEREFORE
BINAH IS CALLED 'THE HOUSE OF PHARAOH'. The Holy One,
blessed be He, then brings out all the lights and candles to shine on
the voice spelled without the letter Vav, WHICH IS THE NUKVA.

105. Come and behold: When the Holy One, blessed be He, raises
this voice, THE NUKVA, from the dust, it will join the Vav, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. Then all that was lost TO YISRAEL at the time of exile
will be returned to them. They will feast upon the supernal lights
added to them from the Supernal World, as it is written, "And it shall
come to pass on that day, that a great shofar shall be blown, and
they who were lost in the land of Ashur, and the outcasts in the land
of Egypt, shall come and worship Hashem in the holy mountain at
Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 27:13).

11. "Take wagons...for your little ones"
The rabbis explore the meaning of the separation of The Creator and the Shechinah--the female Divine presence--from the people of Yisrael. This
parallels the separation of Yosef from Ya'akov. Ya'akov's realization that Yosef is alive continues this parallel, revealing what will come about when
The Creator and the Shechinah reunite with the people.
The Relevance of this Passage
The energy summoned forth through meditation upon these Hebrew letters hastens the ultimate unification of the Shechinah and The Creator--the
souls of man and the Divine. In addition, we arouse the Light of protection and joy that emanates from the Shechinah.
106. "Now, you are commanded, do this: take wagons out of the land
of Egypt" (Beresheet 45:19). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse, "Rejoice with Jerusalem, and be glad with her, all you that
love her, rejoice for joy with her" (Yeshayah 66:10). Come and
behold: When the Temple was destroyed and Yisrael were exiled
from their land because of their sins, the Holy One, blessed be He,
was gone up high and did not notice the destruction of the Temple
or His exiled people. The Shechinah then went into exile with them.

107. When He descended, He saw that his House was burnt. He
looked for His people and behold, they were in exile. He asked for
the Lady, NAMELY, THE SHECHINAH, and learned that she was
exiled. Then, it is written, "And on that day did Hashem Elohim
Tzva'ot call to weeping, and to mourning, and to baldness, and to
girding with sackcloth" (Yeshayah 22:12). And OF THE SHECHINAH,
it is written, "Lament like a virgin girded with sackcloth for the
husband of her youth" (Yoel 1:8), because "he is gone," NAMELY,
HER HUSBAND. For he went away from her, and they are apart.
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108. Even heaven and earth themselves mourned, as it is written, "I
clothe the heavens with blackness and I make sackcloth their
covering" (Yeshayah 50:3). All the high angels mourned for Her, as it
is written, "Behold, the mighty ones shall cry outside; the angels of
peace weep bitterly" (Yeshayah. 33:7). The sun and moon were in
mourning, their lights darkened, as it is written, "the sun shall be
darkened in his going forth" (Yeshayah 13:10). Everyone high and
low wept for Her and mourned, because the Other Side reigned over
Her, on the Holy Land.

109. He opened the discussion with the verse, "you son of man, thus
says Hashem Elohim to the land of Yisrael: An end, the end is come
upon the four corners of the land" (Yechezkel 7:2). This verse
contains a deep mystery. What does "to the land of Yisrael: an end"
mean? Does it mean an end to the land of Yisrael? HE ANSWERS:
Surely this is true, as we have learned. There is an end on the right
and an end on the left. HE EXPLAINED: An end on the right, as it is
written, "at the end of days (lit. 'right')" (Daniel 12:13), and an end on
the left, as it is written, "He puts an end to darkness, and searches
out all perfection" (Iyov 28:3). This is the end of all flesh, as we have
learned.

110. The end on the right is written of in the verse, "to the land of
Yisrael an end." "...the end is come UPON THE FOUR CORNERS OF
THE LAND" refers to the end on the left. The end on the right is the
end through the Good Inclination, and the end on the left is the end
through the Evil Inclination, which happened when, through the
increase in sins, it was decreed that the evil kingdom would be given
permission to rule and destroy His house and Temple, as it is
written, "Thus says Hashem Elohim! An evil, a singular evil, behold,
is come" (Yechezkel 7:5).

111. Therefore there was mourning above and below, for reign was
given to the end of the left. Thus, because the Kingdom of Holiness,
the kingdom of heaven, was humbled and the kingdom of evil
prevailed, it behooves any man to mourn with it, THE HOLY
KINGDOM, and be abased with it. Also, when the Holy Kingdom
rises, and the world rejoices, he shall also rejoice with her, as it is
written, "rejoice for joy with it, all you that did mourn for
her" (Yeshayah 66:10).

112. Come and behold: It is written of Egypt "a very fair
heifer" (Yirmeyah 46:20), and it is because of the secret of this heifer
that Yisrael were under its rule for many years--THAT IS, FOR THE
210 YEARS THEY LIVED IN EGYPT. Because Yisrael would
eventually rule over it in the future, they were now given a hint of
this IN THE VERSE, "TAKE wagons (also: 'heifers') OUT OF THE
LAND OF EGYPT FOR YOUR LITTLE ONES..."
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113. Rabbi Elazar said: Yosef reminded Ya'akov, about breaking the
heifer's neck that he went away from him when they were studying
this text. It has been explained that the ritual of the heifer was
carried out when a man was found slain, but the killer was not
known. The heifer is then offered to pacify the evil spirits, so they
would not recognize him or rule over THE LAND.

114. Come and behold: All men die by the Angel of Death, except
someone who is killed by other men before the time has arrived FOR
THE ANGEL OF DEATH to take hold of him and TAKE HIS SOUL, for
the Angel of Death does not have dominion over man until he is
given permission FROM ABOVE.

115. Therefore the Angel of Death has the right to rule over him, as it
is written, "and it be not known who has slain him" (Devarim 21:1).
He also has permission, since it is unknown WHO HAS SLAIN THE
VICTIM, to accuse that place, THE NUKVA. Therefore "the elders of
that city shall take a heifer" (Ibid. 3), in order to remove judgment
from that place and to fortify it against the Accuser's power, so it
shall be saved from him.

116. Come and behold: When Yosef parted from his father, he was
sent without escort or without food, and whatever happened then
happened. When Ya'akov said: "Yosef is without doubt torn in
pieces" (Beresheet 37:33), he added, "For I will go down to my son
mourning into Sh'ol" (Ibid. 35), for I caused him TO BE KILLED,
HAVING SENT HIM WITHOUT ESCORT. I CANNOT SAY, "OUR
HANDS HAVE NOT SHED THIS BLOOD" (DEVARIM 21:7)
CONCERNING THE BREAKING OF THE HEIFER NECK, WHICH
MEANS, "WE HAVE NOT SENT HIM UNESCORTED." I also knew his
brothers hated him, yet I sent him TO THEM. YOSEF reminded him
OF THAT BY SENDING THE WAGONS (BOTH 'WAGONS' AND
'HEIFERS' ARE WRITTEN 'AGALOT' IN HEBREW).
117. Rabbi Yehuda responded that the wagons were sent by the
command of Pharaoh, as it is written, "and Yosef gave them wagons,
according to the commandment of Pharaoh" (Beresheet 45:21). HOW
CAN YOU THEN SAY THAT YOSEF GAVE THEM A HINT BY
SENDING THE WAGONS? RABBI ELAZAR replied: It is derived from
the exact meaning of the verse, "Now you are commanded, do this,"
WHICH IS REDUNDANT, AS IT WAS PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN, "AND
PHARAOH SAID TO YOSEF, SAY TO YOUR BRETHREN..." YET "Now
you are commanded" has a specific meaning and is therefore
spelled with the letter Hei AT THE END. THIS TEACHES US THAT ITS
EXACT MEANING IS that Yosef asked him TO GIVE HIM WAGONS.
Thus, "and Yosef gave them wagons (also: 'heifers'), according to
the commandment of Pharaoh," FOR IT WAS YOSEF WHO GAVE,
WHO ASKED OF PHARAOH. WHY DID HE DEMAND WAGONS OF
PHARAOH? BECAUSE HE WISHED TO REMIND HIS FATHER OF
THE PASSAGE OF THE BREAKING OF THE HEIFER NECK. Ya'akov
therefore did not believe it until he saw the wagons AND TOOK THE
HINT, as it is written, "and when he saw the wagons which Yosef had
sent to carry him, the spirit of Ya'akov their father revived."
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118. Rabbi Shimon said: First it is written, "and the spirit of Ya'akov
their father revived," and then it is written, "and Yisrael said: It is
enough; Yosef my son is still alive." WHY DOES THE VERSE START
WITH YA'AKOV AND FINISH WITH YISRAEL? HE REPLIED: First the
Torah calls him Ya'akov because the Shechinah took part in the vow
THAT THE TRIBES TOOK NOT TO REVEAL THAT Yosef was sold.
THE SHECHINAH WAS THEREFORE GONE FROM YA'AKOV ALL
THAT TIME. Now that the Shechinah has come back to him, it is
written, "and the spirit of Ya'akov their father revived," which is the
secret of the Shechinah, CALLED 'THE SPIRIT OF YA'AKOV'. After
THE SHECHINAH was established in him, the high grade went from
the grade of Ya'akov to the grade Yisrael. From this we learn that the
high grade is not awakened above until there is an awakening below.
For here it is written, "and the spirit of Ya'akov their father revived
first," WHICH REFERS TO THE AWAKENING BELOW, and then it is
written, "and Yisrael said," WHICH IS THE AWAKENING ABOVE.

119. "And Elohim spoke to Yisrael in the visions (Heb. mar'ot) of the
night" (Beresheet 46:2): The word mar'ot is spelled without the letter
Vav, WHICH MAKES IT SINGULAR, THUS ALLUDING TO THE GRADE
OF THE NUKVA CALLED 'VISION', AND ALSO 'NIGHT'. Come and
behold: The verse, "and offered sacrifices to the Elohim of his father
Yitzchak" (Beresheet 46:1), is written first to awaken the left CALLED
'YITZCHAK' in the secret of love TO THE NUKVA, NUPTIAL LOVE
THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT. Then "Elohim spoke to Yisrael in
the visions of the night,"WHICH MEANS THAT HE WAS REVEALED
TO HIM, by the grade we mentioned, THE NUKVA, called "visions of
the night."
120. "And he said: I am the El, the Elohim of your father." HE ASKS:
Why DID HE MENTION HIS NAME? HE ANSWERS, Because the holy
side above is wont to do so. But the side of defilement does not
mention the name of the Holy One, blessed be He. Yet every side of
holiness is mentioned by name. "I will go down with you into
Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4). From here we understand that the
Shechinah accompanied him into exile, and wherever Yisrael went
into exile, the Shechinah went with them, as has already been
explained.

121. Come and behold. HE ASKS: How many wagons were there? HE
REPLIED: There were six, like the "six covered wagons" (Bemidbar
7:3). According to another explanation there were 60. All is one
secret, FOR SIX ALLUDE TO THE SIX SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD-AND SIXTY ALSO ALLUDES
TO THE SIX SFIROT, EACH OF WHICH INCLUDED TEN, WHICH
TOTALS SIXTY. HE COMMENTED, First it is written, "the wagons
which Yosef had sent" (Beresheet 45:27) and then, "the wagons
which Pharaoh had sent" (Beresheet 46:5). HE ANSWERS, All the
wagons that Yosef sent were in proper number, and those Pharaoh
sent were supernumerary, not part of the secret or part of the
reckoning.
122. All the wagons reached YA'AKOV-THE WAGONS YOSEF SENT
AND THE ADDITIONAL ONES PHARAOH SENT. It is therefore
written, "which Yosef had sent" and "which Pharaoh had sent."
When Yisrael will come out from exile, it is written, "And they shall
bring all your brethren out of all the nations for an offering to
Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:20), FOR THEN ALL THE NATIONS WILL
BRING AN OFFERING TO HASHEM LIKE PHARAOH DID.
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12. "And Yosef made ready his chariot"
The rabbis continue to expound the nature of separation and its ultimate ending. We see the many ways of the Holy One, and we come to
understand that His actions in Pharaoh's Egypt are fully explicable through the principles of Kabbalah, as is the potent image of the chariots evoked
in the Torah's story. The rabbis conclude this section with Yisrael taking possession of the land of Goshen--an act seen as exemplifying the
unworthiness of the Egyptians, who failed in their fight for the land.
The Relevance of this Passage
We have free will to choose our path in life. Two paths are always available ? the path of darkness, personified by Egypt, and the path of Light,
denoted by the people of Yisrael and by Torah. We have no control or influence over the consequences and rewards that accompany these paths.
We can, however, choose the path that we walk. Our self-destructive impulses impel us to constantly choose the negative path, and the negative
energy blanketing our world often blinds us to the folly of our choices. The Light emitted by these verses helps brighten the spiritual landscape,
revealing the doorways through which we must pass in order to attain peace, prosperity, and fulfillment.
123. "And Yosef made ready his chariot." Rabbi Yitzchak opened the
discussion with the verse, "And over the heads of the living
creatures there was the likeness of a firmament, like the color of the
terrible ice, stretched out over their heads above" (Yechezkel 1:22).
This verse has already been explained, yet come and behold: There
is an animal (lit. 'living creature') above another animal, and a holy
animal standing over the heads of the other animals.

124. There is an animal over all the other animals. It rules over them
all, for when it gives OF ITS STRENGTH and shines upon them, they
all travel about, derive STRENGTH FROM IT, and rule one over the
other.

125. And there is an animal over the lower ones, NAMELY, over the
other animals below. They are all sustained by it, and the four winds
of the world are impressed upon it certain faces shine upon each
wind. It has power over the four winds. It has been explained that
there are three of this wind and three of that wind, and so on, to the
four winds of the world.

126. There are a series of firmaments one on top of the other, and a
firmament that reigns over them. They all look to it. It is written, "And
under the firmament their wings were held straight, the one toward
the other" (Yechezkel 1:23), for they are all in command over what is
in their charge. THE RIGHT RADIATES FROM ABOVE DOWN, AND
THE LEFT FROM BELOW UP. And there is the spreading of a rope's
measurement between them.

127. There are THREE FIRMAMENTS to every wind, nine on each of
the four sides of the world, 36 FIRMAMENTS in all. When they are
united, they become one, NAMELY, ONE FIRMAMENT, in the secret
of the one name --THE NUKVA CALLED 'NAME'--within the whole, as
it should be.

128. When they are shaped like a throne, it is written, "And above the
firmament that was over their heads was the likeness of a throne, in
appearance like a sapphire stone: and upon the likeness of the
throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon
it" (Yechezkel 1:26). It has been explained that when the precious
stone, THE NUKVA, is fixed into the throne that stands upon its four
legs, and when the image of a man is upon the throne, ZEIR ANPIN,
to be united with him, THEN THE THRONE WHICH IS THE NUKVA IS
JOINED WITH THE MAN ABOVE IT, ZEIR ANPIN, and is fully blessed
by him.
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129. When it, THE FIRMAMENTS AND THE ANIMALS THAT ARE THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA, is fixed to form a Chariot for that man,
ZEIR ANPIN, then it is written, "And Yosef made ready his chariot,"
who is the Righteous--YOSEF OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'YOSEF THE
RIGHTEOUS' --"and went up to meet Yisrael his father, to Goshen",
Yisrael is the secret of Adam (man), THE MAN UPON THE THRONE,
ZEIR ANPIN. "...to Goshen" is derived from their approaching (Heb.
gisha) to be joined and united.

130. "...and presented himself to him (lit. 'and he was seen to him')."
THE WORDS "WAS SEEN" ARE DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND, FOR
THEY MEAN THAT HE WAS SEEN AND THEN GONE. WHAT DOES
THE VERSE MEAN? HE SAID: When the sun reflects on the moon,
the moon shines, and illuminates all those below IN THE WORLD. In
the same manner, as long as Supernal Holiness, THE LIGHT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, hovers above the Temple below, THE NUKVA, the Temple
shines and stands erect. But here it is written, "and he was seen to
him," which means that the light was seen to her and then gone, and
after THE SUPERNAL LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN was gone from her, THE
SCRIPTURE READS, "and wept on his neck a good while," for they
all wept for the Temple that was destroyed. THE SCRIPTURE ADDS,
"a good while," which means until the last exile.
131. When Ya'akov looked and saw that all was completed below
BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE as it is above BETWEEN ABA AND
IMA, he said: "Now let me die, since I have seen your face, because
you are still alive," which means, you live by the secret of the Holy
Covenant called "the One who lives forever." Thus, he said, "you are
still alive." He had already said before, "It is enough; Yosef my son
is still alive" (Beresheet 45:28), he being the secret of the Living One,
as has already been explained.

132. Come and behold: "and Ya'akov blessed Pharaoh" (Beresheet
47:10). Rabbi Yosi said: We do agree that Pharaoh was AN EVIL
KLIPAH ACCORDING TO HOMILETIC INTERPRETATION, even
though it was explained in regard to another mystery THAT HE IS
NOT AN EVIL KLIPAH BUT DESCENDS FROM IMA OF ATZILUT.
133. Yet come and behold: "I compare you, my love, to a mare of the
chariots of Pharaoh" (Shir Hashirim 1:9). Come and behold: There
are Chariots on the left in the secret of the Other Side, and Chariots
on the right on the side of holiness. The ones OF HOLINESS
correspond to the others. The holy ones are of mercy, and those OF
THE OTHER SIDE are of judgment.
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134. When the Holy One, blessed be He, executed judgment on
Egypt, He did it exactly the same way as the Chariots OF THE
OTHER SIDE and in the same manner as that side. As it kills and
takes souls, so the Holy One, blessed be He, did the same, as it is
written, "that Hashem slew all the firstborn" (Shemot 13:15),
ALTHOUGH HE IS USUALLY MERCIFUL. IN THE SAME WAY,
whatever He did in Egypt was in the very same manner. Therefore it
is written, "I compare you, my love," because she is compared TO
THE CHARIOTS OF PHARAOH IN KILLING AND TAKING THE SOULS
OF MEN the same way THE CHARIOTS OF PHARAOH, WHO IS THE
OTHER SIDE, kill, as it is written, "I am Hashem, I am He and not
another." Later, it is written, "Who is this that comes from Edom,
with crimsoned garments from Botzrah?" (Yeshayah 63:1). FOR
THEN TOO, HASHEM WILL KILL THEM, AND NO MESSANGER.

135. Come and behold: It is written, "And Yisrael dwelt in the land of
Egypt in the country of Goshen; and they took possession of it, and
grew and multiplied exceedingly" (Beresheet 47:27). "And took
possession of it" means as a permanent heritage. "And they took
possession of it" because they, AND NOT THE EGYPTIANS, were
worthy of taking possession of it, as has already been explained. "...
and grew and multiplied exceedingly" because surely they had
nothing to vex them and they lived in royal luxury AS LONG AS THE
TRIBES WERE ALIVE. They therefore grew and multiplied
exceedingly.
Blessed be Hashem forever and ever.
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1. "And Ya'akov lived"
Rabbi Yosi opens a discussion on the meaning of the quotation, "And Ya'akov lived," which has high mysteries contained in it, because Ya'akov
arrived at a hitherto unprecedented prophecy "and lived" in Egypt, among his exiled descendants. Rabbi Yosi next questions how this is possible
when the name Ya'akov indicates smallness, while Yisrael indicates greatness. Rabbi Elazar responds by pointing out that scripture indicates
Ya'akov purchased his birthright, which is tantamount to greatness. Rabbi Shimon further states that Ya'akov, not Yisrael, was chosen by God to be
a sapphire in the Throne of Glory. Ya'akov's name was then changed to Yisrael, to reflect the Mercy of Judgment, since judgment is the cause of the
revelation of mercy, and those banished to Egypt were judged and shown mercy by God. Rabbi Shimon concludes by saying that the whole of
Ya'akov's life was 147 years, divided into three periods of exile, the first of which was seven years. The number seven is significant because it
represents atonement by the holy children, exiled "seven times," according to the number of sins they perpetrated.
The Relevance of this Passage
The phrase "and he lived" is a code alluding to the fact that Ya'akov had attained a lofty level of spirituality and prophecy. This feat was achieved
during his sojourn in Egypt, which itself is a code word representing negativity and the materialism of our physical existence. In most sections of
Zohar, the names Ya'akov and Yisrael are two designations for the patriarch, indicating two levels of his spirituality, Ya'akov being a lower level and
Yisrael signifying a higher one. However, in this particular section of Zohar, the name Ya'akov is used to indicate an exalted spiritual level. The
reason for this is to convey the different form of Light that is aroused when one ascends out of negativity and darkness. Hence, the underlying
purpose of this passage is to imbue the reader with the spiritual fortitude necessary to elevate and climb out of any darkness or negativity currently
in their life.
1. "And Ya'akov lived in the land of Egypt seventeen
years" (Beresheet 47:28). Rabbi Yosi said: Ya'akov's heart saw
through prophecy in Egypt that his descendants would suffer many
exiles-NAMELY HE SAW ALL THE EXILES from then until now, until
the End, and the Time of the Coming of Mashiach.

2. Ya'akov arrived at the prophecy of "and lived" only in Egypt. It
was an excellent prophecy, the like of which was never prophesied
before. None of the prophets was worthy of it except for him and
Moshe ALONE. It is written of Moshe: "For no man shall see me, and
live" (Shemot 33:20). Of Ya'akov, it is written: "And Ya'akov lived"
REFERRING TO the prophecy which descends from the shining
mirror, TIFERET.

3. Ya'akov wanted to prophecy concerning the exiles of his sons in
the land of Cna'an and in any land wherein they dwelt WHICH came
from the land of Egypt; TO WIT, ALL EXILES ARE INCLUDED WITHIN
EGYPT. His heart broke, as it is written: "Now Ya'akov saw that there
was corn (also: 'breaking') in Egypt" (Beresheet 42:1).

4. Hence, when it came to pass that "Ya'akov lived in Egypt," he did
not rejoice, because this land was the bond of the nations; TO WIT,
ALL THE FILTH OF THE NATIONS LIES THERE. ALSO, the sapphires
of the Throne of Glory, THE SECRET OF THE CAPTIVE SPARKS OF
CHOCHMAH AMONGST THEM, CALLED SAPPHIRES ACCORDING
TO THE SECRET MEANING OF THE VERSE: "AND ABOVE THE
FIRMAMENT THAT WAS OVER THEIR HEADS WAS THE LIKENESS
OF A THRONE, IN APPEARANCE LIKE A SAPPHIRE
STONE" (YECHEZKEL 1:26). Nobody came TO SIFT THEM, neither
from the upper nor from the lower, save the living. This is the secret
of: "For no man shall see Me, and live" (Shemot 33:20).
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5. There are High Mysteries in this verse, and we friends wonder
about them, for it says that Ya'akov lived instead of Yisrael, TO WIT
'AND YISRAEL LIVED.' FOR THE NAME YA'AKOV INDICATES
SMALLNESS, AND THE NAME YISRAEL INDICATES MOCHIN OF
GREATNESS, WHILE "AND LIVED" ALLUDES TO THE LIGHT OF
CHAYAH, WHICH IS THE MOCHIN OF GREATNESS. IT SHOULD
HAVE SAID: 'AND YISRAEL LIVED.' How do we know that Yisrael
INDICATES MOCHIN OF GREATNESS? From the verse: "Yisrael is
holy to Hashem" (Yirmeyah 2:3), HOLY BEING AN ALLUSION TO
GREATNESS. It also says, "Yisrael is My son, My firstborn" (Shemot
4:22), FIRSTBORN BEING AN ALLUSION TO GREATNESS. THUS,
THE NAME YISRAEL IS MENTIONED WITH RELATION TO
GREATNESS AND NOT YA'AKOV, WHICH IS A NAME OF
SMALLNESS, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET MEANING OF THE
VERSE: "HOW SHALL YA'AKOV STAND? FOR HE IS SMALL" (AMOS
7:2). Rabbi Elazar, the son of Rabbi Shimon, said: Yet scripture says,
"and he sold his birthright to Ya'akov" (Beresheet 25:33), FOR WITH
THE BIRTHRIGHT, WHICH IS GREATNESS, THE NAME YA'AKOV IS
MENTIONED. THUS IT IS NO QUESTION WHY IT SAYS "AND
YA'AKOV LIVED" INSTEAD OF 'AND YISRAEL LIVED.'
6. His father Rabbi Shimon said to him: When Yisrael were righteous
men of truth and gave charity, they were not afraid, save Ya'akov
alone, WHO, THE VERSE TELLS US, WAS AFRAID, SAYING: "FOR I
FEAR HIM" (BERESHEET 32:12), WHILE YISRAEL IS A NAME OF
GREATNESS, WITHOUT FEAR. IT IS due to the good deeds YISRAEL
did, and the kindness amongst them THAT THEY HAD NO FEAR.

7. When they sinned and were exiled because of their transgressions
and evil deeds, they could not bear THE FEAR that they would really
stay forever IN EXILE for their sins. Thus came the aspect of Mercy
and Judgment joined WHICH IS THE MEANING OF THE NAME
Yisrael, and put them in exile.

8. Well asked, son, IN RELATION TO THE VERSE, "AND HE SOLD
HIS BIRTHRIGHT TO YA'AKOV." But whoever looks into it will know
that Ya'akov attached to "and lived" represents holiness, LIKE THE
NAME YISRAEL. In relation to this secret, it has been said that
Ya'akov was chosen by the Holy One, blessed be He, to be a
sapphire in the Throne of Glory, INSTEAD OF YISRAEL.
9. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, saying: "Yet with him also
that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the
humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones" (Yeshayah
57:15). "The heart of the contrite ones" is Ya'akov, as it says "AND
YA'AKOV LIVED," FOR from beneath the grade prophecies and
blessings descended upon him even in Egypt.

10. We have learned that Rabbi Aba said: The heart sees that, while
Ya'akov lived in Egypt, his prophecy was not sublime, for the land
was detested.
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11. Come and behold: he did not deserve to bless any of his sons,
and had no spirit with which to bless, except in Egypt. When he did,
he blessed each of them according to a mystery, which is, "Now
Ya'akov saw that there was corn (also: 'breaking') in Egypt. Ya'akov
said to his sons, 'Why do you look at one another?'" Come and see,
prophecy was given only to the broken-hearted, as it is written: "Go
down there, and buy (also: 'break') us from there, that we may live,
and not die" (Beresheet 42:2).

12. Rabbi Yosi said: Under the Holy Throne of Glory is Ya'akov as a
sapphire, THE SAPPHIRE pertains to his aspect of Judgment. Then
scripture came and said: "And he said: 'Your name shall be called no
more Ya'akov but Yisrael: for you have contended with Elohim and
with men, and have prevailed" (Beresheet 32:29). Now we find that
Ya'akov found out there was Judgment within him, as it is written:
"The sun rose upon him" (Ibid. 32). And the secret of the matter is:
"Woe to us! For the day declines, for the shadows of the evening are
lengthened" (Yirmeyah 6:4).

13. Rabbi Shimon said: When they were banished from Jerusalem,
and the daily offering was no more, and the foe defiled the Temple,
Malchut, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, could not then bear the
children of Yisrael and their sins. Only THE GRADE OF THE NAME,
Yisrael COULD SUFFER THEM, because it is two-sided of Mercy and
Judgment. SINCE THE JUDGMENT IS THE CAUSE OF THE
REVELATION OF MERCY, THEREFORE THE JUDGMENT IS ALSO
CONSIDERED AS MERCY.
14. The words, "Your name shall be called no more Ya'akov but
Yisrael," when clearly understood, mean that Yisrael is superior to
Ya'akov, AND THEREFORE HE BLESSED HIM WITH THE NAME
YISRAEL. And it is for them that the staff of Moshe was engraved
with the Holy Name on both sides, the one of Mercy of Judgment,
THE GRADE OF YISRAEL, and the other Judgment of Judgment,
THE GRADE OF YA'AKOV.

15. This is the secret of: "He has not beheld iniquity in Ya'akov nor
has He seen perverseness in Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:21), WHICH
MEANS HE DID NOT BEHOLD INIQUITY IN YA'AKOV, BUT DID SEE
PERVERSENESS. YET IN YISRAEL, EVEN PERVERSENESS HE DID
NOT BEHOLD, FOR IN IT JUDGMENT IS ALSO CONSIDERED
MERCY. HE EXPLAINS, We are thrown into exile amidst enemies,
and the Shechinah is gone from the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and
separated from Him. EVENTUALLY He will cause the Shechinah to
dwell among us and redeem us, FOR BANISHMENT BRINGS US TO
REPENT, AND REPENTANCE BRINGS REDEMPTION. THEREFORE,
JUDGMENT IN YISRAEL CHANGES INTO MERCY. THEREFORE
SCRIPTURE SAYS, "NOR HAS HE SEEN PERVERSENESS IN
YISRAEL," WHICH IS ALL MERCY. BUT THE GRADE OF YA'AKOV IS
NOT SO, FOR IT CONTAINS PERVERSENESS. HENCE THE ANGEL
BLESSED HIM: "YOUR NAME SHALL BE CALLED NO MORE
YA'AKOV BUT YISRAEL," WHICH CONTAINS BOTH JUDGMENT AND
MERCY, EXILE AND REDEMPTION, AND IS WHOLLY MERCIFUL.
This is the secret of the verse, "Thus says Hashem, the King of
Yisrael, and His redeemer, Hashem Tzva'ot" (Yeshayah 44:6): and
lived, living. "Thus says Hashem, The heaven is My throne, and the
earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1).
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16. Within the upper grade YISRAEL two legs, NETZACH AND HOD,
live. NETZACH IS CALLED "AND LIVED (HEB. VAYECHI, VAV YUD
CHET YUD)" AND HOD 'LIVING (HEB. CHAI, CHET YUD),' BOTH
INCLUDED WITHIN THE WORD FOR "AND LIVED." HE EXPLAINS:
Large Yud contains small Yud, large Chet contains Tav; there are
Vav and Yud in Vav, and in Yud - Vav and Dalet. This comes from the
upper one, YISRAEL.
17. THESE ARE THE TWO DIVISIONS INCLUDED within the precious
stone SAPPHIRE underneath the Throne of Glory, which is in the
land of Egypt. For it is written, "And Hashem shall smite
Egypt" (Yeshayah 19:22), which is the second division, while the
verse, "For your dew is as the dew on herbs" (Yeshayah 26:19) is the
first division.
18. The second division, WHICH ALLUDES TO the exile, is therefore
connected with the first division, WHICH ALLUDES TO REVIVAL
AND REDEMPTION. Come and see the verse, "O house of Ya'akov,
come, and let us walk in the light of Hashem" (Yeshayah 2:5), WHICH
MEANS that the letters indicating the exile they were sentenced to
for their sins, according to Truth and Justice, have a remedy within
the Torah. And IF YOU KEEP IT, you shall come out of the filth and
mud, which is exile; and walk by the light of Hashem, WHICH IS
RESURECTION AND REDEMPTION. SINCE THE EXILE CAUSED THE
RETURN TO TORAH WHICH LEADS TO THE REDEMPTION, SO WE
FIND BOTH DIVISIONS IN ONE LETTER.
19. THE LETTERS Aleph and Resh-Tzadi of Eretz (lit. 'land') are the
land which sadly goes INTO EXILE, by the decree of the book of the
Torah; TO WIT, THE FOUR HUNDRED YEARS MENTIONED IN THE
DECREE 'BETWEEN THE PIECES.' They are divided by land into
Aleph and Resh-Tzadi. It may be found by the decree of the book of
Torah that Resh-Tzadi come together in exile, MEANING THAT THEY
WERE IN EXILE IN EGYPT RESH-TZADI (=290) YEARS; WHICH,
TOGETHER WITH LEPH (OF ALEPH =110), AMOUNTS TO FOUR
HUNDRED YEARS. What is the Egyptian exile? Avraham was told his
children would be in exile for four hundred years, yet if you count it,
it amounts to 290 years only.

20. "And Yosef died, being a hundred and ten years old" (Beresheet
50:26). Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "Behold, the
young woman is with child, and she will bear a son, and shall call his
name 'Immanuel' (lit. 'El is with us')" (Yeshayah 7:14). Pregnancy and
birth ARE MENTIONED IN THIS VERSE, AND were fulfilled in exiles,
bad troubles and evil times, FOR THE VERSE CONTINUES: "FOR
BEFORE THE CHILD SHALL KNOW HOW TO REFUSE THE EVIL AND
CHOOSE THE GOOD, THE LAND...SHALL BE
DESERTED..." (IBID.16). And though THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, will be with us during these years, AS INDICATED BY THE
CHILD'S NAME, IMMANU-EL, WHICH IS THE NAME OF THE
SHECHINAH, YET The Shechinah trembled and separated from Her
husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and stayed with us in exile. THOUGH THE
SHECHINAH IS WITH US, SHE SUFFERES PAIN AND EXILE, AND IS
ALONE. SO THERE IS PREGNANCY THAT PRECEDS THE BIRTH OF
EXILE. "A hundred and ten years old," is the further impression
CONSIDERED THE PREGNANCY OF THE EXILE. THE VERSE wishes
to point that out of the EGYPTIAN exile, one hundred and ten years
passed AS PREGNANCY, WHILE 290 years WERE THE EXILE
ITSELF. In all, there are four hundred years WHICH THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, SPOKE OF TO AVRAHAM, IN THE DECREE OF
'BETWEEN THE PIECES.' The exile of Ya'akov started only when
Yosef died. In connection to this it was said: "And from the time that
the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination that
makes desolate be set up, there shall be a thousand (Heb. eleph) two
hundred and ninety days" (Daniel 12:11).
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21. "So the whole age of Ya'akov was a hundred and forty seven
years" (Beresheet 47:28). THE 147 YEARS OF YA'AKOV'S LIFE
CONTAIN the secret of the number of correction by exile the
descendants will endure, who were exiled under strict Judgment into
three exiles. The first one in Egypt is likened to seven years. Rabbi
Chiya opened the discussion saying: "I charge you, O daughters of
Jerusalem, by the gazelles, and by the hinds of the fields" (Shir
Hashirim 2:7). HERE TOO, THE NUMBER SEVEN (HEB. SHEVA), OF
YA'AKOV'S LIFE, IS DERIVED FROM THE OATH (HEB. SHEVUAH),
NOT TO AWAKE THE LOVE, UNTIL REDEMPTION PLEASES.
22. Rabbi Shimon said: From this WE LEARN THE EXPLANATION TO
THE NUMBER SEVEN. IT IS WRITTEN, "Hashem appeared to me
from afar, saying: I have loved you with an everlasting
love" (Yirmeyah 31:3). FROM AFAR, NAMELY, IN EXILE, BECAUSE
GREAT LOVE IS REVEALED ONLY BY EXILE. Here lies the secret,
that exile is the means of the children of Yisrael to be freed from
exile AND THAT HIS LOVE WILL BE REVEALED TO US. Scripture
wishes to point, BY THE NUMBER SEVEN OF YA'AKOV'S LIFE, that
the holy children who were exiled for their sins will be sentenced for
many years, which will amount to "seven times... according to your
sins" (Vayikra 26:21). IT ALSO SAYS, "If Kain shall be avenged
sevenfold" (Beresheet 4:24), WHICH NUMBER FIXES THE DAMAGE
THEY MADE, AND REVEALS THE LIGHT OF REDEMPTION. THIS IS
during the first exile in Egypt, which is the shortest OF THE EXILES.
23. The second exile is in Babylon, likened to forty years FROM
YA'AKOV'S LIFE IN RELATION TO the seven IN EGYPT, for it is
longer than it.

24. The third exile is the longest, likened to the hundred years OF
YA'AKOV'S LIFE, IN RELATION TO the forty years OF THE
BABYLONIAN EXILE.

2. "And the time drew near...and he called his son Yosef"
Rabbi Chizkiyah begins by explaining that Yisrael saw the torture of exile upon his descendants, and consequently, his soul began to die. Yisrael
then gathered his exiles and told them that if they wished to be absolved of their sins, they must behave according to truth and justice in the eyes of
God. Rabbi Shimon then explains why Yisrael called only Yosef his son and not all the other exiles. This is because all the children of Yisrael were
called Yosef. Rabbi Chizkiyah then refers to the secret of the Vav as including Ya'akov, Yosef, and others, as well as the six Sfirot.
The Relevance of this Passage
Yisrael's action of talking to the people of the exile is a code for the great patriarch calling upon all generations, including the readers of this
passage, and awakening them to the power of the Light and the path to eternal freedom, fulfillment, and the final redemption. When Yisrael calls
only the name Yosef, the Zohar is indicating a direct reference to the Sfirah/dimension of Yesod, the portal and funnel through which the supernal
Light flows into our world. The name Yosef refers to the Light that is flowing from Yesod to us--the reader and all the people who remain in exile in
our current generation. This Light now becomes part of our being.
25. "And the time drew near for Yisrael to die" (Beresheet 47:29).
Rabbi Chizkiyah said: He saw this trouble of exile upon his children,
and his soul drew near death. He did not remain alive when he
descended his grades because of the sins of Yisrael. YISRAEL, ZEIR
ANPIN, did not go into exile with them, LIKE THE SHECHINAH, WHO
WENT INTO EXILE WITH THEM. HE ASKS: Happy is the portion OF
YISRAEL, for if He, ZEIR ANPIN, would not have gone down with
them into exile, they would have remained among the nations
WITHOUT BEING ABLE TO ESCAPE. Why then does it say, "Why,
when I came, was there no man? when I called, was there none to
answer?" (Yeshayah 50:2). "Was there none to answer" alludes to
the children of Yisrael, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN; "when I came, was
there no man": This is the Shechinah. "Is my hand shortened at all,
that it cannot redeem? or have I no power to deliver? behold, at my
rebuke I dry up the sea, I make the rivers a wilderness" SO ZEIR
ANPIN DID COME DOWN ALSO WITH THEM INTO EXILE? HE
ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed be He, gave a portion to the
children of Yisrael, so that no other minister would rule over them;
THUS HE IS WITH THEM IN EXILE. ALSO when they went into exile,
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The Shechinah is with them, but ZEIR ANPIN is far away from the
Shechinah.

26. "And he called his son Yosef, and said to him, if now I have
found favor in your sight." He examined all his sons and said to
them, I see many evil troubles come upon your children, and ONE
SHOULD find supernal Mercy.

27. If you wish to be delivered from all these troubles, swear before
me, and we shall have the Master of the universe AS WITNESS
between us, that you will conduct yourself according to truth and
justice, and behave like your fathers. You shall teach it to every
generation that will come after you. If you shall do so, you shall
escape all the troubles that will come upon you.

28. Rabbi Shimon said: TO EXPLAIN AWAY THE DIFFICULTY THAT
HE CALLED ONLY YOSEF HIS SON AND NOT ALL THE TRIBES, THE
WORDS OF RABBI SHIMON ARE BROUGHT HERE. "And establish
justice in the gate: it may be that Hashem Elohim of Tzeva'ot will be
gracious to the remnant of Yosef" (Amos 5:15), for all the children of
Yisrael are called Yosef.
29. THE ZOHAR RETURNS TO THE WORDS OF YA'AKOV: 'If you
shall do so, you shall bury not one of my children in Egypt, but
return safely with me to your land.'

30. It is written: "Put, I pray you, your hand under my
thigh" (Beresheet 47:29). HE ASKS: What is "your hand"? He opened
the discussion saying: "Gird your sword upon your thigh, O mighty
warrior: your glory and your majesty" (Tehilim 45:4). ALSO "YOUR
HAND UNDER MY THIGH" ALLUDES TO A SWORD, WHICH IS a
sword of Grace and Truth, the two Sfirot which do not separate from
each other; NAMELY YESOD WHICH CONTAINS THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM AND THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, CALLED TRUTH AND
BRIGHTNESS OF COUNTENANCE. Therefore it says, "Love and
Truth shall go before you" (Tehilim 89:15), "The anger of Hashem
divided them" (Eichah 4:16). And if His children were good and did
what they accepted upon them, not one of the children would have
died in Egypt, for each kindness that the Holy One blessed be He
decrees upon men is on the condition they will be good. As David
said: "That Hashem may continue His word which He spoke
concerning me, saying: 'If your children take heed to their way, to
walk before Me in Truth'" (I Melachim 2:4). But if not, He shall not.
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31. Come and behold: better is the spirit of the father than the spirit
of the son, for the spirit of the father is that of the son, spirit drawn
from spirit. THUS WE FIND THE FATHER'S SPIRIT IN RELATION TO
HIM IS THAT OF THE ROOT IN RELATION TO ITS BRANCH. But if
another air OF THE OTHER SIDE contributes to the spirit of the son,
he is not born whole, but rendered defective by that air OF THE
OTHER SIDE; NAMELY "a wild ass used to the wilderness, that
snuffs up the wind in her desire" (Yirmeyah 2:24).
32. We learned that Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) once went to
Cappadocia. Going towards him was Rabbi Yisa Saba. According to
Rav Ashlag, this paragraph is a later interpolation, which in other
versions starts with Rabbi Aba.

34. "And he said: 'Swear to me'" (Beresheet 47:31). Rabbi Chizkiyah
opened the discussion saying: "Hashem has sworn by His right
hand, and by the arm of His strength" (Yeshayah 62:8), WHICH
MEANS Hashem swore He would deliver the children of Yisrael from
their exile. This is what He swore to them BY THE VERSE: "AND HE
SWORE TO HIM" (BERESHEET 47:31) HERE WHICH ALSO REFERS
TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. He swore to them He would
not abandon them in the land of their enemies.
34. "And he said: 'Let me go, for the day breaks.' And he said: 'I will
not let you go, unless you bless me'" (Beresheet 32:27). What does
"bless me" mean; TO WIT, WHAT WERE THE BLESSINGS HE
CONFERRED UPON HIM? HE ANSWERS: He assigned them to exile
and swore to them He would deliver them from it.
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35. We learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, would DO for His
children of Yisrael, that they would all dwell under His throne, and
excel the high ANGELS. Therefore, one finds a long Vav IN THE
TORAH, LIKE IN "WHATEVER GOES ON ITS BELLY (HEB.
GACHON)" (VAYIKRA 11:42), which is an allusion that the Holy One,
blessed be He, swore upon the perfection of the Vav (=six)
generations. THE SECRET OF AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, YA'AKOV,
MOSHE, AHARON, AND YOSEF, THE SECRET OF THE SIX SFIROT:
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD.
Because of these six, IT IS WRITTEN: "And Yisrael bowed himself
upon the bed's head" (Beresheet 47:31), YISRAEL BEING THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH INCLUDES: CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. The bowing of Yisrael
ALLUDES TO the coming of Mashiach at the end of this time; TO
WIT, AFTER SIX THOUSAND YEARS, ALLUDING TO THE SIX
COMPLETE SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, CLOTHED BY SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH
SFIROT ARE EACH OF A THOUSAND YEARS. And the Shechinah
will dwell among them.

3. "Behold, your father is sick"
Rabbi Chizkiyah begins by saying that this quotation refers to events at the end of exile, and means, literally, Yosef's father, Yisrael, is "worried and
in haste." Rabbi Aba then adds that the name Yud-Hei-Vav ??? would be changed to Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei ???? to expedite Yisrael doing good for his
children, so they would come out of exile. Rabbi Aba then explains Ya'akov's exposure to truth, and Avraham's to grace.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Hebrew letters Yud, Hei, Vav, Hei, ???? are known as the Tetragrammaton, one of the Holy Names of The Creator. The addition of the final Hei ?
in the Holy Name corresponds to our physical realm. The other three letters ??? represent the Upper Worlds, specifically four dimensions of Keter,
Chochmah, Binah, and Zeir Anpin. Thus, this passage is our connection to the Upper Worlds, via the Tetragrammaton, so that we may brighten our
lives and the world with the resplendent Light of The Creator.
36. "And it came to pass after these things that one told Yosef,
'Behold, your father is sick.'" (Beresheet 48:1). In the Mishnah Rabbi
Chizkiyah said, that the verse does not teach us what YOSEF did,
but brings before us the events at the end of exile, at the end of the
set time. He says that Mashiach, THE SECRET OF YOSEF, will come
and say to him, Your Father in heaven makes haste to welcome you,
who looks to the end of Mashiach. "YOUR FATHER IS SICK" MEANS,
HE IS WORRIED AND IN HASTE. "AND HE TOOK WITH HIM
MENASHE AND EFRAIM" (IBID.). MEANS: May it please Elohim in
heaven to receive His children, who increased and multiplied (Heb.
paru) in exile, FOR WHICH THEY ARE CALLED EFRAIM, and THEIR
SINS forgotten BECAUSE OF THE EXILE, THE SECRET OF THEIR
BEING CALLED MENASHE, WHICH IS DERIVED FROM THE WORD
FORGETFULNESS (HEB. NESHIYAH). For the Holy One, blessed be
He, truly forgot their transgressions.
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37. When Rabbi Aba came, he said he came not to speak ABOUT
THE VERSE, BUT TO EXPLAIN ITS MYSTERY. HE SAID: The secret
of this matter is very important AS THAT OF THE VERSE, "Hashem
shall add (Heb. yosef) to me another son" (Beresheet 30:24). As we
explained in relation to that verse, the Holy Name written in Yosef,
TO WIT, THAT THE THREE-LETTERED NAME Yud-Hei-Vav will say to
him, here your Father, the Master over the World to Come, SECRET
OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH THE MOCHIN OF SUPERNAL BINAH, CALLED
THE WORLD TO COME, wishes to do good for His children, so they
may come out of exile. But if you do not favor your Truth BECAUSE
YOU FIND THAT THEY DO NOT MERIT IT, here is a four-lettered
name Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei to set you right and then will favor it that the
Shechinah to return to Her place.
38. For the fathers are the supernal Chariot FOR THE HOLY NAME
on high, as it is written: "And Elohim went up from
Avraham" (Beresheet 17:22), WHICH MEANS HE WAS RIDING ON
HIM. IT IS ALSO WRITTEN, "You will show Truth to Ya'akov, Grace
(Heb. chesed) to Avraham" (Michah 7:20). THUS YA'AKOV WAS A
CHARIOT TO TIFERET CALLED TRUTH, AND AVRAHAM A CHARIOT
TO CHESED. And we learned that BY THE UNISON OF THE ONE YUDHEI-VAV-HEI, Mashiach will come.

4. "At evening time, there will be light"
Rabbi Yosi describes how there will be a day without day or night, until the evening, when there will be light, at which time, two evils will befall
Ya'akov's children. But these occur so his children can be taken to "the good land." Rabbi Aba then poses a conundrum: "What is darkness?" The
others determine that "darkness is Gehenom."
The Relevance of this Passage
The phrase, "day without day or night," refers to the potential darkness and destruction [God forbid] that may appear before the final redemption of
mankind takes place. Two paths to redemption and eternal peace are always available to us, a Light-filled path that embodies mercy and protection,
or a darkened path that embodies pain, torment, and suffering. Our egos constantly urge us towards the path of darkness. Through a meditative,
intense read of this passage, we can help ourselves, and the world at large, avoid the potential gloom and devastation that attends the path of
darkness.
39. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "But it shall be
one particular day which shall be known as Hashem's, neither day,
nor night: but it shall come to pass that at evening time, there will be
light" (Zecharyah 14:7). HE STARTED EXPLAINING THE VERSE,
"AND HE TOOK...EFRAIM AND MENASHE" (BERESHEET 48:1), BUT
EXPLAINED NO FURTHER. THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS THE WORDS OF
RABBI YOSI, SAYING THAT HE wishes to say that two evils will
befall the children OF YA'AKOV: 1) they will be in exile in the land of
their enemies, THIS BEING THE ASPECT OF EFRAIM AND
MENASHE. 2) He will not look at them many years on account of
their sinning to Truth, and so will abandon them in the land of their
enemies. Eventually, He would take their children, to whom these
TWO evils befell, and conduct them to the good land, as the verse
says, "AND HE TOOK... MENASHE AND EFRAIM"; TO WIT, HE WILL
TAKE THEM, TO WHOM THE TWO EVILS BEFELL, AND CONDUCT
THEM TO THEIR GOOD LAND.
40. There were two great and exalted ministers who were knocking
under the Throne of Glory of Yisrael's chieftain, the fifth measure, to
cause them to remain in exile for as long AS THEY NEED, FROM THE
ASPECT OF EFRAIM, and worse, that He would forget them in the
land of their enemies, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF MENASHE.
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41. These two ministers are two attributes, each containing two
aspects; TO WIT, EACH IS DIVIDED INTO TWO ATTRIBUTES. HE
EXPLAINS, One ATTRIBUTE came and spoke before the Master of
the universe and was given permission to say what it liked. On the
one hand, it saw it should be decreed that the children of Yisrael
should come out of exile, due to their fathers' merit. On the other
hand, it saw they deserve to be sentenced TO REMAIN IN EXILE for
their sins, for THE ACCUSERS said great evil things about them.
There are four attributes in all. FOR EACH OF THE MINISTERS, THE
TWO ATTRIBUTES CONTAINS TWO ASPECTS; TO WIT, ONE FOR
AND ONE AGAINST. But they did not have the fifth attribute,
Yisrael's chieftain, and they spoke as they pleased. THE TWO
MINISTERS SPOKE NOW FOR AND NOW AGAINST, FOR THEY HAD
NOT THE FIFTH ATTRIBUTE, WHICH TURNS ALL INTO MERIT.
42. Then the fifth attribute arrived, WHICH WILL BE REVEALED AT
THE END OF CORRECTION, to be upon the Throne of Glory of the
Holy Name. It would say good things about Yisrael, and the two first
measures would no longer be afraid to speak before Him GOOD
THINGS ABOUT YISRAEL, AS THEY WERE BEFORE. For the fifth
attribute, which was considered the rule of the night, now came out
to shine upon them. Therefore RABBI YOSI opened the discussion
saying: "But it shall be one particular day which shall be known as
Hashem's, neither day, nor night: but it shall come to pass that at
evening time, there will be light."

43. We have learned that the verse, "And Elohim called the light Day,
and the darkness He called Night" (Beresheet 1:5) MEANS THAT THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED DARKNESS, AND ALSO CALLED
NIGHT, RECEIVES FROM DAY, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is also said:
"And darkness was on the face of the deep" (Ibid. 2) TO WIT,
DARKNESS IS A KLIPAH, NOT PERTAINING TO HOLINESS. The
verses contradict each other. Rabbi Elazar came to his father Rabbi
Shimon and said to him: My father and master, what is the meaning
of this CONTRADICTION? He replied to him, From the beginning, up
to the sixth generation, THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, He created
one Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH. He
explains, This refers to THE SECRET OF Vav of the name YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, ZEIR ANPIN, upon which BINAH conferred the spirit of
Chochmah. THEREFORE, until then, darkness was not known at all.
Rabbi Elazar rose and kissed his father's hands.
44. Rabbi Aba rose and asked: What is darkness? The friends turned
around, TO WIT, THEY SOUGHT HARD FOR AN ANSWER, but did
not arrive at an answer to his question. They did something,
NAMELY A CERTAIN MEDITATION, and a voice from before the
Master of the universe resounded this verse, "A land of gloom, as
darkness itself; and of the shadow of death, without any order, and
where the light is as darkness" (Iyov 10:22). THIS DARKNESS
MEANS Gehenom, for even before the world was created, it was
stored for the wicked. FROM THIS, THEY UNDERSTOOD THAT
DARKNESS IS GEHENOM. Woe to the wicked, who will abide in this
darkness, when Elohim will do all this as it says in, "For, behold, the
darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples: but
Hashem shall arise upon you, and His glory shall be seen upon
you" (Yeshayah 60:2). Happy is the portion of Yisrael, that the Holy
One, blessed be He, did not create THIS DARKNESS for them.
"Happy is that people, that is in such a case: Happy is that people,
whose Elohim is Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).

5. "And one told Ya'akov"
Rabbi Yosi explains that the quotation, "And one told Ya'akov," refers to Ya'akov being told his children would be redeemed. Through this
redemption, Ya'akov would receive both truth and grace, which are two Sfirot, also contained in two higher Chariots, Avraham and Ya'akov.
The Relevance of this Passage
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To achieve a higher level of spirituality and existence, we sometimes need to "borrow" Light from The Creator in order to use it to awaken and
arouse even greater Light in our lives and in this world. This is similar to a businessman borrowing money from a bank for the purpose of building a
successful business. In other words, you need money in order to make money. Hence, the primary purpose of this passage is to entrust the readers
with Light, so that they may use it to for spiritual purposes and the formation of greater Light.
45. "And one told Ya'akov, and said: 'Behold, your son Yosef comes
to you'" (Beresheet 48:2). Rabbi Yosi said: It was an angel WHO
TOLD YA'AKOV that he was about to pronounce good words about
the children of Yisrael at the time they would return to the Holy One,
blessed be He, with all their troubles, when Mashiach's end was to
come. And He would say to the attribute, YA'AKOV, THE SECRET OF
TIFERET, your children are come to you, and the good ones, the
children of YISRAEL, will be redeemed.

46. Happy is the portion of Yisrael, who are named the children of
the Holy One, blessed be He, that are like angels, OF WHOM IT
SAYS, "And all THE SONS OF Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:6).
YISRAEL ARE ALSO CALLED the sons of Hashem, AS IT SAYS,
"YOU ARE THE CHILDREN OF HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" (DEVARIM
14:1).
47. Come and behold! When do we know that the Holy One, blessed
be He, called Ya'akov, 'El'? He said to him: 'You shall be among the
lower beings, and I shall be Elohim among the upper beings.
Whence do we know that? HE ANSWERS: It is written, "And Elohim
went up from Avraham" (Beresheet 17:22). Thus the fathers are a
Chariot to the Holy One, blessed be He. We learned that "you will
show Truth to Ya'akov, Grace (lit. 'Chesed') to Avraham" (Michah
7:20) has in it two Sfirot, CHESED, AND TRUTH WHICH IS TIFERET
in two bigger and higher Chariots, AVRAHAM AND YA'AKOV.

48. The third one is Yitzchak , WHO BECAME A CHARIOT TO THE
SFIRAH OF GVURAH. Whence DO WE KNOW THAT FROM? FROM
THE WORDS "And Ya'akov swore by the fear of his father
Yitzchak" (Beresheet 31:53). For the fear of Yitzchak is a Sfirah of the
Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY GVURAH CALLED FEAR, and
became the Throne of Glory, ITS supernal Chariot. Yitzchak's Sfirah,
GVURAH, is more important and explicit than the other Sfirot of the
fathers, CHESED AND TIFERET. For that reason it is written, "And
Ya'akov swore by the fear of his father Yitzchak"; NAMELY BY THE
SFIRAH OF GVURAH CALLED FEAR, WHICH IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT.
49. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying: "The Elohim of
Avraham, and the Elohim of Nachor, the Elohim of their father, judge
between us. And Ya'akov swore by the fear of his father
Yitzchak." (Beresheet 31:53). From this verse, one may derive THAT
YITZCHAK'S SFIRAH IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE OTHERS,
FOR HE DID NOT SWEAR BY ELOHIM OF AVRAHAM, BUT BY THE
FEAR OF YITZCHAK.

6. "And sat upon the bed"
Rabbi Shimon explains that chief angel Michael will come to the side of Yisrael at his time of redemption. Yisrael will gain strength from this, and will
sit on the bed, which is a code alluding to this truth. Rabbi Shimon then explains that "marries the daughter of a strange El" refers to Yisrael, whom,
in spite of his sins, would redeem those in exile, and preserve the nations. Rabbi Yosi then describes two angels, Mata and Matatron, as the
Shechinah, sent from Binah to protect Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon next explains the meaning of Rut, which details the relationship between mercy and
judgment. Rabbis Shimon and Aba then begin a discourse on "All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full."
The Relevance of this Passage
The assistance of the supernal angels, including Michael, who represents the Right Column energy of mercy, and the protective Light of the
Shechinah, is drawn into our lives. This Light also helps to accelerate the end of our personal and global exile.
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50. "And Yisrael strengthened himself, and sat upon the
bed." (Beresheet 48:2). The secret of the verse is: "And at that time
shall Michael stand up, the great chief angel, who stands for the
children of your people: and there shall be a time of trouble" (Daniel
12:1). Rabbi Shimon says, This is the might of the great Michael,
WHO WILL STAND UP FOR YISRAEL AT THE TIME OF
REDEMPTION, WHICH WILL BE "A TIME OF TROUBLE SUCH AS
NEVER WAS SINCE THERE WAS A NATION..." THUS SCRIPTURE
CONCLUDES WITH "AND YISRAEL STRENGTHENED." "And sat
upon the bed": As before when he bowed upon it, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"AND YISRAEL BOWED HIMSELF UPON THE BED'S HEAD," BUT
NOW HE SAT UPON IT. HE ASKS: To whom did Ya'akov bow? If you
say he bowed to the bed, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The bed was ready
TO RECEIVE from him, AND THE GIVER DOES NOT BOW BEFORE
THE RECEIVER. HE ANSWERS: He bowed to the circumcision, THE
SECRET OF YESOD, of which he was fond.
51. "For Yehuda has profaned the holiness of Hashem which he
loved, and has married the daughter of a strange El" (Malachi 2:11).
HE WAS ASKED A DIFFICULT QUESTION ABOUT THE MEANING OF
"MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF A STRANGE EL." HE SAYS, When
the light was gone from ZEIR ANPIN, due to YISRAEL'S sins, THE
SHECHINAH could not stand before ZEIR ANPIN and was exiled from
the King. TO WIT, SHE WENT TOGETHER WITH YISRAEL INTO
EXILE AMONG THE NATIONS, since She could not leave Her
children among the nations to be killed. ZEIR ANPIN was in the Holy
Land and, by having foreign nations with him, as it says "MARRIED
THE DAUGHTER OF A STRANGE EL," it conveys that the Shechinah
was going into exile with them among the nations, when She was not
in the land of Yisrael but in other lands. Thus, by the light of Yisrael,
the nations around them were preserved. THEREFORE, IT SAYS
"MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF A STRANGE EL." (IT LOOKS AS IF IT
IS AN INTERPOLATION FROM THE WORDS 'IT CONVEYS.')
52. We learned, Rabbi Yosi said, that there were two ministers,
NAMELY ANGELS, under the Holy Throne of Glory. The one, BY
NAME OF MATA, dwells within the treasury of the Temple. And here
we are in exile, and nothing remained to us but him, who is of the
nature OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and impressed by the
Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. THIS IS THE ANGEL
MATATRON, WHOSE NAME IS AS THE NAME OF HIS MASTER, AS
IT IS WRITTEN OF HIM: "FOR MY NAME IS IN HIM" (SHEMOT 23:21).

53. It is written: "Behold, I send an angel before you, to keep
you" (Shemot 23:20). It is not worthy to speak that way only of the
World to Come, NAMELY BINAH, as we explained it to be the
protection along the way. TO WIT, THE POWER TO PROTECT
COMES FROM BINAH. THEREFORE, IT WAS BINAH WHICH SAID TO
YISRAEL, "BEHOLD, I SEND AN ANGEL," NAMELY THE SHECHINAH
"TO KEEP YOU," AND NO OTHER GRADE, BECAUSE PROTECTION
COMES FROM IT. SHE SAID: I, the Shechinah, hover among you and
protect you in exile. She will protect you until bringing you to your
country, as you were before. THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN, "I have
prepared" (Ibid.), WITH WHICH the verse CONCLUDES "to the place
which I have prepared," for THE LAND was their dwelling place even
before.
54. THE ANGEL MENTIONED IS the Shechinah, CLOTHED AND
WORKING through Matatron. For the Shechinah was exiled INTO
EXILE CALLED, from the King, ZEIR ANPIN, AND SHE WORKS
THROUGH MATATRON until THE TIME OF REDEMPTION WHEN She
will return to Her place TO ZEIR ANPIN. It is a mystery that: "For only
Og, king of Bashan remained of the remnant of the Refaim; behold,
his bed is a bed of iron; is it not in Rabba of the children of
Amon?" (Devarim 3:11), as we explained elsewhere.
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55. In the way, which is a parable of the exile, THE SHECHINAH will
protect you from all the troubles which will come upon you, until He
will come and gather you into the land which He promised to your
fathers, which is kept FOR YOU.

56. The second minister underneath the Holy Throne, which dwells
in the treasure of the Temple is Nuriel. For the minister appointed
over the children of Yisrael, NAMELY THE FIRST MINISTER UNDER
THE HOLY THRONE, Matatron, when the Shechinah was with the
King, would come and go before them. THE SECOND MINISTER,
NURIEL, would receive the worship of Yisrael to the Holy One,
blessed be He, as fire (Aramaic nura). And when the fire was no
more, because the children of Yisrael were exiled, Her light was
gone, and the Shechinah departed from the King.

57. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "Tarry this night,
and it shall be in the morning, that if he will perform to you the part
of a kinsman, well (lit. 'good'); let him do the kinsman's part" (Rut
3:13) RUT IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS JUDGMENT,
AND GOOD IS MERCY. Rabbi Yosi said: Mercy is more powerful than
Judgment. "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet
1:4). Hence, goodness and light are equal, for it is the source of all
the springs, whence the sea and all the rivers in the world come
from. THE MEANING OF THE WORDS CONCERNING RUT ARE THAT
IF HE WILL DO THE KINSMAN'S PART, GOOD, MEANING THAT
MERCY CALLED GOOD WILL DO THE KINSMAN'S PART BY RUTH
AND HAVE CONTROL OVER HER, WHO IS JUDGMENT.
58. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: Once I went up and down to
shine at the source of the springs. Rabbi Aba came up after me and
said to me, With what are you occupied? I said to him: With the
verse, "All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full" (Kohelet
1:7). From the light OF BINAH were created all the ministers in the
world, and from its light flow all the rivers; NAMELY, "the rivers" in
the verse, "ALL THE RIVERS RUN INTO THE SEA; YET THE SEA IS
NOT FULL." THE SEA, MALCHUT, is not full when in exile, because
the darkness and obscurity IN THE EXILE were made by a mother's
love, BINAH. And were it not FOR DARKNESS, the river would not
have been created which shines unto the daughter, MALCHUT. The
sea shall not be filled and made whole until the other side which was
not in exile would have come; NAMELY THE RIGHT SIDE, UPON
WHICH NO KLIPAH HAS EVER ANY CONTROL. THEN THE SEA,
MALCHUT, WILL BE FILLED.

7. The names called hand
Rabbi Elazar first explains that the hands belong to The Creator, the source of Light for everything, meaning mercy. He then begs Rabbi Shimon to
reveal to him the secret of the name "hand." Rabbi Shimon explains that without the "hand," which is mercy, war would prevail, since judgment
would be allowed to come before mercy. But the Mashiach will come and wage war against Amalek through judgment, and in it, prevail. Rabbi Elazar
then explains that the "the great hand" and "the supernal hand" are the same thing. They have the same numerical value and therefore, will be the
left and right hands joined together. Even though one is called "great" and the other "strong," and therefore, must be different, they are equal by the
name "hand," because of their letters Yud-Dalet, and will therefore create the heaven and the earth.
The Relevance of this Passage
Many profound lessons and benefits arise from this passage, including a secret concerning the nation of Amalek. Kabbalists have revealed that the
nation of Amalek is a code term that refers to the doubts and uncertainties that dwell within the consciousness of man. Specifically, these doubts
concern the following: our recognition of the reality of The Creator; our trust in the spiritual laws of our universe; our willingness to embark on and
remain on the correct spiritual path. Whenever we begin to approach these universal truths and come nearer to the Light, doubts automatically set
in. Consciously waging war against uncertainty helps to hasten the arrival of our personal Mashiach, as well as the global redemption. Moreover,
triumphing over our doubt helps to ignite the Light of mercy, which sweetens the Judgments due to us as a result of previous iniquities in this life or
past incarnations. Hence, the strength to defeat skepticism is summoned forth herein and the Light of mercy shines brighter in our lives, helping to
soften decrees of judgement that might be due us.
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59. The names called 'hand'-NAMELY THE HAND OF HASHEM, THE
GREAT HAND, THE STRONG HAND-are the source OF LIGHT for
everything. You will find only the hand of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, as in the
verse "the hand of Hashem is not shortened" (Yeshayah 59:1), since
'hand' is always combined with the name YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH
IS MERCY.
60. Rabbi Elazar came to ask his father Rabbi Shimon. He wept and
said to him: Reveal to me this secret, my father and master, OF THE
NAME 'HAND'. He said to him: It will be revealed to you through the
verse: "Because Hashem has sworn by His throne (lit. 'a hand on the
throne of Yah'); that Hashem will have war" (Shemot 17:16), TO WIT,
hand on the throne of Yah due to Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, WHICH IS
MERCY, Mercy being stronger than Judgment. The verse wishes to
say, may there be forever, instead of Gvurah, the great hand which
was in Egypt, WHICH IS MERCY; for were it not FOR THE GREAT
HAND, WAR would be through Judgment WITHOUT MERCY.
61. When Mashiach will come with the renewal of the great hand, he
will wage war against Amalek, MERCY WILL OVERCOME
JUDGMENT LIKE AT THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT, AS IT IS WRITTEN
"By strength of hand Hashem brought us out of Egypt" (Shemot
13:14). When the name hand is will come with 'strength of hand'
alone, NOT WITH HASHEM'S HAND OR THE GREAT HAND, it is then
in Judgment; namely war against Amalek will be fought through
Judgment, and then Mashiach will come. Rabbi Elazar supports his
explanation with the verse, "Then shall Hashem go out, and fight
against those nations, as when he fought in the day of
battle" (Zecharyah 14:3).
62. Come and see: THE STRENGTH OF the great hand, THE RIGHT
HAND, reaches the supernal hand, THE LEFT HAND CALLED THE
STRONG HAND. By this hand, they came out of Egypt, AS IT SAYS,
"BY STRENGTH OF HAND HASHEM BROUGHT US OUT OF EGYPT."
THEY ARE CONNECTED since they have the same numerical value,
one Yud equals the other Yud and one Dalet the other (YUD-DALET =
HAND). The name 'the great hand' and the name 'the supernal hand'
are the same, equal in letters and numerical value. UNISON receives
two hands together, IN OTHER WORDS, THE RIGHT AND LEFT
WERE JOINED TOGETHER.
63. HE ASKS, Why were they not separated, as they are not equal,
THE ONE IS CALLED GREAT AND THE OTHER STRONG. HE
ANSWERS: The connection of these two was explained BECAUSE
their letters, Yud-Dalet, which are the same, THOUGH they are not
exactly of the same content. TO WIT, SINCE THEY ARE EQUAL BY
THE NAME HAND, THEY MAY BE JOINED TOGETHER THOUGH THE
ONE IS CALLED GREAT AND THE OTHER STRONG. From these
TWO HANDS, the heaven and earth were created, and all that is with
them. INSIDE THE UPPERMOST CIRCLE: Yud to Yud, Dalet to Dalet.
INSIDE THE SECOND CIRCLE WITHIN THE UPPERMOST ONE, TO
THE RIGHT OF THE CIRCLE: Yud to Yud, Vav to Vav, Dalet to Dalet;
AND TO ITS LEFT: Dalet to Dalet, Lamed to Lamed, Tav to Tav.
INSIDE THE THIRD CIRCLE, THAT IS WITHIN THE SECOND, TO THE
RIGHT OF THE CIRCLE: Dalet to Dalet, Lamed to Lamed, Tav to Tav;
AND TO ITS LEFT: Lamed to Lamed, Mem to Mem, Dalet to Dalet;
Tav to Tav, Vav to Vav. IN THE CENTER OF THESE CIRCLES: Vav
above; AND BELOW IT Yud-Hei, Yud-Hei, BELOW THEM Shadai,
AND BELOW IT the Chariot of the fathers of Yisrael. They are the
first Sfirah, NAMELY THE UPPER CIRCLE, which is sublime Keter,
WHERE THE SIMPLE LETTERS ARE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
KETER. We learned that "The eyes of Hashem are in every place,
watching the evil and the good" (Mishlei 15:3). THE SECOND CIRCLE
IS THE SECRET OF THAT VERSE; NAMELY THE SFIRAH
CHOCHMAH, SINCE EYES ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH.
HENCE, IT CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF THE LETTERS FULLY
SPELLED OUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH. Third: IN
THE THIRD CIRCLE, THERE IS THE SFIRAH BINAH, SINCE IN IT ARE
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THE FULLY SPELLED OUT LETTERS OF THE FULLY SPELLED OUT
LETTERS. They help AND POUR UPON Vav OF THE NAME YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which performed many miracles in
the land of Egypt.

8. "...appeared to me at Luz"
Rabbi Aba explains that Luz is Jerusalem, namely Binah, which will give a blessing to Ya'akov and thereby ensure that the land will be given to his
children. Rabbi Elazar further describes that the blessing will also ensure a pure land, and happy will be the portion of the land he will keep. Rabbi
Elazar comments on circumcision, namely Yud, as being required in order to be called children of The Creator (holy children). Without it, as Rabbis
Aba and Yosi point out, they will die without repentance, in this world and in the next.
The Relevance of this Passage
The awesome energy and Light that issues from the land of Yisrael, concentrated in the city of Jerusalem, is bestowed upon the reader. In addition,
the power of purification, associated with the mystical Light aroused through circumcision, is imbued within our souls, helping to cleanse iniquities
resulting from negative sexual behavior and adulterated thoughts.
64. "And Ya'akov said to Yosef, 'El Shadai appeared to me at Luz in
the land of Cna'an'" (Beresheet 48:3). Rabbi Aba said: Luz is the
Celestial Jerusalem, NAMELY BINAH, which puts the Shechinah to
dwell with us. Supernal Ya'akov, ZEIR ANPIN, said to the lower
YA'AKOV, BINAH blessed me, that it wants to increase you and give
the land to your children. Luz, the Celestial Jerusalem, BINAH,
WHICH IS the Holy One, blessed be He, gave a blessing which will be
fulfilled in the Holy Land, but outside THE LAND, in another land,
there shall be no blessing.

65. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying: "He that blesses a
friend with a loud voice, rising early in the morning, it shall be
counted a curse to him" (Mishlei 27:14). The Holy One, blessed be
He, called Yisrael brothers and friends. THE MEANING OF THIS
VERSE "THAT BLESSES A FRIEND" REFERS TO THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WHO BLESSES YISRAEL. HE ASKS: What did He
bless them? HE REPLIES: That this nation will be pure under Him,
and that He will watch over them.
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66. Happy is the portion of this pure nation WHICH HE KEEPS, for
they are called dear children more than the supernal beings, as it is
written: "You are the children of Hashem" (Devarim 14:1), all for that
reason. What is this reason? HE REPLIES: That the name SHADAI is
completed by their impression, for they are circumcised.

67. Come and see: The Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, is in a
man's face, NAMELY SHIN, but Yud is missing and thus it is not
complete. When Avraham came and became dear to the Holy One,
blessed be He, He said to him: 'In you shall this name be completed.
He circumcised himself, and the name became complete through the
Yud of circumcision. For Shin is found in a man's face; NAMELY,
THE TWO EYES AND THE NOSE IN THE MIDDLE. IN HIS ARM, you
find Dalet, and the Yud is missing, the Yud of circumcision
completes it. Then they are called children of Hashem, holy children.

68. When the sign of the holy covenant is defiled and put into the
dominion of the other, NAMELY BY TRANSGRESSION, the holiness
of the seal is gone from him, and he is considered as if he ruined the
world, for he has defiled the seal upon which the Name of the Holy
One, blessed be He, is completed. Thus he ruins the world BY
STOPPING THE BOUNTY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
FROM THE WORLD.

69. Rabbi Aba was walking from Cappadocia with Rabbi Yosi. While
they were walking they saw a man there with a mark upon his face.
Woe to the wicked, who will die without repentance, and the mark
will not disappear, neither in this world nor in the World to Come.

9. "Behold, I will make you fruitful, and multiply you"
Rabbi Aba first explains that shame will not overcome Ya'akov, since he will keep his promise to his children, [Behold, I will make you fruitful and
multiply you,] because to fail would be to invoke shame upon himself. The quotation is a blessing from God, meant to further ensure that Ya'akov
will keep his promise. Rabbi Aba then ends by indicating that at the time of war against Amalek, only The Creator would go to fight.
The Relevance of this Passage
In truth, a man lacks the full power to overthrow the Satan, doubts and internal demons that dwell within him. Nonetheless, when a man willingly
overcomes his doubt--known by the code word Amalek, The Creator will fight for him throughout his life, thus assuring a man's victory over the dark
side and providing him with a life of fulfillment. This is precisely what occurs herein, as we peruse the letters of this passage with the
consciousness and intent to eradicate our doubts and demons and allow The Creator to fight on our behalf.
70. "...and said to me, 'Behold, I will make you fruitful, and multiply
you'" (Beresheet 48:4). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion speaking
in relation to the verse: "Ya'akov shall not now be ashamed, neither
shall his face now grow pale" (Yeshayah 29:22). A man who
promises good for another man will be ashamed not to keep his
promise. How the more so is A PROMISE come to man from above. If
he brings not the goodness to his children that he said he would, he
will be ashamed.
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71. The Holy One, blessed be He, said TO YA'AKOV, "Behold, I will
make you fruitful, and multiply you" by this blessing given to Me
FROM BINAH. And I will give this land to your children. Yet HIS
CHILDREN are not in the land of Yisrael, nor is THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, with them. THIS IS SUPPOSEDLY SHAMEFUL
THAT HE PROMISES YET DOES NOT KEEP IT. But when Mashiach's
end will come AND HIS PROMISE will be fulfilled, the Holy One,
blessed be He, said: "Ya'akov shall not now be ashamed." Now the
face of supernal Ya'akov will not be put to shame, because of what
he said "and will give THIS LAND TO YOUR SEED AFTER
YOU" (Beresheet 48:4). For until now, he had naught in his hand to
give them, and he was ashamed. Now his promise was kept before
the Master of heaven and earth.

72. As we said, the war against Amalek will be by strength of hand
alone when the end will come, for it is a day for battle, as is written:
"Then shall Hashem go out, and fight against those nations, AS
WHEN HE FOUGHT IN THE DAY OF BATTLE," He Himself shall go
out, and none other.

10. "And now your two sons...who were born to you"
Rabbi Yosi opens the discussion with the saying that the two sons, Efraim and Menashe, are born to Yisrael into 'exile'. Vav will help Ya'akov at the
time of redemption, and give his children a portion of the land. The aspect of Efraim refers to the children who were forgotten, and the aspect of
Menashe to those he regards as his own. But Hashem will attend to both aspects and redeem them, taking them out of their land of exile. Rabbi Aba
then says that when God executes judgment upon Egypt, Yisrael will be redeemed from exile. Rabbi Shimon next explains that God will make a
Chupah (marriage canopy) for every righteous man in Jerusalem, as a means for the giving of the Torah and the building of the Temple. Yisrael will
be born after the redemption of the fathers (Chariots). Rabbi Shimon finally explains that all children born in Jerusalem after the redemption, will go
to Heaven, will have only Hebrew names, and will inherit the land according to their numbers.
The Relevance of this Passage
The blessings and wisdom contained herein are varied and abounding. Put briefly, we are all children of Ya'akov and our exile continues to this very
day. However, when one earnestly turns to the path of Ya'akov, the Torah--the Light of the Upper World [the Hebrew letter Vav] will assist him in
removing the Evil Inclination [Egypt], the underlying cause behind the continued exile. Furthermore, this passage awakens the entire world to the
truth of the Torah and the power of Kabbalah and connects the reader to the redemptive Light emanating from the Land of Yisrael. Our personal and
global redemption is therefore quickened.
73. "And now your two sons...who were born to you" (Beresheet
48:5): These are Yisrael below, who are in exile, the children of the
Holy One, blessed be He, who are born among the nations. TO WIT,
THE VERSE: "YOUR TWO SONS, EFRAIM AND MENASHE, WHO
WERE BORN TO YOU IN THE LAND OF EGYPT" (IBID.) REFERS TO
YISRAEL WHO ARE IN EXILE AMONG THE NATIONS. FOR EGYPT
INCLUDES ALL EXILES. We learned, Rabbi Yosi said, that the
children of Yisrael who will be in the Holy Land of Yisrael, dwelling in
the land, at the coming of Mashiach, will be with their brothers in
that place. For exile will be only for those who live in a foreign land,
and they are called 'exiles'.

74. "I remember my covenant with Ya'akov" (Vayikra 26:42). The Vav
OF YA'AKOV is superfluous, WHICH INDICATES that the Vav which
was gone when the Temple was destroyed will help Ya'akov at the
time OF REDEMPTION, and will be an everlasting possession for the
holy son YA'AKOV, whose descendants shall live in the country in
which they lived before, happy is their portion.
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75. The children who were exiled out of the land of Yisrael and were
forgotten, THE ASPECT OF MENASHE, and multiplied AND
INCREASED ACCORDING TO THE ASPECT OF EFRAIM: Supernal
Ya'akov, ZEIR ANPIN, said to the one below, Your children who are
out of the land of Yisrael, born in exile in other lands, before I came
to Egypt and sentenced them for their sins, I do not consider to be
your children those who were born in exile in a foreign land, though
they be many, THE ASPECT OF EFRAIM, and forgotten, THE
ASPECT OF MENASHE, they are my own CHILDREN. But when I saw
them in this exile, I healed their pains and heard their prayers,
Reuven, "Surely Hashem has looked upon my affliction" (Beresheet
29:32) and for Shimon, "Because Hashem has heard that I was
hated" (Ibid. 33). THIS IS THE MEANING OF THE VERSE "EFRAIM
AND MENASHE" WHO MULTIPLIED AND WERE FORGOTTEN IN
EXILE "AS REUVEN AND SHIMON THEY SHALL BE MINE," TO WIT,
HE WILL SEE THEIR POVERTY, HEAR THEIR PRAYER AND REDEEM
THEM, ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF THE NAMES REUVEN
AND SHIMON. Think of it as if they were before Me, and when we
shall return from Egypt, WHICH INCLUDES ALL THE EXILES, after
executing Judgment on them, we shall take them out of the land of
their exile.
76. Rabbi Aba said: From this WE UNDERSTAND THAT AFTER HE
WILL EXECUTE JUDGMENT UPON EGYPT, WHICH INCLUDES ALL
THE NATIONS, YISRAEL WILL BE REDEEMED FROM EXILE, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "And they shall bring all your brethren out of all the
nations for an offering to Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:20). Scripture
means that when the Holy One, blessed be He, will execute
Judgment upon Egypt; NAMELY UPON ALL THE NATIONS WHICH
THE EARLIER VERSE MENTIONED. At that time, all the nations will
bring an offering when they hear about the Holy One, blessed be He,
"and all the nations shall flow to it" (Yeshayah 2:2).
77. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy One, blessed be
He, will make for every righteous man a canopy in Jerusalem. It is
written: "the voice of mirth, and the voice of gladness, the voice of
the bridegroom, and the voice of the bride" (Yirmeyah 16:9) when the
Shechinah will return to the King and He will engage Her, as it is
written: "Go forth, O daughters of Tzion, and behold...on the day of
his wedding, and on the day of the gladness of his heart" (Shir
Hashirim 2:11). "The day of his wedding" is the giving of the Torah,
and "the day of the gladness of his heart" is the building of the
Temple, may it be built soon in our days.

78. "And your offspring, which you beget after them, shall be
yours" (Beresheet 48:6). This is Yisrael below, WHO WILL BE BORN
AFTER THE REDEMPTION to the fathers, who are Chariots, and their
names will be in the secret of those born AFTER REDEMPTION. They
will be named after their brothers in their inheritance.

79. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: "And your issue (also: 'your
homeland')" is Terrestrial Jerusalem, NAMELY YOUR HOMELAND.
FOR THE WORDS "born at home" (Vayikra 18:9) in relation to the
portion concerning incest, refer to the Terrestrial Jerusalem. THE
MEANING OF THE VERSE IS that people who will be born in that
Jerusalem will not only return to their Master in heaven, but will also
convert AFTER REDEMPTION. They will have only names of Yisrael,
not according to their father, such as 'the proselyte of Cappadocia,'
but a name of Yisrael.
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80. "Shall be your": THE VERSE means that they will have names of
Yisrael, after their brothers in their inheritance. And when they
return, they will inherit together with Yisrael in the country, and each
tribe will take its own, AND ALSO for people of their own,
CONVERTS. Each will inherit the land according to its numbers.

11. "Rachel died by me on the way"
Rabbi Aba begins by explaining the discrepancy in the verb tense in "they have come back," used in The Creator's promise for the future. Rabbi Aba
then explains how Rabbi Elazar answers that the Shechinah will think her children have died by judgement. Only then will she return to her husband.
"Rachel weeping" refers to the Shechinah being told by her husband that her children have perished. Only then will He tell her that her children have
been redeemed. God then tells her that those who have died in the war will be resurrected. Rabbi Shimon tells us that the quotation refers to the
Shechinah's children who die in the war, but are resurrected and will return to Efrat, the land of Yisrael. Rabbi Aba finally explains the meaning of
Lechem, derived from Milchamah (war), and "fought" (lacham).
The Relevance of this Passage
Two paths to the final redemption lie before us: a path of destruction --war and death--and a path of mercy that offers us protection, the path of
spiritual transformation. We have the free will to choose our fate. In the end, all the souls of mankind will be resurrected and the arrival of the
Mashiach will bring immortality and endless fulfillment. The Light that radiates from this passage of Zohar awakens the wisdom to walk the path of
spiritual transformation. It helps accelerate the arrival of the Resurrection and the Mashiach through the path of mercy for all mankind.
81. "And as for me, when I came from Paddan, Rachel died by
me." (Beresheet 48:7) Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying: "A
voice was heard in Rama" (Yirmeyah 31:14) followed by: "Thus says
Hashem; Keep your voice from weeping, and your eyes from tears:
for your work shall be rewarded, says Hashem; and they shall (lit.
'they have') come back again to their own border" (Ibid. 15). HE
ASKS: It does not say 'They shall come back' IN THE FUTURE
TENSE, but that they have come back. YET THIS IS A PROMISE FOR
THE FUTURE, AND IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN 'AND THEY SHALL
COME BACK.'
82. HE ANSWERS: Come and see, Rabbi Elazar said that when there
will be justice upon the mountain, and the Shechinah will be adorned
on the mountain, She will think her children perished by Judgment.
The secret is, "Sing, O barren one, you that did not bear; break forth
into singing, and cry aloud" (Yeshayah 54:1). We have learned that
many children of the throne will be Her own CHILDREN, as it is
written: "For more are the children of the desolate than the children
of the married wife" (Ibid.). The Shechinah will then return to Her
husband. "On that day Hashem shall be one, and His name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

83. Before that, the Shechinah will say to Her husband, Where are
my children? He will say to Her that they were judged, and She will
think they perished by judgment, and weeps for Her children, who
perished by justice. THIS IS THE SECRET OF "A VOICE WAS HEARD
IN RAMA... RACHEL WEEPING FOR HER CHILDREN," AND HE WILL
SAY TO HER, "KEEP YOUR VOICE FROM WEEPING... FOR YOUR
WORK SHALL BE REWARDED." For you are to be greatly rewarded
by Me for being with them, and the children have already come back
from the hated land, FOR THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN REDEEMED.
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84. HE ASKS: Did not Yosef know his mother died? Indeed, he was
with her when she died. WHY DID YA'AKOV HAVE TO TELL HIM
THAT? HE REPLIES: Supernal Yisrael said that when he prophesied
about the redemption of Yisrael, the Shechinah will stir, and the
Congregation of Yisrael will stir and wage war against the nations.
Some OF YISRAEL will die IN THIS WAR. They will slowly approach
the land of Yisrael. When She weeps FOR HER DEAD SONS, the Holy
One, blessed be He, will say to Her, Do not be afraid, there is a
reward for the sons who died IN THE WAR for My name's sake. The
others, who did not die, have already returned and those who died
will live again through the resurrection of the dead.

85. "Rachel died by me." She died for the unity of the Name of the
Holy One, blessed be He. TO WIT, HER SONS WHO WERE KILLED
FOR THE SANCTIFICATION OF THE HOLY NAME. THE VERSE says
of it: "When yet there was but a little way" (Beresheet 48:7), WHICH
MEANS they died for the unity of the Name of the Holy One, blessed
be He, outside the land of Yisrael, AT THE WAR FOR THE COMING
TO YISRAEL. For in the land of Yisrael, none shall die. THEREFORE
SCRIPTURE SAYS, "WHEN YET THERE WAS BUT A LITTLE WAY TO
COME TO EFRAT" TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL, FOR AFTER COMING
TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL THEY WILL DIE NO MORE.
86. We have learned that Rabbi Aba said: Yisrael will be engaged in
war on the way to Efrat, and many of them will die. Then they will
rise at the resurrection of the dead, and will have more power than
those who reached Jerusalem before them, WHO DID NOT DIE IN
THE WAR.

87. Why is this holy place called 'Lechem' (Eng. 'bread'), AS IT IS
WRITTEN "THAT IS BET LECHEM"? (BERESHEET 48:7) HE
ANSWERS: Since it is one of the Names of the Holy One, blessed be
He, they will die there IN WAR for sanctifying His name, hand ON
THE THRONE OF YAH. THIS MEANS they will die there TO MAKE
COMPLETE the name Yah, WHICH SHALL NOT BE COMPLETE IN
YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI UNTIL THE MEMORY OF AMALEK SHALL BE
FORGOTTEN. THEREFORE THE PURPOSE OF THIS WAR IS TO
COMPLETE THE NAME OF YUD-HEI WITH VAV-HEI. THUS THE
PLACE IS CALLED LECHEM DERIVED FROM MILCHAMAH (WAR),
for it fought (lacham) in exile to render complete the Name of the
Holy One, blessed be He.

12. "And Yisrael beheld Yosef's sons"
Rabbi Aba explains that lower Yisrael will be joined with the children of Yisrael into a great crowd, at which point they will all be circumcised and
converted. Together, they will then return to their country with love for each other, and only then, "The Creator shall be one." Rabbi Shimon next
explains that sores on the skin of the people of Yisrael represent the borders that will separate them from the others in their new land.
The Relevance of this Passage
The universal truth of the Torah and the spiritual power of the Zohar are awakened within the souls of all mankind, facilitating the objective of global
unity. The purifying Light that shines and cleanses during circumcision helps refine our souls and purge the Evil Inclination, associated negative
sexual behavior, from the souls of all mankind. As well, the arrival of the final redemption is accelerated and our commitment to the path of Torah is
strengthened.
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88. "And Yisrael beheld Yosef's sons, and said, 'Who are
these?'" (Beresheet 48:8) Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the
verse, "Then shall you say in your heart, 'Who has begotten me
these'" (Yeshayah 49:21). HE ASKS: What does scripture mean by
that? HE ANSWERS: Lower Yisrael saw that the children of Yisrael
will come before Him, when they will come "from Elam and from
Shin'ar and from Chamat and from the islands of the sea" (Ibid.
11:11), they will all gather into a great number. The Shechinah will
say, Who are all these, are there not any who are unfit, of foreign
children? They will say to Him, we are all Your children, there is no
foreigner among us. For they will be separated the one from the
other, THE MOTLEY CROWD WILL BE SEPARATED FROM YISRAEL,
and they will be circumcised together and converted. The proselyte
then will return together with Yisrael and they will be together.

89. We have learned that proselytes are as bad to Yisrael as a sore
on the skin. It is written, "For Hashem will have Mercy on Ya'akov,
and will yet choose Yisrael, and set them in their own land: and the
stranger shall be joined with them, and they shall cleave to the
house of Ya'akov " (Ibid. 14:1). When the children will return to their
country and there will be love among them, then "Hashem shall be
one, and His name One" (Zecharyah 14:9). The proselyte will then
cleave to the people of Yisrael and will be like a sore on their skin.

90. HE ASKS: Why are they LIKE A SORE ON THE SKIN? HE SAYS,
come and hearken, Rabbi Shimon said that IT REFERS TO the
borders of the country, for every one will want to live in the land of
Yisrael, and the people OUTSIDE ITS BORDERS will be afraid.
HENCE it is written: "And let them stretch forth the curtains of your
habitations" (Yeshayah 54:2). The verse implies that the curtains you
had before FROM THE TIME OF EXILE should be stretched and
fortified more than those of the other nations so to speak, whom you
saw strengthening them, when you were with the other nations;
NAMELY IN EXILE AMONG THE NATIONS. AND THE PROSELYTES
shall be many.

13. "Whom Hashem has given me"
Rabbi Shimon first describes how the Torah (zeh) is set before the children of Yisrael. Rabbi Rav Nachman then explains the difference between zeh
and zot, pointing out that the Torah is referred to as "Tor," in the feminine, which is a name of a dove--meaning "the time of the singing bird is
come," sung by the Levites, which is the secret of the female aspect of the Torah--the turtle being the secret of the male aspect. Rabbi Rav Nachman
then explains that Hei (holiness) ? is more important than Aleph ?. Next, Rabbi Aba tells us how the measurement of the span of God is 670 years,
from heaven to earth. Rabbi Aba concludes by explaining why the Torah is called Zeh.
The Relevance of this Passage
All reality consists of both male and female energies. When these two polar opposites are united, Light flows and shines upon supernal and
corporeal worlds. Our physical world of Malchut embodies female energy, while the Upper Realm of Zeir Anpin corresponds to male. This passage
enjoins the two worlds, allowing the resplendent Light of The Creator to vanquish all forms of darkness dwelling in our midst.
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91. "And Yosef said to his father, 'They are my sons, whom Elohim
has given me in this here (Heb. zeh macs.)'." (Beresheet 48:9) Rabbi
Shimon explained in relation to this the verse: "And that (Heb. zot
fem.) is the Torah which Moshe set before the children of
Yisrael" (Devarim 4:44). When lower Yisrael -WHO ARE CALLED
YOSEF- said: When Supernal Yisrael is high above them, "They are
my children," for the Holy One, blessed be He, gave me the Torah
CALLED ZEH (ENG. 'THIS'). THEREFORE SCRIPTURE SAYS "IN THIS
(HEB. ZEH)." Behold YISRAEL AND their true laws, according to the
laws of the Torah which were given them. Come and see: When
Yisrael will shelter under the wings of the Shechinah, the Torah is
called 'zeh,' as in "this (zeh) is my El, and I will praise Him" (Shemot
15:2). THIS IS ALSO THE MEANING OF THE VERSE "WHOM ELOHIM
HAS GIVEN ME IN THIS," WHICH IS THE TORAH. But as long as
David was not speaking from under the wings of the Shechinah, but
prophesied that which will be, THE TORAH is called zot (Eng. 'this',
fem.), AS IN "AND THAT (HEB. ZOT) IS THE TORAH."

92. Rav Nachman said: From this, WE UNDERSTAND THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 'ZEH' AND 'ZOT', AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"Though a host should camp against me, my heart shall not fear:
though war should rise against me, even then I will be confident (lit.
'in zot')" (Tehilim 27:4), zot (Eng. 'this') being the Torah when
Mashiach will come, WHEN THE TORAH SHALL BE REVEALED. It is
therefore written: "And the voice of the turtledove (Heb. tor) is heard
in our land" (Shir Hashirim 2:12) IN THE MASCULINE, INSTEAD OF
TORAH, WHICH IS THE FEMININE. TOR IS A NAME OF A DOVE. Why
was Torah likened to a dove? Because its voice is sweet like that of
a dove. This voice will resound when Mashiach will come at
Judgment Day; NAMELY BEFORE REDEMPTION, WHEN MASHIACH
WILL EXECUTE JUDGMENT AND WAGE WAR AGAINST THE
NATIONS WHICH ENSLAVE YISRAEL. YET IT IS NOT YET THE TIME
TO REVEAL THE TORAH. IT IS THEREFORE CALLED 'TOR' IN THE
MASCULINE, AND ZEH ('THIS', MASC.).
93. We learned: "The flowers appear on the earth; the time of the
singing bird is come, and the voice of the turtledove is heard in our
land." (Ibid.). The flowers are the patriarchs of the Chariot,
AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, AND YA'AKOV, who will rise in the world and
will be seen IN THE LAND.
94. "The time of the singing bird is come," that is, the singing that
will be sung by the Levites when they return to their worship of yore.
"The voice of the turtledove" IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "whom
Elohim has given me in this (Heb. bazeh)." THIS REFERS TO THE
SECRET OF THE TORAH IN ITS MALE ASPECT, CALLED 'ZEH',
WHICH IS ALLUDED TO IN THE VERSE "WHOM ELOHIM HAS GIVEN
ME IN THIS (HEB. BAZEH)." These are the words of the Torah which
are pleasant as the voice of the turtledove, Zeh.
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95. HE ASKS: What does this mean? HE ANSWERS: The secret of
this matter is that when the children of Yisrael are not sheltered
under the wings of the Shechinah, the Aleph of 'zot' descends
beneath all THE GRADES, and the Hei of "zeh (this) my El, and I will
praise Him" departs. Since the Temple was ruined, the Hei could not
dwell among the idolatrous nations and the Holy Hei was separated
from the Name. When the children of Yisrael will return to their
country, the Holy Hei, which was cut from the Name of the Holy One,
blessed be He, shall return to 'zeh' and come out of the Day of
Judgment, while the Aleph will be mended AND COME BACK TO
'ZOT'. HE ASKS: WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT, Hei or Aleph? HE
ANSWERS: Hei is more important with respect to holiness, and
Aleph is more important with respect to the letters.

96. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "Who has
measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out
heaven with the span?" (Yeshayah 40:12). 'Zeh (Heb. Zayin-Hei)' and
the turtledove (Tav-Vav-Resh) are supposedly alike; NAMELY, THEY
JOIN TOGETHER. Zayin OF ZEH joins Resh OF TOR, the Resh OF
TOR joins the Tav OF TOR, and from this comes the combination of
Zeret (Eng. 'span'). VAV OF TOR IS ATTACHED TO HEI OF ZEH, TO
FORM VAV-HEI OF THE NAME OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI-ZEIR AND HIS
NUKVA. The measurement of the span of the Holy One, blessed be
He, is 670 years, from heaven (ZEIR ANPIN) to earth (THE NUKVA).
HE ASKS: How can this be? HE SAYS: Zeh-tor HAS TWO
PERMUTATIONS: 1) Zeret-Vav-Hei 2) Hei-Vav-Terez, in which Hei OF
ZEH comes before Vav OF TOR. Hei OF ZEH precedes Vav OF TOR,
THE PRECEDENCE OF HEI ALLUDES TO BINAH, WHICH POURS
ABUNDANCE UPON ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE VAV. The Vav
before the Tav OF TOR and Tav before Resh OF TOR and Resh OF
TOR before Zayin OF ZEH: THIS IS THE PERMUTATION OF HEI-VAVTEREZ, THE SECRET OF 670 YEARS FROM HEAVEN TO EARTH.
"Foursquare it shall be, being doubled; a span shall be its length,
and a span shall be the breadth of it" (Shemot 28:26).
97. "And he said: Bring them, I pray you, to me, and I will bless
them." (Beresheet 48:9). He says, Since they study the Torah, AS
SAID "WHOM ELOHIM HAS GIVEN ME IN THIS (ZEH)," which is the
Torah, AND THE ATTRIBUTE Zeh IS BETWEEN THEM, I will bless
them.

98. This is the secret of the words, "And he said to him, 'What is your
name?' And he said: 'Ya'akov'" (Beresheet 32:28): THE NAME
YA'AKOV IS OF SMALLNESS WITHOUT MOCHIN. IT IS THEN
WRITTEN, "And he said: 'Why is it that you ask after my
name?'" (Ibid. 30). HE SAID TO HIM: What is it, WHY DO YOU ASK
FOR MY NAME, A NAME BEING UNDERSTANDING? Yet in the
former verse, YOU SAID THAT YOUR NAME IS YA'AKOV, WHICH
MEANS A LITTLE IS ENOUGH FOR YOU, AND YOU DO NOT WISH
TO ATTAIN AND KNOW THE NAME. Like we explained elsewhere.
There is another secret IN THIS VERSE, "And Ya'akov asked him...
And he said: 'Why is it (Zeh) that you ask after my name?' And he
blessed him there." That is, he said to him that he will bless him due
to Zeh.
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99. We learned a great mystery from this verse, but I have come
before you only to teach you the verse I just spoke of, saying that
the Torah is called Zeh. It is also written: "That (Zeh) Sinai before
Hashem the Elohim of Yisrael" (Shoftim 5:5), SINAI BEING THE
TORAH GIVEN ON SINAI. ALSO, when the Torah was given by
Moshe, IT WAS SAID OF HIM, "This (Zeh) man Moshe" (Shemot
32:1), and also "this is my El, and I will praise him," WHICH MEANS
the Torah CALLED ZEH descended before the Elohim of Yisrael.
THEN THEY SAID: "THIS IS MY EL..."

14. "Now the eyes of Yisrael were dim from age"
Rabbi Chizkiyah first explains that this language is from lower Yisrael, since none of it is found in the Torah. Since the exiles did not follow the rules
of the Torah, they became old and weak. Rabbi Chiya then says that when the exiles return to their land, God will invest them with His spirit. Rabbi
Aba goes on to explain the meaning of "dim" as referring to the length in which the exiles lived without "light." Rabbi Aba then answers the question
of why the Torah speaks in the language and names of men.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we are connected to the divine language of the Torah, whose letters are the bridge between the Upper and Lower Worlds. The words of the
Torah are like cables that carry spiritual current from the supernal realm into the material dimension. The energy that flows between these two
worlds helps us expedite the end of both our personal exile and the global one. This Light illuminates for us the importance of spiritual
transformation through the path of Torah and strengthens our commitment to it.
100. "Now the eyes of Yisrael were dim from age." (Beresheet 48:19).
Rabbi Chizkiyah taught that this is lower Yisrael, for such language
is not found THROUGH THE WHOLE TORAH. For when YISRAEL will
be in exile all the days of destruction, they will become old with age,
and will not be able to behold the face of the Shechinah until another
spirit will come upon them.

101. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER that they were defiled among the
nations IN EXILE, and did not follow the laws of the Torah as they
should have. They sat a long while among the gentiles, generation
after generation, and learned their ways, AS IT IS WRITTEN "BUT
WERE MINGLED AMONG THE NATIONS, AND LEARNED THEIR
WORKS" (TEHILIM 106:35). When they will return to their land, they
will not at first be able to behold the face of the Shechinah until the
Holy One, blessed be He, will invest them with His spirit.

102. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "And I will put My
spirit within you" (Yechezkel 36:27). Then he said: "And cause you to
follow My statutes, and you shall keep My judgments, and do
them" (Ibid.). For after I will put My spirit within you, and holiness,
you shall follow My rules and go by them.

103. "So that he could not see" (Beresheet 48:10): Rabbi Aba opened
the discussion saying: "In the light of the king's countenance is life;
and his favor is as a cloud bringing the spring rain" (Mishlei 16:15).
For when they will receive the face of the Shechinah of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and be occupied with the Chariots, by which the
world endures; NAMELY THE LIVNG CREATURES WHICH CARRY
THE CHARIOT (YECHEZKEL CHAPTER 1), THEN IT WILL BE SAID
OF THEM "IN THE LIGHT OF THE KING'S COUNTENANCE IS LIFE..."
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104. Come and see: You shall not find in the language of the whole
scripture IN THE PORTION OF VAYECHI but words which talk of
men, and no verses which speak of the Holy One, blessed be He. TO
WIT, THOUGH THEY SPEAK OF REDEMPTION, WHEN YA'AKOV IS
MENTIONED, IT REFERS TO SUPERNAL YA'AKOV OR SUPERNAL
YISRAEL; NAMELY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. WHY DOES
SCRIPTURE SPEAK IN THE LANGUAGE AND NAMES OF MEN? HE
ANSWERS: For when they will return to their land, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, will put upon them the spirit of Wisdom, they will
always speak of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it says, "My tongue
also shall tell of your righteousness" (Tehilim 71:24).
End of Sitrei Torah

15. "And Ya'akov lived," part two
Rabbi Chiya opens the discussion by saying that God called the children of Yisrael "righteous" and that they will be happy in the world to come
because they cleaved to His body (the Central Column). Rabbi Yitzchak then explains that the land they shall inherit will be supernal, meaning the
Malchut. Then, we learn, they will surely inherit the Shechinah, the land of the living. The secret of the Malchut is that the land is one of planting,
referring in scripture to God planting when He created the universe. The children of Yisrael will thus inherit the land forever. Rabbis Ya'akov and
Yehuda next explain why there is no space in the Torah between the portion of Vayigash and the beginning of the portion of Vayechi. Rabbi Shimon
tells us that there are no spaces between the two verses separating "And Ya'akov lived" to indicate that Yisrael and his children lived in luxury like
kings. Rabbi Shimon goes on to explain the importance of seventeen years, because Ya'akov was sorrowful all his life, but the beauty of Yosef upon
first seeing him, reminded Ya'akov of his wife Rachel, and all his sorrow fell away. But when Yosef, being seventeen, was separated from Ya'akov,
we learn, his sorrow returned. Therefore, Ya'akov lived in Egypt "for seventeen years." Rabbi Elazar next tells us why the word "play" is mentioned
three times in the verse; it refers to the three Columns. Rabbi Aba explains the three Columns as south, north, and east. From them come the three
worlds: The Right Column is called "south," the Left Column "north," the Central Column "east." Rabbi Shimon concludes by pointing out that "Your
fathers" refers to three: Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya'akov.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power of the three Column System lies at the heart of this passage. The three Columns refer to the following behavioral traits: Right Column
signifies a man's desire to share, the God-like nature of his soul. Left Column refers to the covetous desire of receiving for the self alone, the
insatiable impulses of the ego. The crucial Central Column correlates to a man's free will to resist his selfish desires and instead, choose the truthful
longings lingering in his soul, which include unconditional sharing. When a man integrates these three Columns into his life in a spiritually balanced
way, he creates a circuit of energy igniting profound Light in his life. The patriarchs, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Ya'akov, were the Vessels and template
that established these three Columns in our physical world by virtue of their deeds throughout their lifetimes. Upon their merit and through the
mention of their names in this passage, we can draw upon their respective strength and wisdom to manage these three traits in a fashion that will
bring forth spiritual luxuries into our own lives.
105. "And Ya'akov lived." Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion
saying: "Your people also shall be all righteous...they shall inherit
the land forever" (Yeshayah 60:21). Happy are Yisrael of all the other
idolatrous nations, for the Holy One, blessed be He, called them
righteous, so they may receive the inheritance of the World to Come,
and to delight in that world, as it is written: "Then shall you delight
yourself in Hashem" (Ibid. 58:14). For what reason? Because
YISRAEL cleaved to the body of the King; NAMELY THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, as it is written "But you that did cleave of Hashem your
Elohim are alive every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).

106. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying: "Your people
also shall be all righteous; they shall inherit the land for ever." This
verse is a sublime mystery among the reapers of the field, TO WIT,
THOSE WHO MERITED TO RECEIVE THE FRUIT OF THEIR LABOR IN
THE SUPERNAL FIELD, THE NUKVA. For we have learned that
among the secrets of the Agada, Rabbi Shimon taught about the
possession of the supernal inheritance of the land, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA. No one inherits it save the one called righteous, for the
Nukva cleaves to him in order to sweeten THE BITTER JUDGMENTS
IN HER. The righteous then surely inherits the Shechinah.
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107. Here too, in His love for Yisrael, the Holy One, blessed be He,
said: "Your people also shall be all righteous," for which reason
"they shall inherit the land for ever." For they are worthy of inheriting
the Shechinah, AS THE RIGHTEOUS INHERITS THE SHECHINAH.
Wherefore are the children of Yisrael called righteous, and wherefore
do they inherit the Shechinah? Because they are circumcised, and
as we learned, whoever is circumcised and enters this possession,
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, whoever keeps the covenant, enters and
cleaves to the body of the King, HE BECOMES A CHARIOT TO ZEIR
ANPIN, and enters the righteous, BY BECOMING A CHARIOT TO
YESOD. Hence, the children of Yisrael are called righteous and "they
shall inherit the land for ever." What is this land? It is the land of the
living, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH.

108. Scripture repeats, "The branch of my planting, the work of my
hands, that I may be glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21). "The branch of my
planting" is one of the branches the Holy One, blessed be He,
planted when He created the universe, as it is written: "And Hashem
Elohim planted a garden eastward in Eden" (Beresheet 2:8). This
land is one of the planting, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. Therefore
scripture says, "The branch of My planting, the work of My hands,
that I may be glorified."

109. According to another explanation, "Your people also shall be all
righteous": are Ya'akov and his children, who went down to Egypt
among a stiff-necked nation, and they all remained righteous.
Therefore scripture says OF THEM that "they shall inherit the land
for ever" because they went up to inherit the Holy Land from EGYPT.

110. "And Ya'akov lived in the land of Egypt." HE ASKS: Why is this
portion closed, THERE BEING NO SPACE AT ALL IN THE TORAH
BETWEEN THE END OF VAYIGASH AND THE BEGINNING OF THE
PORTION OF VAYECHI? Rabbi Ya'akov said: When Ya'akov died,
Yisrael's eyes were closed. Rabbi Yehuda said: Then, AFTER THE
DEATH OF YA'AKOV, they descended into exile, and THE
EGYPTIANS enslaved YISRAEL.
111. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written above, "And Yisrael dwelt in the
land of Egypt in the country of Goshen; and they took possession of
it, and grew, and multiplied exceedingly" (Beresheet 47:27), WHICH
MEANS THEY LIVED IN LUXURY LIKE KINGS. THE VERSE IS
FOLLOWED BY, "And Ya'akov lived," WITHOUT ANY SPACE
BETWEEN THE VERSES. THIS INDICATES that we should not
separate the two VERSES. As YISRAEL lived in luxury and had
pleasures and were short of nothing, so did Ya'akov live in luxury
and pleasure. Therefore, THE VERSES are not separated.

112. Here IN EGYPT, it is considered that "Ya'akov lived" FOR IT
WAS CONSIDERED LIFE FOR HIM. It was not said of him: 'Ya'akov
lived' all his life, for his life was that of sorrow. Of him it is written, "I
had no repose" IN LAVAN'S HOUSE, "nor had I rest" FROM ESAV,
"nor was I quiet" BECAUSE OF DINAH AND SHCHEM; "yet trouble
came" OF SELLING YOSEF (Iyov 3:26). But after he went down to
Egypt, it is said of him "And lived." He saw his son a king, he saw all
his sons pure and righteous, living in pleasure and luxury, and he
dwelling in their midst as good wine resting on its lees. Then it is
said: "And Ya'akov lived." THEREFORE, there is no separation, NO
SPACE, between "And grew and multiplies exceedingly" and "And
Ya'akov lived," and so it should be, THE ONE BEING THE
CONTINUANCE OF THE OTHER.
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113. "Seventeen years": HE ASKS: Why seventeen years? HE
ANSWERS: Rabbi Shimon said that Ya'akov was sorrowful all his
life, and his days passed in sorrow in the beginning. When he saw
Yosef standing before him, Ya'akov looked at Yosef and his soul was
made whole as if he saw Yosef's mother. For the beauty of Yosef
resembled that of Rachel, and it seemed to him as if he had never
known sorrow.

114. When Yosef departed from him, it came to pass that "I had no
repose, nor had I rest, nor was I quiet; yet trouble came." For this
trouble was harder to Ya'akov than everything that came over him.
When Yosef was separated from him, it is said: "Yosef being
seventeen years old, was feeding the flock" (Beresheet 37:2). All his
days, Ya'akov had no such sorrow. He used to weep every day for
the seventeen years of Yosef.

115. They replied to him from heaven, "And Yosef shall put his hand
on your eyes" (Beresheet 46:4). Here are other seventeen years for
you: in pleasure and delight, luxury and lack for nothing, This is the
meaning of: "And Ya'akov lived in the land of Egypt for seventeen
years." (Beresheet 47:28). Come and see: The Shechinah of the glory
of the Holy One, blessed be He, was with him all those years, for
which reason ALL THOSE YEARS IN EGYPT are called 'Life'.

116. Come and see, it is written: "The spirit of Ya'akov their father
revived." From this we understand that his spirit was dead earlier,
and also he had no intention of drawing and receiving another spirit,
as the Supernal Spirit does not dwell on an empty place. Rabbi Yosi
said: The Shechinah dwells only in a whole spot, not in a place of
deficiency or sadness, but a proper place, a place of joy. Therefore,
the Shechinah did not rest upon him for all the years that Yosef had
been separated from his father and Ya'akov was in sadness.

117. We learned that Rabbi Elazar said that Rabbi Aba said: It is
written, "Serve Hashem with gladness; come before His presence
with singing" (Tehilim 100:2). The verse teaches us that the service
of the Holy One, blessed be He, should only be performed through
joyfulness, as said Rabbi Elazar, that the Shechinah does not dwell
upon sadness. It is written, "But now bring me a minstrel (player).
And it came to pass, when the minstrel (player) played" (II Melachim
3:15): HE ASKS: For what reason is the word 'play' mentioned three
times IN THIS VERSE? HE ANSWERS: In order to awaken the spirit
from the source of wholeness, ZEIR ANPIN WHICH INCLUDES THE
THREE COLUMNS, the whole spirit. THREE TIMES 'PLAY'
CORRESPONDS TO ITS THREE COLUMNS.
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118. Rabbi Aba said: We have learned that everything is to be found
in the four winds: THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
SOUTH, NORTH, EAST; AND THE SHECHINAH WHICH RECEIVES
THE THREE COLUMNS IS THE SECRET OF THE WEST WIND. FROM
THEM COME OUT THE THREE WORLDS: BRIYAH, YETZIRAH,
ASIYAH AND EVERYTHING THAT IS IN THEM. All the roots of the
upper and lower worlds hold on to them. We have learned that the
one enters AND SHINES, NAMELY THE RIGHT COLUMN CALLED
SOUTH, and the other comes out BUT DOES NOT SHINE; NAMELY
THE LEFT COLUMN CALLED NORTH, WHICH DOES NOT SHINE
WITHOUT THE RIGHT COLUMN. Another one is closed, TO WIT, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED EAST, WHICH SHINES ONLY BY
COVERED CHASSADIM, BEFORE HIS MATING WITH THE NUKVA,
and the other one revealed; NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHICH SHINES
BY UNCOVERED CHASSADIM AT THE TIME OF UNION WITH ZEIR
ANPIN. SHE IS CALLED THE WEST WIND. All THE WINDS join one
another; NAMELY THEY ARE INCLUDED BY ONE ANOTHER, THEN
they become the fathers of everything FOR ALL REALITY, BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, ARE DRAWN AND BORN OF THEM.
119. Rabbi Shimon said: "Hashem took delight only in your
fathers" (Devarim 10:15). "Your fathers" are exactly three, NAMELY
AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK, YA'AKOV. It is written "only" meaning
THERE IS NO MORE THAN THESE THREE. From them are branched
out and cleave to them all the others, THE GRADES OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, who go up TO MAYIN NUKVIN, TO MALE
AND FEMALE, to adorn the name; NAMELY TO DRAW NEW MOCHIN
UPON THE NUKVA, WHICH IS CALLED NAME.

16. Two camels
Rabbi Yosi starts by saying that the springs of wisdom were stopped when Rabbi Shimon died. He then explains how Rabbi Yehuda failed to fulfill
the words of the verse when he came upon bundles of woolen clothes, which had fallen off two camels and were being attacked by birds. A man
walks by and points out his failure to drive the birds away. Rabbi Yosi then explains Rabbi Yehuda's subsequent dream, and that when he woke up,
he knew Rabbi Shimon's death caused wisdom to depart from the earth. Rabbi Aba then reveals that manna is the secrets of the Torah, but they are
"to be kept," which means hidden.
The Relevance of this Passage
When a great soul departs this physical existence, the full measure of spiritual Light revealed though his lifelong deeds, is awakened each year on
the day of his passing. Rabbi Shimon's deeds included the revelation of the Zohar, the mystical secrets of the Torah and soul of the universe. Thus,
the brightest of all Lights shines forth in this passage at the mention of Rabbi Shimon's leaving this world. This Light helps to strengthen our
connection to the Zohar, Rabbi Shimon, and the hidden Light of the Torah.
120. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: Since Rabbi Shimon left the
cave, nothing was concealed from the friends. They would behold
supernal mysteries, which were revealed to them, as if they were
given on Mount Sinai at that hour. After RABBI SHIMON died, it is
written: "The fountains also of the deep and the windows of heaven
were stopped" (Beresheet 8:2). TO WIT, THE SPRINGS OF WISDOM
WERE STOPPED. The friends contemplated these matters but did
not understand their secrets.

121. For one day, Rabbi Yehuda sat at the gate of Tiberias. He saw
two camels laden with BUNDLES OF expensive woolen clothes. The
load fell, and birds came TO WHERE IT WOULD FALL. But the birds
were torn before the clothes reached it.
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122. After that, other birds came on THE TORN BIRDS. They sat
upon the rock and were not torn. They shouted AT THE BIRDS, TO
REMOVE THEM FROM THE TORN BIRDS, but they would not go.
They heard a voice saying that the crown upon the crowns dwells in
darkness, and its master is outside.

123. While RABBI YEHUDA was sitting, a man passed by and looked
AT THE BIRDS. He said: This man did not fulfill the words of the
verse: "And the birds of prey came down upon the carcasses, and
Avram drove them away" (Beresheet 15:11). Rabbi Yehuda said: But
I tried TO MAKE THE BIRDS GO AWAY FROM THEM BY SHOUTING
AT THEM, but they would not go. The man turned his head TO
RABBI YEHUDA and said: He did not yet pluck the hair of his master,
nor did he shear the lady. RABBI YEHUDA DID NOT UNDERSTAND
WHAT HE MEANT. He ran after him three miles AND BEGGED HIM
TO EXPLAIN what he said, but he did not. Rabbi Yehuda was grieved.

124. One day RABBI YEHUDA slept under a tree. In his dream he saw
four wings prepared and Rabbi Shimon mounting upon them with a
book of the Torah. He left no book of sublime mysteries and Aggada,
but took all with him to heaven. He saw them hidden from his eyes,
never to be revealed again.

125. When he woke up he said: Assuredly, when Rabbi Shimon died,
Wisdom departed from the earth. Woe to the generation, from which
the precious stone they held on to, which was the support of the
upper and the lower, was gone.

126. He came before Rabbi Aba and told him. Rabbi Aba raised his
hands to his head and wept. He said: A mill to grind good manna
every day; NAMELY REVEALING THE SECRETS OF THE TORAH,
CALLED MANNA. It is gathered, as it is written: "He that gathered
least gathered a quantity of ten homer" (Bemidbar 11:32). Now the
mill and the manna are gone, and nothing remained of it in the world,
save as it is written: "Take a jar, and put an omer full of manna in it,
and lay it up before Hashem, to be kept for your
generations" (Shemot 16:33). It does not say 'in an open place' but
"to be kept," which means to be put in a hidden place. Who could
now reveal secrets? Who even knows them?

127. RABBI ABA whispered to Rabbi Yehuda, saying: Surely the man
you saw was Eliyahu. He did not agree to reveal secrets to you, so
that you may realize the worth of Rabbi Shimon, who lived in your
days, and the generation will weep for him. RABBI ABA said to him:
We should indeed mourn him.
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128. Rabbi Yehuda wept for him every day, for he was with him,
RABBI SHIMON, at the holy assembly of Rabbi Shimon with the
other friends. He said TO RABBI ABA, Woe is me that I was not gone
at the holy assembly that day with the three who were gone, RABBI
YOSI THE SON OF RABBI YA'AKOV, RABBI CHIZKIYAH, AND RABBI
YISA, instead of beholding this generation that is changed.

17. "The silver is Mine, and the gold is Mine"
Rabbi Yehuda begins by explaining to Rabbi Aba that the verse, "The silver is mine, and the gold is mine," means, in other words, that "the heavens
are the heavens of The Creator." He then explains the importance of the holy garments, which are Aba and Ima. The high priest above is Aba, and
the one below, Ima. They are the secret of the Malchut of Zeir Anpin.
The Relevance of this Passage
When the energies of male and female unite, spiritual energy is free to flow throughout all the worlds. By revealing the secrets of the holy garments
which are Aba [Male] and Ima [Female], the Zohar, is in effect, linking the Upper [Male] and Lower [Female] Worlds. Thus, the dazzling heavenly
Light of The Creator gleams throughout our world, removing all forms of darkness from our lives. This splendid occurrence takes place the moment
our eyes fall upon the mystical texts that reveal these supernal secrets.
129. RABBI YEHUDA said to RABBI ABA, Tell me Rabbi, it is written:
"And they shall take gold, and blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine
linen" (Shemot 28:5), yet silver is not mentioned. But AT THE
OFFERING FOR THE TABERNACLE it says "gold and
silver" (Shemot 25:3); brass too is not mentioned, though both silver
and brass were counted AS AN OFFERING FOR THE TABERNACLE.
Here, IN RELATION TO THE VESTMENTS OF THE HIGH PRIEST they
are not mentioned. But if the sacred lamp, NAMELY RABBI SHIMON,
did not reveal this mystery when it was discussed, I MYSELF should
not reveal either.
130. RABBI ABA opened with: "The silver is Mine, and the gold is
mine,' says Hashem" (Chagai 2:8) as it says in the verse, "The
heavens are the heavens of Hashem" (Tehilim 115:16).

131. I have looked at the vessels of the sanctuary in several places;
NAMELY THE RAIMENTS OF THE HIGH PRIEST, as it is written:
"These are holy garments" (Vayikra 16:4) "and they shall make holy
garments" (Shemot 28:4). HE ASKS: What holiness is there TO THE
GARMENTS OF THE HIGH PRIEST? HE SAYS, We have learned that
in all of these places THAT ARE MENTIONED there is holiness.
NAMELY, "these are holy garments," "and they shall make holy
garments," WHICH MEAN they resemble the ones above; TO WIT,
ABA AND IMA WHICH ARE CALLED HOLY, FOR THE HIGH PRIEST
CORRESPONDS TO SUPERNAL ABA, AND HIS GARMENTS ARE
THEREFORE CALLED HOLY GARMENTS, AS WAS SAID.
132. For we have learned that there is a High Priest above, ABA, and
a high priest below, WHO CORRESPONDS TO HIM. Therefore, the
holy raiments OF ABA above CORRESPOND TO the holy raiment OF
THE HIGH PRIEST below. HENCE, AS ABA IS THE SECRET OF
HOLINESS SO IS THE HIGH PRIEST HOLY; AS THE RAIMENTS OF
HONOR OF ABA ARE HOLY GARMENTS SO ARE THOSE OF THE
HIGH IN RELATION TO THE GARMENTS OF THE HIGH PRIEST
PRIEST. Thus, the verse does not mention silver or brass because
they are assigned to another place, NOT CORRESPONDING TO THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, as it is written: "All the pillars round
about the court shall be bound with silver... and their sockets of
brass" (Shemot 27:17). They are the instruments of service of the
tabernacle, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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133. But no one is allowed to use the garment of honor OF THE HIGH
PRIEST save the high priest, who is anointed with the oil of holy
ointment upon his head, as it is written: "And you shall make holy
garments for Aharon your brother for honor and for beauty" (Shemot
28:2). For in these garments, he resembles ABA above.

18. "And the time drew near for Yisrael to die," part two
Rabbi Yehuda opens the discussion by describing that every day a herald resounded in 250 worlds, in which two birds, one going to the north and
the other to the south, would return to report the trembling of the world. When a man's end draws near, his legs, like the birds upon their return,
become trapped, called "the day of Hashem." A man's spirit must be righteous in order to have it sucked from him by God. Rabbi Yosi further
explains that when a man is about to die, if he is righteous, it is proclaimed for thirty days by those in the Garden of Eden.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here, the purifying Light of The Creator cleanses our soul and awakens us to the value and importance of spiritual growth, so that we will merit a
high place in the world to come. The world to come refers to both the Garden of Eden and to our present lifetime in this material realm. A man's end
can refer to both his demise in this physical world, and to the end of his negative and wicked ways in this current life.
134. We learned "And the time drew near for Yisrael to die." Rabbi
Yehuda said: Woe to the world, who do not see, nor hear or know
that on each and every day, a herald resounds in 250 worlds.

135. We learned about a certain world above, THE NUKVA. When the
herald goes forth AND MAKES IT WHOLE, the world shudders and
trembles. Two birds come out from that world, that live under the
tree in which is the appearance of life and death.

136. One bird goes to the south side, and the other bird to the north
side; the one goes with daybreak and the other when the day
darkens. Each cries out what it heard from the herald.

137. Later, they wish to return to their place but their legs stumble on
a hollow in the great abyss and they are trapped there until midnight,
when the herald proclaims, "And like the birds that are caught in the
snare; so are the sons of men snared" (Kohelet 9:12).

138. Rabbi Yehuda said: When man's legs are trapped and his time
draws near, that day is called "the day of Hashem" when he returns
the spirit to Him. We have learned that at that time, the holy crown
visits the spirit OF THAT MAN. What is it? According to the verse,
"The days of our years are seventy" (Tehilim 90:10) it is the seventh
crown of all, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SEVENTH, FINEL,
SFIRAH.
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139. If THE NUKVA comes TO MAN from the side of Gvurah,
NAMELY BINAH ABOVE THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, it is written: "Or
if by special strength (Heb. gvurot), eighty years" (Tehilim 90:10)
since the crown of Gvurah is the eighth. From that time onward, life
cannot be prolonged, as it says, "Yet their pride is but trouble and
wretchedness" (Ibid.), for when there is no foundation, the building
will not endure.
140. Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy are the righteous when the Holy One,
blessed be He, wishes to take back their spirits to Himself and suck
their spirits from within them. For we have learned that when the
Holy One, blessed be He, desires to recall the spirit if it be a
righteous spirit, it is written: "And the spirit returns to the Elohim
who gave it" (Tehilim 12:7).

141. If it is not found to be righteous, woe to that spirit, which must
bathe in the burning fire and be purified in order to be sucked into
the body of the King, NAMELY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. If
it is not corrected, woe to that spirit, which rolls like a stone in the
hollow of the sling, as it is written: "And the souls of your enemies,
them shall he sling out, as out of the hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel
25:29). We learned that if the spirit is worthy, much good is stored
for it in that world, as it is written: "Neither has the eye seen, that a
Elohim, beside You, should do such a thing for he that waits for
Him" (Yeshayah 64:3).

142. Rabbi Yosi said: When the time approaches for a man TO DIE, it
is proclaimed in the world for thirty days THAT HIS TIME HAS COME
TO DIE. Even the birds in the sky proclaim it, and if he is righteous, it
is proclaimed for thirty days among the righteous in the Garden of
Eden.

143. We have learned that all these thirty days, the soul ascends
from him each night to go up and look at its place in that world, yet
the man does not know ABOUT THIS, nor cares, nor has control over
his soul during these thirty days like before, as it is written: "There is
no man who has power over the spirit to retain the spirit" (Kohelet
8:8). Rabbi Yehuda said: At the beginning of the thirty days, the
man's shadow is darkened, and the shape OF THE SHADOW is not
seen upon the ground.

19. Rabbi Yitzchak sat sadly
Rabbi Yitzchak asks Rabbi Yehuda for three things that were troubling him. Rabbi Yehuda then asks him why he thinks he is going to die. Rabbi
Yitzchak explains that he no longer sees his shadow. They go to see Rabbi Shimon, who protects them from the Angel of Death. Rabbi Shimon asks
Rabbi Yitzchak if he has seen his father today, for if so, that means he will die. Rabbi Shimon summons God to prepare to take Rabbi Yehuda away.
Rabbi Yitzchak then sleeps and sees his father in his dream, who tells him that they are preparing his chamber in Heaven. Next, Rabbi Shimon asks
God that Rabbi Yitzchak will not die, and the wish is granted. Not only that, Rabbi Yitzchak is given seventy places with doors to seventy worlds.
Rabbi Yitzchak is then told that he will discover the secrets with Rabbi Shimon upon his death.
The Relevance of this Passage
The profound greatness of Rabbi Shimon is made evident here through his influence and connection to The Creator that allows him to turn aside the
Angel of Death on behalf of a fellow rabbi, reversing a decree of death. Moreover, great spiritual worlds and treasures await the rabbi in the world to
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come, by virtue of his association to Rabbi Shimon. In effect, this ancient passage is telling us that anyone who truthfully embraces the path of
Rabbi Shimon and connects deeply to the Zohar and its wisdom, will have the power to stop the Angel of Death in its tracks and secure a place high
in the heavens in the world to come. The Light emitted here helps to facilitate our connection to the path of the Zohar and deepens our relationship
with the giant of all Kabbalists, the master Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai.
144. Rabbi Yitzchak was sitting sadly one day by the door of Rabbi
Yehuda. Rabbi Yehuda came out and found him sitting sadly at his
door. He said to him: What is the matter today?

145. He said to him: I come to you to ask you three things. The first
is that when you say words of the Torah, and you shall say the
things that I said, say them in my name so as to mention my name.
Also, that you shall teach my son, Yosef, the Torah and that you
shall go to my grave all the seven days OF MOURNING and pray for
me.

146. He said to him: How do you know YOU ARE GOING TO DIE?
Rabbi Yitzchak said to him: My soul departs from me every night, but
it does not enlighten me with dreams as before. Moreover, when I
pray and reach the part of 'do hearken unto prayer and supplication',
I look at my shadow upon the wall but do not see it. I think I SHALL
DIE since the shadow is gone from me and cannot be seen. For a
herald comes forth and proclaims, as it is written: "Surely every man
walks in a shadow" (Tehilim 39:7). As long as his shadow has not
gone from him, "every man walks" and his spirit within him. Once a
man's shadow is no longer seen, he passes away from this world.

147. RABBI YEHUDA said to him: It is also derived from the verse,
"Because our days upon earth are a shadow" (Iyov 8:9). RABBI
YEHUDA said to him: I shall carry out your requests. But I also ask
that you shall reserve a place for me by you in the other world, as I
was by your side in this world. Rabbi Yitzchak wept and said: Please
do not go away from me all these days.

148. They went to Rabbi Shimon and found him occupied with the
Torah. Rabbi Shimon lifted up his eyes and saw the Angel of Death
running and dancing before Rabbi Yitzchak. Rabbi Shimon stood up,
held Rabbi Yitzchak by the hand and said: I decree that whoever is
wont to come to me shall enter, and he who is not wont shall not
come. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda came in. And he thus kept
the Angel of Death remaining outside, UNABLE TO COME IN.
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149. Rabbi Shimon looked and saw that his time had not yet come
TO DIE, until the eighth hour of the day. Rabbi Shimon placed him
before him and studied the Torah with him. Rabbi Shimon said to his
son Rabbi Elazar, Sit at the door, and whoever you see do not speak
with him; if he shall want to enter, swear he may not enter.

150. Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Yitzchak, Have you seen your
father's image today, or have you not? For we have learned that
when a man departs from the world, his father and relatives are there
with him, and he sees and recognizes them. And all those with whom
he will dwell in the other world in the same grade, all gather to be
with him, and accompany his soul to its dwelling place. RABBI
YITZCHAK said: Until now I have not seen THE IMAGE OF MY
FATHER.

151. Rabbi Shimon stood up and said: Master of the universe, we
have a certain Rabbi Yitzchak with us, one of the seven eyes here;
TO WIT, ONE OF THE SEVEN STUDENTS WHO REMAINED ALIVE
WHEN THEY WENT OUT OF THE HOLY ASSEMBLY. Behold, I hold
him, give Him to me! A voice resounded saying: the throne of His
Master, NAMELY THE NUKVA, has approached UNION through the
wings of Rabbi Shimon. Behold, Rabbi Yitzchak is yours, and you
shall come with him when you shall sit in your throne AT THE TIME
RABBI SHIMON WILL PART FROM THE WORLD. Rabbi Shimon said:
Certainly, I SHALL DO SO AND BRING HIM WITH ME WHEN I WILL
DEPART FROM THE WORLD.
152. While he was speaking, Rabbi Elazar saw the Angel of Death
departing. He said: No sentence stands at the place of Rabbi
Shimon. Rabbi Shimon said to his son Rabbi Elazar, Come here and
hold Rabbi Yitzchak, for I see he is afraid. Rabbi Elazar entered and
held him, and Rabbi Shimon turned to study the Torah.

153. Rabbi Yitzchak slept and saw his father. HIS FATHER said to
him: Son, happy is your portion in this world and in the World to
Come, for you sit among the leaves of The Tree of Life in the Garden
of Eden. A great and strong tree in both worlds is Rabbi Shimon,
who holds you in his boughs. Happy is your portion, my son.

154. He said to him: Father, what am I there, IN THE WORLD OF
TRUTH? He said to him: For three days they have been hastily
preparing your chamber with open windows to shine upon you from
the four directions of the world. I have seen your place, rejoiced and
said: Happy is your portion, son. Only your son has not yet studied
the Torah AND I WAS SORRY FOR THIS.
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155. Even now, twelve righteous men from among the friends were
preparing to come to you. As they were going, a sound went forth in
all the worlds: Friends who stand here, bedeck yourself for Rabbi
Shimon who has asked a request OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, THAT RABBI YITZCHAK SHALL NOT DIE, and it was granted him.

156. Not only this, but seventy places are adorned for him here. Each
place has doors opening to seventy worlds, each world opening to
seventy channels, each opened for seventy supernal crowns, where
there are ways leading to Atika, the most concealed of all, to see the
highest pleasantness which delights and shines upon all, as it says
"to behold the pleasantness of Hashem, and to inquire in His
temple" (Tehilim 27:4). "To inquire in His temple" as it is written:
"For he is the trusted one in all my house" (Bemidbar 12:7).

157. He said to him: Father, how long am I given to live in this world?
He said to him: I was not given permission to tell you this, and man
is not made to know. But at the feast for Rabbi Shimon, NAMELY ON
HIS DAY OF DEPARTURE, WHEN THERE WILL BE GREAT JOY IN
ALL THE WORLDS FOR ALL THE SECRETS HE REVEALED, AS
MENTIONED IN THE SMALL ASSEMBLY, you shall be there to set his
table TO REVEAL MYSTERIES WITH HIM. As it says, "Go forth, O
daughters of Tzion, and behold King Solomon with the crown with
which his mother crowned him on the day of his wedding, and on the
day of the gladness of his heart" (Shir Hashirim 3:11).
158. Rabbi Yitzchak then awoke and laughed and his face shone.
Rabbi Shimon looked at his face and said to him: You have heard
something new. RABBI YITZCHAK said to him: Surely I HAVE
HEARD; He told him WHAT HE SAW IN HIS DREAM. RABBI
YITZCHAK prostrated himself ON THE GROUND before Rabbi
Shimon.

159. We have learned from that day onward that Rabbi Yitzchak
would hold his son in his hand. He studied the Torah with him, and
never left him. When he came before Rabbi Shimon, he made his son
sit outside. He used to come in and sit before Rabbi Shimon and call
before him, "O Hashem, I am oppressed, be you my
security" (Yeshayah 38:14).

20. When it is time for a man to depart from the world
This section starts by saying that when a man dies, Four Judgments arise from four winds of the world. The four elements in man--earth, air, fire,
water--attach and fight with each other. They are then separated upon his death. The herald next explains that man is evil if he has no merit, and his
soul will burn in Nahar Dinur (river of fire). At this time, he confesses his deeds. Rabbi Yehuda then explains to Rabbi Yosi the reason for "a black
cock," black being the color of judgment. When judgment comes upon man, the black cock starts crowing, then a second supernal spirit is added to
him, so that he may see what he never saw in his days. If he is righteous, he goes to heaven; if not, his spirit stays in this world, and eventually ends
up in Gehenom. Rabbi Yehuda then explains the triple-colored pillar in the lower Garden of Eden, meaning the three colors of the rainbow. The soul
ascends through the pillar into righteousness, and so on towards God, if he is worthy.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power to cleanse the evil from our nature and purify our souls from the iniquities we knowingly or unknowingly committed in life, is bestowed
upon us, provided we connect to this passage with an atoning heart. This Light sweetens judgments and helps us recognize the foolishness and
dangers of self-centered behavior. We are inspired to travel the path of righteousness.
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160. We have learned that on that hard and terrible day, when it is
time for a man to depart from the world, the four winds of the world,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, sentence the world
with severe Judgment. Four Judgments arise from the four winds of
the world. The four ELEMENTS IN MAN, FIRE, AIR, WATER, AND
EARTH that are attached to each other, fight and quarrel between
them and wish to depart each to its own side, THE ELEMENT OF
FIRE WITHIN MAN TO THE GENERAL ELEMENT OF FIRE, THE
ELEMENT OF WATER WITHIN MAN INTO THE ELEMENT OF WATER
IN THE WORLD, AND SO ON. FOR THE ELEMENTS WITHIN MAN
ARE SEPARATED IN HIS DEATH.
161. The herald, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THE UNION ON THE LEFT, comes forth. He
proclaims in the supernal world TEVUNAH and is heard in 270
worlds. If he be righteous, all the worlds welcome him with joy; FOR
IF HE HAS MERIT, HE IS GOOD. But if he be not righteous, woe to
this man and his portion, FOR IF HE HAS NO MERIT HE IS EVIL.

162. HE EXPLAINS WHY HE IS EVIL IF HE HAS NO MERIT. HE SAYS,
We have learned that when the crier makes his proclamation, a flame
comes out from the north side, and goes to be burned in Nahar Dinur
(the river of fire), MENTIONED AS "A FIERY STREAM ISSUED AND
CAME FORTH FROM BEFORE HIM" (DANIEL 7:10). It expands to the
four directions of the world and burns the souls of the wicked.

163. The flame, THE JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS
REVEALED BY THE SECRET OF 'IF HE HAS NO MERIT, HE IS EVIL'
ascends TO BINAH, and descends back into the world, BACK TO
MALCHUT. The flame alights beneath the wings of a black cock,
which flaps its wings and crows at the opening between the gates.
164. At the first time, it crows, saying "For, behold, that day is
coming: it burns like a furnace..." (Malachi 3:19). On the second time,
it crows and says, "For, lo, He that forms the mountains, and creates
the wind, and declares to man what is his thought" (Amos 4:13). At
that time, man sits AND HEARS THE WITNESSES give testimony on
his deeds before him, and he confesses them. On the third time,
when they want to take his soul from him, the cock crows, saying:
"Who would not fear you, O King of the nations? for to You it is
fitting" (Yirmeyah 10:7).

165. Rabbi Yosi said: Why a black cock? Rabbi Yehuda said to him:
Everything that the Holy One, blessed be He, created upon earth
alludes to Wisdom, only men do not know. This is the meaning of the
words "O Hashem, how manifold are your works! in Wisdom have
you made them all" (Tehilim 104:24), for they have been made in
Wisdom and allude to Wisdom.
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166. We have learned IN THE MATTER of the black cock that
Judgment abides only in a place of its own kind, and black pertains
to the side of Judgment, SINCE THE BLACK COLOR ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT, THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT. Therefore at midnight
exactly, when the north wind, THE LEFT COLUMN, stirs, a flame
comes out and strikes under the wings of the cock, and it crows. The
cock is black, BEING OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT, and thus
is more appropriate than A COCK OF a different COLOR.

167. Here too, when Judgment is aroused upon man, THE BLACK
COCK starts crowing. No one knows it save the man who is about to
die. For we have learned that when a man is about to die, and
Judgment hovers about him so he would depart from the world,
another Supernal Spirit is added to him which he had not before
during his lifetime. When it hovers about him and cleaves to him, he
is able to see what he never saw in his days, due to the additional
spirit in him. When the spirit is added to him, he sees and then
departs from this world. This is the meaning of the verse, "You take
away their breath (lit. 'you shall add their spirit'), they die, and return
to their dust" (Tehilim 104:29). Then it is written: "For no man shall
see me, and live" (Shemot 33:20), WHICH MEANS THAT when they
are alive they cannot see, but they do when they die.

168. We have learned that when a man dies, he is given permission
to see, and he sees about him his relatives and friends from the
world of Truth. They all have their forms engraved upon them like
they were in this world. If the man is righteous, they are all happy to
see him and greet him.

169. If he is not righteous, they do not recognize him but only the
wicked, who are smitten daily in Gehenom. They are all sad, they
open their speech with 'woe' and end with 'woe'. The man lifts up his
eyes and sees them as something burnt rising from the fire. He too
opens AND SAYS OF THEM 'woe'.

170. We have learned that when a man's soul departs, all his
relatives and friends in the world of Truth accompany his soul and
show it the place of delight and place of punishment. If he is
righteous, he sees his place, and goes up to sit and take delight in
the upper Eden of that world. If he is not righteous, the soul remains
in this world, until the body is buried in the ground. Once it is buried,
numerous executioners grab it until it reaches Dumah, and is put in
the stories of Gehenom.
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171. Rabbi Yehuda said: All the seven days OF MOURNING the soul
goes from the house to the grave and from the grave BACK to the
house and mourns for the body, as it is written: "His flesh shall
suffer pain for him, and his soul shall mourn for it" (Iyov 14:22). It
goes to sit in the house, and when it sees everybody sad, it mourns
TOO.

172. We have learned that after seven days the body becomes
whatever it turns into, and the soul goes into its place. It enters the
cave of the Machpelah. It sees whatever it sees, and enters wherever
it enters until arriving at the Garden of Eden, it meets the Cherubs
and the flash of the turning sword in the Garden of Eden. If it is
worthy of entering, it enters.

173. We have learned that four pillars, THE FOUR ANGELS COMING
FROM THE FOUR SPIRITUAL ELEMENTS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, are appointed OVER THE SOUL. They have
a bodily form in their hands, and it gleefully dons it, and sits in a
story in the lower Garden of Eden for the period of time allotted for it
TO SIT THERE.

174. A triple-colored pillar stands there IN THE LOWER GARDEN OF
EDEN, THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW.
This pillar is called the "dwelling place of Mount Tzion" (Yeshayah
4:5), as it is written "And Hashem will create upon every dwelling
place of Mount Tzion, and upon her assemblies, a cloud and smoke
by day..." THE SOUL ascends through that pillar into the opening of
righteousness, where Tzion and Jerusalem are, YESOD AND
MALCHUT OF THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
RIGHTEOUSNESS.
175. If it is worthy of ascending further than that, happy is its lot and
portion which cleaves to the body of the King; NAMELY TO ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR IT ALREADY MERITED TO ASCEND TO TZION AND
JERUSALEM, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. THE NEXT GRADE IS
THE BODY OF THE KING, ZEIR ANPIN. If it is not worthy of going
further up, it is written OF IT: "And it shall come to pass, that he that
is left in Tzion, and he that remains in Jerusalem, shall be called
holy" (Ibid. 3). But if he is worthy of going further up, happy is he to
attain the glory of the King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and to be
delighted in the supernal Eden above the place called heaven,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "Then shall you delight
yourself in (Lit. 'alone') Hashem" (Ibid. 58:14). "Above Hashem" is
precise ZEIR ANPIN CALLED YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI. Happy is the portion
of him who is worthy of this chesed, as it is written: "For your
steadfast love (Heb. chesed) is great above the heavens" (Tehilim
108:5).
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176. HE ASKS: Is Chesed above the heaven? It is written: "For your
Chesed is great unto the heavens" (Ibid. 57:11), WHICH MEANS
THAT CHESED IS UNDER THE HEAVEN. HE ANSWERS: There is
Chesed and Chesed, an upper Chesed and a lower. The upper
Chesed, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN ITSELF, is above the heaven, AS
HEAVEN IS TIFERET AND CHESED PRECEDES TIFERET.
THEREFORE, SCRIPTURE SAYS, "FOR YOUR CHESED IS GREAT
ABOVE THE HEAVENS." The lower Chesed, CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN CLOTHED BY THE NUKVA THROUGH NETZACH HOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN is like "the sure Chassdadim of David" (Yeshayah 55:3),
CALLED DAVID AFTER THE NUKVA. of which it says, "FOR YOUR
CHESED is great unto the heavens" SINCE THEY ARE BELOW THE
HEAVENS, TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.

21. "A joyful mother of children"
Rabbi Yitzchak begins by saying the mother is Binah. Rabbi Shimon adds that there are two children: one male, who went to Ya'akov, and one
female, who went to Avraham. He continues by saying that the quotation is a warning to men not to sin, for it may cause Binah to depart from the
children, Zeir Anpin and Nukva. When the inhabitants perform good deeds, Binah returns to her young. Rabbi Shimon concludes by saying that
happy is the portion for those who "behold the pleasantness of Hashem" and desire righteousness.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of The Creator is endless, ever present, and it never changes. Darkness only exists when our Lower World disconnects from the Upper
World. Disconnection occurs each time we succumb to the will of our ego and treat others with anything less than human dignity. Connection to the
Upper World takes place when a man masters the drives of his ego and yields to the longings of his soul. Here we are stimulated to perform positive
deeds and we strengthen our connection to the Upper World, the realm of Binah.
177. We learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said: "A joyful mother of
children. Haleluyah" (Tehilim 113:9). We know who the mother is,
SHE IS BINAH, but who are the children? Rabbi Shimon said: We
have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, BINAH, has two
children, one male and one female. The male he gave to Ya'akov, as
it is written: "Yisrael is my son, my firstborn" (Shemot 4:22) and
"Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3), and the girl he
gave to Avraham, as it is written: "And Hashem had blessed
Avraham in all things (Heb. bakol)" (Beresheet 24:1). Avraham had a
daughter named Bakol.

178. The mother, BINAH, sits on them, MALE AND FEMALE and
suckles them. Hence it is written: "You shall not take the mother
together with the young" (Devarim 22:6). We learned ITS MEANING
that a man should beware of sinning below, IN THIS WORLD, for it
might cause the mother, BINAH, to depart from the children, MALE
AND FEMALE. It is also written, "She is your mother; you shall not
uncover her nakedness" (Vayikra 18:7); TO WIT, NOT TO CAUSE
HER TO LEAVE THE YOUNG. Woe to him who indulges in incest,
WHO CAUSES THE MOTHER TO DEPART FROM THE YOUNG.
179. When the inhabitants of the world repent and do many good
deeds before the Holy One, blessed be He, and the mother, BINAH,
returns to cover the young, MALE AND FEMALE, BINAH is then
called repentance (lit. 'returning'). HE ASKS: Why is it called
returning? HE REPLIES: For she returns to her sustenance; TO WIT,
BINAH RETURNS TO COVER THE CHILDREN, MALE AND FEMALE,
AND GIVES THEM SUCK AS BEFORE. It is then written, "a joyful
mother of children." The "joyful mother" is surely BINAH, and hence
a man should continue multiplying until he begets a boy and a girl,
TO CORRESPOND TO MALE AND FEMALE, THE CHILDREN OF
BINAH.
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180. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written: "To behold the pleasantness
of Hashem, and to inquire in His temple" (Tehilim 27:4). We
understand from this that the desire of the righteous is to behold
THE PLEASANTNESS OF HASHEM, THE PLEASANT MOCHIN OF
ZEIR ANPIN. How can you say "above Hashem"? Rabbi Shimon said:
All is one, because we understand from the words "the pleasantness
of Hashem" that it comes from Atika Kadisha to heaven, TO WIT,
ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES MOCHIN FROM ABOVE IT. The desire of the
righteous is assuredly ONLY TO ATTAIN THESE MOCHIN OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND NOT ABOVE IT, FOR THERE IS NO CONCEPTION OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. IT IS WRITTEN OF THEM: "GREAT
ABOVE THE HEAVEN" (TEHILIM 108:5), BECAUSE THEY COME
FROM ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN. FOR THE SAME REASON, it is also
written: "Then shall you delight yourself in (Lit. 'above')
Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14). Happy is the portion of him, who merit
this. They must be few.

22. "My mother's children were angry with me"
Rabbi Shimon describes this quotation as the one that explains the exile of Yisrael's children, when God decided he wanted to destroy His lower
house. By exiling the children, he remained "aloof" from Malchut (earth). So "my mother's children" refers to Malchut and Zeir Anpin, Binah the
mother. Then Rabbi Yosi describes how he was walking with Rabbi Chiya when they spotted a man in the river who said "Crown, crown," referring
to the crowns Malchut and Zeir Anpin. Then "a flame came and consumed the bird" on the man's head, referring to Malchon, a button.
The Relevance of this Passage
In reality, The Creator does not choose to destroy or reward his Creation. The Light of The Creator is a constant expanding force of goodness,
positivity, and fulfillment. It is man's free-willed choice as to whether he connects to this divine force of Energy [reward] or disconnects from the
Light [destruction]. The entire structure of the Upper and Lower Worlds can be simplified and understood by the following analogy. The electrical
current flowing through a home is always available for use. If a room is in darkness and we mistakenly [or purposely] fail to plug a lamp into the wall
socket, the room remains darkened. The electrical current, however, never changed. It is not logical to conclude that the electricity decided to
withhold its energy, keeping the room darkened. It is our own actions or lack of actions that determine whether we live in darkness or light.
Kabbalah is the blueprint of the universe, providing man with the tools and methods for connecting to spiritual Light. The verses appearing in this
passage are one such tool. We connect ourselves to the mother, Binah, the source and fountainhead of the Light that shines in this world.
181. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "My mother's
children were angry with me; they made me the keeper of the
vineyards" (Shir Hashirim 1:6). "My mother's children" are as in the
verse: "Cast down from heaven to (or: the) earth" (Eichah 2:1), THE
EARTH BEING THE NUKVA. For when the Holy One, blessed be He,
wanted to destroy His lower house, NAMELY THE TEMPLE, and exile
the children of Yisrael among the nations, He removed the earth,
THE NUKVA, from before Him, and remained aloof from it: "And his
sister stood afar off" (Shemot 2:4). And when the earth was afar from
the heaven above, ZEIR ANPIN, the lower earth, NAMELY THE
TEMPLE, was destroyed and the children of Yisrael were dispersed
among the nations. The Congregation of Yisrael said: Who has done
this to me, who caused this? "My mother's children," ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE NUKVA, who "were angry with me" and kept away from
me. Assuredly they are "my mother's children," ZEIR ANPIN AND
NUKVA BEING THE CHILDREN OF BINAH, THE MOTHER.

182. Rabbi Yosi went on the road with Rabbi Chiya bar Rav. While
they were walking, Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Chiya, Do you see what I
see? He said to him: I see a man in the river, and a bird on his head
with teeth in her mouth. It is eating and tearing with its claws. The
man raises his voice and shouts, but I do not know what he says.
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183. RABBI YOSI said: Let us approach the man and hear what he
says. Rabbi Chiya said: I am afraid to come near. He said to him: Is
this a man in that place? The Holy One, blessed be He, gave us a
hint of Wisdom. They came near him and heard him say, Crown,
crown, I.E., ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA CALLED CROWNS, two
children OF BINAH dwell outside THEIR PLACE. ZEIR ANPIN does
not have rest, nor is there respite FOR THE NUKVA, until the bird will
be cast away TORN TO pieces in Caesarea.

184. Rabbi Yosi wept and said: This is what we learned in relation to
the verse: "My mother's children were angry with me," WHICH
ALLUDES TO MALE AND FEMALE. Why? Because "my own
vineyard I have not kept" (Shir Hashirim 1:6).
185. He said: Assuredly the exile will continue, and therefore the
birds in the sky, THE MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS, will be in power
until the government of the idolatrous nations will pass away from
the world. When will that be? When the day of the Holy One, blessed
be He, will come and His Judgment will be set upon the world, as it
is written: "But it shall be one particular day which shall be known
as Hashem's, neither day, nor night" (Zecharyah 14:7).

186. While they were walking, they heard a voice saying: 'The flame
of the button has come with its judgment'; TO WIT, OF MALCHUT
CALLED BUTTON. A flame came and consumed the bird. Rabbi Yosi
said: Surely, it happened as in the verse, "And given to the burning
flame" (Daniel 7:11).

23. "And your covenant with death shall be annulled"
Rabbi Yosi begins the discussion by saying that God exiled Yisrael only after His children lost Faith, which is the secret of the Shechinah. Then the
Shechinah is separated, or "annulled" from Zeir Anpin. Death, we learn, will be destroyed from the world only when the children of Yisrael "cleave to
the right" of God.
The Relevance of this Passage
At the moment of creation, the souls of mankind sought the opportunity to create their own Light through their effort towards spiritual
transformation. For this reason, our physical world, and all the supernal worlds above, was created. We create our own Light when we overcome our
doubts concerning the reality of The Creator and when we triumph over our Evil Inclinations. When we experience doubt or succumb to the selfish
impulses of our nature, we disconnect from the Light and our exile continues. These negative attributes are associated with the Left Column energy.
However, when a man "cleaves to the right" of God, it means he is becoming a more sharing and tolerant person, the attributes associated with
Right Column energy. Thus, one purpose behind this passage is to ignite the power of Right Column energy within us, so that we overcome our
dark side and attract the Light of the Shechinah into our lives. In addition, the mere act of reading the words contained herein strengthens our faith,
arouses the Light of the Shechinah and helps to remove the force of the death from this universe.
187. Rabbi Yosi said: The Holy One, blessed be He, exiled Yisrael
only when there was no faith among them, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE SHECHINAH CALLED FAITH, FOR SINCE THEY HAVE
IMPAIRED THEIR COVENANT, THE SHECHINAH WAS GONE FROM
THEM. For when faith is withheld from them, it is so in everything, I.
E. ALSO ABOVE, THE SHECHINAH IS SEPARATED FROM ZEIR
ANPIN, as it is written: "And your covenant with death shall be
annulled" (Yeshayah 28:18), WHICH MEANS THAT KEEPING THE
COVENANT ATONES FROM DEATH, AND IT ATONED FOR THEM
TOO, SO THEY WOULD NOT GO INTO EXILE. BUT THEY DID IMPAIR
THE COVENANT AND THUS THE SHECHINAH DEPARTED FROM
THEM.
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188. Rabbi Chiya said: This is the meaning of, "He will destroy death
for ever" (Yeshayah 25:8). RABBI YOSI said to him: When the Holy
One, blessed be He, will awaken His right, death will be destroyed
forever from the world. But the right will not stir until the children of
Yisrael will arise and cleave to the right of the Holy One, blessed be
He. What is "THE RIGHT" OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE? It is
the Torah, as is written: "From His right hand went a fiery law for
them" (Devarim 33:2). At that time, "the right hand of Hashem does
valiantly" (Tehilim 118:16) followed by, "I shall not die, but live, and
declare the works of Hashem" (Ibid. 17), AS THE RIGHT ANNULS
DEATH.

189. We have learned that a righteous man, with whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, is delighted, is proclaimed by a herald for thirty days
among the righteous in the Garden of Eden, and all the righteous
rejoice. They all come to decorate his place until he will come to be
seated among them.

24. "Woe to the wicked, it shall be ill"
This section opens by stating that all wicked men are sad and that they say, "Woe." The wicked, as Rabbi Yitzchak points out, are those who spill
their "semen in vain." Those who do this are called ra (evil), and it is the worst transgression. They never escape from Gehenom. Rabbi Yehuda
further adds that it is the only sin for which one cannot atone.
The Relevance of this Passage
The entire physical world is a shadow, a reflection of the Upper World. Everything on this physical plane has a corresponding counterpart in the
supernal realm. Semen is the substance most reflective of the Light of The Creator. Hence, as raw naked energy must be concealed in high voltage
cables in order to harness its power, semen must remain concealed in this physical world. When it is wasted in vain, through selfish gratification,
and not used for the divine purpose of creating life and/or sharing pleasure with one's spouse, negative forces that dwell among us are free to use
this energy for destructive purposes. This passage helps us cleanse sexual iniquities from the world and gives us the strength to direct our urges in
a positive and sharing way.
190. If he be evil, a herald announces him in Gehenom for thirty
days. All the wicked men are sad and open AND SAY, 'Woe'. For a
new Judgment is awakened for a certain person, and numerous
accusers await him to welcome him AND SAY TO HIM, 'Woe.' Woe
unto the wicked, woe unto his neighbor.
191. They all open and say, "Woe to the wicked, it shall be ill with
him, for according to the deserving of his hands shall be done to
him" (Yeshayah 3:11). What is "the deserving of his hands"? Rabbi
Yitzchak said: It includes him who defiles with his hands by spilling
his semen in vain.
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192. For we have learned that he who spills his semen in vain is
called ra (evil), and cannot behold the face of the Shechinah, as it is
written: "For you are not an El that has pleasure in wickedness: nor
shall evil dwell with you" (Tehilim 5:5) and also "And Er, Yehuda's
firstborn, was evil (Heb. ra)" (Beresheet 38:7). Here too, "Woe to the
wicked... ill (Heb. ra)" ALLUDES TO HIM WHO SPILLS HIS SEMEN IN
VAIN. Woe to the wicked who is evil and made himself evil (Heb. ra),
"for according to the deserving of his hands shall be done to him."
This means that whoever whores himself by letting his semen spill in
vain is punished in the world of truth more than any OTHER
TRANSGRESSION.

193. Come and see it is written: "Woe to the wicked." Since it says,
"Woe to the wicked (Heb. rasha)," why add 'ra (evil)' SEEING THAT
THE WICKED IS EVIL? This is as I said: that he has made himself
evil, ESPECIALLY HE WHO SPILLED HIS SEMEN IN VAIN. ALSO: "...
nor shall evil dwell with you." Everyone ascends FROM GEHENOM
save this one, who does not. HE ASKS: Would you say that other
evil-doers who killed people ARE BETTER THAN HE, AND WILL
ASCEND WHILE HE SHALL NOT? HE ANSWERS, Come and behold:
everyone rises but he does not, because they killed other people, yet
he killed his own children, and spilled much blood. Come and
behold: it is not written of any other wicked man in the world that he
"displeased Hashem" (Beresheet 38:10), only in this case where it
says, "And the thing which he did displeased Hashem." Why?
Because, the verse says, "He spilled it on the ground" (Ibid. 9).

194. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: There is no sin in the world
for that one cannot repent other then the one OF SPILLING ONE'S
SEMEN IN VAIN. There are no wicked men who shall not behold the
face of the Shechinah IN THEIR DEATH, save him of whom it says
"nor shall evil dwell with you" at all. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Happy are
the righteous in this world and in the World to Come, of whom
scripture says, "Your people also shall be all righteous: they shall
inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah 60:21). Rabbi Yehuda said: It is
also said in "I will walk before Hashem in the land of the
living" (Tehilim 116:9), WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, CALLED LAND,
THE LAND HERE ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH.

195. "And Ya'akov lived" among them: Another explanation for this
is that a man should not mingle his image with that of the idolatrous
nations, for the one is holy and the other defiled.

25. The shadow
This section begins by describing the difference between what happens when a person dies to the body of a man of Yisrael, and to the body of an
idolatrous heathen. Unlike an Israelite, a heathen's impurities cannot be defiled. Each Israelite contains two shadows (tzelamim,) the ordinary and
the holy shadow. As he approaches death, both shadows depart, since they are joined together. He must write letters and put them in a bag, and
then on Yom Kippur, he must repent. If he attains repentance, the letters are torn; if not, they are read in consideration for judgment. Then, there
follows a description of the significance of various parts of a man's shadow, and what it means if one or many of them are missing. Everything in the
Lower World has its root in higher worlds. When one stirs, so does the other.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light to cleanse ourselves from sin and wrongdoing is bestowed upon readers of this passage. The importance of repentance is awakened
within us and we remove judgments decreed against us in the Upper Worlds. Our shadow is the link between the body and soul, and when a person
is about to leave this world, the shadow becomes dimmer. This section helps strengthen our shadow, removing the force of death from life.
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196. Come and see the difference between Yisrael and the idolatrous
nations. When a man of Yisrael dies, he defiles the body and the
house. But the body of a heathen man does not defile and his body
is not defiled in his death. Why is it so?

197. HE ANSWERS: When a man from Yisrael dies, all the holiness of
his Master is removed from him, the holy shadow and the Holy Spirit
is gone from him and leave his body defiled.

198. But this is not so for an idolatrous heathen. For during his
lifetime he is impure on all sides, his shadow is impure and his spirit
is impure. Since impurities lie within him, it is forbidden to come
near him. Once he dies, all the impurities depart from him and the
body is left without defiling impurity.

199. Though their bodies are defiled both during their life and in their
deaths, yet when they are alive all the impurities within them have
the power to defile others. In their deaths, when impurities leave
them, they cannot defile. A BODY OF an Yisraeli AFTER DEATH can
defile others, since all that is holy has left him and the Other Side
dwells upon him.

200. Come and see this holy shadow. When a man grows and his
shape is made COMPLETED by a face, another shadow is made and
joins THE FIRST ONE, each embracing the other. When a man has
two shadows, he is protected and his body lives with a spirit abiding
within it.

201. When his time draws near for him to die, the shadows (Heb.
tzelamim) depart from him, the one causes the other to depart SINCE
THEY ARE JOINED TOGETHER. The man remains without
protection, in accordance with the verse: "Before the days cools,
and the shadows (Heb. tzelalim) flee away" (Shir Hashirim 2:17), NOT
SAYING 'SHADOW' BUT 'SHADOWS,' NAMELY two--AS WE SAID.
202. Come and see: When Judgment awakens in the world and the
Holy One, blessed be He, sits on His throne of justice to sentence
the world ON ROSH HASHANAH, a man should awaken to repent his
sins. For on that day, letters are written and put in a bag all written
down. If a man succeeded and returned IN REPENTANCE before his
Master, the letters concerning him are torn.
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203. After that, the Holy One, blessed be He, prepared Yom Kippur
for man. If he repents his sins, well. If not, the King commands to
seal the letters. Woe to him, for repentance is about to depart from
him.

204. If he attains repentance, yet it is not whole, the letter is withheld
until the last day called Atzeret (gathering), which is the eighth day
of Sukkot. If he wholly repented before his Master, the letters are
torn; if he has not, the letters are sent from the King's house and
given to the punishing angel for the judgment to be executed. After
the letters are handed out, they return no more to the King's house,
AND THE JUDGMENT WRITTEN IN THEM MUST BE EXECUTED.

205. Then, the images are gone and do not abide with him. Once they
are gone from him, the King's punishment comes upon him, and he
tastes the cup of death. On the night of the last festival, THE EIGHTH
DAY OF SUKKOT, the executioners are ready and receive the letters.
After they do, the images are gone and cannot be with them. If THE
SHADOWS are with him, no judgment comes upon him, nor evil
illnesses THAT COME when the shadows are flawed, as we already
explained elsewhere.

206. In ancient books, this is explained further: When the head of his
shadow is missing but the body is not, it indicates that his child or
wife will survive but he will pass away. This is true as long as he
does not repent. If he does, he will only taste death and recover from
his illness.

207. If the body OF HIS SHADOW will not be seen, but only the head,
HIS FAMILY WILL DIE and he will stay alive. This is true as long as
he is responsible for his small child.

208. If the hands OF THE SHADOW are flawed, it is an indication that
the works of his hands will deteriorate, and if his legs ARE FLAWED,
it is an indication that illnesses pursue him. If the shadow flees and
returns, then flees and returns again, it is said of him, "In the
morning you shall say, 'Would it were evening'" (Devarim 28:67).
This is true only when the moon shines and the night is diffused with
her light, WHEN HE CHECKS HIS SHADOW.
209. But the righteous and the pious search in their hearts every day
as if on this very day they are to pass away from the world, and they
repent wholly before their Master. They have need of nothing else, I.
E. CHECKING THEIR SHADOW OR THE LIKE OF IT. Happy is their
portion in this world and in the World to Come.
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210. Come and see "every one that is called by My name" (Yeshayah
43:7). How exalted are the worshipers of the holy King, for their
actions below connect them to the higher things above; TO WIT, TO
THEIR ROOTS. FOR EACH THING BELOW IN THE WORLD HAS A
ROOT ABOVE IN HIGHER WORLDS. When they are taken down and
act by them, the action above, THEIR ROOT IN HIGHER WORLDS,
AWAKENS in accordance with it. This is like the hyssop and the
cedar wood THE TORAH COMMANDS HIM WHO IS PURIFIED TO
USE, as we already explained.

26. The four kinds
This further describes the importance of the root connection between aspects of the lower and higher worlds. There are four things to cleave to: the
Lulav, Etrog (citron), myrtle, and willow. Then, we learn of the significance of "the fifteenth day," the first of the three travelling Columns. Next, we
are told that Yom Kippur is the secret of Ima, the day in which Binah sets the prisoners free, who name that day "the first day", and ask Binah for
water. It is either the beginning of "Clouds of Glory" or of "Living Water."
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we connect ourselves to the internal spiritual forces associated with the Lulav, Etrog, myrtle branch, and willow. These physical items work
like an antenna. They have powerful spiritual counterparts in the Upper World which help us draw the Light of protection to our lives. We also
destroy any judgments that might be pending in the Upper Courts, provided our hearts are filled with repentance.
211. Some of them cleave to the Holy Name above, like the Lulav,
Etrog (citron), myrtle and willow. In relation to them, we learned that
we should unite them; NAMELY TO BIND THEM TOGETHER and
perform an action with them; NAMELY TO SHAKE THEM, in order to
arouse joy in the root to which it cleaves above. We have learned
that by speech, THE BENEDICTION OF THE PRECEPTS, and by
deed, THE PRECEPT, we should exhibit it BELOW in order to awaken
that WHICH IS ABOVE; NAMELY ITS SUPERNAL ROOT.

212. This is the meaning of the words: "Every one that is called by
My Name: for My Glory" namely, so it would glorify Me; "I have
created him" so he would declare My unity; "I have formed him" so
he would perform good deeds for My sake; "I have made him" so
that through him the supernal force will awaken.
213. Another explanation: "Every one that is called by My Name" as
it is written "the fruit of the tree Hadar (citrus)" (Vayikra 23:40); "For
My glory I have created him" namely, the "branches of palm trees;"
"I have formed him," "the boughs of thick leaved tree;" "I have made
him," the "willow of the brook."
214. They are to be used, as it says, "And you shall take for
yourselves on the first day" (Ibid.), which is the fifteenth.

215. But what is the first day SCRIPTURE MENTIONS, WHAT DOES
IT ALLUDE TO? HE REPLIES: It is the first to travel by the sources of
living water, BEING THE FIRST COLUMN OF THE THREE
TRAVELING COLUMNS, THROUGH WHICH TRAVEL CHASSADIM
BECOME REVEALED BY CHOCHMAH CALLED LIVING WATER. FOR
THE RIGHT COLUMN, CHESED, TRAVELS FIRST, and we should
draw into the world. FOR IN SUKKOT, IT IS TIME FOR DRAWING
CHASSIDIM, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF "HIS RIGHT HAND
EMBRACES ME" (SHIR HASHIRIM 8:3).
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216. This is like the story of a king who put people into his prison.
The lady, his mother, came and set them free. The king, mindful of
her honor, put them under her authority. She found them hungry and
thirsty and said TO HER SON THE KING, now that I set them free,
give them food and drink.

217. Thus Yom Kippur, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF IMA, BINAH sets
them free. We are hungry for nourishment and thirsty for a drink,
FOR NO PHYSICAL FOOD AND DRINK IS DRAWN FROM BINAH,
FOR WHICH REASON WE FAST AND AFFLICT OUR SOULS ON THE
DAY OF ATONEMENT. She therefore adorns THE KING, ZEIR ANPIN,
THE SON OF BINAH, with his crown, MOCHIN OF CHASSADIM on
this day, THE FIRST OF THE FESTIVAL. We know that there is living
water there, and we ask for water from the one who set us free, SO
SHE WOULD GIVE CHASSADIM TO ZEIR ANPIN FOR US, AFTER WE
ATTAINED MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH FROM HER ON YOM KIPPUR,
THE SECRET OF FREEDOM. We therefore name this day 'the first
day'.
218. All this is written in the book of Agada, and is correct. But
BESIDES WHAT WAS SAID, this day THAT ALLUDES TO Avraham,
THE SECRET OF THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, is the starting point of
everything-whether it is the beginning of the clouds of glory THAT
ARE THE SECRET OF THE SURROUNDING LIGHTS, IT IS THE
BEGINNING AS THE FIRST SURROUNDING LIGHT IS CHESED, or
the beginning of water, THE SECRET OF INTERNAL LIGHT, AS FOR
THE FIRST SURROUNDING LIGHT IS CHESED, INTERNAL LIGHT IS
CHESED. THIS IS THE SECRET MEANING OF Avraham starting to
dig wells of water.
219. "The fruit of the tree Hadar" is the well of Yitzchak; NAMELY
THE NUKVA CALLED WELL WHEN RECEIVING CHOCHMAH FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED YITZCHAK. For
Yitzchak glorified (Heb. hider) the Holy One, blessed be He, and
called Him "the tree Hadar," THE NUKVA BEING the fruit of this
particular tree. "Branches of palm trees" are as it is written: "The
righteous man flourishes like the palm tree" (Tehilim 92:13),
NAMELY THE RIGHTEOUS YESOD. There is no dividing between
YESOD AND THE NUKVA, for which reason it does not say "and
branches" but just "branches (Heb. kapot)," WHICH IS AN
INDICATION OF BINDING (HEB. KAPHUT) AND UNITY. For they
cannot exist without each other, BUT ARE ALWAYS BOUND
TOGETHER. Through this the well, THE NUKVA, is filled from the
well of supernal living water, BINAH, for YESOD is filled first FROM
TIFERET AND TIFERET FROM BINAH, and from it, the well is filled
until it BECOMES a gushing spring for everyone.
220. "The bough of thick leaved tree": This is the bough of the great
tree TIFERET, which was strengthened, struck root and became a
high tree, connected on every side; NAMELY TIFERET WHICH
INCLUDES THE SIX SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD WHICH HOLD TO IT ON EVERY SIDE.
This bough is a thick tree (Heb. avot, with Ayin), holding on to the
patriarchs (Heb. avot, with Aleph). FOR IT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT COMPRISES RIGHT AND LEFT, CHESED AND
GVURAH, CALLED AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. THE ALEPH OF
AVOT (FATHERS) AND THE AYIN OF AVOT THICK TREES ARE
INTERCHANGEABLE. For from TIFERET, the foundation (Yesod) of
the world receives and is filled and pours unto the well, THE NUKVA,
which is the land that is all water.
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221. There are two "willows of the brook," ALLUDING TO the two
brooks of water, THE TWO SFIROT, NETZACH AND HOD, where the
water gathers to pour upon the righteous, YESOD WHICH RECEIVES
FROM NETZACH AND HOD. Another explanation: The "willows of
the brook" are the Gvurot which hold fast to Yitzchak, THE LEFT
COLUMN. They come from the supernal brook, IMA, and not from the
side of Aba, THE RIGHT COLUMN, and this is why the willows are all
handsome but not sweet like fruit and do not produce fruit.

222. The "willows of the brook" are the two pillars, NETZACH AND
Hod, which support the body, yet the "willows of the brook," as was
explained, all pour water to the well TO GIVE TO THE NUKVA.

223. Another explanation for: "And you shall take for yourselves on
the first day the fruit of the tree Hadar" is that it is Avraham;
NAMELY CHESED. "Branches of palm tree" is Yitzchak, NAMELY
GVURAH; "the bough of thick leaved tree" is Ya'akov, NAMELY
TIFERET; and the "willows of the brook" are the two grades we
mentioned, NETZACH AND HOD.

224. And this is because the thick tree is Ya'akov, who holds all the
parts, THE SIX ENDS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
AND YESOD, WHICH ARE INCLUDED WITHIN HIM, FOR WHICH
REASON HE IS CALLED A THICK TREE. Assuredly, we have shown
that "the fruit of the tree Hadar" is the well of Yitzchak, the lower
Gvurah; NAMELY THE NUKVA. In "branches (Heb. kapot) of palm
trees," 'kapot' is spelled without VAV, WHICH MEANS IT IS TIED;
NAMELY a tie upon the well, as it is written "bound (Aramaic
kephitu) in their mantles" (Daniel 3:21), NAMELY YESOD AND
NUKVA, which do not ascend without one another, AS IF THEY ARE
BOUND. "The bough of thick leaved tree" is the supernal bough
turned into a thick tree cleaving to every side; NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, FOR TIFERET IS
THE BODY, CHESED-GVURAH THE ARMS, NETZACH-HOD THE
LEGS, AND YESOD THE HOLY COVENANT, as we explained. The
"willows of the brook" is Yitzchak, for on all sides they hold to the
side of the brook, IMA, instead of the side of Aba. As we learned,
though there are no judgments in this brook, BINAH, yet all
Judgments are awakened thence.
225. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) explained that "willows of the
brook' are the two pillars we mentioned, NETZACH AND HOD, from
which water comes out. THE EXPLANATION is well, yet come and
behold: we see that these two grades, NETZACH AND HOD, stand on
the grade of the righteous, YESOD. Fruits and gathered blessings
are issued from them; but from the willows of the brook, WHICH
ALSO ALLUDE TO NETZACH AND HOD, no fruits are produced, nor
taste or smell, as we already explained. And all is well.

226. Therefore WE HOLD the Etrog with the left against the heart,
while Lulav is held by the right together with the other kinds all tied.
For the righteous, YESOD, is united with all THE SFIROT, and bound
to them all. This is the bond of faith, SHINING UPON THE NUKVA
CALLED FAITH.
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227. In the book of Agada it is well versed that all THE FOUR KINDS
are the guests, THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, who
were invited by the holy people on this day, BY PRAYING ON THE
DAYS OF SUKKOT BEFORE THE MEAL AND INVITING THE
SUPERNAL GUESTS. They should be there, since they were invited,
and man uses them in his prayer to the King. BY THE FOUR KINDS,
WHICH ALLUDE TO THESE SFIROT, ONE ATTAINS THEM. Happy are
the children of Yisrael who know the ways of the holy King, and
know the ways of the Torah, with which to walk the path of Truth and
merit this world and the World to Come.

228. On that day, the children of Yisrael come out from before the
King with certain signs; NAMELY THE FOUR KINDS, for they
received a favorable judgment. What are these signs? The signs of
the faith, THE SHECHINAH, the seal of the most high King, ZEIR
ANPIN. It is like two men come before the king to be judged. The
people in the world did not know who won. A minister came from the
king's house and they asked him. He said to them, Whoever leaves
THE KING'S HOUSE with the king's signs in his hands, he is the
winner.

229. All the people in the world come to be judged before the most
high King and He judges them on Rosh Hashanah and on the Yom
Kippur until the fifteenth day of the month. Thus, it was found out
that the children of Yisrael had all succeeded in repenting, and work
hard in building the Sukkah and acquiring a Lulav and Etrog. It is not
known who won the judgment. The supernal angels ask who has
won, and the Holy One, blessed be He, says they who hold my signs
in their hands, THE FOUR KINDS, have received a favorable
judgment.

230. On that day, the children of Yisrael leave with a mark from the
King with a song of glory and enter the Sukkah, Etrog in their left
hand, a Lulav in their right. Every one sees that the children of
Yisrael are written in the King's list, and open and say, "Happy is
that people, that is in such a case: happy is that people, whose
Elohim is Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).

231. Now all rejoice, and the guests rejoice. Even the nations of the
world participate in that joy and are blessed by it. Hence sacrifices
are offered for them in every day, so there will be peace upon them,
and they will be blessed by it. From now on, there is one day in
which the highest King rejoices with the people of Yisrael, as it is
written: "On the eighth day you shall have a solemn
assembly" (Bemidbar 29:35). This day comes solely from the King,
who delights in the children of Yisrael as a king who has invited
guests.

27. The tulip and the lily
Rabbi Shimon begins the discussion by providing two explanations for this title verse. He reveals that the "tulip of Sharon" signifies both the
congregation of Yisrael and the Malchut. Rabbi Shimon continues by explaining that the Malchut is called "Sharon" and that it thirsts for the water of
Binah. The tulip, we are told, is also called "the lily of the valley," since it changes hues when she unites with the King. This change, we learn,
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indicates an alignment with mercy or judgment. Rabbi Shimon next proceeds by providing a description of Adam's mortal sin, the crime by which he
brought punishment upon all people. We are told that in fact it was Eve who led Adam to sin and thereby, brought death to all. As punishment for
this sin, both Adam and Eve, as well as the rest of humanity, became subject to constant change and eventual death.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of Binah flows into our world as we peruse this passage with a pure heart. This Light brings mercy into our lives, softening judgments.
This energy of purification also helps to correct the original sin of Adam, and assists in the removal of death from the landscape of human existence.
232. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "I am the tulip of
the Sharon; the lily of the valleys" (Shir Hashirim 2:1). How fond is
the Holy One, blessed be He, of the Congregation of Yisrael. He
always praises it, and she always praises the Holy One, blessed be
He, AS SAID IN SHIR HASHIRIM. How many poets and singers it
summons before the Holy One, blessed be He. Happy is the portion
of Yisrael, who cleave to the lot of the holy portion, as it says, "For
Hashem's portion is His people..." (Devarim 32:9).

233. "I am the tulip of the Sharon." This is the Congregation of
Yisrael, NAMELY THE NUKVA, which stands in the Garden of Eden
in the magnificence of her beauty. She is called Sharon, because she
sings (Heb. sharah) and praises before the most high King.

234. Another explanation is that "I am the tulip of the Sharon" in
need of watering from the deep river, the source of all springs;
NAMELY BINAH, as it says, "And the parched ground (Heb. sharav)
shall become a pool" (Yeshayah 35:7). HENCE THE NUKVA IS
CALLED SHARON, DERIVED FROM SHARAV, FOR IT IS THIRSTY
FOR THE WATER OF BINAH. She is called "the lily of the valley
(also: 'the deeps')" since she is to be found very deep. The deeps are
those in the verse, "Out of the depths I have cried to you, O
Hashem" (Tehilim 130:1). "The tulip of the Sharon" comes from the
place where the waters of the springs come and never stop flowing.
"The lily of the valley" is from the place called the depth of all,
closed on all sides.

235. Come and see: In the beginning, she is green as a tulip, which
has leaves of green. Then, she is red as a lily with white shades, a
lily (Heb. shoshana) of six leaves. THE WORD IS DERIVED FROM
CHANGE (HEB. SHINUY), for she changes hues, changes from one
color to another.

236. SHE IS CALLED a lily, THOUGH at first she was a tulip. WHEN
she desired to be united with the King, she was called a tulip. Now
that she is joined to the King in kisses, she is called a lily. Since it is
written: "His lips are lilies" (Shir Hashirim 5:13), she is called "the lily
of the valley," for she changes colors, now for better now for worse,
now for Mercy now for Judgment.
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237. "And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and
that it was a delight to the eyes" (Beresheet 3:6). Come and see: Men
do not behold, nor do they know or care, that when the Holy One,
blessed be He, created Adam, He donned him with what is most
dear, THE SUPERNAL MOCHIN, and asked Adam to cleave to Him,
so he will be the only one, of one heart, to cling to the place of one
never-changing clinging; NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. IT SAYS, "FOR I AM
HASHEM, I DO NOT CHANGE" (MALACHI 3:6), which never alters,
the knot to which the all embracing unison is tied. This is the
meaning of "The Tree of Life in the midst of the garden" (Beresheet
2:10); NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN.

238. Later, they turned from the path of faith, and left the only
supernal tree among the trees, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and alighted
upon the place which changes colors, and changes from good to evil
and from evil to good, TO WIT, THE NUKVA WHEN NOT WITH ZEIR
ANPIN, BUT SUCKING FROM THE LEFT ALONE. They descended
downward from above, and were greatly changed. They left the only
tree, the highest among the trees, as it is written: "That the Elohim
has made man upright; but they have sought out many
inventions" (Kohelet 7:29).

239. Surely then their heart was changed on that very side, FOR
THEY UNDERWENT MANY CHANGES, now for good now for evil,
now for Mercy now for Judgment. They clung to THE LEFT, surely
seeking many inventions there, I.E. NAMELY CHANGES, and cleaved
to them.

240. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: Adam, you have
abandoned life and clung to death. Life is, as it is written: "The Tree
of Life in the midst of the garden," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN called life,
for whoever cleaves to it shall never taste death. Yet you clung to
another tree, THE NUKVA WHEN NOT UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
Now surely death awaits you, as it is written: "Her feet go down to
death" (Mishlei 5:5), FOR WHOEVER HAS NO MERIT IS EVIL. It is
also written: "And I find more bitter than death the
woman" (Kohelet .7:26), THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA WHEN NOT
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Surely he clung to the place of death and
abandoned the place of living and was therefore doomed to death
together with the rest of the world.

241. HE ASKS: If he sinned, what was the sin of the whole world,
WHY WAS IT DECREED THAT THE REST OF THE WORLD WOULD
DIE? If, you might say, it is because the whole world ate of this tree,
and therefore were all sentenced to death, this is not so. HE
ANSWERS: When Adam WAS CREATED AND stood upon his feet, all
the creatures saw and feared him, and followed him like servants
after the king. But he said to them, "O come, let us worship and bow
down" (Tehilim 95:6), you and I. When they saw Adam bowing before
that place, THE LEFT SIDE, and cleaving to it, they all followed him.
Thus, he brought death upon the whole world.
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242. Then was Adam changed in several ways, now Judgment, now
Mercy, now to death and now to life. He never stood still in one of
them, because of the nature of that place which was therefore called
the revolving sword, which revolves from this to that side, from good
to evil, from Mercy to Judgment, from peace to war. Usually it turns
from good to evil, as it is written: "The Tree of Knowledge of good
and evil" (Beresheet 2:9).

243. The most high King, in His love for His creatures, rebuked him
saying: "But from the tree of knowledge of good and evil, you shall
not eat of it..." (Ibid. 17), but he did not accept it and was drawn after
his wife and was expelled FROM THE GARDEN OF EDEN for ever, for
the woman ascended to the place OF THE REVERSAL BETWEEN
LIFE AND DEATH and no more. THUS the woman brought death to
all.

244. Come and see: It is written of the World to Come: "For as the
days of a tree shall the days of my people be" (Yeshayah 65:22).
"The days of a tree" refer to the well known TREE OF LIFE, of which
it says "He will destroy death for ever" (Yeshayah 25:8), FOR THERE
ARE NO CHANGES OR DEATH IN THE TREE OF LIFE.

28. "And the days drew near for Yisrael to die," part three
Rabbi Chiya explains to Rabbi Yosi that when the Holy One wishes to take back a man's spirit, the days that man has lived are enumerated before
Him. If this man is righteous, all the days will draw near Him without reproach. The wicked, however, cannot draw near Him since they are consumed
by darkness. The name "Yisrael" is more complete than, and superior to, the name Ya'akov, we are told. This is why we find Yisrael rather than
Ya'akov written in the title quotation.
The Relevance of this Passage
A rare opportunity is afforded to the readers of this mystical passage. Through the spiritual power ingrained into the name Yisrael, we receive the
Light of the great patriarch, which helps merit closeness to The Creator in this world and the next, by removing the darkness created by our
misdeeds and selfish actions. Moreover, we are inspired to seek higher levels of spirituality, so that we, too, can elevate from the realm of "Ya'akov"
to "Yisrael" over the course of our lives.
245. "And the days drew near for Yisrael to die." We learned that
Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "And Ya'akov lived in the land of
Egypt seventeen years." In his life, it is written Ya'akov and in his
death, it says Yisrael. YET THE NAME YISRAEL IS MORE ELEVATED
THAN THE NAME YA'AKOV. Rabbi Yosi said: Surely IT SHOULD
HAVE BEEN SAID HERE YISRAEL, for it does not say, 'The day drew
near,' but "the days." This is difficult to understand, for a man does
not die in several days; within one hour, one moment, he dies and
passes away from the world.

246. HE ANSWERS: We have so learned that when the Holy One,
blessed be He, wishes to take back to Him the spirit of man, all the
days the man lived come before Him and are counted. When the
days draw near him to be reckoned, the man dies, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, takes back to Himself the spirit of man, that breath
which the man breathes in and out.
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247. Happy is the portion of the man, whose days draw near the King
without reproach, and none is pushed out for containing a
transgression committed in it. The reason the words 'drawing near'
are used in relation to the righteous is that the days draw near the
King without reproach.

248. Woe to the wicked of whom it does not say 'drawing near'. For
how could their days draw near the King, when all the crimes of the
world are found in them? Hence they do not draw near the King, nor
come before Him or recorded above, but are consumed of
themselves, as is said of them, "The way of the wicked is like
darkness: they know not at what they stumble" (Mishlei 4:19).

249. And here it says, "And the days drew near for Yisrael to die," for
assuredly they drew near without shame, in complete joy. This is
why it says (lit.) "the days of Yisrael," AND NOT "THE DAYS OF
YA'AKOV," as the name Yisrael is more complete than that of
Ya'akov. If you say that it is written "and Ya'akov was a plain (lit.
'whole') man" (Beresheet 25:27), indicating that the name Ya'akov
too is whole. HE ANSWERS: THE NAME YA'AKOV IS ALSO WHOLE,
but not whole on a superior grade like Yisrael is.

250. We have learned that Rabbi Yosi said: When a man's days are
enumerated before the King, those of a certain righteous are
enumerated far from the King, and the days of another righteous are
counted close to the King. They do not stand at a distance but come
in without shame and draw near the King. Happy is their portion.
This is the meaning of the verse, "And the days drew near for Yisrael
to die."

29. "And he called his son Yosef"
Through a discussion of the title verse, the rabbis reveal the special connection that exists between Yosef and his father Ya'akov. Not only were the
two very similar in appearance, but Ya'akov also recognized Yosef's holiness and knew that he would one day be a great man. We also learn that
Ya'akov was afraid to go to Egypt because he feared that in the future his children would be made slaves, that the Shechinah would leave him, and
that he would be buried among the wicked. However, the Lord assured him that he would be buried in the grave of his forefathers, and Ya'akov saw
that the Shechinah would dwell with Yisrael in exile.
Rabbi Shimon then addresses the topic of Ya'akov's relationship with Leah and Rachel. The deception that was played out by Leah, posing as
Rachel, leads to the transference of the birthright from Reuven to Yosef. This also relates to the significance of the name Reuven (lit. 'see, a son').
Rabbi Shimon then explains the holy significance of the verse, "Put, I please you, your hand under my thigh." Written in connection with Avraham,
Ya'akov, and Yosef, this verse alludes to the place that emits the holy seed.
Finally, Rabbi Yehuda explains why Ya'akov was buried with Leah rather than Rachel. The reasons, we're told, are that Leah stood by the roadside
day after day, weeping and praying that Ya'akov would marry her. Furthermore, she bore six holy tribes into the world and therefore, deserved this
privilege more than Rachel.
The Relevance of this Passage
The story of Ya'akov entering into the land of Egypt is synonymous with the men of all generation confronting their own personal demons when they
fall into negativity. As the Shechinah dwelled in the presence of Ya'akov during his sojourn in Egypt, the Light of The Creator can illumine our lives
when we fall into negativity and find ourselves enslaved to dark forces. This passage is our connection to this Light. Moreover, we can share this
Light with all the world and help bring about the end of the exile.
The discourse concerning Ya'akov's relationship with Leah and Rachel shows us that everything that takes place within the drama of human
existence has underlying meaning and that all events that transpire are necessary in the course of mankind's spiritual development. Thus, this verse
instills wisdom within us to accept the things we might not understand at the present moment. It ensures that order will emerge from chaos. The
Light that shines from the story concerning Leah's burial with Ya'akov inspires us to weep and yearn for the Light of The Creator, for the tears of
man cause great stirrings above.
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251. "And he called his son Yosef." Rabbi Yitzchak said: Are the
other tribes not his sons? WHY DID HE CALL YOSEF ALONE? HE
REPLIES: Rabbi Aba said that Yosef was his son more than the
others. We have learned that when Potifar's wife begged Yosef, it is
written: "Yosef went into the house to do his work; and there was
none (lit. 'no man') of the men of the house there within" (Beresheet
39:11). This verse should have said 'there was no man', but why add
"of the men of the house"? HE ANSWERS: This indicates the image
of Ya'akov which was there. It says "the men of the house" to show
us there was another man, NOT OF THE MEN OF THE HOUSE;
NAMELY YA'AKOV. Once Yosef lifted up his eyes and saw the image
of his father, his mind was settled and he withdrew.

252. Come and see the verse: "But he refused, and said to his
master's wife..." (Beresheet 39:8). The Holy One, blessed be He, said
to him upon your life, another will say "I refuse" when he will come
to bless your sons, who will be blessed by him. This is why it says,
"And his father refused, and said, 'I know it, my son, I know
it'" (Beresheet 48:19).

253. HE ASKS: Since he said, "I know it, my son," why did he say
again, "I know it"? HE ANSWERS: He said, "I know it, my son"
meaning 'you showed through your body that you are my son, when
you saw my image and returned to the holy covenant AND DID NOT
DESECRATE IT'. This is why it is written: "I know it, my son." THE
SECOND TIME IT IS WRITTEN "I know it" is what you said about this
one being the firstborn, TO WHICH HE ANSWERED BY "He also shall
become a people, and he also shall be great" (Beresheet 48:19). This
is why it says here: "And he called his son Yosef" (Beresheet 47:29),
his very son Yosef SINCE HE PROVED IT BY HIS BODY, AS
EXPLAINED.

254. Another explanation for: "And he called his son Yosef." They
looked the same, and whoever saw Yosef said he was Ya'akov's son.
Rabbi Yosi said: This is exactly so, that he called him his son SINCE
THEY LOOKED THE SAME. Moreover, Yosef gave food for him and
his sons in his old age, for which reason he was his own son more
than everyone else. "And he called his son Yosef": HE ASKS: Why
did he call Yosef and not another one? HE ANSWERS: Because he
could take him from there TO THE CAVE OF THE MACHPELAH
SINCE HE WAS A KING, BUT NO ONE ELSE HAD THE AUTHORITY.

255. Rabbi Yosi said: Since Ya'akov knew his descendants would
become slaves in Egypt, why was he not buried there, so that his
merit would protect his children? Why did he wish to go up from
there? When it says, "As a father pities his children" (Tehilim
103:13), where is pity then?
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256. HE REPLIES: We have so learned that when Ya'akov went down
to Egypt, he was afraid. He said: Might it come to that, heaven forbid,
that my children will perish among the nations, or that the Holy One,
blessed be He, will remove the Shechinah from me as before. It is
written, "And Elohim appeared to Ya'akov" (Beresheet 35:9). "Fear
not to go down to Egypt; for I will there make of you a great
nation" (Beresheet 46:3). As for what you said, that I might remove
My Shechinah from you, "I will go down with you into Egypt" (Ibid. 4).

257. He also said: I am afraid lest I shall be buried there and will not
merit to be buried with my fathers. He answered him, "And I will also
surely bring you up again" (Ibid.), to be buried in the grave of your
fathers.

258. This is why he wanted to be taken up from Egypt. Another
reason is not to be made godlike, for he saw that the Holy One,
blessed be He, would take vengeance upon the deities of Egypt. He
also saw that the Shechinah would dwell among his children in exile,
AND THAT HE NEED NOT BE BURIED IN EGYPT TO PROTECT
THEM. Another reason is that he wanted his body to dwell among
the bodies of his fathers, to be with them and not with the wicked in
Egypt.

259. We learned that the body of Ya'akov had its beauty from Adam,
and the image of Ya'akov was of the supernal holy form, the form of
the Holy Throne. Thus he did not want to be buried among the
wicked. The secret of this matter is that there is no separating the
patriarchs, AND THEY ARE ALWAYS TOGETHER. It is therefore
written, "I will lie with my fathers" (Beresheet 47:30).

260. "And he called his son Yosef." SCRIPTURE SAYS his son
BECAUSE they had the same countenance, and also because he
begot him more willingly than any other TRIBE. Come and see: It is
written: "Is it a small matter that you have taken my
husband?" (Beresheet 30:15), for Ya'akov's whole desire was for
Rachel. Hence it says, "and he called his son Yosef."

261. We learned: Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "The
secret things belong to Hashem our Elohim..." (Devarim 29:28).
Come and see how a man should beware sins, and be watchful lest
he would transgress his Master's wishes. For we have learned that
every thing a man does in this world is written in a book and
reckoned before the holy King. All is known before Him, as it is
written: "'Can any hide himself in secret places that I shall not see
him?' says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:24). How can a man not guard
himself from sinning before his Master? We learned that even a
man's thoughts and plans are all placed before the Holy One,
blessed be He, and are not lost before Him.
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262. Come and see: on the night Leah came to Ya'akov, she gave
him the tokens he gave Rachel, LEST HER FATHER SHOULD
REPLACE HER WITH ANOTHER. WHEN RACHEL SAW THAT HIS
FATHER GIVES LEAH IN HER PLACE, AND THAT SHE DOES NOT
KNOW OF THE TOKEN AND MIGHT BE PUT TO SHAME, SHE GAVE
HER THE TOKENS. He thought he was with Rachel, when he had
intercourse with her. It was his first drop, as it is written: "My might
and the beginning of my strength" (Beresheet 49:3), and he thought
it was Rachel. The Holy One, blessed be He, who reveals depths and
mysteries, who knows what lies in the dark, brought up the desire to
its place, and the birthright was gone from Reuven AND GIVEN to
Yosef. Why? Because the first drop that came from Ya'akov
belonged to Rachel. Since the actual birthright of Reuven belonged
to her, Yosef inherited it and Rachel came into her own inheritance.

263. This is the secret reason why Reuven did not receive a name
like the other sons but simply Reuven, namely Reu ven (see, a son),
a son, not known by name. Leah therefore did not call him 'my son',
naming him 'Reu veni' (Eng. 'see, my son'), for she knew what had
happened, THAT YA'AKOV'S THOUGHTS WERE WITH RACHEL AND
NOT WITH HER.

264. We learned it is known to the Holy One, blessed be He, that
Ya'akov did not mean to sin by COMING INTO LEAH AND THINKING
OF RACHEL, and that he never knowingly thought of another woman
at that time, like the wicked men in the world. It is therefore written,
"Now the sons of Ya'akov were twelve" (Beresheet 35:23), for the
sons of the other wicked men in the world, who act in this way, are
called by another name; NAMELY CHANGED CHILDREN, which is
known to the friends. He therefore "called his son Yosef," his own
son from the beginning, REUVEN'S BIRTH, and his son in the end.
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265. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: What did Ya'akov use to make
Yosef swear? It is written "Put, I pray you, your hand under my
thigh." HE ANSWERS: HE MADE HIM SWEAR by the sign of the
covenant, which was stamped upon his flesh, for the patriarchs
assigned it more importance than everything else, and the covenant
is the secret of Yosef. TO WIT, YOSEF IS THE SECRET OF THE
ATTRIBUTE OF THE RIGHTEOUS YESOD, OF WHICH HE IS A
CHARIOT.
266. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written of Avraham and Ya'akov, "Put, I
pray you, your hand under my thigh," in the place alluded to by the
Holy Name, which emits holy seed, THE SEED of faith, into the
world. It is not written in connection to Yitzchak: "PUT, I PRAY YOU,
YOUR HAND UNDER MY THIGH," since Esav issued from him.

267. Another reason it is written: "Put, I pray you, your hand under
my thigh...bury me not, I pray you, in Egypt." Ya'akov said to Yosef,
Swear to me by this holy impression, which emitted holy and faithful
seed into the world and was always kept from being defiled, that it
will never be buried among the unholy who did never keep it, of
whom it says, "Whose flesh is the flesh of asses, and whose issue is
the issue of horses" (Yechezkel 23:20).

268. It may be said that Yosef guarded his covenant more than
everyone else, but why was he buried among them IN EGYPT? HE
REPLIES: We have learned that it is written, "The word of Hashem
came to Yechezkel the priest, the son of Buzi, in the land of Casdim
by the river K'var" (Yechezkel 1:3). Yet we learned that the
Shechinah does not dwell outside the land of Yisrael. Why was she
revealed there? HE ANSWERS: It is written "by the river K'var," FOR
WATER CANNOT BE DEFILED, UNLIKE THE LAND OF NATIONS. It is
also written: "And the hand of Hashem was there upon him" (Ibid.),
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. Here too, Yosef's coffin was thrown into
the water. The Holy One, blessed be He, said: If Yosef will be gone
from here, the exile will not be carried out, FOR YISRAEL WILL NOT
BE ABLE TO TOLERATE IT. His burial place will then be in an
undefiled place, and the children of Yisrael will endure the exile.

269. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: Ya'akov saw that the Holy
Throne was fitted in every way by the patriarchs, AVRAHAM AND
YITZCHAK ON RIGHT AND LEFT, AND HE IN THE CENTER.
YA'AKOV said to himself, If he is to be buried here IN EGYPT, how
will the body be attached to the patriarchs? Even the cave where he
was to be buried is called Machpelah (from the term for 'double'), for
in every thing it is double, TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT, both
double and single. TO WIT, THEY ARE IN NEED OF A THIRD ONE TO
BALANCE BETWEEN THEM. The cave too is both double and single,
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK BEING ON THE RIGHT AND LEFT, AND
YA'AKOV BETWEEN THEM.
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270. Come and see: The patriarchs merited to be buried in the cave
of the Machpelah together with their spouses, Ya'akov was buried
with Leah. Why was Rachel not buried with him, especially when it
says, "And Rachel was barren (Heb. akarah)" (Beresheet 29:31),
which is an indication that she was the foundation (Heb. akarah) of
the house? HE ANSWERS: Leah had more right FOR YA'AKOV since
she bore six tribes into the world from the holy stock. Thus, she was
given to him as his spouse in the cave.

271. Rabbi Yehuda said: Leah used to stand every day by the
highway and weep for Ya'akov, THAT HE WOULD MARRY HER, for
she heard he was righteous. She thus prepared herself through
prayer. It says, "And Leah's eyes were weak" (Beresheet 29:16),
since she rose early and sat by the highway to pray.

272. Rachel never went to the highway TO ASK TO BE MARRIED TO
YA'AKOV, LIKE LEAH DID. For this Leah was privileged to be buried
with him, and Rachel is by the highway, buried there. This is the
meaning of the words "And as for me, when I came from Paddan,
Rachel died by me." What is "by me"? It means "because of me in
the land of Cna'an on the way." Because of me, she died on the way,
for she never went out for my sake TO PRAY like her sister.

273. Since Leah went and wept by the highway for Ya'akov, she
merited to be buried with him. Rachel, who did not want to go out to
pray for him, was therefore buried by the highway. The secret of this
matter is that the one is disclosed and the other undisclosed.

274. Come and see: The righteous Leah shed many tears in order to
be the portion of Ya'akov instead of that of the evil Esav. Hence, we
learned that any man who sheds tears before the Holy One, blessed
be He, even if punishment was already given, will have the verdict
annulled, and the punishment will not have any effect upon him.
Whence do we know that? From Leah, for it was decreed that Leah
would be in the portion of Esav, but through her prayer she was
married to Ya'akov, and not to Esav.

275. Rabbi Chiya said: "And I will lie with my fathers..." Rabbi
Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse, "What profit has a
man of all his labor wherein he labors under the sun?" (Kohelet 1:3).
We have studied several times the words of Solomon, and they do
not seem to be understood, for all his words should be read with
wisdom.

30. And the Wisdom of Solomon excelled
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Here we learn that during the days of King Solomon, the Malchut grew, was blessed, and attained fullness. Consequently, the wisdom of Solomon
excelled that of the children of the east, who inherited their wisdom from Avraham, derived from the lower Crowns. Hadar was the only king of the
east country who endured because he was composed of both male and female and he maintained the Malchut. There follows a description of the
awesome form of Malchut [Female Principle] and her son Matatron, the son of Yered. We learn that the comets fastened to the hairs of the moon are
the scourge by which the world is sentenced, and the nails of the Female Principle write and record the transgressions of men under strict
judgment. Finally, Rabbi Chiya comments on the verse, "What profit has a man of all his labor"
The Relevance of this Passage
The wisdom of King Solomon shines into our physical world [Malchut], helping mankind achieve its final correction. Solomon's wisdom is founded
upon the Three Column System, whereas the spiritual teachings of the East are based upon Two Column System, such as Yin and Yang. The third
and Central Column creates resistance between the two positive and negative columns of energy, like a filament in a light bulb--that generates
spiritual Light for the entire planet. This Light shines forth in this passage and helps sweeten judgments decreed against mankind.
276. We studied the verse, "And Solomon's Wisdom excelled" (I
Melachim 5:10). During the days of King Solomon, the moon,
NAMELY THE NUKVA, was in her fullness. Hence it is written, "And
Solomon's Wisdom excelled the Wisdom of all the children of the
east country." Regarding this, we learned who the children of the
east were. It has already been explained. Nevertheless, the wisdom
of the children of the east is the Wisdom they inherited from
Avraham.

277. We learned: It is written, "And Avraham gave all that he had to
Yitzchak" (Beresheet 35:5). HE ASKS: What was "all that he had"
WHICH HE GAVE TO YITZCHAK? HE ANSWERS: It is supernal
Wisdom, for he knew the name of the Holy One, blessed be He. This
may be understood from the verse: "All that he had," for the
supernal Wisdom is his, in the same way we learned of the daughter
he had named Bakol (lit. 'in everything'), THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA.

278. "But to the sons of the concubines, which Avraham had,
Avraham gave gifts" (Beresheet 35:6). He gave them certain
knowledge from the lower crowns and settled them in the east
country. From this, the children of the east country inherited
Wisdom, I.E. FROM THE LOWER CROWNS, as it is written: "The
wisdom of all the children of the east country."

279. We learned that one day Rabbi Shimon came from Cappadocia
to Lod. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yehuda came with him. Rabbi Aba was
tired running after Rabbi Shimon who was mounted. He said: "They
shall walk after Hashem, who shall roar like a lion" (Hoshea 11:10).

280. Rabbi Shimon dismounted and said to him: Indeed it is written,
"Then I abode in the mountain forty days and forty nights" (Devarim
9:9). Surely wisdom does not settle upon man when he walks but
when he just sits down. We have already explained why it says, "I
abode (or: sat)" and now we should rest. They sat down.
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281. Rabbi Aba said: It is written: "And Solomon's Wisdom excelled
the Wisdom of all the children of the east country and all the Wisdom
of Egypt." What is the Wisdom of Solomon, the Wisdom of Egypt
and the Wisdom of the east country? He said to him, Come and
behold: we have explained in several places in regard to the name of
the moon, NAMELY THE NUKVA. When it is blessed by all THE
SFIROT, it is written "excelled." THIS WAS SAID in the days of
Solomon, THE NUKVA grew and was blessed and reached her
fullness.

282. We have learned that a thousand mountains grow GRASS
before her, and she swallows them in one bite; a thousand great
rivers she has, which she swallows in one gulp.

283. Her nails reach 1,070 directions, her hands hold four and twenty
directions. None escapes her to the RIGHT side and none escapes
her to the LEFT side, BUT THROUGH THE MIDDLE. Many thousands
shields cling to her hairs.

284. A youth, whose height is from the top of the world to its bottom,
NAMELY MATATRON, WHOSE HEIGHT IS FROM THE HEAD OF
BRIYAH TO THE BOTTOM OF ASIYAH, comes from between her
legs, NETZACH AND HOD OF THE NUKVA, clothed in sixty clubs of
fire, BY WHICH HE DRIVES AWAY THE EXTERNALS SO THEY
WOULD NOT CLING TO THE LEGS OF THE NUKVA. In this way, he is
in charge over the lower beings of the four sides. This is the youth,
who holds 613 upper keys on the side of Ima. All the supernal keys
dangle from the sharp sword girded about his waist.

285. This youth is called Chanoch the son of Yered in the Braita, as it
is written: "Train up (Chanoch) a youth in the way he should
go" (Mishlei 22:6). It may be said it is written in the Mishnah, not in
the Braita. Yet we explained it when studying the Mishnah, and this
has been explained. They all looked into the same thing. Under HIS
SHADE, the beasts of the field shall find shelter; NAMELY THE
ANGELS OF YETZIRAH we learned of, like Supernal Holy YisraelNAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, called 'the son of his mother', BINAH. It is
written, "For I was my father's son, tender and the only one in the
sight of my mother" (Mishlei 4:3), and "Yisrael is my son, my
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), WHICH REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN.
Underneath ATZILUT, MATATRON is too called the son of his
mother, THE NUKVA, as it is written "Yisrael was a youth, then I
loved him" (Hoshea 11:1), WHICH REFERS TO MATATRON. He was
named the son of Yered for several reasons, I.E., NOW TO SHAME
HIM AND NOW TO RECOMMEND, as we have already explained. Yet
come and behold: HERE WE SPEAK OF the very son of Yered (lit.
'descent'), for we have learned that the Shechinah descended to the
earth by ten steps (Heb. yeridot), all of them explained by the friends.
Underneath, several Livng Creatures are standing; NAMELY THE
ANGELS OF YETZIRAH, which are called the very beasts of the field.
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286. Under these Livng Creatures are fastened the hairs of the moon,
THE NUKVA, called the comets (Heb. Shevet), a very scourge (Heb.
Shevet); TO WIT, THEY ARE CONSIDERED THE SCOURGE WITH
WHICH THE WORLD IS SENTENCED. THEY ARE DIVIDED INTO the
accusers, the weighty, those of STRICT Judgment, and the
impudent. They are all called hairy. Her hands and feet hold on to it
like a mighty lion holding its prey, of which it says "and tears in
pieces, and none can deliver" (Michah 5:7).

287. Her nails are the ones who call to mind the sins of men, who
write and record their transgression under strict judgment. Of this
says the verse: "The sin of Yehuda is written with a pen of iron, and
with the point of a diamond" (Yirmeyah 17:1). What is the diamond?
HE ANSWERS: That which imprints and carves the stone, and hews
in it on all sides.

288. The filth of the nails REFERS TO those who do not cleave to the
body of the King, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, BUT CLEAVE TO THE
LEFT and suck from the side of defilement when the moon is
diminished, TO WIT, WHEN THE ABUNDANCE THEN DRAWN FROM
THE NAILS PASSES TO THE SIDE OF DEFILEMENT, AND
CONSIDERED THE FILTH OF THE NAILS.
289. Since King Solomon inherited the moon at her fullness, THE
NUKVA IN GREATNESS, he ought to inherit her when she is
defective. He therefore strove to know about the spirits and demons,
in order to receive the moon, THE NUKVA, in all her aspects.

290. In the days of King Solomon, the moon shone from all the
grades, as it is written: "And Solomon's Wisdom excelled (also:
'increased')," meaning that it was greater than the Wisdom of all the
children of the east country SINCE IT WAS INCLUDED WITHIN THE
NUKVA, AND ALSO THE WISDOM OF EGYPT WAS COMPRISED IN IT
AND THE WISDOM OF THE CHILDREN OF THE EAST. This is a
supernal secret, in accordance with the verse, "And these are the
kings that reigned in the land of Edom" (Beresheet 36:31). They were
all called the children of the east country. None of them endured
except he who was comprised of male and female, who was called
Hadar. For it says, "And Hadar reigned in his place...AND HIS WIFE'S
NAME..." (Ibid. 39). BUT NO WOMAN WAS MENTIONED IN
RELATION TO THE OTHER KINGS.
291. We have learned that though the Nukva was maintained BY
KING HADAR, she nevertheless did not illuminate wholly until the
time of King Solomon, who was worthy of her, as we explained, for
his mother was Bat-sheva (lit. 'daughter of seven,') TO WIT, THE
NUKVA WAS CALLED IN HER GREATNESS DAUGHTER OF SEVEN,
SINCE SHE INCLUDES CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, BEING HIS MOTHER.
HE WAS THEREFORE WORTHY OF INHERITING HER IN HER DAYS
OF GREATNESS.
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292. "And all the Wisdom of Egypt." This is the lower Wisdom called
'the maid behind the millstones.' The Wisdom of Solomon included
everything, the Wisdom of the children of the east country together
with the Wisdom of Egypt. Rabbi Aba said: Blessed be the Merciful
One, that I have asked about it, and so merited all these words.
Rabbi Shimon said: I have explained this subject, and we already
interpreted it.

293. We learned: "What profit has a man of all his labor wherein he
labors." One may say that this is true also for laboring in the Torah.
Yet it is said "wherein he labors under the sun," and the labor in the
Torah is different by being above the sun, OF THE SUPERNAL ONE.
Rabbi Chiya said: This is true also for the Torah, THE WORDS
"WHAT PROFIT..." if it is done for the sake of people or to gain
respect. Of this, it is said "under the sun," for this study of the Torah
does not ascend. We learned that Rabbi Elazar said: Even if a man
lives to a thousand years, on the day he departs from the world, it
would seem to him as if he lived but one day.

31. "And I will lie with my fathers"
Rabbi Yehuda begins by explaining the significance of each day with or without sin for the individual. We learn that if man sins and repents, that day
returns to its place. However, if he does not repent, that day ascends to bear testimony to this sin, then descends, joins with the spirit outside, and
brings evil to that man. At the end of his days, man's soul is clothed with the days in which he did not sin. If there are none, he is sentenced to
Gehenom, wherein he is punished two days for each day of sin.
We learn that Adam repented for his great sin, although he did not completely repair the damage his sin caused. Therefore, the Lord accepted his
repentance and clothed him with garments that were not made from his days. In contrast, Avraham wore a complete raiment of glory when he
departed this world, since he merited it. Ya'akov also merited to be clothed in his own days. Indeed, his garments were scented with the perfume of
the Female Principle, as signified by the verse, "And he smelled the smell of his garments" Rabbi Elazar then explains to Rabbi Yehuda that three
garments are made for man from his days. These are worn by the Ruach, the Neshamah, and the Nefesh. Rabbi Elazar explains the relationship
between, and the significance of, these bodies.
Rabbi Shimon directs the final portion of the discussion. He says that the companions of Bavel listen and learn from him, but do not share these
matters with others. The reason for this, we are told, is that they are outside the Holy Land and do not draw from Holiness. Rabbi Shimon then warns
us of the time when people abandon the study of the Torah and the scrolls are moved. Without the wisdom of the scholars and without the righteous
to arouse the souls to pray for the living, the people of the world will be punished by the accusers-- unless all people do penance for their sins.
Rabbi Yehuda explains that when the world is in distress and is in need of mercy, the scroll of the Torah must be stirred. Then, the Nefesh informs
the Ruach, the Ruach the Neshamah, and lastly, the Neshamah informs the Holy One. The Lord then draws the crystal dew to flow upon the sleeping
patriarchs who join in and pray for the world. Only then does the Lord have mercy on the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
Each day in our lives presents us with opportunities to fulfill our personal spiritual mission in life and complete our transformation. Unfortunately,
most people fail to realize the meaning of life and the purpose of their existence. Each lost opportunity creates a negative blockage that diminishes
and dims the Light of The Creator in our lives. It is within this expanding darkness that turmoil, hardship, pain, and suffering are born. Thus, it
behooves a man to awaken to the spiritual truths of his existence, so that he may develop himself spiritually. This passage ignites that awareness in
our consciousness. It helps to remove the negative blockages and darkness created by our lack of action in previous times, while arousing
penitence in our hearts for our unkind behavior. Moreover, the Light of the Torah is set aflame, drawing to us both mercy and protection.
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294. "And I will lie with my fathers." Happy is the portion of the
patriarchs, for the Holy One, blessed be He, made them into a Holy
Chariot, and desired to be crowned with them. Hence it is written,
"Only in your fathers Hashem took delight..." (Devarim 10:15). Rabbi
Elazar said: Ya'akov knew that he was to be crowned by his fathers
for they would be crowned with him, and he with them. We learned
regarding the engraved letters that Shin has three knots, two knots
on both sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, and one knot that binds them
together, THE MIDDLE ONE. This we learned from the verse: "And
the middle bar in the midst of the boards shall reach from end to
end" (Shemot 26:28), that the knot in the middle is attached to the
RIGHT side and the LEFT side. Hence it says, "And I will lie with my
fathers."

295. "And I will lie with my fathers." Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion with the verse, "Hear, O deaf; and look, O blind, that you
may see" (Yeshayah 42:18). "Hear, O deaf" refers to the men who
neither listen to the words of the Torah, nor open their ears to
hearken the precepts of their Master. The blind are those who do not
look to know wherefore they live. For every day, a crier comes and
proclaims, yet no one pays attention.

296. We have learned that man's days already exist from the day he
was born into the world, FOR THEY ARE REAL ILLUMINATIONS,
FROM WHICH MAN'S DAYS ARE DRAWN. They go about the world
and descend to warn man, each day in its turn. When the day comes
to warn the man, yet the man commits a sin on that day, it ascends
shamefacedly and bears testimony on him, and stands outside alone.

297. We have learned that after it was put to stand alone OUTSIDE, it
sits and waits for the man to repent HIS SIN. If the man repented, the
day returns to its place; but if he did not merit AND ATONE, the day
descends, joins the spirit outside and comes back to his house,
putting on the same appearance as the man to bring evil upon him.
THE DAY sits with him in his house, and if he has the merit TO
REPENT, it brings him good, but if not, it brings him evil.

298. In either case, when that man's days are accounted they are in
want, and those are not numbered because of the sins. Woe to the
man who diminished the number of his days before the holy King,
and has no days above with which to be crowned in that world, to
approach the holy King.
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299. Come and see: When his days come before the holy King, if the
man who passed away from the world be righteous, he ascends and
comes in with these days that are the raiments of glory which his
soul is clothed in. For he merited these days, by not committing any
sin therein.

300. Woe to the man who reduced the number of his days above. For
when he is to don his days, the days he spoilt by his sins are
missing from that garment, and he wears a defective costume. All
the more so if they are many, THE DAYS WHICH WERE SPOILT, and
that man has nothing to be clad in that world. Woe to him, woe to his
soul, for he is sentenced to Gehenom on account of these days,
days upon days; HE IS PUNISHED TWO days for every SINGLE day.
When he departs from the world he finds no day in which to be clad,
and has no garment or covering. Happy are the righteous, whose
days are all stored with the holy King, and made into raiments of
glory to don in the World to Come.

301. We have studied according to the secret of the Mishnah, the
words, "And they knew that they were naked" (Beresheet 3:7). They
knew exactly that the raiment of glory made of the days was
impaired, and no day was left in which to be clad. Hence it says,
"Your eyes did see my unshaped flesh; for in your book all things
are written, the days also in which they are to be fashioned" (Tehilim
139:16), WHICH ALLUDES TO ADAM. "The days...to be fashioned"
FOR HIM TO WEAR, "and for it too there was one of them" (Ibid.), for
he had none left in which to be clad. Then, Adam strove to repent
and the Holy One, blessed be He, accepted his repentance and
formed for him another vessel and garment, not made from his days
BECAUSE HE DID NOT COMPLETELY REPAIR BY HIS ATONEMENT
THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. Hence it says, "For the
man also and for his wife did Hashem Elohim make coats of skins,
and clothed them" (Beresheet 3:21).

302. Come and see the merit of Avraham. It is written, "And
Avraham... (lit.) came with days" (Beresheet 24:1). Since he had the
merit, when he departed from this world, he came with his own days
and wore them. Nothing was lacking in that raiment of glory, as it
says "came with days." Of Iyov it says, "Naked I came out of my
mother's womb and naked I shall return there" (Iyov 1:21), for
nothing was left for him to wear.
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303. We learned that happy are the righteous, whose days are clean
FROM SINS and remain for the World to Come. Upon leaving THIS
WORLD, they all join together and turn into a raiment of glory to be
clothed in. In this raiment, they can be delighted with the pleasure of
the World to Come. Through the garment, they will rise into the
world AT THE RESURRECTION FROM THE DEAD. All those with a
raiment will rise, as it says, "And they stand as a garment" (Iyov
38:14). Woe to the wicked in the world, whose days were diminished
through sins, and nothing is left from them to be covered with when
they leave this world.

304. We learned that the righteous who were privileged to don the
raiment of glory made of their days, are crowned in that world by the
same crowns the fathers were adorned with, from the river that flows
and comes into the Garden of Eden. This is the meaning of the
words: "And Hashem shall guide you continually, and satisfy your
soul in drought" (Yeshayah 58:11). But of the wicked men in the
world, who had not the merit to be dressed with the garment from
their days, it says, "For he shall be like the juniper tree in the desert,
and shall not see when good comes; but shall inhabit the parched
places in the wilderness" (Yirmeyah 17:6).

305. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Happy is the portion of Ya'akov, who had
the greatest faith, as it is written: "And I will lie with my fathers," for
he deserved them, not another, to be clad in his own days and theirs.

306. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written, "And he smelt the smell of his
garments, and blessed him" (Beresheet 27:27). HE ASKS: It says
"his garments" while it should have been 'Esav's garments,' for the
garments were not his but Esav's, as it is written: "And Rivkah took
the best clothes of her eldest son, Esav" (Ibid. 15). Yet here it says
"the smell of his garments," which means Ya'akov's.

307. HE ANSWERS: We have explained that "he smelt" means that
he looked further and smelt the smell of his garments in the world of
Truth, and then blessed him. Therefore it is written, "See, the smell
of my son is like the smell of a field" (Beresheet 27:27), the field of
holy apple trees, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. He was saying: Since
you deserve to wear these raiments of glory, "therefore the Elohim
give you of the dew of heaven" (Ibid. 28). HE ASKS: Does this mean
THAT THE DEW OF HEAVEN DEPENDS UPON THE RAIMENTS OF
GLORY? HE REPLIES: Since the field of apple trees, WHICH
RESEMBLES THE RAIMENTS OF GLORY IN SMELL, receives dew
everyday from the place called heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written
"the dew of heaven." HE THEREFORE SAID: SINCE YOU ARE
WORTHY OF DONNING THE RAIMENTS OF GLORY, "ELOHIM GIVE
YOU OF THE DEW OF HEAVEN.
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308. Rabbi Yosi said: He blessed him in everything, "of the dew of
heaven, and the fatness of the earth." TO WIT, ALSO FROM THE
ABUNDANCE OF THE NUKVA CALLED EARTH. What was the reason
for that? Because "he smelt the smell of his garments," his own
garments as we explained, AND THESE GARMENTS RECEIVE ALSO
FROM THE NUKVA. We learned that 1,500 odors rise every day from
the Garden of Eden, THE NUKVA, and perfume the raiments of glory,
which are crowned with the man's days in that world, SINCE THE
GARMENTS RECEIVE ALSO FROM THE NUKVA.

309. Rabbi Yehuda said: How many garments are MADE FOR MAN
FROM HIS DAYS? Rabbi Elazar said: There is a controversy over this
point, but there are three. The first is the garments the Ruach dons
in the terrestrial Garden of Eden. The Neshamah is clothed in
another, the most precious, WHICH LIVES inside the bundle of life;
NAMELY NUKVA amidst the purple cloak of the King. The last one is
the external garment, which exists and exists not, seen yet not seen,
FOR BEING EXTERNAL IT HAS NO CONTINUOUS EXISTENCE, BUT
NOW IT IS SEEN AND NOW IT IS NOT. The Nefesh wears this
garment when it goes and hovers about the world.

310. In every new moon and Shabbat, THE NEFESH goes to be
attached to the Ruach in the terrestrial Garden of Eden, which
stands in the midst of the precious curtain. From it, THE NEFESH
studies and receives its knowledge, and then it hovers and
announces it to the world.

311. We learned that the Nefesh is attached by two knots on every
new moon and Shabbat: 1) to the Ruach amidst the odors of
perfumes in the terrestrial Garden of Eden 2) from there, THE
NEFESH roams and goes to attach itself with the Ruach in the
Neshamah, which is bound in the bundle of life. There it slacks its
thirst and eats of the precious lights on this and that side, RIGHT
AND LEFT. This is written in the verse: "And Hashem guide you
continually" (Yeshayah 58:11). "Continually" is precise, INDICATING
THAT IT RECEIVES FROM ALL SIDES CONTINUOUSLY.

312. "And satisfy your soul (Nefesh) in drought (Heb. tzachtzachot)."
HE ASKS: What is "tzachtzachot"? HE ANSWERS: One tzach (Eng.
'bright) it receives while attached to the Ruach in the terrestrial
Garden of Eden; it receives the tzach inside tzach, when attached to
the Neshamah above in the bundle of life. This is the meaning of
tzachtzachot: tzach is singular, and tzachot dual. They are high
above, in the preciousness of the Neshamah. Who will inherit the
tzachtzachot? SCRIPTURE SAYS "your soul (Nefesh)." Your Nefesh
indeed INHERITS THEM FROM THE NESHAMAH. Happy is the
portion of the righteous.

313. Rabbi Shimon said: When I am with the friends of Babylon, they
gather round me and learn things openly, but they put them (these
matters) in a sealed iron box, closed on all sides--IN OTHER WORDS,
THEY CONCEAL THEM SO NO ONE WOULD KNOW.
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314. How many times did I teach them the ways of the King's garden,
THE NUKVA, and the ways of the King, ZEIR ANPIN? How many
times did I teach them about the grades of the righteous in that
world? They are all fearful of talking of these matters, but mumble
instead. They are therefore called mumblers, I.E. SLOW OF SPEECH,
for they mumble as stammerers.

315. But I see it in a favorable light, for they are afraid because the
holy air and the Holy Spirit are gone for them, SINCE THEY ARE
OUTSIDE THE LAND OF YISRAEL. And they breathe in the air and
spirit of another region THAN THAT OF HOLINESS. Moreover, the
rainbow is seen above them, WHICH IS A SIGN THEY ARE UNDER
JUDGMENT AND ARE IN NEED OF MERCY, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "I
HAVE SET MY BOW...AND I WILL LOOK UPON IT, THAT I MAY
REMEMBER THE EVERLASTING COVENANT" (BERESHEET 9:1316). They are then not deemed worthy of receiving Eliyahu, let alone
someone else.
316. But it is beneficent to them that I live in the world and support it,
for during my lifetime the world will not be sorrowful, nor suffer
Judgment from above. After me, there will never be such a
generation as this. The world will be such that there will be no one to
protect them, and there will be impudence both above and below.
Above ALSO THERE WILL BE IMPUDENT COUNTENANCES, WHICH
ARE THE ACCUSATIONS OF THE KLIPOT, because of the
transgressions below and their impudence.

317. The people in the world will cry out, but there will be no one to
protect them. They will look to all the directions of the world TO FIND
RELIEF, but shall not return with a remedy TO THEIR TROUBLES. I
have found but one remedy in the world and no more, wherever
there will be people who are occupied in the Torah, and a scroll of
the Torah with them, without any error. When it will be taken out, the
upper and lower beings will be roused, especially if the Holy Name
wherein is properly written, as we have already learned.

318. Woe to the generation, where the scroll of the Torah is banished
BY BEING TAKEN OUT TO THE STREETS IN ORDER TO PRAY. But
no one was awakened above or below, FOR THEIR PRAYER WAS
NOT ACCEPTED, FOR IT WAS NOT JOINED BY FASTING OR
ATONEMENT BELOW. HE ASKS: Who shall be roused to pray when
the world is in great sorrow and in need of rain as the scroll of the
Torah is further banished because of the hardship in the world.

319. HE ANSWERS: When the world is in sorrow and people ask for
mercy by the graves, all the dead are aroused to ask on behalf of the
world, for the Nefesh hastens to tell the Ruach that the scroll of the
Torah is in exile, and has been exiled due to hardship in the world,
and the living have come TO THE GRAVES to ask for mercy.
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320. Then the Ruach informs the Neshamah, and the Neshamah the
Holy One, blessed be He. Then is the Holy One, blessed be He,
aroused in pity on the world. All this is caused by the exile of the
scroll of the Torah from its place, WHEN the living came to ask for
mercy upon the graves of the dead. Woe to the generation, which
must exile the scroll of the Torah from place to place, or even from
one synagogue to another IN ORDER TO PRAY, for there will be no
one among them to take care of them AND PRAY FOR THEM, SINCE
THERE ARE NO RIGHTEOUS AMONG THEM.

321. Yet no man knows THE REASON FOR this. For when the
Shechinah was exiled the last time, in order not to go up above, it is
written THAT SHE SAID: "Oh, that I were in the wilderness, in a
lodging place of wayfaring men" (Yirmeyah 9:1), AND NOT GONE
ABOVE. FOR SHE WISHED TO EXILE WITH YISRAEL. Later, WHEN
SHE ALREADY WAS IN EXILE WITH YISRAEL, in a time of great
distress for the world, she was IN THE DESERT, THE ABODE OF
THE KLIPOT. Also in the exile of the scroll of the Torah she is there
in the desert, and everyone is stirred AND SUFFERS for her, the
upper and lower beings.
322. Rabbi Shimon said: Had those stupid Babylonians known the
secret verses of Wisdom, such as why the world exists, or why its
supporting pillars quake when it is in distress, they would know the
worth of Rav Hamnuna Saba, who dwelt among them, without their
knowing his worth. I find that his words are connected to those of
King Solomon in the high secret of Wisdom, but they did not guess
his worth.

323. Now they strive after words of wisdom but there is no one to
uncover THEIR SECRET, and no one to teach it. With all that, there
are sages among them in the field of establishing the beginning of
months and the intercalation of years, though it is not their duty TO
INTERCALATE THE YEARS AND SANCTIFY THE MONTHS, WHICH
ARE FIXED ONLY IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL.

324. We have learned that the Nefesh is attached to the body inside
the grave for twelve months, and they are judged together, except
the Nefesh of the righteous, as we explained. It dwells inside the
grave and feels pain OF PUNISHMENT, and the pain of the living, yet
it does not strive TO PRAY for them.

325. After twelve months, the Nefesh dons a garment and goes to
roam about the world, and learns certain things from the Ruach. It
strives to ask for mercy for the world's pain, and to feel the sorrow
of the living.
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326. HE ASKS: Who arouses all that, THE NEFASHOT OF THE DEAD
TO PRAY FOR THE LIVING? HE REPLIES: When there is a righteous
man in the world, he duly informs them. The righteous is well known
among them. For we have learned that when there remains a
righteous man in the world, known among the living and the dead,
he is proclaimed every day. When the world is in great distress and
he cannot protect the people, he informs them of the pain in the
world AND THEY ASK FOR MERCY UPON THE LIVING.

327. When there is no proclaimed righteous among them and no one
to stir THE NEDASHOT about the sorrow of the world but a scroll of
the Torah, then the upper and lower are stirred for its sake TO PRAY
FOR THE WORLD. Yet at that time, everyone should do penance, for
if they do not, the accusers are aroused upon them TO PUNISH
THEM FOR MOVING ABOUT THE SCROLL OF THE TORAH. THIS
APPLIES NOT ONLY FOR THE NEFESH, as Ruach in the Garden of
Eden is also stirred for the sake of the scroll of the Torah TO ASK
FOR MERCY, as we have learned.

328. We learned: "And I will lie with my fathers"; namely in body,
Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah, all included within one Chariot of a
high grade. TO WIT, THE VERSE ALLUDES TO THE BODY AND ALL
THE ASPECTS OF THE SOUL, WHICH WILL BE TOGETHER WITH
HIS FATHERS. Rabbi Yehuda said: How senseless are the children in
the world who do not know, nor care, hear or see what happens in
the world, that the Holy One, blessed be He, is filled with Mercy for
the world at any time and season. But no one pays attention.

329. Three times a day, a certain spirit comes into the cave of the
Machpelah and breathes over the tombs of the fathers so that their
bones are healed and they endure. The spirit draws dew from over
the King's head, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
where the supernal patriarchs are. When the dew flows in, the lower
patriarchs are awakened IN THE CAVE OF THE MACHPELAH.

330. We have learned that the dew flows down certain grades, one
grade after another, and reaches the lower Garden of Eden, where
the perfumes are bathed in it. Then is a certain spirit awakens, which
comprises two others; NAMELY A SPIRIT OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, YA'AKOV, WHICH INCLUDES THE TWO COLUMNS,
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. It ascends and hovers above the
perfumes and comes in through the opening of the cave. Then the
patriarchs are awakened with their wives and ask for Mercy for their
children.
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331. When the world is in distress AND NOT ANSWERED, and due to
its sins THE PATRIARCHS sleep and the dew does not arouse them,
for it cannot be found or drawn. THEN, when the scroll of the Torah
is stirred in the world, the Nefesh informs the Ruach, the Ruach the
Neshamah, which tells the Holy One, blessed be He. The King then
sits on the throne of mercy and draws from the supernal Atika
Kadisha, ARICH ANPIN, the crystal dew, which flows upon the King's
head, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, are
blessed. The dew then flows upon the sleeping FATHERS IN THE
CAVE OF THE MACHPELAH, who then join IN PRAYING FOR THE
WORLD. The Holy One, blessed be He, then has Mercy upon the
world. We have learned the Holy One, blessed be He, does not have
mercy on the world until He notifies the Patriarchs, and for their
merit the world is blessed. Rabbi Yosi said: Surely this is so. I also
found it in the book of King Solomon, the high one who is called
every MAN'S wise counsel, AS IT SAYS, "FOR HE WAS WISER THAN
ALL MEN" (I MELACHIM 5:11).

332. Rav Hamnuna also said the same and that it was revealed to
him in a dream, that Rachel achieved more THAN ALL THE
PATRIARCHS by standing at the highway whenever the world is in
need OF MERCY. The secret of this matter is that the ark, its
covering and the Cherubs are in the portion of Binyamin, RACHEL'S
SON, who was born on the highway, and the Shechinah is above
ALL HIS PORTION, AS IT SAYS, "HE SHALL COVER HIM ALL THE
DAY LONG" (DEVARIM 33:12).

32. "And Yisrael bowed himself upon the bed's head"
Rabbi Shimon begins the discussion by explaining that the bed in the title verse signifies the foundation of the world, and the bed's head signifies
the Shechinah. We learn that by his action, Yisrael bowed to the Supernal Throne. Rabbi Yehuda then explains that although Ya'akov's soul departed
while he was still in Egypt, it was united with the Shechinah and his body was buried alongside the patriarchs, as he had wished.
The text then addresses the verse, "And Yosef shall put his hand on your eyes." Rabbi Yesa reveals that this verse indicates both Ya'akov's
importance and that his son would be alive at the time of Ya'akov's death. Rabbi Chizkiyah then speaks about the custom of a man's son putting
dust on his father's eyes as a sign of respect when he dies. This leads to a discourse on the symbolic significance of each color of the eye. After
offering further explanations for the custom of closing a man's eyes after his death, the conversation turns to the subject of the Nefesh of the
departed soul. Finally, the rabbis return to the spiritual significance of Ya'akov's actions described in the title verse.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of the Shechinah is summoned into our world, helping The reader climb out of darkness and negativity [Egypt], and in doing so, merit
closeness to the great patriarchs in the world to come. These verses also help elevate the souls of our fathers if they have passed on.
333. "And Yisrael bowed himself upon the bed's head." HE ASKS:
What is the bed's head? HE ANSWERS: It is the Shechinah, WHICH
IS ALWAYS PRESENT AT THE HEAD OF A SICK MAN. Rabbi Shimon
said: Heaven forbid THAT HE WAS BOWING DOWN BEFORE THE
SHECHINAH, SINCE HE WAS A CHARIOT OF TIFERET, WHICH IS
ABOVE THE SHECHINAH. He bowed to his own attribute, TIFERET.
HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: Come and behold: the bed is the
Shechinah, of which it says, "Behold it his litter, that of
Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 3:7). The bed's head is the foundation
(Yesod) of the world, the head of the sacred bed, THE SHECHINAH;
the head refers to Yisrael, TIFERET, standing at the bed's head,
WHICH IS YESOD, FOR TIFERET IS ABOVE YESOD, and therefore
Yisrael bowed to himself, NAMELY TO TIFERET.
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334. You might say THAT HE BOWED DOWN TO THE SHECHINAH,
WHICH IS ABOVE THE HEAD OF A SICK MAN. At that time, he was
not yet ill, only later. It is written: "And it came to pass after these
things, that one told Yosef, 'Behold, your father is sick.'" But when
he bowed down, he was not sick. Of necessity, he bowed down
because he knew that he then ascended to the holy supernal grade
of the whole throne TIFERET. He therefore bowed down to that
Chariot, the supernal throne. FOR CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
ARE THE SUPERNAL THRONE OF BINAH, AND TIFERET IS
INCLUDED OF THEM ALL. It is the perfection of the great and strong
tree which is named after him, NAMELY TIFERET CALLED YISRAEL
AFTER HIS NAME. Therefore, "Yisrael bowed himself upon the bed's
head," for surely he was elevated into his own grade and adorned
with crowns, MOCHIN, of the holy King TIFERET.

335. "And he said: 'Swear to me.' And he swore to him. And Yisrael
bowed himself upon the bed's head." Rabbi Chiya opened the
discussion saying: "All this have I proved by Wisdom: I said, 'I will
be wise'; but it was far from me" (Kohelet 7:23). We have learned that
King Solomon inherited the moon, THE NUKVA, together with all her
aspects. In his days the moon was in fullness, being blessed by all
THE GRADES. When he wanted to understand the statutes of the
Torah he said: "I said, 'I will be wise'; but it was far from me."

336. Rabbi Yehuda said: Ya'akov said, "And I will lie with my fathers,
not, I pray you, in Egypt: but I will lie with my fathers and you shall
carry me out of Egypt and bury me in their place of burial." In
connection to this, we learned that a man whose soul departed in
another domain, NAMELY OUTSIDE THE LAND OF YISRAEL, and
whose body was buried in the Holy Land, scripture says of him: "But
when you entered, you defiled my land, and made my heritage an
abomination" (Yirmeyah 2:7). Yet Ya'akov said: "And bury me in their
place of burial," though his soul departed in another domain, IN
EGYPT.

337. Rabbi Yehuda said: Ya'akov is different THAN OTHER MEN,
since the Shechinah held him and cleaved to him. This is the
meaning of the words, "I will go down with you into
Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4) to dwell with you in exile "and I will also
surely bring you up again" (Ibid.), for your soul shall be united with
me, and your body shall be buried in the graves of your fathers. This
comes to teach us that his soul left in another domain, YET "I WILL
ALSO SURELY BRING YOU UP AGAIN" TO BE BURIED IN THE
GRAVES OF HIS FATHERS.

338. "And Yosef shall put his hand on your eyes" (Ibid.). Surely
because he was the firstborn, AND IT IS FOR THE FIRSTBORN TO
PUT HIS HAND ON HIS FATHER'S EYES. For according to thought,
he was the firstborn of the first seed, as we learned. Since the Holy
One, blessed be He, knew this secret THAT HE THOUGHT OF
RACHEL, He let him know that it would be Yosef, WHO WILL PUT
HIS HANDS ON HIS EYES, whom he greatly loved.
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339. "Shall put his hand on your eyes": HE ASKS: What does this
come to teach us? Rabbi Yisa said: This teaches us of Ya'akov's
importance, THAT HIS SON, A KING, WILL PUT HIS HAND ON HIS
EYES, and also informs him that Yosef is alive and will be present at
his death. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: I have learned something, yet I fear
of revealing it, since Wisdom abides with the common customs.
Rabbi Aba tapped him and said: Speak up and pluck up your
courage, for everything is disclosed in the days of Rabbi Shimon
AND THERE IS NO NEED TO BE AFRAID.

340. RABBI CHIZKIYAH said: We learned from the book of Rabbi
Yisa Saba (the elder), in the chapter about customs, that when a man
merits a son in this world, THE SON should put dust on his eyes
when his father is buried as a sign of respect, an indication that the
world is now concealed from him, and that he, THE SON, inherits it
in his stead.

341. This is because a man's eyes reflect the world and contain all
the colors. The white color in them is like a great sea which
surrounds the world on all sides. Another is like the ground dug out
from the water. The ground stands in the midst of the water and so
does the color in the midst of the water; NAMELY IN THE MIDST OF
THE WHITE COLOR WHICH INDICATES THE WATER OF THE OCEAN.

342. The third color in the middle of the eye is Jerusalem, the center
of the world. The fourth color in the eye is where the power of sight
dwells; NAMELY THE BLACKNESS IN THE EYE. It is called "the
apple of the eye" (Tehilim 17:8), where the face is seen and the most
dear sight of all, Tzion, the innermost point of all, where the whole
world is seen, where the Shechinah dwells, which is the beauty and
sight of all. The eye is the worldly inheritance, and therefore he WHO
DIES leaves this and HIS SON takes it and inherits it.

343. He said to him: This was well said, but this matter has an even
deeper meaning, though the children of the world do not know or
look for it. For when a man departs from the world, his Nefesh is
hidden with him, and before it leaves the body his eyes see certain
things, as we have explained in relation to the verse: "For no man
shall see me, and live" (Shemot 33:24), that men do not see in their
lives what they see in their death.
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344. His eyes are opened to the sight they have just seen, and those
standing by should put a hand on his eyes and close them, because
of what we learned about common customs. When the eyes remain
open to the dear vision, if he has a son, the son should be the first to
put his hand over his eyes and close them. It says, "And Yosef shall
put his hand on your eyes," for another unholy sight is come before
him and the eye that beheld the supernal holy sight must not look at
the other sight.

345. Another reason is that the Nefesh is close by in the house, and
if the eye is open, and the other sight OF THE OTHER SIDE will be
upon his eyes, whatever he beholds shall be cursed. AND SINCE
THE NEFASHOT IS STANDING IN FRONT OF HIM, HE MIGHT LOOK
AT IT AND IT WILL BE ACCURSED. This is not respectful to the eye,
or to any of the dead man's relatives, especially to the dead man
himself. It is degrading for him to behold what he should not
BEHOLD, and lay his eyes on another thing; NAMELY THE OTHER
SIDE. Therefore he is covered by dust. The friends have already
spoke about the judgment which THE DEAD MAN undergoes in the
grave, AND THIS IS NOT THE PLACE TO SPEAK ABOUT IT. It is a
sign of respect that the eye be closed by his son he left in the world.

346. Come and see for seven days AFTER THE DEMISE, the Nefesh
goes from the grave to the house and back and mourns him. Three
times a day, the Nefesh and the body are judged together, though
nobody in the world knows it, or observes it so as to awaken his
heart.

347. Afterwards, the body is sealed IN THE GRAVE and the Nefesh
goes to bathe in Gehenom, then goes out to roam about the world
and visit THE BODY IN the grave, until it is wears that which it wears.

348. After twelve months everybody rests. The body reposes in the
dust and the Nefesh is bound and enlightened by the Ruach, which
in its garment is satisfied in the Garden of Eden. The Neshamah
ascends to the bundle of life, THE NUKVA, the greatest pleasure of
all. All of them are attached to each other, THE NEFESH TO THE
RUACH AND THE RUACH TO THE NESHAMAH, at certain times, ON
SHABBAT, HOLIDAYS AND THE FIRST DAY OF THE MONTH.
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349. Come and see: Woe to the people who do not regard, who do
not know nor understand why they exist, and neglect to observe the
precepts of the Torah. Some of the precepts of the Torah are made
into a holy garment above IN THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, and
some are made into a holy garment below IN THE LOWER GARDEN
OF EDEN. Some precepts are made into a holy garment in this world.
Man needs them all. They are made of man's days as we explained.

350. Rabbi Yehuda Saba (the elder) was very anxious one day TO
KNOW WHAT HE WOULD HAVE IN THE WORLD OF TRUTH. He was
shown in a dream a certain image made of bright light which shines
to the four directions. He asked what it was, and they said to him:
This is your garment, which you shall wear here. From that day
ONWARD, he was happy.

351. Rabbi Yehuda said: On each day the spirits of the righteous sit,
clothed in their garments in rows in the Garden of Eden and praise
the Holy One, blessed be He, with the highest glory, as it is written:
"Surely the righteous shall give thanks to your name: the upright
shall dwell in your presence" (Tehilim 140:14). Rabbi Aba said: It is
first written, "And Yisrael bowed himself..." As we explained, the bed
is the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA; The bed's head is the
righteous; "upon the bed's head" refers to the holy King, that the
peace is His; NAMELY TIFERET, as it is written: "Behold it his litter,
that of Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 3:7). For he bowed to himself,
BEING THE CHARIOT OF TIFERET, to him who stands upon the
bed's head whose name is Yisrael, AS TIFERET IS CALLED
YISRAEL. Therefore, "And Yisrael bowed himself upon the bed's
head."

352. Afterwards, when Ya'akov saw that he was perfected in the
highest grade, and that his grade, TIFERET, was high, together with
the patriarchs, CHESED AND GVURAH, and that he alone was wholly
mended, FOR TIFERET IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHICH
INCLUDES CHESED AND GVURAH AND MEASURED AGAINST ALL
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, his heart rejoiced and he was
strengthened by the supernal desire of the Holy One, blessed be He,
who was pleased with him. Then it was said of him, "And Yisrael
strengthened himself, and sat upon the bed," on the bed itself, THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, since he was perfected in a higher grade, TO
WIT, HE WAS MADE WHOLE BY THE ATTRIBUTE OF TIFERET
WHICH IS ABOVE MALCHUT. Happy is his portion.

33. The world is judged four times a year
Rabbi Yehuda discusses the four times of the year that the world is judged. During these four times of the year, Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, and
Malchut are present to judge the world. We learn of the significance of corn to the judgment on Passover, the significance of the fruits of the tree to
the judgment on the Feast of Weeks, and the significance of water to the judgment on Sukkot. We are also told that the New Year is the head of
God's year, and it is the time when all the inhabitants of the world pass before God. Finally, Rabbi Yosi reminds us that man's deeds are recorded
every day. Each morning his soul entreats him to repent and to follow the righteous path. Those who ignore this warning will have their deeds
recorded. Only the righteous have nothing to fear in this world and in the world to come.
The Relevance of this Passage
The awesome power of the major holidays and their particular rituals is released into our world, helping us atone for our sins, lessen judgments
decreed against us, and transform our inner character. Relative to the degree of atonement in our heart, this passage helps us alter our destiny in
positive ways by controlling the seed and "head of God's year." Awareness of the importance of penitence and spiritual growth is deepened in our
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consciousness, inspiring us to pursue self-transformation for the purpose of achieving closeness to the Light of The Creator
353. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: We have explained in the
Baraitha that the world is judged four times a year: in Pesach in
respect to corn; in Shavuot in respect to the fruits of the tree; on
Rosh Hashanah, when all the inhabitants of the world pass before
Him like a flock of sheep; and on Sukkot when water is apportioned
to them. We have explained the secret of the Baraitha: that corn on
Pesach, corresponded to the supernal Chariot, the secret of the
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, and King David,
MALCHUT. TO WIT, THE FOUR TIMES BROUGHT UP IN THE
BARAITHA ARE THE SECRET OF THE FATHERS AND KING DAVID.
HE EXPLAINS, Judgment is pronounced on Pesach in respect to
corn literally. And we have already explained, in relation to it why
Matzah is connected to Pesach? Because it is a law, and the law of
the kingdom is the prevailing law. THUS, THE MATZAH IS A LAW.
This is the starting point for Yisrael to enter the holy portion of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and remove the leavened bread, which is a
strange deity appointed over the idolatrous nations called other
Elohim, foreign Elohim, and also called leavened bread and the Evil
Inclination. To enter the Matzah, MALCHUT, is to enter the holy
portion of the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the reason Judgment
is pronounced on Pesahch concerning corn, as we explained that
the world is sentenced in respect to Hei, MALCHUT. TVUAH (CORN)
IS COMPOSED OF THE SYLABLES TAVO-HEI (HEB. 'HEI SHALL
COME').

354. On Shavuot, the fruits of the tree are pronounced. HE ASKS:
Why "the fruits of the tree," shouldn't it have said 'the fruits of the
trees'? HE ANSWERS: This is the great and strong tree above, ZEIR
ANPIN. The fruits of the tree are mentioned in the verse, "I am like a
leafy cypress tree; from me is your fruit found" (Hoshea 14:9),
WHICH ALLUDES TO THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS, THE FRUITS
OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED TREE. THEY ARE SENTENCED AT
SHAVUOT, AN ALLUSION TO TIFERET.
355. On Rosh Hashanah, they pass before Him like a flock of sheep.
We learned that Rosh Hashanah (lit. 'head of the year') is the King's
head of the year, which is Yitzchak called head, the head of the King,
ZEIR ANPIN, THE HEAD OF GVURAH. This place is called year, and
therefore all the inhabitants of the world pass before Him like a flock
of sheep. We therefore learned that on Rosh Hashanah, all the
inhabitants of the world pass before Him it like a flock of sheep, for
then Yitzchak abides there, WHO IS THE HEAD OF THE LEFT
WHERE JUDGMENTS DWELL. HENCE, IT IS SAID THAT ON ROSH
HASHANAH "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY ARM" (SHIR HASHIRIM
2:6).
356. On Sukkot, Judgment is pronounced in respect to water. This is
the beginning OF THE ILLUMINATION of the King's right side,
WHICH IS CHASSADIM CALLED WATER. IT IS SAID OF THIS
FESTIVAL "AND HIS RIGHT HAND EMBRACES ME" (IBID.). The
rejoicing in water is everywhere when water is sprinkled or drawn,
for water is known TO BE CHASSADIM. Therefore, everything exists
in these four times, ON PESACH THE JUDGMENT IS IN THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT CALLED CORN, ON SHAVUOT IT IS IN THE SECRET
OF TIFERET CALLED TREE, ON ROSH HASHANAH ON THE SECRET
OF GVURAH AND ON SUKKOT THE SECRET OF CHESED.
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357. Rabbi Yosi said: When you examine this, there is everything in
these four times, Avraham, Yitzchak, Ya'akov, CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET, and King David, MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE
EXPLANATION OF THE LAST PARAGRAPH. The world is judged by
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT and people are judged
on these four times, THE DAYS WHEN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
AND MALCHUT ARE IN THE WORLD. Every day, the books are open
and MEN'S deeds are recorded, yet no one heeds or lends an ear.
The Torah gives testimony every day and says, "Whoever is simple,
let him turn in here: for him that lacks understanding, she says to
him" (Mishlei 9:4), but no one listens to its voice.

358. We learned that when a man wakes up in the morning,
witnesses stand before him and adjure him, but he does not heed
that the soul adjures him every hour. If he hears, well, but if he does
not, the books are open and his deeds recorded. Rabbi Chiya said:
Happy are the righteous, who are not afraid of judgment neither in
this world and in the World to Come. Hence it says, "But the
righteous are secure as a young lion" (Mishlei 28:1) and "the
righteous shall inherit the earth" (Tehilim 37:29).

34. "And when the sun was going down"
Rabbi Chizkiyah begins by explaining that the title verse refers to the day of strict judgment, when a man's soul departs from his body. We learn that
thirty days before his death, man's Neshamah departs. As a consequence, his shadow disappears and all desire leaves him. When man is judged
above, the Neshamah ascends to the Upper court of justice where it gives testimony to the thoughts and deeds of that man. If that man is sick and
his judgment is favorable, he may recover. However, if his judgment condemns him, he may yet survive if God sees that he will later have merit or
that he will give birth to a righteous son.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we help cleanse our souls of sin and wrongdoing in order to sweeten judgments set forth against us. The desire to pursue spiritual
development and growth is increased within us so that we may merit long life in this physical world and draw closer to the Light of The Creator
through positive deeds. In addition, blessing and righteousness are bestowed upon our children, helping them to recognize and embrace the
benefits of spirituality and Torah, which further increases our quality and length of life.
359. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the verse, "And
when the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell upon
Avram" (Beresheet 15:12). This verse has been explained, yet here is
the secret of the day of strict Judgment, which removes man from
this world. We have learned that when the time is come for man to
depart from this world, it is the time of great Judgment, when the
sun is darkened and does not shine unto the moon, as is written:
"before the sun is darkened" (Kohelet 12:2). It refers to the holy
Neshamah, which is withheld from man thirty days before he departs
from the world, and he sees that his shadow is withheld and not to
be seen.
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360. HE ASKS: What is the reason his shadow is gone from him? HE
ANSWERS: Because the holy Neshamah is gone and departed from
him. It is not that when a man weakens and dies that the soul is
removed from him, but in his life, when he is in vigor that his
Neshamah departs from him, and does not shine upon the Ruach.
The Ruach does not shine upon the Nefesh, and then the shadow is
gone and does not illuminate upon him. From that day onward, every
one proclaims that he will die, even the birds in the sky. Why?
Because his Neshamah is gone from him, the Ruach no longer
shines upon the Nefesh, and it is weakened and eating and every
desire of the body are gone from him.

361. Rabbi Yehuda said: Even when a man falls ill and cannot pray,
the Neshamah is gone and removed from him. The Ruach does not
then shine upon the Nefesh until verdict is given. If the sentence is
good, the Neshamah returns to its place and shines upon everyone;
NAMELY THE RUACH AND THE NEFESH. This is true as long as
Judgment is not yet pronounced. When it is, AND IT IS ALREADY
DECIDED THAT HE WILL DIE, thirty days before the others, the
Neshamah is gone and his shadow passes away.

362. We learned that when a man is sentenced above, his Neshamah
is brought up to the court of justice, where the trial proceeds
according to its testimony. It testifies to everything and to evil
thoughts he harbored, but not to evil deeds, since they are all
recorded in a book. A man is judged for everything at the time of
sentence above, BOTH FOR THOUGHTS AND DEEDS. The body is
then in trouble more than in any other time.

363. If he is favorably judged, he is released. Sweat breaks out over
the body and the Neshamah returns later to shine upon all, THE
RUACH AND THE NEFESH. A man is never cured from his disease
until he is sentenced above. If you say that there are yet many evil
people who remain alive; NAMELY RECOVER FROM THEIR
ILLNESS. HE ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed be He, watches over
his sentence. Even if he has no merit yet THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, sees that he will later, He acquits him. Or sometimes He sees
he will beget a righteous son and therefore the Holy One, blessed be
He, judges him favorably.
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364. All the works and judgments of the Holy One, blessed be He, are
for the good, and He watches over everything, as it is written: "'Have
I any pleasure at all that the wicked should die?' says Hashem
Elohim: and not that he should return from his ways, and
live?" (Yechezkel 18:23). Therefore the Holy One, blessed be He ,
judges favorably all the evil in the world who recover.

365. Sometimes, when the illness has run its course that was allotted
it to afflict man, as it says, "And severe sicknesses, and of long
continuance (also: 'faithful')" (Devarim 28:59), they act faithfully in
dwelling upon man and leave after the set period, either the
righteous or the evil. All is done according to justice, like we said.

35. "And Yisrael saw Yosef's sons"
Rabbi Yitzchak begins this discussion by explaining the title verse. We learn that through the Holy Spirit, the righteous Yisrael was able to see that
Yosef's sons would one day worship idols. We also learn that all the generations of the world stand in the presence of God before they are born into
the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
The strength and wisdom to free oneself from idol-worshipping is bestowed upon the reader through the righteousness of Yisrael. Idol worshipping
refers to any form of egocentric behavior where pleasure is derived from external sources as opposed to true contentment that is generated
internally in our souls. Before a soul enters this world, all the secrets of the Torah are revealed to it. The soul promises The Creator that during
physical existence, it will pursue the path of Torah and spiritual growth. Prior to the moment of birth, the wisdom of the Torah is then forgotten,
along with our promise, and thus begins the true work of "remembering" our commitment and "reacquiring" our spiritual knowledge. This passage
helps us to remain true to our promise to walk the path of the Light, and it regenerates the seeds of mystical wisdom implanted within our soul prior
to our birth.
366. "And Yisrael saw Yosef's sons, and said: 'Who are these?'"
Rabbi Yitzchak said: This verse is difficult to understand. It is
written, "And Yisrael saw," yet also "And the eyes of Yisrael were
dim from age, so that he could not see." If he cannot see, how come
then: "And Yisrael saw"? HE ANSWERS: "AND YISRAEL SAW"
MEANS that he saw through the Holy Spirit Yosef's descendants,
Yerovaam and his fraternity, the same Yerovaam who made the two
golden calves, and said: "These are your Elohim, Yisrael" (I
Melachim 12:28). Hence he said: "Who are these?" Who is he that
will say, "These are your Elohim," your idols to worship. It is
therefore written: "And Yisrael saw Yosef's sons."

367. From this, WE UNDERSTAND that the righteous see things afar,
BEFORE THEY ARE MANIFEST IN THE WORLD, since the Holy One,
blessed be He, adorns them with His crown. For the Holy One,
blessed be He, sees into the distance, as said: "And Elohim saw
everything that He had made, and, behold, it was very
good" (Beresheet 1:31), the Holy One, blessed be He, sees all deeds
before they are done, and they all pass before Him.
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368. In the same manner, all the generations of the world from one
world's end to the other stand before Him before coming into the
world. This is written in the verse, "He who calls the generations
from the beginning" (Yeshayah 41:4), NAMELY before the universe
was created, for all the souls that descend into the world stand
before the Holy One, blessed be He, before going into it, assuming
their worldly shape and names. It is written: "He calls them all by
names" (Yirmeyah 40:26).

369. The righteous too are shown by the Holy One, blessed be He, all
the generations of the world, before they come into it. Whence do we
know that? From Adam, who was the first to be shown by the Holy
One, blessed be He, the generations before they came, as it is
written: "This is the book of the generations of Adam" (Beresheet
5:1). We learned that He showed him all the generations destined to
come into the world. Moshe too was shown, as it is written: "And
Hashem showed him all the land" (Devarim 34:1), WHICH MEANS
THAT the Holy One, blessed be He, showed him all the generations
of the world and all its leaders and prophets before they were born.

370. Here too, "And Yisrael saw Yosef's sons" means that he saw far
off, THAT THEY WILL WORSHIP IDOLS, and he trembled and said:
"Who are these?" The verse refers both to this, YEROVAAM WHO
SAID: "THESE ARE YOUR GODS, YISRAEL" and to ITS SIMPLE
MEANING ABOUT EFRAIM AND MENASHE THEMSELVES. Yosef
answered it by saying: 'They are my sons, whom Elohim had given
me in this place.' TO WIT, THEY ARE GOOD, YET HE DID NOT
ANSWER HIM IN RELATION TO YEROVAAM AND HIS FRIENDS. How
do we know that the Holy One, blessed be He, showed him through
the Holy Spirit ABOUT YEROVAAM AND HIS FRIENDS? From the
verse: "And, lo, Elohim has shown me also your children," "also"
alludes to THE GENERATIONS that will issue from him, as we said.

36. "And he blessed Yosef"
From the explanations provided by Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Elazar, we learn that the title verse indicates that a blessing was conferred on both Yosef
and his sons, since a man's children are his own blessing. We also learn that the particle Et placed before Yosef is an allusion to Malchut. This
means that he blessed the sign of the Holy Covenant, Malchut. According to the rabbis, all blessings originate in Binah, the source of life. They are
then received by Ya'akov and passed to Malchut. Therefore, when a blessing is given, God must be blessed first if it is to be fulfilled. During morning
prayer, we should first bless God and then bless the people of the world. We learn that when Ya'akov's father blessed him, he first blessed God in
the statement, "the smell of my son is like the smell of a field"
The discussion then turns to the meaning of the verse, "These are your gods, Yisrael," The word "these," we are told, is a reference to the Serpent
and its rider, the male and female of the Other Side who are not joined in unity like the Male and Female of Holiness. Following this, the verse, "For
these I weep" is explained as a reference to the sin of the golden calf and the destruction of the temple. The word "these" is also written in relation
to Holiness. However, through the Holy Spirit, Ya'akov saw that Yerovaam worshipped idols and correctly interpreted the verse, "These are your
gods, Yisrael." He therefore blessed God and his sons, and ensured that his blessing would not be bestowed upon Yerovaam.
The Relevance of this Passage
By connecting us to the supernal blessings bestowed upon Yosef, we draw countless blessings upon our world, the dimension referred to as
Malchut. This connection also ensures that all of our blessings take place after the blessings of our Creator. The Light aroused herein helps protect
us from the Other Side and remove the negativity and darkness in our world resulting from the building of the Golden Calf and the destruction of the
second temple.
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371. "And he blessed Yosef" (Beresheet 48:15). We have to examine
this verse, since it is written, "And he blessed Yosef," yet no
blessing was conferred upon Yosef, but upon his sons. It should
have been written: 'And he blessed them.' Why is it said that he
blessed Yosef if Yosef was not blessed?

372. Rabbi Yosi said: The particle 'et' before 'Yosef' ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT. It is written "Et Yosef," which is the blessing for his sons
SINCE HIS SONS, MENASHE AND EFRAIM, ARE CONSIDERED TO
BE MALCHUT CALLED ET. When his sons are blessed, he is blessed
before them, therefore it is written also "Yosef," for man's children
are his own blessing.
373. Rabbi Elazar said: "And he blessed (et) Yosef," et is precise
ALLUDING TO MALCHUT. For he blessed the sign of the covenant,
NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE COVENANT that Yosef kept, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. For this reason, the righteous, Yosef, is called Et, as it
is written "Et Yosef" since Yosef includes the secret of the covenant,
MALCHUT, that is present with him.

374. "The Elohim, before whom my fathers Avraham and Yitzchak
walked": "Elohim" is the secret of the holy covenant; NAMELY
MALCHUT CALLED HOLY COVENANT. My fathers indeed walked
before him, WHICH MEANS THAT MY FATHERS ARE before and
above this secret; NAMELY BEFORE MALCHUT. FOR MY FATHERS
ARE Avraham and Yitzchak, CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH PRECEDE MALCHUT AND HIGHER THAN HER, as that place,
MALCHUT, is sustained and nourished by them.

375. "The Elohim who has been my shepherd": HE ASKS: What is
the reason he repeats the word "The Elohim"? HE ANSWERS: This is
a high secret. He blessed the place, MALCHUT, in the secret of living
Elohim, BINAH, the source of life, whence blessings are drawn. He
therefore mentioned himself in this place by saying: "The Elohim
who has been my shepherd." For all blessings originate in the
source of life, BINAH, and received by Ya'akov, THE SECRET OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, When he receives them, that place,
MALCHUT, receives them from him, as all comes from the male,
YA'AKOV. Hence it says, "And he blessed et Yosef," ET BEING
MALCHUT WHICH RECEIVED HER BLESSINGS FROM YA'AKOV,
ZEIR ANPIN.

376. For this reason, wherever blessings are to be given, the Holy
One, blessed be He, WHO IS MALCHUT, should be blessed first; for
if He is not, the blessings are not fulfilled.
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377. But you may say that when Ya'akov's father blessed him, he did
not first bless the Holy One, blessed be He. HE ANSWERS: Come
and see that when Yitzchak blessed Ya'akov, he did not do so before
blessing the Holy One, blessed be He. After he did that, he blessed
Ya'akov. Whence do we know that? From the verse: "...and said,
'See, the smell of my son is like the smell of a field which Hashem
has blessed'" (Beresheet 27:27). There is a blessing here for the Holy
One, blessed be He, in the words "which Hashem has blessed," and
He was blessed with the establishment of the blessings. Then it
says: "Therefore the Elohim give you" since the field, MALCHUT,
was established by the blessings, for they issue only from it after it
is already established by the blessings. In the same manner, first
Ya'akov blessed the Holy One, blessed be He, and then did he bless
his sons. Come and see in the morning, a man should first bless the
Holy One, blessed be He, and then the other inhabitants of the world.
We have explained it in relation to the verse: "In the morning shall he
devour the prey..." (Beresheet 49:27).

378. Come and see: When Ya'akov wanted to bless the sons of
Yosef, he saw through the Holy Spirit that Yerovaam, son of Nevat
would issue from Efraim. He opened the discussion with the words,
"Who are these?" WHO SAID: "THESE ARE YOUR ELOHIM,
YISRAEL"? HE ASKS: What is the reason he said, in relation to idol
worshipping: "...these are your Elohim, Yisrael"? HE REPLIES: This
is a secret. Of all the sides of the evil serpent, there is the side of the
spirit of defilement considered to be the aspect of the serpent, and
there is its rider, SAMAEL-IN OTHER WORDS, THEY ARE MALE AND
FEMALE. When they mate, they are called 'these' IN THE PLURAL,
TO SHOW THAT THEY ARE NOT JOINED IN UNITY LIKE THE MALE
AND FEMALE OF HOLINESS BUT ARE SEPARATED. BECAUSE THE
OTHER SIDE BEGINS UNITED BUT ENDS IN SEPARATION. They
appear in the world in their several aspects, ALL THAT ARE DRAWN
FROM THE SERPENT, ISSUE FROM THE MATING OF THE MALE
AND THE FEMALE CALLED 'THESE'.
379. The spirit of holiness, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, called zot
(this, fem.) which is the secret of the covenant, is an imprint that is
always upon man, THE IMPRINT OF CIRCUMCISION. Also "this is my
El, and I will praise Him" (Shemot 15:2) and "this is Hashem," ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH ARE IN THE SINGULAR. But THE MALE AND
FEMALE OF THE OTHER SIDE, SAMAEL AND THE SERPENT, are
called these IN THE PLURAL. Hence it is written, "These are your
Elohim, Yisrael."
380. Therefore it is written, "Even these may forget" (Yeshayah
49:15), REFERRING TO THE MALE AND FEMALE OF THE OTHER
SIDE, "and I"--the secret of this, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN-"will
not forget." It is also written: "For these I weep" (Eichah 1:16), for the
sin OF THE GOLDEN CALF CALLED THESE, brought them much
weeping, BEING THE CAUSE FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE
TEMPLE. Another explanation for, "For these I weep": The reason for
this is that permission was given to this place, NAMELY TO THE
SERPENT AND SAMAEL, to rule over Yisrael and destroy the
Temple. Since they were given permission I weep, I being the Holy
Spirit, NAMELY THE NUKVA called I.
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381. It may be said that it is written, "These are the words of the
covenant" (Devarim 28:69). CAN YOU SAY THAT 'THESE' IS THE
NAME OF THE MALE AND FEMALE OF THE OTHER SIDE? HE
ANSWERS: Assuredly those curses are not fulfilled save through
these, WHICH ARE OF THE OTHER SIDE, where all the curses abide,
like we explained about THE SERPENT that it is cursed, "CURSED
ABOVE... EVERY BEAST OF THE FIELD" (BERESHEET 2:14). The
Torah therefore preceded, saying "these" for those who transgress
the words of the covenant.
382. "These are the commandments, which Hashem
commanded" (Vayikra 27:34): HE ASKS: "THESE ARE THE
COMMANDMENTS...", WHY IS IT WRITTEN "THESE" EVEN IN
RELATION TO HOLINESS? HE ANSWERS: This is because all the
precepts of the Torah purify man so he shall not deviate from the
path and keep away FROM THE OTHER SIDE. THEREFORE, IT SAYS
IN RELATION TO THE COMMANDMENTS THESE. What then about,
"And these are the generations of the sons of Noach" (Beresheet
10:1)? WHY DOES IT SAYS 'THESE'? HE REPLIES: Surely here too IT
IS A NAME OF THE OTHER SIDE, for Cham, the father of Cna'an, of
whom it is written "Cursed be Cna'an" (Beresheet 9:25). This is the
secret of 'these'.
383. Therefore it is written, "And they said: 'These are your Elohim,
Yisrael'" (Shemot 32:4). It is the molten dross of gold. Aharon offered
gold, which is of his side-THE LEFT SIDE-and is comprised of the
power of fire. All is one because this side is considered to be gold
and fire, AND THE DROSS OF GOLD IS THE KLIPOT AND
DEFILEMENT. And the spirit of defilement, which is always in the
desert, found then a place to gain power AND CLING TO YISRAEL.

384. Before, the children of Yisrael were purified from the primordial
filth OF THE SERPENT, which he injected into the world and brought
death unto it THROUGH THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE.
FROM THIS, THEY WERE PURIFIED when they stood by Mount Sinai,
but it returned again and the serpent defiled them as before and
overpowered them and brought death unto them and unto the whole
world for generations after. This is the meaning of the words, "I had
said: 'You are angels...Nevertheless, you shall die like a
man'" (Tehilim 6-7), FOR DUE TO THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF,
DEATH HAD POWER OVER THEM LIKE OVER ADAM.
385. Therefore, when Ya'akov saw, through the Holy Spirit,
Yerovaam, son of Nevat-who worshipped idols-who said, "These are
your Elohim, Yisrael," he was shaken and asked, "Who are these?"
When he later wished to bless them, he first blessed the Shechinah
and then his sons. After blessing the Holy One, blessed be He, he
then blessed them from that place, which he blessed first. Hence it
says, "The angel who redeemed me from all evil..."; TO WIT, THE
SHECHINAH CALLED ANGEL SHALL BLESS THEM. THIS WAY HE
WAS SURE HIS BLESSING WOULD NOT BE CONFERRED UPON
YEROVAAM, SON OF NEVAT.

37. "Then Chizkiyahu turned his face toward the wall"
Rabbi Yehuda explains that he who does not beget children in this world has no life or existence in the world to come. Therefore, because
Chizkiyahu had no wife or children, he prayed with his face to the wall, an allusion to the Shechinah, so that the Shechinah would be with him.
Chizkiyahu then chose a wife and prayed to The Creator. We learn that he kept and guarded the Covenant, and that he wept before God for
redemption.
The Relevance of this Passage
The miraculous power of childbirth is transferred to all those experiencing difficulty bearing children. This divine force also strengthens spiritual
bonds between parent and child for those who are blessed with children.
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386. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse "Then
Chizkiyahu turned his face toward the wall, and prayed to
Hashem" (Yeshayah 38:2). It has been derived from the verse that a
man should pray near the wall, and nothing should intervene
between him and the wall, in accordance with the verse: "Then
Chizkiyahu turned his face toward the wall." HE ASKS: Why is he
different than others who prayed, of whom it does not say that they
turned their faces to the wall, but it sufficed to say that they "prayed
to Hashem." For whoever prays does so with proper intention, EVEN
IF HE DOES NOT TURN HIS FACE TO THE WALL, as it says of
Moshe, "And Moshe prayed to Hashem" (Bemidbar 11:2). "And
Moshe cried to Hashem" (Shemot, 17:4), but not that he "turned his
face toward the wall." Why does it say of Chizkiyahu that he "turned
his face toward the wall," then prayed?

387. HE ANSWERS: The secret of the matter is what we learned of
Chizkiyahu that he was not married at the time. He had no wife, nor
did he beget any children. It is therefore written, "And Yeshayah...
came to him, and said to him...'For you shall die, and not
live'" (Yeshayah 38:1). We derived from it that "you shall die" in this
world "and not live" in the World to Come. Why? Because he did not
beget children.

388. Whoever does not strive to beget children in this world has no
existence in the World to Come, nor any portion thereof. His soul is
driven from the world, and cannot find rest in any place in the world.
This is the punishment indicted in the Torah by the words: "They
shall die childless" (Vayikra 20:20). For when he goes to the World to
Come, he who has no children dies there AND IS CONSIDERED
DEAD in this world and in the World to Come. It is therefore written,
"For you shall die, and not live."

389. Moreover, the Shechinah did not rest upon him at all. From the
words: "Then Chizkiyahu turned his face toward the wall," we
learned that he made his mind and decided to take a wife, so that the
Shechinah, the secret of wall, would rest upon him, AS THE
SHECHINAH IS CALLED WALL.

390. Hence it continues: "And prayed to Hashem." From this, we
learned that whoever has sinned, and wishes to ask for forgiveness,
should first fix his heart and thought upon purifying himself of that
sin, and only then to pray, as it says, "Let us search and try our
ways" (Eichah 3:40) first, then "turn back to Hashem" (Ibid.). Here
too, since Chizkiyahu was conscious of his sin, it is written, "Then
Chizkiyahu turned his face toward the wall," in resolution to be
purified before the Shechinah CALLED WALL, for he sinned to that
place.
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391. Since all the females in the world are in the secret of the
Shechinah, the Shechinah rests upon whomever has a wife, but not
upon him who does not. Therefore, Chizkiyahu resolved to be
purified before her, and took upon himself to marry a wife. Then he
"prayed to Hashem."

392. The wall is Master of all the earth, the Shechinah, as it says,
"Behold, the Ark of the Covenant (of) the Master of all the
earth" (Yehoshua 3:11). HENCE, THE ARK OF THE COVENANT IS
THE SHECHINAH CALLED MASTER OF ALL THE EARTH, and also
called wall, as in "a breaking down of walls" (Yeshayah 22:5), WHICH
MEANS the crying of the wall. For it is Master OF ALL THE EARTH,
while the Temple was destroyed, as it says, "Rachel weeping for her
children" (Yirmeyah 31:14), which we have already explained.
Therefore, "Chizkiyahu turned his face toward the wall."

393. Come and see: It is said in his prayer, "Remember now, O
Hashem, I beseech you, how I have walked before you" (Yeshayah
38:3). Here, he hints that he kept the holy covenant not to defile it but
to guard it well, as it says here, "I have walked before you" and
elsewhere "walk before Me, and be perfect. And I will make my
covenant..." (Beresheet 17:1-2). AS "WALK" REFERS TO THE HOLY
COVENANT, HERE TOO "I HAVE WALKED" MEANS that he kept well
the holy covenant. "In truth and with a perfect heart" means that he
was intent upon the secrets of faith comprised in Truth.

394. "And have done that which is good in your sight" (Yeshayah
38:3) means that he did not interrupt his prayer between 'redemption
(Ga'al Yisrael)' and the Amidah, YESOD BEING CALLED
REDEMPTION AND THE NUKVA, PRAYER. We have already
explained, and the friends too, that he meant to declare the unison in
a proper manner. He "wept sore" for no gate resists tears AND
REMAINS CLOSED. Redemption COMBINED WITH PRAYER is
CALLED THE NUKVA, the redeeming angel, which may be found at
every redemption in the world, as we have already explained.

38. "The angel who redeemed"
Rabbi Elazar explains that the title verse indicates Ya'akov wished to join the high and the low, so that the blessings he bestowed on Malchut, our
physical existence, would also be received by the lower spiritual bodies. We learn that the title verse alludes to Tiferet, who receives blessings from
the higher grades and confers them on the upper Cherubs, Sandalfon and Matatron. The upper Cherubs spread out their wings over the place of the
Ark three times daily and bestow blessings on the lower Cherubs.
The discourse then turns to address the verse, "House and riches are the inheritance of fathers" but a prudent wife is from The Creator." If man
turns to the Other Side, he will receive from the Other Side. However, if God appreciates this man for his good deeds, He redeems him from the
Other Side and provides him with a prudent wife. We learn that God matches couples according to the deeds of the righteous before they enter the
world. A man may be matched with a "prudent wife", when he is born, but if he strays from the path of righteousness, his intended wife will be given
to another. If he rectifies his ways by the time he is supposed to marry her, the other man will be rejected and he will have his rightful spouse.
Finally, the discussion reverts back to the subject of the hierarchical conferring of blessings. Rabbi Yehuda explains why the word hayoshvi is
spelled with an extra Yud ? in the verse, "To You I lift up my eyes" We also learn that the circle of the world is sustained by the central point, called
"the house of the Holy of Holies."
The Relevance of this Passage
The celestial spirits that serve as conduits between mortals and the Light of The Creator, are accessible to readers of these mystical verses. Thus,
sacred spiritual energy shines brighter in this world, infusing our lives with untold blessings. The good fortune to attract our true soulmate is
kindled, as we become more cognizant of the illusionary material trappings that seduce us in this physical existence. This energy also enriches and
deepens our marital relationships, enlightening us to the importance of building a marriage on a foundation of spiritual purpose and principles.
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395. "The angel who redeemed me from all evil" (Beresheet 48:16).
Rabbi Elazar said: After Ya'akov gave the blessing he meant to bring
unity from below upwards BY SAYING "HASHEM," MALCHUT,
"BEFORE WHOM MY FATHERS...DID WALK," CHESED AND
GVURAH, continuing from above downwards in "The Elohim who
has been my shepherd" THAT IS BINAH. HE DREW FROM BINAH
UNTO HIS GRADE, TIFERET. Now that he has received, he gave to
that place, THE NUKVA, and when the blessings reached it he
opened the discussion saying: "The angel who redeemed..." SO
THAT FROM HER BLESSINGS WILL BE DRAWN UNTO THE LOWER
BEINGS.

396. He opened the discussion saying: "For the Cherubs spread out
their two wings over the place of the ark" (I Melachim 8:7). The
Cherubs stood there by miracle and three times a day spread their
wings over the ark below, as it is written that they "spread their
wings" and not that their wings were spread, WHICH WOULD MEAN
THAT THEIR WINGS WERE ALWAYS SPREAD. BUT "SPREAD THEIR
WINGS" MEANING THAT THEY DID SO THREE TIMES A DAY.

397. Come and see: The Holy One, blessed be He, did below as He
did above; TO WIT, THE CHERUBS AT THE TABERNACLE ARE LIKE
THE CHERUBS ABOVE. The Cherubs above resemble boys and
stand underneath that place, THE NUKVA OF ATZILUT, to its right
and left. THEY, MATATRON AND SANDALFON, ABIDE AT THE HOLY
OF HOLIES AT BRIYAH. They are first blessed from the blessings
drawn from above, and from there blessings are drawn downward.

398. It is therefore written "the angel who redeemed me from all
evil," me BEING TIFERET, who receives blessings from the higher
grades. Once it has received them, it will "bless the lads." This is the
secret of the Cherubs, MATATRON AND SANDALFON, from whom
blessings are conferred by the higher to the lower.

399. "The angel who redeemed me from all evil, bless the lads."
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "House and riches are
the inheritance of fathers" (Mishlei 19:14). HE ASKS: How can they
be the inheritance of fathers, as it is the Holy One, blessed be He,
who gives a man all he has. HE ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed
be He, gives a man a house and riches, which he sometimes
bequeaths to his son, for whom it is the inheritance of fathers. "But a
prudent wife is from Hashem" (Ibid.), for when a man merits a wife,
he receives her only from the Holy One, blessed be He, who gives
her to him only after he is proclaimed throughout the firmament.

400. For the Holy One, blessed be He, matches couples before they
come into the world. Men are given a wife they deserve according to
their deeds, and all men's actions are revealed to the Holy One,
blessed be He. According to the deeds of the righteous, He matches
couples BEFORE ENTERING THE WORLD.
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401. Sometimes they are joined; TO WIT, IT HAS BEEN
PROCLAIMED, BEFORE THEY CAME INTO THE WORLD, THAT THE
DAUGHTER OF SO-AND-SO IS DESTINED FOR SO-AND-SO, BUT
WHEN HE WAS BORN, man perverted his ways. His spouse was
then given to another, until he rectifies his ways. If he does so by the
time he is supposed to marry her, the other man is rejected and he
comes to takes what is his, WHICH MEANS THAT THE OTHER ONE
WHO MARRIED HIS SPOUSE BEFORE HE MADE RIGHT HIS DEEDS
IS NOW REJECTED; NAMELY DIES, AND HE RECEIVES HIS SPOUSE
FROM HIM. This is the most difficult task for the Holy One, blessed
be He, to banish one man because of another. Therefore, it is the
Holy One, blessed be He, who gives a wife to man, and by Him
couples are formed. Hence, it says "but a prudent wife is from
Hashem."
402. Hence, THE TRUTH IS THAT the Holy One, blessed be He, gives
a man everything. If you say that HE GIVES ONLY a prudent wife and
nothing else, come and see, though the Holy One, blessed be He,
prepares but goodness for men, if the man turns from the ways of
the Holy One, blessed be He, to the Other Side, he will receive his
due from the Other Side to which he cleft, together with accusations
and evils. He does not receive them from the Holy One, blessed be
He, but from the evil side to which he clung because of his deeds.

403. Therefore Solomon says of a wife who is not prudent, "And I
find more bitter than death the woman" (Kohelet 7:26), for one draws
her to himself by the sins and deeds he commits INSTEAD OF FROM
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. Therefore, when the Holy One,
blessed be He, takes pleasure in man because of his good deeds, He
provides for him a prudent wife, and redeems him from the Other
Side.

404. Ya'akov therefore said: "The angel who redeemed me from all
evil." "From all evil" means that I was not provided with a wife from
the Other Side, and that my children were not defective, but they
were all righteous and complete to perfection. Since he was
redeemed from all evil, THE OTHER SIDE, and Ya'akov did not cleave
at all to the Other Side.

405. Therefore "the angel who redeemed me from all evil, bless the
lads." Wherefore are they worthy of being blessed? Because Yosef
kept the holy covenant. Concerning this, Yosef said: "They are my
sons, whom the Elohim has given me in this." To wit, he showed him
the secret of the covenant CALLED THIS, which he kept. Since he
observed this, his sons are worthy of being blessed, and he
deserves many blessings. Thus Ya'akov gave EACH one blessing,
and to Yosef he gave many. This we derive from the verse, "The
blessings of your father are potent above the blessings of my
progenitors..." "blessings of the breasts, and of the womb... shall be
on the head of Yosef" (Beresheet 49:25-26).
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406. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying: "To you I lift up
my eyes, O you who dwells (Heb. hayoshvi) in the heavens" (Tehilim
123:1). This verse has already been explained, yet come and see a
man's prayer offered with devotion is to be found above in the
sublime deep, BINAH, whence all blessings are drawn FROM THE
RIGHT COLUMN and freedom FROM THE LEFT. They all issue FROM
ITS CENTRAL COLUMN to support all.

407. Therefore, there is an extra Yud IN "HAYOSHVI" INSTEAD OF
'HAYOSHEV' IN HEAVEN. Thus Yud, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, is never
lacking from this place, AS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH ARE JOINED IN
A NEVER-ENDING UNION. Therefore 'hayoshvi' is spelled WITH AN
EXTRA YUD, for BINAH is attached above to supernal Chochmah
CALLED YUD, and attached below by sitting on the throne of the
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, the throne called
heaven, ZEIR ANPIN WHICH INCLUDES CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET, WHICH ARE THE THREE LEGS OF THE HIGH THRONE
BINAH. This is why it is written "hayoshvi" in heaven.
408. From this, we understand that when blessings are drawn from
above, from the deep, BINAH, they are all received by the place
called heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, from which they flow downward until
they reach the righteous men, THE SECRET OF RIGHTEOUS AND
RIGHTEOUSNESS, that are the covenant of the world, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, from which all the hosts and legions, THE LOWER BEINGS
IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, are blessed as we already
explained.

409. Come and behold: the crown of all armies is elevated through
the 72 lights. It becomes the circle of the world in seventy places, all
of them forming one circle. In it, there is a point in the middle, from
which the circle is sustained. It is called the house of the holy of
holies, a place for the spirit of all spirits. Here is treasured the
innermost secret, hidden among the legions. It is concealed in its
innermost place. When it ascends, all THE WORLDS follow, as it is
written: "Draw me, we will run after you" (Shir Hashirim 1:3).

39. "O remember not against us former iniquities"
While travelling with Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda explains the title verse. We learn that because of Yisrael's sins, the Other Side
and the heathen nations came to rule over the land of Yisrael. Knowing that they could not exist in the world without the mercy and compassion of
God, they pray to Him so that He will remove their sins and protect them from the judgment of the Other Side.
The Relevance of this Passage
The knowledge and certitude that only God can protect us from the harsh accusations of the Other Side are awakened within us. The spiritual truth
that we are never victims of other people's wickedness is made clearer in our own mind. Moreover, accountability for our own negative actions is
kindled, inspiring us to seek out the Light of The Creator to help redeem us from our internal demons and selfish aspirations. This Light of
redemption shines for all those who devoutly meditate upon the mystical letters of Hebrew with a contrite heart.
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410. Rabbi Chizkiyah, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yehuda were journeying
along the road. Rabbi Yosi said: Let each of us discourse upon the
Torah. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse, "O
remember not against us former iniquities: let Your tender mercies
speedily come to meet us" (Tehilim 79:8). Come and see: The Holy
One, blessed be He, in His love for Yisrael, as they are His lot and
portion, lets no one judge them but Himself. When He does, He is
filled with compassion for them, like a father for his children, as it
says, "As a father pities his children, so Hashem..." (Ibid. 103:13). If
it is found that they have sinned, He removes the sins one by one,
until all are removed from before Him, so that now there is no power
for the Other Side to judge them ON THEIR ACCOUNT.

411. When they sin before Him as before, He is AGAIN reminded of
the first sins, which were already removed. Therefore it is written, "O
remember not against us former iniquities: let Your tender mercies
speedily come to meet us." Unless Your tender mercies come upon
Yisrael, they would not be able to exist in the world, for numerous
adversaries and accusers await Yisrael from above. For unless the
Holy One, blessed be He, would speedily send His mercies upon the
children of Yisrael before judging them, they would not be able to
exist in the world. Therefore "let Your tender mercies speedily come
to meet us: for we are very poor," poor in good deeds and in honest
deeds.

412. Come and see: If Yisrael would have accumulated good deeds
before the Holy One, blessed be He, the idolatrous nations would not
be standing against them. But Yisrael caused the other nations to
raise their heads in the world, and if Yisrael would not have sinned
before the Holy One, blessed be He, the other nations would be
subdued before them.

413. Come and see that were it not for Yisrael, who drew by evil
deeds the Other Side to the land of Yisrael, the other heathen
nations would not be ruling over it. And they would not be exiled
from it. Hence it is written, "For we are very poor" in worthy good
deeds: "since we are very poor" "let Your tender mercies speedily
come to meet us."

40. "Serve Hashem with fear"
Rabbi Yosi discourses on the title verse, explaining that the righteous should worship God in the morning and in the evening. The prayer should be
performed with gladness and singing in order to bring union to Zeir Anpin. In the morning, our realm of Malchut is blessed by the two sides, Chesed
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and Gvurah, and in the evening she distributes the blessings to those who deserve it.
The Relevance of this Passage
The mystical Light that glows during the morning and evening hours through the prayer-connections made by the righteous radiates throughout
this section. Harmony and union between the body and soul, and connection between the Lower and Upper Worlds, are achieved by meditating
upon these verses with gladness and song in our hearts.
414. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "Serve Hashem with
fear, and rejoice with trembling" (Tehilim 2:10). It is also written:
"Serve Hashem with gladness: come before His presence with
singing" (Ibid. 100:2). Come and see, only a man who serves the
Holy One, blessed be He, should worship Him morning and evening.

415. When light appears in the morning, there is an awakening of the
right side, CHESED, in the world. It behooves man then to cling to
the right of the Holy One, blessed be He, and worship Him through
prayer, for prayer brings power and strength from above, and draws
blessings from the supernal deep, BINAH, to all the SUPERNAL
worlds, whence blessings flow upon the lower beings. Thus, upper
and lower are blessed through the service of prayer.

416. The service prayer should be performed before the Holy One,
blessed be He, with gladness and singing, CHESED AND GVURAH,
in order to include the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA,
between them, and to properly bring about unison TO ZEIR ANPIN,
as it is written: "Know that Hashem He is Elohim" (Tehilim 100:3).
This is the secret of unison in the secret of the service.

417. Nevertheless, man should worship the Holy One, blessed be He,
with gladness and show joy in his service. Corresponding to the two,
gladness and singing, are the two prayers and two daily offerings; of
the two, gladness is in the morning and singing in the evening.
Therefore, "The one lamb shall you offer in the morning, and the
other lamb shall you offer at evening" (Bemidbar 28:4).

418. The evening service is therefore optional, since at that time she
distributes prey among the legions. It is no time to be blessed but to
deal sustenance. In the daytime, she is blessed by the two sides,
CHESED AND GVURAH, in morning and evening with gladness and
singing. At night, she gives the blessings to those who deserve it.
Hence it says, "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to
her household..." (Mishlei 31:15).

41. "Let my prayer be set forth before You like incense"
Rabbi Chizkiyah discusses the title verse, explaining why incense is burned during the morning and evening services. We learn that incense is a
token of gladness and creates bonds between the Sfirot, removing death, accusations, and anger, so they will have no power over the world. Rabbi
Chizkiyah then explains to us the significance of the "evening oblation", mentioned in the title verse.
The Relevance of this Passage
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The mystical power associated with the burning of incense is ignited in these verses, helping to remove from our midst the dark influences of the
prosecuting Angel of Death.
419. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the verse, "Let my
prayer be set forth before You like incense; and the lifting up of my
hands like the evening sacrifice" (Tehilim 141:2). HE ASKS: Why
does it mention the "evening sacrifice" and not the morning service,
for it does not say, 'Let my prayer be set in the morning'? HE
ANSWERS: We have learned from the words, "Let my prayer be set
forth before You like incense" that incense is a token of gladness, as
it is written: "Oil and incense rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9).
Therefore, when he lit the candles, the priest used to offer incense,
as it says, "When he dresses the lamps, he shall burn incense on it.
And when Aharon lights the lamps at evening, he shall burn incense
upon it" (Shemot 30:7-8). In the morning, HE BURNS INCENSE
because of the joy brought by the season, AS MORNING IS A TIME
OF JOY, and in the evening HE BURNS INCENSE to bring joy to the
left side, as befits. Incense is ever a sign of joy.

420. Come and see how incense ties bonds BETWEEN THE SFIROT.
It is attached above and below and removes death, accusations, and
anger so they will have no power over the world, as it says, "And
Moshe said to Aharon. Take a censer, and put fire in it from off the
altar, and put on incense, and take it quickly... and ran... and made
atonement for the people. And he stood between the dead and the
living; and the plague was stayed" (Bemidbar 17:11-13). For no evil
aspect or accuser can exist before incense. Therefore, it brings
gladness and connection among everything.

421. At the time of Minchah, when Judgment rests upon the world,
David was intent upon that prayer OF THE INCENSE, as it is written:
"Let my prayer be set forth before You like incense." This prayer
which he offered removed the wrath of strict judgment which now
ruled IN THE EVENING through the power of incense which rejects
and removes wrath and any accusation in the world. Hence it says
"evening sacrifice," for IT IS IN THE TIME OF MINCHAH THAT
judgment has sway upon the world.

422. Come and see: When the Temple was destroyed, it was burned
at the time of Minchah. Therefore it is written, "Woe to us! for the day
declines, for the shadows of the evening are stretched
out" (Yirmeyah 6:4). The evening shadows are the accusers in the
world, and the wrath of judgment that are in wait at the time. We
have therefore learned that it behooves man to pray with great
intention at all prayers, but at Minchah more than the rest, since
judgment then rests upon the world. This is why it was Yitzchak who
instituted the prayer of Minchah, WHICH IS OF JUDGMENT AND THE
LEFT, as we have already explained.
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42. A formidable mountain
While walking, Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda, and Rabbi Chizkiyah encounter a formidable mountain. Although Rabbi Yosi is initially afraid of the
danger they may encounter, knowing that where danger is obvious, one should be afraid, the three continue on. Since all three are worthy of the
Shechinah's protection, and knowing that demons and evil spirits will not attack a threesome, the companions are assured that no harm will come to
them. They then discuss the verse, "The angel who redeemed me" Through their discourse, we learn that the "angel" is an allusion to the
Shechinah. As long as man prays to God before he begins a journey, the Shechinah accompanies him and delivers him from harm.
The Relevance of this Passage
The protective Light from the righteous threesome of Rabbis Yosi, Yehuda, and Chizkiyah filters into our lives, safeguarding us from unseen
negative forces and evil entities that can wreak havoc in our lives. The blessings of The Creator emanate from these words, giving us further
protection in our journeys, both physical and spiritual.
423. While they were walking, they reached a mountain. Rabbi Yosi
said: This mountain is formidable, let us not remain here but walk
on. Rabbi Yehuda said: If you were solitary, I would advise it, for we
have learned that he who walks alone on the road endangers his life,
but this does not apply to three. Also, each of us is worthy OF
PROTECTION, that the Shechinah will not depart from him.

424. Rabbi Yosi said: We have learned that a man should not rely on
a miracle. We know this from Shmuel, as it is written: "How can I go?
If Shaul hears it, he will kill me" (I Shmuel 16:2), and Shmuel was
more worthy OF A MIRACLE than us. He said to him: Even so THAT
HE WAS WORTHIER OF A MIRACLE THAN US, he was alone, and the
danger was obvious, FOR IT WAS CERTAIN THAT SHAUL WOULD
HEAR OF IT AND KILL HIM. But we are three, and there is no danger
in sight, TO WIT, IT IS NOT CERTAIN. If it be evil spirits, DEMONS,
we have learned that they do not appear before or hurt a threesome;
if it is a robber, there are none here, since the mountain is far from
inhabited places, and there are no people here, but there is fear of
wild beasts here.

425. He opened the discussion saying: "The angel who redeemed
(lit. 'redeems') me..." (Beresheet 48:16). HE ASKS: It says "redeems,"
while it should have been 'who redeemed.' Why the present tense?
HE REPLIES: This is because he abides always with people, and
never abandons a righteous man. Come and see: The angel who
redeems me is the Shechinah, who continually accompanies man,
never turns from him as long as he observes the precepts of the
Torah. A man should therefore be careful not to go out alone on the
road. HE ASKS: What is 'alone'? HE ANSWERS: A man should be
careful to keep the precepts of the Torah, so that the Shechinah shall
not depart from him, and he will have to go alone, unaccompanied
by the Shechinah.

426. Come and see: When a man sets out on his way, he should pray
before his Master in order to draw the Shechinah upon him, and then
go out on his way, joined by the Shechinah, who would redeem him
on the way and save him in time of need.
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427. It is written that Ya'akov said: "If Elohim will be with me,"
referring to the union with the Shechinah "and will keep me in this
way" (Beresheet 28:20) to deliver him from any HARM. Ya'akov was
solitary at the time, and the Shechinah walked before him. So much
more for friends with the words of the Torah among them.

428. Rabbi Yosi said: What shall we do? If we stay here, the day
declines and if we climb, it is a great and formidable mountain and I
fear the wild beasts. Rabbi Yehuda said: I am amazed at you THAT
YOU ARE SO AFRAID. Rabbi Yosi said to him: We have learned that
a man should not rely on a miracle, since the Holy One, blessed be
He, does not perform miracles at all times. He said to him: This is
true for a lone man, but we are three. With words of the Torah
between us, and the Shechinah with us, I have no fear.

429. While they were walking they saw a rock with a cave in it. Rabbi
Yehuda said: Let us climb to that rock, for I see a cave in it. They
went there and saw the cave. Rabbi Yosi said: I am afraid, lest this
cave is a lair of beasts, which might harm us.

430. Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Chizkiyah, I see that Rabbi Yosi is
afraid. You might say that this is since he is a sinner, for whoever
fears is a sinner, as it is written: "The sinners in Tzion are
afraid" (Yeshayah 33:14). He is no sinner BUT A RIGHTEOUS MAN,
and it is written, "But the righteous are bold as a lion" (Mishle 28:1).
Rabbi Yosi said: It is because danger is obvious AND WHEREVER
DAMAGE IS OBVIOUS ONE SHOULD BE AFRAID.

43. Three watches
Rabbi Yehuda, Rabbi Chizkiyah, and Rabbi Yosi enter a cave to rest for the night. They divide the night into three watches and begin discussing the
verse, "I will sing the mercies of The Creator forever." We learn that Avraham is aligned completely with the attribute of Chesed. Therefore, God
tested him so that he would be included in judgment, thus perfecting him. Another explanation reveals that this verse indicates God's kindness and
truth to all creatures. We then learn that God revealed the secret of Faith to Avraham. Avraham in turn recognized that the world, the secret of
Malchut, was created by judgment, but could not have endured without Chesed, mercy.
The discussion next turns to the verse, "In the beginning." We learn that this phrase includes the Female Principle and Chochmah as one. The first
building of the world, the Female Principle, derived its existence from Chesed. On the second day it was included in Gvurah, thereby perfecting Zeir
Anpin. After discussing the verse, "I have made a Covenant with My chosen", the rabbis speak of the verse, "I have sworn to David My servant."
We're told that this oath is the secret of Faith and indicates that the Female Principle and Yesod will be separated only during the time of exile.
During this joyless time, God finds pleasure only when Yisrael below study the Torah and sanctify the Holy Name.
Rabbi Yosi then opens a discussion of the verse, "Whereupon are its foundations fastened?" This question concerns the foundation upon which the
seven pillars of the world rest. That is, if the universe rests on the seven pillars of the world, upon what do the seven pillars rest? There follows a
discourse on "the foundation stone", the central point of the world found in Jerusalem, and we learn about the three watches of the night, during
which the angels sing and chant praises to God.
The Relevance of this Passage
A delicate balance of judgement and mercy is attained within our souls, giving us the ability to share and love others in a pure and spiritual manner.
Judgement, sweetened with the appropriate measure of mercy, is akin to a devoted parent reprimanding their child out of love and concern for the
child's welfare. Because the universe reflects all of our behavioral actions towards others back at us, it is vital that we extend mercy and judgement
in proper measure so that life treats us kindly in return.
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431. RABBI YEHUDA said TO RABBI CHIZKIYAH, If harm is probable,
it is so AND WE SHOULD BE AFRAID, but it is not probable FOR WE
SEE HERE NO BEASTS WHICH COULD HARM US. And after we
enter the cave, WE ARE SAFE for no evil will follow to harm us.
THEREFORE IT IS SAID: "BUT THE RIGHTEOUS ARE BOLD AS A
LION." They entered the cave. Rabbi Yehuda said: We shall divide
the night into three watches. Each of us will stand guard at one
watch of the night and we shall keep awake.

432. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying: "A Maskil of Eitan
the Ezrachie" (Tehilim 89:1). This hymn was sung by the patriarch
Avraham when he strove to serve the Holy One, blessed be He, by
doing kindness with the people of the world, in making them all
acknowledge that the Holy One, blessed be He, reigns over the land.
He is called Eitan (lit. 'strong') since he was strongly attached to the
Holy One, blessed be He.

433. "I will sing the mercies (Heb. chassadim) of Hashem
forever" (Tehilim 89:1): HE ASKS: Why is singing come from the side
of the pious (Heb. chassidim) WHO ARE OF THE RIGHT COLUMN,
SEEING THAT SINGING COMES FROM THE LEFT COLUMN? HE
ANSWERS: Here the left is included within the right. Therefore the
Holy One, blessed be He, tried Avraham and tested him. We learned
that Yitzchak was 37 at the time OF THE BINDING. Why does it say
that He tried Avraham? It should have said that He tried Yitzchak.
The reason it says that He tried Avraham is to make him be of
Judgment, properly included in Judgment, SINCE HE WAS WHOLLY
OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED. In this way will he be perfected.
Therefore, "I will sing the Mercies of Hashem forever," SINCE HE
WAS ALREADY INCLUDED OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHENCE
SINGING COMES FROM.
434. Another explanation for: "I will sing the Mercies of Hashem
forever." These are the mercies that the Holy One, blessed be He,
does by the world. "With my mouth I will make known your
faithfulness to all generations" refers to the kindness and truth He
confers upon all. It is the faith in the Holy One, blessed be He, that
Avraham spread in the world, and caused Him to be mentioned on
the tongue of all creatures. Therefore "with my mouth I will make
known Your faithfulness."

435. The Holy One, blessed be He, revealed to Avraham the secret of
faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. When he knew it, AVRAHAM knew that
the world was created and existed for his sake, FOR HE IS THE
SECRET OF CHESED. Hence, "For I have said: 'The world is built by
love (lit. 'Chesed')'" (Tehilim 89:3). For when the Holy One, blessed
be He, created the universe, THE NUKVA, He saw the world could
not endure, so He extended His right hand, WHICH IS CHESED, and
it endured. If He had not extended His right upon it, it would not have
existed since this world, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, was created
by Judgment AND THEREFORE CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT CHESED,
as we have already explained.
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436. We have learned that the secret of: "In the beginning" is that
there are two principals in one. Though we said of it that it is the
beginning from below upward, WHICH IS MALCHUT, "the beginning"
also MEANS BEGINNING from above downward, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH; TO WIT, BINAH RETURNED TO BE CHOCHMAH. We
have explained the word "In (the letter Bet) the beginning" as in the
house (Heb. bet) of the Holy of Holies, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, THE
HOUSE of the beginning, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. The word "IN THE
BEGINNING" includes THE NUKVA AND CHOCHMAH as one.

437. By this house, the world, THE NUKVA, was created, TO WIT,
SHE IS BUILT AS A HOUSE FOR CHOCHMAH, BY RECEIVING FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN AND THEREFORE LACKING IN CHASSADIM.
Yet it exists only through the right, CHESED, FOR CHOCHMAH
CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT CHESED. We have already explained that
the word "Behibar'am (Eng. 'when they were created')" (Beresheet
2:4) has the same letters as 'BeAvraham' (Eng. 'in Avraham'), THE
SECRET OF CHESED. Therefore it is written: "For I have said: 'The
world is built by Chesed.'" The first building of the world, THE
NUKVA, derived its existence from the light of the first day; NAMELY
CHESED. Then on the second day, it was included within the left,
WHICH IS GVURAH, and heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, was perfected by
them, as it is written: "You do establish Your faithfulness in the
heavens" (Tehilim 89:3).
438. Another explanation for: "You do establish Your faithfulness in
the heavens" is that the heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, was established by
Chassadim, and the secret of faith, THE NUKVA, was established by
them, AS IT SAYS "THE WORLD IS BUILT BY CHESED." THUS, THE
HEAVEN INSPIRED CHESED UPON THE NUKVA CALLED 'WORLD',
AND HENCE IT IS SAID: "YOU DO ESTABLISH YOUR
FAITHFULNESS IN THE HEAVENS." For THE NUKVA cannot be
established save by heaven, ZEIR ANPIN.
439. "I have made a covenant with My chosen." THE COVENANT is
the secret of faith CONFERRED UPON DAVID. Another explanation is
that THE COVENANT is the righteous, YESOD, from whom blessings
flow upon the lower beings. The holy living creatures, WHICH ARE
ANGELS, are all blessed by the abundance poured upon the lower
beings. Therefore it is written, "I have made a covenant with My
chosen," FOR HE WILL BE WORTHY OF THE COVENANT.

440. "I have sworn to David My servant" (Tehilim 89:3). This oath is
the secret of faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, which is always supported
by the righteous, YESOD. This oath is forever, so they will never be
separated, save at the time of exile WHEN THEY WILL BE
SEPARATED, when the abundance of blessings is withheld, the
secret of faith cannot be perfected and there is no joy. At night, also,
no joys come before the King.

441. Though joys do not waken up AT NIGHT, angels stand and
chant hymns outside the King's temple. At midnight, the awakening
rises from below upward. The Holy One, blessed be He, then
awakens all the celestial armies to weep, and strikes the firmament.
There is trembling high and low.
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442. He finds no pleasure save when there is awakening below to the
Torah. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, and all the souls of the
righteous listen joyfully to the sound, and He is pleased. Since the
day the Temple was destroyed below, the Holy One, blessed be He,
swore that He would not enter the celestial Jerusalem until Yisrael
would enter the terrestrial Jerusalem, as it is written: "The Holy One
in the midst of you: and I will not come into the city" (Hoshea 11:9),
WHICH MEANS THAT "THE HOLY ONE IN THE MIDST OF YOU,"
NEVERTHELESS "I WILL NOT COME INTO THE CITY," WHICH IS
THE CELESTIAL JERUSALEM, UNTIL YISRAEL SHALL ENTER THE
TERRESTRIAL JERUSALEM .

443. All the singers stand outside THE TEMPLE and chant during the
three watches of the night, WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE THREE
COLUMNS, all singing certain praises. The hosts of heaven are all
awakened by night and Yisrael by day. Sanctification is not recited
above until the children of Yisrael recite it below, then all the
heavenly hosts sanctify together the Holy Name. Hence, holy Yisrael
are sanctified high and low. This is the secret of the verse, "You
shall be holy: for I Hashem your Elohim am holy" (Vayikra 19:2).

444. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "Whereupon are its
foundations fastened?" (Iyov 38:6). The Holy One, blessed be He,
said this TO IYOV. For when He created the universe, THE NUKVA,
He put it on pillars, the seven pillars of the world CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, as it says "she
has hewn out her seven pillars" (Mishlei 9:1). Upon what the pillars
rest is unknown.

445. HE ANSWERS: It is a very deep and inscrutable secret that the
world, THE NUKVA, was not created until He took a stone called "the
foundation stone." The Holy One, blessed be He, took it and threw it
into the abyss, where it was stuck upside down. From it the world,
THE NUKVA, was planted. It is the central point of the world, where
the Holy of Holies stands; NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF
THE NUKVA. It is alluded to by the verse, "who laid its corner
stone" (Iyov 38:6), "a tried stone, a precious corner
stone" (Yeshayah 28:16) as in "The stone which the builders rejected
has become the head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22). ALL
THESE REFER TO THE SECRET OF THE FOUNDATION STONE.

446. Come and see: This stone was created from fire, wind and
water. TO WIT, IT RECEIVES FROM THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and was hardened into one stone, standing upon the abyss.
Sometimes, water flows from it and the deeps are filled. This stone
stands as a sign in the middle of the universe. It is the stone which
Ya'akov set and implanted for the world to expand and be
established by. Hence the words: "And Ya'akov took a stone, and set
it up for a pillar" (Beresheet 31:45).
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447. "And this stone, which I have set for a pillar" (Beresheet 28:22).
HE ASKS: How could this stone be put there by Ya'akov, when if it
was created in the beginning, when the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the world? HE ANSWERS: He only put it there as a support
for the high and low. Therefore it says, "Which I have set for a pillar,"
"I put" so it "shall be Elohim's house" (Ibid.), by putting here the
upper storey; NAMELY, THAT HE DREW INTO IT THE SUPERNAL
MOCHIN.

448. Come and see: This stone has seven eyes, as said: "Upon one
stone are seven eyes" (Zecharyah 3:9). THE EYES ARE THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH, AND WHEN CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED BY
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT OF THE NUKVA IT IS CALLED 'SEVEN EYES'. Why is it
called a foundation (Heb. shetiyah) stone? Since the world was
planted from it. The word 'shetiyah' contains the letters shat Yah (lit.
'Yah put'), for the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS BINAH CALLED
YAH, has put it so that the world will be blessed by it, and indeed it
is blessed by it.
449. Come and see when the sun sets, IN THE FIRST WATCH AT
NIGHT, the Cherubs stand in this place, THE HOLY OF HOLIES,
WHICH STANDS ON THE CENTRAL POINT, THE FOUNDATION
STONE. They stand there by a miracle THROUGH THE LIGHTS OF
BINAH, WHICH DO NOT BELONG TO IT, AND ARE THEREFORE
CONSIDERED A MIRACLE. They beat their wings and spread them,
and the sound of their wings' song is heard above. Then the angels,
who chant at the beginning of the night, start to sing so that the Holy
One, blessed be He, will be glorified above and below. What do the
wings of the Cherubs chant? "Behold, bless Hashem, all you
servants of Hashem... Lift up your hands in the sanctuary" (Tehilim
134:1-2). It is then time for the supernal angels to sing.

450. On the second watch, the Cherubs beat their wings above and
the sound of their singing is heard. Then the angels of the second
watch start to chant. What do the Cherubs' wings sing at that hour?
"They who trust in Hashem shall be like Mount Tzion..." (Tehilim
125:1). It is then time for the angels of the second watch to sing.

451. On the third watch, the Cherubs beat their wings and chant
hymns. They sing, "Haleluyah! Give praise, O servants of Hashem...
Blessed be the name of Hashem...From the rising of the
sun..." (Tehilim 113:1-3). Then all the angels of the third watch sing.
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452. All the stars and constellations in the firmament start to sing ON
THE THIRD WATCH, as it is written: "when the morning stars sang
together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:7), and
"praise him, all you stars of light" (Tehilim 148:3), as all these stars
of light play music upon the light; TO WIT, THROUGH SINGING
LIGHT IS DRAWN.

453. When morning rises, the children of Yisrael follow them with
their singing and the Holy One, blessed be He, is glorified from
below and from above. Yisrael sing below by day and the supernal
angels at night. Then Holy Name is perfected on all sides.

454. All the supernal angels and Yisrael below are strengthened by
the stone we referred to. It rises above to be adorned by the fathers
by day. By night, the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, comes
to the Garden of Eden to be delighted by the righteous.

455. Happy are those who are established in their existence and
study the Torah at night, since the Holy One, blessed be He, and all
the righteous in the Garden of Eden listen to the voices of men who
study the Torah, as it is written: "You that dwells in the gardens, the
companions hearken for your voice: cause me to hear it" (Shir
Hashirim 8:13).

456. Come and see: This stone is a precious stone, FOR IT WAS
SWEETENED BY BINAH AND IS GOODLY AND WORTHY OF
RECEIVING MOCHIN. This is the secret of the verse, "And you shall
set in it settings of stones, even four rows of stones" (Shemot
28:17). They are the arrangements of the precious stone, the setting
of the goodly stone; TO WIT, THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE
MOCHIN OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH RECEIVED IN
MALCHUT ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THREE TIMES FOUR
WHICH AMOUNT TO TWELVE. For there is another stone, NAMELY
MALCHUT THAT WAS NOT SWEETENED IN BINAH, of which it is
written, "And I shall remove the heart of stone." "And I will put my
spirit within you" (Yechezkel 36:26), WHICH MEANS THAT AS LONG
AS THE HEART OF STONE IS NOT REMOVED, THE SPIRIT OF
HASHEM DOES NOT DWELL IN US, SINCE IT IS NOT SWEETENED
BY BINAH. IT IS ALSO CALLED "a tried stone, a precious corner
stone" (Yeshayah 28:16).
457. In regard to this secret, it is written "tablets of stone" (Shemot
31:18), for this is where the stones were hewn, FROM THE
PRECIOUS STONE. They are therefore named after this stone. This
is the secret of the verse, "From thence the shepherd, the stone of
Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:24), as we learned, THAT THIS IS TOO THE
SECRET OF THE PRECIOUS STONE.
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458. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion saying: "And the stones
shall be with the names of the children of Yisrael, twelve" (Shemot
28:21). These are the supernal precious stones called the stones of
the place, as it is written: "And he took of the stones of that
place" (Beresheet 28:11), as has been explained. THESE ARE THE
SFIROT OF THE NUKVA, AND THE NUKVA IS CALLED PLACE. "And
the stones shall be with the names of the children of Yisrael" as
there are twelve tribes below, so there above, IN THE NUKVA, twelve
tribes which are twelve precious stones. It is also written: "There the
tribes go up, the tribes of Yah, for a testimony unto Yisrael" (Tehilim
122:4). This is the secret of the supernal Yisrael; NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN WHICH POURS THESE TWELVE UNTO THE NUKVA. They are
all there "to give thanks to the name of Hashem" (Ibid.), WHICH IS
THE NUKVA CALLED THE NAME OF HASHEM. Therefore it is
written, "And the stones shall be with the names of the children of
Yisrael."
459. Just as there are twelve hours in the day, THE TWELVE OF ZEIR
ANPIN, so there are twelve hours at night, THE TWELVE OF THE
NUKVA. The daytime ones are above, and the nightly below, THE
TWELVE OF ZEIR ANPIN BEING ABOVE AND THOSE OF THE
NUKVA BELOW, TO WIT, THEY RECEIVE FROM THE TWELVE OF
ZEIR ANPIN WHICH ARE ABOVE. The ones correspond to the
others. The twelve nightly hours are divided into three parts, THE
THREE WATCHES WE MENTIONED. Numerous legions are stationed
beneath them over various grades, all of them in charge by night.
They first receive their food, AND THEN CHANT HYMNS, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "SHE RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS YET NIGHT, AND GIVES
FOOD TO HER HOUSEHOLD..." (MISHLEI 31:15).
460. At midnight, there are two settings on the one side and two
settings on the other side. A Supernal Spirit comes out from
between them. Then, all the trees in the Garden of Eden start to sing
and the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden. This is
described in the verse: "Then shall the trees of the wood sing for joy
at the presence of Hashem, because he comes to judge the earth" (I
Divrei Hayamim 16:33), as it is written: "With righteousness shall he
judge the poor" (Yeshayah 11:4). For justice, ZEIR ANPIN comes in
between them and the Garden of Eden is filled with it.

461. And a northern wind is stirred in the world and joy abounds,
FOR AFTER THE BALANCING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, NORTH
IS CLOTHED BY SOUTH, AND CHOCHMAH BY CHASSADIM. THEN
THERE IS JOY IN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE NORTH, THE LEFT
COLUMN. HE EXPLAINS, The wind, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, blows
at the perfumes, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, THROUGH WHICH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
IS CLOTHED BY PERFUMES OF CHASSADIM WITHIN THE SPIRIT,
and THE PERFUMES raise odor from below upward, and the
righteous are adorned with their crowns MEANING THAT THEY
RECEIVE MOCHIN, and enjoy the splendor of the shining mirror,
ZEIR ANPIN.
462. Happy are the righteous who attain that supernal light and the
light of the mirror which shines to all sides, RIGHT AND LEFT. Each
of the righteous receives his appropriate share, according to his
deeds in this world. Some of them are in shame before the light
since their neighbor has received more to illuminate. This has
already been explained.
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463. The watches in the night ARE from the setting of night, several
accusers are awakened to roam about the world and the ports OF
LIGHTS are closed. THIS IS THE FIRST WATCH. Afterwards, DURING
THE SECOND WATCH, all sorts OF EMISSARIES OF JUDGMENT
ARE ROUSED as we explained, THAT THE SECOND WATCH
PERTAINS TO THE LEFT COLUMN, THE NORTH WIND, FOR AS
LONG AS IT IS NOT CONNECTED WITH THE SOUTH WIND, WHICH
IS OF THE RIGHT, MANY JUDGMENTS WILL COME FROM IT. At
midnight IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SECOND WATCH, the northern
wind descends from above downward and holds on to night, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA, until the end of the second watch.
464. Then, AT THE THIRD WATCH, the south side, CHESED, is
aroused TO BE ATTACHED TO THE NORTH THROUGH THE
STRENGTH OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN until morning. When
morning comes, SOUTH AND NORTH ARE ALREADY ATTACHED TO
THE NUKVA. Then the children of Yisrael come below with their
prayer and request and raise her above TO ZEIR ANPIN until she
ascends to be concealed among THE LIGHTS OF ZEIR ANPIN. TO
WIT, SHE REDUCED HERSELF AND BECAME NULL TO THE GRADE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, then receives blessings from the King's head.
465. She is blessed from the dew that flows UNTO ZEIR ANPIN from
above. The dew is divided TO ILLUMINATE on several sides, BOTH
RIGHT AND LEFT. AND THOUGH THE DEW ITSELF IS BUT THE
LIGHT OF CHESED, myriads of grades are sustained by it, which will
raise the dead in the future. This is the meaning of the verse: "Awake
and sing, you that dwell in dust: for your dew is as the dew on herbs
(lit. 'of lights')" (Yeshayah 26:19); TO WIT, the dew from the supernal
lights which shine above.

466. While they were sitting, midnight arrived. Rabbi Yehuda said to
Rabbi Yosi, Now that the north wind is awakened at midnight, it is
time when the Holy One, blessed be He, longs for the voices of the
righteous in this world who are occupied in the Torah. The Holy One,
blessed be He, now listens to them. Let us not stop from studying
the Torah in this place.

44. "The angel who redeemed," part two
The redeeming angel, Matatron, receives blessings and then bestows them upon the world. This angel is male when procuring blessings for the
world, and is female when there is judgment in the world. The angel includes all the colors--red, white, and green--and has many shapes.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power of redemption, blessing, and balance between mercy and judgement and male and female energies, is made available to the readers of
this ancient text. This effect is achieved through a mystical connection to the angel Matatron.
467. He opened the discussion saying: "The angel who redeemed me
from all evil." We have studied it already, yet it is written, "Behold, I
send an angel before you..." (Shemot 23:20). This is the angel who
redeems the world, CALLED THE REDEEMING ANGEL, who protects
people, AS IT SAYS "TO KEEP YOU IN THE WAY" (IBID.). It secures
blessings for the whole world, first receiving them, and then
providing them to the world; NAMELY THE ANGEL MATATRON. It is
therefore written, "Behold, I send an angel before you" and "and I
will send an angel before you" (Ibid. 33:2).
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468. This angel is now male, now female. When procuring blessings
for the world he is male and called male. As a male, he orders
blessings for the female. And when there is judgment in the world,
she is called female, and as a pregnant female, she is filled with
judgments, and is then called a female. Therefore, now he is male,
and now she is female. All this is one mystery.

469. It is likewise written: "And the bright blade of a revolving
sword" (Beresheet 3:24); NAMELY there are angel messengers in the
world which revolve and turn into several shapes, sometimes female
and sometimes male, now Judgment and now Mercy, and all is the
same matter. In the same manner, this angel has many shapes, and
all the colors, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, of the world, THE NUKVA,
are in this place. This is the mystery of: "As the appearance of the
bow that is in the cloud in the day of rain, so was the appearance of
the brightness round about. This was the appearance of the likeness
of the glory of Hashem" (Yechezkel 1:28). THE APPEARANCE OF
THE BOW, THE NUKVA, CONTAINS THE THREE COLORS. Since the
angel has the three colors, he leads the world.

45. Three colors
Here we first learn that the colors white, red, and green correspond to the Right, Left, and Central Columns respectively. These colors are
connected, they encircle the realm of Malchut, and they are reflected in the Malchut. The illumination of Malchut, we learn, is concealed from those
below. Whoever tries to behold her will be rejected if they lack the appropriate merit. And whoever understands how to unite and adjust the three
colors properly will be preserved in this world and in the next.
The Relevance of this Passage
The ability to balance and manage the three primal spiritual energy forces known as Right, Left and Central Columns is bestowed up the reader. The
colors white, red, and green embody these three forces and they shine brightly in our souls so that our lives are more balanced, harmonious, and
aligned with the spiritual structure of creation. This balance brings forth the wisdom to know when and how to receive for the purpose of sharing
with others.
Tosefta (addendum)
470. Exalted, beloved men of intelligence, behold THE SOULS FROM
THE RIGHT COLUMN. Litigants with a sailor stick, approach so you
may know, THOSE OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHENCE ARE
JUDGMENTS. Those of you of intelligent eyes, OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHO GAINED CHOCHMAH RECEIVED THROUGH
TEVUNAH, know that when it came up in the wish of the mystery of
mysteries to issue forth three colors bound together, the white, red,
and green, THE THREE COLUMNS: RIGHT IS WHITE, LEFT IS RED,
AND THE CENTRAL GREEN, the three colors combined and mingled
together. Then the lower shovel, THE NUKVA, was dyed and came
out of these colors.
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471. All these colors, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, are reflected IN THE
NUKVA, a looking mirror, SINCE ONLY IN IT ONE CAN SEE when it is
crystal-like. When he struck it, THE NUKVA was seen outside. The
three colors circle it TO ITS RIGHT, LEFT AND MIDDLE; the color
goes up and down. TO WIT, THE WHITE COLOR, RIGHT, GOES TO
BE INCLUDED WITHIN THE LEFT; THE RED COLOR, LEFT, GOES
UP, NAMELY SHINES FROM BELOW UPWARD; THE GREEN IN THE
MIDDLE GOES DOWN, BY SHINING FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD.
There are executioners in charge within it-WHO PUNISH THOSE
WHO DRAW THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARD.
472. The colors that are connected which encircle THE NUKVA, raise
her up by day, and she descends by night. SHE IS LIKE a burning
candle, WHOSE ILLUMINATION is seen by night, and by day it is
concealed AND CANNOT BE SEEN. The light is hidden in 248 worlds,
which all shine within her from above downward into 365 parts,
which are concealed and covered from below.

473. Whoever solicits to attain her will break the wings WHICH
CONCEAL HER and the hidden Klipot, and then open the gates.
Whoever may look will behold with knowledge and intelligence as if
from behind a wall, save the exalted faithful prophet Moshe, who saw
it eye to eye above, where it is inconceivable.

474. Whoever did not merit it is rejected outside. Several battalions
of angels are ready for him, to go out to him and escort him out so
he will not behold the pleasure of the King. Woe to the wicked in the
world, who have not the merit of beholding, as it says, "But they
shall not go in to see when the holy things are covered..." (Bemidbar
4:20).

475. Rabbi Yehuda said: I was looking and, behold, through these
lights, THE THREE COLORS, the souls of the righteous are looking.
When they cleave to this place, THE NUKVA, the souls of the
righteous look from among these lights. The colors, WHITE, RED,
AND GREEN, go up to be included together. Happy is he who knows
how to comprise and unite them all as one, and correct all where it is
needed to be, high above. Then is man preserved in this world and in
the World to Come.
(End of Tosefta)

46. "The king's strength also loves judgment"
Rabbi Yosi explains that the title verse refers to God and the power by which He strengthened the realm of Malchut. This power was derived through
judgment. Malchut, and therefore the congregation of Yisrael, was established through judgment--that is, the Mochin that includes Chochmah and
Chassadim together.
The Relevance of this Passage
Spiritual balance between mercy and judgment is created within our souls and the world around us by virtue of the spiritual energy bottled up within
the mystical words of this ancient text. Balance is critical if we are to live a life of fulfillment. For instance, if the scales are tipped towards the side of
judgement, we'll find the world extra hard on us. The objective of this passage is to balance our ability to extend mercy and judgement to others so
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that we receive the same compassionate blend of judgment and mercy from the world.
476. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "The king's strength
also loves judgment (or justice), you do establish equity" (Tehilim
99:4). "The king's strength also loves judgment" refers to the Holy
One, blessed be He; NAMELY THE NUKVA WHO LOVES JUSTICE,
WHICH IS MOCHIN INCLUDED OF RIGHT AND LEFT TOGETHER.
"The king's strength" is the power with which the Holy One, blessed
be He, strengthened THE NUKVA, which comes only through justice,
as it is written: "The king by justice establishes the land" (Mishlei
29:4) BY BEING INCLUDED OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM
TOGETHER, CHASSADIM ON THE RIGHT AND CHOCHMAH ON THE
LEFT.
477. This is the reason SCRIPTURE SAYS, "The king's strength also
loves justice," for the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, is not
established save through justice, WHICH IS MOCHIN INCLUDED OF
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM TOGETHER. Since it is fed thereof,
THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM and all the blessings it receives are
from there, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH. Therefore, "the king's
strength also loves Judgment," for all it desires and craves is to
receivejustice. "You do establish equity (lit. 'equities')" is the secret
of the two Cherubs below CALLED EQUITIES, who rectify and render
the world inhabited.

47. "Haleluyah! Give praise, O servants of Hashem"
The rabbis explain that when one person praises another, the praise should be in accordance with that person's merit. This is because praise given
that is not deserved becomes a reproach. Through a discussion of the title verse, we learn that the name 'Haleluyah' is among the highest kinds of
praise to God since it contains both the highest name as well the praise itself. The rest of the title portion reveals the name of the praised and those
who address the praise. This means that they, the servants of The Creator, praised the place called "the Name of Yah," Malchut. We're then told of
the significance of the Yud ? in the Hebrew translation of the word let, and its relationship to "the drawing from the most hidden." The discourse
then reveals the meaning of the words, "From the rising of the sun to its setting." This alludes to Zeir Anpin, whence the sun shines and Malchut,
the place to which Faith is bound.
The Relevance of this Passage
The wisdom to offer praise to others with purity and in the appropriate measure is awakened in us. The Holy Name of "Haleluyah" and the letter
Yud ? connect us to lofty levels in the spiritual atmosphere, arousing Light, blessing, and praise throughout our physical world [Malchut]. We are
inspired to become worthy of praise through spiritual growth and transformation.
478. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the verse,
"Haleluyah! Give praise, O servants of Hashem, praise the name of
Hashem" (Tehilim 113:1). Let us examine this verse. After saying
Haleluyah, why ADD "Give praise, O servants of Hashem" and then
"praise the name of Hashem"? HE ANSWERS: We have so learned
that whoever praises someone else should do so in accordance with
his merits, and praise should be the extent of that person's merit. We
have learned that he who gives him praise which he does not
deserve, it is considered to be a reproach; TO WIT, his blame shall
be revealed. Therefore, he who mourns another man should do so
according to his merit and no more. For the praise might turn
EVENTUALLY into blame. Praise should always agree with merits.

479. Come and see: "Haleluyah." There is here a supreme praise to
the Master of everything, whom no eye can behold or know, who is
most hidden. Who is He? THE NAME OF Yah, the highest name of all.
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480. Therefore "Haleluyah (lit. 'praise Yah')" contains a praise and a
name in one. Here it is undisclosed since he says Haleluyah, yet
does not mentions the speaker, or to whom the word is addressed.
As the name Yah is undisclosed, so is the praise, and I do not know
who are those who address the praise. All should be thus covered in
the supernal secret. After being concealed by the supernal secret, it
is now revealed and said: "Give praise, O servants of Hashem,
praise the name of Hashem," BY WHICH THE NAME OF THOSE WHO
PRAISE AND THE PRAISED ARE MADE KNOWN. This is because the
place is not as hidden as that supernal and most hidden of all,
WHICH IS YAH, but is the place called name, NAMELY THE NUKVA,
as it is written: "Whose name is called by the name of Hashem" (II
Shmuel 6:2), WHICH MEANS THE NUKVA CALLED NAME.

481. The first one, YAH, is covered and undisclosed, while the
second, THE NAME OF YAH, is both undisclosed and disclosed. And
since it may be revealed, SCRIPTURE says that they praise the place
CALLED THE NAME OF YAH. Who are those who praise? The
servants of Hashem, who are worthy of praising this place, THE
NUKVA.

482. "Blessed be the name of Hashem" (Tehilim 113:2). HE ASKS:
Why does it say here "be (Heb. yehi-or Yud-Hei-Yud)"? HE REPLIES:
This word is the secret of drawing from that supernal, hidden place
we mentioned, Yah, unto the secret of the covenant, the lower Yud
which resembles the upper Yud, the beginning is like the end.

483. Therefore 'Yud-Hei-Yud' is the secret of drawing from the most
hidden, THE FIRST YUD OF YUD-ALEPH-HEI-DALET-VAV-NUN-HEIYUD unto the lower grade, THE LAST YUD OF YUD-ALEPH-HEIDALET-VAV-NUN-HEI-YUD. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO YUD
OF YUD-HEI-YUD. With its support the Creation prevailed, as it says,
"Let (Heb. yehi) there be firmament," "let there be lights," and "let
there be light."
484. In all the works above, THE FIRMAMENT, LIGHT AND THE
LIGHTS, it is written Yud-Hei-Yud; in all the works below, THE
EARTH, THE SEAS AND ALL THAT IS IN THEM, it does not say YudHei-Vav, since the secret OF YUD-HEI-VAV, the drawing from the
most hidden, THE FIRST YUD OF YUD-ALEPH-HEI-DALET-VAV-NUNHEI-YUD, does not prevail save by the supernal works above and not
those below.

485. Through this, the most Holy Name is blessed by everything. It is
therefore written: "Blessed be (Yud-Hei-Yud) the name of Hashem."
"From the rising of the sun" (Tehilim 113:3) is the supernal place
whence the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, shines from, the place of the supernal
undisclosed head, THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN.
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486. "To its setting" (Ibid.): To this place to which faith, THE NUKVA,
is well bound, BEING THE PLACE OF THE UNISON BETWEEN ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, whence blessings issue forth to all, and
the world, THE NUKVA, is fed thereof, as we learned. Hence this
place, THE NUKVA, is fed and blessed from above. All depends upon
awakening below, when the servants of Hashem are aroused while
blessing the holy name, THE NUKVA, like we said. And when she is
revealed, it is written, "Give praise, O servants of Hashem, praise the
name of Hashem."

487. By this time, the morning broke and they came out of the cave,
not having slept that night. They walked along the way and when
they came out of the mountains, they sat down and prayed. They
reached a village where they sat the whole day. At night, they slept
until midnight when they rose to study the Torah.

48. "And he blessed them that day"
The discussion begins with an interpretation of the title verse. We are told that the phrase "that day" signifies the unity between Zeir Anpin and
Binah. "By you" alludes to the unity of the blessings from both high and low grades. "Yisrael," we learn, is an allusion to Yisrael-Saba, who receives
blessings from above and confers them on Malchut. The rabbis then explain why the name Efraim is mentioned first in the verse, "Elohim make you
as Efraim and Menashe." The first explanation of the title verse concludes with the teaching that love of one's grandchildren often surpasses the
love of one's own children.
Rabbi Yosi provides an additional explanation for the title verse, revealing that men are blessed first, since women are blessed only through the
blessings of men.
The Relevance of this Passage
In order for a lamp to illuminate a darkened room, it must be connected to a source of energy. Likewise, for spiritual Light to brighten our darkened
world, we must connect ourselves to the source of energy that powers the entire cosmos. The word "that day" indicates a connection between Zeir
Anpin and Binah, two Sfirot that occupy the Upper Worlds. The phrases "By you" and "Yisrael" correspond to the connection between our souls and
the entire physical dimension to Zeir Anpin. Spiritual current is now free to flow and illuminate all of mankind once these cosmic "power stations"
are connected to one another.
488. "And he blessed them that day, saying (Heb. lemor), 'By you
shall Yisrael bless'" (Beresheet 48:20). HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of "that day"? It would have been enough to say just "And
he blessed them." Also the word 'lemor' is normally spelled without
Vav, but here there is an additional Vav. What is the reason for the
difference?

489. HE ANSWERS: "And he blessed them that day" is a mystery.
That day is the secret of the grade in charge over the blessings
above, BINAH; "That day" is the day, ZEIR ANPIN, which is from the
supernal place called "that (lit. 'he')" WHICH IS BINAH. "That day"
INDICATES THAT there is no separation between "day" and "he."
Wherever IT IS SAID "that day," there are two grades: the supernal
grade, BINAH, and the lower, ZEIR ANPIN, when they are together;
TO WIT, WHEN ZEIR ANPIN ASCENDED TO BINAH AND BECAME
LIKE IT.
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490. This is why when Ya'akov wished to bless Yosef's children, he
blessed them all as one by the unison of high and low, so that their
blessing would prevail. He then included them all together, saying:
"By you shall Yisrael bless." What is "By you"? Assuredly this is the
secret of unison. First he blessed from below upward, TO WIT, IN
"AND HE BLESSED THEM THAT DAY," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND
BINAH TOGETHER, and then he descended into the middle TO ZEIR
ANPIN and down TO THE NUKVA. 'Lemor' with Vav is the middle,
SINCE VAV IS AN ALLUSION TO ZEIR ANPIN. He then went down,
SAYING "by you," WHICH REFERS TO THE NUKVA. Thus THE
BLESSING is well formed, being from below upward and from above
downward.

491. "By you shall Yisrael bless": HE ASKS: What is Yisrael? HE
ANSWERS: It is Yisrael Saba, ZEIR ANPIN OF BINAH. It does not say,
'Shall Yisrael be blessed' but "Shall Yisrael bless," WHICH MEANS
HE WILL BLESS OTHERS. This is because Yisrael SABA receives
blessings from above and then blesses all through the low grade,
THE NUKVA, by saying "By you shall Yisrael bless, saying:" WHICH
MEANS THAT THROUGH "BY YOU (HEB. BECHA)," BY THE NUKVA,
YISRAEL SABA SHALL BLESS ALL.

492. "Elohim make you as Efraim and Menashe": He mentions Efraim
first, since Efraim is called by the name of Yisrael. Whence do we
know that? The tribe of Efraim left before the time was over of the
Egyptian enslavement, by trying to force time and come out of exile,
and their foes rose against them and killed them. It is written, "Son
of man, these bones are the whole house of Yisrael" (Yechezkel
37:11). From this, it is understood that EFRAIM IS CONSIDERED AS
YISRAEL, since it says "the whole house of Yisrael." Ya'akov
therefore put Efraim before Menashe. Thus Efraim journeyed on the
west side, which was his path, AS THE SHECHINAH IS ON THE
WEST, WHO COMPRISES ALL YISRAEL. THEREFORE EFRAIM,
BEING CALLED YISRAEL, WAS ON THE SIDE OF THE SHECHINAH.

493. Come and see: Why did the blessing he gave to Yosef's children
precede that of his own children? HE ANSWERS: This teaches us
that love of grandchildren surpasses the love of one's own children.
Therefore, SINCE HIS LOVE FOR HIS GRANDCHILDREN IS
STRONGER THAN THAT FOR HIS CHILDREN, he blessed them first.

494. "And he blessed them that day, saying": Rabbi Yosi opened the
discussion saying: "Hashem has remembered us: He will bless, He
will bless the house of Yisrael" (Tehilim 115:12). WHY IS IT WRITTEN
TWICE "BLESS"? HE SAYS, "Hashem has remembered us: He will
bless" refers to the men. "He will bless the house of Yisrael" refers
to the women. For the men should be blessed first and then the
women, since women are blessed only through the blessing of men.
When the men are blessed, the women are blessed. THIS MAY BE
DERIVED from the verse, if you wish "And shall make atonement for
himself and for his house" (Vayikra 16:6). One should first atone for
himself and only then for his house, SINCE MEN COME BEFORE
WOMEN, so that she will be blessed from him.
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495. Come and see: Women are blessed only through men, who are
blessed first, and by their blessings they are blessed, AND NEED NO
SPECIAL BLESSING FOR THEMSELVES. HE ASKS: How can we
account for the words: "He will bless the house of Yisrael," SEEING
THAT WOMEN NEED NO SPECIAL BLESSING FOR THEMSELVES?
HE ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed be He, gives an additional
blessing to a married man, so that his wife may be blessed from him.
So always, the Holy One, blessed be He, gives an extra blessing to a
married man, and gives him two portions, the one for him and
another for his wife. And he receives everything, his own, and his
wife's portion. HENCE THERE IS A SPECIAL BLESSING FOR THE
WOMEN "HE WILL BLESS THE HOUSE OF YISRAEL?," SINCE IT IS
THEIR OWN PORTION. THOUGH MEN RECEIVE THEIR PORTION
TOO, THEY LATER GIVE IT TO THEM, AS EXPLAINED.

496. "And he blessed them that day" is joined by the word
'lemor' (saying), with Vav. Here is an allusion to a firstborn son,
SINCE VAV ALLUDES TO BIRTHRIGHT, as it is written: "Yisrael is
my son, my firstborn" (Shemot 4:22) and "Efraim is my
firstborn" (Yirmeyah 31:8). For this, there is an additional Vav, FOR
EFRAIM WHO WAS INCLUDED WITHIN THAT BLESSING.

49. "Your eyes did see my unshaped flesh"
Rabbi Chizkiyah discourses on the title verse, revealing that before descending to earth, all souls stand before God in the same shape and form that
they will possess in this world. The title verse alludes to this fact, since God sees all before they are seen in the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
Before a soul descends into the physical dimension, it stands before The Creator and promises to complete its correction process, seeking
redemption for past life iniquities by way of spiritual transformation. The negative angel Satan and the trappings of our seductive material world
cause forgetfulness. We succumb to temptations that glorify our own ego and thus, break our commitment to The Creator. Here we can awaken
remembrance of our divine promise and receive inspiration and passion to pursue the path of spiritual transformation.
497. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion saying: "Your eyes did
see my unshaped flesh; for in Your book all things are
written" (Tehilim 139:16). This verse has been expounded in several
places. Yet come and see: All the souls which have existed since the
Creation of the world, all stand before the Holy One, blessed be He,
before descending into the world, assuming the very shape in which
they are seen in the world. In that same appearance of the person's
body that stands in this world, so does it stand above.

498. When the soul is ready to descend into the world with the very
shape it is about to have in this world, it stands before the Holy One,
blessed be He, who adjures it to observe the precepts of the Torah
and never transgress them.
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499. Whence do we know that THE SOULS stand before Him? From
the verse: "As Hashem, the Elohim of Yisrael lives, before whom I
stood" (I Melachim 17:1), stood assuredly BEFORE BEING
CREATED, as has been explained. Therefore, "Your eyes did see my
unshaped flesh" before it was seen in the world; "for in Your book all
things are written" as all the souls in their very shapes are recorded
in a book. "The days also in which they are to be fashioned" (Tehilim
139:16), indeed they are fashioned, as explained, TO WIT, THEY ARE
MADE A GARMENT TO WEAR; "and there is one not one among
them" (Ibid.), AS NOT ONE DAY in this world could stand properly
before its Master.

50. "The measure of my days, what it is?"
The discussion opens to reveal that the days of the righteous who gain merit through good deeds are blessed from Binah. We're also told that the
phrase "my end" indirectly alludes to David. Rabbi Yehuda then states that the title verse relates to the seventy years that were taken from Adam
and apportioned to David. We learn that David corresponds to Malchut, upon whom the seven Sfirot shine. David wished to know why the rest of the
supernal lights had light of their own while he did not--he was, however, denied permission.
The Relevance of this Passage
The quality and length of one's days is directly affected by the deeds and degree of spiritual change a person seeks and attains in his lifetime. Upon
the merit of the righteous, we draw blessings of long life from above [Binah] and shower them upon the entire world [David, the embodiment of
Malchut]. We are inspired to use this Light and increased longevity to accomplish our spiritual purpose and correction.
500. Come and see that when a man has merit in this world through
good deeds, his days are blessed above from the place called "the
measure of days" (Tehilim 39:5), WHICH IS BINAH. He opened the
discussion saying: "Hashem, make me to know my end, and the
measure of my days, what it is" (Idib.). This verse has already been
explained, yet "my end" is the end of the right, which is connected to
David. "The measure of my days" is in charge of his days, WHICH IS
BINAH.

501. Rabbi Yehuda said: I have heard from Rabbi Shimon that this
verse talks about the days that were portioned from Adam, seventy
years. For we have learned that David had no life whatsoever, but the
seventy years given him by Adam.

502. It is a mystery THAT THE FIRMAMENT IS a curtain WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, which serves no purpose, since the
moon, MALCHUT, has no light of her own. THE SECRET IS THAT
DAVID, WHO CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, HAS NO LIFE. Seventy
years shine upon her, UPON MALCHUT, on all her sides, BEING THE
SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD,
AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, EACH INCLUDES OF TEN, WHICH
ALTOGETHER AMOUNT TO SEVENTY. This is the life of David. He
therefore desired to learn from the Holy One, blessed be He, this
secret of why the moon has no life of her own, and wanted to know
of her root.
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503. "And the measure of my days, what it is": This is a supernal,
undisclosed grade, BINAH, CALLED THE MEASURE OF MY DAY,
since it is situated over all the days which form the life OF
MALCHUT, AS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT ARE DRAWN FROM BINAH, a place which
shines upon everything. "I will know how frail I am" (Tehilim 39:5).
David said: Let me know wherefore I have not MY OWN light, and
cannot be like the rest of the supernal lights, which have THEIR
OWN lives. Why MY LIGHT IS frail, and wherefore it is withheld from
me. This is what David desired to know, but was not given
permission to know.

51. All blessings were given to this grade
Malchut is called "a cup of blessing," because although she has no light of her own, all the blessings, joy, and goodness are in it and issue from her.
All the Sfirot are included in Malchut, and she possesses all the supernal blessings. We therefore recite the Halel prayer to praise Malchut. The three
grades of the Halel are the pious, the righteous, and the Congregation of Yisrael, corresponding to the right, left, and central Columns.
The Relevance of this Passage
The supernal blessings embedded into the world of Malchut are unleashed in all their splendor. The balance and harmony of the Three Column
System, and the energy aroused through the prayer, connection known as Halel, are instilled within us as our eyes make contact with the mystical
verses composing this passage.
504. Come and see: All the supernal blessings were given to this
grade, MALCHUT, so it would bless everything. And though it has
not its own light, yet all the blessings, joy and goodness are in it,
and issue from it. It is therefore called "a cup of blessing," an actual
blessing, as it says, "The blessing of Hashem, it makes rich" (Mishlei
10:22), AS THE BLESSING OF HASHEM IS MALCHUT. It is therefore
written: "And full with the blessing of Hashem: possess you the west
and the south" (Devarim 33:23).

505. Hence MALCHUT has a residue of all THE SFIROT, SINCE THEY
ARE ALL INCLUDED WITHIN HER, and she is filled by them all and
has something from them all. She is blessed from supernal
blessings, which were handed to her to confer. HE ASKS: Whence
do we know that? HE REPLIES: Rabbi Yitzchak said: Ya'akov
blessed Yosef's sons from this place, which was given all the
blessings to confer, as it says, "And you shall be a
blessing" (Beresheet 12:2), WHICH MEANS HE WILL MERIT
MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF BLESSING, AND THEN from now on the
blessings were delivered to you, SINCE ALL BLESSINGS ARE IN
THE HANDS OF MALCHUT.
506. Come and behold: in the same manner SHE IS ESTABLISHED
BY THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, we bless and praise this
name, MALCHUT, and hence the Halel (lit. 'praise') prayer we recite
during certain days. Rabbi Chiya said: We need three grades to the
Halel: the pious, the righteous and Yisrael. The pious are on the
right, the righteous on the left and Yisrael on all sides, since the
children of Yisrael comprise all, BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
WHICH INCLUDES THE TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT. THEY
CORRESPOND TO THE THREE COLUMNS, WHICH MALCHUT
RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN, THOUGH SHE HAS NOTHING OF HER
OWN. Therefore the praise of the Holy One, blessed be He,
MALCHUT, was raised above THE SFIROT. Also, wherever the
children of Yisrael praise the Holy One, blessed be He, from below,
THAT IS, RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS), His glory is
elevated throughout THE SFIROT.
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52. The sound of a wheel rolling
The powers appointed over punishment and reward turn the wheel continually. The sound of the chirping of the two birds, Chochmah and Binah,
joins with the sound of the wheel, illuminating the lights described in the poem for Shabbat day. Blessings are drawn by a whisper from the Right
Column to the Central Column through the sound of the Shofar or ram's horn. When the turning wheel, the Central Column, is filled with Chesed,
Chochmah is clothed with Chassadim and ceases to whisper, shining fully. When someone has merit, the wheel brings the illuminations of the three
columns under the power of the right, and that person enjoys the illumination of supernal blessings. However, the wheel draws judgment upon he
whom does not deserve supernal blessings.
The Relevance of this Passage
Conversing in the lyrical language of metaphor, the Zohar describes the intimate connection between human behavior, the cosmos, the concepts of
punishment and reward, and the spiritual tools of the Torah that can help one draw blessing into their life and remove judgments. By virtue of this
discourse, the energy of blessing and the cleansing power of the Light fill our lives so that judgement and mercy shine upon us in perfect measure.
Tosefta (addendum)
507. The sound of a wheel rolling from below upward, closed
Chariots roll about, a pleasant voice rises and falls, roams about the
world. The sound of a Shofar is heard through the depth of the
grades and the wheel turns round.

508. Two shovels are placed, THE POWERS APPOINTED OVER
PUNISHMENT AND REWARD, DRAWN to the right and left, included
within each other by two colors, the one white, and the other red.
Both turn the wheel up. When it turns to the right, the white ascends
and when it turns to the left, the red descends. The wheel keeps
turning and never rests.

509. Two birds, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF THE NUKVA, go up and
chirp, the one, CHOCHMAH, to the south and the other, BINAH, to
the north, and soar in the air. TO WIT, THEY SHINE ONLY UPON THE
SIX EXTREMITIES OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH CALLED AIR. The
chirping OF THE BIRDS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA,
and the pleasant sound of the wheel, THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
join together and then: "A Psalm, a poem for the Shabbat
day" (Tehilim 92:1). TO WIT, WHEN THEY JOIN THE LIGHTS
ILLUMINATE WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THE POEM FOR THE
SHABBAT DAY. All the blessings, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, are drawn by a whisper, clothed by the pleasantness
OF THE WHEEL, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS CHASSADIM through the love of the sound of the Shofar,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN.
510. In order to receive the blessings, SO THAT CHOCHMAH WILL
BE CLOTHED BY CHASSADIM, the blessings go down from above,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, to be treasured deep
inside the well, THE NUKVA; TO WIT, IT CANNOT SHINE WITHOUT
CHASSADIM. The spring from the well does not cease to whisper,
WHICH MEANS IT DOES NOT ILLUMINATE, until the turning wheel is
filled, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THE PRINCIPAL THAT
TURNS THE WHEELS.
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511. Of the two turning shovels, the one to the right, WHICH ROLLS
THE THREE COLUMNS UNDER THE POWER OF THE RIGHT, cries
loudly, saying, the illumination of the lights which ascend and
descend, SINCE BEING RIGHT, ITS ILLUMINATION GOES FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARD, the two thousand worlds, CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH CALLED THOUSANDS AND DRAWN FROM THE TWO
COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT, shine! The middle world inside them,
DA'AT, DRAWN FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN, shine by the light of
your Master! All those have eyes; TO WIT, THOSE WORTHY OF
ATTAINING CHOCHMAH CALLED EYES, look and open your eyes, to
attain this light, this delight. These are the blessings which are
drawn from above. When someone has merit, the wheel goes up and
turns to the right. TO WIT, IT BRINGS THE ILLUMINATIONS OF THE
THREE COLUMNS UNDER THE POWER OF THE RIGHT, and brings
and draws them upon he who achieved it, and he takes pleasure in
the supernal luminous blessings. Happy are those who attained
them.
512. For he who does not achieve it, the wheel turns and the shovel
on the left side turns it. TO WIT, IT BRINGS ABOUT THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE COLUMNS UNDER THE POWER OF THE
LEFT, and brings LIGHT down BY DRAWING THE ILLUMINATION OF
THE LEFT FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD, thus drawing Judgment
upon he who did not attain it. A voice resounds, saying: Woe to the
wicked who have no merit. From the LEFT side, a flame comes out to
burn and abides on the head of the wicked. Happy are those who
walk the true path in this world and attain the supernal light, the
blessings of brightness, as it says, "And satisfy your soul in drought
(also: 'brightness')" (Yeshayah 58:11).
(end of Tosefta).

53. "Gather yourselves together, that I may tell you"
Rabbi Aba first discourses on the verse, "He turned to the prayer of the lonely" He explains that God accepts all public prayers, whether they are
from righteous or sinful people. However, when a solitary man offers a prayer to God, he becomes subject to scrutiny. God examines that man's
sins and virtues. Therefore, we're told, a man should say his prayers in public. Another explanation for this verse interprets it as a reference to
Ya'akov, who is included within the many. Therefore, his prayer is like a public prayer.
The discourse then reveals the meaning and significance of the word "called" (Heb. vayikra) in a number of contexts. We learn that when Ya'akov
called for his sons, they appeared, accompanied by the spirit of the Shechinah. The title verse, we're further told, indicates that Ya'akov commanded
his sons to bond themselves to their supernal roots in Malchut, so that he could draw the secret of wisdom upon them. Ya'akov then quoted the title
verse and told them of the exile that would occur when the Yisrael entered the Holy Land.
The Relevance of this Passage
The power of unity and harmony between people underscores this passage of Zohar. When people congregate in love and unity to make
connections with the Light of The Creator, the most sinful soul among the group will see his prayer ascend to the same lofty heights as the most
righteous soul among the group, such is the power of unity. By connecting us to Ya'akov, who embodies the collective souls of humankind, this
passage ensures that all our prayers will be considered to have been made in public and thus, will reach the same majestic heights as the prayers of
Ya'akov.
513. "And Ya'akov called to his sons, and said: 'Gather yourselves
together...'" (Beresheet 49:1). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion
saying: "He turned to the prayer of the lonely and did not despise
their prayer" (Tehilim 102:18). This verse has already been
explained, yet the friends found it difficult as to why it says "turned"
when it should have been 'listened' or 'hearkened.'
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514. HE ANSWERS: All the prayers in the world, THAT IS, THE
PUBLIC PRAYERS, are considered prayers, but the prayer of a
solitary man does not enter before the holy King, save through great
effort. For before the prayer enters to be adorned in its place, the
Holy One, blessed be He, examines it and searches that man's sins
and virtues. He does not do this to the prayers of the many, and
though some of the prayers come not of the righteous, yet they all
come before the Holy One, blessed be He, and He does not regard
their sins.

515. Therefore, "He turned to the prayer of the lonely." It means that
He turned the prayer and examined every side to find out with what
mind it was offered, who is the man who prayed and what his deeds
were like. A man therefore should say his prayers in public. Why?
Since He "did not despise their prayer," though not all are offered
with devotion and a willing heart.

516. Another explanation for: "He turned to the prayer of the lonely":
IT SIMPLY MEANS THAT HE ACCEPTS HIS PRAYER, ONLY THAT
this is the individual who becomes part of the many, AND
THEREFORE HIS PRAYER IS AS A PUBLIC PRAYER. Who is the
individual, who is included within the many? He is said to be
Ya'akov, who is included within the two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT,
AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK. He called to his sons and prayed for
them. What is the prayer which is wholly accepted above? That
Yisrael shall not perish in exile.

517. When Ya'akov sent for them, the Shechinah departed from him,
as was already explained. Come and see: When Ya'akov called for
his sons, Avraham and Yitzchak appeared there with the Shechinah
upon them. The Shechinah rejoiced in Ya'akov, that he would be
united with the fathers, to become a Chariot together with their souls.

518. When Ya'akov opened the discussion saying: "Gather
yourselves together, that I may tell you that which shall befall you in
the latter end of days," the latter end being the Shechinah, THE
LAST OF THE SFIROT, BY MENTIONING "THAT WHICH SHALL
BEFALL YOU IN THE LATTER END OF DAYS," HE MENTIONED THE
EXILE. The Shechinah was saddened and departed. Later, his sons
brought her back by the unison created by the words they uttered,
"Hear, O Yisrael..." (Devarim 6:4). Then Ya'akov stayed her and said:
'Blessed be the name of the glory of His sovereignty for evermore.'
The Shechinah then settled in her place.
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519. "And Ya'akov called": HE ASKS: What call is this? HE REPLIES:
This call establishes their place, MALCHUT CALLED PLACE, FOR
WHEN HE CALLED THEM HE CONNECTED THEM TO THEIR ROOT;
to establish them above IN THEIR ROOT, and below IN THIS WORLD.
Come and see, wherever "calling" is mentioned, it is always in the
same way, as it is written: "And Moshe called Hoshea son of Nun,
Yehoshua" (Bemidbar 13:6), IN ORDER to secure his place, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, where it should be and connect him to it. It also says,
"And he called his name Ya'akov" (Beresheet 25:26), and "and called
it El, the Elohim of Yisrael" (Beresheet 33:20), thus establishing this
place through the name he gave it, as naming brings securing AND
STRENGTHENING.

520. You may ask about the verse: "And called mightily to
Elohim" (Yonah 3:7), and "I called from my sorrow unto
Hashem" (Yonah 2:3), WHAT ESTABLISHING IS HERE? HE
ANSWERS: Assuredly THE CALLING HERE connects and
establishes it above. How so? The arranging of the praises of his
Master and all the words of prayer give strength and might to his
Master, thus showing that all depends upon Him and not on any
other place. Hence, THE CALLING HERE brings endurance. In the
same manner "Ya'akov called to his sons," thus wholly establishing
them, and also "Hashem called (Heb. vayikra) to Moshe" (Vayikra
1:1), THUS establishing him in his place.

521. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Why is the Aleph in the word 'vayikra'
small, IF IT IS SUPPOSED TO INDICATE EXISTENCE AND
STRENGTH? He said to him: Moshe was established in wholeness
THROUGH THE CALLING, but not completely, since he abstained
BECAUSE OF THIS from his wife. THEREFORE THE ALEPH IS
SMALL. In ancient books, it is said that THE SEPARATION FROM HIS
WIFE is a praise to him AND DOES NOT DIMINISH HIM. But we have
learned that he separated FROM HIS WIFE AND CLOVE above, when
he had to connect both above and below, TO WIT, TO HIS WIFE TOO.
Then would he be perfect. THE SEPARATION FROM HIS WIFE IS
THEN CONSIDERED AS DIMINISHING, TO WHICH THE SMALL
ALEPH ALLUDES. Also, the small Aleph indicates the small place it
came from; TO WIT, THE CALLING IS FROM THE SMALL PLACE,
MALCHUT, which is great when united above WITH ZEIR ANPIN, THE
SECRET OF MOSHE. THEREFORE "HASHEM CALLED TO MOSHE"
TO MAKE IT GREAT.
522. "And said": HE ASKS: THE WORDS "AND SAID: GATHER
YOURSELVES" MEAN THAT THEY WERE NOT WITH HIM THEN.
What means "and said"? TO WHOM DID HE THEN ADDRESS THE
WORDS? HE ANSWERS: as in the verse "If you shall say in your
heart" (Devarim 7:17), he whispered them; TO WIT, HE ADDRESSED
UPWARDS THE WORDS "GATHER YOURSELVES," AND NOT TO HIS
SONS. "GATHER YOURSELVES": HE ASKS: IF HE TOLD THE
MESSENGERS TO GATHER HIS SONS, he should have said 'Gather'
instead of "Gather yourselves," as in "Gather my pious ones
together" (Tehilim 50:5). HE ANSWERS: It is clear to us that "Gather"
is from a high place; TO WIT, HE TOLD THEM TO GATHER
THEMSELVES TO THEIR SUPERNAL ROOTS WITHIN MALCHUT, SO
THAT THEY WOULD BE GATHERED into a complete bond, and
union. "That I may tell you": HE ASKS: What does it mean? HE
REPLIES: It is the secret of Wisdom; TO WIT, "I MAY TELL YOU"
MEANS THAT HE WILL DRAW UPON THEM THE SECRET OF
WISDOM.
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523. Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Shimon, "I may tell you," "he may tell"
or "they may tell" are all DERIVED FROM "TELL" (HEB. HAGADAH),
which we learned to be of the secret of Wisdom. Why does this word
contain the secret of Wisdom? He said to him: It is because the word
is spelled with Gimel and Dalet without division between them,
WHICH HINTS AT THE WHOLE UNISON, FOR GIMEL IS THE SECRET
OF YESOD AND DALET THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. It is the secret
of wisdom that a word is perfected by the secret of the letters GIMEL
AND DALET, because they are in THE SECRET OF Wisdom. But
Dalet without Gimel brings no perfection, and also Gimel without
Dalet, since they are connected to each other with nothing dividing
them, and whoever separates them, brings death unto himself. This
is the secret of Adam's sin, THE DRAWING OF LIGHT OF MALCHUT
FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD AND SEPARATING HER FROM YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND DALET FROM GIMEL.

524. Therefore, hagadah (telling) is a word which pertains to the
secret of Wisdom, and though there may be Yud between Gimel and
Dalet, LIKE IN "VE'AGIDAH (THAT I MAY TELL)," there is no
separation and all is connected into one knot, SINCE YUD ALSO
ALLUDES TO YESOD. Therefore, this is surely the meaning of this
word. HERE TOO: "That I may tell you" is the secret of Wisdom. He
wished to reveal the outcome of Yisrael's deeds, NAMELY THE
SECRET OF THE END.

525. You may say that he did not reveal what he wanted to reveal.
Why then are the words of perfect Ya'akov written in the Torah,
SEEING THAT they were belied later and were not perfected?
Assuredly they were perfected, he revealed whatever was needful for
him to reveal, and he concealed, revealing outwardly and
withholding internally. A word of the Torah can never be defective.

526. Everything in the Torah is undisclosed, since the Torah is the
perfection of all, perfection above and below, not a word or a letter in
the Torah is defective. Ya'akov said whatever he had to say, but he
revealed and concealed. From what he wanted to reveal, he did not
render defective not one letter.

527. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi sat one day at the gate of Lod.
Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Yehuda, We know that Ya'akov blessed his
sons from the verse: "And blessed them" (Beresheet 49:28), but
what are their blessings? He said to him: these are the blessings he
blessed them, such as "Yehuda you are he whom your brethren shall
praise," "Dan shall judge his people" and "Out of Asher his bread
shall be fat" (Beresheet 49).
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528. But he did not reveal that which he wanted to reveal, for he
wanted to reveal the end to them. It has been explained that there is
an end of the right and an end of the left. He wanted to tell them of
the end OF THE RIGHT, so that they will be kept and be purified from
the foreskin OF THE END OF THE LEFT. What he revealed to them
pertained to when they came to the Holy Land. But he did not
disclose other things openly; they are hidden within the Torah in this
portion of Ya'akov and in these blessings.

54. "Reuven, you are my firstborn"
The discussion first reveals that the title verse indicates that Ya'akov placed Reuven's blessings in the hands of God to hold until Reuven was
worthy of them.
Rabbi Elazar then comments on the verse, "Prophesy to the wind," revealing that it alludes to the lower and upper awakening of wisdom.
Rabbi Shimon then explains why God brings souls into the world knowing that they will one day die. We also learn that when the soul ascends to be
attached to Malchut, it becomes perfected and Malchut and Zeir Anpin are united.
Finally, we are told that when Ya'akov departed from the world, the Shechinah was in front of his bed. Seeing this, he gathered his sons around her
and he blessed his sons.
The Relevance of this Passage
Sometimes a person performs a positive action, but their previous sins create a black hole of negativity that consumes their rewards. However, the
Light that we arouse in life can be entrusted into the hands of The Creator until such time that we cleanse ourselves of our negativity. Then we can
receive our recompense. It's interesting to note that the Hebrew word for sin also means "to give over." This passage ensures that our Light is given
over to The Creator for safekeeping, as opposed to the dark forces that seek to nourish from it. The power of Ya'akov's blessings, plus the energy of
the Shechinah and the uniting of our Lower World with the Upper, takes place when our eyes allow the Light of these mystical verses to shine upon
our souls. Other benefits associated with this Light include protection and the removal of darkness from the world and our personal lives.
529. He opened the discussion saying: "Reuven, you are my
firstborn, my might and the beginning of my strength." HE ASKS:
Why did Ya'akov begin by blessing Reuven. Why not start with
Yehuda, who, WHEN THE STANDARDS TRAVEL, is a king and is the
first to journey among the camps, AS IT SAYS, "THESE SHALL
FIRST SET FORTH" (BEMIDBAR 2:9). Moreover, we saw that he did
not bless REUVEN and the blessings were removed from him until
Moshe prayed for him, as it says, "Let Reuven live, and not
die" (Devarim 33:6). ACCORDING TO THIS, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN
BETTER TO BEGIN WITH YEHUDA AND START WITH A BLESSING.
530. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly he blessed REUVEN, and the blessing
arose to its place. This is like the story of a man who had a son.
When the time came for him to pass away from the world, the king
came to him. He said: Let all my money be in the hands of the king,
who will keep it for my son. When the king sees that my son is
worthy of it, he will give it to him. Ya'akov also said: "Reuven, you
are my firstborn," you are beloved of my heart and bowels, yet your
blessings shall be in the hands of the holy King until He shall see
you ARE WORTHY OF THEM. THIS IS BECAUSE you followed your
anger LIKE WATER, according to the Aramaic translation TO
"UNSTABLE AS WATER."

531. "Reuven, you are my firstborn": Rabbi Elazar opened the
discussion saying: "Then he said to me, 'Prophesy to the wind (also:
'breath')...'" (Yechezkel 37:9). How obtuse are people, who neither
know nor care for the glory of the King. Though the Torah
announces it to them daily, no one lends an ear. This verse is
difficult to understand. After saying "Prophesy to the wind," why
add: "Prophecy, son of man, and say to the wind."
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532. From this, we learned the secret of Wisdom. There are two
commands here, the first is to arouse from below upward, for if they
are not wakened FIRST from below, there is no awakening above.
Through the lower awakening, there is an upper awakening. THE
SECOND COMMAND IS TO AROUSE FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD.
"Prophesy to the wind" is from below upward, and "prophecy, son of
man, and say to the wind" is from above downward.

533. For even above, when there is stirring below, the supernal
receives from that which is even superior to it, like it is said in the
next words, "Come from the four winds, O wind" (Yechezkel 37:9).
The four winds are south, east, north, west-CHESED, TIFERET,
GVURAH, AND MALCHUT. The wind coming from the west,
MALCHUT, joins the others, SOUTH, NORTH, EAST, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, as it says "that the nobles of the
people delved" (Bemidbar 21:18).

534. Spirits and souls issue forth from MALCHUT to receive the
impression from the inhabitants of the world; NAMELY TO RECEIVE
THEIR SHAPES, THE SHAPE OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. "And
breathe UPON THESE SLAIN" as in the verse: "And breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life" (Beresheet 2:7). Come and see: MALCHUT
receives on one side and gives on another. This is the reason why
"all the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not full" (Kohelet 1:7). It
is not full since it receives and gives, takes in and out.

535. Rabbi Elazar asked Rabbi Shimon a question. He said: Since it
is known to the Holy One, blessed be He, that people die, why then
did he bring souls down into the world? What purpose do they
serve? He said to him: Many sages were asked this question by their
students. They explained it THOUGH IT IS DIFFICULT. The Holy One,
blessed be He, sends souls into the world to declare His glory. Yet
He takes them away. Wherefore did they descend?

536. HE ANSWERS: The explanation is as follows: He opened the
discussion saying: "Drink waters out of your own cistern, and
flowing streams out of your own well" (Mishlei 5:15). We have
explained that a cistern is a place out of which no water flows,
WHILE A WELL FLOWS BY ITSELF. When does water flow BY
ITSELF? When the soul is perfected in this world, and ascends to
where it is attached, MALCHUT. Then it is completed on all sides,
above and below.

537. When the soul ascends, the desire of the female is stirred
toward the male, and then the water flows IN MALCHUT from below
upward, AND THAT WHICH WAS a cistern becomes a well of flowing
water. Then there is a joining in union and desire, for that place,
MALCHUT, is perfected by the souls of the righteous, friendship and
goodwill are aroused above, AND ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT are
joined as one.
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538. "Reuven, you are my firstborn." Assuredly so, for he was of the
first seed of Ya'akov, WHO HAD NO POLLUTION IN HIS DAYS,
whose thoughts were directed to another place, NAMELY RACHEL
as we learned. Come and see Reuven and all the twelve tribes were
joined with the Shechinah. When Ya'akov saw the Shechinah upon
him, he called his sons to be united with her.

539. Come and see: There was never a more complete bed since the
universe was created. At the time when Ya'akov wanted to depart
from the world, Avraham was on his right, Yitzchak on his left and
Ya'akov was lying between them with the Shechinah in front of him.
When Ya'akov saw this, he called his sons and placed them around
the Shechinah with perfect order.

540. Whence do we know that he arranged them around the
Shechinah? From the words "Gather yourselves," THAT IS, GATHER
ABOVE AROUND THE SHECHINAH. Then was everything brought to
perfection with several supernal Chariots around them. They opened
the discussion saying: "Yours, O Hashem, is the greatness, and the
power..." (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11). Then the sun, NAMELY YA'AKOV
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, was gathered to the moon, THE NUKVA, and
east, ZEIR ANPIN, drew near to the west, THE NUKVA. This is what is
meant by the verse: "He gathered up his feet into the
bed" (Beresheet 49:33), WHICH IS AN INDICATION OF MATING, and
the moon shone by him and attained perfection. We therefore
learned that surely Ya'akov did not die, BUT MATED WITH THE
SHECHINAH. When Ya'akov saw the perfect order, which had never
been vouchsafed to any man, he rejoiced and praised the Holy One,
blessed be He, and started blessing each of his sons according to
what he deserved.

55. "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat"
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yisa go to visit Rabbi Shimon to discover the meaning of the title verse. We learn that Asher is one of the pillars that support
the world. It is the supernal gate of the righteous that, when blessed, gives blessings to the world. The meaning of the title verse, we're told, is that
when the two Columns are joined, the bread of poverty is rectified by Asher.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light that shines from the supernal gate of the righteous radiates into our lives, helping to remove poverty from the landscape of human
civilization, while bringing readers of this passage the blessing of sustenance.
541. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yisa were walking along the road. Rabbi
Yisa said: We have surely learned that all of Ya'akov's sons were put
in a perfect order, BY BECOMING A CHARIOT TO THE
ARRANGEMENT OF THE SUPERNAL SFIROT. They were blessed
each according to his worth. What then is the meaning of this verse,
"Out of Asher his bread shall be fat..."? He said to him: I do not
know, for I have not learned it from the holy lamp, WHICH IS RABBI
SHIMON. Let us go, you and I, to the holy lamp. When they came
before him, they spoke and raised that question. He said to them,
Surely this is the secret of Wisdom.
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542. He opened the discussion saying: "Asher continued on the sea
shore, and abode by his bays" (Shoftim 5:17). HE ASKS: Why did he
dwell there? HE ANSWERS: For whoever dwells by the sea shore,
YESOD OF MALCHUT CALLED SEA, has access to luxuries of the
world, NAMELY MOCHIN FROM EDEN. Here, Asher is the supernal
gate of the righteous, YESOD, which, when blessed, pours blessings
upon the world. This is the gate which sends blessings to the world,
and is called Asher. It is one of the pillars upon which the world is
supported.

543. The place called bread of poverty, THE NUKVA WHILE
RECEIVING FROM THE LEFT COLUMN ALONE, is rectified by the
place ASHER, WHICH BECOMES A CURTAIN TO THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH JOINS THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT COLUMNS. The
meaning of, "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat," is that what was
previously bread of poverty became once more, AFTER THE TWO
COLUMNS WERE JOINED TOGETHER, millet bread, since he poured
and gave it blessings and dainties, as shown by the end of the verse,
"and he shall yield royal dainties (lit. 'dainties of the king')." Who is
the king? It is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT, from
which THE WORLD is nourished by royal dainties. It is he who gives
the king, MALCHUT, all blessings, joy and goodness. He gives
MALCHUT, and from her it pours down upon THE LOWER BEINGS.
They said; were we to come into the world only to hear this, it would
have sufficed.

56. "Unstable as water, you shall not excel"
Rabbi Chiya interprets the title verse, explaining that it signifies Reuven was blessed. However, the kingship, priesthood, and birthright to which he
was entitled were taken from him. This verse also reveals, we learn, that Reuven would dwell outside of the land of Yisrael. We are then told that
Reuven is aligned with both Chesed and Gvurah. Rabbi Shimon next tells the rabbis that Reuven's sons are in exile, dispersed among the four
corners of the world. One day, we hear, they will wage two wars in the land of Yisrael, and they will try to seize the kingship from the Messiah when
he rises up to conquer the nations.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we ignite a particular frequency of spiritual energy that helps to hasten the arrival of the Mashiach in a merciful manner, for us personally, and
for our neighbors who inhabit our global village.
544. Reuven was Ya'akov's firstborn. Rabbi Chiya said: He was
entitled to everything, KINGSHIP, BIRTHRIGHT AND PRIESTHOOD,
but it was all taken from him. Kingship was given to Yehuda, the
birthright to Yosef and the priesthood to Levi. This is the meaning of
the words: "Unstable as water, you shall not excel (lit. 'leave')";
NAMELY you shall not be left with them. In saying "my might and the
beginning of my strength," he blessed him and remembered him to
the Holy One, blessed be He.

545. This is like the favorite of the king. One day when his son went
in the city, he said to the king, This is my son, beloved of my soul.
The king heard and understood that he was asking of him TO FAVOR
his son. Ya'akov said: "Reuven, you are my firstborn..." to ask the
King TO BE KINDLY TOWARD HIM.
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546. "Unstable as water, you shall not excel." Here he stated his fate,
that he would not remain in the land of Yisrael but dwell outside it,
NAMELY EAST OF THE JORDAN. Correspondingly, the officer in
charge, on the side of the tabernacle above, THE NUKVA, in charge
under Michael, IS ALSO REJECTED OUTSIDE THE TABERNACLE.
Some say THAT THE TRUSTEE THAT WAS REJECTED FROM THE
TABERNACLE ABOVE WAS under Gavriel. AND THOUGH REUVEN
IS CHESED, Michael is the first OF THE ANGELS on the side of
Chesed, and Gavriel is THE FIRST on the left side, Gvurah, REUVEN
IS NEVERTHELESS ALSO OF THE SIDE OF GVURAH, WHICH WE
LEARN FROM THE VERSE, "But Yehuda still rules (also: 'descends')
with El" (Hoshea 12:1), THE DESCENT WHICH INDICATES THAT HE
IS OF the side of Gvurah and called court of justice. Reuven's
inheritance was adjacent to his. YEHUDA'S PORTION WAS WEST OF
THE JORDAN AND REUVEN'S WAS EAST OF THE JORDAN. THIS
SHOWS THAT REUVEN, TOO, IS OF THE SIDE OF GVURAH. And
though kingship (Malchut), THE SECRET OF LOWER GVURAH, was
taken from Reuven and belongs to Yehuda, HE IS NEVERTHELESS
NOT WHOLLY CLEANSED OF GVURAH, SINCE THE INHERITANCE
OF Reuven is adjacent to his, WHICH IS AN INDICATION OF
GVURAH.
547. Rabbi Shimon said: Reuven's sons will in the future wage two
wars in the land of Yisrael. Come and behold: it is written "my
might," namely, the exile in Egypt; "and the beginning of my
strength," NAMELY they were the first among the brothers to fight.
"The excellency of dignity" is the exile of Assyria (Ashur), where the
sons of Gad and Reuven were the first to go down and suffered
much torture, and did not return FROM THERE until now.

548. "And the excellency of power" refers to the time when Mashiach
will rise in the world and they will go forth and make war in the world
and win, and conquer the nations. The inhabitants of the world will
fear them and tremble before them. THE SONS OF REUVEN will plan
to seize the kingship yet shall not retain it, hence the words:
"Unstable as water, you shall not excel." Why will they not retain
mastery even in one place in the world? Because "you went up to
your father's bed," for they are going to wage war within the Holy
Land. "Your father's bed" is Jerusalem. THEY WILL STRIVE TO
TAKE IT FROM MASHIACH.

549. Come and see the sons of Reuven dispersed into exile in the
four corners of the world, in correspondence with all of Yisrael, who
were exiled four times into the four corners of the world. Hence it
says, "My might," which is the first exile; "and the beginning of my
strength," the second; "the excellency of dignity" the third and "the
excellency of power" the fourth. Likewise, they will wage war in the
four corners of the world, thus ruling over everything. They will
conquer many peoples and rule over them.
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550. "Unstable as water, you shall not excel; because you went up to
your father's bed." Here is an allusion to the first thought Ya'akov
had when issuing the first seed, which was about Rachel. Were the
thought combined with the first seed in its place, LEAH, Reuven
would retain all, THE KINGSHIP, THE PRIESTHOOD AND THE
BIRTHRIGHT, but "unstable as water, you shall not excel; because
you went up to your father's bed" namely you came up through other
thoughts, and "then you did defile it..."

551. Another explanation for "unstable as water, you shall not
excel": When the sons of Reuven will wage war in the world and
conquer many nations, they will not remain rulers. HENCE IT IS
WRITTEN, "YOU SHALL NOT EXCEL." What is the reason for this?
"Because you went up to your father's bed (lit. 'beds')," as they are
destined to wage war in the Holy Land, precisely mentioned in the
words "your father's bed," which refer to Jerusalem. HE ASKS: WHY
DOES SCRIPTURE SAY "beds," instead of 'bed'? HE ANSWERS:
"Your father" is Yisrael Saba, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, AND
THEREFORE IT SAYS "beds" instead of 'bed', since Jerusalem was
twice destroyed, and WILL BE BUILT a third time at the time of
Mashiach. Hence the plural. Here, the blessing is revealed IN THE
VERSE: "YOU ARE MY FIRSTBORN, MY MIGHT AND THE
BEGINNING OF MY STRENGTH." And also what happened at that
time THAT THE BIRTHRIGHT, KINGSHIP AND PRIESTHOOD WERE
TAKEN FROM HIM, AS SAID "UNSTABLE AS WATER, YOU SHALL
NOT EXCEL," that which will be when Yisrael shall come to the land
of Yisrael, THAT HE WILL HAVE NO PORTION IN IT BUT ACROSS
THE JORDAN. And Reuven's deeds at the time of Mashiach,
NAMELY THAT HE WILL WAGE WARS AGAINST MANY PEOPLES
AND IN JERUSALEM.

57. "Shimon and Levi are brothers"
Rabbi Yitzchak explains to Rabbi Yosi that Shimon was not worthy of a blessing and that Levi came from the side of strict judgment. After
explaining the meaning of the verse, "So is the great and wide sea", Rabbi Yehuda reveals that Shimon and Levi were not blessed by their father, but
rather were delivered to Moshe to receive blessings. Rabbi Shimon then explains the reason for this. We learn that Ya'akov wished to bless Shimon
and Levi when he was about to depart from the world; however, he did not because of the Shechinah, who stood over him. Knowing that to bless
them would render the Shechinah defective, he decided to deliver them to Moshe, the master of the house. Ya'akov knew that he would be able to
bless Shimon and Levi without damaging the Shechinah. Rabbi Chiya concludes the passage by explaining that because they were both of strict
judgment, Shimon and Levi were divided and dispersed so that all of Yisrael received from their strict judgment.
The Relevance of this Passage
Strict judgement is removed from our midst through the power of Moshe, even though we and the rest of world may not be worthy of such
cleansing. In addition, the Light of the Shechinah showers us with protection upon the merit of Moshe.
552. "Shimon and Levi are brothers." Rabbi Yitzchak said: Here he
attached them to the left side of the Shechinah, for he saw they have
acted with strict judgment, which the world cannot endure. Rabbi
Yosi asked, Where is their blessing? Rabbi Yitzchak said: Shimon
was not worthy of it, for he saw in him many evil deeds. Levi came
from the side of strict judgment, from which blessing does not stem.
Even Moshe did not attach his blessing to him, as said: "Bless,
Hashem, his substance, and accept the work of his hands" (Devarim
33:11), so that his blessing came from the Holy One, blessed be He.
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553. Come and see it is written: "So is the great and wide sea,
wherein are creeping things innumerable, both small and great
beasts" (Tehilim 104:25). The great sea is the Shechinah, which
stood over Ya'akov when he wished to depart from the world. It is
wide, for all the world is filled and made whole, and contracted
within THE SHECHINAH, SINCE SHE WAS FILLED AND MADE
WHOLE BY THE SOUTH AND CONTRACTED BY THE NORTH.
"Wherein are creeping things innumerable," since there are many
supernal and holy angels there. The "small and great beasts" are the
twelve tribes, Ya'akov's sons, who are found there in wholeness.
There is a hind, NAFTALI; a wolf, BINYAMIN; a lion, YEHUDA; and a
lamb, YOSEF, AS SAID "THAT LEADS YOSEF LIKE
FLOCK" (TEHILIM 80:2). Rabbi Yitzchak said: A lion and a lamb, a
wolf and a kid (Heb. gedi), NAMELY GAD, and so on, there are small
beasts with great ones.

554. Rabbi Yehuda said: It was well said about all THE TRIBES, THAT
THERE ARE GREAT AND SMALL BEASTS, but Yehuda is a lion and
Shimon an ox, AS SHIMON IS OF GVURAH, WHICH IS THE FACE OF
AN OX. The friends have explained that they were facing each other,
YEHUDA on the right and SHIMON on the left. THIS IS LIKE A MAN
WHO HAD a vicious ox. He said: I shall paint the figure of a lion in
his stall, and it will see it and fear it. Thus Shimon is an ox and
Yehuda a lion, AS SHIMON THE OX, NAMELY GVURAH, IS SUBDUED
THROUGH LOOKING AT YEHUDA THE LION, WHICH IS CHESED.

555. Shimon did not receive any blessing FROM YA'AKOV, but
Moshe attached him to Yehuda, as it is written: "Hear (Heb. sh'ma),
Hashem, the voice of Yehuda" (Devarim 33:7) and elsewhere
"because Hashem has heard (Heb. shama) that I was
hated" (Beresheet 29:33). THEREFORE, SHE NAMED HIM SHIMON.
THERE IS AN ANALOGY BETWEEN THE VERSES. AS THERE IS
HEARING IN THE NAME OF SHIMON, SO THE HEARING IN
REALATION TO YEHUDA INCLUDES SHIMON. Rabbi Yehuda said:
Shimon and Levi WERE NOT BLESSED BY their father SINCE HE
brought them to Moshe TO BLESS THEM. Rabbi Yosi said to him:
Wherefore DID their father NOT BLESS THEM BUT delivered them to
Moshe? Rabbi Yehuda said to him: We too shall bring THE
QUESTION before the holy lamp, RABBI SHIMON.
556. They came and asked Rabbi Shimon. He said: How sweet are
the words. He clapped his hands and wept. He said: Who will
uncover you, holy faithful, NAMELY MOSHE. In your lifetime you
were raised above men, and in your death you were elevated and
your image covered. The keys of your Master were always delivered
to your hands.
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557. Come and see: Ya'akov had four wives. He begot children by
them all, and was perfected through his wives. When Ya'akov wished
to depart FROM THE WORLD, the Shechinah stood over him. He
wanted to bless SHIMON AND LEVI but could not, since he feared
the Shechinah. He said to himself, How can I do this, seeing that
both of them come from the side of strict judgment, AND TO BLESS
THEM WILL RENDER THE SHECHINAH DEFECTIVE. I cannot force
the Shechinah, since I had four wives WHO WERE DRAWN FROM
THE FOUR ASPECTS, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT
OF THE SHECHINAH, AND I WAS PERFECTED THROUGH THEM,
SINCE THEY BORE ME TWELVE TRIBES, THE SECRET OF ALL
PERFECTION. SINCE I RECEIVED MY PERFECTION FROM THE
SHECHINAH, HOW CAN I BLESS SHIMON AND LEVI AGAINST HER
WISH? I shall deliver them to the landlord of the house, MOSHE, THE
HUSBAND OF THE MATRON, who is the owner, and he shall do as
he pleases.
558. Ya'akov said: I have received my portion of wives and children
in this world FROM THE SHECHINAH, and became perfected. How
can I force the Matron, THE SHECHINAH? I shall deliver the matter to
the master of the Matron, MOSHE, who will do as he pleases without
fear.

559. Come and see it is written, "And this is the blessing, with which
Moshe the man of the Elohim blessed" (Devarim 33:1), which means
master of the house, master of the Matron, SINCE MAN MEANS
MASTER, as it is written: "Her husband (man) may let it stand, or her
husband may make it void" (Bemidbar 30:14) and "Moshe had
finished (Heb. kalot)," FOR THE SHECHINAH IS CALLED 'MOSHE'S
BRIDE (HEB. KALAT)'. Therefore, Moshe may bless whomever he
pleases, without fear OF DAMAGING THE SHECHINAH, SINCE HE
CAN FIX HER ACCORDING TO HIS WISHES, as has been explained.
Therefore Ya'akov said: I see that these sons of mine are from the
side of strict judgment, let the master of the house come and bless
them.
560. Assuredly Moshe was a man of Elohim, and did as he pleased in
his house, as it says, "Her husband may let it stand" BY GIVING HER
MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH CALLED RISING UP, in accordance with
the verse, "Moshe said: Rise up, Hashem, and let your enemies be
scattered" (Bemidbar 10:35). BECAUSE ON THE WAY, THERE IS
FOOTHOLD TO THE KLIPOT AND THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH
SCATTER THE KLIPOT. "Or her husband may make it void," which
agrees with the words "And when it rested, he said: 'Return,
Hashem'" (Ibid. 35), FOR WHEN THE SHECHINAH IS AT REST, THE
KLIPOT CANNOT HOLD HER AND THERE IS NO FEAR. THEREFORE,
"HER HUSBAND MAY MAKE IT VOID." BY STRENGTH OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, HE MAKES VOID THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF
CHOCHMAH IN ORDER TO CLOTHE HER WITH CHASSADIM, THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE "AND WHEN IT RESTED, HE SAID:
'RETURN, HASHEM.'" Assuredly the master of the house does as he
pleases and no one may protest, as a man who has decided for his
wife and she does his bidding. Therefore, Ya'akov, though he was
attached to The Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN, was not the master of the
house LIKE MOSHE for he was attached below and Moshe above.
Ya'akov therefore delivered them to the landlord TO BE BLESSED
BY HIM.
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561. "Let my soul not come into their council" (Beresheet 49:6).
Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying: "The counsel of Hashem
is for them that fear Him" (Tehilim 25:14). It is the supernal mystery
of the Torah that the Holy One, blessed be He, gives only to those
who fear sin. Whoever fears sin, the supernal secret of the Torah is
revealed to him, the sign of the holy covenant called the secret of
Hashem.

562. Shimon and Levi took pains on account of that secret OF THE
HOLY COVENANT, that the people of Shchem will circumcise
themselves and accept that secret upon them; TO WIT, TO
PRESERVE THE SIGN OF THE HOLY COVENANT. But the scripture
bears testimony that it was done with guile. Also Zimri, son of Salu,
WHO WAS A CHIEF OF A FAMILY OF THE TRIBE OF SHIMON,
defiled that secret WITH KOZBI, THE DAUGHTER OF TZUR. IN
RELATION TO THIS, Ya'akov said: "Let my soul not come into their
council (lit. 'secret')" (Beresheet 49:6). What soul is this? The soul
which rises up to be united with the supernal covenant above,
NAMELY MALCHUT WHICH IS UNITED WITH THE SUPERNAL
COVENANT, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, called the soul of the bundle of
life.
563. "To their assembly let my honor not be united." This has been
explained to refer to the words, "And Korach gathered all the
congregation" (Bemidbar 16:19), FOR YA'AKOV'S NAME IS NOT
MENTIONED, ONLY "KORACH, THE SON OF YITZHAR, THE SON OF
KEHAT," AND NOT "THE SON OF YA'AKOV." "Let my honor not be
united," the honor of Yisrael. Therefore, DUE TO THESE DEEDS,
their father did not bless them but delivered them to Moshe. Rabbi
Chiya said: From these verses, we understand that they were not
joined together, BUT SCATTERED, AS IT SAYS "I WILL DIVIDE THEM
IN YA'AKOV, AND SCATTER THEM IN YISRAEL" (BERESHEET 49:7),
as should be, FOR THEY NEED SCATTERING DUE TO THEIR BEING
OF STRICT JUDGMENT. Therefore there is everything in it, SINCE
THEIR STRICT JUDGMENT PERVADES THROUGHOUT YISRAEL,
FOR BY SCATTERING THEM IN YISRAEL, YISRAEL RECEIVED
FROM THEIR STRICT JUDGMENT. There is no generation in the
world, upon which their Judgment has not descended to bring
accusation on the world, which causes beggars to multiply. Thus, all
OF YISRAEL WERE HURT BY THEIR JUDGMENT.

58. The nations by the sun and Yisrael by the moon
Here we find a discourse on the moon. The Yisraelites use the cycles of the moon to calculate seasons, holidays, and years. In contrast, the nations
of the world use the cycles of the sun, which, we're told, comprise an inferior system.
The Relevance of this Passage
Like the moon, mankind has no Light of its own. As the moon derives its light from the sun, mankind and this entire earthly realm draw spiritual
Light from the Upper World domain known as Zeir Anpin. This passage helps us rise above any negative celestial influences that appear throughout
the lunar/solar calendar year, connecting us only to the positive energy that the moon and sun release into the cosmos.
564. "Yehuda you are he whom your brethren shall praise: your hand
shall be on the neck of your enemies" (Beresheet 49:8). Rabbi Yosi
opened the discussion saying: "He made the moon for
seasons" (Tehilim 104:19). "He made the moon" with which to
sanctify the first day of months and new years. The moon never
shines but from the sun. When the sun reigns, the moon does not;
when the sun is gathered, the moon rules. The moon is of no
account, save when the sun is gathered.
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565. The Holy One, blessed be He, made both so that they will shine,
as it is written in the verse, "And Elohim set them in the firmament of
heaven to give light upon the earth" (Beresheet 1:17), to "let them be
for signs," Shabbat CALLED SIGNS, as in "It is a sign" (Shemot
31:17). "And for seasons," the holidays; "and for days," the days of
the beginning of the month; "and years" (Beresheet 1:14), are new
year days. The nations in the world reckon by the sun and Yisrael by
the moon.

566. This accords with Rabbi Elazar's discourse upon the verse:
"You have multiplied the nation, and increased its joy" (Yeshayah
9:2). The "nation" is Yisrael, of whom it says, "For what nation is
there so great" (Devarim 4:7) and "a single nation on the earth" (I
Divrei Hayamim 17:21). "Its" means 'for it', "increased its joy" of the
moon, which light grew for Yisrael's sake. The nations of the world
RECKON TIMES BY THE CYCLE OF the sun and Yisrael BY THE
CYCLE OF the moon. HE ASKS: Which one is superior, THE
RECKONING BY THE SUN OR BY THE MOON? HE REPLIES: Surely
the moon is above, and the sun of the peoples of the world is
underneath this moon. That sun RECEIVES LIGHT from the moon
and illuminates. See the difference between Yisrael and THE
NATIONS OF THE WORLD: The children of Yisrael are attached to
the moon and linked to the Supernal Sun. They are united with the
place which shines by the Supernal Sun and cleave to it, as it is
written: "But you that did cleave unto Hashem your Elohim are alive
every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).

59. "Yehuda you are he whom your brethren shall praise"
Rabbi Shimon explains that the kingship was given to Yehuda, since he is the fourth leg of the supernal Throne and the Chariot to the attribute of
Malchut. Rabbi Shimon proceeds by discussing the meaning of the verse, "The King's daughter is all glorious within." This, we learn, signifies that
the Female Principle within Atzilut is clothed by and joined with Gvurah. The discourse then turns to address the verse, "So He drove out the man"
This refers to Adam, who by his sin, brought death upon himself and the entire world, and drove the Female Principle out of the Garden of Eden. We
learn that fiery flames guard the way to the Tree of Life, the Female Principle, which rests on the angels Matatron and Sandalfon. We also learn that
after she was driven out, the Female Principle was flawed until she was rectified--first by Noah, and then by Avraham. She stood in wholeness by
Avraham and his sons, and Yehuda cleaved to her and became stronger in his kingship because of this. Indeed, the verse, "The sons of your father
shall bow down before you," signifies that all the tribes shall bow down to Yehuda. We also learn that Yehuda, referred to as a "lion," escaped the
Angel of Death. The mighty Shechinah is also compared to a lion and a lioness because of her strength and because she crouches to await her prey,
the idolatrous nations. Finally, we are told that the verse, "The staff shall not depart from Yehuda," indicates that the Shechinah shall rise up in exile.
The Relevance of this Passage
An abundance of Light radiates throughout this complex passage of Zohar. This Light helps correct the original sin of Adam, which in turn, assists
in weakening the grip of the Angel of Death over mankind. Our souls are strengthened by the Light of Noach, Avraham, and Yehuda, which helps us
correct our owns transgressions and cleanse us of negativity, which also helps correct the original sin of Adam.
567. "Yehuda, you are...": Rabbi Shimon said: The kingship was
assigned to Yehuda, as we said in relation to the words, "Now will I
praise Hashem" (Beresheet 29:35), because he was the fourth. "I will
praise Hashem," since he is the fourth leg of the throne. Yud-HeiVav, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, are the impress
of the supernal name ZEIR ANPIN, which is completed by Hei,
MALCHUT, the last Hei of the Holy Name, THROUGH WHICH the Holy
Name is made whole with its letters. AND IT IS the knot which binds
THE LETTERS OF THE HOLY NAME. Therefore "your brethren shall
praise" you, for thanks to you the kingship, Malchut, is able to exist,
YOU BEING THE CHARIOT TO THE ATTRIBUTE OF MALCHUT. It is
written, "Yehuda still rules with El, and is faithful with Holy
Ones" (Hoshea 12:1). HE ASKS: Who are these Holy Ones? AND
ANSWERS, They are the supernal Holy Ones, THE HOLY SFIROT
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, who all acknowledged him and
made him faithful, TO WIT, BY GIVING HIM ALL THAT IS IN THEM. He
is therefore first in everything and king over all.
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568. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "The king's
daughter is all glorious (Heb. kevudah) within" (Tehilim 45:14).
"Kevudah" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE
NUKVA, CALLED 'KEVUDAH', because He, ZEIR ANPIN, IS CALLED
'kavod' (glory); the one upon the other, AS BOTH ARE ONE; the one,
ZEIR ANPIN, a male, IS CALLED 'KAVOD,' and the other, MALCHUT,
a female, is called 'kevudah,' WITH THE ADDITIONAL HEI OF THE
FEMININE. The king's daughter is Bat-Sheva (lit. 'daughter of seven'),
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, AND ALSO an echo (lit. 'a voice's daughter'),
while he is called a great voice, being the supernal King, ZEIR
ANPIN, WHILE THE NUKVA IS CALLED THE DAUGHTER OF A
VOICE. It is "within" as there is a king, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is
not as far within as him, FOR SOMETIMES MALCHUT IS CLOTHED
IN BRIYAH, while the king's daughter is all glorious within IN
ATZILUT.
569. "Her clothing is inwrought with gold," since she is clothed and
joined by the supernal Gvurah, NAMELY THE LEFT SIDE OF IMA,
WHO IS CALLED GOLD, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "GOLD COMES OUT OF THE NORTH" (IYOV 37:22). IMA is
also called a king, and on her account the land endures, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. When is MALCHUT established? When coupled with
justice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as it says, "The king by justice
establishes the land" (Mishlei 29:4), WHICH IS MALCHUT. We call it
the kingdom of heaven. Yehuda was united with it, and he therefore
inherited the kingdom on earth.
570. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak were walking along the way.
Rabbi Yitzchak said: Let us discourse on the words of the Torah as
we go. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying: "So He drove
out the man; and He placed at the east of the Garden of
Eden..." (Beresheet 3:24). This verse has been expounded upon by
the friends. Yet "He drove" has the same meaning of a man
divorcing his wife, TO WIT, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
DIVORCING THE NUKVA. "The man" is correct, AS THE NUKVA IS
CALLED ET (THE).
571. Come and see the secret meaning of this matter. Adam was
caught for his sin and brought death upon himself and upon the
world, and caused the tree, by which he sinned, NAMELY THE
NUKVA, to be driven on his account, and be driven because of his
descendants' SINS forever. Hence it says, "So He drove out the
man," Et (the) having a precise meaning, such as in, "I saw (et)
Hashem" (Yeshayah 6:1), WHICH MEANS THE NUKVA. Here too, "the
man" REFERS TO THE NUKVA.
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572. "And He placed at the east of the Garden of Eden," This is
below ATZILUT. As there are Cherubs above IN ATZILUT, A MALE
AND A FEMALE, so there are Cherubs below ATZILUT, THE ANGELS
MATATRON AND SANDALFON. The tree, WHICH IS THE NUKVA
CALLED THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, rests upon them, and "the
bright blade of a revolving sword" is the shapes of fiery flames come
out from the brightness of the sword, WHICH GUARD THE WAY TO
THE TREE OF LIFE, NOT THE BRIGHT BLADE OF THE SWORD
ITSELF. "Revolving" refers to the sword, which sucks from the two
sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, and revoles now to this side now to the
other. According to another explanation, "revolving" alludes to the
shapes of the fiery flames which are revolving, like we said. They
revolve and change forms, now to men, now to women. They revolve
in their places and change forms, in order to guard the way to The
Tree of Life. What is a way? As in "who makes a way in the
sea" (Yeshayah 43:16), IT REFERS TO YESOD OF THE NUKVA.

573. Rabbi Yehuda said: Well said, and assuredly correct. Adam
caused that tree, in regard to which he sinned, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, to be driven out. So did other men, WHICH CAUSE IT TO BE
DRIVEN OUT THROUGH THEIR SINS, as said in the verse, "And for
your transgressions was your mother put away" (Yeshayah 50:1).
And yet it is true to say that it refers to himself, as it is written, "the
man," ET (THE) BEING THE NUKVA, man's perfection. BY DRIVING
HER OUT, HE LOST HIS WHOLENESS.

574. From the day SHE WAS DRIVEN OUT, the moon, THE NUKVA,
became flawed, until Noah entered the ark. Then came evil men, and
she was flawed again, until Avraham came AND RECTIFIED HER.
She stood in wholeness by Ya'akov and his sons, and Yehuda came,
held on to her and became stronger through the kingship, and
inherited it for ever, for him and his sons after him. Hence the verse:
"Yehuda you are whom your brethren shall praise." Indeed, when
Yisrael stood by the sea AND THE TRIBE OF YEHUDA WERE THE
FIRST TO ENTER IT they all praised him and went into the sea after
him.

575. "Your hand shall be on the neck of your enemies" as it says,
"Yehuda shall go up" (Shoftim 1:2) TO WAR. "The sons of your
father shall bow down before you" includes all the tribes, and hence
the words: "The sons of your father" instead of 'your mother' as the
sons of your father are the other tribes. And though the children of
Yisrael were divided into two kingdoms, yet when they went up to
Jerusalem, they would kneel and bow to the king in Jerusalem, since
the kingdom of Jerusalem WHICH DREW from the holy kingdom,
THE NUKVA, was from YEHUDA.

576. "Shall bow down before you": It does not say, 'And shall bow',
which would include other nations, AND MEAN THAT ALL THE
NATIONS OF THE WORLD WILL BOW DOWN TO HIM. It does not say
'And shall bow' save at the time of Mashiach, WHEN it is written:
"Princes also shall prostrate themselves" (Yeshayah 49:7). For now,
he ONLY said "shall bow" to show that Yisrael alone shall bow down
to the exilarch in Babylon, and no other nation.
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577. "Yehuda is a lion's whelp" First he was a whelp and then a lion.
HENCE THE REPETITION: A WHELP AND A LION. The secret of the
matter is that first, WHEN ZEIR ANPIN IS IN MOCHIN OF
SMALLNESS, IT IS CALLED a youth, and later, WHEN IN MOCHIN OF
GREATNESS, IT IS CALLED a man, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Hashem is a
man of war" (Shemot 15:3). YEHUDA TOO, WHEN IN MOCHIN OF
SMALLNESS, IS CALLED A WHELP, AND WHEN IN MOCHIN OF
GREATNESS, HE IS CALLED A LION. "From the prey, my son, you
are gone up." HE ASKS: What prey is this? It includes the Angel of
Death, who stands by its prey to exterminate the world, and none
can save from it, as in "and tears in pieces, and none can
deliver" (Michah 5:7). From that prey, the Shechinah was gone up.
THE WORDS: "FROM THE PREY, MY SON, YOU ARE GONE UP"
MEAN THAT YEHUDA ESCAPED THE ANGEL OF DEATH, WHICH IS
THE SATAN, THE EVIL INCLINATION, INSTEAD OF STUMBLING BY
IT.
578. "He stooped down" in the exile in Babylon "and he couched" in
the exile of Edom "as a lion" which is mighty "and as a lioness"
which is mightier than a lion. So are the children of Yisrael mighty,
for though the idolatrous people of the world entice and oppress
them, they adhere to their laws and customs like a lion and a lioness.

579. The Shechinah also is as strong as a lion and a lioness when
she thus falls, though it is written, "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she
shall no more rise" (Amos 5:2). As a lion and a lioness only crouch
to hunt their prey, and when they smell it from afar they fall; TO WIT,
THEY CROUCH ON THE GROUND TO PREPARE TO JUMP ON THE
PREY and do not rise until they jump upon it and eat it. The
Shechinah also does not fall but as a lion and a lioness, in order to
revenge the idolatrous nations, leap upon them, as it says "striding
in the greatness of his strength" (Yeshayah 63:1).

580. "Who shall rouse him up?" (Beresheet 49:9). He shall not rise to
take petty vengeance upon them, but who shall rouse him, 'who'
being, as in the verse "who can heal you" (Eichah 2:13). It is the
supernal world, NAMELY BINAH CALLED WHO, which has dominion
over all. It is written "out of whose womb (Lit. 'the womb of who')
came the ice?" (Iyov 38:29), which has been explained THAT
THROUGH THE JUDGMENT CALLED ICE, IT SUBDUES ALL THE
KLIPOT.
581. "The staff shall not depart from Yehuda" has been explained by
the friends, but "until Shilo come" is spelled with Hei, while in other
PLACES IT IS SPELLED SHILO with Vav. This is an indication of the
secret of the Holy Name Yud-Hei, for in other places it is spelled
Shilo without Hei, or without Yud. Here it is spelled Shiloh with both
Yud and Hei, which is the secret of the supernal Holy Name, and
means that the Shechinah shall rise FROM HER FALL IN THE EXILE
through this name of Yud-Hei, which, as we said, is the mystery of
'who', FOR YAH IS THE NAME OF BINAH, ALSO NAMED 'WHO'.

60. "Binding his foal to the vine," part one
Here we learn that God protects and preserves the deserving in this world and in the next. The soul of he who does not have merit, however, will be
dragged to Gehenom by legions of demons. This soul is then delivered to the angel Dumah, who takes it to be locked behind the seven gates of fire.
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Every Shabbat, the souls in Gehenom are allowed to go to the outer gates, where they meet with other souls that convene there but do not enter
Gehenom. It is said that the evil are sentenced to the heat of the burning fire and then the intense cold of snow. Though they first feel relief when
they enter the snow, they soon moan again, realizing they are still in Gehenom. The rabbis then explain that the title verse signifies the children of
Yisrael and the Messiah are destined to conquer the idolatrous nations. The Mashiach is called "poor', we're told, because He is drawn from the
moon, Malchut, who has no illumination of her own. Proceeding on from this, the discussion turns to the subject of dreams and prophecy. Dreams
are of a much lower grade than prophecy and are accessible to all, even the wicked. We learn that Yosef was able to correctly interpret his dream
about the Pharaoh's cup of poison. Indeed, we are told that through the power of the vine, the Female Principle, the heathen nations were
subjugated and their force subdued. The discourse then remarks upon the double precepts practiced by the Yisraelites so that they may avoid being
sent to Gehenom of snow. Following an explanation of the verse, "She is not afraid of the snow of her household", the section concludes when the
rabbis meet a young boy who travels without his former companion.
The Relevance of this Passage
The cleansing power of this passage purifies our souls, helping us merit a place in the world to come without having to pass through the gates of
Gehenom. The arrival of the Messiah is also quickened, and readers who peruse these verses with a pure heart, help to ensure that the appearance
of the Mashiach happens in a manner that is merciful for all mankind. In addition, we gain the ability to utilize our sleep and dream states in a
fashion that will facilitate our spiritual development.
582. "Binding his foal to the vine, and his ass's colt to the choice
vine": Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "Hashem shall
preserve you from all evil: He shall preserve your soul" (Tehilim
121:7). HE ASKS: After saying: "Hashem shall preserve you from all
evil," why add "He shall preserve your soul"? HE ANSWERS:
"Hashem shall preserve you from all evil" in this world and "shall
preserve your soul" in the world of Truth.

583. By the keeping in this world is meant that a man is protected
from evil accusing demons, which go in the world to bring charges
against people and cling to them. By the keeping in the world of
Truth is meant that when a man passes away from this world, if he
be meritorious, his soul ascends to be adorned in its place. But it he
is not MERITORIOUS, several legions of demons appear before him
and drag him into Gehenom, where he is delivered to the hands of
Dumah, who hands him to the chief in charge over Gehenom. There
are 13,000 chieftains with him, who all await the souls of the wicked.

584. Come and see: There are seven chambers in Gehenom, and
seven gates. The soul of the wicked enters THERE. There are several
fiends, spirits and gate keepers, and one chief in charge over each
gate. The souls of the wicked are delivered to these chiefs by
Dumah. Once they are delivered, THEY close the gates of burning
fire.

585. There are double gates, which are opened and closed, the outer
ones are open and the inner closed. Every Shabbat all of them are
open. The wicked go out as far as the outer gates, where they meet
other souls, which tarry there, BUT DO NOT ENTER GEHENOM.
When Shabbat goes out, the herald comes out to each gate and said
"The wicked shall return to Sh'ol" (Tehilim 9:18). Come and behold:
the souls of the righteous are protected by the Holy One, blessed be
He, from being delivered into the hands of the chieftain Dumah, as it
is written: "Hashem shall preserve your going out and your coming
in" (Ibid. 121:8) and "He shall preserve your soul."
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586. "Binding his foal to the vine": HE ASKS: What is a vine? HE
SAYS, It is the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, as it says, "You
have brought a vine out of Egypt" (Tehilim 80:9) and "Your wife shall
be like a fruitful vine" (Ibid. 128:3). Your wife is as the holy vine, THE
SUPERNAL NUKVA. Rabbi Yosi said about the vine over which we
say the benediction--'Who created the fruit of the vine (Heb. bore
peri hagefen)'--'created' means "a tree yielding fruit" (Beresheet
1:12). 'The fruit of the vine' is a fruit tree, 'yielding fruit' is the male,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and the 'fruit tree' is a female, NAMELY THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, "who created the fruit of the
vine" includes a male and a female together, ZEIR AND NUKVA.

587. "Binding his foal to the vine": This is King Mashiach, who will
rule over the nations' armies, and over the hosts in charge upon the
idolatrous nations who derive their strength from them. King
Mashiach is destined to overpower them.

588. Because the vine, THE NUKVA, rules over the lower crowns,
through which the idolatrous nations reign, and is victorious above.
The children of Yisrael, who are called "the choice vine," will
conquer and annihilate the other legions below, and King Mashiach
will overpower all of them. It is written "poor and riding upon an ass,
and upon a colt" (Zecharyah 9:9). The ass and the colt are two
crowns, through which the idolatrous nations rule. They are of the
left side, the side of profanity. AND KING MASHIACH OVERCOMES
THEM.

589. HE ASKS: Why DOES SCRIPTURE SAY ABOUT KING
MASHIACH THAT he is poor? Can King Mashiach be called poor? HE
ANSWERS: Rabbi Shimon said it is so, because he has nothing of
his own, SINCE IT IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN which is called
King Mashiach. But it is the holy moon above, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, which has no light of her own, save what she receives from
the sun, ZEIR ANPIN. SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED POOR.
590. King Mashiach , THE NUKVA, will have dominion and will be
united in his place above. Then "behold, your king comes to
you" (Zecharyah 9:9). It does not say what king, SINCE HE
INCLUDES THE NUKVA ABOVE AND MASHIACH BELOW. Below he
is poor because he is of the aspect of the moon, WHICH IS THE
SUPERNAL NUKVA. FOR MASHIACH BELOW IS DRAWN FROM THE
NUKVA, AND IS THEREFORE CALLED POOR LIKE HER. Above she
is poor, THE NUKVA HERSELF, because she is the mirror which
does not shine OF HER OWN, BUT FROM ZEIR ANPIN, AND IS
THEREFORE CALLED bread of poverty. With all that, MASHIACH IS
"riding upon an ass, and upon a colt," which are the stronghold of
the idolatrous nation, to subdue them. The Holy One, blessed be He,
THE NUKVA, will be strengthened in His place ABOVE, AS THE
VERSE: "BEHOLD, YOUR KING COMES TO YOU" INCLUDES THEM
BOTH.
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591. "He washes his garments in wine" is like the verses: "Who is
this that comes from Edom, with crimsoned garments from
Botzra?" (Yeshayah 63:1) and "I have trodden the winepress
alone" (Ibid. 3). The wine is the side of Gvurah OF ZEIR ANPIN, of
strict Judgment upon the idolatrous nations. "And his clothes in the
blood of grapes" refers to the lower tree, THE NUKVA, the court of
law called grapes. The wine is mingled with the blood of grapes in
order to be clothed by both THE STRICT JUDGMENT OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE JUDGMENT OF THE NUKVA, to crush beneath it all the
other idolatrous nations and the kings of the world.

592. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verses, "Binding his
foal to the vine" and "And on the vine were three tendrils: and it was
as though it budded, and its blossoms shot forth" (Beresheet 40:10).
Come and see how stupid are people who neither know nor care for
the glory of their Master, or regard the words of the Torah. They do
not know their ways, or what they are caught in, as it is written: "The
way of the wicked is like darkness: they know not at what they
stumble" (Mishlei 4:19).

593. At the earliest time, prophecy rested upon people who would
know and look to know the highest glory. When prophecy was
stopped from them, they resorted to divine voices. Now both have
ceased, and people resort only to dreams.

594. The dream is from the lower grade outside, for we learn that a
dream is the sixtieth part of prophecy. Why? Because it comes from
the sixth grade below, as was already explained, THAT IT IS FROM
HOD OF THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SIXTH GRADE FROM NETZACH
AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN WHERE PROPHECY IS. Come and behold:
dream is accessible to all, since it is from the left side, HOD OF THE
NUKVA, and descends many grades DOWN TO THE ANGEL
GAVRIEL, WHO DELIVERS THE DREAMS. A dream may be seen
even by wicked men and even by gentiles.

595. Sometimes evil angels receive and hear the dream, and inform
men. Some of them mock at men and tell them false things, and
sometimes true things which they heard. Sometimes, they are sent
to the evil to tell them lofty matters.

596. It is written of this wicked man that he saw a true dream, as it is
written: "And on the vine were three tendrils." What is the vine? It is
the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, as it is written: "Look
down from heaven, and behold, and be mindful of this vine" (Tehilim
80:15). It says "from heaven" IN "LOOK DOWN FROM HEAVEN,"
since it has been cast from there, according to the words: "And cast
down from heaven to earth" (Eichah 2:1). "And be mindful of this
vine," NAMELY the vine which is "this," THE NUKVA CALLED THIS.
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597. "Three tendrils" as in the verse: "There were three flocks of
sheep lying by it" (Beresheet 29:2), ARE THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS. "And it was as though it budded," as it is written:
"And Solomon's Wisdom excelled" (I Melachim 5:10) means that the
moon shone, THE NUKVA CALLED SOLOMON'S WISDOM; "and its
blossoms shot forth" refers to the lower Jerusalem, THE NUKVA.
Another explanation for, "and its blossoms shot forth": It refers to
the grade above THE NUKVA, which suckles her, NAMELY YESOD,
as it says, "whose seed is in itself, upon the earth" (Beresheet 1:11),
WHICH ALLUDES TO YESOD, THAT POURS UPON THE NUKVA
CALLED EARTH. "And its clusters brought forth ripe grapes," in
which to keep the preserved wine, SO THAT THE KLIPOT WILL
NEVER HAVE A HOLD ON IT.
598. See how much this wicked man saw. It is written: "And
Pharaoh's cup was in my hand: and I took the grapes, and pressed
them" (Beresheet 40:11). He saw here the cup of poison, the sucking
of the court of justice, which issues from these grapes. It was given
to Pharaoh, who drank it, as it came to pass AT THE TIME OF THE
EXODUS FROM EGYPT, on account of Yisrael. When Yosef heard
this, he rejoiced and recognized the truth in that dream. Hence, he
interpreted his dream for the good, for bringing him good tidings.

599. Come and see: "Binding his foal to the vine" since strong forces
of the heathen nations were subjugated underneath this vine, as we
said that through the power of the vine, THE NUKVA, their force was
bound up and subdued, as has been explained.

600. Rabbi Shimon said: There is a vine and there is a vine. There is
a holy supernal vine, THE NUKVA, and there is a vine called "the
vine of Sdom" (Devarim 32:32), WHICH IS AN EVIL KLIPAH. There is
also "a strange vine" (Yirmeyah 2:21), the daughter of a strange El.
Therefore, it is written "this vine," WHICH HINTS THAT SHE IS THE
NUKVA CALLED this, the same that is called "an entirely right
seed" (Ibid.) "a noble vine," AS IT SAYS, "AND I HAD PLANTED YOU
A NOBLE VINE" (IBID.), refers to the children of Yisrael who issued
from this vine. When Yisrael sinned and abandoned this vine, it says,
"For their vine is of the vine of Sdom" (Devarim 32:32).

601. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak were walking along the road.
Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Yitzchak, Let us walk through this field,
which is more level. While they were walking, Rabbi Yehuda said: It
is written, "She is not afraid of the snow for her household: for all
her household are clothed with scarlet" (Mishlei 31:21). This verse
has been explained by our friend Rabbi Chizkiyah. He said that the
evil are sentenced to twelve months in Gehenom, half of them in
heat OF BURNING FIRE and half in snow.
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602. When they enter the fire, they say, This must be Gehenom.
When they go into the snow, they say, This is surely the intense cold
of the Holy One's, blessed be He, winter. They start with, 'Hurrah',
AND REJOICE FOR COMING OUT OF GEHENOM, but later, WHEN
THEY UNDERSTAND IT IS A GEHENOM OF SNOW, they say, 'Woe'.
David said: "He brought me up also out of the gruesome pit, out of
the miry clay, and set my feet..." (Tehilim 40:3); NAMELY from where
they first say 'Hurrah' and then 'Woe', AS THE WORD HAYAVEN
(MIRE) CONTAINS BOTH VAV-HEI (HURRAH) AND VAV-YUD (WOE).
603. Where are their souls perfected? In A GEHENOM OF snow, as
said: "When the Almighty scatters kings in it, snow falls in
Tzalmon" (Tehilim 68:15). One might think this also applies to
Yisrael, THAT THEY ARE SENTENCED TO SNOW. Of this, the verse
says, "She is not afraid of the snow for her household" Why? "For
all her household are clothed with scarlet." The word shanim
(scarlet) may also be pronounced 'two (Heb. shnayim)'; to wit, the
circumcision and uncovering, the Tzitzit (fringes) and the Tefilin, the
Mezuzah and the Chanukah candle, and so on. TO WIT, YISRAEL
ARE QUICK IN OBSERVING THE PRECEPTS AND HAVE DOUBLE
PRECEPTS, FOR IN CIRCUMCISION THERE IS BOTH CIRCUMCISION
AND UNCOVERING, IN PRAYER-THE TZITZIT (FRINGES) AND THE
TEFILIN, ON THEIR DOORS THEY HAVE THE MEZUZAH AND THE
CHANUKAH CANDLE. THEREFORE THEY ARE NOT AFRAID OF THE
GEHENOM OF SNOW, WHICH COMES FOR LAZINESS AND
SLACKNESS IN OBSERVING THE PRECEPTS.
604. Come and behold: "She is not afraid of the snow for her
household." This is the Congregation of Yisrael, whose "household
are clothed with scarlet," like we said in relation to the words
"crimsoned garments" (Yeshayah 63:1), which is a robe of strict
Judgment, in which punishment is exacted from the idolatrous
nations. The Holy One, blessed be He, will don a red garment and a
red sword and punish the red, ESAV. The garment is red as in
"crimsoned garment" and "Why is your apparel red" (Ibid. 2). Of the
red sword, we learn from the verse "The sword of Hashem is filled
with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6). He will punish the red, as it is written:
"For Hashem has a sacrifice in Botzra" (Ibid.). Also "her household
are clothed with scarlet," since THE NUKVA comes from strict
judgment, AND THEREFORE "SHE IS NOT AFRAID OF THE SNOW."

605. Rabbi Yitzchak said: This is indeed so, but we should explain
the words "her household are clothed with scarlet (Heb. shanim)."
These are the primordial years (Heb. shanim), THE SECRET OF THE
SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT, for she is included of them all and sucks
from all sides, as it is written: "All the rivers run into the
sea" (Kohelet 1:7). SHE THEREFORE DOES NOT FEAR THE
JUDGMENTS, WHICH ARE SNOW.
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606. While they were walking, they met a child who was walking to
Cappadocia behind a donkey, upon which rode an old man. The man
said to the child, My son, read to me a passage of scripture. He said
to him: I know not one but many passages, but alight first, or let me
ride before you, and I will recite it. THE OLD MAN said to him: I am
old and you are a child and I do not want to be put on the same level
WITH YOU. THE CHILD said to him: Why then did you ask me to
recite verses to you? He said: so that we shall walk together. The
child said: may this old man hang himself, who rides and knows
nothing but says he does not wish to be on a level with me. He left
the old man and walked on the road.

607. When Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak arrived, the child
approached them. They asked him and he told them what happened.
Rabbi Yehuda said: You have acted rightly, come with us and let us
sit here and hear your words. He said to them, I am weary since I
have not eaten today. They took out bread and gave it to him. A
miracle happened and they found a streamlet under a tree. He drank
of it, and they drank and sat down.

61. "Fret not yourself because of evil doers"
The child whom the rabbis encounter in the previous section opens a discussion about the title verse. We learn that this verse is not a prayer or a
song, but rather, it was spoken by the Holy Spirit. The verse warns us not to challenge the wicked, since we do not know about the previous
incarnations of our own souls, let alone anyone else's. Furthermore, this verse instructs us that we should not look on the deeds of others for fear of
feeling envious. Envy of another, we're told, transgresses three negative precepts commanded by God.
The Relevance of this Passage
Casting a jealous eye towards our friends and foe's possessions and/or positions in life diverts our attention away from our own lot. We fail to
appreciate our good fortune. Continued lack of appreciation inevitably leads to the loss of all that we should've held dear to our hearts. The mystical
effect of these verses shifts our attention away from others and redirects it towards our own spiritual treasures. Additionally, passing judgement
upon others causes us to neglect negative deeds and immoral traits ingrained in our own nature. A spiritual individual realizes that the trials and
tribulations that challenge us are a direct result of prior incarnations and they cannot be measured against the deeds and fortunes of others, for all
is relative in the overall scheme of spiritual evolution.
608. The child opened the discussion saying: "To David. Fret not
yourself because of evil doers, nor be envious against the workers
of iniquity" (Tehilim 37:1). HE ASKS: "To David" shows it is not a
song, like in "A psalm of David" nor a prayer, AS IN "A PRAYER OF
DAVID." HE ANSWERS: Wherever it says just "To David," it was
spoken by the Holy Spirit.

609. "Fret not yourself because of evil doers." HE ASKS: What is the
meaning thereof? It should have been 'Join not EVIL DOERS.' HE
REPLIES: Do not challenge the wicked, for you do not know your
origins, TO WIT, THE INCARNATIONS OF YOUR SOUL. IT MIGHT BE
that you will not prevail against him, if he is a tree which was never
uprooted, A SOUL WHICH WAS NEVER INCARNATED BEFORE,
WHICH IS VERY STRONG. Then you will be repulsed by him.
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610. "Nor be envious against the workers of iniquity": Do not look at
their deeds, for you might be envious against them. For whoever
sees their works and is not zealous for the glory of the Holy One,
blessed be He, transgresses three negative precepts: "You shall
have no other Elohim beside me: You shall not make for yourself any
carved idol, or any likeness of any thing...you shall not bow down to
them, nor serve them: for I Hashem your Elohim am a jealous
El" (Shemot 20:5).

62. Small Aleph
Here, the child, whom the rabbis encountered in section 59, first discourses on the verse, "And The Creator called to Moshe." The small Aleph ? in
this verse, he explains, refers to Malchut alone. This is also the case in the verse, "and The Creator spoke to him out of the tent of meeting," since
these words also came from Malchut alone. The Tent of Meeting is the Malchut, upon whom the calculation of time, all festivals, and Shabbat
depends. The verse indicates that God spoke from above, from Binah. Zeir Anpin receives from Binah and gives to Malchut. In this way, Malchut was
given permission from above to reveal supernal knowledge. We then learn about the verse, "And they brought the Tabernacle to Moshe." The reason
the Tabernacle was brought to Moshe is that he corresponds to Zeir Anpin. Therefore, Moshe is the master of the house and may do what no other
man can. When Moshe is addressed in the verse, "If any man of you bring an offering," it is Binah who is speaking. We are told that "an offering to
The Creator" involves bringing the lower to join with that which is above, and "your offering" involves joining the upper with that which is below. All
this is alluded to in the opening verses of Vayikra.
The Relevance of this Passage
Light radiates in the lives of all mankind when the realm of Zeir Anpin, the Upper World, enjoins with Malchut, our Lower World. Here, we connect to
the Hebrew letter, the small Aleph ?, which embodies our physical dimension of time, space, and motion, known as Malchut. The Zohar's reference
to the festivals, Shabbat, the Tabernacle, and Moses, is the mechanism by which Malchut [our world] makes contact with Zeir Anpin. Thus, each
time our eyes fall upon these words, the two worlds are united and the Light of The Creator sparks our souls.
611. A man should therefore keep away from them, and turn his way
from them. I therefore left and turned away from him. Now that I have
found you, I shall recite these verses before you. He opened the
discussion saying: "And Hashem called (Heb. vayikra) to
Moshe" (Vayikra 1:1). Here IN VAYIKRA, the Aleph is small. HE ASKS
why? HE ANSWERS: THIS SHOWS US that this calling was not
perfect. Why? Because it was only in the tabernacle, WHICH IS
TEMPORARY, and in a foreign land. For perfection is to be found
only in the land of Yisrael.

612. WE HAVE TO EXPLAIN further ABOUT THE SMALL ALEPH,
THAT IT IS SO BECAUSE here, IN THIS CALLING TO MOSHE, is the
Shechinah, while there is perfection of a male and a female
TOGETHER, AS IT IS WRITTEN "Adam, Shet, Enosh" (I Divrei
Hayamim 1:1), 'Adam' IS SPELLED WITH A BIG ALEPH, WHICH
ALLUDES TO the perfection of male and female IN UNION. But here
THE ALEPH IS SMALL, WHICH ALLUDES TO the Nukva ALONE;
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH. ANOTHER EVIDENCE comes from the
end of the verse "and Hashem spoke to him out of the Tent of
Meeting." THE TENT OF MEETING IS THE NUKVA, HENCE THE
WORDS CAME FROM THE NUKVA ALONE. Therefore the Aleph is
small, AS SMALL LETTERS ALLUDE TO THE NUKVA, REGULAR
ONES TO ZEIR ANPIN AND THE BIG TO IMA, OR TO THE
PERFECTION OF MALE AND FEMALE TOGETHER, WHICH COMES
THROUGH IMA ALONE.
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613. Further explanation CONCERNING the small Aleph: There is a
story of a king who sat upon his throne, with a crown on his head.
He is then called the supreme king. When he goes down to visit the
house of his servant he is called little king. The Holy One, blessed be
He, too, as long as He is above all, is called a supreme King. Once
He comes to dwell below in the tabernacle, he is still a King, but not
supreme as before. Therefore the Aleph is small.

614. "And he called" as we learned MEANS THAT he called and
invited him to his palace. "From the Tent of Meeting (Heb. moed)":
What is it? It is a tent, upon which depends the reckoning of times
(Heb. moed), festivals and Shabbat, as it says, "And let them be for
signs, and for seasons" (Beresheet 1:14). In her abides the
reckoning. Who is she? The moon, NAMELY THE NUKVA, FROM
WHICH COME ALL THE CHANGES FROM WEEK DAYS TO
FESTIVALS AND SHABBAT, THROUGH CHANGES IN THE STATURE
OF HER MOCHIN, as it says, "A tent that shall not be taken down: its
pegs shall not be removed for ever" (Yeshayah 33:20), WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA CALLED TENT.
615. "Saying": HE ASKS: What does this mean? HE ANSWERS: IT
MEANS revealing what is hidden inside. Wherever it says "saying,"
like in: "And Hashem spoke to Moshe, saying," it means that
permission was given to reveal. Yet all is one, and it is well since the
revelation was given to the moon, THE NUKVA, from where Moshe
stands, ZEIR ANPIN, ACCORDING TO ORDER.

616. "And Hashem spoke," above, BINAH, "to Moshe," who is in the
middle, ZEIR ANPIN, AS BINAH GIVES TO ZEIR ANPIN, "saying,"
which is the last one, THE NUKVA, WHO RECEIVES FROM ZEIR
ANPIN. She is the place where permission to reveal is given. "And
Hashem called to Moshe": It is written before, "And they brought the
tabernacle to Moshe" (Shemot 39:33). Why bring it to Moshe? They
said: "Moshe saw it upon mount Sinai, for the Holy One, blessed be
He, showed it to him, as it says "as it was shown you in the
mountain" (Shemot 27:8) "according to the pattern which Hashem
had shown Moshe" (Bemidbar 8:4) and "And look that you make
them after their pattern, which was shown to you in the
mountain" (Shemot 25:40). They THEREFORE brought him THE
TABERNACLE now, so he will see whether it resembles the
tabernacle he has seen.

617. But ACCORDING TO THIS, IT IS YET HARD TO UNDERSTAND
why they brought the tabernacle to Moshe, INSTEAD OF MOSHE
COMING TO THE TABERNACLE. This is like a king who wanted to
build a palace for the Matron. He ordered the craftsmen to build a
room in one place, and a room in another place. Here will be the bed
and there a place to recline. When the craftsmen finished it, they
showed it to the king. So "they brought the tabernacle to Moshe,"
who is the master of the house and a man of Elohim. MOSHE DID
NOT GO TO THE TABERNACLE BUT IT WAS BROUGHT TO HIM.
When the palace was built, the Matron invited the king to it, invited
her husband THE KING to be with her. Therefore He "called to
Moshe," IS SPELLED WITH A SMALL ALEPH. THE SMALL ALEPH,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, CALLED TO MOSHE, ZEIR ANPIN, HER
HUSBAND, TO BE WITH HER.
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618. And since Moshe is the master of the house, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, THE HUSBAND OF THE MATRON, it says, "And Moshe would
take the Tent" --THE NUKVA CALLED TENT-"and pitch it outside the
camp" (Shemot 33:6). Moshe, who is the master of the house, may
do what no other man may.

619. "And (Hashem) spoke to him." This is a different, supernal
grade, BINAH. "AND HE CALLED," THE NUKVA CALLED "TO
MOSHE," TIFERET, "AND SPOKE" IS BINAH. And so when Moshe
was entering THE NUKVA, BINAH opened the discussion saying: "If
any man of you bring an offering" (Vayikra 1:2), BINAH IS THE
SPEAKER HERE. HE ASKS: Why say "man" here when IT WOULD
HAVE SUFFICED TO SAY, "IF ANY OF YOU BRING AN OFFERING"?
HE ANSWERS: When the sun and moon were united, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT TOGETHER, BINAH opened and said: "Man." AND THEY
WERE BOTH NAMED "MAN" IN THE SINGULAR, as it is written: "The
sun and moon stood still in their habitation" (Chavakuk 3:11), "stood
still" in the singular instead of the plural, BECAUSE THE
SCRIPTURE SPEAKS OF THEIR BEING IN UNION.
620. "If any man of you bring an offering": It is hinted here that
whoever makes a service of sacrifice flawlessly, should be there as
male and female; NAMELY BE MARRIED. This is derived from the
words "of you (plur.)," which indicates that he will have your images;
TO WIT, BINAH SAID THIS TO TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF MOSHE CALLED "MAN." "An offering to Hashem,"
by sacrificing all in order to be united both above and below. HENCE
IT IS FIRST SAID "AN OFFERING TO HASHEM," WHICH IS THE
JOINING FROM BELOW UPWARD, AND THEN "YOUR OFFERING,"
JOINING FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD, AS WAS SAID BEFORE.
621. "Of the cattle" shows the unity of man and beast as one, AS
WAS SAID BEFORE: "AN OFFERING TO HASHEM" IS MAN, WHO IS
THE UNISON FROM BELOW UPWARD, WHENCE IT IS DRAWN
DOWNWARD BY THE SECRET OF "YOUR OFFERING" OF THE
CATTLE. THE TWO UNISONS ILLUMINE TOGETHER. "Of the oxen
and of the sheep": These are pure Chariots. In saying "of the cattle
(lit. 'animal')," one might think it refers to all livng creatures, both
clean and unclean. It therefore continues "of the oxen and of the
sheep."
622. "Shall you bring your offering": HE ASKS: It should have been
"His offering," AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE "AN OFFERING TO
HASHEM." Why say "your offering"? HE ANSWERS: First it should
have been "an offering to Hashem" and now "your offering." HE
EXPOUNDS UPON IT: "An offering to Hashem" is THE UNITY
CALLED MAN, NAMELY THE RAISING OF THE NUKVA TO BE
UNITED ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED man. "Your
offering...of the oxen, and of the flock" CONTINUES THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE UNION OF THE CHEST UPWARD UNTO THE
LOWER BEINGS WHO ARE FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD in order
to demonstrate the unison from below upward and from above
downward. From below upward is "the offering to Hashem" and from
above downward is "your offering."
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623. This is like a king who sits high upon a great mountain, and his
throne is fixed on it. The king WHO SITS ON THE THRONE is higher
than anyone. A man who offers the king a present, should take it up
step by step until he reaches the top where the king sits up high.
Everyone knows then that a present is brought up to the king. And
this is the present to the king. When a present is brought down, then
surely it is a present from the king above to his friend below.

624. So at first, man mounts the grades from below upward. This is
"an offering to Hashem." "Of the cattle and of the oxen," he
descends down the grades from above. This is "your offering."
Hence it is written, "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I
have drunk my wine with my milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:1), which is a
man and "an offering to Hashem," FOR IT IS THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WHO SAYS, "I HAVE EATEN..."; "Eat, O dear
ones" "of the cattle, of the oxen and of the sheep." Then, "shall you
bring your offering."

625. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda came to him and kissed his
forehead. They said: 'Blessed by the Merciful one that these words
were not wasted on that old man', WHO WOULD NOT HAVE
UNDERSTOOD THEM, AND THE WORDS WOULD BE LOST. They
rose and went. While they were walking, they saw a vine planted in a
garden.

63. "Binding his foal to the vine," part two
This second discussion of the title verse interprets it as containing a warning against the Klipah of the mule and the foal. Were it not for the aspect
of the Holy Name included here, we are told, these Klipot would have destroyed the world. The vine signifies the congregation of Yisrael, which
accepts none, but God, as a vine will receive no graft from another tree. The child and the rabbis then discuss the verse "He washed his garments in
wine." This is interpreted as signifying the Mashiach, the Female Principle, who will overpower the idolatrous nations. Another explanation is that
the Yisraelites draw from Malchut in Holiness and she therefore brings them mercy and joy. The idolatrous nations, however, draw from Malchut
excessively and are consequently subject to Judgment. We then learn the significance of the verse, "His eyes are red with wine, and his teeth white
with milk." The Written Law of the Torah is called milk, and the Oral Law is called wine. The passage is an allusion to the illumination of Binah and
the intoxicating Torah, Malchut, which transfers judgment to those who draw it downwards from above. Following this, through an interpretation of
the verse, "And wine that makes glad the heart of man", we learn that wine begins in joy and ends in judgment. The "oil to brighten the face"
signifies the drawing of Chassadim from Aba, through which all judgments are cancelled. The final verse of this discourse is "and bread which
sustains the heart of man." It is a reference to the bread that sustains the world, signifying Zeir Anpin. The world depends on both bread and wine,
the Female Principle and Zeir Anpin, since they sustain the world together. Therefore, when saying grace, there must be bread on the left side of the
table and wine on the right, in order to pronounce a proper blessing on the Holy Name.
The Relevance of this Passage
All things must be in balance in order to generate and sustain fulfillment. Too much of a good thing eventually brings negativity. Common phrases,
such as "killing him with kindness," help convey the lesson and Light being distilled in this passage. The wisdom and discipline to balance our
desires to receive with our desire to share are infused into our being. We are inspired to direct and channel our desires for spiritual purposes as
opposed to selfish, indulgent pursuits, the former generating fulfillment, the latter bringing judgement down upon this world.
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626. The child opened the discussion saying: "Binding his foal to the
vine, and his ass's colt to the choice vine." This verse contains a
high mystery. HE ASKS: Why does it say "osri (binding)" instead of
the customary 'oser' and "iroh (ass)" instead of 'ayir'? HE
ANSWERS: It is the secret that the schoolchildren should beware of
the sharp edge OF THE KLIPAH of the ass. The Holy Name Yud-Hei
is included there in order to subdue it, TO WIT, THE YUD OF 'OSRI'
TOGETHER WITH THE HEI OF 'IROH'.

627. Just as the Holy Name is hinted here, IT IS HINTED ALSO IN
THE WORDS "AND HIS ASS'S COLT TO THE CHOICE VINE." It says
"sorekah" (choice vine) instead of 'sorek' and bni (colt) instead of
ben, as it is written: "And I have planted you a noble vine (Heb.
sorek)" (Yirmeyah 2:21) WITHOUT HEI and "upon a colt (Heb.
ben)" (Zecharyah 9:9) WITHOUT YUD. Why then is it written here
sorekah and bni?
628. As there is a Holy Name which subdues the KLIPAH foal, so
there is a Holy Name to subdue the power of another KLIPAH, the
ass. IT IS THE YUD OF 'BNI' AND THE HEI OF 'SOREKAH'. Were it
not for the Holy Name hinted here, THESE TWO KLIPOT would have
destroyed the world. Therefore, there is Yud-Hei against this force
and Yud-Hei against the other force, which protect the world against
them, and preserve man so they would have no mastery over him in
the world.

629. "Binding his foal to the vine": What is the vine? It is the
Congregation of Yisrael. Wherefore is it called vine? As a vine will
receive no graft from another tree, so the Congregation of Yisrael
accepts none but the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, in front of
the Congregation of Yisrael all other forces are subdued, THE FOAL
AND THE ASS, and they cannot harm and rule the world. Therefore
scripture inserts between them the Holy Name Yud-Hei on the side
OF THE FOAL and the side OF THE ASS. The ass's colt is uprooted
due to the choice vine, THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL, as said:
"And I have planted you a noble vine."

630. "He washed his garments in wine." HE ASKS: Why does it say
"washed" IN THE PAST TENSE instead of "washes"? HE ANSWERS:
He has been washing since the world was created. Who has? King
Mashiach, THE NUKVA, THEREFORE "WASHED" IS IN THE PAST
TENSE. "In wine" is the left side, NAMELY GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN;
"the blood of grapes" is the left side below; NAMELY THE LEFT SIDE
OF THE NUKVA. WITH THE TWO GVUROT, OF ZEIR ANPIN AND OF
THE NUKVA HERSELF, SHE WASHES HER GARMENTS. Mashiach,
THE NUKVA, will rule above over all the other forces of the
idolatrous nations, and crush their stronghold above and below.
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631. Another explanation for "He washed his garments in wine":
Wine is a sign of joy, AS IN THE VERSE, "MY WINE, WHICH CHEERS
ELOHIM AND MAN" (SHOFTIM 9:13), and is all judgment, so King
Mashiach, WHO IS THE NUKVA, brings joy to the children of Yisrael,
WHO DRAW FROM IT IN HOLINESS, but is all judgment to the
idolatrous nations, WHO DRAW FROM IT EXCESSIVELY. It is written,
"And the spirit of Elohim hovered over the surface of the
waters" (Beresheet 1:2). This is the spirit of King Mashiach, WHICH
HOVERS TO AND FRO BETWEEN JUDGMENT AND MERCY. From
the Creation of the world, He washes His garment in the holy wine,
AS SAID ABOVE.
632. The following words are, "His eyes are red with wine, and his
teeth white with milk." "HIS EYES ARE RED WITH WINE" refers to
the supernal wine, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT OF
BINAH. The Torah, THE NUKVA, when it intoxicating NAMELY
TRANSFERS JUDGMENT TO THOSE WHO DRAW IT FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARD, drinks it AND THEREFORE BINAH IS CONSIDERED,
AS IF JUDGMENT COME FROM HER. "And his teeth white with milk"
REFERS TO THE WRITTEN TORAH, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ACCEPTS
CHASSADIM CALLED MILK, for the Torah is called wine and milk,
the Written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, IS CALLED MILK, and the Oral Law,
THE NUKVA IS CALLED WINE. WINE IS COME FROM BINAH AND
MILK FROM ABA.
633. It is written, "And wine that makes glad the heart of man; oil to
brighten the face" (Tehilim 104:15). Indeed it is from the place called
oil, WHICH IS ABA. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS, Come and behold:
wine first makes glad, because it is a place whence all joys come
from, NAMELY BINAH, and ends in Judgment WHEN IT EXPANDS
TOWARDS THE NUKVA. Why? Because its ending is the place of
gathering of all THE SFIROT, NAMELY THE NUKVA, WHICH IS
THEREFORE CALLED THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL; NAMELY
THE PLACE OF GATHERING OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is Judgment by
which the world is sentenced. Therefore, since wine starts with joy
and ends in Judgment, therefore there is "oil to brighten the face,"
whence all the joys issue, FOR IN ORDER TO DRAW THE JOY OF
WINE, AS IT WAS IN BINAH, IT DRAWS CHASSADIM FROM ABA,
CALLED OIL. THROUGH THIS, ALL JUDGMENTS IN IT ARE
CANCELLED AND IT ATTAINS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, WHICH
ARE CALLED FACE, THE SECRET OF "OIL TO BRIGHTEN THE
FACE."
634. "And bread which sustains the heart of man" (Tehilim 104:15):
HE ASKS: What is the bread MENTIONED HERE? HE RESPONDS: It
is the bread which sustains the world, THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM
DRAWN FROM CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
You might say that the world depends on it alone. This is not true. IT
NEEDS ALSO WINE, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, AS WAS SAID BEFORE, since night cannot exist
without day. BUT THE DAY, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE NIGHT,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, SHOULD BE JOINED TOGETHER. HENCE
WE NEED BREAD FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND WINE FROM THE NUKVA,
WHICH BOTH TOGETHER NOURISH THE WORLD. One must not
separate them, AND DRAW BREAD ALONE FROM ZEIR ANPIN
WITHOUT THE NUKVA. Whoever separates them is separated from
life, as it is written: "That He might make you know that man does
not live by bread only" (Devarim 8:3). Thus one should not separate
them.
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635. It may be asked why David said: "And bread which sustains the
heart of man," seeing that the world does not depend on it alone for
nourishment. HE ANSWERS: The exact meaning of the words IS
THAT in "and bread" there is and extra Vav (= and) like "and
Hashem," WHICH INCLUDES THE NUKVA, FOR WHEREVER IT SAYS
"AND HASHEM," IT INCLUDES HIM AND HIS COURT OF JUSTICE,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. HERE TOO "AND" INCLUDES THE NUKVA,
and therefore all is together, NAMELY IN UNISON.
636. HE FURTHER EXPLAINS, Come and see when saying grace
after meals, one should not bless over an empty table. There should
be bread, THE ABUNDANCE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS RIGHT, on
the table, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, ON THE LEFT
SIDE, and a glass of wine, WHICH IS THE ABUNDANCE OF THE
NUKVA, on the right side, WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN. What is
the reason thereof? It attaches the left to the right AND BINDS THEM.
Thus the bread, WHICH IS RIGHT, will be blessed by them,
THROUGH THE UNION WITH THE LEFT, and be attached to them,
and they will all become one knot for the proper blessing of the Holy
Name. For bread, WHICH IS THE RIGHT, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, is
connected to wine, WHICH IS LEFT, FROM THE NUKVA; and wine,
WHICH IS OF THE LEFT, will be attached to the right. Then blessings
rest on the world and the table, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is properly
perfected.
637. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Had we gone this way only to hear these
words, it would have been worth our while. Rabbi Yehuda said: It
would have been better for this child not to know so much and I fear
that for this, he might not survive in the world. Why, said Rabbi
Yitzchak. He said: Since this boy can look upon a place where a man
is not permitted to look, I am afraid for him that he will observe and
look there before the time will come for him to marry, BEFORE HE
WILL COME OF AGE, and be punished for it.

638. The boy heard and said: I never fear punishment, because when
my father passed away, he blessed me and prayed for me, and I
know that my father's merit will protect me. They asked him, And
who is your father? He said: I am the son of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the
elder). They took him on their shoulders for three miles.

64. "Out of the eater came forth food"
The rabbis explain the title verse to the young son of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder). Their interpretation reveals that Yesod consumes the
abundance from the Sfirot of Zeir Anpin. Through the strength of the Strict Judgment of Zeir Anpin, the Upper Worlds, signifying the Written Law,
Malchut, our physical world, receives an abundance of illumination from the left. The Oral Law, called "honey," is this illumination of the left within
Malchut. The righteous, we're told, provide "food" for the world, without which Malchut would be unable to endure. After delivering the young boy to
his mother, the companions relate their experiences to Rabbi Shimon. A discussion of the verse, "Gird your sword upon your thigh," ensues. One
interpretation provided reveals that this alludes to the vengeance of the Holy Covenant that the avenging sword wreaks on he who impairs the
imprinted sign of the Holy Covenant. He who desires to protect the Holy Covenant should prepare and arm himself against the Evil Inclination by
drawing this sword upon his thigh before it. Another explanation instructs us that before setting out on a journey, one should prepare oneself
through prayers and supplication, and gird oneself with righteousness.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here, judgments that are hanging over us are sweetened with supernal "honey". The Light and the blessings of the righteous blanket us with
protection and help generate sustenance. We are inspired to seek the path of the Torah and, in turn, we gain the strength to triumph over our Evil
Inclinations. Finally, this passage provides us with protection for all of our journeys by igniting sparks of righteousness within our soul.
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639. They recited the verse, "Out of the eater came forth food, and
out of the strong came forth sweetness" (Shoftim 14:14). The boy
said to them: You have spoken THIS VERSE, now explain it. They
said to him: The Holy One, blessed be He, appointed us a path of life,
you speak!

640. He opened the discussion saying: "Out of the eater came forth
food, and out of the strong came forth sweetness." There is another
verse which shows that the eater is the righteous, which says, "The
righteous eats to satisfy his soul" (Mishlei 13:25). The righteous,
YESOD, indeed eats and takes all THE ABUNDANCE FROM THE
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. Why? "To satisfy his soul" and to satisfy
that place called David's soul, NAMELY THE NUKVA. "Came forth
food": Were it not for the righteous, no food would be provided for
the world, and the world THE NUKVA would not have been able to
endure. "And out of the strong came forth sweetness." This is
Yitzchak, who blessed Ya'akov "of the dew of heaven, and the
fatness of the earth" (Beresheet 27:28).

641. TO EXPLAIN further, though all THE SFIROT ARE one, YET were
it not for the strength of the strict judgment OF THE LEFT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, no honey would have come forth, WHICH IS THE
ABUNDANCE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT WITHIN THE
NUKVA, RECEIVED FROM THE LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN. What is this
honey? It is the Oral Law, THE NUKVA, of which it says, "Sweeter
also than honey and the honeycomb" (Tehilim 19:11). According to
this, "the strong" is the Written Torah, WHICH IS THUS CALLED as it
is written: "Hashem gives strength to His people" (Ibid. 29:11), ZEIR
ANPIN WILL give strength. "Came forth sweetness": The Oral Law,
NAMELY THE NUKVA, IN WHICH IS THE SECRET OF HONEY.
642. They went together for three days until they reached the village
where the CHILD'S mother LIVED. When she saw them she prepared
the house and they stayed there for three more days, blessed him
and went. They related what happened to Rabbi Shimon. He said:
Surely he inherited the Torah. Were it not for ancestral merits OF
RABBI HAMNUNA SABA (THE ELDER), he would have been
punished from above. But the Holy One, blessed be He, is with those
who follow the Torah. They inherit it and their descendants after
them forever, as it is written: "As for me, this is my covenant with
them, says Hashem; My spirit that is upon you" (Yeshayah 59:21).

643. "Zvulun shall dwell at the shore of the sea; and he shall be a
haven for ships, and his border (or: thigh)..." Rabbi Aba opened the
discussion saying: "Gird your sword upon your thigh, O mighty
warrior: Your glory and your majesty" (Tehilim 45:4). HE ASKS: Is
there glory and majesty in girding and wearing a weapon? Whoever
studies the Torah and is engaged in war for the Torah, and arms
himself with it, he is praiseworthy. This is glory and majesty. Why
does it say, "Gird your sword...YOUR GLORY AND YOUR
MAJESTY"?
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644. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly the meaning of this is that the Holy
One, blessed be He, imprinted the sign of the holy covenant upon
men to preserve it and not blemish the impress of the King. Whoever
impairs it, avenging sword rises before him and takes the vengeance
of the holy covenant, which was imprinted upon him who impaired it.

645. He who desires to keep this place, THE HOLY COVENANT,
should prepare and arm himself and when the Evil Inclination assails
him, he should draw before it this sword which is upon the thigh,
thus taking vengeance upon him who impairs that place CALLED
THIGH. Hence, "Gird your sword upon your thigh, O mighty warrior."
He is mighty, WHO VANQUISHES THE EVIL INCLINATION, and is
called mighty. This is "your glory and majesty."

646. Another explanation for, "Gird your sword upon your thigh, O
mighty warrior": Before setting out on a journey, one should prepare
himself with a prayer to his Master, and gird himself with
righteousness, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is the supernal sword,
through prayers and supplication, as it is written: "Righteousness
shall go before him, and walk in the way of his steps" (Tehilim 85:14).

647. Come and see: Zvulun always went out on ways and paths, and
engaged in wars, and armed himself with this supernal sword,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA ON THE SIDE OF JUDGMENTS OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, with prayers and supplication, before
setting out on his way. He then overcame and conquered nations.
You may say that this was assigned to Yehuda, who was ready with
the sword to wage wars and prepare amendments, FOR HE IS OF
THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, why then Zvulun? HE ANSWERS, Come
and behold: the twelve tribes were the adornments of the Matron,
WHO IS MALCHUT. THUS ZVULUN TOO IS OF THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT.

65. Two improvements of the Nukva
In Shir Hashirim, King Solomon made two corrections of the Nukva [Malchut]. One relates to the Jubilee, signifying Binah, and the other to the
adornment of the bride, the Shmitah, signifying the Nukva. We learn that the creation was manifest in two places, the Upper and the Lower Worlds
resembling each other perfectly. The upper Female Principle was corrected by Binah. These corrections were then drawn to the lower Nukva,
thereby perfecting Malchut. The supernal correction is both concealed and revealed, because prophecy does not dwell outside the land of Yisrael.
The lower correction is more exposed.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we draw down Divine Light from the realm known as Binah that helps correct our souls and the entire world from previous iniquities. We draw
the force of perfection from King Solomon, which helps bring about the final correction of the world and the age of Mashiach.
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648. Solomon mentioned two improvements of the Nukva in "Shir
Hashirim," one for the supernal shepherdess, the Yovel (Jubilee),
NAMELY BINAH, and one for the bride, the Shmitah (Sabbatical
year), NAMELY THE NUKVA. One correction above IN BINAH and
one below IN THE NUKVA. The Creation too was manifest in two
places, one work above IN BINAH, and one below IN THE NUKVA.
This is why the Torah begins with Bet (=two), WHICH ALLUDES TO
THE TWO NUKVAS. The work below resembled IN ITS PERFECTION
the work above. ABA made the upper world, BINAH, and ZEIR ANPIN
made the lower world, THE NUKVA. In the same manner, of the two
improvements of the Nukvas mentioned by Solomon, the one is
above and the other below. The upper one is fixed by the upper
establishment of the Holy Name, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower by
the establishment of the lower one, THE NUKVA, like the upper
establishment IN BINAH. ALL THE IMPROVEMENTS HE MADE IN
THE SUPERNAL NUKVA, HE DREW UNTO THE LOWER NUKVA, BY
WHICH THE LOWER NUKVA, MALCHUT, WAS PERFECTED AS THE
UPPER ONE, BINAH.

649. Come and see: Happy is the portion of holy Ya'akov, who
merited this. We learned that since the world was created, there was
not a more complete bed as Ya'akov's bed. When Ya'akov prepared
to depart from the world, he was whole on all sides, Avraham,
CHESED, on his right, Yitzchak, GVURAH, on his left, and he himself,
TIFERET, in the middle. The Shechinah was before him. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE PERFECTION OF THE FOUR LEGS OF THE
SUPERNAL THRONE, EACH OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND
MALCHUT INCLUDES THREE, AMOUNTING TO TWELVE, AND
BINAH ABOVE THEM. When Ya'akov saw this, he called his sons
and said to them, "Gather yourselves" so there will be adornment
above and below.

650. Come and see: The secret of the matter is that two
establishments were there, an upper and a lower one, so that all will
be perfected; TO WIT, THE NUKVA PERFECTED LIKE BINAH. HE
EXPLAINS, The supernal correction is concealed and revealed, since
it is the adornment of the Yovel (Jubilee), which Solomon mentioned
in "Shir Hashirim," which we said TO BE BINAH. The head, THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, is concealed, since it is not
revealed here, nor should it be, AS THE HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN IS
ESTABLISHED BY CHESED AND GVURAH; the arms and the body,
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, are exposed and known; the legs,
NETZACH AND HOD, are concealed and cannot be seen. Why?
Because prophecy, THE SECRET OF ABUNDANCE OF NETZACH
AND HOD, does not dwell outside the land of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, TO WIT, THEIR ABUNDANCE IS REVEALED IN THE NUKVA,
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH WHICH BELONGS TO HER,
AND NOT TO ZEIR ANPIN. And this establishment is concealed and
revealed.
651. Another lower establishment (also: 'adornment') is the
adornment of the bride, which Solomon mentioned in "Shir
Hashirim," THE NUKVA. This adornment is more visible SINCE THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS SHINING HERE. This adornment
is done through the twelve tribes under her, and the adornment of
her body; THEY ARE THE FOUR SFIROT CHESED AND GVURAH,
NETZACH AND HOD, THREE KNOTS IN EACH AND TWELVE IN ALL.
THE NUKVA, TIFERET BETWEEN THEM, IS ABOVE THEM, AS WAS
SAID BEFORE.

66. Corrected by twelve in two worlds
Rabbi Aba begins the discussion by quoting the verse, "And he made a molten sea" It stood upon twelve oxen" We learn that when Ya'akov saw the
adornment of the upper sea by the twelve chariots appointed from above, he wished to complete the adornment of the lower sea. He therefore called
to his twelve sons to prepare to perfect the Faith. Thus, the Lower World, the Nukva, [Malchut] was perfected by the twelve tribes. Three tribes look
to each of the four directions of the world, signifying Chesed, Gvurah, Netzach, and Hod, the arms and legs of the body of the Shechinah. We also
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learn that "The seven eyes of The Creator" allude to the seventy members of the Sanhedrin. The hairs on his head are signified by the great
numbers in the camp of Reuven and in the camp of Yehuda. The discourse then turns again to supernal correction of the Jubilee discussed in the
previous section. Finally, the rabbis expand upon the significance of the twelve supports of Binah and the Nukva, the structure of the metaphorical
body, the seven supernal eyes, and the hairs of the head.
The Relevance of this Passage
Readers of this passage rise above the negative celestial influences of the twelve constellations. Ascending over the signs allows us to become the
captains of our own destiny. In addition, the protective Light of the Shechinah encircles our souls. The twelve tribes also signify the support and
foundation of the spiritual worlds, and thus, we draw support for our own efforts towards spiritual evolvement.
652. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse, "And he made
a molten sea... It stood upon twelve oxen, three looking towards the
north, and three looking towards the west, and three looking towards
the south, and three looking towards the east: and the sea was set
above upon them" (1 Melachim, 7:23-25) and "twelve oxen under the
sea" (Ibid. 44). "It stood upon twelve oxen" surely, for the sea is
adorned by twelve within both worlds, THE SUPERNAL WORLD
BINAH AND THE LOWER WORLD THE NUKVA. The upper twelve are
the Chariots appointed from above, and the lower twelve are the
twelve tribes. When Ya'akov saw the supernal adornment, CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, and the Shechinah in front of him, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LEGS OF THE SUPERNAL
THRONE, he wanted to complete the adornment, so he called for his
twelve sons and said to them "Gather yourselves" and prepare
yourselves to perfect the faith, THE NUKVA. THEY SHOULD
RECTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE SECRET OF THE ADORNMENT
OF THE NUKVA'S TWELVE, SO THAT THE NUKVA WILL BE
COMPLETED, LIKE THE NUKVA ABOVE, BINAH, AND THE
ADORNMENT WILL BE COMPLETED.
653. Come and see the twelve tribes with four standards to the four
directions: "Three looking towards the north, and three looking
towards the west, and three looking towards the south, and three
looking towards the east: and the sea was set above upon them." So
three tribes look to each of the four directions of the world, three
tribes to the right arm, CHESED, and three tribes to the left arm,
GVURAH, three tribes to the right leg, NETZACH, and three tribes to
the left leg, HOD. And the body of the Shechinah, TIFERET CALLED
BODY, is above them, as it is written: "and the sea was set above
upon them," AS THE SEA IS THE SHECHINAH.

654. Why are there three tribes per arm and three tribes per leg? The
secret of this is that there are three joints in the right arm OF THE
LOWER BODY, and so in the left arm, the right leg and the left leg.
They are twelve altogether, attached to the body as above. Whence
do we know that? From the verse, "All these are the twelve tribes of
Yisrael: and this" (Beresheet 49:28). HE ATTACHED: "AND THIS IS
THAT WHICH THEIR FATHER SPOKE TO THEM," THE NUKVA
CALLED 'THIS', because the reckoning is complete with her, as it
says, "And the sea was set above upon them," WHICH IS THE
NUKVA CALLED SEA. THUS, THE TWELVE TRIBES ARE ATTACHED
TO THE BODY OF THE NUKVA ABOVE THEM.
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655. "The seven eyes of Hashem" (Zecharyah 4:10) are the seven
eyes of the congregation, the seventy members of the Sanhedrin, AS
EACH OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD,
AND MALCHUT IS INCLUDED OF TEN, SEVENTY IN ALL, IN THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE "FOR THE JUDGMENT IS
HASHEM'S" (DEVARIM 1:17). The hairs THAT GROW FROM THIS
HEAD ARE ALLUDED TO in the verse, "All that were numbered in the
camp of Yehuda were a hundred thousand" (Bemidbar 2:9). "All that
were numbered in the camp of Reuven..." (Ibid. 16). ALL THOSE
GREAT NUMBERS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE THE HAIRS OF THE
NUKVA.
656. You may ask: In Egypt, when Ya'akov departed from the world,
where was perfection at that time, where were all those WHO WERE
NUMBERED IN THE CAMPS, WHO ARE CONSIDERED THE HAIRS
OF THE NUKVA? IF THEY WERE NOT THERE, THE NUKVA WOULD
THEN BE IMPERFECT, FOR THEY ARE HER HAIRS. HE ANSWERS:
Indeed they were seventy souls WHEN THEY ARRIVED IN EGYPT,
CORRESPONDING TO THE MOCHIN OF THE SEVENTY MEMBERS
OF THE SANHEDRIN, and they begot innumerable descendants
during the seventeen years THAT YA'AKOV LIVED IN EGYPT, as it is
written: "And the children of Yisrael were fruitful, and increased
abundantly, and multiplied, and grew exceedingly mighty (Heb.
vaya'atzmu)" (Shemot 1:7). THEY WERE ALSO CONSIDERED AS
THE HAIRS OF THE NUKVA, as it is written: "They are more (Heb.
atzmu) than the hairs of my head" (Tehilim 40:13). THE WORD
'VAYA'ATZMU' ALSO REFERS TO HAIRS. THEY LIVED AT THE TIME
OF YA'AKOV'S DEPARTURE FROM THE WORLD, AND THEREFORE
PERFECTION WAS NOT INCOMPLETE. Happy is the portion of
perfect Ya'akov, who was perfected above and below.
657. Rabbi Elazar said TO RABBI ABA, Surely this is AS YOU SAID.
But concerning the supernal correction of the Yovel (Jubilee),
BINAH, how could there be so much there, NAMELY THE TWELVE
ASPECTS? RABBI ABA said to him: After the lion was set to enter
the vineyard, who should follow? WHICH MEANS, EXPLAIN IT
YOURSELF.

658. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse, "But He is
unchangeable (lit. 'in one'), and who can turn Him? and what His
soul desires, even that He does" (Iyov 23:13). The supernal
establishment IN BINAH is all one, and there is no division in it, like
in the lower ESTABLISHMENT IN THE NUKVA, as it says "and from
thence it was parted, and branched into four streams" (Beresheet
2:10), FOR THERE IS SEPARATION WITHIN THE NUKVA. Though it
is divided, it all comes to one when you examine it, FOR EVEN THE
SEPARATION IN HER IS FIXED BY THE CORRECTION OF THE
TWELVE, AND THEN SHE IS ALL ONE. BUT BINAH WAS NEVER
DIVIDED, AND NEEDS NO CORRECTION OF THE TWELVE TO FIX
HER.
659. But the establishment of the supernal Yovel (Jubilee), BINAH, is
also supported by twelve like the lower one, THE NUKVA. And
though it is one, AND WAS NEVER PARTED, yet it perfects every
side, this and that side-- IN OTHER WORDS, THE ONENESS OF THE
SFIROT TO THE RIGHT COMPLETES THE LEFT SIDE, AND VICE
VERSA. Thus the six supernal extremities, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF BINAH, become twelve,
since each of them lends ITS LIGHTS to its neighbor and is included
of its neighbor's LIGHTS. Hence they are twelve, with the body OF
BINAH above THEM. What is the body? It is Ya'akov, as we learned,
NAMELY TIFERET, AND NOT BINAH WHICH IS THE HEAD AND NOT
THE BODY. HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT BINAH IS THE BODY OVER
THE TWELVE? HE ANSWERS: the head and the body are together,
TO WIT, THEY ARE INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER, AND
THEREFORE THE ASPECT OF TIFERET EXISTS ALSO IN THE HEAD
OF BINAH.
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660. WE SHOULD further EXPLAIN THE SECRET OF twelve. There
are three joints in the right arm, Chesed-Chassadim, WHICH MEANS
ALL THREE PERTAIN TO CHESED, and three joints in the left arm,
Gvurah-Gvurot, THAT IS THREE TIMES GVUROT, three joints in the
right leg, Netzach-Netzachim, THAT IS, THREE TIMES NETZACH, and
three joints in the left leg, Hod and Hodot. Together, there are twelve,
and with the body, TIFERET, which stands above them, there are
thirteen. The Torah too is expounded by the thirteen attributes, THE
THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY DRAWN FROM THE THIRTEEN
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN, which are all
one WITHOUT, HEAVEN FORBID, ANY SEPARATION. They are
drawn from above downward as one, until they reach that place,
which is in division, THE NUKVA.
661. There are seven supernal eyes, THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT OF
THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH CALLED EYES. There are "the eyes of
Hashem, they rove (masc.) to and fro through the whole
earth" (Zecharyah 4:10), they are male; NAMELY OF ZEIR ANPIN,
since it is the place of the male. It is written elsewhere, "For the eyes
of Hashem run (fem.) to and fro" (II Divrei Hayamim 16:9), they are
part of the adornments of the Shechinah below, the place of the
female. The seven supernal eyes, EITHER OF THE MALE OR OF THE
FEMALE, correspond to the verse, "Yours, O Hashem, is the
greatness (Chesed), and the Gvurah, AND THE TIFERET, AND THE
NETZACH, AND THE HOD: FOR ALL THAT IS IN HEAVEN AND ON
EARTH (YESOD) IS YOURS; YOURS IS THE KINGDOM (MALCHUT),
O HASHEM" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11). This place, MALCHUT,
completes each end OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD.
662. We have to look at the hairs OF THE MALE AND THE FEMALE,
as it is written: "Who can utter the mighty acts (Heb. Gvurot) of
Hashem?" (Tehilim 106:2). FOR THE HAIRS ARE CONSIDERED TO
BE GVUROT. IT ALSO SAYS, "They are more than the hairs of my
head" (Tehilim 40:13), and "Hashem's Chassadim have not
ceased" (Eichah 3:22), SINCE THE HAIRS ARE GVUROT YET
INNUMERABLE CHASSADIM ARE DRAWN THROUGH THEM, OF
WHICH IT SAYS, THE "HASHEM'S CHASSADIM HAVE NOT
CEASED." These adornments rise to another place, TO MOCHIN
WITHOUT reckoning, though this place, THE MOCHIN OF
RECKONING, THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN EYES OF HASHEM, is
spoken of more, and put on a scale, NAMELY UPON THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH BALANCES THE TWO SIDES OF THE SCALES,
THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, the upper, BINAH and the lower,
MALCHUT. King Solomon expounded THE TWO NUKVAS, IN "SHIR
HASHIRIM," and they need explaining UNLIKE THE MOCHIN OF THE
HAIRS WHICH NEEDS NO EXPLAINING. Happier is the portion of the
righteous who know the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He. And in
here, IN THE MOCHIN OF RECKONING, all is made known to the
knowledgeable in judgment and law.

67. "Zvulun shall dwell at the shore of the seas"
Rabbi Yehuda discourses on the title verse, explaining that the merchant Zvulun made an agreement with Yisachar, promising to support him while
Yisachar studied the Torah. Zvulun was a merchant of the sea and he therefore dwelled among seamen for purposes of commerce. His border, we're
told, reached Tzidion, a place of commerce. Although he did not occupy himself with the Torah, Zvulun is always placed before Yisachar during the
blessings, because he took bread from his own mouth and gave to Yisachar. He who supports scholars of the Torah receives blessings from above
and below, meriting wealth in this world and a portion in the world to come. Rabbi Aba then quotes the verse, "Nor shall you suffer the salt of the
Covenant." We learn that salt is important because it washes away and perfumes bitterness to give it taste. Without salt, the world would be unable
to endure the bitterness of judgment, and it is through judgment that the world learns righteousness. Salt signifies Yesod, the Covenant that
supports the world. Therefore, a meal lacking salt symbolically separates Yesod and the Female Principle, a division that brings death. Rabbi Aba
and Rabbi Yosi conclude with a discussion of the verse, "And that you will save alive my father and my mother" Their interpretation reveals that
Rachav asked for a token of life, which, she said, rests upon the letter of truth. She was given a cord of scarlet thread, a token of Yehoshua, because
the time had come for the moon to rule. She thus received a token of the moon, signifying Malchut.
The Relevance of this Passage
A profound spiritual truth emerges from this text concerning the ultimate purpose of Torah and the dangers of blind religiosity. The purpose of
Torah study is not in any way related to academic, religious, or scholarly pursuits. Rather, the Torah is a tool for spiritual development with the sole
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intention of leading one to the ultimate objective of "loving thy neighbor as thyself." Remarkably, many "devout" and religious men will behave with
intolerance towards others in the name of God and for the sake of their own religious objectives. This is completely contrary to the underlying
purpose of the Torah. The Zohar stresses this point by explaining that the biblical character of Zvulun, who was not a student of the Torah, is always
placed before Yisachar during the blessings because he took bread from his own mouth and gave to a man named Yisachar. Additionally, this
passage helps sweeten the judgments that must appear in our lives, demonstrating that the Torah and the Light of the Zohar offer mankind a path to
spiritual perfection that is most merciful and meaningful.
663. Rabbi Yehuda said: Zvulun and Yisachar made an agreement
between them that one will sit and study the Torah, YISACHAR, and
the other will be a merchant, ZVULUN, and support Yisachar, as it is
written: "And happy are those who hold (also: 'support')
her" (Mishlei 3:18). He used to traverse the seas with merchandise. It
fell in his portion since his inheritance was by the sea.

664. He is therefore called "leg (Heb. yerech)," AS IT SAYS, "AND
HIS BORDER (HEB. YARCHATO) SHALL BE AT TZIDON," for it is the
function of the leg to go to and fro. Hence it is written, "Rejoice,
Zvulun, in your going out; and Yisachar in your tents" (Devarim
33:18). "Zvulun shall dwell at the shore of the seas" among the
seamen for the purposes of commerce. "The shore of the seas,"
though his inheritance was by one sea, THE GREAT SEA, YET
"SEAS" IS IN THE PLURAL, since it dwelt between two seas, THE
GREAT SEA AND THE SEA OF GALILEE, THOUGH ITS
INHERITANCE DID NOT REACH THE SEA OF GALILEE.
665. Rabbi Yosi said: All the merchants of the other seas were
interested in the merchandise of his own sea. HENCE IT SAYS "THE
SHORE OF THE SEAS" IN THE PLURAL. "And he shall be a haven
for ships," NAMELY, where all ships would assemble to trade. "And
his border": THIS IS DIFFICULT TO EXPLAIN, FOR THE BORDER OF
TZIDON IS FAR FROM ZVULUN. Rabbi Chizkiyah said to him: His leg
reaches the border of Tzidon, A THIN STRIP OF LAND, RESEMBLING
A LEG, STRETCHED FROM ZVULUN TO TZIDON. THROUGH THIS
MEANS, Zvulun's border reached THE BORDER OF TZIDON, WHICH
WAS a place of commerce, where all the tradesmen would come and
go there with their merchandise.
666. Rabbi Acha said: It is written, "Nor shall you suffer the salt of
the covenant of your Elohim to be lacking from your meal offering:
with all your offerings you shall offer salt" (Vayikra 2:13). Why is salt
SO IMPORTANT? Because it washes away and perfumes the
bitterness to give it taste. Without salt, THE CENTRAL COLUMN
WOULD NOT BE DRAWN and the world would not endure the
bitterness. Hence it says, "For when your Judgments are on the
earth, the inhabitants of the world learn righteousness" (Yeshayah
26:9). It is also written, "Righteousness and justice are the
foundation of your throne" (Tehilim 89:15), FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS IS
PERFECTED BY JUSTICE, THE SECRET OF SALT.

667. Salt is the covenant, YESOD; NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN
FROM THE CHEST DOWN, which supports the world, THE NUKVA,
as it is written: "Thus says Hashem; If my covenant be not day and
night, it were as if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and
earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). Hence, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, YESOD,
COMES ABOVE IT, SALT is called the covenant of your Elohim,
YESOD BEING CALLED COVENANT, and the Salt Sea. The sea,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA is called after THE SALT WHICH SWEETENS
IT.
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668. Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "For Hashem is righteous, He
loves righteousness" (Tehilim 11:7). This is the salt, YESOD, of the
sea, MALCHUT, RIGHTEOUS BEING YESOD AND RIGHTEOUSNESS
BEING MALCHUT. Whoever divides between them brings death upon
himself. Therefore, it is written: "Nor shall you suffer the salt...TO BE
LACKING FROM YOUR MEAL OFFERING" THUS SEPARATING
YESOD, WHICH IS SALT, FROM THE MEAL OFFERING, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA. They are inseparable.
669. Rabbi Acha said: The sea is one, but is called 'seas', IN THE
VERSE, "ZVULUN SHALL DWELL AT THE SHORE OF THE SEAS," as
the water is clear in some places, in some places water is sweet, in
another it is bitter. Hence, SINCE THERE ARE DIFFERENT PLACES,
it is called seas. Thus it says, "At the shore of the seas." Rabbi Aba
said: Each tribe corresponds to one of the joints in the body, THE
NUKVA. SINCE THERE ARE DIFFERENT PLACES WITHIN THE
NUKVA CALLED SEA, ACCORDING TO THE PARTICULAR TRIBE,
SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED SEAS IN THE PLURAL.

670. Rabbi Aba rose one night to study the Torah. While he was
sitting, Rabbi Yosi knocked on the door. He said: In the prince's
chest there are jewels, TO WIT, HE WANTED TO HEAR PEARLS OF
WISDOM OF THE TORAH FROM HIM.

671. They sat, occupied with the Torah. The son of the innkeeper
rose and sat before them. He asked, What is the meaning of the
verse, "And that you will save alive my father, and my
mother" (Yehoshua 2:13) and before that "and give me a true
token" (Ibid. 12). What did she ask of them? Rabbi Aba said: You
have asked a good question, but tell me son, if you have heard
something. He said: I HAVE another question: They did not give her
what she asked for, but "you shall bind this cord of scarlet thread in
the window" (Ibid. 18), WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE, "YOUR LIPS ARE LIKE A THREAD OF
SCARLET" (SHIR HASHIRIM 4:3), WHEN SHE ASKED FOR A TOKEN
OF TRUTH, WHICH ALLUDES TO TIFERET, AS WAS SAID BEFORE.

672. HE ANSWERS: I have learned that she asked for a token of life,
as it is written: "And that you will save alive my father, and my
mother." She also said that the token of life rests only upon the letter
of Truth, which is Vav OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, TIFERET,
where there is life, BEING THE TREE OF LIFE. I have learned that she
asked for the token of Moshe, THE SECRET OF TIFERET. Why did
they give her the cord of scarlet thread, WHICH IS A TOKEN OF
YEHOSHUA, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT?

673. They told her that Moshe passed away from the world, since the
sun has set, WHICH IS TIFERET AND THE ASPECT OF MOSHE. The
time has come for the moon to rule. Therefore we give you the token
of the moon, MALCHUT. What is it? The cord of scarlet thread, as it
is written: "Your lips are like a thread of scarlet." You shall have the
token of Yehoshua, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, because now is the
rule of the moon. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi rose and kissed him.
They said: Surely you shall be a head of a Yeshivah, or a great man
in Yisrael. Who is he? Rabbi Bon.
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674. He asked further: All of Ya'akov's sons, the twelve tribes, were
arranged below according to the order above, THE TWELVE KNOTS
OF CHESED AND GVURAH, NETZACH AND HOD OF THE NUKVA.
Why is Zvulun always placed before Yisachar during the blessings,
although Yisachar was occupied with the Torah, which is universally
put first? In the blessings, why was Zvulun placed before both by his
father and Moshe?

675. HE ANSWERS: Zvulun was honored BY BEING PLACED
BEFORE YISACHAR, since he took bread out of his own mouth and
gave to Yisachar. He is therefore placed before YISACHAR in the
blessings. From this, we learn that whoever supports a student of
the Torah, receives blessings from above and below. He also merits
two tables, which no other man is granted. He deserves to be
blessed with wealth in this world, and a portion in the World to
Come. Hence it says "at the shore of the sea; and he shall be a
haven for ships." Since it says "Zvulun shall dwell the shore of the
sea," why add "a haven for ships"? The "shore of the sea" is in this
world and the "haven for ships" is in the World to Come, as it is
written: "There go the ships" (Tehilim 104:26), WHICH WAS SAID OF
"THIS GREAT AND WIDE SEA" (IBID. 25), WHICH IS BINAH, THE
SECRET OF THE WORLD TO COME, for there abides the abundance
of the World to Come.

68. "I charge you, O daughters of Jerusalem"
One explanation of the title verse tells us that the daughters of Jerusalem are the souls of the righteous, whom are always close to the King,
informing Him daily of the welfare of Malchut. When a soul descends into this world, Malchut makes it swear to tell God of her love for Him so that
He will be pleased with her. Man does this by proclaiming the union of the Holy Name with his mouth, heart, and soul. Another explanation of this
verse interprets the daughters of Jerusalem as signifying the twelve tribes. Malchut stands upon twelve mountains and includes seven sides. The
daughters of Jerusalem testify before God, declaring Yisrael love for Him. In this way, Malchut's love for Zeir Anpin is affirmed.
The Relevance of this Passage
Drawing upon the spiritual power of the righteous souls who have walked this earth throughout history, and the devout who dwell in our midst
today, we unite our body and soul and our physical world with the Upper World realm called Zeir Anpin. This union produces bountiful beams of
Light that brighten the lives of all mankind. The reference to the twelve Tribes is an indication to the twelve signs and the Zohar's assistance in
helping us transcend the influences the stars and planets. Thus, control over our fate and fortunes is awarded to us through the spiritual power
associated with this passage.
676. He opened the discussion saying: "I charge you, O daughters of
Jerusalem, if you find my beloved, that you tell him, that I am sick
with love" (Shir Hashirim 5:8). HE ASKS: Who is closer to the King
than the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA? Why then does she
charge them, "If you find my beloved, that you tell him." HE
REPLIES: The daughters of Jerusalem are the souls of the righteous
who are always near the King, and inform Him daily of the welfare of
the Matron, THE NUKVA.

677. For so we have learnt that when a soul descends into the world,
the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, makes it swear to tell the
king and inform Him of her love for Him, so He shall be pleased with
her.
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678. By which means DO THE SOULS INFORM THE KING OF THE
LOVE OF THE NUKVA FOR HIM? A man should proclaim the unison
of the Holy Name, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, by mouth, heart and
soul, and attach himself wholly TO ZEIR AND THE NUKVA, like a
flame to a burning coal, by the union which causes the King to be
well disposed towards the Queen, and to proclaim before the King
her love for Him.

679. Another explanation: The daughters of Jerusalem are the twelve
tribes; NAMELY THE TWELVE KNOTS OF CHESED AND GVURAH,
NETZACH AND HOD UPON WHICH STANDS THE BODY OF THE
NUKVA. For we have learned that Jerusalem, THE NUKVA, is
established upon twelve mountains. Those who say that she stands
upon only seven are not wholly correct, though all is one, for she
includes seven SIDES; NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, and has the four
ASPECTS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT and twelve
ASPECTS, WHICH ARE THE TWELVE KNOTS WE MENTIONED. All is
one, ONLY THAT THESE ARE GRADES WITHIN HER, BUT TWELVE
IS PERFECTION.
680. Surely she is established upon twelve mountains, three to each
side, THREE KNOTS TO THE SIDE OF CHESED, THREE TO
GVURAH, THREE TO NETZACH AND THREE TO HOD, AND THE
BODY OF THE NUKVA ABOVE THEM. They are then called living
creature, as it is written: "This is the living creature that I saw under
the Elohim of Yisrael" (Yechezkel 10:20). They are called the
daughters of Jerusalem, since JERUSALEM, THE NUKVA, stands
above them. They testify before the King OF THE LOVE of the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHO CHARGES THEM, "IF YOU FIND MY
BELOVED, THAT YOU TELL HIM, THAT I AM SICK WITH LOVE."
Hence it says, "There the tribes used to go up, the tribes of Yah as a
testimony unto Yisrael, to give thanks unto the name of
Hashem" (Tehilim 122:4), TO TESTIFY BEFORE YISRAEL, ZEIR
ANPIN, OF THE LOVE OF THE NUKVA. Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy is
the portion of Yisrael, who know the ways of the Holy One, blessed
be He. Of them it is written, "For you are a holy people to Hashem
your Elohim, and Hashem has chosen you..." (Devarim 14:2).

69. "Yisachar is a strong ass"
Yisachar is compared to a ass because just as a ass will lie anywhere and accepts its burden without kicking its master, so Yisachar accepted the
burden of the Torah and cared nothing for his own honor, only that of his Master. Another explanation of the title verse tells us that when night falls,
dogs and ass roam, and fiends have permission to wreak havoc in the world. He who rises at night to study the Torah relegates the evil demons to
the holes of the great abyss and subdues the Klipah of the ass, bringing it down into the holes underneath the ground. Through his study of the
Torah, Yisachar subdued the Klipah of the mule, forcing it to descend and thereby preventing it from harming the world. Indeed, Yisachar studied
the Torah constantly and cleaved so strongly to God that he weakened himself through his devotion. While walking, Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Yosi, and
Rabbi Chiya continue this discussion. Rabbi Shimon comments that he who studies the Torah receives a supernal reward that no other attains. This
reward is alluded to in the name Yisachar. Indeed, we are told that when the truly righteous study the Torah, the power of the other nations will be
subdued and the nations of the world will ask Yisrael to be their leaders. However, if the righteous do not study the Torah, the Klipah of the ass will
cause Yisrael to go into exile, and they will be ruled by other nations. Rabbi Shimon next begins a discourse on the verse, "As I looked, thrones
were placed" This means that when the Temple was destroyed, two thrones fell. The two thrones above are of Ya'akov and David, and the lower
thrones signify Jerusalem and the students of the Torah.
The discussion then addresses the meaning of the verse, "The mandrakes give a fragrance." This alludes to Yisachar, who caused new and old
studies of the Torah to be in the synagogues and colleges. We learn that all new expositions of the Torah ascend to the Garden of Eden where God
sees them and rejoices. These words are then recorded in the supernal book. The section concludes by explaining that Yehuda, Yisachar, and
Zvulun are all included in the same portion, each illuminating one of the three Columns.
The Relevance of this Passage
Each negative action that we've committed, large and small, knowingly or unknowingly, creates a negative blockage [Klipah] that dims the Light of
our soul and diminishes the Light of The Creator in our lives. Torah study after midnight with a contrite heart summons forth awesome streams of
Light that removes these blockages from our lives and the world, as evidenced by the Zohar's story of Yisachar. This mystical Light of the night
shines forth in this passage when the eyes of man touch the letters that bespeak this ancient wisdom. Hence, we can remove the blockages [Klipot]
that currently darken our daily lives through our connection to Yisachar. Moreover, we are inspired to pursue the secrets of the Torah through
continued learning of Zohar, helping to hasten the final redemption. Yisachar embraced his burdens with great dedication, and so when our study of
Torah and its spiritual treasures becomes difficult, that is when we draw upon the strength and character of Yisachar to struggle onward. These
difficult times of study are when the greatest amount of Light is ready to be revealed.
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681. "Yisachar is a strong ass couching down between the
shipfolds." Rabbi Elazar said: Why is Yisachar called an ass? If it is
because he studied the Torah, he should be called a horse, a lion or
a leopard. Why an ass? Because it is known that an ass would bear
any burden without kicking his master like other livng creatures. It is
not fastidious and would lie anywhere. Yisachar too is occupied with
the Torah, accepts the burden of the Torah and does not kick the
Holy One, blessed be He. He is not haughty and, like the ass, does
not care for his honor, but for the honor of his Master. He is
"couching down between the sheepfolds" as we said, that one
should lie on the ground, live a life of privation and labor for the
Torah.

682. Another explanation for "Yisachar is a strong ass": He opened
the discussion saying: "To David. Hashem is my light and my
salvation; whom shall I fear? Hashem is the stronghold of my life: of
whom shall I be afraid?" (Tehilim 27:1). How dear are the words of
the Torah, how beloved those who study the Torah before the Holy
One, blessed be He. He who studies the Torah need not be afraid of
the fiends in the world, for he is protected above and protected
below. Moreover, he subdues the demons in the world and pushes
them down into the great abyss.

683. Come and see when night falls, the UPPER gates are closed,
and dogs and asses dwell and roam about the world. Permission is
given to the fiends to destroy, and the inhabitants of the world sleep
in their beds. The souls of the righteous ascend to take pleasure
above. When the north wind stirs at midnight, there is holy
awakening in the world, as has been explained in several places.

684. Happy is the portion of the man who rises from his bed at that
time, to study the Torah. When he studies the Torah, he puts all the
evil demons into the holes of the great abyss and subdues THE
KLIPAH OF the ass and brings it down into the holes underneath the
ground, into the filth of the refuse and the dung.

685. Hence Yisachar, who studied the Torah, subdued THE KLIPAH
OF the ass, and brought it down. THE ASS, who climbed the stairs
(Heb. gerem) in order to harm the world, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "A
STRONG (HEB. GAREM) ASS," was NOW brought into its place
between the shipfolds, NAMELY AMONG THE REFUSE, the filth of
the holes in the ground. THE VERSE TEACHES US THAT YISACHAR,
BY STUDYING THE TORAH, BROUGHT DOWN THE KLIPAH OF THE
STRONG ASS AND CAUSED HIM TO COUCH DOWN BETWEEN THE
SHIPFOLDS, BY CASTING HIM DOWN INTO THE HOLES IN THE
GROUND, AMONG THE REFUSE.
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686. Come and behold: It is written: "And he saw that rest was good
and the land that it was pleasant and became a servant to tribute."
"And he saw that rest was good" is the Written Law; while "and the
land that it was pleasant" is the Oral Law. "And he bowed his
shoulder to bear" the yoke of the Torah, and cleave to it days and
nights, "and became a servant to tribute" to serve the Holy One,
blessed be He, and cling to Him, thus weakening himself for it, BY
STUDYING THE TORAH CONSTANTLY.

687. Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya were walking from
the upper Galilee to Tiberias. Rabbi Shimon said: Let us discourse
upon the Torah as we walk, for whoever can study the Torah but
does not do so, risks his life and suffers besides from worldly cares,
and evil oppression OF THE KINGDOM, like it is said of Yisachar,
"And he bowed his shoulder to bear." What is the meaning of
"bowed (also: 'turned aside')"? It means he turned aside, as it says,
"But turned aside after unjust gain" (I Shmuel 8:3); NAMELY
TURNED ASIDE FROM THE PATH OF RIGHTEOUSNESS. For
whoever turns aside and prefers not to suffer the yoke of the Torah,
he forthwith "became a servant to tribute," WHICH MEANS HE SANK
UNDER THE BURDEN OF THE LAW AND THE OPPRESSION OF THE
KINGDOM.

688. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "That I may cause
those who love Me to inherit substance; and I will fill their
treasures" (Mishlei 8:21). Happy are the children of the world who
study the Torah, for whoever is occupied with the Torah is beloved
above and beloved below. He inherits the World to Come, as it is
written: "That I may cause those who love Me to inherit substance."
The substance is the World to Come, BINAH, whose water, ITS
ABUNDANCE, never stops flowing. FOR HE WHO STUDIES THE
TORAH receives supernal reward, which no other man attains. What
is it? It is substance (Heb. yesh), BINAH. This is alluded to by the
name Yisachar, who studied the Torah, SINCE HIS NAME CONTAINS
THE SYLABLES Yesh sachar (lit. 'there is a reward'), the reward for
those who study the Torah; NAMELY THE MENTIONED Yesh.

689. It is written, "As I looked, thrones were placed, and an ancient
of days did sit" (Daniel 7:9), WHICH MEANS THAT when the Temple
was ruined, two thrones fell, for there are two thrones above and two
below. HE EXPLAINS, There are two thrones above, THE THRONE
OF YA'AKOV, ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE THRONE OF DAVID, MALCHUT.
When the lower throne was removed from the upper throne, the
throne of Ya'akov from that of David, the latter fell. Hence it says,
"And cast down from heaven (to) earth" (Eichah 2:1). The two
thrones below, Jerusalem and the students of the Torah, resemble
the thrones above, for the students of the Torah are the throne of
Ya'akov, ZEIR ANPIN, and Jerusalem is the throne of David,
MALCHUT. HENCE TWO THRONES FELL, THE UPPER THRONE OF
DAVID, THE NUKVA, AND THE THRONE OF THE TERRESTRIAL
JERUSALEM. It is therefore written: "Thrones were placed" IN THE
PLURAL instead of 'throne' IN THE SINGULAR, for more than one
throne fell, for the sole reason of the insult to the Torah.
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690. Come and see: when the truly righteous study the Torah, all the
forces of the other nations and the armies, with all their power and
legions, are subdued and no longer rule the world. Yisrael are
appointed BY THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD, TO WIT, THEY ARE
ASKED BY THEM to be their leaders. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
NAME YISACHAR, YESH-SACHAR AS EXPLAINED. But if not, THE
KLIPAH OF the ass causes Yisrael to go into exile and fall into the
hands of the peoples and be ruled by them. And all this is because,
"he saw rest that it was good," HE SAW THAT THE TORAH IS GOOD
AND ready before him, and he could receive as his reward her
benefits and comforts, yet he turned his way so as not to bear the
burden of the Torah, and therefore "became a servant to tribute" IN
EXILE.

691. It is written, "The mandrakes give a fragrance, and at our gates
are all manner of choice fruits, new and old" (Shir Hashirim 7:14).
Reuven found those mandrakes in the field, as it is written: "And
found mandrakes in the field" (Beresheet 30:14). New expositions of
the Torah are discoursed only by him, as it is written: "And of the
sons of Yisachar were those who had knowledge of the times" (I
Divrei Hayamim 12:32).

692. "And at our gates are all manner of choice fruits": It is THE
CHILDREN OF YISACHAR, who caused them to be at our gates;
NAMELY the doors to the synagogues and colleges. "All manner of
choice fruits, new and old" are studies of the Torah, new and old,
which are revealed through them in order to bring near Yisrael to
their Father above. Hence it says, "to know what Yisrael ought to
do" (I Divrei Hayamim 12:32).

693. "Which I have laid up for you, O my beloved" (Shir Hashirim
7:14): From this we learned that whoever studies the Torah
appropriately and knows new, joyous words, these words rise up to
the King's throne, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, THE THRONE OF ZEIR
ANPIN. And the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, opens the
gates before them and conceals them. And when the Holy One,
blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden to take delight in the
righteous AT MIDNIGHT, she brings THE NEW EXPOSITIONS ON
THE TORAH before Him, and the Holy One, blessed be He, sees them
and rejoices. He then crowns himself with supernal crowns and
rejoices with the Matron, THE NUKVA. This is the meaning of the
words "new and old, which I have laid up for you O my beloved,"
WHICH SHE UTTERS AT MIDNIGHT, WHEN BRINGING OUT THE
NEW EXPOSITIONS ON THE TORAH BEFORE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. From that time on, the words OF THE STUDENT,
WHO GLADDENS BY HIS WORDS, are written in the SUPERNAL
book, as it says "and a book of remembrance was written before
Him" (Malachi 3:16).
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694. Happy is the portion of him who studies the Torah
appropriately, for he is happy in this world and will be happy in the
World to Come. So far extends the sway of Yehuda, the arm which
includes all THE THREE COLUMNS, through the strength of the
sides, SOUTH, NORTH AND EAST, the three joints of the arm. TO
WIT, YEHUDA, YISACHAR, AND ZVULUN ARE PLACED TOGETHER
IN THIS PORTION, AS IN RELATION TO THE STANDARDS, FOR
YEHUDA IS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT COLUMN,
YISACHAR THE LEFT AND ZVULUN THE CENTRAL COLUMN, so
that Yehuda will overcome all THE OTHER SIDE.

70. "Dan shall judge his people"
The Zohar expounds upon the tribe of Dan. When the Jews were trekking through the desert, the tribe of Dan was placed in the rear to watch over
the other tribes. The Zohar then speaks of the spiritual routes taken by each of the tribes, and in doing so, reveals that each route was already
inscribed a cosmic blueprint designed to arouse spiritual Light in this world. Ya'akov specifically blessed the tribe of Dan with the words "Dan
should be snake on the road." The Zohar then asks what this blessing means. The lower most dimension, in this case the end of the procession,
represents the lowest level of Light and therefore represents the beginning and opening for negativity to enter. Dan is the watch guard protecting all
the tribes from any intrusions from the negative snake known as the Satan.
The Relevance of this Passage
The cosmic sentinel that is the tribe of Dan, blankets us with a protective armor of Light that keeps negative entities, evil thoughts, and destructive
emotions incited by the angel Satan, at bay.
695. "Dan shall judge his people, as one of the tribes of Yisrael."
Rabbi Chiya said: This verse should have been, 'Dan shall judge the
tribes of Yisrael' or 'Dan shall judge the tribes of Yisrael as one.'
What is the meaning of "Dan shall judge his people" followed by "as
one of the tribes of Yisrael"?

696. HE ANSWERS: Dan, whom it says was "rearward of all the
camps" (Bemidbar 10:25), is the left thigh, NAMELY HOD, and went
last. HE EXPLAINS, Come and see: when Yehuda and Reuven march,
the Levites and the ark unfurl their standard and then the standard of
Efraim marches to the west. The right thigh marches according to
order, BY WHICH THE RIGHT THIGH GOES BEFORE THE LEFT
THIGH, DAN. THEREFORE DAN IS THE LAST TO MOVE. You may
say that Zvulun is the one who goes in and out, as it says of him,
"Rejoice, Zvulun, in your going out" (Devarim 33:18), FOR HE
PERTAINS TO THE THIGH, AS EXPRESSLY STATED, "And his
border (also: 'thigh') shall be at Tzidon." ZVULUN THEN SHOULD BE
THE THIGH AND NOT EFRAIM. HE ANSWERS: Yehuda comprises all
of them.

697. HE EXPLAINS THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE FOUR
STANDARDS, SAYING: come and behold: the upper Malchut, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, comprised everything, ALL THE TWELVE
JOINTS, and Yehuda is the lower Malchut. As the upper Malchut
comprises everything, so does the lower Malchut (kingdom),
Yehuda, comprise the whole body and the thigh; NAMELY TIFERET
AND THE TWELVE JOINTS IN THE ARMS AND LEGS, in order to
grow in strength.
698. It is written, "From his right hand went a fiery law for
them" (Devarim 33:2), which means that the Torah was given from
the side of Gvurah, WHICH IS FIRE. BUT Gvurah was included within
the right, CHESED, in its body, TIFERET, and the thigh, NETZACH
AND HOD, and all THE SFIROT. The first corps OF THE STANDARDS
is Yehuda's, which is Malchut from the side of Gvurah, BUT included
within the right in the body and in the thigh, and all THE SFIROT, like
Malchut above, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, comprises all THE
SFIROT.
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699. The second corps of the standards is Reuven's, who was on the
south side, which is right, CHESED. But the strength of the right, OF
REUVEN, was taken by Yehuda, since the kingship was removed
from Reuven, for "unstable as water, you shall not excel." So Yehuda
took it and was reinforced with the power of the right, which was
Reuven's. It is also said of David, WHO IS COME FROM YEHUDA,
"Hashem says to my master, 'Sit at my right hand'" (Tehilim 110:1),
because left is included in the right and has become strengthened.
And so is written, "The right hand of Hashem does valiantly" (Ibid.
118:16). SINCE YEHUDA TOOK ALL REUVEN'S POWER, HE WAS
THE FIRST TO MARCH. Yehuda and Reuven were the two arms,
REUVEN THE RIGHT AND YEHUDA THE LEFT ARM.

700. The third corps of the standards is that of Efraim, who is the
right thigh, NETZACH, which always goes before the left. Dan, who is
the left thigh, HOD, goes last and is therefore "the rearward of all the
camps" and marches last.

701. Yehuda had a portion in the two arms, CHESED AND GVURAH,
since Reuven, who is the right arm, lost his birthright, priesthood
and the kingship. It therefore says of Yehuda, "Let his hands be
sufficient for him; and be you a help to him from his
enemies" (Devarim 33:7), WHICH REFERS TO THE TWO HANDS,
CHESED AND GVURAH.

702. Come and behold: It is written: "The king made a great throne of
ivory" (I Melachim 10:18). The throne of Solomon was constructed
after the supernal pattern, and all the supernal forms, NAMELY THE
LION, THE OX, AND SO ON, were upon it. THUS THE LOWER
MALCHUT, SOLOMON, WHO IS A DESCENDANT OF YEHUDA,
INCLUDES ALL THE SFIROT LIKE THE UPPER MALCHUT. Of this
says the verse, "Then Solomon sat on the throne of Hashem as
king" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:23). The word king without attributes
POSSIBLY DOES NOT REFER TO SOLOMON, BUT ALLUDES TO
THE SUPERNAL MALCHUT. THE LESSON OF THE VERSE IS THAT
"SOLOMON SAT ON THE THRONE OF HASHEM" LIKE A KING, THE
SUPERNAL MALCHUT, AND LIKE IT COMPRISED ALL THE SFIROT.
"Then Solomon sat upon the throne of David his father; and his
kingdom was firmly established" (I Melachim 2:12). "HIS KINGDOM"
REFERS TO THE SUPERNAL MALCHUT, WHICH MEANS THAT the
moon, THE SUPERNAL KINGDOM, was full. HERE TOO, "AS KING"
ALLUDES TO THE SUPERNAL MALCHUT.
703. "Dan shall judge his people" first, and then "the tribes of
Yisrael." THE WORD "as one" MEANS like the lone one in the world,
TO WIT, HE JUDGED ON HIS OWN LIKE THE ONLY ONE OF THE
WORLD. This applies to Shimshon, who singlehandedly executed
justice in the world, sentenced and killed by himself and needed no
help.
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704. "Dan shall judge his people." Rabbi Yitzchak said: Dan is a
serpent which lurks in ways and paths. It may be said that this is
true for Shimshon alone. NOT SO, but this is also true above. It is the
little serpent in "the rearward of all the camps" AT THE END OF THE
GRADES OF HOLINESS. It lurks in the ways and paths, and from it
issue armies and hosts OF FIENDS, which lurk in wait for people, TO
PUNISH THEM for the sins they cast behind their backs, TO WIT,
WHICH THEY DID NOT NOTICE, AND THEN SAY THEY DID NOT
COMMIT. Rabbi Chiya said: This was the primordial serpent above
before it was tempered by the gladdening wine.

705. "A serpent by the way": Come and see: as there is a way above
IN BINAH, so there is a way below IN MALCHUT. The sea is divided
THROUGH THESE TWO WAYS into several paths on each side,
EACH INCLUDED OF BOTH. There is one path, which adds MOCHIN
OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT to the sea, MALCHUT. It breeds all
kinds of bad fish, FOR THE KLIPOT APPROACH TO SUCK
ABUNDANCE FROM THERE AND THUS GROW. As the water below
breed good fish, bad fish and frogs, so bad fish issue FROM THE
SUPERNAL SEA.

706. When THE KLIPOT go by way of the sea, THEY SUCK
ABUNDANCE FROM IT, they are seen riding on horses, and were it
not for the serpent in the rearward of the camps, NAMELY DAN, THE
LITTLE SERPENT which lies in the end of the paths and wards them
off, they would destroy the world. OF THEM SAYS THE VERSE,
"THAT BITES THE HORSE'S HEELS, SO THAT HIS RIDER SHALL
FALL BACKWARD." THESE ARE THE DEMONS WHO RIDE HORSES.
From the side OF THE KLIPOT, sorcerers come into the world. Come
and behold: it is written of Bila'am: "He went not, as at other times,
to seek for enchantments (lit. 'serpents')" (Bemidbar 24:1), which are
made to cast spells with their charms.

707. See the words: "Dan shall be a serpent by the way." HE ASKS:
What way is this? HE ANSWERS: Whoever follows the serpent,
rejects the household of heaven, CAUSES DIMINUTION IN THE HOLY
HOSTS IN THE SUPERNAL WORLD. How so? Because this is a way
which begins above, as it is written: "Who makes a way in the
sea" (Yeshayah 43:16). Whoever follows the serpent, it is as if he
treads this way and lessens it, BY DIMINISHING ITS ABUNDANCE,
since from this way the upper worlds are sustained. HE SPOILS
THEIR NOURISHMENT AND CAUSES THEM TO BECOME THIN.

708. You may ask why Dan is in this grade, WHICH IS OF THE
ASPECT OF THE EVIL KLIPAH. HE ANSWERS: Like "the bright blade
of a revolving sword to guard the way to The Tree of Life" (Beresheet
3:24), IT SAYS here "that bites the horse's heels..." for the protection
of all the camps. Rabbi Elazar said: This is the fixing of the throne.
TO WIT, DAN HOLDING TO THE GRADE OF THE KLIPAH IS THE
UPHOLDING OF THE NUKVA, TO KEEP HER FROM THE SUCKING
OF THE FIENDS WHICH RIDE HORSES. Come and see: Upon
Solomon's throne, there is a serpent dangling from the scepter
above the lions THAT ARE ON THE THRONE, WHICH TEACHES US
THAT THERE IS A SERPENT IN THE MAKING OF THE THRONE.
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709. It is written: "And the spirit of Hashem began to move him in the
camp of Dan" (Shoftim 13:25). Come and see: Shimshon was a
permanent Nazir and a recluse of great strength. He was a serpent in
this world against the heathen nations, for he inherited the portion of
blessings of his ancestor Dan, as it is written: "Dan shall be a
serpent by the way."

710. Rabbi Chiya said: We understand about the serpent, but what of
the adder? He said to him: The secret of making spells is that the
serpent is an adder, THOUGH THEY ARE TWO DIFFERENT SPECIES,
THEY CAST THE SAME SPELLS AS IF THEY WERE OF THE SAME
KIND. It is written also of the evil Bilaam, who was omniscient, that
he "went to a steep place (Heb. shefi)" (Bemidbar 23:3), WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE ADDER (HEB. SHEFIFON), THOUGH BEFORE IT
IS WRITTEN: "HE WENT NOT, AS AT OTHER TIMES, TO SEEK
SERPENTS." He used now the one now the other, NOW THE
SERPENT AND NOW THE ADDER, SINCE HE HAD KNOWLEDGE OF
BOTH.
711. You may say that it does not pertain to Dan's grade to use THE
SERPENT AND THE ADDER. HE REPLIES: Indeed it does not, but he
was appointed over this grade TO USE IT FOR THE NEEDS OF
HOLINESS, being of the last grade. This is to his honor, for there are
chieftains charged by the King over this or that, and it is considered
to be an honor to all the appointed TO BE APPOINTED BY THE KING,
REGARDLESS AS TO WHAT THEY ARE APPOINTED OVER, for the
King's throne is fixed through all the chiefs together, and under
them there are paths and grades for the good and for evil, all of them
united in the making of the throne, THE NUKVA. Hence Dan is to the
north, NAMELY THE LEFT THIGH OF THE NUKVA WHICH IS HOD. In
a hole of the great abyss, IN THE END OF THE LEFT THIGH, WHICH
IS BINAH OF THE KLIPAH, there are many battalions of evil demons,
all in charge of harming the world.

712. For this reason, Ya'akov prayed, saying, "I wait for your
salvation, O Hashem." HE ASKS: Why does he not ask for salvation
in regard to the other tribes, only to this one. HE REPLIES: This is
because he has seen the force and strength of the serpent, when
judgment is aroused to overpower holiness. HE THEREFORE
PRAYED FOR SALVATION.

713. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chizkiyah were going to visit Rabbi
Shimon in Cappadocia. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: It is known that a man
should first pronounce the praises of his Master and only then to say
his prayer. A QUESTION ARISES: What of a man who is in distress
or in trouble and wishes to pray, yet cannot pronounce his Master's
praises?
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714. Rabbi Yosi said to him: He is not fully devoted in heart and
desire, yet why should he fail to praise his Master? He should first
pronounce his Master's praises, though not with perfect devotion,
and then say his prayer. This is the meaning of "A prayer of David.
Hear the right, O Hashem, attend to my cry" (Tehilim 17:1). First,
"Hear the right, O Hashem," which is the praises for the Master, and
only then "attend to my cry give ear to my prayer." Whoever can
praise his Master, yet does not do so, of him it is written: "Even
when you make many prayers, I will not hear..." (Yeshayah 1:15).

715. It is written, "The one lamb shall you offer in the morning, and
the other lamb shall you offer at evening" (Bemidbar 28:4). The
prayers were ordained in the place of the daily offering, THE
MORNING PRAYER CORRESPONDS TO THE MORNING OFFERING,
MINCHAH TO THE EVENING OFFERING. Come and see: by the
awakening below CAUSED BY THE SACRIFICE OF THE OFFERING,
there is also awakening above. Through the awakening above
towards that which is higher still, IT IS AROUSED too, until the
awakening reaches the place where the candle is to be lit, and it is
lit. Thus IT IS FOUND THAT through the ascent of the smoke WHICH
RISES FROM THE OFFERING below, the candle is lit above, WHICH
IS THE NUKVA. When this candle is lit, all other candles are lit and
all the worlds are blessed through it. Thus the awakening of the
offering is the support of the world, and the blessings of all worlds.

716. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: How is this performed? When the
smoke from the offering commences to rise, the holy forms
appointed over the world OF ASIYAH are prepared to rouse AND
RAISE MAYIM NUKVIN (FEMALE WATER.) They are aroused towards
the grades above them IN THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH, with great
desire, as it says, "The young lions roar after their prey..." (Tehilim
104:21). Those OF THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH are aroused toward
the grades above them IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, UNTIL THE
AWAKENING REACHES THE PLACE WHERE THE CANDLE IS TO BE
LIT; NAMELY until the King, ZEIR ANPIN, wishes to join the Matron,
THE NUKVA.
717. HE EXPLAINS THE MEANING OF MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATER), saying that through the desire below, the lower waters,
NAMELY MAYIN NUKVIN, rise to receive the upper waters FROM
THE GRADE ABOVE IT. The lower waters do not flow save through
the arousal of the desire of the lower one. Then the desire OF THE
LOWER AND THE UPPER cleave together, the lower waters flow to
meet the DESCENDING upper waters, AND THE MATING IS
CONSUMMATED. The worlds are blessed, all the candles lit, and the
upper and lower beings are endowed with blessings.
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718. Come and see: the priests FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN and the
Levites FROM THE LEFT COLUMN are aroused WHEN THEY
SACRIFICE THE OFFERING, so as to join the right with the left.
Rabbi Chizkiyah said: This is true, yet I have heard AN
EXPLANATION TO THIS. AT THE TIME OF OFFERING, the one stirs
the left, NAMELY THE LEVITES, and the other, THE PRIESTS, the
right. For the union of the male and the female occurs only through
left and right, as it says, "His left hand is under my head, and his
right hand embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 2:6). AFTER THE EMBRACE
OF RIGHT AND LEFT, the male is united to the female with desire, all
the worlds are blessed and there is joy high and low.

719. The priests and Levites then stir below THE OFFERING in order
to arouse desire and love above, DESIRE BEING THE SECRET OF
THE LEFT AND LOVE THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT, since all
depends upon right and left. FOR THE CENTRAL COLUMN ONLY
BRINGS THEM TOGETHER. It is found that the sacrifice is the
foundation of the world, the making of the world, the joy of the upper
and lower. Rabbi Yosi said: You have spoken well, and this is so. I,
TOO, have heard the same, yet I forgot it. NOW that I hear it from
you, it all comes up to one, NAMELY THROUGH THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH BRINGS TOGETHER RIGHT AND LEFT AND
COMPLETES THEM.

720. Now that prayer has taken the place of sacrifice, man should
first pronounce the praise of the Holy One, blessed be He, fittingly,
for if he does not, his prayer is no prayer. Come and see: The perfect
praise for the Holy One, blessed be He, is made by him who knows
how to properly unite the Holy Name, WHO CAN RAISE MAYIN
NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO UNITE MALE AND FEMALE, for
through this the upper and lower are awakened and draw blessings
upon all the worlds.

721. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: The Holy One, blessed be He, put the
children of Yisrael in exile among the nations for the sole purpose
that the other nations be blessed through Yisrael, who daily draw
blessings from above downward.

722. They went. As they were walking, they saw a snake on the road
and turned aside. Another man came and the snake killed him. They
turned their heads and saw the man dead. They said: Surely the
snake acted by his Master's bidding; TO WIT, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, ORDERED HIM TO KILL THAT MAN. Blessed be
the Merciful One who saved us.
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723. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Dan shall be
a serpent by the way." When was Dan a serpent? In the days of
Yerovaam, as it is written: "And the other put he in Dan" (I Melachim
12:29). BECAUSE "A SNAKE" REFERS TO IDOL WORSHIPPING. And
why was he put there "by the road"? "By the way," so as to prevent
the pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Dan was then a snake "by the way" of
Yisrael. "By the way" indeed, as it says, "the king took counsel, AND
MADE TWO CALVES OF GOLD, AND SAID TO THEM, IT IS TOO
MUCH FOR YOU TO GO UP TO JERUSALEM" (IBID. 28). HE THUS
MADE THIS SNAKE BY THE WAY TO JERUSALEM TO PREVENT
THEIR GOING THERE ON PILGRIMAGE. "An adder in the path" bit
Yisrael. They were put "by the way" and in the path to prevent the
children of Yisrael from going up to Jerusalem to celebrate their
festivals, offer sacrifices and offering and worship there.

724. Come and see: when it was time for Moshe to bless the tribes,
he saw that Dan was attached to the serpent, and linked him again to
the lion, WHICH IS CHESED. This is the meaning of the verse, "And
of Dan he said: 'Dan is a lion's whelp, that leaps from
Bashan'" (Devarim 33:22). Wherefore did he do this? So as to
connect the first and the last standards: Yehuda's who is king, as it
is written: "Yehuda is a lion's whelp," the first of the standards, and
Dan's in the rear, as is written, "Dan is a lion's whelp, ..." so as to
link the beginning and the end to one place, THE LION WHICH IS
CHESED.

725. "I wait (lit. 'waited') for your salvation, O Hashem" (Beresheet
49:18): Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "And he shall begin to deliver
Yisrael out of the hand of the Plishtim" (Shoftim 13:5). THIS IS THE
SALVATION YA'AKOV WAITED FOR. Rabbi Acha said: Why DOES IT
SAY, "I waited"? Ya'akov would have been dead these many years
by then. Why did he say he was waiting for salvation? The secret of
this matter is the verse, "And it came to pass, when Moshe held up
his hand, that Yisrael prevailed" (Shemot 17:11). The word Yisrael
without attributes IS ZEIR ANPIN; NAMELY THE ASPECT OF
YA'AKOV. THUS THE SALVATION THROUGH SHIMSHON
CONCERNS YA'AKOV, THOUGH HE HAD ALREADY PASSED AWAY.
Hence he said: "I wait (lit. 'waited') for your salvation, O Hashem."
Rabbi Chiya said: Surely this is correct and well. Happy is the
portion of the righteous who know how to study the Torah and merit
through her life eternal, as it says "for he is your life, and the length
of your days: that you may dwell in the land..." (Devarim 30:20).

71. "Gad, raiders shall maraud him"
Rabbi Yisa explains the name Gad indicates that many hosts and legions are dependent on him, and that armies will issue from him and engage in
war. The name Gad also signifies the sustenance that the water of the river flowing from the Garden of Eden provides to the poor and the needy.
Indeed, if not for his lineage, Gad would have risen higher than all the tribes because of his name. We learn that, similar to Reuven, he was born at a
propitious time. However, perfection later departed from him, and also like Reuven, he thus did not receive a portion in the Holy Land, but instead
dwelt on the other side of the river Jordan.
The Relevance of this Passage
The spiritual strength and fortitude to wage war on our own Evil Inclination is instilled within us. Additionally, we awaken the spiritual Light that
brings forth sustenance into our lives, helping to remove both spiritual and physical poverty from the landscape of human civilization.
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726. "Gad, raiders shall maraud him, but he shall overcome at the
last." Rabbi Yisa said: From THE NAME Gad, we understand that
armies will issue from him and engage in war. This is derived from
the spelling of Gad, which is always spelled Gimel and Dalet, YESOD
AND MALCHUT, from which UNION armies come forth, as Gimel
gives, BEING YESOD, and Dalet receives, BEING MALCHUT. From
this we understand how many hosts and legions come from them.
HENCE IT SAYS, "GAD, RAIDERS SHALL MARAUD HIM..."

727. Come and see the water of that river which comes out and flows
from the Garden of Eden, BINAH, never stops flowing. It supports
the poor BY GIVING THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM THROUGH GIMEL
WHICH IS YESOD TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS DALET, THAT IS POOR
(HEB. DALA) AND NEEDY. Hence, hosts and legions wait here for
sustenance FROM BINAH, THE SECRET OF THE SAID RIVER. THIS
UNION is therefore CALLED BY THE NAME OF Gad, THE GIMEL
taking out FROM BINAH to give and DALET accepting and receiving
from it. The house, THE NUKVA, is sustained together with her
household men, THE HOSTS AND LEGIONS OF ANGELS THAT
EXTEND FROM HER.
728. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Were Gad not of the sons of a handmaids,
WHO ARE CONSIDERED HINDER PARTS, he would have succeeded
in rising higher than all the tribes, BECAUSE OF THE HIGH AND
PERFECT ORIGIN OF THE NAME GAD. It is written "Ba Gad (Eng.
'Fortune comes')" (Beresheet 30:10), but spelled "Bagad (betrayed)"
without Aleph, since the hour of his birth was propitious, but later
PERFECTION departed from him. This is the meaning of the words:
"My brethren have dealt deceitfully (Heb. bagdu) like a river" (Iyov
6:15), since the flowing river, WHICH IS BINAH CALLED RIVER,
turned away at that time, SINCE GAD WAS OF THE HINDER PARTS,
UPON WHICH THE RIVER BINAH DOES NOT FLOW, AND GIMEL
HAD NOTHING TO POUR UPON DALET. HENCE, it says "bagad"
without Aleph, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE LACK OF BINAH'S
ABUNDANCE. He therefore did not receive a portion in the Holy
Land, BUT DWELT ACROSS THE JORDAN.
729. Rabbi Yehuda said: Whence do we know that the same
happened to Reuven, WHO WAS AT FIRST OF A GREATER GRADE,
WHICH LATER DEPARTED FROM HIM? From the verse: "Unstable
as water, you shall not excel" WHICH MEANS that the water, THE
LIGHTS OF BINAH, departed and did not flow. His deficiency was
already explained THAT YA'AKOV THOUGHT OF RACHEL, AND
THEREFORE HIS BIRTHRIGHT WAS TAKEN FROM HIM AND GIVEN
TO YOSEF. Both REUVEN AND GAD did not receive a portion in the
Holy Land, BUT ACROSS THE JORDAN, but they sent armies and
troops AS THE VANGUARD BEFORE THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL,
to deliver the land to them. Come and behold: the flaw in Gad was
made good in Asher, as it is written, "Out of Asher his bread shall be
fat, and he shall yield royal dainties." Now Gimel perfects Dalet.

72. "Set me as a seal upon your heart"
While sheltering themselves from the bright sun in a cave, Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Elazar discuss the title verse. Rabbi Elazar tells of Rabbi Shimon's
interpretation of this verse, explaining that only the souls of the righteous can raise the Female Waters of the Female Principle. After the male and
female were joined, the Female Principle quoted the title verse, desiring to retain a likeness even in separation. Similarly, Yisrael desired to remain
with the Shechinah in some way, even in exile. Yisrael' love for God is so strong that any separation from Him is as difficult to bear as the day when
the spirit leaves the body.
The discussion then turns to the verse, "Jealousy is cruel as Sh'ol." We learn that jealousy is a sign of true love. Therefore, a man should be jealous
of his wife so that he will be attached to her in complete love and will not look at other women. Another explanation is that when the wicked are
brought down to Sh'ol, their sins are announced and the jealous demand reckoning for these sins. We then learn that the "flame of Yah" is the
burning flame that comes out of the Shofar, the burning the flame of Yisrael love for God. This love burns so strongly that rather than extinguishing
it, the "many waters" of Chesed add to it. Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Yehuda, and Rabbi Yitzchak then join Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba to conclude the
discussion.
The Relevance of this Passage
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Deep love for The Creator burns within us as Light and love emanate from these poetic words. This energy also helps to remove envy and jealousy
of others from our hearts, while stirring a positive form of jealousy, passion, and appreciation for our spouses.
730. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba entered a cave in Lod to escape the
bright sun upon the road. Rabbi Aba said: Let us encompass this
cave with words of the Torah. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion
saying: "Set me as a seal upon your heart, as a seal upon your arm...
its coals are coals of fire, the very flame of Hashem" (Shir Hashirim
8:6). We have already roused this verse; NAMELY EXPLAINED IT. Yet
one night, when I was attending to my father, RABBI SHIMON, I
heard from him that the Congregation of Yisrael, the NUKVA, had no
perfection, desire and passion towards the Holy One, blessed be He,
but from the souls of the righteous, who excite the flow of the lower
waters OF THE NUKVA toward the supernal waters OF ZEIR ANPIN;
TO WIT, THEY RAISE THE MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) OF
THE NUKVA. Then is a time of complete desire and passion to
become one and produce fruit.

731. Come and see: After THE MALE AND THE FEMALE cleaved to
each other, and she was desirous OF ZEIR ANPIN, she said: "Set me
as a seal upon your heart." Why a seal? Because a seal, when it is
imprinted, even after it is removed, its impress remains there, and is
never erased, but its shape and likeness stay. Thus said the
Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA: Now that I have cleaved to
you, even though I shall leave and go into exile, "set me as a seal
upon your heart" so that my likeness will remain with you, like the
seal which leaves its imprint wherever it is pressed.

732. "For love is strong as death." It is as strong as the spirit taking
leave of the body. For we have learned that when time comes for a
man to depart from the world and he sees certain sights, the spirit
goes to every limb in the body and courses on waves like a
passenger UPON A BOAT at sea, without oars, helplessly going up
and down. Nothing is more difficult than the day when the spirit
takes leave of the body. So the love of the Congregation of Yisrael to
the Holy One, blessed be He, is as strong as death is, when the spirit
departs from the body.
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733. "Jealousy is cruel as Sh'ol..." Whoever loves and is not jealous,
his love is not true love. When he is jealous, love is perfected. From
this we have learned that a man should be jealous of his wife, so as
to be attached to her in complete love. For this way he does not look
at other women. What is "cruel (lit. 'hard') as Sh'ol"? As it is hard for
the wicked to descend to Sh'ol, so it is hard for the jealous lover to
part from his love.

734. Another explanation for "jealousy is cruel as Sh'ol" is that when
the wicked are brought down to Sh'ol, their sins are announced to
them, for which they are brought down. They find it hard, so he who
is jealous demands reckoning for sins, and enumerates all the
SUSPICIOUS things SHE DID, and his love grows strong.

735. "Its coals are coals of fire, the very flame of Yah." What is the
very flame of Yah? It is the burning flame which comes out of the
Shofar, YESOD OF IMA CALLED Yah. Once it is aroused, it burns.
What is it? The Left COLUMN OF IMA, as it is written: "His left hand
is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 8:3). It burns the flame of Yisrael's
love, THE SHECHINAH, for the Holy One, blessed be He.

736. Therefore, "many waters cannot quench love" (Shir Hashirim
8:7), for when the right comes, which is water, CHESED, it adds to
the burning of love, instead of extinguishing the flame of the left, as
it says "and his right hand embraces me" (Ibid. 3). Hence "many
waters cannot quench love." All THE FOLLOWING VERSES are
EXPOUNDED UPON in this manner.

737. As they were sitting, they heard Rabbi Shimon, who was coming
this way together with Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak. RABBI
SHIMON approached the cave, and Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba
came out. Rabbi Shimon said: From the walls of the cave I see that
the Shechinah is here. They sat. Rabbi Shimon asked, What are you
studying? Rabbi Aba said: The Congregation of Yisrael's love for the
Holy One, blessed be He. Rabbi Elazar explained the verse, "Set me
as a seal upon your heart" as referring to the Congregation of
Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar, you have looked upon sublime
love and the bond of amity.
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738. Rabbi Shimon was silent for a while, then said: Silence is good
everywhere, except in relation to the Torah. I have a hidden secret,
which I do not wish to be lost from you. It is a supernal matter, which
I found in the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder).

739. Come and see: the male always chases after the female and
arouses her love. Yet here I found that she arouses his love and
courts him, AS SAID IN THE VERSE: "SET ME AS A SEAL UPON
YOUR HEART..." According to custom, it is not proper that the
female runs after the male. But OF NECESSITY this is a deep matter,
a supernal matter HIDDEN among the King's treasures.

73. Three souls
A discussion of the three souls reveals that there are actually four. The first is the supernal soul of all souls, which is hidden and never revealed.
The second is the Nukva. The third and forth are the souls of the righteous below, which come from the soul of the female and the male, Zeir Anpin.
Through the analogy of a king who sends his son away to be raised in a village until he is ready to learn the ways of the palace, we learn why the
soul descends to this world only to leave at a later time. The soul never leaves this world until the Matron comes for it and delivers it to the King's
palace, where it remains. The discourse then returns to the subject of the previous section, Yisrael love for God. We are told that the souls of the
righteous, who are male, incite the female love and desire for Zeir Anpin. The rabbis conclude by explaining that the verse, "The righteous is the
foundation of the world," alludes to both Yesod of Zeir Anpin and the souls of the righteous.
The Relevance of this Passage
The wisdom woven throughout this passage awakens a deep desire within us to know our true purpose in this world. A love for the Light of The
Creator and for spiritual truths is kindled in our hearts and soul, which, in turn, help unite the Lower and Upper Worlds.
Spiritual work requires both an intellectual and emotional understanding in order to provide us with the impetus to continue onward. Here, an
emotional awakening concerning our source and origin is born within us as we realize that spiritual growth brings us nearer to our supernal Father.
740. Come and see: There are three souls which pertain to certain
supernal grades. The three are really four. The first is a supernal
soul, which cannot be perceived by the higher treasurer, much less
by the lower one. It is the soul of all the souls, hidden and never
revealed to be known. All stem from it.

741. It is wrapped in a garment made of the splendor of the Carmel,
which drips pearls, all linked as one like the limbs of the body. The
supernal soul enters them, and displays through them its works, AS
THE BODY REVEALS THE WORKS OF THE SOUL. It and they are
one with nothing to divide them. This is the supernal soul, the most
hidden.

742. Another soul is the Nukva, which hides among her armies, it
She is their soul and receives a body from them. SHE IS CLOTHED
IN THEM AS A SOUL WITHIN A BODY, so as to display through them
her handiwork to all the world, just as the body is a vessel which
executes its works through the soul. They are ATTACHED AND
UNITED TO EACH OTHER, like the hidden ones above are attached.
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743. Another soul is the souls of the righteous below. The souls of
the righteous come from the supernal souls, the soul of the female
and the soul of the male, ZEIR ANPIN. For this reason, the souls of
the righteous are higher than all the armies and legions of angels
above, SINCE ANGELS COME FROM THE OUTER PART OF THE
NUKVA, BUT THE SOULS COME FROM THE INNER PART OF THE
NUKVA AND ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY FROM THEIR SOULS.

744. HE ASKS: You may say that if the souls are elevated on two
sides, OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, AND COME FROM THEIR
INWARDNESS, why then do they descend into this world, and why
leave it? HE ANSWERS: THIS IS LIKE a king who begot a son. He
sent him to be raised in a village until it was time for him to be taught
the ways of the palace. When the king heard his son is grown up, out
of love for him, he sent the Matron his mother to fetch him. She
brought him to the palace, where he rejoiced with HIS SON every day.

745. The Holy One, blessed be He, also begot a son by the Matron.
Who is he? The Supernal Holy Soul, THE DESCENDANTS OF ZEIR
AND NUKVA. He sent him to the village, NAMELY to this world, to be
raised and be brought up in the ways of the King's palace. When the
King saw that his son was grown up in this village, and that it was
time to bring him to the palace, what did he do? Out of love for his
son, he sent the Matron, who fetched him to his palace. The soul
never leaves this world until the Matron comes for it, and brings it to
the King's palace where it remains forever.

746. Yet it is the way of the world that the inhabitants of the village
weep when the King's son parts from them. There was a wise man
there, who said: Wherefore are you crying, is he not a king's son? It
is not meet that he shall dwell among you any longer, but in his
father's palace. Moshe too, who was wise, saw the inhabitants of the
village crying, and said to them, "You are the children of Hashem
your Elohim: you shall not gash yourselves" (Devarim 14:1).

747. Come and see: if all the righteous knew that they would be glad
when the day comes for them to depart from this world. For is it not
a high honor that the Matron comes for them to escort them into the
King's palace, and that the King will daily rejoice in them? For the
Holy One, blessed be He, amuses Himself only with the souls of the
righteous.
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748. Come and see: the love of the Congregation of Yisrael, THE
NUKVA, for the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, is stirred by
the souls of the righteous below. Since they come from the side of
the King, ZEIR ANPIN, the side of the male, the female is aroused
from the side of the male, and love is stirred. Thus the male incites
affection and love within the female and she is united in love with the
male. THIS SETTLES THE QUESTION, THAT IT IS NOT PROPER FOR
THE FEMALE TO COURT THE MALE. NOW IT IS EXPLAINED, THAT
THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS, WHO ARE MALE, INCITE IN HER
THIS LOVE TO ZEIR ANPIN.

749. In the same manner, the desire of the female to pour forth lower
waters towards the upper waters is aroused solely by the souls of
the righteous. Happy are the righteous in this world and in the World
to Come, for they support the upper and lower. Therefore it just
says, "The righteous is the foundation of the world" (Mishlei 10:25),
WHICH MAY MEAN EITHER THE SUPERNAL RIGHTEOUS, YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, OR THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS. BOTH
MEANINGS ARE TRUE.

750. The secret thereof is that the righteous is Yesod above, YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, and Yesod below OF THE NUKVA AND THE SOULS
OF THE RIGHTEOUS. The Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA,
comprises the upper and lower righteous. The righteous on this
side, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the righteous on that side, THE
SOUL OF THE RIGHTEOUS BELOW, inherit THE NUKVA. Hence it
says, "The righteous shall inherit the earth" (Tehilim 38:29), and
assuredly they will inherit THE NUKVA CALLED earth. Come and
see: The righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, inherits the earth, THE
NUKVA, pours blessings upon it every day and furnishes it with
delights and dainties which he draws FROM BINAH upon it. We have
already explained this.

74. "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat"
A discussion of the title verse interprets it as signifying Binah, which gives "royal dainties" to Yesod, which in turn then gives to Malchut, our
dimension of physical matter. There are two types of bread: the bread of poverty, which is the bread of Malchut, and millet bread, the bread of Zeir
Anpin. The bread mentioned in the title verse is that of Zeir Anpin. Zeir Anpin nourishes Malchut through the righteous, and Malchut distributes the
"royal dainties" among the grades beneath her.
Following a description of the double bread of Shabbat, there ensues a discussion of the verse, "For the bread is spent." We are told that the upper
bread of Zeir Anpin is referred to as masculine and includes all types of food, while the lower bread of the Nukva is feminine and refers only to
bread. Finally, the discourse informs us Moshe revealed that Asher is mentioned above in Binah. We also learn that Asher is mentioned below, in
relation to Malchut and is included in the support of Malchut, below the twelve tribes.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here, the righteous sages of antiquity, and the pious who walk among us in the present, assist us in connecting our souls and the entire world
[Malchut] to the level of Zeir Anpin, the fountainhead of spiritual energy, including financial sustenance for our physical reality.
751. This is the secret of the verse, "Out of Asher his bread shall be
fat, and he shall yield royal dainties," WHICH MEANS THAT ASHER
IS THE SAID RIGHTEOUS, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT POURS
DAINTIES UPON THE NUKVA. Yet he is not YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
as it is written: "The daughters saw her, and called her happy" (Shir
Hashirim 6:9), WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF THE NUKVA AND NOT
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Leah therefore said "for the daughters will
call me happy (Heb. oshri)" (Beresheet 30:13). This is correct. Come
and see: From the World to Come, BINAH, issues a flow upon the
righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, to pour delicacies and dainties
upon the earth, which has been bread of poverty turned millet bread.
This is the meaning of, "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat, and he
shall yield royal dainties." We have already explained this. ASHER IS
BINAH, WHICH GIVES ROYAL DAINTIES TO YESOD, AND YESOD TO
THE NUKVA.
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752. Come and see: "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat." This is the
place which everyone calls happy. What is it? It is the World to
Come, BINAH, which the upper and lower call happy and yearn for.
"His bread shall be fat": HE ASKS: Whose BREAD? It does not
specify the place OF BREAD. HE REPLIES: There is bread and bread,
and in the same way there is a tree and tree. There is The Tree of
Life, ZEIR ANPIN, and the tree upon which death depends, THE
NUKVA. SO there is bread which is called bread of poverty, THE
NUKVA, and there is bread called millet bread. What is THE MILLET
BREAD? It is Vav OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. This is "his bread (Heb. lachmo)": the bread (Heb. lechem) of
Vav, NAMELY THE BREAD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Hence it says "Behold, I
will rain bread from heaven" (Shemot 16:4), from heaven indeed,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN.

753. Hence, "out of Asher his bread shall be fat." "His bread"
includes the sylables lechem and the letter Vav, TO WIT, THE BREAD
OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'VAV', since from him-FROM BINAH
CALLED 'ASHER'-the tree is nourished, and he, BINAH, adorns it
WITH THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, as it says "the crown with which
his mother crowned him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11), TO WIT, BINAH
CALLED 'MOTHER'. When ZEIR ANPIN receives, he shall surely yield
royal dainties (lit. 'of the king'). Who is the king? The Congregation
of Yisrael, NAMELY THE NUKVA, which is nourished BY ZEIR
ANPIN, who gives to her via the righteous, the holy grade of the sign
of the covenant, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and from THE
NUKVA unto the other grades below IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH, which resemble the ones above, TO WIT, THE IMPLEMENTS
IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH RESEMBLE THOSE IN ATZILUT.
754. In the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder), he said the
following, "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat" refers to the Shabbat
bread, which is doubly delightful, as it is written: "They gathered
double bread" (Shemot 16:22). There are two kinds of breads, bread
from heaven, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and bread from the earth, FROM
THE NUKVA. This is millet bread, BUT THE BREAD FROM THE
EARTH DETACHED FROM THE BREAD FROM HEAVEN is the bread
of poverty. On Shabbat, the lower bread OF THE NUKVA is included
within the upper bread OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the lower is blessed by
the upper. This is double bread.

755. RAV HAMNUNA SABA (THE ELDER) also said that the double
bread of Shabbat, WHICH IS THE BREAD OF THE NUKVA, receives
from the supernal Shabbat, BINAH, which flows and shines upon
everything. The bread OF THE NUKVA is united with the bread OF
BINAH and becomes double. HE EXPLAINS WHY HE DOES NOT
TALK OF THE BREAD OF THE NUKVA AND THE BREAD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, BUT THE BREAD OF BINAH. IT IS BECAUSE that uniformly
the secret of bread is the Nukva, EITHER THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, OR BINAH, WHICH IS ALSO A FEMALE. BUT THE
ABUNDANCE OF ZEIR ANPIN IS NOT CALLED BREAD, SINCE IT IS
MALE. Hence it is written: "Shall be fat" with a feminine suffix
INSTEAD OF A MASCULINE. It also says "save the bread which he
did eat" (Beresheet 39:6), WHICH ALLUDES TO the wife CALLED
BREAD. HENCE BREAD IS AN ASPECT OF THE FEMALE.
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756. One may ask about the verse: "For the bread is spent in our
vessels" (I Shmuel 9:7), THAT THE WORD "SPENT" IS MASCULINE
AND not feminine. THE REASON THEREFORE IS THAT other
victuals BESIDES BREAD are also called bread. It can be noticed
what would be other victuals and what would be bread, for upper
bread OF ZEIR ANPIN is uniformly male, AND REFERS TO ALL
KINDS OF FOOD. The lower bread OF THE NUKVA is uniformly
female, AND REFERS TO BREAD ALONE. We find that it is
sometimes written as masculine and sometimes as feminine. All is
the same, and the one is like the other, ONLY ONE IS IN ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE OTHER IN THE NUKVA, and all is correct.

757. Come and see: Asher is mentioned above IN BINAH and
mentioned below in relation to the adornments of the bride, WHO IS
THE NUKVA, since the sea, THE NUKVA, rests upon and is
supported by all the twelve tribes, THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE
OXEN. This is the meaning of: "And the sea was set above upon
them" (I Melachim 7:25). ASHER THEN IS PART OF THE SUPPORT
OF THE NUKVA. The secret of the matter is that it is established
above IN BINAH and below on earth, THE NUKVA, through certain
amendments after the pattern of the supernal world BINAH. It is
established below through the twelve tribes WHO SUPPORT THE
NUKVA, after the supernal pattern OF BINAH WHICH IS
ESTABLISHED UPON THE TWELVE SUPPORTS OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Hence there is the Shechinah above, BINAH, WHICH RESTS UPON
THE TWELVE SUPPORTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE THREE COLUMNS,
EACH OF THEM FOUR FACED and there is the Shechinah below, the
NUKVA, through which Yisrael is included and established by the
twelve tribes, and Asher is part of her support like the other tribes.
759. If it were not for Moshe who revealed THAT ASHER IS IN BINAH,
it would not be made known. Thus it says, "And let him dip his foot
in oil" (Devarim 33:24) to indicate his attachment to his place, which
pours the anointing oil from ITS PLACE above IN BINAH. Therefore it
says, "Be Asher blessed above sons" (Ibid.).

75. "Naftali is a hind let loose"
An interpretation of this difficult section reveals that while Malchut is considered female, anything that rises above her to Binah is considered male.
We learn that a male is considered perfect when he is circumcised, because he possesses the sign of the Covenant. Therefore, the verse, "a male
without blemish", alludes to the virile member which must not be castrated. Although Binah is often referred to as female, since she has many
feminine aspects, when the "final part," the aspect of maleness, is revealed, all turns into male. The discussion next moves to the question of why
God omitted Yosef and put Efraim in his place when He ordered the four standards for the twelve tribes in order to adorn the Shechinah. We learn
that although Yosef was righteous, he had the imprint of the male. Because the Shechinah's adornments are all female, Yosef was removed and
Efraim, who is of the feminine aspect, was put in his place. Finally, the rabbis provide further insight into the title verse through an explanation of
the words, "and your mouth (speech) is comely." The voice, which signifies Zeir Anpin, guides the speech, which signifies Malchut. Just as there is
no voice without speech and vice versa, Malchut and Zeir Anpin cannot illuminate without each other. Thus, the whole depends on the part, and the
part depends on the whole.
The Relevance of this Passage
The realization of the interconnectedness and perfect harmony of all reality begins to take hold within our consciousness. We receive purification of
our negative sexual deeds and thoughts through the Light that is set aflame during circumcision. Our efforts of meditating upon these verses help
to couple Malchut and Zeir Anpin bringing Light to the planet and balance to the male and female energies that permeate all worlds.
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759. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with: "Naftali is a hind let
loose: he gives goodly words" (Beresheet 49:21). THIS VERSE IS
CONSIDERED DIFFICULT, FOR SINCE IT SAYS "A HIND LET
LOOSE," IT SHOULD END WITH 'SHE GIVES GOODLY WORDS',
INSTEAD OF "HE." We have learned that the supernal world, BINAH,
is the world of the male. Once something rises from the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS FEMALE, it becomes male.
Whence do we know that? From the burnt offering (Heb. olah). Why
is it called olah (lit. 'goes up, fem.')? Because it rises up from the
Nukva. Therefore, "let him offer a male without blemish" (Vayikra
1:3), AS ABOVE THE NUKVA IT IS MALE. FOR THIS REASON THE
SUPERNAL WORLD, BINAH, IS CONSIDERED THE WORLD OF THE
MALE.
760. HE ASKS: Why DOES SCRIPTURE say "A MALE without
blemish"? Was there any intention of bringing it in pieces, that it
admonishes "without blemish (lit. 'perfect')"? HE ANSWERS: What is
perfect? It is expressed by the words: "Walk before me, and be
perfect" (Beresheet 17:1). When was he perfect? At the time he was
circumcised, since a male exists and is recognized only by the place
called perfect, the sign of the covenant, which indicates the
difference between male and female. Hence it says, "Noach was a
righteous perfect man" (Beresheet 6:9), RIGHTEOUS BEING YESOD
WHICH IS CALLED PERFECT. Therefore, the words "a male without
blemish" allude to the virile member which must not be castrated.

761. HE ASKS: Yet it also says "a female without blemish." HE
ANSWERS: Assuredly, as YESOD is called "righteous perfect," so
does the Nukva, since she receives everything from him AND IS
THEREFORE CALLED PERFECT LIKE HIM. BUT THE ATTRIBUTE
"PERFECT" MAINLY REFERS TO THE MALE. Hence, the burnt
offering which rises from the female unto the male IS MALE, since
from that place, THE NUKVA, upwards, all is male. From the Nukva
downward all is female, as has already been explained.

762. HE ASKS: But there is also a female above, BINAH. HE
REPLIES: The final part of the body shows that the whole body is
male. The head and body OF BINAH--BEING CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
AND DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, are feminine until
the final part, TO NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, CLOTHED IN THE
HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN TO ASSUME THE ASPECT OF THE MALE
LIKE HIM, and when the final part shows THE ASPECT OF
MALENESS all turns into male, EVEN ITS CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE NOT
CLOTHED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, ARE ALSO CONSIDERED TO BE
MALE. But here IN THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, the head and end
are considered feminine, for her whole body is female, WITHOUT A
TRACE OF MALE IN HER NETZACH HOD YESOD.
763. Come and see: There is a supernal secret in this, for we notice
that Ya'akov blessed Yosef together with his brothers. But when the
Holy One, blessed be He, ordered the four standards of the
Shechinah for the twelve tribes, through which to adorn the
Shechinah, he omitted Yosef and put Efraim in his place. Why did he
omit Yosef? If you say that it was for his sins, this is not so, for he
was righteous.
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764. HE ANSWERS: The secret meaning of this is that Yosef was the
imprint of the male, as it is written: "Yosef is a fruitful bough, a
fruitful bough by a well," WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF YESOD
CALLED A FRUITFUL BOUGH, and "from thence he fed the stone of
Yisrael." The stone is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE
NUKVA, of which David said: "The stone which the builders rejected
has become the head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:21). Since
Yosef was the imprint of the male, he is called Yosef the righteous,
for indeed he was righteous, YESOD. "From thence he fed the stone
of Yisrael" WHICH GIVES TO THE NUKVA.

765. Since all the adornments of the Shechinah are female, FOR
FROM THE NUKVA DOWNWARD ALL IS FEMALE, Yosef was
removed from them and Efraim was assigned in his place to the
TWELVE adornments, for he is of the aspect of the female. He was
then stationed on the west side, the dwelling of the female, THE
SHECHINAH BEING ON THE WEST, and the impress of the male,
NAMELY YOSEF, was removed from the adornments, which are all of
the world of the female and not of the world of the male. All
adornments need to bear the aspect of the female.

766. Hence Yosef the righteous, YESOD WHICH IS MALE, was
removed from the adornments and Efraim was put in his stead.
Therefore all the twelve tribes WHO ARE CONSIDERED FEMALE, are
the adornments of the Shechinah, and must bear the likeness of
above; TO WIT, TO BE FEMALES LIKE THE SHECHINAH, except the
grade of righteous OF THE TRIBES, WHICH IS YESOD, which turn all
the members of the body into male and should not be counted
among the twelve implements so that there will be no need to deduct
him.
767. "Naftali is a hind let loose: he gives goodly words" as it says
"and your mouth (speech) is comely" (Shir Hashirim 4:3), for the
voice, ZEIR ANPIN, guides the speech, THE NUKVA. There is no
voice without speech. The voice is sent from a deep place above,
BINAH, to guide the speech, since there is no voice without speech
nor speech without voice. This is the whole needing the part, and the
part in need the whole. The voice comes forth from the south,
WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM and
leads the west, THE NUKVA, which inherits the two sides, THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM FROM THE SOUTH AND THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THE WEST. Hence it is written, "And of Naftali he
said... possess you the west and the south" (Devarim 33:23).
Therefore it is said that "Naftali is a hind let loose," NAMELY THE
NUKVA below. In the same manner, the male above SHINES
TOGETHER WITH HER, FOR THEY DO NOT SHINE THE ONE
WITHOUT THE OTHER. Hence, "he gives goodly words" is written in
the masculine, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, instead of the feminine.

76. Thought, voice, speech
Thought, we are told, is the beginning of all. In the beginning, there was no separation between thought, voice, and speech, as signified by the
verse, "The Creator shall be one, and His Name One." Thought then expanded and was named Binah (Understanding) when it came to the place
where the spirit dwelt. The spirit expands and utters a voice, which includes all forces and guides the speech.
The Relevance of this Passage
The energy flowing from this passage transports our souls back to the moment before creation where all was one. This all-embracing unity radiates
Light that returns our entire being back to an embryonic state when we were free of any negativity and defilement. This process has a refining and
purifying effect on us, removing blockages and darkness from the recesses of our souls. The Light of rejuvenation ignites within us, giving us
renewed strength and power to continue our spiritual transformation.
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768. Come and see: Thought is the beginning of all. Thought is
hidden inside and inscrutable. When thought further expanded, it
came to where the spirit dwelt, and was there named Binah
(understanding). Now it is not concealed as before, and though it is
somewhat hidden, the spirit expands and utters a voice, which is
composed of fire, water and wind, THE THREE COLUMNS north,
south and east. This voice includes all forces, and guides the
speech. It gives word its fixing, since it was sent from the place of
the spirit and came to guide the word and utter correct words.

769. When you look at these grades, you shall find that thought,
Binah, voice and speech are all one. This is the thought in the
beginning of all. There was no separation but all was one and united.
That very thought was attached to naught, KETER, never to
separate. This is meant by: "Hashem shall be one, and His name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9), and "he gives goodly words" refers to the
body.

77. "Yosef is a fruitful bough"
The Zohar offers a complex discourse concerning the exact makeup of the great spiritual channel Yosef.
The Relevance of this Passage
Yosef is considered to be the foundation of our physical world. Within the structure of the Ten Sfirot, Yosef corresponds to the dimension of Yesod,
the doorway through which all the energy of the Upper Worlds enters our material realm. Yosef also corresponds to sustenance. Hence, in this
passage, we draw the power of good fortune and we strengthen our soul's connection to the true foundation of all spirituality.
770. The ending of the body, YESOD, is referred to in the verse:
"Yosef is a fruitful bough, a fruitful bough by a well." HE ASKS: Why
does it say twice "A FRUITFUL BOUGH"? HE ANSWERS: There is a
fruitful bough above and a fruitful bough below. Why is there no
fruitful bough below among the implements of the Matron, NAMELY
AMONG THE TWELVE TRIBES, THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE
OXEN, WHICH SUPPORT THE MATRON ABOVE? HE REPLIES: "The
daughters advanced upon the wall," WHICH MEANS THAT females
are used as her implements, FEMALE ASPECTS, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF THE TWELVE TRIBES, and not sons. AND YOSEF IS
YESOD, WHICH IS A SON, NAMELY MALE. Hence it says, "Many
daughters have done virtuously" (Mishlei 31:29). "Many daughters
have done virtuously" are the twelve tribes, WHO ARE MADE A
THRONE FOR THE NUKVA. THUS, THE VERSE ENDS WITH "BUT
YOU EXCEL (LIT. 'RISES ABOVE') THEM ALL" (IBID.).
771. Come and see: the holy Malchut does not attain perfection as
holy Malchut, until it is united with the patriarchs, WHO ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET FROM THE CHEST AND ABOVE
OF ZEIR ANPIN. When it joins them, the kingdom was turned into a
complete building by the upper world, which is the world of the male,
NAMELY BINAH, SINCE THEN CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVE FROM ITS RIGHT SIDE, AND MALCHUT FROM
BINAH'S LEFT SIDE. The supernal world is called seven years since
it includes all seven years, AS BINAH INCLUDES WITHIN HER ALL
THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT CALLED SEVEN YEARS.
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772. This is indicated by: "And he built it seven years" (I Melachim
6:38). This is the upper world BINAH, WHICH INCLUDES SEVEN
YEARS. It therefore does not say 'in seven years', BUT SEVEN, as in:
"For six days Hashem made heaven and earth" (Shemot 31:17),
instead of 'in six days.' THIS MEANS THAT THE SIX DAYS CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD MADE HEAVEN
AND EARTH; HERE ALSO IT MEANS THAT THE SEVEN YEARS,
BINAH, BUILT IT. It is written: "These are the generations of the
heaven and of the earth when they were created (Heb. be'hibar'am),"
the letters of "be'avraham (Eng. 'in Avraham')," for Avraham, WHO IS
CHESED, is called seven days, and by him the upper world, BINAH,
was built. They are called the 'World of the Male'.
773. Likewise there are seven years below, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT DIVIDED AMONG
THE TWELVE TRIBES, the secret of the lower world, THE NUKVA.
This is the secret meaning of the words:, "Seven days and seven
days, fourteen days" (I Melachim, 8:66). HE ASKS: From "seven days
and seven days," do I not know they amount to fourteen, WHY ADD
"FOURTEEN DAYS"? HE ANSWERS: THEIR PURPOSE IS to indicate
the upper and lower worlds, which are seven days and seven days,
ALLUDED TO BY THE FOURTEEN DAYS. Those OF THE UPPER
WORLD are males and those OF THE LOWER WORLD are females.
This world, THE NUKVA, is above the females, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD DIVIDED AMONG THE SAID
TWELVE, as it is written: "Many daughters have done virtuously."
This refers to the twelve tribes, that "have done virtuously," as "all
that were numbered in the camp of Yehuda..." (Bemidbar 2:9) and
the others MULTIPLIED EXCEEDINGLY. THUS THE VERSE ENDS
WITH "BUT YOU RISE ABOVE THEM ALL," SINCE THE NUKVA IS
OVER THEM.
774. HE ASKS: You may say that the verse says "many" yet they are
but twelve, excepting their virtuous deeds, FOR EACH MULTIPLIED,
AS HINTED BY THE WORDS "HAVE DONE VIRTUOUSLY." Why does
it say "many (Heb. rabot) daughters"? HE REPLIES: Like in the
verse: "Because the cry of S'dom and Amorah is great (Heb.
rabah)" (Beresheet 18:20), "many" means that they are great, above
all and greater than all. These are the great livng creatures. They
"have done virtuously" AS EACH TRIBE MULTIPLIED
EXCEEDINGLY. "AND THOSE THAT ENCAMP BY HIM" (BEMIDBAR
2), YISACHAR AND ZVULUN BY THE STANDARD OF YEHUDA, AND
SO ON, are called 'small livng creatures', which join as one the great
livng creatures, YEHUDA, REUVEN, EFRAIM AND DAN, so that the
Matron, THE NUKVA, will be established by them. The upper and
lower will rejoice in them. Hence it says, "There is the Livyatan,
whom you have made to play therein" (Tehilim 104:26). THE
LIVYATAN IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE SMALL AND
GREAT LIVNG CREATURES. Therefore "many daughters have done
virtuously..."
775. Hence "the daughters advanced upon the wall." HE ASKS: IT
SAYS "daughters advanced (sing.)" INSTEAD OF IN THE PLURAL.
HE ANSWERS: This is the reflection of that which is written above
"A FRUITFUL BOUGH BY A WELL." What is this WELL? It is the well
of justice, THE NUKVA, WHICH RECEIVES JUSTICE, TIFERET.
YOSEF gives to the well, THE NUKVA, which advances to take
daughters for its adornment. "The daughters advanced": THE
NUKVA ADVANCED WITH DAUGHTERS but not with sons, for
daughters are worthy to establish her, but sons are not. "They
fiercely attacked him" by looking lovingly at him, as it is written:
"Turn away your eyes from me, for they have overcome me" (Shir
Hashirim 6:5), FOR THEY BURN ME WITH YOUR LOVE'S FLAME.
HERE TOO HE COULD NOT SUFFER THE NUKVA'S ARROWS OF
LOVE. THIS IS THE MEANING OF "THEY FIERCELY ATTACKED HIM"
and "the archers hated him," THAT HE COULD NOT TOLERATE IT.
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776. "But his bow abode in strength." The bow IS THE NUKVA. HE
ASKS: Why say "his bow" WHEN IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN 'BUT BOW
ABODE...'? HE ANSWERS: It is YOSEF'S spouse, AND THEREFORE
IT SAYS "HIS BOW." "In strength" means that she clothed him in
strength and might, and so his strength will not be enfeebled FOR
HIS UNION WITH HER. For she knew that Yosef would not turn aside
within his grade; TO WIT, HE WOULD NOT TURN, DUE TO MATING,
TO THE LEFT GRADE, THE PLACE OF JUDGMENTS, since his sign
of the covenant turns both right and left IN ONE.
777. What do the words "were made supple (Heb. vayafozu)" mean?
HE ANSWERS: As it says, "More to be desired are they than gold,
even much fine gold (Heb. paz)" (Tehilim 19:11) and "nor shall it be
valued with pure gold (Heb. paz)" (Iyov 28: 18). HERE TOO,
VAYAFOZU IS DERIVED FROM PAZ, FINE GOLD AND
PRECARIOUSNESS, as his hands were precious with the sublime
pearl, THE SUPERNAL NUKVA ABOVE THE CHEST, THAT
RECEIVED ABUNDANCE FROM BEING UNITED. SHE RECEIVED "by
the hand of the mighty One of Ya'akov" from the two sides, RIGHT
AND LEFT, by which Ya'akov was strengthened. "From thence he fed
the stone of Yisrael," from thence that precious stone, THE NUKVA,
was fed, like we said. We should further explain that the precious
stone was fed by the twelve sides, north and south, WHICH ARE THE
HANDS OF YA'AKOV, FOR THERE ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD TO THE NORTH, AND
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD TO THE
SOUTH, ALTOGETHER TWELVE. THE NUKVA is put in their midst to
be blessed by them, fed by them via YOSEF the righteous.
778. Come and see: Yosef was bestowed yet another blessing "by
the El of your father, and He shall help you; AND BY (ET) SHADAI,
AND HE SHALL BLESS YOU." This verse is hard to understand,
since it says "by the El of your father," when it should have been 'the
El shall of your father help you.' It says "Et Shadai" instead of the
particle 'el' as in "and El Shadai give you Mercy before the
man" (Beresheet 43:14). "And He shall bless you" should have been
'He shall bless you.'

779. HE REPLIES: He inherited both above IN ZEIR ANPIN and below
IN THE NUKVA. He inherited above, as it says "by the El of your
father," which is the supernal inheritance, a place called heaven,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH CHARIOT YA'AKOV WAS. "And He
shall help you": He shall not exchange it for another place, and His
help shall be from this place and no other.

780. "And (et) Shadai": What is the meaning of this phrase, SHOULD
IT NOT HAVE BEEN 'EL SHADAI', AS ASKED ABOVE? But this is
another lower grade, as we have learned that uniformly "Et (the)
Hashem" is the Shechinah, as in "I saw (et) Hashem" (Yechezkel
6:1), Et includes THE SHECHINAH. "And the (Heb. et)" ALLUDES TO
ZEIR ANPIN, thus comprising day, ZEIR ANPIN in night, and night in
day, as it is written: "and (et) Shadai" WITH VAV (=AND), since from
thence blessings issue into the world.
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781. We should explain further, Why it does not say 'And El Shadai',
seeing that it has the same meaning as we said THAT IT TOO
ALLUDES TO THE NUKVA, ALSO CALLED "EL SHADAI," as it is
written: "and El Shadai give you mercy." All is the same SINCE "AND
EL SHADAI" REFERS TO THE NUKVA LIKE "AND (ET) SHADAI."
Why then omit the Lamed and replace IT with Tav? It is a mystery,
that when these paths come from above, TO WIT, THE 22 LETTERS,
FROM WHICH EVERY PERFECTION IS SUPPLIED, the whole of the
Torah, THE ABUNDANCE OF ZEIR ANPIN, is inherited by heaven,
ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "the (et) heaven" (Beresheet 1:1), ET
(ALEPH TAV) including all the 22 letters FROM ALEPH TO TAV. From
here, they depart to the Oral Law, called earth, NAMELY THE NUKVA,
as it says "and the (et) earth" (Ibid.), ALEPH TAV including the 22
letters RECEIVED BY THE NUKVA. AT FIRST, heaven, ZEIR ANPIN,
includes them all as one, and then the moon, THE NUKVA, is
adorned by them all; TO WIT, SHE RECEIVES THEM FROM ZEIR
ANPIN and dwells in perfection. Blessings are then drawn from
there, and thus it says "and (et) Shadai," WHICH INDICATES THE
GREAT PERFECTION OF THE INCLUSION OF THE 22 LETTERS OF
THE NUKVA, WHENCE THERE ARE BLESSINGS.
782. "And (Vav) he shall bless you" IS SPELLED WITH VAV, for
further lasting prevalence TO THE BLESSINGS. For wherever there
is Vav, it is an indication of an increase and maintenance. Up to this
point, it was said in general. Now he gives details, as is written:
"blessings of heaven..."

783. "The blessings of your father are potent above the blessings of
my progenitors" The blessings of your father YA'AKOV, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, are surely more potent THAN THE BLESSINGS
OF AVRAHAM AND YITZCHAK, since Ya'akov inherited more praises
than the patriarchs, he being perfect in all. He gave it all to Yosef.
Why? Because this is fit, for the righteous, YESOD, NAMELY YOSEF,
takes and inherits all together; TO WIT, HE RECEIVES FROM ALL
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN TOGETHER; and all blessings dwell in
him. He draws them from the head above, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN, and all the members of the body, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
prepare to pass the blessings TO YESOD, and then YESOD turns
into a river which flows from Eden.

784. HE ASKS OF THE MEANING OF "from Eden (lit. 'delight')." HE
SAYS, When all the limbs are linked together in delight and desire
from the abundance in the head above and from below, they all pour
UPON YESOD their delight and desire, and it becomes a river which
flows and comes out from Eden. WE SHOULD further EXPLAIN THAT
the word "from Eden" MEANS that from supernal Chochmah called
Eden, all flows and turns into a river, which pours down until it
reaches the grade OF YESOD, and then all THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN are blessed, and all is one.
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785. "To the utmost bound (also: 'desires') of the everlasting (lit.
'world') hills" is the passion for the two everlasting hills. What are
they? The two females, one above, BINAH, and one below, THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, each called 'world'. The desire of all the
members of the body, ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, is for these
two mothers. They desire to suck from the upper mother, BINAH,
and desire to be attached to the lower mother, THE NUKVA. These
desires of them all is the same, and therefore "they shall be on the
head of Yosef," WHO IS YESOD, who will receive them all as befits.

786. Happy are those who are called righteous, for only those who
keep the grade of the sign of the holy covenant are so called. They
are happy in this world and in the World to Come. They came out of
the cave. Rabbi Shimon said: Let each of us discourse as we walk.

78. "Binyamin is a ravenous wolf"
The first explanation for why Binyamin is called a wolf tells us that this was engraved upon the throne. The second explanation interprets it as a
reference to the altar upon which he offered the flesh of sacrifice daily. The third explanation indicates that through sacrifices, Binyamin appeased
the accusers, called "wolf," in order that they would accuse Yisrael. The discussion then reveals the meaning of the verse, "In the morning he shall
devour the prey." We are told that in the morning, the offering causes pleasure. At this time only, Ad, of the supernal throne of Binah, consumes the
sacrifice. We next learn that the smoke of the sacrifice rises and unites Zeir Anpin and the Female Principle. Wine is also poured below, thereby
bringing joy to the wine above. The awakening below should be performed with fine flour in oil in order to effect the union. The first sacrifices of the
day are offered entirely to God, Whom then confers blessings on the supernal armies. This unites Zeir Anpin and Malchut and connects the Upper
and the Lower Worlds. Indeed, we're told, it is forbidden for a man to greet anyone in the morning before blessing God.
The Relevance of this Passage
The underlying meaning behind any sacrifice to The Creator concerns the sacrifice of our own immoral qualities that dwell deep within our nature.
By meditating to uproot our negative traits, and acknowledging our jealousies, ego, and selfishness, the Light issuing through the words of these
verses burns away our Evil Inclination, thus facilitating our spiritual evolution.
787. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the following verse,
"Binyamin is a ravenous wolf." HE ASKS: Why is Binyamin called a
wolf? HE ANSWERS: Because it was so engraved upon the throne,
THE NUKVA, IN THE SHAPE OF A WOLF. For all the great and small
livng creatures are imprinted UPON THE THRONE, as it is written
"both small and great beasts" (Tehilim 104:25). The throne made by
Solomon was also engraved in the same manner, after the pattern of
the THRONE above.

788. Another explanation for "a ravenous wolf" is that the altar was
in Binyamin's portion, and the altar is a wolf. If you say that
Binyamin is a wolf, it is not so, the altar on his territory was the wolf,
since it consumed flesh every day; NAMELY THE SACRIFICES
OFFERED UPON IT. Binyamin used to feed it WITH SACRIFICES,
because it was in his territory. It was as if he nourished and fed that
wolf. "RAVENOUS" MEANS FEEDING, THE VERSE MAY READ
'BINYAMIN SHALL FEED THE WOLF,' THE ALTAR. Another
explanation for "a ravenous wolf" is that 'he shall feed the wolf'. Who
is the wolf? ANGELS sworn to enmity who are ready to accuse
Yisrael from above. They are all appeased by the sacrifices, aroused
with the arousal above. THUS BINYAMIN, IN WHOSE TERRITORY
THE ALTAR LIES, FEEDS THE ACCUSERS CALLED WOLF, SO THAT
THEY WILL NOT BRING ACCUSATION UPON YISRAEL.
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789. "In the morning he shall devour the prey (Heb. ad), and at night
he shall divide the spoil" HE ASKS: What is the meaning of: "In the
morning he shall devour the prey"? HE REPLIES: In the morning,
when Avraham, CHESED, stirs in the world, and it is time of
goodwill, the offering causes stirring and pleasure. It rises to 'ad',
the place of which it says "and you shall return to (Heb. ad) Hashem
your Elohim" (Devarim 30:2), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, FROM THE
CHEST UPWARD.

790. "In the morning" refers to Avraham like we said: WHO IS
CHESED, as it is written: "And Avraham rose up early in the
morning" (Beresheet 22:3) when it is time of grace and no one else
eats the sacrifice. Who would eat it? The place called Ad would. It is
the supernal throne, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET FROM THE
CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN UPWARD, THE THRONE OF BINAH, 'adey ad
(forever)', FOR EATING IS UNITING AS WAS SAID BEFORE.

791. Ad eats in the morning, NAMELY WHEN CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN HAS THE ASCENDANCY. Ad is above THE CHEST OF ZEIR
ANPIN, A PLACE WHICH IS ALL CHASSADIM, as it is written: "Trust
in Hashem for ever (Heb. adey-ad)" (Yeshayah 26:4). FROM THIS, WE
UNDERSTAND THAT AD IS A VERY HIGH PLACE. In the morning,
WHEN CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN REIGNS, there is a sacrifice unto
Hashem, WHEN THE NUKVA CALLED SACRIFICE IS UNITED WITH
HASHEM; THEREFORE "he shall devour ad (or: ad shall devour),"
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN AND RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED, SHALL, and
no other GRADE.
792. HE EXPLAINS THE UNION WHICH IS BROUGHT ABOUT
THROUGH THE SACRIFICE, SAYING the smoke OF THE SACRIFICE
rises, THE AWAKENING FROM BELOW, love is aroused above and
connects BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, and they stand
facing each other. The candle, THE NUKVA, is kindled and shines
from the awakening below, TO WIT, IT RECEIVES ABUNDANCE
FROM ZEIR ANPIN. The priest is stirred and the Levites praise with
joy. The wine, OF THE LEFT SIDE AND GVURAH, is mingled with
water, WHICH IS RIGHT AND CHESED. The wine illumines and
brings joy, FOR WHEN GVUROT ARE CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM,
THEY ARE CALLED 'GLADDENING WINE'. Therefore good wine
should be poured from below, so as to gladden the other wine
above. All then are aroused to connect the left with the right.

793. The bread of fine flour, which is Malchut, THE NUKVA, was
roused by the stirring BELOW. THE NUKVA IS CALLED 'BREAD',
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET MEANING OF THE VERSE: "SAVE
THE BREAD WHICH HE DID EAT" (BERESHEET 39:6). She is taken
by left and right, and attached to the body, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED BODY. Then supernal oil is poured FROM ZEIR ANPIN and
she receives it through the righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Therefore, awakening below should be performed with fine flour in
oil. All is attached together, and there is delight and pleasure in the
unison, and the crowns, THE SFIROT OF THE NUKVA, receive that
delight and pleasure of the unison. ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA are
attached to each other; the moon, THE NUKVA, shines and joins the
sun, and all settled delightedly.
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794. This is the sacrifice unto Hashem, WHEN THE NUKVA IS
BROUGHT UNTO HASHEM and to no one else. Therefore "in the
morning he shall devour the prey (Heb. ad)," AD SHALL EAT IN THE
MORNING, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'AD', and none other. THE
VERSE TEACHES US that first Ad, ZEIR ANPIN, shall eat and be
delighted in his union in the morning, WHEN CHASSADIM RULE, for
the holy name should be the first to be blessed. Then will the others
be blessed, AS IT SAYS, "AND AT NIGHT HE SHALL DIVIDE THE
SPOIL," AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
795. This is why it is forbidden for a man to greet his neighbor in the
morning before blessing the Holy One, blessed be He, who should
be blessed first, as "in the morning he shall devour ad" (or: as shall
devour) , WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The others shall be blessed later;
NAMELY "at night he shall divide the spoil" for the first sacrifices are
offered entirely to the Holy One, blessed be He, and the stirring
BELOW rises thither. Once he is blessed, he links by knots all the
other supernal armies and confers blessings, each according to his
worth. The worlds are sweetened and the upper and lower are
blessed.

796. This is the secret of the verse, "I have drunk my wine with my
milk" first. Then, dividing amongst them all, he says, "Eat, O dear
ones, and drink; drink deep, O loving companions" (Shir Hashirim
5:1), thus conferring blessings upon them all and allotting each with
his fitting share. Therefore, "at night he shall divide the spoil" for the
holy name is blessed first and then imparts blessings amongst all
the worlds. Do not say that the sacrifice is offered them nor to any
other force, but all is offered to the Holy One, blessed be He, who
bestows blessings and divides them to all the worlds. Therefore it is
a sacrifice to Hashem, and to no other GRADE.

797. Rabbi Shimon said: You have spoken well, my son. There is
another awakening brought about by the sacrifice, that draws and
incites blessings so that all the worlds shall be blessed. But first
there is the sacrifice unto Hashem, TO BRING THE NUKVA TO THE
GRADE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and to no other. Now THAT THE UNISON
WITH ZEIR ANPIN IS PERFORMED, "shall you bring your
offering" (Vayikra 1:2), NAMELY so that the worlds will be connected
together and the upper and lower shall be blessed.

79. "And this is what their father spoke to them"
Rabbi Aba inquires why a passage of Scripture refers to the twelve tribes as "All these," as opposed to "These are the twelve tribes." The word "All,"
we learn, signifies the mechanism by which the twelve tribes are connected to the source of all blessings, the world of Malchut.
Moreover, it indicates the Lower World's connection to the Upper World.
We are then told that the upper realm, called Zeir Anpin [Male], correlates to "voice," whereas the physical dimension of Malchut [Female] equates to
speech. Thus, male and female [Upper and Lower Worlds] are unified--just as voice and speech are unified when words are spoken, through the
sacred text. "That which (he) spoke." Next, we learn that all blessing issues from both the Male and Female principles, or the union of Zeir Anpin and
Malchut.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here, the Upper and Lower Worlds are enjoined so that we may be the recipients of many blessings. This Light of blessing can flow freely if we do
not allow negativity from the twelve signs to influence us. This effect is illustrated within this passage through the mystical power of the twelve
tribes, which help us ascend over the twelve signs.
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798. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the following verse: "All
these are the twelve tribes of Yisrael..." HE ASKS: Why say "All
these?" Should it not have been, 'These are the twelve tribes.' What
means "All"? HE ANSWERS: It attaches the tribes to the place
whence all blessings issue from, NAMELY THE NUKVA. IT
THEREFORE SAYS, "All THESE." Indeed there are "twelve" knots in
the implements of the Matron, THE NUKVA, and she herself is
attached to them, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE
"AND THE SEA WAS SET ABOVE UPON THEM" (I MELACHIM 7:25).
Hence it says, "Twelve...and this is that which their father spoke to
them, and blessed them," SINCE THE NUKVA CALLED THIS JOINED
THE TWELVE TRIBES. For in this place speech dwells, AS ZEIR
ANPIN IS CALLED VOICE AND THE NUKVA SPEECH.

799. We should explain the words: "That which (he) spoke." There is
a link here which connects the lower to the upper and the upper to
the lower. HE EXPLAINS, The lower TO THE UPPER via the twelve
tribes, ACCORDING TO THE VERSE, "ALL THESE ARE THE TWELVE
TRIBES OF YISRAEL" AND THE UPPER TO THE LOWER BY this,
THE NUKVA, which was attached to them FROM ABOVE. "That
which he spoke" indicates the union between male and female, FOR
THERE IS NO SPEECH WITHOUT VOICE, ZEIR ANPIN. It is attached
to two sides from below, THE SECRET OF TWELVE, and from above,
THE SECRET OF THIS. Finally, he connected them to the supreme
place, male and female FROM THE CHEST UPWARD, WHERE THEY
ARE TOGETHER, AND THE FEMALE IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE ZEIR
ANPIN IN THE SECRET OF THE CHASSADIM IN HIM. Hence it says
"every one according to his blessing..." HE ASKS: What is "his
blessing"? HE ANSWERS: "His blessing" is his spouse, NAMELY
THE NUKVA CALLED SPOUSE. "Every one according to his
blessing" means they are both as one, AS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
NUKVA ARE INCLUDED TOGETHER.
800. He opened the discussion saying: "Hashem shall bless you out
of Tzion: and you shall see the good of Jerusalem" (Tehilim 128:5).
"Hashem shall bless you out of Tzion," for from it all blessings come
forth to water the garden, and it includes all blessings and passes to
her. Then "you shall see the good of Jerusalem," to show that all
blessings issue from male and female. Similarly, "Hashem bless you,
and keep you" (Bemidbar 6:24). "Hashem bless you" by the male,
"and keep you" by the female, FOR KEEPING IS DRAWN FROM THE
NUKVA. All this is one, for blessings issue from both into the world.
Therefore "every one according to his blessing he blessed them."

80. "And Ya'akov made an end of commanding his sons"
Rabbi Yehuda explains that Ya'akov "commanded" his sons to be attached to the Shechinah, referencing the cave where Adam is buried, a place
near the Garden of Eden. We're told that four couples are buried there: the three patriarchs, their wives, and Adam and Chavah. The Zohar explains
that four are required to make up a Holy Chariot. The Creator, however, linked King David to the three patriarchs to form the chariot. So why, Rabbi
Yehuda asks, does Adam rest in the cave with the three patriarchs while King David is buried elsewhere?
We are then told that Adam was allotted 1000 years of life, but 70 of his years were transferred to King David to allow for his physical existence.
Therefore, both King David and Adam signify Malchut, which represents Female. The three patriarchs embody Zeir Anpin, which is Male. Thus,
Adam could be the fourth aspect, "substituting" for David, allowing the Upper Worlds [the patriarchs] and the Lower World [David or Adam] to be
united. It is then explained that the cave where King David is buried corresponds to the male energy of the Upper World, whereas King David
embodies the female energy of Malchut. Hence, spiritual balance between the supernal and mundane worlds is achieved through this burial
arrangement.
The Relevance of this Passage
The symmetry and perfection of the world and its inhabitants, which were brought into existence by The Creator, exist in all of us. This force of
balance and union, ignited by our reading, allows the Light of the Shechinah and holy blessings to filter into our world. Our bond to the great
patriarchs, King David and root of our soul, Adam, is strengthened and enriched.
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801. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "And
Ya'akov made an end of commanding his sons." HE ASKS: It says
"commanding," but wouldn't one expect 'blessing?' HE REPLIES: He
commanded them to be attached to the Shechinah, and commanded
them concerning the cave, which is close to the Garden of Eden,
where Adam is buried.

802. Come and see: this place is called Kiryat Arba (lit. 'city of four')
because four couples were buried there: Adam and Chavah,
Avraham and Sarah, Yitzchak and Rivkah, and Ya'akov and Leah.
There is a difficulty here. We learned that the patriarchs are a Holy
Chariot, yet a Chariot consists of no less than four. We also learned
that the Holy One, blessed be He, joined King David with THE
PATRIARCHS, and they formed a complete Chariot OF FOUR. The
meaning of: "The stone which the builders rejected has become the
head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:21) is that King David joined
them and formed with them a complete Chariot. David was then
supposed to be buried with the patriarchs in Kiryat Arba. Why was
he not buried with them?

803. HE REPLIES: A place was prepared for King David, Tzion,
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, with which to be united as one; and Adam
was buried with the patriarchs. They were buried with him, since he
was the first king, from whom kingdom was removed and transferred
to King David. King David lived with Adam's days, for it was decreed
that Adam should live a thousand years, but seventy were removed
from him to form King David's life and he gave them to him. ADAM
WAS THEREFORE CONSIDERED TO PERTAIN TO MALCHUT, AND
HE COMPLEMENTED THE CHARIOT OF THE FATHERS TO A
FOURSOME. OTHERWISE, how could the patriarchs rise TO HAVE A
COMPLETE CHARIOT before the time of King David? OF NECESSITY
DID ADAM COMPLEMENT THEM. DAVID WAS NOT BURIED WITH
THEM, but merited a place worthy of him, WHICH IS TZION. Hence,
he was not buried with the fathers.

804. Moreover, the patriarchs dwell in a male place, TO WIT, THEY
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE
MALES. David, WHO IS A CHARIOT TO MALCHUT, is in a female
place. Hence the fathers were buried with their wives, and David was
buried and attached to a male place, TZION, each as befits him.

81. "And he expired and he was gathered unto his people"
Among the many mysteries expounded upon in this passage, we learn that Ya'akov never died, but rather "expired," just as the sun expires every
evening, leaving the moon to reflect its light. The intimate connection concerning the events that take place in Scripture, the characters that
populate the Biblical stories, and the structure of the Upper World, are explored in detail by the Zohar. The underlying objective of this complex
passage is to demonstrate how the male and female principles, Zeir Anpin and Malchut [the Nukva], are enjoined for the purpose filling all reality
with the blessed Light of The Creator. The Zohar stresses the spiritual perfection of Ya'akov, whose existence positively influences all generations
and unites the Lower and Upper Worlds.
The Relevance of this Passage
We are connected to the intricate structure of the supernal worlds and the processes by which the Lower and Upper worlds [Male and Female] are
interlocked. This connection allows the Light of The Creator and the perfection of Ya'akov to freely flow into our lives, bringing blessing and
removing the force of death from our midst.
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805. "He gathered up his feet into the bed" because he dwelt in the
place of the living, BEING A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, THE TREE OF
LIFE. Therefore, when he wanted to depart from the world he put his
feet down upon the bed, THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA, and was
gathered and gone from the world. TO WIT, HE WENT UP TO MAYIN
NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN THE UNION
OF MALE AND FEMALE. Hence it says that he "expired and was
gathered to his people," BUT NOT THAT HE DIED, FOR HE
ASCENDED TO BE PART OF THE SUPERNAL LIFE.
806. He opened the discussion saying: "My soul longs, indeed, it
faints for the courts of Hashem" (Tehilim 84:2). A DIFFICULTY IS
RAISED WHY HE DOES NOT LONG FOR THE HOUSE OF HASHEM,
BUT TO HIS COURTS. HE SAYS, This has already been explained by
the friends, yet come and behold: there are lower stories IN BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH and upper stories IN ATZILUT. There are no
SOULS in the upper ones, FOR SOULS DWELL ONLY IN BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. The stories are the inner houses IN
ATZILUT and outer houses IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. The
outer houses are called the courts of Hashem, because they are
filled with love and desire for the female. DAVID SAID: "MY SOUL
LONGS... FOR THE COURTS OF HASHEM" BECAUSE SOULS HAVE
NO HOLD HIGHER THAN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, CALLED
THE COURTS OF HASHEM. BUT WHEN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH RISE UP TO ATZILUT, THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS
ASCEND WITH THEM. Come and behold: when the soul rises, all
stirs, ALL THE HOSTS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, AND
THEY RISE to the Nukva, WHO IS united THROUGH THEIR RISING
TO HER with a complete desire WITH ZEIR ANPIN, and is attached to
him.
807. Ya'akov did not die and therefore it does not say so, only that
he "expired, and was gathered to his people." Look at the words "he
gathered up his feet into the bed," WHICH IS THE NUKVA. IT MEANS
that the sun, YA'AKOV, was gathered to the moon, THE NUKVA. The
sun does not die. It is merely gathered from the world and goes to
the moon.

808. Come and see: When Ya'akov was gathered, the moon shone,
and the desire of the Supernal Sun, ZEIR ANPIN, was awakened for
her. For when the sun, YA'AKOV, arises, another sun is awakened,
ZEIR ANPIN, and they cleave to each other, ZEIR ANPIN CLINGS TO
THE NUKVA, and the moon, THE NUKVA, shines FROM ZEIR ANPIN.

809. Rabbi Shimon said: You have spoken well. We also learned that
the upper beings, the world of the male, NAMELY BINAH, is linked to
the lower, the world of the female, NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the
lower is linked to the upper. So they all resemble each other.
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810. We have learned that there are two worlds, as it is written: "from
the world to the world" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:36)-BINAH AND THE
NUKVA. And though both are females, SINCE BINAH TOO IS A
FEMALE, yet BINAH is established by the male, FOR IN GREATNESS
SHE IS CONSIDERED A MALE, and THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN is
established by a female. BINAH is called seven and THE NUKVA
daughter of seven (Bat-Sheva). Both are mothers, BINAH is "mother
of children" and THE NUKVA is the mother of Solomon, as it is
written: "Go forth, O daughters of Tzion, and behold King Solomon
with the crown with which his mother crowned him" (Shir Hashirim
2:11). King Solomon is the king that the peace (Heb. shalom) is his,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE MOTHER, BINAH IS THE MOTHER OF
CHILDREN. The mother of Solomon, as it is written: "Bat-Sheva the
mother of Solomon" (I Melachim 1:11) IS THE NUKVA, FOR HERE IT
DOES NOT SAY "THE KING SOLOMON."
811. It is written: "And Solomon's Wisdom excelled" (I Melachim
5:10). Solomon's Wisdom is Solomon's mother, NAMELY THE
NUKVA, in accordance with the verse: "The words of King Lemu'el,
the prophecy, that his mother taught him" (Mishlei 31:1). "The words
of King Lemu'el": This verse is not clear, FOR WE DO NOT KNOW
WHO KING LEMU'EL IS. But "the words of King Lemu'el" means the
words which were spoken to El, who is king. Who is he? The one of
whom it says "and El who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:11)
and "and El Shadai" NAMELY THE NUKVA, as has been explained.

812. Lemu'el, as in the verse "to my mouth (Heb. lemo fi)" (Iyov 40:4)
MEANS HERE "TO (LIT. 'EL') EL. King Lemu'el is Bat-Sheva, THE
NUKVA; "the prophecy, that his mother taught him," when he
appeared before him in Givon in the vision of the night, IS "AND IF
YOU WILL WALK BEFORE ME, AS DAVID YOUR FATHER
WALKED" (I MELACHIM 9:4).
813. Come and see: Ya'akov was gathered to the moon, THE NUKVA,
BY RAISING MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO ZEIR AND
NUKVA WHEN HE PASSED AWAY, thus producing fruits by her, BY
BRINGING UNION BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE IN GREATNESS,
WHICH PRODUCES SOULS CALLED THE FRUITS OF MALE AND
FEMALE. There is no generation in the world without Ya'akov's fruit,
THE SOULS WHICH ARE BORN OF THE MATING OF MALE AND
FEMALE IN GREATNESS, WHICH YA'AKOV BROUGHT BY RAISING
MAYIN NUKVIN. For he caused stirring above, A UNION BETWEEN
MALE AND FEMALE as it says, "he gathered his feet into the bed,"
the bed of Ya'akov BEING THE NUKVA.
814. Happy is the portion of Ya'akov who was made perfect above
and below, as it is written: "Fear you not, O Ya'akov My servant, says
Hashem: for I am with you" (Yirmeyah 46:28), not 'you are with me'
but "I am with you." FOR HE WAS MADE PERFECT BELOW TOO
THROUGH THE SHECHINAH.

82. "The mourning of Egypt"
Rabbi Yitzchak sheds light on the term, "the mourning of Egypt." We are told that when Ya'akov resided in Egypt, "the land was blessed, waters
flowed and famine ceased." For this reason, scripture reads, "the mourning of Egypt" and not "the mourning of Yisrael [Ya'akov]."
Next, the significance of the word "utter" is examined in a particular verse of Torah. Yemalel, the Hebrew word for "utter," denotes the concept of
severance and cutting. In the context of verse quoted by the Zohar, the word "utter" signifies the annulment and cancellation of judgments that
emanate from the Sfirah of Gvurah, the Left Column force of Judgment.
Thereafter, we discover that the Egyptians were adept in the black arts and sorcery. However, while Ya'akov lived in this physical world, no nation,
no matter how well versed in magic, could rule over Yisrael. Moreover, upon Ya'akov's passing from this physical plane, the Egyptians realized that
Judgment would still rain down upon them; hence the term, "the mourning of Egypt."
Rabbi Shimon then reveals that upon his merit, he can protect those who are destined for death as a result of their wicked deeds, specifically, two
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Roman informers. He chooses not to.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our connection to Ya'akov helps ensure that Light flows into our lives even during times of great Judgment and negativity. The additional spiritual
influences arising herein, help annul Judgments that are handed down against us in the supernal courts. Finally, the exalted Light of the author of
the Zohar, Rabbi Shimon, protects us from the Angel of Death, even though we might not merit exoneration.
815. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "And they
came to the threshing floor of Atad," "And when the inhabitants of
the land, the Cna'anite, saw the mourning at the floor of
Atad" (Beresheet 50:10-11). We have to examine these verses. Why
should it concern us that they came to the threshing floor of Atad,
and why was it named "the mourning of Egypt." It should have been
named 'the mourning of Yisrael,' so why Egypt?

816. HE ANSWERS: So they said that as long as Ya'akov dwelt in
Egypt, the land was blessed for his sake, and the Nile used to rise
and water the land. Moreover, the famine ceased due to Ya'akov.
Hence the Egyptians mourned, and the mourning was named after
them.

817. He opened the discussion saying: "Who can utter the mighty
acts (Heb. Gvurot) of Hashem? who can declare all His
praise?" (Tehilim 106:2). This verse has been explained, yet why say
"utter" instead of the usual "speak." If, you say scripture is wont TO
USE SYNONYMS FOR THE BEAUTY OF STYLE, it is not so. But all
verses WITH SYNONYMS convey a specific meaning. Here, too, there
is a specific meaning in "utter (Heb. yemalel)," as in the verse "pluck
the ears (Heb. melilot)" (Devarim. 23:26), WHICH IS DERIVED FROM
CUTTING AND SEVERANCE. "The Gvurot of Hashem" are numerous,
since all verdicts come from thence, FROM THE GVUROT OF
HASHEM, THE LEFT COLUMN. SCRIPTURE therefore SAYS: "WHO
CAN UTTER GVUROT OF HASHEM," WHICH MEANS who will be able
to cancel and annul one decree of the mighty acts performed by the
Holy One, blessed be He.

818. We should also add that 'utter' and 'speak' are the same and
that UTTER MEANS speak. How numerous are the mighty acts, the
prosecutors, the advocates and the executioners of those who break
the Law. Speech cannot enumerate them, HENCE THE VERSE SAYS,
"WHO CAN UTTER THE MIGHTY ACTS OF HASHEM."

819. THE MIGHTY ACTS OF HASHEM are made known through
recital, which contains the secret of wisdom, AND THROUGH
WISDOM THEY CAN BE KNOWN. For through utterance and speech,
there is no uttering and knowing them, only through recital, as it is
written: "One generation shall praise your works to another, and
shall declare (recite) your mighty acts" (Tehilim 145:4), through
which secret they are made known; NAMELY BY RECITAL, THE
SECRET OF WISDOM. But of your Gvurah, the lower Gvurah WITHIN
THE NUKVA, they shall talk, FOR IT CAN BE SPOKEN OF, as it is
written: "and talk of your Gvurah" (Ibid. 11).
820. "Who can declare all His praise?" For many judgments are seen
by it and are united in praise, and several hosts join in praise, as it is
written: "Is there any number to His armies" (Iyov 25:3). Hence "who
can declare all His praise?"
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821. Come and see: All the Egyptians were wise, on the side of
Gvurah, NAMELY THE LEFT COLUMN, whence legions and hosts
come forth and grades that reach the lower grades. The Egyptians,
who were sorcerers, had knowledge of them, and knew of the
undisclosed secrets in the world. They saw that as long as Ya'akov
lived in this world, no nation could rule over his children, yet they
knew that they would enslave Yisrael for a long period.

822. When Ya'akov died they rejoiced THAT NOW THEY WOULD BE
ABLE TO ENSLAVE YISRAEL. They looked to see what would
become of it and saw the threshing floor of Atad, the prevailing
punishment, as 'Atad' has the same numerical value as 'hand',
mentioned in the verse: "And Yisrael saw that great work (lit. 'hand')
which Hashem did upon Egypt" (Shemot 14:31). When they came to
this place, they saw the mighty acts coming from Atad UPON THEM,
NAMELY THE TEN PLAGUES OF EGYPT AND THE PARTING OF THE
RED SEA. Why is it called Atad (thorn-bush)? As the thorns grow on
both sides of the thorn-bush, so do the fingers of the hand, each
containing numerous Gvurot, punishments and decrees. Hence
"they mourned with a great and very sore lamentation...so that the
name of it was called the mourning of the Egyptians." This was truly
a grievous mourning for the Egyptians, and no one else.

823. When Rabbi Shimon explained the verses, they went out of the
cave WHERE THEY SAT. He said: I see that today a house in town
will collapse, and two Roman informers will die there. If I will be in
town, the house will not fall, FOR MY MERIT WILL PROTECT THEM.
They returned to the cave, FOR HE DID NOT WISH TO RETURN TO
HIS TOWN, AND THAT HIS MERIT WILL PROTECT THEM. SO THE
HOUSE SHOULD FALL, AND THE INFORMERS BE KILLED. They sat
down.

83. "Lift up your voice, O daughter of Galim"
Rabbi Shimon discusses the importance of "praising The Creator" [uttering holy words that ignite awesome spiritual forces] with a pleasant voice.
We learn that the "daughter of Galim (lit. 'waves')" refers to Malchut, our physical world, the fourth and completing aspect to the three patriarchs
who represent the Upper World dimension called Zeir Anpin. We then discover that the term "daughter of the waves" signifies the abundance of
Light that flows from Binah into Malchut. This energy embodies the Light of the blissful world to come. It is explained that Malchut was born from
the side of judgment, and thus, has the power to break and triumph over the dark side. Malchut is called "poor," for like the moon, for she has no
Light of her own. However, when our prayers and the singing from worlds above unite Male and Female, Malchut [the moon] shines with abundance
and wholeness. Finally, the Zohar reveals that King David's spiritual endeavors elevated the world [moon] from spiritual poverty into wealth. Thus,
when David left this world, Solomon assumed spiritual command over a world that was now spiritually whole.
The Relevance of this Passage
The spiritual Light that shines through these sacred verses sweetens our prayers with pleasantness and song so that they will be heard and well
received above. The Light that awaits us in the world to come is ignited and its warm rays illuminate the here and now. Our connection to King David
helps unite our body and soul and the cosmic male and female principles, bringing wholeness and radiance to our existence.
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824. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "Lift up your
voice, O daughter of galim (lit. 'waves')..." (Yeshayah 10:30). "Lift up
your voice" was addressed to the Congregation of Yisrael, which
praises the Holy One, blessed be He, with a singing voice. Hence IT
WAS SAID TO HER, "Lift up your voice." From this, we learn that
whoever wishes to praise the Holy One, blessed be He, aloud,
should have a pleasant voice, which would be agreeable to the
listeners. Otherwise, he should not raise his voice.

825. Come and see: It is written of the Levites, who come of the side
OF SINGING AND PRAISING: "And from the age of fifty years they
shall go out of the ranks of the service" (Bemidbar 8:25). What is the
reason thereof? IN OLD AGE, the voice fails, and is not agreeable to
the ear, as THE VOICE OF his companions. He therefore retires from
the high ranks of service, whose service is to play and to glorify the
holy name as befits.

826. There are legions above and legions below, which praise the
holy name and sing to it. Since THE SINGERS BELOW ARE THE
LIKENESS OF THE SINGERS ABOVE, "they shall go out of the ranks
of the service." Since the Congregation of Yisrael praises the Holy
One, blessed be He, scripture says "Lift up your voice, O daughter of
galim," NAMELY the daughter of the patriarchs, FOR THE NUKVA IS
A FOURTH TO THE FATHERS, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET. SHE IS THEN THE DAUGHTER OF THE FATHERS.

827. "Daughter of the waves" is also the World to Come, BINAH,
which is called waves, since everything is found in it in heaps, LIKE
THE WAVES IN THE OCEAN whence they come forth unto all FACES
AND WORLDS. We can also interpret "daughter of the waves" as in
the words "a fountain (Heb. gal) sealed" (Shir Hashirim 4:12), THE
NUKVA'S MOCHIN BEING CALLED GAL, DERIVED FROM 'REVEAL
(HEB. GILUY)'. All the waves and springs come out from the World to
Come, BINAH, and the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, THE RECIPIENT OF BINAH, is called the daughter of the
waves (Heb. galim).
828. Come and see: this verse is difficult. First it says, "Lift up your
voice," and then "hearken." Why should she then lift up her voice,
when she is asked to listen, AS THERE IS NO NEED TO RAISE THE
VOICE WHILE LISTENING? HE ANSWERS: It says, "Lift up your
voice" to sing and praise; TO WIT, RAISING THE VOICE IS FOR THE
SAKE OF THE BEAUTY OF SONG, NOT TO SPEAK. Come and see:
when the children of Yisrael start to sing and praise the Holy One,
blessed be He, it says "hearken." Why? Because they praise the
Holy One, blessed be He, for her sake, FOR THE SAKE OF THE
NUKVA. Therefore it is written: "Lift up your voice" and "hearken."
THE FORMER ALLUDES TO YISRAEL AND THE LATTER TO THE
NUKVA, FOR WHICH SAKE THEY SING AND PRAISE.
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829. "Layshah (lit. 'lioness')": HE ASKS ABOUT THE MEANING OF
"HEARKEN LAYSHAH" (SHIR HASHIRIM 4:12) AND SAYS, Since THE
NUKVA comes from the side of Gvurah, SHE IS CALLED A LIONESS.
As "a lion which is strongest among beasts" (Mishlei 30:30), so is
the lioness strong and breaks the power and strength OF THE
OTHER SIDE. "O poor Anatot" (Yeshayah 10:30), WHY IS THE
NUKVA SO CALLED? Because she is the mirror which does not
shine, and is indeed poor, for the moon, THE NUKVA, has no light
except what is given her by the sun.
830. Anatot (poverty) is a village, where poor priests beg from door
to door. But no one cares since all its inhabitants are scorned by the
people, and their houses are more empty than THE HOUSE OF the
people, except for what they are given, being the poorest of the poor.
The moon is called Anatot too, for she has no light of her own, and
shines only when the sun joins her.

831. Come and see: It is written, "And to Evyatar the priest the king
said: 'Get you to Anatot, to your own fields; for you are worthy of
death'" (I Melachim 2:26). HE ASKS: Was he worthy of death because
Adoniyahu summoned him TO HIS FEAST? HE ANSWERS: Because
he came from a poor place, and the moon was attached to him, the
poor Anatot.

832. You may say, SINCE IT IS WRITTEN, "Because you have been
afflicted in all my father's afflictions" (Ibid.), it was due TO HIS
POVERTY then that he did not kill him, WHY THEN IS HE CALLED
"WORTHY OF DEATH"? HE REPLIES: Since Evyatar was poor, David
took recognition of him before he became king, when Shaul pursued
him, for he acted like a poor man, and Evyatar too. ALSO WHEN HE
BECAME KING, THE KINGDOM WAS NOT YET WHOLE. But when
Solomon reigned, the moon, THE NUKVA, attained perfection. He
rejoiced since all was his. Evyatar therefore could not join him.

833. Assuredly, the field of Anatot contains this secret OF THE
NUKVA UNDER THE REIGN OF THE LEFT. Yirmeyah bought THE
FIELD OF ANATOT to attain the supernal secret. Come and see:
when the moon, THE NUKVA, reigns, NAMELY IN FULL
ILLUMINATION, she is called 'an apple field.' When she is poor, she
is called 'the field of Anatot.' For this reason, the singing above
brings her abundance and wholeness, BY BRINGING ABOUT THE
UNION BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE.

834. David strove all his days to perfect her by players who sang and
praised her, FOR THROUGH THIS THE NUKVA ATTAINS
PERFECTION. When David departed from the world, he left her
whole and Solomon received her plentiful and whole. For the moon
came out of poverty into wealth, through which he reigned over all
the kings of the land.
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84. "Silver was not accounted for anything in the days of Solomon"
Here, the Zohar reveals the mighty power of the sun, Zeir Anpin, and its ability to transmute the dust of the world into gleaming gold. Moreover,
we're told that the merciful Light of Zeir Anpin removes judgment from Malchut, thereby increasing gold. Such was the spiritual landscape during
the reign of King Solomon. Because David had already perfected Malchut, Solomon's mystical power was directed at arousing wealth, love, and
Light. However, we learn that Solomon miscalculates the spiritual processes taking place in the Upper Worlds and rejects the Right Column energy
of mercy [silver]. This action darkens the moon, allowing judgment to impact our world, hence the phrase, "Silver was not accounted for anything"
Moreover, because sacrifices are no longer offered in the temple, Judgment occurs each day of our lives. The Zohar then explains that the prayers
of man can perfect the Upper and Lower World and remove the Left Column force of judgment.
The Relevance of this Passage
When we extend mercy to our friends and enemies, the Light of Zeir Anpin illuminates our own lives with mercy, transmuting judgments set against
us into praise. When mercy is not part of our consciousness, Judgment is allowed to befall us every day. Hence, this passage awakens mercy within
us, so that we may bestow it upon others. Our connection to these words helps perfect the Upper and Lower Worlds, whose union also removes
judgment from own lives.
835. For this reason, "silver was not accounted for anything in the
days of Solomon" (I Melachim 10:21), but all was made of gold, and
gold increased. At that time, it says, "And he had dust of gold" (Iyov
28:6), since the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, looked upon the upper dust, THE
NUKVA, and through its strength, it turned the dust into gold.

836. Come and see: where the dust of the earth turns into gold on
the mountains, where the sunlight is strong everything turns into
gold. And were it not for the wild livng creatures which roamed
there, people would not have been poor, because the power of the
sun increases gold.

837. Hence in the days of Solomon, "silver was not accounted for
anything," for the strength of the sun was upon the dust and turned
it into gold. Also, the dust is of the side of judgment, WHICH IS LEFT
WITHOUT RIGHT, NOT ILLUMINATING, and when the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, looked upon it, NAMELY POURED CHASSADIM UPON IT, it
removed the strength OF JUDGMENT FROM IT, and gold increased.
When Solomon saw this, he praised it by saying: "All was of the
dust" (Kohelet 3:20).

838. Hence Solomon had no need of playing like David, SINCE THE
NUKVA WAS ALREADY MADE PERFECT, but he sang SHIR
HASHIRIM, which is love and wealth, light and love, for all the songs
of the world were in SOLOMON'S SONG, who recited the song of the
Matron, the NUKVA, when she sat upon her throne facing the King.

839. It is written: "And the king made silver to be in Jerusalem like
stones" (I Melachim 10:27). Because all was made of gold and the
dust, THE NUKVA, was linked to the left on the side of love, NAMELY
LOVER'S LOVE, THE LOVE OF THE LEFT, as it is written: "His left
hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6). The sun, ZEIR ANPIN,
cleaved to her, and did not part.
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840. Solomon made a mistake when he saw the moon attached to the
sun, the right OF ZEIR ANPIN embracing her WITH CHASSADIM and
the left OF ZEIR ANPIN under her head WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. THE LEFT BECAME HER HEAD. As RIGHT AND LEFT
were attached to each other, AND CHOCHMAH ON THE LEFT WAS
ALREADY CLOTHED WITH THE RIGHT, he said: Now that they are
linked together, what need is there for the right seeing that the
function of the right, CHASSADIM, was to draw near ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE NUKVA, SO THAT CHOCHMAH WITHIN THE NUKVA
SHALL BE CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN? Now that they
are together, there is no more need OF THE RIGHT, CHASSADIM.
Straightaway "silver was not accounted for anything," FOR HE
REJECTED THE SILVER, WHICH IS RIGHT, AS EXPLAINED.
841. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: You have rejected the
right, WHICH IS CHESED. Upon your life, you shall yet need
kindness (Chesed) from people, but you shall not be offered any.
Immediately the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, declined from opposite the moon,
THE NUKVA, and she began to darken. Solomon went begging,
saying 'I am Kohelet,' but none did any kindness by him. Why?
Because he rejected the right, CHESED, and did not consider it, as it
says, "Silver was not accounted for anything in the days of
Solomon."

842. Hence, the more one praises the Holy One, blessed be He, THE
RIGHT, peace abounds above. SCRIPTURE therefore SAYS,
"Hearken Laysha," WHICH IS THE NUKVA WHEN SEPARATED
FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, THE RIGHT. It is written:
"The old lion (Heb. layish) perishes for lack of prey" (Iyov 4:11).
Laysha is the feminine of layish, as chok (law) and chukat
(ordinance).
THEY HAVE THE SAME MEANING, AS DO LAYISH AND LAYSHA.
"Perishes (Heb. oved)": As in "who were lost (Heb.
ovdim)" (Yeshayah 27:13), MEANS THAT IT IS LOST. "For lack of
prey," since THE NUKVA demands FROM ZEIR ANPIN to give her, as
it says, "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food (prey) to
her household" (Mishlei 31:15).
843. "And the lion's whelps are scattered abroad" (Iyov 4:11), for all
the armies, NAMELY THE ANGELS WHO ISSUE FROM HER, come
together as one when she gives them prey and feed together. But
when she has no prey, on account of the exile, "the lion's whelps are
scattered abroad" and her armies go different ways and roads to find
a place to execute judgments. So, when sacrifices are offered,
everybody is in order, and they come together like we said. Now, IN
TIME OF EXILE, when sacrifice is not offered, surely "the lion's
whelps are scattered abroad." Therefore, not a day passes without
judgment, since the upper and lower are not aroused by supreme
perfection.
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844. Come and see: now in the time of exile man's prayer causes
perfection above and below, and the upper and lower are blessed by
the blessing of the Holy One, blessed be He. Hence, Yisrael's prayer
causes the worlds to be blessed. Whoever blesses the Holy One,
blessed be He, shall be blessed, and whoever does not bless the
Holy One, blessed be He, is not blessed, as it is written: "For them
that honor me I will honor, and they that despise me shall be lightly
esteemed" (I Shmuel 2:30).

85. The cup of blessing
Rav Hamnuna Saba expounds upon the significance of a wine cup, the table, and the blessings made over the wine. The sage equates the cup to the
receptive nature of Malchut and the wine to the supernal blessings that light our world. It is explained that both hands are used to receive the cup,
signifying the Right and Left Columns which are required to create a circuit of spiritual energy. We're told that one should also bless the table to
ensure sustenance, signified by the bread and wine that sit upon it.
The Relevance of this Passage
The tremendous Light that is awakened and drawn to this world through the blessing of wine is summoned forth, bringing us Light, balance, and
sustenance.
845. Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) gave his cup of blessing to no
one, but hastened to receive it with both hands and say the blessing.
We have said that it should be received by both right and left, and
though others have explained it differently, we agree with it. But the
secret thereof is that for a cup of blessing we need a cup, as it is
written "I will raise the cup of salvation" (Tehilim 116:13), NAMELY
THE CUP CALLED THE NUKVA. By means of this cup blessings are
drawn from the salvations above, AND THE CUP, THE NUKVA,
receives and gathers them to it. There the supernal wine is
preserved, THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT FROM BINAH, and
gathered in the cup, hence we need to bless it with both right and
left; and the wine which is gathered in the cup will be blessed
together, THAT IS, THE WINE WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT FROM BINAH, TOGETHER WITH THE CUP, BEING THE
NUKVA. We should also bless the table, THE NUKVA, that it will not
be without both bread and wine.

846. Come and see: the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, is
called a cup of blessing. Since it is a cup of blessing, we need both
the right and left hands to receive it, for the cup is given by the right
and left hands, CHASSADIM AND CHOCHMAH, AS HAS BEEN
EXPLAINED. It should be filled with wine, because of the wine of the
Torah, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, which
comes from the World to Come, BINAH.
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847. Come and see supernal things have been revealed here
concerning the cup of blessing, while we stayed in the cave; here
was revealed the secret of the Holy Chariot, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. For the cup of blessing should be
received with both right and left, which are north and south,
CHESED AND GVURAH, and the cup of blessings receives its
blessing from them. What is this cup of blessing? It is "his litter, that
of Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 3: 7), NAMELY MALCHUT, which should
be placed between north and south, CHESED AND GVURAH, but
CLOSER to the right. The body OF HE WHO BLESSES, TIFERET,
should be prepared with them, and one should fix his eyes upon the
cup and bless it with four blessings, since it says, "The eyes of
Hashem your Elohim are always upon it" (Devarim 11:12). Thus the
secret of faith is found within the cup of blessing; NAMELY north
and south, east and west, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND
MALCHUT. Here is a Holy Chariot worthy of it.

848. There is bread upon the table, so that the lower bread, THE
NUKVA, will be blessed, and the bread of poverty, THE NUKVA
WHEN WITHOUT CHASSADIM, will be blessed and become millet
bread WHEN HER CHOCHMAH IS CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM, AND
SHE IS CALLED MILLET BREAD, as has been explained. The
Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, is thus blessed above by the
four winds of the world, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND
MALCHUT, and above and below, NETZACH AND HOD. The cup of
blessing brings the union between King David, THE NUKVA ABOVE
THE CHEST, with the patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET,
WHENCE CHOCHMAH TAKES. And it is blessed below BY NETZACH
HOD YESOD, AND THUS HAS CHASSADIM AS WELL, so that man's
table be blessed that there will always be bread upon it.
849. They all rose and kissed his hands and said: Blessed be the
merciful One who brought us here to hear these words. They came
out of the cave and went. When they reached the town, they saw
dead men, upon whom a house fell. They sat and saw people who
mourned those who died along with the Roman, FOR THE HOUSE
COLLAPSED UPON JEWS AND GENTILES ALIKE.

86. "The threshing floor of Atad"
Rabbi Shimon discusses the metaphor concerning the transference of earthly and spiritual power from Egypt to Yisrael. Next, we learn that
Ya'akov's soul was the brightest since the Creation of the world. When Ya'akov departs this world from within the land of Egypt, which represents a
domain of negativity, it is free from any influences issuing from the Other Side, and directly ascends to its proper place in the heavens.
The Relevance of this Passage
The ability to triumph over our Evil Inclinations [Egypt] and to transfer control and power to the will of our soul [Yisrael], is the great gift bestowed
upon readers of this section. This action sets us on a course for greater spiritual growth, ensuring a lofty place in the world to come and increased
fulfillment in the here and now.
850. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "And they came
to the threshing floor of Atad" (Beresheet 50:10). HE ASKS: What is
the threshing floor of Atad? HE ANSWERS: It is an allusion to the
dominion of Egypt, which is removed. The threshing floor of Atad is
the dominion of Egypt which passes to give way to the dominion of
Yisrael. For they saw a threshing floor, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE
REIGN OF YISRAEL, like in "having put on their robes, in a threshing
floor" (I Melachim 22:10). Therefore "they mourned with a great and
very sore lamentation."
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851. "So that the name of it was called the mourning of the
Egyptians": Assuredly the Egyptians MOURNED FOR THEIR
DOMINION WHICH PASSED, but here also the weeping was not for
Jews, though there were Jews among the dead. Had they been good
Jews, they would not have been killed. But having died, the Holy
One, blessed be He, pardons their sins.

852. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and behold: though Ya'akov yielded
his soul in Egypt, it did not depart under the dominion of the other,
NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE. Why? Because, as we learned, there has
not been a bed more whole than Ya'akov's bed since the Creation of
the world, FOR ALL HIS SONS WERE PROPER. As soon as he
departed from the world, his soul joined its place, as has already
been explained.

87. The embalming of Ya'akov
The Zohar reveals the luminous power and influence of Ya'akov by recounting how the scents of the Garden of Eden and candlelight radiate in a
cave during his presence. Next, we learn that the souls of the righteous pass through the cave of the patriarchs to behold the spiritual deeds and
Light they left behind. The process for embalming Kings is then expounded upon by Rabbi Aba and we learn that Ya'akov was embalmed to
preserve both his body and soul so that he can join the Supernal Ark [Malchut]. Finally, it is revealed that Yosef is the chariot for Zeir Anpin,
bridging Malchut with the Upper World. Hence, his keeping the covenant is deemed to have been accomplished in both worlds. This secret is
alluded to by the two yuds ?? in the word Vayisem (Eng: 'and he was put'). When Yosef left this world from the land of Egypt, it is said that he was
put into two arks, or coffins. This means that he avoided the clutches of the Other Side and connected directly to the Shechinah [the upper Ark].
The Relevance of this Passage
If we read this passage with a contrite heart and soul, we can ignite the righteousness and spiritual power of Ya'akov and Yosef to help us rise
above negativity in life [Egypt]. We are inspired to recognize the value of keeping the covenant, which ensures a connection to the Light of the
Shechinah in this world and in the world to come.
853. Come and behold: When Ya'akov entered the cave, all the
perfumes of the Garden of Eden filled it. The cave was alight, for a
candle burned THERE. When the patriarchs came to Ya'akov in
Egypt to be with him, the candlelight was gone FROM THE CAVE.
When Ya'akov came in to the cave, the candle returned. The cave
was then perfected in all its needs.

854. Never has the cave received any other man, and never will it.
The souls of the righteous pass AFTER THEIR DEMISE before THE
FATHERS inside the cave, so that they will awake and behold the
seed they left in the world, and rejoice before the Holy One, blessed
be He.
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855. Rabbi Aba said: What was the embalming of Ya'akov like? He
said to him: Go and ask a physician. Come and see: it is written:
"And Yosef commanded his servants the physicians to embalm his
father: and the physicians embalmed Yisrael." Could you possibly
think that he was embalmed like other people? If you say that it was
done due to the voyage, FOR THEY HAD TO PRESERVE HIM, it says,
"So Yosef died... and they embalmed him, and he was put in a coffin
in Egypt" (Beresheet 50:26). He was not taken away, but buried
there, yet "they embalmed him."

856. It is the custom to embalm kings, in order to preserve the body
FROM ROTTING. They are embalmed with anointing oil, superior to
any other oil, mixed with spices. The good oil is absorbed in the
body day after day for forty days, as it is written: "And forty days
were fulfilled for him: for so are fulfilled the days of those who are
embalmed." After this procedure, the body is preserved for many
days.

857. For the land of Cna'an and the land of Egypt consume and
corrupt the body in a shorter time than other countries, and this is
done in order to preserve the body. The embalming is both for the
internal part of the body and the exterior. The oil is put on the navel,
and it penetrates the inner part of the body, absorbed in the entrails
and preserves it for a long time.

858. Ya'akov had need of the body and so it is appropriate: for he is
the body of the fathers, AS HIS FATHERS, CHESED AND GVURAH,
ARE THE TWO ARMS AND HE IS TIFERET, THE BODY. Both his
body and soul endured. Yosef, too, resembles the body, FOR HE IS
THE COVENANT, AND THE COVENANT AND THE BODY ARE
CONSIDERED THE SAME. He was preserved in both body and soul:
his body, as it is written: "And they embalmed him" and his soul, as
it is written: "And he was put in a coffin (ark) in Egypt," WHICH
MEANS THAT HIS SOUL JOINED THE SUPERNAL ARK, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA.
859. We have learned why "VAYISEM (ENG. 'AND HE WAS PUT')" is
spelt with two letters Yud. Yosef kept the covenant below and he
kept the covenant above, BEING A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN.
Therefore, when he passed away from the world, he was put in two
arks (coffins), the ark above and the ark below. What is the 'ark
above'? It is described by the words, "Behold, the ark of the
covenant of (is) the master of all the earth" (Yehoshua 2:11). For the
upper ark, THE SHECHINAH, is called 'the ark of the covenant'. It will
be inherited only by him who keeps the covenant. Since Yosef kept
the covenant, he was put in two arks.

88. "And he was put in a coffin in Egypt"
The Zohar expands upon the wisdom concealed inside the verse "And he was put in a coffin (also: 'ark') in Egypt." Egypt, we're told, is the land of
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the Other Side, and though one may leave the world from this negative, foreign soil, the soul will merge with the Shechinah, as Yosef did, if it is
righteous.
The Relevance of this Passage
The strength to rise above of the negativity and influence of our Evil Inclination [Egypt] is ignited, so that we may connect to the protective and
nurturing Light of the Shechinah now, and in the world to come.
860. "And he was put in a coffin (also: 'ark') in Egypt." From this
verse, we learn yet another secret. Though his soul departed in a
foreign soil OF THE OTHER SIDE, it joined the Shechinah and "he
was put in an ark," IN THE ARK above and IN THE ARK below. For he
was righteous, and every righteous man inherits the Holy, Supernal
Land, THE SHECHINAH, as it says, "Your people also shall be
righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever; they shall be the
branch of my planting, the work of My hands, that I may be
glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21).
Blessed be Hashem for ever and ever, Amen and Amen.
The end of the book of Beresheet
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1. "And these are the names"
An explanation of the title verse proceeds from a discussion of the meaning of the quotation, "And they who are wise..." This, we learn, contains the
secret of the Firmament, which illuminates the Garden of Eden and the Tree of Life. Those imbued with supernal Wisdom - the internal and external
angels, and the life giving souls born of the Tree of Life - inhabit the Tree, and these beings merit eternal life. The branches of the Tree spread over
all forms and beings of Holiness, and the fruit of the Tree gives life to all. The side of Impurity, however, does not dwell in the Tree of Life, and
derives no nourishment from it. There follows a description of the splendor of the Tree, which ascends to great heights, and the one radiation in the
Tree, which contains the colors white, red and green. Rising in direct light and descending in returning light, these colors come to rest only in the
Tree. From this Tree, the twelve Tribes of Israel went down into the exile of Egypt with the light that does not illuminate (Malchut), accompanied by
multitudes of heavenly hosts.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reveals the connectedness of all forms and beings of Holiness, including humans, animals, plant life, and even stars and
constellations. We are reminded that there is a clear distinction between the sides of evil and purity, and it is incumbent on us to consciously
position ourselves on the side of purity if we desire to merit the rewards of spiritual nourishment and everlasting life.
1. "And these are the names of the children of Yisrael who came into
Egypt with Jacob, every man came with his household" (Shemot
1:1). "And they who are wise shall shine as the brightness of the
firmament; and they who turn many to righteousness like the stars
for ever and ever" (Daniel 12:3). "And they who are wise," are those
who observe the secret of wisdom; "shall shine," means they
illuminate and sparkle with the shine of supernal Chochmah; and "as
the brightness," MEANS the brightness and sparkle of the river that
emanates from Eden. This is the concealed secret that is called
'firmament'" for in it are located the stars and the constellations, the
sun, WHICH IS THE ZEIR ANPIN, and moon, WHICH IS THE NUKVA,
and all the candles that give light, WHICH ARE ALL THE LIGHTS
THAT ARE IN THE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH.

2. The brightness of this firmament illuminates the garden, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and the Tree of Life, WHICH IS TIFERET, stands in the
center of the garden - THAT IS, IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Its
branches, ITS SFIROT, cover all forms, NEFASHOT, trees, RUCHOT,
and spices, NESHAMOT, in the garden that are in fitted vessels,
MEANING THEY HAVE THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND
CENTRAL. And all the animals of the field, WHO ARE THE
EXTERNAL ANGELS, find shelter in its shadow. And all the birds of
heaven, THE INTERNAL ANGELS, sit under its branches.
3. The splendor of the fruits of the tree, WHICH ARE THE SOULS
THAT ARE BORN FROM IT, gives life to all. It exists forever. The
Other Side OF IMPURITY does not dwell in it, MEANING THAT THE
OTHER SIDE HAS NO NOURISHMENT FROM THE TREE OF LIFE,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN IN GREATNESS. Only the side of holiness is
nourished. Fortunate are those who taste from it, for they live
eternally, AS IS WRITTEN: "AND HE WILL TAKE ALSO FROM THE
TREE OF LIFE AND EAT AND WILL LIVE FOREVER" (BERESHEET
3:22). They are called 'Wise Ones' and merit life in this world and in
the World to Come.
4. The splendor of this tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, rises higher, and
higher. WHEN RISING it is a distance of 500 parasangs. WHEN
RISING HIGHER, its spread is 600,000 parasangs. In this tree, there
is one radiation, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in which body, all the colors WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE
LIGHTS OF CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET - are found. These
colors rise IN OR YASHAR ('DIRECT LIGHT') and descend IN OR
CHOZER ('RETURNING LIGHT'), and they do not settle in any place
except in this tree BECAUSE IT IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN.
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5. When THE LIGHTS emanate from it, FROM THE TREE, to appear in
the glow that does not illuminate, THESE LIGHTS sometimes settle
and SOMETIMES do not settle in it; they are sometimes found and
sometimes not found, because they settle in no other place EXCEPT
THIS TREE. From this tree emanated twelve tribes whose boundaries
are therein contained. They descended in this splendor that does not
illuminate, into the exile of Egypt with many supernal camps. This is
the meaning of: "And these are the names of the children of
Yisrael..."

2. "The word of Hashem was"
From Rabbi Shimon's discourse on the title verse, we learn that the word hayah is repeated in the title quotation because the first refers to the exile
in Egypt and the second to the Babylonian exile. Rabbi Shimon reinforces Ezekial's role as a faithful prophet in his comparison of the Babylonian
and the Egyptian exiles. The Babylonian captivity, we learn, caused far more pain and suffering for the children of Israel than the Egyptian exile. The
children of Israel were able to endure the exile in Egypt patiently because they were familiar with the suffering of their father, the righteous Jacob.
However, the Babylonian exile brought suffering to the point of despair, and they came to believe that God had deserted them. As a result, they were
pitied in heaven and on earth, and God called His entire celestial army together and sent them to be with the children of Yisrael in captivity. When
they arrived, the spirit of Prophecy descended on Ezekial. He announced his vision to the children of Israel, but they did not believe him. Thus, he
was compelled to reveal his entire celestial vision to them. At this, their joy and love for God returned. This is why Ezekial revealed the whole of his
vision - and with the permission of God.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section will strengthen our inner resistance to suffering and make us more aware of the increased spiritual help we are able to
receive in times of sorrow. Read in conjunction with Ezekial, it will open up the prophet's vision, revealing the depths of hidden meaning contained
therein and bestowing it upon us like a blessing.
6. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "The word of
Hashem was (Heb. hayoh hayah)..." (Yechezkel 1:1). HE ASKS: Why
is the word hayah repeated twice? We should further ask why
Ezekiel revealed all that he saw if he was a faithful prophet. Should
one whom the King brought into His sanctuary reveal what he sees?
HE ANSWERS: Certainly Ezekiel was a faithful prophet, and all that
he saw was by Faith, and whatever he revealed was with the
permission of the Holy One, blessed be He, and all was as it should
have been.

7. Rabbi Shimon said: Even though pain comes to him temporarily,
someone who is accustomed to suffer pain bears his yoke and does
not worry. But when pain comes to one who has spent all his days in
pleasures and luxuries and is not accustomed to pain, this is
complete pain and deserves weeping.

8. Yisrael was accustomed to pain when descending into Egypt, for
all the days of that righteous man, their father, were spent in pain.
Therefore, they endured the exile properly AND DID NOT WORRY
GREATLY. But the exile of 'Babylon' was in complete pain; it was a
pain for which both those above and below wept.

9. Those above wept, as it is written: "Behold, the mighty ones shall
cry outside" (Yeshayah 33:7). Those below cried, as it is written: "By
the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down..." (Tehilim 137:1). They all
wept over the exile of Babylon. Why? Because previously they had
the luxuries of kings, as is written: "The precious sons of
Zion..." (Eichah 4:2).
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10. As we learned, Rabbi Yitzchak said: What is meant by the verse,
"On the mountains I will take up a weeping and wailing" (Yirmeyah
9:9)? The mountains that are referred to are the loftiest in the world.
And who are these lofty mountains? They are "the precious sons of
Zion comparable to fine gold." And now they are descending into
exile with grindstones on their necks and their hands tied behind.
And when they arrived in the exile of Babylon, they thought that they
would never have support because the Holy One, blessed be He, had
forsaken them and would no longer watch over them.

11. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: At that moment, the Holy
One, blessed be He, summoned all His company, all the Chariots and
camps and His officers and all the hosts of heaven. And he said to
them: 'What are you doing here? My beloved children are in the exile
of Babylon and you are here! Arise, all of you descend to Babylon
and I with you.' This is the meaning of: "Thus says Hashem, 'For
your sake I have sent to Babylon'" (Yeshayah 43:14). This refers to
the Holy One, blessed be He. "And will bring down all of them as
fugitives..." (Ibid.). These are all the supernal Chariots and camps.

12. When they descended to Babylon, the heavens opened and the
holy spirit of prophecy rested on Ezekiel. And he saw whatever he
saw and said to Yisrael: 'Behold your Master is here and all the
hosts of heaven and the Chariots that have come to dwell with you.'
They did not believe him until he was obliged to reveal all that he
saw - 'I saw thus, I saw thus...' and if he revealed more, whatever he
revealed was altogether necessary. As soon as Yisrael saw this, they
rejoiced. And when they heard the words from Ezekiel's mouth, they
no longer feared their exile at all because they knew that the Holy
One, blessed be He, would not leave them. And everything that he
revealed, he revealed with permission.

13. We learned that in each and every place to which Yisrael was
exiled, the Shechinah was exiled with them. And here by the exile of
Egypt, it is written: "And these are the names of the children of
Yisrael..." (Shemot 1:1). AND HE ASKS: Since it is written, "the
children of Yisrael," why does it conclude: "with Jacob"? It should
have said, 'Who came with him.' AND HE ANSWERS: "These are the
names of the children of Yisrael," refers to the supernal Chariots and
camps that descended with Jacob together with the Shechinah into
the exile of Egypt. THIS ALSO ANSWERS WHY "HAYOHHAYAH" (YECHEZKEL 1:3) IS WRITTEN TWICE. THE FIRST HAYOH
REFERS TO THE EXILE OF EGYPT, AND THE SECOND HAYAH
REFERS TO THE EXILE OF BABYLON.

3. "Come with me from Lebanon, my bride"
Rabbi Chiya opens a discussion of the meaning of the title verse with his interpretation. He explains that God spoke these words to the children of
Israel upon the presenting them with the Torah on Mt. Sinai. Unlike the children of Seir and the children of Ishmael, who refused the Torah when it
was offered to them, the children of Israel accepted the Torah, united in faith and Holiness. In answer to the question regarding the meaning of the
verse, "He came in Holy multitudes," Rabbi Chiya refers to an ancient tradition that reveals how the heavenly multitudes protested at the moment
when God was about to present the Torah to the children of Israel, since they desired it for themselves. God rebuked the angels, explaining that the
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laws contained therein are not designed for those unable to participate in such evils as murder, adultery, falsehoods, and so on. The angels then
ended their protests and praised God for His wisdom, which was even too subtle for them to grasp fully.
This explanation of, "He came in Holy multitudes," leads Rabbi Yosi to offer an alternative interpretation, relating it to the descent of the Shechinah
into the Egyptian captivity.
Finally, Rabbi Shimon provides his contrasting interpretation of the title verse. He explains that this verse contains allusions to the mystical union
between Voice and Speech. The relationship between these forms is one of interdependence, as wisdom cannot be transmitted orally without the
throat, breath, tongue and lips, all of which are referenced in the verse.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reveals the multiplicity of interpretations offered by the Zohar, that the Torah was designed as human law, and that it is in
our own lives that it must be implemented. Understanding this, we will grow more conscious of our unique role and its accompanying obligations in
this world, giving us greater access to the Light that drives all shadows away and hastens our return to the home we yearn to see again.
14. "And these are the names of the children of Yisrael who came
into Egypt with Jacob; every man came with his household" (Shemot
1:1). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "Come with me
from Lebanon, My bride, with me from Lebanon: look from the top of
Amanah, from the top of Senir and Chermon, from the lions' dens,
from the mountains of the leopards" (Shir Hashirm 4:8). This verse
refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. At the
time that Yisrael left Egypt and approached Mt. Sinai to receive the
Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to her, "with Me from
Lebanon," MEANING that she comes from the supernal Eden,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'LEBANON'. Bride MEANS
'whole', like the moon that is made whole by the sun with all the light
and sparkle, WHICH ARE OR YASHAR ('DIRECT LIGHT') AND OR
CHOZER ('RETURNING LIGHT'). "Come with me from Lebanon," in
order that your children shall receive the Torah. UNTILL MALCHUT
CAN RECEIVE CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'LEBANON', THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL CAN NOT RECEIVE THE TORAH BECAUSE
THEY LACK THE FIRST THREE SFIROT.

15. "Look (Heb. tashuri) from the top of Amanah." "Tashuri" has the
same meaning as in "There is not a present (Heb. teshurah) to
bring" (I Shmuel 9:7). LIKEWISE, "TASHURI" MEANS accept a
present for your children; "from the top of Amanah" - meaning when
they came in the beginning with supernal Faith (Heb. Emunah) and
said: "All that Hashem has spoken we will do and obey" (Shemot
24:7). And they were equal to supernal angels, as is written about
them: "Bless Hashem, you angels of His, you mighty ones who
perform His bidding, hearkening to the voice of His word" (Tehilim
103:20). Then the Congregation of Yisrael received a present WHICH
IS REFERRED TO IN: "TASHURI FROM THE TOP OF AMANAH,"
WHICH MEANS ADDITIONAL MOCHIN.
16. "From the top of Senir and Chermon" (Shir Hashirum 4:8). This
was Mount Sinai that they approached and gathered under, as is
written: "And they stood at the foot of the mountain" (Shemot 19:17).
"From the lions' dens" (Shir Hashirm 4:8). These are the children of
Seir that the Holy One, blessed be He, invited to receive the Torah.
But they did not want to accept it. "From the mountains of
leopards," (Ibid.) are the children of Ishmael, as it is written:
"Hashem came from Sinai, and rose from Seir to them; He shone
forth from mount Paran, and He came from holy
multitudes" (Devarim 33:2). PARAN IS THE CHILDREN OF ISHMAEL.

17. What is the meaning of: "And he came from holy
multitudes" (Ibid.)? We learned that when the Holy One, blessed be
He, wanted to give the Torah to Yisrael, camps of supernal angels
came and said: "Hashem our ruler, how majestic is Your name in all
the earth; who have set Your glory above the heavens" (Tehilim 8:2).
Then they asked that the Torah be given to them AND NOT TO
YISRAEL.
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18. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to them: 'Are you mortal, as
written, "When a man shall die in a tent" (Bemidbar 19:14)? "And if a
man have committed a sin worthy of death, and he is put to
death" (Devarim 21:22). Do you have sins that you need laws? Is
there robbery or stealing among you, as written, "You shall not
steal" (Shemot 20:13)? Have you women, as written: "You shall not
commit adultery" (Ibid.)? Do you have falsehood that it says, "Do not
bear false witness against your neighbor" (Ibid. 14)? Do you have
coveting that it is written, "You shall not covet" (Ibid. 13)? Why are
you requesting the Torah?' Immediately they said: "Hashem our
ruler, how majestic is Your Name in all the earth." But, "who have set
Your glory above the heavens" is not written. Therefore it says, "And
He came from holy multitudes" (Devarim 33:2), MEANING THAT HE
CAME FROM NEGOTIATING WITH THE ANGELS. Then it says:
"From His right hand went a fiery law for them," (Ibid.) WHICH IS THE
TORAH WHICH IS LIKENED TO FIRE BECAUSE OF THE JUDGMENT
THAT IS IN IT. THUS, SEIR AND ISHMAEL DID NOT WANT TO
ACCEPT IT UPON THEMSELVES, AND THE ANGELS COULD NOT
ACCEPT BECAUSE THEY DO NOT HAVE THE QUALITY OF
JUDGMENT.
19. Rabbi Yosi explains this verse as referring to when the
Shechinah descended into exile in Egypt BECAUSE OF THE
QUESTION OF RABBI ABA, WHO ASKS: DID SHE COME FROM
LEBANON? INDEED, SHE ASCENDS TO LEBANON. IT SHOULD
HAVE SAID, 'ASCEND WITH ME TO LEBANON!' HE EXPLAINS IT TO
BE AT THE TIME THE SHECHINAH DESCENDED FROM THE PLACE
LEBANON INTO EXILE IN EGYPT. THEREFORE IT SAYS, "COME
WITH ME FROM LEBANON." And IN ORDER TO ANSWER THE
PREVIOUS QUESTION OF WHY IT DOES NOT SAY 'ASCEND WITH
ME TO LEBANON', Rabbi Shimon said: This verse is based upon the
secret of the union of Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It says, "Come
with Me from Lebanon, My bride" (Shir Hashirm 4:8). 'Voice', WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, said to 'Speech', WHICH IS MALCHUT, "with me,"
because voice comes to speech and leads it, so as to be one,
without any separation, for the voice is general. BEING THE LIGHT
OF CHASSADIM, WHICH IS PRESENT IN ALL THE GRADES, speech
is particular - BEING THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS IN THE
LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, AND WHICH IS PRESENT ONLY IN
MALCHUT. Therefore, the general needs the particular, AS ZEIR
ANPIN DOES NOT HAVE THE THREE FIRST SFIROT, EXCEPT FOR
THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IN MALCHUT. And the particular needs
the general, FOR THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE, EXCEPT WHEN IT IS CLOTHED IN THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM THAT IT RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS GENERAL. Voice is not COMPLETE without speech and
speech is not COMPLETE without voice. Therefore, it is written:
"With me from Lebanon my bride," because the essence of both
comes from Lebanon, WHICH IS BINAH.
20. "Look from the top of Amanah." This is the throat, WHICH IS
BINAH, WHICH RECEIVES FROM THE PALATE, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, from which breath emanates, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, to complete everything from the secret of concealed
and hidden Lebanon - THAT ZEIR ANPIN OPENS WITH THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. "From the top of Shenir and Chermon,"
is the top and the middle of the tongue, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
TIFERET, AND ITS TIP IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT that articulates
speech. "From the dens of lions". These are the teeth, WHICH ARE
NETZACH AND HOD. "From the mountains of the leopards". These
are the lips, WHICH IS MALCHUT. AND ALL THESE SFIROT, WHICH
ARE OF ZEIR ANPIN, ARE the completion through which speech is
completed, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN.

4. "Do not eat the bread of one who has an evil eye"
Rabbi Chiya explains that if the children of Yisrael in Egypt had not tasted the bread of the evil Egyptians, they would not have suffered the
oppression of the Egyptians and they would not have remained in exile. When Rabbi Yitzchak points out that the exile was a fulfillment of a divine
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decree, Rabbi Chiya reminds him that the decree does not mention Egypt specifically. Thus, Rabbi Yitzchak understands and embraces the concept
that one should not partake of the bread of an evil man.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section warns us against accepting or enjoying the gifts of those whose intentions are not pure, as dire and unforeseen
consequences may ensue. By refusing to benefit from the fruits of evil, we may avoid punishment and maintain our connection with the Eternal.
21. "And these are the names of the children..." (Shemot 1:1). Rabbi
Chiya opened the discussion saying: "Do not eat the bread of him
who has an evil eye, nor desire his dainties" (Mishlei 23:6). "Do not
eat the bread of him who has an evil eye," because the bread or
benefit from that person who has an evil eye is not worth eating or
benefiting from. When Yisrael descended into Egypt, had they not
tasted the bread of Egypt, they would not have been forsaken in
exile IN EGYPT, and the Egyptians would not have been able to harm
them.

22. Rabbi Yitzchak said to him: But it was decreed THAT THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL SHOULD BE IN EXILE, AND IT WAS
INCUMBENT THAT IT BE FULFILLED EVEN IF THEY DID NOT EAT
THEIR BREAD. He said to him: All this is right. But it was not
decreed that the exile be necessarily in Egypt, since it is not written:
'Your seed will be a stranger in the land of Egypt' but rather "in a
land that is not theirs" (Beresheet 15:13). And it could even be in a
different land.

23. Rabbi Yitzchak said: One with a Nefesh, who eats more than
other people or one who follows his intestines, MEANING THAT HE
IS ACCUSTOMED TO FILL HIS STOMACH WITH DAINTIES, should
slaughter himself rather than eat his bread if he meets that evil-eyed
one. For there is no worse bread in the world than the bread of an
evil-eyed person. It is written: "Because the Egyptians could not eat
bread with the Hebrews because it was an abomination to
Egypt" (Beresheet 43:32), MEANING THEY COULD NOT LOOK UPON
THE HEBREWS AS THEY ATE. Such is the bread of an evil-eyed!

5. Three who reject the Shechinah
This section discusses the three types of people who drive the Shechinah from this world and make it impossible for God to fix His abode here,
thereby causing prayers to go unanswered. These people are: those who cohabit with women during menstruation, those who lie with heathens, and
those who intentionally abort the embryo, thereby preventing it from coming to fruition. The world is Judged for these sins, we're told, and meets
with war, famine, and pestilence as a result. We learn that in exile, the children of Israel remained free of such sins and fulfilled the commandment to
increase and multiply. Consequently, they were worthy of liberation. Indeed, Rabbi Chiya discusses the verse, "And he made the laver of brass..." as
an indication of the purity of the Israelite women in Egypt, whose ritual ablutions and eagerness to obtain husbands made them worthy of great
honor.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section clearly warns us against the sins of sexual intercourse during the period of female menstruation, sexual intercourse with
those of heathen nations, and abortion. These are considered assaults against God, and have drastic ramifications for the entire nation. Thus, we
are reminded that our most intimate and private acts are not spiritually isolated, and therefore that they must be considered in the context of the
whole. Knowing this will help erode our selfishness, providing the strength to overcome temptation when it smiles our way.
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24. There are three kinds of people who reject the Shechinah away
from the world and prevent the dwelling of the Holy One, Blessed be
He, from inhabiting this world, and then people cry out IN PRAYER
and their voices are not heard. They are: 1) One who lies with a
menstruating woman, for there is no stronger impurity in the world
like the impurity of the menstruation. The impurity of the
menstruating woman is more severe than all the impurities of the
world. He WHO DOES SO becomes impure and all who are close to
him become impure with him. Wherever they go, the Shechinah is
repelled by them.

25. And in addition, he brings bad sicknesses upon himself and on
the children that he will beget. As soon as a person comes near to a
menstruating woman, that impurity leaps onto him and remains
STUCK in all his limbs. The children that he begets at that moment
draw on the Spirit of Impurity. And all his days he will be in impurity,
because the edifice and foundation of the baby is greater and
stronger than all the impurities of the world. And as soon as a man
comes near to a menstruating woman, her impurity leaps on him, as
is written: "And her menstrual flow be upon him" (Vayikra 15:24).

26. 2) One who lies with a daughter of a strange El, A GENTILE
WOMAN, who inserts the sign of the Holy Covenant into another
domain, as written: "And has married the daughter of a strange
El" (Malachi 2:11). We have learned that there is no jealousy before
Hashem like the zeal for of the Covenant, which is the Covenant of
the Holy Name and the secret of the Faith. It is written: "And the
people began to commit harlotry with the daughters of
Moav" (Bemidbar 25:1), and immediately, "the anger of Hashem was
kindled against Yisrael" (Ibid. 3).

27. The leaders of the people who know this and do not protest are
punished first, as is written: "Take all the chiefs of the people and
hang them up before Hashem against the sun" (Ibid. 4). Rabbi Aba
said: What is meant by, "against the sun," it means against the
covenant that is called 'sun', of which it is said, "For Hashem Elohim
is a sun and shield" (Tehilim 84:12)? "A sun and shield" is the Holy
Covenant. In the same way that the sun shines and illuminates the
world, the Holy Covenant shines and illuminates the body of man. In
the same way that a shield protects the man, so does the Holy
Covenant protect the man. And there is no injury that can approach
one who protects it. This is: "against the sun."
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28. The leaders of the people are caught in every generation if they
know of this sin and are not zealous in guarding against it. It is is
incumbent upon them to be zealous in upholding this responsibility,
for the Holy One, blessed be He, in this covenant against all who
would bring this holiness in another domain. About this is written:
"You shall have no other Elohim before me, do not bow down to
them and do not worship them, for I Hashem your Elohim am a
zealous El" (Shemot 20:3-5). And it is all the same zeal, EITHER ONE
WHO LIES WITH A GENTILE WOMAN OR ONE WHO WORSHIPS
IDOLS. Therefore, the Shechinah is repelled by him. One who is false
to the Holy Covenant that is sealed in the flesh of a man is as though
he is false to the Holy Name, because one who is false with the seal
of the King, WHICH IS THE HOLY COVENANT, is false to the King
himself. Therefore, he does not have any part with the Elohim of
Yisrael, unless it is through the power of constant repentance.

29. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "And when they forgot
Hashem their Elohim," (I Shmuel 12:9) and "And they forsook
Hashem" (Shoftim 2:13). AND HE ASKS: What is: "And when they
forgot," and "And they forsook"? AND HE ANSWERS: They repelled
from themselves the Holy Covenant, they circumcised but did not
uncover until D'vorah came and offered this, BY INTRODUCING
PRIAH ('UNCOVERING OF THE CORONA') throughout Yisrael, as it
says, "In time of tumultuous strife (Heb. pra'ot) in Yisrael, when the
people willingly offered themselves; praise Hashem" (Shoftim 5:2).

30. 3) One who slays his children, meaning the embryo that his wife
conceived, BY HAVING INTERCOURSE WITH HER ON THE
NINETIETH DAY OF CONCEPTION, WHICH HE SLAYS THE EMBRYO
and causes it to be killed in her belly, OR HE DOES SOME ACTION
THAT CAUSES HER TO ABORT THE EMBRYO. He thus demolishes
the building of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His craft. There are
people who slay a person, and such a one slays his children.
31. The three evils done, AS EXPLAINED, the whole world can not
bear. Therefore, the world deteriorates little by little, although it is
not known HOW IT COMES ABOUT. The Holy One, blessed be He,
removes Himself from the world, and destruction and famine and
death come to the world. These are THE THREE EVILS: he slays his
children; he demolishes the structure of the King, NAMELY, HE
ABOLISHES THE EMBRYO WHICH IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE; and he repels the Shechinah, who
roves in the world but can find no rest. For these evils, the Holy
Spirit weeps and the world is judged. Woe to that man, woe to him,
better that he was not created in the world.

32. Fortunate are Yisrael. Even though they were exiled in Egypt,
they were guarded against all these three: from the impurity of
menstruation; from daughters of foreign deities; and from killing the
children. They attempted ACTIONS in public to awaken the state of
being fruitful and multiplying. AS HE SAYS FURTHER: Even though
it was decreed that "every son that is born you shall cast into the
river" (Shemot 1:22), there was not found among them a person who
would kill an embryo in the stomach of a woman, all the more so
after BIRTH. Through this merit, Yisrael went out of exile.
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33. THEY GUARDED THEMSELVES IN EGYPT from the impurity of
menstruation; for Rabbi Chiya taught: What is the verse, "And he
made the laver of brass, and its pedestal of brass, of the mirrors of
the women assembling" (Shemot 38:8)? Why did the women merit
this, TO BRING THE MIRRORS TO THE TABERNACLE? Because
they guarded themselves in the exile in Egypt, so that after they
became purified from the impurity of their menstruation, they came
and adorned themselves and looked in the mirror at their husbands,
and aroused them to be fruitful and multiplying. SO THEY WERE
GUARDED AGAINST THE IMPURITY OF MENSTRUATION IN THE
EXILE OF EGYPT.
34. THEY WERE GUARDED IN EGYPT "from the daughter of a
foreign El," MEANING FOREIGN WOMEN, as is written: "All the hosts
of Hashem left" (Shemot 12:41), and, "The tribes of Yah, as a
testimony to Yisrael" (Tehilim 122:4). Assuredly, FOR THERE IS NO
MIXTURE OF A FOREIGN NATION, AS WRITTEN: "These are the
names of the children of Yisrael" (Shemot 1:1). "The tribes of the
children of Yisrael" (Yehoshea 4:5), "Speak to the children of
Yisrael." ALL THIS POINTS OUT THAT THERE IS NO FOREIGN
MIXTURE IN THEM.
35. You may ask why it is written: "And he was the son of a Egyptian
man..." (Vayikra 24:10-11). AND HE ANSWERS: Certainly there was
one, and the verse made him known, as written: "And he was the
son of a Egyptian man...and his mother's name was Shelomit, the
daughter of Divri, of the tribe of Dan." THEY WERE OBSERVANT IN
EGYPT TO FULFILL being fruitful and multiplying, as it is written:
"And the children of Yisrael were fruitful and increased
abundantly..." (Shemot 1:7). Assuredly, the children of Yisrael were
guarded IN EGYPT from all these: THE IMPURITY OF
MENSTRUATION, FOREIGN WOMEN, AND FROM KILLING
CHILDREN. Therefore, the children of Yisrael came INTO EGYPT.
And the children of Yisrael went out TO FREEDOM. It is written:
"And these are the names of the children of Yisrael who came..."
BECAUSE "CAME" SIGNIFIES NOT TO REMAIN, BUT RATHER THAT
THEY WOULD GO OUT FROM THERE. AND THIS IS THROUGH THE
MERIT OF OBSERVING THE THREE THINGS MENTIONED ABOVE.

6. "Every man came with his household"
While walking, Rabbi Yosi asks Rabbi Elazar to explain Rabbi Shimon's interpretation of the verse, "And these are the names of the children of
Israel..." If this verse refers to God and the heavenly hosts and Chariots who went into captivity with Jacob, he asks, what is the meaning of, "Each
man and his household came"? Rabbi Elazar confirms Rabbi Shimon's interpretation and discusses the distinction between "the house of Hashem"
and "the house of the king." This leads to a brief explanation of the shifting gender attributed to the King and the various grades of angels: the
higher level is always referred to as male-which implies an active quality-in relation to the lower level, which is referred to as female, and implies a
passive, receptive quality. Thus, he concludes, symbolically, the title verse refers to the angels, who are called "his house."
Rabbi Yosi then draws from Rabbi's Elazar's explanation to interpret the verse, "A closed garden is my sister..." as a reference to the children of
Israel, who must be tended and nurtured, like a garden or vineyard.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section opens us to a greater understanding of the vast array of heavenly hierarchies that are concerned with implementing God's
Great Plan. It serves to foster greater humility in our hearts and also greater determination to follow the path of Truth and thus participate in the
Work rather than hindering its progress.
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36. "And these are the names of the children of Yisrael" (Shemot
1:1). Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi were traveling. While they were
walking, Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Yosi: Open your mouth and let
your words illuminate. He said to him: If it pleases my master, may I
ask him one thing that I find difficult? I have heard from the Holy
Luminary that he used to say that, "And these are the names of the
children of Yisrael," means Yisrael Saba. "WHO CAME INTO
EGYPT," MEANS all the hosts and camps OF ANGELS who
descended into exile with Jacob, as it is written, "with Jacob"; AND
ACCORDING TO THIS IT IS DIFFICULT. Why does it say: "every man
came with his household" (Shemot 1:1)? DO ANGELS HAVE
HOUSEHOLDS? He said to him: Certainly it is so THAT THE ANGELS
CAME, EACH ONE WITH HIS HOUSEHOLD. For so we have learned,
anyone who receives from another is considered as household to
the giver. Therefore, "every man came with his household," MEANS
THE GIVER AND THE RECEIVER, WHICH ALSO APPLIES TO
ANGELS.
37. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying: "And when Solomon
finished building the house of Hashem and the house of the
King..." (I Melachim 9:1). HE ASKS: Since it said "the house of
Hashem," what is the meaning of, "the house of the King"? You may
reason that of Solomon it is said "THE HOUSE OF THE KING," yet it
is not so. Indeed, "the house of Hashem," refers to the Temple and
"the house of the King" refers to the Holy of Holies.

38. AND HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: "The house of Hashem" is the
Temple, that is, the courtyards, chambers, the hall leading to the
interior of the Temple and the sanctuary. This is the Temple, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. Most certainly, it is called "the house of Hashem."
"The house of the King" is the Holy of Holies which is innermost of
all, NAMELY BINAH that is called simply 'King'. This King, though he
is Supernal King, is considered female in relation to the Highest
Point that is concealed from all, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. But even
though it is female, nevertheless it is male compared to the king
below, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN - MEANING THAT THE HIGHER LEVEL
IS ALWAYS CONSIDERED MALE IN RELATION TO THE LOWER,
AND THE LOWER IS CONSIDERED FEMALE. YET, IN COMPARISON
TO WHAT IS STILL LOWER, IT IS CONSIDERED MALE. AND SO IT IS
ALWAYS. Therefore, everything is in this way. Of the lower beings,
THE ANGELS THAT DESCENDED WITH JACOB INTO EGYPT, it is
written: "every man came with his household," EVEN THOUGH THEY
DO NOT HAVE HOUSEHOLDS, FOR MAN WITH HIS HOUSEHOLD
MEANS MALE AND FEMALE. FOR EVERY HIGHER LEVEL AMONG
THEM IS CONSIDERED AS MALE IN RELATION TO THE LOWER
LEVEL, AND EVERY LOWER LEVEL IS CONSIDERED AS FEMALE
TO THE HIGHER LEVEL AND MALE TO ITS LOWER LEVEL.
39. "And these are the names..." (Shemot 1:1). Rabbi Yosi opened
the discussion saying: "A garden locked is my sister, my bride, a
spring shut up, a fountain sealed" (Shir Hashirm 4:12). "A garden
locked," refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, THE NUKVA, as Rabbi
Elazar said: Just as one must cultivate a garden, water and prune it,
so too does the Congregation of Yisrael needs to be cultivated,
watered and pruned, WHICH IS THE SERVICE OF THE RIGHTEOUS TO RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS') AND TO PRUNE THE
KLIPOT THAT SURROUND THE NUKVA. Therefore, it is called
"garden" and it is also called "vineyard" for Yisrael - MEANING THE
HOUSE OF YISRAEL, WHICH IS THE NUKVA - needs to be cultivated,
watered and pruned just as the vineyard does. It is written: "For the
vineyard of Hashem Tzeva'ot is the House of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 5:7),
and it is written, "And he broke ground and cleared away its
stones..." (Ibid. 2).

7. The wheels of the holy Chariot travel
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In this long and highly complex section, Rabbi Shimon describes the nature and workings of the Holy Chariot, one of the quintessential emblems of
Kabbalah and thus of enormous importance to anyone seriously practising this discipline. It cannot really be summarized but must be read carefully
many, many times before it will begin to unfold its profound meaning, which sheds light on numerous related concepts, like the three columns and
the secret names of God.
The Relevance of this Passage
The very act of studying this section arouses the will and mental capability to understand its deeper meanings, opening long-unused areas in the
brain that are required to assimilate such knowledge. Truth here is at so potent a level that we can often feel it burn within our minds, which
signifies profound transformations are taking place that prepare the mortal flesh to merge with the immortal and eternal One at the end of days.
Tosefta (addendum)
40. Mishnah. Rabbi Shimon said: We open our eyes and see the
wheels of the Holy Chariot traveling in their travels, and the sound of
a song sweet to the ears, WHICH IS BINAH, and good for the heart,
SYMBOLIZING MALCHUT, which ascends and descends, and walks
but does not travel. Thousands upon thousands tremble, and tens
upon tens of thousands start with the singing OF CHOCHMAH from
below upwards.

41. To that pleasant sound FROM THE TRAVELING OF THE WHEELS
stand 450,000 eyed ones, who gather into one group on the right
side. They see, yet do not see, and are completely present. The two
other sides, WHICH ARE LEFT AND CENTER, turn white because of
them - MEANING THAT THEIR JUDGMENTS, WHICH ARE RED, ARE
CHANGED, BECAUSE THEY RECEIVE CHASSADIM FROM THE
RIGHT COLUMN. And on the left side are 250,000.

42. THE 250,000 MENTIONED EARLIER, the weepers, sob and wail
from their dwellings WHENCE THEY COME, and they commence
with Judgment and conclude with Judgment. They sob a second
time and the Judgment is revealed, and the books are opened TO
LOOK AT THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN THEM. At that moment,
the Judge who was standing over them ascends, and sits on the
chair of Judgment, and the singing subsides before the Judgment is
concluded.

43. HERE HE EXPLAINS THE TWO ACTIONS OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN AND SAYS: Those who have eyes of the right side encircle,
together with eighteen thousand others. They blow, THAT IS, DRAW
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS CALLED 'BLOWING', A SIMPLE SOUND.
AND THEN THOSE WHO ARE RECEIVING CHOCHMAH FROM THE
RIGHT COLUMN do not sob or wail. They commence with singing,
DRAWING CHOCHMAH. And the 250,000 ones who sob tremble.
44. He blows AND DRAWS CHASSADIM a second time, WHICH IS
THE SECOND ACTION ON THE RIGHT COLUMN, without sobbing.
The Protector, ZEIR ANPIN, travels from that throne OF JUDGMENT
and sits in the throne of Mercy TO DRAW MANY CHASSADIM. At that
moment he, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, mentions the Holy Name, YUD
HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED TO AMOUNT NUMERICALLY TO 45:
YUD-VAV-DALET; HEI-ALEPH; VAV-ALEPH-VAV; HEI-ALEPH. For
with this Name, life is drawn for everyone.
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45. HERE HE EXPLAINS THE TWO ACTIONS OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. He commences, ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, saying one time: Yud-Vav-Dalet; Hei-Aleph; Vav-AlephVav; Hei-Aleph-YUD-VAV-DALET; HEI-ALEPH; VAV-ALEPH- VAV
ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT, AND
CENTRAL, THAT ARE INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN. THE LAST HEIALEPH IS THE NUKVA THAT RECEIVES FROM THEM, as is written:
"And proclaimed the Name of Hashem" (Shemot 34:5). The holy
wheels OF THE CHARIOT commence as before and thousands of
thousands, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, and tens upon
tens of thousands, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM, ATTIRE
THEM and recite songs. THE ANGELS praise and say: "Blessed is
the honor of Hashem from His dwelling place," SO THAT THE
SHECHINAH SHALL BE BLESSED FROM ZEIR ANPIN, AND RECEIVE
FROM IT CHOCHMAH ATTIRED IN CHASSADIM.
46. Then that garden, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, comes - which is
hidden in 250 worlds. This is the precious Shechinah in its shine OF
CHOCHMAH that goes out from the shine OF CHOCHMAH AND
COMBINES AND HIDES in the shine OF CHASSADIM. And the shine
is drawn from it to the four directions - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE FOUR branches - in order to provide for
them IN MOCHIN. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "AND FROM
THENCE IT WAS PARTED, AND BRANCHED INTO FOUR
STREAMS..." (BERESHEET 2:10). And this shine is drawn from it to
all that are below, and it is called 'the Garden of Eden'.
47. That old man commenced speaking again, REFERRING TO ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR AFTER IT ASCENDED TO ARICH ANPIN IT IS ALSO
CALLED 'OLD'. AND THIS IS THE SECOND ACTION OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. He protects everything,
MEANING BOTH THE DRAWING OF CHOCHMAH AND THE
DRAWING OF CHASSADIM, and mentions the name Yud-Vav-Dalet;
Hei-Aleph; Vav-Aleph-Vav; Hei-Aleph. And they all commence by
DRAWING THE LIGHTS FROM the Thirteen Measures of Mercy. Who
has seen these strong lights which are the highest of the high,
strongest of the strong! The holy Chariots and the heavens and their
hosts tremble and shake with great fear, and praise the Holy Name
and recite poetry. Fortunate are the souls of the Righteous who are
present in this luxuriousness and know this. About this, it is said:
"Who would not fear you, King of the nations? For to You it is
fitting..." (Yirmeyah 10:7).
End of Tosefta

48. Rabbi Shimon said: When the Shechinah descended into Egypt,
one beast OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES OF THE HOLY
CHARIOT, whose name is Yisrael, descended in the form of that old
man MENTIONED IN THE PREVIOUS VERSE, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.
And 42 holy attendants descended with it, MEANING 42 ANGELS,
and each one had a holy letter from the Holy Name OF MEM-BET
(42). THESE ANGELS THAT ATTEND THE LIVING CREATURES
WHOSE NAME IS YISRAEL ARE CALLED 'THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL' AND ARE DRAWN FROM THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42),
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF THAT
LIVING CREATURES. And they all descended with Jacob into Egypt.
This is what is written: "And these are the names of the children of
Yisrael who came into Egypt with Jacob" (Shemot 1:1). Rabbi
Yitzchak said: This is the meaning of "the children of Yisrael,"
followed by "(Et) Jacob," instead of 'with Jacob.'
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49. Rabbi Yehuda asked Rabbi Elazar, the son of Rabbi Shimon: You
learned from your father the portion of "And these are the names"
THAT HE EXPLAINED by the supernal secret, AND THAT THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE 42 HOLY ANGELS, AS EXPLAINED
ABOVE. So what is the meaning of, "every man came with his
household"? ANGELS DO NOT HAVE A HOUSEHOLD. RABBI
ELAZAR said to him: What my father said MEANS the supernal
angels, those who are higher than those who are lower among them.
This is what is written: "every man came with his household." THE
HIGHER ANGEL IS CALLED "MAN" AND THE ONE LOWER THAN
HIM IS CALLED "HIS HOUSEHOLD." Likewise, my father said that all
the angels in the higher level are called "males" and those in the
level below them are called "females," and ARE CALLED
"household" because a female receives from the male AND SHE IS
LIKE A HOUSE TO HIM.

8. "...with Jacob; every man came with his household"
In reply to the question posed by Rabbi Yitzchak, Rabbi Elazar affirms that the Shechinah did indeed accompany Jacob into Egypt. A discussion
ensues in which Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and Rabbi Yehuda each cite verses that indicate that thousands of celestial beings accompanied the
Shechinah. Rabbi Elazar explains that in the verse, "And the children of Yisrael journeyed from Raamses to Sukkot about six hundred thousand
footmen," (Shemot 12:37) the reference to the children of Israel is an allusion to the celestial hosts, God's servants, who naturally went with God
when He went down into Egypt with Jacob, as was promised. Moreover, we're told that the children of Israel hurried to depart from Egypt because
they realized these celestial beings were detained for their sake. Rabbi Aba then cites the verse, "Come and behold the works of Hashem Who has
made desolations (Heb. shamot) in the earth" (Tehilim 46:9), and explains that the word 'desolations' can also be read as 'names'. In corroboration
with Rabbi Chiya's statement that earthly counterparts exist for all that is in heaven, Rabbi Aba concludes that just as there are holy names in earth,
so are there holy names on heaven. Thus, "And these are the names of the children of Yisrael," refers to the angels who came to Egypt. Rabbi
Yehuda then provides an interpretation of the verse, "Behold the litter, that of Shlomo..." (Shir Hashirim 3:7) to reveal that this verse also refers to
the angels that went with the Schechinah into Egypt. Finally, while travelling with Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Chiya deduces that since all of Israel went with
Moses to meet his father-in-law, God's heavenly company would certainly have accompanied Him into Egypt.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section illustrates the power of the Zohar to illuminate hidden meanings found in the Scriptures. Through this insight, we will come
to a greater understanding of God's eternal compassion and wisdom, making our prayers more ardent and our work here on earth more dedicated to
His glory than to our own petty concerns.
50. Rabbi Yitzchak was studying before Rabbi Elazar, the son of
Rabbi Shimon, and said to him: Did the Shechinah REALLY descend
into Egypt with Jacob? He said to him: Did she not? Is it not written:
"And I will descend with you" (Beresheet 46:4)? He said to him:
Come and behold. The Shechinah descended into Egypt with Jacob
and six hundred thousand holy Chariots with Her. This is what is
written: "About six hundred thousand footmen" (Shemot 12:37). And
we learned that six hundred thousand holy Chariots descended with
Jacob into Egypt, and they all ascended from there when the
children of Yisrael left Egypt. This is what is written: "And the
children of Yisrael journeyed from Ramses to Sukot about six
hundred thousand footmen" (Ibid.). It does not say 'six hundred
thousand', rather it says "about six hundred thousand." THIS
IMPLIES THAT as the six hundred thousand BELOW left, so those
SIX HUNDRED THOUSAND HOLY CHARIOTS FROM ABOVE WHO
WERE WITH THEM left.
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51. Come and behold: This is the secret of the matter. When those
holy Chariots and holy encampments departed, the children of
Yisrael then saw and knew they were being detained FROM LEAVING
because of them, SINCE THEY WERE NOT LEAVING. And all the
haste of Yisrael was for them. This is the meaning of what is written:
"And could not delay" (Shemot 12:39). It should have said, 'And they
did not want to delay', but instead it is written: "And could not." AND
THIS WAS OUT OF NECESSITY BECAUSE OF THE HOST OF
ANGELS THAT WERE TARRYING FOR THEM! And it is actually
understood from here that the children of Yisrael IN THE PHRASE
were all the children of Yisrael of the firmament - NAMELY THE
ANGELS. Thus it is written: "The children of Yisrael who came into
Egypt with Jacob" (Shemot 1:1). It does not state, 'And these are the
names of the children of Yisrael who came into Egypt with him', but:
"And these are the names of the children of Yisrael who came into
Egypt with Jacob," MEANING who came to Egypt in the beginning,
REFERRING TO THE ANGELS, AS STATED PREVIOUSLY. And with
whom did they come? With Jacob.

52. Rabbi Yehuda states: We have a situation involving a minor to
major inference. At the time when Jacob was saved from Laban, it is
written: "And Jacob went on his way, and angels of Elohim met
him" (Beresheet 32:2). Then, when he descended into Egypt, the
Holy One, blessed be He, said, "I will go down with you into
Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4). And if the Master descends, is it not the
rule ALL THE MORE SO that His attendants will descend with Him?
Thus, it is written: "Who came into Egypt with Jacob" (Shemot 1:1),
INSTEAD OF 'WITH HIM'. Rabbi Ya'akov of the village of Chanan
asks in the name of Rabbi Aba: Who are the children of Yisrael
mentioned here? AND HE ANSWERS: Those who are actually called
'the children of Yisrael', NAMELY THE TRIBES.

53. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion TO BRING PROOF TO HIS
WORDS saying: "Come and behold the works of Hashem who has
made desolations (Heb. shamot) in the earth" (Tehilim 46:9). Do not
pronounce it shamot, but rather shemot (Lit. 'names'). This follows a
similar thought expressed by Rabbi Chiya that, as the Holy One,
blessed be He, has done in heaven, so has He done on earth. Just as
there are Holy Names in heaven, so are there Holy Names here on
earth. THESE ARE THE NAMES OF THE TRIBES OF WHICH IT IS
WRITTEN: "THESE ARE THE NAMES OF THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL..." (SHEMOT 1:1).
54. Rabbi Yehuda said that six hundred thousand supernal angels
descended with Jacob on the day that Jacob descended into Egypt.
Rabbi Yehuda commenced TO BRING PROOF OF HIS WORDS:
"Behold the litter, that of Solomon. Sixty valiant men are round
about it" (Shir Hashirm 3:7). There are locks that are forged to
accommodate a key, AND THE KEYS turn inside THE LOCK. The
locks are in the seventh SFIRAH OF MALCHUT, and they are carved
in the sixth SFIRAH OF YESOD. This is the meaning of what is
written: "Sixty valiant men are round about it."
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55. HE CONTINUES TO EXPLAIN THE ENTIRE VERSE AND SAYS:
"Behold the litter," refers to the Shechinah, WHICH IS CALLED
'BED'. "Of Solomon" (Shlomo), refers to the King, to Whom the
peace (Heb. shalom) belongs, ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN
THAT BRINGS PEACE BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT. "Sixty valiant
men are round about it," are the six hundred thousand supernal
angels of the host of the Shechinah that descended with Jacob into
Egypt. THE REASON THAT THEIR NUMBER IS SIXTY IS BECAUSE
THE SHECHINAH HAS THE SHAPE OF THE KEY. "Of the mighty men
of Yisrael," refers to supernal Yisrael, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, FOR
GVURAH ('MIGHT') IS DRAWN TO THEM FROM THERE. The verse:
"And these are the names of the children of Yisrael..."; "...every man
came with his household," REFERS TO them and their customs,
BECAUSE "CAME WITH HIS HOUSEHOLD" MEANS HIS WAYS AND
CUSTOMS. FOR EVERY ANGEL HAS A PARTICULAR TASK AFTER
WHICH HE IS NAMED, AS WE KNOW.
56. Rabbi Chiya was traveling from Usha to Lod. He was riding on a
donkey, and Rabbi Yosi was with him. Rabbi Chiya dismounted,
waving his hands toward Rabbi Yosi. He said to him: If the people of
the world knew the great respect given to Jacob when the Holy One,
blessed be He, said to him: "I will descend with you into
Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4), they would lick the dust in the three
parasangs around his grave. Thus, our teachers, the greatest men in
the world, the sages of the Mishnah expound upon it. It is written:
"Moses went out towards his father-in-law" (Shemot 18:7). AND
THEY EXPLAIN: When Aaron saw Moses going out, he joined him.
Elazar and the princes and the elders accompanied him, and the
heads of the house of the fathers and men of mark in the
Congregation and all Yisrael accompanied them. So it came about
that all of Yisrael went out to meet Yitro, because who would see
Moses and Aaron and the princes going out and not accompany
them? Thus, because of Moses, they all went out! Now if this
occurred because of Moses, when the Holy One, blessed be He, said,
"I will descend with you into Egypt," certainly THE WHOLE
HEAVENLY COURT DESCENDED WITH HIM. NOW IT IS
COMPREHENSIBLE WHY IN THE BEGINNING THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, SAID, "I WILL DESCEND WITH YOU INTO EGYPT,"
which insinuates THAT HE ALONE WOULD DESCEND. AND
AFTERWARDS IT SAYS, "AND THESE ARE THE NAMES OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL," WHICH MEANS ALL THE HEAVENLY
COURT. FOR BY MOSES ALSO, IT IS WRITTEN, "AND MOSES WENT
OUT," YET ALL YISRAEL WENT OUT WITH HIM!

9. "The word of Hashem was"
Upon meeting Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya immersed in discussion, Rabbi Aba offers an additional verse to reinforce their conclusion that the
angels accompanied the children of Israel into Egypt. He alludes to the vision Ezekial revealed to the children of Israel to prove that God had not and
would not abandon them in captivity in Babylon. Just as God was with them in Babylon, Rabbi Aba explains, so He and His heavenly company went
with them into Egypt.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reminds us that God never abandons the Righteous, especially during times when we most despair, fostering in us the
confidence required to persevere in the task of bringing down divine light into a world of shadows. It is invaluable for those who may feel their
energy sapped or their resolve weakening, granting them strength and the courage to always stand after a fall and carry on in the Truth, rather than
succumb to inducements of an easier life offered by those who real purpose is to thwart the Great Plan, imprisoning God's people in this cage of
materialism.
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57. While they were still traveling, Rabbi Aba met them. Rabbi Yosi
said: Behold the Shechinah is here, because one of the masters of
the Mishnah is here with us. Rabbi Aba asked: What are you
engaged in? Rabbi Yosi said: "I will descend with you into
Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4). When Jacob descended into Egypt, it is
written: "Now these are the names of the children of Yisrael who
came into Egypt..." (Shemot 1:1). You learn that they all descended
with Jacob into Egypt. THE IMPLICATION IS THAT ALL THE
CHARIOTS AND HOSTS DESCENDED WITH JACOB INTO EGYPT
AND NOT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ALONE AS IS IMPLIED
IN THE VERSE: "I WILL DESCEND WITH YOU INTO EGYPT."

58. Rabbi Aba said to him: Yet this one was alone. He opened the
discussion saying: "The word of Hashem came to Ezekiel the priest,
the son of Buzi, in the land of Chaldeans by the river
Kevar" (Yechezkel 1:3). There are three difficulties here. One
difficulty is that we learned that the Shechinah does not dwell
outside the land of Yisrael WHILE THE PROPHECY OF EZEKIEL IS IN
THE LAND OF CHALDEANS. Another difficulty is that he was not
trusted like Moses, as is written: "For he is the trusted one in all My
house" (Bemidbar 12:7). But he, EZEKIEL, revealed and publicized
all the treasures of the King, MORE THAN MOSES. And another
difficulty is that apparently he was not of a wholesome mind, FOR IF
HE WAS OF A WHOLESOME MIND HE WOULD NOT HAVE
REVEALED SO MUCH.
59. HE ANSWERS: Rather this is the explanation of our Mishnah.
Heaven forbid that he revealed more than necessary, because
Ezekiel was perfect in his opinion. Whatever he revealed was with
the permission of the Holy One, blessed be He, and it was necessary
that he reveal whatever he revealed. For so we have learned, "One
who is accustomed to bear pain..." (AS MENTIONED EARLIER IN
THE ZOHAR, VERSES 7-14) and all was necessary. And never did the
Holy One, blessed be He, leave the children of Yisrael in exile before
He came and caused His Shechinah to dwell with them. And of
course, it was with Jacob, who was descending into exile, that the
Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah and the Supernal Holy
Ones and the Chariots all descended with Jacob. As it is written:
"Who came into Egypt with Jacob" (Shemot 1:1). AND WITH THIS IS
THE ANSWER TO THE QUESTION OF RABBI YOSI ABOVE - THAT
EVEN THOUGH IT SAYS, "I WILL DESCEND WITH YOU INTO
EGYPT," IT DOES NOT IMPLY HE ALONE, BUT RATHER WITH HIS
SHECHINAH AND HIS HOSTS AND HIS CHARIOTS. FOR THIS IS THE
WAY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IN ALL EXILES, AS
EZEKIEL REVEALED BY THE EXILE OF BABYLON.

10. "Come with me from Lebanon, my bride"
In this section, Rabbi Yitzchak first explains that he who studies Torah and performs good deeds will inherit a complete world, while he whose good
deeds are incomplete will inherit according to what he deserves. He who does not study Torah or acquire any good deeds will inherit neither this
world nor the world to come. Following this, a discussion of the title verse begins. Rabbi Yehuda explains that God addressed these words to the
Shechinah in the upper Sanctuary and announced that the children of Israel would receive the Torah. This would be their shield in exile, to protect
them from the idolatrous and oppressive heathen nations. Rabbi Aba adds that God was first in the company that included the Shechinah and
600,000 ministering angels that descended into Egypt with Him. Rabbi Yitzchak interprets the phrase, "look from the top of Amanah," as referring to
the Sanctuary above and below, and "From the top of Senir and Chermon," as signifying Mount Sinai. Finally, Rabbi Yehuda offers a contrasting
interpretation of, "from the lions' den," as a reference to the students of the Torah, who are lions and leopards in the Torah.
The Relevance of this Passage
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60. Rabbi Aba commenced the discussion and said: "Come with Me
from Lebanon, My bride, with Me from Lebanon" (Shir Hashirm 4:8).
Come and behold: Woe to those people who do not know and are
not careful of the service to their Creator. For we learned that Rabbi
Yitzchak said: Every day a divine voice emanates from Mount Horeb
and says, 'Woe is to those WHO DISREGARD the service of their
Creator, woe to those who denigrate the honor of the Torah.' For
Rabbi Yehuda said: All who study Torah in this world and acquire
good deeds will inherit a complete world. And all who do not study
Torah in this world and do not do good deeds will not inherit this or
that - MEANING NOT THIS WORLD AND NOT THE WORLD TO COME.
YOU MAY WONDER WHY IT IS SAID EITHER HE INHERITS A
COMPLETE WORLD OR HE LOSES TWO WORLDS, and yet we have
learned there is one who inherits according to his station and what
is deserving to him, MEANING THERE IS A MIDDLE WAY. Rabbi
Yitzchak said: We did not learn THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE TWO
WORLDS, except for one who has no good deed at all. BUT ONE
WHO DOES HAVE GOOD DEEDS, EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE
INCOMPLETE, INHERITS HIS WORLD ACCORDING TO WHAT HE
DESERVES BOTH IN THIS WORLD AND IN THE WORLD TO COME.

61. Rabbi Yehuda said: If people knew the love that the Holy One,
blessed be He, has for the children of Yisrael, they would roar like
lions to pursue Him AND ADHERE TO HIM. At the time that Jacob
descended into Egypt, the Holy One, blessed be He, summoned His
company OF ANGELS and said to them: 'All of you descend into
Egypt and I will descend with you'. The Shechinah said, 'Master of
the Universe, are there hosts without a king?' FOR THE SHECHINAH
IS CONSIDERED THE KING OF THE ANGELS BECAUSE THEY ALL
FLOW FROM HER. He said to Her: "Come with Me from Lebanon, My
bride," you will come with Me from Lebanon from the place of Eden,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, that is refined in all its actions. "Bride" is the
Shechinah, which is the bride under the canopy. It follows what we
have learned, that Rabbi Yehuda said: What is the meaning of, "And
it came to pass on the day that Moses had finished (Heb.
kalot)..." (Bemidbar 7:1)? Kalot is spelled without a Vav, for this is
the day that the kalah (Lit. 'bride') enters the Chupah (wedding
canopy), and the bride is the Shechinah, WHICH IS IN THE TEMPLE,
THE BRIDE UNDER THE CHUPAH.

62. "...with me from Lebanon..." (Shir Hashirm 4:8) meaning from the
place of the supernal Temple. "Look from the top of Amanah." HE
ASKS: From the top of what? AND ANSWERS: From the head (top)
of those who have Faith (Heb. Emunah). And who are they? Jacob
and his sons. "From the top of Senir and Chermon," for they are
destined to receive My Torah from Mount Chermon - MEANING
MOUNT SINAI, WHICH IS CALLED 'CHERMON' - to protect them in
exile, WHICH IS CALLED 'CHERMON', DERIVED FROM
DESTRUCTION (HEB. CHEREM). "From the lions' dens," is in
reference to the nations that serve idols, who are compared to lions
and leopards that oppress YISRAEL with all types of hard labor.

63. Rabbi Aba said: "Come with Me from Lebanon, My bride." AND
HE ASKS: Is she coming from Lebanon? Yet she is going up to
Lebanon. AND SHE IS ASCENDING TO LEBANON TO RECEIVE
CHOCHMAH! THUS, IT SHOULD HAVE SAID, 'ASCEND WITH ME TO
LEBANON.' Therefore Rabbi Aba said: When the Shechinah
descended into Egypt, six hundred thousand ministering angels
descended with Her, and the Holy One, blessed be He, was first, as
is written: "And their King passed before them and Hashem at their
head" (Michah 2:13).
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64. Rabbi Yitzchak said, "Come with Me from Lebanon, My bride,"
refers to the Shechinah. "...with Me from Lebanon..." MEANS from
the place of the supernal Temple, WHICH IS BINAH. "Look from the
Top of Amanah," MEANS from the place of the Temple above and the
Temple below. For Rabbi Yehuda said: The Shechinah has never
moved from the western wall of the Temple, as is written: "Behold,
He stands behind our wall" (Shir Hashirm 2:9). And He is the top of
Amanah for the whole world. "From the top of Senir and Chermon,"
MEANS from the place whence the Torah went out to the world,
MEANING MOUNT SINAI, WHICH IS CALLED 'CHERMON'. And why
IS THIS? In order to protect the children of Yisrael. "The lions'
dens," (Shim Hashirm 4:8) are the nations who worship idols. Rabbi
Yudan says: "The lions' dens," refers to scholars who study the
Torah in the Torah academies and synagogues, who are lions and
leopards in the Torah.

11. "Seventy souls"
In reference to the title verse, Rabbi Chiya asks Rabbi Shimon to explain the significance of the number seventy, and why the Torah first enumerates
the sons of Jacob as twelve, and then as seventy. Rabbi Shimon's explanation is that seventy corresponds to the seventy nations of the world, and
the nation of Israel was equal to all of them. Furthermore, we learn that just as the world cannot exist without the four winds, the other nations of the
world cannot exist without Israel, as the twelve tribes illuminate the seventy nations.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section will reveal that the privileged and illuminating role of the nation of Yisrael, and the dependant position of the other nations,
means that the righteous and those following the path of truth carry a heavy burden, since the world is sustained by their goodness. This will
summon up reserves of strength within us, because so many depend upon our actions for their existence and we cannot afford to fail them, for in
failing them we are failing God.
65. Rabbi Chiya was sitting before Rabbi Shimon. He said to him: In
the beginning, why did the Torah count twelve sons of Jacob, yet
afterwards they were seventy, as is written: "All the souls of the
house of Jacob who came into Egypt were seventy" (Beresheet
46:27)? And what is the reason that they were seventy and not
more? RABBI SHIMON said to him: It corresponds to the seventy
nations in the world. They were one nation equal to them all.

66. And he also said to him: Come and behold. Let us consider the
keys that illuminate. THEIR branches are set in their travels,
MEANING WHEN THEY ARE ILLUMINATING IN THE JOURNEYS OF
THE THREE COLUMNS AND ARE APPOINTED OVER THE SEVENTY
NATIONS, that emanate from twelve engravings and knots that
surround them in their travels IN THE ORDER OF THE THREE
COLUMNS, striking against the four directions of the world, THAT IS,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. This is what is
written: "He set the bounds of the people according to the number of
the children of Yisrael" (Devarim 32:8), MEANING THAT THE
NUMBER TWELVE THAT IS IN THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
ILLUMINATES TO THE SEVENTY NATIONS. And this is what is
written: "As the four winds of the heavens have I spread you
abroad" (Zecharyah 2:10), so THAT THE THREE COLUMNS
ILLUMINATE IN ALL THE FOUR DIRECTIONS - CHESED AND
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT - to show that they exist for the
sake of the children of Yisrael, WHO ARE THE TWELVE TRIBES, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER. It does not say, 'In the four,' but rather, "As
the four," because as it is impossible for the world to exist without
the four winds, so it is impossible for the world to exist without
Yisrael.
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12. "...that let the feet of the ox and the ass..."
Rabbi Aba opens a discussion of the meaning of the title verse. He explains that the children of Yisrael are worthy in the sight of God because they
"sow beside all waters," that is, according to Righteousness. Reference is then made to the book of Rabbi Yiba Saba. It describes the Chamber of
Guilt, which is of the side of Mercy, and the Chamber of Merit, which is of the Other Side. Children, longevity, and sustenance, we learn, do not
depend on either Chamber, but rather on mazal. The children of Israel cleave to the side of Holiness, thereby banishing the evil symbolized by the
union of the ox and the ass.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section provides insight into recondite meanings contained in the Scripture, enabling us to avoid drawing judgment together with
impure intentions, since this path leads to great suffering and destruction.It will also heighten our powers of discernment, helping us to make better,
wiser, choices in both this life and the eternal one.
67. "Now there arose a new king" (Shemot 1:8). Rabbi Aba
commenced: "Blessed are you that sow beside all waters, that let the
feet of the ox and the ass range freely" (Yeshayah 32:20). Fortunate
are Yisrael, who Hashem desired more than all the nations and, and
who He brought close to Him, as it is written: "Hashem has chosen
you to be a special possession to Himself..." (Devarim 14:2) It is also
written: "For Hashem's portion is His people, Jacob is the lot of His
inheritance" (Devarim 32:9). And Yisrael cleave to the Holy One,
blessed be He, as it is written: "But you that did cleave to Hashem
your Elohim are alive every one of you this day..." (Devarim 4:4).

68. And they are therefore Righteous before Him, because they sow
beside all waters. AND HE ASKS: What is "beside all waters"? AND
HE SAYS: They sow for righteousness (Heb. tzedakah) - MEANING
THEY ELEVATE MAYIM NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS') TO DRAW
MOCHIN INTO MALCHUT, SO IT WILL BE CALLED 'TZEDAKAH'. FOR
WITHOUT MOCHIN, IT IS CALLED TZEDEK (JUSTICE) WITHOUT HEI.
And of one who sows for Righteousness, it is written: "For your
kindness is great above (Heb. me'al) the heavens (Heb.
shamayim)..." (Tehilim 108:5). Me'al shamayim also means beside to
all waters (Heb. al kol mayim). And what is, "above the heavens"? It
is the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH THAT IS ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS CALLED "HEAVENS." And Yisrael sow seeds, MEANING
THEY ELEVATE MAYIM NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS') beside (Lit.
'above') above all waters, WHICH IS BINAH, IN ORDER TO DRAW
MOCHIN TO MALCHUT, SO THAT IT SHOULD BE CALLED
'TZEDAKAH'.
69. In the book of Rabbi Yiba Saba, it says as follows: It is written,
"This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the sentence by
the words of the holy ones" (Daniel 4:14). For all the verdicts in this
world and all the decrees and all the questions are all in one
chamber, where 72 judges deliberate the sentences of the world.
And that chamber is called the 'Chamber of Merit', because when a
person is judged, his merit is presented first.

70. This is not so in the level of the Other Side, where there is a place
called 'Guilt', because all the actions in that place are of the Serpent,
the Wife of Harlotry, and their only purpose is to condemn the
person and to slander the servant before his Master!
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71. Those that are in the Chamber of Merit are called 'sweet waters',
'clear waters'. Those that are in the Chamber of Guilt are called the
'bitter water' - "The bitter water that causes the curse" (Bemidbar
5:18). In that Chamber of Merit these three are not found: children,
longevity, and sustenance; nor are these found in that place of Guilt;
nor in the 'sweet and clear waters'; nor in the 'bitter' and 'cursecausing waters'!

72. Therefore, Yisrael sows beside all the waters a holy seed MEANING THEY ELEVATE MAYIM NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS') TO
SUPERNAL BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'ABOVE ALL WATERS' - and
they beget above all waters, they whose seed is not appropriate
except for above IN BINAH. Therefore, the Masters of the Mishnah
explain that children, longevity and sustenance are not dependent
ON THE CHAMBER OF Merit, but rather are dependent upon the Holy
Mazal, WHICH IS THE HOLY BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS ITS
ASPECT OF BINAH WHICH HAS EMERGED. This place is "above all
waters."
73. "...that let the feet of the ox and the ass range freely..." They do
not contain anything in that side OF THE KLIPOT OF THE OX AND
THE ASS; for they have banished all the evil parts and cleave to the
good side of all supernal Holy Ones. When the ox and ass join
together, they become two evil plagues of the world. The ox is the
side of Severe Judgment and originates in the cleaving of the side of
Holiness. When the ass joins with it from the Other Side OF THE
KLIPOT, they become two evil plagues of the world.

74. Hence, Shimon had in him the strength of Severe Judgment, AS
HE HAD IN HIMSELF THE ASPECT OF THE OX. And when they
combine, the world can not tolerate it. Therefore, "You shall not plow
with an ox and an ass together" (Devarim 22:10). Therefore, Jacob
sent this to Esau: "I have oxen and asses" (Beresheet 32:6),
MEANING THAT HE SUBJUGATED THEM TO HOLINESS. And had
Jacob not humbled himself, a great fear would have fallen on Esau,
BECAUSE HE HAD THE POWER TO OVERPOWER THESE TWO
FORCES.

13. "Now there arose a new king"
This section begins with an interpretation of the title verse found in the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba. From this, we learn that the rise to power of
any nation is a result of the subjugation of the children of Yisrael, as seen in the examples of Egypt, Babylon, and Rome. This is because the nation
of Yisrael is equal to all the other nations combined, and therefore when a nation dominates the children of Israel, it's celestial chieftain gains
dominion over the chieftains of the other nations.
According to Rabbi Chiya, the impending rise or fall of a nation is announced on earth through small children, simple-minded people and the
behavior of birds thirty days before the event. While these proclamations usually go unnoticed, if a nation is deserving, the leaders receive news of
the imminent disaster so that they can call their people to repent and return to God while there is still time. When a nation falls from power, Rabbi
Yitzchak explains, God first punishes its celestial representative. The chieftain passes through a River of Fire, his power vanishes; then the event is
proclaimed above, and later below. This relates to Rabbi Yosi's profound experience, which he describes to Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and Rabbi
Yehuda while they sit at the gate of Lydda. That morning, Rabbi Yosi tells them, a bird informed him of the raising up of three rulers on earth, and
the deposing of an existing ruler. When asked about their identity, the bird threw down three arrows from his right wing, and one from his left wing.
On examining these arrows, Rabbi Elazar interprets their significance as an indication of the impending domination of the Egyptians and the
children of Israel by three great rulers in Rome. Three children who pass by the Rabbis in succession and announce imminent doom for Egypt
reinforce this interpretation. This leads to a discussion of the importance of sages, without whom man would not be able to understand the Torah or
God's Commandments.
Finally, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Shimon discuss the title verse, revealing that the "new king" is a reference to the Pharaoh who, like Achashverosh,
"arose" through the power of his wealth, and not because he was worthy.
The Relevance of this Passage
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A reading of this section attunes us more finely to the wisdom that God reveals to us through conduits we often fail to recognize, heightening the
significance of all things around us by making us more fully conscious of the Creator's presence within His creation. In time we will come to see that
no thing is without meaning and value, and that previously ignored or even despised aspects of the world have much to teach us if we do but pay
attention to them.
75. "Now there arose a new king over Egypt" (Shemot 1:8). In the
book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, it is written thus what is the meaning
of "now there arose a new king over Egypt"? Come and behold: all
the nations of the world and all the kings in the world did not
become secure in their dominion save for the sake of the children of
Yisrael. Egypt did not rule over the whole world until the children of
Yisrael came and entered into exile there. Then they overpowered all
the nations of the world. Babylon did not acquires power over all the
nations of the world, only so that the children of Yisrael would be in
exile by them. Edom acquires power over all the nations of the world
only so that Yisrael will be exiled among them. For these nations
were once humble among the other nations, and were lower than all
of them, and because of Yisrael they became strong.

76. Egypt WAS LOWLIER THAN ALL THE NATIONS, for it is written
OF THEM: "From the house of bondage" (Shemot 20:2). They are
called 'actual slaves', because the Egyptians were [formerly] lowlier
than all the nations. Babylon WAS LOWLY, as it is written: "Behold
the land of Chaldeans; this people was not" (Yeshayah 23:13). Edom
WAS LOWLY, as it is written: "Behold, I make you small among the
nations; you are greatly despised" (Ovadyah 1:2).

77. And they all received power only on account of Yisrael; for when
the children of Yisrael were in exile among them, they immediately
become powerful over all the nations in the world. What is the
reason? Because Yisrael alone are comparable to all the nations in
the world. When Yisrael began their exile in Egypt, Egypt
immediately experienced an elevation and their rule was
strengthened above all the nations, as it is written: "Now there arose
a new king over Egypt" (Shemot 1:8). "Arose," MEANS they rose and
became strong! And THE ANGEL, who is the minister appointed to
the rule of Egypt, was strengthened and rose. He was given power
and dominion over all who were appointed over the other nations,
because dominion IS GIVEN first to the one who is appointed above
and then to his nation below. Therefore, THE VERSE SAYS, "Now
there arose a new king over Egypt." This is the one who was
appointed over them. He was new, because until that time, he had no
dominion over the other nations; then he was raised to rule over all
the nations in the world. Then this was fulfilled: "For three things the
earth is disquieted...for a slave when he becomes king..." (Mishlei
30:21) BECAUSE THE EGYPTIANS WERE SLAVES.
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78. Rabbi Chiya said: Thirty days before power comes to a nation on
earth or before a crisis comes to a nation on the earth, it is
announced in the world. Sometimes it is given over to the mouth of a
child, and sometimes to people who have no sense, and sometimes
it is given over to the birds and they announce in the world and
nobody listens to them. And when people are righteous, it is given
over to the leaders, the righteous of the world, so they may notify the
people and repent to their Master. And if the people are not
righteous, then it is as we said!

79. Rabbi Elazar was once sitting in the gate of the city of Lod with
Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi. Rabbi Yosi said: I will tell
you what I saw this morning. I got up with the MORNING light and I
saw a bird - THAT IS, AN ANGEL - that was flying. It raised itself
three times and lowered itself one time, and was saying: Exalted
ones, Exalted ones, on this day the firmaments are soaring. Three
upright overseers rule over the world, and one is sitting yet not
sitting. HE ALSO WANTS TO STAND AND NOT SIT. He passed
through a burning fire, his position is removed and his dominion
removed. And three pillars, supernal rulers, stand over the world.

80. I threw a clod of earth towards that bird and I said to it: Bird, Bird,
tell me of the three who are appointees and the one who was
removed from rulership. Who are they? It cast three arrows at me
from the right wing, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, and one
from the left, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NUKVA. I did not know
to what it was alluding - MEANING I DID NOT KNOW THE NEW
THOUGHT IT WAS TRYING TO TEACH ME.

81. Rabbi Elazar took those arrows, lowered them to his nostrils and
blood started to flow from them - AN ALLUSION TO JUDGMENT
COLORED RED. He said: Surely there are three rulers among the
nations standing in THE CITY OF Rome on earth, BECAUSE THEY
ARE DRAWN FROM CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and they will impose evil laws against Yisrael from the side
of the Romans. THIS MEANS THAT THE BLEMISH THAT YISRAEL
CAUSED IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET ENABLED THE
ROMANS TO DESTROY THE TEMPLE AND TO IMPOSE EVIL
DECREES. He took that arrow THAT THE BIRD THREW from its left
wing, smelled it, and a black fire burst forth from it. THIS IS THE
LEFT COLOR THAT IS UNIQUE TO THE NUKVA WHICH IS NOT
INCLUDED IN THE THREE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW - WHITE, RED
AND GREEN, WHICH COME FROM THE THREE COLUMNS CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, AND DO NOT CONTAIN BLACK. He said: They
have deposed the rule of the Egyptians WHO DRAW THE LIGHT OF
THE LEFT FROM ABOVE DOWN. In the future, a Roman king will
pass through the whole land of Egypt and will appoint in Egypt
officers and warriors. He will destroy buildings THAT WERE BUILT
AND DRAWN FROM THE LEFT SIDE, and will rebuild ruins THAT
WERE DESTROYED BECAUSE THEY WERE FROM THE RIGHT, AND
EGYPT HAD NO DESIRE FOR THEM. Rabbi Elazar threw those
ARROWS to the ground, MEANING THAT HE DREW THEIR
ILLUMINATION FROM ABOVE DOWN. The three arrows fell upon the
one from the left side AND THE ONE FROM THE LEFT SIDE WAS
BURNT, AND THE THREE ARROWS OF THE RIGHT SIDE REMAINED,
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AS SHALL BE EXPLAINED.
82. While they were still sitting, a young boy passed by and was
reading: "The burden of Egypt. Behold Hashem rides on a light
cloud and comes to Egypt" (Yeshayah 19:1). His friend, a second
boy, passed and said: "The land of Egypt will be desolate." A third
friend passed and said: "The wisdom of Egypt is lost." They saw that
the arrow of the left wing was burnt and the arrows that were on it
were not burnt.

83. Rabbi Elazar said: That of the bird and that of the boys are all one
thing, FOR THE CHILDREN WITH THEIR VERSES ALSO SAID THAT
EGYPT - WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN THAT ILLUMINATED FROM
ABOVE DOWN - WILL BECOME DESOLATE AND WILL BE
DESTROYED. This is all a supernal prophecy THAT WAS GIVEN TO
BIRDS AND CHILDREN, and the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
show us the supernal secrets He affected, and this HE HAS SENT TO
US. This is what is written: "Surely Hashem Elohim will do nothing,
without revealing His secret to His servants the prophets" (Amos
3:7).
84. Sages are always superior to prophets, because the Holy Spirit
sometimes dwells upon prophets and sometimes does not. As for
sages, the Holy Spirit is not removed from them even for a moment,
and they know what is above and below though they must not
reveal. Rabbi Yosi said: Everything pertains to wisdom and the
wisdom of Rabbi Elazar IS SUPERIOR to all. Rabbi Aba said: If not
for the sages, people would not know what Torah is and what are the
commandments of the Master of the World, and there would be no
difference between the spirit of man and the spirit of animals.

85. Rabbi Yitzchak said: When the Holy One, blessed be He, brings
Judgment upon a nation, first He judges the minister above who is
appointed over them. As it is written: "Hashem will punish the hosts
of heaven in the heavens and upon the kings of the earth on the
earth" (Yeshayah 24:21) - FIRST ON ALL THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN,
MEANING THE APPOINTED ANGEL, AND AFTERWARDS UPON THE
KINGS OF THE EARTH.
86. HE ASKS: How is Judgment accorded to an appointee above?
AND HE ANSWERS: They pass him through Nahar Dinur ('the River
of fire') that stretches and exits FROM BEFORE HASHEM, and then
his dominion is removed. Immediately the announcement that the
dominion of a certain appointee has been removed from him reaches
the firmament, until it travels throughout the firmaments and reaches
those who rule this world, WHO DEPEND UPON THAT APPOINTEE.
And the announcement is made throughout the whole world until it
reaches the birds and children and those fools among the people
who know not WHAT THEY SPEAK.
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87. "Now there arose a new king..." (Shemot 1:8). Rabbi Chiya said:
"a new king," MEANS actually LITERALLY new. Rabbi Yosi says
THAT IT MEANS that he made new decrees that no king had decreed
until now. "Who did not know Joseph" (Ibid.), MEANS THAT HE DID
NOT KNOW all the good that Joseph did in Egypt, as is written: "And
Joseph brought the money to the house of Pharaoh" (Beresheet
47:14), and he kept them alive during the years of famine. He did not
remember and pretended not to know ALL THIS.

88. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yehuda were sitting and studying Torah
before Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written, "Now there
arose a new king over Egypt." We learn that he arose of himself, one
who was humbled arose TO REIGN EVEN THOUGH he was not
worthy of ruling, but by THE POWER OF riches he arose. Rabbi
Shimon said: So it was similar to Achashverosh, who was not
worthy of ruling but he arose to rule by himself, and he arose by THE
POWER OF riches and wanted to destroy Yisrael from the world.
This is also the case WITH PHARAOH: he was not worthy of ruling,
yet he arose and ruled by himself and wanted to destroy Yisrael from
the world, as is written: "And he said to his people...come let us deal
wisely with them..." (Shemot 1:9-10). When a king arises above,
MEANING THE APPOINTED ANGEL, then a king arises below.

14. "The burden of Egypt"
On their way to Tzipori, Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and Rabbi Yosi encounter a Jew who quotes the title verse and then asks them why God Himself
came into Egypt, rather than simply exercising His will from above. The reason, we're told, is that God came for the sake of the Shechinah, to raise
Her up, as He would do when the Roman captivity of the children of Yisrael ended. God did not go to the Shechinah during Her exile with the
children of Yisrael in Babylon because of their sins. In Egypt, however, they remained pure. Whosoever holds the children of Yisrael captive
becomes accountable to God, and He punishes their supernal representatives and those who worship them below. God punished Egypt severely, in
spite of the relatively good treatment given to the children of Yisrael at first. We may therefore conclude that all the nations who have oppressed the
children of Yisrael will receive punishment, including Rome and Assyria - the nation that "oppressed them without cause" and stole their land.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section makes us more zealous to follow the path of righteousness by reminding us that all those who deserve to be punished
severely shall receive their just deserts in the end, none can escape the consequences of his actions, because there is no one who can hide from
the eyes of God or his own conscience. This instills gratitude in us for God's mercy, for finding ourselves born into a life in which we are able to
approach the Light and be aware of the still, small voice within correcting our path before we lose our way and waste the precious gifts bestowed
upon us.
89. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi were journeying from Tiberias to
Tzipori. While they were walking, a Jew met them and said: "The
burden of Egypt. Behold, Hashem rides on a swift cloud and shall
come into Egypt: and the idols of Egypt shall be moved at His
presence" (Yeshayah 19:1). Come and behold: All the kings of the
world and all the nations of the world are considered as nothing
before the Holy One, blessed be He, as is written: "And all the
inhabitants of the earth are considered as nothing: and He does
according to His will in the host of Heaven" (Daniel 4:32). Here in
Egypt, despite all these acts of power and the raised hand that the
Holy One, blessed be He, revealed, it is written: "Behold, Hashem
rides upon a swift cloud and shall come into Egypt." What is the
difference? This was not so by all the nations of the world, rather the
Holy One, blessed be He, ordered a decree and it was done. Yet here
IN EGYPT, He Himself came TO CARRY PUNISHMENT UPON THEM,
as is written: "And shall come into Egypt," and: "And I will pass over
the land of Egypt...I am Hashem" (Shemot 12:12).
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90. AND HE ANSWERS: Because the King came to take out the
Queen that was there, and because of the honor of the Queen, WHO
IS THE SHECHINAH THAT DESCENDED WITH THEM TO EXILE, He
came. Since the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted Her honor, He
came to raise Her, and extended His hand to Her so as to lift Her up,
as the Holy One, blessed be He, will do at the end of the exile of
Edom.

91. Rabbi Yisa said: If it be so, THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, CAME TO EGYPT because of the Queen, why was it not also
thus in the exile of Babylon when the Queen was also there? He said
to him: We have learned that the sin caused it, because they married
foreign women, and they brought the Holy Covenant into foreign
domain. Therefore, the miracles and signs were lost from them that
should have been done for them. Not so in the exile of Egypt where
they were all the Tribes of Yah. The children of Yisrael came INTO
EXILE and the children of Yisrael left EXILE, MEANING WITHOUT SIN.

92. By the Exile of Edom, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to be
honored in the world and to come Himself to uplift the Matron and
shake the dust from Her. Woe to the one who is present before Him
at the time when he will say: "Shake the dust off yourself, arise and
sit down, O Jerusalem: loose yourself from the bands of your
neck" (Yeshayah 52:2). Who are the king and the people who will
stand up before Him?

93. "And the idols of Egypt shall be moved from before
him" (Yeshayah 19:1). It is written, "the idols of Egypt," of the stones
and trees of which they made the idols; but on all the levels of the
supernal appointees and those who worshipped them below, THEY
ARE MOVED AND PUNISHED. Wherever Yisrael exiled, the Holy One,
blessed be He, seeks them and they are accepted from among those
nations.
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94. Come and behold: it is written, "Thus said Hashem, 'My people
went down aforetime to Egypt to sojourn there, and Ashur
oppressed them without cause'" (Yeshayah 52:4). THIS IS the
complaint that the Holy One, blessed be He, made against Assyria.
He said: 'See what Assyria has done to me. To Egypt, upon whom I
have rendered all these punishment, my people descended to
sojourn among them, and the Egyptians accepted them among them,
and gave them the best of the land, which is the Land of Goshen.
Even though the Egyptians persecuted them in exile, they did not
take away the land from them, as is written: "Only in the land of
Goshen where the children of Yisrael were..." (Shemot 9:26). It was
the best part of the land of Egypt, as is written: "In the best part of
the land in the land of Ramses" (Beresheet 47:11), WHICH WAS IN
GOSHEN. Moreover, they caused them no loss, as is written: "But of
the cattle of the children of Yisrael..." (Shemot 9:6). SO WE SEE
THAT THEY DID NOT STEAL THEIR ANIMALS, yet still altogether
they were punished with many punishments.

95. "And Ashur oppressed them without cause" (Yeshayah 52:4). For
they cast them in a land at the end of the world, and took away their
land. Now the Egyptians, who had done so many favors for the
children of Yisrael, were punished with so many punishments. Then
Ashur, Edom and the other nations that oppressed them, and killed
them, and took away their money would most certainly be punished.
For the Holy One, blessed be He, desired to glorify His Name over
them, as is written: "I will magnify Myself and sanctify Myself and I
will make Myself known" (Yechezkel 38:23). This happened in Egypt
with one king, and IN THE COMPLETE REDEMPTION THAT WILL
COME ABOUT, it will be with all the kings of the world.

15. The coming of Messiah
In this long and complex section, Rabbi Shimon first describes the time when God shall make Himself known throughout the world, which is the
prelude to the arrival of the Messiah. We learn that when God reveals His glory to the world, all the nations and their kings will rise up against the
children of Yisrael, and the children of Yisrael will suffer greatly. A pillar of fire reaching from heaven to earth will appear for forty days. At this time,
the Messiah will rise in Galilee and begin to wage war on the world from there, because this is where the devastation first began. The earth will
shake, and everybody will seek refuge in caves and rocky places, as alluded to in the verse, "And they shall go into the holes..." After forty days, a
bright star from the east will battle with seven stars surrounding it, extinguishing them night after night for a period of seventy days. Then the one
star will be hidden and the Messiah will be concealed in the pillar of fire for twelve months, though it will not be visible to the world. After the twelve
months, the Messiah will ascend to receive the power and the crown of the Kingdom. Then the pillar of fire will again be visible on earth and the
Messiah will reveal himself and declare war on the world. Many nations will join him to wage war on the nations of the world, which will unite to fight
against him. Then a time will come when the world will remain in darkness for fifteen days, and many of the children of Yisrael will perish.
Rabbi Shimon then explains to Rabbi Elazar that the Messiah resides in the lower Garden of Eden, surrounded by saints, angels and the souls of the
righteous. There is a concealed place in Eden called "Bird's Nest" which is revealed to the Messiah by the bird that awakens daily in the Garden. In
the Bird's Nest is the Cloak of Majesty, and the images of all the nations that banded against Yisrael are woven into this garment. The Messiah
enters this place and sees the Patriarchs visiting the ruins of God's Sanctuary and God trying to comfort Rachel, who weeps incessantly. Then he
weeps loudly and all of Eden shakes and laments with him. When he cries for a second time, the Holy Throne summons them and they ascend to
above. There, God makes them swear to avenge the children of Yisrael through the Messiah and to draw God's goodness towards the children of
Yisrael so that they may enjoy His rich rewards. At that time, God will arise to renew the world, and the letters of the Holy Name will shine in perfect
union. A mighty star and a flame will then appear in the sky. After forty days, the star will gradually overpower the flame. The star will illuminate
twelve pathways for twelve days, and after another twelve days the world will tremble and darkness will fall. A sound shall be heard out of great
thunder and lightning, causing the earth to shake and many to die. Then a flame of fire will appear in Rome, and it will burn many towers and places,
and many mighty rulers and ministers will perish. For twelve months following, the kings of the nations will unite and persecute the children of
Yisrael. Then a tribe will arise in Yisrael, led by the Messiah. The Messiah will be aroused and perfected through the Garden of Eden. He will enter
the Bird's Nest, take the Garment of Jealousy, and be hidden there for forty days. After this time, he will ascend to receive God's blessing, and will
be crowned with a Holy Crown. He then receives a royal red garment from the mourners of Zion to avenge the destruction of the Temple, and is
concealed in the Bird's Nest for thirty days. Then he will descend to earth in a bright light, and no one will know the significance of this light except
the sages. He will console Rachel, and she will finally accept consolation, and then the light will settle in the city of Jericho. After twelve months, the
Messiah will be revealed to the world in Galilee, and those who study the Torah will surround him and give him additional strength. After waiting for
another twelve months, he will raise the Shechinah and gather the exiled from the world. Then God will perform for the children of Yisrael the signs
and wonders that He did in Egypt. Rabbi Shimon next discusses the doctrine of Faith contained in the verse, "O Hashem our Elohim; other masters
beside you have had dominion..." In exile, we learn, the children of Yisrael are ruled by the Other Side, the Shechinah is separated from Her Spouse,
and the two Names of God are also separated. During the first exile, Yisrael had no divine light to guide her. However, upon their return to the Holy
Land, not all of the children of Yisrael were Righteous and pure, and therefore the light that returned to guide them was weaker than it had originally
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been. Consequently, Yisrael was involved in many wars until the destruction of the second Temple, and the Roman captivity was prolonged. After
1266 years, we're told, God shall perform many miracles and wonders, and after another 66 years, the Holy Name will be perfectly engraved, above
and below. After a further 132 years, the Holy Land will be purified and God will shake the wicked from the earth and raise the dead. Finally, 144
years later, the remaining dead of Yisrael who are in other lands will also be raised, and the Other Side will be destroyed. Then the Shechinah will be
crowned and the holy spirits of the children of Yisrael will be invested with new, holy bodies, and they shall be called 'saints'. After 1266 years, we're
now told, God shall perform many miracles and wonders, and after another 66 years, the Holy Name will be perfectly engraved, above and below.
After a further 132 years, the Holy Land will be purified and God will shake the wicked from the earth and raise the dead. Finally, 144 years later, the
remaining dead of Yisrael who are in other lands will also be raised, and the Other Side will be destroyed. Then, after the seventh millenium, the
Shechinah will be crowned and the holy spirits of the children of Yisrael will be invested with new, holy bodies, and they shall be called Holy Ones.
The Relevance of this Passage
Most of all, a reading of this passage fills us with awe and wonder at the grandeur and majesty of God's great plan. Knowing of the events that await
us, we will cling still more devoutly to the truths of Torah and lend our prayers to the energy building up for the fierce yet triumphant days of the
Messiah, when all that was and all that is will combine to form all that ever will be. The hope of these days has sustained righteous men through
many a dark time, and the consciousness of this will elevate our souls to sing with joy at the sheer wonder of creation and the mystery of time
wrapped in eternity.
96. Rabbi Shimon raised his hands, wept and said: Woe to he who is
present at that time, and blissful is the portion of he who is present
AND WILL BE ABLE TO attend at that time. AND HE EXPLAINS: Woe
to he who is present at that time, because when the Holy One,
blessed be He, comes to visit the Gazelle WHO IS THE SHECHINAH,
He will observe who is standing by Her, and all those who are with
Her. He will contemplate the actions of each and every one, and no
righteous person will be found, as is written: "And I looked and there
was none to help" (Yeshayah 63:5). And how many troubles upon
troubles will there be for Yisrael.

97. Happy is he who is present, because he who is present at that
time with Faith, will merit that light of joy of the King. In relation to
that time it is written: "And I will refine them as silver is refined, and
will try them as gold is tried" (Zecharyah 13:9).

98. After these troubles have been aroused against Yisrael, all the
peoples and their kings will counsel together against them, raise
many bad decrees, and come upon them with one mind. There will
come troubles upon troubles and the later troubles will cause the
earlier ones to be forgotten. Then a pillar of fire shall be seen there,
standing from above down for forty days. And all the nations of the
world will see it.

99. At that time the king, Messiah, will arise to go out of the Garden
of Eden from the place called the 'bird's nest' and he will become
revealed in the land of Galilee. On the day that MESSIAH goes there,
the whole world will tremble and all the people of the world will hide
in the caves and CRACKS in the rocks and will not expect to survive.
And concerning that time, it is written: "And they shall go into the
holes of the rocks, and in the caves of the earth, for fear of Hashem,
and for the glory of His majesty, when He arises to shake the earth
terribly" (Yeshayah 2:19).
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100. AND HE EXPLAINS: "For fear of Hashem." This is the trembling
of the whole world, "and for the glory OF HIS majesty" is Messiah. "...
When He arises to shake the earth terribly..." refers to when
MESSIAH will arise and be revealed in the land of Galilee, because
this was the first place in the Holy Land that was destroyed BY
ASHUR. Therefore, He will be revealed there before any other place,
and from there He will stir wars all over the world.

101. After 40 days, the pillar will stand from the earth to the heaven
before the eyes of the whole world, and Messiah will be revealed.
There will arise from the East side a star that will glow with variety of
colors, and seven other stars will surround that star and will war
with it on all sides, three times a day up to seventy days. And all the
people of the world will see.

102. And that star will do battle with them with flames of fire that will
burn and sparkle in every direction, and it will smite them until it will
swallow them every night; and by day, AGAIN it shall take them out
where they will battle before the eyes of the whole world. And so it
shall ensue, every day for seventy days! After seventy days, that star
will be hidden and Messiah will be concealed for up to twelve
months. Then the pillar of fire will return as originally, and in it
Messiah will be concealed, and that pillar is invisible.

103. After twelve months, Messiah will be elevated within that pillar
to the sky, and there he will receive the power and crown of the
Kingdom. And when he descends TO THE EARTH, that pillar of fire
will again appear as originally, before the eyes of the whole world.
Afterwards, Messiah will appear and many nations will gather to him
and he will wage wars throughout the entire world. At that time the
Holy One, blessed be He, will rise with His might against all the
nations of the world. Messiah will be publicly known throughout the
world, and all the kings of the world will join together to do battle
with Him.

104. Many of the oppressors of Yisrael will turn and join THESE
NATIONS to war against the king Messiah; then will the world darken
for fifteen days. Many of Yisrael will perish during this darkness. Of
this it is written: "For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth,
and gross darkness the peoples" (Yeshayah 60:2).
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105. He opened the discussion saying: "If a bird's nest chance to be
before you in the way in any tree or on the ground, whether they be
young ones or eggs, and the mother bird sitting upon the young, or
upon the eggs, you shall not take the mother together with the
young: but you shall surely let the mother go" (Devarim 22:6). We
have explained this verse and it is one of the concealed
commandments of the Torah. We have in it concealed secrets of the
Torah, paths and ways known to the friends in the 32 paths of the
Torah.

106. Rabbi Shimon said to his son Rabbi Elazar: Elazar, when
Messiah awakens, so many other signs and miracles will be aroused
in the world. Come and behold: in the terrestrial Garden of Eden,
there is one place which is concealed and hidden and is not known,
and it is woven with many colors. Therein are hidden a thousand
pleasant chambers and no one enters them except for Messiah, who
is ever present in the Garden of Eden.

107. The entire Garden is surrounded by many Chariots of the
righteous, and Messiah stands over them and over many hosts and
camps of souls of the righteous who are there. And Messiah enters
that place on the first day of the month and festivals and Shabbatot,
WHERE THERE ARE A THOUSAND CHAMBERS OF PLEASURES, to
delight in all these chambers.

108. Innermost from all these THOUSAND chambers OF
PLEASURES, there is one place concealed and hidden that is
entirely unknown, called 'Eden'. There is no one who can conceive it.
Messiah is concealed outside around that place, until a place called
'bird's nest' is revealed to him. This place is announced by the bird,
which awakens daily in the Garden of Eden.

109. In that place CALLED 'BIRD'S NEST', the images of all the
nations that gathered against the children of Yisrael to harm them
are woven IN A GARMENT CALLED 'THE CLOAK OF MAJESTY'.
MESSIAH enters that place, raises his eyes and sees the patriarchs
who entered the house of Elohim that was destroyed, until he sees
Rachel with tears on her cheeks. And the Holy One, blessed be He, is
consoling her but she refuses to accept condolences, as it is written:
"She refuses to be comforted for her children..." (Yirmeyah 31:14).
Then, Messiah raises his voice and weeps, and the whole Garden of
Eden shakes. All the righteous who are there break down and weep
with him.
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110. He cries bitterly a second time, and the firmament above the
Garden trembles. So too do 15,000,000 supernal angels until
MESSIAH reaches the supernal throne. Then the Holy One, blessed
be He, motions to that bird. It enters its nest, sits next to Messiah,
and cries whatever it cries and awakens whatever it awakens.

111. This continues until from the holy throne, WHICH IS BINAH, that
same bird's nest is called three times - NAMELY THE THREE
COLUMNS, ONE AFTER THE OTHER. Messiah and everyone then
ascend above TO BINAH, and the Holy One, blessed be He, makes
them swear to remove the Wicked Kingdom from the world through
Messiah, to avenge Yisrael and TO DRAW all the goodness that the
Holy One, blessed be He, will do for His people. The bird's nest and
Messiah then return to their places and Messiah is again concealed
in that place, THAT IS, THE BIRD'S NEST, as previously!

112. At the time that the Holy One, blessed be He, will be aroused to
remedy the worlds, and the letters of the Name will illuminate
completely. The Yud OF THE NAME, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, WILL
ILLUMINATE the Hei, WHICH IS BINAH; Vav OF THE NAME, WHICH
IS TIFERET, WILL ILLUMINATE the SECOND Hei, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. YUD- HEI will be in complete union WITH VAV-HEI - THAT
IS TO SAY, one awful star will rise, WHICH IS TIFERET, CALLED
'AWFUL', in the middle of the firmament, IT BEING THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, of the color purple, THAT AS IT INCLUDES ALL THE
COLORS, SO IT INCLUDES ALL THE THREE COLUMNS. It will flame
and sparkle by day, MEANING WITH THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM
CALLED 'DAY', before the eyes of the whole world - MEANING ALSO
WITH THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'EYES'.
113. A flame of fire will rise from the North side, MEANING FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN, FOR AT THE MOMENT THAT CHOCHMAH
FROM ABOVE IS DRAWN TO BELOW, ITS LIGHT IS CONVERTED TO
A FLAME OF FIRE in the firmament, and they stand opposite each
other for forty days. THE FLAME, WHICH IS FROM THE LEFT
COLUMN, SEPARATES ITSELF FROM EACH OF CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT THAT ARE IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, EACH MADE UP OF TEN SFIROT, SO THEY ARE FORTY.
And all the people of the world will be confused. At the end of forty
days, MEANING THE LAST SFIRAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF
MALCHUT, the star and the flame will wage war before everyone's
eyes, and the flame will spread with a fiery conflagration within the
firmament on the north side. Many rulers and kings and nations will
become confused by this - MEANING, FROM THE STRENGTHENING
OF THE FLAME!
114. Then the star will ascend to the south side, WHICH IS THE
RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LIGHT OF CHESED, AND CHASSADIM
WILL AGAIN ILLUMINATE THE WORLD. THUS, it will rule over the
flame, and the flame will be swallowed bit by bit in the firmament
because of the star, until it is no longer visible. Then the star will
make pathways in the sky in twelve borders. AND WHEN ITS THREE
COLUMNS WILL BE INCLUDED IN EACH ONE OF CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, THREE TIMES FOUR ARE TWELVE
PATHWAYS. And these lights will stand in the sky for twelve days.
FOR EVEN MALCHUT ITSELF ILLUMINATES ONLY IN THE THREE
COLUMNS CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. BUT MALCHUT IN IT
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE; THEREFORE, THERE ARE ONLY TWELVE
LIGHTS.
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115. WHEN HE DESIRES TO DRAW THEIR ILLUMINATION after
twelve days, MEANING TO THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, all the
people of the world will tremble BECAUSE OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF
JUDGMENT IN MALCHUT. The sun will be darkened at midday, as it
was darkened on the day that the Temple was destroyed, to a point
that both heaven and earth will not be visible. And a sound will erupt
in thunder and lightning, MEANING A SOUND FROM THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT IN MALCHUT. The world will shudder
because of that sound, and numerous hosts and companies will
perish because of it.
116. And that day, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WILL CAUSE there to be
ignited in the great city of Rome - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH
OF KLIPOT - a flame of fire, WHICH IS THE JUDGMENTS OF THE
LEFT. That sound will be stirred up in the whole world, WHICH IS
FROM THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT IN MALCHUT, THAT IS,
THESE TWO KINDS OF JUDGMENTS WILL BE COMBINED. It will
burn many towers and many palaces, and many towers will collapse
and many potentates and ministers will fall on that day. All of them,
MEANING ALL OF THE JUDGMENTS, will gather upon it to cause
harm. And all the people of the world will be unable to be saved.
117. From that day for twelve months time, THAT IS, UNTIL THE
ILLUMINATIONS OF THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES ALSO IN MALCHUT
SHALL BE REMEDIED - BECAUSE IN ZEIR ANPIN THEY ARE
CALLED TWELVE DAYS, BUT IN MALCHUT THEY ARE CALLED
'TWELVE MONTHS' - all the kings will counsel and will make
numerous decrees and numerous persecutions against Yisrael and
they will succeed with them. As we learned, "Fortunate is he who will
chance to be there," MEANING IN THE DAYS OF MESSIAH.
Fortunate is he who will not be there, THAT HE WILL BE SAVED
FROM THESE JUDGMENTS, and the whole world will be greatly
confused.
118. At the end of twelve months, MEANING AFTER THE TWELVE
LIGHTS IN MALCHUT ARE RECTIFIED, there will arise a tribe in
Yisrael, which is the king Messiah who will awaken in the Garden of
Eden. All the righteous will crown him there, and will gird him with
weapons with engraved letters of the vessels of the Holy Name.

119. A voice will explode in the branches of the trees in the garden
that cries powerfully and says: Awaken, supernal Holy Ones, arise
before Messiah. Behold, it is the time for a wife to join with her
husband, MEANING TIFERET WITH MALCHUT. Her husband,
TIFERET, wishes to avenge her in the world, raise her and shake the
dust off her.

120. Then they will all arise and will gird him with weapons as before,
Abraham at his right, Isaac at his left, Jacob before him, Moses the
Faithful Shepherd above all these righteous, walking and dancing in
the Garden of Eden.
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121. As soon as Messiah is perfected through the righteous in the
Garden of Eden, he will enter as before in this place that is called
'bird's nest'. He sees a picture of the destroyed Temple and all the
righteous who were killed there. Then, he takes from there ten
garments called 'garments of jealousy' to be hidden there for forty
days and not to be revealed at all.

122. At the end of forty days, a voice will stir and will call from the
Supernal throne, WHICH IS BINAH, to the bird's nest that conceals
the king Messiah. Then he is raised up. And the Holy One, blessed
be He, sees the King Messiah who is dressed in garments of revenge
and is girded with his weapons. He takes him and kisses him on his
head.

123. Then 390 firmaments tremble and the Holy One, blessed be He,
beckoned to one firmament that had been concealed since the Six
Days of Creation, and took a crown engraved with Holy Names from
one chamber in that firmament. The Holy One, blessed be He, who
crowned Himself with this crown when Yisrael crossed the sea to
take revenge on the chariots and riders of Pharaoh, then crowned
the King Messiah with THE CROWN.

124. Once MESSIAH was crowned and perfected with all these
perfections, the Holy One, blessed be He, took him and kissed him
again. Who saw this? The holy Chariots and companies of supernal
angels that surround him and give him presents and many precious
things. He is crowned with them all.

125. He enters there into one chamber and sees all the supernal
angels who are called the 'Mourners of Zion'. They weep over the
destruction of the Temple and weep constantly, and they give him a
royal purple garment to avenge. Then the Holy One, blessed be He,
conceals him in that bird's nest, and he is hidden there for thirty
days.

126. After thirty days, having disappeared in that bird's nest, he will
descend ornamented with all those adornments from above, with
many holy companies around him, and the whole world will see one
light suspended from the sky to the earth. It will remain seven days
IN THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT IN MALCHUT, AND CAN BE FOUND
ILLUMINATING EVEN IN MALCHUT OF MALCHUT. All the inhabitants
of the world will wonder and be shocked and will not understand at
all, except for those sages who know these secrets - blessed be their
portion.
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127. And all these seven days, he will be adorned on the earth WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT - in that bird's nest, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "IF A BIRD'S NEST CHANCE TO BE
BEFORE YOU" (DEVARIM 22:6) THAT ALLUDES TO THE KING
MESSIAH WHO IS ADORNED WITH A BIRD'S NEST. Which place is
it? "In the way," which is the grave of Rachel, for she stands on the
crossroads. MESSIAH IS ALSO ADORNED WITH THE LIGHT OF
MALCHUT OF MALCHUT THAT IS CAPABLE OF THE GATHERING
OF THE EXILES. Therefore, he will bear these good tidings to her
and console her. Then she will accept consolations, UNLIKE AS
DESCRIBED PREVIOUSLY: "SHE REFUSES TO BE COMFORTED
FOR HER CHILDREN BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT" (YIRMEYAH 31:14).
And she will arise and kiss MESSIAH!
128. Then shall the light arise from that place, THAT IS, RACHEL'S
GRAVE, and settle in Yericho, the city of trees, AS IS WRITTEN: "In
any tree" (Devarim 22:6) - which is Yericho, THE CITY OF PALM
TREES, THAT JOSHUA WAS NOT ABLE TO MEND COMPLETELY.
THEREFORE HE SAID, "CURSED BE THE MAN BEFORE HASHEM,
THAT RISES UP TO BUILD THIS CITY YERICHO" (YEHOSHUA 6:26),
BECAUSE IT IS DRAWN FROM THE ATTRIBUTES OF JUDGMENT
WHICH IS IN MALCHUT OF MALCHUT, AND NOW MESSIAH WILL
MEND IT WITH THE LIGHT OF THE SEVEN DAYS. "Or on the
ground" (Devarim 22:6), this is Jerusalem WHICH IS THE EXTERNAL
PART OF MALCHUT, and he will be concealed in that light in the
bird's nest for twelve months.
129. After twelve months, that light will be stretched between the
heaven and the earth and rest on in the Land of Galilee, since the
exile of Yisrael, NAMELY THE EXILE OF ASHUR, was initiated in
Galilee. Then will MESSIAH be revealed from that very same light of
the "bird's nest," and return to his place. On that day, the whole
earth will tremble as earlier, from one end of heaven to the other end,
and then the whole world will see that Messiah has been revealed in
the land of Galilee!

130. And all those who were occupied with Torah, THOSE WHO ARE
CALLED IN THE VERSE 'CHILDREN' ('YOUNG'), will gather to him.
They are few in the world, and in the merit of school children, the
strength OF MESSIAH will grow greatly. And this is the secret of the
young IN THE VERSE. And if these are not to be found, then the
infants that sit in their mother's lap and suckle, as written, "Those
that are weaned from milk, and removed from the
breasts" (Yeshayah 28:9); these are the "eggs" (Devarim 22:6). It is
because of these that the Shechinah dwells with the children of
Yisrael in the exile.

131. For the sages WHO ARE CALLED 'CHILDREN' ('YOUNG') will be
few in that time, and this is what is meant: "And the mother bird
sitting upon the young or upon the eggs, do not take the mother bird
together with the young," SINCE THEN THERE WILL BE NO
CHILDREN. THEREFORE, DO NOT TAKE THE MOTHER, WHO IS
SHECHINAH; and MESSIAH will tarry up to another twelve months.
Then Her husband, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, will come to raise her from
the dust as is said, "I will raise up the tabernacle of David that is
fallen" (Amos 9:11).
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132. On that day, Messiah will start to gather the exiled from one end
of the world to the other, as it is written: "If your outcast be at the
utmost parts of heaven..." (Devarim 30:4). From that day, all the
signs and miracles and mighty acts that the Holy One, blessed be
He, performed in Egypt, He will perform for Yisrael: "As in the days
of your coming out of the land of Egypt I will show him marvelous
things" (Michah 7:15).

133. Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar my son, all these things you shall
find in the secret of 32 paths OF CHOCHMAH of the Holy Name. And
as long as these miracles do not happen in the world, the secret of
the Holy Name will not be completed, nor will love awaken - as it is
said: "I charge you, O daughters of Jerusalem by the gazelles for
hosts or by the hinds of the fields" (Shir Hashirm 2:7). Hosts refer to
the King Messiah, who is so called "The kinds of the fields." This
refers to the other hosts and encampments below. "That you stir not
up, nor awake my love" (Ibid.), is the right hand of the Holy One,
blessed be He, MEANING THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, which is called
'love'. "Till it please," refers to she who lies in the dust, WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH IN EXILE, that the King should desire her!
Righteous is he who will have the merit to be in that generation. He
is righteous in this world and righteous in the World to Come.

134. Rabbi Shimon raised his hands in prayer before the Holy One,
blessed be He, and prayed. After he recited his prayer, his son,
Rabbi Elazar, and Rabbi Aba sat before him. While they were sitting
before him, they saw a ray of daylight become dim, and a conduit of
flaming fire, THAT IS, A STREAM OF BURNING FIRE, sink into the
sea of Galilee, and the whole place was agitated.

135. Rabbi Shimon said: Certainly now is the time that the Holy One,
blessed be He, remembers His children, and He lowers two tears into
the Great Sea. As they descend, they touch this conduit of flaming
fire and sink TOGETHER into the sea, one with the other. Rabbi
Shimon wept and the friends wept.

136. Rabbi Shimon said: I have stirred in the secret of the letters of
the Holy Name in the secret of the awakening OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, towards His children. But now I may reveal that
which was not permitted to any other person to reveal, but the merit
of this generation will preserve the world till the King Messiah will
come. Rabbi Shimon said to his son Rabbi Elazar and to Rabbi Aba:
Get up on your legs. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba got up. Rabbi
Shimon wept a second time and said: Oh, who will arise then? For
what I see is that the exile will be lengthened. Who will be able to
endure?
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137. RABBI SHIMON also got up and said: "O Hashem our Elohim;
other masters besides You have had dominion over us. But by You
only will we make mention of Your Name" (Yeshayah 26:13). This
verse is explained. But this verse contains a supernal secret in the
secret of Faith. "Hashem our Elohim," is the beginning of the
supernal secrets, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. From these, all
the light emanates to kindle all the candles, MEANING THAT ALL
THE MOCHIN OF MALE AND FEMALE AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH EMANATE FROM CHOCHMAH AND BINAH THAT ARE
CALLED "HASHEM OUR ELOHIM." There is the essence of the entire
secret of Faith, WHICH IS FEMALE, MEANING IN THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE: "AND OF THE SIDE WHICH HASHEM ELOHIM HAD
TAKEN..." (BERESHEET. 2:22) WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. THE SIDE IS THE SECRET OF THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS CALLED 'FAITH'.
138. "Other masters besides You have had dominion over us." There
is no one to dominate over the nation of Yisrael except for the
Supernal Name, HASHEM OUR ELOHIM, AS EARLIER MENTIONED.
And now in exile, the Other Side holds dominion over it. THIS IS
WHAT IS WRITTEN: "OTHER MASTERS BESIDES YOU HAVE HAD
DOMINION OVER US."
139. "But by You only will we make mention of Your
Name," (Yeshayah 26:13) MEANING the secret of the Holy Name,
NAMELY THE NUKVA, is the inclusion of all 22 letters. THEREFORE,
SHE IS CALLED 'ET' (ALEPH-TAV), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE 22
LETTERS FROM ALEPH TO TAV. And the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is blessed only through that name called
'Becha' ('by you'), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT INCLUDES ALSO 22
LETTERS, LIKE "BECHA" WHICH NUMERICALLY TOTALS 22, as is
written: "To whom You did swear by Your own self (Heb.
becha)" (Shemot 32:13). "By You (Heb. becha) shall Yisrael
bless" (Beresheet 48:20) and "For by You (Heb. becha) I run upon a
troop" (Tehilim 18:30) also ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN. At the time
when perfection was prevalent, the ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA
were not separated from each other. And it is prohibited to separate
them one from the other, a wife from her husband, neither in
thought, nor by allusion, in order not to show separation. And now in
exile, separation is prevalent because of the trouble THAT COMES
UPON US at all times, which we cause THROUGH THIS separation by
mentioning that name - WHICH IS THE NUKVA away from her
husband, ZEIR ANPIN, because she is lying on the dust. This is: "But
by You only will we make mention of Your Name..."
140. HE EXPLAINS: WHEN THE NUKVA is separated from her
husband, IT IS CONSIDERED as if we mention this name separately,
since we are far from You. AND WE CAUSED that others should rule
over us. And Your Name, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is separated from
the name becha (Lit. 'In You') WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER. And this is so during the days of exile.

141. The first exile was since the First Temple and the First Temple is
the secret of the first Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
BINAH. Corresponding to its seventy years, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN
LOWER SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT, the exile of the First Temple lasted seventy
years, SINCE EVERY SFIROT INCLUDES TEN, TOTALING SEVENTY.
During these seventy years, the mother, WHICH IS THE THREE
FIRST SFIROT OF BINAH, was not sitting on them and they were
separated from the Supernal Name, which is the secret of the first
Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. Then the Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, which
is the supernal secret OF BINAH, ascends above, above into the
Endless World (Heb. Ein Sof), and the First Temple, WHICH IS
BINAH, does not gush forth a flow of living water, because its
source, WHICH IS THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, has departed.
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142. And it, THE FIRST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, is the seventy
years in exile, because it is called 'seven years' as is said: "So was
he seven years in building it" (I Melachim 6:38), REFERRING TO THE
FIRST TEMPLE, WHICH IS THE FIRST HEI. HE ASKS: Would you say
that the kingdom of Babylon ruled above in the secret of seventy
years, WHICH IS BINAH? Heaven forbid! AND HE ANSWERS: During
the time that the Temple existed, the pouring forth of the Supernal
Mother, WHICH IS BINAH, illuminated and descended below.
However, when Yisrael sinned and the Temple was destroyed, the
Kingdom of Babylon reigned, that light was covered and darkened,
and the holy lower beings did not illuminate.

143. Since the lower beings were not illuminating, because of the
dominion of the kingdom of Babylon, that light OF BINAH departed
and that supernal emanation that poured forth TO BINAH - which is
the secret of Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH withdrew higher and higher into the Endless World. Then those
seventy years OF BINAH did not illuminate because of that
illumination OF THE YUD that was prevented FROM ILLUMINATING
UPON THE HEI. This was certainly the exile of seventy years OF
BINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST TEMPLE.

144. As soon as the reign of Babylon was removed and the second
Hei OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI commenced to illuminate, all of Yisrael did
not purify to be a perfect possession as earlier, but rather bit by bit
RETURNED FROM BABYLONIAN EXILE TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL.
And since there was no perfection, the Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI did
not descend to illuminate as it illuminated originally, but rather bit by
bit without order, because Yisrael were not purified properly, as
before. Therefore, the Supernal Fountain, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, did not gush forth and did not
illuminate. It returned to illuminate bit by bit because of the need of
the Name.

145. Therefore, the children of Yisrael were challenged in many wars
until the darkness covered the earth and the Lower Hei, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, became darkened and fell to the earth. The Supernal
Fountain, WHICH IS THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, withdrew again,
because the kingdom of Edom became strong and the children of
Yisrael returned to their sins.

146. Therefore, the LOWER Hei, WHICH IS the Second Temple that
was destroyed, and all its twelve tribes, OF THE LOWER HEI - as the
number of the legions OF YISRAEL, WHO ARE THE TWELVE TRIBES
OF YAH - are in exile of the kingdom of Edom. And the Supernal
Fountain, WHICH IS THE VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, ZEIR ANPIN,
withdrew from that fountain that it supplies, WHICH IS YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN. As it is said: "the righteous perishes...(lost)" (Yeshayah
57:1) - WHICH IS YESOD, that lost that outpouring of the upper
source that flowed from above.
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147. Then there was a separation in the Hei, WHICH IS the Second
Temple, THAT SEPARATED FROM THE VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and it GOES INTO the exile in Edom with all
these twelve tribes and their legions OF YISRAEL. Twelve tribes add
up to a great number, AS WRITTEN BEFORE US, and since the
secret of the Hei was included in this number, the exile therefore
continues A LONG TIME.

148. The secret of secrets is given over to the wise of heart. The ten
tribes are one thousand years. Two tribes are two hundred years.
SINCE TWELVE LIGHTS OF THE NUKVA, WHICH ARE CALLED
'TRIBES', ARE DRAWN FROM BINAH, WHOSE SFIROT ARE IN THE
SECRET OF HUNDREDS, THEY ARE THEREFORE TWELVE
HUNDRED. Tears started to fall - MEANING THAT RABBI SHIMON
STARTED WEEPING. He opened the discussion saying, "She weeps
sore in the night, and her tears are on her cheeks" (Eichah 1:2). At
the end of the twelve tribes of exile, MEANING AT THE END OF ONE
THOUSAND AND TWO HUNDRED AS MENTIONED, the night will
darken for Yisrael until the Vav awakens at the sixty-sixth year.
149. At the end of twelve tribes, which are twelve hundred years of
exile, and at the end of 66 years of the darkness of night, WHICH IS
THE EXILE: "Then will I remember My covenant with Jacob" (Vayikra
26:42), WHICH IS TIFERET. This is the awakening of the letter Vav WHICH IS TIFERET, WHICH IS THE VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI - which
is soul, MEANING THE INNER PART of the house of Jacob; WHICH
IS THE NUKVA THAT IS CALLED THE 'HOUSE OF JACOB'. And this
is the secret of: "All the souls that came with Jacob were sixtysix" (Beresheet 46:26), which is Vav, the soul of the Second Temple,
the secret of the lower Hei. And this Vav is the secret of 66, sixty for
the awakening of Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET, and six for the awakening
of Joseph, WHO IS YESOD. Therefore, it is A FULLY SPELLED Vav
(Vav-Vav), WHICH ALLUDES TO TIFERET AND YESOD, which are
two in one combination and one secret, BECAUSE YESOD AND
TIFERET ARE CONSIDERED AS ONE AND ARE THEREFORE
ALLUDED TO IN THE TWO VAVS OF THE FULLY SPELLED VAV,
WHICH FORM ONE LETTER.
150. From then on, the Holy One, Blessed be He, will stir these
miracles and signs that we mentioned earlier, and all the troubles
that we said will rise against Yisrael. Then it is said: "And also My
covenant with Isaac," (Vayikra 26:42) BECAUSE ISAAC IS THE
SECRET OF GVURAH AND JUDGMENT. Afterwards, Messiah will
wage wars throughout the whole world with the right hand of the
Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS CHESED, as is said: "Your right
hand, Hashem, is glorious in power" (Shemot 15:6). Then IT IS SAID:
"And also My covenant with Abraham will I remember," (Vayikra
26:42) FOR ABRAHAM IS THE SECRET OF CHESED. Afterwards,
"And I will remember the land" (Ibid.). This is the last Hei OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI; NAMELY, THE NUKVA THAT IS CALLED 'LAND'. About
that time it is written: "And Hashem shall be king over all the earth;
on that day Hashem shall be One and His Name One" (Zecharyah
14:9).
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151. After the end of 66 more years, which is 132 years TOGETHER
WITH THE AFOREMENTIONED 66, the letters in the Holy Name, OF
THE 66, will appear engraved to perfection, above IN TIFERET and
below IN THE NUKVA, as is proper. This is the secret of the supernal
and lower Hei THAT ARE IN THE LOWER HEI FULLY SPELLED (HEIHEI). SIMILAR TO VAV, THAT CONTAINS ANOTHER VAV WHEN
FULLY SPELLED, AS MENTIONED THAT THE UPPER VAV
EMANATES THE SECRET OF SIXTY TO THE UPPER HEI, AND THE
LOWER VAV EMANATES THE SECRET OF SIX TO THE LOWER HEI.
And all these paths, which are 32 years OF THE AFOREMENTIONED
132, are included in the secret of the letters Vav-Hei, Vav-Hei, THE
FIRST VAV-HEI BEING TWO TIMES SIXTY, AND THE SECOND VAVHEI BEING TWO TIMES SIX, AS MENTIONED TOGETHER THEY
AMOUNT TO 132, OUT OF WHICH, THE NUMBER 32 ALLUDES TO
the secret of the completeness of 132, MEANING THAT THE
PREPARATION WAS MADE IN THEM TO RECEIVE THE 32 PATHS OF
WISDOM FROM THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, AS WRITTEN
BEFORE.
152. At the end of the other 132 years - AS THOSE 132 THAT WERE
COMPLETED IN TIFERET AND THE NUKVA, WHICH ARE VAV-HEI
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, ALSO HAVE TO ILLUMINATE IN CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, WHICH ARE YUD-HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI - THE
VERSE will be fulfilled: "That it might take hold of the ends of the
earth that the wicked might be shaken out of it" (Iyov 38:13). The
Holy Land will be purified and the Holy One, blessed be He, will
resurrect the dead in the Holy Land, and hosts upon hosts will arise
in the Galilee.
153. Then will be mended the obstruction, which is in the Supernal
Fountain OF YUD HEI VAV HEI - WHICH IS the letter Yud, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH - and the 32 paths IN CHOCHMAH will be established in
completeness to emanate down. The letters of the Holy Name will be
established, all of them completely, MEANING THE NAME Yud Hei
Vav Hei, that was not complete heretofore.

154. Then shall come the time that the Supernal Fountain will flow
and be drawn, WHICH IS YUD CONNECTED WITH HEI-VAV, WHICH
ARE BINAH AND TIFERET, into the last Hei OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. This will be at the culmination of
another 144 years. FOR THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE THIRD 132
TO BE THERE WITH THE TWELVE TRIBES THAT ARE IN THE
NUKVA, WHICH TOGETHER ARE 144 YEARS. The other dead in the
other countries will be resurrected, NAMELY THE DEAD OUTSIDE
OF THE LAND OF YISRAEL.
155. All this adds up to Chet-Tav, WHICH ARE TWO TIMES 132,
PLUS 144 WHICH TOTALS TAV-CHET (=408). The world will settle
and have fragrance, and the Other Side will be removed from the
world. And the lower Hei, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, will become filled
from the Supernal Fountain, WHICH IS YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
AND THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, and be crowned and illuminated
perfectly. Then, it is written: "And the light of the moon will be like
the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be
sevenfold" (Yeshayah 30:26).
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156. There will be a Shabbat for Hashem to gather souls with holy
delight, NAMELY TO DRAW ADDITIONAL SOULS IN THE SECRET OF
THE SUPERNAL UNION, during the entire seventh millennium,
WHICH IS ENTIRELY SHABBAT. This is the stirring of the Holy
Spirits of the nation of Yisrael to clothe themselves after Shabbat NAMELY AFTER THE SEVENTH MILLENIUM - in other holy bodies,
so as to be called 'Holy Ones', as is written: "And it shall come to
pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that remains in Jerusalem
shall be called Holy..." (Yeshayah 4:3). Up to this point are words of
the concealed secrets.

16. "Now there arose a new king," part two
Here, Rabbi Yosi explains that God creates new angels every day. The reference to "a new king" in the title verse alludes to the creation of a new
supernal representative for Egypt that emanated from the place of Separation. Consequently, "he knew not Joseph," since Joseph represents the
sphere where unity rests, called Righteousness.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reminds us that God's labor did not stop with the creation of the world. He constantly creates and renews the universe and
every single thing that is in it. The knowledge of this will help to make us more sincere and energetic in our efforts to help complete the Great Work,
rousing us to pray at night and work all day, for to be conscious when one's consciousness is filled with the glory of God is worth more than any
sleep or rest from labor.
157. "Now there arose a new king" (Shemot 1:8). Rabbi Yosi says:
Every day the Holy One, blessed be He, makes angels into
messengers to the world, as is written: "Who makes the winds His
messengers" (Tehilim 104:4). It is not written, 'made', but rather,
"makes," in the PRESENT TENSE, because every day He "makes."
And at that time was appointed AN ANGEL as an overseer of Egypt,
and the meaning of: "Now there arose a new king." He is definitely
new, FOR HE IS THE OVERSEER THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, JUST MADE.

158. "Who knew not Joseph" (Shemot 1:8), because THE OVERSEER
was from the place of separation, as is written: "And from thence it
was parted, AND BRANCHED INTO FOUR STREAMS" (Beresheet
2:10). The first to separate was the River of Egypt, AS IS WRITTEN:
"THE NAME OF THE FIRST WAS PISHON" (IBID. 11), WHICH IS THE
RIVER OF EGYPT. Because of this, he knew not Joseph, who is the
place where all unity resides, which is called 'righteous'. FOR
JOSEPH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED
'RIGHTEOUS' BECAUSE ALL THE UNIONS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
NUKVA ARE MADE ITS HELP. AND THE SEPARATION DOES NOT
WANT TO KNOW THE UNION.

17. The morning star
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi are travelling at dawn when they see two stars shooting across the sky from opposite sides. After explaining that it is
the time when the morning stars prepare to glorify God's Name, Rabbi Elazar proceeds to discuss the verse, "To the chief musician upon the
morning star..." The "hind of the morning," we're told, indicates the time when the east lightens and the darkness of night disperses. An angel that
oversees the east draws a thread of light from the south until the sun rises and illuminates the world. Then a black light comes to unite with the day,
as the light of day (which signifies Zeir Anpin) draws the hind of the morning (which signifies the Nukva) to include it. David composed a psalm
about this hind when it was separated from day after being included in it. Thus, we learn that the verse, "My El, my El, why have You forsaken me?"
mourns the separation of the Nukva from Zeir Anpin.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section awakens the consciousness to the spiritual dimensions of the universe and is essential in the process of meditation, which
can be based upon concentration on a light like the star that sits in the eastern sky to herald the dawn. Focus on such a light and the sense that it is
but a small speck of God's limitless brilliance which shines through it will draw down the divine rays to illuminate our lives and the world, so we may
never again feel the sorrow of separation.
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159. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi were walking on the road, and they
left before the light of day. They saw a star flying on one side and
another THAT WAS FLYING on another side. Rabbi Elazar said: The
time has now arrived for the morning stars to praise their Master,
and they are running, because of the fear and terror of their Master
to praise and sing BEFORE HIM. This is what is written: "When the
morning stars sang together and all the children of Elohim shouted
for joy (Iyov 38:7). Because all the stars together praises before Him."

160. He opened the discussion saying: "To the chief musician upon
Ayelet Hashachar ('the morning star' - lit. 'the hind of dawn'), a psalm
of David" (Tehilim 22:1). 'The hind of dawn' MEANS when the east
lights up and the darkness of night is dispersed, there is one
overseer for the east side - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN - that draws one thread of light from the south
side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, until the sun rises, and cracks
the windows of the firmament and illuminates the world. And the
thread THAT IT DRAWS FROM THE SOUTH SIDE disperses the
darkness of the night.

161. Then comes the hind of dawn, MEANING THAT a black light
comes - WHICH IS THE NUKVA IN THE SECRET OF THE HIND OF
DAWN - to unite with the day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the day
shines. The light of day includes and draws into it that hind, WHICH
IS NUKVA. David composed a psalm about this hind, when it was
separated from the day after it was already included in it, as is
written: "To the chief musician upon the hind of dawn."

162. And DAVID said: "My El, my El, why have you forsaken
me?" (Tehilim 22:2) because the hind of dawn, WHICH IS THE
NUKVA, had separated from the light of day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
THEREFORE, SHE HAD NOTHING TO BESTOW AND HAD LEFT HIM.
While they were still walking, daylight appeared and the time for
prayer arrived. Rabbi Elazar said: Let us pray and then go. They sat
down and prayed, and afterwards they arose and went.

18. Righteous men to whom it happens according to the deeds of the wicked
In this section, Rabbi Elazar begins by discussing the verse, "There is a vanity..." before the discussion turns to examine the seemingly
incongruous system of worldly rewards and punishments. We learn that the world (the Nukva) stands upon the seven vanities (the seven Sfirot of
Zeir Anpin). These vanities are the seven pillars that support the world, and they correspond to the seven Firmaments. Just as other Firmaments
cleave to and issue from the seven Firmaments, there are other vanities that emanate from the seven vanities, all of which are mentioned by
Solomon in his book of Ecclesiastes. The Foundation (Yesod), which emanates from the supernal vanities, is maintained and strengthened by the
souls of the Righteous who died before they sinned on earth. Enoch, who was taken before his time to die had arrived, is an example of such a soul.
An explanation of the title subject then ensues from a discussion of the two reasons why the Righteous are removed from the world before their
time. We learn that when He foresees that the righteous will sin if they live longer, He removes them from the world and they are Judged as though
they had sinned. Conversely, He allows wicked men to live if He foresees that they will repent or that they will have Righteous children. Another
interpretation of the verse relating to the title quotation reveals that God is glorified by both the deeds of the Righteous and the good deeds that the
wicked perform. Finally, Rabbi Elazar provides further insight into the verse, "All things have I seen in the days of my vanity..." (Kohelet 7:15). When
Solomon was granted wisdom, we're told, he saw everything at the time when the moon reigned. "A just man who perishes in his righteousness" is
an allusion to the Foundation of the world and the Nukva, which have no power during the time of the exile. Therefore, supernal blessings do not
reach a just man in exile and he "perishes in his righteousness." "And there is a wicked man who prolongs his life in his wickedness," alludes to
Samael and his wife, the Serpent, who gives strength and peace to the other kings that rule Yisrael in exile.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this passage makes us more keenly attuned to the vanity of all human wishes, which has a salutory effect on the soul for it helps us
become less possessed by ego, the main wall built between us and the Light. Knowing of the enormous value placed upon acts of righteousness,
and the impossibility of unravelling the ways of God, we are helped to concentrate on what we can do rather than what we cannot grasp with our
minds. The consequence is that our time is increasingly given over to being and doing, rather than questioning and dreaming. We thus learn to be
more fully alive.
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163. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion, saying: "There is a vanity
(Heb. hevel) which is done upon the earth; that there are just men to
whom it happens according to the deeds of the wicked...I said that
this also is vanity" (Kohelet 8:14). This verse is explained, but THE
WORDS, "There is vanity," MEAN THAT King Solomon wrote this
book and based it on seven vanities, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF THE RUACH. AND
THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT OF RUACH ARE CALLED 'VANITIES'.
The world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is based on them, AS ITS SEVEN
SFIROT ARE UPHELD BY THE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
FOR THE NUKVA IS THE SECRET OF SPEECH, AND THERE IS NO
SPEECH WITHOUT AIR (HEB. HEVEL) THAT BEATS UPON THE FIVE
ARTICULATION PLACES IN THE MOUTH, AS IS KNOWN.
164. These seven vanities are called 'the seven pillars that support
the world', WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and they correspond to the seven
firmaments. And these are: Curtain, Firmament, Skies, Temple,
Dwelling, Institute, Heaven. "'Vanities of Vanities,' said Kohelet,
'vanities of vanities; all is vanity,'" (Kohelet 1:2) corresponds to
them. WE HAVE HERE SEVEN VANITIES. BECAUSE "VANITY OF
VANITIES," ARE THREE, TOGETHER WITH "VANITY OF VANITIES,"
THERE ARE SIX, AND WITH "VANITY," MENTIONED AT THE END OF
THE VERSE, IT EQUALS SEVEN.
165. As there are seven firmaments, and there are other firmaments
that are attached to them and spread out and emanate from them WHICH ARE THE SEVEN FIRMAMENTS THAT ARE IN THE NUKVA so there are other vanities, MEANING OF THE NUKVA, that spread
out and emanate from these SEVEN VANITIES OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Solomon mentioned them all IN HIS BOOK OF KOHELET.

166. And here is the secret of Chochmah, meaning in the verse:
"There is a vanity," THE ASPECT OF YESOD OF THE VANITIES, that
emanates from the supernal vanities AFOREMENTIONED, upon
which the world, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, is based. And this is THE
MEANING OF: "Which is done upon the earth" (Kohelet 8:14),
MEANING ON THE NUKVA THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH'. "WHICH IS
DONE," MEANS THAT YESOD is maintained and its power is
strengthened by the tillers of earth, WHO ARE THE RIGHTEOUS, and
in the elevation OF THEIR MAYIN NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS') that
rise from the earth. And this, YESOD, is appointed TO POUR upon
the earth. All its might and existence is from the souls of the
righteous that were gathered from the earth, MEANING THEY DIED
while being righteous, before they sinned, when they were still
emanating a fragrant scent. For example, it is written about Enoch:
"And he was not, for Elohim took him" (Beresheet 5:24). For He took
him before his time had arrived TO DIE, and He delighted in him. And
it is so with the other righteous of the world.
167. We learned that two things cause the righteous to leave the
world before their time: One, because of the sins of the generation;
when the wicked multiply in the world then the righteous who are
among them are caught in their sins. Another is when it is revealed
before the Holy One, blessed be He, that they will sin later on. He
then removes them from the world before their time. This is what is
written: "There are just men to whom it happens according to the
deeds of the wicked" (Kohelet 8:14). They are treated as though they
had sinned and acted wicked by celestial Justice.
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168. One time, Rabbi Yosi ben Jacob, the leader of Kfar Ono asked
Rabbi Meir about the time that Rabbi Akiva and his friends passed
from the world and died in that manner, MEANING THAT THEY
WERE KILLED BY THE GOVERNMENT. He said to him: Is it written
anywhere in the Torah thus, THAT RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE SHOULD
SUFFER SO? RABBI MEIR said to him: It is not WRITTEN SO, and
did not Solomon say, "There are just men to whom it happens
according to the deeds of the wicked"? They are judged from above
as though they sinned and acted like the wicked. "There are wicked
men, to whom it happens according to the deeds of the righteous
" (Kohelet 8:14). They sit quietly and peacefully in this world and
Judgment does not reach them as though they had acted like
righteous people.

169. HE ASKS: Why DOES IT HAPPEN TO THEM ACCORDING TO
THE RIGHTEOUS? AND HE ANSWERS: Either because it is revealed
before the Holy One, blessed be He, that they will repent, or that a
righteous person will descend from them, as Terach, from whom
emanated the true seed of Abraham; or Achaz from whom came
Chizkiyahu. AND SO the other wicked of the world. Therefore on
both sides, MEANING BY THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE WICKED,
VANITY IS DONE that we said, and is strengthened upon the earth,
as we have said.

170. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "There is a vanity which is
done upon the earth." As we said, ITS MEANING IS that it prevails in
the world. How? Because "there are just men, to whom it happens
according to the deeds of the wicked," meaning that the actions of
sinners confront them - SUCH AS a daughter of idol worshippers, or
other actions that are actions of the wicked - but they make their
stand AND DO NOT SIN, because of fear of their Master, and they do
not wish to become impure. Like many truly righteous, they are
confronted by similar actions. And they are valiant for they have
done the desire of their Master and did not sin. On this is written:
"Vanity has been done of the earth," and its might has grow strong.

171. "Again, there are wicked men to whom it happens according to
the deeds of the righteous." IT IS when they are presented with a
good deed, which is an action of the righteous, that they merit it and
fulfill it. For example, there was a JEWISH murderer in the hills with
heathen murderers, and when a Jew would pass by there he would
save him and guard him from the others. Rabbi Akiva would declare
of him: "There are wicked men to whom it happens according to the
deeds of the righteous."
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172. Another instance is that wicked person who was the neighbor of
Rabbi Chiya, who met a woman one night who was going to her
daughter's home. He wanted to rape her. She said to him: I beg of
you, honor your Master and do not sin by me. He left her and did not
sin by her. He said: "There are wicked men to whom it happens
according to the deeds of the righteous: I said that this also is
vanity," meaning that vanity becomes powerful by the righteous to
whom it happens according to the deeds of the wicked, yet they do
not sin. Similarly, it becomes powerful by the wicked to whom it
happens according to the deeds of the righteous, and they do fulfill
them.

173. For we have learned, the Holy One, blessed be He, has made
righteous and wicked people in the world. Just as He is honored in
the world by the actions of the righteous, so He is honored by the
wicked when they do good actions in the world. As is written: "He
has made every thing beautiful in its time" (Kohelet 3:11). Woe to the
wicked when he does evil to himself and strengthens in his sins, as
it is written: "Alas! it shall be ill with the wicked..." (Yeshayah 3:11).

174. Again, he opened the discussion saying: "All things have I seen
in the days of my vanity..." (Kohelet 7:15). This passage was also
explained by the friends. When wisdom was granted to Solomon, he
saw everything when the moon reigned, WHICH IS NUKVA WHEN
SHE IS FULL, BECAUSE SOLOMON RECEIVED FROM HER. "There
is a just man." This is the pillar of the world, MEANING THE
FOUNDATION THAT THE WORLD STANDS UPON is lost, as is
written: "The righteous perishes" (Yeshayah 57:1) at the time of
exile, WHEN HE CAN NOT BESTOW ABUNDANCE ON ANYONE AND
IS CONSIDERED AS LOST. "In his righteousness," REFERS TO THE
NUKVA THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', because when she lies
on the dust, THE RIGHTEOUS MAN HAS NO ONE UPON WHOM TO
BESTOW ABUNDANCE, AND THEREFORE HE IS LOST IN HIS
RIGHTEOUSNESS. As long as Yisrael are in exile, righteousness is
with them in exile, and therefore, "there is a just man who perishes
in his righteousness," (Kohelet 7:15) because the supernal blessings
do not reach him.
175. "And there is a wicked man who prolongs his life in his
wickedness" (Ibid.). This is Samael who prolongs the quiet and
tranquillity to Edom. How does he do this? By "his wickedness,"
BECAUSE HE IS WICKED, AND HIS WIFE IS CALLED
'WICKEDNESS', for she is a strong serpent. For they receive quiet
and tranquility only because SAMAEL cleaves to that female, AND
HIS FEMALE GIVES THEM THIS. Similarly, he supplies the other
kings, SO THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE IN EXILE AMONG
THEM. This is until the Holy One, blessed be He, raises the fallen
tabernacle of David, WHICH IS THE NUKVA WHO IS FALLEN
DURING EXILE, as is written: "I will raise the tabernacle of David that
is fallen" (Amos 9:11).

19. "And there went a man of the house of Levi"
Rabbi Yosi begins the discussion with an interpretation of the verse, "My beloved has gone down to His garden..." We learn that this is a reference
to the children of Yisrael, who are filled with the fragrance of the world to come. The righteous souls that inhabit the lower Garden of Eden, which
emit a fragrance when God descends into this place, belong to those who lived in this world or who will someday descend to dwell there. These
souls have the outward form that was or will be their likeness on earth, and the impression of the spirit is engraved within. When the spirit leaves
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the body, it returns to the Garden in the form of the body it wore in this world because the spirit is like a seal, an inward engraving that produces an
outward protrusion. The discussion then turns to the meaning of the title verse. This, we're told, is a reference to Gavriel, who is also called 'Night',
and his relationship to the souls of the Righteous. Gavriel takes the soul from the Garden and delivers it to the body of the Righteous at the time of
birth, and he guards it. Another explanation of the title verse interprets it as a reference to Amran, who was told by a celestial voice to marry
Yocheved because their son would bring the time of the redemption of Yisrael closer. When they united, the Shechinah was with them and She
never ceased to cleave to their son, Moses. Yocheved saw that "he was a goodly son," because when he was born he was marked with the sign of
the Covenant (he was born circumcised), and the house was filled with light.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this passage is invaluable as a tool for further meditation upon the nature of the soul and its relationship to God. This makes us more
discerning in our relationships with others, for we learn to trust that inner sense which can read the markings of another soul and warns us subtly of
those who will not help us on the path to truth. Similarly, the same process helps us draw closer to those whose presence is like a blessing in our
progress towards the Light.
176. "And there went a man of the house of Levi" (Shemot 2:1).
Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "My beloved is gone
down to his garden to the bed of spices" (Shir Hashirm 6:2). His
garden is the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE NUKVA,
because she is a "bed of spices," included with all kinds of spices
and fragrances of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. At the time
that the Holy One, blessed be He, descends to this garden, WHICH IS
THE NUKVA, all the souls of the righteous adorn themselves there,
MEANING THAT THEY RECEIVE MOCHIN AND ILLUMINATIONS.
They all exude fragrance, as is written: "The smell of your ointments
than all spices" (Shir Hashirm 4:10). These are the souls of the
Righteous, WHO ARE CALLED 'SPICES', AND AFTER THEM, THE
NUKVA IS CALLED 'A BED OF SPICES'. For Rabbi Yitzchak said: All
these souls of the Righteous who were in this world, and all the
souls that will descend in the future to this world, are in this garden,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA.

177. In the terrestrial Garden of Eden, they all retain the form and
image that they had in this world, and their secrets and mystery were
given over to the sages. The spirit that descends to people, which is
of the female side, is always engraved on like a seal, WHOSE
LETTERS ARE ETCHED. This is because the form of the body in this
world protrudes outward, and the spirit is engraved internally. When
the spirit removes itself from the body AND ASCENDS TO THE
TERRESTRIAL GARDEN OF EDEN, that spirit protrudes in the
terrestrial Garden of Eden in the form and shape of the body exactly
as in this world, because it is always like a seal.

178. And therefore she said: "Set me as a seal" (Shir Hashirm 8:6).
As a seal is engraved inwards, and THAT WHICH IS SEALED takes
shape with an outward protruding form, so is the spirit that is from
her side in that way exactly in this world; it is engraved inwards, AS
WRITTEN EARLIER IN THE PREVIOUS VERSE. When it removes
itself from the body and enters the terrestrial Garden of Eden, in the
air there - MEANING THAT IT CLEAVES THERE TO ITS LEVEL,
WHICH IS THE SPIRIT IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN PROTRUDING
FROM THAT ENGRAVING WHICH IS INWARDS to assume a shape it takes shape with a form that protrudes outwardly as the
configuration of the body was in this world.

179. The soul OF THE PERSON which is born of the Tree of Life,
FROM ZEIR ANPIN, is formed there above in that bundle of life,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, to delight in the beauty of Hashem, as is
written: "To behold the beauty of Hashem, and to inquire in His
temple" (Tehilim 27:4).
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180. "And there went a man of the house of Levi" (Shemot 2:1). This
is Gavriel, as written: "And the man Gavriel whom I saw in a
vision" (Daniel 9:21). The house of Levi is the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that comes from the left side,
BECAUSE GAVRIEL IS FROM THE LEFT SIDE. "And took to wife a
daughter of Levi" (Shemot 2:1); that is, the soul.

181. For we have learned that at the time that the body of a righteous
is born in this world, the Holy One, blessed be He, calls Gavriel.
Gavriel takes that soul that is in the Garden, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
and lowers it to the body of the righteous man who is born in this
world, and he, GAVRIEL, is appointed over it and guards it.

182. You may ask why the angel who is appointed over the spirits of
the righteous is named 'Night', and yet you say that he is Gavriel?
Most certainly HIS NAME IS NIGHT, because he comes from the left
side and everything that comes from the left side is called 'NIGHT',
BUT HIS NAME IS ACTUALLY GAVRIEL.

183. "And there went a man." This is Amran. "And took to wife a
daughter of Levi." This is Yocheved. A heavenly voice came down
and said to Amran that he should marry her because the time for the
redemption of Yisrael is near, and it will come through the son that
shall be born from them.

184. And the Holy One, blessed be He, assisted him, for we learned
the Shechinah dwelt on their bed and that their intention when they
cleaved together was on the Shechinah. Therefore, the Shechinah
was not removed from the son whom they bore, so as to fulfill what
is written: "And you shall sanctify yourselves and you shall be
holy" (Vayikra 11:44). A person sanctifies himself from below, so the
Holy One, blessed be He, sanctifies him from above. As their
intention was the cleaving of the Shechinah, so did the Shechinah
cleave to their very actions.

185. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Fortunate are the righteous, whose desire
is to cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He, always. As they cleave
to Him constantly, thus does He cleave to them and never leaves
them. Woe to the wicked, that their desire and cleaving are far
removed from Him, FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. For not
only are they distanced from Him, but they also cleave to the Other
Side, MEANING THE SIDE OF IMPURITY. Come and behold: from
Amran who cleaved to the Holy One, blessed be He, Moses came.
The Holy One, blessed be He, never turned from him, and the
Shechinah cleaved to him always; thus, blessed is his lot.
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186. "And the woman conceived and she bore a son: and when she
saw that he was a goodly son" (Shemot 2:2). HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of, "that he was a goodly son"? Rabbi Chiya said: The
meaning is that he was born circumcised, because the secret of the
covenant is called 'good', as is written: "Say of the righteous, that it
shall be well ('good') with him" (Yeshayah 3:10), AND THE
RIGHTEOUS IS THE SECRET OF THE COVENANT.
187. Rabbi Yosi said: She saw the light of the Shechinah that shone
in him. For at the time that he was born, the entire house was filled
with light, as is written: "And when she saw that he was a goodly
son," and, "Elohim saw the light that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4).
AND AS GOOD ALLUDES TO LIGHT, SO HERE GOOD ALLUDES TO
LIGHT. And hence it is written, "that he was a goodly son."
Everything was included in him; HE CONTAINED THE LIGHT OF THE
SHECHINAH, AND ALSO, AS WAS WRITTEN EARLIER, HE WAS
BORN CIRCUMCISED.

20. "And she hid him three months"
In his discussion of the title verse, Rabbi Yehuda explains the significance of "three months" and reveals that the "ark of papyrus" is an allusion to
the Ark of the Covenant, while the "child" signifies Yisrael. Another explanation of the verse, "A man of the House of Levi" interprets this as a
reference to God, Who went from the place where Aba and Ima (the supernal Mother and Father) unite as the Foundation.....
The Relevance of this Passage
188. "And she hid him three months" (Shemot 2:2). HE ASKS: What
is the significance of three months? Rabbi Yehuda said: It is an
allusion to THE VIRTUE OF Moses not being recognized by the
supernal radiance for three months, as is written: "In the third
month" (Shemot 19:1). For then the Torah was given through him,
and the Shechinah was revealed and dwelt upon him before
everyone's eyes, as is written: "And Moses went up to the Elohim,
and the Hashem called to him" (Ibid. 3). THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN:
"And when she could no longer hide him" (Shemot 2:3). For until
that time, his communication with the Holy One, blessed be He, was
not known. And then it is written: "Moses speaks, and the Elohim
answers him by a voice" (Shemot 19:19).

189. "She took for him a box (Lit. 'ark') made of papyrus" (Shemot
2:3). This is an allusion to the ark in which the tablets of the
covenant came. "An ark made of papyrus" is the Ark of the
Covenant. "And daubed it with slime clay and with pitch," because
the ark was overlaid inside and out. Rabbi Yehuda said: This is the
Torah that the Holy One, blessed be He, inscribed with positive
commandments and negative commandments.

190. "...and put the child in it..." (Ibid. 3). These are Yisrael, as is
said: "When Yisrael was still a youth, I loved him" (Hoshea 11:1).
"And she laid it in the rushes (Heb. suf)," (Ibid.) so there was no
obligation to perform the commandments of the Torah until the end
(Heb. sof), when Yisrael came to the land at the end of forty years. "...
by the river's brink (Heb. safah)..." meaning according to the speech
of those who teach Torah and laws to Yisrael. BECAUSE THE WORD
"SAFAH" IS LIKE THE WORD 'LANGUAGE' (HEB. SAFAH) AND
SPEECH, AND THE WORD "YEOR" ('RIVER') HAS THE MEANING OF
MOREH ('TEACHER').
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191. Another explanation: "A man," refers to the Holy One, blessed
be He, as is written: "Hashem is a Man of war" (Shemot 15:3). "Of the
house of Levi," refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO WENT
FROM the place where the supernal Wisdom, THIS BEING
SUPERNAL ABA, and that river, WHICH IS SUPERNAL IMA, join
together and never separate. HE WENT FROM THE PLACE OF THE
YESOD OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. "Of the house of Levi" IS
DERIVED FROM THE WORD LIVYATAN, MEANING YESOD; He
caused the Livyatan (Lit. 'whale') to dwell in this world to bring joy
into the world, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. It is written: "There is the
Livyatan, whom you have made to play therein" (Tehilim 104:26).
"And took to wife a daughter of Levi." This is the Holy One, blessed
be He, MEANING the place where the light of the moon illuminates,
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH.
192. "And the woman conceived, and bore a son" (Shemot 2:2). The
woman, MEANING THE SHECHINAH IS most certainly CALLED A
'WOMAN', as is written: "She shall be called woman" (Beresheet
2:23), AND "THIS" IS THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH. Originally she
was a daughter of Levi, WHICH IS YESOD OF ABA AND IMA THAT IS
CALLED 'LIVYATAN', AS MENTIONED EARLIER, and it is certainly
so, AS ABA AND IMA BUILT THE NUKVA. THEREFORE, HE ASKS:
Originally she was a daughter of Levi and now she is a woman? AND
HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, as we have learned, that a woman is
called the daughter of so and so before she marries, MEANING BY
THE NAME OF HER FATHER AND MOTHER. After she marries, she is
called a woman BY HER OWN NAME and here, daughter, woman and
bride, are all one level, MEANING THE SHECHINAH.
193. "She hid him three months" (Shemot 2:2). These are the three
months in which Severe Judgment is prevalent in the world. And
which are they? THEY ARE Tamuz, Av, and Tevet IN WHICH THERE
IS NO REVELATION OF THE SHECHINAH BECAUSE OF THE
JUDGMENTS IN THE WORLD. HE ASKS: What is he trying to tell us?
AND HE ANSWERS THAT HE IS TELLING US THAT before Moses
descended to this world, he was above WITH THE SHECHINAH.
Therefore, the Shechinah joined with him from the day he was born.
From this Rabbi Shimon derived that the spirits of the righteous
were above IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN before they descended into
this world.

194. "And when she could no longer hide him..." (Ibid. 3). HE ASKS:
What is the meaning of, "She took for him a box made of papyrus"?
HE ANSWERS: She covered him with signs, so that he should be
protected from the fish that swam in the Great Sea, MEANING
KLIPOT AND THE DEMONS, as is written: "Where there are creeping
things innumerable" (Tehilim 104:25). She covered him, to be
guarded against them, with a precious cover of two colors, white and
black. THE SLIME IS WHITE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN, AND THE PITCH IS BLACK, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE LEFT COLUMN THAT IS MIXED WITH MALCHUT OF THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT. THEN THE RED IN IT CONVERTS TO
BLACK, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF OUR SAGES - THAT BLACK IS
REALLY RED THAT HAS BEEN AFFECTED. And she placed Moses,
WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, among them so
that he should be recognized with them AS THE SECRET OF DA'AT
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, because he was going to ascend
among them at a different time, to receive the Torah.
195. "And the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash herself at the
river" (Shemot 2:5). This DAUGHTER OF PHARAOH came from the
left side of the Strict Judgment as is written: "To wash herself at the
river" - in the river and not in the sea. THE SEA ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT OF HOLINESS, BUT THE RIVER IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF
STRICT JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT SIDE. AND THE EGYPTIANS
MADE IT THEIR IDOL, AND SINCE THE DAUGHTER OF PHARAOH
BATHED THERE, SHE WAS ALSO OF STRICT JUDGMENT.
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196. And you may ask why, then, it is written: "And your rod, with
which you smote the river" (Shemot 17:5). Moses smote only the
sea, which THE VERSE also calls a 'river'. SO THE TERM 'RIVER' IS
NOT PRECISE. AND HE ANSWERS: Aaron smote the river through
Moses, and the verse considers it as though he himself did it.

197. Similarly, it is written: "And seven days were completed, after
Hashem had smitten the river" (Shemot 7:25), even though Aaron
smote it. But since it came from the Holy One, blessed be He, the
Torah refers to it as, "after Hashem smote." Thus, afterwards it is
called in the name of Moses, BECAUSE AARON DID IT AT HIS
INSTRUCTION. "And her maidens walked along by the river's
side" (Shemot 2:5). They are the other companies who came from
that side OF THE RIVER.

198. "And when she had opened it, she saw (him,) the child" (Ibid. 6).
HE ASKS: It is written: "She saw him," but it should say 'she saw'.
Why, then, does it state: "She saw him?" Rabbi Shimon said: There
is nothing in the Torah that does not have supernal and precious
secrets. For this is what we learned, that the mark of the King and
Queen, MEANING TIFERET AND MALCHUT, are found in him. It is
the mark of Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph; FOR VAV IS TIFERET AND
HEI IS MALCHUT. THEREFORE IT SAYS, "SHE SAW HIM"; THE
WORD CONTAINS EXTRA VAV AND HEI. Immediately, WHEN SHE
SAW THIS, "she had compassion on him" (Shemot 2:6). Until this
point, the Torah talks about THE SUPERNAL WORLDS above. From
here and further, it talks about THE WORLDS BELOW, except for this
verse: "AND HIS SISTER STOOD ..." (Ibid. 4).

21. "And his sister stood afar off"
Initially, a discussion of the title verse identifies "his sister" as the children of Yisrael, from whom Zeir Anpin is concealed at a distance. The
discussion then turns to reinforce the idea that the Righteous, and especially Moses, are known above before they descend to this world, and their
souls are drawn from a high place. We learn that just as the body has both a mother and father, the soul also has a mother and father. Indeed,
everything above and below is produced by a male and a female. Finally, a further interpretation of the title verse reveals that, "And his sister
stood," is lower Wisdom, which would stand "afar off" when Judgment accused Yisrael for their sins. Then the Shechinah distanced Herself from
them too.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section can be used to focus the consciousness on the eternal aspects of our own soul, expanding our ideas of who we are to include who we
have been and who we will be. This expansion of the mind's grasp helps to weaken the hold of the lower nature and removes the veils between us
and the Light, which can only fill us with its effulgence if we are first empty to receive it.
199. "And his sister stood afar off..." (Shemot 2:4). HE ASKS: Whose
sister? AND HE ANSWERS: The sister of he who called the
Congregation of Yisrael "my sister," MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, as is
said: "Open to me my sister, my love" (Shir Hashirm 5:2) - MEANING
THE SHECHINAH STOOD BY MOSES TO GUARD HIM. "Afar off" is
as is written: "Hashem appeared of old (also: 'from afar') to
me" (Yirmeyah 31:2), MEANING THAT KEEPING IS NOT IN THE
OPEN, BUT RATHER HIDDEN, FROM A DISTANCE.
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200. It seems that the righteous are known above before their
descent to the world; this refers to all THE RIGHTEOUS, and all the
more so to Moses. THEREFORE IT IS SAID OF HIM, "SHE SAW
HIM" (SHEMOT 2:6) SPELLED WITH HEI-VAV, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE IMPRESSION MADE BY THE KING AND THE
QUEEN, AS ALREADY MENTIONED. And it is also understood that
the souls of the righteous are drawn from a high place, as we
explained IN THE PASSAGE: "AND THERE WENT A MAN OF THE
HOUSE OF LEVI" (SHEMOT 2:1) - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD
OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH IS A HIGH PLACE. The secret
of this is what we learned from here: that the soul has a father and a
mother, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, BECAUSE MAN
IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE DAUGHTER OF LEVI IS THE NUKVA.
Similarly, there is a father and mother to the body on earth. And it
appears that in all aspects, whether above or below, everything
comes forth from a male and a female, and we have explained the
secret of the passage: "Let the earth bring forth living
creatures" (Beresheet 1:24). "The earth," refers to the Congregation
of Yisrael, WHO IS NUKVA. "Living creatures" (Lit. 'soul'), is the soul
of Adam, as we explained - BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA ARE
FATHER AND MOTHER OF THE FIRST MAN, AS WE EXPLAINED.
Rabbi Aba came and kissed him. He said: Assuredly, you are
speaking beautifully and it is definitely so. Fortunate is the portion of
Moses, the faithful prophet, above all the other prophets of the world.
201. "And his sister stood" (Shemot 2:4). This is Chochmah, THE
NUKVA THAT IS CALLED THE 'LOWER CHOCHMAH'. As is said:
"Say to wisdom, 'You are my sister" (Mishlei 7:4). Rabbi Yitzchak
said: The decree of Judgment was never removed from the world.
For every time that Yisrael sinned, Judgment accused them, and
then "his sister stood afar off." FOR THE SHECHINAH DISTANCED
HERSELF FROM THEM, as is said: "Hashem appeared from afar to
me" (Yirmeyah 31:2).

22. "And the daughter of Pharaoh came down"
The opening discussion of the title verse reveals that it contains an allusion to the attribute of Judgment that comes down to bathe in the blood of
Yisrael when they separate from and neglect the Torah. Rabbi Yehuda then speaks about the importance of repentance and prayer, especially prayer
accompanied by weeping. The Shechinah stands over Yisrael and argues their merits. When She saw the children of Yisrael repent before God with
tearful supplications, She had great compassion for them and considered them as gentle and good in contrast to the other stubborn and hardhearted nations.
Rabbi Yitzchak then reiterates the concept that the redemption of Yisrael depends on weeping. We learn that the tears Esav wept before his father
over his lost birthright brought Yisrael into captivity. When the force of Esav's tears is exhausted, the redemption of Yisrael will arrive.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reveals the spiritual impact of true and deeply felt emotion, and thereby reminds us of that we must both feel and outwardly
show our repentance. Dwelling on these great symbols and their images, we can learn to draw into our own lives the purity and courage of those
who lived long before us in order to show the way through eons of darkness. The sense of continuity and connection with the past raises our
consciousness to become in tune with that higher consciousness represented by the patriarchs.
202. "And the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash herself at the
river" (Shemot 2:5). When Yisrael severed themselves from the
Torah, "the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash herself at the
river," immediately. The attribute of Judgment, WHICH IS CALLED
'THE DAUGHTER OF PHARAOH', would come down to wash herself
with the blood of Yisrael, MEANING WITH THEIR BLEMISH, because
of the disregard of the Torah - BECAUSE 'RIVER' MEANS TORAH.
"And her maidens walked along by the river's side," because of the
disregard to the Torah, for those who studied it loosened their hands
from it.
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203. Rabbi Yehuda said: Everything in the world depends upon
repentance and prayer that the person prays to the Holy One,
blessed be He - one who sheds tears during his prayer especially,
for there is no gate that these tears can not enter. It is written: "And
when she had opened it, she saw the child." "And she opened,"
refers to the Shechinah, who stands over Yisrael as a mother over
her children, and she always opens with the merit of Yisrael.

204. As soon as she opened it, "she saw the child," MEANING "a
darling child" (Yirmeyah 31:19), referring to Yisrael who are
constantly sinning before the King. But they immediately beseeched
the Holy One, blessed be He, returned in repentance, and wept
before Him as a son weeps before his father. As is written: "Behold,
a weeping boy" (Shemot 2:6). Since he wept, all the difficult decrees
were removed from him. It is written: "And she had compassion on
him," because she was stirred with compassion and she pitied him.

205. "And said: 'This is one of the Hebrews' children'" (Ibid. 6). For
they are soft-hearted, not children of the idol worshippers, who are
stiff-necked and hard-hearted. "...the Hebrews' children..." are softhearted in THE MERIT OF the fathers and mothers, to repent before
their Master. "And the maid went and called the child's mother" (Ibid.
8). THIS IS IN REFERENCE TO RACHEL THE MATRIARCH who was
weeping. This is the verse: "A voice was heard in Rama, lamentation,
and bitter weeping: Rachel weeping for her children..." (Yirmeyah
31:14). And he is crying, MEANING YISRAEL, and the mother of the
child is weeping, REFERRING TO RACHEL, THE MOTHER OF
YISRAEL.

206. Rabbi Yehuda said: For the future, this is what is written, "They
shall come with weeping, and with supplications will I lead
them" (Ibid. 8). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of, "They shall come
with weeping"? AND HE ANSWERS: In the merit of the weeping of
the mother of the child, THE MOTHER OF YISRAEL, who is Rachel,
they will come, and will be gathered from the exile. Rabbi Yitzchak
said: The redemption of Yisrael is dependent only upon weeping,
MEANING when the tears that Esau wept before his father will be
finished and come to an end. THEN THEY WILL BE REDEEMED, as is
written: "And Esau raised his voice and wept" (Beresheet 27:38).
These tears lowered Yisrael into exile. THEREFORE, as soon as
these tears cease through the weeping of Yisrael, they will go out of
exile. This is the meaning of: "They shall come with weeping, and
with supplications will I lead them."

23. "And he looked this way and that"
This section discusses the episode wherein Moses kills an Egyptian who is beating an Yisrael. "He looked this way and that," we're told, to see if the
Egyptian proclaimed the Divine Unity, performed any good works, or would produce a righteous son. Though wicked men often beget good sons,
and these are especially precious to God since they represent light from darkness, Moses saw through the Holy Spirit that the Egyptian would not
have such a son.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this passages sharpens those inner faculties we have from God that enable us to see beyond the surface of both people and things,
and to understand the essence within. Through cultivating these faculties we will avoid many disasters caused by wolves in sheeps' clothing, and
also be able to help others do the same.
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207. "And he looked this way [Heb. koh (Caf-Hei)] and that
(koh)" (Shemot 2:12). SINCE he saw in these fifty letters that Yisrael
proclaim twice every day the prayer: "Shma Yisrael" (Hear O
Yisrael), that contains Caf-Hei (=25) and Caf-Hei LETTERS twice; but
he did not see THAT THE EGYPTIAN WOULD BE SAYING THEM.
"And he looked Koh and Koh." Rabbi Aba said: THE FIRST Koh IS
BECAUSE he looked to see whoever possessed good deeds, and
THE SECOND Koh IS BECAUSE he desired to perceive whether a
righteous son would emerge from him. Immediately, "he saw that
there was no man" he saw by the Holy Spirit that no righteous son
would not emerge from him.

208. Rabbi Aba said: How many wicked people are there in the world
who beget good children, more than the righteous. And that good
son who comes from the wicked person is even better because he is
pure from impure, light from darkness, wisdom from foolishness and
this is the best of all.

24. "And he sat by the well"
In this section we learn that God allowed Moses to see all through the Holy Spirit, so that he would kill the Egyptian and go to the same well to which
Jacob came. While Jacob "looked" at the well, Moses "sat" by the well, which reveals that although both were of the same level of Holiness, Moses
ascended higher than Jacob. This well, Rabbi Yitzchak tells Rabbi Yosi, is not the same well that Isaac and Abraham dug. Rather, it was created at
the same time that the world was created, and its mouth was created by Shabbat eve at twilight. There follows a description of the system of
unification of the three Columns and the roles of the Sfirot within this system. After, Rabbi Yehuda quotes the verse, "And the priest of Midyan has
seven daughters..." and questions how the daughters could have drawn water from Jacob's well when there was a large stone covering its mouth.
Rabbi Chiya resolves this difficulty, explaining that there was no longer a stone covering the mouth of the well because Jacob removed it, as it was
no longer needed.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this awakens within us the ability to look beyond the Torah stories to the eternal truths contained within them, seeing how it is possible
to conceal a lifetime's wisdom with a few simple images; and seeing also that the rabbis' responses in the Zohar quite often mask wisdom with
humor. The sense of being suddenly connected across the centuries to these extraordinary men helps to lift one's horizons until we realize that it is
to everything that lives we are joined by a common bond of faith in God.
209. HE ASKS: WHAT IS THE ALLUSION IN THE MENTIONING OF
"HE SAW" TWICE? "And he saw AN EGYPTIAN MAN...and when he
saw THAT THERE IS NO MAN.." (Shemot 2:11-12). AND HE
ANSWERS: He observed and saw everything with the Holy Spirit.
Therefore he looked at him and killed him, MEANING THAT HE
KILLED HIM BY LOOKING AT HIM. THEREFORE, IT SAYS A SECOND
TIME "HE SAW." And the Holy One, blessed be He, caused all this so
that MOSES should go to that well as Jacob went to that well, as it is
written "and he sat down by a well" (Ibid. 15). HE ASKS: By Jacob, it
is written, "And he looked, and behold a well in the field," (Beresheet
29:2) while by Moses it says, "And dwelt in the land of Midyan: and
he sat down by a well". BY JACOB, IT DID NOT SAY 'SAT', BUT
ONLY "HE LOOKED." AND HE ANSWERS: IT IS BECAUSE even
though Moses and Jacob were on one level, MEANING THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, IN ALL Moses became elevated more than him BECAUSE JACOB IS THE ASPECT OF TIFERET AND MOSES IS THE
ASPECT OF DA'AT, WHICH IS THE INNER PART OF TIFERET. AND
THE INNER MEANING OF THE WELL IS MALCHUT, THE SPOUSE OF
TIFERET, AND SINCE MOSES WAS THE INNER PART OF TIFERET,
THEREFORE BY HIM IT SAYS, "SAT" AND BY JACOB ONLY, "HE
SAW."
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210. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yitzchak were traveling on the road.
Rabbi Yosi said: The well that Jacob and Moses saw was the same
well that Abraham and Isaac dug, WHICH ARE THE TWO COLUMNS,
RIGHT AND LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN. He said to him: No, THE WELL OF
JACOB AND MOSES WAS NOT OF THE SAME STATUS AS THE
WELL THAT ABRAHAM AND ISAAC DUG. This well was created at
the same time that the world was created, and by Shabbat eve at
twilight, the mouth of the well was created. And this is the well that
Jacob and Moses saw. THEREFORE IT SAYS, "AND HE SAT DOWN
BY A WELL."
Tosefta (Addendum)

211. Mishnah. Those who pursue righteousness, THAT IS, WHO
PURSUE TO PERFECT MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'RIGHTEOUSNESS', THROUGH THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT,
AND CENTRAL, WHICH ARE "ZEIR ANPIN. Those who FORCIBLY
demand the secret of Faith, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF EXTENDING
THE LEFT COLUMN TO MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED 'FAITH'. Those
who have adhered with the bond of Faith, WHICH IS THE BOND
WHICH IS IN THE RIGHT COLUMN, those who know the ways of the
Supernal King - WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. THE MASTER OF THE TOSEFTA - CALLS THEM
AND SAYS TO THEM: Draw near and hearken. THOSE WHO ARE
PURSUING TO PERFECT OF MALCHUT AND ITS ILLUMINATION
WITH THE THREE COLUMNS, HEARKEN THE SYSTEM OF THIS
UNIFICATION, AND HOW IT IS DONE.
212. When the two COLUMNS, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, ascend and
emerge towards the one CENTRAL COLUMN, they receive it between
the two arms, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH. DUE TO THEIR
RECEPTION OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH
DESCENDED TO BECOME CHESED AND GVURAH. FOR THE FIRST
THREE OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT WERE GONE FROM THEM.
MALCHUT CANNOT AS YET RECEIVE CHOCHMAH FROM THEM, AS
THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM PREVAILS, WHILR CHOCHMAH THERE
IS HIDDEN. Until the two, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH,
descend below, MEANING THAT THEY BECOME NETZACH AND
HOD, they are two, AS THE MAIN MOCHIN ARE TWO, RIGHT AND
LEFT, THAT BECOME NETZACH AND HOD, and one between them MEANING THAT THEY NEED THE CENTRAL COLUMN TO
RECONCILE BETWEEN THEM, AND THAT IS YESOD. THE
ARBITRATOR BETWEEN CHESED AND GVURAH IS CALLED
'TIFERET', AND THE ARBITRATOR BETWEEN NETZACH AND HOD
IS CALLED 'YESOD'. AND HE EXPLAINED HIS WORDS: These two,
THAT DESCENDED BELOW, are the place from which the prophets
gain nourishment; NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD. There is one
between them, WHICH IS YESOD. It joins everything, BOTH THE
RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN; it receives from
everything, BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, SINCE IT IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT SUSTAINS THEIR ILLUMINATING, AND
THEREFORE IT ALSO RECEIVES THEIR ILLUMINATION TO ITSELF.
FOR THIS IS THE RULE: ALL THE ILLUMINATIONS THAT THE
LOWER CAUSES TO BE SUSTAINED AMONG THE SUPERNAL IT
TOO ATTAINS IN ITS ENTIRETY.
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213. That holy well, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WITH THE MOCHIN OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, is situated under them, MEANING
UNDER NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD - that is, the field of holy apple
trees. From that well they would water the flocks - WHO ARE all
these Chariots OF ANGELS, and all these ANGELS have wings.
Three were found lying by this well. THEY ARE THE THREE SFIROT
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, AS MENTIONED, and this well is filled
by them IN THE LIGHT OF THE THREE FIRST SFIROT, and it is called
'Adonai'. About this is written: "Adonai Elohim, you have
begun..." (Devarim 3:24) And it is written: "And cause Your face to
shine upon Your sanctuary that is desolate for the sake of Adonai,
the Master of the whole earth" (Daniel 9:17). WHEN IT HAS THE
THREE FIRST SFIROT, IT IS REFERRED TO IN THE MASCULINE,
MASTER. This is what is written: "Behold the Ark of the Covenant
(of) the Master of the whole earth..." (Yehoshua 3:11). In it is
concealed one holy source, THAT IS YESOD, that flows into it
constantly and fills it. And it is called Hashem Tzeva'ot, blessed is
He, for ever and ever.
(End of Tosefta)
214. "Now the priest of Midyan has seven daughters and they came
and drew water" (Shemot 2:16). Rabbi Yehuda said: If this well was
the well of Jacob, is it not written BY JACOB: "And there were: all
the flocks gathered and they rolled the stone from the well's
mouth" (Beresheet 29:3)? Yet here the daughters of Yitro did not
need this. They just came and drew water without any other effort MEANING OF ROLLING THE STONE FROM THE MOUTH OF THE
WELL.

215. Rabbi Chiya answered: Jacob removed THE STONE from the
well. It is written that when the flocks gathered there, they "put the
stone back upon the well's mouth" (Ibid.). But by Jacob it is not
written that 'he put the stone back', because afterwards there was no
more need for the stone, since originally the water would not rise.
But when Jacob came, the water rose toward him BECAUSE THE
WATER INCREASED. Therefore, that stone was no longer on the
mouth of the well, SINCE THEY DID NOT NEED PROTECTION
ANYMORE. Therefore, IT SAYS BY THE DAUGHTERS OF YITRO, that
they "came and drew," WITHOUT ANY EFFORT OF ROLLING THE
STONE.

25. "Come from the four winds, O breath"
Rabbi Elazar begins by quoting the title verse and asks how Ezekiel could have prophesied on the wind when it is clearly written that man cannot
control the wind. The answer to this question, we're told, is that he prophesied by God's will. Furthermore the spirit (wind) was embodied in material
form in this world, and Ezekiel called to it to come from the region where it resides. This place is not the Garden of Eden, Rabbi Elazar explains, but
rather the Throne that stands on four pillars. The soul ascends from the Garden to the Throne and then descends to the world, and just as the body
is taken from the four regions of the world, the spirit is taken from the four pillars of the Throne.
This discussion prompts the Jew who sits with the companions to describe his remarkable experience in the desert. He tells them that after entering
a fragrant cavern, he found himself in a remarkable place where he encountered a man with a scepter who gave him a bundle of writings to give to
the Fellowship. This man then struck him with his scepter, causing him to fall asleep. In his dream, he heard many voices and saw crowds of people
arriving at that place. When the man with the scepter touched them with it and spoke to them, they proceeded on and then flew up into the air and
disappeared. When he awoke, the Jew continues, the man with the scepter explained that the crowds in his dream were Righteous spirits on their
way to the Garden of Eden. He then proceeded to discuss the relationship between the four elements of the body and the four spiritual elements of
the body. After concluding his story, the Jew gives the bundle of writings to Rabbi Elazar. When he opens them, a flame explodes and envelops
Rabbi Elazar. This allows him to gain new spiritual insight before the bundle flies from his hand, and though he is left grateful and happy, Rabbi
Elazar tells nothing of this to his colleagues.
The Relevance of this Passage
No man knows when the messenger of God will arrive in his life, and none knows if he will recognize either messenger or message whern they
come. This section helps us understand more deeply this idea, and learn to be always alert to whispers from eternity, never dismissing any vessel
or vehicle as unworthy to be God's mouthpiece. This will increase our attention to what is happening around us, and we will learn to find the maker's
hand in all that He has made, His eyes staring back at us from every face we look upon, and His joy in every little moment of our lives.
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216. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba were traveling from Tiberias to
Tzipori. While they were walking, a Jew met them. He joined them.
Rabbi Elazar said: Let everyone say a word of Torah.

217. RABBI ELAZAR opened the discussion saying: "Then He said to
me, 'Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, son of man, and say to the
breath ('wind')'..." (Yechezkel 37:9). From this passage, I know from
which place the wind emerges, for how was Ezekiel able to prophesy
the wind, seeing as it is written: "Man does not have power over the
wind to control the wind" (Kohelet 8:8). Man can not control the
wind, but the Holy One, blessed be He, rules over everything and
Ezekiel was prophesying by His command. Furthermore, the spirit
(or: 'wind') was already in the body in this world, BECAUSE THERE
DEAD IN THE CAVE, WHOM HE RESURRECTED. Therefore, he
prophesied to it, "Come from the four winds, O wind" (Yechezkel
37:9), MEANING from that place which pillars serve as borders at the
four winds of the world - WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE LOWER
THRONE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE THRONE FOR ZEIR ANPIN. IT
HAS FOUR PILLARS IN THE SECRET OF THE FOUR DIRECTIONS OF
THE WORLD, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, WHERE THE SPIRIT STAYS BEFORE IT RETURNS INTO
A BODY IN THIS WORLD.
218. That Jew WHO JOINED THEM sprang up before him. Rabbi
Elazar said to him: What did you see? He answered: I saw
something. He said to him: What is it? He replied: If the spirit of
people is attired in the Garden of Eden in the form and image of the
body of this world, AND IT RESIDES THERE, it should have been
written IN THE PASSAGE: 'Come from the Garden of Eden, O breath
(or: 'spirit').' Why does it say, "From the four winds"?

219. He said to him: The spirit does not descend to this world, until it
ascends from the earthly Garden of Eden to the throne - WHICH IS
MALCHUT that stands on four pillars, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. When the spirit ascends there,
it draws into itself from that throne of the King and descends to this
world. The body receives from the four directions of the world,
WHICH ARE THE FOUR ELEMENTS: FIRE, AIR, WATER, AND
EARTH. The spirit also receives from the four directions of the
throne. THEY ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.
Thus, it becomes perfected through them.
220. That man said to him: When I jumped before you it WAS
BECAUSE I saw something on this subject. One day I was walking in
the desert and I saw a tree, which was pleasant to behold, and there
was a cave under it. I approached it, and saw that from that cave
emanated different scents. I braced myself and entered that cave,
and descended certain steps in a place that had many trees,
fragrances, and spices that I could not endure.
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221. And there I saw a man with a scepter in his hand, standing in an
entrance. When he saw me he was surprised, and stood by me. He
said to me: What are you doing here and who are you? I became
very frightened. I said to him: Sir, I am one of the friends and as I
saw such and such in the desert, I entered this cave and came down
here.

222. He said to me: Since you are one of the friends, accept this
bundle of writings and give it to the friends, to those who know the
secrets of the spirits of the righteous ones. He struck me with the
wand THAT WAS IN HIS HAND and I fell asleep. During my sleep, I
saw many hosts and companies that were coming along the way to
that place, and then that man struck with his wand and told them: Go
by way of the trees. While they were still going, they flew in the air
and ascended but I do not know where. And I heard the sounds of
many hosts, and I did not know who they were. I awoke and saw
nothing. And I was frightened in that place.

223. Meanwhile, I saw that man. He asked me: Have you seen
something? I said to him: I saw something. I saw in my sleep such
and such. He said: On that road, the spirits of the righteous go to the
Garden of Eden to enter there. And what you heard from them,
MEANING THE SOUNDS OF MANY HOSTS, IS BECAUSE they are
standing in the Garden in their forms of this world, and they are
rejoicing with the righteous who are coming there.

224. As the body is built in this world by the binding of the four
elements, FIRE, AIR, WATER AND EARTH, and is formed from them
in this world, so the spirit is formed of the four spirits that stand in
the Garden of Eden, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT. The spirit is enveloped there and is formed in the image
of the body that is formed in this world. And if not for these four
spirits which are the air in the Garden - MEANING CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT FROM THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM, THAT IS CALLED 'AIR' - they would not form any
image at all and no spirit would be enveloped there.

225. These four spirits are intertwined one with another, and the
spirit is formed and wrapped with them, as the body is formed in the
bond of the four elements of the world: FIRE, AIR, WATER, AND
DUST. Therefore, EZEKIEL SAID: "Come from the four winds, O
wind" (Yechezkel 37:9), MEANING these four spirits of the Garden of
Eden with which it is clothed and formed. And now accept this
bundle of writings and go on your way and give it to the friends.
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226. Rabbi Elazar and the friends approached the Jew, kissing him
on the forehead. Rabbi Elazar said: Blessed is the Merciful who sent
you here, because this is certainly clarification of the matter. The
Holy One, blessed be He, brought to my mouth this passage: "COME
FROM THE FOUR WINDS," SO THAT YOU WOULD REVEAL TO ME
ITS SECRET. The man gave him the bundle of writings. As soon as
Rabbi Elazar took it and opened it, a conflagration emerged and
surrounded him. He saw in the bundle of writings what he saw, and
the bundle flew out of his hands.

227. Rabbi Elazar wept and said: Who can fathom the secrets of the
King, as it is written: "Hashem, who shall abide in Your tent? Who
shall dwell in Your holy hill?" (Tehilim 15:1). Blessed is the way and
the moment that we met you. And from that day, Rabbi Elazar
rejoiced and said nothing to his friends OF WHAT HE SAW IN THE
WRITINGS. While they were still traveling, they came upon a well of
water, stood there and drank of the water.

26. The well of Moses and Jacob
In this section, Rabbi Elazar discourses on the well of Jacob and Moses. The waters of this well arose towards Jacob and he found his spouse,
Rachel, there. Similarly, when Moses came across the well, the waters rose towards Moses and he joined there with his spouse, Tziporah. The
discussion then turns to Yitro, a heathen priest who renounced paganism and ceased to worship idols. Because of this renunciation, Yitro's people
excommunicated him and they drove his daughters away so they could not water his flock. Through the Holy Spirit, Moses knew that their
mistreatment was caused by their rejection of idolatry, and so Moses helped Yitro's daughters. With the help of a metaphorical example, Rabbi
Chiya then explains that their rescue was actually due to the Egyptian whom Moses killed.
The Relevance of this Passage
The fugue-like repetitions of the theme of the dead Egyptian stretching across many of the surrounding sections here, helps to make us more aware
of the complex chains of cause and effect in our own lives, enabling us to see the importance of only creating righteous effects, and also not
judging the actions of others because we cannot know from whence they really sprang to begin with. This lesson of tolerance is invaluable, for
unless we cease to judge we shall not be spared judgement ourselves.
228. Rabbi Elazar said: Blessed is the portion of the righteous. Jacob
fled from his brother and he chanced upon a well, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF NUKVA. As soon as the well saw him, the waters
recognized their master, and they rose toward him, IN THE SECRET
OF MAYIN NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS'). And they rejoiced with him
and then his soulmate, RACHEL, joined him. Moses fled from
Pharaoh and chanced upon that well, and the waters saw him and
recognized their master and rose towards him, IN THE SECRET OF
MAYIN NUKVIN, and there he was joined by his soulmate, TZIPORAH.

229. What was the difference between Moses and Jacob? MEANING
THERE IS REALLY NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MOSES AND
JACOB. It is written of Jacob: "And it came to pass that when Jacob
saw Rachel... and rolled the stone..." (Beresheet 29:10). Of Moses it
is written: "And the shepherds came and drove them away: but
Moses stood up and helped them" (Shemot 2:17). After he saw the
waters rising towards him, certainly Moses knew that he would find
his soulmate there. Also, the Holy Spirit never departed from him,
and through it he knew that Tziporah would be his wife. Moses said:
'Certainly when Jacob came here and the waters rose towards him,
someone came to him who took him to his home and gave him all
his needs. So will it be with me!'
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230. That man said: So have I learned that Yitro was a priest to idols;
as soon as he saw that there is nothing in idolatry, he separated
from its service. The people arose and excommunicated him. When
the people saw his daughters COMING TO WATER HIS SHEEP, they
drove them away. For originally, they THEMSELVES herded his
sheep, SINCE HE WAS THEIR PRIEST. As soon as Moses saw, by
the Holy Spirit, that they were doing this because of the matter of
idolatry, "Moses stood up and helped them, and watered their flock."
And all this was done through zealousness for the Holy One, blessed
be He.

231. Rabbi Elazar said to him: You are with us but we do not know
your name. He said: I am Yoezer, the son of Jacob. The friends came
and kissed him and said: You have been with us and we did not
know you. They walked together all that day and the morrow they
escorted him three miles and he went on his way.

232. "And they said: 'An Egyptian man delivered us'" (Shemot 2:19).
Rabbi Chiya said: The friends explained this to mean that the Holy
Spirit flickered in them WHEN THEY SAID "AN EGYPTIAN MAN
DELIVERED US." They spoke but did not know what they spoke.
FOR EXAMPLE, a man was dwelling in a wilderness and many days
passed that he ate no food. One day, a bear came to catch a lamb.
The lamb fled and the bear PURSUED him until they reached that
man in the wilderness. He saw the lamb, grabbed it, slaughtered it
and ate the meat. WE FIND THAT THE BEAR CAUSED THAT MAN TO
EAT FOOD. ALSO, HERE THE EGYPTIAN THAT WAS KILLED BY
MOSES CAUSED MOSES TO FLEE AND COME TO MIDYAN, TO THE
WELL. THEREFORE, THEY SAID: "AN EGYPTIAN MAN DELIVERED
US," WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT, MEANING THE EGYPTIAN MAN THAT
MOSES KILLED.

27. "I am black, but comely"
In answer to questions regarding the verse, "And these are the names of the children of Yisrael," Rabbi Yehuda explains the title verse, "I am black
but comely..." This, we learn, is a reference to the Shechinah who is described as "black" because Yisrael are in captivity, but "comely" because
they cleave to the Torah and good deeds. For this, the children of Yisrael will inherit the heavenly Jerusalem.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reminds us that it is our faith and good works rather than our circumstances that make us beautiful in the eyes of God. The
image of the celestial Jerusalem gains greater significance too, and we will find it easier to summon up this potent image in prayer and everyday life,
feeling the energy of the Shechinah drawing closer each day, bringing with her the limitless Light of the beloved One.
233. Another explanation of: "And these are the names of the
children of Yisrael" (Shemot 1:1). HE WAS PRESENTED WITH THIS
DIFFICULTY: YISRAEL IS THE NAME OF GREATNESS, AND SO WHY
IS THIS NAME MENTIONED WHEN THEY CAME TO THE EXILE IN
EGYPT? AND WHY DOES HE REPEAT AFTERWARDS "WITH
JACOB," WHICH IS THE NAME OF SMALLNESS? AND TO ANSWER
THIS, Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying: "I am black, but
comely..." (Shir Hashirm 1:5). "I am black, but comely," refers to the
Congregation of Yisrael, THAT IS, THE SHECHINAH that is black
from the exile, "but comely" with Torah, commandments and good
deeds THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL DO. "O, daughters of
Jerusalem"; THESE ARE THE SOULS, WHO ARE OCCUPIED WITH
TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS. Therefore, they merit inheriting the
celestial Jerusalem, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. "Like the tents of
Kedar" - although she is blackened (Heb. koderet) in exile, STILL IN
ALL in actions She is "like the curtains of Solomon" (Heb. Shlomo),
MEANING like the curtains, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIGHTS
of the King, to Whom peace (Heb. shalom) belongs, WHICH IS ZEIR
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ANPIN.

28. "Make haste, my beloved"
When Rabbi Chiya the Great goes to visit Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai to learn from the masters of the Mishnah, he see a curtain of fire behind which
Rabbi Shimon and his students converse. Deciding to listen to the conversation from outside of the house, he hears an explanation of the title
verse. According to the masters, we learn that this verse signifies the longing of Yisrael for God, as they implore Him not distance Himself from
them without looking back.
Rabbi Shimon then hears Rabbi Chiya weeping outside of the house and tells his students that the Shechinah is with him. Knowing that the
Shechinah will protect him from being burned by the fiery curtain, Rabbi Elazar is about to go and bring him in when he hears a voice that stops
him. Rabbi Chiya then quotes the title verse and the curtain parts, a sign granting Rabbi Chiya permission to enter. Rabbi Shimon then stands up
and the fire moves from the place where he stands to Rabbi Chiya, causing him to become mute. Rabbi Chiya enters with his eyes lowered and is
unable to speak until Rabbi Elazar passes his hand over Rabbi Chiya's mouth. Rabbi Chiya then expounds upon his newfound insight: "It is good to
die in the good golden fire that is burning." This is the place of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. From here, sparks fly on all sides and ascend to the 370
Chariots, each of which then separates into thousands until it reaches the Ancient of Days, who sits on a throne. The throne trembles, and this
trembling penetrates to 260 worlds until it reaches the righteous in Eden and is heard throughout all the Firmaments. When Rabbi Shimon expounds
on the Torah, all the celestial beings listen to his voice in silence. After he concludes, all rejoice and the souls and angels come to kneel before God,
raising up the secrets of the spices that are in Eden to the Ancient of Days. Rabbi Shimon then explains that six levels of Holiness (Sfirot)
descended with Jacob into Egypt, and corresponding to these are the six levels of Yisrael and the six steps to the supernal Throne. Each of the
aforementioned six are equal to ten, and so there are sixty in all, corresponding to the sixty mighty men that surround the Shechinah. When Rabbi
Chiya points out that there are seven Sfirot, Rabbi Shimon explains that the level of Malchut is not counted because it does not illuminate of itself.
The Relevance of this Passage
So mighty and awesome is the description in this section that a reading of its soul-stirring poetry is alone sufficient to elevate one's consciousness
until it is in tune with these great souls of old, and with the sheer grandeur and majesty of the creation. It is then possible to grasp just a tiny sense
of what it means to be in the presence of God, for if His creation is so ineffably beautiful in form and so inspiring in feel, how much more so will be
its creator? The sense of wonder thus cultivated must then be retained, for there is nowhere within His creation that the creator does not exist.
234. Rabbi Chiya Raba went to the masters of the Mishnah to learn
from them. He went to Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, and saw a curtain
OF FIRE that divided the house. AND RABBI SHIMON AND HIS
STUDENTS WERE IN THE INSIDE OF THE CURTAIN. Rabbi Chiya
was mystified and said: I will hear a word from his mouth from here,
FROM OUTSIDE THE FIERY CURTAIN.

235. He heard THE VOICE OF ONE OF THE STUDENTS OF RABBI
SHIMON, who said: "Make haste, my beloved, and be you like a
gazelle or a young hart" (Shir Hashirm 8:14). All the longings that
Yisrael had for the Holy One, blessed be He, were AS Rabbi Shimon
said: the desire of Yisrael is that the Holy One, blessed be He,
should not distance Himself, but rather run like a gazelle or a young
deer.

236. Rabbi Shimon said: What is the reason that there is no animal in
the world who does as the gazelle or young deer, which when he
flees, goes a measure and turns his head to the place whence he left.
He always turns his head backwards. So did Yisrael say: 'Master of
the Universe, if we cause that You ascend from us, let it be Your
desire that You shall flee like a gazelle or young deer who flees, and
turns his head to the place that he left' - MEANING THE PLACE HE
WAS BEFORE, FROM WHERE HE FLED. This is what is written: "And
yet for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies, I will not
cast them away, nor will I abhor them, to destroy them
utterly" (Vayikra. 26:44). Another explanation is that the deer sleeps
with one eye, while the other eye is awake. So did Yisrael say to the
Holy One, blessed be He: 'Do as the deer; "Behold, the Guardian of
Yisrael neither slumbers nor sleeps" (Tehilim 121:4)'.
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237. Rabbi Chiya heard and said: Those higher ones are occupied
WITH TORAH inside the house and I sit outside. He wept. Rabbi
Shimon heard and said: Assuredly, the Shechinah is outside,
MEANING WITH RABBI CHIYA, who will go out AND BRING HIM IN.
His son Rabbi Elazar said: If I am burned BY GOING OUT THROUGH
THE FIERY CURTAIN, I will not be burned because the Shechinah is
outside BY RABBI CHIYA. Let the Shechinah enter and the fire OF
THE CURTAIN will be complete. Rabbi Elazar heard a voice that said:
The pillars have not yet been supported, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE THREE COLUMNS, and the gates have still not been completed,
MEANING THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, and he is now of the smaller
spice trees of Eden, MEANING OF THE SMALLEST SOULS WHO
ARE CALLED "SPICES". THEREFORE, Rabbi Elazar did not go out
TO BRING HIM IN.
238. Rabbi Chiya sat, wept and sighed. He opened the discussion,
saying: "Turn, my beloved, and be you like a gazelle or young
hart" (Shir Hashirm 2:17), MEANING ACCORDING TO THE
EXPLANATION THAT HE HEARD FROM RABBI SHIMON - THAT
EVEN THOUGH THAT HE WAS FLEEING, HE TURNED HIS HEAD
BACK AND DID NOT DISTANCE HIMSELF, AND THEN the gate of the
curtain opened. BUT Rabbi Chiya did not enter. Rabbi Shimon raised
his eyes AND SAW THAT THE ENTRANCE OF THE CURTAIN
OPENED. He said: Apparently, permission has been granted to
whoever is outside, yet we are inside, AND WE MUST NOT BRING
HIM IN. Rabbi Shimon stood up and the fire moved from its place to
the place of Rabbi Chiya. Rabbi Shimon said: The spark of the
ingathering light HAS ALREADY SPREAD outside, TO RABBI CHIYA,
yet I am here inside AND I MUST NOT BRING HIM IN. Rabbi Chiya's
mouth became mute BECAUSE OF THE FIRE THAT SPREAD
TOWARDS HIM.
239. As soon as RABBI CHIYA entered inside, he lowered his eyes
and did not raise his head. Rabbi Shimon said to his son Rabbi
Elazar: Pass your hand over the mouth OF RABBI CHIYA because he
does not know about this, as he is not accustomed to it. AND HE DID
NOT KNOW WHAT TO DO. Rabbi Elazar arose and passed his hand
over Rabbi Chiya's mouth. Rabbi Chiya opened his mouth and said:
My eye has seen what I have not EVER seen and my stature has
straightened, for I have never thought SO. It is good to die in the
good golden fire that is burning.

240. In the place OF RABBI SHIMON BAR YOCHAI, which casts
sparks to all sides, every single spark ascends to 370 Chariots.
THEN, every single Chariot separates to thousands, and tens of
thousands, until it reaches Atik Yomin that sits on a throne. And the
throne trembles from it to 260 worlds.

241. Until RABBI SHIMON BAR YOCHAI reaches the place of Eden of
the righteous, until THE SUPERIORITY OF RABBI SHIMON BAR
YOCHAI is heard throughout the firmaments, those above and below
at the same time are amazed and say: Is this Rabbi Shimon bar
Yochai who shook everything up? Who can stand before him? This
is Rabbi Shimon whos voice, at the moment he opens his mouth to
start occupying himself with Torah, all the thrones, and all the
firmaments, and all the Chariots hearken to, and also all those that
praise their Master.
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242. There is no one to open TO SING PRAISES, and there is no one
to end HIS SONG OF PRAISE. THAT IS TO SAY, THOSE WHO ARE IN
THE MIDDLE OF THEIR PRAISES DO NOT FINISH THEIR PRAISES,
FOR they are all there TO HEARKEN TO THE VOICE OF RABBI
SHIMON BAR YOCHAI. It comes to a point that no utterance is heard
in all the heavens above and below. When Rabbi Shimon concludes
his occupation with Torah, who has seen songs, who has seen joy of
those that praise their Master, who has seen the voices that
permeate all the heavens. And because of Rabbi Shimon they all
come, MEANING ALL THE SOULS AND ANGELS, and kneel and bow
before their Master, raising up the secrets of the spices that are in
Eden, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, until Atik Yomin. And all this is because of Rabbi
Shimon.
243. Rabbi Shimon opened his mouth and said: Six levels descended
with Jacob to Egypt. THEY ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. And each one EXPANDS TO ten,
WHEN THEY ARE IN THE ILLUMINATION OF ZEIR ANPIN ALONE.
THEN THEY ARE SIXTY, AND ARE one thousand WHEN THEY
RECEIVE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THOUSANDS. THEN, THEY ARE SIXTY THOUSAND, UP
TO ten thousand, WHEN RECEIVING THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHASSADIM FROM ATIK, AND THEY ARE SIX HUNDRED
THOUSAND. And corresponding to them are six levels to Yisrael BECAUSE FROM YISRAEL THEY DESCEND TO JACOB.
Corresponding to them are six steps to the supernal throne, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT INCLUDES
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD. And corresponding to them are the six
steps to the lower throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD as is
written: "The throne had six steps" (I Melachim 10:19). This is the
meaning of: "I will cause you to increase like the plant of the
field" (Yechezkel 16:7), WHICH IS THE FIRST GRADE; "AND YOU DID
INCREASE," WHICH IS THE SECOND; "AND GROW BIG," THE
THIRD; "AND YOU DID COME TO POSSESS GREAT ATTRACTIONS,"
THE FOURTH; "YOUR BREASTS WERE FIRM," THE FIFTH; "AND
YOUR HAIR WAS GROWN," THE SIXTH. Correspondingly, it is
written: "And the children of Yisrael were fruitful" (Shemot 1:7),
WHICH IS THE FIRST; "and increased abundantly," THE SECOND;
"and multiplied," THE THIRD; "and grew," THE FOURTH;
"exceedingly," THE FIFTH; and "mighty," THE SIXTH.
244. Come and behold: each one OF THE AFOREMENTIONED SIX
EXTREMITIES equals ten - MEANING FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF
ZEIR ANPIN ITSELF, WHOSE SFIROT ARE COUNTED BY TENS, AS
AFOREMENTIONED - and THE SIX EXTREMITIES become sixty.
THEN they are the sixty valiant men who surround the Shechinah,
AS IS WRITTEN: "BEHOLD THE LITTER, THAT OF SOLOMON" (SHIR
HASHIRM 3:7), WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'BED'.
"SIXTY VALIANT MEN ARE ROUND ABOUT IT, OF THE MIGHTY MEN
OF YISRAEL." And they are six hundred thousand," WHEN SHE
RECEIVES THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM FROM ATIK YOMIN
AS MENTIONED ABOVE, that emerged with Yisrael from the exile,
and came with Jacob to the exile.
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245. Rabbi Chiya said to him: But they are seven: CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. AND
WHEN EACH ONE BECOME TEN they add up to seventy, AND NOT
SIXTY. Rabbi Shimon said to him that seventy does not apply here,
BECAUSE HERE ARE CONSIDERED THE LEVELS THAT
ILLUMINATE, AND THE LEVEL OF MALCHUT DOES NOT
ILLUMINATE OF ITSELF. And if you wish to consider seven,
MEANING TO COUNT ALSO MALCHUT WITH THE SIX EXTREMITIES,
it is written: "And six branches shall come out of its sides; three
branches of the candlestick out of the one side..." (Shemot 25:32).
FOR THEY CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, and one branch that is central, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, is not counted, as it is written: "...the seven lamps
shall give light towards the body of the candlestick..." (Bemidbar
8:2). BECAUSE MALCHUT DOES NOT ILLUMINATE OF ITSELF, IT
ONLY RECEIVES FROM THE SIX CANDLES.

29. Wherefore exile, and wherefore to Egypt
Rabbi Elazar begins the discussion by asking his father why God allowed Yisrael to go into exile, and why into Egypt. After receiving
encouragement from his father, he interprets the verse, "There are sixty queens, eighty concubines and young women without number." We then
learn that God scattered all the nations across the earth and appointed supernal ministers over them, taking Yisrael as His portion. Indeed, God
created the world for the sake of Yisrael and endowed it with permanence through Abraham (Wisdom), Isaac (Understanding) and Jacob
(Knowledge). Once the twelve Tribes were born to Jacob, the supernal pattern was complete, as ordained from the beginning. If Yisrael assimilated
with other nations, all the worlds would become tainted. Therefore, God caused Yisrael to wander the earth until they fell among the Egyptians, who
made them slaves and despised them and their customs. Because the Egyptians hated them and would not mingle with them, they became
perfected completely within the Holy Seed (without any mixture of foreign people) and the guilt of the other nations became complete.
The Relevance of this Passage
246. While they were still sitting, Rabbi Elazar said to his father,
Rabbi Shimon: Why did the Holy One, blessed be He, cause the
children of Yisrael to go down to Egypt in exile? He said to him: Are
you asking one question or two questions? RABBI ELAZAR said to
him: Two. I AM ASKING: why the exile? And why, PARTICULARLY,
in Egypt? Rabbi Shimon said to him: They are two questions that
result in one question! RABBI SHIMON said to him: Establish
yourself, THAT IS, IN YOUR LEVEL. Because of this you will be
established above, IN THE HEAVENLY YESHIVAH, in your name.
Speak up, my son, speak up.
247. He opened the discussion saying: "There are sixty queens,
eighty concubines and young women without number" (Shir
Hashirm 6:8). "There are sixty queens"; they are the mighty men of
above, from the side of Gvurah, who hold onto the inscriptions,
MEANING THE EXTERIORS, of the holy living creature of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND THEREFORE BAMED AFTER IT: "SIXTY
QUEENS." THEY ARE THE ANGELS WHO ARE APPOINTED OVER
THE NATIONS, AS WRITTEN FURTHER. "And eighty concubines"
are THE ANGELS who are appointed in the inscriptions of the
queens which are under THE SIXTY QUEENS. THEREFORE, THEY
ARE CALLED 'CONCUBINES' AND NOT 'QUEENS'. "And young
women without number," is as is written: "Is there any number to His
armies?" (Iyov 25:3). And yet it is written: "My Dove, my undefiled is
but one, she is the only one of her mother..." (Shir Hashirm 6:9). This
is the Holy Shechinah that emerges from twelve lights, AND IS the
shine that illuminates everything. Therefore it is called 'mother', AS
IT IS WRITTEN: "SHE IS THE ONLY ONE OF HER MOTHER."
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248. Similarly, the Holy One, blessed be He, did in this world. He cast
all the nations to every side and appointed overseers over them, as
is written: "Which Hashem your Elohim has allotted to all the
nations" (Devarim 4:19). And He, MEANING THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, took as His portion the Congregation of Yisrael.
This is written: "For Hashem's portion is His people, Jacob is the lot
of His inheritance" (Devarim 32:9). And He called it: "My Dove, my
undefiled is but one, she is the only one of her Mother." This is the
Shechinah of His glory, which He caused to dwell among them. She
is the only one and is selected for Him. "The daughters saw her and
called her happy," as is written: "Many daughters have done
virtuously, but you excel them all" (Mishlei 31:29). "And the queens
and the concubines praised her" (Shir Hasirim 6:9). These were the
Princes of the nations that were appointed over them.

249. And another secret we have learned is that the world was
created by ten sayings, but when you observe it closely, they are
really three through which the world was created - NAMELY
Chochmah, Tevunah, and Da'at. And the world was created only for
Yisrael. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to preserve the
world, He did for Abraham with the secret of Chochmah, for Isaac
with the secret of Tvunah, and for Jacob with the secret of Da'at. It is
written: "And by knowledge are the chambers filled" (Mishlei 24:4).
THIS IS THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, WHICH ARE
ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB. THEY ROSE TO BECOME
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT. At that moment, the entire world
was perfected. And when the twelve tribes were born to Jacob,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE DIAGONAL BORDERS,
everything was perfected IN THIS WORLD as above IN ATZILUT.

250. When the Holy One, blessed be He, saw the great joy of this
world when it was perfected as above, He said: 'Heaven forbid that
THE TWELVE TRIBES become mixed among the other nations and
there will remain a blemish in all the worlds.' What did the Holy One,
blessed be He, do? He caused them to move from here to there until
they descended to Egypt to settle in their homes among a stiffnecked people who ridiculed their customs, were too scornful to
intermarry with them and to mingle with them, and considered them
slaves. The men scorned them and the women scorned them, until
they became perfected completely into a holy seed, WITHOUT ANY
MIXTURE OF A FOREIGN PEOPLE. In the meantime, the sin of the
nations was completed as is written: "For the iniquity of the Emori is
not yet full" (Beresheet 15:16). When they left, they left holy and
righteous as is written: "The tribes of Yah, as a testimony for
Yisrael" (Tehilim 122:4). Rabbi Shimon came and kissed him on his
head, and said to him: stand in your position, my son - MEANING AT
YOUR LEVEL - for the moment is at your command.

30. "He did neither eat bread nor drink water"
After two days of continual discussion without food or water, Rabbi Shimon quotes the title verse to Rabbi Elazar. He observes that since they were
caught up in Divine contemplation for just two days, forgetting to eat or drink, it is understandable that when Moses "was there with Hashem forty
days and forty nights, he did neither eat bread nor drink water."
Upon hearing this, Rabbi Shimon ben Gamliel compares Rabbi Shimon to a fearful lion, different to other lions. He explains that Rabbi Shimon is so
close to God that he does not order a fast for what he prays for; he simply decrees and God fulfills. Moreover, he may even annul God's decrees, for
as God rules over man, the righteous man rules over God.
The Relevance of this Passage
This profoundly mystical section helps us to grasp one of the most extraordinary of all Kabbalistic concepts: that the wholly righteous man, the
purified man, is in effect his own God, and can be said to rule over God. This was the original idea of royalty, that the royal man was he who had
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completed himself, was thus one with God. A reading of the section will inspire in us the urge to arrange a time when we can retreat to a spiritually
conducive place to spend a few days fasting and in contemplation solely of our Heavenly Father. Such a retreat will further help us to appreciate the
self-control and sheer willpower of the Zohar's rabbis, and gain some idea of what it takes to wring such insights and wisdom from scripture. In the
process we will also learn the importance of mastering our own desires if we are to advance in knowledge of the truth.
251. Rabbi Shimon sat while his son, Rabbi Elazar, stood and
explained the secrets of the words of wisdom, and his face shone
like the sun. And the word spread and flew in the sky. They sat two
days and neither ate nor drank, and they did not know if it was day
or night. When they went out, they realized that already two days had
passed and they had eaten nothing. Rabbi Shimon exclaimed: "And
he was there with Hashem forty days and forty nights, he did neither
eat bread nor drink water" (Shemot 34:28). If for us, WHO MERITED
TO CLEAVE TO HASHEM for a while it was so, THAT AND WE
SPENT TWO DAYS IN THE LIGHT OF HASHEM AND DID NOT KNOW
WHERE WE WERE, with Moses, about whom the Torah bears
witness: "And he was there with Hashem forty days" - it is much
more so.

252. When Rabbi Chiya came before Rabbi and told him the story,
Rabbi was amazed. His father, Rabbi Shimon ben Gamliel said to
him: My son, Rabbi Shimon ben Yochai is a lion, and his son Rabbi
Elazar is a lion, and Rabbi Shimon is not like the other lions. About
him is written: "A lion has roared, who will not fear?" (Amos 3:8).
Now that the higher worlds tremble before him, we certainly do. He is
man who never decreed a fast for what he asked or prayed for. He
would just decree and the Holy One, blessed be He, would fulfill. The
Holy One, blessed be He, decrees and he annuls. This is what we
learned of the meaning of the passage: "He that rules over men must
be just, ruling in the fear of Elohim" (Shmuel II 23:3). The Holy One,
blessed be He, rules over man, and who rules over the Holy One,
blessed be He, but the righteous man. For He decrees and the
righteous man annuls it.

31. Twelve mountains of balsam trees
This section begins with reference to Rabbi Yehuda's comment that although God delights in the prayers of the Righteous, He does not always grant
their requests. There follows an account illustrating this idea. Once, during a drought, Rabbi Eliezer prayed and decreed forty fasts to no avail, yet
after Rabbi Akiva prayed, the wind and rain came immediately. Seeing Rabbi Eliezer's chagrin, Rabbi Akiva stood before the congregation and told
them a parable. In it, he compared Rabbi Eliezer to a friend of a king who loved him so dearly that he delayed granting his friend's request in order to
prolong his visit. In contrast, the king instantly granted the requests of his servant in order to dispense with him quickly. Rabbi Eliezer then tells
Rabbi Akiva his dream, in which he saw the verse, "Therefore pray you not for this people..." and reveals that he was crestfallen because although
he knew another could pray for them, the congregation thought he was of a lower degree than Rabbi Akiva. Rabbi Eliezer then describes the dream
in which he saw twelve mountains of balsam trees; the one who wears a breastplate and Efod entered and prayed to God to have mercy on the
world. He explains that there are eighteen mountains of balsam. The Righteous souls enter there, and from there 49 aromas ascend daily to Eden.
These correspond to the 49 pure aspects and the 49 impure aspects of the Torah, the 49 letters of the names of the twelve Tribes, and the 49 day
interval between the exodus and the handing of the Torah to Yisrael. The one who wears the breastplate sits on a holy throne supported by the four
pillars, the Patriarchs, who receive from the twelve stones that illuminate in the breastplate. They raise their eyes and see the sparks that glitter on
620 sides of the Crown, on which the Holy Name is engraved. Then the pillars tremble, "And the heavens become revealed like a book" (Yeshayah
34:4).
The Relevance of this Passage
This section, like the earlier one, is designed to evoke our deepest wonder at the splendor of these rabbinical visions of creation's structures, with
all their complexity and precision. Yet we also learn here of the deep humility required of those who would gain access to the hidden worlds. It helps
us cultivate this most vital of qualities by reminding us that, no matter how high we progress in our studies, we shall never reach the heights of a
Rabbi Akiva, and yet he was the humblest and gentlest of men - a far more worthy role model than the greatest world leader or most brilliant artist
there has ever been.
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253. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: There is nothing that is so
cherished by the Holy One, blessed be He, as the prayers of the
righteous. Even though it pleases Him, sometimes He grants their
request and sometimes He does not.

254. The sages have taught that one time the world needed rain.
Rabbi Eliezer came and decreed forty fasts, but rain did not come.
He prayed, but rain did not come. Rabbi Akiva came, stood and
prayed. He said: "He makes the wind to blow," and the wind blew
strong and powerful. He said: "And He makes the rain fall" and rain
came. Rabbi Elazar was crestfallen. Rabbi Akiva looked into his face
AND SENSED HE WAS DISCOURAGED.

255. Rabbi Akiva stood up before the people and said: I will give an
example similar to the situation. Rabbi Eliezer is compared to the
friend of the king, who is cherished exceedingly. And when he
appears before the king, he is very pleasantly accepted, and the king
does not want to grant him his wish quickly so that he will not leave
him, because it is so pleasant to speak with him. But I am likened to
the servant of the king who makes a request of him, and the king
does not want him to enter the gates of the palace, and naturally
does not want not to speak to him. The king says: Grant his request
immediately and do not let him enter here. Similarly, Rabbi Eliezer is
the friend of the King and I am a servant. The king desires to speak
with him constantly and not to be away from him. But as for me, the
king does not want me to enter the gates of the palace, THEREFORE
HE GRANTS MY WISH IMMEDIATELY. Rabbi Eliezer regained his
composure.

256. RABBI ELIEZER said to him: Akiva, come and I will tell you
something. In a dream, there appeared to me the passage:
"Therefore pray you not for this people; lift up neither cry nor prayer
for them, nor make intercession to Me" (Yirmeyah 7:16). Behold,
DUE TO THE SINS OF THE GENERATION, THE PRAYER ON THEIR
BEHALF IS NOT ACCEPTED, AND STILL IT SAYS, "THEREFORE
PRAY YOU NOT FOR THIS PEOPLE." THIS IMPLIES THAT OTHERS
MAY PRAY ON THEIR BEHALF. THEREFORE I WAS NOT
ANSWERED, BUT YOU WERE ANSWERED. AND MORE THAN THIS,
THERE ARE CERTAIN THINGS ON WHOSE BEHALF NO RIGHTEOUS
MAN IN THE WORLD CAN PRAY. Come and behold: twelve
mountains of balsam trees. THE ONE WHO RAISES FEMALE
WATERS, the one who wears the breastplate and Efod, enters and
prays to the Holy One, blessed be He, BY RAISING FEMALE
WATERS TO BINAH, to have mercy on the world. Until now, his
prayer is still suspended, THAT IS, IT HAS NOT BEEN ACCEPTED.
FOR THESE ARE THINGS FOR WHICH PRAYERS ARE NOT
ACCEPTED. AND HE ASKS: If so, why was Rabbi Eliezer crestfallen,
SINCE HE SAW IN HIS DREAM, "THEREFORE PRAY YOU NOT..."
FROM WHICH IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT ANOTHER MAY PRAY. AND
HE ANSWERS: That was because of the people who did not know
this. THEY THOUGHT THAT HE WAS ON A LOWER DEGREE THAN
RABBI AKIVA.
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257. Rabbi Eliezer said: There are eighteen mountains of supernal
balsam trees. The souls of the righteous enter BY RAISING FEMALE
WATERS. And 49 fragrances, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIFTY
GATES OF BINAH LESS ONE, ascend daily FROM BINAH to that
place called 'Eden', WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Corresponding to this,
the Torah was given in 49 impure aspects and in 49 pure aspects,
FOR BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF THE FIFTIETH GATE, THERE
EVOLVED 49 IMPURE ASPECTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "THE ELOHIM HAS MADE THE ONE AS
WELL AS THE OTHER" (KOHELET 7:14). The 49 letters in the names
of the tribes AND LIKEWISE the 49 days OF THE SFIRAH OF THE
OMER, in order to receive the Torah, FOR THEY CONTAIN 49
SUPERNAL DAYS OF THE MALE AND FEMALE, are going to receive
permission, MEANING TO BECOME PERFECTED daily from THESE
49 DAYS, the illuminating stones THAT ARE FILLED in the engraving
of that breastplate.
258. And he who wears the breastplate, BEING ZEIR ANPIN IN THE
MOCHIN OF GREATNESS, sits on the precious holy throne,
MEANING THAT IT ILLUMINATES WITHIN MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'THRONE'. The four pillars OF THIS THRONE, WHO ARE
MICHAEL, GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL, stand and observe the
breastplate - MEANING THAT THEY RECEIVE FROM THE TWELVE
STONES THAT ARE ILLUMINATING IN IT. By the word OF THE
WEARER OF THE BREASTPLATE do they come, and according to
his word do they leave. They raise their eyes and look up, and see
the sparks that glitter in 620 sides, WHICH ALLUDES TO KETER,
WHOSE NUMERICAL VALUE IS 620, BECAUSE IT IS BOUND UPON
THE FOREHEAD AND SKULL, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF KETER.
And the Holy Name is engraved on it. And THE AFOREMENTIONED
PILLARS tremble and shake, bound on the right side, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, while the left, WHICH IS MALCHUT, takes into its hands the
pillars of heaven - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE THREE
COLUMNS IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'HEAVEN'. It clears
them and reveals them. This is what is written: "And the heavens
become revealed like a book" (Yeshayah 34:4).

32. "I went down into the garden of nuts"
Rabbi Eliezer begins by explaining and expounding upon the meaning of the title verse to Rabbi Akiva. The "garden," we learn, is the garden that
comes out of Eden, and it signifies the Shechinah. The "nut," which has four sections, signifies the holy Chariot, and the phrase "I went down"
signifies a penetration to the inner meaning. In answer to Rabbi Chiya's question regarding the symbolic significance of the (dirt of the) nut's shell,
Rabbi Eliezer reveals its meaning through its connection with the almonds. Although the two types of almond, bitter and sweet, imply an illusion to
severe Judgment and Holiness, every open illusion to almonds in the Torah describes only their aspect of Judgement. He then draws a comparison
between the Hebrew words for 'almonds', 'watched' and 'hasten', which reinforces their aspect of Judgment.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section opens us to the idea that we can learn much about God through nature around us and through the language of the Torah,
and therefore helps us to seek enlightenment through our physical world.
259. Rabbi Akiva said to him: What is the meaning of the passage, "I
went down into the garden of nuts" (Shir Hashirm 6:11)? He said to
him: Come and behold. This garden comes out of Eden, and this is
the Shechinah. Nut is the holy supernal Chariot, which is the four
headwaters of the rivers that separates from the garden, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE FOUR FACES - NAMELY THE FACE OF A
LION, THE FACE OF AN OX, THE FACE OF AN EAGLE, THE FACE
OF A MAN. This nut has four holy heads inside, MEANING IN ITS
FRUIT, AND IT ALSO HAS FOUR KLIPOT ('PEELS') THAT COVER
THE FRUIT, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE FOUR KLIPOT: A STORM
WIND; A GREAT CLOUD; A FIRE FLARING UP; AND A BRIGHTNESS,
LIKE THE SUPERNAL CHARIOT. And when he said: "I went down,"
IN "I WENT DOWN INTO THE GARDEN OF NUTS," it is as we learned
that so and so descended to the Chariot.
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260. Rabbi Akiva said to him: If so, he should have said: 'I went
down into the nut', WHICH IS THE CHARIOT. Why does it say, "I went
down into the garden of nuts"? He said to him: Because THE
GARDEN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has all that is goodly in the nuts,
FOR THEY GROW IN AND EMERGE FROM THIS GARDEN, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. THEREFORE, HE MENTIONS THE GARDEN
SPECIFICALLY. AND HE CONTINUES TO EXPLAIN HIS WORDS, AS
TO WHY THE CHARIOT WAS ALLUDED TO IN THE NUT. Just as the
nut is hidden and concealed from all sides IN ITS PEEL, so the
Chariot that emerges from the garden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
concealed from all sides. All these four heads in the nut are attached
to each other on this side, MEANING IN THEIR CENTER, and
separate on this side, OUTWARDLY. Thus, THE FOUR ASPECTS OF
the Chariot attain each other in unity, in joy, in completeness, and
they separate, each one to its individual aspect for which it was
appointed. This is what is written: "That it is which compasses the
whole land of Chavilah" (Beresheet 2:11). Likewise, "that is it which
goes toward the east of Ashur" (Ibid. 14). It is the same with the rest
of them.
261. Rabbi Akiva said: This dirt in the peel of the nut, MEANING IN
THE FOUR KLIPOT THAT SURROUND IT, to what do they allude? He
said to him: Even though the Torah did not reveal it, BECAUSE THE
TORAH SPEAKS ONLY IN THE ASPECT OF GOOD IN THE NUT, it did
reveal in this - MEANING IN THE ALMONDS - AS WILL BE
EXPLAINED WILL THAT THE TORAH SPEAKS ABOUT THE FOUR
KLIPOT OF THE ALMOND IN PARTICULAR, ALLUDING TO
JUDGMENT, AND NOT THE ASPECT OF THEIR GOOD.
262. Come and behold: Some almonds are bitter BECAUSE OF
THEIR PEELS, and some are sweet, implying that some are of Severe
Judgment, TO WHICH THE BITTER ALMONDS ALLUDE, and some
serve HOLINESS, TO WHICH THE SWEET ALMONDS ALLUDE. But
we see that every open allusion TO THEM in the Torah is about
Judgment, AND DOES NOT DISCUSS THE GOOD IN THEM - THE
SWEET ONES. And so it is in Jeremiah, who was shown the
Judgment THAT IS IN THEM as is written: "I see a rod of an almond
tree (Heb. shaked)" (Yirmeyah 1:11). What is the meaning of shaked?
Actual almonds - "AND IT WAS SAID TO HIM, 'FOR I WILL HASTEN
(HEB. SHOKED) MY WORD TO PERFORM IT,'" MEANING TO
UPROOT, CRUSH, DESTROY AND DEMOLISH...It is written by the
rod of Aaron: "And yielded almonds" (Bemidbar 17:23), AND IT
BECAME A SIGN TO THE REBELLIOUS PEOPLE. SO WE SEE THAT
THE TORAH SPEAKS ONLY OF THEIR ASPECT OF JUDGMENT. And
from the word itself, THAT THEY ARE CALLED 'ALMONDS' (HEB.
SHKEDIM) it is understood that it refers to Severe Judgment, as is
written: "And Hashem watched (Heb. yishkod) over the evil" (Daniel
9:14). And, "I will hasten my word," and so all of them. So it IS
CLEAR THAT THE WORD "SHAKED" REFERS TO SEVERE
JUDGMENT. Rabbi Akiva said to him: It seems that one could gain
much wisdom from everything the Holy One, blessed be He, does, as
is written: "Whatever Hashem has done is for His own
purpose" (Mishlei 16:4). Rabbi Elazar says: We learn it from these
words, "And Elohim saw everything that He had made and, behold, it
was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). That is the meaning of "very" - IT
IS GOOD to learn supernal Wisdom from it.

33. "The one as well as the other"
The discussion here begins with an interpretation of the title verse, revealing that the earthly realm corresponds symbolically in all its aspects to the
heavenly realm. Rabbi Aba's comment regarding human ignorance of lost wisdom pertaining to the natural world leads to a discourse on the
classification of trees and herbs and their relationships to divine elements. We learn that it is forbidden to "sow your field with mingled seed"
because each seed has an individual name, a separate secret, and an appointed supervisor above. Planting mixed seeds mingles their authority and
their names. This concept also applies to the twelve Tribes, and explains the Scriptural emphasis on the names of these tribes, as seen in the verse,
"These are the names of the children of Yisrael."
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reminds us of the profound significance of names and opens us up to a greater understanding of the divine Wisdom made
manifest in the physical world around us. The theme of seeds being explored also provides us with a great image for meditation: the seed. Dwelt on
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for long enough, the image of a seed will reveal layer upon layer of meaning relating to spiritual growth, from the hard skin or husk needed to
protect it in the early stages to the final plant or tree which had lain concealed but fully formed within the tiny seed.
263. Rabbi Yehuda said: What is the meaning of that which is
written, "The Elohim has made the one as well as the other" (Kohelet
7:14)? IT INSTRUCTS US THAT similar to those things that are in
heaven, the Holy One, blessed be He, made on earth, AND ALL THAT
THERE IS ON THE EARTH alludes to what is above IN THE SKY. For
when Rabbi Aba saw a tree whose fruits were ripe and from which
the birds flew, he wept and said: If people knew what they were
suggesting, they would rend their clothes down to their navel, for the
fact that this wisdom was forgotten by them. Even more so for the
other things that the Holy One, blessed be He, has made on earth.

264. As Rabbi Yosi said: The trees from which wisdom is visible meaning the Carob tree, Palm tree, and Ground Nut tree, WHICH IS A
KIND OF NUT TREE, and those similar to them - were all grafted into
one, because all these trees that produce fruit, except for apples,
WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, have the same secret,
WHICH ALLUDES TO TIFERET. That is, except for the paths in which
they are separate, BECAUSE EVERY TREE HAS A UNIQUE PATH IN
WHICH IT ILLUMINATES.

265. All these trees that do not produce fruits, all the large ones except for the willow, which has its own secret similar to above,
WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD - gain nourishment from one
source. THEY GAIN NOURISHMENT FROM THE EXTERIOR PART IN
THE SECRET OF ANOTHER EL THAT DOES NOT PRODUCE FRUIT.
And every one of the small trees except for the Hyssop, WHICH
ALLUDES TO YESOD, were born of one mother, MEANING THE
NUKVA.
266. All the herbs of the earth have powerful ministers appointed
over them in heaven. FOR THERE IS NO PLANT ON EARTH THAT
DOES NOT HAVE A STAR AND CONSTELLATION IN THE SKY THAT
PRODS IT AND SAYS: GROW. Each and every one of them has a
separate secret, similar to above, JUST AS THEY HAVE INDIVIDUAL
APPOINTED SUPERVISORS ABOVE THEM. Therefore it is written:
"You shall not sow your field with mingled seed" (Vayikra 19:19),
because each one enters alone and emerges alone. FOR NO
APPOINTEE MINGLES WITH ANOTHER, AND ONE WHO PLANTS
MINGLED SEEDS, MINGLES THEIR AUTHORITY, ONE WITH
ANOTHER. This is the meaning: "Do you know the ordinances of the
heavens, can you establish His dominion in the earth" (Iyov 38:33),
and: "He calls them all by names" (Yeshayah 40:26). Everything in
the world has its own secret and the Holy One, blessed be He, did
not want to reveal it FROM ITS PLACE and mix it WITH ANOTHER,
and thus called, EACH AND EVERY ONE by name. The sons of
Jacob, who are holy tribes, who maintain the world, all the more so,
as it is written: "These are the names of the children of
Yisrael" (Shemot 1:1).

34. The children of Yisrael, the children of Jacob
This discussion provides greater insight into the verse, "These are the names of the children of Yisrael." Rabbi Yosi first reinforces this verse as an
indication of the importance of the twelve Tribes who sustain the world. His comment on the title names reveals a lack of distinction between the
terms; this relates closely to the death and descent of Joseph and his brothers and is the subject of the discourse that ensues. We learn that the
Shechinah and the supernal angels went with Jacob and his sons into Egypt while he was alive. Then, after the death of Joseph and the tribes,
Yisrael descended into exile, and the Shechinah (with the twelve Tribes inscribed in Her) and the supernal angels descended with them.
Consequently, Yisrael became known as the children of Jacob, since they descended to the level of the children of Jacob.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section provides insight into the connection between the names, 'the children of Yisrael' and 'the children of Jacob', providing
greater depth to our understanding of what the Torah is really teaching. The more one studies scripture in this light the more one sees that it
concerns now, not then, and that its histories and stories are merely a casing for the message that is timeless and universal, speaking to all men
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and women in search of God and truth.
267. Rabbi Yosi ben of Rabbi Yehuda, said: If it had said: 'These are
the names', it would infer that this is so! AS RABBI YEHUDA SAID
THAT: "AND THESE ARE THE NAMES OF THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL," REFERS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TRIBES WHO
SUSTAIN THE WORLD. But now that it is written: "And these are the
names," WITH AN ADDED VAV ('and'), it infers that it is adding on to
the first ones. Just as the first ones were the children of Jacob, so
these are also the children of Jacob.
268. Rabbi Yehuda said TO RABBI YOSI BEN RABBI YEHUDA:
Heaven forbid that when the Holy One, blessed be He, said: "I will
descend with you to Egypt," that it should occur to you that the
Shechinah descended with Him, precisely in that moment. THIS WAS
BECAUSE RABBI YEHUDA THOUGHT THE IMPLICATION OF RABBI
YOSI BEN RABBI YEHUDA WAS THAT THEY WERE IN THE LEVEL
OF THE CHILDREN OF JACOB, MEANING 'DESCENDING',
IMMEDIATELY UPON THEIR ARRIVAL IN EGYPT. But rather, the
Shechinah descended at the time His children experienced descent.
This is what is written: "I will go down with you into Egypt; and I will
also surely bring you up again" (Beresheet 46:4, MEANING THAT as
long as you will ascend, then I will also ascend; and when you
descend, I will descend with you. After Joseph and all his brothers
died and they descended, the Shechinah also descended with them.
And as they descended, MEANING THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, so
did these descend, MEANING THE SHECHINAH AND HER HOSTS.

269. Rabbi Yosi ben Rabbi Yehuda, said TO HIM: It is written above,
"And Joseph died, being 110 years old" (Beresheet 50:26). At the
time that Joseph and all the tribes died and descended, the children
of Yisrael descended into exile, and the Shechinah and the supernal
angels descended with them, MEANING AS RABBI YEHUDA SAID.
This is what is written: "And these are the names of the children of
Yisrael"; THE VAV OF "VE'ELEH" ('AND THESE') is added to the first
ones that descended into exile AFTER THE DEATH OF JOSEPH AND
HIS BROTHERS. THEREFORE, THEY MUST BE THE CHILDREN OF
JACOB, NAMELY IN DESCENT.
270. RABBI YEHUDA said to him: If so, was Jacob dead or not? He
said to him: He was dead! So he said to him: It is written, "Who came
to Egypt with Jacob" (Shemot 1:1). If he was alive, IT IS POSSIBLE to
say "with Jacob," BUT IF THE TORAH IS SPEAKING of after his
death, remove "with Jacob," SINCE HE HAD ALREADY DIED - SINCE
THE VAV ('AND') ADDS TO THE FIRST ONES. But come and behold:
the verse does not say 'who came (lit. 'come') into Egypt with Jacob'
but IT IS WRITTEN: "who came." For until then, there was no descent
for Jacob. And we learn that THE SHECHINAH AND THE TWELVE
TRIBES THAT ARE IN IT came with Jacob TO EGYPT, and went from
there until the descent into exile, MEANING AFTER THE DEATH OF
JACOB AND THE TRIBES. And then those descended with them,
MEANING THE SHECHINAH AND THE TWELVE TRIBES IN HER.
Therefore the passage: "And these are the names OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL," REFERS TO THEIR GREAT LEVEL AND
IMPORTANCE, SINCE IT REFERS TO THE DAYS OF ASCENT AND
NOT THE DAYS OF DESCENT.
271. Rabbi Dustai said: Every day they would come, THE
SHECHINAH AND THE TWELVE TRIBES THAT WERE IN HER, and
leave. This is what is written: "Who come into Egypt," IN THE
PRESENT TENSE, and not 'Who came', IN THE PAST TENSE. This
means that in the beginning it is written, "Who come into Egypt with
Jacob," BEFORE THE DESCENT, and when they descended, it is
written: "Every man came with his household," IN PAST TENSE.
Come and behold: the children of Jacob had already died by that
time, and the others descended INTO EXILE.
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272. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Elazar said: This portion contains lofty
subjects. For we learned that at the time these holy companies and
Chariots descended, WHICH ARE the form of the TWELVE tribes
which are engraved above IN THE SHECHINAH, they all came to
sojourn with them. This is the meaning of: "Every man came with his
household" (Shemot 1:1), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE ANGELS WHO
CAME TO SOJOURN IN EGYPT WITH THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL,
and: "Reuven, Shimon, Levi..." (Ibid. 2). THEY ALLUDE TO THE
FORMS OF THE TWELVE TRIBES IN THE SHECHINAH.
273. Another explanation of: "And these are the names of the
children of Yisrael who came into Egypt with Jacob...": HE HAD
DIFFICULTY UNDERSTANDING WHY IT OPENED WITH "THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL," AND CONCLUDED WITH "JACOB," AND
SAYS: This portion reverted FROM THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL TO
JACOB. IT IS according to what Rabbi Yosi ben Rabbi Yehuda, said
earlier - THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL DESCENDED TO THE
LEVEL OF THE CHILDREN OF JACOB. And it all occurred, MEANING
THAT ALL THE LITERAL EXPLANATIONS ARE TRUE.

35. "Every man came with his household"
A discussion of the title verse elaborates on a concept mentioned in the previous section - that the Tribes descended into Egypt twice, once when
alive and once when dead. According to Rabbi Elazar, when the children of Yisrael went into exile, all the souls of the tribes gathered at the cave of
Machpelah. They cried to Jacob, lamenting that a heathen nation had enslaved Yisrael. This awakened the spirit of Jacob, and after gaining
permission from God, Jacob, the Tribes, the Shechinah and the supernal angels descended into Egypt. Thus, even in death Jacob did not separate
from Yisrael.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section awakens the energy of Jacob within us, allowing us to climb higher in our actions and meditations, moving rung by rung
further from materialism and closer to our heavenly goal. It also makes us more conscious of the need to leave material desires behind us before we
die, for otherwise we will carry them on our backs into the next world as excess baggage anchoring us to the world of matter.
274. Come and behold: when Rabbi Elazar ben Arach reached this
passage: "AND THESE ARE THE NAMES..." he would weep. Rabbi
Elazar ben Arach said: We learned that when the children of Yisrael
went into exile, all the souls of the tribes gathered at the cave of
Machpelah. They cried and said: 'Grandfather, grandfather, there is
no greater labor in pain of the children, there is no greater labor in
this world THAT IT. Your children are all enslaved WITH HARD
LABOR by others, who execute upon them ALL MANNERS OF
vengeance in the world.'

275. At that moment, the spirit of that grandfather was stirred,
MEANING JACOB, requested permission. and descended INTO
EGYPT. The Holy One, blessed be He, summoned His companies
and Chariots, and their King, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH at their
head. And they all descended with Jacob and his tribes. The tribes
descended alive with their father TO EGYPT. They also descended
dead with their father TO EGYPT. This is what is written: "And these
are the names of the children of Egypt who came into Egypt...
Reuven, Shimon, Levi..." (Shemot 1:1-2). Come and behold: now they
are dead, AS MENTIONED EARLIER, yet they descended TO EGYPT.
And it was written: "And Joseph was in Egypt" (Ibid. 5). FOR HIS
SPIRIT DID NOT LEAVE EGYPT AFTER HIS DEATH, THAT HE
SHOULD HAVE TO RETURN AND DESCEND AS THE OTHER TRIBES
DID. Rabbi Aba said: After this he, JOSEPH, is called: "As a father
pities his children" (Tehilim 103:13), BECAUSE HE DID NOT LEAVE
THEM, EVEN AFTER HIS DEATH.

36. The dead know of the pain of the living
This section consists chiefly of a parable in which Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Aba participate. While travelling, the two come across a place where
they decide to spend the night. They lay down to sleep, resting their heads on some raised ground under which is a grave. A voice from this grave
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speaks to them, and they learn that it belongs to a Jew who is unable to enter the Garden of Eden because his young son was stolen by an abusive
heathen. He tells the Rabbis that not only do the dead know of the sufferings of the living, but without the prayers of the dead, they would not
survive for half a day. The voice then tells them his son is being beaten at that moment and orders them to leave. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Aba run
for half a mile and wait until morning, at which time they see a man with blood running from his shoulders. When they question him, they discover
that he is Lachma bar Livai, the son of the dead man. Yet, they do not converse with him or return to the grave sight out of fear.
Rabbi Yehuda then explains the two promises God made to Jacob: that He would go down into exile with Jacob, and that He would raise Jacob from
his grave to witness the joy of the celestial company that dwelled with Yisrael in captivity. Finally, Rabbi Shimon interprets the verse, "A new king
arose..." revealing that Egypt was not granted dominion over all the nations until after Joseph's death.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reveals that the connection between the living and the dead is reciprocal. As we mourn for and pay respect to the dead, the
prayers of the dead protect us and help us through the pain and suffering we endure in this world. This continuity of consciousness is vital to
remember, since it frees us from the delusion that death is an end, thus making our actions all the more poignant and significant since we know
they will continue to affect us and those we are tied to in the next world as well as all the worlds thereafter.
276. Rabbi Yehuda bar Shalom was traveling with Rabbi Aba. They
entered a place and lodged there. They ate and when they wanted to
lie down, they lay their heads on a mound of earth where there was a
grave. Before they fell asleep, someone called from the grave and
said: MY seed is going into the ground - MEANING GOING TO
WASTE. It has been twelve years that I have not awakened, except
now, for I see the face of my son here!

277. Rabbi Yehuda said: Who are you? He said to him: I am a Jew,
and I sit alone, AS IN EXCOMMUNICATION. For I can not enter THE
GARDEN OF EDEN because of the pain of my son who was stolen,
when he was still small, by a heathen who beats him every day. His
pain prevents me from entering my place, and I awoke just now in
this place.

278. He said to him: Do you know the pain of the living? He said to
him: I SWEAR by the minister of my grave that were it not for our
prayers for the living, they would not survive in the world for even a
half day. I awoke here, for they were telling me every day that my son
would come here soon, but I do not know if alive or after his death.

279. Rabbi Yehuda said to him: What do you do in that world? The
grave rumbled and he said: Go, arise, for now they are beating my
son. They were amazed and fled from there about a half a mile. They
sat until morning light. They rose to go and saw a man who was
running and fleeing FROM HIS MASTER - AS HE WAS SAVED FROM
HIM BY THE PRAYERS OF HIS DEAD FATHER. And he was bleeding
from his shoulders. They held him and he told them THE STORY OF
THE HEATHEN WHO KIDNAPPED HIM WHEN HE WAS A CHILD, AND
WHO BEAT HIM UNTIL HE STARTED TO BLEED. They said to him:
What is your name? He said to them: Lachma bar Livai. They said:
Was not Livai bar Lachma THE NAME OF that deceased? We are
afraid to talk with him anymore! They did not return to him. Rabbi
Aba said: This is what they said - that the prayers of the dead protect
the living. How do we know? IT IS because it is written: "And they
went up to the Negev and he came to Cherubs" (Bemidbar 13:22),
MEANING TO PRAY AT THE GRAVE OF THE PATRIARCHS, THAT
THEY WOULD PRAY FOR THEM.
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280. Rabbi Yehuda said: Come and behold. The Holy One, blessed
be He, made two vows to Jacob. He would descend with him and
sojourn with him in exile, and He would raise him from his grave to
see the joy of the holy camp OF THE CHARIOTS AND THE ANGELS,
who sojourned with his children IN EXILE DURING THE
REDEMPTION. This is the meaning of: "I will go down with you into
Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4), MEANING I will descend with you into exile.
"And I will surely bring you up again," MEANING DURING THE
REDEMPTION, BECAUSE "BRING YOU UP" IS AN EXPRESSION OF
REDEMPTION, as is written: "And I will bring you up from your
graves, my people" (Yechezkel 37:12), and: "There the tribes used to
go up..." (Tehilim 122:4).
281. Another explanation of: "Now there arose a new
king..." (Shemot 1:8) Rabbi Shimon said: On that day, permission
was granted to the Minister of Egypt to be SUPERIOR over all the
other nations. For we learned that before Joseph died, Egypt was not
granted dominion over Yisrael, but when Joseph died, "Now there
arose a new king." "Arose" MEANS as one who was lowly and arose,
FOR ON THAT DAY THE MINISTER OF EGYPT AROSE TO BE
GREAT, AS MENTIONED EARLIER.

37. "While the king was reclining at his board"
Rabbi Yitzchak opens with the first of three interpretations of the title verse. Rabbi Tanchum concludes this section by explaining that every nation
has a minister above and the rise of one minister coincides with the fall of another. Thus, when God gave dominion to the minister of Egypt, he
gained dominion only because of Yisrael.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section provides an illustration of the universe's interconnectedness that we can use to bring our own lives into harmony by
making sure all our actions will breed good and holy results, since nothing occurs without an effect occurring as a consequence, nothing rises
without the falling of something else, nothing is installed without something being replaced, nothing can be added without something being
removed. This image should be used in a meditation on the utter perfection of the universe of God's creation.
282. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying: "While the king
was reclining at his board, my nard sent forth its fragrance" (Shir
Hashirm 1:12). "While the king," refers to the Holy One, blessed be
He, as is written: "Thus says Hashem, the King of
Yisrael" (Yeshayah 44:6), and: "And he was King in
Yeshurun" (Devarim 33:5). "While the King was reclining at His
board," MEANS between the wings of Cherubs THAT WERE ON THE
ARK OF THE TESTIMONY. "My nard gave forth its fragrance,"
MEANS THEY CAUSED THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, to depart
from among them, AND "GIVES FORTH ITS FRAGRANCE" MEANS
THEIR BAD ODOR!
283. Another explanation of : "While the King was reclining at His
board," meaning while the Holy One, blessed be He, was still giving
the Torah to Yisrael, as it is written: "And he was there with Hashem
forty days and forty nights" (Shemot 34:28). While he was still
writing the Torah for Yisrael, they abandoned their good fragrance
and said: "These are your Elohim, Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4). THE
MEANING OF "SENT FORTH" IS 'ABANDONED.'

284. Another explanation of: "While the King was reclining at His
board." While the Holy One, blessed be He, was still descended on
Mount Sinai to give the Torah to the children of Yisrael, "my nard
sent forth its fragrance," MEANING, LITERALLY, THAT IT GAVE ITS
GOOD FRAGRANCE. It is written THAT THEY SAID: "Will we do, and
obey" (Shemot 24:7).

38. Yisrael corresponds to all the other nations of the world
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Continuing the discussion of the previous section, Rabbi Yitzchak explains that the single nation of Yisrael is equivalent to all of the seventy other
nations, and therefore whoever rules over Yisrael dominates the whole world. Because of this powerful status, the children of Yisrael are subjected
to the rule of other nations in order that the world may be elevated through them. Rabbi Yitzchak also explains the great symbolic significance of the
numbers one and seventy in this context. Seventy is the number of nations, the number of Yisrael who came into Egypt, and the number of Names
for God, while God is One and Yisrael is one, on a par with the rest of the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section invokes the resonance of the numbers one and seventy, which in the symbolism of gematria are of immense, if not
unequaled, importance. By concentrating on the form and meaning of these numbers, we can draw their energy like great chords of music into our
hearts, helping them attune to the holy radiance of the Light of One.
285. Rabbi Tanchum said: Every nation has a minister above and
when the Holy One, blessed be He, gives dominion to one, He
humbles another. When He gave dominion to that Minister OF
EGYPT, he had that dominion only because of Yisrael. This is the
meaning of: "Her adversaries have become the chief" (Eichah 1:5).

286. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Yisrael corresponds to all the other nations
of the world. As all the other nations are seventy, Yisrael is also
seventy. It is written: "All the souls of the House of Jacob who came
into Egypt were seventy" (Beresheet 46:27). And it is as if he who
rules over the children of Yisrael, rules over the whole world.

287. Rabbi Aba said: From here IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT YISRAEL
IS SEVENTY, AS IS WRITTEN: "And the children of Yisrael were
fruitful, and increased abundantly and multiplied and became
exceedingly mighty" (Shemot 1:7). We have here seven LEVELS, and
every level INCLUDES ten; thus, there are seventy. What is written
after this? "Now there arose a new king over Egypt" (Ibid. 8). BY
REASON OF HIS DOMINION OVER YISRAEL, THAT CORRESPONDS
TO THE SEVENTY NATIONS, HE WAS CONSIDERED AS A NEW
KING.
288. Rabbi Huna said: Why were Yisrael enslaved among all the
nations? It was in order that the world should be elevated through
them. For they correspond to the whole world. And it is written: "On
that day Hashem shall be One and his name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
As THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is One, so is Yisrael one, as is
written: "one nation in the earth" (II Shmuel 7:23). As the name OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is One and is explained in
seventy NAMES, Yisrael is also one and interpreted by seventy.

39. "For a slave when he becomes king"
Rabbi Yehuda begins the discussion by interpreting the title verse, explaining that it refers to Egypt, whom God despises more than any other
nation, and Ishmael, who torments and persecutes Yisrael for their Faith. Following this we learn of an incident involving Rabbi Yehoshua, who saw
a meeting between a Jew and an Arab with his son. The Arab told his son to insult the Jew and spit in his face, however when the boy grabbed the
Jew's beard, Rabbi Yehoshua prayed to the Patriarchs and the earth opened up and swallowed the Arabs.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reminds us that while divisions and prejudices may be deeply ingrained in people, we must remember that the mighty will
eventually pay for their misdeeds, and that our contribution to the rise of the downtrodden comes through spiritual enlightenment and loving
kindness, not intolerance and force.
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289. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying: "For three things
the earth is disquieted... for a slave when he becomes king" (Mishlei
30:21). We learned that there is no nation as lowly, despised and
degraded before the Holy One, blessed be He, as the Egyptians. And
the Holy One, blessed be He, gave them dominion because of
Yisrael. "And a handmaid that is heir to her mistress" (Ibid.), is
Hagar, who bore Ishmael who has done so much evil to Yisrael,
dominated them and oppressed them with all kinds of oppressions,
and decreed against them many devastations. They dominate Yisrael
to this day, and do not permit them to observe their religion. There
has been no exile as hard on Yisrael as the exile of Ishmael.

290. Rabbi Yehoshua was going up to Jerusalem and, as he was
traveling, he saw an Arab walking with his son. They met a Jew. THE
ARAB said to his son: This is a loathsome Jew who is despised by
his Master. Soil him and spit into his beard seven times, for he is of
the seed of high ones - MEANING FROM ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND
JACOB, yet I know that seventy nations are subjugating them! His
son went and grasped the beard OF THE JEW. Rabbi Yehoshua said:
Lofty one, lofty ones, MEANING THAT HE PRAYED IN THE MERIT OF
THE PATRIARCHS, I decree on the high ones, MEANING ON THE
ARAB AND HIS SON WHO CONSIDERED THEMSELVES HIGHER
THAN THE YESRAEL, that they should descend down under. Before
Rabbi Yehoshua finished his words, they were swallowed up IN THE
GROUND where they stood.

40. "Before the day cools"
Rabbi Yitzchak opens with an explanation of the title verse. We learn that the subjugation of Yisrael will end after one thousand years, whereupon
God will appear in the terrestrial Jerusalem to purify it. At this time, He will drive the heathen nations from the Holy City and shake the wicked out of
the earth. If the exile lasts longer than one thousand years, we're told, it is because Yisrael will not return in repentance to God.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reveals that we are instrumental in bringing God's decrees to fruition, since our spiritual enlightenment is a necessary
condition for the manifestation of God's terrestrial rewards. It will help us learn that we are not responsible for other people, but we are responsible
to them.
291. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying: "Before the day
cools, and the shadows flee away" (Shir Hashirm 4:6). "Before the
day cools" refers to the exile of Yisrael, and that they would be
subjugated in exile until that day when the rule of the nations who
end. For we have learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said that the dominion
of all nations together over the children of Yisrael would last one
thousand years. There is no nation that would not subjugate them.
The one day corresponds to the wordsut it shall be one particular
day which shall be known as Hashem's..." (Zecharyah 14:7).
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292. Another explanation. "Before the day cools," meaning before
that day the nations will cool. "And the shadows flee away," are the
governments that dominate them. "I will get me to the mountain of
myrrh" (Shir Hashirm 4:6), said the Holy One, blessed be He: 'I will
betake myself to shake the nations from, Jerusalem which is the
mountain of myrrh, as is written: 'of the mountain of Moria that is in
Jerusalem.' "And to the hill of frankincense," is the Temple that is in
Zion, about which is written: "Fair in situation, the joy of the whole
earth; Mount Zion" (Tehilim 48:3). AND THIS IS ALSO TO SHAKE
OUT FROM THERE ALL THE WICKED PEOPLE, as is written: "To
grasp the corners of the earth and to shake all the wicked people
from it" (Iyov 38:13), as one holds a garment to shake all the filth
from it.

293. Rabbi Yosi said: The Holy One, blessed be He, will eventually be
revealed in terrestrial Jerusalem, and purify it from the filth of the
nations, before that day of the nations is complete. For Rabbi Chiya
said: The dominion of the nations over Yisrael last only one day, and
that is the day of the Holy One, blessed be He, which is one
thousand years long. This is what is written: "He has made me
desolate and faint all the day" (Eichah 1:13), meaning one day only,
and no more.

294. Rabbi Yosi said: If they are subjugated more than one thousand
years, it is not because of the decree of the King, but rather because
they do not wish to return IN REPENTANCE before Him. And it is
written: "And it shall be when all these things come upon you...
THEN YOU WILL RETURN TO HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" (Devarim
30:1-2), and: "If your outcasts be at the utmost part of heaven, from
there will Hashem gather you..." (Ibid. :4).

41. "And he said to his people"
Rabbi Shimon begins the discussion by explaining that the title verse refers to the supernal minister over Egypt who revealed to the Egyptians that
the minister over Yisrael was stronger than theirs. Rabbi Shimon then clarifies the distinction between "King of Egypt," which refers to the supernal
minister over Egypt, and "Pharaoh, the King of Egypt," which refers to the actual Pharaoh. Similarly, we learn from Rabbi Yitzchak that in the title
verse, "the people of the children of Yisrael," refers to the children of the supernal Yisrael above. While the other nations are called the people of
their appointed rulers, Yisrael are called the people of Hashem because they are the only nation directly under God. Rabbi Yochanan then asks
about Balak's reference to Yisrael in the verse, "Behold, there is a people come out from Egypt." Rabbi Yitzchak explains that sorcerers prefer to
avoid all ambiguity, and therefore when referring to someone, they mention only the mother's name because only maternal descent is certain.
Moreover, the demons also adhere to this strict code. Rabbi Aba, however, interprets Balak's reference as one of contempt that implies that the
origin of Yisrael is unknown. The discussion then turns to expound upon the concept that God punishes His own children first so that they will
guard against sin more than the other nations. Rabbi Yosi provides a personal incident to illustrate this idea, and concludes that God punishes
students of the Torah so that they will not separate themselves from the Tree of Life (the Torah) for even a moment.
Finally, we learn from an episode involving Rabbi Yitzchak that an earthquake is a physical sign of the appointment of a minister in heaven who will
cause suffering to Yisrael. This is in accordance with the verse, "For three things the earth is disquieted..."
The Relevance of this Passage
This section deepens our understanding of the profound interconnectedness of everything in Creation, and will make more attuned to the language
of the planet itself, just as it further opens the language of the Zohar, enabling us to see that all selfish seeking is really a form of sorcery, or the
attempt to coerce what may not belong to us from those too weak to prevent us taking it. There cannot be imbalance in the universe, thus we must
become aware of what it is we truly own.
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295. "And he said to his people, 'Behold the people of the children of
Yisrael'" (Shemot 1:9). Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. In all
instances, a ruling angel was appointed over Egypt and SAID TO HIS
PEOPLE, "BEHOLD, THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL..." And so it is in
the majority of the portion that says plainly, "king of Egypt," means
the minister who is appointed over Egypt. However, when it is
written: "Pharaoh, the King of Egypt," IT IS actually Pharaoh, AND
NOT THE ANGEL, WHO IS APPOINTED OVER THEM!

296. Rabbi Shimon said: Therefore it is written, "And he said TO HIS
PEOPLE" (Shemot 1:9), MEANING I will introduce this into their
hearts THAT THEY SHOULD THINK SO. As the Torah says, "Because
Hashem said to him, 'Curse David'" (II Shmuel 16:10), MEANING the
thought of his heart alone, THAT HASHEM INTRODUCED INTO HIS
HEART. Also, "And Haman said in his heart" (Ester 6:6), and so,
"And he said in his heart, 'Shall a child be born to him that is a
hundred years old?'" (Beresheet 17:17). THE MEANING OF "HE
SAID" IS also to introduce a thought into their hearts, that they
should say IN THEIR HEARTS. "More and mightier than we" (Shemot
1:9). Why does it say "than we"? It means, than the angel who is
appointed over them, because they thought in their hearts that
Elohim and their power, THAT IS, OF YISRAEL, is greater and
stronger than us - than THE APPOINTED ANGEL who rules over
Egypt.
297. Rabbi Yitzchak said: All the nations of the world draw strength
from the Ministers WHO ARE APPOINTED IN HEAVEN over them.
And the children of Yisrael draw their powers from the Holy One,
blessed be He. And they are called 'the people of Hashem', and not
'the people of a ruler WHO WAS APPOINTED'. Rabbi Yehuda said:
Here, the Egyptians are called the people OF THE APPOINTED, as is
written: "And he said to his people," (Shemot 1:9) and there it is
written, "I have surely seen the affliction of My people" (Shemot 3:7),
MEANING actually, "My people." The children of Yisrael are called
'the people of Hashem', and the other nations are called 'the people
of their appointed rulers', as it is written: "For let all people walk,
everyone in the name of his Elohim, and we will walk in the name of
Hashem our Elohim, forever and ever" (Michah 4:5).

298. Rabbi Aba said: This passage should have read, 'The children
of Yisrael are more and mightier than we'. Why does it say: "the
people of the children..."? AND HE ANSWERS: It means the actual
people of the children of Yisrael, THAT IS, THE PEOPLE OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL OF BELOW, WHICH IS THE CORPOREAL
YISRAEL WHO IS DRAWN from that Yisrael of above, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. SINCE THE PEOPLE ARE NOT CONNECTED TO THE
SUPERNAL YISRAEL, THEY ADDED THE WORD "PEOPLE" because
they thought that they were the people of the children of Yisrael OF
BELOW, and not the people of Hashem, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is
written: "And they were mortified on account of the children of
Yisrael" (Shemot 1:12), instead of, 'On account of the people of the
children of Yisrael', WHICH IS YISRAEL OF BELOW. FOR
EVENTUALLY, THEY RECOGNIZED THAT THEY WERE THE
SUPERNAL CHILDREN OF YISRAEL OF ABOVE, MEANING THE
PEOPLE OF HASHEM.
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299. Rabbi Yochanan was before Rabbi Yitzchak. He said: Why did
Balak choose to say, "Behold, there is a people come out from
Egypt" (Bemidbar 22:5), and did not say, "Behold the people of the
children of Yisrael." Rabbi Yitzchak said to him: Balak was a great
sorcerer, and it is the way of sorcerers to select a matter that is
completely certain. Similarly, they never mention the father's name
of a person, but rather his mother's name, which is certain.
THEREFORE, BILA'AM DID NOT MENTION THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL, WHICH IS THE NAME OF THE FATHER.

300. This is the way of the demons. They examine the matter that is
said to them BY THE SORCERERS. If it is false, they notify them with
false words. And if it is true, whatever they tell them is true at least
for a short time. Especially if the sorcerers desire an action of them,
THEY ARE PARTICULARLY CAUTIOUS TO SAY THE TRUTH, THAT
IS BEYOND SUSPICION. THEREFORE, THEY DO NOT MENTION THE
NAME OF A PERSON'S FATHER. Rabbi Acha said: Balak used a
degrading tone, "Behold, there is a people come out from Egypt,"
meaning we do not know where they are from.

301. Rabbi Yochanan said: Why is it that a people THAT IS UNDER
THE GUIDANCE of ministers guard themselves, and the people of
the Holy One, blessed be He, do not guard themselves? Rabbi
Yitzchak said: The poor man is not comparable to the rich man. The
poor man needs to guard what is his, BECAUSE PEOPLE ARE NOT
AFRAID TO CHALLENGE HIM. The rich man does not guard his
possessions, BECAUSE EVERYONE IS AFRAID TO CHALLENGE
HIM. All the more so, Yisrael are UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF a King
who loves Truth and Justice. And He does justice with His
household first, because He wants them to be protected against sin
more than all THE NATIONS. This is what is written: "You only have I
known of all the families of the earth" (Amos 3:2).

302. Rabbi Yosi went on the road and Rabbi Acha bar Ya'akov went
with him. While they were traveling, Rabbi Yosi kept quiet FROM
WORDS OF THE TORAH, and reflected on worldly things. But Rabbi
Acha CONTINUED to meditate on the words of the Torah. Rabbi Yosi
saw a snake that was running after him. Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi
Acha: Do you see the snake that is chasing me? Rabbi Acha said to
him: I do not see it. Rabbi Yosi ran with the snake after him. Rabbi
Yosi fell and the blood flowed from his nose. He heard them saying,
"You only have I known of all the families of the earth." DUE TO
THIS, HE WAS SAVED FROM THE SNAKE. Rabbi Yosi said: If for just
one moment I CEASED FROM THE WORDS OF TORAH AND
TURNED TO WORLDLY THINGS, AND THIS HAPPENED TO ME, it is
much worse for one who has suspended his mind entirely FROM
WORDS OF TORAH.

303. He opened the discussion saying: "For Hashem your Elohim
has blessed you in all the work of your hand: He knows your walking
through..." (Devarim 2:7). "Who led you...venomous serpents and
scorpions" (Devarim 8:15). HE ASKS: Why were there venomous
serpents here IN THE WILDERNESS? AND HE ANSWERS: To punish
the children of Yisrael any time they separate from the Tree of Life,
of which it is written: "For he is your life, and the length of your
days" (Devarim 30:20).
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304. Come and behold. Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "He that
spares his rod hates his son..." (Mishlei 13:24) and, "'I have loved
you,' says Hashem" (Malachi 1:2), and also: "And I hated Esau" (Ibid.
3). What does "hate" REFER TO? It is written: "He that spares his
rod hates his son," meaning: I hate him, therefore, I spare his rod
from him. This is even more so with scholars; HE DOES NOT SPARE
HIS ROD FROM THEM, for the Holy One, blessed be He, does not
want them to become separated from the Tree of Life, even for one
moment.

305. "And he said to his people" (Shemot 1:9). He gave them advice
in order to do evil with them. Rabbi Tanchum said: The Egyptians
knew by their knowledge of astrology that they would eventually be
smitten because of Yisrael. Therefore, their Minister did evil to them
first.

306. Rabbi Yitzchak came upon a mountain and saw a man sleeping
under a tree. RABBI YITZCHAK sat down there. While he was sitting,
he noticed the earth moving, and saw that tree break and fall. He saw
fissure holes in the earth, and the earth was rising and falling

307. The man awoke and screamed towards Rabbi Yitzchak: Jew,
Jew, cry and wail, because now they are setting up in heaven a
minister, a supernal ruler, who is destined to do great evil with your
people. These tremors in the earth are because of you, for whenever
the earth rumbles it is when a minister arises in the heaven, who will
do evil with you!

308. Rabbi Yitzchak was astonished and said: It is certainly written,
"For three things the earth is disquieted...for a slave when he
becomes king" ((Mishlei 30:21-22). ITS MEANING refers to a minister
who was ORIGINALLY SUBJUGATED under a different ruler, AND
NOW that he rules, and they give him dominion, THE SCRIPTURE
SAYS THAT THE EARTH QUAKES and, moreover, when THAT
APPOINTED ONE rules over Yisrael, CERTAINLY THE EARTH
QUAKES AND IS DISQUIETED.
309. Rabbi Chama bar Guria said: When the Holy One, blessed be
He, placed the children of Yisrael under the dominion of other
nations, He sat and wailed and wept. This is what is written: "My
soul shall weep in secret" (Yirmeyah 13:17). Rabbi Yosi said: "In
secret" is precise, THAT IS, IN THE WORLD OF ATZILUT.

42. "Behold, the mighty ones shall cry outside"
Rabbi Elazar tells Rabbi Yehuda that the title verse refers to God's ministers who weep in the outer chambers when God, Who is in the inner
chambers, is sad and weeping. We learn that these are called angels of peace, and are distinct from the various other types of angels. Rabbi Yehuda
then asks why the ministers of the other nations oppress Yisrael knowing that this causes God to suffer. Rabbi Elazar's reply indicates that they
carry out their duties in accordance with God's will.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section drives further home the important teaching that all that was, is or will be, is the will of God, thus it is incorrect to think of anything
happening that is not part of the divine Plan. When we are tempted to think that something in the world has 'gone wrong', a reading of this section
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helps to elevate the mind to see beyond appearances to where all is One.
310. Rabbi Yehuda came to Rabbi Elazar and found him sitting with
his hand in his mouth. He was sad. He asked him: With what is Sir
occupied? He said to him that it is written: "In the light of the King's
countenance is life" (Mishlei 16:15). If the Master is sad and
especially IF HE weeps and wails, what do His ministers do? It is
written: "Behold, the mighty ones shall cry outside" (Yeshayah 33:7).
"...outside..." meaning that their Master is within, AS IS WRITTEN:
"MY SOUL WEEPS IN SECRET," and they are outside. Their Master
is in the inner rooms, WHICH ARE IN ATZILUT, while they are in the
outer rooms, WHICH ARE IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. HE
ASKS: What are the inner rooms? Rabbi Yitzchak said: They are
from the ten crowns of the King, MEANING OF THE TEN SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN IN ATZILUT.

311. "The ambassadors of peace shall weep bitterly" (Ibid.). HE
ASKS: Are there any angels who are not for peace? He said to him:
Yes. Come and behold: there are angels who are of severe
Judgment, WHO ARE DRAWN FROM THE ASPECT OF GVURAH.
There are those of Judgment not severe, WHO ARE DRAWN FROM
MALCHUT. And there are those who have Judgment and
Compassion WHO ARE DRAWN FROM TIFERET. And there are those
of Compassion that contain no Judgment at all, WHO ARE DRAWN
FROM BINAH, and they are called the 'angels of peace'. Pertaining to
these ANGELS of below, WHICH ARE EXTERNAL, it is written: "I
clothe the heavens with blackness, and I make sackcloth their
covering" (Yeshayah 50:3), and: "And all the host of heaven shall rot
away" (Yeshayah 34:4).
312. HE ASKS: If this is so, then why do all the ministers who are
appointed over the other nations enslave His children with heavy
labor when they see that their Master is sad, BECAUSE OF THE
SUBJUGATION OF YISRAEL? Rabbi Elazar said: They only do that
which is incumbent upon them, and they are doing the desire of their
Master!

43. Two tears sink into the great abyss
Rabbi Dustai explains that when the children of Yisrael are delivered to the supernal ministers of the other nations, twelve courts convene and the
Master weeps. Then two tears sink into the great abyss, and both the higher and the lower celestial beings descend multiple levels. We also learn
that when God delivered Yisrael into the power of the supernal minister of Egypt, He made seven decrees that Egypt should subjugate them, and
seven decrees bestowing benefits on Yisrael.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section teaches us to recognize the good fortune that can exist even in times of great suffering, and indeed that out of great
suffering great good must come to set the balance straight. The passage is also ideal for a meditation on two, twelve and seven, providing images
that assist in our inner understanding of the profound wisdom that is contained by number.
313. Rabbi Dustai said: As soon as the children of the Holy One,
blessed be He, are given over to the rulers of the nations, twelve
courts will convene, MEANING MALCHUT HAS TWELVE
PERMUTATIONS OF ADONAI, WHICH CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF
DINA ('JUDGMENT'). SINCE THE UNION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
ADONAI WAS ABOLISHED, IN WHICH THE TWELVE
PERMUTATIONS OF ADONAI RECEIVED FROM THE TWELVE
PERMUTATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE TWELVE
PERMUTATIONS OF ADONAI GATHERED and sank in the great
Abyss, WHICH IS BINAH. The Master, WHICH IS BINAH, weeps by
raising the voice CALLED 'WAILINGS'. Two teardrops fell FROM THE
EYE SOCKETS, WHICH IS BINAH, to the depths of the Great Sea,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the meaning of: "Your Judgments are a
great deep" (Tehilim 36:7). Those above rolled downward, and the
lower beings broke asunder and descended 240 levels. This is what
is written, "The lion has roared, who will not fear" (Amos 3:8).
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314. We learned that at the time that the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave the children of Yisrael to the Minister of Egypt, He made seven
decrees that Egypt should subjugate them. This is what is written:
"And they made their lives bitter, with hard bondage in the mortar
and in brick, and all manner of bondage in the field, all their
bondage, wherein they made them serve was with rigor" (Shemot
1:14). He correspondingly made seven to the good: "And the
children of Yisrael were fruitful and increased abundantly, and
multiplied and grew exceedingly mighty; and the land was filled with
them" (Ibid. 7).

44. "Come, let us deal wisely with them"
The title verse, we learn, refers to the ministering angels that agreed in their judgment against the supernal children of Yisrael. Rabbi Yitzchak
compares them to thorns and thistles continually stinging Yisrael so that they would not multiply and grow stronger.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section contains a profound teaching regarding the necessity of clinging to God alone, and not to His ministers or angels; for harm can come
from any quarter - even angels - the moment we lower our sights from the Highest of the High to rest on any lesser goal.
315. "Come, let us deal wisely with them" (Shemot 1:10). Rabbi Yosi
said: "Come (Heb. hava)" is an expression of preparation to do
justice, as is said, "Come, let us go down" (Beresheet 11:7). "Give
(Heb. hava) a perfect lot" (I Shmuel 14:41). Rabbi Yochanan said:
Hava is always an expression of agreement and invitation, as in,
"Come, let us build us a city" (Beresheet 11:4). "Give counsel" (II
Shmuel 16:20); "ascribe (Heb. havu) to Hashem, O you
mighty" (Tehilim 29:1).

316. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "Come, let us deal wisely with him,"
MEANING: we will agree in Judgment concerning them. "Lest they
multiply" (Shemot 1:10); and the Holy Spirit says, "So would it
multiply and so would it spread." And the ministering angels were to
them as thistles and thorns. This is what is written: "And they were
mortified (Heb. yakutzu) on account of the children of Yisrael" (Ibid.
12). ITS MEANING IS THAT THE SUPERNAL CHILDREN OF YISRAEL,
WHO ARE THE ANGELS, AS SAID EARLIER, were being stung by the
ministering angels, like the thorns (Heb. kotz) that prick people.

45. "And against all the Elohim of Egypt I will execute Judgments!"
The discussion in this section encompasses the Judgments that God executed against the Egyptians. According to Rabbi Yochanan, when Moses
spoke the words of the title verse, Dumah, the supernal minister of Egypt, ran in fear. His authority was taken from him and he was appointed as
minister over Gehenom, to judge the souls of the wicked. After punishing the gods of Egypt, causing the Egyptian idols to melt or rot, God
commanded the public desecration of the lamb, the chief Egyptian deity. He then punished the nation itself. Rabbi Shimon, son of Rabbi Yosi, then
comments that the premonition of all these events is apparent in the Pharaoh's words, "Come, let us deal wisely with them; lest they multiply, and it
shall come to pass, when any war should chance..."
The Relevance of this Passage
This section further enhances our understanding of the Zohar's great symbol for materialism and selfish seeking - Egypt - where the power of gold,
force of arms, and mighty buildings belies a shallow, empty core where things are worshipped instead of God. This image will help to remind us
when we fall prey to the 'idol worship' of earthly fame and glory - for just as ancient Egypt is but yesterday in the eye of God, so are our whole lives
as brief and transient as windblown clouds in the high, blue air.
317. Rabbi Yudai said, said Rabbi Yitzchak: What was the thought of
the Egyptians to prevent Yisrael from being fruitful and multiplying,
AND THE THOUGHT OF the minister who was appointed over them
to bring this into their hearts? BECAUSE "AND HE SAID TO HIS
PEOPLE," REFERS TO THEIR MINISTER? AND HE ANSWERS: But
he said to them, 'know that one son will emerge from Yisrael and
Judgment will be done by his hand against your Elohim.'
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318. For Rabbi Yochanan said: When Moses said, "And against all
the Elohim of Egypt I will execute Judgments" (Shemot 12:12).
Dumah, the Minister of Egypt went four hundred parasangs FROM
GREAT FEAR. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'A decree
was decreed before Me, AND IT CAN NOT BE RESCINDED for it is
written: "Hashem shall punish the host of the high ones on
high..." (Yeshayah 24:21). At that moment, his authority was
removed and Dumah was appointed TO BE the minister of Gehenom,
to judge the souls of the wicked there. And Rabbi Yehuda said: He
was appointed over the dead.

319. Rabbi Chanina said: It is written, "Upon their Elohim Hashem
inflicted punishments" (Bemidbar 33:4). AND HE ASKS: Are there
Judgments upon Elohim of silver or of gold or of wood or of stone?
Rabbi Yosi said: Those of silver or gold melted of themselves, and
those of wood rotted.

320. Rabbi Elazar said: The deity of Egypt was a lamb and the Holy
One, blessed be He, commanded the execution of Judgments upon
it, to burn it in fire, as is written: "The carvings of their Elohim shall
you burn with fire" (Devarim 7:25), in order that its odor should
spread, and, "its head, with its legs, and its entrails," IN A
DISRESPECTFUL WAY. Furthermore, its bones shall be thrown in
the marketplace. And this was the hardest of all to Egypt. This is the
meaning of Judgments.

321. Rabbi Yehuda said: Upon their very Elohim DID HE EXECUTE
JUDGMENTS, and this is their minister, to fulfill: "Hashem shall
punish the hosts of the high ones on high, and the kings of the earth
upon the earth" (Yeshayah 24:21). Their sages, and of course their
minister, knew all this. Therefore it is written, "Come, let us deal
wisely."

322. Rabbi Yochanan said: There were many idols in Egypt and the
Nile RIVER was their deity, and the Holy One, blessed be He,
executed Judgments on all of them. Rabbi Aba said: This OPINION
of Rabbi Yochanan is exact and clear, since their deities were
smitten first, then the nation. The Nile also was smitten first, and the
wood and stones THAT THEY WORSHIPPED. This is what is written:
"That there may be blood throughout all the land of Egypt, both in
vessels of wood, and in vessels of stones" (Shemot 7:19), that were
for them their actual Elohim. And Rabbi Yitzchak said TO RABBI
YOCHANAN: It is written, "the hosts of the high ones on high," yet
the Nile was not on high, BUT RATHER ON THE EARTH. Rabbi
Yochanan said: Because of the vast amount of water of the Nile, it
appeared as though THE RIVER was on high. Rabbi Yitzchak said:
Their minister was smitten first and afterwards the rest of their
Elohim!
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323. Rabbi Shimon, the son of Rabbi Yosi, said: The actual smiting
of the nation of Egypt was done only by the sea, as is written: "There
remained of them not even one" (Shemot 14:28). Before, Judgments
were executed upon their Elohim, and therefore it is written: "Come,
let us deal wisely with them; lest they multiply, and it shall come to
pass, when any war should chance" (Shemot 1:10). They prophesied
about the future according to what occurred to them. "They also join
our enemies" (Ibid.); they prophesied about the supernal camps OF
ANGELS that would dwell among them, "and fight against us." They
prophesied about the words: "Hashem shall fight for you" (Shemot
14:14). "And so go up out of the land," as is said: "And the children
of Yisrael went out with a high hand" (Ibid. 8).

46. "The song of songs, which is Solomon's"
Rabbi Elazar expounds upon the title verse, explaining that God after created heaven and earth and the divisions of day and night, He created angels
to sing praises by day, and angels to sing praises at night. The angels that sing by day are on the right side, while the angels that sing by night are
on the left side. The angels of the night include all three Columns, and they are above all the other singers. When they listen to the songs of the
children of Yisrael by day, they gain knowledge and understanding of matters that they were unable to grasp previously. Heaven and earth,
signifying the Male and the Female, also gain strength through this singing. Rabbi Nechemyah then explains that he who achieves knowledge of the
celestial singing will also merit profound knowledge of the Torah and Wisdom, through which he will learn what was and what will be. It was in this
way that both David and Solomon gained knowledge. Indeed, through that song, Solomon was able to penetrate the essence of Wisdom and he then
composed many proverbs and wrote a book that he called "The Song of Songs."
Rabbi Elazar then explains that the supernal singers began to sing at Levi's birth, however their singing was not perfected until after Moshe was
born, Aharon was anointed, and the Levites became sanctified. Because the actions of the lower beings complete the supernal ones, when the
singing of below issued from the tribes of Levi, all were sanctified above and below and the worlds became one, with one King dwelling over them.
We learn that the singers of below are called Levites because they are joined to and united with the singers above. Also, the seed of Levi is joined to
the Shechinah through Moses, Aharon, and Miriam. Before the birth of these three figures, the supernal singers could not perform their function.
We're also told that Levi's descendant Amram was called this because the mightiest nation descended from him. However, his name is not
mentioned because he secretly left his wife and later returned to her. When this happened, God rebuked the heavenly singers and they ceased their
song until God extended His right hand to Amram.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section introduces the theme of heavenly music that threads throughout the Zohar and is closely related to the mystery and wisdom of
numbers. A reading of it helps to open and attune the inner ear, enabling us to start hearing the heartbreakingly beautiful chords of supernal music
drifting in like distant waves, and, unlike earthly music, carrying with it wisdom that defies all other forms of language and settles upon our souls
like petals made of light.
324. "And there went a man of the house of Levi, and took to wife a
daughter of Levi" (Shemot 2:1). Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion
saying: "The song of songs, which is Solomon's" (Shir Hashirm 1:1).
We learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS
BINAH, created His world, the wish He so wished, and He created the
heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with His right hand, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF CHASSADIM, and the earth, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, with
His left hand, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF GVUROT. And He so
desired to guide the day and the night, THAT THEY SHOULD BE
PAIRED IN THE SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "AND THERE WAS
EVENING AND THERE WAS MORNING, ONE DAY" (BERESHEET
1:5). He created the angels, WHO ARE DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
who are appointed by His kindness by day, and He created the
angels who are appointed to sing praises by night. FOR THE SONG
IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
DRAWN THROUGH THE NUKVA, THAT IS CALLED 'NIGHT'. This is
what is written, "Hashem will command his steadfast love (Heb.
chesed) in the daytime," (Tehilim 42:9) THROUGH THE ANGELS
WHO ARE APPOINTED OVER CHESED, "and in the night His song
shall be with me" (Ibid.), THROUGH THE ANGELS WHO ARE
APPOINTED OVER THE SINGING, those on the right, MEANING
THOSE APPOINTED OVER CHESED, and those on the left, MEANING
THOSE APPOINTED OVER THE SINGING. Those OF THE RIGHT
listen to the singing of the day, the singing of holy Yisrael,
BECAUSE YISRAEL SINGS PRAISES BY DAY. Rabbi Yitzchak said:
Those who say songs of praise by night listen to the singing of
Yisrael by day, as is written: "The companions hearken for your
voice" (Shir Hashirm 8:13).
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325. Rabbi Shimon said: One group, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN,
is comprised of three groups, MEANING THAT IT IS COMPRISED OF
ALL THREE COLUMNS, and recites songs during the night. This is
the meaning of: "She rises also while it is yet night and gives food to
her household" (Mishlei 31:15).
326. Rabbi Elazar said: Ten things were created on the first day,
among them being the attribute of night, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
the attribute of day, WHICH IS TIFERET. It is written about the
attribute of night: "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food
(Heb. teref) to her household." FOR FOOD IS JUDGMENTS, as is
written: "He tears (Heb. taraf) me in his wrath" (Iyov 16:9), MEANING
THE WRATH OF HASHEM TORE ME. It is also written: "...and tears in
pieces, and none can deliver" (Michah 5:7). and, "and a portion (Heb.
chok) to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). Rations are also Judgments,
AS IS WRITTEN: "a statute (Heb. chok) and an ordinance" (Shemot
15:25), and "his statutes and his ordinances" (Tehilim 147:19). "For
this is a statute for Yisrael, an ordinance of the Elohim of
Jacob" (Tehilim 81:5). From here, IT IS UNDERSTOOD that the
attribute of Judgment rules at night.
327. We learned that those who sing praises at night are singers
WHO RISE above all those who sing. When the living, MEANING THE
LOWER BEINGS, start singing, the supernal ones gain added
strength to know and to recognize and to grasp what they could not
grasp before. Heaven and earth, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE,
ALSO gain added strength through this singing.

328. Rabbi Nechemyah said: Fortunate is one who achieves
knowledge of that singing, MEANING THAT MOCHIN OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. For we learned, the one who merits
the singing will know the subjects of Torah and wisdom, and will
hear and ascertain and add strength and power in what was, and into
what is going to be. And by this, Solomon gained knowledge.

329. For Rabbi Shimon taught that David, may he rest in peace, knew
of this, MEANING HE ACHIEVED THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH
INSIDE DA'AT. THEREFORE, he composed many songs and praises,
and in them alluding to what would come in the future. He added
strength and power through the Holy Spirit, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE NUKVA AT THE TIME THAT IT IS RECEIVING A SPIRIT
FROM HOLINESS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH. He knew
the subjects of Torah and Wisdom, and heard and ascertained and
added strength and power in the Holy Language, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE NUKVA WHEN IT IS RECEIVING DA'AT FROM
HOLINESS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH.
330. And Solomon gained more merit through the song and achieved
wisdom, and weighed and searched and composed many proverbs,
and wrote a book from that very poem, as written: "I acquired men
singers and women singers" (Kohelet 2:8). This means: I learned the
science of poetry from those lofty poems, and those lower than
them. This is the meaning of the words, "The song of songs:" a song
of all those singers of above, a song which includes all that pertains
to the Torah and to wisdom, to strength and might, what was and
what will be; a song that the singers above sing.
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331. Rabbi Elazar said: All those who sing, MEANING THE
SUPERNAL SINGERS, stopped SINGING PRAISES until Levi was
born. Since the birth of Levi and afterwards, they said praises, BUT
IT WAS STILL NOT COMPLETE. When Moses was born and Aaron
was anointed and the Levites became sanctified, the singing became
complete. And they stood, THE SUPERNAL SINGERS, on their
watches.
332. Rabbi Elazar also said: At the moment of Levi's birth, they
opened above and said THAT THE SHECHINAH SAID TO ZEIR
ANPIN, "O that You were as my brother, that sucked the breasts of
my mother! When I should find You outside, and would kiss You;
and none would scorn me" (Shir Hashirm 8:1). "O THAT YOU WERE
MY BROTHER," MEANING THAT YOU SHOULD GIVE ME
CHOCHMAH, BECAUSE FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF
CHOCHMAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA ARE CALLED
'BROTHER' AND 'SISTER' "THAT SUCKED THE BREASTS OF MY
MOTHER." FOR THEN THEY BOTH SUCK FROM BINAH, AND ARE
OF AN EQUAL LEVEL. "WHEN I SHOULD FIND YOU OUTSIDE, AND
WOULD KISS YOU," FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
WITHOUT CHASSADIM IS ON THE OUTSIDE. SHE ASKED HIM TO
KISS HIM AND SHINE FROM HIM ALSO WHEN SHE IS OUTSIDE.
"AND NONE WOULD SCORN ME" REFERS TO THE KLIPOT THAT
ARE ROUSED ON THE OUTSIDE TO SCORN THE SHECHINAH, AS IT
IS WRITTEN: "SIN CROUCHES AT THE DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7). As
soon as the singing of below emerged from the tribe of Levi,
DIVIDING INTO RIGHT AND LEFT PRIESTS AND LEVITES, they were
all sanctified, standing on their watches - MEANING THE SUPERNAL
MINISTERS and THESE ANGELS became sanctified, corresponding
to these LEVITES - companions as one. BECAUSE THE ACTIONS OF
THE LOWER BEINGS COMPLETE THE SUPERNAL ONES, THEN the
worlds BECOME as one and one King dwells over them. AFTER ALL
THESE PREPARATIONS, Solomon came and composed a book from
the song of those singers, AS MENTIONED, and the Chochmah was
concealed in it!
333. Rabbi Yehuda said: Why are the singers of below called
Levites? IT IS because they are attached (Heb. nilvim) and joined as
one above. THE REASON BEING that the soul of the one became
attracted and attached above TO HASHEM, who hears the singing.
Therefore Leah said: "Will my husband be joined to me" (Beresheet
29:34). Rabbi Tanchum said: THE REASON HE WAS CALLED LEVI IS
BECAUSE the seed of Levi is entirely attached to the Shechinah by
Moses, Aaron and Miriam, and to all his children after him. They are
attached to Hashem to serve Him.

334. Come and behold: at the time that the poets stood above, they
did not keep their post until the three brethren, Moses, Aaron and
Miriam, were born. This may apply to Moses and Aaron, but why
Miriam? Rabbi Yosi said: It is written: "And women singers" (Kohelet
2:8), and, "And Miriam answered them" (Shemot 15:21).
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335. We have learned that when Levi was born, the Holy One,
blessed be He, took him and chose him from all his brothers, and set
him in the land. And he begot Kehat, and Kehat begot Amram, who
begot Aaron and Miriam. He separated from his wife, and when he
brought her back, the singers above were singing. The Holy One,
blessed be He, reproved them, and the song ceased until He
stretched out His right hand and extended it to Amram.

336. Why was he called Amram? Because a mighty nation (Heb. am
ram) over all mighty nations descended from him. Why was his name
not mentioned? In the name of Rabbi Abahu, Rabbi Yehuda said it
was because he discreetly left and secretly returned to his wife, so
that he would not be recognized, as written: "And there went a man,"
instead of, 'And Amram went', openly. "And took to wife a daughter
of Levi" (Shemot 2:1). She also returned in secret, and was not
mentioned by name.

47. "And there went a man"
While Rabbi Abahu interprets the title verse as a reference to Gavriel, who brought Amram's wife back to him, Rabbi Yehuda states that it refers to
Amram, who decided to marry his wife because he was urged to do so from above. Rabbi Yitzchak then explains that Amram was not worthy to give
birth to Moses until he obtained a portion in the Shechinah by marrying "a daughter of Levi". He was then worthy of bearing a son with a great voice,
to whom God attached His Name, "Good". Amram himself then merited a divine voice, and in this way he advanced to a higher level.
The Relevance of this Passage
Once more we are shown the intricate clockwork mechanisms of cause and effect in life, how, as the saying goes, 'One good deed deserves
another,' and that by helping others we help ourselves, for there really is no 'other' when all is One. A reading of this passage also encourages the
development of our inner 'voice', by which we can emanate righteousness, using holy thoughts and sacred words silently, or to spread the great
peace we feel when close to the Light, letting it wash against the walls and doors and lives of all we pass by or meet each day, pushing back the
shadows by a hair's breadth each time, to pave the streets with the jewels of our yearning for the feet of Mashiach to walk upon.
337. Rabbi Abahu said: "And there went a man" (Shemot 2:1), refers
to Gavriel, as it is written, "And the man Gavriel" (Daniel 9:21), for he
went and returned her to Amram. Rabbi Yehuda said it was actually
Amram, but his name is not mentioned because he was not going to
marry his wife out of his own volition, but rather from above.
BECAUSE THE URGING OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
PREVAILED ON HIM, HE WENT.

338. Rabbi Yitzchak said: WHY IS IT THAT by Aaron and Miriam the
union of their parents is not mentioned in the Torah, but by Moses is
written: "And took to wife a daughter of Levi" (Shemot 2:1)? AND HE
ANSWERS: IT IS to show that the Shechinah is named after 'Levi',
and Amram was not worthy to beget Moses until he took part with
the Shechinah. Then did he beget Moses This is what is written:
"And took to wife a daughter of Levi," WHICH IS SHECHINAH.
Therefore, it is written: "And when she saw that he was a goodly (lit.
'good')..." MEANING THAT THE SHECHINAH DWELT ON HIM.
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339. Rabbi Elazar said: Amram merited that there should emerge
from him a son who would merit a great voice, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, as is written: "And the Elohim answered him by a
voice" (Shemot 19:19). And Amram merited a divine voice, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, as is written: "And took to wife a daughter of Levi,"
meaning a divine voice (lit. 'a daughter of a voice'). Therefore it says,
"And there went," meaning he went to this level! We learned that
when Moses was born, the Holy One, blessed be He, united His
name over him, as is written: "And when she saw that he was
good..." AND GOOD IS THE NAME OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, as is written: "Hashem is good to all" (Tehilim 145:9), and "O
taste and see that Hashem is good" (Tehilim 34:9). HENCE, THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS CALLED 'GOOD'.

48. "And the king of Egypt died"
Rabbi Yehoshua of Sachnin explains that God did not remember or hear the prayers of Yisrael until the time when the supernal minister of Egypt fell
from power, as signified by the title verse.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this section reminds us that we must wait patiently for change, as the universal structure necessarily impedes the speed with which our
prayers are answered - and impatience is its own obstacle.
340. "And it came to pass in the course of those many
days" (Shemot 2:23). Rabbi Yehoshua of Sachnin said it was at the
end of their exile that Yisrael were subjugated with all kinds of labor.
"In the course of those many days." They were many to THE
SOJOURN OF Yisrael in Egypt, MEANING THAT THE END HAD
ARRIVED. Since the end of their exile was complete, it is written:
"And the king of Egypt died" (Ibid.). What is the meaning? IT IS that
the Minister of Egypt was lowered from his high position and fell
from his glory. THEREFORE, THE TORAH SAYS ABOUT HIM, "AND
THE KING OF EGYPT DIED," SINCE HIS DESCENT WAS
CONSIDERED BY HIM AS DEATH. Since the king of Egypt who was
their minister fell, the Holy One, blessed be He, remembered Yisrael
and heard their prayers.

341. Rabbi Yehuda said: Come and behold. As RABBI YEHOSHUA
OF SACHNIN SAID, as long as the minister held sway over Yisrael,
the cries of Yisrael were not heard. But as soon as their minister fell,
it is written: "And the king of Egypt died." Immediately, "the children
of Yisrael sighed by reason of their bondage, and they cried, and
their beseeching rose to the Elohim" (Ibid.). BUT until that time, their
beseeching was not answered.

49. Two tears into the Great Sea
Rabbi Elazar explains that when God has mercy on Yisrael, He suppresses the attribute of Judgment by dropping two tears (signifying two attributes
of Judgment) into the Great Sea (signifying the Sea of Wisdom) in order to sweeten them. In this way, He turns the attribute of Justice into the
attribute of Compassion.
Rabbi Yitzchak then clarifies the apparent contradiction in the verse, "Behold, Egypt marched after them," explaining that it refers to the deposed
and powerless supernal minister of Egypt.
Finally, Rabbi Aba answers Rabbi Yosi's question regarding the verse, "Behold, the day of Hashem comes..." This, we're told, refers to the day on
which God will Judge the heathen nations and their ministers will fall from power.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section is a living explanation of how the Light flows through the Sfirot, and that no quality of the Holy One is static, but each flows a little into
and out of the others according to the actions of the Righteous in this world. So that - as it is here - Justice can be tempered with Compassion, just
as Wisdom can be enhanced with understanding, as the situation merits. Thus we learn that our every deed is vital to the world and stands like a
lock-keeper with his hands upon the wheel: a turn to the left, and the river of Light is shut out; a turn to right, and it pours through again in a torrent
of blinding Glory that overflows its banks, quenching the parched and patient dust.
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342. Rabbi Elazar said: Come and behold the compassion of the Holy
One, blessed be He. When He has mercy for Yisrael, He subjugates
the attribute of Judgment, lowers it, and has compassion for them.
We learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, drops two tears into
the Great Sea. HE ASKS: What are the two tears? Rabbi Yosi said: It
is not clear. We see that one should say to a medium who obtains
information through the bones of the dead that he and his words are
false.

343. Rabbi Elazar said: We do not follow the Klipah of necromancy.
IT IS NOT SO, RATHER the clarification of the matter is, because we
learned that in the ten Sfirot of the King there are two tears to the
Holy One, blessed be He, and they are two attributes of Judgment.
Judgment comes from both of them, as is written: "These two things
have befallen you" (Yeshayah 51:19). And when the Holy One,
blessed be He, remembers His children, He lowers them to the Great
Sea, the Sea of Wisdom, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to sweeten them.
THEN the attribute of Judgment IN MALCHUT is changed into the
attribute of Mercy and has compassion for them. Rabbi Yehuda said:
There are two tears, from where the tears come, and Judgment
comes.

344. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written, "And behold, Egypt marched
after them" (Shemot 14:10). And Rabbi Yosi said: This is the minister
of Egypt. IT APPEARS THAT HE WAS STILL IN AUTHORITY AT THE
TIME THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL LEFT EGYPT, yet you say that,
"And the king of Egypt died," (Shemot 2:23) refers to the minister of
Egypt, AND THIS WAS BEFORE YISRAEL LEFT EGYPT. Rabbi
Yitzchak said these words OF RABBI YOSI ARE NOT
CONTRADICTORY, BUT EVEN maintain the above explanation of the
passage, WHICH IS THAT THE KING OF EGYPT DIED. For it is
written here: "And, behold, Egypt," and there, "And the king of Egypt
died." This teaches that AFTER THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT, there
was no king, because BEFOREHAND they had removed him from his
high position. Therefore, it is written: "And, behold, Egypt" instead
of, 'And, behold, the king of Egypt.' "And...died," DOES NOT MEAN
THAT HE WAS NULLIFIED ALTOGETHER, ONLY THAT THEY
REMOVED HIM FROM HIS HIGH POSITION AND HE COULD NO
LONGER HARM, as is written: "For all the men are dead who sought
your life" (Shemot 4:19). THIS MEANS THAT THEY CAN NO LONGER
DO HARM; ALSO "DIED" HERE MEANS THAT HE COULD NO
LONGER DO HARM BECAUSE HE HAD BEEN REMOVED FROM HIS
HIGH POSITION!
345. Said Rabbi Yitzchak, said Rabbi Yehoshua: Come and behold.
All the kings of Egypt were named Pharaoh, yet here it says merely
that the king of Egypt DIED, AND DOES NOT SAY 'PHARAOH, THE
KING OF EGYPT'. THAT IS BECAUSE WHAT IS BEING DISCUSSED
IS THE MINISTER OF EGYPT, AS MENTIONED EARLIER, AND IF IT
WERE WRITTEN 'Pharaoh' instead, then it would actually mean
Pharaoh AND NOT THE MINISTER OF EGYPT. Come and behold: as
long as there is rule over the nation above BY THE MINISTER, there
is rule over the nation below. When dominion above is removed
FROM THE MINISTER OF THE NATION, then dominion below is also
removed.
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346. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written, "Behold, the day of Hashem
comes..." (Zecharyah 14:1), "but it shall one day be known as
Hashem's..." (Ibid. 7). HE ASKS: And are not the rest of the days also
Hashem's? Rabbi Aba said: It teaches that the other days are given
over to the ministers, and that day will be of the Holy One, blessed
be He, and not the ministers' in order to execute Judgment upon the
heathen. On that day, all the ministers will fall from their high
positions and it is therefore written: "And Hashem alone will be
exalted on that day" (Yeshayah 2:17). Because on that day, the
ministers will have no exaltation.

50. Does Hashem have a sword?
Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yitzchak discourse on the sword of God, by which He executes Justice. The verse that describes the angel of God, who stands
"with a drawn sword in his hand," signifies that he was granted permission to execute Judgment. The words of the Angel of Death, "and I will reveal
their place of slaughter," refer to the disclosure of the sin that is the cause of death. Finally, the verse, "And he put up his sword again into its
sheath," signifies the return of the permission to execute Judgment to the Judge to whom it belongs, God.
The Relevance of this Passage
This majestic vision of power and perfect order should be studied until it remains mdelibly printed in our minds and can be summoned up in times
of doubt or fear, to remind us that the Lord our God is One, and, just as He holds up the arch of heaven with unerring might and reason, the
unimaginable vastness of galaxies, sphere within swirling sphere, no more than a wedding-band of Light upon his finger, so he surely can govern
without fault the querulous little kingdoms of our lives.
347. Rabbi Aba said: When the Holy One, blessed be He, executes
Judgment upon the ministers above, it is written: "For my sword is
sated in heavens" (Yeshayah 34:5). AND HE ASKS: Does Hashem
have a sword? Rabbi Yitzchak said: He does have a sword, as it is
written: "The sword of Hashem is full of blood" (Ibid. 6) and, "And
with His sword, upon all flesh..." (Ibid. 66:16).

348. Rabbi Aba said: With this sword Hashem accomplishes the
Judgment that He performs, as is written: "And saw the angel of
Hashem standing between the earth and the heaven, with a drawn
sword in his hand" (I Divrei Hayamim 21:16). AND HE ASKS: Was
there a drawn sword in the hand of the angel? AND HE ANSWERS:
Rather, it means he was granted permission to execute Judgment,
AND THIS PERMISSION IS TERMED "SWORD."

349. HE RAISE A DIFFICULTY. For Rabbi Yehoshua bar Levi, said:
The Angel of Death told me, 'Were it not for my consideration for the
honor of creatures, I would reveal the place of slaughter (the slit in
the neck) just like in an animal.' SO IT APPEARS THAT THERE IS AN
ACTUAL SWORD IN THE HANDS OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH. Rabbi
Aba said: Everything, MEANING WHEREVER IT IS WRITTEN
"SWORD" BY THE SUPERNAL ONES, INFERS permission was
granted to him to execute judgment, AND NOT THE ACTUAL USING
OF A SWORD. "AND I WILL REVEAL THEIR PLACE OF
SLAUGHTER," MEANS THAT HE WILL REVEAL THE CAUSE OF
DEATH, MEANING THE SIN, WHICH IS LIKE A PLACE OF
SLAUGHTER, WHICH IS THE CAUSE OF DEATH OF THE ANIMAL. It
is written: "With his sword drawn in his hand" (Yehoshua 5:13), as
permission was given to him to execute judgment. HE ASKS: If so,
what is the meaning of the passage: "And he put up his sword again
into its sheath" (I Divrei Hayamim 21:27)? Rabbi Aba said: IT MEANS
that the Judgment was returned to the Judge, and the permission TO
EXECUTE JUDGMENT WAS RETURNED to the one who possesses
the permission, MEANING TO HASHEM.
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51. "And the children of Yisrael sighed"
From the discourse on the title verse, we learn that this refers to the supernal children of Yisrael above. Rabbi Elazar then describes the nature of
the punishment that the ministers of the other nations receive when God Judges them. We learn that they are made to pass through the River of
Fire, the fire that defeats fire, where they lose their power and positions to ministers of other nations, who rule in their place.
The Relevance of this Passage
The vanity of human wishes is laid out here in this potent image showing how the mighty of this world fall: no matter who they were, it is what they
were and what they did that matter in the end, when a whole lifetime will seem like a brief and troubled dream. It is an image we should use when
tempted by the baubles and glittering trash with which the world rewards to serve another master. A rose has thorns, but a tempting apple does
not...
350. "And the children of Yisrael sighed" (Shemot 2:23). HE ASKS: It
is not written 'they sighed' with a reflexive form, WHICH WOULD
SIGNIFY THAT THEY SIGHED BECAUSE OF THEIR OWN
TROUBLES, but rather with a transitive form, WHICH CAN BE
CONSTRUED TO MEAN THAT THEY POSSIBLY SIGHED BECAUSE
OF THE TROUBLES OF OTHERS. HE ANSWERS: That is to say they
sighed from above, that the sighing was from them above, MEANING
THAT THE ANGELS SIGHED FOR THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL.
351. Rabbi Brachyah said: THE PASSAGE, "THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL SIGHED" (IBID.), refers to the children of Yisrael above,
MEANING THE ANGELS. THE CONCLUSION OF THE PASSAGE:
"FROM THE LABOR" IS TO TEACH who are the children of Yisrael IN
THIS PASSAGE. Those who are called "those who serve," mean
those who are of the supernal service; NAMELY THE MINISTERING
ANGELS. THEREFORE, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO DEDUCE THIS
FROM THE FACT THAT IT IS NOT WRITTEN WITH A REFLEXIVE
VERB AS THE WORDS OF THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH. "And their
cry rose up to the Elohim" TEACHES US that until that hour their cry
did not rise up before Him.
352. Rabbi Yitzchak said: When the Holy One, blessed be He,
punishes the company of supernal ministers, NAMELY THE
MINISTERING ANGELS, AND THE MINISTERS OF THE SEVENTY
NATIONS, what is the nature of that punishment? Rabbi Elazar said:
He has them pass through Nahar Dinur ('the river of fire'), and
depose them from their positions, and appoints different ministers of
the other nations. He said to him: But it is written: "The flames of fire
His ministers" (Tehilim 104:4). THUS, HOW DOES THIS AFFECT
THEM IF THEY PASS THROUGH THE RIVER OF FIRE? He said to
him: There is fire that is stronger than fire, and there is fire that
rejects fire. THEREFORE, EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE OF FIRE, THE
FIRE OF THE RIVER OF FIRE IS STRONGER. AND THERE,
PUNISHMENT IS DONE TO THE FIERY ANGELS.

52. A sigh, a cry, a wail
Rabbi Yitzchak discusses the distinction between a sigh, a cry and a wail. We learn that crying involves words, while wailing is crying without
words. Because it comes from the heart, prayer with wailing is the most powerful form of prayer. Rabbi Brachyah gives the example of Samuel, who
"wailed to Hashem all night" because this form of prayer allows the closest access to God. The intensity of this silent expression of prayer and
sorrow is such that it can effect a change in the decreed Judgment for the individual, since wailing dominates the aspect of Justice in this world and
the world to come.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section picks up again the theme of inner music, of sound and vibration, and should be read before plunging deeply into prayer that exceeds
the boundaries of words and instead amplifies the pure chord of a yearning soul until it swoops outward as the music of humanity and its waves
wash up against the Throne upon which the Great King sits listening. For each wave that reaches Him, two more will be returned mingled within the
echoing waters that break into a surf of Light over the heart of he or she who prays sincerely, seeking only to give and not receive.
A reading of this section broadens our understanding of various forms of prayer and stimulates us to express our most true and unutterable
emotions. The outward expression of our spiritual emotions is a powerful tool that brings us into a closer connection with the Eternal.
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353. Rabbi Yitzchak said: There are three subjects here: a sigh, a cry,
a wail, and each one is different from the other. THEY ARE NOT
SIMILAR TO EACH OTHER. "Sigh" as is written, "And the children of
Yisrael sighed" (Shemot 2:23); "wail" as written, "And they
wailed" (Ibid.); and "cry" as is written, "And their cry went up to
Hashem." Each one is explained individually, and the children of
Yisrael did all of them. Rabbi Yehuda said: The children of Yisrael
did cry and wail, but they did not sigh! This is implied from what is
written: "And they sighed," INSTEAD OF USING THE REFLEXIVE
VERB, as there was sighing for them from above.

354. HE ASKS: How are wailing and crying different? Rabbi Yitzchak
said: There is no crying, except in prayer! As written: "Hear my
prayer, Hashem, and give ear to my cry," (Tehilim 39:13) AND SO,
"But to you have I cried, Hashem" (Tehilim 88:14) and, "I cried to you
and you have healed me" (Tehilim 30:3). SO WE SEE THAT "CRY"
MEANS WORDS OF PRAYER, and "wailing" means wailing without
saying anything, MEANING WITHOUT WORDS. Rabbi Yehuda said:
Wailing is therefore greater than all of them, because wailing is in
the heart. This is written: "Their heart wailed to Adonai" (Eichah
2:18). Wailing and crying out in prayer are closer to the Holy One,
blessed be He, than prayer and sighing, for it is written: "And they
wail to me, I will surely hear their wail!" (Shemot 22:22).

355. Rabbi Brachyah said: The Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Shmuel, "I regret that I have set up Saul to be king" (II Shmuel 15:11).
It is written: "It grieved Shmuel, and he wailed to Hashem all
night" (Ibid.). He forsook everything, MEANING SIGHING AND
CRYING, and took to bewailing because it is closer to the Holy One,
blessed be He, than all of them. This is what is written: "And now,
behold the wail of the children of Yisrael have come before
Me" (Shemot 3:9).

356. The sages taught that it is considered a complete prayer in the
heart when one prays and weeps and wails until he can no longer
move his lips. It never returns empty, but rather is accepted. Rabbi
Yehuda said: Wailing has great value, for it tears the decreed
Judgment of a person from all his days.

357. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Wailing is of great value for it has power
over the attribute of judgment above. Rabbi Yosi said: Wailing is of
great value for it has power in this world and in the World to Come.
Because of wailing, a person acquires this world and the World to
Come, as is written: "They wailed to Hashem in their distress. He
delivered them from their afflictions" (Tehilim 107:6).

53. "My beloved is mine, and I am his: he feeds among the roses"
Rabbi Shimon first discourses on the creation of the upper and lower worlds. He explains that God created both worlds at the same moment by one
thought. He chose the angels to be His servants in the upper realm and He chose Yisrael to be His children in the lower realm. In the title verse, "My
beloved is mine, and I am His," signifies the reciprocation of this filial relationship between God and Yisrael.
Rabbi Shimon then interprets the symbolic meaning of, "He feeds among the roses." This, we're told, signifies that God leads this world from the
attribute of Judgment, alluded to by the red color of the rose, to the attribute of Mercy, alluded to by the white color of the nectar. Rabbi Aba then
expounds upon the spiritual significance of the scent of the rose, and explaining that this is why we smell the myrtle at the end of Shabbat.
Another explanation of the title verse interprets it as an allusion to the sinner, who is called 'red', who puts a sacrificial offering into the fire, which is
also red, and then sprinkles the blood around the altar. The white smoke that rises from the burnt offering alludes to the conversion of the attribute
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of Justice into the attribute of Compassion. The burning of incense involves the same principle, since both the offering and the scent of the offering
is red and white. Rabbi Yosi then explains that this also applies to the individual, who must offer red and white in order to obtain atonement. Since
the destruction of the Temple, man must sacrifice his own fat (white) and blood (red) by fasting. The fasting causes the body to weaken and burn,
symbolizing the sacrificial fire, and the scent that rises from his mouth is then an altar of atonement.
The section concludes with alternative explanations of the title verse, one of which points out that just as roses could not exist without thorns, the
Righteous would not be recognizable without the wicked.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section is of tremendous importance, for all of its component parts are concerned with the subject that is only raised directly at the end: the
question of the nature and purpose of evil in the world. This is one of the most profound issues in all of the Zohar, and is not as easily grasped as
one might think at first. We must give its metaphors and analogies space to grow, to expand and reveal themselves fully; for although day may seem
like the opposite of night, darkness is not the opposite of Light in reality, but rather the absence of Light - and an absence is not a true quality. We
must thus be careful in equating evil with good, for it is incorrect to think of the situation as if it were two mighty and opposed empires. The Lord
our God is One: He has no rivals or contenders for the Throne. And if we were truly aware of who it is we harm when we harm another, it would not
be possible to inflict that harm. The question of whether evil is ever consciously performed, or whether it is just what happens in the absence of
good, is far too complex to own a simple straightforward answer. Indeed, it is bound up within the mysteries of Creation and duality themselves.
And the Zohar rarely deals with simple questions, which is why its circling, echoing debates often require the reader to partake, with the rabbis, of
the very thought-processes themselves that sometimes lead to answers or conclusions too deep for words - yet nonetheless accessible to a mind
sufficiently stilled to become a mirror for the heart. For those who desire it diligently enough, the Zohar can teach us how to think with the heart, and
how to feel with the mind. It is a process sometimes referred to as transmuting base metals into gold. Bear in mind, though, that no one would want
a heart of gold, since it is a light heart that lives long. Although they often punch the very envelope of the mind's ability to understand, and to
understand itself - so that which sees can see itself - the rabbis always manage to enjoy themselves as well. They laugh as often as they weep. So
should we.
358. "Now Moses kept the flock of Yitro his father-in-law, the priest
of Midyan" (Shemot 3:1). Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion,
saying: "My Beloved is mine, and I am His: He feeds among the
roses" (Shir Hashirm 2:16). Rabbi Shimon said: Woe to people who
do not pay attention and do not know that all the worlds arose in one
thought at the moment it arose in thought before Hashem to create
His world. And with this thought were they all created, as it is
written: "In wisdom have You made them all" (Tehilim 104:24). And
with this thought, which is wisdom, this world and the world above
were created.

359. He stretched out His right hand and created the world above,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. He stretched out His left hand and created
this world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is what is written: "My hands
have also laid the foundation of the earth," WHICH IS MALCHUT,
"and my right hand has spanned the heavens," WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. "When I call to them, they stand up together" (Yeshayah
48:13). All of them were created in a moment, and He made this
world corresponding to the world above. The model of all that is
above EMERGED below, FOR THERE IS NOTHING BELOW THAT
HAS NO ROOT IN THE HIGHER WORLDS. The sea is the model of all
that there is below ON THE EARTH, and it is all one. He created
angels in the higher worlds. He created people in this world. He
created a Livyatan in the sea, as is written: "To couple the tent
together, that it might be one" (Shemot 36:18).

360. It is written about Adam: "For in the image of Elohim made He
man" (Beresheet 9:6), and: "Yet You have made him a little lower
than the angels" (Tehilim 8:5). If people are so precious with their
actions yet they perish from the dust of the well, MEANING THEY
PERISH THROUGH THE KLIPOT THAT CLING TO THE DUST OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'WELL', how can they come to draw
SUSTENANCE from the well? And He chose those above, THE
ANGELS, and He chose the children of Yisrael. He did not call those
above children, but those below He did call 'children'. This is what is
written: "You are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
14:1). He called them children and they called Him Father, as is
written: "For You are our Father" (Yeshayah 63:16), and also: "My
Beloved is mine, and I am His" (Shir Hashirm 2:16). He chose me and
I chose Him.
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361. "He feeds among the roses". He grazes among the roses even
though the thorns surround them, MEANING THE KLIPOT, and no
other can feed among the roses as He. Another explanation of, "He
feeds among the roses," is that as the rose is red and the nectar
THAT IS SUCKED FROM IT is white, so the Holy One, blessed be He,
leads His world from the attribute of Judgment, ALLUDED TO BY
THE RED, to the attribute of Mercy, WHICH IS ALLUDED TO IN THE
COLOR WHITE. As it is written: "Though your sins be like scarlet,
they shall be white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18).

362. Rabbi Aba was traveling on the road with Rabbi Yitzchak. They
came upon some roses. Rabbi Aba took one ROSE in his hands and
continued walking. Rabbi Yosi met them and said: It is certain that
the Shechinah is here. I see a rose in the hands of Rabbi Aba AND
THAT HE IS to learn FROM IT much wisdom, because I know he took
it only to teach that wisdom.

363. Rabbi Aba said: Sit, my son, sit. They sat down. Rabbi Aba
smelled that rose. He said the world is definitely maintained only by
the scent. FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE MOCHIN OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT RADIATE FROM BELOW
UPWARDS, AS DOES SCENT. Because I see that the soul is
maintained only through the scent, therefore we smell the myrtle at
the end of Shabbat IN ORDER TO DRAW THE MOCHIN OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ITS
SCENT, AS ALREADY MENTIONED.
364. He opened the discussion, saying: "My beloved is Mine, and I
am His, He feeds among the roses" (Shir Hashirm 2:16), MEANING
that my Beloved is mine and I am His, because He leads His world
with roses. The rose has a scent and it is red, yet squeeze it and it
turns white. But its scent never leaves, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, does lead his world in this way, for otherwise the world would
not exist, because of the sinner. And the sinner is called 'red', as
written: "Through your sins be like scarlet, they shall be white as
snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). SIMILARLY, THE SINNER makes his offering
to fire, which is red, then sprinkles the blood, which is red, around
the altar. So it is for the attribute of Justice, WHICH IS ALLUDED TO
IN red. Squeeze it, MEANING WHEN THE OFFERING IS BURNED ON
THE ALTAR, and the smoke rises all white. Then the red turns into
white, WHICH INDICATES THAT the attribute of Justice turns into the
attribute of Compassion.
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365. Come and behold: the attribute of Judgment needs its scent
only from the red part, BECAUSE THE SCENT, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE RADIANCE OF CHOCHMAH, IS NOT DRAWN FROM
THE WHITE PART - WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN WHICH IS
ENTIRELY CHASSADIM - BUT RATHER FROM THE RED PART,
WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, FROM WHICH SOURCE IS
CHOCHMAH. And Rabbi Yehuda said that it is written: "And they cut
themselves according to their fashion with swords and lances till the
blood gushed out upon them" (I Melachim 18:28), but they knew that
they would not get from the attribute of judgment, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, what they wanted - NAMELY, TO DRAW THE CHOCHMAH
FROM ABOVE TO BELOW, WHICH ALL IDOL WORSHIPERS WANT except with red - MEANING THROUGH THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH
IS RED. AND THEY THEREFORE CUT THEMSELVES WITH SWORDS
UNTIL BLOOD GUSHED OVER THEM, IN ORDER TO ATTRACT THE
RED.
366. Rabbi Yitzchak said: moreover, red and white, WHICH ARE
LEFT AND RIGHT, are always close and the scent arises from them
both. This is BECAUSE THE CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS IN THE LEFT, IS
NOT ABLE TO ILLUMINATE WITHOUT BEING CLOTHED WITH THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, THAT IS IN THE RIGHT. AND THEREFORE,
as the rose is red and white, so is the scent of the offering and the
offering ITSELF is of red and white. Come and behold: from the
scent of the incense, some of the spices are red and some are white;
namely, the frankincense is white, pure myrrh is red, and the scent
rises from red and white. Therefore, He leads His world in roses,
which are red and white. And it is written: "To offer Me the fat and
the blood" (Yechezkel 44:15). THE FAT IS WHITE AND THE BLOOD
IS RED.

367. Correspondingly, a person who offers his fat and blood is
granted atonement, for the one is red and the other is white. Just as
the rose, which is red and white, is not cast to turn completely white,
save in fire, similarly the offering is not cast so as to turn it
completely white, except in fire. Now one who fasts and offers his fat
and blood does not get thin so as to turn completely white, save in
fire. For Rabbi Yitzchak said, through the fasting of man, his limbs
become weakened and the fire gains control over him, and at that
time he must offer his fat and blood in that fire, and that is called 'the
Altar of Atonement'.

368. This is what Rabbi Elazar would pray and say when he fasted: It
is revealed and known before You, Hashem, my Elohim and the
Elohim of my fathers, that I have offered up before You my fat and
blood, and I have seethed them with the heat of the weakness of my
body. May it be Your will that the scent that rises from my mouth at
this moment shall be as the scent that rises from an offering in the
fire of the altar, and You shall favor me.
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369. So we find that a person offers in his fasting the fat and blood,
and the scent that rises from his mouth is an altar of atonement.
Therefore, they instituted prayer in place of the offering, with the
stipulation that one should intend that which we said. Rabbi Yitzchak
said: From here and further it is written, "Everything that passes
through the fire, you shall make it go through fire, and it shall be
clean" (Bemidbar 31:23), MEANING THAT THROUGH THE FIRE IT
HAS BEEN RETURNED TO BE ENTIRELY WHITE. Rabbi Yosi said:
When the Temple was in existence, a person would offer his
sacrifices in this manner, IN THE SECRET OF THE RED AND WHITE
AND THE SCENT THAT RISES FROM THEM, AND ITS RETURN TO
WHITENESS THROUGH THE FIRE, AS EXPLAINED. And he is
granted atonement. Now, the prayer of a person atones for him in
place of the offering in that way, OF THE INTENTION CONCERNING
THE OFFERING.
370. Another explanation OF THE PASSAGE: "My Beloved is mine,
and I am His: He feeds among the roses" (Shir Hashirm 2:16). Just
as the roses have thorns prevalent among them, the Holy One,
blessed be He, conducts His world with righteous and wicked
people. Just as the roses could not exist without the thorns, the
righteous would not be recognizable were it not for the wicked. For
Rabbi Yehuda said: How are the righteous recognized? Because
there are wicked people. Another explanation: "He feeds among the
roses," He leads his world in six years. BECAUSE THE WORD
"SHOSHANIM" ('ROSES') IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS SHESHSHANIM (SIX YEARS), and the seventh is Shabbat to Hashem.
Another explanation: "Among the roses," MEANS by those who
study the Torah, BECAUSE "SHOSHANIM" HAS THE SAME
DERIVATION AS SHONEH ('TO STUDY').

54. "Now Moses kept the flock"
Rabbi Chiya begins the discourse on the title verse by explaining that as a worthy shepherd guides his flock to good pastures and treats them
tenderly, God guides His children on the straight and righteous path. We learn that God saw that Moses was a wise and considerate shepherd over
Yitro's flock and He knew that Moses would lead Yisrael with these same qualities. Therefore, God made him king over all of Yisrael. Rabbi Yehuda
then expounds upon the qualities and benefits of a good leader of Yisrael.
Rabbi Yosi follows this discussion with a discourse on Moses' journey to Mount Sinai. We learn that both Moses and the mountain were prepared
for each other from the time of Creation. As soon as Moses saw it, he knew it was the mountain of God and he was drawn to it. He saw birds flying
from the mountain and falling at his feet, and interpreting this sign, he led Yisrael "far away into the desert," and ascended the Mountain alone. From
this, there follows a discussion of the fiery flame in which God appeared to Moses. We learn that this flame represents Judgment, since the flame
appeared at the time of Minchah. In their discussion, the Rabbis also explain that because the evening is a time of Judgment and the morning is a
time of Mercy, it is proper to eat bread in the morning and meat at night.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section too is of immense importance, outlining for us the pivotal moment in human history that is also the turning point in every human life.
Like the previous passage, this one is not susceptible to simple exposition, either. Would man have stood face to face with God, talking with him
"like a friend" and receiving the Law, if there had been no Moses? Are the Ten Suggestions for a decent life in a righteous society 'natural law'?
Does every person instinctively know right from wrong? Or is this knowledge earned through suffering?
Why does God seem to require suffering from those He befriends? Why does Moses require the counsel of Yitro? Why does he allow Aaron to
construct the golden calf? What does this signify? Why does Moses have to veil his face from the people? What is the meaning of the 'cloudy pillar'
or 'pillar of cloud' in which God appears? Why do we need to know every last detail and measurement of the Ark? Is this section analogous to the
building of Solomon's Temple? If so, why the special significance of a craftsman who specializes in bronze-casting in both accounts? And what
relevance can all this have for us now? These are the kinds of questions that will be posed and handled, often recurring, throughout the many, many
pages ahead, until an answer has been delivered to head, heart, or soul, or all three.
What is most relevant here is that we are witnessing the blueprint for a righteous society on the drawing board, and will learn that without
righteousness there is no world, indeed no Creation. For it sometimes appears that the Creation exists so that we can learn to be righteous in it; and
it is sustained solely by righteousness. By righteousness, too, will we see God, Who is a hidden treasure waiting to be found, and wanting to be
found -since for this did He make the universe. There should be a sense of awe in the reader, at this stage, knowing that he or she is about to
discover, not just life's secrets, but God's very own secrets. If the Torah is the key, then the Zohar is the lock in which it turns.
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371. "Now Moses kept the flock of Yitro his father-in-law, the priest
of Midyan" (Shemot 3:1). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion,
saying: "A Psalm of David, Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not
want" (Tehilim 23:1). "Hashem is my shepherd," means "the
shepherd of mine." In the same way that a shepherd leads his sheep
and brings them to a good pasture, to a fat pasture, to a place of a
stream of water, He straightens their path with righteousness and
Justice. Also of the Holy One, blessed be He, it is written, "He makes
me to lie down in green pastures, he leads me beside the still waters.
He restores my soul."

372. Rabbi Yosi said: The way of the shepherd is to lead his flock
with righteousness, to distance them from stealing, to lead them on
a plain, and at all times the rod is in his hand so that they do not turn
off right or left. So does the Holy One, blessed be He, do. He herds
Yisrael, leading them on a plain, with the rod constantly in His hand,
so they will not turn right or left.

373. Another explanation of: "Now Moses kept the flock." Rabbi Yosi
said: Know that as long as the shepherd is skillful in managing his
sheep, he is ready to accept the yoke of the Kingdom of Heaven. If
the shepherd is a simpleton, it is said of him: "There is more hope of
a fool than of him" (Mishlei 26:12).

374. Rabbi Yehuda said: Moses was wise and knowledgeable in
leading his flock. Come and behold: we learn this from David, "And
he is tending the sheep" (I Shmuel 16:11), which teaches us that he
was very wise and tended his sheep properly and appropriately. The
Holy One, blessed be He, therefore made him king over all of Yisrael.
And why sheep and not cows? Because the children of Yisrael are
named sheep, as written: "But you my flock, the flock of my pasture,
are men" (Yechezkel 34:31), and, "Like the flock of sacrifices, like the
flock of Jerusalem" (Yechezkel 36:38).

375. As one attains life in the World to Come due to the sheep, when
they are offered upon the altar, he who leads the children of Yisrael
properly attains due to them life in the World to Come. Furthermore,
he who herds the sheep takes the lambs to his bosom when the
ewes give birth, so that they will not tire and be fatigued, and the
shepherd carries the LAMBS after their mothers, and pities them. So
should the leader of the children of Yisrael lead them mercifully and
without cruelty. And thus did Moses say, "That You should say to
me, 'Carry them in your bosom'" (Bemidbar 11:12).
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376. As a good shepherd saves the sheep from the wolves and lions,
the leader of Yisrael, if he is good, saves them from the heathen and
the Judgment of below and of above, and guides them into the life of
the World to Come. Moses was such a Faithful shepherd, and the
Holy One, blessed be He, saw that he was worthy of shepherding
Yisrael, using the same principles that he used to tend to the sheep,
the lambs according to their needs and to the females according to
their needs.

377. It is therefore written: "Now Moses kept the flock of Yitro his
father-in-law" (Shemot 3:1) and not his own. Rabbi Yosi said: As he
gave Moses his daughter Tziporah to wife, did he not give him cows
and sheep, for Yitro was rich? But Moses did not tend to his own
sheep, lest one would say that since his flock was with him, he
tended to them well. Therefore, it says, "The flock of Yitro his fatherin-law" and not his own. "The priest of Midyan": Rabbi Tanchum
said: Though he was an idolater, since he was kind by him, he
tended to his flock properly, in a good, fatty and rich pasture.

378. "And he led the flock far away into the desert" (Ibid.). Rabbi Yosi
said: Since the day that Moses was born, the Holy Spirit did not
move away from him. He saw through the Holy Spirit that that desert
was holy, and prepared to receive upon it the yoke of heavenly
kingdom. What did he do? He led the flock to the desert. Rabbi
Yitzchak said: "Far away (lit. 'after') the desert" and not in the desert,
for he did not want them to come into it but led them away from the
desert.

379. "And came to the mountain of the Elohim to Horeb" (Shemot
3:1). He alone CAME without the sheep. Rabbi Yitzchak said: There
is a stone that draws and receives metal, and THE METAL jumps on
it when it sees it. So with Moses and mount Sinai: when they
appeared to each other he jumped on it. This is what is written: "And
he came to the mountain of Elohim to Horeb."

380. Rabbi Aba said: They were designated from the six days of
Creation, the one together with the other. On that day, the mountain
quaked before Moses. When he saw him entering it and jumping
upon it, the mountain quieted. This teaches us that they were happy
with each other.
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381. Rabbi Yanai said: Moses knew that the mountain was the mount
of the Elohim, as written: "And came to the mountain of the Elohim."
We learned what Moses saw on that mountain. He saw birds fly,
spreading their wings yet not approaching it.

382. Rabbi Yitzchak says: He saw birds flying and soaring from
there, falling at Moses's feet. He immediately noticed it, and stood
the flock away from the desert and entered alone.

383. "And the angel of Hashem appeared to him in a flame of fire out
of the midst of a bush" (Shemot 3:2). Rabbi Tanchum said: It was the
time for the afternoon prayer, upon which the attribute of Judgment
has sway. Rabbi Yochanan said that it is written: "Hashem will
command his Chesed in the daytime" (Tehilim 42:9). It mentions the
attribute of Chesed, not the attribute of Judgment. Rabbi Yitzchak
said: When the light sets until it descends, it is called 'day', which is
the attribute of Chesed. Once it descends, it is called evening, which
is the attribute of Judgment, as written: "And Elohim called the light
day" (Beresheet 1:5).

384. Rabbi Yochanan said: The time of Minchah is from the sixth
hour or less. As we learned, Rabbi Yitzchak said that it is written: "At
evening you shall eat meat, and in the morning you shall be filled
with bread" (Shemot 16:12). At twilight, the time of Judgment, "you
shall eat meat." And it is written: "And while the meat was yet
between their teeth... the wrath of Hashem was inflamed against the
people" (Bemidbar 11:33). This is because at twiligjt, the Judgment
of Malchut has sway. "And in the morning you shall be filled with
bread," since that time is considered Chesed. It is also written: "The
Mercy of El endures continually (lit. 'all the day')," (Tehilim 52:3) and,
"And Elohim called the light day," which is in the morning.

385. Rabbi Tanchum said: The one is red and the other is white; red
at twilight, as written: "At evening you shall eat meat," and white in
the morning, as written: "And in the morning you shall be filled with
bread." Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "And the whole assembly
of the Congregation of Yisrael shall kill it towards evening," (Shemot
12:6) which is the time to execute Judgment. Rabbi Yehuda said: We
have deduced from the two daily sheep, one is offered to correspond
to the attribute of Chesed, and the second corresponds to Judgment.

386. Rabbi Yehuda also said: Why is it written, "The one lamb shall
you offer in the morning" (Bemidbar 28:4). Instead of 'The first
lamb'? But "The one lamb," sole one to corresponds to the attribute
of Chesed. For it never says of the second that it was good.
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387. Rabbi Tanchum said: Isaac therefore composed the prayer of
Minchah, which is corresponds to the attribute of Judgment. Rabbi
Yitzchak said: From this, "Woe to us! For the day declines, for the
shadows of the evening are lengthened" (Yirmeyah 6:4). "For the day
declines" is the attribute of Chesed. "For the shadows of the evening
are lengthened," for the attribute of Judgment has already gained
the ascendancy. Abraham composed the morning prayer
corresponds to the attribute of Chesed.

388. The sages taught why He appeared to Moses in a fiery flame,
which is Judgment, at the time that Moses ascended on Mount Sinai.
Rabbi Ya'akov said: Then the time caused it, MEANING IT WAS THE
TIME OF JUDGMENT, NAMELY THE TIME OF MINCHAH. Rabbi Yosi
said: Everything, MEANING THE FLAME OF FIRE, THE NAME
HOREB AND THE BUSH, is all rooted to one stem. It is written: "He
came to the mountain of the Elohim to Horeb" (Shemot 3:1), "And at
Horeb you angered Hashem" (Devarim 9:8), and: "And the angel of
Hashem appeared to him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a
bush" (Shemot 3:2), MEANING they would eventually be like a bush,
as it is written: "As thorns cut down, burned in fire" (Yeshayah
33:12). THE PLACE CAUSED IT, FOR THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
WOULD EVENTUALLY SIN THERE, AND BECOME LIKE A BUSH.
THEREFORE, HE APPEARED IN A FIERY FLAME, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT, THAT BURNS UP THE WICKED, AS WRITTEN:
"THORNS CUT DOWN, BURNED IN FIRE."

55. "out of the midst of a bush"
Rabbi Yehuda first explains that the burning bush is an allusion to the fire of Gehenom that punishes but does not utterly destroy the wicked. Thus,
it signifies God's compassion towards the wicked.
We then learn that God appeared to Moses in the flame of fire because Moses was unlike all the other prophets, and only he was able to approach
the flame without being burned by it. This was because Moses' soul was drawn from a place from where no other was drawn; his unique connection
to Mercy allowed him to confront Judgment without fear. Rabbi Shimon then establishes that although Bila'am was Moses' counterpart, Bila'am
drew strength from the lower crowns and he acted according to impurity below, while Moses drew from the holy Crown above and his actions were
performed according to Holiness. This follows the duality inherent in all aspects of the universe.
Finally, Rabbi Yochanan refers to Rabbi Yitzchak's interpretation of the title verse to explain that the burning bush was a sign to reassure Moses that
Yisrael would not succumb under the burden of their oppression.
The Relevance of this Passage
While it is an awesome prospect, the Burning Bush is also here defined as a gentle, reassuring symbol, its flames much like the fires of love that
give delight and do not burn, or the supernal Light in which form God first manifests Himself within creation. Another analogy would be atomic
energy used for peaceful purposes: a raging, white-hot holocaust that destroys nothing. Aware that they are about open the vault of God's secrets,
the rabbis are now intent on gently leading us in to take our place at their feet with deceptively simple answers to even more deceptively simple
questions. Few symbols are more relevant or potent as the Burning Bush, though, and this section allows us raise it high into the soul's dark night,
as guiding light, and emblem of the power that binds the atom and also rages within the molten inferno of stars - and yet also lights our way with the
promise that not so much as a hair on our head will be ever be in danger of burning. The Zohar, at this point, begins to feel like a mighty ship whose
engine's turbines are gathering speed, whose vast wheels within wheels begin to turn, faster and faster, churning the waters into foam, as it heads
for open sea.
389. Rabbi Yehuda said: From here we learn the compassion of the
Place, MEANING OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, towards the
wicked, for it is written, "and behold, the bush burned with
fire" (Shemot 3:2), to punish the wicked with it, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE. "But the bush was not consumed" (Ibid.), meaning that they
were not utterly destroyed. "Burned with fire" is all the same an
allusion to the fire of Gehenom, MEANING EVEN THOUGH THE FIRE
APPEARED TO MOSES, WHO WAS RIGHTEOUS, IT IS
NONETHELESS AN ALLUSION TO THE FIRE OF GEHENOM WHICH
IS FOR THE WICKED. "But the bush was not consumed," so it does
not destroy them utterly.
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390. Another explanation of: "And the angel of Hashem appeared to
him in a flame of fire" (Shemot 3:2). HE ASKS: Why did He appear to
Moses in a flame of fire, and not to the other prophets. Rabbi Yehuda
said: Moses is not like the other prophets, for we learned that
everyone who approaches the fire is burnt by it. Yet Moses
approached it and was not burnt, as it is written: "And Moses drew
near to the thick darkness where the Elohim was" (Shemot 20:18),
and, "And the angel of Hashem appeared to him in a flame of fire out
of the midst of a bush."

391. Rabbi Aba said: IN THIS SUBJECT of Moses, we should observe
it with supernal Wisdom. Why is it written: "Because I drew him out
of the water" (Shemot 2:10)? THIS COMES TO TEACH US that one
who is drawn from water, WHICH IS CHESED, does not fear fire,
WHICH IS JUDGMENT. Rabbi Yehuda said: Because we have learned
the place from where THE SOUL OF Moses was derived, no other
person was derived. Rabbi Yochanan said he was composed of the
ten levels OF ZEIR ANPIN as is written: "He is the trusted one in all
My house" (Bemidbar 12:7), WHICH IS THE NUKVA. It is not written:
'the trusted of My house', WHICH WOULD IMPLY THE TRUSTED OF
THE NUKVA, BUT RATHER IT IS WRITTEN, "HE IS THE TRUSTED,"
WHICH MEANS THE TRUSTED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS HIGHER
THAN THE NUKVA. Blessed is the portion of the person whose
Master testifies of him thus.
392. Rav Dimi said: Is it not written, "And there arose not a prophet
since in Yisrael like Moses" (Devarim 34:10)? And Rabbi Yehoshua
bar Levi said: In Yisrael none arose but among the nations of the
world there did arise, and who is he? He is Bila'am. SO HOW CAN
YOU SAY THAT NO OTHER PERSON WAS HEWN FROM THE PLACE
THAT MOSES WAS HEWN? Rabbi Elazar said to him: Certainly, you
speak well. He remained silent. When Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai
came, they asked him this matter.

393. RABBI SHIMON opened the discussion, saying: Heaven forbid
that the fluid flowing from the BLOOM FLOWER, THAT HAS A FOUL
ODOR, would mix, with the good balsam - MEANING, ARE YOU,
HEAVEN FORBID, COMPARING THE WICKED BILA'AM, TO OUR
MASTER MOSES? But certainly this is THE MEANING OF: "Among
the nations of the world there did arise, who is Bila'am's"; that
Moses's actions were above IN HOLINESS and Bila'am below IN
IMPURITY. Moses utilized the holy crown of the Supernal King,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN above. Bila'am utilized the lower crowns,
which are unholy below. And in that manner precisely it is written:
"And Bila'am, the son of Be'or the sorcerer, the children of Yisrael
slew by the sword" (Yehoshua 13:22). WE SEE THAT HE IS CALLED
"THE SORCERER" BECAUSE HIS ACTIONS WERE IN IMPURITY, and
if you can not conceive that he did more THAN THIS, look to his
mule. FOR HE BECAME IMPURE WITH HER AND COPULATED WITH
HER, AS OUR SAGES OF BLESSED MEMORY SAID. Rabbi Yosi
came and kissed his hands and said: Behold, the stone that was in
my heart has gone, MEANING THAT THIS QUESTION WEIGHED
UPON HIS HEART LIKE A STONE IN HIS HEART AND NOW IT HAS
LEFT AND HE IS RELEASED FROM IT.
394. From this, THE WORDS OF RABBI SHIMON, it appears that
there are those above and those below, right and left, Mercy and
Judgment, the children of Yisrael and the heathen. The children of
Yisrael utilize the crowns of above, which are holy. The heathen
utilize the crowns of below, which are not holy. Those OF YISRAEL
are of the right, and those OF THE HEATHEN are of the left.
Nevertheless, the upper prophets OF YISRAEL differ divided from
the lower prophets OF THE HEATHEN; the prophets of holiness are
separate from the prophets that are not from holiness.
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395. Rabbi Yehuda said: Just as Moses differed from all the prophets
in the holy supernal prophecy, Bila'am was similarly separate from
the other prophets below, the magicians of non holy prophecy.
Moses nevertheless was above and Bila'am below, and many levels
divided them.

396. Rabbi Yochanan said in the name of Rabbi Yitzchak, that Moses
thought and said: 'Perhaps, heaven forbid, the children of Yisrael
will expire from this hard labor', as it is written: "And looked on their
burdens" (Shemot 2:11). Therefore, "the angel of Hashem appeared
to him in a flame of fire...and he looked, and, behold, the bush
burned with fire" (Shemot 3: 2). That is, they are enslaved to hard
labor, but "the bush was not consumed"; NAMELY, THEY DO NOT
PERISH IN EXILE, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. Happy are Yisrael that
the Holy One, blessed be He, separated them from all nations and
called them 'children', as it is written: "You are the children of
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1).
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1. "And I appeared...by the name of El Shadai, but by my name, Hashem, I was not known to them"
This passage begins with: "And Elohim spoke to Moses and said to him, 'I am Hashem, and I appeared to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as El Shadai.'"
Rabbi Aba talks about "Trust in Hashem forever...for Yad Hashem is an everlasting rock," and we hear many interpretations of this scripture. One is
that people have permission to observe and understand up to the level of Hashem but no higher. Rabbi Yehuda offers the interpretation that the
world was created with justice and is sustained by the name Hashem. Next the discussion moves to Moses, who said, "Adonai why did you do
wrong to this nation. Why did you send me etc. And from the time that I have come to Pharaoh to speak in your name it has become worse for these
people and you did not deliver your people." Rabbi Yehuda wonders how anyone can talk to God like this without being punished, and Rabbi
Yitzchak replies that it was because Moses had authority over Malchut like someone over his household - thus he was able to speak without fear.
We hear next of judgment and mercy being joined together, and then of the reason for the name 'El Shadai.' We are told a parable about a king and
his daughter to clarify that Yud Hei Vav Hei spoke to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob only through his somewhat lower intermediary, El Shadai - and El
Shadai is Malchut. Next Rabbi Yosi changes the topic to the verse: "The earth is Hashem's and the fullness thereof, the world, and they that dwell in
it." He tells us that 'the earth' means The Holy Land, and that it receives the first of the blessings and the water from Hashem. Afterwards the rest of
the world receives what is left over. Rabbi Yosi also talks about the verse: "For he founded it upon seas." He says that the seas are the seven pillars
or Sfirot upon which the world is supported. The Sea of Galilee - Malchut - rules over them. Rabbi Yehuda does not like the phrase 'rules over them,'
and he contends that Malchut receives from the Sfirot; thus the Sea of Kineret is filled from them. Rabbi Shimon explains why Jacob does not rule
over the land of Yisrael like Moses does, saying that Jacob forsook the higher realms for the lower world. Therefore Yud hei vav hei spoke to him
only in the name El Shadai. Lastly we learn from Rabbi Chiya that everyone who is circumcised and observes the sign of the covenant is righteous
and inherits the land, as in the verse: "And I have also established My covenant with them to give them the land of Canaan."
The Relevance of this Passage
In this section there are four names for God: El Shadai, Adonai, Hashem and Yud Hei Vav Hei. Because of their different levels of development,
Moses and Jacob received messages from different aspects or manifestations of God. As each of us seeks and resonates to our own spiritual level,
we can think about this concept while trying to raise ourselves higher and higher - thus becoming ever more worthy to hear the voice of the One
God.
1. "And Elohim spoke to Moshe and said to him, 'I am Hashem and I
appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, by the name of El
Shadai'" (Shemot 6:2-3). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying,
"Trust in Hashem forever (Heb. adei ad), for Yah Hashem is an
everlasting rock" (Yeshayah 26:4). "Trust in Hashem" MEANS THAT
all the people of the world have to strengthen themselves in the Holy
One, blessed be He, and trust in Him.

2. HE ASKS, If so, what is the meaning of "adei ad"? AND
ANSWERS, It means that the strength of a person should be in the
place which sustains and connects everything, and which is called
"ad," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "In the morning he shall
devour the prey (Heb. ad)" (Beresheet 49:27). "Ad" is the place that
unites this side and that side, MEANING THAT IT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT CONNECTS THE RIGHT SIDE AND THE LEFT SIDE
TO EACH OTHER, for sustenance and connecting, NAMELY, SO
THAT THE TWO COLUMNS ARE SUSTAINED, AND THEIR
ILLUMINATIONS ARE LINKED TO EACH OTHER, a connection that
will not be destroyed.
3. And everything directs its desire towards "Ad," as written: "to
(Heb. ad) the utmost bound (or desire) of the everlasting
hills" (Beresheet 49:26). Who are the everlasting hills? These are the
two matriarchs, MEANING BINAH AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE
females AND ARE CALLED Jubilee and Sabbatical year. BINAH IS
CALLED YOVEL (ENG. JUBILEE) AND MALCHUT SHMITAH (ENG.
SABBATICAL YEAR), and both are called "everlasting hills (lit. 'hills
of the world')." EACH ONE OF THEM IS CALLED A HILL OF THE
WORLD. THEY ARE CALLED 'world' as you say "from everlasting to
everlasting (lit. 'from the world to the world')" (Tehilim 106:48),
MEANING BINAH AND MALCHUT, FOR BOTH ARE CALLED
'WORLD'.
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4. And they desire Ad, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE BEING THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, it sustains all sides, MEANING THE RIGHT SIDE
AND THE LEFT SIDE. AND THEREFORE, Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH,
desires Ad, to adorn it WITH THE TOP THREE SFIROT, and to pour
on it blessings, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ABUNDANT FLOW
OF CHASSADIM, and to pour sweet springs onto it, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH SWEETENED WITH CHASSADIM. This is
the meaning of: "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold King
Solomon with the crown with which his mother crowned him" (Shir
Hashirim 3:11). KING SOLOMON (HEB. SHLOMO) IS THE SECRET
OF THE KING THAT THE PEACE (HEB. SHALOM) IS HIS, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN; HIS MOTHER IS THE SECRET OF BINAH. Sabbatical
year, WHICH IS MALCHUT, desires Ad, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, to be
blessed by it and to illuminate from it. THUS the everlasting hills,
WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT, assuredly desire Ad, THE ONE
TO POUR ON IT ITS ABUNDANCE AND THE OTHER TO RECEIVE.
5. Therefore THE VERSE SAYS, "Trust in Hashem
forever" (Yeshayah 26:4), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. For from there up,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN,
the place is covered and hidden, as none can conceive it. It is a
place from which the worlds, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE,
emerge and are formed. This is the meaning of: "For Yah Hashem is
an everlasting rock." YAH IS CHOCHMAH, YUD HEI VAV Hei IS
BINAH, AND THEY DESIGN AND PRODUCE THE WORLDS THAT
ARE MALE AND FEMALE. This place is hidden and concealed.
Therefore, THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "Trust in Hashem forever (Heb.
adei ad)," TO TEACH that up to here, TO ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS
CALLED AD, everyone is permitted to observe. From here and
further, MEANING IN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH AS MENTIONED, no
one is permitted to observe because it is concealed from everyone.
And what is THE PLACE THAT IS PROHIBITED TO BE OBSERVED-IT
IS Yah, Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH
whence all the worlds were formed, and no one is able to understand
that place, IN ORDER TO CONCEIVE ANYTHING.
6. Rabbi Yehuda said, The scripture proves this, THE PRECLUSION
OF UNDERSTANDING ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN. For is written: "For ask
now the days that are past...FROM ONE SIDE OF HEAVEN (WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN) TO THE OTHER" (Devarim 4:32). SO IT IS EXPRESSED
IN THE SCRIPTURE THAT QUESTIONING AND UNDERSTANDING
PERTAIN ONLY TO THE LEVEL OF HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
FROM ONE SIDE TO THE OTHER. Up to here, one is permitted to
observe, but from here and further, MEANING ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN,
no one can comprehend it.
7. Another explanation OF THE PASSAGE: "Trust in Hashem
forever" IS THAT a person has to strengthen himself in the Holy One,
blessed be He, throughout his life. No one can harm one who
properly places his trust and strength in Him, since one who places
his strength in the Holy Name endures forever.

8. HE ASKS, What is the reason, AND ANSWERS, since the world
endures by His Holy Name. This is the meaning of: "For Yah Hashem
is an everlasting (lit. 'worlds') rock (Heb. tzur)" (Yeshayah 26:4),
WHICH MEANS the former (Heb. tzayar) of worlds. For by two letters
were the worlds created, this world and the World to Come. This
world was created with Judgment and is maintained, NAMELY
EXISTS, on Judgment. This is the meaning of: "In the beginning
Elohim created" (Beresheet 1:1), AS THIS NAME ALLUDES TO
JUDGMENT. The reason is so that people would conduct themselves
according to judgment (law) and would not digress from the path.
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9. Come and see: It is written, "And Elohim spoke to
Moshe" (Shemot 6:1). THE NAME ELOHIM ALLUDES TO the decree
of Judgment that is looming over him. It is written before: "And
Moshe returned to Hashem, and said, Adonai" (Shemot 5:22) spelled
Aleph Dalet Nun Yud, WHICH IS THE NAME OF MALCHUT. See the
strength of Moshe, THAT AS SOON AS he started prophesying, his
spirit did not rest at this place, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He said,
"Adonai, why have you dealt ill with this people? why is it that you
have sent me? for since I came to Pharaoh to speak in your name he
has done evil to this people; neither have you delivered your people
at all" (Ibid. 22-23). Who CAN talk like this? Only Moshe who knew
that a another, higher level THAN MALCHUT was intended for him,
BECAUSE HE WAS A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
HUSBAND OF QUEEN.

10. Rabbi Yitzchak said, at first, the house, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was
given to him, FOR BEING A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
THE HUSBAND OF MALCHUT, HE MERITED THE LEVEL OF
MALCHUT AS HIS HOUSE, AS IT IS A HOUSE FOR ZEIR ANPIN.
THEREFORE, he commanded it like a man would command his
household, and spoke whatever he wished to without fear. Moshe
too spoke to his household, WHICH IS MALCHUT, without fear.
11. Another explanation of: "And Elohim spoke": THIS IS the decree
of Judgment, AS THE NAME ELOHIM IS JUDGMENT, NAMELY
MALCHUT. "And said to him, 'I am Hashem'": This is a different
grade, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN which is Mercy, and here everything is
connected together, Judgment and Mercy TOGETHER, WHICH IS
GREAT WHOLENESS. This is the meaning of: "And said to him, 'I am
Hashem'", WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY. Rabbi Shimon
said, If it were written: "And Elohim spoke to Moshe, 'I am Hashem'",
I would say THAT FOR HIM JUDGMENT AND MERCY WERE LINKED
TOGETHER. But it is not written so. Rather, it is first written: "And
Elohim spoke to Moshe" and then: "And said to him, 'I am Hashem,'"
which means they are a grade after another grade INSTEAD OF
JUDGMENT AND MERCY LINKED TOGETHER.

12. Rabbi Yosi said, Had not Moshe been the master of the house,
AS IS WRITTEN ABOUT HIM: "A PRAYER BY MOSHE, the man of
Elohim" (Tehilim 90:1), he would have been punished for saying TO
ADONAI, "WHY HAVE YOU DEALT ILL WITH THIS
PEOPLE..." (SHEMOT 5:22). But since HE WAS THE MASTER OF
THE HOUSE, he was not punished. THIS IS LIKENED TO a man who
had a quarrel with his wife, WHO WAS THE KING'S DAUGHTER, and
spoke to her IMPROPER words. She started to complain, but as soon
as she started speaking, the king, who was present, took over the
matter, and she became silent and stopped speaking. The king said
TO HER HUSBAND, Don't you know that I am the king, and that it is
in my presence that you spoke these words? Similarly, so to speak,
with Moshe, AS IS WRITTEN, "And Moshe returned to Hashem and
said 'Adonai, why have you dealt ill...'" Immediately "Elohim spoke to
Moshe", WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT BECAUSE THE
KING'S DAUGHTER started to complain. Immediately, the King took
up the complaint, "And said to him 'I am Hashem.'" Did you not know
that I am King, and it is in My presence that you spoke these words?
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13. "And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob by, the name
of El Shadai" Why did He use a different name than the names
before, WHICH WERE ADONAI, YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM, AND
HERE HE SAID EL SHADAI. HE ANSWERS, THIS IS LIKENED to a
king who had an unmarried daughter, and also a beloved friend.
When the king wanted to speak with his beloved friend, he used to
send his daughter to speak to him and thus the king spoke to him
through his daughter. The time has come for his daughter to marry.
On the day she married, the king said to her, precious queen, until
now I spoke through you to whomever I wished to. From now on, I
will tell your husband and he will speak with whomever it is
necessary. After some time, the husband said HARSH words to her
in the king's presence. Before she started to talk, the king took the
cause and said to him, am I not the king? Until this day no person
spoke to me except through my daughter. And I gave you my
daughter, and I spoke to you openly, a thing I have not done for any
other person.

14. Similarly, "And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, by
the name of El Shadai," WHICH IS THE NAME OF MALCHUT
BEFORE SHE UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN FACE TO FACE. THIS
MEANS, I APPEARED TO THE PATRIARCHS BY THE NAME OF EL
SHADAI, WHICH IS MALCHUT when she was unmarried in my house.
I was not spoken to face to face as I did with you, and you, at the
beginning of your speech, said to my daughter in my presence such
words. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "And I appeared to Abraham, to
Isaac, and to Jacob, by the name of El Shadai, but by my name,
Hashem, I was not known to them," THAT IS, to speak to them in the
grade in which I spoke to you.

15. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying, "A psalm of David.
The earth is Hashem's and the fullness thereof; the world, and they
that dwell in it" (Tehilim 24:1). The earth refers to the Holy land of
Yisrael that is the first to be blessed by Him and watered by Him, BY
HASHEM. Afterwards, the whole world is watered from it. "The world,
and they that dwell in it" refers to the rest of the lands that drink
from it. How do we know this? From the words: "And He will judge
the world in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9).

16. "For He has founded it upon seas" (Tehilim 24:2). There are
seven pillars, WHICH ARE SEVEN SFIROT-CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
on which the earth supports itself, and which are seven seas. The
Sea of Kineret (Galilee), WHICH IS MALCHUT, rules over them. Rabbi
Yehuda said, Do not say it rules over them BECAUSE MALCHUT
DOES NOT RULE OVER THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, but
THE SEA OF KINERET is filled from them, BECAUSE MALCHUT
RECEIVES FROM THEM: "And established it on the rivers" (Ibid.) HE
ASKS, Which rivers are being referred to? AND HE ANSWERS, It is
written: "The floods have lifted up, Hashem, the floods (lit. 'rivers')
have lifted up their voice" (Tehilim 93:3), WHICH ARE THE SFIROT
OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED RIVER, as written:
"And a river went out from Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet
2:10). Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "He established it on the rivers."
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17. Come and see, this land, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called BY THE
NAME the land of Yisrael WHEN FACE TO FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED YISRAEL. HE ASKS, Why does not Jacob, who is
Yisrael, rule over it like Moshe? FOR HE IS ALSO A CHARIOT TO
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED YISRAEL. For it is written: "And I
appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, by the name of El
Shadai", WHICH IS THE NAME OF THE NUKVA, BEFORE SHE
UNITES WITH ZEIR ANPIN, and no more.
18. HE ANSWERS, We have already established that Jacob took the
terrestrial house, THAT IS, IN THIS WORLD. Therefore, he lost the
celestial house, WHICH IS MALCHUT, but with the terrestrial house,
THAT IS, THE FOUR WIVES, he reestablished the celestial house,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, with twelve tribes, with seventy branches
REFERRING TO ITS SEVENTY NAMES, WHICH IS THE MEANINF OF
THE SEVENTY SOULS WHO CAME TO EGYPT. And we have already
established that Moshe took the celestial house, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and forsook the terrestrial house BECAUSE HE
SEPARATED FROM HIS WIFE. Therefore, it is written of Jacob: "By
the name of El Shadai", AS MENTIONED. BECAUSE ONLY by the
name El Shadai did the Holy One, blessed be He, speak to him and
no more THAN THIS. "But by my name, Hashem, I was not known to
them," MEANING to speak to them in this level OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
which is superior.
19. "And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob." Rabbi
Chiya said, The glory of the patriarchs was Jacob, who was allperfect. By all, it is written "to Abraham, to Isaac," but by him a letter
was added, as is written: "and (=Vav) to Jacob." The letter Vav was
added to him to show that he was more whole than them all. But
notwithstanding, he did not merit uniting with it, WITH MALCHUT,
like Moshe did, AS EARLIER MENTIONED.

20. "And I have also established my covenant with them to give them
the land of Canaan" (Shemot 6:4). IT IS because they were
circumcised. For all who are circumcised inherit the land.
THEREFORE THE TORAH SAYS, "TO GIVE THEM THE LAND OF
CANAAN." For the land is inherited only by a righteous person and
everyone who is circumcised is called righteous, as is written: "Your
people also shall be all righteous, they shall inherit the land
forever" (Yeshayah 60:21). Everyone who is circumcised and
observes the sign of the covenant is called righteous. Come and
learn this from Joseph, who was not called righteous in his life until
he observed that covenant, the sign of the holy covenant. Once he
observed it BY THE INCIDENT OF THE WIFE OF POTIFAR, he was
called righteous, namely, Joseph the righteous.

2. Visible and invisible colors
Rabbi Elazar wonders why in the passage: "And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob etc.," it says, "And I appeared" rather than "And I
spoke." Rabbi Shimon explains the secret of visible and invisible colors. The patriarchs saw the visible colors of El Shadai that are the reflection of
the supernal colors. Moses was the only person to be able to see the higher colors of Chesed-Gvurah-Tiferet. Next Rabbi Shimon turns to: "And they
who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the firmament; and they who turn many to righteousness like the stars for ever and ever," saying that
the 'wise' are the kind of person who understands higher matters intuitively because they are too deep for words. He explains that there are four
lights: the light that illuminates, the light that shines, purple light and the light that does not illuminate. These correspond to Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet
and Malchut. The three higher lights are reflected in Malchut. We are told that there are three colors in the eye - white, red and green - which are like
the three colors of Zeir Anpin. The pupil of the eye is black, the mirror that does not illuminate. Rabbi Shimon says that the secret of seeing the three
concealed lights is to close your eyes and turn them inwardly toward Cholam, Shuruk and Chirik - the three places that receive love, power and
beauty. When the eye is closed it sees the higher colors as did Moses, but when it is open it sees only the lower colors. This explains why Moses
was spoken to by Yud Hei Vav Hei but the patriarchs were spoken to by El Shadai. Finally, Rabbi Shimon tells us that one is not allowed to greet a
wicked person, but if one greets a righteous person it is the same as though he were greeting Hashem.
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21. One day Rabbi Shimon was sitting one day with his son Rabbi
Elazar, and Rabbi Aba. Rabbi Elazar said, in the passage: "And I
appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob...", why is "And I
appeared" stated? It should state 'And I spoke.' RABBI SHIMON said
to him, Elazar my son, this is a very high secret.

22. Come and see: There are visible colors and invisible colors. And
both are a high secret of the Faith, but people neither know it nor
observe it. No one was worthy of the visible COLORS until the
patriarchs came and understood them, THAT IS, CONCEIVED THEM.
Of this it is written: "And I appeared," since they saw the visible
colors.

23. And which colors appeared? They are of El Shadai, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, which are the reflection of the supernal colors, WHICH
ARE IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. These are
THE visible COLORS, WHICH MEANS THAT THEY CONTAIN
CHOCHMAH. And the colors above, IN CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are concealed since they are
invisible, WHICH MEANS THEY DO NOT CONTAIN CHOCHMAH BUT
ONLY THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, no person understood them TO
PERCEIVE THEM THERE, IN ZEIR ANPIN, except for Moshe. Of this it
is written: "But by my name, Hashem, I was not known to them,"
WHICH MEANS I did not appear to them in the superior colors IN
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI. And if you claim that the patriarchs did
not know THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN; THIS IS UTTERLY
IMPOSSIBLE, FOR THE PATRIARCHS ARE A CHARIOT TO CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. But rather, they knew it
from those colors that were visible IN MALCHUT.
24. It is written: "And they who are wise shall shine like the
brightness of the firmament; and they who turn many to
righteousness like the stars for ever and ever" (Daniel 12:3). HE
ASKS, In "And they who are wise shall shine," who are the wise
ones. HE ANSWERS, This refers to the wise one who will perceive on
his own LOFTY things that people cannot utter by mouth BECAUSE
OF THEIR GREAT HEIGHT. And these are called "wise ones." "Shall
shine like the brightness of the firmament": HE ASKS, What is the
firmament? HE ANSWERS, This is the firmament of Moshe, which is
situated in the center, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT INCLUDES THE TWO COLUMNS
AS WELL, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT. And its brightness is
concealed and not revealed IN CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED
BRIGHTNESS, THOUGH ITS LIGHT IS GREAT. By means of its color
THAT INCLUDES ALL THREE COLORS, it is situated over and shines
on the firmament that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in
which the colors are visible, WHICH MEANS IT ILLUMINATES WITH
CHOCHMAH WHICH IS CALLED SIGHT. And even though these
colors are visible in it, they do not illuminate like the brightness of
those of unrevealed colors, WHICH ARE THE COLORS OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED THE ILLUMINATING FIRMAMENT.
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25. Come and see: There are four lights. Three of them are
concealed, NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and one,
NAMELY, MALCHUT, is revealed. THEY ARE: (A) The shining light,
WHICH IS CHESED AND THE RIGHT COLUMN; (B) the bright light,
WHICH IS GVURAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN. And it shines like the
brightness of the heaven for its clarity. THEREFORE IT IS
REFERRED TO AS SHINING. (C) purple light, WHICH IS TIFERET
AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN that receives all the lights, FOR THE
CENTRAL COLUMN INCLUDES THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT; and (D)
the light that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that looks to
these THREE ABOVE MENTIONED LIGHTS and receives them. These
lights are visible in it like a reflector, which is A PLATE OF
POLISHED METAL and is placed against the sun, AND THE SUN IS
SEEN IN IT. SO THE THREE LIGHTS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED SUN ARE VISIBLE IN MALCHUT, AND IN THIS RESPECT
MALCHUT IS CALLED A REFLECTOR THAT RECEIVES FROM THE
SUN AND THE SUN IS SEEN IN IT.
26. And those three LIGHTS we mentioned ABOVE are concealed IN
THEIR PLACE IN ZEIR ANPIN, and are situated over this FOURTH,
visible LIGHT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THAT IS TO SAY, THE THREE
LIGHTS FLOW TO THE FOURTH LIGHT, WHERE THE THREE LIGHTS
BECOME REVEALED AND SHINE WITH CHOCHMAH. This secret is
the eye. Come and see: there are three colors in the eye, WHITE,
RED AND GREEN, that are visible THROUGH THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, AND were imprinted on it, NAMELY, ON THE FOURTH
LIGHT THAT IS IN IT, WHICH IS THE BLACK OF THE EYE. None of
them shines because they are placed in the light that does not shine,
FOR THEIR MAIN SOURCE IS THE BLACK IN THE EYE, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE MIRROR THAT DOES NOT ILLUMINATE.
And these THREE COLORS THAT ARE IN THE EYE are like those
THREE COLORS OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are hidden and are situated
over them, THAT IS, THEY ARE THE ASPECTS OF THE THREE
COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN BUT ILLUMINATE AND APPEAR IN THE
PLACE OF MALCHUT. And they are the ones that appeared to the
patriarchs in order to know and perceive these hidden THREE IN
ZEIR ANPIN that appeared from within those that did not illuminate,
MEANING THE THREE IN MALCHUT. And those that are bright yet
hidden, WHICH ARE THE THREE IN THE PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WERE REVEALED to Moshe in his firmament. And these are situated
over AND POUR ABUNDANCE TO these THREE colors that are
visible in the eye, MEANING THESE THAT APPEARED TO THE
PATRIARCHS.
27. And it is a secret, THAT HE WHO WISHES TO SEE THE THREE
CONCEALED IN ZEIR ANPIN, IS TOLD: Close your eyes, MEANING
THAT HE SHOULD NOT DRAW CHOCHMAH WHICH IS CALLED
EYES, and turn the EYE balls TOWARDS THREE PLACES-CHOLAM,
SHURUK AND CHIRIK- THAT DRAW THE THREE COLUMNS OF
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET AS MENTIONED. In this way, the
THREE colors IN ZEIR ANPIN will appear that illuminate WITH
CHASSADIM and shine FROM THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE LEFT
COLUMN. YET THEY ARE HIDDEN AND COVERED, since permission
is given to see only with closed eyes these THREE hidden superior
COLORS IN ZEIR ANPIN that are situated over and POUR
ABUNDANCE TO these three colors that are visible IN MALCHUT
that do not shine.
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28. And of this we learned that Moshe merited the illuminating
mirror, THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN AS MENTIONED that
is placed over AND ILLUMINATES TO that MIRROR, which does not
illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Other people in the world WERE
WORTHY of the mirror, which does not illuminate ONLY, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. But the patriarchs saw from within these three colors
that appear IN MALCHUT those hidden THREE COLORS that are
situated over them AND SHINE ON THEM, WHICH ARE THE THREE
COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, which THREE VISIBLE IN MALCHUT do
not shine. SO WE CONCLUDE THAT ALSO THE PATRIARCHS
CONCEIVED CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
THOUGH NOT FROM THEIR PLACE IN ZEIR ANPIN, BUT ONLY
FROM CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE RECEIVED IN
MALCHUT AND APPEAR THERE. Therefore it is written: "And I
appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, by the name of El
Shadai", that is, by the THREE colors that are visible IN MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED EL SHADAI.
29. "But by my name, Hashem, I was not known to them": These are
the supernal colors that are hidden yet illuminate, THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV
HEI that Moshe merited to observe. And this is the secret reason
why the eye is SOMETIMES closed and SOMETIMES OPEN AND
visible. IF IT IS closed, it sees the illuminating mirror, WHICH IS
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND IF IT IS open,
it sees the mirror that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AS
MENTIONED. Therefore, THE VERSE SAYS, "And I appeared" in the
mirror that does not illuminate, which is revealed, AS THE THREE
COLORS ARE VISIBLE IN IT. Sight is mentioned in relation to it. BUT
in relation to the illuminating mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which is
concealed, THAT IS, SIGHT DOES NOT PERTAIN TO IT, knowledge is
mentioned, as is written: "BUT BY MY NAME, HASHEM, I was not
known." AND IT DOES NOT SAY 'I DID NOT APPEAR,' SINCE SIGHT
APPLIES ONLY TO MALCHUT. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba
approached and kissed the hands OF RABBI SHIMON. Rabbi Aba
wept and said, Woe, when you are gone from the world and the
world will remain orphaned from you. Who will be able to illuminate
THEN the words of Torah?
30. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "And thus (Heb. koh)
shall you say so to him, a hearty greeting (lit. 'to the living')! Peace
be both to you, and peace to your house, and peace to all that you
have" (I Shmuel 25:6). HE ASKS, IT IS WRITTEN, "And you shall say
koh to the living", WHICH MEANS THAT RICHES AND HONOR BEFIT
A LIVING MAN, THAT IS, A RIGHTEOUS MAN. Did not David know
Naval TO BE EVIL, to have said of him, SAYING TO HIM: "koh to the
living?" HE ANSWERS, That day was the holy day of Rosh Hashanah
and the Holy One, blessed be He, was sitting in judgment over the
world. For the Holy One, blessed be He, he said, "And you shall say
koh to the living" in order to attach 'koh' WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the
'living', WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, from which all life comes.
"Peace be both to you." HE ASKS, What is "both to you?" IT
SHOULD SAY 'YOU', SO WHEREFORE IS 'VAV (BOTH)?' HE
ANSWERS, "both to you" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, in
order to connect the link of Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS
CALLED "YOU" TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED VAV as is proper.
THEREFORE, "BOTH TO YOU" IS SPELLED WITH A VAV.
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31. From this I deduce that it is forbidden to be the first to greet a
wicked person and, if he is forced TO DO SO, he should be the first
TO GREET like David who blessed the Holy One, blessed be He,
though it seemed he spoke to him, NAVAL. And if you say it was
deception, it is not so because it is not considered deception for
anyone to offer up HIS WORDS to the Holy One, blessed be He,
though it seems he spoke TO A PERSON. BECAUSE THIS IS THE
WAY OF THE RIGHTEOUS, WHO SEEMINGLY SPEAK TO A PERSON,
BUT OFFER THEIR WORDS TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IN
ORDER TO FULFILL THE PASSAGE: "I HAVE SET HASHEM
ALWAYS BEFORE ME" (TEHILIM 16:8). Whoever is the first to greet
a righteous person, it is as though he is the first to greet the Holy
One, blessed be He, and all the more so my master, MEANING
RABBI SHIMON, who is the peace of above and below.

3. The four elements - fire, air, water, earth
Rabbi Chizkiyah tells us that when man was created he was made from the dust of the Holy Temple of below, and that the four winds of the world Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet and Malchut - became joined there. These four winds joined in the four elements of the world: fire, air, water and dust.
Furthermore, the four directions of the world joined in the four elements. In this way the body of man is composed of and joins together the lower
world and the world above. Next Rabbi Chizkiyah says that gold, silver, copper and iron are emitted from fire, air, water and dust. He explains further
that fire stands in the direction of north, air in the east, water in the south and dust in the west. Opposites are combined, in that fire has power of
heat and dryness, and it combines with the cold moist north. Water combines with the hot dry south. The east draws from them both so it is hot and
moist. Fire and water circulate back and forth between these directions. They are in conflict, though, because fire wants to burn up water and water
wants to extinguish fire. It is the air that reconciles them, as is seen in: "And the wind of Elohim hovers upon the surface of the water." Dust, then,
receives from fire, water and air. The air is hot and moist because it draws from fire and water. Because dust is cold and dry it can receive from all of
them. Next we are told how the metals are created from earth, air, fire and water. When the dust fused with fire, water and air to produce gold, silver
and copper, the dirt became stronger and brought forth other metals. It also produced four rivers where the twelve precious stones are found that
correspond to the twelve tribes and the twelve oxen under the sea. However, the main sustenance of the world is still the air, or spirit. Without it
nothing could exist. The soul, Nefesh, could not exist without the air, Ruach. This is the secret of: "Also, that the soul be without knowledge is not
good." Rabbi Shimon says that man's body was created from the dust of Malchut yet his soul was given to him from the dust of Binah. When he was
created from the dust of above and below the fire, air and water of above and below were combined in him. This is how man was completed with a
body and a soul.
The Relevance of this Passage
At last we are told how the elements that make up the world are combined in the human being, and how the spirit sustains everything. We can use
the images of fire, water and air circulating and exchanging properties to remind ourselves what amazing creatures we are, well suited to the
amazing creation of the world we inhabit. Another thing to contemplate while reading this section is the question of whether the elements could ever
have combined at all if they hadn't done so in the human being, and if this isn't the essential reason for the creation of mankind.
32. "And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, by the name
of El Shadai, but by my name, Hashem, I was not known to
them" (Shemot 6:3). Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion saying,
"Blessed is the man to whom Hashem imputes no
iniquity..." (Tehilim 32:2). How obtuse are people who do not know
and do not observe why they are in the world. For when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the world, He made man in His image
and made him the way He did, in order that he should be occupied
with the Torah and walk in His ways.

33. For when Adam was created, he was composed of the earth of
the terrestrial Temple, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
EARTH, THOUGH IT IS MALCHUT SWEETENED BY BINAH, WHICH IS
CALLED THE EARTH OF THE TERRESTRIAL TEMPLE. And the four
directions of the world, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
AND MALCHUT, were joined the that place called the Temple,
MEANING IN MALCHUT THAT IS MITIGATED BY BINAH. These four
directions of the world joined in four aspects, which are the
elements of the world, WHICH ARE fire, air, water and earth, WHICH
ARE THE INNER PART OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, and the four directions of the world joined the four
elements of the world. The Holy One, blessed be He, formed from
them one body of supernal arrangement, WHICH IS BINAH,
MEANING THAT MALCHUT IN IT WAS REFINED IN BINAH. THUS,
this body is composed of two worlds, this lower world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and the world above, WHICH IS BINAH.
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34. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and see: The four first ones, WHICH
ARE THE FOUR DIRECTIONS OF THE WORLD, are the secret of the
Faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA THAT IS CORRECTED BY THEM. They
are the patriarchs of all the worlds, BECAUSE ALL THE WORLDS,
BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT IN ATZILUT AND THE THREE
WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH WERE FORMED FROM
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THREE
COLUMNS, AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVE FROM THEM. And they
are the secret of the supernal holy Chariot, MEANING BINAH, WHICH
IS A CHARIOT TO CHOCHMAH. And these four elements - fire, air,
water and earth - are a supernal secret CONTAINED IN THE FOUR
DIRECTIONS OF THE WORLD, MEANING THAT THEY ARE THE
INNER PART OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT.
Gold, silver, brass, and iron originate in these four ELEMENTS,
MEANING THAT GOLD ORIGINATES FROM THE UNION OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT UNDER THE DOMINATION OF FIRE OF THE
LEFT COLUMN; SILVER ORIGIAES IN THE UNION OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT UNDER THE DOMINATION OF WATER OF THE
RIGHT COLUMN; BRASS ORIGINATES IN THE DOMINATION OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN AND IRON IN MALCHUT WHEN IT IS NOT
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Under these FOUR, there are other
similar metals. FROM THE GOLD METAL A GREEN METAL ALLOY IS
PRODUCED AND FROM THE SILVER METAL, LEAD, ETC.
35. Come and see, fire, air, water and earth are the first ones and the
roots above and below; upper and lower beings are based on them.
These four ELEMENTS - FIRE, AIR, WATER AND EARTH-correspond
to the four directions of the world, BECAUSE THE RELATION
BETWEEN THEM IS THAT OF AN OUTER TO THE INNER.
THEREFORE, THEY are situated in these four - north, south, east
and west - which are the four directions of the world, and the four
ELEMENTS abide in them. Fire IS to the north side, WHICH ARE THE
VOWEL SHURUK, THE LEFT COLUMN AND THE SFIRAH OF
GVURAH. Air is to the east side, WHICH IS THE VOWEL CHIRIK, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN AND THE SFIRAH OF TIFERET. Water is to the
south side, WHICH IS THE VOWEL CHOLAM, THE RIGHT COLUMN
AND THE SFIRAH OF CHESED. Earth is to the west, WHICH IS THE
SFIRAH OF MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THE THREE, FIRE, AIR AND
WATER. And these four ELEMENTS - FIRE, AIR, WATER EARTH - are
connected to the four DIRECTIONS - NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, AND
WEST. And they are all one, EXCEPT THEY ARE WRAPPED ONE
WITHIN THE ANOTHER AS OUTER AND INNER. And these FIRE, AIR,
WATER, EARTH produce four metals, NAMELY BY MEANS OF
UNION WITH MALCHUT, which are gold, silver, brass and iron. And
together there are twelve ASPECTS, and are all one, NAMELY THREE
COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM. AND THEY ARE
THUS THREE TIMES FOUR, BECAUSE THE FIRST EIGHT ARE INNER
AND OUTER, AND THE FOUR METALS ARE PRODUCED BY THEM,
AS SHALL BE SAID.
36. Come and see: Fire is in the Left COLUMN to the north side,
WHICH IS GVURAH. Because in the fire are the power of the heat and
the power of the dryness. Its opposite is the north, WHICH IS COLD
AND MOIST. The one blends with the other and they are one. Water
is in the Right COLUMN and is to the south side, WHICH IS CHESED
AND IS HOT AND DRY, AS SHALL BE SAID. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, in order to join them together, mate the disposition of
the one as the disposition of the other.
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37. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER, IN the north, WHICH is cold and moist,
WAS fire PLACED, WHICH IS hot and dry. SIMILARLY, He switched
them in the south side. IN the south, WHICH is hot and dry, water
WAS PLACED, WHICH IS cold and moist. NOW HE EXPLAINS THE
BLENDING TOGETHER THAT HE AFFECTED. AND HE SAYS, And
the Holy One, blessed be He, blended them as one, because water
emerges from the south and enters into the north, and water flows
from the north. SIMILARLY fire emerges from the north and comes
into the power of the south, and the power of heat emerges into the
world from the south. WE SEE THAT THE NORTH BRINGS FORTH
WATER THAT APPERTAINS TO THE SOUTH, AND THE SOUTH
PRODUCES HEAT THAT APPERTAINS TO THE NORTH because the
Holy One, blessed be He, CAUSED them to borrow from each other.
And each one lent the other of its own, as appropriate. Similarly, the
wind and the east side, WHICH ARE HOT AND MOIST, CONTAINS
TWO OPPOSITES BECAUSE HEAT COMES FROM THE FIRE, WHICH
IS IN THE NORTH, AND MOISTURE COMES FROM WATER, WHICH
IS IN THE SOUTH, in order that they should lend one to the other, to
be included and join with each other.
38. HE EXPLAINS THE OPPOSITES CONTAINED AIR AND IN THE
EAST, AND SAYS, Come and see, fire is on the one side, SOUTH,
and water is on the other, NORTH. They are in conflict, AS FIRE
WANTS TO BURN THE WATER AND WATER WANTS TO
EXTINGUISH FIRE. Air comes between them and holds both sides
together, UPHOLDING THEM BOTH, as is written: "And a wind from
Elohim moved over the surface of the water" (Beresheet 1:2). For fire
is situated above to the SOUTH side and water to the NORTH side.
Air comes between them, holds both sides and settles the quarrel.
The water, air and fire stand over the earth, and by means of the
three over it, it receives from all of them.

39. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER, SAYING, Come and see, air IS TO the
east. BEHOLD, the east is hot and moist AND SO air is hot and
moist. Therefore, it is attached to both sides, since fire is hot and dry
and water is cold and moist. SO the hot aspect in air, which is hot
and moist, is attached to fire and the cold aspect in it is attached to
water. It therefore brought peace and nullified the conflict between
fire and water.

40. Earth is cold and dry; therefore, it can receive upon itself all of
them, NAMELY THE FIRE, WATER AND AIR. They all perform their
tasks by it, and it receives from all of them in order to produce by
their powers sustenance to the world. Because the earth is attached
to the west, being cold and dry LIKE THE WEST, and the cold aspect
IN THE EARTH is attached to the north, which is cold and moist,
because cold is attached to cold, therefore, the north is attached to
the west from the one side. That which is dry in the south, which is
hot and dry, is attached to the dryness of the west on the other side
OF THE WEST. And so the west is attached to the two sides.
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41. The south similarly is attached to the east, for the heat of the
south fuses with the heat of the east. Similarly the east is attached to
the north, because its moistness fuses with the moistness of the
north. Now there is south-east, MEANING THAT THEY ADHERE TO
EACH OTHER THROUGH THEIR MUTUAL HEAT, north-east,
THROUGH THEIR MUTUAL MOISTNESS, north-west THROUGH
THEIR MUTUAL COLDNESS, and south-west THROUGH THEIR
MUTUAL DRYNESS. They all are combined with each other, for they
evolve from one to another.

42. In a similar way, north produces gold, because gold is formed by
the potency of the fire. This is the meaning of: "From the north
comes forth gold" (Iyov 37:22), since fire fuses with the earth and
gold is formed. This is the meaning of: "He has gold dust" (Iyov
28:6), and the secret meaning of "two gold Cherubs" (Shemot 25:18).

43. Water fuses with earth, and the coldness OF THE EARTH with the
moistness of the water produces silver, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM IN THE SOUTH, WHICH FLOWS FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARDS. WHEN IT FUSES WITH THE COLDNESS AND
DRYNESS IN THE EARTH, THE DRYNESS OF THE EARTH IS VOIDED
AND BECOMES MOIST, MEANING THAT IT FLOWS FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS. THIS GRADE OF EARTH IS CALLED SILVER. Now
earth is attached to two sides, to gold and silver, and is placed
between them. Air holds to water and fire, BEING THE CENTRAL
COLUMN AS MENTIONED, and brings them both out as one which is
CONSIDERED: "like burnished brass" (Daniel 10:6). When earth is on
its own, with its coldness and dryness, it produces iron, as
mentioned. This is deduced from: "If the iron is blunt (Heb.
kehah)..." (Kohelet 10:10). EARTH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS CALLED
THE DARK (HEB. KEHAH) HAND BECAUSE MALCHUT IS THE
SECRET OF THE HAND TEFILIN, AS IS KNOWN.
44. This earth fuses with them all, NAMELY WITH FIRE, AIR AND
WATER, and they all produce with it according to their likeness.
FIRE PRODUCES GOLD, WHICH IS LIKE IT AND SO DOES WATER
PRODUCE SILVER, WHICH IS LIKE IT. Come and see: Without earth,
there is neither gold, silver nor brass, because each one lends to the
other of its characteristics IN ORDER to combine one with the other.
And the earth fuses with all of them because the two sides, fire and
water, fuse with it. FOR THE COLDNESS IN IT FUSES WITH THE
WATER AND THE DRYNESS IN IT FUSES WITH THE FIRE. And air,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is attracted to it because IT COMBINES these
two - FIRE AND WATER - and performs its deed by it. AIR ALSO
COMBINES FIRE AND WATER, FOR THE HEAT IN IT IS FROM FIRE
AND THE MOISTNESS IN IT IS FROM WATER.
45. We find that when the earth fused WITH FIRE, WATER AND AIR
THAT PRODUCED WITH IT GOLD, SILVER AND BRASS, EARTH
ACQUIRED STRENGTH. EARTH made and produced other METALS
similar TO GOLD, SILVER AND BRASS. In the likeness of gold, the
earth produces dross OF GOLD, which is green just like real gold. In
the likeness of silver, it produces lead, WHICH IS LIKE SILVER, and
in the likeness of the superior brass, it produces tin, which is called
brass minor. In the likeness of iron, it produces a DIFFERENT kind of
iron. This is derived from: "Iron sharpens iron" (Mishlei 27:17). IT
SHOWS THAT THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF IRON.
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46. Come and see: Fire, air, water and earth are all attached to each
other and connected to one another. There is no division between
them. THEREFORE THERE IS NO DISCONNECTION BETWEEN
GOLD, SILVER AND BRASS THAT EMERGED FROM THEM. But
those that earth produces afterwards, NAMELY THE DROSS OF
GOLD, LEAD, TIN AND IRON, do not connect with each other as
those superior do, NAMELY GOLD, SILVER AND BRASS THAT
EMERGE FROM FIRE, WATER AND AIR, WHEN COMBINED WITH
EARTH. This is stated in the verse: "And from thence it was parted,
and branched into four streams" (Beresheet 2:10). Among those
there is division.
47. Since when the earth produced by the power of the three upper
ones, it brought forth ON ITS OWN four rivers, where there are
precious stones. They concentrate in one place, NAMELY IN THE
RIVER PISHON ONLY, THAT ORIGINATES FROM THE POWER OF
THE FIRE WHICH IS IN THE EARTH, as is written: "There is the
crystal and the onyx stone" (Ibid. 12). And these precious stones are
twelve in number, to the four directions of the world, THREE TO
EVERY SIDE. FOR WHEN THEY ARE INCLUDED WITHIN EACH
OTHER THERE ARE ONLY THREE TO EACH OF FIRE, WATER, AIR
AND EARTH, INSTEAD OF FOUR TO EACH SIDE, SINCE EARTH HAS
NO ILLUMINATION OF ITS OWN, BEING JUST THE RECIPIENT. And
they correspond to the twelve tribes, as is written: "And the stones
shall be with the names of the children of Yisrael, twelve, according
to their names" (Shemot 28:21). And these are the twelve oxen that
stood under the sea THAT SOLOMON MADE, MENTIONED IN I
MELACHIM 7:25.
48. Come and see: Even though the four aspects that we mentioned
are interconnected and sustain the world, it is mostly sustained on
air. Everything exists because of it. The Nefesh exists only with air
(Ruach), for if air would be missing FROM IT even for one moment,
the Nefesh could not exist. This is the secret of what is written:
"Also, that the soul (Nefesh) be without knowledge is not
good" (Mishlei 19:2). DA'AT (KNOWLEDGE) IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT IS CALLED AIR. A Nefesh without Ruach is no good
and cannot exist.

49. Come and see: These twelve stones we mentioned are the twelve
oxen that are under the sea THAT SOLOMON MADE. FOR THE
NUKVA IS CALLED SEA, AND IT STANDS UPON TWELVE OXEN,
WHICH ARE FOUR OXEN EACH ONE COMPOSED OF THREE IN THE
WORLD OF BRIYAH. THEY ARE CALLED OXEN BECAUSE THEY
ARE MOSTLY UNDER THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT, AS IT IS
SAID: "THE FACE OF AN OX ON THE LEFT SIDE" (YECHEZKEL
1:10). Therefore, the twelve tribal princes took, AS IS SAID: "All the
oxen for burnt offering were twelve bullocks..." (Bemidbar 7:87). It is
all a lofty secret, and one who will observe these things will
understand the secret of Supernal Wisdom wherein lies the essence
of everything.
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50. Rabbi Shimon said, Rabbi Chizkiyah said that when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created Adam, NAMELY HIS BODY, it was
created from the earth of the terrestrial Temple, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Yet his soul was given to him from the earth of the
celestial Temple, WHICH IS BINAH. As he was created from the lower
earth, three aspects of the elements of the world, WHICH ARE
LOWER FIRE, AIR, AND WATER were combined with it, WITH
EARTH. So when he was created from the upper earth, three aspects
of the elements of the world, UPPER FIRE, AIR AND WATER, were
combined WITH EARTH, and Adam was complete IN BODY AND IN
SOUL. This is the meaning of: "Blessed is the man to whom Hashem
imputes no iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile" (Tehilim
32:2). When will Hashem not impute iniquity to him? When there is
no guile in his spirit, NAMELY, WHEN HE HAS A SOUL FROM BINAH.

51. Come and see: Moshe was more perfect than the patriarchs
because the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke to him from a higher
grade than all of them, THAN THE GRADE OF THE PATRIARCHS.
Moshe frequented the inside of the King's house, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, NAMELY THAT HE WAS OF THE ASPECT OF DA'AT, WHO IS
INNER ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore it is written: "And I
appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob..." and we already
explained this.

4. "And I will bring you out...and I will deliver you... and I will redeem you"
Rabbi Yehuda tells us that the exodus from Egypt was the most important part of the events in the title verse; that is why it was mentioned first. But
Rabbi Yosi thinks that the best parts are: "and I will deliver you" "and I will redeem you" because this meant the children of Yisrael would not be
followed or harmed and they would be redeemed. Furthermore, Hashem promised to accept them as His people and bring them to the land of
Yisrael.
The Relevance of this Passage
For deeper understanding of this section it is essential to remember that it applies to each of us as individuals. Remembering God's promise to
deliver us from any kind of servitude, to keep us safe, to bring us back to Himself and to give us a home, we can go through our days with renewed
faith and hope in our own futures.
52. "Therefore say to the children of Yisrael, 'I am Hashem and I will
bring you out'" (Shemot 6:6). Rabbi Yehuda said this passage is in
reverse order, for it is first written: "And I will bring you out from
under the burdens of Egypt" and then: "And I will deliver you out of
their bondage" and then: "And I will redeem you." Should it not have
first said, 'I will redeem you' and then: 'And I will bring you out.' AND
HE ANSWERS, The most important point of all HE MENTIONED first.
Because the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to herald to them first
the best of all, WHICH IS THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT.

53. Rabbi Yosi said, But the best of all is: "And I will take you to Me
for a people, and I will be to you as an Elohim" (Ibid. 7). YET He told
them this afterwards. He said to him that there was nothing better for
them than an exodus at that time, because they thought they would
never leave their bondage. For they saw that all the prisoners among
them were tied with knots of sorcery, and that they would be forever
prevented to go free from them. Therefore, they were announced
FIRST of that which was more dear to them than anything else.
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54. And if you argue that even though they left EGYPT, the Egyptians
might follow them to harm them, THEREFORE it is written: "And I
will deliver you out of their bondage." If you say it is possible that
they would go out and be saved BUT they would not be redeemed,
the Torah says, "And I will redeem you with an outstretched arm." If
you say that He would not accept them AS HIS PEOPLE, it is written:
"And I will take". And if you say that when He accepts them AS A
PEOPLE, He will not bring them to the land of Yisrael, of this is
written: "And I will bring you into the land..." (Shemot 6:8).

5. General and particular
Rabbi Yosi opens with: "And I shall take you to me as a people and I will be to you as a Elohim and you will know that I am Hashem your Elohim."
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the first and most important precept is to know God in the general sense - to know that there is a supernal ruler who is
the master of the world and who created all the worlds, heaven and earth, and all their beings. Just as this is the beginning of the precepts, the end
of them is to know Him particularly: General and Particular are Beginning and End. They are also the secret of male and female as in Zeir Anpin and
Nukva. At the end of 40 years of wandering after leaving Egypt, Moses told the children of Yisrael: "Know therefore this day, and consider it in your
heart that Yud hei vav hei is the Elohim." This then is the particular. Rabbi Shimon says that the fear of Hashem is the beginning of knowing Him in
particular. We are told next that a person should perfect the 248 limbs of the soul of the soul of man - the 248 positive precepts. After he has been
perfected in general he will know in particular. Rabbi Shimon turns to a discussion of the limbs, the days of the year, the Sfirot and their cures.
Blessings, life and cures come down to a person only after he completes all 248 precepts. The first word of the Torah when it was given on Mount
Sinai was "Anochi (I am)" which is the secret of the first precept of knowing Him in general. "For Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" is an
allusion to the particular.
The Relevance of this Passage
It seems that we can in no way learn to know God until we acknowledge that He exists and that He created all the worlds, heaven and earth, and all
their inhabitants. If we find it difficult to 'know' God, to encounter Him in a particular and personal way, a reading of this passage can encourage us
by bringing us back to encounter Him in general. We may softly think to ourselves about what we know of the world and its people, and what we
imagine of heaven and the angels, and then remember that God made them all. This understanding will lead us to the wisdom which enables us to
encounter God in the particular.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
55. "And I will take you to me for a people, and I will be to you as an
Elohim; and you shall know that I am Hashem your
Elohim..." (Shemot 6:7). This commandment is the first of all the
precepts BECAUSE the very beginning of all the precepts IS to know
the Holy One, blessed be He, in the general ASPECT. HE ASKS, What
is meant by general? HE ANSWERS, IT IS to know that there is a
Supernal Ruler, who is the Master of the world, and who created all
the worlds, heaven and earth, and all their hosts. This is in general.
And everything ends in the particular, NAMELY to know Him in the
details.

56. General and particular is beginning and end. THEY ARE the
secret of male and female as one BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED
GENERAL AND THE NUKVA IS CALLED PARTICULAR. Thus man in
this world WHO IS OCCUPIED WITH PRECEPTS is occupied with the
general and particular, WHICH ARE THE BEGINNING AND THE END
OF THE PRECEPTS. AND WE FIND man in this world to be general
and particular MEANING THAT HE HAS TO BE PERFECTED BY
BOTH. And the perfection of this world is general and particular, SO
THE GENERAL, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WOULD BE UNITED WITH
THE NUKVA, WHICH IS PARTICULAR. Therefore, it is first of all
necessary to know that there is a ruler and judge in the world, who is
the master of all the worlds, who created man from dust and blew
into his nostrils the breath of life. This is general.
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57. When the children of Yisrael left Egypt, they did not know the
Holy One, blessed be He. When Moshe came to them, he taught them
this first precept, as written: "And you shall know that I am Hashem
your Elohim, who brings you out..." Were it not for this
commandment, the children of Yisrael would not be faithful TO
HASHEM, EVEN AFTER all these miracles and mighty acts that THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, performed for them in Egypt. After
they knew this commandment in general, miracles and mighty deeds
were performed for them, FOR THEY WERE ALREADY CERTAIN
THAT THEY WOULD BELIEVE IN HASHEM THROUGH THEM, AS IS
WRITTEN: "AND YISRAEL SAW...AND BELIEVED IN HASHEM, AND
IN MOSHE HIS SERVANT" (SHEMOT 14:31).
58. At the end of forty years, they endeavored in all the precepts of
the Torah that Moshe taught them, both those that apply in the Holy
Land and those that are also applicable outside the Holy Land. Then
he taught them the particular, as is written: "Know therefore this
day, and consider it in your heart", "this day" is precise, that which
they had no permission TO KNOW beforehand-"that Hashem is the
Elohim" (Devarim 4:39). This is KNOWING by the way of particulars.
In this word, PARTICULAR, there are many secrets and mysteries.
This PASSAGE: "HASHEM IS THE ELOHIM" and the previous
PASSAGE: "AND YOU SHALL KNOW THAT I AM HASHEM YOUR
ELOHIM" all pertain to the same thing, only one is in general and the
other is in particular.

59. And if you ask, Is it not written: "The fear of Hashem is the
beginning of knowledge" (Mishlei 1:7) AND MALCHUT, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF PARTICULAR, IS CALLED THE FEAR OF HASHEM,
YET STILL IN ALL, IT IS REFERRED TO AS "THE BEGINNING." SO
WE SEE THAT THE PARTICULAR IS THE BEGINNING AND NOT THE
GENERAL. The explanation is that we are here discussing the
particular itself, MEANING THE BEGINNING OF THE PARTICULAR IS
THAT IT IS NECESSARY to know FIRST what the fear of Hashem is.
BUT THE BEGINNING OF EVERYTHING IS THE GENERAL AND NOT
THE PARTICULAR. And one should fear Him, before knowing AND
COCEIVING THE FEAR OF HASHEM, SO WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "THE
FEAR OF HASHEM IS THE BEGINNING OF KNOWLEDGE" WHICH
SEEMS TO MEAN IT IS FIRST NECESSARY TO KNOW HIM? HE
ANSWERS, Yet here it is written: "the beginning of knowledge,"
MEANING THAT FIRST IT IS NECESSARY TO FEAR HIM AND
THROUGH FEAR WE COME TO THE BEGINNING OF KNOWLEDGE
AND to know Him, SINCE THE FEAR OF HASHEM IS the beginning of
knowing Him in particular, AS MENTIONED.
60. Therefore, the first commandment is to know the Holy One,
blessed be He, in general and in particular, in the beginning and in
the end, AS IS WRITTEN IN EGYPT: "AND YOU SHALL KNOW THAT I
AM HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM...", WHICH IS IN THE FUTURE TENSE
THAT CULMINATES AT THE END OF FORTY YEARS IN
PARTICULAR. And this is the secret meaning of: "I am first and I am
last" (Yeshayah 44:6). "I am first" in general, "and I am last" in
particular. It is all spoken with the same principle and secret
meaning. After knowing this in general, one should perfect all his
limbs. And what are THE LIMBS? THEY ARE the 248 positive
precepts, which are the 248 limbs of THE SOUL OF man. BECAUSE
EVERY POSITIVE PRECEPT PERFECTS A LIMB WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO IT IN THE SOUL OF THE PERSON. After being
perfected in them in general, one should know in particular, because
this, MEANING PARTICULAR, is healing for everything, and one will
know how all the days of the year, MEANING ALL THE SFIROT OF
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED YEAR, join to give healing to all the
limbs THAT ARE THE PRECEPTS, THAT IS, THEY MAKE THEM
WHOLE.
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61. And if you ask, How do all the days of the year cure all the limbs,
SEEING THAT MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE YEAR,
HAS NOTHING OF ITS OWN. ON THE CONTRARY, THE LIMBS,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE GENERAL, NAMELY THE 248
CHANNELS OF ABUNDANCE OF ZEIR ANPIN, ARE THOSE THAT
POUR EVERYTHING TO MALCHUT. HE ANSWERS, Certainly it is so
above and below, NAMELY IN MALE AND FEMALE AND IN LOWER
MAN, that the year and its days, THAT ARE ITS SFIROT, supply cure
for all the limbs above IN ZEIR ANPIN, and below IN MAN. The limbs
supply a flow of blessings for the days of the year, WHICH ARE THE
SFIROT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE PARTICULAR. FOR BY THE
POSITIVE PRECEPTS A PERSON PERFORMS, HE DRAWS A FLOW
OF BLESSINGS FROM A LIMB, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ONE
CHANNEL OF ZEIR ANPIN, TO ONE OF THE DAYS OF THE YEAR,
WHICH IS THE MEANING OF PARTICULAR. Then, healing and life
are suspended over us from above UNTIL THE LIMBS become filled
with all PERFECTION, AND SUPPLY THEM TO THE PARTICULAR,
WHICH IS THE YEAR. THEN THE MOCHIN OF THE PARTICULAR
ARE REVEALED. Who caused THE LIMBS to be filled with all
PERFECTION-The days of the year ARE THOSE THAT CAUSED THIS
BECAUSE THE LIMBS WERE TO PERFECT IT. AND IF THE YEAR DID
NOT NEED IMPROVEMENT, THE LIMBS, WHICH ARE THE
CHANNELS OF THE FLOW FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WOULD NOT
BECOME FILLED WITH ABUNDANCE. THEREFORE, IT IS
CONSIDERED AS THOUGH THE DAYS OF THE YEAR GAVE
HEALING AND LIFE TO THE LIMBS.
62. And so it is below. When a person perfects himself with these
248 POSITIVE precepts in the Torah, there is no day that will not be
blessed him, BY THAT MAN, and when they are blessed from him,
life and healing are suspended over him from above. THIS MEANS
THAT THEY ARE NOT DRAWN TO MALCHUT BEFORE MAN
COMPLETES ALL THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS IN THEIR
ENTIRETY, AND THEY ARE SUSPENDED ABOVE HIM FROM ABOVE
UNTIL THEN. What caused THE SUPERNAL CHANNELS TO BE
FILLED WITH HEALING AND LIFE-the days of the year, AS
MENTIONED BEFORE. THEREFORE, IT IS CONSIDERED AS
THOUGH THE DAYS OF THE YEAR GAVE THEM HEALING AND LIFE,
AS MENTIONED. Just as the days of the year are blessed from above
from the secret of man, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, they are also blessed
below from the secret of THE LOWER man, THROUGH THE
PRECEPTS THAT HE FULFILLS.
63. Fortunate are the children of Yisrael in this world with those
precepts THAT THEY OBSERVE, for they are called men BECAUSE
OF THIS, as is written: "are men" (Yechezkel 34:31). THIS MEANS
you are called men and idol worshippers are not called men. Since
the children of Yisrael are called men, they should strive in the
precepts of the Torah, WHICH ARE 613 CORRESPONDING TO THE
248 LIMBS AND 365 SINEWS THAT ARE IN THE HUMAN BODY, so
they would all form one body in accordance with the secret meaning
of man.
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64. When the Holy One, blessed be He, gave the Torah to the
children of Yisrael on Mount Sinai, the first word was: "I (Heb.
anochi)." 'I' contains many secrets, and here is the secret of the first
precept of knowing Him in general. For it is written: "I", which
alludes to the existence of an Elohim, a Supernal Ruler over the
world, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS GENERAL,
as written: "For Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim
4:24), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN and is the first precept
of the aspect of general. SO THERE IS HERE AN ALLUSION to the
particular, for it is written: "Hashem your Elohim" which is a
particular. And this general and particular is the first precept of the
need to know in the beginning and in the end as we explained.
(End of Ra'aya Meheimna)

6. "But they hearkened not to Moshe for anguish of spirit"
Rabbi Yehuda says "anguish of spirit" means the people did not have enough rest or enough breath. But Rabbi Shimon answers that it means two
things: that Binah had not yet released joy so rest and freedom were not yet available; and that Malchut had not yet ruled in the world to institute
just laws.
65. "And Moshe spoke so to the children of Yisrael, but they
hearkened not to Moshe for anguish of spirit" (Shemot 6:9). HE
ASKS, What is "anguish of spirit"? Rabbi Yehuda said, They did not
rest FROM THEIR LABOR and they did not gather into themselves
SUFFICIENT breath. Rabbi Shimon said, Anguish of spirit MEANS
the Jubilee was still not released, WHICH IS BINAH, to give them rest
AND FREEDOM, and the last spirit, WHICH IS MALCHUT, had not yet
ruled IN THE WORLD to institute JUST laws IN THE WORLD.
Therefore, there was anguish of spirit. Which spirit is it? It is the last
spirit that we mentioned, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHO WAS TOO
HELPLESS TO SAVE YISRAEL, WHICH IS THE MEANING OF
"ANGUISH OF SPIRIT."

7. Voice and speech
Rabbi Shimon begins with: "Behold the children of Yisrael did not listen to me and how will Pharaoh hearken to me and I have impeded lips?" He
says that Zeir Anpin is voice and Malchut is speech or words. Moses was voice but while the people were in exile he had no speech until he reached
Mount Sinai and was given the Torah. Then voice combined with speech and he spoke words. We hear that 'said' in "For Elohim has said lest the
people regret" does not mean speaking by mouth but is rather the silent wish of the heart. Rabbi Shimon turns to the verse: "And I appeared to
Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob." He tells us that Jacob was a vehicle for Tiferet, the central column, while Abraham and Isaac are the right and left
columns, their perfection depending on the central one. Lastly he says that whoever has earned a covenant has earned the land, because the two
are combined.
66. Come and see: It is written: "Behold, the children of Yisrael did
not listen to me; how than shall Pharaoh hear me, who am of
uncircumcised lips" (Shemot 6:12). HE ASKS, What is "who am of
uncircumcised lips"? At first it was written: "I am not an eloquent
man... but I am slow of speech, and of a slow tongue" to which the
Holy One, blessed be He, replied, "Who gave man a mouth" and He
said, "And I will be with your mouth" (Shemot 4:10-12). Can you
imagine that it was not so? Yet now he says, I "am of uncircumcised
lips." If so, where is the previous assurance of the Holy One, blessed
be He, to him, NAMELY THE ASSURANCE, "AND I WILL BE WITH
YOUR MOUTH..."
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67. AND HE ANSWERS: It is a secret. Moshe IS voice, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED VOICE, and speech, which is his words,
NAMELY MALCHUT, was in exile. THEREFORE, Moshe was impeded
IN MOUTH from explaining things, and therefore he said, "how then
shall Pharaoh hear me" when my speech, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
still in exile, and I am speechless, a speechless voice, for it is in
exile. Therefore the Holy One, blessed be He, made Aaron a partner
to him, INSTEAD OF MALCHUT, AS HE IS THE QUEEN'S BEST MAN.

68. Come and see, as long as speech, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was in
exile, voice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, was gone FROM SPEECH, and
speech was uncircumcised, voiceless. When Moshe came, the voice
came BECAUSE HE WAS A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED VOICE. Moshe was voice without speech because SPEECH
was in exile. And Moshe went while speech was in exile to Mount
Sinai and the Torah was given. At that time, voice joined with
speech, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT, and then he spoke
words. This is the meaning of: "And Elohim spoke all these
words" (Shemot 20:1) IN THE ASPECT OF VOICE WITHOUT
SPEECH, AND SO HE WENT UNTIL THESE BECAME CLOSE. Then
Moshe became properly whole with speech, BECAUSE voice and
speech were whole together.

69. And Moshe complained that he lacked speech, except for the
time when MALCHUT spoke to reproach him, NAMELY at the time
that is written: "for since I came to Pharaoh to speak in your name,
HE HAD DONE EVIL TO THIS PEOPLE..." (Shemot 5:23).
Immediately, "And Elohim spoke to Moshe," SINCE MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF WORD, WHICH IS CALLED ELOHIM, SPOKE TO HIM
STERNLY, AS THE WORD 'SPEAK' IMPLIES A STERN LANGUAGE.
SHE REPROACHED HIM FOR SAYING, "FOR SINCE I CAME TO
PHARAOH..." MALCHUT STARTED TO SPEAK TO HIM, EVEN
THOUGH SHE WAS IN EXILE, THE REASON BEING THAT THE
SPEECH WAS ONLY TO SHOW ANGER. Come and see that it was
so, because speech started speaking and then stopped, and the
voice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, completed it. Hence the passage
ENDS: "And said to him, I am Hashem" BECAUSE HASHEM IS ZEIR
ANPIN. That is because speech was still in exile, and its time to
speak had not yet come. THEREFORE ZEIR ANPIN SPOKE WITH HIM.
70. Because of this, Moshe was not whole in the beginning, NOT
HAVING THE WORD, THAT IS MALCHUT. For he was voice THAT
NEEDS THE WORD, and came for speech to take it out of the exile.
As soon as it emerged from the exile, and voice and speech united at
Mount Sinai AS MENTIONED, Moshe was perfected and was cured
OF HIS SPEECH IMPEDIMENT. And then we find voice and word
together wholly.

71. Come and see: All the days that Moshe was in Egypt and wanted
to take out the word from exile, the word, which is speech, did not
speak. As soon as it emerged from the exile, and voice and speech
combined, that word which is speech, NAMELY MALCHUT, led and
guided Yisrael, but did not speak until YISRAEL approached Mount
Sinai. It opened with the Torah, which is the proper way. And if you
claim IT IS WRITTEN: "For Elohim said, lest the people
repent" (Shemot 13:17). AND THE NAME ELOHIM DENOTES
MALCHUT, SO IT SPOKE BEFORE TORAH WAS GIVEN. HE
ANSWERS, It says "said," which is NOT SPEAKING BY MOUTH, BUT
RATHER the silent wish of the heart, WHICH IS CALLED "SAYING"
AS IN "HAMAN THOUGHT (LIT. 'SAID') IN HIS HEART" (ESTER 6:6),
as we have already explained.
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72. "And Elohim spoke to Moshe, and said to him, 'I am
Hashem'" (Shemot 6:2). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion
saying, "I rose to open to my beloved; but my beloved has turned
away, and was gone..." (Shir Hashirim 5:6). "I rose to open to my
beloved": This is voice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
BELOVED OF MALCHUT. Come and see: When the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is in exile, the voice was gone from it,
and the words subsided from it, as is written: "I was dumb with
silence" (Tehilim 39:3). And if the word awakened, MEANING THAT
IT WAS STIMULATED TO SPEAK, it is written, "But my beloved has
turned away, and was gone," since the voice was gone from it and
the word discontinued. Hence, "And Elohim spoke to Moshe." It
started to speak and then stopped and remained silent. And
afterwards the voice finished the sentence, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
and said, "And said to him, 'I am Hashem.'"
73. "And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob." By Jacob,
there is an additional Vav (=and) AS IS SAID, "AND TO JACOB" TO
SHOW that he is the selected of the patriarchs. VAV DENOTES
TIFERET, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND
JACOB WAS A CHARIOT FOR IT, AND ABRAHAM AND ISAAC ARE
THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND THEIR
PERFECTION IS DEPENDENT ON THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH
IS JACOB. The same way, it is said, "The Elohim of Abraham, the
Elohim of Isaac and the Elohim of Jacob" (Shemot 3:6). By Jacob
there is an additional Vav (=and). Rabbi Yosi said, If so, it is written:
"I am Hashem, Elohim of Abraham your father, and Elohim of
Isaac" (Beresheet 28:13). Here Isaac is written with an additional
Vav. BUT SURELY IT IS THE CONJUNCTIVE VAV. IT DOES NOT
CARRY A HOMILETICAL REASON.
74. He said to him, It is well, AND THERE IS NO DIFFICULTY because
Jacob was alive, and THE VERSE included Jacob in Isaac, whose
eyes were dim, and who was as one who is dead. Because as long
as a person lives in this world, the Holy Name is not mentioned in
relation to him. Therefore, he was included in Isaac. THEREFORE
THERE IS AN ADDITIONAL VAV BY ISAAC, but now that Jacob has
died, the matter has returned to its place. This is the meaning of:
"And I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob" with an
additional Vav.

75. "By the name of El Shadai" means I appeared to them from within
the mirror that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED EL SHADAI, but did not appear through the illuminating
mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI. And if you
say the PATRIARCHS united with the Nukva only, NAMELY
MALCHUT, and not more, come and see that ZEIR ANPIN never
separated FROM THE NUKVA IN RELATION TO THE PATRIARCHS.
This is the meaning of: "And I have also established my covenant
with them" (Shemot 6:4), because the covenant THAT IS THE YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN joined with MALCHUT.
76. One should learn from the Holy One, blessed be He, NOT TO
SEPARATE BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA because He did
not separate them, as is written: "El Shadai", WHICH IS THE NUKVA,
and also, "And also I have sustained my covenant with them",
WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS JOINED WITH HER.
And we learned that whoever has merited to a covenant, TO YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, merited the land, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, SINCE
THEY ARE JOINED TOGETHER, as mentioned.

8. "Be afraid of the sword"
Rabbi Shimon speaks to Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi about the verse: "Be afraid of the sword. For wrath brings the punishment of the sword, that
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you may know that there is a judgment." He says 'the sword' is "the sword that avenges the revenge of the covenant," in other words, that punishes
anyone who cheats the covenant or is perverse. "For wrath brings the punishments of the sword" because all who falsify the covenant decrease the
desire of Malchut to take sustenance from Zeir Anpin. On the other hand, everyone who observes the covenant stimulates it properly, thereby
blessing those above and those below. The covenant is stimulated whenever righteous people are found in the world. As evidence for this Rabbi
Shimon offers: "And also I have sustained my covenant with them to give them the Land of Canaan, the land of their sojourns (Heb. megureihem)."
When the covenant was still remembered and kept by the children of Yisrael all the Sfirot combined in one to liberate them from Egypt.
77. One day, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were before Rabbi Shimon.
Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "Be afraid of the
sword. For wrath brings the punishments of the sword, that you may
know that there is a judgment" (Iyov 19:29). HE ASKS, It is written:
"Be afraid of the sword." What sword? HE ANSWERS, This is "a
sword...that shall avenge my covenant" (Vayikra 26:25). This sword,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, stands to observe who is false to the covenant,
WHICH IS YESOD, because anyone who is false to the covenant
BLEMISHES IT WITH SEXUAL MISCONDUCT OR SPILLING SEMEN
IN VAIN, it is this sword that takes vengeance on him.

78. This is the meaning of: "For wrath brings the punishments of the
sword." What is the reason? IT IS that anyone who is false to the
covenant distances the desire OF MALCHUT TO RECEIVE
SUSTENANCE FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and thus whoever should receive
SUSTENANCE, NAMELY YESOD does not receive it, and does not
give to his place, since his place, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is not
awakened toward him. BECAUSE OF THE BLEMISH IN THE
COVENANT THE DESIRE TO RECEIVE SUSTENANCE WAS
REMOVED FROM IT. Everyone who observes this covenant arouses
the covenant towards its place, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the upper
and lower beings are blessed.
79. Who awakens this covenant to its place? When there are
righteous people in the world, THEY AWAKEN IT. How do we know
this? From the words: "And I have also established my covenant
with them, to give them the land of Canaan, the land of their
sojourns (Heb. megureihem)" (Shemot 6:4). What is 'megureihem'?
IT IS as written: "Be afraid (Heb. guru) of the sword", WHICH IS
MALCHUT AS MENTIONED. Because it is a place that causes fear in
the world. Therefore IT SAYS: "Be afraid of the sword." SO THE
PATRIARCHS STIMULATED THE COVENANT TO ITS PLACE, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, OF WHICH IT SAYS, "TO GIVE TO THEM THE LAND OF
THEIR SOJOURNS," AS EXPLAINED.
80. "in which they sojourned (Heb. garu)" (Ibid.). 'GARU' MEANS
THAT from the day that they approached the Holy One, blessed be
He, they had feared in it FROM HASHEM and it consisted of a
supernal fear in observing His commandments. BECAUSE
MALCHUT IS THE ASPECT OF FEAR, and if a person will not place
fear over his head IN OBSERVING THE COVENANT, he will never
fear of the Holy One, blessed be He, in the other precepts.

81. Come and see, of the awakening from below, when the children
of Yisrael were awakened towards the Holy One, blessed be He, and
cried before Him, it is written: "And I have remembered my
covenant" (Shemot 6:5), because He remembered the covenant.
Then the desire arose to connect everything in one bond, as since
the covenant was awakened, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, the
bond of all THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN became awakened. "And I
have remembered my covenant" MEANS to attach it to its place,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. Therefore it is written, "Therefore say to the
children of Yisrael, I am Hashem" (Ibid. 6) FOR ALL THE SFIROT
JOINED INTO ONE BOND TO REDEEM YISRAEL FROM EGYPT.
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9. "These are the heads of their fathers' houses"
This section opens with the verse: "And Hashem spoke to Moses and Aaron and commanded them about the children of Yisrael and about Pharaoh
the king of Egypt." Rabbi Yosi explains that this means the children of Yisrael were to be led with gentleness and the Pharaoh was to be treated with
honor and respect. Rabbi Yisa wonders why it says: "These are the leaders of their fathers' house," and Rabbi Shimon answers that they were kings
and the children of kings, leaders of their clans who did not deny their customs or mingle with other nations. Moses and Aaron were without equal
among the princes of Yisrael because of their lineage, especially because of Pinchas who saved so many thousands when he killed Zimri and Kozbi
and halted the plague. God saw that two of Aaron's sons would eventually blemish the covenant, so he did not want to send Aaron on the mission,
but when he saw Pinchas repairing the blemish - sustaining the covenant - he reinstated Aaron with Moses. Rabbi Shimon adds that Moses is air or
spirit and Aaron is water, and together they combine Tiferet and Chesed.
The Relevance of this Passage
When people are chosen to be leaders it is because they have some quality or qualities that make them fit for leadership. As we think about this
section we can study the ways in which Moses and Aaron exhibited these qualities by showing gentleness, honor and respect to both their own
people and their adversary. This ability in a man to transcend his own nature and honor his enemies - for even criminals treat their friends with
respect - is the sign of a great soul, one who has overcome his lower nature and thereby rules his inner kingdom. This is the true 'royal man', who is
also the natural choice for a temporal leader. Reading this section will make us more fit for leadership ourselves, and help us guide others to their
own freedom.
82. "And Hashem spoke to Moshe and to Aaron, and gave them a
charge to the children of Yisrael, and to Pharaoh king of
Egypt" (Shemot 6:13). Rabbi Yosi said, THE REASON IT SAYS, "AND
GAVE THEM A CHARGE to the children of Yisrael," is that He
commanded to lead them with gentleness as necessary. "And to
Pharaoh" MEANS treating him with honor. This has already been
explained.
83. Rabbi Yisa said, Why did THE TORAH place close to the verse
THE PARAGRAPH OF: "These are the heads of their fathers'
houses" (Ibid. 14)? HE ANSWERS, The Holy One, blessed be He,
said to him, Speak to the children of Yisrael gently, because even
though they are in hard labor, they are kings, the children of kings.
Therefore it is written, "These are the heads of their fathers'
houses," AS HE SAID TO HIM, These that you see are the heads of
fathers' houses.

84. Rabbi Chiya said, THIS IS WHY, "THESE ARE THE HEADS OF
THEIR FATHERS' HOUSES" IS THE ADJASCENT VERSE, TO TEACH
that they all did not deny their customs, did not mingle with any
other nation. There are those who stood on their holy ground and
were not false by mingling with the Egyptians. Rabbi Acha said, THE
REASON "THESE ARE THE HEADS OF THEIR FATHERS'
HOUSES...," IS ADJASCENT IS in order to express THE LINEAGE of
Moshe and Aaron, that they were suitable to take out the children of
Yisrael, to speak to Pharaoh, and to chastise him with the rod. Their
equal was not to be found among all the princes of Yisrael.

85. Come and see, IT IS WRITTEN: "And Elazar the son of Aaron took
him one of the daughters of Putiel to wife; and she bore him
Pinchas. These are the heads of the fathers of the Levites" (Shemot
6:25). HE ASKS, WHY DOES IT SAY, "These are the heads," IN
PLURAL? PINCHAS was only one. HE ANSWERS, Because Pinchas
saved so many thousands and tens of thousands of Yisrael, and
saved many heads of fathers WHEN HE KILLED ZIMRI AND KOZBI,
SO THE PLAGUE WAS STAYED FROM YISRAEL. Therefore, it is
written of him: "These" IN PLURAL.
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86. Another EXPLANATION OF THE PASSAGE THAT SAYS, "And
she bore Pinchas. These are the heads" IN PLURAL: Because the
loss of the heads of the Levites was recovered in him, and he
restored whatever they missed and was burned. He earned their
priesthood and the form of both of them dwelt IN PINCHAS. HE
ASKS, You say that the loss of the heads of Levites is found in him.
Who are they? HE ANSWERS, They are Nadab and Abihu. They
separated the sign of the covenant from its place, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, BECAUSE THEY OFFERED A STRANGE FIRE, and he
came and connected them. Therefore the inheritance and the spirit
of both of them was given to him. And it is mentioned here IN THE
PASSAGE what will occur later on. THEREFORE IT IS WRITTEN BY
HIM: "THESE ARE THE HEADS," IN PLURAL.

87. And if you ask, Why is Pinchas mentioned here; AFTER ALL, THE
PASSAGE CAME ONLY TO IMPRESS THE LINEAGE OF MOSHE AND
AARON AS MENTIONED. HE ANSWERS, Because the Holy One,
blessed be He, saw of Aaron, when He said, "And I remembered my
covenant," that his two sons would eventually blemish this
covenant. Now that He was sending him to Egypt TO TAKE OUT
YISRAEL, He wanted to remove Aaron, not allowing him to go on this
mission. BUT as soon as the Holy One, blessed be He, saw Pinchas
standing and sustaining this covenant in its place, and repairing the
blemish OF NADAB AND ABIHU, immediately THE PASSAGE SAYS,
"These are that Aaron and Moshe" (Shemot 6:26). The Holy One,
blessed be He, said, Now he is Aaron, the original Aaron, AS
BEFORE NADAB AND ABIHU BLEMISHED THE COVENANT,
BECAUSE PINCHAS REPAIRED THE BLEMISH.

88. "These are that Aaron and Moshe, to whom Hashem said 'Take
out the children of Yisrael from the Land of Egypt...'" HE ASKS, THE
PASSAGE SAYS, "These are that (lit. 'he is') Aaron and Moshe", but
it should say, 'These are Aaron and Moshe.' HE ANSWERS, it is to
combine the air, WHICH IS MOSHE, with water, WHICH IS AARON.
AND WHEN IT SAYS, "He is Moshe and Aaron" (Ibid. 27), it is to
combine water, WHICH IS AARON, with air, WHICH IS MOSHE.
MOSHE IS THE ASPECT OF AIR, WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
AND AARON IS THE ASPECT OF WATER, WHICH IS CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, it is written: "He is AARON AND MOSHE"
instead of "These are" BECAUSE THEY ARE COMBINED ONE WITH
THE OTHER, AS EXPLAINED.

10. "Know therefore this day, and consider it in your heart"
Rabbi Elazar opens the discussion, saying: "And you should know today and lay it to your heart (Heb. levavecha) that Hashem is Elohim." Rabbi
Shimon says if you really want to understand this and know that Hashem is Elohim, you need to know that the good and evil inclinations dwell in the
heart together, and that you must love Him with both. One should convert the evil attributes so that instead of sinning they serve Hashem. Then the
evil inclination and the good inclination will be one, and you will find that Hashem is Elohim. In this way judgment and mercy are included together.
We are told that the wicked prevent the blessings from above from being drawn down to them, as in: "And He will hold up the heaven so that there
shall be no rain." This is because they separate the evil inclination from the good one, using the evil one. Rabbi Shimon speaks about the left and
right, and how they relate to Judgment. He next returns to a discussion in the previous section, reiterating that the element of air combined with that
of water in Moses and Aaron - thus combining Tiferet with Chesed. He also repeats the admonition to unify the Holy Name properly by worshipping
with one's whole heart and with one's whole soul.
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89. One night, Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba were in their lodgings in
Lod. They awoke to study Torah. Rabbi Elazar opened the
discussion saying, "Know therefore this day, and consider it in your
heart (Heb. levavecha), that Hashem He is Elohim" (Devarim 4:39).
HE ASKS, This passage should have said, 'Know therefore this day,
that Hashem He is Elohim' AND AT THE END, 'and consider it in your
heart.' BECAUSE THE KNOWLEDGE THAT HASHEM IS ELOHIM
PREPARES ONE TO CONSIDER IT IN THE HEART SO, AND IF HE
HAS ALREADY CONSIDERED IT IN HIS HEART ONE MOST
CERTAINLY HAS THE KNOWLEDGE. Also, it should have said
'libecha (heart, with one Bet)' NOT "LEVAVECHA (WITH TWO
BET'S)."
90. HE ANSWERS, But Moshe said, If you really want to understand
this and know that Hashem is Elohim, then "consider it in your heart
(levavcha)", and thus know it. For "levavcha" MEANS the Good
Inclination and Evil Inclination THAT DWELL IN THE HEART are
included within one another and are one. "AND YOU SHALL LOVE
HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM WITH ALL YOUR HEART (HEB.
LEVAVCHA)" (DEVARIM 6:5), MEANING WITH BOTH YOUR
INCLINATIONS, THE GOOD INCLINATION AND THE EVIL
INCLINATION. THUS HE SHOULD CONVERT THE EVIL ATTRIBUTES
OF THE EVIL INCLINATION TO BE GOOD, NAMELY TO SERVE
HASHEM WITH THEM AND NOT SIN THROUGH THEM. THEN,
CERTAINLY THERE IS NO MORE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
GOOD INCLINATION AND THE EVIL INCLINATION, AND THEY ARE
ONE. Then you will find that Hashem is Elohim. THE ATTRIBUTE OF
JUDGMENT, WHICH IS CALLED ELOHIM, IS INCLUDED IN YUD HEI
VAV HEI, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY because they are
included the one within the other, AS THE EVIL INCLINATION AND
THE GOOD INCLINATION ARE COMBINED IN THE HEART, and they
are one. SO IT CAN NOT BE KNOWN THAT HASHEM IS ELOHIM
EXCEPT THROUGH CONSIDERING IT IN THE HEART. Therefore, THE
PASSAGE MENTIONED FIRST, "and consider it in your heart" to
know THROUGH IT that HASHEM HE IS ELOHIM.
91. Rabbi Elazar also said, The wicked cause a blemish above WITH
THEIR EVIL ACTIONS. What is the blemish? IT IS that the left is not
included within the right ABOVE, IT RATHER DOMINATES BY
MEANS OF JUDGMENT BY ITSELF. THIS IS BECAUSE the Evil
Inclination BELOW is not included in the Good Inclination, TO WORK
WITH IT TO DRAW GOOD AS MENTIONED because of the sins of
people WHO SIN, THROUGH THE EVIL INCLINATION, AND ATTRACT
BY IT THE DOMINATION OF JUDGMENT. And they do not cause a
blemish ABOVE, but actually to themselves. This is the meaning of:
"Not His the corruption, but the blemish of His sons (or: His (Heb. lo,
with Vav) the corruption, not (Heb. lo, with Aleph) the
blemish...)" (Devarim 32:5). FIRST IT IS SAID "HIS THE
CORRUPTION", SEEMINGLY INDICATING THAT THEY BLEMISH
ABOVE AND THEN, "NOT THE BLEMISH OF HIS SONS" SEEMINGLY,
THAT THEY DO NOT CAUSE BLEMISH ABOVE. It is as if they cause
A BLEMISH yet do not cause A BLEMISH. They cause, THAT IS,
THEY BRING ABOUT that blessings from above do not flow to them,
as is written: "And shut up the heavens, that there be no
rain" (Devarim 11:17). THEY DAMAGE THE CHANNELS OF
SUSTENANCE ABOVE yet they do not cause, because the heavens,
NAMELY THE CHANNELS OF ABOVE, receive for themselves as
much blessings AND SUSTENANCE as they need, but they do not
receive SUSTENANCE to pour downward. Certainly THIS IS NOT A
BLEMISH AND FLAW OF THE ABOVE, BUT RATHER, it is the
blemish of these wicked, AND IT IS UPON THEM THAT THIS FLAW
RESTS AND NOT ABOVE.
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92. Also, IT CAN BE EXPLAINED, "His" (Heb. lo, with Vav) MEANS
that the right is not included in the left ABOVE, so that blessings are
not drawn downwards AND TO THIS IS SAID 'HIS' WITH VAV. "not
(Heb. lo) is spelled with Aleph," since they do not receive
BLESSINGS to draw to those below. THEREFORE THEY REST
BLEMISHED. Who caused this? IT IS because the wicked separate
the Evil Inclination from the Good Inclination and cleave to the Evil
Inclination.

93. Come and see: Judah is come from the left side BECAUSE
JUDAH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT AND MALCHUT ORGINATES
IN THE LEFT SIDE, and he cleft to the right in order to overpower
nations and break their power. For had he not cleft to the right he
would not break their power. And if you ask, Why DID HE CLEAVE to
the right, seeing that it is the left that provokes judgments in the
world. AND WHY WAS NOT THE LEFT SUFFICIENT FOR HIM TO
BREAK THE POWER OF THE NATIONS?
94. HE ANSWERS, But this is a secret. When the Holy One, blessed
be He, judges Yisrael, He judges them only from the left side, in
order to reject them with the left and beckon them with the right. But
with the other nations, He fends them off with the right, and draws
them with the left. And this may be deduced from the proselyte by
conviction, NAMELY BECAUSE WHEN ONE OF THEM BECOMES
ATTRACTED TO HOLINESS AND HE CONVERTS, HE IS CALLED A
PROSELYTE BY CONVICTION (LIT. 'A CONVERT OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS'). RIGHTEOUSNESS IS THE NAME OF THE LEFT
ASPECT OF MALCHUT. SO WE SEE THAT HE ATTRACTS THEM
WITH THE LEFT. AND HE EXPLAINS, He fends them off with the
right, as it is written: "Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious in power;
Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed the enemy in pieces" (Shemot
15:6). He attracts them with the left, as we already said, THAT THE
ONE FROM AMONG THEM, WHO HAS COME CLOSER TO JUDAISM
IS CALLED A CONVERT OF RIGHTEOUSNESS, WHICH IS LEFT.
95. Therefore, Judah, who is from the left side, combined with the
right IN ORDER TO SUBDUE THE NATIONS, and his journeys were
to the right OF THE STANDARDS. Those TRIBES that were with him
all joined to the right. Yisaschar toiled in Torah, which is right, as is
written, "From His right hand a fiery law unto them" (Devarim 33:2).
And so Zvulun who supported the Torah which is right. It is written:
"the right thigh" (Vayikra 7:32) BECAUSE THE RIGHT LEG
SUPPORTS THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE BODY. Therefore, Judah was
attached to this side and that side, NAMELY TO THE LEFT AND THE
RIGHT, north, which is left, to water, which is right.

96. Reuben, who sinned against his father, dwelt in the right, WHICH
IS CHESED. BECAUSE OF THE SIN, he connected with the left and
clove to it. Therefore those who are with him IN HIS STANDARD are
left. Shimon is left because OF THE LIVING CREATURE THAT HAS
THE FACE of the ox, WHICH IS GVURAH, as is written: "The face of
an ox on the left side" (Yechezkel 1:10). Gad is the left leg, NAMELY
HOD, as is written: "Gad, raiders shall maraud him, but he shall
overcome at last (lit. 'heel')" (Beresheet 49:19). OVERCOMING IS
THE ACTION OF THE LEFT, AND HEEL IS THE LEG. Thus, south
clove to fire, right with the left.
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97. And similarly the purpose of what we said: "And you shall lay on
your heart (Heb. levavecha, spelled with two Bet's)" is to include
them together, the left and the right, and then you will know that
"Hashem He is the Elohim." Rabbi Aba said, Definitely it is so. And
now it is understandable, WHAT IS SAID, "He is Aaron and
Moshe" (Shemot 6:26), "he is Moshe and Aaron" (Ibid. 27). IT IS TO
TEACH THAT air, WHICH IS TIFERET, COMBINED with water, WHICH
IS CHESED, and water, WHICH IS CHESED, COMBINED with air,
WHICH IS TIFERET, to be one. Therefore, it is written "he."
98. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "And you shall love
Hashem your Elohim with all your heart, and with all your soul, and
with all your might" (Devarim 6:5). Similarly, WHAT WE SAID ABOUT
THE UNIFICATION OF RIGHT AND LEFT, the holy unification is also
alluded to here, and it serves as an admonition to man to profess the
unity the Holy Name properly with supernal love. "With all your
heart": NAMELY WITH BOTH YOUR INCLINATIONS, WHICH ARE
right and left and are called Good Inclination and Evil Inclination.
"And with all your soul": This is the soul of David that is placed
between them, "and with all your might" MEANING to join them, THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT, above in the place where there is no limit.

99. Another explanation of: "And with all your might": This is Jacob,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, who is attached to all sides TO THE RIGHT
AND TO THE LEFT, BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN. And it all is the
complete unity as it should be. Therefore, THE PASSAGE SAYS, "He
is Aaron and Moshe," "he is Moshe and Aaron." It is all one, FOR
THEY HAVE UNITED ONE WITH THE OTHER without division
BETWEEN THEM.

11. "Take your rod...and it shall turn into a snake"
Rabbi Yehuda talks about how much he loves studying and talking about the Torah and praising God for his righteous laws. He says that David as
the King of Yisrael had to judge and lead his people to keep them on the way of truth.
The Relevance of this Passage
Again we have the recurring themes of the law, or the Word as expressed in the Torah, and judgment and leadership. The title verse talks about the
rod that turned into a snake in front of the Pharaoh. Imagining the snake/rod as the symbol of stewardship will help us pull these themes together
for our meditation. When the power was given to Aaron to do this miracle he enabled himself and Moses to assume leadership over the people, and
therefore also the right to judge them. The rod was the symbol of authority. Remembering that the snake was symbolic of man's original fall, we can
see that assuming leadership at a high level gives one power over even original sin. Thus when we pray we may use the lesson in this text to pray
for our own accession to a level where God may use us as leaders in His battle against sin.
100. "When Pharaoh shall speak to you...IT SHALL TURN INTO A
SNAKE" (Shemot 7:9). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying,
"How I love Your Torah! it is my meditation all the day" (Tehilim
119:97) and it is written: "At midnight I will rise to give thanks to You
because of Your righteous laws" (Ibid. 62). Come and see, David is
the King of Yisrael and he has to judge the people, to lead the
children of Yisrael as a shepherd leads his sheep, so that they will
not turn off the way of truth. And at night it is written, "At midnight I
will rise to give thanks to You because of Your righteous laws." And
he occupied himself with the Torah and praised the Holy One,
blessed be He, until morning came.

12. Midnight and day
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101. He wakened the dawn, as is written: "Wake up, my glory; awake,
the harp and the lyre; I will awake the dawn" (Tehilim 57:9). And
when day came, he said this passage: "How I love Your Torah! it is
my meditation all the day." HE ASKS, What is the meaning of: "it is
my meditation all the day"? HE ANSWERS, From here we learn that
all who study the Torah to complete and clarify the law with lucidity,
it is as though they fulfilled the entire Torah. Therefore, THE VERSE
SAYS, "it is my meditation all the day" BECAUSE HE WAS
OCCUPIED WITH ELUCIDATING THE LAW.

102. Come and see: By day, he was occupied with the Torah to carry
out justice. And at night, he was occupied with songs and praises
until day came. What was the reason? IT WAS because he was
occupied all day to complete and clarify the laws, WHICH ARE THE
ASPECT OF THE LEFT, in order to include the left in the right,
BECAUSE DAY IS THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED.
By night, HE WAS OCCUPIED WITH PRAISES WHICH ARE
CHASSADIM in order to include the grade of the night, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT, with day, WHICH IS CHESED.
103. And come and see: In the days of King David, he brought close
all the beasts in the field, WHO INHABITED THE THREE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH - to the sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
When Solomon arrived AND THE NUKVA WAS IN HER FULLNESS IN
HIS DAYS, the sea, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, flowed and became full,
MEANING THAT IT ASCENDED TO SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, and
watered them, FOR THERE IS ITS ABSOLUTE FULFILLMENT. THEN
ALL THE INHABITANTS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH
ASCENDED TO ATZILUT AND RECEIVED THEIR SUSTENANCE
FROM THE SEA. HE ASKS, Which was watered first? HE ANSWERS,
It was already explained that they are the supernal great crocodiles
about which it is written: "And fill the waters in the seas" (Beresheet
1:22). THEY ARE MATATRON AND SANDALFON OF BRIYAH WHO
ARE SUPERIOR TO ALL THE INHABITANTS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH.

13. The serpent couches in the midst of the streams
104. RABBI YEHUDA BRINGS HERE THE WORDS OF RABBI
ELAZAR, TO DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN THE GREAT CROCODILES
(HEB. TANINIM) OF HOLINESS AND THE GREAT CROCODILE OF
THE KLIPAH. FOR THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED PASSAGE
OPENED WITH THE PHRASE: "WHEN PHARAOH SHALL SPEAK TO
YOU...THEN YOU SHALL SAY TO AARON, TAKE YOUR ROD, AND
CAST IT BEFORE PHARAOH, AND IT SHALL TURN INTO A
SNAKE" (SHEMOT 7:9). AFTERWARDS, IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE
MAGICIANS OF EGYPT, THEY ALSO DID IN LIKE MANNER WITH
THEIR SECRET ARTS. FOR THEY CAST DOWN EVERY MAN HIS
ROD, AND THEY TURNED TO SNAKES (HEB. TANINIM)" (IBID. 1112). AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE SERPENT OF HOLINESS
OF AARON'S ROD AND THE SERPENT OF THE SORCERERS IS
EXPLAINED IN THE WORDS OF RABBI ELAZAR.
Rabbi Elazar said, On the supernal right side, NAMELY FROM THE
RIGHT COLUMN OF BINAH, emerge thirteen supernal springs and
deep rivers. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL THRONE
WHICH IS BINAH. AND THERE ARE FOUR LEGS OF THE THRONE
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, EACH CONTAINING CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, SO THEY
ARE TWELVE, AND BINAH ITSELF WHICH IS OVER THEM, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE THRONE, IS THIRTEENTH. THEY ARE DIVIDED
INTO TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, BECAUSE TIFERET IS
ALSO DIVIDED INTO RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE CHESED AND
GVURAH. THOSE ON THE RIGHT SIDE ARE CALLED SPRINGS, AND
THOSE ON THE LEFT, RIVERS. The ones ascend, NAMELY THOSE
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THAT BELONG TO THE LEFT, WHICH ILLUMINATE FROM BELOW
UPWARDS. And the others descend, NAMELY THOSE THAT
BELONG TO THE RIGHT, ILLUMINATING FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS. They interpenetrate each other, MEANING THAT
THEY COMBINE ONE WITH THE OTHER, because one, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, withdraws, THAT IS, IT LESSENS its head
OF THE LEFT COLUMN THAT IS CALLED RIVER, and brings it in two
bodies CALLED STREAM AND RIVER. One body FROM THE ASPECT
of river, WHICH IS LEFT AND CHOCHMAH, receives FROM THE
CHASSADIM of the right above and brings forth TO THE LOWER
BEINGS a thousand streams that emerge to four sides, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, EACH CONTAINING
250 STREAMS.
105. From these thirteen rivers OF THE LEFT, and the springs ON
THE RIGHT AS MENTIONED, emerge thirteen streams, WHICH ARE
LIGHTS OF THE LEFT. Entering into them, 499 and one half FROM
THE RIGHT and 499 and one half from the left, take water. One half
on this side and one half from this side remain, and the two halves
become one. This enters between the streams and turns into a
serpent.

106. The head OF THE SERPENT (HEB. TANIN) is red like a rose.
THE COLOR RED DENOTES JUDGMENTS THAT ARE DRAWN FROM
BINAH. Its scales are hard as iron, FOR THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT
IS ESSENTIALLY CALLED IRON, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT. Its wings are swimming wings,
NAMELY FINS, and they go into all these streams THAT WERE
MENTIONED. When he raises his tail, he smites and kicks the other
fish, and no one can withstand him.
107. The mouth OF THE SERPENT is a flaming fire. When he swims
in all these streams, NAMELY, WHEN HE DRAWS CHOCHMAH FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARDS LIKE THE STREAMS, the other fish there,
MEANING THE GRADES, tremble and flee from there to the sea,
WHICH IS MALCHUT OF HOLINESS. Once in seventy years, he
couches this way, NAMELY IN 499 AND ONE HALF STREAMS ON
THE RIGHT AND COMPLETES THE HALF THAT IS MISSING ON THE
RIGHT. And once in seventy years, he couches that way, NAMELY IN
499 AND ONE HALF STREAMS ON THE LEFT, AND COMPLETES
THE HALF THAT IS MISSING ON THE LEFT, SINCE THE SERPENT IS
CONSTRUCTED FROM THESE TWO HALVES THAT ARE MISSING IN
THEM. THUS the thousand streams less one were filled by him,
THAT IS, BECOME COMPLETED BY HIM. The serpent couches in the
midst of the streams, BUT DOES NOT SWIM IN THEM. FOR
CROUCHING DOES NO ACTION AND DOES NOT DRAW CHOCHMAH
FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, UNLIKE SWIMING, WHICH ACTS AND
DRAWS FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, AND THEREFORE ITS
ASPECT OF JUDGMENT IS REVEALED, AS IS MENTIONED AND
WRITTEN BEFORE US.
108. BUT when he swims IN THEM, a flame of fire emerges among
the Klipot. And THEN THE STREAMS all rise and storm, MEANING
THAT THEY RAISE THEIR WAVES ABOVE AND BRING THEM DOWN,
WHICH IS CALLED STORM IN RHETORICAL LANGUAGE. These
streams mix ONE WITH THE OTHER, and receive the blue color that
tends to black, WHICH IS THE COLOR OF MALCHUT. And wheels
move ABOVE to the four directions of the world, NAMELY THE
WHEELS OF THE CHARIOT OF HOLINESS DRAW THE TOP THREE
SFIROT BY THEIR TRAVELS, and the serpent straightens up his tail
and smites upward THE WHEELS, THUS DAMAGING THEM, and
smites below THE RIVERS. They all flee him.
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109. Until a certain flame of fire arises in the north side, and a
proclamation resounds, 'Stand in groups and disperse to four sides,
for he who will put a snare upon the face of the serpent has awoken,'
as written, "And I will put hooks in your jaws..." (Yechezkel 29:4).
THIS REFERS TO THE SERPENT THAT COUCHES IN THE MIDST OF
its streams on the STREAMS. Then all THE GROUPS scatter, take the
serpent and puncture his face by the side of his jaws, and bring him
into a hole in the great abyss, WHICH IS BINAH OF THE KLIPOT until
his power is broken. Then he is returned to his rivers.

110. This is done to him once in seventy years, BECAUSE WHEN HE
REACHES THE END OF SEVENTY YEARS WHICH IS HIS MALCHUT
OF MALCHUT, THE POWER OF JUDGMENT IN HIS TAIL IS AGAIN
STIMULATED, so that he would not ruin the places of the firmaments
and their pillars. For this they all praise and laud: "Come, let us
prostrate and bow down, let us kneel before Hashem our
maker" (Tehilim 95:6).
111. BUT the supernal serpents that stand above IN HOLINESS, WHO
ARE LIVYATAN AND HIS SPOUSE, are the ones who were blessed
as written: "And Elohim blessed them" (Beresheet 1:22). These rule
over all the other fish, WHICH ARE THE VARIED LEVEL GRADES IN
THE STREAMS, as is written: "And fill the waters in the seas." And of
this, it is written, "Hashem, how manifold are Your works! In wisdom
have You made them all." (Tehilim 104:24).

14. "The bright blade of a revolving sword"
Tosefta (addendum)
112. "My beloved is to me a cluster of henna" (Shir Hashirim 1:14). A
cluster refers to Supernal Ima, NAMELY BINAH. As a cluster is
decorated with so many leaves and so many branches to the
children of Yisrael who eat it, so the Supernal Shechinah, WHICH IS
BINAH, is decorated. SHE ELEVATES MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE
WATERS) TO CHOCHMAH, with many jewels of eight vessels,
NAMELY THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THE FOUR
LETTERS OF ADONAI, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, many
offerings THAT YISRAEL OFFER, and many kinds of ornaments of
atonement for her children. She stands in them before the King,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and immediately, "And I will look upon it,
that I may remember the everlasting covenant" (Beresheet 9:16),
MEANING THAT HE UNITES WITH HER. AND BINAH gives us from
her petitions SHE ASKED FROM CHOCHMAH FOR OUR SAKES,
THROUGH those blessings that the sages composed to request
before the King in the prayer service.
113. At the time OF THE AFOREMENTIONED UNION OF CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, all the Judgments of the Lower Shechinah, WHICH IS
MALCHUT which is Hei Vav Hei Yud Adonai, convert into Mercy such
as Yud Hei Vav Hei, to fulfill the verse: "though your sins be like
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18), NAMELY
Yud Hei Vav Hei. "Though they be like red crimson", which is Hei
Vav Hei Yud "they shall be as white as wool", WHICH IS Yud Hei Vav
Hei. All the Judgments of this, NAMELY OF MALCHUT, become
whitened by the supernal Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH.
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114. And the Shechinah, which is Hei Vav Hei Yud, is "the bright
blade of a revolving sword to guard the way to the Tree of
Life" (Beresheet 3:24). The sages explained THAT THE REASON IT IS
CALLED THE BLADE OF A REVOLVING SWORD IS BECAUSE it
revolves sometimes to Mercy and sometimes to Judgment,
sometimes to men and sometimes to women; sometimes to
Judgment as in Hei Vav Hei Yud, sometimes to Mercy, as in Yud Hei
Vav Hei. It is from the side of the Tree of Life, MEANING THAT IF THE
SHECHINAH JOINS WITH THE TREE OF LIFE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
THAT ASCENDED TO BINAH, all the Judgments that it contains turn
to Mercy. And from the side of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil, MEANING THE SHECHINAH THAT IS NOT ATTACHED TO THE
TREE OF LIFE, all the Mercy contained in it turns to Judgment, to
judge all those who transgress the words of Torah.
115. And this tree OF LIFE is in the World to Come, which is Binah,
in which all the names of Judgment turn into Mercy, and the sages
therefore explained that the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, is not
like this world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. FOR GOOD TIDINGS IN THIS
WORLD, WE SAY 'BLESSED IS HE WHO IS GOOD AND DOES
GOOD'. AND FOR BAD TIDINGS WE SAY, 'BLESSED IS THE TRUE
JUDGE'. BUT IN THE WORLD TO COME, HE IS COMPLETELY GOOD
AND DOES GOOD, AS THERE IS NO JUDGMENT THERE. Therefore,
Binah is the blade of a revolving sword that revolves from Judgment
to Mercy for the righteous, to give them reward in the World to
Come. Malchut is the blade of a revolving sword that revolves from
Mercy to Judgment to judge the wicked in this world
116. But from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, which is
similar to the rod THAT TURNED INTO A SERPENT, MEANING IT IS
TURNED TO REAL EVIL AND NOT FROM MERCY INTO JUDGMENT
AS MENTIONED, sometimes women turn into female demons and
men to male demons. Hence "And Jacob told Rachel" (Beresheet
29:12). Therefore, our sages explained that a man should not have
intercourse with his wife before he converses with her, since his wife
might has been exchanged with a demon, because the blade in the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil revolves from good to REAL
evil. And if you ask about the sorcerers of Pharaoh, of whom it is
written: "And the magicians did so with their secret arts (lit.
'blades')" (Shemot 8:3), who turned their rods into serpents through
their blades, HOW THEY COULD DO THIS? HE ANSWERS, Because
of these rotations IN THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD
AND EVIL, they could do it.
(End of Tosefta)

15. "Take your rod"
117. "Then you shall say to Aaron, 'Take your rod'" (Shemot 7:9). HE
ASKS, What is the reason the rod of Aaron and not the rod of Moshe
WAS SELECTED FOR THIS? HE ANSWERS, The rod of Moshe was
especially holy because the Holy Name was carved into it in the
Supernal Garden of Eden, and the Holy One, blessed be He, did not
want to defile it with the rods of the sorcerers, BECAUSE IT HAD TO
SWALLOW THEM, AS WRITTEN: "AND THE ROD OF AARON
SWALLOWED THEIR RODS." Moreover, in order to subdue all that
comes from the left side, THE ROD OF AARON IS NECESSARY,
because Aaron, a priest, came from the right, and the left is
subjected to the right.
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118. Rabbi Chiya asked Rabbi Yosi, It was revealed before the Holy
One, blessed be He, that these sorcerers will make serpents AND, IF
SO, what is the significance of making serpents before Pharaoh? He
said to him, It is because the origin of the punishments is in there,
MEANING THE PRIMORDIAL SERPENT THAT CAUSED ADAM AND
EVE TO FAIL. The reign OF PHARAOH starts at the origin of the
serpent, NAMELY FROM THE LEFT SIDE. Then WHEN THEY SAW
THE TRANSITION OF AARON'S ROD TO A SERPENT, all the
sorcerers rejoiced, because the beginning of the wisdom of their
serpent was such. Immediately Aaron's rod turned back into a dry
piece of wood and swallowed them.

119. Because of this, they were amazed and knew that there was a
higher dominion on earth, for they thought that below, ON EARTH,
there is no dominion aside from them to do anything. Then, "And the
rod of Aaron swallowed their rods." It is precisely "the rod of Aaron,"
as THE SERPENT reverted into wood, and swallowed them.

120. Therefore Aaron made two signs, one above and one below. The
one above, NAMELY that the supernal serpent of Holiness
overpowered their serpents, and the one below, namely that the
wood dominated their serpents, BY SWALLOWING THEM. And
Pharaoh was wiser than all his sorcerers, and he perceived that the
supernal dominion ruled over the earth, ruling above and below.

121. Rabbi Yosi said, Lest you say that everything the sorcerers do,
they do only with optical illusions, that it only appears so, but not
more, the Torah tells us: "And they turned" precisely, as written:
"And they turned snakes" (Shemot 7:12), AS THEY ACTUALLY
MADE THE SERPENTS. And Rabbi Yosi said, Even when their
serpents returned to be wood, the wood of Aaron swallowed them.
BECAUSE IT IS SAID, "AND THE ROD OF AARON SWALLOWED
THEIR RODS."

122. It is written: "Behold I am against you, Pharaoh King of Egypt,
the great crocodile that couches in the midst of his
streams" (Yechezkel 29:3). HE IS CALLED SO, BECAUSE from THE
GREAT SERPENT starts their dominion below, but their wisdom is
drawn from under all the levels OF THE SERPENT AND HIS
STREAMS.

123. Come and see, their wisdom abides in the lowest levels in order
to subdue and subjugate these levels to the upper levels, WHICH
ARE THE GREAT SERPENT AND HIS STREAMS, TO BE INCLUDED
IN THEM, AND THEN THEY CAN DRAW LIGHT TO THE LOWER
LEVELS. The tops of their dominion and their sources are under the
serpent. They hold to the serpent, because their highest level,
WHICH IS THE KING, receives power from there. THEREFORE THEIR
KING IS LIKENED TO A GREAT SERPENT WHO COUCHES IN THE
MIDST OF HIS STREAMS. This is understood from the verse: "That
is behind the mill," (Shemot 11:5), MEANING BEHIND THE HIGHEST
LEVELS THAT ARE CALLED MILL, SINCE THEY ARE NOT CAPABLE
OF RECEIVING THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS CALLED
FIRSTBORN, EXCEPT BY SUBDUING AND SUBJUGATING IT TO THE
HIGHER LEVELS AS MENTIONED. THEREFORE, THEY ARE CALLED
THE FIRSTBORN OF THE MAIDSERVANT.
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124. Rabbi Chiya was sitting one day at the gate of Usha. He saw
Rabbi Elazar and A BIRD THAT IS NAMED Katfira flying by him. He
said to Rabbi Elazar, It seems that even when you are going on the
road everyone desires to follow you. RABBI ELAZAR turned his head
and saw it. He said, Certainly THE BIRD has a mission since the Holy
One, blessed be He, accomplishes His missions through everyone,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, has many messengers. Do not say
THAT HE DOES HIS MISSION only with living things, but also with
inanimate things.

125. He opened the discussion saying, "For the stone will cry out of
the wall and the beam out of the timber shall answer it" (Chavakuk
2:11). How careful a person must be not to sin before the Holy One,
blessed be He. And if you ask who will bear testimony against him,
lo and behold the stones of his house and the beams of his house
will bear testimony against him. And sometimes the Holy One,
blessed be He, carries out His missions through them. Come and
see the rod of Aaron, which was a dry piece of wood, the Holy One,
blessed be He, performed with it the first of the miracles. Two
missions were accomplished with it: One is though it was a dry
piece of wood yet it swallowed their serpents; the second is that it
temporarily received the spirit OF LIFE and became a creature.

126. Rabbi Elazar said, May the spirit expire of those who say that
the Holy One, blessed be He, will not resurrect the dead, because it
is not possible that He could make a new creature of them. Let these
wicked, foolish people, who are far from Torah and far from THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, see that Aaron had in his hands a rod,
dry wood, which the Holy One, blessed be He, turned it temporarily
into a creature. That is, it changed in spirit and body. The Holy One,
blessed be He, concealed in the dust those bodies that already had
holy spirits and souls, observed the precepts of the Torah, and were
occupied with Torah days and nights. At the time when the world will
rejoice, MEANING AFTER THE END OF CORRECTION, how much
more so will the Holy One, blessed be He, make them new creatures.

127. Rabbi Chiya said, not only this but that body that previously
existed will rise. This is understood from the words: "Your dead will
again live" (Yeshayah 26:19). It is not written: '...will He create', so it
means that they were already created before, but THEY ONLY NEED
to come alive again. One bone will remain from the body under the
earth, and that bone never rots or disappears in the dust. At that
time, the Holy One, blessed be He, will soften it and make it like
leaven in the dough, and it will rise and spread to four corners, and
the body and all its limbs will be completed from it. Afterwards, the
Holy One, blessed be He, will put the spirit into it. Rabbi Elazar said
to him, It is so. Come and see, this bone is softened with dew, as
written: "For the dew of lights is your dew..." (Ibid.).
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16. "That they may become blood"
128. "And Hashem said to Moshe, 'Say to Aaron, take your rod and
stretch your hand on the waters of Egypt on their streams, on their
canals, and on their ponds, and on all their pools of water, that they
may become blood...'" (Shemot 7:19). Rabbi Yehuda said, We must
concentrate on this passage. How could he have gone to all these
places, NAMELY TO ALL THE WATERS OF EGYPT AND ALL THEIR
PONDS THROUGHOUT THE LAND OF EGYPT? It is also written,
"And seven days were completed, after Hashem had smitten the
River" (Ibid. 25). It is written: "The River," yet you say: "on the
waters of Egypt, on their streams, on their canals, and on their
ponds."

129. HE ANSWERS, "The waters of Egypt" is the Nile. All the other
ponds and streams and wellsprings and all their waters were filled
from there. Therefore, Aaron raised his hand only to smite the Nile.
Come and see that it is so, for it is written, "And Egypt could not
drink of the water of the River" (Ibid. 21). SO WE SEE THAT THE
RIVER INCLUDES ALL THE WATERS OF EGYPT.

130. Rabbi Aba said, Come and see, the lower waters spread in many
directions, NAMELY RIGHT AND TO LEFT, and the upper waters
gather in the gathering place of the water, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, as written: "And Elohim said, 'Let the waters under the
heaven be gathered together to one place'...and the gathering
together of the waters He called seas" (Beresheet 1:9-11). This
passage was explained. Come and see, the firmament that contains
the sun and moon and stars and constellations, WHICH IS YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT INCLUDES WITHIN IT ALL THE LIGHTS OF
ZEIR ANPIN, is the gathering place of the water, for it receives all the
water, NAMELY ALL THE LIGHTS, and waters the earth which is the
lower world, NAMELY MALCHUT. As soon as THE EARTH receives
the waters, it spreads them and divides them to every side, and from
there everything is watered.
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131. During the time when Judgment dwells, the lower world, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, does not nurture from that firmament, but nurtures
from the left side THAT IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT. Then
MALCHUT is called: "The sword of Hashem is filled with
blood" (Yeshayah 34:6). Woe to those who then nurture from her and
are sustained by her, because at that time the sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, was nurturing from two sides, FROM YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND FROM THE LEFT SIDE. THEREFORE, it is divided into
two parts, white FROM THE SIDE OF YESOD, and red FROM THE
LEFT SIDE. Then it casts into the River the portion of Egypt,
NAMELY THE RED, smites THEIR SOURCE above, and smites below.
Therefore, Yisrael drink water BECAUSE THEY ARE ATTACHED TO
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE WHITE PART OF MALCHUT,
and the Egyptians drink blood, WHICH IS THE RED PART OF
MALCHUT.
132. So if you say that THE PLAGUE OF BLOOD was only to repel
them, come and see. They drank the blood, which entered their
intestines, broke through and rose. So Yisrael sold them water for
money. Then they drank water. Therefore, the first plague that smote
them was blood.

133. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with this passage: "I will
extol You, my Elohim, O King; and I will bless Your name forever and
ever" (Tehilim 145:1). Come and see that David spoke of his level, "I
WILL EXTOL YOU," for he wrote "my Elohim," MEANING my own
ELOHIM, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS HIS LEVEL. For he wanted
to raise the praise OF MALCHUT, and to bring it to the supernal light,
NAMELY BINAH, to mix them one with the other, so THAT MALCHUT
AND BINAH should be one. Therefore he said, "I will extol You, my
Elohim, O King..."

134. For we learned that David endeavored all the days of his life to
restore the Throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and to illuminate its face
WITH THE LIGHT OF BINAH so it would protect it, and constantly
illuminate the lower light, WHICH IS MALCHUT, with the upper light,
WHICH IS BINAH, so that they would be one. MEANING THAT
MALCHUT WOULD ASCEND TO BINAH, WHEN THEY ARE ONE. And
when Solomon came, he found a world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, whole,
and the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, full. MALCHUT HAD ALREADY
ASCENDED TO BINAH, AND WAS COMPLETED AND FILLED WITH
ALL ITS LIGHTS and he no longer had to toil at illuminating it.
135. Come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to do
vengeance upon the idol-worshipping nations, the left SIDE is
stimulated and the moon becomes full, FOR IT IS MALCHUT with
blood from that side. Then the springs and rivers of below and all
that are on the left side flow with blood. Therefore their punishment
is blood.
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136. Come and see: When this blood is aroused against any nation,
it is the blood of killed people, because another nation is provoked
to come and kill them. But in Egypt, the Holy One, blessed be He, did
not want to bring another nation to arouse blood against them,
NAMELY TO KILL THEM, because of Yisrael that were living among
them, so that YISRAEL who dwelt in their country would not be
distressed. The Holy One, blessed be He, smote them with blood in
their streams instead, so they were not able to drink.

137. Since their dominion rules over that river, the Holy One, blessed
be He, punished their dominion first, in order that their deity would
be smitten first, because the Nile was one of their deities. Similarly
their other deities were gushing with blood. This is the meaning of:
"And that there may be blood throughout all the Land of Egypt both
in vessels of wood, and in vessels of stone" (Shemot 7:19).

138. Rabbi Chiya arose one night to study Torah. The young Rabbi
Yosi, who was still a child, was with him. Rabbi Chiya opened the
discussion saying, "Go your way, eat your bread with joy, and drink
your wine with a merry heart; for the Elohim has already accepted
your works" (Kohelet 9:7). HE ASKS, What did Solomon see that
caused him to say this passage.

139. AND HE ANSWERS, All the words of Solomon were said with
wisdom. "Go your way, eat your bread with joy" MEANS that the
Holy One, blessed be He, brings a person who goes in the ways of
the Holy One, blessed be He, close to Him, and gives him tranquillity
and repose. Then, he eats and drinks the bread and wine with a
joyful heart because the Holy One, blessed be He, has accepted his
actions.

140. That boy said to him, If so, then you have said that all the words
of Solomon were with wisdom, so where is the wisdom here IN THIS
PASSAGE. RABBI CHIYA said to him, My son, cook your food,
MEANING CONCENTRATE WELL, and you will understand this
passage. The boy said to him, Before I have cooked, I already know.
RABBI CHIYA said to him, How do you know?
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141. The boy said to him, I heard one voice, MEANING ONE THING
my father used to say about this passage. Solomon cautioned
people to crown the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
with joy, which is the right side, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM, which is bread, so it would be crowned with joy.
BREAD ALLUDES TO THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM. Then it should be
crowned with wine, which is the left side, NAMELY THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE LEFT OF BINAH, so
that the Faith of all, NAMELY MALCHUT, will be in complete joy in
the right and left. When it will be between both, all the blessings will
dwell in the world. THIS IS THE UTMOST PERFECTION OF
MALCHUT, THAT THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, WOULD BE ENVELOPED IN THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM THAT IS ON THE RIGHT, FOR THEN BOTH ILLUMINATE
IN HER. FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF BREAD AND WINE. All this
occurs when the Holy One, blessed be He, accepts the deeds of
people as written: "For the Elohim has already accepted your
works" (Kohelet 9:7). Rabbi Chiya approached and kissed him. He
said, I swear my son that I left this for you, MEANING THAT EVEN
THOUGH I ALSO KNEW IT, I DID NOT SAY IT, AND I LEFT IT FOR
YOU TO SAY. And now I know that the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes to crown you with Torah.
142. Rabbi Chiya again opened the discussion saying, "Say to
Aaron, 'Take your rod, and stretch your hand on the waters of
Egypt'..." (Shemot 7:19). HE ASKS, Why Aaron and not Moshe, AND
ANSWERS, For the Holy One, blessed be He, said, water remains in
the place where Aaron is, BECAUSE WATER IS IN THE RIGHT, and
the left wants to draw water from there. Aaron, who comes from that
side, will stimulate A FLOW OF WATER, and when the left, WHICH IS
EGYPT, receives it, it will be transformed into blood.

143. Come and see, the lowest of all levels, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
WHICH IS CALLED "THE SWORD OF HASHEM IS FILLED WITH
BLOOD," smote first, AND THEIR WATERS TURNED INTO BLOOD.
Rabbi Shimon said, The Holy One, blessed be He, started to smite
from the lowest, WHICH IS MALCHUT. His hand THAT CONTAINS
TEN FINGERS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TEN SFIROT smote
with each finger, FROM MALCHUT UNTIL KETER. And when He
reached their highest level, WHICH IS THE FIRSTBORN OF ALL THE
LEVELS, NAMELY CORRESPONDING TO KETER, He acted and
passed over the land of Egypt and killed them all. Therefore, He
killed all the firstborn in the land of Egypt, because this is their
highest level and the firstborn to everything.

17. "And the River shall bring forth frogs in swarms"
144. Come and see, Pharaoh ruled with THE POWER OF water, as
written: "The great crocodile that couches in the midst of his
streams" (Yechezkel 29:3). Therefore, first his river was turned into
blood. Afterward, frogs CAME OUT OF IT that plagued EGYPT with
sounds that shook within their bowels. They came out of the River
and onto the ground with high pitched voices in all directions until
the Egyptians fell as if dead in their homes.
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145. And the secret of the matter is that all the ten signs the Holy
One, blessed be He, performed originated from the strong hand,
WHICH IS GVURAH, and this hand overpowered all the levels of their
dominion in order to confuse them. They did not know what to do TO
BE SAVED. When the grades tried to do something, it became
apparent to all that they could do nothing TO BE SAVED FROM THE
PLAGUES because of the strong hand that rested upon them.

146. "And the River shall bring forth frogs in swarms, and these will
go up and come into your house" (Shemot 7:28). Rabbi Shimon
opened the discussion saying, "A voice was heard in Ramah,
lamentation, and bitter weeping; Rachel weeping for her
children..." (Yirmeyah 31:14). Come and see: This passage has been
explained in many places. But this passage is difficult, for it says,
"Rachel weeping for her children," yet only Joseph and Benjamin
were the children of Rachel and no more, while Leah had her six
tribes, so why did Rachel weep and not Leah?

147. HE ANSWERS, But it has been said, it is written: "And Leah's
eyes were weak" (Beresheet 29:17). Why were they weak? Because
everyday she would go out to the crossroads and ask about Esav.
They would tell her about the actions of that wicked man, and she
feared she would fall into his lot, so she wept daily until her eyes
became weak.

148. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, You are weeping to merit
that righteous man, Jacob, and not be the lot of that wicked man.
Upon your life, your sister will rise at the crossroads and weep over
the exile of Yisrael. But you will be inside, NAMELY IN THE CAVE OF
MACHPELAH, and will not weep over them. Rachel will weep over
the exile of Yisrael.

149. However, this passage really refers to what we said, MEANING
THAT ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING IT IS INTERPRETED
THIS WAY, but the secret meaning of the matter is that Rachel and
Leah are two worlds. THE NUKVA FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR
ANPIN IS CALLED LEAH, AND THE NUKVA THAT IS FROM THE
CHEST DOWN OF ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED RACHEL. One is the world
of concealment, NAMELY LEAH, and one is the world of revelation,
NAMELY RACHEL. Therefore, the one, LEAH, was buried and
concealed within the cave and was covered, while the other,
RACHEL, remains at the crossroads, FOR SHE WAS BURIED ON
THE WAY TO EFRAT, in the open. And everything is in the likeness
of above. Therefore, Jacob did not bring RACHEL into the cave or to
any other place, as it is written: "yet there was but a little way to
come to Efrat" (Beresheet 48:7). He did not bring her to the city,
because he knew that her place was in an open spot.
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150. Come and see, the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is called Rachel, as written: "And as a sheep (Heb.
rachel) before her shearers is dumb" (Yeshayah 53:7). Why is she
dumb? IT IS because her voice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is stopped
when other nations rule, and she becomes dumb.

151. This is the meaning of: "A voice was heard in Ramah,
lamentation, and bitter weeping..." "A voice was heard in Ramah"
refers to celestial Jerusalem, NAMELY BINAH. "Rachel weeping for
her children": As long as the children of Yisrael are in exile, she
weeps for them because she is their mother. "She refused to be
comforted for her children." What is the reason? "Because he is
not." HE ASKS, It should have said, 'Because they are not', AND
ANSWERS it is because her husband, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN called
voice, is gone from her and is not joined to her.

152. Come and see: She did not just weep over Yisrael just once, but
rather every moment they were in exile. For the reason THEY
BLEMISHED THE VOICE, WHICH WAS GONE FROM RACHEL, the
Holy One, blessed be He, brought about a voice to the Egyptians TO
PUNISH THEM, as written: "And there shall be a great cry throughout
all the land of Egypt, such as there was none like it..." (Shemot 11:6).
He also arranged for them other voices in these frogs that raised
their voices in their intestines, so they fell dead in the marketplaces.

153. "And the frog came up" (Shemot 8:2). IT SHOULD HAVE SAID
'FROGS' IN THE PLURAL. HE ANSWERS, It was one frog, but it bred
and the land became filled with them. And they all gave themselves
over to the fire, as written: "And into your ovens, and into your
kneading troughs" (Shemot 7:28). What did they say: "We went
through fire and through water; but You did bring us out into
abundance" (Tehilim 66:12). And if you ask, how does this concern
the Egyptians that all these frogs went into the fire? HE ANSWERS,
they all came into the fire and went into the ovens yet did not die.
Those that did die, what did they do? There was bread in the oven,
and they came into the bread and burst, and others came out of
them and were swallowed in the bread. And when they wanted to eat
of the bread, the bread in their bowels turned back into frogs that
danced and raised their voices until THE EGYPTIANS died. This
PLAGUE was harder on them than all the others. Come and see, it is
written: "And the River shall bring forth frogs in swarms, and these
will go up and come into your house, and on your bedchamber...AND
THE FROGS SHALL COME UP BOTH ON (LIT. 'IN') YOU, AND ON (IN)
YOUR PEOPLE, AND ON (IN) ALL YOUR SERVANTS" (Shemot 7:2829). SO THEY CAME INSIDE THEIR BODIES. Pharaoh was smitten
first and more than everyone else, FOR IT SAYS, "ON YOU, AND ON
YOUR PEOPLE, AND ON ALL YOUR SERVANTS." May the name of
Hashem be blessed from everlasting to everlasting, for He examines
the actions of people in everything they do.
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154. It is written: "And the princes also of Pharaoh saw her, and
commended her before Pharaoh; and the woman was taken into the
house of Pharaoh" (Beresheet 12:15). This passage is to be
interpreted as Pharaoh is mentioned three times. One Pharaoh refers
to Pharaoh of that time, one ALLUDES to Pharaoh during the time of
Joseph, and one ALLUDES to Pharaoh in the days of Moshe, who
was smitten with his rod.

155. The first Pharaoh, when Sarah was taken to him, hinted to his
artists and they drew her picture in his room on the wall over his
bed. He had no peace until they made a picture of Sarah on a panel
and when he entered his bed, he brought the panel with him. Every
king who succeeded him saw the painted image, and jesters came
before him, so when he got into his bed he enjoyed that picture.
Therefore the king was smitten here more than everyone else. This is
the meaning of: "And into your bedchamber, and on your bed," and
afterwards "and into the house of your servants, and on your
people" (Shemot 7:28). The expression "on your bed," appears in
relation to none except him alone.

156. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "All the rivers run into
the sea, yet the sea is not full. To the place where the rivers flow,
thither they return" (Kohelet 1:7). This passage is explained and the
sages have spoke of it. Yet come and see, when these rivers, WHICH
ARE THE LIGHTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, run to the sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the sea receives them and absorbs them in itself because
the water freezes in the sea, and the ice draws to itself all the water
that flows to it. Afterwards, the water emerges with the power of the
south, NAMELY CHASSADIM ON THE RIGHT SIDE, and waters all the
wild animals, as written: "they give drink to every wild
beast" (Tehilim, 104:11).

157. Come and see, the frozen sea draws in all the water and melts
by the power of the south, as we have learned. This is why it "is not
full." This has already been explained

158. Here, the friends remarked ABOUT THE PASSAGE: "To the
place where the rivers flow, thither they return." Wherefore do they
return? HE ANSWERS, Because the river that flows and comes out
of Eden, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, never interrupts its flow
FROM MALCHUT, and always supplies water to the sea. Therefore,
the waters return, flow and again return, never stopping. When it
again flows to water everything, NAMELY TO DRAW CHOCHMAH
THAT SUBDUES ALL THE KLIPOT, a northern wind arrives and the
water freezes. And the southern wind, which is warm, thaws it so it
can flow in every direction. Therefore, that sea abides between the
two sides, NORTH AND SOUTH, and through them THE SEA
perseveres. Ships, WHICH ARE THE GRADES THAT RECEIVE FROM
MALCHUT, travel in it in every direction, NAMELY, AFTER ALL THE
DIRECTIONS-SOUTH, NORTH, EAST AND WEST-ARE INCLUDED
WITHIN EACH OTHER.
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159. Come and see: when the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes to
His bed, WHICH IS MALCHUT, at midnight, the northern wind
awakens, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE, which arouses love towards the
Queen, NAMELY TO MALCHUT. Without the stimulation of the north,
the King would not join with her, because love starts at the north, as
is said, "His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6). The
south, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, embraces with love, as
written: "And his right hand embraces me" (Ibid.). Then many jesters
call forth songs until the morning comes, as written: "When the
morning stars sang together and all the sons of Elohim shouted for
joy" (Iyov 38:7).

160. When morning comes, all the upper and lower beings recite
songs. BECAUSE AT NIGHT, ONLY THE ANGELS THAT ARE
DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN RECITE POETRY, BUT IN THE
MORNING THEY ALL RECITE SONGS, MEANING EVEN THOSE THAT
ARE DRAWN FROM THE RIGHT. THEN ALL THE COLUMNS ARE
COMBINED ONE WITH THE OTHER UNDER THE DOMINION OF THE
RIGHT, and similarly YISRAEL RECITE POEMS below, as written:
"You that make mention of Hashem, take no rest" (Yeshayah 62:6).
THIS IS ADDRESSED specifically to the lower beings, NAMELY TO
YISRAEL.
161. At midnight, those who desire to constantly mention the Holy
One, blessed be He, do not allow their hearts to be silent and rise
FROM THEIR BEDS to make mention of the Holy One, blessed be He.
With the light of morning, they hasten to the synagogue to praise the
Holy One, blessed be He, and again after midday, MEANING AT
MINCHAH (THE AFTERNOON PRAYER), and also at night, when
darkness falls, and night is enveloped in darkness and the sun has
rest. About these is written: "You that make mention of Hashem,
take no rest." This refers to Yisrael, the holy nation.

162. The Holy One, blessed be He, remembered them for that in
Egypt, and those that take no rest day or night rose against Pharaoh.
And who are they? They are the frogs whose voices are never still. It
is because He strengthened the holy people that are not silent day or
night from praising the Holy One, blessed be He. And there was no
one in Egypt who could speak with another. The land became
devastated because of them, and babies and children died because
of their sound.

163. And if you ask, Why were they not able to kill THE FROGS? HE
ANSWERS, For when one raised a stick or a stone to kill one, it
would burst and six frogs emerged from its bowels, which went and
kicked about the land so eventually they refrained from approaching
them.
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164. Come and see how many rivers and how many streams
emerged from the supernal sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, at the time the
water was thawed and flowed. Many rivers divide in many directions
into many streams and many brooks. They belong to the minister
appointed over the aspect of Egypt. These are swarming waters, for
there are no waters that come from the sea, that do not bring forth
fishes after their kind.

165. HE ASKS, IF THE RIVERS AND STREAMS ARE HIGH LEVELS
THAT ARE DRAWN FROM MALCHUT, then who are the fishes? HE
ANSWERS, They are messengers in the world who are appointed to
do the bidding of their master. And they are appointed with the spirit
of wisdom. Therefore we have learned, there is water that raises wise
people and there is water that raises fools, according to these rivers
that split to all the aspects.

166. The rivers of Egypt raise sorcerers, WHICH ARE strong fish,
bound in the ten levels of sorcery, as written: "...that uses,
divinations, soothsayer, or an enchanter, or a witch, or a charmer, or
a medium, or a wizard, or a necromancer" (Devarim 18:11-12). "THAT
USES" IS ONE, AND "DIVINATIONS" IS SECOND, SO WE HAVE
THREE, AND WITH THE OTHER SEVEN THERE ARE TEN. These are
ten kinds in the art of sorcery.

167. At the time OF THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT, the Holy One,
blessed be He, extended His finger and mixed these streams and
rivers of Egypt, WHICH ARE THE HIGH LEVELS FROM WHICH
EGYPT ARE NURTURED. Their fish of wisdom were prevented FROM
ISSUING TO THEM WISDOM. One reason was that it changed into
blood, and another is that the fish, NAMELY THE FROGS, raised
their voices, TO DRAW THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM, in vain; the spirit of
their arts did not rest on them.

168. The swarm of gnats (lit. 'mixture') is ALSO like that, in that He
mixed the various kinds OF LEVELS of their wisdom so they could
not attain them. Even those LEVELS OF THEIR WISDOM that were
already available in the land were bringing destruction upon the
land, NAMELY THEY BECAME DEMONS and turned their ways evil.
What is mixture? HE ANSWERS, It is a medley, as written: "A
garment mingled of linen and wool" (Vayikra 19:19), and: "You shall
not sow your field with mingled seed" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANS TO
SOW many species by throwing by hand. SIMILARLY, MIXTURE
THAT IS MENTIONED HERE MEANS A MEDLEY.
169. Come and see how many powers were aroused above as one.
The Holy One, blessed be He, mixed them together in order to
confuse their strong powers above. All these mighty deeds that the
Holy One, blessed be He, performed in Egypt were with one hand,
WHICH IS THE STRONG HAND AS MENTIONED, for He raised His
hand upon them above and below. Hence, the wisdom of Egypt was
lost, as written: "for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and
the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid" (Yeshayah
29:14).
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170. Come and see: it is written: "And I will set Egypt against
Egypt" (Yeshayah 19:2), MEANING THAT HE WILL INCITE Egypt of
above, WHICH ARE THEIR MINISTERS, against Egypt on earth.
These hosts of above, appointed over the hosts of below, were
mixed; THEIR ARRAYS were confused above, and the Egyptians
were not able to attain through their sorcery these places OF THEIR
MINISTERS ABOVE, that they were able to attain before, because
they were confused. Therefore, He brought upon them the plague of
mixture, THAT IS, a mixture of animals.

171. WHAT IS THE MEANING OF the lice that the dust of the land
raised. Come and see: every creature that is produced on earth IS
DRAWN from the power of a minister above that was sown on it, and
everything is based on supernal pattern.

172. Come and see that the Holy One, blessed be He, made seven
firmaments and similarly seven lands. They are the boundaries that
are explained in their place, NAMELY THAT THEY CORRESPOND TO
THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT. There are seven firmaments above and
seven peripheries of the earth above. Similarly, the grades spread
below, seven firmaments and seven peripheries of the earth. And the
friends explained that the seven lands are like boxes one over the
other.

173. These seven peripheries of the earth above, WHICH
CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT, each expands into ten, BECAUSE EACH
ONE OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT IS COMPOSED OF TEN SFIROT. Therefore, they divide to
seventy princes who were appointed over the 70 nations, and those
lands, which are the boundaries of every nation, WHICH ARE
SEVENTY LANDS, surround the Holy Land of Yisrael, as written:
"Behold it is his litter, that of Solomon! Sixty valiant men are round
about it, of the mighty men of Yisrael" (Shir Hashirim 3:7). There are
ten concealed in them, WITH WHICH THEY ARE SEVENTY, and they
are the seventy that surround the Holy Land. This is above and is
also so below.
174. Come and see that land, the boundary of the portion of Egypt.
The Holy One, blessed be He, stretched out His finger at that time,
and flames of fire were produced in that periphery. All these
boundaries that were moist with water were dried out, as was every
drop of spring water. Then, below, IN THE LAND OF EGYPT, the lice
appeared from the dust of the earth.
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175. HE ASKS, It says that Aaron was smiting THE DUST OF THE
EARTH WITH LICE AND YOU SAY THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, EXTENDED HIS FINGER, ETC. HE ANSWERS, For this
reason, Aaron was smiting, to show that the right hand of the Holy
One, blessed be He, broke the enemies, as written: "Your right hand,
Hashem, has dashed the enemy in pieces" (Shemot 15:6). BECAUSE
AARON IS A PRIEST, WHO IS A CHARIOT FOR THE RIGHT HAND OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. The Holy One, blessed be He, is
going to bring the like upon the great city of Rome, as is written:
"And its streams shall be turned into pitch, and its dust into
brimstone" (Yeshayah 34:9). And because HE DRIED THE WATER
FROM THE DUST OF EGYPT AS MENTIONED, all the dust of the land
became lice in the whole land of Egypt.

18. "And he built it seven years"
176. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chiya were traveling on the road.
Rabbi Chiya said, When they are on the road, the friends have to
travel with one heart. And if it happens that either wicked of the
world or people who are not of the King's palace should walk among
them, they must separate from them. Whence do we know this?
From Kalev, for it is written: "but my servant Kalev, because he had
another spirit with him, and followed me fully" (Bemidbar 14:24).
What is "another spirit"? It is that he separated from the spies as is
written: "And they ascended to the Negev and he came to
Chevron" (Bemidbar 13:22). IT SHOULD HAVE SAID, 'AND THEY
CAME' IN PLURAL, but he separated from the spies and he alone
came to Chevron to prostrate himself on the graves of the
Patriarchs. THEREFORE IT IS SAID ABOUT HIM, "AND HE CAME TO
CHEVRON" IN THE SINGULAR.

177. Chevron was given to him as a portion and inheritance to
strengthen himself with, as is written: "And to him shall I give the
land that he walked in it" (Devarim 1:36). HE ASKS, Why was
Chevron given to him? If it is because he prostrated himself there on
the graves of the Patriarchs to be delivered from the plans OF THE
SPIES and he was delivered, it is not so.

178. HE ANSWERS, I heard the secret meaning of this matter IS
similar to the words: "David inquired of Hashem saying, 'Shall I go
up into any of the cities of Judah?' And Hashem said to him, 'Go up.'
And David said, 'Where shall I go up?' And He said, 'To Chevron'" (II
Shmuel 2:1). Here we have to reflect. Since Saul was already dead
and David was anointed to receive the kingship even during the days
of Saul, IF SO, why was David not made king if Saul had died? And
why did not he receive the reign over all the children of Yisrael, BUT
came to Chevron and received the reign over Judah alone for seven
years, and he tarried there all those seven years. Only after the death
of Ish Boshet did he receive the reign over Yisrael in Jerusalem.
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179. HE ANSWERS, But it is all a secret before the Holy One, blessed
be He. Come and see: The Holy Malchut OF ABOVE did not receive
THE LIGHT OF Malchut completely until she joined with the
Patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE
FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN. When she joined with them,
she was built a complete edifice from the higher world, WHICH IS
BINAH. And the upper world is called seven years, because all THE
SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT-are INCLUDED in it.
180. This is understood from: "And he built it seven years" (I
Melachim 6:38). This is the upper world, and THEREFORE it is not
written: 'In seven years' BECAUSE IT REFERS TO THE UPPER
WORLD WHICH IS CALLED SEVEN YEARS, as is written: "For six
days Hashem made the heavens and the earth" (Shemot 31:17). Who
are the six days, namely Abraham, as written: "These are the
generations of the heaven and of the earth (behibar'am) when they
were created" (Beresheet 2:4) WHICH IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME
LETTERS AS 'beAbraham' (with Abraham)? Abraham is called six
days, FOR HE IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH INCLUDES
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. The
world was built with him, because he is six days. Similarly, "he built
it seven years", WHICH ENCOMPASSES THE UPPER WORLD,
WHICH IS BINAH, CALLED SEVEN YEARS.
181. Come and see: David wished to be built in the complete lower
Malchut (kingdom), in the likeness of the upper MALCHUT. Yet he
was not built until he came to join with the Patriarchs IN CHEVRON.
He stayed there seven years to be built among them. After seven
years, he was built in everything NECESSARY and his reign was
formed so that it would never be removed from him. Were he not
made ready in Chevron to join his place WITH THE PATRIARCHS, his
reign would not have been constructed ENABLING IT to persevere
properly. Similarly, Kalev, within whom the spirit of Chochmah
shone, came to Chevron to join with the Patriarchs, and to his own
place did he go, BECAUSE THE ASPECT OF THE SPIRIT OF
CHOCHMAH IS ACQUIRED ONLY THROUGH LINKING WITH THE
PATRIARCHS, AS ALL THIS IS SAID. Afterwards it became his place,
SINCE IT WAS GIVEN TO HIM, AS MENTIONED, and he inherited it.

19. Ways, paths, pleasantness and peace
182. Rabbi Yisa and Rabbi Chizkiyah were traveling from Cappadocia
to Lod. A Jew who had a load of BIRDS CALLED Katfira was with
them on a donkey. While they were traveling, Rabbi Yisa said to
Rabbi Chizkiyah, Open your mouth and say something of those good
words of Torah that you speak everyday before the holy luminary,
RABBI SHIMON.
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183. He opened the discussion saying, "Her ways are ways of
pleasantness, and all her paths are peace" (Mishlei 3:17). "Her ways
are ways of pleasantness" refers to the ways of Torah, because
whoever goes in the way of the Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He,
causes the pleasantness of the Shechinah to dwell upon him to
never be removed from him. "And all her paths are peace" ARE THE
PATHS OF THE TORAH, because all the paths of the Torah are
peace. He has Peace above, peace below, he has peace in this world,
peace in the World to Come.

184. The Yisrael said, There is a coin in the box, MEANING THERE IS
AN INNER MEANING TO THIS PASSAGE. He said to him, How do you
know this? He said to him, I heard it from my father and I learned
here in this passage a good thing.

185. He opened the discussion saying, This passage has two
manners and two aspects. You read in it of ways, and read of paths.
You read in it of pleasantness and read of peace. What is ways and
what is paths? What is pleasantness and what is peace?

186. HE ANSWERS, "Her ways are ways of pleasantness" resembles
the words: "Who places a way in the sea" (Yeshayah 43:16), for any
"way" in the Torah is a road open to all, like a way that is open to
everyone. Similarly, her ways are the ways that are open by MEANS
OF the Patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, who
carved in the great sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and entered it. These
are the roads that open to all sides and all directions in the world.

187. And this pleasantness THE VERSE SPEAKS OF is the
pleasantness that emanates from the World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, and illuminates on all the lights, WHICH ARE MALE AND
FEMALE, and they spread in all direction, NAMELY TO RIGHT AND
LEFT. The Patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
OF ZEIR ANPIN, nourish on the goodness and the light of the World
to Come that is called pleasantness. Another explanation is that the
World to Come is called pleasantness because when the World to
Come is roused TO BESTOW, all goodness, all joy, all the lights and
all the freedom of the world are awakened. Therefore THE WORLD
TO COME, WHICH IS BINAH, is called pleasantness.
188. Therefore we have learned, the wicked who are in Gehenom all
have joy and rest on Shabbat, once Shabbat enters. As the end of
Shabbat, we have to arouse the supernal joy over us in order to be
delivered from the punishment of the wicked, who, from that moment
onwards, are punished. We have to awaken, saying: "And let the
pleasantness of Hashem our Elohim be upon us" (Tehilim 90:17), for
this DRAWS AGAIN the supernal pleasantness, WHICH IS THE
MOCHIN OF BINAH, which is general joy. Therefore, "Her ways are
ways of pleasantness and all her paths are peace."
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189. HE ASKS, What is "her paths"? HE ANSWERS, These are the
paths and courses that emerge from above, FROM ABA AND IMA. A
single covenant called peace receives them, WHICH IS YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, household peace, and brings them to the great sea,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, when in full strength, and thus it grants it
peace. Hence it says: "And all her paths are peace." AND THIS
EXPLAINS THE MEANING OF PATHS AND PEACE. Rabbi Yisa and
Rabbi Chizkiyah came and kissed him. They said, All these lofty
words were hidden by you, yet we were not aware of it. They went.
When they reached a field and saw that the animals of the field were
dead, they said, most certainly there is an animal pestilence in this
place.

20. "Behold, the hand of Hashem is"
190. The Jew said, You said that the Holy One, blessed be He, had
killed in Egypt all those cattle and all those sheep. There were three
types of deaths among the animals: 1) Pestilence; 2) those killed by
hail; and 3) the firstborn of the animals THAT DIED DURING THE
PLAGUE OF THE FIRSTBORN.

191. HE ASKS, What was their type of death? HE ANSWERS, it is
first written: "Behold the hand of Hashem is on your cattle which is
in the field" (Shemot 9:3). Why is it that it is not written: "The hand of
Hashem" of all the plagues? Here a hand with five fingers is
concerned, because at first, BY THE PLAGUE OF LICE, it is written:
"This is the finger of Elohim" (Shemot 8:15). Here all five fingers
participate, each finger killing one species. And there were five
species as written: "On the horses, on the asses, on the camels, on
the oxen, and on the sheep" (Shemot 9:3). We see five kinds for the
five fingers, which are considered a hand. Therefore, "Behold, the
hand of Hashem...there shall be a very grievous plague." They died
of themselves, for they were found dead.

192. Since Egypt did not return IN REPENTANCE, the very letters OF
'PESTILENCE (HEB. DEVER, DALET BET RESH)' returned and killed
all those that survived, AND THE LETTERS Dalet Bet Resh turned
into hail (Heb. barad, Bet Resh Dalet). What is the difference between
them? PESTILENCE is affected quietly while HAIL with the strength
of anger. Both of these were in one place, namely in five fingers.

193. Come and see, pestilence (Dalet Bet Resh): These are letters
that are quiet, a quiet death, for they died of themselves. There was
hail (Bet Resh Dalet) since the letters changed to be with the
strength of anger, and killed everything. They remained sitting in
that field. They saw sheep coming to a certain place and die there.
That Jew rose AND WENT to that place, and saw two dead birds
called Katfiri full of worms AND POISON THAT CAUSED THE SHEEP
TO DIE.
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21. "And I will make of you a great nation"
194. He opened the discussion saying, "And I will make of you a
great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great; and
you shall be a blessing" (Beresheet 12:2). This matter is of Rabbi
Elazar, who said, "And I will make of you a great nation"
corresponds to THE WORDS "Get you out." "And I will bless you"
corresponds to THE WORDS: "of your country," "and make your
name great" corresponds to "and from your kindred." "And you shall
be a blessing" corresponds to "and from your father's house" (Ibid.
1). One corresponds to the other.
195. Rabbi Shimon said, There is a secret of wisdom here. "And I will
make of you a great nation" corresponds to the right aspect, WHICH
IS CHESED. "And I will bless you" corresponds to the left aspect,
WHICH IS GVURAH. "And make your name great" corresponds to
central aspect, WHICH IS TIFERET and "And you shall be a blessing"
corresponds to the aspect of the Land of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. This is all the secret of the Holy Chariot, BECAUSE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET AND MALCHUT ARE THE FOUR
LEGS OF THE CHARIOT.
196. Come and see, through the awakening below there is an
awakening above. There will be no awakening above to dwell on one
before the awakening below. It is written of Abraham: "And they
went out with them from Ur Chaldeans" (Beresheet 11:31). HE ASKS,
"They went out with them" should have been 'And they went out with
him' since it says, "And Terach took Abram his son..." (Ibid.). Why
then does it say, "They went out with them"? HE ANSWERS, Rather
Terach and Lot went out with Abraham and Sarah. For after Abraham
was saved from the fire, Terach again reverted to doing his bidding.
Therefore it is written: "They went out with them," BECAUSE
TERACH AND LOT WENT OUT WITH ABRAHAM AND SARAH. And
since they were awakened below first TO GO TO THE LAND OF
CANAAN, IMMEDIATELY THERE WAS AN AWAKENING TOWARDS
HIM ABOVE AND the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him "Get you
out" (Beresheet 12:1).
197. Rabbi Shimon said, "Get you out (or: for yourself)", namely, to
better yourself; "from your land," from that aspect of habitation that
you weigh, where you were born, NAMELY FROM THE RIGHT SIDE
BEFORE IT WAS INCLUDED IN THE LEFT. AND THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, TOLD HIM TO GO FROM THERE, "and from your
kindred," from your own generations, NAMELY FROM THE LEFT
SIDE BEFORE IT WAS INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT, FOR THE LEFT IS
THE PRODUCT OF THE RIGHT. "And from your father's house" that
you regard their source. AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
SAID TO HIM THAT HE MUST NO LONGER HEED THEM. "To the land
that I will show you," for there that which you desire will be revealed
to you, namely the power that is appointed over it, which is deep and
hidden. Immediately, "So Abram departed, as Hashem has spoken to
him" (Ibid. 4). We wish to go from here in order to acquire the secret
of wisdom. (THE END IS MISSING)

22. "But Sarai was barren"
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198. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya were traveling on the road. Rabbi
Yosi said to Rabbi Chiya, Why are you silent? The road is not
improved save with words of Torah. Rabbi Chiya sighed and wept.
He opened the discussion saying, "But Sarai was barren; she had no
child" (Beresheet 11:30). Woe unto this, woe unto the time that
Hagar bore Ishmael.

199. Rabbi Yosi said to him, Why? SARAH gave birth after ISHMAEL
WAS BORN, and had a son of a holy stock. WHY DO YOU SAY WOE?
He said to him, You see, and I see, and so I heard the matter from the
mouth of Rabbi Shimon, and I wept. FOR HE SAID, Woe for that time,
because since Sarah was tardy, it is written: "And Sarai said to
Abram...I pray you, go in to my maid" (Beresheet 16:2). Therefore,
the moment was propitious for Hagar to inherit Sarah her mistress,
and HAGAR bore a son from Abraham.

200. And Abraham said, "O that Ishmael might live before
you" (Beresheet 17:18). Even though the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave him the news about Isaac, Abraham cleaved to Ishmael, until
the Holy One, blessed be He, answered him, "And as for Ishmael, I
have heard you..." (Ibid. 20). He was later circumcised and entered
the holy covenant before Isaac came into the world.

201. Come and see, for four hundred years, the minister of the
children of Ishmael stood and begged before the Holy One, blessed
be He. He said to Him, Whoever is circumcised has a portion in Your
name. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said to him, it is so. He
said to Him, Behold Ishmael who is circumcised. Why does he not
have a portion in You like Isaac? He said to him, It is not so, the one
was circumcised well and properly, while the other was not so.
Moreover, the ones cleave to Me properly at the eighth day, while the
others are distanced from me for many days. THE APPOINTED
MINISTER said to Him, But still in all, since he is circumcised, would
not he have a good reward for this?

202. Woe is to the time that Ishmael was born into the world and was
circumcised. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do PERTAINING
TO THE COMPLAINT OF THE MINISTER OF ISHMAEL? He distanced
the children of Ishmael from supernal cleaving and gave them a
portion below in the Holy Land, because of their circumcision.

203. The children of Ishmael are destined to rule over the Holy Land
for a long time when it is empty from anything, like their
circumcision, which is empty and imperfect. And they will prevent
the children of Yisrael from returning to their place until the reward
for the merit of the children of Ishmael reaches completion.
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204. The children of Ishmael will cause great wars in the world and
the children of Edom will gather against them, and wage war against
them, one on the sea, one on the dry land, and one near Jerusalem.
And they will rule over each other, but the Holy Land will not be
given over to the children of Edom.

205. At that time, a nation from the end of the earth will be roused
against evil Rome and wage war against it for three months. Nations
will gather there, and will fall into their hands until all the children of
Edom will gather against it from all the corners of the world. Then
the Holy One, blessed be He, will be roused against them. This is the
meaning of: "For Hashem has a sacrifice in Botzrah" (Yeshayah
34:6). And afterwards, it is written: "That it might take hold of the
ends of the earth..." (Iyov 38:13). He will destroy the descendants of
Ishmael from the land, and break all the powers of above. There will
not remain any power above over the eternal people, MEANING
YISRAEL, except the power of Yisrael alone. This is the meaning of:
"Hashem is your shade upon your right hand" (Tehilim 121:5).

206. For the Holy Name is on the right, and the Torah is on the right.
Therefore, everything stems from the right. We learned that we
should raise the right over the left, as it is written: "At His right hand
was a fiery law unto them" (Devarim 33:2). In the future to come, IT
IS WRITTEN: "Save with Your right hand and answer me" (Tehilim
60:7). And of that time, it is written: "For then I will convert the
peoples to a purer language, that they may all call upon the name of
Hashem, to serve Him with one consent" (Tzefanyah 3:9), and: "On
that day Hashem shall be one, and His name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
Blessed is Hashem forever, amen and amen.
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1. "If there an angel over him, an interpreter"
Rabbi Yehuda tells us that people who study Torah and observe its commandments have an Advocate stand up for them before God rather than an
Accuser, for just as there are accusers in the world below, there are adversaries above as well. Rabbi Chiya wonders why if someone keeps the
commandments it is necessary to have an angel intercede for him. Rabbi Yehuda answers that it is true that God sees everything, but He gave
permission to the Other Side to accuse people in this world.
1. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Go in to Pharaoh, for I have
hardened his heart...'" (Shemot 10:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion, saying: "Happy is the people that know the joyful note;
they shall walk, Hashem, in the light of Your countenance" (Tehilim
89:16). How much should people walk in the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and observe the commandments of the Torah in
order to merit the World to Come, and that they mey be delivered
from all Accusers above and below. For as there are Accusers in the
world below, so there are Adversaries above whose functions is to
ACCUSE people.

2. Those who observe the commandments of the Torah and walk the
right path in fear of their Master, good Advocates are situated above
them, as is written: "If there be an angel over him, an interpreter, one
among a thousand...then He is gracious to him, and says, 'Deliver
him from going down to the pit: I have found a ransom'" (Iyov 33:23).
Therefore, fortunate is he who observes the commandments of the
Torah.

3. Rabbi Chiya said to him: If so, why is it necessary to have an
angel to intercede for the person, seeing it is written: "For Hashem
will be your confidence and will keep your foot from being
caught" (Mishlei 3:26). "Hashem will guard you from all evil" (Tehilim
121:7). For the Holy One, blessed be He, sees everything that a man
does in the world, both good and evil. And so He says, "'Can any
hide himself in secret places that I shall not see him?' Says
Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:24). IF THIS IS SO, WHY DO WE NEED AN
ANGEL TO INTERCEDE OR ACCUSE?

4. Rabbi Yehuda said: Certainly it is so THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, SEES EVERYTHING. But it is written: "And touch
his bone and his flesh" (Iyov 2:5), and "although you did move me
against him to destroy him without cause" (Ibid. 3). This shows that
permission was granted to the Other Side to accuse in worldly
matters, and they should be given into his hands. All these things
are to stay concealed before the Holy One, blessed be He, and you
have no right to follow them TO INVESTIGATE THEM, because they
are the statutes of the Holy One, blessed be He. Humans are not
permitted to be particular about them except for those truly
Righteous who know the secrets of the Torah and go in the way of
wisdom to know these hidden things in the Torah. THIS IS THE
MEANING OF: "HAPPY IS THE PEOPLE THAT KNOW THE JOYFUL
NOTE (LIT. 'TRUAH')" (TEHILIM 89:16), THAT IS, THEY KNOW THE
WAYS OF BLESSED HASHEM, AND THAT HE BRINGS EVIL AND
GOOD THROUGH MESSENGERS, ALTHOUGH HE CAN DO IT
HIMSELF. SO IN THE PASSAGE: "GO IN TO PHARAOH," THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WANTED PHARAOH TO LET THE CHILDREN
OF YISRAEL GO, EVEN THOUGH HE WAS ABLE TO TAKE THEM
OUT AGAINST HIS WILL.
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2. "Now there was a day...and the Adversary came also among them"
Rabbi Elazar begins by talking about Rosh Hashanah, Judgment Day. He says there are messengers who are appointed by God to watch over the
actions of people, and at Judgment Day these messengers accuse those whose actions were improper. When Yisrael sin, they weaken God, but
when they perform good actions they give might and power to Him. Rabbi Elazar speaks about "The Adversary also came among them," and
recounts the conversation between God and Satan wherein God distracts Satan from his accusation of Yisrael, by asking him if he has considered
His servant Job. Satan always requests justice from God. We read that Job was judged as he had judged Yisrael, since he had been one of
Pharaoh's advisors. The Satan was given permission to afflict Job's bones and flesh, but not to kill him. We are told that God does not want to
destroy the whole world on the word of the Accuser, since the Accuser's desire is always to destroy. The discussion turns to "The end of all flesh"
which is the Satan, and "the end of days" that is in Holiness. On Rosh Hashanah those who come before God with repentance deserve to be written
on the side of Life; those who come with evil actions are written on the Other Side, which is Death. We are told then of the balance, where the world
is half Life and half Death, and the actions of one Righteous man or one wicked person can tip the balance so that all the world is written to Life or
Death. A person should not be set apart by himself because he can be noticed and accused from above. Job, who was set apart, and who was tested
severely, did not even then join the Other Side. He should, however, have given a part of his sacrifice to the Other Side because then the Other Side
would have removed himself from the Temple. The conclusion of this section is that God judged Job, giving him first good and then bad and then
good again; thus it is proper for a person to know good and bad, and to return himself to good.
5. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion, saying: "Now there was a
day when the sons of Elohim came to present themselves before
Hashem, and the Adversary came also among them" (Iyov 1:6). "Now
there was a day," refers to Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year),
the day that the Holy One, blessed be He, rises to judge the world.
Similarly, "And it happened one day, that he came there" (II
Melachim 4:11). That day was the holy day of Rosh Hashanah.

6. "And the sons of Elohim came." These are the appointed ministers
whose mission in the world is to observe the actions of people. "To
present themselves before Hashem," as is written: "And all the hosts
of heaven standing by Him on His right hand and on His left" (I
Melachim 22:19). But in the passage: "To present themselves before
Hashem," I have found the love of the Holy One, blessed be He,
toward Yisrael. These messengers who are appointed to observe the
actions of people wander around IN THE WORLD and take all these
actions, and on the day that Judgment rises to judge the world, they
became accuser so they are DEMOUNCING against people. Come
and behold: of all the nations in the world, THE MINISTERS stand to
watch over the activities of Yisrael only, because they are the
children of the Holy One, blessed be He.

7. When the actions of the children of Yisrael were found to be
improper, the appointed messengers stand against these actions of
Yisrael, and stand by Hashem. For when the children of Yisrael
perform actions that are not good, they weaken, so to speak, the
strength of the Holy One, blessed be He. When they perform good
actions, they give might and power to the Holy One, blessed be He.
Of this, it is written: "Give strength to Elohim" (Tehilim 68:35). How
IS STRENGTH GIVEN? By good actions. Therefore, all the appointed
ministers gathered by (lit. 'upon') Hashem on that day. 'Upon'
Hashem most certainly, for they gathered TO BRING ACCUSATIONS
upon Yisrael, WHICH AMOUNTS TO having gathered against
Hashem TO WEAKEN HIS STRENGTH, SO TO SPEAK.
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8. "The Adversary also came among them." The word "also" adds to
THE CHILDREN OF ELOHIM, because they all came to accuse
Yisrael, and THE ADVERSARY also joined them because he was the
greatest slanderer of them all. As soon as the Holy One, blessed be
He, saw that they all came to accuse, immediately, "And Hashem
said to the Adversary, 'From where do you come?'" (Iyov 1:7), SINCE
HE WAS THE GREATEST OF THEM ALL. HE ASKS: Did not the Holy
One, blessed be He, know where he came from SO THAT HE HAD TO
ASK HIM? HE ANSWERS: Rather only to allow the matter to the
wishes of the Satan, MEANING THAT WITH THESE WORDS HE
GAVE HIM AN OPENING TO ACCUSE AS HE WISHES.

9. "And Hashem said to the Adversary... Then the Adversary
answered Hashem and said, 'From going to and fro in the
earth'" (Iyov 1:7). From here I learned that the settling of the earth is
given over to Others Side, NAMELY THE SEVENTY NATIONS, except
for the land of Yisrael exclusively, WHICH IS SECURED IN HOLINESS
FOR THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. THEREFORE, since he said,
"From going to and fro in the earth," THE WORD "EARTH" IS
UNSPECIFIED AND MEANS THE LAND OF YISRAEL. The Holy One,
blessed be He, saw that the Satan wanted to slander Yisrael AND
NOT JOB OR OTHERS WHO WERE CONSIDERED OF THE NATIONS
WHO INHABIT THE OTHER LANDS. Immediately, "Hashem said to
the Adversary, 'Have you considered my servant Job, that there is
none like him on earth...'" (Ibid. 8).
10. He saw THAT NOW WAS the opportune time to give THE SATAN
a portion with which to be occupied, so he would be kept afar from
Yisrael. They explained this to be similar to a shepherd who wanted
to get his sheep across a river WHEN A WOLF CAME TO ATTACK
THE SHEEP. WHAT DOES AN EXPERIENCED SHEPHERD DO? HE
TAKES A BIG HE-GOAT AND GIVES IT TO THE WOLF, SAYING: LET
HIM FIGHT WITH THE HE-GOAT UNTIL I LET MY SHEEP CROSS
OVER THE RIVER AND THEN I WILL RETURN AND TAKE THIS ONE
ALSO. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DID LIKEWISE. HE GAVE
JOB TO THE ADVERSARY TO BE OCCUPIED WITH SO HE WOULD
NOT ACCUSE YISRAEL. Immediately, the Satan busied himself with
him and did not accuse Yisrael.
11. "And the Adversary answered Hashem and said, 'Is it for naught
that Job fears Elohim?'" (Ibid. 9). It is not surprising that a servant,
whose master does his desire, fears him. Remove Your supervision
from him and You will see if he still fears You or not.

12. Come and behold: During a time of duress, when a portion is
given to this Side with which to occupy itself, it goes away by
following it entirely. Similarly, a he-goat is sacrificed on the first day
of the month and on Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement). THIS IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF GIVING A PORTION TO THE OTHER SIDE,
WHICH IS GIVEN TO IT in order that it shall be occupied, and so
leave Yisrael in their kingdom. The time had arrived to take this
portion from the whole seed of Abraham FOR the Other Side, as was
written: "Behold Milkah, she also has born...Utz his
firstborn..." (Beresheet 22:21). JOB WAS IN THE LAND OF UTZ,
MEANING THAT HE WAS OF THE FAMILY OF ABRAHAM.
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13. Come and behold: When THE ADVERSARY said, "From going to
and fro in the earth," he requested Hashem to execute Judgment on
the children of Yisrael. THE UNSPECIFIED WORD "EARTH" REFERS
TO THE LAND OF YISRAEL, because he had an accusation against
Abraham and he claimed it from the Holy One, blessed be He. AND
THAT WAS because justice was not performed against Isaac when
he was offered on the altar, and he should not have exchanged the
offering that he prepared on the altar for another, NAMELY THE
RAM, as it is written: "And he should not exchange it" (Vayikra
27:10). Isaac was already on the altar. He was not consummated to
be a sacrifice, yet no punishment was carried against him. He
requested this from the Holy One, blessed be He, as he requested
Justice for the selling of Joseph for many generations. Anything that
THE SATAN requests, HE REQUESTS by means of Judgment.

14. After Isaac was saved and his offering exchanged, the Holy One,
blessed be He, prepared this FOR the Accuser, NAMELY JOB, for his
portion. AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Behold Milkah, she also has born...Utz
his firstborn..." NAMELY JOB, WHO DWELT IN THE LAND OF UTZ.
THIS WAS SAID IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE BINDING OF ISAAC.
Here, AT THE BIRTH OF UTZ, THE SATAN arrived to take for his
portion from all the seed of Abraham, so he would not approach TO
DAMAGE another side, NAMELY THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL.

15. Everything is according to Justice. Just as JOB judged, so was
he judged. Job was one of Pharaoh's advisers. When Pharaoh arose
against Yisrael and wanted to kill them, JOB said to him: 'No, just
take their money and rule over their bodies with hard labor, but do
not kill them'. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'I swear on
your life that you shall be judged with the same punishment THAT
YOU PRONOUNCED AGAINST THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. It is
written: "But put forth your hand now, and touch his bone and his
flesh..." (Iyov 2:5). He HIMSELF was judged as he judged YISRAEL.
Even though he feared the presence of the Holy One, blessed be He,
in all other things, AS IS WRITTEN ABOUT HIM: "AND HE FEARED
ELOHIM," HE WAS NOT SPARED FROM JUDGMENT.

16. Come and behold: it is written, "Only spare his soul" (Ibid. 6). He
was given permission to rule over his flesh. For this is the secret of
the verse: "The end of all flesh has come before Me" (Beresheet
6:13). And it was explained, "Has come before Me," assuredly
MEANS THAT THE END OF ALL FLESH, WHICH IS THE SATAN THE
DESTROYER, "HAS COME BEFORE ME" TO RECEIVE PERMISSION.
This is WHAT IS CALLED 'the end of all flesh' and not CALLED 'THE
END OF ALL spirit'. They explained that it is the end that comes from
the side of darkness, NAMELY FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE MALE, as written: "He put an end to darkness,
and searches out all perfection" (Iyov 28:3). "ALL PERFECTION"
RESEMBLES "all flesh," for there is another end which is the "end of
days (also: 'right')" (Daniel 12:13), WHICH IS IN HOLINESS. This one
HERE is a different end from the left side, which is dark. Therefore,
he received permission to afflict his bone and flesh.
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17. "Although you did move Me against him, to destroy him without
cause" (Iyov 2:3). HE ASKS: If so, then was he punished unlawfully,
only because of the talk of the Accuser who provoked Him and
turned Him. HE ANSWERS: Rather, everything was only done
according to Justice, and Elihu did say to him: "For the work of a
man shall He pay back to him, and according to his ways will He
cause to befall every man" (Iyov 34:11). As we said, as he decreed
against the children of Yisrael by Pharaoh, such was decreed
against him.

18. Yet He said, "Although you did move Me against him, to destroy
him without cause." THE EXPLANATION IS THAT it is not written:
'Although you did move Me to destroy him', rather it says, "Although
you did move Me against (or: in) him," which means in his mind. For
he thinks that "you did move Me," as JOB said, "And shine upon the
counsel of the wicked" (Iyov 10:3). Similarly, "Nevertheless they did
flatter Him with their mouths, and they lied to Him with their
tongues" (Tehilim 78:36), WHICH IS ALSO DIFFICULT, FOR IS IT
POSSIBLE TO ENTICE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE? It is not
written: 'They did flatter Him with, and they lied to Him," but rather,
"They did flatter him with their mouths." Only by their mouths it was
so, that He was enticed, MEANING THAT THEY THOUGHT SO, BUT
IN TRUTH IT WAS NOT SO.
19. Rabbi Aba said: This is all well, but so have I learned. We
learned, "He goes up and accuses." HE ASKS: Can he accuse
BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO KNOWS
EVERYTHING? HE ANSWERS: Yes, because he is an old foolish
king, as written: "Better is a poor and wise child than an old and
foolish king" (Kohelet 4:13). SINCE HE IS A KING OVER PEOPLE, he
can therefore accuse man. What is the reason? Because he is
trusted over the actions of people. SINCE HE REIGNS OVER THEM,
HE IS TRUSTED OVER THEIR ACTIONS.

20. Come and behold: THIS IS SO ONLY with judging an individual,
but concerning the judging of the world, it is written: "And Hashem
descended to see" (Beresheet 11:5), "I will go down and
see" (Beresheet 18:21). He was not trusted, rather it was in the
hands OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, alone because He did
not want to destroy the world according to the word of the Accuser,
whose desire is always to destroy. How do we know that? Because it
is written: "He put an end to darkness, and searches out all
perfection" (Iyov 28:3), MEANING that he searches to destroy
everything. And this is the meaning of: "The end of all flesh has
come before Me" (Beresheet 6:13). THE ADVERSARY, WHO IS
CALLED "THE END OF ALL FLESH," has certainly come to destroy.

21. Come and behold: "Now there was a day when the sons of
Elohim came to present themselves before Hashem" (Iyov 1:6), as
explained THAT IT WAS ON ROSH HASHANAH. For on that day, two
sides are before the world. All those who come before the Holy One,
blessed be He, with repentance and good deeds, merit to be written
on that side which is Life, which brings out the effects of life. And
whoever is from its side is recorded for Life. All those who come
with evil actions are written on the Other Side, which is Death. It is
called 'death', and in it death dwells, TO KILL PEOPLE.
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22. On that day these two sides exist, Life and Death. Some are
written to the side of Life, and some are written to the side of Death.
Sometimes the world is in the middle, MEANING HALF DESERVING
AND HALF GUILTY. If there is one righteous man to tip the balance
in the world, they all stand and are written to Life, but if one wicked
person ever balances the world, they are all written to Death.

23. The time that the world was in the middle, MEANING HALF
GUILTY AND HALF MERITORIOUS, the Prosecutor wanted to accuse
AND TO TIP THE WORLD TO THE SCALE OF GUILT. Immediately, it
is written, "Have you considered my servant Job, that there is none
like him on earth..." (Iyov 1:8). As soon as he was set apart, the
Accuser immediately attacked him. Therefore, we learn that a person
should not remove himself from the community so that he will not be
noted apart, and he will not be accused from above.

24. It is written by the Shunamit woman: "And she said, 'I dwell
among my own people,'" (II Melachim 4:13) MEANING she does not
want to be set apart from the public. I dwell among my people to this
day, and I will be known among my people as one whole above.
Since Job was known above and was distinguished, the Accuser
immediately attacked him and said, "Does Job fear Elohim for
naught?" The reason he fears You and has fortified himself WITH
GOOD DEEDS is not for naught; "Have You not made a hedge about
him..." (Iyov 1:10). However, take away from him all this good that
You did for him, and You will immediately see if "he will curse You to
Your face" (Ibid. 11). He will leave You and cleave to the Other Side.
For he eats at Your table at present; remove Your table from him and
we will see whose he is, and to which side he will cleave.

25. Immediately "And Hashem said to the Adversary, 'Behold, all that
he has is in your power,'" (Ibid. 12) to show that the fear of Job for
the Holy One, blessed be He, was to guard his wealth. From here, we
learn that all those who fear the Holy One, blessed be He, because of
their wealth or their children, do not have proper fear. Therefore, the
Accuser accused and said, "Is it for naught that Job fears Elohim.
Behold you have made a hedge about him...You have blessed the
works of his hands." Therefore, he fears You. Then he was granted
permission to persecute him and show that Job did not serve
Hashem out of love.
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26. As soon as he was tested, he left the path and did not retain his
integrity. It is written: "In all this, Job did not sin with his lips" (Iyov
2:10), but he did sin in his will. Afterwards, he sinned in everything;
AS IT IS WRITTEN THAT HE SAID, "THE EARTH IS GIVEN INTO THE
HAND OF WICKED..." (IYOV 9:24) AND SIMILARLY, RABA SAID,
"JOB ABUSED IN TORRENTS..." LOOK THERE.

27. One may question why no person was tested EXCEPT JOB?
Indeed, it is written: "Hashem tries the righteous..." (Tehilim 11:5).
Therefore, Job was ALSO tried. Even though he did not retain his
strength as he should have, he did not leave the domain of his
Master to join the Other Side.

28. HE ASKS: How long was his test? HE ANSWERS: The duration of
the dominion of the Other Side is twelve months. As we learned, the
punishment of the wicked in Gehenom lasts twelve months. Since he
did not join the Other Side, it is written: "So Hashem blessed the
latter end of Job more than his beginning" (Iyov 42:12).

29. Rabbi Shimon said: Job's was not a test from the Holy One,
blessed be He, like the test of the other Righteous men, because it is
not written: 'And the Elohim tested Job', as in: "Elohim did test
Abraham" (Beresheet 22:1). Abraham offered his only son to the
Holy One, blessed be He, with his own hand. But Job gave nothing,
and did not give anything to the Holy One, blessed be He.

30. He was not told about the test AS ABRAHAM WAS, because it
was revealed before Him that he would not be able to withstand it
properly. It was instead given over to the Accuser. And it was done
through the Judgment of the Holy One, blessed be He, BECAUSE HE
BROUGHT THE HEAVY LABOR ON THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL IN
EGYPT. The Holy One, blessed be He, aroused this Judgment by the
Accuser, as written: "Have you considered my servant Job?" (Iyov
1:8)

31. He opened the discussion, saying: "And in process of time it
came to pass (lit. 'at the end of days'; Heb. yamim) that Kayin
brought of the fruit of the ground" (Beresheet 4:3). It is written "the
end of yamim" and not 'the end of right (Heb. yamin). "THE END OF
DAYS" IS THE OTHER SIDE AND THE END OF RIGHT IS HOLINESS,
since he rejected 'the end of right' but came near 'the end of days'.
And we explained, THAT IT IS WRITTEN: "But go you your way till
the end be" (Daniel 12:13), and Daniel said, "To which end" - if to
"the end of right" or to "the end of days"? The HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, said to him, "to the end of right," WHICH IS IN HOLINESS.
This is what David feared and said, "Hashem, make me know my
end, and the measure of my days, what it is" (Tehilim 39:4),
MEANING either "the end of days" or "the end of right." And here is
it written: "at the end of days," WHICH PERTAINS TO THE OTHER
SIDE and not 'the end of right', WHICH IS IN HOLINESS. Therefore
his offering was not accepted, because it was from the Other Side.
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32. Come and behold: "And Abel, he also brought..." (Beresheet 4:4).
HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "also"? HE ANSWERS: "Also" is
to add one to the other, MEANING THAT HE ALSO BROUGHT SOME
TO THE OTHER SIDE, LIKE KAYIN. However, his offering was
entirely to the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY, the main part of
the offering was to the Holy One, blessed be He. But he gave a
portion to the Other Side, as written: "and of the fat parts
thereof" (Ibid.)-WHICH MEANS THAT THE MAIN PART OF THE
OFFERING, NAMELY THE FAT PARTS, WAS OFFERED TO HASHEM,
AND HE GAVE THE INFERIOR PART TO THE OTHER SIDE. But Kayin
made the main part of the offering for the end of days, which is the
secret of the Other Side, and only gave a portion to the Holy One,
blessed be He. Therefore, it was not accepted.
33. Of Job it is written: "And his sons used to go and feast...and they
used to call for their three sisters to eat and drink with them. And
when the days of feasting were gone about..." (Iyov 1:4-5). At the
feast, the Accuser was present every day, but he could not
overcome him. How do we know? Because it is written, "Have You
not made a hedge about him, and about his house..." (Ibid. 10). But
he never gave a part TO THE OTHER SIDE, because it is written:
"And offered burnt offerings according to the number of them
all" (Ibid. 5). The burnt offering rises high up and does not give a
part to the Other Side. Had he given him a part, THE ADVERSARY
would not have been able to overcome him afterwards; and
everything that the Satan took from him was his BECAUSE HE DID
NOT GIVE THE SATAN A PART OF HIS OFFERINGS.

34. One may ask why the Holy One, blessed be He, did harm to him,
BECAUSE HE DID NOT GIVE A PORTION TO THE SATAN. HE
ANSWERS: Had he given a part TO THE OTHER SIDE, it would have
cleared the way OF HOLINESS, BECAUSE THE OTHER SIDE would
have gone from the Temple. Then, the Holy Side would have
ascended high up. Because he did not do so, the Holy One, blessed
be He, demanded justice from him.

35. Come and behold: In the same way that he separated and did not
combine good and evil - IN THAT HE DID NOT GIVE A PART TO THE
OTHER SIDE SO AS TO PURIFY HOLINESS, AS MENTIONED
EARLIER - He judged him, first giving him good and afterwards bad;
then, He again established him in goodness. This is proper for a
person, to know good and know evil, and to return himself to good.
This is the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS THE NUKVA. Come and
behold: Job was one of the servants of Pharaoh, as indicated by the
verse: "He that feared the word of Hashem among the servants of
Pharaoh" (Shemot 9:20).

3. The crocodiles
Rabbi Shimon speaks about "Behold, I am against you, Pharaoh, king of Egypt, the great crocodile that couches in the midst of his streams." He
explains that God brought Moses into the innermost rooms to see the secret of the great crocodile, from where many levels evolve and descend. As
Moses was afraid, God had to wage war with the crocodile Himself. Rabbi Shimon turns to, "And Elohim created the great crocodiles (Heb. taninim)
and every living soul that crawls the waters swarmed forth according to their kinds." He says that the crocodiles are the Levyatan and his spouse.
God killed the female, leaving only the male - otherwise the world could not have survived. "The streams" in the scripture are the nine rivers that he
lies in, corresponding to the nine Sfirot. The crocodile comes into the river Keter whose waters are serene and quiet, which strengthens the river.
Rabbi Shimon describes the rise and flow of the rivers, the emergence of the ten rivers including Keter, and the nine crocodiles, one in each river.
There is a long description of the implications of the correspondence between the ten crocodiles and the ten acts of creation in Beresheet. The
grasses beside the rivers are explained to be the light that sprouts from the sowing of the confined hidden light. Rabbi Shimon says that "And
Elohim said, 'Let there be luminaries in the firmaments of the heavens'" refers to the Piercing Serpent that tempted Eve. Since this serpent is on dry
land it always triumphs when it battles the crocodile that is in the water.
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36. Rabbi Shimon said: Now it is proper to reveal secrets that are
attached above and below. It is written: "Come to Pharaoh," but it
should have said 'Go to Pharaoh'. What is the meaning of "Come"?
HE ANSWERS: He brought MOSES in to the innermost rooms, to a
very powerful crocodile, from which many levels evolve and come
down. And what was it? It was the secret of the great serpent.

37. Moses was afraid and approached only the rivers that were at his
grade. But he feared THE SERPENT itself, and did not approach
because he saw that it was rooted in high sources.

38. When the Holy One, blessed be He, saw that Moses was afraid
and that other appointed messengers above could not approach
him, the Holy One, blessed be He, said: "Behold, I am against you,
Pharaoh, king of Egypt, the great crocodile that couches in the midst
of his streams" (Yechezkel 29:3). The Holy One, blessed be He, had
to wage war with him and no other. He said, "I am Hashem." WE
INTERPRET THIS TO MEAN I AND NOT A MESSENGER. They
explained the secret of the wisdom of, "the great crocodile that
couches in the midst of his streams," to those scholars of
jurisprudence, who recognize the secret of their Master.

39. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, saying: "And Elohim
created the great crocodiles (Heb. taninim), and every living creature
that moves, which the waters brought forth abundantly after their
kind" (Beresheet 1:21). This passage was explained. Yet "And
Elohim created the crocodiles," is a secret. It is the Livyatan and his
spouse. "Taninim" is spelled without the Yud because the Holy One,
blessed be He, killed the female and brought her up for the
Righteous, as it was explained. THEREFORE, ONLY THE ONE
GREAT CROCODILE (TANIN) REMAINED. AND KNOW THAT THE
LIVYATAN IS A KOSHER FISH, AS OUR SAGES SAY.
40. The great crocodile IS THE MALE LIVYATAN THAT REMAINED
ALIVE. IT IS SAID ABOUT HIM, "THAT COUCHES IN THE MIDST OF
HIS STREAMS." There are nine rivers that he lies in,
CORRESPONDING TO NINE SFIROT: CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. And
there is one river whose waters are quiet. THIS IS KETER. The
blessings of the waters of the Garden, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF
ATZILUT, pour into it three times a year. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE THREE COLUMNS - RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL, OF WHICH IT
IS SAID, "THREE TIMES A YEAR SHALL ALL YOUR MALES
APPEAR" (DEVARIM 16:16). If they pour in twice, MEANING ONLY
TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, the river is blessed, but not as
much BECAUSE THE CENTRAL COLUMN IS MISSING. If only one
pours in, MEANING EITHER ONLY THE RIGHT OR ONLY THE LEFT,
it is not BLESSED BY IT. THE NINE RIVERS, THE LOWER NINE
SFIROT, RECEIVE FROM THE RIVER, WHICH IS KETER.
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41. This crocodile comes into that river, WHICH IS KETER OF THE
RIVERS, becomes strengthened by it, continues to swim and enters
into the sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, where it swallows
many kinds of fish and rules. THESE ARE LEVELS IN THE SEA THAT
ARE INFERIOR TO HIM; HE SWALLOWS THEM AND THEY BECOME
PERFECTED IN HIM. He returns to that QUIET river, and these nine
rivers continue to rise TO HIM, MEANING TO RECEIVE THEIR
SUSTENANCE, BECAUSE THEY RECEIVE THEIR SUSTENANCE
FROM THE QUIET RIVER, WHICH IS THEIR KETER. There are
various kinds of trees and vegetation around THE RIVER. It is the
first river AMONG THE RIVERS, NAMELY KETER.
42. AND NOW HE EXPLAINS THE SYSTEM OF THE EMERGENCE OF
THE TEN RIVERS. Three drops emerge from the left side, from one
conduit that is drawn and emerges, THAT IS, YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. THEY ARE FROM THE THREE COLUMNS - RIGHT, LEFT,
AND CENTRAL-INCLUDED IN THE LEFT COLUMN. Every drop
spreads into three drops AND THEY BECOME NINE DROPS. One
river is formed from each separate drop. These are the nine rivers
that grow strong and continue to flow and encircle all the firmaments.

43. After these drops finish coming out, of those that remain,
NAMELY ALL THE ASPECTS OF KETER AND CHOCHMAH THAT
ARE ABOVE BINAH THAT ARE NOT DRAWN THROUGH THE THREE
COLUMNS, THERE remains one drop. It emerges silently and falls
AMONG THE RIVERS. And from it, one river is formed. This is the
river that we said flows silently, NAMELY THE QUIET RIVER
MENTIONED ABOVE.
44. The stream that comes out and flows, YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN,
pours out other drops of blessings from the right side, THAT IS,
WHEN IT BESTOWS UPON MALCHUT FROM THE THREE COLUMNS
THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT COLUMN. FROM WHATEVER
WAS LEFT OF THESE DROPS AND DID NOT EMERGE WITH THEM
AT THE TIME, NAMELY THOSE SFIROT ABOVE BINAH THAT ARE
NOT DRAWN WITH THE THREE COLUMNS AS MENTIONED, there
remains one drop from these blessings that EMERGES SILENTLY
AND falls into that quiet river. THUS THE QUIET RIVER ALSO HAS
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT. This is the best river.
45. When these four rivers that emerge from the Garden of Eden
separate, that river called Pishon falls into the QUIET river and
merges with it. Therefore, the Kingdom of Babylon is associated with
this RIVER, for Pishon is the Kingdom of Babylon. BECAUSE
PISHON IS THE FIRST STREAM OF THE FOUR RIVERS AND
BABYLON IS THE FIRST OF THE FOUR EMPIRES, OF WHICH IT IS
SAID: "YOU ARE THE HEAD OF GOLD" (DANIEL 2:38), AND
THEREFORE PISHON IS BABYLON. From this QUIET river, all the
other rivers are sustained and filled.
46. In each river, one crocodile swims. Thus there are nine
crocodiles. Each has a hole punctured in his head, as is written:
"You broke the heads of the sea monsters in the water" (Tehilim
74:13). And even this great sea monster is so, because they all blow
air upwards and not downwards.
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47. It is written: "In the beginning Elohim created" (Beresheet 1:1),
and also: "And Elohim created the great crocodiles" (Ibid. 21). IN
BOTH CASES IT IS WRITTEN, "CREATED." THIS TEACH US that for
every action of the ten sayings IN THE WORKS OF CREATION, there
are ten rivers, and one crocodile blows wind against each of them.
THIS MEANS THAT ONE CROCODILE FOR EACH OF THE TEN
RIVERS BLOWS WIND AGAINST THE ACT CORRESPONDING TO
HIM OF THE TEN SAYINGS OF CREATION.
48. Therefore, the world shakes once in seventy years, since
everything in the river shakes WHEN this great crocodile raises his
fins and shakes. The whole world shudders and the earth trembles,
for they are all included in this great crocodile.

49. "And the earth was without form" (Ibid. 2). Rabbi Shimon said:
The friends are familiar and are occupied with the works of Creation.
But few know the works of Creation as alluding to the great
crocodile. We learned that the whole world evolves AND COMES
from the fin OF THE GREAT CROCODILE. THEREFORE, WE MUST
UNDERSTAND HOW HE IS ALLUDED TO THROUGHTOUT THE
WORKS OF CREATION.

50. Come and behold: IT IS WRITTEN, "And the earth was without
form and void..." We learned that it "was" EARLIER; NAMELY, IT
WAS FORMLESS BEFORE THE CORRECTION BEGAN, and it has
been explained. When the great crocodile enters that first river,
NAMELY THE QUIET RIVER, it becomes full. It swims and
extinguishes the sparks that were gathered in from the worlds that
were destroyed earlier.

51. Those other crocodiles that we mentioned were and were not,
FOR THEIR ILLUMINATION WAS NOT REVEALED IN THEM, SO IT IS
AS THOUGH THEY DID NOT EXIST. THIS IS SO, because their
strength was weakened so they would not destroy the world, except
once every seventy years, when they grow strong with the power of
that great crocodile, which alone grows strong. If his female had
been alive with him, the world would not have survived them.

52. Until the Holy One, blessed be He, killed the female OF THE
LIVYATAN, the earth was without form. It was formless and THE
EARTH was void after He slew her, WHICH MEANS THE EARTH
started to be sustained: "And darkness was ON THE FACE OF THE
DEEP" (Beresheet 1:2). It still had not illuminated DUE TO THE
ACTION THAT HE PERFORMED.

53. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He crushed the head
of the male OF THE GREAT CROCODILES. AND THE CROCODILE
was subdued because the deep below did not illuminate. HE ASKS:
What is the reason that it did not illuminate? HE ANSWERS: Because
this great crocodile blew wind over the deep, darkened it, and it did
not hover below.
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54. Then another wind from above crossed, blew and struck that
wind and placated it, FOR IT NEUTRALIZED IT. That is what is
written: "And a wind from Elohim moved over the surface of the
water" (Beresheet 1:2). So we learned that the Holy One, blessed be
He, struck one wind with another and created the world.

55. "And Elohim said, 'Let there be light.' And there was light" (Ibid.
3), because the Supernal Light illuminated and struck on the blowing
wind and it was removed from over the deep and did not cover it. As
soon as the deep was lit up and the wind left, it became light, AS IS
WRITTEN: "AND THERE WAS LIGHT."

56. This light shone over the head OF THE GREAT CROCODILE.
Water flowed from its nostrils TO SUSTAIN THE OTHER LEVELS,
and wind blew up. AND HE EXPLAINS WHY THE WATER FLOWED
OUT, AND WIND BLEW ABOVE, SAYING THAT THIS IS BECAUSE
BEFOREHAND, this COMPLETE luminary illuminated until the light
descended FROM BINAH and sparkled to the 72 lights of the Sun,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Since these lights were impressed in the sun
below, wicked people in the world knew of them and worshipped the
sun, MEANING THEY WORSHIPPED TO DRAW THE LIGHT FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARDS. When the Holy One, blessed be He, observed
that these wicked WANTED TO DRAW THE LIGHT FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS, He raised the Light and concealed it. Why did He
conceal it BECAUSE OF THE ACTIONS OF THE WICKED? For this
crocodile was ascending and descending, AND ALSO DREW THE
LIGHT FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS BECAUSE OF THE ACTIONS OF
THE WICKED, and struck these rivers, until He hid the Light and it
was no longer visible.
57. And He sowed that seed through one Righteous, WHICH IS
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who is the Gardener of the Garden. The
seed sown in the Garden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the storing and
concealing of this Light - MEANING THAT CONCEALMENT DOES
NOT CONNOTE ABSENCE, BUT RATHER THE OPPOSITE. IT IS THE
ASPECT OF THE SEED PLANTED FOR THE UPCOMING BLESSING,
AS THE CONCEALMENT ITSELF WILL BECOME LIGHT AGAIN, LIKE
A PLANT THAT COMES FORTH FROM A SEED.
58. When this great crocodile saw that the seed of this Light grew in
the garden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, he awakened to provide for the
second side, the SECOND river OF THE FOUR RIVERS called
Gichon. And then the waters of the River Gichon were divided BY
one path OF THE CROCODILE, FOR THE REASON THAT WILL BE
EXPLAINED FURTHER AHEAD. THE CROCODILE goes to the seed
that has sprouted AND HAS BECOME LIGHT in the Garden, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, AND RECEIVES IT and illuminates upon THE RIVER
with THE LIGHT OF the greatness of this seed, which is called
'Gichon'.
59. And from that greatness of this seed, King Solomon rose to
greatness when he rose to kingship, as written: "And bring him
down to Gichon...anoint him there" (I Melachim 1:33-34). Bring him
"there" and not to a different place, because King David knew that
other waters rise to a different kingdom, and THIS MALCHUT FROM
GICHON is a stronger kingdom.
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60. This great crocodile became aroused toward it, THE RIVER
GICHON, TO SUSTAIN IT. The fins of this crocodile, WHICH ARE HIS
MALCHUT, were elevated in that river, GICHON, and grew stronger in
it. And all the other rivers ascended and descended by means of the
great crocodile. AFTER SHINING ON THE RIVER GICHON, he again
entered that quiet river and became quiet in it.

61. When that Light was concealed above the Gardener, the original
darkness, FROM BEFORE THE LIGHT EMERGED, came out and hit
the head of the crocodile on the hole that was made there. A thread
was spread between that illumination THAT REMAINED from this
Light that was concealed and the dimness of this darkness, as is
written: "And Elohim divided the Light from the
Darkness" (Beresheet 1:4).

62. This crocodile, through the division the thread made, again
divided ALSO in these rivers above the darkness. The fish separated
from each other according to their kinds by that division THAT WAS
MADE IN THE RIVERS.

63. When the holy supernal waters were divided, all the rivers were
divided and rose into the quiet river, which is the clearest. They go in
and out of it three times daily.

64. And all these fish, WHICH ARE GRADES AND SOULS that grow
in these rivers, were separated one from another, and are called
'nights', BECAUSE THE GRADES OF THE LEFT ARE CALLED
'NIGHT'. The ones were chief to all the others that emerged outside,
and the others INSIDE ruled over everything. These were called 'the
Firstborn of Egypt', which have spread from here outside of the
firstborn. All these were sustained from the watering of these rivers,
and this great crocodile rules all of them.

65. All this came about by the division of the upper water FROM THE
LOWER, as is written: "And let it divide water from water" (Beresheet
1:6). The holy upper waters were marked and separated to be above,
and the lower waters were all separated from those TO BE BELOW.
The holy ones WERE DIVIDED from the unholy. Therefore, the upper
angels are called 'separate', because the ones were divided from the
others according to their kinds.
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66. "And Elohim said, 'Let the earth bring forth grass, herb yielding
seed'" (Beresheet 1:11). THE EARTH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
AND GRASSES ARE THE LIGHT THAT SPROUTS FROM SOWING OF
THE TREASURED LIGHT. This is the secret: when the great
crocodile would blow wind through the hole IN HIS HEAD that blew
upwards, he would dry all these grasses until another wind would
blow against that wind OF THE CROCODILE and would quiet him
below. And the grasses grew as before, and ruled and praised and
offered thanks before the Holy One, blessed be He.

67. From the left side and from within the quiet river, emerge animals
according to their species. They attempt to approach these grasses
but cannot. They then return to their place. All these rivers swim with
that crocodile, which dominates them, and surround these grasses
but cannot BENEFIT FROM THEM, except sometimes, when the
supernal wind does not blow and THE CROCODILE exhales wind
through that hole IN HIS HEAD. That wind then rules over the
grasses THAT IS, IT DRIES THEM.

68. HE HAS ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY TO APPROACH THE
GRASSES, WHEN the quiet river returns FROM MALCHUT to its
place, rising and falling. Since its waters are quiet, it flows quietly.
The great crocodile rises to these rivers AND IS NOT THERE IN THE
QUIET RIVER. All the grasses grow around that quiet river, growing
on all sides. Then that Crocodile goes up TO THE GRASSES and
grows among them, AND AFTERWARDS returns to all these rivers.

69. "And Elohim said, 'Let there be luminaries in the firmament of
heaven'" (Beresheet 1:16). This refers to the Piercing Serpent (Heb.
bariach). Why IS IT CALLED Bariach (also: 'bolt')? This is because it
locks in both sides, WHICH ARE THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND
LEFT, AND DOES NOT ALLOW THE THIRD COLUMN THAT
RECONCILES THEM TO EXPAND. It does not go out to HARM the
world except once in a Jubilee.
70. In ancient books, THEY SAID ABOUT THE VERSE, "LET THERE
BE LUMINARIES," THAT it refers to the Piercing Serpent that always
goes crookedly and brought curses on the world, BECAUSE HE
ENTICED EVE WITH THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE. When this one
rose, the strength of the GREAT crocodile was broken so that he
could not rise, so much so that he lost his body. Because the Holy
One, blessed be He, folds him into the sea when he comes to Him,
treading upon the strength of the sea. The strength of the sea is the
GREAT crocodile, as is written: "And He treads upon the waves of
the sea" (Iyov 9:8).
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71. When this serpent rises it is written, "And He shall slay the
crocodile that is in the sea" (Yeshayah 27:1), which is the great
crocodile. Therefore, it is written: "Behold I am against you... THE
GREAT CROCODILE THAT COUCHES IN THE MIDST OF HIS
STREAMS" (Yechezkel 29:3). And this snake is 'luminaries (Heb.
me'orot)' WITHOUT VAV, WHICH DENOTES AN EXPRESSION OF
CURSE, AS IS WRITTEN: "THE CURSE (HEB. ME'ERAT) OF HASHEM
IS IN THE HOUSE OF THE WICKED" (MISHLEI 3:33), for he brings
curses to everyone. And He overpowers THE CROCODILE with the
power of the great river, which is called Chidekel. This has already
been explained.
72. That snake is on dry land. When they go to battle each other, the
one on dry land always triumphs, because all his ways and his
power are on dry land, WHERE MALCHUT IS WHICH CONTAINS ALL
THE JUDGMENTS. And he always eats dirt and dust, as it is written:
"And dust shall you eat all the days of your life" (Beresheet 3:14).
The one grows in the dust and the other grows in water. The snake
that grows in the water is not as strong as the one that grows on dry
land. Therefore, it is written ABOUT THE SNAKE, me'orot with a
defective spelling WITHOUT A VAV, BECAUSE HIS POWER IS
STRONG ENOUGH TO KILL EVERYTHING.
73. And this SNAKE comes across that CROCODILE, which is in the
water. Although he meets him, he does not fight with him; the Holy
One, blessed be He, alone kills him in the sea. As we explained it,
because of the haughtiness in him, it is written: "My river is my own,
and I have made it for myself" (Yechezkel 29:3).

4. "For Hashem will pass through...on the lintel, and on the two side posts"
Rabbi Shimon tells us why God required the sign of blood to be placed outside the entrance so that He would pass over Yisrael's houses when He
killed the Egyptians. He says that idol worshipping is the only thing which is punished without a person having had to commit an action of some
kind. The blood placed on the three places of the lintel and side posts corresponds to the three columns. There is some discussion of the color of
the columns and the color of blood, and of the two bloods of Passover and Circumcision that correspond to Mercy and Judgment. At the same time
that the Egyptians were being killed, Yisrael were being healed from their circumcision. We are told that the entrance, in "And Hashem will pass over
on the entrance," is the opening to draw the spirit and the body, which opening is only freed upon circumcision. Rabbi Aba says that when "pass
through" is written, as in "And Hashem will pass through to smite Egypt," it always means that God passed down through the emanations of the
Sfirot to perform either Judgment or Mercy.
74. "For Hashem will pass through to smite Egypt..." (Shemot 12:23)
We learned, as Rabbi Yosi said, that this passage is difficult. Could it
be that first "He sees the blood" and then He "will pass over" (Ibid.),
which means He made a sign? If you say it is because of the
commandment to place the blood, then why WAS IT PLACED outside
THE DOOR, and why on the lintel and two side posts? WHY DID HE
NEED THIS? IS NOT EVERYTHING REVEALED BEFORE THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE? It is written: "He reveals the deep and secret
things" (Daniel 2:22). And why did He have to have to reveal the
blood on the lintel and two side posts?
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75. HE ANSWERS: But we studied that it is written: "And when
Hashem saw it, He abhorred them" (Devarim 32:19), and also, "And
Hashem saw that the wickedness of man was great in the
earth" (Beresheet 6:5). Yet we learned that providence is not seen
above unless an action below becomes manifest from it. Before an
action is done below, there is no looking to punish, except for the
thought of idolatry, WHICH IS PUNISHED WITHOUT AN ACTION, as
is written: "Take heed to yourselves, that your heart be not
deceived" (Devarim 11:16). After the action is done, providence is
aroused. Therefore everything, both good and bad, depends upon
action.

76. Rabbi Yosi said: All the marketplaces of Egypt were full of idols.
Moreover, every house had kinds OF WITCHCRAFTERS who with
their witchcraft connected with the lower crowns that were below to
arouse the Impure Spirit amongst them.

77. We have learnt the secret meaning of it. It is written: "And take a
bunch of hyssop, and dip it in the blood that is in the basin, and
touch with it the lintel and two side posts..." (Shemot 12:22). HE
ASKS: Why a bunch of hyssops? HE ANSWERS: In order to destroy
the Impure Spirit from among them and to indicate on their houses
at these three places the Complete Faith, one on this side and one
on that side - ON THE TWO SIDE POSTS THAT ALLUDE TO THE
TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT - and one between them ON THE
LINTEL THAT ALLUDES TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Therefore,
"Hashem will pass over the door, and will not allow the Destroyer to
come into your houses to smite you" (Ibid. 23), for He sees the Holy
Name marked on the entrance, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS.

78. Rabbi Yehuda said: If THEY ALLUDE TO THE THREE COLUMNS,
why IS THIS DONE with blood? Did we not learn THAT THE COLORS
OF THE THREE COLUMNS ARE white and red, and the one THAT IS
BETWEEN THEM combines both colors; ITS COLOR IS GREEN LIKE
THE SUN THAT COMBINES WHITE AND RED. AND WHY ARE ALL
THREE COLUMNS ALLUDED TO WITH THE RED COLOR, WHICH IS
BLOOD? He said to him: There were two kinds of blood, one of the
Pascal sacrifice and one of circumcision AS THEY CIRCUMCISED
THEMSELVES. The blood of the circumcision is Mercy, EVEN
THOUGH IT IS RED, and the blood of the Pascal sacrifice is
Judgment. IT THEREFORE DOES NOT DEPEND UPON COLORS IN
THIS CASE.
79. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is not so, but rather as I learned that the
Holy One, blessed be He, turned that blood into Mercy as though it
was the white among the colors. This is the meaning of: "And when I
passed by you, and saw you weltering in your blood and I said to
you, 'In your blood live'..." (Yechezkel 16:6). Even though it was red,
it was transformed into Mercy, for "In your blood live." IT IS NOT
DEPENDENT UPON COLORS IN THIS CASE, and one therefore
marked the entrance on three sides, one here, one there and one
between them FOR THEY ALLUDE TO THE THREE COLUMNS.
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80. Rabbi Chizkiyah learned that two types of blood appeared, THE
BLOOD OF THE PASSOVER AND THE BLOOD OF CIRCUMCISION,
which correspond to two crowns, MEANING SFIROT, that appeared
above at that time - WHICH ARE THE TWO COLUMNS, CHESED AND
GVURAH. Rabbi Yosi said: THEY CORRESPOND TO one crown that
combines the two concealed sides, NAMELY, Mercy and Judgment.

81. Rabbi Aba said: The Holy One, blessed be He had compassion
for His children on many occasions. A man made a house and the
Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Write My Name and place it on
your door so when you sit in your house, I will sit outside by your
door to guard you.' Here AT PASSOVER, He said: 'Mark on your
entrance the secret of Faith in Me,' NAMELY THE THREE COLUMNS
ON THE TWO SIDE POSTS AND ON THE LINTEL, AS MENTIONED.
'Sit in your house and I will guard you from outside,' as it is written:
"And none of you shall go out at the door entrance of his house until
the morning...and when He sees the blood on the lintel, and on the
two side posts, Hashem will pass over the door, and will not allow
the Destroyer to come into your house to smite you" (Shemot 12:2223). SO WE SEE THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, GUARDED
THEM FROM OUTSIDE.

82. Rabbi Aba also said: theymade the semblance of the Holy Name
Hei at the time, NAMELY THREE LINES - TWO ON THE SIDE POSTS
AND ONE ON THE LINTEL ABOVE - WHICH RESEMBLES THE FORM
OF THE LETTER HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THEREFORE, as the Holy
Name changed at that time to be of Judgment AGAINST THE
EGYPTIANS, so did the blood change at that moment into Judgment,
as written: "and when He sees the blood on the lintel, and on the two
side posts." For everybody's mark was red, WHICH ALLUDES TO
JUDGMENT, to show THAT EVEN THOUGH IT WAS MERCY FOR
YISRAEL, it changed to Judgment to wreak revenge AGAINST THE
EGYPTIANS
83. The secret of this matter is that they had to display below in the
same manner it was above at the time-if it was Mercy, then Mercy, if
Judgment, then Judgment. Since ABOVE THERE WAS JUDGMENT
AGAINST EGYPT, it is written: "And dip it in the blood that is in the
basin, and touch with it the lintel..." (Shemot 12:22), FOR BLOOD
ALLUDES TO JUDGMENT. About the future time to come, it is
written: "Who is this that comes from Edom, with crimsoned
garments from Botzrah" (Yeshayah 63:1), for He will show Judgment
to them all to wreak revenge. HIS GARMENTS WILL THEN REDDEN
WITH BLOOD.
84. "And none of you shall go out at the door of his house until the
morning." HE ASKS: What is the reason THAT THEY WERE
PROHIBITED TO GO OUT OF THEIR HOUSE DOOR? HE ANSWERS:
We learned that a person should not go in the market place and be in
the market place at the time when Judgment hovers over the city,
because once the Destroyer has been granted permission,
whomever he meets comes to harm. THEREFORE, since there was
Judgment FOR THE EGYPTIANS, they must not go out.
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85. We learned, as Rabbi Yosi said, in the same place where there
was Judgment for the Egyptians, there also was Mercy for the
children of Yisrael. This is the meaning of: "And when I see the
blood, I will pass over you" (Shemot 12:13). So have we learned that
throughout the holy crowns above, as there is Judgment in them, so
is Mercy simultaneously. Rabbi Chizkiyah taught that it is written:
"And Hashem will smite Egypt, He shall smite and heal" (Yeshayah
19:22), MEANING the smiting of Egypt and the healing of Yisrael. HE
ASKS what is the healing for, AND ANSWERS they needed healing
from their circumcision.

86. We learned that the children of Yisrael were healed at the same
moment the Egyptians were smitten. Rabbi Yosi said, we learned the
verse: "Hashem will pass over the door." Why does it say "over the
door," when it should have stated: 'Hashem will pass over you'? HE
ANSWERS: Rather, "over the door," refers to the actual door, the
opening of the body. And what is the opening of the body? Say it is
the circumcision, MEANING THAT HE HEALED IT.

87. Rabbi Shimon said: at midnight, the male is awakened towards
the holy crown, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Who is that male? He is
supreme Chesed OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is known that one does not
come about without the other. EVEN THOUGH THE NIGHT IS THE
ASPECT OF MALCHUT ALONE, IT WILL NEVER OCCUR THAT
MALCHUT SHALL BE WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN, HER HUSBAND.
Therefore, MALCHUT smites and ZEIR ANPIN heals at the same time.
88. And it is written: "Hashem will pass over the door," NAMELY the
known door, THE DOOR OF THE BODY AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
What is the door, WHY IS IT CALLED DOOR? It is the opening to
draw the spirit and the body, BECAUSE THEY WERE BORN FROM
THERE. Come and behold: until Abraham was circumcised, he was
shut off and closed from all sides, AND WAS NOT ABLE TO BEGET
IN HOLINESS. As soon as he was circumcised, everything in him
opened up, and he was no longer blocked and closed as before.

89. And this is the secret that we learned: "As he sat in the tent
door" (Beresheet 18:1), because Yud was revealed. HE ASKS: Why
does he say so? HE ANSWERS: But Rabbi Yitzchak says, by this
revealing OF THE YUD, He caused Chesed to dwell in
Righteousness. This is the entrance of the supernal holy Tabernacle,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is understood from "the tent," meaning
the specific tent, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'TENT'.

90. Rabbi Elazar said: When this Yud was revealed, ABRAHAM was
given the news and was blessed at the tent door, which is
Righteousness, NAMELY MALCHUT that was sweetened with
Chesed. This is the meaning of: "in the heat of the day," as DAYTIME
is the time when Chesed reigns, which is the portion of Abraham,
SINCE ABRAHAM IS A CHARIOT TO CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. How
do we know that the tent door, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was mellowed
with Chesed by the powers of Abraham? IT IS BECAUSE it is written:
"And Hashem blessed Abraham in all things (Heb.
bakol)" (Beresheet 24:1). BAKOL IS MALCHUT sweetened with
Chesed BY ABRAHAM after Yud was revealed in him THROUGH
CIRCUMCISION.
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91. Rabbi Aba said: "As he sat in the tent door," is similar to: "And
Hashem blessed Abraham in all things (Heb. bakol)." As THE TENT
door IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED "BAKOL." It is the tenth crown,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. 'CROWN' MEANS A SFIRAH. "In the heat of the
day" MEANS as the Sfirah of Chesed THAT IS CALLED 'DAY' was
given to him, SO DID HE MERIT THE TENT DOOR, FOR CHESED
OPENS MALCHUT CALLED 'TENT', SO IT CAN ILLUMINATE. As he
sits IN CHESED, THAT IS CALLED 'DAY', so does he sit IN MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'THE TENT DOOR', because one does not rise
without the other.
92. Another explanation FOR, "For Hashem will pass through to
smite Egypt." THE MEANING OF "pass through" is that He went over
the line of Judgment of the crowns that were connected with other
crowns above, and disconnected them from their sustenance. THUS
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, forwent His ways, NAMELY, HE
DISRUPTED THE EVOLUTION OF THE CROWNS, in order to perform
Judgment BY EGYPT, and to guard Yisrael. It is so wherever it is
written: "He will pass through"; "I will pass through"; "He passed
through." IT INDICATES THAT the Holy One, blessed be He, forwent
His ways, MEANING THE ORDER OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE
SFIROT, either to perform Judgment or for Mercy. Here, "He will
pass through," MEANS to perform Judgment, while, "And Hashem
passed by BEFORE HIM..." (Shemot 34:6) is in order to have mercy.

5. "And it came to pass, that at midnight"
Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi pause during their travelling to pray, because it is important to be punctual about the Minchah service. As they continue
on, Rabbi Yosi is contemplating leadership, and says that the world gains from good leaders and suffers from bad ones, and yet if the bad leader is
punished for his sin, then the people are spared. After it turns dark, the rabbis sit under a tree in some fear, until at midnight they see a doe, crying
and then they hear shouting, a voice saying that their Master is going into the Garden of Eden to rejoice with the Righteous. After this event, Rabbi
Yosi returns to the story of the Passover, and wonders why the slaughter of the firstborn was not done in the daytime so everyone could see it, and
why all were killed rather than just those kings and ministers and warriors who cause war. They wait until daylight and then go to Rabbi Shimon for
an answer. Rabbi Shimon is speaking about the philosophies of the other nations of the world, and says that their faith is as nothing, since they
comprehend neither supernal mysteries nor lower wisdom. He turns to the story of Creation, and says that God created the heavens with His right
hand, Chesed, and that He created the earth with His left hand, Judgment. It is "this," Malchut, that draws them together; the Sfirah Malchut
dominates at midnight in Mercy for Yisrael and in Judgment for the heathen nations. Rabbi Shimon brings up the question of how Moses could have
known it was exactly midnight, in the verse, "And it came to pass, that at midnight." He speaks of how Moses was from the highest levels, which no
other man ever attained, and Moses surely knew that the night must divide in order to perform its functions; it performed its functions in the second
half of the night at that time that Malchut dominates. We hear that Pharaoh, being wiser than his sorcerers, knew that Judgment would be executed
against him and that his land would be destroyed. To answer Rabbi Yosi's original question about why "every firstborn" was killed, Rabbi Shimon
says this means that all the upper and lower levels were broken from their dominion. Because the Egyptians were holding Yisrael by sorcery, it took
the strength and dominion of God to free them. Because of the three bonds of faith, the three Covenants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, God saved
Yisrael. Every holiday and festival and Sabbath is in memory of the deliverance from Egypt; that is the foundation and source of the Torah and all
the commandments and the faith of Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon says: Why was the judgment of Egypt not by day? Because the night opened knots and
did revenge, being the secret of Malchut called 'night'. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi praise Rabbi Shimon, as being the one who can open the gates
of the secrets of Wisdom. Lastly Rabbi Shimon talks about watchfulness, the watchnight, and the watchman; these allude to male and female, and
wherever male and female are together all praise is directed to the male.
93. "And it came to pass, that at midnight Hashem smote all the
firstborn..." (Shemot 12:29) Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were
traveling from Usha to Lod and Rabbi Chiya was riding on a donkey.
Rabbi Yosi said: Let us rest here and pray, for the time for Minchah
('the afternoon service') has come. And we have learned that one
should always be punctual about the Minchah service. Why DOES
HE HAVE TO BE punctual? Because it is the time when Judgment is
impending over the world, and one must concentrate his mind.
Rabbi Chiya got down FROM THE DONKEY and prayed.
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94. While they were still traveling, the sun was setting. Rabbi Chiya
said to Rabbi Yosi: Why are you silent? Rabbi Yosi said: I was
contemplating that the world exists only because of the leaders of
the people. If the leaders of the people are righteous, it is good for
the world and good for the people. If they are not righteous, woe to
the world, woe to the people.

95. Rabbi Chiya said: It is certainly so. How do we know? Because it
is written: "I saw all Yisrael scattered upon the mountains, like sheep
that have no shepherd; and Hashem said, 'These have no master; let
them return therefore every man to his house in peace'" (II Divrei
Hayamim 18:16). HE ASKS: It says "Yashuvu" ('let them return')
when it should say 'Yeshvu' ('let them sit'), and similarly, "to his
house" should say 'in his house'. For THE PEOPLE were in their
abode, AND WHERE WERE THEY TO RETURN?

96. HE ANSWERS: But this is what we learned. If the leader of the
people is not worthy IN HIS DEEDS, the people is caught in his sin.
Whence do we know - from the words: "And David spoke...Lo, I have
sinned, and I have done perversely; but these sheep, what have they
done?" (II Shmuel 24:17). So David sinned and Yisrael suffered. If the
chief of the people is caught in his sin, then the people is spared, as
Judgment no longer dwells upon them, as the passage says: "And
Hashem said, 'These have no master,'" meaning there are no leaders
for the people, BECAUSE ACHAV WAS SLAIN. THEREFORE, "let
them return therefore every man to his house in peace" from the
path, AND EVEN THOUGH JUDGMENT HAS RIDDEN ON THEM IN
THIS PATH, SINCE THEIR LEADER WAS SLAIN AND CAUGHT IN HIS
SIN, THEY WILL RETURN IN PEACE. They are all saved if their leader
is caught. It was decreed that, because he joined with Achav, even
Yehoshafat would have been punished, were it not for his crying, as
is written: "And Yehoshafat cried out" (I Melachim 22:32).

97. While they were still traveling, it became dark. They said: What
shall we do? If continue traveling, it is ALREADY dark and, if we stay
IN OUR PLACE, it is frightening. They turned off from the road and
sat under a tree. They rested and discussed Torah there, and did not
sleep.

98. At midnight they saw a doe passing before them, shouting and
crying out loud. When they heard it, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi got
up and trembled. They heard a voice announcing and saying: Those
who are awake rise, those who sleep awake. Worlds, prepare for
Your Master. For your Master is going out to Garden of Eden, which
is His palace, NAMELY MALCHUT, to delight with the Righteous, as
it is written: "And in His temple everyone speaks of His
glory" (Tehilim 29:9).

99. Rabbi Chiya said: Now it is exactly midnight, and this voice THAT
WE HEARD is the voice that emerges and causes pain to the doe
above, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and below, as it is written: "The voice
of Hashem makes the hinds to calve" (Ibid.). Fortunate are we to
hear this.
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100. Come and behold the secret of the matter. At the time that the
Holy One, blessed be He, is revealed over the Garden, the whole
Garden gathers, NAMELY ALL THE RIGHTEOUS IN THE GARDEN,
but does not separate from Eden, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Springs
emerge from this Eden, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, to many ways and paths, FOR THE CONCEPTION OF
THE RIGHTEOUS. This Garden is called 'The Bundle of Life', where
the Righteous derive pleasure from the illumination of the World to
Come. And at that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, reveals Himself
to them.
101. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi sat down. Rabbi Yosi said: Many a
time I asked about the words: "And it came to pass, that at midnight
Hashem smote all the firstborn in the land of Egypt..." Why did this
not happen by day so the miracle would be visible to all? And why
did all these weaklings behind the millstones and the lambs of the
sheep die? And why did not only kings, princes and soldiers die, as
it was by the episode of Sancheriv, of which it is written: "the Angel
of Hashem went out and smote in the camp of Ashur..." (II Melachim
19:35). We learned that they were all kings, princes, ministers and
officers, and the might of a single messenger of the Holy One,
blessed be He, was seen there even greater THAN THIS MIRACLE
THAT WAS DONE BY HIS OWN HAND. IT SEEMS THAT His miracle
should have been even more GREAT.

102. He said to him: You asked well, and I have heard nothing about
this. So I have nothing to say. But since we were worthy of all this,
and the way was set before us, let us go to Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai
as I have heard he is cleansing the market places of the city of
Tiberias. They stayed until daybreak. When it became light, they got
up and went. When they reached him, they found him sitting with a
book of homiletics in his hand.

103. He opened the discussion, saying: "All nations before Him are
as nothing; and they are counted to Him less than nothing, and
vanity" (Yeshayah 40:17). HE ASKS: Since it said, "All nations before
Him are as nothing," why is it written also, "And they are counted to
Him less than nothing, and vanity"? AND HE ANSWERS: I have
learned the philosophies of all the nations of the world, whose Faith
is as nothing. They conceive neither the upper LEVELS nor the
lower. They place for themselves a Faith of foolishness; "and they
are counted to Him less than nothing, and vanity" like chaff that
turns in the wind and rolls during the summer IN THE FIELDS empty,
FOR IT HAS NO CONTENTS AT ALL. This is the meaning of: "And all
the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing" (Daniel 4:32).

104. He again opened the discussion, saying: "In the beginning
Elohim created the heavens and the earth" (Beresheet 1:1). The first
"Et" ('the') is the right hand of the Holy One, blessed be He, and that
Et ('the') is His left hand. I learned that the Holy One, blessed be He,
stretched His right hand - WHICH IS CHESED - and created the
heavens, and stretched His left hand - WHICH IS JUDGMENT - and
created the earth. This is the meaning of: "My hand also has laid the
foundation of the earth, and My right hand has spanned the heavens:
when I call to them, they stand up together" (Yeshayah 48:13).
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105. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of THE VERSE: "They stand up
together"? HE ANSWERS: If you think that these are heaven and
earth THAT ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS NUKVA, it is not so. THEY DO
NOT STAND TOGETHER. Rather, THEY ARE right and left,
SEPARATE, which are the (et) and the (et) AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
THEREFORE, THE VERSE SAYS, "THEY STAND UP TOGETHER."
How do they stand together? By means of "this," WHICH IS
MALCHUT that rules at midnight, for then Et WHICH IS CHESED is
combined with "this," WHICH IS MALCHUT, SO THEY STAND
TOGETHER.
106. We learned that it is written: "He has made every (Heb. kol)
thing beautiful in its time" (Kohelet 3:11). Et MEANS CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN as we said. "kol" is as is said, "And Hashem blessed
Abraham in all (Heb. kol) things" (Beresheet 24:1). We learned that
"kol" is the Sfirah that is called "this," NAMELY MALCHUT that
includes Et and Et AS MENTIONED EARLIER, and rules at midnight
in two aspects, Mercy and Judgment - Mercy for Yisrael and
Judgment for the heathen nations. AND THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "HE
HAS MADE ET KOL," SO THAT THEY WOULD BE UNITED
TOGETHER, "BEAUTIFUL IN ITS TIME," NAMELY AT MIDNIGHT.
107. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion, saying: If it pleases my
master, I will say one thing, why I came. It is written: "And it came to
pass, that at midnight Hashem smote every firstborn in the land of
Egypt..." From this THING that Sir said, it is understood that this
passage is ALSO explained in that manner. As for us, the way was
propitious before us, to come and ask before you.

108. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, saying: "Who is like
Hashem our Elohim, Who is enthroned on high...?" (Tehilim 113:5)
MEANING, "Who is like Hashem our Elohim," WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN,
that ascends and is crowned to settle in the holy upper crown,
WHICH IS BINAH, which illumination is above all the shining lights,
crowns and wreaths, FOR ALL THE MOCHIN IN THE WORLDS ARE
DRAWN FROM BINAH. "and yet looks far down" (Ibid.), descending
in His Sfirot from crown to crown, MEANING FROM THE RIGHT
COLUMN OF BINAH TO HIS OWN RIGHT, from diadem to diadem,
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH TO HIS OWN LEFT; from
illumination to illumination, FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF
BINAH TO HIS OWN CENTRAL COLUMN; from luminary to luminary,
FROM MALCHUT OF BINAH TO HIS OWN MALCHUT, to supervise
over the upper beings IN THE HEAVENS and the lower beings ON
EARTH. This is the meaning of: "Hashem looked down from heaven
upon the children of man" (Tehilim 14:2).
109. Come and behold: it is written, "And it came to pass, that at
midnight..." It should have said, 'approximately midnight' or "About
midnight" (Shemot 11:4), as Moses had said. And YOU MAY
CONTEND, as the friends said, that this is because the astrologers of
Pharaoh might say that Moses was a liar, BECAUSE IT IS
IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE THE EXACT MOMENT OF MIDNIGHT.
So the difficult question remains in three forms, and even the
children of Yisrael will agree. 1) If so, it should have said, 'And
Moses said, about midnight'. Why does it say, "Thus says Hashem,"
if Hashem said, "At midnight"? No matter how punctual he will be,
they will not blame Moses, but rather the Master, because he said,
"Thus says Hashem." 2) Moses said, "even to the firstborn of the
maidservant that is behind the mill" (Ibid. 5), yet it was not so, but
"to the firstborn of the captive that was in the dungeon" (Shemot
12:29). Regardless, even Yisrael will agree THAT HE IS A LIAR,
because these things did not occur exactly AS HE SAID. 3) He said
in the name of the Master, 'About midnight' but it is written: "And it
came to pass, that at midnight" AND NOT 'ABOUT MIDNIGHT', AS
MOSES SAID.
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110. And also regarding your question, WHICH IS HEAVIER than a
load an animal can carry. YOU ASKS: Why was the smiting of the
firstborn at night and not by day? And why did the weaklings who
were behind the millstone die? This is all a supernal secret among
the reapers of the field, MEANING THOSE WHO MERITED THE
PLANTS OF THE HIDDEN LIGHT THAT WERE SOWN IN MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'FIELD'. And it is all correct according to THE
WORDS OF the faithful prophet.

111. Praiseworthy is the portion of Moses, about whom it is written:
"You are fairer than the children of men, grace is poured into your
lips: therefore Elohim has blessed you forever" (Tehilim 45:3). "You
love righteousness, and hate wickedness. Therefore Elohim, your
Elohim, has anointed you with the oil of gladness above your
fellows" (Ibid. 8). "You are fairer than the children of men," MEANS
more than Seth and Enoch. "Grace is poured into you lips," more so
than Noach and his sons, OF WHOM IT SAYS: "AND NOACH FOUND
FAVOR" (BERESHEET 6:8). "Therefore Elohim, your Elohim, has
anointed you," more than Abraham and Isaac. "With the oil of
gladness" more than Jacob. "above your fellows," refers to the other
prophets. Is it possible that a man who rose to the highest levels to
which no other man rose did not know what he was saying?

112. But this is what we learned. This Sfirah that is called "zot ('this'
fem.)" - NAMELY MALCHUT - is called 'woman', as is written: "She
(Heb. zot fem.) shall be called woman" (Beresheet 2:23). And why IS
SHE CALLED SO? BECAUSE "she (zot) was taken out of
man" (Ibid.). Who is this man? He is the one who is called "zeh
('this')" and is a male man, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "for
as for this (Heb. zeh masc.) Moses, the man" (Shemot 32:23) SO
'man' is called 'zeh', and 'zeh' is called 'man'. And zot is taken from
zeh that is called 'male'.
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113. Therefore, she, NAMELY MALCHUT, is CALLED "a palm
tree" (Heb. tamar), WHICH DENOTES male and female, because the
palm tree does not grow one without the other, MALE WITHOUT
FEMALE. SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED Tamar, as is written, "like
pillars (Heb. timrot) of smoke" (Shir Hashirim 3:6). The same way as
smoke rises with both white and black, so here too WITH MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'ZOT'. Everything is included in her at midnight, so
she will perform her deeds together AT ONCE, white for Yisrael,
WHICH IS MERCY, and black for the heathen nations, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT.
114. Before the night is divided in half at midnight, it does not
perform its functions. Whence do we know this? From Abraham, as
is written: "And he divided himself against them...night" (Beresheet
14:15), WHICH MEANS that it was divided in order to do its
functions. Here too, Moses said, "About midnight," MEANING when
THE NIGHT reaches the middle, for Moses knew that its functions
would not be performed until it does.

115. And so it was that the night did not perform its functions until
midnight, for it performed its functions in the second half of the
night. This is the meaning of: "And it came to pass, that at
midnight." What is the connotation of "mid"? IT MEANS that during
the second half, when MALCHUT, rules, zot, MALCHUT is always
present to perform actions, and every action that was done at night
was done in the second half.

116. "And Hashem smote every firstborn." "And Hashem" IS
DEFINED AS Him, ZEIR ANPIN, and His court, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
"And Hashem," REFERS TO Him and His actions. "Smote every
firstborn" - HE ASKS: Moses only said, "And all the firstborn...shall
die" (Shemot 11:5). Why DOES IT SAY HERE "smote"? HE
ANSWERS: But MALCHUT OF THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, WHICH
IS CALLED ''KOH', became aroused and Moses threatened him, as is
written: "Behold, till now (Lit. 'to koh) you would not hear."
THEREFORE, IT IS SAID, "HASHEM SMOTE (HEB. HIKAH)," WHICH
IS THE NAME KOH THAT SLEW ALL THE FIRSTBORN OF EGYPT.
117. We learned that Pharaoh was wiser than all his sorcerers, and
observed that zot, NAMELY MALCHUT, would execute Judgment
upon him and destroy his land, as Moses said, "In this (zot) you shall
know that I am Hashem" (Shemot 7:17). It is written about him: "And
Pharaoh turned" (Ibid. 23), "turned" MEANING that he turned his
heart away from this thought, as written: "And Aaron
turned" (Bemidbar 12:10). "And went to his house, neither did set his
heart even to this (Heb. zot)" (Ibid.) THE WORD "also," WHICH IS
SUPERFLUOUS, is to add that one which will destroy his land,
"neither did set his heart even to this," MEANING THE WORD
"ALSO" IMPLIES THAT EVEN THOUGH HE KNEW THAT THE NAME
'ZOT', WHICH IS MALCHUT, WOULD DESTROY HIS LAND, HE DID
NOT PAY ATTENTION TO IT.
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118. IT IS WRITTEN: "all the firstborn." "FIRSTBORN" IS THE
ASPECT CHOCHMAH, AND "ALL THE FIRSTBORN" DENOTES THAT
even upper and lower levels were broken in power - MEANING all
those levels that rule by THE POWER OF their wisdom, WHICH IS
THE WISDOM OF EGYPT as is written: "ALL THE FIRSTBORN in the
land of Egypt." All the upper and lower levels that were broken in
power are all alluded to in the verse, "From the firstborn of Pharaoh
that sits on his throne, even to the firstborn of the maidservant that
is behind the mill; and all the firstborn of cattle" (Shemot 11:5). So
we see that they are all alluded to in the passage.

119. In brief, "From the firstborn of Pharaoh that sits on his throne,"
REFERS TO the power of the lowest Sfirah OF THE KLIPOT, WHICH
RECEIVE from the upper Malchut. "even to the firstborn of the
maidservant," refers to the left Sfirah, which is under the power
MENTIONED EARLIER, from behind four mills, which are the four
legions OF THE KLIPOT. This is understood, because it is written,
"behind the millstone," and not 'from the millstone'. "And all the
firstborn of cattle," REFERS TO THOSE below the lower ones
MENTIONED EARLIER. It is a female, of the females of asses, cattle
and donkeys, large and small animals, WHICH ARE THE LEVELS OF
IMPURITY. Males and females come out from them. "To the firstborn
of the captive that was in the dungeon," MEANS those that descend
from the maidservant, for with them, SORCERY is performed on the
prisoners in order to enslave them forever and ensure they never go
free.

120. Because they relied upon these levels, the Egyptians refused
TO LET THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL GO, for they formed a knot OF
SORCERY against Yisrael so they would never be able to leave their
bondage. The strength and dominion of the Holy One, blessed be He,
is seen in this, and this memory will never cease from Yisrael for
generations and generations. If not for the strength and power of the
Holy One, blessed be He, none the kings of the nations and all the
sorcerers of the world would be able to deliver Yisrael from
bondage. For He opened their bonds and smashed all these crowns
OF THE FIRSTBORN OF THE CAPTIVE MENTIONED EARLIER in
order to take them out TO FREEDOM. Referring to this, it is written:
"Who would not fear You, O King of the nations? For to You it is
fitting. For among all the wise men of the nations, and in all their
kingdom, there is none like You" (Yirmeyah 10:7).

121. Rabbi Shimon wept, raised his voice and sighed. He said: There
is an attachment formed. Have you thought HOW MUCH the Holy
One, blessed be He, ATTACHED HIMSELF, AND praised HIMSELF
SO many times FOR THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT? It is written: "who
brought you out of the Land of Egypt" (Devarim 5:6); "Hashem your
Elohim brought you forth out of Egypt" (Devarim 16:1); "Hashem
your Elohim brought you out from there" (Devarim 5:15); "I brought
your hosts out" (Shemot 12:17); "Remember this day, in which you
came out from Egypt" (Shemot 13:3); "and brought you out, He
Himself being present, with His mighty power out of Egypt" (Devarim
4:37); "Hashem brought you out from this place" (Shemot 13:3). THE
EXODUS FROM EGYPT IS MENTIONED IN THE TORAH FIFTY TIMES.
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122. HE ANSWERS: Yet we learned that there are ten crowns,
MEANING SFIROT, below IN THE KLIPOT, as above IN HOLINESS.
They are all blocked by the three KLIPOT we mentioned, NAMELY
THE FIRSTBORN OF PHARAOH, THE FIRSTBORN OF THE
MAIDSERVANT AND THE FIRSTBORN OF CATTLE. They formed
three ties on these three levels, with which they caused that Yisrael
would never leave their bondage.
123. Fortunate are you, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, for the ties were
untied for your sakes, and the Holy One, blessed be He, remembered
your three ties of Faith. This is the meaning of: "And Elohim
remembered His covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and with
Jacob" (Shemot 2:24). "With Abraham," is one tie of Abraham, "with
Isaac," is the second tie of Isaac, and "with Jacob," is the third
whole tie of Jacob.

124. We learned that every holiday, festival and Shabbat are all in
memory of this, THE EXODUS OUT OF EGYPT. They are all based on
this and were it not for this, there would be no observance of the
holidays, festivals and Shabbat. Therefore, the memory of Egypt has
not ceased from all holidays, festivals and Shabbatot. Come and
behold: this Judgment IN THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT is the
foundation and source of the Torah and all the commandments and
the complete Faith of the children of Yisrael. THEREFORE, THE
EXODUS OUT OF EGYPT IS MENTIONED MANY TIMES IN THE
TORAH.
125. Also regarding your question why the Judgment of Egypt did
not occur by day, we learned that it is written: "This day you came
out" (Shemot 13:4), and, "Hashem your Elohim brought you forth out
of Egypt by night" (Devarim 16:1). But we learned that the
redemption of the children of Yisrael was mainly by night, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED 'NIGHT', for the night opened
the ties and wreaked revenge, while the day brought them out with a
high hand. This is the meaning of: "The children of Yisrael went out
with a high hand in the sight of all Egypt. And Egypt was burying all
their firstborn whom Hashem had smitten among them" (Bemidbar
33:3). This was in order to make the miracle famous.

126. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi came and prostrated before him,
and kissed his hands. They wept and said: Upper and lower images
raise their heads through your merit. The Holy One, blessed be He,
made terrestrial Jerusalem, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in the likeness of
celestial Jerusalem, WHICH IS BINAH. And He made the outer walls
of the Holy City and its gates. One can not enter until the gates are
opened for him. One can not ascend until the steps to the outer walls
are prepared. Who can open the gates of the Holy City? And who can
repair the steps to the outer walls? This is Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai,
who opens the gates of the secrets of Wisdom and repairs the upper
levels. And it is written: "Every one of your males shall appear
before the Master Hashem" (Shemot 34:23). Who is before the
Master Hashem? This is Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai. For he who is a
memory (Heb. zecher) of the remembrances, THAT IS, HE IS THE
ASPECT OF THE MALE (HEB. ZACHAR) OF THE SUPERNAL
MOCHIN THAT ARE CALLED 'REMEMBRANCES (HEB.
ZICHRONOT)', WHICH ARE OF THE MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA, has
to appear before Him.
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127. He said to them: Even now, I have still not finished ANSWERING
your questions. For we learned, "And Hashem smote all the
firstborn." "all the firstborn" is general; IT DOES NOT SAY 'THE
FIRSTBORN OF EGYPT', BECAUSE IT REFERS ALSO TO THE
LEVELS THE EGYPTIANS WERE ATTACHED TO, WHICH ARE THE
FOUR LEVELS OF THE KLIPOT, of which we spoke before. For
everyone it was the same as for those that died, MEANING THAT
WHATEVER WAS DONE TO THE FIRSTBORN OF EGYPT WHO DIED
WAS LIKEWISE DONE TO THE LEVELS OF KLIPOT. Of those who
tied the ties and used these crowns in their witchcraft, some
employed the upper, and some the lower, and even though they were
all lower, THEY ALSO EMPLOYED THE UPPER. And the whole land
of Egypt was full of sorcery, as is written: "For there was not a
house where there was not one dead" (Shemot 12:30).
128. And Judgment was executed against them all. When they were
all gathered in their homes, and were not scattered in the wilderness
or in the field, the night, WHICH IS MALCHUT, executed its
Judgments. And we learned that the night shone just like the day is
the solstice of Tamuz, and the whole people saw the Judgments of
the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of: "But the night
shines like the day: the darkness and the light are both
alike" (Tehilim 139:12).

129. When YISRAEL left, they were all found dead in the marketplace
before everyone's sight. They wanted to bury them but could not
find them, BECAUSE THE DOGS HAD EATEN THEM. HOWEVER,
NOT ALL OF THEM WERE EATEN UP. SOME OF THEM DID REMAIN,
OF WHOM IT IS SAID, "AND EGYPT WAS BURYING" (BEMIDBAR
33:4). This was the most difficult thing for them, as from one side
they saw Yisrael leaving and from the other side they saw their dead.
It was all in order to publicize the miracle, for there was nothing like
it since the day the world was created.

130. Come and behold: it is written, "It is a night of (Heb. leil)
watchfulness to Hashem for bringing them out...this is Hashem's
watch night (Heb. lailah) for all the children of Yisrael" (Shemot
12:42). This passage is difficult. Since it says "leil," why does it say
"watchfulness" using the plural suffix instead of the singular?
MOREOVER, it is also written "lailah." Why does it first say "leil" and
afterwards "lailah"?

131. HE ANSWERS: But this is what we learned. It is written: "If there
is a virgin maiden (Heb. na'ara)" (Devarim 22:23). It is spelled
"na'ara" without Hei. What is the reason thereof? Because as long as
she does not accept a male, she is called "na'ara." After she receives
a male, she is considered "na'arah." Also, MALCHUT IS CALLED
"leil" before she receives a male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Even
though it is written: "night of watchfulness" IN THE PLURAL, WHICH
SUGGESTS THAT IT ALSO INCLUDES ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS because the
male - WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN - was going to unite with her, BUT DID
NOT YET. When the male united with her, it is written: "This is
Hashem's watch night (plural)," WHICH INDICATE male and female,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Therefore, it is spelled "lailah"
with Hei.
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132. And wherever male and female are together, the praise is
directed only to the male. The children of Yisrael also directed their
praises to the male and not the female. This is the meaning of: "This
(zeh masc.) is my El and I shall glorify Him" (Shemot 15:2). When
both male and female are present, then the praise is directed only to
the male. And this is what the children of Yisrael await, as written:
"This (zeh) is Hashem; we have waited for Him, we will be glad and
rejoice in His salvation" (Yeshayah 25:9). For He will do so for them,
as is written: "As in the days of your coming out of the land of
Egypt, I will show him marvelous things" (Michah 7:15).

133. Such is this secret, as is written here: "leil" and "lailah." So will
the Holy One, blessed be He, do for them in the future, as is written:
"Watchman what is of the night (Heb. lailah), Watchman what is of
the night (Heb. leil)" (Yeshayah 21:11). As there was watching and
"leil" there, so here is also watching and "leil." As there was
watching and "lailah" there, so here also is watching and "lailah."

134. It is called "lailah" because of the male THAT IS INCLUDED IN
HER AS MENTIONED. This is as written: "The morning comes, and
also the night" (Ibid. 12), WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
because morning MEANS as written: "And Abraham rose up early in
the morning" (Beresheet 22:3). This is his own attribute, NAMELY
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'MORNING'. It is
written: "My voice shall you hear in the morning, O
Hashem" (Tehilim 5:4), NAMELY ALSO the morning itself, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN IN THE ASPECT OF CHESED.
135. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were sitting. RABBI SHIMON was
teaching them the secret of the Laws of Priests. They came back
every day and sat before him. One day, Rabbi Shimon went out. They
went with him until they reached a field and sat down.

6. "All things have I seen in the days of my vanity"
Rabbi Shimon says that the verse, "I have seen everything in the days of my vanity. There is a righteous man who perishes in his righteousness and
there is a wicked man who prolongs his life in his evil doing," contains two themes: Solomon was alluding to wisdom, but God is patient with the
wicked until they repent. A person should live among the righteous because he will receive good due to their merit, while if he lives among the
wicked he will be caught in their sins. Rabbi Shimon offers another explanation of the title verse, that is that Solomon was called by seven names,
the seventh of which was Kohelet, that is equivalent to them all. His names were called after Wisdom, and therefore he composed three books, Shir
Hashirim, Kohelet and Mishlei, corresponding to Chesed, Judgment and Mercy. Thus he perfected wisdom. Rabbi Shimon moves to the question of
breath and voice, saying that breath is made of air and water, and everything in the world is made of breath. Breath has the power to produce voice,
but actual voice has the enduring power to produce speech. He says that sometimes vanity nurtures from judgment, sometimes from mercy. Then
while the rabbis are sitting in the field, they see a column of smoke from incense rising and falling. Meanwhile a scent arose from the field that was
more fragrant, for it was the fragrance of the Shechinah.
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136. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, saying: Come and
behold. It is written: "All things have I seen in the days of my vanity.
There is a just man who perishes in his righteousness and there is a
wicked man who prolongs his life in his wickedness" (Kohelet 7:15).
What did Solomon, who possessed more wisdom then any other
person, speak of in this verse? HE RESPONDS: Solomon alluded to
wisdom. We see that the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, are
not so, for it is written: "To give every man according to his ways,
and according to the fruit of his doings" (Yirmeyah 17:10). But he is
alluding to two themes here.

137. We have learned that the eyes of the Holy One, blessed be He,
wish to watch over the world and observe it, as is written: "For the
eyes of Hashem run to and fro throughout the whole earth" (II Divrei
Hayamim 16:9). If there are wicked people in the world, the righteous
man in that generation is snared in their sins. The Holy One, blessed
be He, is longsuffering with the wicked until they repent. If they do
not REPENT, then there will be no one to plead mercy for them
BECAUSE THE RIGHTEOUS HAS ALREADY DIED. This is the
meaning of: "There is a just man who perishes in his
righteousness." It is because he is righteous that he has departed
from the world, SO HE WOULD NOT PLEAD MERCY FOR THE
GENERATION.

138. Therefore we learned that a person should only live in a place
where men of action live. For what reason? Woe unto the person
who dwells among the wicked, for he is caught in their sins. And if
he dwells among the righteous, he is dealt well with due to their
merit.

139. Rabbi Chasda lived at first among the people of Cappadocia,
and it was difficult for him and he was plagued with sickness. He
then moved his dwelling among the protectors of Tzipori, MEANING
AMONG TORAH SCHOLARS WHO ARE CALLED 'PROTECTORS'. He
became great and merited much good, many riches and much Torah,
and he said: I merited all this because I came among these people,
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, takes care of, to do good for
them.

140. Another explanation of the verse: "All things have I seen in the
days of my vanity." Solomon had all the highest levels of wisdom,
more than all the people of the generation, as it is written: "For he
was wiser than all men" (I Melachim 5:11), and, "Then Solomon sat
on the throne of the Hashem as king" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:23).
Could he say about his life, "In the days of my vanity"? And, "'Vanity
of vanities,' said Kohelet" (Kohelet 1:2)?
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141. We learned that Solomon was called by seven names: Solomon,
Yedidyah, Agur, Bin Yake, Itiel, Lemuel, Kohelet - AND THE NAME
Kohelet is equal to them all. Each of them is named in the likeness of
above. Kohelet IS ALSO CALLED 'a sacred congregation of ten men'.
Therefore, it is said 'Less than ten people is not considered a
congregation (Heb. kahal).' A congregation could even be a hundred
or more, BUT NOT LESS THAN TEN. Kohelet includes everyone, ALL
OF YISRAEL, as is written: "The congregation (Heb. kehilat) of
Jacob" (Devarim 33:4).

142. We learned that his names were called after Wisdom, and
therefore he composed three books: Shir Hashirim, Kohelet and
Mishlei. The purpose of them all is to perfect wisdom. Shir Hashirim
corresponds to Chesed, Kohelet corresponds to Judgment, and
Mishlei corresponds to Mercy - NAMELY, THEY CORRESPOND TO
THE THREE COLUMNS, CHESED, JUDGMENT, MERCY. This is in
order to perfect Wisdom. Everything that he did was for the purpose
of displaying wisdom and in correspondence to the highest level. He
said ABOUT HIMSELF: "In the days of my vanity," and, "Vanity of
vanities" (Kohelet 1:2).

143. HE ANSWERS: But vanity (Heb. hevel) is a precious secret. It is
the breath (Heb. hevel) that comes out of the mouth, and by means
of the breath that comes out from the mouth a sound is formed. We
learned that the world exists only through the breath of the mouths
of the schoolchildren who have not sinned, THAT IS, who have not
actually sin. IT IS NOT THAT THEY DID NOT SIN BUT IT IS NOT
CONSIDERED A SIN BECAUSE OF THEIR MINOR AGE. Breath is
made of air and water, and everything in the world is made of breath.
The inner meaning of the breath of these children becomes a sound
and spreads throughout the world. They are the guards of the world
and the guards of the city. This is the meaning of: "Unless Hashem
keeps the city..." (Tehilim 127:2).

144. Come and behold: it is both breath and a sound. What is the
difference between them? Breath has the power to produce a sound
BUT actual sound has the power to produce words. Abel, who
inherited from his father, is called Abel, and whatever SOLOMON
saw came through him, and even though he had much support from
above, from other LEVELS, he said, "In the days of my vanity," to
make known that this word comes from there.
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145. And the secret meaning of the words: "All is vanity...," "...in the
days of my vanity, I saw everything..." and, "there is a just person
who perishes in his righteousness," is the secret of that which he
revealed and made known, that everything depends on "the days of
my vanity." This means that when Hevel nurtures from Judgment, in
order to execute Judgment - BEFORE THE RECONCILIATION OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN - "There is a just man who perishes in his
righteousness" BECAUSE OF THAT JUDGMENT. When Hevel
nurtures from Mercy, MEANING AFTER THE RECONCILIATION OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, then "there is a wicked man who prolongs
his life in his wickedness," AS BECAUSE OF MERCY HE IS
LONGSUFFERING and both THE WICKED AND THE RIGHTEOUS are
dependent upon this Hevel. Therefore, it is written, "In the days," and
not, 'in the day', for they all depend on this Hevel. Whoever
HAPPENS TO BE at the time of Judgment is treated with Judgment,
and whoever HAPPENS TO BE at the time of Mercy is treated with
Mercy.
146. It is written: "There is a just man who perishes" IN THE
PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE. HE ASKS: Why does not it say
'perished? FOR IF IT IS DEPENDENT UPON TIME, IT SHOULD HAVE
BEEN SAID IN THE PAST RATHER THAN IN THE PRESENT TENSE.
HE ANSWERS: EVERY TIME IT IS AROUSED, Judgment removes the
righteous man from the world and from the generation. IT IS
ALWAYS THIS WAY. "There is a wicked man who prolongs his life in
his wickedness, who actually prolongs his life IN HIS SIN, for when
that Judgment nurtures from Mercy, it bestows mercy on that wicked
man and forebears with him.
147. While they were still sitting, they saw a column of incense
smoke rising up and going down. He said: this crowning, THE
SMOKE is surrounded with mud of the earth from above. IT
THEREFORE GOES UP AND DOWN, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE
HEVEL MENTIONED BEFORE. In the meantime, there arose a scent
from the field, WHICH WAS MORE FRAGRANT THAN ALL THE
SPICES. He said: Let us sit here for the Shechinah is by us, as is
written: "Like the smell of a field which Hashem has
blessed" (Beresheet 27:27).

7. "And he smelled the smell of his garments"
Rabbi Shimon says that when Jacob entered before his father, the scent of the Garden of Eden went in with him, and that the clothes he wore
belonged to Adam. He asks what happened to the clothes of Eve, and in what clothing were Adam and Eve buried? He answers himself by saying
that when they left they threw off the supernal splendor with which God had clothed them. We learn that as soon as God was clothed, as in "Who
covers Himself with light as with a garment," He created the world. The question arises of how Isaac knew about "the smell of a field that Hashem
has blessed." Rabbi Shimon explains that the field in "And Isaac went out to meditate in the field at the evening time," was the field near the cave of
the Machpelah, and that Jacob saw the Shechinah on it, and it raised supernal holy scents. The conclusion Rabbi Shimon draws is that Isaac
blessed Jacob because Isaac did not attribute the scent to the clothes at all; he attributed it to Jacob himself because he saw that he was worthy
and deserving of his blessing. The rabbis then talk about the tenth day of the seventh month, Yom Kippur, and the sacrifice of the lamb. We are
reminded that Yisrael does an action below, and God does the action above.
148. He opened the discussion, saying: "And he smelled the smell of
his garments, and blessed him, and said, 'See, the smell of my son is
like the smell of a field which Hashem has blessed'" (Beresheet
27:27). "And he smelled the smell of his garments" means that the
garments emitted a pleasant scent that had never left them. Now we
should examine this closely; it is written: "The smell of his
garments," and, "The smell of my son." It does not say, 'The smell of
the garments, but rather "the smell of my son." HE ANSWERS: But
we learned that when Jacob entered the Garden of Eden entered with
him, and we learned that those garments belonged to Adam, as
written: "For the man also and for his wife did Hashem Elohim make
coats of skins, and clothed them" (Beresheet 3:21), and He took
them out from the Garden of Eden.
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149. You may argue that it is written: "And they sewed fig leaves
together" (Ibid. 7), and from them were THE SKIN GARMENTS THAT
HASHEM MADE FOR THEM. If so, then why is it written, "did Hashem
Elohim make?", IF THEY SEWN THEM THEMSELVES, and: "Coats of
skins," when they were but a fig leaf. But as the Aramaic translation
OF "COATS OF SKINS," it is 'precious garments'. And they emitted a
scent from the spices of Eden.

150. And we learned that they were made with the full Name, as is
written: "did Hashem Elohim make..." WHICH IS THE FULL NAME
that even the heavens and earth were not made with. FOR ONLY
ELOHIM IS MENTIONED IN RELATION TO THEM. HE ASKS: Is it not
written: "In the day that Hashem Elohim made the earth and the
heavens" (Beresheet 2:4)? HE ANSWERS: There is no difficulty here,
for when they were first made they were not made with the full Name,
but when they became permanent, they were maintained by the full
Name. THE VERSE, "IN THE DAY THAT HASHEM ELOHIM MADE,"
WAS SAID FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAINTENANCE.
151. And concerning what was said, that these garments came to the
wicked Esau, who took them from Nimrod, we explained this matter
and it is difficult to understand. If so, why it is written: "For the man
also and for his wife"? He made clothing for Adam and He made
clothing for Eve, but what happened to the clothes of Eve? And if so,
in what were they buried? Could you possibly conceive that they left
and threw from themselves the supernal splendor that the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave them.

152. No one else wore the garments with which Adam and Eve
clothed themselves, because they were in likeness of above in these
garments. If you think that they wore them by themselves, come and
behold, it is written: "And clothed them," in that the Holy One,
blessed be He, clothed them. Blessed is their portion.

153. It is written: "O Hashem my Elohim You are very great, You are
clothed with glory and majesty" (Tehilim 104:1), "Glory and majesty
are before Him" (Tehilim 96:6), and: "Who covers Himself with light
as with a garment..." (Tehilim 104:2). As soon as He was clothed, He
accomplished His deed, THAT IS, HE CREATED THE WORLD. It
teaches that the Holy One, blessed be He, clothed Himself in Light
and created the heaven. THE GARMENTS OF ADAM WERE SIMILAR
TO THIS CLOTHING. But how do we explain the verse: "The best
clothes...which were with her in the house" (Beresheet 27:15)?
HERE, the "best clothes" MEANS kingly garments of silk and gold,
and it is the custom of the world to store them in spices and scents,
because of the preciousness of the garments.
154. Come and behold: first, "he smelled the smell of his
garments" (Ibid. 27), BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THE SCENT CAME
FROM THEM. But when he felt it, he said, "See, the smell of my son,"
because he knew that the scent came from him and for his sake,
AND NOT FROM THE GARMENTS. "Like the smell of a field which
Hashem has blessed." HE ASKS: How did Isaac know about "the
smell of a field which Hashem has blessed"?
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155. HE ANSWERS: Rather, there are two things, which amount to
the same. For it is written: "And Isaac went out to meditate in the
field at the evening time" (Beresheet 24:63), AND THAT IS THE SAME
ONE AS "A FIELD THAT HASHEM HAS BLESSED." Did not he have a
house or another place to pray? But that field was the one that
Abraham purchased near the cave OF MACHPELAH, as is written:
"The field which Abraham purchased of the sons of
Chet" (Beresheet 25:10). When Isaac came to the field, he saw the
Shechinah over it, and it raised supernal holy scents. Therefore he
prayed there, and set it AS A PLACE for prayer.

156. HE ASKS: Why did Abraham not pray there, IN THE FIELD OF
THE CAVE OF MACHPELAH LIKE ISAAC? HE ANSWERS: Because
he had a set prayer place before. Another reason was the scent that
he saw at Mount Moriyah. Why was it called Mount Moriyah? Due to
the good myrrh (Heb. mor) that was there.

157. And all was present BY JACOB SINCE IN ADDITION TO HIS
OWN SCENT, the Garden of Eden also entered with him. Therefore,
he blessed him. He did not attribute it to the garments, but rather to
Jacob himself, for he saw that the scent originated in him, that he
was worthy, and that he merited to be blessed and that the Garden of
Eden entered with him. For this reason, when Esau stormed and
protested, he said, "moreover, he shall be blessed" (Beresheet
27:33).

158. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The Torah should have started with, "This
month shall be to you the beginning of months" (Shemot 12:2). What
is the reason? Because it is the beginning OF THE RULE of the
moon. Therefore, the Torah should have STARTED with these words,
for the subject is connected with the Holy One, blessed be He. THE
MOON IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH, WHEN FULL, UNITES
WITH THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. THEREFORE, THE TORAH
SHOULD HAVE STARTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FULLNESS
OF THE MOON, WHICH IS: "THIS MONTH SHALL BE TO YOU THE
BEGINNING OF MONTHS."
159. It does not pose a difficulty, for it is not written: 'This (zot fem.)',
NAMELY 'this month' BECAUSE THE NAME OF THE MOON IS 'ZOT',
and this is because zeh ('this' masc.) and zot are connected
together. Wherever male and female are together, the praise is
directed only to the male. THEREFORE, IT SAYS "THIS (ZEH)
MONTH," INSTEAD OF 'ZOT', and therefore it says, "It shall be the
first month of the year to you" (Ibid.). Assuredly, it is "of the year,"
TO INDICATE THAT IT REFERS TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'A
YEAR', ONLY IT PLACES THE PRAISE ON THE MALE. Rabbi Yehuda
said: Why is "to you" said twice, AS WRITTEN, "THIS MONTH SHALL
BE TO YOU...IT SHALL BE THE FIRST...TO YOU." Rabbi Yitzchak
said: FROM THE DOUBLING OF "TO YOU," we understand even
more THAT IT IS ONLY FOR YISRAEL AND NOT FOR THE OTHER
NATIONS, as is written: "For Hashem's portion is His
people" (Devarim 32:9). This connection WITH THE MONTH is to you
and not to the other nations.

8. "A lamb, according to the house of their fathers"
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160. "Speak to all the Congregation of Yisrael, saying, On the tenth
day of this month they shall take to them every man a
lamb..." (Shemot 12:3). HE ASKS: Why on the tenth of the month?
Rabbi Aba said: It is the time that the Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH,
shines on the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. As is written in regard to
the Jubilee, "On the tenth day of this seventh month shall be Yom
Kippur" (Vayikra 23:27). AND YOM KIPPUR IS THE ILLUMINATION
OF BINAH, FOR WE SEE THE ILLUMINATION OF BINAH IN
MALCHUT IS ON THE TENTH DAY OF THE MONTH.
161. "They shall take to them every man a lamb, according to the
house of their fathers." Why? Because they had to draw it at that
time, for we learned that the lower crown, to which all the other lower
crowns OF THE KLIPAH are attached, is broken by this TAKING OF
THE LAMB. Therefore, Moses was specific in his words, "Draw out
and take you lambs" (Shemot 12:21), WHICH IS according to the
verse: "Flocks, and menservants and womenservants" (Beresheet
32:6), WHICH ARE LOWER CROWNS OF THE KLIPOT, AND THE
TERM FLOCK INCLUDES THEM ALL. AND THE EGYPTIANS MADE
THEM INTO DEITIES.
162. The Holy One, blessed be He, said: 'Perform an action below BY
DRAWING AND TAKEING SHEEP, and I will break their power above.
As you prepare them by burning them by fire, as it is written, "but
roast with fire" (Shemot 12:9) I, also, ABOVE, will pass him through
fire, through Nahar Dinur (the River of Fire)."

163. HE ASKS: Why was it drawn on the tenth day OF THE MONTH
and slaughtered on the fourteenth? Rabbi Aba said: through THE
LAMB, WHICH IS THE ELOHIM OF EGYPT, AS MENTIONED BEFORE,
Yisrael were bound by slavery 400 years. Even though they were not
enslaved 400 years, they were designated to be bound to them for
400 years. HAD NOT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, HASTENED
THE END, it would have been as if they were enslaved all 400 years.
Therefore, they detained the lamb four days, tied in the property of
Yisrael, and afterwards: "and the whole assembly of the
Congregation of Yisrael shall kill it towards evening" (Shemot 12:6).

164. HE ASKS: Why WAS IT SLAUGHTERED at twilight? HE
ANSWERS: That is when Judgment is impending, and the time when
this decree OF THE EXILE IN EGYPT was given through Abraham, as
is written: "And when the sun was going down, a sleep fell upon
Abram; and, lo, a horror of great darkness fell upon him" (Beresheet
15:12). "Horror" is one crown OF THE KLIPAH, "darkness" is another
crown and "great" is greater than all THE CROWNS. Even though we
explained this passage as referring to other kinds of bondage of
Yisrael - THAT HORROR REFERS TO BABYLON, DARKNESS IS
MEDIA, GREAT IS GREECE, it refers to everything. THEY ALLUDE
TO THE THREE CROWNS OF THE KLIPAH AND ALSO THE EXILES.
In the same way WE SPOKE OF THE LAMB, OF WHICH THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID: 'YOU PERFPRM AN ACTION BELOW
AND I WILL BREAK THEIR POWER ABOVE,' SO, "I will utterly blot
out" (Shemot 17:14). You ACT below and I WILL ACT above.
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165. We learned that Yisrael did not leave Egypt until the dominion of
all their ministers above was broken. They left their domain, came
under the authority of the Holiness above of the Holy One, blessed
be He, and were bound to Him. This is the meaning of: "For to Me the
children of Yisrael are servants; they are My servants" (Vayikra
25:55). What is the reason "they are My servants"? For "whom I
brought forth out of the land of Egypt" (Ibid.). I took them out of
another domain and brought them unto My authority.

9. Leaven and leavened dough
In this discussion we read that leaven, leavened fermentation and leavened bread are all the same thing. In response to Rabbi Yehuda's query about
why, if it is so important, Yisrael is only restricted from eating leaven seven days a year, Rabbi Shimon replies that this is an annual celebration of
the days that they went out of bondage.
166. This is what Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "But on the first
day you shall remove leaven out of your houses; for whoever eats
leavened bread" (Shemot 12:15). I have explained it thus: leaven and
leavened dough are one level, and are all the same. The other
dominion is the ministers appointed over the other nations, whom
we call Evil Inclination, another dominion, strange El, Other Elohim.
Here also, leaven, leavened dough and leavened bread are all the
same. The Holy One, blessed be He, said: 'All these years, you were
under the authority of others and served another nation. From now
on, you are free men. "But on the first day you shall remove leaven
out of your houses...you shall eat nothing leavened" (Ibid. 20) and
"there shall no leavened bread be seen with you" (Shemot 13:7).

167. Rabbi Yehuda said: If so, WE SHOULD NOT EAT LEAVEN all the
days of the year. Why only seven days, as is written, "Seven days
shall there be no leaven found in your houses," and not more? He
said to him: At all times that a person is obliged to show himself
free, it is required NOT TO EAT LEAVENED BREAD, but whenever he
is not obligated then he does not need TO OBSERVE THE
PROHIBITION OF LEAVENED BREAD.

168. This is comparable to a king who appointed a person to be a
minister. He rejoiced and wore clothes of glory all those days that he
was being elevated to this level, but afterwards he did not need it.
The following year, he observed those days that he rose to this
honor and wore those clothes, and he did so each and every year.
Similarly with Yisrael, it is written: "Seven days shall there be no
leaven found," for they are days of rejoicing, the days that they
arose to this honor, and went out of another bondage. Every year,
they observe those days when they rose to this honor and went out
of another authority and came under holy authority. Therefore, it is
written: "Seven days shall you eat unleavened bread."
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10. Matzah of Judgment
Rabbi Shimon talks about the time that the moon was in a decreased state, when Yisrael had not yet completed the Covenant by the uncovering of
the corona. After they were uncovered, God gave them bread from a higher place, from the heavens. Then Yisrael observe those days when they
entered under the wings of the Shechinah and guarded the bread, the matzot, that came from its side.
The bonds which Rabbi Shimon refers to next are those that join the upper to the lower levels, and in the observance of the sacrifice those bonds
are strengthened, as when the lamb is sacrificed.
169. Rabbi Shimon said: Matzat (unleavened bread) is spelled
WITHOUT VAV, as, "visions (Heb. mar'ot) of Elohim" (Yechezkel 1:1)
IS WITHOUT VAV; THEREFORE, IT ALLUDES TO JUDGMENT. Why
were they called Matzat-for their being of Judgment, Holy Judgment,
Judgment that is attached to the Holy Name, Judgment that was not
strong throughout that time among Yisrael, because the moon was
flawed. And since the moon was flawed, it is written: "The bread of
affliction" (Devarim 16:3).

170. HE ASKS: What is the reason THAT THE MOON, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, was in a waning state? HE ANSWERS: Because they
were not uncovered and the holy sign was not revealed. Yisrael were
circumcised, but did not uncover the corona. When they did, it is
written: "There He made for them a statute and an ordinance, and
there He tested him" (Shemot 15:25). And even though we have
explained this passage as referring to something else, it was all in
context, and it is well.

171. If you wonder that it seems they had to be uncovered in the
days of Yehoshua, this was not so. Only those about whom it is
written: "But all the people that were born in the wilderness by the
way as they came out of Egypt, them they had not
circumcised" (Yehoshua 5:5). After they were uncovered, the Holy
One, blessed be He, said to them: 'Before, you ate unleavened bread
because the moon remained waned, and it was called "the bread of
affliction." But from now on, bread will be from a different place', as
written: "Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for you" (Shemot
16:4). Not from the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as at that time
BEFORE THEY WERE UNCOVERED, but actually from the heavens,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "Therefore Elohim give you of
the dew of heaven" (Beresheet 27:28).

172. And holy Yisrael observe the days when they came under the
wings of the Shechinah and kept the bread that came from its side,
NAMELY THE MATZOT, as is written: "And you shall observe the
commandment of unleavened bread" (Shemot 12:17). What is the
meaning of: "And you shall observe...the unleavened bread?" It is
similar to: "And keep My covenant" (Shemot 19:5), WHICH IS THE
COVENANT OF CIRCUMCISION. And it all rises and is attached to
the same level, AS MENTIONED BEFORE.

173. One may wonder how it could be that Moses did not uncover
them BUT LET THEM REMAIN CIRCUMCISED WITHOUT BEING
UNCOVERED. HE ANSWERS: In order that Yisrael would not be
delayed there until they became healed, HE THEREFORE DID NOT
UNCOVER THEM. Pertaining to this, it is written: "Seven days shall
you eat unleavened bread with it, the bread of affliction" (Devarim
16:3). Why WAS IT "the bread of affliction"? Because, "for you came
forth...in haste" (Ibid.) and SIMILARLY, it is written: "and could not
delay" (Shemot 12:39). THEREFORE, THEY WERE NOT
UNCOVERED, AND CIRCUMCISION WITHOUT UNCOVERING
BRINGS ABOUT THE BREAD OF AFFLICTION.
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174. Come and behold: when Yisrael came to the Holy Land, they
came circumcised and uncovered, and it is written: "A land in which
you shall eat bread without scarceness" (Devarim 8:9). And what is
"scarceness"? It is "the bread of affliction." And why is it called "the
bread of affliction"? This is because the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
is waning and is not blessed from the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
and does not shine from the sun, as is written: "For all (Heb. kol) that
is in heaven and on earth" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11), - MEANING
THAT KOL ('ALL'), WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, IS ATTACHED
TO HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND TO THE EARTH, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, AND RECEIVES FROM THE HEAVENS AND GIVES TO
THE EARTH. What is the reason that it did not shine from the
Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH? This is because they did not uncover
themselves, AS MENTIONED BEFORE, but now that Yisrael were
circumcised and uncovered UPON ARRIVING INTO THE HOLY
LAND, it is written: "You shall not lack anything (Heb. kol) in
it" (Devarim 8:9), NAMELY, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ILLUMINATES ON MALCHUT AND IS CALLED 'KOL'. What is the
reason for: "In which you will not eat bread without scarceness"? It
is because "You shall not lack kol in it," the way they did in Egypt.
175. And every year, the children of Yisrael make a memorial to
Egypt and eat UNLEAVENED BREAD and have not interrupted this
for generations and generations. Because they did not uncover
themselves in Egypt, they lacked this "kol," and the moon was
waning and is called "the bread of affliction." Affliction MEANS
'poverty', as in the Aramaic translation. The reason they ate the
bread of affliction in the Holy Land, EVEN THOUGH THEY HAD
ALREADY UNCOVERED THEMSELVES, serves as a remembrance to
Egypt. This is a custom for generations and generations. And for the
future to come, it is written: "Your sun shall no more set; nor shall
your moon withdraw itself" (Yeshayah 60:20), MEANING THAT THE
WANING OF THE MOON, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WILL BE NO MORE.
176. We learned that Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "On the tenth
day of this month they shall take..." (Shemot 12:3), and, "Also on the
tenth day of this seventh month there shall be Yom Kippur" (Vayikra
23:27). It is derived from what we learned, as written, "on the tenth
day of this month." THE ZOHAR WONDERS AND ASKS: What does it
mean by this? HE ANSWERS THAT IT ALLUDES TO THE WORDS,
"on the tenth." The business OF TAKING THE LAMB comes from the
tenth, WHICH IS BINAH THAT SHINES ON MALCHUT, AS
MENTIONED. AND THIS IS WHY HE FIRST MENTIONS THE
ANALOGY BETWEEN THE TENTH IN THIS CONTEXT AND THE
TENTH OF YOM KIPPUR, WHICH IS BINAH. AND HE ASKS: It is
written, "of this month," but it should say, 'In this month'. HE
ANSWERS: IT IS BECAUSE when the illumination came to this level,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, the prase "of this month"; "OF THE MONTH" is
exact, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'MONTH'.
177. "They shall take to them every man a lamb, according to the
houses of their fathers, a lamb for a house." We learned that there
are three bonds: the firstborn of cattle, the firstborn of the captive,
and the firstborn of the maidservant. All the other levels OF THE
KLIPAH are connected to these three aspects above. They are all
bound to the one called flock, and everything is included in it. IT IS
THE HIGHEST LEVEL AMONG THEM. The flock BELOW is connected
to the flock ABOVE, and is unable to separate from its bond. SO WE
SEE that they are all connected to this, TO THE FLOCK. This is why
it is written BY IT: "and you shall keep it" (Shemot 12:6) MEANING
bind it with a knot, and it would be given into your hands under your
control until you slaughter it and execute Judgment upon it. In the
time to come, it is written: "Who is this that comes from
Edom?" (Yeshayah 63:1) and: "For Hashem has a sacrifice in
Botzrah" (Yeshayah 34:6), MEANING THAT HE WILL DESTROY ALL
THE OTHER SIDE FROM THE EARTH. And THEN it is written: "And
Hashem shall be king over all the earth. On that day Hashem shall be
one and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
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11. Relating the praise of the exodus from Egypt
We hear again about the commandment to remove the leaven from the bread. Then we are told that Yisrael must say the praises of the exodus from
Egypt, and when relating that account they will rejoice with the Shechinah in the World to Come. When God hears that praise, His retinue gathers
round and rejoices and praises Him, and then His strength and power are increased above. Just as it is important for a person to relate the miracles
of God, it is important for him to relate his own sins; this is because when a person enumerates every one of his sins beforehand, he leaves no open
issue for the Accuser to exploit when standing before God to seek retribution. If the person repents, all will be well, but if he does not, the Accuser
will return and demand judgment. Lastly, we hear again of the commandment to eat matzah on Passover because it is a remembrance for
generations and generations of the secret of the Faith.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
178. "And the people took their dough before it was
leavened" (Shemot 12:34). This (25th) commandment is to remove
the leaven. For this commandment was given over to Yisrael: "And
the people took up and carried their dough before it was leavened,"
and: "shall there be no leaven found in your houses" (Ibid. 19). The
friends have already explained it, and we have explained the secret
meaning of the difference between leavened and unleavened bread
OF THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT in many places - that one is the Evil
Inclination and the other is the Good Inclination.

179. The following (26th) commandment is to relate the praise of the
exodus from Egypt, which is incumbent upon every person always
to relate these praises. We have explained that every person who
relates the exodus from Egypt and rejoices when relating that
account is destined to rejoice with the Shechinah in the World to
Come, which is joy from all sides. For such is a person who rejoices
in his Master, and the Holy One, blessed be He, rejoices in his story.
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180. At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, gathers His whole
retinue, and says to them: 'Go and listen to the account of My
excellency that My children are relating, rejoice in My redemption.'
At that time, they all gather and come and join with Yisrael to hear
the story of the praise. They rejoice with the joy of the deliverance by
their Master, and come to thank and praise the Holy One, blessed be
He, for all these miracles and mighty deeds, and thank Him for the
Holy Nation that He has on earth that rejoices in the joy of the
deliverance of their Master.

181. Then His strength and power are increased above. By their
recounting, the children of Yisrael give power to their Master, like a
king whose strength and power are increased when his strength is
praised and he is acknowledged. All fear him and his glory rises
above all of them. Therefore, it is incumbent to praise and relate this
story, as we learned. Similarly, it is the duty of every person to relate
before the Holy One, blessed be He, and publicize the miracle among
all these miracles that He did.

182. One may ask why it is obligatory TO RELATE THE MIRACLES;
does not the Holy One, blessed be He, know everything, everything
that was and will be in the future? And wherefore this publicity
before Him of what He did, if He knows? HE REPLIES: BUT surely
one has to make the miracle known and relate before Him all that He
did, because these words ascend and all the company above gather
and see them, and give thanks before the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His glory rises over them above and below.

183. It is the same with he who relates and enumerates his sins, of
everything that he did. If you ask why this is necessary, it is because
the Accuser is constantly before the Holy One, blessed be He, in
order to recount and seek retribution for the sins of people, and to
demand Judgment against them. However, when the person
enumerates each and every one of his sins beforehand, he does not
leave any pretext to the Accuser to exploit. And the Accuser can not
demand any Judgment against him, for he always demands
Judgment first, and afterwards enumerates and accuses. Therefore,
the person should take his own initiative before the Accuser and
enumerate his own sins.
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184. As soon as the Accuser sees this, he has no pretext to complain
against him, and then takes leave from him entirely. If he repents,
well, but if not, the Accuser rests on him and says: 'So and so who
came before you AND CONFESSED unashamedly, he kicked his
Master, his sins are such and such.' Therefore, it is advisable that a
person be careful in all this, so that he should be considered a
faithful servant before the Holy One, blessed be He.

185. The following (27th) commandment is to eat Matzah on Pesach
(Passover), because it is a remembrance for generations and
generations of the secret of the Faith. It has been explained that
Yisrael went out at that time from the secret of other Elohim and
came into the secret of Faith. This secret has been explained in
many places.

12. The Pascal sacrifice
The ordinance of the Passover is to slaughter the sacrifice at twilight of the fourteenth day of Nissan as a remembrance of the Passover in Egypt.
The moon becomes complete on the fifteenth day, and the sacrifice should be slaughtered at twilight of the fourteenth day because that is the time
that Judgment hangs over the world. The main part of the commandment is to gain pleasure from the scent that spreads from the roasting over the
fire. Only one who is circumcised can eat of it. At the time when God came to Egypt and saw the blood marked on the entrances of the houses of
Yisrael, the people used hyssop to spread the blood, since hyssop removes evil spirits and any aspect of a bad odor because it arouses the
supernal Redemption of Yisrael. In the time to come, God will slaughter the Evil Inclination. Because God slew all the firstborn of the Egyptians, He
obligated all the firstborn of Yisrael to redeem themselves, and He guarded them against everything. Scripture says, about the sacrifice, "Neither
shall you break a bone of it", because the bones were the deities of the Other Side, and the children of Yisrael threw them out in contempt to
express their contempt for the Egyptian deities.
186. "And Hashem said to Moses and Aaron, 'This is the ordinance
of the Passover'" (Shemot 12:43). This (28th) commandment is to
slaughter the Passover at twilight of the fourteenth day of Nissan, a
remembrance to the Passover in Egypt. And this is incumbent upon
everyone, as it is written: "And the whole assembly of the
Congregation of Yisrael shall kill it towards evening" (Ibid. 6).

187. This Pascal sacrifice has to be kept since the tenth day of the
month, as is written: "On the tenth day of this month, and they shall
take..." (Shemot 12:3). What is the reason? It is because that is when
the moon starts to shine, from the tenth day and further until it
becomes full on the fifteenth day. It should be slaughtered on the
fourteenth day at the time that Judgment is impending over the
world, NAMELY AT TWILIGHT.
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188. The meaning behind this is to remove the foreskin from before
the Holy Covenant and to gain pleasure from the scent that spreads
from the meat roasted on fire, MEANING THE MAIN PART OF THE
COMMANDMENT IS TO ENJOY ITS SCENT. Its purpose is only
satiation, THEN ONE DOES NOT NEED TO EAT ANYMORE.
Therefore, "no uncircumcised person shall eat of it" (Ibid. 48) but
one who has the holy covenant may eat of it. This is because he of
the members of the covenant breaks the power of the Other Side,
and removes the foreskin from the covenant. Therefore, it must be
done by members of the covenant and not by uncircumcised ones.

189. When the Holy One, blessed be He, came to Egypt, He saw how
the blood of the Passover that was marked on the entrance and the
blood of the circumcision were on the door, as is written: "And take
a bunch of hyssop, and dip it in the blood that is in the basin, and
touch with it..." (Shemot 12:22). We have explained that hyssop
removes evil spirits and any aspect of a bad odor when it is
operative for the supernal redemption of Yisrael.

190. In the future to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will come
upon the Evil Inclination and slaughter it. By this redemption FROM
EGYPT, it is written: "and the whole assembly of the Congregation of
Yisrael shall kill it," for it is a token of remembrance for the time to
come of the supernal redemption THAT IS HIGHER THAN THE ONE
FROM EGYPT.

191. "The lintel and the two side posts..." They marked the letter Yud
ON THE DOOR POSTS. They marked the letter Yud ON THE LINTEL
to show THROUGH THEM the mark of the holy covenant, WHICH IS
THE YUD, and the foreskin was broken before the blood of the
covenant that was marked on all. And blood came upon blood,
NAMELY THE BLOOD OF THE PASCAL SACRIFICE ON THE BLOOD
OF THE CIRCUMCISION. When the Destroyer passed, he would see
blood and distance himself from the house, as is written: "And will
not allow the Destroyer..." (Shemot 12:23)

192. HE ASKS: If the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself was killing,
why is it written: "And will not allow the Destroyer," which implies
that the Destroyer was doing it and not the Holy One, blessed be He.
HE ANSWERS: Assuredly the Holy One, blessed be He, alone was
carrying out the killing and the Destroyer was seeking to find a
pretext against Yisrael TO ACCUSE THEM. As soon as he saw the
breakage of the foreskin in two aspects, BY THE BLOOD OF THE
PASSOVER AND THE BLOOD OF CIRCUMCISION, he would flee and
leave them.

193. Because the Holy One, blessed be He, slew all the firstborns of
that side, He obligated the firstborn of Yisrael to redeem
THEMSELVES so that the Other Side will find no pretext against
them. The Holy One, blessed be He, guarded them against
everything, like a father over children.
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194. "In one house shall it be eaten, you shall not take any of the
meat outside, out of the house" (Shemot 12:46). This (29th)
commandment is to eat the Passover with Matzot and bitter herbs.
Matzot is spelled without a Vav. HE ASKS: What is MATZOT with
regard to BITTER HERBS, THAT THE VERSE OBLIGATED TO EAT
THEM TOGETHER? HE ANSWERS: It is only to show the exile of the
Shechinah with Yisrael in their bitterness, as written: "And they
made their lives bitter with hard bondage..." (Shemot 1:14). When the
Pascal sacrifice is eaten, it shows everything that was done to them
in Egypt in that exile and that bondage. THEREFORE, IT IS EATEN
WITH MATZOT AND BITTER HERBS.

195. What is the meaning of: "Neither shall you break a bone of
it" (Shemot 12:46)? To show contempt to it, and all the deities of
Egypt because the unbroken bones were thrown out to the
marketplace and dogs would come and drag them from place to
place. This was the most difficult thing for them, because the bones
put the body in order and resemble another side, NAMELY THEIR
OTHER DEITIES. The children of Yisrael cast them out into the
marketplace in contempt. Therefore, it is written: "Neither shall you
break a bone of it." You must not break them, but dogs came and
broke them.

196. IT CAN also BE EXPLAINED: the Egyptians came afterwards
and saw the dogs dragging these bones from place to place and
breaking them. The Egyptians would bury them in the ground so that
the dogs could not find them, which was the greatest obliteration of
their idols on their side. The Holy One, blessed be He, was elevated
in His glory by this. And all the other powers OF THE IDOLS were
subdued. When the subjugation of the idols is from their own side, it
is even more profound, NAMELY WHEN THEY BURIED BONES OF
THEIR IDOLS IN THE EARTH. Therefore, it is not Yisrael that voided
them, as written: "Neither shall you break a bone of it."

13. "Sanctify to Me all the firstborn"
We are told that most people are under the domination of both the Evil Inclination and the Good Inclination. The average person should wish for two
things: to be redeemed from the domination of the Evil Inclination, and to ascend to the level of Adam. Rabbi Shimon tells us how Gavriel, the Good
Inclination, wrestles with man before he is born and teaches him seventy languages, and how the Evil Inclination causes him to forget the seventy
languages. A man's merits and sins are always wrestling to wage war within him. Four angels descend with a man: if he has ancestral merit then
they are Michael, Gavriel, Nuriel and Refael, and the Good Inclination stands above him; if he has no merit then they are the four angels of
destruction - Sin, Destroyer, Anger and Fury - and the Evil Inclination stands above him to judge him in the World to Come. This is why both Gavriel
and Samael judge the average person. Every person has the four elements Fire, Air, Water and Earth, but according to which of these elements is
first, a different angel comes first. Next we learn of the four aspects Lion, Ox, Eagle and Adam of the right and left sides, and we are told about the
characteristics of those men who are under each aspect and how they differ depending on whether they do or do not study Torah. We read that the
Master Scholars of the Mishnah declared: A person should always view himself as if the whole world depends on him, because he can tip the
balance. Rabbi Shimon closes by saying that every living creature is marked with the letters of the Holy Name, in order to recognize who created it.
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197. "Sanctify to Me all the firstborn, whatever opens the
womb..." (Shemot 13:2). This commandment is to sanctify the
firstborn of the animals. A common person needs two things. He
should be redeemed from under the power of the Evil Inclination,
which is his master. As Jacob said to Esau, "Let my master, I pray
you, pass over before his servant" (Beresheet 33:14), MEANING in
this world HE IS the master because of the many sins upon the body.
As we explained, the Evil Inclination judges the wicked, and the
Good Inclination judges the righteous. The average man is judged by
both; an average man is a brother of the Evil Inclination and a
brother of the Good Inclination, AS IS WRITTEN: "My brother; keep
what you have to yourself" (Ibid. 9).

198. And when the merits are numerous, the wind breaks two of the
watches OF THE NIGHT, WHICH ARE a braying donkey and barking
dogs, and rises to the THIRD watch of the dawn wherein there is
man, THAT IS, A WIFE CONVERSING WITH HER HUSBAND. Man
again becomes master OVER ALL THE CREATURES. This is the
meaning of: "And I have oxen, and asses, flocks, and menservants,
and womenservants" (Beresheet 32:6). He ascends to the level of
man, of which it says: "And have dominion over the fish in the sea,
and over the birds of air..." (Beresheet 1:28) as well as: "And the fear
of you and the dread of you..." (Beresheet 9:2). THIS IS THE SECOND
THING THAT A COMMON PERSON SHOULD STRIVE FOR.
199. When there is an average amount of merits: "And there wrestled
a man with him" (Beresheet 32:25), MEANING that the merits and
sins wrestle in war. From the side of the merits, IT IS WRITTEN: "And
when he saw that he did not prevail against him" (Ibid. 26). From the
side of the sins, IT IS WRITTEN: "he touched the hollow of his thigh,"
in the sinew of the thigh (Heb. nashe)." "Nashe" is derived from: "For
Elohim has made me forget (Heb. nashani) all my toil" (Beresheet
41:51). It is a term of forgetfulness, which is one compartment of the
seven lands. Whoever descends there forgets his knowledge.

200. Before a person comes to this world and emerges from his
mother's womb; "And there wrestled a man with him," that is
Gavriel. "AND THERE WRESTLED (HEB. VAYE'AVEK)" MEANS in the
dust (Heb. avak) of earth, as is written: "And Hashem Elohim formed
(Heb. vayyitzer) man of the dust of the ground" (Beresheet 2:7). SO
WE FIND THAT MAN IS EARTH AND THE DUST OF THAT EARTH IS
THE EVIL INCLINATION, AND GAVRIEL IS THE GOOD INCLINATION
WHO BATTLES WITH THE EVIL INCLINATION CALLED 'DUST'. He
teaches him seventy languages. Therefore, "vayyitzer" IS SPELLED
WITH TWO YUDS, one YUD corresponds to the Good Inclination,
WHICH IS GAVRIEL, who taught him seventy languages, and one
YUD corresponds to the Evil Inclination who wrestled with him, as
written: "Because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the
sinew of the vein" (Beresheet 32:33). And he caused him to forget
the seventy languages which the Good Inclination taught him.
201. Before all this, four angels descended with him, as is written:
"For He shall give His angels charge over you" (Tehilim 91:11). If he
has ancestral merit, THEN one is Michael by the merit of Abraham,
the second is Gavriel by the merit of Isaac, the third who descends
with him is Nuriel by the merit of Jacob and the fourth is Refael by
the merit of Adam. And the Good Inclination is above him.
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202. If he has no merit, then four ANGELS OF DESTRUCTION
accompany him: Sin, Destroyer, Anger and Fury. And the Evil
Inclination is over them to judge him in the World to Come.
Therefore, they explained that a wicked person is judged by the Evil
Inclination, a righteous person is judged by the Good Inclination and
an average man is judged by both. Therefore, if he is an average
person, both Gavriel, who is the Good Inclination, and Samael, the
Evil Inclination, judge him.

203. For every person who has in him the four elements - FIRE, AIR,
WATER, EARTH - four angels descend with him to his right and four
to his left. The four on the right ARE Michael, Gavriel, Refael and
Nuriel, while the four on the left are Sin, Destroyer, Anger and Fury.
And on the side of the body, Metatron descends upon him on the
right and Samael on the left.

204. There is no person that does not have the four elements - FIRE,
AIR, WATER, EARTH - but the four elements line after the preceding
element. If his sign is Lion, WHICH IS CHESED, Michael comes first,
followed by Gavriel, Nuriel and Refael. If his sign is Ox, WHICH IS
GVURAH, Gavriel precedes followed by Michael, Nuriel and Refael. If
his sign is Eagle, WHICH IS TIFERET, Nuriel precedes, then Michael,
Gavriel and finally Rafael. If his sign is man, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
Rafael precedes, followed by Michael, Gavriel and Nuriel.

205. All FOUR aspects - LION, OX, EAGLE, MAN - of those on the
right side, which is the aspect of Michael, are of Mercy. Such men
perform charitable deeds and have a pale face. Such a man is
charitable, pious and wise if he is occupied with Torah. If he does
not OCCUPY HIMSELF WITH TORAH, he is the opposite, coming
from the side of the Evil Inclination. He is a thief, a fool and has no
kindness because 'an unlearned person cannot be pious'.

206. From the side of Gavriel, WHICH IS LEFT, his four faces - OX,
LION, EAGLE, MAN - are Judgment, namely the quality of Judgment
against the wicked, and he provokes them as we have explained that
it is permitted to provoke the wicked in this world. He prevails
against his inclination, and fears sins. He will be a magistrate if he is
occupied in Torah, and excels in his study. Conversely, if he is from
the side of the Evil Inclination, he provokes the righteous to punish
them heavily, and he will exceed in committing transgressions. He
does not fear sin, his face is reddish and he spills blood LIKE Esau.
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207. One whose sign is Eagle, WHICH IS OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, is neither excessively compassionate nor has an excess
of the quality of Judgment, but is rather intermediate in his Good
Inclination and in his good traits, and intermediate in his Evil
Inclination and in bad traits. His face is both pale and reddish.

208. One whose sign is man, WHICH IS MALCHUT, incorporates from
the good side every good trait; he is pious, wise, mighty in the
Torah, fears sin, full with many good qualities and his face will be
blackish. If he is of the side of the Evil Inclination, he will be full of all
kinds of bad traits.

209. If the sins of a person are in the majority, then all the legions of
the Evil Inclination have power over him until all the legions of the
Good Inclination leave him. He causes Samael and all his legions to
reign over his limbs.

210. If his merits are in the majority, then the legions of the Good
Inclination dominate him until all the legions of the Evil Inclination
leave him. He causes the legions of the Good Inclination to reign
over his limbs. At that time, the name of Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei rules over
him.

211. If he is average, then the hosts of heaven stand by him on his
right and on his left, some urge him toward the right to merit and
others urge towards the left towards sin, and whichever is stronger
prevails. Therefore the sages of the Mishnah declared: A person
should always view himself as if the whole world depends on him,
MEANING THAT HE SHOULD CONSIDER HIMSELF AS AVERAGE
PERSON AND THAT THE WHOLE WORLD IS AVERAGE. IF HE
PERFORMS ONE GOOD DEED, HE TIPS THE SCALE FOR HIMSELF
AND THE WHOLE WORLD TOWARDS MERIT. IF HE COMMITS ONE
SIN, HE TIPS FOR THE SCALE FOR HIMSELF AND FOR THE WHOLE
WORLD TOWARDS GUILT.
212. From the side of Michael, man is called 'firstborn' whose level is
white silver, WHICH ALLUDES TO CHESED. Therefore, the
redemption of the firstborn son is by silver, five Selas, like the
numerical value of Hei (=five) of Abraham. For if he grows wise with
Torah, Yud will be added to him, which is holy, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH, with which one should make holy the firstborn of
cattle; namely, "Yisrael is holy to Hashem" (Yirmeyah 2:3). He needs
this to tithe newborns, for each baby is from the side of the son of
Yud-Hei, who is Vav, NAMELY TIFERET.

213. All animals, which are the holy living creatures, are named after
the letters of the Holy Name. This is the meaning of: "Every one that
is called by My Name: for I have created him for My glory" (Yeshayah
43:7). Even all the creatures were created with THE LETTERS OF
THE HOLY NAME, and there is no creature that is not marked with
this name, in order to recognize who created it. This Yud OF THE
NAME YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI is the shape of the head of every creature.
Hei-Hei OF THE NAME are the shapes of the five fingers of the right
HAND and five of the left HAND. Vav is the shape of the body.
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14. "For you saw no manner of form"
The discussion here turns around the verse, "'To whom then will you compare Me, that I should be equal,' says the Holy One." We learn that when
the illumination of Malchut descends and spreads to people, then God appears to every individual according to their vision and imagination. It is
prohibited to make Him out as a form or image at all. After He created the Chariot of supernal Adam, He is called by the ten Sfirot, so that men could
grasp His essence by way of His attributes. However, one must not compare Him even to one of His own aspects. When His domination rises above
those aspects, there is no way of comprehending His image. This is like the sea, where the waters have no shape or form, but only gain their form by
way of the vessel, which is the earth. Rabbi Shimon tells us about the vessel Binah that is divided into seven streams; there is a source, a spring, a
sea and seven streams which equal ten. If the vessels were broken, however, the water would return to its source and the broken vessels would
remain dry. God called Himself "endless" because there is no end to the welling forth of the light from Keter, the source of His ten Sfirot - and there
is no vessel by which one can give Him any form, so He cannot be known. We also learn of the vessels He made called Wisdom and Understanding.
Rabbi Shimon explains that Wisdom only exists when a Wise Man fills it with his own welling forth, and the same is true for Understanding. He
describes how God called Himself by the qualities of His Sfirot. While He can increase or decrease all the vessels, there is no one over Him who can
increase or decrease Him. We read of the servants, the throne, and the angels that He created, and are told that the faith of the Egyptians in their
god was broken when they saw that he was merely a horse under the Chariot of God. Again the importance of repentance is emphasized by Rabbi
Shimon.
214. This is the reason it says, "'To whom then will you liken Me, that
I should be his equal,' says the Holy One" (Yeshayah 40:25). There is
no creature that is equal to Me, and even though I created it in the
form of My letters, I can erase this form and form it AGAIN many
times. There is no other deity that can erase My form.' Therefore it
says, "For their rocks is not as our Rock, even our enemies being
judges" (Devarim 32:31).

215. One may ask, is it not written: "For you saw no manner of
form" (Devarim 4:15)? HOW CAN WE ATTRIBUTE TO HIM LETTERS
AND NAMES? He will answer that this image that I saw is analogous
to the meaning of: "And the similitude of Hashem does he
behold" (Bemidbar 12:8), WHICH REFERS TO THE SFIRAH OF
MALCHUT, and to no other image that He created and formed with
letters. Therefore He said, "'To whom then will you like Me, that I
should be his equal,' says the Holy One," and "To whom then will
you liken El, or what likeness will you compare to Him" (Yeshayah
40:18).
216. Even this image, WHICH IS IN MALCHUT, does not belong in the
place OF MALCHUT, but rather only when THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT
descends and spreads to the creatures, TO RULE OVER THEM. Then
it appears to them, to every individual, according to their vision and
imagination, MEANING ONLY IN THE RECEIPIENTS THEMSELVES,
BUT NOT THE ESSENCE OF MALCHUT. And this is: "and used
similes by the means of the prophets" (Hoshea 12:11).
217. Therefore THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, says to them:
'Even though I am like you in your forms,' MEANING IN VISION AND
LIKENESS, 'still in all: "To whom then will you liken Me, that I should
be his equal." Before the Holy One, blessed be He, created an image
in the world and BEFORE He formed a form, the Holy One, blessed
be He, was alone in the world, without a form or likeness. For one
who conceives Him before the grade of Briyah, WHICH IS BINAH
when He is without any form, must not make any form or image in
the world - neither with the letter Hei nor with the letter Yud, or even
to call Him by the Holy Name or any letter of dot. This is why the
Torah says: "For you saw no manner of form," MEANING you did not
see anything with a form or likeness.
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218. After He made that image of the Chariot of supernal man, He
descended AND WAS ATTIRED there. In him, He is named by the
form of THE FOUR LETTERS Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, NAMELY THE TEN
SFIROT - KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT-so
people could grasp Him by way of His attributes, WHICH ARE THE
SFIROT in each and every attribute. He was called El, Elohim,
Shadai, Tzva'ot, Ehe'yeh, in order that they could recognize Him in
each and every attribute, and how He rules the world with Chesed
and Judgment according to the actions of the people. If His Light
had not spread over all the creatures, how would they recognize Him
and how would this be fulfilled: "The whole earth is full of His
glory" (Yeshayah 6:3)?

219. Woe to anyone who compares Him to any attribute, even to one
of His own attributes, and certainly not to humans "whose
foundation is in the dust" (Iyov 4:19), who are perishable and
worthless. But the likening THAT WE EMPLOY is only according to
His power over that aspect, or even ACCORDING TO HIS
DOMINATION over all the creatures. There is no LIKENING above
that attribute, and when HIS POWER goes up from THAT
ATTRIBUTE, there is no attribute, likeness or form to Him.

220. This is like the sea. For the water of the sea that flow from it has
no conceivable shape or form. But by the expansion of the sea water
over the vessel, which is the earth, it gains a form, and we can then
calculate - NAMELY the source of the sea is one. A spring emerges
from it, according to its expansion in a round vessel, which is a Yud.
SO WE HAVE TWO FORMS, the source is one, and the spring that
emerges from it is second. THE SOURCE IS THE SECRET OF
KETER, AND THE SPRING IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH.

221. Afterwards He made a large vessel, similar to a large
excavation, which was filled with the water that flowed from the
spring. This vessel is called 'sea'. It is the third vessel, NAMELY
BINAH, and that large vessel divides into seven streams. The water
spread from the sea to the seven streams as into long receptacles.
And so there is a source, a spring, a sea and seven streams, which
amount to ten. If the Craftsman will break these vessels that He has
fashioned, the water will return to the source and the broken vessels
will remain dry without water.

222. So the Cause of Causes made ten Sfirot and called Keter the
source, and there is no end to the welling of its light. Therefore, He
called Himself "endlessness," and He has no likeness or image.
There is no vessel there able to conceive Him or have any
knowledge of Him at all. Therefore, it has been said of Him, 'Do not
seek that which is inconceivable to you nor search that which is
hidden from you'.
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223. Afterwards He made a small vessel that is the Yud. It was filled
from THE SOURCE, and He called it 'a spring welling wisdom. He
called himself in it Wise, and the vessel He called Chochmah
('Wisdom'). Then, He made a large vessel and called it 'sea'. He
called it Binah ('Understanding') and He called Himself an
Understanding One.

224. He is wise of Himself and understands of Himself, because
Chochmah is not called Chochmah of its own accord, but rather
because of the Wise One who filled it with His own welling. Binah is
not called so of its own accord, but rather because of the
Understanding One who filled it from His own, and if He had
removed Himself and risen from it, it would have remained dry. This
is the meaning of: "The waters fail from the sea, and the river is
parched, and dries up" (Iyov 14:11).

225. Afterwards, "and He shall smite it in seven streams" (Yeshayah
11:15), He made seven precious vessels and called them 'Greatness',
NAMELY CHESED, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, Yesod, and
Malchut. He called Himself Great in Greatness and also Pious (Heb.
chasid), mighty in Gvurah ('Might'), glorious in Tiferet ('Glory') and
victorious in battles in Netzach Netzachim ('Victory'). In Hod
('Majesty'), He called Himself 'The Majesty of our Creator' and in
Yesod, He called himself 'Righteous'. Foundation (Yesod) supports
everything, all the vessels and all the worlds. And in Malchut
('Kingdom'), He called Himself 'King'. To Him is "the greatness, and
the power, and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty; for all that
is in heaven," NAMELY YESOD, and to Him is "the kingdom" (I Divrei
Hayamim 29:11), THAT IS MALCHUT.

226. Everything is in His authority, whether to lessen the vessels or
to increase or decrease their gushing, as is His desire with them. He
does not have over Him a deity to increase or decrease in Him.
THEREFORE, THIS REFERS TO THE VESSELS OF THE WORLD OF
ATZILUT.
227. Then He created servants to these vessels OF ATZILUT, a
throne with four pillars and six steps for the throne. Altogether, they
are ten. All TOGETHER IS CALLED "throne," WHICH IS THE WORLD
OF BRIYAH, like the Cup of Blessing to which they ascribed ten
things because of the Torah that was given in Ten Commandments
and because of the world, which was the work of Creation that was
created with Ten Sayings.

228. He then arranged groups to serve the throne, who are angels Serafim, living creatures, Ofanim, Chashmalim, Elim, Elohim, sons of
Elohim, Ishim. He made servants for these, Samael and all his
groups, that are like clouds to ride on in order to descend to the
earth. And they are like horses FOR THE ANGELS.
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229. How do we know that clouds are called 'chariots'? From the
verse: "Behold Hashem rides on a swift cloud and shall come into
Egypt" (Yeshayah 19:1)? This is the appointed minister of Egypt
WHO IS CALLED "A SWIFT CLOUD." As soon as they saw their
deity, who is their minister, and saw him as a horse under the chariot
of the Holy One, blessed be He, immediately "the idols of Egypt shall
be moved at his presence, and the heart of Egypt shall melt" (Ibid.).
They moved away from their Faith and their heart melted like wax
from their Faith, THEY HAD IN THEIR APPOINTED MINISTER. They
said: 'And now our Faith, NAMELY OUR DEITY appointed over us,
has become like a horse'. Their heart was removed from their Faith
and melted like wax, and we know that melting means melting like
wax from the verse: "My heart is become like wax, it is melted in the
midst of my bowels" (Tehilim 22:15).

230. "And every firstling of an ass you shall redeem with a
lamb..." (Shemot 13:13). This commandment is to redeem the
firstling of an ass or to break the neck of the firstling of an ass, if it is
not redeemed. This is the meaning of: "And if you will not redeem it,
then you shall break its neck" (Ibid.). The secret behind this is that
the Evil Inclination can repent and afterwards become the Good
Inclination, as was established IN THE VERSE: "I WILL MAKE HIM A
HELP TO MATCH HIM" (BERESHEET 2:18). If one merits, it is a help.
If one does not merit, then it is a match against him. These images of
a lamb and of an ass - AS IS SAID ABOUT THEM, "AND EVERY
FIRSTLING OF AN ASS YOU SHALL REDEEM WITH A LAMB" MEAN even though he is an ass, MEANING an ignoramus, if he has
merit to repent, he will be redeemed from exile by a lamb, because
he is: "Yisrael is a scattered sheep" (Yirmeyah 50:17). If he does not
repent, then "break its neck," for he has made himself like a stiffnecked people who will be blotted out from the book of Life. About
them, it is said, "Whoever has sinned against Me, him will I blot out
of My book" (Shemot 32:33).

15. The Tefilin
Rabbi Shimon expounds upon the importance and the secret of the hand Tefilin and the head Tefilin. The Tfilah, or prayer, draws holiness from
above, as "All the rivers run into the sea." We are told that the four portions of the head Tefilin are Chochmah and Binah, Tiferet and Malchut, in the
secret of the supernal Light that emerges from nothingness, Keter. Then Rabbi Shimon describes in detail the first portion, "sanctify," the second
portion, Binah, the third portion, Sh'ma, and the fourth portion, the secret of Severe Justice. The hand Tefilin are similar, but are all in one
compartment. Rabbi Shimon reminds us that a person must put on the Tfilin every day in order to be in the high image of the Above. Then Bo closes
with the assertion that one day all people will know and fear God.
231. "And it shall be for a token upon your hand, and for frontlets
between your eyes" (Shemot 13:16). This commandment is
considered in a different category, since it is not considered a
commandment but rather a matter of holiness. And these are the
Tefilin, the hand Tefilin and the head Tefilin, for they are a
manifestation of glorification and beauty of supernal visions.
Therefore they are called "frontlets," as is written: "Yisrael, in whom
I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
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232. It is written: "When Yisrael was a child, then I loved
him" (Hoshea 11:1). It refers to young Yisrael, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN
WITH MOCHIN OF SMALLNESS, and "Hear, O Yisrael (Heb. Sh'ma
Yisrael)" refers to Yisrael Saba (old), WHICH IS BINAH WITH MOCHIN
OF GREATNESS, which is beautiful in appearance above IN BINAH
and below IN MALCHUT. HE EXPLAINS HOW ALL THE MOCHIN OF
YISRAEL-SABA AND T'VUNAH COME DOWN, SAYING Joseph, WHO
IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, rises up TO BINAH and is adorned there
WITH TWO COLORS, WHITE AND RED, WHICH ARE IN THE TWO
COLUMNS OF BINAH, BY HIS RECONCILING THE TWO COLUMNS
OF BINAH, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MEANING OF 'THREE
EMERGE FROM ONE; ONE EXISTS IN THREE'. Before HE
ASCENDED TO BINAH, he is CALLED a 'lad', and in the end, AFTER
HE WAS CROWNED WITH THE MOCHIN OF BINAH, he is CALLED
'righteous'. How beautiful are the sights seen in him. This is the
secret of: "And Joseph was good looking and well
favored" (Beresheet 39:6). HE was fair on both sides, WHICH ARE
RIGHT AND LEFT; on two levels, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND
CHASSADIM; in two appearances, WHICH ARE WHITE AND RED;
above IN BINAH and below IN MALE AND FEMALE. FOR AFTER HE
MEDIATES IN BINAH, HE DESCENDS AND MEDIATES BETWEEN
MALE AND FEMALE.
233. It is written: "And you shall do that which is right and
good" (Devarim 6:18). The "right" refers to the hand Tefilin, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, TO IMPROVE HER, MEANING to bestow on her by the
head Tefilin, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, so that they shall become one.
The hand Tefilin is DONNED before the head Tefilin, and there must
be no separation at all between them.

234. One who is crowned with Tefilin is in the same category as the
above, and apprehends the two meanings we mentioned in relation
to Joseph, who is called a 'lad' and also called 'Righteous',
MEANING in the secret of faithful servant and the secret of only son.
These are the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LAD AND
FAITHFUL SERVANT, and the head Tefilin, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE RIGHTEOUS AND ONLY SON. They are both actually one
principle, AS MENTIONED.

235. The four passages that are in the Tefilin are in four
compartments in the head Tefilin. As there are four compartments in
the head Tefilin, so are they all in one compartment in the hand
Tefilin. This is because the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has
nothing of its own, but what it receives from above, FROM ZEIR
ANPIN. SINCE IT RECEIVES THEM AT ONCE, IT HAS ONLY ONE
COMPARTMENT. BUT ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES THEM ONE AFTER
THE OTHER; THEREFORE, THEY ARE IN FOUR COMPARTMENTS.
This is the secret meaning of: "All the rivers run into the
sea" (Kohelet 1:7), FOR "THE RIVERS" WHICH ARE FLOWING FROM
ZEIR ANPIN FLOW TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'SEA'. Because
it receives them from above, FROM BINAH, it is called Tefilin, and is
sanctified with their holiness. It is called 'Holiness' BECAUSE THE
MOCHIN OF BINAH ARE CALLED 'HOLINESS', and it is called
'Tefilin', and then Malchut is called 'the Complete Kingdom of
Heaven'.
236. We have already explained the meaning of the four passages in
many places. But the first passage: "Sanctify to Me all the
firstborn" (Heb. kadosh) (Shemot 13:2), WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, is a
supernal secret that incorporates all four compartments, WHICH
ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT in the secret
of the supernal Light, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH that emerges from
nothingness, WHICH IS KETER CALLED 'NOTHINGNESS'. EACH OF
THE FOUR PASSAGES - CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT - INCLUDES THEM ALL AND EACH HAS CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.
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237. All these four, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, are alluded to in here, IN THE FIRST PASSAGE,
"SANCTIFY" BECAUSE "sanctify" is the supernal Holiness, which is
the secret of supernal Chochmah THAT IS CALLED 'HOLINESS'.
From there, everything was sanctified by means of the supernal
concealment that is called "sanctify." "To me" is Binah, which is the
secret of the upper world, the internal chamber. "All" is uniformly the
secret of Chesed, either above or below, NAMELY TIFERET OF THE
ASPECT OF CHESED. "Firstborn" is the firstborn son, as is written:
"Yisrael is my son, my firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), NAMELY TIFERET,
and this firstborn son includes all aspects and all colors, THAT IS, IT
INCLUDES MALCHUT IN IT AS WELL. Because of this, the verse
includes all four - CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT
- within the secret of supernal Chochmah, WHICH IS THE FIRST
PASSAGE. This is a general description to know that everything is
included in it, but in details, each one in itself CORRESPONDS TO
AN INDIVIDUAL SFIRAH. And the first passage includes the other
passages.

238. The second passage, "And it shall be when Hashem shall bring
you..." (Heb. vehayah ki yevia'cha) (Shemot 13:11) is Binah. The
exodus from Egypt is contained in this passage, which came about
from the side of Jubilee WHICH IS BINAH. Therefore it begins with:
"And it shall be," because this term pertains to Jubilee. Therefore its
name is "And it shall be," because THE FORM OF "And it shall be
(Heb. vehayah)," IN THE FUTURE TENSE, pertains only here IN
BINAH, and WHOSE MEANING IS that it will flow down to shine on
the luminaries, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, and exist in the
lower level, WHICH IS MALCHUT, all pertaining to the same secret.
Since it illuminates in a secret way, it is not called openly by this
name, VEHAYAH, but is rather given over to wise to know. Therefore,
BINAH is marked with the holy name in the word, VEHAYAH (VAVHEI-YUD-HEI).

239. The third passage WHICH IS hear (Heb. sh'ma) (Devarim 6:4) is
the secret of the right that is called supernal Chesed, MEANING
DA'AT. For DA'AT unites all the four sides, THE SECRET OF THREE
COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM. The Holy One,
blessed be He, arranges the order of the whole world through it, FOR
THE WHOLE WORLD EXISTS THROUGH IT. This is what spreads in
every direction and even into the lower depths, NAMELY BY MEANS
OF DA'AT THAT SPREADS TO THE LOWER BEINGS. The Holy One,
blessed be He, created the world with it when He wrapped Himself in
a cloak of Light, and this is what affects the unison. SINCE IT IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND
LEFT, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, therefore, "Shma" is
adjacent to "vehayah" BECAUSE "VEHAYAH" IS BINAH, AND
"SHMA" IS DA'AT THAT MEDIATES BETWEEN CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH.
240. The daily profession of unity is a meditation for the sake of
knowledge and for paying attention. We have explained this
meditation in many places. The daily meditation is the profession of
unity in the verse, "Hear, O Yisrael (Sh'ma Yisrael), Hashem our
Elohim; Hashem is One." And they are all one. Therefore He is called
One. HE ASKS: There are three names here, so how are they one?
We proclaim One, NAMELY "HEAR O YISRAEL, HASHEM OUR
ELOHIM; HASHEM IS ONE," yet how can they be one?
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241. This is made known through the vision of the Holy Spirit. They
become part of the mystery of the mirror of the closed eye, to make
known that the three COLUMNS ALLUDED TO IN "HASHEM OUR
ELOHIM, HASHEM" are one, and this is the secret of the audible
sound. Sound is one, and has three aspects - fire, air and water which are all one in the secret of the sound. Also here, "Hashem, our
Elohim; Hashem" are one. They are three aspects but are one.

242. And this is a sound that a person emits AS MEANS OF of
professing the unity, tending to uniting all THE LEVELS - from the
Endless World to the end of everything-by means of the unification
affected by this sound he produces through these three COLUMNS
which are one. This is the daily profession of unity that has been
revealed by means of the Holy Spirit.

243. Many manners of unification were spoken of, and they are all
correct. Whoever creates this UNIFICATION does WELL and one who
does another UNIFICATION does WELL. But this unification that we
awaken from below, by means of sound which is one, clarifies the
matter. It is in general, MEANING THAT THE PASSAGE
"HEAR" (HEB. SHMA) INCLUDES WITHIN IT ALL THE THREE
COLUMNS IN THE SECRET: "HASHEM OUR ELOHIM; HASHEM."
Besides that, it is a detail, AS THE PASSAGE SHMA IS ONLY ONE
DETAIL, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as has already been stated.
244. The fourth passage is the secret of Severe Judgment, NAMELY
MALCHUT, OF WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "Take heed to
yourselves" (Devarim 11:16), WHICH IS AN EXPRESSION OF
JUDGMENT. These are THE FOUR PASSAGES of the head Tefilin,
WHICH ARE IN FOUR COMPARTMENTS. The hand Tefilin ARE ALSO
similar to these FOUR PASSAGES, BUT they are in one
compartment. We have already commented that they all pertain to
the same secret.
245. The knot of the head Tefilin is in the shape of a letter Dalet, and
of this it is written: "And you shall see my back" (Shemot 33:23).
Therefore, the knot is in the back where everything is tied into one
knot.

246. When MALCHUT dons the hand Tefilin to connect WITH ZEIR
ANPIN, there is another knot, NAMELY THE KNOT OF THE HAND
TEFILIN, WHICH IS IN THE SHAPE OF A LETTER YUD. This is the
secret of the Holy Covenant, MEANING YESOD, WITH WHICH
MALCHUT CONNECTS. This secret is explained in many places, and
it is all the same secret. Happy are Yisrael who know this secret. A
person must don them every day to be in the celestial image. Of this
it is written: "And all people of the earth shall see that you are called
by the name of Hashem; and they shall be afraid of You" (Devarim
28:10).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
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1. "And Elisha passed to Shunem"
Rabbi Shimon opens by talking about Habakkuk, but then discusses the entire story recounted in II Melachim about Elisha and the Shunamite
woman who had fed him bread when he passed by, and prepared for him a "small upper chamber...with walls...a bed and table and chair and a
lamp." We are told that on the day Elisha came to the Shunamite and promised her that she would bear a son it was Rosh Hashanah, when the
barren women of the world were remembered. We are told that one must not be alone on the Day of Judgment because one might be noticed on his
own and more subject to judgment, and the Mercies of God are always present over the whole people together. Rabbi Shimon says that when Elisha
asked the woman if she would be spoken for to the king, he was offering to beseech the Supernal King on her behalf, but she did not want to
separate from her people. We hear that the reason the child born to her later died was because he was from the Female side, since he was given to
her and not her husband. Elisha was not told by the Holy One, blessed be He, that the boy would die, so that he would not try to save him through
prayer. His servant Gehazi was not worthy of the miracle being performed through him, so the Shunamite woman insisted that Elisha come with her.
When Elisha lay upon the boy to bring him back to life he reconnected him to a different high place, the place where life is found. Rabbi Shimon
returns now to Habakkuk, with whom this passage began, and says that Chavakuk means 'two embraces': one from his mother and one from Elisha,
one from the Female area and one from the Male. He tells us that there were various types of praises available to the prophets to cause the Spirit of
Prophecy to dwell upon them, and that all prophets need pleasantness in order to draw that Spirit upon themselves. Only for Moses was this
unnecessary. Rabbi Shimon ends by saying that the children of Yisrael only tasted death when they departed from Egypt, but that God healed them.
1. "And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had let the people go, that
Elohim led them not through the way of the land of the
Philistines..." (Shemot 13:17). Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion,
saying: "A prayer of the prophet Habakkuk upon errors" (Chavakuk
3:1). This passage is difficult, and should be investigated. What is
the reason FOR WRITING, "A prayer of the prophet Habakkuk,"
rather than any other prophet of the world, for by them, it is not
written, 'A prayer of Yeshayah the Prophet', or of Yirmeyah, or
Ezekiel or Hosea, or the other prophets of the world?

2. HE RESPONDS: We have learned that Elisha merited in the world
what no other prophet did, except for Moses. Come and behold: it is
written, "And it fell on a day and Elisha passed to Shunem, where
there was a great woman" (II Melachim 4:8). What is meant by "a
great woman"? It is that she was great in her actions and the entire
household was proud of her. She was the mistress of the house and,
since her husband was not present in the house to be the master,
she was mentioned instead of him.

3. "Where there was a great woman." Another EXPLANATION IS that
she was greater than all the other women in the world because the
other women were vexed and distressed when they saw a guest in
the house, and they would not spend money on him. But she
rejoiced with a guest, and spent money on him. When she saw
Elisha she was moreover very happy with him. All the praise goes to
the woman, because the guest of the house is the woman's.
Therefore, it is written: "Where there was a great woman," for she
was greater than all other women.

4. "And she said to her husband, 'Behold now, I know that this is a
holy man of Elohim'" (Ibid. 9). HE ASKS: How did she know THAT HE
WAS A HOLY MAN? HE RESPONDS: THE friends explained that she
would spread a white sheet on his bed and never saw an emission of
semen on it. Also, a fly never passed on his table.
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5. HE ASKS: These words are difficult. You say that she never saw
an accidental emission from him, but there are many people in the
world who are so AND HAVE NO ACCIDENTAL EMISSIONS. What is
the difference here? If you say that a fly never passed over his table,
why is it written: "Behold now, I know"? Did only she and no one
else know? Yet all those who saw him eat at his table knew, JUST
LIKE HER.

6. HE RESPONDS: But rather she spoke well, "Behold now, I know."
Only she knew because she arranged his bed when he lay down in it
at night and when he arose in the morning. It was so that she spread
a white sheet in his bed, and by this did she know, for the way of the
world is that when a person arises from his bed, the sheet on which
he slept exudes a foul odor. But when she removed the sheet from
his bed, it exuded scents like those in the Garden of Eden. She said:
'If it were not for the fact that he is holy and the Holiness of his
Master is upon him, a holy scent would not arise FROM THE SHEET.'

7. As a result, he had to separate from the house, because a person
can not be so careful inside the house. But she said, "Let us make a
small upper chamber, I pray you, with walls; and let us set for him
there a bed and table, and a chair, and a lamp" (Ibid. 10). HE
INQUIRES: Why these four? HE RESPONDS: Because they restore
the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is called an
'upper chamber with walls'. And so is it called, for it is written: "Then
Chizkiyahu turned his face towards the wall" (Yeshayah 38:2).

8. "A bed, and a table, and a chair, and a lamp." HE ASKS: the order
of the passage is not the order of the usage, because first a chair is
needed, and afterwards a table, and afterwards a lamp, and then a
bed. So why did she start with the bed? HE RESPONDS: Because
she liked the bed better than everything, and a person places that
which he likes first - FOR SHE NOTICED IN THE BED A HIGHER
DEGREE OF HOLINESS ABOVE EVERYTHING.

9. "And it happened one day, that he came there" (II Melachim 4:11).
HE ASKS: "And it happened one day." What day was it? HE
RESPONDS: It is as we explained. Come and behold: that day was
the holy day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year), when the
barren women of the world and the inhabitants of the world were
remembered. He called the Shunamite and said, "Behold, you have
been careful to take all this trouble for us" (Ibid. 13). Therefore, I
must study the Judgments of the world today, because today the
Holy One, blessed be He, Judges the world, and because I separated
myself to be alone in this place, IN THE UPPER CHAMBER WITH
WALLS WHICH WAS PREPARED FOR ME. I must search the
sentences of the world, MEANING THAT WHOEVER SEPARATES TO
BE ALONE ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT IS SNARED FIRST,
THOUGH HE MAY BE GUILTLESS.
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10. HE ASKS: "What is to be done for you? Would you be spoken for
to the king, or to the captain of the host?" (Ibid.) Is this important to
a woman who never goes out or goes to the king's palace? But this
day caused all the inhabitants of the world to await Judgment and on
that day, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall be proclaimed as King,
the King of Judgment. He said to her, 'If you need the Supernal King
TO FORGIVE YOU for your actions, I WILL SPEAK AND BESEECH
ON YOUR BEHALF.'

11. "And she answered, 'I dwell among my people'." HE ASKS: What
does she mean? AND HE RESPONDS: At the time when Judgment
prevails over the world, a person should not separate himself from
the general community and be apart. Then he will not be singled out
above, and will not be noticed on his own. For at the time when
Judgment prevails over the world, those who were distinctly known
and recorded apart are caught first, even though they may be
righteous. Therefore, a person should never separate to be apart
from the people, for the Mercies of the Holy One, blessed be He, are
always present over the whole people together. Therefore, she said,
"I dwell among my people" and I do not want to be separate from
them, as I have done until this day.

12. "And Gechazi answered, 'Verily she has no child'" (II Melachim
4:14). Elisha said to her: 'Certainly, the time is favorable for you TO
REDEEM YOURSELF WITH A SON, because the day induces it', FOR
ON ROSH HASHANAH, BARREN WOMEN ARE REMEMBERED. "And
he said, 'About this time, in the coming year, you shall embrace a
son'...And the woman conceived and bore a son in the season of
which Elisha had spoken to her"(Ibid. 16-17). Assuredly, at that time
and afterwards he died. HE INQUIRES: What is the reason that he
died? HE RESPONDS: Because the child was given to her and not to
her husband, and he was bound to the Female place. Death awaits
one who is bound to the Female. Whence do we know that he was
given to her? Because it is written: "And you shall embrace a son."

13. Come and behold: by Abraham, it is written, "I will certainly
return to you at this season" (Beresheet 18:10), and not to her. He
will be bound to you indeed, and not with a female, for death is
premature for one who comes from the Female side. "And she went
up, and laid him on the bed of the man of Elohim," because she saw
there a Holiness that was higher than that of everyone.

14. "And say to her, 'Is it well with you, is it well with your husband,
is it well with the child?" (II Melachim 4:26). From here, we know that
she is the mainstay of the house, FOR HE INQUIRED FIRST ABOUT
HER WELL-BEING, AND THEN HER HUSBAND'S WELL-BEING. She
went behind THE PROPHET, but before her husband. "And Gechazi
came near to thrust her away." This has already been explained.
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15. "But the man of Elohim said, 'Let her alone'." HE INQUIRES: Why
is it that here the verse calls him "the man of Elohim," yet he was
referred to as "Elisha" when he was in the city? HE RESPONDS:
Here he was assuredly "the man of Elohim," because here is his
place, and not in the city, not at the time when the sons of the
prophets were before him. THUS, THERE HE WAS NOT CALLED
'THE MAN OF ELOHIM', BUT RATHER "ELISHA."
16. "And Hashem has hid it from me..." IS as written: "And Hashem
rained upon S'dom and Amorah" (Beresheet 19:24), WHEREBY "AND
HASHEM" MEANS HE AND HIS COURT OF JUSTICE, AND this is the
court of law of below, MEANING MALCHUT. "And has not told me" (II
Melachim 4:27). HE ASKS: Why did Elisha not know? HE
RESPONDS: the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'How can I kill this
one? If I tell him, he will not let him die because it is his present. HE
WILL PRAY FOR HIM, AND NOT PERMIT HIM TO DIE.' But he must
die; as we learned, it is written: "You will embrace a son." HE WAS
BOUND TO THE PLACE OF THE FEMALE, and death was caused
from the Female place. Therefore, He did not tell him.

17. "And he said to Gechazi, 'Gird your loins, and take my staff in
your hand and go you away'." It was explained that the ability to
perform the miracle had departed from him, FOR HE WAS NOT
WORTHY OF IT. "As Hashem lives, and as your soul lives, I will not
leave you." HE INQUIRES: Why DID SHE CONTINUE TO INSIST THAT
HE SHOULD GO HIMSELF, although Gechazi was already going. HE
ANSWERS: She recognized the manners of that wicked Gechazi that
he is not worthy for a miracle to be performed through him.

18. "And he put his mouth upon his mouth and his eyes upon his
eyes..." HE ASKS: Why DID HE DO IT THAT WAY. HE ANSWERS:
Elisha observed and knew that this place OF THE FEMALE, to which
he is bound now, caused him TO DIE. CONSEQUENTLY, "he put his
mouth upon his mouth and his eyes upon his eyes," in order to bind
him in a different, high place - MEANING IN THE PLACE OF THE
MALE, the place where there is life.

19. But he was not able to uproot him from the FEMALE place, to
which he was connected before until he aroused a spirit from above.
He connected to the SUPERNAL place and returned to him his soul.
If he had not DONE so, he would never have returned TO LIFE. "And
the child sneezed seven times," and not more THAN SEVEN, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE SEVENTY YEARS OF HIS LIFE, as is
written: "The days of our years are seventy" (Tehilim 90:10).

20. This is Habakkuk the prophet, as it says, "You shall embrace
(Heb. choveket) a son." HABAKKUK IS DERIVED FROM 'EMBRACE'.
HE ASKS: If so, he should have been called Chavuk ('embraced').
Why WAS HE CALLED 'Habakkuk', which means two EMBRACES?
HE RESPONDS: One EMBRACE IS of his mother and one EMBRACE
IS of Elisha, who embraced him WHEN HE REVIVED HIM. Another
explanation: He received two embraces, one from HIS MOTHER'S
side and one from the PROPHET'S side. One embrace from the place
from which he came originally - MEANING FROM THE FEMALE
PLACE, AS MENTIONED - and another embrace that raised him to
the higher levels, MEANING TO THE PLACE OF THE MALE, AS
MENTIONED. BOTH THESE EMBRACES ARE INCLUDED IN HIS
MOTHER'S EMBRACE, AND ALSO IN THE PROPHET'S EMBRACE.
He was therefore called 'Habakkuk', which means two EMBRACES.
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21. "A prayer (Heb. tfilah) of the prophet Habakkuk" (Chavakuk 3:1).
HE ASKS: What is the prayer THAT IS MENTIONED HERE? HE
RESPONDS: This is the place to which he was originally connected
FROM HIS MOTHER'S ASPECT, and this is the hand Tfilah
('phylactery'), MEANING THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN that is called
'Tfilah. "Upon errors" (Ibid.) MEANS that on the day he became
bound to it, the errors of the world were suspended before the Holy
One, blessed be He, WHICH WAS ROSH HASHANAH, AS
MENTIONED. And Gvurah, WHICH IS NUKVA, dominated. This Tfilah,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, was therefore bound to him.
22. Another explanation for "A prayer of the prophet Habakkuk" is
that a prayer of Habakkuk MEANS for Habakkuk, FOR THE TWO
EMBRACES, which THE PROPHET gave him. "Hashem, I heard the
report of You, and I was afraid" (Ibid. 2). Come and behold: when the
spirit of the prophet was awakened over him - THAT IS, THE MALE
WHEN HE EMBRACES, over this place, OVER THE SPIRIT OF THE
FEMALE, which is Tfilah (lit. 'prayer'), WHICH HE HAD FROM THE
EMBRACE OF HIS MOTHER - he approached with fear and trembling,
LEST THE JUDGMENTS OF THE NUKVA SHOULD NOT REVISIT HIM.
THEREFORE, HE SAID, "HASHEM, I HEARD THE REPORT OF YOU,
AND I WAS AFRAID." This, they said, is like the proverb: 'One who is
bitten by a dog trembles from his bark.'
23. "Hashem, revive Your work in the midst of the years" (Ibid.). HE
ASKS: What is "Your work"? AND HE REPLIES: He said it ABOUT
HIMSELF, that He is His work. "Revive Your work in the midst of the
years" MEANS give him life to serve You among the supernal years,
WHICH ARE THE SFIROT. Another explanation: Revive him so that
he shall not die again.

24. "On errors (Heb. shigyonot)": HE INQUIRES: What is
"shigyonot"? It should have said 'shgiot', as is written: "Who can
discern errors (Heb. shgiot)?" (Tehilim 19:13). But "shigyonot" is
defined as is written: "shigayon ('musical instrument') to
David" (Tehilim 7:1). THAT IS A LYRIC USED FOR PRAISE, for there
were various types of praises available to the prophets to cause the
Spirit of Prophecy to dwell upon them, as it is written: "That you
shall meet a band of prophets coming down from the high place with
a lute, and a timbrel" (I Shmuel 10:5), and: "But now bring me a
minstrel" (II Melachim 3:15). Habakkuk needed pleasantness more
than all of them, to sweeten that place, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, TO
WHICH HE WAS PREVIOUSLY BOUND. THIS WAS IN ORDER to draw
the Spirit of Prophecy upon himself. It is the same for all the other
prophets except for Moses, who rose above all the prophets of the
world. Happy is his portion.

25. Come and behold: when the Yisrael left Egypt, their spirits were
broken and they heard the praises OF THE ANGELS, but they could
not celebrate. When all the legions OF THE ANGELS and Chariots
left with the Shechinah, they all raised THEIR VOICES in praise and
song before the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Holy One, blessed
be He, aroused the spirits of Yisrael. Then they heard the praises OF
THE ANGELS, as their spirits remained within them and did not fly
from them.
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26. One knows AND FEELS his broken bones and broken spirit only
after he leaves his work. Yisrael only tasted death when they
departed from Egypt, but the Holy One, blessed be He, healed them,
as is written: "And Hashem went before them by day..." (Shemot
13:21). All the roads exuded scents of healing which entered their
bodies, and they were healed. From the sound of the praises that
they heard, they rejoiced and reposed and purified their spirit.

27. Pharaoh and all his people went after Yisrael to accompany them
until they left Egypt. Likewise, all the supreme princes, who were
appointed over them and the other nations, accompanied the
Shechinah and all of Yisrael until they camped at Eitam, on the edge
of the wilderness. This is what is written: "And it came to pass when
Pharaoh had let the people go...although that was near" (Ibid. 17). "...
that was near..." MEANS because that oath is near, the oath which
Avimelech swore to the Patriarchs because of the good that the
Philistines did for the Patriarchs, as is written: "But according to the
kindness that I have done to you, you shall do to me, and to the land
in which you have sojourned" (Beresheet 21:23).

2. Three deaths
We hear that at the time of the first Passover, there were three revengeful deaths performed against Egypt: the one that related to the deaths of the
firstborn, the one that God killed at midnight, and the one when Pharaoh saw the death in his own house. Rabbi Shimon says that Pharaoh himself
killed all the ministers and advisers who counseled him to refuse to send out the children of Yisrael. Then he called Moses and Aaron and told them
to leave, "and bless me also." Then he accompanied them out of the country.
28. "And it came to pass when Pharaoh had let the people go." It is
written before: "And Pharaoh arose in the night, he and all his
servants" (Shemot 12:30). Come and behold: recognize the supernal
revenge that the Holy One, blessed be He, performed against Egypt.
There were three deaths: one that related to the first born in Egypt,
as they killed whoever was in their way; one that the Holy One,
blessed be He, killed at midnight; and one when Pharaoh saw the
death in his house, among his children and servants. He arose and
emboldened himself and killed the ministers, the rulers, and all those
who advised him to refuse TO SEND OUT the people, until the Torah
bore witness against him. He arose actually at night, MEANING WITH
THE JUDGMENTS OF THE NUKVA, THAT IS CALLED 'NIGHT'. As the
night, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, slew the first born and took revenge,
so did Pharaoh arise in the land of Egypt, slay and take revenge
against his rulers, ministers, his appointees and all types of officers.
This is the meaning of: "And Pharaoh arose in the night." He arose
to kill and destroy.
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29. The nature of a dog is that when you hit him with a stone, he
goes and bites its neighbor. Pharaoh did likewise. Afterwards, he
went out in the marketplaces and announced, "Rise up, and get you
out from among my people" (Shemot 12:31) - you killed all the
inhabitants of the city, you killed the rulers and ministers and all the
members of my household. Hence, it is written: "And he called
Moses and Aaron by night" (Ibid.). Since everything was caused by
you, "And bless me also" (Ibid. 32), by not killing me. Afterwards, he
himself accompanied them and took them out of the country. This is
what is written: "And it came to pass, when Pharaoh had let the
people go..."

3. "And Elohim led the people about"
Rabbi Yehuda wonders why after the children of Yisrael were circumcised, had offered the Passover sacrifice and were bound to God, He still calls
them "the people" and not "My people." Rabbi Shimon explains that it was because they were still attached to the mixed multitude. There follows a
short story about Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda turning themselves away from an evil man, wishing not to associate with him. Rabbi Yitzchak
then speaks about "Fret not yourself because of evil doers." We learn that if it were not for the mixed multitudes the people of Yisrael would not
have died, because the molten calf would never have been made. The Holy One, blessed be He, had wanted at that time to liberate them from death
and the yoke of other nations, but that deed caused ruin to everything. The rabbis, saying that Moses instructed the people to accept the mixed
multitudes, then dispute gently about how many of the multitudes were from the nation of Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon talks about the Jubilee, the fifty
gates of Binah, and the fifty days that Yisrael lingered to receive the Torah. He explains why Moses took the bones of Joseph with him when they left
Egypt. Serah the daughter of Asher showed Moses where the bones were hidden.
30. "And Elohim led the people about, through the way of the
wilderness of the sea of Suf," NAMELY, to make way to His place IN
ORDER TO EVENTUALLY SPLIT THE SEA OF SUF. IF NOT FOR
THIS, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN ENOUGH TO SIMPLY LEAD THEM
THROUGH THE WILDERNESS, AND NOT BY WAY OF THE SEA OF
SUF. Rabbi Yehuda said: Why the difference? When Yisrael were in
Egypt, it is written: "Let My people go" (Shemot 5:1); "if you refuse
to let My people go" (Shemot 10:4); and, "Yisrael is My son, my first
born" (Shemot 4:22). They were not circumcised at that time and
were not bound TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, properly. But
once they were circumcised, had offered the Passover sacrifice, and
were bound to Him, He calls them "the people" and not "My people."
31. HE ANSWERS: It was due to the mixed multitude that attached
themselves to them and were mixed with them that He calls them
"the people" AND NOT "MY PEOPLE." It is written: "And Hashem
plagued the people for the calf they made" (Shemot 32:35); "the
people gathered themselves together to Aaron"; and, "the people
saw that Moses delayed" (Ibid. 1). DURING A PERIOD WHEN THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL WERE IN A DECADENT STATE, HE CALLS
THEM SIMPLY, "THE PEOPLE" AND NOT "MY PEOPLE."
32. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were traveling from Usha to
Lod with camels tied TO ONE ANOTHER IN SINGLE FILE, and with
loads on their shoulders. They were accompanied by Yosi the
Merchant. While they were traveling, Yosi the Merchant found a
woman of the other nations who was gathering among the grasses
in the field. He turned away from them, and then raped her, coming
in to her. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda wondered and said: Let
us return from this road, for the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to
show us that we should not associate with him. They returned from
that way. They investigated him and learned that he was the son of a
gentile woman while his father was of unfit ancestry. They said:
Blessed is the Merciful One who has saved us.
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33. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion, saying: "Fret not yourself
because of evil doers" (Tehilim 37:1). HE ASKS: Who are these evil
doers, for it is not written 'sinners' or 'wicked'? HE RESPONDS:
Rather "evil doers" are those that bring evil to themselves and to
those who join up with them. Rabbi Yehuda said, "FRET NOT
YOURSELF BECAUSE OF evil doers," IS DEFINED as staying away
from evil doers so that you do not become friends and associate
with them. Also, this is so that their actions do not hurt you and you
are not caught for their sins.

34. Come and behold: if it were not for the mixed multitudes that
joined with Yisrael, the deed OF THE MOLTEN CALF would not have
occurred, and all those people of Yisrael would not have died. They
would not have brought all that they did upon Yisrael. Come and
behold: this deed and iniquity was the cause of Yisrael's exile.

35. For we studied that the Holy One, blessed be He, desired that
Yisrael be at that time, DURING THE RECEPTION OF THE TORAH, as
the supernal angels. And He desired to liberate them from
everything: freedom (Heb. cherut) from death, and liberation from
the yoke of other nations, as is said: "engraved (Heb. chaurut) on the
tablets" (Shemot 32:16). Do not pronounce it "chaurut" WITH THE
VOWEL A, but RATHER ONLY WITH THE E: 'cherut'.

36. As soon as that deed was done, they instigated everything. They
caused the deaths of thousands among Yisrael, they caused
submission to other kingdoms, and they caused the breaking of the
original tablets. All this was due to the connection of the mixed
multitudes who joined with them.

37. Here too, due to THE MOTLEY CROWD, they were not called
'children of Yisrael', nor 'Yisrael', nor 'My people', but merely, "the
people." You may reason THAT IT IS INDEED WRITTEN: "And the
children of Yisrael went up armed" (Shemot 13:18). This is because
the motley crowd had not yet joined up with them when they first
rose out of Egypt. Thus, He still calls them "the children of Yisrael."
They are referred to as "the people" as soon as they were joined
with them, as mentioned in the scripture: "And a mixed multitude
went up also with them" (Shemot 12:38).

38. Rabbi Yosi insisted and said: It is written, "For as you have seen
Egypt today you will never see them again" (Shemot 14:13). Yet
every day they saw the mixed multitude, WHO WERE EGYPTIANS.
Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written, "a mixed multitude" and not 'Egypt',
for there were many other nations in Egypt AND FROM THEM CAME
THE MOTLEY CROWD. Moreover all of them were circumcised and,
since they were circumcised, they were not considered Egyptians.
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39. According to the instructions of Moses, they accepted them. This
is what the verse said: "Go, get you down; for your people...have
become corrupt: they have turned aside quickly out of the way which
I commanded them" (Shemot 32:7-8). "I commanded them," is
written, WHICH MEANS THAT MOSES HAD INSTRUCTED THEM TO
ACCEPT THE MIXED MULTITUDES. "And the children of Yisrael went
up armed (Heb. chamushim) out of the land of Egypt," MEANING one
out of five (Heb. chamisha) were YISRAEL. Rabbi Yosi said: Five
were of Yisrael and one FROM THE MIXED MULTITUDES. Rabbi
Yehuda said: "chamushim," one out of fifty (Heb. chamishim) WERE
OF THE MIXED MULTITUDES.
40. Rabbi Shimon said: the Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH, did take them
up from the land of Egypt. Therefore, it is written: "And the children
of Yisrael went up armed ( Heb. chamushim) out of the land of
Egypt," WHICH REFERS TO BINAH, CALLED 'JUBELEE (HEB.
YOVEL), THAT CONTAINS FIFTY (HEB. CHAMISHIM) GATES. If not
FOR YOVEL, they would not have left. Therefore, they tarried fifty
days to receive the Torah. The Torah did emerge and was given from
that place OF YOVEL. Therefore, "chamushim" is without a Vav,
MEANING THAT IF IT HAD MEANT "ARMED," IT WOULD HAVE BEEN
SPELLED WITH A VAV. BUT IT ONLY INDICATES THE NUMBER
FIFTY (HEB. CHAMISHIM), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF JUBILEE. Due
to it the children of Yisrael went up from Egypt.
41. "And Moses took the bones of Joseph..." (Shemot 13:19) HE
ASKS: Why did MOSES bring up his bones? HE ANSWERS: It is
because he was the first to descend into exile. And in addition, only
he possessed the sign for the redemption, NAMELY, "WILL SURELY
VISIT YOU" (IBID.). He bound Yisrael by oath in this. This is what is
written: "He had laid an oath on the children of Yisrael" (Ibid.). And
this was explained.

42. Fortunate is the part of Moses, for Yisrael were occupied with
borrowing silver from Egypt and Moses was occupied with the oath
of Joseph. Some said that his casket was in the Nile River, and he
raised it by the Holy Name. Moses also said: 'Joseph, the time for
the redemption of Yisrael has arrived.' And he said: 'Rise ox', and he
rose - SINCE JOSEPH IS CALLED 'OX', AS IS WRITTEN: "HIS
FIRSTLING OF HIS HERD, GRANDEUR IS HIS" (DEVARIM 33:17).
Some said he was among the kings of Egypt and he ascended from
there. And some said that they put him into the Nile in order that
they would not make him into an idol. Serach, the daughter of Asher,
WHO WAS ALIVE DURING THE HAPPENING, showed Moses HIS
PLACE.

4."And Hashem went before them by day"
Rabbi Yosi says that it is necessary to be occupied with the Torah day and night, and that one must rise after midnight to study Torah because it is
then that the Holy One, blessed be He, enters into the Garden of Eden to delight Himself with the righteous there. He draws a thread of kindness
during the day for those who occupy themselves with Torah in the night. Rabbi Yitzchak talks about "And Hashem went before them by day," saying
that the Shechinah traveled with the Patriarchs - Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and King David. They are all the Holy Chariot of above. The people traveled
day and night when they left Egypt, so that they would be complete with everything, night and day together - the aspect of Zeir Anpin and the aspect
of Nukva. The "pillar of cloud" was Chesed, Abraham, and the "pillar of fire" was Gvurah, Isaac, so that Yisrael was illuminated by day and by night.
Again we are told of the fifty days' delay after their redemption from Egypt before they received the Torah at Mount Sinai. Then the fifty days of
Jubilee, the fifty gates of Binah, dwelled upon them. Rabbi Yitzchak says that the Pharaoh's wise men and sorcerers, who saw that Yisrael were
traveling by day and by night, told him that the people had fled.
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43. "And Hashem went before them by day" (Shemot 13:21). Rabbi
Yosi opened the discussion, saying: "To the Chief Musician upon
the hind of dawn. A psalm of David" (Tehilim 22:1). How beloved is
the Torah before the Holy One, blessed be He, for anyone who is
occupied with Torah is beloved above and below. The Holy One,
blessed be He, hearkens to his words, He does not forsake him in
this world and He does not forsake him in the World to Come.

44. It is necessary to be occupied with the Torah by day and night,
as is written: "But you shall meditate therein day and
night" (Yehoshua 1:8), and, "If my Covenant be not day and
night..." (Yirmeyah 33:25). HE ASKS: It is justified by day, WHICH IS
A TIME FOR WORK FOR EVERYBODY, but during the night, WHICH
IS A TIME FOR REST, why IS IT NECESSARY TO BE OCCUPIED
WITH TORAH? HE ANSWERS: So that a complete Holy Name will be
present by him. For as there is no day without night, and it is only
complete when one is with the other, so is it necessary for the Torah
to be present with the person day and night. The completeness
should be with the person day and night.

45. We have learned that the main part of the night is from midnight
and further. Even though the first half of the night is part of the
night, the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden at
midnight to delight Himself with the Righteous WHO ARE THERE.
Then a person should wake up and become occupied with Torah.

46. We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, hearkens to
the voices of all the Righteous in the Garden of Eden, as is written:
"You who dwell in the gardens, the companions hearken to your
voice; cause me to hear it" (Shir Hashirim 8:13). They have already
explained it. "You who dwell in the gardens" is the Congregation of
Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT, that praises the Holy One, blessed be
He, with the praise of the Torah during the night. Blessed is the
portion of he who joins with Her to praise the Holy One, blessed be
He, with the praise of Torah.

47. When the morning arrives, the Congregation of Yisrael comes,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and delights with the Holy One, blessed be He.
And He extends the scepter of kindness not only to Her, but to all
those who join her. We have learned it is written: "Yet Hashem will
command His steadfast love in the daytime, and in the night His
song shall be with me" (Tehilim 42:9). THIS MEANS THAT THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DRAWS A THREAD OF KINDNESS DURING
THE DAY FOR HE WHO OCCUPIES HIMSELF WITH TORAH DURING
THE NIGHT. THEREFORE, MALCHUT is called 'the hind of dawn',
SINCE SHE PRAISES THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DURING
THE NIGHT WITH THE PRAISE OF TORAH.
48. Rabbi Shimon said: At the time when morning is to light up, the
light becomes darkened and blackened and the blackness is
prevalent. Then a wife unites with her husband, for we have learned
that at THE THIRD WATCH, a wife converses with her husband,
NAMELY, MALE AND FEMALE, to mate with him and she enters his
sanctuary.
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49. When the sun must set, the night lights up and comes and takes
him. Then all the gates are closed, the donkeys bray, and the dogs
bark. At midnight, the King starts to arise and the Queen, WHICH IS
MALCHUT STARTS, to sing. The King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes
and knocks on the gate of the sanctuary and says, "Open for Me, My
Sister, My love..." (Shir Hashirim 5:2). Then He delights with the
souls of the righteous.

50. Blessed is the portion of he who arose at that time with words of
Torah. Therefore, all the inhabitants of the sanctuary of the Queen
must arise at that time to praise the King, and they all praise before
Him. The praise that rises from this world, which is far FROM HIM, is
more acceptable to the Holy One, blessed be He, than all the rest.

51. When the night is gone, the morning comes and it becomes dark.
The King and the Queen are in the secret of gladness, MEANING
COUPLING. And He gives presents to Her and to all those in the
sanctuary. Fortunate is he who is counted among THE MEMBERS
OF THE SANCTUARY.

52. "And Hashem went before them by day." "AND HASHEM"
MEANS the Holy One, blessed be He, and His court of law, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, BECAUSE THE VAV (='AND') OF VAV YUD HEI VAV HEI
('AND HASHEM') INCLUDES MALCHUT. Rabbi Yitzchak said: We
learned that the Shechinah travels with the Patriarchs, BECAUSE
"went before them by day," is Abraham, "in a pillar of a cloud," is
Isaac, and "to lead them the way," is Jacob, of whom it is written:
"And Jacob went on his way" (Beresheet 32:2). "By night in a pillar
of fire, to give them light" is King David.

53. They are all the holy Chariot of above. ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND
JACOB ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, THE THREE LEGS
OF THE THRONE, AND KING OF DAVID IS THE FOURTH LEG. In
order that Yisrael should be perfect in everything and that the
Patriarchs should see their redemption, as it is written: "And I will
also surely bring you up" (Beresheet 46:4) with the Chariot, and:
"And Hashem went...that they might go by day and by night." HE
ASKS: Why did they travel day and night? Let them walk by day, and
not by night like people who are fleeing. If the Holy One, blessed be
He, guarded them, AND THEY DID NOT FEAR, why did they march
day and night. HE ANSWERS: So they should be complete with
everything, because there is no completeness unless day is with
night, AS DAY IS THE ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN AND NIGHT IS THE
ASPECT OF THE NUKVA. AND ALL PERFECTION PREVAILS WHEN
THEY ARE JOINED TOGETHER IN THE SECRET OF: "AND THERE
WAS EVENING AND THERE WAS MORNING, ONE
DAY" (BERESHEET 1:5).
54. Rabbi Aba said: We have determined, "And Hashem went before
them by day in a pillar of a cloud," refers to Abraham, WHO IS
CHESED, and "by night in a pillar of fire," refers to Isaac, WHO IS
GVURAH. If so, we can ask: where is Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET? HE
ANSWERS: In the first word he is mentioned, and there he dwells, as
is written: "And Hashem," WHICH IS TIFERET AND MALCHUT, AND
JACOB IS TIFERET.
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55. "And by night in a pillar of fire," in order to illuminate on this side
BY DAY, WITH CHESED, and on that side BY NIGHT, WITH GVURAH.
This was in order that when the Egyptians chased after them with
their chariots and horsemen, THEY WOULD DROWN AND NOT EVEN
ONE OF THEM WOULD SURVIVE, in order to glorify the Name of the
Holy One, blessed be He. FOR THIS, HE NEEDED THE ASPECT OF
GVURAH. In order to go day and night MEANS the illuminating
mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'DAY', and the mirror
that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'NIGHT'. It was also done in order to fool the Egyptians so they
would say that it was a coincidence, AND IT WAS NOT HASHEM
WHO DELIVERED THEM. THEREFORE, THEY WERE TRAVELING
DAY AND NIGHT AS IF THEY WERE FLEEING, as written: "The
Princes of Tzoan are become fools" (Yeshayah 19:13). "He turns
wise men backwards" (Yeshayah 44:25). Therefore, they traveled day
and night.
56. Rabbi Aba said: Happy is the portion of Yisrael, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, delivered them from Egypt in order that they should
be His portion and inheritance. Come and behold: from the side of
Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH, there is freedom for Yisrael. And so in the
future to come, it is written: "And it shall come to pass on that day,
that a great horn shall be blown" (Yeshayah 27:13).

57. Because of that Jubilee, they were delayed for fifty days AFTER
THEIR REDEMPTION FROM EGYPT to receive the Torah and to
approach Mount Sinai. THIS WAS BECAUSE THERE ARE FIFTY
GATES IN JUBILEE, AND IN ORDER TO BETTER THEMSELVES BY
THEM THEY NEEDED FIFTY DAYS. Since they traveled during the
day, they ALSO traveled during the night so that it would all be one
day, and there would be no separation between day and night,
WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE.
58. And even more, they all went at their leisure, according to their
own desire, IN ORDER TO COMBINE DAY AND NIGHT, WHICH ARE
MALE AND FEMALE. On the day that they received the Torah, there
were 50 complete days and nights, as it should be. There is no day
without night, and there is no night without day, FOR THERE IS NO
COMPLETENESS TO ZEIR ANPIN WITHOUT MALCHUT, AND THERE
IS NO COMPLETENESS TO MALCHUT WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN. Night
and day are called 'one day', AS IS WRITTEN: "AND THERE WAS
EVENING AND THERE WAS MORNING, ONE DAY" (BERESHEET
1:5). When they traveled fifty whole days, these fifty days of Jubilee
dwelt upon them, WHICH ARE THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, and
then the Torah was given to them through the side of Jubilee.
Therefore, they traveled day and night.

59. Rabbi Aba said: It is written: "And it came to pass, that when
Isaac was old, and his eyes were dim" (Beresheet 27:1). Why? We
have explained that one who loves the wicked, HIS EYES BECOME
DIM. Come and behold: in Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH, night is included,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the night is not bright. Therefore, "his
eyes were dim." It is all one, BECAUSE THE INCLUSION OF NIGHT
IN ISAAC IS IN THE SAME CONTEXT AS THE LOVE OF ISAAC FOR
ESAU.
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60. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion, saying: "And it was told
the king of Egypt that the people had fled" (Shemot 14:5). HE ASKS:
"And it was told." Who told him? HE ANSWERS: We have explained
that his wise men and sorcerers gathered about him and informed
him that the people had fled. Why did they say this? Because they
saw, in their wisdom, that YISRAEL were traveling day and night.
They said they were fleeing and they saw that they were not traveling
on the straight road, as is written: "And they turn and encamp before
Pi Hachirot" (Ibid. 2). AND THEY INFORMED HIM OF THIS ALSO.
THEREFORE, HE CHASED AFTER THEM.

5. "And he took six hundred chosen chariots"
Rabbi Yosi says that the 600 chosen chariots corresponds to the number of the children of Yisrael, "about 600,000 men on foot." Rabbi Chiya tells
us that when the Holy One, blessed be He, gives dominion to the ministers of the nations above, He gives it to their nations below, and when He
brings them down from their grade above, He brings down their nations below. The minister of Egypt led the chariots of the other peoples, all of
whom fell in the sea. Rabbi Chiya explains how Pharaoh harnessed the mares before the stallions, then the stallions before the mares, depending on
whether he wanted them to run, or to fight. He compares this to the verse, "And Hashem went before them by day," saying that afterwards the
Shechinah went behind the children of Yisrael.
61. "And he took six hundred chosen chariots" (Ibid. 7). HE ASKS:
Why 600 chariots? Rabbi Yosi said: This corresponds to the number
of the children of Yisrael, as is written: "About six hundred thousand
men on foot" (Shemot 12:37). The word "chosen" corresponds to the
men THAT WERE IN YISRAEL, who were the principal part of all the
nation of Yisrael. "And all the chariots of Egypt," were all the other
chariots that were secondary and behind THE SIX HUNDRED THAT
WERE MENTIONED EARLIER. They correspond to the children IN
YISRAEL WHO WERE NOT INCLUDED IN THE SIX HUNDRED
THOUSAND MEN ON FOOT, BUT WERE SECONDARY TO THEM, as
is said: "Besides children." He did everything according to the
advice of his sorcerers and wise men. "And captains over every one
of them." He did everything with wisdom, for they corresponded to
the celestial levels - WHICH ARE PLACED two and one OVER THEM.
Rabbi Yitzchak said: This accords with the Aramaic translation:
'stimulating officers', for they were swift in everything.
62. "And he took six hundred chosen chariots." Rabbi Chiya said: It
is written, "That Hashem shall punish the host of the high ones on
high, and the kings of the earth upon the earth" (Yeshayah 24:21). At
the time that the Holy One, blessed be He, gives dominion to the
ministers of the nations above, He gives it to their nations below;
and when He brings them down from their grade above, He brings
down their nations below. "And he took six hundred chosen
chariots." It was their minister WHO TOOK THEM. We have
established that he led the chariots of the other peoples, FOR THESE
SIX HUNDRED CHARIOTS WERE NOT FROM EGYPT, BUT WERE
ONLY FROM THE OTHER NATIONS. They all fell in the army camp of
Sisra. And this is the meaning of "SIX HUNDRED CHARIOTS
chosen." Afterwards, "all the chariots of Egypt," FOR ONCE IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND ALL THE CHARIOTS OF EGYPT," THEN "SIX
HUNDRED CHOSEN CHARIOTS" IS SUPERFLUOUS. CERTAINLY,
"SIX HUNDRED CHOSEN CHARIOTS" IS ONLY FROM THE OTHER
NATIONS, AND THEREFORE IT SAYS AFTERWARDS, "AND ALL
THE CHARIOTS OF EGYPT."
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63. It is written: "I compare you, O my love, to a mare of the chariots
of Pharaoh" (Shir Hashirim 1:9). Come and behold: he appeared in
the image of a mare to Pharaoh's horses, AND THEREFORE THEY
CHASED AFTER HER, INTO THE SEA. And they explained this. But,
"to a mare of the chariots of Pharaoh." Come and behold: when
Pharaoh was chasing after the children of Yisrael, what did he do?
He took female horses and harnessed them to the chariot up front
first, and harnessed male horses behind them. The males warmed to
the females, but the females were reluctant and hastened to run.
When they approached Yisrael, he took the females and placed them
behind and the male horses in front in order to do harm to Yisrael
and to war against them, BECAUSE THE MALE HORSES WERE
STRONGER THAN THE FEMALES FOR WAR.

64. Similar to this: "And Hashem went before them by day" (Shemot
13:21). Afterwards, the Shechinah returned to the rear of Yisrael, as
it is written: "And the angel of Hashem...moved and went behind
them" (Shemot 14:19). Therefore, "I compare you, O my love..."

6. "And when Pharaoh drew near"
Rabbi Yosi tells us that Pharaoh actually caused the children of Yisrael to come closer to the Holy One, blessed be He, because it is in times of
tribulation that they remember and pray to Him. Then He becomes full of compassion for them. Speaking of Moses, Rabbi Shimon said that the
shepherd of the people is really the whole people, for if he is deserving then all the people are righteous, and if he is not, the people are punished
because of him. Rabbi Yehuda concludes that the merit of Jacob protected the Congregation of Yisrael.
65. "And when Pharaoh drew near" (Shemot 14:10). This passage
has already established that he brought close his whole army and
chariot riders to do battle. Rabbi Yosi said: We have learned here
that he drew them closer to repentance; THEREFORE IT IS
WRITTEN: "And when Pharaoh drew near," OTHERS AND NOT 'AND
PHARAOH DREW NEAR' HIMSELF.

66. It is written: "Hashem, in trouble have they sought You, they
poured out a silent prayer" (Yeshayah 26:16). "In trouble have they
sought You," MEANS Yisrael did not seek the Holy One, blessed be
He, at times of comfort. Only when they have trouble do they all
remember and seek Him. "They poured out a silent prayer." they all
pray with prayers and beseeching, and pour out prayers before Him.
When? "When Your chastening was upon them" (Ibid.), at the time
that the Holy One, blessed be He, chastened them with His whip. The
Holy One, blessed be He, stands over them with Mercy. Their voice
is favorable to Him in order to take revenge from their enemies, and
He becomes full of compassion for them.
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67. As we have explained the parable of the dove with the hawk, so it
is with Yisrael. They were approaching the sea and saw the sea
before them, raging and storming. Its waves were towering above,
and they feared. They raised their eyes and saw Pharaoh and his
army and flying stones and arrows, and they feared greatly. What did
they do? "And the children of Yisrael cried out." Who caused the
children of Yisrael to come closer to their Father in heaven?
Pharaoh. This is what is written: "And when Pharaoh drew near." It
has already been explained.

68. "And Moses said to the people, 'Fear not, stand still and see the
salvation of Hashem'" (Shemot 14:13). Rabbi Shimon said: Fortunate
is the portion of Yisrael that a shepherd like Moses goes among
them. It is written: "Then He remembered the days of old, Moses,
and his people" (Yeshayah 63:11). "Then He remembered the days of
old" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He; "Moses, and his people,"
because Moses was equal to all of Yisrael. We learned from this that
the shepherd of the people is really the whole people. If he merits,
then all the people are righteous. If he does not merit, then all of the
people have no merit and are punished because of him. This has
already been explained.

69. "Stand still and see." You do not have to do battle because the
Holy One, blessed be He, will do battle for you, as written: "Hashem
shall fight for you, and you shall hold your peace" (Ibid. 14). Come
and behold: that night, the Holy One, blessed be He, gathered His
retinue and Judged the Judgment of Yisrael. If the Patriarchs had not
hastened TO PRAY for Yisrael, they would not have been saved from
the Judgment. Rabbi Yehuda said: the merit of Jacob protected the
Congregation of Yisrael. This is what is written: "If not for Hashem,
Who was with us, let Yisrael now say" (Tehilim 124:1), who IS Yisrael
Saba, NAMELY JACOB.

7. "Hashem shall fight for you, and you shall hold your peace"
Rabbi Aba says that one who observes the Sabbath is as though he observed the whole Torah, as the Sabbath is the delight of everything. One
should invite the Sabbath in, like a guest. On the Sabbath secular speech is forbidden because it stimulates secular things above, and the Sabbath
becomes blemished. When Pharaoh was coming to do battle with Yisrael, "Hashem shall fight for you, and you shall hold your peace"; this meant
that the arousal took place from above - the children of Yisrael did not need to arouse anything from below. Rabbi Yosi wonders why if Hashem is
always a connotation of Mercy, there seemed to be no mercy in the act of drowning the Egyptians. Rabbi Yehuda quotes Rabbi Shimon as saying
that the Judgment had been tempered with Mercy since God had desired their honor that they be buried in the ground, and He had stretched out his
hand so the earth would accept them. If Yisrael had aroused from below, Judgment would not have been executed with Mercy. Even though Hashem
does Judgment, He is still compassionate for His creations.
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70. "Hashem shall fight for you, and you shall hold your
peace" (Shemot 14:14). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying: "If
you restrain your foot because of the Shabbat, from pursuing your
business on My Holy Day" (Yeshayah 58:13). Fortunate are Yisrael
that the Holy One, blessed be He, desires them and wishes to join
with them more than all the nations of the world. Because of His love
for them, He brought them close to Him and gave them the Torah
and the Shabbat, which is holier than all the other days. And IN IT is
rest from everything, and the joy of everyone. Shabbat is equal to
the entire Torah, and one who observes the Shabbat is as though he
observed the whole Torah.

71. "And call the Shabbat a delight" (Ibid.). NAMELY, delight of all,
delight of the soul and the body, delight of those above and those
below. "And call the Shabbat." HE ASKS: What does "call" mean?
HE ANSWERS: ITS MEANING IS that he should invite it, as is written:
"holy gatherings (lit. 'callings of holiness')" (Vayikra 23:4), which
means invited FROM THE HOLINESS, as when inviting a guest to his
home. And, "And call the Shabbat a delight," is that you should call
and invite it as you invite a guest with a set table, with a house which
is in order as it should be, with proper food and drink, more than on
the other days. "And call the Shabbat," meaning beforehand, THAT
YOU SHOULD ADD FROM THE WEEKDAY TO THE HOLY. "The holy
day of Hashem, Honorable" (Ibid.) is Yom Kippur (Day of
Atonement), and they are two that are one, BECAUSE YOM KIPPUR
AND SHABBAT ARE ONE. THEREFORE, IT SAYS IMMEDIATELY
FOLLOWING THEM, "And you shall honor it, not doing your own
ways" in the singular, as we explained.

72. "Nor pursuing your own business, nor speaking of vain
matters" (Yeshayah 58:13). And it is explained THAT YOUR SPEECH
OF SHABBAT SHOULD NOT BE LIKE YOUR SPEECH OF WEEKDAY.
Because that talk, SECULAR SPEECH THAT IS SPOKEN ON
SHABBAT, rises and stimulates secular things above. AND THE
SHABBAT BECOMES BLEMISHED. One who invites a guest should
strive to please him, and not someone else.
73. Come and behold: that word that comes from the mouth of a
person rises and stimulates an awakening above, either for good or
for evil. And whoever dwells in the delight of Shabbat is forbidden to
stir to secular subjects, because he causes a blemish on the Holy
Day. One who participates in the celebration of a king is not
permitted to forsake the king and deal with someone else.

74. Every day, it is necessary to perform an action to aweken FROM
BELOW of what must be awakened. BUT on Shabbat, it is necessary
to awaken ONLY in the words of the Name and the Holiness of the
day, and not in any other thing. FOR AN AWAKENING FROM BELOW
IS NOT NECESSARY ON SHABBAT.
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75. Come and behold: when Pharaoh approached to do battle with
Yisrael, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not want Yisrael to awaken
from below at all, because the Patriarchs preceded and caused this
awakening from above. And their merit stood before Him. The Holy
One, blessed be He, did not want Yisrael to arouse from below at all.
This is the meaning of, "Hashem shall fight for you, and you shall
hold your peace." Assuredly, you shall hold your peace, and do not
arouse what is not needed by you. THE REASON IS MENTIONED
LATER, and here the Holy Name is included in imprinted letters, YUD
HEI VAV HEI, WHICH INDICATE MERCY, FOR IT SAYS, "HASHEM
SHALL FIGHT FOR YOU," EVEN THOUGH YUD HEI VAV HEI IS
MERCY AND WAR IS JUDGMENT. The friends have already
commented on this, AS IS DISCUSSED AHEAD OF US.

76. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yehuda were traveling on the road. Rabbi
Yosi said to Rabbi Yehuda: Most certainly, we have learned that
Hashem is always a connotation of Mercy, and even though He
carrys out wars and executes Judgment, that Judgment is with
Mercy. Yet here we saw that it is written: "Hashem shall fight for
you," but no Mercy was visible at all in that Judgment, for it is
written: "There remained not so much as one of them" (Shemot
14:28).

77. He said to him: This subject I heard from Rabbi Shimon, for he
said that there was Judgment with Mercy even here, because the sea
covered them over, they perished, and afterwards the sea ejected
them. But the Holy One, blessed be He, desired their honor, that they
should be buried in the ground. The earth did not want to accept
them until the Holy One, blessed be He, stretched out His right hand
to her, and she accepted them. This is the meaning of: "You
stretched out Your right hand, the earth swallowed them" (Shemot
15:12). And because of this, this Judgment was tempered with Mercy.

78. For that reason, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not want the
children of Yisrael to arouse anything in the world FROM BELOW.
For if the children of Yisrael had aroused something FROM BELOW,
the name of Mercy would not have been aroused, and Judgment
would not have been executed with Mercy. This is what is written:
"Hashem shall fight for you, and you shall hold your peace." You
should not arouse anything, because the name of Mercy must be
aroused upon them in order to do the Judgment with Mercy.
Therefore, it is necessary not to make a blemish and arouse
something else; NAMELY, JUDGMENT WITHOUT MERCY. AN
AWAKENING FROM BELOW WOULD CAUSE THE ACTIVATION OF
ONLY JUDGMENT.
79. He said to him: But it is written, "Then shall Hashem go out, and
fight against those nations" (Zecharyah 14:3). Was this Judgment
with Mercy?! He said to him: Certainly, the Judgment was with Mercy
because their death was not like the death of the other people of the
world. Rather, the Holy One, blessed be He, had Mercy on them, so
that their deaths should not be like those of the other people of the
world. For they were slain gently, without pain, NAMELY, "HIS
FLESH WAS CONSUMED AWAY WHILE HE STANDS UPON HIS
FEET" (IBID. 12). Hence, the Judgment contained Mercy.
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80. This Name always refers to Judgment with Mercy, except for one
place, as written: "Hashem shall go forth like a mighty
man..." (Yeshayah 42:13). HE ASKS: IS HASHEM ONLY like a mighty
one, but not ACTUALLY mighty? HE SAYS: rather, He will change
His garments and don other garments; THAT IS, HE WILL CHANGE
HIS TRAIT OF MERCY AND DON THE GARMENT OF JUDGMENT.
"Like a man of war" (Ibid.), shall He change his weapons FROM
MERCY TO JUDGMENT. SO WE SEE THAT IN THIS PLACE, THE
MERCY WAS CHANGED TO BECOME JUDGMENT.
81. And with all this, ONLY the Judgment is HERE more THAN
MERCY, yet there is some Mercy here, as it is written, "like a mighty
man," and not AN ACTUAL mighty man, WHO IS COMPLETELY
JUDGMENT. "Like a man of war" (Ibid.), and not literally a man of
war, WHO IS COMPLETELY JUDGMENT. Even though He does
Judgment, He is still compassionate for His creations. And therefore,
"Hashem shall fight for you," most certainly, "and you shall hold
your peace," IN ORDER THAT YOU SHALL NOT AROUSE
JUDGMENT ALONE, AS MENTIONED EARLIER. Blessed is the
portion of Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He, has selected
them for His portion and His legacy, as is written: "For the portion of
Hashem is His people, Jacob is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim
32:9).

8. "Why do you cry out to me"
Rabbi Yehuda speaks about Jonah crying out to Hashem out of the belly of the fish. Rabbi Elazar confirms his statement that the fish died while
Jonah was still in its belly, and says that when Jonah prayed his prayer, God revived the fish and brought it out to the dry land where it vomited out
Jonah. He returns to the subject of the splitting of the sea, telling us that God told the children of Yisrael to go forward and refrain from speaking,
because this was not a time for prayer.
82. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Why do you cry out to
Me?'" (Shemot 14:15). This is explained in Sifra Detzni'uta ('the
Hidden Book), and there is its secret. "And Hashem said to Moses..."
Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion, saying: "Then Jonah prayed
to Hashem his Elohim out of the fish's belly" (Yonah 2:2). In, "Now
Hashem had appointed a great fish" (Ibid. 1), "appointed" MEANS as
you say, "And the king appointed them a daily provision" (Daniel
1:5), as well as, "Who has appointed your food" (Ibid. 10), WHICH IS
A TERM OF GIVING A PORTION.

83. But this passage should have said, 'And Hashem appointed
Jonah for the fish', for he was the portion that HASHEM sent to THE
FISH. AND HE ANSWERS: Assuredly, this fish was a portion for
Jonah, to guard him from all the other fish of the sea, and that he
would be concealed in it. As soon as HASHEM brought him into the
fish, Jonah saw in its belly the breadth of his entrails, WHICH WAS
like a large chamber, and the two eyes of the fish were brightly
illuminating, like the sun. There was a precious stone in its entrails
that shown on for him, and he saw everything existing in the sea and
in its depths.

84. And you may question the meaning of: "I cried to Hashem out of
my distress (also: 'narrow')" (Yonah 2:3)? It does not seem FROM
THIS that he had very much space. HE ANSWERS: Rather, after this
fish showed him all that there is in the sea and in the depths, it died.
For it could not tolerate him for three days. Then it became 'narrow'
for Jonah.
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85. Rabbi Elazar said: When Jonah saw all that spaciousness, he
rejoiced. The Holy One, blessed be He, said: And what do you need
more, is it for this that I brought you here? What did THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, do? He slew that fish and it died. All the other fish
circled around the fish; one bit it from one side and another bit from
another side. Then Jonah saw himself in distress. Immediately,
"Jonah prayed to Hashem."

86. HE ASKS: First the verse refers to it as "dag" ('fish': masc.) and
then it refers to it "dagah" ('fish': fem.). HE ANSWERS: IT IS
BECAUSE IT HAD ALREADY DIED, AS IS WRITTEN: "And the fish
(Heb. dagah) in the river died" (Shemot 7:21). Then it is written: "I
cried to Hashem out of my distress," and it is not written 'I was in
distress' or 'I dwelt in distress', but rather, " I cried" out of distress,
as the fish of the sea distressed me. "Out of the belly of Sheol I
cried" (Yonah 2:3), for it had died. It is not written: 'out of the belly of
a living thing,' or 'out the belly of a fish,' but rather it was definitely
dead, AND THEREFORE IT WAS CALLED 'SHEOL'.
87. As soon as he prayed his prayer, the Holy One, blessed be He,
accepted it. He revived that fish and brought it out to the dry land
before the eyes of everyone, as is written: "And Hashem spoke to
the fish and it vomited out Jonah" (Yonah 2:11). They all saw the
work of the Holy One, blessed be He.

88. It is written, "Then Jonah prayed to Hashem his Elohim from the
fish's belly," MEANING THAT HE PRAYED to the place to which he
was bound, THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT. This is understood from the
words: "Hashem his Elohim." It is not written: 'Then he prayed to
Hashem' and nothing more, but "Hashem his Elohim," WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE ASPECT TO WHICH HE WAS BOUND. Here also,
"And Hashem said to Moses, 'Why do you cry to Me?'" "...to Me,"
NAMELY, TO MY ASPECT, WHICH IS TIFERET, TO WHICH MOSES
WAS CONNECTED. BUT RATHER IT WAS DEPENDENT UPON
MAZAL AS IT IS WRITTEN THAT THE SPLITTING OF THE RED SEA
IS DERIVED FROM MAZAL, THE SECRET OF THE HOLY DIKNA
('BEARD').
89. "Speak to the children of Yisrael, that they go forward" (Shemot
14:15), MEANING that they should go forward and refrain from
speaking excessively, because now is not a time for prayer. HE
ASKS: "That they go forward." To which place did He command
them to go, seeing that they were camping by the sea? HE
ANSWERS: It refers to the above, as it is written, "Why do you cry to
Me?" WHICH MEANS TIFERET, AS MENTIONED EARLIER. They all
stood in this place, IN TIFERET, FOR ALL THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL WERE CONNECTED TO TIFERET. Therefore, he said, "that
they go forward," that the children of Yisrael should go forth FROM
TIFERET, AND COME AND CONNECT WITH MAZAL. WHICH IS
DIKNA ('BEARD'), AS MENTIONED. For now is not the time FOR
TIFERET, BUT RATHER THE MATTER DEPENDS UPON MAZAL, AS
MENTIONED BEFORE.

9. "But lift up your rod"
Rabbi Elazar says that the rod, whether it is called 'the rod of Moses' or 'the rod of Elohim', is for the purpose of rekindling the aspect of Gvurah.
Rabbi Shimon clarifies that since water emerges from the side of Gvurah, "lift up your rod" is to dry up the water, and "stretch out your hand" is to
return the water and spill it over the Egyptians.
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90. "But lift up your rod" (Shemot 14:16). Lift up your rod, upon
which is etched the Holy Name, and stretch your hand to the side of
the Holy Name. As soon as the waters see the Holy Name, they will
flee from it. Therefore, stretch your hand to one side OF THE ROD,
because the other sides of the rod will be necessary for other
matters, NAMELY, TO HIT THE ROCK.

91. Rabbi Elazar said: I see that sometimes this rod is called 'the rod
of Elohim' and sometimes it is called 'the rod of Moses'. Rabbi
Shimon said: In the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder), he
says that it is all one, whether it says 'THE ROD of the Holy One,
blessed be He', or 'THE ROD of Moses'. The purpose of this rod is to
rekindle the aspect of Gvurah. Therefore, THE VERSE SAYS,
"Stretch out your hand," WHICH MEANS the left hand, which is at the
side of Gvurah.

92. Rabbi Shimon said: Woe to those who do not see and do not look
at the Torah. The Torah calls before them daily but they do not pay
attention. Come and behold: water rises in the world and water
emerges from the side of Gvurah. But now the Holy One, blessed be
He, wanted to dry up the water. Thus, why DOES THE VERSE SAY,
"And stretch out your hand," which is the left hand, NAMELY
GVURAH?

93. HE ANSWERS: Rather, "lift up your rod," is to dry up the water,
and "stretch out your hand," is to return the water, to activate the
side of Gvurah and to turn the water on Egypt. Therefore, there are
two things here, for it is written: "Lift up your rod, and stretch out
your hand over the sea, and divide it." ONE ELEMENT IS TO DRY
OUT THE WATER, AND THE OTHER IS TO TURN THE WATER OVER
EGYPT.
94. HE ASKS: HOW WAS IT POSSIBLE TO DRY THE LAND IN THE
MIDST OF THE SEA, for there were pits IN IT? HE ANSWERS: THE
Holy One, blessed be He, performed a miracle within a miracle, as is
written: "And the depths were congealed in the heart of the
sea" (Shemot 15:8). They were walking on the dry ground within the
sea. This is what is written: "And the children of Yisrael went into the
midst of the sea on the dry ground" (Shemot 14:22).

10. "And He took off their chariot wheels"
Rabbi Shimon opens with "And He took off their chariot wheels," and, "Now as I beheld the living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the
living creatures." He tells us that The Holy One, blessed be He establishes His dominion through the Patriarchs. Jacob is attached to the Tree of
Life, which never has any death in it, so God made him the chosen among the Patriarchs. The thrust of this whole section is that when the Holy One,
blessed be He wants to remove someone from power on this earth, He first removes their dominion above. We read about the legions of above with
all the Chariots entwined together and under the command of the highest holy beast. They all go and swim in the great sea, where the waves are
judgments. Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that when the children of Yisrael approached the Red Sea, the Holy One, blessed be He called the minister who
was appointed over the sea and told him that it was time to fulfill the condition that had been made when the sea was first created, that it should
split before His children when the time came. And the reason that the Egyptians were killed by the sea was that the upper sea aroused against them.
The minister over Egypt had oppressed the Congregation of Yisrael with enslavement, so he was broken first, and then all the kingdoms below were
broken.
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95. "And He took off their chariot wheels" (Shemot 14:25). Rabbi
Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "Now as I beheld the
living creatures, behold one wheel upon the earth by the living
creatures" (Yechezkel 1:15). This passage has been explained, and
we studied it. Yet come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He,
shows His dominion in every way, and His dominion will not depart
forever and ever.

96. And He establishes His dominion through the Patriarchs. He took
Abraham and maintained the world through him, as written: "These
are the generations of the heavens and earth when they were created
(Heb. behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). And they explained it. DO NOT
READ IT AS "BEHIBAR'AM" BUT RATHER "BEABRAHAM" ('IN
ABRAHAM') FOR HEAVEN AND EARTH HAD BEEN MAINTAINED
THROUGH HIM. He took Isaac and planted the world through him so
it should exist always. This is what is written: "And My Covenant will
I establish with Isaac" (Beresheet 17:21). He took Jacob and placed
him before Him, and was delighted with him and glorified Himself
with him. This is what is written, "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
97. Come and behold: Jacob is attached to the Tree of Life, which
never has any death in it, for all the living are established and
perfected in this tree that gives life to all that grasp on to it.
Therefore, Jacob did not die. And when did he die? It occurred when
it was written: "He gathered up his feet into the bed" (Beresheet
49:33). "The bed" is as you say, "Behold it is his litter, that of
Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 2:7), WHICH IS MALCHUT. About this bed,
it is written: "Her feet go down to death" (Mishlei 5:5). Therefore, it is
written: "He gathered up his feet into the bed," and then, "and he
expired and was gathered unto his people." BUT AS LONG AS HE
HELD ON TO THE TREE OF LIFE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, HE DID
NOT DIE BECAUSE DEATH IS ONLY FROM THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT, AS EXPLAINED. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, made
Jacob the chosen among the Patriarchs. This is what is written:
"Jacob whom I have chosen" (Yeshayah 41:8).
98. Come and behold: see all the legions of above THAT ARE
DRAWN FROM THE FOUR COMPANIES OF THE SHECHINAH,
WHICH ARE THE WHEELS. All the Chariots are entwined with each
other, levels with levels. The upper and the lower EVOLVE, THE ONE
FROM THE OTHER, AND COMBINE, THE ONE WITH THE OTHER.
And there is a holy living creature over them, WHICH IS THE NUKVA.
FOR THERE ARE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, AS MENTIONED, AND
THE NUKVA IS THE FOURTH. All the multitude hosts and the legions
travel under her command. They travel and camp according to her
instructions, FOR ALL THE CHARIOTS AND THE LIVING
CREATURES AND THE WHEELS POSSESS ONLY WHAT THEY
RECEIVE FROM THIS HIGHEST HOLY LIVING CREATURE.
99. This is the living creature that all the other living creatures hold
on to. And from her evolved many other living creatures upon living
creatures, MEANING THAT MANY LIVING CREATURES EVOLVED
ONE FROM ANOTHER, and levels combined with levels. All those of
above and of below go and swim in the sea, WHICH IS THE NUKVA,
FOR THOSE OF ABOVE ARE INCLUDED IN HER, THEY GIVE FORTH
INFLUENCE TO HER. AND THE LOWER ARE INCLUDED IN HER AND
RECEIVE FROM HER. This is what is written: "So is this great and
wide sea, wherein are creeping things innumerable" (Tehilim 104:25).
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100. When the sea raises its waves, WHICH ARE JUDGMENTS, all
the ships go up and down, MEANING THEY GO UP UNTO THE
HEAVENS AND DOWN TO THE DEPTHS. It is stormy and a strong
wind blows over it powerfully. And the fish of the sea are scattered
to every side, these to east and these to west, these to north and
these to south. THESE FISH OF THE SEA see a sign on all the people
of the world BECAUSE OF THEIR SIN, and they take them and
swallow them in caves in the ground.

101. None of the ships move from their places, or go up or down,
except when the one leader of the sea arrives and knows how to
settle and appease the stormy wind of the sea. As soon as he rises
over the sea, it rests from its rage and becomes placid. Then all the
ships continue on their straight course and do not turn right or left.
This is what is written: "There go the ships: this is the Livyatan,
whom you have made to play therein" (Ibid. 26). "This" is exact,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'THIS' (MASC.), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
All the fish of the sea gather to their place and all the animals rejoice
with them, and the animals of the supernal field rejoice. This is what
is written: "Where all the wild beasts play" (Iyov 40:20).

102. Come and behold: as it is above, IN CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, so is it below, IN NETZACH, HOD, AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. And what is below is also in the Lower Sea,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. ANOTHER VERSION: as it is above, IN
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, so it is in the
supernal sea, WHICH IS BINAH, and as it is in the higher above, so it
is down below, IN NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Whatever is down below is in the Lower Sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
103. I have already commented to the friends about the body of that
SUPERNAL sea, WHICH IS BINAH. The length and breadth OF IT, the
head and arms and the body are all as they should, and each is
called by its name. Similarly, below in the Lower Sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, there is also the head of the sea, the arms of the sea, and
the body of the sea.

104. It is written: "Zvulun shall dwell at the shore of the
seas" (Beresheet 49:13). HE ASKS: But there was only one sea in his
Heritage, WHY DOES IT SAY "AT THE SHORE OF THE SEAS"? HE
ANSWERS: But what does "the shore of the seas" mean, for the
comrades certainly explained it in accordance with the supernal
secret. "And his border shall be at Tzidon" (Ibid.), is as it is written:
"That came out of the loins (also thigh) of Jacob" (Shemot 1:5), for
Zvulun was the right thigh of the body, WHICH IS NETZACH. AND
THEREFORE THE TORAH VERSE SAYS, "AND HIS BORDER (ALSO:
'THIGH')." The Sea of Galilee was in his inheritance, and from here
the purple fish is available for the purple dye.
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105. Come and behold: how many chariots upon chariots there are,
and the wheels of the chariot race speedily, and the supports of the
chariot do not refrain from traveling on them. And it is so for all of
them. Come and behold: examine the Chariot of the minister over
Egypt. As was explained, there was no complete chariot to be found,
as it is written: "And He took off their chariot wheels" (Shemot
14:25). There were many chariots that traveled upon the support of
one wheel that was appointed over them. As soon as it was removed
from its dominion, then all the Chariots were removed from their
control and could not travel. Then all of those below, IN THIS
WORLD, were removed from their dominion, as is written: "And
Egypt even Pharaoh, and all those who trust in him" (Yirmeyah
46:25).

106. At that time, the government of Egypt ruled over all the other
nations. As soon as the power of Egypt was crushed, the power of
the other nations was broken. How do we know? For it is written:
"Then the chiefs of Edom shall be amazed" (Shemot 15:15). And,
"The people shall hear, and be afraid" (Ibid. 14), because at that time
they were all attached to the service of Egypt, they depended upon
Egypt to help them, and they all requested assistance from Egypt to
strengthen themselves. Therefore, when they heard of the mighty
acts that the Holy One, blessed be He, performed in Egypt, they were
discouraged and were unable to stand firm. And they all quaked and
trembled and lost their power.

107. Certainly, when their strength was broken above, the strength of
all those attached to him was broken, for once the strength of all of
them was broken above, all those below were broken because of that
strength which was broken first. Therefore, "He took off his chariot
wheels (lit. 'wheel')," NAMELY, THE STRENGTH FROM ABOVE, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER. "That they drove heavily" (Shemot 14:25).
Once it was broken, they could not move.

108. Come and behold: it is so, for it is not written: 'And He took off
his chariots' wheels' or 'chariot wheel', MEANING EITHER BOTH IN
PLURAL, OR BOTH IN SINGULAR. But rather it is written: "And He
took off his chariots' wheel." "WHEEL" IS SINGULAR, AND "HIS
CHARIOTS" IS PLURAL, AND THAT IS because 'WHEEL' (HEB.
OFAN) is the power to which all of them were attached, AS IS
WRITTEN ABOVE. IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN IN THE SINGULAR
FORM.
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109. WE CAN also EXPLAIN: "And he took off his chariots' wheel."
Come and behold: happy is the portion of Yisrael that the Holy One,
blessed be He, wanted to join with them and to be their portion, and
that they should be His portion. This is what is written: "And hold
fast to Him" (Devarim 13:5), and, "But you that did cleave to Hashem
your Elohim" (Devarim 4:4), to Hashem indeed. It is also written, "For
Yah, has chosen Jacob for Himself" (Tehilim 135:4), and, "For
Hashem's portion is His people, Jacob is the lot of His
inheritance" (Devarim 32:9), for He brought them forth from the holy
seed to be His portion. THIS IS NOT SO FOR THE OTHER SIDE AND
THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD, WHICH HAVE NO CONNECTION TO
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, He gave them the Holy Torah that was
concealed two hundred years before the world was created, and this
has already been explained. Because of His love, He gave it to the
children of Yisrael to follow and to cleave unto it.

110. Come and behold: All the camps of above and all the Chariots
are all joined one to the other, levels by levels; those of above and
those of below ARE BOUND TOGETHER. And it was explained that it
is written: "So is this great and wide sea" (Tehilim 104:25). And the
living creature is over them, WHICH IS THE NUKVA THAT IS FROM
THE CHEST AND HIGHER OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT RECEIVES FROM
THE THREE LIVING CREATURES OF ZEIR ANPIN. AND SHE IS THE
FOURTH LIVING CREATURE THAT ALL RECEIVE FROM, EVEN THE
CHARIOTS OF THE OTHER SIDE, AND THE NATIONS OF THE
WORLD. All the multitudes and the camps travel under her
command. According to her instructions they travel, and by her word
they rest. When she travels they all travel, because they are all
joined to her.
111. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
remove the multitudes of Pharaoh below, He first removed their
power, as we explained. What did He do? He removed and detached
that upper holy place that led all those Chariots OF THE MINISTER
OF EGYPT ABOVE, AS EVERY CHARIOT WAS UNDER ITS
COMMAND, EVEN THOSE OF THE OTHER SIDE. As soon as it left,
then all the camps AND THE CHARIOTS could not travel. Since they
could not, the Minister of Egypt was removed from his dominion with
a flaming fire, and then the dominion of Egypt was removed.
Therefore, THEY SAID, "Let us flee from the face of Yisrael." What is
the reason? Because they saw the Minister of Egypt burned in fire.

112. Rabbi Yitzchak said: When Yisrael approached the sea, the Holy
One, blessed be He, called the minister who was appointed over the
sea. He said to him: 'At the time that I made the world, I appointed
you over the sea, and conditioned the sea so that its water should
split before My children. Now the time has arrived for My children to
pass in the midst of the sea.' And afterwards, it is written: "And the
sea returned to its strength (Heb. eitano) when the morning
appeared" (Shemot 14:27). What is Eitano? The condition (Heb.
tenao) that it had with the Holy One, blessed be He, when He created
the world, BECAUSE EITANO ('ITS STRENGTH') IS SPELLED WITH
THE SAME LETTERS AS TENAO ('HIS CONDITION').
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113. Yisrael were dwelling by the sea and saw the waves rising and
falling. They raised their eyes and saw Pharaoh and his multitudes.
They feared and cried out, as has already been explained: "The sea
saw" (Tehilim 114:3). HE ASKS: What did the sea see? AND HE
ANSWERS: It saw the coffin of Joseph and fled from before it. For
what reason? Because it is written OF JOSEPH, "And fled, and went
outside" (Beresheet 39:12). DUE TO THIS, "The sea saw it, and fled."
It is written: "And He took off their chariot wheels...Let us flee from
the face of Yisrael." What is the reason? It is because they saw the
land of Egypt and it looked as though it was burning with fire. Then
they said, "Let us flee from the face of Yisrael."

114. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were traveling in the wilderness.
Rabbi Chiya said to Rabbi Yosi: Come and I will tell you. When the
Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to remove a government on the
earth, He does not do it until he removes its dominion in heaven.
And He does not remove the dominion in the heaven until He
appoints another in its place, so that their service in heaven shall not
be lacking, in order to fulfill what is written: "And gives it to
whomever He will" (Daniel 4:14). Rabbi Yosi said: Certainly, it is so.

115. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion, saying: "Hashem our
Master, how majestic is Your Name on all the earth" (Tehilim 8:2).
"Hashem our Master," MEANS that when the Holy One, blessed be
He, wishes to break the power of the heathen nations, He
strengthens His Judgment over them, breaks them, and removes
their dominion from before Himself.

116. "Who (Heb. asher) have set Your glory above the
heavens" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: It should have been written 'who have
set' 'or set Your glory'. Why, "Who have set Your glory"? HE
ANSWERS: This is the secret of the river that is the deepest of all,
WHICH IS BINAH. And David prayed his prayer to draw from it unto
the heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. And this "asher," WHICH IS THE
NAME OF BINAH, is as is written: "I will ever be what (Heb. asher) I
am" (Shemot 3:14).

117. At the time that this deepest river, WHICH IS BINAH, is drawn
and goes out over the heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, then
everything is joyous. And the Queen, WHO IS MALCHUT, crowns
Herself with the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and all the worlds are
joyful. The domination of the heathen nations is removed before the
Queen, and then all who cling to Her raise their heads.

118. In the meantime, they saw a man coming with a load in front of
him. Rabbi Chiya said: Let us go. Perhaps this man is a heathen or
an ignoramus, and it is forbidden to join him on the road. Rabbi Yosi
said: Let us sit here and watch. Perhaps he is a great man.
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119. In the meantime, he passed before them and said to them: At
this crossing place, which is dangerous, I need company, FOR I AM
AFRAID TO TRAVEL ALONE. I know a different way, let us turn off
from this way. And I wish to say to you, I will not sin against you and
I will not transgress what is written: "Nor put a stumbling block
before the blind" (Vayikra 19:14), because you are like blind people
on this way and you must not endanger yourselves. Rabbi Yosi said:
Blessed is the Merciful One that we waited here. They joined him. He
said to them: Do not speak anything here until we pass from here.
They turned to a different way.

120. After they left that place, he said to them: On that other path,
THE DANGEROUS ONE, a scholarly priest and a layman priest were
once traveling. The ignoramus priest arose against him at that place
and killed him. From that day AND FURTHER, anybody who passes
that place endangers himself, and robbers of the hills gather there to
kill and rob people. Those who are aware of this do not pass there.
And the Holy One, blessed be He, demands the blood of that priest
every day.

121. He opened the discussion with the verse: "This very day He will
halt in Nov" (Yeshayah 10:32). The students of the Yeshivah have
already explained this. But I do not say it this way to you, because I
have learned the secret of the matter. What is "This very day"? It is
written, "And Aaron took him Elisheva the daughter of Aminadav...to
wife" (Shemot 6:23), and this is the secret regarding the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'ELISHEVA',
BECAUSE OF THE SEVEN (SHEVA) SFIROT SHE POSSESSES.
Aaron is Her attendant who manages her house and serves Her, and
brings Her to the King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to join them together.
From now onwards, every priest who serves in the Temple is
MALCHUT'S ATTENDANT, like Aaron.

122. Achimelech was the supernal High Priest, and all priests that
were with him were all best men of the Queen, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
After they were killed, the Queen remained alone, WITHOUT UNION
WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Her attendant was lost, and there was no one to
serve Her and manage Her house and make Her happy in order to be
united with the King. So from that day, She went over to the left side,
and stood lurking over the world. That sin killed Saul and his sons,
and many thousands and ten thousands of Yisrael died. It was
suspended, until Sancheriv came and terrified everyone.
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123. Thus, the meaning of, "This very day he will halt in Nov," is the
supernal day. What is it? This is the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, who lost her attendant, so that She remained without
the right to join with the left, because the priest is the right. And
therefore, "this very day He will halt in Nov," TO DEMAND
JUDGMENT FOR THE SLAYING OF NOV, THE CITY OF THE
PRIESTS, UNTIL, THROUGH THAT SIN, THE VERSE CONCLUDES:
"AND LEBANON SHALL FALL BY A MIGHTY ONE" (YESHAYAH
10:34).
124. Come and behold: it is written: "Giv'at Shaul is fled" (Ibid. 29).
HE ASKS: Why is Saul mentioned here? AND HE ANSWERS: It is
because he killed the priests IN NOV and caused that the right arm
should be uprooted from the world, AS MENTIONED. BECAUSE OF
HIS SIN, THE INHABITANTS OF HIS DWELLING, GIV'AT SHAUL,
FLED FROM THE KING OF ASHUR (ASSYRIA). From that day
onward, no person passed that place, in order not to endanger
himself. Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Chiya: Did I not say to you that he
might be a great man?!

125. He opened the discussion, saying: "Happy is the man who finds
wisdom" (Mishlei 3:13). "Happy is the man," means like us, who
found you and learned from you a word of wisdom. "And the man
who brings forth understanding" (Ibid.), like us who waited for you,
to join with you. Such is a man for whom the Holy One, blessed be
He, prepared a treasure on the road, the face of Shechinah. Referring
to this, it is written: "But the path of just men is like the gleam of
sunlight" (Mishlei 4:18). They walked on.

126. That man opened the discussion, saying: "To David a Psalm.
The earth is Hashem's and the fullness thereof" (Tehilim 24:1). HE
ASKS: "To David a Psalm," IS WRITTEN in one place, and in another
place, IT IS WRITTEN, "A Psalm to David." What is the difference
between these? HE ANSWERS: "To David a Psalm," denotes a psalm
that David said about the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. "A psalm to David," denotes a psalm that David said
about himself.

127. "The earth is Hashem's." This is the Holy One, blessed be He,
MEANING ZEIR ANPIN. "The earth...and the fullness thereof" is the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and all the multitudes
that join with Her. They are called "the fullness thereof," for
assuredly it is so, as is written: "The whole world is full of His
glory" (Yeshayah 6:3). "The world and they that dwell in it," is the
earth below that is called Tevel' ('world'), and is held by the
Judgment of above, MEANING MALCHUT. This is what is written:
"And He will Judge the world in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9).
Whether an individual, a nation, or the whole world, they will be
Judged according to this Judgment, MEANING FROM THE
JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'.
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128. Come and behold: Pharaoh was nurtured by this Judgment, and
so he and all his people perished. After this Judgment OF MALCHUT
was aroused against them, the minister that was appointed to rule
over them was removed. Then all those below perished, as it is
written: "And He took off their chariots' wheels." What is "their
chariots' wheels"? MEANING the chariots of Pharaoh. And who is
their wheel? THE MEANING is that minister who rules over them.
Therefore, they all died in the sea. And why in the sea? Rather the
upper sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, aroused against them, and they
were exterminated by it. Therefore, it is written that they "drowned in
the Red Sea (Heb. suf)." Rabbi Yosi said: Assuredly it is so. And
therefore, it is written: "drowned in the Red Sea (Heb. suf)," WHICH
MEANS the end (Heb. sof) of the levels, NAMELY MALCHUT - THAT
THEY WERE OBLITERATED BY HER.

129. Rabbi Chiya said: "that they drove heavily." What is the
meaning of "heavily"? From here, we learn that a person is
subsequently led on the path that he chooses to go. By Pharaoh, it is
written: "And the heart of Pharaoh was hard (lit. 'heavy')" (Shemot
9:7). In this same manner, the Holy One, blessed be He, led him with
actual heaviness. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Evil
one, you made your heart heavy. I will lead you in a similar way.'
Therefore, "they drove heavily."

130. "So that Egypt said, 'Let us flee from the face of Yisrael...'"
"Egypt said," is the minister who was appointed over Egypt,
NAMELY THEIR MINISTER IN THE LOFTY HEAVENS. Rabbi Yosi
said: This is difficult. Since he was already removed from his
dominion, how was he able to chase after Yisrael?

131. HE ANSWERS: But certainly it is Thus. the passage, "So that
Egypt said," IS NOT THEIR MINISTER BUT RATHER Egypt of below,
"for Hashem fights for them against Egypt," namely Egypt of above,
THEIR MINISTER. Since their power was broken above, their power
and might was broken below. Hence, it is written: "For Hashem
fights for them against Egypt," against Egypt specifically, which is
their power above, NAMELY THEIR APPOINTED MINISTER. And as
we established above, IN THE PLACE WHERE IT SAYS merely "king
of Egypt," MEANING THAT PHARAOH IS NOT MENTIONED, THE
REFERENCE IS TO THE MINISTER WHO IS APPOINTED OVER
EGYPT. HERE ALSO, "AGAINST EGYPT," REFERS TO THE
MINISTER APPOINTED OVER EGYPT. And, "So that Egypt said, 'Let
us flee from the face of Yisrael,'" REFERS TO EGYPT OF BELOW, for
they saw that their power and might of above were broken, NAMELY
THEIR MINISTER.
132. Come and behold: When this Congregation of Yisrael becomes
aroused, WHICH IS MALCHUT, all those who are affiliated with Her
and all the others of below, NAMELY ALL THE NATIONS, are
aroused. Yisrael are higher above all because they grasp Her by the
trunk of the tree, MEANING WHEN SHE IS CONNECTED TO ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED THE 'TREE OF LIFE'. Therefore, Yisrael are
more attached to it than all the nations of the world. And when they
become aroused TO HARM THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, the power
of those who dominate over them is broken, MEANING THEIR
MINISTERS ABOVE.
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133. Come and behold: that minister, the governor of Egypt,
oppressed Yisrael with many types of enslavements, as we have
established. He was broken first, and then all the kingdoms below
were broken. It is written: "For Hashem fights for them against
Egypt." Indeed, He fights for them.

11. "And the Angel of Elohim...moved"
This passage contains an obscure but beautiful description of the energy flow on the supernal levels, the sea with its waves of judgments rising and
falling, the angels which are the fish of that sea, and the four directions of the world. It ends by saying: Let those who have wings stand firm. Let
those who have faces cover their faces until He departs on His journeys. Then, "And the Angel of Elohim...moved."
Tosefta (addendum)
134. "And the Angel of Elohim...moved..." (Shemot 14:19). Mishnah:
Before there was pure air and before it shone, the punctured stones
were clogged. Three winds that are included in three were
submerged, and water was concealed under the holes. By the 72
letters, these stones returned to their place.

135. After the 72 levels, which are three times 72 LETTERS, the
stones were split and punctured under an engraved bundle. And the
levels gathered together and became one group.

136. Afterwards, they divided and became two levels OF WATER.
Half of the water congealed and half of it sank. Part went up and part
went down. From here, the world started to divide.

137. There is another bundle above that is engraved with 72 seals of
the strong seal ring, and in these the waves of the sea are
submerged. When they travel, they divide to four corners. One part
rises, FOR IT ILLUMINATES FROM BELOW UPWARDS, THAT IS, THE
NUKVA, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF WEST. One part descends, FOR
IT ILLUMINATES FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS WITH THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
EAST. One part towards the north, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN,
GVURAH, and one part towards the south, WHICH IS THE RIGHT
COLUMN, CHESED. When they unite together, there are flaming
coals in the blade of the Revolving Sword.
138. One pillar is thrust into the sea. The level, which is a messenger
of the supernal state - WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS FROM THE
CHEST AND HIGHER - rises in this pillar higher and higher, and
looks at a distance TO SEE a band of ships floating in the sea. Who
observes the waves rising and falling, BECAUSE OF THE
JUDGMENTS THAT THEY CONTAIN, and the wind, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, blows on them AND QUIETS THEM, and the fish
of the sea, WHICH ARE THE ANGELS, pull all these ships in all
directions of the world. IN THIS MANNER IS CHOCHMAH REVEALED.
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139. When that level, NAMELY METATRON descended FROM ABOVE
THE CHEST, a thousand stand at his right and a thousand stand at
his left, MEANING THAT HE DRAWS CHOCHMAH - THAT IS
ALLUDED TO IN THE NUMBER 1,000 - BOTH ON HIS RIGHT AND ON
HIS LEFT. And he returns FROM THE CHEST AND LOWER, and sits
in his place like a king on his throne. When the sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, swims to the four directions of the world, that level goes
out with it and returns with it, and it returns with the establishing of
the king.
140. Then announcements are made. Let him, WHO IS OF THOSE
who have eyes, raise them higher and higher. Let those who have
wings stand firm. Let those who have faces cover their faces until He
departs on His journeys. Then, "And the Angel of Elohim...moved"
(End of Tosefta)

12. "She is like the merchant ships"
Rabbi Chiya opens with the verse, "She is like the merchant ships; she brings her food from afar," and "from afar she brings her food." He says that
the merchant ships is the Congregation of Yisrael, and that "brings her food" means by a level that dwells on her, that is the central column. He
speaks about "all the rivers flow into the sea," telling of the movement and flow through that level, Yesod, down to the sea, Malchut, and from Binah
to Yesod, back and forth. Rabbi Yitzchak says that those who merit the World to Come will merit the pairing of supernal Aba and Ima, which never
separate.
141. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "She is like
the merchant ships; she brings her food from afar" (Mishlei 31:14).
"She is like the merchant ships," refers to the Congregation of
Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT. "She brings her food from afar," as is
written: "Behold the Name of Hashem comes from afar" (Yeshayah
30:27). "She brings her food," meaning by one level that dwells upon
her, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. All the rivers and springs that run into the
sea flow through it, as is written: "All the rivers run into the
sea" (Kohelet 1:7).

142. "To the place that the rivers flow" (Ibid.). Although all the rivers
flow through that level, WHICH IS YESOD, and that level lowers them
down to the sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, do not think that it poured
those rivers INTO THE SEA, so that others do not dwell in it and do
not flow through it as before. THEREFORE, it says again, "To the
place that the rivers flow, thither they return" (Kohelet 1:7). THEY
RETURN to the place of that level that the rivers went out from once "Thither they return to go." There, they return from that high
supernal place, NAMELY, FROM BINAH THEY RETURN AGAIN TO
YESOD, FOR THE FLOW never halts from there and they all gather in
that place IN YESOD. And why, "to go"? To go to that place of the
sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as we have learned. And what is the name
of that level? It is called 'Righteous', NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN.

143. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written: "There go the ships: there is
the Livyatan, whom You have made to play therein" (Tehilim 104:26).
"There go the ships" MEANS THAT in this sea traverse and go THE
SHIPS until they approach to join at that level, WHICH IS YESOD.
Then it is written: "There is the Livyatan, whom You have made to
play therein," BECAUSE LIVYATAN IS YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN.
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144. Rabbi Yitzchak said: there is one union that is kept in friendship
very high, and they never separate - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
UNION OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT OF BINAH. Rabbi Yehuda said: Who merits that
union? He said to him: One who has a share in the World to Come,
WHICH IS BINAH. And it is specifically "the World to Come," FOR
ONE WHO DID NOT MERIT THE WORLD TO COME, WHICH IS BINAH,
WILL NOT MERIT THAT UNION.

145. RABBI YEHUDA said to him: Behold, from here we learned what
is written: "There is the Livyatan, whom (Heb. zeh) You have made to
play therein." So it seems, "zeh," is mentioned WHICH IS YESOD,
and Zeh ('this', masc.) and Zot ('this', fem.) are known TO BE YESOD
AND MALCHUT. SO WE SEE THAT EVEN IF HE DOES NOT MERIT
BINAH, HE MERITS TO RECEIVE FROM THE SUPERNAL UNION.
Rabbi Aba said: You both speak well and these words of Rabbi
Yehuda are beautifully exact. And the Holy One, blessed be He, has
prepared everything to delight the Righteous with them. This is what
is written: "Then shall you delight yourself in Hashem" (Yeshayah
58:14).

13. "And the Angel of Elohim...moved"
In this section we read of the Great Queen, Malchut, into whose hands the Holy One, blessed be He gave His authority. She is called "the way to the
Tree of Life," and when she travels, her camps travel with her. We are told that she is "the Angel of Elohim" in the title verse, and she is the
messenger of all, both from below to above and from above to below. Anyone who desires to speak to the Holy One, blessed be He must first notify
the Queen, Malchut. The Congregation of Yisrael is also called Malchut, who are placed under her jurisdiction. Rabbi Yosi speaks about the pillar of
cloud that always appears with the Shechinah. Rabbi Shimon adds that the pillar of cloud and the pillar of fire, which are Abraham and Isaac, are
both present in the Shechinah. To conclude, he says that the passage, "And the Angel of Elohim, who went before the camp of the children of
Yisrael, moved and went behind them," means that he moved from the side of Chesed and joined the side of Gvurah, because the time had come to
become attired with Judgment.
146. Rabbi Aba said: How many thousands and how many ten
thousands of holy camps does the Holy One, blessed be He, have.
NAMELY, those with supernal faces, those with eyes, those with
weapons, those who lament, those who sob, those who are merciful
and those who judge. Above them, He appointed the Queen, WHO IS
MALCHUT, to serve before Him in His sanctuary.

147. Corresponding to them, the Queen, WHO IS MALCHUT, has
armed camps OF ANGELS. These armed camps have sixty faces.
They are all girded with swords encircling MALCHUT. Many are
leaving and many are coming. With six wings, they fly over the whole
world. Fiery coals are lit before each one so that its garments are a
flaming fire, and at his back is the blade of the sword that flames in
the whole world to guard before Her. This is what is written: "And
the bright blade of a revolving sword to guard the way to the Tree of
Life" (Beresheet 3:24).

148. HE ASKS: Who is it that is called "the way to the Tree of Life"?
HE ANSWERS: This is the Great Queen, WHO IS MALCHUT, which is
the path to the great strong tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN called 'the
Tree of Life'. It is written: "Behold it is his litter, that of Solomon;
sixty valiant men are round about it, of the mighty men of
Yisrael" (Shir Hashirim 3:7), that is Yisrael of above, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN, "all girt with swords" (Ibid.).
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149. When the Queen travels, they all travel with Her. This is what is
written: "And the Angel of Elohim...moved" (Shemot 14:19). HE
ASKS: Is then MALCHUT called "the Angel of Elohim"? Rabbi Aba
said: Yes. Come and behold. Rabbi Shimon said: the Holy One,
blessed be He, prepared before Him the Holy Sanctuary, the
Supernal Sanctuary, the Holy City, the Supernal City. Jerusalem is
called 'the Holy City'. ALL THESE ARE THE NAMES OF MALCHUT.
Whoever comes to the King enters only from that Holy City, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. FROM THERE begins the path to the King, because the
path has been constructed from here.

150. Hence, it is written: "This is the gate to Hashem, into which the
Righteous shall enter" (Tehilim 118:20). Every mission that the King,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN desires, goes forth from the house of the
Queen, WHO IS MALCHUT. Every mission THAT COMES from below
the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, first enters before the Queen, and
from there to the King. So in actuality, the Queen is the messenger
of all, BOTH from below up and from above down. Therefore, she is
the messenger of all. This is what is written: "And the Angel of
Elohim, who went before the camp of Yisrael," meaning Yisrael of
above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Angel of Elohim, WHO IS
MALCHUT. This is what is written about Him: "And Hashem went
before them...by day and by night," and, "that they might go by day
and night," as we established earlier, TO MEAN ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. SO WE SEE THAT MALCHUT WENT IN FRONT OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE
ANGEL OF ELOHIM, WHO WENT BEFORE THE CAMP OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, MOVED..."
151. HE ASKS: Is it an honor for the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, that
the Queen, WHO IS MALCHUT, should go and do battle and go on a
mission? HE ANSWERS: THIS IS SIMILAR to a king who married a
lofty queen. The king saw her preciousness and that she exceeded
all the other queens in the world. He said: 'All the others are
considered concubines compared this queen of mine. She is above
them all. What shall I do for her? All my house shall be in Her hands.'
The king made an announcement: 'From now on, all the matters of
the king will be given over to the hand of the queen.' What did He
do? The king placed in Her hands all his weapons, all the men-of-war
and the precious stones of the king - all the treasures of the king. He
said: 'From now on, anyone who desires to speak with Me will not be
able to speak to me, until he notifies the queen.
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152. So the Holy One, blessed be He, in His great affection and love
for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHO IS MALCHUT, placed
everything in Her jurisdiction. He said: All the rest are considered as
nothing compared to Her. He said: "There are sixty queens...My
dove, my undefiled, is but one" (Shir Hashirim 6:8-9). What shall I do
for Her? Thus, all My house will be in Her hands. The King made an
announcement. From now on all the matters of the King would be
given over into the hands of the Queen. He placed in her hands all
his weapons, spears, swords, bows, arrows, knives, catapult
STONES, fortifications, wood, rocks and all soldiers. This is what is
written, "Behold it is his litter, that of Solomon, sixty valiant men...all
girt with swords, and expert in war..." (Shir Hashirim 3:8)

153. The King said: From now on, My wars are given over into your
hand. My weapons and my soldiers shall be in your hand, and from
now on you will guard me. It is written, "He who keeps
Yisrael" (Tehilim 121:3), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'YISRAEL'.
From now on, whoever needs me will not be able to talk to me until
he notifies the queen. This is what is written: "Thus (lit. 'with Zot')
shall Aaron come into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:3). AND ZOT
('THIS', FEM.) IS MALCHUT, the representative of the King in
everything as we have established, so we find that everything is in
Her hands. This is the honor of the Queen. This is what is written:
"And the Angel Elohim...moved" (Shemot 14:19), as we have learned.

154. "And went behind them" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: What is the reason he
went behind them? HE ANSWERS: It was in order that warriors,
catapultors, spearsmen and swordsmen should be positioned in
front of them, so that they should be visible in front of them,
because other camps were coming from above to do battle against
Yisrael. Therefore, he "went behind them," IN ORDER TO GIVE
ROOM FOR THE MEN OF WAR OF YISRAEL'S SIDE TO FIGHT WITH
THEM.

155. We learned at that time the reigning minister who was appointed
over Egypt came and gathered six hundred chariots of persecutors,
with six hundred appointed ruling prosecuting officers on every
single chariot. This is what is written: "And he took six hundred
chosen chariots..." (Shemot 14:7). HE ASKS: Were not the six
hundred chosen chariots the chariots of Egypt? For what reason
DOES IT SAY AFTERWARDS: "And all the chariots of Egypt"? HE
ANSWERS: We learned that Samael loaned six hundred prosecuting
chariots to help THE PATRON ANGEL OF EGYPT. This is what is
written: "And he took six hundred chosen chariots," THAT WERE
NOT OF EGYPT.
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156. When did the Holy One, blessed be He, repay Samael? It was
during the wars of Sisra that the Holy One, blessed be He, uprooted
all these chariots and they were given over to the hands of the
Queen. This is what is written: "The waters of Kishon swept them
away, that ancient brook..." (Shoftim 5:21). In the days to come, they
will all be handed over, as is written: "Who is this that comes from
Edom, with crimsoned garments from Batzrah..." (Yeshayah 63:1).
Therefore, he "went behind them," MEANING THAT the Shechinah
shall uproot them from the world in the end of the days.

157. "And the pillar of cloud went from before their face" (Shemot
14:19). HE ASKS: What is this pillar of cloud? Rabbi Yosi said: This
is the cloud that always appears with the Shechinah, WHO IS THE
ANGEL MICHAEL, and this is the cloud into which Moses entered.
Rabbi Aba said: It is written: "And Hashem went before them by day
in a pillar of cloud," SO WE SEE THAT IT IS NOT MICHAEL WHICH IS
THE ASPECT OF SHECHINAH, but rather it is the support of the
righteous, THAT IS, YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN. He spreads CHASSADIM
of his imprint, FOR YESOD SPREADS OUT CHASSADIM OVER THE
CHOCHMAH IN MALCHUT AND THEN SHE IS ABLE TO ILLUMINATE.
Therefore, this cloud goes by day, WHICH IS THE TIME WHEN
CHASSADIM SHINE, as is written: "Yet Hashem commands his
steadfast love (lit. 'Chesed') in the daytime" (Tehilim 42:9), because
this cloud comes from the side of Chesed and is called 'Chesed'. A
different cloud goes by night, and is called 'a pillar of fire', WHICH IS
FROM THE SIDE OF MALCHUT.
158. Rabbi Shimon said: "By day in a pillar of a cloud," refers to
Abraham, who is Chesed. "By night the pillar of fire," refers to Isaac,
WHO IS GVURAH, and both of them are present in the Shechinah.
Rabbi Aba said THAT IT IS THE SUPPORT OF THE RIGHTEOUS, for
THEY are present IN THE SHECHINAH through that level.

159. The passage: "And the Angel of Elohim, who went before the
camp of Yisrael, moved and went behind them," MEANS that he
moved from the side of Chesed and joined the side of Gvurah BECAUSE CHESED IS FRONT AND GVURAH IS BACK - because the
time had come to become attired with Judgment.

14. "And...moved...and it came...and...stretched out"
Rabbi Aba tells us that at that moment the moon, Malchut, became attired on one side with the crowns of supernal Chesed, on the left side by the
spears of Gvurah and on the third side by a purple garment called Tiferet. The number 72 is used repeatedly for emphasis and to draw together the
various concepts. The 72 crowns in each of the three columns are combined in Malchut, and the Holy Name ascends from them, which is the secret
of the Chariot. Rabbi Aba explains how the 72 letters are written and arranged. We learn that the Holy One, blessed be He is perfect because He
encompasses the left side and the right side and we must never forget that Judgment is part of His concealed nature, so we must be careful not to
incur it.
Rabbi Yitzchak returns to the time when Yisrael were trapped on the seashore with the enemy behind and the sea in front, and says that their
prayers and cries to God awakened the collective light of above, and the sea executed the supernal laws. Rabbi Shimon adds that when the world
needs Mercy the Holy One, blessed be He, takes pity and listens.
160. Come and behold: at that moment, the moon became full,
WHICH IS MALCHUT of all THE ASPECTS, and she inherited 72 Holy
Names on three sides, NAMELY THREE COLUMNS. On one side,
MALCHUT was attired with the crowns of the supernal Chesed, with
seventy engravings of the light of supernal Aba illuminating Her,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "MOVED."
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161. On the second side, MALCHUT was attired with the spears of
Gvurah, MEANING THE JUDGMENTS IN HER, by 60 lashes of fire
and ten lashes of Her own that descended from the side of supernal
Ima in set Judgments. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT
COLUMN AND THE PASSAGE: "AND IT CAME..."
162. On the third side, MALCHUT was attired in a purple garment that
the supernal King, called 'Tiferet', wore and which the Holy Son,
WHO IS TIFERET, inherited with the seventy supernal crowns from
the side of Aba and Ima. He includes both sides, NAMELY THE
RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED, AND THE LEFT, WHICH IS GVURAH,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "STRETCHED OUT."

163. There are two crowns from the side of Aba and Ima, which are
Ayin-Bet (72) names. We learned that there are seventy from the side
of Chesed plus two witnesses. From the side of Gvurah, there are
seventy plus two scribes. From the side of Tiferet, there are seventy
plus two colors for glorification.

164. In this place, NAMELY MALCHUT, they are engraved one in the
other, SO THAT THE 72 CROWNS IN EVERY COLUMN ARE
COMBINED WITH EACH OTHER. And the Holy Name emerges from
them, which is the secret of the Chariot, FOR THEY BECOME AYINBET (72) NAMES, EACH ONE CONSISTING OF THREE LETTERS.
Here the Patriarchs are engraved, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET, THE THREE COLUMNS to be joined together. Thus is
the Holy Name, AYIN-BET, engraved with its letters.
165. The combination of these letters are as follows. the first set of
letters, NAMELY THE 72 LETTERS IN THE PASSAGE, "AND THE
ANGEL... MOVED," are written in their order in a straightforward
manner - BECAUSE STRAIGHT IS AN INDICATION OF CHESED - and
all the original letters are in Chesed, NAMELY, IN THE RIGHT
COLUMN, to follow a straightforward manner, in a proper order.

166. The second set of letters, NAMELY THE 72 LETTERS IN THE
PASSAGE, "AND IT CAME," are written backwards, MEANING THEY
ARE WRITTEN FROM BELOW UPWARDS, AS WRITTEN FURTHER IN
THE SECOND DIAGRAM. All the second 72 letters pertain to Gvurah
so as to reveal Judgments and weapons that come from the left side.
AND WHEN THEY ARE IN REVERSE ORDER, THEY ALLUDE TO
JUDGMENTS.
167. The third set of letters, NAMELY THE 72 LETTERS IN THE
PASSAGE, "AND MOSES STRETCHED OUT," are letters that are
written so as to expose the colors, WHICH ARE THE JUDGMENTS,
with which to adorn the Holy King, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
72 COLORS OF GLORIFICATION. They all join and are bound to Him
BECAUSE HE IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. And He glorifies in His
crowns in a straight forward manner and makes an imprint on this
side and the other side - NAMELY, TO THE RIGHT COLUMN AND TO
THE LEFT COLUMN - AS HE ESTABLISHES THE ILLUMINATION OF
BOTH OF THEM as a King who is adorned with everything.
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168. Here is marked the Holy Name, engraved with 72 letters. THAT
IS, THREE TIMES 72 LETTERS IN EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS
COMBINE AND JOIN TOGETHER, AND THEY FORM 72 WORDS.
EACH WORD CONTAINS THREE LETTERS FROM THE THREE
COLUMNS that are adorned with the Patriarchs, NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, which are the supernal Holy Chariot. HE
ASKS: Why is the third group of letters not written IN 2 WAYS, part
of them straightforward and part of them in reverse, in order to be
equal to both sides - MEANING TO THE RIGHT COLUMN AND TO
THE LEFT COLUMN, SINCE IT SUSTAINS THE ILLUMINATION OF
BOTH. Because we learned that, "You have established
equity" (Tehilim 99:4), means that the Holy One, blessed be He,
establishes equity AND SUSTAINS on both sides. It is written: "And
the middle bar in the midst of the boards" (Shemot 26:28), which is
the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN
THAT SUSTAINS THE TWO SIDES. IF SO, IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN 'HALF STRAIGHT', LIKE THE RIGHT COLUMN, AND 'HALF
IN REVERSE ORDER', LIKE THE LEFT COLUMN. Rabbi Yitzchak
said: This is Jacob, and it is all one, BECAUSE JACOB ALSO
INDICATES THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
169. HE ANSWERS: This is similar to a king who is perfect in
everything and his mind is wholesome. What is the custom of that
king? His face always shines like the sun, because he is perfect. And
when he judges, he judges for good and for bad. Therefore, it is
necessary to be guarded from him. He who is stupid sees the
shining, laughing face of the king and does not guard himself from
him. But even though he sees the face of the king shining, the wise
man says: the king is surely perfect and complete in everything, his
mind is whole. Yet I see that in that shine there sits judgment, but it
is concealed, even though it is not visible, because otherwise the
king would not be perfect, it is necessary to be cautious.

170. So it is with the Holy One, blessed be He. He is always perfect in
this manner and that manner, MEANING IN THE RIGHT SIDE AND IN
THE LEFT SIDE, but He only appears with a shining face. Therefore,
these wicked fools are not cautious with Him. But the righteous wise
men say: the King is perfect, and even though His face appears
shining, Judgment is concealed in it. Therefore, it is necessary to be
cautious with Him.

171. Rabbi Yehuda said: From here, WE CAN ANSWER THE
QUESTION OF WHY THE 72 LETTERS OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN
WERE NOT WRITTEN HALF FORWARD AND HALF IN REVERSE,
FOR IT IS WRITTEN: "For I am the Hashem, I do not
change" (Malachi 3:6), WHICH MEANS, 'I did not move to a different
place. EVEN THOUGH THE TWO COLUMNS ARE INCLUDED IN ME,
STILL IN ALL I DID NOT CHANGE MYSELF BECAUSE OF THIS TO
JUMP TO THE LEFT ASPECT. RATHER, I REMAINED IN THE RIGHT
ASPECT, because everything is included in Me and these two colors,
WHITE AND RED, are included in Me, NAMELY IN MY CHASSADIM.
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT IS NOT VISIBLE IN ME BUT IN
MALCHUT.' THEREFORE, all THE LETTERS THAT ARE IN THE
CENTRAL COLUMN appear in a straight way, even though the letters
are attached to both sides, NAMELY, TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT.
STILL IN ALL, they are written in their order in a straightforward way.
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172. "And the Angel of Elohim, who went before the camp of Yisrael,
moved and went behind them; and the pillar of the cloud went from
before their faces, and stood behind them" (Shemot 14:19-20). Until
this point is one side, Chesed to Abraham, THE RIGHT COLUMN.
Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar, my son, come and behold, this secret.
When Atika Kadisha shone upon the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, he
illuminated on Him and crowned Him with the supernal holy crowns,
WHICH ARE THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM OF SUPERNAL ABA AND
IMA, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. When CHASSADIM reached Him,
the Patriarchs, WHO WERE THE THREE COLUMNS, CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, were adorned. Then there was complete
perfection. Then the Queen went on Her journeys with that
perfection of the Patriarchs. And when She becomes adorned with
them all, THE THREE PATRIARCHS THAT ARE THREE COLUMNS,
then She is joined and has authority over everything.

173. Similarly, the Holy Name is engraved with the letters that are
imprinted on the supernal Chariot, for they are the adornment of the
Patriarchs.

174. Rabbi Yisa said: We found this secret in the blowing OF THE
SHOFAR of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) three times: "thus";
"thus"; "thus." THAT IS, IN: "THUS INSTILL THE OF YOU"; "THUS
SPREAD THE OF YOU"; AND "THUS GIVE GLORY." BUT IT DOES
NOT ACCEPT, "THUS SHALL THE RIGHTEOUS." They correspond to
these three PASSAGES: "AND THE ANGEL...MOVED"; "AND IT
CAME"; "AND MOSES STRETCHED OUT." This is the order, THREE
AND NO MORE. Rabbi Yosi said: Everything is included and
concealed in the Holy Name, MEANING THAT ALL THREE COLUMNS
OF THE NAME OF AYIN-BET (72) ARE INCLUDED IN MALCHUT, so
we find that the perfection of the holy Chariot is IN MALCHUT.
THEREFORE, THERE ARE FOUR TIMES 72: THE THREE COLUMNS,
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET AND MALCHUT. THEREFORE,
"THUS" IS ALSO FOUR TIMES - MEANING, THAT HE MENTIONS
ALSO, "THUS SHALL THE RIGHTEOUS."
175. Rabbi Shimon said: This is the Holy Name, the adornment of the
Patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. For they
become adorned in their engraving when they join together. They are
the perfection of the holy Chariot, which is included in 48 words and
is the perfection of everything and the mainstay of the roots.

176. Come and behold: the trunk of the tree is the name Aleph-NunYud, THAT IS FOUND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 72 NAMES, NAMELY,
THE 37TH NAME. The top of all the branches of the tree IS THE
NAME Vav-Hei-Vav, WHICH IS THE FIRST NAME OF THE SEVENTY
TWO NAMES. The friends have already observed that the whole of
the branches and the trunk and the root are found in 48 words,
MEANING IN THE FIRST TWO-THIRDS OF THE SEVENTY WORDS.
So it is etched in the three upper worlds - WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, AND DA'AT, THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE FIRST 24 WORDS,
WHICH ARE CHESED AND THE RIGHT COLUMN - and in the three
lower worlds - WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, THAT
ARE INCLUDED IN THE SECOND 24 WORDS, WHICH ARE GVURAH
AND THE LEFT COLUMN.
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177. Corresponding TO THESE - CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
IN THE THREE COLUMNS OF THE NAME AYIN-BET (72) - is: "Holy,
holy, holy, is Hashem Tzva'ot" (Yeshayah 6:3). "Holy," above IN
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT; holy in the center, IN CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET; and holy below, IN NETZACH, HOD, AND
YESOD. AND SO THE FIRST "Holy" is Chesed, THE SECOND "Holy"
is Gvurah, and THE THIRD "Holy" is Tiferet - THAT IS, AS WAS
WRITTEN BEFORE, THAT CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET ARE
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET, AND NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. They are all
engraved in, as explained. Blessed is He, blessed is His Name
forever and ever. Amen.
178. Rabbi Yitzchak said: At the time that Yisrael camped by the sea,
they saw many multitudes, many soldiers, and many camps above
and below. They all came and gathered against Yisrael, who started
to pray from their anguish.

179. At that moment, Yisrael saw trouble on all sides. The sea with
its towering waves was in front of them, all these multitudes and all
the camps of Egypt were behind them, and above there were many
Prosecutors against them. They started to cry to the Holy One,
blessed be He.

180. Then it is written: "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Why do you cry
to Me?'" (Shemot 14:15). We learned in the Hidden Book that "to Me"
is exact, FOR IT IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF ZEIR ,ANPIN, BECAUSE it all
depends upon Atika. At that moment, Atika Kadisha was revealed,
goodwill was present in all the worlds above, and then the collective
light shone.

181. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Then, when everything shone together, the
sea executed the supernal laws-NAMELY, THE COMMANDMENT TO
DROWN THE EGYPTIANS AND SAVE YISRAEL - because those
above and those below were given over to it. Therefore, we say
THAT ADMINISTERING CHILDREN, LONGEVITY AND SUSTENANCE
are as difficult before the Holy One, blessed be He, as the splitting of
the Red Sea. And everybody says this. What is the reason? Because
splitting the sea depends on Atika, AS WRITTEN IN THE FORMER
PARAGRAPH.
182. Rabbi Shimon said: there is one deer on earth and the Holy One,
blessed be He, does much for her. When she cries, the Holy One,
blessed be He, hearkens to her distress and listens to her voice. And
when the world needs Mercy in relation to water, she utters voice
and the Holy One, blessed be He, hearkens to her voice. Then THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, has pity on the world, as is written:
"As the heart pants after the water brooks" (Tehilim 42:2).
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183. When she needs to give birth, she is stopped from all sides. She
places her head between her knees, cries and screams, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, has pity on her. He sends a snake that bites her
genitals and opens her and tears that place for her, and she gives
birth immediately. Rabbi Shimon said: In this matter do not question
and do not test Hashem. For this exactly so.

184. "Thus Hashem saved Yisrael that day...and Yisrael saw Egypt
dead" (Shemot 14:30). The Holy One, blessed be He, showed them
the minister appointed over Egypt who He had passed through the
River of fire, that was on the shore of the Upper Sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. "Dead." What is the reason that he died, AS THERE IS NO
DEATH AMONG THE ANGELS? It is, as we have established, that he
was removed from his dominion, AND IT WAS CONSIDERED FOR
HIM AS DEATH.

15. "And Yisrael saw that great work"
Rabbi Chiya opens with "And the children of Yisrael saw that great work (lit. 'hand')." We read of the meaning of the five fingers of each hand, and
the miracles that the Holy One, blessed be He does with them; it was the miracles at the Red Sea that led Yisrael and the Pharaoh to full belief in
Hashem. Until then the Pharaoh had hardened his heart against Hashem. We read that the righteous are often snared in the sins of the wicked, as
were the Egyptians who had not oppressed the children of Yisrael but were nonetheless slain. When Yisrael was sent into exile in Egypt, the Holy
One, blessed be He gave them constant reassurance to counter their fear. At the time they were delivered from Egypt all the patriarchs gathered to
see the promises that He had made to them fulfilled, for the sake of the covenants that He had made with them. Rabbi Aba says that there is a world
above and a world below; from the lower world the judgments upon the lower beings are aroused. The Holy One, blessed be He performs miracles
for His people in this lower world, and it was thus that the Egyptians sank into the sea.
185. "And Yisrael saw that great work (lit. 'hand')..." (Shemot 14:31).
Rabbi Chiya said: Here, WITH THE GREAT HAND was the LEFT hand
completed, WHICH IS GVURAH, and all the fingers-CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, AND HOD - THAT ARE IN IT. And the
LEFT hand is completed BY REASON OF it being included in the
right. For we have learned that everything is included in the right and
depends on the right. This is what is meant by: "Your right hand,
Hashem, is glorious in power; Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed
the enemy in pieces" (Shemot 15:6). EVEN THOUGH THIS PERTAINS
TO GVURAH, SINCE IT DEPENDS ON THE RIGHT HAND, IT IS
THEREFORE CALLED AFTER IT.
186. And Rabbi Yitzchak said: We did not find one who hardened his
heart towards the Holy One, blessed be He, like Pharaoh. Rabbi Yosi
said: But Sichon and Og also HARDENED THEIR HEARTS. He said to
him: It is not so. They hardened their hearts against Yisrael, but they
did not harden their hearts against the Holy One, blessed be He, as
Pharaoh hardened his spirit against Him, for he saw His mighty acts,
yet did not repent.
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187. Rabbi Yehuda said in the name of Rabbi Yitzchak: Pharaoh was
wiser than all his sorcerers, and he gazed into all these crowns and
all the knowledge OF THE OTHER SIDE. He did not see redemption
for Yisrael in their entire side, and it was not dependent on any of
their crowns. For in all THE SUPERNAL POWERS OF THE OTHER
SIDE they found a bond against Yisrael, THAT THEY WOULD NOT
BE ABLE TO EMERGE FROM UNDER THIS CONTROL. Pharaoh did
not think that there was another bond of Faith that dominated all
THE POWERS OF THE OTHER SIDE. Therefore, he hardened his
heart.

188. Rabbi Aba said: It was not Pharaoh who strengthened his heart,
but this Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI. Because when Moses said, "Thus
says Hashem," the very word, NAMELY YUD HEI VAV HEI, hardened
his heart, as is written: "And Hashem hardened the heart of
Pharaoh" (Shemot 9:12). In all his wisdom, he did not find that this
Name should dominate in the world, and therefore he said, "Who is
Hashem?" (Shemot 5:2). WHEN HE THOUGHT OF REPENTING
afterwards, he said, "Hashem is Righteous" (Shemot 9:27). Rabbi
Yosi said: Afterwards, he said, "I have sinned against
Hashem" (Shemot 10:16) with the same mouth that said, "WHO IS
HASHEM?"

189. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion, saying: "Therefore I
said, 'It is all one; He destroys the innocent and the wicked'" (Iyov
9:22). This passage was interpreted in the secret of wisdom. What is,
"It is all one"? HE ANSWERS: It is written, "My dove, My undefiled is
but one, she is the only one of her mother" (Shir Hashirim 6:9), SHE
BEING MALCHUT. And with this does the Holy One, blessed be He,
execute His Judgments below and execute His Judgments above, in
everything.

190. When the Holy One, blessed be He, arouses His judgments, He
executes His Judgments with this crown, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then
it is written: "He destroys the innocent and the wicked," because the
Righteous are snared in the sins of the wicked, as is written: "And
said to the angel that destroyed the people, 'It is enough (Heb.
rav)..." (II Shmuel 24:16) WHICH MEANS take the greatest (Heb. rav)
among them. Therefore Job said, "HE DESTROYS THE INNOCENT
AND THE WICKED," but he did not explain THAT IT MEANT THE
RIGHTEOUS WHO WERE SNARED IN THE SINS OF THE WICKED.
Rabbi Yisa said: "It is all one," refers to the Congregation of Yisrael
in exile in Egypt and; for Her, the Holy One, blessed be He, slew the
Egyptians and took vengeance among them. This is what is meant
by the verse, "He destroys the innocent and the wicked," FOR
THERE WERE ALSO INNOCENTS PRESENT THERE WHO DID NOT
ENSLAVE YISRAEL AND WERE SLAIN TOGETHER WITH THE
WICKED AMONG THEM.
191. Rabbi Chiya said: Job was not stricken until the time that
Yisrael went out of Egypt. Job said: 'If so, then all people are equal:
"He destroys the innocent and the wicked." Pharaoh oppressed
Yisrael and said, "Who is Hashem, that I should obey His voice" - I
did not oppress them and I did nothing, but "He destroys the
innocent and the wicked." "He who feared the word of Hashem
among the servants of Pharaoh" (Shemot 9:20), refers to Job,
BECAUSE HE WAS PRESENT AT THE TIME OF THE EXODUS FROM
EGYPT.
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192. Rabbi Yehuda said: the hailstones that were falling ON THE
EGYPTIANS and were stopped by Moses wreaked vengeance later
on, in the days of Joshua. And in the time to come, the rest will drop
on Edom and its descendants. Rabbi Yosi said: This is what is
written: "As in the days of your coming out of the land of Egypt, I will
show him marvelous things" (Michah 7:15).

193. Another explanation of: "And Yisrael saw the great hand." the
beginning of the verse is not RELATED to the ending, nor is the
ending RELATED to its beginning. First, "And Yisrael saw," and
afterwards, "and the people feared Hashem." IS, "AND YISRAEL
SAW" THE CAUSE THAT "THE PEOPLE FEARED HASHEM"? AND
BEFOREHAND, DID THEY NOT FEAR HASHEM? But Rabbi Yehuda
said: That old man who went down with his children into exile and
suffered the exile himself, actually saw all the vengeances and all the
mighty deeds that the Holy One, blessed be He, did against Egypt.
Hence, it is written: "And Yisrael saw." It was actually Yisrael,
NAMELY JACOB.

194. Rabbi Yehuda also said: the Holy One, blessed be He, raised
that old man and said to him, 'Arise, see your children who are going
out from a strong nation; arise, see the mighty deeds that I did for
your children in Egypt.'

195. Rabbi Yisa said: When Yisrael traveled to descend into the exile
in Egypt, a strong fear and terror fell upon him. The Holy One,
blessed be He, said to Jacob: 'Why do you fear?' "Fear not to go
down to Egypt" (Beresheet 46:3). From the words: "fear not," we
understand that he did fear.

196. He said to him: "For I will there make of you a great
nation" (Ibid.). He said to Him: 'I fear that they will destroy my
children.' "He said to him, 'I will go down with you Egypt'." Again, he
said to Him: 'I also fear that I will not merit to be buried among my
fathers and I will not see the deliverance of my children, and the
mighty deeds that You will do for them.' He said to him, "And I will
surely bring you up again (lit. 'bringing you up')." "I will bring you
up" to be buried in the tomb of your fathers, "bringing you up" to
see the deliverance of your children, and the mighty deeds that I will
do for them.

197. On the day that Yisrael went out from Egypt, the Holy One,
blessed be He, raised Jacob and said to him: 'Arise and see the
redemption of your children, for so many years and mighty deeds
did I for them.' Jacob was there and saw everything, as it is written:
"And Yisrael saw the great hand."
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198. Rabbi Yitzchak said: From here it IS UNDERSTOOD THAT
JACOB WAS PRESENT AT THE TIME OF THE REDEMPTION, FOR IT
IS WRITTEN, "And brought you out, He Himself being present, with
His mighty power, out of Egypt" (Devarim 4:37). What is the meaning
of "being present"? It refers to Jacob, because He brought all
PATRIARCHS there. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: "being present (lit. 'in his
face')," refers to Abraham, as it is written, "And Abraham fell on his
face" (Beresheet 17:3).
199. Come and behold: Abraham said, "Shall a child be born to him
that is a hundred years old?" (Ibid. 17). The Holy One, blessed be He,
said to him: 'I swear, you will see many multitudes and many camps
that have emerged from you.' By the time that Yisrael left Egypt, all
the tribes and all those myriads did the Holy One, blessed be He,
bring up to Abraham, who saw them. This is what is written: "And
brought you out, He Himself being present." Rabbi Aba said: All the
Patriarchs gathered there throughout that redemption. This is what
is written: "And brought you out, He Himself being present." What is
the meaning of "in his face"? these are the Patriarchs.

200. Rabbi Elazar said: "And brought you out, He Himself being
present." This refers to Jacob; "with His power," refers to Isaac;
"mighty," refers to Abraham. Rabbi Shimon said: For the sake of the
patriarchs there always occurs a redemption for Yisrael, as is
written: "Then I will remember My Covenant with Jacob, and also my
Covenant with Isaac, and also my Covenant with Abraham will I
remember: and I will remember the land" (Vayikra 26:42). HE ASKS:
THE Patriarchs are worthy of being remembered, but what is the
meaning of, "And I will remember the land"? HE ANSWERS: In order
to include David among them, NAMELY MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED
'THE LAND', who is a Chariot together with the Patriarchs, WHO ARE
CHESED GVURAH, AND TIFERET. And they always arouse
redemption for the children of Yisrael.

201. "And Yisrael saw that great hand which Hashem did upon
Egypt." HE ASKS: Did He do it now? It was done earlier. What is "the
great hand which Hashem did"? HE ANSWERS: A hand is not so
considered if there are less than five fingers. "That great," MEANS
that it includes five other fingers OF THE LEFT HAND, AND THEN it
is called 'great', BECAUSE THE ASPECT OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT IS ACQUIRED BY THE RIGHT HAND BY BEING INCLUDED IN
THE LEFT, and every individual finger is of great value. The Holy
One, blessed be He, performs miracles and mighty deeds with them,
and this way all the levels are uprooted from having continuity.

202. From here we learn that with the five first fingers, NAMELY, THE
FIRST FIVE PLAGUES, it is written: "And the heart of Pharaoh was
hardened." As soon as these five fingers OF THE LEFT HAND were
completed, there was nothing left under Pharaoh's jurisdiction TO
HARDEN HIS HEART, and it is written: "And Hashem hardened the
heart of Pharaoh."
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203. Therefore, "And Yisrael saw that great hand... and believed in
Hashem." HE ASKS: Until now did they not believe in Hashem? Yet it
is written: "And the people believed, and...they heard" (Shemot 4:31).
And they did see all the mighty deeds that the Holy One, blessed be
He, performed for them in Egypt. HE ANSWERS: But what is the
meaning of: "and believed"? THEY BELIEVED what he said, "And
Moses said to the people, 'Fear not, stand still, and see...'"

204. Rabbi Yisa said: It is written, "And Yisrael saw Egypt dead," and
it is written, "You will not see them again any more for ever" (Shemot
14:13). Rabbi Yosi said: they saw them dead. He said to him: If it had
been written: 'You will not see them again alive,' I would say so.
Rabbi Aba said to him: You asked well.

205. But, come and behold: it is written, "For ever and ever (lit. 'from
the world and until the world')" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:36). We learned
that there is a world above and there is a world below. From the
world of above is the beginning of kindling the candles, WHICH IS
BINAH, THE SOURCE OF ALL MOCHIN THAT ARE CALLED
'CANDLES'. The lower world is the culmination, NAMELY, MALCHUT
THAT CULMINATES ALL THE SFIROT, and it is composed of them
all. And from this lower world are aroused the Judgments upon the
lower beings.
206. The Holy One, blessed be He, performs miracles for Yisrael in
this LOWER world, and marvels occur for them. When this world
aroused to do miracles, all the Egyptians sank in the sea through the
actions of this world, and a miracle occurred to Yisrael in this world.
Therefore, it is written: "You shall not see them again any more for
ever (lit. 'until the world')," MEANING until that world is aroused and
they are given over to its Judgments. As soon as they were given
over to it to be judged, it is written: "And Yisrael saw Egypt dead
upon the sea shore." This is the meaning of the verse: "from the
world and until the world" - until the world precisely, MEANING
UNTIL THE WORLD OF BELOW IS AROUSED. Then it is written,
"And believed in Hashem and in Moses his servant."

16. "Then sang Moses"
Rabbi Yehuda opens with "Before I found you in the belly I knew you." He says that the Holy One, blessed be He sent down for the children of
Yisrael a true prophet and a faithful shepherd, who was Moses. He put a great and holy spirit into him, and appointed him over all that was His.
When Moses emerged into the world the Shechinah illuminated him, and the Holy One, blessed be He read over him, "Before I found you in the belly
I knew you; and before you did come out of the womb I sanctified you, and I ordained you a prophet to the nations." We read various interpretations
of "Then sang Moses, and the children of Yisrael." Rabbi Shimon says that it is the song of the Queen to the Holy One, blessed be He; it contains the
world that has passed, and the World to Come, and the bonds of faith, and the days of King Messiah - and all the other praises of those above and
below are dependent on it. Rabbi Yosi submits that "This song to Hashem" is the river that is Binah that emerges from Eden. And lastly, Rabbi
Yehuda speaks about the time that "Hashem caused the sea to go back by a strong east wind all the night," saying that all the Egyptians below and
the Princes above were given over into the hands of the Queen, for her to do vengeance on them.
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207. "Then sang Moses" (Shemot 15:1): Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion, saying: "Before I formed you in the belly I knew
you" (Yirmeyah 1:5). Blessed is the portion Yisrael that the Holy One,
blessed be He, desired them more than all the other nations. And for
the great love that He had for them, He set up for them a true prophet
and a faithful shepherd, and aroused over him a Holy Spirit, more
than the other faithful prophets. He took him out of His own portion,
MEANING from what Jacob had separated as a tithe of his sons to
the Holy One, blessed be He, namely, the tribe Levi. Since Levi was
His, the Holy One, blessed be He, received him and adorned him with
many crowns, and anointed him with the holy anointing oil of above.
And then he produced from his children a Holy Spirit into the world
and girded him with his holy girdles of the great Faith, WHICH IS
BINAH.

208. We learned that at that moment, the time had come for Moses,
the faithful prophet, to descend to the world. The Holy One, blessed
be He, withdrew a Holy Spirit from a hewn block of the precious
stone, sapphire, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that was concealed within 248
lights, and shone on him. And He crowned him with 365 crowns and
they stood before Him, and He appointed him over all that was His.
He gave him 173 keys, and crowned him with five crowns. Every
single crown ascended and illuminated in a thousand worlds that
illuminate and in the candles that were concealed in the treasures of
the Supernal Holy King.

209. Then He passed him through all the lights in the Garden of Eden
and brought him into His Palace, and passed him by His hosts and
camps. Then they all trembled, opened and said: Remove yourselves
from his vicinity, for the Holy One, blessed be He, has aroused a
spirit to dominate and provoke the worlds. A voice emitted and said:
Who is this with all these keys in his hands? Another voice said:
Accept him among you, he is the one who will descend among the
people. And the Torah, which is the most concealed of everything
that is concealed, is going to be given into his hands, to shake the
worlds that are above and below through him. At that moment, they
all became excited and traveled after him. They opened the
discussion, saying: "You have caused a man to ride over our heads;
we went through fire and through water" (Tehilim 66:12).
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210. Then that spirit OF MOSES rose and stood before the King. The
open Mem rose and put on its crowns, while He crowned THE SPIRIT
with 325 crowns and deposited His keys into his hands. The Shin
ALLUDES to the three Patriarchs, who crowned him with these holy
crowns, deposited all the keys of the King in his hands, and
appointed him faithfully TO BE the trustee of the house. The Hei rose
and crowned itself with its crowns, and received him from the King.

211. Then that spirit OF MOSES alighted on the ships that sail in that
great Sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND MALCHUT accepted him in
order to raise him to the King. She gave him weapons from there
with which to smite Pharaoh and his whole land. And on Shabbat
and the first day of the month, She elevates him to the King, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN. Then his name is expressed in these letters that we
etched, WHICH ARE MEM, SHIN, AND, HEI AS WRITTEN ABOVE.

212. At the moment that he emerged to descend to the earth to
become clothed in a body in the seed of Levi, 425 candles were
prepared for the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and 425 appointed
engravings escorted the spirit OF MOSES to his place. When he
emerged in the world, the Hei, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH,
illuminated on him and the House became full with its shine. At that
moment, the Holy One, blessed be He, read over him, "Before I
formed you in the belly I knew you; and before you did come out of
the womb I sanctified you, and I ordained you a prophet to the
nations" (Yirmeyah 1:5).

213. Rabbi Yitzchak said: At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He,
slew the minister appointed over Egypt. Moses and Yisrael saw him,
then recited the song. This is what is written: "And Yisrael saw
Egypt dead...Then sang Moses and the children of the children of
Yisrael."

214. "Then sang Moses and the children of Yisrael..." Rabbi Aba
opened the discussion, saying: I examined all the praises with which
they praised the Holy One, blessed be He, and they all started with:
"Then (Heb. az)": "Then spoke Solomon" (I Melachim 8:12); "Then
spoke Joshua" (Yehoshua 10:12); "Then sang Moses and Yisrael."
What is the reason for this?
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215. HE ANSWERS: This is what we learned. All the miracles and all
the mighty deeds that were performed for Yisrael HAPPENED when
the light of Atika Kadisha shone, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, with its
crowns. They are engraved and imprinted by Aleph, SO THAT THE
TOP YUD OF THE ALEPH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LOWER
LINE IS THE LEFT COLUMN, AND THE LINE BETWEEN THEM IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT MEDIATES. The Aleph penetrates the
darkness, ALLUDING TO THE CENTRAL LINE COLUMN OF THE
ALEPH THAT PENETRATES AND DIMINISHES THE LEFT COLUMN,
WHICH IS DARKNESS, INTO THE ASPECT OF SIX ENDS OF THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT. THEN IT shines to every side, MEANING
BOTH WITH CHOCHMAH AND IN CHASSADIM. And when the light of
the Aleph joins and reaches the Zayin, that Zayin (lit. 'weapon') is:
"The sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6),
NAMELY, MALCHUT WHEN IT IS STRETCHED TOWARDS THE LEFT.
Then it performs miracles and mighty deeds, because the Aleph and
Zayin have joined. And this is a song, a song that illuminates to all
sides, BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. And hence "Then (Heb.
az, Aleph-Zayin) sang."
216. HE ASKS: "Then sang (lit. 'will sing') MOSES." Should it have
been written: "sang MOSES"? HE ANSWERS: This matter is
suspended UNTIL THE TIME TO COME, for he perfected it for that
time and perfected it for the future to come. For Yisrael will praise
this song IN THE TIME TO COME. "Moses and the children of the
children of Yisrael." From here we learned that even though the early
righteous men ascended to the highest levels that are above and
have been bound in the bond of life, they will all stand up to be
resurrected in a body and recite this song. This is what is written:
"Then will sing Moses and the children of Yisrael."

217. Rabbi Shimon said: Hence, "Hashem shall again, a second time
stretch forth His hand to recover the remnant of His
people" (Yeshayah 11:11). "To recover" (Heb. liknot)" has the
meaning as in: "Hashem created me (Heb. kanani) as the beginning
of His way" (Mishlei 8:22). "The remnant of His people" refers to the
Righteous among them, who are called 'remnants (Heb. she'ar)' as is
written: "And there remained two men in the camp" (Bemidbar
11:26). We learned why they are called remnants: it is because the
world exists only for the sake of those who make themselves into
songs (Heb. shirim). THEREFORE, THE RIGHTEOUS ARE CALLED
'REMNANTS', DERIVED FROM 'SONGS'.
218. You may ask, since they are bundle in the bond of Life and
delight in the supernal delight, why does the Holy One, blessed be
He, lower them to the earth? Go and learn, even from the first time,
THE TIME THEY WERE BORN AND EMERGED INTO THE WORLD,
when all the spirits and souls were in the highest level above, the
Holy One, blessed be He, lowered them to the earth below. All the
more so now, since the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to straighten
out that which is crooked BY SHOWING THEM THE MIRACLES AND
MARVELS THAT HE WILL PERFORM FOR THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL. EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE RIGHTEOUS, NEVERTHELESS,
it is written: "For there is no righteous man upon the earth who does
good and does not sin" (Kohelet 7:20). And you may ask: what of
those who died because of the advice of the serpent, WHO DID NO
SIN, WHY SHOULD THEY ARISE? HE ANSWERS: Even they will arise
and will be advisers to the Messiah.
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219. Therefore, we learned Moses will sing the song in the future to
come. What is the reason? Because it is written: "As in the days of
your coming out the land of Egypt, I will show him marvelous
things" (Michah 7:15). HE ASKS: Should "I will show him" have been
said 'I will show you'? HE ANSWERS: Rather, I will show the very
one who saw originally, NAMELY MOSES, for he will see a second
time, and this is the meaning of "I will show him." It is written: "I will
show him the salvation of Elohim" (Tehilim 50:23), and, "show him
My salvation" (Tehilim 91:16). And "Then shall sing Moses and the
children of Yisrael to Hashem."

220. It is the song of the Queen, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the Holy
One, blessed be He. We learned that every person who says this
song daily and has the proper intention merits to say it in the time to
come. It contains the world that has passed, and it contains the
World to Come, and it contains the bonds of Faith, and it contains
the days of King Messiah. And all the other praises of those above
and those below stir from it.

221. HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN, "Hashirah" ('this song') which IS
FEMININE, but should it not have said 'shir zeh' ('this song') IN THE
MASCULINE FORM? HE ANSWERS: But this is the song with which
the Queen praises the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and that Moses said from
below to above, FROM MALCHUT TO ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE IT IS
SAID SHIRAH (FEMININE), and it has already been explained. "To
Hashem." SHE SINGS TO HASHEM because the King has welcomed
Her. Rabbi Yosi said: All these ointments, MEANING THE LIGHTS
that flowed, the Holy King poured to Her. Therefore, the Queen
praised Him.
222. Rabbi Yehuda said: If so, THAT IT IS THE SONG OF THE QUEEN
TO THE KING, why is it written: "Moses and the children of Yisrael,"
seeing that it is for the Queen to praise? HE ANSWERS: Blessed is
the portion of Moses and Yisrael that they knew how to praise the
King for the Queen's sake in the proper manner, because She
inherited all Her strength and might from the King.

223. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion, saying: "Arise, cry out in
the night: in the beginning of the watches" (Eichah 2:19). "Arise, cry
out," refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT; "in
the night," means the Exile. Rabbi Yosi says: "In the night," refers to
the time when She dominates and awakens, BECAUSE MALCHUT
DOMINATES AT NIGHT. "In the beginning of the watches," should
have been written, 'At the beginning'. HE ANSWERS: "In the
beginning (lit. 'head')," is as it is written: "Upon the bed's
head" (Beresheet 47.31). We have established that the head of the
bed is Yesod. Also, here the head with which the Queen is blessed is
Yesod. "Head ('beginning') of the watches" is the head of Netzach
and Hod, WHICH IS YESOD.
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224. Rabbi Yosi said: This is the beginning of all the crowns of the
King and the end. FOR FROM THE ASPECT OF THE NINE SFIROT OF
DIRECT LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS THE BOTTOM ONE THAT
ENDS. FROM THE ASPECT OF THE NINE SFIROT OF RETURNING
LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ILLUMINATE FROM BELOW UPWARD,
YESOD IS CONSIDERED THE KETER OF RETURNING LIGHT. SINCE
IT IS THE BEGINNING OF THE SFIROT OF RETURNING LIGHT, THE
TORAH THEREFORE CALLS IT "THE BEGINNING OF THE
WATCHES." Rabbi Aba said: "watches" is spelled without A VAV,
WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, and this is YESOD, WHICH IS HER
head, AND IS THUS CALLED "the bed's head." It is all said in
reference to the Supernal Holy King, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and this is THE MEANING OF, "THIS SONG
to Hashem," MEANING TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
225. Rabbi Yisa said: "This song to Hashem" is the river, WHICH IS
BINAH, that emerges from Eden, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, MEANING
BINAH THAT EMERGED FROM THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN. For all
the oil and greatness, MEANING ALL THE MOCHIN OF MALE AND
FEMALE, AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, emerge from it.
This is understood from the following PASSAGE, which saya: "I will
sing to Hashem," which refers to the Supernal Holy King, ZEIR
ANPIN. Therefore it is not written, 'I will sing to Him', BECAUSE THE
PREVIOUS "TO HASHEM," IN, "THIS SONG TO HASHEM," IS BINAH
AND NOT ZEIR ANPIN.
226. "And spoke, saying," MEANING the following generations so
that this will not ever be forgotten from them. Anyone who is worthy
of this song in this world merits it in the World to Come, and will be
worthy of praising with it in the days of King Messiah in the rejoining
of the Congregation of Yisrael with the Holy One, blessed be He. It is
written, "saying," meaning "saying" it at that time, "saying" it in the
Holy Land in the time when Yisrael will be settled in the land,
"saying" it during exile, "saying" it at the redemption of Yisrael,
"saying" it in the World to Come.

227. "I will sing to Hashem." HE ASKS: It should have said, 'We will
sing'. Why DOES IT SAY, "I will sing"? HE ANSWERS: It is because
they were reciting the praises of the Queen, AS MENTIONED
EARLIER, AND IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN: "I WILL SING" IN THE
SINGULAR. "To Hashem," refers to the Holy King, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN "for He has triumphed gloriously," meaning that He ascended
and was crowned with His crowns to bring forth blessings and
strength and mighty deeds, with all of which to be elevated. "For He
has triumphed" in this world, "gloriously" in the World to Come. He
triumphed gloriously at that time in order to be crowned
AFTERWARDS, with His crowns in complete joy.

228. "The horse and his rider He cast into the sea" (Shemot 15:1),
NAMELY, the dominion of below, WHICH IS THE HORSE, and the
dominion of above they grasp onto, WHICH IS "HIS RIDER." Both of
them were given over to that Great Sea and the great dominion, to
take revenge on them. And we learned, the Holy One, blessed be He,
does not execute Judgment below until He does so with their
government above. This is the meaning: "Hashem will punish the
host of the high ones on high, and the kings of the earth upon the
earth" (Yeshayah 24:21).
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229. "He cast into the sea." Rabbi Yehuda said: That night, a mighty
power was awakened, as is written: "And Hashem caused the sea to
go back by a strong east wind all that night" (Shemot 14:21). At that
time, the Queen requested of the King that all the multitudes OF THE
EGYPTIANS below and all the Princes above be given over into Her
hands. They were all given over into Her power to do vengeance with
them. As it is written: "The horse and its rider He cast into the sea."
Here, "Into the sea" IS WRITTEN without adjectives, ALLUDING
BOTH TO THE SEA above and THE SEA below.

17. "Yah is my strength and song"
Rabbi Chiya reminds us that the Holy One, blessed be He created the world and created man to dominate everything in the world; He brought him
into the Garden so that he should have joy. He commanded him not to eat of one tree, but man did not obey. If Adam had observed the
commandment, he could have lived forever and stayed there in the Garden forever. He knew the supernal Wisdom more than the supernal angels
did, yet after he sinned the wellsprings of Wisdom became stopped for him. Adam emerged from Male and Female, says Rabbi Aba, as the Nukva
was the partner of Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Yosi holds that "Yah is my strength and song" refers to those that are included one with the other and do not
separate one from the other. From them the rivers flow to bless everything. Rabbi Chizkiyah then analyzes the verse, "A friend loves at all times, and
a brother is born for adversity," telling us that the children of Yisrael are called brothers of the Holy One, blessed be He. From Rabbi Yisa we learn
that the Holy One, blessed be He calls 'beloved' everyone who loves Him and serves Him with love. Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Yehuda that every
person who weeps and sings to God will merit joy when Hashem returns Zion.
230. "Yah is my strength and song" (Shemot 15:2). Rabbi Chiya
opened the discussion, saying: "You have beset me behind and
before, and You placed Your hand on me" (Tehilim 139:5). How much
must a person honor the Holy One, blessed be He, because when He
created the world, He saw that man would dominate everything, and
he was similar to those above and those below. He lowered him to
the world in a glorious form and the creatures saw him, gathered,
and bowed before him. And a fear and terror fell upon them because
of the fear of him. This is the meaning of: "And the fear of you and
the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth, and upon
every bird of the air" (Beresheet 9:2).

231. He brought him into the garden that He planted to guard it, and
so that he should have joy upon joy, and delight in it. He made for
him a canopy covered with precious stones, and the supernal angels
used to rejoice before him. Afterwards, He commanded him not to
eat of one tree, but he did not heed the commandment of his Master.

232. I found in the Book of Enoch that, after the Holy One, blessed be
He, elevated ENOCH and showed him all the treasures of the King,
those above and those below, He showed him the Tree of Life and
the tree that Adam was cautioned against. And He showed him the
place of Adam in the Garden of Eden. And he saw that if Adam had
observed this commandment, OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, he
could have lived forever and always been there. He did not observe
the commandment of his Master, so he was judged and punished.
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233. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Adam was created with two faces, and this
was the way they explained it: "And He took one of his
sides" (Beresheet 2:21). The Holy One, blessed be He, has sown it
and it became two, from the east and from the west, ADAM FROM
THE EAST AND EVE FROM THE WEST. This is what is written: "You
have beset me behind and before." "Behind" is west and "before" is
east.

234. Rabbi Chiya said: What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He
prepared that female, perfected her beauty, and brought her to
Adam. This is what is written: "And of the side, which Hashem
Elohim has taken from the man, He made a woman" (Ibid. 22). Come
and behold: it is written above: "And He took one of his sides." What
is "one"? It is as in: "My dove, My undefiled is but one; she is the
only one of her mother" (Shir Hashirim 6:9), WHICH IS MALCHUT.
"Of his sides," MEANING from his sides, as is written: "And for the
second side of the tabernacle" (Shemot 26:20), BECAUSE SHE WAS
TAKEN FROM THE LEFT SIDE.

235. Rabbi Yehuda said: The Holy One, blessed be He, placed a
supernal soul in Adam and included in it wisdom and understanding
to know everything. HE ASKS: From which place did He give him a
soul? Rabbi Yitzchak said: From the place the other souls come
from, NAMELY BINAH, FOR THE LIGHT OF BINAH IS CALLED
'NESHAMAH'.

236. Rabbi Yehuda said: We understand it from here, as it is written:
"Let the earth bring forth living creatures (lit. 'Nefesh')" (Beresheet
1:24). HE ASKS: From which place in the earth? HE ANSWERS: From
the place where the Temple is located, BECAUSE EARTH IS
MALCHUT, AND THE PLACE OF THE TEMPLE IS BINAH, THAT IS IN
IT. "Living soul" (Heb. Nefesh) is simply written, "living soul,"
WITHOUT EXPLAINING WHOSE SOUL. AND HE SAYS: This is the
Nefesh of Adam who was first of all.
237. Rabbi Chiya said: Adam knew supernal Wisdom more than the
supernal angels, and he gazed into everything and knew and
recognized his Master more than all the inhabitants of the world.
After he sinned, the wellsprings of Wisdom became stopped for him.
It is written: "And Hashem Elohim sent him out of the Garden of
Eden to till the ground" (Beresheet 3:23).

238. Rabbi Aba said: Adam emerged from Male and Female, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA. This is what is written: "And Elohim said,
'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness'" (Beresheet 1:26).
Therefore, EVEN BY MAN male and female were made united, and
were separated FROM EACH OTHER afterwards. You may question
why it says, "The earth from where he was taken," AND NOT FROM
THE SUPERNAL MALE AND FEMALE. HE ANSWERS: It is certainly
so, THAT HE WAS TAKEN FROM THE EARTH, but this refers to the
Nukva OF ZEIR ANPIN. And the Holy One, blessed be He, MEANING
ZEIR ANPIN, was Her partner. These are the Male and Female THAT
WE MENTIONED. And it is all one thing.
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239. Rabbi Yosi said: "Yah is my strength and song," REFERS TO
those that are included one with the other and do not separate one
from the other. They are always in love with one desire, FOR THEY
ARE ABA AND IMA THAT ARE CALLED YUD-HEI. From them spring
the currents of the rivers and springs to supply everyone and to
bless everything, and the waters of these springs do not fail. This is
the meaning of: "And like a spring of water, whose waters fail
not" (Yeshayah 58:11). Therefore, "He is become my
salvation" (Shemot 15:2). For this reason does the Holy King draw
and cause to inherit below, and the right becomes aroused to
perform miracles.

240. "He is my El, and I will glorify Him." This is the righteous,
NAMELY YESOD, from whom emerge blessings in unity. "And I will
glorify Him," in that place where there is love, which is the Temple.
"Elohim of my father and I will exalt Him" (Ibid.). Moses said this to
the place, from which the Levites come, NAMELY THE LEFT SIDE.
Therefore, ONCE MOSES SAID ABOUT THAT SIDE, "AND I WILL
EXALT HIM" there is complete perfection in it, BECAUSE, "AND I
WILL EXALT HIM," MEANS THAT HE CAUSES IT TO BE COMPRISED
IN THE RIGHT SIDE, THIS BEING THE ENTIRE PERFECTION.
241. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "And He is become my salvation." This is
the Holy King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and so He is. How do we know
this? I have found this in another passage, in which it is written:
"Yah is my strength and song, and He is become my salvation." It is
understood from, "Hashem...is become my salvation," that it refers
to the Holy King WHO IS CALLED 'YUD HEI VAV HEI', NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN.

242. "Yah is my strength and my song." Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the
discussion with the verse: "A friend loves at all times, and a brother
is born for adversity" (Mishlei 17:17). "A friend loves at all times,"
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, of whom it is written: "Do not
forsake your own friend, and your father's friend" (Mishlei 27:10).

243. "And a brother is born for adversity." At the time that your
enemy oppresses you, what does the Holy One, blessed be He, say?
"For the sake of my brethren and my comrades, I will now say,
'Peace be within you'" (Tehilim 122:8). Yisrael are called 'brothers'
and 'comrades' of the Holy One, blessed be He. What is the meaning
of "is born" - is he born now, in time of trouble? HE ANSWERS:
During the trouble shall be born in the world one who will be a
brother to you, to save you from all those who oppress you.

244. Rabbi Yehuda said: "is born" means that the Holy King will be
aroused with this strength to take revenge on the nationsbecause of
you, and to nurture you from Ima, WHICH IS BINAH, on this LEFT
side, as is written: "Yah is my strength and song, and He is become
my salvation." He will awaken powers against the idolatrous nations.
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245. Rabbi Yisa opened the discussion, saying: How much must a
person love the Holy One, blessed be He, for there is no service
before the Holy One, blessed be He, except love. The Holy One,
blessed be he, calls 'beloved' everyone who loves Him and serves
Him with love. HE ASKS: If so, how is it possible to reconcile these
two passages: "Do not forsake your own friend, and your father's
friend" (Mishlei 27:10), and, "Let your foot be seldom in your
neighbor's (also: 'friend's') house" (Mishlei 25:17).

246. HE ANSWERS: But the scholars have already explained that this
passage, "DO NOT FORSAKE YOUR OWN FRIEND, AND YOUR
FATHER'S FRIEND," is written in reference to burnt offerings, BUT IN
REFERENCE TO SIN OFFERINGS AND GUILT OFFERINGS, IT IS
SAID, "LET YOUR FOOT BE SELDOM IN YOUR NEIGHBOR'S
HOUSE." Now WE WILL EXPLAIN: "Do not forsake your own friend,
and your father's friend." DO NOT FORSAKE serving Him and
cleaving unto Him and doing His commandments. "Do not forsake,"
indeed. And, "Let your foot be seldom in your neighbor's house"
means: let your inclination be seldom there, so that it would not
provoke you or dominate you, and so that no strange thought will
rise "from your neighbor's house." What is "your neighbor's
house"? It is the holy soul that your friend placed in you and put
inside you.
247. Therefore, the service of the Holy One, blessed be He, is to love
Him in everything HE MAY DO TO YOU, as is written: "And you shall
love Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 6:5). "This is my El and I will
glorify Him," for all of Yisrael saw at the sea what Ezekiel the prophet
did not see. Even embryos in their mothers' womb saw and praised
the Holy One, blessed be He, and they all said: "This is my El and I
will glorify Him, Elohim of my father and I will exalt Him." "Elohim of
my father," is as is written: "Elohim of Abraham."

248. Rabbi Yosi said: If so, why does it say, "And I will exalt Him,"
seeing that Elohim of Abraham is above, AND THERE IS NO NEED
TO EXALT HIM. IT MEANS THAT ELOHIM OF ISAAC, WHO IS THE
LEFT COLUMN, NEEDS TO BE EXALTED, NOT THE RIGHT COLUMN.
He said to him: Even so, it is needed TO EXALT HIM. And it all
pertains to the same issue. "And I will exalt Him," on all SIDES. Also,
one who knows how to proclaim the oneness of the Holy and Great
Name, MUST EXALT HIM, for this is the loftiest service of the Holy
One, blessed be He.
249. Rabbi Yehuda was sitting before Rabbi Shimon and reading, it
is written: "The voice of your watchmen is heard, they lift up the
voice, together shall they sing" (Yeshayah 52:8). "The voice of your
watchmen." Who are the watchmen? HE ANSWERS: Those who are
waiting for the time when the Holy One, blessed be He, will have
Mercy to build His house. "They lift up the voice." HE ASKS: It
should have said, 'They will lift up the voice'; what is the meaning of,
"They lift up the voice"? HE ANSWERS: Every person who weeps
and raises his voice for the destruction of the House of the Holy
One, blessed be He, will merit what is written afterwards, "Together
shall they sing," and merit to see it restored in joy.
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250. "When Hashem returns Zion" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Should it not
have said, 'When Hashem returns to Zion'? What is the meaning of,
"When Hashem returns Zion"? HE ANSWERS: "When Hashem
returns Zion" is exact. Come and behold: at the time that the earthly
Jerusalem was destroyed and the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, were exiled, the Holy King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN,
ascended to Zion, THAT IS YESOD OF MALCHUT, and sighed before
her because of the Congregation of Yisrael was exiled. When the
Congregation of Yisrael return to her place, then the Holy King will
return to His place, Zion, so one would unite with the other. And at is
the meaning of: "When Hashem returns Zion," AND NOT 'TO ZION'
BECAUSE "HASHEM ZION" INDICATES THE UNION OF HASHEM
WITH ZION. Then Yisrael will say: "This is my El and I will glorify
Him," and: "This is Hashem; we have waited for Him, we will be glad
and rejoice in His salvation" (Yeshayah 25:9), in His salvation,
assumedly NAMELY, IN THE REDEMPTION OF HASHEM WHEN HE
RETURNS TO ZION.

18. "Hashem is a man of war"
Rabbi Shimon says that the "Book of the Wars of Hashem" means the wars of Torah, which are peace and love rather than quarrels and destruction.
Then he turns to "Seek out the Book of Hashem, and read," saying that all the powers and strengths that the Holy One, blessed be He has are
dependent on that Book, that is Malchut, and emerge from there. When His powers and wars are provoked, the Judgments of the right side and the
Judgments of the left side arouse mighty deeds; then "Hashem is a Man of war."
251. "Hashem is a man of war: Hashem is His name." Rabbi Aba
opened the discussion, saying: "Wherefore is said in the book of the
wars of Hashem, Vahev in Sufah and the wadis of Arnon" (Bemidbar
21:14). How much must we observe on the words of Torah, how
much must we concentrate on every word, for you have not one
word in the Torah that does not allude to the Holy Supernal Name.
And there is no word in the Torah that does not have many secrets,
many senses, many sources, and many branches.

252. Here we should observe what is written: "Wherefore is said in
the book of the wars of Hashem." HE ASKS: Where is "the book of
the wars of Hashem?" HE ANSWERS: This is what the friends
explained. Every person who wages war in Torah merits an increase
in peace at the end of his words. All the wars of the world are
quarrels and destruction, and all the wars of Torah are peace and
love. This is what is meant by: "Wherefore is said in the book of the
wars of Hashem," NAMELY THE WARS OF TORAH. "Vahev in
Sufah," meaning love (Heb. ahavah) at its end (Heb. sufah). For you
have no other love and peace except this.

253. But the question remains standing, for it is written: "Wherefore
is said in the book of the wars of Hashem," AND IF IT REFERS TO
THE WARS IN TORAH, it should have said 'in the Torah of the wars
of Hashem' What is the meaning of "in the book"? HE ANSWERS: It
is a supernal secret. The Holy One, blessed be He, has a place which
is called 'book', WHICH IS MALCHUT, as is written: "Seek out of the
book of Hashem, and read" (Yeshayah 34:16). All the powers and
strengths that the Holy One, blessed be He, has originate from that
book, and from there they emerge.
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254. "Vahev in Sufah." HE ASKS: What is Vahev? HE ANSWERS: All
the strengths and all these mighty deeds that the Holy One, blessed
be He, has come from that book, WHICH IS MALCHUT. When the
Holy One, blessed be He, wages His wars, it is in one place which is
the end of the levels, called 'Vahev', as is written: "The leech has two
daughters, crying, 'Give, give (Heb. hav-hav)" (Mishlei 30:15). THEY
ARE THE PLACE OF PUNISHMENTS UNDERNEATH MALCHUT. "In
Sufah" means that it is at the end (Heb. sof) of the levels. Sufah is
called the 'Red (Heb. suf) Sea', MALCHUT, MEANING the sea that is
the end of all the levels.

255. "And the wadis of Arnon" MEANS with the rivers that come and
are drawn TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "VAHEV IN
SUFAH," from that highest place which is called "Arnon." What is
Arnon? It is the supernal union of love that never separates, WHICH
IS THE UNION OF THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. As you say: "And
a river went out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). A RIVER, WHICH IS
BINAH, AND EDEN, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, ARE COLLECTIVELY
CALLED 'ABA AND IMA', BECAUSE ARNON IS COMPOSED OF THE
LETTERS OF OR-NUN ('THE LIGHT OF FIFTY'), NAMELY THE LIGHT
OF THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. This way its roots are rooted, and
its branches OF MALCHUT grow so as to do battles in every place,
perform deeds of strength and might, and show the greatest
dominion and majesty.
256. Come and behold: when the powers and wars of the Holy One,
blessed be He, are provoked, many Prosecutors of Judgments are
stirred on every side. Then spears, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
JUDGMENTS OF THE RIGHT SIDE, and sharp swords, WHICH ARE
THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT SIDE, arouse mighty deeds. The sea
becomes agitated and its waves rise and fall, and the ships that
tread and sail on the sea scatter to all sides. The war escalates with
catapult stones, spears-men, and swordsmen. Then it is written:
"Your arrows are sharp" (Tehilim 45:6). And the Holy One, blessed
be He, strengthens Himself with His powers to wage war. Woe to
those against whom the Holy King provokes war. It is then written:
"Hashem is a man of war" (Shemot 15:3).

257. From this PASSAGE: "HASHEM IS A MAN OF WAR," from these
letters and from this passage emerge lines of warriors against these
wicked people and these enemies who sinned against the Holy One,
blessed be He. The secret of the letters is revealed to these men of
Truth. These things are explained and elucidated, and we have
already learned this.

258. "Hashem is a Man of War, Hashem is His Name." HE ASKS:
Since it is written, "Hashem is a man of war," do I not know that
"Hashem is His Name"? HE ANSWERS: But it is written, "And
Hashem rained upon Sdom and upon Amorah brimstone and fire
from Hashem out of heaven" (Beresheet 11:24), IN WHICH "AND
HASHEM" MEANS YUD HEI VAV HEI AND HIS COURT OF JUSTICE,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. THEREFORE, IT SAYS AFTERWARDS, "FROM
HASHEM." HERE TOO, "HASHEM IS A MAN OF WAR" MEANS YUD
HEI VAV HEI AND, "HASHEM IS HIS NAME," MEANS MALCHUT. For
all comes from that book, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as is written: "The
heaven will reveal his iniquity" (Iyov 20:27), MEANING ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED 'HEAVEN'. "And the earth shall rise up against him,"
MEANS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH'.

19. "The chariots of Pharaoh and his host"
We are told that in the time to come, the Holy One, blessed be He will wage a great and powerful war against the nations in order to honor His Name.
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Rabbi Yehuda narrates a dialogue between God and the angel who was appointed over the sea, wherein we learn that when He created the sea it
was on condition that it would split for the children of Yisrael. Rabbi Elazar says that all the Chariots and hosts above were given into the hands of
Judgment of Malchut, called the 'Great Sea' to break them in their level; when they were broken, then those below were broken and lost in the sea.
He returns to the subject of the ten fingers of the hands, corresponding to the ten saying with which the Holy One, blessed be He was afterwards
named. Rabbi Elazar says that all the ten plagues that He caused in Egypt were all by one hand, because the left hand was included in the right. Now
Rabbi Yitzchak begins to describe the seven firmaments created by God, in each of which stars are stationed and fly; above them all is Aravot, the
seventh heaven. Above Aravot is the firmament of the four holy beasts, that are comparable to all those that are below them. He talks of the seven
depths and the seven sanctuaries, then of the sea that is Malchut where all the fish swim and gather and descend, illuminating downward; all the
Chariots are called by their name. The dominion of the Other Side is broken by the strong power of Hashem, at the splitting of the sea.
259. Come and behold: all the time that the Holy One, blessed be He,
arouses war in the world, those above and those below, NAMELY,
THE NATION BELOW AND THEIR PATRONS ABOVE, are dislodged
from their places, as we have established. This is the meaning of the
verse: "The chariots of Pharaoh and his host has He thrown into the
sea" (Shemot 15:4). And in the time to come, the Holy One, blessed
be He, shall wage a great and powerful war against the nations in
order to glorify His Name, as is written: "Then Hashem shall go forth
and fight against those nations, as when He fights in the day of
battle" (Zecharyah 14:3), and: "Thus will I magnify Myself and
sanctify Myself; and I will make Myself known..." (Yechezkel 38:23).

260. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion, saying: "The waters saw
You, Elohim, the waters saw You; they were afraid..." (Tehilim 77:17).
At the time that Yisrael crossed the sea, the Holy One, blessed be
He, said to the angel, who was appointed over the sea: 'Divide your
waters.' He asked Him: 'Why?' He said to him: 'In order that My
children may cross through you.' He said to Him: 'breaking the yoke
of the reckoning is true', MEANING FORGIVENESS OF SINS IS
TRUE, BECAUSE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, INDEED
FORGIVES AND PARDONS SINS-'but what is the difference between
the two? IF YOU FORGIVE THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, THEN ALSO
FORGIVE THE EGYPTIANS.'
261. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said to him: It was on this
condition that I made the sea when I created the world, MEANING
THE CONDITION THAT IT WOULD BE SPLIT FOR THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He roused His
might and the waters folded. This is what is meant by: "The waters
saw You, Elohim, the waters saw You: they were afraid." The Holy
One, blessed be He, said TO THE PATRON ANGEL OF THE SEA:
Slay all these multitudes and afterwards cast them out. Afterwards
the sea covered them, as is written: "The chariots of Pharaoh and
his host has He thrown into the sea."
262. Rabbi Elazar said: Come and behold. The Holy One, blessed be
He, made above many Chariots, many multitudes, and many hosts
which are all tied to each other. They are all Chariots to each other,
FOR EVERY LOWER IS A CHARIOT TO THAT WHICH IS ABOVE IT;
there are levels upon levels. And from the left side, dominating
Chariots are come that are not Holy. And they are all specific levels
above.
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263. We have already noted by the first born of Pharaoh, that is one
level, that the Holy One, blessed be He, slew and broke loose from
its strong chain. Under its domination were many Chariots and many
hosts of mighty men of the left side. Some of them were attached to
the highest place of their dominion, and some of them were attached
to Malchut above, and some of them were attached under the four
living creatures, as we already learned.

264. And they were all given over into the hands of the Judgment of
Malchut, that is called the 'Great Sea', to break them from their level.
When these were broken above, then all these below were broken,
and lost in the sea below. Hence, it is written: "The chariots of
Pharaoh and his host has He thrown into the sea." "The sea,"
without attributes SHOWS BOTH THE SEA ABOVE FOR THEIR
MINISTERS, AND ALSO THE LOWER SEA OF THE EGYPTIANS
BELOW.

265. "His chosen captains also are drowned in the sea of Suf." "His
chosen captains" has already been explained. "And captains over
every one of them" (Shemot 14:7). All the levels were as two and one
FROM ABOVE, ones upon the others; they were made in the likeness
of above. And all of them were given over to the hands OF
MALCHUT, to break them from their domination, the ones as well as
the others, THOSE ABOVE AND THOSE BELOW.

266. Come and behold: we have learned that the ten plagues that the
Holy One, blessed be He, caused in Egypt were all by one hand,
because the left hand was included in the right. And ten fingers were
included in each other, corresponding to the ten sayings with which
the Holy One, blessed be He, was afterwards named. Corresponding
to them all, the one of the sea was strong and great and dominating,
as is said: "And afterward (lit. 'the last one') He afflicted her
more" (Yeshayah 8:23). This is what is meant by: "The chariots of
Pharaoh and his host has he thrown into the sea." In the time to
come, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall slay multitudes, and
different officers, and leaders of Edom. This is what is said: "Who is
this, who comes from Edom, with crimsoned garments from
Batzrah?" (Yeshayah 63:1).

267. "The chariots of Pharaoh and his host has He thrown into the
sea." Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion, saying: "When His
voice resounds with the great mass of water in the heavens, and He
raises vapors from the ends of the earth; when He makes lightning
flashes among the rain, and brings forth the wind out of His
storehouses" (Yirmeyah 10:13). We have learned that the Holy One,
blessed be He, made seven firmaments CORRESPONDING TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT, and stars are stationed in every firmament, MEANING
FROM THE ASPECT OF "AND RETURNED" (YECHEZKEL 1:14). Stars
fly in every single firmament, MEANING LEVELS FROM THE ASPECT
OF "RAN" (IBID.). And above all of them is Aravot, WHICH IS THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT OF THE FIRMAMENTS.
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268. And every firmament is two hundred years' walk in length and
five hundred years high. Between each firmament is a distance of
500 years. And Aravot is 1,500 years' walk in length and 1,500 years
wide, and all these firmaments are illuminated from its radiance.

269. We have learned that above Aravot is the firmament of the living
creatures, WHERE THERE ARE FOUR LIVING CREATURES: LION,
OX, EAGLE AND MAN. The hoofs of the living creatures and their
height resemble all of those THAT ARE UNDER THEM, BECAUSE
THE UPPER ONE CONTAINS WITHIN IT ALL THAT IS BELOW IT.
Above them are the ankles of living creatures, and they resemble all
of those THAT ARE BELOW THEM. The shanks of the living
creatures resemble all of those THAT ARE BELOW. The thighs of the
living creatures resemble all of those THAT ARE BELOW. The
buttocks of the living creatures resemble all of those THAT ARE
BELOW, and the torsos of the living creatures resemble all of those
THAT ARE BELOW. The wings resemble all of those THAT ARE
BELOW. Their necks resemble all of those THAT ARE BELOW. The
heads of the living creatures resemble all of those THAT ARE
BELOW. HE ENUMERATES HERE TEN ASPECTS CORRESPONDING
TO TEN SFIROT. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of 'resemble all of
those'? AND HE ANSWERS: THEY ARE CONSIDERED comparable to
all those THAT ARE BELOW THEM.
270. Every single limb in the living creatures corresponds to the
seven depths. It corresponds to seven sanctuaries, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF THE SEVEN MALCHUYOT, and corresponds to from the
earth to the firmament, WHICH IS YESOD. It corresponds to from the
firmament to the firmament, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
NETZACH, AND HOD, AS MENTIONED. Their measure and height is
25,000 parts of the measure of the Holy One, blessed be He, as we
have established.

271. There is one more firmament above the horns of the living
creatures, as is written: "And over the heads of beasts there was the
likeness of a firmament" (Yechezkel 1:22). Below THAT FIRMAMENT
are many Chariots on the right and left.

272. Below the sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT, dwell all the fish of the sea.
They swim and gather in their four corners - WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT - and descend in their level,
MEANING THEY ILLUMINATE FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, and all
the Chariots are called by their name. Below these go the small
ones, levels upon levels, as is written: "So is this great and wide sea,
wherein are creeping things innumerable, both small and great
beasts" (Tehilim 104:25). We have already established these things.

273. In the lower left side there is the dominion of the Other Side.
FOR, "ELOHIM HAS MADE THE ONE AS WELL AS THE
OTHER" (KOHELET 7:14). AND TO EVERYTHING THAT IS IN
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, ASIYAH OF HOLINESS, THERE IS A
CORRESPONDING ONE IN THE OTHER SIDE. And they grasp onto
those above, FOR THEY NURTURE FROM HOLINESS. AND NOW, AT
THE SPLITTING OF THE SEA OF SUF, they descend, broken by the
strong power of Holiness, as we have established: "The chariots of
Pharaoh and his host..."
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20. "Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious in power"
Rabbi Shimon, speaking of the doe that is Malchut, says that a person who studies Torah at midnight comes with the doe to stand before the King,
and when morning comes a thread of grace is drawn over him. As he gazes at the firmament the light of understanding of the Holy Knowledge
dwells upon him, and he is crowned with it. He says, "Hashem is near to all those who call upon Him, to all those who call upon Him in Truth," which
means that he knows how to proclaim the unity of the Holy Name in his prayers, properly, and thus establishes a single nation in the world.
Everyone who comes to pray without concentrating with his heart, desire and fear, is cast away. Rabbi Shimon talks about "The Righteous
perishes," or "The righteous lost," telling us that the Righteous lost since blessings no longer dwell on him as they once did, and since the children
of Yisrael, Malchut, has become distanced from him. In the time to come, his spouse will be returned to him. Man is really divided in order that he
should later accept his spouse and the two should truly become one body. Rabbi Shimon compares this to "your right hand," which is divided in
order to accept the left. In the time to come, in the time of Messiah, he says, "Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed (lit. 'will dash') the enemy in
pieces." Then will be Armageddon and also the resurrection of the dead. Rabbi Shimon says that at that time those who will remain in the world,
those who are circumcised and received the Holy Covenant, shall be blessed. Rabbi Chiya concludes that the pleasantness that sent forth light
when God gave the Torah to Yisrael has been covered and concealed since the Holy Temple was destroyed.
274. "Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious in power" (Shemot 15:6).
Rabbi Shimon said: At the time when the morning shines, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN, the
doe, WHICH IS MALCHUT, stands firm. She is filled from her aspect,
BECAUSE THE LEFT, WHICH IS HER SIDE, IS THEN ATTIRED IN
CHASSADIM AND HER LIGHT BECOMES FULL. She enters into two
hundred sanctuaries of the King, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH CONTAINS ONLY KETER AND
CHOCHMAH. EACH ONE NUMBERS ONE HUNDRED; THUS, THEY
ARE TWO HUNDRED. AFTER MALCHUT HAS BEEN COMPLETED
AND FILLED FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, SHE IS ENTIRELY
INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO
HUNDRED SANCTUARIES. A person who has studied Torah at
midnight - at the time that the North Wind stirs, NAMELY THE LEFT,
and it is the desire of this doe to be aroused in the world TO
BESTOW PLENTY - he comes with her to stand before the King. And
during the time of morning light, a thread of grace is drawn over him.
275. As he gazes at the firmament, MEANING THAT HE RECEIVES
FROM THE FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, the light
of understanding of the Holy Knowledge dwells upon him, and the
man is crowned with it, BY ATTAINING THE FIRST THREE SFIROT.
And all fear him. Then this person is called 'a son of the Holy One,
blessed be He', 'a resident of the King's sanctuary', WHICH IS
MALCHUT, MEANING A SON TO ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA. And he
enters all the gates of the King and nobody can hinder him.

276. At the time that he is summoned to the King's sanctuary, it is
written about him: "Hashem is near to all those who call upon Him,
to all those who call upon Him in Truth" (Tehilim 145:18). What is "in
Truth"? It is as we established in the passage: "Show Truth to
Jacob" (Michah 7:20), WHICH MEANS that he knows how to proclaim
the unity of the Holy Name in his prayers properly. And this is the
service of the Holy King.

277. Anyone who knows how to proclaim the unity of the Holy Name
properly establishes a single nation in the world, as written: "And
what one nation in the earth is like Your people, like Yisrael" (II
Shmuel 7:23). Therefore, we have established that the service of any
priest who does not know how to proclaim the unity of the Holy
Name properly is not a proper service. This is because everything
depends UPON THE PRIEST, both the service above, WHICH IS THE
ESTABLISHING OF UNITY OF THE NAME, and the service below, OF
SACRIFICES. And he must concentrate his heart and desire so that
those above and those below are blessed.
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278. It is written: "When you come to appear before Me (lit. 'see My
face')" (Yeshayah 1:12), for the prayer of every person who comes to
proclaim the unity of the Holy Name but does not concentrate with
his heart, desire and fear in order that by it those above and those
below shall be blessed, is cast away. All announce against him. And
the Holy One, blessed be He, declares of him: "When you come to
see My face."

279. It should have been simply, "When you come to see." Why the
additional "to see My face"? HE ANSWERS: For all these faces of
King, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN THE SECRET
OF THE PASSAGE: "A MAN'S WISDOM MAKES HIS FACE TO
SHINE" (KOHELET 8:1), are concealed in the depth of the darkness,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE JUDGMENTS IN THE LEFT
COLUMN. For by all those who know how to proclaim the unity of the
Holy Name properly, the walls of darkness split, and the face of the
King appears and shines to everyone. When they are visible and
shine, then blessed are all those above and below. Then blessings
are prevalent in all the world, and it is written: "to see My face."

280. "Who has required this (Heb. zot) from your hand" (Yeshayah
1:12). HE ASKS: What does the passage mean? HE ANSWERS:
Everyone who comes to establish the unity of the Holy Supernal
Name must do so from this aspect of zot, THAT IS MALCHUT, as is
written: "Thus (Heb. zot) shall Aaron come into the holy
place" (Vayikra 16:3). This is in order that the Righteous, WHICH IS
YESOD, and righteousness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, shall unite
together as one pair, so that everything shall be blessed from them.
And these two are called "Your courts," as is written: "Happy is the
man whom You choose, and cause to approach to You, that he may
dwell in Your courts" (Tehilim 65:5).

281. And to he who is about to unite the Holy name, but does not
concentrate with the heartfelt desire, with fear and love, the Holy
One, blessed be He, says: "who has required this (Heb. zot) at your
hand, to trample My courts?" (Yeshayah 1:12) Zot is precise,
because there are no blessings IN THE RIGHTEOUS AND
RIGHTEOUSNESS WHICH ARE CALLED 'MY COURTS'. And not only
are there no blessings, but rather Judgment dwells in them, and we
find that everything is under Judgment.

282. Come and behold: from the right side of the Holy One, blessed
be He, WHICH IS CHESED, every light is aroused, all blessings, all
joy. Within it is included the left. This is just as a person has right
and left sides, and the left is included in the right, and the right
includes everything. And when the right stirs, the left stirs with it, for
it is linked to it and is included.

283. Come and behold: when a person raises his hands in prayer, he
points his fingers upwards, as is written: "And it came pass, when
Moses held up his hand, that Yisrael prevailed" (Shemot 17:11).
Everything depends on the right. It is written: "And Aaron lifted up
his hands (Heb. yadav)" (Vayikra 9:22). YADAV is spelled without
YUD, WHICH MEANS ONE HAND, THE RIGHT, and then he
concentrates on blessing above.
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284. It is not so with the Holy One, blessed be He. When THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, raises His hand above, woe to those below,
because all assistance and blessing has departed from them. How
do we know this? For it is written: "You did stretch out Your right
hand, the earth swallowed them" (Shemot 15:12). What is "You did
stretch out Your right hand"? It is like its Aramaic translation: 'You
raised Your right hand' and immediately, 'the earth swallowed them'.
And when the right is present, the left is also with it. And if the right
departs, then the left comes, Judgments stir in the world, and
Judgments prevail overall.

285. When Rabbi Shimon reached this verse he wept, for it is written:
"He has drawn back his right hand" (Eichah 2:3). Is it possible that
He would draw back His right hand? AND HE ANSWERS: But
because the left hastened to descent into the world first, the right
remained in another place, NAMELY BEHIND.

286. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "The righteous
perishes" (Yeshayah 57:1), and we explained the words. It does not
say that 'the Righteous is lost', but rather, "The righteous lost." AND
HE ANSWERS: From all the aspects of the King the only one who
lost was the Righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD. He lost in two ways:
one, since blessings no longer dwell on him as originally, and the
second is that his spouse has become distanced from him, that is,
the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT. Thus the
Righteous one loses more than any of them, and pertaining to the
time to come, it is written: "Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion;
shout, O daughter of Jerusalem: Behold, your King comes to you, He
is just, and a deliverer (lit. 'delivered')" (Zecharyah 9:9). It is not
written, 'Just, and a deliverer' but rather "just, and delivered." He is
most certainly delivered, BECAUSE HIS SPOUSE HAS RETURNED
TO HIM. And we have already learned this.

287. "Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious (Heb. ne'edari) in
power" (Shemot 15:6). "Why does it say "Ne'edari"? It should say the
more common 'ne'edar'. AND HE ANSWERS: When the left comes to
unite with the right, then is written: "Ne'edari...has dashed the enemy
in pieces." It is always thus when it unites with the right, because the
left is present in the right and is included in it.

288. Rabbi Shimon said: It is as we established, because man is
really divided, MEANING THAT HE IS ONLY HALF A BODY AND HIS
SECOND HALF IS A WOMAN. What is the reason? In order that
afterwards he should receive his spouse and the two should truly
become one body. So is "Your right hand" really divided, IT IS ONLY
HALF A BODY. What is the reason? In order to receive the left. And it
is all so, one with one. With one hand, He smites and cures.
Therefore, it is written: "Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed the
enemy in pieces."
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289. Come and behold: this song was sung about that time and
about the time to come, when King Messiah will be aroused, as
written: "Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed (lit. 'will dash') the
enemy in pieces." It is not written: 'has dashed', THAT IS IN THE
PAST TENSE, but "will dash," IN THE FUTURE TENSE. THUS, THIS
IS ALSO FOR THE FUTURE TO COME. It is written before,
REGARDING THE EXILE: "He has drawn back His right hand from
before the enemy." At that time, in the time to come, it "will dash the
enemy in pieces"

290. And it is all in this manner: "You have (lit. 'will') overthrown
them that rose up against You" (Shemot 15:7). It is not written, "You
have overthrown," but literally, 'You will overthrow,' and similarly,
"You did (lit. 'will') send forth Your anger, which consumed them as
stubble" (Ibid.). It is all in the time to come. "Your right hand,
Hashem, is glorious in power" is in this time, in this world. "Your
right hand, Hashem, will dash the enemy in pieces," refers to the
time of King Messiah. "And in the greatness of Your excellency You
have overthrown them that rose up against You," refers to the
coming of Gog and Magog (Armageddon). "You will send forth Your
anger, which will consume them as stubble," refers to the
resurrection of the dead, as written: "And many of those who sleep
in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and
some to shame and everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12:2).
291. Rabbi Shimon said: During that time, blessed are those who will
remain in the world. And who are they? Come and behold: there will
not remain any in the world except those who are circumcised, who
accepted the Holy Covenant, and entered into the two parts of the
Holy Covenant, NAMELY CIRCUMCISION AND MEMBRANE
UNCOVERING, as we have established. And one who guards the
member the Covenant, not to insert it where he should not, these are
those who will remain and be inscribed for eternal life.

292. How do we know this? From the words: "And it shall come to
pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that remains in Jerusalem,
shall be called Holy, every one in Jerusalem that is written to
Life" (Yeshayah 4:3). It is understood from, "He that is left in Zion,
and he that remains in Jerusalem," that everyone who is
circumcised attains these two levels, ZION AND JERUSALEM. If he
observes that Covenant properly and is careful and particular about
it, it is written: "He that is left in Zion, and he that remains in
Jerusalem." These will remain in that time. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, will renew the world and rejoice with them. In
reference to that time, it is written: "May the glory of Hashem endure
forever, let Hashem rejoice in His works" (Tehilim 104:31).

293. Rabbi Chiya was traveling to Rabbi Elazar. He found him sitting
near Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi Shimon, son of Lakunya, his
father-in-law. He raised his head and saw Rabbi Chiya. He said: "In
that day shall Yisrael be the third with Egypt and with Ashur
(Assyria), a blessing in the midst of the land whom Hashem Tzeva'ot
shall bless, saying, 'Blessed be Egypt, My people, and Ashur the
work of My hands, and the children of Yisrael My
inheritance" (Yeshayah 19:24-25). HE ASKS: Are then Ashur and
Egypt close to the Holy One, blessed be He?
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294. HE ANSWERS: This refers to all those members of the exiles
who will go up from Egypt and Ashur. And if we say that it refers to
Egypt and Ashur THEMSELVES, it refers to the pious among them
who repented, and remained to serve Yisrael and King Messiah, as it
is written: "And may all kings fall down before Him" (Tehilim 72:11),
and, "And kings shall be your foster fathers..." (Yeshayah 49:23).

295. He said to him: What is the meaning of, "Her ways are ways of
pleasantness, and all her paths are peace" (Mishlei 3:17)? He said to
him: How foolish are the people of the world, who do not know or
pay attention to the words of Torah. The words of Torah are the way
to merit that pleasantness of Hashem, as it is written: "Her ways are
ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace" They are "ways
of pleasantness," indeed. HE ASKS: What is "pleasantness"? AND
HE ANSWERS: It is as written, "To behold the pleasantness of
Hashem" (Tehilim 27:4), WHICH IS BINAH. We established that this is
because the Torah and her ways are derived from that pleasantness,
and these ways are explained in it. And hence, "Her ways are ways
of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace."

296. Rabbi Chiya said: We have learned at the time that the Holy
One, blessed be He, gave the Torah to Yisrael, a light emitted from
that pleasantness, WHICH IS BINAH. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, crowned Himself with it, MEANING THAT
HE RECEIVED THE FIRST THREE SFIROT FROM HER, CALLED 'A
CROWN'. And from that pleasantness, the luster of all the worlds, of
all the firmaments, and of all the crowns sparkled. About that
moment, it is written: "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold
King Solomon..." (Shir Hashirim 3:11). KING SOLOMON IS ZEIR
ANPIN, HIS MOTHER IS BINAH, AND THE CROWN IS THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT.
297. At the time that the Temple was built, the Holy One, blessed be
He, was crowned with that crown and sat on His throne, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. From the time that the Temple was destroyed, the Holy
One, blessed be He, was not crowned with His crowns, and that
pleasantness, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF BINAH, was covered and
concealed.

21. When Moses entered into the cloud
Rabbi Elazar tells of Moses' journey into the cloud where he was met by the Angels Kemuel, and then Hadarniel and then Sandalfon, who receives
prayers. Moses trembled in fright until the Holy One, blessed be He strengthened him, and Moses found his power in those realms through saying
the 72 letters of the Supernal Holy Name. God taught him the Torah, but when the children of Yisrael sinned below, the Angels wished to harm
Moses. God gave him His protection and His radiant light, and Moses went down with the tablets, his face shining with illumination. Rabbi Chiya
says that as long as the children of Yisrael are occupied with Torah, the strength of all the heathen nations is broken.
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298. Rabbi Elazar said: When Moses entered into the cloud, it is
written: "And Moses went into the midst of the cloud" (Shemot
24:18). As one who goes in the place of the spirit, a great angel met
him. We learned that his name is Kemuel, and he is assigned over
12,000 appointed messengers. He wanted to join with Moses. Moses
opened his mouth with the twelve engraved letters of the Holy Name
that the Holy One, blessed be He, taught him at the bush, and he
distanced himself twelve parasangs from Moses, who was standing
in the cloud, with his eyes glowing like coals of fire.

299. Then a certain angel who was greater and more honored than
the first met him. We learned that Hadarniel is his name and he is six
hundred and one thousand parasangs above the other angels, and
his voice carries through two hundred thousand firmaments that
revolve in a white fire. As soon as Moses saw him, he was unable to
speak. He wanted to drop himself down from the midst of the cloud.

300. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Moses, are you really
the one who spoke so much with Me at the bush, who wanted to
know the secret of the Holy Name, and had no fear. Yet now you are
afraid of one of my attendants!' As soon as Moses heard the voice of
the Holy One, blessed be He, he was strengthened and opened his
mouth with the 72 letters of the Supernal Holy Name. As soon as
Hadarniel heard the letters of the Holy Name from the mouth of
Moses, he shuddered. He approached him and said to him: Blessed
is your portion Moses, for it has been revealed to you that which has
not been revealed to the highest angels.

301. And he went with him until he reached the strong fire of an
angel whose name is Sandalfon. We have learned that Sandalfon is
500 years higher than his other associates. He stands behind the
curtain of his Master and he braids Him crowns from the requests of
the prayers of Yisrael. And when this crown reaches the head of the
Holy King, He receives all Yisrael's prayers. All the hosts and
multitudes shudder and groan, and say: Blessed is the glory of
Hashem from the dwelling place of His Shechinah.
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302. Hadarniel said to him: Moses, I can not go with you. I fear that
the strong fire of Sandalfon will burn me. At that moment, Moses
shuddered until the Holy One, blessed be He, grasped Moses, sat
him before Him and taught him Torah. And He covered Moses with
that Light and the radiant shine of that pleasantness, and the face of
Moses illuminated throughout the firmaments. All the hosts of
heaven were trembling before him at that moment that he descended
with the Torah.

303. As soon as Yisrael sinned below, the Holy One, blessed be He,
took a thousand parts of that radiant shine from Moses. At that
moment, the angels of above and all the multitudes wanted to burn
Moses; NAMELY, when the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him,
"Go, get you down; for your people...have become corrupt" (Shemot
32:7). Moses shuddered and could not speak until he increased and
intensified supplications and prayers before the Holy One, blessed
be He.

304. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Moses, grasp My
throne.' Until the Holy One, blessed be He, castigated all the
multitudes, all these hosts AND THEN Moses held the two stone
tablets and brought them down. That is the meaning of what is
written: "A wise man scales the city of the mighty, and casts down
the stronghold in which it trusts" (Mishlei 21:22). From that radiant
shine that remained in him, the face of Moses sparkled. And if in this
remnant that remained with him they could not gaze into his face,
then into what had left and gone from him most surely WOULD THEY
NOT BE ABLE TO GAZE.

305. Rabbi Chiya said: "Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious in
power" (Shemot 15:6), refers to the Torah, THAT GLORIFIES THE
RIGHT, and therefore, "Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed the
enemy in pieces." For there is nothing in the world that can break
the power of the heathen peoples like Yisrael when they are
occupied with Torah. As long as they are occupied with Torah, the
right is strengthened, and the power and strength of the heathen are
broken. Therefore, the Torah is called 'strength', as is written:
"Hashem gives strength to His people" (Tehilim 29:11).

306. When Yisrael are not occupied with Torah, the left is
strengthened and the power of the heathen nations, WHO NURTURE
FROM THE LEFT, is strengthened. They rule over Yisrael and pass
decrees which Yisrael can not tolerate. The children of Yisrael were
exiled and dispersed among the nations for this reason.
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307. This is the meaning of the verse, "Why does the land perish...
And Hashem says, 'Because they have forsaken My
Torah'" (Yirmeyah 9:11-12). As long as Yisrael are occupied with
Torah, the strength of might of all the heathens is broken. This is
what is meant by: "Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed the enemy
in pieces." Rabbi Elazar said: It is certainly so, AS WE LEARNED that
as long as the voice of Yisrael is heard in the synagogues and study
halls, "The voice is the voice of Jacob" (Beresheet 27:22). But if not,
then "the hands are the hands of Esau," as we have already
explained.

22. "And in the greatness of Your excellency You have overthrown them that rose up against You"
Rabbi Chizkiyah opens with, "Why stand You afar off, Hashem? Why hide You Yourself in times of trouble?" He says that when the world sins the
Holy One, blessed be He ascends farther away and people cry with no one to hear them; repentance is withheld from them. Rabbi Yitzchak says that
the title verse of this section refers to the time that God will attire Himself with majesty over the nations that will come against Him, and destroy
them. We hear that God shall resurrect the kings who were the enemies of Yisrael and provide them with a governing dominion above, and they will
make war against Jerusalem; then God will take revenge on them. This will happen at the time of Messiah and Armageddon.
308. "And in the greatness of Your excellency You have overthrown
them that rose up against You" (Shemot 15:7). Rabbi Chizkiyah
opened the discussion, saying: "Why stand You afar off, Hashem?
Why hide You Yourself in times of trouble?" (Tehilim 10:1). At the
time that the inequities of the world cause it, the Holy One, blessed
be He, ascends higher and higher and people shed tears and cry, yet
there is no one to pay attention to them. What is the reason?
Because the Holy One, blessed be He, ascends higher and higher
and repentance is withheld from them. Then it is written: "And in the
greatness of Your excellency You have overthrown them that rose
up against You."

309. Rabbi Yitzchak said: This verse refers to the time when The
Holy One, blessed be He, will attire Himself with majesty over the
nations that shall gather against Him, as it is written: "And the
princes take counsel together, against Hashem, and against His
anointed" (Tehilim 2:2). As we have learned, seventy generals of
armies shall gather from every side at that time with the hosts of the
entire world to wage war against Jerusalem, the Holy City, and to
plan against the Holy One, blessed be He. What do they say? 'Let us
rise against the protector first, and then against His people and His
sanctuary'.

310. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, will laugh at them, as is
written: "He who sits in the heavens laughs: Hashem has them in
derision" (Ibid. 4). At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, will don
majesty against them and will destroy them from the world, as is
written: "And this shall be the plague with which Hashem will smite
all the peoples that have fought against Jerusalem; their flesh shall
be consumed while they stand upon their feet" (Zecharyah 14:12).
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311. Rabbi Aba said, quoting Rabbi Yesa Saba (the elder), and also
Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy One, blessed be He, shall resurrect
those kings that distressed Yisrael and Jerusalem, NAMELY
Adrianus and Lupinus, Nebuchadnezzar and Sancheriv, and all the
other kings of the world that took part in the destruction of His
House. Then He will provide them with a governing dominion as
before, and the rest of the nations will gather with them, AND THEY
WILL WAR AGAINST JERUSALEM. The Holy One, blessed be He, will
take revenge on them openly around Jerusalem. This is the meaning
of: "And this shall be the plague with which Hashem will smite all the
peoples that have fought against Jerusalem." It is not written, 'that
will fight' but rather, "that have fought" IN THE PAST TENSE,
BECAUSE IT REFERS TO NEBUCHADNEZZAR, WHO HAD ALREADY
FOUGHT. Then it is written: "And in the greatness of Your excellency
You have overthrown them that rose up against You." This is written
about the time when Messiah will come, and this song is a neverending song.

312. "And with the blast of Your nostrils the waters piled
up" (Shemot 15:8), namely, at that time. Therefore, THIS shall
happen at that time, in the time of King Messiah, and in the time of
Gog and Magog (Armageddon). "The flood stood upright like a
heap," refers to the World to Come, which is the joy of all the worlds.

23. "The enemy said, 'I will purse, I will overtake'"
We are told that the enemy spoken of here is the great minister appointed over Egypt. Along with all the ministers appointed over all the heathen
nations he wanted to destroy the children of Yisrael, but the Holy One, blessed be He protected them when he remembered the mountains of the
world, the patriarchs.
313. "The enemy said, 'I will purse, I will overtake, I will divide the
spoil'" (Shemot 15:9). The enemy is the great minister appointed
over Egypt. When he was given dominion over Yisrael, he intended
to destroy them under his domination, but the Holy One, blessed be
He, remembered the mountains of the world, THE PATRIARCHS, who
protected them. Do not think that he alone WANTED TO DESTROY
THEM, because all the ministers who were appointed over all the
heathen nations desired to destroy Yisrael under them when they
were granted authority and dominion over Yisrael.

314. Therefore, these nations that are under the domination of these
appointees all declare decrees to destroy Yisrael. But the Holy One,
blessed be He, remembers the mountains of the world, WHICH ARE
THE PATRIARCHS, and He protects them. When Moses saw this, he
started to praise the Holy One, blessed be He, and said, "Who is like
You among the mighty, Hashem."

24. "Who is like You among the mighty, Hashem"
Rabbi Shimon speaks of a great strong supernal tree that sustains those above and those below. The seventy branches are the seventy princes that
are appointed over the seventy nations of the world; when their time of dominion arrives they want to destroy the trunk of the tree, that rules over
the children of Yisrael. On the other hand, when the domination of the trunk reaches them it wants to guard them and to arrange peace among them
all. It is said that this is like the Holy One, blessed be He, who guards everything and does not want to destroy the nations completely as they had
wanted to do when they dominated. Rabbi Yosi turns to the verse, "I have seen all the works that are done under the sun; and behold, all is vanity
and a striving after wind." In a dialogue with Rabbi Shimon we are told that a man's good deed turns into a breath that becomes an advocate before
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God, but that his bad deed turns into a breath that breaks his spirit. The holy breath from the good deed leads the person when his soul leaves him,
and raises him to the place of glory above, and is present to bind him in the bond of life. Rabbi Shimon says that when the Holy Temple was first
built below it was based on Judgment and Anger, but in the time to come God shall perfect it in a different, higher level called 'righteousness'.
315. Rabbi Shimon said: There is a great and strong, tall supernal
tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Those above and those below are
sustained through it. And it is bordered by twelve DIAGONAL borderlines, WHICH ARE THE FOUR SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT - EACH ONE CONTAINING THREE
COLUMNS. It is strengthened by the four directions of the world WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT - that are
attached to their place. And seventy branches, WHICH ARE THE
SEVENTY PRINCES THAT ARE APPOINTED OVER THE SEVENTY
NATIONS OF THE WORLD, rise in it and are nurtured by it. From the
center of its roots they nurture from around. And they are the
branches that are found in the tree.
316. When the time of dominion arrives for each branch, they all
want to completely destroy the trunk of the tree, which is the
mainstay of the branches, that rules over Yisrael who are joined with
it. And when the domination of the trunk of the tree reaches them,
which is the portion of Yisrael, it wants to guard them, and to
arrange peace among them all. For this purpose, seventy oxen ARE
OFFERED during Sukkot (the holiday of booths) to bring peace
among the seventy branches in the tree, WHICH ARE THE SEVENTY
PATRON ANGELS OF THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD.

317. Pertaining to this, IT IS SAID: "Who is like You among the
mighty (Heb. Elim), Hashem." What is the meaning of "Elim"? 'Tree',
as is written: "For you shall be ashamed of the sacred oaks (Heb.
eilim) on which you set your desires" (Yeshayah 1:29). For they
worshipped an image that was engraved on this tree. "Who is like
You," to do as You do and have Mercy upon all. "Who is like You,"
throughout the surrounding of the tree; even though He dominates,
He guards everything, He guards all the rest and does not desire to
destroy them completely, AS THEY WANTED TO DO WHEN THEY
DOMINATED. "Who is like You, glorious in Holiness," MEANS THAT
IT IS GLORIOUS with the supernal power, which is called 'Holiness'.
Verily, it is glorious in Holiness, WHICH IS THE MOCHIN OF BINAH
and is called "the strength of Hashem," and, "the pleasantness of
Hashem." And we have hereby expounded on the words.

318. "Who is like You among the mighty, Hashem." Rabbi Yosi
opened the discussion with the verse: "I have seen all the works that
are done under the sun; and, behold, all is vanity and a striving after
wind" (Kohelet 1:14). HE ASKS: How could King Solomon, who was
greater in his wisdom than all other people of the world, say that all
the works are vanity and a striving after wind? Is it possible that the
deed of righteousness IS ALSO VANITY AND A STRIVING AFTER
WIND? Is it not written: "And the work of righteousness shall be
peace" (Yeshayah 32:17)? HE ANSWERS: We have already
established that it is written: "All the works that are done under the
sun," but the work of righteousness is different, for it is above the
sun.
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319. "And, behold, all is vanity and a striving after wind." HE ASKS:
What is its meaning? If, "all is vanity (Heb. hevel)," MEANS, as we
established, being in the secret of Wisdom - as is said, "'Vanity of
vanities', says Kohelet" (Kohelet 1:2), and these vanities are the
sustenance of the upper and lower world - then what can be said of
this verse here: "And, behold, all is vanity and a striving after wind?"

320. This is the way we explained it, and this is how it is. Come and
behold: when deeds in the world are good, and one strives to be
occupied with the service of the Holy King, the good deed that he
does turns into a breath (Heb. hevel) above. And each and every
breath from which a voice ascends above, becomes a defense
counselor before the Holy One, blessed be He.

321. All these works that a person is occupied with which are not in
the service of the Holy One, blessed be He, become a breath, which
goes and flies about the world. And when his soul departs, that
breath rolls him through the world, like a stone in a sling, as is
written: "And the souls of your enemies, them shall He sling out, as
out of the hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel 25:29).

322. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "shall He sling out?" AND HE
ANSWERS: That breath rolls it around in the world. Then all the
things that are done and are not in the service of the Holy One,
blessed be He, turn into a breath, which is the breaking of spirit, for
this breaks the spirit that goes up and down and rolls throughout the
world. This is what is meant by: "vanity and a striving after wind
(also: 'spirit')."

323. But that thing that is in the service of his Master ascends to a
level above the sun and becomes a holy breath. This is the seed that
the person sows in that world. And what is it called? righteousness,
as is written: "Sow for you by righteousness" (Hoshea 10:12).

324. This leads the person when his soul leaves him, raises him to
the place of glory above, and is present to bind him in the bundle of
life. This is what is meant by: "And your righteousness shall go
before you" (Yeshayah 58:8), in order to lead you and to raise you to
the place that is called 'the glory of Hashem', WHICH IS MALCHUT,
as it is written: "the glory of Hashem shall be your rearguard" (Ibid.).
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325. All these souls that the holy breath leads, which is called "the
glory of Hashem," it gather into itself, and they are bound in it. Then
there is peace of spirit. But the other BREATH THAT IS NOT THE
SERVICE OF HASHEM is called "striving after wind." Blessed are the
righteous, for all their actions are above the sun, NAMELY, THE
SERVICE OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and they sow the
seed of righteousness, so they merit in the World to Come. And
about this, it is written: "But to you who fear my Name the sun of
righteousness shall arise" (Malachi 3:20).

326. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. Originally, when the Holy
Temple was built below, it was only based upon Judgment and
Anger, as "a provocation of My anger and of My fury..." (Yirmeyah
32:31). This is because it is in the place where Judgment dwells. In
the time to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, shall build and
perfect it in a different, higher level called 'righteousness', WHICH IS
THE PERFECTED MALCHUT, as written: "In righteousness (Heb.
tzedakah) shall you be established" (Yeshayah 54:14). Therefore, it
will endure AND WILL NOT BE DESTROYED AGAIN. And its actual
name will be called 'righteousness (Heb. tzedek)'. How do we know?
It is written, "And this is His Name whereby He shall be called,
Hashem is our righteousness (Heb. tzedek)" (Yirmeyah 23:6).

25. "You did stretch out Your right hand, the earth swallowed them"
The rabbis have some difficulty with the fact that God stretched out His right hand seemingly to perform judgment, yet the right hand is of Chesed.
The explanation is that He separated the right hand so that the left hand performed the acts of judgment. We are told that He has guided the
righteous with His strength and His arm to His holy habitation. Rabbi Shimon speaks about the latter generation that Joshua circumcised, and in
whom He revealed the holy imprint of the Name of God; everyone who is circumcised and in whom the holy marking has been revealed is called
'righteous'. Rabbi Shimon reminds us that there is no word or letter in the Torah that does not contain supernal secrets.
327. "You did stretch out Your right hand, the earth swallowed
them" (Shemot 15:12): YET, HE WAS ASKED AGAIN, THE RIGHT
ACTS WITH CHESED. AND HE ANSWERS: But we have learned
THAT IT MEANS You have raised Your right hand, AND THE LEFT
REMAINED ALONE AND PERFORMED ACTS OF JUDGMENT. Rabbi
Yitzchak said: The friends observed that when the Holy One, blessed
be He, extracted the dead Egyptians from under the water, He said to
the earth: 'Gather them unto you.' It did not want to, until the Holy
One, blessed be He, lifted the right hand against it and placed it
under oath. Then it is written: "The earth swallowed them." Rabbi
Elazar said: "You did stretch out your right hand," MEANING to
separate it from the left, and Judgment was performed THROUGH
THE LEFT.

328. "You in Your mercy led forth the people whom You have
redeemed" (Shemot 15:13). This is as is written: "But Your right
hand, and Your arm, and the light of Your countenance, because You
did favorably accept them" (Tehilim 44:4). "But Your right hand,"
refers to greatness, NAMELY CHESED. "You have guided them in
Your strength"; what is meant by, "and your arm," which is Gvurah.
"To Your holy habitation," is what is written: "and the light of Your
countenance, for You did favorably accept them." It is the Righteous,
WHICH IS YESOD. And they are all present in the passage, ALL THE
SIX SFIROT, BECAUSE CHESED AND GVURAH INCLUDE TIFERET,
AND YESOD INCLUDES NETZACH AND HOD.
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329. "Fear (Heb. eimatah) and dread shall fall upon them." HE ASKS:
it is written "eimatah," but the more common form, 'eimah' should
have been used. Why "eimatah"? There is not one word or letter in
the Torah that does not contain high secrets. AND IF SO, what is the
meaning of "eiamtah (also: 'the fear of her')?" Rabbi Shimon said: It
means the terror of the Shechinah. AND IT IS LIKE THE DREAD OF
HEI (EIMAT-HEI), WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH.
330. Similarly, "You shall bring them (Heb. tevi'emo) in, and plant
them (Heb. tita'emo) in the mountain of Your inheritance..." It should
have said 'tevi'em' and 'tita'em'. Why tevi'emo (with Vav)? HE
ANSWERS: The Holy Spirit is speaking about the latter generation
that Joshua circumcised, and in whom He revealed the holy imprint
of the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. They were linked with
the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and they were worthy to inherit the
land, as is written: "Your people also shall be all Righteous: they
shall inherit the land forever" (Yeshayah 60:21). Because everyone
who is circumcised and in whom the holy marking has been
revealed, and who observes it, is called 'righteous'. Therefore, "they
shall inherit the land forever."

331. Therefore "tevi'emo" is spelled with an extra Vav, WHICH
MEANS that You will bring those attached to the Vav. "And plant
them," as is said, "the branch of My planting, the work of My hands,
that I may be glorified" (Ibid.), those that are connected to the Vav,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. And is the allusion to those latter ones, IN THE
TIMES OF JOSHUA. There is no word or small letter in the Torah that
does not contain supernal secrets and holy reasons. Blessed is the
portion of those who are familiar with them.

26. Building the lower Temple
We hear that it is a commandment to build the lower Temple similar to the Temple of above, and that the Temple must have windows in it. One must
not pray in the field because an edifice is required to bring down the Shechinah to the human beings. Isaac prayed in the field, but he was one of the
Patriarchs, so he was different.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd).
332. It is a commandment to build the lower Temple similar to the
Temple of above, as is written: "In the place, Hashem, which You
have made for You to dwell in" (Shemot 15:17), because it is
necessary to build a Temple below, to say a prayer in it every day,
and to serve the Holy One, blessed be He, because prayer is called
'service'.

333. It is necessary to build that particular synagogue with great
beauty and to outfit it with all its necessities and improvements,
because the synagogue below corresponds to the synagogue above.
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334. The Temple below stands similar to the Temple above, for the
one corresponds to the other. All the improvements and all the
services and all the vessels and the accessory instruments of that
Temple are all similar to above. The Tabernacle that Moses erected
in the wilderness was a similar reflection of the one above.

335. The Temple that King Solomon built is a house of rest, similar to
the one above in all ITS particulars, with all its supernal perfection,
completed to become the house of rest and inheritance. Similarly, a
synagogue must have all the accruements of beauty like the
supernal one above to be a house of prayer, in which corrections are
made through prayer, as has been explained.

336. And that Temple MUST have windows in it, as is written, "and
open windows" (Daniel 6:11), similar to above. Of this it is written:
"He looks in at the windows; He peers through the lattice" (Shir
Hashirim 2:9). If you ask whether IT IS PERMITTED TO PRAY in the
field, because a spirit can ascend there, it is not so, because we
need an edifice, and there is not any. It is necessary to establish an
edifice below, similar to the edifice above, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to
bring down the supernal dweller, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, to the
inhabitants of below, HUMAN BEINGS.

337. Also, that prayer and that spirit should ascend and exit from the
narrow strait in a straight path towards Jerusalem. About this is
written: "Out of my distress (lit. 'from the narrow strait') I called upon
Yah" (Tehilim 118:5). For it is necessary to have a place that is
narrow and tight to cast into it that spirit, so that it should not turn to
the right or to left. But in a field the voice can not be projected to
Him in this way. Similar to this is the sound of the Shofar that is
projected outward in a smooth, straight way from a narrow place,
and it goes and splits firmaments, and ascends upwards to stimulate
the spirit of above.

338. And you may ask: is it not written, "And Isaac went out to
meditate in the field?" (Beresheet 24:63). SO WE SEE THAT
PRAYING TAKES PLACE EVEN IN THE FIELD. AND HE ANSWERS:
Isaac was different, for he had something else that the rest of the
world did not have. HE WAS ONE OF THE PATRIARCHS. And also
this verse did not come for this purpose, TO PERMIT PRAYING IN
THE FIELD. For certainly, in a different field he would not have been
praying, as we have already explained THAT THIS FIELD WAS THE
FIELD THAT ABRAHAM HAD PURCHASED.
(End of Ra'aya Meheimna)
Rabbi Aba speaks of a song that is composed of 22 holy engraved
letters and ten sayings, and which is imprinted on the Holy name.
Rabbi Shimon says that while the children of Yisrael were standing
by the sea and singing, God appeared to them with all his Chariots
and hosts; every one of them saw what the other prophets of the
world did not. All of them sang the same song simultaneously and in
rhythm, and the Holy Spirit was in their mouths. It is obvious that
they all perceived the supernal Wisdom at that time. When the song
was over the children of Yisrael did not want to leave because of
their great longing to perceive God, until Moses showed them the
radiant shine of the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He in the
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wilderness. Thus it is called "the wilderness of Shur (lit 'observe')."
339. We have learned that Rabbi Aba said: Blessed is the portion of
those who merit to sing this song in this world and merit to say it in
the World to Come. This song is composed of 22 holy engraved
letters and with ten sayings, and it is all imprinted on the Holy Name,
and it is all the perfection of the Holy Name. And we have made
observations about these things.

340. Rabbi Shimon said: At the moment that Yisrael were standing
by the sea and singing songs, the Holy One, blessed be He,
appeared to them with all His Chariots and hosts, in order that they
should know their King who had done for them all these miracles
and mighty acts. Each and every one knew and noticed what the
other prophets of the world did not know or notice.

341. For if you say that they had no knowledge and did not attain
supernal Wisdom, then from this song you can see that they all
beheld Wisdom, and knew those things they recited. For if not, how
could they all say the same words without varying one from
another? Whatever this one said, the other one said, and one word
was not said before the other, but rather they all said them in the
same rhythm. And the Holy Spirit was in the mouth of each and
every one, and the words were all enunciated as though they were
emitted from one mouth. Most certainly, they all noticed and
perceived the supernal Wisdom, and were familiarized with these
lofty particulars, and the Holy Spirit was in the mouth of each and
every one.

342. Even those in their mothers' wombs were saying the song all as
one. They all saw that which even the prophet Ezekiel did not see,
and they therefore watched, as though they saw eye to eye. When
they concluded the words, they all bore fragrance on their own, and
yearned to conceive and perceive, and did not want to travel from
there, so great was their desire.

343. At that moment, Moses said to the Holy One, blessed be He:
'Your children, because of their great longing to perceive You, do
not want to travel from the sea.' What did the Holy One, blessed be
He, do? He concealed His glory out of the wilderness, and there He
appeared yet did not appear. Moses said to Yisrael: 'Many times
have I said that you should travel from there, but you did not want to
until I showed you the splendor of the glory of the Holy One, blessed
be He, in the wilderness.' They were immediately desirous.
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344. But they did not travel until Moses grasped them and showed
them the radiant shine of the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, in
the wilderness. Then, because of great longing and desire to
perceive, Moses caused them to travel. This is what is meant by: "So
Moses brought Yisrael from the Sea of Suf, and they went out into
the wilderness of Shur" (Shemot 15:22). What is the meaning of "the
wilderness of Shur"? This was the desert where they wanted to
perceive and gaze upon the precious splendor of the Holy King.
Therefore, it is called "the wilderness of Shur (lit. 'observe')," WHICH
MEANS there is gazing there.

27. "And found no water"
And they marched three days in the wilderness, and found no water; water means the Torah, which had not yet been given to them. Rabbi Elazar
says that is true, and that Torah is the Holy One, blessed be He. When they came to the bitter water of Marah, Hashem showed him a tree; the tree
means Torah, and it means the Holy One, blessed be He. It was when they arrived at Marah that they entered fully into the Covenant with God, where
He made for them a statute and an ordinance.
345. "And they marched three days in the wilderness, and found no
water" (Shemot 15:22). Water means nothing if not the Torah, as is
written, "Ho, everyone that thirsts, come to the water" (Yeshayah
55:1). Rabbi Yisa said: And who gave them Torah here? For until
now the Torah was not yet given to them.

346. Rabbi Elazar said: They went out into the wilderness to gaze
and perceive, but the Holy One, blessed be He, removed His
precious splendor from there. They went in order to conceive Him,
but did not find Him. We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be
He, is called 'Torah'. Therefore, water is Torah, and Torah is the Holy
One, blessed be He.

347. Rabbi Shimon said: While they were still traveling in the
wilderness, a different government of the other nations, appeared to
them, namely, that one which dominates the wilderness, and it met
them there. Then Yisrael saw that it was not the precious splendor of
their King. This is what is meant by, "And when they came to Marah,
they could not drink the waters of Marah" (Shemot 15:28). Why? "For
they were bitter." Their souls were not gratified, as before. And even
more, he had come to accuse them.

348. It is written: "And he cried to Hashem, and Hashem showed him
a tree" (Ibid. 25). A "tree" means only Torah, as is written: "She is a
Tree of Life to those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18). And Torah
means the Holy One, blessed be He. Rabbi Aba said: "Tree" means
the Holy One, blessed be He, as is written: "For a man is the tree of
the field" (Devarim 20:19). The "tree of the field," assuredly is the
Tree of the Field of the Holy Apples, MEANING THIS FIELD IS
MALCHUT. "THE TREE OF THE FIELD" REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN,
HER HUSBAND. And when the splendor of the glory of the King
appeared over them, then, "when he had cast into the waters, the
waters were made sweet" (Shemot 15:25). What is the meaning of,
"and the waters were made sweet"? It means that the Accuser has
become an advocate.
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349. Rabbi Aba said: Come and behold. When Yisrael first entered
into the Covenant of the Holy One, blessed be He, they did not enter
properly. Why? Because they circumcised but did not uncover, thus
the holy sign was not revealed. But when they arrived here, TO
MARAH, it is written: "There He made for them a statue and an
ordinance" (Shemot 15:25), WHICH MEANS that Yisrael entered into
the two holy parts, MALCHUT AND YESOD, WHICH THEY MERITED
BY THE CIRCUMCISION AND MEMBRANE UNCOVERING. In that
revealing, in which their sign was uncovered and revealed, they were
called 'a statute and an ordinance'. Statute (Heb. chok) IS MALCHUT,
as is written: "And gives food to her household, and a portion (Heb.
chok) to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). IT ENCOMPASSES MALCHUT
AND ALLUDES TO CIRCUMCISION. "Ordinance" as is written: "An
ordinance of Elohim of Jacob" (Tehilim 81:5). THIS IS YESOD,
ALLUDING TO MOCHIN THAT ARE REVEALED THROUGH THE
MEMBRANE UNCOVERING THAT IS CALLED 'ORDINANCE'. "And
there He tested them," namely with His holy sign. SINCE IT IS A
STATUTE, IT CAN BE TESTED, as is written: "For this is a statute for
Yisrael." Rabbi Yiba Saba (the elder) said in his book: It refers to that
holy staff, REGARDING WHICH IS SAID, "AND HASHEM SHOWED
HIM A TREE."

28. "And He said, 'If you will diligently hearken to voice of Hashem'"
When they attained the Covenant, the children of Yisrael attained Malchut, Yesod, Netzach and Hod, and therefore reached the Holy King, Tiferet. We
learn of the proper circumcision and uncovering and the holy anointing oil that allow the circumcised to bond with the Holy King. The text speaks of
the protection for the holy mark for four things. The children of Yisrael merit welcoming the Shechinah through guarding against the impurity of
menstruation. We hear of the protection of the Righteous, protection from the maidservant, protection from a heathen woman and protection from a
harlot. We read that God did not want to give the children of Yisrael the Torah until they were close to Him, and He achieved this closeness by the
Covenant of circumcision.
350. "And he said, 'If you will diligently hearken to voice of Hashem
your Elohim'"(Shemot 15:26) What is the meaning of, "And He said"?
It does not say who said this. Rather the Holy One, blessed be He,
said this. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: We derive meaning from one vague
saying to another. For it is written, "And He said to Moses, 'Come up
to Hashem'" (Shemot 24:1). AND THERE IT REFERS TO MALCHUT,
FOR IF IT WAS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IT SHOULD HAVE
SAID, "COME UP TO ME." HERE ALSO, IT MEANS MALCHUT.

351. Rabbi Yosi said: It is understood from the PREVIOUS verse,
"And he cried to Hashem, and Hashem showed him a tree." From
this we derive THE MEANING OF, "And He said," for it is understood
who said this, NAMELY, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. 'To the
voice of Hashem your Elohim,' or 'to my voice' should have been
said. HE ANSWERS: THE meaning is this voice into which they had
entered THROUGH CIRCUMCISION, WHICH IS THE VOICE OF
MALCHUT. THEREFORE, IT DOES NOT SAY 'TO MY VOICE'.
352. Rabbi Aba said: After the holy sign was revealed in them, they
attained two holy parts, as we learned, WHICH ARE YESOD AND
MALCHUT. THROUGH CIRCUMCISION THEY MERITED MALCHUT,
AND THROUGH THE MEMBRANE UNCOVERING, YESOD. As soon
as they attained these two, they also attained these other two parts,
WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, because when they are elevated
by NETZACH AND HOD, they will join with YESOD AND MALCHUT,
and the blessings THAT YESOD WILL CAUSE TO FLOW TO
MALCHUT will not be withheld. Therefore, they will reach through
these up to the Holy King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
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353. And from the placement of the verse is the subject understood.
For it is written: "And He said, 'If you will diligently hearken'." "And
He said" refers to the Holy King. And what did He say? "If you
hearken diligently to the voice of Hashem your Elohim"; it is as
written: "For Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim
4:24), which is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT.
"And will do that which is right in His sight" refers to the righteous,
WHO IS CALLED 'RIGHT'; "and give ear to His commandments,"
refers to Netzach; and "keep all His statutes," refers to Hod. Since
they have attained these - MALCHUT, YESOD, NETZACH AND HOD they have reached the Holy King, WHO IS TIFERET, WHOSE PLACE
IS AFTER NETZACH. THEREFORE, what is written afterwards? "I will
put none of these diseases upon you, which I have brought upon
Egypt; for I am Hashem that heals you." "For I am Hashem," refers to
the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS TIFERET.
354. It is understood that whoever guards this holy sign, WHICH IS
CIRCUMCISION, ascends from it unto the Supernal Holy King. HE
ASKS: What is understood from these words? AND HE ANSWERS: It
is understood that these two, NETZACH AND HOD, in which the seed
accumulates FOR BLESSING, and the holy anointing oil that is
poured over the head of the male organ, WHICH IS YESOD, combine
together. And the Supernal King, TIFERET, is over them and they
connect with Him. Therefore, whoever enters these two, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, BY MEANS OF CIRCUMCISION AND UNCOVERING, and
guards them, is connected to two others, NETZACH AND HOD, and
enters them, and then reaches the Holy King, WHICH IS TIFERET.

355. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Most certainly, one who merits the
Righteous, WHICH IS YESOD, merits Netzach and Hod, BECAUSE
YESOD INCLUDES NETZACH AND HOD. And they are three with
which the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is blessed.
And he who merits them merits also the Holy King, THAT IS
TIFERET, and attains all four SFIROT, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT.
356. And corresponding to these four, there is protection for the holy
sign from four things: the protection of the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is protection from the impurity of
menstruation; protection of the righteous, WHICH IS YESOD, that is
protection from the maid servant; protection of Netzach, which is
protection from a heathen woman; and protection of Hod, which is
protection from a harlot. This is why "the voice of Hashem your
Elohim," is the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
WHICH THEY ENTERED THROUGH CIRCUMCISION.

357. How did Yisrael merit to welcome the Shechinah? It is through
guarding against the impurity of menstruation. And about this is
written: "Also you shall not approach a woman in the impurity of her
menstrual flow, to uncover her nakedness" (Vayikra 18:19). HE
ASKS: "To uncover her nakedness" - of whom? HE ANSWERS: Of
the Congregation of Yisrael, MEANING NOT TO BLEMISH HER. And
in this way, other things that the Congregation of Yisrael is bound to
joined and connect to. And we have already explained this matter.
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358. "And will do that which is right in His sight." This refers to the
righteous, WHO IS YESOD, as is written: "The eyes of Hashem are
toward the righteous" (Tehilim 34:16). We have discussed being
wary of a maid servant in accordance with the verse: "And a
handmaid that is heir to her mistress" (Mishlei 30:23), WHICH
MEANS that it causes the righteous to cleave unto a handmaid. "And
give ear to His commandments," refers to Netzach, for one should
not insert this sign into a heathen woman, nor be false with it to
Netzach. For it is written: "And also the Eternal One (lit. 'Netzach') of
Yisrael will not lie" (I Shmuel 15:29). And he who observes this, THE
HOLY COVENANT, fulfills His commandments, as is written: "For
you shall worship no other El" (Shemot 34:14). "And keep all His
statutes." This is Hod, to beware of a harlot.

359. This agrees with what we have learned. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is
written: "Gird your sword upon your thigh, O mighty warrior: your
glory and your majesty" (Tehilim 45:4). This refers to he who makes
haste to place the fear of the strong sharpened sword, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, before him, upon the thigh. What is "upon your thigh"? It
means upon this holy sign, to guard it, as is written: "Put, I pray you,
your hand under my thigh" (Beresheet 24:2).

360. Another explanation for "Gird your sword." It means expedite
and strengthen yourself, overpower your Evil Inclination, which is
your sword "upon your thigh," upon that Holy Covenant, to guard it.
If he guards it, then he is called 'mighty'. And the Holy One, blessed
be He, dresses him in His garments. What are the garments of the
Holy One, blessed be He? They are Hod and Netzach, as is written:
"You are clothed with glory and majesty" (Tehilim 104:1). Here also,
"Your glory and your majesty." Then the person cleaves unto the
Holy King properly.

361. From here and further: "I will put none of these diseases upon
you, which I have brought upon Egypt; for I am Hashem that heals
you." This is the Holy King. Therefore, He admonished them about
that very thing that He gave and marked in them, WHICH IS THE
COVENANT OF THE CIRCUMCISION, and no more. AND IT IS TRUE
that although until now the Torah was not yet given to them, yet it is
written, "there He made for them a stature and an ordinance,"
WHICH ARE CIRCUMCISION AND THE UNCOVERING OF THE
MEMBRANE. Forthwith, "And He said, 'If you will diligently
hearken...'" WHICH REFERS TO THE FOUR WAYS TO OBSERVE THE
MEMBER OF THE HOLY COVENANT, AS EXPLAINED.
362. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
admonish Yisrael about the Torah, with how many words and with
how many persuasions of love did He draw them, like a father who
draws his son to school. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be
He, did not want to give them the Torah until they were close to Him.
How did they become attracted to Him? By uncovering this sign,
WHICH IS THE CIRCUMCISION, as we have learned.
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363. Rabbi Yehuda said: Yisrael did not come close to Mount Sinai
until they entered the portion of the Righteous, NAMELY,
CIRCUMCISION, and attained it. How do we know this? Because it is
written: "The same (Heb. zeh) day they came to the wilderness of
Sinai" (Shemot 19:1). The very day exactly, WHICH IS YESOD THAT
IS CALLED 'ZEH'. And it is written: "And it shall be said on that day,
'Lo, this is our Elohim; we have waited for Him...'" (Yeshayah 25:9).

29. the story of the manna
Rabbi Yehuda discusses the verse, "Blessed is he who considers the poor: Hashem will deliver him in the day of evil." Rabbi Chiya wonders about
"For Hashem hears the poor," asking if He listens only to the poor and no others. Rabbi Shimon says merely that it is that they are closer to the
King, as there is no one in the world who has a broken heart like a needy person. We are told a story of Rabbi Yisa who brought back a poor man
from the dead. The poor man's soul went to the King's throne and learned that three chairs were prepared ready for Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi
Ya'akov, and Rabbi Chizkiyah. We read of another incident with a poor person and Rabbi Yitzchak, and a dream about Rabbi Shimon and a poor
person. Every day the dew of Atika Kadisha drips down to Zeir Anpin and is drawn to those below, and it nourishes the holy angels. The children of
Yisrael ate that food in the wilderness, because it was the manna. Rabbi Shimon says that those who are occupied with the Torah day and night are
still nourished from it today. When the children of Yisrael left Egypt they had unleavened bread, but now they merited a different higher bread from a
high place. Scholars who are occupied with Torah are nourished from a high place. Rabbi Elazar wonders why those scholars seem weaker than
other people, and Rabbi Shimon explains that the Torah scholars eat the food of the spirit and soul, and do not eat the food of the body at all;
therefore their bodies are weaker. This higher food is equated to Chochmah, or Wisdom. Returning to the question of the poor, we learn that one
who helps fulfill the poor person has a letter added to Tzedek, righteousness, so that it becomes Tzedekah, Charity. More precious than these is the
food of the sick, and more supreme than that is the food of spirits and souls that comes from Binah that has returned to become Chochmah, and
more precious than all of them is the food that comes from the Supernal Chochmah, which is what the Torah scholars eat. This is because Torah
emanates from the Supernal Chochmah. Rabbi Yosi says that all believers must request their food from God on a daily basis, and pray for it,
because that causes that tree that contains everyone's food to be blessed from them. Therefore one need not cook food on one day for another day;
one must "hope in His steadfast love." We are reminded that "The Righteous eats to satisfy his soul." Those who do not have faith burden
themselves every day over food, out of fear that perhaps they will not acquire a loaf of bread. Rabbi Elazar taught that the Righteous shall eat of that
manna in the World to Come. Rabbi Shimon says that every person who puts a desire before the Holy King must concentrate his whole will and
heart on it in order to draw the blessing from the wellspring of all. A person must prepare his table on Sabbath night so that blessings from above
will dwell on him; blessing is not present on an empty table. The Sabbath is the inclusion of all the other days, and from it they are blessed.
364. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Behold, I will rain bread from
heaven for you'" (Shemot 26:4). Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion, saying: "Blessed is he who considers the poor: Hashem
will deliver him in the day of evil" (Tehilim 41:2). We have explained
this passage. It refers to when a person is lying ill, captured by the
officers of the King. His head is chained, his feat in manacles, many
soldiers guard him from all sides so that he shall not escape, his
limbs are in straits and fighting among themselves, and food is
taken from him.

365. At that time, they appoint for him an Interlocutor and a Defender
in order to speak favorably about him to the King, as is written: "If
there be an angel over him, an interpreter, one among a
thousand" (Iyov 33:23). At that moment, blessed is the portion of a
man who comes to him and teaches him a way to save him from
Judgment. This is what is written, "Blessed is he who considers the
poor."

366. HE ASKS: And how can he save the sick person? HE
ANSWERS: He should teach him the way of returning and repenting
before his Master. Then an Intercessor is formed for him above, AND
HE IS SAVED. What is his reward? It is that "Hashem will deliver him
in the day of evil." Another explanation for: "Blessed is he who
considers the poor." How strong is the reward of THE ONE WHO
ASSISTS the needy before the Holy One, blessed be He.
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367. Rabbi Chiya said: I wondered about this passage, "For Hashem
hears the poor" (Tehilim 69:34). Does He hearken only unto the poor
and no others? Rabbi Shimon said: It is because they are closer to
the King, as is written: "A broken and a contrite heart, O Elohim, You
will not despise" (Tehilim 51:19). And there is no one in the world
one who has a broken heart like a needy person. Rabbi Shimon also
said: Come and behold. All the people of the world appear before the
Holy One, blessed be He, in body and soul. But the poor appear
before the Holy One, blessed be He, only in soul, BECAUSE HIS
BODY IS BROKEN, and the Holy One, blessed be He, is closer to the
soul than to the body.

368. There was a poor man who lived in the neighborhood of Rabbi
Yisa. No one paid any attention to him. He himself was bashful and
did not press upon other people. One day he became ill. Rabbi Yisa
came in to visit him and heard a voice saying: Justice, justice MEANING THAT HE GAVE A STATEMENT OF JUSTICE TO HEAVEN.
The soul is departing from me but my time has not yet arrived. Woe
to the inhabitants of the city, for there is no one among them to
return his soul to him. Rabbi Yisa arose and put some fig juice and a
measure of spicy wine into his mouth. A sweat broke out in his face
and his spirit returned to him.

369. Afterwards, he came to visit and he inquired about him. He said:
I swear, Rabbi, the soul left me and reached the King's throne, and
wanted to remain there. But the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
award you, and they announced of you: Rabbi Yisa spirit will depart
and he shall be bound in a particularly holy assembly, NAMELY IN
THE GREAT ASSEMBLY (IDRA RABA), AND NOT IN THE SMALLER
ASSEMBLY that the friends shall raise in the land. And they have
prepared three chairs that are standing ready for you and your
friends, RABBI YOSI, THE SON OF RABBI YA'AKOV, AND RABBI
CHIZKIYAH, WHOSE SOULS DEPARTED DURING THIS ASSEMBLY.
From that day onward, the inhabitants of the city watched and paid
attention to him.

370. Another incident occurred when a poor person passed before
Rabbi Yitzchak with half a coin of silver in his hand. He said to Rabbi
Yitzchak: Save my and my daughters' souls. He said: How can I
make whole your souls, when I have only a half coin. He said: I will
complete it hereby with the half coin I have in my possession. He
took it out and gave it to him.

371. They showed him in his dream how he was traveling along the
edge of the Great Sea and they wanted to throw in him into it. He
described how Rabbi Shimon stretched out his hand towards him.
And that poor person came, took him out and gave him into the
hands of Rabbi Shimon, and he was saved. When he awoke, his
mouth uttered this passage: "Blessed is he who considers the poor:
Hashem will deliver him in the day of evil."
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372. Come and behold: every day the dew of Atika Kadisha drips to
Zeir Anpin, and the whole Field of Holy Apples is blessed, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and from that, dew is drawn to these below. The holy
angels are nourished from it, each one according to his ability to eat.
This is what is written: "Man ate the bread of angels" (Tehilim 78:25);
NAMELY, THAT DEW MENTIONED EARLIER, WHICH IS THE BREAD
OF ANGELS. Yisrael ate of that food in the wilderness, THE MANNA.

373. Rabbi Shimon said: Many people are nourished from it today.
And who are they? They are the friends, who are occupied with
Torah days and nights. And if it you think that it was actually the
same food THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ATE IN THE
WILDERNESS, it is not, but it is very similar to that food, for it is
worth double THE MANNA THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ATE
IN THE WILDERNESS.

374. Come and behold: when Yisrael came and cleaved unto the Holy
King, they merited then to eat a much higher bread because of the
uncovering of the holy sign OF THE CIRCUMCISED ORGAN. Before,
when they left Egypt, they came with bread called unleavened bread
(Heb. Matzah), WHICH IS MALCHUT. Now they merited to eat a
different, much higher bread, from a high place, as is written:
"Behold I will rain bread from the heavens for you," actually from the
heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and it became available to Yisrael
from this place at that time. The friends who are occupied with Torah
are nourished from a higher place. What is it? It is as written:
"Wisdom gives life to those who have it" (Kohelet 7:12), which is a
place far higher THAN ZEIR ANPIN.

375. Rabbi Elazar said to him: If so, why are those occupied with
Torah weaker than other people, for the other people appear to be
stronger than those who are occupied with Torah? He said to him:
You ask well.

376. Come and behold: all the food of the inhabitants of the world
comes from above. That food that comes from the heaven and the
earth is the food of the whole world. It is the food of all, and it is
coarse and thick nourishment. The food that comes from a higher
source and is a finer food comes from the place where Judgment is
prevalent, NAMELY MALCHUT, and this is the food that Yisrael ate
when they left Egypt, NAMELY, UNLEAVENED BREAD. The food that
was provided Yisrael at that time in the wilderness was from a higher
place, called 'heavens', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is a finer food that
enters into the soul more THAN ANY OTHER FOOD. It is more
separate from the body and is called 'the food of the angels',
NAMELY MANNA.
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377. The food that is the highest of all is the food of the friends,
those who are occupied with Torah, who eat the food of the spirit
and the soul and do not eat physical food at all. It is from the place
that is more precious than anything, called Chochmah (Wisdom).
Therefore, the bodies of the friends are weaker than the people of
the world because they do not eat the food of the body at all. They
eat only the food of the spirit and soul from the distant place, higher
and more precious than all - WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS FAR
AWAY, AS IS WRITTEN: "I SAID, 'I WILL BE WISE; BUT IT WAS FAR
FROM ME'" (KOHELET 7:23). Therefore, that food is far more refined
than all. Blessed is their portion. This is what is written: "Wisdom
gives life to those who have it." Blessed is the portion of a body that
can be nourished with the food of the soul.

378. Rabbi Elazar said to him: Certainly, it is so, but in the present
time how is such food to be found? He said to him: You ask well.
Come and behold: this is the clarification of the matter. The first food
is the food of the whole world, that which comes from the heavens
and earth. And it is the food of the body.

379. The food that is higher than it, which is finer, comes from the
place where Judgment is prevalent, called righteousness (Heb.
tzedek), WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the food of the poor; NAMELY
MATZAH, THAT IS CALLED 'THE BREAD OF AFFLICTION'. And the
secret of the matter is that one who helps fulfill the poor person has
a letter added to Tzedek, and it becomes "tzedakah ('charity')." This
is the secret of, "The merciful man does good to his own
soul" (Mishlei 11:17). Acts of kindness show that one is under
Judgment but has perfected it with Chesed. Then it turns into Mercy.

380. A food even higher than these is a supreme nourishment, more
glorious and precious, from the place called 'heaven', WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN - NAMELY MANNA, WHICH THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
ATE IN THE WILDERNESS. It is finer than all of them. And this is the
food of the sick. This is what is meant by: "Hashem strengthens him
upon the bed of sickness: whenever he is prostrate You recover him
in his illness" (Tehilim 41:4). Hashem is precise, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. What is the reason? Because these ill people are fed only
with the actual food of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN.
381. A supreme food, holy and precious is the food of spirits and
souls, and it is the food from a high and far away place - WHICH IS
BINAH THAT HAS AGAIN BECOME CHOCHMAH - ABOUT WHICH IS
SAID: "I SAID, 'I WILL BE WISE; BUT IT WAS FAR FROM ME'." It is
the place that is called "the pleasantness of Hashem," MEANING
BINAH THAT HAS RETURNED TO CHOCHMAH.
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382. And more precious than all of them is the food that the friends
who are occupied with Torah EAT. It is the food that comes from the
Supernal Chochmah, WHICH IS ACTUAL CHOCHMAH. What is the
reason THAT IT COMES from this place? It is because Torah
emanates from the supernal Chochmah, and those who are occupied
with Torah enter into the main source of the roots. Therefore, their
food comes from that high, holy place.

383. Rabbi Elazar approached and kissed the hands OF RABBI
SHIMON, HIS FATHER. He said: Blessed is my portion that I
understood these words. Blessed is the portion of the righteous who
are occupied with Torah days and nights, for it merits them in this
world and in the World to Come, as is written: "For He is your life,
and the length of your days" (Devarim 30:20).

384. "Behold I will rain down bread from the heavens for you." Rabbi
Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "You open your hand,
and satisfy the desire of every living thing" (Tehilim 145:16). What is
written above? "The eyes of all wait upon You" (Ibid. 15). All the
people of the world hope and raise their eyes to the Holy One,
blessed be He. Therefore, all believers must request their food from
the Holy One, blessed be He, on a daily basis, and pray their prayers
for it.

385. HE ASKS: What is the reason? AND HE SAYS: Because
everyone who says his prayer to the Holy One, blessed be He, for his
food, causes that tree that contains everyone's food to be blessed
through him. Although he has food, he still must ask for it before the
Holy One, blessed be He, and pray his prayer for nourishment every
day, in order that through him, blessings shall be prevalent above
every single day. This is the meaning of: "Blessed be Adonai day by
day" (Tehilim 68:20).

386. Therefore, a person should not cook food on one day for
another day, in order not to leave over from one day to another. This
is what is meant by: "And the people shall go out and gather a
certain portion every day" (Shemot 16:4). "Every day," is exact,
except on Shabbat eve for Shabbat, as we have established. Then
the Holy One, blessed be He, is full of blessings every day. Then it is
written: "You open Your hand, and satisfy the desire of every living
thing." What is the "desire"? That is that particular desire that comes
from Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS KETER, and a desire emanates from
Him that there shall be food available to all. And he who requests
food every single day is called 'a faithful son', a son due to of whom
blessings are prevalent above.
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387. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying: "Hashem takes
pleasure in those who fear Him, in those who hope in His steadfast
love" (Tehilim 147:11). How important it is for people to go in the
ways of the Holy King, and to go in the paths of the Torah, so that
blessings will be prevalent for everyone, those above and those
below.

388. For we have learned, it is written: "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3). Indeed, "I will be glorified." What is its
meaning? It is because of Yisrael below, WHO ELEVATE MAYIN
NUKVIN ('FEMALE WATERS'), that the Holy One, blessed be He, is
glorified above. What is His glory-He dons Tefilin, in which colors
are mixed, with which to be glorified. FOR THE FOUR PORTIONS
ARE THE SECRETS OF THREE COLORS, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN,
AND THEY COMBINE IN THE SECRET OF THREE COLUMNS TO
ILLUMINATE IN ALL PERFECTION.
389. We learned, "Hashem takes pleasure in (or desires) those who
fear Him." HE ASKS: It should have said 'Hashem takes pleasure in
those who fear Him'. What is the meaning of, "Hashem takes
pleasure those who fear Him"? AND HE ANSWERS: "Hashem
desires those who fear Him," means that He produced this desires
and with it fulfilled the desires of those who feared Him. And who are
the fearful for whom He produced this desire? He repeats and says,
"Those who hope in His steadfast love," MEANING those who hope
and wait every single day to request their food from the Holy One,
blessed be He. This we learn from the verse, "those who hope in His
steadfast love."

390. Rabbi Yisa Saba (the elder) did not prepare his meal every day
until he prayed his prayer before the Holy One, blessed be He, for
food. He said: We will not prepare the meal until it is given from the
King's house. He then prayed his prayer before the Holy One,
blessed be He, waited one hour, and then would say: By now it was
already given from the King's house. From now on, prepare the
meal. This is the way of those who fear the Holy One, blessed be He,
those who fear sin.

391. Of the wicked people who go crookedly in the ways of the
Torah, it is written, "Woe to them that rise up early in the morning,
that they may follow strong drink" (Yeshayah 5:11). And therefore,
"Hashem takes pleasure in those who fear Him, in those who hope in
His steadfast love." "His steadfast love," indeed. And by this those
people of Faith are recognizable every single day, as is written: "And
the people shall go out and gather a certain portion every day." "A
certain portion every day," is said, and not a certain portion for the
next day.

392. HE ASKS: Why to such a degree? HE SAID: IT IS, "that I may
test them, whether they will follow My Torah, or no" (Shemot 16:4).
By this, MEANING IN THE EATING, these people of Faith are
recognizable, for every day they walk in the straight path in the
Torah. Rabbi Yitzchak said: From this we understand, "the righteous
eats to satisfy his soul" (Mishlei 13:25), WHICH MEANS THAT not
until he has satisfied his soul with prayer and the study of Torah
DOES HE EAT.
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393. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. Before the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave the Torah to Yisrael, He differentiated between
these people of Faith and the wicked who were not faithful and did
not want the Torah. How did He tell the difference between them? By
the manna, as is written: "That I may test them." The Holy One,
blessed be He, marked all those who were found to be faithful with
the imprint of the Sfirah of Chesed. As is written: "Those who hope
in his steadfast love (lit. 'Chesed')." And all those who are not found
to be faithful, He removed from this supernal Sfirah. And the Manna
announced and said: "but the belly of the wicked shall feel
want" (Ibid.). And with all this, "he that gathered much had nothing
over, and he that gathered little had no lack" (Shemot 16:18).

394. We learned that at that time Yisrael became perfected below,
similar to above, as we have established by the verse: "And they
came to Elim, where were twelve springs of water, and seventy palm
trees..." (Shemot 15:27). THIS MEANS THAT the holy tree, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, was strengthened by twelve boundaries in the four
sides of the world, CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, AND THERE ARE TWELVE BOUNDARIES, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE SPRINGS OF WATER. And it was
strengthened with seventy branches, WHICH ARE THE SEVENTY
MINISTERS, THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTY PALM TREES. And it all
resembles that which is above.
395. At that time, the holy dew, MEANING THE ABUNDANT FLOW
THAT IS CALLED 'DEW', drips from the concealed Atika, WHICH IS
KETER, and fills the head of Zeir Anpin, the place that is called
'heaven'. From that dew of the supernal holy Light was the manna
drawn and descended below. And when it descended, it spread like
flakes of layered ice and congealed below. This is what is written:
"As fine as the hoar frost on the ground" (Shemot 16:14).

396. All these people of Faith would go out and gather and bless the
Holy Name over it. And the manna emitted fragrances of all the
spices of the Garden of Eden, because they were drawn into it and
descended below. And when one placed it before him, he tasted in it
any taste he desired, and blessed the Supernal Holy King.

397. Then THE MANNA was blessed in his intestines, and he would
observe closely and have knowledge of the above, to observe the
supernal Chochmah. Therefore, they were called 'the Generation of
Knowledge'. And these were people of Faith, and the Torah was
given to them to gaze into it and to know her ways.
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398. Of those who were not faithful, it is written: "And the people
went about (Heb. shatu), and gathered it" (Bemidbar 11:8). What is
"shatu"? They selected foolishness (Heb. shtut) for themselves
because they were not people of Faith. It is written about them: "And
ground it in mills, or beat it in mortar..." (Ibid.). Who made them toil
so much? This is because they were not people of Faith.

399. Similar to this are those who do not have Faith in the Holy One,
blessed be He. They do not want to pay attention to His way, and
they burden themselves every day after food, days and nights, out of
fear that perhaps they will not acquire a loaf of bread. What caused
them to do this? It is because they are not people of Faith.

400. Here also, the people "went about, and gathered" in their own
foolishness. And they wanted to toil over it. This is what is written:
"And ground it in mills." And after all this work, they were not
successful, as is written: "And the taste of it was like the taste of oil
cake" (Ibid.), and no more. What caused this for them? It is because
they were not people of Faith.

401. Rabbi Yosi asked: What is "an oil (Heb. leshad) cake?" Some
say that it was kneaded in oil, according to its Aramaic translation.
And some say that as a demon (Heb. shed) changes to many modes,
so does the manna change to many tastes, MEANING THAT THEY
TASTED EVERY TASTE THEY WANTED IN IT. Rabbi Yehuda said:
"An oil cake" MEANS nourishment from oil.

402. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "They gathered every man according to his
eating" (Shemot 16:21). HE ASKS: Does that mean that one who ate
a little gathered a little, and one who ate more gathered more? Yet is
it not written: "He that gathered much had nothing over, and he that
gathered little had no lack"? HE ANSWERS: Rather, they gathered
according to the eaters. This is understood FROM THE WORDS "his
eating," MEANING, according to the number of eaters, and therefore
it is not written, 'EACH MAN ACCORDING TO what he can eat'.
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403. HE ASKS: What does this, THAT EACH ONE GATHERED
ACCORDING TO THE AMOUNT OF EATERS, teach us? HE
ANSWERS: If someone held a servant or maid servant, and said: He
is mine, and his neighbor came and said: He is mine, they would
approach Moses for judgments. He would say to them: How many
people are there in your house and how many people are in the
other's house. They would say the number. Then Moses would say
to them: Gather tomorrow, and afterwards both of you come before
me. The next day they would go out and gather and then go before
Moses. They would place before him a vessel, which he would
measure. If that servant was the owner's, then the portion of the
servant would be in that vessel, because there was one Omer
measured for each person of his household. He would measure for
the other and would find that the food portion of the servant was
lacking in his vessel, and there was one Omer for each person in his
household. THEN he would say: The servant belongs to this one.
This is what is meant by: "They gathered every man according to his
eating," and it: "An Omer for every man, according to the number of
your persons."

404. Rabbi Yisa said: It is written, "At evening you shall know that
Hashem has brought you out from the land of Egypt. And in the
morning, you shall see the glory of Hashem" (Shemot 16:6-7). HE
ASKS: "At evening you shall know." How will they know? HE
ANSWERS: We have learned that every single day the laws of the
Holy One, blessed be He, abide. In the morning, Chesed is roused in
the world. And at the time that is called evening, Judgment is
suspended over the world. As we have established, Isaac instituted
the Minchah (Afternoon Prayer,) AND ISAAC IS GVURAH. Therefore,
"At evening you shall know," when Judgment is aroused over the
world, you will know that with this Judgment Hashem has brought
you out of Egypt. "And in the morning, you shall see the glory of
Hashem," because at that time Chesed is aroused over the world,
and He will give you nourishment.

405. Rabbi Chiya said: It is the opposite of what is written before,
"When we sat by the flesh pots..." (Ibid. 3). At that moment, evening
was awakened, NAMELY JUDGMENT. And at the time that Judgment
was provoked, Chesed was also aroused in the world. This is what is
written: "You shall know that Hashem has brought you out from the
land of Egypt." You will know the Chesed that He performed by you
during the time of Judgment, and that He brought you out of the land
of Egypt, "and in the morning, you shall see the glory of Hashem."
The glory of Hashem is already known TO BE MALCHUT. And why
all this? Because "when Hashem hears your murmuring..." (Ibid. 8).

406. Rabbi Yesa said: The Holy One, blessed be He, did not change
His laws SO THAT CHESED WOULD ILLUMINATE IN THE EVENING,
AS RABBI CHIYA SAID. Only those wicked people of the world
changed and turned Mercy into Judgment, as we learned.
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407. Rabbi Elazar taught that the Righteous shall eat of that manna
in the World to Come. And if you think that it is in that same manner
THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ATE IN THE WILDERNESS, it is
not so, but rather more THAN THEY, in SUCH PERFECTION that
never existed. What is it? It is as we have established, "to behold the
pleasantness of Hashem, and to inquire in His temple" (Tehilim
27:4), and: "Neither has the eye seen, that an Elohim, beside
You" (Yeshayah 64:3).

408. "See, that Hashem has given you the Shabbat" (Shemot 16:29).
Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion, saying: "A song of ascents,
out of the depths I have cried to You, Hashem" (Tehilim 130:1). HE
ASKS: "A song of ascents," is unspecified, it does not explicitly
reveal who says it. HE ANSWERS: But, "A song of ascents," MEANS
that all the inhabitants of the world will eventually say this, because
this song will be said for eternal generations.

409. HE ASKS: What is THE MEANING OF, "Out of the depths I have
cried to you"? HE ANSWERS: So have we learned. Everyone who
prays his prayer before the Holy King must ask for his requests and
pray from the depth of his heart, in order that his heart is completely
with the Holy One, blessed be He. Thus, he should concentrate his
heart and desire. THIS IS THE MEANING OF, "OUT OF THE DEPTHS I
HAVE CRIED TO YOU." HE ASKS: Did David say it this way? Is it not
written, "With my whole heart I have sought You" (Tehilim 119:10)?
And this passage is sufficient, THAT IS, TO PRAY WITH THE WHOLE
HEART. Why is, "out of the depths," necessary?
410. HE ANSWERS: We learned, every person who makes his
request before the King must concentrate his mind and desire on the
source of all sources, to draw blessings from the depth of the pit, in
order that blessings shall flow from the wellspring of all. And what is
it? It is at that place from where that river, WHICH IS CONCEALED
CHOCHMAH, emerges and comes forth, as is written: "And a river
went out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). FOR EDEN IS CHOCHMAH, AND
RIVER IS BINAH, NAMELY BINAH THAT CAME OUT OF THE TOP OF
ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS CONCEALED CHOCHMAH. And it is
written: "There is a river, whose streams make glad the city of
Elohim" (Tehilim 46:5), and this is called "out of the depths." The
depth of all, the depth of the pit from which springs emerge and are
drawn to bless all. This is the beginning of drawing blessings
downward from above.

411. Rabbi Chizkiyah explains HIS WORDS: When the most
concealed Atik desires to bring blessings for the world, He places
and includes everything in that supreme depth, WHICH IS
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, OF THE ASPECT OF
BINAH EMERGING OUT OF IT. And from here a river, WHICH IS
BINAH, is draws and flows, and rivers and wellsprings emerge from
it, WHICH ARE THE MOCHIN. And everything is watered from it. FOR
ALL THE MOCHIN OF THE MALE AND THE FEMALE AND BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH ARE DRAWN FROM THERE. And whoever
says his prayer must concentrate his heart and desire to draw
blessings from this depth of all, in order that his prayer is accepted
and his desire is carried out.
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412. "And Moses said to them, 'Let no man leave of it till
morning'" (Shemot 16:19). Rabbi Yehuda said: Every single day, the
world is blessed from that supernal day, for all the six days are
blessed from the seventh day. And every day gives from that
blessing that it receives on its own day.

413. Therefore Moses said: "Let no man leave of it till morning."
What is the reason? Because one day does not borrow or give to
another. Rather, each one reigns exclusively, alone in its day,
because one day can not reign in the day of its neighbor.

414. Therefore, all these five days reign on their respective days, and
that which they received is available in them. The sixth day contains
more, and this is according to what Rabbi Elazar said: It is written,
"the sixth day," WITH THE DEFINITE ARTICLE (=HEI), which is not
written of the other days. But this is the way they established it. "The
sixth day," WITH A HEI, shows that the Queen is joined with it, WHO
IS CALLED HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to prepare the table for the
King. Therefore, it has two parts, one from the day itself and one
from establishing the joy of the King with the Queen.

415. That night is the joy of the Queen with the King and their
uniting, and all the six days are blessed, each one on its own.
Therefore, a person must prepare his table on Shabbat night so that
blessings from above will dwell upon him, and a blessing is not
present on an empty table. Therefore, scholars who know this secret
mate only on Shabbat nights.

416. "See, that Hashem has given you the Shabbat." HE ASKS: What
is Shabbat? HE ANSWERS: That is the day in which the other days
rest. And it is the inclusion of all the other six days, and from it are
they blessed. Rabbi Yisa said: The Congregation of Yisrael is also
called 'Shabbat', for she is the spouse OF SHABBAT, and a bride, as
is written: "You shall keep the Shabbat therefore, for it is holy to
you" (Shemot 31:14). To you and not to the other nations. This is
what is meant by: "Between Me and the children of Yisrael" (Ibid. 17).
This portion is an eternal heritage of Yisrael; thus it is written: "If
you restrain your foot because of Shabbat..." (Yeshayah 58:13). And
we explained the matter where we discussed it.
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417. It is written: "Let no man go out of his place on the seventh
day..." We learned that ITS MEANING IS from the place that is proper
to go, MEANING OUT OF THE CITY. And the secret of the matter is,
"Blessed be the glory of Hashem from his place" (Yechezkel 3:12),
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and this is the place. This is the secret of what
is written: "For the place on which you stand is holy
ground" (Shemot 3:5). It is the known area that is called "place,"
which is known by the supernal glory, NAMELY MALCHUT.

418. Therefore, it is an admonition to the person who adorns himself
with the holy crown of above ON THE SHABBAT DAY. From his
mouth secular talk should not emerge, because if SECULAR TALK
does emerge, he desecrates the Shabbat day. DESECRATING THE
SHABBAT WITH THE HANDS is done by doing work; with his feet is
by going out of the specified 2,000 cubits. All these are a desecration
of the Shabbat.

419. "Let no man go out of his place." This is the precious place of
Holiness, because outside of it, there are other Elohim. "Blessed be
the glory of Hashem." is the glory of above, NAMELY MALCHUT
FROM THE CHEST AND ABOVE. "From his place," is the glory of
below, NAMELY MALCHUT FROM THE CHEST AND BELOW. This is
the secret of the crown of the Shabbat, WHICH IS CALLED 'PLACE'.
Therefore, a person should not go out from his place, BECAUSE
OUTSIDE OF IT ARE OTHER ELOHIM. Blessed is the portion of one
who has merited the splendors of the Shabbat.

30. the Holy One, blessed be He, avenges the honor of the righteous
This section tells of cases where the Holy One, blessed be He did not punish someone who blasphemed against Him, but punished them when they
oppressed the children of Yisrael, because the Holy One, blessed be He cares more for the honor of the Righteous than for His own honor. Rabbi
Chiya says that when Moses said "They are almost ready to stone me," God told him to go before the people; he asked Moses if it was with their
permission that Moses stood, or with the permission of Himself.
420. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Pass before the
people...'" (Shemot 17:5). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion,
saying: "The angel of Hashem encamps round about those who fear
Him, and He delivers them" (Tehilim 34:8). Blessed are the
Righteous, for the Holy One, blessed be He, cares about their honor
more than His own. Come and behold: how many people in the world
revile and blaspheme towards above, like Sancheriv who reviled and
blasphemed, saying, "Which of all Elohim of the countries..." (II
Melachim, 18:35). And the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave and did
not order to punish him. As soon as he stretched out his hand
against Chizkiyah, it is written "that the angel of Hashem went out
and smote in the camp of Ashur (Assyria)..." (II Melachim 19:35).

421. Jerobaam, the son of Nevat, worshipped idols, sacrificed to
them, and offered to them, yet the Holy One, blessed be He, did not
order to punish him. But when Ido the prophet came and prophesied
against Him, and Jerobaam stretched out his hand against him, it is
written: "And his hand...dried up, so that he could not draw it back to
him" (I Melachim 13:4).
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422. Pharaoh reviled and blasphemed and said: "Who is
Hashem" (Shemot 5:2). Yet the Holy One, blessed be He, did not
punish him until he refused to send out Yisrael, as is written: "If as
yet you do exalt yourself against My people" (Shemot 9:17). "FOR IF
YOU REFUSE TO LET THEM GO, behold, the hand of Hashem is
upon the cattle" (Ibid. 2-3). So the Holy One, blessed be He, always
avenges the honor of the righteous more than His own.

423. Here Moses said: "They are almost ready to stone me" (Shemot
17:4). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: Now is not the time
to avenge your honor, Moses. Rather, "pass before the people," and
we shall see who will stretch out his hand against you. Is it with their
permission that you stand or with my permission?!

31. The rock and the boulder
Rabbi Chiya talks about Moses' rod that was turned into a snake, and the verse, "The way of a snake upon a rock." He says that the rock is Malchut,
and the rock is God. Rock always refers to Gvurah, so that when God wants to punish, Gvurah is aroused and punishes. The flow of water in "And
you shall smite the rock, and there shall come water out of it" is the flow of Gvurah from the higher to the lower levels, drawn by the Holy Name of
God engraved on the rod. Rabbi Aba says there is a supernal Rock and a lower rock that emerges from it. He tells us that wherever 'water' is written
it refers to the light of Chesed; it is the sign and miracle of the Holy One, blessed be He that the rock, which is judgment, should inspire the flowing
forth of Chassadim. Rabbi Shimon turns to the scripture, "He is the rock, His work is perfect," saying that the rock here is Abraham, who is Chesed.
The sins of Yisrael weakened the rock from what it had been originally.
424. "And your rod, with which you smote the river, take in your
hand, and go" (Ibid. 5). What is the reason? Because it was engraved
with miracles? and the Supernal Holy Name was imprinted on it. At
first, THE ROD WAS TURNED INTO a snake, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN OF SMALLNESS. As we have learned:
"The way of a snake upon a rock" (Mishlei 30:19). The snake, it is
known, arouses the rock, WHICH IS MALCHUT. In which area was
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, revealed? Here He became
revealed, as is written: "Behold, I will stand before you there upon
the rock" (Shemot 17:6). And who is the rock? It is as written, "He is
the rock, His work is perfect" (Devarim 32:4), WHICH IS MALCHUT.
Moses realized there how the snake stood by the stone. And we have
already explained these matters.

425. Rabbi Yehuda said: If the Torah had remained silent and had not
said more, it would be good. But rather, it is written, "And you shall
smite the rock, and there shall come water out of it" (Shemot 17:6).
IS THIS THE CUSTOM OF THE HOLY NAME? He said to him:
Certainly, it is so. For there is no single Name of all the Holy Names
of the Holy One, blessed be He, that does not perform miracles and
mighty acts, and does not bring forth whatever is necessary for the
world, especially to bring forth water here.
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426. He said to him: If so, it is written, "He smote the rock, that the
waters gushed out" (Tehilim 78:20). Who strikes in His name? He
said: It is recognizable from the blows that the hammer is sharp,
MEANING A SHARP PERSON KNOWS HOW TO ASK, and you ask
this. But come and behold: "rock" always refers to Gvurah,
MEANING MALCHUT WHEN SHE IS IN THE ASPECT OF GVURAH.
And when the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
wants to strike or punish, this Gvurah is aroused and that Gvurah
smites and punishes. And this is what is written: "Behold, (he)
smote the rock, that the waters gushed out," WHICH MEANS THAT
THE ROCK DID SMITE. And if the rock had not been aroused to
smite in the necessary place, the water would not have flowed.

427. He said to him: If so, is it not written: "Of the Rock that begot
you you are unmindful" (Devarim 32:18)? What is the meaning of
"unmindful?" You weakened it, WHICH CAN NOT HAPPEN BY A
NAME. He said to him: It is certainly so. For if the wicked had known
that the rock was going to become aroused against them to punish
them, they would have refrained from sinning against it. But it was
weak in their sight, because they did not look at it, and it did not
observe their ways TO PUNISH THEM IMMEDIATELY. And pertaining
to this IT IS SAID: "Of the Rock that begot you you are unmindful."

428. Rabbi Aba said: There is a rock and there is a rock. From the
side of the supernal rock emerges a different rock. And what is the
supernal Rock? He is the Rock of every rock. And who is it? It is She
who bore the children of Yisrael, ZEIR ANPIN. It is written: "Of the
Rock that begot you you are unmindful," MEANING BINAH THAT
GAVE BIRTH TO YISRAEL. Because from the side of the supernal
Rock of above emerges another rock; from the side of Ima, WHICH IS
BINAH, emerges Gvurah, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

429. And this proceeds as Rabbi Elazar said: It is written, "Who can
utter the mighty acts of Hashem?" (Tehilim 106:2). What are the
mighty acts of Hashem? It is to include the supreme Ima of all,
WHICH IS BINAH, that even though she HERSELF is not of
Judgment, yet from her side is Judgment prevalent, because from
her side there is Gvurah, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS SWEETENED
IN BINAH. And therefore it is called 'the supernal Rock'. "And have
forgotten El that formed you" (Devarim 32:18), is the light of Aba.
What is it? It is supernal Chesed, which is the light of Aba.

430. Rabbi Aba also said: Wherever water IS WRITTEN, it is known
TO ALLUDE TO THE LIGHT OF CHESED. And the Holy One, blessed
be He, becomes aroused by this rock, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, to
cause water to flow, WHICH IS CHESED, because it is not proper
FOR IT EMERGE UNLESS IT IS FROM CHESED. And this is the sign
and miracle of the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT THE ROCK,
WHICH IS JUDGMENT, SHOULD INSPIRE THE FLOWING FORTH OF
CHASSADIM. David praised this and said: "Who turned the rock into
a pond of water..." (Tehilim 114:8). And the meaning of "turned" IS
THAT HE TURNED IT FROM JUDGMENT TO CHESED, because it is
not the customary way of rock TO POUR FORTH CHESED.
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431. And regarding this, through the supernal Rock, WHICH IS
BINAH, He brought forth water from a lower place, FROM MALCHUT.
And what is the name of that lower place? Boulder, as is written:
"And you shall bring forth to them water out of the rock
(boulder)" (Bemidbar 20:8). And this boulder brought forth water as
with the power of the supernal Rock, WHICH IS BINAH.

432. Rabbi Shimon said, "He is the Rock, His work is perfect." What
is the meaning of, "He is the Rock, His work is perfect"? IT IS that
the Rock was turned and changed to do the work of the perfect one.
And who is he? Abraham, WHO IS CHESED, of whom it is written:
"Walk before Me, and be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1). This is the
meaning of "who turned the rock into a pond of water..." - THAT IT
CHANGED FROM EXECUTING JUDGMENT TO THE MINISTERING OF
CHESED. This means that "His work is perfect," NAMELY CHESED.
And this is Abraham, WHO IS CHESED.
433. At this time, the rock reverted to being perfect. At another time,
when Moses wanted to draw water from this rock, due to the sins of
Yisrael, it did not return to perfection, as before. At that moment
Moses raged and said: "Of the Rock that begot you you are
unmindful" (Devarim 32:18). Namely, you weakened it from what it
was before. For because of you it is not perfect now, and Judgment
was executed; what was not so when it begot you, meaning in the
days of your youth.

32. "Is Hashem among us"
Rabbi Shimon explains that in the verse, "Is Hashem among us or not (Heb. ayin)?" the word 'not' refers to the most concealed Atik of all, which is
called Ayin (naught). Yisrael were trying to discern between Ayin and Zeir Anpin. Because Yisrael tested God, making a separation between Atik and
Zeir Anpin, they were punished. "Then came Amalek."
434. Rabbi Aba said: It is written, "Is Hashem among us, or
not?" (Shemot 17:7). Was Yisrael fools, who did not know this? Did
they not see the Shechinah before them, and the clouds of Glory that
surrounded them, that they said, "Is Hashem among us, or not?"
These are people who saw the shine of the majesty of their King by
the sea. And we have learned that a maidservant saw at the sea what
the prophet Ezekiel never saw. It seems that they turned to be fools
to say, "Is Hashem among us or not (Heb. ayin)?"

435. HE ANSWERS: But this is what Rabbi Shimon said. They
wanted to discern between the most concealed Atik of all, WHICH IS
KETER, which is called 'Ayin ('naught')' and Zeir Anpin, which is
called 'Yud Hei Vav Hei'. Therefore, it is not written, 'If Hashem is
among us or no' as is written: "Whether they will follow My Torah, or
no" (Shemot 16:4), but rather, "Is Hashem among us or not (Heb.
ayin)?"
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436. HE ASKS: If so, why were they punished? HE ANSWERS:
Because they caused a separation BETWEEN ATIK AND ZEIR
ANPIN, and they did it by testing, as is written: "Because they
tempted (also: 'tested') Hashem." Said Yisrael: 'If the one is AMONG
US we will ask in one form, and if that one, then we will ask in
another form.' Therefore, immediately, "Then came Amalek" (Shemot
17:8).

33. "Then came Amalek"
Rabbi Yosi opens with "Blessed are you that sow beside all waters, that let the feet of the ox and the ass range freely." He says that the Holy One,
blessed be He has a tree, Zeir Anpin, that contains food for all. We are reminded that Yisrael is the trunk, and that the seventy branches are the
ministers of the heathen nations. When Yisrael encamped beside the water, they dominated the waters that were under the branches of that tree.
The ox and ass in the opening verse are from the left, and are brought into the discussion to emphasize that people must not give place to evil
species, must remain separated from them. Rabbi Yehuda says that "Amalek was the first of the nations" because he did not fear Elohim. He is
sentenced to everlasting perdition, and his name shall be utterly blotted out from the remembrance of man. Rabbi Aba now talks about "There is a
sore evil which I have seen under the sun." Rabbi Shimon explains that "sore evil" is a lack of charity, wherein people cling to their money and even
bear false witness in order to gain money. The Holy One, blessed be He had given Yisrael everything, yet they dealt with Him with false charges, and
"Then came Amalek." The war of Amalek was a war above and a war below, ultimately a war against God. Amalek came to provoke Judgment over
Mercy. During the war, when Moses held up his hands, he was fighting the battle above, while Joshua was fighting the battle below. From that time
until the Redemption there will never be a greater battle. Joshua was worthy of fighting against Amalek because Moses saw that he came from the
level of Metatron. Moses' hands were held up in faith, and it was this that gained them assistance from above. At the end, Moses built an altar called
"Hashem is my banner"; Jacob built an altar and called it "El, the Elohim of the children of Yisrael."
437. "Then came Amalek, and fought with Yisrael in
Refidim" (Shemot 17:8). Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion, saying:
"Blessed are you that sow beside all waters, that let the feet of the
ox and the ass range freely" (Yeshayah 32:20). "Blessed are you that
sow beside all waters." There we learned that there are various types
of waters, THAT THERE ARE MANY KINDS OF LIGHTS, MEANING
SWEET WATERS OF HOLINESS, BITTER WATERS, AND PROUD
WATERS. Happy is Yisrael who sow their seeds only beside the
water, IN ORDER TO SUBDUE ALL KINDS OF WATER OF THE
OTHER SIDE. As is written: "And they camped there by the
water" (Shemot 15:27), MEANING over those waters that were under
the branches of the tree of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH ARE
THE TREACHEROUS WATERS, AS IS WRITTEN BEFORE US.
438. For we have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS
BINAH, has a tree. And this tree is big and strong, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and it contains food for all. And it is bordered with twelve
borders, MEANING THREE COLUMNS TO EACH OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE IN TOTAL TWELVE.
And it is strengthened by the four corners of the world, THAT ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. And seventy branches
are attached to it, WHO ARE THE SEVENTY MINISTERS OF THE
SEVENTY NATIONS. And Yisrael are located in the trunk of this tree,
and the seventy branches are around them - AROUND YISRAEL,
WHO ARE ATTACHED TO THE TRUNK OF THE TREE.
439. This is what is meant by: "And they came to Elim, where were
twelve springs of water, and seventy palm trees" (Shemot 15:27),
and we have already explained and learned the meaning of this in
many places. What is the meaning of, "and they encamped there by
the water?" At that time, Yisrael dominated those waters that were
under the branches of the tree that are called "the proud
water" (Tehilim 124:5). And referring to this IS WRITTEN: "Blessed
are you that sow beside all waters," NAMELY, IN ORDER TO
SUBDUE ALL KINDS OF WATERS OF THE OTHER SIDE.
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440. "That let the feet of the ox and the ass range freely." These are
two crowns of the left that the heathen peoples joined to, which are
called 'ox' and an 'ass'. This is as is written: "And I have oxen, and
asses (lit. 'an ox and an ass')" (Beresheet 32:6). Laban was an expert
with sorcery and these lower crowns, and he wanted to destroy
Jacob with THE OX AND THE ASS, as is written: "An Arammian
wished to destroy my father" (Devarim 26:5). We have already
learned that. When Yisrael is meritorious, they send them away so
they can not dominate them. This is the meaning of: "That let (lit.
'send away') the feet of the ox and the ass range freely," so that they
can not dominate them.

441. Rabbi Aba said: When this pair is coupled together, the world is
not able to tolerate it. And referring to this is written: "You shall not
plough with an ox and an ass together" (Devarim 22:10). The word
"together" IS precise. And we learned that a person should not give
place to evil species. Because by the actions of a person, things are
aroused that should not be. And when they paired together it was
not possible to withstand them. From their side emerges a certain
Klipah, called 'dog'. It is more disrespectful then all of them. This is
what is meant by: "But against any of the children of Yisrael not a
dog shall move its tongue" (Shemot 11:7). The Holy One, blessed be
He, said: 'You said, "Is Hashem among us, or not?" Behold, I am
giving you over to the dog.' Immediately, "Then came Amalek."

442. Rabbi Yehuda said: "Amalek was the first of the nations, but his
latter end shall be everlasting perdition" (Bemidbar 24:20). HE ASKS:
Is Amalek really the first of the nations? Were there not many
tongues, nations and peoples in the world before Amalek came?

443. HE ANSWERS: When Yisrael left Egypt, the fear and terror of
Yisrael fell upon all the nations of the world. This is what is meant
by: "The people shall hear, and be afraid: trembling shall take hold
of the inhabitants of Pleshet" (Shemot 15:14). There was no nation
that did not fear the superior might of the Holy One, blessed be He.
But Amalek was not afraid, as is written: "And he feared not
Elohim" (Devarim 25:18). He did not fear to approach You. Therefore,
he is the first among the nations.

444. The first who came to wage war against Yisrael was Amalek.
Therefore, "his latter end shall be everlasting perdition," for it is
written: "I will utterly blot out the remembrance of Amalek" (Shemot
17:14), and: "You shall blot out the remembrance of
Amalek" (Devarim 25:19). It is written: "His latter end shall be
everlasting perdition" (Bemidbar 24:20). HE ASKS: Should it not
have been written, 'His everlasting perdition'? AND HE ANSWERS: It
means until the Holy One, blessed be He, comes and destroys him,
as is written: "I will utterly blot out..." Rabbi Elazar said: Come and
behold. Even though "He is the Rock, His work is perfect," and He
did kindness with them to bring forth water for them, He did not
forsake His own, for it is written: "Then came Amalek"
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445. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying, "There is a sore evil
which I have seen under the sun" (Kohelet 5:12). There are many
people who have clogged hearts, because they are not occupied
with Torah. "There is a sore evil." HE ASKS: Is there then an evil
which is sore and an evil that is not sore? AND HE ANSWERS:
Certainly, there is a sore evil, for we learned that from the left side
there emerge Accusers who split the air.

446. And when they want to go out, they go and are swallowed in the
hole of the great depth. And afterwards they emerge, join together,
split airs and traverse through the world. And they approach people,
and each one is called 'evil' as is written: "No evil will befall
you" (Tehilim 91:10), which means they came with false charges
against people.

447. HE ASKS: "a sore EVIL" - why is it sore (lit. 'ill')? HE ANSWERS:
When it dwells on people, it makes them misers with their money.
When the collector of charity comes to him, it tries to prevent him
from giving, and says to him: Do not take out ANYTHING of yours.
When poor people come, it tries to prevent him. When he wants to
eat of his money, it tries to prevent him in order to guard the money
for another. And from the day that it dwells on the person, he is ill
like one who is bedridden because of his illness and does not eat or
drink. Therefore, it is an ill evil.

448. And king Solomon cried out in his wisdom and said: "A man to
whom Elohim has given riches, wealth and honor..." (Kohelet 6:2).
The beginning and end of this passage are seemingly incoherent, for
it is written: "A man to whom Elohim has given riches..." IF SO, what
is the meaning of, "Yet Elohim does not give him power to eat of it"?
If so, then it is not in the possession of the person, AND SO ELOHIM
HAS NOT GIVEN HIM ANYTHING.

449. HE ANSWERS: If it had been written, 'Yet Elohim does not
permit him to eat of it', then I would say THAT HE GAVE HIM
NOTHING. But it is written: "does not give him power," because he
believed in that evil and joined with it. IF SO, HE HIMSELF CAUSED
THIS. The Holy One, blessed be He, did not give it dominion, THAT
THE PERSON should be born under ITS DOMINATION, but rather he
HIMSELF wanted it and held on to it.

450. All his ways are like one who is bedridden because of his
illness. He does not eat or drink, he does not go near his money or
spend any of it. And he guards it until he passes from the world and
someone else comes and takes it, for he is its true owner.
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451. And King Solomon cried and said: "Riches kept for their owner
to his hurt (lit. 'evil')" (Kohelet 5:12). Who is its owner? He is another
one who inherited him. And why did the other merit to become the
owner of those riches? It is because the first believed in this evil and
desired it, and joined it. Therefore, the other who did not join this evil
merited to become the owner of those riches. This is what is meant
by, "to his evil," meaning because of his evil, which he joined, the
other person profited.

452. Another explanation for, "There is an ill evil..." It is he who
dwells in a good part of his father's house, but accuses his father
with false charges. He cleaves unto this ill evil like a person who is
bedridden because of his illness, and all of his ways are false,
saying: This I want and this I do not want. And because of these
riches, this person has cleaved unto ill evil and is punished in this
world and in the World to Come. This is "riches kept for their owner
to his evil."

453. It is the same with Yismael. The Holy One, blessed be He, took
them upon the wings of eagles and surrounded them with clouds of
glory. The Shechinah went before them, brought down for them the
manna to eat, brought forth for them sweet water, yet they dealt with
Him with false charges. Immediately, "Then came Amalek."

454. "Then came Amalek..." Rabbi Shimon said: There is a secret of
wisdom here. Because of the decree of Severe Judgment, this war
came. And it took place both above and below. And there is no word
in the Torah that does not contain superior secrets of Wisdom that
are connected with the Holy Name. His as if the Holy One, blessed be
He, said: 'When Yisrael are righteous below, My power becomes
strengthened over all. But when they are not righteous, the superior
power of above is weakened and the power of Severe Judgment
gains strength.

455. Come and behold: When Yisrael sinned below, it is written:
"Then came Amalek, and fought with Yisrael" (Shemot 17:8). He
came to provoke Judgment over Mercy, WHICH IS HIS WAY OF WAR
ABOVE, because everything exists above and below. "...in refidim,"
MEANS with weakened hands (Heb. rifyon yadaim), as they
weakened their hands from the Torah of the Holy One, blessed be
He, as we established. Rabbi Yehuda said: Amalek waged war twice
against Yisrael, one here, and one as is written: "Then the Amaleki
came down, and the Canaanite..." (Bemidbar 14:45).
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456. Rabbi Shimon said: Was THE WAR WITH AMALEK both above
and below. Above was the provocation against the Holy One,
blessed be He, as we learned. Below ALSO, it was all against the
Holy One, blessed be He, for they took men and cut their foreskins of
the holy sign, then took them and threw them upwards, and said:
Take that which You desire. In any case, the entire WAR was against
the Holy One, blessed be He.

457. "And Moses said to Joshua, 'Choose us out men, and go out,
fight with Amalek'" (Shemot 17:9). HE ASKS: What did Moses
foresee that he removed himself from this very first battle of the Holy
One, blessed be He? HE ANSWERS: Blessed is Moses's portion, for
he noticed and saw and realized the root of the matter. Moses said: 'I
will prepare myself for this battle which is above and you, Joshua,
prepare yourself for the war below.'

458. This is what is written: "And it came to pass, when Moses held
up his hand, that Yisrael prevailed" (Shemot 17:11), MEANING
Yisrael of above, ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, Moses removed himself
from the battle below, in order to expedite the battle above to be won
through him.

459. Rabbi Shimon said: Is this war of Amalek insignificant in your
eyes?! Come and behold: from the day the world was created until
that time, and from that time until King Messiah will come, and even
in the days of Gog and Magog (Armageddon), there will not be
anything comparable. And not because they were so mighty and
numerous, but rather because it was in all the aspects of the Holy
One, blessed be He.

460. "And Moses said to Joshua..." HE ASKS: Why to Joshua and no
one else? At that time he was only a youth, as is written: "Joshua,
the son of Nun, a young man" (Shemot 33:11), and there were many
among Yisrael who were stronger than he. AND HE ANSWERS: But
Moses gazed with wisdom and knew. What did he see? He saw
Samael descending on the side above to assist Amalek below.
Moses said: 'There seems to be a difficult war here.'

461. Joshua at that time was situated in a very high level. If you think
he was situated in the Shechinah at that particular time, it is not so,
because She was taken and joined to Moses. So Joshua was joined
below THE SHECHINAH. And where? Rabbi Shimon said: In that
place that is called 'youth', WHICH IS METATRON.
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462. This is what Rabbi Yehuda said of the verse: "Your eyes shall
see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tent that shall not be taken down;
its pegs shall never be removed for ever" (Yeshayah 33:20).
"Jerusalem" refers to the upper Jerusalem that is called "a tent that
shall not be taken down," MEANING that IT will no longer have to go
into exile. And this is the secret of "Joshua, the son of Nun, a young
man." "A young man" indeed, BECAUSE HE CLEAVED UNTO THE
SUPERNAL LAD, METATRON. "Did not depart out of the
tent" (Shemot 33:11), MEANING from the one which is called "a tent
that shall not be taken down," WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. This
teaches us that each and every day, he was nurtured by the
Shechinah. Just as the supernal Youth "did not depart out of the
tent," and nurtured from Her constantly, so did that youth below,
WHO WAS JOSHUA, who "did not depart out of the tent," and
nurtured from it constantly.

463. Therefore, when Moses saw Samael descending to assist
Amalek, he said: Certainly, this youth will stand up against him and
will dominate over him to overcome him. Immediately, "And Moses
said to Joshua, 'Choose us out men, and go out, fight with Amalek'"
This battle below is yours, and I will hasten for the battle above.
"Choose us out men," NAMELY righteous men, the sons of
righteous men, that are worthy to go with you.

464. Rabbi Shimon said: At the moment that Joshua, the youth, went
out, the youth of above, METATRON, stirred and made many
preparations with many weapons that his Mother, WHO IS THE
SHECHINAH, prepared for him, for this war to avenge the vengeance
of the Covenant. This is what is meant by: "A sword...that shall
avenge the Covenant" (Vayikra 26:25). And this is the secret of what
is meant by: "And Joshua harried Amalek and his people with the
edge of the sword" (Shemot 17:13). Assuredly, "with the edge of the
sword," and not with spears and weapons, but by the sword
specifically, the one called "a sword...that shall avenge the
Covenant."

465. Moses prepared himself for the war above. "But the hands of
Moses were heavy" (Shemot 17:12), actually heavy, holy and
glorified, never impure. Glorified, as they were worthy to do through
them a battle that is above. "And they took a stone, and put it under
him, and he sat on it" (Ibid.), THAT IS because Yisrael was in sorrow
and he wanted to be together with them in their pain.
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466. "And Aaron and Chur supported his hands, the one on the one
side, and the other on the other side; and his hands were heavy (lit.
'faith')" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "supported his
hands" ('faith')? Is it that because Aaron and Chur supported his
hands, his hands were 'faith'? HE ANSWERS: Whatever Moses did,
he did with wisdom. Aaron and Chur, the one was from his own side,
WHICH IS THE RIGHT, and the other from his side, WHICH IS THE
LEFT. And the hands of Moses were in the center, IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Therefore, "And his hands were Faith"; faithful were
Aaron, in order to arouse from his side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT, and
Chur, in order to arouse from his side, WHICH IS THE LEFT. And
they held his hands from here and here, in order that assistance
would be available from above.

467. "And it came to pass, when Moses held up his hand, Yisrael
prevailed." "When Moses held up," MEANS that he raised the right
over the left. And he was intent UPON THIS when he raised his
hands. Then "Yisrael prevailed," Yisrael of above, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. "And when he let down his hand, Amalek prevailed,"
MEANING when Yisrael below ceased to pray, the hands of Moses
could not stand up and remain straight, and Amalek prevailed. From
here we learn that even though the priest spreads his hands during
the offering in order to perfect himself in everything, Yisrael must be
present with him during his prayers.

468. We have learned that in this war of Amalek were present both
those of above, and those of below. Therefore, "And his hands were
(lit. 'was') Faith," meaning proper Faith. HE ASKS: "And his hands
was Faith." It should have said 'were'. HE ANSWERS: This is
because everything depends upon the right hand. Therefore "was" is
written, and "his hands," is written TO TEACH that the right is the
most important of all. It is written: "Your right hand, Hashem, is
glorious in power: Your right hand, Hashem, has dashed the enemy
in pieces" (Shemot 15:6).

469. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Write this for a memorial in a
book...'" (Shemot 17:14). Come and behold: It is written above, "And
Joshua harried Amalek and his people with the edge of the sword"
HE ASKS: "harried (Heb. yachalosh)" should have been written,
'slew'. HE ANSWERS: But "yachalosh" is as we learned, "that did
rule (Heb. cholesh) over the nations" (Yeshayah 14:12). Joshua ruled
over them and, "a sword...that shall avenge the Covenant" slew
them, as written, "by the edge of the sword," as we learned.

470. "Write this (Heb. zot) for a memorial." Zot is precise, WHICH IS
A NAME OF MALCHUT; "and rehearse it in the ears of Joshua,"
because he is destined to slay other kings, NAMELY 31 KINGS. "That
I will utterly blot out (lit. 'I will blot a blotting')." "Blotting" refers to
above; "I will blot" refers to below. "The memory," means the
memory above and the memory below.

471. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "I will utterly blot out" WHICH
INDICATES THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL BLOT
OUT, and: "You shall blot out the remembrance of Amalek" (Devarim
25:19), WHICH INDICATES THAT WE ARE OBLIGATED TO ERASE
REMEMBRANCE OF HIM. HE ANSWERS: But the Holy One, blessed
be He, said: You will blot out the memory OF AMALEK of below, and
I shall blot out the memory OF AMALEK of above.
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472. Rabbi Yosi said: Other allied nations accompanied Amalek.
They were all afraid to approach Yisrael, except it (Amalek).
Therefore, Joshua ruled over them. Rabbi Yisa said: "And Joshua
harried," for he broke their power from above.

473. "And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it, Hashem is
my Banner" (Shemot 17:15). "And Moses built an altar,"
corresponding to the supernal altar. "And called the name of it," OF
THAT PARTICULAR ALTAR OF ABOVE; "Hashem is my banner,"
because it avenged the holy sign of Yisrael. And since that time, it
was commonly called "a sword...that shall avenge the Covenant."
AND MOSES CALLED IT: "HASHEM IS MY BANNER."

474. Rabbi Yosi said: "And Moses built an altar," NAMELY an altar to
atone for YISRAEL. "And called the name of it." The name of what?
Rabbi Chiya said: The name of that altar. "Hashem is my banner
(Heb. nisi)," as is written: "And there he tested them (Heb. nisahu),"
WHICH REFERS TO ELEVATION. It all pertains to the same issue, for
Yisrael was elevated because he was uncovered, and the sign of that
Covenant was revealed by them the holy sign. FROM HERE WE
LEARNED that once a person's son is circumcised and the sign of
the Holy Covenant is revealed by him, then that son is called 'an
altar to atone upon it'. And what is its name? "Hashem is my banner."

475. Similar to this, Jacob built an altar, as is written: "And he
erected there an altar, and called it El, Elohim of Yisrael" (Beresheet
33:20). Whom did he call? That place which is called 'altar', NAMELY
MALCHUT. And what is its name? "El Elohim of Yisrael."

34. "And they saw the Elohim of Yisrael"
This section proscribes looking at the rainbow above, the Shechinah, and the rainbow below, the sign of the Covenant that is imprinted on a person.
Rabbi Chiya talks about the sapphire stone in "And there was under his feet a kind of paved work of sapphire stone," saying that it means the
transparent light of the sapphire, the engravings of above that flash and illuminate. The borders in the great tree illuminate the Shechinah when she
joins with Zeir Anpin; all these lights and paths illuminate upon the light of the Shechinah.
476. Rabbi Yosi said: What is the meaning of the verse, "And they
saw the Elohim of Yisrael..." (Shemot 24:10). HE ASKS: Who can
possibly see the Holy One, blessed be He? Is it not written: "For no
man shall see me, and live" (Shemot 33:20), yet here it says "and
they saw" HE ANSWERS: Rather, the rainbow was revealed to them
in illuminating colors, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH THAT RECEIVES
FROM THE THREE COLORS - WHITE, RED AND YELLOW. And so
have we learned that whoever gazes upon the rainbow is as though
he gazes upon the Shechinah. And it is prohibited to gaze upon the
Shechinah.
477. Therefore, it is prohibited for a person to gaze upon the fingers
of the priests when they stretch out their hands. It is prohibited to
gaze upon the rainbow. HE ASKS: What rainbow? Rabbi Aba said:
Any rainbow. He said to him: What is any rainbow? He said to him:
BOTH the rainbow above AND ALSO the rainbow below.
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478. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: Upon the rainbow above, THAT IT IS
PROHIBITED TO GAZE UPON, MEANS upon its colors, WHITE, RED
AND GREEN, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS
THAT ILLUMINATE IN THE SHECHINAH. For anyone who gazes
UPON ITS COLORS is as though he gazes upon a high, supernal
place. It is prohibited to gaze at it since this is a disgraceful manner
towards the Shechinah. What is the rainbow of below? It is that sign
of that Covenant that is imprinted in the person, for anyone who
gazes upon it conducts himself disgracefully against the above.

479. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Yet, does it not say, "Put, I pray you, your
hand under my thigh" (Beresheet 24:2), that he made him swear by
this sign? He said to him: Leave alone the fathers of the world, for
they are not like the other people of the world. Moreover it is written,
"Put, I pray you, your hand under my thigh," but not, 'Look under my
thigh.' Therefore, it is prohibited to gaze upon the rainbow in
general, as we learned.

480. We learned, "And they saw the Elohim of Yisrael" (Shemot
24:10), as the rainbow was revealed to them in beautiful colors,
illuminating, flashing on all sides, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. This
is understood from the words, "the Elohim of Yisrael," instead of,
'And they saw Elohim of Yisrael,' AS THE SHECHINAH IS CALLED
"ET ('THE')." Rabbi Yosi said: THIS IS the light of the luminary of the
Shechinah. Who is it? It is the one called 'youth', MEANING
METATRON, who serves the Shechinah in the Temple. Therefore, "Et
('the')" is precise BECAUSE IT IS THE NAME OF THE SHECHINAH
THAT INCLUDES METATRON, HER SERVANT.
481. "And there was under his feet a kind of paved work of sapphire
stone" (Ibid.). A stone was marked there under His place, one of the
stones that were used to build in Egypt. For we have learned that
there was one woman who gave birth in Egypt. And the officers of
Pharaoh came TO CAST HIM INTO THE RIVER, and she put him into
THE PLACE OF a stone OF THE BUILDING. And the palm of a hand
came and grasped it, and it was marked under the feet of the
Shechinah. And it remained in his presence until the terrestrial
Temple was burned down, as it is written, "And remembered not his
footstool" (Eichah 2:1), THAT WAS THAT SAPPHIRE STONE.

482. Rabbi Chiya said: The sapphire stone MEANS the transparent
light of the sapphire, the keys of the spiced wine, the superb
engravings of above that flash to 72 directions. This is what is meant
by: "And lay your foundations with sapphires" (Yeshayah 54:11).
"The very heaven" (Shemot 24:10). What is "the very heaven"? Rabbi
Aba said: "the very heaven," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is engraved with
72 branches blossoming to every direction, MEANING THE NAME OF
AYIN-BET (72), THAT ILLUMINATES BOTH IN CHOCHMAH AND
CHASSADIM. Here also, the appearance of that very heaven was
exactly like the appearance of heaven itself, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
Rabbi Yehuda said: It is all imprinted with that light of the vision that
is engraved from the aspect of the Shechinah.
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483. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Behold, there are sixty that surround the
Shechinah, as is written: "sixty valiant men are round about it" (Shir
Hashirim 3:7). He said to him: It is certainly so. But these sixty
illuminated from the twelve boundaries THAT ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN,
and were never removed from around THE SHECHINAH. For we have
learned the twelve superbly engraved borders ascended balanced
equally, in the great and strong tree. THEY ARE THE SECRET OF
THE THREE COLUMNS THAT ILLUMINATE IN THE FOUR
DIRECTIONS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHICH
ADD UP TO TWELVE. And they illuminate the Queen, WHO IS THE
SHECHINAH, when She joins with the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.
"The very heaven" indeed, FOR SHE RECEIVES ALL THAT IS IN
HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. And all these lights and paths
illuminate with the light of the Shechinah.

484. We have learned, the light of these sixty VALIANT MEN that
surround THE SHECHINAH are imprinted in that particular youth,
METATRON. We called them 'sixty lashes of fire' with which he was
clothed from the aspect of the Shechinah, and they were blazing with
Judgment. This is the meaning of: "sixty valiant men are round
about it."

35. "And Moses erected an altar"
Rabbi Yehuda concludes Beshalach by saying that there is no generation that does not contain the evil seed of Amalek. The Holy One, blessed be
He wages war against them, and "The sinners (sins) will be consumed out of the earth," meaning in this world and in the World to Come. About that
same time it is written: "Bless you Hashem, O my soul. Haleluyah."
485. We have learned: "And Moses erected an altar" (Shemot 17:15),
as we have explained. "And he called the name of it, Hashem is my
banner" (Or: miracle) AS THE MIRACLE IS ASCRIBED TO HASHEM,
"Hashem is my banner" indeed, Why? Because Amalek took all
those who were circumcised but not uncovered and cut them and
threw them up, and said: 'Take what You wanted.' At that moment, it
is written: "For he said, 'Because Yah has sworn by His throne that
Hashem will have war with Amalek from generation (Heb. midor) to
generation (Heb. dor)'" (Ibid. 16). The words 'midor' and 'dor' are
spelt without THE VAV TO TEACH US THAT THOSE GENERATIONS
IN WHICH THERE WERE BATTLES AGAINST AMALEK lacked
inhabitants above, FOR THE NAME WAS NOT COMPLETE, NOR
WAS THE THRONE COMPLETE, and THEY WERE LACKING
inhabitants below, FOR THERE IS NO COMPLETENESS FOR THE
LOWER BEINGS.
486. Rabbi Yehuda said: In every single generation and in all the
subsequent generations to come into the world, there is no
generation that does not contain that evil seed OF AMALEK. The
Holy One, blessed be He, wages war against them. About them, it is
written: "The sinners (sins) will be consumed out of the
earth..." (Tehilim 104:35). "Out of the earth," MEANING in this world
and in the World to Come. About that same time is written: "Bless
you Hashem, O my soul. Haleluyah" (Ibid.).
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1. "When Jethro...heard"
Rabbi Chizkiyah begins a discussion to do with raising up the hands. It is important to raise them only in prayer and blessing, as the ten fingers
correspond to the ten potentates who receive blessings, and to the ten sayings. The lesson turns to the King and priest above, and the King and
priest below, and we learn that there is a King and a priest of the Other Side as well. The number ten is additionally significant, as God struck the
Pharaoh with ten plagues. About Jethro, we now learn that he gave advice to Moses on the administration of justice following the laws of God, and
Moses listened to him. Though the people had seen the miracles done by Moses, they gave up their idol worship and believed in Moses' God only
after Jethro, who was a powerful priest of Midian, acknowledged the greatness of Hashem. We read of the three advisors to the Pharaoh: Jethro, Job
and Bilaam. Bilaam was a sorcerer, but Job had fear, and we are told of the great power of fear to draw down the spirit from above, whether it be
Holy or from the Other side. While Job converted to worship of the Holy One due to the fear generated by his witnessing of the miracles, Jethro did
not convert until after the drowning in the Red Sea. However, Bilaam neither repented nor converted; we are told that even in the Other Side there is
a small streak of light that comes from the Holy side, and Bilaam knew how to use this. In the same way, Moses saw a fine streak of darkness from
the Other Side. So we learn that all things connect to one another, the pure and the impure.
1. "When Jethro, the priest of Midian, Moses's father-in-law, heard of
all that Hashem had done for Moses..." (Shemot 18:1). Rabbi
Chizkiyah opened the discussion, saying: "And Aaron lifted up his
hands" (Vayikra 9:22). "His hands" is spelled without Yud, thus
meaning one hand only. And this is the reason: one should lift up his
right hand above his left hand. And we have already explained this
secret.
2. I found this in the book of King Solomon: anyone who desires to
raise his hands upwards, without any prayer or request in them, will
be cursed by ten potentates. These are "ten rulers who are in a
city" (Kohelet 7:19). These ten potentates are designated for those
who spread their hands upwards, to receive this prayer or that
blessing and to bestow upon them powers through which the Holy
Name is exalted and blessed from below. When the Name is blessed
from below, through the spreading of the hands upwards, it then
receives blessings from above. Thus, it is exalted from all sides.

3. These ten appointed potentates are there to receive the blessings
from above and propel them below, to bless those who are
deserving of these blessings. As it is written: "And I will bless
them" (Bemidbar 6:27).

4. Consequently, man must be careful that, at the time when he
raises his hands upwards, they are raised in prayer, in blessing, or in
entreaty. And he must not raise his hands idly, since those ten
potentates are ready and are roused towards the spreading of the
hands, and if it is in vain, these ten will curse it with two hundred
and forty-eight curses. This is what is written: "For he loved cursing,
and it came to him" (Tehilim 109:17).

5. And thus, an impure spirit rests on these hands for its way is to
rest in empty places. But blessings do not rest in empty places.
Therefore, it is written: "I have raised my hand to Hashem, the most
high El" (Beresheet 14:22), which is translated into Aramaic as 'with
prayer'.
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6. This lifting of the hands has supreme secrets. At the time that one
spreads out his hands and lifts them upwards, man glorifies the Holy
One, blessed be He, with many supernal secrets, and is worthy of
uniting the ten sayings in order to unify the whole and bless the Holy
Name properly. He also unites the inner Chariots OF ATZILUT and
the outer Chariots OUTSIDE ATZILUT so that the Holy Name may be
blessed from all sides, and all becomes one above and below.

7. He opened the discussion, saying: "and none shall appear before
Me empty" (Shemot 23:15). This is the secret of the raising of the
fingers. For when man spreads his fingers upwards, he should not
do so in vain, but only with prayer, supplications and blessings. This
is the secret of: "and none shall appear before Me (lit. 'My face')
empty." It does not say, 'and none shall appear before Me', but rather
(lit.) "My face," which refers to the secret of the raising of the fingers
- that it should not be done without an intention, as we said.

8. The ten rulers of which we spoke are the lower ten sayings,
according to the secret of the inscribed letters correlating to those
above; and at first, they have control of the raising of the fingers.
And through this, the whole side of Holiness is united above; thus,
the Other Side yields all and acknowledges the Holy King.

9. Come and behold: in the secret doctrine of Holiness, there is a
king and a priest who serves under him, both above and below. The
King above is the secret of Holy of Holies, NAMELY BINAH. He is the
King above; and under him there is a priest, the secret of primeval
light who ministers before him, WHICH IS THE SFIRAH OF CHESED.
He is the priest who is called 'great', at the right side.

10. There is a king below, NAMELY MALCHUT, in the likeness of the
King above, and he is the king over all that is below, NAMELY THE
WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. And under him there
is a priest who ministers to him, whom we signify as Michael, the
High Priest at his right hand, NAMELY CHESED. This is the true
secret of Faith, the side of Holiness.

11. On the Other Side, meaning the side which is not Holy, there is a
secret, which is a king, and we have established that he is called "an
old and foolish king" (Kohelet 4:13). THIS IS THE EVIL INCLINATION.
And under him there is the priest of On, as it is written in the verse:
"And Efraim said: 'Yet I am become rich, I have found wealth (Heb.
ON) for myself'" (Hoshea 12:9). THIS IS THE PRIEST OF THE OTHER
SIDE, because this power, On, ruled over an act of idolatry
committed by Jerobaam. And if there had not been such power, he
would not have been able to succeed in his act.
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12. The essence of this matter is as follows. When this king and this
priest OF THE OTHER SIDE yield, and their power is broken, then all
the other sides yield and acknowledge the sovereignty of the Holy
One, blessed be He. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, alone rules
both above and below, as it is written: "And Hashem alone shall be
exalted on that day" (Yeshayah 2:11).

13. The Holy One, blessed be He, acted in a similar manner and with
this exact secret here on earth in breaking the old and foolish king,
namely Pharaoh. In the hour that Moses came to Pharaoh and said to
him: "the Elohim of the Hebrews had met with us" (Shemot 5:3), he
replied: "I know not Hashem" (Ibid. 2). The Holy One, blessed be He,
desired that His name be glorified on earth as it is glorified above
AND HE STRUCK HIM WITH TEN PLAGUES. After He struck him and
his nation, Pharoah came and acknowledged the Holy One, blessed
be He.

14. Afterwards, He broke and humbled the priest of On, Jethro, that
served under him, until he came and acknowledged the Holy One,
blessed be He, saying "Blessed be Hashem, who has delivered you...
Now I know that Hashem is great" (Shemot 18:10-11). And this is the
priest of On, from the Other Side, which is the left side. And this is
the secret Rachel communicated when she saw death. She said:
"Ben-Oni (lit. 'son of my sorrow')" (Beresheet 35:18), and because of
this Jacob hastened to say, "Benjamin (lit. 'son of the right')" the
right side and not the left side.

15. When the king and that priest acknowledged the Holy One,
blessed be He, and were humbled before Him, the Holy One, blessed
be He, was then above everyone in glory, above and below. And
before the Holy One, blessed be He, rose in glory before these
acknowledged, the Torah was not yet given. It was only after Jethro
came and acknowledged Him by saying, "I now know that Hashem is
supreme over all other Elohim." "Blessed be Hashem, who has
delivered you." Then the Holy One, blessed be He, rose in glory
above and below. And only afterwards was the Torah given in full,
expressing His sovereignty over all.

16. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the following verse:
"Let the peoples praise You, Elohim, let all the peoples give thanks
to You" (Tehilim 67:3). Come and behold: King David rose and
praised and thanked the Holy King. He was studying the Torah at
that moment when the north wind rose and struck the strings of his
harp, and the harp made music. HE ASKS: Now what was the song
of the harp?
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17. AND HE RESPONDS: Come and behold. In the hour that the Holy
One, blessed be He, is roused towards the Chariots to give them
nourishment, as it is written: "She rises while it is night and gives
food to her household and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15),
then everyone opens joyfully: "Elohim be gracious to us and bless
us; and cause His face to shine upon us Selah" (Tehilim 67:2). And
when the north wind is awakened and descends upon the world, it
blows, saying: "that Your way may be known upon earth, Your
salvation among all nations" (Ibid. 3). And the harp, at the hour that
it is played by that wind, opens and says, "let all the peoples give
thanks to you." When he was awakened and roused by the Holy
Spirit, David said: "The earth has yielded her increase; and Elohim,
even our Elohim shall bless us. Elohim shall bless us; and let all the
ends of the earth fear Him" (Ibid. 8), so as to draw down the
goodness of the Holy One, blessed be He, from above downwards.
Later, David, roused by the Holy Spirit, arranged all the songs into
one, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "ELOHIM WILL BLESS US..." He observed
this scriptural verse of the harp, "LET ALL THE PEOPLES GIVE
THANKS TO YOU" (IBID. 5), for the glorification of the Holy One,
blessed be He, is above and below, NAMELY "AND LET ALL THE
ENDS OF THE EARTH FEAR HIM."

18. The hour when the other nations yielded came, and they
acknowledged the Holy One, blessed be He. Once they yielded and
acknowledged Him, the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He,
became complete above and below. In the hour that Moses came to
Pharaoh and said to him, "the Elohim of the Hebrews had met with
us," Pharaoh replied, "I know not Hashem..."

19. When the Holy One, blessed be He, desired that His name be
glorified on earth as it is above, after He struck him and his nation,
he came and acknowledged the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is
written: "Hashem is righteous" (Shemot 9:27). The instant he, who
was the most important king in the world, acknowledged Him, all the
other kings acknowledged, as it is written: "then the chiefs of Edom
shall be amazed" (Shemot 15:15).

20. Jethro came, the great and supreme priest, appointed ruler over
the whole pagan world, and acknowledged the Holy One, blessed be
He, saying: "I now know that Hashem is supreme over all Elohim."
Then the Holy One, blessed be He, was exalted in His glory from
above and below, and afterwards He gave the Torah in the
completeness of His dominion.
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21. Rabbi Shimon said to his son, Rabbi Elazar: Regarding this it is
written, "Let all peoples praise You, O Elohim; let all the peoples
give thanks to You." Then Rabbi Elazar came and kissed the hand of
his father. Rabbi Aba wept and said: "As a father pities his
children" (Tehilim 103:13). Who will have pity on Rabbi Elazar and
bring his words to completion, except by the love of my master?
How happy can we consider ourselves that we were privileged to
hear these words so that we shall not be ashamed through them in
the World to Come!

22. Rabbi Aba said: It was not written that Jethro was a priest of On,
but rather of Midian. He said to him: It is all one. At first the father-inlaw of Joseph was called a priest of On; afterwards, the father-in-law
of Moses was called a priest of Midian. For all are of the same secret.
THE PRIEST OF MIDIAN IS SIMILAR TO THE PRIEST OF ON. For
these two, Moses and Joseph, are at the same grade of secret, the
secret of the letter Vav THAT IS FULLY SPELLED WITH two Vavs
together; THE FIRST VAV REFERS TO MOSES, TIFERET; THE
SECOND VAV IS JOSEPH, YESOD. And what is said of the priest of
Midian is the secret of a contentious (Heb. Midianim) woman.

23. Rabbi Aba raised his hands to his head and cried, saying: The
light of the Torah now reaches the highest throne in heaven. When
the master passes away from earth, who will light the lamp of the
Torah? Woe to the world which will be orphaned from you. However,
the words of the master will shine in the world until there comes the
King Messiah, and then it is written: "the earth shall be full of the
knowledge of Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:9).

24. "When Jethro..." Rabbi Chiya said: We should look further into
this verse. In the first instance it is written: "Everything that Elohim
did for Moses" (Shemot 18:1). Later it is written: "and that Hashem
has brought Yisrael out" (Ibid.). HE ANSWERS: This is the secret.
"Everything that Elohim did," WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the Name that
protected Moses and Yisrael, and did not move from them in exile.
Later it was the Supreme Name which brought them out of Egypt, for
the Name that brought them forth FROM EGYPT is the principle of
Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH.

25. Another interpretation. "Everything that Elohim did for Moses,"
refers to when he was thrown into the river and was saved from the
sword of Pharaoh. And "for Yisrael, His people," is as it is written:
"And Elohim heard their groaning" (Shemot 2:24), and: "But the
more they afflicted them, the more they multiplied and
grew" (Shemot 1:12).
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26. "When Jethro, the priest of Midian..." Rabbi Yosi began the
discussion, saying: "He sent redemption to His people. He has
commanded His covenant forever. Holy and revered is His
Name" (Tehilim 111:9). HE ASKS: Why is there a difference? In all
other verses, each verse has two letters in alphabetical order, SUCH
AS THE VERSE BEFORE, WHICH IS SPELLED WITH TWO LETTERS,
SAMECH AND AYIN. HOWEVER, in this verse, and the verse
following it, there are three each. IN THIS VERSE, THERE ARE
THREE LETTERS AND THE VERSE FOLLOWING HAS THREE
LETTERS. THE REPLY: This is in order to complete six aspects by
the alphabet, WHICH ARE THE THREE REDEMPTIONS OF YISRAEL
AND THE THREE DIVISIONS OF THE SCRIPTURES - THE TORAH,
THE PROPHETS AND THE WRITINGS. THIS VERSE corresponds to
the three redemptions of Yisrael, BABYLON, GREECE AND EDOM,
apart from the first redemption FROM EGYPT, WHICH HAD
ALREADY TAKEN PLACE. The last verse corresponds to the Torah,
the Prophets and the Writings. And everything is dependent upon
this wisdom. SINCE THE TORAH, THE PROPHETS AND THE
WRITINGS DEPEND AND COME FROM WISDOM, THE FOLLOWING
VERSE THEREFORE BEGINS WITH: "THE BEGINNING OF
CHOCHMAH."
27. Another interpretation of: "He sent redemption to His people," is
when the Holy One, blessed be He, brought forth Yisrael from the
land of Egypt and caused mighty deeds and miracles. "He had
commanded His covenant forever." This is when Jethro came and
was received by the Holy One, blessed be He, who brought him
closer to His worship, and so all proselytes were brought near under
the wings of the Shechinah. From then onward, "holy and revered is
His name." For then the Holy Name of the Holy One, blessed be He,
became hallowed. The Holy Name becomes further hallowed when
the Other Side becomes broken and yielding, as it was with Jethro.

28. "When Jethro..." HE ASKS: Only Jethro heard, while the rest of
the world did not hear? Is it not written: "The people shall hear, and
be afraid" (Shemot 15:14)? HE ANSWERS: Indeed, the whole world
did hear, but they were not broken. THEREFORE, IT WAS AS IF
THEY DID NOT HEAR. But he heard, and was broken and yielded
before the Holy One, blessed be He, and was brought near to fearing
Him. THEREFORE HIS IS INDEED A HEARING.

29. Rabbi Aba said: In many places we have learned that whatever
the Holy One, blessed be He, does above or below, is all true and His
works are true. And there is nothing in the world that man needs to
reject or find despicable, for all are works of truth, and are all needed
in the world.
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30. It once happened that Rabbi Elazar was walking along the road,
accompanied by Rabbi Chizkiyah. They saw a snake and Rabbi
Chizkiyah rose to kill it. Rabbi Elazar said to him: Leave it alone, do
not kill it. He replied to him: But this is an evil thing that kills human
beings. He said to Rabbi Chizkiyah: But it is written, "If the serpent
bites and can not be charmed (lit. 'without a charm')" (Kohelet 10:11).
The snake does not bite a person unless it is whispered to from
above and ordered, 'Go and kill that person'!

31. At times, just as it does this, so does it save man from other
things. And thus, by its hand does the Holy One perform a miracle
for men. Everything is in the hands of the Holy One, blessed be He,
for it is all His creation. The world needs them. For if the world did
not need them, the Holy One, blessed be He, would not have created
them. Therefore man must not conduct himself in a despicable
manner with things of the world; how much more so with the words
or the acts of the Holy One, blessed be He.

32. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And Elohim saw
everything that He had made and, behold, it was very
good" (Beresheet 1:31). "And Elohim saw," refers to living Elohim,
WHICH IS BINAH; "And Elohim saw," MEANS He was intent upon
giving them Light, and guarding them; "everything that He had
made," is everything united, above and below; "very," is the left
side; "good," is the right side. As it was already established, "very,"
is the Angel of Death; "good," is the Angel of Life. It is all one secret,
a secret to those who observe the mystery of Wisdom.

33. "And Elohim saw everything that He had made." HE ASKS:
Throughout the works of Creation, it is written: "And Elohim saw
that it was good." But here, it is written: "And Elohim saw everything
He had made." HE ANSWERS: The lower Elohim, MALCHUT, rules
those below. The Elohim above, BINAH, rules those above. ELOHIM
ABOVE, THAT RULES THOSE ABOVE, is an aspect of the Living
Elohim, WHICH IS BINAH. HENCE, "AND ELOHIM SAW EVERYTHING
HE HAD MADE," as He illuminated and lit all candles above and
below, and from there all lights emerge to illuminate.
Tosefta (addendum)

34. Upon the most hidden of all that is hidden, one imprint was
impressed that is neither seen, nor revealed. This impression is an
impression yet not an impression. Those of understanding and open
eyes, GIFTED IN WISDOM, can not understand its nature. It
maintains everything. This impression is so small as to be unseen
and not revealed, existing there by the will to sustain all. It receives
whatever it receives from that which has no impression or will, and
is not visible.
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35. This impression desired to veil itself, and created for itself a
chamber with which to be covered. It drew it from itself, and
extended it with great expansion from all sides and adorned it with
valuable attire, thereby opening up in it fifty gates.

36. In the innermost part IN THAT CHAMBER, that impression was
treasured and concealed. After being concealed, it was penetrated
by light. From this light there issued forth lights and sparks, and it
emerged through the gates of the chamber and shone upon
everything.

37. This chamber is cloaked, THAT IS TO SAY, CLOTHED with six
screens. Yet these six screens are but five. In the innermost part of
these screens, there prevails one embroidered screen. It is with this
screen that the chamber is covered AND CLOTHED. From within, it
monitors and sees everything.

38. This chamber is the opening of eyes - so that it does not sleep. It
is forever attentive to shed light below, out of the light of the
impression. This understanding, this concealed wisdom and the will
of wills, is concealed and cloaked, and not revealed; it exists yet
does not exist. Blessed be it from the concealed of all the concealed.
Blessed be it forever and eternally, Amen.
(End of Tosefta)

39. Come and behold: it was Jethro who gave advice to Moses on
the administration of justice. And this is how it should be. And this is
the secret of acknowledging the Holy One, blessed be He, and
arranging openly the administration of justice: to teach what is
written, "for the Judgment is Elohim's" (Devarim 1:17), and not of the
Other Side. And these laws were given to Yisrael and to none other,
as it is written: "His statutes and His judgments to Yisrael" (Tehilim
147:19). Come and behold: man must not despise another, and the
words from a layman are still words, as it is written of Moses, "And
Moses hearkened to the voice of his father-in-law."
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40. "When Jethro...heard" He opened the discussion, saying:
"Therefore I will give thanks to You, Hashem, among the nations,
and sing praises to Your Name" (Tehilim 18:50). King David said this,
in the spirit of Holiness, when he saw that only the other nations
exalted and glorified the Holy One, blessed be He, in the world. But if
you say that the Holy One, blessed be He, exalts Himself in the world
only for Yisrael, this is certainly so. For Yisrael is the base of the
shine of the candle. Yet when the other nations come forth to
acknowledge Him through worship of the glory of the Holy One,
blessed be He, then the base of the candle increases and is
strengthened. And then the Holy One, blessed be He, rules alone,
above and below.

41. It happened that great fear and terror of the Holy One, blessed be
He, fell upon the entire world WHEN THEY HEARD OF THE
MIRACLES OCCURRING DURING THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT. And
when Jethro came, the High Priest of the heathen deities, then the
glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, was strengthened and He ruled
over all.

42. For when the people of the entire world heard of the wonders of
the Holy One, blessed be He, they trembled. Then they looked up to
Jethro, who was the wisest and was appointed over all of the
heathen deities. When they saw that he came to worship the Holy
One, blessed be He, saying: "Now I know that Hashem is greater
than all the Elohim," they gave up their idol worship, realizing their
idols were worthless. At that time, the glory of the Holy Name of the
Holy One, blessed be He, was exalted on all sides. Therefore this
scriptural chapter has been recorded in the Torah, with Jethro's
name at its beginning.

43. Jethro was one of the advisors to Pharaoh. Pharaoh had three
advisors: Jethro, Job and Bilaam. One was Jethro, and there was no
worship, appointed minister, sun or star that ruled over his empire
that he did not know its appropriate service. Bilaam was a sorcerer
in all manner of enchantments, whether by act or by word.

44. Job had fear. This reverence was his mainstay, IT WAS THE
ESSENCE OF HIS STRENGTH. For a word above, whether it be Holy
or of the Other Side, man can draw down the spirit from above and
unite with it below, only with fear, by concentrating his heart and
mind with fear, broken-heartedly. And only then can he draw down
the spirit of above, and the needed wish.
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45. And if he does not direct his heart and mind in fear to that side,
then his mind cannot cling to it, only with diminutive images, and not
even with all of them, since they are ruled by those who require
meditation of the heart and fear, and even more so in the case of
those supernal objects who require much more fear, terror, and
intention.

46. Jethro had to worship that side continuously, whether his
worshippers needed him or not, so that that side would cleave to
him when he needed it. Bilaam was connected with that sorcery, as
was stated before.

47. Due to an overpowering sense of fear within him, when Job
witnessed the miracles and mighty works the Holy One, blessed be
He, had performed in Egypt, he returned to Egypt to worship the
Holy One, blessed be He, in fear. Jethro did not convert to the
worship of the Holy One, blessed be He, until the exodus from Egypt.
All of the bonds and images that the Egyptians made were to no
avail, for still they departed. And only when they drowned in the sea
did Jethro convert to worship the Holy One, blessed be He.

48. Bilaam did not repent or convert, since the impurities of the
Other Side still clung to him. And yet, he observed from a distance,
and prophesied through the impurities and the clinging to the Other
Side. For in the Other Side there is one small thread of light that
surrounds it, as it is written: "And a brightness was about
it" (Yechezkel 1:27). And he saw through this small brightness from
afar, though not in all matters.

49. And when he perceived this small streak of light, it was as if from
behind a wall, and he spoke, yet did not know what he said. He
perceived this light as if with the white part of the eye - as when the
eye rolls and one sees covered light, yet does see. And this is the
secret of: "whose eyes are opened" (Bemidbar 24:15). And we
learned that "opened (Heb. satum, spelled with the Hebrew letter
sin)" MEANS closed (Heb. satum, with the Hebrew letter Samech).
And all pertains to the same thing.

50. There can always be found a small streak of light that comes
from the side of Holiness, as in most dreams, where in a pile of straw
there is one grain of wheat. Except for those minor images that are
most unclean. And it was in these, that Bilaam knew.
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51. Happy is the lot of Moses, who is high above all other supernal
sanctities. For he perceived that which no other man on earth was
ever given permission to observe. And just as Bilaam saw a small
light, fine and thin, as if behind a wall, from within the Other Side, so
through the great supernal light of Holiness did Moses see below, as
if from behind a wall, a fine streak of darkness. And he did not see it
always, just as Bilaam did not always see that light.

52. Happy is the lot of Moses, the faithful prophet. For it is written
about him: "And an Angel of Hashem appeared to him in a flame of
fire out of the midst of a bush" (Shemot 3:2). "...a bush..." REFERS
TO A KLIPAH, which was in Holiness and was connected to it. For all
things connect one to another, the pure and the impure. There is no
purity except from within impurity.

53. And this is the principle of: "Who can bring a clean thing out of
an unclean?" (Iyov 14:4). The shell (Heb. Klipah) and the fruit are
correlated, one with the other. And this Klipah will never be broken
or be gone until the dead rise from the dust. Then the Klipah will be
broken and the light will shine into the world, without any covering,
from the inner part. Happy are the righteous in this world and in the
World to Come.

2. "and her two sons"
Three of the rabbis are wondering why the title verse says "her sons" instead of 'the sons of Moses'. Their comprehension is corrected by Rabbi
Shimon, who tells them that the sons referred to belong to Jethro, not Moses, and that Jethro brought his whole family that they might enter under
the wings of the Shechinah, who was joined celestially with Moses.
54. "...and her two sons..." (Shemot 18:3). Rabbi Chiya said: Why are
they called "her sons" and not 'the sons of Moses'? HE ANSWERS:
Because she raised them without her husband, the Torah calls them
"her sons," and not 'his sons'. Rabbi Yosi said: Even though they
were the sons of Moses, THEY WERE, BY A SECRET PRINCIPLE,
most certainly her sons. BECAUSE, Rabbi Elazar said: Moses united
himself in another holy, celestial place, and it would not have been
respectful to call them his sons. Now, even though they were his
sons, because of the dignity of the place in which he united, WHICH
WAS THE SHECHINAH, they were here called "her sons."
Afterwards, they were called "his sons." What is the reason?
Because when they reached MOSES, Moses was talking to the
Shechinah. Later, when he separated FROM THE SHECHINAH and
went out to meet his father-in-law, then it is written: "And Jethro,
Moses's father-in-law, came, with his sons" (Ibid. 5).
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55. Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar, Elazar. I see in this portion that the
beginning of your interpretation is quite proper, but the ending is not
the way you interpret it. Certainly, because of the respect of the
Shechinah, who was joined celestially with Moses, it is written "her
sons." And though it is written, "And Jethro, Moses's father-in-law,
came, with his sons and his wife to Moses," IT STATES "HIS SONS,"
which is inclusive, and the words "his sons," refer to the sons of
Jethro. For after Moses came to him, he had sons.

56. And so it was with Jacob. When he came to Laban and dwelt in
his house, Laban had sons. Also here, when Moses dwelt with
Jethro, he too had sons. And Jethro brought his whole family, so
they might all enter together under the wings of the Shechinah. And
Jethro said to Moses: "I, your father-in-law Jethro, am come to you,
and your wife, and her two sons with her." And it is not written 'your
two sons'. WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM THIS? That Jethro had
children, as it is written: "And the children of the Kenite, Moses's
father-in-law went up out of the city of palm trees" (Shoftim 1:16).
And he left his sons with Moses.

3. "and Jethro, Moses's father-in-law, came"
The discussion turns around the verse, "And many nations shall go and say, 'Come and let us go up to the mountain of Hashem'," and we learn that
the mountain is symbolic of conversion, to proselytize the soul.
57. "And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law came" (Shemot 18:5). He
opened the discussion with the verse: "And many nations shall go
and say, 'Come and let us go up to the mountain of
Hashem'" (Yeshayah 2:3). This verse is explained in many places.
Yet, the time will come when the other nations will strive to come
under the wings of the Shechinah. "...let us go up..." All idol
worshippers of the world pertain to descent, but those who cleave to
the Holy One, blessed be He, will achieve an ascent. THEREFORE, IT
IS WRITTEN: "LET US GO UP."

58. "...the mountain of Hashem..." refers to Abraham, as written: "as
it is said to this day: In the mount Hashem will appear" (Beresheet
22:14). For Abraham called it 'a mountain'. Just as the mountain is
abandoned property, free to all who care for it, so is this holy place,
THE TEMPLE, open to all those who desire it on earth. "...to the
house..." (Yeshayah 2:3) is Jacob, who called this place a "house,"
as it is written: "this is no other than the house of
Elohim" (Beresheet 28:17).

59. Another interpretation. Though "mountain" and "house" pertain
to the same grade, one is higher than the other. A "mountain" is for
the rest of the nations who come to enter under its wings. A "house"
is to the nation of Yisrael like a wife to her husband in one
household - united in happiness, it adheres to them like a mother
over her children.
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60. Come and behold: what is written here regarding Jethro? "...and
Jethro, Moses's father-in-law, came, with his sons and his wife to
Moses into the wilderness." HE ASKS: Since it is written, "to
Moses," why does the verse add, "into the wilderness"? HE
ANSWERS: What is important is what Jethro came to the desert for.
And what is it? It is a mountain of Elohim, and it is a place for a
stranger to convert. Therefore, it is written "...to Moses into the
wilderness." "To Moses," to proselytize them and bring them under
the wings of the Shechinah. "Into the wilderness," they would come.
For the mountain of Elohim is to proselytize the soul, THAT IS, TO
RECEIVE FROM THENCE THE NEFESH OF THE CONVERT.

61. On account of this, the location stands as a mystery called
"mountain," and everyone who comes there is credited with the title:
"a convert of righteousness." We have explained that he is called a
convert. Even though he united on high, with the celestial and holy,
because he left his own country and kin, HE IS CALLED "A
CONVERT." He is called "a convert of righteousness" since he set
up his dwelling in a place he did not know before, WHICH IS IN THE
SHECHINAH, CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'.

4. "This is the book"
We learn that the book in "This is the book of the generations of Adam" is actually two books, an upper and a lower, and comprises Male and
Female together. They also incorporate the secret of 'keep' and 'remember'. Lastly we are also told that the book refers to the secret of the features
of human beings by which the descendants of man can be recognized.
62. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi were sitting and studying the
Torah in Tiberias. Rabbi Shimon passed before them. He asked
them: With what are you occupied? They answered him: The verse
which we have learned from our master. He said to them: Which is
that? They responded: That which is written, "This is the book of the
generations of Adam. In the day that Elohim created man, in the
likeness of Elohim He made him" (Beresheet 5:1). And after all, we
have learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, showed to Adam all
those generations that in the future will be born onto earth, and all
the leaders and all the sages that in the future will be present in each
and every generation.

63. And this is a secret we have learned. "This is the Book,"
NAMELY there are two books. There is an upper book and there is a
lower book. The lower book is called 'the Book of the
Remembrance', WHICH MEANS the Book of that Remembrance,
which is a certain Righteous one, NAMELY YESOD, called "this (Heb.
zeh)." AND MALCHUT IS HIS BOOK. In order not to separate them,
since they are always together and form one, it is therefore written:
"This (Heb. zeh) is the book" - two levels which are one, the principle
of Male and Female. FOR "THIS" IS MASCULINE, YESOD, AND THE
"BOOK" IS FEMININE, MALCHUT.
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64. And this is one principle: all those souls and spirits that fly into
human beings, which consist of all the descendants, are assuredly
in the secret of the generations of Adam, NAMELY THE
DESCENDANTS OF THE UPPER MAN, REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN.
This is because from this said Righteous all the souls fly forth with
one desire. And this is the watering of the Garden that this river,
which went forth from Eden, gives, as it is written: "And a river went
out of Eden to water the Garden" (Beresheet 2:10). THE
EXPLANATION: FROM YESOD FLOWED THE SOULS AND SPIRITS
OF THE GARDEN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and this is the secret of
Adam, as it is written: "the generations of Adam."

65. Afterwards, THE WORDS, "In the day that Elohim created man,"
refer to the lower man, because there are two men mentioned in this
verse. One refers to the secret OF ADAM from above, and one refers
to the secret OF ADAM from below. Adam, in the secret of above,
WHICH IMPLIES ZEIR ANPIN, is within the mystery of that verse
concealed in Male and Female, in one secret. As it is stated, "This is
the book," which comprises Male and Female together, AS STATED
BEFORE. When they together produced offspring, they were openly
called 'man' (Adam), as is written "the generations of Adam."

66. After it was revealed from the first supernal mystery of the verse,
NAMELY, IT WAS REVEALED THAT "THIS IS THE BOOK" ALLUDES
TO THE SUPERNAL MAN, WHOSE GENERATIONS ARE THE SOULS
AND SPIRITS OF HUMAN BEINGS AS WAS MENTIONED BEFORE,
He created the lower man as it is written: "In the day that Elohim
created man, in the likeness of Elohim He made him." "In the
likeness," MEANS Adam was like a mirror with figures that appear in
it; the figures do not stay fixed in the mirror for very long, but fade
away from it. It is also HERE, "in the likeness of Elohim."

67. Another interpretation: "In the likeness of Elohim," MEANS the
shape of the limbs of male and female, in the secret of back and
front. The back is of the secret of "keep," fOR THAT IS A FEMININE
ASPECT. The front is the male, in the secret of "remember," WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN. And on these all the commandments of the Torah
depend, 613 commandments of the Torah, that are all inclusive. We
have learned THAT MAN WAS CREATED after the Creation and
before the act of the divine Chariot. And one is dependent upon the
other. "In the likeness of Elohim," is in the exact shape OF
MALCHUT. So it was explained to me by my master.

68. More about, "This is the book of the generations of Adam." This
refers to the secret of the features of human beings, the features
with which to recognize the descendants of man, and the hidden
meanings of these human features: the hair, the forehead, the eyes,
the face, the lips, the lines on the hand, and the ears. With these
seven human beings can be recognized.

5. And you shall behold the secret of the hair
This section describes the traits and motivations of persons with different types of hair. We are told that the mysteries of the varied types of hair are
for those who are wise in Torah, who recognize what is hidden in human beings, and are in the image of Elohim. It is they who sit in judgment.
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69. One is recognized by the hair. All who have creased hair,
MEANING CURLY HAIR, that is swept upwards, AND DOES NOT
HANG DOWN FROM THE HEAD, IS OF an angry disposition. His
heart is wrinkled like a rag, SIGNIFYING HIS HEART IS FULL OF
FEAR. His actions are not good. In partnership, one must stay away
from him.

70. If his hair is unusually smooth, and hangs low, then it is good to
associate with him, for gain is found within him. IN OTHER WORDS,
ONE BENEFITS FROM AN ASSOCIATION WITH HIM. However, when
he is alone (THAT IS, WITHOUT A COMPANION) it is not so. THERE
IS NO SUCCESS WITH HIM. He can keep secrets of great importance,
yet, in secrets of minor importance, he is not reliable. His actions are
SOMETIMES good, AND SOMETIMES not good.
71. If his hair hangs low and is not smooth, he has no fear in his
heart. He is a malicious person. He desires good deeds, and thinks
well of them, but he does not accomplish THEM. When he reaches
old age, he returns to fear HASHEM, and his actions are proper. And
these things pertain to the secular world, FOR THEN HE IS A
MALICIOUS PERSON AND DOES NOT ACCOMPLISH GOOD DEEDS.
But in esoteric matters, everyone benefits who associates with him.
Do not reveal important secrets to him, but he will safeguard minor
secrets. He can make big things from little things, and his words will
be heard with respect. He is under the letter of Zayin, according to
the letters taught by our master.

72. If the hair is black and extremely shiny, he will succeed in all his
actions, specifically in worldly matters - THIS IS MALCHUT, CALLED
'WORLD' - and in commerce, WHICH IS THE ABUNDANCE OF
MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "SHE IS
LIKE THE MERCHANT SHIPS" (MISHLEI 31:5). He is benevolent, but
he succeeds only when alone, WITHOUT AN ASSOCIATE. And
whosoever joins him as an associate will not succeed for long, but
will have only immediate success, and that success shall fly from
him. This secret is included in the letter Zayin.
73. If his hair is black and not shiny, at times he will be successful
and at times he will not succeed. It is good to associate and work
with him for a short time, but not for a lengthy time, for during
lengthy times he tends to think. So in order not to be parted from
him, he is good for a short time. Such a one succeeds in Torah
studies if he perseveres after it. And others will likewise succeed by
him. He can not keep secrets for a long time. He is mean-hearted. He
shall see his enemies, and they shall not prevail against him. He is
mean (Heb. tzar)-hearted, as in the esoteric principle of the letter
Yud, WHICH IS SMALL AND NARROW (HEB. TZAR) - and he is not
included in the letter Zayin, AS STATED PREVIOUSLY, but the in
letter Yud, in the secret of small letters.

74. If his hair is balding, he will succeed in business, but he is a
swindler. There is a scarcity of food in his house. On the surface, it
seems he fears sin, but it is not so within. And all this is so before he
comes to old age. But if he becomes bald in his old age, he becomes
the opposite of what he was before, for good or for bad.
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75. The stated words refer to hair balding on the forehead, between
the eyes, at the place where the Tefilin are placed. However, at
another spot on the head, it is not so. He is not a swindler, but an
evil gossiper, one who gossips quietly without raising his voice. At
times he is fears sin, and at times he does not. Thus, he is under the
secret of the letter Zayin, when it includes the letter Yud.

76. Until this point, the mysteries of the varied types of hair are for
those who sit in judgment, know the ways and mysteries of the
Torah, recognize what is hidden in human beings, and are in the
image of Elohim, in whom this nomenclature, ELOHIM, is concealed which is explained in many ways.

6. And you shall behold the secret of the forehead
This part examines the shape, size and slope of the forehead, together with the minute details of the furrows in the forehead; it uses these facts to
explain the persons who have these sets of characteristics. The secret of the forehead is under the letter Nun, that is Gvurah.
77. The secret of the forehead. This is under the letter Nun, WHICH IS
GVURAH, which is the perfection of the letter Zayin - WHICH IS
MALCHUT, SINCE MALCHUT WAS BUILT FROM THE LEFT COLUMN,
WHICH IS GVURAH. Sometimes THE NUN is included in the letter
Zayin, and at times it stands by itself. A forehead which is small,
rises sharply, and is not round, signifies a man who is not settled in
his mind. He thinks he is wise, but knows little. He is frightened in
spirit, and has a serpent's tongue.

78. IF the furrows in his forehead are large and are not joined ONE
WITH THE OTHER, and if when he speaks these same furrows are
formed, but not joined, while the other lines in his forehead are all
joined, ONE WITH THE OTHER, then one is not to associate with him
for more than a brief period, and not for a lengthy time. Whatever he
does and thinks is only for his own advantage, and he has no
concern for the benefit of others. He can not keep a secret at all. Of
him it is said: "A talebearer reveals secrets" (Mishlei 11:13). His
words are not meaningful. This is the mystery of the letter Nun,
which is included in the letter Zayin. He does not have a reliable
disposition.

79. IF his forehead is small and rounded, he makes intelligent
observations, yet, he is fearful in spirit. His love is joyous. He is
kindhearted to everyone. He has interests in many things. If he
studies the Torah, he will become quite wise.
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80. IF three large wrinkles are in his forehead at the time when he
speaks, and three wrinkles are near one eye, and three wrinkles are
near the other eye, and he cries at the time he is angry, then he is
better than he appears to be. Whether it be in deeds or in words, he
throws over his shoulders all secular matters, and cares not for
them. He will have success in the study of the Torah. In fact, anyone
who engages with him will profit even in secular matters, FOR
WHICH HE ATTACHES NO IMPORTANCE. At times he clings to the
will of the Holy One, blessed be He, and at times he does not. In legal
matters, he has no success; he stays far away from legal judgments.
And this is the secret of the letter Nun by itself, not included in the
Zayin. Since it is not included in the letter Zayin, he keeps his
distance from the law and does not stay there. Rather, love is his
side.

81. IF his forehead is not rounded but is large, this is a man who,
whether he stands or walks, always bends his head. This type can be
divided into two aspects of madness. One aspect is a noticeable
madness, evident to all who observe and recognize it. He is the fool.

82. IF he has four large wrinkles on his forehead - and sometimes
when he speaks they appear on his forehead, while at other times
the skin on his forehead is stretched so the wrinkles are not seen;
there are wrinkles that are seen, and THEN other large wrinkles close
to his eyes; he laughs freely WITHOUT REASON; and his mouth is
large, this man has no worth, and is of the Other Side. Madness is
concealed in him and people do not notice it. And he gets wiser in
everything he does, even in the study of Torah - but not for its own
sake but only to boast before people. And his custom is to be
clandestine and conceited. He appears to be pious, but is not so.
Everything he says is not for the sake of the Holy One, blessed be
He, but for man. His thoughts and his behavior are for external
appearance, to draw attention to himself. This is the mystery of the
letter Nun, which is included in the letter Zayin.

83. IF the forehead is rounded and large, he is clever. He remembers
everything. He acquires wisdom from whatever he works hard at,
and even without a trainer to teach him. He succeeds at whatever he
endeavors. However, in money matters, sometimes he succeeds,
and sometimes he does not. From little things, he can infer great
things. He is called 'wise'. He does not concern himself with
mundane matters, even when he knows that he may be embarrassed
by not concerning himself with these matters. He pays no attention
to them. He is soft-hearted.
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84. IF there are two large wrinkles set high upon his forehead, one
wrinkle over one eye, and one wrinkle over another eye, and there
are also three large wrinkles in his forehead, those above his eyes,
and apart FROM THEM a lower furrow split above the eyes, this
signifies deep inner thought, not revealed on the outside because
people do not pay attention to his actions. He is in fear for a short
time only, but never more than that. As for pleasing, he is only
concerned with his outward actions before people, and these, HIS
ACTIONS, are nothing more than childish at times, and at times they
are wise. This stands in the mystery of the letter Nun when it is alone
and is not included in the letter Zayin. But it is weak because it has
not been included in the original letters, but is supported by the
letter Samech to be included with it, but not with the original letters.
Until this point are the secrets of wisdom of the forehead.

7. And you shall behold the secret of the eyes
The secret of the eyes is found in the secret of the letter Samech. Here one must discern the color of the eyes, and the way the eye rests in the
socket. The eyebrows are also examined.
85. As for the secret of the eyes, they may be found in the secret of
the letter Samech. ONE MUST DISCERN the color that encircles the
eyes from the outside, and the way the eye rests in its fullness, and
that it is not immersed deeply in its socket. Such a one is not
deceptive, and has not a trace of fraudulence.

86. There are four colors to be found in the eyes: A) There is the
white outside, that circles the eye, common to every person. THAT
IS, THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE IN THIS ASPECT FROM PERSON TO
PERSON. B) Enclosed within it is a black color that encircles, and
the black and white merge together, WHICH ALLUDES TO CHESED
AND GVURAH, WHICH INCLUDE ONE WITH THE OTHER. C) Within
this is a greenish color, ALLUDING TO TIFERET, included in the
black. D) The innermost is the pupil of the eye, which is a black dot.
THIS ALLUDES TO MALCHUT. This is a person who is always
laughing and full of cheer. He has good intentions, but his intentions
are never accomplished, since they slip from his mind. He is
occupied with worldly matters, but when occupied with spiritual
matters, he will succeed. Therefore, he should be encouraged to
occupy himself with the Torah, for he will succeed in it.

87. IF his eyebrows are thick, inclining downwards, AND IF in the
color of his eyes there are red lined impressions, these impressions
are called "small letters of the eyes" because when these colors of
the eye shine in the light, the light causes the letters to be revealed
to those who judge, together with the other, small impressions. This
is in the shape of the letter Samech, and is included in the letter Hei.
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88. Green eyes that are surrounded in white, with the green blended
in the white, implies that he is a merciful man, yet he thinks always
for his own benefit. The harm of others does not concern him at all.

89. IF the black color is not noticeable in his eyes, he is greedy, but
not in an evil way. But if an opportunity should arise for him to
accomplish evil, he will not turn from it. He can be trustworthy when
speaking of things he knows, yet not trustworthy in things he does
not know. He can keep a secret as long as it is a secret, until he
hears the secret at another place. Once he hears about it, he reveals
everything and it is no longer a secret with him at all, because
nothing he does is perfect. The eye color encircled with white and
green is the secret of the letter Hei when included with the letters
Zayin and Samech.

90. IF his eyes are yellowish-green, he has madness about him, and
because of this madness his mouth speaks in a bombastic manner,
and he carries a self-importance about himself, and whoever attacks
him, conquers him. He is not worthy of the Torah secrets, since in
his heart he can not keep silent about such secrets, AND HE
REVEALS THEM TO OTHERS so that through them he can make
himself seem a bigger MAN. This is the mystery of the letter Hei,
which is only included in the letter Zayin, and is removed from the
letter Samech. It is because he conducts himself with pride that he is
far removed from the letter Samech and can not approach it. When
he speaks, he produces many wrinkles on his forehead.

91. One with white eyes, encircled lightly with green, has an angry
disposition, but for the most part, he is kind-hearted. However, when
he is full of anger he has no love in him whatsoever, and becomes
cruel. He can not be trusted with a secret. This belongs to the
mystery of the letter Hei, which is included in the letter Samech.

92. He with eyes that are green and white together with a little black
color in them, can be trusted with secrets and is successful in
utilizing them. If he begins with success, then he will continue to
succeed further. His enemies can not prevail against him and he
rules over them entirely, and they are submissive to him. This is
under the sign of the letter Caf, which is included in the letter
Samech. Thus, he rules once he starts TO RULE. Thus far are the
mysteries of the eyes, which are revealed to the wise.

8. And you shall behold the secret of the face
The secret of the face is for those who master inner wisdom. We learn that the features of the face are recognized not by outward impressions, but
rather from the spirit and the impressions of inner secrets. The impressions of all 22 letters are engraved into the spirit, and these impressions enter
into the face, to be seen only by those with wisdom. Also, the spirit projects the image of the face of a man, a lion, an ox and an eagle, all for a time.
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93. The secret of the face is for those who master inner wisdom. The
features of the face are not RECOGNIZED by the outward
impressions ON THE SKIN OF THE FACE, AS WAS SAID OF THE
FOREHEAD, but by the impressions of inner secrets. For the
features of the face are inverted AND APPEAR by force of
impressions of the face, which are concealed in the spirit that dwells
within. And from this spirit, the features of the face appear outside,
which are recognizable only to the wise OF INTERNAL WISDOM, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE.

94. The features of the face are recognized from the spirit. There is in
man a spirit on which the secret of the letters are engraved, and all
22 letters are enclosed in that spirit. According to the seasons OF
MAN, the impressions of these very same letters enter into the face.
And as these letters come up, so does the face appear with these
engraved impressions according to the time OF MAN. But this
appearance does not last long, FOR THESE FEATURES SOON PASS.
Only men of Wisdom see them, and they exist never to be forgotten
by them.

95. There is a place which is called the 'World to Come', WHICH IS
BINAH. From there issues forth the secret of the Torah, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN THAT EMANATES FROM BINAH, with all its letters,
consisting of 22 letters that comprise everything. And the river that
goes forth from Eden, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, receives everything.
When the spirits and the souls soar from it, all are stamped with the
imprint of these same letters. And everything emerges in this
manner. Therefore, the spirit of man is stamped with the imprint of
these letters, and the imprint forms a shape on the face OF MAN.

96. Rabbi Shimon said to him: If so, the image of the mother OF THE
SPIRIT, NAMELY MALCHUT, is not shaped from within that spirit, AS
THE LETTERS COME FROM THE FATHER OF THE SPIRIT - NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED. They replied to him: So we heard from
our master, that the form of letters comes from above, FROM ZEIR
ANPIN and the form of the mother - NAMELY MALCHUT
CONTAINING FOUR FACES, LION, OX, AND SO ON - is formed in
that spirit below. And the form of the letters, THAT COME FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, are concealed within, and the form of Ima projects
outwardly.
97. The form of Ima, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the face of a man, the
face of a lion, the face of an ox and the face of an eagle. And the
spirit projects the image of all of them for a time, for everything
belonging on the side of the spirit projects itself to the outside, and
when it becomes visible, is IMMEDIATELY concealed. All these
forms which become visible and are designed in the shape of letters,
COME FROM ZEIR ANPIN, even though they are concealed FROM
WITHIN, AS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED. These four forms are visible
for a time to those who have eyes to see, AND THESE ARE MEN OF
WISDOM who comprehend, by the mystery of wisdom, how to
contemplate them.
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98. The first form is as follows. When a man walks in the way of
Truth, those who know the secret of their Master discern him,
because the spirit within is established in him and projects the
design to the outside, WHICH INCLUDES the full design; that form
becomes the form of man. This form is the most perfect of all other
designs, and this is the design that passes for a time before the eyes
of the wise-hearted. When they look at his appearance from the
outside, at that face that is before them, the eyes of the heart are
moved to love him.

99. Four letter signs are impressed on it. One vein is conspicuous on
his face in a depression, THAT IS TO SAY, IT IS NOT PROJECTED
ON THE OUTSIDE, LIKE A CONSPICUOUS GROOVE, from the right
side. There is another vein that includes and seizes two others that
are attached to it from the left side OF THE FACE. These four signs
are the four letters Ayin, Vav, Dalet, and Tav (Heb. edut, lit.
'testimony'). The sign Ayin is the vein on the right side and is
conspicuous in its sunken position. The Dalet and the two letters
attached to it, Vav and Tav, form a vein which includes two other
veins ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FACE. This is the secret of the
phrase: "This He ordained in Joseph for testimony" (Tehilim 81:6),
for everyone who saw him loved him in their heart, and in this love
he was perfected.

100. In the seed of David, the colors are reversed. This is why
Samuel erred, as it is written: "look not on his countenance" (I
Shmuel 16:7), since the Other Side was in Eliav, which was not so in
David. For the features of David were covered, for the forms of the
Other Side were included in his own features. And it is the form of
the Other Side that is seen first, passing over the eyes temporarily
and frightening the heart, yet afterwards: "a comely person, and
Hashem is with him" (Ibid. 19). This gives testimony about him.

101. The image of man includes all forms, and all forms include his.
Such a man is not frightened in spirit, in times of anger he is calm,
his words are calming and he is quickly appeased.

102. In the seed of David - where the image OF THE OTHER SIDE is
seen at first and passes briefly before the eyes, AS PREVIOUSLY
DISCUSSED - he is self-controlled in anger, and quickly appeased.
Yet, he must guard a serpentine hatred in the end. For it is that side
that brought THIS about, surrounding itself on all sides UNTIL IT
TAKES ITS REVENGE, but the fruit that is enclosed in its shell and
the heart become righteous. This is true for righteous people, but in
evil people, the original evil form is not turned aside from them,
being fully attached to them.
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103. This is the second form. If a man does not walk much in the
ways of wickedness, turning aside from this path and returning to
His Master, this means that a good spirit is beginning to rest upon
him, overpowering the first impurities that were upon him. It is
projected outside, observed by the eyes temporarily, in the form of a
powerful lion. At the time when THIS IMAGE is seen, this appearance
causes the spirit of a powerful lion to prevail in his heart - THAT IS
TO SAY, HIS HEART PREVAILS OVER THE EVIL SIDE.

104. With reference to him, WHO HAS THE IMAGE OF A POWERFUL
LION, when they discern his face afterwards, it is a face that the
heart does not love immediately, but an instant later, the heart
returns to love it. When people look at him, he becomes
embarrassed and thinks everyone knows his ways; THAT IS TO SAY,
IT SEEMS TO HIM THAT EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT HE THINKS AND
DOES IN SECRET. AND IN HIS SHAME, blood rushes to his face for a
short time, AND AFTERWARDS it reverses its colors to white or
green.
105. Three fine veins are on his face. There is one on the right. This
is traced on the face, which grips it. Another proceeds upward to the
bridge of the nose. There are two on the left, and one that branches
downward from these two attaches itself to this one and that one.
These letters which are carved upon his face protrude and are not
sunken. But when he becomes settled, and gradually becomes
accustomed to walking in the way of Truth, they sink.

106. The secret of these letters. He is near (Heb. karov, Kuf Resh Vav
Bet). He was far, and when HE CAME NEAR, the letters protruded in
his face to give hasty testimony. And this is the mark of Kuf, which
is on the right side OF THE FACE. The other letters, WHICH ARE
RESH VAV BET, are on the left side OF THE FACE. And even though
other veins are seen in his face, they do not protrude on the outside
as these do, except when he walks on the path of evil - THEN THESE
ALSO PROTRUDE.

107. This appearance is different in one who is from the seed of
David. First he appears in the form of man, then that of a lion. He
then separates from the Other Side. And in all things, he is the
reverse of other men.
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108. This is the third form. If a man walks in a path that is not correct
and his ways lead him away from the path of the Torah, that Holy
Spirit is removed from him and another spirit is seen in him; another
image which is protruding, observable to the eyes of the wisehearted as the form of an ox. At the moment that he is observed BY
THE WISE OF HEART, they pass the image OF AN OX across their
hearts, and contemplate it.

109. On the right side of his face there are three red kernels OF WILD
CROCUS, and these red veins are small. And there are three on the
left side OF HIS FACE. These are the letters, which are prominent in
him. One vein FROM THE THREE ON THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT
SIDE is small and spherical. And two other thin veins above are also
circular. The eyes of this person are sunken INTO HIS FOREHEAD.

110. This is the secret of these letters. One OF THE THREE is the
letter Caf, the other two veins form the letters Resh and Tav. So it is
WITH THE THREE VEINS on the left side: ONE OF THEM IS THE
LETTER CAF AND THE OTHERS RESH AND TAV. And these letters
form that which is written: "The sight of their countenance (Heb.
hakarat, Hei-Caf-Resh-Tav) witnesses against them" (Yeshayah 3:9).
And these are the letters that protrude in the face more than all other
sinews. But if he returns REPENTING, turning away from the left
AND COMING to THE SIDE OF the right, then that spirit yields and
the spirit of Holiness prevails. Then these veins sink and others
protrude on the outside, as we have studied.

111. It is the opposite with the seed of David. The image of the lion is
seen first, and afterwards it turns to the image of an ox. Two dark
veins are visible in his face, one from the right and one from the left,
and these are the letters: one was called 'Dalet' and the other called
'Ayin'. And in everything it is the opposite from other men.

112. The fourth image is the form of a man, always standing ready to
amend a secret past, AND DOING NO MORE DAMAGE. This is seen
by the wise of heart in the form of an eagle. His spirit is a spirit of
weakness. He does not exhibit on his face letters that protrude
outwardly, since these were lost and sunk in his early days. Since
they left him, they are no longer protruding.
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113. This is the secret of him. His eyes do not sparkle with
brightness, even when he is joyful, nor at those times when he trims
the hair on his head and his beard. This is because his spirit does
not shine in those letters, and the sparks of light which he had at the
beginning have now declined. It can not be observed when one
looks at his face BECAUSE THERE ARE NO PROTRUDING
LETTERS, AS WAS MENTIONED BEFORE. And this is the secret as it
is written: "So I praised the dead that are already dead more than the
living that are yet alive" (Kohelet 4:2). However, pertaining to the
seed of David, "the counsel (also: 'secret') of Hashem is with them
that fear Him: and He will reveal to them His covenant" (Tehilim
25:14).
114. In the spirit of man, letters are impressed, as we have learned,
which protrude through to the outside ON THE FACE. And this
wisdom has been given to the wise to comprehend and to recognize.
The spirit can be approached through the concealed significance of
the phrase, "This is the book" (Beresheet 5:11). Everything is
approached through this mystery except for facial features, which
we judge by another method, according to the rule of the spirit or
man of spirit. Happy are those wise ones who are privileged to be
entrusted with this knowledge. Until this point is the secret of faces.

9. And you shall behold the secret of the lips
The secret of the lips is in the letter Pe, and we read of the qualities of men with different types of lips.
115. From here forward is the secret of the lips, of the letter Pe,
which is included in the secret of the letter Samech. Big lips denote
a man who spreads malicious gossip without shame or fear. He is a
person who causes dissension and slander between one another,
THAT IS TO SAY, BETWEEN MAN AND HIS NEIGHBOR. He is "one
that sows discord among brethren" (Mishlei 6:19), and he can not
keep a secret. When he endeavors in the Torah, he can keep hidden
secrets. Yet he still is a malicious gossiper without any fear in his
heart.

116. This sign, the letter Pe, is included in the letter Resh but not in
the letter Samech. Such a one seems to be righteous but he has no
fear of transgressing. One should have no dealings with him,
because whatever he does proceeds out of his mouth alone and not
from his body.

117. Lips that are dry and shriveled and not thin signify a man with a
quick temper. He is malicious. He is intolerant with everything.
Openly, he spreads malicious gossip without shame. At times he is
frivolous, and scoffs at others. This is a man from whom you must
remain at a distance.
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118. If his beard becomes full, according to evil speech, such a one
speaks openly to everyone. He has no shame and he concerns
himself with causing strife. Yet, he is successful in worldly matters.
He gazes upon his enemies, and he "winks with his eyes" (Ibid. 13).
Concerning him, it is said: "A wicked man hardens his face" (Mishlei
21:29). He stands under the mystery of the letter Pe alone, when it is
not included in the Samech at all. Yet at times it is joined to the letter
Resh. It is included in this letter Resh.

10. And you shall behold the secret of the ears
The size and shape of ears is correlated to certain human characteristics, the ears being of the letter Yud. From here, we are told that the Zohar will
speak about the mysteries of the verse, "This is the book," in its supreme spiritual level in the context of times and seasons of this world.
119. The mystery of the ears. One whose ears are large has
foolishness in his heart and madness in his spirit. One whose ears
are small and preserve a proper shape, when awakened, is wisehearted. He will concern himself with everything. This type is under
the letter Yud, which is included in all other letters.

120. Until this point is the secret of the shapes of man. From here
forward we will concern ourselves with other mysteries of our
master RABBI SHIMON which have no standing with regard to the
countenance. Rather, we will endeavor to learn the mysteries of the
verse, "THIS IS THE BOOK," in its supreme spiritual level in the
context of times and seasons of this world, of WHICH UNTIL NOW
we were not worthy of knowing.

121. Rabbi Shimon said: My children, you are worthy in this world
and you are worthy in the World to Come. Blessed are my eyes that
will be worthy to see this when I enter the World to Come. For the
sake of my soul, I call to Atik Yomin ('Ancient of Days') this verse:
"You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies: You
anoint my head with oil; my cup runs over" (Tehilim 23:5). And the
Holy One, blessed be He, calls to us: "Open the Gates, that the
righteous nation that keeps faithfulness may enter in" (Yeshayah
26:2).

11. And you shall behold the secret of the lines of the hands
We are told that God impressed spiritual mysteries upon the palm and fingers of a person. The mystery of the palm is of the letter Caf. The skin,
bones and sinews are compared to things in the supernal realms. Returning to a discussion of the face, we read that it is only possible to discern a
person fully when the face is without anger, but is shining and serene. Much reference is made in this whole section to the firmament, the heavens
and the stars. At the end we learn that Moses had no need of these signs by which the wise recognize the wise, for he was informed by the Holy
Spirit; King Solomon knew these things and was able to judge because of his throne, but King Messiah will judge by the fragrance. And these three
were able to judge the world without witnesses. All others who are wise in these signs must warn people, and try to heal them.
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122. They opened the discussion with a discourse on the verse: "and
they had the hands of a man under their wings" (Yechezkel 1:8). This
verse, the friends explained, are the hands to receive penitents who
return to the Holy One, blessed be He. "...the hands of a man..." are
the forms and spiritual mysteries which the Holy One, Blessed be
He, impressed upon man and arranged in his fingers, outwardly and
inwardly, and in his palm. THAT IS, THE PALM OF HIS HAND.

123. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created man, He arranged in
him all the forms of the supernal mysteries of the world above,
WHICH IS BINAH, and all the images of the lower mysteries of the
world below, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And all is carved in man and
found in the image of Elohim, because he is called "the creation of
the palm," WHICH IS THE PALM OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE.

124. And the mystery of the palm (Heb. caf) is of the letter which is
called 'Caf', as it is written: "And Elohim created Man in His own
image" (Beresheet 1:27). This is the secret of the letter Caf. This
letter has supernal secrets and spiritual forms. This Caf, WHICH IS
THE PALM OF THE HAND, contains ten sayings from right and left five in the right PALM and five in the left PALM. And all are one, in
one secret - THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT ARE UNITED INTO ONE.

125. It is written: "I will also smite My one palm upon the
other" (Yechezkel 21:22). ITS EXPLANATION is that this one and that
one shall be in conflict so that blessings will be removed from this
world, and the pride of Yisrael will be given over to the other nations.
THIS IS BECAUSE FROM THE UNIFICATION OF RIGHT AND LEFT
THERE CONTINUE FROM THE LEFT THE THREE FIRST SFIROT TO
YISRAEL, WHICH IS THEIR PRIDE. WHEN THEY ARE DIVIDED, THE
OTHER NATIONS SUCKLE FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, AND THE
PRIDE OF YISRAEL IS GIVEN OVER TO THE HEATHEN NATIONS.
And when they are joined together, it is written: "One spoon (Heb.
caf) of ten shekels of gold, full of incense" (Bemidbar 7:14). This is
an indication of one connection, WHICH MEANS THE TEN FROM
THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT ARE UNITED IN ONE PALM (HEB. CAF).
And when they are united in one connection, it is written: "And
Elohim created man in His own image..." "And Elohim created,"
implies the departure of thought through the inner mystery; "man,"
is the secret of Male and Female together, SINCE ET (ENG. 'THE'),
WHICH COMES BEFORE THE WORD "MAN," IS FEMALE, AND
"MAN" (HEB. ADAM) IS MALE. "In the image of Elohim," is the
mystery of Caf, THAT IS, WHEN TWO RIGHT AND LEFT PALMS
WERE UNIFIED INTO ONE CAF, WHEN ALL SUPERNAL MOCHIN
EMANATE FROM THEM.
126. When man was created, what is written concerning him: "You
have clothed me with skin and flesh..." (Iyov 10:11). HE ASKS: If so,
what is man IN HIS ESSENCE? AND HE ANSWERS: If you think
THAT MAN is nothing more than skin, flesh, bones and sinews, this
is not so. For certainly man is but his soul. And skin, flesh, bones,
and sinews, are all only the clothing. These are the implements of
man, and not man HIMSELF. And when man passes away, he divests
himself of all these implements that he wore.
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127. The skin with which man has been clothed and all these bones
and sinews, are all in the mystery of the supernal wisdom
corresponding to that which is above. AND HE EXPLAINS THAT the
skin, corresponding to that which is above, is, as we have learned, in
connection with the curtains, as it is written: "who stretches out the
heavens like a curtain" (Tehilim 104:1), "rams' skins dyed red, and
badgers' skins" (Shemot 25:5). These are the garments up above
that cover the garments which are like the extensions of the
heavens, which is the outer garment. The curtains are the inner
garments, corresponding to the skin that protects the flesh. AND
THUS IT IS SAID, "WHO STRETCHES OUT THE HEAVENS LIKE A
CURTAIN," AS THE CURTAINS ARE THE INNER GARMENTS, AND
ON THESE ARE THE HEAVENLY GARMENTS FROM THE OUTSIDE.

128. The bones and the sinews are the Chariots and all the hosts,
which are appointed inward. THAT IS, THEY ARE ALL AN INNER
ASPECT AND THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF THE OUTER PART OF
THE GRADE, FOR THE SINEWS ARE THE NESHAMAH OF THE
GARMENT, AND THE BONES ARE AN ASPECT OF CHAYAH OF THE
GARMENT. And all of these are garments to that which is inward,
which is also the mystery of the supernal man who is the innermost
TO THEM.
129. The same secret is found here below. Man is the inner of the
innermost and his garments correspond to that which is above. The
bones and the sinews are similar to what we have said regarding the
Chariots and hosts, THAT ARE CALLED 'BONES' AND 'SINEWS'. The
flesh is a covering to those hosts and Chariots THAT ARE CALLED
'BONES' AND 'SINEWS', and appears itself outwardly TO THEM. And
this is the secret THAT THE FLESH is being drawn FROM HIM to the
Other Side. The skin, which covers all, corresponds to the
firmaments which cover everything. And all of these are garments to
be worn by him, the innermost being the mystery of man. And all is a
secret. For what is below corresponds to the above. And thus it is
written: "And Elohim created man in His own image, in the image of
Elohim" (Beresheet 1:97). For the mystery of man below
corresponds entirely to the secret above.

130. In this firmament up above, which covers everything,
impressions were set in it to show and know, through these
impressions, things and concealed secrets. These are the shapes of
the stars and constellations recorded and fixed in this firmament,
which covers externally. Similarly, the skin which covers man FROM
THE OUTSIDE is like the firmament that covers all, having lines and
impressions - which is CONSIDERED TO BE AN ASPECT OF THE
stars and constellations of this skin. One may perceive in them
hidden things and deep mysteries of the stars and constellations,
THAT ARE THE IMPRESSIONS AND LINES IN THE SKIN, through
which the wise of heart may study them, and discern the secrets
hidden within, as we have stated. And this is the secret of: "the
astrologers, the stargazers" (Yeshayah 47:13).
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131. And this can be discerned only when the face shines and
remains without anger, FOR ONLY THEN CAN WE OBSERVE AND
DISCERN, AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY. At the time when anger
rules over man, another Judgment is applied. And why was this
principle not given to us for our use? IT IS POSSIBLE to know at the
time when Judgment rules the firmament.

132. But the face is observed in its truthful way, when the face
shines and man is secure. THEN these impressions are seen in a
truthful way, and with this discernment one is able to judge better,
with clarification - although there are many STYLES the wise can
utilize to discern.

133. The lines of the hands and the lines of the fingers from the
inside are all set under other secrets with which to discern
concealed matters. And these are the stars that shine so as to reveal
the interiors of the constellations in high ministers.

134. There are supernal secrets in the fingers. The nails of the
fingers cover them from the outside. They are explained through
these inner secrets that are manifested on the outside. These
contain secrets to those wizards who contemplate the fingernails, in
the light of other principles that govern them, and these magicians
defile that place.

135. In the nails, there are times when little white stars shine from
them - THAT IS, LITTLE WHITE SPOTS ARE SEEN IN THE NAILS,
which are similar to birthmarks, the shape of lentils - and they are
sunk IN THE NAILS as if nailed to a board. And they are different to
those other white SPOTS that are not sunken, but are fixed above
ON THE NAILS; those that are not sunken have no meaning. But
those that are white and immersed like birthmarks the shape of
lentils, have meaning, and they are a good omen for man, and he will
succeed during this time. Or if a judgment was imposed upon him he
will be rescued from it.

136. The lines of the hands are among the supernal mysteries, along
with the fingers from the inside, THAT IS, NOT ON THE SIDE OF THE
NAILS, BUT THE SIDE OF THE FLESH. In the hands, there are large
lines and small, thin upper lines in the right. In the little finger on the
right, there are thin impressions. This finger is fixed permanently on
acts by the Other Side.

137. In this finger, we find lines that are formed when the finger is
folded, DURING THE CLOSING OF THE HAND. We do not observe
these, except if added to BY OTHER LINES. If two other lines are
added to the line THAT THE FINGER formed when doubled over, a
way of opportunity will not be opened to him. And if he does initiate
an opportunity, he will not succeed.
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138. In the case where the lines are fixed lengthwise between
impressions, BETWEEN THE IMPRESSIONS FORMED WHEN THE
FINGER IS FOLDED OVER, at the time when the skin of the finger is
pulled backwards - AND WITH ALL THIS, these recognizable
impressions remain AND ARE NOT ERASED DUE TO THE PULLING
OF THE SKIN, such a person will succeed in his ways. The sign for
this is three lines in width, and four in length. This is the secret of
Zayin from the small letters. FOR IN THE HEBREW ALPHABET
THERE ARE THREE STYLES OF LETTERS: LARGE, MEDIUM, AND
SMALL. AND THE ZAYIN HERETOFORE MENTIONED REFERS TO
THE SMALLEST STYLE OF LETTERS.
139. IF there is one impression that is a lengthwise line, and there
are two widthwise lines, then along his travels he will hear of things
in the near future, but they will not benefit him. If there are
impressions that are four lengthwise lines and four widthwise lines,
an opportunity will come his way, and through hard effort the results
will be to his benefit. And this is the mystery of Zayin from the
medium size letters of the Hebrew alphabet, those between the large
LETTERS and the smaller LETTERS.

140. If there are five small impressions in width at the bottom, and
four in width at the top, and four lengthwise, he has peace in the
house, and he is lazy. An opportunity may present itself for him, but
he does not wish to take advantage of it. Had he taken advantage, he
would have succeeded along this path. But he takes no advantage of
it because he is lazy. And this is the mystery of the small Zayin.

141. The middle finger is the finger that stands TO SHOW IF he
should manifest the action of which he thought. If one line is fixed
lengthwise between lines at width, he thinks thoughts, but they are
gone from him; he fears and he does not CARRY THEM OUT, and
these thoughts amount to nothing.

142. If two lines are fixed lengthwise EVEN when the skin of the
finger is pulled backwards, AND THEY ARE NOT CANCELED DUE
TO THE PULL OF THE SKIN, he has no real thoughts, but only thinks
superficial thoughts of the moment and accomplishes them. But he
does not have contemplative thoughts, rather impulsive and petty
thoughts, but no contemplative thoughts.

143. If there are three impressions in length and two or three
impressions in width, after he stretches the skin OF THE FINGER
backwards, he is a man who is wise and contemplative. And all
those thoughts that are on the side of the Holy One, Blessed be He,
will be fulfilled by his hands, but not so with other thoughts.
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144. If there are four or five IMPRESSIONS in length after the skin OF
THE FINGER is stretched, as previously stated, and they rest on
three or four, or even two or more IMPRESSIONS OF THE lines in
width, such a person has thoughts which tend to be evil and he
glories in such thoughts. And when the beard and eyebrows are red,
he thinks evil and glories in it for a brief time. He is cunning, and he
always yields to these evil characteristics. Thus, he succeeds. After
a brief period, he dies.

145. The remedy for this is repentance. And then we find three or
four impressions resting on two, THAT IS, three or four impressions
in length resting on two impressions in width, since, according to
the habit of man, lines are changed from time to time. This secret is
derived from the verse: "that brings out their host by number; He
calls them all by names; because of the greatness of His might, and
because He is strong in power" (Yeshayah 40:26).

146. As the Holy One, blessed be He, changes hosts and seasons in
the stars in the heavens - this day, so, and another day, thus, all
according to the SUPERNAL man who is the inner aspect of his
actions as they appear in these heavens, the same is seen on the
skin of man below, since his skin, which covers everything, is a
firmament.

147. And all is according to the kind of inner man who is at times
under Judgment and at times under Mercy. This is exactly the same
sight outside, OVER THE FIRMAMENT, that at times appears in this
mode, and at other times in that mode. This is also similar to that
man, as we have stated previously, that is at times SEEN ON HIS
SKIN in this way and at other times in that way. This is the secret
sign of the letter Zayin when it is included in the letter Yud.

148. And these secrets are in the fingers of the right hand - the little
FINGER and the large one, THAT IS, THE MIDDLE FINGER. The
indication is: "but hear the small as well as the great" (Devarim
1:17). These two fingers are connected to these secrets. These are
the mysteries which we have learned from our master, from the
secrets of Rav Yesa Saba (the elder). From now and onward, other
lines, are all called 'descendants', which refers to the descendants of
Adam, as it has been written: "the generations of the
heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). As we have learned, all is this secret.
Similar to this are the descendants of man in all the shapes of the
face, and in all that we discussed before, and in those descendants
of the lines of the hands that are seen through inner secrets, as is fit.
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149. "This is the book of the generations of Adam" (Beresheet 5:1).
This refers to the lines. To the signs Zayin-Resh-Hei-Pe-SamechTzadik, WHICH ARE THE LETTERS OF "THIS IS THE BOOK (HEB.
ZEH-SEFER, ZAYIN-HEI, SAMECH-PE-RESH)," TZADIK HAS BEEN
ADDED. The secrets to the wise in heart are Resh-Zayin-Hei-Samechfinal Pe; Five letters in five gates for the gain of Wisdom by
understanding.
150. The First Gate is Resh. In the hand, there are thin lines and
great lines. And all these lines mingle with one another. The great
lines that are in the hand, when they are two in length, and two in
width, and merge with each other are the secret of the letter Hei, and
the letter Resh. It rejects the letter Zayin, and seizes these two
letters. At its width, it takes the letter Hei; at its length, it takes the
letter Resh. Its sign is Hei-Resh.

151. There are those who have similar lines TO THOSE ON THE
RIGHT HAND ALSO in the left hand, particularly with the great lines.
But it is with small lines that the right hand receives, while the left
hand does not receive. For the right hand receives one thin line in
length above, and one thin line below, which is seized between two
great lines THAT ARE FOUND THERE. In the width there is one thin
line that touches below two lines resting upon it. But in the left hand,
this is not so. Thus, the secret is in the right hand and not the left.

152. This is a man who adores BEING at home at times, and on the
road at times. His heart is not at ease with either. When he is at
home, he yearns for the road; and when he is on the road, he yearns
for home. He is always successful on the road, and at times at home.
This person is successful in the Torah and in the mysteries of the
Torah if he puts effort into them. He gazes on his enemies. Many will
benefit from him. He is lazy in worldly matters. Yet, if he is
stimulated FROM BELOW, then they will stimulate to improve him
from above. He gains merit through his words. He is precious and
spends his money. He has a good eye. His prayers are heard. In
regards to money, he has ups and downs THAT IS, IN HIS
POSSESSIONS.

153. There are times when his heart is broken before his Master. And
then we find three small lines crossing the thin line that was added
to the two lines in width. And this is the secret. The Hei is joined with
the Resh. HE GIVES A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE WORDS, WHICH IS
GOOD FOR THE MEMORY. It is the road. It is home. It is delight. It is
sadness. It is beneficial. He is lazy. He is good-eyed. He is precious
and scatters his money. It implies a broken heart, and the return to
his Master.
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154. The second gate is Zayin. In the right HAND, in the part that
accepts AND RECEIVES, NAMELY IN THE PALM OF THE HAND,
there are impressions. When three great lines in width and two great
lines are found, and one of those in length touches two in width,
while the other one does not touch them, this implies a defect in the
seed, either from the side of the father or the side of the mother.

155. And then we find below the three lines in width, two thin lines
that touch them from below. This signifies a man who amends his
actions in front of other people, yet his heart is not true. And at the
time of his old age he repents to correct his actions. Then we find
the two lines in length touch those in width, this one with that one,
and two others, thin lines, with them in the middle - lengthwise - and
also three thin lines in width. And this is the mystery of the Zayin
that is linked to the letter Resh.

156. When he reaches old age and repents, as we have said, he is
corrected under the secret of the letter Resh, and is joined with the
letter Zayin. Afterwards, when matters have been corrected, he is
always in silence and all his actions are secretive. But he is not
established fully in this, because this defect, WHICH IS STILL IN HIS
SEED, has not given him up AND STIMULATES HIM TO EVIL.

157. But after this defective seed gives up, then we find four and five
lines in his right hand, four lines in length and five in width. And this
secret is Zayin that is linked to the letter sign Hei. This implies that at
times he succeeds in matters, and at times he does not succeed. He
will succeed in Torah learning. And toward the end of his life, he will
even succeed even in financial matters.

158. The third gate is Hei. In the right hand, when there are five lines
in width, and three in length, and there is a middle line RECOGNIZED
ESPECIALLY among the three lines IN LENGTH, this is the secret of
the letter Hei, which is supported by the letter Samech.
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159. If this middle line FROM THE THREE LINES IN LENGTH is found
to enter and to touch those five lines in width, it signifies a man who
is sad and angry in his house. But this is not so with other men. He
is a miser in his house, he is angry and hungry, yet at other times he
is not. Outside of his house, he is not this way. He succeeds in
worldly matters. When he is occupied with Torah, he observes a
little, and then goes back to it. He is truthful, but not always. And at
those times that he is not truthful, he appears to be truthful. He is
successful in judgments. He is faithful to the secrets of the Torah.
And this is the sign of the letter Hei and is linked to the letter
Samech.

160. If there are four lines in width, and five lines in length, and two
of those in length enter in the midst of those four IN WIDTH, it
signifies a man who is happy in his house, but appears to be of sad
heart on the outside. Yet, this is not true for as soon as he speaks
with people, he shows happiness and speaks with intent.

161. Three small lines enter in the midst of those lines in length. And
this person has a black spot on his body, and three hairs hang from
this spot. The spot is round, and a break is in the top OF THE SPOT.
This impression is called by the wise in heart, who know these
mysteries, the name of 'Eagle Head'. This impression is sometimes
seen between his shoulders, and at times on his right arm, and at
times on his right hand on his fingers.

162. If this impression, which we call Eagle Head, is in a manner that
is well set, then he will be raised to wealth and honor. But if this
Eagle Head is turned backwards, he will at times be worthy of
children. As he grows older, he will be worthy of great wealth and
great honor, more than when he was a youth. He will also succeed in
the Torah if he occupies himself with it.

163. This Eagle Head looks black at times, and at times it is a color
that is only slightly red, for it was not dyed much. And WE LOOK AT
THE HAIR HANGING FROM IT, for at times they are straight. And
everything is under one sign, and judged according to the same law.
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164. If this red color is significantly red and maintains its color; and
if it is only a brief time since it became colored; and - since these
colors are found shining at times, and at other times are dim - if this
red color becomes bright and shining; and he has in his left hand
three lines in length, and three lines in width; and there is one thin
line on those width lines and one thin line on those length lines; and
in the right hand, one thin line alone is added to the width, then he is
a man who slept with a menstruant woman and did not repent to his
Master.

165. And when he repents, the lines in the left hand remain. And the
line that was added in the right hand is gone. And the red color is
also gone, for the brightness does not shine as much. And at times,
even though he repents, the redness is not removed for a time. This
is in the mystery of the letter Hei. And the letter Samech is removed,
and instead the letter final Tzadik has been substituted, and the
letter Hei is linked to final Tzadik. This person quickly needs a
correction of the spirit. It is incumbent upon the wise of heart, who
observe him, to say to him: "Go and heal yourself."

166. Three lines in length and one in width is the secret of the letter
Hei by itself. And at times it is linked to the mystery of the letter
Zayin. This signifies a man who lusts and is greedy for profit in the
world. And if not, then he chases women with the lust for committing
adultery. And even though he lusts and is greedy for gain in the
world, this is not removed from him, and he is not ashamed. His
eyes are sunken, and he speaks with them. THAT IS, AT THE TIME
OF SPEAKING HE WINKS WITH HIS EYES.

167. If he returns to his Master, the lines are changed - three in
width, and one in length. The two thin lines remain. This implies that
he desires his wife more, and attaches himself to her. One especially
thin line enters between two thin lines. Then the letter Hei joins itself
to the letter Zayin.

168. If: one line is in length and four lines are in width; and three thin
lines remain on the same one THAT IS IN LENGTH; and one line on
the four THAT ARE IN WIDTH; on the left arm are three thin lines that
just appeared a few days previously; and a single hair hangs on that
one THAT IS at their top, then he is one eager to commit adultery
with his neighbor's wife. He is malicious. He frightens with his left
eye, without uttering a word, and completes - THAT IS, HE
COMPLETES HIS WORK AND DOES NOT HAVE TO SPEAK. Because
he is malicious, returning to his Master does not concern him.
Afterwards a serpent or a red man, will kill him.
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169. If there are four in length, and three in width, and those lines
that go up are removed from him, this implies he breaks his heart
before his Master and repents. This is under the principle of the
letter Pe, and is joined with the letter Hei. Of these it is written:
"Peace, peace both for far and near." (Yeshayah 57:19).

170. Until this point are all the secrets of the generations of Adam,
which is the history of those born to him from time to time,
according to the nature of man. Happy is the lot of those who sit
before my master, RABBI SHIMON, who are worthy to hear from his
lips the secrets of the Torah. Happy are those in this world, and
happy are those in the World to Come. Rabbi Shimon said: Happy
are you, friends that no secret has disappeared from you. How many
supernal places await you in the World to Come!

171. He opened with the quote, "Moreover (lit. 'and') you shall
provide (lit. 'behold') out of all the people able men, such as fear
Elohim, men of truth, hating unjust gain" (Shemot 18:21). HE ASKS:
But it is written: "you shall behold" instead of, 'you shall choose'.
AND HE ANSWERS: "you shall behold" according to sight. In what?
In the image of man, in those six characteristics that we previously
discussed, and everything is in that verse. "...you shall behold..." is
the first, of the hair; "out of all the people" is the second, of the
brow; "able men" is third, of the face; "such as fear Elohim" is the
fourth, of the eyes; "men of truth" is the fifth, of the lips; "hating
unjust gain" is sixth, of the hands and their lines.

172. For all these are the signs by which we recognize men on whom
the spirit of Wisdom rests. Yet Moses had no need of them, for as it
is written: "And Moses chose able men out of all Yisrael" (Ibid. 25).
For the Holy Spirit came to him and informed him. And through this
he could see it all.

173. From where do we learn this? From the verse: "When they have
a matter, they come (lit. 'he comes') to me" (Ibid. 16). It is not written
'they come', but "he comes." This is the Holy Spirit that came to him,
and that is how he knew. Therefore, Moses had no need to observe
and ponder all this, since he knew instantly.
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174. Similarly, King Solomon also knew. He knew through his throne,
for the Holy Spirit rested upon it. Trembling and fear overcame
everyone who came near his throne. And he could judge them
without witnesses. Since there were images in his throne, the image
would knock if anyone approached with a falsehood, and King
Solomon would know that he came with a lie. Because of this the
fear of the throne fell upon all, and all were found righteous before
him.

175. King Messiah will judge by the fragrance, as it is written: "and
his delight (lit. 'smell') shall be in the fear of Hashem; and he shall
not judge after the sight of his eyes..." (Yeshayah 11:3). And these
three, NAMELY MOSES, KING SOLOMON, AND KING MESSIAH
judged the world without witnesses and without warning. The rest of
the world must judge by word of witnesses and by word of the
Torah. It is incumbent upon those who are wise in these images to
warn people and give them succor, and to heal them. Happy are they
in this world, and happy are they in the World to Come.

12. And you shall behold the secret of secrets
Rabbi Shimon tells us of the secrets of the book of Adam and the secret book of King Solomon. He reveals that the Tree of Life is the book, so that
the concealed wisdom was transmitted to Adam in the shapes and visages of people; Solomon inherited this wisdom and wrote it in his book, while
Moses learned the wisdom from the Shechinah. Rabbi Shimon reiterates that the six aspects of man to be observed are the hair, the eyes, the nose,
the lips, the face and the hands, especially the lines in the hands. He compares the skin that covers everything to the skin of the firmament, with
which God created the stars and constellations, and says that the appearance of the stars and planets are everchanging, as is the appearance of the
skin of man. This is followed by another long description of the six aspects and how they manifest in people of different character. In the Mishnah
we learn that when the time came to create man, the light was bestowed from Keter to Binah to Zeir Anpin, and thus brought forth the souls of man.
The Ruach is the result of the mating of Zeir Anpin and Malchut, and it takes on hues from the sun and moon, from water and fire, wind and earth.
Rabbi Shimon explains further about the creation of the body of man, and the Nefesh and the Ruach, and says that the actions of the Nefesh inside
the body appear on the skin outside.
Raza deRazin - secret of secrets
176. "Moreover (lit. 'and') you shall provide (lit. 'behold') out of all the
people" (Shemot 18:21). "This is the book of the generations of
Adam" (Beresheet 5:1), which is to say this book is from those
books that are sealed and are profoundly deep. Rabbi Shimon said: I
have raised my hand in prayer to the One who created the world.
Even though in this scriptural verse the ancient ones revealed higher
hidden things, yet we must further study and ponder the secrets of
the book of Adam, as from that point continues the secret book of
King Solomon.

177. HE EXPOUNDS UPON THE VERSE: "THIS IS THE BOOK." "This"
indicates that everything is dependent on it. "This" is the Tree of
Life, THAT IS, TIFERET. "This" REVEALS, and there is none other to
reveal. "This," is as it is written: "This month shall be to you the
beginning of months," (Shemot 12:2) WHICH MEANS THAT "This"
refers to Nisan and no other month. AND ALSO, "THIS" REVEALS
AND NONE OTHER.
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178. It is this book that we contemplate to reveal the generations of
man. IT IS a tree that reveals the generations of Adam that will bear
fruit, THAT IS, THAT WILL GIVE BIRTH TO SOULS, to bring them out
into the world. "This is the book" from which may be known the
concealed and profound wisdom that was transmitted to the First
Man in the shapes of people. This wisdom was transmitted to King
Solomon , who inherited it and wrote it in his book.

179. We have been taught that Moses found this difficult until the
Shechinah came and taught it to him. She perceived and sorted out
all those people who could be seen AND RECOGNIZED by their
countenances, and Moses thereby learned this wisdom, and was
brought into it. Therefore it is written: "And You shall behold," that
of which it is written "and You are the same, and Your years shall
never end." (Tehilim 102: 27) "...and You do preserve them
all..." (Nechemyah 9:6) "and You, Hashem, are a shield for
me" (Tehilim 3:4). JUST AS IN ALL THESE WORDS "AND YOU" IS TO
BE EXPLAINED AS THE SHECHINAH, SO HERE, "AND YOU SHALL
BEHOLD," REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH.
180. "And You," NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, "shall behold" and
observe it. You and none other, to know and to contemplate six
hundred thousand. In six aspects you are to contemplate the images
of man and to clearly know this wisdom. These are: the hair, the
eyes, the nose, the lips, the face, and the hands, especially the lines
in the hands. Of the six aspects, it is written: "And you shall behold."

181. "And you shall behold," THAT IS, in the hair, the creases on the
brow, and the eyebrows. "...out of all the people..." IS TO BE
INTERPRETED AS with eyes, in the membranes in the eyes, and in
the folds under the eyes. "...able men..." REFERS TO those who have
the strength to stand in the palace of the King. They are recognized
by the brightness on their faces, by their face, by the wrinkles on
their faces, and by the marks in their beards. "...hating unjust gain..."
REFERS TO the hands, and the lines in the hands, and the marks in
them. All these six aspects implied here, IN THE SCRIPTURAL
VERSE, were transmitted to Moses to contemplate and from which to
learn concealed wisdom. This wisdom is inherited by those who are
properly righteous and truthful. Happy is their lot.

182. It is written: "You have clothed me with skin and flesh..." (Iyov
10:11). In a similar fashion, the Holy One, blessed be He, made levels
upon levels above, these upon those, concealed ones within others
concealed, hosts and Chariots, the one over the other. Similarly, He
made in all these arteries and tendons THAT HE MADE IN THEM
LEVEL UPON LEVEL...and these are the bones that exist on higher
levels. And those OF THE LEVELS are called 'flesh', being the levels
of the domain of the end of all flesh. And all these benefit from the
smoke of the flesh, from the scent of the sacrificial offerings, and
from others things associated with flesh. And above all these is the
skin. This is the hide that covers everything.
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183. The Holy One, blessed be He, created the stars and the
constellations with the skin of the firmament, as they are the signs of
the heavens so that we may observe them to know the wisdom from
them. Similarly, the Holy One, blessed be He, created man with
marks and wrinkles in THE SKIN OF the face of man, which are
similar to the stars and constellations IN THE FIRMAMENT, through
which to know and to perceive great wisdom, applying it to the body.

184. Just as the appearance of the stars and constellations change
in the firmament according to worldly events, so does the
appearance of the marks and wrinkles on the skin of man change
according to the actions of man from time to time. This wisdom was
given only for the true righteous to learn and to know this great
knowledge.

185. "This is the book of the generations of Adam." From time to
time, according to the actions of man, marks are born, changed and
etched upon the skin of man. For when the Holy Spirit rests within
him, it produces offspring, and shows these marks of the Outside
Spirit.

186. And when the Holy Spirit removes itself from him and the Spirit
of Defilement comes, this Spirit of Defilement pulsates within him
and appears on his exterior with familiar marks. It is recognizable in
the wrinkles of his exterior skin, even if the hair, the brow, and the
nose remain unchanged.

187. Zayin-Resh-Hei-Pe-Samech-final Tzadik. This letter, REFERRING
TO THE FINAL TZADIK, is always exchangeable in this wisdom. TO
CLARIFY, THE MAIN ONES ARE THE FIVE LETTERS: ZAYIN, RESH,
HEI, PE, SAMECH. THESE LETTERS FORM THE WORDS "ZEH
SEFER ('THIS BOOK')." THE FINAL TZADIK JOINS WITH THEM,
ALWAYS TO BE EXCHANGED WITH THESE LETTERS. The letter
Zayin is that letter that is found in the hair of man; this is derived
from Zayin, NAMELY WEAPONS (Heb. ZAYIN). And the weapons of
Shimshon were in his hair, FOR IN HIS HAIR WAS ALL HIS
BRAVERY. This was the crown of Elohim that was upon him.
188. Hair that stands in a familiar way and hangs FROM THE TOP
DOWN stands in the letter sign of Zayin and is joined by the letter
Tzadik, which enters and takes out the letter Samech.
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189. There is hair that hangs and is black, and in the forehead there
are three lines on the right side, and two on the left side, and these
ones are not joined together with the others. On the right side there
are three thin marks that pass over them. These are paths to cross
over other lines. On the left side, there are five lines. One of them is
small in length. This is included in the letter Zayin and the letter final
Tzadik. Then there are the strong eyebrows above the eye sockets
that are joined together.

190. Such a man is angry. Though not quick to become angry, he
impedes his peace of mind. He holds himself to be wise, but he is
not. He constantly holds his head up high to watch. He is
quarrelsome in public, but not at home. He is not interested in Torah
learning. He considers people's words as a burden, and answers
them with emphatic words.

191. If the eyebrows are separated one from the other, touching yet
not touching ONE ANOTHER, then you will find on the right side of
the forehead two large lines and one small one, and two small marks
that have entered between them in width. And on the left side are
two lines, one large, one small, and one small mark that has entered
on one line but not the other.

192. This is a man of anger. He is angry one moment, and the next
moment he forgets his anger. He is quarrelsome in his house, and he
is not at peace in spirit. There was a time in his life when he was
quite emphatic with people. He looks down. His forehead is creased
at the time of his anger, similar to a dog, and when immediately it is
forgotten, his response is soft. This is a man whose spirit and will is
occupied with business. He vows to pay taxes, THAT IS TO PAY ALL
KINDS OF TAXES TO THE KING, and in his endeavors TO DO
BUSINESS he becomes wealthy, for the letter final Tzadik is replaced
by a Samech.

193. If the eyebrows are separated one from the other, and other
small hairs intercross them, this is a person who has always a great,
vindictive hatred. He is well behaved in his house. He is both happy
and grievous with people. This lies between the final Tzadik and
Samech. He conceals his money. He does not wish to reveal his
doings, nor does he wish that anyone should reveal his doings. He is
a miser, and his hairs hang in equal length, one to the other. He does
not give any thought to the wearing of proper clothes. What he does
wear does not fit him properly. His forehead is large, with three lines
on the right side, four on the left side, and with two marks entering
between them.
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194. When he speaks, he stretches the skin of his forehead, and
these lines can not be seen clearly. He bends his head down and
walks. His right is like his left, and his left like his right. He is always
depressed. He mourns. He has an evil tongue. He regards himself as
one who is wise in all his deeds. He has a hatred for all who occupy
themselves with Torah learning.

195. Another type is signified by a black mark on his left arm with
four small hairs in it. Two large ones that are hanging on it are red.
The hairs are smooth and hanging, neither red nor black, and his
forehead is neither large nor small. This stands between the letter
Samech and the letter final Tzadik. It is included in the letter Zayin.

196. There is one large line in his forehead that spans in width from
this side to that side. There are two other lines not marked so
emphatically, since they are not continuous from one side to the
other side, AS IN THE CASE OF THE FIRST LINE. There are four
small creases that stand between the two eyebrows at the top of the
nose.

197. This is a happy man. He is wise, intelligent, and lenient with his
money. He becomes wise in whatever he endeavors to know. He can
become angry in one moment, and the next moment his anger is
calmed. He does not hold a vindictive hatred forever. At times he is
well behaved, and at other times he is not as well behaved, but he is
found in balance - THAT IS, NEITHER PARTICULARLY GOOD, NOR
PARTICULARLY BAD. When he repents to his Master, his Master
holds his hands and he is raised to great honor. Everyone needs
him. The letter Samech goes with him always, more than the letter
final Tzadik. All who counsel him with bad advice will not succeed,
for the bad advice will not be fulfilled. And they can not injure him.
He seems to be a charlatan, but it is not so. The letter Samech and
the letter final Tzadik wrestle over him. Therefore, AT TIMES he is up
AND AT TIMES he is down. When he repents before his Master, the
letter Samech is victorious and fulfills his wish in everything. He is
compassionate, and he cries when he is full of compassion.

198. One mark is in the right arm, and his face is without any hair at
all. But if there is hair which is curled, not dangling below the ears,
but raised and curled above the ears, then he keeps his word.
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199. His forehead is large, but not huge. There are five lines on it.
Three pass from this side to that side OF THE FOREHEAD, and two
lines do not traverse. This man is a quarrelsome person, at home for
the most part. All his actions are hurried, and though they seem
beneficial, they are not. He lauds himself for what he does not have.
This pertains to the letter Zayin itself, remotely aspiring to the letter
Tzadik by itself, reaching yet not reaching. The letter Samech is not
included in him at all. He is lenient in his speech, but no more than
that. He brings more than he deserves to himself. One who partakes
with him must be wary of his greed but will succeed with him.

200. Another type is signified by hair that is dangling and is not flat.
He has a profusion of hair and five lines in it; some are touching yet
are not touching each other. His eyes are shining and alert. His head
is bent low. He seems to be pleasant and honest, but is not so. He
praises himself. If he occupies himself with Torah learning, he acts
like a great man. He has strong desires. When he speaks, he
wrinkles his nose, and stretches the skin of his forehead. All of his
actions are for the sake of appearances in public. He succeeds in
wealth. He is deceitful in all that he does. He is a slanderer. He
knows how to defend himself from people in everything. He has
madness in him, and conceals what he does SO THAT IT SHALL
NOT BE RECOGNIZED. He secretly brings strife BETWEEN FRIENDS.

201. He has big ears which are placed underneath his hair. He is
established by the letter final Tzadik and the letter Zayin. Therefore,
his actions are for the public. If three hairs hang between his
shoulders, without any marks at all, one who partakes with him will
not succeed. But he will succeed with his own deceit. He appears to
be righteous with respect to another and thinks that his are truthful
actions in dealing with him.

202. If his hair is crimped and hangs beneath his ears; if he is
unmarried; and if there is one line in his brow, and three creases at
the top of his nose, between his eyebrows, then, he is a happy man,
intelligent in all matters. He is deceitful. He concedes and gives in to
those closest to him. This stands under the letter Samech and the
letter Zayin. As he grows older, the letters are exchanged - the letter
Zayin is at the beginning, followed by the letter Samech. He then no
longer concedes, except in his home. He succeeds in wealth. He is
no longer deceitful, having removed himself from that path.
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203. On his left eyebrow, there is a small mark where a man had hit
him in his youth. His right eye is closed. There are five furrows on
top of his nose, spanning the width between his eyebrows. His hair
is curled slightly on his head. He creases his eyes. This person
stands in the letter Zayin alone. He has no understanding. He has
madness in his heart. He is hasty in his actions.

204. He who has one line on his brow and four other small ones, has
no faith. One should not associate with him, since he will not be
successful. He sins against his Master in all his actions. He has one
small birthmark on his left thigh. At times, it disappears, at other
times, it reappears. If he has four lines on his brow, he has all these
MENTIONED ABOVE, except for the birthmark ON HIS LEFT THIGH.
If he has three large lines and three small ones ON HIS FOREHEAD,
and they are in the center of the forehead, he has beautiful hair. Until
this point is the secret of the hair.

205. The forehead is to be made understandable through the hair
and is to be defined through the eyes. The eyes are to be explained
through the hair from four perspectives: in the pupil of the eye; in
the colors of the eye; in the white of the eye; in the black pupil of the
eye. All perceptions should be performed with the stated six signs,
THE HAIR ON THE FOREHEAD, AND SO ON, AS MENTIONED
PREVIOUSLY. These are to be applied to persons of at least thirteen
years in age, when IN A MAN, the Holy Spirit has already separated
itself from the Spirit of Uncleanliness. The exception is the lines,
since these lines, whether small or large, are constantly changing. IT
IS POSSIBLE TO DISTINGUISH IF THEY ARE FROM THE
UNCLEANLINESS, OR FROM THE HOLINESS. And so it is with all of
them, AS WILL BE DISCUSSED FURTHER.

206. It is written: "And Moses chose able men out of all
Yisrael" (Shemot 18:25). For he was seeking other signs APART
FROM "ABLE MEN," but did not find any. Also, "Take wise men, who
are understanding and known among your tribes" (Devarim 1:13).
What is the meaning of "known"? For they are known by those signs
MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY. And he found them, but they were not
men of understanding. THIS INDICATES THAT "ABLE MEN" AND
"WISE MEN" ARE NEAR EACH OTHER IN QUALITY, SINCE HERE
THE SCRIPTURES STATE, "AND MOSES CHOSE ABLE MEN," AND
IN DEVARIM THE SCRIPTURES STATE, "SO I TOOK THE CHIEFS OF
YOUR TRIBES, WISE MEN, AND KNOWN" (IBID. 15).
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207. The eye is under the secret of the letter Resh and the letter Pe.
The eyebrows are white, and the hair is red. If the eyebrows are
white, this is a man of whom people must be wary. Everything he
does is deceitful. He is shrewd. He harbors hatred. And all this is
under the letter Resh alone, when it is not joined with the letter Pe.
This letter, REFERRING TO PE, walks and rambles over him, and
does not settle in him. His eyes are sunken. He is rushed in his
actions. And so it is with all those whose eyes are recessed. We
must be wary of all their actions. They are deceitful. And with their
deceit, they give logic to their words.

208. If his forehead is large, and not round shaped; and two broad
marks sweep across the brow from side to side, and also four small
marks; and his hair hangs, then he is cool-headed. Therefore, he is
intelligent. His ears are small. He has hairy arms. He is covered with
black spots. If he has red marks, he returns occasionally to do good.
And so he remains for a brief time, and sometimes he returns to his
evil ways. He is lustful.

209. It is the reverse with the seed of David. King David inherited this
fine red to do judgment and to perform suitable deeds. His eyes were
filled with compassion and were settled in fullness, projecting grace
and kindness. And a green line ran through them. At the time he
waged war, that line changed and became red as a rose. When his
anger was calmed from the war, the line returned to its original.
Great miracles were in his eyes. People were happy, and they longed
to see them. THERE WERE IN THEM specks in three colors. Joy
filled his whole heart. The evil-doers who observed them were
greatly agitated, and great fright and terror arose in their hearts.

210. Another type is he whose forehead is large and nicely rounded,
and all the letters are visible and rising in it. Some rise and some
descend; those that descend rise, and each one gives space to the
other. Because of this, his impressions go upward in length ON HIS
FOREHEAD. His eyebrows are filled with compassion. They are not
black, nor are they red, but in fact they are between THESE two
colors. The pupil of the eye, from within, projects all the worldly
images. A red line surrounds it, and joy surrounds everything.
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211. At first, when the evil doers approach to look at THE EYES,
these same evil-doers laugh, for there is compassion, beauty and
kindness IN THEM. Afterwards, THEY SEE IN THEM power and fear,
terror and anger. And his eyes are like doves when turned towards
them. What are dove's eyes? They are eyes that deceive the wicked,
as it is written in scriptures: "you shall not defraud (Heb. tonu) one
another" (Vayikra 25:14). And it is written: "you have dove's (Heb.
yonim) eyes" (Shir Hashirim 4:1) that attract WHOEVER OBSERVES
THEM, and repel THEM. All the images of the world are included in
his face. The hairs on his head are blazed with the colors of seven
kinds of gold.

212. I saw the following written in the book of Adam: the appearance
of the first Messiah is as the moon - WHICH IS MALCHUT, MEANING
OF THE SEED OF DAVID, SINCE THE SECOND MESSIAH IS
MESSIAH, SON OF JOSEPH. His face will be greenish gold in
appearance. The color of his beard will appear to be as the gold of
Ofir. The appearance of his eyebrows is of Sheva gold. The
appearance of the eyebrows, NAMELY IN THE EYELASHES, is of the
gold of Parvayim. Pure gold is the appearance of his hair. The finest
gold is the color on his chest, on the tablet of his heart. On both his
arms is the color and appearance of Tarshish gold. All these seven
colors are recorded in all the places of the hair.

213. On his right arm, one impression was carved and marked,
concealed from people. And this is a tower on which a lion was
engraved. A small Aleph is marked within. And this is the sign "on
which there hand a thousand (Heb. elef) bucklers" (Shir Hashirim
4:4). When he wages war, that mark always becomes erect and
protrudes. And in the tower that Aleph pulsates, and he becomes
powerful to wage a war. When he enters into war, the lion pulsates;
he becomes as strong as a lion and wins the wars. In pulsating, that
tower accelerates, and its sign is: "...the righteous runs into it and is
safe..." (Mishlei 18:10). David is safe from his enemies; they can not
overcome him. And some of these signs and impressions were
registered on his left arm. No other individual ever had these marks
AS THE SEED OF DAVID.

214. If the eyes are bright and protruding, he has madness in his
heart. His forehead is large. Many hairs are hanging DOWNWARD,
remote from the skin of the skull. He is wise. He boasts. His lips are
wilted. He has the evil tongue.

215. Three lines are in his forehead. If there are two red veins in his
eyes, then it is under the letter Resh only. An illuminating vein is
present in them. An opportunity arose for him to commit a
transgression and he was saved from it.
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216. If there is one red vein in his eye within, standing lengthwise,
and two small veins beneath it, and one vein traverses the eye, he
gives bad counsel pertaining to a woman prohibited to him. And if
the counsel still exists, you will find one line lengthwise on his
forehead. From his right eyebrow PROTRUDES one hair, and four
small hairs underneath. And there is one hair that passes between
them, widthwise.

217. If he withdrew from that transgression, then you will find in his
eyes two thin veins passing along the width of the eye, but no other
vein passes between them. It is the same with the forehead. The time
of consideration for his withdrawal from this iniquity is nine days.
From then on, these impressions are erased, and other impressions
appear.

218. Narrow eyes that become slightly red signify an understanding
man. All his words are in argument. On his forehead you will find
three impressions. A large one passes from one side to the other
side. Two others do not pass this length. His eyebrows are large. He
is stubborn. When he speaks or when his heart is hard, he wrinkles
his nose in anger. He has a bad reputation. He is bad in the eyes of
everyone, and all hate him. Sometimes he succeeds and sometimes
he does not.

219. Three large hairs are on his breast, over his heart. His lips are
parched. He is arrogant to the point of lunacy. He has an evil tongue.

220. His hair is flat, long, and profuse. He has a slightly long and
slightly rounded face; At times he regrets all he did but returns to his
bad deeds. In his eyes, you will find two veins in his right eye, and
one in his left eye. His ears are small and straight.

221. The seed of David is the reverse. In the offspring of David all
these signs are good signs and bring benefit, except for big lips. For
all those who have big lips are slanderers, whether righteous or evil,
unless he is a thoroughly righteous man that succeeds by his merits
and guards himself FROM THE EVIL TONGUE.
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222. IF the eyes are green with a little red mixed in, and on his
forehead there are two impressions from this side to that side, one
small mark above, and a small one on the bottom, he is under the
letters Pe and Resh. This person's forehead is large and circular. He
is good to all. He gives all of what he has to everybody. He is
yielding. His hair is flat and hangs. On the right side, he has white
hairs from the day he was born.

223. Mishnah. Men of the world, of understanding, of open eyes,
REFERRING TO PEOPLE OF CHOCHMAH, people of Faith, THE
SHECHINAH, which is treasured in you: of whoever among you
ascended and descended - THAT IS, THE RECIPIENTS OF THE
LIGHTS THAT ILLUMINATE FROM BELOW UPWARD, CALLED
'ASCENT' AND LIGHTS THAT ILLUMINATE FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARD CALLED 'DESCENT' - he who has the Spirit of Holy
Elohim in him shall rise and know that at the instant that the white
head, WHICH IS KETER, so desired to create man, it bestowed light
into one luminary, WHICH IS BINAH. And this luminary bestowed
light through the extension of the luminary, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
WHO BALANCES AND ILLUMINATES THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT
AND LEFT, OF BINAH. And this extension of the luminary brought
forth the souls OF MAN.
224. Even so, the extension of the luminary, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
united with and poured into one solid rock, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
And that rock brought forth a scorching flame textured with a variety
of hues. And that flame ascends and descends, until the extension
OF THAT LUMINARY, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, influences it - NAMELY,
IT POURED INTO IT THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND
CHASSADIM, and THEN it returns and settles in its place and
becomes the Ruach life, OF ADAM.

225. This Ruach acquired boundaries OF TWELVE DIAGONAL
LIMITS THAT IT RECEIVED FROM ZEIR ANPIN. It takes on one hue
from the sun, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS GREEN IN COLOR. Then
it descends to a lower level and takes on one color from the moon,
MALCHUT, WHICH IS A HUE THAT RECEIVES FROM ALL THE HUES
AND RECEIVES FROM FOUR LIVING CREATURES: THE LION, THE
OX, THE EAGLE, AND MAN, IN THE LOWER CHARIOT. It moves to
the right and takes on the hue of water, WHICH IS WHITE, that is
included in the mouth of a lion, WHICH IS CHESED. It moves to the
left and takes on the hue of fire, WHICH IS RED and is included in the
mouth of an ox that is red like a rose, WHICH IS GVURAH. Moving to
the front, it takes on the hue of the wind, GREEN, THAT IS included
in the mouth of a large eagle with great wings and feathers in which
all hues are seen - WHICH IS THE HUE OF PURPLE INCLUDED IN
ALL THE HUES. THIS IS TIFERET. Moving to the rear, it takes on the
hue of earth THAT RECEIVES FROM ALL THE HUES - that is
included in all four corners of the earth, CHESED AND GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT - RECEIVING from the mouth of man's face,
toward whom all images look. THIS IS MALCHUT.
226. This Ruach settled in this earth and was clothed in it. FOR THE
SOIL IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE NEFESH OF ADAM. AND THE
RUACH WAS CLOTHED IN THE NEFESH. Then that soil, WHICH IS
THE NEFESH, swirled, descended and gathered soil from the four
directions. And it was made into a form and a countenance, WHICH
IS THE BODY OF THE FIRST MAN. The Ruach was concealed in the
innermost. And the Nefesh poured bounty into that soil that
assembled from the four winds, WHICH IS THE BODY, when it was
included in the Ruach.
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227. This Nefesh is the origin of the actions of the body. According
to the actions of that Nefesh inside the body, so shall it appear on
the skin outside. The Ruach is concealed on the inside, and that,
REFERRING TO THE NEFESH, is visible from the outside. It ascends
and descends and strikes in his face, showing shapes and
impressions. It strikes in his forehead, showing shapes and marks, it
strikes in the eyes, showing shapes and marks, as it is written: "the
sight of their face does witness against them" (Yeshayah 3:9).

228. The luminary from which measurement is drawn, IS of one
green thread, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT HAS A
GREEN COLOR. IT RECEIVED the flame of formlessness, NAMELY,
THE FIRE OF MALCHUT OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT. It
strikes on the hands of man when he is asleep and records
impressions and lines in his hands. According to the actions of man,
so is his hand etched. These letters turn over in him from the bottom
to top. This wisdom is known by those friends, who are RIGHTEOUS
MEN OF Truth, through the imprint of the letters of the luminary WHICH IS MALCHUT, AS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED. All the inner
resources of man manifest impressions, lines and letters that
interchange. He who inscribes these also inscribes in the end of the
tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'TABERNACLE', as it is
written: "and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the
earth" (Tehilim 139:15). THIS REFERS TO THE LOWEST PART OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'EARTH'. SHE IS ALSO FASHIONED
FROM THE POWER OF THE FLAME OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF
JUDGMENT, LIKE THE HANDS OF MAN. Blessed be He, and blessed
be His Name forever and ever.
229. White eyes and slivers of red flesh where THE EYES protrude NAMELY IN THE EYE SOCKETS, SO THAT WHEN HE ROTATES HIS
EYES, THEY ARE VISIBLE - are from the letter Pe and the letter Resh
when they are included together.
230. Another type of person has a large forehead, and three lines
that come up in his forehead, and six smaller ones, red yet not very
red, and they stay between these two colors. The same is true for his
hair. He has a large face. His hair is wrinkled, THAT IS, CURLY, but
not too much. It hangs slightly below his ears. That PERSON is
good. He has faith. The moment he becomes angry, it is an
extremely intense anger.

231. If that red below his eyes, IN THE EYE SOCKETS, AS
MENTIONED BEFORE, spreads in his eyes, he has a bad temper.
When he talks in anger, he closes his mouth, and his nostrils fume.
After a short time, his anger subsides, but not completely until after
a day or two. He is sometimes successful and sometimes not. But he
usually succeeds, whether a little or much.
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232. If the red inside his eye is fine as a thread, and does not spread
in the time of his anger, if he has those signs he has a weak heart
and is fearful of everything. His sleep is unsettled, He always has
thoughts and is afraid of everything. He causes everybody WHO
JOINS HIM to succeed. He is corrupt and does not refrain from
adultery.

233. Sometimes he repents and is afraid, and in his fright, you will
find redness inside his right eye, at the rim of the eye, and one fine
red vein on his left eye. And if they change - that which was in the
right is in the left, and that which was in the left is in the right - then
he is sinful, NOT HAVING REPENTED. He returned and broke a piece
of ice, WHICH INTERRUPTED HIM FROM THE TRANSGRESSION in
order to commit transgression.

234. Two furows on top of his eye, and three underneath. On his left
foot, on the middle toe, there are six hairs and sometimes five.
Presently he has six hairs, since one of them is short. He has black
eyes, and his eyebrows have many hairs resting over each other.
These eyes are black eyes interlaced with green, but the green is
more recessed. That person has five lines on his forehead: two
which traverse from side to side, and three which do not. (THE END
IS MISSING)
(End of Raza deRazin)

13. "In the third month"
This section tells us of the two lights of the right and the left called Gemini, that is the constellation that rules over the third month, Sivan. Uriel rules
over this month, and we are told of his camps, each of which has keys of light issuing from the inner supernal Chasmal. Rabbi Shimon explains the
significance of twins in terms of the birth of Jacob and Esau, and then says that the Torah itself is twins - the Written Torah and the Oral Torah given in the third month to the triple nation of the Three Fathers. And finally he tells us that the Torah was given in three parts - the Torah, the
Prophets and the Writings. But the important conclusion is that all is one.
235. "In the third month, after the children of Yisrael went out of the
land of Egypt" (Shemot 19:1). The Great Minister, Uriel, rules over
THE THIRD MONTH, FOR NISAN, IYAR AND SIVAN ARE COMPARED
WITH CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, AS MICHAEL RULES IN
CHESED, GAVRIEL IN GVURAH, AND URIEL RULES IN TIFERET. He
is accompanied by 365 ten thousands of camps, corresponding to
the number of days of the year, WHICH ARE 365 DAYS OF THE
SOLAR YEAR. And all of them have 365 keys of light issuing from
the inner supernal Chashmal (Eng. 'electrum'), which is treasured
and concealed, and in which the mysteries of the holy supernal
letters of the Holy Name are suspended.
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236. This is the secret of "a plain man" (Beresheet 25:27), WHO IS
JACOB, THE SECRET OF TIFERET - MEANING THAT he is the
master of the house, a man of Elohim. "PLAIN" IS DERIVED FROM
WHOLENESS, for there is the ending of the knot of the Tefilin,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT IS CALLED 'LEAH'. "...and
Jacob was a plain man..." MEANING HER MAN. And the secret of the
inner supreme Chashmal, which is concealed and treasured, has his
shape. And he holds all the hidden supreme lights, and they issue
forth from him. And all the camps OF THE ABOVE MENTIONED
ANGEL URIEL hold the keys of that light that issues from the
Chashmal.
237. And that light includes the two lights OF THE RIGHT AND THE
LEFT and yet they are in it one LIGHT. The first light is a white one
too bright for an eye to behold and this is the treasured light for the
righteous as it is written: "Light is sown for the righteous" (Tehilim
97:11) and the second light is one which gleams and sparkles red,
FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT LIGHT. And both of them are
included as one in it, and they became one.

238. Uriel the Arch Minister and all those camps WITH HIM take that
light which is called 'Gemini' for it includes two lights. Therefore,
that constellation rules over THIS MONTH, which is called 'Gemini',
after its secret, in which the Torah was given and from which all the
grades are drawn below until they rise through the Name to
illuminate the world.

239. None of the other signs WHICH RULE IN OTHER MONTHS have
a mouth or tongue but this one, GEMINI, has a mouth and tongue
included as one. Therefore, it is written in regards to the Torah: "And
you shall meditate therein day and night" (Yehoshua 1:8). "Day"
corresponds to the tongue, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and "night"
corresponds to the mouth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and all is included
in THE SECRET OF the Gemini (Heb. teomim).

240. It is written: "Tomim," WITHOUT THE LETTER ALEPH, and in
relation to this secret it is written "Tomim," in: "behold, there were
twins (Heb. tomim) in her womb" (Beresheet 25:24). And "TOMIM" is
not said OF JACOB AND ESAU, for Esau is not connected to this
secret. It indicates that it is said "TOMIM" of Jacob ALONE, FOR
JACOB IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHICH
INCLUDES TWO LIGHTS, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, AND AFTER
THOSE TWO LIGHTS HE IS CALLED "TOMIM". WHEN THE
SCRIPTURE SAYS "BEHOLD TOMIM," IT INDICATES THAT HE,
JACOB, WAS IN HER WOMB. And the scripture praises Jacob for
being in the womb of that righteous woman, but because the wicked
ESAU was there too, the letter Aleph departed, AND IT IS WRITTEN
"TOMIM" WITHOUT ALEPH.
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241. All is one secret, for Jacob receives through his secret,
TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, the two months Nisan and Iyar,
and he is included in the secret of THE MONTH Sivan, which is THE
SIGN OF Gemini. THIS MEANS THAT BY BEING INCLUDED IN THE
MONTH SIVAN - WHICH INCLUDES TWO MONTHS, NISAN AND
IYAR, WHICH ARE RIGHT AND LEFT - IT IS THEREFORE CALLED
"TWINS," AND SINCE JACOB IS ALSO INCLUDED IN IT HE
RECEIVES THOSE TWO MONTHS. Esau receives through his own
inner meaning the two months, Tammuz and Av, but since he does
not abide in THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS ELUL, he therefore
loses Elul, for Elul is not his. And he does not even have the whole
MONTH of Av, but only nine days and no more, so it can be seen that
he is not included in the secret of the twins - WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. He separated himself and turned towards the
Other Side in naught and desolation, as it is written: "The enemies
are come to an end in perpetual ruins" (Tehilim 9:7).
242. Because Jacob is in the sign of the twins, the Torah was given
to his children in the months of the twins, being itself "twins" WHICH IS the Written Torah and the Oral Torah. IT WAS GIVEN in the
third month to the triple nation, WHICH INCLUDES three grades,
NAMELY, THE 'THREE FATHERS'. THE TORAH WAS GIVEN in three
parts: the Torah, the Prophets and the Writings, and all is one.

243. "In the third month..." We have already explained that chapter in
the scripture above. Rabbi Chiya said that at the time that Yisrael
approached Mount Sinai, the Holy One, blessed be He, gathered the
seeds of the nation of Yisrael and examined them all. And He found
no blemish in all the seeds of Yisrael but saw they were all of a holy
seed and of Truth.

244. At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses: 'Now
do I wish to give Yisrael the Torah. Draw them to Me by My love for
the patriarchs and by the signs that I have made manifest to them.
And you shall be My messenger. Therefore, go and tell them those
words.' Rabbi Yosi said that Rabbi Yehuda said that those were the
words that the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, and
continued: 'Thus, you shall be My faithful messenger by drawing
Yisrael to go after Me.'

14. "And Moses went up to Elohim"
This section offers several interpretations of "And Moses went up to Elohim and Hashem called to him out of the mountain, saying." One
explanation is that Moses went up to the place where the Shechinah's wings are outspread. The discussion turns to the issue of perfection, and we
hear that there is always awe or dread when in the presence of the perfection of all. The title verse is then applied first to Moses, then to God, and
finally to the four bonds of earth, air, fire and water. Rabbi Shimon hears Rabbi Yesa tell of a dream where from Rabbi Yesa finally remembered and
understood that Chochmah was above, Tiferet below, and Malchut the Sanctuary of God that lay between them. The last interpretation reminds us
that whoever comes to be purified is always assisted.
245. "And Moses went up to Elohim and Hashem called to him out of
the mountain, saying" (Shemot 19:3). "And Moses went up to
Elohim," MEANS THAT Moses went up to the place where the wings
of the Shechinah are outspread, as it is written: "He bowed the
heavens also and came down" (Tehilim 18:9).
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246. We have learned that Rabbi Yehuda said that as long as the
legislations of the Supernal King adhere to their proper places,
MEANING THAT THEY BALANCE BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT, all
the worlds are with joy and all the works are maintained properly, as
it is written: "the work of Hashem...that it is tremendous" (Shemot
34:10). What does "tremendous" mean? Rabbi Elazar said that it is
the perfection of all, as it is written: "A great El, a mighty and a
terrible" (Devarim 10:17). What does "terrible" mean? This is Jacob,
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, for it is written: "And Jacob was a plain
man" (Beresheet 25:27). "...plain..." means, according to the Aramaic
translation, 'a complete man', perfect in all. Thus, all the deeds of the
Holy One, blessed be He, are perfect in wholeness, and are perfectly
maintained.

247. As we learned, Rabbi Yosi explained that one day, while he was
standing before Rabbi Yehuda Saba (the elder), he asked him about
the meaning of the verse: "And he was afraid and said: 'How
dreadful is this place'" (Beresheet 28:17). What did Jacob see that
frightened him and made him call it "dreadful"? Rabbi Yehuda
explained that he saw there the perfection of the holy Faith, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, that was frequent in that place as it is above, and any
place wherein His perfection is found is called "dreadful."

248. I asked him: If that is so, why then is the word "dreadful"
translated into Aramaic as 'fear' and not as 'perfection'? FOR IF
"DREADFUL" MEANS 'PERFECTION', HE SHOULD HAVE
TRANSLATED IT AS "PERFECTION." He answered that there is no
awe but in a place where perfection is found, and any place in which
there is completeness is called "dreadful", as it is written: "O fear
Hashem you saints of His, for those who fear Him there is no
lack" (Tehilim 34:10). We can learn from this verse, "there is no
lack," THAT AWE IS COMPLETENESS, for wherever there is no
deficiency there is completeness.
249. We studied: "Who has ascended up into heaven and come
down" (Mishlei 30:4). Rabbi Yosi said that it is Moses, for it is
written: "And Moses went up to Elohim" (Shemot 19:3). "Who has
gathered the wind in His fists" (Mishlei 30:4)? It is Aaron, as it is
written: "And his hands full of sweet incense beaten small" (Vayikra
16:12). "Who has bound the waters in a garment"? It is Eliyahu, as it
is written: "There shall not be dew or rain these years but according
to my word" (I Melachim 17:1). "Who has established all the ends of
the earth"? It is Abraham, of whom it is written: "These are the
generations of the heaven and of the earth when they were created
(behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). Do not pronounce it 'behibar'am', but
"beAbraham (lit. 'by Abraham')," (spelled with the same letters).

250. He taught this, and said: "Who has ascended up into heaven?"
The Holy One, blessed be He, of whom it is written: "Elohim is gone
up with a shout" (Tehilim 47:6). "Who gathered the wind in His
fists"? The Holy One, blessed be He, of whom it is written: "In whose
hands is the soul of every living thing" (Iyov 12:9). "Who has bound
the waters in a garment"? The Holy One, blessed be He, of whom it
is written: "He binds up the waters in His thick clouds" (Iyov 26:8).
"Who has established all the ends of the earth"? The Holy One,
blessed be He, of whom it is written: "In the day that Hashem Elohim
made the earth and the heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). RABBI YOSI
continued further and said: "Who went up into heaven and came
down"? Those are the four bonds of the world: fire, air, water and
earth.
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251. Rabbi Yesa said: It is evident that Rabbi Yosi's interpretations
of this verse have no hold, FOR THEY ARE INCOMPATIBLE WITH
EACH OTHER. But when Rabbi Shimon heard them he put his hand
on the head of Rabbi Yosi and blessed him, saying: Your
interpretations are quite right and well said, and it is indeed so.
Where have you learned THIS? And he answered: I have learned
them from my father who heard it from Rav Hamnuna Saba (the
elder).

252. One day, Rabbi Shimon was sitting at the gate of Tzipori when
Rabbi Yesa said to him: That which Rabbi Yosi said, "Who ascended
up into the heavens and came down," he applied once to Moses then
to the Holy One, blessed be He, and finally he said that these are the
four bonds, fire, air, water and earth - and I saw that my master
blessed him!

253. Rabbi Shimon replied: Assuredly, what he said is well spoken,
and so it is. All are the same, and all things apply to the Holy One,
blessed be He, and all of them amount to the same thing. Rabbi Yesa
became excited by the words of Rabbi Shimon and he said: This is
indeed so, and on another occasion I learned from my master the
explanation of the verse: "These are the generations of the heavens
and of the earth when they were created" (Heb. behibar'am). Do not
read it as 'behibar'am', but rather "beabra'ham ('in Abraham')" (with
the same letters) - NAMELY, WITH CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, as it is
written: "For I have said, the world is built by Chesed (Eng.
'kindness')" (Tehilim 89:3), - AND ALL THE OTHER NAMES: MOSES,
AARON, ELIYAHU AND THE FOUR ELEMENTS, FIRE, AIR, WATER
AND EARTH, AS ALL ARE THE NAMES OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.
254. This is well said, but what is the meaning of the last part of the
verse saying: "What is his name and what is His son's name that you
should know" (Mishlei 30:4)? I can understand "What is His name,"
but what about "His son's name"? Rabbi Shimon replied: I have
already taught the secret of this verse to my son Rabbi Elazar. He
said to him: Please, tell me master, for I have asked you in a dream
concerning it and I have forgotten the answer. He replied: Now if I
tell you will you remember it? Rabbi Yesa answered: Assuredly, for
what my master teaches me by daytime I remember.

255. He said: The secret of it is connected with the verse, "Yisrael is
My son, my firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), and, "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3). And it is in the supernal secret of this
verse THAT YISRAEL SIGNIFIES TIFERET and is called "His son."
Rabbi Yesa replied: Be assured, my master, that I know this secret.
Yet Rabbi Yesa could not remember WHAT HE WAS TOLD IN HIS
DREAM, and distressed, he went home and slept. Then he had a
dream in which he was shown a book of Agadah wherein it was
written: "Chochmah and Tiferet are in His sanctuary."
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256. When he awoke he went to Rabbi Shimon and kissed his hands
saying: Thus I was shown in my dream, and some other time I saw in
my dream a book of Agadah wherein it was written: "Chochmah and
Tiferet in His sanctuary." "Chochmah" above, "Tiferet" below, and
His sanctuary, WHICH IS MALCHUT, by them. This is what I saw
once in my dream, and these words were on my lips. Then Rabbi
Shimon said to him: Until now you were too young to be enumerated
among the reapers of the field, MEANING THOSE
KNOWLEDGEABLE IN SECRETS, but now everything has been
shown to you. And this is the meaning of the verse: "What is His
name and what is his son's name that you should know." Chochmah
is "His name" and Tiferet is "His son's name," FOR CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH ARE ABA AND IMA OF TIFERET, AS IT IS KNOWN.

257. "And Moses went up to Elohim." Happy is the portion of Moses
for being worthy of this honor to which the Torah itself testifies.
Come and behold the difference between Moses and all other men of
the world. When other men rise, they rise in richness or they rise to
greatness or kingship, but of Moses it is written: "And Moses went
up to Elohim." Blessed is his share.

258. Rabbi Yosi said: From this verse the friends deduced that "he
who comes to be purified is assisted," for it is written, "And Moses
went up to Elohim," and afterwards it is written, "and Hashem called
to him." Thus, he who desires to come nearer is brought nearer.

15. "Thus shall you say to the house of Jacob"
Here we read of the happiness of those who are chosen by God to come near to Him. Those who reside in the Holy Land have the presence of God
because the Shechinah always dwells there. In, "And Hashem called to him from the mountain, saying, 'Thus shall you say to the house of Jacob',"
Hashem means to reveal wisdom to the children of Yisrael, and to tell them the truth about what He has done for them. We read how Rabbi Yosi and
Rabbi Chiya fall in with a man who has the wisdom of herbs, and who cures them with one of his herbs of an ailment that they did not even know
they had. He shows them the danger and the power of his herb, and they watch while it kills the serpent. In this way we learn the tremendous power
inherent in everything that God created to grow on earth.
259. "And Hashem called to him from the mountain, saying, 'Thus
shall you say to the house of Jacob'" (Shemot 19:3). Rabbi Yitzchak
opened the discussion with the verse: "Happy is he whom You
choose, and cause to approach to You, that he may dwell in Your
court" (Tehilim 65:5). Happy is the portion of the man whom the Holy
One, blessed be He, desires to bring near to Him to dwell in the Holy
Palace, for he whom He desires to receive to worship Him is
inscribed above, to make it known that he has been chosen by the
Holy King to dwell in His appartment. And everyone who has upon
him such a sign can pass through all the supernal gates without any
hindrance.
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260. Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy is the share of Moses, of whom it is
written, "Happy is he whom You choose, and cause to approach to
You," and of whom it is also written, "And Moses drew near to the
mist" (Shemot 20:18), and, "And Moses alone shall come near
Hashem: but they shall not come near" (Shemot 24:2). "Thus shall
you say to the House of Jacob," are the wp,em, and "the children of
Yisrael" are the men.

261. Rabbi Shimon said: "Thus (Heb. koh) shall you say" has the
same meaning as in the verse, "In this way (Heb. koh) shall you
bless" (Bemidbar 6:22), and as in another verse, "And Your pious
ones shall bless You (Heb. yevarchuchah)" (Tehilim 145:10), namely,
bless (Heb. yevarchu) koh - KOH BEING MALCHUT WHICH IS
CALLED 'KOH'. "Thus shall you say to the house of Jacob," meaning
by "saying," from the side of Judgment. "...and tell the children of
Yisrael..." is the same as in the verse, "And He declared (told) to you
His Covenant" (Devarim 4:13), and as in the verse, "I profess (tell)
this day to Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 26:3), FOR "TELLING"
PERTAINS TO MERCY. "...the children of Yisrael..." are the men who
come from the side of Mercy, THEREFORE IT IS ADDRESSED TO
THEM BY "TELLING."
262. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Since we have come upon this verse, why
is it written: "I told this day to Hashem your Elohim," instead of
'Hashem our Elohim'? Rabbi Shimon replied: Not only this. For it is
also written: "For Hashem your Elohim brings you into a good
land" (Devarim 8:7), "that Hashem your Elohim gives you" (Devarim
7:16), and it is written, "For Hashem your Elohim is a consuming
fire" (Devarim 4:24). And all of them are written the same way.

263. We have learned that he who resides in the land of Yisrael has
Elohim, and he who resides outside of it is as he who is without
Elohim. The reason for this is that the holy seed comes to the Holy
Land and the Shechinah dwells in Her place, and they depend on
each other. Therefore, Moses did not say "your Elohim" except to
those who were going to settle in the Holy Land and to receive the
Shechinah. And Moses did not say 'our Elohim' since he did not
merit to enter into the Holy Land. Therefore, it is written "your
Elohim" in all these verses, for they were to enter there.

264. He said to him: Assuredly it is so, but why is it written, "And
you shall come to the priest that shall be in those days, and say to
him, 'I profess this day to Hashem your Elohim'" (Devarim 26:3)? If
they were already in the Holy Land, why did he say "your Elohim"
and not 'our Elohim'? AND HE ANSWERS that they show and praise
the supernal Chesed, for it granted them all that merit to enter and
dwell in that Holy Land, and performed by them all that goodness.
Therefore, they said those words to the priest, as it is written: "I
profess this day to the Hashem your Elohim," for he comes from the
side of the Chesed.
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265. "Thus shall you say to the house of Jacob," namely to that
place which is appropriate TO THEIR GRADE; "And tell the children
of Yisrael," namely to that place which is appropriate TO THEIR
GRADE, for Jacob and Yisrael are two grades. JACOB IS THE LEVEL
OF THE SIX ENDS AND YISRAEL IS THE GRADE OF THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT, and both of them amount to one grade, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, but Yisrael is called 'the completeness of all'. Therefore,
it is written: "And tell the children of Yisrael," MEANING to reveal
Wisdom to them and to tell them in the spirit of Wisdom the grace
and the Truth of what the Holy One, blessed be He, has done for
them, FOR "TELLING" ALLUDES TO CHOCHMAH, as it is written:
"And He declared (told) to you His Covenant."

266. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: Once I was on my way
accompanied by Rabbi Chiya, my son. While walking we came upon
a man who was collecting medicinal herbs in the field. We drew near
him and I asked him: Tell us, what are these bundles of herbs for?
He gave no reply and did not even raise his head. I asked him again
but he gave no answer. Then I said to Rabbi Chiya, my son: This
man is either deaf or mad or wise. So we sat down near him.
Afterwards he collected all the herbs and made them into bundles
and covered each bundle with fig leaves.

267. He turned to us and said: I see that you are Jews and Jews are
said to be clever people. If I did not have pity for you now, you would
be expelled from people as lepers are, for I perceive the odor of a
certain herb which has entered your body. You would be outcasts
FROM MEN for three days. But now eat this wild garlic and you will
be healed.

268. So we ate from these that were before us and fell into a sleep,
and we were bathed in perspiration for a long time. When we
awakened that man said: Now your Elohim is with you, for you have
found me and the cure of your bodies is accomplished through me.

269. As we went along he said to us: Every person must converse
with his fellow according to their way. That is, to a woman according
to her way, and to a man according to his way, and to a man among
men according to his way. Then I was struck by this remark and said
to Rabbi Chiya, my son: This accords with the verse, "Thus shall you
say to the house of Jacob and tell the children of Yisrael."
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270. The man said to us: You probably noticed that I did not raise my
head, nor did I speak to you. This is because my father was a greater
expert in herbs than any one else at his time, and I have learned from
him the powers and the uses of all the herbs that are true, and I
spend the whole year among them.

271. Now I will tell you of this herb you saw me cover with fig leaves.
In a northern corner in my house there is a place in which there is a
millstone from the hole of which a man with two heads emerges. He
carries a sharp sword in his hands, and every day he distresses us. I
gathered this herb on account of him. Now follow me and you shall
see the power of this herb, and what the supreme Elohim has
revealed in the world, and that there is no one that knows His ways.

272. So we followed him. On the way to his house we saw him
bending to a hole in the ground in which he deposited some of that
herb, and a serpent with an enormous head issued. The man took a
rope and bound the serpent as though it was a lamb. We were afraid,
but the man told us to follow him.

273. When we reached his house, we saw that place in the dark
behind a wall. He took a candle and kindled a fire around that place
of the millstone. Then he said to us: Do not be frightened at what
you see and keep silent.

274. While at that, he loosened the serpent's bonds and ground
some of the herbs and sprinkled this upon the serpent's head. Then
the serpent descended into the opening of that millstone and we
heard a voice which caused the whole place to shake. We wanted to
leave, but the man took hold of our hands saying: Fear not. Come
close to me.

275. Meanwhile the serpent reappeared, and it was dripping blood.
Again the man took some of that herb and sprinkled it upon the
serpent's head. THE SERPENT entered the opening of that millstone.
After a short time we saw a man with two heads came out from the
millstone with a serpent wound about his neck. He come in and out
of that millstone three times, saying: Chameleon, chameleon, woe to
his mother who brought him to that place!
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276. Then the millstone was torn from its place and both the man
and the serpent came out, fell down, and died. We were terrified.
Then that man said: Thus is the power of the herb which I collected
in your presence. This was the reason why I did not speak to you or
raise my head when you approached me.

277. He said to us: If men only knew the wisdom of all that the Holy
One, blessed be He, has planted in the earth, and all the power of all
that which is to be found in the world, they would acknowledge the
power of their Master in His great wisdom. But the Holy One, blessed
be He, has purposely hidden this wisdom from men in order that
they do not turn from His ways by trusting in that wisdom alone,
thus forgetting Him.

278. When I came and recounted those things to Rabbi Shimon, he
said: Surely that was a wise man, for observe that there is no grass
or herb that grows on the earth in which much wisdom and great
power in heaven is not manifested. Come and observe this from the
hyssop, for whenever the Holy One, blessed be He, desires that men
purify themselves, they have to do it by the hyssop. What is the
reason? To arouse that power above that is appointed over, for when
it is aroused, it exterminates the Spirit of Impurity and the defiled
person is cleansed. And to you I say: Blessed be the Merciful One
who delivered you.

16. "on eagles' wings"
You have seen what I did to Egypt and how I bore you on eagles' wings. This section tells us by way of analogy with the eagle that God is merciful to
His own children, but uses severe judgment with the heathen nations. In the vision of Ezekiel the face of man includes the face of a lion and the face
of an ox, with the face of the eagle - mercy - between them and combining them.
279. "You have seen what I did to Egypt and how I bore you on
eagles' wings" (Shemot 19:4). What does "eagles' wings" mean?
Rabbi Yehuda said that "eagles' wings" means Mercy, as it is written
in the verse: "As an eagle stirs up her nest" (Devarim 32:11),
MEANING THAT "AN EAGLE" SIGNIFIES MERCY. And this is the
secret in Rabbi Shimon's words: "The way of the vultures in the
air" (Mishlei 30:19). "...in the air..." means with Mercy, FOR ZEIR
ANPIN IS CALLED 'HEAVEN' AND HAS MERCY, FOR CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE JUDGMENT AND MERCY. As the eagle
watches mercifully over its own young but is cruel toward others, so
is the Holy One, blessed be He, merciful towards Yisrael but judges
the heathen nations severly.
280. Rabbi Elazar was once going from Cappadocia to Lod
accompanied by Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya. They had risen at
sunrise and as the light appeared they started to walk. Rabbi Chiya
said: I see the vision which is described in the verse, "And they four
had the face of a lion, on the right side and they four had the face of
an ox, on the left side, they four also had the face of an
eagle" (Yechezkel 1:10), AND I WONDER, if the lion is on the right
side and the ox is on the left one, where is the place of the eagle?
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281. Rabbi Elazar replied: Its place is where Jacob is, MEANING THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. The reason for this is that the eagle combines
everything, BOTH MERCY AND JUDGMENT - Mercy to its own young
and Judgment to the others. So the Holy One, blessed be He, THE
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, led Yisrael with love and dealt
sternly with others, as it is written: "And bore you on eagles' wings,"
and, "As an eagle stirs up her nest."

282. We can learn that an eagle signifies Mercy, for it is written: "The
way of the vultures (lit. 'eagle') in the air (lit. 'heaven')," actually 'in
heaven', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE PROPRIETOR OF MERCY.
Therefore, the lion is on the right and the ox on the left, and the
eagle is between them and combines both of them. "THE FACE OF a
man" includes all of them and in it they are all comprised, FOR HE IS
THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT WHICH RECEIVES FROM ALL OF THEM,
as it is written: "Upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness as
the appearance of a man above upon it" (Ibid. 26).

17. "And it came to pass, on the third day"
The theme of mercy and judgment is continued in this section. Good deeds are necessary to deserve mercy, and this idea is explored through
looking at the verse, "We have a little sister and she has no breasts, what shall we do for our sister in the day when she shall be spoken for." The
"third day" of the title verse refers to Tiferet, that is Mercy.
283. "And it came to pass, on the third day" (Shemot 19:16). Rabbi
Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "We have a little sister
and she has no breasts, what shall we do for our sister in the day
when she shall be spoken for" (Shir Hashirim 8:8). "A little sister" is
the Congregation of Yisrael, which is called 'the sister of the Holy
One, blessed be He'. "She has no breasts" is as we have learned,
that when Yisrael approached Mount Sinai, they had in them no
merits or good deeds to protect them, as it is written: "she has no
breasts" - for they are the beauty of a woman, and a woman's beauty
comes from them alone. "What shall we do for our sister," that is,
what will be done with them when the Holy One, blessed be He,
reveals Himself on Mount Sinai to proclaim the words of the Torah,
for their souls will fly away from them.

284. Rabbi Yosi said: At the time Yisrael approached Mount Sinai,
together with that night and the following morning, it was three days
altogether during which the people abstained from conjugal
intercourse with their wives. The holy angels came and received
them with fraternity, for they are angels above and Yisrael are angels
below; they sanctify the Supreme Name above, while Yisrael sanctify
the Supreme Name below.
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285. And Yisrael were crowned with seventy crowns on that night.
Then the supernal angels said: '"We have a little sister and she has
no breasts," for they have no merits and good deeds, so "what shall
we do for our sister?" That is, how shall we honor her on the day
when the Holy One, blessed be He, reveals Himself on Mount Sinai to
give them the Torah?

286. It is written: "Be ready by the third day, come not near a
woman," (Shemot 19:15) and, "And it came to pass, on the third
day." Rabbi Shimon said that at the time that the Holy One, blessed
be He, desired to be revealed on Mount Sinai, He gathered all His
retinue and told them: 'Now Yisrael are like children who do not
know My commandments, and I desire to be revealed before them
with Mercy, and they will accept My Law.' Therefore it is written:
"And it came to pass on the third day." Indeed, the manifestation
took place on the third day, FOR IT IS THE DAY OF TIFERET, which
is Mercy. And how do we know all that? It is written: "He bowed the
heavens also, and came down" (II Shmuel 22:10), AND "HEAVENS"
ARE TIFERET, WHICH IS MERCY, AS IS EXPLAINED ABOVE.

287. When the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed Himself before
Yisrael, He extended Mercy at first and afterwards He gave them the
Torah, from the side of Gvurah, on the third day. THUS, THEY
INCLUDED BOTH MERCY AND JUDGMENT, as is appropriate for
them. Hence, they are called 'Yisrael', FOR THE NAME 'YISAREL'
CONSTITUTES MERCY AND JUDGMENT.

288. "When morning came." It is written: "In a morning without
clouds" (II Shmuel 23:4), for if it was a cloudy morning, there would
have been darkness in it and Chesed would not have been revealed.
And when does Chesed reveal itself? In the morning, as it is written:
"the morning was light" (Beresheet 44:3). Thus, as soon as the day
breaks, Chesed is present in the world and Judgments are removed,
but when the light of the morning does not enter, Judgments are not
removed, as it is written: "When the morning stars sang together
and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 37:7), as soon as
the stars fade away and the sun shines at that time, as it is written:
"A morning without clouds." And Chesed is awakened in the lower
world at that time, it is written: "When morning came," since the
stars disappeared and morning appeared.

289. Rabbi Yosi said that "When morning came," the Holy One,
blessed be He, started to reveal Himself on Mount Sinai. We learned
that, "When morning came," means when the merit of Abraham is
awakened, of whom it is written: "And Abraham went early in the
morning" (Beresheet 19:26).

18. "There were thunders and lightnings"
The rabbis offer various ideas about "voices." One of them says that it means two voices - water and wind - which became one; one of them says
that it is one voice that never ceases; one of them says that it comes from three - wind, water and fire. The discussion moves to lightning and then
to the "fiery law" that is the Torah. And we learn that the sound of the Shofar came forth to break the heavy dark cloud.
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290. "There were thunders (Heb. kolot) and lightnings" (Shemot
19:16). Rabbi Aba said that "kolot" is spelled without VAV, THE
INDICATION OF THE PLURAL FORM, signifying that there were two
thunders (lit. 'voices') that became one again, one emanating from
the other - wind from water and water from wind, two that are one,
and one that is two. THEREFORE THE WORD "KOLOT" IS WRITTEN
WITHOUT VAV.
291. Rabbi Yosi said: "kolot," MEANS one; this voice is a great and
strong one which never ceases, as it is written: "A great voice which
was not heard again" (Devarim 5:19). This is because all the other
voices do cease. As we learned, four times a year the voice ceases,
and then Judgments are awakened in the world. But this voice,
which includes the other voices, never ceases and never abates of
its full existence and force. We have learned that this voice is the
voice of voices, the voice which contains all other voices.

292. Rabbi Yehuda said: There is no voice but the one which comes
from wind, water and fire, THAT ARE THE THREE COLUMNS. And all
this the voice performs, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. AND BY
IT, THE COLUMNS are included in each other AND BECOME ONE.
Therefore, the word "kolot" is spelled WITHOUT VAV, THE
INDICATION OF THE PLURAL FORM. "...and lightning...": Rabbi Yosi
cited that verse and explained: "He makes lightning for the
rain" (Tehilim 135:7), MEANING THAT "LIGHTNING" IS THE
COMBINATION OF FIRE AND WATER, AS LIGHTNING IN THE RAIN for the flame OF THE LIGHTNING in the rain INDICATES THAT IT IS a
union of Mercy with infrequent love.
293. Rabbi Yehuda said: We have learned that the Torah was given
from the side of Gvurah. Rabbi Yosi said: In that case THE TORAH
must be of the left side. He said: It returned to the right, as it is
written: "From His right hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim
33:2), and: "Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious in power" (Shemot
15:6). So we see that the left is included within the right, FOR IT IS
WRITTEN: "FROM HIS RIGHT HAND A FIERY LAW FOR THEM"; and
the right is included within the left FOR IT IS WRITTEN: "YOUR
RIGHT HAND, HASHEM, IS GLORIOUS IN POWER." Thus, Gvurah,
WHICH IS THE LEFT, is included within the right.
294. "And a heavy cloud upon the mountain" (Shemot 19:16)
meaning, a very mighty cloud stuck in one place BECAUSE OF ITS
HEAVINESS that does not move FROM PLACE TO PLACE AS DO
OTHER CLOUDS. "And the sound of a shofar exceedingly
loud" (Ibid.); that sound was very strong, for it issued from the midst
of the heavy cloud IN ORDER TO BREAK IT, as it is written: "When
you heard the voice out of the midst of the darkness" (Devarim 5:20).
295. Rabbi Yehuda said: There were three kinds of darkness, for it is
written, "darkness, clouds and thick darkness" (Devarim 4:11). And
that voice, NAMELY, THE VOICE OF THE SHOFAR, came forth as the
innermost depths. Rabbi Yosi said that the innermost of all of them
was THE VOICE of which it is written: "A great voice which was not
heard again."

19. "and all the people saw the voices"
Here the experience where Moses talked face to face with God on Mount Sinai is compared to Ezekiel's visions. It is pointed out that Ezekiel saw the
Shechinah and the hand of God, but Moses was greater because he saw the head and body of Zeir Anpin. All the people who were on the mountain
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literally "saw the voice" as it was carved out of darkness, cloud and fog - and figuratively they saw what no one in succeeding generations would
ever again see until the time of Messiah, and that was the supernal illumination that showed them all hidden and veiled knowledge.
296. Rabbi Aba said: It is written, "And all the people perceived the
thunderings (lit. 'saw the voices')" (Shemot 20:15). HE ASKS: WHY IS
IT WRITTEN "see," rather than 'hear'? AND HE ANSWERS that we
have already learned that those voices were carved out upon the
darkness, cloud and the fog, visible as a body is. And they saw
whatever it was they saw, and heard what they heard from within the
darkness, cloud and fog. And because they saw that sight they were
illuminated with a supernal illumination and knew things beyond the
understanding of all other generations to come.

297. All of them saw face to face, as it is written: "Hashem talked
with you face to face" (Devarim 5:4). And what did they see? Rabbi
Yosi explains: From the illumination of those voices, as there was
not a voice that did not shine, they could see all things hidden and
veiled which will never be revealed to succeeding generations until
the days of King Messiah. Therefore it is written: "And all the people
see the voices," for they actually saw.

298. Rabbi Elazar said: "And all the people see" means, as we have
said, that they saw all those wonderful things that no generation
after will ever see, by means of the illumination of those voices. "...
the voices..." has the same meaning as in the verse: "I saw
Hashem" (Yeshayah 6:1). It is written: "Hashem" preceded by the
particle Et, WHICH MEANS THAT HE SAW THE SHECHINAH WHICH
IS CALLED 'ET'. In this verse too it is written: "And all the people see
the voices," with the particle Et (lit. 'the'), TO INDICATE THAT THEY
SAW THE SHECHINAH.
299. In the same manner we can explain the verse: "the heaven and
the earth" (Beresheet 1:1), for all the "Et (lit. 'the')" particles
mentioned in the Torah enable us to have the perception of wisdom as in the verse: "Honor (et) your father and (et) your
mother" (Shemot 20:12) and the verse, "Honor (et) Hashem with your
substance" (Mishlei 3:8). These verses ARE EXPLAINED as
including something in addition. Here too, "the voices" include that
other voice below, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which gathers into itself the
other voices and that which emerges from them. In it, IN MALCHUT,
the people saw and beheld, through sublime Wisdom, all the
celestial treasures and all the hidden mysteries which were never
revealed to succeeding generations or to any far away generations,
and will not be revealed until the days of King Messiah. As it is
written: "For they shall see eye to eye Hashem returning to
Zion" (Yeshayah 52:8). HE ASKS: Why is "the lightning" called first
"lightning (Heb. berakim)," (Shemot 19:16) and afterwards "lightning
(Heb. lapidim)"? AND HE ANSWERS that both of them have one
meaning, for when THE BERAKIM are quite formed and ready to
appear, they are called LAPIDIM.
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300. "...the sound in the Shofar..." (Shemot 20:15). Rabbi Yitzchak
says: It is written, "Elohim has spoken once: twice have I heard
this" (Tehilim 62:12). This is similar to: "I am Hashem your Elohim,"
and, "You shall not make for yourself" (Shemot 20:2). "I AM"
SIGNIFIES THE SECRET OF BINAH, AND "YOU SHALL NOT MAKE
FOR YOURSELF" SIGNIFIES THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND
BOTH OF THEM WERE UTTERED AT ONCE. IN THIS VERSE, TOO,
THE SOUND IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE SHOFAR IS BINAH, AND BOTH
WERE UTTERED AT THE SAME TIME.
301. Rabbi Yehuda said: It should have said 'the sound in the
Shofar'; why DOES IT SAY "of the Shofar"? AND HE ANSWERS: That
voice was called 'Shofar', as in the verse: "Then shall you cause the
Shofar to sound on the tenth day of the seventh month, on the Day
of Atonement" (Vayikra 25:9). On that YOM KIPPUR (DAY OF
ATONEMENT) it is called 'Shofar', MEANING THAT WHEN THE
SOUND ISSUES FROM BINAH, THE SOUND IS CALLED 'SHOFAR'.
302. Rabbi Yosi said: As the PHYSICAL Shofar makes a sound
WHICH INCLUDES fire, air and water, here too everything is included
in it, FOR HERE IN THE SOUND THAT COMES OUT FROM THE
SHOFAR, FIRE, WIND AND WATER ARE INCLUDED - WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, THE SECRET OF THE THREE
COLUMNS. And from this sound other sounds emerge.
303. Rabbi Elazar said that "THE SOUND OF THE SHOFAR" MEANS
the sound which comes out from a Shofar, which means that there is
one Shofar and a solitary sound comes out from it, FOR THE SOUND
IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE SHOFAR IS THE SECRET
OF BINAH. The Shofar stands by itself SEPARATE FROM THE
SOUND WHICH COMES OUT OF IT, therefore it is written: "the sound
of the Shofar," AND NOT, 'THE SOUND IN THE SHOFAR'.
304. Rabbi Yehuda said: In "the sound of the Shofar," the word
"Shofar" is spelled without THE LETTER VAV, FOR IT HAS THE
SAME MEANING AS IN THE VERSE, "It pleased (Heb. shafar)
Daryavesh" (Daniel 6:1) and in the verse, "O king, let my counsel be
acceptable (Heb. yishpar) to you" (Daniel 4:24) and the verse, "I
thought it good (Heb. shefar) to report the signs and
wonders" (Daniel 3:32) - MEANING THAT THESE ARE EXPRESSIONS
WHICH SPEAK OF GLORY AND BEAUTY, WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR
ANPIN, THE SECRET OF TIFERET.
305. Rabbi Shimon said that "the sound of the Shofar" MEANS THAT
the place from which the sound comes out is called 'Shofar', FOR
THE SOUND IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE SHOFAR IS BINAH, AND ZEIR
ANPIN ISSUES FROM BINAH, AS IS KNOWN. Rabbi Shimon
continued and said: Come and behold: "the sound of the Shofar"
refers to where the voice is, for it is written: "By every word that
proceeds out of the mouth of Hashem does man live" (Devarim 7:3).
What comes "out of the mouth of Hashem"? "...the sound of the
Shofar..." which is greater than any other lower voices, and stronger
than them all, as it is written: "the sound of a Shofar exceedingly
loud" (Shemot 19:16). Of other voices it is not said "exceedingly loud
(lit. 'very strong')." Everything depends on this sound of the Shofar,
and it is called 'a great voice', as written: "a great voice which was
not heard again" (Devarim 5:19), and it called "a still small voice" (I
Melachim 19:12), which is the light of the luminaries, which is pure
and subtle, and purifies and illuminates all things.
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306. IT IS WRITTEN: "still." What does "still" mean? Rabbi Shimon
said that one must be silent WITH AWE and shut his mouth, as it is
written: "I said, 'I will take heed of my ways that I sin not with my
tongue: I will keep a curb on my mouth" (Tehilim 39:2). The word
"still" means silence in which no voice is heard outside. "When the
people saw it, they were shaken and stood afar off," for what they
saw FRIGHTENED THEM. The word "shaken (also:
'moved')" (Shemot 20:15), has the same meaning as in: "And the
posts of the door moved at the voice of him" (Yeshayah 6:4).

307. We have learned that Ezekiel saw the might of the ways of the
Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "And I looked and behold, a
storm wind came out..." (Yechezkel 1:4) What is the storm wind for?
Rabbi Yosi explained: To break the four kingdoms. Rabbi Yehuda
said: We have learned that it is a great wind that was aroused
through the mighty deeds above. And it "came out from the north." It
is not written 'from north' but "the north," WITH THE DEFINITE
ARTICLE, which indicates that specific wind which is hidden and
kept above.

308. "...a great cloud and a fire flaring up..." (Ibid.) "...FLARING UP..."
MEANS THAT it held yet held not to it, gripping its sides to arouse
Judgment. We learned that three times a day Severe Judgment
sucks from the supernal inscriptions that come from the side of
Gvurah. Therefore it says, "and a fire flaring up," so that it would be
roused in the world.

309. What mitigates this "FLARING UP FIRE" OF BINAH? "A
brightness was about it" (Ibid.), for that splendor, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, surrounds it and encircles it and mitigates it, so that
the Judgment is not too hard for men to bear.

310. "...and out of the midst of it, as it were the color of electrum"
MEANS from its interior part. What is "electrum (Heb. chashmal)"?
RABBI YEHUDA SAID: It is the speaking of fiery animals (Heb.
CHAYOT ESH - memalelot), WHICH ARE FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
MALE AND FEMALE, WHEN FACE TO FACE, WHICH ARE THEN
CALLED 'VOICE' AND 'SPEECH'." HENCE, THEY TALK.
311. Rabbi Yosi said: We have learned that chashmal MEANS the
heart (Heb. lev, Lamed-Bet) of the fire, MEANING THE SECRET OF
THE LAMED-BET (=32) PATHS OF CHOCHMAH - WHICH ARE THE
LIVING CREATURES OF BINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
"FIRE FLARING UP," as it is written: "out of the midst of it, as it were
the color of electrum." It is written this way instead of JUST "the
electrum," FOR "AS IT WERE (LIT. 'LIKE THE EYE')" ALLUDES TO
THE LIGHT OF THE CHOCHMAH WHICH IS CALLED 'AN EYE'. "...out
of the midst of the fire..." means from the inner part of the fire. "As it
were the color of electrum" means that ELECTRUM is behind the
four grades, for it is written: "a storm wind," "a great cloud," "a fire
flaring up," and "a brightness was about it." "...out of the midst of
the fire..." refers to that "fire flaring up," WHICH IS BINAH, AND IT
DOES NOT MEAN OUT OF THE MIDST OF THE BRIGHTNESS.
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312. Rabbi Yosi, the son of Rabbi Yehuda, said that Yisrael at Mount
Sinai saw what the prophet Ezekiel never saw, and they were all
united with the divine, precious Wisdom. Yisrael saw five grades of
voices on Mount Sinai, by which the Torah was given. The fifth grade
was "the sound of the Shofar." Ezekiel saw but five lower grades
outside THOSE FIVE VOICES, which were: "a storm wind," "a great
cloud," "a fire flaring up," "a brightness was about it," and "as it
were the color of electrum."

313. Rabbi Elazar said: Of Yisrael, it is written, "Hashem talked with
you face to face" (Devarim 5:4), and of Ezekiel it is written, "as it
were," and "likeness," - like one who looks from behind many walls,
like a man looking from behind a wall. Rabbi Yehuda said that what
Yisrael saw on Mount Sinai no prophet ever saw, and much more so,
what Moses saw no other prophet saw. Happy is his share, of whom
it is written: "And he was there with Hashem" (Shemot 34:28), FOR
THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE SHINING MIRROR, instead of a
different mirror WHICH DOES NOT SHINE, as it is written:
"manifestly and not in dark speeches" (Bemidbar 12:8) - NOT LIKE
THE OTHER MIRRORS WHICH DO NOT ILLUMINATE AND SPEAK IN
RIDDLES.

314. Rabbi Yosi said: Come and behold. When the scripture said,
"The word of Hashem came (Heb. hayoh-hayah)" (Yechezkel 1:3) it
indicated that the prophecy was for that time alone. THEREFORE, IT
IS WRITTEN THERE, "HAYOH-HAYAH." Rabbi Yehuda said that this
was for support, for Yisrael to know that the Holy One, blessed be
He, had not forsaken them and to prove to them that wherever they
are spread in exile, He is with them.

315. Rabbi Elazar remarked that the expression "hayoh-haya (lit.
'was being')" MEANS that he both saw and did not see, understood
and did not understand, as it is written: "I saw something like the
color of electrum" (Yechezkel 1:27). IT IS not WRITTEN, 'I SAW
electrum', but of Yisrael, it is written: "And all the people see the
voices," MEANING that each one of them saw according to what he
was worthy of seeing.

316. We have learned that they stood in rows and in groups and
divisions, and each one saw as befitted him. Rabbi Shimon said that
the chiefs of the tribes STOOD by themselves and all the women by
themselves. And five grades STOOD at the right and five grades at
the left, as it is written: "You stand this day all of you before Hashem
your Elohim, your captains of your tribes, your elders, and your
officers, with all the men of Yisrael" (Devarim 29:9). These are the
five grades to the right. And what are the five grades to the left? It is
written: "your little ones, your wives, and your stranger that is in
your camp, from the hewer of your wood to the drawer of your
water" (Ibid. 10). These are the five grades to the left.
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317. All these grades were established in the likeness of above.
Against them, Yisrael inherited an eternal possession, the Ten
Commandments, from which are suspended all the precepts and
merits, and all the inheritance of their portion, being the good
portion of Yisrael.

318. We have learned that at the time that the Holy One, blessed be
He, revealed Himself on Mount Sinai, all of Yisrael looked as one
who sees a light streaming through the glass of an oil-lamp. By
means of that light each one of them saw more than the prophet
Ezekiel.

319. How is this so? Because all the supernal voices were revealed
at once, as it is written: "And all the people see the voices." But to
Ezekiel the Shechinah alone was revealed through Her Chariots, and
he caught but glimpses of it as though through many walls.

320. Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy is the portion of Moses. Of him, it is
written: "And Hashem came down upon Mount Sinai...and Hashem
called Moses" (Shemot 19:20). And happy are the generation of
whom it is written: "Hashem will came down in the sight of all the
people upon Mount Sinai."

321. Come and behold: whatever was revealed came from the right
side, as it is written: "From His right hand went a fiery law for
them" (Devarim 33:2). AND HE ASKS: What is the difference between
this and the one WHICH EZEKIEL SAW? Rabbi Yosi answered that
here, on Mount Sinai, the head and the body of the King were
revealed, as it is written: "He bowed the heavens also and came
down" (II Shmuel 22:10), FOR BEFORE THIS IT IS WRITTEN, "THERE
WENT UP A SMOKE OUT OF HIS NOSTRILS AND FIRE OUT OF HIS
MOUTH" (IBID. 9), MEANING THAT THERE WAS ONLY A HEAD OF
WHICH NOSTRILS AND MOUTH ARE MENTIONED, and wherever
there is a head, there is also a body. But of Ezekiel it is written: "And
the hand of Hashem was there upon him" (Yechezkel 1:3). Only the
hand was revealed, not the body, and we have learned that even the
hand has two aspects: the supernal hand, WHICH IS THE HAND OF
ZEIR ANPIN, and the lower hand, WHICH IS MALCHUT AND IS
CALLED 'A HAND'. AND TO EZEKIEL THE LOWER HAND WAS
REVEALED.
322. Come and behold: in the verse, "The heavens were opened and
I saw visions of Elohim" (Yechezkel 1:1), the word "visions" (Heb.
MAR'OT) is written without THE LETTER VAV, AN INDICATION OF
one mirror, which is the Shechinah. Rabbi Yesa asked: Is not the
Shechinah all inclusive? Rabbi Yosi answered: The head of the King
is not to be likened with His feet, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH THAT
CLOTHES HIM FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARDS, CALLED HIS
'FEET' - although everything is part of the body of the King.
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323. Come and behold: It is said of Isaiah, "and I saw
Hashem" (Yeshayah 6:1), WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, CALLED "ET
(LIT. 'THE')." And of Ezekiel it is written: "And I saw visions of
Elohim." Here "Et" IS THE SHECHINAH, and there "visions" IS THE
SHECHINAH, for what one saw, so did the other, NAMELY ONLY THE
SHECHINAH. Happy is the portion of Moses. There was no prophet
as perfect as he, FOR HE SAW THE ILLUMINATING MIRROR, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN.

324. "...and I saw (et) Hashem." Et precisely REFERS TO THE
SHECHINAH. "And I saw visions of Elohim," "vision" being precisely
THE SHECHINAH. ISAIAH AND EZEKIEL were BOTH in the same
grade. AND HE ASKS: Why then did Isaiah not give a detailed
description AS EZEKIEL DID? Rabbi Yosi answers: The one spoke in
general, NAMELY ISAIAH, and the other in details, NAMELY
EZEKIEL. Why did Ezekiel give such a detailed description? HE
ANSWERS: EZEKIEL SPOKE IN A DETAILED MANNER in
consideration of Yisrael, so that they would know that the Holy One,
blessed be He, loved them and that the Shechinah with Her Chariots
had gone down into exile to dwell with them.

325. Rabbi Chiya asked: Why did the Shechinah reveal Herself in
"the land of Casdim," FOR IT IS WRITTEN: "Behold the land of
Casdim, this people was not" (Yeshayah 23:13). If it was for Yisrael's
sake, surely She could have been present among them without being
revealed? AND HE ANSWERS: We have learned that if She had not
revealed Herself, they would not have known THAT SHE WAS WITH
THEM.

326. She revealed Herself, as written, "by the river K'var" (Yechezkel
1:1), meaning by the water, in a place where impurity can not dwell.
That river was one of the four rivers which issued from the Garden of
Eden, as written: "by the river K'var." What does "K'var" (lit.
'already') mean? That it already existed from a place upon which the
Shechinah dwelt, as it is written: "And the hand of Hashem was
there" (Ibid.), that is, there and not elsewhere.

327. Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "Also out of the midst of it came
the likeness of four living creatures. And this was their appearance;
they had the likeness of a man" (Yechezkel 1:5). And we have
learned, according to the esoteric teaching, that there are four living
creatures in the holy chamber, WHICH IS BINAH. They are the most
ancient celestial beings WHICH ARE DERIVED from Atika Kadisha
(the Holy Ancient One), and which include the Supernal Name, YUD
HEI VAV HEI, FOR YUD IS A LION, HEI IS AN OX, VAV IS AN EAGLE,
AND THE LAST HEI IS A MAN. AND THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT WHICH RECEIVES THEM. Ezekiel
saw only the likeness of the supernal Chariots, because he saw them
from a region which was not very bright, MEANING FROM THE
WORLD OF YETZIRAH. As we have already learned, as there is
above IN BINAH so it is below IN MALE AND FEMALE, and so in all
the worlds, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. And all of them are
linked one with another, AND WHATEVER THERE IS IN THE UPPER
WORLD, THERE IS ALSO IN THE LOWER ONE, AND HE SAW THEM
IN THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH.
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328. And you may think that he beheld them further above THE
WORLD OF YETZIRAH. Yet we learned that Moses saw the vision
from a bright mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, while other prophets
derived their visions from a dull mirror, as written: "And I saw
visions (Heb. mar'ot) of Elohim." The word "MAR'OT" is written
WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, WHICH INDICATES MALCHUT, and: "If
there be a prophet among you, I, Hashem make Myself known to him
in a vision...My servant Moses is not so...With him I speak mouth to
mouth" (Bemidbar 12:6-7).

329. Rabbi Yosi said: Come and behold. All the prophets are IN
COMPARISON WITH MOSES, like a female to a male, as written:
"With him I speak mouth to mouth, manifestly (Heb. u'mar'eh, lit:
'and a mirror')," WHICH IS MOST CERTAINLY THE BRIGHT MIRROR
(HEB. MAR'AH), AS IT IS WRITTEN: WITH HIM I SPEAK "MOUTH TO
MOUTH." Of all other prophets it is said: "If there be a prophet
among you, I, Hashem make Myself known to him in a vision (Heb.
bemar'ah)," MEANING THAT THEY DERIVED THEIR VISION FROM A
DULL MIRROR. AND IT IS WRITTEN, "bemar'ah," (lit. 'a vision') and
not 'mar'ot', WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV. All the more so of Ezekiel,
as it is not written in relation to him 'mar'eh' but rather "mar'ot,"
without THE LETTER VAV, FOR HE SAW THE VISION FROM THE
WORLD OF YETZIRAH. This is all the more so for Moses, of whom it
is written: "and not in dark speeches," but showed him everything
clearly. Blessed, indeed, was the generation among whom this
prophet lived.
330. Rabbi Yosi said, in the name of Rabbi Yehuda, that Yisrael saw
the precious glory of their King face to face, and there were neither
blind nor lame, nor deaf, nor any without hands among them. No
blind, as it is written, "And all the people perceived"; no lame, as it is
written, "And they stood at the foot of the mountain" (Shemot 19:17).
There were no lame and none without hands, as written, "And they
said, 'All that Hashem has said will we do and obey" (Shemot 24:7);
and of the days to come it says, "Then shall the lame man leap as a
hart and the tongue of the dumb sing" (Yeshayah 35:6).

20. "And Elohim spoke"
We are told here of God's admonitions to his chosen people so that they will merit the World to Come and be worthy of the heaven above, Zeir
Anpin, and the earth above, Malchut. Rabbi Shimon explains that the heritage of Jacob bestowed through Isaac's blessing means that Jacob and all
his descendants will be revived by the dew of heaven, that is, raised from the dead in the time to come. When Elohim spoke, each word rose and
descended, was watered with the heavenly dew, encircled Yisrael and brought back their souls. Then it was engraved upon the tablets of stone, and
each word was like a treasure house full of precious secrets and laws. He who occupies himself with the study of the Torah, of its secrets and laws,
is saved from the fire of Gehenom, and this is due to the merit of Abraham, who pled for the children of Yisrael. Lastly we are told that the smoke
that came out of Sinai was the Shechinah who manifested Herself there to the people.
331. "And Elohim spoke all these words, saying" (Shemot 20:1).
Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with that verse and said: "Who
can utter the mighty acts of Hashem? Who can declare all His
praise?" (Tehilim 106:2). In how many ways does the Torah
admonish man not to sin before his Master. In how many ways does
it counsel him not to turn from the way, either to the right or to the
left, and in how many forms it shows him how to return to his Master
so that He may forgive him.
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332. We have learned that the Torah has given a man 613 counsels in
order that he may be perfect with his Master, for his Master desires
only his good, both in this world and in the World to Come, but
especially in the World to Come, since whatever good the Holy One,
blessed be He, bestows upon man in this world is taken from the
sum of good which he is entitled to receive in the World to Come.
Why is that? Because the World to Come is the possession of the
Holy One, blessed be He.

333. We have learned that the comparison between this world and
the World to Come is as an antechamber compared with the hall
itself. The reward of the righteous is His very own, as it is written of
the tribe of Levi: "Therefore shall they have no inheritance among
their brethren." Why? Because "Hashem is their
inheritance" (Devarim 18:2). Happy is the man who is entitled to
receive such a supernal heritage, for he merits it in this world and in
the house of this world, as well as in the World to Come and the
heavenly, holy House, as it is written: "And to them will I give in My
house and within My walls a memorial" (Yeshayah 56:5). Happy is
the portion of the righteous for being worthy to dwell with the King
in His own House.

334. Rabbi Shimon said: Happy is the portion of the righteous who is
worthy of this, as it is written: "Then shall you delight yourself in (lit.
'above') Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14). It is not written 'in Hashem', but
"above Hashem," namely in the place from which the upper and the
lower worlds are derived and for which they yearn, of which it is
written: "From where (Heb. ayin) comes my help?" (Tehilim 121:1)
REFERRING TO THE SFIRAH OF KETER, WHICH IS CALLED
NOTHINGNESS (Heb. AYIN). And it is also written: "And came to the
Ancient of Days and they brought him near before him" (Daniel 7:13)
NAMELY KETER WHICH IS CALLED 'THE ANCIENT OF DAYS'. The
desire and the delight of the righteous is to look at that splendor
whence all lights issue and all celestial crowns, WHICH ARE THE
SFIROT, are drawn.

335. Rabbi Shimon continued: We learned of the verse, "Then shall
you delight yourself in Hashem," that it ends with, "and I will cause
you to ride upon the high places of the earth" (Yeshayah 58:14). This
refers to the place called 'the high places of the earth', which is
above "the earth," WHICH IS MALCHUT AND IS CALLED 'EARTH',
and "heaven," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "the high places
of the earth," FOR HEAVEN IS ABOVE THE EARTH.

336. Rabbi Aba continued with more explanations: It is not written,
'shall you sit' but rather, "shall you delight yourself in (lit. 'above')
Hashem," namely "heaven," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, for it is written:
"Be You exalted, O Elohim, above the heavens" (Tehilim 57:12) THAT
IS, ZEIR ANPIN. "And I will cause you to ride upon the high places of
the earth," refers to the Land of the Living, WHICH IS MALCHUT
CALLED 'EARTH'. The meaning of "upon the high places" is that it
includes Zion and Jerusalem, FOR THEY ARE THE INSIDE AND THE
OUTSIDE OF YESOD OF MALCHUT - meaning THAT THE VERSE
SPEAKS OF the heaven above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the earth
above, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And that which Rabbi Shimon spoke is
thus, AS I SAID, and it is all one, as written: "And came to the
Ancient of Days," and all amounts to the same.
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337. Rabbi Aba asked Rabbi Shimon: May my master explain the
verse: "And I will cause you to ride upon the high places of the
earth, and feed you with the heritage of Jacob your father." RABBI
SHIMON answered him: It was already explained that the delight and
pleasure are, as written, "above Hashem," which is above, NAMELY
KETER. And it is written: "And came to the Ancient of Days and they
brought him near before him." "Upon the high places of the earth" is
as we said, THE LAND OF THE LIVING, NAMELY MALCHUT.

338. "And feed you with the heritage of Jacob your father," has the
same meaning as the verse: "Therefore the Elohim give you of the
dew of heaven" (Beresheet 27:28). "THE DEW OF HEAVEN" means
the heritage of Jacob, and when Isaac blessed Jacob he alluded to
heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and he gave him the blessing that all
the descendants of Jacob in the future will be revived by that dew,
as it is written: "Therefore the Elohim give you." Only "you," and not
to someone else. "The dew of heaven" is that by which the dead will
be revived in the days to come, FOR THAT DEW ISSUES from Atika
Kadisha (the Holy Ancient One) to Zeir Anpin, WHICH IS CALLED
'HEAVEN' and resides in heaven. Rabbi Aba thought OF THE VERSE
and said: Now everything is clear, and I see that there is even more
significance in Isaac's blessing than I had thought.

339. "Who can utter (Heb. yemalel) the mighty acts of
Hashem?" (Tehilim 106:2). HE ASKS: Why does it say "utter" instead
of 'tell'. Rabbi Chiya explained the answer by citing the verse: "then
you may pluck the ears (Heb. melilot) with your hand" (Devarim
23:26). THEY ARE SO CALLED, FOR ONE HAS TO SEPARATE THE
GRAINS FROM THE EAR BY PLUCKING (HEB. MELILAH) WITH THE
HANDS, AND WHEN IT SAYS "UTTER" IT MEANS THAT ONE
SHOULD SEPARATE AND CANCEL THE JUDGMENTS OF HASHEM.
The word "Gvurot (lit. 'mighty acts')" of Hashem IS SPELLED
WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, THE INDICATION OF THE PLURAL
FORM, AND implies that there are many Gvurot but all of them are
coming from one Gvurah. We have learned that there is one supernal
Gvurah, the crown of the crowns, WHICH IS BINAH FROM WHICH
JUDGMENTS ARE AROUSED and from which come fifty gates, some
to the right and some to the left. And each one of them is called
'Gvurah', and each one of them is crowned with the lights of the
supernal carvings, and all of them are called "the mighty acts of
Hashem."
340. Rabbi Chiya said: THEREFORE, the word Gvurot is written
without THE LETTER VAV, for all THE GVUROT are included within
THE SUPERNAL GVURAH, WHICH IS BINAH. The closing part of the
verse is: "Who can declare all His praise?" This indicates the
Shechinah, which is the most precious glory of the Holy One,
blessed be He, as it is expressed in the verse: "His glory covered the
heavens and the earth was full of His praise" (Chavakuk 3:3).
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341. Rabbi Shimon cited a verse: "And a river went out of Eden to
water the Garden and from thence it was parted and branched into
four streams, the name of the first is Pishon..." (Beresheet 2:10).
Those RIVERS which came from that river which comes forth from
Eden have names; but what is the name of the one which comes out
OF EDEN? Rabbi Shimon says that its name is Yuval, for it is written:
"And that spreads out its roots by the river (Heb. yuval)" (Yirmeyah
17:8), and, "Nor shall it cease from yielding fruit" (Ibid.). The reason
that it shall not "cease from yielding fruit" is that it spreads "its roots
by the river," WHICH IS BINAH. Therefore it is written: "Like a spring
of water whose waters fail not" (Yeshayah 58:11), FOR THE PLENTY
WHICH COMES FORTH FROM THE BINAH NEVER CEASES.
Therefore, it is written: "A river went OUT OF EDEN"; it comes out of
it and never ceases.

342. Rabbi Shimon cited the verse: "And Elohim spoke all these
words" (Shemot 20:1). IT SAYS "SPOKE" AND NOT 'SAID',
BECAUSE "spoke" denotes announcing IN A LOUD VOICE, for we
have learned that at the time that the Holy One, blessed be He,
revealed Himself and began to speak, the celestial and the terrestrial
beings began to tremble, and the souls of Yisrael left them.

343. We have learned that that word soared from above downwards,
being engraved upon the four winds of the universe on its way, and
then rose once more and again descended. When it rose up it was
filled from the mountains of pure balsam and was watered with the
heavenly dew. Then it encircled Yisrael and brought back their souls.
Then it turned back and was engraved upon the tablets of stone. And
so it was with each and every word.

344. Rabbi Shimon said that every word contained all manner of
legal implications and derivations, all the laws concerning reward
and punishment, as well as all mysteries and hidden aspects, for
each word was like a treasure house full of precious things.

345. When one word was uttered it seemed as one, but when it was
engraved in its place UPON THE TABLETS OF STONES, seventy
branches were revealed in it, fifty crowns less one on one side, and
fifty less one upon the other, like the hammer which breaks the
rocks in a mountain, as it is written: "Like a hammer that breaks the
rock in pieces" (Yirmeyah 23:29). And all of Yisrael saw eye to eye
and rejoiced.

346. The souls of all the generations to come were present there and
all of them received the Torah on Mount Sinai, as it is written: "but
with those that stands here with us this day...and also with those
that are not here with us this day" (Devarim 29:14). They were all
there, each according to his merit, and saw and received the words.
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347. "AND ELOHIM SPOKE ALL THESE (HEB. 'ET') WORDS,
SAYING" (SHEMOT 20:1). THE NAME Elohim indicates Gvurah; 'Et'
INDICATES that it was joined to the right. As we have learned, "the
(Et) heaven" is the right and "and the earth" is the left, as written:
"My hand also has laid the foundation of the earth and My right hand
has spanned the heavens" (Yeshayah 48:13). The right side IS
CHESED AND is called "Et (the)." The word "all" is IN ORDER to
include all the other Sfirot. "These words" INDICATE that everything
is included, one within the other. "These" INDICATES all the
meanings, the secrets, the mysteries, decrees and penalties.

348. The word "saying" INDICATES THAT all that was said was an
inheritance for everyone, as it is written: "Moses commanded us a
Torah, the inheritance of the congregation of Jacob" (Devarim 33:4).
You may say that IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD LITERALLY, TO
REVEAL TO EVERYONE AND to reveal what must not be revealed to
anyone. However, it says: "I am Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 20:1)
WHICH INDICATES THAT as I am hidden and concealed, so should
these words be covered and concealed in your heart.

349. There is another interpretation of this verse. "And Elohim
spoke" is one GRADE. "All (et) these words saying," are five more
grades, FOR EACH WORD IS A GRADE. Rabbi Yehuda said that
"And Elohim spoke" is Gvurah, "Et" is the right side, WHICH IS
CHESED, and "all" INCLUDES both GVURAH AND CHESED. Rabbi
Yitzchak said that "ALL" includes Abraham, for it is written: "And
Hashem had blessed Abraham in all things" (Beresheet 24:1).

350. The function of "words" is to include all the covered crowns.
The word "these" includes all those which were revealed, as it is
written: "And all the people see the voices," NAMELY THE
REVEALED VISIONS INCLUDED IN "THESE." "Saying," REFERS TO
THE SHECHINAH, as it is written: "A virtuous woman is a crown to
her husband" (Mishlei 12:4), and: "It was said: 'If a man put away his
wife'" (Yirmeyah 3:1). THE WORD "SAYING" IS CLOSE TO HER MAN,
WHICH INDICATES THAT IT REFERS TO THE NUKVA OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH.
351. Rabbi Yitzchak asked: Why was the Torah given in fire and
darkness, as it is written, "And the mountain burned with fire to the
heart of heaven, with darkness clouds and thick darkness" (Devarim
4:11). AND HE ANSWERED THAT THE REASON IS that he who is
occupied with the study of the Torah will be saved from the other fire
of Gehenom, and from the darkness that the other nations bring
upon Yisrael. It was the merit of Abraham which saved Yisrael from
the fire of Gehenom.
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352. As we have learned, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Abraham: 'As long as your children shall study the Torah they will
be saved FROM FIRE AND DARKNESS, but if they should turn from
her and forget her paths, the fire of Gehenom will have dominion
over them and they will be subjected to the nations'. Then
ABRAHAM said to Him: 'May things not come to pass, THE FIRE OF
GEHENOM AND EXILE, with these two knots. If it pleases You, let
them escape from the fire of Gehenom and go into exile and become
enslaved to other nations until they return to You'. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, answered him: 'So be it then', and so it was as it is
written: "unless their Rock had sold them" (Devarim 32:30). Who is
"their Rock"? Abraham, as it is written: "Look to the rock whence
you are hewn" (Yeshayah 51:1). "And Hashem had shut them
up" (Ibid.), refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who agreed with
him.

353. Rabbi Yehuda said: Fifty days elapsed between the day Yisrael
were led out from Egypt and the day the Torah was given to them.
What was the reason? Rabbi Yehuda said: In order that the number
of days should correspond to the number of years of Jubilee, WHICH
IS BINAH, as it is written: "And you shall hallow the fiftieth
year" (Vayikra 25:10), NAMELY, THE FIFTIETH GATE IN BINAH.

354. Rabbi Shimon said: We have learned that it was the Jubilee
which led Yisrael out from Egypt. If you believe that it is Jubilee
itself, NAMELY BINAH ITSELF, IT IS NOT SO. THE EXODUS occurred
through the aspect of Jubilee and from the aspect of the same
Judgment was stirred up against the Egyptians. Therefore, those
fifty years are THE FIFTY GATES OF Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH.

355. We have learned that the deeds in Egypt are mentioned fifty
times in the Torah, and in all of those times words of praise are said.
For example: "who have brought you out of the land of
Egypt" (Shemot 20:2), and, "And brought you out" (Devarim 4:37),
and, "For by strength of hand Hashem brought you out from this
place..." (Shemot 13:3): fifty times exactly and no more, since all is
adorned with Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH, and from the side of Jubilee
everything comes. AND THERE ARE FIFTY GATES TO BINAH.
Therefore, the Torah, which comes from Gvurah, is crowned in the
right, as it is written: "From His right hand went a fiery law for
them" (Devarim 33:2). We have also learned that WHEN THE TORAH
WAS GIVEN, there were five voices: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH AND HOD IN BINAH, and all of these were seen in them,
included in them, and crowned IN BINAH.

356. Rabbi Shimon said: At the time that Yisrael received the Torah,
that Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH, crowned the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, as a king is crowned in the midst of his hosts,
as it is written: "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold King
Solomon with the crown with which his mother crowned him" (Shir
Hashirim 3:11). Who is "his mother"? It is Yovel, FOR BINAH IS
CALLED 'JUBILEE' (HEB. YOVEL) AND SHE IS THE MOTHER OF
ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'SOLOMON'. The Jubilee was crowned with
joy, love and perfection, as it is written: "be a joyful mother of
children" (Tehilim 113:9). Who is the "mother of children"? Rabbi
Shimon said: This is Jubilee.
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357. Rabbi Yehuda said: Concerning this it is written, "Let your
father and your mother be glad and let her who bore you
rejoice" (Mishlei 23:24). Who are "your father and your mother"?
They are as explained in Safra deTz'niuta (lit. 'the Concealed Book'),
relating to the verse: "The nakedness of your father, or the
nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 17:7).
Woe to one who uncovers their nakedness, FOR THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH ARE CALLED 'FATHER' AND 'MOTHER'.
358. Rabbi Yitzchak said: We have learned that at the time that the
Holy One, blessed be He, revealed Himself on Mount Sinai, the
mountain began to shake and all the mountains on earth trembled
and quaked, and they rose and fell until the Holy One, blessed be He,
stretched out His hand and calmed them. And a voice was heard
proclaiming: "What ails you, O you sea, that you flee? O Jorden, that
you are driven back? You mountains, that you skip like
rams..." (Tehilim 114:4-5).

359. And they answered Him: "Tremble, you earth, at the presence of
the Master." Rabbi Yitzchak said: "At the presence of the Master,"
refers to Ima, WHO IS BINAH, as it is written: "a joyful mother of
children." "Tremble, you earth," refers to the lower Ima, WHO IS
MALCHUT. "At the presence of the Eloha of Jacob," is Aba, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN, LOWER ABA, as it is written: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), MEANING ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED
'YISRAEL'. And of that it is written: "the crown with which his mother
crowned him," "HIS MOTHER" BEING BINAH.
360. HE ASKS: What is "the crown WITH WHICH HIS MOTHER
CROWNED HIM"? and Rabbi Yitzchak replies: This resembles the
verse, "For Shaul and his men compassed David and his men round
about" (I Shmuel 23:26), WHICH IS LIKE ENCIRCLING, for ZEIR
ANPIN is crowned AND SURROUNDED BY IMA with white, red and
green, all colors - THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS - all of
which are included and encircled in it. Rabbi Yehuda asked: In the
verse, "the crown with which his mother crowned him," what is the
crown? It has the same meaning as in "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3), and, "And I will glorify the house of My
glory" (Yeshayah 60:7), NAMELY, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT WHICH
ARE THE GLORY OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'YISRAEL'
AND ALSO 'TIFERET'.
361. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the Torah was given in a black fire
engraved upon a white fire, in order to include the right in the left.
And the left was returned to the right, as it is written: "From His right
hand went a fiery law for them."

362. Rabbi Aba said: When the smoke came out of Mount Sinai, a fire
ascended and was crowned with it openly, AND LOOKED like
cluster. And it flared high and dwindled again, and all the aromas of
the Garden of Eden were blended in that smoke, having the colors
white, red and black, as it is written: "Perfumed with myrrh and
frankincense, with all powders of the merchant" (Shir Hashirim 3:6).
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363. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the smoke was the Shechinah who
manifested Herself there, as it is written in the verse: "Who is this
coming out of the wilderness like columns of smoke" (Ibid.), WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH. Rabbi Yehuda said: Surely you do
not have to go to great lengths to learn of it, for there is a whole
description: "And Mount Sinai smoked in every part, because
Hashem descended upon it in fire, and the smoke of it ascended like
the smoke of a furnace" (Shemot 19:18). Blessed are the people who
saw it and knew it.

21. "the tablets were the work of Elohim"
We hear how the tablets of the Ten Commandments were of sapphire, and the letters were visible on both sides and composed of both black fire and
white fire, from the left and the right. The rabbis are in some confusion about whether Elohim made the tablets specially or whether they were really
'just' sapphire as any other sapphire. Rabbi Shimon says the tablets were formed of the supernal dew which flows from Atika Kadisha, and that they
pre-existed the creation of the world but were perfected on the sixth day of creation especially for this purpose. The miracle was that one could read
one side from the other. We are told that the Torah actually literally restored the souls of Yisrael after they had flown away at the time that the people
heard the words of God. The text now turns to the rule of Solomon, during which time the moon was full. When Zedekiah came, the moon waned and
remained thus, so Malchut was removed far from Zeir Anpin, and became dark. The moon shone when Yisrael stood by Mount Sinai, and it shone
when Judah was found worthy to receive the kingdom.
364. Rabbi Chiya said: When the letters were engraved upon the two
tablets of stone, they were visible on both sides. The tablets were of
sapphire, engraved and covered with white fire and the letters were
of black fire, covered again, and engraved with white fire upon both
sides.

365. Rabbi Aba said that the two tablets remained as they were,
THAT IS, COMPLETE, WITHOUT ANY CHANGE. And the letters
soared in the air and could be seen with both black and white fire in
order to demonstrate the union of the right and the left, FOR WHITE
IS RIGHT AND BLACK IS LEFT, as it is written: "Length of days is in
her right hand and in her left hand are riches and honor" (Mishlei
3:16). HE ASKS: Is it not written: "From His right hand went a fiery
law to them" (Devarim 33:2)? AND HE ANSWERS THAT the Torah
emanated from the side of Gvurah, WHICH IS THE LEFT, and was
included in the right side. Therefore IT HAD IN IT black and white fire.
366. As we learned, it says "the tablets (Heb. luchot) were the work
of Elohim" (Shemot 32:16). Rabbi Yehuda said that it is written
"luchot," WITHOUT VAV, that is one (in singular), to indicate that
although they were two, they appeared as one. And the Ten
Commandments were engraved upon them, one section of five being
included in the other section of five, so that all pertains to the right
side. In this way they were indeed the very "work of Elohim."
367. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the tablets were of sapphire, for there
were originally two sapphire stones which were rough hewn, and the
Holy One, blessed be He, caused a wind to blow upon them, and
they were smoothed and transformed into two tablets. Rabbi Yehuda
said that they only looked like sapphire, BUT WERE NOT OF REAL
SAPPHIRE, and this is the meaning of the verse which describes
them as "the work of Elohim." FOR IF THEY WERE OF SAPPHIRE,
THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN LIKE OTHER PRECIOUS STONES AND
NOT "THE WORK OF ELOHIM."
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368. He said to him: If this is so, the sapphire, which is a stone more
precious than any other, is not the work of Elohim, YET THE WHOLE
CREATION IS "THE WORK OF ELOHIM". So he explained to him:
How then do we explain the words: "were the work of Elohim"? They
were indeed so. THEY WERE A SPECIAL "WORK OF ELOHIM," NOT
INCLUDED IN THE WORKS OF CREATION. Yet come and behold: it
is written that "the tablets were the work of Elohim." It says "the
tablets," not 'the stones were the work of Elohim', FOR HE BLEW
UPON THE STONES, WHICH WERE OF REAL SAPPHIRE, AND THEY
WERE TRANSFORMED INTO TWO TABLETS, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE.
369. Rabbi Shimon said: Both are the same, FOR BOTH RABBI
YOSI'S AND RABBI YEHUDA'S WORDS LEAD TO THE SAME PLACE.
These two tablets existed from before the creation of the world, but
were perfected on the sixth day of Creation especially for this
purpose. Thus, they were a particular work of the Holy One, blessed
be He.
370. HE ASKS: Of what were they made? AND HE ANSWERS: We
have learned that they were formed of the supernal dew which
issues from Atika Kadisa (the Holy Ancient One), BEING KETER.
When this supernal dew was descending on the field of the holy
apple trees, MALCHUT, the Holy One, blessed be He, took two drops,
causing them to solidify and turn into two precious stones. He blew
on them and they became flat like tablets, as it is written: "the work
of Elohim, and the writing was the writing of Elohim," and "written
with the finger of Elohim" (Devarim 9:10).

371. We learned that "the finger of Elohim" expanded into ten, FOR
THE TEN FINGERS CORRESPOND TO THE TEN SFIROT AND EACH
ONE OF THEM INCLUDES TEN SFIROT, as written: "written with the
finger of Elohim." Each one of the fingers expanded into ten until a
complete hand was formed, as it is written: "And Yisrael saw that
great work (lit. 'hand')" (Shemot 14:31). THUS, HERE ALSO, "THE
FINGER OF ELOHIM" IS EXPANDED INTO TEN.
372. Rabbi Yehuda said: "engraved upon the tablets." THE LETTERS
ON the stones were pierced so that the writing could be seen FROM
ONE SIDE TO THE OTHER, AND THE WRITING was seen from both
sides. "...engraved..." means that THE WRITING formed an engraving
within an engraving, THROUGH ONE SIDE TO THE OTHER.
According to Rabbi Aba, it was possible to see one side from the
other side and to read the writing thereon.
373. Rabbi Elazar said: They were written miraculously in order that
every man would bear testimony that it was the writing of Elohim, for
none of the people in the world could conceive them as they really
were.
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374. HE ASKS: According to those who say they were pierced
THROUGH, why does it not say that the writing was engraved 'in the
tablets' instead of "upon the tablets"? AND HE ANSWERS: We have
learned that five sounds were on the right and five on the left, and
those of the left were included in the right, and from the right one
could see those of the left. And here, UPON THE TABLETS, all was
on the right, because THOSE FIVE COMMANDMENTS OF THE LEFT
were included in those OF THE RIGHT. THEREFORE, he who stood
at one side could see what was on the other side and read the
letters, FOR THE MIRACLE WITH WHICH THE LETTERS WERE
ENGRAVED WAS THAT ONE COULD READ ONE SIDE FROM THE
OTHER. THIS DOES NOT APPLY TO THE FRONT AND BACK, BUT
TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDE, BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT
ENGRAVED THROUGH. For we have learned that the left turned into
the right, as it is written: "From His right hand went a fiery law for
them." Therefore, assuredly it was "the work of Elohim."
375. HE EXPLAINS: Thus, he who stood on one would read "I am
Hashem your Elohim," and out of these letters he could see and read
the words, "You shall not murder," and he read, "You shall not
have," and could see and read the words, "You shall not commit
adultery." He read "You shall not take the name of Hashem your
Elohim in vain," and at the same time he could see and read the
words, "You shall not steal." And it was thus with all the words from
THE RIGHT side, and in the same way all those from the other side,
and they were all included one within the other this way. Of this, it is
said: "the writing of Elohim," for assuredly it was "the writing of
Elohim" (Shemot 32:16).

376. Rabbi Yosi said: What is the point of the remark, "And Moses
went down to the people and said to them" (Shemot 19:25), if what
he said to them is not written? Rabbi Yitzchak explained: Come and
behold. When a person expects some good fortune or misfortune to
befall him, before he knows what it is, he can not bear it, it is
because his heart will fly out from him for a time. But once the best
or the worst is known, he is relaxed and can endure it. It is all the
more so in this case. When Moses prepared them for that which was
about to take place, he strengthened their hearts with his words, for
otherwise they would not be able to bear all that was about to come.
Therefore, it is written: "and said to them," and right after that "And
Elohim spoke" (Shemot 20:1).

377. Despite all this, they could not endure it, for as we have been
taught from Rabbi Yehuda who said in the name of Rabbi Chiya, in
the name of Rabbi Yosi: When they heard the words of the Holy One,
blessed be He, their souls flew from them and ascended up to the
Throne of Glory in order to cleave to it.
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378. The Torah said to the Holy One, blessed be He: 'Was it for
nothing that I was fashioned two thousand years before the creation
of the world? Is it all in vain that in Me it is inscribed: "Whatever man
there be of the house of Yisrael, or of the strangers who sojourn
among you" (Vayikra 17:8); "And you shall speak to the children of
Yisrael, saying" (Vayikra 24:15); and "For to Me the children of
Yisrael are servants" (Vayikra 25:55). Where, then, are these children
of Yisrael?' At that hour, the Torah returned their souls to the
children of Yisrael, every one of them to its own place. The Torah
strengthened and took hold of the souls and gave them back to
Yisrael, as it is written: "The Torah of Hashem is perfect, restoring
the soul" (Tehilim 19:8). "...restoring..." literally, AS IT RESTORED
THE SOULS OF YISRAEL AFTER THEY FLEW AWAY FROM THEM.

379. We have learned that the verses: "Then Solomon sat on the
throne of Hashem as king," (I Divrei Hayamim 29:23) and, "The
throne had six steps" (I Melachim 10:19) CORRESPOND TO THE SIX
SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD.
THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED "THE THRONE OF HASHEM." Rabbi Aba
said that the moon was then full; as we learned that in the days of
King Solomon, the moon was in its fullness - MEANING THAT THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'MOON', WAS IN HER
FULLNESS.
380. HE ASKS: When was the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in its
fullness? AND HE ANSWERS: When it was established by fifteen
KINGS, as we learned: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Judah, Peretz,
Chetzron, Ram, Aminadav, Nachshon, Shalmon, Boaz, Oved, Yishai,
David, and Solomon. When Solomon sat on his throne, the moon,
WHICH IS MALCHUT was in its fullness. Therefore, it is written:
"Then Solomon sat on the Throne of Hashem as king," WHICH IS
MALCHUT. It is also written: "The throne had six steps,"
CORRESPONDING TO THE SIX SFIROT OF MALCHUT: CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, having the same
model as above.

381. In the days of Zedekiah, the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was
waning and was defective, as it is written: "And the moon shall not
shed her light" (Yeshayah 13:10). For as we have learned, in the days
of Tidkiyahu the moon was in its wane and the face of Yisrael was
darkened.

382. Come and behold: Rechavam, Aviyah, Asa, Yehoshafat,
Yehoram, Achazyahu, Yoash, Amatzyahu, Uziyahu, Yotam, Achaz,
Yechizkiyahu, Menasheh, Amon, Yoshiyahu. When Zedekiah came,
the moon waned and remained thus, for it is written: "Then he put
out the eyes of Zedekiah" (Yirmeyah 52:11). Then "Hashem...cast
down from heaven (to) earth" (Eichah 2:1), meaning that the earth,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, was removed far from heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and became dark.
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383. We have learned that when Yisrael stood by Mount Sinai the
moon began to shine, as it is written: "He bowed the heavens also,
and came down" (II Shmuel 22:10) meaning that the sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN AND IS CALLED 'HEAVENS', approached the moon,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. And the moon began to shine, as is expressed
in the verse: "And on the east side towards the rising of the sun
shall they of the standard of the camp of Judah pitch by their
hosts" (Bemidbar 2:3). "JUDAH" IS THE CHARIOT OF MALCHUT,
AND "THE EAST SIDE" SIGNIFIES SHINING AND ILLUMINATION.
384. On Mount Sinai Judah was appointed chief in the kingdom, as it
is written: "But Judah still rules with El, and is faithful with Holy
Ones" (Hoshea 12:1), "...faithful with Holy Ones..." meaning that
when the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Yisrael: "And you shall be
to Me a kingdom of priests, and a holy nation" (Shemot 19:6), Judah
was found trustworthy to receive the kingship. Then the moon,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, began to shine.

22. "I am Hashem your Elohim"
We are told that the Torah includes all the Sfirot, and that we must never forsake it. The commandments of the Torah cling to the body of Zeir Anpin,
so that when a person sins he transgresses against the body of the King. When the Torah was given, Binah and her children, Male and Female, were
in perfect harmony, but if a person sins it removes the mother from her children. Rabbi Elazar now tells us that God created heaven and earth
simultaneously, one with His right hand and the other with His left. In the grade called 'righteous', the newly created heavens longed for the earth, as
a man longs to join with a woman, and a holy river of oil comes from the head of the King and pours itself out upon the earth just as the male injects
seed into the female. Rabbi Yitzchak now asks where Hashem went when He came down upon Mount Sinai. Rabbi Yosi said He came lower and
lower down through the grades until he reached earth, and He went toward the Shechinah who stood there. Hence Zeir Anpin descended and united
with the Shechinah.
385. "I am Hashem your Elohim who have brought you
out..." (Shemot 20:2). Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the
verse: "My son, hear the instruction of your father and do not
forsake the Torah of your mother" (Mishlei 1:8). "My son, hear the
instruction of your father," refers to the Holy One, blessed be He,
MEANING, ZEIR ANPIN; "do not forsake the Torah of your mother"
refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, which is Binah, as it is written:
"To perceive the words of understanding (Heb. Binah)" (Mishlei 1:1).

386. According to Rabbi Yehuda, "the instruction of your father" is
Chochmah CALLED ABA (ENG. 'FATHER'), and "do not forsake the
Torah of your mother," is Binah. Rabbi Yitzchak said that both of the
interpretations mean the same thing, for as we have learned, the
Torah emanated from the supernal Chochmah, AND CHOCHMAH
(LIT. 'WISDOM') IS DIVIDED INTO THE RIGHT, CALLED 'ABA', AND
THE LEFT, CALLED 'IMA'. Rabbi Yosi said that THE TORAH
emanated from Binah, for it is written: "To perceive the words of
understanding," and also, "Do not forsake the Torah of your
mother," AND BINAH IS CALLED 'IMA' (ENG. 'MOTHER').
387. Rabbi Yehuda said: The Torah includes both Chochmah and
Binah, as it is written, "My son, hear the instruction of your father
and do not forsake the Torah of your mother." Rabbi Aba said that
the Torah contains all THE SFIROT, since once it combines both
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, it combines all THE SFIROT, FOR
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH INCLUDE ALL THE SFIROT: Chesed,
Judgment and Mercy - BEING CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET - in
all required perfection. When the King and the Queen are joined
WITH IT, all the others are joined WITH IT, for wherever CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH are found, all the others are found as well.
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388. Rabbi Yosi said: "I" (Shemot 20:2) is the Shechinah, as it is
written: "I will go down with you into Egypt" (Beresheet 46:4). Rabbi
Yitzchak said that "I," which is the Shechinah, is separated by a
trope; AFTER THE WORD "I" THERE IS A TONAL PAUSE BETWEEN
IT AND THE NEXT WORDS, "HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM," THE SAME
as in "I am Esau your firstborn" (Beresheet 27:19), WHICH MEANS, I
AM WHO I AM; ESAU IS YOUR FIRSTBORN. THEREFORE, "Hashem
your Elohim" is the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN,
as it is said: "Out of heaven He made you hear His voice" (Devarim
4:36), AND 'HEAVEN' IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is also written: "You have
seen that I have talked with you from heaven" (Shemot 20:19): "From
heaven" indeed, for this is the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN.
389. "...who (Heb. asher) have brought you out of the land of
Egypt." (Shemot 20:2). Asher MEANS a place which everyone calls
happy (Heb. osher), WHICH IS BINAH. "...brought you out of Egypt..."
designates Jubilee WHICH IS BINAH, CALLED 'ASHER', "WHO HAVE
BROUGHT YOU OUT OF THE LAND OF EGYPT," for as we have
learned, the aspect of Jubilee WHICH IS BINAH, was the cause of
Yisrael's exodus from Egypt. Therefore, this event is mentioned fifty
times in the Torah. Fifty days passed from the exodus to the
receiving of the Torah, and fifty years had to pass for the liberation
of the slaves, FOR ALL THESE EVENTS CORRESPOND TO THE
FIFTY GATES OF BINAH.
390. "...out of the house of bondage..." as it is written: "Hashem
smote all the firstborn in the land of Egypt" (Shemot 12:29). We have
learned that this signifies the lower crowns in which the Egyptians
had faith. As there is a house above, there is one below, a holy
House above as it is said: "through wisdom a house is built" (Mishlei
24:3) and an unholy house below, IN THE KLIPOT, as it is written,
"out of the house of bondage."

391. We have learned that when the "I" was proclaimed, all those
commandments of the Torah which were united with the Supernal
Holy King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, were comprised in this word "I."

392. As we have already learned, all the commandments of the Torah
clung to the body of the King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, some of them
to His head, some to His hands and some to His feet, and none of
them ever step out and become separate from the body of the King.
Therefore, he who transgresses even one of the commandments of
the Torah is as though he transgresses against the body of the King,
as it is written: "And they shall go forth and look upon the carcasses
of the men that have rebelled against Me" (Yeshayah 66:24) "against Me," literally. Woe to the wicked who break the words of the
Torah, and do not know what they do.
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393. Thus said Rabbi Shimon: The very place against which a sinner
has committed a sin, reveals the sin. When a sin has been
committed against the Holy One, blessed be He, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE, the Holy One, blessed be He, reveals his sin, as it is written:
"The heaven shall reveal his iniquity and the earth shall rise up
against him" (Iyov 20:27). "The heaven shall reveal his iniquity,"
signifies the Holy One, blessed be He, MEANING, ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED 'HEAVEN', and "the earth shall rise up against him,"
signifies the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT WHICH IS
CALLED 'EARTH'.
394. We have learned that "the heaven," ZEIR ANPIN, reveals a
man's sin and at that time "the earth," WHICH IS MALCHUT,
executes Judgment on the sinner, as it is written: "And the earth
shall rise up against him," to punish him. Rabbi Yosi said in the
name of Rabbi Shimon that when the Torah was given, the Mother,
WHICH IS BINAH, and the Children, WHICH ARE MALE AND
FEMALE, were in perfect harmony, as it is written: "and be a joyful
mother of children" (Tehilim 113:9).

395. "I am Hashem your Elohim." "I" is, as we have learned, that
Abraham the patriarch had a daughter. It is the Shechinah who is a
Daughter. "Hashem your Elohim," SIGNIFIES ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS
CALLED 'YISRAEL', as it is written: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22). It is also written: "She is the Tree of Life to
those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18). THIS SIGNIFIES ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE TREE OF LIFE'. This is the son.
396. "Who have brought you out of the land of Egypt." It is as it is
written: "For it is a Jubilee; it shall be holy to you" (Vayikra 25:12),
NAMELY, BINAH. IT IS ALSO WRITTEN: "And be a joyful mother of
children," and, "And you shall hallow the fiftieth year and proclaim
liberty" (Ibid. 10). THIS IS BINAH WHICH IS CALLED 'THE FIFTIETH
YEAR', AND ALSO CALLED 'IMA'. Thus, there are mother and
children. THE MOTHER HAS BEEN BROUGHT TO US FROM THE
LAND OF EGYPT AND THE CHILDREN, "I" THE DAUGHTER, AND
"HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" THE SON, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. Thus,
the mother and children were there, all in joy and completeness. Of
this it is written: "a joyful mother of children." When the mother is
gone, everybody is gone from their place, as written: "You shall not
take the mother bird together with the young" (Devarim 22:6). We
have learned that THE MEANING OF THIS VERSE IS THAT a man
should be careful not to sin below, as THAT CAUSES the removal of
the mother from the children.
397. Rabbi Yitzchak said that all THE SFIROT MENTIONED ABOVE
refer to the Holy One, blessed be He, who is everything. And this
thing is disclosed to the reapers of the field, MEANING TO THOSE
WHO ALREADY HAVE THE MERIT TO KNOW THE SECRETS OF THE
TORAH AND WHO "SHALL REAP IN JOY" (TEHILIM 126:4),
MEANING THOSE WHO HAVE RECEIVED THEIR GRADES FROM
MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED 'FIELD'. Happy they are in this world
and in the world to come.
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398. Rabbi Elazar said: It is written, "In the beginning Elohim created
the heaven and the earth" (Beresheet 1:1), THE HEAVEN
PRECEDING THE EARTH, and, "in the day that Hashem Elohim made
the earth and the heavens" (Beresheet 2:4), THE EARTH PRECEDING
THE HEAVEN. How can we reconcile these verses WHICH
CONTRADICT EACH OTHER? HE ANSWERS: We learned that both
were created together. We have learned that the Holy One, blessed
be He, stretched out His right hand and created the heavens, and
then He stretched out His left hand and created the earth.
THEREFORE, it first says, "the heaven and the earth," and later, "the
earth and the heavens."

399. It is written: "'And it shall come to pass on that day, that I will
respond,' says Hashem. 'I will answer the heavens and they shall
answer the earth'" (Hoshea 2:23). "I will answer the heavens,"
NAMELY the heavens themselves, ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written:
"Heaven is My throne" (Yeshayah 66:1), FOR BINAH SAYS: ZEIR
ANPIN IS MY THRONE. "...and they shall answer the earth..." the
earth herself, MALCHUT, as it is written: "and the earth is My
footstool" (Ibid.). "The heaven," refer to the supernal heavens, ZEIR
ANPIN, and "the earth" to the supernal earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
for as we have learned, when the heavens were created, they longed
for the earth. This occurs in the grade called 'Righteous', as it is
written: "The righteous is an everlasting (lit. 'of the world')
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25). And it cleaved to that earth.

400. A holy river of the oil of anointment COMES from the head of
the King, THE THREE FIRST SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, to the place
wherein this Righteous dwells, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and
pours itself out in fullness of desire upon this earth, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. The earth, having received it thence, nourishes all, both
above and below. This happens the same way as the male, having
the desire to unite with the female, brings out of the top of his head a
seed of propagation into the male organ and injects it in the female,
from which she conceives. Thus, all parts of the body cleave to the
female, and the female receives everything. According to this model
we have learned, that the one who completes the first ten people
who come to pray in a synagogue receives their merits. Rabbi Yosi
says that he is considered as ten, FOR THEY CORRESPOND TO THE
TEN SFIROT, AND HE CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, NAMELY THE
NUKVA WHO RECEIVES ALL, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.

401. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "He bowed the heavens also,
and came down" (II Shmuel 22:10), AND IN THE TORAH it is written,
"And Hashem will come down in the sight of all the people upon
Mount Sinai" (Shemot 19:11). When He "came down," to where did
He go down? You may think it was to Sinai, AS WRITTEN IN THE
TORAH, yet it says, "upon (lit. 'above') Mount Sinai" and not 'on
Mount Sinai'.
402. HE EXPLAINS: "He bowed the heavens also, and came down."
To where did He descend? Rabbi Yosi said: He descended down His
grades, from grade to grade, from crown to crown, until He reached
this earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then the moon, MALCHUT, shone
and stood in its fullness. Therefore, it is written: "He bowed the
heaven also, and came down" to this earth. Then it says "upon
Mount Sinai." Who stood upon Mount Sinai? The Shechinah did,
AND HE DESCENDED TOWARDS HER.
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403. Rabbi Aba said: From the following verses WE LEARN THAT HE
DESCENDED TOWARDS THE SHECHINAH, for it is written, "Because
Hashem descended upon it in fire" (Shemot 19:18), and, "For
Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim 4:24), WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH, TOWARDS WHOM HE DESCENDED. HE
QUESTIONS FURTHER: Yet it says, "Then Hashem rained upon
S'dom and upon Amorah brimstone and fire from Hashem out of
heaven" (Beresheet 19:24). THUS, ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF IS THE
FIRE, PART OF WHICH RAINED UPON S'DOM. HE ANSWERS: "Then
Hashem rained" signifies the earth, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, FOR
"THEN (AND) HASHEM" INDICATES HE AND HIS COURT-HOUSE,
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH FROM WHICH THE FIRE WAS ISSUED
UPON S'DOM. Whence did she receive it? The second part of the
verse, "from Hashem out of heaven," explained that she received
from heaven itself, BEING ZEIR ANPIN, AND WHATEVER THE
SHECHINAH HAS, SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN. "From
Hashem out of heaven," the heaven themselves, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR WHATEVER THE SHECHINAH HAS SHE RECEIVES
FROM ZEIR ANPIN. Rabbi Chiya said that this verse SIGNIFIES THAT
HE DESCENDED AND BECAME UNITED WITH THE SHECHINAH.
"And Elohim spoke all these words saying..." (Shemot 20:1)
"ELOHIM" IS THE SHECHINAH; "all" MEANS the inclusion of
everything, BEING ZEIR ANPIN upon whom everything and everyone
depends. HENCE, ZEIR ANPIN DESCENDED AND UNITED WITH THE
SHECHINAH.

23. "You shall not have"
We learn that when a man is circumcised he enters into the covenant established by Abraham. However this is only a beginning, for he must also
obey the commandments of the Torah in order to enter the grade of Adam. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chizkiyah speak about how vital to their
understanding is the wisdom of Rabbi Shimon, who is such a light to everyone. Rabbi Shimon, when encountered, teaches them that the prayer of
the poor man is more effective than all others, for the poor are nearer to God than anyone else is. He says that God dwells in broken vessels, in
those who are broken hearted and humble, and that if we harm the poor we wrong the Shechinah.
404. "You shall have no other Elohim beside Me" (Shemot 20:3).
According to Rabbi Yitzchak, "other Elohim" excludes the
Shechinah, and thus, "YOU SHALL HAVE NO OTHER ELOHIM"
THAN THE SHECHINAH, CALLED "ELOHIM." "...beside Me (lit. 'My
face')..." excludes the face of the King upon which the Holy King is
manifested. It is His Name and His Name is it; THE VISIBLE FACE IS
HIS NAME, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND HIS NAME IS THE VISIBLE
FACE. He is His Name, AND ZEIR ANPIN IS HIS NAME, WHICH
MEANS THEY ARE ONE, as it is written: "I am Hashem, that is My
Name" (Yeshayah 42:8). He and His Name are one. Blessed be His
Name for ever and ever.
405. Rabbi Shimon taught: Blessed are Yisrael, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, called them 'men', as it is written: "But you My flock,
the flock of My pasture, are men" (Yechezkel 34:31), AND ALSO, "If a
man of you bring an offering" (Vayikra 1:2). Why are they called
"men"? The reason is found in the verse: "You that did cleave to
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 4:4) - you and not the heathen
nations. Therefore, you are called "men" and they are not.
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406. Rabbi Shimon continued with his explanations: When a Jewish
boy is circumcised he enters into the Covenant which the Holy One,
blessed be He, made with Abraham, as it says: "And Hashem had
blessed Abraham in all things" (Beresheet 24:1), and, "loyal love to
Abraham" (Michah 7:20). Thus, he begins to enter into that place,
and when he commences to keep the precepts of the Torah he
enters the grade of Adam (man), THAT OF THE SUPERNAL
CHARIOT, and becomes attached to the body of the King. Then he is
called 'man'.

407. The seed of Yisrael is called 'man'. Come and behold: of
Ishmael it is written: "And he will be a wild man" (Beresheet 16:12).
"...a wild man..." and not 'a man'. HE WAS CALLED "a wild man"
because he was circumcised, and therefore he had the beginnings of
being "a man," as it is written: "And Ishmael his son was thirteen
years old when he was circumcised in the flesh of his
foreskin" (Beresheet 17:25). Since his circumcision he entered to the
grade which is called 'all', WHICH IS YESOD. Hence, he was not
called 'a man' but "a wild man". "His hand will be against every man
(lit. 'in all')" (Beresheet 16:12). Assuredly, "in all" and no more,
because he did not accept the commandments of the Torah. He had
the start, being circumcised, but was not perfected through the
commandments of the Torah. But the seed of Yisrael, who were
perfected in all things, is called "men" in the full sense, as it is
written: "For Hashem's portion is His people, Jacob is the lot of His
inheritance" (Devarim 32:9).

408. Rabbi Yosi said: Therefore, the engraving and painting of all
faces is permitted, except the face of a man. Rabbi Yitzchak said that
when A HUMAN FORM is represented, it looks engraved with an
engraving of perfection, THAT IS, A SPECIAL PERFECTION IS
PERCEIVED THEREIN. Rabbi Yehuda said: This accords with the
popular saying: 'the form of the spirit is in the image', MEANING
THAT ACCORDING TO THE IMAGE OF THE MAN FORMED, HIS
CONNECTION WITH THE SPIRIT WITHIN HIM IS RECOGNIZED.
409. Rabbi Yehuda was once going from Cappadocia to Lod to see
Rabbi Shimon who was there, and Rabbi Chizkiyah accompanied
him. Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Chizkiyah: What Rabbi Shimon
taught us concerning the meaning of the term "wild man" is perfectly
true and quite clear, BUT what is the meaning of the second part of
the verse which says: "And he shall dwell in the presence of all his
brethren" (Beresheet 16:12).

410. He replied: I have heard no interpretation and I shall not give
any, for we learned that, "And this is the Torah which Moses set
Yisrael" (Devarim 4:44). That "which Moses set" you can speak of,
but what Moses did not set, MEANING WHAT WAS NOT TAUGHT BY
ONE'S TEACHER, one can not tell.
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411. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with that verse: "For He is
your life, and the length of your days" (Devarim 30:20). He who is
worthy of the Torah and does not separate himself from her is
worthy of two lives, life in this world and life in the World to Come,
as it is written, "your life," LITERALLY, IN A PLURAL FORM, WHICH
MEANS two. He who separates himself from her, separates himself
from life, and he who separates himself from Rabbi Shimon,
separates himself from all things.

412. Here is a verse to which Rabbi Shimon already opened a door,
yet we can not enter it. How much more difficult will it be for us to
understand these words of the Torah. Woe to the generation from
which Rabbi Shimon will be removed, for as long as we are in his
presence the springs of the heart are open on every direction and
everything is revealed, but as soon as we separate ourselves from
him we know nothing and all the springs are closed.

413. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: As it is written, "And he took the spirit
that was upon him, and gave it to the seventy elders" (Bemidbar
11:25). It was like a light of a candle from which many lights are
kindled; it remains whole AND ITS LIGHT STANDS IN ITS FULLNESS
EVEN THOUGH MANY CANDLES WERE LIT BY IT. Rabbi Shimon bar
Yochai is such a light. He illuminates everyone and yet his light is
not diminished, but remains steadfast in its full splendor. They
walked on until they reached his dwelling.

414. When they reached him, they found him studying the Torah. He
was saying: "A prayer of the afflicted (lit. 'poor') when he faints and
pours out his complaint before Hashem" (Tehilim 102:1). He said: All
prayers of Yisrael are effective, but the prayer of the poor man is
more effective than all others. Why? Because it reaches the Throne
of Glory and becomes a garland for His head, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, is praised by this prayer. THEREFORE, a prayer of a
poor man is called 'a prayer'.

415. "...when he faints (Heb. ya'atof; also Eng. 'wraps')..." This
wrapping is not that of garments, for he has no GARMENT, but the
word "ya'atof" has the same significance here as the words in the
verse: "That faint (Heb. atufim) for hunger" (Eichah 2:19). IN THIS
VERSE AS WELL, HE IS CLOTHED IN HUNGER. "He pours out his
complaints before Hashem." He should cry before his Master
because this is pleasing to the Holy One, blessed be He, for the
world is sustained him. Woe to him against whom a poor man
complains to his Master, for the poor man is nearer to the King than
anyone else, as it is written: "when he cries to Me, that I will
hear" (Shemot 22:26).
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416. As for other people, sometimes He hears them, and sometimes
He does not. What is the reason for this? The Holy One, blessed be
He, dwells in broken vessels, as it is written: "yet with him also that
is of a contrite and humble spirit" (Yeshayah 57:15), and: "Hashem is
near to them who are of a broken heart" (Tehilim 34:19), and also: "A
broken and a contrite heart, Elohim, You will not despise" (Tehilim
51:19).
417. Hence, we have learned that he who wrongs a poor man wrongs
the Shechinah, as it is written: "yet with him also that is of a contrite
and humble spirit," and also, "For Hashem will plead their
cause" (Mishlei 22:23). For Hashem is their Protector and He rules
everywhere and needs no witnesses, and no other judge. He does
not accept pledges like other judges, except those of the souls, as it
is written: "And rob of life those who rob them" (Mishlei 22:23).

418. He continued with his explanations: "A prayer (Heb. tfilah) of
the afflicted." Wherever the word "Tfilah" is mentioned, it signifies
something supernal, for it ascends to a supernal place. Tfilah (Eng.
'phylactery') of the head is the Tefilin which the King puts, NAMELY
THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE CALLED 'HEAD TEFILIN'.
419. Rabbi Shimon turned his head and saw Rabbi Yehuda and
Rabbi Chizkiyah approaching him. When he had finished he looked
at them and said: You look as if you have lost something valuable.
FOR THEY HAD HEARD WORDS OF TORAH WHICH THEY FORGOT.
They replied: Yes, for the master opened a precious door and yet we
can not enter into it.

420. What is it? He asked. They said to him: What is the meaning of
the last part of the verse, "And he will be a wild man," which is, "and
he shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren"? The beginning of
the verse is clear to us, but what of this? The end does not seem to
suit the beginning.

421. Then Rabbi Shimon replied: Upon your life, both parts of the
verse have one significance and point to the same truth. We know
that the Holy One, blessed be He, has many aspects (faces) upon
aspects. There is a shining aspect, a dull aspect, a low aspect, a
distant aspect, an external aspect, an inner aspect, the right aspect,
and the left aspect.
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422. Come and behold: happy are Yisrael before the Holy One,
blessed be He, for they are united with the most supernal aspect of
the King, with the aspect in which He and His Name are one, while
other nations are united with the most distant aspect, the lower
aspect, and therefore they are at a great distance from the body of
the King. For we see that all those Egyptians who are related to
Ishmael, and his many kin and relatives, were all connected with the
lower and distant aspects.

423. Ishmael, however, when he was circumcised, had the privilege,
for Abraham's sake, of having his dwelling place and his portion in
the sphere which dominated all those distant and lower aspects,
rather than in the aspects of the other nations. Therefore it says of
him: "His hand will be against every man (lit. 'in all')." THE WORD
"ALL" SIGNIFIES YESOD, therefore "he shall dwell in the presence
(lit. 'above the face') of all his brethren," meaning that he will be in a
superior dwelling to any of them, as "in all" rules over all the aspects
that are below. Hence, "above the face of all his brethren," for they
had no such merit.

424. Then Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chizkiyah approached him and
kissed his hands. Rabbi Yehuda said: This is an illustration of the
proverb, 'Wine settled on its lees and a bubbling spring is a crown
over earth and dross,' FOR IT COVERS IT AND WHEN THE SPRING
IS ABOUT TO BREAK THROUGH THE EARTH IT BECOMES MORE
POWERFUL. THUS ISHMAEL RULED POWERFULLY OVER THE
DROSS OF HIS BROTHERS, WHO WERE CONNECTED WITH THE
LOWER AND DISTANT ASPECTS, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. Woe to
the world when the master is gone from it. Woe to the generation in
which time it will happen. Happy is the generation that is privileged
to know him and in which he lives.
425. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: We have learned that a proselyte, when
circumcised, is merely called "a proselyte of Righteousness" and
nothing more, and yet, according to your interpretation of this verse,
master, "His hand will be against every man (lit. 'in all')," MEANING
THAT HE HAD THE MERIT TO DWELL IN YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED
"ALL." Rabbi Shimon replied: All is attached to the same place. Yet
we were speaking of converts. Ishmael was not merely a proselyte
for he was a son of Abraham, a son of a holy man, and of Ishmael it
says "Behold, I have blessed him" (Beresheet 17:20). It says here "I
have blessed him," and elsewhere "And Hashem blessed Abraham
in all" (Beresheet 24:1). THIS BLESSING HERE, TOO, IS IN "ALL."
Therefore of Ishmael it is written "his hand in all."
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426. Therefore it is written: "And he shall dwell in the presence of all
his brethren." For proselytes from among other nations, Ishmael's
kin, would be called "proselytes of righteousness" and no more, but
he is superior to them all. Moreover, he dwells higher than the
aspects of those who were not circumcised and were connected with
the distant and lower aspects, and the aspects of the heathen
nations. Therefore, it is written: "And he shall dwell in the presence
(lit. 'above the faces') of all his brethren." Rabbi Yehuda said: Hence
the proclamation of the Holy One, blessed be He: "You shall have no
other Elohim beside Me (lit. 'over My face')," FOR HIS FACE IS
MALCHUT, CALLED 'FACE'.

24. "You shall not make"
You shall not make for yourself any carved idol, or any likeness. In this section we are reminded not to attach interpretations to the Torah without
knowing the correct meaning or without having learned them from our teacher; we are reminded not to be false to the Holy Name, and not to be false
to the Covenant of Abraham by bringing it into a foreign domain.
427. "You shall not make for yourself any carved idol, or any
likeness" (Shemot 20:4). This was already explained. Rabbi Yosi
added any form of a face one can make, except that of a man, for a
man's face rules over all things.

428. There is also another explanation of the verse: "You shall not
make any carved idol or any likeness." Rabbi Yitzchak opened the
discussion with the verse: "Do not let your mouth cause your flesh
to sin" (Kohelet 5:5). How careful one must be not to err in regard to
the meaning of the words of the Torah, and not to attach
interpretations to the Torah without knowing the correct meaning or
having learned them from his teacher, for of whoever speaks of
scripture without knowledge or learning from his Rabbi, it says:
"You shall not make any carved idol or any likeness." The Holy One,
blessed be He, will punish him in the World to Come, when his soul
shall desire to enter its place. It will then be repelled and it will be cut
off from that region which is bound up with the bundle of life,
wherein are the other souls.

429. Rabbi Yehuda said: From this we understand the verse: "Why
should the Elohim be angry at your voice?" (Kohelet 5:5). "Your
voice" signifies a soul of a man. Rabbi Chiya said: Of this it is
written, "For I Hashem your Elohim am a jealous El" (Shemot 20:5).
He is zealous above all for His Name when He sees an image of a
face, or one who is false to His name, or when the Torah IS
MISINTERPRETED WITH AN EXPLANATION ONE HAD NOT
LEARNED FROM HIS TEACHERS.
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430. We have learned that the whole Torah is a Holy Name, for there
is not a word written which is not included in the Holy Name.
Therefore, one must beware of erring in regard to His Holy Name,
and one must not be false to it. He who is false to the Supernal King
will not be allowed to enter the King's palace, and will be driven
away from the World to Come.

431. Rabbi Aba cited the verse: "You shall not make for yourself any
carved idol (Heb. pesel)," and in another place it is written: "Hew
(Heb. pesol) for yourself two tablets of stone" (Shemot 34:1),
MEANING you shall not hew another Torah which you neither know,
nor have learned from your master. Why? Because "I Hashem your
Elohim am a jealous El" and I shall punish you in the World to Come,
MEANING it is I who will punish you in the World to Come when your
soul shall long to stand in My Presence. How many emissaries will
then be ready to frustrate its desire and thrust it into Gehenom.

432. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "You shall not make..." means that one
should not be false to the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, for
Yisrael entered into the first Covenant and union with the Holy One,
blessed be He, when they circumcised, for this was the first
condition to enter the Covenant of Abraham, the bond with the
Shechinah. And one must not be false to that Covenant, for he that is
false to that Covenant, is false to the Holy One, blessed be He. What
is this falsehood? The bringing of the covenant into a foreign
domain, as it is written: "And has married the daughter of a strange
El" (Malachi 2:11).

433. Rabbi Yehuda said: Hence, "They have dealt treacherously
against Hashem, for they have begotten strange children" (Hoshea
5:7). Whoever is false to the Covenant is false to the Holy One,
blessed be He, because the Covenant is united with Him. Therefore,
it is written: "You shall not make for yourself any carved idol, or any
likeness of any thing that is in heaven above..."

25. "You shall not bow down to them"
Rabbi Elazar explains why it is forbidden to marry any woman from a heathen nation, for the result is always rebellious children who inherit the taint
of idolatry. We are reminded that we who keep the commandments of the Torah are the children of Hashem.
434. "You shall not bow down to them, nor serve them" (Shemot
20:5). Rabbi Elazar was once walking in company with Rabbi Chiya.
Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "And you see among the captives a
beautiful woman..." (Devarim 21:11). Why DOES THE TORAH ALLOW
MARRIAGE TO HER? Is it written: "you shall not make marriages
with them" (Devarim 7:3). He replied to him: THIS ONLY APPLIED to
women independent in their own land. HERE IT INDICATES A
CAPTIVE WOMAN WHO COMES UNDER THE RULE OF YISRAEL.
THEREFORE, SHE IS PERMITTED BY THE TORAH TO BE TAKEN AS
A WIFE.
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435. Come and behold: there is no woman among the heathen
nations who is free from taint, therefore this section concerning the
captive woman is immediately followed by that of the rebellious son,
to indicate that whoever marries such a woman, begets rebellious
children. What is the reason for this? The impurity of idolatry
inherited by the mother is difficult to remove, and this is even the
more so if she has already been married to a heathen, for Judgment
cleaves to Judgment, and she is tainted. Therefore, Moses
commanded the extermination of the Midianite women, as it is
written: "Kill every woman that has known man by lying with
him" (Bemidbar 31:17).

436. Happy is the portion of the man who keeps this heritage in
purity, THAT OF THE HOLY COVENANT, for in this holy possession
he unites himself with the Holy One, blessed be He. This is all the
more so if he keeps the commandments of the Torah. Then the King
stretches out His right hand to receive him, and he cleaves to the
Holy Body, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore it is written of Yisrael:
"But you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 4:4), and:
"You are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1) literally children, as it is written: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), and "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

26. "You shall not take the Name"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the supernal blessing requires something to bless, that it cannot dwell on an empty place. One cannot say a blessing
over an empty table. The discussion turns to "A good name is better than precious ointment," which Rabbi Elazar says represents the supernal
mountains of pure balsam. It is vital never to take the Name of the Holy One in vain, and that Name must be uttered only after a preceding word.
Rabbi Yosi tells us that the blessing is the Holy Name itself, the source of blessing for the whole universe.
437. "You shall not take the Name..." (Shemot 20:7). Rabbi Shimon
cited the verse: "And Elisha said to her, 'What shall I do for you? Tell
me, what have you in the house?'" (II Melachim 4:2). He explained:
What Elisha meant was: Have you aught upon which the blessing of
the Holy One, blessed be He, could rest? For one should not say the
blessing after the meal over an empty table. Why? Because the
supernal blessing can not rest on an empty place.

438. Therefore, it is necessary to put a loaf or more on the table
before one says his grace, and in case one has not MUCH TO PUT
ON the table, he must put at least the remnants of his meal, IN
ORDER THAT THERE WILL BE SOMETHING to bless, so that he will
not say a blessing over an empty TABLE.
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439. When she said: "Your handmaid has nothing in the house,
except a pot of oil" (Ibid.), he said, "This is fit to receive a perfect
blessing," as it is written: "A good name is better than (lit. 'from')
precious ointment" (Kohelet 7:1), for the Holy Name comes forth
from oil, to bless and to kindle the Holy Lights. HE ASKED: What is
this oil? and Rabbi Yitzchak said: It represents the same oil as
described in the scripture: "It is like the precious ointment upon the
head" (Tehilim 133:2), MEANING THE SUPERNAL PLENTY. Rabbi
Elazar said: It represents the supernal mountains of pure balsam,
MEANING THE PLENTY OF THE SUPERNAL BINAH.

440. Rabbi Shimon interpreted the verse: "A good name is better."
How good is the Supernal Name of the Supernal Holy Lights, for they
radiate ???? "precious ointment," and a man must not mention the
Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, in vain, for he who does so
would have been better not to have been born.

441. Rabbi Elazar said: One should utter the Holy Name only after a
preceding word, as in the Torah it is mentioned for the first time after
two words: "In the beginning Elohim created (Heb. Beresheet-baraElohim)."

442. Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy Name is mentioned only in
connection with a completed world, NAMELY, YUD HEI VAV HEI, as
it is written: "In the day that Hashem Elohim made the earth and the
heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). From this it follows that one should not
mention the Holy Name in vain, as it is written: "You shall not take
the Name of Hashem your Elohim in vain" (Shemot 20:7).

443. Rabbi Yosi said: What is the blessing? It is the Holy Name,
being the source of blessing for the whole universe. A blessing does
not dwell in an empty place, nor rests upon it, and therefore it is
written: "You shall not take the Name of Hashem your Elohim in
vain."

27. "Remember the Shabbat day, to keep it holy"
This very long section tells of the blessings and joy that accrue from observing the three Sabbath meals properly. He who blemishes one of these
meals will be made to bear three burdens: judgment in Gehenom, Armageddon, and pre-Messianic tribulations. We are told that on festivals and
holidays one must share with the poor. Because all the Faith is centered in the Sabbath, a man is given an additional soul on this day, and all
judgments are withheld. Rabbi Yehudah tells us that the Sabbath is of equal importance to the Torah, and that one who keeps the Sabbath is
considered as having fulfilled the Torah. Rabbi Shimon tells about the verse "For thus says Hashem to the eunuchs," explaining that those who
study Torah are like eunuchs for six nights but on the Sabbath they have conjugal union, this being the right time to unite the Matron with the King;
then they are blessed with good and holy children.
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444. "Remember the Shabbat day to keep it holy" (Shemot 20:8).
Rabbi Yitzchak cited the verse: "And Elohim blessed the seventh
day" (Beresheet 2:3). Of the manna, it is written: "Six days you shall
gather it but on the seventh day, which is Shabbat, on it there shall
be none" (Shemot 16:26). HE ASKS: If there was no food on that day,
what blessing is attached to it?

445. We have learned that all blessing from above and from below
depend upon the seventh day, and we have also learned that there
was no manna on the seventh day because all the six supernal days
- WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD - derive their blessing from it, and each of them sends forth
nourishment to the world below from the blessing it received from
the seventh day.

446. Therefore, he who has attained the grade of Faith must prepare
a table and a meal on Shabbat eve so that his table may be blessed
all through the other six days. For at that time, blessing is prevalent
for all the six week days, for no blessing is found at an empty table.
Therefore, one should make ready the table on Shabbat eve with
bread and other foods, IN ORDER TO DERIVE BLESSINGS FOR ALL
THE SIX DAYS.

447. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Also on Shabbat day ONE SHOULD
PREPARE THE TABLE WITH MEALS AND DRAW BLESSING FOR
THE OTHER SIX DAYS. Rabbi Yehuda added: One must enjoy
himself on this day with three meals, in order that there will be
satisfaction and pleasure in the world on that day.

448. Rabbi Aba explained that THE REASON FOR PREPARING
THREE MEALS FOR SHABBAT IS in order that blessings may spread
to the supernal days - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD - which receive their blessing from that day, WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH, THE SEVENTH ATTRIBUTE. On this day the head
of Zeir Anpin, MEANING THE THREE FIRST SFIROT, is filled with the
dew, MEANING PLENTY, which descends from the most hidden
Atika Kadisha (the Holy Ancient One). He causes it to descend into
the field of holy apple trees, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, three times
after the entrance of the Shabbat, in order that all may enjoy the
blessing.
449. Therefore, a man should enjoy these three times, for therein
depends the true Faith, in Atika Kadisha, in Zeir Anpin and the field
of holy apple trees, MEANING THAT ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES FROM
ATIKA AND TRANSFERS IT TO MALCHUT, AS IS MENTIONED
ABOVE. He who lessens the number of the meals exposes a blemish
into the regions above, and his punishment will be great.
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450. Therefore, it is necessary to prepare the table with three meals
after the entrance of the Shabbat, and his table must not be empty.
Thus, blessing will rest upon it during all the other week days, for
therein depends the true Faith above.

451. Rabbi Shimon said: When a man has completed the three meals
on Shabbat, a voice comes forth and proclaims of him: "Then shall
you delight yourself in Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14). This is in
reference to one meal, which corresponds to the most Holy Ancient
One among the holy. "And I will cause you to ride upon the high
places of the earth" (Ibid.), is the second meal, which corresponds to
the field of holy apple trees, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "And feed you
with the heritage of Jacob your father" (Ibid.), is the perfection it
reaches in Zeir Anpin, IN THE THIRD MEAL.

452. Corresponding to this, one should complete the meals and find
joy in each and all of them because this is a manifestation of
perfected Faith. Therefore, Shabbat is more precious than all other
times and holidays because it contains all in itself, whereas no other
times or holidays do so. Rabbi Chiya said: Because all things are in
it, it is mentioned three times: "And by the seventh day Elohim
ended His work which He had done... And He rested on the seventh
day from all His work which He had done... And Elohim blessed the
seventh day and sanctified it" (Beresheet 2:2-3).

453. When Rabbi Aba sat at his Shabbat meals, he used to rejoice in
each one of them and he would say: This is the holy meal of the Holy
Ancient, hidden to all. Over another he would say: This is the meal of
the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, and so in each
and every meal. And when he came to the last one, he would say:
The meals of the Faith are completed.

454. When Rabbi Shimon sat at his meals, he would say: Prepare the
meal of the supernal Faith! Prepare the meal of the King! And then
he would sit and rejoice. When the third meal was completed, it was
proclaimed of him: "Then shall you delight yourself in Hashem and I
will cause you to ride upon the high places of the earth and feed you
with the heritage of Jacob your father."
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455. Rabbi Elazar said to his father: How are those three meals
prepared? Rabbi Shimon replied: At Shabbat eve, as it is written:
"And I will cause you to ride upon the high places of the earth." In
this night the Matron is blessed and the whole field of apples,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is also blessed, and the man's table is blessed
and a soul is added TO A MAN. This night signifies the rejoicing of
the Matron, and therefore a man should rejoice and partake in the
meal of the Matron, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

456. Concerning the second meal of Shabbat day, it is written: "Then
shall you delight yourself in (lit. 'above') Hashem." Most assuredly
"above Hashem," WHICH MEANS ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN, for at that
hour the Holy Ancient One reveals Himself and all the worlds are in
joy. And we, in participating in this meal, contribute to that joy and
completeness of Atika (the Ancient One) for, assuredly, this is His
meal.

457. Concerning the third meal of Shabbat, it is written: "And feed
you with the heritage of Jacob your father." This is the meal of Zeir
Anpin, who is then in perfection, from which all the six days receive
their blessing. Therefore, a man must rejoice in these meals and
complete his meals, for they are meals of the perfect Faith of the
holy seed of Yisrael, the supernal Faith, which is theirs and not that
of the heathen nations. Hence, it is written: "It is a sign between Me
and the children of Yisrael" (Shemot 31:17).

458. Come and behold: by these meals Yisrael are distinguished as
the King's children, belonging to the palace of the King as people of
Faith. And he who blemishes one of these meals shows an
incompleteness above, and he testifies of himself that he is not one
of the King's sons, not part of the palace of the King, and not of the
holy seed of Yisrael. He will be made to bear the burden of three
things: the punishment in Gehenom, THE WAR OF GOG AND
MAGOG (ARMAGEDDON) AND PRE-MESSIANIC TRIBULATIONS.

459. Come and behold: on all festivals and holidays a man must both
rejoice himself and give joy to the poor. If he rejoices alone and does
not share with the poor his punishment will be great, for he rejoices
himself and does not make others happy. Of him it is written: "And
spread dung upon your faces, even the dung of your
feasts" (Malachi 2:3) but he is not punished if he rejoices on Shabbat
and does not give a share to another. For it is written: "the dung of
your feasts" and not 'the dung of your Shabbat,' and it is also
written, "Your new moons and your appointed feasts My soul
hates" (Yeshayah 1:14), but Shabbat is not mentioned.
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460. Therefore it is written: "Between Me and the children of Yisrael,"
and because all the Faith is centered in Shabbat, man is given an
additional soul on this day, a supernal soul, a soul in which all
perfection exists, resembling that of the World to Come. Therefore,
this day is called Shabbat. What does the word Shabbat mean? This
is the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
the Name which is perfect on all sides ON SHABBAT DAY.

461. Rabbi Yosi said: It is indeed so. Woe to a man who does not
complete the joy of the Holy King. And what is His joy? Those three
meals of the Faith, the meals wherein Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
participate and express joy upon joy, and the Faith, MALCHUT, is
perfect on all sides.

462. We have learned that on this day the Fathers, WHO ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, are crowned, FOR THEY BECOME
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, and all the children, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, suckle from them differently than on other festive and
holy days. On this day all Judgments are held back and are not
aroused, BUT THEY BECOME THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. On this
day, the sinners rest in Gehenom. On this day the Torah, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, is crowned with perfect crowns, MEANING THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. On this day joy and gladness resound
throughout two hundred and fifty worlds.
463. Come and behold: on all six days of the week, when the hour of
Minchah (the Afternoon Prayer) arrives, Stern Judgment rules and all
the chastisements are aroused. But on Shabbat, at the time of
Minchah, the will of all wills is present, and Atika Kadisha (the Holy
Ancient One) shows goodwill, and all the Judgments rest, and
gladness and joy are everywhere.

464. In this time of goodwill, Moses, the holy faithful prophet, passed
away from this world, in order that it should be known that he was
not taken away in time of Judgment. At that hour his soul departed
by the will of the Holy Ancient One, and was treasured in Him.
Therefore, it is written: "No man knows his grave" (Devarim 34:6). As
the Holy Ancient One is the most hidden of all, whom neither those
above nor those below can comprehend, so this soul was hidden by
the will OF THE HOLY ANCIENT ONE at the hour of Shabbat
Afternoon Prayer. This soul of which it is written: "No man knows
his grave," is the most hidden of all hidden things in the world, and
Judgment does not rule over it. Happy is the portion of Moses.
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465. We have learned that on this SHABBAT day with which the
Torah crowned itself, it crowns itself with everything: with all those
commandments, with all those decrees and punishments, and with
seventy branches of light which illuminate all sides - FOR THE
SEVEN SFIROT ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT, AND EACH ONE OF THEM INCLUDES TEN
SFIROT, AND ALL OF THEM TOGETHER ARE SEVENTY. Who saw
the twigs which emanate from each branch OF THE SEVENTY
BRANCHES, five of which are within the tree itself - MEANING THE
FIVE SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED A 'TREE', WHICH RECEIVES THEM FROM
BINAH. All the aspects are attached to them. Who saw all those
gates which open to each and every side OF THEM, AS EACH ONE
INCLUDES TEN, SO THAT TOGETHER THEY ARE FIFTY GATES.
They all shine and glow by that never-ending stream of light.
466. A voice proclaims: Awake supernal saints! Awake holy people
chosen from above and from below! Raise joy before your Master!
Awake in perfect joy! Prepare yourselves in the threefold joy of the
three Fathers, MEANING THE THREE MEALS OF SHABBAT! Prepare
yourselves for the Faith, the joy of all joys. Happy is your portion,
holy Yisrael, in this world and in the World to Come. This is your
heritage OVER AND ABOVE that of all heathen nations. Hence, it is
written: "between Me and the children of Yisrael."

467. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is indeed so, and therefore it is written,
"Remember the Shabbat day to keep it holy" (Shemot 20:8), and:
"You shall be holy, for I Hashem your Elohim am holy" (Vayikra
19:2), and, "And call the Shabbat a delight, the holy day of Hashem."

468. We have learned that on this SHABBAT day all the souls of the
righteous feast on the delights of Atika Kadisha (the Holy Ancient
One), the most hidden of all, KETER. One spirit of this delight of
Atika Kadisha, is extended through all the worlds. It ascends and
descends and spreads abroad to all the holy children, to all the
guardians of the Torah, so that they enjoy perfect rest, forgetting all
cares, all penalties and all hard work, as it is written: "And it shall
come to pass on the day that Hashem shall give you rest from your
sorrow and from your fear, and from the hard bondage in which you
were made to serve" (Yeshayah 14:3).

469. Therefore the Shabbat is equal in importance to the Torah, and
he who keeps the Shabbat is regarded as one who fulfills the whole
Torah. It is written: "Happy is the man that does this, and the son of
man that lays hold on it, that keeps the Shabbat and does not
profane it, and keeps his hand from doing any evil" (Yeshayah 56:2).
From this we understand that he who keeps the Shabbat is as if he
kept the whole Torah.
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470. One day Rabbi Yudai met Rabbi Shimon on the road and asked
him to explain a verse concerning the weekly portion, wherein Isaiah
says: "For thus says Hashem: 'To the eunuchs that keep My
Shabbatot and choose the things that please Me, and take hold of My
Covenant. To them will I give, in My house and within My
walls..." (Ibid. 4-5). What does this mean?

471. Rabbi Shimon said: Cappadocian! - NAMING HIM AFTER THE
NAME OF THE CITY HE LIVED IN - Fasten your donkey to a fence
and alight, for words of Torah require attentiveness. Turn around
and follow me, and pay attention. He replied: It is for the master's
sake that I have come all this long way, and in following him I shall
behold the Shechinah.

472. He said to him: Come and behold. This verse has already been
considered by the friends but they have not explained it sufficiently.
"For thus says Hashem: To the eunuchs." Who are these
"eunuchs"? These are students of the Torah who study Torah and
make themselves "eunuchs" during the six days of the week. And on
Shabbat night they hasten to have their conjugal union, for they
know the supernal secret of the right time when the Matron is united
with the King.

473. Those students who know this secret concentrate their hearts
on the Faith of their Master and are blessed with offspring on that
night. Therefore, it is written: "That keep My Shabbatot," as it is said
in the verse: "But his father kept the matter in mind" (Beresheet
37:11).

474. They are called "eunuchs" because they wait for the Shabbat in
order to please their Master, as it is written: "and choose the things
that please Me," meaning His union with the Matron; "and take hold
of My Covenant" amounts to the same, AS IT ALSO MEANS A
UNION. "My Covenant" without attribute IS THE SUPERNAL YESOD
WHO IS UNITED WITH THE MATRON. Happy is the man who is
sanctified in this Holiness and knows this secret.

475. Come and behold: in the verse, "Six days shall you labour, and
do all your work, but the seventh day is a Shabbat to Hashem your
Elohim" (Shemot 20:9), the words "all your work" indicate that in
those six days man must work, and therefore those who study the
Torah have their conjugal union only at a time when they do not
work, but when the Holy One, blessed be He, works - MEANING, IN
SHABBAT, WHEN MAN'S WORK IS FORBIDDEN. Then His work is
the union with the Matron, MALCHUT, in order to bring forth holy
souls into the world.
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476. Therefore, the companions sanctify themselves on this night in
the Holiness of their Master and concentrate their hearts, and begot
good and holy children who turn neither to the right nor to the left,
children of the King and the Matron. Of them it is written: "You are
the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). Assuredly, of
"Hashem your Elohim," for they are called "His children," the
children of the King and the Matron.

477. Those who study the Torah know this secret and cling to it,
therefore they are called 'the children of the Holy One, blessed be
He', and the world is sustained by their merit. And when the world is
placed on trial, the Holy One, blessed be He, looks on His children
and has mercy on the world. Therefore, it is written: "an entirely right
seed" (Yirmeyah 2:21). It is a "right (lit. 'true') seed," indeed. And
what does "true" mean? This is the perfect and holy circle. This is
expressed in the verse: "You will show truth to Jacob" (Michah
7:20); JACOB IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and all
these verses refer to the same thing. Hence, it is assuredly a true
seed.

478. Rabbi Yudai said to him: Blessed be the Merciful One who sent
me here! Blessed be the Merciful One for allowing me to come and
hear your words! Rabbi Yudai wept. Rabbi Shimon asked: Why do
you weep? He answered: I weep because of those people whose
ways are the ways of beasts, without knowledge and observation. It
would have been better for them not to have been created. Woe to
the world when you, master, will depart from it, for who will then
reveal the secrets and who will then comprehend the ways of the
Torah?

479. He said to him: Upon your life, the world is created only for
those who are occupied in Torah and know its secrets. Assuredly,
the sages have decreed that the ignorant corrupt their ways, not
knowing their right hand from their left, and are like cattle. And so it
is fitting to punish them even on Yom Kippur (the Day of
Atonement). Of their children, it is written: "For they are the children
of harlotry" (Hoshea 2:6), actual children of harlotry.

480. He said to him: Rabbi, this verse should have been explained
further by more explanation, for it is written: "And to them will I give
in My house and within My walls, a memorial better than sons and
daughters. I will give him an everlasting name". HE ASKS: Why is it
written, "I will give him an everlasting name" (Yeshayah 56:5)? It
should have been written: 'I will give them', NAMELY, TO THE
EUNUCHS.
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481. He said to him: Come and behold. It is written: "And to them will
I give in My house." What does "my house" signify? It signifies the
same meaning as in the verse: "For he is trusted one in all My
house" (Bemidbar 12:7), MEANING THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS
CALLED 'A HOUSE'. "...and within My walls..." is as it is written: "I
have set watchmen upon your walls, O Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 62:6),
MEANING THE EXTERNAL ASPECT OF THE SHECHINAH. "A
memorial" (lit. 'a hand and a name') means that they would draw holy
souls from this place, THE SHECHINAH, and that 'hand' MEANS a
portion of perfection. The word "better" MEANS abundant with sons
and daughters. "I will give him an everlasting name," meaning to this
part of perfection WHICH IS CALLED 'A HAND'. "That shall not be cut
off" (Ibid. 5) for all generations. Another explanation is that "I will
give him," MEANS to him who knows this secret "OF THE EUNUCHS
WHO KEEP MY SHABBATOT," with appropriate intention.
482. Rabbi Shimon continued by citing the verse: "You shall kindle
no fire throughout your habitations on the Shabbat day" (Shemot
35:3), and he explained that the reason for it is that there is no
Judgment on that day, AND HE WHO KINDLES A FIRE AROUSES
JUDGMENT. You may protest that it rises high, REFERRING TO THE
FIRE ON THE ALTAR WHICH BURNS ON SHABBAT AS WELL. HE
ANSWERS: It is written "throughout your habitations," and not, 'high
above', for that FIRE which ascends high, rises to subdue another
Judgment. For as we have learned, there is a fire which consumes a
fire, and the fire of the altar consumes the other fire, NAMELY, IT
SUBDUES THE OTHER JUDGMENT SO IT WILL NOT RULE ON THE
DAYS OF THE WEEK.
483. Therefore, Atika Kadisha reveals Himself on that day MORE
than on any other day. And when He reveals Himself, Judgment is
not in evidence at all, and all the upper and lower beings are in
perfect joy, and Judgment has no dominion.

484. We have learned from the verse: "For (in) six days Hashem
made heavens and earth" (Shemot 31:17), that it was assuredly "six
days," WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, FROM WHICH THE HEAVENS AND EARTH, BEING
MALE AND FEMALE, WERE CREATED. Therefore, it is not written,
'within six days'. Those supernal holy days are called days in which
the Holy Name, MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'EARTH', is included.
And they are contained in it. Happy is the portion of Yisrael above all
the heathen nations; of them it is written: "But you that did cleave to
Hashem your Elohim are alive every one of you this day" (Devarim
4:4).

28. "Honor your father and your mother"
Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Aba explain that "father" is the spring of the holy fountain which feeds the river from Eden, and that Eden itself is called
"father." Rabbi Shimon adds that the words "Honor your father" refer to the Holy One, Zeir Anpin, and "your mother" refers to the Congregation of
Yisrael, Malchut. From here the discussion turns to the first five of the Ten Commandments, showing us that they include the second five within
them; then they are paired and analyzed at some length. Rabbi Elazar explains that all the laws of the Torah are engraved in the Ten
Commandments, for the Torah is the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He.
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485. "Honor your father and your mother" (Shemot 20:12). Rabbi
Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "And a river went out of
Eden..." (Beresheet 2:10). "And a river," is the spring of the fountain
which flows constantly and never stops, and whence the whole
Garden of Eden is watered. And this spring of the holy fountain is
called 'father' because it maintains the Garden.

486. Rabbi Aba said that Eden itself is called 'father', because it
issues from a place called "Ayin" (lit. 'naught'), THE KETER OF
ARICH ANPIN, OF WHICH NO ONE CAN CONCEIVE. It is therefore
called 'father'. We have already explained that the place whence
everything issues is called 'Atah' (lit. 'you'), and is called 'Av' (lit.
'Father'), as it is written: "You are our father" (Yeshayah 63:16).

487. Rabbi Shimon said: The words "Honor your father" allude to the
Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN; "your mother"
alludes to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY, MALCHUT; the
particle "Et" before "your" alludes to the Supernal Shechinah,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, IS FROM THE CHEST ABOVE OF ZEIR
ANPIN. Rabbi Yehuda said that "Honor your Father" is unspecified,
and "your mother" is unspecified, because they account for
everything, THEY SIGNIFY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, AND ALSO
ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, SINCE THE WORDS ARE NOT
SPECIFIC, and the article "Et" adds all that is above and all that is
below, BOTH ABA AND IMA, AND MALE AND FEMALE.
488. Rabbi Yosi referred to Rabbi Aba's remark that the place
whence everything begins is called 'you', for we have learned that
what is hidden and has no beginning, OF BESTOWING MOCHIN, is
called 'he', NAMELY, THE THIRD PERSON. The place whence there
is a beginning, OF BESTOWING MOCHIN, is called 'you', and is also
called 'father', and it is all one. Blessed Be His Name for ever and
ever. Amen.

489. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Assuredly, they are all one. "Honor your
father," indicates the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN; "your mother," indicates the Congregation of Yisrael,
NAMELY, MALCHUT, for we have learned from Rabbi Shimon that
the verse "You are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
14:1) alludes to the place called 'children', WHICH ARE MALE AND
FEMALE. Therefore, the verse: "Honor your father and your mother,"
includes all, MEANING ABA AND IMA, above and below. Rabbi
Yitzchak said that it includes one's teacher of the Torah, who ushers
one to the World to Come. Rabbi Yehuda said that THE TEACHER is
included in the Holy One, blessed be He.
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490. We have learned that the first five commandments IN THE
RIGHT SIDE are all inclusive. In these five commandments the
second five OF THE LEFT are engraved, five within five. How? The
first commandment, "I am Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 20:2)
corresponds to, "You shall not murder," for as we learned, these two
are under one principle. For one who murders diminishes the image
and likeness of his Master, because according to the scripture, "in
the image of Elohim made He man" (Beresheet 9:6), and: "And upon
the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a
man" (Yechezkel 1:26).

491. Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "Whoever sheds man's blood by
man, his blood shall be shed" (Beresheet 9:6). He who sheds blood
is considered as if he diminishes the supernal image and likeness
above, meaning that he does not diminish the image of the man
BELOW, but another image, and this is the interpretation of the
verse: "Whoever sheds man's blood by man, his blood shall be
shed". The damage he does by shedding blood reaches the supernal
man. Why? "...for in the image of Elohim made He man." Therefore,
they are interdependent, THE FIRST COMMANDMENT DEPENDS ON
"YOU SHALL NOT MURDER."

492. "You shall have no other Elohim beside Me," corresponds to,
"You shall not commit adultery." THE ADULTERER is false to the
Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, which is impressed upon man,
a sin including many other sins and entailing corresponding
punishments. He who is unfaithful in this, is unfaithful towards the
King, as it is written: "They have dealt treacherously against
Hashem, for they have begotten strange children" (Hoshea 5:7), and,
"You shall not bow down to them, nor serve them." One is the result
of the other. THUS, "YOU SHALL HAVE NO OTHER ELOHIM" IS
CONNECTED WITH, "YOU SHALL NOT COMMIT ADULTERY."
493. "You shall not take the name of Hashem your Elohim in vain,"
corresponds to "You shall not steal." For a thief is inclined to swear
falsely because he who steals also lies, as it is written: "Whoever is
partner with a thief is his own enemy, he hears the adjuration of
witnesses, but discloses nothing" (Mishlei 29:24).

494. "Remember the Shabbat day to keep it holy," corresponds to,
"You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor," for as
Rabbi Yosi said, the Shabbat day is called 'a witness', and man
should bear testimony to the verse: "in six days Hashem made
heaven and earth." And Shabbat comprises everything. Rabbi Yosi
said that he who bears false witness against his neighbor lies
against the Shabbat, which is the true witness, and the verse, "You
will show truth to Jacob" (Michah 7:20), refers to the same motive
which is expressed in the verse: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael
shall keep the Shabbat" (Shemot 31:16). Therefore, he who lies
against the Shabbat lies against the whole Torah. Hence, they are
interdependent. THUS, "REMEMBER" IS CONNECTED TO "YOU
SHALL NOT BEAR FALSE..."
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495. "Honor your father and your mother," corresponds to, "You
shall not covet your neighbor's wife." According to the explanation
of Rabbi Yitzchak, "Honor your father," refers to one's own father;
for when he who covets a woman begets a child, the child will honor
another who is not his own father. It is written: "Honor your father
and your mother," and, "You shall not covet your neighbor's wife."
The second part OF THE FORMER is, "that your days may be long in
the land which Hashem your Elohim gives you," MEANING that
whatever is given to you shall be yours, and you shall not covet
another. Assuredly, they are interdependent. THUS, "HONOR..." IS
CONNECTED WITH "YOU SHALL NOT COVET."

496. These first five COMMANDMENTS ON THE RIGHT SIDE include
the second five. Therefore: "From His right hand went a fiery law for
them," (Devarim 33:2) for all was included in the right, and the Torah
was proclaimed in five voices. Rabbi Yehuda said that the whole TEN
COMMANDMENTS were folded in such a way that five were within
five, corresponding to the five Books of the Torah.

497. Rabbi Elazar explained that in the ten commandments were
engraved all the laws of the Torah, all the decrees and punishments,
all the laws concerning purity and impurity, all the branches and the
roots, trees and plants, heavens and earth, seas and depths, for the
Torah is the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. As the Name of
the Holy One, blessed be He, is engraved in the ten commandments,
the ten commandments are the Name of the Holy One, blessed be
He. So is the whole Torah engraved in them, and the whole Torah is
thus one Name, the Holy Name of the Holy One, blessed be He,
indeed.

498. Blessed is the one who is worthy of the Torah, for he will be
worthy of the Holy Name. Rabbi Yosi said that he will be worthy of
the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself, as He and His Name are one.
Blessed be His Name, for ever and ever. Amen.

29. "You shall not make with Me"
Rabbi Yitzchak says that the two colors gold and silver are engraved in Yisrael, which is the central column that includes and balances them. Mercy
and judgment are imprinted upon God, whose garments are the colors of Chesed and Gvurah. Righteousness, Malchut, has those two colors
engraved in her as well. Rabbi Yosi closes by telling of the four kinds of joy that correspond to the four exiles of the children of Yisrael.
499. "You shall not make with Me Elohim of silver, neither shall you
make for yourselves Elohim of gold" (Shemot 20:20). Rabbi Yosi
gave his interpretation of this verse by saying that although, "The
silver is Mine and the gold is Mine" (Chagai 2:8), "you shall not make
with Me," that is, 'make Me.'
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500. Rabbi Yitzchak cited the verse: "For as much as there is none
like You, Hashem, You are great, and Your Name is great in
might" (Yirmeyah 10:6). The verse, "You are great," corresponds to,
"The silver is Mine," BEING CHESED, THE RIGHT COLUMN, while,
"Your name is great in might," corresponds to "The gold is Mine,"
WHICH IS GVURAH, THE LEFT COLUMN. These two colors are only
visible in their full beauty when they are engraved in one place,
namely Yisrael, BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET, WHICH
INCLUDES AND BALANCES BOTH OF THEM. Here the colors are
seen in their beauty, as it is written: "You are My servant, Yisrael, in
whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

501. Rabbi Yehuda opened his discourse with the verse: "I will
greatly rejoice in Hashem, my soul shall be joyful in my Elohim, for
He has clothed me with the garments of salvation" (Yeshayah 61:10).
Blessed is the portion of Yisrael above all heathen nations, for they
have their joy in the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "I will
greatly rejoice in Hashem". As it says, "Hashem," why add, "my
Elohim"? Yisrael said that when He comes with Mercy, "I will greatly
rejoice in Hashem," WHICH IS MERCY, and when He comes in
Judgment, then "My soul shall be joyful in my Elohim," WHICH IS
JUDGMENT.

502. Why DO YISRAEL REJOICE IN TIMES OF MERCY AS WELL AS
IN THOSE OF JUDGMENT? For these two are imprinted upon Him,
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as indicated by the words: "for
He has clothed me with the garments of salvation," meaning that
these "garments of salvation" are the colors OF CHESED AND
GVURAH, so imprinted that one can gain a perception of Him,
NAMELY, DERIVE CHOCHMAH. It is written: "They looked, but there
was none to save, to Hashem..." (II Shmuel 22:42). Hence, salvation
means looking. 'Whoever wishes to behold Me, let him behold My
colors OF CHESED AND GVURAH'. What is the reason? It is found in
the verse: "He has covered me with the robe of
righteousness" (Ibid.), exactly righteousness, NAMELY MALCHUT,
CALLED "RIGHTEOUSNESS," has those two colors engraved in her,
FOR CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN ONLY BY MALCHUT. "As a bridegroom
decks himself with a garland" (Yeshayah 61:10), is one color,
CHESED, "and as a bride adorns herself with her jewels"(Ibid.), is the
other color, GVURAH. And when both colors are united IN THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, they are visible and all are aflame to behold Him.
503. Rabbi Yosi said that the words, "I will greatly rejoice in
Hashem," refer to two kinds of joy. One joy is in "Hashem," meaning
in Mercy, and, "my soul shall be joyful IN MY ELOHIM," is in
Judgment. Rabbi Yehuda said: THEY REJOICE BOTH IN MERCY
AND IN JUDGMENT, and in each joy there is joy upon joy. However,
the joy which the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring upon Yisrael in
the future, the joy in Zion, will excel them all, as it is written: "And
the ransomed of Hashem shall return and come to Zion with
songs..." (Yeshayah 35:10). "And the ransomed of Hashem shall
return," signifies one joy; "and come to Zion with songs," signifies
the second; "and everlasting joy upon their heads," the third; and
"they shall obtain joy and gladness" is the fourth joy. THESE ARE
four kind of joy which correspond to the four exiles of Yisrael among
the nations. Then, "in that day shall you say, 'Praise Hashem, call
upon His name...'" (Yeshayah 12:4).

30. "I am Hashem your Elohim," part two
We learn that Malchut, the moon, was in perfect unity with Zeir Anpin, equal with Him and under the same crown. After the moon was diminished
she received light only from the sun, and her own aspect is hidden. This section then tells of the meaning of "I," Anochi, the secret that contains
everything. It closes by saying that souls are punished for sins they committed in earlier incarnations.
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504. "And Elohim spoke all these words, saying..." (Shemot 20:1); "...
all these words..." means that THE TEN COMMANDMENTS contain
everything that there is, above and below.

505. "I," signifies the mystery of the supernal world, NAMELY, THE
NUKVA WHICH IS PLACED FROM THE CHEST ABOVE OF ZEIR
ANPIN. This is the secret of the Holy Name, Yud-Hei-Vav, BEING THE
THREE COLUMNS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHICH THE
NUKVA RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN. "I," MALCHUT, was first
revealed and LATER concealed. She was revealed in the Holy Secret
of the Throne, BINAH, FOR MALCHUT WAS THE FOURTH LEG OF
THE THRONE, and the moon, MALCHUT, was then in perfect unity
WITH ZEIR ANPIN - WHICH MEANS THAT BOTH MALCHUT AND
ZEIR ANPIN WERE EQUAL AND WERE UNDER THE SAME CROWN.
AND SHE IS HIDDEN when the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, rules. And the
moon receives its light from it, not having THEN any praise OF ITS
OWN, except the praise of light which ZEIR ANPIN radiates upon it,
THUS ITS OWN ASPECT IS HIDDEN. THIS HAPPENED AFTER THE
MOON WAS DIMINISHED.
506. "I," SIGNIFIES MALCHUT WHEN SHE IS completing part of the
perfection of the Lower Throne - MEANING THAT AFTER SHE WAS
DIMINISHED AND DESCENDED FROM ABOVE THE CHEST TO
BELOW THE CHEST, AND WAS ESTABLISHED THERE AS THE
PRINCIPLE OF THE LOWER THRONE, all the holy living creatures
departed from her. Then, being in perfection and beauty, when her
Husband, ZEIR ANPIN, comes to her, she is called "I."
507. "I" is the secret WHICH CONTAINS everything together, BY
INCLUDING ALL THE 22 LETTERS, AND THE 32 PATHS OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH MEANS all THE 22 letters in the 32 paths of the
Torah that permeate from the supernal secret, NAMELY FROM
CHOCHMAH. From this "I" all the upper and lower secrets are
suspended. "I" contains the secret of the reward kept for the
righteous who are the Torah keepers and await Him. Through this
"I," they have faith in the world to come. This is derived from, "I am
Pharaoh" (Beresheet 41:44), THESE WORDS SAID IN ORDER TO
ASSURE JOSEPH THAT HIS PROMISE WILL BE KEPT.
508. The two commandments "I" (Heb. Anochi), and, "You shall have
no" (Shemot 20:3), contain the secret of the Torah which is
"Remember the Shabbat" (Shemot 20:8), and "Keep the
Shabbat" (Devarim 5:12). "I" SIGNIFIES THE SECRET OF
"REMEMBER," AND "YOU SHALL HAVE NO," SIGNIFIES THE
SECRET OF "KEEP." "I" contains the concealed and kept secret of
all the grades of the supernal world, BEING THE YUD, HEI AND VAV
united together, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. And when the word "I" had
been uttered, all were united within one secret, FOR "I" SIGNIFIES
THE UNITY OF ALL THE GRADES.
509. The word "I (Heb. Anochi)" contains the secret of the two
thrones WHICH ARE THE SUPERNAL THRONE, BINAH HAVING
MALCHUT AS A FOURTH LEG, AND THE LOWER THRONE, BEING
MALCHUT HERSELF AFTER BECOMING DIMINISHED, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. Ani, Aleph Nun-Yud (Ani=I) OF "ANOCHI,"
ALLUDES to the Lower Throne, and the letter Caf of the word
"Anochi," ALLUDES to the Supernal Throne.
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510. The word "Anochi" INDICATES that the Temple is purified,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and that no stranger has approached it. The
Temple alone radiated its light, for then the Evil Inclination was
removed from the world and the Holy One, blessed be He, alone was
exalted in glory. Then the words, "I am Hashem your Elohim," were
uttered, having the complete secret folded in His Holy Name. The
letter Aleph OF "ANOCHI" INDICATES the unification of the secret of
the Holy Name together with its grades into one, as its secret is the
letter Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. The letter Nun IN THE WORD
"ANOCHI" INDICATES the secret of standing in awe of the Holy One,
blessed be He, knowing that there is a judge and Judgment, the
righteous will be rewarded, and the wicked will be punished, for its
secret is the lower Hei IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI.

511. The letter Caf IN THE WORD "ANOCHI" signifies that one should
sanctify the Holy Name daily, sanctify oneself through holy grades,
and say the everyday prayers to Him to raise the supreme crown, the
secret of the Upper Throne, NAMELY BINAH, in a proper manner
above the supernal living creatures - WHICH ARE CHESED AND
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, FROM THE CHEST ABOVE OF
ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE FOUR LEGS OF THE THRONE, WHOSE
FOURTH LIVING CREATURE AND FOURTH LEG IS MALCHUT. Its
secret is the supernal Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH
IS BINAH. SINCE MALCHUT IS THE FOURTH LEG OF THE
SUPERNAL THRONE, WHICH IS BINAH, SHE IS CONSIDERED AS
PERTAINING TO BINAH AND TO THE UPPER HEI OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI.
512. The letter Yud IN THE WORD "ANOCHI" INDICATES that one
should study the Torah day and night, and circumcise his son on the
eighth day, and sanctify the firstborn, and put on Tefilin, and wear
the fringes (Heb. tzitzit), and affix a Mezuzah, and surrender his life
to cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He, with his whole heart. These
are the twelve supernal commandments - WHICH ARE ALLUDED TO
BY THE WORD "ANOCHI," which include 236 other commandments,
BRINGING IT TO 248 POSITIVE COMMANDMENTS - which are
included in the words "Remember the Shabbat." FOR "REMEMBER"
INCLUDES 248 POSITIVE COMMANDMENTS, AND "KEEP"
INCLUDES THE 365 NEGATIVE COMMANDMENTS. This letter is not
interchangeable with another place, AS THE ALEPH, NUN AND CAF
OF ANOCHI, WHICH ARE INTERCHANGEABLE WITH HEI, VAV AND
HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. For the letter Yud signifies the supernal
secret of the whole Torah, MEANING THAT IT IS THE SECRET OF
THE LOWER CHOCHMAH WHICH UNITES WITH THE LETTER YUD
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE SECRET OF THE UPPER CHOCHMAH.
THEREFORE, THIS IS NOT A CHANGE OF PLACE. Those twelve
COMMANDMENTS include the twelve attributes of Mercy which are
derived from them. And one rules THEM ALL, WHICH IS THE
ESSENCE OF MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED "ANOCHI," bringing it to
thirteen, CORRESPONDING TO THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF
MERCY.
513. The commandment "You shall have no other Elohim" (Shemot
20:3), signifies the secret of "keep," which includes the 365
NEGATIVE PRECEPTS in the Torah. The letter Lamed IN "YOU
SHALL HAVE NO (HEB. LO, LAMED-ALEPH)" contains the secret of
not worshipping or paying respect to other Elohim. The letter Lamed
has the form of a tower rising up in the air. One should not be
tempted to build A CASTLE to other Elohim, in the secret of building
a tower, AS IN THE TIME OF THE GENERATION OF THE TOWER OF
BABYLON. Lamed shows that one should not look at the images of
idol worshipping, nor think about it, neither bowing, nor subduing
oneself to other Elohim.
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514. The letter Aleph IN THE COMMANDMENT, "YOU SHALL HAVE
NO OTHER ELOHIM," indicates that one should not replace his
Master with other Elohim; he should not even meditate on the
existence of another deity besides Him; he should not take counsel
from a necromancer or a soothsayer through the medium of the
image of man or any other form; he is not to ask of the dead; he is
not to practice magic; and he should not swear in another deity's
name. Up to this point are the other twelve COMMANDMENTS, the
precepts INCLUDED in "keep." From them come the other 353
precepts of "keep," included in these twelve, BRINGING IT TO 365.
This is the secret of the word "Anochi," AND, "YOU SHALL HAVE
NO."

515. Rabbi Shimon said: We have learned that the word "Anochi" (lit.
'I') includes the above and the below, the upper and lower beings. It
includes the holy living creatures. All is included in the secret of
"Anochi." "You shall have no," refers to the secret below, of the
twelve lower living creatures IN MALCHUT.

516. "You shall not make for yourself any carved idol (Heb. pesel),"
alludes to the dross (Heb. pesolet) of that lofty place, NAMELY, THE
LEFT SIDE OF HOLINESS, pesel being the refuse of Holiness, the
secret of other Elohim, as it is written: "And I looked and behold, a
storm wind came out of the north" (Yechezkel 1:4). THE NORTH IS
THE SECRET OF THE LEFT SIDE OF HOLINESS. "...any likeness of
any thing..." (Shemot 20:4) as it is written, "a fire flaring
up" (Yechezkel 1:4). "For I Hashem your Elohim," so that your heart
should be directed upwards, and it should not descend below and
approach the portal OF THE OTHER SIDE. He is "a jealous El," for in
that place lies jealousy.

517. This is the secret of, "For three things the earth is
disquieted" (Mishlei 30:21), which are: "You shall not make for
yourself," "A carved idol," and, "any likeness of any thing." For
these "the earth is disquieted."

518. It is written: "Punishing the iniquity of the fathers upon the
children to the third and fourth generation" (Shemot 20:5). HE WAS
PRESENTED WITH THE DIFFICULTY OF THE WORDS: "NOR THE
CHILDREN BE PUT TO DEATH FOR THE FATHERS" (II MELACHIM
14:6). AND HE ANSWERS THAT this is the same tree, THE SAME
SOUL coming once, twice, thrice, four times, WHICH MEANS IT HAD
BEEN INCARNATED AND COME IN FOUR BODIES, being punished
for the first sins IN THE FOURTH REINCARNATION. For the father,
the son, the third and fourth generations, NAMELY THESE FOUR
INCARNATIONS, are one, BEING ONE SOUL that has not done its
correction or cared to attend to it. IT IS THEREFORE PUNISHED FOR
THE SINS IN THE FIRST INCARNATIONS. The reverse is also true. A
tree well established THROUGH INCARNATIONS stands firm, AND
OF IT, IT IS WRITTEN: "But showing mercy..." (Shemot 20:5).

31. "You shall not take the name of Hashem your Elohim in vain"
We learn that at the time that God created the world He placed a stone with His name engraved upon it into the deep waters. This stone flows up to
receive the oath of those who swear on the Truth; then it returns to the deep waters. If the oath is false, the waters flow up but the stone retreats
without receiving the oath, and the letters on the stone disperse in the deep, until God invites Azriel to engrave the Holy Letters as they were before,
and the world is settled by them.
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519. "You shall not take the name of Hashem your Elohim in
vain" (Shemot 20:7). This secret has already been interpreted by the
friends. When the Holy One, blessed be He, planted the world, He
planted into the deep waters His Name engraved UPON A STONE.
Since then, when the water desires to rise, INTENDING TO DROWN
THE WORLD, it sees the Holy Name engraved on that stone and
retreats and returns to its place, and the Holy Name remains in the
deep waters to this day.

520. At the time when men take a true oath, firmly attached to the
Truth, that rock flows up and receives that oath, and then it returns
to its place in the deep waters. And the world is maintained by that
true oath.

521. When men take a false oath, that rock flows up, intending to
receive that oath, but when it sees that this oath was taken in vain, it
retreats and all the waters flow up. And the letters of that stone soar
inside the deep and disperse. And the waters wish to cover the world
and return it to its former state OF WATER.

522. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, invites Ye'azriel the Minister,
who is in charge of seventy keys of the secret of the Holy Name. He
then engraves the Holy Letters as they were before, and the world is
settled by them, and the deep waters return to their place. Of that it
is written: "You shall not take the Name of Hashem your Elohim in
vain" (Shemot 20:7).
We learn that the twelfth commandment is to swear by God's name
truthfully, for he who takes a true oath combines himself with the
supernal seven grades. He who takes a false oath causes Malchut to
be disturbed. Taking a vow is a stricter act than taking an oath, for it
is connected higher.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
523. The twelfth commandment is to swear in His name in a truthful
way. And he who takes an oath combines himself with the supernal
seven grades in which the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is included. Thus, there are six grades:
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and
when man take a true oath, he then includes himself with them by
becoming a seventh, CORRESPONDING TO MALCHUT, so as to
maintain the Holy Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in its place.
Therefore, it is written: "And shall swear by His Name" (Devarim
6:13). And he who takes a false oath causes that place, MALCHUT, to
be disturbed in its abode.
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524. The oath to keep one's Master's commandment is a true oath,
and the Evil Inclination denounces him and tempts this man to
transgress his Master's commandment. Such is an oath with which
his Master praises himself, and it is proper for man to take a true
oath in the Name of his Master, for then the Holy One, blessed be He,
is praised by this oath, as Boaz did, as written: "As Hashem lives, lie
down until the morning" (Rut 3:13). He took an oath, for the Evil
Inclination was, then, denouncing him. He therefore swore to it.

525. A vow (Heb. neder) is connected higher and is the King's life,
MEANING THE MOCHIN OF MALCHUT IN BINAH, the secret of 248
limbs and twelve ties, WHICH ARE THE FOUR SFIROT: CHESED
AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. EACH ONE OF THESE
SFIROT INCLUDES THE THREE COLUMNS. Thus, they amount to the
numerical value of "neder" (=254) AS 248 PLUS TWELVE AMOUNTS
TO 254. Therefore, taking a vow is a stricter act than taking a oath.
This King's Life maintains all the 248 limbs and it is called 'THE
KING'S LIFE' for indeed it gives life, and this life descends from
above, FROM THE ENDLESS LIGHT downwards, to the source of life,
WHICH IS BINAH from which it descends TO MALCHUT, to all the
248 limbs.
526. An oath maintains the lower grade, the secret of the Holy Name,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, called the King Himself, whose supernal spirit
within His body COMES to dwell in it and stay in it as a spirit
dwelling in a body - WHICH MEANS THAT THE MOCHIN ARE
ALREADY PLACED IN THE VESSEL OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS
CALLED 'BODY'. FOR IT IS HIDDEN ABOVE IN BINAH, AND IS
REVEALED ONLY IN MALCHUT. Therefore, he who takes a true oath
maintains that place and by doing so, the whole world is maintained.
A vow applies to both that which is obligatory and optional. But an
oath is not so, AS IT DOES NOT APPLY TO PRECEPTS. This has
been explained by the friends.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

32. "Remember the Shabbat day to keep it holy," part two
We are reminded that the Sabbath includes the whole Torah, and he who keeps the Sabbath is considered to have kept the entire Torah.
527. "Remember the Shabbat day, to keep it holy" (Shemot 20:8).
This is the secret of the Holy Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, for in this
Covenant lie all the sources of the limbs of the body, and it
comprises everything. In the same manner, the Shabbat day
includes all the Torah, all of its secrets originate in it. And he who
keeps the Shabbat is considered as one who keeps the whole Torah.
This section talks about 'remember' and 'keep', and the three grades
- the supernal Sabbath, the Sabbath day, and Sabbath night - that
include all the secrets of the whole Torah: The Law, the Prophets
and the Writings.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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528. The twenty-fourth commandment is to remember the Shabbat
day, as written: "Remember the Shabbat day, to keep it holy." We
have explained the secret of Shabbat in many places. It is to be
remembered as the day of the world's rest, and it includes the whole
Torah, and he who keeps the Shabbat is considered as one who
keeps the whole Torah. We have already learned that a man who
remembers the Shabbat has to sanctify it in all manners of
sanctifications. He who remembers the King has to praise Him, and
he who remembers the Shabbat day, has to sanctify it, as we have
already learned.

529. "Remember" applies to the Male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and
"keep" applies to the Female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Shabbat day
is the secret of the whole Faith which is suspended from the
supernal head, WHICH IS KETER, to the bottom of all the grades.
Shabbat is everything.
530. There are three grades and all of them are called Shabbat.
These are the supernal Shabbat, WHICH IS BINAH, Shabbat day,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and Shabbat night, WHICH IS MALCHUT. All
of them are called Shabbat, and when the time comes for one of
them to rule, all the others are invited to rule with it. And when it is
manifested in the world, all come to be with it.

531. When the time of SHABBAT night comes, it invites the Shabbat
day to its palace, and they are both hidden. Once it comes, the
supernal Shabbat is drawn over it, and all of them are concealed in
the palace of the SHABBAT night. Therefore, the meal on SHABBAT
night is as significant as the one during the Shabbat day.

532. When the time of SHABBAT day comes, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
it invites the other two, the supernal and the lower grades - the one
which illuminates, NAMELY BINAH, and the one which is illuminated
from it, NAMELY MALCHUT. All these three grades together are
called 'Shabbat' and rule on the day of Shabbat, and they include
and are the secrets of the whole Torah: The Law, the Prophets and
The Writings. And he who keeps the Shabbat keeps the whole Torah.

33. Two pearls
We read of two pearls, a supernal pearl - Binah - and a lower pearl - Malchut - which are separated by a curtain that is made of the 22 letters that
comprise the whole Torah. There is a long description of the engravings and movement and meaning of all the letters in the Names of God, and of
the twelve tribes, the seventy branches and the ten sayings. The lower pearl is illuminated by and joins to the supernal pearl, and both of them
become one.
533. There are two pearls and there is a curtain between them. The
supernal pearl is hidden and has no visible color.
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534. When the supernal pearl is about to be revealed, seven shining
engraved letters come out, piercing through palaces, and illuminate
each one of them. These seven letters are the two names which are
engraved upon the pearl. On the Shabbat day they sparkle and
shine, and they come out through doorways and rule. These are
Aleph-Hei-Yud-Hei and Yud-Hei-Vav. The letters glitter, and by their
glitter they intermingle and shine, the one within the other.

535. When these letters are combined, they illuminate from within
each other by two colors: white, WHICH IS RIGHT, and red, WHICH IS
LEFT - MEANING THAT THEY DO NOT REALLY BECOME ONE
GRADE, BUT THE ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI TURNS TO BE THE RIGHT
SIDE, AND YUD-HEI-VAV TURNS TO BE THE LEFT ONE, AND THEY
ARE BOTH UNITED. Of these two colors, two other names are
formed, until the letters produce seven names, FOR EACH ONE OF
THE LETTERS OF ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI AND YUD-HEI- VAV
BECOMES ONE NAME.
536. HE EXPLAINS HOW THE SEVEN LETTERS BECOME SEVEN
NAMES. HE SAYS THAT the letter Aleph OF THE NAME ALEPH-HEIYUD-HEI comes out shining and enters into the letter Vav OF THE
NAME YUD-HEI-VAV. And they illuminate in two colors, WHITE AND
RED, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, and become two Names: one Name is
called Yud Hei Vav Hei and the other one is called 'AlephLamed' (meaning: El), and both of them shine together. The letter Hei
OF THE NAME ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI comes out shining and enters
and combines with the letter Hei OF THE NAME YUD-HEI-VAV. And
they illuminate in two colors, WHITE AND RED, and become two
Names. One is called 'Yud Hei Vav Hei', in the secret of THE
VOWELING OF Elohim, IN WHICH THE LETTER YUD IS VOWELED
WITH A SEMIVOWEL (CHATAF-SEGOL), AND THE HEI WITH THE
VOWEL CHOLAM, AND THE VAV WITH CHIRIK. And one is called
'Elohim', and the letters shine together. Yud OF ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI
enters into the Yud OF YUD-HEI-VAV and they both shine,
penetrating each other, imprinted upon and engraved together. And
they lift their head, MEANING THAT THEY ATTAIN THE THREE FIRST
SFIROT, shining and glittering. And eleven branches shoot forth
from each side, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, AND TOGETHER THEY
ARE TWENTY-TWO BRANCHES, THE SECRET OF THE TWENTYTWO LETTERS.
537. Those two shining letters - THE YUD OF ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI
AND THE YUD OF YUD-HEI-VAV - embracing each other are Yud Hei
Vav Hei, Yud Hei Vav Hei, Mem-Tzadik-Pe-Tzadik, Mem-Tzadik-PeTzadik, in the secret of the thirteen attributes of Mercy. When these
two letters interpenetrate, and embrace each other, and lift their
heads, ATTAINING THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, they shine and glitter
upon all, with eleven branches shooting forth from each side,
ELEVEN FROM THE LEFT AND ELEVEN FROM THE RIGHT. AND
TOGETHER THEY ARE THE 22 LETTERS OF THE TORAH, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, FOR THE WHOLE TORAH AND WISDOM ARE
REVEALED BY THE 22 LETTERS.
538. The remaining Hei OF ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI is raised by one
Name, Aleph-Dalet-Nun-Yud, to join with them. FROM THEN ON HE
EXPLAINS THAT THIS LETTER DESCENDED FROM THERE TO THE
LOWER PEARL. And all those raised, shining Names issue and rule
on that SHABBAT day. Since they rule, the supernal pearl, THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT OF BINAH, comes out, protruding and shining
without any color.
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539. When THE PEARL comes out, it unites with AND GIVES PLENTY
TO those Names, ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI, AND YUD-HEI-VAV, WHICH
ARE ITS SEVEN LOWER SFIROT. Then, one of the Names, AlephDalet-Nun-Yud, WHICH IS MALCHUT FROM THE CHEST AND
BELOW, which is the seventh, is crowned and enters the lower pearl,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then another Name replaces ALEPH-DALETNUN-YUD. This is Yud-Hei, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. Then
the supernal pearl is settled by the name OF YUD-HEI, and it is
adorned by the radiation of the light of this Name.
540. After THE SUPERNAL PEARL unites with AND IS BESTOWED
WITH PLENTY BY those Names, ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI AND YUD-HEIVAV, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, seventy branches shoot forth from all
the sides, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN. And all of them join together and
become a Chariot and a Throne to the supernal pearl. And the King,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, is crowned on that day and rules, and all
rejoice. Since all rejoice, the King sits on His Throne, which is raised
by seventy branches as we have mentioned - FOR THE SEVENTY
BRANCHES ARE ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
AND MALCHUT BECOME ITS FOUR LEGS.
541. Those two letters, NAMELY, THE TWO YUD'S OF THE NAMES
ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI AND YUD-HEI-VAV, ascend and descend, and
illuminate, and adorn the 22 letters, being the whole Torah. They
unite with the two first letters OF THE 22 LETTERS, NAMELY THE
TAV AND THE SHIN, IN REVERSE ALPHABETICAL ORDER. And they
ascend THROUGH THEIR LIGHT, the one to the six tribes, and the
other to the other six tribes. These are the twelve tribes of supernal
Yisrael, NAMELY, YISRAEL-SABA, THE SECRET OF THE FOUR
GRADES - CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, EVERY
ONE OF WHICH INCLUDES THE THREE COLUMNS, BRINGING
TOGETHER THE TWELVE.
542. Those two letters, THE TWO YUD'S IN THE NAMES ALEPH-HEIYUD HEI AND YUD-HEI-VAV, ascend and descend and unite with the
two last letters of the 22 letters WHEN ARRANGED IN REVERSE
ORDER OF TAV-SHIN-RESH-KOF, NAMELY, BET AND ALEPH. They
ascend AND ILLUMINATE five grades each, CORRESPONDING
TOGETHER TO TEN SAYINGS. These ten sayings include the 22
letters. The twelve tribes EMERGED BY the two letters TAV AND
SHIN, TOGETHER WITH the ten sayings of the last two letters, BET
AND ALEPH, which are the whole Torah, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN
WHICH IS CALLED 'TORAH' AND WHICH IS CREATED FROM THOSE
22 LETTERS. The supernal pearl inherits this secret upon a throne of
72, and the 22 letters shine.
543. When the supernal pearl sits upon the throne of the 72 and the
22 letters illuminate, then the lower pearl, which is in the darkness,
observes the illumination OF THE 22 LETTERS through the letters
imprinted upon it - which are called Aleph-Dalet-Nun-Yud. Then that
light ascends and shines and receives all those 22 supernal letters,
and the lower pearl draws them. And then it shines in 72 directions.
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544. Since that LOWER pearl shines and derives all those letters
from it, the supernal pearl is then attracted to them, and pearl
cleaves to pearl. THE LOWER PEARL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, CLINGS
TO THE SUPERNAL PEARL, WHICH IS BINAH. AND BOTH OF THEM
become one. This is the secret of a certain praise which we already
expounded upon, THE SONG OF PRAISE 'EL ADON', WHICH IS SAID
ON SHABBAT DAY.
545. The 22 letters which shine on both sides, TO THE RIGHT SIDE
AND TO THE LEFT, are the curtain between THE SUPERNAL pearl
and THE LOWER pearl. And they become the secret of the Holy
Name of Mem-Bet (42) letters, and this is the secret of the Holy Name
of Ayin-Bet (72) letters of the supernal Chariot. And both THE NAME
OF MEM-BET AND THE NAME OF AYIN-BET are called 'Shabbat',
and this is the secret of Shabbat.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
We read of the meaning of "remember," that is Zeir Anpin, above
which there is no forgetfulness. We are reminded to remember the
Sabbath day.

546. "Remember" is the secret of the Male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
which receives all the limbs, NAMELY, THE WHOLE MOCHIN of the
supernal world, NAMELY BINAH. "The (Heb. 'et') Shabbat day"
includes Shabbat eve, which is night, NAMELY, MALCHUT WHICH IS
CALLED 'NIGHT'. The word "Et" expresses it, FOR MALCHUT IS
CALLED "ET." It is necessary "to keep it holy," for it must receive
Holiness from the Holy Nation and be crowned by them, as is proper.

547. "Remember" comes from a place wherein there is no
forgetfulness, for there is no forgetfulness in the place of the
supernal Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, and all the more so above IN
ZEIR ANPIN. Below, IN MALCHUT, there is forgetfulness, for this is
the place wherein men should be reminded, as it is written: "May the
iniquity of his fathers be remembered" (Tehilim 109:14).

548. There is no forgetfulness before the Holy Throne, that is, she
who stands in front of the Holy Throne, NAMELY, BINAH. And who
stands before the Throne? "Remember," NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, FOR
ZEIR ANPIN STANDS BEFORE BINAH AND RECEIVES FROM HER.
OF ZEIR ANPIN IT IS SAID: "THERE IS NO FORGETFULNESS
BEFORE THE THRONE OF YOUR HONOR." Above ZEIR ANPIN
THERE IS NO FORGETFULNESS, for there lies the whole secret of
the Male, wherein the secret of the Holy Name, Yud-Hei-Vav, is
engraved. Below, NAMELY, IN MALCHUT, men should be sanctified
by fulfilling the commandment "remember" (the Shabbat day),
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN from which MALCHUT derives all her
blessings and Holiness. Then Shabbat eve, NAMELY, MALCHUT, is
crowned, as it should be, by the prayers of the Holy Nation and by
joyful preparations.
549. You might say that "remember," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, does not
need to be sanctified BY YISRAEL, for all THE BLESSINGS AND
Holiness in the world come from it. This is not so, for ZEIR ANPIN
should be sanctified on the SHABBAT day AND MALCHUT on the
SHABBAT night, and only then Yisrael are sanctified by the Holiness
of the Holy One, blessed be He.

34. "Honor your father and your mother"
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We are told to honor the Holy One, blessed be He, who is our father, and Malchut, who is our mother, by studying the Torah and observing the
commandments. A man is created from two drops of seed - one from his father and one from his mother, and the parents have an obligation to teach
their children to learn Torah and good deeds. There are three partners in creating a man: the father and mother, who gave him his body, and God,
who gave him his soul. A man must honor all three of them. He must also perform correct actions with all of his heart and desire, with the correct
intentions.
550. "Honor your father and your mother" (Shemot 20:12). HONOR
THEM with respect, and gladden them with good deeds, as it is
written: "The father of the righteous shall greatly rejoice" (Mishlei
23:24), for this is the way one should honor his father and mother.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
551. "Honor your father and your mother." Honor THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WHICH IS CALLED "YOUR FATHER," AND
MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED "YOUR MOTHER," by a clean fringed
garment, MEANING, A NICE PRAYING SHAWL (HEB. TALIT) WHICH
IS CALLED 'AN ARTICLE FOR FULFILLING A COMMANDMENT'.
"Honor Hashem with your substance" (Mishlei 2:8), meaning, by
studying the Torah and fulfilling the commandments, as it is written:
"Length of days is in her right hand, and in her left hand are riches
and honor" (Mishlei 3:15). A man is considered poor when he does
not study the Torah or fulfill the commandments. It is known, since it
has been explained by the sages of the Mishnah, that poverty is the
lack of the Torah and the precepts, which are a man's wealth.

552. Therefore, "Honor Hashem with your substance," and do not
study the Torah in order to magnify yourself. As the students of the
Torah said: Do not make them into a wreath, wherewith to magnify
yourself. And do not say: I will study the Torah so I will be called
"Rabbi," but rather, "O magnify Hashem with me" (Tehilim 34:4).
"Honor Hashem with your substance," as a child must honor his
father and mother.

553. A man is created from two drops of seed. From his father's
sperm the bones of the body and the whiteness of the eyes ARE
CREATED, and from his mother's the blackness of the eyes, the skin
and the flesh ARE CREATED. And both of them raise the child to
learn the Torah and good deeds.

554. A man should teach his son Torah, as it is written: "And you
shall teach them diligently to your children" (Devarim 6:7), otherwise
he is as if he makes him idols. Therefore, it is written: "You shall not
make for yourself any carved idol" (Shemot 20:4). The ignorant son
is destined to be an unruly child who treats his father and mother
with contempt and robs them of many blessings. For since he is
ignorant, he is suspected to transgress in everything, even idolatry,
incest and bloodshed. For when the ignorant goes where he is not
known and does not know how to say a benediction, he is believed
to be an idol worshipper.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
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555. "Honor your father" MEANS the same as "Honor Hashem with
your substance." "...your substance..." means your money. And
"your substance" means your grace, MEANING, with a joyful tune,
for then the heart is gladdened as when any melody is sounded. The
son's good deeds gladden the hearts of his father and mother. Thus,
"with your substance," means with your money, for anything
necessary.

556. As a man honors the Holy One, blessed be He, so should he
HONOR his father and mother, for they are in partnership over him
with the Holy One, blessed be He. FOR THERE ARE THREE
PARTNERS IN CREATING MAN: THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
THE FATHER, AND MOTHER. HIS FATHER AND MOTHER GIVE HIM
THE BODY, AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, GIVES HIM THE
SOUL. As a man should have great fear of the Holy One, blessed be
He, so should he respect his father and mother, and honor them by
all the means he has.
557. "...that your days may be long..." (Shemot 20:12); For there are
days above - NAMELY, THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - on which a
man's life in this world depends. We have explained that these are
man's days in that world above, THE SEVEN SFIROT, which are
placed before the Holy One, blessed be He. And by them man's life is
known.

558. "...in the land which Hashem your Elohim gives you..." (Ibid.);
this is a promise given to enjoy the shining mirror. "...in the land..."
is the mirror which shines upon the supernal days - CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF
ZEIR ANPIN - and which shines from the fount of everything, WHICH
IS BINAH.

559. HE ASKS: What is the difference between the two
commandments of the Torah, of which it is written: "that your days
may be long," this one and the other which refers to driving away the
mother-bird from the nest? HE ANSWERS: Both of the
commandments refer to the world above. Aba and Ima are the secret
of "remember" and "keep" in one, BEING ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. Therefore, it is written: "that your days may be long." In
regards to letting the mother-bird go from the nest, it is written: "but
you shall surely let the mother go, and take the young to you; that it
may be well with you, and that you may prolong your days" (Devarim
22:7). This is the secret of the supernal world, WHICH IS BINAH
BEING CALLED 'MOTHER', MEANING that no permission is given to
look at her, and one should steer away from asking any questions or
looking at her.

560. "...and take the young to you..." HERE, "THE YOUNG" ARE ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, as it is written: "For ask now of the days that
are past, which were before you since the day that Elohim created
man upon the earth and from the one side of heaven to the
other" (Devarim 4:32) - MEANING THAT ONE CAN ASK A QUESTION
OF AND LOOK AT HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
'HEAVEN', WHICH CAN BE INVESTIGATED AND OBSERVED. But
above the heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, you not should let your thoughts
investigate.
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561. Therefore, it is written: "that it may be well with you and that
you may prolong your days." It says, "that it may be well with you,"
in the third person. It is not written: 'that your days may be long', but
rather, "that you may prolong your days." "...it may be well with
you..." refers to the place from which goodness issues for everyone,
and this is the hidden and unrevealed world, BINAH. "...that you may
prolong your days..." meaning, BY YOUR OWN STRENGTH, as it is
written: "and take the young to you," for one is capable OF
CLINGING TO THE CHILDREN, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. FOR THROUGH THEM ONE HAS A LENGTH OF DAYS.
562. If one has the opportunity to perform A PRECEPT and he does
so attentively, then he is considered as a righteous man. And even if
this is not his intention, he is still considered righteous because he
fulfills the commandment of his Master - FOR PERFORMING A
PRECEPT DOES NOT REQUIRE AN INTENTION. Yet he who does not
understand the reason is not considered as he who directs his will
for the sake of doing it and meditates upon it, with the wish to
behold the glory of his Master. This is because an intentional deed
depends upon the wish. Such a deed below arouses a
corresponding act above, WHICH IS MALCHUT, CALLED 'AN ACT',
and is properly rectified.

563. As in a physical action, an act of the soul is also manifested
through that intention, for the Holy One, blessed be He, desires the
heart and intention of man. If a person does not fulfill the
commandment with his heart, which is the most essential quality, of
this prayed David: "and establish the work of our hands upon us; O
prosper it, the work of our hands" (Tehilim 90:17), for not everyone
has the capability to be mindful and to direct his heart, to correct
everything, and perform a precept. He therefore said this prayer,
"and establish the work of our hands upon us."

564. HE ASKS FOR THE MEANING OF: "and establish the work of
our hands upon us," AND HE ANSWERS THAT "establish" MEANS
accomplish your establishment properly above. "..upon us..."
although we know only how to act, but not how to direct the right
intentions of the heart. "O prosper it, the work of our hands". HE
ASKS: Prosper whom? AND ANSWERS: The grade that needs
establishing, NAMELY MALCHUT. It must prosper so that it can be
united with the fathers - WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN - and in whom it will be properly
established, through this deed.

35. "You shall not murder. You shall not commit adultery"
This section tells us that in specific instances killing may be prohibited or permitted, in order to kill those who transgress the law. Intercourse may
be prohibited or allowed for correct reasons like procreation. The text goes on to tell how the tonal pause in each commandment allows for the
possibility of prohibition or permission under certain circumstances. However, "You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor" is always
forbidden. "You shall not covet" is always forbidden except for the desire of the Torah. In truth, the Ten Commandments contain the essence of all
celestial and terrestrial commandments, and through their engraving on the tablets of stone they were revealed to all the children of Yisrael. At that
time the bodies of the children of Yisrael became lucent, with no impurity, and their souls were bright as they beheld the glory of their Master. The
Holy One, blessed be He, was made known both above and below, and He was exalted over all.
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565. "You shall not murder. You shall not commit adultery. You shall
not steal" (Shemot 20:13-15). UNDER the word "shall not (Heb. lo)" in
all three commandments, there is a tonal pause, for in the absence
of this interruptive mark, harmony would be unattainable in the
world. It would be forbidden to kill even one who transgresses the
law. However, the presence of the pause TEACHES that in specific
instances, killing may be prohibited or permitted.

566. "You shall not commit adultery": in the absence of this tonal
pause, it would be prohibited to engage in the commandments of
procreation or to enjoy marital intercourse. The inclusion of the
trope INDICTATES the possibility of prohibition or permission. "You
shall not steal": in the absence of the interruptive mark, it would be
forbidden to deceive one's Torah teacher or a Torah scholar in order
to gaze upon him. Furthermore, it would be prohibited for a judge to
trick a swindling claimant or two disputants in order to clarify the
truth. However, once again the punctuation INDICTATES that it is
permitted or prohibited.

567. "You shall not bear false witness against your
neighbor" (Shemot 20:13). Here there is no tonal pause, indicating
that this is always forbidden. The Holy One, blessed be He, has
placed supernal mysteries in all the words of Torah and instructed
mankind how to strive towards perfection through it, as it is written:
"I am Hashem your Elohim who teaches you for your profit, who
leads you by the way that you should go" (Yeshayah 48:17).

568. Also in the commandment: "You shall not covet" (Ibid. 17), the
tonal pause is absent. If you say that even desiring Torah is
forbidden, due to the absence of the punctuation, come and behold:
the previous prohibitions were stated in a general manner. However,
specific details were stated in regards to this prohibition, as it is
written: "Your neighbor's house, his field, or his
manservant..." (Devarim 5:18). The prohibition extends ONLY
towards material possessions, thus excluding the Torah, which is
forever desirable. It is delight and eternal life in this world and the
World to Come.

569. The Ten Commandments of the Torah contain the essence of all
celestial and terrestrial commandments, the essence of the ten
sayings of Creation. They were engraved on tablets of stone and all
the hidden things in them were seen by everybody's eyes, so as to
conceive and behold the secret of the 613 commandments of the
Torah. Everything was revealed to their eyes, through
understanding, to the attentive hearts of all of Yisrael. Everything
shone before their eyes.
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570. At that hour, all the mysteries of the Torah were revealed. No
mystery of heaven and earth was held back from them, for they saw
the splendor of the glory of their Master; that which has never
occurred since the creation of the world: the revelation of the glory
of the Holy One, blessed be He, upon Mount Sinai.

571. You might say that we learned that upon the crossing of the Red
Sea, even a maid-servant saw more than the prophet Ezekiel - THAT
IT RESEMBLED the day when Yisrael stood upon Mount Sinai. This
is not so. For on this day all the dross was removed from them, and
their bodies became as lucent as the angels above when they are
clothed in radiant garments for the accomplishments of their
Master's mission.

572. They penetrated fire without fear wearing those radiant
garments, as we have read concerning the angel who appeared to
Manoach, who entered a flame and ascended to heaven, as it is
written: "The angel of Hashem ascended in the flame of the
altar" (Shoftim 13:20). When all the impurity was removed from
Yisrael, their bodies became lucent, without any impurity
whatsoever, and the souls within the bodies were as bright as the
splendor of the sky, ready to receive light.

573. Such was the state of Yisrael when they beheld the glory of their
Master. It was not thus at the Red Sea, when the filth had not yet
been removed from them. There, at Mount Sinai, when impurity was
removed from their bodies, even the embryos in their mother's
wombs could observe their Master's glory, and everyone received
according to his worth.

574. On that day the Holy One, blessed be He, rejoiced more than on
any previous day since He had created the world, for the world had
no proper existence before Yisrael received the Torah, as it is
written: "If my Covenant be not day and night, it is as if I had not
made the ordinances of heaven and earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25).

575. Once Yisrael received the Torah on Mount Sinai, the world was
completely sweetened and heaven and earth received a proper
foundation. And the Holy One, blessed be He, was made known both
above and below, and He was exalted in His glory over all.
Concerning that day it is written: "Hashem reigns, He is clothed with
majesty, Hashem is robed, he has girded Himself with
strength" (Tehilim 92:1), and "strength" is the Torah, as it is written:
"Hashem gives strength to His people, Hashem blesses His people
with peace" (Tehilim 29:11).
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1. "And these are the judgments which you shall set before them"
Rabbi Shimon says that the title verse refers to the rules concerning reincarnation - the judgments of souls that are to be sentenced according to
their punishable acts.
1. Rabbi Shimon opened with the words, "And these are the
judgments which you shall set before them" (Shemot 21:1). ALSO IN
THE ARAMAIC TRANSLATION, IT SPEAKS OF JUDGMENTS. These
are the rules concerning reincarnation, NAMELY, the judgments of
souls that INCARNATE AGAIN IN THIS WORLD to be sentenced each
according to its punishable acts.

2. "If you buy a Hebrew servant..."
Rabbi Shimon continues by saying that unperfected souls are forced to be born again until they have finished correcting the six levels of Chesed,
Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod. Only when they are from the aspect of the seventh, the Shechinah, are they allowed to go free. We learn of
the three souls: the one called a maidservant, the one called a handmaid, and the one called the King's daughter. Rabbi Shimon also speaks of the
maidservant, that is the Neshamah of Briyah, the manservant, that is the Ruach of Yetzirah, and the handmaid of the King's daughter, that is the
Nefesh of Asiyah. A righteous man can also be given a Nefesh of Atzilut and a Ruach of Atzilut and even a Neshamah from the aspect of Aba and
Ima. If he has more merit he is given Yud Hei Vav Hei which is the secret of man in the upper way of Atzilut. Then he is named after the image of his
Master, and will "have dominion over the fish of the sea." He will have power throughout the firmaments.
2. "If you buy a Hebrew servant, six years he shall serve, and in the
seventh he shall go out free" (Shemot 21:2). RABBI SHIMON SAID
TO THEM, friends, the time has come to reveal some hidden
mysteries concerning incarnation. "If you buy a Hebrew servant, six
years he shall serve," NAMELY, the soul is required to incarnate,
EITHER BECAUSE OF SINS, OR BECAUSE IT HAD NOT
COMPLETELY FULFILLED DURING ITS LIFETIME THE TORAH AND
THE PRECEPTS. IT IS FORCED TO COME BACK TO THIS WORLD
AND DON A BODY, THAT IS, TO BE BORN AGAIN AND FINISH
WHAT WAS IMPOSED ON IT FOR THE SEVENTY YEARS OF LIFE IN
THIS WORLD. If it is of the aspect of THE ANGEL Metatron IN THE
WORLD OF BRIYAH, which comprises six levels OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, it is written of it,
"six years he shall serve." It is required to incarnate only until IT
FINISHES correcting the six levels, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, of the same place whence it was
taken, NAMELY METATRON.
3. But if the soul is from the aspect of the Shechinah, which is
seventh, NAMELY MALCHUT OF ATZILUT THAT IS SEVENTH TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, surely it
is written OF IT, "and in the seventh he shall go out free." For no
work pertains to a righteous man, WHO MERITS A SOUL FROM
MALCHHUT OF ATZILUT, AS HE IS OF THE ASPECT OF SHABBAT,
TO WHICH NO WORK, NAMELY EXTRACTING MOCHIN, APPLIES.
Since no work or enslavement are affixed to him, it says of the soul
that originates there, "and in the seventh he shall go out free;" no
enslavement binds it.
4. In the meanwhile, behold an old sage coming down to him. He
said to him, Rabbi, if this is so, what about the addition of the soul
that is derived from it, of which it says, "in it you shall not do any
work, you, nor your son, nor your daughter, your manservant, nor
your maidservant..." (Shemot 20:10)?
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5. RABBI SHIMON said to him, old man, do you ask this?! Assuredly
it was said of the soul of a righteous man, WHICH IS FROM ATZILUT,
that though it had to come down to incarnate in all these, NAMELY,
even in a manservant or a maidservant, or cattle, which are Wheels,
NAMELY IN THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, or in any other living creatures
whence human souls originate, it is written of it, "you shall not do
any work." This is the meaning of, "you shall not compel him to work
as a bondservant" (Vayikra 25:39), NAMELY you shall not compel a
righteous man, who is Shabbat, to work as a bondservant,
METATRON, who is a weekday.

6. Yet old man, Shabbat is an only daughter, NAMELY MALCHUT,
and the soulmate of the righteous, who is ALSO Shabbat, NAMELY,
ACCORDING TO THE VERSE, "AND IN THE SEVENTH HE SHALL GO
OUT FREE." If this is so, what is the meaning of, "If he take another
wife" (Shemot 21:10)? He said to him, a distinction should be made
there. She is the secular part of Shabbat, AND THE VERSE, "IF HE
TAKE ANOTHER WIFE," REFERS TO IT. For there is another KIND
OF NON-HOLINESS that is not the secular part of Shabbat but of the
impure handmaid. He said to him, so what is the secular part of
Shabbat? He said to him, it is the maidservant IN BRIYAH, who is the
body of the only daughter, as the only daughter, WHO IS MALCHUT
OF ATZILUT, IS CLOTHED IN IT AS A SOUL IN A BODY. It is of it that
it says, "If he take another wife."
7. Come and see, there is a soul called a maidservant, a soul that is
called a handmaid and a soul that is called the King's daughter.
EACH IS NAMED AFTER THE PLACE WHENCE IT ORIGINATES, OR
WHERE IT INCARNATES. There is a man here, NAMELY, A MAN
THAT SELLS HIS DAUGHTER FOR A MAIDSERVANT, of whom it
says, "Hashem is a man of war" (Shemot 15:3), NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
OF ATZILUT, and a man, of whom it says, "and the man
Gabriel" (Daniel 9:21) IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH. THIS IS THE
MEANING OF, "AND IF A MAN," THAT IS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, "SELL HIS DAUGHTER TO BE A MAIDSERVANT" (SHEMOT
21:7), NAMELY, THE SOUL OF ATZILUT CALLED "THE ONLY ONE
OF HER MOTHER" (SHIR HASHIRIM 6:9), TO INCARNATE IN THE
WORLD OF BRIYAH, TO WHICH BELONGS THE ASPECT OF THE
BODY OF THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED A MAIDSERVANT.
8. For this reason, if the soul that requires incarnation is the
daughter of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY, DRAWN FROM
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, it must not be thought of that it would be
sold to a foreign body OF THE KLIPAH, where the Evil Inclination of
the aspect of Samael rules. Heaven forbid ONE WOULD SAY SO, for
it is written, "I am Hashem, that is My name; and My glory will I not
give to another" (Yeshayah 42:8), which is the Evil Inclination. FOR
IF THE SOUL IS FROM ATZILUT, EVEN THOUGH IT INCARNATES
INTO THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, NO WORK OR ENSLAVEMENT TO
THE KLIPOT APPLIES TO IT, AS MENTIONED.
9. And if you ask whether the body where the King's daughter
abides, WHICH IS CALLED A MAIDSERVANT, is sold to the lower
crowns of impurity, heaven forbid! It says of it, "the land shall not be
sold for ever; for the land is Mine" (Vayikra 25:23). The body of the
King's daughter is Metatron, and the body is the Shechinah's
maidservant, WHICH THE SHECHINAH DONS. And though the King's
daughter's soul is trapped there, incarnating there, it is written of it,
"And if a man sell his daughter to be a maidservant, she shall not go
out as the menservants do."
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10. Also, "And if a man sell" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He,
and "his daughter" is Yisrael, who are from the aspect of the only
daughter. THAT IS, SINCE THEY ARE DRAWN FROM MALCHUT, they
are called His daughter. And if you argue that they will go out IN THE
FUTURE like those WHO LEFT EGYPT, WHO WERE from the aspect
of the servant Metatron, who were fleeing Egypt, IT SAYS OF IT, "she
shall not go out as the menservants do." This is the meaning of, "For
you shall not go out with haste, nor go by flight" (Yeshayah 52:12).

11. Come and see, when a man is born, he is given a Nefesh of the
animal element from the side of purity, from those that are called the
holy Wheels, NAMELY FROM THE WORLD OF ASIYAH. If he gains
further merit, he is given a Ruach from the aspect of the holy living
creatures, NAMELY FROM THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH. If he merits
further, he is given a Neshamah from the part of the throne, NAMELY
FROM THE WORLD OF BRIYAH. These three are the maidservant,
the manservant and the handmaid of the King's daughter. THEY ARE
NESHAMAH, RUACH AND NEFESH FROM THE EXPANDING OF
MALCHUT THROUGH BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. THE
MAIDSERVANT IS THE NESHAMAH OF BRIYAH, THE MANSERVANT
THE RUACH OF YETZIRAH AND THE HANDMAID IS THE NEFESH OF
ASIYAH.
12. If he gains further merit, he is given a Nefesh of the path of
Atzilut, from the part of the only daughter called the King's daughter,
NAMELY MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. If he is more meritorious, he is
given Ruach of Atzilut from the side of the Central Pillar THAT IS
ZEIR ANPIN and he is called a child of the Holy One, blessed be He.
That is the meaning of, "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). If he has more merit he is given a Neshamah
from the aspect of Aba and Ima, WHICH ARE BINAH, as written, "and
breathed into his nostrils the breath (lit. 'NESHAMAH') of
life" (Beresheet 2:7). What is life? It is Yah, WHICH ARE ABA AND
IMA, of whom it says, "Let everything that has breath (lit.
'NESHAMAH') praise Yah (Yud Hei)" (Tehilim 150:6). With them, the
name of Yud Hei Vav Hei is completed. FOR RUACH AND NEFESH
OF ATZILUT ARE VAV HEI AND NESHAMAH OF ATZILUT IS YUD
HEI, THUS FORMING TOGETHER YUD HEI VAV HEI.
13. If he has more merit, he is given Yud Hei Vav Hei fully spelled
THUS: Yud Vav Dalet, Hei ALEPH, Vav ALEPH Vav, Hei ALEPH,
which is the secret of man, WHICH NUMERICAL VALUE IS 45, in the
upper way of Atzilut. THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN WHEN HE IS A GARMENT
TO SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS
THOSE OF 'THE POWER OF (HEB. KO'ACH) MEM HEI'. And he is
named after the image of his Master, and it says of him, "and have
dominion over the fish of the sea..." (Beresheet 1:28). He has power
throughout the firmaments, over all the Wheels, Serafim and living
creatures, and over all the hosts and legions above and below.
Hence, when one merits the Nefesh of the aspect of the only
daughter, it says of him, "she shall not go out as the menservants
do."

3. The old sage (Saba)
Rabbi Yosi recounts to Rabbi Chiya a number of annoying riddles that had been posed to him by an old merchant with whom he had traveled on a
voyage. The two rabbis call for the merchant to speak to them. The merchant says that there are matters of wisdom hidden in every subject of the
Torah, all of which require interpretation. He goes on to speak about the verse "And if a priest's daughter be married to a stranger", telling how the
soul is drawn from Binah and clothed with Chesed that puts them into the Tree of Life; then the souls soar from there and enter the treasury,
Malchut. He says that it is important to know how to be careful when attracting a soul into a body during intercourse. During our lives we must
conduct ourselves to the good side so that the great scales are balanced and tipped to the good side.
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14. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi met one night in a tower in Tyre and
lodged there. They rejoiced in each other. Rabbi Yosi said, how glad
I am to have seen the face of the Shechinah, for the whole way I was
annoyed by a certain old merchant, who questioned me throughout
the voyage.

15. HE ASKED ME who is the serpent that soared in the air and goes
on in separation so that in the meantime there is rest to a certain ant
that lies in its jaws. It starts connected and ends up divided. And
what is an eagle that nests in a tree that does not exist; its stolen
young are not creatures, because there were created where they
were not created. When they go up they go down and when they go
down they go up; two that are one and one that is three. What is a
beautiful eyeless maiden, whose body is hidden yet revealed, who
goes out during the morning and covers herself during the day, and
adorns herself with nonexistent adornment.

16. He asks me all that along the way and I was annoyed. Now I have
rest. Had we been together, we would have delved into the words of
the Torah, instead of my dealing with other vain things. Rabbi Chiya
said, do you know that old merchant? He said to him, I know that his
words are senseless, for had he known he would have expounded
with the Torah and the way would not have been spent aimlessly.
Rabbi Chiya said, the merchant is here. Sometimes one may find
golden bells, THAT IS, GOLDEN TONGUES in vain people. He said to
him, he is here and gives his ass fodder.

17. They called for him and he came before them. He said to them,
now two are three, BECAUSE AFTER JOINING THEM THERE ARE
THREE; and three are as one, AS THEY JOINED TOGETHER. Rabbi
Yosi said, did I not tell you that his words are senseless and empty?
He sat before them.

18. He said to them, gentlemen, I have become a merchant but a
while ago. At first I was not a merchant but I had a young child,
whom I placed in school and wanted him to study Torah.
THEREFORE I BECAME A MERCHANT SO I COULD SUPPORT HIM.
When I find one of the sages travelling, I lead my donkeys after him.
Today I have thought I would hear new expositions of the Torah, but
have heard nothing.
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19. Rabbi Yosi said, in all your words, I wondered about one only.
Either you spoke in jest or these words are worthless. The old man
asked, what is that? RABBI YOSI SAID, a beautiful eyeless maiden,
etc.

20. The old man opened with, "Hashem is on my side: I will not fear:
what can a man do to me? Hashem takes my part with those who
help me...It is better to take refuge in Hashem..." (Tehilim 118:6-8).
How goodly, pleasant, precious and lofty are the words of Torah.
And I, how could I say before these sages that I have heard from
them not even one word until now? Yet I should speak up, because I
am not ashamed to speak words of Torah in public.

21. That old man wrapped himself, and spoke, "And if a priest's
daughter be married to a stranger, she may not eat of an offering of
the holy things" (Vayikra 22:12). This verse is followed by another,
"But if a priest's daughter be a widow, or divorced, and have no
child, and has returned to her father's house, as in her youth, she
shall eat of her father's bread: but no stranger shall eat of it" (Ibid.
13). These verses may be understood literally, yet the words of the
Torah are undisclosed, AS THERE ARE SECRETS IN EACH AND
EVERY MATTER.

22. And many are the matters of wisdom hidden in each and every
subject in the Torah, which are known to the wise who know the
ways of the Torah. For the Torah is not the context of dreams
handed to those who interpret them, or follow the mouth of the
interpreter, yet they have to be interpreted according to their ways.
And if dream matters need interpreting according to their ways, how
much more so the words of the Torah, the delights of the Holy King,
needs to be followed in the true path, as written, "for the ways of
Hashem are right..." (Hoshea 14:10).

23. Now we should say, "a priest's daughter" is the supernal
Neshamah, the daughter of the patriarch Abraham, the first of
converts, WHO IS CHESED. He attracts this Neshamah from a
supernal place, THAT IS BINAH. HE ASKS, what is the difference
between the verses, "And the daughter of any priest" (Vayikra 21:9),
and "And if a priest's daughter"? HE ANSWERS, some priests are
called 'any priest' but not a real priest. In the same way, there is a
priest, an aid and a high priest, and a priest that is not high. A mere
priest is higher than any priest. THEREFORE THERE ARE GRADES
TO THE SOUL, there are Neshamah, Ruach and Nefesh. THE HIGH
PRIEST IS THE NESHAMAH, A PRIEST IS RUACH AND ANY PRIEST
IS NEFESH.
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24. "And if a priest's daughter be married to a stranger": this is the
holy Neshamah that is drawn from a lofty place, WHICH IS BINAH,
and enters into the closure of the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
And when the Ruach (or 'wind') of the high priest, WHICH IS
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, blows and bestows souls, THAT IS,
CLOTHES THE SOULS WITH CHESED AND PUTS THEM in that tree,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, the souls soar from them and enter a
treasury, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

25. Woe to the world, for people do not know how to be careful when
attracting A SOUL INTO A BODY DURING INTERCOURSE by means
of the Evil Inclination, which is a stranger. And that priest's
daughter, WHICH IS THE SOUL, flies down and finds an edifice,
NAMELY A BODY, in a strange man. Since this is the will of its
Master, it goes in there to be subdued and has no power, and is not
perfected in this world upon its leaving it. It "may not eat of an
offering of the holy things," like the other souls that reached
perfection in this world.

26. There is something else to this verse, "And if a priest's daughter
be married to a stranger." The holy soul is ashamed to be married to
a stranger, that is, it is drawn upon a converted proselyte and flies to
it from the Garden of Eden in a hidden way, to the edifice, NAMELY
THE BODY, that is built of the impure foreskin, SINCE ITS FATHERS
WERE NOT CIRCUMCISED. This is the meaning of "a stranger."

27. This is the loftiest secret. On a pillar set for weighing, in the
midst of the blowing air, there are scales on the one side, THE
RIGHT, and other scales on the other, THE LEFT; true scales on this
RIGHT side, and false scales on that LEFT side. These scales are
never quiet. The souls go up and down, come and return BY MEANS
OF THESE SCALES. Some souls are wronged, when the man OF
THE OTHER SIDE has power over the man OF HOLINESS, as written,
"a time when one man rules over another to his own hurt" (Kohelet
8:9), assuredly to his own hurt.

28. But the soul that was married to the Other Side CALLED a
stranger and was wronged by it, it is "to his own hurt," that of the
stranger. And it, "may not eat of an offering of the holy things," AS
THE OTHER SOULS, until the Holy One, blessed be He, does with it
that which is to be done, THAT IS, HE CORRECTS IT, AS SHALL BE
EXPLAINED. CONCERNING THIS the verse says, "And if a priest's
daughter be married to a stranger," it shall be so, THAT IT "MAY NOT
EAT OF AN OFFERING OF THE HOLY THINGS."

29. There is a secret here about the way souls are wronged. For
everything in this world is guided by the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil, WHICH IS MALCHUT. When people in the world conduct
themselves according to the good side, RECONCILED BY THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, the scales are balanced and are tipped to the
good side. When they conduct themselves according to the Evil
Side, the scales tip to that side, THE OTHER SIDE, which takes all
the souls that were on the scales at that time and wrongs them.
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30. But it is "to his own hurt," THE OTHER SIDE'S, because those
souls subdue all they find of the Evil Side and consume it. And
indicative for that is the holy Ark, which was violated by the
Philistines who had power over it to their own hurt, SINCE THEY
AND THEIR DEITIES WERE PLAGUED BY IT. Here too, the souls
wronged by the Other Side, it is to its own hurt.

31. We have seen in ancient books what had come of these wronged
souls. Some of them were righteous of the nations. These are
bastard scholars, and bastard scholars are better than ignorant high
priests, and are more valuable in the world, even though THE HIGH
PRIEST enters the innermost HOLY OF HOLIES. The old man wept
for a moment. The friends were amazed and said nothing.

32. The old man opened with, "If she please not her master, who has
designated her for himself, then shall he let her be redeemed, to sell
her to a strange nation..." (Shemot 21:8). This passage was said in
relation to this hidden matter OF WRONGED SOULS, "And if a man
sell his daughter to be a maidservant, she shall not go out as the
menservants do. If she pleases not..." (Ibid. 7). Master of the
Universe, who will not fear You, who governs all the kings in the
world, as written, "Who would not fear You, O King of the nations?
For to You it is fitting..." (Yirmeyah 10:7).

33. How many people in the world read wrong and err in this verse.
They all recite it, yet they do not rightly explain the verse. Is the Holy
One, blessed be He, called the King of the nations? Yet He is the
King of Yisrael. And He is also named in the verse, "When the most
High divided to the nations their inheritance" (Devarim 32:8), and,
"For Hashem's portion is His people" (Ibid. 9). So He is called the
King of Yisrael. If you argue that He is called the King of the nations,
it is to their advantage that the Holy One, blessed be He, reigns over
them instead, as it is said, that they were given to His ministers and
appointed officers.

34. Moreover, the end of the passage states, "for among all the wise
men of the nations, and in all their kingdoms, there is none like
You..." (Yirmeyah 10:7). All this praise is directed to the other
nations. It is wonder that they are not raised in this verse to the
highest heaven. AS THE VERSE GIVES THEIR SAGES AND
KINGDOMS SOME RELATION TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO SAY THAT HE IS GREATER THAN THEY.
But the Holy One, blessed be He, blinds their eyes so they do not
know Him at all, which is what we say that they are all nothing, less
than nothing and vanity, as written, "All nations before Him are as
nothing; and they are counted to Him less than nothing, and
vanity" (Yeshayah 40:7). Yet the verse gives them great and precious
importance IN SAYING THAT AMONG ALL THE SAGES OF THE
NATIONS AND THROUGHOUT THEIR KINGDOM THERE IS NONE
LIKE YOU.
The merchant talks about the greatness of God, and how he is
falsely compared to the sages of the various nations. We hear of the
names Elohim, Yud Hei Vav Hei fully spelled out, King of the Nations,
and Hashem. "For among all the wise men of the nations, and in all
their kingdoms, there is none like You."
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35. Rabbi Chiya said to him, yet it is written, "Elohim reigns over the
nations..." (Tehilim 47:9). He told him, I see that you were behind
their wall, and came out with this verse to support them. I should
have answered first to all that I said, but since I have found you on
the way, I will remove you from there and thence I will move
everything.

36. Come and see, all these names and appellations to the names of
the Holy One, blessed be He, expand to their paths, and are clothed
in each other, and separate into specific ways and paths except for
one name, that is more refined than any other name, which He
bequeathed to the unique people, the most purified of the other
nations. It is Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph, as
written, "For Hashem's portion is His people," and "But you that did
cleave of Hashem" (Devarim 4:4), CLEAVING to this very name more
than to any other name.

37. There is one name, of all His names, that extends into several
ways and paths, called Elohim. He bequeathed this name, and it was
divided among the lower beings in this world. This name was divided
among the ministers and the appointed officers that lead the other
nations, as written, "And Elohim came to Bilaam at night" (Bemidbar
22:20), and "But Elohim came to Abimelech in a dream by
night" (Beresheet 20:3). Also every minister that the Holy One,
blessed be He, had designated to the other nations, are part of this
name. Even idolatry is called by this name. And this name reigned
over the nations, and not the name that reigned over Yisrael, WHICH
IS THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, which is unique to the unique
nations, the people of Yisrael, the holy nation.

38. But if you argue that we can explain the verse, "Who would not
fear You, O King of the nations?" that the name that is king of the
nations is Elohim, as fear pertains to it, and Judgment abides in it,
this is not so. It was not said in this context, for otherwise even
idolatry would be included in that, IN "WHO WOULD NOT FEAR
YOU," AS EVEN IDOLATRY IS CALLED ELOHIM.
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39. But once the wall behind which you were leaning is torn down,
the verse prevails after some observation. "Who would not fear You,
O King of the nations?" If you would say it refers to the Holy One,
blessed be He, as the King of the nations, it is not so. But THE
EXPLANATION IS, What king of the nations would not fear You, nor
be in awe of You or tremble before You? IT IS AS IF IT WERE
WRITTEN, 'What king of the nations would not fear You?' Similarly,
"Haleluyah! Give praise, O servants of Hashem, praise the name of
Hashem" (Tehilim 113:1). Whoever hears it does not know what it
means. After saying Haleluyah, IT SAYS also, "Give praise, O (or:
'to') servants of Hashem." It should have been written, 'Servants of
Hashem, praise the name of Hashem'. BUT YET IT IS NECESSARY,
FOR THOUGH IT FIRST SAYS HALELUYAH, THE SUBJECT IS THE
SERVANTS OF HASHEM. Here too, THOUGH IT SAYS FIRST "WHO
WOULD NOT FEAR YOU," THE SUBJECT IS 'THE KING OF THE
NATIONS'. IT IS AS IF it were written, 'Who among the kings of the
nations would not fear You'. It was all said properly.

40. "For among all the wise men of the nations, and in all their
kingdoms, there is none like You..." means, what is the phrase
spread among them in their wisdom - it is "there is none like You,"
and they all acknowledge that. When they see in their wisdom Your
deeds and mighty actions, this phrase spreads among them and
they say, "there is none like You." THE LESSON OF THE VERSE IS
THAT among all the sages of the nations and throughout their
kingdoms, they say "there is none like You," and it is known among
them. The friends rejoiced and wept, but said nothing. He too wept
again.
We learn about idolatry and about the soul that incarnates for evil
deeds in the world, as alluded to in "And if a man sell his daughter to
be a maidservant". When God sees that a child will turn bad later in
life he gathers it in to Himself while it is still young and fragrant. The
merchant says that when God created the world he also created all
the souls that would later be incarnated into bodies, and that even
when souls do not wish to come to the world he makes them do so,
since that is why they were created. When the time comes to depart
from the world the soul must be free, refined and cleansed so that
God can be pleased with it and reward it in the Garden of Eden. The
souls are entered into the King's book, where they are recorded with
their names. If the soul was soiled, and not worthy, it is met by
strange camps of demons who bring it to Gehenom. Pure souls are
protected by the garment that is spread on them, which is the name
Eloha. We hear that the souls of the beloved enter into the chamber
of love, which is situated underneath the Holy of Holies of Briyah, in
the hidden firmament. The Holy One, blessed be He, finds that holy
soul there, and raises it with up with Him in delight.
41. He opened with, "So she said to Abraham, Cast out this
bondwoman and her son..." (Beresheet 21:10). The friends have
remarked that Sarah wanted to remove idolatry from the house.
Therefore it is written, "all that Sarah has said to you, hearken to her
voice" (Ibid. 12), AS THE BONDWOMAN IS CONSIDERED IDOLATRY.
Here it is written, "And if a man sell his daughter to be a
maidservant" (Shemot 21:7), namely, the soul that incarnates for evil
deeds in the world. "To be a maidservant" refers to that other side of
the evil incarnation of the scales that reverted INTO FALSE SCALES
AS MENTIONED, and it is wronged BY THE OTHER SIDE. In taking it
out of there, it "shall not go out as the menservants do" (Ibid. 8),
which are the wronged souls, BUT IT RECEIVES A CROWN ON ITS
HEAD, AS WILL BE SAID.
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42. HE ASKS, who are THE SOULS mentioned here, AND ANSWERS,
this is a secret. These are the souls of young children, who suckle
on their mothers' strength. The Holy One, blessed be He, sees that if
they will live in the world they will be bad smelling and turn sour like
vinegar. THEREFORE He gathers them when they are still young and
emit good fragrance.

43. What does THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, do He allows them
to be wronged by the hands of the bondwoman, who is Lilit. Once
they are placed under her power, she rejoices in that child and
oppresses him. She takes him away from the world while he is still
suckling on his mother's strength.

44. If you argue that these souls will do good in the world, it is not
so, as written, "If she please not her master" (Shemot 21:8), as that
man will turn sour by it after some time, if he will go on living. This
soul is oppressed, while another is not. Of these it is written, "and
considered all the oppressions" (Kohelet 4:1). That is the meaning
of, "If she please not her master."

45. "Who has designated her for himself (Heb. lo)" (Shemot 21:8).
The word 'lo' is spelled with Aleph to mean not. If you say the Holy
One, blessed be He, gave it to the Other Side from the first day of its
existence, it is not so. For now with the turnings of the scales, He
"has designated her for himself," 'lo' being pronounced as with Vav
to mean for himself, which it was not before.

46. "Then shall he let her be redeemed" (Ibid.). What is the meaning
of that? HE ANSWERS, the Holy One, blessed be He, redeems it now,
WHILE it still emits GOOD fragrance, before it turns sour. He raises it
to the highest skies to His Yeshivah. If you say that since it was
wronged by the Other Side, He hands it, as was said, to scholarly
bastards and to the righteous of the nations, the verse proves that,
"to sell her to a strange nation he shall have no power, seeing he
has dealt deceitfully with her" (Ibid.), as He oppressed it with the
turning of the scales. But assuredly He will give it to Yisrael and to
no other. When it emerges from the scales, it "shall not go out as the
menservants do," but is given a crown high on its head.

47. If you say that that side comes in the child, WHICH MEANS IT
HAS POWER OVER HIS SOUL, it is not so. But it takes the soul and
rejoices in it. He flies out of its hands and enters that place OF THE
OTHER SIDE, where it visits that child. It is delighted with it and
mocks it, lusting after that flesh, so that the Holy One, blessed be
He, takes its soul while it TAKES its body. After that everything is
under the control of the Holy One, blessed be He.
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48. Come and see, "she shall not go out as the menservants do." HE
ASKS, what is the meaning of, "GO OUT AS THE MENSERVANTS,"
AND ANSWERS, when it leaves the scales and that side with joy, the
Holy One, blessed be He marks it and seals it with a certain ring,
spreads on it His precious garment, which is the Holy Name Eloha.
That is the meaning of, "he has dealt deceitfully with her (also: 'his
garment is with her')," that is, while the precious garment of the King
is on it. Since His garment is upon it, it is written, "to sell her to a
strange nation he shall have no power."

49. This is the meaning of, "as in the days when Eloha preserved
me" (Iyov 29:2), WHICH REFERS TO THE PRECIOUS GARMENT
CALLED ELOHA, AS MENTIONED. It is in reference to this secret
that it is written here, "to sell her to a strange nation he shall have no
power, seeing that his garment is with her." It is because the
precious garment of the King is upon it, since "His garment is with
her" then "to sell her to a strange nation he shall have no power."
50. HE ASKS, what of the dominion that side has over that soul. FOR
HE SAID THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, GIVES
PERMISSION TO THE OTHER SIDE TO WRONG THAT SOUL. HE
ANSWERS, come and see, the people in the world are all under the
dominion of the holy King; they all have time TO LIVE in this world
until He wishes to raise them from the world. THE OTHER SIDE IS
NOT ALLOWED TO HARM THEM BEFORE THAT TIME. Yet as for it, it
has not SET time TO LIVE. THEREFORE it mocks and delights in that
soul AND TAKES IT AWAY FROM THIS WORLD. THUS, SINCE IT
WAS NOT ALLOTTED TIME, THE OTHER SIDE IS GIVEN
PERMISSION TO OPPRESS IT.
51. Moreover, these verses contain admonitions to people, and much
good lofty advice is present in all the words of the Torah, which are
all true and of a true way. They are known to the wise, who know and
walk the path of truth. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to
create the world, He so desired it and fashioned all the souls that will
be placed in people afterwards. And they were all fashioned before
Him in the very shape they will have later in people, and He saw each
and every one.

52. Some of them will befoul their ways in the world. When their time
comes TO DESCEND INTO THE WORLD, the Holy One, blessed be
He, summons that soul and says to it, go, enter a certain place, a
certain body. It replies to Him, Master of the Universe, I am satisfied
with the world I dwell in and shall not go into another world, where I
shall be enslaved and soiled in their midst. The Holy One, blessed be
He, said to it, ever since you were created, this is the reason why
you were created, to be in that world IN A BODY. When the soul sees
that, it descends despite itself and there enters A BODY.
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53. The Torah that gives advice to all who realize that, admonishes
the people in the world, saying, See how much the Holy One,
blessed be He, has compassion for you. He sold for free the good
gem He had, NAMELY THE SOUL, so that you will cultivate it in this
world.

54. "And if a man sell," the Holy One, blessed be He, "his daughter,"
the holy soul; "to be a maidservant," to be an enslaved maidservant
among you in this world. I pray you, when its time comes to depart
from this world, that "she shall not go out as the menservants do,"
not soiled with iniquities, but free, refined and cleansed, so that its
Master will be happy with it, praise Himself with it and give it good
reward in the brightness of the Garden of Eden. This is the meaning
of, "and satisfy your soul in drought (also: 'brightness')" (Yeshayah
58:11). THIS IS surely when the soul emerges properly clear and
clean.

55. But "If she please not her master," emerging soiled with the filth
of transgressions, and it not presentable before Him as it should,
woe to that body that was lost to the soul forever. For when the
souls ascend clear and come out cleansed from this world, each
soul enters the book in the King's bag. They are all RECORDED with
names, which says that the soul of so and so is designated to the
body it left. Then it is written, "who has designated her for himself."

56. But when it comes out not pleasing its Master, soiled in the
iniquities and filth of sins, then, "who has designated her for himself
(Heb. lo, Lamed Vav)" is pronounced as "not (Heb. lo, Lamed Aleph)
designated her," and the body is lost to it and it is not designated for
it. The exception is the soul, which Master desires, as the body
repented. Then it is written, "redeemed," as in, "Thus he will redeem
his soul from going into the pit" (Iyov 33:28). "Redeemed" refers to
man, whose advice is to redeem it and repent. And to both sides THE
VERSE SAYS, "THEN SHALL HE LET HER BE REDEEMED." THE
FIRST IS the Holy One, blessed be He, "THEN SHALL HE LET HER
BE REDEEMED" FROM GEHENOM. THE SECOND CONCERNS MAN,
who shall "let her be redeemed" by repentance, for after he repents,
the Holy One, blessed be He, redeems them from the way to
Gehenom.

57. "To sell her to a strange nation he shall have no power." HE
ASKS, what is the strange nation, AND ANSWERS, the soul is
ashamed when it departs from the world, if the man deviated from
the way together with it. It seeks to rise up to the holy camps, for
holy camps are situated on the way to the Garden of Eden and
strange camps, THAT IS, DEMONS, stand on the way to Gehenom.
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58. If that soul is worthy and the precious garment is spread on it,
NAMELY THE NAME ELOHA, many holy camps meet it to join it and
bring it to the Garden of Eden. If it is not worthy, many strange
camps meet it to bring it to Gehenom. The camps of demons will
wreak vengeance on it. For that the verse instructs, "To sell her to a
strange nation he shall have no power," to the demons, "seeing that
his garment is on her," which is the protective GARMENT, as the
Holy One, blessed be He, protects it so that a strange nation will not
rule over it through that protection spread over it, WHICH IS THE
NAME ELOHA.

59. "And if he designated her for his son" (Shemot 21:9): come and
see how much a man should beware of not turning aside from his
ways in this world. For if a man gains merit in this world and
properly guards his soul, such is a man whom the Holy One, blessed
be He, desires and is praised with every day before His retinue,
saying, see the holy child I have in that world. He did such and such,
these deeds of his are well done.

60. When this soul emerges from this world pure, clean and refined,
the Holy One, blessed be He, shines upon it many lights and
announces daily of it, 'this it the soul of so and so my child, a
keeping shall be provided for the body it left.'

61. This is the meaning of, "And if he designated her for his son, he
shall deal with her after the manner of daughters." What is "the
manner of daughters"? Here is a secret to the wise. Within the
strong rock, WHICH IS THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, in the hidden
firmament, ABOVE EVERY OTHER FIRMAMENT THERE, there is a
certain chamber called the chamber of love, WHICH IS SITUATED
UNDERNEATH THE HOLY OF HOLIES OF BRIYAH. There are hidden
treasures there, and all the kisses of the King's love are there. All the
souls beloved of the King enter there.

62. When the King enters that King's chamber, it is written of that,
"And Jacob kissed Rachel" (Beresheet 29:11), AS THE UNION OF
KISSES LIES THERE. The Holy One, blessed be He, finds that holy
soul there, and immediately hastens to kiss and embrace it, and
raises it with Him to be delighted with it.

63. This is the meaning of, "he shall deal with her after the manner of
daughters," like a father would do to his favorite daughter, kissing
her, embracing her and giving her gifts. Thus the Holy One, blessed
be He, does to the worthy soul every day, as written, "he shall deal
with her after the manner of daughters."
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64. Hence it is written, "should do such a thing for him that waits for
Him" (Yeshayah 64:3). Just as the daughter, NAMELY THE SOUL,
finished its doing in this world, so the Holy One, blessed be He,
finishes a different kind of action in the World to Come, as written,
"neither has the eye seen, that an Elohim, beside You should do
such a thing for him that waits for Him," while here it is written, "he
shall deal (do) with her." THERE IS AN ANALOGY BETWEEN THE
WORDS 'DO' IN THE VERSES. THE EYE CANNOT SEE THE DOING IN
THE SECOND VERSE AS WELL. So far. The old man prostrated
himself ON THE GROUND and prayed. He wept again.
65. He said, "If he take another" (Shemot 21:10). HE ASKS, what
does that mean, did the Holy One, blessed be He, prepare another
soul to return to the righteous in this world? Is it not the same soul
who filled to completion in this world the wishes of its Master? In
that case there is no surety to the righteous at all. What is the
meaning of, "If he take another"?

66. The old man opened with, "and the dust returns to the earth as it
was; and the spirit returns to Elohim who gave it" (Kohelet 12:7). The
friends ascribed this verse to the destruction of the Temple. "And
the dust returns to the earth as it was" here accords with the verse,
"And the Canaani was then in the land" (Beresheet 12:6). FOR
AFTER THE DESTRUCTION THE LAND RETURNED TO BE UNDER
THE RULE OF THE KLIPAH OF CANAAN AS BEFORE. "and the spirit
returns to Elohim who gave it." What does it mean, "the spirit
returns"? This is the Shechinah, which is the Holy Spirit. When the
Shechinah saw in the ten journeys She took that Yisrael do not want
to repent before the Holy One, blessed be He, and that the Other
Side rules over the Holy Land, THE SHECHINAH DEPARTED AND
RETURNED TO ELOHIM. The friends have explained it.

67. Come and see, the spirit of a righteous man is crowned with an
image in the lower Garden of Eden. On every Shabbat, holiday and
first day of the month, the spirits are crowned and take off THEIR
IMAGE OF THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN, and rise up TO THE
UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN. Just as the Holy One, blessed be He,
does to the holy soul above, so He does with this spirit below in the
lower Garden of Eden that rose before Him. He says, this is the spirit
of the body of so and so. Immediately the Holy One, blessed be He
crowns that spirit with many crowns and delights in it.

68. If you wonder if the Holy One, blessed be He, leaves His dealings
with the soul for that spirit it is not so, but, "her food, her clothing,
and her duty of marriage, shall he not diminish" (Shemot 21:10).
These are the three lofty names, as "neither has the eye seen, that
an Elohim, beside You," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH.
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69. They all abide in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, and flow
from there. One of them is "her food," which is a flowing of radiance
and light, WHICH ARE RETURNING LIGHT AND STRAIGHT LIGHT
that shines in an obscure way. It is sustenance that nourishes
everything and is called Yud Hei Vav Hei with the vowels of Elohim,
WHICH IS THE NAME OF BINAH. She'erah (Eng. 'her food'), with the
letters in a different order, becomes 'Asher Hei'. ASHER IS BINAH,
WHICH IS THE FIRST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. This is the meaning
of, "Out of Asher his bread shall be fat" (Beresheet 49:20), FOR
FOOD FLOWS FROM IT. This is the meaning of, "her food."
70. "Her clothing" is the covering the King SPREADS OVER IT,
NAMELY THE PRECIOUS GARMENT OF THE NAME ELOHA. This is
another shining flow, which always protects THE SOUL. It is the
covering of the garment of the King that Eloha spreads over it. This
is the meaning of, "he has dealt deceitfully with her (also: 'his
garment is with her')" (Shemot 21:8) always, never absent from it.
This is the meaning of, "her clothing."
71. What is "her duty of marriage"? It is a flow from the World to
Come, WHICH IS BINAH that contains everything. It is Yud Hei Vav
Hei Tzva'ot THAT IS THE NAME IN NETZACH AND HOD IN BINAH. It
shines with all the high hidden lights of the Tree of Life, where the
duty of marriage is hidden and whence it comes out with the
pleasure and yearning of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH.

72. These three must He not diminish, when it is properly worthy. If it
is not as it should be, these three are taken from it, as not even one
becomes a crown for it. Come and see, it is written, "And if he do not
these three to her" (Ibid. 11), that is, it is not worthy of them, "then
shall she go out free without money" (Ibid.), go out from Him. It is
pushed out. It is "without money," without yearning, OR LONGING,
and derives no pleasure at all.

73. Up to here the Torah admonishes, from which come every kind of
advice, and gives good advice to people. From now on, let us return
to the first subject of the lofty protection the Holy One, blessed be
He, spreads over it, THE SOUL, so it shall not be to a strange nation,
because "his garment is with her," and always protects it.

74. "And if he designated her for his son, he shall deal with her after
the manner of daughters." The old man said, friends, when you go to
that rock that supports the world, THAT IS, RABBI SHIMON, tell him
to remember the snowy day when beans were sown in 52 ways. Then
shall you recite this verse and he will tell you ITS MEANING.
The merchant turns to the question of who is the son of the Holy
One, blessed be He, explaining that at the age of thirteen a boy is
considered a son to the Congregation of Yisrael, and at the age of
twenty a man is considered to be a son of the Holy One, blessed be
He. The merchant tells of the additional soul that is attained by the
righteous on the Sabbath.
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75. The said to him, if you please, whoever opened the discussion,
let him tell it. He said to them, assuredly I knew that you were
righteous, and that you are to be intimated to as the sages are. As
for my words TO YOU, when you mention this sign TO RABBI
SHIMON, he will finish it, THAT IS, FINISH MY WORDS. Now let us
say who he is that is called the son of the Holy One, blessed be He.

76. Come and see, whoever reached thirteen years and on is
considered a son to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Whoever is twenty years old or older and gains merit in
them, is considered a son of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, as written, "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1).

77. When David was thirteen years old and gained merit on the day
he entered his fourteenth year, he wrote, "Hashem has said to me,
You are my son; this day have I begotten you" (Tehilim 2:7). What is
the reason for it? Before that, he was not His son, as the supernal
soul did not dwell on him, since he lived during the Orlah years.
Therefore it is written, "this day have I begotten you." Assuredly I
have begotten you, I and not the Other Side, as it was until now. BUT
NOW it is I alone. Upon his reaching his twentieth year, it is written
of Solomon, "For I was my father's son" (Mishlei 4:3), my own
father's NAMELY THE SON OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
FOR AT THE AGE OF TWENTY HE MERITED THE MOCHIN OF
CHAYAH, WHICH MADE HIM A SON OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, NAMELY TO ZEIR ANPIN.

78. "And if he designated her for his son," that is, since he is thirteen
years old or more, when he is no longer under the dominion of the
Other Side that comes his way. Then it is written, "he shall deal with
her after the manner of daughters." What is the manner of
daughters? HE ANSWERS, we learned that the Holy One, blessed be
He, sees daily that child under the rule of the Orlah. When he comes
out of it and goes to school to break it, goes to the synagogue to
break it, the Holy One, blessed be He, takes that soul into His room
where He gives it many gifts and offerings and adorns it with
supernal adornments until the time comes when He brings it under
the canopy into that son, NAMELY HE CLOTHES IT WITH HIM, after
his thirteenth year.

79. "If he take another": WHAT IS ANOTHER? Here there are secret
mysteries given to the sages. First I have to inform you of
something. Come and see, on Shabbat, when the day is sanctified,
souls emerge from the Tree of Life, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. These
souls blow on the lower beings, who rest for it throughout the
Shabbat day. THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE ADDITIONAL SOUL
THAT THE RIGHTEOUS ATTAIN ON SHABBAT DAY. At the end of
Shabbat, all the souls go up AGAIN to be crowned with holy crowns
above. HERE too the Holy One, blessed be He, summons for that
man ON THE DAY OF SHABBAT AN ADDITIONAL SOUL. This is the
other soul, OF WHICH THE VERSE SAYS, "IF HE TAKE ANOTHER."
And though this soul came to him, as for the soul he had before, the
food of the first one, "her clothing, and her duty of marriage, shall he
not diminish," THE MEANING OF WHICH IS according to the
explanation given.
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80. The old man wept again and said to himself, old, old man, how
much have you toiled to attain these holy matters, and now you say
them in an instance. If you contemplate sparing these matters and
not disclosing them, yet it says, "Withhold not good from those to
whom it is due, when it is in the power of your hand to do it" (Mishlei
3:27).

81. What is THE MEANING OF, "Withhold not good from those to
whom it is due"? HE SAYS, the Holy One, blessed be He, and the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, are here. For
wherever words of the Torah are spoken, the Holy One, blessed be
He, and the Congregation of Yisrael are present, and hearken to
them. Then, when THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND THE
CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL go away from the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to listen to words of Torah,
its good side is elevated and rises high, and the Holy One, blessed
be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael are crowned with that
goodness. They are those to whom it is due. THEREFORE
"WITHHOLD NOT GOOD FROM THOSE TO WHOM IT IS DUE"
REFERS TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND THE
CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL.
82. AGAIN HE SAID TO HIMSELF, old, old man, you have spoken
these words, yet you did not know whether the Holy One, blessed be
He, is here, and whether those present here are worthy of these
words. Do not fear, old man, for you have participated in several
wars with mighty men yet you had no fear, yet now you fear. Speak
up, for assuredly the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Congregation
of Yisrael are here, and those present are righteous. Otherwise, I
would not have met them, or began with these words. Speak up, old
man, speak without fear.
We hear an explanation of "Hashem my Elohim, You are very great,
You are clothed with glory and majesty," "who covers Himself with
light as with a garment," "who stretches out the heavens," "who lays
the beams of His chambers in the waters," "who makes the clouds
His chariots," "who walks upon the wings of the wind," who "makes
the winds His messengers." Next we learn about the souls of
converts that soar from the Garden of Eden.
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83. He opened up with the words, "Hashem my Elohim You are very
great, You are clothed with glory and majesty" (Tehilim 104:1).
"Hashem my Elohim" is the beginning of Faith: the rising of thought,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH,
ARE PART OF the same secret, without separation. FOR ABA AND
IMA, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, ARE TWO FRIENDS
THAT NEVER SEPARATE. "You are very great" is the beginning OF
THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, the first day, WHICH IS THE FIRST
SFIRAH, CHESED. They are ancient days, NAMELY, IT RECEIVES
FROM THE SFIROT OF ATIK, and is the right side. "Very" is the left
side, NAMELY GVURAH.
84. "You are clothed with glory and majesty": these are the two
branches of willow, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD. IT SPOKE
until here; once it reached the Tree of Life, WHICH IS TIFERET, it hid
and could not be counted, because of "very." What is "very?" It is
the left, as all the lower branches, among which is one bitter branch,
WHICH IS SAMAEL, ARE INCLUDED IN THE LEFT. Therefore the
Tree of Life hid, and did not wish to be part of the count, until it
again praised in a different manner.

85. It says, "Who covers Himself with light as with a garment" (Ibid.
2): this is the beginning of the first day, NAMELY THE FIRST
SFIRAH, CHESED. "Who stretches out the heavens" (Ibid.) IS
TIFERET THAT IS CALLED HEAVENS. Here the left side, WHICH IS
GVURAH, is included, yet it does not say 'very', for the left is
included in the right so it illumines throughout the heaven, THAT IS
TIFERET. "Who lays the beams of His chambers in the waters" (Ibid.
3). Here the Tree of Life gladly emerged, which is the tree that went
out of Eden, NAMELY TIFERET. The two branches of willow, WHICH
ARE NETZACH AND HOD, were rooted in its waters, where they
grow. This is the meaning of, "Who lays the beams of His chambers
in the waters." What are His chambers? They are the two branches
of willow, NETZACH AND HOD.

86. This is the meaning of, "and that spreads out its roots by the
river" (Yirmeyah 17:8). This is a secret mentioned in, "There is a
river, whose streams make glad the city of Elohim" (Tehilim 46:5).
Who are the streams? They are His roots, NAMELY NETZACH AND
HOD. They are so called, His beams, roots and streams. They all
grew roots in the water of the river, WHICH IS TIFERET.

87. "Who makes the clouds His chariots" (Tehilim 104:3): these are
Michael and Gabriel, who are clouds. "Who walks upon the wings of
the wind" (Ibid.) to give healing to the world. This is Refael. From
now on, He "makes the winds His messengers..." (Ibid. 4). Old, old
man, since you know these matters, speak and do not be afraid,
speak up and let the words of your mouth shine forth. The friends
rejoiced and were listening with joy to his holy words. THE OLD MAN
said TO HIMSELF, Oh old man, what have you got yourself into? You
have come into the great sea, and now you should swim to get out of
there.
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88. "If he take another" (Shemot 21:10). How many ancient
incarnations are here that were not yet revealed, which are all
properly true, for one should not turn from the true path even a
hairbreadth. First it should be commented that all the souls of the
converts soar from the Garden of Eden by a hidden path TO BE
CLOTHED IN CONVERTS. HE ASKS, once they depart from this
world, to where do the souls the converts merited return? THAT IS,
WHO RAISES THEM BACK TO THE PLACE FROM WHENCE THEY
CAME, NAMELY THE GARDEN OF EDEN?

89. But we learned that whoever seizes and takes first the
possessions of a convert WHO HAS NO HEIRS gets them. Here too,
all these holy supernal souls that the Holy One, blessed be He,
summons to come down as we said, emerge in specific times,
NAMELY ON SHABBAT, HOLIDAYS AND THE FIRST DAY OF THE
MONTH, to enjoy in the Garden of Eden where they meet the souls of
the converts. Whichever of the souls they take, they merit and clothe
themselves with it and rise. They all remain in that garment and
descend into the Garden of Eden in that garment, since all those
who stay there do so only in a garment. THUS, THOSE SOULS RAISE
THE SOULS OF THE CONVERTS BACK TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN.

90. If you say that for that garment OF THE CONVERTS' SOULS, their
former delight is diminished, it is written of it, "If he take another
wife, her food, her clothing, and her duty of marriage, shall he not
diminish." They remain in the Garden of Eden in that garment that
they were the first to take and get, NAMELY THE GARMENT MADE
OF CONVERTS' SOULS. When they rise, they strip themselves from
it, because there, ABOVE, they are not clothed.

91. The old man cried as before, and said to himself: Old, old man,
most certainly, you have reason to cry! Surely you have justification
to shed tears for each and every word. Yet it is revealed to the Holy
One, blessed be He, and His sacred Shechinah, that it is willingly
and for their worship that I speak, since they are the owners of every
word, and are adorned with them.

92. All those sacred souls, when they have descended to this world,
come with a view to finding their proper resting place within the
human being. They all come clothed with these souls OF
CONVERTS, as we have stated, and in this manner pass into the holy
seed. And with this raiment they are ready to be provided for in this
world, WITH THE PRECEPTS AND GOOD DEEDS; and when these
vestments have been satiated with the things of this world, NAMELY,
THE PRECEPTS, then these sacred souls take pleasure in the
fragrances that exude from their attire.
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93. All the esoteric functions that the Holy One, Blessed be He,
performs are committed to the sacred Torah, and all are found
therein. All concealed matters are revealed by the Torah, and
immediately thereafter are clothed with another vestment, to be
secreted therein and never to be revealed. Yet the sagacious
scholars, whose eyes are filled, even though a matter is concealed in
its vestment, can see it inside its garment. And when the matter is
revealed, before it again is concealed in its vestment, they behold it
fully; and even though it immediately passes from sight, it is never
lost to their eyes.

94. In many places, the Holy One, blessed be He, cautioned the holy
seed, NAMELY YISRAEL, to beware of the convert, since afterwards
the hidden thing came out of its case, NAMELY ITS COVERING.
Immediately after being revealed, it returned to its sheath to be
covered there.

95. Since He cautioned in relation to the convert so many times, the
matter came out of its sheath, was revealed and said, "for you know
the heart of the stranger (also: 'convert')" (Shemot 23:9), THAT IS,
BY MEANS OF THE SOULS CLOTHED IN HIM AS MENTIONED.
Immediately it is inserted in its sheath, dons its garment and hides,
as written, "seeing you were strangers in the land of Egypt" (Ibid.),
WHICH IS A SECONDARY EXPLANATION. The verse reckons that
since it is immediately clothed, none would notice it. Through the
Nefesh of the convert, the Neshamah is made aware of worldly
matters and enjoys them, BEING AN INTERMEDIARY BETWEEN THE
SOUL AND THE BODY. HENCE IT SAYS, "FOR YOU KNOW..."
The merchant says that "And Moses went into the midst of the
cloud, and went up into the mountain" means that the rainbow, that
is the secret of Malchut, stripped off her three colors and gave them
to Moses, in which garment he ascended the mountain. The old man
reminds us that the Torah reveals its secrets subtly and fleetingly to
those who love it and who pursue it with heart and soul.
96. The old man opened with the verse, "And Moses went into the
midst of the cloud, and went up into the mountain..." (Shemot 24:18).
HE ASKS, what is this cloud, AND ANSWERS, it accords with the
verse, "I have set my bow in the cloud" (Beresheet 9:13). We have
learned that this rainbow, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT
WHEN RECEIVING THE THREE COLORS, WHITE, RED AND GREEN,
FROM THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, stripped of her
clothes, THE THREE COLORS, WHITE, RED AND GREEN, and gave
them to Moses. In that garment Moses ascended to the mountain,
and from within it he saw all that he saw and took delight in all.
WHEN THE OLD MAN reached this place, the friends came to him,
NAMELY RABBI CHIYA AND RABBI YOSI, and prostrated before him.
They said, had we come into the world only to listen to these words
out of your mouth, it would have sufficed us.

97. The old man said, friends, I have not started speaking for that
alone, for an old man like me does not make ado for one thing and
does not cry out TO MAKE HIMSELF KNOWN. THAT IS, UNLIKE THE
NATURE OF AN IGNORANT PERSON, WHO, WHEN HE KNOWS
SOMETHING, CREATES A COMMOTION AND MAKES A NAME FOR
HIMSELF, ACCORDING TO THE PROVERB, 'AN EMPTY VESSEL
RATTLES THE MOST'. How confused are the people in the world,
and do not regard the Torah in the true way. The Torah calls to them
daily with love, but they do not care to turn their heads TO LISTEN
TO IT.
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98. And though I said that in the Torah the matter comes out of its
sheath to be seen little by little, and immediately hides, it is certainly
so that when it does come out of its sheath to hide forthwith, THE
TORAH does it but to those who have knowledge of it and become
knowledgeable in it.

99. This is likened to a beautiful and good-looking beloved, who
hides in the secret of her chamber. She has a lover unknown to men,
who is in hiding. That lover, for the love he bears her, passes always
around the gate to her house and looks everywhere. She knows that
her lover always goes around her house's gate so she opens a small
aperture in that hidden chamber when she stays, and reveals her
face to her lover. Then immediately she is concealed again. None of
those who were with the lover looked or observed, save the lover
alone, whose entrails, heart and soul go out to her. And he knows
that for the love she has for him, she is revealed to him for a moment
to arouse the love of him. It is so with the Torah that is revealed only
to its lover. The Torah knows that the wise-hearted paces around its
gate every day, so it reveals its face to him from within the chamber
and immediately return to its place to be hidden again. None of those
with him knew or beheld it but he himself, and his entrails, heart and
soul go after it. Hence the Torah is revealed and concealed and
lovingly goes to its lover to arouse love with him.

100. Come and see: such is the way of the Torah. At first, when it
begins to be revealed to man, it gives him a slight hint. If he
recognizes it, well, but if he does not, it sends for him and calls him
a fool. The Torah says to whoever it sends for, 'Tell that fool to come
here so I can talk to him'. This is the meaning of, "Whoever is simple,
let him turn in here: and as for him that lacks
understanding..." (Mishlei 9:16). THAT MAN approaches, and it
begins by speaking to him from behind the veil that it spreads before
him, of matters according to his understanding, until little by little he
will pay attention. This is homiletic interpretation.
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101. Afterwards it speaks with him in riddles from behind a thin
sheet. This is Hagadah. When he frequents it, it is revealed to him
face to face, and tells him all the obscure secrets and obscure ways
that were hidden in its heart since primordial days. Then that man is
a ruler, man of the Torah, the master of the house, since it revealed
to him all its secrets and has not kept or concealed from him
anything.

102. THE TORAH said to him, have you seen the allusion I gave you
in the beginning? Tt contained such and such secrets, this is the
way it is. He then sees that one must not add or diminish from the
words in the Torah. Then the literal meaning is as it is, so that not
even one letter must be added or taken away. Therefore the people
in the world must take heed to chase after the Torah and love it, as
we learned.

103. Come and see: "If he take another" (Shemot 21:10). The
incarnations in this verse are great and lofty, as all souls incarnate.
Yet people do not know the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and how the scales are placed and men judged every day at every
season, and how souls are sentenced before they come into this
world and sentenced after leaving this world.

104. How many incarnations and obscure deeds does the Holy One,
blessed be He, bestow upon naked Neshamot WITHOUT A
GARMENT OF THE TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS. And how many
naked Ruchot walk about that world, not entering the presence of
the King, and how many worlds are turned for their sakes, THAT IS,
THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE GRADES, CALLED WORLDS, IS
CHANGED FOR THEM. AND THE WORLD is turned around in many
obscure wondrous ways. Yet people do not know nor observe. And
how do souls roll (incarnate) as a stone in a sling, as written, "and
the souls of your enemies, them shall he sling out, as out of the
hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel 25:29)!
He now reveals that all the Neshamot emerge from the great strong
tree that is the river that comes out of Eden, that is Zeir Anpin, and
all the Ruchot emerge from another smaller tree that is Malchut.
They join together as male and female, and when they unite they are
called a candle as they shine forth a great light. The Neshamah is
enveloped in the Ruach so as to be there above in the Supernal
Garden of Eden in the hidden chamber; the Nefesh does not come
there, but when the Neshamah and Ruach descend to the lower
Garden of Eden they are clothed in another spirit, the soul of a
convert. The explanation turns to the concept of Levirate marriage
following the death of a man who left no children. The merchant tells
of the seven lands: Eretz (Land), Adamah (Ground), Gai (Valley),
Nishyah (Forgetfulness), Tziyah (Wilderness), Tevel (World) and Arka.
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105. Now is the time to reveal that all the Neshamot emerge from the
great strong tree, which is the river that comes out of Eden, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, and all the Ruchot emerge from another, small tree,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. A Neshamah emerges from above and a Ruach
from below, and they join together as male and female. When they
unite they shine forth a lofty light. The joining of the two is called a
candle (Heb. ner), WHICH IS MADE OF THE INITIALS OF NESHAMAH
RUACH, AS WRITTEN, "The soul of man is the candle of
Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27). What is the candle? Neshamah Ruach. The
joining of the two together is called a candle, as written OF THEM,
"The soul of man is the candle of Hashem."

106. The Neshamah and Ruach are male and female that shine
together. They do not shine without each other, and when they join,
the whole is called a candle. Then the Neshamah is enveloped in a
Ruach in order to be there above IN THE SUPERNAL GARDEN OF
EDEN in the hidden chamber, as written, "but the spirit...should faint
(or: 'envelop') before Me" (Yeshayah 57:16). It is not written, 'be
enveloped' but "envelop," WHICH MEANS IT ENVELOPS OTHERS.
The reason is that the Neshamah that I have made there, in the
UPPER Garden OF EDEN, in the hidden chamber, is enveloped and
clothed in the Ruach, as it should be.

107. Since this chamber has, and employs, only the Neshamah and
Ruach, the Nefesh does not come there. Only THE NESHAMAH is
clothed in the Ruach there. When it descends to the lower Garden of
Eden, it is clothed in another spirit that emerges from there that
dwelt there, THAT IS, THE SOULS OF THE CONVERTS. THE
NESHAMAH dwells in this world in them all and is clothed in them,
THAT IS, BOTH IN ITS OWN RUACH AND THE SOULS OF THE
COVERTS.

108. That Ruach that comes out of this world, having neither grown
nor expanded in this world, THAT IS, HAD NO CHILDREN, incarnates
and finds no rest. It incarnates in this world as a stone in a sling,
until he finds a redeemer to redeem him, THAT IS A KINSMAN TO
MARRY HIS WIFE, and places him in the very vessel he employed
and cleft to in Ruach and Nefesh, and which used to be his spouse,
spirit to spirit, NAMELY HIS WIFE. That redeemer establishes him as
before, THAT IS, BRINGS HIM INTO THE SON BORN FROM HIS
WIDOW, SO HE COMES BACK TO LIFE IN THIS WORLD AS BEFORE.
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109. The spirit he left WITH HER IN HIS PRIOR LIFE, AS SHALL BE
SAID THAT THE HUSBAND LEAVES IN HIS WIFE A SPIRIT IN HIS
PRIOR LIFE, that cleaves to that vessel, NAMELY HIS WIFE, AS IT IS
NEVER ABSENT FROM HER EVEN AFTER HIS DEMISE, is not lost.
For there is nothing in the world, be it ever so small, that has no
place or stand to hide in and go there, and it is never lost. The spirit
he left in that vessel is therefore there, and it surely follows its root
and foundation whence it came, NAMELY, THE HUSBAND WHO
DIED CHILDLESS. It brings him and establishes him in his place, that
is, the place of the spirit, which is his spouse that went out with him,
THAT IS, HIS WIFE. There he is newly built, and is now a new
creature in the world, a new spirit and a new body.

110. You may argue that the spirit IN THE BORN BABY is what it
used to be, NAMELY, THE MAN HIMSELF AND NOT THE SPIRIT HE
LEFT WITH HER WHEN HE INCARNATED BEFORE, WHICH IS BUT A
PART OF HIM. HE ANSWERS, it is so, but he is established IN THE
BORN SON only by means of the other spirit he left in that vessel,
HIS WIFE. Here is the most secret of mysteries, in the book of
Enoch. The edifice BUILT IN THE SON BORN TO THE LEVIRATE
MARRIAGE is built only by means of the other spirit he left in that
vessel, NAMELY HIS WIFE IN THE PRIOR LIFE. When it begins to be
built, THE SPIRIT attracts the naked CHILDLESS spirit and draws it
to itself. So two spirits are made there into one. Afterwards the one
becomes a Ruach and the other Neshamah, both being one.

111. If he merits to be properly purified, the two become one, so that
another, supernal Neshamah will be clothed in them. Just as other
people in the world have a spirit that the Neshamot that come first
hold on to, THAT IS, TO THE SOULS OF THE CONVERTS, and
another spirit above, and the holy Neshamah above is clothed in
both, so he too has two spirits, HIS OWN AND THE SPIRIT HE LEFT
IN HIS WIFE IN A FORMER LIFETIME, so that the supernal Neshamah
will be clothed in them.

112. HE ASKS, NOW THAT he has a body newly built BY LEVIRATE
MARRIAGE, what is made of the first body he left? Either the one or
the other is in vain. According to human understanding it seems that
the earlier body that was not completed first is lost, because it did
not acquire merit. If so, in vain was it occupied in the precepts of the
Torah, even if it dealt with but one of them. Yet we know that even
the most ignorant people of Yisrael are full to the brim with precepts.
So this one, though it was not made whole in procreating and
meriting and growing in the world, yet kept other precepts of the
Torah, and did not lose them, was it for nothing?
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113. Friends, friends, open up your eyes, for I know that you think
and know that all those bodies are noted FOR DISTINCTION in vain,
that they have no everlasting existence. This is not so, we must not
look into these matters.

114. The old man opened with, "Who can utter the mighty acts of
Hashem? Who can declare all His praise" (Tehilim 106:2). Who in the
world can speak of the mighty acts the Holy One, blessed be He,
constantly performs in the world? The first body he left is not lost. It
will exist in the future to come, for it already received punishment in
several manners. And the Holy One, blessed be He, does not
withhold the reward of any creature He created, except those who
came away from the faith in Him, and never had anything good in
them, and those who did not bow at 'Modim' IN THE AMIDAH
PRAYER. From these, the Holy One, blessed be He, makes other
creatures, as that body will not be built in a human form and will
never resurrect. But it is not so for those WHO DIED CHILDLESS.

115. If the spirit attained improvement in this world in that other
body, what did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? The spirit of the
redeemer who redeemed him, NAMELY, HIS BROTHER, that he put
in there and mixed with the spirit that was in that vessel, WHICH HIS
BROTHER LEFT IN HIS FORMER LIFE, is surely not lost. What is to
become of it, seeing there are three spirits there - the first is THE
SPIRIT that was in the vessel and remained there, THAT IS, THAT
HIS DEAD BROTHER LEFT BEHIND IN HIS LAST LIFE. Another IS
THE SPIRIT OF THE DEAD BROTHER ITSELF that is drawn there,
which was naked, CHILDLESS. Yet another is the spirit that the
redeemer put in, NAMELY THE KINSMAN, and mixed with them. For
three spirits to be there is impossible, what is to be done?

116. These are the lofty mighty acts the Holy One, blessed be He,
performs. The Soul is clothed with the spirit the redeemer put in
there, instead of the garment of converts' souls. The DEAD MAN'S
spirit, naked AND CHILDLESS, that returned there to be built ANEW,
will serve as a garment to the supernal Soul. The spirit that was
there before, which remained in that vessel, NAMELY THE SPIRIT
HER DEAD HUSBAND LEFT IN HER FROM HIS PRIOR LIFE, flies
away from there, and the Holy One, blessed be He, arranges a place
within the secret of the window in the rock behind the back of the
Garden of Eden where it hides. It rises to the former body that HE
WHO DIED CHILDLESS had before. With that spirit, that body will
rise AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. This is the one that is
two, which I mentioned.
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117. But the punishment of that body, until it rises AND
RESURRECTS, is great, since it did not merit growth BY CHILDREN,
so it is brought down into Adamah, close to Arka. FOR THERE ARE
SEVEN LANDS, ERETZ (LAND), ADAMAH (GROUND), GAI (VALLEY),
NISHYAH (FORGETFULNESS), TZIYAH (WILDERNESS), TEVEL
(WORLD). There he is punished. Then it is brought up to Tevel,
WHERE WE ARE, and it descends BACK TO ADAMAH. Now it rises
and now it descends. It has no rest, save on Shabbatot, holidays,
and the first days of months.

118. These are those that sleep in the dust of the ground. Ground IS
SO CALLED since it is from Adamah, dust IS SO CALLED since it is
from Tevel. Of those it is written, "And many of those who sleep in
the dust of the earth (Heb. adamah) shall awake, some to everlasting
life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12:2). If
the naked spirit, NAMELY THE SPIRIT OF HE WHO DIED
CHILDLESS, was worthy of coming back into the world as before IN
THE CHILD BORN TO THE LEVIRATE MARRIAGE to perfect itself, it
is meritorious. For the spirit HE LEFT IN HIS WIFE IN THE FORMER
LIFE, of which we said it was hid in the rock, will be corrected in the
former body THAT THE CHILDLESS DECEASED LEFT BEHIND. Of
these it is written, "some to everlasting life, and some to shame...",
NAMELY, all those who did not attain perfection.

119. These are the lofty mighty acts of the holy supernal King, that
nothing is lost. Even a breath has a place and rank, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, does something from it. Even a man's word,
even a voice are not in vain. Everything has place and station.

120. He who was just built, NAMELY THE CHILDLESS DEAD MAN,
WHO INCARNATED IN THE CHILD BORN TO THE LEVIRATE
MARRIAGE, and came into the world a new creature, has no
soulmate. This is why HIS SOULMATE is not announced BEFORE HE
IS BORN, because he lost his soulmate, who became his mother,
while his brother became his father.
The merchant, during these expositions, constantly berates and
questions himself about the propriety of revealing these secrets, but
then regains strength and sureness of purpose, and continues.
Now he speaks of "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold King
Solomon", saying that Zeir Anpin calls Malchut daughter, sister and
mother - everything is in her. The merchant explains at length the
complicated arrangement of souls in the dead husband, the widow
and the children of a Levirate marriage. The question of the role of
soulmates in this instance is also addressed.
121. He said to himself, old, old man, what have you done? Silence
would have been good for you. Old, old man, I have told you that you
entered the great sea without ropes or a flag. What shall you do? If
you mean to rise up, you cannot. If you intend to descend, behold
the depth of the great abyss. What shall you do? Woe, old man, woe,
it is not for you to turn back. In such times you were not wont to
weaken in strength, for you knew that no other man in the generation
would enter in a ship to the depth where you are.
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122. The son of Yochai, NAMELY RABBI SHIMON, knows how to
guard his paths. Had he entered the deep sea, he would pay
attention, before entering, how he is to pass in a certain time and
then roam in the sea. Yet you, old man, have not looked first. Now,
old man, since you are there, do not weaken in strength, nor leave
your path to roam right or left, to the length of width, to the depth or
height. Do not fear, old man, strengthen yourself in your power. How
many mighty men of strength have you broken, in how many wars
have you conquered.

123. He wept, then and opened with the verse, "Go forth, O
daughters of Zion, and behold King Solomon with the crown with
which his mother crowned him on the day of his wedding, and on the
day of the gladness of his heart" (Shir Hashirim 3:11). This verse has
been expounded and it is so, yet go forth and behold - who could
behold King Solomon (Heb. Shlomo), that is, the King that peace
(Heb. shalom) is His, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. For He is concealed from
all the celestial high armies that are in that place that, "neither has
the eye see, (that) an Elohim, beside you" (Yeshayah 64: 3), WHICH
IS BINAH. Yet you say, "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold
King Solomon." Moreover, as His glory, all the celestial angels ask,
saying, 'where is the place of His glory', WHICH IS THE
CONCEALMENT, SO WHAT IS THE GOOD OF "GO FORTH..."?

124. HE ANSWERS, yet in the words, "Go forth, O daughters of Zion,
and behold King Solomon," it is written, "with the crown," instead of
'and the crown'. For whoever sees that crown, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
sees the pleasantness of the King that the peace is His. "with which
his mother crowned him," REFERS TO MALCHUT THAT
SURROUNDS ZEIR ANPIN, for we have learned that he calls her
daughter, sister and mother. She is all that and everything is in her.
Whoever looks to know it, MALCHUT, will have knowledge of
precious wisdom.

125. THE OLD MAN SAID TO HIMSELF, what shall I do now, if I say,
yet this obscure secret must not be revealed. If I do not speak, these
righteous men will remain bereaved of this secret. The old man fell
on his face and said, "Into Your hand I commit my spirit: You have
redeemed me, Hashem El of truth" (Tehilim 31:6). The vessel below,
NAMELY THE WIDOW WHO USED TO BE THE DEAD CHILDLESS
MAN'S WIFE, AND WAS UNDER HIM, how could it be above, AND
BECOME HIS MOTHER? Her husband, NAMELY HE WHO DIED
CHILDLESS, who was above her, how could he turn to be under,
BECOMING HER SON? His spouse turns into his mother. Wonder
upon wonder, his brother is his father. If the father of the former, HIS
WIFE, would have redeemed him, AND MARRY HIS WIFE, it would
have been well. But that his brother would be his father, is not it a
wonder? Assuredly it is a world turned upside down, the upper
below and the lower above.
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126. But, "Blessed be the name of Elohim for ever and ever: for
wisdom and might are His: and He changes the times and the
seasons... He knows what is in the darkness, and the light dwells
with Him" (Daniel 2:20-22). Come and see, whoever is in a lighted
place, cannot look to see what is in the darkness. But it is not so
with the Holy One, blessed be He. He knows what is in the darkness,
even though light dwells with Him, and from within the light regards
the darkness and knows all that exists there.

127. Here we should first introduce something the ancient people
said in regard to visions at night. We learned that whoever comes
into his mother (Heb. em) in a dream should expect Binah, as
written, "if (Heb. im) you cry after wisdom (Binah)" (Mishlei 2:3). We
should check this. If the reason for this is that it is a mother THAT
HE SHOULD EXPECT BINAH, it is well. BUT it should have said that
he who sees his mother in a dream should attain Binah, but not he
who comes into his mother. Wherefore IS THAT?

128. HE ANSWERS, this is a high mystery. For he turned and rose
from below upwards. At first he was a son, NAMELY BELOW HER;
once he rose up AND CAME IN TO HER, the tree turned over so he
became part of the supernal world and ruler over her, and attained
Binah.

129. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: at first, when a man reaches his
thirteenth year, it is written, "Hashem has said to me, You are my
son; this day have I begotten you" (Tehilim 2:7), FOR HE BECAME A
SON OF MALCHUT, AND MALCHUT HIS MOTHER. Then he is under
her. Once he came over her AND BECAME HER HUSBAND, he is of
the supernal world, ZEIR ANPIN, because he rose to the grade of
Joseph, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Assuredly he merits Binah,
LIKE ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS MOCHIN OF BINAH.

130. It the same with the vessel, THE WIDOW. At first he, HER DEAD
HUSBAND, was of the grade of Joseph, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
THAT IS, the husband of the lower tree, MALCHUT. She obeys his
wishes and he rules over her, because every woman is fashioned in
the shape of the Nukva, WHICH IS the lower tree, MALCHUT. Since
he did not wish to abide in the grade of Joseph, and did not live to
use it and multiply in the world and beget offspring, BUT DIED
CHILDLESS, he went down, AND INCARNATED IN THE CHILD BORN
TO THE LEVIRATE MARRIAGE, while she, HIS WIFE, becomes his
mother. The redeemer, HIS BROTHER, received the inheritance of
Joseph that he, HIS BROTHER, had before, while he descended AND
INCARNATED IN THE BORN CHILD.
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131. Since he descended, it was fulfilled in him, "Hashem has said to
me, You are my son; this day have I begotten you," FOR HE
BECAME HER SON. The tree turned over, whatever was below that
he had power over AS A HUSBAND OVER HIS WIFE, now that he
descended TO INCARNATE IN THE CHILD BORN TO THE LEVIRATE
MARRIAGE, he, who inherited the place of Joseph, NAMELY HIS
BROTHER THE REDEEMER, is called is father, and is his father.
Everything is now in place, as it should be.

132. Before he was of the world of the male, THE ASPECT OF
JOSEPH. But he was uprooted there and is now of the world of the
female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He used to rule her but now she rules
him and he is back in the world of the female. Therefore he has no
spouse at all, and no proclamation regarding spouse is made on his
behalf, AS IS DONE FOR ANY MAN BEFORE HE IS BORN, 'THE
DAUGHTER OF SO AND SO TO SO AND SO'. For he was returned to
the world of the female.

133. If people would know the grief of the first body, which he WHO
DIED CHILDLESS left, when it is uprooted from the world of the male
and returned to the world of the female, they would know that no
grief equals that grief. He has no spouse since he is not in the place
of the male. No wife is proclaimed for him, because he is of the world
of the female. If he does have a wife, it is with mercy THROUGH
PRAYER that he meets a woman, who until now had no husband. In
relation to that we learned that 'maybe another will precede him
through mercy', the meaning of another IS THAT HE WHO DIED
CHILDLESS IS CALLED OTHER. And everything is in order.

134. Regarding this it is written, "But if a priest's daughter be a
widow, or divorced, and have no child, and has returned to her
father's house, as in her youth" (Vayikra 22:13). We have explained
the phrase 'a priest's daughter' AS THE SOUL. It is a widow from the
former body OF THE CHILDLESS DEAD MAN, 'divorced' because it
does not enter the King's curtain, because all those not of the world
of the male have no share in it. He has gone and uprooted himself
from the world of the male, so he has no share IN THE KING, ZEIR
ANPIN. Hence it is divorced; "and have no child," for had it had a
child, it would not be uprooted FROM THE WORLD OF THE MALE,
nor had it descended to the world of the female.
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135. "And has returned to her father's house": what is her father's
house? HE ANSWERS, it is the world of the female, as that world is
called her father's house. The vessel, HIS WIFE that was prepared
for his use, turned; he came down while the vessel rose up, AS
MENTIONED. "as in her youth," as in the time of which it is written,
"this day have I begotten you" (Tehilim 2:7), AS HE BECAME THE
SON OF THE FEMALE, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Assuredly "have I
begotten you" and "he shall return to the days of his youth" (Iyov
33:25), as he used to be from his thirteenth year on.

136. If it merited perfecting itself, once it "has returned to her father's
house...she shall eat of her father's bread," and partake of the
delight of the world of the female where one eats of the bread of the
noble that descends from above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN. But it cannot
behold and enjoy what the rest of the righteous enjoy, because it is a
stranger there, AS WRITTEN OF IT, "NO STRANGER SHALL EAT OF
THE HOLY THING" (VAYIKRA 22:10), SINCE THE HOLY THINGS ARE
IN THE WORLD OF THE MALE. But it does eat of the heave-offering,
because it dwells in the world of the female.

137. Since it is of the world of the female, it eats it only at night,
WHEN THE NUKVA, MALCHUT, REIGNS, as written, "And when the
sun is down, he shall be clean, and shall afterwards eat of the holy
things; because it is his food" (Ibid. 7). For the holy things that are
from the world of the male are eaten only by day, THE TIME OF THE
REIGN OF THE MALE, ZEIR ANPIN. Hence IT IS WRITTEN, "Yisrael is
holy to Hashem, the first fruits of His increase" (Yirmeyah 2:3). IT IS
CALLED FIRST, because the highest beginning of the whole world of
the male is holy, NAMELY SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT ARE THE
MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN. Whatever came out of holiness is Yisrael,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and hence, "Yisrael is holy to Hashem, the
first fruits of His increase."

138. When spirits visit the cemetery at appointed times, NAMELY
FROM NIGHTFALL UNTIL MIDNIGHT, they do not visit those WHO
DIED WITHOUT CHILDREN, since they do not attain the world of
holiness, as written, "No stranger shall eat of the holy thing," AND
THEIR SPIRITS HAVE NO ABUNDANCE TO BESTOW UPON THE
BODY IN THE CEMETERY. And if the spirit did not attain proper
correction, once it reincarnates, even in that place OF THE WORLD
OF THE FEMALE, it does not eat of the heave-offering and is
considered a stranger even to the lower world, THE FEMALE
WORLD, and does not eat in it. Up to here concerning the secret OF
LEVIRATE MARRIAGE.

139. HE SAID TO HIMSELF, old, old man, once you started to sail in
the wide sea, go as you wish in every direction in the sea. It is now
the time to reveal, for I have said that the redeemer, NAMELY THE
KINSMAN, when he comes and enters the vessel I mentioned,
NAMELY THE WIDOW, brings his spirit there and causes it to cleave
to that vessel. Thus nothing is lost, not even a breath. It is well and it
is so. Old man, if you talk and reveal, speak without fear.
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140. As for other people who depart from the world, we know that the
spirit one left in the wife he had, the spirit he placed there IN
FORMER LIFE, what has become of that spirit? And if the wife
remarries, what becomes of the spirit her first husband left in her,
seeing that another man came in to her?

141. For a spirit to coexist with a spirit is impossible. For the one
who just came in to her inserted a spirit in her, and also the first one
who is gone placed a spirit in her. The first who is gone had children,
so the current man is not a redeemer. Hence, the spirit the first
husband left in the vessel and the spirit the other who came and
brought in to her ALSO, surely cannot coexist in the body of that
woman. If you say it is lost, this is impossible, AS NOTHING IS
LOST. SO what has become of it?

142. Also, if she does not remarry, what becomes of the spirit her
husband left in her? If you argue it is lost, it is not so. All this has to
be revealed now. HE SAID TO HIMSELF, old, old man, see what you
have done, what you have got yourself into. Arise, old man, raise
your banner. Rise, old man and humble yourself before your Master.
The talk turns to "Hashem, my heart is not haughty", and we are
reminded how important it is to be humble of heart before the Holy
King, however powerful we are in the world. The merchant then
begins a section about divorce and the rules about remarriage. We
hear of persons mentioned in scripture who were reincarnations of
other named persons; for example, the merchant says that Boaz was
a reincarnation, and that good often emerges from what had been
evil.
143. The old man began with the verse, "Hashem, my heart is not
haughty, nor my eyes lofty..." (Tehilim 131:1). King David said that,
because he was a high king, ruler over all high kings and rulers from
east to west, THAT IS, THEY WERE AFRAID OF HIS POWER. Yet it
did not enter his mind to deviate from the way, and he always
humbled his heart before his Master. When he was occupied with the
Torah, he became strong as a lion, and his eyes were always cast to
the ground for fear of his Master. When he walked among the people,
he had no arrogance at all.
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144. Therefore it is written, "Hashem, my heart is not haughty..." My
heart is not haughty though I am a king and ruler over all the other
kings in the world. "Nor my eyes lofty" when I am before You,
delving in the Torah. "Nor do I exercise myself in great matters, or in
things too high for me" (Ibid.), when I walk among the people. If King
David said so, how much more so the rest of the people in the world!
And I, how humble of heart I am and lowering my eyes before the
holy King. Far be it for me to be proud in the holy matters of the
Torah! He wept and his tears fell on his beard.

145. He said TO HIMSELF, old man, weary and powerless, how
becoming are the tears on your beard, the good old man as
becoming as the precious ointment running down on the beard of
Aaron. Speak up, old man, for the holy King is here. Other people,
when they depart from the world, leaving a spirit in the vessel they
used, NAMELY THEIR WIVES, what happens to the first spirit, if she
remarries and another comes and puts another spirit in that vessel,
as I mentioned?

146. Come and see how lofty the mighty acts the holy King performs
are. Who could tell them? When the second husband comes and
inserts a spirit in that vessel, IN THE WIFE, the first spirit OF THE
FIRST HUSBAND denounces the coming spirit, and they do not get
along together.

147. For that reason the woman does not get along well with the
second husband, since the spirit of the first is tapping inside her.
She then remembers him always, weeps for him or sighs for him,
since his spirit taps in her innards like a snake, and speaks ill of the
other spirit that came from the second husband. They assail each
other a long time.

148. If the one coming FROM THE SECOND HUSBAND removes the
former spirit OF THE FIRST HUSBAND, it leaves and goes away. At
times the first pushes away the second and attacks it, until it takes it
out of the world. In relation to this we learned that from two or more,
THAT IS, AFTER HER TWO HUSBANDS DIED, a man should not
marry this woman, because the Angel of Death is strong in her. But
people do not know that once the spirit OF THE FIRST HUSBAND
prevailed and overcame the other, second spirit, AND PUSHED IT
OUT OF THE WORLD, from now on no one should mix with her.
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149. Friends, I do know that now you should raise a question and
say that in this case, the second husband died unlawfully and was
not judged from above, BUT WAS REJECTED BY THE SPIRIT OF
THE FIRST HUSBAND. Come and see, everything is according to
law, BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN DECREED ABOVE that either one
would overcome one, or that one would not attack one. He who
marries a widow is like he who enters the sea with strong winds
BLOWING, without ropes, and does not know whether he will pass in
peace or drown in the deep.

150. If the second spirit that JUST entered prevails and overcomes
the first SPIRIT, the first goes away from there and goes its way. HE
ASKS, whither does it go, and what becomes OF IT? HE SAID TO
HIMSELF, old, old man, what have you done? You thought you
would speak a little and come away, but you have entered a place
where no one else has entered since the day Do'eg and Achitofel
formed these questions of the four hundred questions they were
asking about the tower soaring in the air. None had answered them
until King Solomon came, who properly clarified each one. Old, old
man, you have come to reveal a concealed lofty secret, what have
you done?

151. Old, old man, you should have guarded your path in the
beginning and observed when you started, but now is not the time to
hide. Old man, answer with your might. Whither does the spirit go,
which left? He wept and said, friends, all these tears I wept were not
for your sakes, but I feared the Master of the universe, for revealing
hidden ways without permission. But it is known before the Holy
One, blessed be He, that is not for my own glory or the glory of my
father, but my wish is to serve Him. And I have seen the
preciousness of one of you in that world, and I know it is the same
with the other, though it has not been disclosed to me. But now I see.

152. We have learned that a man is pushed aside for another, and
they are rejected in many hidden ways. The first spirit that was
pushed aside before the second, where does it go? HE ANSWERS,
the spirit leaves and goes to roam the world unbeknownst, and goes
to the grave of that man, from whence it goes about the world, to be
seen to people in dreams. They see in a dream the image of that
man, who informs them of things according to the way of the first
spirit that came out of him. As things are in that world, it goes about
and informs so in this world.
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153. In this manner it goes about the world, always visiting that
grave, when spirits visit the graves of the bodies. THEN THE SPIRIT
ITSELF OF THE FIRST HUSBAND GOES TO THE GRAVE TO VISIT
ITS BODY. Then this spirit, WHICH IS JUST A PART OF THE MAIN
SPIRIT, joins its MAIN spirit, which is clothed in it and goes its way.
And when THE SPIRIT enters its place, it is divested of it. And it has
place in the chambers in the Garden of Eden, or outside, according
to the way of each individual. There it hides.

154. And when the spirits visit this world, the dead are engaged with
the living only by means of the attraction of that spirit, NAMELY, THE
SPIRIT THE HUSBAND LEAVES IN HIS WIFE IN THE PREVIOUS LIFE,
in which the other, MAIN spirit is clothed. If it is said that it is for the
good of the spirit, and the woman does good in every way,
BECAUSE BY MEANS OF THE SPIRIT HER HUSBAND LEFT IN HER,
THE SPIRIT IS ATTACHED TO THE LIVING, it is not so. For had she
not married another, and had the first spirit not been rejected before
the other man, THE SECOND HUSBAND, he would have derived
benefit in another way, and not TOIL in that world as he does, nor be
attached to the living in this world, roaming to and fro.

155. HE ASKS, if so, the second marriage of the woman is not
decreed from above, because you said one man is rejected before
another. HE ANSWERS, yet I say that the second husband who
married this woman, she is his very soulmate, while the first is not
her real soulmate. Therefore she is of the second, and when his time
comes AND HE MARRIES HER, the first is pushed aside from before
him. Assuredly it is so, because the spirit of the first that was in that
woman is rejected only because the second is her soulmate. THUS
THE SECOND MARRIAGE IS FROM HEAVEN.

156. All those second HUSBANDS rejected before the first
HUSBANDS, the first ones were their soulmates while the latter were
not. This is why they do not live with them, and the second spirit is
pushed from before the first spirit. Hence one says of he who
marries a widow, "and knows not that it is for his life" (Mishlei 7:23),
"For no heed is taken of the net" (Mishlei 1:17), since it is not known
if she is his real soulmate or not.

157. An unmarried widow, who does not wish to marry even if her
soulmate comes, the Holy One, blessed be He, does not force her to
by law. And the Holy One, blessed be He, arranges that man another
wife, and THE WIDOW is not judged for this in that world, even if she
does not have a child, since a woman is not commanded to be
fruitful and multiply, as we explained.
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158. What becomes of the spirit in this woman, who does not
remarry, whose husband left in her IN HIS LAST LIFE? HE
ANSWERS, it remains there, IN THE WIFE, twelve months, and every
night it comes out, visits the Nefesh and returns to its place. After
twelve months, the sentence is alleviated from that man, NAMELY
HER HUSBAND, for during the twelve months the spirit is downcast
with sadness the whole day. After twelve months it goes away from
there, FROM THE WIFE, and goes to stand at the gate of the Garden
of Eden, and visits in this world that vessel, THE WOMAN, which it
left. When the woman leaves the world, that spirit comes out and is
clothed in her spirit, OF THE WIFE, and she gains it by her husband,
and they both illuminate worthily, united into one.

159. Having come to this place, it is now proper to reveal the hidden
ways of the Master of the universe, which people do not know of.
They all follow the true path, as written, "for the ways of Hashem are
right, and the just do walk in them: but the transgressors shall
stumble in them" (Hoshea 14:10). But people do not know nor care
how lofty the deeds of the Holy One, blessed be He, are and how
diverse, yet the people in the world do not know it. They are all in the
path of truth, not turning right or left.

160. As for those incarnated, who were driven out (divorced) of that
world and have no spouse, HE ASKS, the spouses they marry in this
world, who are the women whom they marry in this world? For any
man has a spouse except him WHO INCARNATES.

161. See now how great and lofty His mighty acts are. We learned
that whoever divorces his first wife, the altar sheds tears for him. HE
ASKS, why the altar, AND ANSWERS, I say that all the women in the
world are fashioned in the shape of the altar, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
AS EVERY WOMAN'S ROOT IS IN MALCHUT. They therefore inherit
seven blessings, all from the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And if he divorces her, HIS FIRST WIFE, the stone OF
THE SUPERNAL ALTAR, NAMELY, THE ROOT OF THAT WOMAN,
WHICH IS IN MALCHUT, reverts to a state of deficiency and lack.
What is the reason for this? IT IS because the two divorcees are
united. JUST AS SHE WAS DIVORCED FROM HER HUSBAND, IT IS
DIVORCED FROM ITS ROOT IN MALCHUT.
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162. This is the secret of the words, "then let him write her a bill of
divorce, and give it in her hand...And when she is departed out of his
house, she may go and be another man's wife" (Devarim 24:1). HE
ASKS, seeing that "she may go and be another man's wife," do I not
know he is not the one who divorced her? Why DOES IT SAY
"another"? HE ANSWERS, it is as we learned it, we learned of the
other, and it is written of "another," and he is called another, as
written, "and out of the earth shall others spring" (Iyov 8:19). HENCE
THE INCARNATED IS CALLED 'ANOTHER'. And the divorcees are
joined together, he who is divorced from that world, NAMELY THE
INCARNATED MAN WHO HAS NO SPOUSE, WHO IS DRIVEN AWAY
FROM THAT WORLD INTO THIS WORLD, WHO MARRIED THE
DIVORCED WOMAN, and the divorced WOMAN in this world FROM
HER HUSBAND, as this woman who had the supernal shape OF
MALCHUT, is now enslaved to the lower shape, NAMELY TO THE
INCARNATED MAN WITHOUT A SPOUSE, WHO MARRIED HER, who
is called another, AS MENTIONED BEFORE. FOR HE CLEAVED TO
ANOTHER EL, FOR WHICH REASON HE AGAIN INCARNATED IN
THIS WORLD.
163. And he is called 'last'. Whence do we know he is called latter?
From the words, "and that he who outlives all things (lit. 'latter'), will
rise" (Iyov 19:25). SO THE INCARNATED MAN IS CALLED LATTER.
And here it is written, "And if the latter husband hate her" (Devarim
24:3), or, "or if the latter...should die" (Ibid.). HE ASKS, it says latter,
while it should have said 'second'. If you say THE PURPOSE OF THE
VERSE IS TO FORBID that she would marry ten one after the other, it
is not so. For she would marry this husband and no other,
WHEREFORE SHOULD SHE BE FORBIDDEN TO ANOTHER? Why is
he then called 'last'?
164. HE ANSWERS, this is the last we mentioned. He is another and
is last. For now the stone turns in the sling, WHICH MEANS THAT IN
RELATION TO THE FIRST BODY THAT DIED, THE INCARNATED IN
THE SLING, WHO CAME AGAIN INTO THE WORLD IS CALLED BY
THE NAME 'ANOTHER' AND 'LATTER (LAST)'. SINCE HE HAS NO
SPOUSE HE MARRIES THE DIVORCEE AND HENCE THE VERSE
CALLS HIM 'ANOTHER' AND 'LAST'. HE ASKS, why is he called
another IN RELATION TO THE FIRST BODY THAT DIED, seeing that
the whole edifice, NAMELY THE FIRST BODY, collapsed and
returned to the dust AND IS AS IF IT NEVER EXISTED, and that THE
INCARNATED is what THE FIRST BODY was and not another. Why
then is he called another, and also why latter? If he is the latter
because he straightens his ways AND IMPROVES, it is well,
BECAUSE HE IS LAST AND INCARNATES NO LONGER. But if not,
he incarnates again to be planted as before. Why then is he called
last?
165. Yet come and see, it is written, "And Elohim saw everything that
He had made, and, behold, it was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). What
is 'good'? It is the Angel of Good; 'very' is the Angel of Death. The
Holy One, blessed be He, summons ways of correcting for everyone,
SO THAT EVEN THE ANGEL OF DEATH REVERTS TO BEING VERY
GOOD.

166. Come and see, "And a river went out of Eden to water the
garden" (Beresheet 2:10), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT WATERS
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED GARDEN. This river never ceases from
multiplying, increasing and producing fruit, while another El is
sterile and never has any desire, does not fertilize or produce fruit.
For had it produced fruit, it would have troubled the world.
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167. This is why the man who caused that side to increase in the
world is called evil and never beholds the face of the Shechinah, as
written, "nor shall evil dwell with You" (Tehilim 5:5). An incarnated
man, who transgresses and cleaves to another El, which does not
produce fruit nor multiplies in the world, is therefore called another.
The name OF THE OTHER SIDE brought it upon him that even if he,
THE DEAD MAN, is THE INCARNATED ONE, he is called another
LIKE THE OTHER SIDE, another surely.

168. "Latter": he is called latter since from the first time onward one
is always called latter, and named latter IN THE TORAH. Be he
second, he is called latter forthwith, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, calls him thus, latter, so that he will be perfected IN THIS
INCARNATION and be last and come back no longer TO INCARNATE
AGAIN. The third too IS CALLED LATTER, and so each time HE
INCARNATES after the first time, he is called latter. And he should
be called latter, for were he called second, an excuse WOULD BE
GIVEN for him TO INCARNATE again, and for the current edifice to
collapse.

169. Whence do we know that? From the second Temple that is
called latter, as written, "The glory of this latter house shall be
greater than that of the former (first)" (Chagai 2:9). For from the first
onward it is called latter, so there will be no excuse that the edifice
will collapse and will BE BUILT again as before.

170. In this case too, the incarnated man also is called last, LIKE THE
SECOND TEMPLE. Hence it is written, "her former husband, who
sent her away, may not take her again to be his wife" (Devarim 24:4).
HE ASKS, why "may not"? It should have been 'will not take her.' HE
ANSWERS, once the woman cleaved to another and went down to be
enslaved to the lower grade OF THE OTHER SIDE, the Holy One,
blessed be He, does not wish the former to descend from his grade
and produce fruit and cleave to a grade that is not his.

171. And come and see, if that woman does not marry, even if she
whores with all the men in the world, if her husband wishes to, he
may return to her. But if she cleaved in marriage to another, she
cannot return to the former grade she had. HENCE IT IS WRITTEN,
"MAY NOT"; assuredly he may never return to that grade.
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172. "After she is defiled" (Ibid.). We learned that she is defiled in his
heart. HE ASKS, if this is so, even if she goes out to whore without
marriage SHE SHOULD BE FORBIDDEN. HE ANSWERS, once she
cleaves to the other, she accepts upon her the portion of that EVIL
side. Her first husband is of the other, good side, BUT she shall
never have a portion of that good, and he must not increase that
place at all. Hence, if the latter man sends her out or "if the latter
husband...should die" (Ibid. 3), she is forbidden to the first one. But
she is permitted to other men; perhaps she will find a place again
and a latter one to come and marry her.

173. Whoever has children from the first wife, yet brings this
WOMAN into his house, cleaves that day to the relentless revolving
sword for two reasons. The first is that she has already rejected two
men, and he is the third. Another is that how could he put his spirit
in a vessel that another had joined, to join her and cleave to her, not
because she is forbidden but it is a bad alliance for himself.

174. Rabbi Levitas, the leader of Kfar Ono, used to laugh and joke
about such a woman, when he saw someone marrying her. He would
say, it is written, "and she laughs at the time to come" (Mishlei
31:25); if she marries a latter man, he later becomes a laughing stock.

175. Let us come back and contemplate a certain great and lofty
place that was in the world, a true stock and root. It is Oved, the
father of Yishai, father of David. We learned that THE INCARNATED
is the latter, AND OVED WAS AN INCARNATION OF MACHLON, WHO
DIED CHILDLESS. How could a true root come from such a place?

176. HE ANSWERS, but Oved was improved by lofty correction, and
the root of the inverted tree, WHERE THE WIFE BECOMES THE
MOTHER, was set aright again. And he rose in it and was duly
perfected. Hence he is called Oved, DERIVED FROM WORK,
something that none of the people in the world merited.

177. OVED came, cultivated (Heb. avad) and hoed the trunk and root
of the tree, came out of the bitter face and again improved the
branches of the tree, MALCHUT. Yishai his son came, strengthened
and fixed it, and held to the boughs of another, higher tree, ZEIR
ANPIN. He joined one tree to another and they intertwined. When
David came, he found the trees, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
intertwined and bound to each other. He then inherited dominion in
the land. All this Oved brought about.
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178. The old man wept and said TO HIMSELF, Woe old man, have not
I told you that you entered the great sea. Now you are in the great
deeps. Prepare to rise. Old, old man, you have brought all this about.
Had you been quiet before, it would have become you, but now you
cannot, and there is none to hold your hand save you alone. Arise
old man, and rise up.

179. Oved was corrected and came out of the evil field of evil
cisterns. His son Yishai came and fixed and hoed the tree.
Nevertheless, this is the most secret of mysteries, and I do not know
whether I should tell it or not. Speak up, old man, assuredly I say
that in this way are recognized all the incarnated. Though Oved fixed
the tree, when King David came, he remained in the lower tree of the
female, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and had to receive life from another,
for of himself he had no life. And if this is so for he, who was
perfected and perfected everything, this is much more so for other
people, who cannot be thus perfected.
The merchant tells the rabbis about the levels Chesed, Gvurah,
Tiferet and Malchut attaching to the grades Reuben, Shimon, Levi
and Judah, and how this relates to barrenness. He speaks a great
deal about Judah, and about the twelve tribes of Judah, saying that
they are celestial shapes after the supernal shape; since they were
real people in this world, the Shechinah was perfected by them.

180. In every respect this turns to incarnation. Peretz was so, AN
INCARNATION OF ER; Boaz was so, AN INCARNATION OF JUDAH;
Oved was so, AN INCARNATION OF MACHLON. In them all, the tree
came out of the evil side and then cleaved to the good. At first, "And
Er, Judah's firstborn, was wicked in the sight of Hashem" (Beresheet
38:7). Machlon was also evil, though not as much. But in these, evil
was consumed, and good then emerged, THAT IS, him of whom it is
written, "good looking" (I Shmuel 16:12), AND "Hashem was with
him" (Ibid. 18). Here the lower tree, MALCHUT, reached completion,
and "Elohim reigns over the nations" (Tehilim 47:9).

181. In the very beginning, the grades, Reuben, Shimon, Levi and
Judah struck root in the supernal essence and foundation. THEY
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. It is written of
him, "Now I will praise Hashem...and she left off bearing" (Beresheet
29:35). This is the meaning of, "Sing, O barren one, you that did not
bear" (Yeshayah 54:1), since when Judah was born, the Nukva,
MALCHUT, came out attached to the Male, ZEIR ANPIN, but there
were not well set face to face, and MALCHUT was not capable of
bearing. When the Holy One, blessed be He, sawed her, THAT IS,
DETACHED HER FROM THE BACK OF THE MALE, and fixed her, she
became capable of conceiving and bearing, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.

182. In the book of Enoch it is written that, "she left off bearing" does
not refer to Leah, WHO IS THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN ABOVE THE
CHEST, but to Rachel, who is "weeping for her children" (Yirmeyah
31:14). It is she, THE NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN BELOW THE CHEST,
who struck root in Judah, who is composed of the letters Yud Hei
Vav and Dalet Hei. "And she left off bearing," because she is not yet
corrected.
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183. At first, everything had the upper form, AND EVEN RACHEL
ASCENDED ABOVE THE CHEST. Reuben is composed of the
segments Or (Eng. 'light') Ben (Eng. 'son'), which is the secret of,
"And Elohim said, Let there be light" (Beresheet 1:3), which is right,
NAMELY CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. Shimon is the left, and is light
together with the oars of gold, because Shimon is composed of the
segments Shem Avon (Eng. 'name of iniquity'), WHICH IS THE LEFT,
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. Levi is overall unity, the joining of the two
aspects, BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES THE RIGHT
WITH THE LEFT. HE IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. AFTER THE
EMERGENCE OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET ABOVE THE
CHEST, THE NUKVA CALLED RACHEL CAME OUT. That is Judah,
WHO IS THE NUKVA. The Female cleaves to the Male, WHO IS
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN; Yud Hei Vav is the
Male, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET; Dalet and Hei are
the Nukva, RACHEL who was with him, WITH THE MALE.
184. HE ASKS, THE NUKVA IS ALLUDED TO IN THE LETTERS Dalet
Hei. Why Dalet Hei? HE ANSWERS, THE NUKVA IS CALLED Dalet
while evil cleaves to her, NAMELY WHEN SHE IS OF THE QUALITY
OF THE LEFT ONLY, AND IS ATTACHED TO THE BACK OF THE
MALE. She is Dalet, which means she is poor (Heb. dalah), and
needs to reincarnate, REFERRING TO THE INCARNATIONS FROM
JUDAH TO KING DAVID, to destroy that evil, wither in the dust and
grow again on the good side, NAMELY BY BUILDING ABA AND IMA
ANEW, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "AND OF THE
SIDE, WHICH HASHEM ELOHIM HAD TAKEN FROM THE MAN, HE
MADE A WOMAN" (BERESHEET 2:22), to emerge from poverty to
wealth. She is then called Hei, and hence JUDAH IS COMPOSED OF
THE LETTERS Yud Hei Vav and Dalet Hei, YUD HEI VAV BEING
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF THE MALE, AND DALET AND
HEI ARE THE NUKVA IN HER TWO STATES MENTIONED BEFORE
THAT UNITES WITH THE MALE.
185. HE SAID TO HIMSELF, come, old man, out of the depth, have no
fear. How many ships are waiting for you when you sail in the sea, to
rest in. He wept again and said, Master of the universe, lest the
celestial camps shall say that I am old and cry like a child, it is
known before You that for Your glory I do that, and not for my own
glory. For at first I should have kept from entering the great sea, yet
now that I am in it, it behooves me to sail in every direction and
come out.

186. "Judah you are he whom your brethren shall praise" (Beresheet
49:8), that is, when we say, 'blessed are you', he is blessed, WHEN
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN POURS CHASSADIM UPON MALCHUT, IT IS
CALLED 'BLESSED' and she 'you'. MALCHUT IS CALLED 'YOU',
SINCE THE NAME 'YOU' ALLUDES TO CHASSADIM, AS IN, "YOU
SHALL BE A PRIEST" (TEHILIM 110:4), AS SHALL BE SAID. Jacob
mentioned 'you' in relation to none of his sons, except the needed
place. FOR MALCHUT IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT SIDE, WHERE
CHOCHMAH ILLUMINES WITHOUT CHASSADIM. SHE NEEDS THE
NAME 'YOU', WHICH IS CHASSADIM, WITH WHICH TO CLOTHE
CHOCHMAH. FOR WITHOUT CHASSADIM, CHOCHMAH DOES NOT
SHINE, AND IS IN THE SECRET OF DARKNESS. This is WHY HE
SAID TO JUDAH 'you'.
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187. "He whom your brethren shall praise," they shall all praise you
for that name; assuredly, "you are he whom your brethren shall
praise," for it is due to that name that the other side was gone and
subdued. This is because when THE NAME JUDAH is called and
mentioned, the Other Side comes out with it, NAMELY, IN THE
DALET OF JUDAH, THAT ALLUDES TO ITS FIRST STATE, WHEN
SHE IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT ALONE, WHERE THE OTHER SIDE
FEEDS, DUE TO THE LACK OF CHASSADIM IN THE RIGHT. Once
'you' is uttered, WHICH IS THE DRAWING CHASSADIM FROM THE
RIGHT, she has power and greatness and the Other Side is subdued
and not seen there. Assuredly it is by means of this name that she is
marked and extracted from the Other Side, BECAUSE WHEN SHE IS
CLOTHED WITH CHASSADIM, THE OTHER SIDE IS DISTANCED
FROM HER. This is the elevation and power OF MALCHUT and
breaking and evil to the Other Side. Once "your brethren shall
praise" you for the name 'you', then "your hand shall be on the neck
of your enemies" (Ibid.); immediately THE OTHER SIDE is subdued
before you, which is brought about by that name.
188. I know, friends, I do know that you ascribe the name 'you' to
another, higher place, as written, "you shall be a priest
forever" (Tehilim 110:4), which is at the supernal right, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH. It is well because since the high and low praise Rabbi
Shimon, and he attained everything, everything he said is so, and is
well.

189. But when you arrive at his place, tell and remind him of the
snowy day, when we planted fifty-two kinds of beans. For "you shall
be a priest" MEANS THAT here the cup of blessing, WHICH IS
MALCHUT CALLED YOU, is attached to the right, WHICH IS CHESED
CALLED PRIEST, without any separation. Hence, "you shall be a
priest forever," for here the cup, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is properly
attached, AND SO ENDURES FOREVER.

190. In regard to this, the verse says, "Judah you," and to 'you' "your
brethren shall praise." For it is not written just, 'Judah is he whom
your brethren shall praise,' but the name 'you' HIS BRETHREN WILL
PRAISE. This place, MALCHUT, needs the name 'you' and none other.

191. Judah is the father first OF ER AND ONAN, and father a second
time TO PERETZ AND ZERACH, WHO ARE THE INCARNATIONS OF
ER AND ONAN. He was never exchanged, AS THE GRADE NEVER
CHANGED BY THE BROTHER BECOMING THE FATHER. FOR THE
CHILDLESS DEAD INCARNATES IN THE SON BORN TO HIS
BROTHER, WHO BECOMES HIS FATHER, WHICH IS CONSIDERED A
DESCENT IN GRADES AND A BLEMISH. BUT THERE WAS NO
CHANGE AND DESCENT OF GRADE IN JUDAH, BECAUSE HE WAS
ALSO THE FIRST FATHER OF ER AND ONAN, WHO INCARNATED IN
PERETZ AND ZERACH. This is why Peretz was very forceful, AS
WRITTEN OF HIM, "WHY HAVE YOU MADE SUCH A BREACH FOR
YOURSELF" (BERESHEET 38:29). THIS IS BECAUSE HIS GRADE
DID NOT DESCEND, which is not the case for any other man in the
world WHO INCARNATES, WHO DESCENDS, AS THE BROTHER
BECOMES HIS FATHER. Therefore the establishment of David
begins to be counted with Peretz and not with Boaz, who suffered a
change, NOT BEING THE FIRST FATHER OF THE INCARNATED
MAN, WHO IS MACHLON. Friends, if you observe my words, such
words are not spoken vaguely WITHOUT POSSIBILITY OF
UNDERSTANDING THEM, though they are vague.
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192. Hence Judah achieved the name called 'you'. He was properly
established the first time WITH ER AND ONAN and the second time
WITH PERETZ AND ZERACH and never changed. His children and
descendants praise and say, "You are our father" (Yeshayah 63:16),
SINCE THEY DID NOT SUFFER A DESCENT, WHEN THE BROTHER
BECOMES THE FATHER. This is not so with other incarnated in the
world. Other people who incarnate, two fathers and two mothers
have a party in their edifice. FOR IN ADDITION TO HIS FIRST
FATHER, HIS BROTHER BECOMES HIS FATHER, SO HE HAS TWO
FATHERS, AND ALSO TWO MOTHERS, AS IN ADDITION TO HIS
FIRST MOTHER, HIS WIFE BECOMES HIS MOTHER. These mysteries
are in the depths of the sea, in the middle of the abyss. Who could
take them out of there? Arise, old man, grow strong with your might,
and draw pearls out of the depths.

193. Boaz seems to have changed when he begot Oved, since Oved
is changed, FOR HE IS HIS SECOND FATHER. HE SAYS, it is not so,
Ivtzan is Boaz. WHY IS HE CALLED BOAZ? BBECAUSE he is the first
father to bring no change, NAMELY, JUDAH, WHO IS THE FIRST
FATHER, INCARNATED IN HIM. You may argue that it was he
himself, AND NO INCARNATION OF JUDAH, YET surely when he was
roused to perform the act OF LEVIRATE MARRIAGE, he who was
fierce as a lion and a lion's whelp, THAT IS, JUDAH was present in
him. HENCE HE WAS CALLED BOAZ, DERIVED FROM BO AZ (ENG.
'FIERCENESS IS IN HIM'), WHO REFERS TO JUDAH. THIS WAS so
that there will be no change in David. AND SINCE JUDAH
INCARNATED IN HIM, the matter reverted to the former root, so that
all will originate in one father and lineage. It is all the same, and
there was no change in the incarnation of David's seed. Thus you,
from beginning to end, are entirely without change.

194. Now, old man, you have come out of the depths of the sea.
Judah is 'you' surely, from beginning to end. It is not worthy to name
none of the sons 'you' except him alone. Happy is the portion of
David, who was so extracted and rose above other roots of people in
the land.

195. "Your brethren shall praise." HE ASKS, it should have said, 'all
the people in the world should praise'. Why DOES IT SAY, "your
brethren"? HE ANSWERS, it is not the custom in the world to
perform levirate marriage for the sake of incarnation OF THE
CHILDLESS DEAD, except for kinsmen. The brother would perform
levirate marriage, and you yourself performed levirate marriage. Here
all your brethren praise you, that the lineage of kingship did not
come from them, from none of them, but from you alone. It is you,
who performed it from beginning to end, and from you the whole
lineage and race of the lion emerged.
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196. Your descendants are lion cubs, who have not turned into your
brothers, nor changed into a lamb, an ox, or a kid. FOR THERE ARE
TWELVE SHAPES IN THE TWELVE CONSTELLATIONS, WHICH
CORRESPOND TO THE TWELVE TRIBES. THE CHILDREN OF
JUDAH HAD ALL THE IMAGE OF A LION, NOT THE IMAGE OF
OTHER TRIBES. A lion began to establish and a lion concluded the
edifice. Your whole lineage is of lion cubs, for had anyone on the
side of your brothers incarnated INTO YOUR CHILDREN, the images
would have changed and mixed with each other. For that "your
brethren shall praise," that none of them incarnated into your
descendants' ancestry. Raise your hand for none of them was
mingled.

197. This is the meaning of, "from the prey, my son, you are gone
up" (Beresheet 49:9), for there is no prey OR FOOD for another on
your table. "He stooped down" when Er died, "he couched" when
Onan died. He then got stronger "as a lion" to sire Peretz, "and as a
lioness" to raise up Zerach. "Who shall rouse him up?" (Ibid.), as
written, "And he knew her again no more" (Beresheet 38:26), which
is translated into Aramaic as, "and he stopped not." This is the
meaning of, "Who shall rouse him up?" Who can say this woman is
forbidden, who can say that once she completed her practices, you
need her no longer, that once the widow has finished her practices,
she is of no more use to you, and you are beholden to withdraw from
her. But, "Who shall rouse him up?" From now on she is his,
because she bore him, who was moving about in her belly, NAMELY
THE SPIRIT OF HER FIRST HUSBAND, WHICH HE LEFT IN HER IN
HIS FORMER LIFE. IT WAS MOVING IN HER BELLY, AND NOW SHE
BORE IT.

198. There is a hidden mystery here. Why SHOULD a man's brother
MARRY HIS WIDOW, and moreover, why SHOULD Judah his father
MARRY HIS WIDOW, INSTEAD OF A STRANGER WHO IS NOT A
KINSMAN? HE ANSWERS, because he who moves about in the belly
OF THE WIDOW, NAMELY, THE SPIRIT HER DEAD HUSBAND LEFT
IN HER, sees him who keeps him, THAT IS, HIS KINSMAN, and
charges against him in every manner. HAD HE BEEN A STRANGE
MAN, HE WOULD HAVE REJECTED HIM, BUT HE DOES NOT WISH
TO PUSH AWAY HIS KINSMAN. Hence he wishes to go away FROM
THERE. Once he leaves, he summons the other, NAMELY the other,
MAIN spirit OF THE DEAD, and the TWO enter THE WOMAN'S BELLY
again, until he is newly established, NAMELY, INCARNATES IN THE
SEMEN OF THE KINSMAN. THIS CAME ABOUT by means of the
fierce denouncement against his brother, FOR WHICH REASON HE
DECIDED TO GO AWAY FROM HER. From now on the woman is
permitted to him, SINCE THE DENOUNCING SPIRIT HAS ALREADY
LEFT HER. THIS IS WHY THE KINSMAN SHOULD MARRY HER,
BECAUSE A STRANGE MAN, WHO IS NOT A RELATIVE, WOULD
HAVE BEEN REJECTED BY THE SPIRIT.
199. Happy is the portion of Judah. At first he was a whelp, then a
lion, as he grew greater and stronger as a lion. He finished as a
lioness. It is not so with other people in the world. Hence 'Judah
YOU', like we said.
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200. Reuben, Shimon and Levi are a threesome, as we said THAT
THEY ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. Judah, WHO IS
MALCHUT, joined them, SO EVERYTHING IS AS IT SHOULD BE.
Issachar and Zebulun are the two thighs, NETZACH AND HOD,
whence the true prophets are sustained. Issachar is the right thigh,
WHICH IS NETZACH. It is written, "And of the children of Issachar,
men who had understanding of the times" (I Divrei Hayamim 12:33),
WHICH MEANS THAT NETZACH DRAWS THE LIGHT OF BINAH TO
MALCHUT CALLED 'TIMES'. And it is written, "Rejoice, Zebulun, in
your going out" (Devarim 33:18), WHICH MEANS THAT HOD IS THE
LAST OF THE FIVE SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH
AND HOD, WHICH IS THE MEASURE OF THE EXPANDING OF THE
LIGHT OF BINAH. FROM IT DOWN IT IS CONSIDERED GOING OUT
OF THE GRADES. In the greater reckoning, THERE ARE SEVEN
SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. THEN it is written, "Zebulun shall dwell at the shore of
the sea; and he shall be a haven for ships" (Beresheet 49:13),
NAMELY, DOWN TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED BOTH A SEA AND
A SHIP. What is the reason HE DWELLS ALL THE WAY TO
MALCHUT - IT IS because "his border (or thigh) shall be at
Tzidon" (Ibid.), as the measure of his thigh, HOD, EXPANDS to
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED Tzidon.
201. Benjamin remained above, between the thighs, BEING YESOD.
AND THOUGH JOSEPH IS YESOD, Joseph was its image on earth,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, for use in this world, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
Moses used him, as written, "And Moses took the bones of Joseph
with him" (Shemot 13:19). Benjamin rose up TO YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and Benjamin is the righteous one of the world, BEING
YESOD.

202. Below the knees THERE ARE TWO MORE PARTS. They are Dan
and Naftali, Gad and Asher. In the left leg, Dan reaches the joint of
the foot, NAMELY THE MIDDLE PART, Naftali is the foot segment,
NAMELY, THE LOWER SECTION. Hence, "Naftali is a hind let
lose" (Beresheet 49:21), being light footed. In the right leg is Gad,
who "shall overcome at last" (Ibid. 19), that is, down to the heel joint,
WHICH IS THE MIDDLE PART; Asher is in the section of the right
heel, NAMELY THE LOWER PART. Hence, "let him dip his foot in oil.
Your shoes shall be iron and brass" (Devarim 33:24). THUS, IN THE
THREE SEGMENTS OF THE RIGHT LEG ARE ISSACHAR IN THE
UPPER, GAD IN THE MIDDLE AND ASHER IN THE LOWER PART. IN
THE THREE PARTS OF THE LEFT LEG ARE ZEBULUN IN THE
UPPER, DAN IN THE MIDDLE AND NAFTALI IN THE LOWER PART.
All these TWELVE TRIBES are celestial shapes after the supernal
shape. Since they were real people in this world, the Shechinah was
perfected by them, through the twelve parts, which are the twelve
flows that were drawn from Yisrael himself, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, as
written, "All these (Heb. eleh) are the twelve tribes of
Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:28). The flows from Yisrael are called 'Eleh'
FROM WHICH the name 'mi' spreads out, to make the building fit, so
that Yisrael will be included in the name Elohim (ALEPH LAMED HEI
YUD MEM). Eleh (ALEPH LAMED HEI) is Yisrael in general and Mi
(MEM YUD) unites Eleh with it, to make the building duly whole, into
one real name.

203. This is what the minister of Esau said to Jacob, as written, "for
you have contended with Elohim" (Beresheet 32:29), THAT IS, above,
SINCE HE ROSE WITH THE LETTERS OF ELEH OF MALE AND
FEMALE TO BE INCLUDED IN THE NAME ELOHIM, WHICH WAS
THERE JOINED AND MADE WHOLE through the first correction in
the first establishment. "All these (Heb. eleh) ARE THE TWELVE
TRIBES OF YISRAEL." Surely this is the first edifice, WHERE THE
JOINING OF MI WITH ELEH IS EFFECTED.
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204. Therefore Yisrael will never ever perish. Had they perished,
heaven forbid, the name Elohim would not have existed. This is the
meaning of, "and cut off our name from the earth: and what will You
do for Your great name?" (Yehoshua 7:9), NAMELY this great name,
the first establishment, the first name Elohim. Now that Yisrael are in
exile it is as if the whole establishment collapsed. In the future to
come, when the Holy One, blessed be He, will redeem His children
from exile, Mi and Eleh that were apart in exile will join and the name
Elohim will be duly whole and the world would be scented. This is
the meaning of, "Who (Heb. mi) are these (Heb. eleh) that fly as a
cloud, and as the doves to their windows?" (Yeshayah 60:8).

205. Since the name is one whole, it is not written, 'Mi and Eleh THAT
FLY AS A CLOUD', but 'Mi eleh' as an indivisible name. This is the
name Elohim. For now in exile Mi has gone up so to speak INTO
MALCHUT, and the mother, NAMELY MALCHUT, is gone from the
children, YISRAEL. The children fell and the name ELOHIM, which
used to be whole, being the first great name, collapsed.

206. For this we pray and sanctify in synagogues the name ELOHIM,
so it would be established like it used to, and we recited the
KADDISH - 'May His great name grow exalted and sanctified...Amen.
May His great name be blessed forever and ever'. What is His great
name - it is the first one, NAMELY THE NAME ELOHIM THAT WAS
COMPLETED IN THE FIRST ESTABLISHMENT. For it is established
only in us, as Mi will be only built with the letters of Eleh. Therefore
at that time, "Mi Eleh that fly as a cloud," and the whole world will
see that the celestial name is well composed.

207. And if His great name Elohim is corrected and well built, Yisrael
rule over everything, and all the other names reach perfection. And
Yisrael have power over everything, since they all depend on His
great name, the first of all establishments.

208. The secret behind it is that when the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHO IS BINAH, created the worlds, MALE AND FEMALE, this name
was built as the first establishment, as written, "Lift up your eyes on
high, and behold who (Heb. mi) has created these (Heb.
eleh)" (Yeshayah 40:26), has created His name ELOHIM well formed.
When He created Eleh, He created it with all the powers proper to it,
to be His name suitably formed, as written, "that brings out their
host by number" (Ibid.).
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209. HE ASKS, what is "by number," IN "THAT BRINGS OUT THEIR
HOST BY NUMBER," AND ANSWERS, the Holy, One, blessed be He,
has a son that shines from one end of the world to the other. He is a
great and strong tree, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. His top reaches the
height of heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED HEAVEN,
and at his ending his roots spread and strike root in the holy earth,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE VERSE, "FOR ALL THAT
IS IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH" (I DIVREI HAYAMIM 29:11). His name
is number. He originates in the upper heaven, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN,
and five firmaments hang IN HEAVEN, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD down to this number,
WHICH IS THE SIXTH FIRMAMENT, NAMELY YESOD. All the
FIRMAMENTS receive the name 'NUMBER (HEB. MISPAR)' for
YESOD, as written, "The heavens declare (Heb.
MESAPRIM)" (Tehilim 19:2). Due to that number, the whole heaven,
THE FIVE FIRMAMENTS, attain this name for its sake. Hence, "that
brings out their host by number," for were it not for that number,
there would never be hosts and generations, SINCE YESOD
PRODUCES OFFSPRING.
We hear an explanation of "Who can count the dust of Jacob, and
the number of the fourth part of Israel," and "and many of those who
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake". The merchant says that
the "dust of the earth" was seen in the Book of Enoch as the letters
floating in the air. "The dust" is the first dust, that is the body of the
childless dead man, and "the earth" is the second, corrected one,
the body of the incarnated man which corrects the first. In the time
to come those who are corrected are destined to live forever, and the
other side will be removed from the world. Repentance breaks many
sentences and verdicts, and nothing withstands repentance; God
accepts everyone who repents, as He is full of compassion and
mercy. The Holy One, blessed be He, sees the ways of one who
walks in evil, and He holds his hand, and gives him healing, and
leads him in the true path.
210. In relation to this it is written, "Who can count the dust of
Jacob, and the number of the fourth part of Yisrael" (Bemidbar
23:10). There were two who counted the flock that was numbered by
them, because the evil eye had no power over them. "Who can count
the dust of Jacob" refers to one who counts. "The number of the
fourth part of Yisrael" is the second enumerator.

211. Over these two the evil eye has no power, for "Who can count
the dust of Jacob" refers to the holy stones, strong stones, from
which water sprouts into the world. Of this it is written, "and your
seed shall be as the dust of the earth" (Beresheet 28:14). As the dust
of the world is blessed for his sake, so, "and in your seed shall all
the nations of the earth be blessed" (Beresheet 22:18), like the very
dust of the earth. 'Number' is the second enumerator, who counted
so as to cause all those females, the celestial pearls, to rest on the
bed on which Jacob was lying, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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212. From then onward, it counts everything, because it, YESOD, has
a good eye. Hence it is written, "He counts the number of the
stars" (Tehilim 147:4), WHICH MEANS that they are all reckoned by
it. In the future to come it is written, "shall the flocks pass again
under the hands of him that counts them" (Yirmeyah 33:13), yet we
do not know who that is, WHETHER THE FIRST OR SECOND ONE.
But since at that time everything will be together indivisible, all will
be conducted by one enumerator.

213. HE SAID TO HIMSELF, rise, old man, wake up and grow strong
to sail in the sea. He opened with the verse, "Who can count the dust
of Jacob, and the number of the fourth part of Yisrael." When the
Holy One, blessed be He, will awaken to raise the dead, those who
were incarnated, who are two bodies with one spirit, NAMELY THE
BODY OF THE DEAD MAN AND THE BODY OF THE INCARNATED,
WHO BOTH HAVE BUT ONE SPIRIT. They have two fathers, THE
FATHER OF THE DEAD AND THAT OF THE INCARNATED BODY, and
also two mothers. How many incarnations do they undergo for that
UNTIL ONE IS CORRECTED. For though we learned THIS and it is so,
yet "Who can count the dust of Jacob," WHICH IS THE FIRST ONE
TO COUNT that will amend everything, ALL THE INCARNATED
BODIES, and nothing will be lost, so everything will rise TO
RESURRECT.
214. We have studied, "And many of those who sleep in the dust of
the earth shall awake" (Daniel 12:2). The dust of the earth IS as was
said in the book of Enoch that the friends looked at the letters
floating in the air, which are Aleph Ayin Dalet Pei Mem Tav Resh,
WHICH FORM 'dust of the earth'.

215. Hence, "So I praised the dead that are already dead" (Kohelet
4:2), which are the letters of 'dust of the earth', THAT IS, BOTH THE
DEAD OF THE ASPECT OF DUST AND THE DEAD OF THE ASPECT
OF EARTH. A voice is roused to inform, saying so during the second
edifice, WHICH IS THE BODY OF THE INCARNATED, WHICH
CORRECTS BOTH THE BODY OF THE DEAD OF THE ASPECT OF
DUST, AND THE BODY ITSELF, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF EARTH.
IT IS IT THAT SAYS, "SO I PRAISED THE DEAD," THAT IS, FIXES
THEM. The dust is the first dust, WHICH IS THE BODY OF THE DEAD
MAN, the earth is the second, corrected one, THE BODY OF THE
INCARNATED MAN, TO WHICH the sterile, first one is refuse. FOR
THE BODY OF THE CHILDLESS DEAD MAN, WHICH IS STERILE, IS
AS REFUSE IN RELATION TO THE INCARNATED BODY, WHICH
CORRECTS IT. HENCE IT SAYS, "SO I PRAISED THE DEAD," THAT
IS, FIXES THEM.
216. Those sleeping in the dust of the earth shall all wake up. Those
that were corrected are destined to live forever (lit. 'for the world').
Which world is that? It is the lower world, NAMELY MALCHUT, for
they did not merit being in the upper world BUT DESCENDED TO
THE FEMALE WORLD. Those who did not merit CORRECTING will
be "to shame and everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12:2). HE ASKS,
what is contempt, AND SAYS that the other side will be removed
from the world, and the Holy One, blessed be He, will leave those
who flowed from that side for people to wonder about. THIS IS THE
MEANING OF, "TO SHAME AND EVERLASTING CONTEMPT."
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217. Who brought all this about? THE MAN who did not want to be
fruitful and to procreate in the world or to uphold the holy covenant.
He thus brought about all that, and all the incarnations I mentioned
until now. HE SAID TO HIMSELF, up to here, old man. He was silent
for a moment. The friends were stupefied and did not know whether
it was day or night, or whether they were THERE or not.

218. The old man started with, "If you buy a Hebrew servant, six
years he shall serve: and in the seventh..." (Shemot 21:2). This verse
proves all that we have said. Come and see, every male is in the
image of the male world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and every female is
in the image of the female world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. When one is
the servant of the Holy One, blessed be He, he cleaves to the six
primordial years, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. But if he tears himself away from
WORSHIPPING Him, the Holy One, blessed be He, tears him from the
six years of the male world, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and he is given to the
man of six extremities, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, whom he serves for six years, torn away from the
supernal six years OF ZEIR ANPIN.

219. After that, he descends from there and is given to the female
world. He who did not want to dwell in the male, goes down to dwell
in the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Nukva comes, which is the
seventh SFIRAH, and takes him. OF HER IT IS SAID, "AND IN THE
SEVENTH HE SHALL GO OUT FREE" (IBID.). From now on he is of
the female world.

220. If he did not want to be maintained by her or her redemption,
SAYING, "I LOVE MY MASTER...I WILL NOT GO OUT FREE" (IBID. 5),
he goes down to cleave below, attaching himself to the Other Side.
From now on he is torn from the world of the male and the world of
the female, because he has joined the servants of the Other Side.

221. Now that it is so, AND HE IS ATTACHED TO THE OTHER SIDE,
he needs a blemish, to be branded with a mark of blemish, NAMELY,
"AND HIS MASTER SHALL BORE HIS EAR THROUGH WITH AN
AWL" (IBID. 6), since every blemish pertains to the Other Side.
THEN, "HE SHALL SERVE HIM FOREVER (LIT. 'TO THE
WORLD')" (IBID.), THAT IS, UNTIL JUBILEE CALLED WORLD. From
the Jubilee on, he incarnates again and goes back into the world as
before, cleaving no further than the female world. If he attains merit,
he begets offspring in the world of the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which are all described in the verse, "the virgins, her companions
that follow her, shall be brought to you" (Tehilim 45:15). He is
worthy, when he perfects himself to attain that.
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222. If he has no merit, even when he incarnates at the Jubilee he is
as if he never was, for HE INCARNATED again, yet did not perfect his
life by marrying in the world and siring offspring. It is then written,
"If he came in by himself, he shall go out by himself" (Shemot 21:3).
If he entered the world alone, without children, and did not care to
strive after that but left the world alone without children, he moves
like a stone in a sling up to that place in the strong rock BEHIND THE
GARDEN OF EDEN. There he enters, but the lone spirit blows at
once that left his wife AND CAME THERE. THIS IS THE SPIRIT THAT
REMAINED IN THE WIFE BY HER FIRST HUSBAND, which goes
solitary like a snake that does not keep company on the road. FOR IT
IS SEPARATED FROM THE TWO SPIRITS IN THE WOMAN AND
GOES ALONE. It blows on him, ON THE SPIRIT OF THE CHILDLESS
DEAD MAN THAT JUST CAME THERE, THAT IS, PUSHES IT AWAY
FROM THERE, SO IT WILL INCARNATE AND PERFECT ITSELF.

223. Whereupon he leaves that place of the strong rock, alone
WITHOUT A WIFE, and roams in the world until he finds a redeemer
TO BRING HIM BACK TO THIS WORLD for his improvement. That is,
"If he came in by himself, he shall go out by himself" WITHOUT A
WIFE, he who did not wish to marry and have children. SINCE HE
HAS NO SPOUSE HE HAS TO MARRY A DIVORCED WOMAN.

224. But, "if he is married" (Ibid.); he who did marry and tried with
her but could not BEGET CHILDREN, such a man is not driven away
like the other, nor comes out alone. But, "if he is married," the Holy
One, blessed be He, does not withhold reward from anyone. Even
though he did not have children, it is written, "then his wife shall go
out with him" (Ibid.). The two incarnate, and are able to unite again.
He does not marry a divorced woman, LIKE THE OTHER WHO HAS
NO SPOUSE, but marries the same woman with whom he tried
before yet they had no children. Now they shall attain it together, if
they act well. Hence it is written, "then his wife shall go out with him."

225. "If his master has given him a wife" (Ibid. 4): the verse returns
to another subject, to him who went out alone, without any wife. The
place called seventh, NAMELY MALCHUT, shall redeem him, and
that seventh is considered his master; it is the master of the whole
earth. If his master has compassion for him and brings him back to
the world solitary as he was and gives him a woman, for whom the
altar sheds tears, NAMELY A DIVORCED WOMAN, they marry and
she bears him boys or girls, "the wife and her children shall be her
master's" (Ibid.), OF HOLY MALCHUT, as we learned.
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226. For if he repented and corrected the place he blemished during
his life, he is accepted before the holy King, who receives him and
then sets him aright. He is considered a penitent, since he inherited
a dwelling in that place of the flowing river, NAMELY MALCHUT. FOR
THE RIVER THAT COMES OUT AND FLOWS IS YESOD, ITS BED IS
MALCHUT. He improves his former state. Once he is corrected and
has repented, he achieves perfection, for there is nothing in the
world, no key in the world that the penitent cannot break.

227. HE ASKS, what is the meaning of, "he shall go out by himself
(Heb. gapo)"? HE ANSWERS, we have already studied it, yet it
contains another hidden meaning. "He shall go out by himself (Heb.
gapo)" is the same as in, "the highest (Heb. gapei) places of the
city" (Mishlei 9:3). As in the latter, GAPEI IS AN EXPRESSION OF
exaltation and praise, here too GAPO HAS THE MEANING OF
exaltation and praise. In the place to which the penitent rise, even
the most accomplished righteous cannot dwell. Therefore, once he
repented, the Holy One, blessed be He, accepts him.

228. We have learned that nothing in the world withstands
repentance, and the Holy One, blessed be He, surely accepts
everyone. If one repents, the way of life is prepared for him. Even
though he made any blemish, everything is mended and becomes
corrected. For even having uttered an oath, the Holy One, blessed be
He, accepts him, as written, "As I live, says Hashem, though
Konyahu..." (Yirmeyah 22:24), and "Write this man childless" (Ibid.
30). But after he repented, it is written, "And the sons of Yechonyah:
Assir..." (I Divrei Hayamim 3:17). From here we conclude that
repentance breaks many sentences and verdicts and many iron
chains, and that nothing withstands repentance.

229. In relation to that it is written, "And they shall go forth, and look
upon the carcasses of the men that rebel against Me" (Yeshayah
66:24). It does not say, 'that rebelled against Me', but "rebel against
Me," NAMELY THOSE who did not want to repent and regret what
they have done. But if they regretted AND REPENTED, the Holy One,
blessed be He, accepts them.
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230. Therefore such a man, even though he rebelled against Him,
and blemished where he must not have blemished, but repented
before Him, He accepts him and has pity on him. For the Holy One,
blessed be He, is full of compassion, and is filled with compassion
for all His works, as written, "and His tender mercies are over all His
works" (Tehilim 145:9). His mercy reaches even beasts and fowls. So
if His mercy reaches them, all the more so people who recognize and
know how to praise their Master, when His mercy reaches them and
dwells on them. Regarding this David said, "Great are Your
compassions, Hashem: give me life as is Your wont" (Tehilim
119:156).

231. And if His mercy reaches the wicked, the righteous all the more.
But who needs healing? Those who suffer pains. Who suffer pain?
The wicked, who need healing and mercy, for the Holy One, blessed
be He, takes pity on them so they will not be forsaken by Him, and
He does not go away from them so they will return IN REPENTANCE
before Him. When the Holy One, blessed be He, beckons, He does so
with the right, and when He repels, He does so with the left. When He
repels, the right beckons; He repels with one side and beckons with
the other. The Holy One, blessed be He does not withdraw His mercy
from them.

232. Come and see, "but he went perversely in the way of his heart,"
followed by, "I have seen his ways, and will heal him: I will lead him
also, and bestow comforts on him and on his mourners" (Yeshayah
457:17-18). HE EXPLAINS, "but he went perversely" MEANS though
the wicked do what they do willfully and follow the way of their heart,
and others admonish them but they care not to listen to them,
NEVERTHELESS, when they repent and take the good path of
repentance, remedy awaits them.

233. We should observe now whether the verse refers to the living or
the dead, for the beginning of the verse is not as its ending, nor the
ending the beginning. The first part of the verse points at the living,
SAYING, "BUT HE WENT PERVERSELY...", yet the latter part points
to the dead, SAYING, "AND BESTOW COMFORTS ON HIM AND ON
HIS MOURNERS." HE ANSWERS, the verse speaks of living man,
and it is thus: "he went perversely in the way of his heart," because
the Evil Inclination within him is strong and gains power. Hence "he
went perversely," and does not care to repent.
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234. The Holy One, blessed be He, sees his ways, that he walks in
evil to no use. He says, I need to hold his hand, as written, "I have
seen his ways" walking in the darkness; I wish to give him healing,
as written, "and will heal him." The Holy One, blessed be He, brings
into his heart the path of repentance and healing for his soul. "I will
lead him also" - what does this mean? It resembles the words, "go,
lead the people" (Shemot 32:34), and the Holy One, blessed be He,
leads him in the true path as one holding someone's hand, leading
him out of darkness.

235. "And bestow comforts on him and on his mourners": HE ASKS,
it seems as if he is dead, NOT AS IN THE FIRST PART OF THE
VERSE. HE ANSWERS, assuredly he is dead; even though he is
alive, since he is wicked, he is considered dead. What is the meaning
of, "and bestow comforts on him and on his mourners"? HE SAYS,
the Holy One, blessed be He, acts kindly with people. Ever since
one's thirteenth birthday, He gives two guardian angels to be with
him, and they guard him, one to his right and one to his left.

236. When man walks the right path they rejoice in him and uphold
him with joy, announcing before him saying, Give honor to the image
of the King. But when he treads the crooked path, they mourn for
him and leave him. When the Holy One, blessed be He, holds him
and leads him in the right way, it is written, "and bestow comforts on
him and on his mourners." First I will "bestow comforts on him," for
he regrets all that he did formerly and what he has done now and
repents. Then, "on his mourners," who are the angels that mourned
him when they departed from him. Now that they have returned there
are consolations (Heb. nichumim) in every aspect, HE BOTH
REGRETS (HEB. MITNACHEM) HIS DEEDS AND TAKES COMFORT
(HEB. MITNACHEM) FOR HIS TROUBLES AND MOURNING.

237. Now he is surely alive, he is living in every respect, holding to
the Tree of Life. Since he is attached to the Tree of Life, he is called a
penitent, for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
also called penitence. FOR REPENTANCE (HEB. TESHUVAH) IS
COMPOSED OF THE SEGMENTS, LET VAV RETURN (HEB. TASHUV)
TO HEI. THE VAV IS THE TREE OF LIFE, ZEIR ANPIN, AND HEI IS
MALCHUT. HENCE MALCHUT IS CALLED REPENTANCE. And he is
called a repentant, and the ancient sages called him man of
repentance literally, NAMELY, THE HUSBAND OF MALCHUT
CALLED REPENTANCE, WHICH MEANS HE BESTOWS PLENTY ON
HER. Therefore, even the wholly righteous cannot dwell where the
penitents do.
The old merchant talks about David's situation when he took BathSheva to wife and when he slew her husband, Uriah, with the sword
of the children of Amon. He says that David did no sin when he took
Bath-Sheva, but that he should have killed Uriah when he rebelled
against the kingdom rather than using the Amonites to kill him.
Some sins are against other men, and some are just against God.
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238. King David said, "Against You, You alone, have I sinned and
done that which is evil in Your sight" (Tehilim 51:6). What is the
meaning of, "You alone"? HE ANSWERS, there are sins man
commits against the Holy One, blessed be He, and against people,
sins against people but not the Holy One, blessed be He, and sins
against the Holy One, blessed be He, but not against people. King
David sinned against the Holy One, blessed be He, alone, but not
against people. HENCE HE SAID, "AGAINST YOU, YOU ALONE,
HAVE I SINNED."

239. HE ASKS, yet if you argue that he did commit that sin by
Bathsheba, we learned that whoever commits a sexual transgression
with a man's wife, renders her forbidden to her husband, and THUS
sins against his neighbor and against the Holy One, blessed be He.
HE ANSWERS, this is not so. The sin you mentioned was permitted
and David took that which was his, for she had a letter of divorce
from her husband before he went to war. It was then the custom that
men in Yisrael, who went to war, gave their wives a letter of divorce
applicable after a certain time. Uriah did the same with Bathsheba.
After the time had elapsed she was permitted to any man, and David
married her. Whatever he did was permitted.

240. For had not it been so, but prohibited, the Holy One, blessed be
He, would not have let her stay with him. Thus it is written as
testimony, "And David comforted Bathsheba his wife" (II Shmuel
12:24). This is the testimony that she was his wife. Assuredly she
was his wife and soulmate, ready for him from the day the world was
created. This testifies that David did not commit sin by Bathsheba,
as we said.

241. What was the sin he committed against the Holy One, blessed
be He, and not against another? It is that he slew Uriah with the
sword of the children of Amon, instead of killing him when he said to
him, "and my lord Joab" (II Shmuel 11:11), seeing that he himself
was his master. This the verse proves in the words, "These are the
names of David's warriors" (II Shmuel 23:8), and not 'Joab's
warriors'. THUS HE IS A REBEL AGAINST THE KINGDOM, WHICH IS
PUNISHABLE BY DEATH. Yet he did not slay him at that time, but
rather by the sword of Amon.

242. The text says that there was no fault found in him, "save only in
the matter of Uriah the Hittite" (I Melachim 15:5). "Save only"
indicates exclusion, that HE SINNED in the matter of Uriah, and not
SINNED by Uriah HIMSELF. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, "and
have slain him with the sword of the children of Amon" (I Shmuel
12:9). On each of the swords of the children of Amon, a crooked
serpent was engraved, an image of a dragon, which is their idol. The
Holy One, blessed be He, said, you have empowered that
abomination. For when the children of Amon killed Uriah together
with many of the children of Yisrael, the sword of the children of
Amon grew strong at that time, and much strength was added to that
idol and abomination.
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243. You may say that Uriah was no righteous man, since it is written
of him that he is Uriah the Hittite. But it is not so, he was righteous,
only he was Hittite after his place, just like, "Yiftach the
Gil'adite" (Shoftim 11:1), was so named after his place. THE SAME
APPLIES TO URIAH THE HITTITE.

244. Hence it is written, "in the matter of Uriah the Hittite," AND NOT
AGAINST URIAH HIMSELF, FOR HE WAS ALREADY LIABLE TO
DEATH PENALTY FOR REBELLING AGAINST THE KINGDOM, AS
MENTIONED. THIS IS BECAUSE HE CAUSED the abomination of the
children of Amon to prevail against the camp of Elohim of David's
army, who had the very shape of above, OF THE HOSTS OF
SUPERNAL MALCHUT. When David caused a defect in his camp, he
caused a defect above in another camp. David therefore said,
"Against You, You alone, have I sinned"; against "You alone" and
none other was the sin he committed. Hence THE VERSE SAYS, "in
the matter of Uriah the Hittite," and hence, "with the sword of the
children of Amon," WHICH MEANS THAT THE SIN WAS NOT
AGAINST URIAH HIMSELF BUT IN THE MATTER OF URIAH, BY
GIVING POWER TO THE SWORD OF THE CHILDREN OF AMON.
245. It is written, "For the eyes of Hashem run to and fro throughout
the whole earth" (II Divrei Hayamim 16:9), which are female, AS
'RUN' HAS A FEMININE SUFFIX. And it is written, "the eyes of
Hashem, they rove to and fro through the whole earth" (Zecharyah
4:10), which are male, AS 'ROVE' IS MASCULINE. So they are
distinct, SOME OF THEM ARE CONSIDERED MALE AND SOME
FEMALE. David said, "and done that which is evil in Your sight
(eyes)" (Tehilim 51:6). HE ASKS, it says, "in Your eyes," while it
should have been 'before Your eyes'. HE ANSWERS, yet THE
REASON FOR SAYING "in Your eyes" IS THAT David said, the place
against which I have sinned was in Your eyes, because I knew your
eyes were ready and set before me, yet I was not mindful of them.
Thus the sin I committed was against Your eyes.

246. "So that You are justified in Your sentence, and clear in Your
judgment" (Ibid.), and he will have no excuse to say before You,
"EXAMINE ME, HASHEM, AND PROVE ME" (TEHILIM 26:2). Come
and see, every artist speaks of his craft. David was the King's jester,
and even though he was grieved, when he was before the King, he
employed his jests as before, to amuse the King.

247. He said, Master of the universe, I said, "Examine me, Hashem,
and prove me," and you said I cannot withstand the test. Here I have
sinned "so that You are justified in Your sentence," and your words
prove right. For had I not sinned, my word would be true and Yours
vain. Now that I have sinned, I did it so that Your sentence will be
true. I have allowed place to justify Your sentence, which I did, "so
that You are justified in Your sentence, and clear in Your judgment."
For David reverted to his craft, and said in his grief words of jest to
the King.
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248. We learned that the deed was not becoming of David, as he
said, "and my heart is wounded (or: 'empty') within me" (Tehilim
109:22). It is so, as David said, there are two chambers in the heart,
one with blood and the other with air. The one filled with blood is an
abode for the Evil Inclination, yet my heart is not so, because it is
empty, and I have not given place for the evil blood to allow the Evil
Inclination to dwell in it. My heart is surely clear, without an evil
dweller. Since it is so, it was not befitting David to commit that sin,
only to give a pretext for the wicked to say that if King David sinned
and the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave him, how much more so
the rest of the people in the world. Hence David said, "Then I will
teach transgressors Your ways; and sinners shall return to
You" (Tehilim 51:15).

249. And it is written, "And David went up by the ascent of the Mount
of Olives, and wept as he went up, and had his head covered, and he
went barefoot" (II Shmuel 15:30). HE ASKS, wherefore was "his head
covered, and he went barefoot"? AND HE ANSWERS, he was
reprimanded; he made himself reprimanded in order to receive
punishment, and the people were four cubits apart from him. Happy
is the servant who serves his Master this way, and makes known his
sin, in order to wholly repent it.

250. Come and see, what Shim'i the son of Gera did to him was
greater than all the troubles he had until that day, yet David did not
answer back anything, for so it became him and thus his iniquities
were atoned for.

251. We should now observe this. Shim'i was a sage and had great
wisdom. Why did he come to David and do what he did to him? HE
ANSWERS, this came from a different place that put it into him.
Whatever he did was for David's benefit. For what Shim'i did to him
caused him to wholly repent, and broke his heart greatly, so he shed
many tears from his heart before the Holy One, blessed be He. Hence
it says, "because Hashem had said to him, curse" (II Shmuel 16:10).
He knew that this has come down from another, high place.

252. David bade his son Solomon do two things, one concerning
Joab, the other Shim'i, among the other commands he bade him.
One concerned Joab, as written, "Moreover you know also what
Joab the son of Tzruyah did to me" (I Melachim 2:5). It was
something unknown that even Solomon could not have known. But
since others knew, Solomon found out. Hence he said, "Moreover
you know," what he was not supposed to have known.
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253. One concerned Shim'i, as written, "And, behold, you have with
you Shim'i the son of Gera" (Ibid. 8). What is the meaning of, "with
you"? HE ANSWERS, he is always at your disposal, since he was his
teacher. This is why he did not say of Joab, 'And, behold, you have
Joab with you'. But of Shim'i, who was constantly by him, he said,
"And, behold, you have with you."

254. "And the king sent and called for Shim'i, and said to him, Build
you a house in Jerusalem" (Ibid. 36). HE ASKS, where was King
Solomon's wisdom in doing this? AND HE ANSWERS, he did
everything wisely and noticed every aspect, that Shim'i was a sage.
Solomon said, I want Torah to increase in this land by Shim'i, and
that he shall not leave it.

255. Another thing is that Solomon observed wisely the words, "he
came out, cursing as he came" (II Shmuel 16:5). Why does it say
'came' twice, 'he came out cursing' should have sufficed. AND HE
ANSWERS, once he came out of the study hall TO CURSE David, and
once he came out of Jerusalem for his servants, for which he died.
He came out once for the king and once for his servants. Solomon
saw all this and looked through the Holy Spirit at the second coming
out. Hence he said, "For it shall be, that on the day you go out" (I
Melachim 2:37), he knew that he will die going out.

256. "And cast dust" (II Shmuel 16:5). HE ASKS, What does it mean,
"and cast dust"? AND HE ANSWERS, it was dust by my father, and
water by Shim'i, as written, "For it shall be, that on the day you go
out, and pass over the wadi of Kidron." It was dust there and water
here. Solomon took account of them both so that he will be
PUNISHED by dust and water like a Sota (a wife suspected of
adultery), he who accused his father by the way.

257. It is written, "who cursed me with a grievous curse...and I swore
to him by Hashem, saying, I will not put you to death with the
sword" (I Melachim 2:8). HE ASKS, what is "with the sword"? Was
Shim'i a fool THAT HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND that had he sworn
this way, he may not say later, not with the sword, but with a spear
or an arrow.

258. HE ANSWERS, there are two matters here. The child, the son of
the great fish whose scales rise to the height of the clouds, spoke of
the first. When David wanted to swear an oath, he would draw his
sword, on which the engraved name was imprinted, and thus swore
it. So he did with Shim'i, as written, "and I swore to him by Hashem,
saying, I will not put you to death with the sword." How did he swear
- with the sword. The other MATTER IS THAT Solomon considered,
and said, he came cursing to my father, THAT IS, words, so I TOO
HAVE words for him. So he slew him with the Tetragrammaton, and
not with the sword. This is why Solomon acted this way.
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259. We should now observe. If David swore to him, why did he kill
him, for it seems as if this oath was false, since he did not speak his
mind. HE ANSWERS, surely David did not kill him. It is known that
every body part receives, but the heart does not receive even a
hairsbreadth. King David was the heart OF YISRAEL, but received
what was not befitting for him to receive, NAMELY, SHIM'I
THROWING STONES AND CASTING DUST AT HIM. Therefore, "know
what you ought to do to him" (Ibid. 9). Moreover, THE TREE,
NAMELY HIS BEING OF THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, THE SMALL
TREE, caused him to be vindictive and grudging as a snake.

260. It is written, "For You desire not sacrifice; or else I would give it:
You delight not in burnt offering. The sacrifices of Elohim are a
broken spirit: a broken and a contrite heart, Elohim, You will not
despise" (Tehilim 51:18-19). HE ASKS, "For You desire not
sacrifice": does not the Holy One, blessed be He, desire a sacrifice
to be offered Him? He did decree that the wicked would sacrifice an
offering so their iniquities would be atoned for. AND HE ANSWERS,
But David addressed that to the name Elohim, WHICH IS THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT. A sacrifice is not brought to the name
Elohim, but to the name Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav,
Hei ALEPH. For a sacrifice is not brought to severe Judgment, the
attribute of Judgment, as written, "If any man of you bring your
offering to Hashem" (Vayikra 1:2), to Yud Hei Vav Hei, and not to the
name Elohim. IT IS ALSO WRITTEN, "And when any will offer a meal
offering to Hashem" (Vayikra 2:1), "a sacrifice of peace offerings to
Hashem" (Vayikra 22:21), and "a sacrifice of thanks-giving to
Hashem" (Ibid. 29), YET THE NAME ELOHIM IS NOT MENTIONED.

261. Therefore, since King David addressed the name Elohim, it had
to be written, "For You desire not sacrifice; or else I would give it:
You delight not in burnt offering," for to that name only a broken
spirit is offered, as written, "The sacrifices of Elohim are a broken
spirit." A sacrifice to Elohim is sadness and a broken heart. Hence
whoever had a bad dream needs to look sad, because he is under
the attribute of Elohim and the sacrifice to the attribute of Judgment
needs TO BE sadness and a broken spirit. Sadness is useful for bad
dreams, so judgment has no power over him, for he offered the
proper sacrifice to the attribute of Judgment.

262. "A broken and a contrite heart, Elohim, You will not
despise" (Tehilim 51:19). HE ASKS, Is, "you will not despise,"
indicative that there exists a heart to be despised? HE ANSWERS,
Yes, namely a heart that is haughty, a heart that is presumptuous.
Such is a heart He despises, but a broken and contrite heart, Elohim
will not despise.
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263. "Do good in your favor to Zion: build you the walls of
Jerusalem" (Ibid. 20). HE ASKS: What is meant by "Do good"? Is it
not apparent that there already exists something good in it? Thus,
WHY DO WE NEED TO PRAY to do good to that which is good?
ANSWER: It is certain THAT PRAYER IS NEEDED FOR THE
PURPOSE OF DOING BETTER, as from the day that the Holy One,
blessed be He, was involved with the construction of the supernal
Temple until this day, no good will dwell in that edifice, and so it was
never completed. But when the moment arrives when His favor on
high is aroused, He will do good and kindle the lights of that edifice
which shall project to such an extent that even the angels on High
will not be able to gaze at that edifice, that Temple. Then the Temple
with its auxiliary tasks will be completed. CONCERNING THIS, HE
PRAYED, "DO GOOD IN YOUR FAVOR TO ZION."

264. "build You the walls of Jerusalem." HE ASKS: Is it possible that,
from the day that He endeavored to build the Temple to the present,
He did not construct them? If the walls of the Temple were not built,
then surely the Temple WAS NOT BUILT, AND SO WHY DOES HE
SAY TO "DO GOOD IN YOUR FAVOR TO ZION," MEANING, THE
TEMPLE? NORMALLY WALLS ARE BUILT FIRST THEN THE TEMPLE
ITSELF. ANSWER: The works of the Holy One, blessed be He, are not
similar to those of man. When building the Temple below, man first
constructs the walls of the city, then the Temple. The walls of the
city must first protect them, then work can be done with the Temple.
This is not so with the Holy One, blessed be He. First He constructs
the Temple and later, after lowering it from Heaven and placing it
upon its site, He builds the walls of Jerusalem which are actually the
walls of the city. Therefore, David, may he rest in peace, said, "Do
good in your favor to Zion," first, and then, "build You the walls of
Jerusalem."

265. Here there is a secret. Generally, in all doings of the Holy One,
blessed be He, at the outset He proceedes to work upon what is on
the outside, and then He proceeds to the inner part within. Yet here it
is not so, SINCE HE PROCEEDED WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE TEMPLE PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTING THE WALLS, WHICH ARE
IN THE EXTERIOR. WHY? HE ANSWERS Come and behold: In all
doings where the Holy One, blessed be He, proceeds with the outer
work, in the planning stage He begins with the inner, MEANING THE
INNERMOST. However, in actual doing, He proceeds with that which
is found in the outside - just as the Klipah, MEANING THE SHELL
OUTSIDE, stems from the Other Side, yet the inner part is drawn
from the inner part, MEANING THE SIDE OF HOLINESS. The Other
Side proceeds consistently, and it grows and protects the fruit. Once
the fruit ripens, THE SHELL is cast aside, "the evil may prepare it,
but the just shall put it on" (Iyov 27:17). The shell is thrown away and
the righteous of the world are blessed.
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266. But here, concerning the construction of the Temple OF THE
FUTURE when the Evil Side will be removed from the world, there
will not be a need TO BEGIN WITH THE OUTSIDE because the inner
part and the shell will both be His, so that He will commence with the
inner part, as it is written, "Do good in Your favor to Zion," first, and
then, "build You the walls of Jerusalem." For the outside wall, the
shell, will be His own, as written: "'for I', says Hashem, 'will be to her
a wall of fire round about,'" (Zecharyah 2:9) "I" and not the side of
evil.

267. Yisrael is the supernal core of the world, as the thought of
Yisrael came first - AS IN THOUGHT, THE INNERMOST PRECEDED
THE SHELL, AS MENTIONED BEFORE. The heathen nations are like
the shell TO YISRAEL. They came first IN DEED, BECAUSE IN
ACTION THE SHELL COMES BEFORE THE INNER PART OF THE
FRUIT AS LISTED EARLIER, as written: "And these are the kings that
reigned in the land of Edom, before there reigned any king over the
children of Yisrael" (Beresheet 36:31). In the future, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will bring forth the fruit without the shell, as written:
"Yisrael is holy to Hashem, the first fruits of His increase" (Yirmeyah
2:3), MEANING that the fruit comes before the shell. Even though the
fruit will stay without a shell, who would dare extend his hand to eat
of it, because of the verse "all that devour him shall be held guilty;
evil shall come upon them, says Hashem" (Ibid.).

268. Of that time, IT IS WRITTEN: "Then shall You be pleased with
the sacrifices of righteousness" (Tehilim 51:21), because then all will
be enjoined into one and the Name will be whole in all its aspects,
and there will be a whole sacrifice to Hashem Elohim. Presently,
Elohim is not enjoined with the sacrifice, for if He was enjoined with
it, numerous other Elohim would raise their ears in an attempt to join
AND NURTURE FROM HOLINESS, HEAVEN FORBID. However, in the
future time, IT IS WRITTEN, "For You are great, and do wondrous
things, You are Elohim alone" (Tehilim 86:10), without any other
deities.
At the time of resurrection, we are told, all those who have not died
will experience death from the Holy One, blessed be He, and will
then immediately rise back to life; this is in order that none of the
impurity in the world will remain, and that the new world will be
brought about from the workings of God.
269. At that time, it is written: "See now that I, even I, am He, and
there is no Elohim with Me" (Devarim 32:39). HE ASKS: "See now
that I, even I, am He"; THIS WOULD BE sufficient, so why MENTION
THE WORD "now"? ANSWER: This situation never existed before,
but from this time on, it will exist. The Holy One, blessed be He, said:
'See now what you were unable to see before.'

270. "That I, even I, am He..." HE ASKS: Why is "I" written twice?
ANSWER: It is to stress that there is no other Elohim but Him
THERE. Sometimes where it writes "I" once and not more, there may
be the Other Side, but now, "I, even I, am He, and there is no Elohim
with Me," for the Other Side has vanished, stressing exclusively that
'I alone am HE'.
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271. "I cause death and bring life..." (Ibid.). Until this moment, death
was brought about via the Other Side; from this time on, "I will cause
death and give life," MEANING from that time on - MEANING AT TIME
OF RESURRECTION - all those who did not experience the taste of
death from Him, FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, will then
experience death and rise immediately back TO LIFE. DEATH WILL
BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, in
order that none of that impurity in the world will remain. There shall
be a new world brought about from the workings of the Holy One,
blessed be He.

272. "And if the servant plainly said... I will not go out free" (Shemot
21:5). As we explained, then he is impaired with a blemish,
MEANING, "HIS MASTER SHALL BORE HIS EAR WITH AN AWL." "If
he came in by himself" (Ibid. 3). What is meant by "by himself"? We
learned with the Aramaic translation that this "alone" is a fine
translation. However, we did learn that the world maintains itself with
only one fin of the Leviathan.

273. This is its secret: where there was both male and female
LEVIATHAN, as the Holy One, blessed be He, created them as male
and female, wherever they went they caused the earth to tremble.
Had not the Holy One, blessed be He, sterilized the male and cooled
down the female, they would have disturbed the earth. As a result,
they do not produce offspring. THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF: "If he
came in by himself (Heb. gapo)" MEANING IF HE COMES under the
wing (Heb. gaf) OF THE LEVIATHAN, that is, if he produces no
offspring, "he shall go out by himself." He is thrust away there, and
can not enter in the vicinity OF THE KING at all. He is thrust away
and caused to be lost from that world. Thus, "he shall go out by
himself," truly alone.

274. Come and behold: it is written, "They will die childless" (Vayikra
20:20). The word "childless" comprises male and female. He arrives
through the secret of the male, and departs by the secret of the
female. He arrives with one and departs with the other. This is that
place that he clings to in that world, MEANING IN MALCHUT. The
Holy One, blessed be He, does not want anyone to come before Him
who sterilized himself in this world.

275. Come and behold: this is the example of the sacrifice. They did
not offer before Him that which has been castrated. They would
remove it so as not to offer it before Him. He commanded: "neither
shall you do thus in your land" (Vayikra 22:24). And so unto all
generations it is prohibited to emasculate any creature created by
Hashem, as emasculation stems from the Other Side.
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276. If he endeavored and married and did not produce offspring, or
he did not want to although married, or she did not want to produce
offspring and later came to that world childless, we find the verse
says: "if he is married," and he did not give proper attention to to the
work of the Holy One, blessed be He, TO HAVE CHILDREN, "then his
wife shall go out with him." He enters under the wing of the male and
she under the wing of the female, DENOTING MALCHUT, AND EACH
ONE OF THEM who "came in by himself... shall go out by himself
(also: 'his wing')" as we explained. Everything fits in well.

277. "If his master has given him a wife..." As we learned, "if his
master," refers to the Master of the universe, NOTABLY MALCHUT,
who "has given him a wife." We see here that man does not have the
complete authority to marry a woman. All depends on the scale,
MEANING ACCORDING TO THE MEASURE OF HIS MERITS, and so,
He "has given him a wife," as this is not under his authority. Who is
she? She is not his, NOT HIS MATE, and not set for him. Who is she?
She is a WOMAN designated for someone else, but through mercy,
he won her first and married her. This woman was given to him
though she was not the proper one for him.

278. The Holy One, blessed be He, sees this from afar, that this
woman is poised to bring offspring into the world. AND AFTER this
man initiated with pleas of mercy she was given to him; he thus had
offspring and planted a seed with the woman that was not his.
Therefore, "the wife and her children shall remain her master's and
he shall go out by himself." See how a wretched poor man toiled for
naught to bring forth fruit in a garden that was not his, and departed
empty-handed.

279. HE SAYS TO HIMSELF: Old man, in a time such as this, you
were not as one who pushes the gate open with his feet, as one who
lies on the ground without strength, and as a result of his weakness,
he is unable to OPEN THE GATE so he pushes on it with his feet.
Have courage, old man, do not fear. This poor unfortunate toiled for
naught - why? Is it because he did not plant in a garden of his own?
Then we could understand. But here, the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave him this garden to plant; he did not take it ON HIS OWN
INITIATIVE.

280. But, come and behold: all the things the Holy One, blessed be
He, has done are according to the Law; there is nothing found
wanting. If the Holy One, blessed be He, gave him a wife, and he
produced fruits and plants, he is not like other incarnated ones. One
who endeavors in this world to enlarge the tree but is unable is not
the same as one who makes no effort to enlarge, but instead
uproots, causes leaves to fall from the tree and diminishes its fruits.
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281. He whose Master gave him a wife to produce offspring, who
strove before to enlarge the tree, but was unable, does not possess
many merits. Had he possessed the proper merits, he would not
need to reincarnate, as it is written: "And to them will I give in my
house and within My walls a memorial better than sons and
daughters" (Yeshayah 56:5). But now that he does not merit, the
Holy One, blessed be He, sees that he tried to have children and was
unable. Then "his Master has given him a wife," as we learned, and
as a result of the Holy One, blessed be He, showing mercy, that He
gives him A WIFE out of mercy, He takes His own back, He takes
what caused that well to diminish FROM BEFORE THIS. For this
reason, "the wife and her children shall be her master's." Later, he
must return and work on himself to compensate for his loss. Here
ends the secret of the verse.

282. HE SAID TO HIMSELF: Old man, you are saying that he toiled in
vain TO BEGET CHILDREN. But you really did not pay attention to
yourself that you walk in vain, for in regard to what you said, there is
a verse that contradicts your entire construction, and you thought
that you were swimming in the sea to your heart's content. What is
this VERSE? It is written, "If the servant plainly says, 'I love my
master, my wife and children...'" (Shemot 21:5), WE SEE THAT HE
AGAIN MERITS THEM, AND SO HE DID NOT TOIL IN VAIN.

283. Woe, old man, weary without strength, what shall you do? You
thought that there was no one pursuing you, but there is a verse
pursuing you, coming out from behind the wall like a doe in the field.
THAT IS, THAT HE DID NOT REMEMBER BEFORE, BUT SUDDENLY
REMEMBERED, as if His hopping after you with thirteen hops behind
you, DENOTING THE THIRTEEN WORDS IN THE VERSE FROM, "IF
THE SERVANT PLAINLY SAYS" UNTIL THE WORD "FREE" (WITH
THE LAST WORD NOT INCLUDED). It did reach you. What should
you do, old man? Now, strengthen yourself because you were a
mighty person until now. Old man! Remember the snowy day we
planted beans and there were mighty warriors against you, and you
alone defeated thirteen warriors who had each slain a hungry lion.

284. If these thirteen mighty ones have you defeated, then how much
more so these thirteen WORDS IN THE VERSE, "IF THE SERVANT
PLAINLY SAYS..." which have no more power than words. It is
written, "He will surely say." The way of the Holy One, blessed be
He, is to execute His Judgment with all. When the time arrives for
that woman THAT THE SERVANT TOOK to find her real mate, what
does THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, do? He slays THE SERVANT
THAT MARRIED HER, NOT BEING HER REAL MATE, and her real
mate takes her, and THE SERVANT departs this world alone.
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285. "And if the servant shall plainly say (lit. 'speaks, saying')" The
friends have maintained according to the literal meaning of the
verse: and if he speaks at the beginning of the sixth year, he will be
saying at the end of the sixth year just before the entry of the
seventh year. If he made this declaration even one day into the
seventh year, his words would be void. What is the proof? It states
"the servant," as long as he is a servant, meaning in the sixth year. If
he spoke in the beginning of the sixth year and did not repeat at the
end of the sixth year, it would be meaningless. For this reason, it
writes twice, "speaks, saying."

286. Here, CONTINUING WITH OUR SUBJECT, while the servant is
still with his wife, he intensifies his prayer and requests daily before
the Holy King. Just as he acquired her through mercy, so too the
ending is with pleas for mercy. This is the essence of "speaks,
saying." He speaks at the beginning to hasten the taking of her
through mercy and later PLEADS THAT HE SHOULD NOT BE
SHUNTED ASIDE BEFORE HER REAL MATE, AND THAT HIS
PETITION be received with mercy. He says: "I love my master."
Because of his numerous prayers, he is beloved by the Holy One,
blessed be He. He amends his actions, saying, "I love my master, my
wife and my children: I will not go out free." The Holy One, blessed
be He, receives his penance and manifold prayers.

287. What does the Holy One, blessed be He, do? Though he was
prepared to reincarnate him and cause him to endure punishment in
this world for his actions, He does not return him to this world. What
does He do? He brings him near to the Heavenly Council, they judge
him, submit him to the house of punishment, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, brands him WITH THE AWL. He is handed over to
punishment house to remain under the dominion of the
uncircumcised until a specific time, and then He redeems him.

288. If at that time when he is being marked WITH THE AWL the
Jubilee has arrived, and even if it is one day until Jubilee it is thus
considered as if he spent the full time until Jubilee. This is the
penalty and no more. With the arrival of Jubilee he is redeemed and
brought into the presence OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. The
old man closed his eye for one moment.
The merchant now begins a long section to do with strength,
speaking about strong mountains, about the strong foundations of
the earth, about King Solomon and about the mighty patriarchs. This
leads to the issue of the birthright that Jacob took from Esau, and
Jacob's strength over his brother. The serpent was able to seduce
Adam because Adam lacked strength and might; that quality first
appeared in Seth. Jacob's strength already existed in the form of
Joseph.
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289. He began and said, "Hear, O mountains, Hashem's controversy,
and you, strong foundations of the earth: for Hashem has
controversy with His people" (Michah 6:2). HE THEN SAID TO
HIMSELF: Old man, until now you were in the depths of the sea, and
now you have skipped over the powerful mountains to wage war
with them. Until now, surely, you were in the strong sea, but prior to
coming into the deep sea, you met these powerful mountains that
are located in the midst of the sea. Now you need to wage war
against the depths of the sea and these mountains.

290. Weary old man without strength, who put you into this. You
were in a state of peace, but you wanted this; you caused this, you
are going to suffer. Now there is no other way for you but to wage
war and conquer everything, and not turn back. Be strong, gird your
loins, and do not fear to smash these mountains so they do not
overpower you. Say to them: high mountains, mighty peaks, how
strong you became.

291. Two verses are written. One writes, "Arise, contend before the
mountains, and let the hills hear your voice" (Ibid. 1). Another writes,
"Hear, O mountains, Hashem's controversy." There are mountains,
and there are other mountains. There are mountains, very lofty,
DENOTING CHESED, GVURAH, and TIFERET. About these, it is
written, "Hear O mountains, Hashem's controversy." There are other
mountains whose heights are somewhat lower, DENOTING
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. Regarding these, it is written, "Arise,
contend before the mountains," because the pursuer of quarrels is
upon them, MEANING, THERE ARE JUDGMENTS IN THEM. Hence,
there are different mountains.

292. You may say that yet it writes, "let the hills hear your voice."
These hills are below and you make mountains of them. HE
ANSWERS: It is so. When compared to the lofty mountains, these
are called hills, but by themselves, they are called mountains.

293. Come and behold: it is written, "and you strong foundations of
the earth." HE ASKS: If it wrote, "Hear, O mountains," who then are
these strong ones? HE ANSWERS: Mountains and strong ones are
really the same. However, mountains are the three upper ones
overtop OF THE STRONG ONES, DENOTING CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET. The STRONG ONES are three lower ones, NAMELY
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. It is all one. Concerning the upper
mountains, David said: "I lift my eyes to the mountains" (Tehilim
121:1). These refer to the three primary ones, NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET; "strong foundations of the earth," refer to
the three secondary ones below the primary, WHICH ARE the
supports of the Temple, NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD, and one is
the joy of the Temple, NAMELY YESOD. These are called 'the
foundations of the land'; they are strong and are called 'strong'.
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294. HE SAID TO HIMSELF: Old man, you are aware that he who
wages war, if he is not on guard, can not win wars. He needs to
strike with his hand, and be on guard in his thoughts. Whatever the
other plans, he must anticipate AND BE ON GUARD. The right hand
is designated at all times to strike, and his left hand and his thoughts
to receive and be on guard - THE THOUGHTS TO BE ON GUARD,
THE LEFT HAND TO RECEIVE BLOWS FROM THE ADVERSARY. The
right serves in any THING.

295. Now you speak of the strong ones. The strong ones (Heb.
eitanim) are below, DENOTING NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, and
mountains above DENOTE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. Be on
guard, old man, as there is another thought that conflicts with yours,
as written, "A maskil of Eitan the Ezrachite" (Tehilim 89:1), referring
to old Abraham, called Eitan. So if Abraham is known as 'Eitan' then
Isaac and Jacob must be referred to as eitanim (lit. 'strong ones')
AND WE KNOW THAT THE FATHERS DENOTE CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET, FOR CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET ARE
REFERRED TO AS 'STRONG'. Rise, old man, as you see that this
thought conflicts with your thought.
296. "...and took up his discourse, and said, 'Strong is your dwelling
place...'" (Bemidbar 24:21) 'Eitan' refers to the morning of Abraham,
as written "As soon as the morning was light" (Beresheet 44:3). This
refers to the pillar, DENOTING YESOD, that the entire earth,
DENOTING MALCHUT, leans upon. Its light is received from
Abraham, DENOTING CHESED. The river exiting Eden is so called,
DENOTING YESOD, AND SO YESOD IS REFERRED TO AS 'EITAN'.
HE SAID TO HIMSELF: Old man, one thought is in opposition to you,
and you are unable to be on your guard. How can one wage war, old
man, where is your strength? Surely "nor the battle to the
strong" (Kohelet 9:11).

297. It is written "A maskil of Eitan the Ezrachite," and there is a
verse, "A maskil of David," denoting the river that flows from Eden,
ALLUDING TO YESOD, that clarifies David, REPRESENTING
MALCHUT, to inform him of these concealed heavenly matters, AND
SO YESOD BECOMES REFERRED TO AS 'MASKIL' (ENG.
'ERUDITE'). Now if maskil alludes to the river flowing from Eden,
MEANING YESOD THAT IS BELOW, IN NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD,
then Eitan the Ezrachite ALLUDES TO Abraham, whom I know to be
above, WITH CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET. And though I am an old
man, I overcome this thought. BUT Eitan the Ezrachite points to two
grades, as the verse says: "As soon as the morning was light."
"Light" denotes Abraham, WHO IS CHESED; "morning" is the river,
WHICH IS YESOD. So in relation to Eitan the Ezrachite, 'Ezrachite'
alludes to Abraham and 'Eitan' is, as we said, that river flowing from
Eden, NAMELY YESOD.

298. Now, old man, stand upon your chariot, as you will now fall and
will not be able to rise. Behold King Solomon. He came with his
hosts, chariots, warriors, and cavaliers and they come towards you.
Rise, and leave the field so they will not find you there. It is written,
"And all the men of Yisrael assembled themselves to king Solomon
at the feast in the month of etanim" (I Melachim 8:2). THIS MEANS
the month that the eitanim (lit. 'strong ones') were born. Who are
these? They are the Fathers, who are the mighty ones of the earth.
This month is Tishrei, in which the alphabet is in reverse order, from
below upwards, MEANING PROCEEDING FROM TAV TO SHIN-RESHKUF. SO ALSO THE LETTERS OF TISHREI REPRESENT THE
LETTERS GOING BACKWARD, FOR THE EITANIM ARE THE
FATHERS, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET.
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299. Furthermore, from your OWN words, SAYING THAT EITAN THE
EZRACHITE REPRESENTS TWO LEVELS, you had better leave the
field and not be found, for had the verse said, "A maskil Eitan the
Ezrachite," then things would be FINE, since as you maintained, IT
REPRESENTS TWO LEVELS. But now that it writes, 'A maskil of
Eitan the Ezrachite,' your fight is meaningless, BECAUSE NOW IT
APPEARS THAT IT IS ONE LEVEL, NOT TWO. Depart the field
unwillingly, and do not be seen.

300. O poor unfortunate old man, how are you going to leave THE
FIELD? If you do, they will be victorious over you and you will have
fled the field. Everybody will chase you and you will never have
courage to see anyone. No, now I swear that I will not leave the field,
I will see King Solomon face to face, and any man of Yisrael with the
warriors, cavaliers, and chariots. The Holy One, blessed be He, will
help you, old man, as you are weary and without strength. Arise, old
man, have courage, for until now you were a mighty force.

301. He commenced: it is written, "A maskil of Eitan the Ezrachite."
Had it been written 'A maskil of David', the explanation would have
been as you said, REFLECTING YESOD THAT OFFERS BOUNTY TO
MALCHUT, CALLED 'DAVID'. But IT IS WRITTEN "A maskil of Eitan."
HE ANSWERS: There is maskil and there is maskil, a maskil on high
and one below. Maskil of Eitan is to tell us when that river, YESOD,
rises with yearning, all limbs rejoice and join with him. If it rises to
the point that that supernal mind, CHESED BECOMING CHOCHMAH,
is favored to him and rejoices in him, then you have a maskil of Eitan
the Ezrachite. For it instructs (Heb. maskil) Eitan the Ezrachite,
instructing YESOD, and informs him through Abraham his beloved,
REPRESENTING CHESED THAT ROSE TO BECOME CHOCHMAH,
with all that is necessary. That supernal mind, BEING CHOCHMAH,
is maskil of Eitan, DENOTING YESOD. When king David, DENOTING
MALCHUT, is established with yearning TO YESOD, YESOD informs
(maskil) David, just as the supernal mind maskil TO YESOD. So there
is maskil and maskil.

302. "...the month of etanim..." For in this month were born the
eitanim (lit. 'strong ones'). The edifice below, NETZACH, HOD, AND
YESOD, is similar to that above, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET,
and so were four mountains and strong ones born in it. The
mountains, BEING CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, are concealed,
AS CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED AND DOES NOT ILLUMINATE. The
strong ones, the thighs, NETZACH AND HOD, are strong as copper;
eitan (lit. 'strong', sing) is between them, DENOTING YESOD THAT
AFFECTS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
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303. Rise, old man, strike out on all sides. At the time Moses
ascended to receive Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He, handed him
seventy keys of the Torah, NAMELY SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, EACH
POSSESSED ITS OWN TEN SFIROT, TOTALING SEVENTY. When he
reached 59, MEANING YESOD WITHIN THE TEN SFIROT OF THE
OVERALL YESOD, there was one hidden, concealed key, NAMELY
MALCHUT WITHIN THE TEN SFIROT OF THE OVERALL YESOD,
KNOWN AS THE DIADEM OF YESOD, that was not handed to him. It
pleaded before him, saying, 'Moses, all the upper and lower keys are
dependent upon this key'. Moses said, 'Master of the World, what is
its name?' He replied, 'Eitan and all other Eitanim are dependent
upon it.' Within it are maintained NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD,
which are outside of the body of the written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, It, ZEIR ANPIN, informs it, MEANING, FLOWING WITH
KNOWLEDGE, and instructs it. And it, THE DIADEM OF YESOD, is
the principal and the key of the written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN.
304. And when Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, affixes itself to it,
then, it, THE DIADEM OF YESOD, becomes its key, MEANING OF
YESOD OF MALCHUT, then surely YESOD is referred to as 'A maskil
of David', WHO IS MALCHUT. And due to the fact that the Oral Torah
inherits it, AND IT BECOMES ITS YESOD, CALLED 'RESH-SHIN-TAV',
THAT ILLUMINATES FROM DOWN UPWARDS. SO IN IT, the letters
are in reverse order, and as a result, ITS YESOD IS CALLED 'Tishrei',
IN WHICH THE LETTERS ARE IN REVERSE ORDER, THAT IS, TAVSHIN-RESH-KUF. The letters are Tav-Shin-Resh, but being the secret
of the Holy Name, NAMELY MALCHUT, the Holy One, blessed be He,
imprinted a letter of His name, Yud, THUS CALLED 'TISHREI' (TAVSHIN-RESH-YUD). Upon the altar, ALSO A NAME OF MALCHUT, He
added IN ITS YESOD the letter Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, such as the
Hei of: "that the net (Heb. hareshet - Hei-Resh-Shin-Tav) may reach
the midst of the altar" (Shemot 27:5). Dvorah came, ALSO BEING A
NAME OF MALCHUT, AND He placed in her Vav, as it is written,
"Then sang (Heb. vatashar - Vav-Tav-Shin-Resh) Dvorah." And in
this place, YESOD OF MALCHUT, the seal of the Holy Name is
imprinted upon it.
305. When that key, THE DIADEM OF YESOD, opens the Oral Torah,
MEANING WHEN IT IS AFFIXED TO ITS YESOD, it is necessary to
understand it. This is the meaning of Tanya (lit. 'it has been taught in
the Baraita') CONSISTING OF THE LETTERS IN EITAN, AND THEN
APPLIES, "Strong (Heb. eitan) is your dwelling place" (Bemidbar
24:21), AS MALCHUT IS CALLED 'DWELLING PLACE'. WHEN IT
RECEIVES FROM THE DIADEM OF YESOD, IT IS MENTIONED
REGARDING IT, "STRONG IS YOUR DWELLING PLACE," CALLED
'BARAITA' MEANING SOMETHING outside of the body OF ZEIR
ANPIN. BARAITA STEMS FROM THE WORD 'OUTSIDE', WHICH IS
EXTERNAL. Eitanim IN THE WRITTEN TORAH, ZEIR ANPIN,
becomes the Tanaim OF THE ORAL TORAH, MALCHUT. These are
supporting pillars outside of the body, MEANING NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD. Now it needs to be known that when these, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, are called with regard to the written Torah, ZEIR
ANPIN, Eitanim, then with regard to the Oral Torah they are called
Tanaim, which is spelled with the same letters. Eitan is used with
regard to the written Torah, Tanya with the Oral Torah, and
everything is as it should be.
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306. Friends, behold, I am in the field. King Solomon the king and his
mighty warriors will come and find an old weary man who is strong,
a warrior, victor of wars. I know that he will come, standing behind
the rock in the field. He watches me, how my strength abides in the
field. He alone watches me, he is a man of peace, who has peace. Go
now old man, with your strength, you are alone in the field. Return to
your place. Remove your weapons from yourself.

307. "Hear, O mountains, Hashem's controversy, and you, strong
foundations of the earth." "Hear, O mountains," is TO BE
EXPLAINED as we have said. "...and you, strong foundations of the
earth..." is the foundations of the earth indeed, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
REFERRED TO AS 'EARTH'. For from them, THE STRONG ONES NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD - MALCHUT is nurtured and receives
bounty daily. THEREFORE they are the foundations of the earth.
308. "...for Hashem has controversy with His people..." Who can
stand his ground when the Holy One, blessed be He, quarrels with
Yisrael, regarding which He says to them, "Hear, O mountains,
Hashem's controversy." This is one dispute. "Arise, contend before
the mountains," is the second dispute. The Holy One, blessed be He,
won in all disputes with Yisrael; and all the admonitions are as a
father admonishes his son. So we have explained it.

309. About Jacob, it is written concerning the time he came to be
victorious over him: "Hashem has also a controversy with Judah,
and will punish Jacob" (Hoshea 12:3). What is the controversy? It is
as it is written: "He took his brother by the heel in the womb" (Ibid.
4). And this resulted in the admonition and all these controversies.
This is an important matter that "He took his brother by the heel in
the womb." What he did in the belly is not a simple matter. HE ASKS:
Was he deceitful in the belly? HE ANSWERS: Assuredly so.

310. So we learned that in every way, Jacob rejected Esau so that he
would not have any share IN HOLINESS. Esau complained only
about one which equaled two, as it is written, "for he has supplanted
me these two times" (Beresheet 27:36). It should have been written,
'he has supplanted me two times'. What is the meaning of the word
"these (Heb. zeh, lit. 'this')"? HE ANSWERS: HE WAS INSINUATING
about one thing which has the value of two, one that turned into two.
What is it? When rearranging the letters of "my birthright (Heb.
bechorati)" it becomes "my blessing (Heb. birchati)." "...this two
times..." MEANS one item equaling two.
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311. Esau did not know what Jacob did to him in the belly, but his
Appointed Minister knew. The Holy One, blessed be He, caused the
heavens and the hosts to tremble from the sound of the voice OF
THE ACCUSATION OF THE MINISTER OF ESAU. He could have
claimed blessing and birthright, but said nothing. He should have
put in a claim for the blessing, but did not; he claimed brotherhood,
as it is written, "and that you hide not yourself from your own
flesh" (Yeshayah 58:7). Jacob did not want to give him any food
before he took the birthright from him.

312. What birthright did he take? He took from him the birthright of
above and below, MEANING THE HOLY BIRTHRIGHT ON HIGH, TO
OFFER SACRIFICE, AND THE BIRTHRIGHT BELOW TO RECEIVE
TWO SHARES. The word 'bechorah ('birthright') IS WRITTEN minus a
Vav. He then supplanted (Heb. ikev) his brother and made a heel
(Heb. akev) of him and threw him backwards. What is backwards? He
caused Esau to precede him into this world. Said Jacob to Esau:
'You take this world first, and I will follow.'

313. Come and behold: It is written, "And after that came out his
brother, and his hand took hold of Esau's heel" (Beresheet 25:26).
What is meant by Esau's heel? Do you really believe that his hand
was grasping the other's leg? Not so. His hand was grasping
someone who is a heel. And who may that be? It is Esau. Esau is
known as the heel. From the time that Jacob followed him and from
the day of Creation, the Holy One, blessed be He, called him 'heel',
AS ESAU IS OF THE ASPECT OF THE SERPENT, as it is written
concerning him, "it shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise his
heel" (Beresheet 3:15), MEANING you who are called 'heel' will bite
first and in the end he will bruise your head. Who is HIS HEAD? IT IS
Samael, the head of the serpent that strikes in this world.

314. And so in the womb he was insidious, and deceitful to his
brother, and so Esau took first this world as the verse writes, "And
these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom, before there
reigned any king over the children of Yisrael" (Beresheet 36:31). This
secret is alluded to by King Solomon who says, "An estate may be
gotten hastily at the beginning; but its end shall not be
blessed" (Mishlei 20:21), by the end of the world.

315. And so, "He took his brother by the heel in the womb, and by
his strength he strove with Elohim." HE ASKS: what is meant by "his
strength"? HE ANSWERS: They explained it as his might, and this is
well; but actually it is not so. The true clarification of the matter is
that Jacob was a supernal image and holy body to the extent that
since Adam, there was no body AND BEAUTY as that of Jacob. The
beauty of Adam was literally the beauty of Jacob, and the image of
Jacob was actually the image of Adam.
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316. When the Serpent came and seduced Adam, the serpent was
able to overcome him as Adam lacked strength or might, as up until
that day, he who was comprised of his strength and might was not
born. And who is Adam's strength and might? This was Seth, who
possessed the identical image of Adam, as it is written, "and begot a
son in his own likeness, after his image; and called his name
Seth" (Beresheet 5:3). What is the meaning of, "in his own likeness,
after his image"? It means born circumcised. So when the Minister
of Esau came to Jacob, Jacob's strength and substance already
existed in the form of Joseph. This is the meaning of, "and by his
strength he strove with Elohim," AS JOSEPH WAS HIS STRENGTH.

317. What is the sound of the woman, which the sound of the snake
can join with, as do a male a female dog? HE ANSWERS: The
serpent's voice can not cling to any voice of a woman, but there are
two kinds of women with whom he can unite. One is a woman who
does not observe the days of her menstrual impurity and the day of
cleansing, and purifies by immersion a day too early, or a woman
who delays the marital visits to spite her husband, unless her
husband does not mind or does not care about it.

318. With these two women, as one hastens TO IMMERSE BEFORE
THE PROPER TIME, one also tarries with the voice of the serpent,
until the voices merge. Just as she delays her marital visit to
distress her husband, in postponing the performance of a precept,
so the voice of the serpent advances to merge with the voice of the
woman. These two women with whom the sound of the serpent is
caught up are comparable to the union of the male and female dog.
Uncleanliness follows uncleanliness, a species seeks out its own.

319. One may ask why it should bother us if one voice is caught up
with another, or not? HE ANSWERS: Woe that the people in the
world perish unknowingly. If the woman's voice mingles and joins
with the voice of the serpent, when sinful evil LILIT comes out of her
lair, when she meets these two voices, the voice of the serpent and
the voice of the woman, the woman LILIT is heated by them, and
they by her. Thus she conceives and a spirit is formed, and they
follow it until THE SPIRIT invades the intestines of that woman.
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320. The sinful LILIT comes and visits the spirit, of this child that is
born, which came about from this awful merger with the sound of the
serpent that rattles inside her. This SPIRIT plays with the child until
the evil LILIT arrives, just as a woman might visit another woman's
child and prattle with it until its mother arrives. Many times, this
SPIRIT, a messenger of the evil LILIT, may kill it. The verse writes,
"and on the side of their oppressors there was power" (Kohelet 4:1).
The explanation OF THE VERSE is not as you suggest, but ITS
EXPLANATION IS AS FOLLOWS. The strength of that spirit
OPRESSES HIM. And so twice is written in the verse, "but they had
no comforter" (Ibid.), from the wicked Lilit and from that spirit.

321. HE SAID TO HIMSELF: Old man, now you have friends, you
speak like one who never saw war wagers. They are at peace with
you. From now on I will not remove from me weapons of war in order
to make my name remembered.

322. That sin that lies in wait, MEANING THE SERPENT ABOUT
WHOM IT IS WRITTEN, "SIN CROUCHES AT THE
DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7), BEING THE DOOR OF MALCHUT, stands
by the door like a dog. When the last sound is emitted, when the
woman about to give birth cries, JUST BEFORE BIRTH, he skips
from the door and goes after the woman. Why? Because the Holy
One, blessed be He, sends a key TO OPEN THE WOMB and when the
voice flies forth, the key comes. The serpent follows the voice that is
emitted and goes to the hill of the stomach - DENOTING YESOD, AS
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD ARE CALLED 'THE LOWER
MOUNTAINS' - IT BITES THAT PLACE, OPENS THE WOMB, and
knocks there until such time that she is cleansed from the filth of the
bite of that evil serpent. The Holy One, blessed be He, brings about
situations and performs fitting actions.

323. All this NURTURING OF THE SERPENT comes because that
belly was rejected. It is sure THAT THE SERPENT was shunted from
that belly and has no part IN IT. ALSO, he is shunted from the belly
below of other women in the world, AS WOMEN BELOW ARE
BRANCHES OF THE SUPERNAL NUKVA. So even though he can
distress them, he has no right to dominate them. Which belly does
he have authority to dominate? It is the belly of the sotah (lit. 'a
married woman suspected of adultery') about whom it is written:
"and her belly will swell" (Bemidbar 5:27). With this belly, he acts
with vengeance as this belly is his to do with what he wishes, and
the Holy One, blessed be He, allowed him this in order that he not be
totally shunted. My friends, listen! I have not seen you or spoken to
you, "All things are full of weariness" (Kohelet 1:8); no one can
speak, even Torah words are wearisome.
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324. It is written: "And Jacob was left alone, and there wrestled a
man with him" (Beresheet 32:25), and, "And when he saw that he did
not prevail against him, he touched the hollow of the thigh." From
that hollow did THE OTHER SIDE profit FROM JACOB. That thigh
was in a state of weakness until Samuel came. What is its
weakness? It did not draw THE LIGHT OF prophecy. When Samuel
arrived, he took that thigh and removed it from the place OF THE
OTHER SIDE and snatched it away from it. From that time that it was
removed from it, it had no part of Holiness at all.

325. The Holy One, blessed be He, did not withhold or reject it totally
when Samuel took the thigh, but gave it one portion. He gave it the
thigh and belly of the Sotah, in exchange for the thigh and belly
taken from him. Both things, the Holy One, blessed be He, gave to
the Other Side so that the place of Holiness would be free of it
altogether.

326. It is written, "and your thigh to fall away" (Bemidbar 5:22). HE
ASKS: IT SHOULD READ, 'and her thigh shall fall away'. It is written,
"to make the belly to swell" (Ibid.), yet it should be written, 'and her
belly shall swell'. HE ANSWERS: This is similar to one who throws a
bone to a dog and tells him: This is your share. HENCE, THE VERSE
SAYS, "TO SWELL...TO FALL AWAY." Nothing hurt it so much as
when it was deprived of the thigh for which it struggled, AS
INDICATED FROM THE VERSE: "AND THERE WRESTLED A MAN
WITH HIM..." It earned it, yet it was taken from it, so the Holy One,
blessed be He, threw it the bone of the Sotah, as we said, and with
that it was happy and satisfied.

327. All these Chariots and its companions always desire the thigh
and yearn for it. As a result the knees of the sages are weary from
THE OTHER SIDE, as all its yearning is for the thigh, and particularly
for the sage's thigh. Everything is returned to its place and the Holy
One, blessed be He, lacks nothing, and He wishes that only His
people, His lot, His portion, shall approach Holiness. As the Holy
One, blessed be He, does above, so the children of Yisrael do below,
and so it should be. As we learned, the children of Yisrael are
prohibited from teaching Torah to the heathen, as it is written, "He
declares his word to Jacob... He has not dealt so with any other
nation" (Tehilim 147:19-20), FOR IT IS NECESSARY TO DISTANCE
THEM FROM SANCTITY.

328. And so Jacob and Samuel shunted it aside so that it would have
no part of Holiness. For this reason, all the preservation of hatred
towards the children of Yisrael is about this. It is SIMILAR to a dog
that seized a clean bird from the market, and before HE HAD A
CHANCE to shatter it, a man came, snatched it from him, and later
gave him a useless bone to carry about.
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329. So it is with the Minister of Esau. He was removed from the
womb, the thigh taken from him and later given a bone, namely, the
stomach and thigh of the Sotah, and of none other. This is the bone
given to him as his share and lot, and this was delightful to him. All
Judgments of the Holy One, blessed be He, are truthful, yet people
do not realize or pay attention to the Holy One, blessed be He.
However, all is with Truth. She, THE OTHER SIDE, deviated from her
husband, as the verse says, "who forsakes the friend of her
youth" (Mishlei 2:17), and so too the corresponding wife on earth,
MEANING THE SOTAH, IS HANDED OVER TO HER.

330. Come and behold: one who finds a friend like himself, who acts
like him, will love him, cling to him and favor him with kindness.
However, the Other Side is not so. When it finds someone who has
left the holy side of the Holy One, blessed be He, and behaves like it,
and clings to it, then it attempts to destroy him. This woman imitated
its way and clung to it. Look what it did to her. "...and her belly shall
swell, and her thigh shall fall away." The Holy One, blessed be He, is
not so. He will love that person who leaves the Other Side and clings
to the Holy One, blessed be He, and He will dispense every kindness
in the world to him. HE SAID TO HIMSELF: Now, old man, prepare
yourself as the serpent tries to entice you but is unable.
The old man's talk returns repeatedly to the issue of one who has no
offspring. He says that God does not want anyone who practices evil
to produce future generations that might devastate the world. The
merchant tells the story of King Solomon riding on the eagle four
hundred parasangs until arriving at the mountains of darkness.
There, in the area of the olive tree, King Solomon learned the foreign
wisdom that he was interested in, and then went aboard the eagle
again and returned home. Then he contemplated that wisdom that he
had learned. He knew of the many oppressions of the world.
331. He began to say, "What profit has a man of all his labor wherein
he labors under the sun" (Kohelet 1:3). HE ASKS: Is Solomon trying
to teach us only this? Had he said "in his labor that he does," I
would understand that there is work that brings profit. However,
when he writes, "of all his labor," that includes everything, that
nothing has profit.

332. HE ANSWERS: Solomon did not make his statement regarding
all people. There are people that are constantly busy doing evil and
harming others, and do nothing positive at all. Therefore, the verse
uses the expression, "his labor," instead of 'his toil'. "...his labor
(Heb. amalo)..." MEANS IN EVIL DEEDS, as a verse writes, "His
mischief (Heb. amalo) shall return upon his own head" (Tehilim
7:17), or, "nor has he seen perverseness (Heb. amal) in
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:21). The word 'toil' IS USED TO IMPLY
POSITIVE ACTS, as the verse says, "For you shall eat the toil (Heb.
yegia) of your hands" (Tehilim 128:2), and, "Elohim has seen my
affliction and the labor (Heb. yegia) of my hands" (Beresheet 31:42).
But of 'amal' it says, "mischief and spite" (Tehilim 10:14). Hence, HE
SAID, "WHAT PROFIT HAS A MAN OF ALL HIS LABOR WHEREIN HE
LABORS UNDER THE SUN," for it is under the sun, ALLUDING TO
THE OTHER SIDE, WHICH IS BELOW THE SUN.
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333. When man practices evil, the verse writes, "He will have no
child nor offspring among his people" (Iyov 18:19). The Holy One,
blessed be He, does not want him to produce future generations, for
if he produced offspring, he would devastate the world. And so it
says, "What profit has a man of all his labor"; one who does not try
to have offspring becomes part of this evil man and finds himself
under his wing.

334. Ruth said "spread therefore your skirt (also: 'wing') over your
handmaid" (Rut 3:9) so that she would mate with the righteous man
to produce offspring. And the Holy One, blessed be He, spread His
wings over people in order that they should be fruitful. BUT the one
who refuses to produce offspring, "he came in by himself (also: 'in
his wing')" the wing of the evil man who remains childless, as the
serpent who operates alone. "...he shall go out by himself..." refers
to one who did not try to have offspring. We have already discussed
THIS sufficiently.

335. The dispute that the Holy One, blessed be He, engaged with, we
have learned, is as the verse says, "Arise, contend before the
mountains." Who are they? They are the mountains below, NAMELY
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. What is the essence of this
contention? With them are intertwined all sins that Yisrael commit
before their Heavenly Father. How is that? Yisrael knew of the
worship, THE CONJURING of the heavenly angels. Not even one
name of theirs was unknown to them, nor their worshipping.

336. In two ways, they used to whore after them. 1) They knew how
to draw the powers of the stars and constellations on earth, and 2)
they knew how to cause them to call upon them in all that is needed.
For this, the Holy One, blessed be He, was to engage in contention
and Judgment against them, THE MOUNTAINS, AS ALL ANGELS
AND HEAVENLY MINISTERS RECEIVE THEIR POWER FROM
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, REFERRED TO AS 'MOUNTAINS'.
Inasmuch as they are subject to contention and Judgment, THEIR
LIGHTS WILL BE BLURRED; the entire chain, MEANING THE
ANGELS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, shall fall as they will
be of no use, SINCE THEIR POWERS HAVE BEEN MADE VOID. And
therefore, it says, "Arise, and contend..." "and let the hills hear your
voice." HE ASKS: Who are the hills? HE ANSWERS: These are the
mothers, NAMELY THE SEVEN CHAMBERS IN BRIYAH, who are
levels called "the virgins... that follow her" (Tehilim 45:15), MEANING
SEVEN MAIDENS THAT SERVICE MALCHUT. So did Yisrael do until
they took part with the lower levels. He said to himself: Old man,
return to the earlier words.
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337. Yisrael sharply struck THE OTHER SIDE with this thigh that we
spoke of. Mordechai showed the evil Haman his thigh, for which
reason he became furious, claiming it was his, THAT HE EARNED IT
FROM JACOB. Mordechai incensed him, SHOWING HIM THAT IT
WAS ALREADY SNATCHED FROM HIM. Behold friends, it is written,
"And Rivkah took the best clothes of her elder son Esau" (Beresheet
27:15). With these garments, Jacob was able to snatch all his
blessings and birthright.

338. For this reason, chariots OF THE OTHER SIDE found a reason
to be hostile to the sages. They robbed the garments of the sages at
every chance - MEANING, their thighs and garments, as these two
items belonged to the Other Side. Their anger was primarily due to
the theft of these items. AND SO, they can complain only to the
sages. For this reason, the sages' garments wither from rubbing
against them. The weakening in the knees is due to them, and in this
way they show their grievance against THE SAGES and demand
what is theirs. They are seeking from the sages that which is theirs.
Why the sages? They represent he who is sitting in the tent, JACOB;
there is no accusation without a cause, nothing happens without
justice and judgment, and so everything returns to its place.

339. Solomon said, "So I returned, and considered all the
oppressions that are done under the sun: and behold the tears of
such as were oppressed, and they had no comforter; and on the side
of their oppressors there was power: but they had no
comforter" (Kohelet 4:1). We have spoken of what he is hinting at.
The verse says, "I returned." From where did Solomon return? One
may conclude THAT it MEANS, after this matter, he repeated
something else, AND SO HE MEANS 'I HAVE GONE BACK'. This is
fine, but if so HE SHOULD HAVE SAID, 'returned, and considered';
WHY DOES HE SAY, "I RETURNED"?

340. There we learned that daily Solomon would rise early, turn his
face eastward, NAMELY TO TIFERET AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
and see what he saw. Later he would turn to the south, NAMELY
CHESED AND THE RIGHT COLUMN, and see what he saw. Later he
would turn northward, BEING GVURAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN,
stand there, lower his eyes, and raise his head.
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341. At that moment, a pillar of fire and pillar of cloud would come.
On the cloud pillar was an eagle, large and powerful. In this manner
DID THE EAGLE APPROACH; the right wing was over the pillar of
fire, its body and left wing on the cloud pillar. That eagle brought two
leaves in its mouth. All three, the pillar of cloud, pillar of fire, and the
eagle bowed before King Solomon.

342. The eagle came, bent before him, and presented him with the
leaves. King Solomon took them, smelled them, and recognized the
sign. He said that one is from "falling down," and the other is of
"having his eyes open" (Bemidbar 24:16). When the two leaves were
before him, he realized that both "falling down" and "having his eyes
open" wished to reveal something to him.

343. What did he do? He stamped his throne with the same seal in
which the Holy Name was engraved. He took the ring that was
engraved with the Holy Name and went up to the attic. He rode on
top of the eagle and took off. The eagle climbed to the highest
clouds and wherever he passed, the light dimmed. The wise men
where the light dimmed understood and said that King Solomon was
passing by, but they did not know where he was going. The fools
said the clouds are causing the darkness.

344. The eagle lifted a bird with him and flew four hundred
parasangs until arriving at the mountains of darkness. There Tarmod
lies amidst the wilderness in the mountains. He descended there,
raised his head, saw the mountains of darkness and knew all that
was needed. He realized that he MUST enter there. He rode the eagle
again and flew into the mountains to that place where the olive tree
is located. He cried loudly, "Hashem, when Your hand is lifted up,
they will not see" (Yeshayah 26:11).
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345. He entered and approached the area OF THE OLIVE TREE,
placed the ring before them, and approached. There he learned
whatever he wished of the foreign wisdom that interested him. Once
told what he needed, he again boarded the eagle and returned to his
place. Once again sitting on his throne, he thought of and discussed
this precious wisdom with himself. He then said, "So I returned, and
considered," MEANING, I have returned from that trip, I have brought
back this wisdom and I have assembled it in my mind, and
considered then "all the oppressions that are done."

346. Do you really believe that all the oppressed in the world were
seen by King Solomon, THAT THE VERSE SAYS THAT I
"CONSIDERED ALL THE OPPRESSIONS"? HE ANSWERS: But the
oppressed mentioned are the children dying while on the knees of
their mother, deprived in several ways: oppressed in the supernal
area above, FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THEIR SPIRIT, and
oppressed below, FROM THE PHYSICAL STANDPOINT. The friends
have commented about this. Yet there are many OPRESSED
BESIDES THESE. HE SAID TO HIMSELF: Old man, rise, be alert,
speak your words, for surely you will speak without fear.

347. There is no one so oppressed as those whom one oppressed
previously BY SINNING, or IF DUE TO HIS SIN, the third generation
TO THE FOURTH after him ARE PUNISHED; THE CHILDREN DIE
WITHOUT SIN AND SO THEIR OPPRESSION IS NOT THAT HARSH.
THIS IS NOT SO IF THEY THEMSELVES, THEIR FATHERS, OR THEIR
GRANDFATHERS SIN. As it is written: "punishing the iniquity of the
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth
generation" (Shemot 20:5).
348. HE ASKS: How would he oppress? WHAT WAS HIS SIN? HE
ANSWERS: King Solomon cried out, "A man that is burdened with
the blood of any person shall flee to the pit; let none support
him" (Mishlei 28:17). Now that he is oppressed WITH THE SIN OF
SHEDDING the blood of the soul, he, his son or grandson will be
held hostage upon the scale BY THE OTHER SIDE, as it is written,
"shall flee to the pit; let none support him." So to the pit OF THE
OTHER SIDE let him flee from Holiness without support in this world.
Once guilty of THE SIN OF blood of any person, he or his seed will
be oppressed by the Other Side.

349. There are those oppressed more than others. They are
OPPRESSED BECAUSE OF THE SIN OF: "YOU SHALL NOT
DEFRAUD," WHICH HIS FATHER, OR GRANDFATHER, HAS
TRANSGRESSED, as written "You shall not defraud your
neighbor" (Vayikra 19:13). He transgressed and oppressed, SO HE IS
REPAID MEASURE FOR MEASURE. Thus, he becomes oppressed
via his sons through the hands of the Other Side. Therefore Solomon
says, 'of "all the oppressions (also: 'oppressed')" I am aware, AND
KNOW of every oppression, from whatever side it comes'. IT WAS
NOT NECESSARY THAT HE SAW EVERY OPPRESSION IN THE
WORLD.
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350. HE ASKS: Why in the verse, "the oppressions (also:
'oppressed') that are done under the sun" does it say "that are
done," when it should have been 'that dwelt'? Also, if the doing is
praiseworthy, then their doing is above the sun, WHERE BENEFIT
AND CORRECTION TAKE PLACE, BUT HERE THE VERSE
MENTIONS "BENEATH THE SUN."

351. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly they "are done," but howso? If they
are deprived of their spirit, why come to this world THROUGH
REINCARNATION? THE EXPRESSION 'DOING (HEB. ASIYAH)'
APPLIES TO THE BODY, WHICH IS IN THE WORLD OF ASIYAH.
Spirits are surely completed, fashioned with spirit and body in this
world. When the body is perfected, and that spirit is fashioned AND
CLOTHED in a pure, clean body without the soil of sin in this world,
then the body becomes as deprived as the spirit. This is the body
that THE OTHER SIDE enjoys above all others. There are other
oppressed SPIRITS of various types not fashioned into bodies,
NEVER INCARNATED IN THIS WORLD. But these are "the oppressed
that are done" WITH BODIES, AND SO THE VERSE IS WRITTEN,
"THAT ARE DONE."

352. There are others that were made where people implored their
Master. Who are they? The child born from one who oppressed his
neighbor's wife secretly or openly is oppressed, as the consent of
their Master was not obtained and it was without knowledge of the
husband of the woman. These creations are oppressions, and they
make it imperative that the Holy One, blessed be He, provide them
with a body, and design an image. There are "the oppressions that
are made," since their bodies are made by compulsion. For this
reason, King Solomon said: 'I "considered all the oppressions," I am
aware and know of many kinds of oppression made in Asiyah.'

353. Like these, there are oppressions that were done by the
foreskin, that took, caused the body to grow, made it, and later,
UPON BECOMING BAR-MITZVAH, they snatch it from it. This is
another example of "oppressions that are done." About all these,
King Solomon said: 'I am aware AND KNOW of all "the oppressions
that are done."

354. "and behold the tears of such as were oppressed." Everybody
shed tears with complaints before the Holy One, blessed be He,
because the foreskin, THE OTHER SIDE, caused them to reach
thirteen years and then later they were taken from the foreskin, and
the Holy One, blessed be He, takes them. These are oppressions that
were already done.
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355. A THIRTEEN YEAR AND A DAY OLD that committed a sin FOR
WHICH THE PENALTY IS DEATH, is put to death. These people have
reason to complain and may in the future say: Master of the
Universe, a child one day old who has sinned is SO judged?! I am
like a child one day old, AS RIGHT AFTER BAR-MITZVAH, the Holy
One, blessed be He, called me son, as it is written, "Hashem said to
me, 'you are My son, this day I have begotten you'" (Tehilim 2:7).
Master of the universe, is a child who is one day old to be so
judged? These are "the tears of such as were oppressed, and they
had no comforter."

356. There is another example of oppressed. This oppressed one is
called a bastard. When he is deceased, he is set apart from the holy
congregation. This poor, unfortunate bastard [this refers to a real
bastard, born to illicit relationship] pours out tears before the Holy
One, blessed be He, with the following complaint: Master of the
Universe, if my forebearers sinned, what wrong have I done, my
actions are proper before you! Here are "the tears of such as were
oppressed, and they had no comforter." It is the same with all these
oppressed who have reason to complain to the Holy One, blessed be
He; with this complaint there is no comforter and no one to soothe
their hearts.

357. This that says, "behold the tears of the oppressed," refers to
those who die in the bosom of their mother. These are bound to
shed tears for mankind, for there are no other tears from the heart
like these tears. For all the people in the world stand in wonder and
say: But the Judgments of the Holy One, blessed be He, are True and
follow a truthful course; why do these innocent children die? Where
is the Judgment of Truth, that the Holy One, blessed be He,
practices? If it is due to the sins of the parents, why is this so?
Assuredly, "they had no comforter."

358. Moreover, "behold the tears of such as were oppressed" refers
to their tears in that world that protects the living. We learned there
is a designated place in that world, where even the completely pious
have no standing. And the Holy One, blessed be He, loves them,
clings to them and places them in His supernal Yeshiva. About them
it is written: "Out the mouths of babes and sucklings have you
founded strength" (Tehilim 8:3). What is the gain from their being
there, and why do they ascend there? AS THE VERSE CONTINUES,
"because of your enemies, that you may silence the enemy and the
avenger." There is also another place for those who repent.
The merchant says that prior to the Sabbath, the letters, the written
alphabet and the tablets had already been created. These were the
work of Elohim, and it is only after the completion of Creation that
we find the full name "Hashem Elohim". "engraved upon the tablets"
means freedom from everything - from the Angel of Death, from the
subjection of nations. It is the seal of the World to Come.
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359. We learned of ten things which were created just prior to the
Shabbat: the letters, the written alphabet, and the tablets, as it is
written, "And the tablets were the work of Elohim, and the writing
was the writing of Elohim" (Shemot 32:16). HE ASKS: wherein do we
see that they were created just before Shabbat? Perhaps they were
created a thousand years later or at the time Yisrael stood at Mount
Sinai? HE ANSWERS: It surely was just before Shabbat. Come and
behold: throughout Creation we do not find the full Name, but only
Elohim. That Name is found throughout until Creation is completed
at Shabbat eve. Only after the completion of Creation, do we find the
full Name: "Hashem Elohim."

360. Even though with the name Elohim He created all, it did not go
into effect until just prior to Shabbat. Only then was the work
completely done, as it is written, "His work which He had
done" (Beresheet 2:2), and, "from all His work, which Elohim had
created" (Ibid. 3) MEANING, only then did it go into effect. And so the
verse, "And the tablets were the work of Elohim," MEANS when the
world was completed and done with the Name of Elohim, WHICH
WAS AT SHABBAT EVE and not later, as when the verse refers to
Hashem Elohim, then completion came to the world and it was set.

361. Come and behold: at the time Moses smashed the tablets, as it
is written, "and broke them at the foot of the mountain" (Shemot
32:19), the ocean rose from its position to flood the universe, and at
once, "he took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the fire...
and scattered it upon the water" (Ibid. 20). Moses rose against the
ocean and said: 'Waters, waters, what do you want?' They replied:
'The universe can only survive through the Torah upon the tablets,
but the children of Yisrael have rejected the Torah and made a
golden calf instead. We wish to inundate the world.'

362. Immediately, he said to them: 'All that transpired with the sin of
the golden calf is known to you. Is it not enough the thousands that
perished because of it?' Immediately, he "scattered it upon the
water," but the waters were not pacified until he took water from
them, FROM THE OCEAN, and caused the children of Yisrael to drink
of it. Then the ocean sank to its position.
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363. For in the wilderness, there was no water, as it is written, "it is
no place of seed... nor is there any water to drink" (Bemidbar 20:5),
SO HE MUST HAVE USED THE WATERS OF THE OCEAN. One may
think that he threw THE ASHES into the well of Miriam, but heaven
forbid that Moses would throw a memorial of this terrible act there,
and drink of it afterwards. Furthermore, at that point they did not
have that well, it was only when arriving at the wilderness of Matana,
as it is written, "the well dug by the prince... and from the wilderness
they went to Matana" (Bemidbar 21:18); at that point they acquired
the well. It is written here, "upon the water" (Shemot 32:20), and it is
written elsewhere, "upon the face of the deep" (Beresheet 1:2); JUST
AS THERE THE REFERENCE IS TO THE OCEAN, SO IT IS HERE TOO.

364. "engraved upon the tablets." What is meant by, "engraved (Heb.
charut) upon the tablets"? HE ANSWERS: We have that it means
freedom (Heb. cherut) from the Angel of Death, freedom from
subjection of nations, freedom from everything. What is freedom? It
is the seal of the World to Come, wherein there is freedom expressed
in all kinds of freedoms. Had Moses not broken THE TABLETS, what
followed in the world would not have happened; Yisrael would have
retained an angelic image above and below. This is what the verse
proclaimed, "And the tablets were the work of Elohim." Do not say
that once the world was completed, and the complete name OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM was mentioned, then THE TABLETS came
about. It is not so, but rather when the world was completed with the
name of Elohim prior to the Shabbat.

365. HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN, "WERE (HEB. HEMAH) THE WORK
OF ELOHIM." What is meant by hemah, WHICH IS SUPERFLUOUS?
HE ANSWERS: Switch its letters into mehah (lit. 'from Hei-Hei')
MEANING from two sides, THE TWO HEI'S OF THE NAME YUD HEI
VAV HEI, BINAH AND MALCHUT. One, in deed - NAMELY THE LAST
HEI, MALCHUT - one of the freedom above, WHICH IS THE FIRST
HEI, BINAH, registered above IN BINAH to watch over everything.
Hence it is written, "hemah." "...the writing is the writing of Elohim..."
MEANING black fire on white fire. "...is (Heb. hu) the writing of
Elohim..." resembles the verse, "the Levites shall do the service of
the Tent (lit. 'of him', hu)" (Bemidbar 18:23) REFERRING TO BINAH
CALLED 'HU', DENOTING freedom, as we said, for Jubilee
DENOTING BINAH, is also called 'freedom' as it proclaims freedom
to all.
The old merchant now reveals himself to be Yeva Saba (the elder),
and Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi prostrate themselves before him
and weep. They said to him: "May we be favored that our image be
engraved in your heart as your seal is engraved in our heart."
366. Until this point ARE MY WORDS. From here on, be advised that
the evil side will not have any hold on you. I, Yeva Saba (the elder)
stand before you to make you aware of these things. RABBI CHIYA
AND RABBI YOSI arose as one who had awakened from sleep,
prostrated before him, unable to speak. After some time they wept.
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367. Rabbi Chiya commenced the discussion: "Set me as a seal
upon your heart, as a seal upon your arm..." (Shir Hashirim 8:6). "Set
me as a seal"; when the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, clung to
her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, she said, "Set me as a seal." The way of a
seal is as follows: Once it comes in contact with something, it leaves
its mark even though the seal itself moves about and does not
remain there. It left its shape there, and there remains ITS SHAPE.
The Congregation of Yisrael says the same: once I have clung to
You, my mark will be engraved with You even though I move from
place to place, my mark will remain with You and you will thus
remember me.

368. "...as a seal upon your arm..." like the verse, "His left hand is
under my head, and his right hand embraces me" (Shir Hashirim
2:6). So here, my mark will be engraved, and so I will always adhere
to You and not be forgotten by You. "...for love is as strong as
death..." mighty as that place where death dwells. Love is the place
known as eternal love.

369. "...jealousy is cruel as Sheol..." The same is here, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER WITH LOVE. These names, SUCH AS LOVE,
JEALOUSY, stem from that side, MEANING THE LEFT SIDE. "...the
coals thereof are coals of fire." HE ASKS: What are these coals? HE
ANSWERS: These refer to precious stones and pearls formed from
this fire, REPRESENTING SUPERNAL LEVELS - MEANING from
these flames emanating from the supernal world, FROM THE LEFT
SIDE, BINAH takes hold of the Congregation of Yisrael to become
one unity. AND HE SAID TO THE OLD MAN: As for us, our love and
flaming heart is with you. May we be favored that our image be
engraved in your heart as your seal is engraved in our heart. THE
OLD MAN kissed them, blessed them and they left.

370. When they reached Rabbi Shimon, they told him what
transpired. He stood in awe and said: How fortunate are you to have
merited this, you were with this supernal lion, this mighty hero
compared to whom all mighty people are nothing, and you did not
recognize him at first. I wonder how you were saved from his penalty
- but the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to protect you. He said
about them: "But the path of just men is like the gleam of sunlight,
that shines ever more brightly until the height of noonday" (Mishlei
4:18). "When you go, your steps shall not be confined: and when you
run, you shall not stumble" (Ibid. 12) "Your people also shall be all
Righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever; they shall be the
branch of My planting, the work of My hands, that I may be
glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21). UNTIL THIS POINT ALL COMES FROM
RAV YEVA SABA (THE ELDER).

4. "If men strive"
The title verse is explained as saying that if Michael, representing holiness, and Samael, representing defilement, strive and hurt the congregation of
Yisrael, Samael will be punished by the Holy One, blessed be He.
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Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
371. "If men strive..." (Shemot 21:22) These are Michael and SamaelMICHAEL REPRESENTS HOLINESS, SAMAEL, DEFILEMENT. "...and
hurt a woman with child..." (Ibid.) This is the Congregation of Yisrael,
DENOTING MALCHUT; "so that her children depart from her," refers
to the exile; "he shall be surely punished," refers to Samael;
"according as the woman's husband will lay upon him" refers to the
Holy One, blessed be He.

6. Setting aside cities of refuge
Rabbi Shimon continues to speak to Moses, telling him that he has merited the last Hei, Malchut, due to his seeking it with repentance, returning it
to his Master, leading it out of exile and not seeking any reward. God put His name in Moses and he put His thoughts with Moses. Moses
endeavored his whole life with Truth, so God allowed him to be raised with the Torah of Truth and to be incorporated with all its qualities and letters
- with the Holy Name, Yud Hei Vav Hei.
377. Now we have the commandment of setting aside cities of refuge
for one who killed, due to the Egyptian man you slew in Egypt who
contained within him the primordial serpent and his encampment
that surrounded him. You killed him prematurely and you did not
fear his followers. Numerous women pursued you in your youth THE KLIPOT, Na'amah, Agrat - black Lilit. And the Holy One, blessed
be He, gave cities of refuge to save you from them. These are the
gates of repentance.

378. This is because you are a son of Yud-Hei, AS MOSES WAS AT
THE LEVEL OF VAV, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, being the son of Aba
and Ima, WHO ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, YUD-HEI. And after
you returned with repentance with the LAST Hei OF THE NAME YUD
HEI VAV HEI, you ascended to Binah AND MERITED NOW THE
NAME Yud-Hei-Vav, which is the Tree of Life - FOR BINAH IS
CALLED 'LIVING ELOHIM', AND ZEIR ANPIN THAT ASCENDS TO
BINAH IS CALLED THE 'TREE OF LIFE', and therefore you have
merited the LAST Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT. All this is due to your
bringing yourself after it with repentance, returning it to your Master,
leading it out of exile, and not seeking reward.
379. And the Holy One, blessed be He, put His name in you, and
since your thoughts were with the cause of causes, NOTABLY
KETER, He put His thoughts with you - DENOTING THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, which is YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH
ALEPH'S, WITH THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF MEM-HEI (=45) AS
CHOCHMAH (CHET-CAF-MEM-HEI) CONSISTS OF THE FORCE (CAFCHET) OF 45 (MEM-HEI). FOR THROUGH THE NAME OF MEM-HEI
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF THE MOCHIN, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH REVEALED, the Cause of all causes unifies all these
letters within you in order to reorganize and know Him through these
letters.
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380. AFTER BEING INCLUDED IN THOUGHT, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, HE GOES ON TO EXPLAIN HOW HE
RECEIVED THE OTHER SIX SFIROT, AND SAYS: Since you
dispensed kindness with the Shechinah, as all the precepts are
yours with which to provide for the pious (Heb. chasid) man, who is
pious to his Possessor, so He gave you the quality of Chesed. You
observed the negative commandments and had to overcome your
inclinations to tie it under you, and you strove with this precept only
to tie up Samael under the Holy One, blessed be He, and to have the
mate OF SAMAEL, who is an evil maidservant, bound under her
mistress, NAMELY MALCHUT, and THEN all their appointees and
their hosts. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, has given you
the quality of Gvurah, that will be at your assistance to cause
Samael, his mate and all their hosts to fear and be tied in a chain
under you.

381. And since you repented with the sign of the Covenant, NAMELY
YESOD, Binah descended, BEING THE LETTERS Yud-Hei-Vav, to
join with the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD, for your sake. And so the
Holy One, blessed be He, gave you the sign of the Covenant of the
righteous, NAMELY, YESOD. As you did everything with a pure
thought, so descended the explicit name upon you, and from there,
FROM THE THOUGHT, WHICH IS THREE FIRST SFIROT, did it
descend on you.

382. And because you strive daily, with both of your lips in prayer to
extol your Master with, "Adonai, open my lips," utilizing both lips
with words of the prophets and the writings and all types of song
and tune in prayer, the Holy One, blessed be He, lowers them
through your two lips, NETZACH AND HOD. Even more so in your
level, being the middle pillar, NAMELY TIFERET, with which you
endeavored all your life with Truth; the Holy One, blessed be He,
allowed you to be raised with the Torah of Truth, incorporated with
all qualities and letters - SUCH AS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD - with the explicit Name consisting of
four letters, YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT.

383. Before you repented, you were associated with the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil. Servant and child were your original
names, as it is written: "and, behold, a weeping boy" (Shemot 2:6),
or a devoted servant, as written, "My servant Moses is not so, for he
is the trusted one in all My house" (Bemidbar 12:7). The evil, that is
the partner of a servant, caused you to sin by the rock, as the staff
handed you came from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil,
MEANING METATRON AND SAMAEL. Metatron is good, and Samael
is evil.

7. Mem-Tet and Mot ('the rod')
Rabbi Shimon tells Moses that the staff given to him will be a Tree of Life, denoting Vav, which will become a rod. He explains that two precepts
were validated: "you shall surely help him to lift them up again" and "You shall surely unload it with him." These allude to Messiah the son of David
and Messiah the son of Joseph. The third precept is that of the gleaning, the forgotten sheaf and the poor man's tithe. The rising, meaning
redemption, is in Moses' level.
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384. And now that you have repented and enjoined yourself with the
Tree of Life, and you have relinquished the role of servant and
returned to be a son to the Holy One, blessed be He, the staff (Heb.
mateh) given to you will be a Tree of Life - denoting Vav, which is the
son of Yud Hei. THE VAV will penetrate the Mem-Tet (=49) aspects
you have in Torah, and will become a rod (Heb. mot: Mem-Vav-Tet)
and as such can be fulfilled with the verse: "He shall never suffer the
righteous to be moved (Heb. mot)" (Tehilim 55:23). The 49 aspects
ARE THE SECRET OF the 49 letters in 'Sh'ma Yisrael' and 'Blessed is
the Name OF YOUR GLORIOUS KINGDOM FOREVER',
REPRESENTING the six words of supernal unity, pointing to the
supernal Vav (=six) denoting Tiferet. And then the six words of
"Blessed is the Name" is a second group OF LOWER UNITY,
meaning to point to the second Vav IN THE LETTER VAV FULLY
SPELLED (VAV-ALEPH-VAV) denoting the Righteous, REFLECTING
YESOD. AND THEY ARE a rod (Heb. mot). We find in the middle OF
TWO VAV'S there is an Aleph, the secret of the verse, "and they
carried it between two on a pole" (Bemidbar 13:24), MEANING TWO
VAVS.
385. If it lacks a Vav in the middle, the word becomes Mem-Tet,
MEANING the righteous bends (Heb. mat) before the villain. What
caused this? Aleph (=one) one of fifty, as fifty gates minus one were
given to you; as the masters of the Mishnah explain, fifty gates
minus one of Binah were given to Moses. This is the missing Aleph
from the fifty, so only Mem-Tet (=49) remained. This is why the
righteous bends before the villain. Who is the villain? It is Samael.

386. This Mem-Tet stems from your staff (Heb. mateh: Mem-Tet-Hei)
as it is written: "with the rod (Heb. mateh) of the Elohim in my
hand" (Shemot 17:9). Your staff is that of Moses, and therefore the
letter Aleph, which is Binah, comes back to you, as recorded in the
Mishnah; Aleph is Binah. It returns to you as a result of repentance,
and enters between the two Vav's to become Vav-Aleph-Vav. Thus is
fulfilled in you the verse: "but with great mercies will I gather
you" (Yeshayah 54:7) for the sake of Yisrael. From this point will be
fulfilled: "He shall never suffer the righteous to be moved (Heb.
mot)."

387. At that time two precepts were validated. 1) "you shall surely
help him to lift (lit. 'lifting will you lift') them up again" (Devarim 22:4),
and 2) "You shall surely unload it with him" (Shemot 23:5). "Surely
help" lift together with the supernal Vav, alludes to the first Messiah
NAMELY MESSIAH, THE SON OF DAVID; and in helping with the
second Vav, NAMELY THE SECOND MESSIAH, BEING MESSIAH THE
SON OF JOSEPH. "Him" refers to the son of Amram, that ascended
to Binah - which is equal to Aleph, SITUATED BETWEEN THE TWO
VAVS, AS MENTIONED. THEY REFER TO THE VAV, WRITTEN OUT
FULLY AS VAV (VAV-ALEPH-VAV).
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388. Whom shall you help to rise? It refers to the letter Hei, NAMELY
MALCHUT, that fell in the fifth millennium after seventy-two YEARS,
according to the count in "You shall surely unload (Heb. azov) it with
him." "Azov" (Ayin-Zayin-Vav-Bet) EQUALS THE LETTERS Ayin-Bet,
Zayin-Vav; Ayin-Bet (=72) refers to the 72 names derived from: "And
removed...and it came... And...stretched" (Shemot 14:19-21). ZAYINVAV MEANS THE INITIALS OF 'THIS IS (HEB. ZEH) VAV', the Vav
from Yud-Hei-Vav EQUALING ZEIR ANPIN. There, IN THE YEAR FIVE
THOUSAND AND SEVENTY-TWO, he helped, HELPING THE FALLEN
HEI, but did not lift, FOR THE TIME OF RISING AND REDEMPTION
HAS NOT ARRIVED. Hence, it says, "You shall surely unload it with
him" - JUST HELPING. There IS PRACTICED "in its due season, the
early rain and the late rain, that you may gather in your corn, and
your wine, and your oil" (Devarim 11:14). This alludes to Yisrael.
"CORN" REFERS TO YISRAEL, "WINE" REFERS TO THE LEVITES,
AND "OIL" TO THE PRIESTS. AND SO APPLY THE CUSTOM OF the
gleaning, the forgotten sheaf, and the poor man's tithe - "you shall
leave them for the poor and strange" (Vayikra 19:10). So here we
learn about the third precept OF THE GLEANING, THE FORGOTTEN
SHEAF AND THE POOR MAN'S TITHE.
389. You must seek them TO SUPPORT THEM, as the poor are from
the aspect of the Righteous, MEANING YESOD. "You shall surely
unload it," YESOD, the Righteous; "with him," refers to the son of
Amram. This is the meaning of, "you shall leave them for the poor
and strange." You are a stranger, a poor nation, as it is written about
you at the start, "I have been an alien in a strange land" (Shemot
18:3).

390. But the rising, MEANING REDEMPTION, is in your level - lifting
points to the lower Vav, the FULFILLMENT OF VAV, DENOTING
YESOD. "...lift with him..." with the son of Amram, with your level,
being Tiferet, USING THE NAME Mem-Hei of yours, BEING YUD-HEIVAV-HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH'S THAT NUMERICALLY
REACH MEM-HEI, which is the explicit Name in its completeness.
Following the two Kuf's of "lifting... lift (Heb. hakem-takim: Tav-KufYud-Mem)" remain Tav-Yud-Mem. HE ASKS: What does this teach?
HE REPLIES: It points to, "Jacob was a plain (Heb. tam: Tav-Mem)
man" (Beresheet 25:27), DENOTING TIFERET, SO THE
EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE IS, "with him," MEANING with the
son of Amram he will rise. "...lifting..." refers to the Righteous,
MEANING YESOD. "...lift..." refers to the plain one, MEANING
TIFERET.

8. Redeeming a Hebrew servant
This section tells us that we must strive to serve our Master to become His servant. A person who toils in Torah in order to merit the World to Come
is called 'an acquisition', as in "when you acquire a Hebrew servant, six years he shall serve." After the acquisition, he will achieve redemption.
Rabbi Shimon speaks of the Kriat Sh'ma, and says that the cantor can fulfill a man's obligation for one who is incapable of praying. The six years
correspond to the three initial and the three concluding blessings of the Amidah prayer. Rabbi Shimon closes by saying that in the World to Come
one will not be able to find redemption through another: "If I am not for myself, who is for me?"
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391. The precept that follows is to redeem the Hebrew servant and
the Hebrew maidservant, to marry off the Hebrew maidservant, and
to contemplate the method of acquisition of the Hebrew slave: "you
shall furnish him liberally" (Devarim 15:14). As the verse reads,
"when you acquire a Hebrew servant, six years he shall
serve" (Shemot 21:2). HE ASKS: What is meant by, "six years he
shall serve," and how is he to be purchased? HE ANSWERS: With
the secrets of Torah. The ANGEL Metatron IS the servant of Hashem,
incorporating the six ends, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, with the same number of the six
letters, BEING THE SECRET OF the six orders of the Mishnah. With
them one should strive to serve his Master to become His servant.
Money represents the right and Abraham, whose level is Chesed,
and Torah was given from them.

392. One who toils IN TORAH in order to merit the world to come is
called 'an acquisition'; his money refers to the world of pleasure, the
buying is derived from to "the most high El, the possessor of heaven
and earth" (Beresheet 14:22); "Get wisdom, get
understanding" (Mishlei 4:5).

393. After he acquires him, redemption will come to him. There are
those bought forever, and others bought for six years. Of those
bought forever, the verse writes, "His master will bore his ear with
an awl and work for him forever" - forever, meaning Jubilee
DENOTING BINAH REFERRED TO AS JUBILEE which amounts to
fifty. This alludes to the reading of Sh'ma, which contains 25 and 25
letters, of the morning and evening services, which are the fifty
gates of Binah.

394. After man joins the Holy One, blessed be He, through their
means, becoming His servant through the yoke of Tefilin on his
head, and his ear pierced, MEANING open to hear Kriat Sh'ma - as
the word Sh'ma means in any language that you hear - HEAR means
'meaning' (Heb. mashmaut) AS ONE MUST UNDERSTAND THE
READING OF SH'MA SINCE IT IS THE SECRET OF THE UNITY.

395. For that person whose redemption is dependent on the reading
of Sh'ma, which is the secret of fifty, ALLUDING TO BINAH, there
can be no redemption through the intervention of someone else, as
he is pierced only for his Master. In this verse, we do not find
mentioned "one of his brethren may redeem him" (Vayikra 25:49). In
regard to man's prayer, he can be like a slave, as it is written, "six
years shall he toil." Here, toil means prayer. "Six years shall he toil"
POINTS TO the first three and last three blessings OF THE AMIDAH,
with which the cantor can fulfill man's obligation for one who is not
capable of praying. IN THIS CASE, THERE IS REDEMPTION
THROUGH SOMEONE ELSE INASMUCH AS THE CANTOR REDEEMS
HIM, as the Righteous who lives forever - DENOTING YESOD,
REFERRING TO THE CANTOR - is then called by the names of Boaz:
Righteous, Kinsman, Near Kinsman, Faithful. THE MESSAGE FROM
THOSE NAMES ILLUSTRATES THAT THEY REDEEM ONE WHO CAN
NOT HELP HIMSELF, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LAW OF THE
LEVIRATE MARRIAGE AND INCARNATION.
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396. "Hashem is near to all those who call upon Him" (Tehilim
145:18). It is better for man to be "a neighbor that is near than a
brother far off" (Mishlei 27:10), meaning the middle pillar, DENOTING
TIFERET - AS YESOD IS CALLED 'A CLOSE NEIGHBOR' AND
TIFERET IS CALLED 'A DISTANT BROTHER' that is considered as
the son of Yud-Hei that ascended above to Binah. This world is the
world of Jubilee consisting of the fifty letters of the unity OF KRIAT
SH'MA, BEING THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, AS EXPLAINED
ABOVE. In this world, NAMELY MALCHUT, man can redeem himself
through the righteous, DENOTING YESOD, BEING six years that
incorporates the three initial and three concluding blessings OF THE
AMIDAH PRAYER; THIS IS THE SECRET OF the small Vav,
DENOTING YESOD. This is the meaning of, "six years he shall toil."
397. However, in the world to come, the world of Jubilee DENOTING
BINAH, where there is present the fifty letters of Kriat Sh'ma, the
cantor can not exempt another from his duty, as there is no
redemption through others, so hear (Heb. sh'ma) in whatever
language you understand, BUT IT IS CRITICAL THAT YOU READ IT
YOURSELF. Present here is the hint, "If I am not for myself, who is
for me". "I" DENOTES MALCHUT; "who" (Heb. mi) refers to the world
of Jubilee DENOTING BINAH. THIS INSINUATES ABOUT SH'MA
WHERE "I" DOES NOT APPLY, BUT "MI" DOES.

9. A two edged sword
The head Rabbis of the Yeshiva have descended with Rabbi Shimon and are addressing Moses. They speak about the verse, "The high praises of El
are in their throats, and a two edged sword in their hand." They tell Moses that he is the mouthpiece of the higher and lower Shechinah, with which
God spoke to him mouth to mouth. For this reason, they tell him, Elijah has been delayed above and cannot come down because, while he would
bring wealth, the poverty of Moses is a redemption for Yisrael. Moses replies that he releases him from his oath, and that they should all work to
release Elijah so that he may descend to them.
398. As soon as THESE head Rabbis of the Yeshivas, who
descended with the Holy Luminary, RABBI SHIMON, heard these
things, they commenced to say TO MOSES: 'Faithful Shepherd, YOU
ARE the mouthpiece of the higher and lower Shechinah, BEING
BINAH AND MALCHUT, with which the Holy One, blessed be He,
spoke to you, mouth to mouth, through Kriat Sh'ma - as it is written:
"The high praises of El are in their throats, and a two edged sword in
their hand" (Tehilim 149:6) - as the Yud OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI is the
top of the sword surrounding your lip. The Vav OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI
is like the tongue of your sword. The two Hei's OF YUD-HEI-VAV-HEI
are two edges in your two lips. And surely the Name of your Master,
BEING THE SHECHINAH, speaks through your mouth. Yud Vav
Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph is in your thought, that
produced these fifty GATES of BINAH from your mouth.

399. Surely for these reasons CITED ABOVE, THEIR ROOT IS TO
PERFECT MALCHUT IN BINAH AND PLACE THEM SIDE BY SIDE,
AND BECAUSE OF THIS Elijah has been delayed above, where he is
confined, AS IN PRISON. And he does not descend to you because
he would have come down with wealth for you, but he is confined
above and descends not, as your poverty is in reality a redemption
for Yisrael. Hence the Messiah says: 'Until a poor man comes', as the
verse says, "and by his injury we are healed" (Yeshayah 53:5).
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400. He said to them: 'If so, let us give him a release so that he can
descend, as he is more precious to me than all silver in the world.
Behold, I pardon him, free him and release him of the oath. You, too,
release him; if he needs pardon, pardon him. Let us work to release
him so he may descend to us.

10. A vow and an oath
Rabbi Shimon says that Hashem's oath is the Shechinah, the only daughter, and that three people are required to release one from an oath. A vow is
superior to an oath because, while an oath can take effect only on something of substance, a vow can take effect even on something insignificant; a
vow is considered as being made on the Life of the King. Moses reminds the Head Rabbis that from darkness emanates light, and that "Elohim has
made the one as well as the other." He says that vows stemming from the World to Come, being Binah, surpass the oaths, which are considered
only of this world. Anyone who swears by the Name of Hashem falsely is considered as though he is demolishing the construction of heaven and
earth and restoring the world to void and formlessness. Moses says that falsehood abides in Samael's place, and that the false oath can be
compared to building heaven and earth on a base of falsehood; falsehood can not prevail, as it must become void, and therefore he has demolished
the structure and caused the fall of heaven and earth. At the end the Yeshiva heads say that they will ask God to lower Elijah to Moses, laden with
riches for him.
401. The holy Luminary said to him: Hashem's oath is the
Shechinah, the only daughter, CALLED 'HASHEM'S OATH'. It is not
for naught that it was decided that three people are needed to
release one FROM THE OATH; IT IS THE SECRET OF the letter Shin
of Shabbat that three branches of THE LETTER SHIN IMPLY the
THREE fathers, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, AND
THE THICK LINE UNITES THE THREE BRANCHES OF THE BOTTOM.
Thus, IT IS an only daughter CALLED shevuah (lit. 'oath') as it joins
THE THREE BRANCHES OF THE SHIN.
402. It is sure that an oath can only take effect on something of
substance, but a vow can take effect even on an insignificant thing,
and so it is established in the Mishnah. Furthermore, they said that a
vow is superior to an oath in that the one uttering the oath swears by
the King himself, DENOTING MALCHUT, whereas a vow is
considered making the vow by the Life of the King, DENOTING
BINAH FROM WHENCE LIFE IS DRAWN, NAMELY MOCHIN, TO
MALCHUT.

403. The Faithful Shepherd replied: Head Rabbis of the Yeshivas. I
am certain that you are well aware of THE TOPIC OF OATHS AND
VOWS. However, He who renews daily the act of creation will make
us aware of new insights, for though Kohelet said, "and there is
nothing new under the sun" (Kohelet 1:9) DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN,
above the sun there is. Regarding the secrets of Torah, I wish to say
that from "For Hashem Elohim is a sun and shield" (Tehilim 84:12), it
IS TO BE INFERRED THAT HE ILLUMINATES AND SHIELDS EVEN
BELOW THE SUN. THIS IS TRUE in His world, MEANING THE
WORLD OF ATZILUT, but not in the Common world, MEANING THE
THREE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, WHICH
CONTAIN KLIPOT, THAT DENY HIS UNITY. This is so even though
"Elohim has made the one as well as the other" (Kohelet 7:14),
MEANING THAT THE KLIPOT ARE ALSO THE WORK OF ELOHIM.
For from darkness, WHICH IS THE KLIPOT, emanates light, WHEN
PEOPLE OVERCOME THEM. THIS IS UNTIL THEY ARE CONSIDERED
AS COMMON WORLD, AND THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN OF ATZILUT, DOES NOT EXTEND TO SHIELD THEM.
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404. Most certainly, the world to come, being Binah, is above the
sun, being the middle pillar, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN. Thus, vows
stemming from there surpass the oaths and take effect even in
insignificant matters. An oath is considered of this world, DENOTING
MALCHUT, which survives only through Yesod, as the verse writes,
"but the righteous is an everlasting foundation" (Mishlei 10:25), SO
IT CAN ONLY TAKE EFFECT ON A MATTER OF SUBSTANCE.

405. WITHIN YESOD are oaths made, as it is written, "as Hashem
lives: lie down until the morning" (Rut 3:13). "LIVES" IS CALLED
'YESOD', as the lower Shechinah is called the 'western wall', BEING
MALCHUT, His dwelling, being the mount (Heb. tel-Tav Lamed)
which all turn to. The WALL (HEB. KOTEL) IS SPELLED Caf-Vav TavLamed - Yud Hei Vav Hei, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, NUMERICALLY
equals Caf-Vav. And surely the Shechinah is the mound (Heb. tel) OF
ZEIR ANPIN based on the verse: "his locks (Heb. kevutzotav) are
wavy (Heb. taltalim) and black as the raven" (Shir Hashirim 5:11). It
was established that every tip (Heb. kotz) of any letter contains
heaps (Heb. tel) of rules. The Dalet of 'one '(Heb. echad - Aleph-ChetDalet) is a hill that all turn to, DENOTING MALCHUT. This tip OF THE
DALET THAT DIFFERENTIATES IT FROM THE RESH FORM, WHICH
DENOTES YESOD, is caught between the Aleph and Chet of the
word echad, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, and the Dalet of echad,
DENOTING MALCHUT. THUS THE VERSE, "for all that is in heaven
and on earth" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11); as Targum Yonatan reads, 'it
is caught between heaven and earth', MEANING THAT "ALL" IS
ANOTHER NAME FOR YESOD, AND IT IS HELD BETWEEN ZEIR
ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'HEAVEN', AND MALCHUT, REFERRED
TO AS 'EARTH'.
406. Upon it, YESOD, have the masters of the Mishnah stated in
Tractate Chagigah: "...on what does the world stand?" On one pillar
whose name is Righteous, MEANING YESOD, or as it is written, "but
the Righteous is an everlasting foundation," surely it is the covenant
in the oath, DENOTING MALCHUT. Upon this pillar stands AlephChet and Dalet, which are heaven and earth, as it is written: "If My
covenant be not day and night, it would be as if I have not
established the ordinances of heaven and earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25).
Aleph-Chet point to heaven, as written, "then hear you IN heaven" (I
Melachim 8:32), WHICH REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN, and Dalet points to
earth as the verse reads, "and the earth is my footstool" (Yeshayah
66:1), DENOTING MALCHUT.
407. And since the covenant, DENOTING YESOD, is held between
heaven and earth, DENOTING MALE AND FEMALE, and contains an
oath, BEING MALCHUT, where the verse reads: "as Hashem lives: lie
down until the morning," SO AN OATH IS DEPENDENT UPON
YESOD, REFERRED TO AS 'LIVING'. One who swears by His Name
falsely is considered like one who demolishes the construction of
heaven and earth, and restores the world to void and formlessness.
When man removes the tip, BEING YESOD, from the Dalet of echad,
BEING MALCHUT, what remains is an other (Heb. acher: Aleph Chet
Resh) namely Samael - REFERRED TO AS 'THE OTHER', in whose
place abides falsehood. This can be compared to building heaven
and earth on a base of falsehood. Truth prevails; falsehood can not,
as it must become void. As such he has demolished the structure
and caused the fall of heaven and earth.
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408. This one, WHO SWEARS FALSELY, is like the verse "He threw
earth from the heavens, the glory (Heb. tiferet) of Yisrael" (Eichah
2:1). HE ASKS: Who placed earth in heaven so that it could be cast
out from there? HE ANSWERS: It points to the Shechinah, CALLED
'EARTH', and Tiferet, CALLED 'HEAVEN' (HEB. SHAMAYIM) is with
her, as it did not part from her EVEN at her downfall. This concept is
found in the verse "Hashem is My Name and My glory, I shall give to
another" (Yeshayah 42:8). How do we know that truth, DENOTING
ZEIR ANPIN, fell with her - as it is written, "and it cast down the truth
to the ground" (Daniel 8:12). SO WE SEE THAT WHICH CAUSES THE
FALL OF MALCHUT LIKEWISE CAUSES THE FALL OF ZEIR ANPIN,
AND SO HE WHO SWEARS FALSELY CAUSES THE DOWNFALL OF
HEAVEN AND EARTH. One who swears truthfully fulfills the verse:
"Truth will spring out of the earth" (Tehilim 85:12), THE INITIALS OF
WHICH SPELL OUT EMET ('TRUTH'), which is the middle pillar MEANING ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'TRUTH' upon which stands
the structure, as written, "Elohim created the" (Beresheet 1:1), THE
LAST LETTERS OF WHICH SPELL OUT EMET. Then the verse
continues, "the heaven and the earth," SO WE SEE THAT THE
STRUCTURE OF HEAVEN AND EARTH IS BASED ON TRUTH.
409. As the oath is the edifice of this world, MALCHUT, it having no
continuity without Yesod, which is a matter of substance, a vow,
alluding to the world to come, BINAH, supersedes the oath and can
take effect even on matters lacking substance, AS in order to prevail,
BINAH does not require Yesod, the male organ which pertains to
marital relations. For IN THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, CHOCHMAH
DOES NOT NEED CHASSADIM WITH WHICH TO BE CLOTHED, AS
ALSO MENTIONED EARLIER. Hence, on Yom Kippur (Day of
Atonement), signifying the World to Come, BINAH, FOR which the
prayer Kol Nidre (lit. 'all the vows') was composed - AS THE VOW
STEMS FROM BINAH - prohibits marital relations, AS THE MATING
OF YESODOT IS NOT PRACTICED IN BINAH, AS INDICATED.
410. There, IN BINAH, the letter of the Covenant, Yud - MEANING
YESOD OF BINAH is the crown of the Torah scroll, namely the
righteous, DENOTING YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, as explained. In the
World to Come there is no eating, drinking, and no marital
intercourse, but only righteous people sitting, with their crowns on
their heads.

411. And since there can be no use made in this world, NAMELY
MALCHUT, with the crown - BEING THE CROWN ON THE HEAD OF
THE RIGHTEOUS, PRACTICED ONLY WITH BINAH - so the masters
of the Mishnah have announced that all who make use of the crown
shall depart FROM THIS WORLD. The crown in this world is below
YESOD AND NOT AT THE HEAD OF THE RIGHTEOUS. The vowels
are to be used by the letters. However, in the world to come, BEING
BINAH, there will be no use of the letters, WHICH INSINUATE MALE
AND FEMALE. Hence, in the Torah scroll, there are no vowels but
crowns, DRAWN FROM BINAH, AND THEY ARE THE CROWN ON
TOP OF THE LETTERS, BEING MALE AND FEMALE. So, he who
makes use of a Torah scroll will depart THIS WORLD, and also one
who makes use of one who studies Halachah, the Rabbis predicted,
will die.
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412. All the Yeshiva heads prostrated before him and said: Surely
the Holy One, blessed be He, speaks through your mouth, and to
Him do we bend. We realize from these words that no human being
beside yourself could utter them. These prove the verse which
testifies about you: "With him I speak mouth to mouth" (Bemidbar
12:8). Elijah must not be withheld from you, we must ask of the Holy
One, blessed be He, to lower him to you, laden with riches and
treasures for you.

11. The threshing flour and the winepress
We are told that the Hebrew letters of 'winepress' are the initials of unison, holiness and blessing - this is the Shechinah, the blessing of God. God is
always with one who is well versed in the Torah and the Halachah. Moses speaks of the two worlds, and says that for those who are clothed with the
lowly body the spirit can not see what is above it, but that one should 'Know what is above you - a watchful eye, an attentive ear, and all your deeds
are recorded in a book.' He who is in the body has no permission to look at the angels or the Shechinah or the Holy One, blessed be He. Due to their
sins, men are separated from God, who covers Himself with His wings. Yet in the time to come "yet your teacher shall not withdraw himself any
more, your eyes shall see your teacher."
413. A Faithful Shepherd, loyal servant, in relation to you IT WAS
SAID OF the Hebrew slave "You shall furnish him liberally" (Devarim
15:14). You shall furnish him, and be liberal to his sons with these
concealed things: "out of your threshing flour" (Ibid.), the threshing
flour of your Torah, "and out of your winepress." The verse refers to
the threshing flour and to the winepress, the same way as the
scholars of the Mishnah established, namely, to the residue of the
threshing floor and the winepress.

414. The winepress (Heb. yekev; Yud-Kuf-Bet) ARE THE INITIALS OF
yichud (lit. 'unison') kedushah ('holiness') and berachah ('blessing')
of the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the Shechinah, DENOTING
MALCHUT, being the blessing of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHEN
SHE IS THE SECRET of the right, NAMELY CHASSADIM. It is the
Holiness OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHEN SHE FINDS
HERSELF in His left, MEANING IN CHOCHMAH. She is the unison OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHEN IT IS FOUND IN THE
Central COLUMN. The letters of the Holy One, blessed be He, equal
112 (Yud-Bet-Kuf) BEING also the letters Yud-Kuf-Bet. FOR THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE NUKVA IS
THE SECRET OF THE NUMEROLOGY OF ZEIR ANPIN.
415. The Holy One, blessed be He, is with one who is well versed
(Heb. baki, Bet-Kuf-Yud), WHICH IS SPELLED WITH YUD-KUF-BET,
in the Halachah, denoting the Shechinah. For her sake, He will never
forsake him. There is Halachah, which is a SERVING maiden of the
Halachah from the standpoint of the lad - MEANING METATRON OF
BRIYAH - and there we say that the Halachah is according to so and
so, AS IT ALLUDES TO ITS MAIDEN. But of your Halachah, Faithful
Shepherd, it is written: "The tradition attributed to Moses hails from
Sinai"; by divine command did the Holy One, blessed be He, give
you His daughter, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH.
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416. For this reason, concerning other Halachot, we read, "Many
daughters have done virtuously" (Mishlei 31:29), but with your
Halachah, it reads "but you excel them all" (Ibid.), as yours
overpowers them all, with might. "Hashem is with you, you mighty
man of valor" (Shoftim 6:12). The edifice of the King, DENOTING
SHECHINAH, is fixed and completed as He builds His edifice through
your mouth and hands. How fortunate is your lot.

417. The Faithful Shepherd commenced to say: "the angel who
redeemed me from all evil" (Beresheet 48:16), refers to the
Shechinah, of whom it is written, "the angel of the Elohim...
removed" (Shemot 14:19). He will bless you in the world to come,
WHICH IS BINAH. "...and let them grow into a multitude in the midst
of the earth..." referring to this world, NAMELY MALCHUT, so your
governance shall be in two worlds where you live. One who is from
this world, MALCHUT is called 'living', as it is written, "She is a Tree
of Life to those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:8) - life there, IN
BINAH, and life here, IN MALCHUT.

418. This is not so with whoever is clothed with the Klipot of the
skin, flesh, bone and sinews of the lowly body. His spirit dies there.
Just as a corpse sees not, hears not, speaks not, and has no limb
movements, so the spirit sees not what is above it, as it is written of
them in the Torah: 'Know what is above you - a watchful eye, an
attentive ear and all your deeds are recorded in a book'.

419. Numerous angels accompany him, as it is written: "For He shall
give His angels charge over you" (Tehilim 91:11), but he who is in
the body has no permission to look at them or hear their voices, as
they are fiery creatures that speak, sanctify and bless both the Holy
One, blessed be He, together with Yisrael. This is all the more so
with regards to the Shechinah that is above them, and even more so
with the Holy One, blessed be He, who is above the Shechinah, that
receives the supplications of Yisrael.

420. Due to sins, they were clothed with these Klipot like people who
possess the sins of their fathers, or as the sages of the Mishnah
expressed, 'when they maintain the sins of their fathers.' Due to
these Klipot, STEMMING FROM THE SINS, the verse says: "but your
iniquities have made a separation between you and your
Elohim" (Yeshayah 59:2). And as a result of these Klipot, the Holy
One, blessed be He, covers Himself with numerous wings, as it is
written: "with two He covers his face, and with two He covers his
feet..." (Yeshayah 6:2).
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421. In the time to come, THE VERSE SAYS: "yet your teacher shall
not withdraw himself (lit. 'be winged') any more, your eyes shall see
your teacher" (Yeshayah 30:20). When you are in this world,
MALCHUT, where you have no Klipot, skins, then you may look at
other humans, and they at you. Thus, you are called 'living' and your
world is the world of living. But this lowly world is the world of the
dead, as all the deities of the nations are dead except Hashem.

12. "He looks in at the windows"
Rabbi Shimon tells Moses that Moses can see everything with the wisdom of his heart - the inhabitants of the World to Come, angels, the Holy One,
blessed be He, and the Shechinah. A prophet can see only with his eyes, but the wise man who perceives with his heart is better. "And in the hearts
of all that are wise hearted I have put wisdom": such is not so with eyes. He says that for one who possesses a heart that sees more than a prophet,
surely his thoughts which are endless can see Him who is endless - that which could not be perceived with eyes. "He looks in at the windows"
means the windows of the eyes, ears, nostrils and mouth; with prayer, the soul ascends through these seven openings.
422. Rabbi Shimon said to him: Faithful servant, with your eyes you
are not able to see the inhabitants of the world to come, nor angels,
certainly not the Holy One, blessed be He, nor His Shechinah, but
with the wisdom of your heart you can see everything: the
inhabitants of the world to come, angels, the Holy One, blessed be
He, and the Shechinah. Therefore, Solomon, about whom it is
written, "For he was wiser than all men" (I Melachim 5:11), said, "for
my heart has seen much wisdom and knowledge" (Kohelet 1:16),
NAMELY, THROUGH HIS MIND'S EYES.

423. But when it comes to prophecy, a prophet can not see through
his mind's eyes but with his eyes alone, as it is written, "I, Hashem,
make Myself known to him in a vision" (Bemidbar 12:6) - that is, a
sight by night or a vision by day, both by eye. The TWO eyes serve
as two agents of the heart that mediate BETWEEN THE EVIL
INCLINATION OF THE HEART AND MAN and serve it, and it is their
king. For this reason, the wise man WHO PERCEIVES WITH HIS
HEART'S EYES is better than the prophet WHO SEES WITH HIS
EYES. And similarly, the two ears are two agents of the heart.

424. For this reason, the sages have declared that a heart sees,
hears, understands, knows, "and in the hearts of all that are wise
hearted I have put wisdom" (Shemot 31:6). So we see that wisdom,
understanding, and knowledge are in the heart, with which heaven,
earth, and the deeps were made. Also it says, "and I have filled him
with the spirit of Elohim, in wisdom, and in understanding and in
knowledge" (Ibid. 3). Such is not so with eyes.
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425. Faithful servant, one who possesses such a heart that sees
more than a prophet, surely your thoughts which are endless can
see Him who is endless - that which you could not perceive with
eyes. As it is written: "and you shall see My back, but My face shall
not be seen" (Shemot 33:23).

426. The foolish-hearted people are dead, blind with the Klipot OF
THE BODY. With you these do not matter and do not act as an
obstruction between you and the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah, members of the world to come, and angels. He will come
to you through the windows of the eyes, ears, nostrils and mouth, as
a king who enters a secret compartment to speak with his son. Such
is the prayer of Yisrael - 'you may search all the inward parts of the
belly, examine the kidneys and heart, and nothing is hidden from
you'.

427. Thus spoke Solomon: "he looks in at the windows" (Shir
Hashirim 2:9). These are the windows of the eyes, ears, nostrils and
mouth. Through these seven openings does the soul ascend with
seven types of spice. And so does prayer rise with these seven
types of spice, which are: "Nard and saffron; calamus and
cinnamon, with all trees of frankincense; myrrh and aloes, with all
the chief spices" (Shir Hashirim 4:14). At the time the prayer so
rises, "perfumed with myrrh..." (Shir Hashirim 3:6), the Holy One,
blessed be He, asks about it: "Who is this coming out of the
wilderness like columns of smoke, perfumed with myrrh...?"
Assuredly, "Who (Heb. mi) is this," indeed, from the side of mi that
represents Binah which incorporates the seven types of spice WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD,
AND MALCHUT THAT ILLUMINATE IN THE SECRET OF
FRAGRANCE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.

428. Kriat Sh'ma is composed of the fifty gates OF BINAH, consisting
of 25 plus 25 letters, 25 FROM THE MORNING SH'MA AND 25 FROM
THE EVENING SH'MA. It is composed of the seven blessings: in the
morning, two before and one following; in the evening, two before
and two following. They are THE SEVEN SFIROT, "the greatness,
and the power (Gvurah) and the glory (Tiferet) and the victory
(Netzach) and the majesty (Hod): FOR ALL THAT IS IN HEAVEN AND
ON EARTH, (DENOTES YESOD)...Yours is the kingdom" (I Divrei
Hayamim 29:11), denoting Malchut; she consists of three spices;
"perfumed with myrrh," denotes Keter, "frankincense" denotes
Chochmah, and the "powders of the merchant" denotes Binah.
Come and complete the precepts of your Master.

13. "You shall not follow a multitude to do evil"
We are told that a judge who does not render a truthful verdict is equivalent to having given dominion of the world to Samael. When a judge is about
to render judgment, Gehenom is open before him on the left, a sword (the Angel of Death) is at his neck, Samael stands behind him, the Garden of
Eden is open to the right, and the Tree of Life is open above his head. Depending on his judgment he is killed and punished, or rewarded, as
appropriate. We learn that the judgment of the kingdom is the law, the law that is in the heart, and as we have already been told, 'the heart sees'. The
eyes of God, the Judge, are open upon man, and "he looks in at the windows."
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429. "You shall not follow a multitude to do evil...to incline after a
multitude to pervert justice" (Shemot 23:2). HE EXPLAINS: A
multitude is no less than three. If the judicial court lacks three
members, you are not bound by its judicial decisions. The court
represents the Shechinah; with three are the living creatures of the
Chariot, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. THE
SHECHINAH IS CALLED THE 'Law of Torah', Truthful law, the middle
pillar, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO AS 'TRUTH';
SHECHINAH IS HIS PROMULGATED LAW. A judge that does not
render a truthful verdict is equivalent to having given dominion of
the world to Samael. "...and it cast down the truth to the
ground..." (Daniel 8:12) REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN who cast the
Shechinah with him, causing Gehenom (which is the mate of
Samael) to rise with Samael. Instead of rendering true justice, he
encourages falsehood. The truthful Justice is considered the middle
pillar, while falsehood is Gehenom and Samael.

430. As a result, when a judge is about to render judgment, the
Gehenom lies open before him on the left, being the mate of Samael.
A sword is by his neck, which is the Angel of Death. Samael stands
behind his neck; the Garden of Eden is open to the right, and the
Tree of Life is open above his head.

431. If he delivers a false judgment, the Angel of Death seizes him
and slays him and later burns him in Gehenom. If he judges
truthfully, the Holy One, blessed be He, brings him into the Garden
of Eden and gives him a taste of the Tree of Life, as it is written
about him: "and take also of the Tree of Life, and eating, live for
ever" (Beresheet 3:22). "For ever," as it is created by the Torah, of
which it is written: "She is a Tree of Life to those who lay hold on
Her" (Mishlei 3:18); a Tree of Life, Tiferet - its life is Chochmah and
Binah, the life of the king indeed.

432. Forever the Judgment of the kingdom is the law, the law that is
in the heart, and it is said regarding it, 'the heart sees'. Therefore, the
Judge has only what his eyes observe. The Judge is none other than
the Holy One, blessed be He, and his eyes observe, "For the eyes of
Hashem run to and fro throughout the whole earth" (II Divrei
Hayamim 16:9). "For His eyes are upon the ways of man" (Iyov
34:21).

433. Through them "...He looks in at the windows..." (Shir Hashirim
2:9) MEANING through the seven openings of man, two eyes, two
ears, two nostrils and mouth. Behold the seven SFIROT of supernal
Ima. So He examines deeds with seven from the standpoint of the
lower Shechinah: the two hands and neck, WHICH ARE three, with
body and the sex organ, NAMELY TIFERET AND YESOD, are five,
and WITH two legs, seven - BEING THE SEVEN SFIROT OF THE
LOWER SHECHINAH. TWO LETTERS OF THE NAME Yud-Hei THAT
ARE IN THE FIRST THREE, FULLY SPELLED AS Yud-Vav-Dalet, HeiAleph, EQUAL SEVEN LETTERS. With these seven letters He
examines the seven openings of the head. They are called openings
after the female (derived from aperture), DENOTING THE SUPERNAL
IMA whose openings are open to receive. The two letters Vav-Hei IN
THE BODY, MEANING LOWER SHECHINAH, FULLY SPELLED AS
VAV-ALEPH-VAV, HEI-ALEPH, EQUAL SEVEN LETTERS. With these
seven letters, He examines the seven lower limbs; HANDS, NECK,
AND SO ON. They compliment the body with which to perform the
precepts.
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434. The wife OF ZEIR ANPIN, DENOTING SHECHINAH, is like the
body - AS THE BODY OF MAN BELOW IS DRAWN FROM HER - and
after the precepts, it is called 'limbs', DENOTING THE TWO
HUNDRED AND FORTY-EIGHT LIMBS. After the Shechinah, it is
called 'body'. Because from the Other Side THE BODY MEANS ONLY
the garments, such as skin and flesh, as written, "You have clothed
me with skin and flesh, and have knit me together with bones and
sinews" (Iyov 10:11). Wherever the Shechinah is not, the body OF
LOWER MAN is called but 'the garment of man', DENOTING ZEIR
ANPIN, alluding to Torah CALLED 'MAN', as it is written, "This is the
Torah: when a man dies in a tent" (Bemidbar 19:14), and, "according
to the beauty of a man; that it may remain in the house" (Yeshayah
44:13). Where there is a precept, DENOTING SHECHINAH, SO THE
BODY OF LOWER MAN is called "the body of man" - just as we find
the expression, the essentials of Halachah and sentences of laws,
WHICH ARE NAMES OF THE SHECHINAH.
435. The Holy One, blessed be He, is Judge - DENOTING the Central
Column, BEING ZEIR ANPIN, from the standpoint of Binah,
MEANING THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT DRAWN
FROM BINAH - being Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei, he is REFERRED TO AS
MAGISTRATE. Judge IS CALLED SO from the aspect of Malchut. An
officer is the ruler, as it is written: "And Joseph was the
governor" (Beresheet 42:6). All the Sfirot are Judges from the
standpoint of Ima Supernal, BEING BINAH, wherein ARE THE
MOCHIN as Tiferet, THAT IS DRAWN FROM IT is the Judge,
WHEREIN ARE INCLUDED ALL SFIROT. These ARE officers from
Malchut, FROM WHICH COMES RULERSHIP, and the righteous rules
from there.

14. "Keep you far from a false matter"
The commandment is to treat the protagonists equally and be far from falsehood. This section explores the issue of 'the evil man - goodness befalls
him' and 'the righteous - evil befalls him'. Even in the evil man there is still goodness existing somewhere; perhaps he will repent and overpower his
inclination. When evil befalls the righteous it stems from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil; the Good Inclination controls him and so he is
righteous, although there is evil present in him which is under domination. The perfect righteous who has no evil inclination stems from the Tree of
Life.
436. "Keep you far from a false matter" (Shemot 23:7). The
commandment is to treat equally the protagonists and be far from
falsehood, so that no one will say there is favoritism IN THE
MATTER. Regarding the Holy One, blessed be He, it is written: "who
favors no person, and takes no bribe" (Devarim 10:17). The last letter
of these words equals One (Heb. echad). A judge must be like the
"One"-One Yud Hei Vav Hei, without bribe, so as to be in His image.

437. So in judgment, one should treat both protagonists the same,
and not bend the law to favor one over the other, but give them
similar importance, until they receive judgment. Later each is judged
according to his deeds.
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438. The masters of the Mishnah have established that the righteous
is judged by the Good Inclination, and the evil man by the Evil
Inclination. The intermediate man is judged by both. The one who
stems from the Tree of Life, WHICH IS DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
has no Judgment at all, no Evil Inclination. Such is the perfect
righteous, 'the righteous-goodness befalls him', and goodness
means only the Torah, as it is written, "For I give you a good
doctrine, forsake not My Torah" (Mishlei 4:2). 'The righteous- evil
befalls him', stems from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil,
DENOTING MALCHUT. Why is he called righteous if he has evil,
which is the Evil Inclination, REFERRED TO AS EVIL? The answer is
that the Good Inclination controls him and so he is a righteous man
even though there is evil present which is under domination.

439. HE ASKS: 'The wicked-goodness befalls him', REFERS TO
TORAH THAT IS CALLED 'GOOD', AS MENTIONED. IF SO, why is he
called 'evil'? HE ANSWERS: He is at the head of his Evil Inclination.
Goodness is under his control, like a servant serving under his
master. Even though the evil one crowns the righteous, and the
perfect righteous can punish him, "Neither is it good to punish an
innocent man (lit. 'the righteous')" (Mishle 17:26); because of that
goodness that still exists beneath the feet of the evil man, perhaps
he will repent and overpower his inclination, and THE EVIL
INCLINATION will become as dust beneath his feet.

440. From the aspect of: 'the evil man-goodness befalls him', the
Shechinah lies, AS THE VERSE SAYS: "and uncovered his feet, and
laid herself down" (Rut 3:7). This is in essence, "and a handmaid that
is heir to her mistress" (Mishlei 30:23). The maid is considered the
female of the Evil Inclination. The Evil Inclination is male, and so it
says, "and My glory will I not give to another" (Yeshayah 42:8), and it
says, "and the stranger that comes near shall be put to
death" (Bemidbar 1:51). FOR THE EVIL INCLINATION IS CALLED
'ANOTHER' AND 'A STRANGER'.
441. From the aspect of: 'the righteous-evil befalls him', the
Shechinah here is like a crown on the head of man. The maid, the
Evil Inclination, is subjugated beneath Her mistress. From the
standpoint of the perfect righteous, there is neither a stranger, nor
an Evil Inclination here. From the aspect of the completely evil man,
he has no part with the Shechinah because man can only have a
share in the Shechinah from the Good Side.

442. Not all of the Shechinah is the same. The Shechinah of the Tree
of Knowledge of Good and Evil is considered a throne, SITUATED IN
THE WORLD OF BRIYAH OR 'BODY OF MAN'. But of the Shechinah
of the Tree of Life, BEING THE WORLD OF ATZILUT, it is written:
"nor shall evil dwell with You" (Tehilim 5:4). But since it is written,
"and His kingdom rules over all" (Tehilim 103:19), one who causes a
defect in Her site, IN BRIYAH OR 'BODY OF MAN', is considered as
one who causes dishonor in the Matron herself, IN ATZILUT.
Dishonor of the Matron is considered of one who cheapens Her in
Her abode. Dishonor of the Matron is equivalent to disgrace of the
King, ZEIR ANPIN, AND RESULTS IN DISGRACE TO ZEIR ANPIN.
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443. Even more so for the one who causes Her to move from Her
position IN BRIYAH, and appoints the maid in Her stead, for
wherever he dishonors Her, the Matron does not abide, but rather
the maid, who is defected and dwells in a defected place. The defect
of man due to his sins causes defects to all his limbs to the extent
that the Matron finds no place to dwell. There is no remedy for him
until he returns Her all his limbs, MEANING HE REPENTS HIS SINS.

444. The Holy Luminary, RABBI SHIMON, said: Faithful Shepherd,
you therefore make ready, with this composition of 248 precepts, the
means to coronate the Holy One, blessed be He, upon all the limbs
of the Shechinah, in each and every precept, and you are not
concerned about your honor. Happy is your lot! As you coronate the
Holy One, blessed be He, over the limbs of the Shechinah - that are
the men of virtue of all Yisrael, inasmuch as the men of virtue are the
Shechinah's limbs - so does the Holy One, blessed be He, cause His
name to dwell upon you and coronate you over the upper and lower
encampments.

15. The order of laws in Tractate Nezikin (cause of injuries)
Here we learn about the judgments regarding the laws of damage; the four primary causes of injury are the ox, the pit, crop destroying beast, and
fire. Lastly there is man, who is always prone to harm. Moses says that the letters of Adonai, when rearranged, form Dina, which is judgment. All
judgments are executed by that Name. Moses lists other laws which require judgment, and he talks about damage, idleness, shame and weakness.
We are reminded of the blessings that were stolen from Yisrael through heavy tax burdens, different kinds of harsh judgments, and Temple
sacrifices deprived from the Shechinah. The bull that has gored thrice has devastated everything with sin and destruction, anger and wrath. Moses
also speaks about the exile of the children of Yisrael. He tells us that there are angels that serve the body, and angels that serve the soul, and there
is a difference between them. Every lower level receives from the higher. In man there is division between body and soul, one being material and the
other mental, one being Life and the other Death. But the Holy One, blessed be He, is Life and His Shechinah is also Life.
445. Arise, Faithful Shepherd, to arrange the Judgments regarding
the laws of damage in the order of the name Yud Hei Vav Hei, being:
"The chariot of Elohim are twice ten thousand, thousands upon
thousands (lit. 'shin'an')" (Tehilim 68:18), that is, the ox, eagle, lion
and man. From the right side where there is Yud Hei Vav Hei, such is
the order of the four living creatures: man, lion, eagle, ox, MEANING
THAT OX, BEING GVURAH, IS LISTED LAST, and according to the
changes that take place in them, so is their movement and order.
The animals on the Other Side are the caves of injuries on the left,
'shin'an ('thousand', also: 'angel')', MEANING THE INITIALS OF OX,
EAGLE, LION, MAN. Hence it starts with ox, which is connected with
the four primary causes of injury: the ox, the pit, crop destroying
beast, and fire. Their last one is man, WHO IS ALWAYS prone to
harm.
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446. Arise, awaken with Judgment. The Faithful Shepherd
commenced to say: "Adonai, open my lips; and my mouth shall
rehearse Your praise" (Tehilim 51:17). Adonai, when rearranged,
spells Dina (Lit. 'judgment'). So Mishnah masters said: The law of the
kingdom is the law, SINCE MALCHUT IS CALLED 'ADONAI', THE
LETTERS OF DINA (ENG. 'LAW'). All Judgments are executed by that
Name, and are executed by the letters Dalet and Gimel. The Dalet
alludes to the Shechinah corresponding with the Gimel (=three)
patriarchs, TO WHOM SHE BECOMES THE FOURTH. GIMEL
REPRESENTS the Central Column, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, WHO
INCORPORATES CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, which is a True
Judge, Judging from the side of Adonai - DENOTING MALCHUT
where the true judge abides. From the side of the Name of Elohim,
DENOTING BINAH, there is a magistrate as it says: "but Elohim is
the Judge" (Tehilim 75:7).
447. What are these Judgments? First to judge the damages by the
ox, secondly, damage of the pit, thirdly, fire damage, fourth, damage
by man. Later, the law of the four watches, namely he who watches
free of charge, he who watches for a fee, the borrower, and the
renter. These correspond to four laws: the law of division between
partners, division of lands, laws of male and female slaves, laws of a
claimant and a respondent in matters of money, theft, lost articles,
injury to fellow man and the four types of death penalty through
court.

448. The Holy One, blessed be He, is Master (Heb. adon) through
Adonai, AS ADON STEMS FROM DIN (LIT. 'LAW'), to judge with
various judgments against the wicked maidservant who is heir to her
mistress, from whom stems all harm, being demons, and from whom
come the souls of the wicked as established by the masters of the
Mishnah, that the souls of the wicked cause havoc in the world.
Another El IS harmful, a thief, evil, and Another El's mate is deadly
poison.

449. Damage, idleness, shame and weakness MUST BE PAID to the
Shechinah and her children, THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. HE
EXPLAINS: Idleness means idleness from studying Torah, WHICH
THE OTHER SIDE brings upon the children; weakness, because it
causes them to be slack from the words of the Torah; damage, the
various injuries by damaging demons, anger and wrath; shame,
because they shamed the Shechinah with their idols and asked:
'Where is your Elohim?' So much plunder did the evil maidservant
pilfer, as it is written: "the robbery of the poor in your
house" (Yeshayah 3:14).
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450. So many blessings did the evil maidservant steal from the
Shechinah through heavy tax burdens, different kinds of harsh
judgments against the SHECHINAH'S children, numerous Temple
sacrifices deprived from the Matron, the shaming of the Matron, who
remained deprived of: her four golden garments sparkling from the
four rows of precious stones - MEANING CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT - on the twelve gems - AS EACH OF THE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, IS PART OF THREE
COLUMNS EQUALING TWELVE; the cloak with bells and ornaments;
four garments of white with which the Matron adorns Herself before
the King, as the verse says: "and I will look upon it, that I may
remember the everlasting covenant" (Beresheet 9:16), and also the
stealing from the mistress, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, of numerous
sacrificial offerings.

451. The bull that has gored thrice, the husband OF THE EVIL MAID,
enters the abode of his Master, the King, with his four primary
causes of injury, namely: sin and destruction, anger and wrath, all
calculated to destroy. With his body, he crushes the vessels, altar,
menorah, table and other vessels; he lies upon them and destroys
them. With his tooth, he consumes the sacrificial offerings on the
table; the rest he tramples with his feet. With his horn, he gores the
priests and Levites, and devastates everything, "he has profaned the
kingdom and its princes" (Eichah 2:2).

452. The pit represents the evil wife, Lilit, in her house, namely the
prison. The evil maid seized the Matron and her children, NAMELY
THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, put them in her exile, placed them in
twisted chains, and tied their hands to the back; "she dwells among
the nations, she finds no rest" (Eichah 1:3). Furthermore, "all that
honored her despise her, because they have seen her nakedness:
she herself also sighs, and turns backward" (Ibid. 8).

453. And in addition to this is the EVIL KLIPAH, the harlot, the
Consuming Fire, as it is written, "a fire engulfed Zion" (Ibid.). Later, a
vile man came fourth in the series of principal damages, WHICH IS
THE DAMAGE OF CROP DESTROYING ANIMAL, as it says regarding
man that he is eternally liable whether awake or asleep. "He sent in
his cattle to graze," MEANING HIS LEGIONS, which ate, consumed,
pillaged the vineyards and orchards of Jerusalem and devastated
everything.

454. Master of the Universe. You are True, your Torah is truth. You
gave us the precept of Tefilin, for the perfect Righteous it serves as
reward for their deeds, an article of beauty upon their heads, and
they serve their Father and Mother WITH THIS, BEING MALE AND
FEMALE, such as the body, where all limbs serve the head. And so
the woman, DENOTING MALCHUT AND THE HAND TEFILIN, serves
her husband, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN.
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455. There are angels that serve the body, and angels that serve the
soul. Just as there is a distinction between body and soul, so there
is a difference between angels of the body and angels of the soul.
There is a soul over the soul and angels over the angels, as it says,
"for there is one high one who watches over him that is high; and
there are yet higher ones over them" (Kohelet 5:7). This is the soul of
a soul, COMING FROM ATZILUT, all of them one, NO DIVISION
AMONG THEM AT ALL. Even though metaphorically EVERY LOWER
LEVEL COMPARED TO A HIGHER ONE is like a body compared to
soul, it is because they receive one from another. So the Shechinah,
when compared to other lights in the world of Briyah, is like the soul
to body, but when compared to the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR
ANPIN, She is considered like a body. But it is all one, the body and
soul. Not so with man, where there is division between the body and
soul. One is material, the other mental; one is Life, the other Death,
but the Holy One, blessed be He, is Life and His Shechinah is Life, as
written, "She is a Tree of Life to those who lay hold on Her" (Mishlei
3:18).

16. Those marked with the signs of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah
We are told that God marked Yisrael so that they will be recognizable to the angels. Those who have Torah in them are marked on the right with
Chesed; those that did precepts are marked on the left with Gvurah; those who keep Tefilin, Shabbat and the Covenant are marked with the
Righteous, Yesod. The evil-doers are without any markings of purity; their punishment is poverty. Yet when that spirit blesses and sanctifies and
unifies God, then He descends to that spirit with many hosts.
456. All those that are marked with the signs of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and His Shechinah: with the sign of Tefilin and the
sign of circumcision during the week days, and are marked with
'remember' and 'keep' on the Shabbat, and they are marked by the
written Torah given from the right and the Oral Torah given from the
left. With the Holy One, blessed be He, 'remember' is from the right
and 'keep' from the left. Also with the Shechinah 'remembering' is
from the right and 'keeping' from the left. So also the Head Tefilin OF
MAN STEMS FROM THE RIGHT. And the Tefilin of the hand, FROM
THE LEFT. So the Shechinah is called "The Torah of Hashem is
perfect" (Tehilim 19:8), FROM ITS RIGHT SIDE, and precept FROM
ITS LEFT. This is all from the direction of the Central Column,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, that comprises Judgment and Mercy, BEING
'remember' and 'keep'. AND FROM ITS POSITION, MALCHUT is also
called 'remembering' and 'keeping', for from the standpoint of the
precepts she is on an equal level with him.
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457. But from the aspect of Chesed, the Holy One, blessed be He, is
considered 'remember' and the Shechinah 'keep'. The Mishnah
masters have established 'remember' is applicable to the male and
'keep' to the bride. Within the right and left, FROM THE CHEST AND
UP OF ZEIR ANPIN, the branches separate like the wing-like lung
where they separate above. Correspondingly, the living creatures OF
WHICH IT IS WRITTEN, "Thus were their faces: and their wings were
divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11), correspond to the open Torah
scroll. Now below, MEANING, FROM THE CHEST DOWN, IS FOUND
THE NUKVA CALLED 'PRECEPT', both ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
are together in one unity like the closed chapters in the Torah scroll,
where there is no separation. SO THEY ARE BOTH EVEN, JUST AS
ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED 'REMEMBER', SO ALSO SHE IS CALLED
'REMEMBERING' AND 'KEEPING', AS MENTIONED. IT IS NOT SO
ABOVE THE CHEST, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHERE MALCHUT IS
CALLED ONLY 'KEEP' BUT NOT 'REMEMBER'. As a result, at the
place of unity, the body, MALCHUT, is similar to the spine-like stalk
of the Lulav: if it breaks or splits it is rejected.
458. In several markings did the Holy One, blessed be He, mark
Yisrael, so they will be recognizable to the angels. Those OF
YISRAEL THAT DRAW from the right, are dependent upon the Holy
One, blessed be He; those that draw from the left are dependent on
the Shechinah; those dependent on the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His Shechinah are in one unity. HE EXPLAINS: Those who have
Torah in them are marked ON THE RIGHT with Chesed; those that
did precepts are marked ON THE LEFT with Gvurah. Those who keep
Tefilin, Shabbat and the Covenant are marked with the Righteous,
NAMELY YESOD.

459. Those OF YISRAEL that are beasts and ignorant are marked by
the symbol of the removal of the foreskin and the splitting of the
corona, BEING TWO SIGNS OF PURITY, AND SO ARE fowl also with
two signs, the crop and the peeled stomach - the removal of the crop
and peel of the stomach being the signs permitting the fowl to be
eaten. The two signs in animals are chewing the cud and split hoofs.
All are marked with two signs, such as the foreskin and the
uncovering of the corona that are removed from the holy people.

460. But the students of the Torah are listed ABOVE, some in the
throne, DENOTING MALCHUT, some with the angels, the four living
creatures carrying the throne, some with stars and planets. Some
are marked with the measures, NAMELY THE SFIROT, through which
the Holy One, blessed be He, is made known. Those involved in the
Torah and the precepts for the sake of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His Shechinah, not seeking any recompense but rather like a
son duty bound in honor of his parents, are indeed bound. And so
this is marked in the central pillar, NAMELY THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, and His Shechinah becoming as One. One who
has Torah without precepts, or precepts without Torah, so to speak,
is as if there is a split within him. However, when there is both,
TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS, he is comparable to a tree whose
branches spread to the right and left, but the tree itself is the
unifying factor in the center.
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461. The evil-doers are without any markings of purity, they have
neither head nor arm Tefilin, and are not marked by the Torah and
the precepts, or by 'remember' and 'keep', or by the blue and white
of the Tzitzit ('the fringes'). Those lacking these markings are an
abomination to you, not pertaining to Yisrael, but to the ignorant.
Just like those LACKING CLEAN MARKINGS are abominable and
detested insects, so also these people are detestable. As the
Mishnah masters have established, the ignorant masses are
abominable, their wives detestable and of their daughters it is
written, "Cursed be he that lies with any manner of beast" (Devarim
27:21).

462. Their demise is a public one, demise meaning poverty. Their
punishment of poverty is not to be kept secret, like the case of fowl,
which hints at those who perform the precepts - FOR THEIR BLOOD
IS COVERED, but here it is public for the eyes of all. He EXPLAINS: A
pauper is considered like a dead man. Some poverty is hidden from
the eyes of man, and some is public knowledge such as the
sprinkling of cattle blood where the blood is shed before all. So there
are paupers whose blood is shed publicly, and they become green
as corpses.

463. If they repent, do not complain before heaven, and accept death
without a murmur like cattle experiencing death without a sound,
and they confess saying, 'I am speechless to speak back, nor can I
lift my head in arrogance'. If they will confess and declare the unity
of the Holy One, blessed be He, AND ACCEPT UPON THEMSELVES
to die, pronouncing 'one (Heb. echad)' with the twelve checks with
the SLAUGHTERING knife of animals, PLUS the knife ITSELF NOW
THIRTEEN EQUALING, THE FIGURE echad (=thirteen).

464. And if he blesses and sanctifies the Holy One, blessed be He,
daily with the barchu ('Bless Hashem') and kedushah
('sanctification'). And when eating or drinking, such as when the
priest blesses, WHO IS CHESED 'Blessed are you' represents
blessing, 'that sanctified us' represents sanctification. When the
spirit blesses the Holy One, blessed be He, daily with 'blessed' and
sanctifies Him with the sanctification, and unifies Him with
unification, which is His Shechinah, the Holy One, blessed be He,
descends to that spirit with many hosts.

17. A spirit ascends and descends every night
They who offers their spirits as an offering to Hashem are happy, and every night their spirits ascend to Him. They who ascend by a precept,
meaning the precept of Tefilin, are happy. We read about the connection of deed, speech and thought, and about the seventy words in the psalm,
"May Hashem hear you in the day of trouble". Among the masters of Torah there are two grades: morning and dawn. The morning of Abraham,
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Chesed, appears on the Day of Redemption, but the dawn precedes the Day of Redemption, being Netzach, as the Shechinah from this aspect is
called the star of dawn. The morning alludes to the right hand of Abraham, which alludes to Messiah the son of David.
465. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID TO ELIJAH: Elijah, certainly
WHEN EVEN ORDINARY PEOPLE bless and sanctify and unite the
Matron, numerous hosts of the Matron ascend with him, and hosts of
the King descend to him and all with the purpose to guard him, to
make known to that spirit many novel ideas, and forecasts within the
dream of prophecy and many hidden matters. An example is Jacob,
about whom is written, "and behold the angels of Elohim ascending
and descending on it" (Beresheet 28:12). Regarding the hosts of the
King and the Matron are written: "and he called the name of that
place Machanaim (lit. 'two camps')" (Beresheet 32:2). However the
King and Matron THEMSELVES do not descend there, WHEREAS
WITH REGARD TO A REPENTANT, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, PERSONALLY DESCENDS TO THAT SPIRIT, AS DISCUSSED.

466. Elijah said: Faithful Shepherd, so it is. As a result of your efforts
in every precept to unify the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah with all the hosts above and below, so the Holy One,
blessed be He, and His Shechinah and all Her hosts above and
below unify with your spirit, with every precept done. As a prince
whose parents love and kiss him, they do not rely on their hosts, but
choose to guard him themselves.

467. EXPLANATION: Your spirit stems from the central pillar,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, being the Vav that comprises Aba and Ima,
which are Yud-Hei. Your soul is an only daughter from the aspect of
the letter Hei, the lower Shechinah, NAMELY MALCHUT, that does
not move from you. Just as Aba and Ima guard the son, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, so they guard the daughter, NAMELY MALCHUT, in the
supernal hosts, the two camps. With the supernal thought, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, they raise your spirit, as was stated. The thought of
Yisrael came to mind, being Yud Hei Vav Hei. When does your spirit
come up in thought? When it is complete. It is said about it: "Let
everything that has breath (lit. 'every soul') praise Yah" (Tehilim
150:6), and with the Nefesh too, being the Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
MEANING THE SOUL ASCENDS WITH THE SPIRIT.

468. Regarding the spirit of Hashem, it is written, "Come from the
four winds (also: 'spirits') O breath (also: 'spirit')" (Yechezkel 37:9).
WHEN COMPOSED OF THE FOUR SPIRITS, IT IS CALLED 'THE
SPIRIT OF YUD HEI VAV HEI'; that is: "and the spirit of Hashem shall
rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of
counsel and might..." (Yeshayah 11:2). If he is perfect with the four
letters OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, the thought of him occurs, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH, and the Cause of all Causes adorns him with the
crown. Within all this glory, your spirit ascends and descends
nightly. All things are revealed to you with Chesed, of which the
verse says, "But you that did cleave of Hashem" (Devarim 4:4); you,
but not the nations of the world. Hence, "He that sacrifices to any
Elohim," other Elohim, "save to Hashem only, he shall be utterly
destroyed" (Shemot 22:19).
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469. Fortunate is the Holy Nation that are called 'sheep of the Holy
One, blessed be He', ready to offer themselves as a sacrifice for Him,
as it is written: "But for Your sake are we killed all the day long; we
are reckoned as sheep for the slaughter" (Tehilim 44:23). They would
sacrifice themselves as sheep by fasting. Diminishing one's own fat
and blood during a fast takes on more importance than animal
sacrifice, where the diminishing of animal fat and blood takes place,
as well as the nightly burning of the limbs and parts OF THE
SACRIFICES.

470. Happy are they that offer their spirits as an offering to Hashem,
and nightly their spirits ascend to Him. If it ascends with Torah and
the precepts, meaning the Ten Commandments that were given by
the Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, AS THE NUMBER OF the Ten
Commandments are from the letter Hei (=five) OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
ADDING TO TEN. Now with the Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, with six
books of Torah with the book of Beresheet, five are called the Five
Books - AS HE COUNTS TWO VERSES OF "AND IT CAME TO PASS,
WHEN THE ARK SET FORWARD..." (BEMIDBAR 10:35) AS AN
INDEPENDENT BOOK, AS TOLD BY OUR SAGES OF BLESSED
MEMORY. SO THERE ARE FIVE BOOKS, BEGINNING WITH THE
BOOK OF SHEMOT. Beresheet is considered the sixth Book. If it
occurs to thought, being Yud Hei Vav Hei OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT, it is written: "Yisrael occurred to mind (lit. 'Yisrael ascended
with thought)"; to where does he ascend? To Keter, the site of the
most wondrous, concealed cause of all causes.

471. Happy is he who ascends by a precept, meaning the precept of
Tefilin, containing the four chapters containing the name Yud Hei
Vav Hei. Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is the portion: "Sanctify to
me" (Shemot 13:2). Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI alludes to: "And it shall
be when Hashem shall bring you" (Ibid. 11). Vav OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, in "Hear, O Yisrael" (Devarim 6:4); and the last Hei OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI: "And it shall come to pass, of you shall hearken" (Devarim
28:1). ALL ARE INCLUDED in thought, MEANING THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT, IN THE HEAD, to connect thought with the hand ALLUDING TO THE SHECHINAH, REFERRED TO AS THE HAND
TEFILIN. THE SHECHINAH IS COMPOSED OF DEED, SPEECH, THE
SIX SFIROT, AND THOUGHT. She is composed of Deed, being the
Hei, ALLUDING TO HER MALCHUT; of speech, being Her Binah;
composed of six Sfirot, BEING HER TIFERET - and composed of
thought, being Yud-Vav- Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph
- Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei EQUALING fourteen letters, equaling the
numerical value of Yad (Lit. 'Hand') WHICH IS HER FIRST THREE
SFIROT. THE NUMBER FOURTEEN alludes to four chapters and one
compartment of HAND Tefilin, with two straps - now we have seven two Shin's ON THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF THE TEFILIN
COMPARTMENT - NOW equal nine - WITH the knot of the strap NOW ten - with the four chapters of the hand TEFILIN - which equal
fourteen. So that is why the Shechinah is called 'hand', 'the hand of
Yud Hei Vav Hei'.
472. About Her it is written: "Into Your hand I commit my
spirit..." (Tehilim 31:6). The spirit is deposited with Yud Hei Vav Hei,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, descends to receive it and place it
by the Shechinah. For the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah guard it. Who brought this about? He who with every
precept lifted the Shechinah to the Holy One, blessed be He.
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473. The seventy words IN THE PSALM: "May Hashem hear you in
the day of trouble" (Tehilim 20:2), ALLUDE TO THE SEVENTY
SOUNDS MADE BY THE EXPECTANT MOTHER ABOUT TO GIVE
BIRTH, BEING ALSO THE SEVENTY SOUNDS GIVEN OUT BY THE
SHECHINAH FOR THE DISTRESS OF THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
PRIOR TO REDEMPTION - CONSIDERED THEN "A DAY OF
TROUBLE." HE ASKS: Why does She cry out? HE ANSWERS: It is
known that among Yisrael there are masters of Torah and kings from
the aspect of the star of dawn, namely the Shechinah. There are two
grades: morning and dawn, about which it is said: "at Your right
hand are pleasure for evermore (Netzach)" (Tehilim 16:11). The
morning of Abraham, Chesed, appears on the ACTUAL Day of
Redemption. But the dawn precedes the Day of Redemption, being
Netzach, as the Shechinah from this aspect is called 'the star (or
dow) of dawn'.
474. Hence, "the chief musician (Heb. lamenatzeach)," WRITTEN
BEFORE, "MAY HASHEM HEAR YOU IN THE DAY OF TROUBLE," is
spelled Netzach and Lamed-Mem, AS THE WORD LAMNATZEACH IS
SPELLED LAMED-MEM-NETZACH, SINCE THE PREVALENCE OF
DAWN IS FOREVER (HEB. NETZACH). THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
LAMED-MEM IS SEVENTY, which are the seventy sounds that the
dow of dawn cries out for her children when the darkness of the
exile overcomes them, NAMELY the darkness (Heb. shacharut) of
dawn (Heb. shachar) taking place at the last seventy years. At that
time will be fulfilled in Yisrael: "Like a woman with child, that draws
near the time of her delivery, is in pain, and cries out in her pangs;
so have we been in Your sight, Hashem" (Yeshayah 26:17). And SO
SINCE THE SHECHINAH SUFFERS WITH US, "And therefore we
hope for You, Hashem our Elohim," THAT YOU WILL REDEEM US.
475. And with them, MEANING THE SEVENTY SOUNDS OF THE
DOW, BEING THE SHECHINAH, She places Her head between Her
knees. Her head is the righteous, the Foundation of the World, and
between Her knees are Netzach and Hod; and he takes an oath BY
THE RIGHTEOUS to redeem Her children in the morning, which is a
lion, NAMELY CHESED REFERRED TO AS 'LION'. The morning
alludes to the right hand of Abraham, DEPICTING CHESED,
ALLUDING TO Messiah, the son of David, who stems from Judah,
about whom it is written, "Judah is a lion's whelp" (Beresheet 49:9).
For this reason, THE VERSE SAYS, "as Hashem lives: lie down until
the morning" (Rut 3:13), UNTIL THE APPEARANCE OF MESSIAH,
THE SON OF DAVID, WHO IS CALLED 'A LION', AND IS MORNING,
NAMELY THE LIGHT OF CHESED.
476. "That caused His glorious (tiferet) arm to go at the right hand of
Moses, dividing the water..." (Yeshayah 63:12) since Tiferet, the level
of Moses, is considered a body THAT INCLUDES ALL SIX SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. Chesed
is His RIGHT arm. Moses is bound by THE NAME Ayin-Bet, Chesed,
WHICH IS the level of Abraham, AS AYIN-BET is the numerical total
of FOUR TIMES eighteen ('living') - three Vav's (=eighteen) AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE THREE VERSES OF "And the angel...removed...
and it came...And Moses stretched out" (Shemot 14:19-21), BEING
THE SECRET OF THE NAME AYIN-BET, containing the three
branches of the fathers, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, AS "AND
REMOVED" DENOTES CHESED; "AND CAME" DENOTES GVURAH,
AND "AND STRETCHED OUT" DENOTES TIFERET. THEY ARE
THREE TIMES EIGHTEEN BOUND with the Shin of Moses THAT
CONTAINS THREE BRANCHES, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
THREE FACES, LION-OX-EAGLE. As it is said about them: "and the
four had the face of a lion, on the right side: the face of an ox on the
left side, and also had the face of an eagle" (Yechezkel 1:10); THEY
DENOTE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. The Mem-Hei of the
name Moses IS "As for the likeness of their faces, they had the face
of a man" (Ibid.), DENOTING MALCHUT AS "ADAM ('MAN')", WHICH
EQUALS MEM-HEI, BEING THE FOURTH EIGHTEEN - THIS BEING
THE SECRET OF "AS HASHEM LIVES (HEB. CHAI=EIGHTEEN): LIE
DOWN UNTIL THE MORNING" (RUTH 3:13). THROUGH THE
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MORNING LIGHT IS COMPLETED THE FOURTH EIGHTEEN, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, AND THE NAME AYIN BET THAT ENCOMPASSES
FOUR TIMES EIGHTEEN IN THE FOUR FACES OF THE CHARIOT
INDICATED WITH THE SHIN OF MOSES AND WITH THE MEM-HEI OF
MOSES.

18. Two Messiahs
This section begins by telling of Messiah son of Ephraim. Later it says that the verse, "May He have dominion also from sea to sea, and from the
river to the ends of the earth," will be fulfilled in Messiah. The flag of Messiah son of David will come, and the flag of Messiah son of Joseph will
come; the flag of Moses will be in the middle or central column. Messiah son of Joseph will consume the ministers of world nations, and Messiah
son of David will divide the spoils for the children of Yisrael. At that time, no more converts will be accepted. Yisrael is compared to the five grains,
crushed during the exile; once they are sorted from the straw, i.e. the other nations, they will assemble at the place called Jerusalem. After leaving
exile they are compared to apples and other fragrant things.
477. Of the left arm, DENOTING GVURAH, it is written: "the left
pushes aside, the right brings near"; even though he sped up THE
TIME FOR REDEMPTION to the month of Tishrei, as the masters of
Mishnah have posited that in Tishrei shall be the Redemption, SINCE
TISHREI IS CONSIDERED THE LEFT SIDE OF MONTHS, it will delay
THE REDEMPTION in order that the Messiah, son of Ephraim, will
not die BY THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT. FOR MESSIAH, SON OF
EPHRAIM, IS THE REINCARNATION OF YARAVAM WHO HAS
ACCUSERS UPON HIM FOR SINNING AND CAUSING OTHERS TO
SIN. So it was deferred from Tishrei until the approach of the right,
namely Pesach (Passover) considered the right arm, DENOTING
CHESED. THEN WILL THEY BE REDEEMED to fulfill the verse, "As in
the days of your coming out of the land of Egypt I will show him
marvelous things" (Michah 7:15). Hence, it is stated: "they were
redeemed in Nissan, and in Nissan will they again be redeemed," to
fulfill the prophecy, "but with everlasting faithful Love will I have
Mercy on you, says your Redeemer, Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:8).
478. And later, all are taking from Gvurah, whence comes Messiah,
the son of Ephraim, to avenge his enemies. So it is necessary first to
cleanse the grain, namely Yisrael, with the right. Later, it is
necessary to burn the stubble which is with the left. As it is written:
"The House of Jacob shall be fire, and the House of Joseph flame,
and the House of Esau for stubble, and they shall kindle in them, and
devour them" (Ovadyah 1:18). The gathering of the grain will be with
the Central Column, where IT IS SAID, "and was
gathered" (Beresheet 25:8). Where ASSEMBLED to? To the House,
which is the Shechinah.

479. But of the level of Messiah, son of Joseph, it is indicated: "Now
shall this company lick up all that are round about us, as the ox licks
up the grass of the field" (Bemidbar 22:4), REFERRING TO MESSIAH,
THE SON OF JOSEPH, CALLED 'OX'. About them it is written: "When
wicked spring like grass" (Tehilim 92:8). From Pesach until Tishrei
will be the Redemption CALLED 'forever'; from then on will come
their destruction, as written, "that they shall be destroyed
forever" (Ibid.), until Tishrei arrives, being an ox. Then it will be
fulfilled, "as the ox licks."
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480. The support of Yisrael DURING THE EXILE is with the right,
namely the lion, CHESED, but their rising, THEIR REDEMPTION, is in
the trunk of the tree, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, kneeling is
always with the mention of 'blessed be', DENOTING THE
RIGHTEOUS, MEANING YESOD, as it is written: "and, behold, your
sheaves stood round about, and bowed to my sheath" (Beresheet
37:7). This is what is written: "as Hashem lives: lie down until the
morning" (Rut 3:13). FOR IN THEIR SITUATION OF KNEELING AND
LYING, THEY REQUIRE SUPPORT OF CHASSADIM FROM YESOD.
Rising is at the mention of "name," being the level of the Moses
above, DENOTING DA'AT. With Moses below, DENOTING TIFERET,
will all the children of Yisrael rise as the limbs of the body. When all
line up at the time of standing, with this all who straighten
themselves do so by the "name," about which it is written: "and I
know you by name" (Shemot 33:17).
481. Messiah, the son of David, designated as the lion, CHESED, will
be to the right of Moses and Messiah, the son of Joseph, designated
as an Ox, GVURAH, to his left - MEANING WITHIN THE SECRET OF
THE THREE COLUMNS, where on the right stands Abraham,
DEPICTING CHESED, to the left Isaac, DEPICTING GVURAH, and
Moses himself depicted as an eagle, TIFERET, stands in the middle.
Their chain, MEANING THE THREE COLUMNS REFERRED TO AS
'CHAIN', stems from Jacob, MEANING THREE COLUMNS
INCORPORATED IN JACOB BEING TIFERET. This is the secret of the
Shin in the name Moses, ALLUDING TO THE THREE COLUMNS
INCORPORATED IN MOSES, BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
DA'AT, THE SECRET OF 'thrice repeat holy unto You'; MEANING
THAT EVERY COLUMN IS COMPOSED OF ALL THE THREE. From
the side of the lion, DENOTING CHESED, there are three facets of the
fathers, CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, and all THREE are called
'lions'. The cattle, MEANING FROM THREE FACETS in the left, THE
THREE are called 'goring oxen'. NOW THE THREE FACETS
INCLUDED in the central Column, WHICH IS MOSES AND JACOB,
are called 'eagles'. Of them it is said: "I bore you on the wings of
eagles and brought you to Myself" (Shemot 19:4). THE RESULT IS
THAT THE THREE COLUMNS become nine, AS EACH IS COMPOSED
OF THREE. The tenth, or the fourth OF THE THREE ENCOMPASSING
COLUMNS, is Adam ('man') who is the Mem-Hei of the name Moses,
riding over the three living creatures, LION, OX, EAGLE - BEING
THREE BRANCHES OF THE SHIN IN THE NAME OF MOSES.
482. It is written regarding Yisrael: "and let them have dominion over
the fish of the sea" (Beresheet 1:26), MEANING the ministers in the
sea from the sphere of the serpent, the Minister of Egypt that will
expand with the last exile, from sea to sea. "...and over the birds of
the air..." (Ibid.) refers to the evil crowd of giant Amalekites, a
mixture of all nations in the last exile from all spheres, either Yisrael,
Ishmael or Esau. "...and over the cattle..." refers exclusively to the
children of Esau, whose dominion is over all the earth.
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483. The verse, "May He have dominion also from sea to sea, and
from the river to the ends of the earth" (Tehilim 72:8), will be fulfilled
in Messiah. And so with the two Messiahs, and so with the children
of Yisrael, all through the merit of the Mem-Hei in the name of Moses
(Mem-Shin-Hei), BEING THE FACE OF MAN. The flag of Messiah, the
son of David, will come, BEING of Judah, with a lion marked upon it,
and the flag of Messiah, the son of Joseph, on which is the mark of
an ox, and the flag of Shilo, BEING MOSES, AS HIS NAME
NUMERICALLY EQUALS SHILO. And so, we have the lion to the
right, ox to the left, and eagle in the middle, AS MOSES IS THE
SECRET OF THE EAGLE, NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
INCORPORATES WITHIN IT RIGHT AND LEFT. The man is above all,
AS IN EACH OF THE THREE FACES A MAN IS INCLUDED, as each
OF THREE CREATURES has four faces - BEING THE SECRET of the
four tribes, each having three living creatures, LION, OX, AND
EAGLE, totaling twelve. By the FACE OF man, which is the Mem-Hei
of his name, MEANING THE VALUE OF WHAT (HEB. MAH, MEM-HEI)
WILL BE the sons of Moses; for at that time, will be fulfilled in
Moses, "and will make of you a greater nation and mightier than
they" (Bemidbar 14:12). At that time "That (Heb. mah, Mem-Hei)
which (Shin) has been, it is that which shall be" (Kohelet 1:9),
MEANING MOSES WAS THE REDEEMER IN EGYPT, AND HE WILL
BE THE FUTURE REDEEMER. "...and that which is to be has already
been..." (Kohelet 3:15) MEANING THE TWO MESSIAHS, SON OF
JOSEPH AND SON OF DAVID, AS JOSEPH AND DAVID ALREADY
EXISTED.
484. "...and only the Elohim can find the fleeting..." (ibid.) NAMELY
the children of Yisrael, of whom it is said: "But you my flock, the
flock of my pasture, are men" (Yechezkel 34:31). They were the
pursued before the motley crowd, evil wolves. "Benjamin is a
ravenous wolf" (Beresheet 49:27) against them, that rends them. And
then will be fulfilled: "in the morning he shall devour the prey (Heb.
ad)" (Ibid.), meaning "until (Heb. ad) Shiloh comes" (Ibid. 11),
REFERRING TO MOSES - the morning being the morning of
Abraham, DEPICTING CHESED, MEANING, IN THE MORNING, WHEN
THE GREAT CHESED BECOMES REVEALED, THEN Ad, WHO IS
MOSES, WILL BE REVEALED. "...and at night he shall divide the
spoil..." refers to the evening of Isaac, MALCHUT BUILT FROM THE
LEFT COLUMN, where both Messiahs are located - TO HER RIGHT,
MESSIAH, THE SON OF DAVID, TO HER LEFT MESSIAH, THE SON
OF JOSEPH. One will consume AND DEVASTATE the ministers of
world nations, THIS BEING THE ONE FROM THE HOUSE OF
JOSEPH, and the other will divide the spoils for the children of
Yisrael, THIS BEING THE ONE FROM THE HOUSE OF DAVID.
485. Yisrael, who are as a doe, are pursued by the wicked, who are
lions. This will alert Naftali, who is "a hind let loose: he gives goodly
words" (Ibid. 21). It will alert on the right the lion, Messiah, the son of
David, about whom it is written: "Judah is a lion whelp from the prey,
my son, you have gone up" (Ibid. 9), and he will go around to the
nations of the world. "...he stooped down, he crouched..." upon
them, to devour them; "who shall rouse him up," MEANING at that
time, what deity can rouse him AND NOT PERMIT HIM to devour
them, or what nation WILL BE ABLE TO RISE TO STOP HIM FROM
EATING THEM.
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486. And Yisrael are like a dove pursued by the eagle, representing
the birds of the nations of the world. At that time will be aroused the
eagle OF HOLINESS. He shall spread his wings upon the mixed
multitudes, Esau, Ishmael, Amalekites, and the evil multitudes of
Yisrael, and devour them. And not one will remain, to fulfill that
which is written about Yisrael: "so Hashem alone did lead him, and
there was no strange El with him" (Devarim 32:12).

487. From that time on, no converts will be accepted, as the masters
of the Mishnah have expressed it: At the days of Messiah, no
converts will be accepted. The nations of the world that will remain
will see the Holy One, blessed be He, stir upon them the beasts of
man, to fulfill the words of the prophet: "For the nation and kingdom
that will not serve you shall perish" (Yeshayah 60:12), and to fulfill
with Yisrael: "and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea..."
"And the fear of you and the dread of you..." (Beresheet 9:2).

488. Now from the subject of grain, five types of bread that are the
most broken of them all, WITH THE THRESHING AND MELTING, are
wheat, barley, spelt, rye, and oats. Yisrael have been compared to
them, as it says: "Yisrael is holy to Hashem, the firstfruits of his
increase (Heb. tevuatoh, also: 'grain')" (Yirmeyah 2:3). Tevuatoh is
written with Hei (=five) TO ALLUDE TO THE FIVE TYPES OF BREAD.
When YISRAEL will exit the exile, they will be broken so that the
edible will be collected from the refuse, the straw, which is the mixed
multitude, until Yisrael will be picked and recognizable from them,
already picked from the straw and hay.

489. Until they are sorted, the Yud OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI,
which INDICATES THE tithe, does not rest upon the Hei OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI, which HINTS AT THE bread of the five kinds, thus fulfilling
the oath: "Because Yah has sworn by his throne" (Shemot 17:16) THE OATH BEING THAT THE NAME AND THE THRONE REMAIN
INCOMPLETE UNTIL THE ERADICATION OF THE SEED OF AMALEK.
Therefore, chaff and straw are not subject to tithing until it is all
sorted. After THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL are picked, they will
assemble at that place called Jerusalem. Like wheat after the
removal of chaff and straw is brought into the storehouse, so Yisrael
will gather, which are grains, to Jerusalem that is built on the
mountain of Hashem, as it is written; "Who shall ascend into the
mountain of Hashem? Or who stand in His holy place? He that has
clean hands, and a pure (Heb. bar) heart" (Tehilim 24:3-4). "...
clean..." is the corn (Heb. bar), meaning grain after it was sorted out
of the chaff. At that time, his kisses are clean (Heb. bar) as the verse
says, "Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth" (Shir Hashirim
1:2). Bar is Aramaic for son meaning at that time after being
cleansed from chaff and straw (Heb. bar) His name will hover over
them and will call them, "Yisrael is My son, My firstborn" (Shemot
4:22).
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490. And so with the trees, no tree is so broken like the vine. In
planting, it is hammered, AS IT HAS NO STRENGTH TO STAND BUT
LAY ON THE GROUND. Its grapes are broken, crushed under feet.
And so the olive is crushed. Yisrael is compared to them in the exile,
as written: "You have brought a vine out of Egypt" (Tehilim 80:9).
And so in the fourth exile, "For the vineyard of Hashem Tzevaot is
the House of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 5:7). And likewise Yisrael is likened
to the olive, as it is written, "A green olive tree, fair with goodly
fruit" (Yirmeyah 11:16). Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "Your wife shall
be like a fruitful vine in the recesses of your house: your children
like olive plants" (Tehilim 128:3). They here are side by side, because
YISRAEL becomes broken LIKE THEM in the exile.

491. After THE GRAPES AND OLIVES are cleaned from all refuse,
they become sanctified for the Temple: wine for libation upon the
altar, the olives for kindling the candle, MEANING the candles of the
lamp. Who merits this? Wine not libated in idolatry. The mixed
multitudes are like wine poured for idol worship, among them are
apostates and non-believers, that transgress the whole Torah.

492. About Yisrael, it is written, "but were mingled among the
nations, and learned their works" (Tehilim 106:35), and until they are
trampled under their feet in the exile, they can not be sorted out from
them. About them, David of blessed memory said. "Why should I fear
in the days of evil, when the iniquity of my persecutors (also: 'heels')
compasses me about?" (Tehilim 49:6). About them Solomon said
"Go your way forth by the footsteps (Heb. ikvei, lit. 'heels') of the
flock" (Shir Hashirim 1:8); IKVEI ARE THE SAME LETTERS as Jacob,
about him is written concerning the original serpent who seduced
Eve, "it shall bruise your head, and you shall bruise his
heel" (Beresheet 3:15). After leaving exile, they are compared to
apples and all matters of fragrance, as happened when departing
Egypt, as it says "I roused you under the apple tree" (Shir Hashirim
8:5).

19. Concerning tithing
The precept discussed here is to offer the first fruit, then to confess by the first fruit and later to publicly announce the crop by tithing. The question
that arises is whether to tithe before or after the fruits and grains are formed. Yisrael are compared to the tree and to grain; they are called a large
powerful tree with sustenance for all within it. The Torah is sustenance on high and prayer is sustenance for those below. Even the sustenance for
angels comes only through Yisrael because of their Torah study and their following of the precepts. The Torah is compared to water and to fire, both
of which are required to ripen fruit (the sun being fire). Those who study the Torah, the Tree of Life, follow the blossoming, and so they are tithed
because Chochmah dwells in them.
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493. The following precept is to offer the first fruit, and then to
confess by the first fruit, later to publicly announce the crop by
tithing. The masters of the Mishnah question IN ORDER TO
UNDERSTAND concerning tithing, if tithing should take place prior
to its gleaning, MEANING FROM TIME OF ITS FORMING so TITHE
ACCORDING TO THAT YEAR or after gleaning. Like the Etrog, where
the Rabbis said: In regard to fruits of the tree, you tithe according to
the forming of the fruit; some say WITH ETROG, you follow the
ripening of the fruits, as the Etrog is similar somewhat to the tree
and somewhat to grain, namely seeds, where you tithe according to
its forming, and not like trees that follow the rule of ripening, THAT
FOLLOWS ITS FORMING GRAIN.

494. And because they postulated TO SAY blessing over bread, on
that which is well cooked, excluding burnt bread, but rather which
tastes good. So with grain, you follow its forming, which is
equivalent to ripe fruit. THEN IT IS TASTY.

495. Yisrael are compared to the tree and to grain LIKE ETROG IS TO
THE TREE as it is written: "The first of the firstfruits of your land you
shall bring to the house of Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 23:19),
and so also, "and the first of the fleece of your sheep shall give
him" (Devarim 18:4), HINTING to the children of Yisrael, about whom
it is written, "But you My flock" (Yechezkel 34:31). And so Yisrael
ARE COMPARED TO GRAIN, AS IT IS WRITTEN "Yisrael is holy to
Hashem, the firstfruits of His increase" and so after being picked up
from exile, is the term for His tithing; THEN they are called "holy to
Hashem."
496. And Yisrael are called a large powerful tree with sustenance for
all within it. Within is the Torah being sustenance on high, FROM
THE ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN. Within is prayer, sustenance for those
below, FROM THE ASPECT OF NUKVA. Even the sustenance for
angels comes only through Yisrael, for were it not for Yisrael
studying the Torah, sustenance would not have come from the Torah
that is compared to a tree, as is written, "She is a Tree of Life to
those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18), and also from the fruit OF
THE TORAH, namely the precepts.

497. And so the Torah is compared to water, and so to fire. The
waters would not descend, and the sun, being fire, would not come
to ripen the fruit of the trees, only because of Yisrael. For this
reason, it is written concerning Yisrael, "the fig puts forth her green
figs" (Shir Hashirim 2:13), referring to the doer of precepts, "and the
vines in blossom give their scent" (Ibid.), when people commence to
repent. Immediately it writes about Yisrael, "Arise, my love, my fair
one, and come away" (Ibid.), from out of exile.
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498. By the tree, the Tree of Life, MEANING Torah, BEING ZEIR
ANPIN, those who study it, THE TORAH, follow the blossoming,
MEANING AS THEY START STUDYING IT, and they are tithed,
because the Yud, being Chochmah, dwells upon them, AND SO
THEY ARE TITHED one out of Yud (=ten). With it is gathered from
exile the last 'Hei' OF YUD HEI VAV HEI BEING YISRAEL, the fruit of
the tree, WHICH IS THE TORAH. And what is the tree? This is Vav,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN BEING THE SECRET OF TORAH. The rest of
the nation are tithed following their being plucked from exile.
HOWEVER, Righteous men, of whom it is written, "And you shall
take for yourselves on the first day the fruit of the tree
hadar" (Vayikra 23:40), namely, glory (Heb. hadar) in the deeds
attached to AND PERFORMED BY students of Torah who perform
precepts. With this group, we follow the blossoming, as in a tree,
AND SO IT SAYS REGARDING THEM, "THE FIRST DAY" AS THEY
DO NOT NEED TO WAIT UNTIL BEING PLUCKED FROM EXILE.
499. And so it was established in Tractate Kidushin, Etrog's law is
that of a vegetable. Just as a vegetable can thrive from all sources of
water, and its tithing depends on time of picking it, so the Etrog
thrives on all sources of water... AND SO ALSO YISRAEL HAS THE
SIMILARITY TO ETROG IN THAT IT ALSO THRIVES UPON ALL
SOURCES OF WATER, as from the aspect of Chochmah, water can
mean only Torah, on which YISRAEL THRIVES. In another place
before we learned that Etrog is similar to a tree in three ways,
MEANING Etrog, DEPICTING MALCHUT, is held on two sides,
CHESED AND GVURAH, CONSISTING OF TWO WAYS; 'Etrog'
ITSELF has a shape of a heart held above and below; held above
means to imply that the Heart sees, BEING CHOCHMAH REFERRED
TO AS 'SEEING'; it is held below, meaning with Da'at (Eng.
'knowledge') as expressed: 'the heart knows'. NOW A THIRD WAY:
Da'at is a tree, THE INTERNAL ZEIR ANPIN; Torah, WHICH IS THE
BODY OF ZEIR ANPIN, is the fruit OF DA'AT, SPREADING FROM
DA'AT. The eyes are the precepts with which the heart sees.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

20. "And you shall be holy men to Me"
Rabbi Yehuda says that God told Yisrael that they should be to Him "a kingdom of priests," "a holy nation," "a holy people," and "holy men". He
considers the verse, "But where shall wisdom be found? And where is the place of understanding?" saying that the Torah emanated from
Chochmah from the place called 'holiness', and that Chochmah emanated from the place called 'Holy of Holies'. The law to do with "neither shall you
eat any meat that is torn of beasts in the field" is explored; it is prohibited for those called 'holiness' to eat of it. Rabbi Aba concludes by telling us
that this law is considered one of the most difficult laws of the Torah, and that all difficult matters of the Torah were given only to those fearing sin
who keep God's commandments, not to the other nations.
500. "And you shall be holy men to Me" (Shemot 22:30): Rabbi
Yehuda commenced: "But where shall wisdom be found? And where
is the place of understanding?" (Iyov 28:12). Fortunate are Yisrael as
the Holy One, blessed be He, desired to honor them above all
mankind. First He said to them, "and you shall be to Me a kingdom of
priests" (Shemot 19:6). He never removed from them His great love,
so much so that He called them, "a holy nation" (Ibid.), considered a
more WORTHY STATEMENT. Love was not removed until He called
them "For you are a holy people" (Devarim 14:2). He did not remove
His love until He called them, "And you shall be holy men (lit. 'men of
holiness') to Me," the most worthy statement.
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501. It is written, "But where shall wisdom be found?" The Torah
emanated from Chochmah from the place called 'holiness',
DENOTING CHOCHMAH. Chochmah emanated from the place called
'Holy of Holies' DENOTING KETER. Rabbi Yitzchak said: So is
Jubilee DENOTING BINAH, called 'holiness', as written, "For it is the
Jubilee; it shall be holy (lit. 'holiness') to you" (Vayikra 25:12).
Yisrael is composed of them, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, as in the
verse; "And you shall be men of holiness to Me."

502. At first, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, called them 'holy',
now He call them 'holiness'. What is the difference? Rabbi Yosi said
'HOLINESS' is most high, IN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH AS
MENTIONED, 'HOLY' is not so, AS 'HOLY' POINTS TO MALCHUT, as
it is written, "And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Zion,
and he that remains in Jerusalem shall be called holy" (Yeshayah
4:3). In this place, ZION AND JERUSALEM, it is called 'holy', with the
most High WHEN IN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH it is called 'holiness'.

503. Rabbi Aba was walking and Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya went
along. Rabbi Chiya spoke: "And you shall be men of holiness to Me"
WAS EXPLAINED TO MEAN CHOCHMAH. Whence do we know this?
He replied: Rabbi Yosi and all the scholars already said, IT MEANS
CHOCHMAH, and it is, because it is written, "Yisrael is holiness to
Hashem, the firstfruits of His increase" (Yirmeyah 2:3), first being
Chochmah called 'first' as it is written: "The fear of Hashem is the
beginning of wisdom" (Tehilim 111:10).

504. Now that Yisrael is called 'holiness', which comprises every
perfection, the verse says "neither shall you eat any meat that is torn
of beasts in the field" (Shemot 22:30), as Yisrael are in a state of
perfection, they do not nurture from the aspect of harsh judgment,
TO WHICH TORN MEAT ALLUDES, "you shall cast it to the
dogs" (Ibid.): surely to the dog, which symbolizes insolent judgment
to all, so since the harsh judgment dwells upon THE TORN MEAT
and inserted foulness within, it is prohibited for those called
'holiness' TO EAT OF IT. THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF THE VERSE,
"AND YOU SHALL BE MEN OF HOLINESS TO ME: NEITHER SHALL
YOU EAT ANY MEAT THAT IS TORN OF BEASTS IN THE FIELD," SO
WE SEE THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE PROHIBITION OF TORN
MEAT AND PEOPLE OF HOLINESS. But "you shall cast it to the
dogs" where insolent judgment and harsh judgment apply as the
verse says "the dogs are greedy" (Yeshayah 56:11).
505. Come and see, when the Torah mentions 'a thing that dies of
itself', it refers to Yisrael as holy, not holiness. It says here "And you
shall be men of holiness to me: neither shall you eat any meat that is
torn of beasts in the field." There, with regard to a thing that dies of
itself, it writes "You shall not eat of any thing that dies of itself: you
shall give it to the stranger who is in your gates...for you are a holy
people" (Devarim 14:20) - 'holy' and not 'holiness'. A thing that dies
of itself is caused by one of Yisrael, IT BECAME SO FROM AN
IMPROPER SLAUGHTER BY ONE OF YISRAEL, SO THAT it became
forbidden to be eaten because of Yisrael. SO THE LAW IS NOT SO
STRINGENT; HOWEVER WITH THE TORN MEAT THAT IS
REJECTABLE DUE TO BEING RIPPED BY WILD BEASTS, THE LAW
IS MORE STRINGENT, SO DISTANCE FROM TORN MEAT IS CALLED
'HOLINESS', FROM ANY THING THAT DIES OF ITSELF IS CALLED
'HOLY'. There are other shades of meaning in relation to a thing that
dies of itself, as we explained.
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506. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written here, "And you shall be men of
holiness to Me." It is written there, "for you are a holy people to
Hashem your Elohim." HE ASKS: Why does it write; "to Hashem
your Elohim" instead of "to Me." HE ANSWERS, the verse here
speaks about the ultimate high, NAMELY OF CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, while there, it refers to the Shechinah NAMELY MALCHUT
SO IT WRITES "TO HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" AS MALCHUT IS
REFERRED TO AS ELOHIM. It is written, "And it shall come to pass,
that he that is left in Zion, and he that remains in Jerusalem shall be
called holy," rather than 'holiness', because here IN MALCHUT ALSO
CALLED ZION AND JERUSALEM is considered 'holy', while above IN
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, we say 'holiness'. It is also written,
"Yisrael is holiness to Hashem, the firstfruits of his increase (Heb.
tevuatoh)" (Yirmeyah 2:3), the word 'tevuatoh' written with an EXTRA
Hei, HINTING ABOUT BINAH BEING THE FIRST 'HEI' OF YUD-HEIVAV-HEI, AND FIRST ALLUDES TO CHOCHMAH, AS WE
ESTABLISHED, therefore "And you shall be men of holiness to me."
507. Rabbi Yitzchak was sitting before Rabbi Shimon. He said to him,
it is written, "Yisrael is holiness to Hashem," and the end of the
verse reads, "all that devour him shall be held guilty." What does it
mean? Rabbi Shimon replied, it speaks well when it says: "all that
devour him shall be held guilty", as there is a verse, "And if a man
eat of the holy thing (lit. 'holiness') unwittingly..." (Vayikra 22:14) and
there is a verse, "No stranger shall eat of the holy thing (lit.
'holiness')" (Ibid. 10). Since Yisrael are called holiness, it follows that
"all that devour him shall be held guilty." Rabbi Yitzchak kissed his
hand, said, if I came only to hear this, it is worth it.

508. RABBI YITZCHAK said to him, Rabbi, we learned that 'holiness'
is considered higher than 'holy'. If so, there is a verse, "Holy, holy,
holy is Hashem Tzevaot" (Yeshayah 6:3), which expresses
perfection, AND YET IT IS WRITTEN 'HOLY'. He said to him, come
and see, when you enjoin THREE 'HOLY' together, it becomes one
house, and this house is called 'holiness', being the sum total of the
three 'holy', THUS BECOMING TOTAL PERFECTION. As a result,
'holiness' is a generalization that includes all; when Yisrael
incorporates within the total Faith, they are called 'holiness', which
is the sum of all, as it is written: "Yisrael is holiness to Hashem."
Hence it is written, "And you shall be men of holiness to Me."

509. A legionnaire, NAMELY A GENERAL, asked Rabbi Aba: Is it not
written, "neither shall you eat any meat that is torn (Heb. trefah) of
beasts in the field"? yet there is a verse, "He has given food (Heb.
teref) to those that fear Him" (Tehilim 111:5). Teref should go to
dogs, why does it say "to those that fear Him"? He replied, fool, does
it write "He has given trefah to those that fear Him?" "Teref" is
written MEANING SUSTENANCE. And even if you say Teref is the
same as Trefah, assuredly He gave it "to those that fear Him." THE
MEANING CONVEYED IS THEY SHOULD BE CAREFUL OF IT AND
NOT EAT IT, AND WHAT IT MENTIONS means that none can be
careful in this, save those who hold His name in awe, who fear Him;
and that is why this law was not given to you, as He knows that you
do not revere Him nor keep His commandments. This law is
considered one of the difficult laws of the Torah, and requires care,
He gave it to those that fear Him and not to others. And all difficult
matters of the Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He, gave to those
fearing sin, these that are careful TO KEEP His commandments, not
to you.
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21. "And you shall be men of holiness to Me"
Rabbi Elazar teaches that since Yisrael are called 'holiness' and because they are 'holiness', no one must call his neighbor a shameful name, nor
should he make up a name for him, because there is a great penalty for it. As a result of bad talk, illnesses come into the world. Rabbi Aba says that
Yisrael are fortunate, because God did not call them just 'like holiness', but actual 'holiness'.
510. Rabbi Elazar taught, it is written, "And you shall be men of
holiness to Me." Why write "men" and then "holiness," IT WOULD
SUFFICE TO SAY 'YOU SHALL BE HOLY TO ME? HE ANSWERS:
good reason to write "men of holiness," we learned, Yisrael had won
freedom only as a result of Jubilee DENOTING BINAH; after gaining
freedom, Jubilee accepted them under its wings and they are thus
called its people, its children, and about Jubilee, it is written, "For it
is the Jubilee; it shall be holy (lit. 'holiness') to you" (Vayikra 25:12).
Hence it says "And you shall be men of holiness to Me," its men in
deed.

511. And the Holy One, blessed be He, said this, "AND YOU SHALL
MEN OF HOLINESS TO ME." And so Yisrael merited to be called
brothers of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "For my
brethren and companions' sakes" (Tehilim 122:8), AS YISRAEL ARE
SONS TO JUBILEE, BEING BINAH, AND ZEIR ANPIN IS SON OF
BINAH, THE RESULT BEING THAT THEY ARE ALSO BROTHERS TO
ZEIR ANPIN. Then they get called 'holiness' literally, as it says,
"Yisrael are holiness to Hashem, the firstfruits of His increase." Here
it is written holiness, not 'men of holiness', and therefore "all that
devour him shall be held guilty," and, "No stranger shall eat of the
holiness" "And if a man eat of the holiness unwittingly..."
512. So we learned, Yisrael are called 'holiness', and because they
are 'holiness', no one must call his neighbor a shameful name, and
not make up a name for him, as there is a great penalty, all the more
so in other matters. We learned, "Keep your tongue from
evil" (Tehilim 34:14). What is meant by evil? As a result of bad talk,
illnesses come to the world.

513. Rabbi Yosi said, one who calls another with a name that is not
proper and shames him, he is brought TO JUDGMENT for something
he did not do, as Rabbi Chiya said in the name of Rabbi Chizkiyah:
One who calls his neighbor a villain, is lowered to Gehenom, and he
is slapped on his cheek, the exception being those acting insolently
to the Torah, whom one may call villains.
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514. A man cursed his neighbor, and Rabbi Yesa passed by and said
to him: "you acted like a villain." The person came before Rabbi
Yehuda with a complaint. He said to him, I did not say to him, that he
is a villain, but acts like a villain exhibiting cruel behavior, but I did
not call him a villain. Rabbi Judah came and asked about this case of
Rabbi Elazar. He told him: Surely he is not liable, and the proof, there
is a verse, "Hashem was like an enemy" (Eichah 2:5), but not an
actual enemy. Were it now so, nothing would have remained of the
race of Yisrael in the world. Similarly, "like a widow" (Eichah 1:1),
not actual widow, but like a widow whose husband went overseas
and she awaits him, AND BEING ALONE WITHOUT A HUSBAND SHE
IS LIKENED TO A WIDOW.

515. Rabbi Chiya said, is the proof from here? IS IT NOT from there
which is the principal, MEANING THE PROHIBITION OF IMAGE, as it
is written: "and upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness as
the appearance of a man" (Yechezkel 1:26), again, it writes "like the
appearance of man," not "the appearance of man," EVIDENTLY 'LIKE
THE APPEARANCE' IS NOT SIMILAR TO 'THE APPEARANCE'. Rabbi
Yitzchak said: it is written, "Like the apple among the trees of the
wood" (Shir Hashirim 2:3), meaning, "like the apple," but not 'the
apple', to be understood, like the apple is recognizable by its colors,
and unified through its colors, AS THE UNITY OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, IS THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS BEING
THE SECRET OF WHITE, RED, AND GREEN AS EXISTING WITH THE
APPLE, TO BE UNDERSTOOD AS CHESED, JUDGMENT, MERCY.
Rabbi Yehuda said, if I came only to hear this, it was worth it.
516. We learned, it is written: "and he that stumbles among them at
that day shall be like David" (Zecharyah 12:8), MEANING like David
but not David, for he says, "Now, behold, in my trouble I have
prepared for the house of Hashem" (I Divrei Hayamim 22:14), and it
is written, "for I am poor and needy" (Tehilim 86:1). And he was at
the time a king over kings, and yet referred to himself so. Rabbi Aba
said, fortunate are Yisrael, that the Holy One, blessed be He, did not
call them "like holiness" but actually "holiness," as it is written:
"Yisrael is holiness to Hashem," the end of the verse reads, "all that
devour him shall be held guilty," LIKE A STRANGER EATING OF
THE HOLINESS.

22. "Execute judgment in the morning"
We learn that the laws were instituted after the ten commandments because the earth can survive only with law; consequently the world was created
with law, and so it survives. Rabbi Aba talks about "execute judgment in the morning," saying that it means to judge before the judge has a chance
to eat or drink, so he will render a truthful verdict. Rabbi Yehuda says that the institutions of the King are those mentioned in "who exercise faithful
love, justice, and righteousness, in the earth."
517. We learned, Rabbi Yosi said, why did the Holy One, blessed be
He, see fit to place the chapters of laws, MEANING THE PORTION OF
JUDGMENTS, after the ten commandments? HE ANSWERS: we have
learned that from the aspect of Gvurah Torah was given to Yisrael.
As a result, it is important to establish harmony among them,
THROUGH LOWER AND JUDGMENT, in order that the Torah be the
guardian from all sides. Rabbi Aba said on behalf of Rabbi Yitzchak,
the earth can survive only with law; without law, the world cannot
survive, so consequently the world was created with law and so it
survives.
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518. Rabbi Aba taught, it is written, "Execute judgment in the
morning" (Yirmeyah 21:12). HE ASKS: Why only in the morning and
not all day? HE ANSWERS: "Morning" MEANS, to judge before the
judges has a chance to eat or drink, for we know that one who judge
after consuming food or drink does not render a truthful verdict, as it
is written, "You shall not eat anything with the blood" (Vayikra
19:26). What is meant "with the blood"? It is a warning to judges that
they not eat before judging, for one who judges a case after food and
drink is considered causing the loss of blood of the individual and
giving it to another, as he is literally transferring blood to another,
THROUGH THE MEANS OF FALSE JUDGMENT. If this holds true in
monetary matters, then how much more so in capital matters.
Judges must be careful to judge only before food or drink is
consumed. So that is why it is written: "Execute judgment in the
morning" and it writes "that I am Hashem who exercise faithful love,
justice, and righteousness, in the earth: for in these things I delight,
says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 9:23).

519. Rabbi Yehuda said, He who falsifies judgment, is false to the
institutions of the King. What are the institutions of the King? They
are those of which we learned, "who exercise faithful love, justice,
and righteousness, in the earth" and further "for in these things I
delight, says Hashem." And all these, FAITHFUL LOVE, JUSTICE,
AND RIGHTEOUSNESS, are intertwined. Rabbi Yosi said, these are
the institutions of the throne, DENOTING MALCHUT, as it is written,
"Righteousness and Justice are the foundation of Your
throne" (Tehilim 89:15), and, "And in mercy a throne was
established" (Yeshayah 16:5).

23. The assembly discussing the tabernacle
Here follows a long metaphorical exposition of the features of the head and body of the King, Zeir Anpin: hairs, forehead, eyes, eyebrows, nose,
ears, face, lips, the mouth, the palate, the body, the legs and the kidneys - linking them all to the various aspects and combinations of the Sfirot. The
text turns to the issue of judgment, telling us that when judgments are not rendered below then the same occurs above; all arrangements do not
work properly. Then the mighty serpent controls, and the righteous cannot draw from the Nukva because she is not blessed. Rabbi Aba recalls that
Rabbi Shimon told him that the river flowing out of Eden is Binah, and that it came out to water the Garden, Malchut, to nurture it.
Here begins the discussion of the tabernacle
520. We learned in the utmost secret, that the head of the King is
arranged with Chesed and Gvurah. From that head OF ZEIR ANPIN
hairs come down, hairs upon hairs, which are all flows, through
which the supernal and lower GRADES are united. THIS MEANS,
THAT THROUGH THEM, EACH LOWER GRADE RISES TO THE
UPPER, AND THEY BECOME ONE. FROM FEW OF THE HAIRS ARE
DRAWN men of power, men of truth, men of weight, who sigh, who
weep, who judge, who are compassionate, who possess secrets of
the Torah about kinds of purity and impurities. They are all called the
King's hairs, that is, those which are drawn from the holy King. And
everything descends from the most ancient concealed one, WHICH
IS ARICH ANPIN.
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521. The forehead of the King, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, brings to
mind the remembrance of the wicked. When their deeds are
remembered and their sins exposed, this is called 'Forehead of the
king' meaning that Gvurah becomes reinforced in its judgments and
extends itself. This change comes from the forehead of Atika
Kadisha called will.

522. The eyes of the King MEANS the overall supervision,
supervision over the upper and lower. All these supervisors OF THE
KING are called so, EYES. With the eyes the colors are unified,
MEANING WHITE, RED, GREEN. By these colors are named all the
supervisors of the King, each in his own way, all called colors of the
eye. As appears the supervision of the King, so are the colors
stirred. IF THE SUPERVISION IS OF CHESED, THEN IT IS WHITE; IF
OF JUDGMENT, IT IS RED; IF OF MERCY, IT IS GREEN.

523. The eyebrows is the name of the place that the supervisor gives
to all colors of the lower supervisors. These eyebrows in relation
downwards, MEANING CORRESPONDING TO THE EYES, ARE
eyebrows to look AND MOVE ON from that river that flows, NAMELY
BINAH. This is the place to draw from that river so as to bathe in the
whiteness of Atika, MEANING THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, from the
milk flowing from Ima. HE EXPLAINS, when Gvurah, BEING THE
LEFT COLUMN, extends itself; and the eyes, BEING THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, become inflamed with the color of red FROM THE
ABUNDANCE OF JUDGMENT, BEING CHOCHMAH MINUS
CHASSADIM, then Atika Kadisha, BEING KETER, shines upon its
white BEING THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, kindles Ima, MEANING
ABA AND IMA SUPERNAL, and she is filled with milk, DENOTING
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM THAT SHE RECEIVED FROM KETER and she
nurtures these EYES, THAT wash themselves with the milk of
SUPERNAL Ima that flows constantly. CHOCHMAH THAT IS THE
EYES ADORNS ITSELF WITH THOSE CHASSADIM. This is the
essence of the verse, "washed with milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:12),
MEANING, "HIS EYES ARE LIKE DOVES BY THE WATER COURSES,
WASHED with milk" of Ima that flows constantly without stop, AS
THE MERGER OF ABA AND IMA SUPERNAL IS AN
UNINTERRUPTED UNITY AS EXPRESSED IN THE ADJACENT
PARAGRAPH.
524. The nose of the Holy King, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, is the
arrangement of the face. When Gvurot expand and unite, they are the
nose of the Holy King. These Gvurot with one act of Gvurah join
together and come out. When judgments are stirred and EACH steps
from their side, they are scented only by the smoke of the altar. Then
we find written: "And Hashem smelled the sweet savor" (Beresheet
8:21). The nose of Atika, BEING ARICH ANPIN, is different, however,
since it does not need THE SMOKE OF THE ALTAR and it is
considered wholly 'long suffering (lit. 'long nosed'), and the light of
concealed Chochmah is called its nose (Heb. Heb.chotem); this is
the meaning of the word 'praise', as it is written, "and for my praise
will I refrain (Heb. echetom) for you" (Yeshayah 48:9). Regarding this
David commented in "A praise of David..." (Tehilim 145:1).
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525. The ears of the King exist with the presence of goodwill, Ima
nurtures ZEIR ANPIN WITH LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, and the light of
Atika Kadisha shines; the illumination of two hemispheres of the
brain is roused, and the light of Aba and Ima and all those known as
the hemispheres of the brains of the King, and they enflame
together. And when they enflame together, they are called the ears of
Hashem. Then the prayers of Yisrael are received, and
consciousness then enlists for good or bad, and with this stirring
are awakened the winged ones that receive the voices of the earth;
all are called ears of Hashem.

526. The face of the King, BEING ZEIR ANPIN, is the light of Aba and
Ima and their extension, IN THE ORDER OF THE THREE DOTSCHOLAM- SHURUK-CHIRIK-that give light IN THE CHOLAM, go
around THE SHURUK and glow IN THE CHIRIK, in the head of the
King. Then flows from them the testimony, MEANING THE
ILLUMINATIONS OF CHOCHMAH, testifying for the King, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN. The image of the King is the most cherished. Within the
head, dwells supernal Chesed and Gvurah. The light of Aba and Ima
divides itself thus: The light of Aba in three lights, THE LIGHT OF
Ima in two lights, total of five LIGHTS. Chesed and Gvurah included
in one light, now total six. Later Chesed adorns itself and kindles in
two lights, now total eight; Gvurah kindles one LIGHT, now nine
LIGHTS. When all lights join, they are called the image of the King.
Then the verse writes, "Hashem shall go forth as a mighty man, He
shall stir up ardor like a man of war" (Yeshayah 42:13), AS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN ONLY THROUGH
GVURAH.

527. The lips of the King: We learned that when the light of Aba,
NAMELY ABA AND IMA SUPERNAL, sheds light, it does so with
three lights; from one light, CHOCHMAH, kindles supernal Chesed;
from one light, BINAH, a light shines called the brain of the King.
One light, DA'AT remains suspended until the light of Ima ignites,
YISRAEL SABA AND TEVUNAH. When the light RETURNS, it shines
with five lights.

528. HE ASKS: From what does IMA give light? HE ANSWERS: From
one concealed path that Aba clings to, as the verse writes, "There is
a path which no bird of prey knows" (Iyov 28:7), as the male clings to
female. And she conceives and gives forth five lights. From these
five lights are engraved fifty gates of manifold lights BEING KETER,
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT WITH EACH
COMPOSED OF TEN SFIROT. They are fifty, facing them are 49 pure
aspects and 49 impure aspects of the Torah. There remains one NOT
IN THIS COUNT, NAMELY THE FIFTIETH GATE. The one sheds lights
to all, BEING THE SECRET OF THE PATH OF ABA ABOUT WHOM IT
IS WRITTEN: "A PATH WHICH NO BIRD OF PREY KNOWS,"
MEANING MOSES REFERRED TO AS 'BIRD OF PREY', AS HE TOO
WAS NOT GIVEN THE FIFTIETH GATE. THE LIGHT OF Aba remains
suspended. When ABA AND IMA join and become clothed with the
King, ZEIR ANPIN, they are called lips of the King, AS ABA IS
CLOTHED WITH A SUPERNAL LIP AND IMA WITH THE LOWER LIP,
and as a result, He decrees truthfully.
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529. The mouth OF ZEIR ANPIN; THE LIPS allow for a mouth
opening. HE ASKS: what is the mouth? HE ANSWERS: Da'at is
concealed in the mouth of the King, called Tiferet, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN AS DA'AT IS the extension of Tiferet, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
BEING THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ASCENDED AND
BECAME THE CENTRAL COLUMN TO LINK ABA AND IMA WITH
EACH OTHER. All treasures and colors are united within, IN DA'AT
BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN, as it is written, "and by knowledge
(Da'at) are the chambers filled" (Mishlei 24:4). This Da'at is
concealed in the mouth of the King and fills all the chambers and
porches, MEANING IT EXPANDS IN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, OF ZEIR ANPIN AS CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET ARE CALLED CHAMBERS AND NETZACH HOD
YESOD THE PORCHES. When the light of Da'at is stirred and
emerges, it is then referred to as 'the mouth of Hashem' and the lips,
being the two lights of Aba and Ima, when they meet the light of
Da'at, they join BY IT together, and the matter is pronounced in truth,
through Chochmah, Tevunah, and Da'at. Then all words of the Holy
One, blessed be He, are pronounced WITH CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND
DA'AT.
530. These three, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, shed light and enter
in the most inner areas, MEANING THE HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH
THE ASPECT OF IMA AND FROM THERE THEY EXPAND and adorn
with the one, MEANING THE BODY OF ZEIR ANPIN, AS A RESULT
OF THE REASONING GIVEN ABOVE; SINCE THE THREE OF IMA
ARE DERIVED FROM ONE, FROM TIFERET THAT ASCENDED
THERE WITH THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, SO ONE,
BEING TIFERET EXISTS IN THREE. When CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
DA'AT joins in one crown, then THE CROWN is called "His mouth is
most sweet" (Shir Hashirim 5:16). They are the palate of the King
FOUND AT THE BEGINNING OF THE BODY and called the sweetness
of the King, and so it writes; "O taste and see that Hashem is
good" (Tehilim 34:9), SINCE THE SENSE OF TASTE IS IN THE
PALATE. And to this palate are linked all the appointees and officials
of the King, as it is written, "and all the hosts of them by the breath
of His mouth" (Tehilim 33:6).
531. Within the palate, all perfection is present, so the perfection of
all letters found in this place, is discernible. FOUR LETTERS Aleph,
Chet, Hei, Ayin ARE ARTICULATED IN THE THROAT. THEIR SECRET
IS AS FOLLOWS: Aleph is the light of the most concealed Atika
Kadisha, NAMELY KETER. Chet is light of Chochmah, not found nor
grasped, as it is written, "Man cannot know its price" (Iyov 28:13).
Hei is the light of Ima, that sheds light, comes out, waters
everything, nurtures the children, NAMELY MALE AND FEMALE,
until the HOLY anointing comes and fills the Righteous, BEING
YESOD, then joins the lower Nukva, BEING MALCHUT, that is
blessed from it, and they do not separate from each other. THE
BOUNTY OF IMA IS white from within the red, MEANING THAT THE
LEFT CALLED RED IS INCORPORATED IN THE RIGHT CALLED
WHITE, as it is written: "the mountain of myrrh, and to the hill of
frankincense" (Shir Hashirim 4:6). THIS VERSE REFERS TO IMA
WHERE MYRRH SPICE IS RED AND FRANKINCENSE IS WHITE. Ayin
refers to the light of seventy 'faces', nourished from the breath
departing from the mouth, they are the seventy names of the Holy
One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, corresponding on earth to, "all the
souls of the house of Jacob who came into Egypt were
seventy" (Beresheet 46:27). Jacob is the tree on earth,
CORRESPONDING TO ZEIR ANPIN; his seventy souls are the
seventy branches OF THE TREE.
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532. From these FOUR letters, ALEPH-CHET-HEI-AYIN, FOUR other
LETTERS SHINE, GIME-YUD-CAF-KUF THAT EMANATE FROM THE
PALATE. From the Aleph OF THE ALEPH-CHET-HEI-AYIN GROUPGimel shines OF THE GIMEL-YUD-CAF-KUF GROUP being good
reward (Heb. gemul) to the Righteous, called 'Gemul' NAMELY
GIMEL; about this is written "Then shall you delight yourself in
Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14). From Chet OF THE ALEPH-CHET-HEIAYIN GROUP, Yud shines OF THE GIMEL-YUD-CAF-KUF GROUP,
which is Chochmah, that becomes entirely enclosed within the Yud,
as it is closed on all sides, CONTAINING NO WHITE, so CHOCHMAH
is not to be found, as the verse writes, "nor is it found in the land of
the living" (Iyov 28:13), AS EXPLAINED. From Hei OF THE CHET-HEIAYIN GROUP Caf shines OF GIMEL-YUD-CAF-KUF being the light
and anointing oil poured from Ima to that place called 'horn' and
called "ram's (Jubilee's) horn" AS 'HORN' ALLUDES TO MALCHUT
AND JUBILEE TO BINAH. AND WHEN MALCHUT RECEIVES
BOUNTY FROM BINAH, SHE IS NAMED RAM'S HORN. This is a
Kingdom of David. Hence, so anointing of kings needs to be with the
secret of Caf.
533. The Kuf OF GIMEL-YUD-CAF-KUF shines from the Ayin OF THE
ALEPH-CHET-HEI-AYIN GROUP. Just as Ayin is seventy,
CONTAINING THE SEVEN SFIROT OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT WHERE EACH POSSESSES
TEN SFIROT, so the Kuf is one Hundred, AS IT POSSESSES ALSO
THE THREE FIRST SFIROT CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, the
completion OF THE TEN SFIROT. It is so because the palate has the
total perfection. Whoever is familiar with this secret and is mindful of
it, happy is his portion.
534. The body of the King is the extension of THE SFIRAH OF Tiferet
wherein the colors WHITE AND RED are linked, BEING TWO
COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, THE BODY BEING THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT UNIFIES THEM. The arms of the King are the lights
of Chesed and Gvurah; they are therefore THE TWO COLUMNS Right
and Left, WITH THE BODY AS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
UNITES THEM. The intestines, MEANING THE INTERIOR are
arranged with Da'at that enters through the head AND SETS IN
BETWEEN THE TWO COLUMNS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, and
extends to the interior within the body, DENOTING TIFERET.
535. The legs join with two lights, literally two lights, MEANING
NETZACH AND HOD. The legs and two kidneys join in one place, AS
THE TWO KIDNEYS ARE ALSO NETZACH AND HOD. There gather
the anointment and all oil of the body, and from there, FROM
NETZACH AND HOD flows all HOLY anointing oil to a place called
the foundation of the world, MEANING Yesod, from that place called
'world'. What is this? It is Netzach and Hod and so, Hashem Tzevaot
is His name, AS NETZACH AND HOD are CALLED TZEVAOT,
Blessed be He and His name to all eternity.

536. All these arrangements join in the one, MEANING NUKVA, until
Yesod receives all the holy anointing oil and pours it to Nukva,
NAMELY MALCHUT, which is blessed from it. When is she blessed
from it? When judgments are arranged below; and when judgments
are rendered below, they are arranged above. All adornments of the
King, which are the Holy Name, are with joy and perfection. Then He
dwells in their midst, as it is written, "Elohim stands in the
Congregation of El; He judges among the judges" (Tehilim 82:1).
THEREFORE JUDGMENTS ARE COMPARED TO FIRE. JUST AS FIRE
IN A PROPER VESSEL GIVES FORTH LIGHT AND COOKS, BUT
WHEN IMPROPERLY USED, CONSUMES AND DESTROYS, SO IT IS
WITH JUDGMENTS.
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537. When judgments are not rendered below, so to speak, the same
occurs above, that all arrangements are not working properly,
ACCORDING TO THE MANNER WE DESCRIBED EARLIER. Ima then
deserts the children, THEY BEING MALE AND FEMALE; the children
do not suckle, Yesod does not pour into the Nukva, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, judgments are stirred up, and the mighty serpent
controls; the adornments of the King are removed due to the
Judgment. Since the Nukva is not blessed, the righteous, BEING
YESOD, does not receive FOR OF HER, the mighty serpent has
power. Woe to the world that is nurtured from them.

538. Rabbi Elazar said, my father revealed all these arrangements, so
he will not enter the World to Come in shame. But why is it
necessary now to reveal? Rabbi Aba replied: This is what I wrote
from the Holy LUMINARY, I said it is for the friends as they know
AND UNDERSTAND these matters. It is important to know them as it
is written, "that you may know that I am Hashem" (Shemot 10:2),
and, "And they shall know that I am Hashem" (Shemot 29:46). Thus
we understand the things said. From this point on, the matters are
treasured among us. Fortunate is our lot in this world and the world
to come. Until this point, the Holy Luminary was adorned with this
matter among us.

539. Come and behold. When I had seen him in a dream, I asked
Rabbi Shimon: Master, I learned that Yud OF THE NAME YUD HEI
VAV HEI represents Chochmah. And this is assuredly so. Hei OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, why is it Binah? He told me: Come and behold. It
is written, "And a river went out of Eden to water the
Garden" (Beresheet 2:10). What is this river flowing from Eden? It is
Binah, THAT EXISTS FROM EDEN WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. As a
result, the Yud MEANING CHOCHMAH, is enclosed within that river.
This Yud spreads this light OF BINAH on all sides, MEANING
ABOVE, THE SECRET OF RIGHT, AND BELOW, THE SECRET OF
LEFT. It is now a Dalet. Later Binah begets a son beneath her, a Vav,
MEANING THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THUS becoming now like a Hei.
Now it is Yud-Hei, MEANING CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. Later, she
brings forth that son before her. Now we have Yud-Hei-Vav; the Vav
sat before her in order to suckle. About this we learned in our
Baraita that the Hei was ORIGINALLY a Dalet. When the male, BEING
CHOCHMAH, merged with it, it became pregnant with one son, and is
called Hei; later it gave birth to the Vav OUTSIDE ITSELF and placed
it before itself. Thus writes the verse, "And a river went out of Eden",
WHICH IS BINAH THAT COMES OUT OF CHOCHMAH CALLED
'EDEN', it surely came out to water the Garden, BEING MALCHUT, to
nurture it.
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540. I seized his hand, and kissed it. During this period, I was stirred,
cried, laughed, for three days I did not eat anything, because of the
ecstasy and also since I merited not to see him again. Still I feel
bonded to him. I see his image rising before me. Fortunate are the
Righteous in this world and next world. Of them it is written: "Surely
the righteous shall give thanks to Your name: the upright shall dwell
in Your presence" (Tehilim 140:14).
(End of the assembly of the tabernacle)

24. "And all things that I have said to you be mindful of"
We are told that it is important to serve God so that He will be mindful that no harm will befall us, and that we must make no mention of the name of
other Elohim. Rabbi Yehuda says that the Torah cautions man in numerous places to observe the precepts of the Torah, because the whole Torah is
the name of the Holy One, blessed be He.
541. "And all things that I have said to you be mindful of (Heb.
tishameru)" (Shemot 23:13). HE ASKS: Why is the passive
'tishameru'? Should it not use the active form? HE ANSWERS:
'tishameru' is correct referring to "all things that I have said to you"
meaning, I stressed the point of serving Me, be mindful that no harm
will befall you. "tishameru (also: 'be guarded')": by My protection
alone. "and make no mention of the name of other Elohim" (Ibid.), is
to be understood as we established. Another explanation of the
verse "and make no mention of the name of other Elohim" meaning,
Do not refer to it, lest you will fall among nations in other lands and
may become fulfilled what is written in a verse "and there shall you
serve other Elohim... (Devarim 28:36).

542. Another explanation for "And all things that I have said to you
be mindful of." Rabbi Yehuda commenced, "Hear, My people, and I
will testify against you...there shall be no strange El among you...I
am Hashem your Elohim who brought you out of the land of
Egypt" (Tehilim 81:9-11). David spoke these verses with the Holy
Spirit; Let's examine them. "Hear, My people": in numerous places
Torah cautions man, in numerous places the Holy One, blessed be
He, cautions man and it is for the benefit of man, so he will observe
the precepts of the Torah. He who is observant of Torah ways, and is
occupied with it, is considered as occupied with the Holy Name.
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543. We learned, the whole Torah is the name of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and one who is occupied with it is considered to be
occupied with the Holy Name, as the whole Torah is one Holy Name,
a supernal name, a name incorporating OTHER names. One who
deducts one letter from it is considered causing a defect in the Holy
Name. We learned, "and make no mention of the name of other
Elohim." MEANING, do not add or detract from the Torah, AS HE
CAUSES A DEFECT IN THE HOLY NAME AND STRENGTHENS
OTHER ELOHIM. Rabbi Chiya said: "the name of other Elohim"
refers to those occupied with foreign books not of Torah. "neither let
it be heard out of your mouth"; it is forbidden even to mention them,
learn from them, especially AN EXPLANATION on the Torah.

544. Rabbi Yehuda taught it thus. What is the reason for the verse,
"the name of the other Elohim" and adjacent to it is this verse, "You
shall keep the feast of unleavened bread" (Shemot 23:15). The
explanation is that one who keeps not this, "THE FEAST OF
UNLEAVENED BREAD" is equivalent to one who lacks faith in the
Holy One, blessed be He. Why? The matter is closely connected to it.
Rabbi Yitzchak said: So it is with all other holidays and festivals, as
they are all connected with the Holy Name. About this we learned, it
is written, "Three times in the year" (Ibid. 17), because from them is
Faith suspended, BEING THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS
THAT MALCHUT, CALLED FAITH IS CONSTRUCTED FROM.

25. Every man of Yisrael, who is circumcised, should be presented
Rabbi Elazar tells us that every circumcised man of Yisrael needs to be seen before the Holy King in order to receive the blessings that flow from the
fountain. Through a story he illustrates that Yisrael must remain separated from the unbelievers.
545. "...all your males shall appear" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Why "all your
males"? Rabbi Elazar said, literally all males for they receive the
blessing from the fountain of the spring, DENOTING YESOD. From
here we learned that every circumcised Jew needs to be seen before
the Holy king in order to receive the blessings from the fountain of
the spring. This is the essence of the verse "according to the
blessing of Hashem your Elohim which he has given you" (Devarim
16:17), and, "before the Master, Hashem." As explained, THE
MASTER IS YESOD, because from there the blessings flow, and they
receive blessings. Fortunate is the lot of Yisrael above that of other
nations.
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546. One time Yisrael made a pilgrimage TO JERUSALEM to
celebrate the festival and there were non-Jews among them. That
year no blessings were present in the world. They came and asked
Rav Hamnuna Saba. He said to them, did you see any sign TO
INDICATE THAT THE PILGRIMAGE WAS INFAVORABLE? They
replied, we did see a sign; when we returned from there, all roads
were blocked by water, there were clouds and darkness so that none
of us who went there were unable TO RETURN. Furthermore, when
we came to be seen, the surface of the heavens became dark and
stormy. He said to them, for sure either there were among you some
uncircumcised people or idol worshippers. For in such moments, the
blessing reaches only circumcised Yisrael. The Holy One, blessed
be He, looks for that sign and blesses them.

547. The next year, they made pilgrimage, and idol worshippers were
dispersed with them. When they ate of the meat of the sacrifice and
were rejoicing, they saw the idol worshippers look like a wall,
NAMELY SAD. They watched how everybody made the blessing but
they did not. They told this in a court of law. They came and asked
them, what part of the sacrifice did you eat? They did not know.
Inquiring showed they were non Jews and they were slain. They
said, blessed is the Merciful One who saved His people. The
blessing rests only with Yisrael, holy seed, children of Faith, children
of truth. That year the blessing in the world reached its zenith. They
explained, "Surely the Righteous shall give thanks to Your
name..." (Tehilim 140:14).

548. Rabbi Chiya said, due to the merit of circumcised Yisrael, the
enemy is humbled before them and they inherit their land. Come and
behold: it is written, "all you males appear" (Shemot 34:23),
MEANING CIRCUMCISED MALES, then it is written: "For I will cast
the nations before you, and enlarge your borders" (Ibid. 24).
MEANING, IN THE MERIT OF CIRCUMCISION, the Holy One, blessed
be He, WHO POSSESSES JUDGMENT AND MERCY, uproots
dwellers from their place, REFERRING TO THE ENEMY, and replaces
dwellers to their place MEANING THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. For
this reason, "all you males appear before the master, Hashem,"
NAMELY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO IS TIFERET
POSSESSING JUDGMENT AND MERCY AND SO HE CAN UPROOT
SOME AND REPLACE WITH OTHERS. Rabbi Yehuda said, "the
master" resembles the words in the verse, "Behold, the master,
Hashem Tzevaot, shall lop the bough with terror" (Yeshayah 10:33),
WHICH REFERS TO UPROOTING DWELLERS. "And there shall come
forth a rod..." (Yeshayah 11:1) REFERS TO BRINGING BACK
DWELLERS. It is all the same, JUDGMENT AND MERCY WORKING
TOGETHER and he uproots dwellers and settles other dwellers.
Rabbi Yitzchak said, there is a master WHICH IS TIFERET, and there
is a master (Heb. adon) WHICH IS YESOD. All are dependent in one,
NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED ADONAI.

26. The Holy One, blessed be He, is called Adonai
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Rabbi Yosi says that Adonai refers to "visions of Elohim," that includes Zeir Anpin and Malchut. Rabbi Yehuda adds that sometimes the celestial are
called with names of the lower levels, and sometimes the lower are called by names of the celestial.
549. Rabbi Yehuda said: Adonai, WHEN WRITTEN OUT FULLY, IS
SPELLED Aleph Lamed Pe, Dalet Lamed Tav, Nun Vav Nun, Yud Vav
Dalet, is called 'the Holy One, blessed be He,' DENOTING ZEIR
ANPIN, NOT YUD HEI VAV HEI, AS IT IS WRITTEN. That which is
pronounced as written IS CALLED 'ADONAI'. Who is it? Rabbi Yosi
said: It refers to "visions of Elohim," MEANING MALCHUT, CALLED
'VISION'. HE ASKS: it is written visions, PLURAL NUMBER, why IS IT
WRITTEN visions? HE ANSWERS: IT INCLUDES ALSO the entirely of
all, Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph, DENOTING
ZEIR ANPIN. He asks, Visions of what? IF TO THE NAME YUD HEI
VAV HEI, OR THE NAME ADONAI? HE ANSWERS: Aleph Lamed Pe,
Dalet Lamed Tav, Nun Vav Nun, Yud Vav Dalet, AS BOTH ARE THUS
PRONOUNCED. The one, MALCHUT, is pronounced as written, while
the other, ZEIR ANPIN, is not pronounced as it is written, WITH THE
NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI BUT PRONOUNCE AS THIS NAME ADONAI.
And so it is written "visions of Elohim," IN THE PLURAL NUMBER
FOR IT INCLUDES ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. FOR THIS REASON,
BOTH ARE CALLED BY THE NAME 'ADON ('MASTER')'. THIS IS THE
REASON FOR THE WORDS OF RABBI YITZCHAK.
550. Rabbi Yehuda ALSO said: Sometimes the celestial are called
with terms of the lower, and sometimes the lower are called by
names of the celestial. And so it WRITES "the master, Hashem" with
a supernal name, ZEIR ANPIN which is Adonai, WHICH IS A LOWER
NAME, MALCHUT. In many ways are the words clarified. Blessed is
the Merciful One, blessed is His name for ever and ever.

27. The kisses
Rabbi Yitzchak opens with "Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth," and explains that kisses are the clinging of one spirit with another, as the
mouth emits and is the source of the breath, or spirit. One whose soul departs through a kiss joins the spirit of the Holy One blessed be He, never to
part from Him.
551. "Behold I send an angel before you..." (Shemot 23:20). Rabbi
Yitzchak commenced the discussion with: "Let him kiss me with the
kisses of his mouth..." (Shir Hashirim 1:2) The Congregation of
Yisrael, MEANING THE SHECHINAH says "Let him kiss me." HE
ASKS: What is the reason for writing "Let him kiss me?" It should
say, 'Let him love me.' Wherefore "Let him kiss me"? HE ANSWERS:
we learnt that kisses are the clinging of one spirit with another, so
therefore a kiss is by mouth, as the mouth emits and is the source of
the breath (also: 'spirit') so a kiss is with the mouth with love, spirits
clinging one to another that do not part.

552. And so, one whose soul departs through a kiss, it joins another
spirit, MEANING THE SPIRIT OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, a
spirit never to part from him. This is what is meant by a kiss. So The
Congregation of Yisrael said "Let him kiss me with the kiss of his
mouth" in order that one spirit cling to the other and never part.
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553. "for your loves are better than wine" (Ibid.). Why mention here
wine? Does it not write, "But they also reel through wine" (Yeshayah
28:7), and "Do not drink wine or strong drink, you, nor your sons
with you" (Vayikra 10:9), so why mention wine here? Rabbi Chiya
said, it is of the wine of the Torah, MEANING, THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED TORAH AND THE MOCHIN OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH ARE CALLED WINE. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, hence it
is written, "and wine that makes glad the heart of man" (Tehilim
104:15), AND THIS REFERS TO WINE OF TORAH. And so it is
written: "for your loves are better than wine," AS THEY ARE BETTER
for joy of the heart; more than wine that makes me happier than
everything else.
554. Rabbi Yehuda said, it is written, "And Jacob kissed Rachel, and
raised his voice, and wept" (Beresheet 29:11). HE ASKS: why did he
cry? HE ANSWERS: when his spirit clung to her, his heart could not
hold out, so he wept. One may inquire about: "and kissed him: and
they wept" (Beresheet 33:4). HE ANSWERS: As we learned, why are
there dots over the word "and kissed him"? It is because his spirit
did not cling to him at all. About this is written, "but the kisses of an
enemy are profuse (also: 'deceptive')" (Mishlei 27:6). What is meant
by "but the kisses of an enemy are profuse"? but one who kisses
with love, spirits cling one to another, clinging with love. One who
does not kiss with love, there is no clinging but deception. What is
meant by "deceptive"? It is coarseness, as the spirit does not cling
with that kiss and it does not cling at all. So therefore it is written:
"Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth," which is the clinging
of spirit to spirit.

28. "Behold I send an angel before you"
This section talks again about the spirit clinging to Hashem. Moses realized that the angel of "Behold I send an angel before you" would constitute a
separation from Yisrael, and he wished the presence of Hashem to be with him. Rabbi Aba says that one should not mix a lower matter with a higher
one; the outside should not nurse from an inner level, as the inner represents holiness and the outer represents uncleanness. Rabbi Shimon
clarifies the matter by saying that the angel was meant only to guard Yisrael, and it did not mean there would be a separation from Hashem,
although other commentators on Torah have disagreed on this point. Rabbi Shimon concludes that Moses did not want an angel, as it is written,
"And he said, If now I have found favor in Your sight, Adonai, let my Lord, I pray You, go among us."
555. We learned, as long as the Holy One, blessed be He, goes with
Yisrael, a spirit, so to speak, clings to a spirit. About this is written,
"But you that did cleave to Hashem" (Devarim 4:4), with all types of
clinging, with no parting one from another. When it was said,
"Behold I send an angel before you" (Shemot 33:2), Moses realized
this would constitute a separation FROM YISRAEL so he said, "If
Your presence go not with me, carry us not up from here" (Shemot
33:15).
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556. Rabbi Aba said, what is written before this verse, "The first of
the firstfruits of your land you shall bring to the house of Hashem
your Elohim. You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk" (Shemot
34:26). HE ASKS: what is it trying to imply with these words? HE
ANSWERS: do not mix a lower matter with an upper, the outside
should not nurse from an inner. What is the difference between
them? The outer, MEANING THE KID, represents the aspect of
uncleanliness, while the inner, MEANING ITS MOTHER, represents
holiness. Who is his mother? It is the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT called 'mother', FOR THE EXTENSION OF MALCHUT
REACHES UNTIL THE KLIPOT IN THE SECRET OF "HER FEET GO
DOWN TO DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5). "...its mother's milk..." MEANS that
those who are not supposed to, must not suckle from that side.

557. Here is written, "Behold I send my angel before you," SO
YISRAEL WHO ARE THE INNERMOST AND ARE CLINGING WITH
HASHEM, ARE GIVEN OVER TO THE ANGEL, REPRESENTING THE
OUTER ASPECT. Moses said, I received a promise from You, that
You would never part from us, FOR AS A RESULT OF THE PRECEPT
OF THE FIRSTFRUITS THE OUTER WORLD SHOULD NOT
INTERMINGLE WITH THE INNER AS EXPLAINED. Surely, "If Your
presence go not with me, carry us not up from here. For in what shall
it be known..." ONE MUST NOT INSIST THAT THE LATTER VERSE IS
QUOTED FROM KI TISA, AS THERE IS NO CHRONOLOGICAL
ORDER IN THE TORAH.
558. Rabbi Elazar said: This statement the Holy One, blessed be He,
uttered out of love for Yisrael and to find favor with them. It is similar
to the case of a king who wanted to go with his son and not forsake
him. The son came but feared to ask the king to go with him. The
king spoke up to say, general so and so will go along to protect you,
later he said, be careful of him as he is not a perfect man. The son
said: If so, either I stay here or you go with me but I will not part from
you. So the Holy One, blessed be He, first said, "I send an angel
before you, to keep you in the way." Later He said, be careful of
him... At that moment, Moses said, "If Your presence go not with
me..."

559. Rabbi Shimon arrived, found him, RABBI ELAZAR, SPEAKING
THIS STATEMENT. He said: Elazar, my son, what you are saying is
fine. But come and behold: in this place when the Holy One, blessed
be He, said, "Behold I send an angel..." Moses said nothing, or
retorted. Why? At this point there was no separation from Him, AS
THE ANGEL WAS SENT ONLY TO GUARD THEM, and this matter
was established with the friends. HOWEVER THINGS WERE
DIFFERENT REGARDING THE VERSE "AND I WILL SEND AN ANGEL
BEFORE YOU: AND I WILL DRIVE OUT...FOR I WILL NOT GO UP IN
YOUR MIDST..." (SHEMOT 33:2). Others understand these passages
in an opposite fashion; HERE THE VERSE INDICATES SEPARATION
WHEREAS THERE, THERE IS NO SEPARATION. The early
commentators did not see it this way. When you look into the matter,
everything turns out to be fine, each based their community using
one interpretation.
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560. When did Moses respond? This happened when He said, "and I
will send an angel before you" AFTER WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR I
WILL NOT GO UP IN YOUR MIDST." But here it is written: "Behold I
send an angel" and the verse does not elaborate WITH THE WORDS
"FOR I WILL NOT GO UP IN YOUR MIDST." Hence it says here "But if
you shall indeed obey his voice, and do all that I speak" (Shemot
23:22), "all that I speak" exactly, so it writes next to it, "then I will be
an enemy to your enemies, and an adversary to your
adversaries" (Ibid.). All is dependent upon Him BLESSED BE HE.
THERE IS NO SEPARATION HERE SO MOSES DID NOT ANSWER
BACK.
561. Rabbi Yehuda said: If you question that in both VERSES we are
talking about an actual angel WITH SEPARATION STILL Moses did
not reply as he had no strong position SINCE WE SEE THAT EVEN
WITH REGARD TO THE VERSE IN THE PORTION OF TISA, "AND I
WILL SEND AN ANGEL BEFORE YOU," MOSES DID NOT
IMMEDIATELY REACT. When did he answer? When the verse writes,
"If Your presence go not with me, carry us not up from here," AS A
REACTION TO THE VERSE, "MY PRESENCE SHALL GO WITH YOU,
AND I WILL GIVE YOU REST" (SHEMOT 33:14). THERE HE COULD
REACT. Rabbi Shimon said: In summary, Moses did not want an
angel, as it is written: "And he said, If now I have found favor in Your
sight, Adonai, let my lord, I pray You, go among us" (Shemot 34:9).

29. "You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk"
Here we learn about the prohibition of eating meat with milk, and other dietary restrictions, all designed to prevent impurity from entering people
due to the foods they consume. Like Daniel, those who guard themselves from impurity become perfect in the image of their Master, and cannot be
harmed because His image is not removed from them.
562. Rabbi Yehuda said: Thus spoke Rabbi Aba regarding the verse,
"You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk" (Shemot 34:26): A KID,
BEING OF THE OTHER SIDE, SHOULD NOT SUCKLE FROM THE
SHECHINAH. It should write in the verse, "the mother's milk." Why
write "its mother's milk"? If you say that the Congregation of Yisrael,
BEING MALCHUT is the mother of an impure aspect, this is not so.
For I have heard from Rabbi Shimon, the Congregation of Yisrael is
the saintly mother, joined in the portion of Yisrael as it is written,
"For Hashem's portion is His people" (Devarim 32:9).

563. Rabbi Shimon replied, well spoken, and the words of Rabbi Aba
are fine. Things are intertwined. Come and see: Ima, BEING
MALCHUT joined with them above in this aspect OF HOLINESS, and
also that aspect OF IMPURITY. There are two, one to the right and
one to the left, MEANING, EVERY ASPECT HAS RIGHT AND LEFT, so
some of them are of the right and some of the left. They all depend
upon that mother, the holy mother, NAMELY MALCHUT and are
attached to her.
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564. When are they attached to her? When this mother suckles from
the Other Side, and the sanctuary thus becomes unclean, and the
mighty serpent begins to reveal himself. Then the kid suckles from
the milk of its mother and harsh judgment arouses. So Yisrael need
to hasten and come forth with firstfruits, and when they bring them
need to commence to speak about Laban, MEANING, THE CHAPTER
STARTING WITH THE WORDS, "AN ARAMMIAN ARAMI WISHED TO
KILL MY FATHER" (DEVARIM 26:5). He wished through sorcery to
control Jacob and his holy seed, but he was not permitted, and
Yisrael was not given over to this side, AND SO THEY REMOVE THE
POWER OF THE SERPENT SO THE KID WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO
SUCKLE THE MILK OF HIS MOTHER. And so it says, "The first of the
firstfruits...You shall not boil a kid in its mother's milk," so that side
would not suckle on the milk of his mother, BEING MALCHUT, so it
would not desecrate the sanctuary and awaken judgments.

565. As a result, those of the holy seed do not eat meat with milk,
and so also those that trace their lineage from the HOLY aspect in
order not to give any opening to that not desired. It depends all on
one's actions, as a deed below is NEEDED to stir above. Fortunate is
Yisrael more than all idol worshipping nations, for their Master said
of them, "and Hashem has chosen you to be a special possession to
Himself" (Devarim 14:2); and "For you are a holy people to Hashem
your Elohim," and it is written, "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim..." (Ibid. 1).

566. Come and see, when deeds of Yisrael are unacceptable, the
verse writes, "As for my people, children are their oppressors, and
women rule over them" (Yeshayah 3:12), literally rule over them. So
it is derived from the hidden lore of the text of King Solomon, and so
we found therein. We also found, he who consumes food OF MEAT
AND MILK during the same hour or in one meal, so they join
together, AND HE IS CONSIDERED AS IF HE ATE MEAT AND MILK
TOGETHER, forty days a kid roasted with its skin, MEANING
ROASTED TOGETHER WITH ITS HEAD, appears to those above. A
unit of impurity approaches him, causing unholy judgments to
activate in the world.

567. If a son is born to him these days, a soul is borrowed from the
Other Side, which is not supposed to be with him, AS IT DEFILES
HIM, and the verse says, "you shall therefore sanctify yourselves
and be holy..." (Vayikra 11:44). One who wishes to profane himself,
he is assuredly defiled, as it is written: "that you should be defiled
(Heb. venitmetem) by them" (Ibid. 43). Now the word 'venitmetem' is
spelled in the verse without an Aleph MEANING a solid impurity
more than all other IMPURITIES that he can not ever cleanse himself
as with other impurities. Furthermore, he fears dangerous beasts, for
he appears before them as a kid and they are capable of harming
him because the image of man has been removed from him.
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568. Rabbi Yesa permitted to eat chicken with cheese or milk. Rabbi
Shimon said, it is prohibited for you. A man should not allow an
excuse to evil types, as the expression goes, 'say to the Nazarite, go,
go, go around, go around, but don't enter the vineyard.' This item is
forbidden for it entails the complex laws of ritual slaughter just like
cattle. One who permits this brings to mind the verse, "But you gave
the Nazarites wine to drink" (Amos 2:12). One who permits one
matter tends to permit other things, AND A DEFECT MADE ABOVE
IS ONE OF THEM, and the verse writes, "You shall not eat any
abominable thing" (Devarim 14:3); "any" includes everything.

569. We learned, for what merit were Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael and
Azaryah saved from their tests, it is because they did not allow
themselves to become unclean due to the foods they consumed.
Rabbi Yehuda said? Tt is written "But Daniel purposed in his heart
that he would not defile himself with the portion of the king's
food..." (Daniel 1:8). And we learned from the secret of Mishnah that
the food of that evil NEVUCHADNETZAR was meat in milk, cheese
with meat in addition to other foods. This menu was served up daily.

570. Daniel, who guarded himself from it, when he was thrown into
the pit of lions, he was perfect in the image of his Master, and his
image did not alter to any other image, and so the lions feared him
and did not harm him. But that tyrant, when the kingdom was
removed from him, and his dwelling was "with the beasts in the
field" (Daniel 4:20), the image of his face was removed. From that
day, his image did not resemble that of a human, and any animal that
approached him, thought it was its own kind, and a female, and so
all came in to him. Many times, the beasts of the field would have
attacked him were it not for the penalty decreed for him, as it is
written: "And they shall scoff at kings" (Chavakuk 1:10). As a result
all denigrated him all that time.

571. Come and see what is written: "And at the end of ten days they
appeared fairer and fatter in flesh than all the youths who did eat the
portion of the king's fare" (Daniel 1:15). They appeared fairer,
MEANING that the image of their Master was not removed from them,
but was removed from the others. What caused this? Their not
soiling themselves with the soiled food. Praise the lot of children of
Yisrael where it is written: "And you shall be men of holiness to Me."

30. "And He said to Moses, Come up to Hashem"
This section talks about the covenant established when Yisrael were circumcised and the uncovering of the membrane was completed. Then, "there
he made for them a statute and an ordinance." Rabbi Yitzchak explains that Moses sprinkled half the blood of the sacrifice on the people and half on
the altar. The half that he sprinkled on the people made a bond with the Shechinah, so that the Shechinah and Yisrael were perfected together
through Moses. Lastly Rabbi Yitzchak speaks about "and there was under His feet a kind of paved work of sapphire stone," saying that this is like
that with which the Holy One, blessed be He, will build the sanctuary.
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572. "And He said to Moses, Come up to Hashem..." (Shemot 24:1).
HE ASKS: "And he said"? Who said this? HE ANSWERS: the
Shechinah. "Come up to Hashem" as it says, "And Moses went up to
the Elohim" (Shemot 19:3). What was all this? It was IN ORDER to
establish with them a covenant as they completed the uncovering of
the membrane. This did not happen when leaving Egypt where they
were circumcised but did not complete the uncovering of the
membrane. Now it was done and were complete with the sign of the
circumcision, as it is written: "there he made for them a statute and
an ordinance" (Shemot 15:25), MEANING THE CIRCUMCISION AND
THE UNCOVERING OF THE CORONA. "...and there He tested them..."
with the holy sign that revealed itself in them. Now the bond was
ratified through Moses, as it is written: "And Moses took the blood
and sprinkled it on the people" (Shemot 24:8).

573. Rabbi Yitzchak said: referring to the verse, "and half of the
blood he sprinkled on the altar," the verse does not say "at the
altar", AS THE ALTAR HINTS AT MALCHUT, WHEREAS ENACTMENT
OF THE COVENANT IS IN YESOD, but the verse writes "on the altar",
for an exact purpose, AS ON THE ALTAR HINTS TO YESOD THAT IS
ABOVE MALCHUT. "...and bow down afar off..." What is meant by
"afar off"? HE ANSWERS: It is as the verse, "Hashem appeared to
me from afar" (Yirmeyah 31:2), and "And his sister stood afar
off" (Shemot 2:4). Rabbi Aba taught, the moon BEING MALCHUT,
remained in its diminished state, AND SO IT IS SAID, "AND BOW
DOWN AFAR OFF." At that moment, Yisrael merited more of the holy
share and the implementation of the Holy Covenant with the Holy
One, blessed be He.
574. "And He said to Moses, Come up to Hashem." HE ASKS: what is
the reason for all this? HE ANSWERS: the Shechinah said to him, go
up BECAUSE I and the children of Yisrael will together gain
perfection through you, something that did not exist until this time.
Then the verse writes, "And Moses took half of the blood..." dividing
it in two AS IS DONE IN MAKING A COVENANT. Half of the blood he
sprinkled on the people, "and half of the blood he sprinkled on the
altar", as we explained, THAT ON THE ALTAR INDICATES YESOD.
And the verse writes, "Behold the blood of the covenant, which
Hashem has made with you." "...and put it in basins (Heb. aganot)..."
Aganot is written minus a Vav, similar to the verse, "Your navel is
like a round goblet (Heb. agan) that never lacks blended
wine..." (Shir Hashirim 7:4). AGANOT IS MALCHUT, BEING A ROUND
GOBLET, AND HENCE IT IS WRITTEN MINUS VAV. SO THE HALF OF
BLOOD THAT HE SPRINKLED ON THE PEOPLE, MADE A BOND
WITH THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'AGANOT' AND THUS THE
SHECHINAH AND YISRAEL WERE PERFECTED TOGETHER
THROUGH MOSES.
575. "And Moses alone shall come near Hashem" (Shemot 24:2).
Fortunate is Moses' lot that he alone merited what no other man did.
Yisrael was now meriting what they did not merit until now. At that
moment they lived in a supernal holy existence. At that time they
were informed that in their midst shall be the sanctuary, as the verse
writes, "And let them make Me a sanctuary: that I may dwell among
them" (Shemot 25:8).
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576. "and they saw the Elohim of Yisrael: and there was under His
feet a kind of paved work of sapphire stone..." (Shemot 24:10): Rabbi
Yehuda commenced: "This your stature is like a palm tree" (Shir
Hashirim 7:9). How beloved is the Congregation of Yisrael before the
Holy One, blessed be He, that she never moves away from Him; like
this palm tree where the male never departs from the female, one not
growing without the other, so the Congregation of Yisrael never
moves apart from the Holy One, blessed be He.

577. Come and see, when Nadab and Abihu plus the seventy elders
saw, the Torah writes, "and they saw the Elohim of Yisrael;" for the
Shechinah appeared to them. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi said, "Et
(Eng. 'the')"; THE VERSE WRITES "THE ELOHIM" is written for a
specific reason. "Et" TELLS US that it was from a distance. "Et"
includes the inner part, MEANING THEY SAW WHAT WAS IN THE
INTERNAL PART OF THE SHECHINAH.

578. Rabbi Yitzchak said, it is written, "This is the same living
creature that I saw by the river Kevar" (Yechezkel 10:15). What is this
living creature? Rabbi Yosi quoted Rabbi Chiya, "a small living
creature, DENOTING MALCHUT." Is there such a small living
creature? HE ANSWERS: Yes. There is a small living creature,
DENOTING MALCHUT and a supernal living creature, WHICH IS IN
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR
ANPIN and also a very small living creature, DENOTING A
CREATURE FROM THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH.
579. "and they saw the Elohim of Yisrael." "ET ('THE')" in the verse is
therefore a specific reason as we said. "and there was under His feet
a kind of paved work of sapphire stone," having the appearance of a
gem with the like of which the Holy One, blessed be He, will build the
sanctuary, as it is written, "and lay your foundations with
sapphires" (Yeshayah 54:11).

31. "And upon the nobles of the children of Yisrael"
When they went to the mountain with Moses, "And upon the nobles of the children of Yisrael he laid not His hand." The verse says "and did eat and
drink," and Rabbi Yosi explains that this means they fed their eyes with the light. Rabbi Yehuda adds that they ate actual food and fed from the light
and thus connected themselves above. Rabbi Elazar says that Yisrael was proper at that time and the Shechinah was bound to them. And in the
future days the Holy One, blessed be He, will reveal Himself to His children and all will see visually His glory.
580. "And upon the nobles of the children of Yisrael" (Shemot 24:11),
referring to Nadab and Abihu, "he laid not His hand." He led them TO
JUSTICE later, but they were not punished now. Rabbi Yosi said, this
matter can be interpreted to their credit as the verse says, "and did
eat and drink" MEANING they fed their eyes with this light. Rabbi
Yehuda said, they ate actual food and fed OF THE LIGHT, and thus
connected themselves above, MEANING THEY EXTENDED THE
LIGHT FROM BELOW UPWARD; THERE WAS NO SIN IN THIS unless
they turned astray later as explained.
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581. Rabbi Elazar said, Even Yisrael at that time were all proper and
the Shechinah was bound to them. This Covenant and the entire
Torah took place at one time, MEANING THEY THEN HAD THE LIGHT
FROM THE ENTIRE TORAH. Yisrael never did experience a time like
that. In the future days, the Holy One, blessed be He, will reveal
Himself to His children and all will see visually His glory, as the
verse writes, "for they shall see eye to eye, Hashem returning to
Zion" (Yeshayah 52:8), and, "and the glory of Hashem shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it together..." (Yeshayah 40:5).
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1. "Who is she that looks out like the dawn"
This section opens with the verse, "And The Creator spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the children of Yisrael that they bring Me an offering, of
every man whose heart prompts him..." Rabbi Chiya points out that The Creator put all other nations under His ministers but chose to oversee
Yisrael Himself, having a wish to be specially connected to them.
Rabbi Shimon then explains that in the text, "Who is she that looks out like the dawn, fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and terrible as an army with
banners," "she" is the secret of the lower world joined to the higher world. He goes on to say that the upper worlds were united in Leah and the
lower worlds were united in Rachel, yet that it was Jacob who united the two worlds in his love for and marriage to them both. When it was written,
"Rachel envied her sister," the meaning was that the whole longing and desire of the lower world is to be like the upper world and to inherit its
position. Between the worlds, those who sought to lust after them both would perish, having found neither Understanding nor Faith. And when we
read, "For Yah has chosen Jacob to himself," we see that God has completed Yisrael above and below in perfection.
The Relevance of this Passage
In a true offering to God ('Speak to the children of Yisrael that they bring Me an offering'"), a man sacrifices an aspect of his innate negative nature,
for this is how we connect to the Light of the Creator. This passage uproots our selfish tendencies so that we enjoin ourselves to the Divine
Radiance.
Jacob also cautions us to recognize the dangers of lusting after the fleeting pleasures of the material world. A desire for eternal fulfillment - the love
of family, of friends, and of God - is thus wakened in our souls. Our consciousness is raised by virtue of the Light that shines through the story of
Jacob and his love for Leah and Rachel. This love elevates the entire world, connecting us to the source of all Light.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the children of
Yisrael that they bring Me an offering, of every man whose heart
prompts him...'" (Shemot 25:1-2). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion
saying: "For Yah has chosen Jacob to Himself, Yisrael for His
peculiar possession" (Tehilim 135:4). How beloved are Yisrael before
the Holy One, blessed be He, who desires them, and wants to be
attached to them and connect Himself with them to make them a
single nation in the world, as it is written: "And what one nation in
the earth is like Your people Yisrael?" (II Shmuel 7:23). They wanted
Him and were attached to Him, as it says, "For Yah has chosen
Jacob to Himself" and, "For Hashem's portion is His
people" (Devarim 32:9). He gave ministers and officers to the other
nations and took Yisrael to His part.

2. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "Who is she that
looks out like the dawn, fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and
terrible as an army with banners?" (Shir Hashirim 6:10). "Who (Heb.
mi) is she (Heb. zot)"? Mi zot is the secret of two worlds that unite,
which are a world and a world. THIS IS, AS IS WRITTEN: "FOREVER
AND EVER (LIT. 'FROM THE WORLD TO THE WORLD')" (I DIVREI
HAYAMIM 16:36), WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT. 'Who' is the
supernal level above, the beginning of all things which may be
examined, and is named 'Mi', WHICH IS BINAH, as it says, "Lift up
your eyes on high, and behold who created these" (Yeshayah 40:26).
"She (Heb. zot)" is a lower level below, which is the lower world,
THAT IS TO SAY MALCHUT. They are two worlds joined by one
connection, by one tie, together - THROUGH THE ELEVATION OF
MALCHUT INTO BINAH, WHICH IS HOW SHE ATTAINED THE
MOCHIN OF BINAH.
3. "That looks out": THAT IS, when both of them are attached as one,
MALCHUT "looks out like the dawn," when the dawn wants to
illuminate, and she is "fair as the moon" in which the sun's light,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, illuminates. Then She is "clear as the sun,"
as clear as the sun's light when the moon is full; THAT IS, WHEN
MALCHUT IS FACE-TO-FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED
'SUN'. "Terrible as an army with banners": This is when She is
strong to protect all, being at that point furnished with perfection
and power to perform great feats.
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4. And MALCHUT receives strength - THAT IS, MOCHIN - from the
supernal word, WHICH IS BINAH, by means of Jacob, the whole man,
who united them together. BY ELEVATING MAYIN NUKVIN ('FEMALE
WATERS'), HE HAS ELEVATED MALCHUT INTO BINAH AND THEY
GOT CONNECTED ONE WITH THE OTHER. He connected them
together above, SO THAT BINAH RECEIVED THE SHAPE OF
MALCHUT, AND IS THE SECRET OF LEAH. He also connected them
together below, SO THAT MALCHUT ACQUIRED THE SHAPE OF
BINAH, AND IS THE SECRET OF RACHEL. And the twelve holy tribes
came out from there in the likeness of above; IN OTHER WORDS, AS
THE TWELVE ASPECTS THAT EXIST IN THE UPPER MALCHUT.
Jacob, who was whole, brought love into the two worlds, as we have
stated THAT HE WEDDED TWO SISTERS - LEAH AND RACHEL WHO ARE THE SECRET OF THE TWO WORLDS OF BINAH AND
MALCHUT. Other men who do such a thing merely commit sexual
misconduct both above and below and cause antagonism in both
worlds and engender separation BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND LEAH
AND BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND RACHEL, SINCE HE UNITES WITH
LEAH FROM THE CHEST ABOVE AND WITH RACHEL FROM THE
CHEST BELOW. It is written: "Neither shall you take a wife to her
sister, as her rival" (Vayikra 18:18), so that they became RIVALS
AND full of hatred toward each other.
5. If you say, WHAT IS THE MEANING OF: "Rachel envied her
sister" (Beresheet 30:1)? THE TEXT TALKS ABOUT THE TWO
WORLDS, LEAH AND RACHEL, WHO ARE THE ASPECT OF BINAH
AND MALCHUT, WHO ARE INCLUDED TOGETHER. WHAT KIND OF
JEALOUSY IS THERE HERE? HE REPLIES: It is surely so, for the
whole desire of the lower world, RACHEL, is to be in the semblance
of the upper world, LEAH, WHO IS BINAH, and to inherit its position.
In other places, IT STATES, 'When scholars compete, Wisdom
mounts,' so THERE IS ALSO envy between scholars, since there are
books and then there are books, ABA AND IMA, FROM WHOM
CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN. THEREFORE, BY COMPETITION BETWEEN
THESE SCHOLARS, they draw an enormous amount of Wisdom.
6. Notwithstanding all this, Jacob could not even succeed in
bringing perfect harmony between them as would be desirable, but
other men caused enmity and separation through incest both above
and below. In this secret is included the secret of nakedness, THAT
IS the nakedness of the Mother and the Daughter, WHICH ARE
BINAH AND MALCHUT, and everything, BOTH THE TWO SISTERS
AND THE MOTHER AND HER DAUGHTER pertain to the same secret.
This is because 'who (Heb. mi)' and 'she (Heb. zot)' are considered
sisters, as they are united in love and sisterly affection and in the
connection of intention. They are ALSO called 'Mother and
Daughter', BECAUSE BINAH IS CALLED 'MOTHER' AND MALCHUT
IS HER DAUGHTER. He who uncovers their nakedness, THAT IS TO
SAY, THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN THEM, shall have no portion in
the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, and shall have no portion in
the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
7. Come and see: "For Yah has chosen Jacob to Himself" is the
supernal secret above, FOR HE CLEAVED ABOVE TO ABA AND IMA
IN THEIR LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, WHICH ARE TERMED 'YAH (YUDHEI)'. Since he has completed EVERYTHING and is now named
Yisrael, he is His peculiar possession, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
'PECULIAR POSSESSION', FOR THEN he takes everything in all the
aspects, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT. He takes above, IN ABA AND
IMA WHO ILLUMINATE CHASSADIM, and he takes below, IN
YISRAEL SABA AND TEVUNAH WHO ILLUMINATE CHOCHMAH. And
he attains perfection in everything, BOTH IN CHOCHMAH AND IN
THE CHASSADIM.

2. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world
Rabbi Shimon says that when the Holy One created the world He engraved on the upper and the lower worlds the letters of His Holy Name, which
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hold the secret of the supernal lights. The upper world is concealed in one of these letters; it ascends by means of the secret of infinity, and from
this concealment emerges a thin and hidden light. In this light exists its counterpart, the glorious light of creation. When first it was struck, the
supernal world emerged and was filled with a light so great that it would be too terrifying for those below to see. In this unknown concealed world
live six thousand 'myriads' - which are supernal inhabitants and hosts and camps. Only Jacob, who possessed Malchut as his own, received
permission to rise to the higher world. And, we learn, Malchut is illuminated by the light of Bina from above. The lower world always has a secret
desire for the higher world, being unable to experience it directly as Jacob did.
The Relevance of this Passage
The letters inscribed below connect us to letters of the Holy Name ?.?.?.?., which embody the primordial forces of Creation. This awesome
luminosity is normally far too intense for a mortal to behold. However, through Jacob - who personifies control over physical existence - we have a
key to unlock the gate to the upper world. Through Jacob, we acquire the vessel necessary to hold this divine energy that shines so brightly in the
distant heavens.
8. Rabbi Shimon said: We learned that when the Holy One, blessed
be He, WHO IS BINAH, created the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, He
engraved His engravings of the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, into the lights which are the secret of the supernal
beings. And He engraved above, IN BINAH, and engraved below, IN
MALCHUT; everything is in the secret of the engraving of the Holy
Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI that controls by means of its letters above
and below, THAT IS, IN BINAH AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE
FIRST HEI AND THE LAST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, SINCE BOTH
OF THEM ARE OF THE SAME SHAPE, WHICH IS HEI. The worlds
were brought to completion by means of this secret, both the
superior world, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT.
9. The upper world is included in the secret of the letter Yud OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI, WHICH INCLUDES ARICH ANPIN AND ABA AND IMA,
NAMELY the first upper dot, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN that emerges
from the concealed, the hidden and that which is not known and is
not known at all and will not be known. It ascends by MEANS OF the
secret of infinity, THE PARTZUF OF ATIK, and from this
concealment, FROM ARICH ANPIN, shines a thin and hidden light
WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT HAVE TWO ASPECTS OF
YESOD: 1) A NARROW PATH AND 2) A CONCEALED WAY, including
in itself the generality of all the lights. And in this concealed WAY,
THAT IS IN ABA AND IMA, one strikes it who did not yet strike
BEFORE, WHEN IT WAS IN SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. That which
did not illuminate in him now illuminates in him. It then produced
one light, which is a delight of delight (NAMELY CHOCHMAH OF
CHOCHMAH), AND IT IS for pleasure, and to hide the thin light,
which is concealed in that light.
10. Within this light, which is delight of delight and is concealed, six
unknown impressions materialized and were completed THROUGH
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THEY ARE NOT REVEALED IN ORDER TO
ILLUMINATE, except when that thin light OF ABA AND IMA enters to
be concealed, FOR THEN the delight of delight illuminates in its light.

11. This light that emerges TO THOSE BELOW from the thin light is
awesome and frightful and very strong. AND THIS THIN LIGHT
spreads and becomes one world, WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND
IMA that illuminates all the worlds. It is a concealed world that is
wholly unknown and 60,000,000 of supernal inhabitants and hosts
and camps live in them.
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12. Once YUD brought them out, they become one joint, YUD-HEI.
They are the secret of the letter Vav, which has become attached to
that concealed world; AND THIS VAV ALLUDES TO JACOB, as it is
written: "For Yah has chosen Jacob to Himself." JACOB CLEAVED
UNTO THE MENTIONED NAME YUD-HEI. When the Vav emerges and
becomes accomplished through Yud-Hei, MEANING THAT THE
LETTER VAV HAS BECOME INDEPENDENT WITH THE MOCHIN OF
YUD-HEI AND HAS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, then it is written:
"Yisrael for His peculiar possession," AND IS CALLED YISRAEL
RATHER THAN JACOB.
13. None of the other people in the world, EXCEPT FOR JACOB,
received permission to rise TO BINAH, TO CLEAVE UNTO YUD-HEI
LIKE JACOB, but to His peculiar possession ALONE, which is the
place that receives and gathers everything, which is the lower level,
NAMELY MALCHUT. From within MALCHUT they receive THE LIGHT
OF CHASSADIM of above IN BINAH, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF
LEAH in a hidden desire, but not openly as Jacob does. This is the
meaning of: "That they bring Me an offering."

3. "How great is Your goodness, which You have laid up"
Rabbi Yehuda opens the discussion by reciting this verse: "How great is your goodness, which You have laid up for those who fear You; which You
have performed for those who trust in You in the sight of the sons of men!" He goes on to discuss the various levels and worlds and he reveals the
code words that speak of their wondrous roles in the process of creation. For instance, there is the highest level, which is 'the secret of the higher
world,' and is called "who"; then there is the lowest level, which is 'the secret of the lower world', and is called "what." Although the Sfirah of
Chochmah is connected to the lower world through the quality of Binah, it does not become revealed until it is completed here in Malchut, the
earthly kingdom. The word "what" is "mah," we're told, which is contained in Chochmah.
Next, we learn that the foundation of the world is laid upon goodness that is distributed by God, and the Light that is concealed in this foundation is
a testament to the goodness with which He crafted the whole world as well as the souls and spirits. The tabernacle was made with the same divine
secret as the secret of the whole world - the image of the world above manifested in the world below. This, we're told, is Understanding manifested
in the Kingdom.
The Relevance of this Passage
We come to this earth for "what" we may learn, and in the university of this universe, we study to grow, transform, and become perfected. This
endeavor is the manner in which we express our Godly nature, and thus become (co)-creators of our wisdom and Light, which are purposely
concealed in this realm. Our meditation here completes our own unique role in creation: the tasks that we have been sent into the world to perform
in order to facilitate our personal transformation.
In addition, the vast mysteries of the Tabernacle are revealed here. By virtue of all this great energy, the tasks of all mankind are now completed and
the final correction is achieved through the Light of the Zohar. World peace and immortality are now attained in a kind, compassionate, and merciful
process.
14. "That they bring Me an offering" (Shemot 25:1-2): Rabbi Yehuda
opened the discussion with the verse, "How great is Your goodness,
which You have laid up for those who fear You; which You have
performed for those who trust in You in the sight of the sons of
men!" (Tehilim 31:20). This passage has been explained and we have
learned it. This secret was established by the holy luminary as part
of supernal secrets.
15. The highest level, which is the secret of the highest world,
NAMELY BINAH, is called 'mi (Eng. 'who')'. The lower level, which is
the secret of the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called 'mah
(Eng. 'what')'. We learned THAT IT IS WRITTEN: "WHAT (HEB. 'MAH')
DOES HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM REQUIRE OF YOU?" (DEVARIM
10:12). Do not pronounce it as 'mah', but rather as 'me'ah (Eng. 'one
hundred)'', because all the levels are sublime in perfection THERE
ARE FIFTY OF THEM, here IN MALCHUT. THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED
'ONE HUNDRED'.
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16. Another REASON why MALCHUT is called 'Mah': Although the
pull from above OF CHOCHMAH is conducted BY WAY OF THE
HIGHER LEVELS, BINAH AND ZEIR ANPIN, it is not revealed until it
is completed here IN MALCHUT. This is the last place of all the levels
and the end of all the continuance, and it stands revealed IN THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. Even though it is more revealed
than all of them, one is allowed to ask what (Heb. mah), as in what
did you see and what do you know, as is written: "For you saw no
manner of form" (Devarim 4:15).

17. Therefore, it is written: "How (Heb. mah) great is Your
goodness," WHERE MAH IS MALCHUT. "How great is Your
goodness" is the foundation of the world, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, which is called 'great goodness', as written: "And the great
goodness toward the House of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 63:7). This is
because the first light THAT IS INCLUDED IN YESOD is merely called
'good'. Male and female are included here, SINCE THE FEMALE,
WHO IS ALSO CALLED 'MAH' (SINCE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN
HER), IS ALSO INCLUDED HERE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "HOW GREAT
IS YOUR GOODNESS." IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN "GREAT"
BECAUSE IT POINTS TOWARD THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
"Which You have laid up": This light is concealed, just as the first
light was hidden and kept FOR THE RIGHTEOUS. "You have
performed," because here, IN MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'MAH',
BECAUSE OF THE INCLUSION OF BINAH IN IT, is the craftsmanship
of everything, the craftsmanship of the whole world and the
craftsmanship of the souls and spirits.
18. The Holy One, blessed be He, made the craftsmanship of the
whole world, in this secret OF BINAH BEING COMPRISED IN
MALCHUT. This is the secret of the verse: "In the beginning Elohim
created the heaven and the earth" (Beresheet 1:1). The tabernacle
was made and built by this means, which is the image of the world
above, WHICH IS BINAH, and in the image of the lower world, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. This is what is meant by: "That they bring Me an
offering," and "Me an offering" ARE two levels, BINAH AND
MALCHUT, which are one when combined together.

4. The balsam tree and the palanquin
Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi are sitting one day under the pleasant shade of some trees. Rabbi Shimon opens the
discussion by saying, "King Solomon made himself a palanquin from the woods of Levanon." He goes on to speak of the palanquin as 'the lower
chamber', which God called 'the Garden of Eden', and built for Himself in order to commune with the souls of the righteous - for they are recorded
there and it is there too that they are crowned. Disembodied souls, we're told, are filled with the delights of the river of the pure balsam tree. Rabbi
Shimon states that the balsam tree is the upper chamber, covered and hidden, which represents Binah. 'Palanquin' is the lower chamber that has no
support until it is held up by the upper chamber.
A discussion between the rabbis follows on the secret of one hundred, which is hidden in the names for 'Palanquin' and 'Balsam tree', whose forms
are comparable. Those who do not have a body in this world are suckled by the river of light that emerges from the pure balsam, while those who do
have a body delight in the palanquin, which is the earthly garden. Rabbi Shimon then says that "King Solomon" means Zeir Anpin, God, with his
attributes, which are the male world. The king without attributes refers to the Messiah, the female world. He concludes by saying that "The cedars of
Levanon that He planted," and of which the palanquin was built and completed, were Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod.
The Relevance of this Passage
This marvelously informative discussion speaks to us of the two forms of the Garden of Eden that God has made for us: the garden on earth, where
we may rest and be comforted, and the higher garden that awaits us after death, where we may commune with Him. Our souls give to and take from
the qualities of the garden, emitting fragrance from our good deeds and in turn absorbing the exquisite fragrance of the garden.
By our thoughtful reading, our entire world is nourished by His Light. Our life is scented with the aroma of the garden, and the fragrance of Eden
now emanates throughout the world, ushering in the arrival of the Messianic age.
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19. "That they bring Me an offering..." (Shemot 25:2): Rabbi Shimon,
Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, and Rabbi Yosi were sitting one day under
some trees in the valley next to the Sea of Genosar, THAT IS, THE
SEA OF GALILEE. Rabbi Shimon said: How pleasant is this shade
from the trees that covers us, and we are obliged to adorn this place
with the words of Torah.

20. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "King Solomon
made himself a palanquin from the woods of Lebanon" (Shir
Hashirim 3:9). We have established and learned this passage. Still,
palanquin is the lower chamber, MALCHUT, which is similar to the
upper chamber, BINAH. The Holy One, blessed be He, called it the
Garden of Eden, which He plants for His pleasure, and His desire is
to amuse Himself in it with the souls of the righteous, for they all
stand there and are recorded there. The souls that do not have a
body in this world all ascend and are crowned there. They have
places to see and to delight in the supernal delight that is called the
pleasantness of Hashem, and there they are filled with all the
delights of the river of the pure balsam tree.

21. The balsam tree is the upper chamber, which is covered and
hidden, WHICH IS BINAH. The palanquin is the lower chamber,
MALCHUT, which has no support (Heb. somech) until it is supported
from the upper chamber. Therefore, the letter Samech is closed on
all sides, like a square. It is a closed letter.

22. What is the difference BETWEEN THE BALSAM TREE AND THE
PALANQUIN? When the supernal light above is hidden and
concealed in it, BINAH assumes in the form of the letter Samech, IN
WHICH THE LIGHT is concealed. It is hidden in it in order to ascend
above. When she returns and settles, she sits over her children
below to nurse them. Then it dons the form of the letter final Mem,
which lies and is closed to all four directions of the world, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, FOR CHESED
AND GVURAH ARE SOUTH AND NORTH AND TIFERET AND
MALCHUT ARE EAST AND WEST.

23. Hence, one is a balsam tree and the other a palanquin, BECAUSE
A PALANQUIN (HEB. APIRION), WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS
PERFECTED SIMILAR TO THE BALSAM TREE (HEB.
APHARSEMON), WHICH IS BINAH, AND THEY HAVE THE SAME
FORM. Instead of the two letters, Samech and final Mem, THAT ARE
IN APHARSEMON, there is a Yud IN APIRION, in the secret of the
covenant, and it will eventually receive all FROM THE SAMECH
(=SIXTY) AND FINAL MEM (=FORTY), which is the secret of the one
hundred blessings. Samech and final Mem ARE sixty and forty, with
sixty corresponding to the six corners that emerge from the Samech
and forty corresponding to the four directions of the world. The letter
Yud OF APIRION ALSO completes the secret of one hundred, THAT
IS, YUD (=TEN) SFIROT, EACH COMPOSED OF TEN, like the
supernal SAMECH AND FINAL MEM IN APHARSEMON, WHICH IS
BINAH. Therefore, one is apharsemon and the other an apirion, AND
THEIR FORMS ARE EQUAL!
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24. They are the rivers that emerge from that balsam, and the
supernal souls that do not have a body in this world nurse from the
light that emerges from the pure balsam and delight in this supernal
delight. The souls that have a body in this world ascend and nurse
from this palanquin and descend. These give and take, giving the
fragrance from those good deeds in which they endeavored in this
world and taking from that fragrance that remained in the Garden of
Eden, as it is written: "Like the smell of a field which Hashem has
blessed" (Beresheet 27:27), meaning the fragrance that remained in
that field. They all stand in that Garden. Those THAT DO NOT HAVE
A BODY IN THIS WORLD delight above IN THE BALSAM, WHICH IS
BINAH IN THE GARDEN, and those THAT HAVE A BODY IN THIS
WORLD, delight below IN THE PALANQUIN, WHICH IS MALCHUT IN
THE GARDEN.

25. "King Solomon made himself," for his own benefit. HE
QUESTIONS: The souls of the pious delight with it, yet you say
"made himself"? HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, because this
palanquin and these souls of the righteous all exist so that the Holy
One, blessed be He, can amuse Himself with them, SO WE SEE
THAT HE MADE IT FOR HIMSELF. "King Solomon" (Heb. Shlomo) is
the King that the peace (Heb. shalom) is His, namely the supernal
King, ZEIR ANPIN. 'The King' without attributes refers to Messiah,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. The one is the male world and the other the
female world. "From the woods of Lebanon": THESE ARE the trees
and plants that the Holy One, blessed be He, uprooted and planted in
a different place. THEY ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT OF MALE AND
FEMALE THAT WERE IN MALCHUT WITH THE QUALITY OF
JUDGMENT, WHICH HE UPROOTED AND REPASTED IN BINAH, IN
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT OF THE QUALITY OF MERCY. These are
called the cedars of Lebanon, as it is written: "The cedars of
Lebanon that He planted" (Tehilim 104:16). This palanquin was built
and completed with them alone.

5. "The woods of Lebanon" are the six days of Creation
Here we read an alternative explanation of "the woods of Lebanon" - that they are the six days of creation. The six attributes of Chesed, Gvurah,
Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod all in their turn entered and mated with the palanquin, producing in this fashion the manifested world in six days.
Then, we learn, this palanquin became sanctified until it ascended the crown of rest and was given a supernal name, 'Shabbat'. Rabbi Shimon tells
us that we have to see we are sitting in the shadow of The Creator within that palanquin.
The Relevance of this Passage
Again and again in the Zohar, we see that each interpretation of Scripture leads us back to the knowledge that God has placed His own qualities into
the creation that He made for us. From our mundane perspective, the upper world consists of six Sfirot [dimensions] rolled into one, called Zeir
Anpin. This realm is the repository of all our wisdom and fulfillment. The love we feel, the joy we experience, the serenity we seek, all originate there.
Zeir Anpin also embodies the supernal Light of Shabbat. Access to this realm can be achieved through inner transformation and various tools, such
as the Zohar. On Shabbat, however, this Light is freely given as a gift to all Creation. These words of Zohar open up the gates to Zeir Anpin, causing
the Light of the cosmic Sabbath to shine the moment our eyes fall upon them.
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26. Another explanation of "the woods of Lebanon": These are the
six days of creation, for each day is arranged on this palanquin in
the system that applies to it. EVERY ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT ARE COMPLETED THROUGH BINAH BESTOWS ONE PART IN
THE EDIFICE OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'PALANQUIN'. The first
system: The first light that was concealed is drawn from the right
side OF BINAH, and it takes from the right side OF ZEIR ANPIN who
enters this palanquin upon one foundation and cohabits with it.
Afterwards, the palanquin produces an image that is suitable for this
light, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED OF THE PALANQUIN.
This is the secret of what is written: "Let there be light, and there
was light" (Beresheet 1:3). After it said, "Let there be light," why add,
"And there was light"? It could have just been written: 'And it was
so.' Wherefore does it say, "And there was light"? It means that this
light brought forth a different light that was suitable for it, and this
was the first day of these woods of Lebanon.

27. The second system: The separation of the waters is drawn from
the left side OF BINAH by the drawing of a strong fire, taken from the
left side OF ZEIR ANPIN. It enters into the palanquin, mates with it
and divides between the water on the right side and the water on the
left side. Afterwards, the palanquin brought forth an image similar to
this, AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF GVURAH OF THE PALANQUIN WAS
BUILT. This is the secret of the verse: "The waters which were under
the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament, and
it was so" (Ibid. 7). This is the second day of these woods of
Lebanon.

28. The third system: A certain third day is drawn from the central
side and the right side, MEANING THE ATTRIBUTE OF TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN that makes peace in
the world BETWEEN THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT,
whence fruits proceed to everyone. And it cohabits with this
palanquin and draws forth a species after its kind, a species that
does many actions like the kinds that fit it accordingly, MEANING all
the vegetation and grasses and trees in many strengths, and its
image remains IN THE PALANQUIN. That palanquin brings forth a
species exactly identical to it THAT CAME FORTH FROM THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF TIFERET OF THE
PALANQUIN IS BUILT. This is the third day that includes both sides,
RIGHT AND LEFT, of these woods of Lebanon.

29. The fourth system: The light of the sun is drawn and illuminates
this palanquin in the midst of its darkness. It enters to illuminate but
does not cohabit with it, until the fifth day. THEN the palanquin
brings forth the cohabitation of the illumination that entered it on the
fourth day, and the palanquin brings forth the exact likeness of that
light. THE ATTRIBUTE OF NETZACH OF THE PALANQUIN IS BUILT
IN THIS WAY. This is the fourth day, which is one of the woods of
Lebanon.
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30. The fifth system: One drawing of the swarming of the water was
brought forth, and mated so as to bring forth that light from the
system of the fourth day. It cohabited with that palanquin ON THE
FIFTH DAY, and brought forth species according to its very own
kind. This day OF THE WOODS OF LEBANON did that action more
than in the other days, BECAUSE IT PERFECTED THE ATTRIBUTE
OF HOD IN THE PALANQUIN WITH THE SWEETENED JUDGMENTS
OF BINAH. It was all suspended until the sixth day, for the palanquin
brought forth all that was hidden in it, as it is written: "Let the earth
bring forth living creatures after their kind" (Ibid. 24). This is the fifth
day, ONE day of the woods of the Lebanon.

31. The sixth system: It is the day that perfected the entire palanquin.
THE PALANQUIN has no perfection and power except through that
day, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, BECAUSE THE PALANQUIN
DOES NOT RECEIVE ANYTHING FROM THOSE ABOVE EXCEPT
THROUGH YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. When that day came, the
palanquin became perfected with many spirits, with many souls, and
with many beautiful maidens, WHO ARE SEVEN CHAMBERS THAT
SERVE MALCHUT, those ones worthy to sit in the King's chamber.
YESOD also was perfected with the beauty of all the days that
preceded, BECAUSE YESOD INCLUDES ALL THE FIVE DAYS,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD. And it perfected
them with one wish, with desire, joy, and perfection of above and
below.

32. Then this palanquin became sanctified with supernal sanctities
and adorned with its crowns, until it ascended with the rising of the
crown of rest and was given a supernal Name, the Holy Name, which
is Shabbat. This is the tranquillity of all, the desire of all and the
cleaving of all, of above and below together, of which it is written:
"King Solomon made himself a palanquin from the woods of
Lebanon."

33. Rabbi Shimon said: The one who merits that palanquin merits
everything. He merits to sit and rest in the shadow of Hashem, as it
is written: "I sat down under His shadow with great delight" (Shir
Hashirim 2:3). Now that I sit in the shadow of this rest, we have to
see that we are sitting in the shadow of the Holy One, blessed be He,
within that palanquin. But we have to adorn this place with supernal
crowns, until the trees of that palanquin are aroused to come to us
with a different shadow.

6. "That they bring Me an offering"
The section title passage summarizes one single great truth, which Rabbi Shimon explains to us: that for one to aspire toward divine union, he must
strive with all his heart and soul and with self-purification, and pay the necessary price. We also hear that he is prompted to do this by the heart of
God in himself, that he may increase his worthiness by turning a wicked person from the path of evil. In doing so he causes the subjugation of the
Other Side, causes God to be elevated in his honor, and thence causes the world to be preserved both above and below. Such a righteous one,
we're told, shall enter in through the twelve gates.
The Relevance of this Passage
Perfection comes partly through striving and steadfast self- transformation with the right intent; yet there is more to bettering ourselves. We can
increase our merit by tutoring the wicked, helping them to be free of evil.
Through our meditation upon these verses, we grasp in our hearts the source of all goodness from whence we sprang. The evil tendencies of the
wicked are abolished and the Other Side is immobilized. We are now free to attain unity with the Light of the Creator.
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34. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "That they bring
Me an offering, of every man whose heart prompts him to
give" (Shemot 25:2). "That they bring Me" POINTS OUT that if one
wishes to undertake a precept and to aspire towards the Holy One,
blessed be He, it is necessary that the person not strive in vain and
empty handed, but rather that he makes efforts as befitting, and
according to, his strengths. We have established this in many
places, AND SO it is good for a person to strive after the Holy One,
blessed be He, as it is written: "Every man shall give as he is able,
according to the blessing of Hashem your Elohim which He has
given you" (Devarim 16:17).

35. And if you ask, Is it not written: "Come, buy, and eat; come, buy
wine and milk without money and without a price" (Yeshayah 55:1)?
So we see that it is free, and that is the striving after the Holy One,
blessed be He, BECAUSE WINE AND MILK MEAN THE TORAH,
WHICH IS REFERRED TO IN THIS WAY. HE ANSWERS: Anybody
who desires to endeavor for Torah merits it. The striving after the
Holy One, blessed be He, is to know Him; for anyone who desires it
will merit it without any payment whatsoever. But if the striving after
the Holy One, blessed be He, is in the form of an action, it is
prohibited to perform that action empty handed and in vain, because
one will not merit the drawing down of a spirit of holiness unless he
pays in full.

36. In the books of sorcery that Asmodeus, THE KING OF THE
DEMONS, taught King Solomon IT IS WRITTEN THAT whoever wants
to endeavor to remove from himself the impure spirit and to subdue
the other spirit OF THE OTHER SIDE, must buy in full payment the
action in which he wishes to endeavor, and he should give whatever
is requested of him, whether a little or a lot. The spirit of impurity is
always ready freely and for nothing and is saleable without payment,
because he compels people upon whom he dwells and entices them
to dwell with him. He tempts them to make their habitation with him
in many ways.

37. The spirit of holiness is not this way, but only with full payment
and great endeavor, and by purifying himself and purifying his
habitation with the desire of his heart and soul. AND EVEN THEN,
fortunate is he who merits that he will place its habitation with him.
With all this, HE MUST go in the straight path, neither turning right
nor left. If he does not, He separates itself immediately and distances
itself from him, and he will not again be able to merit it as he did
originally.
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38. In reference to this, it is written: "That they bring Me an offering,
of every man..." MEANING one called 'man' who has overcome his
inclination, for whoever overcomes his inclination is called 'man'.
"Whose heart prompts him": HE QUESTIONS: What does "whose
heart prompts him" mean? HE ANSWERS: Rather that the Holy One,
blessed be He, takes pleasure in him, as it is written: "Of You my
heart has said" (Tehilim 27:8); "the strength of my heart" (Tehilim
73:26), "of a merry heart" (Mishlei 15:15) and "His heart was
merry" (Rut 3:7). They all refer to the Holy One, blessed be He,
MEANING THE HEART OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, THAT
IS, HIS GOODWILL. Here also, "Whose heart prompts him" IS THE
HEART OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. From Him "shall you
take My offering," because there is where THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE is found, FOR HE DWELLS IN HIM and in no other place.
39. How do we know that the Holy One, blessed be He, wants him
and places His dwelling place in him? IT IS when we see that the
desire of the person IS to endeavor to pursue the Holy One, blessed
be He, with his heart and soul and desire. We are certain then that
the Shechinah dwells there. Then we should pay in full to befriend
him and to learn from him. About this, the ancients said, '...and
acquire for yourself a friend.' You must buy him for a full price in
order to merit the Shechinah THAT DWELLS IN HIM. This is how far
it is necessary to pursue a righteous man and purchase him.

40. In the same way, the righteous one must pursue the wicked
person and purchase him for a full price in order to remove from him
that filth, subdue the Other Side and build him, for it is considered as
though he created him. This is a praise with which the glory of the
Holy One, blessed be He, will be elevated, more than with any other
praise, and this elevation is quite in excess! What is the reason?
Because he caused the Other Side to be subdued and to elevate the
honor of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written about Aaron:
"And turned many away from iniquity" (Malachi 2:6) and also, "My
covenant was with him" (Ibid. 5).

41. Come and see: Everyone who holds the hand of the wicked
person and endeavors to help him leave the path of evil is elevated
in three elevations, to which another person cannot rise. He causes
the subjugation of the Other Side, he causes the Holy One, blessed
be He, to be elevated in His honor and he causes the world to be
preserved both above and below. About this person, it is written:
"My covenant was with him for life and peace" and he merits to see
the children of his children, and gains merit in this world and in the
World to Come. All the accusers will not be able to judge him in this
world and in the World to Come. He enters through the twelve gates
THAT ARE IN THE FIRMAMENT, and there is nothing to prevent him.
It is written: "His seed shall be mighty upon earth; the generation of
the upright shall be blessed. Wealth and riches shall be in his house,
and his righteousness endures forever. Light rises in the darkness
for the upright: He is gracious and full of compassion, and
just..." (Tehilim 112:2-4).
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7. The three colors in the flame
This section deals with the three colors that can be distinguished inside a flame. One rises up, while another seems to dip down. The other one is
usually visible, but appears to be concealed when the sun shines. There is one color that ascends above and emerges, and that color is whiter than
white.
Through this analogy, we learn how our prayers cause the white light to ascend to the crown, and how all the Sfirot join to each other with light
above and below, and then join with all the candles. Only then are all combined with the righteous one, who is called 'good'. Whosoever causes the
wicked to return to the right path is now worthy, we are told. This recognition is then witnessed by the angels who supervise the world. Next, the
overseer appears, bringing with him the image of that person; and, we read, there is no righteous person in this world who does not have his image
thus engraved above. The King then blesses the image of that righteous one, and four camps of supernal angels take it and depart, whence they go,
however, we are not told.
The Zohar next recounts the seventy keys belonging of treasures owned by the overseer's Master, and then of seventy concealed worlds. After this,
we learn that those who help the poor merit much good in return, as well as many supernal treasures, but these rewards are nothing like those
merited by someone who redeems the wicked.
Now we learn when the children of Yisrael reach the Kedushah in the prayer, the third color in the flame emerges and shines. We are next told that
the sanctification we recite is the same as the praise we give to the supernal angels, and we give this praise both so that we may be sanctified
ourselves and so that we may earn their friendship. Sanctification in the Holy Language may only be recited when ten men are present , because the
Shechinah joins the sanctification. Prayer, we are told, has great strength and is often able to break the power of the Other Side. Concluding the
discourse, Rabbi Shimon blesses the other rabbis.
The Relevance of this Passage
Just as the seven colors of the rainbow emerge from a single beam of white sunlight, our reading unites all the spiritual forces into their original
state: a ray of pure Light emanating from the Creator.
This union produces a luminescence that brightens our entire existence. We steer this Light towards the wicked, the evil who dwell among us, as
well as the wicked tendencies in ourselves, thus purging immoral impulses and subjugating the Other Side, the Satan, which is the root of personal
and global negativity. This Light also emancipates the poor, annulling the force of poverty so all may now partake of God's goodness.
42. In the upper chamber, WHICH IS MALCHUT, there are three
colors, WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, that glitter inside
one flame, and that flame emerges from the south side which is
right. These colors separate to three sides. One ascends above,
SHINING FROM BELOW UP, AND IT IS NETZACH, one descends
below, SHINING FROM ABOVE DOWN, AND IT IS HOD, and one is
visible, but is concealed when the sun shines. IT IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN CHASSADIM THAT IS PRODUCED
BY YESOD THAT SHINES ONLY AT NIGHT, WHICH IS THE
DOMINION OF NUKVA, BUT NOT BY DAY, WHICH IS THE DOMINION
OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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43. There is one color that ascends above, WHICH IS NETZACH, and
emerges, and that color is white, much whiter than any other kind of
white. It enters that flame and becomes slightly colored, FOR IT
INCLUDES SOME JUDGMENTS OF THE FLAME, yet does not
become colored, MEANING THAT NO COLOR IS NOTICEABLE IN IT,
WHICH IS JUDGMENT. That color is situated above on the top of that
chamber, NAMELY ON TOP OF MALCHUT, when Yisrael come to
synagogue and pray their prayers, when they reach: 'Who redeemed
Yisrael' and bring redemption and Amidah prayer close together, BY
NOT INTERRUPTING IN BETWEEN. THROUGH THIS, THEY CAUSE
YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'REDEMPTION', TO GET CLOSE TO
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'PRAYER'. Then that white color,
WHICH IS NETZACH, ascends to the top of the chamber, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and becomes its crown.
44. A proclamation is made: Blessed are you the holy nation that do
good, MEANING THAT THEY CAUSE THE UNITY OF YESOD THAT IS
CALLED 'GOOD' before the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the
secret of: "And have done that which is good in your
eyes" (Yeshayah 38:3), WHICH MEANS that he brought redemption
close to prayer. When they reach 'Praises to the supernal El,' that
color, NETZACH, ascends upon the top of the chamber, and the
righteous one is aroused, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, to unite
where it should with love and affection and with joy and desire. All
the limbs, NAMELY ALL THE SFIROT, join each other with the same
desire, those of above with those of below, and all the candles,
NAMELY ALL THE LEVELS, shine and glitter. They are all combined
with the righteous one who is called 'good', as it is written: "Say of
the righteous that it shall be well (also: 'good') with him" (Yeshayah
3:10). It joins them all in one union and all is silent above and below
with the kisses of desire. It is all found in the union of the chamber,
NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE EMBRACE.

45. As soon as 'Give peace' is reached, WHICH IS THE LAST
BLESSING OF THE AMIDAH AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF YESOD, the
river that emerges from Eden, WHICH IS YESOD, cohabits with this
chamber, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and all must leave the presence of
the King. No person needs to be present there, nor make their
requests, but it is just necessary to fall on the face, THAT IS TO SAY
THE PRAYER OF FALLING ON THEIR FACES. What is the reason?
That is the time of cohabitation, and everyone must be embarrassed
before his Master and cover his face with great embarrassment to
include himself in that cohabitation of the souls, for this chamber is
included from above and from below with souls and spirits. Then
another color that descends below, NAMELY HOD, gets up and
attaches itself to the end of this room.

46. Another proclamation is made: Those of above and those of
below bear witness. Whoever creates souls and exonerates the
wicked, MEANING HE WHO CAUSES THEM TO RETURN TO THE
RIGHT PATH, is worthy to be adorned with the Crown of Royalty on
his head. That is the one who is now worthy to come before the King
and Queen, because the King and Queen are inquiring about him.
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47. Then appear two witnesses of the eyes of Hashem that roam the
entire world, NAMELY THE ANGELS WHO SUPERVISE THE WORLD,
who stand behind the curtain, and bear this testimony, saying, 'We
witnessed that so-and-so, son of so-and-so, acquired souls below,
souls of the wicked who were on the Other Side.' Then the Holy One,
blessed be He, is glorified with complete joy. Blessed is his portion,
for his father is also mentioned for good because of him, BECAUSE
THEY HAVE TESTIFIED ABOUT SO-AND-SO, SON OF SO-AND-SO.

48. At that moment, there appears an overseer who is the treasurer
of the images of the righteous in the secret of cohabitation of the
letters, MEANING THE PAIRING OF THE LETTERS OF THE NAME,
called 'Yehodiam', WHICH IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS YUD-HEIVAV OF THE NAME. IT IS IN THE SECRET OF the crown of the
pairing OF THE LETTERS YUD AND HEI of the Holy Name, WHICH IS
DA'AT. And the Holy One, blessed be He, gestures to that minister,
and brings the image of that person who made over the souls of the
wicked to stand before the King and Queen.

49. RABBI SHIMON SAID: I bring witness upon me the heavens and
the earth that at that moment they give to Him the image OF THE
RIGHTEOUS ONE, because there is no righteous person in this
world that does not have his image engraved above unless under the
jurisdiction of this overseer. And seventy keys of all the treasures of
his Master, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT
OF CHOCHMAH, are given over into the hand OF THE RIGHTEOUS
ONE. The King then blesses the image OF THAT RIGHTEOUS ONE
with all the blessings that He blessed Abraham when he made over
the souls of the wicked, AS IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "THE
SOULS THEY HAD ACQUIRED IN CHARAN" (BERESHEET 12:5).

50. The Holy One, blessed be He, gestures to four camps of supernal
ANGELS, who take that image and go with it. He enters seventy
concealed worlds that no other person EXCEPT HIM merited,
because these worlds are concealed and are only for those who
made over the souls of the wicked. If people knew how much benefit
and merit they would acquire when they merit them WITH
REPENTANCE, they would go after them and pursue them as one
who pursues life.

51. A poor person causes people to merit much good and many
supernal treasures, but not like one who brings merit to the wicked.
What is the difference between them? Simply, he who works for and
does charity with the poor enlivens his soul, enables him to live and
merits because he has done much good in this world. But he who
endeavors after the wicked, TO RETURN THEM TO REPENT,
accomplishes even more, because he causes the other Elohim of the
Other Side to become subdued and removes him from his dominion.
He causes the Holy One, blessed be He, to become elevated upon
His Throne of Glory and makes a new soul for that wicked one.
Happy is his share.
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52. The other color, NAMELY THE THIRD COLOR, is visible yet not
visible WHEN THE SUN SHINES. When Yisrael reach the Kedushah
(lit. 'sanctification') in the prayer, NAMELY THE SANCTIFICATION IN
THE PRAYER: "BUT TO ZION A REDEEMER SHALL
COME" (YESHAYAH 59:20), that THIRD color which was concealed
emerges, because this sanctification is sanctified by the children of
Yisrael even more than the supernal angels who are comrades with
them. That color shines and is seen at the time that the children of
Yisrael say this sanctification until they finish it, so that the supernal
angels should not notice and punish them above and should not
accuse them.

53. Then a proclamation is issued: Those above and those below
who are haughty with the words of Torah, listen carefully. Who is he
that all his words are only to be proud with the words of Torah? As
we learned man needs to be humble in the world with the words of
Torah, because there is no pride due to the Torah except in the
World to Come.

54. We must be guarded and conceal this sanctification among us in
order that we become holy with sanctification in the beginning and
in the end, more than with these sanctifications that the supernal
angels say with us. The sanctification that we recite IN THE AMIDAH
IS the praise that we praise the supernal angels, who permit us to
enter the supernal gates for this praise. Therefore, we recite this
sanctification in the Holy Language, WHICH IS THE LANGUAGE
THAT THE MINISTERING ANGELS USE, and they leave us to come
with love into the gates of above because we praise them in their
system. NAMELY, WE SAY, 'AND ONE CRIED TO ANOTHER, AND
SAID,' so we receive a great sanctification and enter into the highest
gates.

55. And if you say that WHAT WE PRAISE THEM is deception, and
THAT IT IS NOT WITH A WHOLE HEART BUT ONLY TO RECEIVE
SANCTIFICATION, this is not so. The supernal angels are holier than
us, and they receive more sanctification. If it were not for the fact
that we take and draw upon ourselves these sanctifications
THROUGH THE PRAISE WE GIVE THEM, we could not be friends
with them. And the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, would not
be complete above and below at one time, BECAUSE WE WOULD
NOT BE ABLE TO RECEIVE SUPERNAL SANCTIFICATION.
Therefore, we endeavor to be friends with them THROUGH THE
PRAISE WE GIVE THEM, and the glory of the Holy One, blessed be
He, should rise above and below at the same time.
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56. The sanctification which is at the end, IN "AND A REDEEMER
SHALL COME TO ZION," is translated, as we have established. Even
a solitary man may say this SINCE they are words of translation, but
the sanctification that is in the Holy Language may be recited only
when ten are present, because the Shechinah joins the
sanctification. When the Shechinah is present, any sanctification is
only recited by ten, as it is written: "But I will be hallowed among the
children of Yisrael" (Vayikra 22:32). The children of Yisrael certainly
speak in the Holy Language, unlike the other nations that speak a
different language.

57. And if you ask: Why isn't the sanctification of Kaddish, which is
in Aramaic, recited alone? HE ANSWERS: Come and see, this
sanctification, MEANING KADDISH, is not like the other kinds of
sanctification which are tripled, but this sanctification is in all the
sides, above and below and in all sides of the Faith. It breaks even
locks and rings of iron and evil Klipot, so that the glory of the Holy
One, blessed be He, shall ascend above all. We must say it in the
language of the Other Side, and answer, 'Amen. May His Great Name
be blessed' with great strength, in order to break the power of the
Other Side. Then, the Holy One, blessed be He, should ascend in His
glory over all. When power of the Other Side is broken with this
sanctification, the Holy One, blessed be He, becomes elevated in His
glory, and He remembers His children and His name. Because the
Holy One, blessed be He, ascends in His glory through this
sanctification, it can be recited only among ten.

58. The Other Side is subdued against his will by this language OF
ARAMAIC, and its power is broken. The glory of the Holy One,
blessed be He, ascends and breaks locks and rings and strong
chains and evil Klipot, and the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers
His name and children. Blessed are they, the holy people, that the
Holy One, blessed be He, gives them the Holy Torah to merit through
it the World to Come.

59. Rabbi Shimon said to the friends: Blessed are you in the World to
Come. Since I started the words of the supernal Crown of Royalty, I
will say MORE and only for you. May the Holy One, blessed be He,
grant you reward in that world, and may the breath of your mouths
ascend above as though you yourselves said these words.

8. "Gold, and silver, and brass"
Rabbi Shimon opens the discussion with the verse, "And this is the offering which you shall take of them; gold, and silver, and brass." This passage
is both toward the upper side, which is the side of holiness or the right side, and the lower side, which is the 'other side' or the 'left side'. When God
created the world and the tabernacle, he made them opposite, so that while they are both silver and gold, the world is begun from silver, or right,
while the tabernacle is begun from gold, or left.
The Relevance of this Passage
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Good and evil are undeniable forces that live within us. This truth is revealed by way of the metal metaphor (gold, silver, and brass), whose purpose
is to help us become truly cognizant of their influence. Our inner aspect of good now emerges as our dominant feature, and we, finally, uproot and
eliminate the evil component forever. As our own negative traits are toppled, the macrocosmic force of evil is conquered in equal measure.
60. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And this is the
offering which you shall take of them; gold, and silver, and
brass" (Shemot 25:3). This passage is both toward the upper side
and the lower side, AND HE EXPLAINS the upper side means the
side of holiness, NAMELY THE RIGHT SIDE, and the lower side
MEANS another side, WHICH MEANS THE LEFT SIDE, BECAUSE
THE TABERNACLE WAS FIRST BUILT FROM THE LEFT SIDE AND
WAS AFTERWARDS JOINED TO THE RIGHT SIDE. Come and see:
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He started to
create from the side of silver, which is right, because silver is higher
THAN GOLD, BECAUSE SILVER IS CHESED AND RIGHT, AND GOLD
IS GVURAH AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF THE LEFT. In the construction
of the tabernacle, which is similar TO MALCHUT, He started from the
left side, WHICH IS GOLD, and then from the right side, WHICH IS
SILVER, since the tabernacle is from the left side. Therefore, it starts
here from the left side, FROM GOLD, and there BY THE CREATION
OF THE WORLD from the right side, as it is written: "And this is the
offering..."

9. "Evening, and morning, and at noon"
This section tells us of the spirits of the night and why they are much to be feared. They are nourished, we learn, in the darkness, when the leftovers
of the sacrifice are burned and the smoke rises up, twisting toward a hole in the north (keri) from which they emerge. The overseer of these spirits,
we are told, is named Sangirya, and they come out only when they need to feast on the smoke of sacrificial fires. The purpose of the evening prayer
is to protect us from fear of the night. On Shabbat, this prayer is not necessary because there is no fear of hell nor of other judgments on that night.
At midnight, when the north wind is aroused, it attacks all the habitations of these evil spirits, breaks through to the Other Side and enters in there,
floating above and below. This breaks the power of the spirits and they no longer rule in their realm. Then, we learn, God enters to amuse Himself
with the righteous in the Garden of Eden. When morning comes it completes the outpouring of good to all the worlds; it waters the Garden, and in
this action protects the whole world. The rabbis go on to discuss the letters that appear in the eastern sky before dawn. One pillar is thrust into the
southern edge of the firmament's canopy that is over the Garden; and in this pillar there is one branch, and in this branch are three birds who are
aroused to sing in praise.
The Relevance of this Passage
This is where we ignite the Light of the three daily prayers, the energy of Shabbat, and the primordial power of the 42-Letter Name of God. Much
good is accomplished through the energy that is awakened here.
First, the negative forces that, throughout history, have risen after dark are now battered and broken by this awesome display of Light. All
judgments are halted. The fires that have blazed in Hell for millennia are doused. Our dreams of the night are forever shielded from the negative
forces (Lilit) that have caused man to discharge and waste his semen since the dawn of human existence.
These negative forces have used this squandered life force to sustain their own negative existence. Thus, this force of negativity is now rendered
powerless. Our soul achieves dominion over the Evil Inclination, and we help others achieve this same mastery simply by meditating upon them
with a loving heart.
Second, the cosmic morning (the age of Messiah) now dawns. The blissful melody of birds in morning song fills us with untold joy. Balance is
restored to our lives and to the world. This portion completes our spiritual evolution, for that is the ultimate wish and desire of the author of this allpowerful book.
61. It is written: "Evening, and morning, and at noon" (Tehilim 55:18).
We have established and learned this passage. These are the daily
times of prayer, and the friends remarked about these three times
THAT evening is the mirror that does not shine, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Morning is the mirror that shines, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
and noon is the place that is called darkness, WHICH IS GVURAH,
and is attached to evening, WHICH IS MALCHUT. They stand one
with the other, BECAUSE THE LEFT IS ATTACHED TO MALCHUT.

62. We learned that noon is the strength of the sun and is simply a
flowery language, because that is the way that a black person is
referred to as white, for a flowery language is used. Sometimes white
is called black, as it is written: "For he had taken a Kushite (Eng.
'black') woman" (Bemidbar 12:1) and "Are you not as much mine as
the children of the Kushite?" (Amos 9:7).
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63. Evening refers to Arvit (Eng. 'the evening prayer') and the Other
Side is mixed with the evening, since its light has darkened and
ruled by night. Therefore, they made it optional. THE EVENING
SERVICE does not have a set time, BECAUSE IT CORRESPONDS TO
the portions and fats THAT WERE LEFT OVER FROM THE
SACRIFICES and are consumed at this time, ALL NIGHT ON THE
ALTAR. Many legions of spirits that go out and dominate the night
are nourished from them, BECAUSE THE EXTERNALS ARE
NOURISHED FROM THE LEFTOVERS OF THE OFFERING.
64. If you ask: Have we not learned that all these members of the
spirit of impurity of the Other Side do not dominate in the Holy
Land? And that Yisrael arouse themselves in this, TO CHASE THEM
AWAY, and it is forbidden to entice them to dwell in the Holy Land?

65. HE ANSWERS: During the night, that smoke OF THE PORTIONS
AND FATS rises, but doesn't rise like THE SMOKE OF any other
offering, for the smoke rises in a straight line. Yet here that smoke
rises to a hole in the north, where the habitation of the evil spirits is,
and since the smoke would rise and twist to that side, they would all
be nourished and stand and enter their places. They would not go
out FROM THERE to dominate the world.

66. There was one overseer there at that side over that hole in the
north over all these groups of spirits, and his name was Sangirya.
When that smoke would twist his way and ascend, this overseer, and
sixty million other encampments, were all waiting to accept it and be
nourished from it. They would stand in that hole THAT IS IN THE
NORTH, and enter through one entrance called 'keri'. This is the
secret of that which is written: "And if you walk contrary (Heb. keri)
to me" (Vayikra 26:21) and that which is written: "Then I will walk
contrary to you also in fury" (Ibid. 28), MEANING with that anger that
goes forth from the entrance CALLED 'keri'.

67. There are those who float around during the night, IF THEY ARE
NOT BEING NOURISHED FROM THE SMOKE AS MENTIONED
EARLIER. When the souls emerge from the entrance to appear
above, they go out and accuse them, so they are not able to ascend
and appear above, except for those holy supernal pious ones who
split the firmaments and airs and ascend. These camps of spirits go
forth and inform people with falsehoods, and appear to them in other
FEMALE forms and seduce them until they discharge semen. They
are called men who have nocturnal emission of semen (Heb. keri),
because it causes those who go forth from the entrance called 'keri'
TO BE CALLED MEN OF NOCTURNAL EMISSION.
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68. During the time that the portions and fats were consumed ON
THE ALTAR, that smoke would give them drink and nourish them,
according to their stature and according to their needs. Therefore,
they would not go forth and float over the Holy Land.

69. Evening (Heb. erev) is called so, as it is written: "And a mixed
multitude (Heb. erev rav) went up also with them" (Shemot 12:38),
WHICH MEANS A MIXTURE, because all these groups of spirits
mingle according to the rule of the night. Therefore, they did not
make the evening prayer obligatory, because there was nobody who
could correct it like Jacob, who was the master of the tabernacle,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and corrected it properly.

70. Even though it is obligatory, the purpose of the prayer is to
protect us from the fear of the nights and the fear of many kinds of
Gehenom, because at that time the wicked are punished twice as
much as during the day. Therefore, Yisrael hasten to say, "But He
was full of compassion" (Tehilim 78:38), for fear of Gehenom. On
Shabbat, when there is neither fear of Gehenom nor fear of other
Judgments, it is forbidden to awaken it, NAMELY TO SAY, "BUT HE
WAS FULL OF COMPASSION," because it would look as though the
Shabbat does not have the power to remove Judgment from the
world. SO IT IS NECESSARY TO SAY, "AND HE IS
COMPASSIONATE."

71. There is fear of accusation against the souls when they wish to
ascend above to appear before their Master; therefore, we hasten TO
SAY '...who guards His nation Yisrael forever. Amen,' MEANING from
the fear of many demons and accusers that are prevalent during the
night. They have the ability to harm one who goes out of the
entrance of his house. Therefore, we first SAY, 'And guard our
coming and our going forth.'

72. Because of the fear of all this, AS MENTIONED, we deposit our
bodies and spirits and souls to the supernal Malchut, for all the
dominion is in Her hands. Therefore, the evening prayer is to be
recited every single night. Now that offerings and altars are not in
existence, we do all the corrections that we do by these means OF
THE SMOKE OF THE OFFERINGS.

73. At midnight, when the north wind is aroused, WHICH IS THE
LEFT COLUMN THAT COMES THEN TO ITS PERFECTION, it smites
all the habitations of the evil spirits, breaks the Other Side and
enters and floats above and below. All these groups of spirits enter
their place and their power is broken, so they do not dominate. Then
the Holy One, blessed be He, enters to amuse Himself with the
righteous in the Garden of Eden, as we have already learned.
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74. When the morning comes, the light of the candle that dominates
during the night, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, is
concealed before the light of day, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM. Then the morning dominates, WHICH IS YESOD, and
the domination of evening is removed, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This
morning is the morning of the primordial light. This morning
completes the good to all the worlds, and the upper and the lower
worlds are nourished from it. It waters the Garden, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and this protects the whole world.

75. Here is the secret for those who understand measurements. One
who wishes to go out on a journey should arise when it is still night,
watch closely according to the hour toward the east and see the
appearance of the letters that strike in the sky. One rises and
another falls. These are the sparkling of the letters with which the
heavens and earth were created.

76. If one knows the secret of these letters, which is the secret of the
Holy Name of 42 letters, he will mention them properly with a willing
heart and will see six Yuds in the shine of the brightness of the
firmament, three to the right side and three to the left, and three Vavs
that rise and fall and sparkle in the sky. They are the letters of the
Priests' Blessings. THERE ARE SIX YUDS IN THEM, NAMELY IN THE
FIRST WORDS OF THE PASSAGES, "HASHEM BLESS YOU (HEB.
YEVARECHECHA)...MAKE HIS COUNTENANCE (HEB. YA'ER)...TURN
HIS COUNTENANCE (HEB. YISA)" (BEMIDBAR 6:24) AND THREE
VAVS OF: "...AND (VAV) GUARD YOU...AND (VAV) BE GRACIOUS
TO YOU...AND (VAV) GRANT YOU" (IBID.). THE YUDS are DIVIDED
INTO TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, AND THE VAVS ARE THE
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES THEM. Then he
should pray his prayer and go out on his way, for it is certain that the
Shechinah has preceded him. Happy is his position.
77. When this morning arrives, one pillar, WHICH IS TIFERET, is
thrust in the south side of the spread of the firmament that is over
the Garden, MEANING THAT IT LEANS TOWARD CHESED. It is
outside of the pillar that is thrust in the center of the Garden. This
pillar shines with the shine of three hues, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, woven TOGETHER in THE COLOR purple. In
this pillar, WHICH IS TIFERET, there is one branch, WHICH IS
YESOD. And in this branch are gathered three birds, WHICH ARE
THE THREE COLUMNS THAT SHINE IN MALCHUT, FOR THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN IT IS CALLED 'A BIRD'. They
arouse chirping praise.

10. "The watchman said, 'The morning comes'"
This extremely long section is hardly capable of being summarized, so dense is it with details and instructions for the time and order of prayers. It
begins charmingly with a bird, which opens the discussion by giving praise for the morning. Then we hear of the phrase, "Watchman, what of the
night?" which the exiled children of Yisrael called out to the Creator. Then the passage continues on to say that the secret of "The burden of
Dumah" is that prophecy is transmitted to the prophets in six grades - vision, revelation, sight, appearance, word, and burden. And this particular
prophecy of Dumah was not able to be revealed. The secret of Faith is such that grades shine from within grades. The text then describes what kind
of prophecy is associated with each grade. Next, we learn that the Watchman of the night is Matatron, about whom it is written, "So he who waits on
his Master shall be honored." In the morning the holy people need to join and come to synagogue, we're told, and most blessed is he who arrives
first, for he ascends to the level of righteousness. The psalms and praises of David, we next learn, are designed to awaken love above and below, to
build perfection and to arouse joy. Warning is then given to those who would speak of worldly matters in the synagogue. While the children of
Yisrael are reciting, we're told, three camps of supernal angels gather. There then follows details of the order of prayers, and, after, a long
description of the letters of the words of praise and their numerical significance. Next we are reminded again that the sanctification of the Holy
Tongue must be said by no fewer than ten, and that those prayers to be said alone are said in Aramaic. Finally, the section comes to a close,
exclaiming: "Happy is the portion of Yisrael that become sanctified with the supernal sanctification, because they cleave unto above'."
The Relevance of this Passage
The seemingly simple act of dialing a friend long distance involves a complex communication network. Cables and wires must be laid, and a host of
intricate equipment must be in place to ensure easy and reliable communication. Prayer works a lot like that. This passage of Zohar ensures that all
our prayers, and the spiritual connections that we will make here, are as simple as making a telephone call.
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In the act of describing the metaphysical circuitry of the upper world, these verses install all the cables and wiring on our behalf. All we must do to
set the entire communications network into action is read or meditate upon this text. This is the equivalent of dialing a correct telephone number.
78. The first BIRD opened the discussion saying: "Haleluyah, Give
praise, servants of Hashem, praise the Name of Hashem" (Tehilim
113:1). THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN THAT IS IN
MALCHUT, WHICH ILLUMINATES CHASSADIM. THEREFORE, IT
SAYS: "PRAISE THE NAME OF HASHEM," AN INVITATION TO
PRAISE THE NAME OF HASHEM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AFTER
SOME TIME, MEANING AFTER THE CHOCHMAH IN HER WILL
ILLUMINATE WHEN SHE WILL BE ATTIRED IN CHASSADIM. The
second bird opened the discussion saying: "Blessed be the Name of
Hashem from this time forth and for ever more" (Ibid. 2). THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE SHINING OF THE LEFT COLUMN THAT GIVES
FORTH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHENCE IS THE
ESSENCE OF MALCHUT. AND THEREFORE IT SAYS: "BLESSED BE
THE NAME OF HASHEM FROM THIS TIME" THAT SHINES
IMMEDIATELY IN MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE NAME OF
HASHEM'. The third bird opened the discussion saying: "From this
rising of the sun to its setting, praised is the Name of Hashem" (Ibid.
2), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SHINING OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT RECEIVES FROM THE ESSENCE OF TIFERET, THAT
IS CALLED 'SUN'. Then a proclamation soon cries, Prepare
yourselves supernal Holy Ones, those who praise their Master.
Prepare yourselves with the praises of the day. Then the day is
separated from the night. Blessed is the portion of he who rises in
the morning from the midst of the praise of the Torah with which he
was occupied during the night. That is time for the morning prayer.
79. It is written: "The watchman said, 'The morning comes, and also
the night. If you will inquire, inquire: return, come'" (Yeshayah
21:12). This passage was established to refer to those exiles of
Yisrael, who were living among the children of Seir. Yisrael said to
the Holy One, blessed be He, "Watchman, what of the night?" (Ibid.
11). What will come of us from this exile that is like the darkness of
night? It is written: "The watchman said," and this is the Holy One,
blessed be He. "The morning comes": I have already shone upon
you during the exile in Egypt, I have raised you and brought you to
My service and I gave you the Torah in order that you merit eternal
life. You have forsaken My Torah. "And also night": I have brought
you to Exile of Babylon and raised you, but you forsook My Torah as
before. I brought you again into exile. "If you inquire, inquire" as it is
written: "Seek out of the Book of the Hashem, and read" (Yeshayah
34:16). You will find there just what your exile and deliverance are
dependent on. If you inquire of it, it will say and proclaim you to
"return, come" in complete repentance, and immediately you will
come and get close to Me.
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80. In this passage, it is written: "The burden of Dumah" (Yeshayah
21:11). The secret is that prophecy is transmitted to the prophets in
six grades, vision, revelation, sight, appearance, word, and burden,
and all of them are as one who looks from behind the wall at a shine
of the light. It is as though some of them see the light of the sun
through a lamp OF GLASS. But this is a burden, as light comes
through great effort, because it was difficult for him and he could not
reveal it, as it is written: "That You lay the burden of this whole
people on me" (Bemidbar 11:11). Therefore, this is CALLED 'burden'.

81. Here IT IS WRITTEN the burden of Dumah, WHICH MEANS great
effort, BECAUSE THE PROPHECY was not able to be revealed. It is a
secretive prophecy and remains in secrecy. "One calls to Me out of
Seir" (Yeshayah 21:11): It is not revealed whether the Holy One,
blessed be He, or the faithful prophet SAID, "ONE CALLS TO ME
OUT OF SEIR." This prophecy definitely is secret in the midst of the
supernal Faith. And from the depth of secrecy, said the faithful
prophet, to whom the voice of the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, called and said, "One calls to me out of Seir," as it is
written: "And rose from Seir to them" (Devarim 33:2) instead of, 'And
rose to Seir.' This is because the secret of Faith is such that grades
shine from within grades, the ones, inside the others, a shell within a
shell, one part the inner to another part within which it lies.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "FROM SEIR," MEANING THAT IT
BECAME REVEALED FROM THE MIDST OF THE KLIPAH (ENG.
'SHELL') OF SEIR.

82. But we have established that it is written: "And, behold, a storm
wind came out of the north" (Yechezkel 1:4). This is one grade, while
"a great cloud" (Ibid.) is a second grade, "and a fire flaring up" (Ibid.)
is a third grade, "and a brightness was about it" (Ibid.) is a fourth
grade, and afterwards "And out of the midst of it, as it were the color
of electrum" (Ibid.), after which "out of the midst of it came the
likeness of four living creatures." (Ibid. 5) These are the grades
within grades.

83. Here also, when the Holy One, blessed be He, became revealed to
Yisrael, He did so only from within these grades, and "came from
Sinai" (Devarim 33:2). This is the grade that is exceedingly
concealed. Afterwards it must be revealed that it said, "And rose
from Seir": This is another grade that is more revealed, a shell that
envelops the fruit. Then, "He shone forth from Mount Paran" (Ibid.),
which is another grade and "He came from holy multitudes" (Ibid.),
which is a praise to them all. For even though He became revealed in
all these grades, IT IS CONSIDERED THAT He started being revealed
from a place which is the essence of all. Which place is it? "Holy
multitudes," which are the highest levels above. Here also: "One
calls to me out of Seir," meaning from that level that we said ABOVE:
"AND ROSE FROM SEIR TO THEM," as he was cleaved to the above.
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84. "Watchman, what of the night. Watchman, what of the night?"
The watchman is Metatron, ABOUT WHOM it is written: "So he who
waits on his Master shall be honored" (Mishlei 27:18). This means
the ruler of the night. "What of the night (Heb. laylah)? Watchman,
what of the night (Heb. leyl)?" What is the difference between them,
BETWEEN LAYLAH AND LEYL? HE ANSWERS: It is all one; THEY
ARE BOTH NIGHT AND DARK, just as the Other Side dominates in
this part OF LEYL, it does not dominate at all in this part OF
LAYLAH. Leyl needs guarding, as it is written: "It is a night (Heb.
leyl) of watchfulness" (Shemot 12:42). Therefore, it is spelled without
Hei, BECAUSE HEI DENOTES THE PERFECTED MALCHUT. From
nightfall until midnight, THE FIRST HALF OF THE NIGHT UNTIL
MIDNIGHT, IS CALLED 'LEYL'. Laylah with HEI dominates from
midnight and further, as it is written: "And it came to pass, that at
midnight (Heb. laylah)" (Ibid. 29), "this is Hashem's
watchnight" (Ibid. 42) and "but the night (laylah) shines like the
day" (Tehilim 139:12). Therefore, THE PASSAGE SAYS: "Watchman,
what of the (Laylah) night. Watchman, what of the (Heb. leyl) night?"

85. "The watchman said" (Yeshayah 21:12): I found in the Book of
Adam, what is the difference between Vayomer (Eng. 'and he said')
and Amar (Eng. 'he said')? Vayomer is above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
and Amar is below, THAT IS METATRON, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "And
he said (Heb. amar) to Moses" (Shemot 24:1). Who said? The
watchman, who is Metatron. "The morning comes," namely the
morning prayer which is the dominion of the day, that which
dominates the night. If you say that the morning came alone and the
male, WHICH IS THE MORNING, is separated from the female,
WHICH IS NIGHT, then behold it is written: "And also night" for both
of them are together, and never separate. This voice cries out these
words: "The morning comes, and also night" and both of them are
ready for you.

86. From here and further, 'if you will inquire, inquire.' If you will
inquire during prayer before the King, request, pray, and ask your
petitions and 'return' to your Master. 'Come' like one who invites his
children to accept them and have Mercy on them. So the Holy One,
blessed be He, morning and night, called, and said, "Come..."
Blessed are the holy people, whose Master seeks them and calls to
bring them close.

87. Then the holy people needs to join and come to the synagogue,
and whoever comes first joins with the Shechinah in one union.
Come and see that first one to be present in the synagogue. Blessed
is his portion, for he stands in the level of the righteous in relation to
the Shechinah, and this is the secret of: "And those who seek me
early shall find me" (Mishlei 8:17). Such a person rises to the highest
level. And if you say, we learned the Holy One, blessed be He,
immediately becomes angry when He comes to the synagogue and
does not find ten people, yet you say that the one who precedes
becomes joined with the Shechinah, and is in the level of righteous?
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88. HE ANSWERS: This is similar to a king who sent a message to all
the inhabitants of a city that they should gather with him at a certain
time at a certain place. Before the inhabitants of the city could
prepare themselves, one person came first to that place. In the
meantime, the king arrived and found that person who came early.
THE KING said to him: You, where are the inhabitants of the city? He
said to him: My master, I came earlier than they and they are coming
after me by the king's order. This pleased the king, who sat with him
and spoke to him, and they became friends. In the meantime, all the
people came and the king accepted them and then sent them away in
peace. But if these people would not have come, and one would not
have preceded them to speak before the king AND TO SAY that they
are all coming, he would immediately get angry and wrathful.

89. In this case also, since one preceded and is present in the
synagogue, and the Shechinah arrives and finds him, it is
considered as though they are all present there, because he is
waiting for them there. Immediately, the Shechinah joins with him.
They sit together, and she becomes acquainted with him and sets
him into the level of righteous. But if one did not precede and was
not there, it is written: "Why, when I came, was there no
man?" (Yeshayah 50:2). It does not say, 'And there were not ten
men,' but rather "Was there no man?" MEANING ONE to join with Me
and to be near Me, as it is written: "the man of Elohim" (Devarim
33:1), which means to be in the level of righteous.

90. And He also makes an acquaintance with him, and inquires if he
does not come one day, as we have established, as it is written:
"Who is there among you that fears Hashem, that obeys the voice of
His servant" (Ibid. 10). We have already observed that which is
written: "One calls to me out of Seir," that there is a grade over a
grade and a grade within a grade. THEREFORE, the watchman, EVEN
THOUGH "ONE CALLS TO ME OUT OF SEIR" REFERS TO
METATRON, calls with strength daily: "THE MORNING COMES, AND
ALSO NIGHT," THUS SUMMONING TO THE MORNING PRAYER
SUCH A PERSON THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
INQUIRES ABOUT IN THE PHRASES, "WHO IS THERE AMONG YOU
THAT FEARS HASHEM," and "that obeys the voice of His servant,"
who is Metatron, AND COMES TO THE HOUSE OF PRAYER. SO THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, INQUIRES ABOUT HIM IF HE DOES
NOT COME, AND SAYS, "WHO IS THERE AMONG YOU THAT FEARS
HASHEM..." Therefore, blessed is he who hastens to the synagogue,
to ascend to this level, NAMELY TO THE LEVEL OF THE RIGHTEOUS.
91. When the morning arrives and the congregation is present in the
synagogue, they should be immersed in the psalms and songs of
David. We have established that it is arranged so as to awaken love
above and below to build perfection and to arouse joy. So the
Levites work at awakening love and joy above with these psalms and
songs.
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92. Regarding one who speaks worldly talk in the synagogue: Woe to
him for he shows dissension, woe to him for he lessens the Faith
and woe to him for he has no part in the Elohim of Yisrael, because
he shows THROUGH THIS that there is no Elohim, and that He is not
present there. Also, he does not fear Him and he acts shamefully
against the supernal perfection of above, BECAUSE A SYNAGOGUE
IS SET AGAINST THE SUPERNAL MALCHUT.

93. When Yisrael are reciting in the synagogue the sequence of
psalms and praises and the order of prayer, three camps of supernal
angels gather. One camp represents the holy angels who praise the
Holy One, blessed be He, during the day. There are others who
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, during the night and those who
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, and say psalms and praises with
Yisrael during the day.

94. The second camp represents the holy angels that are present in
every sanctification that Yisrael recite below, and under their
dominion are all those who are aroused in all the firmaments with
that prayer of Yisrael. The third camp represents the supernal
Maidens, WHO ARE THE SEVEN SPIRITS OF THE SEVEN
SANCTUARIES OF BRIYAH, that are prepared together with Malchut,
and they perfect Malchut in order to bring her before the King. These
are the highest camps above all others.

95. They are all perfected with the prayer sequence of Yisrael, who
prepare themselves below with these psalms and praises and with
that prayer that they recite. As soon as these three camps are
gathered, the children of Yisrael start to sing before their Master.
That one camp, which is appointed to praise its Master during the
day, gathers with the children of Yisrael and sings together these
praises of King David, as we have established.

96. When Yisrael complete the praises of the hymns of David, they
say the praise of the Song of the Red Sea, as we have established.
And if you ask: Why is this praise in the last service after the praises
of David? Does not the Written Torah precede the Oral Torah, the
Prophets and the Writings, and is it not proper to place it first?
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97. The Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is perfected
by the Written Torah; therefore, it is necessary to say the Song at the
beginning of the prayers, NAMELY CLOSE TO THE PRAYER THAT IS
RECITED SITTING DOWN. This praise is more valuable than all the
praises in the world. She, MALCHUT, is not perfected by all of them
as it is perfected by this praise. Therefore it is adjacent to the prayer
that is recited sitting down, NAMELY THE PRAYER OF HE WHO
FORMS LIGHT, as explained.

98. When the Song of the Sea is recited, the Congregation of Yisrael
is adorned with the crown that the Holy One, blessed be He, is going
to crown King Messiah. That crown is decorated and engraved with
the Holy Names just as the Holy One, blessed be He, was crowned
on the day that Yisrael crossed the sea and He drowned all the
camps of Pharaoh and his horsemen. Therefore, a person has to
direct his will to this song. Everyone who merits it in this world,
merits to see Messiah with the perfection of that crown, the weapons
with which he is girded, and merits to praise the song there. We have
established these matters.

99. As soon as the person reaches the Praise (May Your name be
praised), the Holy One, blessed be He, takes that crown and places it
before him. The Congregation of Yisrael, THAT IS MALCHUT, starts
to prepare Herself to come before the supernal King, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN. It is necessary to include it in the thirteen supernal attributes
of Mercy, from which She is blessed, and there are thirteen kinds of
supernal spices, as it is written: "Nard and saffron; columns and
cinnamon..." (Shir Hashirim 4:14). They are, song and praise;
adoration and melody; might and dominion; victory; grandeur and
power; glory, splendor, and holiness. These are twelve until She
joins with them to say: 'And sovereignty (lit. 'Malchut')'. They
become thirteen now, because she is blessed from them.

100. Therefore, at the time WHEN MALCHUT is combined among
them, THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES, one should to pay attention to it
and not talk at all or interrupt between them. If he interrupts between
them, a flame emerges from under the wings of the Cherubs, cries
aloud and says: So-and-so who interrupted the majesty of the Holy
One, blessed be He, shall decrease and HIS LIFE shall be
interrupted, so that he does not see the majesty of the Holy King. It
is written: "And will not behold the majesty of Hashem" (Yeshayah
26:10), as these thirteen are the majesty of Hashem.
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101. From 'El worthy of thanksgiving...' and further, this is the
supernal King, that all peace is His, as it is written: "The song of
songs, which is Solomon's (Heb. Shlomo)" (Shir Hashirim 1:1),
MEANING of the King that the peace (Heb. shalom) is His, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. This is because all the EARLIER praises were
addressed to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which is praised via the lower camps. From "forms light and creates
darkness..." (Yeshayah 45:7) and further, I have explained and the
friends have explained that this is perfection of the upper world,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

102. THE ALPHABET AT THE INITIALS OF THE WORDS: 'Blessed
Hashem, great in knowledge...' are the corrections of the lower
world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that are, IN THE INITIALS, 22 small
letters, as there are large letters and small letters. Small letters are in
the lower world, THAT IS MALCHUT, and the large letters are in the
World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH.

103. They are great in everything, MEANING BECAUSE OF TWO
REASONS. They are large LETTERS essentially even when on their
own and they are large, when these letters expand further, each
letter comes with its own fitting Chariot, namely the song of praise of
Shabbat, for these are letters of praise: '(Aleph) Almighty El, Master
over all works; (Bet) Blessed is He, and He is blessed by the mouth
of every soul.' These letters expand into five words each, BECAUSE
IN THIS PRAYER, THERE ARE FIVE WORDS IN EVERY PHRASE.
They correspond to the fifty gates of the World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, WHICH ARE THE FIVE SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, EACH COMPRISED OF TEN.

104. The last two letters are at the end of the praise: 'ALMIGHTY EL'
THAT ARE Shin-Tav, and come with six words each. They
CORRESPOND to the six extremities, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, of the World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH. And they emerge from these.

105. These two letters, SHIN AND TAV, each have six LETTERS,
while the two first letters, ALEPH AND BET, each have five
LETTERS. All the other letters that are in the middle have four
LETTERS each. This is because they are in the secret of the supernal
Chariot, because the first letters ALEPH-BET, WHICH ARE TEN, and
SHIN-TAV at the end, WHICH ARE TWELVE, are together the
complete 22 supernal letters, as they contain 22 words against the
supernal 22 supernal letters, WHICH ARE IN BINAH. Another
eighteen letters remain THAT ARE IN THE MIDDLE and ascend in
their Chariots, MEANING EXPAND to four WORDS each, WHICH ARE
TOGETHER 72 words BECAUSE FOUR TIMES EIGHTEEN EQUALS
72. This is the secret of the Holy Name fully pronounced, the holy
engraving of Ayin-Bet (72) letters with which the Holy One, blessed
be He, adorns Himself. With this Name, He adorns the Congregation
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and ascends through this secret to
adorn Himself with them in the perfection of the Shechinah.
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106. You may derive it from the fact that these letters become
adorned in the supernal Praise. The first ones, WHICH ARE ALEPHBET, and the last ones, WHICH ARE SHIN-TAV, ascend with their
crowns and are the Atbash cipher in which Aleph (first) is exchanged
with Tav (last) and Bet (second) with Shin (second to last). Aleph
EXPANDS into five LETTERS, NAMELY THE PHRASE: 'ALMIGHTY
EL,' Tav into six LETTERS, NAMELY 'SPLENDOR (TIFERET) AND
GREATNESS...' Bet into five LETTERS, NAMELY 'BLESSED IS HE...'
and Shin into six LETTERS, NAMELY 'PRAISE (HEB. SHEVACH)
GIVE TO HIM...' Therefore, the secret of the Atbash cipher THAT IS IN
THE PRAISE OF 'ALMIGHTY EL,' is that they contain 22 words. The
inclusion of the 22 letters OF ZEIR ANPIN are the crown to the 32
paths of CHOCHMAH. FOR THE 32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH ARE THE
22 LETTERS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ROSE TO BINAH THAT
CONTAINS TEN SFIROT. TWENTY-TWO PLUS TEN EQUALS 32
PATHS OF CHOCHMAH, THAT IS, BINAH, WHICH BECAME
CHOCHMAH. AND THE 22 LETTERS OF THE ATBASH CIPHER IN
THE HYMN 'EL ADON' ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN WITHIN BINAH.
107. The sign of the other letters, BESIDES ALEPH-TAV AND BETSHIN, that ascend in their Chariots are Gimel-Resh, as they start with
Gimel (third), NAMELY: 'HIS GREATNESS (HEB. GODLO) AND
GOODNESS FILL THE WORLD' and end in Resh (third in reverse
order), namely: 'HE SAW (HEB. RA'AH) AND PERFECTED THE FORM
OF THE MOON.' They are all the secret of the Holy Chariot. AlephTav and Bet-Shin, WHICH ARE IN THE HYMN 'ALMIGHTY EL,' is the
secret of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, BEING ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ASCENDED TO BINAH. Gimel-Resh OF 'ALMIGHTY EL' ARE THE
EIGHTEEN LETTERS from Gimel until Resh, and is the secret of the
Holy Chariot that totals THE SUM Ayin-Bet (72), MEANING CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT CONTAIN THE PASSAGES: "AND...
REMOVED, AND IT CAME...AND...STRETCHED OUT" (SHEMOT 14:1921). Then the Holy Name was made to adorn the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the supernal Chariot, FOR
MALCHUT RECEIVES 72 WORDS OF CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, WHICH MAKE A SUPERNAL CHARIOT.
108. Therefore, that name of Ayin-Bet (72) is included in the secret of
the patriarchs, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS, Right, Left, and
Central, AND MALCHUT is adorned with them to become a Holy
Name. It is not a supernal Name like the Supernal Names of the
Supernal World, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that are joined high above IN
BINAH, AND THEY ARE NOT DRAWN DOWN. Even though this Name
is Supernal, FOR IT IS THREE COLUMNS, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, its secret is King David,
MEANING MALCHUT, that becomes adorned with the Patriarchs,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.

109. The secret of the name of Mem-Bet (42) letters is the patriarchs,
THAT ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE 22 LETTERS that become adorned in the
upper world, WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF BINAH. The upper
world becomes adorned with that which is higher THAN IT, WHICH
ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, FOR THE 22 OF ZEIR ANPIN
PLUS THE TEN OF BINAH AND THE TEN OF CHOCHMAH EQUAL 42.
Therefore, it ascends but does not descend, FOR IT DOES NOT
PROVIDE CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWN TO MALCHUT. THIS IS
BECAUSE it becomes adorned in supernal Thought. Happy is the
portion of he who knows the significance OF THE NAME OF MEMBET (42 LETTERS), and is careful about it.
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110. It is David, NAMELY MALCHUT, that becomes adorned with the
patriarch, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN IS
THE SECRET OF THE 72 WORDS THAT ARE IN THE THREE
PASSAGES: "AND...REMOVED ...AND IT CAME...AND...STRETCHED
OUT", THAT IS, PROVIDE CHOCHMAH TO MALCHUT. Its secret
ascends and descends; THAT IS, PROVIDES DOWN TO MALCHUT,
thus: Mem-Pei-Mem-Tzadik THIS IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI IN THE SIDES OF THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH
BECOMES, THROUGH THE ATBASH CIPHER, MEM-TZADIK-PEITZADIK, which is the name from which the thirteen attributes of
Mercy are drawn. These are twelve in the secret of the Holy Chariot,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, FOR EACH
ONE HAS THREE COLUMNS, AND SO EQUAL TWELVE that emerge
from one that rests over them, WHICH IS MEM-TZADIK-PEI-TZADIK.
THEY AMOUNT TO THIRTEEN, AND IT ASCENDS AND DESCENDS
TO PROVIDE CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS. Therefore,
the Name of Ayin-Bet (72) ascends and descends. It ascends FROM
THE RIGHT SIDE WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN, and descends FROM THE LEFT SIDE WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET LIKE
the name of the thirteen aspects of Mercy that ascends from this
side and descends from that side. It descends in order to draw
goodness downwards TO MALCHUT. Therefore, in THE ALPHABET
WHERE Aleph=Tav, Bet=Shin, Gimel=Resh, Dalet=Kuf, Hei=Tzadik,
Vav=Pei, Zayin=Ayin, Chet=Samech, Tet=Nun, Yud=Mem,
Caf=Lamed, the first letters go up in numerical value BECAUSE BET
IS HIGHER IN WORTH THAN ALEPH, AND GIMEL THAN BET, AND
DALET THAN GIMEL...AND SO ON. The last letters descend in
numerical value, AS SHIN IS LESS THAN TAV AND RESH THAN SHIN
AND KUF THAN RESH. THAT MEANS THAT THEY RISE FROM ONE
SIDE AND DESCEND FROM ONE ANOTHER AND THE PURPOSE OF
THE DESCENT IS to draw goodness from above down.
111. The Name Mem-Bet (42) adorns the supernal Chariot, NAMELY
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH-BINAH, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The Name
Ayin- Bet (72) adorns the lower Chariot, NAMELY MALCHUT, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. Happy is the portion of the one who endeavors
to know his Master. Happy is he in this world and happy is he in the
World to Come.

112. This is why this hymn is sung on Shabbat, 'EL ADON
(ALMIGHTY EL)', that praises the King that peace be upon Him,
praises Him with the Name Ayin-Bet (72) IN THE EIGHTEEN
LETTERS BETWEEN GIMEL TO RESH and with the 22 words THAT
ARE IN THE FOUR LETTERS OF ALEPH-TAV, BET-SHIN. This is the
secret of the 22 letters, in order to become adorned with it so as to
ascend above, TO BINAH, by this Name. Therefore, 'Almighty El' is
the praise of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, and the
ascension of the Supernal Holy Chariot, WHICH IS CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, that becomes adorned to
ascend above TO BINAH. The ascension of the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, becomes adorned to ascend AND
RECEIVE from the supernal Chariot, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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113. THE LETTERS OF the Atbash cipher ascend and descend, as we
have established THAT THE LAST LETTERS THAT ARE IN THEM
DESCEND. THE LETTERS OF the Albam cipher ascend but do not
descend, FOR ALSO THE LAST LETTERS THAT ARE IN THEM
ASCEND, BECAUSE THE WORTH OF LAMED ASCENDS TO THE
WORTH OF MEM AND AFTERWARD TO NUN AND TO SAMECH.
THEREFORE, THEY DO NOT DESCEND TO PROVIDE TO BELOW.
You may derive this from the fact that the one, THE ATBASH
CIPHER, is only on Shabbat, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND THEY
PROVIDE BELOW. But THE ALBAM CIPHER is Shabbat and Yom
Kippur, BEING MALCHUT THAT ASCENDS TO BINAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF YOM KIPPUR that ascends in the secret higher and
higher FROM BINAH TO CHOCHMAH, until everything becomes
adorned in the secret of the endless AND IS NOT PROVIDING
BELOW.
114. 'The blessed El' THAT IS AT THE END OF THE PRAISE: 'HE
WHO ILLUMINATES THE EARTH AND THOSE WHO DWELL UPON IT'
is in the order of the ALPHABET OF small letters, WHICH ARE
MALCHUT, which are the corrections of the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, daily in prayer. Because they are small letters,
there is no space between them, MEANING THAT THEY DO NOT
EXPAND EACH ONE TO REVEAL MANY WORDS, AS IN THE PRAISE
OF 'ALMIGHTY EL' ON SHABBAT. They are the perfection of the
world, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH that come
with the Queen, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the supernal King, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN.
115. The sanctification that the supernal angels make, NAMELY THE
SANCTIFICATION IN THE BLESSING OF 'WHO FORMS' AND IN THE
PRAYER OF AMIDAH, is not said when alone. We have established
that the single person is prohibited to recite any sanctification that is
in the Holy Tongue. AND SANCTIFICATION in the Aramaic
LANGUAGE is always recited by one alone and not in quorum, for
this is definitely the correction for one but not for the quorum. The
sign for this is the expression, 'read the scripture twice and the
Aramaic translation once,' because two is plural, AND THE
ALLUSION IS that assuredly the sanctification of the Holy Tongue,
WHICH IS SCRIPTURE, is prohibited to be recited alone, ONLY IN
PUBLIC, NAMELY A QUORUM OF TEN. Sanctification in the Aramaic
LANGUAGE is lacking in public, AND IT IS TO BE SAID always only
when alone. We learned that (one) the Aramaic translation once and
not with two or more, AND THE REASON IS that the Aramaic
translation has come to lessen, and so it must be. But the Holy
Tongue increases, and it must be so because 'one should increase,
not lessen, the importance of holy matters.' We decrease rather than
increase in Aramaic translation. We learned 'one' and not more,
because one does not increase at all.

116. This sanctification THAT IS IN THE BLESSING 'WHO FORMS' IS
NOT SIMPLE NARRATIVE, but is rather sanctification that sanctifies
the Shechinah and all Her Chariots in order to become perfected
before the supernal King. Because it is the sanctification of the lower
world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it is said sitting and not standing. The
other sanctification THAT IS SAID during the repetition of the
Amidah prayer is the sanctification of the upper world, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, it is SAID standing in order to draw THE
SANCTIFICATION downwards, while all the words relating to the
upper world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, are recited standing and not
sitting.
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117. Yisrael become sanctified through all these sanctifications
below. Therefore, they are endowed with the sanctification of the
lower Chariot, WHICH IS MALCHUT, when seated, and with the
sanctification of the upper Chariot, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, when they
stand. The other sanctification, WHICH IS IN, "BUT TO ZION A
REDEEMER SHALL COME" (YESHAYAH 59:20), is an additional
sanctification. Therefore, it is after the Amidah prayer, since it is an
additional sanctification on the other sanctifications. Since each one
has to draw upon himself from that addition, a translated Aramaic
sanctification was arranged for each individual.

118. And if you ask, But it does contain ALSO sanctification in the
Holy Tongue. That is for the Congregation, that they all be sanctified
generally with that additional translated sanctification. Since the
individual is not permitted to say it in the Holy Tongue and become
sanctified singularly, they prepared it in the Aramaic tongue. IT IS for
the single one so that each and every one should become sanctified
with that addition to draw upon himself more sanctification. Happy is
the portion of Yisrael that become sanctified with the supernal
sanctification, because they cleave unto above, as it is written: "But
you that did cleave of Hashem, your Elohim, are alive every one of
you this day" (Devarim 4:4).

11. "a bed, and a table, and a chair, and a lamp"
The section opens with the verse, "Behold now, I perceive that this is a holy man of Elohim, who passes us by continually. Let us make a little upper
chamber'" Employing the lyrical language of metaphor, this is a reference to the upper world, Zeir Anpin, who continually sanctifies above as He
sanctifies us below. We learn how we perfect Him for His gratification with our order of songs and praises, and with prayer. The "bed" is in the order
of the Evening Prayer and its perfection. The "table" is in the order of the offerings, songs and prayers of the morning. The "chair" is the order of the
prayer recited while sitting, and the unity we strive to perfect. The blessings that we recite are the "lamp." Next, we're told how these things were
supplied and perfected by Jacob, by King David, by Abraham and by Isaac. Holy people who constantly wish to prepare before the upper world, we
finally learn, should therefore recite 'a bed, a table, a chair' and 'a lamp', so that there might be perfection daily, both above and below.
The Relevance of this Passage
To partake of water, a man requires a vessel, or cup, to hold the fluid while he drinks. In like fashion, Light needs a vessel before it can express itself
in our physical domain. Therein lies one purpose of the Daily Prayers.
The words of wisdom set forth below expound upon the construction of a Vessel (prayer) so that Light and blessing may be received in our world.
Thus, this knowledge perfects and prepares our own souls and the global vessel so that we, and all mankind, may be the recipients of Divine Light.
This effect is now achieved through the lofty spiritual influence of the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and King David, whose names channel the
energy that brings preparation and perfection to our souls.
119. It is written: "Behold now, I perceive that this is a holy man of
Elohim, who passes by us continually. Let us make a little upper
chamber..." (II Melachim 4:9-10). In this passage, we have a slight
allusion to the sequence of prayer. "Behold now, I perceive" is
desire, and a person must put into his prayer that "this is a holy man
of Elohim." This is the upper world, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, who sits
on His Throne of Glory. All sanctifications emanate from Him, and He
sanctifies all the worlds. "Passes by us continually," MEANING
THAT He sanctifies the world above and He sanctifies us in this
world from that sanctification. There is no sanctification above
unless there is sanctification below, as it is written: "But I will be
hallowed Yisrael" (Vayikra 22:32).
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120. Since this is so, "let us make a little upper chamber," which is
the order of the perfection of the Shechinah, who is CALLED "a little
upper chamber...with walls," as it is written: "And Chizkiyah turned
his face toward the wall" (Yeshayah 38:2). 'Little', because it is small,
as it is written: "A little city" (Kohelet 9:14). "And let us set for him
there" (II Melachim 4:10), through this perfection that we are
arranging. We perfect Him, ZEIR ANPIN, for His gratification with our
sequence of songs and praises and with prayer. "A bed, and table,
and a chair, and a lamp" (Ibid.): All these four are in the Shechinah,
for She is prepared with all these tools toward the upper world,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the order that we set out.

121. In the order of the evening prayer and in its perfection is the
bed, and in the order of the offerings and burnt offerings that we set
out in the morning and these songs and prayers is the table. In the
order of the prayer recited while sitting down, and in the perfection
of Kriat Sh'ma, in that unity which we strive to perfect is a chair. In
the order of the standing prayer and these sanctifications THAT ARE
IN 'WHO FORMS' AND IN THE REPETITION OF THE AMIDAH BY THE
CANTOR, and the additional sanctification THAT IS IN "AND A
REDEEMER SHALL COME TO ZION," and the blessings that we
recite are the lamp.

122. Happy is the man that concentrates his wish on this, to be
perfect before his Master every day and to perfect this little upper
chamber, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, TO HIS MASTER, with these
constructions OF A BED, A TABLE, A CHAIR, AND A LAMP. Then the
Holy One, blessed be He, will surely be his guest every day. Happy is
he in this world and happy is he in the World to Come, because
these four are the tools of the Shechinah with which to become
ready for her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. She becomes ready in these
four tools with beauty, with joy and in appearance through the holy
people every day.

123. The bed was given to be prepared by Jacob. Therefore, Jacob
composed the evening prayer. The table was prepared by King David
through the songs and praises that he composed, as it is written:
"You prepare a table before me in the presence of my
enemies" (Tehilim 23:5). A chair was prepared by Abraham by his
attachment, by his doing kindness and perfection of the souls of all
the inhabitants of the world. The perfection of the chair is only
through the kindness of Abraham, as it is written: "And in Mercy a
throne was established" (Yeshayah 16:5).
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124. The lamp was built by Isaac, who sanctified the Name of the
Holy One, blessed be He, before the eyes of the whole world, and
illuminated the light of the supernal candle with that sanctification.
Therefore the holy people, who constantly wish to prepare the upper
world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, the Master of the house, the man of
Elohim, should recite 'a bed, a table, a chair' and 'a lamp,' so that
there might be perfection daily, above and below.

12. "Sh'ma Yisrael" and 'Blessed be the Name'
When the children of Yisrael are declaring the union of the secret of Sh'ma Yisrael, we learn, one light emerges from concealment in the upper
world. This light is then battered into a 'hard spark', which itself is finally divided into seventy lights. These are illuminated in the seventy branches
of the Tree of Life, and the Tree emanates fragrance and gives forth spices. At the same time, all the trees in the Garden of Eden emanate fragrance
and praise their Master. All the supernal limbs, the Sfirot, join in one aspiration and one desire to be unified as one without any separation.
Following this, we learn of the secret and joyous mating of Malchut, the Queen, with Zeir Anpin, and are told of the significance of the four keys, and
of the four letters on them, which when they are gathered together cause the union. The union above, we learn once more, is mirrored by the union
below. It is not possible to refer openly to Malchut as 'one' - in case the evil eye is aroused - but in the time to come, the Other Side will separate
from her, and will in fact be removed from the world. Then, and only then, will Malchut be called 'one'. By her union to Zeir Anpin in silence and in
secret, though, she is now removed from that Other Side. The secret of the upper world, we're then told, is the heart of Jacob, and the secret of the
lower world is the heart of his sons. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder), we discover, has said that the awakening of this union between Malchut and
Zeir Anpin is beautiful. Lastly, we are reminded there is a commandment to study the Torah every day. The Torah is the Tree of Life, and he who
studies it deserves to be bound with the supernal Torah.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Zohar ignites the seventy Lights that illuminate the seventy branches of the Tree of Life by revealing holy secrets pertaining to the
Tetragrammaton .?.?.?.?. This Light enjoins Malchut (our world) with Zeir Anpin (upper world), our body with our soul, which now elevates us above
and beyond the sphere of influence of the Other Side.
125. When Yisrael are declaring the union of the secret of Sh'ma
Yisrael with complete desire, one light, WHICH IS THE PATH OF
ABA, emerges from the concealment of the upper world, NAMELY
THE UPPER ABA AND IMA. This light is battered into the hard spark,
WHICH IS YESOD OF IMA, and is divided into seventy lights THAT
RADIATE FROM THEM THE MOCHIN OF YISRAEL - SABA, AND
TEVUNAH, WHICH ARE THE LOWER SEVEN SFIROT OF ABA AND
IMA, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT, EACH COMPOSED OF TEN. And these seventy lights
ILLUMINATED in the seventy branches of the Tree of Life, NAMELY
IN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, EACH CONTAINING TEN.
126. Then that Tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, emanates fragrances and
spices, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED
'FRAGRANCE'. All the trees that are in the Garden of Eden, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, emanate fragrances and praise their Master, ZEIR
ANPIN, for Malchut is then prepared to enter the marriage canopy
with her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. All the supernal limbs, WHICH ARE
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, join in one aspiration and one desire to
be one without any separation. Then her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, is
prepared to enter the marriage canopy in one union to unite with
Malchut.
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127. Therefore we stimulate her, MALCHUT, and we say Sh'ma
Yisrael, MEANING MALCHUT, FOR THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE
INCLUDED IN HER. WE SAY TO MALCHUT, Prepare yourself, for
your husband, ZEIR ANPIN, will come to you adorned and he is
prepared toward you. "Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is
One" (Devarim 6:4). HASHEM IS ABA, OUR ELOHIM IS IMA, HASHEM
IS ZEIR ANPIN AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE US. They are one,
MEANING in one union with one desire without separation, and all
these limbs OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY HIS SFIROT, become one and
enter with one longing, MEANING IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
128. As soon as Yisrael say, "Hashem is One," WHICH ALLUDES TO
ZEIR ANPIN AS MENTIONED ABOVE, with the stimulus of the six
sides, THAT RECEIVE FROM ABA AND IMA, THE SECRET OF
"HASHEM OUR ELOHIM" AS THEY BECAME ONE, AS MENTIONED.
Then all these six sides become one and enter to one longing,
WHICH IS YESOD. This is the secret of Vav, WHICH ALLUDES TO
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF one expansion. JUST LIKE
THE LETTER VAV THAT IS SHAPED LIKE A LINE with nothing
attached to it, MEANING THAT THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM
OF THE RIGHT DOMINATES IT, AND THERE IS NO ATTACHMENT
FROM THE REVELATION OF CHOCHMAH IN THE LEFT. Only it itself
spreads AND IS COMBINED of them all, EVEN FROM THE LEFT, and
it is one. EVEN THOUGH IT IS COMBINED ALSO FROM THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ONE,
STILL ONLY THE RIGHT DOMINATES IT, WHICH IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM ALONE.
129. At that time, Malchut prepares and adorns Herself. The
attendants, MEANING THE MAIDENS as written, bring her in great
secrecy to her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and say, 'Blessed be the Name
of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever.' This is in secret
because this is the way that it is necessary to bring Her to Her
husband, ZEIR ANPIN. Happy are the people who know this and
perform the supernal order of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

130. At the time that the husband OF THE QUEEN, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and the Queen join as one, a proclamation emerges from the
south side, WHICH IS CHESED, Awaken, hosts and camps that
manifested the love of their Master, MEANING THOSE THAT
CAUSED THIS UNION.
131. Then a supernal overseer, the minister of the camps whose
name is Boel, becomes aroused. In his hands are four keys, which
he received from the four directions of the world, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT. One key is marked with the
letter Yud, one is marked with the letter Hei and another key is
marked with the letter Vav. He places them under the Tree of Life,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. These three keys that are marked with these
three letters become one. As soon as they become one, that last key,
WHICH IS THE LAST HEI, ascends and stands and combines with
the other key that includes the three KEYS. All camps and hosts
enter these two keys in the Garden, WHICH ARE VAV-HEI, and they
all combine as below, MEANING LIKE YISRAEL.
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132. NOW THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS THE SECRET OF THE WORDS OF
"SH'MA YISRAEL." THE FIRST Yud Hei Vav Hei is the mark of the
letter Yud that is in the Holy Name, WHICH ALLUDES TO ABA. "Our
Elohim" is the secret of the mark of the upper Hei of the Holy Name
THAT ALLUDES TO IMA. THE SECOND Yud Hei Vav Hei is the
drawing OF MOCHIN FROM ABA AND IMA that are drawn below in
the secret of the mark of the letter Vav OF THE HOLY NAME THAT
ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN. These two letters, YUD AND HEI, are
drawn to be in this place, MEANING IN THE VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. It is one, for all these three, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA AND
ZEIR ANPIN, are one in one unity.
133. All these have become one in one unity and everything remains
in the secret of the letter Vav, FOR ALL THE MOCHIN HAVE
REMAINED IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF VAV. He is
whole from the source of the fountain, WHICH IS ABA, and from the
inner chamber, THAT IS IMA, and He inherits Aba and Ima. Then they
bring into Him the Queen, NAMELY MALCHUT, because He is now
complete with all the supernal good, and can nourish her and give
her food and sustenance as befitting. All His limbs, WHICH ARE THE
SFIROT, are all one and then they bring her in secret. Why in secret?
In order that a stranger should not intrude on this joy, as it is written:
"And no stranger shares its joy" (Mishlei 14:10), MEANING SO THAT
THE OTHER SIDE SHOULD NOT BE DRAWN TO NURTURE FROM
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE UNION.

134. Since ZEIR ANPIN becomes united above in six sides,
MALCHUT also becomes united below in six other sides, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
THE MOCHIN. So there will be one above and one below, as it is
written: "Hashem shall be One, and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9),
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. "And His Name One" is MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'NAME', one above in six sides, as written: "Hear Yisrael,
Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4). There are six
words corresponding to six sides. Blessed be the Name of the glory
of His kingdom forever and ever: Here are six other sides in six
words. Hashem is One above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and His Name is One
below IN MALCHUT.

135. If you ask, yet it is only written 'one' above IN ZEIR ANPIN,
NAMELY IN "SH'MA YISRAEL," but below, IN MALCHUT, NAMELY IN
'BLESSED BE THE NAME OF THE GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM
FOREVER AND EVER,' 'one' is not written. HE ANSWERS: 'And ever
(Heb. vaed, Vav-Ayin-Dalet)' is 'one (Heb. echad, Aleph-Chet-Dalet)'
when the letters are interchanged, because Aleph is exchanged with
Vav and Chet changes with Ayin AND VAED BECOMES ECHAD. The
male letters do not change, but the female letters do, for this shows
the praise the male has over the female. In order that the evil eye
should not dominate, WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, we interchange
the letters, for we don't say 'one' openly, BUT RATHER 'AND EVER.'
In the future, when the evil eye will be removed from the world and
will not dominate, MALCHUT will be called 'One' openly. Now that
the Other Side is attached to it, IN THE SECRET: "AND HER FEET
GO DOWN TO DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5), She is not one. But we unite
Her silently in the secret of THE INTERCHANGE OF other letters, and
say 'and ever' INSTEAD OF 'ONE'.
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136. However, in the time to come, the Other Side will separate from
Her and will be removed from the world. Then MALCHUT will be
called 'one', for there will not be any other partnership or
attachment, as written: "On that day Hashem shall be one, and His
Name One." EVEN MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'HIS NAME' SHALL
BE 'ONE' revealed with Him, WITH ZEIR ANPIN, and not in
whispering or in secret.

137. Therefore, we unite Her NOW TO REMOVE HER from that Other
Side, as one invites someone to be his witness; NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN BECOMES HER WITNESS THAT SHE IS ONE. Because ZEIR
ANPIN is our witness and the Other Side is not a witness by us, She
is then separated from the OTHER Side. Since she has come TO
ZEIR ANPIN, we elevate Her to the marriage canopy to Her husband,
the supernal King WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, with full desire and intention
of the heart. Therefore, She is one.

138. When She comes with her maidens, WHO ARE THE SEVEN
CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, and wishes to separate from the Other
Side, she comes only as one who is invited to see the glory of the
King and not more. It is thus announced, that they will come to
behold the glory of the King, as written: "Go forth, daughters of Zion,
and behold King Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 3:11), MEANING go out to
see the glory of the king. The Other Side does not want to see her
and separates FROM MALCHUT. When She arrives, all Her
attendants, NAMELY THE MAIDENS, bring Her in to the marriage
canopy with the supernal King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, in silence and
in secret. If it were not so, the Other Side would not separate from
Her, and the joy would have been confused. But in the time to come,
when the Other Side will be separated from Her, then "on that day
Hashem shall be one, and His Name One."

139. Since She has entered the marriage canopy and is with the
supernal King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, we arouse the joy OF MOCHIN
of the right and left, as it is written: "And you shall love Hashem your
Elohim with all your heart..." (Devarim 6:5), WHICH IS THE RIGHT;
"And it shall to pass, if you hearken..." (Devarim 11:13) IS THE LEFT.
And this will be without any fear OF THE OTHER SIDE whatsoever,
because the Other Side will not approach there, as it has no
permission.

140. As long as they want to bring the bride, WHO IS MALCHUT, unto
the KING for the celebration of union, it must be in silence and in
secret, in order that there should not be found in her footsteps any
hint of the evil side. Any hint of disqualification should neither
cleave unto her, nor should it be found among her children, NAMELY
YISRAEL BELOW.
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141. Jacob said to his sons: 'Perhaps, heaven forbid, there has
occurred a flaw in my bed.' His sons said: 'Just as there is only one
in your heart, we have no attachment with the Other Side at all,
because it is separated from your bed and we are united with the
supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN. We have no attachment at all with the
Other Side, because our desires and thoughts are to separate from
the Other Side.'

142. As soon as JACOB knew that the Other Side was not attached
there at all, the wife, WHO IS MALCHUT, then entered to her
husband, ZEIR ANPIN, in silence, in the secret of the unity of the six
sides THAT ARE IN "SH'MA YISRAEL." JACOB opened by saying:
'Blessed be the Name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever,'
for She is in the secret of one with her maidens, without any mixing
and without partnership of the Other Side.

143. Come and see: At that time, Jacob and his sons below assumed
a supernal image with the Shechinah. Jacob was in the secret of the
six sides of the upper world in the secret of one, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, and his sons were in the image of the six sides of the lower
world, NAMELY MALCHUT. And JACOB wanted to reveal to them
that end, WHICH IS MALCHUT, MEANING TO MAKE THE UNION
OPENLY AND NOT IN SILENCE. As we have established that there is
an end and an end; there is 'the end of days' and there is 'the end of
days (also: 'of the right')'. The end of the right is Malchut of Holiness,
the secret of the Faith and the secret of the Kingdom of Heaven. The
end of days is the secret of the wicked kingdom, the secret of the
Other Side that is called: "The end of all flesh" (Beresheet 6:13), as
we have already established.

144. As soon as he saw that the Shechinah left him..., BECAUSE HE
WANTED TO MAKE THE UNION OPENLY, THAT IS, TO REVEAL THE
END, they, THE TRIBES, said, Just as in your heart there is only one
for you pertain to the secret of the upper world which is one, so we
also, who pertain to the secret of the lower world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, IN OUR HEART THERE IS ONLY one. Therefore, there are
mentioned here two hearts, MEANING THERE IS NOT IN OUR HEART
JUST AS THERE IS NOT IN YOUR HEART, because the secret of the
upper world, ZEIR ANPIN, is the heart of Jacob. And the secret of the
lower world THAT IS MALCHUT is the heart of the sons. Thus, they
bring Her, MALCHUT, silently.

145. As the upper world was unified in the secret of one, and the
lower world in the secret of one, so are we obliged to unite the upper
world in one and unite the lower world in the secret of one, each of
them with six ends. Therefore, there are six words here IN SH'MA
YISRAEL in the secret of six ends and six words here, IN 'BLESSED
IS THE NAME...' in the secret of six ends, NAMELY "Hashem is one
and His Name One." Happy is he who has put his heart into this, and
happy are his lot and portion in this world and in the World to Come.
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146. Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) said thus: THE ORDER OF the
awakening of this union is beautiful, for we have established the
secret of the clarification of the matter. And these words will be
placed before Atik Yomin without any shame at all.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)

147. It is a commandment to study Torah every day, for it is the
secret of the supernal Faith with which to know the ways of the Holy
One, blessed be He. Everyone who is occupied with Torah merits in
this world and merits in the World to Come, and is saved from all the
evil accusers, because Torah is the secret of the Faith, and he who is
occupied with it is occupied with the supernal Faith. The Holy One,
blessed be He, causes His Shechinah to dwell in him, so she would
not turn away from him.

148. We should pursue one who knows a subject of Torah and learn
from him that subject, to fulfill the secret of what is written: "Of
every man whose heart prompts him to give you shall you take My
offering" (Shemot 25:2). The Torah is the Tree of Life that gives life
to everyone who becomes mighty in Torah, who becomes mighty in
the Tree of Life, as it is written: "She is a Tree of Life to those who
lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18).

149. We have established many supernal secrets concerning he who
is occupied with Torah, in that he merits to be bound with the
supernal Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. He neither takes respite from
it in this world, nor does he take respite in the World to Come, and
his lips move gently in Torah even in the grave, as it is written:
"Causing the sleepers' lips to murmur" (Shir Hashirim 7:11).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

13. "That they bring Me an offering"
Frequently in the Zohar, the Rabbis seem to be reinterpreting one verse: "That they bring Me an offering," Again, Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder)
opens the discussion on this topic, speaking of the union of Zeir Anpin with Malchut, and of their mutual agreement to offer Malchut a chance to
dwell among the children of Yisrael. Malchut is thus the offering spoken of earlier. Rabbi Yeba Saba (the elder) says that even though they take Her,
they can only take Her with the permission and approval of Her husband. It is necessary to perform for Him a service of love, and then with His love,
"take My offering". This is what happens during the service of prayer. The explanation is followed by a listing of the holy days and of the gifts that
accompany each of them. These gifts are gold and silver, and brass, and blue, and purple, and scarlet. After this is the secret of the ten days of
Atonement, and their special gifts. And so Malchut is taken and established in her place among those living on earth.
The Relevance of this Passage
During the High Holy Days, specifically between Rosh Hashanah (gold) and Yom Kippur (silver), the dimension of Malchut climbs into the realm of
Keter, the highest level of the spiritual atmosphere. Hence, Kabbalistically, atonement signifies not repentance, but rather "at-one- ment," which is
union and oneness between the upper and lower worlds. As we acknowledge and uproot our negative traits (the true meaning of "sacrifice" or
"offering") and cleanse our souls, we rise to higher spiritual heights. Our sins (scarlet colored) are purified so that we become "white as snow."
This passage ignites the cleansing power of the Ten Days of Atonement right now. This power eradicates all immoral qualities from our nature. It
cleanses all the iniquities of humanity, making our souls as white as the wintry snow.
In the physical world, this cleansing occurs each and every year during Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. But because the Zohar is above time and
place, above physicality, because this mystical tome deals with the mysteries of the soul and the secrets of secrets, the effect and results are
sweeping - universal, macrocosmic, and in the now.
Our actions here are the ultimate atonement and Final Redemption for human civilization, thanks to the righteousness and power of the rabbis cited
here and throughout the Zohar.
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150. He opened the discussion saying: "That they bring Me an
offering" (Shemot 25:2). Here is the unification of above, ZEIR
ANPIN, and of below, MALCHUT, under one principle. BECAUSE 'ME'
IS ZEIR ANPIN AND 'AN OFFERING' IS MALCHUT. It is not written:
'that they bring an offering,' but rather "that they bring Me an
offering," FOR THIS SHOWS above and below in one principle
without any separation at all.
151. "Of every man whose heart prompts him to give you shall take
My offering" (Ibid.): HE QUESTIONS: This passage should have said,
'Every man whose heart prompts him,' wherefore "of every man"?
HE ANSWERS: Here is the secret for those who understand
measurements. Happy are those righteous ones who know how to
place the desire of their heart before the supernal Holy King. The
entire desire of their heart is not for this world and its vain desire,
but rather they know and endeavor to place their desire and to
cleave unto above, in order to draw to them the desire of their Master
from above to below.

152. From which place do they take that desire of their Master to
draw to them? They take from one place that is holy and lofty, where
all the holy desires are. And who is it? IT IS 'every man', which refers
to the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who is called
'every', as written: "Moreover, land has an advantage for
everyone" (Kohelet 5:8). "Therefore I esteem all your
precepts" (Tehilim 119:128). 'Man' is as written: "a just
man" (Beresheet 6:9). This is the Righteous, the Master of the house,
NAMELY YESOD, WHO IS THE MASTER OF MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'HOUSE'. His desire is always for the Matron, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, like a husband who loves his wife always. "Whose heart
prompts him," MEANING that he loves her and his heart, namely his
Matron, MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'HEART', shall
prompt him to cleave unto her.

153. Even though THEY HAVE great love between them, and they
never separate, STILL IN ALL, from 'every man' THAT IS YESOD, the
Master of the house, THAT IS the husband of the Queen, you "shall
take My offering" WHICH IS MALCHUT. The way of the world is that if
someone wants to take the wife away from a man, he is indignant
and does not leave her. But the Holy One, blessed be He, is not so,
for it is written: "And this is the offering" (Shemot 25:3), which is the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT, even though all her
love is to Him and all His love is to her. They take her from Him to
cause her to dwell among them from that lofty place where all the
love of a wife and her husband dwell, NAMELY YESOD. From there,
you "shall take My offering." Happy is the portion of Yisrael, and
happy are they all that merited this.

154. "And this is the offering which you shall take of them": If you
ask, '...which you shall take of him' should have been said, MEANING
FROM YESOD AS MENTIONED ABOVE, what is the meaning of "of
them"? HE ANSWERS: From these two names, WHICH ARE YESOD
AND MALCHUT TOGETHER, MEANING THAT HE SHOULD NOT
TAKE HER OF HER OWN, BUT RATHER THE ASPECT OF THEM
BOTH TOGETHER. IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN "OF THEM."
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155. Rav Yeba Saba (the elder) said "of them" MEANS from final
Mem, which is the secret of the Supernal World, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF BINAH. THE YESOD OF BINAH CALLED
'YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH', the dwelling place of that
righteous who is adorned with Samech, WHICH IS THE SECRET
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF BINAH. For he receives life
from them to feed all the worlds. AND FROM THIS YESOD OF BINAH
WILL THEY RECEIVE THE OFFERING WHICH IS MALCHUT. It is all
one thing. The secret is given to the wise and happy is their portion.
156. Even though they take Her, MALCHUT, they can do so only with
the permission of her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and with His approval.
It is necessary to perform a service of love toward Him, and then
with His love, "take My offering," WHICH IS MALCHUT. We do all this
during the service of prayer, and the improvements that Yisrael
perform daily. Another explanation: "Of them" means from the
principle of the six supernal extremities OF ZEIR ANPIN.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN "OF THEM" IN PLURAL.

157. "Of them": Of these holidays and Shabbatot SHALL YOU TAKE
THEM, and it is all one secret. THEY ARE THE SECRET OF "gold,
and silver, and brass, and blue, and purple, and scarlet..." (Shemot
25:3). Gold is in the secret of the day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish
New Year), which is the day of gold, NAMELY the Day of Judgment.
That side OF LEFT dominates, as it is written: "Gold comes out of
the north" (Iyov 37:22) AND NORTH IS LEFT. Silver refers to Yom
Kippur, when the sins of Yisrael become white like snow, as it is
written: "Though your sins be like scarlet, they shall be as white as
snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). AND SILVER IS ALSO COLORED WHITE. It
is also written "For on that day will He forgive you, to cleanse
you" (Vayikra 16:30).

158. "And brass" refers to the offerings on Sukkot (holiday of
booths), which are the Chariots of the heathen peoples, FOR WE
OFFER SEVENTY BULLOCKS FOR THEM and they are called 'the
secret of the brass mountains'. Therefore, THE BULLOCKS ON
SUKKOT progressively lessen every day. "And blue" is Pesach
(Passover), for the dominion of the secret of Faith, NAMELY
MALCHUT, is the secret of the color blue. It is blue THAT HINTS TO
JUDGMENTS, BECAUSE BLUE (HEB. TECHELET) IS THE
DERIVATIVE OF KLAYAH (ENG. 'DESTRUCTION'). It did not
dominate until it killed and destroyed all the first-born of Egypt, as it
is written: "And Hashem will pass through to smite Egypt" (Shemot
12:23). Therefore, all the colors are good in a dream except blue.

159. "And purple" is Shavuot (holiday of the Weeks), which is the
secret of purple, because the Written Torah, which was given
through it, is combined of two sides, right and left, as it is written:
"From His right hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2). This
is purple, WHICH IS COMPOSED OF MANY COLORS. "And scarlet"
is the fifteenth day of Av, when the daughters of Yisrael used to go
out in garments of scarlet, as it is written: "That were brought up in
scarlet" (Eichah 4:5).
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160. Until here, IT CORRESPONDS TO six sides, NAMELY "GOLD,
AND SILVER, AND BRASS, AND BLUE, AND PURPLE, AND
SCARLET." From here and further is the secret of the ten days of
Atonement, which are "fine linen, and goats' hair, and rams' skins
dyed red, and badger skins, and Acacia wood, oil for the light, spices
for the anointing oil, and for the sweet incense, onyx stones, and
stones to be set" (Shemot 25:4-6). Until here are nine corresponding
to nine days, which Yom Kippur completes to ten.

161. We take the offering of Hashem, MEANING MALCHUT, from all
these, IN THE SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "AND THIS IS THE
OFFERING WHICH YOU SHALL TAKE OF THEM" (SHEMOT 25:3). We
take it at every time, MEANING AT ALL THE HOLY DAYS, in order to
cause it to dwell over us. At Rosh Hashanah, we take the offering of
Hashem, which is the secret of New Year that comes from the side of
Gold, WHICH IS GVURAH, BECAUSE MALCHUT IS GVURAH. On
Yom Kippur, we take Her for She is the Yom Kippur, because the
daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, inherits Her mother, WHICH IS
BINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'YOM KIPPUR'. On Sukkot (Eng. 'the
Festival of Tabernacles'), we take Her for She is a tabernacle that
covers and shields us. It is written: "On the eighth day you shall
have a solemn assembly" (Bemidbar 29:35). This is the offering of
Hashem, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ASSEMBLY'.
162. On Pesach also, we take Her and She is CALLED 'Pesach'. We
have already established that She is the secret of the color of the
light of blue. We take Her on Shavuot, and She is the two loaves of
bread. BY THE GIVING OF THE TORAH, it is written: "And Elohim
spoke all these words, saying..." (Shemot 20:1). We take the Oral
Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the Written Torah. On the fifteenth
day of Av, MALCHUT stands in joy upon the daughters of Yisrael,
and all the other days are there to establish MALCHUT. Therefore, it
is written: "You shall take of them" IN PLURAL.

14. Just as they (Kegavna)
This section deals with the secret of Shabbat. Malchut is called 'Shabbat' when she is united in the secret of one, so that Zeir Anpin should dwell
upon her. Then the Holy Throne of Glory is united. We are reminded again of how, when the Shabbat enters, she unites and separates from the
Other Side. The people bless her with joy, and must never address her with a verse of judgment, for all judgments are suspended. It would not be
good to awaken the prosecutors below, who have fled to conceal themselves in holes beneath the sand of the great abyss because of the holiness
of the Shabbat. Rather the holy people should be having goodwill and great love, so that they should arouse blessings above and below together.
The Relevance of this Passage
The merging of lower and upper worlds is, perhaps, the most predominant theme that weaves itself throughout the Zohar. And nowhere else, we are
told, is this unification more readily attainable than on the day of Sabbath. This passage provides the image of an egg as both symbol and analogy
to illustrate this recurring theme. Fragile yet strong, the shell will only break when the time is right for birth. Enclosed in their shell, the white and the
yolk can safely unite in secret. And later, by the splitting of the shell, new life arises from that union.
On Sabbath, the secret union takes place safe from harm, safe from evil. Afterward, the fruit of this blessed union comes to life among us. The great
Light and unity of Shabbat shines in full splendor as we contemplate this profound Kabbalistic narrative. Judgments flee from our midst and the
Other Side is expelled from our lives. The cosmic equivalent of the weekday Sabbath, the Age of Messiah, dawns as our eyes touch these words and
our souls embrace these truths.
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163. Just as THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF ZEIR ANPIN unite above,
MEANING FROM THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN AND ABOVE, unto one,
MEANING THAT THERE IS NO PARTNERSHIP WITH THE OTHER
SIDE, MALCHUT also unites below, MEANING FROM THE CHEST OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND LOWER, in the secret of one, in order to be with
them above, one in correspondence with one. For the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, who is one above, does not sit
on His Throne of Glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT, until She also
becomes in the secret of one like Him IN ORDER so it would be One
in One. We have already established the secret of "Hashem is One
and His Name One", FOR HASHEM IS ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS NAME IS
MALCHUT AND THEY ARE ONE IN ONE.
164. This is the secret of Shabbat. MALCHUT IS CALLED 'Shabbat'
WHEN She is united in the secret of one, so that ZEIR ANPIN should
dwell upon Her, which is the secret of one. AND THIS IS THE
SECRET OF the prayer of Shabbat eve, because then the Holy
Throne of Glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT in the secret of one, is united
into one. This was established so that the supernal Holy King, WHO
IS ZEIR ANPIN, shall dwell upon Her.

165. When the Shabbat enters, She unites and separates from the
Other Side. All the Judgments pass away from Her, and She remains
united with the holy light and becomes adorned with many crowns
before the Holy King. All the dominions of anger and the instigators
of Judgment flee, and there is no other dominion in all the worlds,
EXCEPT HER.

166. And Her face, MEANING HER FIRST THREE SFIROT, shines with
the supernal light and becomes adorned with the holy nation below,
for they all become adorned from Her with new souls. Then the
prayer begins of blessing Her with joy, with shining face and saying,
'Bless the blessed Hashem;' the particle 'Et' before Hashem is
precise, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ET', in order to
address Her with a blessing.

167. It is prohibited for the holy people to start addressing Her with a
Judgment passage, such as: "But He was full of
compassion..." (Tehilim 78:38), because She has already separated
from the secret of Other Side. All the prosecutors have separated
and passed away from Her, and one who arouses Judgment below
causes a similar arousal above. The Holy Throne, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, cannot then become adorned with the Holy Crown, for
the prosecutors below are aroused, THAT HERETOFORE were
absent, and all went to conceal themselves in the hole of sand of the
great abyss, BECAUSE OF THE HOLINESS OF THE SHABBAT. NOW
THAT THEY WERE AROUSED FROM BELOW, they all return to dwell
in their place AS DURING THE WEEKDAYS, and the Holy Place is
distanced by them, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that seeks rest.
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168. Do not say that only this One BECOMES AROUSED ABOVE BY
THOSE BELOW, but rather there is no one aroused above unless
Yisrael awaken below, as we have established in the passage: "At
the full moon on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4). It does not say 'the
feast day' but rather "our feast day;" THAT IS BECAUSE THE
HOLINESS OF THE HOLY DAY BECOMES AWAKENED ABOVE
THROUGH THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL WHO SANCTIFY IT BELOW,
AND IT IS THEREFORE OUR FEAST DAY. Therefore, it is forbidden
for the holy people, who adorn themselves with the holy crowns of
souls in order to arouse rest, to arouse Judgment. They should all
be rather having goodwill and great love, so that they should arouse
blessings above and below together.

15. 'Bless the blessed Hashem'
Blessings from the source of life, The Creator, flow to Malchut, filling and watering her forever and ever. Therefore it is incumbent upon the entire
nation to make the blessing at the commencement of the Shabbat, for when they begin to bless, a voice goes through all the firmaments that
become sanctified with the holiness of the commencement of the Shabbat. We learn that as the blessing and sanctification takes place below, it also
takes place above in many supernal camps. So the children of Israel become adorned with the crowns of the holy souls. That night is the time for
the Sages to perform marital duties, for adorned with these holy souls, they will produce holy children. We read how the souls of the righteous and
other holy spirits move back and forth between the Garden of Eden and the upper Garden. The scripture speaks of the adornment of souls, whereby
the courageous forefathers return in spirit to fill the living with their souls. At midnight on Shabbat Eve, when the Sages awake to perform marital
duties, there is a supernal spirit with which they became adorned when the day was sanctified. While they are sleeping, other souls wish to ascend
and see the glory of the King, the supernal spirit that descended at the commencement of the Shabbat takes that soul, and so they ascend. The
other souls bathe in the spices that are in the Garden of Eden, and see there whatever they see. We read that Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) was
filled with joy at the commencement of Shabbat, to see the supernal angels and the ascending and descending souls.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here the beauty of the commencement of the Shabbat is profoundly stirred within our souls. It connects us, richly, to the weekly expression of
energy, while igniting the cosmic Sabbath in the world. The joy of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba is kindled in our hearts, and our visual embrace of this
passage draws down righteous souls into this world.
Kabbalah holds that the highest of souls and finest grade of Light cascade from higher to lower, to our earthly sphere, after midnight on Shabbat
when a man and woman join together in love. Thus, by virtue of this mystical knowledge, intimate relations between husband and wife are imbued
with divinity, bringing holiness to the entire world. The accumulative Light resulting from the marital duties of the righteous souls all through the
ages shines now, in full radiance.
169. 'Bless (Et) Hashem': 'Et' is concise, FOR IT ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'ET (ENG. 'THE')'. As we have
established ABOVE, 'ET (THE)' is the Shabbat at the entrance of the
Shabbat, NAMELY SHABBAT EVE, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT. Blessed be the blessed Hashem: BLESSED is the source
of blessings from the source of life, and the place from which all
waterings go forth to water everything, NAMELY YESOD OF BINAH.
It is the source THAT PROVIDES in the secret of the sign of the
covenant, NAMELY IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, which we call 'the
blessed,' for it is the fountain of the well. YESOD IS THE FOUNTAIN
OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'WELL'. When THE BLESSINGS
reach there TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, the well certainly becomes
filled, for the water never stops flowing, NAMELY CHASSADIM THAT
ARE CALLED 'WATER'.
170. Therefore, it does not say, 'Blessed be (Et) Hashem who is
blessed,' but rather 'Blessed be Hashem.' If the flow from the upper
source, YESOD OF BINAH, would not reach there, TO YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, then the well would not become filled at all, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, BECAUSE MALCHUT CAN RECEIVE ONLY FROM YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, WE SAY 'who is Blessed', THAT IS
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Why is He Blessed? It is because it fills and
waters 'forever and ever'. Forever and ever is the Shabbat of the
entrance of Shabbat, NAMELY MALCHUT, and we bring the
blessings to the place called 'Blessed', THAT IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. When they arrive there, they are all DRAWN forever and ever,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the meaning of: 'Blessed be Hashem
who is blessed' until here, MEANING UNTIL YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'BLESSED', reach the blessing of the upper world,
WHICH IS BINAH, and they are all drawn to 'forever (lit. 'for the
world') and ever,' WHICH IS MALCHUT, so it would become blessed
and watered and to be filled properly, full on all sides.
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171. NOW THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS THE SECRET OF EVERY WORD
OF: 'BLESSED BE HASHEM WHO IS BLESSED' INDIVIDUALLY, AND
SAYS, 'Blessed' is the upper source, WHICH IS YESOD OF BINAH,
from which all the blessings emerge. When the moon is full, we call
it ALSO BLESSED, in relation to those below, but this 'blessed' is the
upper source as we have said. 'Hashem' is the center of all the upper
sides, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
'Who is blessed' is household peace, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'PEACE', the fountain of the well, to fill and
water everything. 'Forever and ever' is the lower world that needs to
be blessed and the oil and greatness, MEANING THE BOUNTY, that
is drawn by 'Blessed be Hashem' and 'who is blessed'. It is all FOR
THE BENEFIT OF 'forever and ever', WHICH IS MALCHUT.

172. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the entire nation to make this
blessing at the commencement of the Shabbat. We must start at the
beginning with this blessing with the desire of the heart and joy, so
that this Shabbat of the commencement of the Shabbat, WHICH IS
SHABBAT EVE, NAMELY MALCHUT, is blessed by the Holy Nation
properly with this blessing.

173. When Yisrael begin to bless, a voice goes through all the
firmaments that become sanctified with the holiness of the
commencement of the Shabbat. Happy are you, the Holy Nation, that
you bless and sanctify below, in order that many holy supernal
camps become blessed and become sanctified above. Happy are
they in this world and happy are they in the World to Come. Yisrael
do not make this blessing until they become adorned with the
crowns of the holy souls, as we have said. Happy is the nation that
merits in this world, so that they merit in the World to Come.

174. That night is the time for Sages to perform marital duties, when
they become adorned with these holy souls. Even though we have
already established this, it is all one. In every place this subject is
found about the Sages, sometimes in one way and sometimes in
another way, it all amounts to the same thing, and we have already
established this subject. When they all become adorned with new
holy souls and spirits, that are additional TO THOSE OF THE WEEK
DAYS, it is their time to perform marital duties, in order to draw upon
this union a flow of holiness, in supernal rest. This should produce
holy children, as is proper.

175. This secret was given to the Sages. At midnight of this night, OF
SHABBAT, the Holy One, blessed be He, desires to enter the Garden
of Eden. This secret is that the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the
Lower Garden of Eden, WHICH IS IN THE WORLD ASIYAH, on the
weekdays to amuse Himself with the righteous who dwell there. On
Shabbat and on the eve of Shabbat, the Holy One, blessed be He,
enters the Upper Garden of Eden, WHICH IS IN THE WORLD BRIYAH,
in the secret of the Supernal Source, WHICH IS BINAH. BECAUSE
THE THREE WORLDS, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, ARE AS
BINAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT, AND BRIYAH IS AS BINAH.
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176. During the weekdays, all the souls of the righteous dwell in the
terrestrial Garden of Eden. When the day becomes sanctified at the
commencement of the Shabbat, all these camps of holy angels that
are appointed in the Lower Garden of Eden elevate these souls that
dwell in the Lower Garden of Eden, to bring them to that firmament
that stands over the Garden of Eden. FOR SINCE THEY ARE FROM
THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, THEY HAVE NO PERMISSION TO RISE
HIGHER THAN THIS. Holy Chariots that surround the Throne of
Glory of the King, WHICH IS BRIYAH, come from there and elevate
all these souls to the Upper Garden of Eden, WHICH IS IN BRIYAH.

177. When these spirits ascend TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN,
other holy spirits descend TO THIS WORLD, to become adorned with
the Holy People. These ascend TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN,
and those descend TO BECOME ADORNED WITH THE HOLY
PEOPLE, MEANING JUST AS THERE IS ELEVATION TO THE SOULS
THAT ARE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, SO IS THERE AN ELEVATION
FOR THE HOLY PEOPLE, FOR THEY BECOME ADORNED WITH AN
ADDITIONAL SOUL.
178. And if you ask: But then during the Shabbat day, is the
terrestrial Garden of Eden empty of the souls of the righteous? It is
not so. Rather souls go and souls come, souls ascend and souls
descend, souls go from the Garden and other souls come into the
Garden. All these souls of the righteous, who cleanse themselves TO
PURIFY THEMSELVES during the weekdays and have still not
entered THE LOWER GARDEN of Eden, will enter the LOWER
Garden OF EDEN at the moment that these souls leave THE
GARDEN OF EDEN TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN. The Garden
does not remain empty, and it is like the shew-bread on the day it is
taken, THAT THEY PLACE OTHERS IN THEIR PLACE.

179. And if you ask: When the souls return FROM THE UPPER
GARDEN OF EDEN TO THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN during the
weekdays, how do the places expand in length and breadth and
height in the Garden, UNTIL IT CAN ACCOMMODATE THEM ALL, yet
it is not noticeable? HE ANSWERS: It is like the Land of the Deer (the
Land of Yisrael) that was stretched in all directions, yet it was not
noticeable. Like a deer, as much as it grows, its skin grows with it to
every side, yet it is not noticeable. There are many souls that no
longer descend FROM THERE, once they have ascended TO THE
UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, AND THEY REMAIN THERE ALSO
DURING THE WEEKDAYS.

180. Souls ascend and souls descend so that the Holy People should
adorn themselves with them. At the commencement of the Shabbat,
MEANING BEFORE THE DAY HAS BEEN SANCTIFIED, THERE IS a
turning of souls. Some are going and some are coming, some
ascend while others descend. Who has seen how many Holy
Chariots float here and there, all of them in joy, all of them with good
will? These souls ARE FOR the adorning of the Holy People, to
adorn many righteous in the Lower Garden of Eden, AND THIS
CONTINUES until the moment that an announcer proclaims,
'Sanctified, sanctified.' Then rest and quiet is prevalent for all, while
the wicked in Gehenom all become quiet in their place and have rest.
All the souls become adorned, MEANING THAT THEY ATTAIN THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT, those above and those below. Happy are the
people that possess this portion.
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181. At midnight of Shabbat Eve, when the Sages awake to perform
marital duties, there is a Supernal Spirit with which they become
adorned when the day was sanctified. While they are sleeping in
their beds and their other souls wish to ascend and see the glory of
the King, the Supernal Spirit that descended at the commencement
of the Shabbat takes that soul and they ascend. The other souls
bathe in the spices that are in the Garden of Eden, and see there
whatever they see.

182. When THE SPIRIT descends to dwell in its place at midnight,
that soul also returns to its place. The Sages must say a passage of
arousal of that supernal Holy Spirit of the Shabbat crown, namely:
"The spirit of Hashem Elohim was upon me; because Hashem has
anointed me to announce good tidings to the meek..." (Yeshayah
61:1). "When those moved, these moved; and when those stood still,
these stood still; and when those were lifted up from the
earth" (Yechezkel 1:21) and "wherever the spirit was minded to go,
they went" (Ibid. 12), because they adorn themselves with that spirit,
with their awakening to the gladness of the mating. There should be
the drawing of that Supernal Spirit of Shabbat in that copulation of
merit.

183. When Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) rose from the river at the
commencement of Shabbat, he would sit for a moment and raise his
eyes, and he was happy. He would say that he was sitting to see the
joy of the supernal angels, those ascending and these descending.
Man sits in the world of souls during the entire TIME OF THE
commencement of the Shabbat. Happy is he who knows the secrets
of his Master.

16. "The heavens declare the glory of El"
This reading links the joy of the day of Shabbat with the source of the heavenly illumination and the supernal Book. It begins by quoting, "The
heavens declare the glory of El; and the firmament proclaims his handiwork." Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) explains that "declare" means the
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heavens illuminate and sparkle in the glitter of supernal light. Every single ring (the Sfirot in Malchut) lights up and sparkles from that light. He
explains that "the firmament" is the fountain of the well and the river that flows from Eden. When the supernal Dew of that crystal is drawn and
flows, everything becomes perfected with the Holy Letters. We then read of the meaning in "Day to day utters speech", and "And night to night
expresses knowledge," and then "Their line is gone out through all the earth" "And their words to the end of the world". We read of the holy sun,
which is like a tent containing all the higher and lower levels. It shines "like a bridegroom coming out of his canopy," and Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the
elder) explains that the canopy is Eden. The moon herself is an expression of the light from the sun and carries also that greater illumination from
the source. The Torah is the same expression of Wisdom in the Kingdom, Chochmah in Malchut, and "The Torah of The Creator is perfect." It is
composed of phrases containing five words each. During the Shabbat day everything is properly completed in the secret of Shabbat above and
below, and on this day, Light is increased in everything. Thus, David recited the verse: "The heavens declare," inspired by the imminent illumination
of the Holy Spirit, and by the pre-eminence of the Shabbat Day over all other days.
The Relevance of this Passage
We learn how the great Source of all Light gives expression through the heavenly bodies, through the Shabbat, and through the Torah. This
supernal Light spills downward upon us when our eyes touch the words, revealing these lofty, luminous mysteries. This illumination perfects our
souls and completes the world, allowing the cosmic Sabbath (the Age of Messiah) to commence with the boundless sweet mercy.
184. When the day of Shabbat dawns, the joy ascends in all the
worlds with satisfaction and gladness. Then "The heavens declare
the glory of El; and the firmament proclaims His handiwork" (Tehilim
19:2). Who are the heavens? They are these heavens, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, in which the supernal Name is visible, WHICH IS IMA, and in
which the Holy Name is marked, WHICH IS ABA, MEANING
HEAVENS IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT CONTAINS THE MOCHIN OF ABA
AND IMA.

185. HE QUESTIONS: What is THE MEANING OF "declare (also:
'tell')?" If you say it is like one who is telling a story, it is not so. But
rather they illuminate and sparkle in the glitter of the supernal light,
and ascend in the Name that is included in the shine of the supernal
perfection, NAMELY IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH
CONTAINS YUD-HEI, WHICH ARE SUPERNAL PERFECTION, BEING
ABA AND IMA.
186. HE QUESTIONS: What is the tale, FOR IT SAYS, "THE HEAVENS
TELL"? HE ANSWERS: They sparkle in the shine of the supernal
Book, WHICH IS ABA, AND THAT WHICH IS DRAWN FROM THE
BOOK IS CALLED 'A TALE'. Therefore, they ascend in a complete
Name, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, and they illuminate with a
complete light, IN THE RIGHT COLUMN. They sparkle in a complete
sparkle, IN THE LEFT COLUMN. They sparkle and illuminate by
themselves from the light of the sparkle of the supernal Book, and
sparkle and illuminate in every side to which they are attached,
because every single ring lights up and sparkles, ALL THE SFIROT
IN MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED 'RINGS', from that shine and from
the light, because on this day the heavens, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN,
become adorned and ascend in the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI,
more than on the other days.
187. "His handiwork" MEANS the supernal Dew that illuminates from
all the concealed sides, which are the works of His hands, OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and His establishment that is established on this day more
than on all the other days.

188. "The firmament proclaims": HE QUESTIONS: What means
"proclaims"? HE ANSWERS THAT ITS MEANING IS THAT He draws
THE DEW and it flows down INTO YESOD from the head of the King,
NAMELY FROM HIS FIRST THREE SFIROT THAT ARE CALLED 'THE
HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN', and it becomes filled from all sides. "The
firmament" is the fountain of the well, NAMELY YESOD THAT
PROVIDES THE WELL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and this is the river that
emerges from Eden. This is the one that draws and spills downward
the flow of the supernal Dew that illuminates and sparkles from all
sides. This firmament draws it with a drawing of love and longing to
water a potion of joy to Shabbat Eve, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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189. When the dew of that crystal is drawn and flows, FROM THE
HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN, everything becomes filled and perfected with
the Holy Letters, NAMELY the 22 LETTERS, in all the holy paths.
Since everything is attached to Him, a way to water and bless below,
TO MALCHUT, is formed within Him.

190. "Day to day utters speech" (Ibid. 3): THIS MEANS THAT day
PROVIDES to day and ring PROVIDES to ring, AS EVERY SFIRAH OF
ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'DAY' AND 'RING' PROVIDES TO THE
SFIRAH THAT CORRESPONDS TO IT IN MALCHUT. The passage is
now talking in particulars about how the heavens, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN, tell and perfect with supernal gleam and sparkle this glory,
WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'GLORY', and how that
firmament draws and causes a flow from the supernal Dew. So it
says, "Day to day utters speech," meaning day to day and level to
level will hasten to combine with each other, and illuminate one from
the other from that gleam that the heavens sparkle and illuminate
upon that glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Yabia (Eng. 'utter') is as in
'Maba (Eng. 'quickly') done'. THE TRANSLATION OF: "AND THE
THINGS THAT SHALL COME UPON THEM MAKE HASTE" (DEVARIM
32:35) USES 'MABA' AND 'YABIYA' AND MEANS THAT they hasten
to illuminate one from the other and to sparkle one from another
from that gleam and sparkle OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'HEAVENS'.
191. "Speech (Heb. omer, Aleph-Mem-Resh)" IN THE PASSAGE
"DAY TO DAY UTTERS SPEECH" MEANS the whole of the letters
and paths that emanate from Aba and Ima and that head, NAMELY
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT THAT ARE CALLED 'HEAD', that
emanates from them, which is the first-born son, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'FIRST-BORN SON'. The Aleph of 'omer'
alludes to Aba. When he ascends and descends, NAMELY WHEN HE
REPLENISHES THE SMALLNESS OF IMA, FROM WHICH LIGHT
ASCENDS FROM BELOW UP, AND THE GREATNESS OF IMA, FROM
WHICH LIGHT DESCENDS FROM ABOVE DOWN, then the Mem OF
OMER, which is Ima, is joined with the Aleph. The Resh OF OMER
alludes to the first-born son, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. When all these
letters combine, they are 'omer,' which is the light of Aba and Ima
and the first-born son, and they illuminate to each other in one bond.
They dominate on the Shabbat Day. Therefore, they are all included
in each other in order to be one, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN ASCENDS
AND BECOMES ATTIRED WITH ABA AND IMA. Therefore, THE
THREE LETTERS OF OMER hasten TO PROVIDE to each other,
which are the supernal Dominion, in order that everything should be
one.
192. When all this is drawn and flows to this firmament, WHICH IS
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, it waters and illuminates below "the glory of
El", WHO IS MALCHUT, in order to create offspring in the images OF
THE LIGHTS of these heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN that
illuminates "the glory of El" (Ibid. 2).

193. "And night to night expresses knowledge" (Ibid. 3), MEANING
Her Chariots, which are the body of the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
They are called 'nights', as it is written: "My reins also admonish me
in the nights" (Tehilim 16:7). The SFIROT OF the supernal Chariot,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, are called 'days' as in, "Day to day," while
THE SFIROT OF the Lower Chariot, WHICH IS MALCHUT, are called
'nights': "Night to night."
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194. "Expresses knowledge": "Yechaveh (Eng. 'expresses')" MEANS
"Yechayeh" (Eng. 'to give life'), for it will bring to life offspring FROM
THE LIGHTS THAT HE RECEIVED from the heavens. If you say that
Yechaveh does not mean Yechayeh, come and see: "And the man
called the name of his wife Eve; because she was the mother of all
living (Heb. chay)" (Beresheet 3:20). SO WE SEE that Eve and
Chayah are the same, for the Yud is removed FROM CHAYAH and
the Vav enters IN ITS PLACE. This is as it should be, as the Vav
surely signifies life BECAUSE THE VAV ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS THE TREE OF LIFE. Therefore of Eve and Chayah EVE IS
THE MAIN, because the Yud of CHAYAH takes life from the Vav OF
EVE. THEREFORE, SHE IS CALLED 'EVE (CHAVAH)' AND NOT
CHAYAH. Here also, Yachaveh MEANS Yachayeh.
195. "Knowledge" IN THE PASSAGE: "AND NIGHT TO NIGHT
EXPRESSES KNOWLEDGE" is the secret of the heavens, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, as the heavens have six sides. Also here, NIGHT
PROVIDES TO NIGHT with six ends through the offspring that the
night enlivens, WHICH ARE similar TO THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, "day to day" is included in the highest level
'Omer', WHICH IS ABA AND IMA AS MENTIONED. "And night to
night" IS INCLUDED IN THE HIGHEST LEVEL in the secret of the
male that illuminates her; that is, heaven and knowledge, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN.
196. This 'Omer' is a supernal secret, NAMELY ABA AND IMA, and is
not like other sayings; therefore, the Torah repeats it and says,
"There is no speech nor are there words" (Tehilim 19:4). It is not like
the other sayings of the world, but rather 'Omer (Eng. 'speech')' is a
supernal secret in the highest levels, where there are no speeches
nor words, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED IN THEM
AND DOES NOT SHINE BECAUSE THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED 'SPEECH'. They are not heard like the other
levels, which are in the secret of Faith THAT IS MALCHUT, which are
an audible voice, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN
HER. But 'OMER', WHICH IS ABA AND IMA, is never heard. This is
what is meant by: "Their voice is not heard" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANING
IS THAT THE CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED IN THEM AND IS NOT
HEARD, BECAUSE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY IN MALCHUT
ALONE.
197. "Their line is gone out through all the earth" (Ibid. 5): Even
though they, ABA AND IMA are supernal and concealed, and are
never known, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH DOES NOT BECOME
REVEALED IN THEM, STILL IN ALL, their flow and drawing is drawn
and flows downward TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH',
MEANING THAT THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS CONCEALED IN THEM IS
DRAWN TO MALCHUT. We have complete Faith in this world,
NAMELY MALCHUT WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT
IS CALLED 'COMPLETE FAITH' because of this drawing. All the
people of the world speak of the secret of the Faith of the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT, of these levels, NAMELY IN
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEVELS ABA AND IMA, as if they were revealed
EVEN ABOVE IN ABA AND IMA, instead of hidden and concealed
there, hence: "And their words to the end of the world" (Ibid.). From
the beginning of the world until the end of the world, the scholars
discuss these concealed levels, even though they are not known IN
THEIR PLACE IN ABA AND IMA, SINCE THEY ARE REVEALED IN
MALCHUT, AS EXPLAINED.
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198. But in what are they known, THOSE LEVELS OF CHOCHMAH
THAT ARE IN ABA AND IMA? "In them He has set a tent for the
sun" (Ibid.), because the holy sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is the
abode to these supernal holy levels OF ABA AND IMA. It is light that
takes all the concealed lights. That drawing is theirs and the Faith is
revealed to the whole world due to it. ZEIR ANPIN IS THE ABODE OF
CHOCHMAH IN LEVELS OF ABA AND IMA, AND ZEIR ANPIN
PROVIDES IT TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'FAITH', SO THAT THE
FAITH IS SEEN THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE WORLD BECAUSE
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED 'SIGHT'.
199. He who receives the sun is like one who has received all the
levels, because the sun is like a tent, in which the levels are included
in it. It receives everything and illuminates to all the kinds of lights
below, TO MALCHUT. Therefore, he is "like a bridegroom coming out
of his canopy" (Ibid. 6) with the shines and glitterings of all the
concealed lights FROM ALL THE LEVELS. For they all give him their
desire and their lights with complete pleasure and will, just as a
groom has desire and pleasure to give his bride gifts and presents.
Therefore, he is "like a bridegroom coming out of his canopy."

200. HE QUESTIONS: What is "His canopy"? HE SAYS: This is Eden,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and this is the secret of: "And a river went
out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). Eden is a canopy that covers all,
MEANING THAT IT COVERS AND SHIELDS FROM ALL KLIPOT "and
rejoices like a strong man to run a race" (Tehilim 19:6). "Rejoices"
comes from the side of primordial light THAT SERVED DURING THE
SIX DAYS OF CREATION BEFORE IT WAS CONCEALED, in which
there is no Judgment at all. "Like a strong man" is from the side of
Gvurah, and although Gvurah (Might) is wholly Judgment, it is
written: "Like a strong (mighty) man" instead of 'a strong man.' This
is because he has sweetened the Judgment in Chesed and has taken
everything together, BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHESED, with
complete desire and pleasure. And all this IS "to run a race (lit.
'way')" as it is written: "Who makes a way in the sea" (Yeshayah
43:16). HE MAKES A WAY IN MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SEA', in
order to water and fill the shine of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT in
all the sides, NAMELY ON THE RIGHT AND ON THE LEFT, and to
open in it "a way" to illuminate below.
201. "His going forth is from the end of the heavens..." (Devarim
4:32), MEANING that from the end of these supernal heavens, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, he brings forth THE PROVISION, because at the end
of TIFERET THAT IS CALLED 'body', WHICH IS YESOD He brings
forth HIS PROVISION, as at that place there is a difference between
male and female. This is what is written: "And from the end of the
heavens to the end of the heavens" (Devarim 4:32). "The end of the
heavens" is the upper world, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'HEAVENS'. "To the end of the heavens" is His peace, WHICH IS
YESOD. Just as this one, ZEIR ANPIN, receives all the lights and
they are all in Him, so does that one, YESOD, take all the lights and
they are all in it. It goes forth from the end of the heavens.

202. "And His circuit" (Tehilim 19:7) MEANS that He encircles all the
holy sides that are worthy of being illuminated and worthy to be
watered and to glitter from Him. "And there is nothing hid" (Ibid.)
MEANS there is none that can be covered from this light, because it
lights under one principle to each and every one as is fitting for it.
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203. When they are perfected and illuminating from the sun, the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, becomes adorned like the supernal Ima,
and becomes completed in fifty gates LIKE HER. This is the meaning
of the verse: "The Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Ibid. 8), for it is now
perfect from all the sides in the secret of the five levels, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, AND HOD, like supernal Ima. These
five are the secret of the fifty GATES OF BINAH, BECAUSE EACH
ONE IS COMPOSED OF TEN.

204. Therefore, it is composed of PHRASES CONTAINING five words
each, in order to complete the secret of fifty. "The Torah of Hashem
is perfect, restoring the soul" (Ibid.): Here are five. "The testimony of
Hashem is sure, making wise the simple" (Ibid.): Here are five. "The
statutes of Hashem are right, rejoicing the heart" (Ibid.): Here are
five. "The commandment of Hashem is pure, enlightening the
eyes" (Ibid. 9): Here are five. "The fear of Hashem is clean, enduring
forever" (Ibid. 10): Here are five. "The Judgments of Hashem are
true, and are righteous altogether" (Ibid.): Here are five. FOR ALL
THESE NAMES, THE TORAH, TESTIMONY, STATUTES...ARE THE
NAMES OF MALCHUT. They all come in multiples of five, in order to
be included IN FIFTY just like supernal Ima.

205. Therefore, IN THE PASSAGES, Yud Hei Vav Hei IS WRITTEN six
times, for they correspond to the six supernal extremities, which are
the secret of the supernal Name, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The moon
becomes full from them, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and becomes
perfected in the supernal order properly. This occurs during the
Shabbat Day, when everything is properly completed in the secret of
Shabbat above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and below, IN MALCHUT.

206. On this day, light is increased in everything, as we have said.
The heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, first receive from the source of
life, WHICH IS ABA AND IMA. They, THE HEAVENS, illuminate and
construct the supernal glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the secret
of the supernal Book, which is Aba of them all and from the secret of
the Book WHICH IS supernal Ima. And He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'HEAVENS', is derived from the secret of the tale.
Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "Declare (also: 'tell')," as we have said. It
is in the secret of the three names, NAMELY, BOOK (HEB. SEFER),
SCRIBE (HEB. SOFER), TALE (HEB. SIPUR), NAMELY ABA, IMA,
AND ZEIR ANPIN, who dominate on the Shabbat Day over all the
other days.
207. Therefore, David recited this praise: "THE HEAVENS DECLARE"
inspired by the Holy Spirit, about the shine and sparkle and
domination of the Shabbat Day over all the other days. Because the
secret of the supernal Name, ZEIR ANPIN, illuminates with light and
sparkles with sparkles and becomes complete above and below.
Then "the Torah of Hashem is perfect," which is the Shabbat of
Shabbat Eve, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is of the same secret WITH
ZEIR ANPIN, as we have said.

17. "Rejoice in Hashem, you righteous"
The scholars decreed that praises on Shabbat should start with the psalms of David, which rise to illuminate and bless the heavens and the river
that comes out of Eden. All is performed as it should be performed, though, and on this day even the sun illuminates properly.
The Relevance of this Passage
David signifies our physical existence. He is Malchut. Thus, David's psalms elevate our lower world (Malchut) into the heavens (Zeir Anpin) when
they are recited at the commencement of each new Shabbat. For us, our own souls - and all existence - are now elevated by the sacred texts that
speak these hidden truths.
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208. And the friends decreed that the praises start with the praises of
David, with this secret OF THE PRAISE "THE HEAVENS DECLARE..."
The heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, takes first and illuminates all the
rest. Afterwards the river that comes out of Eden, WHICH IS YESOD,
TAKES and this is the secret of: "Rejoice in Hashem, you
righteous" (Tehilim 33:1), FOR THIS PRAISE IS THE ASPECT OF
YESOD. This river gathers and takes everything from the secret of
the heavens, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the supernal secret, WHICH
IS CHASSADIM, and the source of life, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH, and all as is proper on this day. The sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, perfects YESOD to illuminate properly on this day.

18. "Of David, when he changed his demeanor"
This verse explains that the phrase refers to the moon, that is separated on this day from the Other Side, and joins with the sun. It contains the 22
letters that the sun brings into the moon.
The Relevance of this Passage
The 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet signify 22 primeval forces of energy that combined together in countless configurations to conceive all
Creation. They are the instruments of the Divine, tools to fashion supernal and mundane worlds, along with the diversity of life forms that inhabit
them. Accordingly, this passage offers us nothing less than the Light of Creation. This illumination separates our souls from the Other Side, our Evil
Inclination. Our prayers are strengthened, our spirit is renewed, and our existence is brightened so that darkness, never again, dominates our world
and our souls.
209. Afterwards, ONE SHOULD SAY THE PRAISE, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is separated from
the Other Side on this day, in order to shine from the sun. It is
written: "Of David, when he changed his demeanor..." (Tehilim 34:1).
After it was separated from the Other Side, it joined with the sun,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. This praise is in THE ORDER OF the 22
letters AT THE BEGINNINGS OF THE VERSES, that the sun brings
them into the moon. This praise also CONTAINS the separation of
the moon from the Other Side, and the praise of the 22 letters that
the sun brings into the moon.

19. "A prayer of Moses"
When we read "A prayer of Moses, the man of the Elohim," we are to understand that this refers to the union of Malchut and Zeir Anpin, the Lower
realm with the Upper. In that joining of a wife to her husband there is the spreading of the right and left hands, Chesed and Gvurah, to receive her.
Here we can understand how the union of the lower world and the upper world is mirrored in the union of husband and wife, and of how Mercy and
Gvurah work together to form powerful unions of all kinds.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our own relationships are enriched and imbued with tremendous blessing as the Zohar reveals the mysteries concerning the union of the upper and
lower worlds. Any time this unification is achieved, darkness is expelled from our personal existence. Our connection to Moses and the wisdom of
Torah is made complete. Our intimate relations now engender unification of the upper and lower world, culminating in the full radiance of the Light
of the Creator. All of this is achieved by virtue of Moses and our visual embrace of the verses that speak his name.
210. Afterwards the Queen elevates and joins with Her husband,
ZEIR ANPIN, and it is written: "A prayer of Moses, the man of
Elohim" (Tehilim 90:1), BECAUSE PRAYER IS MALCHUT AND
MOSES IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. FOR THIS SHOWS the
joining and cleaving of the wife to her husband, WHICH IS "A
PRAYER OF MOSES," and the spreading of the right and left hands,
CHESED AND GVURAH to receive her and to be together in one
bond.

20. "Sing to Hashem a new song"
Sing to The Creator a new song; for He has done marvelous things. It is said that the milk cows transporting the ark rose to recite this praise. And in
the higher realm the living creatures that carry the throne to raise it above also recite this praise. We read that it is called a 'new' song for each
renewal of the new moon when it illuminates from the sun. They praised Him with this praise when they carried the ark and were going up to Bet
Shemesh, the sun, and the elevation of the throne to ascend above is on Shabbat.
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The Relevance of this Passage
Here we understand that the power of the Ark and the effulgent Light that it emits has imbued senseless creatures, milk cows, with the ability to rise
above their inborn nature and sing praise to the Creator. Clearly all possibilities exist within the infinite realm of the Light. As such, this wisdom
uplifts us above our own base nature so that we now recognize and embody the Divinity imbued into this seemingly chaotic world.
211. It is written: "A Psalm, Sing to Hashem a new song" (Tehilim
98:1). We have already established this praise. Although we have
observed it, the observations of the friends who observed about this
is THAT THEY SAID that the cows that were transporting the ark rose
to recite this praise, as it is written: "And the cows took the straight
(also: 'sang') way" (I Shmuel 6:12). What was the song that they were
reciting? It was: "Sing to Hashem a new song; for He has done
marvelous things." This secret is similar to above for at the time the
living creatures carry the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT to raise it
above, TO ZEIR ANPIN they recite this praise.

212. If you ask: Why is it written here "new", FOR IT IS WRITTEN "A
NEW SONG"? Are they not constantly saying this praise? HE
ANSWERS: Certainly it is new, for it is called 'new' only with the
renewal of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, when it illuminates from
the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Then it is new, and this is "a new
song," FOR EACH TIME MALCHUT ASCENDS TO PAIR WITH ZEIR
ANPIN, SHE IS TRANSFORMED TO BECOME NEW, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET, THAT EVERY TIME SHE
REVERTS TO BEING A VIRGIN. "His right hand, and His holy arm
have gained Him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1): This is the arousal of
right and left, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, to receive Her.
213. They did praise Him with this praise when they carried the ark
and were going up to Bet Shemesh, like the wagons (also: 'heifers'),
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIVING CREATURES. They went up
to Bet Shemesh, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED 'SHEMESH (ENG. 'SUN')', and it all amounts to the same, for
the elevation of the Throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to ascend above
occurs on Shabbat. THEREFORE, the order of this praise is on the
Shabbat. All these praises were composed for Shabbat, for the
unique nation of the world to praise Him.

21. "A Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day"
We learn that, like the candle which cannot be seen in the daylight, the lower world cannot approach the light of the upper world. The Shabbat day is
the upper world and the Shabbat Eve is the lower world. "A Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day," was the praise said by Adam at the time he was
expelled from the Garden of Eden, and the Shabbat came and shielded him. We read that all the praises of Shabbat, which is the glory of the day, are
higher than on all the other days.
The Relevance of this Passage
Adam (we, the Vessel) had a burning desire to be the cause of his (our) own fulfillment, the creator of his own Light. But as candlelight cannot be
seen in the presence of the sun, Adam (we) left the luminous perfection of the Garden to enter our disordered dimension of darkness, Malchut,
where the Light is concealed. Man, through his own labor and effort, can rekindle the Light, and thus shares in the divine act of Creation: He
becomes God(like)! Keeping the Sabbath, learning Torah, and igniting the Light of the Zohar are the fundamental ways in which we achieve this
purpose. Thus, our life's work is being accomplished and completed as we read these words. Our efforts here provide the finishing touches to the
spiritual evolution and final ascent of man. Therein lies the ultimate power of the Zohar.
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214. "A Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day" (Tehilim 92:1): This
praise was said by Adam at the time he was expelled from the
Garden of Eden, and the Shabbat came and protected him. The
friends have established this already. This is the praise that the
lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, says to the upper world, which is
a day that is wholly Shabbat, which is the King that the Peace is His,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. This is: "A Psalm, a song...," but the utterer is
not mentioned BECAUSE IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, FOR EVERY
PLACE WHERE IT IS UNSPECIFIED IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, AS
WRITTEN ABOVE.

215. "For the Shabbat day": NAMELY the supernal Day, the supernal
Shabbat, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The one is Shabbat and the other is
Shabbat, so what is the difference between the one and the other?
HE ANSWERS: unspecified Shabbat is the Shabbat of Shabbat Eve,
NAMELY MALCHUT. Shabbat day is the supernal Shabbat, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN. The one is day, ZEIR ANPIN, and the other is night,
MALCHUT: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael shall keep the
Shabbat" (Shemot 31:16) refers to night, the secret of the female.
"Remember the Shabbat day" (Shemot 20:8) refers to day, the secret
of the male, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, IT IS SAID: "A psalm, a
song for the Shabbat day," FOR MALCHUT PRAISES ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'THE SHABBAT DAY'.
216. We have found in many places that the lower world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is not mentioned by name, and is unspecified WITHOUT
A NAME, such as: "A PSALM, A SONG FOR THE SHABBAT DAY," IN
WHICH THE NAME OF THE AUTHOR IS NOT MENTIONED. For
example: "And...called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1) as well as: "And He
said to Moses, 'Come up to Hashem'" (Shemot 24:1). In all of these,
the name is concealed and is not mentioned, because there is a
supernal level contained in it, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and She is not
mentioned by name near the supernal level. The light of a candle is
not noticed during the day in the sunlight. Therefore, She is not
mentioned by name. All the praises of Shabbat, which is the glory of
the day, are higher than on all the other days.

22. "The soul of every living being"
We read how the soul flies from the life of the worlds, the Yesod of Zeir Anpin, and is blessed by Him as it emerges and flies downwards. And the
soul has permission to bless Malchut. The souls fly downwards and bless Malchut at the commencement of Shabbat. We learn that Malchut receives
blessings during the weekdays from the other souls that bless Her from below. During the Shabbat Day, She receives blessings from the upper
souls that bless Her with 45 words. All this praise and all these words are known limbs that add up to the proper completion of the Shabbat.
The Relevance of this Passage
All the blessings (spiritual energy) of the weekday and the Sabbath fill our souls, completing our connection to the Light of the Creator. In turn, we
ignite the merciful arrival of the cosmic Sabbath (the age of Messiah), and a unified humanity embraces the world of immortality and boundless
delight.
217. 'The soul of every living being': The friends have said true
words about it. We must remember that the soul flies from the life of
the worlds, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Because it is his, all
the blessings emanate from him and dwell in him, and he waters and
blesses downward, MALCHUT, this soul that emerges from him, and
has permission to bless this place, MALCHUT.
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218. Therefore, the souls fly from that living, WHICH IS YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, at the commencement of Shabbat. These souls that fly
actually bless that place that is called 'Name' below, NAMELY
MALCHUT, FOR WHICH REASON IT IS SAID: 'THE SOUL OF EVERY
LIVING BEING WILL BLESS YOUR NAME,' NAMELY MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED 'NAME'. The place from which THE SOULS emerge,
WHICH IS YESOD, blesses MALCHUT from above, so we see that
this 'Name' receives blessings from below and from above, and is
included from all sides.
219. During the weekdays, MALCHUT receives blessings from the
other souls that bless Her from below. During the Shabbat Day, She
receives blessings from the upper souls OF ATZILUT that bless Her
with 45 words, like the numerical value OF THE NAME of 45, as we
have established in the secret of Mah (=45) and Mi (=50). For this MI
is the upper world, BINAH, and MAH is the lower world, MALCHUT.
'The soul of every living being': Until the last WORD contains 45
WORDS, and from 'Were our mouths as full of song' until THE WORD
'before us' it is a different praise, which is composed of fifty words.
This is not a word that indicates calculating, MEANING THAT THERE
IS NO END OF SUBJECT TO POINT OUT A SPECIFIC SUM,
BECAUSE THE WORD 'BEFORE US' IS IN THE MIDDLE OF
SUBJECT. WITH ALL THIS, the sum adds up to the secret of 'Mi,'
NAMELY FIFTY WORDS. A different praise starts from that point
onward that amounts to the sum of a hundred words, UNTIL 'BY THE
MOUTH OF THE UPRIGHT YOU SHALL BE EXALTED,' which is the
completion of all, NAMELY THE GREATNESS OF MALCHUT THAT
CONTAINS TEN SFIROT WITH EACH ONE CONTAINING TEN,
EQUALING ONE HUNDRED. This is one Chariot, upon which dwells
the supernal wholeness, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

220. All this praise and all these words are certain limbs, MEANING
GRADES, that add up to the completion of the Shabbat, with which
to be completed properly. Happy is the nation that knows how to
arrange the praise of its Master properly. From here and further, it is
the order of prayer as was arranged.

23. "But be not You, Hashem, far from me"
We read how when King David was arranging the praise of the King he included "But be not You, The Creator, far from me, my Strength, haste You
to help me." This is because when Malchut ascends to become adorned with Zeir Anpin, it is in the upper world and from there it is necessary to
elevate it to infinity in order that it should all be bound together high above. During the order of praise, the children of Yisrael do not permit Malchut
to ascend from them. We read that the Holy One ascends higher and higher to infinity, but immediately returns to His place because the children of
Yisrael below are joined with Him. It is necessary to join with the Holy One and hold onto Him so that no person is forsaken by Him even for one
moment. Now Rabbi Elazar says to his father, Rabbi Shimon that they must leave the Garden of Eden and travel in the ways of the guards of the Tree
of Life; he asks his father to prepare the way.
The Relevance of this Passage
The upper and lower realms are linked so that blessings may now flow to us unobstructed. A constant connection to the Light is attained through
the energy arising here, which acts as an umbilical cord, so that in these, our darkest days, we may call down the Light to illumine our way and end
pain, suffering, and evil.
221. It is written: "But be not You, Hashem, far from me; my
Strength, haste You to help me" (Tehilim 22:20). King David said this
when he was preparing and arranging the praise of the King, in order
to join the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, with the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Since he was preparing and arranging the praises of THE
KING to the bond, he said, "But be not You, Hashem, far from me..."
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222. "But be not You, Hashem": This is the secret of being bound
together without separation. BECAUSE 'YOU' IS MALCHUT,
'HASHEM' IS ZEIR ANPIN; therefore, "be not far," since She is
ascending to become adorned with her husband. It is all in the upper
world, and from there it is necessary to elevate it to the endless light,
in order that it should all be bound together high above. Therefore,
HE SAYS, "Be not far" to ascend from us and leave us.

223. During the order of praise, Yisrael have to be included there and
join with ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT from below, so that if this
glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT, wishes to go up from there, the children
of Yisrael below are joined to Her and hold onto Her. And they do not
permit Her to go away from them. Therefore, the prayer is silent, as
one who is speaking secretly with the King, because She doesn't
become far from Him at all as long as She is with Him in secret.
THEN SHE IS COMPLETELY INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN AND, EVEN
THOUGH ZEIR ANPIN ASCENDS TO THE ENDLESS LIGHT, HE DOES
NOT BECOME FAR FROM US, BECAUSE HE IMMEDIATELY
RETURNS TO HIS PLACE, AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE US.

224. "My strength (Heb. eyaluti)" (Tehilim 22:20): eyaluti MEANS that
just like a stag (Heb. eyal) or deer when they go and leave, they
return immediately to the place they left, so is the Holy One, blessed
be He. Even though He ascends higher and higher to the endless
world, He immediately returns to His place. Why? Because Yisrael
below are joined with Him and do not leave Him so He would be
forgotten and removed from them. For this, IT IS SAID, "My strength,
haste You to help me."

225. Therefore, it is necessary to join with the Holy One, blessed be
He, and hold onto Him like one who draws from above to below, so
that no person is forsaken by Him even for one moment. Therefore,
when one connects redemption close to prayer, NAMELY THE
BLESSING: "WHO DELIVERED YISRAEL" TO THE AMIDAH, he has
to become engrossed in it and speak to Him in silence, so He does
not become distanced from him, and does not leave us. Therefore, it
is written: "But you who did cleave of Hashem your Elohim are alive,
every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4). "Happy is that people, that
is in such a case: happy is that people, whose Elohim is
Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).

226. At the moment that Rabbi Shimon rose, the friends also rose
and left. Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Shimon, his father: Father, until
now we sat in the shade of the Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden.
From now and further that we are traveling, we must go in the ways
that guard this Tree. He said to him: You start first to open the way.

24. "Gold, and silver, and brass"
It is impossible to summarize the content of this long and difficult section, which contains a myriad of details explaining the meaning of all the
colors and objects referred to in "That they bring Me an offering..." It speaks of gold and silver and brass, blue and purple and scarlet, fine linen and
goats' skins and rams' skins dyed red and badgers' skins, acacia wood, oil for the light, onyx stones and stones to be set. The passage goes on to
emphasize the importance of the numbers 24 and 25 and 49, and then discusses the prayers which should be made standing and which lying down.
The Relevance of this Passage
When we read of the many offerings that people made on the altars to the Holy One, we realize, by comparison, how little we are tempted to offer
Him today. This unwillingness is planted within us by Satan, for the truthful offerings and sacrifices are actually the negative traits and nefarious
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qualities implanted within us by the Other Side.
As we now offer our dishonorable traits upon the sacrificial altar, our sins are cleansed and judgments are annulled. The number 49 is spoken of
signifying the Sfirah of Binah. From our perspective, here in Malchut (earth), Binah is the fountainhead of spiritual energy. Thus, our souls ascend to
this lofty spiritual height to nourish ourselves and bring divinity and boundless mercy to this mundane level of existence.
227. He opened the discussion saying: "That they bring Me an
offering..." (Shemot 25:2), MEANING THAT IT IS MALCHUT THAT IS
JOINED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, as we have learned. What makes it an
offering? IT IS in the secret of Gold, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN,
because it is nourished originally from there as it is the lower
Gvurah that comes from the side of Gold. FROM THERE IS THE
ILLUMINATIONS OF CHOCHMAH BECAUSE MALCHUT IS BUILT
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. Even though She comes from the side of
Gold, She perseveres only by the side of silver, which is the Right
COLUMN, NAMELY, BY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM.
228. This is the secret of the Cup of Blessing THAT ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'CUP'. One should accept it with the
right and left hands, but it remains only in the right. The left arouses
the right, FOR IT PROVIDES THE SHINE OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN
IT. It does not become attached, because THE CUP is given between
right and left, and the left joins AND IS INCLUDED under THE RIGHT.
The right becomes joined above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "His
left hand is under my head, and his right hand embraces me" (Shir
Hashirim 2:6). Gold and silver are as in the verse: "The silver is
mine, and the gold is mine" (Chagai 2:8), MEANING THE RIGHT AND
LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN. BUT IN MALCHUT, GOLD IS FIRST AND THEN
SILVER, BECAUSE SHE IS BUILT FROM THE LEFT COLUMN WHICH
IS GOLD, as has already been explained.
229. "And brass" (Shemot 25:3): Its color is similar to gold, because
it is colored from the color gold and the color silver, WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT IS RECEIVED IN THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH ARE GOLD AND SILVER AS MENTIONED EARLIER.
Therefore, the brass altar was small, as it is written: "For the altar
that was before Hashem was too small to accommodate the
offering..." (I Melachim 8:64), and: "And David was the smallest" (I
Shmuel 17:14), MEANING MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED "THE
LESSER LUMINARY" (BERESHEET 1:16). Even though it is small,
everything is included in it. If you ask why the other altar, NAMELY
THE INNER ONE, is called 'small', IT IS BECAUSE IT WAS ONLY ONE
CUBIT BY ONE CUBIT. It is not so, FOR IT IS NOT DEPENDENT
UPON MEASURE, for the only one which is small is the one about
which it is written: "The greater luminary to rule the day, and the
lesser luminary to rule the night." This one, THE BRASS ALTAR, is
the lesser luminary; the greater luminary is the inner altar, which is
the gold altar.
230. "And blue" (Ibid.): This is the blue wool of the Tzitzit (Eng.
'fringes'). Blue wool is the Throne, the secret of the hand Tefilin,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. Blue wool is the Throne OF JUSTICE, on which
criminal law, life and death, is judged, MEANING MALCHUT IN THE
SIDE OF SEVERE JUDGMENT. There is a throne upon which
monetary laws are judged, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF WEAK
JUDGMENT, and there is a throne upon which criminal law is judged,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SEVERE JUDGMENT. AND BLUE IS THE
SEVERE JUDGMENT THAT IS IN MALCHUT. Therefore, all the colors
are acceptable in a dream except for blue, for this notifies one that
his soul is to be judged. When the soul is being judged, the body is
sentenced to destruction, and that dream needs great Mercy.
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231. Blue wool is the Throne, about which is written: "The likeness
of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire stone...A brightness round
about him" (Yechezkel 1:26-27). When it is used for loops for the
Tzitzit (Eng. 'fringes'), THE BRIGHTNESS ILLUMINATES IT. When the
brightness illuminates it, it becomes the color green, AS WHITE
BECOMES MORE VISIBLE IN IT, FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
BRIGHTNESS THAT LIGHTS UP TOWARD MORNING. From then on
the time starts to read Kriat Sh'ma, because the color of blue has
changed from what it was; NAMELY, TO THE COLOR GREEN WHICH
IS WEAK JUDGMENT. It is therefore prohibited to judge life and
death law at night, because the color blue dominates at that time and
permission is given to snatch a soul without trial, MEANING THE
OTHER SIDE HAS POWER THEN TO CONFUSE THE MINDS OF THE
JUDGES, because the Judgment, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS
MERCY, does not dominate at that time.
232. When morning arrives, the right of above awakens, that light
emerges and reaches this blue. It changes from what it was, and
then the RIGHT dominates it and a different holy throne then
attaches to it, OF MERCY. From that moment on is the time to recite
Kriat Sh'ma.

233. "And purple": This is all the colors gathered together, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT INCLUDES
ALL THE THREE COLUMNS WHICH ARE WHITE, RED, AND GREEN.
"And scarlet": It is written "scarlet (lit. 'worm of shani')" and 'scarlet'
in: "For all her household are clothed with scarlet (Heb.
shanim)" (Mishlei 31:21). This here is the color called 'scarlet', which
includes all the colors. And shani and shanim are one, as shanim IS
CALLED when they are all included in it together. Shani emerges
from the supernal Throne, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
THRONE FOR BINAH, that dominates blue from the right side. This is
the guardian of Yisrael, of whom it is written: "Michael your
prince" (Daniel 10:21). HE IS CALLED 'a worm', because his strength
is in his mouth, like a worm that breaks everything and uproots
everything.

234. "And scarlet, and fine linen" (Shemot 25:3): These are two
colors together of right and left, which are white and red AND THEY
ARE BOTH IN YESOD, BECAUSE THE JUDGMENTS IN MALCHUT
ARE INCLUDED IN YESOD. "Fine linen (Heb. shesh)" is linen in
which six (Heb. shesh) threads are combined, NAMELY YESOD. This
is the meaning of: "His body also was like the beryl" (Ibid. 6), WHO
IS THE ANGEL GAVRIEL. This is because in these two, WHICH ARE
CHESED AND GVURAH THAT ARE IN YESOD, are included two
others, WHICH ARE MICHAEL AND GAVRIEL. MICHAEL IS IN
SCARLET AND GAVRIEL IN FINE LINEN.
235. "And goats' skins" (Ibid. 3): They are lower Gvurot in the
exterior; THEY ARE TIFERET AND MALCHUT THAT ARE IN THE
KLIPAH OF NOGAH (ENG. 'BRIGHTNESS') OF BRIYAH that cover the
internal ones THAT ARE IN HOLINESS. Everything is necessary,
because it is necessary to give place for everything. They come from
the side of gold, FOR THEY ARE DRAWN FROM THE SIDE OF
GVURAH THAT IS CALLED 'GOLD'. "And rams' skins dyed red" (Ibid.
5): They are drawn from two sides, right and left, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF THE KLIPAH OF NOGAH in order to
cover in another place THE HOLINESS, BECAUSE THE GOATS'
SKINS COVER OVER THE ASPECTS THAT CORRESPOND TO THEM
IN HOLINESS AND RAMS' SKINS DYED RED COVER OVER THE
ASPECTS THAT CORRESPOND TO THEM IN HOLINESS.
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236. "And badgers' skins": There is one aspect that grows in the
Other Side, in the wilderness and is not found in inhabited places.
This is the aspect of purity and is called 'badger', WHICH IS MALE
AND FEMALE NOGAH OF ATZILUT THAT GROWS IN THE MIDST OF
THREE KLIPOT, WHICH ARE A STORM WIND, A GREAT CLOUD,
AND A FIRE FLARING UP.
237. In the Book of King Solomon there are high secrets concerning
the brass altar as we said. About the earthen altar it is written: "An
altar of earth you shall make to Me" (Shemot 20:21). This is a regular
secret, WHICH IS MALCHUT. When other mountains dominate AND
MALCHUT has to nourish them, She becomes colored in this color
OF BRASS in order to nourish them. FOR THEN MALCHUT IS
CALLED 'THE BRASS ALTAR' and they are called 'brass mountains'.

238. One spirit is drawn from this altar upon these brass mountains,
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LETTER NUN OF NECHOSHET (NUNCHET-SHIN-TAV). When this altar ascends in a different ascension,
the letter Nun also ascends, which is the holy altar. And the spirit of
these brass mountains remains, WHICH IS THE LETTERS CHETSHIN-TAV. When the spirit starts rising, it is called 'a badger' (Heb.
tachash, Tav-Chet-Shin), because the letter Nun has gone up from it.

239. This spirit TACHASH is divided into many other spirits and this
nation was therefore called 'Tachash', as it is written: "And Tachash
and Ma'achah" (Beresheet 22:24). They used to have knowledge of
this animal, TACHASH, that was in the tabernacle and is named after
them.

240. "And Acacia wood" (Shemot 25:5): These are the holy secrets of
these holy boards of the Tabernacle, which are named after their
secret, NAMELY ACACIA WOOD. IN RELATION TO THE BOARDS, it
is written: "Acacia wood standing up" (Shemot 26:15) and "Serafim
stood above" (Yeshayah 6:2) TO TEACH THAT THE BOARDS ARE
THE SECRET OF SERAFIM.
241. From here and further, "oil for the light" is the drawing of the
holy oil of greatness to flow upon them; NAMELY, THE MOCHIN OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. "Onyx stones and stones to be
set" (Shemot 25:7): These are the holy stones, the foundations of the
tabernacle, FOR THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE FOUR ANGELS,
MICHAEL, GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL. FOR EACH ONE OF
THEM INCLUDES THREE COLUMNS WHICH ARE THE TWELVE
THAT CARRY THE CHARIOT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. In these holy
Chariots, these TWELVE HERETOFORE MENTIONED come on their
own to glorify and praise in a precious garment, NAMELY THE
BREASTPLATE, so the priest should concentrate there on them and
mention these twelve tribes. Therefore, there are twelve stones, as
we have learned.
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242. There are thirteen kinds, NAMELY GOLD, SILVER, ETC., besides
these twelve precious stones THAT ARE THE STONES TO BE SET.
Together, they add up to 25, the 25 letters in the supernal mystery of
unison. Corresponding to these, Moses engraved and arranged 25
letters in the secret of the verse of unison, as it is written, "Hear, O
Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4), which
contains 25 letters engraved and carved in the supernal secret.

243. Jacob wanted to prepare below, IN MALCHUT, in the secret of
unison, so he prepared 24 letters, which are: 'Blessed is the Name of
the glory of His kingdom forever and ever.' He did not complete to 25
letters, because the tabernacle was not yet completed, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT. As soon as the tabernacle was
completed and the first thing to emerge was completed, he spoke
only with 25 letters to show that it was completed similarly to above,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. As it is written: "And Hashem called to
Moses, and spoke to him out of the Tent of Meeting, saying" (Vayikra
1:1), which contains 25 letters.

244. Therefore, there were 25 kinds with which to complete the
preparation of the tabernacle, and we established all these letters to
be the engraved letters, about which I learned from Master. Once the
tabernacle was completed with these secrets, it is called 'koh' (CafHei =25) in the complete unison of the Tabernacle, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Therefore, it is written: "And Your pious ones shall bless
You (Heb. yevarchuchah)" (Tehilim 145:10), WHICH CONTAINS THE
LETTERS 'YEVARCHU (ENG. 'BLESS') CAF-HEI', for CAF-HEI is the
secret of the completion of the entire tabernacle and its preparation,
AS EXPLAINED IN THE ADJACENT ESSAY. Caf-Hei corresponds to
22 letters and the Torah, the Prophets and the Writings, which are
under one rule and one secret.
245. Yisrael declare the unity with this passage in the secret of the
25 letters, which are, "Hear, O Yisrael: Hashem our Elohim; Hashem
is one" together with 'Blessed is the Name of the glory of His
kingdom forever and ever,' which contains 24 letters and
concentrate on each one of them. Then all the letters join together
and, in one bond, amount to 49 gates in the secret of Jubilee',
WHICH IS BINAH, BECAUSE 25 AND 24 EQUAL 49. It is necessary to
mount UNTIL BINAH but not higher. And then the 49 gates of BINAH
are opened and the Holy One, blessed be He, considers for the
person as though he has fulfilled the whole Torah that comes in 49
aspects.

246. Therefore, the person has to concentrate the heart and will on
25 and 24 and elevate them with a willing of the heart to the 49 gates
that we mentioned. After he has concentrated on this, he should
concentrate on that unison that my master said, WHO IS RABBI
SHIMON, that "Hear, O Yisrael" and 'Blessed is the Name...' are the
inclusion of the entire Torah. Happy is the portion of he who
concentrates on them, for it is certainly the entirety of the whole
Torah above and below. This is the secret of the complete man, male
and female, BECAUSE SH'MA YISRAEL IS THE ASPECT MALE AND
'BLESSED IS THE NAME' IS THE ASPECT OF FEMALE, and this is
the secret of the entire Faith.
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247. There is an argument between Shammai and Hillel about rising
up and lying down, for it is written: "When you lie down, and when
you rise up" (Devarim 6:7). Shammai holds that in the evening the
female rules, so in relation to the female it is necessary to turn and
recite THE SH'MA, MEANING LYING DOWN. In the morning, when
the male, ZEIR ANPIN, dominates with the domination of the upper
world, it is necessary to rise up and read before the male, just as it is
necessary during Amidah prayer, WHICH MUST BE STANDING. So in
every place that relates to the male, IT IS IN STANDING.

248. The house of Hillel holds that if this one would be alone, ZEIR
ANPIN, and this one alone, MALCHUT, then it should have been so,
TO DIVIDE IT THUS THAT THIS ONE SHOULD BE STANDING AND
THIS ONE LYING. But since we join ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
together, in the union of 49 versions and 49 gates, WHICH ARE THE
25 OF "SH'MA" AND THE 24 OF 'BLESSED IS THE NAME...' AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, we do not have to separate this one on its own
and that one on its own, but rather see that everything is one without
division. FOR THERE SHOULD BE NO DIVISION BETWEEN KRIAT
SH'MA IN THE MORNING AND KRIAT SH'MA IN THE EVENING.
However, as to the person finds himself, so he should recite it,
EITHER STANDING OR LYING DOWN, because they are both in one
bond as they please. This is the way it should be presented.

249. Therefore, the male, ZEIR ANPIN, is in six sides of the passage:
"Sh'ma Yisrael," which are six other words CORRESPONDING TO
THE SIX SIDES OF GREATNESS THAT HE RECEIVES FROM ABA
AND IMA. And the female is in the six sides of: 'Blessed is the
Name,' which are the six words CORRESPONDING TO THE SIX
SIDES OF GREATNESS THAT SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
They BOTH rise in one bond in the secret of 49 gates, and the law is
always according to the house of Hillel.

25. "Who raised up one from the east"
Rabbi Shimon begins by explaining that the "Who" in the scripture refers to the supernal world, Binah. The entire secret of the Faith (Malchut)
begins from Zeir Anpin, from where the Light becomes revealed. The discussion moves to righteousness, which rules over all the worlds to guide
them and to maintain them as necessary. Righteousness never turns away from Zeir Anpin and never keeps silence. Rabbi Shimon ends by saying
that the Holy One has illuminated the way because of Elazar, Rabbi Shimon's son, who calls to the supernal Light and is not silent.
The Relevance of this Passage
Like the moon, Malchut is barren, lacking any Light of her own. For this reason, Malchut never turns away from Zeir Anpin, so that she may
constantly catch the Light the shines from this supernal sphere. Man, unaware of this cosmic truth, has constantly turned away from the Light,
seduced by the illusionary pleasures presented to him by the Other Side.
Here we become cognizant of our Malchut nature, the realization that we have no Light of our own. And as the moon is compelled to faithfully face
the sun to receive her light, the entire realm of Malchut is suddenly propelled by the calling and righteousness of Rabbi Elazar. She (Malchut) turns
on her spiritual axis and comes face to face with the upper world to receive the full radiance of Light emanating from the Creator.
250. Rabbi Shimon raised his hands and blessed Rabbi Elazar, his
son. He opened the discussion saying: "Who (Heb. mi) raised up one
from the east..." (Yeshayah 41:2). We have established and learned
this passage. Yet the secret of the Wisdom is that Mi is the secret of
the Supernal World, BINAH, for from there emanates the beginning
of the revelation of the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as
we have already established.
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251. Moreover, Mi is the most concealed of all the concealments that
are unknown and not revealed at all. It revealed its glory to be known
from that place which is called 'east', NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, for the
entire secret of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, begins from there
and the light becomes revealed, BECAUSE ALL THE REVELATION
THAT IS IN MALCHUT, SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and
afterwards: "Whom righteousness met wherever he set his
foot" (Ibid.), because righteousness, THAT IS MALCHUT, reveals the
supernal Gvurah, and the rule of the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. And he allowed this righteousness to rule
over all the worlds to guide them and to maintain them properly.
Therefore, He "gave the nations before him, and made him rule over
His kings" (Ibid.), because all the kings of the world are under the
authority of this righteousness, as it is written: "And He will judge
the world in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9).

252. "Whom righteousness met (lit. 'called') wherever he set his
foot": HE QUESTIONS: Who called whom? DID EAST CALL
RIGHTEOUSNESS OR DID RIGHTEOUSNESS CALL EAST? HE
ANSWERS: But righteousness always calls to the mirror that
illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'EAST', and is
never silent, and righteousness always stands at his feet. MALCHUT
CLOTHES NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE
CALLED 'FEET', for she never turns away from there and she cries
and is not silent. This is what is written: "Do not keep silence,
Elohim, do not hold your peace, and be still, El" (Tehilim 83:2). Now
the Holy One, blessed be He, has illuminated this way for us because
of Elazar, my son, for he calls to the supernal Light and he is not
silent. Happy is the portion of the righteous in this world and in the
World to Come.

26. "Elohim, You are my El; earnestly I seek You"
Rabbi Aba recites the verse, "A psalm of David, when he was in the wilderness of Judah," and then goes on to explain that David sang and praised
his Master even though he was in pain and was being pursued. We are reminded that the Holy Spirit does not dwell from above until the person
arouses it from below by concentrating his energies. While he was in Judah, David praised a great and precious praise, "Elohim, You are my El,"
which contains three levels. These are the levels above in Binah, Zeir Anpin, and Malchut. The text goes on to speak of the "black light" in the
context of "earnestly I seek you." David also merited the white light that illuminates (from Zeir Anpin). We read how "My soul thirsts for You, my
flesh longs for You," as one hungry for food and thirsty for water "in a dry and thirsty land, where no water is."
The Relevance of this Passage
King David, we are told, was being pursued by his son who was intent on murdering him. David found himself in the wilderness, experiencing great
pain. Yet, he sang. He sang to the Light with all his heart. He composed psalms and offered praise to his Creator. And he did all this with untold joy
in his heart.
Today, man is similarly lost in the wilderness of spiritual darkness. Employing the wonders of David's psalms, and drawing on his courage and
spiritual fortitude, we rouse joy and happiness in our hearts. This joy is not a coping mechanism to see us through our darkest moments. Happiness
is not about making the best of a bad situation. On the contrary, the joy and happiness that now manifest to us are the tools that call down the white
Light that illuminates from Zeir Anpin. And the brilliance immediately removes all the darkness, liberating mankind from the direst of straits of this
physical existence.
253. Rabbi Aba opened the scripture and said: "A psalm of David,
when he was in the wilderness of Judah" (Tehilim 63:1). HE
QUESTIONS: What is the difference from all the other praises, in
which it doesn't say where King David recited them, but here it says,
"...when he was in the wilderness of Judah"? HE ANSWERS: This is
really not the only one, because there is also, "When he changed his
demeanor before Avimelech" (Tehilim 34:1) and also, "When the
Zifim came" (Tehilim 54:2). This is to show to all the people of the
world the praise of David. Even though he was in pain and they were
pursuing him, he endeavored to recite songs and praises to his
Master.
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254. He would say it through the Holy Spirit, yet the Holy Spirit did
not dwell upon him until he endeavored that it should dwell upon
him. And always, the Holy Spirit does not dwell from above until the
person arouses it from below. Even though they were pursuing
David and he was in pain, he did not forsake the songs and praises
from his mouth and HE DID NOT INTERRUPT his praising of his
Master above any other thing.

255. If you ask that we learned, "A psalm of David" SHOWS THAT
FIRST THE HOLY SPIRIT DWELT UPON HIM AND AFTERWARD HE
RECITED POETRY, or "To David a psalm" SHOWS THAT FIRST HE
RECITED POETRY AND AFTERWARDS THE HOLY SPIRIT DWELT
UPON HIM. Here the Holy Spirit dwelt first, because he said, "A
psalm of David." SO IT SEEMS THAT IT WAS WITHOUT
ENDEAVORING? HE ANSWERS: But if he did not consecrate himself
first, the Holy Spirit would not dwell upon him.
256. "A psalm" is the Holy Spirit THAT IS CALLED 'A PSALM'. Why is
it called so? Because MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE HOLY SPIRIT,
constantly praises the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, for at all times
She praises and sings and is not silent. When David came and found
the body OF MALCHUT, MEANING HER SIX ENDS, properly prepared
and she dwelt upon him, he revealed in this world his praise and
song to the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and all this in order to prepare this
world similar to the world of above.

257. "To David," MEANING a man who is complete in his exertions, a
perfected man, a righteous man. David certainly did not ever change.
FOR HE WAS THE SAME, BOTH AT TIME OF PEACE AND TIME OF
GRIEF. "When he was in the wilderness of Judah": This is the praise
of David, even though he was in his pain and even though they were
pursuing him, HE SANG AND PRAISED HASHEM. Which praise did
he say? A praise that is great and precious.

258. What is the superiority OF THIS PRAISE? IT IS "Elohim, You are
my El; earnestly I seek You" (Tehilim 63:2). HE QUESTIONS: Just
Elohim MEANS THE ELOHIM OF ALL, since he said "Elohim." Why
did he add "my El"? HE ANSWERS: But this SHOWS his level,
because there are three levels here, "Elohim," "my El," and "You."
Even though they are three names, they are one level in the secret of
Living Elohim. "Elohim" IS above IN BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'Living
Elohim'. "My El" is the end of the heavens to the end of the heavens,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN and "You" is his level, NAMELY MALCHUT.
Even though it is all one and it amounts to one name ACCORDING
TO THE LITERAL MEANING OF THE PASSAGE, STILL IN ALL THEY
ALLUDE TO THREE LEVELS.
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259. "I seek You (Heb. ashacharecha)." (Tehilim 65:2). If we follow
the literal meaning, it is beautiful AND NEEDS NO EXPLANATION,
but THERE IS A SECRET HERE. Ashacharecha MEANS that he
prepared the light that illuminates during blackness (Heb.
shacharut), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH.
DUE TO LACK OF CHASSADIM, IT CANNOT ILLUMINATE.
THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED 'BLACK LIGHT', because the light that is
found in blackness does not illuminate until it is mended below,
MEANING UNTIL MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) ARE
ELEVATED AND CHASSADIM ARE DRAWN, SO THAT CHOCHMAH
CAN BE ATTIRED WITH THEM. THEN IT ILLUMINATES, AS WRITTEN
THERE. The one that mends this blackness, even though he is black,
merits the white light that illuminates. For this is the light of the
mirror that illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and such a person
will merit the World to Come.
260. This is the secret of: "And those who seek me early (Heb.
meshacharai) shall find me (Heb. yimtza'uneni)" (Mishlei 8:17).
Meshacharai MEANS that they prepare the light of meshacharai,
NAMELY THE black (Heb. shachor) LIGHT. 'Yimtza'uneni' instead of
the common 'yimtzauni' SHOWS that he merits two lights, the light of
blackness, WHICH IS THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT THAT
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF CHASSADIM,
and the white light illuminating, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ATTIRES THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT WITH
CHASSADIM, SO SHE ILLUMINATES. SO WE FIND THAT he merits
the mirror that does not illuminate, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the
mirror that illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN; hence 'yimtza'uneni,'
MEANING TWO LIGHTS. Therefore, David said, "I seek You (Heb.
ashacharecha)," because he installed the black light, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, so that the white light that illuminates could shine on
him, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN SO THAT THE CHOCHMAH IN MALCHUT
WOULD BE ATTIRED IN THE CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN. THEN
MALCHUT IS MENDED AND ILLUMINATES.
261. "My soul thirsts for You, my flesh longs for You" (Tehilim 63:2);
NAMELY, as one hungry for food and thirsty for water "in a dry and
thirsty land, where no water is," (Ibid.), MEANING MALCHUT UNDER
THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS A BLACK LIGHT, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, DUE TO A LACK OF CHASSADIM CALLED
'WATER' for then it is a wasteland and not a place of habitation, nor
a holy place. Therefore, IT IS CONSIDERED a place without water.
THEREFORE, DAVID IMPROVED HER AND DREW WATER TO HER
FROM ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. As we are hungry and
thirsty for you, FOR CHASSADIM, in this place, so "I have seen You
in the sanctuary," BECAUSE HUNGER AND THIRST CAUSE THE
ELEVATION OF MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS), THE DRAWING
OF CHASSADIM FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND THE CLOTHING OF THE
BLACK LIGHT OF MALCHUT. THEN SHE RETURNS TO HOLINESS
AND ILLUMINATES. RABBI ABA SAID TO RABBI SHIMON: Just as
we are thirsty for Master to drink thirstily his words in this place, so
are we thirsty to drink His words thirstily in the Temple, the place
that is called 'Holy'. Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Aba: Let him who
started speaking, speak now AS WELL.

27. "That they bring Me an offering"
Rabbi Aba explains that before Moses constructed the tabernacle, the people were afraid that the Holy One would not stay with them, even though
He had performed for them, through Moses, miracles and wonders. This is because if a king is among his people but without his queen, it is not
certain that he will remain. But on the day that Moses completed the tabernacle, the Shechinah descended to the earth. Yet before the Shechinah
descended, an accuser appeared, and she became covered with darkness to prevent her from descending. We read that fifteen hundred myriads of
accusing angels gathered against her, because all their glow and all their light was concentrated in her, and if she descended her light would
become darkened. Yet at that moment she broke the darkness and the demons, descended to the earth and ruled over all. The hosts and camps of
angels suffered great pain on the day that Moses' bride descended to the earth. The text goes on to explain that here in the world the work of the
tabernacle is like the work of the body, that it should be suitable to include the spirit within it. The comparison is made of the Shechinah to the brain
in the body. The Holy Spirit, the Shechinah, is fashioned in the body so that it should include within itself another high, delicate spirit that
illuminates, which is Zeir Anpin attired in the Shechinah. Lastly the text speaks of the outer shell of the world and the inner shell of the skull, within
which are impurities.
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The Relevance of this Passage
Often, when we begin the spiritual path, miracles and wonders appear before our eyes. But, in truth, miracles cannot support us, long term, in our
spiritual work and journey. Miracles do provide an intense flash of Light, for a moment, for a particular situation, but this Light does not continue to
glow enduringly. Consequently, we now tie ourselves to the Shechinah and our connection to the Light becomes constant. This is what the
Tabernacle achieved for the Israelites in the desert. And this is precisely what we accomplish here.
262. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "...that they bring Me
an offering: of every man..." (Shemot 25:2). When the Holy One,
blessed be He, showed Moses the construction of the tabernacle, he
found it difficult and could not grasp it, as we have already
established. Now we can ask here if this offering, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, was given by the Holy One, blessed be He, to Moses
alone, how could He give it to another? How could He say that the
children of Yisrael should take this offering?

263. HE ANSWERS: Surely that He gave it to Moses and did not give
it to another. THIS IS LIKE a king who was among his people, but the
queen was not with the king. As long as the queen was not with the
king, the people were not certain THAT HE WOULD REMAIN WITH
THEM. They did not sit securely, but all the people rejoice and sit
securely when the queen arrives. Thus, in the beginning, even
though the Holy One, blessed be He, performed for them miracles
and wonders through Moses, the people were still not certain THAT
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WOULD REMAIN WITH THEM.
When the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "...that they bring Me an
offering" and "I will set My tabernacle among you" (Vayikra 26:11),
they are immediately certain THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WOULD BE WITH THEM. So they rejoiced in the service of the
Holy One, blessed be He. This is what is meant by: "And it came to
pass on the day that Moses had finished (Heb. kalot)" (Bemidbar
7:1), that Moses' kalah (Eng. 'bride') descended to the earth.
THEREFORE, KALOT IS SPELLED WITHOUT VAV TO POINT OUT
THE SUPERNAL BRIDE, WHO IS MALCHUT, WHO DESCENDED TO
EARTH TO DWELL IN YISRAEL.
264. If you ask, anytime it is written: "And it came to pass," it is an
expression of pain and here it is written: "And it came to pass on the
day." HE ANSWERS: On that day that the Shechinah descended to
the earth, there appeared an accuser, and She was covered with
darkness to prevent Her from descending. We learned that fifteen
millions of accusing angels gathered against Her in order to stop Her
descent.

265. At that time, all the groups of the supernal angels were gathered
before the Holy One, blessed be He. They said before Him, 'Master of
the Universe, all our shine and all our light is in the Shechinah of
Your glory. Now You are going to descend to those below'-MEANING
THAT THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IN HER WILL SPREAD FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARDS, AND THEN HER LIGHT WILL BECOME
DARK. At that moment, the Shechinah became strengthened,
MEANING THAT SHE BECAME UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN AND
INCLUDED IN HIS DECISION, SO THAT THE SHINE OF THE LEFT
WILL ALWAYS ILLUMINATE ONLY FROM BELOW UPWARDS. Then
She broke the darkness and gloom as one breaks strong spears,
MEANING THE GREAT DEMONS, and descended to earth. As soon
as they saw this, they started saying: "Hashem our lord, how
majestic is Your Name in all the earth" (Tehilim 8:2). Assuredly, it is
majestic, for She broke many strong spears and forces, descended
to the earth and dominated everything. It is written: "And it came to
pass," which POINTS OUT the pain that many hosts and camps of
angels suffered on the day that Moses' bride descended to the earth.
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266. Therefore, it is written: "...that they bring Me an offering." It is
not written: '...that they bring Me and an offering' but rather "that
they bring Me an offering" to show that it is all one without
separation, THAT THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'OFFERING' IS ONE
WITH 'ME' WITHOUT SEPARATION. The work of the tabernacle is in
the likeness of above, one corresponding to the other, in order to
include the Shechinah in all the sides, above and below. Here in the
world, the work OF THE TABERNACLE is like the work of the body,
THAT IT SHOULD BE SUITABLE to include the spirit within it. This is
the Shechinah that is included above and below, and She is the Holy
Spirit.

267. THE SHECHINAH is always drawn and enters the secret of the
body, WHICH IS THE TABERNACLE, so that the brain should dwell in
the shell, FOR THE TABERNACLE AND ITS VESSELS ARE LIKE A
SHELL TO THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE BRAIN. Everything is as
is befitting. This Holy Spirit, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, is fashioned
in the body so that it should include within itself another high,
delicate spirit that illuminates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
ATTIRED IN THE SHECHINAH. Everything is tied and included one
within the other, and they enter one into the other until they unite
and become attired in this world, which is the last peel on the
exterior.
268. The strong Klipah OF IMPURITY is within the Klipah of this
world. Just as in a nut, the external shell is not hard, NAMELY THE
GREEN SHELL THAT IS ON THE NUT WHICH IS SOFT. The more
inner shell is a strong shell HARD AS WOOD, SO THE GLOBE OF
THE EARTH ITSELF IS A LIGHT SHELL AND THE SHELL THAT IS
WITHIN IT IS HARD. It is also so above, in that the strong Klipah is
another spirit that dominates the body. More inside there is a soft
Klipah and even more inside there is the brain, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NEFESH. AND WITHIN
IT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RUACH, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE.

28. An opening and a light cover over the Holy Land
We learn that the hard shell which encompasses the world has an opening over the Holy Land, as long as people are performing the proper service.
We are told that the Klipah clogs the brain. Then the discussion moves to an analogy between the shell that covers the world and the shell that
covers the brain. When the children of Yisrael were pushed away from the Holy Land, the opening was covered with a holy cover, a delicate curtain,
to guard against the Klipah's incursion.The cover prevents the holy presence from descending to earth but it also prevents the strong Klipah from
dominating that place. We next learn that the souls of Yisrael who expire there ascend, but the souls of other nations who expire there revolve and
finally reach their own side of the impurity. If someone is buried on the day that his soul departs from him in the Holy Land, we are told, the spirit of
impurity has no dominion over him at all. The sacrificial limbs and fat must be burned at night on the altar so that the smoke will roll around to the
hole in the north and nourish the Other side, to keep them there. The spirit of impurity cannot dominate the bodies of the righteous that do not take
any pleasure in the world. He whose soul departs outside of the Holy Land and who had his body defiled by the impure spirit, the impure spirit is
absorbed inside it, remaining there until it returns to dust. The impure spirit never dominated Joseph's body, however. Jacob did not die, and his
body remained intact and was embalmed. This, we learn, is because he was the bodily vehicle for the supernal image, or in other words a Chariot for
Tiferet.
The Relevance of this Passage
From this portion we shield ourselves from the negative forces that attempt to dominate our lives. In addition, a portal to the upper world is created,
raising our consciousness. Our senses of awareness, our intuition, our mental faculties are heightened, and we see and understand, at last, all that
we did not see or grasp before. The power of the ancient sacrifices is resurrected to nourish all the dark forces, keeping them at bay, while the
purifying Light embodied by Jacob shines brightly, perfecting the body and refining the soul. This Light vanquishes the Angel of Death and the
entire armada of the Other Side.
The Light of the land of Israel permeates our entire world, so that in addition to Jacob's Light, the Resurrection of the Dead will take place with
extreme mercy and loving kindness.
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269. In the Holy Land, everything is construed in a different way
because the strong Klipah THAT IS ATTIRED IN THE EARTH is
broken from that place, and does not dominate over it at all. The
strong Klipah breaks MORE AND MORE and opens from this side
and that side, UNTIL AN ENTRANCE IS FORMED THERE.

270. That entrance is in the Holy Land, as long as they are doing the
proper service. Due to sins, THE STRONG KLIPAH ON THE SIDES
OF the entrance is drawn BACK to this side and that side, until THE
SIDES OF the Klipah join together. AND THIS OCCURS ONLY AT
THE TIME OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE, AS WRITTEN
BEFORE US. Since the Klipah clogs the brain, the Klipah dominates
over them, OVER YISRAEL, and pushes them out of this place.

271. Even though it pushed them outside, that strong Klipah cannot
dominate in that holy place, NAMELY IN THE HOLY LAND, because it
is not its place. If you ask: If Klipah cannot dominate in that holy
place, why does it stand desolate, for there is no destruction in the
world but for that strong Klipah?

272. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly when it was destroyed, it was
destroyed only from that side OF THE STRONG KLIPAH, when it
clogged the brain, and the Holy One, blessed be He, caused it so that
the strong Klipah would not dominate over this place. And when THE
KLIPAH pushed away Yisrael from it, that Klipah returned and it
reopened as before. Since the holy nation was not there, BECAUSE
IT WAS IN EXILE, that opening was covered with a holy cover of a
delicate curtain to guard that place, so that the strong Klipah could
not clog it. And THE COVER is attached on all sides TO GUARD IT.

273. That there should be a holy presence on the earth as originally
is not possible, because that delicate cover is attached there so that
it should not go down, because the holy nation is not there.
Therefore, the desolation has not been rebuilt from the day THE
EARTH was destroyed. It is not possible for the strong Klipah to
dominate, because that light cover is attached on all sides of that
opening so that THE KLIPAH should not dominate and should not
clog the brain. That light cover, which is from the drawing of the
Holy Curtain of above, guards that place.
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274. Therefore, when all the souls of the other nations that live in the
land of Yisrael depart from the world, THE LAND does not accept
them and pushes them outside. They go and float and revolve in
many evolutions until they exit from the entire Holy Land, and they
circle UNTIL THEY REACH their side of their impurity. All the souls
of Yisrael who expire there, ascend. That delicate cover accepts
them and enter the supernal Holiness, as every kind seeks its own
kind.

275. The souls of Yisrael who die outside the Land of Yisrael, in the
domain of that strong Klipah, EACH ONE circles and rolls until it
returns to its place and enters the place suitable for it. Happy is the
portion of one whose soul departs in the Holy Domain and in that
opening in the Holy Land.

276. If someone is buried on the day that his soul departs in the Holy
Land, the spirit of impurity has no dominion over him at all.
Therefore, it says about one who is hanged, "But you shall surely
bury him that day: that your land be not defiled" (Devarim 21:23). At
night, permission is given to the spirits of impurity to hover about
and, although permission is given to them, they cannot enter the
Holy Land unless they find there a vessel into which to enter,
NAMELY A DEAD BODY.

277. The limbs and fat are burned at night ON THE ALTAR to nourish
WITH THEIR SMOKE the other kinds, WHICH ARE THE OTHER SIDE.
THAT DOES not MEAN that they enter the land TO BE NOURISHED
BY THE SMOKE, nor does it draw them into the land. It is rather THE
OPPOSITE, in order that the Other Side should not dominate in the
land and they should not be drawn to enter there. Therefore, the
smoke, OF THE LIMBS AND FAT, would ascend in a crooked WAY
and roll outside OF THE LAND OF YISRAEL. It would travel hastily
until it entered the hole in the north where lie the habitations of all
those of the Other Side. The smoke enters there, and they are all
nourished there.

278. The smoke OF THE OFFERINGS that ascend during the day
would ascend to its place above in a direct path and there was that
that was nourished from it, MEANING AS IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR A
SWEET SAVOR, AN OFFERING MADE BY FIRE TO
HASHEM" (SHEMOT 29:41). From that opening, MEANING THE HOLE
IN THE NORTH SIDE, all sides of the strong Klipah are nourished,
which is outside of the Holy Land, and they are nourished from that
coarse smoke OF THE LIMBS AND FAT, as we have established.
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279. The spirit of impurity does not dominate the bodies of the
righteous that were not drawn in this world after the pleasures AND
LUST of that strong Klipah, because they did not join with it at all in
this world. As the body of the wicked is drawn in this world after that
strong Klipah and after its pleasures, delights and embellishments,
thus is he defiled after his soul leaves him.

280. That spirit of impurity cannot dominate the bodies of the
righteous that do not have any pleasure in this world, except for the
pleasure in performing a commandment and the meals of Shabbat
and Holy Days and Festivals, because they have derived no pleasure
from it at all and have taken nothing from it. He has our rule over
them. Happy is he who has not gained any pleasure from it at all.

281. He whose soul departs outside of the Holy Land and had his
body defiled by the impure spirit, the impure spirit is absorbed in it
until it returns to dust. If that body that has swallowed that impure
spirit is brought up to be buried in the Holy Land, it is written of it:
"But when you entered, you defiled My land, and made My heritage
an abomination" (Yirmeyah 2:7). It is "My land" as the impure spirit
did not have power over it, with that body of yours, in which the
impure spirit is absorbed, that you are bringing to bury in My land.
You defile it in being defiled in it, IN THE IMPURE BODY, were it not
for the Holy One, blessed be He, making a remedy for the land. As
soon as that body decays, the Holy One, blessed be He, causes a
wind to blow from above and push the impure spirit outside,
because He has pity upon the Land.

282. The impure spirit never dominated Joseph's body, even though
his soul departed in a foreign domain, NAMELY OUTSIDE OF THE
LAND OF YISRAEL. What is the reason? It is because he was not
drawn after the impure spirit during his lifetime. Still in all, he did not
want them to bring up his body to be buried in the Holy Land, but
rather said, "And you shall carry up my bones" (Beresheet 50:25),
but not my body.
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283. Jacob did not die, and his body remained intact constantly.
Jacob did not fear the Other Side because his bed was perfect in the
perfection of the supernal Light, in the illumination of the twelve
tribes and seventy souls. Therefore, he did not fear the Other Side
for it could not dominate him and because he was also the body of
the supernal Image, MEANING THAT HE WAS A CHARIOT FOR
TIFERET, and his beauty was attached in all the sides. All the limbs
of Adam were attached to him. Therefore, it is written of him: "But I
will lie with my fathers, and you shall carry me out of
Egypt" (Beresheet 47:30), MEANING a whole body. Therefore, "the
physicians embalmed Yisrael" (Beresheet 50:2) so that his body
would remain intact, and this is the way it should BE. The other
people of the world whose souls departed in the Holy Land, their
souls and bodies are spared from everything.

29. Nefesh, Ruach, Neshamah
This section explains the three levels of the soul of man and the corresponding three levels in the supernal realm. These levels are Nefesh, Ruach,
and Neshamah. The Nefesh is present in the grave until the body decays into dust. The Ruach is the one that enters the terrestrial Garden of Eden
and is shaped there in the form of the body belonging to this world. Neshamah ascends immediately to her place, the place from whence she
emerged, Malchut. We learn that until the Neshamah ascends to and becomes attached to the Throne, the Ruach does not become crowned in the
Garden of Eden of the Earth and the Nefesh does not settle in its place. As soon as the Neshamah ascends, they all can rest. When people pray at
the cemetery, the Nefesh awakens, then floats to awaken Ruach, who ascends and awakens the Neshamah. Then the Holy One has mercy on the
world. We read how the three are bonded as one : the Nefesh is the throne for the Ruach, while Neshamah takes out the Ruach, gives it power,
dominates it and illuminates it with the light of life. After death, at the time that the Neshamah becomes adorned above in the Holy Crown, the Ruach
is standing in the supernal Light during Shabbat, New Moons and Festivals. Then when the Ruach descends from the supernal Light to dwell in the
Garden of Eden, the Nefesh stands in the grave and becomes attired in the form that the body had originally, and praises the Holy One. If people
gave themselves permission they could see these forms on the graves thanking and praising the Holy One. During the day of Rosh Hashanah when
the world is being judged and the Throne of Judgment stands by the supernal King to judge the world, every single Nefesh hovers and beseeches
Mercy for the living. Sometimes they notify the living of their verdicts in a vision at night, and then the living repent. The text goes on to tell how
Yedomiam is the appointed angel who oversees the taking of souls. Then we read of the correspondence between these three levels of soul in man
and the three levels in the four worlds of Asiyah, Yetzirah, Briyah and Atzilut. The moon is the Nefesh of Atzilut, and it illuminates all the chariots
and camps of the three lower worlds even as the Nefesh of man illuminates the limbs and bones of the body. The text says: Happy are the righteous
to merit three rests in the World to Come.
The Relevance of this Passage
This profound portion raises our consciousness to the highest level of our souls (Neshamah). The ascension assures a peaceful and merciful
transition into the world to come. Our meditation awakens the force of mercy, causing supernal compassion to spill down upon creation.
Transformation of our nature and positive change in the world is achieved through a path of mercy as opposed to one of torment.
All judgments are hereby rescinded upon the merit of the righteous throughout history.
284. The soul of man is called by three names, which are Nefesh,
Ruach, and Neshamah. They are all combined with each other, and
their strength is found in three places. The Nefesh is present in the
grave until the body decays into dust, and so it rolls around in this
world to be among the living and to be acquainted with their pain. At
a time of need, it pleads for Mercy for them.
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285. The Ruach is the one that enters the terrestrial Garden of Eden
and is shaped there in the form of the body from this world, in a
garment that it dons there. It experiences these pleasures and
delights that are in the shine of the Garden of Eden. And it ascends
above, TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, on the Shabbat and
beginning of new months and Festivals, and it delights there and
returns to its place. Therefore, it is written: "And the spirit (Heb.
ruach) returns to the Elohim who gave it" (Kohelet 12:7). It shall
surely return, MEANING during these times that we have mentioned.

286. Neshamah ascends immediately to its place, to that place from
where it emerged, NAMELY TO MALCHUT, FROM WHICH THE
NESHAMAH IS BORN. It is for it that the candle illuminates, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, to illuminate above. BECAUSE THE SOULS OF THE
RIGHTEOUS ASCEND BY MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THEY BECOME PAIRED THROUGH
THEM. This one never descends below. In this is included whoever
is included, NAMELY MALCHUT, from all the sides from above and
below, BECAUSE MALCHUT COMPRISES THE SOULS OF THE
RIGHTEOUS. Until THE NESHAMAH ascends to and becomes
attached to the Throne, WHICH IS THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, the
Ruach is not crowned in the terrestrial Garden of Eden and the
Nefesh does not settle in its place. As soon as THE NESHAMAH
ascends, they all can rest, FOR THEY ARRIVE AT THEIR PLACE.
287. And MERCY is needed for the inhabitants of the world. When
they are in sorrow and they go TO PRAY at the cemetery, this Nefesh
awakens. It goes and floats and awakens Ruach, and that Ruach
awakens toward the Patriarchs, ascends and awakens the
Neshamah. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, has Mercy on the
world as we have already established. Even though they have
explained the subject of the Neshamah in other ways, MEANING
THAT NEFESH IS IN ASIYAH, RUACH IN YETZIRAH, AND
NESHAMAH IN BRIYAH, they all amount to this format. This is the
clarification of the matter, and it is all one.

288. When the Neshamah is detained from ascending to its place, the
Ruach goes and stands by the entrance of the LOWER Garden of
Eden, but they do not open the entrance for it. It goes and drifts and
no one pays attention. The Nefesh goes through the world and sees
the body becoming wormy and judged in the grave, NAMELY THE
THRASHING IN THE GRAVE, and it mourns for it as we have
established, as it is written: "Only when his flesh is on him does he
feel pain, and while his soul (Heb. nefesh) is within him does he
mourn" (Iyov 14:22). Everyone is punished until the Neshamah is
bound in its place above. Then they all become bound in their place.
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289. All these three are one bond, similar to above in the secret of
Nefesh, Ruach, and Neshamah, WHICH ARE MALCHUT, ZEIR ANPIN,
AND BINAH OF ATZILUT, for they are all one and one bond: The
Nefesh, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has no independent light, which is why
it participates in the secret of one body, WHICH IS THE THREE
WORLDS, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, THAT MALCHUT DONS
AS A SOUL DOES A BODY to delight and nourish it in all its needs.
About this, it is written: "And gives food to her household, and a
portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). "Her household" refers to
the body which She nourishes, and "her maidens" are the limbs of
that body, NAMELY THE SFIROT OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH.

290. Ruach is the one who rides on the Nefesh and dominates it, and
illuminates it with all that it needs, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. The Nefesh
is the throne for this Ruach. It is Neshamah who takes out this
Ruach, gives it power, dominates it and illuminates it with that light
of life, NAMELY BINAH. That Ruach depends upon this Neshamah
and shines from it with the light that it illuminates upon it. That
Nefesh is dependent upon this Ruach. It shines from it and is
nourished by it. And they are all one bond.

291. That supernal Neshamah, NAMELY BINAH, ascends into the
flow from the most ancient of all and the most concealed, and it is
filled WITH LIGHT from it because it does not stop ILLUMINATING.
AND AS LONG AS THE NESHAMAH DOES NOT RETURN TO ITS
PLACE, this Ruach does not enter the Garden of Eden which is the
Nefesh, NAMELY MALCHUT. The Ruach dwells only in the Garden of
Eden, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT UNITE THE ONE WITH
THE OTHER, and the Neshamah is above. Also, the Nefesh, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, is not settled in its place in the body below, WHICH IS
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, AS LONG AS THE NESHAMAH
DOES NOT RETURN TO ITS PLACE ABOVE.
292. In the same way, it is all explained in man BELOW. Even though
THE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH THAT ARE IN MAN are all
one bond, the Neshamah ascends above with the flow from the pit,
NAMELY YESOD OF MALCHUT. The Ruach enters the Lower Garden
of Eden similar to above, AS ZEIR ANPIN ENTERS THE GARDEN OF
EDEN OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Nefesh settles in the
grave. And if you ask, in relation to the Nefesh above, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, WILL YOU ALSO SAY that it settles in the body in the
grave? Where then is the grave ABOVE? HE ANSWERS: But rather
in that strong Klipah, BECAUSE PERTAINING TO MALCHUT, IT IS
SAID, "HER FEET GO DOWN TO DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5), FOR SHE
BECOMES ATTIRED AT HER END IN THE STRONG KLIPAH, WHICH
IS THE ASPECT OF DEATH AND GRAVE. Therefore, the lower
Nefesh is similar to this below, and they all resemble one another.
Therefore, THE NESHAMAH is divided into three levels, NAMELY
NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH. They are one bond and one
secret.
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293. As long as the bones are STILL in the grave, BEFORE THEY
HAVE DECAYED, that Nefesh is present there. And here is the secret
for those who know the true way, for those who fear sin. At the time
that the Neshamah is adorned above in the Holy Crown, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the Ruach is standing in the supernal Light during
Shabbat, the first day of the month and Festivals. When the Ruach
descends from the supernal Light to dwell in the Garden of Eden and
illuminates and sparkles, the Nefesh stands in the grave and is
attired in the form that the body had originally. All the bones take
that form and praise and acknowledge the Holy One, blessed be He,
as written: "All my bones shall say, 'Hashem, who is like
You'" (Tehilim 35:10). It does not write 'say,' but rather "shall say"
MEANING IN THE GRAVE.

294. If permission would be given to the eye to see, it could see the
like of forms on the graves that acknowledge and praise the Holy
One, blessed be He, on the eve of the commencement of the Shabbat
and the night of the first day of the month and Festivals. But the
foolishness of man prevents them FROM SEEING. They do not know
and do not pay attention to what is existent in this world. They do
not bother to observe the honor of the supernal King in this world,
and most certainly to observe the honor of that SUPERNAL World,
and upon what it is based, and how the things are explained.

295. During the day of Rosh Hashanah, when the world is being
judged and the Throne of Judgment stands by the supernal King to
judge the world, every single Nefesh hovers and beseeches Mercy
for the living PEOPLE. During the night of the end of the Day of
Judgment, they go and hover to hear and know the verdict that was
decided for the world. Sometimes they notify the living in a vision, as
it is written: "In a dream, in a night vision when a deep sleep falls
upon men...then He opens the ears of man, and with discipline seals
their instruction" (Iyov 33:15-16). What is "with discipline"? This is
the Nefesh who stands and establishes things for people so that
they should accept discipline, MEANING THAT IT NOTIFIES THEM
OF THEIR VERDICT IN A VISION AT NIGHT AND THEN THEY
REPENT.

296. During the last night of the Festival, the sentences emerge from
the house of the King, and that shadow is removed from the people
who are to be removed from this world. THEN that Nefesh that we
mentioned goes and floats ABOVE. An appointed angel, who
supervises the secret of the engraving on the seal in clear writing,
MEANING OVER THE WRITING IN THE AFOREMENTIONED
VERDICTS, whose name is Yedomiam, authorizes the writing of the
engraved light and, within supernal Visions, descends during that
night. Many thousands upon thousands and ten thousands upon ten
thousands go with him. They take that shadow from each one WHO
WAS SENTENCED TO DEATH, and bring it up above.
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297. The Nefesh that we mentioned goes and floats and sees that
shadow, AND KNOWS WHO IS GOING TO DIE, and returns to Her
place at the grave. It proclaims to the other dead, So-and-so is
coming to us, so-and-so is coming to us. If he is righteous and good,
they all rejoice and if not they all say, Woe. When they elevate that
shadow, they elevate it to the faithful servant whose name is
Metatron, who takes that shadow near him and elevates it to its
place, as it is written: "As a servant earnestly desires the
shadow" (Iyov 7:2). Certainly, he earnestly desires the shadow.

298. From that moment and further, the place for that Neshamah of
the men is prepared, MEANING IN YESOD OF MALCHUT OF
ATZILUT, as is a place for Ruach in the LOWER Garden of Eden and
a place for Nefesh to rest and enjoy during the time that it floats and
goes. For there is a Nefesh that has no rest, and there is a Nefesh
that perishes with the body.

299. The one that has no rest is the one about whom it is written:
"And the soul (Heb. Nefesh) of your enemies, them shall he sling
out, as out of the hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel 25:29). This is the one
that goes and floats and rolls throughout the whole world, and has
no rest at all days and nights. This is the hardest punishment of all.
The Nefesh that perishes with the body is cut out from a different
place, as it is written: "That Nefesh will be cut off from My presence,
I am Hashem" (Vayikra 22:3). What is "from My presence?" It means
that the Ruach does not dwell upon it and when the Ruach does not
dwell upon it, it has no connection at all with that which is above. It
does not know at all of these things in that world. And this Nefesh is
like an animal.

300. A Nefesh that has rest meets this appointed Angel Yedomiam
and his officers when it goes and floats. They take and elevate it to
all the entrances of the Garden of Eden, show it the honor of the
righteous and the honor of its Ruach, and it cleaves unto THE
RUACH in rest within that garment OF THAT RUACH. Then it knows
about the things of the UPPER World.

301. When that Ruach ascends to be attired with the supernal
Neshamah above, the Nefesh joins that Ruach and illuminates from
it, like the moon when it illuminates from the sun. And the Ruach is
connected with that Neshamah. That Neshamah becomes bound into
the end of thought, MEANING THE END OF ATZILUT THAT IS
CALLED IN ITS ENTIRETY 'THOUGHT', MEANING CHOCHMAH,
BECAUSE IN GENERAL, THE FOUR WORLDS, ATZILUT, BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET, AND
MALCHUT, which is the secret of the Nefesh of above, NAMELY
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT THAT IS CALLED 'NEFESH'.
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302. That Nefesh, NAMELY MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, is connected
with the supernal Ruach, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and that Ruach is
connected with the supernal Neshamah, WHICH IS BINAH. That
Neshamah is connected with the endless (Heb. Ein Sof), MEANING
THAT IT BECOMES BOUND WITH ARICH ANPIN, AS MENTIONED,
AND ARICH ANPIN WITH THE ENDLESS. Then there is rest for all,
and everything is connected above and below all in one secret and
in the same manner.

303. Then there is repose for the Nefesh below. About this, it is
written: "And may the soul (Nefesh) of my master be bound in the
bond of life with (Heb. et) Hashem your Elohim" (I Shmuel 25:29),
MEANING THAT THEY ARE BOUND AND ATTACHED in one way and
by one secret with 'Et,' WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. FOR THE
NEFESH IS CONNECTED WITH THE RUACH IN THE LOWER
GARDEN OF EDEN; AND THE RUACH WITH NESHAMAH WHICH IS
IN MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, the ones corresponding to the others, AS
NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH OF A MAN ARE SIMILAR TO
NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH OF ATZILUT AS MENTIONED.
304. When the moon descends, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is the
secret of the supernal Nefesh OF ATZILUT, it illuminates on all sides.
It illuminates all the Chariots and camps OF ANGELS IN BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, and makes them into one whole body that
illuminates with the light of the supernal shine. Here also, the Lower
Nefesh OF MAN descends and illuminates in all directions from the
shine of the Neshamah, and from the Shine of Ruach, and descends
and illuminates all the Chariots and camps, which are the limbs and
bones OF THE MAN'S BODY. And it makes them into a whole body
that illuminates in its own light.

305. This is what is meant by: "And satisfy your soul (Nefesh) in
drought" (Yeshayah 58:11), actually your Nefesh. Afterwards, "and
make strong your bones" for the Nefesh illuminates the bones and
makes of them a whole body that illuminates with the light. It arises,
acknowledges and praises the Holy One, blessed be He, as we
learned, and it is written: "All my bones shall say, 'Hashem, who is
like You'" (Tehilim 35:10) and this is the rest for the Nefesh from all
sides.

306. Happy are the righteous who fear their Master in this world, to
merit three rests, WHICH ARE NEFESH, RUACH, AND NESHAMAH,
in the World to Come. Rabbi Shimon came and blessed Rabbi Aba.
Rabbi Shimon said: Happy are you, my children, and happy am I,
that my eyes saw this, that many supernal places are prepared for
us, and illuminate for us for the World to Come.

30. "A song of ascents. They who trust in Hashem"
Rabbi Shimon says, "A song of ascents. They who trust in the Creator shall be like Mount Tzion, which cannot be removed, but abides forever." We
learn that "ascents" means levels upon levels in the 'secret of fifty years below and the fifty gates of Binah above'. "They who trust in The Creator"
are the righteous. The rabbis go on to talk about "But the righteous are bold as a lion." Then they travel on to a city, and after dark Rabbi Shimon
expresses his happiness for a perfect day and a perfect night during which they have indeed merited the World to Come.
The Relevance of this Passage
This section is hard to understand on the surface, yet bubbling underneath is a pure divine teaching masked in metaphors. Trust in the Creator is,
perhaps, the most difficult trait a man can evolve. Trust does not pertain to blind faith. Trust is connected to vision that is vast, sweeping, able to
perceive the cause and effect principle at work in our lives. Trust includes the ability to observe order beneath chaos, the wisdom to recognize
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blessing within adversity, the self-honesty to detect the cause behind calamity. It encompasses awareness of the divinity, design, and purpose
behind life's joys, and all of its obstacles.
It is true that when affliction and hardship strike, doubts begin to surface in a man's mind. He becomes uncertain about the reality of the Creator. He
questions the justice in the universe. He fears for his own future. Thus, we learn that if we have trust, we shall be stable as the mountain, we shall be
able to ascend to our own greatest heights. Our moments of pain will be brief, and we shall experience the perfection that is the Light of the Creator,
now and in the World to Come. This mystical passage ignites trust, truth, and certainty within our hearts, vanishing forever the doubts that have
tainted the hearts of men through all the ages.
307. He opened the discussion saying: "A song of ascents. They
who trust in Hashem shall be like Mount Zion, which cannot be
removed, but abides forever" (Tehilim 125:1). This passage has been
established, but these are holy supernal levels from the sides of
supernal Gvurot THAT ARE IN BINAH. They are similar to the Levites
below, who are THE ASPECT OF ascents, MEANING levels upon
levels in the secret of fifty years OF WHICH IS WRITTEN, "AND
FROM THE AGE OF FIFTY YEARS THEY SHALL GO OUT OF THE
RANKS OF THE SERVICE" (BEMIDBAR 8:25), WHICH ALLUDES TO
THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. This is: "A song of ascents. They who
trust in Hashem shall be like Mount Zion," these are the righteous,
who trust in Him BY MERIT of their GOOD deeds.

308. It is written: "But the righteous are bold as a lion" (Mishlei 28:1).
HE QUESTIONS: The righteous do not depend upon their deeds at all
and they are constantly in fear, like Abraham, as it is written of him,
"And it came to pass, when he was come near to enter to
Egypt..." (Beresheet 12:11). Like Isaac, of them it is written: "For he
feared to say, 'She is my wife'" (Beresheet 26:7). As Jacob, of whom
it is written: "Then Jacob was greatly afraid and
distressed" (Beresheet 32:8). If they did not depend upon their
deeds, certainly the other righteous of the world did not, yet you say,
"But the righteous are bold as a lion."

309. HE ANSWERS: But certainly it is written, "as a lion (Heb.
kfir)" (Mishlei 28:1), because of all the synonyms OF THE LION, only
the name Kfir is used. That is the weakest and smallest of them all,
who does not depend upon his strength even though he is strong,
because the righteous do not depend upon their present deeds but
rather like a Kfir. Though they know that the strength of their good
deeds is strong, they do not depend on it, but are rather like a Kfir,
and not more.

310. And therefore, it IS WRITTEN: "They who trust in Hashem shall
be like Mount Zion..." not like a young lion and not like a lion and not
like any OF HIS names, but rather "like Mount Zion." They explained
that just as Mount Zion is firm and will never decline, IN THE TIME
TO COME, they will also be like Mount Zion, not as now when they
are only bold like a Kfir (young lion), who fears and does not trust
his strength. And you, the children of supernal Holy Ones, your trust
is certainly like Mount Zion. Fortunate are you in this and the next
world.
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311. They traveled on. When they reached the city, it became dark.
Rabbi Shimon said: Just as this day shone upon us, so we will merit
the World to Come, this night will also light us, so we shall merit the
World to Come, and crown this night with the words that we said
during the day before Atik Yomin. Such a perfect day is not to be
found in all the other generations. Happy is our portion in this world
and in the World to Come.

312. They entered the house of Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Elazar and
Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi were with them, and they slept until
midnight. At midnight, Rabbi Shimon said to the friends: Now is the
time to crown the Holy Chariot above with our efforts. He said to
Rabbi Yosi: Your words were not heard among us today. You shall
be the first to illuminate the night because now is an auspicious time
to illuminate above and below.

31. "The song of songs, which is Solomon's"
Rabbi Yosi says that King Solomon was inspired to create this song when the Temple was built, and all the worlds above and below were completed
in one action, but only when the moon (Malchut) was first fully completed. Moses made the tabernacle in the wilderness so that the Shechinah could
descend to earth, and on that day another tabernacle, that of the youth Metatron, was erected above. Everything was completed the day that the
Song of Songs (Shir Hashirim) was revealed to the world, and so it is considered to be the Holy of Holies, the chamber in the Temple, the portal to
the upper world, that only the High priest may enter. The text goes on to tell of the Cup of Blessing, and the significance of the right and left hands
which take the cup. Then we read that the Shir Hashirim includes everything, the history and story of everything there ever was or will be. Another
explanation offered suggests that the Hashirim are the Patriarchs, which represent the Holy Chariot. At this time, we learn of a deeper secret, that if
one dreams of black grapes growing (but not in the growing season) it is known that a decree of death has been declared against the dreamer. Then
Rabbi Yosi tries to understand how if everything below is mirrored above, the serpent and death can possibly be above. Returning to "A song of
ascents," he explains that this means the songs of the Supreme Angels, who are divided into ascents and levels, and they sing to David, who is
Malchut, to demand of him food and sustenance. As soon as King Solomon came, he recited a song that the great ones of the Upper World recite to
the Supreme King. The songs of all the people of the world were in the lower chariots, but only King Solomon's song was in the Supreme Chariots.
King David and his son Solomon sang their songs differently; David endeavored to correct the worlds and to beautify the Queen with them, while
Solomon endeavored to bring her to the groom, introducing words of love between them in order to join them together. David paired the Queen in
this world below; while Solomon paired the Queen in a perfect union above. The passage speaks then of three thousand proverbs, three thousand
parables, a thousand and five poems, and the number five. In the end, the reason that prayers and petitions are necessary is so that the place from
whence the light emerges, which is Zeir Anpin, should illuminate and become prepared, because when that place is restored, then everything below,
in Malchut, is readied for the appearance of God.
The Relevance of this Passage
Days, weeks, months, years could be spent trying to interpret this one extremely long and complex passage. Yet perhaps its complexity is its
message: to release us from our stubborn adherence to the intellect and turn us toward the divine languages of music and poetry, which are better
able than ordinary language to speak of deep things. We know that Zohar's narrative arouses the spiritual forces of which it speaks. Thus,
references to the serpent and death ignite sacred sparks that safeguard us from these deadly forces.
And the Angel of Death, himself, dies through the Light that shines here. We draw sustenance in the name of David, ending poverty. Protection and
the Light of the Final Redemption are aroused through the Temple. Blessing is bestowed upon us at the hand of the Cup of Blessing. We ignite
untold joy by virtue of Solomon's Song of Songs. And we propagate goodness throughout the world through the medium of the white grapes.
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313. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "The song of songs,
which is Solomon's" (Shir Hashirim 1:1). King Solomon was inspired
to this song when the Temple was built, and all the worlds above and
below were completed in one completion. Even though the friends
disagree AS TO WHEN IT WAS SAID, THE MAIN OPINION IS THAT IT
WAS SAID WHEN THE TEMPLE WAS BUILT. But this song was
recited whole only when the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was fully
completed, and the Temple was built in the likeness of above. When
the Temple was built below, there was no joy before the Holy One,
blessed be He, from the day that the world was created, like that day.

314. Moses made the tabernacle in the wilderness, so that the
Shechinah could descend to earth. On that day, another tabernacle
was erected above, as was explained, as it is written: "The
tabernacle was erected" (Shemot 40:17). "The Tabernacle" comes to
imply another tabernacle that was erected with it, and that is the
tabernacle of the youth Metatron, and not higher. When the first
Temple was built, another first Temple was built with it, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, WHEN IT WAS IN THE GRADE OF BINAH. It existed in all
the worlds and illuminated all the worlds, and the world became
fragrant and all the supernal apertures were opened to shine. There
was no joy in the world like on that day, and then those above and
those below opened and said a song, the Song of Songs, the Songs
that the musicians play to the Holy One, blessed be He.

315. King David recited, "A song of ascents" (Tehilim 125:1) and
King Solomon recited, "The Song of Songs," MEANING a song of
those who play music. What is the difference between them, for it
seems that they are all the same? HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is all
one, but in the days of King David, all the musicians were not in their
places to play music properly, because the Temple was not built yet.
Therefore, they were not prepared above in their places. For as there
are watches arranged on the earth, so it is in heaven, and they stand
one corresponding to the other. AND THE WATCHES BELOW WERE
AS YET NOT PREPARED PROPERLY BECAUSE THE TEMPLE WAS
NOT BUILT.

316. On the day that the Temple was built, they were all fixed in their
place, MEANING THE WATCHES, and the candle, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, that did not illuminate started to illuminate. This song,
THE SONG OF SONGS, was arranged for the supernal King, the King
that the peace is His, ZEIR ANPIN. This praise towered above all first
praises. The day that this praise was revealed to the world was
found completed in everything and so "THE SONG OF SONGS" is
considered the Holy of Holies.
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317. In the Book of Adam, it was written: On the day that the Temple
will be built, the Patriarchs will inspire song above and below.
Therefore, we find that the Shin OF SHIR HASHIRIM is one of the
large letters, FOR THE THREE BRANCHES ALLUDE TO THE THREE
PATRIARCHS. These PATRIARCHS are the ones who inspire the
song. They do not actually play music, BECAUSE ONLY MALCHUT
DOES, but they awaken the above by the song of these great songs
that are appointed over all the worlds, NAMELY OF BINAH.

318. We have learned that the perfect Jacob arose on that day and
entered the Garden of Eden joyously to his place. Then the Garden
of Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, started to sing and all the spices in
the Garden of Eden SANG. Who brought the singing and who recited
it? You must admit that Jacob brought this about. For had he not
entered, then the Garden of Eden would not have sung. SO WE SEE
THAT JACOB BROUGHT IT, AND THE GARDEN OF EDEN, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, RECITED IT.

319. This song is a song that includes the whole Torah, a song with
which those above and those below became inspired. It is a song
which is similar to above, which is the supernal Shabbat, WHICH IS
BINAH, a song that the Supernal Holy Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
becomes crowned by. Therefore, it is the Holy of Holies. What is the
reason? Because all its words are in the love and the joy of all, and
the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is given with the right
hand, WITH CHESED. Since it is given with the right hand, then all
joy and love are present. Therefore, all its words are with love and
with joy.

320. When this right hand is turned back, as it is written: "He has
drawn back His right hand" (Eichah 2:3), then the Cup of Blessing,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is given with the left hand, WHERE THE
JUDGMENTS ARE BECAUSE OF A LACK OF CHASSADIM. Since it is
given with the left hand, those above and those below start to lament
Her. And what do they say, "How (Heb. eichah)?" WHICH ARE THE
LETTERS ei (Eng. 'where') koh, MEANING where is the Cup of
Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'KOH'. The place
above wherein She would sit, NAMELY THE PLACE OF BINAH, was
withheld and removed from Her. Therefore, all the words of Shir
Hashirim, which is of the right side, are of love and joy. All the words
of Eichah, in which the right is missing, and only the left is present,
are grievances and lamentations.
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321. If you ask: Every joy and every jubilation and every song is from
the left side. Therefore, Levites who are of the left side play the song.
SO HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT IT IS JUDGMENTS AND
LAMENTATIONS? HE ANSWERS: Any time there is joy from the left
side, it is present only when the right is joined with it, MEANING
THAT THE CHOCHMAH IN THE LEFT BECOMES ATTACHED WITH
CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT. When the right becomes aroused and
joins with it, then that joy in the right improves and pacifies the
anger OF THE LEFT, BECAUSE ALL THE ANGER AND JUDGMENTS
THAT ARE IN THE LEFT ARE BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS FROM THE RIGHT. When the anger is
pacified and there is joy from the right side, then a complete joy
comes from that side, FROM THE LEFT, BECAUSE AFTER
BECOMING ATTIRED WITH CHASSADIM, THE CHOCHMAH IN THE
LEFT ALSO ILLUMINATES. AND THE JOY IS COMPLETE.
322. When the right is not present, the anger in the left increases,
BECAUSE THE RIGHT is not pacifying and is not improving and is
not causing joy. Then, it IS SAID Eichah, WHICH ARE THE LETTERS
Ei (Eng. 'where') koh, NAMELY the Cup of Blessing THAT IS CALLED
'KOH'. What will become of it, for it sits in the left, and the anger is
increasing and is not pacified? Certainly complaints and
lamentations are aroused.

323. As to Shir Hashirim, certainly the Cup of Blessing was
ALREADY given with the right hand and handed over to it. Every
love and every joy is present. Therefore, all its words are with love
and joy, and it is not so in all the other songs in the world. Therefore,
the song was inspired by the Patriarchs.

324. This song was revealed on the day the Shechinah descended to
earth, as it is written: "So that the priests could not stand and
minister..." (I Melachim 8:11). Why? "For the glory of Hashem had
filled the House of Hashem" (Ibid.). On that very day, the praise of
SHIR HASHIRIM was revealed, and Solomon said it through the Holy
Spirit.

325. The praise of this song, SHIR HASHIRIM, is the inclusion of the
entire Torah, the inclusion of the whole creation, the inclusion of the
secret of the Patriarchs, the inclusion of the Exile in Egypt, the
Deliverance of the children of Yisrael from Egypt and the Song of the
Sea, NAMELY, "THEN SANG MOSES" (SHEMOT 15:1), the inclusion
of the Ten Commandments, the existence of Mount Sinai, AND
INCLUDES FROM THE TIME that Yisrael traveled in the wilderness
until they came to the Land of Yisrael and the Temple was built.
Also, the inclusion of the crowning of the Holy Name with love and
joy, the inclusion of the exile of Yisrael among the nations and the
redemption, the inclusion of the Resurrection of the Dead until the
day that is the Shabbat to Hashem, NAMELY THE DAY THAT IS
COMPLETELY SHABBAT OF THE TIME TO COME, whatever is and
whatever was and whatever will be afterwards during the seventh
day, NAMELY THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM, when it will be Shabbat
to Hashem. It is all in Shir Hashirim.
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326. Therefore we have learned that anyone who selects a passage
from Shir Hashirim and says it in an ale-house, the Torah girds a
sack and ascends before the Holy One, blessed be He, and says
before Him, Your children have made me a joke in an ale-house.
Certainly, the Torah ascends and says thus. Therefore, one should
be careful, and place a crown upon the head of the person out of
every single word of Shir Hashirim.

327. And if you ask: Why is it among the Writings, AND NOT IN THE
PROPHETS? HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, THAT ITS PLACE IS IN
THE WRITINGS, because it is the song of praise of the Congregation
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT that is crowned above, FROM
BINAH. AND MALCHUT IS A PART OF THE WRITINGS. Therefore,
none of the praises in the world are as pleasing before the Holy One,
blessed be He, as this praise.

328. We have learned that "Shir" (Eng. 'a Song') is one,
"Hashirim" (Eng. 'of Songs') is second and "asher" (Eng. 'which is')
is third. This is the secret why the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, was given and is taken between the right and left hands,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT,
CHESED AND GVURAH. It is all inspired toward the King that the
Peace is His, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET, THAT
CORRESPONDS TO THEM AND THE THREE MENTIONED EARLIER.
Desire ascends in this higher and higher, in the secret of the Endless
Light. The Holy Chariot is present here, because the Patriarchs,
NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE MENTIONED
ABOVE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THREE SONGS, are the Chariot.
King David joins with them, and they are four, which is the secret of
the Supreme Holy Chariot. Therefore, there are four words in this
first passage, NAMELY, "THE SONG OF SONGS, WHICH IS
SOLOMON'S," the secret of the Holy complete Chariot.
329. To further explain this secret, "Shir" is the Secret of King David,
being the secret of Shir. "Hashirim" are the Patriarchs, being the
secret of the great appointees, the proper complete Chariot. "Which
is Solomon's" is the secret of he who rides on this complete Chariot,
NAMELY BINAH.

330. The whole of the secret of: "Forever and ever (lit. 'from the
world and to the world')" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:36), WHICH MEANS
FROM BINAH TO MALCHUT, is found in this passage, which is the
secret of the whole Faith. It is all a complete Chariot for the one who
is known, and for the one who is not known, which is not to be
known nor comprehended. Therefore, there are four words in the
passage, which is the secret of the Chariot that is complete from all
sides, BOTH FROM THE RIGHT AND FROM THE LEFT. From here
and further, NAMELY HIGHER THAN ABA AND IMA, the secret was
given over to the sages.
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331. It also has a deeper secret, for we have learned that if one sees
grapes in his dream and they are white, they are good, MEANING
THAT THE DREAM ALLUDES TO GOOD. If they are black and if they
are in season, MEANING THE SEASON OF GRAPE GROWING, they
are good. If not in season, then Mercy is needed, BECAUSE THEY
ALLUDE TO AN EVIL DECREE. HE QUESTIONS: What difference is
there if they are white or they are black, and what difference is there
if they are in season or are not in season? We also learned that if
one eats the black grapes, he is assured to be of the World to Come.
Why?
332. HE ANSWERS: We have learned that the tree with which Adam
sinned was grapes, as it is written: "Their grapes are grapes of
gall" (Devarim 32:32), which are black grapes. There are black
grapes and white grapes, and the white ones are good because they
are of the side of life, BECAUSE WHITE ALLUDES TO CHESED,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'THE TREE OF LIFE'. The
black ones need Mercy, because they are of the side of death and
BECAUSE BLACK ALLUDES TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
GOOD AND EVIL, WHEREIN IS DEATH. In their season, MEANING
WHEN THEY ARE RIPE, they are good, EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE
BLACK. What is the reason? At the time that the white ones
dominate, everything becomes improved because at that time, they
all are fixed and everything is nice. It is all in the same procedure,
the white ones and black ones. When the white ones are not
dominating and the black ones appear in the dream, BUT NOT IN
THE GROWING SEASON OF GRAPES, it is known that a decree of
death has been decreed against him. And he needs Mercy, for he has
seen the Tree with which Adam had sinned, and caused death for
himself and the whole world.

333. We should make an observation, and if Master, RABBI SHIMON,
were not present, I would not say this. We have learned that this
world is similar to the world above, and as for the world above,
everything that is in this world is also in the world above. HE
QUESTIONS: If it is the serpent who brought death to Adam below,
then why did he bring it above, NAMELY TO THE SUPREME ADAM
THAT IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT? If you say
that the light of the woman, THAT IS MALCHUT, is lessened as the
moon which light is lessened at times, and at that time she IS
CONSIDERED as though she were dead, WE SHOULD THEN ASK
about the male THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. Why IS DEATH CONNECTED
TO HIM? AND ALSO, if you say that the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
died by the counsel of the serpent, which is the lessening of the
light, we have learned that the lessening of its light was not because
of the serpent, but rather because the moon said before the Holy
One, blessed be He, 'IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR TWO KINGS TO USE
ONE CROWN'. THIS OCCURRED ON THE FOURTH DAY OF
CREATION, so we can see that it was not because of the serpent. If
you say that her husband, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is BEING
LESSENED OF THE LIGHT WHICH IS CALLED 'DEATH', heaven
forbid that there is lessening above.
334. HE ANSWERS: All these are secrets of the Torah, and the snake
caused a lessening in everything. Come and see: We learned
everything that the Holy One, blessed be He, made above and below
is all as male and female. There are many levels above that are
different from each other, and from level to level is contained the
secret of man. The Holy One, blessed be He, made these levels that
are the same in the form of one body, until they reached the secret of
man, NAMELY MALE AND FEMALE.
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335. We learned of the second day of Creation that Gehenom was
created then, and one body was made in the secret of man. THE SIX
ENDS OF THE GOOD THAT WAS IN KLIPAH OF NOGAH (ENG.
'BRIGHTNESS') WERE FORMED INTO A BODY, WHICH INCLUDES
ALSO MALCHUT AS ITS FEMALE. Its limbs, NAMELY THE ANGELS,
that are appointed, THAT ARE INCLUDED IN IT, come close to fire,
NAMELY TO THE KLIPAH OF FLAMING FIRE, and they die and return
TO LIFE as before. That is because they approached this serpent
and this is the supernal Adam who was tempted in his habitation,
NAMELY BY HIS FEMALE THAT IS CALLED
'HABITATION' (TABERNACLE). THE TABERNACLE WAS ENTICED
by this serpent, and therefore he died. The serpent caused his death
because he approached him, AND THIS IS EXACTLY LIKE THE
LOWER MAN.
336. Man always MEANS male and female, EVEN IN THE LEVELS OF
ATZILUT. But man, who is the Supernal Holy One, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN OF ATZILUT who dominates everything, gives life and
sustenance to everything. Even so, this strong serpent withheld the
light, in the entire LEVEL OF ADAM. When the tabernacle, WHICH IS
the female of that man WHO IS THE GOOD PART IN NOGAH, became
impure, as we have said, she died and the male died too. And they
return TO LIFE as before. Therefore, everything BELOW is similar to
above.

337. If one eats these black grapes IN HIS DREAM, then he is certain
that he will be part of the World to Come. It is because he destroys
THEM and he dominates that place, NAMELY THE KLIPAH, FOR HE
HAS EATEN THEM, overcomes it and grinds it, as it is written: "It
devoured and broke in pieces" (Daniel 7:7). Once that strong Klipah
is removed, he is closer to the World to Come and there is no one to
prevent him. Therefore one who sees in his dream that he ate those
black grapes and crushed them, is certain to have the World to
Come.

338. Similar to this, there was no song in the House of David, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, until these black grapes were removed. He dominated
them and then Shir Hashirim was recited, as we have learned. Even
in this place, IN MALCHUT, they are called 'grapes', as it is written: "I
found Yisrael like grapes in the wilderness..." (Hoshea 9:10). THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE THE ASPECTS OF MALCHUT, and
these, THAT ARE IN THE PASSAGE, are white grapes.

339. This song is superior to all the songs of the ancient. All the
songs recited by the ancient were equal only to the songs that the
Angels recited, even though they established it IN A DIFFERENT
MANNER, it is written: "A song of ascents to David." "A song of
ascents" MEANS the songs that those supreme angels say, who are
divided into grades and levels. To whom do they say it? "To David,"
WHO IS MALCHUT, to request of him food and sustenance.
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340. Another EXPLANATION: "A song of ascents (Heb. Shir
Hamaalot)" is as it is written, "A song to Alamot" (Tehilim 46:1) and
"therefore do the virgins (Heb. alamot) love you" (Shir Hashirim 1:3),
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH THAT ARE
CALLED 'ALAMOT'. THE VERSE WRITES THAT THIS IS THE SONG
OF THE ALAMOT, BECAUSE "HAMA'ALOT" (ENG. 'ASCENTS') IS
SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS HA'ALAMOT (ENG. 'THE
MAIDENS'). "To David," MEANING for the Supreme King David WHO
IS MALCHUT, who constantly praises the Supreme King, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN.
341. As soon as King Solomon came, he recited a song that is
elevated above, which the great ones of the Upper World, CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'THE
UPPER WORLD' recite to the Supreme King that all the peace is His,
WHO IS BINAH, WHENCE ALL THE LIGHTS OF MALE AND FEMALE
AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH COME FROM. ITS CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE CALLED 'GREAT ONES', NAMELY
FIRST THREE SFIROT, IN COMPARISON TO ITS NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD WHICH ARE SMALL AND THE ASPECT OF SIX
EXTREMITIES. All of them who recited songs had their songs
ascend only as high as that song that the supreme angels recited,
except for King Solomon, who ascended with this song to what the
Supreme Great Ones, the pillars of the World, CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, recited. All the people of the world,
THEIR SONGS WERE in the lower Chariots; NAMELY, OF THE
NUKVA BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN. But King Solomon's
SONG WAS in the Supreme Chariots, IN CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH ARE A CHARIOT TO BINAH.
342. If you ask: Yet Moses ascended by the level of prophecy and
love to the Holy One, blessed be He, beyond all the inhabitants of the
world. WOULD YOU SAY that that song which he said pertained to
the lower Chariots and did not rise higher? HE ANSWERS: Come
and see, the song that Moses recited ascended above, TO ZEIR
ANPIN, and not below, TO NUKVA. But he did not recite poetry like
King Solomon, and no one ascended by a poem like Solomon.

343. Moses ascended with his song above, TO ZEIR ANPIN, and the
purpose of his praise was to give praises and thankfulness to the
Supreme King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, who saved Yisrael and
performed for them miracles and mighty deeds in Egypt and on the
Sea. But King David and his son Solomon said songs in a different
manner. David endeavored to correct the maidens, NAMELY THE
CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, WHICH ARE THE PORTIONS OF NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF MALCHUT, FOR WITHOUT THEM THERE ARE
NO FIRST THREE SFIROT TO MALCHUT, and to beautify the Queen
with them, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He did this so that the Queen and
her maidens should appear in beauty. Therefore, he strove through
these songs and praises by them, until he improved and beautified
all the maidens and the Queen.
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344. As soon as Solomon arrived, he found the Queen adorned and
her maidens beautified. He endeavored to bring her to the groom,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and brought the groom to the marriage canopy
with the Queen, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE DRAWING OF THE
SIX EXTREMITIES OF GREATNESS. Then he introduced words of
love between them in order to join them together, MEANING TO
DRAW THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF GREATNESS, so they would
both be as one whole with perfect love. Therefore, Solomon
surpassed in supreme praise the whole world.

345. Moses paired the Queen in this world below, FROM THE CHEST
DOWN OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS ONLY THE ASPECT OF SIX
EXTREMITIES, to be in this world in complete union among those
below, MEANING IN THE ASPECTS OF TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD ALONE. Solomon joined the Queen to a perfect union
above, NAMELY FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN, and brought
the groom to the canopy before the marriage. Afterwards he brought
them both into this world into the Temple that he built, MEANING
THAT HE EXTENDED THE UNION FROM THE CHEST DOWN. AND
SO WE FIND THAT MOSES DREW UNTO MALCHUT ONLY THE
ASPECT OF SIX EXTREMITIES, BUT SOLOMON DREW THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT, AFTER THE SIX EXTREMITIES WERE ALREADY
PREPARED BY MOSES.
346. If you ask: How could Moses bring the Queen alone to this
world, SINCE THE UNION WAS IN THE ASPECT OF TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH BELONG TO
MALCHUT AND ONLY THE ASPECT OF CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET IS DESIGNATED FOR ZEIR ANPIN? For it seems like a
separation. HE ANSWERS, Come and see: The Holy One, blessed be
He, first united her with Moses, WHO WAS A CHARIOT TO THE
ASPECT OF THE CHEST AND UP OF ZEIR ANPIN, and she was the
bride of Moses, as we have learned. As soon as she was united with
Moses AND SHE RECEIVED FROM HIM THE SWEETNESS THAT IS
ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN, she descended into the union
of this world, WHICH IS SIX ENDS, and was fixed in this world, which
is something she did not achieve beforehand. But she never was
separated.
347. But there was not a person in the world since the day that Adam
was created who brought love and amiability and words of marriage
above except for King Solomon, who prepared the marriage of above
FROM THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN first, FOR HE DREW CHOCHMAH
FROM THERE. Afterwards he invited them together to the house that
He prepared for them, MEANING ALSO TO THE UNION OF THE
ASPECT OF BELOW THE CHEST TO THE DRAWING OF
CHASSADIM. Happy are David and his son, Solomon, for they
prepared the marriage of above, NAMELY IN THE ASPECT OF THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT. Since the day the Holy One, blessed be He,
told the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, 'Go and diminish yourself,' it
did not have a complete union with the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN,
except when King Solomon came.

348. In Shir Hashirim, there are five levels present with which to
become joined in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. 'Song' is
one, 'of Songs' is two, making three, 'which is' makes four and
'Solomon's' makes five. FOR THERE ARE TWO LEVELS IN THE
SMALL MALE AND FEMALE FROM THE CHEST DOWN OF ZEIR
ANPIN, AND TWO LEVELS OF THE GREAT MALE AND FEMALE,
FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN. AND AFTER THEM IS BINAH,
SO WE FIND THAT BINAH is in the fifth level, for it is the fiftieth day,
the secret of Jubilee, NAMELY BINAH.
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349. Come and see: Solomon was able to prepare the marriage of
above IN THE ASPECT OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, only due to
the already existing marriage below, OF THE ASPECT OF SIX ENDS.
Whose is THE MARRIAGE OF BELOW? It is the marriage of Moses,
for had there not been this marriage BEFOREHAND, then the
marriage above would not have been. It is all part of the supernal
secret for the wise-hearted.

350. It is written: "And he spoke three thousand proverbs, and his
poems were a thousand and five" (I Melachim 5:12). This passage
was explained by the friends. Yet "he spoke three thousand
proverbs." It is certain that every single thing that he said contained
three thousand proverbs. For example, the Book of Kohelet is in the
supreme secret and is written in a form of parable, for it contains no
passage that is without supreme Wisdom and is allegorical, even its
smallest verses.

351. When Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) the first reached this
passage: "Rejoice, young man, in your youth; and let your heart
cheer you in the days of your youth" (Kohelet 11:9), he would weep
and say, Certainly this passage is beautiful, and it is by way of
parable, who can expound upon this parable? If it is interpreted,
there is no interpretation THAT IS POSSIBLE TO MEDITATE UPON
but SUPERFICIALLY, according to what we see with our eyes. If it is
Wisdom, then who can know it?

352. Immediately he said again, It is written: "These are the
generations of Jacob. Joseph being seventeen years
old..." (Beresheet 37:2). This passage of Kohelet is a parable to the
wisdom in this passage in the Torah, and one is comparable to the
other. "Rejoice, young man, in your youth" CORRESPONDS TO "and
the lad". THE PASSAGE: "And let your heart cheer you"
CORRESPONDS TO "was feeding the flock with his brethren" (Ibid.).
THE PASSAGE "in the days of your youth" CORRESPONDS TO "with
the sons of Bilhah, and with the sons of Zilpah, his father's
wives" (Ibid.). THE PASSAGE: "But know you, that for all these
things" (Kohelet 11:9) CORRESPONDS TO "and Joseph brought to
his father their evil report" (Beresheet 37:2). THE PASSAGE: "Elohim
will bring you into Judgment" CORRESPONDS TO: "These are the
generations of Jacob. Joseph..." because Joseph is included in
Jacob, WHO IS CALLED 'JUDGMENT'. Who can know the secrets of
the Torah?
353. This parable expands to three thousand parables, TO THREE
COLUMNS, and they are all in this parable at the time that Joseph
was included in Jacob, because there are three thousand in
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS. JACOB BY HIMSELF
IS COMPRISED OF THEM ALL AND BY HIMSELF HAS THREE
COLUMNS, AS MENTIONED BEFORE. THEREFORE, WHEN JOSEPH
WAS INCLUDED IN JACOB, THEY WERE ALL IN JOSEPH. For all of
them, ALL THE THREE COLUMNS, are in this parable in the secret of
wisdom. Here, IN THE THREE THOUSAND PARABLES, many are the
merchants who carry THE MERCHANDISE of mystery, MEANING
THAT MANY WISE MEN HAVE MANY SECRETS IN THIS. There are
those who carry shields, MEANING WEAR SHIELDS AGAINST THE
OTHER SIDE WHO DRAW THEM FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
and there is no end to the secrets of Wisdom CONTAINED HEREIN.
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354. "And his poems were a thousand and five." This is what we
established: "And his poems" of the parable "WERE A THOUSAND
AND FIVE." It is all one, whether we say that they are the poems of
Solomon or whether we say they were the poems of the parable. It is
all one and the meaning of it all is that: "And his poems" is Shir
Hashirim. HE QUESTIONS: Is Shir Hashirim a thousand and five? HE
ANSWERS: Certainly it is so! "Five" are the gates and entrances that
open to the King that the Peace is His, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. They
are the five hundred years of the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
FOR THEY ARE THE FIVE SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
TIFERET NAD MALCHUT, THAT ARE DRAWN TO HIM FROM IMA.
AND THEY ARE the fifty years of Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH, THAT
ARE DRAWN TO ZEIR ANPIN.

355. "A thousand" is the Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN. The groom that
emerges from his side, WHICH IS YESOD THAT EMERGES FROM
THE TREE OF LIFE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, inherits all the five THAT
ARE IN THE TREE OF LIFE, to bring them to the bride, THAT IS
MALCHUT. The day of the Holy One, blessed be He, lasts one
thousand years, NAMELY, WHEN ZEIR ANPIN CLOTHES SUPREME
ABA AND IMA SO THAT EACH OF THEIR SFIROT ARE IN THE
SECRET OF ONE THOUSAND, AND THEN ALSO THE SIX SFIROT,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, THAT ARE CALLED 'SIX DAYS', EACH DAY IN THE SECRET
OF ONE THOUSAND YEARS. THUS EVEN YESOD HAS ONE
THOUSAND YEARS. This is the river that comes out of Eden,
BECAUSE YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'RIVER' EMERGES FROM EDEN,
WHICH IS SUPREME ABA AND IMA, that is called 'Joseph the
Righteous', MEANING YESOD OF THE GREATNESS OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS' after the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. FOR THEY ARE JOINED as the
Holy One, blessed be He, conditioned Her, MEANING IN THE
SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "IF MY COVENANT BE NOT DAY AND
NIGHT, IT WERE AS IF I HAD NOT APPOINTED THE ORDINANCES
OF HEAVEN AND EARTH" (YIRMEYAH 33:25). Therefore, Shir
Hashirim is the Holy of Holies, FOR THERE ARE DRAWN INTO HER
THE MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA THAT ARE SO CALLED, AS IT IS
WRITTEN BEFORE US.
356. There is no passage in Shir Hashirim that does not contain the
secret of one thousand and five. THE PASSAGE: 'The Song of
Songs' is certainly so, because these are five levels in this passage,
as we have learned, IN THAT IT CONTAINS FIVE WORDS
CORRESPONDING TO THE FIVE LEVELS KETER, CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. If you ask about the thousand,
WHICH IS YESOD, Why is IT NOT MENTIONED IN THIS PASSAGE? It
is because that thousand is certainly hidden until a wife is joined
with her husband, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. This is what
Solomon endeavored, to bring this thousand to the bride in the
secret of the seal of supernal Chochmah, WHICH IS YESOD OF
MALCHUT. FOR IN IT IS SEALED AND REVEALED SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH.

357. As soon as he made the Holy of Holies below, IN THE TEMPLE,
hidden and concealed, he brought in there the secret of the Holy of
Holies, WHICH ARE THE TWO CHERUBS IN THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED 'HOLY OF HOLIES', IN
ORDER TO make the mystery of the complete union above, IN ABA
AND IMA, and below IN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, in a proper
manner. The Holy of Holies above is the secret of supernal
Chochmah and Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH. Similarly, the groom and
bride, WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, inherit the inheritance
of Aba and Ima, MEANING CHOCHMAH AND JUBILEE, AND ARE
ALSO CALLED 'HOLY OF HOLIES'.
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358. The inherited possession is returned in a different manner. The
inheritance of Aba, WHICH IS SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH DRAWN
FROM CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ABA AND IMA, is inherited by
the daughter, WHO IS MALCHUT, FOR ONLY IN HER IS CHOCHMAH
REVEALED. When this Holy Name ascends, MEANING DURING THE
ASCENSION OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME', TO ABA AND
IMA, THEN CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN HER, and She is also
called 'Holy', WHICH IS Chochmah, LIKE ABA. The inheritance of
Ima, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS CHASSADIM IN THE SECRET OF:
"BECAUSE HE DELIGHTS IN CHESED" (MICHAH 7:18) is inherited by
the son and is called 'Holies'. This is because he takes all these
Supernal Holies, BOTH THE CHOCHMAH OF ABA AND THE
CHASSADIM OF IMA, and gathers them unto him, BUT THE
CHOCHMAH IS COVERED AND ONLY CHASSADIM DOMINATES
HIM. THEREFORE, IT SEEMS THAT HE INHERITS ONLY FROM IMA
AND NOT FROM ABA. Afterwards, he gives them, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, and brings them to the bride, WHO
IS MALCHUT, AND CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN HER. THEREFORE,
IT SEEMS THAT SHE INHERITS ABA, FOR HE POSSESSES
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH FROM CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF
ARICH ANPIN THAT IS THE SOURCE OF CHOCHMAH. THEREFORE,
SHE IS CALLED 'HOLY' AFTER HIM.
359. Therefore he said, "The song of songs." "Song" relates to Holy,
THAT IS ABA, "of songs" to Holies, WHICH ARE IMA so that
everything will be in the secret of Holy of Holies in one secret as
appropriate. "Which is Solomon's," as we have learned THAT ITS
MEANING IS, which is of the King that the peace is His, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN.

360. If you say that this praise, MEANING THIS MOCHIN MENTIONED
IN THE SHIR HASHIRIM, is OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR IT SAYS: "WHICH IS
SOLOMON'S" THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, do not say this. Rather the
praise ascends to a high place, NAMELY TO BINAH, but there is a
secret IN THE WORDS: "WHICH IS SOLOMON'S." For when the Male
and the Female are readied together, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
under the supernal King, WHO IS BINAH, then that King, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN, ascends above TO BINAH and is filled there with all the
sanctifications and all the blessings that are drawn down, and
projects them down, NAMELY TO MALCHUT. This is the desire of the
supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, to be filled with sanctifications and
blessings to project downwards, TO MALCHUT.

361. The prayers and beseeching THAT WE SAY are for this, that the
supernal Spring, ZEIR ANPIN, would be fixed and filled. When it is
prepared properly THEN from its appearance, NAMELY CHOCHMAH
THAT IS CALLED 'SIGHT', and from the appearance of that fixture,
NAMELY THE PREPARATION OF THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and its maidens,
WHICH ARE THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, are corrected. The lower
world does not have to be fixed BY BINAH, AS IN ITS SMALLNESS,
but by the appearance of the Supernal World, ZEIR ANPIN, AND NOT
FROM BINAH. The moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, does not appear on
its own at all, MEANING AFTER IT WAS DIMINISHED OF THE LIGHTS
THAT IT RECEIVED FROM BINAH, except for when it is made ready
by the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THEN it shines. It is from the
light of the sun and its constructing that the moon is repaired and
shines.
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362. The reason that prayers and petitions are necessary is that the
place from which the light emerges, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, should
illuminate and become prepared, because when that place is
restored, then everything below, IN MALCHUT, is readied from His
appearance. Therefore, when Solomon recited the song he did not
strive TO RESTORE except for the sake of the King that the peace is
His, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that He will be restored. Once He is
restored, everything is mended through His appearance. If He is not
restored, then the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, will never be
renewed. Therefore, it is written: "Which is Solomon's," WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN, so that he should become restored and full properly as
before, as we have learned.

32. "Of every man whose heart prompts him to give"
When Wisdom was drawn down to the world, it became entrenched in Malchut, in the kingdom on earth, and in speech where its purpose was to
bring righteousness. This world, and the supernal angels, take nourishment from the spirit of righteousness. The text tells of how many times this
spirit was removed by the wicked of the world and how many times it was perfected again, by Noah, by Abraham, by Isaac, by Jacob, by Moses and
by Solomon. The Holy One told Moses to make Him a tabernacle so that He had a place to dwell among the children of Yisrael. "That they bring Me
an offering," refers, we are reminded, to Shechinah, the spirit of Malchut. When Solomon came, he perfected that spirit of Malchut with the
perfection of above, of Understanding; he started to rectify the appearance of the Upper World, which is Zeir Anpin, in order to rectify from that the
appearance of the lower world, which is Malchut. This is the meaning of "Which is Solomon's" - Solomon represents Zeir Anpin.
The Relevance of this Passage
We can use this story of our repeated cycles of lapsing into sin and then being rectified to illuminate our own world. Just as often as we err and fall
from grace, we can also become righteous again through prayer and a renewed effort to succeed. The righteous souls of antiquity, Noah, Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Solomon, whose own souls out-balance all the souls of the wicked combined, are with us now, rectifying our iniquities and
correcting all the sins of the entire world.
The sum total of Light revealed by all the righteous souls, past and present, floods our existence, prompting the final ascent and redemption of man.
Never again will humanity fall and stumble into darkness, for that is the power of the Zohar. And because these great sages possess a deep love for
their neighbor that shines brighter than a galaxy of stars, our ascent is sweetened with immeasurable kindness and compassion. For that reason,
we should take a moment and appreciate this great gift, giving thanks to all Creation for the opportunity to live during these times.
363. "That they bring Me an offering, of every man..." (Shemot 25:2).
It is a most secret secret to those who know Wisdom that when it
entered the will of the secret of secrets, THAT IS KETER, to glorify
its glory, it blew a spirit from the supernal point, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, MEANING THE SPIRIT OF CHOCHMAH, that is drawn
from above down, TO MALCHUT. CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN NO
SFIRAH BUT MALCHUT ALONE, and it performed THERE its
rectification, in order to settle in this world. Why DID IT PERFORM
THIS RECTIFICATION THERE? It is because if the root and source of
this world would not BE RECTIFIED IN MALCHUT, there would be no
vessel by which to provide to this world at all. If it would not provide
to this world, THE WORLD would be lost immediately and would not
be able to exist even one moment. But because it made the
rectification IN MALCHUT from this world, MALCHUT is filled from
one side to provide this world, and from the other side to provide for
the supernal angels, and they all gain nourishment from it together.
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364. The perfecting of the rectification of this spirit, WHICH IS THE
LIGHT OF MALCHUT AS MENTIONED ABOVE, is the spirit of the
righteous in this world. This spirit was perfected in the time that
Enoch, Yered, and Mahalalel were in the world, and when the wicked
of the world increased, that perfection was removed from it, FROM
THE SPIRIT. After they perished IN THE FLOOD, Noah came and
brought perfection. Then came the generation of separation and
perfection was removed from it, FROM THE SPIRIT. Then Abraham
came and perfected it. When the people of S'dom came and removed
it, Isaac came and perfected it. The Philistines and the wicked of the
generation came and removed THE PERFECTION from it. Then
Jacob and his sons came, FOR THEY WERE a perfect bed WITHOUT
A FLAW, and perfected it.

365. They went out of the Holy Land and descended to Egypt, and
THE SPIRIT remained IN EGYPT for them. While there, Yisrael
reverted to the actions of the Egyptians, THE SPIRIT was subdued
and that perfection was removed from it until they left Egypt. They
came to make a tabernacle and the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'It
is My desire to dwell among you, but I cannot until you restore that
spirit of Mine, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT AS MENTIONED
ABOVE, to dwell among you.' This is what is meant by: "And let
them make Me a sanctuary; that I may dwell among them" (Shemot
25:8).

366. This is the secret of the verse: "That they bring Me an offering,"
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT. Moses said to
the Holy One, blessed be He, 'Who can take it and make it?' He said
to him, Moses, it is not as you think, but "of every man whose heart
prompts him to give...", meaning that you shall take it and perfect it
from their desire and their spirit.

367. When Solomon came, he perfected that spirit OF MALCHUT with
the perfection of above, OF BINAH, because from the time that it was
perfected below in the days of Moses, that perfection FROM BELOW
was not removed from it. When Solomon came, he endeavored to
perfect it from above and started to rectify the appearance of the
Upper World, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in order to rectify from that
appearance the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the
meaning of: "Which is Solomon's," WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.

33. The kisses
First, we learn that when the Torah was given to the children of Yisrael in the form of the Ten Commandments, every commandment made a sound;
that sound was divided into seventy sounds which all illuminated and sparkled in the beauty and rectitude before the eyes of all Yisrael. Each
person fully accepted the many commandments of the Torah and also the many punishments of the Torah. Then the sound returned and kissed him
on the mouth. Each longed to see the one light that received within itself all the other colored lights, and God promised that this would happen. The
text then speaks of the colors that the Light receives, which are gold, silver and brass, corresponding to Gvurah, Mercy and Beauty. We read then of
another explanation for the kisses received by Yisrael, wherein the four letters of the word for love, Ahavah, join together in a kiss. When their Light
spreads to this world, these four spirits produce one fruit, which is a spirit composed of four spirits, and this ascends and splits firmaments, before
ascending further to sit near the Sanctuary of Love, whence comes all love. That spirit is also called 'love', and when it rises it causes the sanctuary
to become joined above with the Sanctuary of Desire, whence are the kisses. We read next of how that spirit meets Akhtriel, the Appointed Angel
who presides over the tides that come from the thirteen rivers of the pure balsam tree. These tides are called "many waters". The Song of Songs
says, "Many waters cannot quench love nor can the floods drown it." When the spirit enters the Sanctuary of Love, the love of the supernal kisses
becomes aroused. We are told finally of the most concealed light that illuminates everything, and the awakening of the rising of kisses that depends
on it. "For your loves are better than wine", we learn, refers to the living Elohim, which is the wine that gives life and delight to all.
The Relevance of this Passage
Ten Commandments signify the Ten Sfirot, the ten-dimensional structure through which the Light of the Creator refracts and flows, enroute to our
world. We connect our souls to the myriad colors, the Lights and the sounds that once lit up Sinai brighter than a billion blazing suns. Love, the
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mysterious force that links us to one another and to God, resonates in the supernal Sanctuary of Love and in our hearts to illuminate all our days
and nights. Speak to me of love, says the poet, and I will show you the beginning and the middle and the end of all things, and the wellspring of your
very existence.
By truly opening our hearts to this message and to the wonders of the Song of Songs, this passage furnishes all that God wishes for us - endless
life and unending joy along a path teeming with sweetness, tenderness, and mercy. The full dimension of Sinai's Light is therefore replenished,
kissing our souls in an everlasting embrace.
368. "And this is the offering" (Shemot 25:3). We have learned that
when the Holy One, blessed be He, was revealed on Mount Sinai and
the Torah was given to Yisrael with the Ten Commandments, every
commandment made a sound. FOR SPEECH, THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, BROUGHT FORTH A SOUND WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHESED. That sound was divided into seventy sounds and they
all illuminated and sparkled before the eyes of all Yisrael, who saw
His splendor eye-to-eye. This is what is meant by: "And all the
people perceived the thundering (also: 'see the sounds')" (Shemot
20:15). They certainly saw, MEANING THAT THE MOCHIN OF
CHOCHMAH WAS REVEALED IN IT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
SIGHT EVEN THOUGH ESSENTIALLY IT IS THE SECRET OF
CHASSADIM.
369. That sound HAD THREE COLUMNS AND adjured each one of
Yisrael, and said to him, 'Accept me upon you with this many
commandments of the Torah,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
RIGHT COLUMN. They said, 'Yes,' and it turned upside down, rolled
over him, and adjured him saying, 'Accept me upon you with this
many punishments of the Torah,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
LEFT COLUMN. And he would say yes. Afterwards, that sound
returned and kissed him on his mouth. This is what is meant by: "Let
him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth" (Shir Hashirim 1:2), FOR
THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND THE ASPECT
OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT.

370. Yisrael saw everything at that time within one light, NAMELY
MALCHUT, which received within itself all the other lights, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. They longed to see it. The
Holy One, blessed be He, said to them, The light that you saw at
Mount Sinai that received all these colored lights, to which you
aspired, WHICH IS MALCHUT, you shall receive it and take it to you.
The colors that the light receives are gold, WHICH IS GVURAH,
silver, WHICH IS CHESED, brass, WHICH IS TIFERET, ETC. WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS.

371. Another explanation OF THE PASSAGE: "Let him kiss me with
the kisses of his mouth": What did King Solomon see that he
brought words of love between the Upper World, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT? The beginning of
the praise of love that he brought among them is "Let him kiss me."
HE ANSWERS: We have learned that there is not love of the cleaving
of spirit with spirit except through kissing, and kissing is with the
mouth, which is the spring of the spirit (or: 'breath') and its outlet.
When they kiss each other, the spirits cleave one unto the other and
become one, and then it is one love.
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372. In the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) the first, it is said
about this passage that a kiss of love spreads in four directions, the
four directions join together, and they are in the secret of Faith,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. THE FOUR DIRECTIONS come through four
letters, from which are the letters which form the Holy Name. The
upper and lower originate from them, and the praise of Shir Hashirim
come from them. Who are they? They are THE FOUR LETTERS OF
Ahavah (Aleph-Hei-Bet-Hei, =love), they are a supernal Chariot,
CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, and they are the
connection and cleaving and perfection of everything.

373. These FOUR letters, ALEPH, HEI, BET, AND HEI, are four spirits.
They are the FOUR spirits of love and joy of all the limbs of the body
without any sadness at all. For when the four spirits are in a kiss,
each one is combined with the other, MEANING THE SPIRIT OF ZEIR
ANPIN IS COMBINED WITH MALCHUT AND THE SPIRIT OF
MALCHUT IS COMBINED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. When this spirit is
included in the other spirit and the other spirit is included in this
spirit, they become IN EACH ONE two spirits united, MEANING THE
ESSENTIAL SPIRIT AND THE OTHER WHICH IS INCLUDED IN IT.
Then they join in one cleaving and they are four in all, TWO OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND TWO OF MALCHUT. They flow between each other and
are included together.
374. When THEIR LIGHT spreads TO THIS WORLD, these four spirits
produced one fruit, which is a spirit composed of four spirits. This
one ascends AGAIN and splits firmaments until it ascends and sits
near a certain sanctuary called 'the Sanctuary of Love', the
sanctuary from whence every love comes. That spirit is also called
'love' and when it rises, it stimulates that sanctuary to become
joined above.

375. The four letters correspond to the four spirits MENTIONED
ABOVE, and they are THE FOUR LETTERS Ahavah (Aleph-Hei-BetHei, =love), BECAUSE THE SPIRIT OF ZEIR ANPIN IS ALEPH AND
THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT THAT IS INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN IS HEI.
THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT IS HEI AND THE SPIRIT OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS INCLUDED IN MALCHUT IS BET, and their fruit is CALLED
'love', AS MENTIONED EARLIER. When they join with each other,
ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT IN THE JOINING OF KISSING, they are
aroused, the one to the aspect of the other. THE SPIRIT OF
MALCHUT BECOMES STIMULATED AND INCLUDED IN THE SPIRIT
OF ZEIR ANPIN AND the other to the aspect of the former. THE
SPIRIT OF ZEIR ANPIN BECOMES INCLUDED IN THE SPIRIT OF
MALCHUT AND, THEREFORE, ALEPH WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, immediately produces Hei, WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF
MALCHUT THAT IS COMBINED WITH HIM, and joins with that Aleph
with cleaving and love. And two other letters become aroused: Hei,
WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT, with Bet, WHICH IS THE SPIRIT
OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS INCLUDED IN MALCHUT. Spirits are
included in spirits with the cleaving of love, and these letters ALEPHHEI-BET-HEI fly from them, AND THEY COME with that spirit that
ascends AS MENTIONED ABOVE, WHICH IS THEIR FRUIT.
THEREFORE, IT IS NAMED 'LOVE' AFTER THEM and they become
adorned with it properly, AND IT IS INCLUDED IN THOSE FOUR
SPIRITS.
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376. After that, love rises, MEANING THE SPIRIT THAT IS BORN
FROM THE FOUR SPIRITS OF THE KISSES, and is combined with all
those four spirits. It meets a supernal minister, the officer that is
appointed over 1,990 firmaments. He is appointed over the flows that
are drawn from the thirteen rivers of the pure balsam trees that are
drawn from the supernal dew. And those flows, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF THE LIGHTS OF CHASSADIM, are called 'many waters'.
When the spirit meets that officer of the camps, he stands against it
but cannot detain it, so it, THE RIVERS OF PURE BALSAM, crosses
over through them until it enters the sanctuary of love.

377. Referring to this, Solomon said at the end of his praise OF SHIR
HASHIRIM, "Many waters cannot quench love" (Shir Hashirim 8:7).
"Many waters": These are the supernal waters that are drawn from
the supernal dew, MEANING THE MANY CHASSADIM, while "nor can
the floods drown it" (Ibid.) are the rivers of pure balsam which are
thirteen AND ALL THOSE DO NOT EXTINGUISH THE GREAT LOVE
OF THE RIGHT TO THE LEFT, AS MENTIONED EARLIER. That
minister is an angel, a messenger from Hashem, and he is the head
of the camps that puts crowns to his Master. It is the secret of
Ach'tariel, who fashions crowns for his Master with the engraved
Name Yud Hei Vav Hei Yah Tzva'ot.

378. When the spirit enters the sanctuary of love, the love of the
supernal kisses OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, is
aroused, as it is written: "And Jacob kissed Rachel" (Beresheet
29:11), so that the kisses of the Supernal Love will be done properly.
These kisses are the beginning of the arousal of every love, cleaving
and bond of above. Therefore, the beginning of the praise of this
song is "Let him kiss me."

379. HE QUESTIONS: To whom was it said "Let him kiss me"? HE
ANSWERS: It is that which is concealed in a most high concealment,
WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT ARE BOTH CALLED
'ABA'. If you ask: Yet the most concealed of all, WHICH IS ARICH
ANPIN SUPERNAL, whence are all the kisses, does He kiss
downwards TOWARDS MALCHUT? Come and see the most
concealed of all, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. There is no one who
knows it, and it revealed of itself one delicate and concealed light,
WHICH IS ABA, that was not revealed except for one delicate path
that spread from it TO ILLUMINATE IMA. This is the light that
illuminates everything. It is the stimulator of all the supernal secrets
and is concealed. Sometimes it is concealed and sometimes
revealed, even though it is not revealed at all, and the awakening of
the rising of kisses depends on it. It is concealed; THEREFORE, the
praise starts in a concealed way THAT HE SAYS, "LET HIM KISS ME
WITH THE KISSES OF HIS MOUTH," WHICH IS IN THE THIRD
PERSON.
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380. HE QUESTIONS: The KISSES are dependent upon ABA, IF SO
what is Jacob doing here, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, if the kisses are
dependent upon ABA, AND WHY DOES IT SAY "AND JACOB KISSES
RACHEL"? HE ANSWERS: But certainly it is so, THAT JACOB IS
THE ONE WHO KISSES, because "Let him kiss me" ALLUDES TO
that which is concealed above, WHICH IS ABA. But in what way?
Through that supernal Chariot from which all the colors originate
and to which they are all attached. This is Jacob, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT THE COLORS OF
RIGHT AND LIGHT ARE COMBINED IN HIM, AND HIS CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE A SUPERNAL CHARIOT. As we have
said, this will be done with the cleaving with which the King, WHO IS
ABA, cleaves to his son, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. HE IS CALLED 'HIS
SON', IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF THE PASSAGE:
"WHAT IS HIS NAME, AND WHAT IS HIS SON'S NAME, IF YOU CAN
TELL" (MISHLEI 30:4). THUS THE ONE WHO KISSES IS JACOB BUT
HE DRAWS THEM FROM ABA, TO WHOM HE IS ATTACHED.
Therefore, it is written: "From the kisses of his mouth" (Shir
Hashirim 1:2), WHICH IS IN THE THIRD CONCEALED PERSON,
BECAUSE IT ALLUDES TO ABA WHO IS CONCEALED.
381. "For your loves are better than wine" (Ibid.). THE PASSAGE
returns to the sun ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF, AND THEREFORE SPEAKS
IN SECOND PERSON, WHICH IS REVEALED, for it illuminates the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from the light of the upper luminaries. It
takes the light from all of them and illuminates upon the moon.
These lights that are attached in it, from which place do they
illuminate? THE PASSAGE repeats and says, "Than (also: 'from')
wine", MEANING from that preserved wine, from that wine which is
the delight of all the delights. What is that wine that gives life and
delight to everyone? This is living Elohim, WHICH IS BINAH, which is
the wine that gives life and happiness to all, AND IT IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT
COLUMN OF BINAH THAT IS COMBINED WITH THE RIGHT.

382. Another EXPLANATION of "from wine": It is from that name that
is called Yud Hei Vav Hei, MEANING Yud Hei Vav Hei FULLY SPELT
WITH YUDS, WHICH NUMERICALLY EQUALS 72, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF SEVENTY JUDGES OF THE SANHEDRIN AND TWO
WITNESSES, SEVENTY BEING THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF YAYIN
(ENG. 'WINE'). For this is the wine of joy, love, and Mercy, from
which all illuminate and rejoice. The friends came and kissed RABBI
YOSI on his head.
383. Rabbi Shimon wept and said: I know for sure that the Holy Spirit
pulsates and throbs in you. Blessed is this generation, for there will
not be another generation like it until the time when King Messiah
comes, when the Torah returns to its original glory. Blessed are the
righteous in this world and in the World to Come.

34. "And this is the offering"
Rabbi Elazar tells us that the passage, "And this is the offering, which you shall take of them," is difficult to understand both in the literal meaning
and the hidden one. And indeed the explanatory text seems to confuse it further. First, correspondences are drawn between angels, Michael,
Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael (Boel when he is in the Seat of Judgment), protecting angels, Attending Serafim, and the gold, silver, brass, blue, purple,
scarlet and all of the other offerings. Each of these also has aspects of the Sfirot. We read of "oil of the light" and "oil for the light," which are the
luminaries of the upper world, which is male and dominates by day, and the lower world which is female and dominates by night. We read of the
seven types of gold, and of silver and brass, and again of the other offerings in the context of the Sfirot. And we learn that it is gold which
predominates.
The Relevance of this Passage
These verses delve deeply into the mysteries of the Torah, for the literal text is devoid of practical meaning and filled with contradiction.
Accordingly, we acquire the consciousness and powers of observation to penetrate beyond the surface level of our existence. On a cosmic scale, all
is now revealed: the hidden meaning of life, the cause behind the effect, the seed that precedes the tree, the beauty beneath the surface, and the
secrets of the Torah. No longer can life seem as senseless and contradictory as the illusory stories of the Torah.
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384. "And this is the offering, which you shall take of them" (Shemot
25:3). Rabbi Elazar said: We have established this passage and we
have already learned its secrets, THAT OFFERING IS THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED. But the secret OF: "AND THIS IS
THE OFFERING" I have learned this way and the passages are
difficult. If they are interpreted according to the secret of below,
MEANING ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING, they are
conflicting, but if according to the secret of above, THAT OFFERING
MEANS THE SHECHINAH, they are not clear. BECAUSE IT IS
WRITTEN, "Speak to the children of Yisrael that they bring Me an
offering" (Shemot 25:2) and this is understood, FOR THE PURPOSE
IS THAT IT IS NOT BY THEM, BUT THEY HAVE TO BRING IT.
AFTERWARDS IT IS SAID, "OF EVERY MAN WHOSE HEART
PROMPTS HIM TO GIVE you shall take My offering" is difficult, FOR
HERE IT SEEMS THAT THE OFFERING IS ALREADY IN THEIR
POSSESSION AND OTHERS HAVE TO TAKE IT FROM THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. AND SO ALSO THE PASSAGE: "And this is
the offering which you shall take of them" is difficult, FOR IT ALSO
MEANS THAT THE OFFERING IS ALREADY IN THEIR POSSESSION.
Everything is DIFFICULT for certain, both above and below,
NAMELY, BOTH ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING AND THE
HIDDEN. EVEN ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL MEANING IT IS
DIFFICULT, FOR FIRST IT SAYS THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL
SHOULD BRING, AND AFTERWARDS IT SAYS THAT YOU SHALL
TAKE OF THEM.
385. HE ANSWERS: This is the explanation of, "That they bring Me
an offering." Who? The children of Yisrael. "Of every man": These
are the supernal angels above, for MALCHUT is an offering (Heb.
trumah) to them, MEANING A RAISING (HEB. HARAMAH), for they
are constantly raising it before the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN. They
raise it to be united with the supernal King, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES THAT CARRY THE THRONE,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FOUR ANGELS, MICHAEL,
GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL. When Yisrael are righteous, they
take THE SHECHINAH from above THE ANGELS, and bring Her
down. This is the meaning of: "Of every man whose heart prompts
him to give." Who are they? They are these four, NAMELY MICHAEL,
GAVRIEL, URIEL, AND REFAEL, who raised Her above. "WHOSE
HEART PROMPTS HIM TO GIVE" MEANS that that heart, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, favors them and that offering, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, is carried by them.
386. Even though THE SHECHINAH stands over them and dwells
upon them, ON THE ANGELS, "you shall take" Her from them to
lower Her down. And how? In this time, WE LOWER HER with good
deeds, with prayers and beseeching, and by fulfilling the
commandments of the Torah. At that time, WHEN THE TABERNACLE
WAS BEING BUILT, it was through the colors, GOLD, SILVER...that
appear below similar to above, MEANING LIKE THE SUPERNAL
SFIROT, and other services. These colors draw below that offering,
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, and the colors of below triumph over
the colors of above, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT. The colors OF
BELOW drew the colors OF ABOVE and they entered, these into
those, and those OF BELOW became the body for those OF ABOVE.
Referring to this, it is written: "You shall take of them."
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387. Gold that is comprised in Gavriel is gold above, MEANING THE
SFIRAH GVURAH, and Gavriel takes it below. This gold is divided
below into seven types of gold, WHICH ARE GREENISH GOLD, THE
GOLD OF OPHIR, SHEBA GOLD, PRECIOUS GOLD, PURE GOLD,
BERYL GOLD. Silver is above, MEANING THE SFIRAH OF CHESED,
and is comprised in Michael below and they dwell upon each other.
Brass is above, NAMELY THE SFIRAH TIFERET, and it emerges from
gold, FOR TIFERET EMERGES FROM GVURAH. Gold and fire
pertains to the same mystery, AS BOTH ARE GVURAH, and the fire
produced brass, and because of this power and strength, fiery
serpents were spread that emerged from fire. Therefore, brass is red
like fire, is comprised in Uriel and becomes a body for him.

388. Blue dwells in both brass and gold, WHICH INCLUDES THE
JUDGMENTS IN TIFERET WHICH IS BRASS AND IN GVURAH WHICH
IS GOLD. It prevails on two sides; THEREFORE, blue is severe IN
JUDGMENTS, and none can rule to transform it into life. IF HE SEES
THE COLOR BLUE IN HIS DREAM, it is the seat of Judgment where
severe Judgment dwells. It is THE ANGEL Boel, as it is written: "And
an El who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12). When people
repent in complete repentance, his name returns to Refael, because
remedy is prepared for them from that severe Judgment.

389. Purple is gold and silver, WHICH ARE GVURAH AND CHESED,
that returned to be combined together, WHICH ARE Michael and
Gavriel that are combined and fitted together. It is written: "He
makes peace in His high places" (Iyov 25:2). Because they are fitted
together, they become one body, WHICH IS PURPLE. AND IT
CORRESPONDS TO THE SFIRAH NETZACH, BECAUSE IN
NETZACH, GVURAH AND CHESED RULE TOGETHER.

390. Scarlet is above IN THE SFIRAH HOD and comprised BELOW in
Uriel, as we said earlier, THAT THE ONE BECOMES A BODY FOR
THE OTHER so as to be attached to blue and purple, WHICH ARE
MALCHUT AND NETZACH. Linen is above IN THE SFIRAH OF
YESOD and is comprised, AS WE SAID, in the secret of Refael. AND
THE ONE BECOMES A BODY FOR THE OTHER, so as to be attached
to silver and gold, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH.
391. Until here is the secret of the seven pillars of above, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER, within seven pillars of below, WHICH ARE
GOLD AND SILVER AND BRASS, ETC. shell within shell, MEANING
THAT THEY ARE COVERED BY EACH OTHER AND THOSE OF
BELOW BECOME A COVERING OVER THESE OF ABOVE as a
protection. We have established that these seven PILLARS are inner
side of the inner, MEANING THAT THEY ARE ALL INTERNAL, and
goats' hair is a cover to the inner, MEANING THAT IT IS EXTERNAL.
392. "And rams' skins dyed red" (Shemot 25:5): These are the
protecting angels, WHO PROTECT AGAINST THE OTHER SIDE and
have eyes that blaze flames of fire, as it is written: "And his eyes like
torches of fire" (Daniel 10:6). They are called 'firmaments' and are
outside, within the covering (Heb. Klipah). "And badgers'
skins" (Shemot 25:5): These are inside in the holy side and they are
joined in Holiness, yet are not attached as we said.
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393. "And acacia wood" (Ibid.): We have established that they are
attending Serafim, as it is written: "Serafim stood above
him" (Yeshayah 6:2), FOR THEY ARE IN THE WORLD BRIYAH. HE
QUESTIONS: What is the meaning of: "above him"? HE ANSWERS: It
is above that covering, MEANING THAT NO KLIPAH DOMINATES
THEM BY BEING ABOVE THEM, AND THE JUDGMENTS DO NOT
BLEMISH ABOVE THE PLACE OF THEIR EXISTENCE, SO THEY ARE
IN THE SECRET OF ACACIA WOOD. If you ask whether this passage
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, and THAT "ABOVE HIM"
MEANS ABOVE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IT IS NOT SO. For
we have learned: "I saw Hashem" (Ibid. 1). The particle 'Et (Eng.
'the')' is exact, WHICH MEANS THAT HE SAW MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'ET'. Similar to this, it is written in this passage: "And His
train filled the temple" (Ibid.). 'Et (the)' is exact, in that it came to
include that Klipah, MEANING THAT HIS TRAIN FILLS AND ANNULS
THAT KLIPAH THAT CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'ET'. Since it said AND MENTIONED the secret of that
Klipah, it wrote: "Serafim stood above him" MEANING above that
Klipah.
394. "Oil for the light" (Shemot 25:6): This is the oil of supernal
greatness that comes from above, FROM ABA AND IMA. There are
two kinds of oil and they are two LEVELS. One is above, IN ABA AND
IMA, and is called 'Oil of the light' and one below is called 'oil for the
light'. Oil of the light is supernal, THAT THE OIL is assuredly always
in it and never stops. It is always full with holy oil, and all the
blessings and all the lights and all the candles are all blessed and
illuminate from there. "Oil for the light" IS MALCHUT that is
sometimes full and sometimes not.

395. Also, IT CAN BE EXPLAINED, for we have learned that it is
written: "And Elohim made the two great luminaries..." (Beresheet
1:16), even though the friends have established it and it is so. Yet
these two great luminaries are the oil of the light and oil for the light,
which are the Upper World, ZEIR ANPIN, and the Lower World,
MALCHUT, for the one is male and the other female. Every time male
and female come together, they are referred to in the masculine
form. The Upper World is called 'great' and, because of it, the
attached Lower World is included in it and is also called 'great'.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "THE TWO GREAT LUMINARIES."

396. When they are separated from each other, each one individually
is referred to in a proper way for it; this one is called 'great' and this
one is called 'small'. The early sages said that a person should
rather be a tail to lions than a head to foxes, because when
MALCHUT stood among the lions, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF
ATZILUT, She is named entirely as the lions, as the tail of a lion is
yet a lion inseparably. If MALCHUT is among the foxes, WHICH ARE
THE SFIROT OF BRIYAH, MEANING AFTER SHE WAS LESSENED
AND DESCENDED TO BRIYAH, even though She is the head OF THE
FOX, the head of the fox is yet a fox inseparably and is called 'a fox',
BECAUSE SHE BECOMES CROWN OF BRIYAH.
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397. This is the secret OF: 'OIL OF THE LIGHT,' because WHEN ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT SAT TOGETHER at first, they were called 'the
two great luminaries', even though MALCHUT was the tail to the
above, ZEIR ANPIN. When MALCHUT separated from the above, to
be the head to the foxes so to speak, she is called 'small'. According
to this secret, the oil of the light never stops and abides in the Upper
level to dominate by day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. "Oil for the light":
HIS LIGHT is interrupted and is called 'small', and dominates at
night, MEANING MALCHUT.

398. IT IS WRITTEN: "SPICES FOR THE ANOINTING OIL, AND FOR
THE SWEET INCENSE" (SHEMOT 25:6), MEANING five KINDS OF
spices are put into the oil and FIVE INTO the incense, even though it
is one. THAT IS, IT SEEMS FROM THE PASSAGE THAT THERE IS
ONE KIND OF SPICE FOR THE ANOINTING OIL AND FOR THE
SWEET INCENSE, YET STILL IN ALL they are two DISTINCTIVE
KINDS OF SPICES, FIVE KINDS FOR THE OIL, WHICH ARE THE
BEST SPICES: PURE MYRRH, SWEET CINNAMON, SWEET
CALAMUS, AND CASSIA. THE FIVE KINDS FOR INCENSE ARE
STORAX, ONYCHA, GALBANUM, SWEET SPICES, AND PURE
FRANKINCENSE, AND THE SWEET SPICES COMPRISE THEM ALL
BUT ARE NOT COUNTED. And it is all one, FOR THEY UNITE AND
BECOME ONE. "Onyx stones..." (Shemot 25:7): they are altogether
thirteen, MEANING TWELVE STONES TO BE SET AND THE ONYX
STONES EQUAL THIRTEEN. They are the adornments of the
tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT BECOME ADORNED IN THE
SECRET OF THIRTEEN, WHICH RECEIVES FROM THE TWELVE
ACRONYMS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH THE
INCLUSION.
399. Let us return to the original subject. We have learned that there
are seven kinds of gold. And if you ask: Gold is Judgment, MEANING
GVURAH, and silver is Mercy, WHICH IS CHESED, yet gold has risen
above it, MEANING THAT THE JUDGMENT HAS BEEN SWEETENED
SO MUCH THAT GVURAH IS MORE VALUABLE THAN CHESED. It is
not so and assuredly gold is more important than all of them. Yet
gold is mentioned in the ordinary meaning, AND NOT THAT IT HAS
RISEN MORE THAN CHESED THOUGH SWEETENING. That is
supernal Gold, MEANING BINAH BECAUSE OF THE GVURAH THAT
IS IN IT, which is the seventh of all kinds of gold. This is the gold that
lights and glistens before the eyes. THE SIX LOWER KINDS OF
SILVER ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN AND, BECAUSE OF this, when it
emerges to the world, one who acquires it hides it by him. From that,
all types of gold emerge and are drawn.

400. When is something that is called 'gold' so called? It is when it is
lit by the shining light and rises in glory of fear, WHICH ARE THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN THAT WERE SWEETENED
AND BECAME THE CAUSES OF THE DRAWING OF CHOCHMAH
AND THE FEAR WAS TURNED TO BE REST AND GLORY. It abides in
supernal joy, to make the lower ones rejoice WITH ITS LIGHT. When
it is in Judgment, MEANING UNDER THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT
ONLY, MEANING when it is changed from the color GOLD to the
color blue or black or red, then it is under severe Judgment. But gold
is in joy and is found when the fear ascends to joy, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE, and with the arousing of joy.
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401. Silver is lower THAN GOLD, FOR IT IS the secret of the right arm
OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS CHESED, because the supernal Head is of
gold, THAT IS BINAH AS MENTIONED, as it is written: "You are this
head of gold" (Daniel 2:38) and "its breast and its arms of
silver" (Ibid. 32). When the silver is complete, it is included in the
gold. This is the secret of: "Apples of gold in ornaments of
silver" (Mishlei 25:11). So we find that when the silver reverts to
gold, MEANING THAT THE SILVER ORNAMENTS BECOME GOLD, its
place is perfected. Therefore, SINCE THE GOLD IS BINAH, there are
seven types of gold, BECAUSE BINAH COMPRISES THE LOWER
SEVEN SFIROT.
402. Brass comes from gold and changes TO BECOME inferior to it,
because it is the left arm, NAMELY GVURAH, and blue is the left
thigh, NAMELY HOD. Scarlet is the right thigh, NAMELY NETZACH,
and is combined in the left. And linen is the river that is drawn and
flows, WHICH IS YESOD AND IS CALLED 'LINEN (HEB. SHESH)',
because it takes AND COMBINES IN ITSELF all the six (Heb. shishah)
extremities. It is similar below, IN MALCHUT, AND ALSO ALLUDES
TO HER SFIROT. We have already established it and learned it. AND
THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM WHAT WAS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
403. There are here seven of Jubilee, WHICH IS BINAH THAT
INCLUDES THE SIX SIDES OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE GOLD,
SILVER, BRASS, BLUE, PURPLE, AND SCARLET. These are the
seven of Sabbatical year, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT ALSO
INCLUDES THESE SEVEN KINDS THAT CORRESPOND TO BINAH
AND THE SIX SIDES, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, AS MENTIONED. Even though they are six, EXCEPT
FOR BINAH, they are thirteen with the seventh, WHICH IS BINAH,
NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN AND CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD OF MALCHUT WHICH ARE TWELVE, AND BINAH
HERSELF, which is the head over them, equals thirteen. The head
that is placed on the whole body below, IN MALCHUT, and the head
that stands over all the limbs of the body OF ZEIR ANPIN, is of gold.
What is the difference BETWEEN THE HEAD THAT IS ON ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE HEAD OF MALCHUT? IT IS because the supernal
Gold THAT IS ON ZEIR ANPIN is in a concealed secret, and its name
is pure (lit. 'closed') gold, BECAUSE IT IS closed and concealed from
everything. Therefore, it is called 'closed', for it is closed to the eye,
that cannot take hold of it. BUT the lower gold THAT IS IN MALCHUT
is more revealed and is named greenish gold. THE END OF THIS
PARAGRAPH IS MISSING AND IS FOUND IN THE NEW ZOHAR.

35. Moses, Aaron and Samuel
Moses, Aaron and Samuel, we learn here, were three faithful prophets who served in priesthood. Zacharia and Jeremiah were also priests and
prophets but did not merit the high supernal level of Aaron. We are reminded that Moses was able to call and God would answer him immediately.
Samuel was similarly blessed, and, being very young, also merited the level of youth.
The Relevance of this Passage
We read here of the faithful prophets of a long ago time, and in doing so, we receive the gift of prophecy. Prophecy, viewed through the lens of
Kabbalah, is understood as the ability to perceive the future consequences of our present deeds. Thus, as we reflect upon the names of the
prophets, our spiritual awareness and foresight are magnified so that we have vision to always see the end in the beginning; this leads to courage to
offer compassion to our friends and foes, and wisdom to refrain from intolerance.
In turn, we are granted a prophetic vision of our immediate future: It is blessed with global peace and tranquillity through a miraculously merciful
redemption that exemplifies and honors the sanctity of the Zohar. And though many parallel universes exist, some with pain, others with
compassion, it is this universe of peaceful redemption that now becomes our reality.
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404. HERE, THE BEGINNING OF THE ESSAY IS MISSING AND IT IS
IN THE NEW ZOHAR, END OF TRUMAH PG. 43, WHERE IT IS SAID
THAT AARON MERITED PRIESTHOOD AND PROPHECY AS NO
OTHER PRIEST MERITED. AND HE ASKS: YET ZECHARIAH WAS A
PRIEST AND A PROPHET, AS IT SAYS CONCERNING HIM, "SHALL
PRIEST AND PROPHET BE SLAIN IN THE SANCTUARY OF
ADONAI" (EICHAH 2:20)? HIS ANSWER IS WRITTEN HERE: It was
for that time AND NOT FOR ALL GENERATIONS, as written, "And the
spirit of Elohim came upon Zechariah...WHY DO YOU TRANSGRESS
THE COMMANDMENT OF HASHEM?" (II Divrei Hayamim 24:20),
MEANING ONLY TEMPORARILY. If you ask: What about Jeremiah, of
whom it is written: "Before I formed you in the belly I knew
you" (Yirmeyah 1:5)? SO WE SEE THAT HE WAS A PRIEST AND
PROPHET, and so there are others, AND NOT ONLY AARON. HE
ANSWERS: But they all did not merit prophecy and priesthood like
Aaron, because Aaron merited supernal prophecy above all the other
priests and he merited supernal priesthood above them all, BEING A
HIGH PRIEST.
405. Moses merited prophecy and served in supernal priesthood,
NAMELY, DURING THE SEVEN DAYS OF CONSECRATION AND SO
ALSO Samuel merited them both, AS IT IS SAID ABOUT HIM: "AND
SAMUEL TOOK A SUCKING LAMB, AND OFFERED IT FOR A BURNT
OFFERING" (I SHMUEL 7:9). Just as Moses would call and the Holy
One, blessed be He, would answer him immediately, it is also written
of Samuel: "Is it not wheat harvest today? I will call to Hashem, that
He shall send thunder and rain" (I Shmuel 12:17), yet he did not rise
to such a high level as Moses. As Aaron served before the Holy One,
blessed be He, Samuel also served before the Holy One, blessed be
He, but did not ascend to highest service, TO BE A HIGH PRIEST,
like Aaron.

406. The theory is this: There were three who were faithful prophets
and served in priesthood: Moses is one, Aaron is one, and Samuel is
one. If you say that Samuel did not continue in priesthood but there
was another who served in priesthood, who is Jeremiah, WHO WAS
A PRIEST, it is not so, for it is written: "Of the priests who were in
Anatot" (Yirmeyah 1:1). He was of the priests but he did not serve IN
THE PRIESTHOOD. But Samuel served in the days of Eli, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND THE CHILD SAMUEL MINISTERED TO HASHEM
BEFORE ELI" (I SHMUEL 3:1) and Moses SERVED one time, namely
all the seven days of consecration.

407. Samuel merited the LEVEL OF youth, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE MOCHIN OF THE SMALL FACE OF THE CHERUBS, as it is
written: "And the child was young" (I Shmuel 1:24). "And Samuel
served...BEING A CHILD GIRDED..." (I Shmuel 2:18). Since he stood
in this level, certainly he was like Moses and Aaron, for one who
took the level of youth and merited it, merits the highest levels that
Moses and Aaron merited.

36. "Gold, and silver, and brass"
The serpent is spoken of in this passage as both the instigator of evil and also the judgment of evil. Like good, evil is thus also its own reward. The
brass from which Moses fashioned the serpent is indicative of a mixed nature, since it is not pure as are silver and gold. The word 'serpent' is from
the same root as the word brass, and it explains why Moses made the serpent of brass when commanded by God only to make a fiery serpent. We
are told that the cherubs are made of gold, and the tabernacle of gold and silver and bronze. All these symbolic metals have their meanings in the
left and right and central columns. The serpent is always ready to do evil, Adam sinned and was driven from the Garden of Eden because of its
influence.
The Relevance of this Passage
As brass is a mixture of metals, not as pure as are gold and silver, man is a mixture of good and evil. The spiritual force emitted here generates
thrust, unalterably tilting the scales of human nature toward the side of good, subjugating our evil tendencies and unleashing the power of our soul.
The serpent (The Satan) is both a global phenomenon and a distinct part of our being. They are connected. Hence, as we lay waste to the influence
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of our inner Evil Inclination, we annihilate the universal serpent concurrently, thereby abolishing darkness from the world.
408. The Cherubs were of gold, as we have established, because
they are from the side of gold, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF FEAR
THAT CHANGED INTO GLORY. Neither silver nor any other color is
mixed in with them. This is greenish gold, NAMELY THE GOLD THAT
IS AT THE HEAD OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED THUS. In the
tabernacle, the colors gold and silver are mixed in order to go
together, FOR SILVER AND GOLD ARE THEN RIGHT AND LEFT
COMBINED WITH EACH OTHER, so that the supernal secret shall be
in one. Also MIXED with them is brass, WHICH IS TIFERET, to be
with them and to go with them to all the sides, NAMELY ALL THREE
COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT, CENTRAL, so that there will be perfection
in all of them as one, as it is written: "Gold, and silver, and
brass" (Shemot 25:3).
409. Another explanation for "Gold, and silver" is that gold reverts to
silver and silver reverts to gold, FOR THE RIGHT COLUMN WHICH IS
SILVER IS COMBINED IN THE LEFT COLUMN WHICH IS GOLD AND
SIMILARLY GOLD WITH SILVER. It is all combined together and in
one place. They have returned into three colors. When joy is needed
and not Judgment, it is gold, LEFT COLUMN. When Mercy is needed,
MEANING CHESED, it is silver, RIGHT SIDE. And when the severity
of Judgment is needed, IN ORDER TO SUBDUE THE LEFT SO THAT
IT SHOULD UNITE WITH THE RIGHT, IT IS brass, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
410. This is how Moses viewed the work of the brass serpent, for it is
written: "And Moses made a serpent of brass" (Bemidbar 21:9). He
knew the place of the melting of the gold, MEANING THE
SUBJUGATION OF THE LEFT SIDE TO THE RIGHT THROUGH THE
JUDGMENTS OF that brass, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
because the serpent (Heb. nachash) is derived from brass (Heb.
nechoshet). He knew its place, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
just told him to make a fiery serpent, yet he made a brass serpent, as
is written: "And Moses made a serpent of brass." What is the reason?

411. HE ANSWERS: Hashem knew that was the essence of the
matter, because it was first written, "And Hashem sent venomous
serpents (lit. 'fiery serpents and snakes') among the people" (Ibid. 6),
and: "Venomous serpents (Heb. 'nachash and saraf')" (Devarim
8:15), because their origin was the PRIMORDIAL serpent. Since
Moses knew the essence and root and foundation of that place, he
made a serpent and laid his hands upon it. What is the reason?
Because Yisrael sinned with their tongue, JUST LIKE THE SERPENT,
as it is written: "And the people spoke against Elohim, and against
Moses" (Bemidbar 21:5). Therefore, "Hashem sent venomous
serpents among the people."

412. Moses only followed the source, WHICH IS THE SERPENT, and
made a brass serpent in the manner needed, because its place was
brass. The Holy One, blessed be He, did not tell him what form to
make it, and Moses made it from brass as was necessary for its
place. How do we know that? For it is written: "And Moses made a
serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole" (Ibid. 9). What is "upon a
pole"? MEANING on that mark that is above, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE JUDGMENTS OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHERE THEIR
PLACE IS.
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413. We have learned that this serpent always imitates the woman of
valor, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The woman of harlotry, THE KLIPAH,
wants to adorn herself similarly TO THE WOMEN OF VALOR, but
cannot. The mark and letter of the woman of valor is the letter Hei,
and so it befits her. The mark and letter of the woman of harlotry has
to be similar, MEANING HEI, but she is not able to. Her letter is Kuf,
because her letter was prepared in the same manner as the letter
Hei, just like a monkey (Heb. kof) by humans, for he follows humans
TO IMITATE THEM but cannot do so. In the same way, Moses made
that serpent on the mark that befits it. It is always ready to do evil.
Adam sinned because of it and was driven from the Garden of Eden,
where his dwelling place resembled the dwelling place above.

37. "Let there be light"
Rabbi Yosi explains here that the Light spoken of is concealed and illuminates only the righteous; it has no purpose in the world. Rabbi Yehuda
says that the world is sustained by that Light which is concealed yet sown like a seed. A thread of this Light emerges wherever people are studying
Torah. "Yet The Creator will command His steadfast love in the daytime, and in the night His song shall be with me." When Moses erected the
tabernacle, a thread of this Light emerged to form a cloud over the Tent of Meeting, and it is what renews the Creation daily, even now. Rabbi Yosi
then comments on, "So he set it before them, and they ate, and left some of it over, according to the word of The Creator," which, we learn, means
that whoever hears these teachings always finds new meaning and inspiration in them.
The Relevance of this Passage
The primordial Light spoken of in the phrase, "Let there be light," illuminates us, bringing spiritual renewal and transformation to the world. For the
first time in human history, myriad threads of Light are drawn and woven into a blanket that envelopes, warms, and unites all mankind, as our eyes
embrace these ancient texts that shine with such splendid spiritual power.
414. It is written, "And Elohim said, 'Let there be light': and there was
light" (Beresheet 1:3). Rabbi Yosi said: This light was concealed and
it is designated for the righteous in the World to Come. We have
established this according to the words: "Light is sown for the
righteous" (Tehilim 97:11). "For the righteous" certainly with no
attributes, FOR IT ILLUMINATES TO THE RIGHTEOUS ABOVE AND
TO THE RIGHTEOUS BELOW. That light did not serve a purpose in
the world except for the first day, and afterwards was concealed and
served no more.

415. Rabbi Yehuda said: Had it been concealed completely, the world
could not exist even one moment, but rather it was concealed and
sown like this seed THAT IS SOWN and it produced offspring and
plants and fruit. The world is sustained from it. There is not even one
day, from which nothing comes into the world to maintain
everything, because the Holy One, blessed be He, sustains the world
with it. A thread of that concealed light emerges wherever that
people are occupied with Torah during the night, and it is drawn
upon those that are occupied WITH TORAH. This is what is meant
by: "Yet Hashem will command His steadfast love in the daytime,
and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim 42:9), as we
have already established.
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416. On the day the tabernacle was erected below, it is written: "And
Moses was not able to enter into the Tent of Meeting, because the
cloud rested on it" (Shemot 40:35). What is "the cloud"? HE
ANSWERS: A thread emerged from the side of the primordial light
with great joy and entered the tabernacle below, and from that day
onward it did not appear again, but it does a service in the world, in
renewing daily the work of creation.

417. Rabbi Yosi was occupied with Torah, and Rabbi Yitzchak and
Rabbi Chizkiyah were with him. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Behold we see
that the work of the tabernacle is similar to the work of the creation
of heaven and earth. The friends have already commented about
their secrets such a tiny bit that a man cannot eat with his mouth
and stretch his hand to his mouth and swallow, MEANING THEY
HAVE REVEALED SUCH A SMALL AMOUNT THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
TO TASTE IT AND BE SATISFIED WITH IT.

418. Rabbi Yosi said: Let us raise up these issues before the holy
luminary that prepares sweet dishes, just like the most concealed
Atika Kadisha does. He prepares such dishes that there is no room
for another to come and add salt to them. One can eat and drink and
fill his stomach with all the delicacies in the world and still leave
over, MEANING THAT WHEN HE HEARS THEM HE UNDERSTANDS
THEM CLEARLY ENOUGH, YET STILL IN ALL HE WILL LEAVE OVER
SOME AND WILL NOT DRAW EVERYTHING THAT THEY CONTAIN.
WHENEVER HE REVIEWS THEM, HE FINDS NEW IDEAS OF WHICH
HE WAS NOT PREVIOUSLY AWARE. Here is fulfilled: "So he set it
before them, and they ate, and left some of it over, according to the
word of Hashem" (II Melachim 4:44).

38. "And Hashem gave Solomon wisdom"
Rabbi Yosi opens the discussion by saying, "And The Creator gave Solomon Wisdom, as He promised him. And there was peace between Chiram
and Solomon; and they two made a league together." King Solomon saw that even though his generation was highly spiritualized, it was still not
time to reveal to them all the wisdom of the Torah. Yet in the time of Rabbi Shimon, we learn, such concealed things were allowed to be revealed.
Rabbi Yosi then worries about how future generations of the world will fare after Rabbi Shimon departs, when wise sages are few and far between,
and when even Wisdom itself is forgotten.
The Relevance of this Passage
The wisdom of Solomon is no longer found in the world's rulers and politicians, who make only war, not peace. By reading this passage, however,
we summon forth Solomon's great wisdom and the piety and righteousness of Rabbi Shimon and his entire generation. This spiritual happening
reveals to us the secret wisdom of the Torah now instead of later. This great Light removes conflict and hatred from the hearts of powerful men. It
stirs truth and compassion in the souls of leaders, warming them to the true spiritual wisdom. And the sphere of influence of the righteous and the
wisdom of Solomon extend to the four corners of the globe.
419. He opened the discussion saying: "And Hashem gave Solomon
wisdom, as He promised him. And there was peace between Chiram
and Solomon; and they two made a league together" (I Melachim
5:26). We have learned this passage in many places, but "And
Hashem" POINTS OUT the approval of above, ZEIR ANPIN, and
below, MALCHUT, as one because "And Hashem" INDICATES Him,
ZEIR ANPIN, and His court, MALCHUT. "Gave Solomon wisdom," like
one who gives a present and gift to his friend. "As he promised
Him": This is the perfection of wisdom in riches and peace and
domination, as it is written, "as He promised him."
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420. "And there was peace between Chiram and Solomon." What is
the reason? They understood each other in the vague words they
spoke, but other people did not know how to observe them or
understand anything. For their sake, Chiram again conceded AND
AGREED with Solomon in all his words.

421. King Solomon looked and saw that even though that generation
was more perfect than all the other generations, it was not the desire
of the supernal King that so much wisdom should be revealed
through it, and that the Torah that was concealed before it would be
revealed. AND HE CAME and opened doors. Even though he opened,
they are clogged except for those sages who had merit. They
stammer in them and cannot speak about them. But it is the desire of
the Holy One, blessed be He, that for the sake of Rabbi Shimon,
through the generation in which he lives, concealed things should
be revealed.

422. But I wonder about the sages of the generation. How can they
even for one moment forsake standing before Rabbi Shimon and
studying Torah, as long as Rabbi Shimon is in this world? In this
generation, wisdom will not be forgotten from the world. Woe to the
generation when he departs and sages will become fewer and
wisdom will be forgotten from the world.

39. Blue
Rabbi Yitzchak here relates how he once saw Rabbi Shimon speaking about the Torah, when a pillar of cloud, and a light within the pillar, appeared
from the sky. This same thing, of course, had once been written about Moses. Rabbi Yitzchak goes on to speak of the second day of Creation,
whose aspect is blue. On that same day, we learn, Gehenom was created, emerging from the center of the fire, and with it the emergence of black
and filth, mire and dirt.
The Relevance of this Passage
When blue is an aspect of Creation, it is time for judgment. Drawing upon the merit of Moses and the immeasurable Light of Rabbi Shimon, we annul
harsh adjudications and decrees that have been set forth against mankind. We shift the entire world to a destiny of redemption that personifies
mercy and miracles, for this is the wish, hope, and prayer of Moses and Rabbi Shimon. And that is the great power of the Zohar.
423. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Indeed it is so, because one day I was
going with him on the road, and he opened his mouth with Torah. I
saw a pillar of cloud standing from above down, and there was a
light shining in the pillar. I became very frightened, and I said,
Blessed is the man, that this is prepared for him in this world.
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424. It is written about Moses: "And all the people saw the pillar of
cloud stand at the door of the Tent, and all the people rose and
worshipped, every man in his tent door" (Shemot 33:10). It was
appropriate for Moses, who was the faithful prophet above all the
prophets of the world. That generation that received the Torah on
Mount Sinai saw many miracles and many mighty acts in Egypt and
by the sea; THEREFORE, IT IS JUSTIFIED THAT THEY SEE THE
PILLAR OF CLOUD. Here in this generation, the great merit of Rabbi
Shimon accomplished this, that miracles should be seen through
him.

425. "And blue" (Shemot 25:3): Rabbi Yitzchak said: Blue is from that
fish that is in the Sea Genosar, WHICH IS THE SEA OF GALILEE,
which is in the portion of Zvulon. This color is needed for the work of
the tabernacle to show this color, AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE US.

426. He opened the discussion saying: "And Elohim said, 'Let there
be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide water from
water'" (Beresheet 1:6). This firmament was created on the second
day, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, because the work of firmament
is from the left side. On the second day, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE,
Gehenom was created, which emerges from the center of the fire of
the left. With it, the sea was colored with the blue color, which is the
throne of Judgment, MEANING MALCHUT WHEN IN THE ASPECT OF
JUDGMENT.

427. This day, WHICH IS LEFT, took water which is of the right side,
BECAUSE WATER IS CHASSADIM. These waters of the right were
not revealed until the second day, WHICH IS LEFT. On this day OF
THE RIGHT, WHICH IS THE FIRST DAY, the water was not revealed,
but rather it changed, FOR THE LIGHT OF THE SIDE OF FIRE THAT
PERTAINS TO THE LEFT WAS REVEALED IN IT, AS EXPLAINED
BEFORE US. THAT IS because they were combined together and
became perfumed the one by the other. AND HE EXPLAINS: The light
of the first day was the first light of all the six lights OF THE SIX
DAYS OF CREATION. This light was on the side of fire, as it is
written: "And the light of Yisrael shall be for a fire" (Yeshayah 10:17).
That light ESSENTIALLY is right, and is combined with fire, WHICH
IS LEFT.

428. The first day of these six days is water, WHICH IS CHASSADIM,
yet it was not the action of water that was made use of but that of
light, which is from the side of fire, which is the second day. That
was to show that the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world
only upon peace, MEANING BY THE COMBINATION OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN WITH EACH OTHER THROUGH
THE THIRD COLUMN THAT MAKES PEACE BETWEEN THEM.
Everything was by way of peace. AND THEREFORE, everything that
the first day did was done from the side of his neighbor, THE
SECOND DAY. The second day, that craftsman, worked on the side
of the first day, because each one performed the actions of its
neighbor to show that they were combined together. The third day,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, was from the side of both of
them, FOR IT COMBINES TWO COLUMNS, and it was purple,
WHOSE COLOR IS A MIXTURE OF WHITE AND RED, WHICH ARE
RIGHT AND LEFT. Therefore, it is written twice: "...that it was
good" (Beresheet 1:4) on the third day, FOR IT CORRESPONDS TO
THE TWO COLUMNS THAT ARE COMBINED IN IT.
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429. Blue, WHICH IS MALCHUT FROM THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT, is
THE ASPECT OF the second day and it is colored with two colors,
red and black. Blue took its red from the very second day, FOR RED
IS like the color of fire. This is Elohim, THAT IS THE SECRET OF
BINAH AND IS THE SECRET OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. Then the
color gold inherits, for it is all one color, BECAUSE THE COLOR
GOLD IS SIMILAR TO FIRE, ONLY THAT FIRE IS IN SMALLNESS
AND GOLD IS IN GREATNESS. Blue emerges from the color red and
when it goes down, the color red becomes distant and enters that
place which is a sea, MEANING MALCHUT, where it is dyed with the
color blue, MEANING THAT IT MIXES WITH THE COLOR BLACK AND
BECOMES BLUE. That red enters the sea and the color becomes
diluted and returns to the color blue. This is Elohim, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, but ITS JUDGMENT is not strong like at first, REFERRING
TO THE NAME ELOHIM WHICH IS IN THE LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
430. The color black emerges from the meltdown of red when it melts
and become weakened below in the melting of the filth, NAMELY
THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT and goes down. First, there emerges
from that filth the color red from strong filth. Because of the hard
filth, it again turns into the color black. So we find that it is all drawn
from the original red THAT IS IN THE LEFT COLUMN, BECAUSE IT
WAS SMITTEN. All this was created in the second day, and this filth
is called 'other Elohim'.

431. This black is so dark that its color is not observed from within
the darkness. The holy luminary, WHO IS RABBI SHIMON, said so.
This color black and this darkness, where was it colored? HE SAID:
When this red was melted in the blue and the colors RED AND BLUE
mixed, the essence of the filth melted into the abysses. Mire and dirt
were formed there, as it is written: "And whose waters cast up mire
and dirt" (Yeshayah 57:20). This darkness which is black emerged
from this dirt of the abysses, which is not really so black as much as
it is very dark. This is what is meant by: "And darkness was on the
face of the deep" (Beresheet 1:2). Why is it called 'darkness'?
Because its color is darkness and it darkened the faces of the
creatures, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT
THAT CAUSED DEATH TO CREATURES. This is THE BLUE, WHICH
IS red and black. Therefore, it is not written in the second day: "that
it was good."

40. "And, behold, it was very good"
Rabbi Yitzchak here explains why the Angel of Death is very good: because fear of the angel and the mystery of death causes people to repent.
Then, he tells us, Rabbi Shimon taught him that the Angel of Death is more important than the Angel of Life. The Elohim, we learn, created Adam,
who afterwards sinned and was banished from the Garden of Eden. "And The Creator, Elohim, planted a Garden eastward in Eden'" similar to the
supernal Garden of Eden above. There follows a glorious description of the Garden of Eden, which is the abode of the holy spirits, both those who
have already come to this world and those that have not yet come to this world. All these spirits, we are told, are clothed in garments and have
bodies and faces similar to the ones we have in this world. When the time comes to leave this world the Angel of Death strips the spirit of these
garments so that he can return to the Garden of Eden and rejoin his other body. There, he can rejoice and observe the secrets he was unable to see
when he was in this body. The wicked of the world who do not repent, however, are not given this other body, but are judged in Gehenom of the
Earth - hell. A few who contemplated repentance in their hearts but died before they could repent rise from that fire. We learn finally there is no good
intention that is lost before God, but that those who did not think of repentance descend into Sheol, never to reappear.
The Relevance of this Passage
Fear of death is a potent thing that affects people deeply. The Angel of Death is portrayed in black with a sickle, and the sight of this dark entity can
cause an awakening of our desire to correct our sins and pursue the path of spirituality. Here we achieve repentance through the purifying forces
that light up this passage. This act of repentance is shared with all mankind, ending the reign of the Angel of Death and ensuring a sweet and
merciful Final Redemption in our lifetime.
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432. And if you ask: Yet it is written, "And, behold, it was very
good" (Beresheet 1:31), which is the Angel of Death, and here you
say that it was not written because of him "that it was good" (Ibid. 4).
HE ANSWERS: The secret of secrets is here. Certainly, the Angel of
Death is very good. What is the reason? It is because all the people
of the world know that they will die and return to dust. Therefore,
there are many who repent to their Master because of this fear, and
fear to sin before Him. Many are those who fear the King because the
whips are hanging before them. How good is the whip for people, for
it makes them good and true and improve their ways properly.
Therefore, "And, behold, it was very good," very good indeed.

433. The secret of secrets that I learned from the holy luminary:
"And, behold, it was good" is the Angel of Life and "very" is the
Angel of Death, who is more IMPORTANT. Why is the Angel of Death
"very good"? HE ANSWERS: When the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the world, everything was prepared before Adam was
created, who was the king of this world. After Adam was created, he
prepared it according to the true way, as it is written: "That the
Elohim has made man upright; but they have sought out many
inventions" (Kohelet 7:29). He made him upright, and afterwards he
sinned and was banished from the Garden of Eden.

434. The Garden of Eden is planted on earth with those plants that
the Holy One, blessed be He, planted, as it is written: "And Hashem
Elohim planted a garden eastward in Eden" (Beresheet 2:8). He
planted it using the complete name, THAT IS, YUD HEI VAV HEI
ELOHIM similar to the supernal Garden OF EDEN above. All the
supernal images are embroidered and formed in the Lower GARDEN
of Eden, where the Cherubs are. They are not engraved with a
human engraving of gold or other matter, but rather are all lights of
above, engraved and formed in an embroidered image, the artwork
of the Complete Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. They are all
engraved there, and all the forms and images of this world,
MEANING THE SPIRITS OF PEOPLE, are formed and carved and
engraved there, all of them similar to THE WAY THEY WERE in this
world.

435. This place is the abode of the holy spirits, both those who have
already come to this world and those that have not yet come to this
world, as well as those who are going to come to this world. They
are all spirits that are clothed in garments and bodies and faces
similar to this world, and they behold there the splendid glory of
their Master until they come to this world.
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436. At the time that they go out from there to come to this world, the
spirits separate from that body and the garment of the Garden of
Eden, and attire themselves in a body and garment of this world.
They make their dwelling place in this world, in this garment and
body which is from a putrid drop.

437. When the time comes to go and leave this world, it does not go
out until the Angel of Death strips the spirit of this garment. When
the body has been stripped from the spirit by the Angel of Death, the
spirit goes and becomes attired with the other body that is in the
Garden of Eden, which was removed from it when it came into this
world. The spirit has no joy except in that body that is there. It
rejoices that it was stripped from the body of this world and was
clothed in a different garment, which is complete FROM THE
GARDEN OF EDEN, WHICH IS SIMILAR to this world. It sits in it and
observes in order to know the supernal secrets that IT WAS not able
to know and view WHEN IT WAS in this world in this body.

438. When the soul becomes attired with the garment of that world,
IT HAS there many delights and delicacies. Who caused the spirit to
be attired with this body THAT IS IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN? Some
say it is the one who removed from it the garments of this world,
FOR HE IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH. SO WE SEE THAT THE ANGEL
OF DEATH IS VERY GOOD. The Holy One, blessed be He, does
kindness by the creatures, for He does not remove from the person
THE CLOTHES OF THIS WORLD before He prepares for him other
garments more precious and better than these IN THE GARDEN OF
EDEN.

439. Except for those wicked of the world who do not repent with
complete repentance to their Master, for naked did they come into
this world and naked do they return there. The soul goes in
embarrassment of the other SOULS, because it has no clothes at all
and it is punished in the terrestrial Gehenom with the fire from
above. There are some among them who break through IN
GEHENOM AND IMMEDIATELY rise. These are the wicked of the
world who contemplated repentance in their hearts, but died before
they could repent. These are judged there in Gehenom, and will
afterwards break through and rise.
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440. See how great is the mercy of the Holy One, blessed be He, with
His creations, for even if one is exceedingly wicked and has
contemplated repentance, but died before he could repent, he
certainly receives punishment for leaving the world without
repentance. But afterwards that desire that he placed in his heart to
repent is not absent before the supernal King and the Holy One,
blessed be He, prepares a place for that wicked one in the den of the
Sheol, from which he breaks through in repentance, because that
desire descends before the Holy One, blessed be He, and breaks all
the powers of the guards of the gates of the chambers of Gehenom,
and reaches that place where the wicked man is. It strikes him, and
awakens in him that desire TO REPENT, as he had beforehand,
DURING HIS LIFE; then that soul presses to ascend from the
chamber of Gehenom.

441. There is no good intention that is lost before the Holy King.
Therefore, blessed is he who thinks good thoughts to His Master.
Even though he cannot do them, the Holy One, blessed be He,
considers his desire as though he actually performed it. This is for
good, but the desire for evil, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
DOES NOT CONSIDER AS ACTUALLY DONE, except for thoughts of
idol worshipping. And the friends have already established this.

442. Those that did not think of repentance descend into the Sheol
and do not ascend from there for generations and generations.
About them, it is written: "As the cloud is consumed and vanishes
away; so he who goes down to Sheol shall come up no more" (Iyov
7:9). About the former, it is written: "Hashem kills and gives life, He
brings down to Sheol and brings up" (I Shmuel 2:6).

41. Punishment in Gehenom
Rabbi Yehuda begins this discussion by saying that the fire of Gehenom was extinguished until the Evil Inclination appeared, that it burns only with
the strength of the heat of the Evil Inclination of the wicked. The text then lists the seven types of wicked people, each of whom has a chamber in
Gehenom. An angel rules over that place under the guidance of Dumah, and thousands of angels with him judge the wicked. On the Shabbat, those
who observed Shabbat have rest from their punishments, but those who did not observe it continue to burn. Rabbi Yehuda next tells us that the
body in the grave is judged until it is decomposed - and this is true for the righteous as well as well as the wicked. Only a very few people are worthy
to raise their souls immediately, and these few may therefore be buried in a coffin. He adds that Moses, Aaron and Miriam did not die by the hand of
the Destroying Angel, but rather by the hand of God. Those who die in the Holy Land do not die by the hand of the destroyer, but by the hand of the
Angel of Mercy. Those who die outside of the Holy Land, we are told, are called 'carcasses', because the Other Side dwells upon them. The rabbi
finally explains the four pairs of tenants in Chevron who are not dead, but just sleeping, and are thus hidden in the entrance to the Garden of Eden.
The Relevance of this Passage
The fires of Hell, we are told, burn only with the strength of the heat of the Evil Inclination of the wicked. The wicked are thus complicit in their own
punishment, creating, by their very sins, the fires in which they are burned. Our meditation cools down the hellish fires. And when we pour just a
little love into this mixture, the Light of the Zohar extinguishes these fires eternally. The Evil Inclination that dwells in our hearts burns away,
meriting us the complete assistance of the Angel of Mercy as we ascend from this world into the next. We ignite a global spiritual transformation,
and both Angels, Death and Mercy, are now relieved of their obligations, for bliss becomes our new reality.
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443. Rabbi Yehuda said: We have learned that the purpose of the
punishments of Gehenom is to judge the wicked there. HE
QUESTIONS: Why are they sentenced to the punishment of
Gehenom? HE ANSWERS: Gehenom is fire that burns days and
nights, just like the wicked who warm themselves with the fire of the
Evil Inclination to transgress the words of Torah. For every warmth
that they warm themselves with the Evil Inclination, so does the fire
of Gehenom burn in them.

444. At one time the Evil Inclination was not present in the world,
because they put it into a ring of iron in the hole of the great deep.
All that time, the fire of Gehenom was extinguished and did not burn
at all. When the Evil Inclination returned to its place and the wicked
of the world started to warm up by it, the fire of Gehenom also
started to burn. The Gehenom burns only with the strength of the
heat of the Evil Inclination of the wicked and, with that heat, the fire
of Gehenom burns days and nights and is not quiet.

445. There are seven entrances into Gehenom and there are seven
chambers there. There are seven types of wicked people: evil,
scoundrel, sinner, wicked, destroyer, buffoon, and arrogant. They all
have corresponding chambers in Gehenom, each one as proper for
him. They give him a chamber in Gehenom according to the level at
which the wicked one sinned.

446. There is an angel appointed over that place under Dumah in
every single chamber. Many thousands and tens of thousands OF
ANGELS with him punish the wicked, each one according to what is
proper for him in that chamber where he is.

447. The fire of lower Gehenom comes from the fire of upper
Gehenom, NAMELY FROM NAHAR DINUR (ENG. 'RIVER OF FIRE'),
and comes to the lower Gehenom to burn with the heat produced by
the wicked who warm themselves with the Evil Inclination. And all
these chambers are burning there.

448. There is a place in Gehenom in which the levels are called
'boiling excrement'. There is the filth of those souls that have
become soiled by all the filth of this world, and they become
cleansed and rise and the filth remains there. These bad levels that
are called 'boiling excrement' are appointed over that filth, and the
fire of Gehenom dominates over the remaining filth.
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449. There are wicked ones who soil themselves by their sins
constantly and are not cleansed of them, who died without repenting
and sinned and caused others to sin, were always stiff-necked, and
were not broken before their Master in this world. They are judged
there with that filth and with that boiling excrement and they remain
there forever. All these who destroyed their way on earth and do not
care about the honor of the Master in this world are judged there for
generations and generations and do not leave from there.

450. On Shabbat, the first day of the month, festivals and holy days,
the fire in that place abates and they are not punished. But they do
not go out from there like the other wicked ones who have rest. All
those who desecrate Shabbat and Festivals and do not care about
the honor of their Master at all, to observe them, but rather desecrate
them publicly, OPENLY, just as they do not keep Shabbat and
Festivals in this world, so they are not kept in that world and have no
rest.

451. Rabbi Yosi said: Do not speak so. They do observe Shabbat and
Festivals there in Gehenom by force, AGAINST THEIR WILL. Rabbi
Yehuda said: That refers to non-Jews, who were not commanded
and do not observe Shabbat in this world, but do observe it there by
force. BUT WICKED ONES WHO DESECRATE SHABBAT DO NOT
HAVE REST THERE.

452. At every commencement of Shabbat when the day is sanctified,
announcements are made in all these chambers of Gehenom:
Remove the punishments of the wicked, because the Holy King has
come and the day is sanctified and He protects everyone.
Immediately, the punishments depart and the wicked have rest, but
the fire of Gehenom does not depart from those who never keep the
Shabbat. All the wicked ones in Gehenom ask about them: Why are
these different from all the wicked ones that are here, for they have
no rest? The administrators of Judgment answer: They are the
wicked ones who denied the Holy One, blessed be He, and they
transgressed the whole Torah, because they did not observe the
Shabbat IN THIS WORLD. AND ONE WHO DOES NOT OBSERVE THE
SHABBAT IS AS THOUGH HE TRANSGRESSES OVER THE WHOLE
TORAH; therefore, they never have rest.

453. These wicked ones all go out of their place, and they are given
permission to go and see them. One angel, whose name is Santriel,
goes and brings out their body, and carries it to Gehenom before the
eyes of the wicked ones. They see that it is all wormy and that THEIR
soul has no rest in the fire of Gehenom.
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454. All these wicked ones who are there surround that body and
proclaim about it: This is a certain sinner who did not care about the
honor of his Master. He denied the Holy One, blessed be He, and
denied the whole Torah. Woe is unto him, better had he not been
created. Then, he would not come to this punishment and this
shame. This is what is written: "And they shall go forth, and look
upon the carcasses of the men that have rebelled against Me, for
their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched; and
they shall be an abhorrence to all flesh" (Yeshayah 66:24), for "their
worm shall not die," MEANING from the body and "neither shall their
fire be quenched," MEANING of the soul. "And they shall be an
abhorrence (Heb. deraon)", meaning they shall be Dai Raon, WHICH
MEANS that all the wicked ones in Gehenom who are there will say,
Enough of this sight (Heb. day reiyah), BECAUSE THEY WILL NOT
BE ABLE TO BEAR IT.

455. Rabbi Yosi said: Certainly it is so, for Shabbat is equal to the
whole Torah and the Torah is fire. They transgressed the fire of
Torah, so the fire of Gehenom burns them and never abates from
them.

456. Rabbi Yehuda said: When the Shabbat departs, that angel,
SANTRIEL, comes and returns that body to its grave and they are
both punished, this one in his aspect and that one in its aspect. This
occurs as long as the body is intact, because once the body is
rotten, these punishments no longer apply to it. And of the Holy One,
blessed be He, it is written: "Not stirring up all His wrath" (Tehilim
78:38).

457. For all the wicked of the world, as long as the body is whole
with all of its limbs in the grave, the body and spirit are each
punished with the punishment that is proper for it. When the body is
decomposed, the Judgment of the spirit is ended and whoever has
to leave GEHENOM leaves. Whoever needs rest, has rest, and
whoever has to be fire and dust under the feet of the righteous,
BECOMES SO. Each and every one receives his due proper for him,
AFTER HE IS RELEASED FROM HIS PUNISHMENT IN GEHENOM.

458. Therefore, how good it is for both the righteous and wicked that
their bodies should cling to earth in order for it to decompose in the
dust in a short time, so as not to remain intact a long time, that the
body, Nefesh and Ruach may not be punished continuously FOR A
LONG TIME. There is no righteous person in the world who does not
undergo the punishment of the grave, BECAUSE that angel who is
appointed over the graves stands over the body and punishes it
every single day. If the righteous have it so, then it is most certainly
so for the wicked.
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459. When the body is consumed and decomposes in the dust, the
Judgment abates from them all, MEANING FROM BOTH RUACH AND
NEFESH, except for those pious pillars of the world WHO DO NOT
HAVE THE PUNISHMENT OF THE GRAVE. THEY MAY BE BURIED IN
A COFFIN, for they are worthy to raise their souls IMMEDIATELY to
the highest place that is proper for them, but they are very few in the
world.
460. All the deceased in the world die by the hand of the Destroying
Angel, except for those who die in the Holy Land. They do not die by
his hand, but rather by the hand of the Angel of Mercy who
dominates the land.

461. Rabbi Yitzchak said: If so, why is it praiseworthy in Moses,
Aaron, and Miriam, that is written by them THAT THEY DIED, "By the
command (lit. 'mouth') of Hashem" (Bemidbar 33:38; Devarim 34:5).
THIS TEACHES that these do not die by the hand of this Angel
Destroyer, yet you say that all those who die in the Land of Yisrael
do not die by the hand of this one?

462. He said to him: Certainly it is so, that the praise of Moses,
Aaron, and Miriam was greater than all the people of the world. For
they all died outside of the Holy Land and they all died by the hand
of that destroyer, except for Moses, Aaron, and Miriam, who died by
the hand of the Holy One, blessed be He. Those who die in the Holy
Land do not die by the hand of that destroyer, because the Holy
Land is not in the domain of any other, but rather in the domain of
the Holy One, blessed be He, Himself.

463. Therefore, it is written: "The dead men of Your people shall live,
my dead body shall arise. Awake and sing, you that dwell in
dust..." (Yeshayah 26:19). "The dead men of Your people shall live"
are those who die in the Holy Land who are His dead, OF THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and do not die by another, for the Other Side
does not dominate there at all. Therefore, it is written: "The dead
men of Your people," WHICH MEANS OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE. "My dead body (Heb. nevelah) shall arise" is those who died
in another foreign land, by the hand of that destroyer.

464. Therefore, they are called 'a carcass (Heb. nevelah)', FOR IT IS
SAID ABOUT THEM "MY DEAD BODY SHALL ARISE." As a carcass
brings impurity upon its carriers, these that die outside of the Holy
Land also bring impurity upon their carriers; therefore, they are
carcasses. Any animal improperly slaughtered is called 'a carcass',
because this slaughtering is from the Other Side, since immediately
upon disqualification the Other Side dwells upon it, and because it is
his own, it is called 'a carcass'. This is what is written: "Naval is his
name, and folly (Heb. nevalah) is with him" (I Shmuel 25:25),
MEANING THAT A CORPSE IS WITH HIM AND MEANING THAT THE
OTHER SIDE DWELLS UPON HIM.
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465. Therefore, wherever THE OTHER SIDE dwells, that place is
called 'nevelah', because this Menuval (Eng. 'despicable') dwells
only upon a flawed place. Therefore, a slaughtering that has been
disqualified is his and is named after him. Therefore, the dead who
are outside of the Holy Land under a different domination and upon
whom the Other Side dwells are called 'nevelah'.

466. "Awake and sing, you that dwell in dust." "You that dwell"
MEANS tenants that are sleeping, but not dead, and who are they?
They are those who are sleeping in Hebron who are not dead, but
just sleeping. Therefore, they are described by 'expiration', like one
who expired but has the strength to awaken. Here also, the four pairs
of Hebron are asleep and are not dead, and they all are preserved in
their bodies and know hidden concealments more than other people.
Their bodies are hidden in the entrance to the Garden of Eden,
BECAUSE THE ENTRANCE TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN IS IN THE
CAVE OF MACHPELAH. These are those "that dwell in dust." Hence,
those whose souls departed in the Holy Land do not depart by the
hand of that destroyer, for he does not dominate there, but rather by
the hand of an angel of Mercy, as the Holy Land is located in His
portion.

42. There is a place in civilization where people do not die
The rabbis here wonder why the destroying angel has no dominion over people while they are in the Temple. They ask Rabbi Shimon, who explains
that God created the entire world with the secret of the letters and the engravings of the Holy Name. The letter Tet remained suspended over the
place where the Temple would later be. God first threw a stone engraved with its secret of 72 letters into the water; the stone and the water sank
under the altar and remained there, maintaining the world. Inside the Temple, we learn, all the letters dwell, and therefore the temple is equal to the
whole world. It exists to atone for sins. The destroying angel was never given permission to enter there because he flees from the letter Tet, which
supplies the first three Sfirot to the world. Wherever the letter Tet is, we learn, the letter Kof cannot settle, nor can the Other Side dominate. But
when a person goes outside the temple, however, the Other Side has permission to dominate him. In Gehenom, we're told finally, the letter Kof
dominates.
The Relevance of this Passage
Only dimly do we perceive the power of letters and words, so how can we imagine that the destroying angel could be kept from his task by the
presence of a single letter? Yet in English, it is only a single letter that separates us from God, that keeps us trapped in ourselves: the letter 'I'.
A lone letter can be likened to a single microscopic atom that is capable of releasing unimaginable forces of energy. Here we receive the Light of the
letter Tet ?, and the power of the Temple bringing us complete protection from pain, refuge from the Angel of Death, and liberation from the bondage
of the Other Side. Our darkest, most unwanted traits flee us by virtue of this single letter and the death of death unfolds before our very eyes.
467. There is a place in civilization where that destroyer has no
dominion and is not permitted to enter, and those who live there do
not die until they go out of the city. There is not one there who does
not die. They all die like other people, but not in the city. What is the
reason? They cannot remain constantly in the city, but they rather
go in and out, and therefore they all die.
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468. What is the reason that the destroying angel does not dominate
there? If you say that this is not in his domain, behold the Holy Land
that is not located under another domain but people still die. So what
is the reason people do not die in this place? And if you say,
because of the holiness OF THE PLACE, you do not have a place in
the entire civilization that is holy like the Land of Yisrael, and if you
say it is because of the merit of the man who built the city, there
were many people who merited more than him. Rabbi Yitzchak said: I
did not hear anything and I cannot comment.

469. They came and asked Rabbi Shimon. He said to them: Certainly
the Angel of Death has no dominion over that place, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, does not want any person to ever die there. If
you say people did die in that place originally before it was built, it is
not so. From the day that man was created, that place was
established for existence, and the secret of secrets is here for those
who view the secret of Wisdom.

470. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He
created it with the secret of the letters. The letters rolled and He
created the world with the engravings of the Holy Name, and the
letters rolled and surrounded the world with engravings. When the
world became manifest, expanded and was created, and the letters
were circling to create, the Holy One, blessed be He, said that the
world should be concluded with Yud. The letter Tet remained in that
place suspended in the air. Tet is the letter that illuminates with life;
therefore, it is a good sign for one who sees the letter Tet in his
dream, as life is prepared for him. Therefore, since Tet is suspended
over that place, death has no dominion there.

471. When the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, wanted to maintain the world, MEANING TO DRAW THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT INTO THE WORLD THAT ARE CALLED
'EXISTENCE', He threw a stone into the water. HE ENGRAVED by the
secret of 72 letters and from there, FROM BINAH this stone started
to go, BUT could not find a place to exist except in the Land of
Yisrael. Water, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF
BINAH, was following THE STONE until that stone reached under the
altar. There it sank, and the whole world was maintained from this.

472. If it is so that life dwells in that place, why wasn't the Temple
built there to give life to the people who live there? HE ANSWERS:
Here in this place, it exists because of one letter that dwells upon it,
WHICH IS THE TET. But in the Temple, all the letters dwell, and THE
TEMPLE was created through them alone, equal to the whole world.
JUST AS THE WHOLE WORLD WAS CREATED WITH ALL THE
LETTERS, WITH EVERY LETTER HAVING A PARTICULAR PLACE,
SO WAS THE TEMPLE INDIVIDUALLY CREATED WITH ALL THE
LETTERS BY ITSELF.
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473. Also, the Holy Land gives life and atonement to its inhabitants
in that world, but that place is not so, for it gives life to that place
only in this world and not in the World to Come. The Temple is the
opposite of that place, because Yisrael have a portion in that world
but not in this world. Therefore, the Temple exists to atone for sins
and to merit Yisrael for the World to Come.

474. Come and see: The letter Tet is universally the shine of life, FOR
IT IS YESOD OF BINAH. Therefore, the passage opens: "That it was
good (Heb. tov, with Tet)", as it is written: "And Elohim saw the light,
that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). The Destroying Angel flees from
this letter AND THE ZOHAR REPEATS AND SAYS, Do not say that he
flees, but rather he was not given permission to enter there.

475. This letter is different from the letter Kuf. The letter Kuf does not
settle at all in any place in the world. You may derive it from: "Let not
a slanderous man be established in the earth" (Tehilim 140:12). The
letter Tet can settle everywhere and is able to settle properly.
Wherever the letter Tet is, there is no place for the letter Kuf to settle
there. Therefore the Other Side does not dominate at all in this place,
FOR HE IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH, and the Tet gives life of this
world to those who dwell under this letter and do not go outside.
Once he goes outside, the Other Side has permission to have power
over him, and as this letter dominates in this place TO GIVE LIFE
THERE, so does a different letter dominate in the place of Gehenom.
Which one is it? It is the letter Kuf.

43. Betzalel knew the permutation of letters
In the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder), we learn here, it speaks of the two letters Chet ? and Tet ?, which are in the word for 'sin'. These
letters are withheld from the tribes of Yisrael, so that they should not be marked with sin. In the tabernacle all the letters of the alphabet are
engraved, as is the secret of the Holy Name, Yud Hei Vav Hei ?.?.?.?. (The Tetragrammaton). Betzalel, who knew the Wisdom of joining the letters
with which heaven and earth were created, was chosen above by God, and was also chosen below. His name, we are told, means "In the shadow of
El." We next read of the meaning of "The son of Uri," and of "the son of Chur," which has two explanations. Finally, we are told that Betzalel was
appointed over the tribe of Judah.
The Relevance of this Passage
The wisdom distilled here concerning the mystical letters Chet and Tet absolves us of our sins, from the time of Adam to the present moment, while
finally doing away with our tendencies to err and commit transgressions. The four-letter Tetragrammaton ?.?.?.?., we are told, embodies all the
secrets of Creation, the world above and the world below. Thus, the Light that permeates all reality now rejuvenates our soul and uplifts all
existence. Our consciousness is liberated from the rational-based, self-centeredness of Satan - the Evil Inclination - by means of the Light of Binah
(the son of Chur).
476. In the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder), IT IS WRITTEN
THAT THE WORD: 'CHET (ENG. 'SIN')' contains the two letters Chet
and Tet. Therefore, they were not written in the Onyx Stones and in
the stones to be set, because the tribes of Yisrael had these two
letters withheld from them, so that there should not be marked in
them Chet Tet, MEANING SIN.
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477. All the letters of the alphabet are suspended in the site of the
Temple in engraved secrets of the Holy Names, bound and
embroidered on it. And the entire world of above and below is
bordered and engraved in the secret of the letters, and the secret of
the supernal Holy Name, NAMELY, YUD HEI VAV HEI is engraved on
them.

478. In the tabernacle, the letters were engraved and formed
properly, because Betzalel knew the Wisdom of permutating the
letters with which the heaven and earth were created. Because of his
Wisdom, the tabernacle was build by him and he was chosen from
among all the people of Yisrael.

479. He was chosen above and so did the Holy One, blessed be He,
want him to be chosen below, as it is written THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO MOSES, "See I have called by name
Betzalel" (Shemot 31:2). MOSES SAID TO YISRAEL, "See, Hashem
has called by name Betzalel" (Shemot 35:30). His name is in a
supernal secret called 'Betzalel', WHICH MEANS Betzel (Eng. 'in the
shadow') of El. Who is he? He is Righteous, MEANING YESOD, who
sits in that shadow of El that is called 'supernal El', MEANING
TIFERET. He, BETZALEL, is placed like that El, WHO IS TIFERET, as
that El takes six extremities, BECAUSE TIFERET TAKES SIX
EXTREMITIES, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, and the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD, takes them. So that El
illuminates above and this Righteous One illuminates below, TO
MALCHUT. That El, WHO IS TIFERET, combines six ends, while that
Righteous one is the combination of all six ends.

480. "The son of Uri" (Ibid.) MEANS the son of the primordial light
(Heb. or) that the Holy One, blessed be He, created during the work
of Creation. "The son of Chur" (Ibid.) MEANS the son of the freedom
(Heb. cherut) in everything, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF BINAH, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF FREEDOM. Another explanation: "The son of
Chur" means the son who is white (Heb. chiver) MEANING white of
all the colors, MEANING THAT THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, WHICH
IS WHITE, IS IN ASCENDANCY IN HIM. And he, BETZALEL, WHO IS
YESOD, was appointed over the tribe of Judah, THAT IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT. Everything is as it should be, BECAUSE
YESOD HAS TO BE JOINED WITH MALCHUT.

44. Blue, part two
All the colors are good if they are seen in a dream, except blue, because it is a throne for executing Judgment of the soul. When the person sees this
blue, we learn, he becomes afraid and remembers all the commandments of his Master, and guards himself from sins for fear of the serpent.
Therefore, there is blue in the tabernacle. Rabbi Isaac next asks about mercy, and Rabbi Shimon answers that the colors are improved when the
cherubs turn their faces toward each other. At that time, even green turns to gold. When the colors are changed, Malchut changes from Judgment to
Mercy and from Mercy to Justice, all according to the changing of the colors.
The Relevance of this Passage
The colors of Creation burst forth. And as they transmute into various shades, tones, and hues, so too does judgment transform into countless acts
of the sweetest mercy towards all mankind. We acquire a deep-seated love for our neighbor as all of Malchut is corrected and transformed.
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481. All the colors are good IF THEY ARE SEEN in a dream except
blue, because it is a throne, MEANING MALCHUT, for executing
Judgment of the souls. HE QUESTIONS: But this level, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is white, AS YOU SAY that it receives FROM YESOD
THAT IS CALLED 'THE SON OF CHUR', WHICH MEANS WHITE,
MEANING CHESED. HE ANSWERS: At the time that it stands to
judge souls, BECAUSE OF THE SINS OF THE LOWER BEINGS, it has
the color blue, as we have already established.

482. When the person sees this color, MEANING BLUE, he is
reminded to do all the commandments of his Master as by the brass
serpent. For at the moment they saw it, they feared the Holy One,
blessed be He, and guarded themselves against all sins. When this
fear came over them, they were immediately cured. What caused
them to fear the Holy One, blessed be He? It was that serpent, that
whip that they saw. Here also, about blue is written: "That you may
look upon it, and remember all the commandments of
Hashem" (Bemidbar 15:39), which means from the fear of Him.
Therefore, there was blue in the tabernacle.

483. Rabbi Yitzchak said: This remark of my master that blue is the
Throne of Judgment, and when MALCHUT has this color, it is then a
throne to judge on it capital law, ACCORDING TO THIS, when is
MALCHUT in Mercy? He said to him: When the Cherubs, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF MALE AND FEMALE, turn their faces to each other
and look face to face, all the colors are improved and the color blue
turns into another color. The color green also turns into the color
gold.

484. When the colors are changed, MALCHUT then changes from
Judgment to Mercy and from Mercy to Judgment, all according to
the changing of the colors. As the children of Yisrael arrange
themselves before the Holy One, blessed be He, so is everything
arranged, and so is it set ABOVE. Therefore, it is written: "Yisrael, in
whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3), for in these colors
included one within the other IS the beauty of everything.

45. "You shall make a table"
Rabbi Yitzchak begins here by explaining that as long as the children of Yisrael were in the Holy Land, they derived their sustenance from a high
place, and all the leftovers were sufficient to nourish the rest of the world. But when they were sent into exile, they themselves received only the
remnants. Leftovers are given only to dogs and servants, which is exactly what the children of Yisrael have become like in their exile. Next, Rabbi
Chiya, Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Ya'akov (son of Idi) and Rabbi Yesa Junior are traveling, and while they travel they wonder about the meaning of, "But
show loyal love to the sons of Barzillay the Giladite, and let them be of those that eat at your table." Rabbi Yesa Junior, the youngest of them,
explains the meaning of, "Who gives bread to all flesh: for His steadfast love endures forever." He draws parallels between the brain, the heart and
the liver, and Binah, Zeir Anpin and Malchut, and he goes on to speak of how nourishment is sent back and forth between them. Then he mentions
the sources of the body as the three worlds Binah, Yetzirah and Asiyah. He explains that, "For he did eat continually at the table of the king" means
that all his sustenance and food came from there. Finally, Rabbi Yesa blesses their small meal as they sit down to eat.
The Relevance of this Passage
As we read this passage, we must ask ourselves: "At whose table are we sitting, and from whom are we deriving our spiritual sustenance?" If it is
not from God, then it will never nourish our souls as they need and deserve. If our meals are not blessed with His presence, they are only fit for
dogs. Yet if they do derive from God, we shall find ourselves ever-growing in the wisdom that can only come from the Creator. Awareness of this
truth emerges in our consciousness. In turn, sustenance, livelihood, and spiritual nourishment flow to us in great abundance, bringing blessings to
all mankind.
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485. "You shall make a table of acacia wood..." (Shemot 25:23).
Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying: "When you have
eaten and are replete, then you shall bless Hashem your
Elohim..." (Devarim 8:10). How fortunate are Yisrael that the Holy
One, blessed be He, favors them and brings them close to Him from
among all the nations. Because of them, He gives His sustenance
and satisfies the whole world. If it were not for Yisrael, the Holy One,
blessed be He, would not give sustenance to the world. Now that
they are in exile, surely the whole world receives SUSTENANCE
doubly, IN ORDER THAT THE REMAINS SHOULD SUFFICE FOR
YISRAEL.

486. As long as Yisrael were in the Holy Land, sustenance would
descend to them from a high place, and they would give a portion of
the remnants to the idol worshipping peoples. All the nations were
sustained only from the remnants. But now that they are in exile, the
situation has changed into a different manner. THE SUSTENANCE
REACHES THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD, AND THEY RECEIVE THE
REMNANTS FROM THEM.

487. For example, a king prepares a meal for his household. As long
as they do his bidding, they eat together with the king, and they give
the dogs a portion of bones to chew. But when the household does
not do the bidding of the king, he gives the entire meal to the dogs,
and he gives the bones to them.

488. Similarly, as long as the children of Yisrael do the bidding of
their Master, they eat at the table of the King and the entire meal is
prepared for them. Because of their joy, they give the bones, which
are the remains, to the idol worshippers. As long as the children of
Yisrael are not doing the bidding of their Master, they go into exile
and the meal is given to the dogs, while they are given the remains,
AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Thus shall the children of Yisrael eat their bread,
unclean, among the nations" (Yechezkel 4:13). They eat the
remnants of their abhorrence, MEANING OF THEIR REPUGNANT
FOOD. Woe is to the king's son who sits and waits at the table of the
servant, and eats what is left of his table.

489. King David said, "You prepare a table for me in the presence of
my enemies: You anoint my head with oil; my cup runs
over" (Tehilim 23:5). "You prepare a table for me," namely the King's
meal, "in the presence of my enemies." They are the dogs that sit
under the table and wait for the portion of bones, while he sits with
the King at His table with the delight of the meal.
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490. "You anoint my head with oil": This is the beginning (head) of
the meal, for all the oil and fats and the prepared items of the meal
are given at the beginning to the friend of the king. Whatever is left
over is given afterwards to the dogs and those who serve at the
table. "My cup runs over" means that the cup in front of the king's
friend is always full and he does not have to request. Upon this
secret, the children of Yisrael were consistently IN RELATION with
the other nations.

491. Rabbi Chiya went to Rabbi Shimon in Tiberias with Rabbi
Ya'akov bar Idi, and Rabbi Yesa Junior. While they were still
traveling, Rabbi Yesa said to Rabbi Chiya: I wonder about the words
"But show loyal love to the sons of Barzillay the Giladite, and let
them be of those that eat at your table..." (I Melachim 2:7). According
to this, all the kindness and truthfulness means to eat at his table
and no more, in accordance with the words, "and let them be of
those that eat at your table." Also, it is not the honor of the king that
someone else eats by his table. It should not be so, rather the king
should eat alone and around him all his ministers that are lower than
he.

492. Rabbi Chiya said: I have heard nothing about this matter and I
make no comment. He said to Rabbi Ya'akov bar Idi, Did you hear
anything about this matter? He said to him: You who nurture daily
from the honey of the supernal oil, MEANING RABBI SHIMON, if you
did not hear, of course I did not. He said to Rabbi Yesa: Did you hear
anything about this matter? He said to him: Even though I am a
youth, and it has only been a few days since I came to you and
before that I had no merit, NONETHELESS I did hear.

493. He opened the discussion saying, "Who gives bread to all flesh:
for His steadfast love endures forever" (Tehilim 136:25). HE
QUESTIONS: What did David have in mind, that he concluded the
great praise with this passage? HE ANSWERS: There are three rulers
above through whom the Holy One, blessed be He, is known, and
they are the mystery of His glory. They are the brain, the heart, and
the liver, MEANING BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN, AND MALCHUT. They are
opposite of this world, MEANING FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
AWAKENING FROM BELOW THAT ASCENDS FROM THIS WORLD,
AS DURING A FAST DAY OR THE LIKE, AS IT IS WRITTEN BEFORE
US. Above, the brain receives first and afterwards gives to the heart.
Then the heart takes and gives to the liver, and afterwards, the liver
gives a portion to all the sources that are below, each one as is
proper. Below, THROUGH THE AWAKENING FROM BELOW, the
liver, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is first to awaken and later brings it near
to the heart, BEING ZEIR ANPIN. The heart takes the best of the food
and, after it has received and has become strengthened from the
power and desire that it received, it gives and brings awakening to
the brain, WHICH IS BINAH. AND THEN THE SUPPLY IS PROJECTED
FROM BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LIVER. Afterwards, the liver again
distributes sustenance to all the sources of the body, WHICH ARE
THE THREE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH.
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494. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: On a fast day, man offers food and
drink to the supernal liver, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and what does he
offer? HE OFFERS his fat and blood and desires. That liver takes it
all willingly. Once everything is already by it, it takes and offers it all
to the heart, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, who is superior and dominates
it. After the heart has taken and becomes strengthened in will, it
offers it all to the brain, WHICH IS BINAH, who is the highest ruler
over the whole body THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. THE SUPPLY RETURNS
FROM BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN AND FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO MALCHUT,
WHICH IS LIVER, and afterwards the liver again divides portions to
all the sources and limbs below IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH.

495. At a different time, MEANING WHEN THE SUPPLY IS BEING
PROVIDED FROM THE SIDE OF AWAKENING FROM ABOVE, the
brain first receives all supply, WHICH IS BINAH, from that which is
higher than it, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Afterwards, it gives to the
heart, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the heart gives to the liver, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. And the liver gives to all the sources and limbs below,
IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. Afterwards, when it wishes to
distribute sustenance to this world, it gives first, MEANING THE
CHOICEST AND BEST OF THE SUPPLY, to the heart, who is the king
of the earth, NAMELY THE KING OF YISRAEL, and the king's table is
stimulated to receive first the other people of the world. Blessed is
he who is counted among those of the king's table, for he is
recognized ABOVE to do him good with that goodness of above
THAT THE KING RECEIVES.
496. This is kindness and truth that David did for the sons of
Barzillay, as it is written: "And let them be of those that eat at your
table." If you say at the king's table, another person eats besides
him, it is not so. The king eats first, and afterwards all the people.
And those who eat with the king during the time that he eats are the
ones who are loved by him exceedingly. They are the ones who were
appointed TO BE of the king's table.

497. If you ask, Is it not written: "For he did eat continually at the
table of the king" (II Shmuel 9:13)? SO IT SEEMS THAT HE ATE AT
THE TABLE ACTUALLY? HE ANSWERS: It is because all his food
WAS INCLUDED AMONG THOSE WHO ATE AT THE KING'S TABLE,
and he made no other reckoning but at the king's table, for his
sustenance and food came from there. This is the meaning of: "For
he did eat continually at the king's table." Rabbi Chiya came and
kissed him on his head, and said to him: You are a youth, but
supernal Wisdom dwells in you. In the meantime, they saw that
Rabbi Hezekiah had come. Rabbi Chiya said to him: Certainly in this
group will the Holy One, blessed be He, join with us, because new
words in Torah will be promulgated here.
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498. They sat down to eat and said, let each of us say a word of
Torah during this meal. Rabbi Yesa said: This is a small meal, but
still in all it is called 'a meal'. Even more, this is called 'a meal' from
which the Holy One, blessed be He, derives pleasure, as it is written:
"This is the table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22), because
words of Torah surround this place.

46. "When you have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless"
Rabbi Chiya speaks here about, "And satisfies the desire of every living thing," indicating that the person who has eaten must bless God in order to
give joy above. Rabbi Chizkiyah says that even one who is drunk may say the Blessing After a Meal, because the blessing is tied to satisfaction on
this level, but a person who is drunk must not pray, because prayer rises higher, to that place where there is neither eating or drinking.
The Relevance of this Passage
There is a link between our daily bread and our spiritual lives, which on this earthly level, feed each other constantly and interactively. The blessing
of a meal awakens divine sparks of Light within the food so that we may nourish both our bodies and our souls. Otherwise, all we receive from the
meals we eat is the one percent physical matter of the food. We miss out on the remaining 99 percent - the eternal spiritual nourishment. This
passage extracts all the sparks of Light from all the foods eaten by man throughout time. Further, we are uplifted to the highest levels of the spiritual
atmosphere, where the Light is so all-embracing that there is no need of food or drink.
499. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "When you have
eaten and are replete, then you shall bless Hashem your
Elohim..." (Devarim 8:10). HE QUESTIONS: Before a person eats to
satisfaction and fills his stomach, should he not bless the Holy One,
blessed be He? How are we to explain the passage: "When you have
eaten and are replete" and afterwards, "then you shall bless"? HE
ANSWERS: Even if a person eats as much as an olive but desires it,
and he considers that eating to be his main food, then this is
considered being sated, as it is written, "You open Your hand, and
satisfies the desire of every living thing" (Tehilim 145:16). It is not
written: 'The food of every living thing,' but rather "The desire of
every living thing" TO TEACH that the desire he has for that food is
called 'satisfaction'. Even if there is only a small thing in front of the
person like an olive and no more, the desire for satiety has been put
on it. It is therefore WRITTEN: "And satisfies the desire of every
living thing." "Desire" is written and not 'food'. "Then you shall
bless" certainly, for the person is obligated to bless the Holy One,
blessed be He, in order to give joy above.

500. After him, Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the
passage: "When you have eaten and are replete." From here, IT IS
UNDERSTOOD that one who is drunk may say the Blessing After a
Meal, which is not so pertaining to prayer, for prayer is not so. AND
ONE WHO IS DRUNK IS PROHIBITED TO PRAY, because prayer is
good without eating. What is the reason? It is because the prayer
rises higher, higher to the place where there is neither eating nor
drinking, MEANING TO BINAH. Pertaining to this, we learned that
there is no eating or drinking in the World to Come, but there is
EATING AND DRINKING in the other levels below.
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501. In the blessing after the meal, another method applies;
NAMELY, the blessing is tied to satisfaction, since the blessing after
food abides where there is food and drink, NAMELY MALCHUT, so it
is necessary to show before Him satisfaction and joy. BUT where
prayer goes, it is not so, as it ascends higher and higher TO BINAH,
where there is no food or drink. So, a drunk man must not pray.

502. By the Blessing After a Meal, a drunk person may recite the
Blessing After a Meal, as is understood from this passage: "When
you have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless." "When you
have eaten" refers to eating, "and are replete" refers to drinking, as
satiety is with wine, because WITH WINE he becomes sated. In wine,
there is certainly satiety and this refers to the drunk, as it is written:
"Then you shall bless HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM." Et (the) is precise,
FOR IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ET (THE)', THAT
CONTAINS BOTH EATING AND DRINKING. From this, we understand
that the Blessing After a Meal requires joy and satisfaction,
BECAUSE IT IS WRITTEN: "For the good land" (Devarim 8:10). What
is the meaning of 'good'? Satisfaction, as it is written: "For then we
had plenty of bread, and were well off" (Yirmeyah 44:17), so it
requires joy and satisfaction.

47. "You shall make a table," part two
Rabbi Yesa begins this discussion by explaining that the table of acacia wood spoken of in scripture stands inside the Tabernacle and should never
be left empty of food, even for a moment. This is because blessing and food come out to all the other tables of the world, which are therefore
blessed because of it. The table that is set above, we are told, always has the words of Torah spoken over it, and a table that is not blessed by the
words of Torah is unclean. Rabbi Yesa next tells us that a happy person is one who has two things on his table: the words of Torah, and a portion of
food for the poor. The person can be called 'happy' because he gains great merit from these things. Rabbi Jacob then speaks about Saul, who was
chosen for kingship but not for prophecy, since the two gifts are never given together, except in the case of Moses, who alone merited both titles.
Samuel, we are told, seemed to merit both titles, too, however, yet he was only a prophet and judge, and this was why the children of Yisrael
requested a king. Since kingship settles only upon arousal of the Holy Spirit, we learn, Saul had no prophecy when he ascended to kingship. He had
only the awakening of the spirit of understanding with which to execute a true Judgment. As long as he was among the prophets, the prophecy
dwelled upon him, but not afterward. Rabbi Jacob next speaks about the table being more important than the bread on it, comparing the table, as the
root from which bread can also be said to emerge, to the world, which gives forth plants and fruit and food. He explains why the table is placed on
the left, or north, side. The text then speaks of the cleanliness of the body and the intestines, of the need to give the dirty finger bowl water to the
Other Side. We learn that the secret of the shew-bread is the twelve faces that are in Zeir Anpin. It is Malchut that draws out food and sustenance
from those internal faces.
Rabbi Elazar next tells how God created every person in the similitude of supernal glory. The glory of below was constructed above only by the
righteous actions of the people of this world, we learn. The rabbi speaks of the 32 paths of Chochmah and Glory, the three levels of spirit, and the
three worlds. The supernal glory, we are told, has within it Briyah, Yetzirah, Asiyah, and so does Man here below. "Let your garments be always
white, and let your head lack no oil," means that oil of anointing will never be withheld from Man, for his actions are constantly being whitened.
Finally, we hear that a person merits delight in the supernal Eden by giving delight to the souls of the poor through the food upon his table.
The Relevance of this Passage
Supernal blessings fall upon the tables of all mankind as our eyes fall upon this rich passage. Our thought to share the blessings from this Book of
Splendor with the impoverished, at last, removes poverty from the landscape of human civilization while it warms the hearts of the destitute. The
Light of prophecy and kingship illumines our souls, elevating our consciousness so that we foresee the future consequences of all our present
actions. We receive wisdom to judge others with compassion, with decency, with the sweetest mercy. We acquire courage to judge ourselves with
truthfulness and stringency. Finally, sustenance and livelihood come to our world through the words of wisdom that adorn this passage. Poverty is
vanquished from our midst and all the world experiences the delights of the supernal Eden.
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503. Rabbi Yesa opened the discussion saying: "You shall make a
table of acacia wood..." (Shemot 25:23): This table stands inside the
Tabernacle and a supernal blessing dwells upon it. From it emerges
food for the whole word, and this table should not be empty even for
one moment. There should be food on it, because the blessing is not
present in an empty place. Therefore, bread must constantly be on it,
in order that the supernal blessing shall always be present in it. And
from that table, blessing and food come out to all the other tables of
the world, that are blessed due to it.

504. The table of every person has to be so before him at the time
that he blesses the Holy One, blessed be He, in order that the
blessing from above should dwell upon it and should not appear
empty. For the blessings from above do not dwell in an empty place,
as it is written: "Tell me, what have you in the house" (II Melachim
4:2), which the friends have already established.

505. Of a table upon which words of Torah were not spoken, and it is
written: "For all tables are full of vomit and filth, so that there is no
place clean" (Yeshayah 28:8). It is forbidden to bless over such a
table. What is the reason? Because there is a table and there is a
table. THERE IS A table that is set above, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
before the Holy One, blessed be He, and it is always ready so that
words of Torah may be spoken on it, and it should include letters of
the words of Torah. It gathers them unto the Holy One, blessed be
He, above, who includes all of them in Himself and becomes
perfected through them, and He is happy and has joy. About this
table, it is written: "This is the table that is before
Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22), WHICH IS MALCHUT and not 'from
before Hashem,' WHICH IS FROM ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
BINAH.

506. There is another table that has no part in Torah and has no part
in the holiness of Torah, NAMELY MALCHUT OF KLIPOT, and that
table is called 'vomit and filth'. "There is no place," since it has no
part in the side of holiness at all. Therefore, a table upon which no
words of Torah were said, is a table of vomit and filth, and this is a
table of another deity. This table has no part in the secret of
Supernal El.
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507. The Holy One, blessed be He, takes a table upon which were
said words of Torah, and places it in His portion. Surya, the
appointed prince, takes all these words and places the image of that
table before the Holy One, blessed be He. All the words of Torah that
were said on it come over that table, and it is adorned before the
Holy King. This is understood from what is written: "This is the table
that is before Hashem," meaning that it is adorned before the Holy
One, blessed be He. The table of a person exists to purify the person
from all his sins.

508. Happy is he who has these two things present on his table: 1)
words of Torah and 2) a portion for the poor from that table. When
they elevate that table before the person, two holy angels are waiting
there, one on the right and one on the left. One says: This is the
table of the Holy King that so-and-so arranged before Him, and it
shall be set with supernal blessings and supernal oil and supernal
greatness, which the Holy One, blessed be He, causes to dwell upon
it. And the other ANGEL says: This is the table of the Holy King that
so-and-so set before Him, which is a table that those of above and
those of below bless. This table shall be set before Atik Yomin in this
world and in the World to Come.

509. Rabbi Aba said: They would remove the table from before him
and cover it, and would say, Remove it modestly so it should not be
embarrassed before the messengers of the King. The table of a
person gives him merit in the World to Come and attains him food in
this world. It merits him to be known for good before Atik Yomin and
merits him to add strength and greatness where necessary. Happy is
the portion of that man in this world and in the World to Come.

510. Rabbi Ya'akov said: It is written, "And it came to pass, when all
that knew him before time...Is Saul also one of the prophets" (I
Shmuel 10:11). HE QUESTIONS: Saul was chosen by Hashem before
this, for it is written, "Do you see him whom Hashem has
chosen?" (Ibid. 24). It is not written: 'chooses', but rather "has
chosen," MEANING before now. When he came and entered among
the prophets and prophesied among them, why were they surprised?
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511. HE ANSWERS: When the Holy One, blessed be He, selected
him, it was only for kingship and not for prophecy, for these two
together were never given to one person in the world, except for
Moses, the supernal faithful, who merited prophecy and kingship
together. They were not given to any other person, both together.

512. And if you ask: There was Samuel, who merited both prophecy
and kingship. It is not so. Samuel merited prophecy, as it is written:
"And all Yisrael from Dan to Be'er Sheva knew that Samuel was
accredited as a prophet" (I Shmuel 3:20), as a prophet but not as a
king. He was a prophet and judge, for had he been a king, Yisrael
would not have requested a king. He was only a faithful prophet, and
he judged the sentence of Yisrael, as it is written: "He judged
Yisrael" (I Shmuel 7:17). Therefore, when Saul was in prophecy, they
were surprised about him.

513. If you ask: Why did Saul merit prophecy since he already
merited kingship? HE ANSWERS: He did not merit them both
together, because the kingship settles ONLY upon the awakening of
the Holy Spirit, BUT NOT PROPHECY; THEREFORE, he had the
waakening of prophecy beforehand. When he ascended to kingship,
he had no prophecy, just an awakening of the spirit of understanding
with which to execute a true judgment was upon him, for this is
fitting for a king. As long as he was among the prophets, the
prophecy dwellt upon him, but after he left them, he had no
prophecy.

514. And I, SAID RABBI YA'AKOV BAR IDI, who has awakened in me
the Holy Spirit, to be among faithful prophets, the disciples of Rabbi
Shimon, that the higher and lower beings tremble before him, and all
the more so I MERITED to be among you.

515. He opened the discussion saying: "You shall make a table..."
This table is below to place upon it the baked bread. HE
QUESTIONS: What is more important, the bread or the table? If you
say that they are equal, IT IS NOT SO, for the table is set for the
bread, and also the table is below and the bread is on it. HE
ANSWERS: It is not so, for the table is essentials, set to receive
blessings from above and food for the world. From the secret of this
table, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, food emerges to the
world as it is given from above.
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516. Bread is the fruit and food that emerges from this table, to show
that fruits, plants, and food for the world all emerge from this table. If
the world had no vineyards, there would be no grapes, for these are
the fruits that grow from it. If there were no trees, the world would
have no fruits. Therefore, the table is the root and the food that
emerges from it is the shewbread.

517. The priests would gather the fruits of the table every Shabbat
Eve to show that the supernal food comes from that table. And
because of that bread that the priests would gather, all the food that
they ate and drank was blessed, so that the Evil Inclination could not
accuse them, because the Evil Inclination is present only in the
midst of eating and drinking. This is what is meant by: "Lest I
become sated, and deny You..." (Mishlei 30:9), for the Evil Inclination
of a person grows in one's intestines due to eating and drinking.

518. This bread, which is the food that emerges from the table,
blesses the food of the priests, so that there will be no accuser to
accuse them and that they would serve the Holy One, blessed be He,
with a whole heart. This is more necessary for the priests than for
the rest of the world. Therefore, the table is the root, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, and the fruit and food that come from it is
that bread, NAMELY THE SHEWBREAD.

519. The setting of this table has to be prepared on the north side,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF LEFT, as it is written: "And you shall put
the table on the north side" (Shemot 26:35). What is the reason? It is
because there is the source of joy. The left always receives from the
right first and then it is aroused and supplies the Nukva, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE TABLE. Afterwards the right draws near her,
THE NUKVA, AND CLINGS TO HER.

520. AND THE ZOHAR BRINGS PROOF AND SAYS: Water is from the
right, MEANING CHASSADIM, and it is joy. Immediately, THE RIGHT
gives THE WATER to the left and the water cleaves unto it and
causes it joy, MEANING THAT THE CHOCHMAH WHICH IS IN THE
LEFT BECOMES ATTIRED IN CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT. After it is
included in the right, it arouses the Nukva with that joy, MEANING
THAT IT SUPPLIES HER CHOCHMAH THAT IS COMBINED WITH
CHASSADIM. You can derive it from THE WASHING OF HANDS, FOR
one who takes water in a vessel TAKES with the right hand AND
THEN TRANSFERS IT TO THE LEFT HAND, and the first to pour the
water is the left, ONTO THE RIGHT HAND. It is not THAT THE WATER
COMES FROM the left onto the right, because the left received the
water from the right hand.
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521. Therefore, there is water, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, only on the
left side, IN ORDER TO BE COMBINED AND PERFECTED IN
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT. Once water is taken to the left, it
becomes aroused AND SUPPLIES to the Nukva. Therefore, we have
learned of the powers of the rains, FOR EVEN THOUGH THE WATER
IS CHASSADIM FROM THE RIGHT, IT COMES ONLY FROM THE
LEFT WHICH IS GVURAH. Therefore, "And you shall put the table on
the north side," because fruits are more abundant from that side,
WHICH IS THE RIGHT, than from the other side, THE RIGHT through
its becoming aroused first with its joy OF THE LEFT, as it is written:
"His left hand is under my head" and afterwards, "His right hand
embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 2:6).
522. The table of a person must be clean, for the body should
approach to eat its food only with self-cleanliness. A person has to
evacuate first, before he eats the food of the pure table, because the
Holy One, blessed be He, wants the food that he prepares for Him, in
order that he should not approach the table of vomit and filth, which
is from the secret of the Other Side, so that the Other Side will not
receive anything from the food of this table.

523. After the person has eaten and received pleasure, he must give
the part of the remnants to that side, TO THE KLIPOT. What is it? It is
the 'fingerbowl water' that dirt of the hands that he must give to that
side, for it is the portion that it needs. It is certainly an obligation,
because it is obligatory and they dwell in a place of obligation,
NAMELY THE KLIPOT, for it is obligatory upon every person to give
it this portion. Therefore, it is not necessary to make a blessing at all
OVER THE 'FINGERBOWL WATER', because there is no blessing on
that side.

524. Therefore, a person must BE VERY CAREFUL not to give the
food that is on his table to that filthy vomit, and all the more so his
intestines SHOULD BE CLEAN. Of course, that is good for the health
and well-being of his body. Therefore, the table should be eaten
upon in purity, as we have learned.

525. This table stands in the Temple, so that there would be food on
it and to take out food from it, and it should not be empty even for
one moment. The other table, OF THE OTHER SIDE, is the table of
emptiness, and it should not be given a place in a holy site.
Therefore, the table of the Temple should not remain without food
for even one moment and there must not be a defective place,
because the blessing from above is not present in a place that is
defective AND LACKING. This is the table that is before the Holy
One, blessed be He. And the table that the person blesses before the
Holy One, blessed be He, must also not be empty, because there is
no blessing in an empty place.
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526. There are twelve loaves of bread that is on the table of the Holy
One, blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT. We have established the
secret of the bread, which is the secret of the face, MEANING THE
TWELVE FACES THAT ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE CHESED
AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE FOUR
FACES OF THE LIVING CREATURES, THE FACE OF THE LION,
FACE OF THE OX, THE FACE OF THE EAGLE, THE FACE OF MAN.
EACH ONE OF THEM IS COMBINED OF THREE FACES, NAMELY
LION, OX, AND EAGLE, AND THEY ARE TWELVE FACES. Therefore,
they are called 'the Shew (lit. 'face') Bread', because the food and
sustenance of the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, comes from these
supernal faces OF ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, this bread is the inner
part of everything, WHICH IS THE FOOD OF MALCHUT, AND IT is in
the supernal secret OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is proper.
527. The Shew (lit. 'face') Bread THAT WAS IN THE TEMPLE is the
food of these faces THAT ARE IN MALCHUT, MEANING THAT IT IS
DRAWN FROM THE FOOD THAT SHE RECEIVES FROM THE
TWELVE FACES OF ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The food
and sustenance that emerge to the world, come from them and dwell
on that table THAT IS IN THE TEMPLE. This table, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, receives food and sustenance from these supernal faces,
THE TWELVE FACES OF ZEIR ANPIN, and it is MALCHUT that draws
out food and sustenance from these internal faces OF ZEIR ANPIN.
The food that She draws out is that bread that was mentioned, THAT
WAS IN THE TEMPLE; THEREFORE, THAT BREAD IS CALLED
'SHEW (FACE) BREAD'. Hot BREAD was placed upon the table, and
it was removed from there warm. We have already established this in
relation to the verse: "On the day when it was taken away" (I Shmuel
21:7). Because of this table, a person should keep the secrets of his
table in all the manners that we have said.
528. Rabbi Elazer opened the discussion saying: "Let your garments
be always white; and let your head lack no oil" (Kohelet 9:8). This
passage has been established and we have learned it. The Holy One,
blessed be He, created man with the secret of Wisdom and made him
with great craftsmanship. He breathed into him the soul of life, so he
would know and behold the mysteries of Wisdom and know the glory
of his Master, as it is written: "Every one that is called by My Name,
for I have created him for My glory; I have formed him; yea, I have
made him" (Yeshayah 43:7). "For I have created him for My glory" is
precise, and I have learned this secret of: "For I have created him for
My glory". The glory of below, which is the secret of the Holy
Throne, NAMELY MALCHUT, was constructed above only by the
workings of the people of THIS world.
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529. When people are righteous and pious and know how to make
corrections FOR THE SAKE OF THE GLORY, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
AS MENTIONED ABOVE, it is written: "For I have created him for My
glory," MEANING for the sake of this glory of mine, so that they
should establish it with strong pillars, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, and adorn it with ornaments and adornment
from below. MEANING THAT THEY WILL RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN
(FEMALE WATERS) FROM BELOW IN ORDER TO DRAW MOCHIN
INTO HER THAT ARE CALLED 'ADORNMENTS', in order that this
glory of mine should be raised through the merit of the righteous
that are on earth.
530. Therefore, "I have created him" similar to supernal glory,
WHICH IS BINAH THAT BECAME CHOCHMAH AGAIN, FOR THIS
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED '32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH AND
GLORY' (HEB. KAVOD), NUMERICALLY IN 32. These adornments are
in him, FOR HE HAS Briyah (Eng. 'creation') on the left side,
MEANING THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, FROM WHICH IS DRAWN
CHOCHMAH. Since man is on the earth and he has to amend My
glory, THAT IS MALCHUT, I made in him the vessels for the supernal
glory, WHICH IS BINAH, for there is IN MAN creation too. Therefore,
"I have created him" AND IT IS THE ASPECT NESHAMAH.
531. That supernal glory, WHICH IS BINAH, contains Yetzirah (Eng.
'formation'), WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, AND THE
ASPECT OF RUACH THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN
OF BINAH. Therefore, "I have formed him," and I have placed this
aspect in man, so that he should be on earth in the likeness of the
supernal glory, WHICH IS BINAH. That supernal glory has Asiyah in
it, WHICH IS MALCHUT AND THE ASPECT OF NEFESH. It is also
written of man: "I have made him," so that he should be in the
likeness of that supernal glory that perfects and blesses the lower
glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
532. How do we know that within the supernal glory, WHICH IS
BINAH, there are these three, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH? It is
written, "I form the light, and create darkness, I make
peace" (Yeshayah 45:7). "I form the light" refers to Yetzirah and
"creates darkness" refers to Briyah. SINCE IT IS THE LEFT SIDE OF
BINAH, AS MENTIONED, IT CONTAINS DARKNESS BEFORE IT
JOINS THE RIGHT COLUMN. "I make peace" refers to Asiyah, and
this is the supernal glory, that prepares and blesses and supplies all
the needs of the lower glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

533. Similarly, He created Man upon earth, who is similar to that
supernal glory, so that he should arrange this glory, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, so it would be combined from all sides. The supernal
glory has in it these three, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, and
Man below has in him these three, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH.
In this way, this glory, MALCHUT, will be comprised of above and
below, MEANING FROM BINAH AND FROM MAN, to be perfect on all
sides. Happy is the person that merits through his actions to be like
this.
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534. In reference to this, it is written: "Let your garments be always
white; and let your head lack no oil" (Kohelet 9:8). Just as the
supernal glory is not withheld from the holy oil of anointing, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE FLOW FROM ABA THAT IS DESTINED FOR
THE WORLD TO COME, WHICH IS BINAH, so is man, whose actions
are constantly being whitened. That oil of anointing will never be
withheld from him, WHICH IS THE FLOW FROM ABA.

535. How does a person merit to delight in that supernal delight in
Eden, WHICH IS THE BOUNTY OF ABA, upon his table? This is just
as he gives delight upon his table to the souls of the poor, as it is
written: "And satisfy the afflicted soul" (Yeshayah 58:10).
Afterwards, it is written: "Then shall you delight yourself in
Hashem" (Ibid. 14), for the Holy One, blessed be He, satiates him
with all these delights of the supernal holy anointing oil that flows
and is drawn constantly to that supernal glory, as it is written, "And
satisfy the afflicted soul," which is followed by, "Then shall you
delight yourself in Hashem."

48. "It is a time to act for Hashem"
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya are traveling here on the road when Rabbi Chiya states, "It is a time to act for The Creator. They have made void Your
Torah," means that as long as people are occupied with Torah then all is well in heaven and earth. If they neglect the Torah, however, His strength
wanes, and all the righteous must work even harder to do good in order to re-empower God, along with His camps and legions. At this moment, a
mule-driver joins the discussion, surprising the rabbis with his insight. He speaks of "a time to love, and a time to hate," and says that when the
children of Yisrael are not occupied with Torah that time itself is imperfect, incomplete and void of Light. Then, "it is a time to act for The Creator."
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya then get off their own mules and walk with the mule-driver.
The Relevance of this Passage
The purpose here is to empower the righteous in their study of Torah, which exponentially multiplies the volume of Light in the world. Our efforts
prevent the righteous from further suffering on our behalf as the infinite Light of the Zohar overwhelms the darkness and purifies mankind with
untold leniency and loving kindness. Such is the loftiness of the soul of Rabbi Shimon. Moreover, we abolish the hatred (along with its roots) that
festers in a man's heart.
536. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya were traveling on the road and a
donkey-driver was driving his donkeys behind them. Rabbi Yosi said
to Rabbi Chiya: We should be occupied and endeavoring with words
of Torah, because the Holy One, blessed be He, is going before us.
Therefore, it is time to adorn Him, so that he WILL be with us on this
road.

537. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "It is a time to act
for Hashem. They have made void Your Torah" (Tehilim 119:126).
The friends have established this verse. "It is a time to act for
Hashem" means that, as long as the Torah is existent in the world
and people are occupied with it, the Holy One, blessed be He, so to
speak rejoices with the works of His hands and rejoices with all the
worlds. And heaven and earth remain intact. Moreover, the Holy One,
blessed be He, gathers His entire court and says to them, 'See the
holy nation that I have on earth, that the Torah is crowned for due to
them. See the works of My hands, that you said about them: "What is
man, that You are mindful of him"' (Tehilim 8:5). When they see their
Master's joy with His people, they immediately say, "And what one
nation in the earth is like Your people, like Yisrael?" (II Shmuel 7:23).
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538. When the children of Yisrael are neglectful of the Torah, His
strength wanes so to speak, as it is written: "Of the Rock that begot
you, you are unmindful" (Devarim 32:18). Then it is written: "And all
host of heaven standing" AS HE SAID TO THEM, "WHO WILL
ENTICE ACHAV..." (II Divrei Hayamim 18:18-19). Therefore, "it is a
time to act for Hashem," for these righteous who have remained
should gird their loins and do good works, so that the Holy One,
blessed be He, should be strengthened through them, by the
righteous as well as His camps and legions. What is the reason?
"They have made void Your Torah," and people in world are not
properly occupied with it.

539. The donkey-driver who was driving the donkeys behind them
said: I beg of you, I wish to know the answer to one question. Rabbi
Yosi said: Surely the way is yet to be traveled before us; ask your
question. He said: If this verse were written: 'We should act' or 'Let
us act,' then I would recite it likewise; but what is the meaning of: "It
is a time" and "to act for Hashem?" It should read: 'Before Hashem'.
Rabbi Yosi said: The way is prepared for us in many manners. Once
we were two and now we are three, for the Shechinah is included
with us. Another is that I thought that you were simply like a driedout tree, but you are really fresh like an olive tree. Another is that
you asked well. Since you started the matter, speak up.

540. He opened the discussion saying: "It is a time to act for
Hashem. They have made void your Torah." "A time to act for
Hashem" MEANS that there is a time and there is a time: "A time to
love, and a time to hate" (Kohelet 3:8). 'Time' refers to above, for
time is the secret of Faith; NAMELY, MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'TIME'. It is called 'a time of goodwill', which means that a person is
obliged to love Hashem always, as it is written: "And you shall love
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 6:5). And therefore, "a time to love"
is the time that the person is obliged to love.
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541. There is another time, which is the secret of other Elohim when
the person is obliged to hate, and his heart should not be drawn
after it. Therefore, there is "a time to hate" as it is written: "Speak to
Aaron your brother, that he come not at all times (lit. 'time') into the
Holy Place" (Vayikra 16:2).

542. When the children of Yisrael are occupied with Torah and with
the commandments of the Torah, that time, which is the secret of the
holy Faith, NAMELY MALCHUT, is well established and is adorned to
perfection as proper. But during the time the children of Yisrael are
not occupied with Torah, so to speak, that time is not in its
perfection, and is not complete and without light. Then "it is a time
to act for Hashem."

543. HE QUESTIONS: What is the meaning of "to act" IN "A TIME TO
ACT FOR HASHEM"? HE ANSWERS: It is written, "Which Elohim
created and performed (lit. 'to act')" (Beresheet 2:3). What is there to
act? It means that there remained the bodies of the demons that
were not made, because the day had become sanctified and they
remained yet to be done, for they were spirits without bodies. Here
also, "a time to act": The time remained without perfection and
without completion, for what reason? Because "they have made void
Your Torah" and the children of Yisrael below neglected the words
of Torah. That time is either elevated or it is lowered because of the
children of Yisrael. IF THEY ARE OCCUPIED WITH TORAH IT IS
ELEVATED, BUT IF THEY ARE IDLED FROM TORAH IT DESCENDS.

544. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya came and kissed him on his head.
Rabbi Yosi said: Certainly, it is not according to your honor to lead
donkeys behind us. Blessed is this way, where we merited to hear
this. Blessed is the generation in which Rabbi Shimon lives, for even
among the mountains there is Wisdom. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya
alighted from their donkeys and the three walked on their way.

49. A time of goodwill
The mule-driver continues from the previous section, speaking about, "But as for me, let my prayer be to You, The Creator, in an acceptable time (a
time of goodwill): Elohim, in the greatness of Your steadfast love hear me, in the truth of Your salvation." He comments that a favorable time is when
the congregation is praying. "But as for me," refers to King David. He then explains that a prayer of Redemption in a time of goodwill brings together
time and favor. This prayer is said during the Minchah of Shabbat, we learn, because at that time all anger is removed and Judgment is aroused only
in order to be sweetened with Chesed and Mercy, and there is joy in everything. The mule-driver next says that Moses died during the time of the
Shabbat Minchah; therefore at this time the gates of the Holy Study Hall are locked and everyone has to justify himself before God. Moses, the
Faithful Shepherd, Joseph the Righteous and King David all died at this same time, so there are three justification prayers. When Moses died, the
light of the sun darkened and the Written Torah was barred. When Joseph died, all the springs dried up and all the tribes went into exile. When King
David died, the moon herself gathered in her light, which was gathered up by the Oral Torah. Then, we are told, the lights of Torah were concealed
and there was much confusion and many arguments among the scholars, thus, the rabbis decreed severe fasts and locked the gates of the Torah.
The Relevance of this Passage
By invoking the three qualities of Moses, Joseph, and David, Faithfulness, Righteousness, and Kingship, we magnify these sublime qualities within
our fellow man and ourselves. Judgments are repealed as we repent and meditate upon this mystical text. The iniquities of man and the sins of our
own past are accounted for and compassionately corrected by the unfathomable greatness of Moses, Joseph, and David, and through the
forbearance they engender.
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545. That donkey-driver opened the discussion saying: "But as for
me, let my prayer be to You, Hashem, in an acceptable time (a time
of goodwill): Elohim, in the greatness of Your steadfast love hear
me, in the truth of Your salvation" (Tehilim 69:14). We have learned
that a favorable time is when the congregation is praying, then it is
appropriate. It is certainly so, for the congregation sets out and
prepares the establishing of that time. Then it is a favorable time
when it is proper to make requests, as it is written: "Elohim, in the
greatness of Your steadfast love hear me, in the truth of Your
salvation." For then it is the time to make requests.

546. "But as for me, let my prayer be to You, Hashem." Here is the
secret of the unison: "But as for me" refers to King David, NAMELY
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'I'. It is the place that is called
'Redemption', WHICH IS MALCHUT WHEN JOINED WITH YESOD,
"my prayer" refers to prayer, NAMELY PLAIN MALCHUT. Here THAT
HE SAYS "ME...MY PRAYER," the Amidah prayer is adjacent to
redemption for they are one, FOR THEY ARE BOTH THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT. When one brings together redemption to the Amidah
prayer, then it is a time of goodwill. A time of goodwill is also one
inclusion together. Time is one, NAMELY MALCHUT, and favor is
one, FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE FAVOR THAT BECOMES
REVEALED FROM KETER, and they are combined together to
become one. King David wanted to form one unity through this
verse, AS WE HAVE SAID.
547. If you ask: Why was this verse selected TO BE SAID during the
Minchah of Shabbat? HE ANSWERS: It is proper for it to be in the
Minchah service of Shabbat and not in the weekday service, for it is
certain that Minchah service of Shabbat is unlike the weekday prayer
because Judgment is suspended over the world during the weekday
at the time of Minchah, and it is not a time of goodwill. However,
during Shabbat, when all anger is removed and everything is
combined together, FOR THE JUDGMENT AND CHESED ARE ONE,
Judgment is aroused, but it is in order to be sweetened, MEANING
ONLY IN ORDER TO REVEAL THE SWEETNESS THAT IT CONTAINS.
Therefore, a verse of unity is needed to unite all the grades, for when
there is unity, Judgment joins and combines with Mercy and
everything is sweetened, as it is written: "A time of goodwill." "A
time of goodwill" shows that everything, JUDGMENT AND CHESED,
is combined together, that Judgment is sweetened at that time, and
there is joy in everything.

548. Moses departed from the world, at the time of the Shabbat
Minchah, at the time when there was "a time of goodwill." At that
moment favor was above and pain was below, BECAUSE OF THE
DEATH OF MOSES. Therefore, during Shabbat the gates are locked
from the time of Minchah and further. Which gates are locked? The
gates of the Holy Study Hall, in order to memorialize Moses, the
Faithful Shepherd, for the Torah was voided because of him,
BECAUSE HE DIED.
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549. At the time THAT HE DIED, the Study Hall of Moses and THE
STUDY HALLS of others became nullified. Whoever saw the doors of
Moses's Study Hall were locked, while all the others be not locked?
If Moses's Torah mourned for him at that time, who did not mourn?
Therefore, all the gates of the Study Hall are locked, and everyone
has to justify the Holy One, blessed be He, by way of praise, THAT
WE RECITE THEN: "Your righteousness is like the great
mountains" (Tehilim 36:7).

550. There were three who departed from the world at that time, and
they are all included in Moses. They are Moses, the Faithful
Shepherd, Joseph the Righteous, and King David. Therefore, there
are here three justification prayers. One is for Joseph the Righteous,
who preceded all these, and this is: "Your righteousness is like the
great mountains; Your Judgments are a great deep..." This refers to
Joseph the Righteous, for he alone is like the great mountains, like
all the supernal Mountains, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR JOSEPH, WHO
IS YESOD, IS COMBINED OF THEM ALL. Another is Moses, the
Faithful Prophet, and this is what is written: "Your righteousness
also, Elohim, reaches the high heavens, who have done great
things" (Tehilim 71:19) because he IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT takes all the sides, THE RIGHT SIDE AND
THE LEFT SIDE, AND MEDIATES BETWEEN THEM. The other is King
David, as it is written: "Your righteousness is an everlasting
righteousness, and Your Torah is Truth" (Tehilim 119:142).
"Everlasting (lit. 'for the world')" refers to King David, WHO IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'WORLD'.

551. When everything was gathered at that time, the Written Torah,
WHICH IS MOSES, and the Oral Torah, THAT IS DAVID, the gates of
Torah were locked and all the gates of the world were locked at that
time. At the moment that Joseph the Righteous died, the sources
and springs dried up, and all the tribes fell into exile. Those above
opened with the words: "Your righteousness is like the great
mountains, Your Judgments are a great deep." At that moment that
Moses died, the light of the sun darkened at midday and the Written
Torah was barred, which is the light of the shining mirror, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. At the moment that King David died, the moon, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, gathered in its light and the Oral Torah gathered in its
light.

552. Since that time the lights of Torah were concealed, and
arguments multiplied in the Mishnah. The scholars argued and all
those of stout heart were confused; therefore, there was no joy of
the Torah at that time throughout the generations of the world. This
is the cause of the severe fasts that the Rabbis decreed. When a
certain person died they decreed a fast, when something happened
they decreed so. When the joy of the Written Torah and the Oral
Torah was most gathered up at that time, it is so much more
necessary to lock the gates of the Torah. Therefore, we say the
Justifications of the Judgments, as we have mentioned. Rabbi Yosi
and Rabbi Chiya rejoiced and kissed him on his head as before.
They said: Happy is our portion on this way.
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50. "Wisdom strengthens the wise"
The mule-driver of previous sections here says that, "Wisdom strengthens the wise more than ten rulers who are in the city," refers to Moses. When
Moses ascended Mount Sinai to receive the Torah, the firmaments and the supernal camps of the angels rose against him because he was going to
lower the Torah to the earth and take their goodness and joy from them. But Moses strengthened himself. The Torah shields those who study it with
the courage and strength derived from "ten rulers", which are the Ten Commandments. The ten rules are, we learn, the ten kinds of wisdom found in
the Torah, which is the secret of the ten Sfirot in ten engraved Names. In one Name of 22 engraved letters, we are told, the secrets of the world to
come are combined and cannot be understood, yet, nonetheless, the Holy One bequeathed to the righteous a longing for that time.
The Relevance of this Passage
A deep longing for eternal world peace stirs within our hearts, and the effect is a miraculous positive change in human civilization. We are
strengthened with goodness and compassion, for these are the traits of the Torah and the power of the Zohar. We secure a swift and sweet
redemption of man, bringing the world to come into the here and now.
553. Again he opened the discussion saying: "Wisdom strengthens
the wise more than ten rulers who are in the city" (Kohelet 7:19).
"Wisdom strengthens the wise" refers to Moses. When he ascended
Mount Sinai to receive the Torah, all the firmaments and all the
supernal camps OF ANGELS trembled. They said before Him, Master
of the world, behold all our goodness and joy is only in the Torah,
and you want to lower it to earth. They gathered against Moses to
burn him with fire. Moses strengthened himself, as the friends have
established that the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, etc.

554. "Wisdom strengthens the wise" means that everyone who is
occupied with Torah and endeavors in it for its own sake, receives
strength from the Torah that protects him, when he needs courage
and strength. From which place does he receive that courage and
strength to strengthen himself? THE VERSE repeats, saying, from
"ten rulers," those are the Ten Commandments that are written in the
Torah which are supernal Rules that the person strengthen himself
with them in this world and in the World to Come. All the secrets of
the world and all the commandments and all the Wisdom of above
and below depend upon them and everything is included in them
and everything is in the Torah. Happy is the portion of he who is
occupied with Torah, so as to become strengthened with courage in
the World to Come.
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555. The ten rules are the ten kinds of Wisdom that are in the Torah,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TEN SFIROT, in ten engraved
names; NAMELY, THE TEN NAMES THAT ALLUDE TO THE TEN
SFIROT OF EHEYEH. In one Name of 22 engraved letters, THE NAME
ALEPH-NUN-KUF-TAV-FINAL MEM OF THE BLESSING OF THE
PRIESTS, the secrets of the World to Come are combined, in these
lights that the eye cannot see, NOR even with understanding know
and behold that delight, or the longing that the Holy One, blessed be
He, bequeathed to the righteous for the World to Come, as it is
written: "Neither has the eye seen, that an Elohim beside You,
should do such a thing for him that waits for him" (Yeshayah 64:3).

51. The food of the souls
The mule-driver from previous sections says that the merit gained from a person's table in this world enables him to eat on another table of delight
in the world to come. There is a table there because food and pleasure are eaten by the souls in that world just as the ministering angels eat. The
supernal angels eat manna, the food that comes from the dew of the world above, a food from the light of the Holy Anointing Oil itself. The souls of
the righteous are nourished from thence in the Garden of Eden, and there also they become clothed. During Shabbat and Festivals, the souls take
off their garments and ascend to see the glory of their Master. He next explains the meaning of: "And it shall come to pass, that every new moon,
and every Shabbat, shall all flesh come to bow down to the ground before Me', says The Creator."
The rabbis ask the mule-driver his name, which is Chanan. Finally, they all stop at the next village, which is also named Chanan, and they sit down
at table blessed with the words of Torah.
The Relevance of this Passage
The spiritual foundation upon which we build our life determines our place of standing in the world to come. A life devoted to the procurement of
spiritual assets, as opposed to the material kind, reaps untold pleasures in the world to come.
This simple truth holds true in this world as well. Indulging our avaricious impulses, while neglecting the needs of our soul, spawns a future of
difficulty, a tomorrow built of despair, a destiny born of darkness. The building blocks of spirituality are erected here, ingrained into our being, so
that we eat foods of indescribable delights in the Garden of Eden.
556. The table of a person merits him to eat on another table in the
delight of that world, THE WORLD TO COME, as it is written: "For he
did eat continually at the table of the king" (II Shmuel 9:13). King
David used to say, "You prepare a table before me in the presence of
my enemies" (Tehilim 23:5), and this is the preparation of the table in
that world, for then there is delight and desire with which the soul
has pleasure in the World to Come.
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557. HE QUESTIONS: Is there a table for the souls in that world? HE
ANSWERS: Yes, because food and the supply of pleasure are eaten
by the souls in that world just as the ministering angels eat. HE
QUESTIONS: Do the supernal angels eat? HE ANSWERS: Yes, and
similar to that eating did the children of Yisrael eat in the desert,
NAMELY THE MANNA. That food is the secret of the dew that flows
and is drawn from above from the secret of the World to Come,
WHICH IS BINAH. It is a food from the light of the Holy Anointing Oil.
The souls of the righteous are nourished from there in the Garden of
Eden and they gain pleasure there, because the souls of the
righteous are clothed there in the Lower Garden of Eden just as they
WERE CLOTHED in this world.

558. During Shabbat and Festivals, THE SOULS take off THEIR
GARMENTS and ascend to see the glory of their Master and to
delight with the supernal Delight properly, as it is written: "'And it
shall come to pass, that every new moon, and every Shabbat, shall
all flesh come to bow down to the ground before Me,' says
Hashem" (Yeshayah 66:23). HE QUESTIONS: Will all flesh come? It
must not be so, instead it should have been written: 'Every spirit or
every soul.' What is the meaning of "all flesh?" HE ANSWERS: The
Holy One, blessed be He, has made for Man in this world the
likeness of the honor of the supernal glory above, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF WISDOM OF THE 32 PATHS, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
That supernal glory is a spirit to spirit, AS IT ILLUMINATES UPON
ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED 'SPIRIT', and a soul to soul, AS IT
ILLUMINATES TO BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SOUL', until it reaches a
place below that is called 'body', NAMELY MALCHUT. It inserts in it
one spirit of the source of life that is called 'all', WHICH IS YESOD.
This is the secret of: "Moreover, land has an advantage for everyone
(lit. 'all')." (Kohelet 5:8). 'All' is a spirit for that body.

559. Similarly, man in this world is a body and the spirit that rules
over him resembles that Supernal Spirit called 'all' that rules over the
body above, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This spirit, THAT IS IN THE BODY
OF MAN, is called 'all flesh' as it is written: "'Shall all flesh come to
bow down to the ground before Me,' says Hashem" (Kohelet 5:8). In
reference to this delight, it is written: "Neither has the eye seen, that
an Elohim beside You, should do such a thing for him that waits for
him" (Yeshayah 64:3).

560. The friends rejoiced on the way. When they reached a certain
mountain, Rabbi Chiya said to this donkey-driver: What is your
name? He said to him: "Chanan." He said to him: May the Holy One,
blessed be He, be gracious unto you (Heb. yechonencha) and hear
your voice when you need Him. Rabbi Yosi said: For certain the sun
is setting and past this mountain there is a village named after you,
for it is called 'Village of Chanan'. Let us lodge there in honor of your
name. When they arrived there, they came to their lodging and
prepared before them the table with many kinds of food. Rabbi Chiya
said: This table is in the likeness of the World to Come, and it is
incumbent upon us to elevate this table and adorn it with words of
Torah.
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52. The center of the World
Here, Rabbi Yosi discusses: "When you have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless The Creator your Elohim for the good land which He has
given you." He says the Holy Land is the center of the world, and in the center of that is Jerusalem, and in the center of that is the Holy of Holies.
Everywhere on earth is nourished from this one place. In the wilderness where the Other Side dominates, we learn, the children of Yisrael wandered
for forty years. If they had been righteous during that time they would have removed the Other Side from the world, but instead they strengthened it.
Moses died on Mount Avarim and was buried by the Shechinah. We are next told that Moses dominated the mountain, and that he showed those
who die in the wilderness will rise at the resurrection of the dead. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that God sent a goat to a mountain called Azazel, which is
the stronghold of the Other Side. Finally, we learn that if one who delights at his table worries about the holiness of the Holy Land and the sanctuary
of the King that has been destroyed, he will be remembered by God as though he re-built the ruins of the Temple.
The Relevance of this Passage
A reading of this passage enjoins our souls to the Holy of Holies, the wellspring and fountainhead of all spiritual nourishment. This sacred
connection is critical if our prayers are to be answered, if our lives are to be renewed with passion, peace, prosperity, and blessedness.
The Temple is a refuge from death itself, such is the resplendence of this Light. Thus, a heartfelt visual embrace of this text rebuilds the spiritual
Temple, as if by our own hands. The long hidden Light begins to shine and death dies. Evil is laid to waste and goodness fills the land. The dead are
readied for Resurrection in a process that will embody sweet mercy and disburden.
561. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "When you
have eaten and are replete, then you shall bless Hashem your
Elohim for the good land which He has given you" (Devarim 8:10).
HE QUESTIONS: If we bless in the land of Yisrael, how do we know
THAT WE HAVE TO BLESS outside of the Land of Yisrael? FOR IT
SEEMS that in this circumstance, OUTSIDE OF THE LAND OF
YISRAEL, it is not necessary to bless. HE ANSWERS: When the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the world, He divided the earth. The
PLACE OF habitation was on one side and THE PLACE of desolation
was on the other side. And He divided the inhabited PLACE, and
circled the world around one point. What is it? It is the Holy Land,
because the Holy Land is the center of the world and in the center of
the Holy Land is Jerusalem, and the center of Jerusalem is the Holy
of Holies. Every goodness and all the food of the entire habitation
descend there from above and there is not one place inhabited that
is not nourished from there.

562. He divided the desolate place, and there was no greater
desolation in the entire world as in that wilderness, that the children
of Yisrael broke its strength and power for forty years, as it is
written: "...who led you through that great and terrible
wilderness" (Ibid. 15). The Other Side dominates in that wilderness
and, against its will, the children of Yisrael walked on it and smashed
its strength forty years. Had they been righteous during the forty
years, they would have removed the Other Side from the world, but
because they angered the Holy One, blessed be He, so many times,
the Other Side grow strong. They all fell under its power there.
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563. If you ask: Behold Moses, who was elevated over all the people
of the world, how did he die there? HE ANSWERS: It was not so, for
Moses was not under the jurisdiction OF THE OTHER SIDE, but
rather on the Mount Avarim. What means Avarim? Quarrels, FROM
THE EXPRESSION WRATH (HEB. EVRA) AND FURY. The supernal
rulers of above quarreled over it, FOR THEY WANTED TO DOMINATE
THE MOUNTAIN, but it was handed not to any other ruler and it
remained so until Moses, the Faithful Servant, came and dominated
it. Moses was buried there, and no one took part in his burial except
the Holy One, blessed be He, alone, as it is written: "And he buried
him in the valley" (Devarim 34:6).

564. "And he buried him..." HE QUESTIONS: Who is the one WHO
BURIED HIM? HE ANSWERS: The one of whom it is written in a nondescriptive way, "And he said to Moses" (Shemot 24:1) and similarly,
"And...called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1). It did not write who he is. "And
he buried him": It is not written who he is. But certainly this place is
known to the friends, THAT IT IS THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'PLACE',
FOR IT IS THE SHECHINAH WHEREVER IT IS SAID JUST 'HE'.
Therefore, no one dominated in this mountain except Moses himself,
and he was buried there. He did it so that all the generations of the
world would know that those who died in the wilderness will rise AT
THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. The Holy One, blessed be He,
caused their shepherd to dwell among them, so that they all will be
present in the rising to existence of the World to Come.

565. If you ask: If that wilderness is the strength of the Other Side,
how could the Holy One, blessed be He, command that this goat
shall be sent to a different mountain that is called 'Azazel'? They
should have sent it to that mountain that Yisrael went over in the
wilderness, for there is the place of the strength of the Other Side.
HE ANSWERS: Since the children of Yisrael had already gone there
forty years, its power was broken. And its power grew strong in a
place where nobody ever passed before. Yet that mountain THAT IS
IN THE WILDERNESS THAT YISRAEL WALKED IN was the dwelling
place of Yisrael for forty years.

566. But that place, WHERE THEY SEND that goat, is a supernal
strong rock, and under the depths of that rock, where no man can
enter, THE OTHER SIDE dominates exceedingly to eat its prey. Then
it will be removed from Yisrael and there will be accuser against
them will in the inhabited region.
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567. The dominion of the secret of Faith is found in the central point
of the whole Holy Land, in the Holy of Holies, and even though it
does not exist today, NONETHELESS, in its merit the whole world is
fed. Food and sustenance emit from there to all, in every inhabited
place. Therefore, even though Yisrael are outside the Holy Land,
because of the strength and merit of the Land there is food and
sustenance in the world. Therefore, it is written: "And you shall
bless Hashem your Elohim for the good land that He has given you,"
"the good land" certainly, for there is found food and sustenance in
the world because of it.

568. One who delights at his table and has pleasure in foods should
remember and care for the holiness of the Holy Land, and the
sanctuary of the King that has been destroyed. Because he was sad
about his table there, in the midst of joy and feasting, the Holy One,
blessed be He, considers for him as though he built His house, and
built all these ruins of the Temple. Happy is his portion.

53. A Cup of Blessing
Here, Rabbi Yosi says that the Cup of Blessing becomes blessed from Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet of Zeir Anpin that are the three patriarchs;
therefore a cup is necessary only when there are three men together. The Cup of Blessing, which, we learn, is Malchut, is perfected by the ten Sfirot.
It should be looked at because: "The eyes of The Creator your Elohim are always upon it." It is the secret of Faith, and must always be guarded
because it is for the Cup's sake that the table is blessed during the prayer after meals. Rabbi Yosi says again that the table must never be empty
because the blessing does not exist on an empty table. Just so, wisdom is given to the wise.
The Relevance of this Passage
As our eyes drink the Light of these verses, our souls partake of the Cup of Blessing. We receive sustenance so that we may tithe, spiritual
nourishment so that we may persevere the spiritual path, and appreciation of God's endless goodness so that we may protect and forever keep all
that is sacred and precious in our lives. By the virtue of the Patriarchs our tables are kept full so that we may now take possession of all these
blessings.
569. The Cup of Blessing is used only when there are three WHO
ATE TOGETHER. It is blessed from the secret of the three Patriarchs,
FOR MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CUP OF BLESSING,
IS BLESSED FROM CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED 'PATRIARCHS'. Therefore, a cup is
necessary only when there are three men. One should give the Cup
of Blessing with the right and left HANDS, and receive it in both,
because MALCHUT is given between the right and left OF ZEIR
ANPIN. Afterwards one should leave it only in his right hand,
because from there it is blessed, MEANING FROM THE LIGHT OF
THE CHASSADIM THAT ARE IN THE RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
570. Ten things were said about the Cup of Blessing and they are all
proper, because the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
perfected by ten, NAMELY THE TEN SFIROT, as the friends have
established. It is necessary to look at the Cup of Blessing with the
eyes, because it is written: "The eyes of Hashem your Elohim are
always upon it" (Devarim 11:12) ON THE LAND WHICH IS MALCHUT,
THAT IS CALLED 'CUP OF BLESSING'. It should not be removed
from the eye, but should rather be looked at.
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571. The Cup of Blessing is blessed with the blessing that the
person makes over it to the Holy One, blessed be He, because it is
the secret of Faith, NAMELY MALCHUT. It must be guarded with the
highest guard, as it is the importance of the King, and it is for its
sake that the table is blessed during the blessing after the meal that
one blesses.

572. The table OF A PERSON must never be empty, because the
blessing is not present on an empty table, as we have established:
"Tell me, what have you in the house" (II Melachim 4:2). Therefore,
the table should not appear empty, because the supernal blessings
dwell only in a whole place. This is the secret of: "And in the hearts
of all that are wise hearted I have put wisdom" (Shemot 31:6),
MEANING AFTER HE HAS BEEN PERFECTED WITH WISDOM, HE IS
GIVEN WISDOM. "He gives Wisdom to the wise" (Daniel 2:21). Upon
this secret is based the table of the shewbread, THAT IT IS NEVER
EMPTY, as it is written: "And you shall set upon the table shewbread
before Me always" (Shemot 25:30).

54. A candlestick, shekels, the month
One cannot summarize the dozens of pieces of information given in this section with regard to the menorah, about the meaning of the letters and
musical tones. The arms and branches of the candlestick are compared to the Sfirot and to the relationship of Zeir Anpin and Malchut. Malchut, we
are told, serves Zeir Anpin in order to reveal all the aspects of Zeir Anpin that are called Sfirah. Rabbi Shimon says to the Faithful Shepherd (Moses)
that Malchut is like a sacrifice of higher and lesser value, depending on whether one is wealthy, average, or poor. If one is very wealthy, all good that
is done is to one's merit in the world to come. If one is of average wealth, one is serving two worlds, and thus merits half a shekel in the world to
come. If one is poor, the sacrifice is of lower value. Yet, we find, God descends to dwell with he who makes himself a contrite and humble spirit for
the Shechinah's sake. From the day a person inherits his soul, which comprises the Holy One and His Shechinah, he is called 'a son'. The soul has
five names: Neshamah, Ruach, Nefesh, Chayah and Yechidah. Rabbi Shimon next says that, "and you shall love The Creator ' with all your might"
means 'with all your money'. He then praises the Faithful Shepherd, and requests that he arise once more and complete the commandments of His
master.
The Relevance of this Passage
This passage again reveals the many layers of meaning that are symbolized by sacred objects in Scripture, and it helps us to more fully comprehend
the depth and richness of the Torah. The menorah can be said to have meaning at the physical level, the verbal level, the alphabetical and numerical
and geometrical levels, the cosmological level, and the spiritual level. All of these meanings become operational through the simple act of lighting
the menorah, although their inner workings remain unobservable to the naked eye. Endowed with this awareness, this section fires up the Light that
was revealed when the menorah was lit in the ancient Tabernacle, and it shines upon us with great intensity. All of our spiritual actions will now
achieve their maximum effect in the upper world, because we realize that a vast spiritual machinery is set into motion by a simple physical action,
such as lighting a menorah or reading a passage of the Holy Zohar. This consciousness is, ultimately, our key.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
573. All gather, Tanaim and Amoraim, because the time has come to
perfect the vessels of the King, and to illuminate so that they should
be perfected before Him, for they are the Tabernacle, the candlestick,
table, basin, and its stand, ark, cover, and the Cherubs. It is all
PERFECTED with a shekel, AS SHALL BE WRITTEN BEFORE US.
Therefore, He commanded Yisrael: "This they shall give" (Shemot
30:13).
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574. One Tana arose and said: Faithful Shepherd, certainly it is so.
You were commanded to make everything, as it is written: "And you
shall make a candlestick" (Shemot 25:31), "You shall make a
table" (Ibid. 23) and so in everything, you should observe and make.
Of all of them, you had difficulty in making only three things that are
marked in the letters of your Name, which are the candlestick
(Menorah), Shekels and this (Hei) month. Why did you find it difficult?

575. He said to him: Old man, you learn this difficulty that I had from
the verse: "Of beaten work (or derived from: difficult) shall the
candlestick be made" (Ibid.), BECAUSE, "SHALL THE CANDLESTICK
BE MADE" PURPORTS THAT IT SHOULD BE MADE BY ITSELF,
THAT MOSES WAS NOT ABLE TO MAKE IT. Certainly, the vessel of
the Holy One, blessed be He, is the Shechinah, which is a vessel to
serve her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. She is his candlestick, as it is
written: "Seven times a day I praise You" (Tehilim 119:164). They are
"the greatness, and the power (Heb. Gvurah), and the glory (Heb.
Tiferet), and the victory (Heb. Netzach), and the majesty (Heb.
Hod)" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11), Yesod and Malchut, which
comprises seven.
576. From these seven grades IS THE CANDLESTICK COMPOSED.
"Three branches of the candlestick out of one side" (Shemot 25:32)
ARE the body, NAMELY TIFERET, and the two arms of the King,
WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH. She is MALCHUT. SHE IS the
candle for a precept with which to illuminate upon them, BEING
THEIR FOURTH. "And three branches of the candlestick out of the
second side" are two thighs, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, the
covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, and She, MALCHUT, is the western
candle to illuminate them. The king's candlestick is called
'MALCHUT', being a candle that lights the candle with which one
fulfills a precept, BEING A FOURTH TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHENCE SHE RECEIVES
CHOCHMAH, as written: "The commandment of Hashem is pure,
enlightening the eyes" (Tehilim 19:9).
577. What is the head (or top) of the candlestick? It is Binah, the
supernal Hei, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF BINAH, THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, who has IN HER SEVEN LOWER SFIROT,
WHICH ARE YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, three branches in this
shape of Hei, which is composed of three Vav's that are the three
Patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The second Hei HAS a
second set of three branches in the shape of Hei, which are Netzach,
Hod, and Yesod. Vav is the center of the candlestick, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, which is the son of Yud and Hei, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT MEDIATES BETWEEN THE TWO
COLUMNS OF BINAH. Binah is so called after him, BECAUSE BINAH
IS MADE UP OF THE LETTERS BEN (ENG. 'THE SON OF') YUD-HEI.
ZEIR ANPIN includes six branches below, IN HIS PLACE, which
amounts to Vav (=six) in his six branches.
578. Yud is "A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband" (Mishlei
12:4), the crown of the Torah scroll, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the
shape of a Zayin, WHICH IS A YUD ON TOP OF A VAV, NAMELY A
CROWN OVER VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, from the aspect of the
World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH; MALCHUT is not a vessel to it, and
now serves him only as a crown on his head. In this world, BEING
MALCHUT FROM HER OWN ASPECT, She is like this Hei-Vav-HeiYud, WHICH PERMUTATION SHOWS that She is a vessel under him
AND serves him in every Sfirah of his, in his every limb, and in his
every attribute. MEANING THAT MALCHUT SERVES ZEIR ANPIN IN
ORDER TO REVEAL ALL THE ASPECTS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE
CALLED SFIRAH, LIMB AND ATTRIBUTE.
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579. Therefore this Yud, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is sometimes under
ZEIR ANPIN and sometimes on top and sometimes in the center. HE
EXPLAINS: On top IS THE SECRET OF THE YUD of Yud Hei Vav Hei,
IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "The stone which the builders
rejected has become the head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22).
This is "to cause the lamps to burn continually" (Vayikra 24:2), which
is Yud on Hei-Vav-Hei from the side of the candlestick. In the center
OF ZEIR ANPIN, it is half a shekel, MEANING THAT SHE IS AS
LARGE AS HIM AND THEY ARE BOTH TWO HALVES OF THE BODY.
FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT HALF OF BINAH
AND MALCHUT IS THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT PART OF BINAH.
Then it is CALLED 'HALF A SHEKEL', as it is written: "This they shall
give...HALF A SHEKEL AFTER THE SHEKEL OF THE
SANCTUARY" (Shemot 30:13), thus Hei-Vav-Yud-Hei. In the end OF
ZEIR ANPIN, in the tabernacle, she Hei-Vav-Hei-Yud. AND THIS IS
THE SECRET OF "five cubits long" (Shemot 27:1) from the first Hei,
and "five cubits broad" from the lower Hei. 'Cubit' is the secret of
Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and half of cubit is Yud, WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT STANDS AT THE END. Everything is alluded to in
the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, OR HIS CROWN, OR IN HIS
CENTER OR AT HIS END.
580. This is the secret of: "I am the first, and I am the last; and
beside Me there is no Elohim" (Yeshayah 44:6), "I AM THE FIRST" IS
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT WHEN IT IS A CROWN ON THE HEAD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE "AND I AM THE LAST" IS WHEN SHE IS A
POINT AT THE END OF ZEIR ANPIN. "AND BESIDE ME THERE IS NO
ELOHIM" IS WHEN SHE IS IN THE CENTER OF ZEIR ANPIN,
MEANING FOURTH TO THE PATRIARCHS AFTER CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET. She is alluded to in this Name, Yud-VavDalet, Hei-Yud, Vav-Yud-Vav, Hei-Yud, WHERE YUD IS AT THE
BEGINNING AND YUD IN THE CENTER OF THE VAV, AND YUD AT
THE END OF THE HEI. Every Name in which Hei dominates Yud is a
female from the left. And even though Yud at the beginning of the
Name IS MALE, STILL-IN-ALL, SINCE after the two Hei's of the Name,
it is at the end, such as Hei-Yud, Hei-Yud, it is judged according to
the majority, as a female. The Yud that is upon Hei is a crown, under
Hei a vessel, and all the more so under Vav.
581. I do not make any division or separation in the Supernal Unity,
THAT IS IN BINAH, and it is all one unison. THEREFORE, it was
difficult for me to produce THE THREE THINGS, THE CANDLESTICK,
THE SHEKELS, AND THE NEW MOON, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT. FOR IN THE CANDLESTICK, THERE IS THE ASPECT OF
THE CROWN OF ZEIR ANPIN AND IN THE SHEKELS AND NEW
MOON IT IS CONSIDERED TO BE IN HIS CENTER. The Holy One,
blessed be He, who knows all thoughts, said, 'His intention was
good not to make division and separation.' THEREFORE, let the
candlestick be made by itself, just like the Shechinah is made from
the self of the Holy One, blessed be He, without division. Of the other
vessels of the Tabernacle, by which the Shechinah is at the service,
NAMELY AT THE END OF ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS SAID: "And Betzalel
made" (Shemot 37:1). AND IT WAS NOT NECESSARY THAT IT BE
MADE BY ITSELF.
582. Wherever the lower Shechinah is a crown in the central pillar,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS when she is taken from Binah, which
is the World to Come, it is certain THAT THEN man has no
knowledge of the Holy One, blessed be He, and all his attributes.
BINAH HAS THEN BEEN REDUCED TO THE SIX ENDS until he enters
that gate, about which is said: "This is the gate of Hashem" (Tehilim
118:20) MEANING through the letter Lamed, WHICH ALLUDES TO A
TOWER THAT FLIES IN THE AIR.
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583. FROM THE ASPECT OF HER BEING IN THE CENTER OF ZEIR
ANPIN, she is combined from all the Sfirot and all the letters of the
expressed and hidden Names, FOR SHE RECEIVES FROM THEM
ALL AND THEY ARE INCLUDED IN HER. AND FROM THE ASPECT
OF WHICH SHE IS AT THE END OF ZEIR ANPIN, she is a dot under
every single letter, because she serves under her husband, ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR FROM THERE IS SHE BUILT-UP TO UNITE WITH ZEIR
ANPIN. AND FROM THE ASPECT OF her being a crown on the head
OF ZEIR ANPIN, she is from the side of the musical tones THAT ARE
MARKED ABOVE THE LETTERS. HE EXPLAINS: She is a dot like the
dot of Segol that is below the knees of the King, MEANING BELOW
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED
'KNEES', as it is written, "and the earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah
66:1), MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH'. She is in the
center WITH ZEIR ANPIN, for then she is called 'half-a-shekel', HALF
A BODY AS EXPLAINED EARLIER, and this is in the point of the
Shuruk, which is in the center of the Vav. She is a crown on his head
from the side OF THE MUSICAL NOTE THAT IS CALLED 'segulta',
WHICH IS ABOVE THE LETTERS.
584. Zarka, Makaf, Shofar, Holech, Segulta: When we cast and bring
close MALCHUT TO BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SHOFAR', SHE TURNS
INTO THE SEGULTA OF THE MUSICAL TONES. Then she is a crown
on the head of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, FOR
THIS IS THE MEANING OF: 'A crown is given to you, Hashem our
Elohim'. She is known then by what is said of her, 'Search not into
that which is concealed from you, and inquire not into that which is
hidden from you.' We know that it is 'first' above in Keter, which is
Segulta, WHICH IS ABOVE THE LETTERS. It is the 'last' in the Segol,
WHICH IS BELOW THE LETTERS, 'and beside him there is no
Elohim' in the Shuruk, WHICH IS IN THE CENTER OF THE LETTERS,
FOR THEN SHE ILLUMINATES WITH THE SHINE OF CHOCHMAH.
Everything is known through her.
585. Whoever cleaves UNTO MALCHUT from below THE LETTERS,
she raises him above, FOR SHE IS BUILT FROM THERE TO UNITE
FACE-TO-FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Yet she lowers below her he who
desires to ascend above her to understand her from above THE
LETTERS, and he has no part in her, BECAUSE WHEN SHE IS
ABOVE IN SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, SHE CANNOT BE
UNDERSTOOD. Because Jacob received knowledge through her,
MEANING FROM THE ASPECT OF BELOW THE LETTERS, he taught
her to his children, and commanded them not to ascend to a level
that is above her. She is everything, FOR SHE IS COMBINED OF
THEM ALL, from above and from below and in the middle. It is
written: "And this is that which their father spoke to
them" (Beresheet 44:28), NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'THIS'. FOR HE TOLD TO THEM NOT TO RISE ABOVE HER.
586. The prophet who recognized her cried and said to the Torah
scholars and the Sages of the Torah: Those who are wealthy with it,
MEANING that they are happy with their portion, FOR ONE WHO IS
HAPPY WITH HIS PORTION IS WEALTHY. He cried toward them and
said, "Thus says Hashem, 'Let not the wise man glory...but let him
that glories glory in this, that he understands and knows
Me'" (Yirmeyah 9:22-23), MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'THIS' AND NOT ABOVE HER. David, who knew her, said "Though a
host should camp against me...even then I will be confident (lit. 'in
this')" (Tehilim 27:3). Jeremiah saw the length of the exile, as well as
Samael and the Serpent and all the princes of the seventy nations
that were swooping down upon Yisrael by tens of thousands, and he
saw the verse that the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "And yet for all
that (lit. 'this'), when they are in the land of their enemies..." (Vayikra
26:44). The prophet said, "This I recall to my mind, therefore I have
hope" (Eichah 3:21), FOR MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'THIS' IS WITH
THEM IN EXILE; THEREFORE, HE AWAITS SALVATION. Of him who
"neither did he set his heart even to this" (Shemot :23), it is written:
"Nor does a fool understand this" (Tehilim 92:7) and also, "And this
is the blessing of Judah. And he said, 'Hear Hashem, the voice of
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Judah'" (Devarim 33:7). Judah observed what his father commanded
him, AS MENTIONED EARLIER; THEREFORE, he merited kingship.
David rose because of it to kingship, for he endeavored all his days
to PERFECT it.

587. Said the holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, TO THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD: It is said, "And this is the Torah which Moses
set..." (Devarim 4:44). You admonished Yisrael with it at the time of
your death and you did bless every single tribe of Yisrael with it, as it
is written: "And this is the blessing which Moses...blessed" (Devarim
33:1). Therefore, the scholars, the masters of the Mishnah, explained
it in relation to the verse: "This is the Torah, when a man dies in a
tent" (Bemidbar 19:14). Pertaining to this, they said: What is the
meaning of "dies in a tent?" The Torah is maintained only in one
who kills himself for its sake. Death means poverty, for a poor man
is considered as dead.

588. MALCHUT is like a sacrifice of higher and lesser value. From the
side of the wealthy one, it is certainly of higher value for it goes high
above him, because all the good that the wealthy people do is all to
their merit in the World to Come. There it is a crown on their heads,
AND THIS IS FROM THE ASPECT OF IT BEING A CROWN OVER
ZEIR ANPIN. The average man, who serves in order to merit two
worlds, MEANING ALSO THIS WORLD, it is with him half a shekel in
the World to Come, like Matzah that is broken in two, half under the
napkin for Afikomen and half TO EAT to fulfill a commandment
before the meal. From this side, it is said: "What is your petition?
And it shall be granted you: and what is your request? Even to half
the kingdom it shall be performed" (Ester 5:6), AND THIS FROM THE
ASPECT THAT SHE IS IN THE MIDDLE OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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589. But for one who is a poor, who endangers his life for its (her)
sake, as is your quality, Faithful Shepherd, she, MALCHUT, is a
sacrifice of lower value (lit. 'descending') under you, FOR SHE
BECOMES A POINT UNDER YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
ASPECT OF FAITHFUL SHEPHERD. Why is it so? Because one who
humbles himself for the sake of the Shechinah, the Holy One,
blessed be He, descends to him. This is what David meant by:
"Though Hashem be high, yet He takes note of the lowly" (Tehilim
138:6), and the prophet said, "For thus says the high and lofty one,
that inhabits eternity, whose Name is holy...yet with him also that is
of a contrite and humble spirit" (Yeshayah 57:15). Even though 'I
dwell on high and in a holy place,' yet due to him who makes himself
a contrite and humble spirit for the Shechinah's sake, in order to
elevate Her from Her humbleness AND TO MAKE HER a crown for
his head, I descend to dwell with him. After the husband of the
Shechinah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, descends upon the man, She
lowers Herself from his head, allows the space of the head to her
husband, ZEIR ANPIN, and descends to the legs of the King,
NAMELY UNDER HIS NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD THAT ARE
CALLED 'LEGS'. The secret of the matter is: "The heaven is My
throne, and the earth is my footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1); NAMELY,
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH'.

590. From the day that the person inherits the soul, which comprises
the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah, he is called 'a son'.
One Tana said: Is it so that from the day that the person inherits a
soul that comprises of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah, he is called 'a son'? From where do we know this? It is
from this verse that David said in the book of Tehilim, "I will tell of
the decree: Hashem has said to me, 'You are My son; this day have I
begotten you'" (Tehilim 2:7), FOR THIS OCCURS BY EVERY PERSON
AT THE MOMENT THAT HE ATTAINS THE SOUL.

591. The holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON said to him: Faithful
Shepherd, what is the meaning of "this day have I begotten you"? IT
WOULD HAVE SUFFICED TO SAY "YOU ARE MY SON" TO CONVEY
THAT I HAVE BEGOTTEN YOU. But because of you did David say
with the Holy Spirit "this day have I begotten you." FOR "I" REFERS
TO THE SHECHINAH AND "THIS DAY" REFERS TO THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD WHICH IS TIFERET, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "It is yet high
day" (Beresheet 29:7), for him, of whom it is said, "And there arose
not a prophet in Yisrael like Moses" (Devarim 34:10). THEREFORE,
HE IS CALLED 'HIGH DAY'. You lived in the Shechinah, "and you
shall love Hashem your Elohim with all your heart" (Devarim 6:5),
namely the body "and with all your soul (Heb. Nefesh)" namely the
soul. For it has five names, Neshamah, Ruach, Nefesh, Chayah,
Yechidah. "And with all your might", namely with all your money.
The Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah do not budge from
you in all of these things.
592. You thought that even if all the worlds would be under your
jurisdiction, you would give them in order to raise the Shechinah to
the Holy One, blessed be He, to crown Him with His Shechinah over
all the Princes of the nations of the world, and afterwards to elevate
Him and His Shechinah. Your form is comprised of all good traits,
throughout the worlds and the companies of the supernal angels,
and the lower beings, and all Yisrael.
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593. The Holy One, blessed be He, attaches a good thought to action.
Since you are His son, everything that you thought of for the sake of
your Master, He fulfills through you. You will not stir from Him
forever, but will remain in His image in everything. You are
concealed from humans during the time of exile. But I, from this
world, am a messenger from the Holy One, blessed be He, to say
these words before you, and I am commanded by Him not to stir
from you at anytime that you desire. I and all the Tanaim and
Amorain of our Yeshivah REQUEST OF YOU to arise and complete
the commandments of your Master.

55. "And they shall make an ark"
Here, Rabbi Shimon speaks about the Torah and the ark. The supernal ark is the Shechinah, and the Holy One and His Shechinah are a unity. The
rabbi maintains that the Torah is more beloved than anything; then he shows that the Ark and the ink with which the Torah is written are both made
from wood, commenting that the world to come is the 'inside,' and the letters of Torah, though black on the outside, are white on the inside, as are
the Torah scholars and holy sages.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Ark and the Torah are the two most sacred artifacts and symbols in Scripture; yet they remain the least understood. The ancient Kabbalists,
however, revealed the inner significance of these two divine instruments. When Moses received the Tablets on Mount Sinai, the energy and spiritual
Light that was revealed during the event literally vanquished all forms of darkness throughout the world. Death, chaos, pain, and suffering were
extinguished, overwhelmed by the luminous radiance.
The term "Tablets" is a code describing a unique instrument that was fashioned to generate divine energy in our physical world. In the language of
the 21st Century, one might envision the Tablets as a spiritual "nuclear power plant."
Just as a city is equipped with transformer substations that bring electrical energy from the local power station to our homes, the term Ten
Commandments really signifies ten transformers that channel spiritual energy into our physical world. Both electrical and spiritual energy operate
under similar principles. Both require physical tools to manifest and express their power in the material realm.
Moses had attained the highest level of consciousness. This truth is the deeper significance behind the concept of Moses "climbing to the top of the
mountain." By virtue of his lofty level, Moses was able to control the raw forces of energy in the spiritual domain. He left the 600,000 Israelites at the
foot of the mountain so that he could activate the tablets, thus bringing a final end to death and chaos.
During Moses' absence, two wicked and powerful alchemists infiltrated this gathering of 600,000 strong, and convinced the Israelites that Moses
was dead, presumably from an overdose of "spiritual radiation." These hateful souls knew their days were over if the Israelites and the world
remained connected to the energy flowing from this mountain. It would mean the end of evil and the dawn of immortality.
Consequently, they devised a cunning plan. They enlisted the help of a rabble-rousing faction that had split from the Israelites. The two alchemists
and the rebel group were known as the "Mixed Multitude."
The Mixed Multitude convinced other Israelites to help them manufacture another instrument capable of generating a large supply of spiritual
current. Activating this second source of spiritual power was the key to their insidious strategy.
Gold, being the finest conductor of electrical current, was also recognized as a powerful conductor of spiritual current. Thus, they built an apparatus
constructed of gold, known by the code term "Golden Calf." Powering up the Golden Calf unleashed an additional surge of energy into the cosmos
that literally blew out the circuits of the Tablets. The Light suddenly went out. Death was reborn, and evil returned to our midst. The Tablets,
however, still retained an afterglow. Moses put the glowing Tablets into the Ark, along with the scroll of the Torah. Though not operating at peak
capacity, this divine apparatus could help mankind replenish the Light that previously showered Sinai and the world.
All the Torahs and arks that now dwell in the synagogues of the world are wired and connected to the original Ark. Each week, when the ark in a
synagogue is opened and the Torah is read, a portion of the Light that once illuminated Sinai is restored into the world. Unfortunately, the majority
of Torahs in the world today are invalid. But thankfully, by the grace of God, when we read the verses that expound upon these mysteries, the Light
of Sinai is replenished by connecting us to the supernal ark.
Moreover, whereas a synagogue is under the constraint of time and space, the supernal ark and the Zohar operate in a timeless realm, above
physical laws. Thus, all the Light destined to be revealed now bathes the world with a complete luminous radiance that extinguishes death and
decay in a merciful manner. The immortality that was lost on Sinai is hereby regained and the mixed-multitude is forever banished, blotted out by
this ultimate illumination of Light.
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594. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And they shall make
an ark of Acacia wood" (Shemot 25:10). The Book of Torah is the
Central Pillar, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Its ark is the Shechinah and
"inside and outside shall he overlay it" (Ibid. 11); namely the Holy
One, blessed be He, with His Shechinah THAT COVERS HIM from
"outside and inside." THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS
SHECHINAH are all one. This is not so with the ark in this world, for
the Torah which is inside is one kind and the ark is another kind. The
one is written with ink and the other is wood overlaid with gold.
Certainly the Torah is more beloved than everything, as it is written:
"Gold and glass cannot equal it" (Iyov 28:17).

595. From a different view even, THE TORAH AND THE ARK THAT
ARE in this world show that it is all one, ink and wood, LIKE THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS SHECHINAH, because ink is
made of apples, which are of wood, NAMELY OF GALLNUTS. SO WE
FIND THAT A TORAH SCROLL THAT IS WRITTEN WITH INK IS ONE
KIND WITH THE ARK THAT IS MADE OF WOOD, FOR THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS
SHECHINAH. Moreover, ink, NAMELY THE LETTERS, is black on the
outside and white on the inside, as are the Torah scholars and sages
black in this world, which is outside. They are beautiful in the World
to Come, which is in the inside. Therefore, ink (Heb. dyo) is the same
expression as 'Dayo (Eng. 'sufficient') for a servant to be like his
master.' Dyo CONTAINS THE LETTERS IN YUD OR THE LETTERS OF
'yado' (Eng. 'his hand') THAT ALLUDE TO Chochmah, Binah and
Da'at, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD, for a man writes with his
hand.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

56. "And look that you make them after their pattern"
Here, Rabbi Yosi says that the title verse is referring to the tabernacle. God gave Moses detailed instructions for constructing the tabernacle, and
also gave him a vision of how the tabernacle of Metatron would look in the future. The tabernacle above did not come into existence until the
tabernacle below was complete. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that there are two tabernacles and two priests: of the latter, one is the primordial Light
(Chesed of Zeir Anpin) and the other is Michael the High Priest.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our physical world is an exact reflection of the upper world, thus the well-known Kabbalistic phrase, "As Above, so Below." The forces of the upper
world influence and animate all events in this physical world, except for the actions of man. Our deeds in the lower world cause a stirring in the
upper world. Thus, by reading this section, we reconnect ourselves to the tabernacle below and the supernal tabernacle above, forever ensuring our
ties to the Light of the Creator. We make contact with the angel Matatron, Michael, and the Sfirah of Binah and Chesed, which bring an abundance of
Mercy and inner guidance into our lives.
596. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: Of these mysteries of
the Tabernacle, it is written, "And look that you make them after their
pattern..." (Shemot 25:40) and it is written: "And you shall rear up the
Tabernacle according to its fashion..." (Shemot 26:30). We have
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke to Moses of all the
forms and all the constructions of the Tabernacle, each one as it
should be, and showed him THE ANGEL, Metatron, who serves the
High Priest inside. If you ask: But the Tabernacle above was not
erected until the day that the Tabernacle was erected below, and that
youth, METATRON, did not serve above until the day that they
served below in the other Tabernacle?
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597. HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is so that the Tabernacle was not
erected above until it was erected below. Moses saw above the
appearance of the whole Tabernacle, but it was not arranged
completely until the Tabernacle was erected below, and he saw
Metatron, who he served afterwards. AND HE DID NOT SEE HIM
actually serving but rather as he would be serving later on, but not at
that time. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, 'See the
Tabernacle and see the youth, METATRON, but it will all be delayed
until the Tabernacle will be erected below.'

598. If you ask: Metatron serves in the Tabernacle above AND NOT
MICHAEL? HE ANSWERS: The tabernacle is of Metatron and Michael
the High Priest is the one who serves in the Tabernacle of Metatron,
as the High Priest serves above in another Tabernacle that is
concealed and not revealed, which is the secret of the World to
Come, WHICH IS BINAH. There are two tabernacles. One is
concealed, BINAH, and one is the Tabernacle of Metatron. There are
two priests, MEANING THE ATTRIBUTES OF CHESED THAT IS
CALLED 'PRIEST'. One is the primordial light, NAMELY CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN, and one is Michael, the High Priest below.

57. Three Names included as one
Rabbi Shimon here discloses some concealed secrets of the supernal tabernacle, Binah, which is built on twelve pearls or supernal limbs. He
speaks then of the three names which are combined together and which interpenetrate each other from the Right, Left and Central Columns of Zeir
Anpin. The Right Column, Chesed, holds the Alef and Lamed of El. The Left Column, Gvurah, takes those letters and adds Hei-Yud-Mem to form
Elohim. Mercy is included with them. The Central Column of Zeir Anpin takes all these and adds Nun-Vav to form Eloheinu, 'Our Elohim'. We can see
that the Right Column is included in the Left; but the Left Column is also included in the Right by virtue of the fact that they take letters from the
World to Come (Binah) to form Mem-Yud-Mem, Mayim, or 'water'. Rabbi Shimon also explains here how letters are formed and congealed and
cocooned.
The Relevance of this Passage
The mention of "Twelve Pearls" indicates the root of the 12 constellations. Thus, we receive power to ascend above the plane of the planets and
their respective astrological influences. At this moment we alter our destiny for the better, guaranteeing a redemption that is free of negative
influences, judgments, and any form of pain.
When the Zohar discourses on the Three Columns, we are strengthened in our souls so that our behavioral actions embody balance. We receive
mercy (Right Column), and it forever tempers and sweetens our acts of judgment towards others. We arouse judgment (Left Column), and it
balances excessive mercy, so that we offer tough love in the appropriate measure and time. We receive emotional strength to always resist our
selfish desires (Central Column), so that we enjoin our soul to the Supernal Realm, the source of all sustenance and blessing. Finally, the powers of
Creation, embodied by the Hebrew letters, bring complete order, balance, and rejuvenation to all existence.
599. From here, concealed secrets of the Tabernacle are disclosed
by the mouth of the Luminary, WHO IS RABBI SHIMON. The supernal
Tabernacle, WHICH IS BINAH, is built on twelve pearls, supernal
limbs, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT
RECEIVES THEM. EACH ONE OF THESE FOUR IS COMBINED OF
THREE COLUMNS, TOTALING TWELVE, and are comprised, the right
within the left and the left within the right.
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600. There are three Names that are combined together. THEY ARE
EL, ELOHIM, AND ELOHEINU (ENG. 'OUR ELOHIM'), AS SHALL BE
EXPLAINED, and each penetrates the other. El is the first Name, as is
set on the right OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHESED. THE SYSTEM IS AS FOLLOWS: Aleph, which is first, is to
the right, NAMELY CHESED. It was turned into a shapeless lump,
then was sculpted in the secret of the right. SMALLNESS IS
CONSIDERED AS IF IT WERE AN UNFINISHED FORM, FOR IT IS A
FORMLESS LUMP NOT YET COMPLETED, WHILE GREATNESS IS
CONSIDERED SHAPED. When it entered and served internally,
NAMELY IN BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SUPERNAL TABERNACLE',
the Lamed joined it. In its secret, it is called 'El (Aleph-Lamed)',
because the Lamed emerged from the secret of above inside the
Holy of Holies, WHICH IS BINAH, BECAUSE THE LAMED ALLUDES
TO THE SECRET OF TOWER THAT FLIES IN THE AIR, NAMELY
BINAH.
601. The Lamed became cocooned there IN BINAH, and it is certain
that when it emerged from there, it became cocooned like the other
letters, that became cocooned and shapen after emerging from the
secret of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. BECAUSE BEFORE
THE LETTERS ENTER THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THEY ARE MOIST
AND AFTER THEY EMERGE FROM THERE TO THE SECRET OF THE
FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THEY CONGEAL
AND BECOME COCOONED. That Lamed also, even though it is a
supernal secret, ALLUDING TO BINAH, THE SECRET OF THE
TOWER THAT FLIES IN THE AIR, it did not become cocooned until it
emerged outside. Then it is the Name El, which is to the right OF
ZEIR ANPIN.
602. The left includes within it the right, and takes this Name, EL
(ALEPH-LAMED), to itself and combines with it. When it is included
with it, it is called 'Elohim' (Aleph-Lamed-Hei-Yud-final Mem). HE
QUESTIONS: And if you say: Behold the left came first in the secret
of the World to Come?

603. HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is so, but when the grades emerge in
the secret of letters from the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, the
name ELOHIM has to be revealed and erected, and point at that place
from where they emerged, MEANING AT THE ORDER OF THEIR
EMERGING IN BINAH. THEREFORE, this name was erected in this
way: First Aleph and Lamed on the right side became included
LATER within the left and the left took it, AND BECAME JOINED
WITH ITS LETTERS, HEI, YUD, MEM, and is called 'Elohim'. AS THEY
EMERGED IN BINAH SO DID THEY EMERGE IN ZEIR ANPIN. This is
the secret of the right, WHICH IS EL THAT IS PRESENT in the Name
Elohim. According to that secret IS FOUND that there is Mercy
wherever there is Judgment, BECAUSE JUDGMENT, WHICH IS LEFT,
includes it, and is erected and visible in it.
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604. The one that emerged from there, FROM BINAH, IN THE SENSE
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, receives them both,
NAMELY THE NAME EL AND THE NAME ELOHIM, and is completed
to be called 'Eloheinu' (Eng. 'Our Elohim'). Here is the completeness
that appears from the secret of the Supernal World, WHICH IS
BINAH. It is all combined one with the other, BECAUSE THERE ARE
HERE IN THE NAME ELOHEINU SIX LETTERS: ALEPH-LAMED ON
THE RIGHT, HEI-YUD ON THE LEFT AND NUN-VAV IN THE CENTER,
AND THEY ARE COMBINED TOGETHER. Since this Central COLUMN
is completed, the Holy Name dwells upon it, which is the key to
everything that is called Yud Hei Vav Hei, Then THE CENTRAL
COLUMN takes all the sides, the upper and lower, WHICH ARE
NETZACH HOD, right and left, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH,
and all the other directions, WHICH ARE EAST AND WEST.
Therefore, when it is completed with the secret of the two sides,
NAMELY WITH THE TWO COLUMNS, from right and left, it is called
'Eloheinu', for there is right, left and center in this name, AS
MENTIONED. It is visible and erected as is the secret of letters that
emerge from there erected and visible, each and every one, AS WILL
BE EXPLAINED.
605. HE ASKS: The right is indeed included in the left, for the left
receives the name of the right, WHICH IS EL, BUT where is the left
included in the right, so that right should receive the meaning of the
left? HE ANSWERS: The right is included in the left and the left
received the Name of the meaning of the right, WHICH IS the name
El. The right also included in itself the left, which is Hei-Yud- final
Mem.

606. HE QUESTIONS: Why is it so? HOW COULD THE RIGHT BE
INCLUDED IN THE LEFT? HE ANSWERS: When that place whence
they emerged was erected, NAMELY IN THE THREE COLUMNS OF
BINAH, the left received two letters, OUT OF THE LETTERS HEI-YUDFINAL MEM WHICH ARE IN THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, and the
right took one letter OF THE LETTERS HEI-YUD-FINAL MEM that are
in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH. The left took two, which are
HEI-YUD of Hei-Yud-final Mem. Then the right included the left in
itself and took the last letter OF HEI-YUD-FINAL MEM, WHICH IS
Mem. It also took the Yud, which was to the left; the Mem it received
is fully spelled Mem-Mem. Together with the Yud it received, the
word Mayim (Eng. 'water', Mem-Yud-final Mem) was constructed.
Then does the right include the left within it.

58. The letters
Here, Rabbi Shimon speaks at length, telling how all the letters formed, rolled, combined, conceived new letters and thus participated in the creation
of everything: fire, water, air, all the Sfirot, the light, the goatskin covering on the tabernacle, the perfection of the tabernacle, sound, the Garden,
and the waters. He tells how all the seven names coming from the name of Mem-Bet in 42 letters are the secret of: "In the beginning Elohim created
the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form and void'" We also learn the meanings of: "And darkness was on the face of the deep,"
"Let there be light, and there was light," "the laver and its pedestal," "Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters," "The voice of The Creator
is upon the waters, the El of Glory'," "Let the earth bring forth grass," and "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together to one place."
The Relevance of this Passage
The Hebrew letters are the instruments of Creation. They are genetic strands of cosmic DNA. The letters transcend religion, race, geography, and
the very concept of language. They are instruments of power.
This truth is found within the Hebrew word for "letter," which means "pulse" or "vibration," indicating a flow of energy. By virtue of their shapes,
sounds, and sequences, Hebrew letters radiate a wide range of forces. Their influence is universal, their scope, sweeping. Their power is shared
with all mankind, though this penetrating truth has been concealed for millennia. Their sacred energy removes rash and intolerant emotions, fear,
and anxiety from our beings. Their spiritual influence cleanses destructive impulses from our natures. The Light they emit purifies our hearts.
All these spiritual benefits, and more, are now bequeathed to us in this majestic passage discoursing on the Creation of the spiritual and physical
cosmos.
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607. Afterwards, the letters are erected in such a way that the Aleph
that was originally on the right side, begot and brought forth IN THE
LEFT the letter Shin, WHICH IS COMBINED OF THE THREE SIDES,
RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER. THEREFORE, IT CONTAINS THREE
VAV'S and it jpined with the letter Aleph, and THE COMBINATION
Esh (Eng. 'fire') was made ON THE LEFT. Some more letters were
conceived by the blows of the two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, and they
approached each other in controversy, FOR THE RIGHT IS MADE OF
WATER AND THE LEFT OF FIRE. From this controversy of fire with
water and water with fire, they bore letters and they brought forth the
letter Resh and the letter Vav and the letter Chet to become Ruach
(Eng. 'air'). THE RUACH entered between the two sides, WHICH ARE
WATER AND FIRE, AND MEDIATED AND COMBINED THE ONE WITH
THE OTHER, and then the original letters settled in their places, each
one in perfection.
608. More letters were conceived and they rolled together. The Aleph
brought forth Mem that is from the right side, because it settled in
the right, AND NOW THE ALEPH BROUGHT IT OUT TO THE ASPECT
OF THE LEFT SIDE. The Mem brought forth the Shin TO THE
ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, because the Mem was
originally included in the left, BECAUSE IT WAS A CLOSED FINAL
MEM IN THE NAME ELOHIM ON THE LEFT. Afterwards, it became
combined in the right, FOR THE ALEPH TOOK IT AND MADE IT INTO
AN OPEN MEM SO WE FIND THAT it is completed on two sides, ON
THE RIGHT AND ON THE LEFT. And once it was completed, BOTH
THE SIDES IN IT CONCEIVED and bore together THE LETTER SHIN
that is combined of the two sides. IT IS THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT COMBINES WITHIN ITSELF RIGHT AND
LEFT, FOR THE THREE BRANCHES OF THE SHIN ALLUDE TO THEM.
609. Those three letters, Aleph, Mem, Shin, grew stronger, conceived
and begot three others while revolving. The Mem was constructed
and conceived and bore Resh. The Aleph conceived and bore Vav.
The Shin conceived and bore the letter Chet, and then they were
accomplished together.

610. The letters of the secret of Aleph-Mem-Shin again conceived
and revolved as before. The Aleph conceived and bore the letter Bet
on the West side, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then THE ALEPH settled on
the South side, WHICH IS CHESED. The Mem conceived and bore the
letter Dalet on the North side, WHICH IS GVURAH, and THE MEM
ascended between North and South, where it is suspended in the air.
The Shin conceived and bore the letter Gimel and settled in the East
side, WHICH IS TIFERET, and THE SHIN ascended between West and
East and is suspended in the air. So we find the two letters Mem and
Shin are suspended in the air.

611. The Aleph that remained IN THE VESSEL OF CHESED OF THE
BODY was elevated in its place and ascended above TO THE PLACE
OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI
OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. It was crowned there with Yud-Hei.
In these, YUD-HEI, THE ALEPH grew stronger to conceive and bore
Hei-Vav, AND THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI WAS COMPLETED, and
remained in its place, IN CHESED OF THE BODY. AND THE NAME
YUD HEI VAV HEI ILLUMINATED WITHIN THE BODY; YUD-HEI-VAV
IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF THE BODY AND THE LAST
HEI IN MALCHUT. Then THE ALEPH was crowned and illuminated
and expanded in its light and bore light and brought forth the letter
Tet, which is the striking with which the mystery of the Supernal
World, WHICH IS BINAH, struck and illuminated in the light OF
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET.
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612. Then the Aleph was elevated and took to it Mem and Shin that
were in the air. They joined it and became THE COMBINATION OF
Aleph-Mem-Shin as before. The Aleph settled in the South side,
WHICH IS CHESED, the Shin in the East side, WHICH IS TIFERET and
the Mem in the North side, WHICH IS GVURAH. The Gimel that was in
the East side ascended and conceived and bore Tzadik-Tav. And the
Bet, which was in the West side, WHICH IS MALCHUT, came and
ascended and joined between Tzadik and Tav. Aleph and Vav
ascended, the one from the South and the other from the East,
NAMELY ALEPH FROM THE SOUTH AND VAV FROM THE EAST, and
were both joined with the Bet between the letters Tzadik and Tav.
THEY JOINED and the Name Tzva'ot illuminated (Tzadik-Bet-AlephVav-Tav).

613. When this name, TZVA'OT, illuminated in the Tabernacle,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, the letters conceived and bore Zayin-Bet-Nun.
The letters Aleph-Mem-Shin ascended as before, MEANING THAT
THEY ILLUMINATED IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET as
MENTIONED ABOVE. They conceived and bore Samech-Ayin-Pei,
WHICH ARE THE SFIROT TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD.
614. The Kuf remained alone, but went up and down and then stood
in the hole of the great abyss. The Holy One, blessed be He, saw that
it was confused and without a body or form, and that it did not enter
the Tabernacle WHICH IS MALCHUT. So He made it into a cover on
the Tabernacle. What is it? It is the curtain of goats' hair to be a
covering over the Tabernacle, as it is written: "And you shall make
curtains of goats' hair to be a covering (lit. 'tent') upon the
tabernacle" (Shemot 26:7). IT IS WRITTEN a tent yet it is not a tent,
BUT A COVER FOR THE TENT, for it is a monkey (Heb. Kof) and not
a human.

615. Again the letters ALEPH-MEM-SHIN rolled into the building of
the Tabernacle as before, the Shin on the East side, and the Gimel,
THAT WAS IN THE EAST, remained suspended in the air. FOR FROM
IT EMERGED THE NAME TZVA'OT and the Mem rolled and settled in
the North side, BECAUSE IN ORDER TO ILLUMINATE IN NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, THE LETTERS ALEPH-MEM-SHIN HAVE TO BE
CLOTHED IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The Dalet emerged,
WHICH WAS IN THE NORTH, and joined the Shin on that side AND
THE COMBINATION SHIN-DALET (ENG. 'DEMON') WAS FORMED.
The Aleph rolled and settled ON THE SOUTH SIDE, and ascended to
THE HEAD OF the Yud THAT IS THERE. It ascended and became
strengthened with it and took it, AND JOINED IT WITH SHIN-DALET,
the Name Shadai (Shin-Dalet-Yud) was unified into one, WHICH
ILLUMINATES IN THE SFIRAH YESOD. When this Name was
established in the Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it (she) can exist
and is situated within the lower Tabernacle, MEANING THAT ITS
EXISTENCE DEPENDS UPON THE ERECTION OF THE LOWER
TABERNACLE.
616. Again the letters ALEPH-MEM-SHIN rolled as before, in order to
settle in the Tabernacle, and the letters ascended, first the Aleph and
then the Tav, AND THE COMBINATION OF Aleph-Tav WAS FORMED;
first the Bet and then the Shin AND THE COMBINATION OF BETSHIN WAS FORMED. The COMBINATIONS OF the letters exchanged
BY MEANS OF THE ATBASH CIPHER, AND THEN EMERGED AlephBet-Gimel-Yud-Tav-Tzadik. They turned through the holy engravings,
Aleph to Kuf, THE ALEPH OF THE ATBASH CIPHER brought forth
Kuf to guard the Tabernacle, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The Kuf
brought forth the Resh, the Resh brought it forth Ayin AND THESE
BECAME THE COMBINATION OF Kuf-Resh-Ayin.
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617. This secret OF THE NAME KUF-RESH-AYIN, IS THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE: "And she put the skins of the kids of the goat upon his
hands, and upon the smooth of his neck" (Beresheet 27:16) and
similarly, "And you shall make curtains of goats' hair to be a
covering upon the tabernacle." FOR THE NAME KUF-RESH-AYIN,
WHOSE SOURCE IS KUF, CONTAINS THE HARSH (HEB. AZIM) AND
SEVERE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE CALLED 'GOATS (HEB. IZIM)'.
THEREFORE, this part must be visible on the outside to guard what
is inside, SO THAT THE EXTERNAL FORCES DO NOT GAIN
NOURISHMENT FROM IT, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED EARLIER. The
letters OF THE NAME Sin-Tet-Nun - Kuf-Resh-Ayin, WHICH IS THE
SECOND NAME OF THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42) AFTER ALEPHBET-GIMEL YUD-TAV- TZADIK MENTIONED EARLIER, are marked
outside THE TABERNACLE in order to guard the Tabernacle, which
is the secret of the holy covenant, the foreskin was uncovered
through this cover.
618. Again the letters rolled and brought forth THE COMBINATIONS
OF the Atbash cipher UP TO Shin-Kuf-Vav Tzadik-Yud-Tav. THE
MEANING IS THAT THE ATBASH CIPHER BROUGHT FORTH ALL
THE SEVEN NAMES COMING FROM THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42
LETTERS) OF 'ANA B'KOACH,' UNTIL SHIN-KUF-VAV TZADIK-YUDTAV. THESE ARE 'ALEPH-BET-GIMEL YUD- TAV-TZADIK,' 'KUFRESH-AYIN SIN-TET-NUN,' 'NUN-GIMEL-DALET YUD- CAF-SHIN,'
'BET-TET-RESH TZADIK-TAV-GIMEL,' 'CHET-KUF-BET TET- NUNAYIN,' 'YUD-GIMEL-LAMED PEI-ZAYIN-KUF,' 'SHIN-KUF-VAV
TZADIK- YUD-TAV.' THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE 42 LETTERS
OF: "In the beginning Elohim created the heaven and the earth. And
the earth was without form and void (Heb. bohu)..." (Beresheet 1:1)
UNTIL THE BET OF BOHU. FOR THESE 42 LETTERS ARE THE
SECRET OF THE NAME OF MEM-BET (42). In this cycle OF THE
LETTERS, it is the secret of "And the earth was without form and
void" because of the letters Kuf-Resh-Ayin Sin-Tet-Nun, MEANING
BY THE STRENGTH OF THE SEVERE JUDGMENTS THAT IT
CONTAINS. THERE BECOMES: "And darkness was on the face of
the deep" (Ibid. 2) The Gimel brought forth Resh and the Dalet-Kuf
AND THESE BECAME THE COMBINATIONS GIMEL=RESH,
DALET=KUF. Until here, AFTER THERE EMERGED THE FOUR
COMBINATIONS OF ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN, GIMEL=RESH,
DALET=KUF, the letters rolled and struck one another to be
established in the Tabernacle. THE REASON IS THAT THE
PERMUTATION OF THE ATBASH CIPHER, CONTAINS ELEVEN
COMBINATIONS: ALEPH=TAV; BET=SHIN; GIMEL=RESH;
DALET=KUF; HEI=TZADIK; VAV=PEI; ZAYIN=AYIN; CHET=SAMECH;
TET=NUN; YUD= MEM AND CAF=LAMED, WHICH ARE DIVIDED INTO
THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL. THE FIRST FOUR,
ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN, GIMEL=RESH, DALET=KUF, ARE THE
RIGHT COLUMN. THEREFORE, THEY ARE CONSIDERED AS
ESTABLISHING THE TABERNACLE.
619. These THREE LETTERS, Aleph-Mem-Shin, brought forth
offspring Hei-Tzadik-Vav-Pei, FOR IN THE CONTINUATION OF THE
ATBASH CIPHER, these are the letters that are suspended in the air.
They struck others and brought forth the form of the Tabernacle
Zayin-Ayin, WHICH IS THE SEVENTH COMBINATION OF THE
ATBASH CIPHER. Until here, IT IS RELATED TO THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE: "And darkness upon the face of the deep." All of them,
NAMELY ALL THE THREE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED
COMBINATIONS, HEI=TZADIK, VAV=PEI, ZAYIN=AYIN, are at its
side, MEANING THE SIDE OF DARKNESS. IT IS BY REASON THAT
THESE THREE COMBINATIONS ARE IN THE LEFT COLUMN OF THE
ATBASH CIPHER, AND BEFORE THE LEFT JOINS WITH THE RIGHT,
IT IS WHOLLY DARK. The Samech came and joined with the letter
Chet, AND THE COMBINATION CHET-SAMECH WAS FORMED,
WHICH IS AT THE FIRST OF THE FOUR COMBINATIONS OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH ARE CHET=SAMECH, TET=NUN,
YUD=MEM, CAF=LAMED. Then it is said, "'Let there be light', and
there was light" (Beresheet 1:3), BECAUSE THE LIGHT COMES
FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN AFTER IT MEDIATES AND JOINS
TOGETHER THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT.
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620. The letters Aleph-Bet-Gimel-Yud-Tav-Tzadik rolled as before,
and conceived and bore and brought forth one form of the secrets of
the Tabernacle in one inclusion in the secret of THE PERMUTATED
Albam CIPHER. The Aleph conceived and bore the letter Lamed by
means of strength and might AND THE COMBINATION
ALEPH=LAMED WAS FORMED. THE ALEPH strengthened in its
might and ascended in its glory and bore the letter Bet. Then they
conceived and bore the letters, and these other LETTERS joined, the
Mem joined through its engraving with the letter Bet, AND THE
COMBINATION BET=MEM WAS FORMED. So they emerged in pairs
up to the combinations Tet=Resh, Yud=Shin, Caf=Tav, so that the
letters should rise to their places in the combination of the secret of
the Tabernacle. THIS IS THE SECRET OF: "The laver and its
pedestal" (Shemot 38:16), FOR THE LAVER IS NETZACH AND ITS
PEDESTAL IS HOD.
621. "Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters" (Beresheet
1:6). The waters were ascending BY THE SUPERNAL WATERS and
descending BY THE LOWER WATERS in the secret of the letters
Aleph-Lamed. The Aleph OF EL brought forth a Vav and the Vav
brought forth Kuf and the letter Lamed OF EL ascended TO THEM.
The letters were engaged in the engraving in one joint, VOICE (HEB.
KOL, KUF-VAV-LAMED). THEREFORE, THE UPPER WATERS WERE
DIVIDED FROM THE LOWER WATERS THROUGH THE LETTERS
KUF-VAV-LAMED. THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN: "The voice of Hashem
is upon the waters, The El OF GLORY..." (Tehilim 29:3). These
letters, Aleph-Lamed, THAT ARE IN THE VERSE "THE EL OF
GLORY" conceived and bore and were engraved in the imprint by
means of the letters, so as to produce the drawings of the
Tabernacle.
622. THE THREE LETTERS, Aleph-Mem-Shin, conceived and bore
and became engraved in the imprint of the letters, so as to produce
the drawings of the Tabernacle WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Aleph
brought forth Gimel. The Shin brought forth final Nun and joined it
with Gimel, in the secret of Gan (garden, Gimel- final Nun), WHICH IS
THE THIRD PAIR OF THE Albam cipher IN THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE: "Let the earth bring forth grass" (Beresheet 1:11). The
letters Aleph-Mem-Shin rolled again by means of Bet=Mem OF THE
ALBAM CIPHER, in these waters that gathered into one place, as it is
written: "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together to
one place" (Ibid. 9).

59. Sh'ma Yisrael
Here, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi are again traveling on the road. Rabbi Yosi opens a discussion with the words of Kriat Sh'ma: "Hear O Yisrael,
The Creator our Elohim, The Creator is One," and, "Hear O Yisrael; this day you are become the people," and, "Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over
the Jordan this day." He then asks why the word "Hear" is used so many times, and says the union of Shem (name) with Ayin (seventy) is
necessary. He next speaks of the seventy Names in the secret of the supernal chariot, the 72 Names of the three verses, the seventy members of the
Sanhedrin plus the two witnesses. Sh'ma Yisrael, we learn, alludes to Malchut (that is called Shem) when he unites with Zeir Anpin (which is called
Yisrael). Next, Rabbi Yosi tells us that "this day you are become a people" means that you broke your heart in order to serve God. The "Hear O
Yisrael" of the unison is, we learn, the secret of above and below, the secret of people accepting upon themselves the yoke of the heavenly
kingdom, Malchut. At this moment of acceptance the Shechinah comes and rests on the person's head and bears him witness before God. Because
the person recites and unites the Name of the Holy One, the Shechinah blesses him with seven blessings, and calls to him, "You are my servant,
Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified."
The Relevance of this Passage
Two great sages traveling upon a road indicates the journey of their souls through celestial corridors in the upper world, where they behold secrets
of the universe. One secret collected on this excursion concerns the sh'ma, which essentially enjoins our world (and our souls) to the upper world.
The purpose of this revelation is to unify the two worlds, and this effect is achieved now.
The sh'ma emits a Light of healing, a divine radiance that nourishes 248 parts of our spiritual and physical bodies. Thus, in the act of meditatively
perusing this passage, we receive Light that heals all our physical ailments and the spiritual nutrients that forever strengthen our soul. The sages
speak of the 72 Names of God so that we may draw upon their miraculous power to achieve our personal transformations. This miraculous change
touches all mankind to facilitate the unification of the lower world with the upper. The Shechinah is spoken of so that we may permanently fortify our
immune system and forever shield this world from the dark forces of the night.
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623. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were traveling on the road. While
they were still traveling, Rabbi Yosi said: Let us start with delicacies
and let us say words of Torah. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion
with the words of Kriat Sh'ma and said: It is written, "Hear O Yisrael,
Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4), "hearken, O
Yisrael; this day you are become the people" (Devarim 27:9), and
"Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over the Jordan this day" (Devarim
9:1). What is the need for all these 'Hear's' that Moses said. "Hear O
Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" is meant for unison
and is good, but why the other ones?

624. HE ANSWERS: They all should be interpreted. The "Hear (Heb.
Sh'ma) O Yisrael" of the unison should certainly be interpreted, for
here it alludes to and reflects the unison of the Supernal Chochmah.
In Sh'ma (Shin-Mem-Ayin), the Ayin is of the large letters, for it refers
to an inclusion that includes what is above and below in one unity.
Because Sh'ma IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS OF shem (Eng.
'Name') and Ayin. For here this name, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'NAME', is comprised in the seventy (=Ayin) supernal
Names OF ZEIR ANPIN, in order to combine them. For the name,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is blessed by them and is become a part of
them. They have to be combined as one, MEANING IN ONE WORD
SH'MA, in one unity, and one has to pay attention in them.

625. Certainly the seventy Names are in the secret of the supernal
Chariot, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN OF THE CHEST AND ABOVE, WHICH ARE A VEHICLE FOR
BINAH, NAMELY 72 NAMES OF THE THREE VERSES: "AND...
REMOVED...AND IT CAME...AND ...STRETCHED OUT" (SHEMOT
14:19-21). THIS IS THE SECRET OF SEVENTY (THE HEBREW
LETTER AYIN) MEMBERS OF THE SANHEDRIN PLUS THE TWO
WITNESSES. And this Name is blessed by that supernal Chariot,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and becomes a part of them. Afterwards,
AFTER THE WORD SH'MA, the word Yisrael without attributes is
recited, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Yet we have learned it is Yisrael Saba,
MEANING that Yisrael, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, should be in one unity
with that place to which everyone is attached. ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED 'YISRAEL' IN GENERAL, SHOULD BE ATTACHED WITH
YISRAEL SABA, MEANING THAT HE ASCENDS AND BECOMES A
GARMENT TO IT. Hence "Sh'ma Yisrael," WHICH ALLUDES that now
the wife cleaves with her husband; NAMELY, MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'SHEM' WITH ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'YISRAEL'.
Everything is in one inclusion, and this is THE MEANING OF "Sh'ma
Yisrael" of the unison. Afterwards, the three sides unite, which are:
"Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One", WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA
AND ZEIR ANPIN, so that all becomes one.
626. "Hear O Yisrael" in all the other PLACES are not in this manner,
but they all are to be interpreted and they are all attached in a
different place. "Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over the Jordan this
day" (Devarim 9:1); "and hearken, O Yisrael; this day you are
become the people" (Devarim 27:9) They are all attached in the lower
level, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'HEARING'.
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627. "Hearken, O Yisrael; this day you are become the people," HE
QUESTIONS: "Hearken, O Yisrael" is well and good, but "this day
have you are become the people," what is ITS MEANING? It should
have said, 'You were,' so what is the meaning of "are become"? HE
ANSWERS: Every place that 'people' is mentioned, it alludes to the
fact that these hearts were broken to the service OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. THEREFORE, IT IS SAID, "YOU ARE BECOME
(HEB. NIHYETAH)," as it is written: "I fainted (Heb. nihyeti) and was
sick" (Daniel 8:27). This is the meaning of: "Hear me, My brethren,
and My people" (I Divrei Hayamim 28:2). HE QUESTIONS: If it is "My
brethren," why did it say "My people"? And if "My people," then why
"My brethren"? HE ANSWERS: But David said, 'If you will do it
willingely, you are My brethren,' but if not, then you are 'My people,'
that must break your hearts in My service.' Thus, "this day have you
become a people" (Devarim 27:9), MEANING that you broke your
heart so as to serve the Holy One, blessed be He.
628. "Hear O Yisrael, you are to pass over the Jordan this day." It is
all in the lower level, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And "Hear O Yisrael" of
the unison is the upper level, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
INCLUDED IN YISRAEL SABA, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. What is the
difference between them? In "Hear O Yisrael" of the unison , not all
of them have it in this manner, because it is the secret of above, OF
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, and of below, ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. It is the secret of accepting upon themselves the yoke of
the Heavenly Kingdom in anything. The person has to be ready at
that time to declare the unity of the Name of the Holy One, blessed
be He, ZEIR ANPIN, and to accept upon himself the yoke of the
Heavenly Kingdom, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

629. At the moment that the person comes to accept upon himself
the yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom, then the Shechinah comes and
rests on his head and stands over him as a witness. She bears
witness before the Holy King that this one unites His name twice
daily and His name is united above and below properly. Therefore,
the Ayin of 'Sh'ma Yisrael' is of the large letters and the Dalet OF
ECHAD (ENG. 'ONE'), is also of the large letters, WHICH ARE THE
LETTERS AYIN-DALET (ED, ENG. 'WITNESS'), MEANING to be a
witness before the Holy King. We have already established that
"Hashem our Elohim, Hashem" is the secret of the unison on three
sides, NAMELY, ABA, IMA, AND ZEIR ANPIN, and this is the secret of
the unity in three sides, as the holy luminary has established and
has asserted it in many places. We have no permission to assert it
any more.

630. The Shechinah comes and rests upon the head of that person
who unites the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, above and
below properly, and blesses him with seven blessings,
CORRESPONDING TO THE SEVEN SFIROT. She calls to him, "And
said to me, 'You are my servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified'" (Yeshayah 49:3).

60. "To you it was shown, that you might know"
Rabbi Chiya opens this discussion with: "To you it was shown, that you might know that The Creator He is the Elohim'." He says the children of
Yisrael lost all knowledge of their faith when they were in Egypt, until Moses taught them about the supernal Elohim in the world. Then they saw
many miracles, were given the Torah, and learned the ways of God. The entire secret of the faith is, we are told, suspended upon this verse: "Know
therefore this day, and consider it in your heart, that The Creator He is Elohim in heaven above, and upon the earth beneath, there is no other." The
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secret of secrets is that Zeir Anpin, which is Yud Hei Vav Hei, and Elohim, which is Malchut, are One.
The Relevance of this Passage
Just as a stone is made of the same material as the mountain from which it is hewn, the soul of man is a spark of the divine Light. Therein lies the
secret of the profound oneness that underlies this physical reality. The essence of The Creator, and our souls, is an unending desire to impart
goodness, joy, and delight.
Thus, when we resist our wanton, self-seeking desires and use them in the service of others (sharing), we attain oneness with The Creator. The
stone merges with the mountain. The faith to live by this truth awakens in our hearts. The strength to conquer our avaricious tendencies is born
within us. Trust, conviction, and knowledge of The Creator are emblazoned in our minds. Our ultimate transformation and the final evolutionary
stage of humanity are achieved. Mankind now embodies a Desire to Receive for the Sake of Sharing, and oneness is achieved between the Light and
the Vessel.
631. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion after him saying: "To you it
was shown, that you might know that Hashem He is the
Elohim..." (Devarim 4:35). This verse should be viewed closely. What
is the meaning of: "To you it was shown?" HE ANSWERS: When the
children of Yisrael went forth from Egypt, they knew nothing through
the secret of the Faith in the Holy One, blessed be He, because they
all worshipped idols in exile. They forgot all the roots of the Faith
that they had originally that the twelve tribes inherited from their
father Jacob.

632. When Moses came, he taught them that there was a supernal
Elohim in the world, as we have established. Afterwards, they saw all
the miracles and mighty deeds by the sea, and all the miracles and
mighty deeds that He performed for them in Egypt. Then they saw
many mighty deeds with the manna and with the water, the Torah
was given to them, and they learned the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He, until they came to that time.

633. Moses said to them: Until now, I had to teach you as one
teaches a child. This is the meaning of: "To you it was shown, that
you might know," for I taught you until now the knowledge to know,
behold and enter the secret of Faith, which is that Hashem He is the
Elohim'.

634. If you wonder whether it is a small matter to know this, behold it
is written: "Know therefore this day, and consider it in your heart,
that Hashem He is the Elohim in heaven above, and upon the earth
beneath, there is no other" (Ibid. 39). The entire secret of the Faith,
deriving the secret of all secrets from this and knowing the most
concealed of all, is stems from THIS VERSE. Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim
is a full name, FOR YUD HEI VAV HEI IS ZEIR ANPIN AND ELOHIM IS
MALCHUT, and it indicates that it is all one. "To you it was shown,
that you might know...THAT HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM...": Here is
the secret of secrets to those who know the law; NAMELY, THE
SECRET THAT ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND
ELOHIM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, ARE ONE.

61. "Then I was by Him, as a nursling"
Rabbi Chiya speaks here about the relationship between a king and a craftsman who together make a palace. He says the Torah is the craftsman
whom the Holy One used to create the world. Before the world was created, the Torah preceded it by two thousand years. The Holy One looked into
the Torah, saw what was to be created, and created it. He created man to be occupied with Torah, for which the world exists. Now, everyone who
looks into the Torah and is occupied with it causes the world to remain in existence. Like Adam, we are told, all people before they come to this
world stand before God in the same form and existence as they are in the world. At the moment a soul is about to descend to this world, God calls
the appointed angel who has authority over the soul, and asks the angel to bring her into His presence. Then the soul comes clothed in the form of
this world, and the Holy King makes her swear that she will be occupied with Torah when she descends to this world. It is better for one not to be
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born, we are told, than to come to this world and not try to know God.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we learn that the Torah predated the world and was indeed the pattern for all Creation. Traditionally, the Torah is viewed as a religious canon in
which the fundamental laws of moral and physical conduct are inscribed. Scholars view the Torah as a document of recorded history, or a collection
of stories that expound upon God's relationship with man.
Kabbalistically, these descriptions miss the mark. The author of the Zohar, the eminent Kabbalist Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, ridicules those who see
only stories and tales in this sacred instrument. The scroll is not an attempt to define the proper morals by which a man should live. Humanity will
never seek out positive change, nor will a man persevere on the spiritual path when the vague concepts of morality and ethics are the primary
motivation and reward. Lacking the Kabbalistic knowledge concerning the Torah, the scroll becomes a fruitless symbol of tradition, instead of an
awesome instrument of power.
What is the power of the Torah when viewed through the lens of Kabbalah? It is the personal and universal power to change; to transform; to
elevate; to grow; to become God(like). Toward that end, the scroll emits spiritual influences that envelope us with: healing, so that we share it with
others; prosperity, so that we may tithe and give to the poor; assistance in the removal of envy, so that we may love others unconditionally; the
ability to attract one's soul-mate, so that we may complete our souls; and the courage to conquer our deepest fears, so that we may climb the
highest mountains.
This most potent passage evokes this ancient memory, recalling our promise to God to delve, heart and soul, into the Torah's mysteries. And at this
moment, here and now, we are honoring our commitment, igniting the full power of the Torah, and completing the purpose of Creation.
635. Happy are all those who are occupied with Torah, for when the
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He looked into the Torah
and thus created the world. He did create the world with Torah and
with Torah was the world created, as we have established. It is
written: "then I was by Him, as a nursling (Heb. amon)" (Mishlei
8:30). Do not pronounce it 'amon' but rather 'umon (Eng. 'a
craftsman')' FOR TORAH IS THE CRAFTMANSHIP OF THE WORLD.

636. HE QUESTIONS: Is the Torah a craftsman? HE ANSWERS: Yes,
SIMILAR to a king who wishes to build a palace. If he does not take a
craftsman, he cannot make the palace. Once the palace is built, it is
not known AFTER THE NAME OF THE CRAFTSMAN, but rather by
the name of the king. For people say these are the palaces that the
king made, BY REASON that the king gave the idea for all these
palaces.

637. So the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to create the world. He
looked to the craftsman, WHICH IS THE TORAH and, although the
craftsman made the palace, it is credited to the name of the king, for
people say these are the palaces that the king made. Certainly, the
king built the palace. The Torah cries, 'Then I was by Him, as a
craftsman,' for the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world with
me. Before the world was created, the Torah preceded the world by
two thousand years. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
create the world, He looked into every single word in the Torah, and
created the craft in the world correspondingly, because all the things
and words of the worlds are in the Torah. Therefore, the Holy One,
blessed be He, looked into it and so created the world.

638. Not that the Torah created the world, but rather the Holy One,
blessed be He, by His looking into the Torah, created the world. So
we find that the Holy One, blessed be He, is the craftsman and the
Torah in relation to Him and by Him is a craft, as it is written: "Then I
was by Him, as a nursling (Heb. amon)." It does not say 'I was as
amon,' but "I was by Him as amon." The Holy One, blessed be He,
looked into it, so it was by Him a craft.
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639. And if you ask: Who can be a craftsman next to the Holy One,
blessed be He? The looking of the Holy One, blessed be He, was in
this manner. It is written in the Torah: "In the beginning Elohim
created the heaven and the earth" (Beresheet 1:1). He looked at this
and created the heaven. In the Torah, it is written: "And Elohim said,
'Let there be light'" (Ibid. 3). He looked at this word and created the
light, and so with every single word that is written in the Torah, the
Holy One, blessed be He, looked and created that thing. Therefore it
is written: "Then I was by Him as a craftsman." The whole world was
created in the same way.

640. Once the world was created, nothing persevered until it arose in
His desire to create man, to be occupied with Torah, for which the
world exists. Now, everyone who looks into the Torah and is
occupied with it causes the world to remain in existence. The Holy
One, blessed be He, looked into the Torah and created the world.
Man looks into the Torah and causes it to exist, so we see that the
existence and the sustenance of the entire world is the Torah.
Therefore, Happy is the man who is occupied in Torah, for he keeps
the world in existence.

641. At the time that the desire arose in the Holy One, blessed be He,
to create Adam, he stood before Him in his form and existence as he
is in the world. All the people of the world, before they come to this
world, stand in their complete existence, as they are present in this
world in one treasury, where all the souls of the world are clothed in
their form.

642. At the moment that they are about to descend to this world, the
Holy One, blessed be He, calls one appointed angel in whose
authority the Holy One, blessed be He, places all the souls that are to
descend to this world. And He says to him: Bring me the spirit of soand-so. At that moment, the soul comes clothed in the form of this
world, and that appointed angel presents it before the Holy King.

643. The Holy One, blessed be He, says to it and makes it swear that
it should be occupied with Torah when it descends to this world, to
know it and to know the secret of the Faith. For everyone who was in
this world, and did not try to know Him, it is better created.
Therefore, it appears before the King THROUGH THAT APPOINTED
ANGEL AS MENTIONED BEFORE, so as to know HIM in this world
and to endeavor in the Holy One, blessed be He, in the secret of the
Faith.
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62. "To you it was shown, that you might know," part two
Rabbi Chiya says here that the secret of the Torah is to know and to behold this world in the secret of Faith. He then reminds us that the general
principle of the whole secret of Faith is "That you might know that The Creator He is the Elohim." This is of course the knowledge of above and
below, Malchut below being both the Faith and the name Elohim. He speaks of the Written Torah, which is Yud Hei Vav Hei or Zeir Anpin, and of the
Oral Torah, which is Malchut and the name Elohim. It is all one. The Written Torah is general and the Oral Torah is specific because Malchut is one
specific Sfirah of the ten Sfirot of Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Chiya then says there are two precepts of the Torah: one, Yud Hei Vav Hei, is 'remember', and
the other, Elohim, is 'keep'. The secret of 'remember' has 248 positive precepts, we learn, and the secret of 'keep' has 365 negative precepts. And it
is all one.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we receive faith for those times when we are drowning in doubt. We tie our souls to the upper world through the power of the Tetragrammaton,
Yud Hei Vav Hei ?.?.?.?., and Divinity flows into our lives. The truth of the Creator is invoked in the hearts of all mankind so that we are all deeply
committed to walk the spiritual path of Torah, illuminated by Kabbalah.
644. "To you it was shown, that you might know" by that appointed
angel that is before the Holy One, blessed be He, "That you might
know": To know and to behold this world by means of the Faith, by
means of the Torah. Everyone who was in this world that did not
occupy himself with Torah, to know it, it would be better for him not
to have been created, since the Holy One, blessed be He, brought
man into this world for that reason.

645. 'That you might know that Hashem He is the Elohim': This is the
general principle of the whole secret of the Faith of the entire Torah,
the comprising of that which is above and below. This secret is the
principle comprehending the whole secret of the Faith, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, so it is certainly THAT THE NAME ELOHIM IS MALCHUT.
The inclusion of the entire Torah is the secret of the Written Torah,
NAMELY THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT
IS CALLED 'THE WRITTEN TORAH'. This is the secret of the Oral
Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE NAME ELOHIM. It is all
one, and this is the totality of the secret of the Faith, because
"HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM" is the complete Name, which is the
secret of the Faith THAT IS CALLED 'NAME'. FOR IN THIS UNION IT
IS FULL AND WHOLE. What is it? He is "Hashem shall be One, and
His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9). "Hashem shall be one" is the
secret of "Hear O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One." This
is one unison. "And His Name One" IS THE SECRET OF: 'Blessed is
the Name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever.' For this is
another unison, so that His Name should be one, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. This is the secret of: "Hashem He is the Elohim" (I
Melachim 18:39), which is written when they are in one unity.
646. And if you say THAT IF "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM" is similar
to WHAT IS WRITTEN: "Hashem shall be One, and His Name One,"
yet it is not SIMILAR TO THE VERSE, "Hashem He is the Elohim."
For it were written: 'Hashem shall be One, and His Name is One,' I
would agree, but it is written, "Hashem shall be One, and His Name
One." It should have been said HERE: 'Hashem He is, the Elohim He
is,' then it would have looked like, "Hashem shall be one, and His
name One."
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647. HE ANSWERS: It is all one, because when these two names are
unified, the one in one unison and the other in another unison, AS IT
IS WRITTEN, "HASHEM IS ONE AND HIS NAME ONE," both the
names become one and are combined one within the other. It all
becomes a complete name in one unison. Thus, "Hashem He is the
Elohim," because everything is combined with each other to become
one. As long as they are not all joined, and are each one by itself,
they are not included one with the other, so that they would all
become one.

648. THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS ITS PREVIOUS WORDS, WHICH SAY
THAT "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM" COMPRISES the generality of
the entire Torah. For assuredly the Torah is the Written Torah and
the Oral Torah; the Written Torah as it is written: "Hashem", WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'THE WRITTEN TORAH', and the
Oral Torah as it is written, "The Elohim," NAMELY MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED 'ORAL TORAH' AND CALLED 'ELOHIM'. Because the
Torah is the secret of the Holy Name, "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM,"
it is called 'the Written Torah' and 'Oral Torah'. The one, WRITTEN
TORAH, is general, and the other ORAL TORAH, is specific,
BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS GENERAL AND MALCHUT IS SPECIFIC,
BECAUSE MALCHUT IS ONE SPECIFIC SFIRAH OF THE TEN SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN. The general rule needs the specific, and the specific
needs the general, and they join one with the other to be all one.
649. Therefore, the general rule of the Torah is that of above ZEIR
ANPIN, and below, MALCHUT, because this Name YUD HEI VAV HEI
is above IN ZEIR ANPIN and the other name ELOHIM is below IN
MALCHUT. The one is the secret of the upper world and the other is
the secret of the lower world. Therefore, it is written: "To you it was
shown, that you might know that Hashem He is the Elohim" This
comprehends everything and this is what man must know in this
world.

650. If you ask: Where are the precepts of the Torah in this generality
OF "HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM?" HE ANSWERS: The one, YUD
HEI VAV HEI, is 'remember' and the other, ELOHIM, is 'keep', and all
the precepts of the Torah are included in these, in the secret of
'remember' THAT INCLUDES 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS, and in the
secret 'keep' THAT INCLUDES 365 NEGATIVE PRECEPTS, THAT
TOGETHER ARE 613 PRECEPTS OF THE TORAH. And it is all one.

63. Tefilin
Rabbi Yosi here explains that the Evening Service is obligatory because Zeir Anpin (day) and Malchut (night) must be joined in unison. He says that
"And you shall love" is right, and "And it shall come to pass, if you hearken" is left; this is more specific than the general unity or joining of left and
right in Sh'ma Yisrael. This unity, we are told, is similar to the head Tfilin and the hand Tefilin. The head Tefilin with its four paragraphs is congruent
with the three names, "The Creator our Elohim, The Creator" in the Sh'ma Yisrael. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that the left and right columns of the
paragraphs, and of the three names, both join with Da'at in the Central Column as the union of Chochmah and Binah. The hand Tefilin is the unity of
the head Tfilin with Malchut, and the secret of this unity, we learn, is 'Blessed'. All blessings flow from the upper point, Chochmah, which is male, to
the World to Come, Binah, which is female. Binah is therefore called 'Baruch', and also 'a blessing'. Rabbi Shimon comments that the unity of Zeir
Anpin (the head Tefilin) and Malchut (the hand Tefilin) is set in order by way of Chochmah, Binah, the right of Da'at and the left of Da'at.
The Relevance of this Passage
Tefilin is an antenna. In it, we see the power of joining left and right and above and below. As a battery requires both a positive and negative pole to
produce power, Tefilin generates metaphysical power by incorporating the positive (right) and negative (left) spiritual poles permeating the planet
and the heavens. This joining is also germane to the connection of the evening service. Our reading stirs the forces generated through the laying of
Tefilin and the performance of the evening service.
Our Evil Inclination and the dark forces that dominate the night are crushed, so great is the Light channeled by the Zohar. Chochmah unites with
Binah, the upper world enjoins our world, our bodies are tuned to our souls, and all that exists shines with resplendent Light.
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651. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: We have learned that
the Evening Service is obligatory. It is certainly an obligation,
because the Evening Kriat Sh'ma is obligatory, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, unites WITH MALCHUT during the night just as He
unites during the day. The aspect of night, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
included in the day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the aspect of day is
included in the night. And one unison is formed. If one says THAT
THE EVENING SERVICE is voluntary, it is because IT
CORRESPONDS to the portions of the sacrifices and the fat that are
consumed on the altar during the night, FOR THERE IS NO
OBLIGATION THAT THEY SHOULD BE BURNT DURING THE NIGHT,
as we have already established.
652. It is written: "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim with all
your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might" (Devarim
6:5). We already established this verse and the friends have
established it, but it could be asked: In this unison of 'Sh'ma Yisrael',
everything is included, right and left, BECAUSE YUD HEI VAV HEI IS
RIGHT AND OUR ELOHIM IS LEFT. Why IS IT NECESSARY TO SAY
afterwards "And you shall love," WHICH IS RIGHT, and "And it shall
come to pass, if you hearken" (Devarim 11:13), WHICH IS LEFT. They
were already included in the unity OF 'SH'MA YISRAEL'. HE
ANSWERS: They are ALLUDED TO in general there IN 'SH'MA
YISRAEL', but here IN, "AND YOU SHALL LOVE" AND "AND IT
SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," they are specified. This
is the way it should be.
653. In the secret of this unison, we have observed that this unity is
similar to the head Tefilin and the hand Tefilin. In the head Tefilin,
there are four paragraphs, as we have learned, and here in SH'MA
YISRAEL, there are three names, HASHEM, OUR ELOHIM, HASHEM.
In the head Tefilin, there are four paragraphs, each one by itself, and
here are three names. What is the difference between them?

654. HE ANSWERS: They have observed about these four
paragraphs that the one PARAGRAPH, "SANCTIFY" (SHEMOT 13:2),
is the first upper point, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND THE RIGHT
COLUMN. Another PARAGRAPH "AND IT SHALL BE WHEN HASHEM
SHALL BRING YOU" (IBID. 11), is the secret of the World to Come,
WHICH IS BINAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN. One PARAGRAPH "AND
IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," is the secret of the
right OF THE MOCHIN OF DA'AT and the final PARAGRAPH, "AND IT
SHALL BE IF YOU HEARKEN," is the secret of the left OF THE
MOCHIN OF DA'AT. BECAUSE DA'AT, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, COMBINES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE RIGHT
AND LEFT. This is the secret of the head Tefilin and here in the
secret of the unity OF 'SH'MA YISRAEL' are three names, which are
like the four paragraphs. The first Yud Hei Vav Hei is the upper point,
which is the beginning of everything, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND
THE RIGHT COLUMN. Our Elohim is the secret of the World to Come,
NAMELY BINAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN, the last Yud Hei Vav Hei
is the combination of right and left together in one combination,
NAMELY DA'AT, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT
COMBINES RIGHT AND LEFT. This is ALSO the unity of the head
Tefilin. SO WE SEE THAT THEY ARE BOTH EQUAL. This is the first
unity, NAMELY 'SH'MA YISRAEL...', WHICH IS THE UPPER UNITY
THAT PRECEDES THE LOWER UNITY, WHICH IS: "BLESSED IS THE
NAME OF THE GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM..."
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655. The hand Tefilin is the combination of all these four
PARAGRAPHS together, FOR THEY ARE NOT PLACED IN FOUR
INDIVIDUAL COMPARTMENTS LIKE IN THE HEAD TEFILIN, BUT
RATHER ARE ALL IN ONE COMPARTMENT. This is the secret OF
THE UNITY of: 'Blessed is the Name of the glory of His kingdom
forever and ever,' WHICH IS THE LOWER UNITY OF MALCHUT. Here,
IN THE LOWER UNITY, is the inclusion of the head Tefilin, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are included
in the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
656. The secret of this UNITY is 'Blessed'. This is the secret of the
upper point, which is blessed, for all the blessings flow from there,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. If you ask if the World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, is called 'Blessed'. It is not so, because the upper point is
male, and the World to Come is female; THEREFORE, it is called
'Blessed' and she is called 'a blessing'. Therefore, 'blessed' is the
upper point, CHOCHMAH, 'Name' is the World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, which is a Great Name, as it is written: "And what will You do
for Your Great Name" (Yehoshua 7:9). Glory refers to upper Glory,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that combines right and left.

657. All of them, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND ZEIR ANPIN, are
combined in the hand Tfilah, which is His kingdom that takes
everything into it. All the worlds are combined in His kingdom to
nourish them, and to sustain them with all their needs. Hence
"forever (Lit. 'for the world') and ever" WHICH SHOWS IT SUSTAINS
ALL THE WORLDS.

658. This is the unity of the head Tefilin, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and
of the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT. As it is the secret of the
unison of the Tefilin, so is it the unison of everything. This is the
clarification of the matter, and I have arranged this unity before the
holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, who said to me that in four manners
is the unity set in order, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, THE
RIGHT OF DA'AT, AND THE LEFT OF DA'AT. This order is clearer
than all of them. It is certainly so, and they are all the secret of the
Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM, but the order OF
THE UNITY of the Tefilin is the upper unity, OF ZEIR ANPIN, as
appropriate.

64. "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim"
Rabbi Yosi says here that the Right, Chesed, arouses love for the Holy One; the Holy One moves His right hand toward he who loves Him, and
receives him with love. Rabbi Yosi goes on to explain that "If He sets His heart upon man, if He gather to Himself his spirit and soul" shows that
everything in the world depends only upon desire. Love for the Holy One becomes aroused in three ways, we learn: "with all your heart, and with all
your soul, and with all your might." Rabbi Yosi next lists the thirteen precepts that are in the right, explaining that "If you walk in My statutes" the
right, or love, shall predominate; if you do not, the left or Judgment shall prevail.
The Relevance of this Passage
We need only desire His Light in order to learn how to love Him and draw beneficence to our souls. Desire is the catalyst the sets the Light into
motion, where it naturally flows from above to below. These ancient verses evoke our love and a deep-seated desire for Light, causing Him to
radiate throughout the terrestrial realm with awe-inspiring luminance. The Desire to Receive this Light for the Sake of Sharing with Others ignites
within our hearts and souls. The effect of this is nothing short of miraculous.
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659. Since the right and the left were combined by means of the Holy
Name in a general way, NAMELY IN 'SH'MA YISRAEL' AND
'BLESSED IS THE NAME...', it is necessary afterwards to bring them
out in a specified way, MEANING IN: "AND YOU SHALL LOVE" AND
IN, "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," but not by
the way of unification, because unity appears in the first verse, IN
'SH'MA YISRAEL' so that Hashem should be one in the head Tefilin,
and His name one in the hand Tefilin, and will all be one. Since this
unity was arranged altogether in general, from the top of the
supernal point, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, it is necessary afterwards to
arouse the first light from the top, WHICH IS CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, for it is the first of everything, OF THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN.

660. The paragraph: "And you shall love" is the starting point of the
right, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, to love the Holy One,
blessed be He, with a devotional love. Who is it THAT AROUSES THE
LOVE? It is the right, WHICH IS CHESED, which arouses love. THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, arouses His right hand toward he who
loves the Holy One, blessed be He, and receives him with love. All
the things in the world depend only upon desire, spirit shows spirit
and brings spirit, and you may derive this from: "If He sets His heart
upon man, if He gather to Himself his spirit and soul" (Iyov 34:14).

661. When the person arouses love toward the Holy One, blessed be
He, the awakening of the right, WHICH IS LOVE, is aroused only in
three manners, as it is written: "with all your heart, and with all your
soul, and with all your might" (Devarim 6:5), so we have three
manners. You should not say either this or that, for it is not written:
'Either with all your heart, or with all your soul, or with all your
might.' Rather, heart, soul and money are all necessary. Then the
Holy One, blessed be He, arouses toward him His right hand,
extends it to him and receives him.

662. Of this it is written: "Hashem says to my master, 'Sit you at My
right hand'" (Tehilim 110:1). We have remarked about the secret of
this verse that King David said it in reference to his level, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, when she is tied to the right. There are thirteen precepts
here in the right. "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim" is one,
"with all your heart" two, "and with all your soul," three. "With all
your might" is four, "and you shall teach them diligently to your
children" (Devarim 6:7) is five, "and you shall talk of them" (Ibid.) is
six. "When you sit in your house" (Ibid.) is seven. "And when you
walk by the way" (Ibid.) is eight. "And when you lie down" (Ibid.) is
nine. "And when you rise up" (Ibid.) is ten. "And you shall bind them
as a sign upon your arm" (Ibid. 8) is eleven. "And they shall be as
frontlets between your eyes" (Ibid.) is twelve. "And you shall write
them on the doorposts of your house, and on your gates" (Ibid. 9) is
thirteen.
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663. These thirteen precepts are come from the right, and the left is
included in the right, which is as it should be. Whenever the left is
aroused, the right starts with it first. Therefore if they have merit,
then the left combines with the right. If not, then the right is
combined with the left and the left dominates. The reason for this is
from the verse: "If you walk in My statutes" (Vayikra 26:3). The left is
always aroused with love by the secret of the right and afterwards,
its Judgment becomes overpowering, as should be always. The
friends have already explained these words. Rabbi Chiya came and
kissed him.

65. "the Tabernacle moreover with ten curtains"
Rabbi Yosi opens this discussion by saying the ten curtains are the ten Sfirot. He goes on to show the unity of the tabernacle even though it has ten
limbs, then the unity of a person even though he has many external and internal limbs, and lastly the unity of the Torah even though it has many
precepts. The precepts of the Torah, we learn, are one in the secret of Adam, which is male and female, Zeir Anpin and Nukva. Someone who
diminishes even one precept in the Torah diminishes the image of the Faith, Malchut. In closing, Rabbi Yosi says that the children of Yisrael are
likewise one in that they are one nation.
The Relevance of this Passage
Scientists have for a long time been studying subatomic particles, observing by way of instruments their births and movements and deaths, the
seemingly random nature of their appearance and disappearance, and the mysterious linking of pairs of charged particles. A reading of this section
awakens our awareness of unity in diversity, an inner understanding of the mystery of the Many-in-One, the union of the parts, and the order that
underlies chaos. The Light generated here induces this awareness in the collective consciousness of all mankind, banishing the barriers that cause
disunity and create chaos. Everyday, everywhere, people the world over feel a new-sprung sense of compassion, love, and unconditional unity with
their neighbor, unprecedented in human history.
664. He opened the discussion saying: "Moreover you shall make
the tabernacle with ten curtains..." (Shemot 26:1). Here is the
mystery of unison, BECAUSE THE TEN CURTAINS CORRESPOND
TO THE TEN SFIROT. The perfection of the Tabernacle is made of
numerous grades, as it is written: "That the Tabernacle shall be
one" (Ibid. 6), in order to show that all the limbs of the body of the
Tabernacle are the secret of one body.

665. SIMILAR in a person that has many limbs, some superior and
some lower ones, some are internal and others are visible externally,
but they are all called 'one body'. And he is considered 'one person
with one connection'. So it is with the tabernacle that all the limbs
are similar to the above, and when they are all connected as one, it is
written: "that the Tabernacle shall be one."
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666. The precepts of the Torah are all parts and limbs by a supernal
secret, and when they all connect and become one, they all amount
to be one place. The secret of the Tabernacle is that it is limbs and
organs that all amount to the secret of man, like the precepts of the
Torah because the precepts of the Torah are all in the secret of man,
WHICH MEANS male and female, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND
NUKVA. When they join together, they are one in the secret of man,
WHO IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI SPELLED FULLY WITH
ALEPH'S, WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'ADAM'. Someone
who diminishes even one precept in the Torah, it is as though he has
diminished the image of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, for all the
limbs are together in the secret of man. Therefore, everything
amounts to the secret of unity.

667. Therefore, the children of Yisrael are all one nation, for it is
written about them: "But you My flock, the flock of My pasture, are
men (lit. 'man')" (Yechezkel 34:31) and "And what one nation in the
earth is like Your people" (II Shmuel 7:23).

66. "With all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might"
Rabbi Yitzchak here asks why "and with all your soul" is necessary when the scripture already says: "with all your heart," since love is aroused only
from the heart. He then says that "with all your heart" means both the good heart and the evil heart, or evil inclination. Next, he asks why the word
"all" is in "with all your soul." Rabbi Elazar answers that the soul includes Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah, adding that "all your might" means all
your belongings. Love for God means to give Him all of this, and to love Him in everything. He then says that it is even possible for a person to love
God with the evil inclination, for when this is subdued to Him, and the person breaks the evil inclination, he is showing love for God. He next tells of
the enticer, who is doing the will of the Holy One by tempting people from the true path and thus enabling them to show righteousness. The enticer
deserves praise, we learn, for he does the Holy One's command, and enables the righteous to inherit their supernal treasures in the world to come.
Just as the side of life becomes strengthened when people do good, the other side, the evil inclination, becomes strengthened when the evil ones
listen to him and he dominates them. Man, we are told finally, constantly becomes stronger with God: "Happy is the man whose strength is in You;
in whose heart are Your highways."
The Relevance of this Passage
The ultimate act of deception by the enticer - the negative angel, the Satan - is to convince a man that he (the Satan) does not really exist.
Consequently, we believe that our self-indulgent desires, our covetous aspirations, and our egocentric wants originate from within our being. This is
a mistake. He has convinced us that our enemy is some other person or some external problem instead of our own untamed, uncertain nature. All
the while, he hides in the shadows of our minds, lurking in the dark recesses of our beings, so that we might never know he exists.
In truth, these selfish desires and negative, uncertain thoughts are implanted within us by the angel Satan. Yet, the Zohar reveals a deeply profound
reason for his existence: so that a man, through his own effort, can triumph over him, rejecting the momentary, illusionary pleasure that the Satan
provides, for the authentic, eternal Light of the Creator. In this way a man becomes the cause and creator of his own Light. He expresses the Godly
nature that dwells within his soul.
This portion of text accomplishes many things. We grasp the role of evil in the world, perhaps the most perplexing and disturbing of all theological
questions. We unlock our ability to recognize our Evil Inclination as a separate and distinct entity, unattached to our true soul consciousness.
We kindle Light and it extinguishes darkness, exterminating the very roots of evil. And, by virtue of the above, we become the cause and creators of
our own Light; thus, we fulfill our purpose in this world.
668. Rabbi Yitzchak was present before Rabbi Elazar and said to
him: Certainly, the love of the Holy One, blessed be He, that a person
feels for Him is aroused only from the heart, for the heart is a place
of awakening to arouse toward Him love. HE QUESTIONS: If so, why
is it written: "With all your heart" and afterwards "and with all your
soul," so it seems that there are two manners IN LOVE, one in the
heart and one in the soul? If the heart is the essence, why is the soul
necessary? He said to him: The heart and the soul are two and they
join into one, for heart and soul and money all unite together, but the
heart is the essence and foundation of everything.
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669. We have learned that "with all your heart" MEANS with two
hearts, which are two inclinations, the Good Inclination and the Evil
Inclination. Of these two, which are each called 'the heart', one is
called 'good heart' and one is called 'evil heart'. Therefore, IT SAYS,
"your heart" WITH TWO BET'S AND IT DOESN'T SAY 'YOUR HEART'
WITH ONE BET, which SHOWS two, the Good Inclination and the Evil
Inclination.

670. HE QUESTIONS: It should have said, 'And with your soul.' Why
does it say, "And with all your soul"? Why is 'all' said?" HE
ANSWERS: It comes to include Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah, for
this is the meaning of, "And with all your soul" all that pertains to
this soul "and with all your might." WHY DOES IT SAY 'ALL'? IT IS
because there are many kinds of substance, for they are all different
one from another, NAMELY SILVER, PRECIOUS STONES AND SO
ON. Therefore, it says, "and with all YOUR MIGHT" MEANING WITH
ALL HIS BELONGINGS, because the love for the Holy One, blessed
be He, means to give Him all this, and to love Him in everything.

671. If you ask: How is it possible for a person to love THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, with the Evil Inclination, for the Evil
Inclination persecutes so that the person should not approach the
service of the Holy One, blessed be He? So how is it possible to love
HIM with it? HE ANSWERS: This is an even MORE PRECIOUS
MANNER of serving Hashem, for when this Evil Inclination is
subdued to Him and that person breaks him, this is the love of the
Holy One, blessed be He. Because he knows how to bring close the
Evil Inclination to the service of the Holy One, blessed be He.

672. Here is the secret of those who know Judgment. For everything
that the Holy One, blessed be He, made above and below is all only
to show His honor, and everything is for His service. Who saw a
servant go against his master?! Whatever is the will of his master, he
becomes an inciter NOT TO DO THE WILL OF HIS MASTER. The will
of the Holy One, blessed be He, is that people should be constantly
in His service, and that they should go in the true path in order to
merit much good. Since this is the will of the Holy One, blessed be
He, how could an evil servant come and incite against the will of his
Master? And he turns people to the evil path and thrusts them from
the good path and causes them not to do the will of their Master, and
turns people to the evil path?
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673. HE ANSWERS: Certainly he is doing the will of his master. It is
LIKE a king who had an only son, and he loved him exceedingly. And
he commanded him with love not to come close to an evil woman,
because anyone who approaches her is not worthy to enter the
king's palace. That son promised that he would lovingly do the will
of his father.

674. Outside of the king's palace was a harlot who was very beautiful
to behold. After a few days, the king said: I want to see the wishes of
my son toward me. He called that harlot and told her: Go and entice
my son, in order to test the wishes of my son toward me. What did
that harlot do? She went after the king's son and started to embrace
him and kiss him and entice him with all kinds of enticements. If that
son is proper and observes the commands of his father, he scolds
her and does not listen to her and thrusts her away from him. Then
the father rejoices with his son, brings him into the inner sanctum of
his palace, and gives him presents and gifts and great honor. Who
caused all this honor for that son? We must say that it was the harlot.

675. HE QUESTIONS: Does that harlot deserve praise for this or not?
HE SAYS: Certainly she deserves praise from all aspects, for she did
the king's command and she brought that son all the good, all this
love of the king toward him. Therefore, it is written: "And, behold, it
was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). "And, behold, it was good" refers
to the Angel of Life, while 'very' refers to the Angel of Death, THE
EVIL INCLINATION, who is certainly very good, for he who fulfills the
command of his master. Come and see: if there would not be this
enticer, then the righteous would not inherit those supernal
treasures that are their share in the World to Come.

676. Blessed are those who met this enticer and blessed are those
who did not meet this enticer. HE EXPLAINS: Blessed are those who
met him, NAMELY THOSE that were saved from him, for because of
him they inherit all that good and all those delights, and all those
pleasures of the World to Come. About them, it is written: "Neither
has the eye seen, (that) an Elohim, beside You" (Yeshayah 64:3).

677. Blessed are those who did not meet him, MEANING THEY DID
NOT STUMBLE BECAUSE OF HIM, for they would have inherited
Gehenom and would have been banished from the Land of the
Living. For those wicked ones who met him and would have listened
to him, all would be drawn after him. Therefore, the righteous have to
recognize his good, for they inherit all the good and delights and
pleasures of the World to Come because of him.
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678. HE QUESTIONS: What is the benefit of the enticer when the
wicked listen to him? HE ANSWERS: He has no benefit,
NEVERTHELESS he does the command of his Master. He becomes
stronger because of this, for since he is evil, he gains strength when
they do evil. The wicked does not become strengthened until he kills
a person, and when he has slain people then he grows strong and
mighty with his power, and he has satisfaction. So it is with that
enticer, NAMELY THE EVIL INCLINATION who is called the Angel of
Death, who does not grow in strength with his power until he
instigates people and persecutes them and kills them. Then he has
satisfaction and becomes strong and mighty with his power.

679. Just as the side of life becomes strengthened when people are
good and go in the straight path, this enticer also becomes stronger
and mightier when the evil listen to him and he dominates them. May
the Merciful one save us. Blessed are they who merit to be victorious
over him and to subdue him, so as to merit through him the World to
Come. Man constantly grows stronger with the Holy King, as is
certainly said, "Happy is the man whose strength is in You; in whose
heart are Your highways" (Tehilim 84:6). Blessed are they in this
world and in the World to Come.

67. The righteous are the face of the Shechinah
When Rabbi Elazar encounters Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chiya on the road, he tells them he sees the face of the Shechinah. This, we
learn, is because when one sees the righteous or pious they represent Her face since She hides within them.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we draw the Light of righteousness into our souls so that our faces shine with the radiance of the Shechinah. Further, would any of us, if we
met an Angel on the road, recognize the Holy Spirit in him? Would we even register the Angel's presence, as used to ignoring strangers as we are?
The Light of this passage ensures that when we gaze into the faces of strangers or friends or family, we recognize the presence of the Shechinah
and the spark of Light that lives within all men. Thus, the goal of "Love thy Neighbor" is readily achieved and we complete our purpose in life.
680. Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chiya were traveling on
the road and Rabbi Elazar met them. As soon as they saw him, they
all got off their donkeys. Rabbi Elazar said: For certain, I see the face
of the Shechinah. When one sees the righteous or the pious of the
generation and meets them, certainly they represent the face of
Shechinah. Why are they called 'the face of Shechinah'? It is
because the Shechinah hides within them. THE SHECHINAH is
concealed in them, but they are visible. Therefore, those who are
close to Her are called 'Her face'. Who are those THAT ARE CLOSE
TO HER? They are those with whom She prepares to appear before
the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING WHO ELEVATE MAYIN
NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO UNITE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, WITH HIS SHECHINAH. Now that you are here, certainly the
Shechinah is positioned over you, and you are Her face.

68. "Let me go, for the day breaks"
Here, Rabbi Elazar tells how Jacob wrestled all night with the Appointed Angel of Esau, Samael - though until dawn he thought he was wrestling
with Esau. He struck the Angel, who said "Let me go, for the day breaks," because the Angel and his female, Lilit have dominion only at night. We
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are then told that when morning arrived Samael and his friends entered the hole of the great Abyss in the North. Another explanation of "Let me go,
for the day breaks," is that night stands for the exile of the children of Yisrael, during which the wicked idol-worshipping kingdom dominates them
until morning, the Redemption, arrives, and the Holy One illuminates for them. Jacob, we next learn, would not let the Angel go unless He blessed
him, which He did. Jacob saw in Esau's face the exact image that he saw in Samael, because, we are told, whatever a person is connected to is
reflected in his face. And again Rabbi Elazar tells the three rabbis that because the Shechinah is with them, he sees their faces are like Hers.
The Relevance of this Passage
Strength to wrestle and conquer our own fears and dark side is bestowed upon us. This radiance shines into our darkest moments so that what we
see illuminated before us is always the truth, not just a shadow of the truth. Moreover, this Light relinquishes the hold of the two negative angels,
Samael and Lilit, over all mankind, freeing us forever from their deadly grip. Now that we have total control and dominance over the root of evil through the greatness and spiritual prowess of Jacob - we are free to complete our personal ascension and actuate the Final Redemption in a
softhearted and merciful manner.
681. He opened the discussion saying: "Take, I pray you, my
blessing that is brought to you..." (Beresheet 33:11). When Jacob
saw the accuser, Samael, that night, WHO WRESTLED WITH HIM AT
THE PASSAGE OF YABOK, he saw him in the image of Esau but did
not recognize him until the dawn rose. As soon as the dawn rose, he
saw him with his face both visible and concealed. He viewed his
image that was like the image of Esau and immediately realized that
he was the minister of Esau, NAMELY SAMAEL. He struck him. It is
written: "And he said, 'Let me go, for the day breaks'" (Beresheet
32:27) and the friends retorted that it was because his time had
arrived to sing and praise to the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore,
it says, "For the day breaks."

682. Here we must look into that, for certainly his dominion is only
during the night in the darkness. This is the secret of: "Because of
the fear by night (lit. 'nights')" (Shir Hashirim 3:8), which is the fear
of Gehenom. And he said, "the nights" IN THE PLURAL, because it
refers to SAMAEL and his female, LILIT. Therefore, he has power
only during the night.

683. He said: "Let me go, for the day breaks." What is the point of
"for the day breaks?" HE ANSWERS: When the morning arrived and
the domination of the darkness of the night was removed, he and his
friends entered the hole of the great abyss that is in the North until
the night arrived. And the dogs were freed, NAMELY THE OTHER
SIDE, from their chains and dominate and float about during the
night, until the morning arrives. Therefore, SAMAEL was pressing
and saying, "Let me go, for the day breaks," because he does not
dominate during the day.

684. Similar to this is the exile of the children of Yisrael, which is
THE ASPECT of night, and is called 'night'. The wicked idolworshipping kingdom dominates over Yisrael until the morning
arrives, WHICH IS THE REDEMPTION. The Holy One, blessed be He,
will illuminate for them, and the dominance of the IDOLWORSHIPPING KINGDOM will be removed. Therefore, he said, "For
the dawn breaks" because he was pressured and his strength was
weakened, because the night had passed. Therefore, Jacob
overpowered him and saw that his image was like the image of Esau,
but not so clear. AND SAMAEL HAD TO approve the blessings THAT
HIS FATHER GAVE HIM, BECAUSE HE SAID TO HIM, "I WILL NOT
LET YOU GO, UNLESS YOU BLESS ME" (BERESHEET 32:27) AND,
"AND HE BLESSED HIM THERE" (IBID. 30).
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685. It is written afterwards: "For truly I have seen your face, as
though I had seen the face of Elohim, and you were pleased with
me" (Beresheet 33:10). He saw in Esau's face the exact image that he
saw in Samael, because whoever is connected to, is reflected in his
face. The Shechinah is with you, Supernal Holy Ones. Therefore,
your faces are like Her face. Blessed are you. He said: If I were going
on the same path with you, I would then sit with you, but now that
you are going on your way and I on my way, I will separate from you
with the words of Torah.

69. "Unless Hashem builds the house"
Rabbi Elazar opens a discussion of: "A song of ascents for Solomon. Unless The Creator builds the house, they who build it labor in vain; unless
The Creator keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in vain." He then comments that King David said this for his son, Solomon, when Nathan the
prophet foretold that Solomon would build the Holy Temple. Another explanation of the verse, we learn, is that unless the King, who is Binah, builds
the house with the seven pillars of Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, Yesod and Malchut of Zeir Anpin, they who build it shall labor in vain. The
tabernacle can only be guarded by a youth, who was first Joshua (in the youthful aspect of Metatron), then the child Samuel. God alone guards the
Holy Temple, and He guards the righteous as they travel, as is written: "The Creator shall preserve your going out and your coming in."
The Relevance of this Passage
In effect, Rabbi Elazar's discourse concerns how to draw the Light of the Creator to our own homes. King David, we are told, composed verses that
spoke of the necessity of having the Creator's Light imbued at the seed level of the building of the Temple. Otherwise, all the construction and
safeguards would be for naught. For us, this means that our own temples, our homes and communities, must be imbued with this Light. Otherwise,
there is no chance for protection and blessing, regardless of what we might do on a physical level.
Without our constant awareness of this need for Light, we are left vulnerable to the forces of chaos. Here we travel back to the seed level of our
homes, our communities, and the entire world, and we inject them with the awesome Light of The Creator. The radiance banishes all the darkness
and forces of chaos that have wreaked havoc upon our lives since the dawn of humanity.
686. He opened the discussion saying: "A song of ascents for
Solomon. Unless Hashem builds the house, they who build it labor in
vain, unless Hashem keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in
vain" (Tehilim 127:1). HE QUESTIONS: Did Solomon then say this
praise when he built the Temple? HE ANSWERS: It was not so, but
rather King David said it for his son, King Solomon, when Natan the
prophet came to him and told him about Solomon that he would
build the Temple. Afterwards King David showed his son, Solomon,
the form of the Temple. When David saw the form of the Temple and
all its trappings, he recited praise for Solomon his son, and said,
"Unless Hashem builds the house..."

687. Another explanation for: "A song of ascents for Solomon." It
MEANS to the King that the peace is His, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. This
song is a song and praise above all the other songs, and this song
rises above all of them. "Unless Hashem builds the house,"
MEANING King David saw all these seven pillars, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, upon which this house, MALCHUT,
stands, for they stand row by row in order to build this house. Above
them all stands the Master of the house, THAT IS BINAH, who goes
over them and gives strength and courage to each and every one
accordingly.
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688. In reference to this, David said: Unless the King, that the whole
peace is His, WHO IS BINAH, who is the landlord, build the house,
"they who build it labor in vain." These are the pillars CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR
ANPIN who will build this house. "Unless Hashem keeps the city,"
that is, the King that the whole peace is His, WHO IS BINAH, "the
watchman stays awake in vain," who is a pillar, upon which the
world, MALCHUT, is built. What is it? It is the Righteous, NAMELY
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who watches over the city, MALCHUT.

689. Joshua stood constantly and guarded the Tabernacle that
Moses made, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE ASPECT OF MOCHIN OF
THE SIX ENDS. It could be guarded only by him, for he is called 'a
youth', WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF METATRON, as it is written: "But
his servant Joshua, the son of Nun, a young man, did not depart out
of the tent" (Shemot 33:11). Afterwards, this Tabernacle was guarded
only by another youth, as it is written: "And the child Samuel
ministered" (I Shmuel 3:1), because the Tabernacle can be guarded
only by a youth. Who is this guard? He is the one who guards the
SUPERNAL Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE ASPECT OF
MOCHIN OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES, who is called so BY THE NAME
'youth', who is Metatron.

690. Guarding you, supernal Holy Ones, is not like the guarding of
the Tabernacle, but guarding you is like the keeping of the Temple.
The Holy One, blessed be He, alone guards it, as it is written:
"Unless Hashem keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in vain."
Similarly, all the time that the righteous are going on the road, the
Holy One, blessed be He, guards them constantly, as it is written:
"Hashem shall preserve your going out and your coming in" (Tehilim
121:8).

691. They went after him and escorted him three miles, and then
returned their way. They declared about him: "For He shall give His
angels charge over you, to keep you in all your ways. They shall bear
you up in their hands..." (Tehilim 91:11). "Let your father and your
mother be glad, and let her who bore you rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25).

70. "In multitude of people is the glory of the king"
Here, Rabbi Yehuda discusses: "In the multitude of people is the glory of the king, but in the lack of people is the downfall of the prince." He says
that while other nations have more people than Yisrael, they mix with each other, and therefore because the children of Yisrael do not mix, there is
no nation in the world as great and numerous as Yisrael. When people are praying in the synagogue, it is to the king's glory. When they do not come
and pray, the supernal appointees and legions are lowered, because the praises are required to be said above and below simultaneously. "The
downfall of the prince," then, we learn, refers to these supernal beings. Yet even ten people in the synagogue are sufficient to praise God and to
make comrades of the supernal legions.
The Relevance of this Passage
The greatness and size of Yisrael is a metaphor alluding to the internal Vessel - the magnitude of desire to receive - that exists within the souls of
the children of Yisrael. Prior to the Creation of the world, a single, unified soul - the Vessel - existed in the Endless World. This one infinite soul was
comprised of all the souls of humanity, and its essential nature was desire. The one Vessel shattered into countless pieces of all sizes and spilled
into our world. Thus, each broken fragment represents a different measure and intensity of desire. The largest pieces of the shattered Vessel are
called children of Yisrael. Thus, the Israelites have the capacity to draw the greatest amount of Light into this world by virtue of the intensity of their
desire. Thus, they are also accountable for the quantity of darkness that engulfs the world.
"Prayer in the synagogue" is not about worship or offering praise to the Creator. Rather, it denotes the path of spiritual transformation (of which
prayer is but a tool to help effect change within a man's nature). Hence, we are being told that the children of Yisrael must embrace spiritual
transformation to bring Light to all the nations of the world. Light is created when an Israelite resists his selfish and intense desire to receive for the
self alone and, instead, receives for the purpose of sharing with others.
Prayer is one procedure that helps reveal Light as it diminishes the drive of the ego. Ten men are required in a synagogue during prayer, for they
correspond to the Ten Sfirot, which creates circuitry. A reading of this passage awakens our momentous responsibility to bring Light to others. We
are inspired to perform acts of caring, and we summon the courage to practice self-denial. Our meditation here is a great act of sharing; thus it
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nourishes all the nations of the world with spiritual Light, ending conflict and crumbling the seeds of intolerance.
692. "Moreover, you shall make the tabernacle with ten
curtains..." (Shemot 26:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion
saying: "In the multitude of people is the glory of the king, but in the
lack of people is the downfall of the prince" (Mishlei 14:28). "In the
multitude of people is the glory of the king" refers to Yisrael, about
whom it is written: "For you are a holy people to Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 7:6). They are a people that number many
thousands and ten thousands, and when their numbers are great, it
is the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, because those above
and those below praise the Name of the supernal King because of
this holy nation. This is what is meant by: "Surely this great nation is
a wise and understanding people" (Devarim 4:6).

693. If you ask: But it is written, "Because you were more (also: few)
in number than all the other peoples" (Devarim 7:7). HE ANSWERS:
"Than all the other people": They are certainly the fewest, but of any
of these people they are more numerous, for in the whole world
there is no nation as great and numerous as Yisrael. If you ask:
Behold the Ishmelites and the Edomites, who are numerous. HE
ANSWERS: For sure numerous, but all the other nations mix one
with the other. This nation has children in this nation and this nation
has children in another nation, BUT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL DO
NOT MIX WITH OTHER NATIONS AND NO NATIONS MIX WITH THEM.
Therefore, there is no nation in the world as great and numerous as
Yisrael. A select and unique people are they. Among them, there is
no intermingle at all, as it is written: "For you are a holy people to
Hashem your Elohim, Hashem your Elohim has chosen you..."
Hence "in the multitude of people is the glory of the king," namely
the glory of the supernal King, the Holy One, blessed be He.

694. WE SHOULD EXPLAIN THIS PASSAGE. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, comes to the synagogue and all the people come
together and pray and give thanks and praise the Holy One, blessed
be He, it is the King's glory. A 'king' without attributes is the Holy
King, THAT IS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, that is perfected
with beauty and perfection to ascend above, to ABA AND IMA.

695. "But in the lack of people is the downfall of the prince." This is
when THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, comes earlier to the
synagogue, but the people did not come to pray and praise the Holy
One, blessed be He. Then all the dominions of above and the
supernal appointees and legions are cut from the elevation of
preparing the adornments of that King, WHO IS THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.
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696. What is the reason THAT THEY ARE CUT FROM THEIR LOFTY
PLACES? Because when Yisrael below arrange their prayers and
requests and are supporting the supernal King, all these supernal
legions arrange praises and support that Holy Perfection. For all the
supernal legions are friends with Yisrael below to praise the Holy
One, blessed be He, together, so that the elevating of the Holy One,
blessed be He, should be done above and below together.

697. When THE ANGELS are bidden to be comrades with the people
of Yisrael, TO PRAISE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
TOGETHER, and the children of Yisrael below do not come to set
their prayers and requests and to praise their Master, then all the
holy legions of the supernal dominion are cut from their perfection.
They are not elevated and they cannot praise their Master properly,
because the praises of the Holy One, blessed be He, have to be
recited together above and below by those of above and those of
below at the same time. Therefore it says, "The downfall of the
prince" and not 'the downfall of the king' BECAUSE THIS PERTAINS
ONLY TO THE COMPANIES OF ANGELS AND NOT TO THE KING
HIMSELF.

698. Even if they were not many that came to the synagogue and just
ten, the supernal legions would come to be comrades with these ten
to praise THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. What is the reason? It is
because all the perfections of that King are done with ten. Therefore,
ten is sufficient if there are no more.

71. Wherever letters are added, it causes a lessening
Rabbi Yehuda begins here by saying that 'ten' can be written with the Hei, which is the Shechinah, or without it: eser, asarah. She is not included in
'twelve' at all. Twelve, the higher number, Shtei asar, is spelled without the Ayin of the evil eye, we learn, and when that letter is added the number is
reduced by one to eleven, Ashtei asar. Wherever letters are added, we are then told, it serves as subtraction. Even adding Yud to Amnon's name and
referring to him as 'Aminon' decreases his honor.
The Relevance of this Passage
When the Evil Eye (envious stares and glances of ill-will) is permitted to shed its influence, it literally banishes the Light that is present. It has drastic
effects upon people and situations. Evil Eye is banished from the world through the forces summoned here. The desire to cast Evil Eye is also
eliminated from our being.
We learn that quite often when a person adds, he actually takes away, as per the well-known adage: Less is more. This truth is often seen in religion.
A person becomes caught up in the religious aspect of faith, performing more and more rites and rituals in the name of holiness, but he grows to be
more intolerant of others. This is the difference between a spiritual path and a religious one. Here we receive the wisdom and consciousness to seek
out spiritual righteousness as opposed to self-righteousness born of religiosity. This dangerous holier-than-thou consciousness is purged from
human consciousness, engendering tolerance and respect among all of God's children.
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699. Come and see what is written of the Tabernacle: "Moreover you
shall make the tabernacle with ten curtains" (Shemot 26:1). THE
NUMBER ten is because the perfection of the Tabernacle, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is by ten, AS MENTIONED EARLIER IN THE LAST ESSAY,
so that everything will be proper. HE QUESTIONS: HE SAYS TEN
(Heb. eser, fem.). What is the reason THAT IT SAYS ten (Heb. eser
fem.) and not ten (Heb. asarah, masc.)? HE ANSWERS: For every
place THAT IT IS WRITTEN ESER WITHOUT THE HEI refers to THE
TEN SFIROT without the Shechinah, FOR THE SHECHINAH
ENCIRCLES THEM FROM ABOVE because She is not counted WITH
THE TEN. Similarly, "it stood upon twelve oxen (Heb. shnei asar)" (I
Melachim 7:25). SINCE THE WORD TEN IS WRITTEN WITHOUT HEI,
the Shechinah is not in the number TWELVE, since She stands over
them from above as it is written: "And the sea was set above upon
them" (Ibid.), MEANING THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SEA'. In
those places that allude to what is missing above them, the
Shechinah is extranumerary, not included in the count.
700. The Other Side is given an addition to the number, and it
decreases in number. For example, Ashtei ASAR (=eleven) is spelled
with Ayin THAT IS ADDED TO THE NUMBER SHTEI ASAR
(=TWELVE), THUS REDUCING THE NUMBER FROM TWELVE TO
ELEVEN. THIS IS AN INDICATION OF WHAT IS LACKING FROM
ABOVE, FOR THE ADDED AYIN IS THE SECRET OF THE EVIL EYE
(HEB. AYIN), as we have already established. Wherever letters are
added in this manner, it serves as subtraction. For example: "Has
Aminon your brother" (II Shmuel 13:20). It would have been
sufficient TO SAY Amnon AND THE REASON THE YUD WAS ADDED
IS TO LESSEN HIS HONOR. However, a letter is deducted on the holy
side and it is really an addition, MEANING THAT BY DEDUCTING
THE AYIN FROM ASHTEI ESREH, THE NUMBER ELEVEN BECOMES
TWELVE.

72. The Seven Firmaments
Here, Rabbi Chiya discusses: "Who covers Himself with Light as with a garment, who stretches out the heavens like a curtain," saying that God
created the Heavens from fire and water, expanded and spread out like a curtain. The seven firmaments, we are told, correspond to seven Sfirot, and
there is one firmament above them, Tevunah, which cannot be viewed but only understood. Above that, there is one which no one can see or know.
Then, Rabbi Chiya says, there are ten firmaments, which are the ten curtains of the tabernacle and also ten Sfirot. Next, Rabbi Yosi says there are
nine firmaments, and that the Shechinah is the tenth. He adds that Rabbi Shimon revealed the secrets of all the firmaments, seven above and seven
below. The seven firmaments contain stars and constellations, which guide the world.
The Relevance of this Passage
The stars and the heavens rule our cosmos, scattering across our vision like bright diamonds, opening our hearts to the million sparks of love that
fly to us from God. However, the seven heavenly bodies that adorn our strip of galaxy also exert negative influences. The lower Seven Sfirot control
the planets and stars. Thus, by connecting to them here, we ascend above planetary influence and immediately begin directing our own fate. The
destiny of mankind makes a quantum shift, from an apocalyptic finale to a Final Redemption that is founded upon compassion, mercy, and
pleasantness. This miraculous turn of events occurs by virtue of the love of Rabbi Shimon, author of this heavenly tome.
701. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying: "Who covers
Himself with light as with a garment, who stretches out the heavens
like a curtain" (Tehilim 104:2). This verse has been established.
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He covered
Himself with that first light THAT WAS IN THE CREATION, and
created with it the heaven.

702. Come and see: Light and darkness were not together, because
light is from the side of the Right COLUMN and darkness is from the
side of the Left COLUMN. What did the Holy One, blessed be He,
WHO IS BINAH, do? He joined them together and created the heaven
from them, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, BECAUSE ZEIR
ANPIN IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND MEDIATES
BETWEEN BOTH COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE FIRE
AND WATER. What are Heavens? (Heb. shamayim). IT IS
COMPOSED OF Esh and Mayin (Eng. 'fire and water'), which He
joined together, and made peace between them.
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703. When they were combined together, FIRE AND WATER, He
expanded them and spread them like a curtain, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"WHO STRETCHES OUT THE HEAVENS LIKE A CURTAIN." And He
made of them the letter Vav OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. This is called 'a curtain' or 'curtains', because
light spread from this letter Vav TO MALCHUT, and curtains were
made. This is what is meant by: "Moreover you shall make the
Tabernacle with ten curtains.
704. These seven firmaments expanded and are concealed in the
supernal Storehouse, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, FOR CHOCHMAH IS COVERED AND CONCEALED IN
THEM, WITHIN THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM THAT ILLUMINATES
UPON THEM FROM BINAH, as we have established. There is one
firmament above them, WHICH IS TEVUNAH, and that firmament has
neither color nor a revealed place in it IN THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. Nor can it be viewed. And this firmament is concealed
and illuminates all THE SEVEN FIRMAMENTS, causing them to
journey, each and every one as is proper for it. IT CANNOT BE
VIEWED, it can only be understood.
705. From that firmament and higher, MEANING HIGHER THAN
YISRAEL -SABA, AND TEVUNAH, there is no one who can know or
observe. A person should close his mouth in order not to talk and
observe with understanding. One who will observe will go
backwards, because there is none who can understand THERE.

706. There are ten curtains, which are ten firmaments, and who are
they? They are the curtains of the Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which are ten, NAMELY TEN SFIROT. They can be comprehended by
the wise-hearted, BECAUSE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN
MALCHUT BUT NOT HIGHER THAN HER. One who knows them,
observes great Wisdom and the secrets of the world, and looks up
into that place to which each and everyone is attached, except for
two FIRMAMENTS that stand on the right and left, WHICH ARE HER
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH that are hidden with the Shechinah.

707. Rabbi Yosi said: There are nine firmaments and the Shechinah
is the tenth. If you say that since it is written Eser (Eng. 'ten')
WITHOUT HEI, they are ten besides the Shechinah. Yet if so, then
there are eleven Sfirot in the Shechinah, as She is one SFIRAH and
is supernumerary to ten SFIROT. YET IT IS KNOWN THAT THERE
ARE TEN SFIROT AND NOT ELEVEN, AS IT IS WRITTEN IN THE
SEFER YETZIRAH (ENG. 'THE BOOK OF FORMATION'). But certainly
there are nine, which are the nine days between Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur, and She is the tenth. Similarly, the Tabernacle is made
of ten curtains.
708. These ten firmaments are the mystery of mysteries that is
handed only to those who know Wisdom, and it is all in the secrets
of the Holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, who revealed the secret of
every single firmament and those who minister in each and every
one. There are seven firmaments above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and there
are seven firmaments below, IN MALCHUT, like above, AND THE
SEVENTH FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS CHESED, INCLUDES THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT. Therefore, there are ten, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
There are seven firmaments, which contain stars and constellations
with which to lead this world according to its way, as is needed.
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73. "Extol Him who rides upon the clouds"
Rabbi Yosi here continues discussing the firmaments. He says "the clouds" means the seventh firmament, that of Chesed, which is called Aravot
because it is mixed from fire and water. He "who rides upon the clouds" is the eighth and higher firmament, Binah. Aravot includes within itself all
the other six Sfirot, and that is the secret of the Supernal Chariot. Because those who enter the presence of this firmament must enter with only joy,
the High Priest must enter the Holy Sanctuary only with joy. Rabbi Yosi next asks what the person in dire straits is to do if he cannot pray with joy,
being full of sadness. He answers that those who pray with tears awaken the compassion of God. Then we learn that Binah is called 'Yah', because
he is joy and he causes joy and he is the higher firmament. And when this firmament dominates, we are told, it revokes any punishment that had
been decreed for a person who is in sadness yet still fasts on the Sabbath. Rabbi Elazar next says he thinks that "Him who rides upon the clouds"
refers to Arich Anpin, who is the most hidden and most ancient of all, whose name is 'Yah', and who rides upon Aba and Ima, who are Yud-Hei. Even
though Arich Anpin cannot be grasped or understood, Aba and Ima are the first level that emerged from Him. The name of Zeir Anpin, Yud Hei Vav
Hei, is not as great because it has more letters, but, nonetheless, it is still the Great Name, which is used for Amen, to draw from Him.
Rabbi Elazar then tells us again how the precepts of the Torah are the limbs of the body, that every one of the limbs is important, and that neglecting
even one precept of the Torah makes a blemish. He next discusses the union of the supernal limbs, whose secret is 'remember', and the lower limbs,
whose secret is 'keep'. We are reminded that anyone who completes the precepts of the Torah will inherit two worlds, this world and the world to
come. Then, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Aba rise at midnight to study Torah, and the daughter of the innkeeper stands nearby to light a candle for them
and listen to their words.
The Relevance of this Passage
Depression and gloom cause the Shechinah to depart our presence. Hence, true joy is kindled in our hearts so that the Shechinah envelops us in all
her splendor. We are told that genuine tears of sadness (not selfishness) cause our prayers to be answered. In turn, the gates of mercy are opened
to us by the lamenting prayers of the righteous who have cried and spilled tears on our behalf throughout history. We are connected to the highest,
most hidden realms of the spiritual atmosphere that shines immeasurable rays of Light into our dimension.
Meditating upon this section while making the conscious effort to share this Light with all mankind brings us blessing, helping our world now to
become the world to come.
709. Among them all, the seventh is the most valuable, WHICH IS
CHESED, except for the eighth FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS BINAH, who
leads all seven firmaments and stands upon them all. It is written:
"Extol Him who rides upon the clouds" (Tehilim 68:5). HE
QUESTIONS: Who is the one who rides the clouds and what are the
clouds (Heb. aravot)? HE ANSWERS: 'Aravot' is the seventh
firmament, WHICH IS THE FIRST SFIRAH OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED 'CHESED', AND INCLUDES ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT ARE BELOW IT. Why is it called 'Aravot'? Because it is
mixed (Heb. me'orav) of fire and water together, NAMELY from the
south, WHICH IS WATER, and from the north, WHICH IS FIRE. It is
mixed of the two sides AND THE ONE WHO RIDES ON THE CLOUDS
IS THE EIGHTH FIRMAMENT, BINAH.
710. If you ask: If so, what about the two Aravot (Eng. 'willow
branches) that are joined with the Lulav (Eng. 'palm leaf'), we have
learned that this is what is written, "Extol Him who rides upon the
Aravot." AND THEY ARE NETZACH AND HOD THAT ARE CALLED
'THIGHS'. HE QUESTIONS: Who gave thighs, WHICH ARE NETZACH
AND HOD, in the body, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET,
and who gave a body, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET,
in the thighs THAT ARE NETZACH AND HOD? MEANING, HERE YOU
SAY THAT ARAVOT ARE CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CONSIDERED THE BODY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THERE YOU SAY
THAT THEY ARE NETZACH AND HOD, WHICH ARE THE THIGHS
THAT ARE OUTSIDE OF ITS BODY. WHO COMPARES THEM, seeing
that this one, NAMELY THE BODY, produces fruit and this one,
NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD which are thighs, does not produce
fruit.
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711. HE ANSWERS: But certainly it all resembles the secret of Aravot
(willow branches) of the Lulav (palm leaf), for one of these willow
branches of the Lulav, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, is fire,
WHICH IS HOD, and the other is water, WHICH IS NETZACH. They all
pertain to the same secret, FOR THE ONE IS COMPLETELY WATER
AND THE OTHER IS COMPLETELY FIRE AND THEY ARE NOT MIXED
ONE WITH THE OTHER, FOR THEY ARE TWO SFIROT EACH WITH
INDIVIDUAL DOMINION. It is the seventh FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS
CHESED, which combines fire and water together in one secret, FOR
IT IS ONE SFIRAH, AND SO WE FIND THAT IT COMBINES WITHIN
ITSELF THE TWO ARAVOT OF THE LULAV IN ACTUALITY. Because
the firmament Aravot includes within itself all the other six SFIROT,
WHICH ARE GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, AS THE HIGHEST ONE INCLUDES ALL THOSE THAT
ARE LOWER THAN IT, that is the secret of the supernal Chariot. The
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS BINAH, desires this firmament
more than all the firmaments and His desire is always to perfect this
firmament with the highest beauty. On this, it is said, "Extol Him who
rides upon Aravot," MEANING He who rides on Aravot. Who is he?
This firmament that stands over the living creatures, NAMELY BINAH
THAT STANDS ABOVE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED 'LIVING CREATURES', for it is He who
rides on the clouds.
712. "And rejoice before Him" (Ibid.): It is not written, 'From before
Him' but rather "before Him," BECAUSE 'FROM BEFORE HIM'
IMPLIES BEFORE BINAH, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH and there is
nobody who can know anything in Him. But "before Him," WHICH IS
BINAH THAT RIDES UPON THE CLOUDS, one who enters before this
firmament must enter with joy and without any sadness at all,
because this firmament causes it so that neither sadness nor anger
can dwell at all, because everything there is with joy. THEREFORE,
IT SAYS, "AND REJOICE BEFORE HIM."

713. Therefore, the High Priest who stands before Him enters the
Holy Sanctuary only in joy and expresses joy, because the place
causes it. Of this, it is written: "Serve Hashem with gladness, come
before His presence with singing" (Tehilim 100:2), because one
should not show sadness in it.

714. And if you ask: One who is in pain and in dire straits, who
cannot feel joy in his heart, and because of his dire straits he has to
ask for Mercy from the supernal King. If so, then he shouldn't pray
his prayer at all and should not enter with any sadness at all,
because he cannot gladden his heart and enter before Him with joy.
What remedy does this person have?

715. HE ANSWERS: Surely we have learned that all the gates are
closed and locked, but the gates of tears are not closed. Tears come
only from pain and sadness, and all those who are appointed over
the gates break the obstacles on the roads and the locks. They bring
in these tears and that prayer enters before the Holy King.
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716. Then, that place, NAMELY MALCHUT, is distressed by the
sadness and distress of that person, as it is written: "In all their
affliction He is afflicted" (Yeshayah 63:9), BECAUSE THE PAIN OF
THE PERSON TOUCHES THE SHECHINAH. The longing of the
Supernal World, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to this place, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is like a male whose longing is always toward the female.
Therefore, when the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes to the Matron,
WHO IS MALCHUT, and finds Her sad, he gives over to Her hands
whatever She desires. That person or that prayer do not return
empty, and the Holy One, blessed be He, has Mercy on him. Blessed
is the portion of that person who pours out tears before the Holy
One, blessed be He, in his prayer.

717. It is similar on Shabbat. There is one who fasts on Shabbat and
expresses sadness because of his pain, yet during Shabbat that
supernal Firmament dominates, WHICH IS BINAH, that one that
appears with joy, and causes everyone to rejoice. As for that
PERSON, who is in sadness, once this FIRMAMENT dominates, it
revokes that punishment that was deemed against that person. We
have already learned this. AND THIS IS WHAT IS SAID: "Extol..."
WHICH MEANS to give honor and exaltation to He who rides on the
clouds, for He is joy and causes joy for everyone and He is the
firmament which is above the Living Creatures, NAMELY BINAH, AS
EXPLAINED EARLIER. "Yah is His Name" (Tehilim 68:5): Certainly,
because in this place is this Name included, BECAUSE BINAH IS
CALLED 'YAH'. "And rejoice before him," meaning not to expresses
sadness before Him, as explained.

718. Rabbi Elazar said: This passage should have said, "Extol Him
who rides upon the clouds" AND THIS PURPORT WOULD BE BINAH
THAT RIDES UPON ZEIR ANPIN. What then is the meaning of "upon
the clouds." AND ALSO with "Yah is His Name": It should have said,
'Yah is He', IF IT REFERS TO BINAH. What is the meaning of "His
Name"? This verse is said about the most concealed of all and the
most ancient of all, NAMELY ARICH ANPIN THAT IS MORE
CONCEALED THAN THE CONCEALED SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA
AND MORE ANCIENT THAN THEY. He is not revealed and not known
at all, BECAUSE ITS CHOCHMAH IS CONCEALED ENTIRELY, AND
DOES NOT ILLUMINATE BENEATH IT AT ALL, and rides upon the
clouds, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA, WHO ARE YUD-HEI. And if you
ask: Since He comes and rides on Yud-Hei, even though He is
concealed, can He be revealed in this place?
719. HE ANSWERS: But "Extol Him who rides upon the clouds"
refers to the most ancient of all, the most concealed of all, which
cannot be grasped, AND WILL NOT BE REVEALED. Upon what does
He ride? The clouds, Yud-Hei, NAMELY ABA AND IMA, which is the
secret of the first LEVEL that emerged from Him, BECAUSE ABA
AND IMA EMERGED FROM ARICH ANPIN. This is "His Name" of that
which is concealed that is not known, BECAUSE His Name is YudHei. THEREFORE, THE VERSE SAYS, "YAH IS HIS NAME" and not
THAT ABA AND IMA THEMSELVES are HIS NAME. Rather, ABA AND
IMA are HIS NAME because of that curtain that separated and
emerged before Him. That curtain is His Name, BECAUSE MALCHUT
IS CALLED 'NAME' and this is His Chariot, MEANING THROUGH
THAT CURTAIN HE IS CLOTHED IN ABA AND IMA, AND
THEREFORE is not known at all, BECAUSE IT IS NOT REVEALED BY
THEM.
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720. And this is His "Great Name," NAMELY ABA AND IMA WITH
MALCHUT OF ARICH ANPIN THAT ARE ENCLOTHED IN THEM.
There is a Name that is not as great as He, NAMELY THE NAME YUD
HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, even though He has more
letters, BECAUSE ABA AND IMA ARE CALLED ONLY BY THE TWO
LETTERS YUD-HEI ALONE. STILL IN ALL, it is the Great Name.
Therefore, with this Name we utter and say Amen, which is DRAWN
from Him. With this NAME, Amen goes on continuously, BECAUSE
THE UNION OF ABA AND IMA IS NEVER INTERRUPTED. With the
other Name, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV
HEI, it is not so, BECAUSE THE PAIRING OF THE MALE AND
FEMALE IS INTERRUPTED BY THE SIN OF THE LOWER BEINGS.
721. THIS THAT WE SAY: 'Amen, May His Great Name be blessed
FOREVER AND FOR ALL ETERNITY'. For when this Name is
perfected, everything is complete, and all the worlds rejoice. And in
the Name are included the higher and lower beings. In this Name are
included the 613 precepts of the Torah, which are the inclusion of all
the secrets, the upper and the lower. It is the combination of the
Male World above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Female World
below, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

722. All the precepts are organs and limbs to express through them
the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH.
One who does not notice and observe the secrets of the precepts of
the Torah does not know and CANNOT observe how to perfect the
limbs in the supernal secret. The limbs of the body are all
established upon the secret of the precepts of the Torah, BECAUSE
THE 248 LIMBS CORRESPOND TO THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS
AND THE 365 VEINS CORRESPOND TO THE 365 NEGATIVE
PRECEPTS. Even though there are certain limbs that are big and
vital, AND THERE ARE SOME WHICH ARE SMALL AND INFERIOR, if
any of them, either big or small, is removed, even the smallest in the
person, he is considered blemished. He who diminishes even one
precept of the precepts of the Torah makes a blemish in a place
where there should not be any.

723. Come and see what is written: "And Hashem Elohim took the
man, and put him into the Garden of Eden to till it and to keep
it" (Beresheet 2:15). We have learned that "to till it and to keep it"
refers to the offerings, and it is all one. But this is the secret of the
precepts of the Torah. "To till it": These are the 248 supernal Limbs,
"and to keep it" are the 365 lower limbs, NAMELY THE 365 SINEWS.
Those higher ones pertain to 'remember,' WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and
those lower ones pertain to 'keep,' WHICH IS MALCHUT. And it is all
one.
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724. Blessed is he who is worthy of completing the precepts of the
Torah. He causes man to perfect his spirit and soul in this world and
in the World to Come. The Torah merits the person to inherit two
worlds, this world and the World to Come. Everyone who endeavors
in Torah endeavors in life, life in this world and life in the World to
Come and is spared from all the bad punishments, which cannot
dominate him. If by endeavoring IN TORAH it is so, so much more so
for he who acts AND FULFILLS THE PRECEPTS OF THE TORAH.

74. "For the commandment is a candle; and Torah is light"
Rabbi Yosi here explains that it is necessary to perform a deed to prepare the candle, and it is necessary to be occupied with Torah to light the
candle in order to merit the supernal light from which the candle is lit. He goes on to discuss the reproofs of instruction that the Holy One brings
upon a person to purify him of his sins.
Another explanation of the candle is that it is the Oral Torah, which only illuminates through the Written Torah, which is the light. The candle is a
commandment or precept that women merit, the candle of Shabbat, but only men can merit through Torah and illuminate the candle. Next, we hear
of a father and daughter who are bitterly unhappy because her new husband doesn't even know how to say the prayer after a meal, and does not
merit Torah. The young man sits before Rabbi Yosi, who proclaims that either the light of Torah will emerge from him, or else a son will emerge from
him. The young man laughs and explains that because he is young and respectful he decided that he should not speak before the older wiser men
for two months, but now the time has come. He says that the "the commandments" refers to Malchut, which is a candle waiting to be kindled by Zeir
Anpin. He speaks of her two arms and the 248 supernal limbs, which add to 250, or resh-nun; 'candle' is nun-resh. And Torah is 'Light', because
Torah is from the right side, which is the first light that was created. When the left is combined in it, we learn, there is perfection in everything.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we are purified and corrected of sin, so that our souls flicker like the flame of a candle. Our 248 limbs are warmed and nurtured by the supernal
candlelight that radiates from the Torah. And just as one candle can light millions of others without diminishing its own flame, the spiritual Light we
now reveal is shared with all the souls of this planet, flooding the entire globe with the Light of the Creator. As mankind basks in the glow, peace
takes hold and tranquillity spreads throughout the land.
725. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Aba were dwelling in their lodging. They
rose at midnight to occupy themselves with Torah. The daughter of
the innkeeper arose, lit a candle for them, and stood behind them in
order to hear words of Torah.

726. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "For the
commandment is a candle; and Torah is light; and reproofs of
instruction are the way of life" (Mishlei 6:23). "For the commandment
is a candle" MEANS THAT whoever endeavors in this world in the
precepts of the Torah, one candle is prepared to shine for him in that
world by every precept. "And Torah is light" MEANS he who is
occupied with Torah merits that supernal light from which the candle
is lit, because a candle without light is nothing. Light without a
candle can also not illuminate, so we find that they both depend
upon each other. It is necessary to perform a deed to prepare the
candle and it is necessary to be occupied with Torah to light the
candle. Blessed is he who is occupied with the light and the candle.
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727. "And reproofs of instruction are the way of life", MEANING "the
way of life" with which to enter into the World to Come. These are
the reproofs that a person receives in order to remove himself from
the path of evil and to go in the path of good. It CAN BE EXPLAINED
that "the way of life" is the reproofs of instruction that the Holy One,
blessed be He, brings upon the person to purify him of his sins with
these reproofs. Blessed is he who accepts them with a willing heart.

728. Another explanation, "For the commandment is a candle": This
is the candle, the luminary of David, which is a candle lit to perform a
precept, the Oral Torah, NAMELY MALCHUT, that must be constantly
attended to. She does not illuminate except through the Written
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, because the Oral Torah possesses
light only through the Written Torah, which is a light for illumination.

729. He looked behind and saw the daughter of the innkeeper
standing behind them. He said, "For the commandment is a candle."
What is a candle? It is a candle that is a precept that women merit,
and it is the candle of Shabbat. Although women do not merit
through Torah, but men do, the latter illuminate that candle that
women perfect with this precept. Women, through the perfection of
this candle, and the men, through Torah, kindle and light this candle,
which is the perfection of the precept that women are obligated to do.

730. That woman heard it and wept. In the meantime, the father of the
woman who was there rose and came among them. He saw his
daughter standing behind them weeping. Her father asked her, and
she told him the story. Then the father of the woman also started to
weep. Rabbi Yosi said to him: Perhaps your son-in-law, the husband
of your daughter did not merit Torah. He said to him: It is indeed so.
And that is why my daughter and I weep constantly.

731. Because the day I saw him jump from this attic to hear Kaddish
with the congregation, I got the desire to give him my daughter in
marriage, and immediately after the congregation left the synagogue
I gave him my daughter. For I said, by that jump with which he came
to hear the Kaddish IT IS KNOWN that he will be a learned man in
Torah. Even though he was a youth and I did not know him
previously, I GAVE HIM MY DAUGHTER. But now he doesn't even
know how TO BLESS the blessing after the meal and I cannot even
learn with him among the scholars, so he should learn Sh'ma or the
blessing after the meal.
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732. Rabbi Yosi said to him: Exchange him for another, or perhaps
he will bear a son who will be great in Torah. In the meantime, THE
SON-IN-LAW OF THE INNKEEPER arose and jumped to them. Rabbi
Yosi looked at him intently and said: Certainly, I see in this youth
that the light of Torah will emerge from him into the world or else a
son will emerge from him. That youth laughed and said: My masters,
I will speak before you of one subject.

733. He opened the discussion saying: "I am young, and you are
very old; therefore I was afraid, and dared not declare my opinion to
you" (Iyov 32:6). The pillars of the world have remarked upon this
verse. About Elihu, it is written: "of the family Ram" (Ibid. 2). It was
then remarked that he was said to have come from the seed of
Abraham, and it is good. But Elihu was a priest and was from the
seed of Ezekiel the prophet, because it is written: "Son of Barachel
the Buzite" (Ibid.) and also, "Ezekiel the priest, the son of
Buzi" (Yechezkel 1:3).

734. If you say: Because it is written Buzi, he was "the contempt
(Heb. buz) of families" (Iyov 31:34), it is not so, because it says
afterwards "of the family of Ram," meaning higher (Heb. ram) above
all. Why is he called 'Buzi'? It is because he shames himself before
one who is greater than him. Therefore, he is called by the lofty
name of Buzi, with which was named he who was perfect in
everything, such as no one was called, MEANING EZEKIEL. It is
written: "And you, son of man" (Yechezkel 2:6). Because ELIHU was
called by that name, Buzi, he was also called 'Ram', meaning higher
above all.

735. Therefore, he said, "I am young (lit. 'young in days')." HE
QUESTIONS: He says "in days," but should have said 'of days.' What
is "in days"? But he said, "I am young," meaning I have made myself
small "in days" before one who has many days. What is the reason?
Because I said that "days should speak" (Iyov 32:7). Therefore, "I am
young" meaning that I belittled myself before "days." "And you are
old": I saw that you are old, so "I am afraid, and dared not declare
my opinion to you. Also I said, "Days should speak and multitude of
years should teach wisdom." Certainly, "But there is a spirit in man:
and the breath of Shadai gives them understanding" (Ibid. 8).
Therefore, since I am a youth, I decided not to speak for two months,
and today they have completed. Now that you are here, it is proper to
open with words of Torah before you.

736. He opened the discussion saying: "For the commandment is a
candle; and Torah is light; and the reproofs of instruction are the
way of life." "For the commandment is a candle" refers to Mishnah
as is said: "And the Torah, and the commandments" (Shemot 24:12).
"Torah" is the Written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, and 'the commandments'
refers to Mishnah, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is a candle, MEANING
a candle that is waiting to be kindled, BECAUSE MALCHUT HAS NO
LIGHT ON HER OWN AND NEEDS ZEIR ANPIN TO KINDLE HER AND
ILLUMINATE HER.
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737. HE QUESTIONS: MALCHUT IS CALLED 'candle', but why is She
called 'candle'? HE ANSWERS: WHEN MALCHUT receives from
between the two arms OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT, the 248 supernal Limbs,
WHICH ARE THE CHASSADIM OF THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS,
She opens to them Her two arms, WHICH ARE HER TWO COLUMNS,
RIGHT AND LEFT. These two arms become combined WITH THE 248
LIMBS AND BECOME THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 250 (=RESHNUN). THEREFORE, it is called 'a candle (Heb. ner, Nun-Resh)'. "And
Torah is light" BECAUSE THE TORAH illuminates this candle and
THE CANDLE is kindled from the side of the First Light, which is
right, because Torah is from the right side, WHICH IS the First Light
that was given. About this, it is written: "From His right hand went a
fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2). It is given from the right, even
though the left is combined with it, because WHEN THE LEFT IS
COMBINED IN IT, there is perfection in everything.

75. 207 on the right, 103 on the left
The young man from the previous section continues by explaining that the first Light is combined with the 207 worlds hidden on the right under
Binah. There are also 103 worlds on the left side, adding to 310 worlds that God prepares constantly for the righteous. The Light of the right is
Chesed, and it produces offspring for every single day, otherwise the world would not be able to exist. It is written: "For I have said, the world is
built by love."
The Relevance of this Passage
The Sfirah of Chesed correlates to the Right Column attribute of mercy, which tempers and sweetens judgment. If our world were balanced towards
the Left (Judgment). it would be immediately destroyed. Thus, out of Love for his Creation, God injected mercy (Chesed) into the cosmos, which
gives a man time to repent and change his ways before judgments can be executed. In this moment, we rouse the forces of mercy, using it to atone
for our sins, complete our spiritual path, and cause unceasing fulfillment to fill all existence.
738. This light is combined with the 207 worlds, which are hidden
under that light, and it spreads in all of them. Below the concealed
supernal Throne, WHICH IS BINAH, these 207 worlds dwell at that
right side. There are 310, 207 on the right side and 103 from the left
side, and together they equal 310. They are the ones that the Holy
One, blessed be He, prepares constantly for the righteous, and from
these spread many, many treasures of delight. They are all hidden
for the righteous to delight with in the World to Come. Of this, it is
written: "That I may cause those who love me to inherit substance
(Heb. yesh, Yud-Shin); and I will fill their treasures" (Mishlei 8:21).
About all these, it is written: "Neither has the eye seen, (that) an
Elohim beside You..." (Yeshayah 64:3).

739. Yud-Shin (=310) are the 310 worlds that are concealed under the
World to Come, NAMELY UNDER BINAH. These 207 worlds, which
are on the right side, are called 'First Light', because even the light
of the left is called 'light', IT IS A DIM LIGHT THAT PRODUCES NO
OFFSPRING. SINCE THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT PRECEDES THE
LIGHT OF THE LEFT, THE LIGHT OF THE RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED,
PRECEDES THE LIGHT OF THE LEFT CALLED 'THE FIRST LIGHT'.
But the First Light will produce offspring in the World to Come. And
if you say that this is true only for the World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, and no more, yet it produces offspring every single day,
MEANING EVEN FOR THE LEVELS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'DAY'. For if this light would not be IN ZEIR ANPIN, then the world,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, would not be able to exist, as it is written: "For
I have said, the world is built by love (Heb. chesed)" (Tehilim 89:3),
MEANING WITH THE FIRST LIGHT THAT IS CALLED 'CHESED'.
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76. "Light is sown" constantly
The young man from previous sections continues, telling how God, by the hand of his righteous gardener, sowed light in his Garden of Eden
(Malchut) in rows and rows. This act produced fruit that constantly nourishes the world. Even during the time of exile, after the river stopped coming
into the Garden of Eden and the gardener no longer entered there, still the Light constantly re-sows itself and produces fruits. Similarly, the Torah is
sown constantly in the world, producing offspring and fruit, nourishing the world. The young man adds that "reproofs of instruction" signifies God
places over a desired way of life one who smites, thus through suffering people are led to the right way. And once again we hear of the secret of
'keep' and 'remember', and how Malchut and Zeir Anpin need each other for perfection.
The Relevance of this Passage
What wonderful, sparkling images come before us when the sages speak of God's Gardener dropping seeds of Light into long, soft furrows in the
ground, and then of the Light sprouting and bringing forth fruit. Each of our souls is a garden where seeds of Light have been planted since the
dawn of creation. The Light of this passage tends the garden, nurturing the Light-seeds so that our souls now blossom like a blooming orchard of
fruit trees on a sun-drenched summer's day.
740. The Holy One, blessed be He, sowed this light in His Garden of
Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and formed it in rows, MEANING THAT
HE DIVIDED IT ACCORDING TO THE COLUMNS, by the hand of this
righteous, who is the gardener of the Garden, who took this light and
sowed it a true seed. And He formed it in rows in the Garden of
Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It sprouted and produced fruit, and from
there is the world nourished. This is what is meant by: "Light is
sown for the righteous" (Tehilim 97:11).

741. It is written: "And as a garden causes the things that are sown
in it to spring forth" (Yeshayah 61:11). HE QUESTIONS: What are
"the things that are sown in it?" HE ANSWERS: These are the things
that were sown by the First Light, which is sown constantly. Now it
bears and produces fruits, and now it is again sown as before,
before the world eats up this fruit that this plant produces, so we
find that it produces fruit incessantly. Therefore, the world is fed by
the supply of that Garden, which is called 'Righteous', NAMELY
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, that neither rests nor pauses forever.

742. Except during the time that the children of Yisrael are in exile. If
you ask: During the time of exile, it is said, "The waters fail from the
sea" (Iyov 14:11), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SEA' and
the river is parched, and dries up" (Ibid.) WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS
CALLED 'A RIVER' THAT EMERGES FROM EDEN. IF SO, how can it
produce offspring? HE ANSWERS: But it is written "is sown",
WHICH MEANS that constantly it is sown, EVEN DURING THE TIME
OF EXILE. From the day that that river stopped coming into the
Garden of Eden, WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'GARDENER',
that gardener no longer entered there. That light that is constantly
being sown produces fruits, because from it and by itself it is sown
as before, and it never ceases. THIS IS LIKE a garden that produces
offspring, and from its PREVIOUS planting it falls back to its place,
MEANING THAT DURING THE HARVESTING OF THE FIELD, SEEDS
FALL TO THE GROUND, and produce offspring by itself, as before. If
you remark that the offspring and the fruits are the same as when
that gardener was there, it is not so. Yet this sowing is never
interrupted.

743. Similarly, "And Torah is light" (Mishlei 6:23). The Torah was
given from the side of that First Light and so is it sown constantly in
the world, producing offspring and fruits. It never stops, and from its
fruit the world is nourished.
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744. "And reproofs of instruction are the way of life" (Mishlei 6:23).
There are two ways, one is the way of life and one is the opposite of
it. What is the sign of the way of life? It is "reproofs of instruction,"
for when the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to guard the way of
life, He places over it one who smites and makes reproofs of
instruction for the people of the world. Who is he? He is that of
which is written: "And the bright blade of a revolving sword to guard
the way to the Tree of Life" (Beresheet 3:24). Therefore, "reproofs of
instruction are the way of life," for one who receives reproof,
MEANING SUFFERINGS, is surely awakened to walk that way of life,
for there dwell reproofs of instruction.

745. The verse, "FOR THE COMMANDMENT IS A CANDLE...": Its
beginning is not like its end and its end is not like its beginning,
BECAUSE IT STARTS WITH THE LIGHT OF TORAH AND PRECEPTS
AND ENDS WITH REPROOFS OF INSTRUCTION. HE ANSWERS: All
that is in this verse pertains to the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT. "For the commandment is a candle" is the
secret of 'keep', WHICH IS MALCHUT, and "Torah is light" is the
secret of 'remember', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. "And reproofs of
instruction are the way of life": These are the decrees and
punishments in the Torah. It is all the secret of the Faith, NAMELY
FOR THE PERFECTION OF MALCHUT, and they need each other so
that the secret of it all is well established.

77. Light, Water, Firmament
The young man continues, discussing the Light from the right, namely Chesed, the aspect of Aaron the Priest, and Light from the left, which two
were only joined together and perfected when Elohim divided the Light from the darkness. We learn that by the Left Column the evil inclination
emerges. Next we read of how the five levels Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach and Hod were in Light, in water and in firmament, each of which was
therefore mentioned five times. By these three was the secret of Adam formed and made into engravings, which were Light from the Right Column,
water from the Left Column, and the firmament from the Central Column. This is similar to the form of man at birth: he is first seed, which is the
Light of all the limbs of the body; the Light spreads and becomes water, after which the form of the body spreads into these waters; as soon as the
form and shape of the body is formed and engraved, that expansion consolidates and is called 'firmament'. After it congeals, it is written: "And
Elohim called the firmament heaven." Next, we are told, after the body was purified and cleansed, the moisture that was drawn and left over from it
comprised the bad and troubled waters from which were formed the male and female of the Other Side. As soon as the inciter emerged, the curse
emerged into the world, and the Light of the moon was decreased. The youth then explains the emergence of the first Adam, Zeir Anpin in Atzilut,
who was formed without a female; the second Adam, the man of Briyah, was formed and engraved from the seed of the first Adam within the female,
Malchut of Atzilut. The 22 letters from Aleph to Zayin emerged from the first Light, and the body of the first Adam was formed and engraved in them.
The youth tells of the measure in the firmament and the joining of the letters of the first Light with the waters and the congealing of the two columns.
And then, we learn, this first Adam joined with the Nukva to beget a second Adam of Briya.
The Relevance of this Passage
Because the verses speak of the mighty gestation of Light, water and the firmament, and of the Three Columns, our personal attributes of judgment
(Left), compassion (Right), and self-restraint (Central) are strengthened and balanced in the appropriate measure. If we can possibly extend mercy to
our most undeserving of enemies, judgment cannot befall us. But how many of us, in truth, have the capability and willpower to offer mercy to our
most mean-spirited of foes?
The sacred words adorning this passage awaken such mercy within us. As we now offer forbearance and compassion to others, these qualities are
returned to us in equal measure. Additionally, we attain dominion over our Evil Inclination (Left Column) and connect ourselves to the embryonic
state of Creation, when all was pure and free of sin. This cleanses our soul and completes our life's purpose.
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746. In relation to the secret of that light that kindles and illuminates
this candle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it is written of Aaron: "When you
light the lamps" (Bemidbar 8:2). It comes from the side of that light,
about which is written: "'Let there be light', and there was
light" (Beresheet 1:3). HE QUESTIONS: Once it is written, "Let there
be light," why is it necessary to add, "And there was light?" It would
have been sufficient to say, "And it was so." HE ANSWERS: "Let
there be light" is the First Light which is right (Heb. yamin), NAMELY
CHESED THE ASPECT OF AARON THE PRIEST. This is "the end of
days (Heb. yamin)." "And there was light" is the left that emerges
from the right, because the left emerges from the secret of the right.
Therefore, "and there was light" refers to the left.

747. From here IS UNDERSTOOD that: "And it came to pass (Heb.
vayehi)" that is mentioned in the Torah is of the left side. Therefore,
'vayehi' is not a sign of blessing. What is the reason? It is because
by THE LEFT COLUMN emerges that darkness that darkened the
face of the world, WHICH IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH, THE EVIL
INCLINATION. This is how we come by it: when the secret of Esau
and his actions were revealed, it was done so by 'vayehi' as it is
written, "And (Heb. vayehi) Esau was a cunning hunter" (Beresheet
25:27). And by 'vayehi' it was fulfilled "a cunning hunter" who knew
how to entice hearts, to seduce people of the world, and not to go in
the straight path.

748. "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4).
This is the pillar that stands in the center, MEANING THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, that stands and is attached to this side and that side, FOR
IT MEDIATES AND UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT WITH EACH OTHER.
When perfection of these sides was affected, NAMELY THREE
COLUMNS, it IS WRITTEN "that it was good." This did not happen
with the other TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, THAT ARE
ALLUDED TO IN "LET THERE BE LIGHT" AND "AND THERE WAS
LIGHT," AND IT IS NOT SAID BY THEM. "AND IT WAS GOOD"
because there was no perfection until the third light OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN that completed all the sides. Once this third
came, the division of right and left was enunciated, as it is written:
"And Elohim divided the light from the darkness" (Ibid.), FOR THE
RIGHT IS THE SECRET OF LIGHT AND THE LEFT IS THE SECRET
OF DARKNESS. THE CENTRAL COLUMN MADE PEACE BETWEEN
THEM AND THEY WERE INCLUDED, THE ONE WITH THE OTHER,
FOR THROUGH THIS THEY WERE BOTH PERFECTED.
749. Because they were five levels that separated and were drawn
from this First Light, THAT ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
NETZACH AND HOD, 'light' is therefore mentioned IN THE FIRST
DAY five times. They were all from the right side, FOR ALL THE FIVE
SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH AND HOD, ARE
UNDER THE DOMINATION OF THE RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED. When
they were combined in the left side, they were combined in the
secret of waters that flow from the right, BECAUSE THE RIGHT
MELTS THE FROZENNESS OF THE LEFT AND TURNS IT INTO
FLOWING WATERS. Therefore, water was mentioned BY THE
SECOND DAY OF CREATION, WHICH IS LEFT, five times,
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH AND
HOD OF THE LEFT COLUMN. When RIGHT AND LEFT were perfected
in the secret of the Central COLUMN, CALLED 'FIRMAMENT',
"firmament" was mentioned five times, CORRESPONDING TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH AND HOD OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Therefore, these three, light, water, firmament, correspond
to these three levels, RIGHT, LEFT, AND CENTRAL, for in each one
of them are comprehended the five levels, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET NETZACH AND HOD. Therefore, they are all mentioned five
times each; NAMELY LIGHT, WATER, AND FIRMAMENT.
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750. Here lies the mystery of mysteries: By these three, light, water,
firmament , the secret of the form of man was formed and made into
engravings, which was light at first FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN, and
afterwards water FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. Afterwards, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN spread among them, which is the firmament,
which is the engraving of the imprint of the form of man.

751. AND IT IS SIMILAR to the engraving of the form of man when
born. At the birth of a person, he is first seed, which is light, for that
seed is the light of all the limbs of the body; therefore, it is light. That
light is called 'seed', as written: "Light is sown" (Tehilim 97:11),
namely that actual seed. Afterwards, that seed that is called 'light'
spreads and becomes water. By the moisture of the water, it
becomes further engraved and the form of the body expands into
these waters, growing to all sides. As soon as the form and shape of
the body is formed and engraved, that expansion consolidates and
is called 'firmament'. That is "a firmament in the midst of the
waters" (Beresheet 1:6) and, after it congeals, it is written: "And
Elohim called the firmament heaven" (Ibid. 8), because the moisture
of the body that was in the water has congealed.

752. As soon as the body is purified and has been cleansed, the
moisture that was drawn and left over from it is the refuse that is
made by melting. This is the bad and troubled waters, from which is
formed the refuse that incites the whole world, NAMELY THE OTHER
SIDE, AND male and female WERE FORMED. When the troubled
waters flow down and melt on the left side, THE MALE AND FEMALE
OF THE OTHER SIDE emerge to instigate the whole world. Fortunate
is he who is saved from them.

753. As soon as the inciter has emerged, it is written: "Let there be
lights (Heb. meorot)" (Beresheet 1:14) without Vav, WHICH IS AN
EXPRESSION OF DESTRUCTION AND CURSE (HEB. ME'EROT),
through which the sickness of croup is drawn to children. The light
of the moon was decreased. Afterwards, IT IS WRITTEN: "And let
them be for lights (Heb. me'orot with Vav)" (Ibid. 15), meaning
completely both together. How WERE THEY COMPLETED? By the
firmament of that heaven, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. When MALCHUT ascended and
was attached to the firmament of heaven, then "let them be for
lights" for both together were perfect luminaries, entirely
unblemished. BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE SUN AND RIGHT COLUMN, AND MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE MOON AND THE LEFT COLUMN, COMBINED AND
BECAME COMPLETED BY EACH OTHER THROUGH THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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754. That youth started to laugh and rejoiced. He said to them: That
which I said is that here was purified the secret of man through the
light that is seed. Then it becomes water, and from this water
expands the firmament, which is the form of man. As I commented,
this is correct when it is done in the belly of a women, because the
seed forms only in the belly of a female for the form of man to grow
in her. Here are these five levels, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF LIGHT, WATER, AND FIRMAMENT,
which are the image of man. According to this, in which place was
formed and expanded this form in the water?

755. If you say that it was formed in a female, which is the World to
Come, NAMELY BINAH, it is not so. Because proper form and image
are not formed until they emerged FROM BINAH and afterwards they
were formed and consolidated. The World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, is also the craftsman OF ALL THE CREATION AND IS THE
SECRET OF ELOHIM THAT IS MENTIONED THERE, as it is written:
"And Elohim said, 'Let there be light,' and there was light" AND
ALSO, "And Elohim said, 'Let there be a firmament.'" So BINAH is
the craftsman, THE ONE WHO FORMS, THAT MAKES THE SHAPE
OF LIGHT, WATER, AND FIRMAMENT, SO HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT
THE SHAPE AND FORM ARE MADE IN BINAH?
756. If you say that THE FIGURE OF MAN WAS FORMED in the lower
female, NAMELY MALCHUT, it is not so. MALCHUT was not yet in
existence BECAUSE AFTERWARDS, when this figure of man
emerged THAT IS IN LIGHT, WATER, FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, the woman emerged with him, so the figure of man was not
formed in her. If so, in which place was formed and engraved that
seed OF LIGHT, WATER, FIRMAMENT, to become an engraving of
the shape of man?

757. HE ANSWERS: This is a supernal secret. The first man,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
LIGHT, WATER, FIRMAMENT, was engraved and formed without a
woman. The second man, NAMELY THE MAN OF BRIYAH, from the
strength and seed of THE FIRST MAN was engraved and formed
within the woman, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT.
758. THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS HIS WORDS. The engraving of the form
and shape of the body of the first man, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, was not
in the woman, and was entirely without form, MEANING THAT HE
DID NOT FORM AND CONSOLIDATE WHILE STILL IN BINAH TO A
DEGREE THAT HE COULD BE CONSIDERED 'A FORM'. He was
formed and engraved below the World to Come, NAMELY BELOW
BINAH without Male and without Female. Only these letters, NAMELY
THE 22 LETTERS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE
COLUMNS were embodied and consolidated in measure, WHICH IS
CALLED 'FIRMAMENT', FOR IT WAS THE CAUSE OF THE
CONGEALMENT OF THE LETTERS. The secret of man was formed
and engraved in them. And the letters in straightforward order, in the
order they emerged from the First Light THAT WAS IN BINAH,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SEVEN LETTERS FROM ALEPH TO
ZAYIN WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, WERE
DRAWN TO THE MEASURE IN THE FIRMAMENT. And they
commenced to be engraved and formed. This light was sown IN THE
FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, in the measure. After THE
LIGHT, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, reached the measure, THE
LEFT COLUMN WAS DRAWN INTO IT. AND THERE THE LIGHT
REVERTED to water in the waters. AFTERWARDS, the firmament
expanded, WHICH IS THE ACTUAL CENTRAL COLUMN, BY
STRENGTH OF THE TWO COLUMNS THAT ILLUMINATED AND
WERE INCLUDED IN IT, properly into the form of man, MEANING
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THAT IT BECAME EMBODIED AND CONGEALED AS MUCH AS
NECESSARY. FOR THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT WERE
CONSOLIDATED.
759. After the Nukva was adorned, MEANING THAT SHE WAS
CONSTRUCTED BY ABA AND IMA, and ZEIR ANPIN AND NUKVA
were again face to face, this form of man, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
came with the longing to Nukva. There IN NUKVA became engraved
and formed THE SECOND MAN OF BRIYAH according to his form.
About him, it is written: "And he begot a son in his own likeness,
after his image..." (Beresheet 5:3), BECAUSE THE FIRST MAN
BELOW CORRESPONDS TO ZEIR ANPIN AND THE SECOND MAN,
NAMELY HIS SON, SETH, CORRESPONDS TO THE SECOND MAN
OF ABOVE. This one became formed in a female, NAMELY THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN, unlike that first one, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
because that first one became formed by himself by the gauge that
is in the measure.

78. Cain, Abel, Seth, Enosh, Mahalalel
The young man tells us of the first generations, of how the letters formed and combined to make Cain and Abel and Seth and Enosh and Mahalalel.
And the sin that was in them because of the serpent began to be straightened out in Mahalalel, yet it was not improved until the children of Yisrael
stood on Mt. Sinai and received the Torah. Only then were candle and Light repaired together. The world, however, was still in pain and sadness
until Noah came. Next, the young man says that he comes from Babylon and is the son of Rabbi Safra. He was banished to their land and was afraid
to speak of Torah because everyone there was so knowledgeable in it. Rabbi Yosi wept, and they all rise to kiss the young man's head. The young
man also explains that he has not joined yet with his wife, although it would have been lawful, because he did not yet know the prayer after the meal.
The Relevance of this Passage
The drama of mortal existence began with temptation, disobedience, expulsion, jealousy, and murder, the same ills that still beset us today.
Connecting with this passage corrects the sins of the recent and distant past. As the goodness and wisdom of the young husband were hidden, the
goodness and wisdom of our souls have been concealed through the ages. These ancient texts awaken the righteousness within us so the Light
that shone on Mount Sinai reappears, and the knowledge of the Torah's deep mysteries immediately circulates throughout our world, ushering in the
age of the Messiah, immortality and boundless joy.
760. Pertaining to below, WHAT IS WRITTEN: "And Adam knew Eve,
his wife; and she conceived, and bore Cain" (Beresheet 4:1). The Kuf
(of Cain), WHOSE LEG WAS CLOTHED WITH THE KLIPOT IN THE
SECRET OF THE PASSAGE: "HER FEET GO DOWN TO
DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5) started to bear IN THE BELLY OF EVE with
the strength and support of Adam after it had already received filth
from this Kuf. FIRST, THE SERPENT CAME, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF KUF, UPON EVE AND INSERTED FILTH INTO HER AND THEN
ADAM CAME UPON HER. Therefore, it is not written: 'And he begot,'
but rather "And ADAM knew...And she conceived, and bore" and the
refuse emerged of the female, EVE.
761. "And she again bore his brother Abel" (Beresheet 4:2). It is not
written: 'And he begot,' even though he was on the male side,
NAMELY THE RIGHT SIDE, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, because the
prosecutor weakened and his strength was broken, because from
the letter Kuf OF CAIN, the letters started begeting.

762. After the refuse IN CAIN was sorted, the letters started to bear
from the secret of the letters Shin-Tav, WHICH ARE the perfection of
Male and Female in mutual agreement. BECAUSE SHIN IS THE
THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS MALE AND THE TAV IS
FEMALE, NAMELY MALCHUT, it is written: "And he begot in his
likeness, after his image, and called his name Seth (ShinTav)" (Beresheet 5:3). It is not written that 'she called' AS EARLIER
TO SHOW that he called and not she. He called his name Seth and
that which is written earlier, "SHE CALLED" IS BECAUSE THE NAME
SETH is the perfection of Male and Female mutually, for they were in
mutual agreement.
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763. The letters rolled some more and again bore Aleph of Adam.
What are these letters that are where his name ends? Nun, THAT IS
AFTER MEM OF ADAM, and the Vav, THAT IS AFTER DALET OF
ADAM, but not Hei, WHICH IS AFTER DALET, because this HEI
conceived with Abel. THUS THE LETTERS ALEPH-NUN-Vav
emerged, ending with the beginning of the name Seth, WHICH IS
Shin. And he was called 'Enosh' (Aleph-Nun-Vav-Shin).

764. HE QUESTIONS: What is the difference between this name and
the name Adam? HE ANSWERS: Enosh had not his own strength,
but was rather the perfection of the earlier ones, ADAM AND SETH,
as it is written: "What is man (Heb. Enosh), that You are mindful of
him?" (Tehilim 8:5) and: "What is man (Heb. Enosh), that You should
magnify him...and that You should remember him every morning,
and try him every moment?" (Iyov 7:17-18). About this, it is written:
"But it pleased Hashem to crush him by disease" (Yeshayah 53:10),
because the breaking of the body and the strength of the soul is
what Seth bequeathed to his son Enosh. This was an inheritance
that he should have received FOR HIMSELF, but he bequeathed it
also to his son, NAMELY MAHALALEL.
765. The letters rolled further in order to straighten out the deviation,
THAT BECAME DEVIATED BY THE SIN OF ADAM, AND CAIN, AND
ABEL, and they then begot Keinan, because Keinan is the perfection
for Cain, FOR KEINAN IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS OF CAIN.
He was perfected instead of him and the letters reverted to
improving the world from the deviation. Mahalalel, THE SON OF
KEINAN, the Mem OF MAHALALEL is the last of the letters of Adam.
Hei and Lamed are the perfection of the letters of Abel (Hei-BetLamed). Since Abel was not a sinner like Cain, the letters of his
name were not changed, IN MAHALALEL, except for one LETTER
ALONE, for in place of the Bet OF ABEL, there was an Aleph IN
MAHALALEL in order to be perfected even further.
766. Until now the world was improved and the deviation that started
with Enosh was repaired. Only the sin of Adam that was not
improved until the children of Yisrael stood on Mount Sinai, but the
deviation on Cain and Abel was repaired and improved. Yet the
world was in pain and sadness until Noah came, as it is written:
"This one shall comfort us for our work and the toil of our hands,
because of the ground which Hashem has cursed" (Beresheet 5:29).
The sin of Adam was not improved until the children of Yisrael stood
on Mount Sinai and received the Torah and, when they received the
Torah, candle and light, WHICH ARE MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN AS
MENTIONED EARLIER, were then repaired together.
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767. And now, Sirs, I am from Babylon and I am the son of Rabbi
Safra, but I did not merit to know my father, and I have been
banished here. I feared because the inhabitants of this land are like
lions in Torah, and I took upon myself not to say words of Torah
before any man for two months. Today have these two months
elapsed. Blessed is my portion that I met you here. Rabbi Yosi raised
his voice and wept, and they all rose and kissed him on his head.
Rabbi Yosi said: Blessed is my portion that I merited this way to hear
the words of Atik Yomin from your mouth, which I did not merit until
now.

768. They all sat down and he said to them: Sirs, when I saw the pain
of my father-in-law and his daughter, who were pressed and were
pained because I did not know the blessing after the meal, I said to
them: Until I know the blessing after the meal I will not join with my
wife, as is the way of all the people. Even though I could live with her
conjugally without sin, I did not want to deceive them, because I
could say nothing for two months. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya and
his father-in-law and daughter rejoiced, and wept for excessive joy.
Rabbi Yosi said: I beg of you, since you started, illuminate for us the
day. Blessed is our portion on this way.

79. Secrets of the blessing after the meal
The youth again opens the discussion and announces that one verse says, "And you shall eat before The Creator your Elohim" and another verse
says, "And rejoice before The Creator your Elohim." These verses, we then learn, were fulfilled when the children of Yisrael dwelt in the Holy Land
and appeared before God in the Temple. A person must give to the poor, we are told, even as God gives him food, and he should not be a glutton
because gluttony is from the Other Side. During the meal, he should be occupied solely with Torah. Next, the young man speaks of the Cup of
Blessing: a person should bless with it only with joy, in the presence of three people who have eaten together. We further read that we must aim the
desire above, to God, when we say, 'And by whose goodness we live,' because the world is built by that goodness, as it is written: "For I have said,
the world is built by Chesed" and is nourished by it.
When we read "Who sustains the entire world with His goodness, with grace, with kindness (Chesed), and with Mercy" and, "Who gives bread to all
flesh, for His steadfast love (Chesed) endures forever," it means that He provides food for the righteous and the wicked: this is called the Blessing
of the Right, because Gvurah and Judgment are not included in the Blessing after the meal. Therefore, we are told, the left hand should not assist
the right to hold the cup. The second blessing is the blessing of the Land. The spread of goodness is thankfulness. The young man then tells us of
the right and left of Netzach and Hod, and how Hod is the result of the spread of Love; in this instance both Netzach and Hod come from the right.
There is no left in the Blessing after a meal because the Other Side has no part in the food of Yisrael. After the Land of the Living is blessed and
receives food, we ask for Mercy for everyone. On Shabbat when there is no Judgment, we say, 'May it please you to strengthen us.' We say who is
good and does good, and the one who recites the Blessing after a meal receives the blessings before everyone else, and has a long life. Thus the
right performs salvation from the inciter. When the young man finishes speaking, Rabbi Yosi declares a feast and the rabbis gather everyone
together for rejoicing, finally calling the young man's wife 'a Bride'.
The Relevance of this Passage
On one level, "eat before the Creator your Elohim" pertains to the sparks of Light contained in the foods we eat. Blessing our food ensures that we
receive both spiritual and physical nourishment, so that even the act of eating becomes a sacred tool for spiritual transformation. Hence, we are
now connected to the Temple and to the Torah, which help us elevate holy sparks in the foods we consume.
We are inspired to give a portion of our sustenance to the needy, and our gluttonous cravings are subjugated. All the blessings and goodness
derived from the eating of God's food, especially during the Sabbath, are summoned forth so that we may feast upon the Light, share it with others,
and enjoy long, sumptuous sips from the Cup of Blessing.
The cumulative Light aroused from all the blessings and Torah study of the righteous throughout history, during and after their meals, ignites in this
spectacular moment of meditation. All judgments are therefore annulled. Mercy envelops mankind. Poverty is at last purged from the landscape of
civilization. And the angel Satan is deprived of his meals, starved until he withers away, becoming nothing more than a long forgotten relic of the
past.
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769. That youth opened the discussion with the blessing after the
meal and said: One verse says, "And you shall eat before Hashem
your Elohim" (Devarim 4:23) and another verse says, "And rejoice
before Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 27:7). These verses were
fulfilled when the children of Yisrael dwelt in the Holy Land and
appeared before the Holy One, blessed be He, in the Temple. How
are they fulfilled today? Who can eat before Hashem and who can
rejoice before Hashem?

770. HE ANSWERS: Certainly it is so. At the beginning, when a
person sits down at his table to eat, he makes the blessing for bread,
"Hamotzi." What is the reason we say, "who brings (Heb. hamotzi)
forth bread" and not 'he who brings (Heb. hamotzi) forth bread,'
WITHOUT THE DEFINITE ARTICLE HEI? It is written: "He creates (lit.
'creator') the heavens" (Yeshayah 42:5), but not written: 'He who
creates (lit. 'the creator').' "He has made (lit. 'maker') the
earth" (Yirmeyah 10:12) and is not written 'He who has made (the
maker) the earth.' What is the reason that here we say Hamotzi (Lit.
'the bringer')?
771. HE ANSWERS: The Hei is hidden from all the things that come
from the upper concealed world, WHICH IS BINAH, AS THERE IS NO
DEFINITE ARTICLE (HEI) THERE. THIS SHOWS THAT IT COMES
FROM THE HIDDEN AND CONCEALED WORLD. All the things that
are from the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT that is more revealed,
are written with a Hei, as it is written: "That (Hei) brings out their
host by number" (Yeshayah 40:26). "That (Hei) calls for the waters of
the sea" (Amos 5:8). They are all from the secret of the Lower World.
If a Name is written, it is also with a Hei, such as "the great El" for
example. And here where He is revealed WITH A HEI, IT IS BECAUSE
it is from the secret of the lower world, because when a person is
blessing, the Shechinah comes before him.

772. "And you shall eat before Hashem your Elohim" is included
here, in speaking words of Torah. So it should be, because the Holy
One, blessed be He, is standing before him, as it is written: "This is
the table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22) and, "And you
shall eat there before Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:26).

773. Because the person is standing before his Master, he must also
favor the poor, to give them just as THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, gives him to eat. HE SHOULD BE like one who is eating before
the Holy King, and he should not be a glutton at his table, because
gluttony is from the Other Side. This is the secret of: "Give me to
swallow, I pray you" (Beresheet 25:30), which is by way of gluttony,
which is a requirement of the Other Side, as it is written: "But the
belly of the wicked shall feel want" (Mishlei 13:25). Therefore, it is
written: "And you shall eat before Hashem your Elohim" and not
before the Other Side. One should not be occupied with frivolous
things and the preparations for the meal, but should be occupied
with words of Torah, for one gives strength to his Master when
words of Torah are spoken at the table.
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774. "And rejoice before Hashem your Elohim." This refers to the
Cup of Blessing. When a person blesses with the Cup of Blessing,
he should rejoice and express joy and no sadness at all. As soon as
the person has taken the Cup of Blessing, the Holy One, blessed be
He, stands over him, and he should cover his head joyfully and bless
over the cup in the presence of three people WHO ATE TOGETHER,
'Let us bless Him, of His bounty we have eaten.'

775. 'And by whose goodness we live': Here we must AIM the desire
up to the most ancient of all. Therefore, it is in a concealed way, as it
says, 'BY WHOSE GOODNESS' AND DOES NOT SAY, 'BY YOUR
GOODNESS.' HE SAYS, 'By whose goodness' and not 'goodness,'
because 'by whose goodness' is the supernal Right, WHICH IS THE
SFIRAH CHESED and 'from whose goodness' is a different level
below that comes from the right side. It is a level that is lower than it,
NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF YESOD. THEREFORE, he must say, 'By
whose goodness,' because the world is built by that goodness,
WHICH IS CHESED. AS IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR I HAVE SAID, THE
WORLD IS BUILT BY CHESED" (TEHILIM 89:3) and is nourished by it.
776. HE QUESTIONS: Why is it called 'goodness' and why 'Chesed',
WHICH ARE TWO NAMES? HE ANSWERS: 'Goodness' is when THE
SFIRAH contains everything within itself and THE LIGHT does not
spread to descend downward. Chesed is when THE LIGHT descends
below and does good for all the creations, the righteous and the
wicked without hesitation, BECAUSE IT DOES NOT CONTAIN
JUDGMENTS. Even though both of them, GOODNESS AND CHESED,
are one level as written: "Surely goodness and kindness (Heb.
chesed) shall follow me" (Tehilim 23:6). AND WE CAN ASK, If IT
SAYS 'goodness,' WHY DOES IT SAY 'kindness,' and if IT SAYS
'kindness,' why DOES IT SAY 'goodness'? It would be sufficient to
say one OF THEM. But, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, 'goodness' means
that it retains everything within itself and does not SPREAD down.
Chesed descends and spreads down and nourishes everything, the
righteous and wicked alike.
777. Here it says: "And by whose goodness we live," WHICH IS
POSSIBLE TO EXPLAIN THAT THE FLOW DOES NOT DESCEND TO
THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE WICKED. Therefore, it says again, 'Who
sustains the entire world with His goodness, with grace, with
kindness (Heb. chesed), and with Mercy.' This is the meaning of:
"Who gives bread to all flesh, for His steadfast love (Heb. chesed)
endures forever" (Tehilim 136:25). Therefore, IT SAYS: 'He provides
food for all,' namely for the righteous and the wicked, for everyone.
This is called 'the Blessing of the Right', WHICH IS CHESED. The
Left, WHICH IS GVURAH AND JUDGMENT, is not included in the
Blessing after a meal. Therefore, the left HAND should not assist the
right HAND TO HOLD THE CUP.
778. After he is reciting the Blessing after a Meal, we have to attach
the Land of the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the right, so it is
nourished from there to sustain and give nourishment to all.
Therefore, the second BLESSING is the Blessing of the Land. We
should to mention in it covenant and Torah, NAMELY 'for Your
covenant which You have sealed in our flesh; for Your Torah which
You have taught us' to show that the covenant and the Torah are
nourished from this goodness, which is the perfection of this
goodness.
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779. From here, we learn that women are exempt from the Blessing
after a meal in order to fulfill their obligation, because there is no
Torah and covenant in them. One should conclude: 'For the land and
for the sustenance,' as their joining together is with Chesed. 'For the
land' refers to the Land of the living, MALCHUT, 'and for the
sustenance' refers to Chesed. They are combined together in one
union.

780. The spread of goodness is thankfulness (Heb. hoda'ah) that is
called 'Chesed', FOR WHEN THE GOODNESS SPREADS DOWN WE
THANK HIM FOR THIS. Therefore, it says: We offer thanks to You for
this and for these miracles and signs that have been done for us
from the side of goodness. If you ask: Yet it is written, "At Your right
hand are pleasures for ever more (Heb. netzach)" (Tehilim 16:11), we
see that NETZACH is on the right AND NOT HOD. HE ANSWERS:
Each one points out the place it emerged from, FOR NETZACH (ENG.
'VICTORY') IS THE RESULT OF WARS, AND WARS ARE LEFT, AND
HOD IS THE RESULT OF THE EXPANSION OF CHESED, WHICH IS
RIGHT.
781. If you say that: Netzach is right, as it is written, 'pleasures',
NAMELY "AT YOUR RIGHT HAND ARE PLEASURES FOR EVER
MORE" and, "The sweet singer of Yisrael" (II Shmuel 23:1) AND
'SINGER' is left. SO WE SEE THAT NETZACH IS LEFT. HE
ANSWERS: All the left is included in the secret of the right, FOR
NETZACH IS RIGHT AND PLEASURES WHICH ARE LEFT ARE
INCLUDED IN IT. As for thankfulness, one is thankful for THE
GOODNESS THAT IS IN the right to show that HOD emerges from
there, FOR IT IS THE RESULT OF THE EXPANSION OF GOODNESS
FROM THE RIGHT. This is the expansion of the goodness that
expanded in the Land of the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
782. What is the reason there is no left here, IN THE BLESSING
AFTER A MEAL, BUT THE RIGHT ALONE. It is because the Other
Side has no part in the food of Yisrael. If the left would be aroused,
then the Other Side would be aroused with it, AS IT IS DRAWN FROM
THE LEFT. It has already sold itsbirthright and portion to Jacob the
patriarch. Therefore, we give the prosecutor his portion with the filth
of the 'last waters.' And if there was no filth ON THE HANDS THAT
WERE WASHED, then his portion is in the food that his hand
touched, BECAUSE THEY HAVE SOME RESIDUE OF FOOD ON
THEM.

783. Therefore, it, THE OTHER SIDE, has no part with us, SINCE ITS
PART IS IN THE LEFT THAT CONTAINS NO RIGHT. IT HAS NO PART
IN THE FOOD, WHICH IS CHESED, AS EXPLAINED IN THE
ADJACENT ESSAY. Since it has no part with us, as it has already
taken its part IN THE LEFT, we should not arouse the Left at all, in
order not to arouse the inciter TO NURTURE FROM HIS FOOD. AND
THEN he will receive two portions like a first-born, one below, and
one above. His portion is below, and he has nothing above. Yisrael
took above and Esau took below. Therefore, the Left should not
approach at all in the Blessing after a Meal.
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784. After the Land of the living is blessed from the right side and
receives food, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, we ask for Mercy for
everyone, AND SAY: 'Have Mercy, Hashem our Elohim, upon Yisrael
Your people and upon Jerusalem Your city' etc. From that food and
sustenance that is in the Land of the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
shall we ourselves receive from them, NAMELY YISRAEL YOUR
PEOPLE, and the Temple will be rebuilt below through His Mercy,
NAMELY 'AND UPON JERUSALEM YOUR CITY...'

785. On Shabbat, when there is no Judgment, in order for Netzach
and Hod to be included with Chassadim, AS WAS SAID ABOVE
THAT NETZACH IS THE RIGHT INCLUDED IN THE LEFT, AND IS A
RESULT OF JUDGMENT, NAMELY WARS. HOD IS A RESULT OF
THE EXPANSION OF CHASSADIM DOWN. THUS THEY ARE NOT
ACTUALLY CHASSADIM BUT CONTAIN CHASSADIM. BUT ON
SHABBAT WHEN THERE IS NO JUDGMENT we say, 'May it please
You to strengthen us,' FOR 'PLEASE' IS NETZACH AND
'STRENGTHEN' IS HOD, because they are both NETZACH AND HOD,
"The sure loving promises CHASSADIM of David" (Yeshayah 55:3),
NAMELY ACTUAL CHASSADIM. Therefore, 'let there be no distress,
sadness...' for then 'May it please you (Heb. retzeh)' and 'we
thankfully acknowledge, (Heb. mochin)' NAMELY NETZACH AND
HOD, the Chassadim of David, exist WITHOUT ANY MIXTURES OF
JUDGMENT AT ALL. 'Bestow peace', that we say in the Amidah
Prayer, in the blessing of 'He who makes peace in His heavens, may
He make peace for us' IS YESOD THAT PROVIDES THE CHASSADIM
OF DAVID MENTIONED EARLIER TO DAVID, WHO IS MALCHUT.
786. AFTERWARDS WE SAY 'who is good and does good',
BECAUSE everything comes from the right side and nothing from
the left side. The one who recites the Blessing after a Meal receives
the blessings before all of them, NAMELY BEFORE THOSE WHO
ANSWER AFTER HIM, and is blessed in the Blessing after a Meal.
Therefore, he has a long life. It is written about the one who takes the
Cup of Blessing and blesses over it: "I will raise the cup of
salvations" (Tehilim 116:13). What are the salvations? This refers to
the right that saves from all the inciters in the world, as it is written:
"His right hand...gained Him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1) and, "Save
with Your right hand, and answer me" (Tehilim 60:7).

787. In the meantime, the day dawned and they all rose and kissed
him. Rabbi Yosi said: Today is certainly a feast day, and we will not
leave here until a feast is prepared for all the people of the city. This
is a feast that the Holy One, blessed be He, favors. They took his
wife, blessed her with numerous blessings and required that her
father designate another house for the joyous event. They gathered
all the people of the city for that joyous event and called HIS WIFE a
bride. They rejoiced with them all that night, and he rejoiced with
them with words of Torah.

80. The seven blessings of the bride
The young husband tells us here of the marriage canopy for the Bride, and the marriage canopy for the Other Bride, the Shechinah. He speaks about
the Seven Blessings that elevate the Bride of below and the Bride of Above. Ten kinds of joy are combined: joy, happiness, groom, bride, gladness,
jubilation, cheer, love and delight, peace and friendship, so the Bride is the perfection of everything. The rabbis place the youth at their head, and
with great happiness they tell Rabbi Shimon everything about him. Rabbi Shimon relates how he blessed the young man's father, Rabbi Safra, that
he would have a son who would excel at Torah, but the father died before he could see it.
The Relevance of this Passage
The union of soul mates, of male and female, of the upper and lower worlds, is the ultimate objective of our existence. Thus, if we are single (a half
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of one soul), the blessings arising from this text direct us to our true soul mate (the other half of our soul). If we are married, our relationship is
divinely enriched, placing our marriage upon a foundation of spirituality. All of this Light, at last, causes the upper and lower worlds to join together
in spiritual wedlock, their ultimate and eternal unification bringing joy, happiness, and jubilation to all mankind.
788. The YOUTH, MEANING THE HUSBAND, opened the discussion
saying: "And you shall make boards for the Tabernacle of acacia
wood standing up" (Shemot 26:15). It says here "standing up" and
elsewhere "Seraphim stood above" (Yeshayah 6:2). Just as there are
Seraphim there, so also THE BOARDS here ARE THE SECRET OF
Seraphim. These SERAPHIM THAT ARE CALLED 'boards' stand as
implements of the Bride, WHO IS THE SHECHINAH, around the
Chupah (Eng. 'marriage canopy'), WHICH IS THE COVER THAT IS
ABOVE THE BOARDS, so that the Supernal Spirit shall dwell upon
that canopy, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Ii is the same way with the bride
below, as it is necessary to prepare a canopy as a cover in beautiful
ornaments in honor of the other Bride, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH,
that comes to dwell there in joy upon the lower bride.

789. In honor of the supernal Bride, we should to make a beautiful
canopy with beautiful decorations to invite the supernal Bride, WHO
IS THE SHECHINAH, to this canopy. Just as in every covenant of
circumcision below, we should to decorate a beautiful second chair
for he who is zealous for the sign of the covenant who comes there,
NAMELY ELIYAHU, similarly here, we should to have beautiful
decorations to cover the canopy, in honor of a Bride, THAT IS THE
SHECHINAH.

790. This one, THE BRIDE BELOW, is similar to that one, THE BRIDE
ABOVE, and the one OF BELOW is elevated with Seven Blessings,
while the other OF ABOVE is elevated with Seven Blessings.
Therefore, it is prohibited to cohabit with her until she has been
included with these Seven Blessings, as is with the one of above.

791. The Bride, WHO IS THE SHECHINAH, inherits these Seven
Blessings from the Supernal Spirit, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, the place
from where all the blessings are drawn. HE QUESTIONS: There are
six blessings, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, that the Bride is blessed with, yet
you say there are seven. HE ANSWERS: The seventh one
establishes them all, FOR THE SEVENTH BLESSING
CORRESPONDS TO BINAH.
792. HE QUESTIONS: Why are most blessings recited over wine? HE
ANSWERS: WINE is the aspect that causes everyone to rejoice, the
wine that is always kept in its grapes. Therefore, the first blessing of
those seven BLESSINGS is the secret of wine, NAMELY 'WHO
CREATES THE FRUIT OF THE VINE (HEB. BORE PRI HAGEFEN),'
because wine produces fruits both above IN BINAH and below IN
MALCHUT. The vine, WHICH IS MALCHUT, receives everything and
brings forth fruits to the world, FOR AFTER RECEIVING THE
ASPECT OF WINE, MALCHUT IS NAMED LOWER CHOCHMAH. AND
BEFORE SHE RECEIVES CHOCHMAH, SHE IS NOT ABLE TO GIVE
BIRTH. The arousing of joy, MEANING THE BEGINNING OF THE
UNION OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, is the left, as it is written:
"His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6) and afterwards,
"And His right hand embraces me" (Ibid.) That Tree of Life, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, produces fruits and plants with this arousal OF THE
LEFT, BECAUSE BEFORE IT RECEIVES CHOCHMAH FROM THE
LEFT OF BINAH, IT CANNOT BEGET. Therefore, it is the first
blessing of them all.
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793. The second blessing is: 'That He has created everything (all) for
His honor'. This is the secret of the Holy Covenant, NAMELY YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'ALL'. This is the joy of the union
that receives all the blessings from the secret of the right, THAT IS
CHESED, to produce fruits by that vine, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED 'HIS HONOR'. That fruit first descends from above, FROM
BINAH, through the limbs, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
and is drawn to the Holy Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, to be drawn to
that vine, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is from the right side, WHICH IS
CHESED, because fruits are to be found only on the right. The left
arouses THE BEARING OF THE FRUITS and the right produces THE
FRUITS. FRUITS REFER TO THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS.
794. Afterwards, the left is included in the right and the right in the
left in order to become the secret of man, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, TIFERET. Therefore, the third BLESSING is 'the Creator of
Man'. Jacob, who is the Central pillar, was the image of Adam (man),
FOR THE IMAGE OF ADAM POINTS TOWARD THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, AS RIGHT AND LEFT ARE COMBINED IN HIM.

795. The fourth BLESSING, NAMELY 'WHO CREATED,' is one pillar
of the right thigh, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF NETZACH. The fifth
blessing is: 'May the barren one (Heb. akarah) rejoice', NAMELY the
mistress (Heb. akarah) of the house, MALCHUT, and be happy at the
ingathering of her children from the four winds of the world. This is
the secret of the other thigh, WHICH IS NETZACH, that joined in the
left thigh, WHICH IS HOD, to go to all sides, gather the children and
bring them between the knees, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD.

796. And in these two, NETZACH AND HOD between whom the
prophets dwell, AND RECEIVE THEIR PROPHECY FROM THEM,
abides the joy of the Mistress of the House, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
What is the reason? It is because two willow branches (Heb. aravot),
WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, do not produce verdure and fruits
and the ingathering of the children to them is their fruits and
verdure, WHICH THEY BRING TO THE MISTRESS OF THE HOUSE
THAT IS MALCHUT. The ingathering of the children is aroused only
by prophets, WHO ARE NETZACH AND HOD. THEREFORE, THIS
BLESSING: 'MAY THE BARREN ONE REJOICE AND BE HAPPY AT
THE INGATHERING OF HER CHILDREN', IS IN HOD.
797. The sixth blessing is: 'Grant abundant joy to the loving friends'.
It is the place where there are favor, joy, and delight, NAMELY the
pillar of the entire world that is called 'Righteous', WHICH IS YESOD.
And righteous and righteousness, WHICH ARE YESOD AND
MALCHUT, are friends and beloved, as they do not turn away one
from the other. BECAUSE THIS BLESSING ALSO INCLUDES
MALCHUT, IT SAYS 'LOVING FRIENDS.' Until here are the six
blessings by which the bride is blessed.

798. The seventh BLESSING establishes them all, and all are blessed
from that seventh one, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS THE SOURCE OF
ALL MOCHIN. Certainly it is the combination of the ten sayings,
NAMELY THE TEN SFIROT, for it comprehends that which is above
and below, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT AND SEVEN LOWER
ONES WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT. Therefore, ten kinds of joy are
combined in it: 'joy; happiness; groom; bride; gladness; jubilation;
cheer; love and delight; peace and friendship', so that the Bride shall
be perfected in everything.
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799. Blessed are the children of Yisrael, for they merit below as
above. About them, it is written: "And what one nation in the earth is
like your people, like Yisrael" (II Shmuel 7:23). They all rejoiced that
entire day with words of Torah, and all the inhabitants of that city
placed him, THE YOUTH, as their head. On the next day, Rabbi Yosi
and Rabbi Chiya arose and blessed them and went on their way.

800. When they arrived before Rabbi Shimon, he raised his eyes and
saw them. He said to them: I viewed you today and I saw that you
were two days and one night in the Tabernacle of the youth
Metatron, and that youth taught you supernal secrets with the joy of
Torah. Blessed is your portion, my sons.

801. They related before him all the words and told him the whole
story. He said to them: Blessed are you and blessed is my portion,
for I remember that one day his father, Rabbi Safra, was traveling
with me on the road. When he separated from me, I blessed him that
he should have a son who will be a lion in Torah, but I did not bless
him so that he should merit to see him thus. THEREFORE, HE DIED
AND DID NOT KNOW HIM. Blessed is your portion, my sons. About
you, it is written: "And all your children shall be taught of
Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13).

81. "And all your children shall be taught of Hashem"
Rabbi Shimon explains here that when children are studying Torah, the Shechinah gives them strength and courage, and the Holy One assists them:
this is the meaning of, "And all your children shall be taught of The Creator." But another meaning emerges as Rabbi Shimon and Rabbi Chiya
encounter a child who answers them with a prophecy. The child says that prophecy stems from the aspects of Netzach and Hod, but only for the
children of Yisrael, not for other people.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of the Shechinah shining here imbues the children of our world with courage and strength and a love of spirituality. And because all of us
are children of our parents and children of the Light, we, too, are strengthened so that we have the boldness to reject the temptations of material
existence and the wisdom to walk in the way of the Creator. The innocence of childhood blossoms in our souls. And the prophecy associated with
children that causes gems of wisdom to come out from the mouths of babes, emerges in our consciousness.
802. Another explanation of: "And all your children shall be taught of
Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13). FOR IT CAN BE ASKED: Are all the
children of Yisrael taught Torah by the Holy One, blessed be He? HE
SAYS: Yes, because when these children are studying Torah, the
Shechinah comes and gives them strength and courage to study
Torah. If not for the assistance of the Holy One, blessed be He, the
children could not tolerate it.

803. Rabbi Shimon was at the gate of Lod one day, with Rabbi Chiya.
A child came to him. Rabbi Shimon said: Surely the Holy One,
blessed be He, will arouse in the world in a few days a great
revolution, MEANING GREAT WARS, among the kings of the world,
one with another. It is definite that while they are oppressing each
other, the children of Yisrael will be peaceful.
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804. That boy said: Behold, this awakening has started today, for
much blood has been spilled today in the world. Rabbi Chiya said to
him: How does this boy know this? Rabbi Shimon said: Sometimes
prophecy comes by the mouths of children, and they prophesy more
then a prophet.

805. The boy said: Is it any wonder that children prophecy? There is
a whole verse to support this. How do we know this? From the
verse: "And all your children shall be taught of Hashem." Assuredly,
they are "taught of Hashem," MEANING IN THE ASPECTS OF
NETZACH AND HOD KNOWN AS "TAUGHT OF HASHEM," as
prophecy stems from there. This is not so with the whole world but
for the children of Yisrael alone, as it is written: "And all your
children shall be taught of Hashem." Therefore, prophecy comes
from them. Rabbi Shimon came and kissed him. He said: I have
never heard this except just now.

82. "And you shall make boards"
Rabbi Shimon here says that the boards in "And you shall make boards for the Tabernacle of acacia wood standing up" are like the Seraphim
standing each with their six wings. All the hosts of heaven stand, and all the supernal angels are occasionally called 'Seraphim'.
The Relevance of this Passage
The tabernacle was the Vessel necessary for the Light to express itself on this planet. Here Rabbi Shimon reveals supernal secrets behind the
construction of the tabernacle. His purpose in doing so is to construct a personal tabernacle, an internal vessel, for the reader through his holy
words so that God's Light can rest upon us. Moreover, this action connects our planet to the original Tabernacle, allowing God's Light to inhabit the
entire world, causing the demise of death, suffering, pain, and torment. Expect nothing less when such a magnificent instrument is wielded in the
hands of so noble a sage.
806. This was the commandment of the Holy One, blessed be He, to
Moses: "And you shall make boards for the Tabernacle of acacia
wood standing up" (Shemot 26:15). It is written: "Seraphim stood
above Him, each one had six wings..." (Yeshayah 6:2). For the
construction of the Tabernacle with these boards resembled these
Seraphim. The ones were standing and the others were standing.

807. If you say that all the hosts of heaven stand, as it is written:
"Then I will give you access among these who stand by" (Zecharyah
3:7) and "all the host of heaven standing by Him..." (I Melachim
22:19). Do all the supernal camps have no joints, NAMELY KNEES
TO KNEEL AND SIT, so they all stand? HE ANSWERS: Surely they all
stand. They are sometimes called 'Seraphim' and sometimes with a
different name, but these IN THE VERSE "SERAPHIM STOOD ABOVE
HIM" always bear the same name, SERAPHIM. AND THE
COMPARISON OF THE BOARDS OF THE TABERNACLE TO
SERAPHIM IS TRUE WITH ALL THE SUPERNAL ANGELS, BECAUSE
THEY ARE ALL REFERRED TO AS SERAPHIM OCCASIONALLY BUT
THEY ARE NOT EXACTLY LIKE THE SERAPHIM IN THE VERSE:
"SERAPHIM STOOD ABOVE HIM..."

83. "Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not want"
Here, Rabbi Shimon tells us that the Shechinah came and dwelled on David and inspired him to recite this praise to God and to request sustenance
from Him. When God brings food to the world, the Shechinah takes from it first, so it is for her sake that food descends to all the worlds. "The
Creator is my shepherd," we learn, also means that He sustains a person with everything he needs.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of sustenance and abundance shines upon us through the merit of King David. We learn from David that one should meditate upon this
passage with great desire, requesting The Creator to fill all of our needs, for if one does not ask, one cannot receive. Thus, ask for everything good,
the totality of Light, the Final Redemption, the annulment of judgments, and infinite loving kindness, through it all.
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808. This verse has been established, for it is written: "A Psalm of
David, Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not want" (Tehilim 23:1), for
we have learned the difference between "A Psalm of David" and "To
David a psalm." "A PSALM OF DAVID" SHOWS THAT THE
SHECHINAH DWELT UPON HIM AND THEN HE SANG, AND "TO
DAVID A PSALM" SHOWS THAT FIRST HE SANG, THEN THE
SHECHINAH DWELT UPON HIM. Here by "Hashem is my shepherd,"
the Shechinah preceded and came and dwelt upon him first, FOR IT
IS WRITTEN: "A PSALM OF DAVID." HE QUESTIONS: Why did the
Shechinah precede here, BY "HASHEM IS MY SHEPHERD?" David
should have preceded, since he asked for his sustenance from the
Holy One, blessed be He.
809. HE ANSWERS: Surely the Shechinah preceded and came and
dwelt upon him, and aroused him to recite this praise to the King
and request sustenance of the King. This is the way it should be
concerning food, FOR THE SHECHINAH desires it and Her wish is
that all the inhabitants of the world should pray for food, because
when the Holy One, blessed be He, desires to bring down food to the
world, THE SHECHINAH takes first. For Her sake, food descends to
all the worlds, BECAUSE IT IS IMPOSSIBLE THAT THOSE BELOW
SHOULD RECEIVE ANYTHING UNLESS THOSE ABOVE RECEIVE
FIRST, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. Therefore, THE SHECHINAH
preceded in this matter of food and dwelt upon David.

810. "Hashem is my shepherd" just like the shepherd who leads his
sheep to the place that has herbage and grasses, where nothing is
lacking. The Holy One, blessed be He, is also my Shepherd to
sustain one with everything I need. Another explanation FOR
"Hashem is my shepherd": We have learned that man's sustenance
is as difficult to obtain as the splitting of the Red Sea. These here are
two manners, TWO EXPLANATIONS, and they are both true.

84. Man's sustenance is difficult to obtain as the splitting of the Red Sea
Rabbi Shimon explains here that even though it is difficult for God to see the wicked and the sinners, still He feeds and sustains everyone according
to the supernal Chesed that is drawn and flows over all the inhabitants of the world. With it He feeds and sustains all the righteous, and the pious,
and the wicked, and all the people of the world, and all the beasts and animals of the field, and the birds of the heavens - from the horns of the
buffalo to the eggs of lice. So why, we are asked, was this as difficult for God as the splitting of the Red Sea, which should have been easy for Him?
Rabbi Shimon explains that when the children of Yisrael called for God to part the sea, the minister of Egypt spoke and reminded Him of the sins
committed by them, and that He should judge them accordingly and let them drown. Yet, we are told, God split the sea for them because of the
righteousness of Abraham, who rose up early in the morning to fulfill His commandments.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we learn again that God shines His Light on the just and the unjust, that the rains fall on the righteous and the wicked, that sustenance is given
to everyone. In this way, each of us is enabled to play out destiny, to exercise free will, to move toward or away from God in the space He has made
for us. And, we learn, He will always show mercy, even when we have sinned.
On a deeper level, Kabbalah informs us that Moses and the children of Israel split the Red Sea by virtue of their own transformations of character.
As the Red Sea stood before them, and the Egyptian army raced towards them from behind, doubt and uncertainty gripped the Israelites.
Nevertheless, using the power of the 72 Names of God to transcend their own fears and uncertainties, the Israelites walked into the sea until the
waters filled their nostrils. This immense display of trust was a miracle of human nature. In turn, their behavioral actions ignited a miracle of Mother
Nature, the seas parted as the waters rose to the heavens.
Though we all sin, we utilize this passage and the righteousness of Abraham to accomplish our own miracles of nature - to forever change our ways
and correct all the sins of our past. This miraculous occurrence causes miracles of nature. And there is no greater miracle than the world's
liberation from the clutches of the angel Satan (metaphorically represented as Yisrael fleeing the Egyptians through the parted Red Sea).
Granted, this is a feat as difficult as parting an ocean, but the strength, power, and Light of Abraham are here, with the 72 Names, to support us, so it
is a fait accompli the moment our eyes and hearts embrace these ancient verses.
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811. One EXPLANATION is that all the actions of the Holy One,
blessed be He, are according to Justice and Truth, and the entire
world is supported on Justice and Truth. Every day and all the time,
He judges the righteous, the wicked and all the inhabitants of the
world with Justice, as it is written: "For Hashem is righteous, He
loves righteousness" (Tehilim 11:7). When He judges the people and
sees how many are wicked and how many are sinners before Him, it
is difficult for Him to give them food constantly, because He has to
feed the wicked and those that sin.

812. Yet He deals with them mercifully, and feeds and sustains them
according to the supernal Chesed that is drawn and flows over all
the inhabitants of the world. With it, He feeds and sustains all the
righteous and pious and the wicked and all the people of the world
and all the beasts and animals of the field and the birds of the
heavens, from the horns of the buffalo to the eggs of lice. There is
nothing left in the world that is not fed, but He sustains everything,
even though it is difficult for Him due to the actions of the people of
the world, as is the splitting of the Red Sea.

813. HE QUESTIONS: Was the splitting of the Red Sea difficult for
Him? Is it not written: "He rebukes the sea and makes it
dry" (Nachum 1:4)? "He calls for the waters of the sea, and pours
them out upon the face of the earth" (Amos 5:8) and, as soon as the
desire arises before Him, everything is as nothing before Him, and
you say that splitting the Red Sea is difficult to perform before Him?

814. HE ANSWERS: When the children of Yisrael approached the sea
and the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to split the Red Sea for
them, Rahav, the minister of Egypt, came and requested Justice
from the Holy One, blessed be He. Rahav said before Him, Master of
the Universe: Why do You want to punish Egypt and split the sea for
Yisrael? Are they not all wicked before You? Your ways are with
Justice and Truth, but these worship idols and these worship idols,
and these sin with incest and these sin with incest. These spill blood
and these spill blood.
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815. At that moment, it was difficult for Him to disregard Justice.
Here the children of Yisrael were driving toward the sea, as it is
written: "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Why do you cry to me? speak
to the children of Yisrael, that they go forward'" (Shemot 14:15). But
it was difficult for Him disregard Judgment and split the Red Sea for
them. Had not the Holy One, blessed be He, looked to the Merit of
Abraham, who preceded in the early morning to fulfill the
commandment of his Master and His desire, as it is written: "And
Abraham rose up early in the morning" (Beresheet 22:3), they would
all have been lost in the sea, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
was judging Yisrael all that night.

816. We have learned that it is written: "...so that one came not near
the other all the night" (Shemot 14:20), which teaches that the
Archangels came to praise before the Holy One, blessed be He, that
night. He said to them: 'The works of my hands are drowning in the
sea and you sing praises before Me?' Immediately, "one came not
near the other all the night" BECAUSE "ONE TO ANOTHER" IS SAID
ABOUT THE ANGELS WHO PRAISE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND ONE CRIED TO ANOTHER, AND SAID,
'HOLY...'" It is written: "And it was come to pass, that in the morning
watch" (Shemot 14:24), the Holy One, blessed be He, observed the
merit of Abraham, who rose up early in the morning to do the will of
his Master, as it written, "And Abraham rose up early in the
morning." Then the sea turned back and the water fled from before
the children of Yisrael.

817. It is also written: "And the sea returned to its strength (Heb.
leeitano) when the morning appeared" (Ibid. 27). We learned that
"leeitano" MEANS litnao (Eng. 'to its conditioning'), to that condition
that the Holy One, blessed be He, made with it when He created the
world. FOR HE HAD MADE A CONDITION THAT IT SHOULD SPLIT
FOR YISRAEL, BECAUSE EITANO (ENG. 'ITS STRENGTH') IS
SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS TNAI (ENG. 'CONDITION').
BUT WE SHOULD ADD that it is written here: 'leeitano', while there it
is written: "Maskil of Eitan the Ezrachite" (Tehilim 89:1), WHO IS
ABRAHAM. HERE ALSO EITANO ALLUDES TO ABRAHAM.
THEREFORE, THE TORAH SAYS: "when the morning appeared." At
that same time, Abraham got up early in the morning to do the will of
his Master, then the sea was split. Therefore, the splitting of the sea
was difficult for Him.

85. Match-making is difficult before the Holy One, blessed be He, like splitting the Red Sea
When the Red Sea parted, we learn, some people were saved and some were killed. Someone dies and there is weeping, yet his wife is given to
another and there is singing. And sometimes a wicked person gets a good woman. Rabbi Shimon says here that there are concealed secrets in all
this, yet, nonetheless, it is all according to the law. He then tells us that 'before the Holy One' refers to Malchut; these things are difficult for Her
because they are not under Her authority; she receives everything from the Holy One. Rabbi Shimon next questions the meaning of, "And that soul
will be cut off from before Me," and decides that it means that the soul will be cut off from all the delights of the world to come, which is Binah. Then
we read of Jonah: "And Yonah rose to flee to Tarshish from before The Creator," and, "for the men knew that he had fled from before The Creator."
How is it possible to flee from God? Rabbi Shimon explains that this means Jonah was afraid to be in the Holy Land so that the spirit of prophecy
should not come upon him. He then speaks of the role of the Shechinah, who dwells in the Holy Land, and who rested on King David before he said,
"Yud-Hei-Vav-Hei is my shepherd; I shall not want." When the Shechinah receives food above for all the worlds, all the angels delight and awaken
and raise their wings to cover their faces when She comes to deliver their food to them, so that they do not gaze upon Her. There are three
companies of worshipping angels, we are told, who fit into each other like the tendons in the standing boards of acacia in the tabernacle.
Rabbi Shimon next discusses, "For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and its gain than fine gold," and, "He makes me to
lie down in green pastures; He leads me beside the still waters." "He restores my soul," we learn, means the soul of David, which is Malchut, who
wishes to amend his level properly. The righteous will rest in the world to come with these "still waters" that are drawn and emerge from Eden.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we see that there is an underlying and hidden, yet lawful, reason for life and death, good and evil, grieving and rejoicing. We are told that these
things are not hard for the Holy One but they are hard for Malchut, and from this we see that it is only because our understanding is so much lower
than God's that we have difficulty accepting the seeming inequities of the world. This difficulty is ultimately caused by the existence of time.
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Kabbalah defines time as the distance between cause and effect.
It is the separation between action and reaction; the measurement between conduct and recompense; the space between deed and dividend; and
the chasm between crime and consequence. Because of time's existence, we believe mistakenly that goodness goes unrewarded, that evil goes
unpunished, and that life lacks true justice. The world appears chaotic and random; when in reality, there is an exquisite and elegant order, the law
of cause and effect, beneath the turmoil. Through David, we correct the sins of our past, rectifying and restoring all Malchut. All the waters of earth
become still and the green pastures upon our earth welcome us as the Light of the Shechinah reaches her maximum intensity.
818. Similarly, match-making is difficult before the Holy One, blessed
be He, like the splitting of the Red Sea; just as by the splitting of the
Red Sea, these are killed on the one hand while others are kept alive
on the other hand. By match-making, it is also written: "He brings
out the prisoners into prosperity (Heb. bakosharot)" (Tehilim 68:7).
We have learned that IT IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS of weeping
and singing (Heb. bechi veshirot), because this one dies AND THERE
IS WEEPING, and He gives his wife to another AND THERE IS
SINGING. Sometimes a wicked person gets a good woman;
THEREFORE, MATING IS DIFFICULT BEFORE HIM LIKE THE
SPLITTING OF THE RED SEA. There are concealed secrets in it all,
and it is all according to the law. And what the friends have
remarked ABOUT THIS, TO EXPLAIN WHY ONE IS THRUST ASIDE
BEFORE ANOTHER, certainly it is so.
819. And the remark that we were taught about 'before', MEANING
THAT 'MATCH-MAKING IS DIFFICULT BEFORE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE,' instead of 'from before the Holy One, blessed be
He,' it is because 'before' refers to that which stands before the Holy
One, blessed be He, and serves before Him, NAMELY MALCHUT
THAT RECEIVES FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
Therefore, it was not said that match-making is difficult for the Holy
One, blessed be He, and similarly, IT WAS NOT SAID that man's food
is difficult to obtain for the Holy One, blessed be He. Rather it is
before the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT, because
all these things are difficult FOR MALCHUT, for they are not under
Her authority even though She does accomplish it but this is under
another's authority. BECAUSE SHE RECEIVES EVERYTHING FROM
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IT IS APPROPRIATE TO SAY
THAT THESE THINGS ARE DIFFICULT FOR HER.
820. It is written: "And that soul will be cut off from before
Me" (Vayikra 22:3). HE QUESTIONS: What is the meaning of "from
before Me"? HE ANSWERS: It refers to the World to Come, MEANING
BINAH, where all life forms are present. Another explanation: This is
the supernal Channel, the river whose waters will never be
interrupted, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is all one, because
this YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN receives all the delights of the World to
Come, WHICH IS BINAH. AND THE VERSE: "AND THAT SOUL WILL
BE CUT OFF FROM BEFORE ME" MEANS THAT THE SOUL will be
cut off from all these supernal delights that are in the place where
the pleasantness of Hashem is, NAMELY BINAH. That is THE
MEANING OF "from before Me," BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, FOR THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, RECEIVES FROM
HER, BINAH, THAT PROVIDES TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE'.
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821. If you ask: If so, it is written, "And Jonah rose to flee to Tarshish
from before Hashem" (Yonah 1:3) and "for the men knew that he had
fled from before Hashem" (Ibid. 10). We have learned what is the
reason Jonah fled. Is it then possible to flee from the Holy One,
blessed be He? But he fled in order to go out of the Holy Land, since
the Shechinah does not dwell outside the Land of Yisrael, and in
order that the Shechinah should not dwell upon him, he fled from the
Holy Land. The Shechinah dwells there, as it is written: "Your wife
shall be like a fruitful vine in the recesses of your house" (Tehilim
128:3). "A fruitful vine" is the Shechinah. Just as the Shechinah is
concealed inside, in the Holy of Holies, similarly, a modest woman
does not go out from the entrance of her house outside.
THEREFORE, THE TORAH COMPARES THE WOMAN TO THE
SHECHINAH, and Jonah fled outside of the Holy Land. HE
QUESTIONS: Here it is "from before" and it does not say 'before',
AND STILL IN ALL, IT MEANS THE SHECHINAH AND NOT BINAH?

822. HE ANSWERS: It is certainly so, "from before" MEANING
BEFORE THE SHECHINAH, because the spirit of prophecy does not
come from the Shechinah but rather "from before" MEANING
BEFORE THE SHECHINAH, which are the two levels of prophets,
WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, that dwell upon the Shechinah.
From that place, NETZACH AND HOD, he was afraid to be in the Holy
Land so that the prophecy should not dwell upon him. Therefore, it
says, "from before Me" because "he fled from before Hashem" and
not 'before Hashem,' WHICH WOULD MEAN THE SHECHINAH.
Because he knew that prophecy comes only from "from before Me,"
WHICH IS NETZACH AND HOD.
823. Because of this, matings and food of people are difficult before
the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, AS
MENTIONED. Therefore, King David aspired for his food higher
THAN THE SHECHINAH, FOR HE SAID "HASHEM IS MY
SHEPHERD...", WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Above, the flow is never
interrupted, but it can be interrupted here BY THE SHECHINAH,
because the food is not dependent upon Her but higher IN ZEIR
ANPIN. Therefore, it is written: "Hashem is my shepherd; I shall not
want," WHICH MEANS THAT food will never be interrupted from me,
because that river which is drawn and emerges from Eden, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN THAT RECEIVES FROM ABA AND IMA, never has its
flow interrupted. Therefore, the Shechinah preceded AND RESTED
ON HIM, AND AFTERWARDS HE SAID PRAISE.

824. Come and see: When that place, THE SHECHINAH, receives
food above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, FOR THE WORLDS, all THE ANGELS
who sanctify their Master delight and awaken and raise their wings
TO COVER THEIR FACE when the Shechinah comes with their food
TO THEM, in order that they should not gaze upon THE SHECHINAH.
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825. There are three companies OF ANGELS on one level, who call
and say: 'Holy'. These call to the second company and the first and
the second ones raise their wings, and the second ones say: 'Holy'.
Then these call to the third company and all three companies in
unison raise their wings and all say: 'Holy is Hashem Tzva'ot, the
whole earth is full of His glory'. Therefore, ALL THREE COMPANIES
are fitted one into the other, interpenetrating each other, as we say
BY THE BOARDS: "Connected one with the other, thus shall you
make the boards for the tabernacle" (Shemot 26:17).

826. The boards always stand erect and do not bend, like these who
stand, MEANING THE SERAPHIM, who do not bend, because they
have no knees to kneel. They stand constantly without sitting, so it
is written of the boards: "standing up."

827. It is written: "Two tenons shall there be in one board" (Ibid.).
Here also, JUST AS BY THE SERAPHIM, each including two aspects,
WHICH ARE THE TWO TENONS, each one has its own aspect and
that of its neighbor, and the same with its neighbor. Therefore, they
are fitted one with the other.

828. It is similarly written in the Torah: "For the merchandise of it is
better than the merchandise of silver, and its gain than fine
gold" (Mishlei 3:14). The one teaches the other and the other teaches
the former, so they become fitted one to the other. The one takes his
own portion and that of his neighbor, and the other takes his own
portion and the portion of his neighbor, MEANING HIS REWARD
AND THE REWARD OF HIS FRIEND WITH WHOM HE IS STUDYING,
and they are fitted together. THEREFORE: "FOR THE MERCHANDISE
OF IT IS BETTER THAN THE MERCHANDISE OF SILVER," BECAUSE
THERE ONE TAKES THE MERCHANDISE AND THE OTHER TAKES
THE VALUE OF THE SILVER, BUT HERE EACH ONE IS
INTERCONNECTED WITH HIS FRIEND. FOR EACH ONE HAS THE
MERCHANDISE AND ALSO THE VALUE HE RECEIVES FROM HIS
FRIEND WITH WHOM HIS IS STUDYING.
829. It is written: "He makes me to lie down in green pastures; He
leads me beside the still waters" (Tehilim 23:2). 'Green pastures'
refers to the supernal sources, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, from which all food and sustenance come. THEY ARE
CALLED 'pastures (Heb. neot)', BECAUSE THESE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN are called "the habitations (Heb. neot) of Jacob" (Eichah 2:2).
AND THEY ARE CALLED 'green pastures', because there are
external pastures that are called "the pastures of the
wilderness" (Yoel 2:22). Therefore, HE CALLS THESE OF HOLINESS
BY THE NAME: 'green (Heb. deshe) pastures'. Yet you may argue it
is written, "Let the earth bring forth grass (Heb. deshe)" (Beresheet
1:11). So we see that 'DESHE' is below, IN THE EARTH THAT IS
MALCHUT? HE ANSWERS: But "deshe" comes for these pastures,
where it is born and grows, AND THEY COME TO MALCHUT.
Therefore, IT SAYS, "He makes me to lie down in green pastures."
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830. "He leads me beside the still waters." These are the waters of
stillness that are drawn from that place that is drawn and emerges
from Eden, WHICH IS BINAH, and these waters are called 'still
waters'. "He restores my soul" (Tehilim 23:3): This is the soul of
David, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the only reason that David wants
this is to amend his level properly. With these "still waters" will the
righteous rest in the World to Come, as it is written: "And Hashem
lead you continually..." (Yeshayah 58:11).

86. The stars
It would not be wise to make a synopsis of this long and exquisite passage. Each reader must read the entire section for himself, in order to delight
in the beauty of its imagery and to gain some understanding of its profound teaching.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here we are treated to an entirely new vision of the role of the stars, in everything from the growth of plants to the governance of all human activity.
When we read this section with its unforgettable imagery we are filled with a sense of mystery, and also with a lust for knowledge that burns as
brightly as the stars. Though a bounty of celestial wisdom is distilled here, foremost to the reader is the knowledge that man, alone, can steer the
stars and direct his destiny. Distant stars of war and stern judgments are subdued by our efforts here. Stars used by the wicked to propagate evil
are snuffed out and rendered powerless. Stars of mercy sparkle, stars of joy flash, and stars of peace gleam to ignite our personal redemptions and
the immediate arrival of Heaven on earth.
831. "And you shall make fifty clasps of brass..." (Shemot 26:11).
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba were sitting one night. When it became
dark, they entered a garden that was by the Sea of Tiberias. In the
meantime, they saw two stars that were moving, one from one side
and the other from the other side. Then they met and disappeared.

832. Rabbi Aba said: How great are the works of the Holy One,
blessed be He, in the heavens above and on the earth below. Who
can understand these two stars that came out each from a different
side, met and then disappeared. Rabbi Elazar said to him: Have we
not seen them? For we observed them and we have observed other
actions that the Holy One, blessed be He, does constantly.

833. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Great is our Master,
and of great power" (Tehilim 147:5). HE QUESTIONS: The passage
tells that the Holy One, blessed be He, is great, mighty and supernal.
Don't I know that the Holy One, blessed be He, is great and mighty?
What is the reason for David's praise here?
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834. HE ANSWERS: He always says "great is Hashem," but here he
says "great is our Master." What is the reason? When he says,
"Great is Hashem, and greatly to be praised" (Tehilim 145:3), he is
speaking of the higher level, ZEIR ANPIN, but where it is written:
"Great is our Master," he is talking about the lower level, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the Master of the whole world. What is written before this
verse? "He counts the number of the stars; He calls them all by their
names" (Tehilim 147:4). If all the people from the time that Adam was
created would gather to count the stars, they would not be able to do
it, as it says, "And count the stars, if you be able to number
them" (Beresheet 15:5). What is written about the Holy One, blessed
be He? "He counts the number of the stars; He calls them all by their
names" What is the reason? It is written: "Great is our Master, and of
great power." Just as there are none who can count the stars except
the Holy One, blessed be He, so is it written pertaining to Him: "His
understanding is infinite" (Tehilim 147:5).

835. Come and see: It is written, "That brings out their host by
number" (Yeshayah 40:26), MEANING that the Holy One, blessed be
He, brought forth all the hosts and companies and stars, each one
by name and none was missing. Throughout the stars and
constellations of all the firmaments, leaders, and supervisors were
appointed to minister the world, each one as is worthy for him. There
is not even one small blade of grass in the world that does not have
a star and constellation in the firmament that rules over it, and over
each and every star is an appointee that serves before the Holy One,
blessed be He, as is proper for Him.

836. All the stars in the firmament are in charge over this world, and
they are all appointed to attend to every single thing for those that
are in this world. No grass, trees or vegetables grow without the
supervision of the stars that stand over them and appear to them
face-to-face, each one as is proper for it.

837. Most of the companies of stars and constellations come out at
the beginning of the night, until three hours minus a quarter. From
there onwards only small stars come out. And all these stars do not
work for no reason and do not appear in vain. There are some stars
that serve the entire night, in order to cause all those things that are
under their responsibility to sprout and grow. There are certain stars
that serve until midnight, and they cause to sprout and grow from
the beginning of the night until that time all those things that were
assigned to them. There are also stars that serve a short period of
the night, for their service is completed after they have appeared to
that grass or plant. They do not have to serve further that night, for
they do not stand idly. As soon as they conclude their service, they
are no longer seen in the world but enter their place.
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838. In the Book of Supernal Wisdom of the people of the East, they
talk about the comets that have a scepter behind them in the sky,
MEANING THAT A LONG TAIL OF LIGHT IS ATTACHED AND
EMANATES FROM THOSE STARS. They say that there are grasses
on the earth of those that are called 'the spice of life', and there are
precious stones in the earth and hammered gold that is formed in
the high mountains with a bit of water, that covers it yet does not
cover it. But it is drawn over it. The comets rule over them, and they
grow through them.

839. All their development and growth is only through the shine of
that tail that the star extends into the firmament, and then all these
things are perfected.

840. There are illnesses among people, namely jaundice and
infection, WHICH ARE TYPES OF SICKNESSES, AND THEY SEEM
TO BE SICKNESS OF THE GALL IN WHICH THEIR FACES BECOME
GREENISH. Their only remedy is the mirror of glittering metal that
sparkles in the eyes, NAMELY A MIRROR THAT IS MADE OF
POLISHED METAL, and the ill person has to stare at it. The ill person
is not cured until the mirror is moved from one side to the other,
AND THE MIRROR has to reflect a spark of flash similar to a comet
onto his face. When that flash sparks in the eyes, the remedy is
effected. In this case also, all those ruled by the stars develop and
grow only due to the expansion of the comet, and they develop this
in appearance, color and strength, as it should be.
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841. It is good, because the like of it is alluded to in the book of King
Solomon. HE SAYS: In the science of precious stones, if there would
have been lacking the shine of the sparkle and flaming of certain
stars, they would never grow or develop. The Holy One, blessed be
He, prepared all this in the development of the world, as written: "To
give light upon the earth" (Beresheet. 1:15), MEANING THEY SHINE
ON AND PERFECT anything in the world that needs perfecting.

842. It is written: "And you shall make fifty clasps of brass" and "you
shall make fifty golden clasps" (Shemot 26:6). We have learned that
one who has never seen the clasps in the Tabernacle has never seen
the light of the stars in the sky, because THE CLASPS OF THE
TABERNACLE were similar in appearance and manner OF THE
STARS to all who viewed them.

843. There are stars in the sky that emerge from that firmament
wherein all the stars are kept, WHICH IS THE SECOND FIRMAMENT
WHEREIN THE SUN, MOON, STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS ARE
SET, AND THIS FIRMAMENT IS THE THIRD FIRMAMENT THAT
EMERGES FROM IT. In that firmament, there are one hundred framed
windows, some on the East and some on the South, and in every
window there is one star.
844. When the sun travels through these windows and frames in the
firmament and sparkles, those stars emerge to sparkle from the
sun's sparkle, and become colored, some red like bronze and some
yellow like gold. Therefore, some are red and some are yellow. There
are fifty STARS in these fifty windows, and fifty in the other fifty
windows. On the East side, they are yellow and on the South side
they are red. With them were joined the ending of the Tabernacle.

845. The night stars are intermingled in all these stars that emerge
from that firmament, and they sparkle and flame and rule this world.
Some DOMINATE over bronze, some over yellow-gold, which
develop and grow with their strength.
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846. These stars rule over twenty five and a half points of the night,
which are the minutes of the hour. Some produce bronze and some
are red, and they flash and glitter. When they emit sparks three times
toward the East, or five TIMES or seven, the kings of the nations
come against that side and all riches and gold move out of that side.
If that sparkle is once, twice, four or six times, one after the other,
fear and terror then fall and dwell upon that side. If the sparkle
throbs and then is quiet, wars are threatened but are not effected,
because there is then an arousing among the Patrons of the world
that dominate over the other nations before the Holy One, blessed be
He. It is the same on the other side, WEST.

847. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Blessed be the Name
of Elohim forever and ever, for wisdom and might are His, and He
changes the times and the seasons" (Daniel 2:20-21). Everything is
in His jurisdiction, and He removed His holy people from the control
of the stars and constellations, because they are other Elohim. The
portion of Jacob is not with them but rather "the former of all
things" (Yirmeyah 10:16) IS HIS PORTION.

848. There is a firmament above all these firmaments, NAMELY THE
FIRMAMENT OF BINAH, WHICH IS HIGHER THAN THE SEVEN
FIRMAMENTS, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, ABOUT WHOM IS SAID, "OUT OF
WHOSE WOMB CAME THE ICE" (IYOV 38:29). It is concealed and
hidden and is sealed with the ring of the Tabernacle, NAMELY THE
SUPERNAL TABERNACLE WHICH IS BINAH, AND THE SEAL OF
THE RING IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF
JUDGMENT THAT IS CONCEALED IN THIS FIRMAMENT, WHICH
CAUSES IT TO BE HIDDEN AND CONCEALED AND UNKNOWN. This
firmament is known as Idra DeMishkena, NAMELY THE CHAMBER
OF THE SUPERNAL TABERNACLE, and in this firmament are all
these HUNDRED windows, MENTIONED EARLIER, of this side and of
that side. FROM THEM ARE THEY DRAWN TO THE THIRD
FIRMAMENT OF BELOW, and it is attached to all parts of the LOWER
Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT. There are six windows greater
than all of them, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and one closed, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE SEAL OF THE RING THAT WAS
MENTIONED, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE LOCK, which dominates
them, CONCEALS AND COVERS THEM FROM THE CONCEIVING OF
THOSE BELOW.
849. One window, OF THE SEVEN LARGE WINDOWS, is called 'the
Light Window', WHICH CORRESPONDS TO CHESED. Through it
emerges a star called by the sages Yad (Eng. 'Hand'), which is the
POWER OF melting that melts downward, IN ORDER TO REMOVE
THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN IT under the dominion of Judah. Not
that Judah has a part in it, since the tribes have no part or
possession in THE STARS to worship them, but rather the tribe
Judah rules over these JUDGMENTS and not they over him.
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850. When the children of Judah turned away from the Holy One,
blessed be He, and followed after this window and the star for
understanding, they said that the Yad (Eng. 'hand') triumphs over the
other nations, as it is written: "Your hand shall be on the neck of
your enemies" (Beresheet 49:8). They followed it and served it, and
about this is written: "And Judah did evil in the sight of Hashem" (I
Melachim 14:22).

851. When this star emerges, it stretches out one hand, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHESED THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHT HAND', with five
fingers, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND
HOD THAT ARE IN IT, and illuminates and sparkles in that window.
Then the sorcerers and magicians fear that place, because all the
sorcerers and magicians are confused and their magic does not
thrive during the time that it dominates.

852. If you ask: Since this firmament is concealed, AS MENTIONED
THAT IT IS IN BINAH, how do THE SORCERERS know about it, TO
BECOME CONFUSED BY IT? HE ANSWERS: They have a sign in the
outer part OF THE HOLINESS from which they know that star is
ruling. They constantly fear it, and their sorcery and magic do not
succeed in it. There are times when people are successful in it and
there are times when people are not successful. Therefore, the
sorcerers and magicians are becoming less numerous in the world
because they do not know the source when they see that the magic
is not successful by them. Therefore, the ancient MAGICIANS knew
THE SOURCE, for they would gaze at that sign THAT WAS ON THE
EXTERIOR OF THE HOLINESS of which they knew.

853. The second window, WHICH IS GVURAH, is called 'the Window
of Nail (Heb. tziporen)' because it is similar to the Nail, NAMELY THE
LEFT COLUMN THAT IS CALLED 'TZIPOREN'. Through it emerges a
star that is called by the scholars 'Tziph'on (Eng. 'viper')', because it
dominates with harsh Judgment and with its head and tail, like a
viper that lies in wait to kill.

854. From that window emerge TO BELOW six billion spirits that rule
over the nails of people when they are thrown away openly. All those
who know how to perform sorcery and magic with them at the time
that this star dominates. All those who throw away their nails or
perform magic with them bring death to the whole world. And the
magic that they perform is successful in it.
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855. The third window, WHICH IS TIFERET, is called 'the Window of
the Breastplate', BECAUSE TIFERET IS CALLED 'BREASTPLATE'.
Through it emerges a star called 'the Nig'ha DeBusina', THE SHINE
OF THE LAMP. This is a sparkle that sparkles despite all winds, and
peace and deliverance are in it, SINCE IT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN
THAT UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT TOGETHER AND THEREBY
REMOVES ALL THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN THEM. It bears no
accusation at all. When it dominates, all peace and all light rule the
world, and tranquillity and satisfaction and all GOOD rule the world.

856. The fourth window, WHICH IS YESOD, is called 'the Window of
the Goblet', BECAUSE IT RECEIVES AND PROVIDES WINE, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT THAT IS
SWEETENED BY THE RIGHT TO MALCHUT. Through it emerges a
star that is called 'the cluster of the henna' by the sages, because it
emerges AND ILLUMINATES like a cluster and sparkles like grapes
IN A CLUSTER of the henna. Through it is aroused Mercy in the
world. It keeps THE JUDGMENTS at a distance and brings close
MERCT. Many children are born into the world, and people are not
particular when they need one another. Peace and joy are aroused in
the world.

857. The fifth window, WHICH IS NETZACH, is a window called 'a
Well', because of the star that emerges from it. It enters and emerges
and draws sustenance like a pail FROM A WELL, and never ceases.
The wise-hearted could never trully understand this star, because it
is never stationary and is never quiet. Therefore, THE WISEHEARTED had difficulty studying this place and making conclusions.

858. The sixth window IS HOD. This is a window that is called
'Nog'ha' (brightness) and a star emerges from it called 'Gizron' (Eng.
'decree'). When it rules, the world is under Judgment, under many
decrees and many punishments. Every single day, there are new
decrees against the world and new ones are formed before these
Judgments are completely executed. This star does not rule much in
the world.

859. Close to the days of Messiah, the window with this star shall
rule the world. Therefore, wild animals will rule the world and new
evil species will be formed one after the other, and the children of
Yisrael will be in distress. When they will be pressed in the darkness
of exile, the Holy One, blessed be He, will light up for them the light
of day, WHICH IS REDEMPTION, and the supernal Holy Ones will
accept the kingdom. Rulership will be annulled from the idolworshipping nations and Yisrael will rule over them. Then will be
fulfilled: "Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the
sun..." (Yeshayah 30:26).
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860. Then the seventh window will be opened to the whole world,
and its star is the star of Jacob. This is what Bila'am said, "There
shall come a star out of Jacob" (Bemidbar 24:17), and this star will
illuminate for forty days. When King Messiah will be revealed and all
the nations of the world will gather before him, this passage will be
fulfilled: "That the root of Yishai, that stands for a banner of the
peoples, to it shall the nations seek, and his resting place shall be
glorious" (Yeshayah 11:10).

87. The three watches of the night
Rabbi Shimon opens this discussion with the verse: "But none says, 'Where is Eloha my maker (lit. 'makers'), who gives songs in the night.'" By
'makers', we learn, the Scripture means that Eloha includes both Zeir Anpin and His court, Malchut. Malchut is constantly praising all night in order
to receive His joyous supernal Light. All the stars are thankful and praise God during the entire time that they are visible in the sky, because the
supernal angels who are appointed over the stars are all thankful and praise in watches during the three parts of the night. We next learn that in
order to unite with their Master, the angels must push the Other Side outside, and they do this by bringing sleep to the inhabitants of the world,
which attracts the Other Side downward. Evil spirits float around until midnight, we are told. Rabbi Shimon then tells of the angels that stand
outside, spoken of in "Who makes the winds (spirits) His messengers," and the angels who are fire that stand inside, spoken of in "the flames of fire
His ministers." The supernal angels praise God only after they have pushed the impurity outside. The master over all the companies of angels is the
candle of David, who is Malchut. Next, Rabbi Shimon offers an alternative explanation for the opening verse, where the secret is that the spirit of
man is composed of male and female, as in "And Elohim said, 'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.'" Following this, Rabbi Elazar and
Rabbi Aba arise at midnight to study Torah. At midnight the Holy One is aroused through love for the Congregation of Yisrael, and He sees the good
deeds they performed that day, inhaling their sweet savor. Then the light illuminates, the trees in the Garden of Eden sing praises, and the righteous
experience there the delights of the World to Come.
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of the Creator travels though numerous dimensions before manifesting in our physical realm. A vast "communication" network runs
throughout these dimensions, transporting this Light. This network incorporates what we commonly refer to as angels. Angels are the interface
through which a man interacts with the awesome Light of the Creator. However, our senses of perception are, by design, restricted and limited.
Much remains hidden from the thoughts of men and women.
Consequently, the force called "angel" remains unobservable to the naked eye and illogical to the rational mind. Like the unseen wind, however, its
influence is very real. Positive actions of sharing, tolerance, and compassion ignite positive angels in our lives. Behavior that embodies selfishness,
intolerance, hatred, and self-indulgence rouses negative forces of darkness.
David, we are told, ruled over all the angels. Thus, here we are given the power to govern all the angels, to have them do our bidding, so that we
attract the Light of The Creator into our lives. We animate positive angels and bring forth countless blessings. We expel all negative angels and
dissolve all blockages. The Light that illuminates after midnight, when two saintly sages engage in Torah study, shines here, endowing us with the
power to triumph over the Other Side, especially during the evening hours when the influence of the dark force reaches its maximum power. This is
the final end of darkness and all Creation rejoices in turn!
861. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "But none
says, 'Where is Eloha my maker (lit. 'makers'), who gives songs in
the night'" (Iyov 35:10). This passage has been established and we
have studied it. The Scripture says "my makers" IN THE PLURAL
instead of 'my maker' IN THE SINGULAR. Who are "my makers," IN
PLURAL? HE ANSWERS: The name Eloha is an inclusive name that
denotes Him, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and His court, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. This is a complete name that includes male and female,
WHICH CONTAINS THE LETTERS El-Vav-Hei. THEREFORE IT IS
WRITTEN: "my makers" IN PLURAL, BECAUSE IT INCLUDES BOTH
LEVELS.
862. "Who gives songs in the night": WHY IN THE NIGHT? IT IS
because MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NIGHT', constantly praises the
King that the Peace is His, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, like a candle that is
never placid, BUT ALWAYS WAVERS HERE AND THERE.
SIMILARLY, MALCHUT IS CONSTANTLY PRAISING IN ORDER TO
RECEIVE THE SUPERNAL JOYOUS LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
BECAUSE OF THIS GREAT JOY THAT IS AROUSED BY THE
RECITED PRAISES. Therefore it says, "who gives songs in the night."
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863. All these stars that illuminate in the firmament are thankful and
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, during the entire time that they
are visible in the sky, because the supernal angels, WHO ARE
APPOINTED OVER THE STARS, are all thankful and praise in
watches during the three parts into which the night is divided.

864. During the night, various sides are divided. At the beginning of
the night, when the night sets in and it becomes dark, all these evil
spirits and evil species scatter and float throughout the whole world,
and the Other Side separates and demands the ways of the King
from all these holy sides.

865. As soon as the Other Side is aroused, all the inhabitants of the
world taste death, MEANING THAT SLEEP FALLS UPON THEM,
which is one-sixtieth of death, AND THE OTHER SIDE dominates
them. Since the impurity is separated from above and descended to
dominate below, three companies of angels separate to praise the
Holy One, blessed be He, in the three parts of the night, as the
friends have remarked.

866. While they are still praising the Holy One, blessed be He, the
Other Side goes and flies below to all directions of the world. As
long as the Other Side is not removed from there, the angels cannot
be united with their Master.

867. This is a secret for the sages. The angels above and the
children of Yisrael below all reject that Other Side. When the
supernal angels wish to unite with their Master, they cannot do it
until they push THE OTHER SIDE outside. What do they do? About
six hundred thousand holy angels descend and throw down sleep
upon all the inhabitants of the world. Once THE OTHER SIDE has
descended, because they pushed it out and give it this world entirely
in that sleep, then THE OTHER SIDE rules over them, PEOPLE, and
they become impure by it, except in the Land of Yisrael alone, for
THE OTHER SIDE does not rule there. As soon as THE OTHER SIDE
separates from them, the angels come before their Master, and
praise and give thanks before Him.

868. Similarly, Yisrael below cannot become united with their Master
until they push away the Other Side from them, and give it a portion
to keep it occupied, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SCAPE GOAT.
Afterwards, they approach their Master, and there is no accuser is
present above or below.
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869. If you ask: This is all applicable below, WITH HUMANS, but
above WITH ANGELS, what kind of accusation is possible there,
BECAUSE OF WHICH THEY ARE OBLIGED TO PUSH THE OTHER
SIDE DOWNWARDS, AS MENTIONED? HE ANSWERS: Above, it is
because THE OTHER SIDE is an impure spirit and they, THE
ANGELS, are Holy Spirits. THEREFORE, until they send away the
Other Side from among them, they cannot approach their Master,
because holiness and impurity can never mix. Similarly, the children
of Yisrael below do not mix with the nations of the world who
worship idols. When both sides, those above, THE ANGELS, and
those below, YISRAEL, desire to approach the King, they push THE
OTHER SIDE out.

870. Therefore, when night arrives and the holy supernal angels
arrange themselves in lines to approach their Master, they first push
the Other Side out, and afterwards come into the sanctuary.

871. THIS IS SIMILAR to a king who had precious stones in a locked
chest in his fortress. That king was wise and in his great wisdom, he
took a strong snake and wrapped it around that chest in order that
not everyone who so wished could approach that chest with
precious gems and pearls. If anyone would try to put his hand to that
box, the snake would pounce upon him and kill him.

872. The king had a close friend and the king said to him: Whenever
you want to enter and make use of that chest, you may do such and
such to the snake. Then you can open the chest and help yourself to
my treasure. The Holy One, blessed be He, does also wrap a snake
around the sanctuary, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE THAT
APPROACHES ANGELS, WHEN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT
DOMINATES DURING THE BEGINNING OF NIGHT. When the
supernal angels come to enter the sanctuary, the snake is there and
they fear becoming impure through it. THEREFORE, THEY CAUSE
SLEEP TO FALL UPON PEOPLE, FOR THEN THE OTHER SIDE GOES
BELOW AND SEPARATES FROM THEM, AND THE ANGELS CAN
ENTER THE SANCTUARY AND RECITE POETRY, AS MENTIONED.
873. Come and see: It is written, "Who makes the winds (or: spirits)
His messengers, the flames of fire His ministers" (Tehilim 104:4).
"Who makes the spirits His messengers": These are the angels that
stand outside, while "the flames of fire His ministers" are the angels
that stand inside. SO WE REALIZE THAT THE OTHER SIDE is the
impure spirit, AND THESE ANGELS WHO SAY PRAISE DURING THE
NIGHT ARE THE EXTERNAL ANGELS. And they are a spirit, and one
spirit does not enter another. The impure spirit and the Holy Spirit do
not mix together. Therefore, those that are called 'spirit', WHICH ARE
THE EXTERNAL ANGELS, cannot enter inside because of that
impure spirit. SO THEY PUSH IT DOWN AS MENTIONED. The angels
that are inside, who are fire, that fire pushes away that impure spirit,
so it does not enter inside. They all push the impure spirit outside so
it does not mix with them. Therefore, the supernal angels praise the
Holy One, blessed be He, only after they have pushed impurity out.
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874. There are three watches during the night, corresponding to
three companies OF ANGELS who divide to praise the Holy One,
blessed be He, as we have learned. Therefore, the master over them
all is the candle of David, NAMELY MALCHUT, that is never quiet,
but is rather constantly thanking and praising the supernal King,
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "Who gives songs in the
night."

875. Another explanation OF THE VERSE: "But none says, 'Where is
Eloha my maker (' makers'), who gives songs in the night'" IS
WRITTEN AS 'MAKERS' IN PLURAL. It is as we have learned that
since man is made and comprised of above and below, just like the
body comes out from male and female, so it is with the spirit. The
spirit of man is composed of male and female, NAMELY OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT. By these means is man perfected in his
engravings of body and spirit. Since he pertains to this secret and
this action, OF MALE AND FEMALE, as we have learned, it is written:
"And Elohim said, 'Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness'" (Beresheet 1:26), WHICH IS IN THE PLURAL AND REFERS
TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And we have already learned this.
THEREFORE IT ALSO SAYS, "WHERE IS ELOHA MY MAKERS" IN
THE PLURAL, NAMELY BOTH ASPECTS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT THAT EFFECTED MAN.
876. During the night, you say that in the beginning of the night all
these types of evil spirits are aroused in the world. How can this be,
for we have learned that all these evil types emerge from the North,
WHICH IS LEFT, and we have learned that when the North Wind is
aroused at midnight, all these evil spirits and evil aspects gather
together from the whole world and enter through the hole of the
Great Abyss. If so then in the South Side, which is the Right, WHICH
IS CHESED, why do these evil types rove around in the beginning of
the night when the South Wind dominates? IT SHOULD BE THE
OPPOSITE THAT DURING THE BEGINNING OF THE NIGHT WHEN
THE SOUTH WIND DOMINATES, THE OTHER SIDE SHOULD BE
REMOVED FROM THE WORLD AND AT MIDNIGHT WHEN THE
NORTH WIND DOMINATES, THEY SHOULD AGAIN DOMINATE IN
THE WORLD?

877. HE ANSWERS: But surely, were it not for the South Side that
detains and pushes away the Other Side, THEN THE OTHER SIDE
would trouble the whole world, and the world could not tolerate it.
When the Other Side is aroused TO DOMINATE THE WORLD, it is
aroused only from the West Side, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that
dominates during the beginning of the night and gathers the whole
world. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, precedes with a
remedy for the world BY THE SLEEP, as we have learned. Blessed
are the children of Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come,
that the Holy One, blessed be He, has chosen them of all the other
nations of the world.
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878. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba entered the house. At midnight,
they rose to study Torah. Rabbi Aba said: It is certainly a favorable
time for the Holy One, blessed be He. Many times, we have remarked
about this, that at midnight, the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the
Garden of Eden with the righteous and delights Himself with them.
Blessed is he who studies Torah at that time.

879. Rabbi Elazar said: When the Holy One, blessed be He, delights
Himself with the righteous, how does He delight Himself? HE
ANSWERS: At midnight, the Holy One, blessed be He, is aroused
through the love of the Left for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. Love is only in the Left, MEANING THAT CHOCHMAH
OF THE LEFT IS CLOTHED WITH THE CHASSADIM OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, AND THEN CHOCHMAH IS COMPLETED. The
Congregation of Yisrael has no present to offer the King or a
beautiful and distinguished thing, except for these spirits of the
righteous, for the Holy One, blessed be He, sees them adorned with
many good deeds and many merits that they performed that day.
They are accepted more favorably than all the offerings and burnt
sacrifices, for the Holy One, blessed be He, smells in them the sweet
savor that the children of Yisrael produce.

880. Then the light lights up, FOR THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS LIT
UP AFTER BEING CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. All the trees in the Garden of Eden sing songs of praise
and the righteous become adorned there with the delights of the
World to Come, WHICH ARE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
THAT IS CALLED 'EDEN'. When a person wakes FROM HIS SLEEP at
that time to study Torah, He takes his portion with the righteous in
the Garden of Eden. One Name which is engraved with 32 letters,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH, adorns
the righteous there, and this pertains to the secret of the righteous.

88. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart"
Here, Rabbi Elazar shows how Yah (Yud-Hei) is included with Halelu (praise) in Haleluyah. He then speaks of the secret of the alphabet shown by
King David in his praises, namely the supernal letters, and the letters of Malchut, and the secret of 32 paths of Chochmah. Praising God with one's
whole heart, we are told, means with both the Good and the Evil Inclinations. We should give thanks to God for good and for evil, and, furthermore,
say this thanks before everyone.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here, Zohar is taking us deeper into a teaching that has been slowly but steadily intensifying throughout 'Trumah' - the nature of evil. When we are
told that we should give thanks for evil, we probably feel a shock wave of protest run through us. Are we not here to defeat and overcome evil? How
can we give thanks for such blackness? In each act of victory over evil, man achieves a state of divinity. He unleashes the Godly spark of Light
flickering in his soul. This truth can be seen in our physical world. Muscle tissue requires resistance and strain in order to grow stronger. A lit
candle requires darkness to give it value and worth. Likewise, the soul of man requires burden and lightlessness in order to realize its full splendor.
When evil has run its course, and man has fully triumphed over the darkness, the soul will be strengthened to its maximum potential. We will have
evolved to the highest level - the state of God. This has been the journey of over 5761 years, thus far. Two paths to this ultimate divine place have
always existed, the path of torment and the softhearted path of spirituality. Both paths strengthen the soul and achieve the same outcome. But the
path of torment is known all too well, while the path of spirituality remains the least traveled, until now. By utilizing the awesome spiritual influence
of the Zohar, we now choose the path of Light. We fully correct our souls and complete the spiritual evolution of all mankind in a compassionate
way, so there is no further need of darkness and challenge
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881. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying: "Haleluyah. I will
praise Hashem with my whole heart" (Tehilim 111:1). "Haleluyah (lit.
'praise Yah')": We have learned this and the friends remarked about
it. So it is, for this is a praise that transcends all the songs and
praises that David said, among the ten various praises he said,
Because it includes the Name YAH (YUD-HEI), and the praise
'HALLELU' (LIT. 'PRAISE') together. This is the entirety of the Holy
Supernal Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, BECAUSE THE NAME YUD-HEI IS
THE WHOLE OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI.

882. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart." Wherever King
David mentioned the secret of the alphabet, MEANING WHEN HE
ARRANGED THE BEGINNING OF THE SENTENCES IN THE ORDER
OF THE ALEPHBET, it is the secret of the engraved letters that
emanate in the engravings of the 32 paths, NAMELY THE 32 PATHS
OF CHOCHMAH. There are supernal letters from the secret of the
Supernal World, WHICH IS BINAH, and there are other letters which
are small letters, WHICH ARE FROM MALCHUT. Here is the secret of
the alphabet of the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

883. "I will praise Hashem with my whole heart," meaning with the
Good Inclination and Evil Inclination that dwell in him. We must
thank the Holy One, blessed be He, for everything, both with the
Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination. Good comes for the person
from the side of the Good Inclination, and it behooves us to bless
the Holy One, blessed be He, with the blessing of 'who is good and
does good'. From the side of evil come accusations against the
person, and it behooves one to thank the Holy One, blessed be He,
for everything that may come unto a person from either side.

884. "In the assembly of the upright, and in the congregation" (Ibid.):
"In the assembly (lit. 'secret') of the upright" refers to those who
know the secret of the Holy One, blessed be He, as they know all the
secrets of the Holy One, blessed be He, as they are His secret IN
GENERAL. Referring to this, HE SAYS: "in the secret of the upright."
"The congregation" is the children of Yisrael when they gather in a
group of ten to thank the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, we
should give thanks to the Holy One, blessed be He, for good and for
evil and publicize it before everyone. If you ask: THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, knows, so why is it necessary to publicize? The
Holy One, blessed be He, is glorified in the world by this
PUBLICIZING. THEREFORE, WE SHOULD publicize the miracle and
THEREFORE, it is written of the Holy One, blessed be He: "Thus will
I magnify Myself and sanctify Myself..." (Yechezkel 38:23).

89. "Let every soul praise Yah"
Here, Rabbi Yehuda says that all souls come from the holy body, Malchut, and dwell within in humans. He speaks again of the fountains of Wisdom
that emerge into 32 paths, and of the Holy Spirit, in which all the spirits are included.
Rabbi Yitzchak then tells us how profoundly moved Rabbi Shimon had been when speaking of this, and how he had told of the treasures of the
supernal King, the key which is Yesod, the supernal Engravings, and the treasury of the Images (Malchut). Moses died and approached the Fiftieth
Gate, we learn, without revealing these secrets to Yisrael.
The Relevance of this Passage
This passage speaks of the paradise that is obtained by the souls of the wise after death. The joy, so fierce that it causes Rabbi Shimon to weep, is
the joy of returning to paradise. It is the moment when the burden of physical existence drops forever from one's soul, when the anguish and woe is
cleared from one's sobbing heart, and when everything is made eternally young and joyful again. The notion of "death" has spiritual connotations,
relevant to the here and now. In the moment we choose to ascend to a higher spiritual level, our old self dies. Thus, the world to come, paradise,
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along with its abundant joyful treasures, pertains to the next level of spirituality which, potentially, lies in the very next moment, should we choose
it. In this passage we choose it. Death itself dies and paradise appears before our eyes. The burden of physical existence is forever lifted.
885. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Let every
soul praise Yah" (Tehilim 150:6). We have learned that all souls
come from this holy body, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS A BODY
TO ZEIR ANPIN, and dwell within humans. HE QUESTIONS: From
which place is it, MEANING FROM WHICH ASPECT? HE ANSWERS:
It is from the place that is called 'hand', NAMELY MALCHUT. HE
QUESTIONS: What is the aspect of this place? Rabbi Yehuda said: It
is written, "Hashem, how manifold are Your works. In Wisdom have
You made them all" (Tehilim 104:24) and we have learned of that
Chochmah (Wisdom), that Her fountains flow into 32 paths.
Everything is included, everything that is above and below, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, WHICH IN HER ALONE IS CHOCHMAH REVEALED,
AND NOT IN ANY OTHER LEVEL. It is called 'the Holy Spirit' in which
all spirits are included.
886. Rabbi Yitzchak said: During the day that Rabbi Shimon was
explaining this subject, his eyes were gushing tears. He said: All the
treasures of the supernal King are given over with one key, WHICH
IS YESOD. The supernal Engravings, WHICH ARE THE SUPERNAL
CONCEALED THINGS THAT ARE REVEALED THROUGH YESOD IN
MALCHUT WHEREIN IS THE PLACE OF REVELATION, are revealed
by the keeper of the treasury of the Images, THAT IS YESOD, THE
HUSBAND OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'THE TREASURY OF THE
IMAGES'.
887. We have learned, who can comprehend and grasp what is
concealed in this fountain, WHICH IS YESOD, for Moses did not
reveal in his lifetime, while he revealed deep secrets to Yisrael,
NAMELY THE FIFTIETH GATE, even though everything was revealed
through him. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to elevate
him to the supernal Holy Yeshivah and conceal him from people, as
it is written: "I am 120 years old this day" (Devarim 31:2). It is on the
very day OF HIS DEMISE, because on that day (the count of) his
days was completed, to approach this place, THE FIFTIETH GATE, as
it is written: "Behold, your days approach" (Ibid. 14). They actually
approached, IN THAT THEY APPROACHED THE FIFTIETH GATE.

90. Moses did not die
Rabbi Shimon says here that from our point of view death is called 'death', but from the view of those above, life is increased to one who dies. So
Moses did not die, and neither did Jacob, because he had a complete Faith. When Jacob was renamed 'Israel', we learn, it meant the perfection of
everything, which is the lack of death.
The Relevance of this Passage
Death dies. All is perfected and made eternal through Jacob and Moses. Mercy and loving kindness envelop the entire metamorphose. End of story.
888. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: Moses did not die. If
you ask, yet it is written: "And Moses died there" (Devarim 34:5).
And so every place where death is mentioned by the righteous, what
is death? From our view, it is called so, BUT FROM THE VIEW OF
THOSE ABOVE, TO THE CONTRARY, HIS LIFE INCREASED. For we
have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: He taught that the Holy Faith is
suspended from one who is perfect. Death is not attached to him and
he doesn't die, as it was with Jacob, who had a complete Faith.
THEREFORE, JACOB THE PATRIARCH DID NOT DIE.
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889. For Rabbi Shimon said: "Your name shall not be called any
more Jacob, but Yisrael shall be your name, and he called his name
Yisrael" (Beresheet 35:10). What means Yisrael? The perfection of
everything, WHICH IS THE LACK OF DEATH. It is written: "Therefore
fear you not, My servant Jacob, says Hashem; neither be dismayed,
Yisrael: for, lo, I will save you from afar, and your seed from the land
of their captivity..." (Yirmeyah 30:10).

890. Rabbi Yehuda said: From the following IS DERIVED THAT
JACOB DID NOT DIE, as it is written, "For I am with you" (Ibid. 11).
"I" is exact, FOR IT POINTS OUT TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'I.'
Blessed is the portion of him, whose Master speaks thus to him. It is
not written, 'For you are with me', FOR THEN IT WOULD IMPLY THAT
HE WAS ATTACHED TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ABOVE
BUT NOT WHEN HE WAS IN HIS PLACE BELOW. Rather "for I am
with you," WHICH POINTS OUT that his Master came to join and
dwell with him.
891. Rabbi Shimon said: Rabbi Aba has spoken well ABOUT THE
VERSE, "And Jacob shall return, and shall be quiet and at ease, and
none shall make him afraid" (Ibid. 10). "And Jacob shall return"
MEANS he shall return to being called by a different name, as it is
written: "Your name shall not be called any more Jacob, but Yisrael."

892. Another explanation for: "And Jacob shall return" MEANING
"AND JACOB SHALL RETURN" to the place from where he was
taken "and shall be quiet" NAMELY in this world. "And at ease,"
NAMELY in the World to Come. "And none shall make him afraid,"
NAMELY of the Angel of Death. The implication is that he had
everything in him, FOR JACOB DID NOT DIE. Rabbi Yitzchak said:
The friends have established it, as it is written, "And your seed from
the land of their captivity" (Ibid. 10). Just as his seed is alive, so is
he alive. HENCE, JACOB DID NOT DIE.

91. Circumcision, redemption of the firstborn son and marriage
Rabbi Yehuda tells us here that bad things will come to the people in the world who do not take advantage of the Torah that their Master left for
them. He then says there are three things that a person is obligated to do for his son: circumcision, redemption, and to marry him to a woman. This
is because God did these things for Yisrael. Also, we are told, He carried them like the eagle who carries its children on its wings.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our meditation purifies our children and redeems all the world's children who grace us with their innocence. By this action, we are carried upward
on our own strong wings, and the men and women, sons and daughters of this world, find their soul mates and unite in completion. And then our
entire world unites with our Creator in a Final Redemption that exemplifies the loving kindness of this holy book.
893. "And the middle bar in the midst of the boards shall reach from
end to end" (Shemot 26:28). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion
saying: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a free man, and
your princes eat in due season" (Kohelet 10:17) and, "Woe to you, O
land, when your king is a child, and your princes dine in the
morning" (Ibid. 16). Woe is to the people in the world that do not care
the service of their Master, because their Master endeavors to do
good for them, for He has left words of Torah before them but they
do pay attention to them.
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894. We have learned that there are three things that a person is
obligated to do for his son: circumcision; redemption; marry him to
a woman. The Holy One, blessed be He, did all this with Yisrael.
Circumcision, as it is written: "And circumcise again the children of
Yisrael a second time" (Yehoshua 5:2) and, "And he that is eight
days old shall be circumcised among you, every male" (Beresheet
17:12). Redemption, as it is written: "And redeemed you out of the
house of bondmen, from the land of Pharaoh, King of
Egypt" (Devarim 7:8). To marry him to a woman, as it is written:
"Male and female He created them" (Beresheet 1:27) and, "And
Elohim blessed them, and Elohim said to them, be fruitful and
multiply" (Ibid. 28). Also, He carried them like an eagle who carries
its young on its wings, as it is written: "And how I bore you on
eagles' wings" (Shemot 19:4).

92. Until Jacob people died without sickness
Rabbi Yosi tells us that Rabbi Huna went up to the Holy Land and found the rabbis discussing this passage: "And I will punish Bel in Babylon, and I
will take out of his mouth that he has swallowed up; and the nations shall not flow together any more to him." Rabbi Huna tries to make himself
heard, but no one will listen until Rabbi Yudai asks him to speak. Rabbi Huna then explains that Jacob asked God if a person could be sick for a few
days before death so he could put his affairs in order and repent of his sins. Thus, God granted this wish to Jacob, and he was the first person to fall
sick before dying.
The Relevance of this Passage
Here, the reader proactively repents of his wrongdoings and brings order to his affairs without having to go through pain and illness just to
comprehend the importance of penitence. Moreover, just as Jacob had the power to bring sickness to this world so that a man could avoid suffering
in the World to Come, we now draw upon Jacob's righteousness and awesome power to achieve the reverse effect, the end of sickness, the
cessation of suffering, the demise death. The gateway to the World to Come is now open'
895. Rabbi Yosi said: It is all nice, but the Torah that was given
before the children of Yisrael and taught to them is more
IMPORTANT than everything. Come and see: There is no praise for a
person in this world and in the World to Come like the praise of
Torah, as it is written of it: "By me kings reign" (Mishlei 8:15).

896. We have learned that when Rav Huna went up TO THE HOLY
LAND, he found the Rabbis occupied with this passage that says:
"And I will punish Bel in Babylon, and I will take out of his mouth
which he has swallowed up; and the nations shall not flow together
any more to him" (Yirmeyah 51:44). Rav Huna STOOD BUT they
didn't notice him, because they did not recognize him at first and
because he was small. He came to the study hall and he heard the
sages saying that this verse THAT WAS JUST MENTIONED must be
examined to see whether the name of the idol and object of fear of
Nebuchadnezzar was Bel. AND THEREFORE HE SAID: "AND I WILL
PUNISH BEL," yet it is written, "But at last Daniel came in before me,
whose name is Beltshatzar, according to the name of my
Elohim" (Daniel 4:5). SO WE SEE THAT HIS IDOL'S NAME WAS
BELTSHATZAR. Also, what does this mean: "And I will take out of
his mouth which he has swallowed up"?
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897. Rav Huna stood up between the foundation of the pillars and
said: If I were in my own place, I would explain this verse. They paid
him no attention. He stood up and repeated it a second time. Rabbi
Yudai, the son of Rav, came over and sat him down in front of him.
He said to him: Speak my son, speak, because concerning the words
of Torah is written, "She cries in the chief place of
concourse..." (Mishlei 1:21).

898. He opened the discussion saying: We have learned that in the
early days, before Jacob came, a person was peacefully in his home,
WITHOUT ANY SICKNESS. When his time came TO DIE, he died
without any sickness. When Jacob came, he asked of the Holy One,
blessed be He: Master of the Universe, if it is favorable before You,
let a person fall into illness for two or three days. Then he should be
gathered unto his people, SO THAT HE WOULD BE ABLE to arrange
for his family and repent his sins. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
told him, 'Fine, you will be an example for the world,' MEANING
THAT IT WILL START WITH YOU. Come and see what is written
concerning him: "And it came to pass after these things, that one
told Joseph, Behold your father is sick (Heb. choleh)" (Beresheet
48:1). The word choleh is spelled WITHOUT A VAV, WHICH SHOWS
THAT IT WAS NEW, and that no person had this before.

93. Up until Hezekiah, there was no sick person, who was cured
We learn here that, after Jacob died, everyone who became ill also died, until Hezekiah. When he became ill he prayed to God, saying that if people
were healed from illness, they would thank God and return to their lives with repentance. God took his point, and granted his request, beginning
with Hezekiah. At this time also the sun turned back ten degrees, we learn, and time turned back five full hours, so the Elohim of Hezekiah
performed two miracles on one day. God swore to Hezekiah that three kings would descend from him, we are then told. The first of these kings was
Nebuchadnezzar, who made an idol and caused everyone to worship it. From the temple he took a vessel that was engraved with the letters of the
Holy Name and placed it in the mouth of the idol, which then spoke great things. Daniel came and commanded the idol, saying, 'I am the messenger
of the supernal Master. I decree upon you to leave here.' Then the vessel came out of the idol's mouth and the idol fell to the ground and broke.
Rabbi Huna then concludes by saying that all this is the meaning of: "And I will take out of his mouth that he has swallowed up; and the nations
shall not flow together any more to him."
The Relevance of this Passage
The Light of healing shines brightly here, brighter still, when we fill our hearts with contriteness and make a conscious effort to share this radiance
with others in need of healing. Doing so achieves eternal well-being for the body and soul of man.
899. After he died, there was no person IN THE WORLD who became
ill and did not die from that illness until Hezekiah came. What is
written about him? "In those days Hezekiah fell mortally
sick..." (Yeshayah 38:1). Come and see what is written: "Then
Hezekiah turned his face toward the wall, and prayed to
Hashem" (Ibid. 2). He said TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE:
Does it please You that people should be healed from their illness,
and they should thank Your Name and recognize, and return later on
in complete repentance. The inhabitants of the world will be
meritorious in Your eyes. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him,
'It pleases Me, and you will be a sign to the world,' THAT IT WILL
START WITH YOU. So it was, what never was before. This is what is
meant by: "The writing of Hezekiah King of Judah when he had been
sick, and was recovered of his sickness" (Ibid. 9). We learned that
the sun turned BACKWARD ten degrees.
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900. We also learned that Merodach Baladan used to always eat daily
at the fourth hour OF THE DAY, and also that he slept until the ninth
hour OF THE DAY. That day TOO, he slept until the ninth hour. When
he awoke, he saw that the sun stood at the fourth hour OF THE DAY.
He said: What is this. Is this a plot to starve me with hunger? They
said to him: Why? He said: For I have slept one and a third days,
BECAUSE HE THOUGHT THAT THIS WAS THE FOURTH HOUR OF
THE NEXT DAY AND THAT HE HAD SLEPT ONE FULL DAY FROM
FOUR HOURS AND A THIRD OF THE SECOND DAY, BECAUSE IT
WAS ALREADY AT THE FOURTH HOUR OF THE SECOND DAY. They
said to him that it was not so, but that the Elohim of Hezekiah
performed two miracles on that day. One is that He cured Hezekiah
of his illness and the second is that He returned the sun to this hour.
He said: Is there a great Elohim in this world except for my Elohim?
And they said: The Elohim of Hezekiah.

901. He arose and wrote his letter: 'Peace to Hezekiah, the King of
Judah, and peace to his Elohim and peace to Jerusalem, the Holy
City. 'Afterwards, he changed his mind, arose from his throne, took
three steps and wrote another letter: 'Peace to the Great Elohim in
Jerusalem and peace to Hezekiah, the King of Judah, and peace to
Jerusalem, the Holy City. 'The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him,
'You took three steps in My honor. I swear that three kings will
descend from you, rulers and princes who will rule over the whole
world.' And the first of them was Nebuchadnezzar.

902. Come and see what Daniel said to Nebuchadnezzar: "You are
this head of gold. And after you shall arise another kingdom inferior
to you, and another third kingdom of brass..." (Daniel 2:38-39). What
is written? "Nebuchadnezzar the king made an image of gold, whose
height was sixty cubits: and the breadth of which was six
cubits" (Daniel 3:1). Nebuchadnezzar said, 'The idol that I saw IN
THE DREAM had a head of gold and his innards were silver. I shall
make it entirely of gold and there shall be a golden crown on its
head.'

903. We learned that he gathered all the nations and peoples and
tongues on that day to worship that idol. And he took a vessel of the
vessels of the Temple upon which was engraved the Holy Name, and
placed it in the mouth of that idol. At that moment, the idol spoke
great things until Daniel came and approached that idol, saying, 'I
am the messenger of the supernal Master. I decree upon you to leave
here.' When he mentioned the Holy Name, that vessel came out of
the idol's mouth, and the idol fell and broke. This is the meaning of
that which is written: "And I will take out of his mouth which he has
swallowed up; and the nations shall not flow together any more to
him" (Yirmeyah 51:44). Rabbi Yehuda got up and kissed RAV HUNA
on his head. He said: If I had not brought you close to the friends
here, we would not recognize you. From that day onwards, they were
in awe of him.
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94. "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a free man"
Rabbi Yosi says here that this verse refers to Moses when he freed the children of Yisrael from slavery in Egypt. By 'land' he means the earth,
Malchut, which is sutained from the heavens, Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Yosi then discusses the destruction of the Holy Temple and the Holy Land, and
explains that when God wants to judge the world He first has a trial above, and then the verdict is established below. Rabbi Shimon next says that
"And the middle bar in the midst of the boards shall reach from end to end" refers to Jacob, who united Malchut and Zeir Anpin through Rachel and
Leah. "And Jacob was a plain man", we learn, means he was whole, and completes supernal Chesed and supernal Gvurah in Binah, and the two
Columns in Zeir Anpin. Chochmah, we are told, includes everything. The patriarchs, Abraham and Isaac, include everything, too, and Jacob
combines both of them.
The Relevance of this Passage
Our Evil Inclination, the ego, has been the foundation of turmoil, pain, and all unhappiness. The Other Side tells us that we are self-governing, free,
and independent, but in truth, we have been enslaved to its will and command. We are under the delusion that we act freely. In reality, we have been
held captive by its desires. We are imprisoned by our reactive whims and self-absorbed desires. We are enslaved to our careers, jobs, and shallow
relationships. We are incarcerated by our need for other people's acceptance. The ego is a ball and chain that has anchored us to this physical
dimension, its material trappings and its inevitable turmoil.
For this reason, fulfillment has always been a rare commodity. Our moments of happiness and true freedom are fleeting. This segment of Zohar
unlocks the chains of the Other Side, offering us the greatest freedom a man can attain, freedom from the self. The Zohar's spiritual influences
impress us with wisdom to finally recognize life's true and lasting pleasures, closeness with the Creator, marriage, children, friendship, and the
strength to forever resist trading them away for transient pleasures born of self-indulgence. This wisdom, and the ultimate freedom it now provides,
flows to us from Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Moses.
904. We have studied: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a
free man, and your princes eat in due season" (Kohelet 10:17). Rabbi
Yosi established this verse to refer to Moses at the time that he took
the children of Yisrael out of Egypt and made them free people. "And
your princes eat in due season" as it is written: "And you shall eat it
in haste; it is Hashem's Pesach" (Shemot 12:11).

905. Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai said, Did I not say that the words of
King Solomon are all inside the sanctuary of the King? What you
said is all well, and it required for an argument to be based upon it,
but this verse is above in the Supernal Sanctuary, WHICH IS
MALCHUT.

906. We have studied: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a
free man." What land is this? It means just land, NAMELY MALCHUT,
for we have learned that it is written: "He has cast down from heaven
to earth (or: land) the beauty of Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). Behold, this
land is a secret among the crowns of the Holy King, NAMELY THE
SFIROT, of which is written: "In the day that Hashem Elohim made
the earth and the heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). FOR ELOHIM IS BINAH,
HEAVEN IS ZEIR ANPIN AND EARTH IS MALCHUT. On this earth. All
that is nourished is from that place called 'heavens', because this
earth is sustained only from the holy perfection called 'heavens'.

907. When the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to destroy His house
below, NAMELY THE TEMPLE, and the terrestrial Holy Land, He first
removed the celestial Holy Land, WHICH IS MALCHUT, lowered it
from that level from which it was nourishing, which is the Holy
Heavens, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and destroyed the terrestrial one.
This is what is meant by: "He cast down from heavens (to)
earth" (Eichah 2:1) first, and afterwards: "And remembered not His
footstool" (Ibid.), WHICH IS THE TERRESTRIAL TEMPLE AND THE
HOLY LAND CALLED 'HIS FOOTSTOOL'. We have learned that these
are the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He. When He wants to
judge the world, first He has a trial above and then verdict is carried
below, as it is written: "Hashem shall punish the host of the high
ones on high" and afterwards: "The kings of the earth upon the
earth" (Yeshayah 24:21).
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908. Rabbi Shimon said: "Happy are you, O land, when your king is a
free man" REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN, who sustains you with
abundance without fear of another. From that supernal King all are
sustained. "And your princes eat in due season" is as written: "In
due time Jacob and Yisrael are told what El has
performed" (Bemidbar 23:23), FOR THEY ARE THE PRINCES. "Woe
to you, O land, when your king is a child" (Kohelet 10:16) is as
written: "And I will give children to be their princes" (Yeshayah 3:4).
Woe is unto the land if it nourishes from the left, WHICH IS CALLED
'CHILD'. "And your princes dine in the morning" (Ibid.), that is, in
that darkness OF THE LEFT as long as that which should rule does
not illuminate or rule, NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT.

909. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: "And the middle bar in
the midst of the boards shall reach from end to end" (Shemot 26:28).
This refers to holy and perfect Jacob, as we have established. It is
written: "And Jacob was a plain man, dwelling in tents" (Beresheet
25:27). It is not written 'tent,' but rather "tents," WHICH MEANS two,
for he is attached to this one and that one, NAMELY, IN MALCHUT
THAT IS ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'LEAH' AND IN MALCHUT BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED 'RACHEL'. It is also written here: "And the middle bar in the
midst of the boards shall reach from end to end," so that it is
attached here and held there, TO LEAH AND RACHEL, MEANING
THROUGHOUT THE STATURE OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM END TO END.
910. What is meant by 'a plain man?' It is translated into Aramaic as
'whole', for he is whole in everything and completes both aspects,
Atika Kadisha and Zeir Anpin. HE IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHO
MEDIATES AND COMPLETES BOTH COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT,
THAT ARE IN BINAH THAT IS SOMETIMES CALLED 'ATIKA
KADISHA', AND THE TWO COLUMNS IN ZEIR ANPIN. This is
because he completes Supernal Chesed and Supernal Gvurah,
NAMELY THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, THAT ARE IN
BINAH, and he completes the one and the other, BINAH AND ZEIR
ANPIN.
911. Rabbi Shimon said: I see that Chochmah includes everything
and Supernal Chesed, THAT IS IN ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS THE RIGHT
COLUMN, emerges from Chochmah. Gvurah, which is strong
Judgment, emerges from Binah. Jacob completes both sides, FOR
HE MEDIATES BETWEEN CHESED AND GVURAH AND UNITES AND
COMPLETES THEM. The Patriarchs, ABRAHAM AND ISAAC,
NAMELY, CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, include
everything, and Jacob is the combination of the Patriarchs,
BECAUSE HE COMBINES BOTH OF THEM.

95. Chochmah united with its paths
Rabbi Shimon speaks about the mechanism of the delivery of wisdom to the world, and of the delivery of the wise back to paradise. He tells of fifty
gates, 32 paths, the secret of the 22 and the power of 72 and the way in which these things are accomplished. The Sfirah of Binah is expounded
upon. He reminds us of the joining of everything through Jacob, and of the fertilization of one of God's qualities with another, for "In Wisdom have
you made them all."
The Relevance of this Passage
Even in the most complex and unfathomable sections of Trumah, like this one, a meaning can be discerned, though it would take years of study to
understand the symbolism and the numerology intellectually and grasp all of its spiritual benefits. Nevertheless, certain ideas clearly stand out: 22
corresponds to the 22 primordial forces of Creation, which express themselves through the very pages of this book, namely the 22 Letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. Thus, here we are touching the pure, primeval Light of Creation and it purifies our hearts and souls. 72 denotes the 72 Names of
God, telling us that we are now receiving the power to perform feats of wonder concerning the ultimate transformation of human nature. The word
"Binah" is itself a portal, a priceless passkey to the supernal fountainhead where we now dip ourselves into the pure, pristine wellspring of Light,
and reemerge, cleansed in body and soul.
And the great name of Jacob, who is the Central Column force incarnate, ignites our own Central Column, the divine gift of free will, the autonomous
choice a man has to reject the base drives born of ego. Our ego is herewith overthrown by the will of our soul. And the Satan is crushed by the
cosmic Central Column power of Jacob.
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912. We have studied that Chochmah united with its paths and
gathered with its wind, MEANING ITS SEVEN LOWER SFIROT,
WHICH ARE CALLED 'WIND', the waters, and the waters gathered
into one place. The fifty gates of Binah opened. From these 32 paths,
ten crowns emerged, WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, with glorious crowns and there
remain 22 paths, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LOWER
SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, BEING THE SECRET OF 22 LETTERS.
THEREFORE, WHEN that wind beat upon the paths IN ORDER TO
GATHER THE WATERS TO ONE PLACE, AS MENTIONED, the fifty
Gates of Binah opened, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT OF BINAH. And 22 opened, WHICH ARE THE LOWER
SEVEN SFIROT in the fifty Gates of Jubilee, MEANING IN THESE
FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. THESE 22 OF BINAH ARE crowned with the
Ayin-Bet (72) letters of the Holy Name, THAT ILLUMINATE WITH THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, and opened to its aspect. BUT
UPON THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, WHICH ARE THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT OF BINAH, THE NAME MEM-BET (42) ILLUMINATES, AS
MENTIONED NEARBY.
913. The 22 crowns of Mercy were adorned, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN
LOWER SFIROT that are included in Atik Yomin, who illuminates
upon them each one in his aspect. THEY ILLUMINATE IN COVERED
CHASSADIM. FROM THEM are adorned fifty engravings, WHICH ARE
THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, with the 42 holy letters of the Holy
Name, with which heaven and earth were created. They were
engraved into eight gates, which are the eight letters of Mercy, as it
is written: "Hashem, Hashem, El, Merciful and Gracious..." (Shemot
34:6). THESE ARE THE EIGHT NAMES that emerge from Atika
Kadisha, that emerge into ZEIR ANPIN. The Supernal Chochmah and
Binah join these holy crowns and ascend, MEANING THAT THEY
ILLUMINATE FROM BELOW UPWARDS. And Supernal Chesed
emerges from this side, MEANING FROM CHOCHMAH. The
Judgment of Gvurah emerges from this side, FROM BINAH, and the
merit of Jacob, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
TIFERET, comes and unites them ONE WITH THE OTHER, for this is
the supernal perfection.

914. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: This is the reason that
he is called 'Yisrael'. We have learned that Jacob is below, MEANING
THE ASPECT OF FROM THE CHEST DOWN OF ZEIR ANPIN. Yisrael
is above, MEANING FROM THE CCHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN. Jacob
is not perfection, but Yisrael is complete perfection, and we have
learned: "The saying of David the son of Yishai" (II Shmuel 23:1).
David is not perfection because he is last, FOR HE IS THE LAST
SFIRAH, MALCHUT, WHOSE PERFECTION LIES ONLY IN YESOD.
Yishai is Yesod, which is highest, is perfect. This is what we learned,
that the children of Yisrael were not exiled from their land until they
denied the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Kingdom of David,
WHICH ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT, as it is written: "We have no
part in David" (II Shmuel 20:1), WHICH IS MALCHUT, "Neither have
we inheritance in the son of Yishai," WHICH IS YESOD, "every man
to his tents, O Yisrael" (Ibid.). What is the meaning of "each man to
his tents (Heb. ohalav)", meaning to his deity (Heb. Elohav), which is
the place where idol worshipping dwells among them.
915. Rabbi Yehuda said: When Chochmah started to engrave on in
all the crowns, NAMELY THE SFIROT, from which crown did it start?
HE ANSWERS: From THAT CROWN that is called 'Binah', as
everything is included in Binah BECAUSE THE REVELATION OF
CHOCHMAH STARTED IN IT. Therefore, fifty gates were opened in it,
so it appears that everything was engraved with Chochmah. This is
what is ment by: "In wisdom have you made them all" (Tehilim
104:24).
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96. "Who has measured the waters in the hollow of his hand"
Rabbi Elazar says here that water is Chesed. Rabbi Shimon then replies that water is Binah, but that they are the same thing. He next explains the
meanings in "and meted out heaven with the span," "and comprehended the dust of the earth as a measure," "and weighed the mountains in
scales," and "and the hills in a balance." Rabbi Elazar then summarizes by saying that it is implied that Jacob, who is Tiferet, emerges from harsh
Judgment because Isaac had harsh Judgment in his portion. Rabbi Shimon extends this argument by adding that Isaac (Gvurah) emerged from
Chesed, therefore in all the levels Judgment emerges from Mercy and Mercy from Judgment: it is recognized that it is all one and that they all come
from one. Rabbi Elazar, we find, thinks that it appears there is no perfection unless one is attached to the other, so that the Central Column, Mercy,
unites Chesed and Judgment. He next says we have learned that it is not considered such a great distance between Chesed and Judgment, except
from our viewpoint. Rabbi Yehuda then concludes by saying that all the candles illuminate from one, from Ein Sof (Infinity); all the candles are one,
and we must not distinguish between them, for one who separates them is in turn separated from eternal life himself.
The Relevance of this Passage
In this section, we read that God's judgment is achieved through understanding, measurement, and weighing and balancing, with the exercise of
loving kindness and mercy. Spiritually, we are being taught that Light is an endless, infinite Force whose sole essence is goodness. This Light never
stands in judgment of us. Nor does this boundless Force execute punishment. Good fortune and reward, judgment and punishment, are the result of
the manner in which we knowingly or unknowingly interact with the Light that permeates all existence.
As a model, the force of electricity can bring great light and benefit to a city, comfort and security to a community. Or it can bring destruction if our
fingers carelessly touch raw current. In the case of the latter, it is meaningless to say electricity punished us. The Zohar is providing us with the
schematic of the cosmos, the blueprint of the soul.
It is our behavior, the blend and balance of judgment and mercy, that we extend to others that determines how much judgment and mercy the
cosmos reflects back to us. Thus, we learn that a man offers compassion because he will one day need it. And a man bestows mercy for the times
when he seeks it. Jacob, as the Central Column force, embodies the wisdom of balance, the perfection of sharing and receiving, judgment and
mercy. Jacob creates a circuit of Light through the union of opposite forces, much like the filament in a bulb that unites, through resistance, the
positive and negative poles to produce ordinary light. The wisdom and will to embody such balanced behavior is bequeathed to us through Jacob.
The entire world is herewith measured, balanced, unified, and illuminated by the supernal candle, the Creator of the cosmos. And because mercy
now grows in our heart, this is all achieved with boundless benevolence.
916. We have learned that it is written: "Who has measured the
waters in the hollow of his hand" (Yeshayah 40:12). What is water?
Binah. Rabbi Elazar taught it this way: that this is Chesed. Rabbi
Shimon said to him: They are all the same, FOR CHESED IS DRAWN
FROM BINAH, "and meted out heaven with the span" (Ibid.). What is
"heaven"? It is Tiferet, as it is written: "The beauty (Heb. Tiferet) of
Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). THEREFORE, THE WORD 'METED' IS USED,
THE IMPLICATION BEING THAT IT IS ARRANGED FOR SPLENDOR
AND BEAUTY. "And comprehended the dust of the earth in a
measure" (Yeshayah 40:12) is Gvurah, MEANING THE LEFT
COLUMN, FOR BEFORE IT IS INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT, IT DOES
NOT ILLUMINATE AND IS LIKE THE DUST OF THE EARTH. "And
weighed the mountains in scales" (Ibid.): These are the other
crowns, MEANING SFIROT, that are called 'mountains of pure
balsam', WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. "And the hills in
a balance?" (Ibid.): These are the rest of the Chariots below them,
NAMELY THOSE IN MALCHUT AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH.
917. Come and see: It is written, "in the hollow of his hand." What is
"the hollow of his hand"? HE ANSWERS: This is the spirit of
Chochmah, for we have learned a knotted path is overcome by a
palanquin.
918. "And meted out heaven with the span": What is a span? HE
ANSWERS: These are the fifty gates OF BINAH that were opened and
scattered to all directions, BECAUSE THE WORD 'SPAN (HEB.
ZERET)' MEANS SCATTERING, as is said, "And spread (Heb. zreti)
dung upon your faces" (Malachi 2:3). "And comprehended in a
measure (Heb. shalish)" (Yeshayah 40:12): What is shalish?
NAMELY Mercy, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET, THAT
INCLUDES WITHIN ITSELF THREE (HEB. SHLOSHAH) COLUMNS,
which is the completion of everything. "And weighed the mountains
in scales": What means scales? Rabbi Shimon said: As it is written,
"Just balances, just weights" (Vayikra 19:36), WHICH ARE NETZACH
AND HOD. Rabbi Shimon also said: I have established these
subjects in the lecture about 'who forms everything'.
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919. Rabbi Elazar said: Here it is implied that Jacob, WHO IS
TIFERET, emerges from harsh Judgment, FROM GVURAH, WHICH IS
HIS OPPOSITE, because Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH, had harsh
Judgment in his portion. Rabbi Shimon said to him: Is that all?
Indeed Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH, emerged from Chesed, and so in all
THE LEVELS, Judgment emerges from Mercy and Mercy from
Judgment. Abraham inherited an inheritance of Chesed, and Isaac
emerged with Judgment from Chesed. Jacob emerged with Mercy
from harsh Judgment, WHO IS ISAAC, and so it is above IN THE
LEVELS OF ATZILUT. One EMERGES from another and one
nourishes from the other, NAMELY GVURAH FROM CHESED AND
CHESED FROM GVURAH, until it is recognized that it is all one and
they are all come from one and they are all really one. Blessed be His
Name forever and ever.

920. Rabbi Elazar said: It appears that there is no perfection unless
one is attached to the other, CHESED TO JUDGMENT AND
JUDGMENT TO CHESED and THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHICH IS
MERCY, is attached to both of them, FOR IT UNITES THE TWO
COLUMNS, CHESED AND JUDGMENT, to fasten them all. This is like
Jacob, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, as written: "Shall reach
from end to end" (Shemot 26:28). THAT IS THE MIDDLE BAR, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT REACHES FROM
THE END OF CHESED TO THE END OF HARSH JUDGMENT, EVEN
THOUGH THEY ARE OPPOSITES FROM ONE ANOTHER. STILL IT
REACHES THEM AND UNITES THEM THE ONE WITH THE OTHER.
921. We have learned that it is not considered such A GREAT
DISTANCE BETWEEN CHESED and JUDGMENT, except from our
viewpoint and everything shows from our side, AS WE SAID ABOVE.
Because everything above rises in one manner, it neither changes
nor will it change, as it is written: "For I am Hashem, I do not
change" (Malachi 3:6). Rabbi Yehuda said: All the candles illuminate
from one, FROM THE BLESSED ENDLESS LIGHT, and they depend
upon one. All the candles are one, and one must not distinguish
BETWEEN THEM, for one who separates between them is separated
from eternal life.

97. "And He rode upon a Cherub, and did fly"
Rabbi Yitzchak speaks here of two Cherubs called 'youths': Metatron and Sandalfon, and how God settles upon them. Rabbi Yosi then tells us that if
the two Cherubs turn their faces away from each other, there is no peace in the world. This, we learn, is because there is then no pairing above, and
Rabbi Yitzchak points out that a similar idea is conveyed in "the nakedness of your father, or the nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover."
He says that in the old days people cared about Torah, but now only a few are left who do, and these few holy ones are those with whom God
Himself prays.
The Relevance of this Passage
The verses, "Two Cherubs who turn their faces away from each other" and "The nakedness of your mother or the nakedness of your father" pertain
to the disjoining of the Right and Left Columns. This separation creates a dangerous imbalance that inevitably prevents peace in our lives. The root
of evil is the Left Column - the Desire to Receive for the Self Alone. Left unchecked, its appetite is unappeasable. Like a black hole in deep space, it
consumes everything in its vicinity, leaving blackness in its wake. If the Right Column Force of sharing is left unchecked, it will give ceaselessly.
However, lacking any aspect of the Left (Desire to Receive), it will never be replenished. Eventually its resources are depleted, and it ends up empty,
feeling a tremendous lack.
The Central Column unites these two opposite forces by resisting the Desire to Receive and transforming it into the Desire to Receive for the Sake
of Sharing. Jacob and the righteous souls, past and present, who love Torah now activate the complete consciousness of Central Column (the will
to resist our selfish drives and instead think about the next person), which brings the full compliment of Light and genuine peace to the world.
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922. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "And I will make youngsters
their princes, and babes shall rule over them" (Yeshayah 3:4). This is
in accordance with the verse: "And you shall make two Cherubs of
gold" (Shemot 25:18) THAT ARE METATRON AND SANDALFON,
WHO ARE CALLED 'YOUTHS'. It is written: "who sits upon the
Cherubs" (I Shmuel 4:4) and also, "And He rode upon a Cherub, and
did fly" (II Shmuel 22:11), MEANING ONLY ON ONE CHERUB? HE
ANSWERS: When THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, wishes to settle
upon them entirely, it is written: "Who sits upon the Cherubs," THAT
HE SETTLES ON THEM BOTH TOGETHER. But when the King does
not dwell and is not seated on the throne, MEANING WHEN THERE
IS NO UNION ABOVE BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE, it is written:
"And He rode upon a Cherub." This is because the King, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN, is not seated on His throne, THAT IS MALCHUT. BUT
"Who sits on the Cherubs" would imply two.
923. Rabbi Yosi said: Woe is to the world when one cherub turns his
face away from his neighbor, FOR THIS SHOWS THAT THERE IS NO
UNION ABOVE OF RIGHT AND LEFT. It is written: "And their faces
shall look one to another" (Shemot 25:20) at the time that there is
peace in the world. IT IS IMPLIED THAT IF THEY DO NOT FACE
EACH OTHER, THERE IS NO PEACE IN THE WORLD. Rabbi Yitzchak
said: We have learned that "the nakedness of your father, or the
nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 18:7),
MEANING THAT ONE SHOULD NOT SIN BY SEPARATING THE
UNION OF MALE AND FEMALE WHO ARE YOUR FATHER AND
MOTHER. Woe is to he who uncovers their nakedness, MEANING IF
HE BLEMISHES THEM. THEREFORE, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO
DERIVE THIS FROM: "AND THEIR FACES ONE TO ANOTHER."
Similar to this, it is written by Jacob: 'Shall reach from end to end,'
MEANING THAT HE UNITES RIGHT AND LEFT TOGETHER. Blessed
is the portion of Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He, praises
Himself with their praise as above, IN TIFERET, as it is written:
"Yisrael in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
924. We have learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said: In the early days, a
person would say to his neighbor, 'Tell me a word of Torah, and
receive a coin of silver.' Now a person says to his neighbor, 'Receive
a coin of silver and study Torah.' No one cares and no one pays
attention, except for these few holy ones with whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, praises Himself, as it is written: "Your people also
shall be all righteous, they shall inherit the land forever; they shall
be the branch of My planting, the work of My hands, that I may be
glorified" (Yeshayah 60:21).

98. "The hooks of the pillars"
Rabbi Yitzchak speaks here about the forms of the supernal pillars, Netzach and Hod, and the hooks from which are suspended the pillars below.
The two pillars are united and watered, we are told, by the spinal column, Tiferet, that stands over them. Lastly, we learn that the hooks (vavim) are
six within six, so that there are vav's above in Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet and vav's below in Netzach, Hod and Yesod.
The Relevance of this Passage
Essentially, this passage speaks of how Light flows. Tiferet is the upper Central Column, and Yesod is the lower Central Column residing between
Netzach and Hod. This is the critical channel that needs to be opened for us to receive the Light. The Zohar now opens up Netzach and Hod, through
the unifying power of Yesod, so that an abundance of Light floods our world, opening up the hearts of man to the true Creator.
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925. "The hooks of the pillars and their joints shall be of
silver" (Shemot 27:10). Rabbi Yitzchak said: "The hooks of the
pillars": I say all these that are joined with the forms of the supernal
pillars, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, are called 'the hooks of the
pillars'. All those of below are suspended from these hooks. What
are hooks (Heb. vavim)? They are six within six, BECAUSE VAVIM
(VAV'S) ARE TWO TIMES SIX (=VAV), FOR THE SIX EXTREMITIES
ARE COMBINED OF EACH OTHER AND EACH ONE HAS SIX.
THEREFORE, NETZACH IS SIX AND HOD IS SIX. They are united and
watered by the spinal column, WHICH IS TIFERET that stands over
them, FOR TIFERET STANDS OVER NETZACH AND HOD. In Safra
De'tzniuta (Eng. 'the hidden book'), we learned that there are Vav's
above, IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and Vav's below, IN
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. They all are interpreted in the same
way, MEANING THAT THERE IS NO DISPUTE HERE.
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1. First Chapter
Rabbi Shimon says that the Concealed Book consists of five chapters, contained in a great chamber, that fill the entire earth. However, only one who
has entered wisdom and come out from it in peace can see the entire wisdom in that book. He tells a parable to illustrate his point about one who
grasps the generality of wisdom but does not know the delights and delicacies that derive from that generality. The Concealed Book weighs on
scales, the great scales at the head of Atik that balance all things. We learn of the death of the ancient kings and the earth having been made void at
that time, and of the 6,000 years that the world exists. Though the ancient world was destroyed in twelve hours the thirteenth will be established with
mercy and be renewed as before. During the seventh millennium, "Hashem alone shall be exalted on that day." Rabbi Shimon compares the first
vision of Ezekiel to the first verses of Beresheet that tell the story of creation. The essence of all the Sfirot in this context are brought into the
discussion. The Concealed Book tells of the creation of things in a way that is hidden to the common man; warning is given against anyone who
would try to tell of it without understanding. But the righteous is the foundation of the world, and there is wisdom in righteousness which is vital to
the structure of the world.
1. HE ASKS: What is the Concealed Book? Rabbi Shimon said: There
are five chapters, contained in a great chamber, which fill the entire
earth. Rabbi Yehuda said: If these include THE ENTIRE WISDOM,
THEN they are the best AND THERE IS NO NEED TO STUDY
FURTHER. Rabbi Shimon said: This is true for one who has entered
WISDOM and came out FROM IT IN PEACE. HE CAN SEE HERE THE
INCORPORATION OF THE ENTIRE WISDOM, but it is not so for one
who did not enter WISDOM and emerge FROM IT IN PEACE.

2. This is likened to a man who lived in the mountains and was not
acquainted with the city inhabitants. He sowed wheat, and then he
ate the wheat just as it was. One day, he came to the city, where he
was served with good bread. That person said, 'What is this?' They
answered him, 'This is bread to be eaten.' He ate and it was delicious
to his palate. He said, 'What is this made from?' They said, 'It is
made from wheat. Afterwards, they served him cookies mixed with
oil. He tasted them. He asked, 'And what are these made from?' They
answered, 'From wheat.' Afterwards, they offered him food fit for
kings kneaded with oil and honey. He said, 'What are these made
from?' They told him, 'From wheat'. He said, 'I certainly have all
these, because I eat the essence of all these, which is wheat.'
Because of this opinion, he did not learn how to make all these
delicacies and he did not know of the delights of the world - thus,
they were lost to him. It is also so with one who grasps the
generality of wisdom, but does not know the delights and delicacies
that derive from that generality.

3. We have learned that the Concealed Book is a book that weighs
on scales, THAT IS, THE BOOK THAT SPEAKS OF THE WEIGHT OF
THE LIGHTS ON SCALES IS CALLED 'THE CONCEALED BOOK',
BECAUSE THE WISDOM IN THE SCALES ILLUMINATES FROM
BELOW UPWARDS WHICH IS THE WAY OF CONCEALMENT. THIS IS
THE SECRET OF, "BUT WITH THE LOWLY (ALSO: 'CONCEALED') IS
WISDOM" (MISHLEI 11:2). Before there was a balance, THE RIGHT
AND THE LEFT - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALE AND FEMALE did not look AT EACH OTHER face to face. The ancient kings died
and had no weapon, and the earth - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT - was made void.
4. Until the head, the most delectable of all delectations - WHICH IS
THE HEAD OF THE NUKVA OF ATIK, CALLED 'THE UNKNOWN
HEAD' - prepared precious garments and bequeathed THEM TO ALL.
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5. These scales are hung in a place where they were not before,
MEANING AT THE HEAD OF ATIK. In them were weighed those who
had no WEAPONS - NAMELY, THE KINGS. BUT THE ESSENCE OF
the scales lies in the body, MEANING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
IS TIFERET, WHERE JUDGMENT LIES. THIS JUDGMENT does not
unite and is not visible IN THE SCALES. IN THESE SCALES, THE
LIGHTS OF THE LEFT ascend FROM BELOW UPWARD, and in them
rise those that were not, those that were, and those that will be.
6. Concealment was installed within concealment and settled in a
skull, NAMELY, KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, full of crystal dew, WHICH
IS CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN. The membrane of air
THAT IS BETWEEN THE SKULL AND CONCEALED CHOCHMAH was
purified and hidden. The HAIRS OF THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN
THAT ARE CALLED 'pure wool' are on the scale. The Will of All Wills
is revealed ON THE FOREHEAD OF ARICH ANPIN through the
prayers of the lower beings. Supervision from the open EYE that
never sleeps and guards constantly IS INSTALLED IN THE EYES OF
ARICH ANPIN, and the supervision OF THE LOWER DEPENDS on
this supernal supervision OF ARICH ANPIN. The royal viceroy has
two nostrils - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NOSE that revives the
spirit OF LIFE in everything.
7. "In the beginning Elohim created the heaven and the
earth" (Beresheet 1:1). These are six WORDS, CORRESPONDING TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and "In
the beginning," WHICH IS BINAH, is above them. All of them are
below, IN BINAH AND IN ZEIR ANPIN, and are suspended AND
COME DOWN from the seven features of the Skull. THEY SPREAD to
the most precious, THE THIRTEEN FEATURES OF THE BEARD OF
ARICH ANPIN, FROM WHICH IS INFERRED THE SECOND VERSE,
NAMELY, "WAS WITHOUT FORM AND VOID..." (IBID. 2), WHICH
CONTAINS THIRTEEN WORDS AS SHALL BE EXPLAINED. The
second OCCURRENCE OF "the earth" - THE WORD "EARTH" WITH
WHICH THE SECOND VERSE STARTS - is not counted AMONG
THESE THIRTEEN WORDS, as we learned, because it emerged from
the earth that was damaged ON ACCOUNT OF THE SIN OF THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, FOR MALCHUT OF
THE ATTRIBUTE OF HARSH JUDGMENT WAS MIXED IN IT, as it is
written, "because of the ground which Hashem has
cursed" (Beresheet 5:29). THEREFORE, IT IS NOT COUNTED WITH
THE THIRTEEN AND THEY START WITH THE WORD "WAS" - "was
without form and void, and darkness was on the face of the deep,
and a wind from Elohim moved over the surface of the waters..."
WHICH ARE THIRTEEN WORDS. AND THESE thirteen words are
derived from the thirteen features of the most precious, WHICH IS
THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH ARE EXPLAINED LATER.
8. The 6,000 years THAT THE WORLD EXISTS derive AND EXPAND
from the first six WORDS, WHICH ARE: "CREATED... ELOHIM...THE...
HEAVEN ...AND...EARTH." The seventh, WHICH IS BINAH, is above
them and alone is strengthened, NAMELY THE WORD, "IN THE
BEGINNING" THAT PRECEDED THEM. Everything was destroyed in
twelve hours, as written, "was without form and void..." The
thirteenth will be established BY THOSE TWELVE HOURS with
mercy, and they are renewed as before. These six will arise AGAIN,
because it is written, "created" and afterwards, it is written, "was,"
WHICH IMPLIES THAT NOW IT IS NOT ANYMORE. This is because it
certainly was DURING THE 6,000 YEARS and in the end, DURING
THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM, it is "without form and void, and
darkness..." BECAUSE IT WAS DESTROYED. THIS IS THE MEANING
OF, "And Hashem alone shall be exalted on that day" (Yeshayah
2:11), NAMELY DURING THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM.
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9. The imprints of the engravings look like a long snake, which
extends this way and that, so the tail is at the head and the head
joins the shoulders. It passes and it is wrathful, it guards and
conceals. Once in a thousand small days is providence revealed
through its doings. The fin UPON WHICH THE WORLD IS SITUATED
IS in its lot. Its head is broken in the waters of the Great Sea, as is
written: "You did break the heads of the sea serpents (Heb. taninim)
in the waters" (Tehilim 74:13). There were two but one returned, for
'Taninim' is spelled without Yud, WHICH IS THE MARK OF PLURAL.
EVEN THOUGH IT IS SPELLED "HEADS", IT IS SINGULAR, as is
written, "And over the heads (Heb. rashei) of the living creature was
the likeness of a firmament" (Yechezkel 1:22). IT SAYS 'RASHEI'
WITH A YUD EVEN THOUGH IT WAS THE HEAD OF A SINGLE
CREATURE. HERE ALSO ABOUT THE SEA SERPENT, EVEN
THOUGH IT SAYS HEADS IT REALLY MEANS THE HEAD OF ONE
SERPENT.
10. "And Elohim said, Let there be (Heb. yehi) light; and there was
(Heb. vayehi) light" (Beresheet 1:3). This is similar to, "For He spoke,
and it was (Heb. vayehi)" (Tehilim 33:9). THE WORD "AND IT WAS"
IS COUPLED BY SAYING TO SHOW THAT "VAYEHI" is by itself AND
THE WORD "YEHI (LIT. 'LIGHT')" IS BY ITSELF, BECAUSE YEHI IS
ABA AND RIGHT COLUMN, AND VAYEHI IS IMA AND LEFT
COLUMN. Later RIGHT AND LEFT became one again THROUGH THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT
RECONCILED THEM. YEHI (YUD-HEI-YUD) AND VAYEHI (VAV-YUDHEI-YUD) UNITED AND FROM THEM WAS MADE THE
PERMUTATION Yud Hei Vav Yud, BECAUSE IDENTICAL LETTERS
ARE NOT COUNTED TWICE. Yud Hei Vav ARE THE SECRET OF ABA
AND IMA AND ZEIR ANPIN THAT RECONCILES AND UNITES THEM.
The last Yud OF YUD HEI VAV YUD is the lower Shechinah like Hei IS
the Shechinah and they are weighed in the same scales.
11. "And the living creatures ran and returned" (Yechezkel 1:14),
resembles, "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet
1:4). THIS IS THE MEANING OF, "Say of the righteous, that it shall be
well (or: 'good') with him" (Yeshayah 3:10). This verse, "AND
ELOHIM SAW THE LIGHT THAT IT WAS GOOD" goes up on the
scales. But in the first verse, "LET THERE BE LIGHT; AND THERE
WAS LIGHT," THE RIGHT AND LEFT were separate, but now they all
became one again AFTERWARDS THROUGH THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. The sister, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and kinswoman,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, THAT ARE ALLUDED TO IN,
"LET THERE BE LIGHT; AND THERE WAS LIGHT," AS MENTIONED
ABOVE, have been included through it, each with the other in the
secret of Yud Hei, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. They are
beloved and embracing crowns. THE REASON THAT CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH ARE CALLED 'SISTER AND KINSWOMAN' IS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE VERSE, "SAY TO WISDOM, YOU ARE MY
SISTER, AND CALL UNDERSTANDING YOUR
KINSWOMAN" (MISHLEI 7:4).
12. Six SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD - come out from the branch of the root of the body, which is
a tongue that speaks great things. This tongue is concealed between
Yud Vav Dalet and Hei Aleph, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
AS WRITTEN, "One shall say, I am Hashem's; and another shall call
himself by the name of Jacob; and another shall subscribe with his
hand to Hashem, and surname himself by the name of
Yisrael" (Yeshayah 44:5), actually surname himself. "One shall say, I
am Hashem's" - this is the sister, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS
FORBIDDEN (FOR INTERCOURSE) LIKE A SISTER, BECAUSE IT IS
INCOMPREHENSIBLE. "AND ANOTHER SHALL CALL HIMSELF BY
THE NAME OF JACOB" - THIS IS THE KINSWOMAN, WHICH IS
BINAH, WHEREIN THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH BEGINS.
THEREFORE, IT SAYS "BY THE NAME OF JACOB," BECAUSE NAME
DENOTES COMPREHENSION, "AND ANOTHER SHALL SUBSCRIBE
WITH HIS HAND TO HASHEM" IS DA'AT. "AND SURNAME HIMSELF
BY THE NAME OF YISRAEL" IS THE SPREADING OF DA'AT TO ZEIR
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ANPIN, AND THEN ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED 'YISRAEL', MEANING
ACTUALLY SURNAME AS MENTIONED. It is all expressed in Yud Hei
Vav, NAMELY IN CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT. All THOSE THREE
- CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT - are included in the secret tongue
in Ima, FOR DA'AT THAT MEDIATES BETWEEN THE TWO
COLUMNS, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH THAT ARE IN IMA, INCLUDES
WITHIN ITSELF CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, because she was
opened by it and it emerges from her. Aba sits at the head, Ima in the
center, and is covered from this way and that way. Woe to the one
who uncovers their nakedness.
13. "And Elohim said, Let there be luminaries in the firmament of
heaven" (Beresheet 1:14). THIS INDICATES THAT the Male, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, shall rule over the Female, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
THEREFORE, THE MALE IS CALLED 'THE GREAT LUMINARY' AND
THE FEMALE, 'THE SMALL LUMINARY', as is written, "And the
righteous is an everlasting foundation (or: 'the foundation of the
world')" (Mishlei 10:25). THE RIGHTEOUS, WHO IS YESOD (LIT.
'FOUNDATION') OF ZEIR ANPIN, IS YESOD OF MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'WORLD'. IT IS IMPLIED THAT THE WORLD WOULD NOT
EXIST WERE IT NOT FOR THE RIGHTEOUS, AND THEREFORE HE
RULES OVER IT. AND HE EXPLAINS WHY IT IS SO, SAYING, Yud,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, illuminated
both HEIS, and illuminated and impregnated THE FIRST HEI WITH
the Female. Then Yud unified within itself, SEPARATING FROM THE
HEI, ascended in its levels high up and the Nukva became dark. Ima
shone and opened her gates. Then came the Key that included six
SFIROT, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that covered the entrance OF IMA
and joined below with the one and the other, MEANING WITH BOTH
THE NUKVA AND WITH IMA. Woe to him who exposes the entrance.

2. Second Chapter
Here the Beard of Faith is explained. This beard is not mentioned in the Torah, being too precious to be spoken of there; all thirteen of its
characteristics are outlined here. There are thirteen springs, nine of which flow down to water the body, Zeir Anpin - the other four are guarded and
do not flow down. In the month of Tishrei, these thirteen features are in the upper world, Binah, and the thirteen gates of Mercy open there. The
movement of the letters Yud Hei Vav Hei are described as they pertain above in the head of Arich Anpin and below in Zeir Anpin. This is followed by
the seven features of the Skull of Zeir Anpin, that was formed from the air (the light of Chassadim from Aba) and a spark (the light of Gvurot from
Ima). These features are the dew of two colors, three spaces of engraved letters, the hairs over the ears, a non-luminous forehead, eyes of three
colors, the nose with three flames, and the ears curved level to hear good and evil. We hear an explanation of the difference between "I" and "He" as
written in verses like, "I am Hashem, that (lit. 'He') is My name"; "He" is used for one who is hidden and not present, who is not visible to the eye,
who has no name. This section closes with the statement that Yisrael Saba and Tevunah, which are Binah, are called 'Mother'.
14. Second Chapter. In it is explained the Beard of Faith. The beard
is not mentioned IN THE TORAH, PROPHETS OR THE WRITINGS,
FOR IT IS WRITTEN, "THE EYES OF HASHEM," "THE EARS OF
HASHEM," AND ALSO "HIS CHEEKS ARE LIKE A BED OF
SPICES" (SHIR HASHIRIM 5:13), BUT THERE IS NO MENTION OF
THE BEARD, because it is most precious and it comes out from the
ears WHERE THE BEARD STARTS. It encircles the shape of the face,
as a white strand going up and down around the face, MEANING
THAT THE BEARD IN GENERAL LOOKS LIKE A WHITE STRAND
WITH WHITE HAIRS AROUND THE FACE. SOME OF THEM GO UP,
SHINING FROM BELOW UPWARDS, WHILE SOME GO DOWN,
SHINING FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS. It is explained in thirteen
CHARACTERISTICS.
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15. Concerning that most precious, NAMELY THE BEARD, it is
written, "Through a land that no man (Heb. ish) passed through, and
where no man (Heb. adam) dwelt" (Yirmeyah 2:6). ZEIR ANPIN IS
CALLED 'ADAM' AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED 'ISH'.
Adam is outside ARICH ANPIN, FOR ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
'ADAM' WRAPS ARICH ANPIN ON THE OUTSIDE FROM THE NAVEL
DOWN, and all the more so ish, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS EVEN OUTSIDE ZEIR ANPIN. NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD
ARE OUTSIDE THE TORSO AND, ALL THE MORE SO, OUTSIDE OF
ARICH ANPIN; THEREFORE, THEY HAVE NO SHARE IN THIS BEARD
OF ARICH ANPIN. THE BEARD is explained by thirteen springs and
only four OF THE FEATURES are guarded, SO AS NOT TO FLOW
DOWN TO ZEIR ANPIN. Nine OF THE FEATURES water the body,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
16. THE FIRST FEATURE IS THAT the precious, WHICH IS THE
BEARD, starts to form in front of the opening of the ears, MEANING
OPPOSITE THE OPENINGS OF THE EARS, and descends beautifully
DOWNWARDS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE LIPS. 2) THERE ARE
HAIRS at the top of the lips, from the top OF THE RIGHT LIP to the
top OF THE LEFT LIP. 3) There is a path CLEAR OF HAIR that
emerges below the two nostrils to remove sins, as it is written, "And
it is His glory (Heb. tiferet) to pass over transgressions" (Mishlei
19:11). 4) THE HAIRS below the lips again become another top. 5)
Another path, FREE OF HAIR, emerges under it, MEANING IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE HAIRS AT THE LOWER LIP. 6) An offering of spices,
MEANING HAIRS, covers THE FACE FROM BELOW to the top OF
THE UPPER LIP. 7) Two apples, MEANING THE CHEEKS THAT ARE
FREE OF HAIR, are visible to light the candles. 8) From the overall
Mazal, MEANING THE HAIRS THAT SPREAD AND hang as far as the
heart, extend the upper and lower beings, MEANING THE UPPER
EXPANSE OF THE BEARD THAT IS CALLED 'SUPERNAL MAZAL'.
17. THE NINTH FEATURE IS THAT the SHORT HAIRS that hang
BETWEEN THE HAIRS OF THE UPPER EXPANSE OF THE BEARD do
not stick out one from the other, FOR THEY ARE ALL THE SAME
SIZE. THE TENTH CHAREACTERISTIC IS the short HAIRS that cover
the neck CLOSE TO the precious BEARD. THE ELEVENTH FEATURE
IS long HAIRS that are in full length THAT HANG OVER THE NECK.
THE TWELFTH FEATURE IS the lips, free of hair from all sides.
Blessed is he who kisses with these kisses. THE THIRTEENTH
FEATURE IS THAT in the overall Mazal flow thirteen RIVERS of fine
balsam tree oil. Everything is in this Mazal, which is concealed,
NAMELY THE LOWER EXPANSE OF THE BEARD THAT IS CALLED
'THE LOWER MAZAL'.
18. When Tishrei arrives, which is the seventh month, these thirteen
FEATURES are in the upper world, WHICH IS BINAH, and the thirteen
Gates of Mercy open there. Concerning that time, IT IS WRITTEN,
"Seek Hashem while He may be found" (Yeshayah 55:6).

19. "And Elohim said, Let the earth bring forth grass, herb yielding
seed, and fruit tree yielding fruit after its kind..." (Beresheet 1:11).
This is the meaning of, "You shall afflict your souls" (Vayikra 16:31)
in the ninth of the month at evening. It is also written, "Adonai
Hashem, You have begun to show Your servant Your
greatness" (Devarim 3:24). HERE THE NAME Yud Hei Vav Hei is
whole on all sides, MEANING THAT IT ILLUMINATES ON THE RIGHT
SIDE AND THE LEFT SIDE TOGETHER. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN,
ADONAI YUD HEI VAV HEI AND 'YOUR GREATNESS'. But here, with
the awakening of the earth, it is incomplete, FOR ONLY THE LEFT
SIDE ILLUMINATES WITHOUT THE RIGHT SIDE.
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20. It is not written HERE 'let there be (Heb. yehi) GRASS AND
HERB', WHERE we read an upper Yud and a lower Yud, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF "Vayyitzer (lit. 'And He
formed')" (Beresheet 2:19) SPELLED WITH TWO YUDS, the upper
Yud BEING UPPER CHOCHMAH and the lower Yud BEING LOWER
CHOCHMAH, NAMELY THE NUKVA. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
TWO YUDS AT THE BEGINNING AND THE END OF THE
PERMUTATION YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD. Yehi
CONTAINS upper Yud and lower Yud with Hei between them, FOR
HEI IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, FROM WHICH THE LOWER YUD
RECEIVES CHOCHMAH. And that is overall perfection, FOR THEN IT
RECEIVES CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS perfect, though not from every
side BUT ONLY FROM THE LEFT. THEREFORE, this name is
uprooted - NAMELY THE NUKVA WHICH IS CALLED 'NAME' - and is
planted in a different place as it is written: "And Hashem Elohim
planted a garden in Eden..." (Ibid. 8).
21. ANOTHER EXPLANATION: The Hei WRITTEN between the two
Yuds of 'Yehi', ALLUDES TO the blowing OF THE SPIRIT (OR:
'WIND') OF CHOCHMAH from the nose of Arich Anpin to Zeir Anpin.
Without the spirit OF CHOCHMAH it cannot exist. By the Hei THAT
ALLUDES TO THE NOSE OF ARICH ANPIN, the upper Hei OF THE
NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI and the lower Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI
VAV HEI were perfected, MEANING THAT THE UPPER HEI, WHICH IS
BINAH, RECEIVES CHOCHMAH IN ITS LEFT COLUMN FROM THE
NOSE OF ARICH ANPIN AND TRANSFERS TO THE LOWER HEI,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA. THEN THE TWO HEIS ARE TOGETHER, as is
written, "Ah (spelled Aleph Hei Hei) Adonai Elohim" (Yirmeyah 1:6).
THIS INDICATES THAT WHENEVER THE TWO HEIS ARE
TOGETHER, WHEN THE LOWER HEI RECEIVES CHOCHMAH FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN OF THE UPPER HEI, IT IS SAID, ALEPH HEI HEI,
WHICH ALLUDES TO A TIME OF TROUBLE. THE NUKVA IS THEN IN
TROUBLE, FOR SHE IS DESOLATE AND SERE, AS MENTIONED.
22. In the cluster of clusters, in the spirit of the scales, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, IN WHOM LIES THE SCALE AS MENTIONED, AND WHO
IS CALLED 'A CLUSTER', AS IS WRITTEN, "MY BELOVED IS TO ME
AS A CLUSTER OF HENNA" (SHIR HASHIRIM 1:14) THERE IS YudHei-Vav. HE EXPLAINS: The upper Yud, WHICH IS ABA AND IMA,
CALLED 'ABA', is adorned with the bond of Atik, which is a lofty
membrane that is purified and hidden. The upper Hei was adorned
with the spirit of the two openings of the royal viceroy that emerged
to revive, MEANING TO BESTOW CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED
'LIFE'. The upper Vav IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AND DA'AT,
WHEREIN LIES the hard spark that is crowned on its sides. The
letters YUD-HEI-VAV expand afterwards and become part of Zeir
Anpin IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF 'THREE EMERGE
FROM ONE, ONE EXISTS IN THREE'. Just as YUD-HEI-VAV dwell in
the Skull OF ARICH ANPIN, they also spread throughout the body OF
ARICH ANPIN, NAMELY ITS SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, to
complete everything. When these letters YUD-HEI-VAV are
suspended, THAT IS, CONCEALED, THEY ARE in pure wool. When
they appear to Zeir Anpin, the letters YUD-HEI-VAV rest on Him, and
He is named after them.
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23. The Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI in Atik is concealed with its
crowns, because the Left is present, WHICH CAN BE RESOLVED
ONLY BY THE SCALE. The Hei is opened by another Hei, NAMELY
THE HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHEREIN IS THE PLACE OF REVELATION.
THEREFORE, HEI, WHEN FULLY SPELLED, IS SPELLED WITH
ANOTHER HEI, NAMELY HEI-HEI. IT IS composed of two females,
BECAUSE THE LAST HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS INCLUDED IN IT
and acquired its features. Vav is opened by another Vav that is in
Zeir Anpin, as written, "goes to my beloved directly" (Shir Hashirim
7:11), AS THE SUPERNAL FEATURES GO TO MY BELOVED, THAT IS
ZEIR ANPIN. FOR IN HIM IS the hard spark to cover the entrance of
Ima. THEREFORE, VAV FULLY SPELLED IS SPELLED WITH
ANOTHER VAV, NAMELY VAV-VAV.
24. THUS THERE IS Vav above IN THE HEAD AND THERE IS Vav
below IN ZEIR ANPIN. THERE IS Hei above IN THE HEAD AND
THERE IS Hei below IN ZEIR ANPIN; THIS IS WHY THEY ARE
DOUBLED IN FULL SPELLING, AS MENTIONED, BECAUSE ABOVE
THEY ARE CONCEALED AND BELOW THEY ARE REVEALED. Yud is
above, but no other YUD partakes in it - AS IN THE CASE OF HEI
AND VAV - or comes out WITH IT WHEN PRONOUNCED, except by
allusion, BECAUSE VAV-DALET IN THE FULL SPELLING OF YUD
HAVE THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS YUD (=TEN). THIS IS AN
ALLUSION THAT IT INCLUDES A SECOND, LOWER YUD, meaning
that two were revealed IN YUD - SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, who join
in one level, trembling together in order to separate FROM THE
LEFT. AND THIS IS Vav Dalet that are included in Yud Vav Dalet, YUD
BEING SUPERNAL ABA AND VAV DALET SUPERNAL IMA. Woe
when ABA, YUD, departs, AND VAV DALET are revealed.
25. These spices - MEANING THE ILLUMINATIONS OF CHOCHMAH
CALLED 'SPICES' AND 'SCENT' - of the red engravings, WHICH ARE
ALL THE ASPECTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH ARE RED, that
pass through TO ILLUMINATE, do not mingle at the place, BUT
RATHER RETURN IMMEDIATELY TO THEIR PLACE, AS WRITTEN,
"And the living creatures ran and returned" (Yechezkel 1:14), AS
THEY IMMEDIATELY RETURN TO THEIR PLACE. LIKEWISE, "Flee to
your place" (Bemidbar 24:11), means that he hastens to return to his
place. This is the secret of the verse, "Though you do soar aloft like
the eagle, and though you do set your nest among the
stars" (Ovadyah 1:4), "from there I will bring you down" (Ibid.).
26. "And the earth brought forth grass" (Beresheet 1:12). When DID
THIS OCCUR? IT WAS when the name, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, was
planted. AND SO FROM ABA AND IMA, emerged air, WHICH IS THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM FROM ABA, and a spark, WHICH IS THE
LIGHT OF GVUROT FROM IMA. WHEN THE AIR AND THE SPARK
JOINED TOGETHER, a Skull extended from them, WHICH IS KETER
OF ZEIR ANPIN at its sides. Dew filled over it, THE SKULL, of two
colors, NAMELY WHITE AND RED IN THE SECRET OF, "FOR YOUR
DEW IS THE DEW OF LIGHT" (YESHAYAH 26:19), WHICH ARE THE
LIGHTS OF CHESED AND GVURAH. AND THIS IS THE FIRST OF THE
SEVEN FEATURES OF THE SKULL OF ZEIR ANPIN.
27. SECOND FEATURE: Three spaces of engraved letters, NAMELY
YUD-HEI-VAV, appear in it. THIRD FEATURE: HAIRS, black as a
raven, hang over the deep openings OF THE EARS, and one cannot
hear from the right or the left, BECAUSE THE HAIRS, WHICH ARE
JUDGMENTS, BLOCK THEM. Here, IN RELATION TO THE HAIRS ON
THE SKULL OF ZEIR ANPIN, THERE IS ABOVE one thin path,
NAMELY THE PATH AT THE CENTER OF THE HEAD THAT DIVIDES
THE HAIRS INTO RIGHT AND LEFT.
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28. THE FOURTH FEATURE IS a non-luminous forehead, FROM
WHICH ARE DRAWN JUDGMENT AND strife to the world except AT
TIMES OF GREATNESS, when the will OF THE FOREHEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN supervises THE FOREHEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN. THE
FIFTH FEATURE IS eyes of three colors - WHICH ARE BLACK, RED
AND GREEN - which are to be feared, BECAUSE ALL THESE
COLORS ALLUDE TO JUDGMENTS, FOR RED IS LEFT AND GREEN
IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND BLACK IS MALCHUT. DURING
GREATNESS, they wash in luminous milk, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHESED THAT FLOWS from Atika, as is written, "Your eyes shall
see Jerusalem a quiet habitation" (Yeshayah 33:20), MEANING FREE
OF JUDGMENT. It is also written, "Righteousness lodged in
it" (Yeshayah 1:21), SO THERE IS IN IT JUDGMENT THAT IS CALLED
'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. HE ANSWERS: IT SAYS "quiet habitation,"
WHEN THE EYE OF the hidden Atik SHINES IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE MEANING OF "WASHED IN MILK" (SHIR HASHIRIM 5:12),
because it is spelled Eynecha (lit. 'your eyes') WITHOUT YUD, THE
MARK OF PLURAL. IN ATIKA, THERE IS NO LEFT AND BOTH EYES
ARE CONSIDERED AS THE RIGHT EYE.
29. THE SIXTH FEATURE IS the nose of the face that is short for
identification, BECAUSE THE FACE IS RECOGNIZED BY THE NOSE,
AS OUR SAGES HAVE SAID, 'WITNESS CAN TESTIFY ONLY WHEN
THERE IS A FACE TOGETHER WITH A NOSE'. Three flames burn in
its nostrils, WHICH ARE THE THREE ASPECTS OF JUDGMENT JUDGMENT DRAWN FROM BINAH, FROM MALCHUT AND FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN. THE SEVENTH FEATURE IS curved level to
hear good and evil, MEANING THE EARS DURING GREATNESS,
AFTER THE HAIR THAT BLOCKED THEM IS REMOVED, AS
MENTIONED. FOR THEN THEY ARE OPENED TO HEAR GOOD AND
EVIL TO DO GOOD FOR THE GOOD PEOPLE AND TO PUNISH THE
EVIL, AND TO RECEIVE THE PRAYERS OF THE LOWER BEINGS.
30. It is written, "I am Hashem, that (lit. 'He') is My name" (Yeshayah
42:8), SPOKEN IN THE FIRST PERSON, "I," AND THE THIRD
PERSON, "HE," IN ONE CLAUSE. IT SHOULD HAVE SAID, 'I AM,
HASHEM IS MY NAME.' YET IT SAYS, "I" AND "HE," ARE TWO
NAMES, as written, "I kill and I make alive" (Devarim 32:39), and it is
also written, "And I will bear; and I will carry" (Yeshayah 46:4). SO
WE SEE THAT "I" IS A NAME, MEANING THE NAME OF MALCHUT,
AND "HE" IS ALSO A NAME. It is written, "He has made us and we
are His" (Tehilim 100:3), AND "But He is unchangeable, and who can
turn Him" (Iyov 23:13). SO WE SEE THAT HE IS ALSO CALLED BY
THE NAME "HE", BECAUSE "He" is used for one who is hidden and
not present. "He" is used for one who is not visible to the eye,
MEANING THAT HE IS NOT READY TO RECEIVE CHOCHMAH THAT
IS CALLED 'EYE'. He is used for one who has no name, NAMELY
BINAH, WHICH IS YISRAEL SABA AND TEVUNAH.
31. HE EXPLAINS THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE THREE LETTERS HEI
VAV ALEPH (HE), ACCORDING TO WHAT HE SAID ABOVE THAT
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH, ABA AND IMA AND YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH ARE EACH CALLED "He." HE SAYS, Hei OF HU (LIT. 'HE'HEI VAV ALEPH) includes Vav, Vav includes Aleph OF HU, but does
not include Hei OF HU. Aleph goes towards Yud, Yud goes towards
the most concealed Yud, to which the Vav Dalet OF YUD FULLY
SPELLED are not attached. Woe is when the Yud does not illuminate
on Vav Dalet.
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32. When Yud departed from Vav Dalet because of the sins of the
world, the nakedness of them all was revealed. And about this is
written, "The nakedness of your father... shall you not
uncover" (Vayikra 18:7); it is written, "or the nakedness of your
mother shall you not uncover, SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, YUD,
THAT ARE BOTH CONSIDERED 'ABA'. She is your mother, you shall
not uncover her nakedness" (Ibid.), BECAUSE YISRAEL -SABA AND
TEVUNAH ARE BOTH CALLED BY THE NAME 'IMA'. She is surely
your mother as is written, "if (Heb. im) you cry after wisdom
(Binah)" (Mishlei 2:3), FOR YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, WHICH
ARE BINAH, ARE CALLED 'MOTHER' (HEB. EM).

3. Third Chapter
We hear that the Beard was concealed in the scriptures because everything that is hidden and not revealed is lofty and precious. Here the nine
features of the Beard are listed, together with the nine clauses beginning in Tehilim 118:5 with "Out of my distress I called on Yah"; it is also stated
that these nine features are in the secret of the verse, "And the earth brought forth grass, herb yielding seed after its kind, and tree yielding fruit,
whose seed was in itself, after its kind." There are thirteen features of the Beard in the supernal one, Arich Anpin; the lower, Zeir Anpin, appears in
nine features of the Beard. The addition of thirteen plus nine yields 22, which is the 22 letters that were engraved through them. Now the discussion
turns to various interpretations of the verse, "And Elohim said, Let the waters swarm abundantly with moving creatures that have life." As one
explanation is the movement of the lips during prayer, we are told that the prayer in which a person requests something of God is arranged in nine
ways. It is said that great attention is necessary in all these nine manners of prayer. God will honor anyone who meditates properly on them, giving
him everything he needs in this world and in the World to Come.
We are told that "And Elohim said, Let Us make man" referred not only to man on earth but also supernal man, both male and female; when the one
is completed, the other is completed.
33. Third Chapter. Nine precious features were granted to the beard.
Everything that is hidden and not revealed is lofty and precious. THE
BEARD was concealed in the Scriptures, FOR THERE IS NO
MENTION OF THE BEARD SUCH AS, "THE EYES OF HASHEM,"
"THE EARS OF HASHEM" AND "HIS CHEEKS ARE LIKE A BED OF
SPICES" (SHIR HASHIRIM 5:13). BUT THERE IS NO MENTION OF
THE BEARD, AND THAT IS BECAUSE IT IS LOFTY AND PRECIOUS.
34. The first feature of the beard: Hairs upon hairs EMERGE from
before the opening of the ears to the top of the mouth, MEANING
THE UPPER LIP. THE SECOND FEATURE: It is from this top OF THE
LIP to the other top OF THE LIP. THE THIRD FEATURE: THERE IS a
path below the two nostrils OF THE NOSE so full OF HAIR that it is
invisible. THE FOURTH FEATURE: The cheeks are covered WITH
HAIR on one side and the other side. THE FIFTH FEATURE: In them
TWO apples OF THE FACE are seen, red as a rose. THE SIXTH
FEATURE: on one thread hangs coarse black HAIR down to the
chest. THE SEVENTH FEATURE: The lips are free OF HAIR and are
as red as a rose.

35. THE EIGHTH FEATURE: Short HAIRS travel down the neck and
cover the nape. THE NINTH FEATURE: HAIRS both long and short,
HARD as sinews descend equally, MEANING THAT THEY EQUALLY
MINGLE WITH EACH OTHER. One who has these nine features is
mighty and strong, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN.
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36. It is written, "Out of my distress I called on Yah" (Tehilim 118:5).
David recited nine clauses until "all nations compassed me
about" (Ibid. 10), in order to surround HIMSELF WITH THEM and
protect himself. THEY CORRESPOND TO THE NINE FEATURES OF
THE BEARD OF ZEIR ANPIN. 1. "OUT OF MY DISTRESS I CALLED
ON YAH." 2. "YAH ANSWERED ME WITH LIBERATION." 3. "HASHEM
IS ON MY SIDE, I WILL NOT FEAR." 4. "HASHEM TAKES MY PART
WITH THOSE WHO HELP ME." 5. "IT IS BETTER TO TAKE REFUGE
IN HASHEM." 6. A SECOND "IT IS BETTER TO TAKE REFUGE IN
HASHEM." TOGETHER WITH THE THREE TIMES 'MAN' IS
MENTIONED, WHICH ALLUDE TO THREE FEATURES, THEY ARE
NINE, AND THESE NINE FEATURES ARE IN THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "And the earth, brought forth grass, herb yielding seed after
its kind, and tree, yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after its
kind" (Beresheet 1:12). These nine FEATURES OF THE BEARD were
uprooted from a whole name, NAMELY FROM THE THIRTEEN
FEATURES OF THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN, AND CAME TO ZEIR
ANPIN. Afterwards, they were AGAIN planted in a complete name, as
is said, "And Hashem Elohim planted", WHICH IS THE FULL NAME
OF ATIK AND ZEIR ANPIN. There are thirteen features of the Beard in
the supernal one, NAMELY ARICH ANPIN. The lower, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, appears in nine features OF THE BEARD, AND THIRTEEN
PLUS NINE EQUALS 22. These are the 22 letters that were engraved
through them.
37. Therefore, IF ONE SEES IN a dream that he was holding in his
hand the beard of an important man, then he is at peace with his
Master and his enemies shall be subdued under him. The upper
Beard, OF ARICH ANPIN, that illuminates to the lower BEARD OF
ZEIR ANPIN is more so, because the upper Beard is called 'abundant
in Chesed', while in Zeir Anpin it is CALLED plain 'Chesed'. When he
needs light, the upper Beard then illuminates and HE TOO is called
abundant in Chesed.

38. "And Elohim said, Let the waters swarm abundantly with moving
creatures that have life (Heb. nefesh chayah)" (Beresheet 1:20),
meaning Chai (lit. 'living') Yud Hei, BECAUSE CHAYAH INCLUDES
THE LETTERS OF CHAI AND YUD HEI. CHAI IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, YUD HEI ARE ABA AND IMA, AND "LET THE WATERS
SWARM" MEANS THAT the light of one should spread into the other,
MEANING THAT THE LIGHT OF YUD HEI WILL SPREAD INTO CHAI,
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. THUS LIVING NEFESH WILL EMERGE,
WHICH ARE THE NUKVA AND ALSO THE NEFESH OF ADAM.
Everything swarmed at the same time, both good waters OF
HOLINESS and evil waters OF THE OTHER SIDE. Once He said, "Let
the waters swarm", they were intermingled and a supernal living
creature (Heb. chayah), NAMELY THE NUKVA, a lower living
creature, NAMELY THE NEFESH OF ADAM, a good living creature,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and an evil living creature, WHICH IS LILIT,
came out. FOR "LIVING CREATURE THAT MOVES" (IBID. 21) IS
LILIT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
39. According to another explanation, "Let the waters swarm," is
translated into Aramaic as 'move', meaning that his lips move with
words of prayer purely and with a clear mind. The living Nefesh
moves in CLEANSING AND PURIFYING waters, for when a person
wishes to set out his prayer to his Master, his lips move thus: from
below upwards, in order to elevate the glory of his Master to the
place of the water source of the deep well, WHICH IS BINAH. Later, it
will flow and draw from above downwards, from that water source of
the river, WHICH IS BINAH, to each and every grade down to the last
grade, WHICH IS MALCHUT, so that it may draw willingly for
everyone from above downwards. Afterwards, He has to connect
everything, NAMELY TO UNITE ALL THE GRADES IN BLESSED
ENDLESS LIGHT, in a connection of devotion of Faith; and so all his
requests, individual and communal, will be fulfilled.
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40. The prayer in which a person asks of his Master is arranged in
nine ways: 1. THE PRAYER is ARRANGED ACCORDING to the
alphabet. 2. It is ARRANGED by mentioning the attributes of the Holy
One, blessed be He: Merciful, Kind, etc. 3. It is ARRANGED by the
precious names of the Holy One, blessed be He, namely, Eheyeh,
Yah, Yud Hei Vav, El, Elohim, Yud Hei Vav Hei, Tzva'ot, Shadai,
Adonai. 4. It is ARRANGED according to the ten Sfirot, which are
Malchut, Yesod, Hod, Netzach, Tiferet, Gvurah, Chesed, Binah,
Chochmah, Keter. 5. There is mentioning of the righteous, namely
the patriarchs, the prophets and the kings. 6. It includes hymns and
praises that have true acceptance. 7. And above all that, one who
knows how to prepare corrections for his Master properly. 8. There
is knowledge of how to raise from below upwards. 9. And there is
one who knows how to draw plenty from above downwards.

41. In all these nine manners OF PRAYER, great attention is
necessary. If not, it is said about him, "and they that despise Me
shall be lightly esteemed" (I Shmuel 2:30). And on meditating on
answering Amen, ONE HAS TO DIRECT HIS THOUGHT that he is
combining the two names Yud Hei Vav Hei Adonai, WHOSE
NUMERICAL VALUE IS 91 AS IS THAT OF AMEN. And one NAME,
WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, ZEIR ANPIN, hides its goodness and
blessings in the treasury called 'sanctuary', WHICH IS ADONAI,
MALCHUT. This is alluded to in the passage, "But Hashem is in His
Temple; let all the earth keep silence before Him" (Chavakuk 2:20).
To this the sages alluded, 'All the goodness of man lies in his
house', BECAUSE THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF MAN (HEB. ADAM)
IS 45, THAT OF THE NAME OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED
WITH ALEPH, AND ALL HIS GOODNESS IN HIS HOUSE, WHICH IS
ADONAI, MALCHUT, as is said, "In all My house he is
trusted" (Bemidbar 12:7), which is translated into Aramaic as, "in all
My people," MEANING MALCHUT.
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42. If one meditates on each of the nine manners OF PRAYER, such
is a person who honors the name of his Master, His Holy Name. Of
this, it is written, "for them that honor Me will I honor, and they that
despise Me shall be lightly esteemed." I shall honor him in this world
to fulfill and maintain all his needs. All the nations of the world will
see that he is named after Yud Hei Vav Hei, and they will fear him. In
the World to Come, he shall stand in the proximity of the pious,
MEANING IN THE SECTION OF THE PIOUS, even if he did not study
the Torah as much as necessary, since he merited to behold the
knowledge of his Master and had the proper intention.

43. What is the meaning of, "and they that despise Me shall be lightly
esteemed"? This refers to one who does not know how to unify the
Holy Name or tie the bond of Faith, and cause a flowing to the place
that needs it and to honor his Master's name. It were better had he
not been created, especially one who does not have proper
meditation on Amen. For it is written of everyone who moves his lips
with a clean heart and with cleansing waters, "And Elohim said, Let
us make man" (Beresheet 1:26). This relates to a person who knows
how to properly unite image and likeness, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'IMAGE' AND THE NUKVA THAT IS CALLED
'LIKENESS'. "and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea."
(End of the other explanation from verse 39)

44. "And Elohim said, Let us make man." It is not written, 'The man',
WHICH WOULD HAVE IMPLIED ONLY THE FIRST MAN, but man in
general, MEANING in order to bring forth AND PERFECT ALSO
supernal man, THAT IS, MALE AND FEMALE THAT ARE CALLED
'MAN' that is made now with a whole name, YUD HEI VAV HEI
ELOHIM. For when the one is completed, then the other is
completed, MEANING THAT WHEN THE LOWER MAN IS
COMPLETED THE UPPER MAN IS COMPLETED. He is perfected with
male and female, so as to complete everything. Yud Hei Vav Hei is
CALLED 'the aspect of male', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, Elohim is
CALLED 'the female aspect', WHICH IS MALCHUT, IN SUCH A WAY
THAT YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM IS A FULL NAME. The male, ZEIR
ANPIN, expands and is built with his implements like Ima at the
mouth of the penis, MEANING WITH THE CORONA OF YESOD. The
SEVEN kings that were gone exist here, THROUGH YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
45. THE MALE IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS
MAINLY OF CHASSADIM. THEREFORE, Judgments of the male are
strong at the beginning, and are benign at the end. It is the opposite
by the female, SINCE SHE IS OF THE LEFT COLUMN IN THE ASPECT
OF CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM, WHICH IS DARKNESS
THAT DOESN'T ILLUMINATE, and fifteen hard judgments of smoke
are submerged in her lap. There is a small Yud in her, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF LOWER CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'YUD', WHICH,
BEING MALCHUT, IS SMALL.
46. Atika wanted to see if the Judgments OF THE NUKVA were
mollified, ADAM AND HIS WIFE JOINED TOGETHER. The serpent
came upon Eve WITH THE TEMPTATION OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. A nest of filth was formed in her,
IN THE FEMALE, and became the dwelling place of evil, for it is
written, "And she conceived, and bore Cain" (Beresheet 4:1), WHICH
MEANS a nest (Heb. ken) and dwelling place of storms, demons and
evil spirits.
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47. He prepared crowns in this man, in general and in particular.
They were included in the particular and in the general, NAMELY the
legs and arms, which are right and left, MEANING GENERAL AND
PARTICULAR IN THE ARMS, AND PARTICULAR AND GENERAL IN
THE LEGS.
48. When THE CENTRAL COLUMN divides to its sides, NAMELY TO
THE RIGHT SIDE AND TO THE LEFT SIDE, male and female are
formed by THE SECRET OF Yud Hei Vav, for Yud, WHICH IS THE
RIGHT SIDE, is male and Hei, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE, is female.
OF Vav it is written, "male and female He created them. And Elohim
blessed them" (Beresheet 1:27-28). And he called their name 'Adam',
so that the image and face of Adam sits on the throne THAT IS THE
NUKVA, as is written, "And upon the likeness of the throne was the
likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it" (Yechezkel
1:26). THUS VAV INCLUDES MALE AND FEMALE TOGETHER, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF MAN SITTING UPON THE
THRONE.

4. Fourth Chapter
This chapter tells us that Atika is hidden but Zeir Anpin, who is partially hidden, is revealed in Malchut. He cannot be comprehended in His own
place, but He can be comprehended in a different place. When lower man descended in the image and likeness, there were two spirits in him from
his two sides, because man combines right and left: the holy Neshamah and the living Nefesh. When he sinned the left expanded from above
downwards. The theme of 'two' is carried throughout the rest of this chapter, in connection with the Holy Names, the climbing scales that go up and
down, Male and Female, the two equal crowns of Dalet and Vav, two men to spy secretly, two women, two who were embracing above. All these
allusions to two result again in the statement that it is necessary to unite the right and the left and the central columns together, for the healing of
Hashem is drawn by this unity.
49. Fourth Chapter. Atika, WHICH IS KETER, is covered and hidden.
Zeir Anpin is revealed yet not revealed, MEANING THAT THE
REVELATION STARTS IN HIM AND THAT REVELATION IS IN
MALCHUT. The revealed, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is spelled with
letters, MEANING THAT IT IS EXPRESSED IN THE LETTERS OF THE
NAME THAT IS CALLED 'YUD HEI VAV HEI', WHICH MEANS, 'WAS,
IS AND WILL BE, FOR EVERYTHING IS REVEALED IN HIM. That
which is covered, THAT IS, ATIKA, is concealed of letters, FOR IT IS
CALLED 'EHEYEH' (LIT. 'I SHALL BE'), IN THE FUTURE TENSE,
WHICH MEANS THAT He cannot be comprehended in His place BUT
IN A DIFFERENT PLACE. Because He is, the upper and lower beings
cannot comprehend Him, FOR EVEN THE UPPER BEINGS DO NOT
GRASP HIM.
50. "And Elohim said, Let the earth bring forth living creatures after
their kind, cattle and creeping things..." (Beresheet 1:24). This is the
meaning of, "Hashem, You preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7).
One is contained in the other, namely the living creatures is included
in man, as is written, "If any man of you bring an offering to Hashem,
of the cattle..." (Vayikra 1:2). IT IS USEFUL FOR HIM, because the
living creatures is included in the secret of man.

51. When the lower man descended in the upper form NAMELY IN
IMAGE AND LIKENESS, there were two spirits in him from HIS two
sides, because man combines right and left. The right is of the holy
Neshamah and the left is of the living Nefesh. When he sinned, then
the left expanded from above downwards, WHICH IS THE SIN OF
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL THAT DREW THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS. Then those who have no body expanded.
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52. HERE HE CONCLUDES EXPLAINING THE ABOVE-MENTIONED
ARTICLE THAT SAYS THAT ZEIR ANPIN IS REVEALED YET IS NOT
REVEALED. HE EXPLAINS: When THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF BINAH
joined together, 22 concealed letters were born, like when an animal
bears many at one time. THEY ARE THE ENTIRETY OF THE LIGHTS
OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT, and 22 revealed
letters, WHICH ARE THE GENERALITY OF THE LETTERS OF THE
NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN. THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE TWO
YUDS AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF 'YUD ALEPH HEI DALET
VAV NUN HEI YUD,' WHICH IS THE PERMUTATION OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI ADONAI, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE. Yud AT THE
BEGINNING, THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
is concealed, AS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS NOT
REVEALED IN IT. BUT Yud AT THE END, WHICH IS OF ADONAI, is
revealed, AS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN
IT. The concealed and revealed, RIGHT AND LEFT, ARE WEIGHED in
the climbing scales, MEANING THAT THE PANS OF THE SCALES
CLIMB UP AND DOWN. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT BALANCES BOTH LIGHTS, RIGHT AND LEFT, SO
THAT THEY WOULD HAVE THE SAME WEIGHT AND UNITE WITH
EACH OTHER.
53. Male and female emerge from Yud, WHICH ARE Vav and Dalet OF
THE FULLY SPELLED YUD. In this place Vav is male and Dalet is
female, INSTEAD OF VAV HEI AS IN OTHER PLACES. Hence Du
(Dalet Vav) MEANS IN HEBREW two, BECAUSE Dalet Vav are male
and female. Dalet and Vav are two EQUAL crowns. Yud in itself is
male. Hei is female. Hei was Dalet originally, MEANING THE DALET
OF THE FULLY SPELLED YUD, AS EXPLAINED. When it conceived
Vav within it, IT BECAME HEI, MEANING VAV WITHIN DALET.
AFTERWARDS, it brought forth AND BORE the Vav, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV OF THE NAME. And the Yud appears in its
form, which is the entirety of Yud Hei Vav. BEFORE, THE YUD WAS
COMPOUNDED OF VAV DALET AND AFTERWARDS, THE DALET
CONCEIVED WITH THE VAV AND BECAME HEI AND AFTERWARDS
BORE THE VAV. After Yud, which is of male and female, produced
HEI VAV, WHICH ARE IMA AND ZEIR ANPIN, VAV was afterwards
settled, THAT IS, RECEIVED MOCHIN, and covered Ima, WHICH IS
HEI.
54. "And the sons of Elohim saw the daughters of men" (Beresheet
6:2). This resembles the verse, "Two men to spy secretly,
saying" (Yehoshua 2:1). What is the meaning of "the daughters of
men"? It is written, "Then came two women, that were harlots, to the
king" (I Melachim 3:16), because of them, it is written, "for they saw
that the wisdom of Elohim was in him..." (Ibid. 28). "Then came", but
not before. When the image of the unripe fig dominated, MEANING
THE EATING OF UNRIPE FRUIT, two were embracing above. When
they descended, they inherited dust. They lost the good portion that
they possessed from the crown of Mercy, and became crowned with
the aspect of grapes.

55. "And Hashem said to Moses, Why do you cry to Me?" (Shemot
14:15). "To Me" is precise. "Speak to the children of Yisrael, that they
go forward" (Ibid.); "that they go forward" is precise.
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56. It depended upon Mazal, for he wanted to glorify the Beard. FOR
THEN THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH WAS DRAWN FROM THE
SUPERNAL MAZAL, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE EIGHTH OF
THE THIRTEEN FEATURES OF THE BEARD THAT IS CALLED
'MAZAL'. THIS IS THE MEANING OF, "And will do that which is right
in His sight" (Shemot 15:26). THIS IS THE LEFT COLUMN, IN WHICH
CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN THAT IS CALLED 'HIS SIGHT'. "And will give
ear to His commandments" (Ibid.), MEANS THE RIGHT COLUMN
INTO WHICH CHASSADIM ARE DRAWN FROM BINAH CALLED
'EARS'. THEREFORE, IT SAYS, "GIVE EAR". "And keep all His
statutes" (Ibid.) REFERS TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH
KEEPS THE STATUTES, SO THE RIGHT IS DRAWN FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS AND THE LEFT ONLY FROM BELOW UPWARDS. Up
to here, MEANING IT IS NECESSARY UP TO HERE TO DRAW AND
UNITE THE THREE COLUMNS TOGETHER, "for I am Hashem that
heals you," FOR MY HEALING IS DRAWN BY THIS UNITY, precisely
OF THE THREE COLUMNS.

5. Fifth Chapter
Rabbi Shimon begins by explaining the seven levels, that culminate in the souls of Adam and Eve outside of Atzilut. Zeir Anpin concealed His face
from them because of their sin of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. After this we read about the verses in Beresheet that tell of the creation of
the heavens and the earth, the firmament and the waters. The part played by various letters and the significant numerology are explored as well.
Rabbi Shimon turns to the question of the Nefilim, speaking about those who fell from the grades of Atzilut. When Solomon came he corrected those
who were not holy with his wisdom. The text now reviews the main points spoken of in all the five chapters, the characteristics of the beard and
skull of Arich Anpin in particular, with emphasis on the numbers thirteen, nine and seven. We read that Malchut shelters under the shade of Yesod
of Zeir Anpin, that rules over the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. He who does good walks among the seven pillars (the lower seven Sfirot) and
merits the four living creatures - Lion, Ox, Eagle and Man. Rabbi Shimon speaks about the Angel Metatron who was Enoch, and then about the
courts of law - four above and four below. He tells us that there are different kinds of judgment, some more harsh and some less harsh. The last
section here speaks about "And it came to pass when men began to multiply on the face of the earth"; we learn that "men" alludes to supernal man,
namely Moses. Various references are made to "horn," one that is used for anointing and one, the horn of Jubilee, the first Hei of Yud Hei Vav Hei,
that blows the breath of life into everything.
When the first Hei appears to the lower Hei, namely Binah to Malchut, then the name is considered full, Adonai Elohim. And when it becomes
perfect, in the future to come, then "Hashem alone shall be exalted on that day."
57. Fifth Chapter. It is written, "Oh (Heb. Hoy - Hei Vav Yud) sinful
nation, a people laden with iniquity, a seed of evildoers, children that
deal corruptly..." (Yeshayah 1:4). THERE ARE seven levels, ONE
COMING OUT OF THE OTHER, Yud Vav Dalet, Hei, Vav, Hei Hei. HE
EXPLAINS: Yud brought forth Vav Dalet OF THE FULLY SPELLED
YUD, AND THE DALET CONCEIVED VAV AND BECAME Hei, FOR
THEN YUD BECOMES Hei Vav Yud. THESE ARE THE FOUR LEVELS,
YUD, VAV, DALET, HEI. AND AFTERWARDS Hei bore the Vav,
WHICH IS THE FIFTH LEVEL, and the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
brought forth Hei FROM INSIDE ATZILUT WHICH IS THE NUKVA
AND THE SIXTH LEVEL, AND BROUGHT FORTH Dalet Vav, THE
SOULS OF ADAM AND EVE outside OF ATZILUT, AS THEY ARE THE
SEVENTH LEVEL. It hid male and female of Adam being Dalet Vav
OUTSIDE ATZILUT, MEANING THAT HE CONCEALED HIS FACE
FROM THEM, as is written ABOUT THEM, "children that deal
corruptly," BECAUSE THEY SINNED BY THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
OF GOOD AND EVIL.
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58. "In the beginning created": "Beresheet" (lit. 'In the beginning') is
a saying, THAT IS, A COMPLETE LEVEL. "Bara" (lit. 'created') is half
a saying, MEANING HALF A LEVEL. THEY ARE Father and Son,
concealed and revealed, the upper Eden that is concealed and
hidden and the lower Eden that emerges to its journeys IN THREE
PLACES. Then are revealed Yud Hei Vav Hei, Yah, MEANING A
SAYING AND HALF A SAYING ARE REVEALED THROUGH THE
JOURNEY. "Elohim the (Heb. Et)" THAT FOLLOW "IN THE
BEGINNING CREATED", MEAN Adonai Eheyeh, BECAUSE 'ET' IS
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ADONAI', AND
'ELOHIM' THE SECRET OF BINAH, Right and Left joined together.
THIS IS THE SECRET OF "the heavens," WHICH IS TIFERET THAT
INCLUDES CHESED AND GVURAH, WHICH ARE RIGHT AND LEFT
"and the (Heb. ve'et)" IS NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, as written,
"And the glory (Tiferet) and the victory (Netzach), ETC." (I Divrei
Hayamim 29:11) that joined together. FOR "HEAVENS" IS TIFERET
AND "AND THE" IS NETZACH AND HOD. "FOR ALL THAT IS IN
HEAVEN AND ON EARTH" (IBID.) IS YESOD. "The earth" IS THE
LAST MALCHUT, as written, "how majestic is Your name in all the
earth" (Tehilim 8:2). "The whole earth is full of His glory" (Yeshayah
6:3), WHERE EARTH MEANS MALCHUT.
59. "Let there be a firmament in the water" (Beresheet 1:6) to divide
between the Holy, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Holy of Holies,
WHICH ARE ARICH ANPIN AND ABA AND IMA. THE FIRMAMENT
DIVIDES between Atik, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, and Zeir Anpin. It is
divided FROM ARICH ANPIN VIA THE FIRMAMENT yet clings AS IT
IS NOT ACTUALLY DIVIDED by the mouth that speaks great things.
60. ZEIR ANPIN is severed to be crowned with small crowns in five
kinds of LIVING water, MEANING IN THE SFIROT - CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD OF IMA, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF FIVE HUNDRED YEARS THAT ARE CALLED 'LIVING WATERS OR
LIFE', as it is written, "And running (or: 'living') water shall be put
thereto" (Bemidbar 19:17), WHICH IS CHESED. "He is the living
Elohim, and an everlasting King" (Yirmeyah 10:10), IS GVURAH. "I
shall walk before Hashem in the lands of the living" (Tehilim 116:9),
IS NETZACH. "Yet the soul of my Master shall be bound in the bond
of life with Hashem your Elohim" (I Shmuel 25:29), IS HOD. "And the
Tree of Life also in the midst of the Garden" (Beresheet 2:9), IS
TIFERET. Yud Hei IS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, Yud Vav Dalet, Hei
Aleph IS CHOCHMAH BINAH OF ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS.
Eheyeh IS THE SECRET OF KETER. THEY ARE THE DIVISION
between waters and waters, for the UPPER waters ABOVE THE
FIRMAMENT, WHICH ARE YUD HEI, YUD VAV DALET, HEI ALEPH,
AND EHEYEH are whole, while THE LOWER BEINGS BELOW THE
FIRMAMENT ARE waters that are not whole. ABOVE THE
FIRMAMENT, there is complete mercy and BELOW THE
FIRMAMENT, there is incomplete mercy.
61. "And Hashem said, My spirit shall not abide in man for ever for
that he also is flesh" (Beresheet 6:3). "And Hashem said," MEANING
when He settled AND BECAME CLOTHED with Zeir Anpin. From here
we derive that 'one quotes one', because concealed Atik THAT IS
ARICH ANPIN, said, "My spirit shall not abide" in supernal man, ZEIR
ANPIN. For with that spirit (also: 'wind') that blows from the two
nostrils of the nose OF ARICH ANPIN, it draws LIFE to those below,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
CALLED 'LIFE.'
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62. Therefore it is written, "and His days shall be a hundred and
twenty years" (Ibid.), because Yud Vav Dalet IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH AND LIFE. It is whole yet not whole. Yud in itself is one
hundred, MEANING TEN SFIROT, EACH INCLUDING TEN,
AMOUNTING TO ONE HUNDRED. The two letters VAV DALET THAT
ARE NOT WHOLE are twice TEN. TOGETHER THEY AMOUNT TO a
hundred and twenty years. Yud in itself, when it is revealed in Zeir
Anpin, spreads to ten thousand years, BECAUSE EACH OF THE
SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH EXPANDS TO A THOUSAND. Now it is
written, "You laid Your hand upon me" (Tehilim 139:5), MEANING
THAT HIS HEIGHT WAS DIMINISHED TO ONE HUNDRED CUBITS. HE
RECEIVED THE LIGHT OF LIFE FROM THE YUD, WHICH IS WHOLE
AND NOT WHOLE, BECAUSE THE VAV DALET, WHICH ARE NOT
WHOLE, ARE CONNECTED WITH THE YUD, AS MENTIONED.
63. "There were Nefilim (lit. 'fallen ones') in the earth in those
days" (Beresheet 6:4). This is as is written, "And from thence it was
parted, and branched into four streams" (Beresheet 2:10), for ever
since the place where the Garden parted, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF
ATZILUT, it is called 'fallen,' MEANING THROUGHOUT THE THREE
WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. FOR ALL THOSE
THAT FELL THERE FROM THE GRADES OF ATZILUT ARE CALLED
'FALLEN', as is written, "And from thence it was parted." "There
were...in the earth in those days," but not afterwards until Joshua
came and the children of Elohim were hidden, NAMELY THE TWO
SECRET SPIES, ABOUT WHIOM IT IS WRITTEN, "AND HID
THEM" (YEHOSHUA 2:4).
64. Until Solomon came and the daughters of men were incorporated
IN HOLINESS, as is written, "and the delights of the sons of
men" (Kohelet 2:8). The word "delights" has a feminine suffix
INSTEAD OF A MASCULINE ONE, BECAUSE IT REFERS TO THE
DAUGHTERS OF MAN MENTIONED EARLIER, "TWO WOMEN THAT
WERE HARLOTS." "Sons of men," FROM THE WORDS "THE
DELIGHTS OF THE SONS OF MEN", REFER TO THE SONS OF MEN
that were cast from other spirits IN ATZILUT, and were not included
in supernal Chochmah. It is written, "And Hashem gave Solomon
wisdom" (I Melachim 5:26) and, "For he was wiser than all
men" (Ibid. 11). It is because HE CORRECTED ALL THESE MEN, who
were not included in man OF HOLINESS.
65. "And Hashem gave Solomon wisdom," MEANING THAT HE GAVE
HIM the upper Hei, WHICH IS BINAH. "For he was wiser," because
from it, FROM BINAH, he became wise below. "the same were mighty
men of old (or: 'from the world')" (Beresheet 6:4), meaning from the
upper world, THE WORLD OF ATZILUT FROM WHICH THEY FELL AS
MENTIONED, "men of renown (lit. 'name')" (Ibid.) who made use of
the name. What is the name? It is the Holy Name, MEANING
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME', and they used it, those unholy
beings, MEANING THAT THE NEFILIM USED IT TO DRAW
CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, WHICH IS NOT HOLY
FOR IT IS FORBIDDEN TO DO SO. They utilized only the name,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. IT IS SAID "men of name", in general, instead
of 'men of Yud Hei Vav Hei', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is not because
the verse is ambiguous, MEANING THAT THE VERSE DOES NOT
MENTION ANY PARTICULAR NAME, but it is rather diminishing yet
not diminishing. IT IS DIMINISHING BECAUSE IT IS LESS THAN THE
NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, BUT IT IS ALSO NOT A LESSENING
BECAUSE IT IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME', AND IT COULD
NOT BE WRITTEN IN ANY OTHER WAY. "Men of renown" is general;
they are no longer part of humanity, as it is written, "Nevertheless
man abides not in honor" (Tehilim 49:13). "Honor" REFERS TO the
glory of the King, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME'
AND IS THE GLORY OF ZEIR ANPIN. SINCE MAN MAKES USE OF
THE NAME, WHICH IS MALCHUT, he "abides not," MEANS WHEN HE
WAS without spirit.
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66. HE NOW REVIEWS MOST OF THE MAIN POINTS THAT HE
SPOKE OF IN ALL THE FIVE CHAPTERS WITH A FEW ADDITIONS
VERY BRIEFLY. HE SAYS, Thirteen warring kings, NAMELY THE
THIRTEEN FEATURES OF THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN in seven,
MEANING THAT THE THIRTEEN RECEIVE FROM THE SEVEN
FEATURES OF THE SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN. Seven kings, NAMELY
THE SEVEN FEATURES OF THE SKULL OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHEN
THEIR LIGHT SPREADS in the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, appear to
be victorious in war. Nine ascend the grades and run as they wish,
NAMELY NINE FEATURES OF THE BEARD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ASCEND AND RUN THROUGHOUT THE GRADES. There is no one to
detain them. Five kings stand in confusion and cannot stand before
four.
67. HE SAYS, Four kings come out AND ARE BORN towards the four
KINGS, they cling to them like grapes to a bunch. Seven runners are
incorporated in them, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT WITHIN THE WHOLE
MALCHUT. WHEN CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN IT, THEY RUN AND
HASTEN IN THE SECRET OF, "AND THE LIVING CREATURES RAN
AND RETURNED" (YECHEZKEL 1:14). They give testimony when
they are not in their places, BECAUSE WHEN THEY REVEAL THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'TESTIMONY',
THEY ARE FORCED TO DESCEND FROM THEIR PLACE. The
aromatic tree, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, PROVIDES
CHASSADIM TO MALCHUT AND CHOCHMAH BECOMES SCENTED
WITH CHASSADIM. It is settled among THE SEVEN SFIROT OF
MALCHUT. Among its branches THAT SPREAD FROM IT, birds take
hold and nest. Under YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, the living creature,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, shelters in its shade. It rules over that tree that
has two ways, THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. IF
ONE GAINS MERIT IT IS GOOD AND IF ONE DOES NOT, IT IS EVIL.
AND IF HE MERITS, GOOD DOMINATES. THEN HE walks among the
seven pillars - WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF THE NUKVA, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM that surround THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL AND RULE OVER IT. HE
MERITS the four living creatures: Lion, Ox, Eagle, Man, WHICH ARE
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE LOWER CHARIOT, that revolve in the four directions.
68. The snake that runs with 370 leaps, "Leaping on the mountains,
skipping on the hills" (Shir Hashirim 2:8), his tail in his mouth,
between his teeth, pierced in two sides. While moving, he ceases
and his body is divided into three aspects.

69. It is written, "And Enoch walked with the Elohim" (Beresheet
5:24) and also, "Train (Heb. chanoch) up a child in the way he should
go" (Mishlei 22:6), MEANING that certain child THAT IS THE ANGEL
METATRON. THIS IS THE MEANING OF THE VERSE. ENOCH
BECAME A CHILD, METATRON; "with the Elohim", REFERS TO
MALCHUT and not with Yud Hei Vav Hei WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
BECAUSE HE BECAME A SERVANT OF MALCHUT. "And he was
not" (Beresheet 5:24) MEANS THAT he was not under the name
Enoch, "for the Elohim took him" to be called in His name, FOR HE
BECAME AN ANGEL OF ELOHIM.
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70. The three courts of law are four. There are four courts of law
above and four courts of law below, as it is written, "You shall not do
unrighteousness in judgment, in length, in weight, or in
measure" (Vayikra 19:35). FOR JUDGMENT IS THE RIGHT COLUMN,
LENGTH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, WEIGHT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN
AND MEASURE IS MALCHUT. AND HE EXPLAINS THAT THERE IS
harsh judgment, judgment that is not harsh, there is the judgment of
weight, a judgment that is not in EQUAL weight. There is light
judgment that has neither HARSH JUDGMENT nor JUDGMENT THAT
IS NOT HARSH.
71. "And it came to pass when men began to multiply on the face of
the earth" (Beresheet 6:1): "Men began to multiply," as is written,
"for that he also (Heb. beshagam) is flesh" (Ibid. 3). BESHAGAM IS
COMPOSED OF THE SAME LETTERS AS MOSES. BOTH HAVE SHIN
AND MEM, AND BET AND GIMEL OF THE FORMER EQUAL HEI OF
THE LATTER (IN NUMERICAL VALUE). THEREFORE, THE VERSE
SAYS "MEN," WHICH ALLUDES TO supernal man, NAMELY MOSES
WHO IS A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, and it is written "on the face of
the earth" EVEN THOUGH THE LEVEL OF MOSES WAS ABOVE IN
ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'HEAVEN'. THIS IS THE MEANING OF
THE VERSE, "Moses knew not that the skin of his face
shone" (Shemot 34:29). This is the meaning of, "coats of
skin" (Beresheet 3:21), WHICH MEANS COATS FROM MALCHUT.
72. AND THE VERSE, "THE SKIN OF HIS FACE shone (Heb. karan)":
"KARAN" RESEMBLES the words, "And Samuel took the horn (Heb.
keren) of oil" (I Shmuel 16:13). Kings are anointed only with a horn,
as it is written, "And in your favor our horn shall be exalted" (Tehilim
89:18), and also, "There will I make the horn of David to shoot
up" (Tehilim 132:17). This refers to the tenth of the king, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, THE TENTH SFIRAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. It comes from
Jubilee, which is Ima, as is written, "And it shall come to pass, that
when they make a long blast with the ram's horn (Keren of the
Jubilee)" (Yehoshua 6:5). The Keren, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
crowned with Jubilee, NAMELY the tenth is crowned with Ima,
WHICH IS BINAH THAT CLOTHES IT, SO IT BECOMES LIKE BINAH.
AND IT IS CALLED 'Keren', SINCE MALCHUT takes Keren FROM
BINAH, JUBILEE, and the spirit IN IT, so that the spirit OF BINAH
should return to it, NAMELY ITS MOCHIN.
73. This horn is of Jubilee, and Jubilee IS IMA, NAMELY the FIRST
Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and THIS Hei blows the breath of life into
everything. They all return to their places, NAMELY AS IS WRITTEN,
"IT SHALL BE A JUBILEE FOR YOU, YOU SHALL RETURN EVERY
MAN TO HIS POSSESSION" (VAYIKRA 25:10). It is written, "Ah
(spelled Aleph Hei Hei) Adonai Elohim" (Yirmeyah 1:6), MEANING
ELOHIM IS SPELLED AS YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH THE VOWELING OF
ELOHIM, WHICH IS BINAH, AND ADONAI IS MALCHUT. When the
FIRST Hei appears to the LOWER Hei, NAMELY BINAH TO
MALCHUT, WHEN THEY BOTH ARE CLOTHED WITH EACH OTHER,
the name is considered full, Adonai Elohim. AND WHEN THIS
ATTIREMENT WILL BE PERMANENT, NAMELY IN THE FUTURE TO
COME, THEN it is written, "And Hashem alone shall be exalted on
that day" (Yeshayah 2:17). Until here the concealment of the King
has been hidden and crowned, namely the Concealed Book. Blessed
is he who enters WISDOM and comes out, and knows its paths and
ways.
End of Trumah
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1. "And you shall command"
This passage tells about the Shechinah, Zeir Anpin and the Nukva in the context of building the Tabernacle. In the title verse, Rabbi Shimon finds
that "And you" is written to be inclusive of the Shechinah. Rabbi Yitzchak believes that the Upper Light, Zeir Anpin, and the Lower Light, the Nukva,
are included in that phrase. He says that the sun, Zeir Anpin, dwelled in the moon, the Nukva, and they came together to dwell upon the work of the
tabernacle. Rabbi Shimon talks about the Shechinah that is called 'heart' and the Nukva that is called 'heart', so that when the sun dwells in the
moon everything is replete with everything. We are also told that the unity of the name "And you" includes male and female, and therefore all that
are wise-hearted. Those who built the tabernacle were able to do so only after the Holy Spirit secretly whispered to them how it should be done,
since the Holy Spirit is alluded to in the name "And you." Rabbi Shimon prays that the Supernal Light will not move away from the Lower Light,
because when it does, light is not present in the world; it was because of this that the Temple was destroyed in the days of Jeremiah. And although
the Temple was later rebuilt, the light did not return properly even then. The name Isaiah brings redemption and the return of the Supernal Light, and
the final rebuilding of the Temple. Rabbi Shimon explains that vast significance of the two names Jeremiah and Isaiah, one meaning 'shall rise' and
the other meaning 'salvation', and tells us that it is the combination of the letters in names that brings about action according to their meaning, both
good and evil. The letters of the Holy Names cause supernal secrets to appear according to the meaning of the name, for the letters themselves
cause holy, supernal secrets to appear in them.
1. "And you shall command the children of Yisrael..." (Shemot
27:20), "And take you to you Aaron your brother..." (Shemot 28:1).
Rabbi Chiya said: Why is this different than all other places? For it is
written: "And take you to you"; "And you shall speak to all that are
wise hearted" (Ibid. 3); "And you shall command the children of
Yisrael"; "Take you also to you the best spices, of pure
myrrh" (Shemot 30:23). IT IS NOT WRITTEN, AS IN ALL OTHER
PLACES: 'AND OFFER', 'AND SPEAK', 'AND COMMAND', 'AND
TAKE'. HE ANSWERS, but everything is done with a supernal secret,
in order to include the Shechinah with Him. BECAUSE THE
SHECHINAH IS CALLED 'YOU'; AND WHEN IT IS WRITTEN, "AND
YOU," IT IS DONE TO INCLUDE THE SHECHINAH WITH HIM IN
COMMANDING, SPEAKING, ETC.
2. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The Upper Light, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and
the Lower Light, WHICH IS THE NUKVA, are included together IN,
"AND YOU," BECAUSE "YOU" IS THE NAME OF THE NUKVA, AS
MENTIONED BEFORE, AND THE EXTRA VAV (=AND) IS ZEIR ANPIN.
As you say, "And You do preserve them all" (Nechemyah 9:6) THAT
ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA. Therefore, it is not
written: 'And take to you Aaron your brother'; 'And command the
children of Yisrael'; 'And speak to all that are wise hearted,' because
at that time the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, dwelt in the moon,
WHICH IS THE NUKVA, and they came together, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, to dwell upon the craftsmanship of this
work. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN OF THEM, "AND YOU," WHICH
DENOTES ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA. Rabbi Elazar said: From
here, IT IS IMPLIED THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DWELT
UPON THE CRAFT OF THE WORK OF THE TABERNACLE, AS
WRITTEN: "In whom Hashem put wisdom and
understanding" (Shemot 36:1).
3. Rabbi Shimon said: From this IT IS IMPLIED THAT ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE NUKVA DWELT UPON THE CRAFT OF THE WORK OF THE
TABERNACLE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "And you shall speak to all that
are wise hearted, whom I have filled with the spirit of
wisdom" (Shemot 28:3). 'Whom (sing.) I have filled' should have
been IN PLURAL, IF IT REFERS TO THE WISE HEARTED. But,
"whom I have filled," IS IN SINGULAR, REFERING TO that heart, THE
SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'HEART', AS IS WRITTEN: "And the
spirit of Hashem shall rest upon him, the spirit of
wisdom..." (Yeshayah 11:2). Therefore, it should SAY, "whom (sing.)
I have filled with the spirit of wisdom," TO TEACH that the sun,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, dwells in the moon, WHICH IS THE NUKVA
THAT IS CALLED 'HEART', replete with everything. Therefore, they
are all recorded, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, throughout
the texts OF THE WORK OF THE TABERNACLE, THAT IT IS
WRITTEN OF THEM, "AND YOU," WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE NUKVA. Rabbi Elazar said to him: If so, how are all these
instances of "and you," explained in the course of the passages, IF
WE EXPLAIN THAT THEY PERTAIN TO ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
NUKVA?
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4. Rabbi Shimon said to him: They are all satisfactorily defined: "And
take you to you," MEANS THAT HE SAID TO MOSES TO TAKE "AND
YOU," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA, TO AARON NAMELY, to properly unite in him and take to him the secret of the
Holy Name, "AND YOU." SIMILARLY, "And you shall speak to all that
are wise hearted," MEANS THAT HE SHOULD SPEAK AND BRING
NEAR AND DECLARE THE UNITY OF THE NAME "AND YOU,"
WHICH IS MALE AND FEMALE, TO ALL THAT ARE WISE HEARTED.
For they all came to do the work of the Tabernacle only after the Holy
Spirit spoke to them and secretly whispered to them HOW TO DO IT.
Only then did they do the work. IN THE SAME MANNER: "And you
shall command the children of Yisrael," MEANING the Holy Spirit,
WHICH IS ALLUDED TO IN THE NAME, "AND YOU" shall command
the children of Yisrael and shine on them so they do the work with
complete willingness. So we have established what, "(And) Take you
also to you" (Shemot 30:23), MEANS. And so, "And take you to you,"
and all of these occurrnces OF "AND YOU," THAT ARE WRITTEN
here are by the work of the Tabernacle. For it was all done by means
OF THE NAME "AND YOU."
5. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, saying: "But (And) you,
Hashem, be not far from me. O, my strength, haste You to help
me" (Tehilim 22:20). In, "And You, Hashem," "YOU" IS THE NUKVA
AND THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI (HASHEM) IS ZEIR ANPIN. He
PRAYS that it all SHALL BECOME one, THAT THEY SHALL BE
UNITED TOGETHER. "Be not far," MEANS He shall not distance
Himself and leave him; that the Supernal Light, ZEIR ANPIN, shall
not move away from the Lower Light, THE NUKVA, because when
the Supernal Light moves away from the Lower Light, every light is
darkened and is not present in the world. BECAUSE THE WORLD
RECEIVES ONLY FROM MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LOWER LIGHT, IF
THE SUPERNAL LIGHT, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, DOES NOT
ILLUMINATE IN HER, SHE HAS NOTHING TO SHINE TO THIS
WORLD.
6. Because of this, the Temple was destroyed in the days of Jeremia,
MEANING BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN WAS REMOVED FROM MALCHUT.
Although it was later rebuilt, NAMELY THE SECOND TEMPLE,
nonetheless, the light did not properly return to its place. Therefore,
the name of the prophet who predicted this is Jeremia, WHICH IS
COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS YARUM (ENG. 'SHALL RISE') YUD
HEI VAV, WHICH MEANS the rising of the Supernal Light high up
FROM MALCHUT. And it did not again afterwards illuminate properly
DURING THE SECOND TEMPLE. THE NAME Jeremia SIGNIFIES
THAT THE SUPERNAL LIGHT was gone up FROM MALCHUT, and
did not return to its place, the Temple was destroyed and the
luminaries were darkened.

7. But the name Isaiah, WHICH IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS
YESHA (ENG. 'SALVATION') YUD HEI VAV, brings redemption and
the return of the Supernal Light to its place, TO MALCHUT, the
rebuilding of the Temple, and ensures that every goodness and
every light will return as before. Therefore, the names of these two
prophets are in opposition to each other. FOR THE NAME OF ONE
MEANS 'YUD HEI VAV WILL RISE' AND THE NAME OF THE OTHER
IS THE OPPOSITE, 'YUD HEI VAV WILL SAVE'. The name causes,
and the combination of the letters with each other brings about
action, ACCORDING TO THEIR MEANING, both good and evil. And
based on this secret is the combination of the letters of the Holy
Names and also the letters on their own. They cause supernal
secrets to appear according to the meaning of the name, for the
letters themselves cause holy, supernal secrets to appear in them.
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2. The secret of the letters of the Holy Name
In this section, Rabbi Shimon expounds upon the shapes of letters and vowels. He tells us that the Sfirot of Chochmah are called 'dots',
corresponding to the vowels. The purpose of all permutations of the Holy Name Ayin-Bet is to reveal the wisdom in thought. Rabbi Shimon then
talks at length about the Holy Name, and says that the entire secret of the Holy Name is based on the letter Yud, while the first Hei is the secret of
the sanctuary. We learn that there are large letters above and small letters below. There are holy supernal letters above in Binah that are drawn only
by a willing of the spirit and heart, without any speech at all. And there are lower Holy Names in Malchut that are drawn by speech, and by directing
thought and will towards them. There are also other names below, of the Other Side. The Vav in Yud Hei Vav Hei is the secret of the form of man, and
the last Hei is Malchut. The Vav between the two Hei's, therefore, unites the Upper World, Binah with the Lower World, Malchut, and they become
one.
8. The first secret is Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS the first
point, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, which stands upon nine pillars that
support it. They are stationed to the four directions of the world:
SOUTH, NORTH, EAST AND WEST, WHICH ARE THE THREE
COLUMNS AND MALCHUT. Similarly, the end of thought, the last
point, WHICH IS MALCHUT, stands to the four directions of the
world, WHICH ARE SOUTH, NORTH, EAST AND WEST, THE THREE
COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM. THEY ARE ALL
EQUAL, ONE TO THE OTHER, except THAT THE UPPER POINT,
WHICH IS YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, is male, and THE LAST POINT,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is female.
9. This YUD, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, has no body. When it is clothed
by them, it stands on nine pillars, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD,
according to the secret of the letter final Mem, without a circle. Even
though the letter Samech is round and shaped like a circle, YUD IS
THE SECRET OF SAMECH, AND FIRST HEI IS THE SECRET OF
FINAL MEM. According to the secret of the letters that are engraved
with dots, MEANING THOSE LETTERS THAT ALLUDE TO THE
ASPECT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'DOTS', IT IS
CONSIDERED that the supernal lights are a quadrangle and those of
below are circular.
10. This square has the amount of three points, three to each side.
They amount to the number of eight points, which are nine POINTS.
AND HE ELABORATES: And these exist by AND COME FROM the
secret of the luminary quadrupled, NAMELY FINAL MEM with nine
pillars for the letter Yud, WHICH IS one OF THEIR points - NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD are
nine. Yet they are eight by means of the quadrupled letter final Mem,
three to each side WHEN YOU DO NOT COUNT THE YUD ITSELF,
MEANING BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD.

11. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER SAYING: And this is the secret. The
letter Yud is one point (dot) and even though it is one point, its
shape has a head above, WHICH IS THE UPPER TIP OF THE YUD, a
tip below, AND THE DOT ITSELF. THEREFORE, it amounts to three
points like the Hebrew dot Segol, IN THE SECRET OF RIGHT, LEFT
AND CENTRAL, WHICH IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE THREE
COLUMNS. Therefore, the expansion to four sides, three on each
side, equals nine TOGETHER WITH THE YUD, and eight WITHOUT
THE YUD ITSELF, AS EXPLAINED.
12. These EIGHT POINTS are pillars that stem from the secret of the
luminary to support the letter Yud, and they are considered its
Chariot. They are not called by name, just by the secret of the nine
dots (vowels) in the Torah, WHICH ARE KAMATZ, PATACH, TZEREI,
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. SEGOL, SHVA AND CHOLAM ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. CHIRIK, KUBUTZ, SHURUK THAT
ARE ALSO CALLED CHIRIK, SHURUK, MELAFUM, ARE NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, BECAUSE THE SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH ARE
CALLED 'DOTS.'
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13. In the secret of the Book of Adam, these nine that are eight
divided into permutations of letters of the Holy Name. This is in
order to combine and unite them in all these manners, because when
these eight, which are nine, travel - MEANING WHEN THEY SHINE
BY MEANS OF THE THREE COLUMNS, ONE AFTER THE OTHER they shine with the illumination of the letter final Mem quadrupled,
and extract eight lights that appear like nine. They divide below to
carry the Tabernacle.

14. They are the permutation of the Holy Name by means of 72
engraved letters that stem from the secret of the three colors - right,
left and central - WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN. And they all come from the secret of the three points,
which are the dimension of the letter Yud, NAMELY ITS TOP,
MIDDLE AND END, AS MENTIONED, and it ILLUMINATES to four
directions. They are eight points BESIDES CHOCHMAH and nine
points INCLUDING CHOCHMAH, AS MENTIONED, FOR EACH OF
THE THREE POINTS OF THE TOP, MIDDLE AND END OF THE YUD
INCLUDES THE THREE. THEY ARE NINE, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD. And they are twelve supernal points, three to every side.
From here, they descend as twelve to the six extremities. When
these twelve are engraved on the six extremities OF ZEIR ANPIN,
they are 72 Names, BECAUSE SIX TIMES TWELVE EQUALS 72, for
they are the secret of the Holy Name of Ayin-Bet (72). They are the
Holy Name THAT EMANATES FROM THE TWELVE POINTS OF YUD
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI.
15. And the wish comes to support thought, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH,
with the supports of the letter Yud, MEANING THAT THE PURPOSE
OF ALL THE PERMUTATIONS OF THE NAME OF AYIN-BET (72) IS
TO REVEAL THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, THAT IS CALLED 'THOUGHT'. Therefore, the letters come
permutated IN THE NAME OF AYIN-BET (72), three letters to each
permutation, in order to gain favor with the letter Yud OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI THAT CONTAINS three points - TOP, MIDDLE, AND END, as
we have said. Therefore the permutation comes up only from the
essence and root of the secret of the supports of the letter Yud,
according to the secret of the letter final Mem quadrupled, AS
MENTIONED. FOR THEY ARE THE THREE POINTS: TOP, MIDDLE
AND END, WHICH ARE THE ESSENCE AND ROOT OF ALL THE
SUPPORTS THAT EVOLVE FROM IT, WHICH ARE nine points, eight
points, twelve points, 72 points. Thus the entire secret of the Holy
Name is based on the letter Yud. It all pertains to the same secret,
MEANING THE SECRET OF DRAWING CHOCHMAH, and exists by
means of the luminary - WHICH IS BINAH OF ARICH ANPIN, THE
KETER OF THIS YUD, WHICH IS ABA AND IMA, as we have said - to
support every letter OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. And the
supports, THE NINE, THE EIGHT, THE TWELVE AND THE 72,
MENTIONED ABOVE, are a Chariot to every letter OF THE NAME
YUD HEI VAV HEI, as we have said.
16. The second secret is the letter Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI that
stands upon five pillars that support it, that emerge from the secret
of luminary, WHICH IS BINAH OF ARICH ANPIN after it was gathered
in and ascended above the secret of the curtain.

17. This letter is called 'the Holy Sanctuary' for the point that we
mentioned, NAMELY THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. For everything
is based on the secret we spoke of, that of the letter final Mem
quadrupled. Here, THE LETTER FINAL MEM is not imprinted, but
rather the letter Hei, BECAUSE HERE STARTS THE REVELATION,
and its Chariot is the five pillars we mentioned.
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18. HE EXPLAINS WHAT THE FIVE SUPPORTS ARE, SAYING when
the light of the luminary illuminates the letter Yud, it is lit up. For
from that illumination the luminary projected, these nine pillars that
we said were made - WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, THAT SPREAD FROM THE TOP, MIDDLE, AND END OF YUD,
AS MENTIONED. AND THEN, from the illumination that lit the letter
Yud, the three points of the Yud spread, two points up, which are at
the top OF YUD, NAMELY, THE UPPER TIP AND THE BODY OF THE
YUD, and one point down, which is the LOWER tip of the Yud, like
THE HEBREW DOT SEGOL, as we explained. When two points
expanded IN THE SECRET OF CHIRIK and they became three, the
one, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, became two, and became
one sanctuary. After the sanctuary became the first point, the secret
of the letter Hei became concealed and hidden, and stands on other
five.
19. There are four concealed together with one point between them
in the middle. They are five, which is Hei. Just as the lower Hei,
NAMELY MALCHUT, stands on four, NAMELY, ON THREE COLUMNS
AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM, and is a point over four MEANING THAT MALCHUT HERSELF, WHICH IS A POINT, standing
in their midst - here it is also like that. And as for its standing on five
OTHER supports, NAMELY ON THE HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, it is
certainly so, because this supernal point, THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, is of two aspects, one on its own and one concealed.
THEREFORE, THERE ARE TWO HEI'S.

20. In the Book of Secrets of Enoch, HE SAYS, Hei certainly stands
on five supports that stem from the luminary, WHICH IS BINAH OF
ARICH ANPIN. Then THIS HEI produces five other pillars, WHICH
ARE THE FIRST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. So this Hei is of the secret
of ten, NAMELY ITS OWN FIVE SUPPORTS AND FIVE SUPPORTS OF
THE HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH TOGETHER ARE IN PLACE
OF THE YUD. When HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI separates FROM THE
HEI, AND RETURNS TO ITS PLACE, this Hei stands on FIVE
supports; THE FOUR SUPPORTS ARE THE THREE COLUMNS AND
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM, AND THE FIFTH IS THE SECRET
OF THE POINT IN THEIR CENTER. AND THE FOUR SUPPORTS ARE
INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER IN SUCH A WAY THAT THERE
ARE THREE COLUMNS IN EACH OF THE FOUR SUPPORTS, WHICH
ARE TWELVE. They are the thirteen Attributes of Mercy together
with one level added to them, NAMELY, THE POINT IN THE CENTER
OF THE FOUR SUPPORTS.
21. These twelve pillars are in the six. Sometimes they are
considered AS THE NAME OF Mem Bet (42), and sometimes Ayin Bet
(72), but THIS IS when they go down. Here, FROM THE 72, paths
extend in all directions, namely 32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH. WHEN
YOU SUBTRACT 32 FROM 72, 40 remains, which together with the
two ears to the right and left equal 42, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE NAME OF MEM BET. These are the 42 supernal large letters in
the Torah.

22. There are large letters and small letters. Large letters are above
IN BINAH, and small letters are below IN MALCHUT. Everything
below, IN MALCHUT, is in the likeness of above, IN BINAH, because
there are holy, supernal names IN BINAH that are drawn only by a
willing of the spirit and heart, without any speech at all. And there
are lower Holy Names IN MALCHUT that are drawn by speech, and
with directing thought and will towards them.
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23. There are other names below, which are of the Other Side, which
is the Side of Impurity. These are drawn only by the willingness in an
action below to raise to them that wish contained in the action
below. For the Impure Side AWAKENS only through actions in this
world, to be defiled through them, such as Bilaam and the people of
the east countries and all those who are occupied with that Other
Side, WHO AWAKENED IT BY PERFORMING ACTIONS BELOW TO
AWAKEN IT.

24. Those THAT ARE OF THE OTHER SIDE are not based on any of
the imprinted letters of the 22 letters of the Torah except for two,
which are Chet and Kuf. FOR THE KLIPAH OF YESOD IS CALLED
'CHET', WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CHILDREN OF CHET WHO
NEGOTIATED WITH ABRAHAM ABOUT THE CAVE OF MACHPELAH,
AND THE KLIPAH OF MALCHUT IS CALLED 'KUF'. They support
THE OTHER SIDE with the support of THE THREE letters - Shin, Kuf,
Resh (Heb. sheker, Eng. 'lie') - THAT ARE ATTACHED TO THEM, but
CHET AND KUF frequent them even more. Therefore, in "A praise of
David" (Tehilim 145), a Vav is written in THE MIDDLE OF EVERY
SENTENCE of every letter AFTER THE CANTILLATION MARK
ETNACHTA, FOR EACH SENTENCE BEGINS WITH A DIFFERENT
LETTER OF THE ALPHABET, except for these two letters, CHET AND
KUF. NAMELY, "HASHEM IS GRACIOUS (HEB. CHANUN), AND FULL
OF COMPASSION; SLOW TO ANGER, AND OF ABUNDANT
LOVE" (TEHILIM 145:8), which has no Vav, FOR IT IS NOT WRITTEN,
'AND SLOW TO ANGER AND OF ABUNDANT LOVE...'. AND ALSO,
"HASHEM IS NEAR (HEB. KAROV) TO ALL WHO CALL UPON HIM,
TO ALL WHO CALL UPON HIM IN TRUTH" (IBID. 18), WHERE IT IS
WRITTEN: 'AND TO ALL WHO CALL UPON HIM IN TRUTH.' The
reason is that Vav (lit. 'and') is the Name of the Holy One, blessed be
He, MEANING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES RIGHT AND
LEFT, AND THE OTHER SIDE HAS NO DESIRE FOR THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. THEREFORE, SINCE THOSE LETTERS HAVE AN
ATTACHMENT TO THE OTHER SIDE, THERE IS NO VAV (ENG.
'AND') IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SENTENCE IN ORDER TO SHOW
THAT THEY HAVE AN ASSOCIATION WITH THE OTHER SIDE.
25. HE RETURNS TO THE FIRST SUBJECT AND SAYS: Therefore,
those 42 letters by which this world was created, together with this
supernal Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI equal 92. THEY ARE THE FORTY
REMAINING FROM ITS 72, WHICH, TOGETHER WITH THE TWO
EARS, RIGHT AND LEFT, AS MENTIONED, ARE 42; EACH OF ITS
FIVE SUPPORTS COMPRISED TEN, WHICH AMOUNT TO FIFTY.
FIFTY PLUS 42 IS 92. They are ninety besides the two ears, right and
left. This is the secret of: "And shall Sarah, that is ninety years old,
give birth?" (Beresheet 17:17) BECAUSE SARAH ALLUDES TO IMA,
THE UPPER HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. But it amounts to 92, THAT IS,
WITH THE TWO EARS. When the grade of Covenant is added to
them, WHICH IS YESOD, which is the eighth firmament, and rests on
the eighth day - MEANING THAT CIRCUMCISION IS AT THE EIGHTH
DAY - 92 AND EIGHT OF YESOD EQUAL one hundred. They are
certainly the hundred blessings that the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, needs to be daily adorned with. This is all by
means of Hei.
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26. This Hei is shaped like two Nun's, which is the secret meaning of
one hundred, MEANING THAT THE TWO HEI'S, EACH OF WHICH
HAS TEN SUPPORTS, EACH COMPRISED OF TEN, AMOUNT TO
ONE HUNDRED. ONE HEI IS five supports and Chariots that emerge
from the luminary. THE SECOND HEI IS the other five supports that
emerge from it, FROM THE FIRST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. AND
THE TEN SUPPORTS OF THE TWO HEI'S ARE THE TWO NUN'S.
Therefore, their shapes are like two final Nun's with a dot in the
middle. Therefore, there is always a Vav between them, thus: Nun
Vav Nun, because here is where ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS VAV is
crowned, MEANING IT RECEIVES THE MOCHIN OF THE THREE
FIRST SFIROT. Even though there are other secrets to the Hei, they
are among the secrets of the Book of Enoch, and it is certainly so.

27. When it is fixed only with fifty, it is in one dot that is based on the
secret of the Nun, thus: Nun Vav Nun - MEANING IT IS SO HEARD
ON PRONUNCIATION. FOR THE VAV IS a dot between them which
dominates them, and it all pertains to one secret, AS MENTIONED.
Blessed are they who know the ways of Torah, to go in the way of
Truth. Blessed are they in this world and blessed are they in the
World to Come.

28. The third secret is the letter Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. This letter
is the secret of the form of man, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, FOR WITHIN
HIM IS YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, WHICH
AMOUNTS TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF ADAM (MAN), NAMELY
45, as we have learned. We have established that this letter, WHICH
IS VAV THAT ALLUDES TO ITS THREE EXTREMITIES, stands on
twelve Chariots, THE TWELVE OF WHICH SHINE ON EVERY
EXTREMITY IN THE VAV, AND TWELVE TIMES SIX EQUALS 72.
When divided BY THREE, there are 24 Chariots, BECAUSE THREE
TIMES 24 EQUALS 72. In this letter is included the expansion of the
form of man, corresponding to the arms, WHICH ARE CHESED AND
GVURAH, the legs, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, and the torso,
WHICH IS TIFERET AND YESOD. There are 24 limbs in the arms, 24
in the legs, AND 24 in the torso, as we have already learned, but they
are all concealed in the torso, WHICH IS TIFERET, and the body
stands in all THREE 24's. All 72 Chariots are included in the body
and, because they are all included in it, the Vav expands once,
MEANING ONE LINE THAT INCLUDES THEM ALL.
29. AND HE EXPLAINS: a body includes 24 Chariots. They are the
head OF THE VAV with six CHARIOTS and the body OF THE VAV
with eighteen CHARIOTS, AND SIX AND EIGHTEEN EQUALS 24.
Even though in all there are twelve Chariots at each end OF THE SIX
EXTREMITIES, AND SIX TIMES TWELVE IS 72 AND NOT 24,
ASSUREDLY the body is in them all, but FROM THE ASPECT OF 24,
MEANING WHEN WE CONSIDER THE BODY AS ONLY A THIRD OF
72, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, they are DEFINED AS six in the head,
NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, THAT ARE IN THE HEAD. They are limbs by which to carry
the head - NAMELY, THE THREE FIRST SFIROT THAT ARE CALLED
'HEAD', AND 18 ARE the 18 vertebrae OF THE SPINAL CORD, upon
which the head stands and by which the body is supported.
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30. All ABOVE-MENTIONED 24 CHARIOTS expand in one in the head
and body OF THE VAV. The sixty SFIROT are all included IN THE
VAV, which is the secret of six SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, EACH INCLUDING TEN.
Therefore, the measure of the letter Vav, the head OF THE VAV is
actually six points, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD AND the body is eighteen. Similarly, all
the secrets are explained as included in the torso, because the arms
and legs - THAT ARE CHESED, GVURAH, NETZACH AND HOD - are
hidden. Therefore, everything is included in the letter Vav and its
form.

31. When the letter appears to perfection, NAMELY THE VAV, WHICH
IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AS MENTIONED, all the Evil Sides are
blocked and depart from the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and do not
cover it. Because THE CENTRAL COLUMN cleaves through all the
lintels in the firmament and illuminates on it, ON MALCHUT, the
Inciter is unable to cause any harm. When it departs, NAMELY THE
VAV THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, the Inciter rises, incites and
accuses and seduces, and can denounce all the people of the world
because he is an old and foolish king, as we have already
established.

32. The Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is the light that illuminates the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Even though many lights are included
IN THE VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, the light that illuminates the
moon is just one expansion that fills it. He, ZEIR ANPIN, is the secret
of the Aleph, WHICH IS SHAPED AS A VAV IN BETWEEN TWO
YUD'S TO ITS RIGHT AND LEFT, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT RECONCILES AND UNITES THE RIGHT
AND LEFT. AND HE IS imprinted with all those secrets THAT ARE IN
THE ALEPH. When he illuminates the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, he
shines on it with the secret of the Vav, THE SHAPE OF WHICH IS
ONE LINE, WHICH IS THE EXPANSION OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN
ALONE.
33. In the Book of Adam, regarding the shape of the letters HE SAYS
THAT THE SHAPE OF THE Vav is one point on top, WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and five points below, WHICH
ARE THE FIRST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE SECRET OF FIVE
POINTS, WHICH ARE FIVE SUPPORTS. Also the measure OF THE
VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is such, NAMELY,
IT INCLUDES IN IT YUD-HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE SON OF YUD-HEI. Every point OF THE SIX POINTS
THAT ARE IN IT is based on the secret of ten, for there is no point
that is not completed to ten, for every point has nine supports and
Chariots, WHICH ARE ITS TOP, MIDDLE, AND END, EACH
COMPRISING THREE COLUMNS. THEY ARE THE THREE POINTS OF
SEGOL. With the point itself it completes ten, for the point on the
right has nine supports and Chariots and, with itself, it is ten. And so
it is with the point on the left and so on all sides. Therefore, all the
points comprise ten each, it and its Chariots. They are part of the
expansion of the letter Vav. Therefore, everything has the shape of
the letter Vav, NAMELY, IT HAS THE FORM OF ONE POINT ABOVE
AND FIVE POINTS.
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34. When the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, entered the moon, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, an expansion emerges from this Vav, which is the
secret of the Covenant, NAMELY YESOD, which is in the likeness of
Gimel. Its purpose is to come into the Nukva, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
and when all this is included in this expansion of the letter Vav,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, then it is ready to mate with the Nukva. This
is the secret of the scripture: "And take you to you Aaron your
brother" (Shemot 28:1), who came to include the RIGHT arm, WHICH
IS CHESED THAT IS CALLED 'AARON', with the torso, WHICH IS
MOSES. "And his sons with him" (Ibid.), refers to his Chariots and
supports. The left arm is included IN MOSES, WHO IS A CHARIOT
TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS VAV, as it is written: "Take the
Levites" (Bemidbar 3:45), THE LEVITES BEING THE LEFT ARM,
WHICH IS GVURAH. So the Vav THAT IS MOSES includes everything
in one expansion so as to be one.
35. Therefore, there is unity in this VAV - in the right, left and center FOR THE CENTER IS MOSES AND THE RIGHT IS AARON AND THE
LEFT ARE THE LEVITES, and it is all one. Therefore, a single
expansion is formed, which is called 'one' and there is only one
expansion IN THE VAV, NAMELY, ONE LINE. This is THE SECRET
MEANING OF one.

36. The last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, becomes
a body in the central point. The Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, enters it so the Vav is located between two points, one
above, WHICH IS IMA, and one below, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then the
Upper World, WHICH IS BINAH, unites with the Lower World, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, and they become one, as we have established. Rabbi
Elazar and Rabbi Aba came and kissed the hands OF RABBI
SHIMON. Rabbi Aba wept and said: Woe to the world when the sun
will set, THAT IS, RABBI SHIMON, and the world will become dark.

37. Rabbi Elazar said: How do we know that the legs below, WHICH
ARE NETZACH AND HOD, that pertain to the secret of the letter Vav,
WHICH IS TIFERET, are included in the letter Vav? He said to him: It
is written: "Remember the Torah of Moses my servant" (Malachi
3:22). It is not written, 'my prophet' to show that everything is
included in the Vav, WHICH IS TIFERET, AND PROPHETS, THE
SECRET OF NETZACH AND HOD, ARE INCLUDED IN MOSES, WHO
IS TIFERET. THEREFORE, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO WRITE
'MOSES MY PROPHET'. The letter VAV is considered 'one'; it is but
one and one expansion, as explained.

3. "And take you to you"
Rabbi Shimon says that Moses, the sun, did not unite with the moon, Malchut, until he comprised all aspects including right and left. When the
offering is proper, the shining countenance of God is present in the world in the Temple, and the Other Side is subdued and hides, and the side of
Holiness rules with light and joy. But when the offering is not done properly, or the unison is not performed correctly, then the moon is concealed
and the Other Side rules in the world. Lastly we hear that God did not test Job, but instead aroused the Inciter against him, as the Inciter is
constantly coming around to denounce people.
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38. "And take you to you" (Shemot 28:1). Rabbi Shimon said: Moses,
who is the sun, did not unite with the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
until he comprised all aspects in accordance with the secret
meaning of the letter Vav, as we have established, NAMELY, HE
INCLUDED AARON AND THE LEVITES, WHO ARE RIGHT AND LEFT.
Come and behold: it is written, "From among the children of Yisrael
that he may minister to Me" (Ibid.). 'To minister to Me' is spelled with
an extra Vav, WHICH LITERALLY MEANS 'for its service' - for the
service of the letter Vav, assuredly for its service. IT IS AS IF IT
WERE WRITTEN, 'TO SERVE VAV', WHICH IS TIFERET, 'TO Me'
which is the letter Hei, NAMELY MALCHUT, to bring in the Vav to
unite with the Hei, so everything will become one. Blessed are the
children of Yisrael who entered IN THE SECRETS OF TORAH and
came out. They know the secrets of the ways of the Torah so as to
walk the true path.
39. HE ASKS: Why "from among the children of Yisrael"? HE
ANSWERS: nothing is called 'one' or is properly one, except from
among the children of Yisrael. For the children of Yisrael stand
below to open ways and to illuminate paths and to kindle the
candles, WHICH ARE THE SUPERNAL SFIROT, and to take
everything from below upwards, so that everything shall be one.
Therefore, it is written: "But you who did cleave to Hashem your
Elohim..." (Devarim 4:4).

40. "And take you to you...": Rabbi Shimon said: Everything is taken
near by one who knows how to affect unity and to serve his Master,
for when the offering is found to be proper, everything is brought
together, MEANING THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES. The shining
countenance OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is present in the
world in the Temple, and the Other Side is subdued and hides, and
the side of Holiness rules with light and joy. But when the offering is
not found to be proper, or the unity was not properly affected, then
the face is sad and light is not prevalent. And the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is concealed and the Other Side rules in the world,
because there is no one who knows how to unite the Holy Name
properly.

41. Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy One, blessed be He, did not test
Job and did not bring him to a test like the tests of other righteous
people. For is it not written of him: 'Elohim tested Job', as is written
about Abraham: "Elohim did test Abraham" (Beresheet 22:1), who
offered his only son to Him with his own hand. Job did not give Him
or hand Him anything. It is not said to him THAT HE SHOULD GIVE,
but he was given over to the Inciter through the Judgment of the
Holy One, blessed be He, as He aroused the Inciter against him,
which he did not request. The Inciter is constantly coming to
denounce people. Here, the Holy One, blessed be He, aroused the
Inciter against him, as is written: "Have you considered My servant
Job" (Iyov 1:8), but this is a deep secret.
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4. "And it came to pass at the end of days"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that "the end of days" means impurity, while "the end of right" is holiness. He says that Cain's offering was not accepted
because it "came to pass" "at the end of days," so it came from the Other Side. Abel included a small portion for the Other Side in his offering with
the largest portion for God, while Cain included the largest portion for the Other Side. We are also told that Job did not properly arrange his offering
either.
42. He opened the discussion, saying: "And in process of time (lit. 'at
the end of days') it came to pass, that Cain brought of the fruit of the
ground an offering to Hashem" (Beresheet 4:3). "At the end of days,"
has a secret meaning; it is "the end of days (Heb. yamim)," WHICH IS
IMPURITY, rather than 'the end of right (Heb. yamin; also 'days')',
WHICH IS HOLINESS. He rejected the 'end of right (Heb. yamin)' and
sought to bring near the "end of days (Heb. yomin)." We have
established that it is written: "But go you your way till the end
be" (Daniel 12:13). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Daniel: "But
go you your way till the end be." He kept asking Him: 'which end?
the end of days or end of right?', until He said to him: 'The end of the
right.'
43. This is what David feared, as it is written: "Let me know, Hashem,
my end," (Tehilim 39:5) whether the end of the days or the end of the
right. And here, BY CAIN, it is written: "And it came to pass" "at the
end of days", rather than 'at the end of the right'. Therefore, his
offering was not accepted, because it all came from the Other Side.

44. Come and behold: it is written, "And Abel, he also
brought" (Beresheet 4:4). What is the meaning of "he also"? Its
purpose is to add everything, one within the other - MEANING THAT
IN THE OFFERING OF ABEL THERE WAS ALSO A PORTION FOR
THE OTHER SIDE, AND IN THE OFFERING OF CAIN THERE WAS
ALSO A PORTION FOR HOLINESS. HOWEVER, WITH ABEL, the
whole and main part of his offering was to the Holy One, blessed be
He, and he gave a portion for the Other Side, as is written: "And of
the fat parts thereof" (Ibid.); THE FATTEST AND BEST WAS FOR
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. But with Cain, the main was for
"the end of days," WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, and he gave only a
small portion to the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, he and his
offering were rejected.
45. About Job, it is written: "And his sons used to go and feast...
And when the days of their feasting were gone about" (Iyov 1:4-5),
and also, "And they used to send and call for their three sisters to
eat and drink with them" (Ibid.). This was the main portion HE GAVE
to the Other Side, and only afterwards did he offer burnt offerings.
Now, a burnt offering (Heb. olah) is male rather than female, and
wholly rises (Heb. olah) up, but he did not offer a sacrifice that would
properly include it as well, MEANING TO ALSO GIVE A PORTION TO
THE OTHER SIDE.

5. Giving a portion to the Other Side
We read that if Job had given a portion to everyone then the 'Inciter' or negative force would not have been able to approach him later. Rabbi
Shimon says that when the Other Side is given a proper portion, it removes itself from the Sanctuary; therefore the side of Holiness rises higher and
higher. God aroused the Inciter against Job because of his incorrect offering. We are told that God united with Yisrael in Egypt at Pascal while the
Other Side was occupied with Job. Regarding the unleavened bread, Rabbi Shimon says that the Evil Inclination in a person is like yeast in a dough:
it enters the belly of a person slowly and then multiples there until the whole body is mixed with it. This is idolatry.
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46. Come and behold: had he given a portion to everyone, MEANING
ALSO TO THE OTHER SIDE, then the Inciter could not have
approached him later. One may ask why the Holy One, blessed be
He, did him evil FOR NOT GIVING A PORTION TO THE OTHER SIDE?
WHAT IS THE SIN HERE? HE ANSWERS: It was because he caused
the light to be covered and concealed, for he did not properly offer
another offering to sustain others, MEANING THE OTHER SIDE, AS
IT HAS A PORTION IN THE OFFERINGS, but rather offered ONLY a
burnt offering (Heb. olah), that ascends (Heb. olah) above, AND THE
OTHER SIDE HAS NO PART IN IT. Therefore, it is written: "Thus Job
did all the days" (Iyov 1:5); HE DID NOT GIVE A PORTION TO THE
OTHER SIDE, for if the Other Side had been nourished with a proper
portion, it would have been removed from the Sanctuary and would
have departed from it, and the side of Holiness would have risen
higher and higher.
47. But he did not want another, MEANING THE OTHER SIDE, to gain
any benefit from his offering, so he removed himself from it. Whence
do we know this from? From the verse: "And turns away from
evil" (Iyov 1:8); HE REMOVED HIMSELF FROM EVIL, SO AS NOT TO
GIVE IT ANY PORTION. Therefore, he always offered a burnt offering,
because the Other Side never receives any pleasure from it. Thus,
whatever the Other Side took afterwards FROM JOB, it took from its
own. In this way, Job caused a foreskin to cover the Holy Covenant,
and it did not move from it, FROM THE HOLY COVENANT. Therefore,
the Holy One, blessed be He, aroused against him the Inciter, as it is
written: "Have you considered My servant Job?"

48. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to
unite with Yisrael in Egypt, the time was not propitious because the
foreskin, MEANING THE OTHER SIDE, covered the light, until the
time came and the Inciter took that which belonged to him from Job.
Then the Holy One, blessed be He, commanded to eat the Pascal
sacrifice in haste, MEANING while the Other Side was occupied with
Job, and commanded the removal of the foreskin from them. The
Holy One, blessed be He, united with Yisrael, and the Other Side
separated from Holiness and was occupied with Job and took what
was its own. Then "it is Hashem's passover" (Shemot 12:11), for
until now, the passover was not Hashem's. Blessed are they who
know how to properly affect the unity of their Master.

49. It is written: "You shall make you no molten Elohim" (Shemot
34:17), followed by, "The feast of unleavened bread (Heb. matzot)
shall you keep" (Ibid. 18). HE ASKS: why is one adjacent to the
other? HE ANSWERS: This is what has been explained, that whoever
eats leaven (Heb. chametz) on Pesach (Passover), it is as if he
worships idols.
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50. Come and behold: when Yisrael left Egypt, they left their
jurisdiction, namely the rule of the other SIDE, the rule that is called
'leaven', evil bread. Therefore, idol worship is called by that name,
CHAMETZ (ENG. 'LEAVEN'). This is the secret of the Evil Inclination
that is idol worship, which is also called 'leaven' (lit. 'yeast'). This is
the Evil Inclination, because the Evil Inclination in the person is like
yeast in a dough. It enters the belly of the person slowly and then
multiplies there until the whole body is mixed with it. This is idolatry.
Therefore, it is written: "There shall be no strange El among
you" (Tehilim 81:10), a strange El assuredly.

6. "Cease from man, though his breath be in his nostrils"
Rabbi Yehuda wonders if the title verse means that people should avoid one another, but Rabbi Shimon answers that God has cautioned people to
guard themselves from those who have turned to evil. We learn that the Holy Spirit in man consists of three - Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah,
Neshamah being the highest of all, since it is a supernal force with which to know and keep the commandments of God. The only thing that can
significantly damage the Neshamah and lead to idolatry is anger, which Rabbi Shimon warns us about strongly. He says that one must not even look
at the face of an angry man, and should certainly not associate with him.
51. "The festival of unleavened bread (Heb. matzot) shall you
keep" (Shemot 34:18). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion, saying:
"Cease from man, though his breath be in his nostrils, for in what is
he to be accounted of" (Yeshayah 2:22). They have established this
passage, yet what is the meaning of "Cease from man"? Is THE
PROPHET warning to avoid other people and that likewise, other
PEOPLE should avoid him? It would then come to pass that people
would never come near each other. HE ANSWERS: They have
established this passage as referring to one who arrives early at the
door of his friend to greet him, BEFORE HE HAS BLESSED THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. AND THEREFORE IT IS SAID,
"CEASE..."
52. I have explained the passage: "CEASE..." together with another
passage that says: "He that blesses his friend with a loud voice,
rising early in the morning, it shall be counted a curse to
him" (Mishlei 27:14). Even though it is all well, MEANING EVEN
THOUGH HE HAS ALREADY BLESSED THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, AND IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO CAUTION ABOUT IT
"CEASE...", what is "Cease from man, though his breath be in his
nostrils"? Here, the Holy One, blessed be He, has commanded the
man and cautioned him to guard himself from those people who
have turned from a good way to an evil way, and defile themselves
with the impurity of the Other Side.

53. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created man, He made him in
the supernal image and blew into him a Holy Spirit combined of
three, as we have established, so that he would contain Nefesh,
Ruach, Neshamah. And Neshamah is the highest of all of them, for it
is a supernal force with which to know and to keep the
commandments of the Holy One, blessed be He. If one brings the
sacred Neshamah into another worship, he defiles it and leaves the
service of his Master. For these three forces are all one, Nefesh,
Ruach and Neshamah, together in partnership. And they are one, as
in the supernal secret THAT BINAH AND ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
ARE ONE, SO TO NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH ARE ONE,
BECAUSE THEY STEM FROM THEM.
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54. If we see a man that has all these levels, WHICH ARE NEFESH,
RUACH AND NESHAMAH, and still not know clearly what he is, how
can we determine whether to approach that man or avoid him? Here
then, in his real anger, one could know and recognize him for what
he is. If he guards the holy Neshamah in his anger, so as not to
uproot it from its place and bring a foreign El to replace it, then he is
a proper man. Such is a servant of his Master; such is a whole man.

55. If that man does not guard it but uproots this supernal Holiness
BY BECOMING ANGRY, and causes the Other Side to dwell in its
place, assuredly such a man has rebelled against his Master. It is
forbidden to come near him or join him. Such a one "tears himself in
his anger" (Iyov 18:4). He tears and uproots his soul because of his
anger and causes a foreign El to dwell within him. In reference to
him, it is written: "Cease from man, though his breath be in his
nostrils" (Yeshayah 2:22), meaning that he tears his holy Neshamah
and defiles it in his anger, MEANING BECAUSE HE BECAME
ANGRY, exchanging his Neshamah in his anger. "For in what (Heb.
bameh) is he to be accounted of" (Ibid.), means that man is
considered A STAGE (HEB. BAMAH), ON WHICH idols ARE
WORSHIPPED.

56. Whoever joins him and whoever speaks with him, is as though he
actually joins with idolatry. What is the reason? Because actual
idolatry dwells within him, MEANING A STRANGE EL. Moreover, he
has uprooted the supernal Holiness from its place and caused
idolatry to dwell instead, a strange El. As it is written of a strange El:
"Turn not to idols" (Vayikra 19:4), it is similarly forbidden to look at
the face OF THE ANGRY MAN.

57. You may ask: But what about the anger of sages? HE ANSWERS:
The anger of sages is good from every aspect, for we have learned
that the Torah is fire and the Torah causes him to seethe, as it is
written: "'Is not My word like a fire,' says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:29).
The anger of sages is in the words of Torah. The anger of sages is to
give honor to the Torah, and it is all in the service of Hashem.
Therefore, it says, "Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire, a
jealous El" (Devarim 4:24).
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58. But if THE ANGER is for other matters, AND NOT FOR WORDS
OF TORAH, then it is not the service of the Holy One, blessed be He.
Of all the sins that a person commits, none are actual idol worship
like one WHO IS ANGRY. It is forbidden to approach him. If you say
that he only temporarily transgressed AND BECAME ANGRY but
afterwards repented, it is not so! Since once he has uprooted the
Holiness of his soul from himself and from its place and that strange
El appropriated that place, he strengthens himself there and does
not leave him. The only exception is when that person becomes
entirely purified and has uprooted from himself THE STRANGE EL
forever, and afterwards endeavors to become holy and to draw
Holiness upon himself, THEN hopefully he will become holy. Rabbi
Yosi said to him: He actually becomes holy.

59. He said to him: Come and behold. At the moment he uproots the
Holiness of his soul and in its place dwells that strange El that is
called 'impure', the person becomes defiled and he defiles whoever
approaches him. That Holiness is uprooted from him, and when it
has been uprooted once, in relation to what he did, it will never
return to its place.

60. He said to him: Yet there are many defiled people who are
purified. He said to him: Other impurities are different, for they
cannot do more THAN DEFILE HIM ON THE OUTSIDE, but one WHO
GETS ANGRY is different from them all, for his whole body becomes
defiled inside and out, and he contaminates the soul and everything
else. Other impurities in the world only defile the body on the
outside. Therefore, it is written: "Cease from man, though his breath
be in his nostrils (or: 'anger')"; MEANING that he exchanged the
Holiness of his Master for his anger. Such an impurity defiles
everything, "For in what (Heb. bameh) is he to be accounted of," he
is certainly considered an altar (Heb. bamah) for idol worship.

7. Matzot and the counting of the Omer
We read that in order to raise Malchut to be connected with the supernal days above, men must stand on their feet to count the Omer. The counting
of the Omer is the secret of the male, being connected to the Holy Covenant, so women are exempted from this counting. Rabbi Shimon says that
throughout the seven supernal days of Zeir Anpin, one of the lower days of Malchut becomes holy, and this lower day is called a week. When the
seven Sfirot of Malchut are sanctified through the 49 supernal Sfirot, the House is prepared so that Malchut can join with Zeir Anpin; then it is called
Shavuot. Then the fiftieth day, Binah, rules over the 49 days and, by way of awakening the lower beings, produces the Torah.
61. Come and behold: this anger is idolatry, the Other Side, as we
have said. Thus, a person must guard himself against it and separate
from it. Therefore, it is written: "You shall make you no molten
Elohim" (Shemot 34:17). "Make you" MEANS you shall NOT harm
yourself. And immediately following, it is written: "The feast of
unleavened bread shall you keep" (Ibid. 18). "Keep" refers to the side
of Holiness that a person should keep and not exchange it for the
Other Side. If he exchanges it FOR THE OTHER SIDE, he becomes
defiled and defiles whoever comes near him.
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62. This is a place called "Shmor" ('observe', 'be careful with',
'guard') NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED "SHMOR": therefore it
is written, "The Festival of Matzot shall you observe, seven days
shall you eat matzot as I have commanded you" (Shemot 34:18).
These seven days OF THE FESTIVAL OF MATZOT, are not like the
seven days of Sukkot (holiday of the booths), BECAUSE THOSE OF
SUKKOT are supernal, NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND MALCHUT OF BINAH
THAT ZACHAR AND NUKVAH ASCENDED AND CLOTHED. BUT
THOSE OF THE FESTIVAL OF MATZOT are of below, NAMELY THE
SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
MALCHUT OF MALCHUT. Therefore DURING THOSE OF SUKKOT we
say whole Hallel AND DURING THOSE OF THE FESTIVAL OF
MATZOT, we do not say whole Hallel. And because they are SEVEN
DAYS of below, OF MALCHUT, it is written "seven days shall you eat
Matzot." The word "Matz-t" is found wanting, namely, missing the
letter Vav, TO SHOW, that it was still (the interval) prior to the
dwelling upon them of the supernal days (that incorporated) the
secret of the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
63. If you ask: if the secret meaning of the feast of unleavened bread
has been sanctified, SINCE ON THE FIRST NIGHT OF PESACH,
MALE AND FEMALE WERE SANCTIFIED AND RECEIVED THE
MOCHIN OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, THAT IS, THEY ROSE TO BE
A GARMENT TO THEM, why did MALCHUT AGAIN go down from Her
place? Have we not learned that 'One should enhance (raise), and
not lessen (Lower), (the importance of) holy matters'? Why did She
go FROM ABA AND IMA down to the lower seven days?
64. Come and behold: it is written, "And make atonement for himself,
and for his house" (Vayikra 16:6), TO TEACH that one who atones
has to atone for himself first, and afterward for his household.
Similarly this grade, NAMELY MALCHUT, started to be sanctified and
to emerge into Holiness DURING THE FIRST NIGHT OF PESACH, in
order to atone for Herself. As soon as She was sanctified, She had to
atone for Her household and sanctify them. Therefore, She came
down to sanctify Her house. How are they sanctified? It is through
Yisrael below. Once they were sanctified, they need to raise Her up,
because when the house of the Queen, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
sanctified, She then rises to be connected with the supernal days
above.

65. For this purpose, we make a reckoning, MEANING THAT WE
COUNT THE OMER, standing on our feet, because the days that we
count are supernal days, NAMELY THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS MALE. Likewise, every time a person enters the supernal
days OF ZEIR ANPIN, both in prayer and in praise, that person must
stand on his legs so that the legs and body SERVE there, IN ZEIR
ANPIN, EQUALLY together. The legs and body MUST stand like a
man who stands with power, and not like a woman who customarily
sits. Also, for the praise of the Upper World, ONE SHOULD STAND.
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66. Since THE COUNTING OF THE OMER is the secret of the Male,
FOR WE DRAW THE SUPERNAL SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, women are
exempted from this counting. Only the men are obligated to count, in
order to bind each one properly. Thus, "All you males shall
appear" (Shemot 23:17), for the males are obligated to appear, but
not the women. This is because the secret of the Covenant is in the
Male but not in the Female. Since the secret is above IN THE MALE,
IN ZEIR ANPIN, women are not obligated.

67. Here, we have learned a secret: throughout the seven supernal
days OF ZEIR ANPIN, one of the lower days OF MALCHUT becomes
holy. This lower day OF MALCHUT is called a week, because it is
sanctified from the seven supernal days. Similarly, it is so for each
and every seven of these fifty supernal days, until (but not including)
THE FIFTIETH DAY, MEANING THAT THE FIFTIETH DAY IS NOT
INCLUDED AMONG THOSE WHICH AMEND THE LOWER DAYS.
When there are 49 supernal days present, then below, IN MALCHUT,
HER seven days are sanctified, BECAUSE EACH DAY IS AMENDED
BY SEVEN SUPERNAL DAYS. FOR THROUGH CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN, CHESED OF MALCHUT IS AMENDED AND THROUGH
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, GVURAH OF MALCHUT IS
AMENDED, AND SO ON IN THIS MANNER. Each one THAT IS
AMENDED IN MALCHUT is called a week, because it enters into
those seven SUPERNAL DAYS. Therefore, it is written: "Seven
complete Shabbatot shall there be," (Vayikra 23:15), WHICH
INDICATES THE SEVEN LOWER DAYS, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF
MALCHUT, AS EACH ONE IS CALLED A 'WEEK'. Because they are
female, BEING THE SEVEN SFIROT OF MALCHUT, the Torah uses
the feminine suffix FOR THEM, AS IS WRITTEN: "SEVEN COMPLETE
SHABBATOT SHALL THERE BE" (FEM.).
68. When THE SEVEN SFIROT OF MALCHUT are sanctified through
them, THE 49 SUPERNAL SFIROT, the House, WHICH IS THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF MALCHUT THAT WERE NOT CORRECTED DURING THE
FIRST NIGHT OF PESACH, is prepared so a wife would unite with her
husband, NAMELY, SO MALCHUT WOULD JOIN WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
Then it is called Shavuot (holiday of weeks',) after the females,
MEANING THE SEVEN SFIROT OF MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED
'SEVEN WEEKS', AS MENTIONED ABOVE, over which the supernal
days dwell, WHICH ARE THE 49 DAYS OF ZEIR ANPIN, through
which they are sanctified. Therefore, it is written "in your (feast of)
weeks" (Bemidbar 28:26), WHICH MEANS that they are yours. It is
not written 'in the feast of weeks', BECAUSE JUST AS THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF MALCHUT WERE SANCTIFIED, WHICH ARE CALLED
'WEEKS', Yisrael below were also sanctified with them, BECAUSE
YISRAEL BELOW DEPEND UPON THE SANCTIFICATION OF
MALCHUT, FROM WHOM THEY RECEIVE; THEREFORE, IT SAYS:
"IN YOUR WEEKS."
69. When we reach 49 days, that supernal day which is above them,
the fiftieth day, WHICH IS BINAH, rules over the 49 days - NAMELY
THE 49 SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are the secret of the entirety
of the Torah, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'TORAH', that
has 49 aspects. Then the supernal day, WHICH IS the fiftieth day,
BINAH, by means of the awakening of the lower beings, produces
the Torah - WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING THE MOCHIN OF HIS
THREE FIRST SFIROT, which is the entirety of the 49 aspects
CORRECTED THROUGH THE COUNTING OF THE 49 DAYS.

8. "Even the sparrow has found a home"
Rabbi Elazar continues the theme of Binah, the fiftieth day, and the creation of the Torah. The sparrows alluded to in the title verse are the birds of
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the sky, the ultimate meaning of which is 'freedom'. 'Freedom' alludes to Binah and 'sparrow' to Malchut. Since freedom emerges from the fiftieth
year, Binah, the Torah that emerges from Binah is called 'freedom'. We are told that Upper freedom is Binah or Jubilee, and Lower freedom is
Malchut or the Sabbatical Year - but both are as one.
70. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion, saying: "Even the sparrow
has found a home, and the swallow (Heb. dror) a nest for herself,
where she may lay her young. Your altars..." (Tehilim 84:4). "Even
the sparrow has found a home": these are the birds of the sky. Some
of them nest outside and some of them nest in an abode, THE
DWELLING PLACE OF A MAN, like the swallow (Heb. dror) that is a
bird that places its nest in the home of any man and has no fear.
Why? Because everyone calls it 'dror'. What is dror? It is freedom, as
it is written: "And proclaim liberty (Heb. dror)" (Vayikra 25:10) in its
Aramaic translation, freedom. Such is the swallow, from the day it
nests in the house and has young, it lives (Heb. dar) in the house
fifty days, and then they separate from each other. This is the bird
that is called 'dror', WHICH MEANS freedom, WHICH ALLUDES TO
BINAH AND MALCHUT IS CALLED SPARROW.

71. Come and behold: it is written, "And you shall hallow the fiftieth
year, and proclaim liberty throughout all the land" (Vayikra 25:10).
THE FIFTIETH YEAR IS BINAH, for from here freedom emerges to
everyone. Because freedom emerges from it, the Torah that emerges
FROM BINAH is called 'freedom' (Heb. cherut). Therefore, it is
written: "engraved (Heb. charut) on the tablets" (Shemot 32:16). Do
not pronounce it 'charut', but rather "cherut," for this is the Torah
that is called 'freedom', because whatever this supernal day, WHICH
IS BINAH, brings forth is called 'freedom' and it is freedom for all.
That day is supernal freedom, because there is upper freedom and
lower freedom, MEANING upper Hei, WHICH IS BINAH, and lower
Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Upper freedom and lower freedom, which
are Sabbatical year, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and Jubilee, WHICH IS
BINAH, are as one, MEANING THAT THEY CLOTHE EACH OTHER.
AND THEN BINAH IS CALLED 'UPPER FREEDOM' AND MALCHUT
'LOWER FREEDOM'.

9. The bread of the first fruits
We learn that two types of bread were eaten by Yisrael: when they left Egypt they ate matzah, the bread from Malchut; when they were in the
wilderness they ate manna, the bread from heaven, Zeir Anpin. The question is asked why, now that Yisrael merited the higher bread, was leavened
bread not abolished entirely? Why was the offering of the first fruits leavened bread? Rabbi Shimon explains that as soon as Yisrael had eaten
matzah, leavened bread could no longer harm them. The chametz is burned on the altar and can have no power over Yisrael. When God gave the
Torah to Yisrael He had them taste the supernal bread, manna, through which they knew and observed the teachings of the Torah. After these
explanations Rabbi Shimon and his companions meet an old man holding a boy by the hand.
72. Two types of bread were eaten by Yisrael: when they left Egypt,
they ate matzah, the bread of affliction, WHICH IS BREAD FROM
MALCHUT. And in the wilderness they ate bread from heaven,
WHICH IS THE BREAD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS CALLED 'HEAVEN',
as it is written: "Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for
you" (Shemot 16:4). Therefore, the offering of this day OF THE
FEAST OF WEEKS is bread, and all the other offerings were offered
with the bread. The bread is the main part, as is written: "And you
shall offer with the bread seven lambs..." (Vayikra 23:18), "You shall
bring out of your habitations two wave loaves" (Ibid. 17). For this is
the bread with which Yisrael became wise with the supernal Wisdom
of the Torah, and entered its ways.
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73. We should now observe that during Pesach, Yisrael came away
from the bread that is called 'chametz', as it is written: "And there
shall no leavened bread (Heb. chametz) be seen" (Shemot 13:7), and:
"For whoever eats that which is leavened" (Shemot 12:19). What is
the reason THAT THEY ABANDONED CHAMETZ? It is because of the
honor of the bread that is called 'matzah'. HE ASKS: Now that Yisrael
merited a higher bread, THE BREAD OF ZEIR ANPIN, would it not
have been proper for the chametz to be abolished and not be seen at
all? Why was the offering OF THE FIRST FRUITS BREAD chametz, as
it is written: "they shall be of fine flour; they shall be baked with
leaven" (Vayikra 23:17). Also on this day, the Evil Inclination was
negated, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHAMETZ, as the Torah, that is
called 'freedom', was available. WHY THEN DID THEY BRING
CHAMETZ?

74. HE ANSWERS: THIS IS SIMILAR to a king who had an only son
who became ill. One day he wished to eat. They said: Let the king's
son take this medicine, but before he eats it, no food whatsoever
should be in the house. They did so. After he had taken the
medicine, they said: From now on he may eat whatever he desires
and it will do him no harm.

75. Similarly, when Yisrael left Egypt, they did not know the essence
and secret of Faith. The Holy One, blessed be He, let Yisrael taste
medicine, but while they take this medicine, no other food should be
visible to them, NAMELY CHAMETZ. As soon as they had eaten
matzah, which is a curative to aid in coming into and knowing the
secret of Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the Holy One, blessed be He,
said: 'From now on, chametz is suitable for them and they may eat it,
because it can no longer harm them'. And more so on the day of
Shavuot, when the supernal bread OF ZEIR ANPIN is present, which
is a complete cure!

76. Therefore, we offer chametz, WHICH IS THE EVIL INCLINATION,
to be burnt on the altar, MEANING THROUGH THE OFFERINGS THAT
ARE OFFERED ON THE ALTAR. Two other loaves of bread are
offered BY WAVING THEM together. 'OTHERS' MEANS IN ADDITION
TO THE OFFERINGS. The chametz, WHICH IS THE EVIL
INCLINATION, is burned in the fire on the altar, THROUGH THE
OFFERINGS, and cannot have power over nor harm Yisrael.
Therefore, Yisrael cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He, on this day
through the remedy of Torah. If Yisrael observed those two types of
bread, NAMELY MATZAH AND THE HOLY SUPERNAL BREAD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, they would never be punished.
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77. The day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year), which is the
Day of Judgment, is only for those who did not take the medicine,
WHICH IS MATZOT, and abandoned the remedy of Torah. FOR
THROUGH THESE TWO REMEDIES the other food IS FIXED, which is
chametz. On this day of Rosh Hashanah, that chametz ascends and
accuses the person and slanders him, and is on this day an Accuser
of the world. The Holy One, blessed be He, sits in Judgment over
everything and judges the world.

78. Because of this, when the Holy One, blessed be He, gave the
Torah to Yisrael, He had them taste that supernal bread from that
place, MALCHUT. Through that bread, they knew and observed the
secrets of the Torah so as to walk the right way, and the friends have
already explained these matters through these secrets, as we have
said.

79. Rabbi Shimon and Rabbi Elazar, his son, were traveling on the
road accompanied by Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi. While they were
walking, they met an old man who was holding a young boy by the
hand. Rabbi Shimon raised his eyes and saw him. He said to Rabbi
Aba: assuredly this old man has new ideas for us.

80. When they reached him, Rabbi Shimon said to him: Why do you
come with a load tied to your back - MEANING, DO YOU NOT HAVE
A DONKEY TO CARRY YOUR LOAD? Who are you? He said to him: I
am a Jew. RABBI SHIMON said to him: You must definitely have
certain new matters with you today. RABBI SHIMON said to him:
Where is your country? He said to him: I used to live among those
who retired to the wilderness, for I was endeavoring there in the
Torah. Now, I have come to civilization to sit in the shadow of the
Holy One, blessed be He, during the days of this seventh month.

81. Rabbi Shimon rejoiced and said: Let us sit, because certainly the
Holy One, blessed be He, has sent you to us. He said to him: upon
your life, we shall hear a word from your mouth of those new yet old
matters that you planted there, in the wilderness, concerning this
seventh month. Why did you leave the wilderness to come to
civilization? The old sage said to him: From this question I know that
you possess wisdom and your words reach the firmament of
Wisdom.

10. "And in the wilderness, where you have seen"
The old sage speaks about the reason that God led Yisrael into the powerful wilderness, the domain of Samael, when they left Egypt. Had they not
sinned, God would have crushed Samael so he would have had no power, but because they sinned they spent forty years in the wilderness to fulfill
the verse, "And you shall bruise his heel." We are told that the only light is that light which comes out of the darkness. There is no service of God
except from out of darkness, and no good except from out of evil. Overall perfection is good and evil together that rise to the good afterward.
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82. The old sage opened the discussion, saying: "And in the
wilderness, where you have seen how that Hashem your Elohim bore
you, as a man bears his son..." (Devarim 1:31). This passage should
have said, 'And in the wilderness, where He bore you'. Why does it
say, "where you have seen"? HE ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed
be He, spoke to Yisrael in the wilderness, a potent wilderness, as is
written: "venomous serpents, and scorpions..." (Devarim 8:15). This
wilderness is more potent than any wilderness in the world. What is
the reason THAT HE LED YISRAEL THERE?

83. HE ANSWERS: When the children of Yisrael left Egypt and
reached the number of 600,000, the Holy Malchut was strengthened
and rose above everything, and the moon, THAT IS MALCHUT,
shone. Then the Evil Malchut, the Other Side, was subdued and the
Holy One, blessed be He, took YISRAEL into the powerful
wilderness, which is the place and the domain of evil Samael, his
very own, in order to break his power and strength, crush his head
and subdue him, so he will have no power. If the children of Yisrael
had not sinned, the Holy One, blessed be He, planned to remove him
from the world. Therefore, He caused YISRAEL to actually pass
through his inheritance, lot, and portion.

84. Since they sinned many times, the snake bit them, and then was
fulfilled: "He will bruise your head" (Beresheet 3:15). That is, the
children of Yisrael hit his head first, but did not know how to guard
themselves from him. Afterward, the snake bit them, and they all fell
in the wilderness, and, "And you shall bruise his heel" (Ibid.), was
fulfilled. For forty years were they smitten by him, corresponding to
the forty lashes decreed by court of law.

85. Therefore, it is written: "where you have seen," because they saw
with their own eyes the landlord of the wilderness walking, bound,
before them, and they took his possession and lot. Whence do we
know this? From the verse: "Then the chiefs of Edom shall be
amazed" (Shemot 15:15), who are the venomous serpents and
scorpions. We too retired from civilization to go into the potent
wilderness to be occupied there with Torah, in order to subdue that
side.

86. The words of Torah become clear only there and the only light is
that which comes out of the darkness. When this side is subdued,
the Holy One, blessed be He, rises, and His glory becomes greater.
There is no service of the Holy One, blessed be He, except from out
of darkness and no good except from out of evil. When a person
enters the evil way and then leaves it, the Holy One, blessed be He,
rises in His glory. Therefore, overall perfection is good and evil
together and rising to the good afterward. The only good is good
that emerges from evil, and through this good the glory OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is elevated. This is perfect service.
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87. We have dwelt there throughout the year until now in order to
subdue that Side in the wilderness. Now that the time for the holy
service of the side of Holiness has come, we return to civilization, for
the service OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is there. And also,
now, during Rosh Hashanah, the time has arrived for that serpent to
request Judgment before the Holy One, blessed be He. He rules
there in the wilderness. Therefore, we left it and came to civilization.

11. "Blow a Shofar at the new moon"
The old sage continues by saying that at the new moon, on the feast day, Harsh Judgment awakens and strengthens the Other Side; then the whole
world is under Judgment, as the moon, Malchut, radiates no light. All the acts of correction that preserve the worlds arise from the lower beings if
their deeds are correct; if they are not, Malchut remains without illumination until the wicked are separated from the righteous, and then Judgment
awakens. We learn that God gave the Shofar to Yisrael in order to break the covering on the moon that prevents it from shining; the sound of the
Shofar arouses Mercy below and Binah above. The upper world, Binah, always gives to the lower world, Malchut, according to its present state, so
human gladness below draws supernal gladness. The old sage says that on Yom Kippur Malchut lights up with a supernal illumination from the light
of the World to Come, Binah.
88. The old sage opened the discussion, saying: "Blow a Shofar at
the new moon, at the full moon (lit. 'the covering') on our feast
day" (Tehilim 81:4). Now is the time for the supernal Harsh Judgment
to awaken. When it awakens, the Other Side is strengthened by it.
Once the Other Side grows strong, it rises and covers the moon,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, so it does not radiate any light but is filled
from the aspect of Judgment. Then the whole world is under
Judgment, both higher and lower beings, and a proclamation is
issued throughout all the firmaments: "Prepare the Throne of
Judgment for the Master over everything, for He wishes to Judge."

89. There is a secret here, which shone upon us in the wilderness.
Why did supernal Judgment awaken on this day? HE ANSWERS: All
the precious secrets and holy acts stem from the seventh, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and that supernal seventh, which is the supernal world
that is called 'the World to Come', NAMELY BINAH. All the candles,
sanctifications and blessings shine ON MALCHUT from there. When
the time arrives to renew the blessings and holy acts so they will
shine, one should observe the corrections of all the worlds, IN
ORDER TO RENEW THE BLESSINGS AND SANCTIFICATIONS. All
the acts of correction that preserve the worlds rise from the lower
beings if their deeds are suitable. If they are not right, MALCHUT
remains without illumination until the wicked are separated from the
righteous, and then Judgment awakens.

90. From that Judgment, the Other Side is strengthened, and the
Accuser is present so that the wicked be given over to him, for it is
written of him: "And searches out all perfection" (Iyov 28:3), and
covers the moon so it will not shine. Why does He not give over THE
WICKED to the Accuser? Because the Holy One, blessed be He,
does not wish to destroy the works of His hands.
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91. In the Other Side there is a hard Klipah that is impossible to
break, except with the counsel the Holy One, blessed be He, gave the
children of Yisrael, as written: "Blow a Shofar at the new moon, at
the full moon (lit. 'the covering') on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4) in
order to break that cover with which the moon is covered, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, so it does not shine.

92. When the children of Yisrael awaken below by the blow of the
shofar, the sound that emanates from the Shofar blasts the air and
splits firmaments until it rises to that hard rock, NAMELY THE
OTHER SIDE, that covers the moon. It observes and brings forth an
awakening of Mercy. Then THE OTHER SIDE that rises and remains
above COVERING THE MOON is confounded. That sound stands and
removes that Judgment FROM MALCHUT. Since Mercy has
awakened below, IN MALCHUT, another supernal shofar also
awakens above, WHICH IS BINAH, and produces a sound, NAMELY
THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'SOUND', which is
Mercy. Sound meets sound, mercy meets mercy, because by the
lower awakening there is also an awakening above.

93. You may ask how a sound below or an awakening below awaken
THAT WHICH CORRESPONDS TO IT ABOVE. Come and behold: the
Lower World, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is always ready to receive and is
called a 'precious stone'. The Upper World, WHICH IS BINAH, gives it
according to its state. If its state is of a shiny countenance from
below, in the same manner it is shone upon from above, but if it is in
sadness, it is correspondingly given Judgment.

94. Similarly, "Serve Hashem with gladness" (Tehilim 100:2),
because human gladness draws another, supernal gladness. Thus,
just as the Lower World, NAMELY MALCHUT, is crowned, so it draws
from above. Therefore, the children of Yisrael are early to rouse with
the shofar a sound, which is combined of fire, water and air NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS COMBINED OF THREE
COLUMNS. They become one, which rises and strikes that precious
stone that is colored with these three colors - WHICH ARE WHITE,
RED AND GREEN, WHICH ARE THREE COLUMNS COMBINED in this
sound - and then it draws from above as it deserves.

95. Once MALCHUT has been perfected with this sound FROM
BELOW, Mercy emerges from above and dwells upon Her, and She
becomes included in Mercy from below and above. Then the Other
Side is confounded, and its power is weakened and it cannot accuse.
This precious stone, WHICH IS MALCHUT, remains with radiant
countenance in every direction, with illumination from below and
illumination from above.
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96. When does She remain with the illumination from above? On
Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), for on Yom Kippur that precious
stone is lit up, NAMELY MALCHUT, with a supernal illumination from
the light of the world to come, WHICH IS BINAH. Then the children of
Yisrael prepare a goat and send it to this potent wilderness, which
rules over it.

12. The Kingdom of Heaven is divided by two points
We are told that the central point of the desolate world is the Other Side, and the central point of the inhabited world is the holy side, where
Jerusalem is found. The Kingdom of Heaven stands on two points: one is Jerusalem, and the other is the terrestrial Garden of Eden. In the middle of
that Garden is a hidden point into which a pillar is inserted from below; from there water flows that separates to the four directions of the world.
97. That Other Side is the central point of the portion of the desolate
world, because the Other Side has power over all destruction and
desolation THAT IS IN THE WORLD. The central point of that portion
of the inhabited world is the holy side, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
Therefore, Jerusalem is in the center of the inhabited world, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT.

98. The Kingdom of Heaven, the side of Holiness, is divided by two
points: one of its own, and another that it received from the world to
come, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS a supernal, hidden point.
Therefore, the kingdom stands on two points. Its own point is under
it, which is Jerusalem, which is the center of the whole civilization.
The hidden point that it received from supernal Ima, the World to
Come, is the terrestrial Garden of Eden that is located in the center
of the world in all its aspects, those of desolation and habitation, and
all the aspects of the world.

99. Therefore, in the middle of the Garden of Eden there is a supernal
point, covered and concealed, since it is unknown. A pillar is
inserted from below up within that point, and from there gushes
water that separates to the four directions of the world. So we find
that there are three points in the world one on top of the other, like
the three points in the Torah!

13. Two goats
The old sage wonders why Yisrael sent two goats for sacrifice: one for Azazel in the wilderness, and one to God. Rabbi Shimon explains that the
Slanderer will think he ate from His meal and will not know of the other joyous meal prepared for God and those He loved. Even when Yisrael are in
exile, when they pray Malchut ascends before God on Yom Kippur and asks mercy for her children; then God declares all His vengeance against
Edom, and the Slanderer is removed from the world. Because of this, the children of Yisrael are free and joyful. Rabbi Shimon tells why a young goat
is sacrificed rather than a grown one. He speaks about 'atonement' (Kippur) and says that it is so called because it cleanses all impurity from a
person so that God forgives him. We read that there are five deprivations on Yom Kippur - eating and drinking, washing, anointing, wearing shoes,
and having marital relations. These deprivations are so that the person may be helped by the five supernal aspects - Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet,
Netzach and Hod.
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100. Come and behold: Yisrael sent the goat to Azazel, to the
wilderness, so as to give a portion to the Other Side with which to be
occupied. You may ask why there are two goats here, one for
Hashem and one for the Other Side. It is understandable TO SEND
the goat of the Other Side TO AZAZEL, but why the goat to Hashem?

101. HE ANSWERS: IT IS SIMILAR to a king who was angry with his
son. He summoned a bailiff, who regularly meted out justice to
people, in order to come and punish his son. The bailiff rejoiced and
entered the king's palace to eat there. As soon as the son saw him,
he thought: Certainly, the only reason this bailiff has come to my
father's palace is because the king is angry with me. What did he
do? He tried to please him. Once he pleased him, the king ordered a
magnificent feast for himself and his son, and commanded that the
bailiff would not know of it. Afterward, the bailiff came. The king
thought: Now if he knows of the grand feast that I prepared for my
son and myself, there will be confusion at the table. What did he do?
He called the butler in charge over the feast and told him, 'prepare
something to put before me and the bailiff, so that the bailiff would
think that he dined with me, and would not know about that other
precious feast for me and my son. He would then take that portion
and leave, and disengage from our joyous feast.' If the king had not
done this, that bailiff would not have left the king's palace.

102. So did the Holy One, blessed be He, say to Yisrael: 'Prepare two
goats, one for Me and one for that Slanderer', NAMELY THE OTHER
SIDE, 'so that he will think that he ate from My meal and will not
know of the other, our own joyous meal. Let him take that portion
and go his way and depart from My house.' Since supernal Ima,
which is the World to Come, NAMELY BINAH, came to dwell in the
sanctuary of the Lower World, to observe it with a radiant face, it is
only right that the slanderer would not be present, nor the plaintiffs,
when He takes out all the blessings and illuminates everything. And
all manner of freedom is available IN MALCHUT, and Yisrael receive
those blessings.

103. When the world to come, WHICH IS BINAH, enters the sanctuary
of the Lower World, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the Lower World
rejoices in its children in that magnificent feast THAT IS DRAWN
FROM BINAH, then BINAH blesses the table. All the worlds are
blessed and every kind of joy and shining face are present there.
This is what is written: "that you may be clean...before
Hashem" (Vayikra 16:30).
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104. It is written: "And Aaron shall cast lots on the two goats; one lot
for Hashem and the other lot for Azazel" (Ibid. 8). This is the joy of
the Slanderer, that the Holy One, blessed be He, casts lots with him
and invites him TO TAKE THE SCAPEGOAT. But he does not realize
that He pours a flaming fire on his head and on his people, as is
written: "For You will heap coals of fire upon his head" (Mishlei
25:22).

105. You may derive this FROM THE PASSAGE: "Even Ester the
queen let no one come in with the king to the banquet that she
prepared but myself" (Esther 5:12), and: "Then Haman went out that
day joyful and with a glad heart" (Ibid. 9) with that portion that he
received, and went his way. Afterward, when the Supernal King came
to the Queen's palace, the Queen asked for Herself, for Her children
and for the people of the King.

106. Even when the children of Yisrael are in exile and pray daily,
MALCHUT ascends on this day, YOM KIPPUR, before the King and
asks for Her children. Then all vengeance that the Holy One, blessed
be He, is going to bring against Edom are decreed, and it is decreed
how this Slanderer will be removed from this world, as is written:
"He will destroy death forever" (Yeshayah 25:8).

107. Bear in mind that it is written about the time of exile: "For we
are sold, I and my people...since the affliction would not have
equaled the king's damage" (Esther 7:4). What is "the king's
damage?" It is as you say, "And cut off our name from the earth, and
what will You do for Your Great Name?" (Yehoshua 7:9) because the
Great Name will no longer be maintained, and this is the king's
damage!

108. "Then Haman - WHO IS THE OTHER SIDE - was struck with
terror before the king and the queen" (Esther 7:6). Then every
shining face and every joy is present, and the children of Yisrael go
out free on that day - YOM KIPPUR. From that day and onward,
freedom and joy openly rule over them and He wishes to rejoice with
them. From here on, just as a portion is given TO THE OTHER SIDE,
so that he shall depart FROM YISRAEL, a portion is also given to the
other nations, so that they depart FROM YISRAEL below.

109. Come and behold: what is the secret meaning of offering a goat
rather than something else? Why is it that on the first day of the
month we offer a goat, and also here ON YOM KIPPUR? If you say
that it is because the goat is of its aspect, it is well, but why not an
adult goat (Heb. ez), BUT A YOUNG GOAT (HEB. SEIR), WHICH IS
SMALL?
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110. HE ANSWERS: This is needed, NAMELY JUST A GOAT, and it is
known to all those who perform witchcraft, who perform it only with
that which has not yet mated with a female. Therefore, all the young
goats, which have not yet mated with a female, are among its
species OF THE OTHER SIDE. AND THE REASON IS THAT A
STRANGE EL IS STERILE AND PRODUCES NO FRUIT. But a grown
goat has already mated with a female AND PRODUCED FRUIT.
THEREFORE, IT IS NOT IN THE PORTION OF THE OTHER SIDE.
Since THE OTHER SIDE is a king, AS IS WRITTEN, "AN OLD AND
FOOLISH KING" (KOHELET 4:13), in its honor, A YOUNG GOAT is
given, one that never mated with a female, and did not give of his
strength to another, OF HIS OWN KIND, AS MENTIONED. And each
sorcerer who performs these functions knows this. Therefore, they
lay all their sins on that young goat.

111. Come and behold: even though the young goat is the portion of
the Other Side, there is a secret here, FOR IN THE SIDE OF
IMPURITY the lower the aspects, the greater their impurity, and the
more the lower grades descend, the greater is their impurity.
Therefore, the portion OF THE OTHER SIDE is greater in a grown
goat, because its hairs hang DOWN more than any other animal, just
as their Judgments stem below in impurity. The impurity of this evil
kingdom, which is the king of the entire Other Side is clearer AND
MORE REFINED, and is not as completely impure as the lower ones.
Therefore, it is given a young goat (Heb. seir, lit. 'hairy') whose hair
does not hang DOWN, and is not smooth. It is not smooth because
of its impurity, but the hair does not hang downward, so that the
impurity shall not grow strong, like these lower GRADES OF THE
OTHER SIDE. Therefore, it is surely a young goat, and nothing else.

112. HE ASKS: Why is it called 'atonement' (Heb. kippur)? HE
ANSWERS: Because it cleanses all impurity and removes it from
before Him on this day. Therefore, it is called 'Yom Kippur', WHICH
MEANS a day of cleansing. Thus we call it. It is written: "For on that
day will He forgive you, to cleanse you" (Vayikra 16:30). HE ASKS:
Why does it say, "for on that day"? It should have said, 'for this day'.
HE ANSWERS: Because the celestial Temple, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
was purified and lit up. Therefore, it is written: "For on that day will
He forgive you," WHICH MEANS He shall forgive and cleanse first
this day, NAMELY MALCHUT, so that He may purify and forgive you
afterwards.

113. Another EXPLANATION: He shall forgive on that day, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and cleanse it first. The only reason it needs to be
cleansed is "you", that is, for your sake it needs to be cleansed and
purified first. "He shall forgive", HE ASKS: Who shall forgive. AND
HE ANSWERS: it is the Upper World, WHICH IS BINAH that
illuminates and cleanses everything. Therefore, all the evil aspects,
which are called 'the depths of the sea', are removed. As these
depths of the sea are drooping down, so are the hairs OF THE
YOUNG GOAT, which pertains to its side, NAMELY THE OTHER
SIDE. The hairs of that Side are not smooth, BUT ARE COARSE,
WHICH ALLUDES TO JUDGMENTS.
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114. Similarly, it is written: "And he shall make atonement for the
holy place, because of the uncleanness of the children of Yisrael,
and because of their transgression in all their sins" (Vayikra 16:16),
meaning that the Accuser will not have power over them. Therefore,
on Yom Kippur, which is the wiping away of all the sins and their
cleansing, Yisrael should purify themselves and walk barefoot like
the lofty angels. THERE ARE five deprivations ON YOM KIPPUR,
WHICH ARE EATING AND DRINKING, WASHING, ANOINTING,
WEARING SHOES AND MARITAL RELATIONS, in order to be helped
by five supernal aspects, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, AND HOD, which Yom Kippur, WHICH IS BINAH, brought
forth, and which are its gates.

115. If drinking is considered as a separate deprivation, then there
are six deprivations, because drinking is from the side of Isaac,
WHICH IS GVURAH, AND EATING IS FROM THE SIDE OF ABRAHAM,
WHICH IS CHESED. THIS IS WHY THEY ARE TWO, even though
drinking is included in eating, so then they are six. The last
deprivation is marital relations and is located in the sixth level,
WHICH IS YESOD, and corresponding to it we perform the
deprivation.

14. "On the tenth day of this seventh month"
The old sage explains why the Yom Kippur is on the tenth day. We learn of the seventy years that apply to everyone. We learn that on Yom Kippur
one must not reveal his sins to another, because the accusers may use it against him, and besides, it is shameless to reveal one's sins - it is a
desecration of God's Holy Name. The seventh month is God's, but He gave it to Yisrael as a revelation. This entire month is from the Upper World,
Binah; therefore it is covered because the Upper World is in concealment. On the fifteenth day of the month, it is revealed, since everything
becomes revealed with the fullness of the moon. From this day the Sfirot descend to the secret of the Lower World, Malchut. The old sage and Rabbi
Shimon discuss the question of who passed Judgment on the world on Rosh Hashanah, and why Malchut judges only those who are twenty years
of age or older.
116. It is written: "On the tenth day (Heb. be'asor) of this seventh
month" (Bemidbar 29:7), and: "Also on the tenth day of this
month" (Vayikra 23:27). HE ASKS WHY IT IS WRITTEN "be'asor" (lit.
'on day ten') when it should say 'tenth'. Why "ten?" HE ANSWERS: It
is because now, on this day, all the high grades come upon each
other, MEANING THAT THE TEN SFIROT THAT HAVE THREE FIRST
SFIROT ARE DRAWN FROM IMA to rest upon the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, to shine on it. And they all pertain to the secret of ten so
they add up to a hundred, BECAUSE TEN TIMES TEN EQUALS A
HUNDRED. When it is based on the secret of a hundred, MEANING
THAT IT HAS FIRST THREE SFIROT, then it is all one, FOR
MALCHUT IS ONE WITH IMA. And BOTH are called 'the Day of
Atonement'. Therefore, it is written, "on day ten (Heb. asor)", WHICH
IS DERIVED FROM THE WORD 'SOURCE', as written,
"Remember" (Shemot 20:8) and "Keep" (Devarim 5:12). THIS IS
BECAUSE 'TENTH' (HEB. ASIRI) MEANS AN ALLUSION TO
MALCHUT ONLY, WHICH IS THE TENTH SFIRAH, BUT "TEN", WHICH
IS DERIVED FROM 'SOURCE', INDICATES ALL TEN SFIROT
TOGETHER. For they all come FROM IMA in order to multiply by ten
EVERY SFIRAH and shine by means of ten - NAMELY, ALSO
INCLUDING THE THREE FIRST SFIROT.
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117. The old sage turned towards Rabbi Shimon and said to him: I
know that you have a question about this passage, "On the tenth day
of this month". Rabbi Shimon said to him: Certainly, "on day ten,"
WHAT YOU SAID, THAT IT POINTS TO TEN is fitting. But if it is so,
why does it add up to a hundred? From the passage, it seems that it
all adds up only to seventy, for it is written: "On day ten of this
seventh month..." And when you multiply seven by ten, it equals
seventy. He said to him: For this did I turn to you, because I know
you are a wise man.

118. Come and behold: there are two secrets here. The first is that
the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called 'the seventh month' and
therefore the seventh month is called 'ten', AS IT SAYS, "ON DAY
TEN OF THIS SEVENTH MONTH." This is because they shine on it
tenfold, MEANING TEN SFIROT, AND TEN TIMES TEN equals a
hundred. THERE IS another SECRET HERE, because what you said,
THAT "TEN" INDICATES MULTIPLYING SEVEN BY TEN, assuredly
amounts to seventy on that day, IN SUCH A MANNER, that it is both
in the level of seventy and in the level of a hundred. IT IS in the level
of a hundred in order to make it whole WITH THE THREE FIRST
SFIROT and shine on it; AND IT IS in the level of seventy because on
this day MALCHUT receives all Yisrael in order to judge them. They
are all in the soul rather than in the body, because on this day the
soul is afflicted but not the body, as is written: "And you shall afflict
your souls" (Vayikra 23:27), and, "for whatever person (lit. 'soul')
shall not be afflicted" (Ibid. 29). For that day takes all the souls, and
they are under its authority. Had it not been of the secret of seventy,
it would not have authority over the souls, because souls are
maintained by means of seventy, as it is written: "The days of our
years are seventy" (Tehilim 90:10).

119. You may argue that the souls of the children have not
completed seventy years, AND SAY that MALCHUT has no power
over them. HE ANSWERS: Certainly, She has power over them, but
not completely, as over one who merited for many days the
commandments of the Torah. Even so, the seventy years apply to
everyone, BOTH CHILDREN AND OLD PEOPLE. Of this we learned of
'Both the one who increases and the one who decreases'. What is
'one'? It is the unification of seventy years, of he who increases,
NAMELY THE OLD, and he who decreases, NAMELY THE CHILD.

120. Therefore, on Yom Kippur, MALCHUT passes through all these
seventy, and this level is completed with all THE SFIROT, FOR EACH
SFIRAH OF THE SEVEN SFIROT ACQUIRED THE ASPECT OF FIRST
THREE SFIROT AND THEY BECOME TEN SFIROT. HOWEVER,
THERE ARE NO INCLUSIVE THREE FIRST SFIROT AND THEREFORE
THEY ARE SEVENTY. All the souls ascend before Him and He judges
them with Judgment. The Holy One, blessed be He, has mercy on the
children of Yisrael on that day. Whoever has not removed the filth
from his soul to cleanse it, when his prayer ascends on that day it
sinks into that place that is called 'mud' and 'clay', WHICH ARE
SAMAEL AND LILIT, and the depths of the sea. HIS PRAYER does
not ascend to adorn the head of the King.
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121. On this day, a person should not reveal his sins before another,
because there are many ACCUSERS who take this word, which he
has revealed and bring it up and testify against that word. As THE
VERSE SAYS, "From her that lies in your bosom, guard the doors of
your mouth" (Michah 7:5), surely these ACCUSERS go AFTER HIM
and study HOW to accuse him and testify against him. BUT IN
ADDITION TO THIS, he is shameless towards everyone, WHO IS NOT
ABASHED TO REVEAL HIS SINS, which is a desecration of the Name
of the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, it is written: "Do not let
your mouth cause your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5).

122. He opened the discussion, saying: "This month shall be to you
the beginning of months..." (Shemot 12:2). HE ASKS: Do not all the
holidays and months belong to the Holy One, blessed be He? WHY
DOES IT SAY, "THIS MONTH SHALL BE TO YOU"? HE ANSWERS:
"This month shall be to you," MEANS it is Mine, but I gave it over to
you. "To you," MEANS that it is revealed, MEANING THAT THE
LIGHTS ARE REVEALED IN IT FOR YISRAEL, but the seventh month
is Mine. Therefore, it is covered and not revealed, AS IS WRITTEN:
"AT THE FULL MOON (LIT. 'COVERED') OF OUR FEAST
DAY" (TEHILIM 81:4). Your month is according to the sequence OF
THE ALPHABET, in the order of Aviv (lit. 'Spring'), BECAUSE NISAN
IS CALLED 'THE MONTH OF AVIV (ALEPH BET YUD BET)'. This is
Aleph-Bet-Gimel, because Yud-Bet OF AVIV IS THE secret of Gimel,
BECAUSE THE REDUCED NUMERICAL VALUE OF YUD IS ONE.
THUS THE LETTERS OF AVIV (ALEPH BET YUD BET)
NUMERICALLY EQUAL ALEPH BET GIMEL. But the seventh month
is Mine; therefore ITS NAME STARTS with the last letters OF THE
ALPHABET, NAMELY TISHREI (TAV-SHIN- RESH-YUD). What is the
reason? You are IN FORWARD SEQUENCE ALEPH BET GIMEL,
WHICH IS from below up, NAMELY, THE LETTERS INCREASE IN
NUMERICAL VALUE, FIRST ALEPH (=ONE) THEN BET (=TWO), ETC.
But I am IN BACKWARD ORDER TAV-SHIN-RESH-YUD, WHICH IS
from above down, BECAUSE THE LETTERS DECREASE IN VALUE,
FIRST TAV (=400), SHIN (=300), AND THEN RESH (=200).
123. This SEVENTH MONTH is Mine. At the beginning of the month, I
am covered. On the tenth of the month, I am COVERED because I am
so during the first five days OF THE MONTH, during the other five
days, and during the third set of five days. At the beginning of the
month, I am so, because it is of the five first days. During the tenth
day of the month, I am so, because it is part of the other five days.
During the fifteenth day of the month, I am so, because it is part of
the third five days.

124. HE ASKS: What is the reason it is so COVERED, THAT IS, UNTIL
THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF THE MONTH? HE ANSWERS: Because this
entire month is from the Upper World, MEANING FROM BINAH, and
the Upper World is under the secret of five at any time. Therefore,
this month is covered rather than revealed, because the Upper World
is in concealment and all its aspects are covered. This month is for
the Holy One, blessed be He, alone AND IS NOT TO YOU. Upon the
fifteenth day OF THE MONTH, it is revealed. Everything reaches the
renewal of the moon. THEREFORE, the moon is full and shines from
supernal Ima, WHICH IS BINAH, and is ready to illuminate
downwards from the lights above. Therefore, THE FIFTEENTH DAY
OF THE MONTH is called BY THE NAME first, as is written: "And you
shall take for yourselves on the first day" (Vayikra 23:40). Until now,
MEANING UNTIL THE FIFTEENTH DAY, all THE SFIROT were based
on the secret of the Upper WORLD, WHICH IS BINAH. From THE
FIFTEENTH DAY, the Sfirot descend to the secret of the Lower
WORLD, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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125. Come and behold. The first days BEFORE THE FIFTEENTH OF
THE MONTH came from the supernal day, NAMELY BINAH, as it is
the secret of the Upper World, BINAH. HE ASKS: IF SO, who passed
Judgment on the world ON ROSH HASHANAH? Who, since there is
no Judgment in this world, except the Judgment of the Lower
WORLD, which "Elohim of the whole earth shall He be
called" (Yeshayah 54:5). If you say that the Judgment of the world is
passed above, IN BINAH, then BINAH would not be called 'the World
of Freedom', 'a world IN WHICH the lights of all the worlds exist', 'the
world THAT CONTAINS all life', 'the world of all liberty'. SINCE
BINAH IS CALLED BY ALL THESE NAMES, HOW CAN YOU SAY
THAT IT CONTAINS THE JUDGMENT TO JUDGE THE WHOLE
WORLD? If you say it is derived from the Judgment of Isaac,
NAMELY THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE,
because if it aroused Judgment for this world, then the whole world
could not bear it. For no one can bear this strong, supernal fire OF
THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH except for the lower fire, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, which is a fire that bears fire.
126. HE ANSWERS: Just as this world OF OURS is the lowest of all
worlds, so are all its Judgments from the lowest world IN ATZILUT,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is CALLED 'Elohim the Judge'. AND HER
JUDGMENTS are considered supernal Judgment in relation to this
LOWER World of OURS. THEREFORE, THEY ARE CONSIDERED IN
RELATION TO US LIKE THE JUDGMENTS OF BINAH, and because
She is the seventh level OF ZEIR ANPIN, a decree is only issued
against a man who is twenty years and older.

127. That sage looked at Rabbi Shimon and saw that his eyes were
shedding tears. Rabbi Shimon said: If She is seventh, WHY DOES
SHE JUDGE THE PERSON of twenty years of age and older? He said
to him: Blessed is he who speaks to ears that hear.
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128. Come and behold: the lower, terrestrial court of law does not
pass judgment against a person until he is thirteen years of age.
What is the reason? It is because they leave seven years for the
seventh, "Elohim of the whole earth shall He be called" (Yeshayah
54:5). A person has no authority over the seven, and the seven rest
upon the thirteen below, which are a throne for it. Therefore, all the
decrees and all the Judgments of below come from the lower seven,
which sum it to twenty years.

129. The Judgment of the world on Rosh Hashanah is carried
through this level that actually stands in Judgment over Her children
in this world in order to be purified for the Higher World. She has no
assistance to rise and be purified except from the lower beings,
NAMELY THAT THEY SHOULD REPENT AND RAISE MAYIM NUKVIN
('FEMALE WATERS').

15. Four kinds
Rabbi Shimon and the old sage discuss the verse, "And you shall take for yourselves on the first day the fruit of the tree hadar," saying that "hadar"
is the Righteous, namely Yesod, and that Malchut is the "fruit of the tree hadar." They speak about the palm trees, the boughs of thick leaved trees,
and the two willows of the brook. They conclude that we are commanded to take these four kinds since we need to awaken below in the likeness of
above. There is nothing in the world that has no counterpart above, and the reverse is also true.
130. When Yisrael are in the fifteenth day OF THE SEVENTH MONTH,
the Holy One, blessed be He, takes His children and spreads His
wings over them to rejoice with them. Therefore, it is written: "And
you shall take for yourselves on the first day THE FRUIT OF THE
TREE HADAR" (Vayikra 23:40). This fruit is the tree that is called
'fruit tree', NAMELY MALCHUT, and bears fruit. "Tree Hadar," as is
written, "Honor and majesty (Heb. hadar) are before Him" (Tehilim
96:6). Why is it called 'hadar' and who is hadar? It is the Righteous,
NAMELY YESOD. AND MALCHUT IS CALLED 'THE FRUIT OF THE
TREE HADAR', MEANING MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES FROM YESOD
THAT IS CALLED HADAR.
131. HE ASKS: Why is YESOD called 'hadar'? It is a covered place,
which is not revealed but should always be covered, yet majesty is
only upon someone that is revealed and seen. HE ANSWERS: Even
though it is a covered level, it is the majesty of the whole body, and
there is no majesty to the body but in it. What is the reason? IT IS
because one who does not have that grade has no majesty to come
among people; he has no voice when he speaks, because the
majesty of the voice is cut from him. He has no beard or the majesty
of a beard. SO even though that grade is covered, NEVERTHELESS
all the majesty of the body originates in it, and is covered and
revealed THROUGH THE MAJESTY OF THE BODY. Therefore, it is
the tree hadar (majesty), MEANING a tree from which all the majesty
of the body comes. This is a fruit tree yielding fruit. BUT MALCHUT
IS CALLED 'FRUIT TREE'.
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132. "Branches of palm trees" (Vayikra 23:40) IS YESOD, THE
RIGHTEOUS, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "THE RIGHTEOUS MAN
FLOURISHES LIKE THE PALM TREE" (TEHILIM 92:13). Here, a wife is
comprehended in her husband without separation, BECAUSE IT IS
WRITTEN, "Branches of palm trees" INSTEAD OF 'AND BRANCHES
OF PALM TREES'. FOR THE VAV (LIT. 'AND') WOULD DIVIDE
BETWEEN FRUIT OF THE TREE HADAR AND THE BRANCHES OF
PALM TREES. THIS SHOWS THAT THEY ARE TIED together, FOR
YESOD AND MALCHUT ARE TOGETHER. "And the boughs of thick
leaved trees" (Vayikra 23:40): they are three, MEANING THE THREE
COLUMNS - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET - because it has
THREE leaves, one on THE RIGHT side, one on the LEFT side and
the one IN THE CENTER that dominates them, BECAUSE THE
CENTRAL COLUMN UNITES THE RIGHT AND LEFT INTO ONE.
"There are two willows of the brook" (Ibid.), NAMELY, NETZACH
AND HOD, which have neither scent nor taste, BEING the aspect of
legs in people. Lulav (lit. 'palm leaf'), WHICH IS YESOD, receives
AND COMBINES them all, like the spinal cord that is in the body. It
protrudes outside THE OTHER KINDS by a hand's breadth
UPWARDS, and so it needs to be in order to perfect and bring forth
all THE LEVELS for proper union.
133. With these kinds one must show himself before the Holy One,
blessed be He, FOR THEY CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT. The leaves of
these palm trees ALLUDE TO ALL THE OTHER HOSTS THAT UNITE
UNDER ALL THE OTHER APPELLATIONS BY WHICH THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS CALLED. THEREFORE, WE ARE
COMMANDED TO TAKE THESE FOUR KINDS since we need TO
AWAKEN below in the likeness of above, for there is nothing in the
world that does not have a counterpart above. AND IN REVERSE, as
it is above, so is it below, BECAUSE THE WORLDS ARE IMPRINTED
BY ONE ANOTHER, AND THE ROOTS ARE ABOVE, FOR THERE IS
NOTHING IN THE LOWER WORLDS WHOSE ROOT CANNOT BE
FOUND IN THE UPPER WORLDS. THEREFORE, THE ROOTS OF THE
FOUR KINDS ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT IN ATZILUT, for Yisrael must unite by means
of this secret of Faith before the Holy One, blessed be He.

16. "You shall dwell in booths"
We read that the title verse refers to the supernal world, Binah, and that this verse was said when the world was created. We read about the supernal
Tabernacle formed as supernal Chochmah emerged from the unknown and unseen place, and of the lower Tabernacle, Malchut, that is like a lantern
displaying light. Yisrael should sit under the shade of the Tabernacle of Peace in the secret of Faith. During Sukkot Malchut takes the souls of
Yisrael and elevates them to Zeir Anpin, as she descends and holds all the blessings that Yisrael draw down during the whole seven days through
the actions and sacrifices offered to her. Then on the eighth day she descends to be close to her children and make them happy; this is Shmini
Atzeret, the Eighth Day of Convocation.
134. It is written: "You shall dwell in booths (Heb. sukkot) seven
days" (Vayikra 23:42). This is the secret of Faith, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, WHO RECEIVES ALL HER MOCHIN BY THE SECRET OF
THIS PASSAGE. This verse refers to the supernal world, WHICH IS
BINAH, as we have learned. When the world was created, this verse
was said.
135. When Chochmah - NAMELY, SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT
ARE CALLED 'ABA' AND 'CHOCHMAH' - commenced to emerge from
the unknown and unseen place, NAMELY, FROM THE HEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN, then a curtain emerged and struck. That supernal
Chochmah sparkled and spread in all directions in the secret of the
supernal Tabernacle, WHICH IS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH,
THAT IS CALLED 'BINAH' AND 'IMA'. That supernal Tabernacle
brought forth six extremities, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN, and then the
sparkling of the curtain illuminated everything, and is written, "You
shall dwell in booths seven days".
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136. Why is "Sukkot" spelled without the Vav? This is the lower
Tabernacle, NAMELY MALCHUT, that is like a lantern, WHICH IS A
GLASS UTENSIL INTO WHICH A CANDLE IS PLACED TO LIGHT, to
show all lights. Then THE GLITTERING OF THE CURTAIN said: "You
shall dwell in booths (Heb. sukkot) seven days". Who are the seven
days? They are from the Supernal World, WHICH IS BINAH, to the
Lower WORLD, WHICH IS MALCHUT, for all THE SEVEN DAYS,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT OF BINAH, maintain their existence to shine on this
tabernacle (Heb. sukkah). What is it? It is "the Tabernacle of David
that is fallen" (Amos 9:11), the Tabernacle of Peace, NAMELY
MALCHUT, and the Holy Nation should sit under its shade in the
secret of Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT. One who sits in this shadow,
sits among these supernal days OF BINAH.
137. Therefore, "Sukkot" IS ALWAYS SPELLED WITHOUT A VAV,
WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED. BUT IN one
PLACE, it is spelled, "sukkot," plane. It shows that whoever sits in
the shadow OF THE GLITTERING OF THE CURTAIN, MENTIONED
ABOVE, sits among these supernal days of above - NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT OF BINAH, that are over the lower, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
to illuminate Her, cover Her and protect Her when necessary.

138. AND IT CAN also BE SAID that they are all read "Sukkot," in full,
and that which is written "Sukkot," without the Vav, refers to the
Lower World, WHICH IS MALCHUT. She has to feed the other
appointed Ministers of the world during these holy seven days,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTY OXEN THAT ARE
OFFERED DURING THE SEVEN DAYS OF SUKKOT, while She still
receives joy from Her husband. THIS IS NECESSARY FOR HER in
order that they do not incite during the joy, AND SHE ALLOWS
THEM to delight themselves with that food. Their offerings are more
plentiful than usual so that they are occupied with them and do not
mingle in the joy of the children of Yisrael. THIS IS SIMILAR TO
GIVING A PORTION OF THE GOAT OF THE FIRST DAY OF THE
MONTH, AND THE GOAT TO AZAZEL. What is the joy of the children
of Yisrael? This is on Shmini Atzeret (the eighth day of Sukkot, day
of Convocation).
139. Come and behold: while the other appointed princes are
rejoicing and eating that food that the children of Yisrael prepare for
them, NAMELY THE SEVENTY OXEN, they prepare a throne for the
Holy One, blessed be He, from below AT THE SAME TIME MEANING THAT THEY ARE PREPARING MALCHUT TO BE A
THRONE FOR THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, to elevate Her up
with these FOUR kinds, with the joy OF SUKKOT AND THE
RECITATION OF Hallel, and by circling the altar. She, MALCHUT,
ascends and receives blessings and joy in Her husband, IN ZEIR
ANPIN.
140. The other living creatures, WHICH ARE THE SEVENTY
appointed princes of the nations, eat and chew well, AND THE
RESIDUE OF THEIR EATING they trample with their feet, and they
are sustained, THAT IS, BY THE SEVENTY OXEN, AS MENTIONED.
She, MALCHUT, takes the souls and elevates them to the supernal
delight, TO ZEIR ANPIN, as we have said, as She descended and
holds all the blessings and Holiness and delights that the children of
Yisrael draw down during all these seven days, through these
actions and offered sacrifices to Her. Then She descends to be close
to Her children and to make them happy for one day. That day is the
eighth day, because all the other seven days are with Her, as
explained. Therefore, it is the eighth, and it is eight days united.
Therefore, it is called 'Atzeret', MEANING gathered, because all THE
SEVEN DAYS gather together on that EIGHTH day (Heb. Shmini
Atzeret), and it is called 'eighth', NAMELY THE 'EIGHTH DAY OF
CONVOCATION'. It is eighth only because of the inclusion of the
seven. THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED BY TWO NAMES: IT IS CALLED
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'EIGHTH' BECAUSE IT IS EIGHTH OF THE SEVEN DAYS, AND IT IS
CALLED 'CONVOCATION' BECAUSE IT INCLUDES WITHIN ITSELF
ALL THE SEVEN DAYS TOGETHER.

17. "May the name of Hashem be blessed"
We learn that the secret of the title verse was revealed to Rabbi Yitzchak Kaftora in a dream. It means that the word "blessed," mevorach, begins
hard but ends soft; this is like on Rosh Hashanah where it is hard with harsh Judgment, and on Shmini Atzeret where it is soft with joy. We read of
the difference between the Upper Judgment that is Male, and the Lower Judgment that is Female; the latter begins hard but softens until it is joyful
on the Eighth Day of Convocation. The Upper Judgment awakened on the day of the flood, but since then it has not dwelt upon the world because
the world can not bear it even for a moment. It was the mercy of Hashem that saved the entire world from being destroyed. After this explanation the
old sage reveals his identity - he is Nehorai Saba, and we learn that Nehorai means 'light'.
141. It is written: "blessed be the Name of Hashem" (Iyov 1:21). What
is meant by "blessed"? There is one secret that one of our friends
knew that was shown to him in a dream, and his name is Rabbi
Yitzchak Kaftora. HE SAID: What is meant by "blessed (Heb.
mevorach)"? IT MEANS that its beginning is hard and its end soft,
BECAUSE MEVORACH IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS MEM - BETVAV-RESH-CAF. Mem Bet is hard and is definitely Judgement, like
the day of Rosh Hashanah is Mem Bet, because the world was
created with Mem Bet (42) letters, NAMELY 32 TIMES ELOHIM AND
THE TEN SAYINGS, WHICH EQUAL 42. SIMILARLY, THERE ARE 42
LETTERS FROM THE BET OF BERESHEET (LIT. 'IN THE
BEGINNING'), UNTIL THE BET OF THE WORD VOHU (ENG. 'VOID').
Therefore, it was created with Judgment; but afterwards it is Rach
(Resh Caf, lit. 'soft'). Therefore, we have learned that all beginnings
are hard but their endings are easy, because on the day of Rosh
Hashanah, it is Mem Bet with harsh Judgment, and on Shmini
Atzeret, it is soft with joy.
142. Come and behold: what is the difference between the Upper
Judgment - NAMELY, THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF ISAAC, THAT IT IS THE MALE LIGHT - and this
Judgment OF THE FEMALE? In the supernal Judgment IN THE MALE
THAT ILLUMINATES FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, both the
beginning and the end are hard, and no one can withstand THOSE
JUDGMENTS. The more it goes ON, the stronger it grows. Once it
begins, it does not leave one until it consumes and destroys
everything and nothing is left. But in the other lower Judgment NAMELY IN MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF THE FEMALE THAT
ILLUMINATES FROM BELOW UPWARDS - the beginning is hard,
NAMELY ON ROSH HASHANAH, and as it proceeds AND EXPANDS,
it weakens until THE MOCHIN OF the face shines ON THE EIGHTH
DAY OF CONVOCATION. This is like the female, whose strength is
weak.
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143. HE ASKS: When does the Upper Judgment OF THE MALE
awaken to dwell on the world? HE ANSWERS: On the day of the
flood. Therefore, nothing was left in the world except for Noah's ark,
which is similar to the supernal ARK, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which
bears that harshness OF JUDGMENT, BEING A FIRE THAT BEARS
FIRE. If the Holy One, blessed be He, had not prepared THE ARK
FOR HIM, and if there has been no Mercy in the world, the whole
world would have been destroyed, as it is written: "Hashem (Yud Hei
Vav Hei) sat enthroned at the flood" (Tehilim 29:10). FOR THE NAME
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IS MERCY. Therefore, FROM THEN AND
ONWARDS, the Upper Judgment does not dwell upon the world,
because the world can not bear it even for one moment.

144. In the meantime, Rabbi Shimon was weeping and rejoicing.
They raised their eyes and saw five people of those who retired TO
THE WILDERNESS, who went after THE OLD SAGE to seek him TO
SPEAK TO THEM OF THE TORAH. They rose. Rabbi Shimon said:
From now on, what is your name? He said: Nehorai Saba. Since
there is another Nehorai among us THEY CALL ME NEHORAI SABA.
They walked with him, Rabbi Shimon and his company, for three
miles. Rabbi Shimon said to these OTHER people: Why are you
making this trip? They said: We came to seek this sage TO TEACH
US TORAH, because we drink his water in the wilderness. THAT IS,
THEY ARE HIS STUDENTS IN THE WILDERNESS. Rabbi Shimon
approached and kissed THAT SAGE. He said to him: Your name is
Nehorai and you are a light, and the light dwells with you, BECAUSE
NEHORAI MEANS LIGHT.

18. "He knows what is in the darkness"
Rabbi Shimon explains that the title verse means that God revealed profound and concealed things, for were it not for the darkness of the Left, the
depths and the concealed things would not be revealed. He says that "the light dwells with Him" refers to the light that has been revealed from
within the darkness, and this light was revealed to all of us from the darkness that was in the wilderness.
145. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, saying: "He reveals the
deep and secret things. He knows what is in the darkness and the
light dwells with Him" (Daniel 2:22). "He reveals the deep and secret
things", means that the Holy One, blessed be He, reveals the deep
and secret things. He reveals all the supernal, concealed depths,
NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT REVEALS THE DEPTHS OF
THE TWO COLUMNS OF BINAH. Why did He reveal them? It is
because "He knows what is in the darkness," NAMELY IN THE
DARKNESS OF THE LEFT WHERE THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH
SINKS BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF CHASSADIM. If there was not
darkness, the light would not LATER be revealed THROUGH THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. "He knows what is in the darkness," MEANING
THAT HE INCLUDED IT IN THE RIGHT COLUMN. Therefore, He
revealed deep and concealed things, for were it not for the darkness
OF THE LEFT, the depths and the concealed would not be revealed.
Then "The light dwells with Him". What is this light? It is the light
that has been revealed from within the darkness, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH.
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146. And from within the darkness that was in the wilderness, this
light was revealed to us. May the Merciful One cause light to dwell
with you in this world and in the World to Come. Rabbi Shimon and
the friends followed him for three miles. RABBI SHIMON said to him:
Why did they not go with you, YOUR FIVE PEOPLE, in the beginning,
BUT RATHER THEY CAME JUST NOW? THE SAGE said to him: I did
not want to bother anyone TO ACCOMPANY ME. But now that they
have come, we will travel together. They left and Rabbi Shimon went
on his way. Rabbi Aba said to him: We know the name OF THE
SAGE, but he does not know the name of my master. He said to him:
From him I learnt not to reveal myself, FOR HE DID NOT TELL ME
HIS NAME BEFORE I ASKED HIM.
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1. "Then shall they give every man a ransom for his soul"
We are reminded that heavenly blessings do not accrue to anything that has been counted or numbered, and yet the children of Yisrael were
subjected to a census. Yisrael were blessed nonetheless because they were ransomed.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'When you do take the sum
of the children of Yisrael after their number" (Shemot 30:11-13).
Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Acha and Rabbi Yosi were traveling from Tiberias
to Tzipori. While they were traveling, they saw Rabbi Elazar coming
with Rabbi Chiya. Rabbi Aba said: we shall surely join the
Shechinah. They waited until they reached them. As soon as they
came to them, Rabbi Elazar said: it is most certainly written: "The
eyes of Hashem are towards the righteous, and His ears are open to
their cry" (Tehilim 34:16). This passage is difficult; (THE END OF
THE SUBJECT IS IN THE PORTION OF PEKUDEI, PARA. 68F).

2. Come and behold: it has been established that celestial blessing
does not dwell on something that is numbered. And if you ask how
Yisrael were counted, he took from them a ransom for themselves.
And they did not count until all the ransom that was gathered was
counted. THUS at first Yisrael are blessed WHEN THE RANSOM IS
RECEIVED, afterwards, once they counted the ransom, Yisrael are
blessed again. So we find that Yisrael is blessed at the beginning
and at the end, and they did not suffer a plague.

3. HE ASKS: Why is a plague caused by counting? HE ANSWERS:
Because the blessing does not dwell on anything numbered, and
since the blessing has departed, the Other Side dwells on it and can
harm. Therefore, we receive ransom and redeem it in order to do the
counting. And we have already discussed and learned this.

2. Half a Shekel
Rabbi Shimon begins by speaking about the commandment to give half a shekel, and says it is like the Vav placed between the two Heis. The
Faithful Shepherd, Moses, then follows with a discussion of the commandment to sanctify the month. He says that the holy moon, Malchut, is the
bride that becomes hallowed by Gvurah of Zeir Anpin, in which are the Levites, who shall also be hallowed. Then when the moon becomes visible
we bless it with Tiferet.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
4. There is a commandment to give half a shekel after the shekel of
the sanctuary. HE ASKS: What is the half-shekel? HE ANSWERS: It
is like a half-hin, which is Vav, WHICH IS placed between the two
Heis. The stone with which to weigh is Yud, "A shekel is Twenty
gera" (Shemot 30:13), refers to Yud-Vav-Dalet. "The rich shall not
give more" (Ibid. 15), refers to the Central Column, ZEIR ANPIN that
should not give more than ten. And so have we learned in the Book
of Formation, 'Ten Sfirot of nothingness - ten, not eleven.' "And the
poor shall not give less" (Ibid.) refers to the Righteous, THAT IS,
YESOD. He must "not give less" than ten, as is said IN THE BOOK
OF FORMATION, 'ten and not nine,' then half a shekel, which is ten.
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5. IT SEEMS THAT THE AUTHOR OF THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH
WAS RABBI SHIMON. And the Faithful Shepherd said to him: You
are in heaven; you are loved by your Master, therefore it is no
wonder that all these precious words come from your mouth. For if
one is a king or a prince, there is no wonder his table is full of gems
and treasures, and full of lights. For anyone else this would be a
wonder. He said to him: Blessed are you, faithful shepherd; from
now on you speak, for those above and below have come to hear. He
said to him: finish your words. He said to him: I have nothing more
to say for the time being. You speak.

6. The Faithful Shepherd opened the discussion with: The following
commandment is to sanctify the month. The holy moon, NAMELY
MALCHUT, is the bride that becomes hallowed by the Court of Law,
which is Gvurah OF ZEIR ANPIN - BECAUSE MALCHUT IS BUILT
FROM THE LEFT SIDE, WHICH IS GVURAH, as therein, GVURAH OF
ZEIR ANPIN, are the Levites. For it is said of them, 'And you shall
hallow the Levites.' ALSO MALCHUT, WHICH IS OF THE GVURAH OF
ZEIR ANPIN, NEEDS SANCTIFICATION. And afterwards, when the
moon is visible and we can enjoy its light, MEANING AFTER IT
RECEIVED MOCHIN, we bless it, 'Blessed are You, Hashem our
Elohim, King of the Universe, With His utterance He created the
heavens, and with the breath of His mouth, all their hosts.' And with
what is it hallowed and blessed? It is with Tiferet (glory), because it
is glory to those born by Him from birth.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

3. Sun worship
At dawn Rabbi Chiya remarks how all the inhabitants of the East are at that moment worshipping the rising sun. He says that from ancient days it
was known that before the sun emerges the prince appointed over it goes forth with the holy letters of the Supernal Name written on his head, and
with the power of those letters he opens the windows of heaven and passes through. Then he remains there until the sun emerges. Rabbi Chiya
adds that that prince is in charge over gold and red jewels. He says that the sun worshippers know the spots of the sun. Rabbi Yosi asks how long it
will be that idols are still in the world, and says that falsehood can not endure.
7. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya were traveling. While they were still
walking, it became dark and they sat down. While they were still
sitting dawn began to light up. They got up and went on. Said Rabbi
Chiya: See, the East has lit up. Now all those inhabitants of the East,
of the mountains of light, are bowing to this light that illuminates in
the place of the sun, before it emerges OVER THE FACE OF THE
EARTH, and worship it. Many worship the sun after it comes out.
They worship this light OF THE BREAKING DAWN, and call this light
'the Deity of the Illuminating Jewels'. And they swear by the Deity of
the Illuminating Jewels.
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8. And you may ask if this worship is not in vain. From the early,
ancient days the wisdom was known that when the sun shines,
before it emerges OVER THE FACE OF THE EARTH, the prince
appointed over the sun goes forth, with the holy letters of the
Supernal Name written on his head. With the power of these letters,
he opens all the windows of heaven, smites them, and passes
through. And that prince enters into the glow that shines around the
sun, BEFORE IT EMERGES, and remains there until the sun emerges
and spreads over the world.

9. And that prince is in charge over gold and red jewels. They
worship that form that is there IN THE LIGHT OF THE SUN, WHICH IS
THE PRINCE, with the spots and signs that they inherited from the
ancient in olden days. They then know the spots of the sun, and they
go and find the places of gold and jewels. Said Rabbi Yosi: How long
will the many idols be in the world? Falsehood has no pillars TO
SUPPORT IT in order to exist.

4. "The lip of truth shall be established forever"
We read that the light and radiation from the sun is true, and the stars in the firmament are true; just because in their lack of wisdom people call
them 'Elohim', God does not have to destroy the sun and stars. They will not perish, but eventually those that worship them will perish. Yisrael are
the lip of Truth, and they will still exist in the time to come. The story is recounted of a General who tells Rabbi Elazar that since the kingdom of
Yisrael was removed from them, it is Yisrael who are the "lying tongue." But Rabbi Elazar explains to him that the verse says "The lip of truth shall
be established forever" in the future, not now - for now the lip of falsehood endures. We are told that the General converted after this encounter.
10. The other opened the discussion, and said, "The lip of truth shall
be established forever; but a lying tongue is but for a
moment" (Mishlei 12:19). Come and behold: if all the inhabitants of
the world always worshiped falsehood, then it would be so, THEY
WOULD CEASE TO EXIST. But this light and radiation THAT SHINES
FROM THE SUN is certainly true, and the stars that are in the heights
of the firmament are also true. And if in their foolishness and lack of
understanding, they say and call them 'Elohim', the Holy One,
blessed be He, does not have to destroy His creations from the
world BECAUSE OF THIS. And also, in the time to come, the stars
and luminaries will not perish from the universe. But who will
perish? Those that worship them WILL PERISH.

11. And this verse: "The lip of truth shall be established forever,"
refers to the children of Yisrael, who are the lip of Truth, FOR THEY
SAY, "Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4). And it is
all true and the secret of Truth. And they end THE READING OF
SH'MA WITH, 'Hashem your Elohim is true.' And hence "the lip of
truth shall be established forever."
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12. "But for a moment (lit. 'I will calm down')." HE ASKS: It should
say 'for a moment', but it says "calm down". HE ANSWERS: They will
long exist in the world, until the future to come. Then I will have
respite from their difficult worship, BECAUSE "CALM DOWN"
MEANS 'I SHALL HAVE REST.' And at the time that I will calm, the
false tongue will perish - meaning those who call 'Elohim' that which
is not Elohim. But of the children of Yisrael, who are the lip of truth,
it is written: "This people which I have formed for Myself, that they
might say My praise" (Yeshayah 43:21).

13. I remember one time when I was traveling with Rabbi Elazar, he
met a general. He said to Rabbi Elazar: Do you know the Torah of the
Jews? He said to him: I know. He said to him: Do you not say that
your faith is true and your Torah is true but our faith is false and our
bible is false? But it is written, "The lip of truth shall be established
forever, and a lying tongue is but for a moment" (Mishlei 12:19). We
have existed from time immemorial, and our kingdom has never left
us, generation after generation. Hence, assuredly it is "established
forever." But as for you, for a short period you had a kingdom and
immediately it was removed from you. Thus, the passage has been
fulfilled by you that says: "And a lying tongue is but for a moment."

14. He said to him: I see that you are a scholar in Torah. May that
man breathe his last. Had it said, "The lip of truth was established
forever," then it would be as you said. But it is written, 'shall be
established forever', MEANING that the true lip will be established in
the future, but not now. For now the lip of falsehood endures, and
the lip of truth lies in the dust. And when Truth will stand firm and
sprout from the ground then, "the lip of truth shall be established
forever."

15. The General said to him: You are right. Blessed are the people of
the Torah, who inherited the Truth. After some time we heard that he
converted. They went on, reached a certain field, and recited their
prayer. After they prayed, they said: From now on let us join the
Shechinah, and walk and be occupied with Torah.

5. "Behold, all who were incensed against you shall be ashamed and confounded"
Rabbi Yosi says that the children of Yisrael suffered many evils when they were in exile, and they were only able to bear it because of the promise of
good that God told them was to be theirs in the future. Other nations have scorned and reviled Yisrael, saying, Where is your God? Where is this
good you have been promised? We are told that there are no people that revile Yisrael like the children of Edom, yet in the future they "shall be
ashamed and confounded" from all the goodness they will see in the children of Yisrael.
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16. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion, saying: "Behold, all who were
incensed against you shall be ashamed and confounded" (Yeshayah
41:11). The Holy One, blessed be He, shall do all this good that He
said through the true prophets for Yisrael. Yisrael suffered much evil
in exile, and were it not for all this good written in the Torah that they
were waiting to see, they would not have been able to withstand and
tolerate the exile.

17. But they go to the study hall, open books, and read all the hoped
for good. And they see written in the Torah what the Holy One,
blessed be He, promised them, and they are comforted in exile. But
the other nations scorn and revile them, and say, "Where is your
Elohim? Where is the good you say shall be yours, when all the
other nations shall be shamed before you?"

18. This is the meaning of: "Hear the word of Hashem, you that
tremble at His word. Your brethren that hated you, who cast you out
for My Name's sake..." (Yeshayah 66:5). Who are they "that tremble
at His word?" It is those who have suffered many evils, many EVIL
tidings, one upon another and one after another, THEY HEARD AND
trembled because of them, as it is written, "For thus says Hashem,
we have heard a voice of trembling, of fear, and not of
peace" (Yirmeyah 30:5). They tremble constantly over His word when
Judgment is executed.

19. "Your brethren that hated you". They are your brethren, the
children of Esau "who cast you out," as it is written: "'Away!
Unclean!', they cried at them" (Eichah 4:15). There are no people that
shame Yisrael to their faces and spit in their faces like the children
of Edom. And they say ABOUT YISRAEL that they are all impure like
the impurity of a menstruating woman. This is "...who cast you out
for My Name's sake, have said: Let Hashem be glorified." FOR THEY
SAY: We are the children of the living El and by us will His name be
glorified. We rule over the world, because of him who is called 'big,'
as it is written, "Esau the bigger (lit. 'elder') son," (Beresheet 27:15).
With this name, 'big', is the Holy One, blessed be He, called, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "Great is Hashem and highly to be praised" (Tehilim
145:3). We are His big (lit. 'elder') son and He is great; most certainly,
IT IS SAID OF US, "for My Name's sake...let Hashem be glorified."
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20. AND THEY SAY TO THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL: But you are the
smallest of all, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "Jacob her small (lit. 'younger')
son" (Beresheet 27:15). Where is your Elohim? Where is your
goodness that all the nations shall be shamed before your joy? Who
will grant it so that we see your joy, as you say? "They...shall be
ashamed" (Yeshayah 41:11)? THEY SHOULD HAVE SAID, 'YOU WILL
BE ASHAMED', BUT they spoke as if referring to someone else,
saying, then YISRAEL "shall be ashamed and confounded." YET
THEY SAID, "THEY...SHALL BE ASHAMED," AS CURSING
ANOTHER. Therefore, the Holy Spirit said the phrase SO THAT IN
TRUTH THEY WILL BE SHAMED. And of this IT IS WRITTEN:
"Behold, all they that were incensed against you shall be ashamed
and confounded." What is "all they that were incensed (Heb.
necherim) against you?" Their nostrils (Heb. nechiraim) became
hardened in their anger against you, in this exile, BECAUSE at that
time, IN THE FUTURE, they "shall be ashamed and confounded"
from all the goodness they shall see in Yisrael.

6. The Exile goes on
Rabbi Chiya says that the exile has gone on for a long time, but still the son of David has not come. Rabbi Chiya answers that the pledge that God
has guaranteed them enables them to bear their exile; otherwise they would never be able to tolerate it. Although everything depends on
repentance, still there are many people who will not repent. We read a story about the mother of a wayward son, who weeps for her child who has
been exiled by the father, and thereby persuades the father to take him back. After the son sins again, the father exiles both the boy and his mother.
The story shows why God exiled the children of Yisrael to Egypt. We read that God wants the children of Yisrael to be as a reflection of above,
perfect lilies like the supernal lily; therefore he sowed seventy couples that were seventy souls and put them among the thorns that were the
Egyptians. Then the thorns grew branches and ruled over the world, with the lily blooming among them. When God wished to retrieve his lilies the
dead thorns were cast aside and destroyed. During the exile in Babylon the children of Yisrael sinned greatly, and Malchut pleaded with Zeir Anpin
on their behalf. When they sinned again God exiled them together with Malchut, their guarantor. We are told that if people repent, even one pain that
they have undergone will be considered as though they have suffered all the pains of exile; if they do not repent, they must wait until all the
generations that precede the end appear.
21. Said Rabbi Chiya: It is certainly so, but we see, as well as the
mighty ones of the world, MEANING THE NATIONS, that the exile
grows long yet the son of David has still not come. Said Rabbi Yosi:
All this is so. But all these pledges that the Holy One, blessed be He,
has guaranteed them to enable Yisrael to bear this exile. And we
have learned that they enter synagogues and study halls and see all
these consolations IN THE HOLY BOOKS, and rejoice in their hearts
to suffer whatever comes upon them. And were it not for that they
would not be able to tolerate it.

22. Rabbi Chiya said: Certainly, it is so. And everything depends
upon repentance. If you believe that everyone together can be
aroused to repent, even now, it is not so. What is the reason that
they can not? Because it is written: "And it shall come to pass, when
all these things are come upon you...and you shall call them to mind
among all the nations, into which Hashem your Elohim has driven
you, and shall return to Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 1:2). And
then, "If your outcasts be at the utmost parts of heaven, from there
will Hashem your Elohim gather you" (Ibid. 4). And before all these
things are fulfilled they can not be aroused to repentance.
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23. Rabbi Yosi said: How concealed you have made the ways and
paths for all those in exile, and have not left them any excuse. For
otherwise they will remain as they are, MEANING THAT THEY WILL
NOT STRIVE FOR REPENTANCE in every generation, and will not
bear the exile, and will not REQUEST reward, but will depart from the
laws of the Torah, and will intermingle with the other nations.

24. He opened the discussion, saying: "Like a woman with child, that
draws near the time of her delivery, is in pain, and cries out in her
pangs..." (Yeshayah 26:17). What is "Like a woman with child?" It is
the way of a pregnant woman to undergo nine complete months.
There are many in the world for whom only one or two days of the
ninth MONTH pass, when all labor and birth pangs are. Nevertheless,
it is considered for her as though she has undergone the entire ninth
MONTH. This is also the case with Yisrael: since they had the taste
of exile, if they repent it is considered by them as though all THE
TROUBLES that are written in the Torah befell them, especially since
so many troubles have befallen them.

25. But what of the words: "When you are in distress, and all these
things are come upon you, in the latter days" (Devarim 4:30)? Come
and behold: how much Mercy has the Holy One, blessed be He,
shown on Yisrael in this matter. It is like a king who had an only son
whom he loved with his whole soul. In his great love for him he gave
him over to his mother, the queen, to raise him and teach him the
right ways. Once the son sinned against his father. His father came
and beat him, and afterwards forgave him. When he sinned against
his father again, his father put him out of his house, and was angry
with him; the son left his house.

26. Instead of going in the right path to be meritorious, as is proper,
so that his father, the king, should hear about it and long for him,
what did he do? He thought: after having left my father's palace,
from now on I will do whatever I please. Then he associated with
prostitutes and was besmirched and soiled with them, and remained
only in their company. His mother, the queen, visited her son daily
and knew that her son had joined with prostitutes and associated
only with them. She started to weep and grieve for her son.
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27. One day, the king came to her and saw her weeping. He asked
her why she was weeping. She said to him: How can I not weep? Our
son is outside the king's palace, and not only does he no longer live
in the king's palace, he lives in a brothel. What will people say of the
king's son who lives in a brothel? She started to weep and beseech
the king. The king said: for your sake I will return him, but you must
be his surety THAT HE DOES NOT SIN. She said: I WILL surely BE
HIS GUARANTOR.

28. The king said: Since it is so, then it is not advisable to return him
during the day, publicly, for it is an embarrassment for us to follow
him to the brothel. Had it not been so, that he soiled himself so and
desecrated my honor, I and all my hosts would go after him with
much glory, with many trumpeters before him, with many weapons
on his right and left, so all the inhabitants of the world would tremble
and everyone would know that he is the king's son. But now, since
he has soiled himself and desecrated my honor, he must return
stealthily, so he will not be recognized. The son returned to the king,
who gave him over to his mother.

29. After some time, he sinned again. What did the king do? He
exiled him and his mother with him out of his palace. He said: Both
of you go, and both of you suffer exile and blows there. Since both
of you will suffer together, then I know that my son will repent
properly.

30. Thus, He brought Yisrael, the children of the Holy King, down to
Egypt. And you may argue that at that time they had not sinned AND
HE DID NOT BRING THEM DOWN BECAUSE OF SIN, but rather it
was a decree that the Holy One, blessed be He, decreed between the
parts that had to be fulfilled. SO IT WAS, for the Holy One, blessed
be He, looked at two things. One was because of that which
Abraham said, "by what shall I know that I shall inherit it" (Beresheet
15:8), which was the cause and grounds FOR THE EGYPTIAN EXILE.
AND ONE WAS that before they left Egypt, they were not a nation
and were not worthy TO BE A NATION.
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31. He opened the discussion and said: "Like the lily among thorns,
so is my love among the daughters" (Shir Hashirim 2:2). The Holy
One, blessed be He, wanted to make the children of Yisrael as a
reflection of the above, so that they would be one lily on the earth
like the supernal lily, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And the lily that exudes
fragrance and is the choicest of all the other lilies in the world is the
one that grows among thorns. This one gives off fragrance properly.
Therefore, he sowed seventy couples, which were seventy souls,
and brought them among thorns, WHO WERE THE EGYPTIANS. Now
as soon as the couples came among them, these thorns grew
branches and leaves and ruled over the world. Then the lily bloomed
among them.

32. As soon as the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to take out the
lily and pick her out from among them, the thorns dried up and were
cast aside, destroyed, and were regarded as worthless. At the time
that He went to pluck this lily, meaning to take out His firstborn son,
the king went among many hosts, princes and ministers, with
banners spread, and brought out his firstborn with many warriors,
brought him to this palace, and he sat properly in the king's house.

33. When he sinned against his father, he admonished him and beat
him, as it is written: "And the anger of Hashem burned against
Yisrael, and He delivered them into the hands of spoilers..." (Shoftim
2:14). When he sinned as before and rebelled against his father, he
put him out of his house. What did the children of Yisrael do? They
saw that they were dispersed in Babylon, they mingled with the
nations, married foreign women, and begot children by them. With
all this, the Holy Mother, NAMELY MALCHUT, was their guardian.
SHE PLEADED ON THEIR BEHALF BEFORE THE KING, ZEIR ANPIN.

34. Because they did this, the Holy One, blessed be He, said: 'Since
this is an embarrassment for Me, let My son come by himself. Since
he desecrated My honor, he is not worthy that I should go there to
take him out and perform miracles and mighty deeds as before, IN
EGYPT'. They returned without the help that they should have had,
without wonders and miracles. Rather, they were dejected, weary in
poverty, and returned to the King's palace in shame, and the Holy
Mother, WHO IS MALCHUT, was a guarantor for them.

35. They sinned as before. What did the Holy One, blessed be He,
do? He took His son out of His palace again, and his Mother with
him. He said: 'From now on, the mother and her son are together. Let
them suffer many evils.' This is the meaning of, "And for your
transgressions was your mother put away" (Yeshayah 50:1). Of this
is it written, "When you are in distress, and all these things are come
upon you, in the latter days" (Devarim 4:30). What is "the latter
days?" This is the Holy Mother, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE
LAST OF THE TEN SFIROT, and together with Her they suffered
whatever they suffered in exile.
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36. But if they repent, then even one pain or one evil they underwent
would be considered for them as though they suffered all the
troubles of exile; but if not, IF THEY DO NOT REPENT, THEY MUST
WAIT until the end with all its generations. As the holy luminary said,
the words, "for ever" (Vayikra 25:23), refer to the purchaser for
generations - THAT IS, UNTIL ALL THE GENERATIONS THAT
PRECEDE THE END APPEAR. And with all this, it depends upon
repentance. Rabbi Chiya said: It is certainly so. Therefore, the exile
goes on.

7. "And it shall come to pass in the last days"
We learn that in the "last days", God will perform both miracles and vengeance for the children of Yisrael. The discussion moves to the Cup of
Blessing, that must be raised high; this is alluded to in "And shall be exalted above the hills", and means that the good that will befall Yisrael will be
in the last days. We are told that God told Moses that even though Yisrael sin in every generation, He still does not want anyone else to slander
them. He has given them many blessings in order that they may repent and return to their Father in heaven.
37. However, all that the Holy One, blessed be He, saw pertaining to
the children of Yisrael is at this end of days, MEANING MALCHUT.
And in this "last days," He will perform for them miracles and
vengeance, as is written: "And it shall come to pass in the last days,
that the mountain of Hashem's house shall be established on the top
of the mountains" (Yeshayah 2:2). What is "the top of the
mountains?" This is Abraham the patriarch, WHO IS CHESED,
CALLED 'High Priest', MEANING CHESED THAT ASCENDED TO
CHOCHMAH, which is the top of them all, BECAUSE CHESED IS THE
TOP OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT. And because he is the top of
the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, he will be established at
the top of the mountains. This is Abraham the patriarch, the first of
the other mountains, BECAUSE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
ARE CALLED 'MOUNTAINS', AND CHESED IS THE FIRST OF THEM.
Thus, the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has to be prepared
on the right, WHICH IS CHESED.
38. "And shall be exalted above the hills" (Ibid.). THIS ALLUDES TO
THE CUP OF BLESSING that should be raised above the table to the
measure called a 'span', to bless the Holy One, blessed be He. This
is the meaning of, "exalted above the hills." What is "above the
hills?" HE ANSWERS: Binah, and between, "the virgins, her
companions that follow her" (Tehilim 45:15), there is the
measurement of a span. Therefore, the cup of blessing is definitely
raised above the hills. Therefore, the good that will befall the
firstborn son, NAMELY YISRAEL, will be in the last days.

39. He said to him: You have spoken well. This verse is certainly so.
"On the top of the mountains," is right, which is Abraham the
patriarch, who is certainly the top of the mountains, THE TOP OF
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, THAT ARE CALLED
'MOUNTAINS'. "And exalted above the hills," MEANING the measure
of hills, which are her companions. And you spoke well. "And all the
nations shall flow to it" (Yeshayah 2:2): what is its meaning,
ACCORDING TO YOUR WORDS THAT THE PASSAGE REFERS TO
THE CUP OF BLESSING? He said to him: IT MEANS even women
and children and the waiter who serves at the table. Even if one does
not eat, one must listen TO THE BLESSINGS and answer: Amen, so
that no one would say: if I do not eat, since I am not included in a
quorum, I will not listen nor say Amen. THEREFORE IT SAYS, "AND
ALL THE NATIONS SHALL FLOW TO IT," since everyone is obligated
in it.
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40. Another explanation of: "And all the nations will flow to it."
Although women and children are exempted from commandments,
everyone is obligated to the cup of blessing, only they have to know
whom they are blessing. And this is the meaning of, "And all the
nations shall flow to it." Rabbi Yosi came and kissed him. He said:
How beautiful are these words, and how sweet to the palate!

41. Here we must point out that if "the last days" is the actual Cup of
Blessing, MEANING MALCHUT, what is "the mountain of Hashem's
house?" It should have been written thus: 'And it shall come to pass
in the last days, that it will be established on the top of the
mountains.' What is the meaning of "in the last days, that the
mountain of Hashem's house shall be established?" THIS IS A
REPETITION, BECAUSE "THE LAST DAYS" IS MALCHUT, AND "THE
MOUNTAINS OF HASHEM'S HOUSE," IS ALSO MALCHUT. He
replies: "the last days," refers to the whole Tree, MEANING THE
ENTIRE MALCHUT from top to end, which is the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil - ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF 'IF HE MERITS,
IT IS GOOD, BUT IF HE DOES NOT MERIT, IT IS EVIL'. And the
passage came to refine "the last days," and extracted, "the mountain
of Hashem's house," which is the good OF MALCHUT, without evil.
This is surely "The mountain of Hashem's house," where the Other
Side has no part, because the mountain of Hashem's house has
been extracted from the Tree, which is "the last days." And this is
the Cup of Blessing, which is established on the top of the
mountains.
42. Rabbi Yosi said: Blessed is this path that we merited that
interpretation. He said to him: From whom did you hear it? He said
to him: One day, I was walking on the road and I heard and saw Rav
Hamnuna Saba expounding upon this passage for Rabbi Acha.
When I heard it, I rejoiced over it and kept it bound in the corner of
my garment so that it should never leave me. He said: Certainly, this
holy subject was illuminated by the holy luminary. Blessed is the
generation that preserves the world, which pillars dwell in it. And if
you tie this interpretation with a knot, so that it shall not leave you, I
will tie it with thirty or forty knots in my pocket, so that it shall never
leave me.

43. (THE BEGINNING OF THIS ESSAY IS MISSING). In this subject,
the Holy One, blessed be He, showed Moses that even though the
children of Yisrael sin before Him in every generation, He does not
wish anyone to slander them. How do we know this? From Hosea, as
it is written: "When Hashem spoke at first with Hosea" (Hoshea 1:2).
And we have established the matter, THAT HE ANSWERED THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TO PASS THEM TO ANOTHER
NATION, AS WRITTEN THERE. And hence: "And the number of the
children of Yisrael shall be like the sand of the sea" (Hoshea 2:1).
For because of this, He blessed them with many blessings to cause
them to repent and return to their Father in heaven. And he did not
move from there until the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave their sins
and they were purified before Him.

7. "And it shall come to pass in the last days"
We learn that in the "last days", God will perform both miracles and vengeance for the children of Yisrael. The discussion moves to the Cup of
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Blessing, that must be raised high; this is alluded to in "And shall be exalted above the hills", and means that the good that will befall Yisrael will be
in the last days. We are told that God told Moses that even though Yisrael sin in every generation, He still does not want anyone else to slander
them. He has given them many blessings in order that they may repent and return to their Father in heaven.
37. However, all that the Holy One, blessed be He, saw pertaining to
the children of Yisrael is at this end of days, MEANING MALCHUT.
And in this "last days," He will perform for them miracles and
vengeance, as is written: "And it shall come to pass in the last days,
that the mountain of Hashem's house shall be established on the top
of the mountains" (Yeshayah 2:2). What is "the top of the
mountains?" This is Abraham the patriarch, WHO IS CHESED,
CALLED 'High Priest', MEANING CHESED THAT ASCENDED TO
CHOCHMAH, which is the top of them all, BECAUSE CHESED IS THE
TOP OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT. And because he is the top of
the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, he will be established at
the top of the mountains. This is Abraham the patriarch, the first of
the other mountains, BECAUSE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
ARE CALLED 'MOUNTAINS', AND CHESED IS THE FIRST OF THEM.
Thus, the Cup of Blessing, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has to be prepared
on the right, WHICH IS CHESED.
38. "And shall be exalted above the hills" (Ibid.). THIS ALLUDES TO
THE CUP OF BLESSING that should be raised above the table to the
measure called a 'span', to bless the Holy One, blessed be He. This
is the meaning of, "exalted above the hills." What is "above the
hills?" HE ANSWERS: Binah, and between, "the virgins, her
companions that follow her" (Tehilim 45:15), there is the
measurement of a span. Therefore, the cup of blessing is definitely
raised above the hills. Therefore, the good that will befall the
firstborn son, NAMELY YISRAEL, will be in the last days.

39. He said to him: You have spoken well. This verse is certainly so.
"On the top of the mountains," is right, which is Abraham the
patriarch, who is certainly the top of the mountains, THE TOP OF
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, THAT ARE CALLED
'MOUNTAINS'. "And exalted above the hills," MEANING the measure
of hills, which are her companions. And you spoke well. "And all the
nations shall flow to it" (Yeshayah 2:2): what is its meaning,
ACCORDING TO YOUR WORDS THAT THE PASSAGE REFERS TO
THE CUP OF BLESSING? He said to him: IT MEANS even women
and children and the waiter who serves at the table. Even if one does
not eat, one must listen TO THE BLESSINGS and answer: Amen, so
that no one would say: if I do not eat, since I am not included in a
quorum, I will not listen nor say Amen. THEREFORE IT SAYS, "AND
ALL THE NATIONS SHALL FLOW TO IT," since everyone is obligated
in it.
40. Another explanation of: "And all the nations will flow to it."
Although women and children are exempted from commandments,
everyone is obligated to the cup of blessing, only they have to know
whom they are blessing. And this is the meaning of, "And all the
nations shall flow to it." Rabbi Yosi came and kissed him. He said:
How beautiful are these words, and how sweet to the palate!
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41. Here we must point out that if "the last days" is the actual Cup of
Blessing, MEANING MALCHUT, what is "the mountain of Hashem's
house?" It should have been written thus: 'And it shall come to pass
in the last days, that it will be established on the top of the
mountains.' What is the meaning of "in the last days, that the
mountain of Hashem's house shall be established?" THIS IS A
REPETITION, BECAUSE "THE LAST DAYS" IS MALCHUT, AND "THE
MOUNTAINS OF HASHEM'S HOUSE," IS ALSO MALCHUT. He
replies: "the last days," refers to the whole Tree, MEANING THE
ENTIRE MALCHUT from top to end, which is the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil - ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF 'IF HE MERITS,
IT IS GOOD, BUT IF HE DOES NOT MERIT, IT IS EVIL'. And the
passage came to refine "the last days," and extracted, "the mountain
of Hashem's house," which is the good OF MALCHUT, without evil.
This is surely "The mountain of Hashem's house," where the Other
Side has no part, because the mountain of Hashem's house has
been extracted from the Tree, which is "the last days." And this is
the Cup of Blessing, which is established on the top of the
mountains.
42. Rabbi Yosi said: Blessed is this path that we merited that
interpretation. He said to him: From whom did you hear it? He said
to him: One day, I was walking on the road and I heard and saw Rav
Hamnuna Saba expounding upon this passage for Rabbi Acha.
When I heard it, I rejoiced over it and kept it bound in the corner of
my garment so that it should never leave me. He said: Certainly, this
holy subject was illuminated by the holy luminary. Blessed is the
generation that preserves the world, which pillars dwell in it. And if
you tie this interpretation with a knot, so that it shall not leave you, I
will tie it with thirty or forty knots in my pocket, so that it shall never
leave me.

43. (THE BEGINNING OF THIS ESSAY IS MISSING). In this subject,
the Holy One, blessed be He, showed Moses that even though the
children of Yisrael sin before Him in every generation, He does not
wish anyone to slander them. How do we know this? From Hosea, as
it is written: "When Hashem spoke at first with Hosea" (Hoshea 1:2).
And we have established the matter, THAT HE ANSWERED THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TO PASS THEM TO ANOTHER
NATION, AS WRITTEN THERE. And hence: "And the number of the
children of Yisrael shall be like the sand of the sea" (Hoshea 2:1).
For because of this, He blessed them with many blessings to cause
them to repent and return to their Father in heaven. And he did not
move from there until the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave their sins
and they were purified before Him.

9. Moses, Aaron and Miriam
We learn that God sent Moses, Aaron and Miriam to Yisrael to bring them manna, leadership, the law, glory and a well to drink from. Yet even then
the children of Yisrael scorned and reviled them.
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47. How much good did the Holy One, blessed be He, do with Yisrael
in every single generation. Come and behold: it is written, "And I
sent before you Moses, Aaron and Miriam" (Michah 6:4). HE ASKS:
There were many prophets after Moses, thus it should have said,
'And I sent before you Moses, Aaron, Elazar, Pinchas, Joshua, Elijah
and Elisha and many other righteous and pious people.' Why these
three ALONE? HE ANSWERS: the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'My
people, My children, why do not you remember all the good that I
have done for you, in sending you Moses, Aaron and Miriam?'

48. This is similar to a king of flesh and blood, who has a country.
Once he sent rulers and princes to the people, to be the leaders of
the people and observe them and their customs. Then, who is
responsible and obligated to provide for their (the leaders) food and
necessities, if not the people of that country? They are obligated to
provide for them, SO THEY SHALL LACK FOR NOTHING, and to
honor them!

49. I sent Moses, and he brought you manna to eat, led you and your
children and your animals, and strove in your laws and in everything
you needed. I sent Aaron. He brought sanctuaries of clouds of glory
to cover you like kings. He moistened you with the dew of glory so
that your clothes and shoes would not decay, but would be renewed
daily. I sent Miriam. She brought a well to give you drink, so you and
your animals drank water. They gave to you, and it is of their own
that you ate and drank and dwelt under the cloud of glory. But, from
your own, you gave nothing. Moreover, they strove for your sakes
and took your burden on their necks, yet you scorned and reviled
them.

10. "Now therefore let Me alone"
Rabbi Yosi tells us that God is the most merciful Father of all, for He has never failed one word of all His good promises. Even though God
threatened judgment, the Mother, Malchut, held His arm and averted that judgment. We are told that Moses did the same thing for Yisrael as she did,
and Rabbi Yosi wonders where Malchut was at the time. When approached with this question, Rabbi Shimon says that all the friends who study
Torah together must love one another, otherwise they cause a blemish in their counterparts above - Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, who are the secret
of Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet. He says that he can reveal a secret he learned from the dean of the Yeshivah in the Garden of Eden, that when Yisrael
joined in the sins of the heathen nation, they committed a sin against the Mother, Malchut. Thus they caused the Shechinah to be exiled with them,
and exchanged their glory for the likeness of an ox. Rabbi Shimon tells us the secret of the likeness of the ox, and what it means that the ox "eats
grass." The conclusion to be drawn is that the Mother was blemished, and was thus absent when Moses stayed the hand of God from judging
Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon says, though, that both the one who raises the lash and the one who restrains it are both of the same mind.
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50. Rabbi Yosi said: There is no father more merciful to his children
than the Holy One, Blessed Be He. For it is written: "there has not
failed one word of all His good promise..." (I Melachim 8:56). Come
and behold His mercy. If it had said, 'there has not failed one word of
all His promise,' and no more, THIS WOULD HAVE INCLUDED HIS
HARSH WORDS ALSO. Then it would be better for the world not to
have been created, BECAUSE IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO BEAR
IT. But since it said, "of all His good promise," and left His
harshness, it implies that THAT HE LEFT OFF THE HARSH WORDS
HE SPOKE OF YISRAEL, AND THEY DID NOT COME TRUE. FROM
HERE WE SEE HIS MERCY, because He does not want to do an evil
thing.
51. And even though He threatened and raised the lash, his Mother
came and held His right arm, and the lash remained in its place, and
did not descend AND JUDGMENT was not executed, because they
were really of one mind, the one who threatened and the one who
held His arm!

52. And you may ask whence we derive this. This is well known, as it
is written, "Go, get you down; for your people...have become
corrupt" (Shemot 32:7). THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, started to
raise the lash, but Moses did not know the way of the Mother,
NAMELY TO HOLD HIS RIGHT HAND AND DETAIN HIM, and
remained silent. When the Holy One, blessed be He, saw this, He
hinted to him and pressed him and said, "now therefore let Me
alone" (Ibid. 10). Immediately, Moses realized and grasped the arm of
the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "Remember
Abraham" (Ibid. 3). For this is the right arm, WHICH IS CHESED.
Therefore, He did not bring down the lash.

53. You may wonder where was the Mother, WHO IS MALCHUT, who
is accustomed to hold the King's lash, AS MENTIONED, and who left
the matter to Moses? I have asked and I still do not know the
explanation of the matter, until we are before the holy luminary,
MEANING RABBI SHIMON. When they came before Rabbi Shimon,
he saw a sign on their faces. HE RECOGNIZED WHAT THEY HAD
COME TO INQUIRE OF HIM. He said: Come, holy children, come,
King's beloved, come my beloved, come, those that are beloved by
each other.

54. For Rabbi Aba said: All the friends who do not love each other
die before their time. All the friends during the days of Rabbi Shimon
loved each other, soul and spirit. Therefore, in the generation of
Rabbi Shimon THE SECRETS OF THE TORAH WERE unveiled, for
Rabbi Shimon used to say: All the friends that do not love each other
cause THEMSELVES to deviate from the straight path. Also, they
blemish it, THE TORAH, because the Torah has in it love, friendship
and truth. Abraham loved Isaac and Isaac loved Abraham, so they
embraced each other. Both were attached to Jacob with love and
friendship, and gave their spirit to each other. The friends must be
like them, and not cause a blemish in them. FOR IF THEY LACK
LOVE, THEY CAUSE A BLEMISH IN THEIR COUNTERPART ABOVE,
IN ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET.
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55. As soon as RABBI SHIMON saw the sign on their faces, HE
RECOGNIZED WHAT THEY CAME TO ASK HIM. He said to them:
WELCOME, MY BELOVED. They said to him: Assuredly the Spirit of
Prophecy dwells upon the holy luminary, and this is what we need to
know, NAMELY, THE QUESTION MENTIONED ABOVE. Rabbi Shimon
wept and said: This is one of the subjects I was told in secret by the
dean of the Yeshivah in the Garden of Eden. It was not told me
openly, this subject is a secret, yet I will tell it to you, my beloved
sons, children beloved of my soul. What shall I do? They told it to
me secretly, but I will tell it to you openly. And in the future, when we
shall see THE SHECHINAH face to face, all the faces will be
supported, MEANING THAT THEY WILL ILLUMINATE by this
SECRET.

56. My children, the sins that the outside people - NAMELY, THE
MIXED MULTITUDE - performed, and which the holy people joined in,
was a sin against the Mother, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as is written,
"Up, make us Elohim" (Shemot 32:1). It is Elohim for sure, MEANING
THAT HE SHOULD MAKE THEM A STRANGE ELOHIM, INSTEAD OF
MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'ELOHIM', INSTEAD OF the Glory of
Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT, that hovered over them like a mother
over her children. And this is the secret of, "Thus they exchanged
their glory for the likeness of an ox" (Tehilim 106:20). This is the
Glory of Yisrael, MEANING, their Mother, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This
is the meaning of: "Honor is departed" (I Shmuel 4:21), that they
caused the Shechinah to be exiled with them. Therefore, "they
exchanged their glory"; for what- "...for the likeness of an ox."

57. Here is the secret of the matter OF "THE LIKENESS OF AN OX."
Come and behold: below, in the dregs of the wine, in the evil
sediment, a demon emerged, an Accuser, the primordial harmful
spirit, in the secret of the likeness of man, and approached Holiness.
When he departed from there, FROM HOLINESS, and wanted to
descend, he had to be clothed in a garment in order to harm the
world. Thus, he and his chariots descended and the first garment he
took was the likeness of an ox, NAMELY the image of an ox. The first
of the four primary causes of injury is the ox, and THE OTHER three
primary causes of injury beside the ox pertain to it, TO THE OX.
Therefore, it is written, "Thus they exchanged their glory with the
likeness of an ox THAT EATS GRASS."

58. What is the meaning of, "that eats grass" IN THE WORDS, "FOR
THE LIKENESS OF AN OX THAT EATS GRASS?" HE ANSWERS: We
have already expounded upon it, but the main point is that it does
not have any of the essence of bread and seven species of grain
BUT EATS ONLY GRASS. And because of this, SINCE THEY
BLEMISHED THE MOTHER, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED,
Mother was not present, and it would not be proper for Her to be
there, BECAUSE THEY BLEMISHED HER. And since the Father, WHO
IS ZEIR ANPIN, knew the Mercy of the Mother and Her ways, He said
to Moses: My beloved son, the remedy for this, so THAT THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL SHALL NOT BE PUNISHED, is always in
twosomes. ONE RAISES THE LASH AND THE OTHER HOLDS IT
BACK AND RESTRAINS, AS MENTIONED. AND SINCE THE MOTHER
IS NOT PRESENT, IT IS INCUMBENT UPON YOU. And this is what
they told me secretly, for it is not proper to reveal it so that the son
may not know of it, but always see the lash and fear it. Yet both are
of this mind, the same mind, MEANING THAT THE ONE WHO
RAISES THE LASH AND THE ONE WHO RESTRAINS IT ARE OF THE
SAME MIND.
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11. The golden Calf
We read that when Yisrael left Egypt they traveled with the mixed multitude, though it is not said exactly which other nations they were. This section
tells us about the magicians and sorcerers of Egypt that went with them. In it, Rabbi Shimon tells why Aaron made the golden calf, and explains the
significance of the golden earrings that people gave for the idol. We read of the role of the magicians in the creation of the calf, and the
correspondence of this event with the three worlds Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah. The only reason that Aaron was able to remedy the problem when
the Other Side became stronger was because he made proclamations and said, "Tomorrow is a feast to Hashem"; had he not done this, the world
would have ceased to exist. The text returns to the fact that Moses had to restrain the arm of God from judgment. Then we are told that just as Adam
was united with the Tree of Life before he sinned, so were the children of Yisrael when they stood before Mount Sinai. And like the sin in the Garden,
the sin of the golden calf again caused death for the whole world. Lastly, Rabbi Aba speaks about the Tent of appointed time, that has now been
blemished, thereby interrupting the union of Malchut and Zeir Anpin.
59. Come and behold: it is written, "And when the people saw that
Moses delayed" (Shemot 32:1). Who are "the people?" HE
ANSWERS: They are the mixed multitude. And who was the mixed
multitude? Were they Ludim and Kushim and Kaftorim and
Togarmin, who are called mixed multitude? They were Egyptian and
traveled from Egypt. And if they were a mixture of many nations, it
should have stated so. "And a mixed multitude went up also with
them" (Shemot 12:38) - LUDIM, KUSHIM, ETC., according to their
mixture.

60. HE ANSWERS: But THE VERSE SAYS, "And a mixed multitude
went up also with them," YET DOES NOT MENTION THE NAMES OF
THE NATIONS because they were all of one nation and one
language. But all the magicians and sorcerers of Egypt were there,
as it is written: "And the magicians of Egypt, they also did in like
manner..." (Shemot 7:11), because they wanted to stand up against
the wonders of the Holy One, blessed be He, AND SHOW THAT THEY
ALSO COULD DO AS HE DOES. But when they saw the miracles and
wonders that Moses performed in Egypt, they returned to Moses.
The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses: 'Do not accept them.'
Moses said: 'Master of the universe, since they saw Your mighty
deeds they want to convert. Let them see Your mighty deeds every
day and then they will know that there is no Elohim except You.' And
Moses accepted them.

61. HE ASKS: Why did he call them a mixed multitude? HE
ANSWERS: Because all the magicians of Egypt were present, and at
their head were Yunus and Yambrus. They practiced magic FROM
THE SIXTH HOUR after sunrise. The greater magicians would start to
perform their magic at six-and-a-half hours after sunrise, when the
sun started TO SET, until the beginning of nine-and-a-half hours,
namely the full setting of the sun, WHEN IT IS TIME FOR EARLY
MINCHAH. But all the minor magicians WOULD PRACTICE MAGIC
from nine-and-a-half hours until midnight.

62. The greater ones among them practiced from the time the sun
started to set, because then nine hundred and ninety-five grades
start to float over the Mountains of Darkness, and their spirit
hovered over all these magicians in their magic. They were able to
do whatever they desired, so much so that all the Egyptians placed
their trust in them. They were called a mixed multitude (or: 'a great
evening'), because there is also a small evening, which is before
nine and a half. And since there are two kinds of evening, it says,
"And a mixed multitude ('a great evening') went up also with them."
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63. The wisdom OF THE MIXED MULTITUDE was great. They
observed the hours of the day, and they observed the level of Moses
and saw that on all sides Moses was of six, during the first six hours
of daytime. They had no power over the six higher levels to which
MOSES was connected. And in every direction he was of six (Heb.
beshesh), THAT IS, HE WAS COMBINED OF SIX EXTREMITIES,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. And
with these six crowns OF THE SIX HOURS OF THE DAY, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, he was
destined to descend from the mountain, as it is written: "Moses
delayed (Heb. boshesh) to come down from the mountain" (Shemot
32:1).
64. Immediately: "the people gathered themselves together to
Aaron" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Why to Aaron? HE ANSWERS: in order to
become included in the Right Side, BECAUSE THE LEFT EMERGES
FROM THE RIGHT. But they actually wanted from him the Left, NOT
THE RIGHT, in order to become included in the Right Side, MEANING
HIS ROOT. Thus, they gathered to Aaron, WHO IS THE RIGHT,
CHESED. And they said to him: "Rise up, make for us Elohim" (Ibid.).

65. Come and behold: the entire time Moses was in Egypt, he did not
mention the name Elohim, just the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei. Therefore,
Pharaoh was angry AND SAID: "I KNOW NOT HASHEM" (SHEMOT
5:2). The reason was not to empower the Other Side in this world,
BECAUSE THE OTHER SIDE IS ALSO CALLED OTHER ELOHIM. Now
THE MIXED MULTITUDE wanted that, NAMELY THE POWER OF THE
LEFT, THAT IS CALLED 'ELOHIM'. And that is the meaning of: "Rise
up, make for us Elohim." "Us" is exact, FOR THE MIXED MULTITUDE
SAID THAT they needed this in order to strengthen their side that
had been thrust aside until now, BECAUSE MOSES DID NOT
MENTION THE NAME 'ELOHIM.'

66. "Which shall go before us" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: what did they mean
by this? HE ANSWERS: This is what they meant. We saw that you,
the children of Yisrael, have all that is good and precious in the
world, but we are put aside. For you, "Hashem went before them by
day" (Shemot 13:21). We too WANT THAT, Elohim to go before us,
the same way Yud Hei Vav Hei goes before you. Our side also has
the power to go before us if we summon it by an action, NAMELY,
MAKING THE GOLDEN CALF.

67. Come and behold: all the clouds of glory that traveled in the
wilderness covered the children of Yisrael alone. And that precious
cloud about which it is written, "And Hashem went before them by
day," went before them, but the mixed multitude and cattle and
sheep and animals were traveling outside the camp, in the rear.
Come and behold: all those forty years that Yisrael traveled in the
wilderness, there was no dirt or dust within the place where the
clouds were. Therefore, the sheep and cattle that ate grass were
outside with all those who guarded them.
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68. Rabbi Elazar said: Father, if so then the mixed multitude did not
eat of the manna. He said to him: Certainly it is so, except what
Yisrael gave them as one gives to his servant. And what did they
eat? They ate the leftovers, whatever was left behind the millstones,
the inferior quality. The Torah proclaims and says: "And the children
of Yisrael did eat the manna (Heb. mah) for forty years" (Shemot
16:35), the children of Yisrael and no other. "And when the children
of Yisrael saw it, they said... 'What (Heb. man) is it?'" (Ibid. 15), but
not the mixed multitude, or the sheep and cattle that were among
them.

69. Until this time the mixed multitude was subdued, but now they
arose and searched for an action to strengthen the Other Side. They
said: Either we are all one nation, and we will be included AMONG
YISRAEL with you, or let us have someone to go before us just as
your Elohim goes before you. Aaron said: Heaven forbid that they
should be part of the holy people, so all would be united into one.
The Holy Nation should not mingle with these people into a whole. It
is better to separate them from the Holy Nation until Moses comes.

70. Aaron's intention was good, but many of Yisrael joined with the
mixed multitude in their hearts. Therefore, when Moses came he had
to purify and cleanse the Holy Nation of that sin, and he gave them
drink until they were all cleansed and no refuse at all remained in
them.

71. Aaron said to them: "Break off the golden earrings" (Shemot
32:2). HE ASKS: Did they not have any other gold, EXCEPT FOR THE
GOLDEN EARRINGS? HE ANSWERS: But Aaron thought, 'While they
are quarreling with their children and wives, they will be delayed and
in the meantime Moses will arrive.' Come and behold: we have
learned that proselytes are as bad to Yisrael as a sore on the skin.
And this is especially the case for this mixed multitude who were not
proper converts. What did they do? "And all the people broke off the
golden earrings that were in their ears" (Ibid. 3). Many thousands
and tens of thousands of earrings were there of the earrings OF THE
MIXED MULTITUDE!

72. It is written: "And he received the gold at their hands, and
fashioned it with a graving tool" (Ibid. 4). Aaron did not protect
himself from the two wise men who were at the head of the mixed
multitude. One of them was in front of them while the other one was
performing his magic. After discussing it together, they took that
gold, two thirds in the hand of one and a third in the hand of the
other, because that is the way it has to be in this type of magic.
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73. Rabbi Shimon wept. He said: O, holy pious Aaron, the anointed
of the holy El! How many of the people of the Holy Nation fell in your
piety, and you did not know how to protect yourself. What did they
do? When the sixth hour passed, and the day was in balance,
NAMELY AT NOON WHEN THE SUN IS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SKY
AND TURNS NEITHER TO THE EAST NOR THE WEST LIKE THE
TONGUE OF A SCALE, they took the gold that they broke off from
their ears. What is the reason for this? It is because if one wants to
practice magic then he should not spare money. They said: The hour
is auspicious for us if we do not delay. This is not the time to spare
gold. Immediately, "All the people broke off..." What is the meaning
of "broke off?" It is the same as in: "rent the mountains, and broke
the rocks in pieces" (I Melachim 19:11), because they bruised and
tore their ears. He wept as before and said: O Holy Nation, O Holy
Nation of the Holy One, blessed be He!

74. Rabbi Shimon started weeping and said: "Then his master shall
bring him to the judges..." (Shemot 21:6). The friends explained that
one whose ear heard at Mount Sinai, "For to Me the people of Yisrael
are servants..." (Vayikra 25:55), yet threw off himself the yoke of the
Kingdom of Heaven and sold himself to another, his ears should be
pierced. And these sinners, wicked, evil people, in their desire to
return to their evil ways, did not request the jewelry from their wives
and children, but rather tore them from their own ears - MEANING
THAT THEY DAMAGED THE EAR THAT HEARD AT MOUNT SINAI,
"YOU SHALL HAVE NO OTHER ELOHIM BESIDE ME" (SHEMOT
20:3). THIS IS WORSE THAN HE WHO SELLS HIMSELF TO BE A
SLAVE. And then they threw off themselves the yoke of heaven that
was ordered by Moses, and tore their ears, THUS REVEALING that
they have no portion in the Holy Name and the Holy Nation.

75. What did they do? They divided that gold between them, YUNUS
AND YAMBRUS, AS MENTIONED EARLIER. One took two thirds and
the other took one third. They rose with the sun at the sixth hour OF
THE DAY, practiced their sorcery and employed their secret arts with
verbal magic. Upon the beginning of the seventh hour, they both
raised their hands to the hands of Aaron, as the words: "And he
received the gold at their hand" (Shemot 32:4), refer to two and not
more, NAMELY YUNUS AND YAMBRUS. As soon as he received
from their hands, a voice came out and said: "They who join hands
for wicked ends shall not go unpunished" (Mishlei 11:21). For it is
written: "they are bent on mischief," (Shemot 32:22), MEANING,
"AND AARON SAID...YOU KNOW THE PEOPLE, THAT THEY ARE
BENT ON MISCHIEF" because he has brought evil into the world.

76. The secret of the matter is that these wicked sinners, magicians,
were the sons of the evil Bilaam, the grandsons of the evil Laban.
They saw that the Cup of Blessing, NAMELY MALCHUT, is on the
right, and is always strengthened by the right, NAMELY FROM
CHESED. They said: If the head of the right, NAMELY AARON, will be
on this side, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE, our strength and power will
be as they should.
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77. When the seventh hour of the day arrived, they immediately gave
it to Aaron. If he had said to them, 'First put THE GOLD on the
ground and I will pick it up FROM THE GROUND', then they would
not have been able to accomplish anything with their magic. But he
took it from their hands, and the Torah complains, saying: "And he
received the gold at their hand." See what Aaron did; a prophet, wise
man, yet he did not know how to protect himself. For had he taken it
from the ground, then all the magic in the world would not have been
successful. But why were they successful here? Because, "he
received the gold at their hand," and not from the ground.

78. "And fashioned it with a graving tool" (Ibid.). THE MEANING IS
not as people think, that he made images with a chisel or something
else, but rather the Torah emphasizes that Aaron was not cautious
enough, because had he thrown it to the ground immediately upon
receiving the gold from their hand, even if he had later picked it up
FROM THE GROUND, this evil action would not have been
successful. But throughout there was evil assistance, so that he
took the gold and concealed it from the eye. HE INTERPRETS: "AND
FASHIONED (HEB. VAYATZAR) IT WITH A GRAVING TOOL" THAT
HE WRAPPED (HEB. TZARAR) IT IN A CLOTH. There was evil after
evil. THE FIRST WAS THAT HE ACCEPTED IT AT THEIR HAND. THE
SECOND WAS THAT HE DID NOT THROW IT ON THE GROUND
AFTER ACCEPTING IT AT THEIR HAND. THE THIRD IS THAT HE
WRAPPED IT IN A CLOTH AND CONCEALED IT FROM THE EYE.
What is "And fashioned it with a graving tool?" It means he put all
the gold in a bag, and it was kept from eye SIGHT. Then everything
BECAME definite.
79. In the Book of Enoch I found that he said: An only son will be
born to that white head, NAMELY AARON, WHO WAS BORN FROM
THE SIDE OF CHESED, WHICH ROOT IS CALLED 'THE WHITE
HEAD'. And when those who are of asses' flesh come - NAMELY THE
MIXED MULTITUDE OF WHOM IT SAYS, "WHOSE FLESH WERE LIKE
THOSE OF ASSES" (YECHEZKEL 23:20) - they will deceive him by
inserting gems into golden bells without his knowledge, and he will
make a form with the engraving tool. What kind of engraving tool.
The graving tool of Enosh, the engraving stylus of evil Enosh, who
led people astray.
80. This is the elucidation of the matter, for when Enosh led the
world astray TO WORSHIP IDOLS with his stylus, he made etchings
of all the images and idols with that implement. Therefore, it is
written: "with a graving tool," which indicates that SPECIFIC TOOL
that was known to do so. And this is the clarification of the matter.

81. And it all transpired, MEANING THAT BOTH THE EXPLANATION
OF THE WORD GRAVING TOOL IN THE BOOK OF ENOCH AND
THAT OF RABBI SHIMON WERE PRESENT, because he certainly
placed the gold in a bag and concealed it from view, AS IN THE
WORDS OF RABBI SHIMON. As the magicians say, so must it be
with this type of magic, that things that need to be revealed must be
concealed and hidden first - MEANING that it should be concealed
from view FIRST, and afterwards the craftsman uses his craft TO
REVEAL IT. And that which must eventually be hidden, must first be
revealed.
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82. Now, my beloved sons, beloved of my soul, what shall I do? I
certainly must disclose, so listen closely and then conceal the
words. On the side of Holiness the True Elohim, who is King of the
World, has become strengthened in three worlds, Briyah, Yetzirah
and Asiyah. And we have already learned the secret OF EACH
WORLD. Here THE MIXED MULTITUDE DREW FROM ALL THESE
THREE WORLDS. Corresponding to Briyah, IT IS WRITTEN, "he
received the gold at their hand," MEANING THAT HE RECEIVED
SOMETHING that he did not have until now, MEANING GOLD. THIS
INDICATES THE WORLD OF BRIYAH ('CREATION'), BECAUSE
CREATION MEANS A NEW THING THAT WAS NOT IN EXISTENCE
BEFORE. Corresponding to Yetzirah ('Formation'), IT IS WRITTEN:
"he fashioned it with an engraving tool". And corresponding to
Asiyah, IT IS WRITTEN: "And made it a molten calf" (Shemot 32:4).
Who has ever seen such sorcerers in the entire world?
83. Now it can be asked, is not it written: "then I threw it into the
fire" (Shemot 32:24), and DID nothing further, then "and there came
out this calf" (Ibid.)? And yet you say that he "made it a golden
calf?" HE ANSWERS: But heaven forbid that Aaron made THIS
CALF, and the Torah proves it, as it is written: "And he took the calf
which they had made" (Ibid. 20), AND IT IS NOT WRITTEN, 'WHICH
HE HAD MADE'. It is written, "And he took the gold at their hand, and
fashioned it." It means that by the power of these two, YUNUS AND
YAMBRUS, everything was made, AND IT WAS as though AARON
himself did it. But if these two had not been present THE CALF
would not have been made, and would not have come out with skill.
But who caused it to be made? These two, because while he was
receiving it from their hand, they performed their magic and uttered
incantations with their mouths, and drew a spirit from the Other Side.

84. They drew two spirits together, one from the Male and one from
the Female. THE SPIRIT OF the Male was clothed in the form of an
ox, and THE SPIRIT OF the Female in the form of an ass, and they
were both combined into one. Why these two? The ox, as we have
already learned, BECAUSE THE FIRST PRIMARY CAUSE OF INJURY
OF THE OTHER SIDE IS CALLED 'AN OX'. BUT why an ass? HE
ANSWERS: Because it is written of the Egyptian magicians that,
"Whose flesh is as the flesh of donkeys" (Yechezkel 23:20).

85. Therefore, all those of Yisrael died who joined them, WITH THE
MIXED MULTITUDE, in their hearts. And because there were two
forms, AN OX AND AN ASS, it is written: "These are your Elohim,
Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4), instead of 'this', IN THE SINGULAR, because
the two were together. SIMILARLY, "that brought you up out of
Egypt" (Ibid.), "brought you up OUT OF EGYPT" has a plural form,
instead of singular.

86. "...and made it a molten calf, and they said..." It is not written:
'and he said', but rather, "and they said," because Aaron said
nothing. We have learned that it weighed 125 Kanterin (a certain
measurement.)
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87. How can it be written that "he received the gold at their hands"?
HE ASKS: Is it possible that all 125 centenaria were in their hands?
HE ANSWERS: They had their arms full of the 125 centenaria, and
that small amount in their hand was considered as the whole amount.

88. Come and behold: it is written, "And when Aaron saw it he built
an altar before it" (Ibid. 5). O holy pious one, how good was your
intention, but you did not know how to protect yourself. As soon as
he cast it into the fire, the power of the Other Side grew stronger in
the fire and the form of the ox emerged, as they have talked about
the two drawn from the Other Side, NAMELY AN OX AND AN ASS.
Immediately, "Aaron saw it," meaning that he saw the Other Side
growing strong, immediately, "he built an altar before it." Had he not
built this altar before, then the world would have returned to its
destroyed state.

89. THIS IS LIKE a robber who goes out to destroy and kill people.
The king's legion saw the robber going out with great strength. What
did they do? They persuaded the king to go out onto the road, and
the legion led him to that road WHERE THE ROBBER WAS. While the
robber was traveling on the road, he saw the image of the king
standing before him. As soon as he saw the king's image, he
trembled and retreated.

90. Similarly, "When Aaron saw" that the Other Side became
stronger, he gripped onto a remedy. He strengthened himself with
AND DREW the Holy Side and placed it STANDING before it. As soon
as the Other Side saw the image of the King standing before it, it
immediately retreated, and its strength and power were weakened.
SINCE AARON grew strong and the altar, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, grew strong, the Other Side grew weak.

91. Come and behold: it is written, "and Aaron made proclamations,
and said, 'Tomorrow is a feast to Hashem'" (Ibid.), "a feast to
Hashem," not to the calf. It was to the side of Holiness that he made
it, and to the side of Holiness did he proclaim. This is the remedy
that he hastened to use. Had he not done this, the world would not
have remained in existence. Even so, His anger did not abate over
Aaron, even though he did not intend any evil.

92. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: Aaron, these two
magicians drew you toward what they wanted. By your life, two of
your sons will fall, and they will be seized for this sin. This is what is
written, "And Hashem was very angry with Aaron to have destroyed
him" (Devarim 9:20). This refers to his sons, as is written, "Yet I
destroyed his fruit from above" (Amos 2:9), because the fruits of a
man are his children.
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93. Come and behold: Aaron placed that altar, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
before him, and put the calf, WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, behind
him. But his sons placed the Other Side in front and returned the
side of the Holiness back LIKE IN THE SIN OF THE CALF, as it is
written, "and offered STRANGE FIRE before Hashem" (Vayikra 10:1).
They put THE STRANGE FIRE, WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, "before
Hashem." So we see that HIS SONS were caught for this sin OF THE
GOLDEN CALF.
94. Aaron thought that in the meantime Moses would come.
THEREFORE HE SAID: "TOMORROW IS A FEAST TO HASHEM."
Therefore, Moses did not smash that altar that he made. For if it
were, as people think, THAT HE BUILT THE ALTAR BEFORE THE
CALF, the first thing that Moses should have DONE WOULD BE to
smash that altar, as Ido prophesied regarding the altar of Bet El, and
his prophecy was about that altar IN BET EL, AS WRITTEN IN I
MELACHIM 13:32. But here, AT THE ALTAR OF AARON, it was a
different matter, as we have explained. THEREFORE, it is written,
"And he took the calf which they had made" (Shemot 32:20), and it
does not say, 'and smashed the altar.'

95. Come and behold: "and Aaron made proclamation" (Ibid. 5),
meaning that he cried aloud, and said, "TOMORROW IS A FEAST TO
HASHEM." It is written here, "made proclamation, and said" and by
Jonah it is written, "and he cried, and said" (Yonah 3:4). Just as by
JONAH it is a call for Judgment, so here also, BY AARON, it is a call
for Judgment. "Tomorrow is a feast to Hashem," he prophesied with
that spirit of the altar, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that Judgment would
dwell upon them. A feast (Heb. chag) to Hashem," IS DERIVED FROM
BREAKING (ARAMAIC CHAGA), THAT IS, to execute Judgment upon
you.
96. And there were three types of judgment. One: "And Hashem
plagued the people" (Shemot 32:35); second, by the sons of Levi
THAT KILLED AMONG THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, and third, he
gave the children of Yisrael to drink. This is the meaning of,
"TOMORROW IS A feast (Heb. chag) TO HASHEM," AS 'CHAG'
REFERS TO THE KILLING by the sons of Levi; "Hashem,"
INDICATES THAT "Hashem plagued the people," and "tomorrow"
INFORMS US THAT Moses made them drink THE ASHES OF THE
CALF. For they lay down that night, and in the morning they were
found swollen and dead. Pertaining to this, HE SAID: "tomorrow is a
feast to Hashem." And the entire remedy that Aaron administered
consists of the words, "he built an altar before it."
97. Come and behold: it is written, "he saw the calf, and the
dancing," (Ibid. 19) but the altar is not mentioned because Aaron
knew that verse, "He that sacrifices to any Elohim, save to Hashem
alone, shall be utterly destroyed" (Shemot 22:19). Certainly, Aaron
was saved by the good advice he gave himself, TO MAKE AN ALTAR
TO HASHEM. And everything was done with perfect good will, for he
had no evil intent.

98. Rabbi Elazar said to him: Father, certainly it is so, and Yisrael did
not make THE CALF. But as for Jerobaam making the calves, Yisrael
were involved and made a calf. He said to him: Certainly IT WAS SO,
and they have explained it. But Jerobaam sinned and caused others
to sin. And it is not as some say IN THE COMMENTARIES OF THE
SCRIPTURE, THAT HE MADE ONLY THE APPEARANCE OF CALVES
SO THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL WOULD NOT GO TO
JERUSALEM, BUT THEY WERE NOT REAL, because he certainly
committed a grave sin. And he sinned against the divine Kingdom,
JUST LIKE THE MIXED MULTITUDE BY THE SIN OF THE CALF.
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99. Jerobaam said: I know that the side of Holiness dwells only in the
heart of the world, which is Jerusalem. I can not draw that side OF
HOLINESS in here, so what should I do? Immediately, "the king took
counsel, and made..." (I Melachim 12:28). He took bad advice. He
said: The Other Side is immediately drawn to any place and to this
land all the more, for it desires to dwell in it. But it can be clothed
only in the form of an ox.

100. HE ASKS: Why DID HE MAKE two calves? HE ANSWERS:
Jerobaam said, 'In the wilderness were magicians of whom it is
written, "whose flesh were like those of asses" (Yechezkel 23:20).
AND THEREFORE THEY DREW TWO SPIRITS, AN OX AND AN ASS,
MALE AND FEMALE, BUT THEY FORMED THEM BOTH IN ONLY ONE
CALF. Here, those two evil spirits will be clothed, as befits them,
INTO TWO CALVES, because they are male and female, the male will
be in Bet El and the female in Dan. And since, as it is written: "the
lips of a strange woman drip honey" (Mishlei 5:3), the children of
Yisrael were powerfully attracted to them, as it is written: "for the
people went as far as Dan, to worship before that one" (I Melachim
12:30). Therefore, there were two calves. And Jerobaam drew them
in the Holy Land. And the sin was upon him and the children of
Yisrael. And he withheld blessings from the world. Of him, it is
written, "He who robs his father or his mother..." (Mishlei 28:24)
BECAUSE HE BLEMISHED MALE AND FEMALE, WHO ARE HIS
FATHER AND MOTHER.
101. Therefore, they were calves, because the first garment which
the Other Side dons is the ox, as we have said earlier. And you may
question why it is a calf and not an ox? Certainly this is the way it
should be in any case, because one first dons something small,
NAMELY A CALF, as explained.

102. Therefore, my beloved children, they wanted to draw the name
Elohim, WHICH IS THE NAME OF MALCHUT. And it is on the side of
Elohim that work was built. Therefore holy Elohim, which is Mother,
THAT IS, MALCHUT, that constantly holds the arm of the King and
holds back the lash, was not there, and so, Moses had to be there in
Her place. As soon as the Holy One, blessed be He, hinted to him, he
observed AND UNDERSTOOD.
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103. He hinted to him three times. O, Moses, faithful shepherd, how
strong is your power, how great is your might. Three times He hinted
to him, as written: "Let me alone" (Shemot 32:10), is one; "that My
wrath may burn against them, and that I may consume them" (Ibid.)
is the second; "And I will make you a great nation" (Ibid.), is the
third. The wisdom of Moses IN STAYING THE LASH was in these
three hints. For he held the right arm, in correspondence to, "let me
alone," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHESED. He held the left arm, in
correspondence to, "that My wrath may burn against them, and that I
may consume them," WHICH IS GVURAH. He embraced the body of
the King, WHICH IS TIFERET, corresponding to, "and I will make you
a great nation." And when he had embraced the body and the two
arms from each side, MEANING WITH ALL THREE SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, He was not able to move AND AROUSE
JUDGMENT in any direction in the world. This was the wisdom of
Moses, who, from the hints of the King, recognized in each one of
them where it would prevail, and he acted with wisdom.

104. Rabbi Elazar and the friends approached and kissed the hands
OF RABBI SHIMON. Rabbi Aba who was there, said: If we had come
to this world just to hear this subject it would suffice for us. He wept
and said: Woe to us, Rabbi, when you will depart from this world!
Who will enlighten and reveal the lights of the Torah? This matter NAMELY, THE QUESTION IN VERSE 53 - was concealed in the
darkness until now when it emerged from there. It illuminates the
heights of the sky, as it is marked upon the King's throne, and the
Holy One, blessed be He, is now rejoicing with this matter. How
much joy upon joy has been added before the Holy King. Who will
awaken words of wisdom in this world, as you do?

105. Come and behold: before Adam sinned, he ascended and stood
in the Wisdom of the Supernal Light, and was not separated from the
Tree of Life. When his desire to know GOOD AND EVIL and to go
down became strong, he was attracted TO THE OTHER SIDE, until he
separated from the Tree of Life, knew evil and abandoned good.
Therefore, it is written: "For you are not an El that has pleasure in
wickedness, nor shall evil dwell with You" (Tehilim 5:5). One who is
drawn after evil can not reside with the Tree of Life. Before they
sinned they heard a voice from above, FROM BINAH, and knew
supernal Wisdom, and were not afraid. But after they sinned, they
were not able to endure even the lower voice OF MALE AND
FEMALE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "I HEARD YOUR VOICE IN THE
GARDEN, AND I WAS AFRAID..." (BERESHEET 3:10).
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106. Similarly, before the children of Yisrael sinned, at the time that
they stood at Mount Sinai, the filth of the Serpent was removed from
them, because the Evil Inclination was made void in the world. And
they pushed it away from them. They then were united with the Tree
of Life, rose up to the highest levels, and did not go down. Then they
knew and saw supernal visions OF ZEIR ANPIN; their eyes shone,
and they rejoiced to know and hear. Then the Holy One, blessed be
He, girded them with belts of the letters of the Holy Name, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF "THEIR ORNAMENTS BY THE MOUNT
HOREB" (Shemot 33:6), so that the Serpent would not be able to
have power over them or defile them again AS IN EGYPT.

107. When they sinned with the calf, all these supernal levels and
lights were removed from them. And the armored belts that were
adorned with the supernal Holy Name were removed from them. And
they drew upon themselves the Evil Serpent as before, and again
caused death for the whole world. Afterwards, it is written: "And
when Aaron and all the children of Yisrael saw Moses, behold, the
skin of his face shone; and they were afraid to come near
him" (Shemot 34:30). THEY EVEN FEARED THE RADIANCE OF
MOSES' FACE.

108. Come and behold: it is written at first, "And Yisrael saw the
great hand..." (Shemot 14:31). They all saw the supernal lights which
illuminated in the illuminating mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as it is
written: "And all the people perceived the thunderings..." (Shemot
20:15). By the sea they saw yet did not fear, as it is written: "He is my
El, and I will praise Him" (Shemot 15:2). But after they sinned, they
could not even look at the face of the mediator, as it is written: "And
they were afraid to come near him."

109. Come and behold: it is written of them, "And the children of
Yisrael stripped themselves of their ornaments by the Mount
Horeb" (Shemot 33:6). For the armor they received at Mount Horeb
was removed from them so that the Evil Serpent could not have
power over them. Once it was removed from them, it is written: "And
Moses would take the Tent, and pitch it outside the camp, afar off
from the camp" (Ibid. 7). Rabbi Elazar said: What has this passage,
"AND THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL STRIPPED..." to do with that
passage, "AND MOSES WOULD TAKE..."? HE ANSWERS: When
Moses knew that the supernal armor was removed from the children
of Yisrael, he said: Surely from now on the Evil Serpent will come to
dwell among them, and if the Temple, NAMELY, THE TENT OF
MEETING, would stand here among them, it will become defiled.
Immediately, "Moses would take the Tent and pitch it outside the
camp, afar off from the camp," because Moses foresaw that the Evil
Serpent would have power over them, unlike what was before.
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110. "And he called it the Tent of Meeting (also: 'appointed
time')" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: was it not a Tent of Meeting from the start?
HE ANSWERS: at first it was a plain tent; now HE CALLED IT the
'Tent of Meeting'. What is the meaning of "appointed time?" Rabbi
Elazar said: it has good connotations. Rabbi Aba said: it has bad
connotations. Rabbi Elazar said: it has good connotations. Just as
an appointed time is a day of joy for the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
for Holiness is increased in it and no blemish rules over it, here too
he gave it this name, FESTIVE TIME, to show THAT THE TENT,
WHICH IS THE SECRET MALCHUT, was distanced from them and
not blemished. Therefore, it is written: "And he called it the Tent of
appointed time."

111. Rabbi Aba said: it has bad connotations, because originally it,
MALCHUT, was a plain tent, as it is written: "A tent that shall not be
taken down; its pegs shall not be removed for ever" (Yeshayah
33:20). But now it is the Tent of appointed time, MEANING ONLY
FOR A TIME, BUT NOT FOREVER, FOR AN APPOINTED TIME.
Originally the tent, WHICH IS MALCHUT, gave long life to the world,
so that death should not rule over them. From then on, it is the Tent
of appointed time, as in the verse "And to the house appointed (Heb.
mo'ed) for all living" (Iyov 30:23). For now it has been given a set
time and life for the world. Before, there was no blemish in it, but
now it has been blemished. Before there was a connection and union
of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, that is never interrupted. Now their union is from time to
time. Therefore, he called it the 'Tent of appointed time,' which was
not the case before.

12. "Ornaments by the Mount Horeb"
Rabbi Yehuda wonders why Joshua was punished along with the children of Yisrael even though he had not sinned - he had been with Moses at the
time of the golden calf. Rabbi Shimon answers that when God judges the world, he judges it according to the majority of people. He explains about
the right above and the right below, and about the left above and the left below, and says that death is drawn to all those who become attached to
the Serpent and distanced from the Tree of Life. Rabbi Shimon concludes by saying that since the moon, Malchut, was blemished, Joshua alone
could not have been spared from the blemish.
112. Rabbi Shimon was sitting one night studying the Torah. Rabbi
Yehuda, Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi were sitting in front of him.
Said Rabbi Yehuda: It is written: "And the children of Yisrael
stripped themselves of their ornaments by the Mount
Horeb" (Shemot 33:6). And we said that they brought death upon
themselves from that time on, and the Evil Serpent ruled over them,
after they had removed him from before. HE ASKS: Yisrael deserved
it; but what of Joshua, who did not sin with the calf? HE ASKS: was
the supernal armor, that is, the ornament, which he received
together with the others at Mount Sinai, removed from him or not?

113. If you say that THE ORNAMENT was not removed from him,
then why did he die like other people? BECAUSE THROUGH THE
ORNAMENT THEY ACHIEVED FREEDOM FROM THE ANGEL OF
DEATH, AS MENTIONED. And if you say that THE ORNAMENT was
removed from him, HE ASKS, why THEN WAS IT REMOVED FROM
HIM? For he did not sin, because he was with Moses at the time that
Yisrael sinned. And if you say that he did not receive that crown,
NAMELY THE ORNAMENT at Mount Sinai, as Yisrael did, HE ASKS
why not?
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114. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion, and said: "For Hashem is
righteous, He loves righteousness; the upright shall behold His
face" (Tehilim 11:7). Concerning this passage, the friends said what
they had to say. Yet, "For Hashem is righteous," MEANS that He is
righteous and His Name is righteous. Consequently, "He loves
righteousness," MEANING MALCHUT, WHOSE NAME IS
RIGHTEOUSNESS. "The upright"; He is upright, as it is written: "Just
and right is He" (Devarim 32:4). Therefore, all the people of the world
"shall behold His face...", and mend their ways, and proceed on the
straight path as they should.
115. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, judges
the world, He judges it according to the majority of people. Come
and behold: when Adam sinned with the tree from which he ate, he
caused that tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to become the dwelling place
of Death for the whole world, and caused a blemish that separates a
wife from her husband, NAMELY THE SEPARATION OF MALCHUT
FROM ZEIR ANPIN. And this sin remained in the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, until the children of Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai. When
the children of Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai, that blemish of the
moon was removed, MEANING THE BLEMISH OF SEPARATION AND
DEATH THROUGH THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL
and it shone constantly, WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. But when the
children of Yisrael sinned with the calf, the moon again became
blemished as before. The Evil Serpent ruled and held to it and drew it
to him, and it became blemished.

116. When Moses learned that the children of Yisrael sinned and that
the holy ornaments were removed from them, he knew for certain
that the Serpent was attached to the moon to attract it to him. And it
became defective, BECAUSE WHEN THE SERPENT WISHES TO
NOURISH FROM MALCHUT, THE LIGHT DEPARTS FROM HER SO
THAT HE HAS NOTHING TO SUSTAIN HIM. Then he took it outside of
the camp. And since it was blemished, even though Joshua retained
the crown of his ornament, since a blemish dwelt in it, IN MALCHUT,
and it again had the blemish it had through the sin of Adam, no man
can survive except Moses, who ruled over MALCHUT. FOR HE WAS
IN THE SECRET OF THE HUSBAND OF THE QUEEN, and his death
was from a different direction, NAMELY "ACCORDING TO THE
WORD OF HASHEM" (DEVARIM 34:5). Therefore, MALCHUT did not
have permission to keep Joshua alive forever, SO THAT HE WOULD
NOT DIE, nor any other person. Therefore he called it 'the Tent of
appointed time', because a designated time OF LIFE dwells in it for
the whole world.

117. Therefore, the secret of the matter is that there is right above
and right below. There is left above and left below. HE EXPLAINS,
there is right above, namely in supernal Holiness, and there is right
below, which is in the Other Side. There is left above, meaning in
supernal Holiness, to awaken love, so that the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, shall be connected to the holy place above, IN ZEIR
ANPIN, in order to illuminate.
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118. And there is left below, that separates the supernal love and
separates Her, MALCHUT, from illuminating through the sun and
from getting close to it. This is the side of the Evil Serpent, because
when the lower left is awakened, it draws the moon to itself, and
separates it from above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN, so its light becomes
darkened, and it is attached to the Serpent. Then it draws death
below, to all those that became attached to the Serpent and became
distanced from the Tree of Life. Therefore, he brought death to the
whole world, THROUGH THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
GOOD AND EVIL. And this is what defiled the Temple, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, until the set time when the moon will be mended and
shine again. And this is WHY IT IS CALLED 'the Tent of appointed
time'.

119. Therefore Joshua died only because of the scheme of the
Serpent who approached and blemished the Tabernacle, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, as before. This is the secret of the words, "Joshua the
son of Nun, a young man..." (Shemot 33:11). Even though he is a
young man below, MEANING HE IS CONSIDERED AS METATRON
THAT IS CALLED 'YOUTH', who receives light FROM MALCHUT, he
"did not depart out of the Tent" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANS THAT HE IS
LIKE THE TENT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And just as THE TENT was
blemished, so was he, JOSHUA, blemished. And although he had the
holy ornament FROM MOUNT SINAI, since the moon was blemished,
surely he could not have been alone spared from it and from that
actual blemish. And we have learned it.

120. Blessed are the righteous, who know the secrets of the Torah,
cleave to the Torah, and fulfill the passage which says, "And you
shall meditate therein day and night" (Yehoshua 1:8). And for its
sake they shall merit the life of the World to Come, as it is written:
"for He is your life and the length of your days" (Devarim 30:20).
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1. "And Moses gathered"
Rabbi Chiya says that the war that Amalek waged against Yisrael was on all sides, because an evil serpent strengthened up above and down below.
He talks about defilement, impurity and nocturnal pollution, and tells how God supplied Bilaam with a place of defilement as he deserved. If it had
not been for Moses above and Joshua below Yisrael would not have overcome the evil serpent, who had planned to steal the sign of the covenant.
Rabbi Chiya says that wherever there are sinful people the righteous and pious among them are punished for their sins, but because the tabernacle
was to be built only for the children of Yisrael, Moses gathered and separated them from the other nations. Rabbi Elazar says that when the people
gave a great shout, the sound made the stone tablets fall and break because the letters flew from it, leaving the stones heavy and without spirit. We
are told that this loud voice arouses the evil serpent who seizes light. Rabbi Elazar also refers to the four seasons of the year (Chesed, Gvurah,
Tiferet and Malchut) and the voice that rises in the four winds of the worlds. Therefore "Joshua heard" means that the voice of evil had seized the
light of the moon, that is Malchut that Joshua held on to. Moses, who held on to the sun that is Zeir Anpin, did not hear. And the light of all Yisrael
darkened because of that evil, but because God had pardoned their sins, Moses was able to gather them all together.
1. "And Moses gathered all the Congregation of the children of
Yisrael..." (Shemot 35:1). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with,
"and Saul said the Kenite: Go, depart..." (I Shmuel 15:6). Come and
see, what is written about Amalek, "I remember that which Amalek
did to Yisrael..." (Ibid. 2), but the Holy One, blessed be He,
remembered all the wars that the other nations waged against
Yisrael. Why mention this particular war? Because there was not a
more difficult war before Him as the one waged by Amalek. HE
EXPLAINS, but of course, this war, that Amalek waged, was on all
sides; up above and down below, because at that time the evil
serpent strengthened up above and strengthened down below IN
THIS WORLD!

2. Like an evil serpent that lurks in ambush on the crossroads, so
was Amalek an evil serpent before Yisrael, that lurked in wait to
ambush them on the crossroads, as written: "how he laid in wait for
him in the way, when he came up from Egypt" (I Shmuel 15:2). And
he lurked in ambush up above to defile the Temple, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and lurked down below to defile Yisrael. Whence do we
know that? From the verse, "met you by the way" (Devarim 25:18). It
is written here: "how he met you (Heb. karcha) by the way," and
there: "If there be among you any man, who is not clean by reason of
uncleanness that chances (Heb. mikre) by night" (Devarim 23:11). IN
BOTH VERSES THE WORDS RELATE TO UNCLEANNESS.

3. And therefore it is written about Bilaam: "and Elohim met (Heb.
vayikar) Bilaam" (Bemidbar 23:4). The word 'vayikar' denotes
impurity, NAMELY, NOCTURNAL POLLUTION AS MENTIONED
ABOVE. You may say that Elohim is, WHICH IMPLIES HOLINESS; yet
the Holy One, blessed be He, supplied him with that place of
defilement, to be defiled in it, so that he (Bilaam) would be defiled by
the same grade to which he cleaved. What did Bilaam do? He
planned by the offerings he sacrificed to rise TO HOLINESS.
Immediately the Holy One, blessed be He, supplied him with that
place OF DEFILEMENT. He said to him, 'Here is impurity upon you,
as befits you.' Hence it is written: "and Elohim met Bilaam."
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4. In the same manner, "met you (Heb. karcha) by the way," REFERS
TO that supernal evil serpent that was sent to you to defile you on all
sides. And if it had not been for Moses becoming strong up above,
and Joshua down below, Yisrael would not have overcome it.
Therefore the Holy One, blessed be He, bore a grudge against that
one for ages. The reasonis that he planned to tear the member of the
sign of the covenant from its place. And therefore it is written: "I
remember (also: 'visit')" (I Shmuel 15:2), NAMELY, in remembrance
(divine visitation), WHICH IS MALCHUT, because the secret of the
holy covenant is implied in this word.

5. Come and look at the verse, "and Saul said to the Kenite" (I
Shmuel 15:6). Who is the Kenite? It is Jethro. HE ASKS: Who placed
the children of Jethro in here, to dwell in Amalek, their abode being
in Jericho; AND ANSWERS: it is written "And the children of the
Kenite, Moses' father-in-law, went up out of the city of palm trees
with the children of Judah into the wilderness of Judah" (Shoftim
1:16). And when they moved from there, they dwelt in the territory of
Amalek until that time when King Saul came and removed the Kenite
from Amalek.

6. For, when there are evil people, the righteous and pious that are
among them are punished for their sins. This was already explained.
THAT IS WHY SAUL REMOVED THE KENITE FROM AMONG
AMALEK. In the same manner, if not for the mixed multitude who
joined Yisrael, Yisrael would not have been punished for the sin of
the golden calf.

7. Come and see what is written above: "of every man whose heart
prompts him" (Shemot 25:2), which includes everyone, EVEN THE
MIXED MULTITUDE. This is because the Holy One, blessed be He,
wanted to build the tabernacle from all sides, the inner part and the
shell. And since there were a mixed multitude among them, it was
said, "of every man whose heart prompts him," in order to include
them in Yisrael who are the inner part. Thus, everyone was
commanded TO TAKE A PART IN THETABERNACLE.

8. Afterwards, people came together according to their ilk, and the
mixed multitude came and created the calf and those from among
Yisrael were drawn towards them who eventually died. The mixed
multitude brought upon Yisrael death and killings. The Holy One
blessed be He, said: from now on the building of the tabernacle
would be performed only on the part of Yisrael. At once, "Moses
gathered all the Congregation of the children of Yisrael
together..." (Shemot 35:1). Afterwards it is written: "Take from
among you an offering to Hashem" (Ibid. 5). "From among you"
surely, instead of as written before, "of every man whose heart
prompts him" (Shemot 25:2). "And Moses gathered..." Where did he
gather them from? Because the mixed multitude was among them,
Moses had to gather and separate Yisrael from among them.
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9. "And Moses gathered": Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the
scripture, "Gather the people together, men, and women, and
children" (Devarim 31:12). What is to be from now on the community
of Yisrael, is also here the community of Yisrael, that is six hundred
thousand people.

10. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with Yisrael, when Moses
came down from Mount Sinai. It is written: "And when Joshua heard
the noise of the people as they shouted (Heb. bere'oh), he said to
Moses, There is a noise of war in the camp" (Shemot 32:17). HE
ASKS: "Joshua heard"-could it be that Joshua heard and Moses did
not? AND ANSWERS: until that time Joshua did not know and Moses
did know, AND THEREFORE IT WAS WRITTEN: "JOSHUA HEARD."
HE ASKS: What then does the word 'bere'oh' mean? AND
ANSWERS: 'bere'oh' is spelled with Hei TO INDICATE that that voice
was on the Other Side, THAT IS CALLED EVIL (HEB. RA'AH). And
Joshua was the face of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He looked at
the voice that was from the side of evil, and immediately "said to
Moses, There is a noise of war in the camp."

11. At that time the first stone tablets broke. And we already
explained that the stones in the hands of Moses became heavy, fell
and broke. What is the reason? the letters have flown from the stone
tablets AND THE STONES REMAINED WITHOUT SPIRIT AND
THEREFORE GREW HEAVY.

12. Come and see, in the four seasons of the year, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, a voice rises in the
four winds of the worlds. THE SEASON OF NISSAN IS SOUTH AND
CHESED; THE SEASON OF TISHREI IS NORTH AND GVURAH; THE
SEASON OF TAMMUZ IS EAST AND TIFERET AND THE SEASON OF
TEVET IS WEST AND MALCHUT. AND EACH SEASON
INCORPORATES ALL THE OTHERS. By that voice the Other Side is
aroused, and, by that arousal, enters between the voices, NAMELY,
BETWEEN THE VOICE OF TIFERET AND THE VOICE OF MALCHUT,
so the light in the lower voice darkens, NAMELY IN MALCHUT. This
happens because the light of the upper voice-TIFERET-does not
reach the lower voice -MALCHUT. Therefore this arousal OF THE
OTHER SIDE comes early and the serpent that seduced the woman,
EVE, enters between them, THAT IS, BETWEEN TIFERET AND
MALCHUT and receives light. And that voice OF THE OTHER SIDE is
the voice (noise) of war, the voice of evil (Heb. ra'ah). This is the
meaning of 'bere'oh' NAMELY, IN THE VERSE: "AND WHEN JOSHUA
HEARD THE NOISE OF THE PEOPLE AS THEY SHOUTED (HEB.
BERE'OH)" (SHEMOT 32:17).
13. And therefore "Joshua heard" and not Moses, because that evil
had seized the light of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT that Joshua
was attached to. And Moses who was attached to the sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, did not hear. And all Yisrael, their light darkened,
because of that evil that clung to them. Since the Holy One, blessed
be He, had pardoned their iniquity, then "Moses gathered the
congregation of the children of Yisrael together and said to them,
these are the words..." For the mixed multitude was separated from
them.
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2. Three night watches
Rabbi Elazar describes how the night's twelve hours are divided into three, each of which is allotted to a different host of angels. The first is
appointed to praise their Master with love. At that time the souls of those on earth leave their bodies to go up: those that are not worthy are rejected
and hover about the world, but the worthy ones travel up to see their Master on the holy mountain of Hashem, where their deeds and merits are
written down. The second host recites poetry for two hours. These angels of the second watch bewail the destruction of the temple, and weep by the
rivers of Babylon. God weeps two tears into the great sea, a flame is awakened and paired with a spirit from the north, and the flame goes to hover
about the world. Rabbi Elazar refers to Esther and the secret of judgment of the Left Column, which is at this time. When at midnight God enters the
Garden of Eden to commune with the souls of the righteous, all the trees of the Garden and the souls of the righteous open and say "Lift up your
heads, O you gates." Then the souls of the righteous return to their bodies, and the angels of the third host encourage them and recite poetry until
the light of morning. These last four hours are in the central column.
In the morning all the stars and constellations praise their Master along with the archangels that govern by daytime. All Yisrael sings below and the
sweet voice of the wheel of the sun sings above.
14. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi were sitting one night, studying the
Torah, before midnight. During that time the rooster crowed,
MEANING THAT MIDNIGHT HAD COME. They recited the blessing,
"WHO GAVE THE ROOSTER UNDERSTANDING TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN DAY AND NIGHT." Rabbi Elazar wept and said: come and
see, until now the Holy One, blessed be He, has shaken and struck
three hundred and ninety firmaments, shed two tears into the great
sea, and tearfully remembered His children.

15. For the night with its twelve hours is divided into three
directions, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER. And if there are more THAN
TWELVE hours to the night, they are considered to be day and not
night, for only twelve hours belong to it, TO MALCHUT CALLED
NIGHT. These twelve hours are divided into three directions and
three hosts of holy angels are allotted to these three directions.

16. The first host is appointed to the first four hoursof the night to
praise their Master, NAMELY, IN THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS
CHESED. What do they say? they say "The earth is Hashem's, and
the fullness thereof...for He has founded it upon the seas...who shall
ascend the mountain of Hashem?...He that has clean hands, and a
pure heart" (Tehilim 24:1-4). What is the reason for saying this? It is
because the night spreads its wings over the world, and then all the
inhabitants of the world taste death, and their souls leave the body
to go up. And these angels stand and say ABOUT THE SOULS, "who
shall ascend the mountain of Hashem?" "The mountain of Hashem"
refers to the Temple Mount; "His holy place" refers to the men's
section. As it is in the celestial TEMPLE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, so it
is in the terrestrial TEMPLE .

17. Because in each firmament there are many chiefs and guards.
When the souls leave, they want to go up, but if they are not worthy,
they are rejected. Then the souls hover about the world and some
troops of spirits take them and tell them some lies and some truths
about what is to be in the near future. All this is as was explained.
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18. And the souls of the righteous travel up and doors are opened
before them, and they go up into that place which is called the
mountain of Hashem which is like the secret of the terrestrial Temple
Mount . Then they go up to that place, which is called His holy place.
There all the souls appear before their Master. That place is like that
TERRESTRIAL place , where Yisrael appear before the Holy One,
blessed be He, in the men's (lit. 'Yisrael's') section. At the time when
the souls are standing there, the joy of their master is to construct
with them a place that is called Holy of Holies, where all their deeds
and merits are recorded.

19. The second host is appointed to recite poetry, in the second four
hours. But they recite poetry only for two hours before midnight
when the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, enters the Garden of Eden.

20. And these ANGELS OF THE SECOND WATCH are the mourners
of Zion AFTER THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE, for they bewail
the destruction of the Temple. In the beginning of the second four
hours, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH
THE OTHER SIDE MAINLY HOLDS TO, they open and say "By the
rivers of Babylon, there we sat down, and also wept, when we
remembered Zion" (Tehilim 137:1). And it is they, who weep by the
rivers of Babylon, together with Yisrael. This is the meaning of the
verse "and also wept," FOR THE MEANING OF "ALSO" IS THAT WE
ALSO WEPT LIKE THE ANGELS. And how do we know that they
cried there? It is written: "Behold, the mighty ones shall cry
outside" (Yeshayah 33:7). What is outside? It is Babylon, for all the
angels escorted the Shechinah to Babylon, sat there and wept with
Yisrael, and therefore they opened with this, "BY THE RIVERS OF
BABYLON" and concluded with "remember, Hashem, against the
children of Edom" (Tehilim 137:7).
21. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, awakens along with His
grades, and strikes the firmaments so that twelve thousand worlds
are shaken. He roars and weeps as the verse says, "Hashem shall
roar from on high, and utter His voice from His holy habitation; He
shall mightily roar because of His habitation" (Yirmeyah 25:30). He
remembers Yisrael, THAT THEY ARE IN EXILE, and sheds two tears
into the great sea. Then a flame is awakened from the north. One
spirit from the north joins that flame, AND THE FLAME goes to hover
about the world. Midnight comes then, and the flame goes to beat
the wings of the rooster, and he crows. Then the Holy One, blessed
be He, enters the Garden of Eden.
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22. The Holy One, blessed be He, has no pleasure until He enters the
Garden of Eden and enjoys Himself in the souls of the righteous.
And the sign TO THIS UNION IS IN THE WORDS OF ESTER - WHO IS
MALCHUT-TO THE KING - NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, "for we are sold, I
and my people, to be destroyed, to be slain, and to be
annihilated" (Ester 7:4). THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE DOMINION OF
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN. And the King said: "who is he,
and where is he..." (Ibid. 5), AND SHE SAID: "THIS WICKED
HAMAN" (IBID. 6), NAMELY, THE KLIPAH THAT IS DRAWN FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN. And then "And the king arising from the
banquet of wine in his wrath went into the palace garden..." (Ibid. 7),
THAT IS, TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN.
23. When the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden, all
the trees of the Garden and all the souls of the righteous open and
say "Lift up your heads, O you gates...Who is this king of glory...Lift
up your heads, O you gates..." (Tehilim 24:7-8). And when the souls
of the righteous that are on earth return to their bodies, then all
those angels encourage them and say "Behold, bless Hashem, all
you servants of Hashem" (Tehilim 134:1). We learned that the third
host says this verse in the last four hours, WHICH ARE THE
CENTRAL COLUMN.

24. And the third host recites poetry until the light of the morning
rises and then all those stars and constellations praise their Master
and all those archangels that govern by daytime, NAMELY THAT
ARE DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN, all praise their Master and recite
poetry. This is as said, "when the morning stars sang together, and
all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:7). THIS REFERS TO
ALL THE ANGELS. BECAUSE AT NIGHT ONLY A PART OF THE
ANGELS RECITE POETRY, MEANING THOSE WHO ARE DRAWN
FROM MALCHUT. BUT DURING DAYTIME EVERYONE RECITES
POETRY, EVEN THE ANGELS WHO ARE DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
25. When the sun comes out, by day, all Yisrael sing below and the
sun above. This is as written: "May they fear You as long as the
sun" (Tehilim 72:5). When the sun drives its wheels, a pleasant voice
begins to sing. What is it singing? It sings "Oh give thanks to
Hashem, call upon His name... Sing to Him, sing psalms to
Him..." (Tehilim 105:1-2). And Yisrael praise the Holy One, blessed be
He, by day. This is the meaning of the verse "May they fear You as
long as the sun." And though we established this scripture, Rabbi
Elazar said: if the inhabitants of the world were not hard hearted and
blindfolded, they would not have been able to bear the sweet voice
of the wheel of the sun, when it drives and praises the Holy One,
blessed be He. THIS IS THE MEANING OF "MAY THEY FEAR YOU AS
LONG AS THE SUN."

3. The Angel of Death is present among the women
At daylight the rabbis rise from studying the Torah and go to see Rabbi Shimon. He cautions them not to go outside because the Angel of Death is
around, and has permission to destroy whoever he wants. Rabbi Shimon explains that the angel of death can ask for justice before God by repeating
someone's offenses; when the person is sentenced, the Angel of Death kills him. When a dead man is taken to the cemetery, the Angel of Death is
among the women, so the men must not look at the women. The ancient wise men decreed that a Shofar should be blown when the dead person was
taken from his house, in order that the Angel of Death should have no power over the living. Then we hear that when Yisrael made the calf and many
died, the angel of death was among the women inside the camp of Yisrael; Moses saw this, so he gathered the men all by themselves. The angel of
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death did not leave the women until the tabernacle was built. Rabbi Shimon says that if the angel of death is among seven women he seeks justice,
but if he is among ten women he blames and seeks to kill. After these admonitions the rabbis study Torah all day. Then Rabbi Shimon discusses the
story of the ark, asking why God did not just move Noah to a safe place where the flood waters would not come. He answers saying that since the
destroyer came into the world whoever did not protect himself and was found before him in the open forfeits his life because he brings death upon
himself. We hear that while the rabbis are hiding at home thirteen people in town died, and Rabbi Shimon says: blessed be the merciful, that the
Angel of Death did not behold your images.
26. While they were studying the Torah, daylight broke. They stood
up and went to be before Rabbi Shimon. When he saw them, Rabbi
Shimon said: "Elazar my son, you and the friends, remain hidden for
these three days, and do not go outside, because the Angel of Death
is in town and has permission to cause damage. Since permission
was given to the Destroyer, he can destroy whomever appears
before him.

27. Furthermore, when he, THE ANGEL OF DEATH, wants to destroy
a person, he rises to accuse that person and repeats his offenses.
He demands justice before the Holy One, blessed be He, and does
not leave before that person is sentenced, and permission is given.
Then he kills him.

28. Rabbi Shimon said: 'by Elohim', MEANING THAT HE SWORE IN
THE NAME OF ELOHIM, most people do not die before their time,
except those who do not know how to protect themselves, because
when a dead man is taken from his house to the cemetery, the Angel
of Death is among the women. Why is he among the women?
BECAUSE this is his way since he seduced Eve and through her he
brought death to the whole world. This is why when he kills a man,
and the men are with the dead, THE ANGEL OF DEATH comes in
among the women, on the way TO THE CEMETERY.

29. And THEN he has permission to kill people. He looks at the faces
of those seen before him on the way TO THE CEMETERY, from the
time when they take the dead from his house to burial until they get
back to their houses. That is why he causes death for some men in
the world before their time. Of that speaks the verse, "but sometimes
ruin comes without judgment" (Mishlei 13:23). Because he goes up
and accuses and repeats the offenses of that person before the Holy
One, blessed be He. That person is judged for those offenses and
passes away before his time.

30. HE ASKS: What his remedy is, HOW TO BEWARE OF THE
ANGEL OF DEATH, AND SAYS that when the dead man is carried to
the cemetery, a man should turn his face away from the women, and
let them walk behind him. And if the women walk first, he should
walk behind them, so as not to see them face to face. And when they
come back from the cemetery, he should not walk on the same way
where the women are standing, nor look at them at all, but go
another way. And since most people do not know and do not care for
this, most of them are judged and pass away before their time.
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31. Rabbi Elazar said: if this be so, then it is better for a man not to
escort the dead. Rabbi Shimon said no. For a man who takes care of
himself in that manner is worthy of a long life, and also of the World
to Come.

32. Come and see, not for nothing did the ancient wise men decree
that a Shofar was to be blown when the dead was taken from his
house. You might say, this is solely to honor the dead. But no. This
is to protect the living, so that the Angel of Death would have no
power over them to accuse them above, and they might avoid him.

33. He started by saying, "And if you go to war in your land against
the enemy that oppresses you..." (Bemidbar 10:9). I have observed
that "the enemy," refers to the Angel of Death, that "oppresses you"
forever, killing people and seeking to kill everyone. What is to be
done about him? "then you shall blow an alarm" (Bemidbar 10:9). On
Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year), which is the day of
Judgment above, the Angel of Death comes down to examine
people's deeds and then ascends and prosecutes them. And Yisrael,
who know that the Angel of Death comes down and then goes up to
be their prosecutor, blow the Shofar early and complain against him
so he would have no power against them, and in order to protect
themselves.

34. All the more so when the Angel of Death punishes and takes
lives, and also when people go to the cemetery and return from it,
because when women walk to the funeral, he comes down and
dwells among them, as says the verse "her feet go down to
death" (Mishlei 5:5). Where do they go down? NAMELY, to that place
which is called death, FOR THE ANGEL OF DEATH COMES BEFORE
THEM, WHILE THEY WALK TO ESCORT THE DEAD, because Eve
brought death upon the whole world, may the Merciful save us.

35. Come and see, it is written: "Likewise the way of an adulterous
woman" (Mishlei 30:20), which we already interpreted . But "Likewise
the way of an adulterous woman" alludes to the Angel of Death. This
is him and that is his name. "She eats and wipes her mouth" (Ibid.),
for he burns the world with his flames and kills people before their
time. "and says I have done nothing wrong" (Ibid.), for he asked for
justice and they were found guilty, and died according to true law.
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36. When Yisrael made the calf and many died, the Angel of Death
was among the women inside the camp of Yisrael. When Moses saw
the Angel of Death among the women, and the camp of Yisrael
between them, he immediately gathered all the men by themselves.
This is the meaning of the verse "And Moses gathered all the
Congregation of the children of Yisrael together" (Shemot 35;10.
These were the men alone, who were gathered and separated.

37. And the Angel of Death did not leave the women until the
tabernacle was built, as was written: "and Moses erected the
tabernacle" (Shemot 40:18). And even when the women brought
offerings to the tabernacle, the Angel of Death did not move away
from them, until Moses saw that, and advised the men not to have
contact with them and not to look at them face to face, but to walk
behind them. This is the meaning of the verse "And they came (Heb.
vayavo'u), both men and women" (Shemot 35:22). It does not say
'and they brought (Heb. vayavi'u)' but - "and they came." THIS
TEACHES US THAT THE MEN did not walk with THE WOMEN
together but behind them. All this is because the Angel of Death did
not leave them until the tabernacle was built.

38. Come and see: THE ANGEL OF DEATH is not among the women
when they are less than seven together or less than ten together. HE
EXPLAINS: in public he is among seven women and seeks to punish.
And if there are ten women he prosecutes in order to kill. And since
he is among them openly, it is written: "And they came, both men
and women." VIZ. BEHIND THEIR BACKS AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
And all the friends were watchful that day and studied Torah.

39. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion and said, "And Hashem
said to Noah, come you and all your house into the ark" (Beresheet
7:1). We already explained this verse. But come and see, could not
the Holy One, blessed be He, keep Noah in one place in the world, so
that when there would be flood, it would not reach that particular
place? This is as was said concerning Gidon "let it be now only dry
upon the fleece" (Shoftim 6:40). Or could He not keep him in the land
of Yisrael, of which it is written: "nor rained upon in the day of
indignation" (Yechezkel 22:24) meaning that the flood did not come
upon it?

40. AND ANSWERS: since the Destroyer came in the world, whoever
did not hide himself, and was present before him in openly, forfeits
his life, because he brings death on himself. How do we know that?
from Lot, as states the verse "Escape for your life, look not behind
you" (Beresheet. 19:17). What is the sense of "look not behind you?"
It is because the Destroyer walked behind his back and if Lot had
turned his head and looked him face to face, the angel might have
done him harm.
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41. And therefore it is written OF NOAH: "and Hashem shut him
in" (Beresheet 7:16), so he would not be seen by the destroyer and
the Angel of Death would have no power over him . And while the
friends were hiding AT HOME, thirteen men in town died. Rabbi
Shimon said: blessed be the Merciful, that the Angel of Death did not
behold your images.

42. "And Moses gathered." He repeats the building of the tabernacle
a second time, as before IN THE PORTION OF TRUMAH. Rabbi Chiya
said: everything is as we learned that the building of the tabernacle
was done solely by Yisrael and not by the mixed multitude. For the
mixed multitude drew AGAIN the Angel of Death and he descended
into the world. Since Moses saw that, he threw the riff-raff out and
gathered Yisrael only. It is written in the verse: "And Moses
gathered," aND NOT LIKE IN TRUMAH, WHERE IT WAS SAID, "OF
EVERY MAN WHOSE HEART PROMPTS HIM..." (SHEMOT 25:2), FOR
THE MIXED MULTITUDE WAS PART OF THE CONGREGATION. AND
THEREFORE THERE WAS NEED TO SAY THE BUILDING OF THE
TABERNACLE A SECOND TIME.

4. "Who has ascended up into heaven, and come down"
We read a lengthy discussion of the verse, "Who has ascended up into heaven, and come down again? Who has gathered the wind in his fists? Who
has bound the waters in a garment? Who has established all the ends of the earth? What is His name, and what is His son's name, if you can tell?"
Rabbi Shimon explains that this is said about God, Yud Hei Vav Hei, and that the name of his son is Yisrael. "who has ascended up into heaven"
refers to Moses. Another explanation for "who has ascended up into heaven" refers to Elijah. Rabbi Shimon says that Elijah left the world in his
body, left that body in the storm of wind and donned a new light body to rise above. Then he descended again, regained his body in the storm of
wind, and returned to earth. Another explanation is that "who ascended up into heaven" refers to Elijah, and "came down" refers to Jonah, whom
the fish brought down deep into the ocean. Rabbi Shimon explains how all the pieces of the opening verse refer to Elijah, but then offers us yet
another interpretation, where "who has ascended up into heaven" refers to God, where heaven, that is Zeir Anpin, lifts Binah; this is the secret of the
upper Chariot, composed of the four spirits of the world: Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet and Malchut, that are the primordial elements.
43. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with "Who has ascended
up into heaven, and come down again? who has gathered the wind
in His fists? who has bound the waters in a garment? who has
established all the ends of the earth? what is His name, and what is
His son's name, if you can tell?" (Mishlei 30:4). We explained this
verse, together with its many interpretations. It is all said about the
Holy One, blessed be He, which is all! And we learned, "what is His
name, and what is His son's name, if you can tell?" This is the Holy
One, blessed be He, What is His name? Yud Hei Vav Hei, and the
name of His son-Yisrael. As is written: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), and we already talked about it. And we
explained that "who has ascended up into heaven" refers to Moses,
as is written: "And He said to Moses, Come up to Hashem" (Shemot
24:1).

44. Another explanation for "Who has ascended up into the
heaven" (Mishlei 30:4): it speaks about Elijah, of whom it is written:
"And Elijah went up by a storm of wind" (II Melachim 2:11). HE
ASKS: 'And how could Elijah go up to the sky, for the sky cannot
bear a body of this world, even the size of a mustard seed', yet you
say "And Elijah went up by a storm of wind."
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45. AND HE ANSWERS: 'But this is as you say "And Hashem came
down upon Mount Sinai" (Shemot 19:20), and "And Moses went into
the midst of the cloud, and went up into the mountain." Yet the Holy
One, blessed be He, was on mount Sinai, and it is written: "And the
sight of the glory of Hashem was like a devouring fire on the top of
the mountain" (Shemot 24:17). How could Moses climb it? But it is
written about Moses: "And Moses went into the midst of the cloud,
and went up into the mountain" (Ibid. 18), meaning that he entered
the cloud as if he were donning a garment. And here, IN THE
SCRIPTURE "AND HE SAID TO MOSES, COME UP TO HASHEM" he
also donned a cloud and entered it. And in the cloud he approached
the fire, and could come nearer. So it was with Elijah, as was written:
"And Elijah went up by a storm of wind," meaning that he was
clothed with the storm of wind and went up'.

46. And I found a secret in the book of Adam, which talked about the
offspring THAT WOULD COME into the world: that there would be a
spirit that would go down to the world to earth, and don a body and
which name is Elijah. In that body he would quit the world and then
remove the body and remain in the storm of wind. And another body
of light would present itself before him, that he may go with it among
the angels. And when he descends INTO THIS WORLD, he would
don that body that was left in the other world, NAMELY IN THE
STORM OF WIND. In this body he shall be seen down below, and in
that other body OF LIGHT he would be seen above. And this is the
secret of "Who has ascended up into heaven, and come down
again? (Mishlei 30:4), for there was no man whose spirit would
ascend to heaven AFTER THE BODY IS GONE, and come down
again later, like Elijah, who went up and came down.

47. Another explanation: "Who ascended up into heaven" refers to
Elijah, and "came down" refers to Jonah, whom the fish brought
down deep into the ocean. Jonah draws from the strength of Elijah,
FOR HE HAD ELIJAH'S SPIRIT, Elijah ascended and Jonah
descended. The one wanted to die and the other wanted to die. That
is why Jonah is called "son of Amitai " (Yonah 1:1), as says the
verse "and that the word of Hashem in your mouth is truth (Heb.
emet)" (I Melachim 17:24).

48. "Who has bound the waters" (Mishlei 30:4) alludes to Elijah, who
knotted the knot of water in the world, and there was no dew nor rain
from the sky. "In a garment" (Mishlei 30:4) also refers to Elijah, who
brought his mantle when he committed miracles. FOR HE DIVIDED,
TOGETHER WITH ELISHA, THE JORDAN BY USING HIS MANTLE (II
MELACHIM 2:7-8). "who has gathered the wind (or: 'spirit') in his
fists?" (Mishlei 30:4) refers to Elijah, who brought a spirit of a man
back into his body AFTER HE DIED (I MELACHIM 17:22-24).
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49. "Who has established all the ends of the earth?" refers to Elijah
who after bagging the water in the world, and restrained the rain by
oath, prayed again, thus reviving the world, so rain and food would
be given to everyone. "What is his name"-Elijah, "and what is his
son's name?" also Elijah. AND HE EXPLAINS, what is his name?when he ascended up-it is Elijah. "And what is his son's name"
refers to the time he came down, and became a messenger to
perform miracles, and his name is Elijah.

50. Another interpretation: "who (Heb. mi) has ascended up into
heaven" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, as we already
learned. The secret of it is that the word "Mi" is used. We already
said THAT THIS WORD IS THE NAME OF BINAH. AND THE
EXPLANATION IS THAT HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, LIFTS
BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED "MI," and this is the secret of the upper
Chariot, composed of the four directions of the world, NAMELY, THE
FOUR SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, FROM
THE CHEST UPWARD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT FORM A CHARIOT TO
BINAH THAT IS CALLED "MI." They are the primordial elements that
come all from that place which is called Mi, NAMELY, THEY ARE ITS
CHARIOT, as we learned.

5. "whoever is of a willing heart"
Rabbi Shimon speaks first of the raising of Malchut to be united with Zeir Anpin, the uniting of the supernal Chariot and the lower Chariot. We hear
of the upper ministers and the patriarchs who have the honor to bear the holy chair, Malchut. "Whoever is of a willing heart" refers to the four hosts
of high angels in which are included the twelve hosts. The four hosts are called the holy animals and the twelve hosts are the offerings. All these
Chariots are called "whoever is of a willing heart." Rabbi Yehuda speaks of how a man is blessed with happiness when a poor man comes to him; he
is as honored as if he created his soul. Rabbi Aba then talks about the verse: "Since the day that I brought forth my people Yisrael out of Egypt, I
chose no city out of all the tribes of Yisrael to build a house...that my name might be there, but I chose David," saying that God does not choose a
city until he has a good leader for the people. We hear a discussion on "Happy is he who has the El of Jacob for his help, whose hope is in Hashem
his Elohim." The righteous put their trust in God, and are content to break themselves for His sake, therefore they merit miracles and many signs.
"Whoever is of a willing heart" refers to he whose heart is willing to draw the Shechinah into himself.
51. Come and see: when it is a time of goodwill before the Holy One,
blessed be He, to unite the supernal Chariot with the lower Chariot
so that they would become one, a voice issues from the uppermost
holy place, which is called heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, and gathers all
those who are holy down below, NAMELY, THE RIGHTEOUS IN THIS
WORLD, all the holy ministers, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND
RAPHAEL, and all the upper hosts, THE ANGELS, so that all would
be ready together. This is the meaning of "And Moses gathered"Moses is the secret of heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, "all the Congregation of
the children of Yisrael"-these are the twelve upper holy hosts,
WHICH ARE THE LOWER CHARIOT, UPON WHICH MALCHUT RIDES,
AND THEY LIFT MALCHUT TO BE UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN.

52. "And he said to them." What did he say? "This is the thing... Take
from among you an offering" (Shemot 35:4-5), which means, prepare
yourself, all of you, to bear and carry upon you the honor of the holy
throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to raise it, TO ZEIR ANPIN.
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53. Allocate from among you the honored, the elevated ministers,
MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND RAPHAEL, to raise this offering,
which is the secret of the holy throne, MALCHUT, to be united with
the patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN. And it is not meet that the Matron, MALCHUT, come to her
husband, unescorted by virgin maidens who come with her and
conduct her to her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, as is said, "the virgins, her
companions that follow her" (Tehilim 45:15). Wherefore all that? To
bring her to join her husband, ZEIR ANPIN.

54. "Whoever is of a willing (Heb. nediv) heart" (Shemot 35:5) refers
to the four hosts of high angels THAT COME FROM NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF MALCHUT; in them are included all the
other hosts, NAMELY THE TWELVE HOSTS. SINCE EACH OF THE
FOUR HOSTS CONSISTS OF THREE HOSTS, THEY ARE
ALTOGETHER TWELVE. And those who come out of the high
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, are called nobles. As
we stated, that it is written about the well, "that the nobles of (Heb.
nedivei) the people delved" (Bemidbar 21:18). 'Nobles' refers to the
fathers.
55. HE ASKS: It is written "he will bring it (Heb. yevi'eha)" (Shemot
35:5) and not "they will bring it"; AND SAYS, "he will bring it" WHICH
IS IN THE SINGULAR, INDICATES the unifying of everything into
one, THAT IS TO SAY THE MALE AND FEMALE PRINCIPLES. Also, it
does not say 'he will bring (Heb. yavi)' but "he will bring it (Heb.
yevie'ha)," TO INDICATE MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED AN
OFFERING, to be given to her husband honorably as is proper. "an
offering to Hashem," the particle 'Et', before "an offering," comes to
add all the other hosts of angels, so that everything should be united
into one, to make twelve HOSTS into one, WHICH ARE "gold, and
silver, and brass, and blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine linen,
and goats' hair, and rams' skins dyed red, and badgers' skins, and
acacia wood, and oil for the light, and spices for anointing oil, and
for the sweet incense" (Ibid. 5-8) WHICH ARE THE TWELVE KINDS.
These are the highest twelve hosts, that are included in these four,
which are called the holy living creatures. FOR EACH LIVING
CREATURE CONSISTS OF THREE, SO TOGETHER THERE ARE
TWELVE.

56. And all of them ascend to the holy throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
to lift her up to be united with her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, so that all
becomes one, and that he be with her in high glory. Then the
supreme King sits on the holy throne, and wife is united with her
husband, MALCHUT WITH ZEIR ANPIN, so that everything would be
one. Then everyone rejoices.

57. Come and see, here the count starts with gold, and then silver,
because that reckoning is from below UPWARD, FOR GVURAH,
THAT IS GOLD, PRECEDE SILVER THAT IS CHESED. But when
counting by the reckoning of the supernal Chariot, the counting
starts from the right side first, WHICH IS SILVER, and then left,
WHICH IS GOLD. Whence do we derive this? It is written: "The silver
is Mine, and the gold is Mine" (Chagai 2:8); first silver and then gold,
BECAUSE IT RELATES TO THE HIGHER. With the lower Chariot,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, it starts with left and then the right, as is
written: "gold, and silver, and brass," first gold and then silver.
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58. And all these Chariots are called "whoever (lit. 'all who') is of a
willing heart" (Shemot 35:5). "All," IN THE VERSE "ALL WHO IS OF A
WILLING HEART" includes all the other Chariots, WHICH ARE
TWELVE. What is heart? It is the secret of the verse "but he that is of
a merry heart has a continual feast" (Mishlei 15:15), which refers to
the heart of all, and is the holy throne, MALCHUT. Therefore they are
called heart. "All who is of a willing heart" is as we stated that the
four legions include everything, FOR EACH CONSISTS OF THREE,
AND TOGETHER THEY ARE TWELVE, and all are named after the
meaning of "all who is of a willing heart." "A heave-offering to
Hashem" (Shemot 35:5) is the holy throne. And since they heaved it
up and raised itTO ZEIR ANPIN, it is called "an offering to Hashem."

59. For that reason, when Ezekiel saw the secret of the living
creatures, that were raising MALCHUT TO UNION, he did not see
what they were raising, THAT IS-MALCHUT THAT IS RIDING UPON
THEM, because she went to the highest King, ZEIR ANPIN, hidden
and secretly, within the supreme glory.
60. "And every wise hearted man among you" (Shemot 35:10) refers
to the sixty sources, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN, EACH CONTAINING TEN, that
water the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. From them it is watered. "shall
come" (Ibid.) - why is it written? AND HE ANSWERS: For they shall
come to receive from the treasury of life, WHICH IS BINAH.
Afterwards they will do what the Holy One, blessed be He, BINAH,
commands them - to cause enjoyment to the world.

61. "Take from among you an offering to Hashem." Rabbi Yehuda
opened the discussion with the verse "Is it not to share your bread
with the hungry..." (Yeshayah 58:7). Come and see, blessed is a
man's portion when a poor man approaches him. Since he is a poor
man, he is a gift that the Holy One, blessed be He, sent him. Blessed
is the portion of he who welcomes this gift cordially.

62. Come and see, whoever pities the poor man and refreshes him,
the Holy One, blessed be He, honors him as if he created him. This is
why Abraham, who pitied all the inhabitants of the world, the Holy
One, blessed be He, treated him as if he created them. Such is the
meaning of the verse "and all the souls that they had acquired in
Charan" (Beresheet 12:5).

63. Although we talked about THE VERSE "Is it not to share (Heb.
paros)" (Yeshayah 58:7), yet what does it mean? It means to spread
over a tablecloth bread and food to eat. There is another
interpretation for this verse. The word "paros" also means "to
break," and so pieces of bread should be broken before him, that he
would not feel ashamed. And one should break it before him
generously. The word "your bread" (Ibid.) is used and not just
"bread," for "your bread" TEACHES US THAT THE BREAD SHOULD
BE yours, from your own money and not by theft, oppression or
robbery. Otherwise, it is no merit; on the contrary, woe to him, when
his sin is brought up. Similarly "Take from among you an offering"
means to take and give from your own, not from theft, plunder or
robbery, as was already explained.
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64. Rabbi Chiya, Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi were walking on the
way. While they were walking, they were met by Rabbi Aba. Rabbi
Chiya said: assuredly the Shechinah is with us. When he reached
them, Rabbi Aba said, it is written: "Since the day that I brought forth
My people Yisrael out of Egypt, I chose no city out of all the tribes of
Yisrael to build a house...that My name might be there, but I chose
David..." (I Melachim, 8:16). There is a contradiction between the
beginning and end of this verse, for it is written: "I chose no city...I
chose David." (Ibid.) They do not agree with each other, for it should
have been said 'I chose Jerusalem.'

65. But when it pleases the Holy One, blessed be He, to build a city,
He looks first at the leader who heads the people of the city, and
then builds the city and brings the people thither. This is to say, "I
chose no city," until I saw that David will be a good shepherd for
Yisrael. For the city and its citizens all depend on the shepherd, the
leader of the city. If the shepherd is good, then it is well for him, well
for the city, well for the people, but if the shepherd is bad, woe to
him, woe to the city, woe to the people. And now the Holy One,
blessed be He, looked at the world and it occurred to Him to build it,
He first raised David. This was said in, "And I chose David My
servant."

66. I heard a new idea. He opened the discussion and said, "Happy is
he who has the El of Jacob for his help, whose hope is in Hashem
his Elohim" (Tehilim 146:5). HE ASKS: Why say "El of Jacob" and
not "El of Abraham" or "El of Isaac," AND ANSWERS: Because
Jacob did not put his trust in his father, nor in his mother, when he
fled his brother, and walked alone without money, as was written:
"for with my staff I passed over this Jordan" (Beresheet 32:11). And
he put his trust in the Holy One, blessed be He, as is written: "If
Elohim will be with me, and will keep me..." (Beresheet 28:20), and
everything he asked from the Holy One, blessed be He, was given
him.

67. "Whose hope (Heb. sivro) is in Hashem his Elohim" (Tehilim
146:5). HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN, his hope, not his Faith nor his
trust, AND ANSWERS: Do not pronounce it "sivro" with the letter Sin
but "shivro" with the letter Shin, which implies breaking. For the
righteous are content to break themselves, and to be broken to
pieces, and all for the sake of Hashem his Elohim. As much was
written: "But for Your sake are we killed all the day long" (Tehilim
44:23), and "Because for Your sake we have borne insult" (Tehilim
69:8).
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68. The same happened to Jacob, as is written: "Now when Jacob
saw that there was corn (Heb. shever, also: 'trouble') in
Egypt" (Beresheet 42:1). For Jacob saw the calamity of exile
awaiting him in Egypt and put his trust in the Holy One, blessed be
He. And the children of Jacob also suffered the trouble of exile, yet
they did not waver from the Faith of their fathers, and the name of
the Holy One, blessed be He, was constantly on their lips.

69. That is why it is written about Moses, "And they shall say to me,
what is His name?" (Shemot 3:13), FOR THE LAST LETTERS OF THE
WORDS OF THE VERSE FORM YUD HEI VAV HEI, A NAME THAT
WAS CONSTANTLY ON THEIR LIPS. Since they have known it, they
never forgot it, and suffered the trouble of exile for the sake of the
Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore they merited many miracles and
signs.
70. And you, lofty saints, who suffer the breaking of the body in
wandering from place to place for the sake of the Holy One, blessed
be He, you are doubly worthy of miracles and redemption, and
deserve life in the World to Come. They walked together.

71. He opened and said "Take from among you an offering to
Hashem: whoever is of a willing heart, let him bring it..." (Shemot
35:5). Come and see, when a man wills himself to worship his
Master, the will first reaches the heart, which is the basis and
foundation of the entire body. Then that goodwill is diffused in all the
members of the body; and the will of the members of the body and
the will of the heart combine, and draw to themselves the splendor
of the Shechinah to rest on them. Such a man becomes the portion
of the Holy One, blessed be He. This is implied in "Take from among
you an offering," that is, drawing to receive upon you that offering,
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, so that THIS MAN would be a portion to
Hashem.

72. And if you say that this is beyond man's power, come and see
what is written: "whoever is of a willing heart, let him bring it (her),
an offering of Hashem" (Ibid.). "Whoever is of a willing heart,"
assuredly refers to he whose heart is willing to draw the Shechinah
to himself. This is the meaning of "bring her," for though She is
highly elevated, he will "bring her," draw Her to reside with him!

73. And when She comes to reside with him, how many blessings
and how much wealth does She bring with Her, that is, "gold, and
silver, and brass (Shemot 35:5)." He would not need any of the
wealth of the world, which is for other people. But you, exalted
saints, "Take from among you an offering to Hashem," MEANING
THAT THEY WILL GIVE NEW INTERPRETATIONS OF THE TORAH TO
RAISE THE SHECHINAH. Rabbi Chiya said, whoever started to raise
Her, let him continue.
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6. In the works of Creation, He set conditions for everything
Rabbi Aba says that when God created the world He foresaw events and created conditions for everything. When He created the fish he stipulated
that a certain fish in the future would swallow Jonah. When He created the heavens He stipulated that they would raise Elijah by a storm of wind.
When He created the firmament to divide water from water He stipulated that the waters would divide between defilement and purity so that Yisrael
might purify in them. When He divided the land from the sea He stipulated that it would let Yisrael pass on dry land but drown the Egyptians. Also
He stipulated that the dry land would open its mouth and swallow Korach and all his community. When He created the sun and moon He stipulated
that the sun would stand still in the days of Joshua, and that the stars would fight Sisera. When He created the fish of the sea and the birds of the
sky He stipulated that the ravens would feed Elijah and a fish would swallow Jonah and vomit him out again. When He created man He stipulated
that a widow woman would descend from him and sustain Elijah. So He saw all these things on the six days of Creation.
74. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion and said "and Hashem spoke
to the fish" (Yonah 2:11). HE ASKS: And where did He speak to the
fish? AND ANSWERS: When the Holy One blessed be He, created
the world, He created on the fifth day the fish of the sea. Then He
commanded and said that in the future there will be a fish that would
swallow Jonah, keep him in its bowels for three days and three
nights and than vomit him out.

75. And not only that, but to everything that the Holy One blessed be
He, created at the time of the Creation, He added certain stipulations.
On the first day He created the heavens and stipulated that they
would raise Elijah up by a storm of wind. And so it happened, as
written: "and Elijah went up by a storm of wind into heaven" (II
Melachim 2:12). On that day He created the light, and stipulated that
the sun will darken in Egypt for three days, as is written: "and there
was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt three days" (Shemot
10:22).

76. On the second day He created the firmament to divide water from
water. It was written: "And Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in
the midst of the waters, and let it divide water from
water" (Beresheet 1:6). The Holy One, blessed be He, stipulated that
the water will divide between defilement and purity so that Yisrael
might be purified by them. And so it was.

77. On the third day He brought out earth out of the water, and
collected the water into one place, to wit, the sea. He stipulated with
the sea that it would let Yisrael pass in it on dry land, and drown the
Egyptians. And so it was, as is written: "and the sea returned to its
strength (Heb. le'eitano)" (Shemot 14:27). The word "le'eitano" by
transposition of letters becomes "litna'o" (lit. 'to its condition'), viz.
to what the Holy One blessed be He, stipulated with it at the time of
the Creation. He also stipulated that the dry land would open its
mouth at the time of the rebellion of Korah and swallow Korah and
his entire community. And so it was, as is written: "and the earth
opened her mouth, and swallowed them up, and...Korah" (Bemidbar
16:32).
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78. On the fourth day He created the sun and moon, as is written:
"let there be lights in the firmaments of heaven" (Beresheet 1-14),
and stipulated that with the sun, that it will stand on the zenith in the
days of Joshua, as is written: "so the sun stood still in the middle of
the sky" (Hoshea 10:13). He stipulated with the stars that they would
fight Sisra, as is written: "the stars in their courses fought against
Sisra" (Shoftim 5:20).

79. On the fifth day, He created the fish of the sea and the birds in
the sky. He stipulated with the birds that the ravens would feed
Elijah as is written: "and I have commanded the ravens to feed you
there" (I Melachim 17:4); "commanded" precisely, AT THE WORKS
OF CREATION. Also He stipulated with the fish that one fish would
come and swallow Jonah, and then vomit him out.

80. On the sixth day He created Adam, and stipulated with him that a
certain woman would descend from him and sustain Elijah, as is
written: "behold, I have commanded a widow woman there to sustain
you" (I Melachim 17:9). I have commanded, namely, at the time of the
Creation of the World. In the same manner, "Hashem spoke to the
fish," spoke on the six days of Creation.

7. Jonah descended into the ship
In this section Rabbi Aba draws an extended parallel between the story of Jonah who went down into the ship, and the soul of man that descends
into this world to dwell in the body of man. The soul is called Jonah (deceived) because after it enters the body it is deceived by the world. Because
man in this world is a sinner, God rouses a mighty tempest, that is his prosecution. The soul must use his good inclination and repent of his
offenses. The tempest that is the prosecution asks the king to sentence the prisoners; the counselors come forth to defend and accuse, and the
prosecution asks for judgment. If the man is not found innocent those who pleaded his cause can not bring him back into this world, and the
tempest grows stronger. Then three appointed messengers descend upon him: one to write down his merits and misdeeds, one to do the reckoning
of the days, and one who was with him still in his mother's womb. The prosecution does not subside until the man is taken to the cemetery. If he is
righteous they proclaim him homage, but if he is wicked they proclaim woe to him. Rabbi Aba says that the grave is the fish that swallowed Jonah.
He describes what happens as the body decays and the man is judged and the Nefesh and the body are chastised. When the Nefesh ascends after
thirty days the body rots until God rises to resurrect the dead. At that time the angel of death will depart from the world, God will destroy death
forever, and there will be no more tears. Some of those in the cemetery will resurrect and some will not. Yisrael will be the first to awaken. Rabbi Aba
then lists the seven ordeals that await man when he dies, and says that when King David looked at all these judgments waiting for man he hastened
to bless the Holy Name while there was still time.
81. At all events, we find support here, BECAUSE A VERSE ALWAYS
RETAINS ITS LITTERAL MEANING, concerning people's actions in
this world. The story of Jonah, who went down into the ship, is
analogous to the human soul, that descends into this world to dwell
in a human body. Why is it called Jonah (deceived)? Because after it
joins the body, it is deceived in this world, THAT IS, BY THE BODY,
WHICH DEFRAUDS IT, as was said "You shall not therefore defraud
(Heb. tonu) one another" (Vayikra. 25:17). And then a man walks
about this world like a ship in a great ocean about to break, as
written: "and the ship seemed likely to be wrecked" (Yonah 1:4).
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82. And when man in this world is a sinner and thinks he has fled
from his Master, because HIS MASTER does not pay attention to this
world, the Holy One, blessed be He, rouses a windstorm, which is
the prosecution that always stands before Him and demands to
punish that man. And this WINDSTORM came to the ship, and
mentioned the sins of the man it wishes to take.

83. And since man is seized by that windstorm, he lies in his
sickbed, as is written "but Jonah was gone down into the recesses
of the ship; and he lay down and was fast asleep" (Yonah 1:5).
Though man is lying down sick, the soul does not waken to repent
before its Master to redeem his sins. It is written: "so the shipmaster
came to him" (Ibid. 6); who is the shipmaster? the Good Inclination
that guides everyone? "And said to him, What do you mean, O
sleeper? arise, call upon your Elohim..." (Ibid.). This is not the time
to sleep, because you are being brought to judgment for all you have
done in this world. Repent your offenses.

84. Consider these things and repent before your master. "What is
your occupation?" with which you have been occupied in this world,
confess it before your Master. "And where do you come from?"
consider whence you came: "a putrid drop," and you shall not be
arrogant before Him. "What is your country?" see that you were
created from earth, and to earth you shall return. "And of what
people are you?" look for ancestral merits to protect you.

85. Once he is brought up to the supernal court, the windstorm,
which is the Prosecution that storms against him, demands from the
King to sentence the King's prisoners, and they all approach HIM
one by one. At that time the court opens. Some defend him, and
others accuse him. And the Prosecution asks for punishment.

86. And if that man was not found innocent, it is written, "the men
rowed hard to bring the ship back to land; but they could not" (Ibid.
13). Those who pleaded his cause try to bring him back into this
world but cannot. Why is that? "for the sea grew more and more
tempestuous against them," the Prosecution storms with his sins
and grows stronger because of them.
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87. Then three appointed messengers descend upon him; the one
writes down all his merits and misdeeds. THESE ARE LIKE TWO
COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT; THE MERITS ARE ON THE RIGHT
AND THE MISDEEDS ON THE LEFT. Another does the reckoning of
the days, LIKE THE RECONCILING CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
WEIGHS THEM. Yet another was with him in his mother's womb.
THIS IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE VERSE
"WHEN HIS CANDLE SHONE UPON MY HEAD" (IYOV 29:2), THAT
REFERS TO THE MONTHS OF PREGNANCY. And we explained that
the Prosecution does not subside until, as is written: "they took up
Jonah" (Yonah 1:15). "They took up" THAT IS, when they take him
from his home to the cemetery.
88. Then proclamation is made concerning him. If he is righteous, it
is thus proclaimed: render homage to the image of the King. "He that
walks in his uprightness shall enter in peace to them that rest in
their graves" (Yeshayah 57:2). Whence do we know this? from the
words: "and your righteousness shall go before you, the glory of
Hashem shall be your rearguard" (Yeshayah 58:8). But if he be
wicked, it is thus proclaimed: woe to that man, for it would be better
for him not to be born. And then it is written: "and cast him into the
sea; and the sea ceased from its raging," meaning that they put him
in his grave, which is the place of punishment. Then the
Prosecution, which was storming AND SOUGHT PUNISHMENT, is
NOW soothed from its wrath, SINCE WHAT IT WANTED CAME TO
PASS. And the fish that swallowed him is his grave.

89. It is written: "And Jonah was in the belly of the fish" (Yonah 2:1).
The belly of the fish is the belly of Sheol. We know that from the
verse "out of the belly of Sheol I cried" (Ibid. 3) for Jonah was in the
belly of the fish and called it the belly of Sheol. "three days and three
nights" (Ibid. 1) resembles the three days that man is in the grave
before his bowels split open.

90. After three days, the filth IN HIS BOWELS is spilt on his face, and
says to him: take what you put in me. You ate and drank all day and
gave not to the poor; all your days were like feasts and holidays,
while the poor were hungry because they did not eat with you. Take
what you put in me. This is implied by the verse "and I will spread
dung upon your faces" (Malachi 2:3). We already explained that.

91. After three days, man is judged for his eyes FOR LOOKING AT
WHAT IS FORBIDDEN, for his hands FOR DOING WHAT IS
FORBIDDEN, for his legs FOR GOING TO COMMIT SIN. And it was
said that IT LASTS up to thirty days. During those thirty days the
Nefesh and body are chastised together. For that reason the soul
remains down on earth and does not rise to its place, like a woman
who sits apart all the days of her impurity. Afterwards the Soul
ascends and the body rots in the dust, until the time comes, when
the Holy One, blessed be He, awakens to RESURRECT the dead.
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92. And a voice will rise in the cemetery and say, "Awake and sing,
you that dwell in dust, for your dew is as the dew on herbs, and the
earth shall cast out the shades of the dead" (Yeshayah 26:19). When
will that be? when the Angel of Death departs from the world, as said
in the verse "He will destroy death for ever..." (Yeshayah 25:8) Since
He will destroy death for ever then "and Hashem Elohim will wipe
away tears from off all faces, and the insult of His people shall He
take away from off all the earth" (Ibid.). Then it is written: "And
Hashem spoke to the fish, and it vomited out Jonah upon the dry
land" (Yonah. 2:11).

93. Since that voice has risen from among the graves, all the graves
vomited out the dead that were in them. This is the meaning of "and
cast out the shades of the dead (Heb. refaim also 'healed')." What is
meant by "cast out"? IT MEANS THAT it will vomit them out. What
are refaim? They are those who received healing, WERE HEALED
AND BECAME like they were before their, and the bones were healed
together. These are called refaim.

94. And if you ask why it is written: "the shades of the dead shall not
rise" (Yeshayah 26:14), HE ANSWERS: surely all the inhabitants of
the world will heal by themselves in the cemetery, but some will
resurrect and some will not, NAMELY, THOSE WHO DID NOT
BELIEVE IN RESURRECTION. Concerning this the verse says, "the
shades of the dead shall not rise." Happy is the portion of Yisrael,
about whom is written: "my dead body shall arise" (Ibid. 19). And in
that fish, WHO SWALLOWED JONAH, I found IMPLIED words that
may heal the whole world, TO WIT, RESURRECT THE DEAD, AS
WAS EXPLAINED.
95. This fish, when he swallowed Jonah, died, and Jonah was in it for
three days. Afterwards it was restored to life and vomited Jonah out.
And we talked about the verse, "Then Jonah prayed to Hashem his
Elohim out of the fish's belly" (Yonah 1:2) The word 'fish' also
appears in the verse "And the fish that is in the river died" (Shemot
7:21); ALSO HERE THE FISH DIED. And we explained that in a
similar way, the land of Yisrael will be the first to awaken, MEANING
THAT IT WILL BE PURIFIED OF ALL THE WICKED PEOPLE; AND
LIKE THE FISH OF JONAH IT WILL RESURRECT. Afterwards, "and
the earth shall cast out the shades of the dead" (Yeshayah 26:19),
BY LATER VOMITTING THE DEAD AND THEY WILL REVIVE, AS WAS
MENTIONED.
96. As we said, seven ordeals await man, when he departs AND
PASSES AWAY from the world. The first is the high ordeal when the
Spirit leaves the body, WHICH IS THE ORDEAL OF DEATH. The
second is when his deeds and words march before him and proclaim
his worth. The third one is when he enters the grave. The fourth one
is the ordeal of the grave. The fifth one is the ordeal of the worms
THAT EAT HIM. The sixth is the ordeal of Gehenom. The seventh is
the ordeal of the Spirit, that roams about the world without a resting
place, until his deeds are perfected AND PURIFIED. For that reason a
man should always examine his deeds, and repent before his Master.
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97. When King David looked at those punishments waiting for man,
he hastened to say, "bless Hashem, my soul" (Tehilim 104:35),
before you leave this world, while you are still with the body. "And
all that is within me bless His Holy Name" (Ibid.), the members of the
body that are companions to the Ruach. Now that you are with THE
NEFESH, hasten to bless the Holy Name, before the time arrives
when you will no longer be able to bless and repent. Therefore he
repeated "Bless Hashem, my soul, Haleluyah" (Ibid.). The friends
came and kissed his head.

8. The book above and the book below
Rabbi Chiya explains in this section the written and hidden Torah above and the Oral Torah below. He says that when God created the world, He did
so solely for Yisrael so they would come and receive the Torah; by the Torah the world was created and upon the Torah it perseveres. The man who
studies Torah is saved from the ordeal of this world, the ordeal of the angel of death who cannot have power over him, and the ordeal of Gehenom.
The Torah above, that is Chochmah, is referred to as a book of remembrance, the sign of the holy covenant. The Torah below, that is Malchut, is
referred to as a book of reckoning. The supernal wisdom is hidden in the palace of the Torah above, but wisdom is revealed in the lower Torah when
one deciphers it.
98. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the text, "Take from
among you an offering to Hashem" (Shemot 35:5). Come and see,
when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He did so
solely so that Yisrael would come and receive the Torah. By the
Torah the world was created and upon the Torah it perseveres. This
is the meaning of "Were it not for my covenant that endures day and
night, the ordinances of heaven and earth I would not have
appointed" (Yirmeyah 33:25). The Torah is length of life in this world
and length of life in the World to Come.

99. And whoever studies the Torah, it is as if he labors in the palace
of the Holy One, blessed be He; for the palace of the Holy One,
blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the Torah. NAMELY, THE
ORAL LAW IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. And when a man studies
the Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He, stands and listens to his
voice, as says "and Hashem hearkened, and heard it..." (Malachi
3:16). This saves man from three ordeals; the ordeal of this world,
and the ordeal of the Angel of Death who cannot have power over
him, and the ordeal of Gehenom.

100. "And a book of remembrance was written" (Ibid.): HE ASKS:
What is a book of remembrance? AND REPLIES THAT there is a
book above, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and a book below, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. 'Remembrance' is the sign of the holy covenant, WHICH
IS YESOD, that receives and gathers to itself all life from above, ALL
THE SUPERNAL MOCHIN. The book of remembrance consists of two
grades that are one. This is the secret of the name of Yud Hei Vav
Hei: name is one, NAMELY MALCHUT, Yud Hei Vav Hei is one,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Together they are one word; IN THE SAME
MANNER THE BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE IS ONE WORD, THOUGH
IT INCLUDES TWO GRADES: MALCHUT AND YESOD.
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101. For there is a name and there is a name. HE EXPLAINS, THERE
IS a name above, that is implied by that which is unknown and not
alluded to by any information, NAMELY BY KETER, called the upper
point, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. AND THERE IS a name below,
MALCHUT, that is called 'name', AS WRITTEN: "and from the one
end of the heaven to the other" (Devarim 4:32). The end of the
heaven, THAT IS YESOD, is called remembrance, and that name is
the point below YESOD, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is the name of
that remembrance, which is the end of the heaven that draws all
supernal vitality, THAT IS THE MOCHIN. And there is the lower end
of heaven, YESOD, whose name is the lower point, MALCHUT. This
point is a book that can be numbered, MEANING THE MOCHIN OF
COUNTING, which is the meaning of: "for those who...took heed of
(lit. 'counted') His name," AS WRITTEN: "AND A BOOK OF
REMEMBRANCE WAS WRITTEN BEFORE HIM FOR THOSE WHO
FEARED HASHEM, AND TOOK HEED OF HIS NAME" (MALACHI
3:16). AND THIS BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE IS FOR THOSE WHO
"COUNTED HIS NAME," WHICH BESTOWS MOCHIN OF RECKONING
AND COUNTING. The book that we mentioned and the name are the
same in all respects, NAMELY MALCHUT.
102. This point is superior to all that were united in it, since it is
situated in the center. HE EXPLAINS THAT six ends, YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH, were united in the upper book, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, and it is above them. Six ends, THE SIX CHAMBERS
OF BRIYAH, were united in the lower book, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which is above them. Therefore there are a higher book and a lower
book, and everything is considered Torah.

103. HE ASKS: What is THE DIFFERENCE between them, THE
HIGHER BOOK AND THE LOWER BOOK, AND ANSWERS: the higher
book is the Written Law, WHICH IS SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH, for it is
concealed and available only in writing, NAMELY, IT IS WORTHY OF
BEING REVEALED. For there is a place there, YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH, where Chochmah may be revealed down below, IN
MALCHUT, and that place is the World to Come, YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH. The lower book is the Torah which is called the Oral
Law; by 'oral' are meant the lower Chariots, THE SEVEN CHAMBERS
OF BRIYAH, upon which MALCHUT stands, AS WAS MENTIONED
BEFORE, and since they are not part of the supernal writing, they are
considered oral. THAT IS, THEY ARE NOT IN THE REALM OF THE
HIDDEN AS IS SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH IN YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH, THAT IS CALLED WRITING, AND HENCE they are called
oral, WHICH IS THE REVELATION OF ALL THAT IS CONTAINED IN
WRITING.
104. And this Torah is established orally, THAT IS, ON SEVEN
CHAMBERS THAT ARE ITS MOUTH, BY WHICH CHOCHMAH MAY
BE REVEALED. For it is written: "and from thence it was parted, and
branched into four streams" (Beresheet 2:10), TO WIT, FROM THE
GARDEN (MALCHUT) DOWNWARD BEGINS THE WORLD OF
SEPARATION, THEN THE SEVEN CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH ARE
ALREADY IN THE WORLD OF SEPARATION. THEREFORE
MALCHUT STANDS ON THEM, NAMELY 'ORAL' (LIT. 'ABOVE THE
MOUTH'). And the supernal Torah, WHICH IS SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH, though it too stands upon ITS CHARIOT, YISRAELSABA AND TEVUNAH, NEVERTHELESS is not called 'TORAH above
writing' but only 'Torah in writ' for it is in the midst of the writing.
And that writ, YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, becomes a chamber
ABOVE THE SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH, WHICH stands in that
chamber, and is hidden there. THAT IS, THE WRITING, THAT IS
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, IS ALSO THE WORLD OF ATZILUT
LIKE SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH, AND HENCE THE SCRIPT IS
CONSIDERED ITS CHAMBER, and it is therefore called (lit.) the
Torah in writing and not Torah above the writing.
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105. But the lower Torah, MALCHUT, is situated on its Chariot and is
literally called 'on mouth', because it stands upon them. It is not
considered the inner part of the writing. THAT IS, CHOCHMAH
WITHIN IT DOES NOT DISAPPEAR BECAUSE OF THE CHAMBERS,
AS IS THE WRITTEN TORAH, SINCE WRITING INDICATES THE
HIDDEN, UNTIL SOMEONE COMES, READS THE WRITING AND
EXHIBITS IT, AND CHOCHMAH THEREIN IS REVEALED IN THE
CHAMBERS AND IS NO LONGER A MYSTERY. THEREFORE THE
SEVEN CHAMBERS did not become a chamber to that point,
MALCHUT AS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH BECAME A
CHAMBER to the higher point, SINCE A CHAMBER MEANS A
COVER, AND THESE DO NOT COVER. HOWEVER, BY THEMSELVES
THEY ARE ALSO CONSIDERED CHAMBERS. And since MALCHUT
stands upon them, she is called a heave-offering.

9. Two out of a hundred
Here Rabbi Chiya explains the meaning of "heave-offering," that is the tithing of two parts out of one hundred. Each of the ten Sfirot includes ten
Sfirot, so this makes one hundred. To lift Malchut, she must be raised with her husband Yesod, so these two Sfirot are called a heave-offering.
106. I also heard from the holy luminary: what is heave-offering (Heb.
trumah)? It is like we explained ABOUT SETTING ASIDE THE
CONTRIBUTION TO THE PRIEST, TO WIT, two (Aramaic tri) PARTS
out of hundred (Aramaic me'ah) PARTS. Come and see, all those
sacred grades that are part of the Faith, in which the Holy One,
blessed be He, is revealed, are ten grades, which are ten sayings,
NAMELY, THE TEN SFIROT, like we said. And these ten amount to a
hundred, BECAUSE EACH SFIRAH INCLUDES TEN SFIROT. And
when we have to lift this lower point, MALCHUT, we must not take
her by herself, but with her husband YESOD; and these are two
SFIROT, YESOD AND MALCHUT, out of the said hundred. For she
must never be separated, but united with her husband. Therefore
she is called a heave-offering, an inclusive term, A COMBINATION
OF YESOD AND MALCHUT.

10. The intent of prayer
Rabbi Shimon is speaking about the secret of prayer, that when a man devotes his heart and will to prayer, he amends the supernal amendment. We
hear of the parts of the prayer, the benedictions, the sitting and the standing. Then we are told that when the High Holy King, Zeir Anpin, reaches for
Malchut and they embrace in a kiss, one may ask for any request. During the last three benedictions a man should wish with all his heart and will
that the people on earth will be blessed from those three benedictions of the secret bliss of union. If a man prays properly, he is bundled in the
bundle of life in this world and in the. Then God calls him "peace." Later when he passes away from this world his soul goes up and cleaves all the
firmaments, he enters in, and thirteen mountains of pure balm are opened before his soul. Rabbi Shimon says this is why a man is happy who puts
his heart and will into prayer. Rabbi Yosi says that understanding is superior to wisdom because wisdom is contained in the heart, that is found in
Malchut, but a man of understanding exists both above and below, and understands himself and others.
107. Come and see, each day the crier calls to all the people of the
world, 'this depends upon you'. This is the meaning of, "Take from
among you an offering to Hashem" (Shemot 35:5). And if you find
this difficult then "whoever is of a willing heart, let him bring it
(her)" (Ibid.)
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108. HE ASKS: What is THE MEANING OF "let him bring her?" AND
ANSWERS: here we learn the meaning of prayer. For when a man
fears his Maker and devotes his heart and will to prayer, he forms a
supernal arrangement, like we said. First by the songs and praises
that the high angels say above; and in the series of praises that
Yisrael say down below, MALCHUT adorns herself, and arranges
herself like a woman adorning herself for her husband.

109. In the order of the prayer that is said sitting down, THAT IS,
FROM THE BENEDICTION 'WHO FORMS LIGHT' UNTIL THE PRAYER
OF AMIDAH, all those maids were prepared, THE SEVEN MAIDS OF
MALCHUT, and all her retinue are adorned with her. After all was
arranged and prepared, when reaching 'True and certain', then
everything is ready, she and her maids, in reaching 'who has
redeemed Yisrael'. Then everyone has to stand up.

110. By the time a man reaches 'True and certain', everything is
already established, the maids conduct MALCHUT, and she bears
herself to the high King, ZEIR ANPIN. Once we reach 'who has
redeemed Yisrael' the high Holy King travels with His grades, IN THE
ORDER OF THE THREE COLUMNS, and comes out to receive her,
MALCHUT.

111. And we have to stand up before the high Holy King in awe and
trembling, for then He reaches His right hand to her, WHICH IS THE
BENEDICTION OF 'THE SHIELD OF ABRAHAM' THE SECRET OF
THE RIGHT COLUMN. Then He put His left hand under her head,
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY
HEAD" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6), WHICH IS THE BENEDICTION OF 'YOU
ARE ETERNALLY MIGHTY', WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN. They
then embrace together in KISSES, IN THE BENEDICTION OF 'THE
HOLY EL', WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN FOR FROM THERE ON
IS THE SECRET OF THE KISS UNTIL THE LAST THREE
BENEDICTIONS. These are the first three benedictions OF THE
AMIDAH. A man should devote his heart and will, and meditate on all
those arrangements and sequences of the prayer, with his mouth,
heart and will together.
112. Now that the high King and Malchut are blissfully united in
those kisses, whoever needs to ask for any request OR PETITIONS,
may do so, because it is a time of goodwill. Since a man submits his
requests before the King and Queen, NAMELY, IN THE MIDDLE
TWELVE BENEDICTIONS, then he should prepare himself, in will and
heart, to the last three BENEDICTIONS, to stir the secret bliss,
because from these three BENEDICTIONS he is blessed by a
different devotion, THE SECRET OF UNISON. And a man should
prepare to leave them in this secret bliss in these three
BENEDICTIONS, AS WAS EXPOUNDED AT LENGTH. Therefore he
should wish it, that the lower beings be blessed from those three
benedictions of the secret bliss.
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113. Then he should prostrate himself and offer his Nefesh, at the
time when MALCHUT takes hold of the Nefashot and Ruchot. For
then is the time to offer one's Nefesh among all those Nefashot she
takes, because then the bundle of life, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is as it
should be.

114. This I heard among the secrets of the holy luminary, but I was
not given permission to reveal it, except for you, lofty pious ones. If,
when MALCHUT takes hold of HUMAN Nefashot and Ruchot, a man,
with a single devoted wish, sets his heart and wish to surrender his
Nefesh with devotion and wish of incorporating his Nefesh in such
devotion; and if THE OFFERING OF HIS NEFESH is then acceptable,
when the Nefashot, the Ruchot and the Neshamot that she holds are
willing, this man is bundled in the bundle of life in this world and in
the World to Come.

115. Also when the King and the Queen, TIFERET AND MALCHUT,
need to be included on all sides, above and below, and be adorned
with souls on all sides. She is adorned with souls from above and
souls from below, NAMELY, FROM THOSE WHO SURRENDER HER
THEIR SOULS. And when a man directs his heart and will to it, and
gives her his soul from below, devotedly and willingly, as we said,
then the Holy One, blessed be He, names him "peace" below, after
that peace of above, WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED PEACE.
That PEACE blesses the Queen and incorporates her and adorns her
on all sides.

116. So the Holy One, blessed be He, names that man peace, as is
written: "and Hashem called him peace" (Shoftim 6:24). And all his
days he is thus called above 'peace', because he comprised and
adorned the Queen from below, as did the upper peace, WHICH IS
YESOD, AS WAS MENTIONED BEFORE.

117. And when that man passes away from this world, his soul goes
up and cleaves all the firmaments, and no one can stop it. The Holy
One, blessed be He, calls it and says, "let peace enter" (Yeshayah
57:2) and the Shechinah says "them that rest in their graves" (Ibid.).
Thirteen mountains of pure balsam trees are opened before the soul,
and none can detain it. Therefore happy is he, who puts his heart
and will into it. That is why it is written: "whoever is of a willing
heart, let him bring it, an offering of Hashem," to the high King,
NAMELY as I said.
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118. Rabbi Aba raised his voice and said, Woe, Rabbi Shimon, you
are among the living, and I already weep for you. Not for you I weep,
but for the friends, for the world I weep; THAT THEY WILL BE
ORPHANED WHEN YOU PASS AWAY FROM THE WORLD. Rabbi
Shimon is like the light of a candle that burns above and burns
below. And with the light that he lit down below shine all the people
of the world. Woe to the world when the terrestrial light will pass
AND BE ABSORBED IN the celestial light . Who will illuminate the
light of Torah for the world? Rabbi Aba stood and kissed Rabbi
Chiya. He said to him, those thoughts were with you, therefore the
Holy One, blessed be He, sent me here to join you, happy is my
portion.

119. Afterwards, Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the
following verse "And every wise hearted individual among you shall
come and make..." (Shemot 35:5). We already explained this text but
come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses
"Take wise men, and understanding" (Devarim 1:13), he searched
throughout Yisrael but did not find men of understanding. This is
why, "So I took the chief of your tribes, wise men, and known" (Ibid.
15), but 'understanding' is not mentioned. You might say that
understanding is in a grade superior to wisdom, AND THAT IS WHY
HE DID NOT FIND MEN OF UNDERSTANDING, and this of course is
right, THAT UNDERSTANDING IS SUPERIOR TO WISDOM.

120. HE ASKS: What is the difference between them, BETWEEN A
WISE MAN AND A MAN OF UNDERSTANDING? AND REPLIES: THAT
we explained about a wise man, that even a pupil who imparts
wisdom to his rabbi is considered wise. A wise man knows for
himself what is ought to be done. A man of understanding has many
grades in him, because he examines everything and knows for
himself and for others. You may derive this from "A righteous man
regards the life of his beast (Heb. behemah)" (Mishlei 12:10) FOR
THE RIGHTEOUS, YESOD, IMPARTS TO MALCHUT, THAT IS THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 52,
WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF BEHEMAH. And also
"righteous ruling in the fear of Elohim" (II Shmuel 23:3), AS THE
RIGHTEOUS, YESOD, RULES AND FILLS MALCHUT, THAT IS
CALLED 'FEAR OF ELOHIM', WITH PLENTY. And here, "wise
hearted" is precise, MEANING THAT THE WISE MENTIONED HERE
IS OF THE ASPECT IN MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED WISE HEARTED.
Man is wise in his heart, THAT IS MALCHUT and not elsewhere,
because wisdom lies in the heart, MALCHUT, AND NOT
ELSEWHERE. But a man of understanding exist both above and
below, and observes himself and others.

11. The ascension of prayer
Rabbi Yosi tells us about the external service of deeds that relies on the twelve outer limbs, and the internal service of prayer that relies on the
twelve internal organs of the body. A man's prayer is considered a worship of the Ruach, and it has great power above. Rabbi Yosi goes on to tell of
the rulers of the day and the rulers of the night, who are all different. Prayer ascends to them; if the man is righteous they kiss the prayer and it
ascends even higher. We are told of many guardians, first of the four sides, and then of the guardians of the firmaments. Rabbi Yosi says that on the
east the twelve letters of the Holy Name soar and ascend with the prayer. The prayers of those who pray broken-heartedly ascend to the south, while
the prayers of those who pray for deliverance from enemies ascend to the north. After the prayers ascend to the four directions they are escorted up
and through the firmaments into their gates. As the prayer reaches the seventh firmament it unites Zeir Anpin and Malchut, and the righteous man is
blessed. Rabbi Yosi then turns to a discussion of the six precepts of the Torah, and describes their meaning in some detail. He says that these six
precepts correspond to Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod. We learn that there are thirteen more precepts that draw the thirteen
attributes of mercy; thus the man who puts his heart and will into his prayers to perfect them every day is a happy man. Rabbi Yitzchak reminds us
that those who worshipped the golden calf died, and Moses gathered the children of Yisrael together and gave them the laws of Shabbat.
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121. He opened with "and said to me, you are My
servant..." (Yeshayah 49:3). Here THIS REFERS TO the prayer man
should recite before the Holy One, blessed be He, which is a great
and precious service among the worships of his Master. Come and
see, some worships to the Holy One, blessed be He, are based on
deeds, that is, based on physical activity, NAMELY, PRECEPTS
BASED ON ACTION; and that is considered a service. And there is
worship of the Holy One, blessed be He, that is a more internal
worship, which is the essence of all, it has to do with inner work,
which is the essence of all, NAMELY, PRECEPTS THAT CONCERN
SPEECH AND INTENTION.

122. In the body there are twelve organs that relate to physical
activity, as we said, WHICH ARE TWO ARMS AND TWO LEGS;
THREE JOINTS IN EACH, AND THREE TIMES FOUR ARE TWELVE.
These are the members of the body, and the worship of the Holy
One, blessed be He, THROUGH action related PRECEPTS is based
on them. For there are two ways to serve the Holy One, blessed be
He: THE FIRST IS by the outer limbs, THE TWELVE JOINTS OF THE
ARMS AND LEGS; THE SECOND TALKS OF the twelve internal
organs inside the body, THE BRAIN, HEART, LIVER, MOUTH,
TONGUE, THE FIVE LOBES OF THE LUNG AND TWO KIDNEYS. They
are the internal fixtures inside the body, with which to establish the
Ruach, which is the inner and precious worship of the Holy One,
blessed be He. THESE PRECEPTS ARE BASED ON SPEECH, SUCH
AS PRAYER, BENEDICTION AND THANKSGIVING, as we explained
from the inner secrets that Rabbi Shimon told, and it is the secret of
the supernal wisdom, that is known among the friends, happy is
their portion.

123. A man's prayer is considered the worship of the Ruach, WHICH
IS OF THE SECOND KIND OF SERVICE MENTIONED ABOVE THAT
CONCERNS SPEECH. It is based on supernal secrets, but men do
not know that a man's prayer can cleave the ether and the
firmaments, opens gates and ascends.

124. And when the MORNING light breaks, and the light is separated
from darkness, a proclamation sounds in all the firmaments: be
ready, rulers of the gates, rulers of the chambers, each one in his
post, for those who rule by day are not those who rule by night. And
when night comes, the day rulers withdraw and other rulers are
assigned to rule by night. And they interchange.

125. This is the secret of "the greater light to rule by
day..." (Beresheet 1:16). The day rulers and night rulers REFER TO
those who are in charge by day and those who are in charge by
night. The ones are considered the day rule and the others are
considered the night rule.
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126. And when night comes, a proclamation resounds, 'be prepared,
rulers of the night, each one in his post. And when the day breaks
the proclamation resounds, 'be prepared, rulers of the day, each one
in his post'. And when the proclamation is heard, each one is
assigned a place he is worthy of. Then the Shechinah goes forward
and descends, and Yisrael go into the synagogue to praise their
Master and start to sing and give thanks.

127. For it is incumbent upon a man to have prepared himself for the
worship by deed, TO WIT, OF THE FIRST KIND, with the implements
of precepts and holiness, THAT ARE THE FRINGES (HEB. TZITZIT)
AND TEFILIN; HE SHOULD consecrate his heart to establish the
inner work for his Master, THAT IS, THE SECOND KIND, and put his
heart and will to that work by those words IN THE PRAISES, because
the speech goes UP.

128. And all those guards who stand in the air, are assigned over the
four directions of the world. To the east is appointed one guardian
who stands in the air and is called Gzardia. With him are other
appointed ministers. They await that utterance of the prayer that
rises in the air on that side, and that guardian takes it.

129. And if that speech is proper, all the ministers kiss that speech,
and go up with it until they reach the air of that firmament, where
there are other ministers. When they kiss that utterance, they open
and say, happy are you, Yisrael, who can bedeck their Master with
holy crowns. Happy is the mouth, from which that crowning speech
came forth.

130. Then the twelve letters of the Holy Name that stand in the air
soar, for that name has power over the air. And that is the name
Elijah soared with until he went up to heaven. This is the meaning of
what Ovadyah told Elijah, "the spirit of Hashem shall carry
you" (Melachim I 18:12), for Elijah soared in the air by means of that
name that rules the air.

131. And these letters soar and ascend with that particular word, and
that guard who has the keys to the air, and all the other assigned
chiefs all go with it up to the firmament, where another chief is
assigned to carry it further up.
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132. To the south, CHESED, there is another chieftain who rules the
air on that side, and some chiefs and ministers together with him.
His name is Pesagniyah. He has the keys to the air on that side, and
those who are laden with troubles, and pray brokenheartedly to their
Master from the midst of their troubles with a broken heart - if their
utterance is worthy, it ascends into the air of that side. There the
chieftain receives and kisses it. When he kisses it, he says: may the
Holy One, blessed be He, have mercy upon you and be filled with
compassion for you.

133. All the holy ministers and all the chieftains on that side go up
with it. For on that side, the letters soar of the Holy Name EHEYEH,
OF THE TWELVE-LETTERED NAME, THAT IS, FOUR LETTERS ON
EACH SIDE AS MENTIONED. The ministers, who rule over this side
of the air, go on that side, up to the SOUTHERN firmament, WHICH IS
CHESED, NAMELY, THE SIXTH FIRMAMENT, AS WE EXPOUNDED
AT LENGTH, up to the chief of the firmament who governs that
SOUTH side. FOR ON THE SOUTHERN FIRMAMENT THERE IS
ALREADY ANOTHER MINISTER BY THE NAME OF ANFI'EL.
134. On the northern side, WHICH IS GVURAH, there is another chief
WHO RULES THE AIR, and with him some appointed ministers who
rule the air; this chief is called Petachiyah and he is in charge over
the air on that side. And the utterance of all those who pray for
deliverance from enemies who distress them, ascends into the air of
that side; if that individual is righteous, the chief accepts and kisses
it.

135. Then one Ruach is roused and emerges from the abyss on the
northern side, and that spirit calls out to all the airs, and they all take
that utterance, raise it to the NORTHERN firmament, WHICH IS THE
FIFTH FIRMAMENT, and kiss it. They open and say 'may your Master
cast your enemy from before you'.

136. HERE STARTS THE SEQUENCE OF THE ASCENSION OF THE
PRAYER. THE PRAYER ascends higher and higher and cleaves airs,
until it is escorted into the first firmament of Malchut of Asiyah. The
prayer ascends and reaches the chief that is appointed over the west
side, WHICH IS MALCHUT, where there are nine gates , in which
several chieftains are stationed, whose superior is called Zevuli'el.
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137. And he wants to govern this firmament by day, but was not
given permission, until the moonlight shines, VIZ. BY NIGHT. He
then takes out his armies and all the chieftains. When daylight
breaks they all ascend through one of the nine gates, which is the
most superior. And when the prayer enters that HIGHEST gate, all
the ministers and chieftains go out of that gate, with Zevuli'el the
superior chief over them. THAT IS, THERE IS NO OTHER CHIEF
THERE BUT THE SAID ZEVULI'EL WHO IS APPOINTED OVER THE
AIR AND ALSO OVER THAT SUPERIOR GATE, and they all go out
and kiss it and come with it to the second firmament.

138. And when the prayer rises to that firmament, YESOD, its twelve
gates are opened, and in the twelfth gate stands a chief by the name
of Ana'el. He is in charge over some hosts and legions, and when
the prayer arises, this chief stands and proclaims concerning those
gates "open the gates" (Yeshayah 26:2) and all the gates are opened,
and the prayer enter all the gates.

139. Then an ancient chief is aroused, who stands to the south, by
the name of Azri'el Saba, who is sometimes called Machni'el , since
he is chief over six hundred thousand camps (Heb. machanot), all of
them winged; camps of eyed ones. Next to them are camps of the
eared ones, that are called 'ears', since they listen to all those who
whisper their prayers,in silence, with devotion, that prayer is not
heard by anyone else. That prayer rises and is heard by all those
who are called 'the eared ones'.

140. And if that prayer is overheard by another man, no one will
accept it above, and it is never received once it was first heard by
someone, THAT IS, PEOPLE OTHER THAN THE MAN WHO
OVERHEARD IT. This is why we ought to be careful, lest that prayer
is overheard by people. Another reason is that the words of the
prayer are united in the supernal world, ZEIR ANPIN, and an
utterance of the supernal world ought not to be heard.

141. In the same manner, when reading the Torah, one reads aloud
and the other one is silent. If two read the Torah, they lessen the
Faith of above, since one voice and utterance are all one, but two
voices and two utterances cause lack and blemish to the Faith,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. Thus, there should only be one voice and one
utterance, so that that one voice, ZEIR ANPIN WHICH IS CALLED
VOICE, and the one utterance, MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
UTTERANCE, will be one.
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142. And that minister's name is Azri'el Saba. When the prayer rises
secretly, all those 600,000 camps and all those eared and eyed
beings, all come out and kiss that word of the mounting prayer, as
written, "The eyes of Hashem are towards the righteous, and His
ears are open to their cry" (Tehilim 34:16). "The eyes of Hashem are
towards the righteous" refers to the eyed ones from below, NAMELY,
THOSE SAID ANGELS IN THE FIRMAMENT OF YESOD OF ASIYAH,
since there are eyed ones above. Therefore it is written: "The eyes of
Hashem are towards the righteous, and His ears are open to their
cry" refers to the eared ones.

143. The third firmament IS NETZACH AND HOD OF ASIYAH. The
prayer mounts and reaches that firmament, where there is a minister
by the name of Gedariah, accompanied by some ministers and
chieftains. He ministers three times a day before a scepter of light
that comes out, goes up and down, and is never still in one place.
This is the scepter, which travels three times and then is concealed.
When the prayer ascends, the scepter descends and bows before
this prayer. The THIRD firmament, NETZACH AND HOD OF ASIYAH,
is called the firmament of the scepter, NAMED AFTER THE SCEPTER
THAT IS ACTIVE IN IT.

144. And when that prayer rises, that minister, after bowing
TOWARDS THE PRAYER, strikes with that scepter a strong luminous
rock, placed in the middle of that firmament, and 375 troops come
out of it that were concealed there from the day the Torah come
down to the earth. And since they insisted on refusing AND
WITHHOLDING the Torah from descending, to the earth, the Holy
One, blessed be He, rebuked them and they entered into that rock.
And they do not leave THAT PLACE except when prayer goes up.
Then they open and say, "Hashem our Master, how majestic is Your
name in all the earth..." (Tehilim 8:2). This is the prayer, WHICH IS
CALLED MAJESTIC, SINCE it mounts over all those firmaments and
then they bow before it.

145. From now on the prayer is adorned with supernal crowns and
ascends into the forth firmaments, WHICH IS TIFERET. Then the sun,
WHICH IS TIFERET, comes out with its grades, and Shamshi'el (from
Heb. shemesh lit. 'sun') the superior chief comes out and ascends
into that firmament together with 365 camps, that are called the solar
days, SINCE THEY ARE GRADES THAT COME FROM THE SUN,
WHICH IS TIFERET. And they all adorn the prayer with perfumed
crowns from the Garden of Eden.
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146. There the prayer stays some time until all the troops ascend
with it into the fifth firmament, WHICH IS GVURAH. The minister
Gadri'el is there, who is in charge over wars waged by the other
nations. FOR GVURAH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, TO
WHICH THE NATIONS ARE ATTACHED. And when the prayer goes
up, he and all his troops shudder, and their might is enfeebled. They
go out and bow, and adorn that prayer.

147. They mount with it until they reach the sixth firmament,
CHESED, when some hosts and legions come out and receive that
prayer until they arrive at seventy gates, WHICH ARE THE SEVEN
SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT, EACH INCLUDING TEN. FOR CHESED INCLUDES IN
IT ALL THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT. There stands a chief by the
name of Anfi'el, who is the supreme chief, who adorns the prayer
with seventy crowns.

148. And after the prayer is bedecked with all those crowns, the
soldiers from all firmaments, WHO ACCOMPANIED THE PRAYER UP
TO HERE, FROM ONE FIRMAMENT TO ANOTHER, jointly raise the
prayer to the seventh firmament, BINAH, WHICH INCLUDES THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT. Then the prayer enters THAT PLACE, and
Sandalfon, the precious, supreme minister, who has all his Master's
keys in his hands, ushers the prayer into seven chambers OF
YETZIRAH. (THE CHAMBERS THAT WERE ALREADY PRINTED IN
BERESHEET 2 ARE MISSING HERE).

149. These seven chambers are the King's chambers, VIZ. THE
SEVEN CHAMBERS OF MALCHUT OF ATZILUT WHERE THE KING,
ZEIR ANPIN, IS UNITED. And when this prayer, adorned with all
those crowns, goes up there, it unites ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
together and crowns them from above. Thus everything becomes
one, as is befitting, and the name of the Holy One, blessed be He,
MALCHUT, is decorated on all sides, above and below and becomes
one WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Then "blessings are upon the head of the
righteous" (Mishlei 10:6), FOR YESOD, THAT IS CALLED
RIGHTEOUS, BESTOWS BLESSINGS ON MALCHUT .
150. Happy is the portion of the person, who knows how to arrange
his prayer properly, for when it is AS IT OUGHT TO BE the Holy One,
blessed be He, bedecks Himself with it, while waiting for all the
prayers of Yisrael to be completed AND INCLUDED IN THE WHOLE
PRAYER. Then all is properly complete above and below. So far were
discussed the matters of prayer, to know the lofty secrets IN IT.
From now on, there are precepts of the Torah that are based on
speech, just as there are OTHERS that are based on actions.
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151. There are six precepts, that are observed during the prayer: 1)
"that you may fear this glorious and fearful name" (Devarim 28:58).
2) "to love Him (Devarim 10:12). 3) to bless Him. 4) to profess His
unity. 5) that the priest would bless the people. 6) to surrender the
soul to Him. These are the six precepts that apply to prayer, BASED
ON speech, excepting those that are based on action, like the fringes
(Heb. Tzitzit) and Tefilin.

152. HE EXPLAINS THESE SIX PRECEPTS: 1) this precept applies to
the poems of King David, and the sacrifices mentioned in the Torah,
for there a man should indicate fear of his Master, since these
particular chants are in a place called fear, THAT IS MALCHUT. And
all these Haleluyas THAT ARE WRITTEN, allude to the secret of the
fear of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Therefore
a person should be attentive to those chants with awe. Already the
friends explained all the secret of the chants and praises, and all the
secrets of Haleluyah.

153. 2) Upon reaching "praised be," one should concentrate on the
benedictions before the Holy One, blessed be He, such as "blessed
are You...who forms light... blessed are You, Hashem, creator of the
luminaries." 3) "to love Him": upon reaching "eternal love" followed
by "and you shall love Hashem your Elohim," which is the secret of
the love of the Holy One, blessed be He. 4) to profess His unity:
NAMELY, "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim Hashem is
One" (Devarim 6:4), for here is the secret of the unifying of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and we ought to declare His unity with a willing
heart as is fit. From there on is the remembrance of the exodus from
Egypt. It is a precept to mention the emergence from Egypt, as is
written: "but you shall remember that you were a bondsman in the
land of Egypt" (Devarim 5:15).

154. 5) That the priest would bless the people, in order to unite
Yisrael together while they receive blessings from above, for at that
time, the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, receives blessings. 6)
And it is a time of goodwill to surrender one's soul to Him with a
willing heart, when one prostrates and says, "To You, Hashem, do I
lift up my soul" (Tehilim 25:1), when one should direct his heart and
will to surrender his soul with complete devotion. These are the six
precepts pertaining to prayer that correspond to the six hundred
precepts of the Torah.
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155. You may argue there are thirteen more precepts in the Torah,
FOR THERE ARE SIX HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN PRECEPTS, AND
WHY SAY THAT SIX PRECEPTS ARE EQUIVALENT TO SIX
HUNDRED. HE REPLIES: the purpose OF THE THIRTEEN PRECEPTS
is to draw the all encompassing thirteen attributes of Mercy.
NAMELY, THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY THAT WE SAY,
CORRESPOND TO THEM, and the prayer adorns itself with the six
precepts, TO WIT, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, THAT THE PRAYER, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
156. Happy is the portion of he who puts his heart and will to it to
perfect them every day. And upon them depend many other things.
However, when a man reaches these passages, he should
concentrate his heart and will to complete that precept that is
connected to that particular word; then the proclamation resounds
"and He said to me, you are My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3). Rabbi Aba approached and kissed him.

157. Rabbi Yitzchak then opened after him, and said, "and Moses
gathered all the Congregation of the children of Yisrael..." HE ASKS
why he gathered them, AND REPLIES: In order to give them the laws
of Shabbat as before. For before Yisrael created the golden calf, He
gave them the Shabbat. And this is what the mixed multitude did not
keep. When they heard the verse "between Me and the children of
Yisrael" (Shemot 31:17), they said: but from us this is withheld!
Quickly "the people gathered themselves together against
Aaron" (Shemot 32:1) IN ORDER TO MAKE THE CALF, and many
followed them. And after those WHO WORSHIPPED THE CALF died,
Moses gathered the Congregation of Yisrael alone, and gave them
the laws of Shabbat as before, as is written: "six days shall work be
done..." (Shemot 35:2).

12. A fire on Shabbat eve
Rabbi Yitzchak says there is a very high secret why "You shall kindle no fire throughout your habitations on the Shabbat day," and talks about the
shining star that comes from the north and strikes another seventy stars, until all seventy become one and the star expands into a blazing flame that
extends across a thousand mountains. We are told that the storm wind that Elijah saw is that star that swallowed up the others. It is called a storm
wind because it disturbs everything above and below, and it came from the north, since "out of the north the evil shall break forth." We read of the
"great cloud," the cloud of darkness that hides the light. The "fire flaring up" refers to the fire of judgment, "and a brightness was about it"; this
means that although it is from the side of defilement a man should not treat it with contempt because there is a brightness about it. Rabbi Hamnuna
Saba (the elder) disagrees, saying that it should indeed be treated with contempt because inside it is "the form of Chashmal," that can be translated
as 'beasts of fire muttering'. But now we hear from Rabbi Shimon the secret mystery of how these meanings are symbolized in the circumcision of
the foreskin, that allows the light to be revealed. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) says that the snake seduced Eve with the brightness of that star
that was spoken of earlier. Finally, then, we are told why people must not kindle another fire from those that are hidden.
158. "You shall kindle no fire throughout your habitations" (Shemot
35:3). Here there are most high mysteries revealed to those in
possession of supernal wisdom. The friends have already
expounded on the secret of Shabbat, yet this mystery was given to
the wisest men, for it is a very high secret.
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159. Come and see, on Friday, when evening sets, a shining star
comes from the north and with it seventy other stars; the star smites
these SEVENTY stars, which become incorporated in that star and
WITHIN IT all seventy become one. That star then expands and turns
into a blazing flame on all sides. This flame is extended across a
thousand mountains, and stands UPON THEM like a thread
encircling THEM.

160. And this flaming mass draws to it other colors that are inside it
UNDERNEATH ITS OWN COLOR. The first color is green, WHICH IS
THE LIGHT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. When this color is
established that flame of fire jumps upon this green color and enters
inside it and throws the green color out. The green color stays out,
and the flame of fire of that star INCLUDED OF SEVENTY STARS IS
inside.

161. Afterwards it draws to it a second color, white, THE LIGHT OF
THE RIGHT COLUMN. This white color shone inside, but after that
color is established, the flame of fire of the star rose, expelling the
white color, and entering inside. The same procedure transpired with
all the other colors. It threw them out, went inside and approached
the hidden point, to receive light.

162. He opened and said, "and I looked, and, behold, a storm wind
came out of the north..." (Yechezkel 1:4). Yechezkel saw that vision
in a pattern that appears only when that star rules, as we said, FOR
IT DOES NOT ALWAYS RULE BUT IS HIDDEN. We explained that
"and behold, a storm wind," refers to the wind that comes to
conquer the world for Nebuchadnezzar. Yet the storm wind is that
star we mentioned that swallowed seventy other stars. This is the
storm wind Elijah had seen, OF WHICH IS SAID "rending the
mountains and breaking up the rocks" (I Melachim 19:11), FOR
THERE IS NO FORCE THAT COULD WITHSTAND IT. It is that which
always stands against all THE KLIPOT ON THE OUTSIDE to protect
what is inside, like a shell protects the fruit.

163. Why is it called a storm? because it storms against everything
above and below, AND NOTHING CAN STAND IN ITS WAY. It "came
out of the north," for this is the side it came from. We can tell this
from the verse "out of the north the evil shall break forth" (Yirmeyah
1:14). For many other aspects besides the north hold on to that
storm wind. Therefore THE SCRIPTURE SAYS ABOUT THEM, that it
comes out from the north.
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164. THE SECOND KLIPAH MENTIONED IN EZEKIEL IS CALLED 'A
GREAT CLOUD'. IT IS CALLED a cloud because it is the dross of
gold. This dross clings to the northern side, NAMELY, TO THE LEFT
COLUMN, and is the central point, which abides in deserted places.
Once it learned how to seduce EVE, it controls the central point of
the inhabited world and everything that pertains to it, save the land
of Yisrael. When Yisrael dwelt in it, it had no power over it, but later
when Yisrael sinned, it took control over the holy land too. That is
shown in the verse "He has drawn back His right hand from before
the enemy" (Eichah 2:3).

165. HE ASKS why it is called a great cloud, AND ANSWERS: For it is
a cloud of darkness that darkened the whole world. Come and see,
there are different clouds. Of that cloud, it is written: "and the cloud
of Hashem was upon them by day" (Bemidbar 10:34), and "that your
cloud stands over them" (Bemidbar 14:14). That cloud is shining and
luminous and all lights are seen within that cloud. But this cloud OF
THE KLIPOT is a cloud of darkness that sheds no light, but prevents
all the lights from being seen through it.

166. HE ASKS: IT IS CALLED GREAT. YET IF IT IS DARK why call it
great, if it is small? HE ANSWERS: it is indeed great, because it has
power. Also IT IS CALLED great, since the darkness in it is great,
and it covers all the lights, so that they are not seen because of it.
And it is greater than anything done in the world.

167. "And a fire flaring up" (Yechezkel 1:4) alludes to the fire of
rigorous Judgment that never leaves it. MEANING THAT THE
KLIPAH ITSELF IS NOT FIRE - RIGOROUS JUDGMENT - BUT THE
FIRE THAT CAME FROM BELOW FROM THE STORM WIND. IT
CATCHES THE FIRE AND NEVER LEAVES IT. "And a brightness was
about it" (Ibid.), INDICATES THAT even though all this is in THE
KLIPAH OF A FIRE FLARING UP, NEVERTHELESS, "a brightness
was about it." Hence we learn that though this is but the side of
defilement, there is a brightness about it, that there is brightness
and the illumination of holiness around it. Therefore a man should
not cast it out. The reason is that since "a brightness was about it,"
it has part in the holy side of Faith, and one should not treat it with
contempt. Therefore it should be given a part in the holy side of
Faith.

168. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba said that, THIS WAS WRITTEN AS A
QUESTION, 'is there a brightness about it?' Therefore it should be
treated with contempt, because there is brightness only inside it, not
outside AND AROUND THE FIRE FLARING UP. And since that
brightness is inside, it is written: "and out of the midst of it, as it
were the color of electrum (Heb. chashmal)" (Yechezkel 1:4). In the
midst of what - of that brightness. The color of Chashmal consists of
the letters of chash mal, namely, muttering fiery living creatures
(Heb. chayot esh memalelot).
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169. But from the holy luminary we heard the most secret mysteries
concerning the subject. When the foreskin rests on the member of
the holy covenant and defiles the temple, WHICH IS THE GLANS
PENIS, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, then that temple is prevented
from exposing the secret of the sign of the covenant inside the
foreskin. And when that brightness enters and separates the
foreskin from the temple, it is called Chashmal, WHICH MEANS it
hastens (Heb. chash) to be revealed. BUT, HE ASKS, THERE IS
ALSO 'Mal' IN CHASHMAL. What is 'Mal'? HE ANSWERS: it is written,
"Joshua circumcised (Heb. mal)" (Yehoshua 5:4), WHICH ALLUDES
TO the secret sign of the covenant (circumcision) that was detained
from revealing its light by the foreskin. BUT NOW, SINCE HE
ALREADY CIRCUMCISED (HEB. MAL), THE LIGHT IS REVEALED.
AND THE MEANING OF CHASHMAL IS THAT HE HASTENED (HEB.
CHASH) TO EXPOSE, SINCE HE ALREADY CIRCUMCISED (HEB.
MAL) THE FORESKIN.
170. Another secret states, that the light OF THE KLIPOT was both
visible and invisible, WHICH MEANS THAT THERE WAS STILL IN
THEM A TINY RAY THAT MAY BE SEEN ONCE, but when Chashmal
was revealed, their light was gone COMPLETELY. But the first secret
THAT WE SAID, is well embedded in the written verse while this
secret cannot fit properly in the writing. Nonetheless, All is well and
correct, FOR BOTH ARE TRUE.
171. With this brightness, THE SNAKE seduced the woman EVE to
receive light. That is the meaning of "and her mouth is smoother
than oil" (Mishlei 5:3), for it put light against the covenant. That is
why it seduced her and she took its light. This is the temptation with
which it tempted the woman, as written "for the lips of a strange
woman drip honey..." (Ibid.).

172. Come and see, on Friday, WHICH IS YESOD, when evening sets,
AT ITS CONCLUSION, the burning flame, THE STORM WIND, leaps
inside to enter within the colors. Then Yisrael make ready below, fix
the meals and set the tables, each his own table. A flame of fire then
comes out and strikes the burning flame, AND JOINS IT. Once it
struck and they joined, the flame of fire and that flame roll
TOGETHER, and enter a hollow in a great abyss, where they sit
concealed.

173. And that flame of fire is from the right. Since it is from the right
side, it canceled THE JUDGMENTS OF that fire and put it into the
cavern in the great abyss. There it sits IN THE GREAT ABYSS, until
Shabbat is concluded. When Shabbat is concluded, Yisrael must say
the benediction over fire. By that benediction from below, the flame
of fire comes out and has power over that flame all that night AFTER
SHABBAT. And this flame is subdued, FOR ITS POWER IS
CONCEALED.
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174. Come and see, when Shabbat enters and that flame was hidden
IN THE GREAT ABYSS, all the flames of the harmful fire are hidden
and subdued, FOR THE FLAME, WHICH IS A STORM WIND, IS THE
ROOT OF ALL THE STRICT JUDGMENTS. And even the fire of
Gehenom rests, and all the evil therein have respite, and all, above
and below have rest. And at the end of Shabbat, when Yisrael recite
the benediction over fire, all the hidden flames come out and return
each to its place. In order not to kindle another flame OF THOSE
THAT ARE HIDDEN, it is written: "You shall kindle no fire throughout
your habitations on the Shabbat day" (Shemot 35:3). And it was
already explained why the fire on the altar is allowed ON SHABBAT.

13. What is Shabbat
Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) says that when Shabbat enters, the crier proclaims throughout all the firmaments, 'be prepared, O Chariots; be
prepared, O legions, before your Master.' After this a spirit, the light of Chesed, comes from the south and is called 'the precious garment of
Shabbat.' It enfolds all the armies of the right side. Then the person whose table is properly set is happy because his table is perfected in the palace,
Malchut. When Shabbat arrives everyone must wash themselves so that the holy supernal spirit can rest on them. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder)
tells us about the other six days, the work days. Then he says the word Shabbat is derived from 'shavat' in "because in it he rested (shavat)," but it
also refers to the three patriarchs joined with Malchut. In the high Shabbat, every point is the most important part of the eye.
175. When Shabbat enters, the crier proclaims throughout all the
firmaments 'be prepared, O Chariots; be prepared, O legions, before
your Master'. Then a spirit comes from the south, WHICH IS THE
LIGHT OF CHESED. That spirit expands over all those armies and
legions of the right side, and they wrap themselves in it. That spirit is
called 'the precious garment of Shabbat'. Then the tables people set
in this world are placed in one chamber, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Happy
is the portion of the person, whose set table is considered well
prepared, and everything is arranged without shame, each man
according to his means.

176. When Shabbat comes in, the holy nation has to wash
themselves from the work week's habits. What is the sense? During
the work week, a different spirit roams and hovers about the people,
and when a person wishes to be released from that spirit and come
into the influence of another, holy and Supernal Spirit, he should
wash himself, so that that holy Supernal Spirit shall rest upon him.

177. Come and see the lofty meaning of the matter. All these six
days, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN are united within the secret of a certain holy point,
MALCHUT, and all the days become one with it. There are other days
that stand outside on the Other Side, namely, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF THE KLIPOT and there
are days which are CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD OF MALCHUT that stand inside the holy circle, united
within the holy point, MALCHUT OF MALCHUT.
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178. And holy Yisrael and all those who work in holiness all the days
of Shabbat, THEIR six days are joined with the six inner days which
are CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
MALCHUT that are united within the point of MALCHUT OF
MALCHUT to guard and keep it. And all the six days of that Shabbat
pertain to that hidden point. And when Shabbat commences, the
point, MALCHUT OF MALCHUT, ascends and is crowned and united
above, and they are all hidden in it.

179. Come and see, there are days and there are days. THERE ARE
workdays, as we learned, that are outside for the nations CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF THE OTHER
SIDE. The days of Shabbat, the six weekdays, exist for Yisrael
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
MALCHUT. When this point ascends, everything is concealed THE
SIX SFIROT IN IT and it goes up. Once it ascends, it is called
Shabbat.

180. HE ASKS: What is Shabbat, NAMELY, WHY IS IT CALLED BY
THE NAME SHABBAT? You may say it is due to rest from work, as
written, "because in it He rested (Heb. shavat)" (Beresheet 2:3), and
this is correct. But the secret of the matter is that since that point
ascended and its light is shining, it adorns itself with the patriarchs,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. When it does so,
it is joined and united with them and together everything is called
Shabbat. THAT IS TO SAY, THE PATRIARCHS TOGETHER WITH
MALCHUT ARE CALLED SHABBAT. The word 'Shabbat IS
COMPOSED OF THESE LETTERS Shin and the segment Bat. It has
been explained that Shin refers to the three patriarchs who are
united in the only daughter (Heb. bat) WHICH IS MALCHUT. FOR THE
THREE BARS OF THE HEBREW LETTER SHIN ALLUDE TO THE
THREE PATRIARCHS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. And she,
WHO IS CALLED DAUGHTER is crowned with them; and THE
PATRIARCHS are crowned in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH,
and all is one. And Shabbat indicates that all are one.
181. You may say that the Great Shabbat, WHICH IS BINAH THAT IS
ALSO CALLED SHABBAT, is high up WHERE CHOCHMAH IS
HIDDEN AND NOT REVEALED. Why is it called Shabbat? HE
ANSWERS: assuredly it is so CALLED SHABBAT, and the secret
thereof is that the point is always the essence of the eye, THAT IS, IT
HAS CHOCHMAH IN IT, WHICH IS CALLED EYES. It is named pupil
(Heb. bat), as is written: "keep me as the apple (Heb. bat) of the
eye" (Tehilim 17:8).

182. The World to Come, BINAH, is a chamber to that supernal point,
NAMELY TO SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH. And when it rises and takes
the patriarchs in its wings to bedeck them above, they all are called
Shabbat, in a way that the patriarchs, adorned above in the supernal
point, are called Shabbat. And when the point below, MALCHUT, is
adorned by the patriarchs, it is called Shabbat.

14. The additional soul
We are told that Malchut is the lowest point, and when it emerges on Shabbat night it expands along with its lights and spreads its wings over the
world to protect it. Then another spirit of Neshamah is added to each person, and joy replaces sorrow and wrath. Ruach descends, washes itself in
perfumes from the Garden of Eden, and rests upon the holy nation. Sixty Chariots descend with it when it goes down to the Garden of Eden. The
Ruach is the secret of Shabbat that dwells below, and since it joins in the pleasures and delights of Yisrael on that day, it should be given pleasure
in food and drink. During the other six days it is gladdened by the supernal spirit of the Ancient of Ancients, and on the Shabbat it takes pleasure
from the body in the meal of faith. Rabbi Shimon explains that every Nefesh of Yisrael is adorned on Shabbat by the crown of the Ruach that dwells
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inside them. When Shabbat leaves and the Ruach goes up, the Nefesh feels sorrow for what it lost. We read of the reason for performing marital
duties on Shabbat nights; Rabbi Shimon explains the difference between intercourse on that night and intercourse the rest of the week and in the
daytime - on this night a holy superior Ruach descends into the holy children.
183. The lower point, MALCHUT, when it emerges to become seen,
NAMELY WHEN IT RECEIVES CHOCHMAH CALLED SIGHT, and is
decorated WITH SUPERNAL MOCHIN, there is bliss above and below
and all the worlds are in joy. At SHABBAT night, the point expands
along with its lights, and spreads its wings over the world. Then all
other rulers are removed, and the world is protected.

184. Then a Ruach of the Soul is added to Yisrael, to each and every
one. With this additional soul all sorrow and wrath are forgotten, and
above and below there is only joy. That Ruach that went down as an
addition to the world's inhabitants, when it comes down, washes
itself with perfumes of the Garden of Eden, and descends to rest
upon the holy nation. Happy are they when that Ruach is aroused.

185. When the Ruach descends, sixty Chariots decorate the six
directions, descend with it to the Garden of Eden. THE SIX ENDS
ARE THE SIX SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, EACH CONSISTING OF TEN, AMOUNTING TO SIXTY IN
ALL. When the Ruach arrives in the Garden of Eden, then all these
spirits and souls in the Garden of Eden, are bedecked with it. The
crier calls and announces: happy are Yisrael, a holy nation, for the
good will of your Master is awakened toward you.

186. The most guarded mystery is for those familiar in wisdom.
Happy are they when that Ruach is aroused. That Ruach is the
expansion of the point, MALCHUT. It comes from it and spreads
throughout the world. And that RUACH is the secret of Shabbat that
dwells below. Therefore it is written regarding it that it should be
kept: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael shall keep the
Shabbat" (Shemot 31:16). It has been explained that it does not say
"Shabbat," but "the Shabbat," alluding to that additional Ruach that
dwells in everything and should be kept, since it stays with man.
Therefore it is written: "that keeps the Shabbat and does not profane
it" (Yeshayah 56:2).

187. Within that secret there is another one. That Ruach partakes on
this day in the pleasures and delights of Yisrael. It therefore should
be given pleasure in food and drink three times in the three meals of
the three grades of the Faith, as was explained. And that RUACH
receives gladness and pleasure from these meals of Yisrael. Happy
is he who gladdens and delights it on that day.
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188. That Ruach enjoys during the six days the Supernal Spirit of the
most Ancient. On Shabbat day, after descending and washing in the
Garden of Eden during the night, it takes pleasure in the physical
pleasure at the meal of Faith, and is adorned above and below. It is
situated on all sides, VIZ. IN CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, on the
higher crown, CHASSADIM, and the lower crown, CHOCHMAH.

189. Since it is with man, it should be properly kept. Therefore it is
written: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael shall keep the Shabbat."
Shabbat is the lower point, MALCHUT. "The Shabbat" refers to that
Ruach which is the expansion of that point. This expansion, when
holiness was added to that point, and blessings from above,
everything became illuminated, and THE EXPANSION turned into a
Ruach luminous on all sides. HALF OF IT divides and turns up and
shines, and HALF OF IT divides and turns down and shines. This is
the meaning of "between Me and the children of Yisrael" (Shemot
31:16), FOR THE RUACH WAS DIVIDED BETWEEN HIM AND
YISRAEL, and together we share a portions and heritage.

190. The upper portion is adorned on that day by the higher, holy
pleasure and enjoys the supernal glow of the most Ancient, WHICH
IS KETER. The lower portion is adorned on that day with the lower
pleasure, by enjoying the meals PREPARED BY YISRAEL; therefore
one should delight it with food and drink, with respectable attire, and
much joy.

191. When the lower portion is adorned and kept as it ought, it rises
up high and joins the other, HIGHER portion. And that point,
MALCHUT, receives everything FROM THE RUACH, from the upper
PORTION and the lower PART, and is incorporated on all sides. And
since it is adorned by Shabbat from above and from below, all the
rest of the days, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD give power to everything, and
MALCHUT is given dominion above and below. And among the
secrets of the book of King Solomon is this secret, which the holy
luminary, RABBI SHIMON, explained. Happy is the portion of Yisrael.

192. It is written: "and He rested (Heb. vayinafash)" (Shemot 31:17),
which is explained as, woe for the loss of the Nefesh. This is correct,
but if this is so, it should have been said, woe to the body for losing
the Nefesh, YET IN 'VAYINAFASH' ONLY THE NEFESH IS
INDICATED. HE REPLIES: the secret of the matter is that in each
person there is a Nefesh, which draws to itself and receives THAT
SAID Ruach from Shabbat eve. And that Ruach dwells and rests in
the Nefesh throughout the Shabbat day. Then the Nefesh is in a state
of more greatness and more benefited than it used to be.
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193. Therefore we learned that every Nefesh of Yisrael is adorned on
the day of Shabbat, and their crown is that SAID Ruach, which
dwells inside them. When Shabbat leaves and the Ruach goes up,
woe to the Nefesh for losing that which it lost, THAT IS, that superior
crown and that holy power that it had. And that is the meaning of
"vayinafash," woe (Heb. vay) to the Nefesh, for losing what it lost.

194. The wise who are initiated in the high secrets, perform their
marital duty on Shabbat nights, as was explained. However, this
subject I asked the holy luminary, for we see that the lower crown,
MALCHUT, receives what she receives FROM ZEIR ANPIN THROUGH
COUPLING by day, and at night gives nourishment to all her armies
as stated in the verse "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives
food to her household, and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15).
She receives THROUGH INTERCOURSE by day, and by night she
gives, SO THERE IS NO INTERCOURSE AT NIGHT. Yet now you say,
Master, that there is union on that night OF SHABBAT.

195. He said, but of course there is union on that night. The reason is
that that night OF SHABBAT, WHICH IS MALCHUT, distributes souls
to those wise men who are versed in the secret of wisdom. And there
is no union on any other day that is completely joyful and without a
mixture FROM THE OTHER SIDE, like on that NIGHT, since these
souls that she distributes, she distributes them to the wise, the
righteous and the pious, as fit. Similarly, a union surely occurs every
night BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, at midnight, as was
already explained, but it is not COMPLETE on all sides like that
union OF SHABBAT NIGHT.

196. For that reason, the wise men who know these secrets, should
organize and perform their conjugal duties on that night. Why?
because on all the days of the week, we have a different Ruach
dwelling in the world. On this night we have another holy, superior
Ruach that descends to the holy children. This Ruach blows from
the most Ancient, KETER, and goes down to the lower point, to bring
therein rest for all. This Spirit is divided on all sides, above and
below, as was said "between Me and the children of
Yisrael" (Shemot 31:16).

197. When these wise man dwell with that holy Ruach, the supernal
Ruach, they should perform their marital duty, for that Ruach draws
down with it all the holy souls. And lofty saints inherit from it holy
souls for their children, as fit.

15. The safe-keeping on Shabbat
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When the spirit of Ruach rests upon the world it protects all Yisrael from harm, from evil spirits and prosecutors. Rabbi Shimon says that on the eve
of the fourth day one should be careful of the Other Side, for curses and maledictions exist when the moon is not full; therefore a man should not go
out alone. On Shabbat eve the evil ones disperse to a hole in the ground, but a person should still be careful in case they see him on their way to the
hole or in case he is harmed by the mere sight of them. Still, there is protection, because when Shabbat enters, everyone from Yisrael is given an
additional Neshamah. The tabernacle of peace, Binah, is also spread over the people to protect them. When the people come to pray in the
synagogue the higher and lower worlds are happy together; this day is the day of the soul.
198. When this spirit rests on the world, all the evil spirits and
prosecutors are gone from the world, and we do not need to pray for
protection. For Yisrael are kept protected by that spirit, and the
tabernacle of peace, MALCHUT, spreads its wings over them, and
keeps them safe from all harm.

199. You may say: we learned that a man should not walk solitary on
the eve of the fourth day of the week and on Shabbat eve, and that a
man should be careful. We, on the other hand, said that on Shabbat
eve all people are kept from prosecution, and we do not have to pray
for safety.

200. HE ANSWERS: Come and see, it is certainly so that on the eve
of the fourth day of the week, one should be careful OF THE OTHER
SIDE. The reason is in the verse "let there be lights (Heb.
me'orot)" (Beresheet 1:14). Me'orot is spelled without Vav, WHICH
INDICATES THAT THE MOON WAS WANING. And since the moon,
MALCHUT, is waning, some troops of spirits were included in these
curses (Heb. me'erot) for there are curses and maledictions when
the moon is not full, which all have power on that night;
THEREFORE A MAN SHOULD NOT GO OUT ON HIS OWN.

201. On Shabbat eve, all demons disperse to enter a hole in the
ground SO they would not be able to have power and cause harm.
WE LEARN FROM IT THAT BEFORE THEY GO INTO THE HOLE THEY
DO HAVE POWER TO HARM. THEREFORE, a man should be careful
not to go out alone, FOR THEY COULD HARM HIM ON THEIR WAY
TO THE HOLE IN THE GROUND. Also, even though they have no
power, they could sometimes be seen, and man should guard
himself FROM SEEING THEM, FOR HE COULD BE HARMED BY THE
SIGHT.
202. HE MENTIONS THE MEANING HE LEARNED CONCERNING THE
MATTER, SAYING THAT this is the way he learned it IN THE
FOLLOWING WORDS. HE ASKS: If it is so, THAT A MAN SHOULD
NOT GO OUT ALONE ON SHABBAT EVE, then the protection is
inadequate. HE ANSWERS: still there is protection on Shabbat for
the holy nation, and when Shabbat commences, the Holy One,
blessed be He, bedecks everyone from Yisrael WITH AN
ADDITIONAL SOUL. They should keep the holy crown they were
adorned with. And though they, THE DEMONS, are not in inhabited
places, they nevertheless appear before lone persons and diminish
their good fortune. A person should be adorned with the holy crown
and guard it.
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203. And last, there is keeping for the holy nation, since the
tabernacle of peace, BINAH, is spread over the people. For we
learned that wherever the tabernacle of peace is present, the Other
Side is not. Therefore the tabernacle is considered to be protection,
and there is protection available.

204. Shabbat day is joy for all, and everything is protected above and
below. And the lower point, MALCHUT, shines in rising higher with
the beauty of seventy crowns, THAT ARE the additional parts FROM
SHABBAT EVE. And the eldest of the old, KETER is awakened TO
GIVE AFFLUENCE TO IT.

205. When dawn rises, the holy nation hasten to come to the
synagogue gladly, dressed in their best attire, and bedeck
themselves with that holy, high crown from above, and with that
spirit, THE ADDITIONAL SOUL, which awaits them below. They sing
with praises and hymns, and the hymns go up. The higher and the
lower beings are all glad, adorned together. The higher beings begin
by saying 'happy are you, a holy nation upon the earth, for your
Master is bedecked through you, and all the holy armies are crowned
for your sake.'

206. This day is the day of the soul, not of the body, because it is in
the power of the bundle of souls, BINAH. The higher and lowers
beings are all in unison, with the crown of the additional, holy,
supernal Ruach.

16. The Shabbat prayer
We learn that the Shabbat prayer consists of three prayers that correspond to three Shabbats (Binah, Zeir Anpin and Malchut) that are all really one.
Anyone in the synagogue must occupy himself solely with praises, prayers and study of the Torah. Shabbat is the day of the souls. We are told of
many things - of the praise to another grade, of the secret of the luminous light, of the hymn to the World to Come, and of the mystery of the 22
sacred letters in the prayer, "El, blessed, great in knowledge..." When the praise reaches the holy throne Malchut it waits there until all Yisrael recite
the high Kedusha of the Musaf; then Malchut rises to Ima, Binah and Zeir Anpin rises to Aba. With the passage, "Moses rejoiced in the gift of his
portion...," the Written Law, Tiferet up high, becomes connected to the lower Torah, the Oral Law, Malchut.
207. The Shabbat prayer of the holy people consists of three prayers,
which correspond to three Shabbatot (Heb. plural), BINAH, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT THAT RULE TOGETHER, as was explained.
And all of them are one. Once the holy nation comes to the
synagogue, they are not allowed to concern themselves even with
the needs of the synagogue, but with words of praise, prayers and
Torah study, as they ought.
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208. And whoever is occupied with other things and with worldly
matters, desecrates the Shabbat, and has no portion in the people of
Yisrael. Two angels are appointed to that task on Shabbat. They put
their hands on his head and say: Woe to so and so, who has no
portion in the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore they should strive
to pray, sing and praise their Master, and study the Torah.

209. Shabbat is the day of the souls, for with it the bundle of souls,
BINAH, is decorated. To that purpose the praise of the souls is sung
'The soul of every living being shall bless Your name, Hashem our
Elohim, and the spirit of all flesh...(Heb. nishmat)'. Praises refer
solely to the side of the Ruach and Neshamah. This day too pertains
to the Ruach and Neshamah and not to the body.

210. The song of another high grade, the secret of the day and the
holy sun, ZEIR ANPIN, which is daylight, is THE BENEDICTION 'who
forms light'. That is the secret of the luminous light, from which all
the armies and Chariots, stars and constellations, and all those who
rule the world, take their sustenance and light.

211. The hymn to the World to Come, BINAH, on that day is 'El, the
Master over all works'. It is based on the meaning of the twenty two
sacred high and holy letters that crown themselves with the
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and with the holy
supernal Chariot, BINAH.

212. The small letters, the twenty two letters of the lower world,
MALCHUT, are in the prayer "El, blessed, great in knowledge..." The
letters appear in each successive word in alphabetical order, and
nothing breaks the sequence in between. NAMELY, THE INITIALS
FOLLOW THE ALPHABETICAL ORDER. In the upper world, BINAH,
EACH SEQUENTIAL ALPHABET LETTER BEGINS A PHRASE OF A
FEW WORDS. Thus there is space and holy places between the
letters. This is the highest praise, formed by the supernal letters of
the seventh day, BINAH. It praises and proclaims before the high
King 'who formed the world at the beginning', WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, THE SUPERNAL POINT.

213. When this praise, "El, the Master over all works," rises, the sixty
high Chariots we mentioned IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, unite to take
it from the holy nation, and elevate it to adorn some high Chariots,
for the chiefs and all the righteous in the Garden of Eden. They all
bedeck themselves with this praise, and all the Chariots and the
souls of the righteous mount with that praise up to the secret of the
throne, MALCHUT.
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214. When the praise THAT WAS SUNG by all Yisrael reaches the
holy throne, MALCHUT, it waits there until YISRAEL recite the high
Kedusha (lit. 'sanctification') of the Musaf (lit. 'the additional prayer'),
NAMELY 'THEY SHALL CROWN YOU'. Then THOSE below may rise
up, VIZ. MALCHUT, THE THRONE, RISES TO IMA - BINAH, AND ZEIR
ANPIN RISES TO ABA, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL
POINT. In that way everything is united high up and becomes one.
THUS, THE PRAISE "EL, THE MASTER..." WHICH ALREADY
ASCENDED WITH MALCHUT TO BINAH, BINAH RECITES IT TO THE
SUPERNAL KING, WHO IS CHOCHMAH. This praise is superior to all
praises.
215. Hereafter, the prayer continues as on the rest of the days, until
the passage 'Moses rejoiced in the gift of his portion...' that is the
rejoicing of the higher grade, TIFERET THAT IS CALLED MOSES,
AND THE SECRET OF JACOB the most valuable patriarch, THE
COLUMN THAT RECONCILES AND UNITES CHESED AND GVURAH
THAT ARE CALLED ABRAHAM AND ISAAC. He is happy in his
portion, MALCHUT, because the throne THAT IS MALCHUT goes up
to him. He takes it and they are fused into one. This is the joy of the
Torah, which is the Written Law, TIFERET, that rejoices in the lower
Torah, the Oral Law, MALCHUT, and they unite with each other.

216. Once they are united, we should include the holy nation in that
rejoicing, by SAYING "May they rejoice in Your kingdom, those who
observe the Shabbat...our Elohim and Elohim of our fathers, accept
our rest."

17. The secret of the Torah scroll
In this section we are reminded that we have already been told why the Torah scroll is read on Shabbat, and that the mysteries of all the small
details of the text were given to Moses on Mount Sinai. The question is asked why then the scroll is lacking all those mysteries of verse division,
tonal accents and Massoretic readings. We are told that the bare letters of the Written Law, Tiferet, are brought into the Oral Law, Malchut, and
cause her to conceive the accents and Massoretic readings. He explains why on the Shabbat seven people read the Torah in public, yet on festivals
only five people read and on Yom Kippur six people are called up. We read about the throne chair that is made into the reader's desk; when the
Torah scroll is put there the people should concentrate as though they were standing below Mount Sinai to receive the Torah. We learn about the
prayer that should be prayed, and that only one person is allowed to read, as though Elohim were reading to the people below. The reader should
perfect his reading, and never read into the portion of the next Shabbat. 53 Chariots are assigned to the service of the Torah, each one to a portion
of a certain Shabbat. The Chariot raises the reading before God; then the portion, the throne and Zeir Anpin all become one.
217. The reason of reading the Torah scroll on that day was already
expounded. We learned that "So they read in the book, in the Torah
scroll of Elohim distinctly, and gave the sense, and caused them to
understand the reading" (Nechemyah 8:8). We also explained that
the mysteries of the verse divisions, the tonal accents, the
Massoretic readings and all the small details, together with the
supernal secrets, were given to Moses on Mount Sinai. HE ASKS: If
the Torah was given to Moses together with all these details, and the
Torah scroll given with these sanctities, why then is it lacking all
those corrections and mysteries that were given to Moses inside the
Torah?
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218. HE ANSWERS: The secret of the matter is that when the holy
throne, MALCHUT, is decorated by and incorporated in the Written
Law, TIFERET, then all those punctuation marks, tonal accents and
Massoretic points are impressed upon the holy throne FROM
TIFERET and concealed therein. On the other hand the shapes
(letters) of the Written Law, TIFERET, are brought into the Oral Law,
MALCHUT, and cause her to conceive, as a woman conceiving from
the male. So the high letters IN THE WRITTEN LAW remain alone in
their sanctity as should be, WITHOUT ADDITIONAL SIGNS and are
thus shown in synagogue. For the throne, MALCHUT, is blessed and
adorned by the secret of the Written Law, and in it, IN MALCHUT, are
put all those shapes, WHICH ARE ACCENTS AND MASSORETIC
READINGS AS MENTIONED so it is sanctified by the Written Law.
The bare letters alone ought to be seen.

219. Then everything is sanctified with most high sanctity as fit,
most certainly and especially on this day, SHABBAT. On this day
seven people are called up to publicly read the Torah. They
correspond to seven voices, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are
the inner mystery of the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN. On festivals, only five
people are called up in accordance with this principle, BECAUSE
THE SEVEN SFIROT ARE PRINCIPALLY FIVE, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD; YESOD IS THEIR INCLUSION FROM
THE GIVING PART AND MALCHUT INCLUDES THEM ON THE
RECEIVING PART. On Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) six people are
called up, according to this higher mystery, VIZ. THE SIX SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
220. All these rules HE EXPLAINS, come from the same principle.
The five people CALLED UP ON HOLIDAYS, correspond to the five
grades CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD, that are
beneath the grade of the ancient light, BINAH AND THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT, below IN ZEIR ANPIN. They are the secret of the
Torah, FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED TORAH. The six people ON YOM
KIPPUR correspond to the six directions, THAT IS, THE FIVE SFIROT
AND YESOD THAT INCLUDES THEM. All comes from the same
mystery. FOR THERE IS NO ADDITION TO THE PRINCIPAL FIVE
SFIROT. The seven PEOPLE CALLED UP ON SHABBAT
CORRESPOND TO the seven voices, FOR MALCHUT INCLUDEDS
THEM TOO. All these combinations stem from the one secret,
NAMELY THAT THEY ALLUDE TO THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
221. On the day of the new month, one person is added, WHO
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, to the three readers ON WEEKDAYS,
THAT ALLUDE TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
because at that time the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, shines upon the moon,
MALCHUT. This is the secret of the Musaf (lit. 'additional prayer') OF
THE NEW MONTH THAT SIGNIFIES THE SAID ADDITION. Upon
reading the Torah only one voice and speech ought to be heard.
222. The holy nation should fix and prepare on that day, as well as
other days WHEN the Torah scroll IS READ, a throne to become a
reader's desk. That throne must have six steps, THE SIX SFIROT OF
MALCHUT, leading to it and no more, as is written: "and there were
six steps to the throne" (II Divrei Hayamim 9:18), WHICH ALLUDES
TO MALCHUT. And there is also one step above, THAT REFERS TO
CHOCHMAH OF MALCHUT - THE READER'S DESK, to put on it the
Torah scroll and show it to everyone. BECAUSE THE READER'S
DESK, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH OF MALCHUT, ENABLES THE
TORAH SCROLL TO BE SEEN, THAT IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN. FOR SIGHT IS AVALIABLE ONLY IN MALCHUT.
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223. When the Torah scroll is put there, the whole people should
make themselves ready down below, with awe and fear, quaking and
trembling, and to meditate in their heart, as if there were standing
now beneath Mount Sinai to receive the Torah. They should listen
and lend their ears. For the people are not permitted to open their
mouths even to discuss the Torah, not to mention other matters. But
they are all in awe, as one who is speechless. And we already
explained it in relation to the words: "and when he opened it, all the
people stood up" (Nechemyah 8:5), and "and the ears of all the
people were attentive to the book of the Torah" (Ibid. 3).

224. Rabbi Shimon said that when the Torah scroll is brought out to
be read in public, the heavenly gates of Mercy open and stir the love
of above. Then one should thus pray:

225. Blessed be the name of the Master of the universe, blessed be
Your crown and Your place. May Your good will be with Your people
Yisrael for ever, and the redemption of Your right hand be shown to
Your people in Your Temple. May You bestow on us the bounty of
Your light, and accept our prayers in mercy. May it please You, that
You shall lengthen our lives in goodness, and that I, Your servant,
shall be remembered among the righteous, so as to have mercy
upon me and safeguard me and all that is mine, and that of Your
people Yisrael. You are that giver of nourishment and sustenance for
all. You rule over all. You rule over kings, and the kingdom is Yours.
I am the servant of the Holy One, blessed be He; before Him I bow,
and before the majesty of His Torah at all times. Not upon man do I
put my trust, nor upon angels do I rely, but only upon Elohim in
heaven, that is the Elohim of truth, and Whose Torah is truth, and
Whose prophets are true; that acts with much kindness and truth. In
Him do I put my trust, and to His holy and precious name do I sing
praises. May it beYour will to open my heart to Your Torah, and to
grant me male children to do Your wish; and may You fill the proper
requests of my heart, and the heart of all Your people Yisrael for
good and life and peace. Amen.

226. Only one person is allowed to read the Torah, and everyone else
are to listen in silence, to hear the words of his mouth, as if they
were now receiving it on Mount Sinai. There should be one person
standing next to the reader, VIZ. THAT WAS CALLED UP TO THE
READING. And he must be silent so that only one speech is heard
and not two. THERE SHOULD BE ONE WHO READS IN the holy
tongue, not two, because if two read the Torah, it would diminish the
secret of the Faith, and the majesty of the Torah is reduced. It is
essential to have only one voice. THERE ALSO SHOULD BE one
translator, in the secret of the shell and the fruit. BECAUSE THE
TRANSLATOR IS CONSIDERED THE SHELL, AND THE READER IN
THE HOLY TONGUE ALLUDES TO THE FRUIT. THERE IS NO FRUIT
WITHOUT A SHELL.
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227. All are silent and one reads, as is written: "And Elohim spoke all
these words, saying" (Shemot 20:1). He is above ON THE TOP OF
THE MOUNTAIN, and the people are below, as is written: "they took
their positions at the base of the Mountain" (Shemot 19:17), and
"And Moses went up to Elohim" (Ibid. 3). FOR THERE WAS ONE
READER, AND ONE CALLED UP TO THE READING, ON THE TOP OF
THE MOUNTAIN; AND ALL THE PEOPLE AT THE BASE OF THE
MOUNTAIN LISTENED IN SILENCE. SO SHOULD IT BE WITH THE
TORAH SCROLL.
228. The reader of the Torah should concentrate in his heart and will,
upon that he reads, and realize he is the messenger of his Master in
the orderly uttering of the verses before the whole people, for he is
the likeness of the high one, LIKE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
AT THE GIVING OF THE LAW. For that reason he who is summoned
to read the Torah, should rehearse first at his home. And if he did
not REHEARSE, he must not read. Whence do we know that? From
what THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said, before He uttered
aloud the Torah to the holy people, as is written: "then He saw it, and
related to: He established it, and searched it out" (Iyov 28:27), and
then "to man He said, Behold, the fear of Hashem, that is
wisdom..." (Ibid. 28). FOR BEFORE RECITING IT TO MAN, HE
PREPARED AND RELATED TO HIMSELF EACH AND EVERY
UTTERANCE. SO IT BEHOOVES EVERY READER TO DO.

229. The reader must not break the reading of the Portion of the Law,
not even by one word, save at the places Moses indicated to the holy
people. Also he must not read into the next portion of the following
Shabbat.

230. The secret thereof is that when all the portions are read, as
divided, each and every one is adorned with a crown and stands
before the Holy One, blessed be He. When all the divided portions of
the year are completely read, they all come adorned before the Holy
One, blessed be He, and say: I am of this Shabbat, I am of that
Shabbat.

231. At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, calls Yofi'el, the
supreme chief, and the fifty three Chariots under his command,
CORRESPONDING TO THE FIFTY THREE PORTIONS OF THE
TORAH. The Chariots were assigned to the service of the Torah,
each Chariot to a certain portion of a certain Shabbat. Each one of
them is at the service of its own weekly portion of the Torah, and we
must not disarrange them and cause the Chariots to touch each
other, even by a hairbreadth, or by one word, or even by one letter.
Each portion ought to be as the Holy One, blessed be He, decreed,
NAMELY IN THE SAME WAY THEY WERE ADORNED BEFORE HIM,
and THE CHARIOTS SHOULD BE as appointed over the apportioned
passages, each to its post.
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232. With the crowning of each portion, its words go up after the
completion of the public reading, and are received by the Chariot in
charge of that portion. That Chariot raises them before the Holy One,
blessed be He, and these actual words stands before Him, and say 'I
come of a certain portion that was read this way and that, in such
and such a congregation', TO SHOW WHETHER THEY WERE READ
CORRECTLY OR INCORRECTLY.

233. If the complete portion was properly read, its words mount and
adorn the holy throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and a Chariot is
assigned to serve it. Each Chariot is assigned to serve the portion of
each Shabbat, MEANING TO ITS OWN PORTION. And all are
decorated within the holy throne, which rises with them to be united
above, WITH ZEIR ANPIN, so that all, THE PORTION, THE THRONE
AND ZEIR ANPIN, become one. For that reason happy is the portion
of him, who completes the reading of the weekly portion in a proper
manner, according to the division fixed above.

234. The Torah is read twice on Shabbat, IN THE MORNING, AND at
dusk (Minchah), when Judgment hangs over the world ON
WEEKDAYS, before sunset. We should combine left and right, as the
Torah was given from both sides, as is written: "from His right hand
went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2). FOR THE TORAH IS FIRE,
WHICH ALLUDES TO THE LEFT, TOGETHER WITH HIS RIGHT HAND,
NAMELY right and left. THEREFORE IT IS READ IN THE MORNING,
WHICH ALLUDES TO THE RIGHT, AND AT DUSK, WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE LEFT. For that reason ten verses or more are read in the
Book of the Law at Minchah, but not a whole portion, because a
whole portion exists only in the right, and the right prevails only
before the time of Minchah, BUT AT MINCHAH IS THE LEFT. And this
was already explained.

235. On the second and on the fifth days of the week we read the
Torah, because the grades descend. FOR ON WEEKDAYS JACOB
AND RACHEL TAKE THE DUTY OF THE GREAT MALE AND FEMALE,
which are the whole of the Torah, WHOM THEY CLOTHE FROM THE
CHEST DOWNWARD OF ZEIR ANPIN, JACOB CORRESPONDING TO
THE TORAH LIKE ZEIR ANPIN. You may say that only the prophets
extend downward, FOR JACOB CLOTHES ONLY NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE GRADES OF THE PROPHETS,
BUT NOT OF THE TORAH, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET. THEREFORE WHY READ THE TORAH? HE
REPLIES: assuredly this is so, THAT JACOB CLOTHES ONLY
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, but all of those who
are below, THE NINE SFIROT OF JACOB, the Torah is comprised of
them all. TO WIT, THE WHOLE OF JACOB CORRESPONDS TO
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE THE TORAH, LIKE
ZEIR ANPIN. And each of these three Sfirot is comprised of the
other, AND SINCE THEY CONSIST OF ONE ANOTHER, EACH HAS IN
IT CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET.
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236. The secret of the matter is that these upper grades, THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN are called one portion, NAMELY THE
WEEKLY PORTION. From them emanate nine grades bound
together, THE NINE SFIROT OF JACOB. This is why nine people are
called to read the Torah; three on Shabbat's Minchah,
CORRESPONDING TO CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT OF JACOB,
three on Monday, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF JACOB, and three on Thursday, CORRESPONDING TO
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF JACOB. Altogether there are nine
people. IT WAS ALREADY EXPLAINED THAT THE NINE SFIROT ARE
INCLUDED THE ONE WITHIN THE OTHER, AND THUS EACH HAS
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE THE TORAH, EVEN
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD.
237. It is written in the book of Rav Yeba Saba (the elder) that, on
Minchah of Shabbat, the mystery of the left is awakened, and the
lower point, MALCHUT, receives from the left side the mystery of the
Torah. At that time MALCHUT is going from the left, from which side
we read THE TORAH. THAT IS TO SAY, THAT THOUGH MALCHUT
HERSELF IS NOT CONSIDERED THE WRITTEN LAW, YET SINCE
SHE RECEIVES THE ASPECT OF THE WRITTEN LAW FROM THE
LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WE READ THE TORAH.
238. For MALCHUT is based on the secret of the nine SFIROT, and
therefore we call up nine PEOPLE, THAT IS, six PEOPLE - CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF MALCHUT - on
weekdays, MONDAY AND THURSDAY, and three PEOPLE, THAT
ARE HER FIRST THREE SFIROT, when the left awakens on Shabbat,
AT MINCHAH OF SHABBAT; and we unite them into one. MALCHUT
adorns herself with them on three sides, RIGHT, LEFT, AND
CENTRAL, like the upper three sides, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, that are included in the weekly portion, THAT WE READ IN
THE MORNING. Happy is the portion of whoever is worthy of the
preciousness of Shabbat, he is happy on both worlds, this world and
the World to Come.

18. The secrets of Shabbat
The passage begins with "let no man go out of his place on the seventh day," saying that it is a profanation of the Shabbat to work with one's hands
or to walk more than 2,000 cubits out of the city limits. Now we hear that it is good to draw out the Shabbat as long as possible. At the end of it the
wicked are turned back to Sheol and the demons torture them again in Gehenom. We are told that it is wrong to fast on the Shabbat because it is a
day for pleasure and rejoicing; recompense for this error can only be made by fasting on the first day of the week. We learn now of the significance
of the 32 paths in Chochmah, the three grades of holy apples and the seventy words in the Testimony of Faith and the Kidush. We read a discussion
of the prayers in the morning, the daytime, the evening and the night, and of their different results.
239. It is written: "let no man go out of his place on the seventh
day" (Shemot 16:30). HE ASKS: What is his place, AND ANSWERS:
We learned that 'from his place' MEANS from within the place it is fit
to walk in. THAT IS OUT OF MORE THAN TWO THOUSANDS CUBITS
OUTSIDE THE CITY LIMITS. The secret of this matter is written in the
verses, "blessed be the glory of Hashem from His place" (Yechezkel
3:12), which refers to a specified place, and "for the place on which
you stand" (Shemot 3:5). For there is a known place above,
MALCHUT, by the name of 'place', in which the high glory of above is
made known, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Therefore a man who is adorned
with the holy crown of above is warned, not to leave the place, for if
he does, that is profanation of the Shabbat. NEITHER should he work
with his hands, NOR walk with his feet over two thousand cubits out
of city limits, for all these are profanation of the Shabbat.
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240. "let no man go out of his place" refers to the holy place of glory,
WHICH IS MALCHUT; for beyond it, lies the place of other Elohim.
"Blessed be the glory of Hashem from His place": 'the glory of
Hashem' is the glory above, BINAH; His place' is the lower glory,
MALCHUT. This is the secret of the crown of Shabbat, and therefore
"let no man go out of his place." Blessed be He for ever and ever.

241. It is written, "There is a place by me" (Shemot 33:21). The 'place
by me' assuredly refers to a hidden and concealed place that is
utterly unknown, BINAH. 'by me' INDICATES that this place which is
not revealed and remains hidden, is the most high place, viz. the
supernal hidden and concealed chamber, SUPERNAL BINAH. But
this PLACE HERE is the lower place, MALCHUT, as we said. This
place is extended above IN BINAH, and below IN MALCHUT.
Therefore "let no man go out of his place on the seventh day."

242. It is written: "And you shall measure from outside the city limits
on the east side two thousand cubits..." (Bemidbar 35:5). We already
expounded on these high secrets. But two thousand cubits ARE
MEASURED BECAUSE MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'CITY', inherited
two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT. FOR CHOCHMAH CLOTHED IN
CHASSADIM AND CHASSADIM CLOTHED IN CHOCHMAH AMOUNT
TO TWO THOUSANDS, BECAUSE THE SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH ARE
BY THE THOUSANDS. AND MALCHUT is always adorned on both
sides both above and below. You can tell that from the Shechinah
that does not hover outside the boundary proper to Her, WHICH IS
OUTSIDE THE TWO COLUMNS.
243. When Shabbat withdraws, it behooves Yisrael below to delay it,
THAT IS, TO TAKE FROM THE WEEK DAYS AND ADD TO THE HOLY,
because this is a great and high day, and on that day a great and
precious visitor stays with it, THE ADDITIONAL SOUL. For that
reason one should detain the guest and show that there is no hurry
to press the holy guest BY ESCORTING HIM OUT. Then Yisrael
commence with the hymn "And He being merciful, will forgive
iniquity..." which is fit to be said on that night, since Judgment
returns to its place, not like on Shabbat eve, when Judgment is gone
and is not present.

244. While Yisrael start TO RECITE the prayer "and let the
pleasantness" and the holy prayer, NAMELY "AND YOU ARE
HOLY..." all the wicked in Gehenom open and say 'happy are you,
holy nation of Yisrael, and you righteous, that keep the precepts of
the Torah. Woe to the evil who were not worthy of observing the
Torah'. Then Dumah makes haste, and a crier resounds: "the wicked
shall be turned back to Sheol, all the nations that forget
Elohim" (Tehilim 9:18). Then all those troops of demons torture them
in Gehenom, and no one has pity for them. Happy are those who
observe Shabbat in this world, and please the delight that hovers
above, NAMELY, THE SUPERNAL SPIRIT, as mentioned.
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245. Whoever fasts on Shabbat, two are stirred against him before
the Holy One, blessed be He. One is the holy Supernal Spirit, that
should have been pleased but was not. The other is a chief in charge
of those who fast, by the name of Sangaryah. They rise to discuss
him before the Holy King.

246. The spirit was gone since there was lack OF PLEASURE and
delight, down below, and when that spirit is not perfected below,
another upper spirit is not perfected. Since there is no perfection
above and below, this man deserves to be cursed and punished. But
if there was perfection at a different time, BY THAT SAME MAN, and
the chief in charge of fasting is perfected among other chiefs in the
upper pleasure, the verdict is remitted, that was sentenced by
seventy high years, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT.

247. In the same manner, a king, rejoicing in his banquet with all the
people rejoicing about him, when he saw a man sitting chained, he
ordered that he would be set free, so that all shall be in gladness.

248. Afterwards, the same officers return who punish the men, and
exact their due from the man that was the cause of diminution above
and below, FOR HE DID NOT HAVE PLEASURE ON SHABBAT. How
can he amend: by fasting on another day against his fast ON
SHABBAT. What is the sense? For he who stopped pleasure on
Shabbat, shall stop FOR THAT REASON pleasure on a weekday.

249. And if he stops pleasure on Shabbat but has pleasure on a
weekday, he is considered as if he values other things more than the
Holy One, blessed be He. For he did not give pleasure to the
Supernal Spirit, the Holy of Holies, that rested on him, and neglected
it; but to another weekday spirit that will remain afterwards in the
world he pays attention and gives it pleasure. They then return to
exact punishment in this world and in the World to Come.
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250. To correct it he should fast on the first day of the week, when a
weekday spirit abides in the world. By that he may make good his
offense, by not considering the weekday spirit MORE THAN THE
SHABBAT SPIRIT. It is learned from the verse "he shall restore that
which he took violently away..." (Vayikra 5:23). A robber has no
consideration either for the Holy One, blessed be He, or for people,
therefore his punishment is not as great as that of a thief, who has
consideration for people more than for the Holy One, blessed be He.
He is punished in this world and in the World to Come. Happy is he
who properly perfects down below the high delight.

251. That day is bedecked with seventy crowns, FOR IT IS THE
SEVENTH DAY IN WHICH THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT WERE
PERFECTED AND DECORATED, EACH CONTAINING TEN,
ALTOGETHER THERE ARE SEVENTY CROWNS. And the highly Holy
Name, BINAH, is perfected on all sides, FROM THE THREE
COLUMNS, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE PATRIARCHS, and all
the grades shine all in the gladness of the benedictions, with
sanctity upon sanctity, and the additional sanctity (Heb. Kedusha of
Musaf). THE BENEDICTIONS COME FROM BINAH AND THE
SANCTIFICATIONS FROM CHOCHMAH.
252. The sanctity of the commencement of Shabbat, MALCHUT, is
the same sanctity of Shabbat of Creation, WHICH IS IN THE SECRET
OF BINAH, THE SECRET OF 32 TIMES ELOHIM IS MENTIONED IN
THE ACTS OF CREATION, SANCTIFIED BY THE 32 PATHS OF
CHOCHMAH. ALSO MALCHUT was sanctified by the 32 paths OF
CHOCHMAH and the three grades of holy apple trees. THE APPLES
REPRESENT THE PRINCIPLE OF THE THREE COLUMNS THAT
CORRESPOND TO THE THREE COLORS OF THE APPLE: WHITE,
RED AND GREEN THAT DRAW CHOCHMAH THAT IS THE SECRET
OF SANCTITY. THEREFORE THEY ARE CONSIDERED HOLY
APPLES, AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM IS CALLED A
FIELD OF HOLY APPLE TREES. And the entire act of creation and
the rest ON THE SEVENTH DAY must be mentioned in this
sanctification according to the principle of the 32 paths of
Chochmah and the three grades OF APPLE TREES incorporated in
them, that is the secret of the testimony regarding the acts of
Creation, namely, "Thus the heavens and the earth were finished,
and all their host. And by the seventh day Elohim
ended..." (Beresheet 2:1-2). This testimony contains 35 words IN
CORRESPONDENCE WITH the 32 paths and three grades of the holy
apples.
253. The three grades that are the three times 'seventh' IN "THUS
THE HEAVENS...WERE FINISHED," contain the mystery of the upper
world, BINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'SEVENTH' FROM BELOW UP,
STARTING FROM YESOD; and the secret of the lower world,
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SEVENTH', WHEN YOU COUNT FROM
CHESED; and the secret of all the Faith, WHICH IS THE CROWN OF
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS CONSIDERED AS MALCHUT OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND NAMED 'SEVENTH'. IN THE TEXT "THUS THE
HEAVENS...WERE FINISHED" the word Elohim is mentioned three
times. One stands for the lower world, MALCHUT BY THE NAME OF
ELOHIM, another one stands for the "fear of Isaac," THAT IS
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN AND IS CALLED ELOHIM, and one stands
for the holy upper world, the Holy of Holies, THAT IS BINAH BY THE
NAME OF ELOHIM. A man should give this testimony gladly and
willingly, and to testify before the Master of the Faith. And whoever
gives this testimony and puts his heart and mind to it, his sins are
thereby atoned.
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254. The kiddush (lit. 'sanctification') of the day - "Blessed are You,
Hashem our Elohim, King of the universe, who has sanctified us by
His commandments and has taken pleasure in us..." - is the kiddush
that balances the testimony of Faith "THUS THE HEAVENS...WERE
FINISHED," and likewise it contains thirty five other words, as in
"thus the heavens..." TOGETHER there are seventy words, with
which to adorn Shabbat in its beginning, NAMELY MALCHUT. Happy
is the portion of whoever meditates upon these things to the glory of
his Master.

255. The kiddush in the morning consists, as we said, of the blessing
over the cup of wine, and no more, because the day, ZEIR ANPIN,
sanctifies MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CUP OF WINE.
FOR BY DAY, MALE AND FEMALE ASCEND TO ABA AND IMA, THE
SECRET OF HOLINESS, AND ARE SANCTIFIED THROUGH THEM.
But at night, we should sanctify MALCHUT by the recital we
mentioned, THE SEVENTY WORDS. The night, MALCHUT is
sanctified only by the holy nation down below, at the time when the
higher spirit, THE ADDITIONAL SOUL, rests upon them. And we
should sanctify it with a willing heart and meditate upon it.

256. And the day, SHABBAT, THE PRINCIPLE OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ASCENDED TO THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA AND BECAME
SANCTIFIED LIKE THEM, IT sanctifies MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
CUP, NOT WE. and Yisrael sanctify by prayers and supplications, AS
THROUGH THE PRAYERS OF THE MORNING, THE MUSAF PRAYER
AND THE REPETITION OF THE AMIDAH BY THE CANTOR, WE
RAISE MALE AND FEMALE TO ABA AND IMA, AND THEY NEED NO
KIDUSH TO SANCTIFY THEM FURTHER, for they are sanctified by
the sanctity OF ZEIR ANPIN IN ABA AND IMA on that day. Happy are
Yisrael, the holy nation, that inherited this day as an everlasting
heritage.

19. The luminaries of fire
We are told that at the end of Shabbat permission is given to the lower chiefs to govern the world, and a man must now separate the holy from the
secular. At this time he must say the blessing over the light of fire. This fire is not the everyday fire but Shabbat's fire that comes from the fire of
above drawn down to the altar, Malchut. When this fire is blessed by the benediction all the other fires are given permission to illuminate. Four
Chariots appear (Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael), each in charge of a legion of angels that are shining with that blessed fire; they are called the
lights of the fire. We are told of the fingers of the right hand, how they allude to the lights of the fire, how they are raised to demonstrate the supernal
sanctity of the upper grades that rule over all, and how they are bent to point at the lower grades, the Chariots. At the end of Shabbat, Malchut lets
out the luminaries of fire as if they were created anew at that moment, and they are assigned their place to rule. The higher grades are called the
luminaries of light, that rule by day and shine by the supreme light, Binah.
257. At the end of Shabbat, it behooves a man to separate the holy
from the secular. Why? The reason is that permission is now given
to the lower chiefs to govern the world, and all its matters. ONE HAS
to demonstrate the unity in a holy place in supernal holiness, THAT
IS SHABBAT, separate the lower beings from the supernal unity, and
say the blessing over the light of fire.
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258. For all other fires are hidden and concealed on Shabbat, except
the one fire of supernal holiness that is revealed and included in the
holiness of Shabbat, WHICH IS MALCHUT CLOTHING BINAH. And
when this fire is revealed, all other fires are hidden and concealed
before it. And that is the fire of the Binding of Isaac, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT TIES AND BINDS THE LEFT COLUMN, CALLED
ISAAC, SO IT WOULD SPREAD ITS LIGHT ONLY FROM BELOW
UPWARD, IN ORDER TO BE INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT. It burns on
the altar ON SHABBAT. FOR THE ALTAR FIRE THAT BURNS ALSO
ON SHABBAT IS DRAWN FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN TO
MALCHUT THAT IS NAMED ALTAR. For that reason we should say
the blessing over the luminary of the fire AT THE END OF SHABBAT.
This fire is not the everyday fire but Shabbat's fire that comes from
the fire of above, FOR IT IS DRAWN FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN
TO THE ALTAR, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
259. This is the fire that sustains fire, VIZ. THE FIRE WITHIN
MALCHUT. And when that fire which emanates from the upper fire,
FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN, is blessed by the blessing over
light, all the other fires go out and are assigned to their places,
NAMELY, they are given permission to illuminate.

260. When we recite the blessing over fire, appear four Chariots, four
lower legions, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND RAPHAEL, EACH IN
CHARGE OVER A LEGION OF ANGELS, which are shining with that
fire OF MALCHUT that was blessed. They are called the luminaries of
fire, BECAUSE THEIR ILLUMINATION IS COMING FROM THE FIRE
OF MALCHUT THAT WAS BLESSED, and therefore we should bend
the four fingers of the right hand, so the light of the blest candle
would shine upon them.

261. These fingers allude to the luminaries of fire, NAMELY, THE
SAID FOUR CHARIOTS, which shine and rule from within the light of
the blest candle. And since they are lower grades, a person, when
showing his fingers in front of the light of the candle, should bend
them before it, since this light rules over them and they shine with
its light.

262. When reciting other blessings, THAT ARE PRIESTLY
BENEDICTION, one should raise the fingers, to demonstrate the
supernal sanctity of the upper grades that rule over all, THE SECRET
OF THE GRADES IN THE RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT DRAW THEIR
HOLINESS FROM SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, THE SECRET OF
HOLINESS. For the Holy Name, MALCHUT, is crowned and sanctified
by them; thus all the grades together are blessed and shine from
within the highest luminary, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF BINAH,
THE ROOT TO ALL THE CHASSADIM. For that reason one should
raise one's fingers. But in this blessing, we must bend our fingers
before the candle, to point at the lower grades, THE FOUR SAID
CHARIOTS, that shine from within the upper luminary, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, for thence they rule and shine forth; these are the
luminary of fire.
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263. Every day we say the blessing over the luminaries of light,
"WHO CREATES LIGHT," "WHO CREATES THE LUMINARIES," that
refer to the supernal lights which dwell in that primordial light,
WHICH IS CHESED. Then all the grades are blessed and shine forth
together by the supreme luminary, BINAH. BUT these IN HERE are
called the luminaries of fire. For that secret reason do we bless 'who
creates the lights of fire'.

264. And one may ask why say, 'who creates the luminaries of light'
and not 'who lights'? AND HE ANSWERS: because the luminaries
shine by that fire of the blessed luminary, WHICH IS THE FIRE
DRAWN TO IT FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN. However, with the
commencement of Shabbat, all the lower grades, THE SAID FOUR
CHARIOTS, and all those which shine and rule BY THE LIGHT OF
THAT FIRE, enter and become included in that candle, MALCHUT,
and are kept hidden and concealed in it; they are there invisible save
that point alone, MALCHUT. All of them are hidden and stored in it
the whole of Shabbat day.

265. At the end of Shabbat, MALCHUT lets out those LUMINARIES
OF FIRE, each and every one, as if they were created anew at that
moment. They all come out and are created as in the beginning, and
are assigned to their place to rule. The candle is then blessed and
they bow before it and shine. THIS IS THE MEANING OF BENDING
THE FINGERS. Now that they shine, they are appointed each to its
place.

266. In the same manner, the higher grades are called the luminaries
of light. They rule by day and shine by the supreme luminary, BINAH.
As night falls, the supreme luminary gathers them and absorbs them
within itself, until daybreak. When Yisrael bless over the daylight, it
lets them out fully radiant. Therefore we bless Hashem "who forms
luminaries" and not "who creates," THOUGH THEY ARE RENEWED
EVERY MORNING; But here AT THE END OF SHABBAT, we use the
verb 'to create' AND THE REASON IS that it refers to the lower
grades.

267. And all is symbolized by the fingers, in which we find allusion to
the higher grades, THE LUMINARIES OF LIGHT, and the lower
grades, THE LUMINARIES OF FIRE. The higher grades are
recognized by the raising of the finger, THAT SHOWS THE LIGHT
SPREADING FROM THE FIRST THREE SFIROT FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARD. By the raising of the fingers, the upper and lower
grades are blessed together. By lowering the fingers, WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE SIX DIRECTIONS THAT DO NOT SHINE BUT
FROM BELOW UPWARD, only the lower grades, MALCHUT AND THE
CHARIOTS DRAWN FROM IT, are blessed so they may shine.

20. The fingernails
We learn that the fingernails are the secret of the luminaries of fire while the inner parts of the fingers are the secret of the luminaries of light. This is
why the fingernails should be exposed to the candle when the blessing over the candle is said, but the inner fingers must not face that light. The
nails should be exposed to draw Chochmah from that candle. Now we are told that we should smell perfumes at the end of Shabbat because the
additional Neshamah and the Ruach leave man, leaving the Nefesh naked. The meaning of "and he smelt the smell of his garments" is explained,
referring to the garments of Adam that were given to him by God before he sinned. The fingernails are a remnant, and must not be grown, and must
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not be thrown away, because they emanate from the back and are of filth.
268. This is the secret meaning of the fingernails at the back of the
fingers, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LUMINARIES OF FIRE, and
the fingers themselves on the inside OF THE HAND, THE SECRET
OF THE LUMINARIES OF LIGHT. HE EXPLAINS THAT the fingernails
at the back of the fingers are considered 'outer (Heb. acherim)
countenance', that need to shine from within the candle, MALCHUT,
which face is named "achoraim (lit. 'hind-parts')." The fingers inside
THE HAND, without the nails, are the 'inner (Heb. pnimiyim)
countenance' that is covered, BECAUSE THERE IS NO SIGHT,
CHOCHMAH, IN THEM. This is the secret of the verse, "and you shall
see My back (Heb. achorai)" (Shemot 33:23). For 'My back' ALLUDES
TO the nails at the back of the fingers. "but My face (Heb. panai)
shall not be seen" (Ibid.) refers to the fingers on the inside OF THE
HAND, the part without nails, the 'inner countenance'.
269. When we say the blessing over the candle, we should expose
the nails at the back of the fingers, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE FOUR
CHARIOTS, to be illumined by that candle, WHICH REFERS TO
MALCHUT. But the inner side of the fingers must not be exposed to
the light of the candle to shine by it, MALCHUT, because they do not
shine save by the supernal, most high candle, CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN, which is covered and concealed, AND ITS CHOCHMAH is not
revealed at all. They do not shine from the uncovered candle,
MALCHUT IN WHICH CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED. Therefore the nails
at the back of the fingers should be exposed, TO DRAW CHOCHMAH
FROM THAT CANDLE, MALCHUT. But the inner side of the fingers
must not be seen by that candle, because it is hidden and shines
secretly, AND DOES NOT RECEIVE CHOCHMAH FROM THAT
CANDLE. For it pertains to the inner part and shines from the inner
side, it is supernal and therefore illumines from the supernal
luminaries. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come.

270. It behooves us at the end of Shabbat to smell spices, because
that Ruach leaves MAN, THE ADDITIONAL SOUL OF SHABBAT, and
the Nefesh of man is left naked, because the Ruach left it. We
already expounded on the subject.

271. It is written: "and he smelt the smell of his
garments" (Beresheet 27:27). This was already explained, and we
learned it. But come and see, the smell is sustenance to the Nefesh,
because it enters the Nefesh and not the body. Come and see, the
verse "and he smelt the smell of his garments," refers, as explained,
to the garments of Adam, that were given to him by the Holy One,
blessed be He, to wear.

272. When Adam sinned, that precious garment he received when
the Holy One, blessed be He, placed him in the Garden of Eden, was
stripped from him, and he was given another garment. The original
garment he put on first in the Garden of Eden was of the Chariots
that are called hind-parts, which are the garments by the name
garments of nails.
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273. When Adam was in the Garden of Eden, all those Chariots and
holy legions surrounded him, and thus he was completely protected,
and nothing evil could approach him. Once he sinned and those nailgarments were stripped of him, he started to fear evil things and evil
spirits, and the holy legions THAT SURROUNDED AND PROTECTED
HIM left. From those garments nothing remained but the nails at the
tip of the fingers, surrounded by the filth of the Other SIDE.

274. For that reason we must not grow our fingernails, for there is
filth in them, and as they grow, so grows in relation to it the power of
Judgment, FROM THE POWER OF THE KLIPOT THAT NOURISHES
FROM THE PART OF THE NAILS THAT OUTGROWS THE FLESH.
One should see to it daily, to cut the nails, but not throw them, so as
not to show contempt for the place, FOR THEY EMANATE FROM A
HIGH PLACE AS MENTIONED, because a man might be harmed by it.
All that follows a higher pattern, because the Other Side is around all
THE hinder VESSELS ABOVE. IN THE SAME MANNER, THE NAILS
ARE SURROUNDED BY FILTH, BECAUSE THEY EMANATE FROM
THE BACK, AS MENTIONED. And they should not exist in the place
of the world, NAMELY IN INHABITED PLACES.

21. Smelling the myrtle branches
We are told that after Adam sinned, God made him other garments from the leaves of the Garden's trees, that were lights. These garments were
made of the earthly Garden of the World of Asiyah. Adam's garments emanated the fragrance of that higher Garden; the Nefesh and Ruach of Isaac
were composed by that smell. This is why we should smell fragrance at the end of Shabbat to let the soul be calmed; the best odor is myrtle, for the
sustenance of the holy place from which the souls emanate is called myrtle. Thus the Nefesh, Malchut, is sustained.
275. Afterwards, the Holy One, blessed be He, made for Adam other
garments from the leaves of the trees in the Garden of Eden. IT IS
WRITTEN: "DID HASHEM ELOHIM MAKE COATS OF SKIN (HEB. OR,
AYIN RESH)" (BERESHEET 3:21). HOWEVER, RABBI MEIR'S TORAH
SCROLL HAD IT AS COATS OF LIGHT (HEB. OR, ALEPH RESH),
FOR THEY WERE INDEED MADE OF LEAVES OF THE TREES IN THE
GARDEN OF EDEN, THAT WERE LIGHTS. The reason for that is that
at first his garments were made from the back of the higher garden,
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, but now AFTER THE SIN his garments were
made of the earthly garden, OF THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, and came
from the garden. The original garments were emanating smells and
perfumes of the garden, by which the Nefesh is calmed and
gladdened. This is the meaning of the verse "and he smelt the smell
of his garments," for the Nefesh and Ruach of Isaac were composed
by that smell.
276. For that reason, at the conclusion of Shabbat, we should smell
spices, to let the Nefesh be calmed by the fragrance, instead of the
high and holy fragrance that left it. And the most worthy odor is that
of the myrtle, for the sustenance of the holy place, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, from which the souls emanate, is the myrtle. It also gives
sustenance to the Nefesh of man, as well as the high one, so it may
be maintained when it is left naked, AFTER THE DEPARTURE OF
THE ADDITIONAL SOUL OF SHABBAT
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277. At the conclusion of Shabbat, Adam wore the garments of the
MENTIONED earthly Garden of Eden, that emanate fragrance and
perfumes, in which to sustain his Nefesh, INSTEAD OF the holy
supernal and precious Ruach, THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL
SPLENDOR OF ATZILUT, that departed from him. And the myrtle
gives certain sustenance to the Nefesh, as well as to the high one,
and thus the Nefesh, MALCHUT, is sustained, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE.

22. The Supernal Spirit
Rabbi Yitzchak says that the additional Neshamah gladly descends on man on the Shabbat to gladden his Nefesh. As man is given pleasure, which
is the spirit, and gives it pleasure, so will he have enjoyment in the World to Come. Rabbi Aba is happy with this explanation. He says that he saw
today the three high luminaries that shine upon this world and the World to Come, and they are the three rabbis, Rabbi Chiya, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi
Yitzchak. He says all these utterances will go up before the holy throne and be taken by the chief minister Metatron who will turn them into crowns
for his master. As the sun has set, the four rabbis go to a village and sleep, then arise at midnight to study the Torah. Rabbi Aba says this is the time
when God and all the righteous in the Garden of Eden listen to the voice of the righteous on earth.
278. The high spirit, THE ADDITIONAL SOUL, gladly descends upon
man ON SHABBAT, to gladdens his Nefesh. Then the Nefesh of man
is transcended, so to speak, into the World to Come, in which it is to
find pleasure in the future FROM THE SPIRIT. As man gives pleasure
to the spirit in this world, so does the spirit give pleasure to man in
the World to Come. As is written: "then shall you delight yourself in
Hashem..." (Yeshayah 58:14), and "and satisfy your soul in
drought" (Ibid. 11). As man is given pleasure, WHICH IS THE SPIRIT,
and gives it pleasure, so will he have enjoyment in the World to
Come. Then when a man is worthy of and accomplishes the precious
wholeness of Shabbat, as we said, the Holy One, blessed be He,
says to him "You are My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

279. Rabbi Aba and the rest of the friends stood up, and they kissed
his head, OF RABBI YITZCHAK. They wept and said 'happy is our
portion, that the Holy One, blessed be He, led us into this way'. And
Rabbi Aba said 'the Holy One, blessed be He, led me into this way so
I may be with you. Happy is my portion, to be worthy to be in this
way'.

280. He said to them, I will repeat to you what I saw today when I
went on the way. I saw one light divided into three lights. They went
ahead of me and then were hidden. I said, 'assuredly I have seen the
Shechinah, happy is my portion'. And the three lights I have seen,
are you, THAT IS, RABBI CHIYA, RABBI YOSI AND RABBI
YITZCHAK. You are the lights and high luminaries that shine upon
this world and the World to Come.
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281. Rabbi Aba said, until now I did not know that all these hidden
jewels were in your possession. Since I saw that these words were
said by the instructed will of your Master, I know that all these
utterances go up on this day before the high throne, WHICH IS
BINAH, and are taken by the chief minister, METATRON, who turns
them into crowns for his Master. This day is crowned by sixty holy
Chariots, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, to honor the throne, BINAH, by these
words that were said in this day.

282. While he was speaking, he lifted his eyes and saw that the sun
set. Rabbi Aba said, let us go into that village in the desert, that is
close to us. They went and slept there. By midnight, Rabbi Aba and
the rest of the friends woke up to study Torah. Rabbi Aba said, from
now on we shall say words with which to crown the righteous in the
Garden of Eden, for now is the time when the Holy One, blessed be
He, and all the righteous in the Garden of Eden listen to the voice of
the righteous on earth.

23. The firmaments of Asiyah
Rabbi Aba opens with a discussion of "The heavens are the heavens of Hashem, but He has given the earth to the children of man," asking why it
says, "The heavens are the heavens." Rabbi Shimon says that there are heavens down below in the world of Asiyah, and earth beneath it, and there
are heavens above in the world of Atzilut, and earth beneath this heaven. Everything that exists above exists below.
The heavens below are like ten curtains, the ten Sfirot, that God made together with the legions of angels in them in order to rule over the lower
world. The tenth firmament is the principal one, of Keter. The ninth firmament is Chochmah that rules over all the lower ones. Rabbi Shimon goes on
to explain the relationship of the firmaments to one another. Rabbi Aba asks if no firmament rules over the land of Yisrael, how can it still have rain
and dew? Rabbi Shimon explains that God rules over it directly. We then hear of the portals within each firmament, and how the authority of the
chiefs lie between those portals.
283. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse, "The heavens
are the heavens of Hashem, but He has given the earth to the
children of men" (Tehilim 115:16). We should look carefully into this
verse, for it should have been said "the heavens are to Hashem, but
He has given the earth to the children of men." Why say "the
heavens are the heavens." HE ANSWERS: we should note that there
are heavens and heavens; there are heavens down below, IN THE
WORLD OF ASIYAH, and earth beneath it, and there are heavens
above, IN THE WORLD OF ATZILUT, and earth beneath this heaven.
And all the higher and lower grades ARE DRAWN in the same
fashion one from the other. AND EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS
ABOVE, ALSO EXISTS BELOW. THEY RESEMBLE EACH OTHER AS
THE SEAL RESEMBLES THE INSIGNIA, AND ALL THAT IS IN THE
SEAL IS ALSO IN THE INSIGNIA. EACH ONE DOWN BELOW
RECEIVES FROM ITS COUNTERPART ABOVE.
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284. The heavens below, IN THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, are like ten
curtains, THAT IS, TEN SFIROT, as written in the verse, "who
stretches out the heavens like a curtain" (Tehilim 104:2). The Holy
One, blessed be He, made them together with the legions OF
ANGELS in them, in order to rule over the lower world OF ASIYAH.
The ninth FIRMAMENT, CHOCHMAH rules over the lower beings and
circles them like a string of precious stones, THAT CIRCLES THE
NECK, WHICH MEANS THAT NOTHING IS MADE IN THE LOWER
WORLD SAVE BY HIM. THIS IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE
VERSE "IN WISDOM HAVE YOU MADE THEM ALL" (IBID. 24). The
tenth FIRMAMENT is the principal FIRMAMENT, SINCE IT IS THE
SFIRAH OF KETER, THE ROOT AND SOURCE TO ALL THE OTHER
NINE SFIROT.
285. In all THE FIRMAMENTS there are assigned camps, up to the
seventh firmament, WHICH IS CHESED. BUT IN THE FIRST THREE
FIRMAMENTS THERE ARE NO APPOINTEES. From the seventh
FIRMAMENT upwards, IN THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, KETER,
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, a light emanates down from the high
throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, and illumines the tenth
FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS KETER OF ASIYAH, and the tenth
FIRMAMENT gives the light it received to the ninth FIRMAMENT,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. THE NINTH FIRMAMENT ILLUMINES the
eighth FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS BINAH and downward.
286. In the eighth FIRMAMENT THERE ARE STARS, and when the
hosts of stars are enumerated, and it brings them out, that same
light IT RECEIVED FROM THE FIRMAMENT OF CHOCHMAH, gives
from its strength to each and every one so it may be assigned in its
own place as needed. This is written in, "that brings out their host by
number...because of the greatness of his might" (Yeshayah 40:26).
The greatness of his might is the supernal radiant splendor, IT
RECEIVED FROM THE FIRMAMENT OF CHOCHMAH, which is called
'greatness of might'.
287. In each firmament there is a chief assigned to a world and a
land, to rule over all of them, except over the land of Yisrael. No
firmament rules over it, nor other force, but the Holy One, blessed be
He, alone. This was already explained. But, one may ask, how is
there a firmament over the land of Yisrael without effect, and still
there is rain and dew over it like any other land?

288. HE REPLIES THAT in each firmament there are assigned chiefs
who rule the world, and the chief who rules over a certain firmament,
gives it from his strength, and the firmament receives it and
transmits it to the land. That chief gets but the remnant of that light
above, FOR THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD ARE SUSTAINED BY
THE REMNANT ALONE. But the Holy Land is not under the rule of
any firmament and other assigned chief, nor any other force but
under the Holy One, blessed be He, alone. And He rules over the
Holy Land from the firmament above it.
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289. In each firmament there are several designated portals, and the
authority of each chief lies between two portals. He has no authority
outside his area, even by a hairbreadth, except when he is given
permission to rule over his fellow-chief. Then the kings on earth also
rule one over another. NAMELY, THE KINGS OF THE LANDS
DESIGNATED UNDER THESE FIRMAMENTS AND CHIEFS.

290. In the middle of the firmaments, ABOVE THE LAND OF
YISRAEL, WHICH IS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD, there is an
opening by the name of Gevilon. Under that portal there are seventy
other portals, and seventy chiefs guard them from two thousand
cubits away, IN THE SECRET OF SHABBAT LIMIT, FROM THE
OPENING GEVILON, which they do not approach. From this opening
a way mounts higher and higher until it reaches the supernal throne,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and from this opening ITS AUTHORITY IS
SPREAD over to all the quarters of the firmament up to the opening
called Magdon, where the firmament over the land of Yisrael ends.

291. All the seventy doors marked in that opening called Gevilon, are
engraved on the holy throne, and are named "gates of
righteousness," AFTER MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED
RIGHTEOUSNESS, for no other rules over them. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, rules over the land of Yisrael in that firmament from
one opening to another, THAT IS FROM THE OPENING CALLED
GEVILON TO THE OPENING CALLED MAGDON. From His worthy
authority, NAMELY FROM THE FULL NEEDED INFLUENCE, the
remnant is given to the SAID seventy chiefs, who transmit it to all the
other chiefs THAT RULE OVER THE PEOPLES OF THE WORLD.

24. The firmaments over the Garden of Eden
Rabbi Shimon tells us of the firmament that stands upon the earthly Garden of Eden. When God made it, he brought fire and water from the Throne
of Glory (the World of Binah) and put them together to form our firmament. He added to this other fire and water from the holy high heaven, which
then made the firmament expand. We are told of that expansion, and the movement of the letters that illuminate, and of the Chariots. We read of the
garments that the souls are worthy of wearing; in these garments the good deeds are recorded, and the angels clothe the souls of the righteous with
them in the Garden. We are told however that in those days immediately following death, the soul is punished before it enters the Garden of Eden.
We hear that the 22 letters are engraved upon the firmament; they distill dew on all those who study the Torah. Rabbi Shimon says that the lower
garments of the earthly Garden of Eden are connected with deeds and the higher garments are connected with the intention and the will of the spirit
in the heart. Now he tells us that we cannot know the source of the river that flows out of Eden because if this place were disclosed and revealed
down below, then that place of the higher holy Eden would have to be disclosed and known also. Therefore this Eden is not revealed even to the
souls in the Garden of Eden. Rabbi Shimon explains the meaning of the name Elohim, and then he says that when the soul leaves the darkness of
this world it longs to see the light of the upper world, like one thirsting for water. In the river that flows out of Eden sit all the souls clad in their
precious garments, without which they would not be able to bear the lights; now they slake their thirst in the brightness. The souls of the righteous
ascend by way of the pillar in the middle of the Garden through the door of the firmament of the Garden of Eden. The souls go out and listen to the
sweet voice that comes of the firmament's revolving. Later they receive the illumination of Chochmah; from the joy and gladness caused by what
they see, they go up and down, come near and retreat. Rabbi Shimon turns to, "And over the heads of the living creatures there was the likeness of
a firmament, like the color of the terrible ice, stretched out over their heads above." He speaks about the firmament above and the firmament below.
When souls ascend they bathe in the river of fire and are washed in it, not consumed but purified. We learn of Behinom, that place of purification in
Gehenom. We learn that God brings out the sun after the purification and heals the broken soul: this is the meaning of, "But to you who fear my
name the sun of righteousness shall arise with healing in its wings." Rabbi Shimon tells us that at every new moon and Shabbat the souls in the
lower Garden of Eden hover about the world and see the bodies of the wicked being punished, and they watch the sick and suffering. Then they go
back to the Garden of Eden and tell these things to Messiah, who cries for the wicked. Messiah enters the temple of the sick that exists in the
Garden of Eden and calls upon him all the diseases, pains and agonies of Yisrael. But for him, no man would ever have been able to bear the
sufferings of Yisrael for the punishments of the Torah. Rabbi Shimon says that Rabbi Elazar also used to take sufferings upon himself for the sake
of Yisrael. For now, Messiah detains the illnesses and agonies until a man passes away from the world and receives punishment. Finally, Rabbi
Shimon says those who observe the precepts of the Torah are happy, because when the point down below wants to be delighted in the Garden of
Eden by the souls of the righteous, it is like a mother, happy and delighted with her sons.
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292. Upon the lower, EARTHLY, Garden of Eden there stands a
firmament, in which are contained high mysteries. When the Holy
One, blessed be He, made the firmament, He brought fire and water
from the Throne of Glory, WHICH IS THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, and
put them together to form the lower firmament, OF OUR EARTH.
They expanded until they reached that place, the Garden of Eden,
and settled, THAT IS, EXPANDED NO MORE. What did the Holy One,
blessed be He, do? He took from the holy high heaven, CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED HEAVEN OF ATZILUT, other
fire and water, that both exist and do not exist, both disclosed and
not disclosed. From these fire and water taken from the high heaven,
He caused the firmament to expand, and stretched them over the
lower Garden of Eden. That firmament, WHICH IS DA'AT, is united
with the other firmament, OF OUR EARTH, WHICH IS TIFERET.

293. In the expansion of that firmament upon the garden, four colors
are displayed: white, red, green and black. THEY ARE THE THREE
COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL, WHITE, RED AND GREEN;
AND BLACK WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES FROM THESE
THREE COLUMNS. In these colors there are four openings
underneath the expansion of the firmament. They open to the four
sides of the firmament above the garden. FOR SOUTH AND NORTH
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, AND EAST AND WEST ARE TIFERET
AND MALCHUT. From the fire and water from which the firmament
was made, THE MENTIONED CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN, four lights come through these four doors.
294. On the opening to the right from the expansion of the water
aspect OF THE FIRMAMENT, THAT IS MADE OF FIRE AND WATER,
NAMELY FROM THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, two lights shine
through the two doors: through the right opening, IN THE SOUTH
WHICH IS CHESED, and through the frontal opening, THAT IS, IN
THE EAST WHICH IS TIFERET. BECAUSE EAST AND WEST ARE
CALLED FRONT AND BACK. AND THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM ALSO
ILLUMINES IN TIFERET AS WE ALREADY KNOW.
295. Within the light that illumines to the right, one letter engraved,
stands out and glitters from inside the light. It is the letter Mem, THE
FIRST LETTER OF 'MICHAEL', which stands in the middle of that
light at that opening. This letter goes up and down, and does not
stand still. That light ON THE RIGHT SIDE takes that letter out,
therefore it does not stand still. THIS IS THE MYSTERY OF "AND
THE LIVING CREATURES RAN AND RETURNED" (YECHEZKEL
1:14), FOR THEY DO NOT STAND STILL.

296. Within the light that illumines the side opposite the front, THAT
IS EAST WHICH IS TIFERET, one letter is engraved, shining and
standing out and glitters from inside the light. It is the letter Resh,
WHICH IS THE FIRST LETTER OF THE ANGEL RAPHAEL.
Sometimes the letter Bet is seen, THE FIRST LETTER THE ANGEL
BOEL. It stands in the center of that light in the opening, going up
and down. Sometimes it is seen and sometimes not. And it does not
stand still, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MYSTERY OF "AND THE
LIVING CREATURES RAN AND RETURNED." These two letters stand
IN THE CENTER OF THE LIGHT IN THE TWO OPENINGS, and when
the souls of the righteous come to Garden of Eden, these two letters
step out of the light, and stand by that soul, and go up and down, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE MYSTERY OF "AND THE LIVING
CREATURES RAN AND RETURNED." AND WHAT IS SAID HERE
THAT THE EAST IS CALLED RAPHAEL IS IN OPPOSITION TO SOME
EXPLANATIONS IN WHICH URIEL IS THE EAST.
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297. From the two doors, two Chariots then hasten to come down.
One supernal Chariot is the Chariot of Michael, the great prince, and
the second Chariot is of the superior chief Boel, who is the important
minister called Raphael. They go down and stand by the soul and tell
it, 'come in peace, it "shall enter in peace" (Yeshayah 57:2), enter in
peace'. The two letters then mount, stand in their places and are
concealed within the light of the doors.

298. Through the other two openings shine two other lights, glowing
from the light of the fire in the openings, one to the left side and one
to the rear. Two other letters burn within the lights and glitter
therein. One is the letter Gimel and one letter is Nun, WHICH ARE
THE FIRST LETTERS OF THE ANGEL GABRIEL AND THE ANGEL
NURIEL. And when the first two letters return to their place, these
two letters glitter and go up and down, leave the lights IN THE
OPENINGS and stand by the soul.

299. Two Chariots then descend from the two openings. One is the
Chariot of Gabriel, a high delegate and honorable chief. The second
is another holy Chariot of the high superior Nuriel. They descend
from the doors and stand by the soul. And the letters Gimel and Nun
go back to their places.

300. The two Chariots then ascend into a hidden chamber called
'Ohalot' (lit. 'tents'), where there are twelve kinds of concealed sweet
spices, as is written: "Nard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon, with
all trees of frankincense..." (Shir Hashirim 4:14). These are ALSO the
twelve kinds of spices of the lower GARDEN OF EDEN.

301. There you may also find the garments, the souls are worthy of
wearing, each according to the soul's worth. In that garment, the
good deeds are recorded, which he did in this world. All are written
and proclaim, 'this is the garment of so-and-so'. AND THE ANGELS
take the garments and clothe the souls of the righteous in the
garden, in the likeness of the form of this world.
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302. This takes place only at the thirtieth day and afterwards. For in
the thirty days AFTER DEATH, there is no soul that is not punished
before entering the Garden of Eden. Once it is punished, it enters the
Garden of Eden, as explained. And after it was blanched, NAMELY,
AFTER PURIFICATION OF THE FILTH OF THIS WORLD BY
PUNISHMENT, it wears THE SAID GARMENT. Once it wore the
garment, it is given place according to its worth. Then, AFTER THE
SOUL RECEIVES ITS PLACE, all the letters MEM, RESH, GIMEL,
NUN, WHICH ARE THE INITIALS OF THE MENTIONED ANGELS, go
down, and the Chariots OF THOSE FOUR ANGELS MENTIONED go
back up to their places. FOR AFTER THE ANGELS COME BACK, AN
IMPRESSION OF THEIR ILLUMINATION MUST REMAIN. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF FOUR THE LETTERS MEM, RESH, GIMEL, NUN.
303. That firmament revolves twice a day by the journey of another
firmament that is attached to it. And that firmament does not go out
of the Garden OF EDEN, FOR IT ONLY HOVERS ABOVE THE
GARDEN EXCLUSIVELY; this firmament is embroidered with many
colors, TO WIT, WHITE, RED, GREEN AND BLACK, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.

304. The twenty two letters are impressed and engraved upon that
firmament, ABOVE THE GARDEN OF EDEN, each letter distilling
dew, from the higher dew, over the Garden. By that dew, WHICH IS
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM, the souls are bathed and healed,
after immersing themselves in the river of fire for purification. The
dew comes down only from within the letters that are impressed and
engraved upon that particular firmament, because these letter are
the entirety of the Torah, FOR THEY ARE DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN
OF ATZILUT, named Torah because it was made from the fire and
water of the Torah, THAT IS, FROM THE FIRE AND WATER OF ZEIR
ANPIN OF ATZILUT.

305. Therefore they distill dew on all those that are occupied in the
Torah for its sake in this world. For these words that are engraved in
the Garden of Eden, go up to the firmament ABOVE THE GARDEN
OF EDEN and take from those TWENTY TWO letters THAT ABIDE
THERE, dew to nourish the soul. This is the meaning of "my doctrine
shall drop as the rain, my speech shall distill as the dew" (Devarim
32:2)

306. In the middle of that firmament, there is an opening, facing the
opening of the supernal chamber, IN YETZIRAH, through which the
souls soar from the lower Garden of Eden upward by means of a
pillar that is stuck in the EARTH OF Garden of Eden AND REACHES
that opening.
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307. Into that firmament, within that opening in the middle of the
firmament above the garden, three colors of light enter, mixed
together. They ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, WHICH shine upon
the colors of that pillar, WHICH GOES UP THERE. Then the pillar
glitters and glows by the glowing colors. AND THE RIGHTEOUS,
WHO ASCENDED BY WAY OF THAT PILLAR INTO THE FIRMAMENT,
RECEIVE THE LIGHTS THROUGH THAT PILLAR. The righteous glow
at any time from that high effulgence; THAT GOES ON,
CONSTANTLY, but on Shabbat and the beginning of the month more
than on other times because the Shechinah is then noticeably
revealed in that firmament, and all the righteous come to bow before
Her.

308. Happy is the portion of whoever is worthy of the said garments.
These garments are made from the good deeds one did in this world
by the precepts of the Torah, THE COMMANDMENTS CONNECTED
TO ACTION, and through them the soul stands in the lower Garden
of Eden wrapped in these precious garments.

309. When the soul ascends through the door of the higher
firmament, other lofty and precious garments are presented before
it, MADE BY PRECEPTS CONNECTED WITH wish and intention of
the heart, study and prayer. For when that wish goes up, it is used as
a crown, and part of it remains for that person, and is made into
garments of light for the soul to wear when it ascends. And though it
was said that the garments OF THE SOUL IN THE LOWER GARDEN
OF EDEN depend on deeds, AS WAS MENTIONED BEFORE,
nevertheless, those THAT GO UP TO THE HIGH FIRMAMENT depend
on the wish of the spirit alone, as we said, to be among the angels,
who are holy spirits. This is the clarification of the matter, and the
holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, learned it so from Elijah, that the
lower garments of the earthly Garden of Eden ARE CONNECTED
with deeds and the higher garments ARE CONNECTED with the
intention and the wish of the spirit that is in the heart.

310. It is written: "and a river went out of Eden to water the
garden..." (Beresheet 2:10). This verse was explained. But assuredly
a river flows out of Eden (lit. 'pleasure') of the Garden below, THE
LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN. One should know that river that is
flowing out of the lower Garden, its whereabouts and source. HE
ANSWERS: THERE IS NO QUESTION about its location BECAUSE it
is in Eden, SAME AS THE RIVER WHICH FLOWS OUT OF EDEN OF
ATZILUT, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH OF ATZILUT. But Eden is a very
high mystery and permission was not given for the mind's eye to
have power over it. The secret of the matter is that if this place,
NAMELY, EDEN, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH IN THE FIRMAMENTS OF
THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN, were disclosed and revealed down
below; then that place of the higher holy Eden WOULD HAVE TO be
disclosed and known. But in order to keep the secrecy of the honor
of the higher holy Eden, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH OF ATZILUT, WHICH
MUST NOT BE REVEALED, the lower Eden too is hidden and
concealed, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH IN THE FIRMAMENTS OF THE
LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN, out of which the river in the Garden of
Eden emanates. Therefore this Eden is not revealed even to the
souls in the Garden of Eden.
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311. As this river, BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, departs and
flows out of Eden, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AT THE TOP OF ARICH
ANPIN, to water the upper garden, MALCHUT OF ATZILUT; a light
comes out of the center door OF THE GARDEN'S FIRMAMENTS,
divided between the four openings in the four directions, where the
letters MEM, GIMEL, RESH, NUN, are written. This light, divided into
four lights and four glittering letters, goes out of Eden, where the
upper point shines, WHICH REFERS TO CHOCHMAH, THE ASPECT
OF THE HIGHEST POINT, OF THE FIRMAMENTS OF THE EARTHLY
GARDEN OF EDEN.

312. That UPPER point shines and causes Eden to shine. No one is
able to see and comprehend that point, only the light spreading from
it BY WAY OF THE DOOR IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SAID
FIRMAMENTS. The righteous in the Garden of Eden bow before the
light, as we learned. And this lower point, MALCHUT WITHIN THE
GARDEN OF EDEN, is the garden to the supernal Eden, THE UPPER
POINT, CHOCHMAH, where it is not possible to know and behold.

313. This is referred to in the verse "no eye has ever seen that
Elohim, beside You" (Yeshayah 64:3). This name, ELOHIM, is
explained: A) 'Elohim, beside You' is the lower holy point, MALCHUT
OF ATZILUT NAMED ELOHIM, that knows the lower Eden IN THE
EARTHLY GARDEN OF EDEN, hidden in the garden, which is known
by none other, SAVE MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. B) 'Elohim, besides
You' is the uppermost Eden, above all, the secret of the World to
Come, THAT IS CHOCHMAH OF ATZILUT NAMED UPPER EDEN,
WHEN REVEALED IN BINAH OF ATZILUT BY THE NAME 'THE
WORLD TO COME', CALLED ELOHIM. It knows the lower point
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, by means of a certain righteous that flows
out of it - the river which waters it, NAMELY, THE RIVER THAT
FLOWS OUT OF EDEN, WHICH IS YESOD, CALLED RIGHTEOUS. No
one else knows it besides Him, as is written: 'Elohim, beside You',
that is connected above up to the Endless Light.
314. This river, flowing out of Eden of the lower GARDEN OF Eden, is
a mystery enclosed to the wise, based on the secret meaning of the
verse "and satisfy your soul in drought (Heb.
tzach'tzachot)" (Yeshayah 58:11). This explanation applies both
above and below. When the soul leaves the darkness of this world, it
longs to see the light of the upper world, like a man in his thirst
desiring to drink water. Thus each one is thirsty as it says, "dried up
(Heb. tzicheh) with thirst" (Yeshayah 5:13), SIMILARLY
'TZACH'TZACHOT' MEANS 'THIRSTY FOR LIGHTS'. SINCE it thirsts
for the brightness (Heb. tzachut) of the lights of the garden, the
firmaments and the chambers in the Garden.

315. In the river that flows out of Eden sit all the souls clad in
precious garments. Without the garments, they would not be able to
bear THE LIGHTS. Now they sit and slack their thirst within the
brightness, for they are able to stand it. This river amends the souls
so they would be able to be sustained by and enjoy the brightness.
The souls are amended by it and settled by it.
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316. AS the high river, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, lets out souls and
they soar from it into the garden, MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, SO does
the lower river in the terrestrial garden prepare the souls so they
would be amended and settle within the brightness, like in this
exterior world, where the souls are settled and shine within the smell
of water. For at first they came out this way, AS WAS ALREADY
SAID. And since the souls are prepared in the river that flows out of
Eden, they are able to be settled in the upper brightness, and ascend
higher by way of the door in the middle of the firmament and the
pillar that stands in the middle of the garden, as was explained.
THUS IS EXPLAINED THE VERSE "AND SATISFY...TZACHTZACHOT
(LIT. 'DRAUGHT', ALSO 'BRIGHTNESS')," ABOVE AND BELOW. THE
BRIGHTNESS ABOVE WAS NOW EXPLAINED. THE BRIGHTNESS
BELOW ARE THE LIGHTS OF THE GARDEN, THE FIRMAMENTS AND
THE CHAMBERS AS WAS SAID. BOTH ARE FORMED BY THE RIVER
THAT FLOWS OUT OF EDEN.

317. THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS ascend by way of the pillar IN
THE MIDDLE OF THE GARDEN, through the door of the firmament
OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN. Around the pillar there are "a cloud and
smoke...and the shining" (Yeshayah 4:5). THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE "AND HASHEM WILL CREATE UPON EVERY DWELLING
PLACE OF MOUNT ZION, AND UPON HER ASSEMBLIES, A CLOUD
AND SMOKE BY DAY, AND THE SHINING..." And though this verse
was already explained, yet the cloud and smoke WERE outside and
the shining light inside, in order to cover those who mount, so they
would not be seen by those who stay below.
318. This is a secret mystery. When the point, THE GARDEN WHICH
IS MALCHUT OF BINAH OF THE EARTH OF ASIYAH, CALLED
POINT, wanted to be properly fixed, and be adorned on Shabbat and
the festivals and holidays; THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, sent it
the four faces of the eagle. They stand upon the temple called Dror,
OF "pure (Heb. dror) myrrh" (Shemot 30:23). For that reason, at the
time of Jubilee, we should proclaim freedom, as says the verse "and
proclaim liberty (Heb. dror)...TO ALL ITS INHABITANTS" (Vayikra
25:10). These four aspects utter a sound, NAMELY, THEY PROCLAIM
FREEDOM TO ALL THE INHABITANTS OF THE GARDEN, and no one
hears it save the souls worthy of ascending. And they gather there,
IN THE TEMPLE OF FREEDOM, and are taken by the four aspects
and put inside the pillar that stands in the middle OF THE GARDEN.

319. At that time the pillar raises cloud, fire, smoke and bright light
from within. These two, THE ILLUMINATION OF FREEDOM AND THE
SOULS, are called "dwelling place of Mount Zion, and... her
assemblies," OF WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "AND HASHEM WILL
CREATE UPON EVERY DWELLING PLACE OF MOUNT ZION, AND
UPON HER ASSEMBLIES, A CLOUD AND SMOKE BY DAY, AND THE
SHINING OF A FLAMING FIRE BY NIGHT" (YESHAYAH 4:5). For the
dwelling place of Mount Zion is the higher amendment, when the
lower point is adorned, TO WIT, IT IS THE ILLUMINATION OF
FREEDOM BY THE FOUR FACES OF THE EAGLE OF ABOVE. And
they, THE SOULS, are called by that point to be adorned. MEANING,
THESE SOULS THAT HEARD THE LIBERATION CALL, ARE
CONSIDERED HER INVITED GUESTS CALLED TO HER.
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320. When the souls mount and arrive at the opening of that
firmament, then that firmament revolves three times around the
garden. From the sweet voice that comes of the firmament's
revolving, the souls in the door of the firmament go out and listen to
the sweetness of the firmament and see the pillar THROUGH WHICH
THEY ASCENDED, that emits fire, cloud, smoke and a bright light.
They all bow LOWERING THEIR HEAD, they then ascend through
that opening, until they reach the circle that goes round that point,
NAMELY, INTO THE FIRMAMENT THAT REVOLVES AROUND THE
GARDEN CALLED POINT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH.
Then they see what they see, TO WIT, THEY RECEIVE THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH BY THE NAME OF SIGHT. From the
joy and gladness caused by what they see, they go up and down,
come near and retreat, IN THE SECRET OF "RAN AND
RETURNED" (YECHEZKEL 1:14).

321. CHOCHMAH, THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL POINT, desires
them and decorates them with its light. MEANING, THE SOULS THAT
ROSE TO IT BECOME WITHIN IT AS MAYIN NUKVIN (LIT. 'FEMALE
WATERS'). Then one supernal Righteous is clad with jealousy,
YESOD OF THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH, regards the light and beauty
of that point and its establishments, seizes it and brings it up to him
TO YETZIRAH, and light shines into light. TO WIT, THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM IN YESOD SHINES INTO THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH
WITHIN THE POINT and they become one. NAMELY, THEY UNITE. All
the legions of heaven open and say at that time 'happy are the
righteous, who observe the Torah, happy are you to be occupied in
the Torah, for the joy of your Master is in you, who adorn the crown
of your Master, FOR THEY BROUGHT ABOUT THAT UNITY.

322. When light shines into light, NAMELY, THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM INTO THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, the two lights
become one and illumine. Then the colors, THE LIGHTS OF THE
UNITY, go down and observe so as to take pleasure in the righteous,
THAT ASCENDED AS FEMALE WATERS, AS MENTIONED, and
prepare them to be adorned above. Concerning this the verse says
"no eye has ever seen that Elohim, beside You, will do such a thing
for him who waits for him" (Yeshayah 64:3).

323. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion and said, it is written:
"And over the heads of the living creatures there was the likeness of
a firmament, like the color of the terrible ice, stretched out over their
heads above" (Yechezkel 1:22). This scripture was already
explained, but there is firmament and firmament. The firmament
below stands upon four living creatures, THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES WITHIN MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF MICHAEL,
GABRIEL, RAPHAEL AND NURIEL. Thence this firmament extends
and takes a female form, MALCHUT, at the back of the male, ZEIR
ANPIN. This is the recondite meaning in the verse "and you shall see
My back" (Shemot 33:23), MEANING THAT MALCHUT IS AT THE
BACK OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "You have formed me behind
and before" (Tehilim 139:5), WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN IN
FRONT AND MALCHUT IN THE BACK. It is similarly written: "and He
took one of his ribs" (Beresheet 2:21), ALLUDING TO ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, THAT WERE DOUBLED-FACED, FRONT AND BACK,
AND THEN WERE SAWED, WHICH THE SAID VERSE ALLUDES TO.
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324. The firmament above rests upon the supernal living creatures,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. Thence, FROM
THAT FIRMAMENT, extends and prevails a male form, which is a
higher secret ABOVE THE FEMALE. THIS REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN.
These two firmaments are called, the one, 'end of the heaven' and
the other 'from the end of the heaven', as is written: "from the end of
the heaven to the end of the heaven" (Devarim 4:32). The heads of
the lower living creatures IN MALCHUT, refer to the four living
creatures, which are supernal lights upon the four letters engraved
on the four doors in the Garden of Eden. AND THESE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES ARE THE SECRET OF THE AFOREMENTIONED
ANGELS.

325. And though we said that the lower Eden is on earth, AND THE
GARDEN RECEIVES FROM THE LOWER EDEN, YOU SAY THAT THE
GARDEN RECEIVES FROM THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES. HE
ANSWERS: everything is a very high mystery, as we learned. For the
said point, MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, as it has a part above, IN
ATZILUT, so it has a part below on earth, NAMELY, AS IT IS THE
TENTH PART OF ATZILUT, SO IT IS THE TENTH PART OF EARTH,
THAT IS, THE GARDEN. The lower garden is part of the point ON
EARTH, and is delighted by the spirits of the righteous on earth,
taking pleasure on every side, above and below. Above it enjoys the
Righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and below the fruit of the
Righteous, THE SOULS OF RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE BORN OF YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN. The sole delight above or below caused TO
MALCHUT, is by the Righteous. FOR ITS FRUIT IS ALSO
CONSIDERED AS THE RIGHTEOUS AS IT IS. AND THEREFORE AS
THE UPPER MALCHUT RIDES THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, SO
THE LOWER MALCHUT, THE GARDEN, RECEIVES FROM THE FOUR
LIVING CREATURES AS SAID. And the garden is DRAWN from that
point called Eden, THAT IS, ALSO LIKE MALCHUT ABOVE. FOR SHE
IS DISCERNED AS THE LOWER CHOCHMAH DUE TO HER BEING
DRAWN FROM THE HIGHER EDEN, SO TOO, THE GARDEN, THAT IS
LOWER MALCHUT IS DRAWN FROM THE LOWER EDEN, IN A WAY
THAT IT RECEIVES FROM BOTH. HOWEVER, THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES ARE FROM MALCHUT HERSELF, WHILE EDEN IS THE
HIGHER LIGHT DRAWN TO MALCHUT, ABOVE, AND BELOW.
326. The heads of the living creature are the four faces. One is a lion,
as said "the face of a lion on the right side" (Yechezkel 1:10), WHICH
IS CHESED, NAMELY, MICHAEL. One is an ox, as is written: "the
face of an ox on the left side," WHICH IS GVURAH, NAMELY,
GABRIEL. One is an eagle, as is written: "they four also had the face
of an eagle," WHICH IS TIFERET, NAMELY RAPHAEL. Man embraces
them all, as said "and the likeness of their faces was that of a
man" (Ibid.), WHICH IS MALCHUT RECEIVING FROM THEM ALL,
NAMELY NURIEL. FROM ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW, MICHAEL IS OF
THE RIGHT, LION; GABRIEL OF THE LEFT, OX; URIEL IN THE
MIDDLE, TIFERET; RAPHAEL IS THE FACE OF A MAN. These are the
four heads of the living creatures that carry the holy throne,
MALCHUT, and perspire because of the burden. The sweat because
of the load they carry becomes the river Di Nur (lit. 'of fire'), as is
written: "A fiery stream issued and came forth from before him; a
thousand thousands served him" (Daniel 7:10)
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327. When the souls ascend, they bathe in the river of fire and are
offered as sacrifice, not consumed but washed. Come and look at
the salamander that is born of fire. A garment is made of it, that is
washed only by fire. The fire eats away the filth and the garment is
washed. So is the soul, made by the fire taken from the holy throne,
MALCHUT, concerning which the verse says, "his throne was fiery
flames" (Ibid. 9). When it is time for the soul to be washed from the
filth, it passes through fire and is washed, the fire consuming all
uncleanness and the soul cleansed and blanched.

328. And if you say that the soul undergoes no penance that way,
FOR IT IS ONLY WASHED, come and see, woe to the soul that
endures a strange fire, though it is purified by it. But when there is
much pollution then woe to the soul that undergoes such
punishment, for the filth is twice blanched.

329. After the first time the body received punishment, the soul is
taken and put in a place called Ben-hinom. Why is it so called?
because there is one place in Gehenom where the souls are
cleansed by being burned in a melting pot before entering the
Garden of Eden. Two appointed messengers stand ready at the gate
of the Garden of Eden and cry to the chieftains in charge over that
place in Gehenom to receive that soul.

330. That soul, before it is bleached by fire, the messengers cry TO
THE CHIEFTAINS and say, 'here they are (Heb. hinam)'. And while it
is cleansed, the chieftains go out with it from that place and put it at
the entrance of the Garden of Eden, where the same messengers
STAND. THE CHIEFTAINS say TO THE MESSENGERS, 'here they
are', NAMELY, here are the purified souls. Then the soul is put in the
Garden of Eden. FOR THAT REASON THAT PLACE IN GEHENOM IS
CALLED BEN-HINOM.

331. How broken IS THE SOUL from the breaking of the purification
in Gehenom, because it was broken by lowly fire. And though it
descended from above, FROM THE RIVER OF FIRE, yet when it
reaches the earth below, the fire there is not fine, and the soul is
punished by it and is broken. Then the Holy One, blessed be He,
brings out the sun, NAMELY, THE SUPERNAL LIGHT, which
illumines the four openings that shine upon the firmament above the
Garden of Eden. It reaches the soul and heals it. This is written in,
"But to you who fear My name the sun of righteousness shall arise
with healing in its wings" (Malachi 3:20).
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332. The second time, THE SOUL IS PURIFIED BY FIRE after sitting
in the lower Garden of Eden for some time, because it has not yet
separated itself entirely from all worldly matters. And when it is
brought up, TO THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN, it must part
completely from every worldly sight and matter. For that reason it is
immersed in the river of fire, where the soul is thoroughly blanched.
Then it comes out to be seen before the Master of the universe, clear
on all sides. Having looked at that light, it is completely healed. Then
these souls stand clad and adorned before their Master. Happy is the
portion of the righteous in this world and in the next.

333. The souls in the lower Garden of Eden roam at every new moon
and Shabbat, and rise to the place called 'the walls of Jerusalem',
THE OUTSKIRTS OF MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, where some chieftains
and Chariots guard the walls, as is written: "I have set watchmen
upon your walls, O Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 62:6). They rise to that
place but do not enter inside MALCHUT before they are cleansed.
There they bow and rejoice in the light, and return into the LOWER
Garden OF EDEN.

334. They leave GARDEN OF EDEN, and hover about the world and
see the bodies of the wicked being punished, as is written: "and they
shall go forth, and look upon the carcasses of the men that have
rebelled against Me, for their worm shall not die, neither shall their
fire be quenched; and they shall be an abhorrence to all
flesh" (Yeshayah, 66:24). 'All flesh' refers to the bodies around them,
as already explained. Then they roam and watch the sick and
suffering, and those who suffer for the unification the Holy Name.
They go back TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN and tell that to the
Messiah, WHO IS IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN.

335. When they tell the Messiah about the sorrow of Yisrael in exile,
and about the wicked ones among them, who do not care to know
their Master; he raises his voice in crying for the wicked among
them, as is written: "But he was shuddered because of our
transgressions, heart broken because of out iniquities" (Yeshayah
53:5). The souls return and remain in their places.
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336. In the Garden of Eden there is one temple called the temple of
the sick. The Messiah enters that temple, and calls upon all the
diseases, the pains and agonies of Yisrael to descend upon him.
And they all descend upon him. But for him, who eases them off
Yisrael and takes them upon himself, no man would have been able
to bear the sufferings of Yisrael for the punishments of the Torah.
This is the meaning of "he has borne our sicknesses..." (Ibid. 4). In
the same manner, Rabbi Elazar on earth, USED TO TAKE
SUFFERINGS UPON HIMSELF FOR THE SAKE OF YISRAEL.

337. The sufferings, daily in wait for man for the punishments of the
Torah, are innumerable; and they all descended into the world when
the Torah was given. When Yisrael dwelt in the Holy Land, they
averted those illnesses and agonies by way of sacrifices. Now, the
Messiah removes them from the world, until a man passes away
from the world and receives punishment, and as we learned. When
the sins are many, the person is put in Gehenom, in the lower
sections, where he receives heavy punishment because of the
pollution in the soul. Then more fire is kindled to consume that filth.

338. Happy are those who observe the precepts of the Torah.
Because the holy point, MALCHUT, wants to be delighted above IN
ITS PLACE, and below, IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, with the spirits of
the righteous, as we learned. And when the point down below wants
to be delighted IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN by the souls of the
righteous, it is like a mother, happy and delighted with her children.
So at midnight it descends INTO THE GARDEN OF EDEN, and is
delighted by them.

25. The firmament above Malchut
Rabbi Shimon speaks now about the higher firmament above Malchut that is embroidered with holy colors, that are Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet and
Malchut. In this firmament the 22 letters are written and adorned with crowns that are an aspect of Binah. Rabbi Shimon tells us of Yud Hei Vav Hei,
of the 32 paths of wisdom, and of the additional Vav to make Vav Yud Hei Vav Hei, which then alludes to male and female. He tells of the lights, the
colors, the Chariots and armies that are sustained by the holy dew that is the eternal flame of judgment. We learn of the firmaments of the Other
Side, shining with worldly matters, and other firmaments above; all colors come from the eighth firmament, Binah. God is called by name, and this is
significant because a name means perception; what we do not perceive we can not call by name. Therefore from here upward no wise man can by
use of his intelligence know or grasp any but a slight illumination. When one worships his Master in prayer, will and intention he connects his will as
a fire to coal, and unites the lower and higher firmaments. Rabbi Shimon tells us that the secret of secrets where all thoughts and wills are kept is in
the secret of the Endless Light, that should be meditated on every day. At night the souls of the righteous return up to their source. The chieftains
who are appointed over these souls sacrifice them as fragrant sacrifice to their Master. Then Malchut gives the souls birth as before; this is the
secret of "they are new every morning."
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339. The firmament above the garden stands upon the four heads of
the living creatures, that are the four letters MEM, RESH, GIMEL AND
NUN, said to be the mystery of the living creatures, MICHAEL,
GABRIEL, RAPHAEL AND NURIEL. And that firmament stands upon
them as said. The firmament of the point, THE FIRMAMENT ABOVE
MALCHUT, stands upon high four living creatures as said. THEY
ARE SUPERIOR COMPARED TO THOSE OF THE LOWER GARDEN
OF EDEN. That firmament ABOVE MALCHUT OF ATZILUT is
embroidered with holy colors. AS THERE ARE FOUR COLORS IN
THE FIRMAMENT ABOVE THE LOWER GARDEN, SO IS THE UPPER
FIRMAMENT ABOVE MALCHUT EMBROIDERED WITH COLORS.
'THE ZOHAR' EXPLAINS TO US THAT ALL THAT WAS SAID
CONCERNING THE FIRMAMENT OVER THE LOWER GARDEN OF
EDEN, ALSO APPLIES FOR THE UPPER FIRMAMENT ABOVE
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT.
340. The four living creatures and all the armies below observe at the
firmament ABOVE THE UPPER MALCHUT, to see when it is shining
and glittering in its colors. THE FOUR MENTIONED COLORS,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT WITHIN THE
FIRMAMENT ITSELF, SHINE THROUGH THE PORTALS. The Chariots
and all the armies and legions know then that there is food to be
had, FOR THEY RECEIVE IT THROUGH THE PORTALS. This
firmament is embroidered with holy colors, THE FOUR LIGHTS OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. Therein are four
doors, THROUGH EACH SHINES ONE COLOR. AND THE LIGHTS are
impressed upon four glittering letters.
341. One portal is to the east, TIFERET. One letter stands in it, SAME
AS IN THE FIRMAMENT ABOVE THE GARDEN, ONLY THERE
STANDS THE LETTER RESH, THE FIRST LETTER OF RAPHAEL,
AND HERE STANDS ALEPH, THE FIRST LETTER OF THE NAME
ADONAI. This letter glitters and goes up and down inside the portal.
This portal is shining and scintillating from the supernal glittering,
THAT IS FROM ONE OF THE COLORS OF CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, THE LIGHTS WITHIN THE FIRMAMENT
ITSELF. The letter ALEPH glitters and stands out in it, going up and
down, and gets marked in that opening.
342. The second portal is inscribed in the northern side, GVURAH. In
it stands one letter, the letter Dalet OF THE NAME ADONAI. It stands
glittering, going up and down and glowing in that portal TO THE
NORTH. Sometimes it glitters sparklingly and sometimes it is
concealed and therefore does not shine. Therefore this letter is not
stable in its presence. This letter is stamped upon that door.

343. The third door is to the west, MALCHUT. In it stands one letter
stamped upon the door and shines there. This is the letter Nun OF
THE NAME ADONAI. This letters glitters sparkingly in that portal.

344. The fourth door is to the south, CHESED. In it stands the
impression of a lower small point, visible yet invisible. This is the
letter Yud OF THE NAME ADONAI. These four letters OF ADONAI
(ALEPH-DALET-NUN-YUD) GLITTER to the four sides of the
firmament, in the FOUR doors AT ITS ENDS.
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345. In this firmament, other letters are written, with crowns on their
heads. These are the twenty two letters adorned with crowns. THE
TWENTY TWO LETTERS ARE THE MYSTERY OF ZEIR ANPIN
INCLUDED IN THIS FIRMAMENT OF MALCHUT. THE CROWNS
ABOVE THEIR HEADS ARE AN ASPECT OF BINAH, WHICH IS
KETER OF ZEIR ANPIN. FOR THE ROOT OF EACH LETTER, NAMED
CROWN, COMES FROM BINAH. This firmament moves and revolves
over the living creatures, upon which the letters are marked, based
on the reckoning of the unity, the secret of one ALPHABETICAL
combination, that are: Aleph-Tet, Bet-Chet, Gimel-Zayin, Dalet-Vav.
346. These letters, ALEPH-TET, BET-CHET, GIMEL-ZAYIN, DALETVAV, go round this firmament based on the secret of other high, holy
and undisclosed letters, THAT COME FROM BINAH. And those other
undisclosed letters revolve round that firmament, and are then seen
when turned into the letters mentioned before - Aleph-Tet, Bet-Chet,
GIMEL-ZAYIN, DALET- VAV and are stamped upon this firmament.

347. When this firmament shines, four secrets are luminous in it,
THE FOUR LETTERS YUD HEI VAV HEI, of the Holy Names in
combinations. THESE ARE THE TWELVE COMBINATIONS OF THE
YUD HEI VAV HEI of the thirty two paths. NAMELY, IT ILLUMINATES
THIRTY TWO PATHS OF WISDOM UPON THE TWELVE NAMES. Then
dew, THE HOLY ABUNDANCE, descends from this firmament by
these letters in the mystery of the Holy Name, THAT IS, WITH THE
TWELVE COMBINATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. And all the holy
Chariots, armies and legions are sustained and gladly receive it.

348. When Judgment impends upon the world, the letters hide and
are concealed inside the four LETTERS, NAMELY ALEPH, BET,
GIMEL, DALET WHICH ARE THE ROOTS, hide and disappear, and
these, Tet, Chet, Zayin Vav are left, NAMELY, THE BRANCHES
WITHOUT THE ROOTS. Once ALEPH, BET, GIMEL, DALET are
concealed and hide, a voice resounds in the north side, WHERE
JUDGMENTS LIE, and makes it known that Judgment impends upon
the world. In this firmament, one color is imprinted, that includes all
other colors. THIS IS MALCHUT RECEIVING FROM THE THREE
COLUMNS, WHICH SYMBOLIZE THE THREE COLORS.
349. When the firmament on the east side, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
travels; the four heads, THE FOUR ROOTS, which allude to the four
letters, ALEPH, BET, GIMEL AND DALET, all travel and ascend,
THAT IS, THEY DISAPPEAR. And when they disappear, something
disappears, TO WIT, THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH DOES
SINCE THE ROOTS OF ALEPH-TET, BET-CHET, GIMEL-ZAYIN,
DALET-VAV GO UP. AFTERWARDS, the letters ALEPH, BET, GIMEL,
DALET reappear WITHIN THE BRANCHES whole like in the first
combination Aleph-Tet, Bet-Chet, Gimel-Zayin, Dalet-Vav. They are
woven into the firmament and it illuminates with the light OF
CHOCHMAH.

350. When the firmament shines upon the letters as before, UPON
THE LETTERS, ALEPH-TET, BET-CHET...everyone roars again and
seeks food. Once they roar and cry aloud, it is heard above, and
those WHO ARE WORTHY come to collect blessings and holy things.
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351. The letters ALEPH-TET, BET-CHET...turn around and revolve
ROUND THE THREE COLUMNS. They go round the firmament
ABOVE MALCHUT and come to stand on the southern side. They
mount glittering and sparkling in the glow. Then in the middle of that
firmament an impression is stamped. This impression is comprised
of one letter Yud. Once it is written down and seen, the other three
letters, Hei Vav Hei start to glow AND THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI
IS ILLUMINATING.

352. These letters, YUD HEI VAV HEI, glitter in the middle of the
firmament, go up and down and burn, glowing with twelve glitters,
NAMELY, WITH THE TWELVE PERMUTATIONS OF THE HOLY NAME.
After they burn and glow twelve times, something descends, THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. It is absorbed in the letters OF THE
TWELVE PERMUTATIONS OF THE HOLY NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI,
crowned by them and becomes unknown. Then all the troops and
camps rejoice and utter songs and hymns.

353. The firmament travels a second time, revolves and turns round
THE THREE COLUMNS. And the first letters, mentioned above,
Aleph-Tet, Bet-Chet...are all included within the supernal letters that
are in the mystery of Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI as we said. They
turn round the firmament, and the letters, YUD HEI VAV HEI, the
secret of the Holy Name, which were standing in its midst, were
imprinted on the northern, LEFT side. Imprinted and not imprinted,
because no one looks at that side, NAMELY, TO DRAW CHOCHMAH
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SIGHT. All are wrapped BY CHOCHMAH
and say in a pleasant voice, "Blessed be the glory of Hashem from
His place" (Yechezkel 3:12). They wrap themselves in the northern
side, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, and say it.
Then they are wrapped on all sides and say it, NAMELY, "BLESSED
BE THE GLORY OF HASHEM FROM HIS PLACE." THE REASON IS
THAT THE NORTH SIDE COMPRISES ALL THE THREE SIDES. THE
SENSE IS THAT CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY WITHIN MALCHUT
THAT RECEIVES FROM THE THREE COLUMNS, AND NOT WITHIN
THE THREE COLUMNS THEMSELVES.
354. AFTER EXPLAINING THE ACTIONS DONE IN THE FIRMAMENT
ON ITS THREE SIDES, EAST, SOUTH AND NORTH, WHICH ARE THE
THREE COLUMNS; HE NOW EXPLAINS THE ACTIONS DONE ON
THE WEST SIDE OF THE FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT
RECEIVES FROM ALL THE SIDES TOGETHER. HE SAYS, this
firmament revolves as before and sways from side to side, TO ALL
FOUR SIDES, UNTIL IT REACHES WEST, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then
a pleasant voice of many troops OF ANGELS arises from this side,
and a pleasant voice of many troops on that side, and so on all
sides, EAST, SOUTH, NORTH AND WEST. At that time the firmament
illuminates with another, greater light than it used to ILLUMINATE IN
THE THREE SIDES, FOR IN IT THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS
REVEALED, WHICH IS REVEALED ONLY IN MALCHUT. It illuminates,
displaying another color, that comprises all colors. FOR MALCHUT
COMPRISES THE THREE COLORS IN THE THREE COLUMNS.
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355. These letters we mentioned, YUD HEI VAV HEI, mount up to that
firmament, NAMELY, TO ZEIR ANPIN, where they receive one
supernal letter FROM IT, which unites with the name of those letters
YUD HEI VAV HEI. For though these letters are of the Holy Name,
YUD HEI VAV HEI, NEVERTHELESS this name is included below,
THAT IS, IN THE FIRMAMENT OF MALCHUT. For the secret of that
name is included above IN ZEIR ANPIN and below IN MALCHUT. And
when it is included below IN MALCHUT, the letters OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI go up to receive one letter FROM ZEIR ANPIN, for the letters
YUD HEI VAV HEI below, IN MALCHUT, are sustained by that letter. It
is the letter Vav, which descends INTO MALCHUT, where the letters,
YUD HEI VAV HEI, are united with it, NAMELY 'VAV YUD HEI VAV
HEI', IN WHICH THE FIRST VAV INDICATES ZEIR ANPIN
CONNECTED WITH THE HOLY NAME WITHIN MALCHUT, BASED ON
THE PRINCIPLE OF 'HE AND HIS COURTHOUSE'. Then they become
one crown and one complete name is formed.

356. THE HOLY NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI below is complete yet
incomplete. IT IS COMPLETE IN ITSELF, AND INCOMPLETE, BEING
INCLUDED IN THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT. A whole name includes
five letters, VAV YUD HEI VAV HEI, IN WHICH THE VAV FROM ZEIR
ANPIN, UNITED WITH YUD HEI VAV HEI, ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN
AND ITS COURTHOUSE, MALCHUT. This is the secret which alludes
to male and female, FOR THE VAV ALLUDES TO MALE, AND YUD
HEI VAV HEI ALLUDES TO FEMALE. THE ENTIRE whole name
INDICATING COMPLETENESS consists of nine letters, that are Yud
Hei Vav Hei, Elohim, WHEREBY YUD HEI VAV HEI, ALLUDES TO
MALE AND ELOHIM TO FEMALE. Together the name is completely
whole. The other name, Vav YUD HEI VAV HEI, is an allusion, FOR
THE VAV REFERS TO MALE, and contains five letters as said. But
this NAME OF NINE LETTERS YUD HEI VAV HEI, ELOHIM is entirely
complete.
357. When the letters are united, NAMELY, VAV HEI VAV YUD HEI,
the firmament illuminates with thirty two lights, TO WIT, THE THIRTY
TWO PATHS OF CHOCHMAH. Then all is filled with joy, and is one
mystery, above and below. All the Chariots and the troops are in the
secret of completeness, and all the grades are established in their
place, each as it ought.

358. In the firmament OF MALCHUT, to the north, WHERE
CHOCHMAH IS LUMINOUS WITHIN MALCHUT, there is one flame
that shines forever. TO WIT, THE JUDGEMENT VERDICT WHERE
CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED. THIS JUDGMENT IS NAMED 'FLAME'.
Other letters are imprinted to its right, the ten names turned into
seventy names. THEY DERIVE FROM THE SEVENTY TWO NAMES
OF THE HOLY NAME OF SEVENTY TWO (AYIN BET) LETTERS, AS
WAS SAID, THAT THEY ARE THE SECRET OF SEVENTY MEMBERS
OF THE SANHEDRIN AND THE TWO WITNESSES. All are engraved
upon this firmament and illuminate together.
359. From this firmament travel all the lower firmaments on the side
of holiness, until they reach the other firmaments of the Other Side,
called "curtains of goats' hair," as is written: "And he made curtains
of goats' hair for the tent over the tabernacle" (Shemot 36:14).
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360. There are curtains and curtains. The curtains of the tabernacle
are called the firmaments of the living creatures of the holy
tabernacle. The curtains of goats' hair are other firmaments of the
Other Side. These firmaments OF THE TABERNACLE are based on
the secret of the Chariots of the holy spirits, and those firmaments
outside, THE CURTAINS OF GOATS' HAIR, shine with worldly
matters, and are considered aspects of repentance and bodily
worship BY PEOPLE. And they cover the firmaments inside as a
shell covers the fruit. The firmaments inside are like a thin SKIN
MEMBRANE around the brain, and called "the heavens of Hashem,"
NAMELY, the one name YUD HEI VAV HEI, down below IN MALCHUT.

361. There are other firmaments above: the inner firmaments OF
ZEIR ANPIN, named the firmaments of the living creatures. They are
the secret of the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, according to the
mystery of the large upper living creatures, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT FROM THE CHEST UPWARD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. They are the secret of the high letters of the mysteries of the
Torah, NAMELY, the whole of the twenty two letters engraved and
impressed, coming from the eighth firmament, BINAH, above the
high living creatures, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT
OF ZEIR ANPIN. This FIRMAMENT has no visibility, concealed and
hidden without hues.

362. All the colors are coming from THE EIGHTH FIRMAMENT,
BINAH. In ITSELF, there are no colors, it is neither seen nor appears.
This is the meaning of it letting out all luminaries, FOR ALL MOCHIN
OF THE THREE COLUMNS OF BINAH COME OUT, but in ITSELF no
light is seen, nor darkness, nor any other color, except for the souls
of the righteous, who watch from the lower firmament OF MALCHUT,
as if from behind a wall, the light sent to shine by the upper
firmament, BINAH. And no one is able to know or bear that light OF
BINAH which never stops.

363. Underneath THE FIRMAMENT OF BINAH, all the firmaments
were designed to completeness by that name and are thus called
'heavens'. Of those called IN THE SCRIPTURE 'the heavens', some
bear the Supernal Name YUD HEI VAV HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN, and with
some, the Holy Name, MALCHUT, is adorned, FOR THE
FIRMAMENTS OF MALCHUT RECEIVE FROM THE FIRMAMENTS OF
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore it is written: "the heaven are the heavens of
Hashem" (Tehilim 115:16), that is, they are concealed in the supernal
firmament, BINAH, that is situated over them.
364. Up to THE FIRMAMENT OF BINAH, the Holy Name, YUD HEI
VAV HEI. is alluded to, IN THE VERSE "THE HEAVENS ARE THE
HEAVENS TO YUD HEI VAV HEI." For the Holy One, blessed be He,
BINAH, is called by names, AND A NAME MEANS PERCEPTION, FOR
WHAT WE DO NOT PERCEIVE, WE DO NOT CALL BY NAME. From
now upward, HIGHER THAN BINAH, no wise man can, by use of
intelligence, know and grasp anything but one slight illumination,
that is not enough to grasp fully. Happy is the portion of whoever
comes in and goes out and knows how to behold the mysteries of
his Master, and be devoted to Him.
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365. By these mysteries a man can be devoted to his Master and
know the wholeness of wisdom in the high secret. While he worships
his Master in prayer, will and intention of the heart, he connects his
will as a fire to coal, to unite these lower firmaments of the holy side,
FROM MALCHUT, and bedeck them with a lower name, YUD HEI VAV
HEI IN THE FIRMAMENTS OF MALCHUT, and from there on, to unite
the inner and high FIRMAMENTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, so they would all
become one in the supernal firmament OF BINAH, that is situated
over them.

366. While his mouth and lips are moving, he should concentrate his
heart, and his will should soar higher and higher, to unite all in the
secret of secrets, where all wills and thoughts are kept. This place is
in the secret of the Endless Light. One must meditate upon it in each
prayer everyday, to adorn his days in the secret of the high days,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, in his worship.

367. At night he should pay attention that he is about to pass away
and his soul leaves to return to the Master of all. For every night, the
point MALCHUT absorbs the souls of the righteous. THAT IS, THE
SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS MOUNT TO MALCHUT EVERY NIGHT
BY MEANS OF MAYIN NUKVIN.

368. The mystery of mysteries is to be known by the wise of heart.
The lower firmament is established by the secret of the point
MALCHUT, as we said. This firmament consists of high and low, and
its base down below is like a candle emitting black light, to be united
with white light, OVER THE BLACK LIGHT, THAT IS, FROM ABOVE.
Its base is below, in the wick of oil. So is that point, MALCHUT,
BASED below. During the day it is united above, WITH ZEIR ANPIN,
at night it is united below with the souls of the righteous.

369. All that is in the world go back to their source and root from
which the came, and for a few nights each of them is going to take
what it deserves. This is written in, "my kidneys also admonish me
in the night" (Tehilim 16:7). FOR EVERYTHING GOES BACK TO ITS
SOURCE, and the soul hovers back to its root, that fits it, ABOVE.
And the body stays quiet as a stone and goes back to the place fit to
hover above it, TO WIT, THE OTHER SIDE THAT WILL PREVAIL
OVER IT AFTER DEATH. For that reason the body returns to its side,
and the soul to its side.
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370. After the body returns TO ITS SIDE, the secret of the Other Side
prevails upon it, and therefore the hands are defiled and should be
washed, as we explained that at night everything returns to there its
place, ITS ROOT. The souls of the righteous mount and return to
their source, THEIR ROOT WHICH IS MALCHUT OUT OF WHICH
THEY WERE BORN. And the one who wishes to, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, is bedecked with crowns, whole on all sides, ABOVE
AND BELOW. Then the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, rises to
be adorned by all.

371. The chieftains appointed over the souls of the righteous rule at
night. They elevate them, and sacrifice them as fragrant sacrifice to
their Master. The chief appointed over these legions is called Suriya,
a supreme chief. Once the soul mounts through all these
firmaments, it is brought before him, SURIYA, and he smells it, same
as in the verse "and he will inhale the scent of the fear of
Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:13). Namely, as will the King Messiah do in
the world of the future, SO DOES CHIEF SURIYA, and the souls pass
before him, under his charge, to further approach MALCHUT.

372. All souls approaching that place, NAMELY MALCHUT, are seen
there. This is a secret: THEN all the souls are contained within that
point, MALCHUT, and it takes them at once, as if swallowing them,
and conceives like a woman. This secret is for the scholars
engrossed in the law, when this point conceives as a woman in
conception. It has pleasure having the soul of this world included in
it, together with its deeds and study of the Torah during that day. It
takes that will of this world and gladly rejoices in it, becoming whole
on all sides, ABOVE AND BELOW.

373. Then MALCHUT lets them out, and gives them birth as before.
FOR THE SOULS ARE THE OFFSPRING OF MALCHUT, and the soul
is now new as in its birth. This is the secret of "they are new every
morning..." (Eichah 3:23), THAT ALLUDES TO THE SOULS, which
are certainly new EVERY MORNING. What is the sense of their being
new? It is in the secret at the end of the verse "great is Your
faithfulness" (Ibid.). FOR MALCHUT IS NAMED FAITH AND it is
indeed great and can contain THE SOULS, let them in and bring
them out when they are new. Therefore it receives others from
above, during the day. Happy are the righteous in this world and the
World to Come.

374. In the meantime, the daylight broke. Rabbi Aba said 'let us rise
and go to thank the Master of the universe.' So they prayed.
Afterwards the friends came back TO RABBI ABA and said to him
'whoever started, let him finish praising'. Happy is our portion on the
way, that we so deserved to adorn the Holy One, blessed be He, with
the secrets of wisdom.
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26. "And Betzalel made the ark"
Rabbi Aba tells us that the ark symbolizes Malchut, and the Written Torah symbolizes Zeir Anpin, so the ark is a mystery in which the Written Torah
is put. Rabbi Aba discusses the meaning of the number of boards in the ark. He also says that there is the ark of the Malchut of holiness and the ark
of the Malchut of the Other Side. This leads into a discussion of, "All these things did the king Aravna give to the king," and the conquest of
Jerusalem by David. Seeing the slaughter during that conquest, Hashem told the angel of destruction to stop.
Through an examination of the letters in the name Aravna and the word 'aron' (ark) and the name Adam, Rabbi Aba ascertains that the holy side is
called the ark (aron) of the covenant. He says it is fit for the body, i.e. that the image form of man should be put into it. Therefore when the righteous
die they are put in a coffin (aron); this alludes to the union of Zeir Anpin and the Ark of the covenant. Because they do not pertain to the body of
Adam, there are no created bodies to the Other Side.
375. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion and said "and Betzalel made
the ark of Acacia wood..." (Shemot 37:1). Though the friends
explained all the secret of the tabernacle at the holy assembly,
nevertheless we should look in here, for this secret is adorned with
several mysteries as to impart wisdom. This ark is a mystery in
which the Written Torah is put. FOR THE ARK SYMBOLIZES
MALCHUT AND THE WRITTEN TORAH SYMBOLIZES ZEIR ANPIN.
The Torah is concealed within its six boards round it, FOR THE ARK
IS MADE OF SIX BOARDS ROUND IT, FOUR BOARDS AROUND THE
SIDES, ONE ABOVE AND ONE BELOW; ALTOGETHER THERE ARE
SIX. This is called an ark. When the six boards, THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
MALCHUT, become one, they turn into a vessel in which the secret
of the Torah can be put, which is composed of six endings, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN.
376. But there are five boards TO THIS ARK, FOUR ON THE SIDES
AND ONE BELOW, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD. FOR THE BOARD ON TOP IS THE
SECRET OF THE COVERING OF THE ARK, AND IS NOT OF THE ARK
PROPER. Five books are put in it, THE FIVE BOOKS OF THE TORAH,
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND
HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. These five boards become six, together with
one grade, that comes in secretly, called the secret of all, and is the
secret of the covenant. BEING YESOD, AND CONCEALED, THERE IS
NO BOARD CORRESPONDING TO IT IN THE ARK. When it enters
within those five boards, the ark and the Torah are established in the
secret of the nine grades, the two names Yud Hei Vav Hei, Elohim,
WHICH CONSIST OF NINE LETTERS. Then there is one board, a high
secret, THE COVERING, that covers all. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE FIRMAMENT THAT GOES ROUND AND ABOVE ALL, THE
EIGHTH FIRMAMENT, BINAH. Hence, SINCE THE COVERING OF THE
ARK IS ABOVE THEM ALL, they are concealed, THAT IS, INVISIBLE.
377. Here we should look and know the secret of the ark. For there is
ark and ark, TO WIT, MALCHUT OF HOLINESS, AND MALCHUT OF
THE OTHER SIDE, one against the other. He opened and said "All
these things did the king Aravna give to the king..." (II Shmuel
24:23). HE ASKS: But was Aravna a king? Though the friends
explained it, yet David, upon whom was written: "Whoever smites
the Yevusite, and gets up to the aqueduct" (II Shmuel 5:8), took hold
of and conquered Jerusalem, WHERE HIS TEMPLE LIES; why did he
pay Aravna for the place? You may say that though Jerusalem was
David's, NEVERTHELESS it was a heritage of Aravna AND
THEREFORE HAD TO BE BOUGHT, as in the case of Navot the
Jesreelite. Although Achav was ruler and king, he had to obtain his
permission for the vineyard. So did David.
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378. HE ANSWERS: Assuredly Aravna was a king, and that place
was under his authority and possession. When the time arrived for
the place to be free of his rule, it did not happen, save by much
bloodshed and killing among Yisrael, THAT IS, THROUGH WAR.
Later, the angel of destruction stood upon that place in order to kill,
but could not for his strength failed him.

379. This was the place where Isaac was bound, where Abraham
built the altar to sacrifice his son Isaac. When the Holy One, blessed
be He, saw that place, He was filled with pity, as is written: "Hashem
beheld, and He relented..." (I Divrei Hayamim 21:15). What did
Hashem behold? The binding of Isaac, immediately He felt
compassion towards them.

380. And He said to the angel of destruction "it is enough (Heb.
rav)" (Ibid.). What is the meaning of 'rav'? It was explained as 'take
the greater one' (Heb. rav). But here the meaning of 'enough' is as in
"you have dwelt long enough in this mountain" (Devarim 1:6)
'Enough' here means that the place was in your possession for many
years, and from now on it is enough. Return the place to its owners.
Despite that, it could only be taken from him through sacrifice of
lives and money.

381. HE ASKS: Why is he called Aravna? AND REPLIES: there is the
name 'Aravna' and 'Ornan' (I Divrei Hayamim 21:15). THE REASON IS
THAT while the place was still in his possession, it was called
'Aravna (from Heb. aron lit. 'ark'), alluding to the ark of the Other
Side, THEIR MALCHUT. And as there are letters added, ARVANA
INSTEAD OF ARON, so there is an addition to the evil-eyed, which is
the secret of the Other Side, for to him an addition is considered
diminution.

382. On the side of holiness, once letters are deducted, holiness is
accumulated. This is the secret of the verse "twelve (Heb. shnei
asar) oxen" (I Melachim 7:25) in which one letter is missing, Shnei
instead of Sheneim. The Other Side, though, is given additional
letters, as is written: "and he made curtains of goats' hair for the tent
over the tabernacle" (Shemot 36:14). In 'twelve curtains' there is an
additional letter, Ayin, to Shtei Esrei. This implies diminution, FOR
ASHTEI IMPLIES ONE SHORT OF SHTEI ESREI. On the holy side IT
IS WRITTEN: Shnei Asar, WITHOUT MEM, and no more, and here it is
written Asthtei Esrei, WITH AN ADDITIONAL AYIN (LIT. 'EYE'), to
imply diminution. So deserves the evil eyed, that wishes to fill his
eyes, that is, his (eye) Ayin, and is thus lessened, IN THE SECRET
OF 'MORE IS LESS'.
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383. Come and see, the holy side is called the ark (Heb. aron) of the
covenant, ALLUDING TO MALCHUT OF HOLINESS. That ark of the
covenant, MALCHUT CONNECTED TO THE COVENANT - YESOD, is
fit for the body, ZEIR ANPIN, that is, that the human (Heb. adam)
form should be put in it, NAMELY, YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY
SPELLED WITH ALEPH'S HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS
ADAM. In accordance with this mystery, when the holy pious pass
away, they are put in a coffin (Heb. aron), AN ALLUSION TO THE
UNION OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE ARK OF COVENANT. For the Other
Side cannot be established within a body, and has no part in one, IN
ZEIR ANPIN. For that reason no bodies were created to the Other
Side, for they are not part of the human body .

27. He should not be put in a coffin
Rabbi Aba opens by telling us that Joseph was put into a coffin in Egypt. He deserved to be put in a coffin because he kept the holy covenant intact,
and only the righteous are accorded that privilege. If a man impaired the covenant in the past and now also desecrates his coffin, he is sentenced
and put into Gehenom, never to leave. Rabbi Aba says this is true only of those who did not repent enough to wipe out their misdeeds. If someone
sinned and did not repent, he may not see the face of the Shechinah. Rabbi Aba explains that it was Betzalel who made the ark instead of those wise
men who made the tabernacle because he was of a grade that symbolizes the holy covenant.
384. It is written concerning Joseph, "and he was put (Heb. vayisem)
in a coffin (Heb. aron)" (Beresheet 50:26). HE ASKS: Why IS
VAYISEM SPELLED with two Yuds? HE ANSWERS: It shows the
connection between one covenant and another covenant, FOR YUD
ALLUDES TO THE COVENANT, NAMELY, TO YESOD; AND THE TWO
WRITTEN YUDS, CORRESPONDING TO THE TWO COVENANTS, one
in the secret of the lower COVENANT, and the other in the secret of
the upper COVENANT, THE ARK (HEB. ARON) OF THE COVENANT.
Then he was placed in a coffin (Heb. aron). Why so? because he
observed the holy covenant, which was established through him.
Therefore he deserved to be put in a coffin. And everything is proper.
385. Rabbi Aba wept and said, woe to people who are unaware of
that disgrace, and woe to the punishment exacted from all those who
wish to be put in a coffin, AFTER THEIR DEATH. For only the
righteous may be put in a coffin, who knows himself and sees that
he did not offend the covenant, the sign of the holy covenant, during
his lifetime, and kept it as he should. And if this is not so, he must
not be put in a coffin (Heb. aron) AFTER HIS DEATH and impair the
ark (Heb. aron). FOR THE IMPAIRMENT REACHES THE ARK OF THE
COVENANT.

386. The inner meaning of this is that A MAN has to be connected
with the sign of the holy covenant, the secret that is fit for him,
WHICH ALLUDES TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and not for the other,
THE OTHER SIDE. For the ark (or coffin), ALLUDING TO MALCHUT,
is united only with the righteous who keeps the sigh of the holy
covenant. And whoever impairs the member of the covenant and is
nevertheless put in a coffin, woe to him, for impairing it in his life,
woe to him for impairing it in his death. Woe to him who receives
this punishment, for impairing the sign of the covenant, and the holy
ark of the covenant. Woe to the disgrace, for which there will be
forever upon him the revenge of this world and of that impairment.
This is the secret of the verse "for the scepter of wickedness shall
not rest upon the share allotted to the righteous" (Tehilim 125:3).
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387. When a man is judged in that world, his deeds are examined. If
he used to impair the secret of the holy covenant stamped in his
flesh, and now he also desecrates his coffin, he is not of the
righteous. They look at him and sentence him to be excluded from
the community of mankind, and from those who were given eternal
life. He is given to that side, which has no part in the secret of man,
NAMELY, THE OTHER SIDE, AS MENTIONED. When he is delivered
to that side, woe to him, for he is put in Gehenom, never to leave.
Upon this says the verse "and they shall go forth, and look upon the
carcasses of the men that have rebelled against Me'..." (Yeshayah
66:24). These stay apart from mankind, THAT IS, THEY WERE LEFT
OUT OF HUMANITY.

388. That is true only for those who did not repent completely,
enough to wipe their misdeeds. It is nevertheless better for them not
to be put in a coffin, for as long as the body exists, the soul is
judged and does not go to its place, save the high righteous worthy
of ascending in their bodies. Happy is their portion in this world and
in the World to Come.

389. For there is not a graver offense before the Holy One, blessed
be He, than that of lying and impairing the holy sign of the covenant.
That person may not see the face of the Shechinah, if he thus sins,
as is written: "And Er, Judah's firstborn, was wicked in the sight of
Hashem" (Beresheet 38:7) and also "nor shall evil dwell with
You" (Tehilim 5:5), FOR THIS OFFENSE IS CALLED 'EVIL'.

390. It is written: "and Betzalel made the ark" (Shemot 37:1). HE
ASKS: Why did not the wise men who made the tabernacle proceed
to build the ark? HE REPLIES THAT Betzalel was of the grade of the
ending part of the body, which symbolizes the holy covenant, and
kept it. Therefore he deserves the part allotted to him, THE ARK HE
MADE, NAMELY, MALCHUT. He strove in what he did, and not
another. All the friends came and kissed Rabbi Aba.

28. "The path of just men is like gleam of sunlight"
Rabbi Shimon opens with, "but the path of just men is like the gleam of sunlight, that shines ever more brightly until the height of noonday." He
says that "the path" is the way of truth. Another explanation draws a distinction between "the path" and 'the way', maintaining that "the path" is the
word that describes the way of the righteous, who have opened it for the first time; also, the Shechinah now goes into that place that has been
opened. Rabbi Shimon moves to, "And Joshua the son of Nun was full of the spirit of wisdom, for Moses had laid his hands upon him...," comparing
Moses to the sun and Joshua to the moon. When the moon is full it is in completeness and is called Yud Hei Vav Hei.
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391. When they came to Rabbi Shimon, they repeated before him
what was said on that way. He opened and said "but the path of just
men is like the gleam of sunlight, that shines ever more brightly until
the height of noonday" (Mishlei 4:18). This verse was already
explained. Nevertheless, we should look at it. "The path of just men,"
NAMELY, THE PATH, in which the righteous walk, is the way of truth,
preferred by the Holy One, blessed be He, a way in which the Holy
One, blessed be He, goes before them, and all the Chariots come to
hear the words of their mouths. "The gleam" that shines forth is not
darkened as in the way of the wicked, whose way is always dark, as
is written: "the way of the wicked is like darkness..." (Ibid. 19)

392. There is another explanation concerning "the path of the just
men." The difference between a way and a path was already
explained. But a path means a certain place, in which a path was just
now opened, discovered and formed, where no feet have yet
trodden. A way is "that treads in the winepress" (Yeshayah 63: 2),
anybody who wishes can tread it.

393. Therefore for the righteous, A WAY IS called a path, for they
were the first to uncover it. And not of the place IS IT SAID THAT IT
WAS OPENED, for though other people walk in this particular place,
nevertheless now when righteous walk it, it is new, AS IF NEWLY
OPENED, and not trodden by anyone else before. This is so because
the righteous renew that entire place with many NEW holy
expositions, with which the Holy One, blessed be He, is pleased.

394. Furthermore, the Shechinah now goes into that place, a thing
which did not happen before. Therefore it is called "the path (Heb.
orach) of just men," for a holy and high visitor (Heb. ore'ach) came
to visit, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH. A way is opened for all, and
whoever wants to, can tread it, even the wicked. A way is in the
mystery of the verse "who makes a way in the sea" (Yeshayah
43:16), FOR IN THE SEA THE WAY IS NOT SAFE, since the Other
Side treads in it, and though uninvited, rules it and defiles the
tabernacle. Therefore the righteous alone exist in and rule the
specified place called path, as I explained. For a way is open and
available to all, to this and that side, TO HOLINESS AND
DEFILEMENT.

395. And you, holy saints, a high and holy path was presented before
you, and you were its guests; supernal and excellent matters were
expounded before the Ancient One (Heb. Atik Yomin). Happy is your
portion.
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396. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion and said "And Joshua the
son of Nun was full of the spirit of wisdom, for Moses had laid his
hands upon him..." (Devarim 34:9). We learned a few time that the
face of Moses was like that of the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and
that of Joshua was like the face of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
for the moon does not have light save the light of the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, that shines upon the moon, MALCHUT. The moon grows full
from the sun. When it is full, it is whole.

397. HE ASKS: What is the fullness of the moon, AND ANSWERS:
the mystery of all this is that the image, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
is named after the secret of the upper Name, Yud Hei Vav Hei. It does
not bear that name, YUD HEI VAV HEI save in its fullness. For many
are the names it inherited, and bears according to its state. And
when it is in the state of the secret of fullness, whole on all sides, it
is called Yud, Hei, Vav, Hei, for its completeness resembles the
completeness of above, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED YUD HEI VAV
HEI. THEREFORE MALCHUT TOO IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI for
the daughter inherited her mother. THAT SHE RECEIVED ALL THE
MOCHIN FROM IMA, THAT IS BINAH, THROUGH ZEIR ANPIN.

29. "The fifteenth day of this seventh month"
Rabbi Shimon explains the mystery of the fifteenth day of the month, talking about the fullness of the moon and saying that Joshua is full of the
spirit of wisdom because of his designation 'son of Nun'. We learn that a spirit, Ruach, issued from the expansion of the higher firmament, and it
formed a temple below, Malchut in its fullness. Joshua is "full of the spirit of wisdom" because "Moses laid his hands upon him." Moses is
considered to be the face of the sun and Joshua the face of the moon. Rabbi Shimon tells the rabbis that each of them is also filled with the spirit of
wisdom because God has laid his hands upon them.
398. MALCHUT IS NAMED YUD HEI VAV HEI ON the fifteenth day, as
is written: "The fifteenth day of this seventh month" (Vayikra 23:34),
and: "on the tenth of this seventh month" (Ibid. 27). All has the same
meaning: when the World to Come, BINAH, composed of the secret
of the ten utterances, ITS TEN SFIROT, rests upon this month,
MALCHUT, it is called 'the tenth'. And when the moon is impressed
between THE TEN SFIROT OF BINAH, for one wholeness, MALCHUT
is called 'the fifteenth', since Hei (=five), WHICH IS MALCHUT, was
joined and engraved among THE TEN SFIROT OF BINAH.

399. This is the secret reason, why MALCHUT IS CALLED Yud Hei
Vav Hei. When it is called by that name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, it is
connected to the LAST Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and added to
BECOME A PART OF the secret of the last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
as before. THEN IT IS PART OF THE SECRET OF THE WHOLE NAME
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND IS ITS LAST HEI, so it is a) engraved and
united with the secret of above. IN THIS SENSE MALCHUT TAKES
ALL THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. b) to give sustenance below. IN
THIS SENSE IT IS UNITED WITH THE LAST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI.
Then the moon is whole on all sides, above and below in the secret
of the name YUD HEI VAV HEI so everything becomes one secret
and one wholeness.
400. Joshua is the secret of making the moon complete by the letters
'son of Nun'. Assuredly it is Nun (= fifty), THAT IS, BASED ON THE
SECRET OF THE FIFTY GATES, SAME AS BINAH, for Nun is the
mystery of the moon when it is full by means of the fullness of the
Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI. Then he is "full of the spirit of wisdom
(lit. 'Chochmah')" (Devarim 34:9), TO WIT, IS IN THE SECRET OF THE
SIX ENDS OF CHOCHMAH CALLED SPIRIT.
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401. When the upper point, Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH, expanded, it issued a spirit, TO WIT, THE SIX ENDS OF
CHOCHMAH. This spirit formed a chamber, BINAH, from which it
spread and became six ends, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN. The spirit was
spread through all these, THAT IS, AS THE SIX ENDS OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH and filled and formed a lower chamber,
MALCHUT IN ITS FULLNESS. So everything was filled and became,
WITHIN MALCHUT, the secret of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, as
one whole.

402. For this reason Joshua is "full of the spirit of wisdom," because
"Moses laid his hands upon him" (Ibid.). For Moses, CONSIDERED
TO BE THE FACE OF THE SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, poured out
his blessings upon him, and the well was filled from it, MALCHUT,
THAT IS, JOSHUA, WHO IS THE FACE OF THE MOON, WAS FILLED
BY ZEIR ANPIN, AS SAID. And you, exalted saints, each one of you
is filled with the spirit of wisdom, and is full of the mysteries of
wisdom, since the Holy One, blessed be He, takes pleasure in you
and has laid His hands upon you. Happy is my portion that my eyes
beheld it, and beheld the spirit of wisdom in its wholeness.

30. Whoever eats without a prayer
Rabbi Shimon opens with "You shall not eat with the blood, neither shall you practice divination nor soothsaying." He says that whoever eats
without praying for his blood is the same as someone who practices divination and soothsaying. We learn that during the nights the souls go up,
and since man is sustained by the power that permeates the blood he tastes death, for the power of the blood is not strong enough to receive the
power of the Neshamah. Therefore when a man awakens he is not pure; the Other Side has power over a place vacant of soul. Even after a person
washes himself with water, the Nefesh rules him, not the Neshamah. But when he prays, the power of the Neshamah is strengthened and the man is
properly perfected with the Nefesh below and the Neshamah above. Finally, Rabbi Shimon explains how a man who eats before praying is
considered a diviner and a soothsayer.
403. He opened the discourse with the verse, "You shall not eat
anything with the blood, neither shall you use enchantment nor
soothsaying" (Vayikra 19:26). This was explained, but its secret is
this: whoever eats without praying for his blood, is considered as if
he practices divination and soothsaying.

404. For at night the soul mounts and gazes upon the mystery of the
supernal glory, each according to its merits. Man is sustained by the
power that permeates the blood and preserves the body. Therefore
he tastes death, for the strength OF THE BLOOD is not able to
awaken to the power of the soul and receive it. For that reason, when
man awakens FROM SLEEP he is not pure. We already explained
that the Other Side has power over a place vacant of soul.
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405. After washing himself with water, though he is occupied in the
Torah, the Neshamah is not kept in its place nor rules man, only the
power of the blood alone does, which is called Nefesh. The Nefesh
always permeates the blood, as we already explained. And when a
man prays, worshipping his Master, then the power of the blood
resumes its place, and the power of the Neshamah is strengthened,
so it settles in that place IN THE BODY. Then a man is properly
perfected before his Master, the Nefesh below and, the inner matter,
the Neshamah, above.

406. Therefore, whoever prays before eating, is considered to be in a
good position. The Neshamah mounts to settle in its place as ought.
But if he eats before praying, causing the blood to settle in its place,
he is considered a diviner and a soothsayer. WHY? Because it is the
way of the diviner to elevate the Other Side and humiliate the holy
side.

407. HE ASKS: Why is a man who tried to please that side, NAMELY,
WHO ATE BEFORE PRAYING, CALLED an enchanter (Heb.
menachesh)? HE REPLIES: IT IS SO since he worked hard for that
serpent (Heb. nachash) OF THE KLIPOT, to raise its power and
strength. It is like one worshipping other Elohim, serving the power
of the blood, not the Holy One, blessed be He, by strengthening the
side of the Neshamah, the holy side.

408. HE ASKS: WHY A MAN WHO EATS BEFORE PRAYING IS
CALLED a diviner, AND ANSWERS: BECAUSE he worked towards
sins and did not place his effort for merits, FOR THE HEBREW
WORD SOOTHSAYER - (HEB. ME'ONEN), IS DERIVED FROM THE
LETTERS OF THE WORD 'SIN' (HEB. AVON). And if you say that
there is an extra Nun in the middle OF THE WORD ME'ONEN, AND
THEREFORE IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN SAID 'MA'ON' WITHOUT THE
EXTRA NUN IN THE MIDDLE, THEN HE EXPLAINS THAT it is
assuredly so, for we cannot have power over the Other Side, only
when we mix in it a little from the holy side, as a thin thread.
Whoever wishes for a lie to endure, should mix some truth in it, so
the lie will prevail. Therefore, a sin is a lie and in order to keep it
intact, some truth is added. This is the meaning of Nun IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE WORD 'ME'ONEN', to keep the lie. THEREFORE he
who does not pray for his blood (for himself) before the Holy One,
blessed be He, before eating, is considered a diviner and soothsayer.

31. The four corrections of prayer
Rabbi Shimon says that in a prayer, man's body and Nefesh are corrected and become whole. Prayer consists of four kinds of rectifications. The
first is of the self, for a man should mend himself with precepts and holiness and sacrifices and offerings that will purify him. The second is of this
world, to bless God for each deed in creation; this sustains the world. The third is the rectification of the higher world together with all its armies
and camps. The fourth rectification is that of the prayer of Amidah, fixing the secret of the Holy Name or the wholly perfected name.
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409. The prayer of man is as you described it, exalted saints, happy
is your portion. Through prayer, man's body and Nefesh are mended
and become whole. Prayer consists of corrections carried out
together, four CORRRECTIONS in all. The first correction is mending
oneself so one may become whole. The second is correcting this
world. The third is to correct the heavenly armies. The fourth is the
correction of the Holy Name by means of the holy Chariots and of all
the worlds, properly corrected above and below.

410. HE EXPOUNDED UPON WHAT HE SAID, the first work I
MENTIONED IS the correction of the self, for a man should correct
himself with precepts and holiness, and with sacrifices and burnt
offerings that will purify him. THE FRINGES (HEB. TZITZIT) ARE
WHAT IS MEANT BY PRECEPT, AND TEFILIN ARE WHAT IS MEANT
BY HOLINESS; BY SAYING THE PRAYER OF SACRIFICES AND
BURNT OFFERINGS HE IS CORRECTED AS IF HE OFFERED THEM.
The second correction is of this world, NAMELY, regarding the work
of Creation to bless the Holy One, blessed be He, for every action, by
saying "praise Him, all you stars of light, praise Him, heavens of
heavens..." (Tehilim 148:3-4). IT IS SAID to sustain this world.
Therefore we say 'Blessed be He who said', for 'blessed' MEANS
blessed for everything.
411. The third correction is on amending the higher world together
with all its armies and camps, IS THE PRAISE 'Creator of ministering
angels, all of Whose ministering angels...and the ofanim and the holy
living creatures'. The fourth is the correction of the Amidah prayer,
establishing the secret of the Holy Name, as you said, happy is your
portion. And here is the secret of correcting the entire Name. Happy
is my portion with you in this world and in the World to Come.

32. "fear your Elohim"
Rabbi Shimon opens with, "You shall fear Hashem your Elohim; Him shall you serve," and, "but you shall fear your Elohim (lit. 'from your Elohim')."
He says that 'from your Elohim' means from that place that is connected to and surrounds the inner brain from inside. We read that this is the
Shechinah named Elohim, and there is a fire around it. There are three kinds of fire. The first receives fire gladly, and they love each other. In the
second the brightness, the Shechinah, is seen; this fire gladly dwells within the first one. The third fire surrounds that brightness, and in it lies the
fear of judgment. On the left side is the fear of punishment, but this must be joined with love that is drawn from the right. Rabbi Shimon says that we
should not be afraid of strange deities. After this he talks about love, saying that He who worships with love joins the high place above, the holiness
of the World to Come that is Binah and the right side that is Chesed of Zeir Anpin. Nothing has power over the level of fear but love.
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412. The precepts of the Torah you spoke of in relation to prayer, are
assuredly so. He opened with the words: "You shall fear Hashem
your Elohim; Him shall you serve" (Devarim 10:20) and "but shall
fear your Elohim (lit. 'be afraid of your Elohim')" (Vayikra 19:14). The
second verse should have been read "your Elohim," for it is written:
"fear Hashem your Elohim" AND NOT "OF HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM."
What is meant by "of your Elohim?" HE ANSWERS: The secret
meaning is that "of your Elohim" surely refers to that place that is
connected to and surrounds the inner fruit from inside. IT IS THE
SHECHINAH NAMED ELOHIM, AND THE FIRE AROUND IT IS THE
MYSTERY OF THE FIRE SURROUNDING THE BRIGHTNESS, FROM
WHICH JUDGMENT IS DRAWN UPON THE WICKED AS WILL BE
EXPOUNDED LATER. This is what is meant by "of your Elohim,"
THAT IS, THE SURROUNDING FIRE. He should be feared, for
Judgment prevails there, drawn from the higher Judgment in that
place.
413. There are three kinds of fire here. The first is the fire which
receives fire gladly, and they are glad, and love each other. Upon the
second fire it is written: "and there was a glowing brightness to the
fire" (Yechezkel 1:13), for the brightness, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, is seen in it. This fire gladly dwells within the inner fire,
as said, NAMELY, THE FIRST FIRE. The third fire surrounds that
glowing brightness, and in it lies the fear of judgment that smites the
wicked.

414. And though we learned that there are four colors to fire,
NAMELY, WHITE, RED, GREEN AND BLACK; and these four are one,
EACH CONSISTS OF THESE FOUR COLORS, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT; nevertheless this DOES NOT
APPLY TO the fire mentioned before, WE ARE ONLY REFERRING TO
THE AREA which is where lies the fear of judgment. THEREFORE
WE PARTICULARLY EXPOUNDED AS REQUIRED UPON THREE
FIRES ONLY AND NO MORE. About this speaks the verse "And you
shall be afraid of your Elohim," MEANING, of His punishment. THIS
IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN "OF YOUR ELOHIM."
415. One should concentrate with love and fear together, to fear on
one side, DRAWN FROM THE LEFT, and love on another side,
DRAWN FROM THE RIGHT, with the said aspects, FOR MALCHUT
TOO HAS THE FOUR ASPECTS: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT. That fear would be fear of punishment, THE LOWER
FEAR, for whoever transgresses the precepts of the Torah is
punished by the LEFT side. And once this side starts to strike, it
never ceases until it exterminates him from this world and the World
to Come. Therefore one should fear that fire, for there is fear within it.
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416. From THE THIRD FIRE a fire is spread outwards to strange
Elohim. Upon this says the verse "you shall not fear the Elohim of
the Amorites" (Shoftim 6:10), because one must not be afraid of
them. This fire of fear we mentioned, NAMELY, THE THIRD FIRE, is
holy and takes part in holiness. It is that which surrounds the
brightness. But the other fire outside is sometimes connected TO
THIS FIRE OF FEAR, and sometimes separates from it and
disconnects. And when SINS cause the fire outside to be joined with
the fire OF FEAR, then the fire becomes dark, darkens and covers
the other lights WITHIN THE BRIGHTNESS. This may be derived from
the expression "a fire flaring up" (Yechezkel 1:4), for it is not
ALWAYS burning, as was already explained.

417. After this there is love, as explained that love dwells after
ATTAINING fear. The secret of the matter is that once fear dwells
upon the head of man, WHICH IS FROM THE LEFT, love is awakened
from the right, THAT IS, FROM CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. He who
worships with love, cleaves the high place above, and joins the
holiness of the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH; for he rises and
bedecks himself and joins the right side, WHICH IS CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, UPON WHICH DWELLS BINAH.

418. And if you say that worship out of fear is not considered
worship, THIS IS NOT SO. For it is precious worship, though it does
not rise to be joined above TO ZEIR ANPIN. And when one worships
with love, one rises and bedecks oneself above and cleaves to the
World to Come. This man is summoned to the World to Come. Happy
is his portion, for he has power over the place of fear, and nothing
has power over the level of fear but love, which is the mystery of the
right, THE MYSTERY OF UNITY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.

419. The person, worthy of the World to Come, should avow the
unity of the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, and connect the
organs, MALE AND FEMALE, to the higher grades, ABA AND IMA,
the high with the low, and to unite them all and put them in their
proper place, IN THE BLESSED ENDLESS LIGHT, and tie knots. This
is the secret of "Hear O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is
one" (Devarim 6:4).

33. The secret of Sh'ma
We hear from Rabbi Shimon that 'name' (Shem) is included in 'hear' (Sh'ma). All is considered one, for Zeir Anpin and Malchut alluded to in the
Sh'ma are united to be one with Yisrael Saba. The heart wishes to cleave to infinity where the supernal tabernacle shall be joined with the lower
tabernacle. Rabbi Shimon speaks about the letters in Yud Hei Vav Hei and Yud Hei Yud Hei. We read that the purpose of the word 'one' is to
strengthen the desire to bind all together and raise our will in fear and love up to infinity. 'One' is the secret of above, below and the four directions
of the world.
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420. The secret meaning of the word sh'ma (lit. 'hear') is a name
(Heb. shem), WHICH IS MALCHUT, amounting to Ayin (=70) names,
WHICH IS THE NAME OF SEVENTY TWO NAMES (AYIN BET=72) OF
THE UPPER CHARIOT, THAT IS, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN ABOVE THE CHEST. Everything is one
whole, THAT IS, MALCHUT CALLED NAME IS INCLUDED WITHIN
ZEIR ANPIN ABOVE THE CHEST, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF LARGE
AYIN. 'Yisrael' refers to Yisrael - Saba, THE SIX ENDS OF BINAH. For
there is also Small Yisrael, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as is written:
"when Yisrael was a child, then I loved him" (Hoshea 11:1); BUT
HERE it is Yisrael - Saba, one mystery into one whole, FOR ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT ALLUDED TO IN THE 'SH'MA', ARE ONE
WITH YISRAEL - SABA, FOR THEY RISE UP AND BECOME ONE
WITH HIM. 'Sh'ma Yisrael' (lit. 'Hear, O Yisrael') INDICATES THAT
here, IN YISRAEL - SABA, wife is united with her husband, THAT IS,
MALCHUT WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
421. After ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT were included the one within
the other into one IN YISRAEL - SABA, then all the organs should be
joined together, THE SIX ENDS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, to
unite two tabernacles together in all the organs, THE SUPERNAL
DWELLING IS THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI, AND THE LOWER
DWELLING IS THE SECRET OF VAV-HEI, with the heart wishing to
rise to cleave with the Endless Light, where all, the upper and lower,
will cleave and become one will.

422. This is the inner meaning of 'Yud Hei Yud Hei', as is said "and
Hashem will be (Heb. yihyeh, Yud Hei Yud Hei) one" (Zecharyah
14:9), NAMELY, ONE in the secret of Yud Hei Yud Hei: Yud OF YUD
HEI YUD HEI, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, is to be united and
attached to the Hei OF YUD HEI YUD HEI, which is an inner chamber,
BINAH, the place where the supernal point is concealed, which is
Yud, CHOCHMAH. This is the secret of Yud Hei Vav Hei our Elohim.
These two names are Yud Hei, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, HASHEM
BEING CHOCHMAH AND OUR ELOHIM BEING BINAH.
423. Also all the body parts are put together, THE SIX ENDS OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, where they came from, in the inner chamber,
BINAH, AS WAS SAID; and everything returns to its place, to its
essence and root, up to where the root of the covenant is, THAT IS,
ABA.

424. Then the other two letters OF YUD HEI YUD HEI are combined
and attached together, the Yud with the Hei. The Yud is the inner
meaning of the holy covenant, TO WIT, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. And
the Hei is a temple, and a place to conceal the holy covenant, the
Yud. NAMELY, MALCHUT IS A TEMPLE TO YESOD, AS BINAH IS A
TEMPLE TO CHOCHMAH AS SAID. And though we explained that
Yesod is the second Vav OF THE LETTER VAV FULLY SPELLED
(VAV VAV), THE FIRST VAV BEING TIFERET AND THE SECOND
BEING YESOD, WHY THEN IS IT SAID HERE TO BE YUD? HE
ANSWERS: the implication of Yud is uniting them into one, THAT IS,
WHEN IN THE SECRET OF UNITY WITH MALCHUT, YESOD IS
CALLED YUD.
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425. THE PURPOSE OF THE WORD One is to cause unity from there
upward, THAT IS, FROM MALCHUT UPWARD, to awaken the desire
to bind all together and awaken our wish with awe and love up to the
Endless Light. This desire TO GO UP TO THE ENDLESS LIGHT will
not be lacking in these grades and body parts, but will appear in
them all, NOTHING SHALL BE WITHOUT IT, to attach them, so that
all will be one unity bound together in the Endless Light.

426. This is the avowal of unity of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder),
who learned it from his father, and his father from his Rabbi, and so
on up to the mouth of Elijah. This avowal is very well and by
reparation. And though we explained this avowal by many secrets,
OTHER WAYS, all the secrets amount to one. But this I found in his
book and it is well for it is an avowal of unity by amendment. We
expounded upon another secret elsewhere, which is well and proper
as it should be. But this avowal is by amendment, the avowal of Rav
Hamnuna Saba (the elder).

427. He also says that whoever wishes to unite all the secrets of the
avowal of unity within the word One, this is better. Therefore we
lengthen the pronunciation of 'one' to awaken the desire to draw
from above downward and to raise from below upward, so all will be
one. This is the secret of Yud Hei Yud Hei, that alludes to this, AS
WE SAID.

428. We learned THAT WITHIN THE WORD One is the secret of
above, below and the four directions of the world. It is so, and we
need to unite the higher and the lower as we said, THEY BEING ABA
AND IMA AND MALE AND FEMALE. The four directions of the world
are the secret of the supernal Chariot, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET
AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN ABOVE THE CHEST, and we should
put them all together in one bond, one unity, all the way to the
Endless Light, as we explained.

34. Mentioning the exodus from Egypt
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the upper and lower worlds could not be joined while the Shechinah was in exile. He speaks of the freedom of Malchut
now united with Zeir Anpin. During the exile of the children of Yisrael the Shechinah always remained with them, but when she left the exile she
asked God to redeem her four times (against the four exiles) so she would be free; she was thus redeemed four times by the Exodus. Therefore the
four redemptions are repeated in the prayers, before and after "You have been the help of our fathers," to make them fortified and lasting. Lastly,
Rabbi Shimon mentions the initiated who behold the holiness of their Master, saying that the mystery of surrendering the soul to one's Master is
very important.
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429. After THE MEDITATION OF SH'MA, there is a mystery of
mentioning the Exodus from Egypt, since the Shechinah was in
exile, and when She is in exile, there is no joining together the upper
world, ZEIR ANPIN, and the lower world, MALCHUT. THEREFORE
ONE NEEDS to demonstrate the freedom of that redemption FROM
EGYPT carried out by several signs and miracles performed by the
Holy One, blessed be He. This redemption ought to be mentioned
and beheld, for though it occurred in exile, now it is free, since the
day the bonds of Egypt were thrown open and several miracles were
performed.

430. One ought to point at freedom OF MALCHUT, because she is
united with her husband, ZEIR ANPIN; and also in order to bring
nearer the uttering of the word redemption, YESOD, to the Amidah
prayer, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, so all will become one without
separation or divorce, MEANING THAT MALCHUT IS DEVORCED IN
EXILE FROM HER HUSBAND, ZEIR ANPIN. This is implied by
"neither shall they take a woman put away from her
husband" (Vayikra 21:7).
431. And you may say that she is in exile, and divorced FROM HER
HUSBAND, ZEIR ANPIN. This is not so. She is in exile to dwell with
Yisrael, FOR WHEREVER YISRAEL WERE EXILED, THE SHECHINAH
IS WITH THEM, to protect them, but not put away BY ZEIR ANPIN.
The Shechinah was not seen during the first Temple or the second
Temple, WHEN YISRAEL SINNED, THEREFORE IT WAS NOT
CONSIDERED AN EXILE, NOR SEPARATION. Before Yisrael went in
exile, IF THEY SINNED, the Shechinah went up, and afterwards,
WHEN THEY WENT IN EXILE, SHE DID NOT MOUNT UP, BUT Her
abode was with Yisrael. But never was there separation.
432. For that reason we must display redemption, which enfolds four
redemptions. The secret thereof is that when the Shechinah left the
exile in Egypt, She asked the Holy One, blessed be He, to redeem
Her four times, four redemptions, against the four exiles, so She
would be free and no longer put away. THEREFORE at the time OF
THE REDEMPTION FROM EGYPT, She was redeemed four
redemptions, by the Exodus. TO WIT, WHEN RECEIVING MOCHIN OF
THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT, THE SHECHINAH WAS REDEEMED
FROM ALL FOUR KINGDOMS, THAT IS, FROM ALL THE EXILES UP
TO THE COMING OF THE MESSIAH, IN A WAY THAT SHE WOULD
NO LONGER BE CONSIDERED AS SEPARATED FROM HER
HUSBAND ZEIR ANPIN. And now that the Shechinah needs to be
prepared to be united with Her husband ZEIR ANPIN, we have to
display that redemption from Egypt, that enfolds four redemptions.
AND WITH THE AWAKENING OF MOCHIN OF THE EXODUS FROM
EGYPT, SHE IS PREPARED TO BE UNITED WITH HER HUSBAND,
BECAUSE THERE IS FREEDOM FROM ALL THE FOUR KINGDOMS.
433. Therefore we mention that redemption four times: true, true,
true, true, until the passage "You have been the help of our fathers,"
AGAINST THE FOUR REDEMPTIONS, for they are help and support
for all Yisrael. And from "THE HELP OF OUR FATHERS" there are
four more 'true', REPEATED, so the four redemptions would be
fortified and lasting, sealed by the signet of the King. Therefore the
four redemptions are repeated.
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434. All FOUR REDEMPTIONS concern the Exodus from Egypt,
because were there not four redemptions in that exodus from Egypt,
She would not be able to unite, together in her decorations WITH
ZEIR ANPIN, whenever there is an exile, for the unification of the
Holy Name. Therefore one should mention the redemption from
Egypt always, in every sanctification (Heb. kedusha) of the Holy One,
blessed be He. Blessed be His name for ever and ever.

435. This is the mystery of sanctification, THAT IS, HOLY, HOLY,
HOLY, THAT WE SAY. We explained that during sanctification,
everything is sanctified above and below, THE ANGELS AND
YISRAEL, and all the grades and the Chariots, upper and lower. We
already explained its high mysteries to the initiated who behold the
holiness of their Master, happy is their portion.

436. The mystery of surrendering the soul to one's Master, that you
expounded upon is very well. Friends, happy is your portion, and
happy are my eyes to behold, while still alive, holy matters awakened
in this world, written above before the Holy King.

35. "Then they who feared Hashem spoke to one another"
Rabbi Shimon opens with: "Then they who feared Hashem spoke to one another and Hashem hearkened, and heard it: and a book of remembrance
was written before him for those who feared Hashem, and took heed of His name." He tells us that this means that the holy Chariots and armies
spoke with one another before God. And when these holy words rise up, the Holy King delights in them and they mount to His head and become a
crown. We read that "they who feared Hashem" above means when they repent with love they stand before God. "They who feared Hashem" below
means that afterwards they go down to earth, but even then their words retain their shape above. All the words that the righteous on earth bedeck
themselves with stay standing before God in the same shape of wickedness turned into merit. And afterwards they are written in the book of
remembrance before Him, so they would exist before Him always.
"Took heed of His name" means that those who value the importance of the Torah fix the wisdom of their Master's name in their hearts.
437. He opened and said "Then they who feared Hashem spoke to
one another and Hashem hearkened, and heard it: and a book of
remembrance was written before Him for those who feared Hashem,
and took heed of His name" (Malachi 3:16). We should examine this
verse. It is written: "spoke to one another," but should have merely
been written 'spoke'. Why is it so? HE ANSWERS: the holy Chariots
and armies spoke with one another BEFORE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.
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438. Since these holy words THEY SPOKE mount up, some hasten to
carry them before the Holy King, and they are adorned with crowns
of supernal light and speak about it with one another before the
supernal King. Who has seen joys, and who has seen praises
mounting through all the firmaments! And when these words rise,
the Holy King looks at them and adorns Himself with them. They
come up to sit in His lap, and He delights in them. From there, HIS
BOSOM, they mount to His head and become a crown. Upon this the
Torah said "and I will be daily His delight" (Mishlei 8:30). It is not
written "I was," but "I will be," IN THE FUTURE TENSE, namely,
anytime and whenever the supernal words mount before Him.

439. "They who feared Hashem" is written twice, NAMELY, "THEN
THEY WHO FEARED HASHEM...AND A BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE
WAS WRITTEN BEFORE HIM FOR THEM WHO FEARED HASHEM..."
THE MEANING IS "they who fear Hashem" above, MEANS, WHEN
THEY REPENT WITH LOVE, THEY STAND ABOVE BEFORE THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. "They who fear Hashem" below
MEANS THAT AFTERWARDS THEY GO DOWN TO THEIR PLACE ON
EARTH. AND EVEN WHEN they who fear Hashem are already below,
IN THEIR PLACE, those words retain their shape above. I found this
secret in the book of Enoch, that all the words, that the righteous on
earth bedeck themselves with, stand before the King. NAMELY,
WHEN THEY REPENT WITH LOVE, THEY ARE ADORNED WITH
THEIR WICKEDNESS WHICH TURNED INTO MERIT, AS SAID; they
stand on their own above before the King, and the Holy One, blessed
be He, is delighted by them. After that THE RIGHTEOUS descend
AND THE WORDS STAY standing before Him in the same shape OF
WICKEDNESS TURNED INTO MERIT, as the righteous uttered them.
The Holy One, blessed be He, is delighted in that image. And
afterwards they are written in the book of remembrance before Him,
so they would exist before Him always.
440. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "took heed of His name?" HE
ANSWERS: It was already explained that those, who heed and value
the words of Torah, cleave to their Master in the secret of the Holy
Name, to know Him, so the wisdom of His name will be fixed upon
their heart. OF THEM it is written, who "took heed of His name," for
this is the secret of the Holy Name.

36. "And above the firmament"
We hear the meaning of: "And above the firmament that was over their heads was the likeness of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire stone." The
firmament refers to the lower firmament for no one can behold the one above. "A throne" refers to the throne below; had it said 'the throne' it would
have meant the supernal throne, and this is impossible because the supernal throne cannot be seen; it is concealed and undisclosed. In "the
likeness as the appearance of a man," "the appearance" includes all the forms of the utterances of wisdom. The secrets of Chochmah go up and
stand in the likeness of man. Rabbi Shimon tells the rabbis that he can see the secret of man is impressed upon them all, and that the righteous are
destined to be seen by all. He admonishes Rabbi Yosi for thinking of worldly matters, and Rabbi Yosi comes back to the words of the Torah, so his
image is complete.
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441. It is written: "And above the firmament that was over their
heads was the likeness of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire
stone" (Yechezkel 1:26). This verse was already explained. Yet
"above the firmament" refers to the lower firmament, BENEATH
MALCHUT, as you, friends, have explained. FOR THEY MENTIONED
IT IN THE NAME OF RABBI SHIMON, happy is my portion and happy
is your portion. For nobody can behold the upper firmament, BINAH.
BUT IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT THE FIRMAMENT BELOW WITHIN
MALCHUT "AND YOU SHALL SEE MY BACK" (SHEMOT 33:23), and
above THIS FIRMAMENT that sapphire stone is located, which we
said IS MALCHUT, based on the inference of its being a good and
precious pearl, as I explained.

442. It is written: "the likeness of a throne" and not "the likeness of
the throne," for there is throne and throne. "The throne" is supernal,
concealed and undisclosed, that is, not revealed, and no one can
bear look at it and know it, BEING BINAH. Therefore it is simply
written: 'a throne' WITHOUT THE DEFINITE ARTICLE, for it is the
lower throne, NAMELY, MALCHUT.

443. "the likeness as the appearance of a man" (Yechezkel 1:26): HE
ASKS: Since it was said "likeness," why add 'as the appearance'.
Would not it suffice to say "the likeness of a man?" HE ANSWERS:
"the likeness of man" represents the high secret of the high glory,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, IN YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH
ALEPH'S WHICH EQUALS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF ADAM. This
is the likeness of man SITTING ON THE THRONE WHICH IS
MALCHUT; and the addition, "the appearance," includes all the
forms of the words of wisdom CALLED SIGHT OR APPEARANCE,
FOR CHOCHMAH IS SO CALLED. They are the secrets of Chochmah
that go up and adorn themselves above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and then
assume the likeness of man, NAMELY, that form with which the
righteous are bedecked. And in all these the Holy One, blessed be
He, is delighted in His crowns.
444. And you, friends, the Holy One, blessed be He, is delighted even
now with the words you said, and they are crowned on that way. And
you have established THE LIKENESS OF A MAN before your Master
by your holy forms, for when I beheld you and regarded your
shapes, I saw that you were marked with the secret of man, and I
knew that your shape is invited above. And so the righteous are
destined to be recognized by everyone and display the sacred form
of their countenances before the whole world. This is the meaning of
the verse "All that see them shall acknowledge them, that they are
the seed which Hashem has blessed" (Yeshayah 61:9).

445. While he was speaking he saw Rabbi Yosi contemplating
worldly matters. He told him 'Yosi, stand and complete your image,
for one letter is missing in you'. FOR SINCE HE WAS
CONTEMPLATING WORLDLY THINGS, HE CALLED HIM YOSI AND
NOT RABBI YOSI. Rabbi Yosi arose and rejoiced in words of Torah
and stood before him. Rabbi Shimon looked upon him and said
'Rabbi Yosi, now you are whole before the Ancient One (Heb. Atik
Yomin), and your image is whole.
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37. "And they made the Head plate"
Rabbi Shimon opens with: "And they made the plate (tzitz) of the holy crown of pure gold..." 'Tzitz' means 'to peek' and that is because the plate is to
be looked at, for the plate reflects immediately the level of righteousness of the person looking at it. In the plate the letters of the Holy Name were
engraved; when a righteous person stood before it the light would come from the plate and shine upon his face. The priest would notice this only
the first time but not later. The reflection is because the mirror shines on him from above as an indication that God wants him. If a person stands
before that plate and his face never shows the holy reflective light, the priest knows that he is an evildoer.
446. He opened and said "And they made the Head plate (Heb. tzitz)
of the holy crown of pure gold..." (Shemot 39:30). HE ASKS: Why is it
called 'Tzitz' (lit. 'to peep')? AND ANSWERS: IT IS meant to be looked
at. And since it is there for men to see, it is called 'tzitz'. And
whoever glances at that glint, it is reflected at once on him
WHETHER HE IS RIGHTEOUS OR NOT.

447. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS. In the Head plate were the letters of
the Holy Name, ornamentally engraved in it. If a righteous man
stands before it, the letters engraved in gold would shine in relief
and their lights would go from below upward protruding from the
engraving, and shine in the face of that person.

448. AT ONE TIME, the sparkling would shine in him, and AT ONE
TIME it would not. HE EXPLAINS, when the priest looked first at the
person, he saw the illuminations of all the letters on his face. But
when he looked closely, he would see nothing but the light of his
face, TO THE EXTENT of the sparkling coming from gold, shining on
him, AND NO MORE. Only the priest understood what he saw at first
glance, which he saw for a while, AND THE SAME WITH EVERYONE
ELSE. IT IS because the Holy One, blessed be He, favors that man,
WHO REGARDS THE HEAD PLATE, and knows that he is destined
for the World to Come, as the sight THAT ILLUMINATED WITH THE
LETTERS OF THE HEAD PLATE, shines on him from above, to say
that the Holy One, blessed be He, is pleased with him. But when they
look at him closely, later, TO EXAMINE HIM they would see nothing,
since the upper mirror is seen in him only for a while.

449. And if a person stands before that Head plate and his face does
not show, NOT EVEN for a short time, the holy reflective sight, then
the priest knows that he is brazen, and in need of atonement and
mercy.

38. "let your eyes be on the field that they reap"
Rabbi Yehuda reads the title verse from the book of Ruth. We are told that Boaz the judge of Yisrael saw Ruth's humility since she looked only in
front of her, and he praised her eyes. He saw that she brought prosperity, for the more she gleaned, the more there was to glean in that field. Boaz
saw that the Holy Spirit was upon her, and her eyes gave blessings. Now we are told of another explanation, where Boaz saw that many kings and
rulers were destined to issue from her; the kings are like eyes because the eyes lead the body. Now we hear that 'the field' being reaped is Zion and
Jerusalem, for the eyes that will issue from her shall rule in that field where the Torah is received. "And when you are thirsty" means that if you
desire to be attached to a man and raise a seed you should "go to the vessels" who are the righteous, the vessels of Hashem - only God makes use
of these vessels.
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450. "And they made the Head plate (Heb. tzitz) of the holy
crown" (Shemot 39:30). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion and
read from the scroll of Ruth, "let your eyes be on the field that they
reap..." (Rut 2:9). We have to examine the relevance of this verse
here. Rabbi Yitzchak said to him, in the same way, there are many
verses in the Torah that seem as if they do not need to be written,
yet we see high secrets in them all. Rabbi Yehuda said that whoever
looks at the verse but not closely, is like someone who never tasted
a dish.

451. HE ANSWERS: there is a mystery, which was written under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit. For Boaz, the judge of Yisrael, saw the
humility of this righteous woman, who did not lift up her eyes to look
elsewhere but in front of her, and he saw that whatever she beheld,
she did so with a benevolent eye, and there was no impudence in
her. He then praised her eyes.

452. For some eyes cause that there will be no blessing upon that
place. AND BOAZ saw a benevolent eye in her, and also that she
brings prosperity, for the more she gleaned, the more was to be
gleaned in the field. And Boaz saw that the Holy Spirit was upon her.
Then he said "let your eyes be on the field that they reap, and go
after them." And if you say that it is for the other gleaners THAT HE
TOLD RUTH "ON THE FIELD THAT THEY REAP, AND GO AFTER
THEM"; THEREFORE why did he tell her to go after them and not to
glean after them? What is the meaning of 'go after them'? He said
that about her eyes, that brought many blessings, and therefore "go
after them," after your eyes. No one in the world has permission to
follow their eyes, but you SHALL GO after your eyes for they bestow
many blessings.

453. Another explanation concerning "let your eyes be on the field
that they reap." Boaz looked at the Holy Spirit and saw that many
high kings and rulers are destined to issue from her, and they are
the eyes of all. She is like Tamar who "sat by the entrance of Einayim
(lit. 'eyes')" (Beresheet 38:14), for she sat at the opening and through
her issued high kings and rulers, called eyes. It is written: "through
the eyes of the congregation" (Bemidbar 15:24), for as the members
of the body follow the eyes alone and the eyes lead the body; so are
kings and the Sanhedrin and all the rulers, everybody follows them.
This is why he mentioned "your eyes," which are those kings and
rulers destined to issue from her.
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454. HE ASKS: It is written "in the field," what is a field? HE
ANSWERS: it is Zion and Jerusalem, as is written: "Zion...be
ploughed like a field" (Michah 3:12), and "as the smell of a field
which Hashem had blessed" (Beresheet 27:27), which is Jerusalem.
Therefore it is written: "let your eyes be on the field," for the eyes
that will issue from her shall rule no place save the field. "that they
reap": for from that field all the people receive Torah and shining
light, as is written: "for out of Zion shall go forth Torah" (Yeshayah
2:3).

455. "And you shall follow them": with the good deeds I see in you.
"Have I not charged the young men that they shall not touch
you?" (Rut 2:9), is to be understood AT FACE VALUE, for a woman's
mind is easily swayed. THEREFORE HE WARNED THE YOUNG MEN
NOT TO TOUCH HER. "And when you are thirsty" (Ibid.) is clean
language, ITS MEANING IS that if you desire to be attached to a man
and raise a seed, "go to the vessels" (Ibid.), to the righteous called
the vessels of Hashem, as is written: "be clean, you that bear the
vessels of Hashem" (Yeshayah 52:11). For the righteous are
destined to be brought by the whole world as a gift to the King
Messiah. These are the vessels the Holy One, blessed be He, takes
delight in. They are broken vessels in this world for the sake of
observing the Torah. And the Holy One, blessed be He, is waited
upon only by them. And when you are attached to them, "drink..."

39. "and his heart was merry"
We learn from Rabbi Yosi that "and his heart was merry" as written in "and Boaz ate and drank and his heart was merry" means that he said the
benediction over his food; 'heart' refers to Malchut. Since food is of below, God cannot take satisfaction from it unless it is prayed over. But on the
Shabbat the food itself and the pleasure of eating are included above and below. This is the secret of "For all things come of thee, and of your own
have we given you." Whoever blesses God has to do it joyously with a benevolent eye. The four Chariots, in charge of the four directions of Malchut
and the troops of angels, are nourished by that benediction after a meal. Now Rabbi Yosi explains, "for he gives of his bread to the poor," saying
that a man with a benevolent eye gives to the poor out of his own blessing and joy. The other part of this meaning is that he gives to the place that
needs sustenance from all sides, that is Malchut who has nothing by itself; in this sense Malchut is poor. From here Rabbi Yosi moves to discuss,
"he went to lie down at the end of the heap," and "your belly is like a heap of wheat." Whoever says the benediction with joy ascends after death to
the holy temples of Malchut called 'heap'. From each precept of the Master high secrets and high lights and radiances are suspended. Those who do
not observe these precepts are impudent; when they looked upon the golden plate with the engraved letters of the Holy Name their hearts were
broken so that they would feel shame and they would surrender before their Master.
456. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse "and Boaz ate
and drank and his heart was merry" (Rut 3:7). What does it mean,
"and his heart was merry?" It means that he said the blessing over
his food. And it was explained that its meaning is that whoever says
the blessing after the meal, he makes merry his heart. Who is such a
one? He is alluded to in "to you my heart has said" (Tehilim 27:8),
and "the firm strength of my heart" (Tehilim 73:26), REFERING TO
MALCHUT CALLED HEART.

457. And since the blessing after the meal pleases the Holy One,
blessed be He, whoever blesses when satisfied, does good and joy
to another place, VIZ. MALCHUT, as shown by the meals of Shabbat.
For that other place, MALCHUT, enjoys the blessing and the joy of
satiation. Here MALCHUT takes pleasure in the blessing of
satisfaction of Boaz the righteous. This is the meaning of "and his
heart was merry."
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458. What is the reason, MALCHUT ENJOYS THE BLESSING AFTER
THE MEAL? A man's food is troublesome to the Holy One, blessed
be He, being of that place, THAT IS, MALCHUT. When he eats and
drinks and says the blessing OVER FOOD, the blessing rises, and
MALCHUT enjoys the rising words said by the satisfied man. So
MAN enjoys the food below and MALCHUT above.

459. This is a mystery among the friends. The mystery is that on
weekdays, that place derives enjoyment only from the words coming
from satiation, NAMELY, FROM THE BLESSING AFTER THE MEAL.
And all the words are crowned, satiated and satisfied with joy, and
that place takes pleasure in them. On Shabbat it is another principle.
MALCHUT ENJOYS the actual food and the pleasure in the food
consumed to fulfill the Shabbat precept. AND THE FOOD ITSELF is
totally included high and low. This is the secret of "for all things
come of You, and of Your own have we given You" (I Divrei Hayamim
29:14). Assuredly MALCHUT PARTAKES OF this enjoyment OF MAN
and the joy in eating to fulfill the Shabbat precept as explained.

460. Whoever blesses the Holy One, blessed be He, when he is full,
should have intention in his heart, and gladness in his mind, and
must not be sad. But he has to bless joyously according to this
secret, and pay attention that now he gives to another, gladly and
with a benevolent eye. And as he blesses gladly with a benevolent
eye, so he will be given gladly with a benevolent eye, and therefore
one will not be in sadness at all, but in gladness and with words of
the Torah. And one should be careful to bless the proper place,
NAMELY, MALCHUT.

461. Here is a secret: the four Chariots, in charge of the four
directions OF MALCHUT and the troops OF ANGELS, are nourished
by that blessing over satiety. And the words "Blessed are You," IN
THE BLESSING AFTER THE MEAL, MALCHUT enjoys, grows and
adorns herself with them. And he who blesses, should do it willingly,
joyously and with a benign eye. Therefore it is written: "he that has a
generous eye shall be blessed" (Mishlei 22:9).

462. Here we ought to understand the verse ending thoroughly, for it
goes on to say "for he gives of his bread to the poor" (Ibid.). You
may disagree with it THAT THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE SPEAKS
OF THE BLESSING AFTER THE MEAL, AND has no connection to
the end, and the end has no connection to the beginning. But a man
of benevolent eye, as we said, assuredly blesses gladly with a
benign eye, and not for no reason does he joyously bless, for from
that blessing and joy, "he gives of his bread to the poor," namely, to
the place which needs sustenance from all sides, RIGHT AND LEFT,
a place that has nothing to itself, but enjoys on all sides, and is
included on all sides. THIS IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THEREFORE
CALLED POOR, OF WHICH IS SAID "FOR HE GIVES OF HIS BREAD
TO THE POOR." These words are told solely to the wise men who
know the high mysteries and the ways of the Torah.
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463. Come and see, Boaz had a benevolent eye. He was never
impudent. It is written: "he went to lie down at the end of the
heap" (Rut 3:7). This is the secret of "your belly is like a heap of
wheat" (Shir Hashirim 7:3), ALLUDING TO MALCHUT. MALCHUT IS
FOUND EVEN AT THE END OF THE HEAP. From this I learned that
whoever says the blessing over food properly, with joy, willingly,
when he ascends from this world, a place is prepared for him amidst
the high secrets, in the Temples OF MALCHUT CALLED HEAP, TO
WHICH THE VERSE ALLUDES. "HE WENT TO LIE" AFTER PASSING
FROM THE WORLD "AT THE END OF THE HEAP," WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Happy is the man who observes the precepts of his
Master, and knows their secret meanings, for from each precept,
many high secrets, and high lights and radiance's are suspended.
And people do not know nor care for the glory of their Master. Happy
is the portion of the righteous, those who are occupied in the Torah.
Happy are they in this world and the World to Come.

464. Come and see, it is said that all the impudent without shame
have no portion in this world or in the World to Come. All the
impudent in Yisrael, when they looked upon the plate, their heart
broke and they searched their deeds. Since the plate was based on a
letter, AS 'HOLY TO HASHEM' WAS ENGRAVED ON IT and whoever
looked at it, felt ashamed for what he has done; thus the plate
atoned for the impudent and shameless.

465. The letters of the secret of the Holy Name engraved upon the
plate shone with glittering emitting light. Whoever looked upon the
radiance of the letters, his face would fall in terror, and his heart
would break. Then the plate atones for them that way, for it caused
their heart to break and them to surrender before their Master.

40. The incense
In this passage Rabbi Yosi tells of the great power of incense to break evil inclinations, to banish sorcery, and to protect us from the Other Side. It is
as miraculous as the golden plate. Furthermore, whoever reads and studies intently the section on the preparation of the incense is protected. When
the smoke of the incense went up like a pillar the priest saw the letters of the Holy Name soaring in the air and going up like a pillar; afterwards
many Chariots circled it on all sides. It creates unity above and below, atoning for sin and idolatry.
466. So is the incense. Whoever smelled the smoke coming from the
pillar OF SMOKE rising from the smoke raiser, would cleanse his
heart totally to worship his Master, and the filth of the Evil Inclination
would pass from him. He would have only one heart towards his
father in heaven. Since incense breaks the Evil Inclination on all
sides; as the plate is miraculous, so is the incense, for nothing in the
world breaks the Other Side except incense.
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467. Come and look at the verse "take a censer, and put fire in it
from off the altar, and put on incense" (Bemidbar 17:11). What is the
sense? "for wrath is gone out from Hashem: the plague has
begun" (Ibid.). Nothing breaks that side except for incense, for
nothing is more delightful before the Holy One, blessed be He, than
incense. It can revoke sorcery, and evil things at home. The smell
and smoke of manmade incense cancels SORCERY, when done for
that specific purpose, and incense all the more.

468. It is a standing decree before the Holy One, blessed be He, that
whoever looks at and reads every day the section of the preparation
of incense, he is protected from all evil things and sorcery in the
world, from mishaps and evil brooding, from bad punishment and
death, and shall not come to harm on that day, for the Other Side
may not have power over him. Only he must read it intently.

469. Rabbi Shimon said, if people would know how lofty is the
section of the preparation of incense before the Holy One, blessed
be He, they would take each word and raise it to be adorned as a
golden crown upon their heads. Whoever studies well the section on
the formulation of the incense, has to examine it closely. And if he
concentrates on it every day, he has a portion in this world and in
the World to Come. Death is banished from him and from the world,
and he is protected from this world's ordinances, the ordeal of
Gehenom, and the judgment of other kingdom (Heb. malchut).

470. In that incense, when the smoke went up like a pillar, the priest
saw the letters of the Holy Name soaring in the air and going up like
a pillar, and afterwards, many Chariots circled it on all sides, and it
goes up shining and joyous, and gladdens those who are gladdened,
and binds bonds, THAT IS, CREATES UNITY, above and below, so
that everything becomes one. This has already been explained. This
atones for the Evil Inclination and idolatry, which is the Other Side
as clarified.

41. "And you shall make an altar for the burning of incense"
Rabbi Yosi says there are two altars, an inner one for fragrant spice burnt incense and an outer one for burnt offering. The Other Side is bound and
tied to the altar; when he saw the smoke of incense rising he fled, leaving the tabernacle purified. Wherever the section of the incense is said with
dedication death has no sway, even as Aaron bound the angel of death so he could have no power nor could he pronounce judgment. A man can
escape judgment if he says twice a day the passage of the incense ordinance; upon this passage the world exists, and also the World to Come. If it
is not said, judgment and plagues hover over the land and it is ruled by other nations. Rabbi Yosi tells us that the section of the incense is dearer to
God and more important than all prayers. Incense does more than prayer by creating unity and bringing light and removing filth from the world. The
incense unites Zeir Anpin and Malchut. Malchut then becomes Hei; the Hei unites with Vav, that is Zeir Anpin; the Vav arises to be adorned by the
first Hei, Binah; that Hei is glittering by the Yud that is Chochmah. Then all their will rises to infinity, and all of them become one; the Holy Name
shines and adorns itself, all the worlds rejoice, candles burn brightly, and there is food and blessing for all the worlds.
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471. He opened and said "And you shall make an altar for the
burning of incense" (Shemot 30:1). We should look carefully into this
verse. For there are two altars, of fragrant spice burnt incense and of
burnt offering, the former an inner and the latter an outer one. Why is
it called an altar if no animals are sacrificed upon it, to give it the
name of altar?

472. Since some evil beings were neutralized and bound, and the
Other Side is bound, it cannot rule nor denounce. Therefore it is
called an altar (Heb. mizbeach), FOR THE OTHER SIDE IS BOUND
AND TIED TO IT LIKE A SACRIFICED ANIMAL (HEB. ZEVACH). And
when the Other Side saw the smoke of incense rising, he
surrendered and fled, and could not approach the tabernacle, so it
was purified. And no one delighted in that high joy but the Holy One,
blessed be He, alone. Since He is very fond of it, the altar stands
inside, for there are blessings in such an altar, and therefore it is not
exposed, THAT IS, IT STANDS INSIDE.

473. It is written about Aaron, "And he stood between the dead and
the living, and the plague was stayed" (Bemidbar 17:13). For he
bound the Angel of Death, so he could not have power at all, nor
carry out punishment. A sign was given to us, that wherever the
section of the incense is said with intention and a willing heart,
death has no sway over that place, nor can it harm. Also other
nations have no power over that place.

474. Come and look at the verse, "an altar for the burning of
incense" (Shemot 30:1). HE ASKS: Why is it called an altar, if it is
meant for burning incense? HE ANSWERS: this is because FIRE is
taken from that place to burn incense, like Aaron did, AS IS
WRITTEN: "TAKE A CENSER, AND PUT FIRE IN IT FROM OFF THE
ALTAR" (BEMIDBAR 17:11). Moreover, since it is an altar, it must be
sanctified by that incense, therefore it is for the burning of incense.
ANOTHER SENSE is that 'the burning of incense' literally means that
incense must be burnt only in a censer.
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475. Come and see, whoever is pursued by Judgment, is in need of
incense and must repent before his Master. For INCENSE helps
Judgment to disappear from him. And assuredly Judgment leaves
him, if he is wont to say twice a day, morning and evening, the
passage of the incense, as is written: "sweet incense every
morning... at evening, he shall burn incense upon it" (Shemot 30:78). Upon this the world perpetually exists, as is said, "a perpetual
incense before Hashem throughout your generations" (Ibid. 8).
Assuredly, this world is sustained by it and so is the World to Come.

476. Wherever the section of incense formulation is not daily
mentioned, WHEN NOT RECITED, judgment and many plagues hover
above this place, and it is ruled by other nations. Therefore it is
written: "a perpetual incense before Hashem." It stands always
before Hashem, more than other devotions. The section of the
incense is more precious and delightful to the Holy One, blessed be
He, than all worship and petitions. And though prayer is most
valuable, the section of the incense formulation is MORE highly
regarded and precious to the Holy One, blessed be He.

477. Come and see the difference between prayer and the section of
incense. Prayer was composed instead of the sacrifices offered by
Yisrael. But all those sacrifices are not as valuable as the incense.
Also, the difference between them is that prayer perfects whatever
needs perfection. Incense, on the other hand, does more by both
perfecting and binding, THAT IS, CREATING UNITY, and brings more
light than anything else, which removes filth and cleanses the
tabernacle. And everything is shining, perfected and joined together.

478. Therefore the section of incense is recited before the prayer
every day, to remove filth from the world; for it perfects everything
on that day, like a desired sacrifice with which the Holy One, blessed
be He, is pleased.

479. It is written of Moses, "And Hashem said to Moses, take to you
sweet spices, balm..." (Shemot 30:34). This was already explained.
Nevertheless, why is it written here: "take to you" (Ibid.) that was not
said elsewhere?" HE ANSWERS: "Take to you" MEANS for your
pleasure and benefit. For it is as a purified wife bringing pleasure to
her husband. FOR INCENSE PURIFIED THE TABERNACLE, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, THE BRIDE OF MOSES, WHO WAS A CHARIOT OF
ZEIR ANPIN. This is the inner meaning of "take to you sweet spices,"
to remove the filth, so that the wife, MALCHUT, is sanctified by her
husband, ZEIR ANPIN. Blessed is the portion of Moses.
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480. In the same manner, it is written of Aaron, "take you a young
calf" (Vayikra 9:2). THIS ALSO MEANS FOR YOUR PLEASURE AND
BENEFIT, NAMELY, to atone for his sin of the golden calf that he
brought upon Yisrael. Therefore it is written of Moses, "'take to you,"
NAMELY, for your pleasure and benefit.

481. The incense joins things together, TO WIT, IT UNIFIES, brings
light and removes filth. The Dalet becomes Hei, FOR BEFORE
UNITING WITH ZEIR ANPIN, MALCHUT IS DALET, FOR WITHOUT
CHASSADIM SHE DOES NOT SHINE AND IS POOR (HEB. DALA).
BUT WHEN ZEIR ANPIN UNITES WITH HER, CHOCHMAH IN HER IS
CLOTHED BY CHASSADIM AND SHE SHINES WITH ALL
PERFECTION AND BECOMES HEI. THE INCENSE UNIFIES ZEIR
ANPIN WITH MALCHUT, CAUSING THE DALET TO BECOME HEI. BY
THIS the Hei is united with Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Vav
rises to be adorned by THE FIRST Hei, WHICH IS BINAH, AND SO
RECEIVES PLENTY FOR MALCHUT. That Hei, BINAH, is glittering
from the Yud, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, IN ORDER TO BESTOW ON
ZEIR ANPIN. And their will rises to the Endless Light, and all of them,
NAMELY, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THAT
ARE YUD HEI VAV HEI become one, bound together in the one high
secret, which is the loftiest bond. AND ALL THIS IS DONE BY THE
INCENSE.
482. From now onward, since everything was thus knotted together,
it is all adorned according to the secret of the Endless Light, and the
secret of the Holy Name shines and adorns itself on all sides, all the
worlds rejoice, candles burn brightly, and there is sustenance and
blessings for all the worlds. Everything was BROUGHT by the secret
of incense. For if the filth had not been removed BY THE INCENSE,
this would not have taken place, for everything depend on it.

483. Come and see, the incense always comes first and precedes
everything. For this reason the section of the incense comes before
prayer, hymns and praises. For nothing rises, is perfected or
connected, before filth is removed BY INCENSE. It is written: "and he
shall make atonement for the holy place" first, and then "because of
their transgressions in all their sins" (Vayikra 16:16). Therefore, one
should atone for the holy place, and remove filth, and purify the
holiness BY USE OF INCENSE, and then sing hymns and pray, as we
already said.

484. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come, for
they know how to perfect above and below, as this perfection is
ought to be done, from below upward, until everything is bound
together into one supernal knot, THAT IS, THE INCENSE. It is done
when improvement is necessary by perfecting the engraved letters
which constitute the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT IS,
YUD HEI VAV HEI.

42. "in sorrow you shall bring forth children"
Rabbi Elazar asks his father Rabbi Shimon how this title passage applies to the supernal woman, Malchut. Rabbi Shimon replies by referring to "as
the hart pants after the water brooks," coming to the conclusion that the female (Malchut) pants after the water (the light of Chassidim), conceives
from the male and is in labor because she is under judgment. He says that when she gives birth God prepares for her a big supernal serpent; it bites
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that place and she delivers. The meaning of, "I will greatly multiply the pain of your childbearing," is that she shudders daily and is saddened by the
deeds of the world. The sorrow of the title verse is the secret of the serpent that saddens the face of the world. Rabbi Shimon says that Malchut was
originally as big as Zeir Anpin but she diminished her light and rule and has no power herself but what Zeir Anpin gives her, exactly like the moon
and the sun, and so he rules over her. We are told that the serpent, sorrow, is required because he opened a way through which the upper souls
descend into the world, and if it weren't for that opening, no souls would dwell inside man at all. In "sin crouches at the door," the 'door' is the door
of Malchut, whose purpose is to give birth; the serpent stands at the door. However, Rabbi Shimon tells us, any souls that descend into holy bodies
do not have the serpent present at their entrance because their gates are not closed, as they are drawn from the Right Column. But for everyone
else the serpent rules over the body and Malchut rules over the soul, both being wrapped around one another. Lastly, we hear that when the serpent
delivers before his time he dies at delivery, as written in, "He will destroy death forever," and "The dead men of your people shall live, my dead body
shall arise."
485. Rabbi Shimon and his son Rabbi Elazar were sitting one night
and studying the Torah. Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Shimon his
father, it is written: "To the woman He said, I will greatly multiply the
pain of your childbearing. In sorrow you shall bring forth children;
and yet your desire shall be to your husband..." (Beresheet 3:16). We
learned that this high secret, TAHT IS, WHICH APPLIES ALSO TO
MALCHUT ABOVE, IS true below FOR THE PHYSICAL WOMAN. But
if this is the reflection of above, TO WIT, THE SUPERNAL WOMAN,
MALCHUT, WAS TOLD "IN SORROW YOU SHALL BRING FORTH
CHILDREN," what then is the meaning of all this?
486. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion and said, "as the hart
longs for the water brooks" (Tehilim 42:2). This verse was already
explained, yet there is a living creature in the world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT; it has in its charge a thousand keys every day, NAMELY,
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CALLED THOUSAND. This
animal is female, and is always desirous of the water brooks, THAT
IS, OF CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN, IN WHICH CHOCHMAH
CLOTHES ITSELF, to drink and quench her thirst. FOR CHOCHMAH
IN HER CANNOT ILLUMINATE WITHOUT CHASSADIM AND
THEREFORE IT IS DARK AND ATHIRST FOR THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM CALLED WATER, as is written: "as the hart longs for
the water brooks."
487. Here we should look closely. In the beginning it is written 'hart',
WHICH IS MASCULINE, and not THE FEMININE 'doe'. Later it is
written 'longs' IN THE FEMININE FORM. The secret thereof is that
male and female are together and must not be separated, nor
mentioned the one without the other, only together. The female
longs for the water brooks, conceives from the male, and is in labor
because he is under judgment.

488. When she gives birth, the Holy One, blessed be He, prepares for
her a big supernal serpent. It bites that place and she delivers. This
is the meaning of "I will greatly multiply the pain of your
childbearing" (Beresheet 3:16), because she shudders daily, and is
saddened by the deeds of the world. "In sorrow you shall bring forth
children" (Ibid.): this sorrow is the secret of the serpent which
saddens the face of the people, FOR IT BROUGHT DEATH TO THEM
BY THE TEMPTATION OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD
AND EVIL, AND SHE NEEDS HIM TO OPEN THE OPENING SO SHE
CAN DELIVER.
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489. "And yet your desire shall be to your husband" (Ibid.) is
connected to "longs for the water brooks" (Tehilim 42:2). SHE IS
DESIROUS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT WILL FILL HER WITH ABUNDANCE
OF CHASSADIM SO SHE WILL QUENCH HER THIRST. "and he shall
rule over you" (Beresheet 3:16) refers to the meaning that he, ZEIR
ANPIN, rules over her, MALCHUT. And all this is BECAUSE IN THE
BEGINNING SHE WAS AS BIG AS ZEIR ANPIN, AND HE DID NOT
RULE OVER HER, and since the moon said, as we learned, THAT
SHE IS MALCHUT, WHO SAID THAT IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR TWO
KINGS TO RULE UNDER ONE CROWN, SHE WAS TOLD TO
DIMINISH HERSELF. For that reason she diminished her light, and
her rule, and has no power of her own but what power ZEIR ANPIN
gives her. AND SO HE RULES OVER HER, AS IS SAID, "AND HE
SHALL RULE OVER YOU."
490. "In sorrow you shall bring forth children" is explained THAT
SORROW IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE SERPENT. And if you
say, why do we need this serpent. HE ANSWERS: he opened a way
through which the souls descend into the world, and but for that
opening through which the souls can descend, no SOULS would
dwell inside man. It is written: "sin crouches at the door" (Beresheet
4:7). What is this door? It is the door OF MALCHUT, which purpose
is to give birth, to deliver souls into the world. He, THE SERPENT,
stands at the door.

491. But all the souls that descend into holy bodies, NAMELY, THE
SOULS DRAWN FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN, THE SERPENT is not
present at the entrance. FOR THEN MALCHUT IS NOT OBLIGED TO
DRAW CHOCHMAH FROM THE POWER OF THE LEFT COLUMN.
HER GATES ARE NOT CLOSED SO THERE IS NO NEED FOR THE
SERPENT TO OPEN THEM. The serpent has no dominion over that
soul. Otherwise, the serpent bites, and that place is defiled, and such
soul does not remain pure. OF THESE IT IS WRITTEN: "In sorrow
you shall bring forth children," and the secret thereof is the serpent,
with whom she bears souls, THAT IS, HE OPENS THE DOOR, AS
WAS SAID. For the one, THE SERPENT, rules over the body, THE
BODY BEING BORN OF THE DEFILEMENT OF THE SERPENT, and
the other, MALCHUT, rules over the soul, AS SOULS ISSUE FORM
HER. Both ARE CLOTHED with each other, one attached to the soul
and one to the body.
492. The serpent is destined to deliver all those bodies before his
time is due. This is the meaning of the verse "before she travailed,
she brought forth" (Yeshayah 66:7). Because though the serpent
gives birth after seven years, here he bears after six years, that is,
before his time. And when he bears at that time, he dies at delivery,
as is written: "He will destroy death forever" (Yeshayah 25:8), and
"The dead men of your people shall live, my dead body shall
arise" (Yeshayah 26:19).

43. The resurrection of the dead
Rabbi Shimon says at the time of the resurrection the dead will awaken in the holy land because Joseph kept the covenant on their behalf. Here
Messiah is destined to be revealed. All the troops in the land of Galilee will return to their ancestors' piece of land and everyone will recognize one
another. God will give each person his embroidered garment, and all will come and praise him in Jerusalem that shall then expand on all sides. Then
God will rejoice with them. It is written: "Wake up and rejoice you who dwell lowly in the dust."
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493. Rabbi Shimon said, at that time when the dead of the world will
arise and prepare themselves to go to the Holy Land, troops upon
troops shall rise upon the land of the Galilee. For there King Messiah
is destined to be revealed, as this is the portion of Joseph, and the
place where they were first broken and whence they were exiled
from their habitations to be dispersed among the nations as said
"but they are not grieved for the ruin of Joseph" (Amos 6:6).

494. Why shall THOSE WHO ARE ABOUT TO RESURRECT awaken
there? Because it is the heritage of him who was put in the ark, as is
written: "and he was put in a coffin (also: ark) in Egypt" (Beresheet
50:26). After that he was buried in the Holy Land, as was written:
"And the bones of Joseph, which the children of Yisrael brought up
out of Egypt, they buried in Shchem" (Yehoshua 24:32). And he,
JOSEPH, kept the covenant more than all THE TRIBES.

495. At that time, when all the troops shall rise UPON THE LAND OF
THE GALILEE, they shall all return each to his ancestors' inheritance
as is written: "and you shall return every man to his
possession" (Vayikra 25:10), and everybody will recognize each
other. The Holy One, blessed be He, will give each and every one
embroidered garments. And all will come and praise their Master in
Jerusalem, where multitude will assemble, and Jerusalem shall
extend on all sides, more than it expanded when they assembled
when returned from the exile.

496. And when they gather and praise their Master, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will rejoice with them, as said, "Therefore they shall
come and sing in the height of Zion," and then "shall flow to the
bounty of Hashem" (Yirmeyah 31:11). Each one shall return to his
property and the property of his ancestors. And the heritage of
Yisrael shall reach to the heights of Rome, where Torah will be
studied, as was already explained. As written: "Wake up and rejoice
you who dwell lowly in the dust" (Yeshayah 26:19).
Blessed is Hashem for ever. Amen and Amen.
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1. "All the rivers run into the sea"
Rabbi Chiya opens with: "All the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not full...," saying that these rivers are the secret of the Sfirot that are the holy
rivers that filled the great sea, Malchut. The sea then flows over and provides water for the animals in the field. The sea of Malchut takes in the
springs, the lights of Zeir Anpin, and pours them out into the Holy Chariots below. All of these are named and counted by Malchut. We are told that
'the Tabernacle' in the opening verse is Malchut, and that the grades that she waters correspond to the utensils of the tabernacle, all of which are
called by name.
1. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the
Testimony as they were counted, according to the commandments
of Moses..." (Shemot 38:21). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse: "All the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not
full..." (Kohelet 1:7). This verse has already been elucidated and
learned. Yet all these rivers are the secret of the holy rivers and
springs, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, that filled and flowed to
illuminate and fill this great sea, MALCHUT. And when the great sea
is filled by these rivers, it flows over and waters the field animals as
it is written - "they give drink to every wild beast" (Tehilim 104: 11),
WHICH ARE THE GRADES OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH.

2. The verse preceding, "THEY GIVE DRINK TO EVERY WILD
BEAST," is "He sends the springs into the valleys..." and after it,
"they give drink to every wild beast: the wild asses quench their
thirst." These are the lower Chariots, OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH, CALLED 'WILD BEASTS' AND 'WILD ASSES'. And when the
sea, MALCHUT, receives THE SPRINGS, THE LIGHTS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, it takes and swallows them inside, then lets water out on the
other side, which is the Holy Chariots below IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH, and waters them and all are counted and numbered by
name. FOR ALL THE GRADES THAT MALCHUT WATERS, SHE
CALLS BY NAME, as it is said, "He calls them all by
names" (Yeshayah 40:26). Therefore it is written: "These are the
accounts of the Tabernacle." FOR THE TABERNACLE IS MALCHUT,
AND THE GRADES THAT SHE WATERS, NAMELY THE UTENSILS OF
THE TABERNACLE, ARE ACCOUNTED, THAT ARE CALLED BY
NAME.

2. "Oh how great is Your goodness, which You have laid up for those who fear You"
Rabbi Yosi says that people should observe the ways of God, for every day a voice tells people to stay away from sin. He tells us that supernal
judgment is a wheel that is constantly turning, lifting people up and bringing them down. The wicked are pushed from the wheel and fall into a pit;
they will never see the light that has been stored up for the righteous in the World to Come. "Oh how great is Your goodness" refers to this light. We
are told that "You have performed for those who trust in You," means that God created the world with that light. Rabbi Yosi next tells us that..." in
the sight of the sons of men" means that the construction of the world by means of the light sustains people, people live by it. The building of the
world is like the building of the Tabernacle: both of them came from the power of the stored light. The Tabernacle, Malchut, was created by left and
right, and Moses, the Central Column, founded it.
3. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Oh how great
is Your goodness, which You have laid up for those who fear You,
which You have performed for those who trust in You in the sight of
the sons of men!" (Tehilim 31:20). "Oh how great is Your goodness"
MEANS how much should people observe and know the ways of the
Holy One, blessed be He, for every day a voice resounds and
proclaims, saying, 'Beware you people, close the doors of sins, stay
away from the net that captures PEOPLE, before your legs are
caught in the net.' There is a wheel constantly turning in the world,
THE SUPERNAL JUDGMENT. It goes up and down, LIFTS UP AND
BRINGS DOWN PEOPLE. Woe to those whose legs are pushed from
the wheel, for they fall into a pit kept for the wicked people of the
world.
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4. Woe to those who fall INTO THAT SAID PIT, for they will never rise
nor be illuminated by the light stored up for the righteous in the
World to Come. Happy are the righteous in the World to Come, for
many lights are stored up AND KEPT for them, many delights of that
world are laid up for them as it is said, "Oh how great is Your
goodness, which You have laid up for those who fear You." We
already explained that, "Oh how great is Your goodness," refers to
the light stored up for the righteous in the World to Come, as it is
written, "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4),
and - "light is sown for the righteous, and gladness for the upright in
heart" (Tehilim 97:11), "SOWN" MEANING STORED UP. Upon this IT
IS WRITTEN, "Oh how great is Your goodness."

5. It is written here, "Oh how great is Your goodness," and
elsewhere, "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good." AS IT IS
SAID, THERE UPON THE LIGHT THAT IT IS GOOD, SO HERE "YOUR
GOODNESS" MEANS 'YOUR LIGHT'. "Which You have laid up,"
MEANS that when the Holy One, blessed be He looked at the light,
He also looked at the wicked destined to commit sins in the world,
and so He stored up that light to grant it to the righteous in the
World to Come, as we learned.

6. It is said, "You have performed for those who trust in You." HE
ASKS: Why IS IT SAID first "laid up" and then "performed"? HE
ANSWERS THAT "laid up" MEANS, as we said, STORED FOR THE
RIGHTEOUS. "Performed" MEANS THAT by that stored light, the
Holy One, blessed be He performed the workmanship of the world.
We know this from the verse, "These are the generations of the
heaven and of the earth when they were created" (Beresheet 2:4). It
is written, 'Abraham', BECAUSE THE LETTERS OF "WHEN THEY
WERE CREATED (HEB. BEHIBAR'AM)" ARE THE SAME LETTERS
AS 'BY ABRAHAM' (HEB. BEABRAHAM). For the light of Abraham,
WHICH IS CHESED, is stored up by the Holy One, blessed be He,
who, by using it, performed the building of the world, as it is written "You have performed for those who trust in You," NAMELY, for
those who sit under the shade of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO
TAKE REFUGE IN HIS SHADE.
7. "...in the sight of the sons of men": THE MEANING OF THIS IS that
this construction, done by that light, sustains people in the world
and is their existence. And though the light is stored up, people live
by it in this world. "Performed" refers to the building of this world
according to an orderly plan. The building of the world is like the
building of the Tabernacle, that was constructed in the same manner
as the world, as we explained.
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8. It is written here, "These are the accounts of the
Tabernacle" (Shemot 38:21), and elsewhere, "These are the
generations of the heaven and of the earth." THIS INDICATES THAT
THE ACTIONS ARE THE SAME IN BOTH CASES, for all the
generations produced by the heaven and earth were formed and
came out by the power of the stored light, and also the accounts of
the Tabernacle came out by that power OF THE STORED LIGHT.
From where do we know that? From the verse, "And Betzalel the son
of Uri, the son of Chur, of the tribe of Judah" (Shemot 38:22), of the
right side, WHICH IS ABRAHAM, THE STORED LIGHT AS SAID, and
with him Aholiav, of the left side, and the Tabernacle, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, was founded by Right and Left. And Moses, who was
between them, THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, founded it.

3. "And in mercy a throne was established"
Rabbi Elazar opens with the verse: "And in Mercy a throne was established, and he sat upon it in truthfulness..." He says this means that the
thought went up to join with the will and joy that come from the incomprehensible, Atik. The joy shone into the thought, Aba, and then united with
the supernal Ima by the light of Chesed in a never-ending union. Rabbi Elazar talks about the supernal hidden temple called Yisrael-Saba and
Tevunah where all the lights flow through, the lights of Chassadim, Chochmah and Da'at from the right, left and Central Columns. He speaks about
'the throne,' saying: "and he sat upon it in truthfulness" means that God sits upon the throne by right of the seal that is truth. He adds that "inside
the tent of David" is the lower throne. Then Rabbi Elazar turns to ."..judging, and seeking judgment, and quick to do righteousness." This refers to
the joining of the Left Column, the Central Column, and the Throne of Judgment that is the lower court, Malchut.
9. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "And in mercy
a throne was established, and He sat upon it in
truthfulness..." (Yeshayah 16:5). "And in Mercy a throne was
established" refers, as we explained, to the thought, THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH, CALLED 'THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA'. It went
up to BE ESTABLISHED by the will and joy from the most hidden of
all that is never known nor conceived, WHICH IS ATIK. The joy FROM
ATIK shone into the thought, ABA, and came to wherever it came,
NAMELY, IT UNITED WITH THE SUPERNAL IMA BY THE LIGHT OF
CHESED IN A NEVER ENDING UNION, IN THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "BECAUSE HE DELIGHTS IN MERCY (HEB.
CHESED)" (MICHAH 7:18).
10. Until ABA AND IMA were concealed, THAT IS, ESTABLISHED
AND CLOTHED in a supernal temple, BINAH, CALLED YISRAEL SABA AND TEVUNAH. This temple is hidden above IN ITS PLACE,
NAMELY, CHOCHMAH IS NOT REVEALED THERE IN ITS PLACE. But
in that place are drawn and flow all the lights, THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN, THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, AND THE LIGHT OF DA'AT
FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN. ONLY THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM
from the right travels first. Then all the lights travel, THE LIGHTS OF
CHOCHMAH AND OF DA'AT. The lower throne, MALCHUT, is
amended from the right side, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
ZEIR ANPIN, made this throne with Chesed, DRAWN FROM THE
RIGHT COLUMN OF YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH AND
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. "and he sat upon it in truthfulness," for
He establishes the universal seal. He does not sit upon the throne,
MALCHUT, save by right of the seal which is truth, THE
ESTABLISHING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED 'TRUTH' "in
the tabernacle of David" (Yeshayah 16:5), WHICH IS MALCHUT, the
lower throne.
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11. "...judging, and seeking judgment, and quick to do
righteousness" (Ibid.) IS THE END OF THE VERSE. He is judging,
MEANING, by the side of Judgment, THE LEFT COLUMN, "and
seeking Judgment" by the side of Mercy, THE CENTRAL COLUMN;
"and quick to do righteousness" refers to the Throne of Judgment,
which is the lower court, NAMELY MALCHUT. Come and see: In the
same manner, the Tabernacle was established only by that side,
RIGHT, like the Chesed we mentioned, IN THE SECRET OF "AND IN
MERCY A THRONE WAS ESTABLISHED." And thereby, all the
generations were numbered and set in order, THAT ARE DRAWN
FROM MALCHUT.

4. "These are the accounts of the T abernacle"
Rabbi Shimon opens by saying that God created this world in the image of the higher one. When He wanted to create the world He looked at the
Torah, and He looked at the Holy Name, Yud Hei Vav Hei. He created the world with Chochmah, Tevunah and Da'at, through wisdom, through
understanding, and through knowledge. The Tabernacle was built from these as well. We are told that Moses was dumbfounded when told to create
the Tabernacle, because he didn't know how until God showed him the spiritual form of each thing; then each of these forms reshaped itself to
resemble the imagined form made on earth. Moses saw each of these forms in Malchut, the mirror that does not shine but only reflects, but he grew
confused over which image to use, so God told him to use the imaginary image and He would use the spiritual image, thus combining the two.
Another explanation for 'the accounts of the Tabernacle' is that the Holy Spirit, in the form of the Tabernacle, was a mirror that reflected to everyone
the amount of gold and silver offered by Yisrael. After the work was completed Moses had to count everything up to prove his trustworthiness, and
even the Other Side was able to find no fault with him. Rabbi Shimon turns to the meaning of 'testimony' in "the Tabernacle of the Testimony," and
offers two explanations of why the Levites serve in the Tabernacle. Rabbi Aba introduces a new topic, that time when God will increase peace in the
world and the root of the Tree of Life will prevail. We also learn that blessings only exist where they aren't being counted. Rabbi Chizkiyah offers his
explanation of the title verse, saying that the 'holy ground' Moses stood on was the Shechinah, and that God made him ruler over Malchut. Whatever
Moses decreed God performed. Moses was the voice, Zeir Anpin, that uttered the speech, Malchut, and he inventoried the Tabernacle so it could
come out of exile.
12. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the
Testimony, as they were counted, according to the commandment of
Moses" (shemot 38:21). Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with
the verse: "In the beginning Elohim created the heaven and the
earth" (Beresheet 1:1). This was already explained and expounded
upon in different manners, yet the Holy One, blessed be He created it
resembling the higher one, so this world will be shaped like the
higher world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And all the supernal hues of
above were installed below IN THIS WORLD, to join and connect
world to world, THIS WORLD TO MALCHUT.

13. And when the Holy One, blessed be He wanted to create the
world, He looked at the Torah and then created it. And He looked
upon the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, which comprises the Torah,
and gave existence to the world. The world was created by three
sides - Chochmah, Tevunah, and Da'at. By Chochmah, as it is written
- "Hashem by Wisdom founded the earth" (Mishlei 3:19); by Tevunah,
as it is written - "by understanding (Heb. Tevunah) He established
the heavens" (Ibid.); and by Da'at, as it is written - "by His knowledge
(Heb. Da'at) the depths were broken up" (Ibid. 20). So all contribute
to the existence of the world, and by these three, the Tabernacle was
built, as it is written, "and I have filled him with the spirit of Elohim,
in Wisdom, and in understanding, and in knowledge" (Shemot 31:3).
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14. All these three, CHOCHMAH, TEVUNAH AND DA'AT, were alluded
to in this verse. "In the beginning" corresponds to "in Wisdom," FOR
CHOCHMAH IS CALLED 'BEGINNING' AS IT IS WRITTEN, "THE
BEGINNING OF WISDOM" (TEHILIM 111:10); "Elohim created"
corresponds to Tevunah, FOR TEVUNAH IS CALLED 'ELOHIM'. "The
heaven" is as written - "and in knowledge." FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS
CALLED 'HEAVEN' AND IS THE INNER MEANING OF DA'AT. And all
are mentioned in the building of the Tabernacle. In this secret it is
written, "And these are the accounts of the Tabernacle," for this is
the secret of Chochmah, AS ACCOUNTS AND NUMBERS ARE
DRAWN FROM CHOCHMAH. "The Tabernacle of the Testimony," is
the secret of Tevunah, FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH,
REVEALED IN YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, IS CALLED
'TESTIMONY'. "According to the commandment of Moses," is the
secret of Da'at, FOR MOSES IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT. All is done
the one corresponding to the other, for everything the Holy One,
blessed be He, created in this world, He created it as the reflection of
above. All this is shown in the building of the Tabernacle.
15. Come and see: When the Holy One, blessed be He told Moses to
construct the Tabernacle, Moses was dumbfounded, for he did not
know what to do, until the Holy One, blessed be He showed him how
it looked, as it is written, "And look that you make them after their
pattern, which was shown to you in the mountain" (Shemot 25:9).
The meaning of "after their pattern" is as we learned, that the Holy
One, blessed be He showed Moses the supernal form of each thing,
THE SPIRITUAL FORM, and each one OF THE SPIRITUAL HIGHER
FORMS shaped itself to RESEMBLE the IMAGINED form made on
earth. IN THIS WAY MOSES KNEW.

16. HE ASKS: It should have been written, 'which you see' instead of
"which was shown to you," AND ANSWERS: We learned that the
mirror which does not shine, WHICH IS MALCHUT, showed him
within it all the wheels and shapes made below, like a mirror
reflecting within itself every image.

17. This is the meaning of the verse, "which was shown to you."
"You" is the secret of the mirror which does not shine, MALCHUT,
which reflected all those forms for Moses to see. And he saw each
thing correctly, as if looking through a glass lamp, and within a
mirror reflecting all the shapes. And when Moses beheld them, he
found it difficult. FOR INSIDE MALCHUT THE SPIRITUAL SHAPE OF
EVERY OBJECT STOOD OUT, ONLY EACH SHAPE RESEMBLED
THE IMAGINARY SHAPE PERTAINING TO THIS WORLD IN THE
TABERNACLE, SO THERE WERE TWO SHAPES TO EACH OBJECT:
THE SPIRITUAL AND THE IMAGINARY SHAPE. THEREFORE,
MOSES FOUND IT DIFFICULT, FOR HE KNEW NOT WHICH ONE TO
GRASP. So the Holy One, blessed be He said to him, 'you follow
your signs and I follow Mine,' THAT MOSES SHOULD GRASP THE
IMAGINARY SIGNS OF EVERY OBJECT, AND THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE WOULD GRASP THE SPIRITUAL SIGNS OF EVERY
OBJECT. AND THEN THE SPIRITUAL SHAPE WOULD DWELL ON
THE IMAGINARY SHAPE. Moses was then clear-minded as to the
construction OF THE TABERNACLE.
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18. And when all the work was completed, Moses had to count
everything, so Yisrael would not say that some gold and silver was
left, and that he was planning to take it. Therefore, he counted before
Yisrael, as it is written, "and be guiltless before Hashem and before
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 32:22).

19. The reason the verse states, "These are the accounts of the
Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the Testimony," is that the Holy Spirit,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, CALLED 'TABERNACLE', was a mirror which
reflected to everyone the amount of all the gold and silver offered by
Yisrael. And the Holy Spirit would say, "and the silver of them that
were numbered of the congregation was a hundred
talents..." (Shemot 38:25), and "all the gold that was applied for the
work..." (Ibid. 24), for the Holy One, blessed be He was pleased with
all the craftsmen, and wanted to display their trustworthiness before
all.

20. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle." Come and see: At
the time when the construction of the Tabernacle took place, the
Other Side roamed about, to bring accusations. He found no flaw in
the faithfulness of the craftsmen, so the Holy One, blessed be He
caused him to yield before Moses. And he, THE OTHER SIDE, had to
check their worthiness in spite of himself and to acknowledge it
before all. This is the mystery of the verse, "These are the accounts
of the Tabernacle." And we explained that "These" is the same as in
"even these may forget" (Yeshayah 49:15), REFERRING TO THE
OTHER SIDE, FOR BOTH CASES ALLUDE TO THE OTHER SIDE. It is
also written, "as they were counted according to the commandment
of Moses." For there, ACCORDING TO MOSES, all was counted and
numbered, until the accounting of the Tabernacle was complete
before Moses and all of Yisrael.

21. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the
Testimony." HE ASKS: What is "Testimony"? HE ANSWERS THAT
the word 'Tabernacle' is written twice, "THE TABERNACLE, THE
TABERNACLE OF THE TESTIMONY." One above, IN BINAH, THE
TABERNACLE OF THE TESTIMONY, and one below, IN MALCHUT,
THE TABERNACLE. And the Tabernacle is called "the Tabernacle of
the Testimony." What is "the Testimony"? It is as in the verse, "the
tribes of Yah (Heb. Yud-Hei), a testimony to Yisrael" (Tehilim 122:4),
this name, YUD-HEI, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, is a
testimony to Yisrael.
22. The verse, "This He ordained in Yehosef for testimony..." (Tehilim
81:6) is explained in the same manner. IT IS CALLED 'testimony' for
the name Yah in Yehosef, WHICH STANDS FOR CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, is surely a testimony. These two letters, YUD AND HEI, give
testimony everywhere, NAMELY, THEY SHINE WITH THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CALLED 'EDEN' OR 'TESTIMONY'.
And there is testimony here IN YUD-HEI. For this reason IT IS
WRITTEN, "the Tabernacle of Testimony" MEANING THAT it is the
Tabernacle of that testimony, YUD-HEI, NAMELY BINAH. Therefore it
is called a Tabernacle, after the secret of the Holy Name, YUD-HEI.
This is the meaning of the verse, "and My testimony that I shall teach
them" (Tehilim 132:12). Since that place YUD-HEI is the most hidden
and concealed of all, THEREFORE IT IS SAID, "I SHALL TEACH
THEM."
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23. "As they were counted, according to the commandment of
Moses." HE ASKS: I do not know yet whether the Tabernacle was
counted or the Testimony, AS IT WAS SAID, "THE ACCOUNTS OF
THE TABERNACLE, THE TABERNACLE OF THE TESTIMONY." HE
REPLIES: Assuredly the Testimony was, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
YUD-HEI AS MENTIONED. For since the day the patriarchs and the
tribes, the sons of Jacob, passed away from the world, Yisrael were
left in exile, and because of all their troubles, they forgot the
knowledge of the Supernal Holy Name, which is the name
Testimony, that sustains heaven and earth, NAMELY, THE MOCHIN
OF MALE AND FEMALE. For these two letters, YUD-HEI, established
the high and low worlds, and all the sides of the world, NAMELY,
THEY GIVE THEM MOCHIN.

24. When Moses came, this name OF YUD-HEI was accounted and
remembered in the world, and when he was in the thorn bush, he
immediately asked about this name, as it is written, "and they shall
say to me, what is His name? What shall I say to them?" (Shemot
3:13). There the name was entrusted to Moses. THIS IS THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE, "AS THEY WERE COUNTED, ACCORDING TO THE
COMMANDMENT OF MOSES."
25. HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN, "THE TABERNACLE OF THE
TESTIMONY... the service of the Levites," What is "the service of the
Levites?" HE ANSWERS this is a secret, as it is written, "and the
Levite shall do the service (lit. 'serve him')" (Bemidbar 18:23). For HE
is the secret of the Holy Name, BINAH, that is called 'he' and not
'you', NAMELY, THIRD PERSON AND NOT SECOND PERSON, LIKE
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'YOU'. That is the reason the Levites
serve THE TABERNACLE OF THE TESTIMONY, WHICH IS BINAH.
Another explanation: the service of the Levites is carrying the
Tabernacle upon their shoulders from one place to another, as it is
written, "But to the sons of Kehat he gave none, because the service
of the sanctuary belongs to them, they bore it on their
shoulders" (Bemidbar 7:9). THEREFORE THE TABERNACLE IS
CALLED IN THEIR NAME, NAMELY "THE SERVICE OF THE
LEVITES."
26. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the
Testimony." Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "And
in that day it shall be, that the root of Yishai..." (Yeshayah 11:10). "In
that day" refers to the time when the Holy One, blessed be He will
increase peace in the world, and then the root of the Tree of Life will
prevail, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT
RECONCILES AND MAKES PEACE BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT.
From this root all other roots will prevail below, NAMELY, THE
GRADES IN MALCHUT AND IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, for
they all are rooted and draw their strength from it.
27. The verse continues, "...that stands for a banner of the
peoples" (Yeshayah 11:10), for it is a banner and an ensign to the
mystery of the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI. "To it shall the nations
seek" (Ibid.) because there is found the secret of existence, THAT IS,
MOCHIN, of the Holy Name. Therefore the nations shall seek it, IN
ORDER TO RECEIVE CHOCHMAH AND DA'AT FROM THERE, "and
many people shall go and say, 'come and let us go up to the
Mountain of Hashem'" (Yeshayah 2:3). Therefore, "to it shall the
nations seek." "And his resting place shall be glorious" (Yeshayah
11:10), "His resting place" is the Temple, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as it
is written, "This is My resting place forever" (Tehilim 132:14); it will
be "glorious" because it is thus called 'the Glory of Hashem,' when
"the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun" (Yeshayah
30:26), THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT SHALL BE AS THE LIGHT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold" (Ibid.), AND THE
LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN WILL BE SEVENFOLD WHAT IT WAS
BEFORE.
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28. And the resting place of the root of Yishai, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
called 'the glory of Hashem' must never be counted or numbered.
What is the reason? Because no blessing dwells wholly upon
something counted. Blessings prevail only where there is no
reckoning. And this is the first time MALCHUT was counted, as it is
said, "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle."

29. Come and see: The Tabernacle is now subject to an inventory,
FOR MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'TABERNACLE' CORRESPONDS
TO THE LEFT COLUMN, WHENCE COUNTING COMES. Therefore it
needed the prayer of Moses, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN JOINING RIGHT AND LEFT AND POURING
BLESSING UPON THEM AS MENTIONED ABOVE, as it is written,
"And Moses blessed them" (Shemot 39:43). What is the blessing he
gave them? 'May blessing be upon the work of your hands.' There
were no blessings upon that counting until Moses bound it to the
upper Tabernacle, BINAH, as it is written, "These are the accounts of
the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the Testimony, as they were
counted according to the commandment of Moses." AND THE
TABERNACLE OF THE TESTIMONY IS BINAH, and were it not for
Moses who did the counting, they would not have been able to count
as it is written, "according to the commandment of Moses."
30. He opened the discussion and said: "And the word of Hashem
came to him (Elijah), saying, 'Arise, go to Zarephath...behold, I have
commanded a widow woman there to sustain you'" (I Melachim 17:89). HE ASKS: Where did the Holy One, blessed be He, command her?
AND HE REPLIES: Before entering the world, the Holy One, blessed
be He decreed above that the crows should bring food to Elijah, and
that woman should give food to Elijah.

31. It is written: "And she said, 'As Hashem your Elohim lives, I have
nothing baked, but a handful of meal in a jar, and a little oil in the
cruse...'" (Ibid. 12). The meal was counted, for the jar contained a
handful of meal, and that was its quantity. Being measured, it was
not worthy for a blessing to dwell in it. But it is written, "For thus
says Hashem, the Elohim of Yisrael, 'The jar of meal shall not be
spent, neither shall the cruse of oil fail, until the day that Hashem
sends (Heb. tet) rain upon the earth'" (Ibid. 14), AND BECAUSE OF
THAT BLESSING, THERE WERE BLESSINGS UPON IT THOUGH IT
WAS MEASURED.

32. HE ASKS: It is pronounced 'tet' BUT IS WRITTEN 'TITEN' (ENG.
'GIVE'), why is this so? HE ANSWERS in all that generation there
was no person who was meritorious like that woman. Therefore it
was written: 'titen' (lit. 'she will give'), to say, you will give rain upon
the world due to your great merit.
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33. It is written: "And the jar of meal was not consumed, neither did
the cruse of oil fail, according to the word of Hashem which He
spoke through Elijah" (Ibid. 16). And though the meal was measured,
for it was a handful, NEVERTHELESS no blessings were stopped
from it, because of what Elijah had said, that "the jar of meal shall
not be spent." And it is written, "the jar of meal was not spent." Even
though the Tabernacle of the Testimony was accounted, since this
was decreed by Moses, blessings dwell in it all the more. Therefore it
is written, "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle
of the Testimony that were counted according to the commandment
of Moses."

34. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle." Rabbi Chizkiyah
opened the discussion and said: "Do not come near, put off your
shoes from off your feet..." (Shemot 3:5). This verse was thus
explained, that the Holy One, blessed be He separated Moses from
his wife so he may cleave to the Shechinah, as it is written, "for the
place on which you stand is holy ground" (Ibid.). The holy ground is
the Shechinah, NAMELY, holy unity with the high world Moses held
on to at that time.

35. For then the Holy One, blessed be He connected him with the
fondness of above, and he was appointed supernal chieftain in
charge of the house, MALCHUT, MEANING THAT HE BECAME A
CHARIOT OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS SUPERIOR TO MALCHUT. He
decrees, and the Holy One, blessed be He performs, as it is written,
"and the earth opens her mouth, and swallows them up..." (Bemidbar
16:30), and "as he had made an end of speaking all these words, that
the ground split" (Ibid.). It is also written, "Rise up, Hashem...Return,
Hashem" (Ibid. 10:35-36). That is why it is written, "as they were
counted, according to the commandment of Moses," for according
to Moses the Tabernacle was accomplished, and everything
counted. The counting of the Tabernacle, MALCHUT, was done by
Moses, as it is written, "I have indeed taken count of you" (Shemot
3:16). Moses was a voice, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN that utters the
speech, MALCHUT, and he took count of it so it may come out of
exile. And now you are commanded to draw holiness from above
downward, as it is written, "And let them make Me a sanctuary, that I
may dwell among them" (Shemot 25:8).

36. "And Betzalel the son of Uri, the son of Chur, of the tribe of
Judah..." (Shemot 38:22). Rabbi Yehuda said: We have already
learned that Betzalel was of the right side, FROM CHESED, and
arranged everything. Moreover, Judah was the king and ruler over
the rest of the tribes. Therefore, he who accomplished the whole
work of the Tabernacle issued from him. It was explained that
BetzalEl means 'IN THE SHADOW' (HEB. BETZEL) OF EL. Who
dwells in the shadow of El? The right side, AS CHESED IS CALLED
'EL'. From this side did he construct everything and he inherited the
Wisdom to accomplish all the work.
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37. "And with him was Aholiav, son of Achisamach, of the tribe of
Dan" (Ibid. 23). He is of the left side, of rigorous Judgment, FOR DAN
INDICATES JUDGMENT (HEB. DIN). We already explained that by
these two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, the Tabernacle was made,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. It was built and tied to them, so it may be
between right and left. And this was already taught and explained.

5. "Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth"
Rabbi Yehuda says that when God created the world He threw a precious stone down from underneath the throne of glory. It fell into the abyss and
one end of it stuck out, this is now the foundation of the world. From this point are three circles of expansion. The first is clear and pure, and
corresponds to the temple and Jerusalem. The second is delicate and clear, though not so pure as the innermost circle, and corresponds to all of
Yisrael. The third is all the rest of the world. The ocean surrounds them all. This schema is also the secret of all the colors in the eye that surround
the middle point that gives the power of vision to the whole eye. This is like the Holy of Holies, the Ark and the Seat of Mercy, this point is the means
of sight for the whole world. The people who merit forgiveness and mercy go into the temple until they reach the middle point that is "Beautiful of
situation, the joy of the whole earth, Mount Zion..."
38. He opened the discussion and said: "Beautiful for situation, the
joy of the whole earth; Mount Zion, the sides of the north, the city of
the great king" (Tehilim 48:3). Come and see: When the Holy One,
blessed be He created the world, He threw one precious stone from
beneath the throne of glory. It fell down to the abyss, where one
edge was stuck, and the other edge of the stone was up. This other
head which stood upward is the one point standing in the middle of
the universe, whence it spreads right and left and in all directions.
And THE WORLD exists by that middle point, called
'foundation' (Heb. shtiyah), as from it the world spreads in all
directions. We have to explain further, that 'Shtiyah' consists of 'shat
Yah (Eng. 'Yah has put')', and that the Holy One, blessed be He put
(Heb. shat) it to be the foundation of the universe and the plant of
everything.

39. The earth was spread in three ways around the point, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, FOUND IN THE INNERMOST PART OF THIS WORLD. In
the first expansion around the point there is all the clarity and purity
on earth; it is above the earth around that point. The second
expansion is around the first one, it is not as clear and pure, but is
delicate and clear REGARDING the transparency of the dust, more
than any other dust. The third expansion is dark and its dust is
thicker than the rest, around which are the waters of the ocean that
surrounds the world. It is found that this point stands in the center,
and all manners of world expansion encircle it.
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40. HE EXPLAINS WHAT HE SAID: The first expansion is the Temple,
all its chambers, enclosures, courts and all that appertains, also
Jerusalem and the city inside the walls. THEREFORE IT IS CLEARER
AND PURER THAN THE REST OF THE LAND. The second expansion
is all of the land of Yisrael that was sanctified in holiness. The third
expansion is the rest of the earth, the dwelling place of the other
nations. And the ocean surrounds it all.

41. It was already explained, that this is the secret of the colors in
the eye, surrounding the middle point in the eye, which gives the
power of vision to the whole eye. It is like the middle point, IN THE
INNERMOST PART OF THE EARTH, regarding which we said, it is
the sight of all, where stand the Holy of Holies, the Ark and the seat
of Mercy, that are the vision to everything. It is found that the point is
the means of sight to the world. Therefore, it is written of it,
"Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth - Mount Zion..." IT
IS CALLED beautiful because this sight is beautiful. Situation (Heb.
nof) is the branch (Heb. anaf) of the tree, ZEIR ANPIN, the beauty of
all.

42. Come and look at the beauty of the world. And the sight thereof
was never revealed to the world until the Tabernacle was
constructed and erected, and the Ark was put in the sanctuary. From
that time the sight of the whole world, THE SHECHINAH, was seen
and the world stood firm. And THE MERITORIOUS go in the
Tabernacle and the Ark until they reach the MIDDLE point IN THERE,
which is "Beautiful of situation, the joy of all." When they arrive, the
Ark opens and says, "This is My resting place forever, here will I
dwell, for I have desired it" (Tehilim 132:14).

43. Rabbi Yisa says: This verse was pronounced by the
Congregation of Yisrael, when the Temple was built and the Ark was
put in its place. Rabbi Chizkiyah said that the Holy One, blessed be
He said this verse, referring to the Congregation of Yisrael, for when
Yisrael do His bidding, the Holy One, blessed be He sits on His
throne of glory, and has mercy on the world, and there are blessings
and peace and love for all. Then He said: "This is My resting place
forever."

6. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle," part two
Rabbi Chizkiyah says that although the craftsmen began work on the temple, it was finished on its own, and although God began work on the
creation of the heavens and the earth they were finished on their own. As evidence for this he points out that all the verses pertaining to these
events are in the passive tense, and concludes that all holy work is completed of its own accord. He turns to the account of Betzalel and Aholiav
working on the Temple, and reiterates that this was the union of right and left. Next Rabbi Yisa tells us that the accounts were taken of the
Tabernacle because this confirmed the work when it was finished. This accounting supersedes all previous events in the world.
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44. Come and see: When all the craftsmen began their work, the very
work they started was finished on its own. They started and it was
finished on its own. From where do we know that? From the verse,
"Thus was all the work of the Tabernacle of the Tent of Meeting
finished" (Shemot 39:32), MEANING THAT IT WAS FINISHED ON ITS
OWN.

45. In the same manner, "The heavens and the earth were
finished" (Beresheet 2:1), MEANING THAT THEY WERE COMPLETED
ON THEIR OWN. You may say, IT IS WRITTEN, "And by the seventh
day Elohim ended" (Ibid.), HENCE ELOHIM COMPLETED THEM, AND
THEY DID NOT COMPLETE THEMSELVES. Assuredly this is so, for
though the works were completed one by one, nevertheless, the
world was not altogether complete before the arrival of the seventh
day. For when the seventh day arrived, all the works were completed
and the Holy One, blessed be He completed the universe. This is the
meaning of "And by the seventh day Elohim ended His work, which
He had done." AND BY THE SEVENTH DAY, all the work He had
done was complete. Therefore "by the seventh day Elohim ended His
work ."

46. When the Temple was built, all the work was done on its own.
The craftsmen began and the work showed them, how it should be
done. And it was traced and completed of its own accord. It was also
written, "And the house, when it was built" (I Melachim 6:7), not
'when they built it,' but "when it was built, because it was built on its
own." It is further written, "was built of stone made ready before it
was brought there" (Ibid.) - "was built" and not 'they built it.' So all
work, which is holy, is completed on its own accord.

47. "And Betzalel the son of Uri, the son of Chur..." (Shemot 38:22):
we learned by this verse that the Holy Spirit proclaimed concerning
this verse before the eyes of Yisrael, and said, "Betzalel the son of
Uri, the son of Chur, of the tribe of Judah, did all that Hashem
commanded Moses. And with him Aholiav, son of Achisamach." HE
ASKS: What is the meaning of "And with him"? AND HE REPLIES:
We learned that Aholiav did not do the work alone but with Betzalel
he did what he did. This is the meaning of "with him" and not on his
own. FOR BETZALEL IS RIGHT AND AHOLIAV IS LEFT. From here
we learn that the left is always included in the right. Therefore it is
written, "I have given with him Aholiav" (Shemot 31:6). The one is
right and the other left. AND LEFT IS INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT.
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48. "These are the accounts of the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the
Testimony, as they were counted, according to the commandment of
Moses ..." (Shemot 38:21). Rabbi Yesa said: Since all the wise men
made the Tabernacle, there was need of counting all the works done
in it. What is the reason? Each account, by being made, confirmed
the work done, and it remained in place.

49. And all Yisrael, as at first they wanted to donate, so they wanted
that account, MEANING THAT BY THEIR WISH THEY DREW THE
MOCHIN OF THESE ACCOUNTING, and all the work prevailed by that
wish. Therefore, there was need of accounting IN THE
TABERNACLE, since through it the work is confirmed. It is therefore
written, "These," NAMELY, "THESE ARE THE ACCOUNTS," and not
'And these', BECAUSE WHEREVER IT IS WRITTEN "THESE,"
WHATEVER WAS WRITTEN BEFORE IS ANNULLED, and that
account annuls all the previous accounts in the world, prevails more
than the rest, and the Tabernacle exists by that and not by another.

7. "And He shall be the faithfulness of your times"
Rabbi Yesa says that the faithful should tune themselves to the name of heaven so that Malchut will unite with Zeir Anpin. "Your times" refers to the
time set aside for studying the Torah, and "faithfulness" refers to Malchut. "A strength of salvation" consists of both judgment and mercy. "Wisdom
and knowledge" means that wisdom is only revealed through knowledge. "The fear of Hashem is his treasure" means that God lets out all his
streams, accounting for them carefully. We hear of several reasons that Malchut is called 'faithfulness.' Rabbi Yesa concludes that God let Yisrael
know the faithfulness of those who built the Tabernacle.
50. He opened the discussion and said: "And He shall be the
faithfulness of your times, a strength of salvation, wisdom and
knowledge, the fear of Hashem is his treasure" (Yeshayah 33:6). This
verse was explained by the friends. But we learned that whoever is
occupied in the Torah in this world and merits in setting times for it,
should be in faithfulness, set his mind upon the Holy One, blessed
be He, ZEIR ANPIN, and tune himself to the name of heaven, SO
THAT MALCHUT CALLED 'NAME', WILL BE UNITED WITH HEAVEN,
ZEIR ANPIN, because faithfulness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is attuned
to this, TO BECOME UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE, "THE FAITHFULNESS OF YOUR TIMES;"
"YOUR TIMES" REFERS TO THE TIMES SET FOR THE STUDY OF
THE TORAH, ZEIR ANPIN, AND "FAITHFULNESS" REFERING TO
MALCHUT, SO THAT THE TWO MAY JOIN. "A strength of salvation"
comprises Judgment and Mercy, FOR STRENGTH IS JUDGMENT
AND SALVATION IS MERCY. "Wisdom and knowledge," the two
dwell one upon the other, FOR CHOCHMAH is hidden and concealed
AND THEY SHOULD dwell one upon the other, NAMELY,
CHOCHMAH IS NOT REVEALED SAVE BY DA'AT.
51. "The fear of Hashem is his treasure." It is the treasure of all those
GRADES, since that fear of Hashem, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
'FEAR OF HASHEM', receives all the streams, NAMELY, THOSE SAID
GRADES, and becomes a treasure (store-house) to them all, and
when all that were hidden in it issue, it lets them out by accounting.
From where do we know that? From the verse, "your eyes like the
pools in Heshbon (Eng. 'account')" (Shir Hashirim 7:5). For it does
things by reckoning, and lets out pools of water, THE GRADES IT
RECEIVED, carefully letting all out with account.
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52. SINCE IN MALCHUT ALL IS DONE WITH RECKONING, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH THAT SUSTAINS EVERYTHING, she is
called 'faithfulness', MEANING FIDELITY AND SUSTENANCE. THERE
ARE MORE REASONS WHY MALCHUT IS CALLED 'FAITHFULNESS'.
For all these reasons it is called 'faithfulness', as we already
explained. If in here, IN THE SUPERNAL SFIROT AND GRADES THAT
MALCHUT RECEIVES, one should see faithfulness, NAMELY,
ILLUMINATE THEM ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF ACCOUNT,
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "THE FEAR OF
HASHEM IS HIS TREASURE," AS WAS DISCUSSED, and in the
matters of the world, BY THE CORRECTIONS OF MALCHUT
HERSELF CALLED 'WORLD', IN THE SECRET OF THE VESSELS OF
THE TABERNACLE; how much more so ONE NEEDS TO ACCOUNT
AND TO SHOW FAITHFULNESS, THAT ARE THE MYSTERY OF
SUSTENANCE AS MENTIONED. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be
He let Yisrael know the secret of faithfulness of those who made the
Tabernacle, in all that they did, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE,
"THESE ARE THE ACCOUNTS OF THE TABERNACLE." And
everything is already explained.

8. The name Betzalel caused
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yitzchak are walking together. Rabbi Yosi says that God chose Betzalel to build the temple because of his name, that means
'in the shadow of El,' 'El' being the name of Chesed. He adds that God made names on earth because they have significance. To further this
argument he says that Judah started building the left side and the Tabernacle was constructed of left and right. In the same way the Torah, Tiferet,
started on the left side, Gvurah, and joined the right, Chesed. Reuben started building on the right and turned to the left to bring in the tribes Shimon
and Gad. We hear that God gave Betzalel wisdom because he was already wise-hearted. Rabbi Shimon turns to: "Like the apple tree among the trees
of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons... I sat down under His shadow with great delight, and His fruit was sweet to my taste." He says that
'under His shadow' refers to Betzalel, and 'His fruit' refers to the souls of the righteous since they are the fruit of God's deeds. Finally the verse: "All
the gold that was applied" is explained as meaning that the gold that was supplied for the Tabernacle already existed above. In each work that was
holy there was gold.
53. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yitzchak were walking along the way.
Rabbi Yosi said: Assuredly the Holy One, blessed be He wanted
Betzalel to do the work of the Tabernacle more than the rest of
Yisrael. HE ASKS: Why? He told him: It was because of his name,
FOR HE WAS CALLED 'BETZALEL', BETZEL (ENG. 'IN THE SHADOW
OF') EL, AND EL IS THE NAME OF CHESED. It was already explained
that the Holy One, blessed be He placed names (Heb. shemot) on
earth to be adorned by them and to do there the work of this world,
as it is written, "who has made desolations (Heb. shamot) in the
earth" (Tehilim 46:9), MEANING THAT IT IS INCUMBENT BY HASHEM
UPON MEN TO CALL BY NAME ON EARTH.
54. He told him: There is a secret here. Judah is of the left side,
BEING OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS CONSTRUCTED BY THE LEFT SIDE.
Then he joined the right, ZEIR ANPIN, and therefore the Tabernacle
was built on that side, starting on the left side and joining the right
side. Afterwards they were combined together and all was done from
the right. In the same manner the Torah, WHICH IS TIFERET, started
on the left side, FOR TIFERET RECEIVES THE EMANATION OF
GVURAH WHICH IS LEFT, and joins the right, CHESED. They were
combined together and all became right. Reuben started on the right.
FOR REUBEN WAS CHESED, and turned to the left to take UNDER
HIS BANNER the rest of the tribes, SHIMON AND GAD, that are of the
left. For he started on the right and turned left.
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55. HE EXPLAINS WHAT HE SAID: Judah started from the left side,
FOR HE IS OF MALCHUT WHICH IS BUILT BY THE LEFT SIDE. And
he joined the right, so the Tabernacle was ALSO constructed on that
side, starting on the left side and joining the right side, BECAUSE
THE TABERNACLE IS ALSO MALCHUT, and therefore Betzalel, who
comes from Judah, built the Tabernacle and was established
thereby. FOR HE IS CONSIDERED IN THE SAME WAY AS THE
TABERNACLE. And it was already expounded that the Holy One,
blessed be He wanted him and preferred him above all Yisrael for the
building OF THIS TABERNACLE.

56. And he gave him Chochmah and Tevunah, and Da'at as was
explained, because he already possessed intelligence of heart, as it
is written, "and in the hearts of all that are wise-hearted I have put
wisdom" (Shemot 31:6), MEANING THAT HE WAS GIVEN WISDOM
FOR BEING ALREADY WISE-HEARTED. For the Holy One, blessed
be He gives wisdom only to him who already has wisdom. The
friends explained it and we learned. In the same manner Betzalel,
WHO WAS WISE, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE GAVE HIM
WISDOM. Rabbi Shimon said: Betzalel, his name caused this to him,
and was called by that name for his wisdom. And the secret of the
word 'Betzalel' is "in the shadow of El."

57. He opened the discussion and said: "Like the apple tree among
the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons... I sat down
under His shadow with great delight, and his fruit was sweet to my
taste" (Shir Hashirim 2:3). "Under his shadow (Heb. tzel)" refers to
Betzalel, who prepared the Tabernacle and constructed it, as it is
written, "I sat down...with delight." For it is delightful to sit in the
Tabernacle, and it delights the Congregation of Yisrael. And the
Congregation of Yisrael sits under the shadow of El. This is the
meaning of Betzalel.
58. "And his fruit was sweet to my taste." ZEIR ANPIN produced
good fruit to the world, as it is written, "from Me is your fruit
found" (Hoshea 14:9). What is a fruit? It is the souls of the righteous
that are the fruit of the deeds of the Holy One, blessed be He. For the
river that went out of Eden, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, pulls
out and casts souls into the world, and they are the fruit of the Holy
One, blessed be He. That is why IT IS WRITTEN, "His fruit was sweet
to my taste," as we explained.

59. "In his shadow" refers to Betzalel. Therefore the Tabernacle was
constructed by Betzalel. That is why IT IS WRITTEN, "Betzalel the
son of Uri, the son of Chur" (Shemot 38:22). "The son of Uri" is of
the light of the sun coming out. "The son of Uri" is the right: "The
son of Chur" is of the left. Therefore, it was by him that the
Judgment of the Holy One, blessed be He was completed during the
golden calf. FOR HE WAS KILLED BY THE MIXED MULTITUDES.
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60. "All the gold that was applied" (Shemot 38:24). From the time
Yisrael gave it, it was already prepared and worked ABOVE by the
holy work. What is the reason? That on each grade gold was
arranged, for there is no wholeness but by Judgment and Mercy.
Therefore, the gold was present in all the work of the Tabernacle,
NAMELY, IN ALL THE GRADES OF MALCHUT, and in each work that
was holy, there was gold. And gold was in everything.

9. "When the wicked sprout like grass"
Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chizkiyah are studying the Torah together, and Rabbi Chizkiyah wonders why God is so patient in judging the
wicked. He says that Rabbi Shimon told him this is because the judgment that God desires is a clear, loving and joyful judgment. He does not want
the judgment of defilement; therefore he doesn't mix the two. He will refrain from judging the wicked until evil is lost from the World to Come. Then
Rabbi Shimon talks about "When the wicked sprout like grass, and when all the workers of iniquity flourish; it is that they shall be destroyed
forever," and explains that the wicked shall be severed from their roots. One more explanation of God's patience is that this world is part of the
Other Side and it is opposed to the World to Come that is part of the side of holiness. One is destined for the wicked and the other for the righteous.
61. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chizkiyah were sitting and
studying the Torah. Rabbi Chizkiyah said to Rabbi Aba: Indeed we
see that the Holy One, blessed be He desires to have Judgment upon
everything, so the two will mix together, JUDGMENT AND MERCY.
Nevertheless, He withholds Judgment from the wicked of the world.
Why, if He is desirous of Judgment, remove it from the evil?
NAMELY, WHY IS HE SO PATIENT? He said to him: How many
mountains, WISE MEN, have been uprooted by this, NOT KNOWING
THE TRUE MEANING THEREOF. But the holy luminary revealed
several things concerning the matter.

62. Come and see: The Judgment that the Holy One, blessed be He is
desirous of, is a clear Judgment, that stirs love and joy, NAMELY,
THE JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT COLUMN AFTER JOINING THE
RIGHT COLUMN, TO BECOME THE SECRET OF THE WINE THAT
MAKES GLAD ELOHIM AND MEN, AND IS ALSO THE SECRET OF
GOLD. But the wicked, when in the world, are under Judgment of
defilement, the Judgment which the Holy One, blessed be He does
not want at all. Therefore, there must not be mixing of the holy
Judgment with the defiled Judgment, until THE DEFILED JUDGMENT
is exterminated of itself, and causes EVIL to be lost from the World
to Come, for the defiled Judgment in it causes it to be destroyed.

63. He opened the discussion and said: "When the wicked sprout
like grass, and when all the workers of iniquity flourish; it is that they
shall be destroyed forever" (Tehilim 92:8). This verse was explained.
Nevertheless, come and see: "the wicked sprout like grass" MEANS
just as grass on dry land becomes dry. And when it is given water, it
blooms and the dryness disappears. Like a cut tree, when it
flourishes again, grows only side branches growing upwards, but
never a whole tree, as was before, NAMELY "THE WORKERS OF
INIQUITY FLOURISH." And all that happens so "they shall be
destroyed forever," that is, they will be severed from their root and
from everything else.
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64. There is yet another secret in this, why the Holy One, blessed be
He is long-suffering with the wicked in this world. It is because this
world is the portion of the Other Side, and the World to Come is part
of the side of holiness, and the portion of the righteous, where they
will be adorned by the crown of the glory of their Master. These two
sides stand the one against the other, THE WORLD TO COME, the
side of holiness and THIS WORLD, the Other Side of defilement. This
is destined for the righteous and that for the wicked. And all this
corresponds to all that. Happy are the righteous, who have no part in
this world, but in the World to Come.

10. The 42 sacrifices of Balak
When Balak made his sacrifice he intended to placate God because he had killed so many people. God did not accept this sacrifice, nor did the
Other Side. Those who were to be punished were cursed in Hashem's name but until now they have not been punished, nor have the sacrifices been
accepted by either side. The sacrifice offered was to propitiate the Other Side, but it has not done so, and nor has it met with God's blessing.
65. Come and see: All is predisposed and revealed before the Holy
One, blessed be He. Though Balak and Bilaam did not mean to
devote THEIR SACRIFICES for the Holy One, blessed be He, yet all is
established before Him, and He does not reduce their reward at all in
this world. At that time they had power over Yisrael, by their sacrifice
which caused twenty-four thousand people from Yisrael to pass
away, besides those who were killed, as it is written, "Slay every one
of his men that have attached themselves to Ba'al Peor" (Bemidbar
25:5), and "Take all the chiefs of the people, and hang them up
before Hashem" (Ibid. 4). And even now that sacrifice impends upon
Yisrael to cause misfortune. They built seven altars, AND OFFERED
SACRIFICES UPON THEM, 42 in all.

66. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and see: Balak and Bilaam offered 42
sacrifices, and took them from the Other Side to the Holy One,
blessed be He. Therefore, that sacrifice is impending until it is taken
by the Other Side called 'curse from Yisrael'. Until now, he has not
taken it from them. And this is the secret of, "And he turned back,
and looked at them" (II Melachim 2:23), AT THE BOYS WHO JEERED
AT HIM AND SAID TO HIM "GO UP, BALD HEAD." "And he turned
back," NAMELY, to the back of the Shechinah, because the Other
Side stands at the back. "And looked at them," he looked and saw IN
THOSE 42 BOYS, the Other Side CALLED 'CURSE', and saw that
they deserved to be punished. Therefore, "he cursed them in the
Name of Hashem" (Ibid. 24), in order to remove the Name of Hashem
from the debt, NAMELY the debt of the sacrifice, that the Other Side
offered him, NAMELY, BY BALAK AND BILAAM. And all was made
right before the Holy One, blessed be He, and nothing is lost before
the Holy One, blessed be He. In the same manner, everything stands
before the Holy One, blessed be He, both good and evil.
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11. "All the gold that was applied for the work"
Rabbi Shimon says that David sinned greatly when he ran from Saul, causing so many thousands to be killed including all the priests except
Evyatar; this sin still goes unpunished. He tells us that the title verse means that God took the gold the people gave for the Tabernacle as expiation
for their sin of creating the golden calf. Finally, he explains that Moses and Betzalel combined above and below, Tiferet with Yesod, while Betzalel
and Aholiav combined right and left, Chesed and Gvurah, so that the Tabernacle was the union of upper and lower, left and right.
67. Come and see: When David ran from Saul, he caused all the
priests in Nob to perish, all but Evyatar, who escaped. And he
caused much misfortune to Yisrael, in that Saul and his sons died,
and thousands and tens of thousands from Yisrael fell. But
notwithstanding, that sin was hanging over David to cause him
misfortune until the day all his sons perished in one day, and no one
was left save Yoash, who was stolen BY YEHOSHEVA DAUGHTER
OF YORAM. In the same manner, no one was left from Achimelech
save Evyatar alone. Until this day that sin impends, to punish Nob
for the sin of Nob, as it is written, "This very day he will halt at
Nob" (Yeshayah 10:32). And this was already explained.

68. Likewise, "All the gold that was applied for the work" (Shemot
38:24). What is the meaning of 'applied'? It means that here the Holy
One, blessed be He saw Yisrael giving gold for the calf, and He
applied the gold as a remedy beforehand, by putting the gold for the
Tabernacle before the gold for the calf. For all the gold they had with
them, and about them, they donated to the Tabernacle. FOR could
you possibly imagine, that they had gold when they made the calf,
and that they would take the gold off their ears, as it is written, "And
all the people broke off the golden earrings which were in their
ears" (Shemot 32:3)? He therefore took first the gold of the donation
to expiate for the making OF THE CALF.

69. "And Betzalel the son of Uri, the son of Chur, of the tribe of
Judah" (Shemot 38:22) of the aspect of Malchut, "made all that
Hashem commanded Moses" (Ibid.). For all the craftsmanship of the
Tabernacle was prepared through them, by their hands. Betzalel
performed the work and Moses after him made all ready. Moses and
Betzalel were as one, Moses above, IN TIFERET, and Betzalel below,
IN YESOD, the end of the body being also a part thereof, FOR
YESOD AND TIFERET ARE ONE. Betzalel and Aholiav, it has been
established, that the one is of the right, CHESED, and the other is of
the left, JUDGMENT, and all is one, FOR ONE INCLUDES THE
OTHER. That is why it is written, "and Betzalel the son of Uri, the son
of Chur, of the tribe of Judah...and with him was Aholiav, son of
Achisamach, of the tribe of Dan..."

12. "And he turned back, and looked at them"
Rabbi Yosi begins by telling how Elisha went out of the city and was followed by some small boys who mocked him. He says 'small' means that they
had no faith and that they were guilty according to the laws of this world and the next. "And he turned back, and looked at them" means Elisha
looked to see if they would repent, and he knew that they had been conceived on the night of Yom Kippur, so he "cursed them in the Name of
Hashem." Rabbi Yosi adds that he saw the boys were destined to cause a great deal of evil in Yisrael. He compares the title verse to "but his wife
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looked back from behind him," saying it means 'behind' the Shechinah. Next he quotes: "And there came forth two bears out of the wood," meaning
that there were female bears with male cubs. Lastly, he says that when the bears "tore 42 of the children" this counteracted the sacrifices of Balak.
70. "And all the gold that was applied for the work, in all the work of
the holy place" (Shemot 38:24). Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion
with the story of Elisha. It is written, "And he went up from there to
Bethel and as he was going up by the way, some small boys" (II
Melachim 2:23). It has been said that they were small (Heb. ne'arim),
empty (Heb. niurim) of words of Torah or its precepts, "small," as
they were of little faith, and they were guilty according to the law of
this world and of the World to Come. They "came out of the
city" (Ibid.), leaving the secret of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'CITY'. It is written here, "came out of the city," and
there "and I will not enter the city" (Hoshea 11:9); IN BOTH CASES IT
MEANS MALCHUT.

71. "And he turned back, and looked at them" (II Melachim 2:24):
"turned back" MEANS he looked back, to see whether they would
repent or not. "And looked at them" means he saw that it is not
worthy that a good seed issue from them, and this was explained.
"And looked at them" that they were conceived on the night of Yom
Kippur (Day of Atonement), THAT THEIR MOTHER CONCEIVED
THEN. Immediately, he "cursed them in the Name of Hashem" (Ibid.).

72. And there is a mystery in this verse: "And he turned back"
MEANING THAT he looked at them whether he would be punished
for them, and turned away from it. Also "Aaron turned" (Bemidbar
12:10) from leprosy. Here also "TURNED" MEANS he turned from
their punishment. "And he looked at them," MEANING THAT HE SAW
that they are destined to cause much evil in Yisrael.

73. "And he turned back" is similar to "but his wife looked back from
behind him" (Beresheet 19:26). What does "behind him" mean? It
means behind the Shechinah. Here also "he turned back," behind the
Shechinah and saw that their mothers all conceived at the night in
charge of the atonement of the sins of Yisrael, NAMELY, AT THE
NIGHT OF YOM KIPPUR. Immediately "he cursed them in the Name
of Hashem." IT IS WRITTEN, "and there came forth two bears out of
the wood" (II Melachim 2:24). HE ASKS: Why is it written "two (fem.)
bears (masc.)"? Because they were female bears and their cubs
WERE WITH THEM, AND THEREFORE, IT SAYS 'BEARS' (MASC.).
"And tore 42 of the children." This was established, to counteract the
sacrifices of Balak.

13. Gold from below upwards and silver from above downwards
We learn that in, "Even the gold of the wave offering," 'wave' always means lifting upward, not drawing downward, and that this term applies to gold
and brass but not silver. Silver is Chassidim and it can be drawn downward, but whenever gold descends its beauty and light are dimmed. Gold
needs to be raised but silver needs to be spread downward, as in "And the silver of them that were numbered of the congregation." Rabbi Shimon
turns to: "For Hashem Elohim is a sun and shield...," saying that the sun is the secret of Yud Hei Vav Hei and the shield is the secret of the Holy
Name Elohim. Together 'a sun and shield' are the union of Zeir Anpin and Malchut. A similar meaning is deduced from "Hashem will give grace and
honor." We are told that God conceals the primordial light from the wicked but never withholds it from those 'who walk upright.' Therefore the first
light does not move upward; it spreads downward and is revealed to them. Rabbi Shimon says when the priest spreads his hands in blessing the
Shechinah comes to him and fills his hands. Then the priest raises his right hand above his left and everything is blessed by the source of all, the
World to Come. The candles are lit and all blessings are drawn from above.
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74. "Even the gold of the wave offering" (Shemot 38:24). HE ASKS
why the term 'the gold of the wave offering' does not apply to silver?
AND ANSWERS: Two are called thus, 'wave gold' and 'wave brass'
but not 'wave silver'. Only these are so called, GOLD AND BRASS,
for the term alludes to going upward. For what is down below,
AMONG THE KLIPOT, is not wave gold, BECAUSE THE OTHER SIDE
DRAWS CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD,
AND IT IS NOT WAVED LIKE HOLINESS. Always wave MEANS lifting
upward and not bringing downward. BUT SILVER IS CHASSADIM
AND IT IS PERMITTED TO DRAW IT DOWNWARD, THEREFORE, IT IS
NOT WRITTEN 'WAVE SILVER.'

75. This is the mystery of the reckoning, NAMELY, THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CALLED 'RECKONING': All the
grades and Chariots are waving, THAT IS, ILLUMINATING FROM
BELOW UPWARD. This is 'wave gold'. This gold IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH - whenever it descends, its beauty
and light are dimmed. But when the gold is waved, FROM BELOW
UPWARD, it becomes good gold, in the mystery of its light. And all
the gold, which is drawn down, is dross and refuse, NAMELY, A
KLIPAH AND THE OTHER SIDE.

76. "And the silver of them that were numbered of the
congregation" (Ibid.). IT IS NOT WRITTEN 'WAVE SILVER' since
SILVER, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN, in its descent, is also good. And though it is not waved
FROM BELOW UPWARD, nevertheless it is good. But gold, THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT COLUMN, whatever of
it that descends, is worsened. For that reason, THE GOLD needs to
be waved, and raised, and SILVER needs spreading downward in all
directions, because it is all for the good.

77. He opened the discussion and said: "For Hashem Elohim is a
sun and shield..." (Tehilim 84:12). The sun is the Holy One, blessed
be He, and the shield is the Holy One, blessed be He. HE EXPLAINS:
The sun is the secret of the Holy Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, ZEIR ANPIN,
where all the grades stand at ease. And the shield is the secret of the
holy name Elohim, MALCHUT. This is the secret meaning of the
verse, "I am your shield" (Beresheet 15:1), AS 'I' WHICH IS
MALCHUT CALLED 'I', IS YOUR SHIELD. "A sun and a shield" are the
secret of a whole name, WHICH INDICATES THAT ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT ARE UNITED. "Hashem will give grace and
honor" (Tehilim 84:12), FOR ELOHIM WILL BE A SHIELD AND YUD
HEI VAV HEI WILL GIVE GRACE AND HONOR, and so all will become
one secret. NAMELY, THOUGH GRACE AND HONOR ARE DRAWN
AT EASE, AND A SHIELD IS DRAWN VIGOROUSLY BY WHOEVER IS
BESET BY ENEMIES, AND THEY MERGE INTO ONE PRINCIPLE, THE
JOINING OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ELOHIM.
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78. "He withholds no goodness from these who walk upright" (Ibid.).
This is the secret of the verse, "And from the wicked their light is
withheld" (Iyov 38:15). THEREFORE, IT IS SAID THAT FROM THOSE
WHO WALK UPRIGHT NO GOOD THING WILL HE WITHHOLD,
referring to the first light, WHICH IS CHESED, of which it is written,
"And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). And the
Holy One, blessed be He hid and covered it, as explained, from the
wicked He concealed and withheld it in this world and in the World to
Come. But it is written of the righteous, "no good thing will He
withhold from those who walk upright." This refers to the primordial
light, as it is written, "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good."

79. Therefore, it, THE FIRST LIGHT, needs not go up FROM BELOW
and be waved, but rather to spread and be revealed, unlike the other
one of the left, GOLD, AS DISCUSSED. For that reason GOLD is
called 'wave', and not 'SILVER', and that is why IT IS WRITTEN, "and
the silver of...the congregation was a hundred talents" (Shemot
38:25) AND NOT 'THE WAVE SILVER.'

80. Come and see: The right side stands in readiness always to
sustain the world, to shine and bless it. Therefore the priest, who is
of the right side, CHESED, is always in readiness to bless the
people, for all the benedictions in the world come of the right side.
And the priest is the first to take. That is why the priest is appointed
to bless above and below, NAMELY, CHESED ABOVE AND THE
PRIEST BELOW.

81. Come and see: When the priest spreads his hands to bless the
people, the Shechinah comes and dwells upon him and fills his
hands. He raises his right hand above the left hand, in order to raise
the right above the left. Then all the grades over which he spreads
his hands, are blessed by the source of all. What is the source of the
well? It is the Righteous, WHICH IS YESOD. The source of all is the
World to Come, BINAH, whence all faces, ALL MOCHIN, illuminate.
For it is the source and spring of all, whence all the candles and
lights are lit.

82. In the same manner, WHAT WAS SAID OF BINAH, is also said of
the source and spring of the well, YESOD: That all the lower candles,
NAMELY, THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, are illuminated and filled with
its lights. And it, YESOD, faces that, BINAH. AS BINAH IS A SOURCE
THAT GIVES AFFLUENCE TO EVERYTHING, SO YESOD IS A
SOURCE GIVING TO MALCHUT. For that reason, when the priest
spreads his hands and starts to bless the people, high blessings
dwell from the supernal source, BINAH, and candles are lit and all
the faces illuminate, and the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is adorned with high crowns, and all blessings come
down and are drawn from above downward.

14. Counting and Numbers
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Rabbi Shimon returns in his discussion to the building of the Tabernacle, in itself the union of Tiferet and the holy covenant. Since all of this
building was done in the secret of the right, the evil eye has no power whenever the right side is present. The 'silver' in "and the silver of them that
were numbered of the congregation" is not written as 'wave silver', so it poured from above downward. Rabbi Yitzchak asks, since there are no
blessings in anything that has been counted, why were the things in the Tabernacle counted? Rabbi Shimon answers that whenever the purpose of
the counting is to sanctify, there is holiness in it, just as the tithe is blessed. Blessings are withheld from the other counted things so that no
blessings can come to the Other Side, nor will any reach the evil eyed. Rabbi Shimon explains the implications of the fact that the evil eye has no
power over the seed of Joseph. Then five rabbis meet together on the road and begin talking. Rabbi Elazar says: "The eyes of Hashem are toward
the righteous, and His ears are open to their cry," yet many righteous people cannot even get enough food. Rabbi Shimon says that in the world
above the holy side knows and protects all of its own, and the Other Side knows and controls all of its own. The Other Side cannot rule over the
righteous. Rabbi Elazar wants to know why then there was a plague in Yisrael after David counted the people. Rabbi Shimon answers that everyone
failed to pay a ransom for his soul to God to avoid having the plague among them. He speaks then of the holiness that is subject to counting and the
holiness that is not, concluding that the ransom is subject to numbering but the people of Yisrael are not. Rabbi Shimon proffers two meanings for
"like the sand of the sea." The first means that the sands break the power of the waves to flood the world, so Yisrael is like that sand, preventing the
other nations from ruling the world. The second meaning is that neither the sand nor Yisrael can be counted. He talks about a secret and hidden
measurement and a reckoning in a hidden place that is the secret of Yisrael Saba and Tevunah. Rabbi Shimon draws a parallel between the talents
and the shekels donated for the Tabernacle, kept in two separate accounts, and superior beings numbered by a supernal account with the rest being
numbered by a different account.
83. Come and see: Moses ordered and Betzalel executed, so that all
may be in the secret of the body: THE SECRET OF MOSES, WHO IS
TIFERET, and the final part of the body, the holy covenant, WHICH IS
BETZALEL, so as to increase the love and bond of the unison in the
Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT. All was done in the secret of the
right, and therefore, wherever the right side is present, the evil eye
has no sway. That is why IT IS WRITTEN, "and the silver of them that
were numbered of the congregation" (Shemot 38:25), FOR IT WAS
NUMBERED AND COUNTED, IN THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, AND IT WAS NOT WRITTEN, 'WAVE
SILVER,' because this silver comes of the right side, CHESED, and
therefore everything was numbered. THIS IS THE MYSTERY OF
COMPRISING THE LEFT COLUMN, AND THE REASON IT IS POURED
FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD.
84. Rabbi Yitzchak asked Rabbi Shimon: We established that
blessing does not dwell on anything that was measured or counted.
If so, in relation to the Tabernacle, why was everything counted? He
said to him: Indeed we learned this already. But any place, upon
which there dwells the side of holiness, NAMELY, THAT IT IS
DRAWN FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN COMBINING RIGHT AND
LEFT, if the counting is from the holy side, blessing will be upon it
always, never to pass away. We know it from the tithe, because since
the purpose of the counting is to sanctify, there is blessing in it. All
the more so the Tabernacle, which is holy and pertains to the side of
holiness.

85. But the rest of worldly matters, not coming from the side of
holiness, no blessing dwells upon them when counted. For the Other
Side, which is evil eyed, can have power over it, and since it can
have power over it, there is no blessing therein, in order that no
blessings will reach that evil eyed.

86. Blessings are always added to measurement of holiness and
counting of holiness, and therefore it is written, "And the silver of
them that were numbered of the congregation," MEANING THAT IT
WAS COUNTED by them that were numbered of the congregation in
truth, and there should be no fear of the evil eye for that reckoning
since blessings hover over all from above.
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87. Come and see: The evil eye has no power over the seed of
Joseph, since it comes of the right side. Therefore the Tabernacle
was constructed by Betzalel, who dwelt in the mystery of Joseph,
being the secret of the Holy Covenant, NAMELY, HE WAS OF
YESOD, AND YESOD IS CALLED 'JOSEPH'. Therefore Moses orders
and Betzalel executes, so all may be in the secret of the body:
MOSES, NAMELY TIFERET, and the final part of the body;
BETZALEL, WHO IS YESOD, the sign of the Holy Covenant, so as to
increase love and the bond of union in the Tabernacle, MALCHUT.
And all was done according to the secret of the right, and that is why
IT IS WRITTEN, "And the silver...numbered of the congregation,"
because that reckoning is the reckoning of the great grades in
charge, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, combined on the right
side. Therefore it is written, "a hundred talents..." (Ibid.) TO
INDICATE THE TEN SFIROT, EACH INCLUDING TEN, TOGETHER
WITH THE FIRST THREE.

88. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Acha and Rabbi Yosi were walking from
Tiberias to Tzipori. As they were walking, they saw Rabbi Elazar
coming together with Rabbi Chiya. Rabbi Aba said: Surely we shall
be joined with the Shechinah. They waited for them, and when they
arrived, Rabbi Elazar said: It is written, "The eyes of Hashem are
towards the righteous, and His ears are open to their cry" (Tehilim
34:16). This verse is hard to explain; what is the meaning of "The
eyes of Hashem are towards the righteous"? If it means that the Holy
One, blessed be He, takes care of them to help them in this world,
yet we see so many righteous in this world, who cannot get as much
food as the crows in the field. What is the meaning, then, of "The
eyes of Hashem are towards the righteous"?

89. HE ANSWERS: This is a secret. Come and see: All the creatures
in the world are known above, either as of this side OF HOLINESS, or
of that OTHER Side. Those who are known by the holy side, are
always under its protection. And those that are known by the side of
defilement, are always under its control. And where the holy side has
sway, the Other Side has not, and may never approach, nor thrust
him from his place or occupation by any means. About this IT IS
WRITTEN, "The eyes of Hashem are towards the righteous," for
which reason the Other Side cannot rule over them. And there is
help from heaven and good providence from above. And the Other
Side and all that is evil may not rule over you.
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90. Rabbi Aba said: But we have learned, that wherever the holy side
abides, though there is reckoning, still blessings are not withheld
from that place. Rabbi Elazar said: Assuredly this is so. He said to
him: Yisrael is holy, and come from the holy side, as it is written,
"Yisrael is holy to Hashem" (Yirmeyah 2:3), and "You shall be holy,
for I Hashem, your Elohim am holy" (Vayikra 19:2). Why then, when
David counted Yisrael, was there death among them, as it is written,
"So Hashem sent a pestilence upon Yisrael from the morning even
to the time appointed" (II Shmuel 24:15)?

91. He told him: It happened since David did not take shekels from
them as ransom, as it is written, "then shall they give every man a
ransom for his soul to Hashem when you number them that there be
no plague among them when you number them" (Shemot 30:12). For
holiness is in need of holy ransom, and that ransom of holiness was
not taken from them. Come and see: Yisrael is holiness without
numbering, and therefore a ransom should be taken from them. And
that ransom is to be counted, while they are not.

92. What is the reason? Holiness is a secret, higher than all the
grades, THE MYSTERY OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. As this
holiness is superior to all, and outside it there is another holiness
beneath it, YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH COVERING SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA FROM OUTSIDE, subject to numbering and
accounting, so is Yisrael holiness, as it is written, "Yisrael is holy to
Hashem." And they give another holiness, their ransom, that is
subject to numbering. This is a secret: Yisrael is a tree standing
inside, OPPOSITE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, and the ransom given
is another holiness standing outside and counted,
CORRESPONDING TO YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH. The one is
shielding the other. They went on.

93. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion and said: "And the number
of the children of Yisrael shall be like the sand of the sea, which
cannot be measured or numbered..." (Hoshea 2:1). HE ASKS: What
is the meaning of "the sand of the sea"? AND HE ANSWERS: That
there are two meanings. The first is that "the sand of the sea"
MEANS when the sea raises its waves wrathfully and the waves rise
to flood the world. When they reach and see the sand, they are
broken immediately and return quietly, and have no power to have
control over and flood the world.
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94. In the same manner Yisrael is like the sand of the sea. When the
other nations, which are like the furious waves of the sea of severe
Judgment, see Yisrael bound to the Holy One, blessed be He, they
return BACK and are broken before them, and cannot rule the world.
Another meaning is that like the sand of the sea, that cannot be
numbered or measured, as it is written, "which cannot be measured
or numbered" so is Yisrael, who is not numbered nor subject to
reckoning.

95. Come and see: There is a secret and hidden measurement, THE
SECRET OF ABA AND IMA. And there is reckoning in a hidden place,
concealed and stored, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YISRAEL - SABA
AND TEVUNAH. And it may be measured and numbered. This is the
secret of sustenance above and below. For the measurement IN ABA
AND IMA, NAMELY, THE AMOUNT OF CHASSADIM IN THEM, the
secret of its execution is never known, AND ALSO WE MAY NOT
KNOW the basis of the secret of the reckoning IN YISRAEL - SABA
AND TEVUNAH. This is the secret of the Faith of all.

96. Yisrael below are not subject to reckoning, but only in a different
aspect, NAMELY, COVERED CHASSADIM. The ransom they give,
CORRESPONDING TO YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, is subject
to accounting. And for that reason whenever Yisrael are counted,
ransom is taken from them, as we said. Therefore, at the time of
David, when he counted Yisrael, and did not take ransom, there was
wrath and many hosts and legions of Yisrael perished.

97. For that reason it is written concerning the building of the
Tabernacle: "And the silver of them that were numbered of the
congregation...for everyone that went to be numbered" (Shemot
38:25), NAMELY, IN THAT SAID RECKONING. All was consecrated to
the construction of the Tabernacle. It was established that the
talents, "A HUNDRED TALENTS" (Ibid. 27), belong to one account,
and the shekels, "A THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTYFIVE" (IBID. 28), are another account. For the superior ones are
numbered by a supernal account, NAMELY, THE LIGHTS OF
YISRAEL - SABA AND TEVUNAH, THE SECRET OF BINAH, THE
HIGH RECKONING, ARE THE SECRET OF TALENTS. Others are
numbered by a different account, THAT IS, THE ACCOUNTS IN ZEIR
ANPIN THAT SHINES UPON MALCHUT, the one above and the other
below. That is why it is written, "And of the hundred talents of silver
were cast the sockets (Heb. adanim) of the sanctuary..." And these
sockets were already explained, TO BE THE SECRET OF THE
WHOLE MALCHUT CALLED 'ADONAI', THAT RECEIVES FROM THE
HIGH RECKONING, NAMELY, FROM BINAH.

15. "Unless Hashem builds the house"
We are told that King Solomon saw that the work was finished by the hands of the craftsmen but was actually constructed by God. The most
important part of the labor is what Binah made, and if this is not included the work is done in vain. Then he speaks about: "Behold it is His litter, that
of Solomon, sixty valiant men are round it, the mighty men of Yisrael," saying that the 'litter' is the secret of Malchut, and it is all guarded because of
the fear of Gehenom. All the men stand around it, and they are all inside the illumination of the incomprehensible thought. Rabbi Shimon talks about
the nine temples that emanate from that thought, saying that they are not lights nor spirits nor souls, and cannot be comprehended. He says that the
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head of Arich Anpin is called 'thought', but it is not known by whose light it shines. The secret of the offering is that it unites the grades and the
lights, and the 'thought' is then crowned by the Endless Light. That 'thought' expanded in all directions and is the secret of the Supernal World,
Binah, that is characterized by the question "Who?" as in: "Lift up your eyes on high, and behold who (Mi) has created these." The 'question' then,
created 'these' - the six Sfirot of Zeir Anpin. Then Mi expanded and became a sea, and built everything below in Malchut exactly as it was in the
Supernal World, Binah.
98. Again he opened the discussion and said: "A song of ascent of
Solomon, unless Hashem builds the house..." (Tehilim 127:2). This
verse was uttered by King Solomon when he built the Temple. When
he started building, he saw that the work was finished by their
hands, but was constructed on its own. Then he said: "Unless
Hashem builds the house..." He referred to the secret of the verse,
"In the beginning Elohim created" (Beresheet 1:1), for the Holy One,
blessed be He created and furnished this world, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, with all that is needed.

99. "They who build it labor in vain" (Tehilim 127:2). His builders are
the secret of those rivers, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, going out of
and into this house, MALCHUT, to prepare whatever is needed. And
though all come to fix and construct it, surely, but for Hashem, who
is the secret of the high world, BINAH, who prepared and made the
house as it should be, all who build it labor in vain. For THE MOST
IMPORTANT PART IS what BINAH made and prepared. "Unless
Hashem keeps the city" (Ibid.) as it is written, "the eyes of Hashem
your Elohim are always upon it, from the beginning of the year to the
end of the year" (Devarim 11:12). It was explained, that by that
watchfulness, it is kept on all sides.

100. And it is written, "Behold it is his litter, that of Solomon, sixty
valiant men are round it, the mighty men of Yisrael" (Shir Hashirim
3:7). THE LITTER OF SOLOMON IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. And
they all guard it. Why do they guard it? Because "of the fear by
night" (Ibid. 8). This is the fear of Gehenom, that is before it. And so
that it would be rejected, all are standing around it.

101. All are inside the illumination of the incomprehensible thought.
And that light of the not-known thought strikes the veil and they
illuminate together and become nine temples.
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102. These temples are not lights, nor Ruchot (Eng. 'spirits'), nor
Neshamot (Eng. 'souls'), and there is no one to comprehend them.
The will of these nine lights, all within the thought, that is counted as
one of them, is to chase THE NINE TEMPLES AND GRASP THEM,
while they are within the thought. But they do not grasp nor become
known, because these pertain to neither will nor to supernal thought.
They grasp them, FOR THEY GET MOCHIN FROM THEM, yet do not
grasp them, FOR THEY CANNOT BE COMPREHENDED. All the
secrets of the Faith are within them. And all the lights coming from
the secret of the supernal thought that is underneath are called 'the
Endless World', for this far do the lights reach yet do not reach nor
become known, for there is no will nor thought in here.

103. When thought shines, it is not known by whose light, FOR THE
THOUGHT IS NOT GRASPED. Then ITS LIGHT is covered and closed
inside Binah, FOR BINAH CANNOT RECEIVE CHOCHMAH WITHOUT
CHASSADIM, AND THEREFORE, THE LIGHT IS CONCEALED IN IT.
LATER it shone upon whoever it shines, MEANING THAT
CHASSADIM SHONE, and entered one another, FOR CHOCHMAH
AND CHASSADIM WERE INCLUDED WITHIN ONE ANOTHER, until
eveything was included together. This was already explained. And
the secret of the offering is that when all goes up, everything is
bound together and they shine the one within the other, FOR THE
LOWER RISES TO THE HIGHER AND JOINS IT, AND BY THAT
RECEIVES SUPERNAL MOCHIN. FOR ALL THAT IS LOW RISES TO
THE HIGHER AND THE HIGHER SHINES UPON THE LOWER. Then all
the grades rise TO THE HIGH ONE. And the thought MOUNTS AND is
crowned by the Endless Light. And the light with which the supernal
thought is shining, is called 'the Endless World'.
104. Once thought is shining and powers were expanded from it NAMELY, BINAH, THAT WENT UP TO IT, RECEIVED CHOCHMAH
FROM IT - AND EXPANDED DOWNWARD it became concealed,
stored and unknown. BECAUSE OF ITSELF, IT IS CLOSED AND
DOES NOT SHINE AT ALL UPON THE LOWER BEINGS. And there
from it expanded in all directions and spread in the one expansion,
which is the secret of the Supernal World, NAMELY, BINAH AS SAID.
105. And this SUPERNAL WORLD is subject to questioning, which is
the supernal utterance, NAMELY, BINAH. It was established that it is
called 'Who' (Heb. mi), as it is written, "Lift up your eyes on high, and
behold who (Heb. mi) has created these" (Yeshayah 40:26). That is,
that 'question' created 'these'. FOR 'WHO', BINAH, CREATED
'THESE', THE SIX SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. And then MI (MEM-YUD)
expanded and became a sea (Heb. yam, Yud-Mem), the ending of all
the grades, being below IN MALCHUT. And from there, BINAH, it
started to build below IN MALCHUT, and all that it did IN MALCHUT
was exactly as is done above, IN BINAH, the one corresponding to
the other, because BINAH protects everything above and below.

106. This expansion, the Supernal World, comes from thought,
bECAUSE EVERYTHING THAT SPREADS FROM THOUGHT IS BINAH
CALLED 'THE SUPERNAL WORLD'. This is the meaning of "unless
Hashem keeps the city, the watchman stays awake in vain" (Tehilim
127:1), who is the keeper of Yisrael, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. For
keeping does not proceed FROM ZEIR ANPIN but from the Supernal
World, BINAH, AS WAS EXPLAINED BEFORE.
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107. Come and see the blue in the Tabernacle; everything is
sustained by a high mystery. Blue, MALCHUT, and purple, TIFERET,
are bound to one another, SO THAT ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
WILL BE UNITED. And we have learned the secret of the verse, "For
Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim 4:24), that there
is a fire that consumes fire, eats and extinguishes it, the one fire
being stronger than the other. (THE ENDING IS MISSING, IT MAY BE
FOUND IN BERESHEET 248 -269).

16. "And the thousand seven hundred and seventy-five"
Rabbi Shimon says that Moses forgot about the shekels in "And of the one thousand seven hundred and seventy-five shekels he made hooks for the
pillars, and overlaid their capitals" until a resounding voice reminded him of them. Rabbi Chizkiyah opens with: "While the King was reclining at His
board, my nard sent forth its fragrance." This refers to Binah when He gave the Torah to Yisrael and went to Sinai accompanied by many sacred
Chariots. We hear about all the letters in the Torah soaring and rising up in the air, how they were formed and what their value is, and that the 'vav's
were the one thousand seven hundred and seventy-five lights. The high Vav is the resounding voice since the Torah comes out of that inner voice;
this 'great voice' is the secret of the Holy Name. Next Rabbi Chizkiyah turns to the great flood, where God told Noah: 'you should be careful not to
show yourself to the destroyer, the Angel of Death, so he would not have power over you,' because there was no one to protect him. But when Noah
offered the sacrifice the world became perfumed. This perfume was increased when Yisrael stood on Mount Sinai and the destroyer was no longer
present in the world. God wanted at that time to do away with the destroyer forever, but in a few days Yisrael sinned by making the golden calf, thus
allowing the destroyer to rule the world again. Rabbi Yosi asks who put the destroyer in the world, since everyone was destroyed in the flood. Rabbi
Shimon answers that the presence of Judgment means that the destroyer must be there to walk among the Judgments. He says that the destroyer
was named 'flood,' and this is why God told Noah to hide himself. Referring again to the title verse, Rabbi Elazar wonders why he made 'hooks',
hearing then from Rabbi Shimon that they were in the shape of 'vav's, meaning that they came from the Central Column. Rabbi Yitzchak isn't certain
whether the verse is talking about secular or supernal matters, and decides it must be secular. Rabbi Shimon disagrees, and adds that secular
matters do not come from the side of holiness. It is important to know the difference between holiness and the mundane. Even so, profanity has a
fraction of holiness in it from the left side. There is now quite a bit of discussion about 'thousand' in various meanings, leading to thoughts about
how long Yisrael may be in exile. Rabbi Shimon adds that wherever there is Vav in the Holy Name there is Mercy, and gives some examples. He tells
how Judgment was executed in the destruction of S'dom, but the whole world was not destroyed as it was in the flood. Wherever the name Elohim is
used it means Judgment alone, not tempered with Mercy. When the name Hashem is used it means Judgment tempered with Mercy. Only Elohim
was present at the flood. We are told how God is both concealed and revealed, and how people draw blessings when their utterances are concealed.
Then we hear that "While the King was reclining at His board," means that He was reveling in the supernal Eden. "My nard sent forth its fragrance"
alludes to the last sea that is filled from that Eden, and that created the lower world as a reflection of the higher one. When the nard sends an odor
upwards the Holy Chariots receive the wonderful odor and send it further upward, it being in the nature of odors to rise. The Chariots, since they
transmit the odors higher are called 'maidens of song', since the word 'alamot' derives from 'not revealed'. Finally Rabbi Shimon explains the
significance of all the numbers in the title verse, emphasizing 1000, 700, seventy, and five, all of them pertaining to various combinations of Sfirot.
108. "And of the one thousand seven hundred and seventy-five
shekels he made hooks for the pillars, and overlaid their
capitals" (Shemot 38:28). Come and see: We learned that Moses
forgot these shekels and knew not what became of them, until a
voice resounded, saying, "And of the one thousand seven hundred
and seventy-five shekels he made hooks for the pillars."

109. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the verse: "While
the king was reclining at his board, my nard sent forth its
fragrance" (Shir Hashirim 1:12). This was already explained. Yet,
"While the King was reclining at His board" refers to the Holy One,
blessed be He, BINAH, when He gave the Torah to Yisrael and came
to Sinai. Many Chariots were with Him, all of them sacred, THE
SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, and all the high sanctifications,
from the sanctification of the Torah, THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN. All were there. The Torah, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, was given with flaming fire, and all was of the
side of fire, written by white fire, OF THE SIDE OF CHESED, upon
black fire, OF THE SIDE OF GVURAH. FOR THE CENTRAL COLUMN
IS COMPRISED OF CHESED AND GVURAH, RIGHT AND LEFT. And
the letters were soaring and rising up in the air. IN THE MYSTERY OF
THE AIR, THE LOWER GRADES SOARED AND ROSE TO THE
HIGHER ONES.
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110. And the first letter of the Torah was divided into 775 on each
side, and all were seen in the air of the firmament by the letter Vav,
Vav on each and every side.

111. These hooks (Heb. vavim) were standing on pillars, WHICH ARE
NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM THE CHEST DOWN. And
these pillars are suspended upon the banner, NAMELY, THEY WERE
SHINING TO MALCHUT CALLED 'BANNER', and all the hooks are
upon them, ALL ARE SHINING UPON MALCHUT. AND HE EXPLAINS:
Since the secret of the Torah abides by the Vav, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, THEREFORE, THE ONE THOUSAND SEVEN
HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE LIGHTS COMPRISED IN IT ARE
CALLED 'VAV'S'. These Vav's (Heb. vavim), which are the mystery of
the Faith in the Torah, all stand upon these pillars, the secret from
which the prophets come, NAMELY, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHENCE THE PROPHETS ARE INSPIRED. And their secret is
on every side, NAMELY, THEY ILLUMINATE THE FOUR DIRECTIONS
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET AND MALCHUT. On these pillars
the hooks stand.
112. The high Vav is the secret of a resounding voice, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. Upon this secret the Torah is established, since the
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes out of that inner voice, WITHIN
BINAH, called 'a great voice'. And a great voice IN BINAH is the
secret of the Torah, THAT ISSUES FROM IT. Therefore, it is written,
"a great voice which was not heard again" (Devarim 5:19), FOR THE
TORAH ISSUED FROM IT.

113. Come and see: This great voice is the main part and the secret
of the Holy Name, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT OF BINAH. For
that reason we established that a man must not greet his friend
before praying. This secret was explained from the verse, "whoever
greets his friend in a great voice early in the morning, it is
considered as a curse upon him" (Mishlei 27:14). This is not
forbidden as long as greeting is not said with a great voice, which is
the main part of the Holy Name, FOR EXAMPLE, IF HE SAID TO HIM
'MAY HASHEM BLESS YOU.' BUT WHEN THE HOLY NAME IS NOT
MENTIONED, IT IS NOT FORBIDDEN.

114. Therefore, the secret of the Torah emerges from that great
voice, INSIDE BINAH, and this is the King, NAMELY WHAT WAS
SAID, "While the king was reclining at His board," that alludes to the
revelation of Sinai. "My nard sent forth its fragrance," this is the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And all this came
about because Yisrael said: "Everything that Hashem spoke, will we
do and obey" (Shemot 24:7) BY WHICH THEY MERITED ALL THIS
REVELATION. And the King is the High King, NAMELY, BINAH, as
was explained.
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115. Come and see: When the Holy One, blessed be He brought a
flood upon the world to destroy everything, He told Noah, 'you
should be careful not to show yourself to the destroyer, THE ANGEL
OF DEATH, so he would not have power over you'. THE REASON IS
THAT there was no one to protect him. And when the sacrifice was
offered by Noah, the world became perfumed. But it was not
perfumed so much until Yisrael stood on Mount Sinai. And when
Yisrael stood on Mount Sinai, the world was perfumed and the
destroyer was no longer present in the world.

116. The Holy One, blessed be He wanted at that time to remove the
destroyer from the world, THAT DEATH WILL BE SWALLOWED
FOREVER, but after a few days Yisrael sinned and made the calf.
Then, it is written, "the children of Yisrael stripped themselves of
their ornaments (Heb. edyam) from Mount Horeb" (Shemot 33:6).
Edyam is the secret of the Holy Name that the Holy One, blessed be
He adorned them with AT THE GIVING OF THE LAW, then was taken
from them. Then the destroyer ruled the world, as before, when he
was ruling the world and judging PEOPLE.

117. Rabbi Yosi said: At the time of the flood, who put the destroyer
there? For the water went up, AND WIPED OFF ALL THE WORLD.
WHY DID NOAH HAVE TO BE CAREFUL OF THE DESTROYER? HE
REPLIES: Come and see, there is no Judgment in the world, or a
world smitten with Judgment, where there will not be that destroyer,
to walk among the Judgments in the world. Here also, there was a
flood and the destroyer walked in its midst and was named 'FLOOD'
after it. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He told Noah to hide
himself and not be seen in the world. And this was already
explained. Come and see: Rabbi Yosi said, The word was not yet in
order again, and the earth not over the filth of the snake.

118. Come and see: Rabbi Elazar said, "And of the one thousand
seven hundred and seventy-five shekels he made hooks (Heb.
vavim) for the pillars." HE ASKS: Why did he make hooks? AND HE
ANSWERS: For they were in the shape of 'Vav', NAMELY, THEY
WERE DRAWN FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED 'VAV'. And
he overlaid their capitals with gold, and they of themselves were
silver, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM. And their capitals,
THAT IS, THEIR FIRST THREE SFIROT, are overlaid with gold, THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CALLED 'GOLD'.
HE EXPLAINS: Each Vav is of the side of Mercy, NAMELY, FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and all were known
above through reckoning, IN THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH. Since they come from the side of Mercy, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, they are called 'Vav's (Heb. vavim)'. And
the rest OF THE SFIROT IN THEM are suspended from them. The
Vav's are made solely of silver and gold together, TO INCLUDE THE
TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT, CHASSADIM AND THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. For this reason they are called the
'Vavvim of the pillars'. What are the pillars? They are explained in the
verse, "The two pillars" (I Melachim 7:20), NETZACH AND HOD, since
they are outside the body, TIFERET, downward.
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119. Rabbi Yitzchak said: I am not sure whether this is a holy or a
mundane work, since it is written, "And of the thousand," the same
as in "you, Solomon, may have the one thousand" (Shir Hashirim
8:12). As in the latter, 'thousand' is secular, so here it pertains to
mundane matters.

120. He said to him: This is not so, for if it were secular, no hooks
would have been made from it. Also, there it is written "thousand"
and no more, and here it is written, "And of the one thousand seven
hundred seventy-five." THEREFORE, THE TWO MAY NOT BE
COMPARED. That thousand pertains to the secular, as it is written,
"You, Solomon, may have the thousand." It is secular, because all
that is mundane is not of the side of holiness at all, but pertains to
impurity. Hence, the Havdalah (Eng. 'separation') between holiness
and the mundane. This is the secret of the words "and that you may
differentiate between holy and secular, and between unclean and
clean" (Vayikra 10:10).

121. But though we separate holiness from unholiness (lit. 'secular'),
nevertheless PROFANITY has one portion of holiness, from the left
side OF HOLINESS. Therefore, "you, Solomon, may have the
thousand" refers to the thousand days of unholiness, the days of
exile. As there are a thousand days of holiness, so there are a
thousand days to the Other Side. The friends mentioned here that
the days of exile amount to a thousand years.

122. And therefore, there is a thousand and a thousand, A
THOUSAND OF HOLINESS AND A THOUSAND OF DEFILEMENT, the
thousand years of exile. And though Yisrael may be in exile longer
THAN A THOUSAND YEARS, it is considered to continue for one
thousand years SINCE THEY DO NOT CORRECT THEM, which are
the thousand days we mentioned. For that reason it was said that
every mention of Solomon in Shir Hashirim pertains to holiness save
this verse, "YOU, SOLOMON, MAY HAVE THE THOUSAND." But the
thousand mentioned here OF THE HOOKS FOR THE PILLARS is
sacred and all that is made thereof is sacred. Therefore, he used
them to make hooks for the pillars.

123. Come and see: We have said that each and every Vav is in the
secret of Mercy, and wherever there is Vav in the Holy Name there is
Mercy. For example "And (=Vav) Hashem (Yud Hei Vav Hei) rained
upon S'dom" (Beresheet 19:24), "And (Vav) Hashem said to
Abram" (Beresheet 13:14). This indicates the merging of Mercy and
Judgment. The difference in the account of the flood is that the name
Elohim is used instead of "And Hashem." And we learned that
wherever it is written, "And Hashem," it is INDICATION OF Him, ZEIR
ANPIN, and His courthouse, MALCHUT. And if it is written just
Elohim, it is Judgment alone.
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124. Rather in S'dom Judgment was executed, but not to destroy the
world. That is why ZEIR ANPIN is mingled with Judgment, MEANING
THAT IT IS TEMPERED BY MERCY. But at the time of the flood the
whole world perished, together with its inhabitants. THAT IS WHY
THE NAME ELOHIM IS MENTIONED THERE, TO INDICATE
JUDGMENT ALONE, NOT TEMPERED BY MERCY. And if you say
that Noah and those with him were saved, it is because he was
hidden from sight, and was not seen IN THE WORLD FOR HE WAS
INSIDE THE ARK. But all that was in the world perished.

125. Therefore, "And Hashem" is revealed and does not destroy
everything. And if it is written Elohim, it is concealed, and we should
take care for it destroys everything. Therefore, AT THE FLOOD, only
Elohim was present. This is the secret of "Hashem sat enthroned at
the flood" (Tehilim 29:10). What is the meaning of "sat"? Were it not
for that verse, we would not have been able to tell, for "sat" MEANS
THAT He sat alone, ON HIS OWN, and was not united with the
Judgment OF THE FLOOD. The word "sat" is the same as in "he
shall sit alone" (Vayikra 13:46), IN THE ONE CASE HE SITS ALONE,
AND SO IN THE OTHER.
126. And we learned a secret. The Holy One, blessed be He is
concealed and revealed, NAMELY, CONCEALED FROM THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, FOR IT SHINES THROUGH
CHASSADIM ALONE, AND REVEALED IN THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. Revealed is the court below, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
WHEREIN CHOCHMAH ILLUMINATES; concealed is the place
whence all blessings issue, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, when
the utterances of man are in secrecy, blessings are upon him. And
when they are revealed, that place of the court house is upon him,
since he is in an open place, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And everything is
in the high secret as above.

127. "While the king was reclining at his board" (Shir Hashirim 1:12),
namely joining and delighting in the supernal Eden, THE SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH, DRAWN TO BINAH by that unknown and concealed
path WHICH IS YESOD OF ABA. It is filled thereof and emerges into
certain brooks, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF BINAH. "My nard
sent forth its fragrance" (Ibid.) alludes to the last sea, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, that created the lower world, MALCHUT, as a reflection of
above, BINAH, and diffused a sweet loft perfume, THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, by which to rule and act. And it is
able and rules and shines by the supernal light.
128. Come and see: While the nard sends an odor upwards, THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, love is united,
NAMELY, CONJUGAL LOVE COMING FROM THE LEFT. This nard
rises to be joined above, THAT IS, TO SHINE FROM BELOW
UPWARD. And all the holy Chariots RECEIVE FROM THAT NARD
AND send forth odors to be adorned above, NAMELY, TO
ILLUMINATE FROM BELOW UPWARD AS IS THE NATURE OF
ODORS. These Chariots are called 'maidens of song', as it is written,
"upon maidens of song" (Tehilim 46:1), and this was explained. What
are these maidens of song? They are "maidens without
number" (Shir Hashirim 6:8), as "Is there any number to His
armies?" (Iyov 25:3), NUMBER MEANING THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. And because they are without number, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, therefore, it is written, "and maidens without number"
FOR THERE IS NO ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN THEM. THEY
ARE THEREFORE CALLED 'MAIDENS' (HEB. ALAMOT), DERIVED
FROM 'NOT REVEALED' (HEB. HE'ALEM), AND ARE IN NEED OF
RECEIVING THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM THE NARD.
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129. The "hooks for the pillars" are all male, for they are drawn from
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS MALE. They ascend with the dignity of
anointing oil upward, TO ZEIR ANPIN, where they stand in the secret
of males. And only the Vav is considered male, which is the secret of
heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, being male. And all those below, NAMELY IN
MALCHUT are considered females. For that reason, those that come
from the left, NAMELY from the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT, are
assigned to sing, and they sing always. Therefore, it is written,
"upon maidens of song." All are issued in the secret of 'Hei', WHICH
IS MALCHUT. Hei issued many kinds of armies by the secret of Vav,
FOR THEY ARE MALE. Vav is the secret of the male who is to give
food to the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

130. For that reason, all the hooks made by Betzalel, WERE MADE to
let them dwell upon the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. They are
issued by the secret of thousand, which is a complete reckoning,
NAMELY, CHOCHMAH CALLED 'RECKONING'. The seven hundred
are a whole secret, NAMELY, THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF
BINAH WHOSE SFIROT ARE NUMBERED BY HUNDREDS. Five is
also a whole secret, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH AND HOD OF MALCHUT, WHOSE SFIROT ARE COUNTED
BY SINGLE UNITS. Seventy ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE
SFIROT ARE COUNTED BY TENS. And all pertain to one mystery.
From that secret and that counting he made the hooks, and all are
according to the secret of the Vav, MEANING FROM THE ASPECT OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, with the shape of Vav, and they were all
formed according to the high mystery and counting.

17. Each order contains three
Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi talk about King Nebuchadnezzar who made the image that he saw in his dream, that had a head of gold and silver and
brass. Rabbi Yosi says the mystery of the Tabernacle is in these three metals. Discussion ensues of the numbers three and four, some things being
found in the tabernacle in groups of two or three or four or even one. But three is the most important, since there are three orders that spread into
the four directions of the world. An extended explanation follows of the significance of all the 22 letters of the alphabet plus those 5 letters that are
different at the end of words, and how they move and interact and represent various Sfirot. The letters are also divided into male and female letters,
the males comprising the waters above and the females comprising the waters below, making a complete unity. The numbers three, nine and 27 are
heavily emphasized, as are the four directions.
131. "And the brass of the offering was seventy talents" (Shemot
38:29). Rabbi Yehuda said: It all came down in the high shape of the
secret of the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Evil Nebuchadnezzar did
the same when he made the image, FOR "ELOHIM HAS MADE THE
ONE AS WELL AS THE OTHER" (KOHELET 7:14). Rabbi Yosi said
that he did not make it, only saw in his dream AN IMAGE WHOSE
head was gold and then silver and then brass. And if you say that
there were iron and clay IN THE IMAGE, but not in the Tabernacle,
this is because they are not worthy to be a part of holiness. The
other three, GOLD, SILVER, AND BRASS, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, were.

132. The mystery of the Tabernacle is in these three metals, GOLD,
SILVER AND BRASS. In other THINGS there were four,
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.
For example: blue, MALCHUT; purple, TIFERET; scarlet, GVURAH;
and fine linen, CHESED, or the four rows of stones,
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.
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133. Rabbi Yehuda said: Some of them are in three's, some in four's,
some in two's and some in one's. Nevertheless, each order contains
but three. There are three orders, spread to the winds, the four
directions of the world. In each order in each direction there are
other three orders. This was explained.

134. HE EXPLAINS: The first order on the east side, WHICH IS
TIFERET, consists of three orders, NAMELY, THE THREE COLUMNS.
There are nine orders altogether since each of the three orders,
THAT IS, EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS, is comprised of three
orders, THE THREE COLUMNS COMPRISED OF ONE ANOTHER. In
all, there are nine, namely, THE NINE COLUMNS. And many
thousands and tens of thousands of grades are found beneath them!
These nine orders, THE THREE COLUMNS, EACH COLUMN
CONSISTING OF THREE, all conduct themselves in accordance with
the written letters, THE 27 LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET: THE 22
LETTERS TOGETHER WITH THE FIVE FINAL LETTERS (AT THE END
OF WORDS) MEM, NUN, TZADY, PE AND CAF, THAT ARE DOUBLED.
And every order, EACH COLUMN, looks upon those written letters
TO RECEIVE PLENITUDE FROM THE 27 LETTERS CONNECTED TO
IT. This is true for each and every order, EACH AND EVERY
COLUMN, and all travel by the written letters, the ones above the
others and standing the ones upon the others.
135. And when these letters soar in the air of the direction in charge,
all the letters travel, as was explained. And one letter kicks from
below, and goes up, and down. Two letters soar above it, ABOVE
THE MIDDLE LETTER, and the MIDDLE letter below goes upward,
THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN RISING TO BINAH, AND JOINING THE
RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS OF BINAH. It joins them and together
they become three letters, according to the three letters Yud, Hei,
Vav, within the shining mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, YUD BEING
OF THE RIGHT, HEI OF THE LEFT AND VAV OF THE MIDDLE. They
are divided into three orders, NAMELY, THREE COLUMNS, two
letters and one letter rising, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN RISING TO
BINAH. It rises and joins them so they become three.

136. Come and see: The two supernal letters rising in the air, THE
RIGHT LETTER AND THE LEFT LETTER, are comprised the one
within the other, Chesed and Judgment, THE RIGHT ONE BEING
CHESED AND THE LEFT BEING JUDGMENT. That is the reason there
are two, and they are from the Supernal World, NAMELY, RIGHT AND
LEFT OF BINAH, in the secret of the male, FOR THEY ARE
CONSIDERED TO BE MALE. FOR BINAH IS THE WORLD OF THE
MALE, and the MIDDLE letter that rises and joins them, AND UNITES
THE TWO, is a female. And it is included in both of them.
137. As the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is comprised on both
sides, right and left OF ZEIR ANPIN and joins them, IN THE SECRET
OF "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD, AND HIS RIGHT HAND
EMBRACES ME" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6), so the female MIDDLE letter
is united with the other two letters, of the two sides, RIGHT AND
LEFT. These TWO LETTERS are superior, FROM BINAH, and these,
THE MIDDLE ONES THAT JOIN EVERY TWO SUPERIOR LETTERS,
are from below, FROM ZEIR ANPIN. All is one, male and female, FOR
ALL THE UPPER TWO LETTERS ARE MALES AND EACH LETTER
UNITING THEM, RISING FROM BELOW IS FEMALE.
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138. For when the world was created, NAMELY, WHEN BINAH
EMANATED ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'WORLD', these TWO letters, THE
RIGHT AND LEFT from the upper world, BINAH, issued all that is
below, IN ZEIR ANPIN, in their very shapes. BUT THE MIDDLE
LETTER HAS NO NEW SHAPE, EXCEPT THAT IT UNITES THE RIGHT
AND LEFT. And whoever knows them and is careful about them, is
beloved above and beloved below.
139. Rabbi Shimon said: All these letters, THE 27 LETTERS OF THE
ALPHABET, are male and female, SOME ARE MALE, AND SOME
FEMALE. THE MALES are comprised within the waters of above, and
THE FEMALES ARE COMPRISED within the waters of below, and all
is one. This is a complete unity. Therefore, whoever knows of and is
careful about them, happy is he in this world and happy in the World
to Come. This is the principal part of the unity, properly complete.
There are three on each and every side, NAMELY, THE LETTERS
ARE DIVIDED INTO GROUPS OF THREE, TWO MALES ABOVE AND
ONE FEMALE BELOW IN THE MIDDLE. They are in one unity, FOR
THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES ARE UNITED BY THE MIDDLE IN ONE
UNITY, and so all is in wholeness. And all are the mystery of the
supernal order, IN BINAH, as ought to be, a reflection of above,
where there is one order consisting of three in one mystery.

140. The second order is on the south side, CHESED. There are three
orders to that order, THE THREE COLUMNS, three in each, EACH
COLUMN CONSISTS OF THREE. Altogether there are nine, as was
said ABOUT THE EAST SIDE. The letters are divided similarly among
all the sides, RIGHT, LEFT AND MIDDLE, THE SAME AS IN THE
EAST, in order to unite everything together. Since there are female
letters and male letters and they all join to become as one, they are
one in the mystery of the complete Holy Name, WHICH IS YUD-HEIVAV. The appointed orders, THE GROUPS OF THREE, as was said
ABOUT THE EAST SIDE, all issue from the order of the patriarchs
above, THE THREE COLUMNS OF BINAH, according to the order of
the letters Yud-Hei-Vav in the Holy Name, as we said. These nine
orders are all according to certain letters, THE THREE GROUPS OF
THREE LETTERS, RIGHT, LEFT AND MIDDLE AS ON THE EAST
SIDE. And the letters drive them. And many armies and tens of
thousands of angels below, all travel according to that order.

141. The third order is on the north side, GVURAH. There are three
orders to that direction, nine altogether, for in each of the three
orders there are three, NAMELY, THREE COLUMNS FOR EVERY
COLUMN COMPRISED OF THREE COLUMNS, and they are nine.
These orders are on three sides, RIGHT, LEFT, AND MIDDLE, ALL, as
we said, LIKE ON THE EAST AND SOUTH SIDES.

142. There are 27 ORDERS in the mystery of the 27 letters. And
though there are only 22 letters IN THE ALPHABET, in completeness,
TOGETHER WITH FINAL MEM, NUN, TZADIK , PE AND CAF, they are
27. It is found, then, that just as there are 27 letters, so is the order of
these orders, 27, three orders in every direction, OF THE THREE
DIRECTIONS, EAST, SOUTH AND NORTH. Hence, the three of the
one direction, SOUTH, are nine, EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS
COMPRISED OF THREE, AND TOGETHER THERE ARE NINE. The
three of another direction, NORTH, are nine, and the three of yet
another direction, EAST, are nine. Thus, there are 27 altogether.
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143. The secret of there being 27 letters is, that nine letters are in the
secret of the female. They are united with eighteen other letters in
the secret of the male. And all is as should be.

144. Come and see: Like the letters in the upper world, BINAH, so are
the other letters below, IN MALCHUT. The upper letters IN BINAH are
big, and the lower letters IN MALCHUT are small. The one is like the
other, FOR ALL THAT APPLIES FOR THE LETTERS IN BINAH,
APPLIES ALSO FOR THE LETTERS IN MALCHUT. ALSO, all the
secrets of male and female OF THE LETTERS APPLY TO THEM. And
all is a whole unity. Therefore, WHATEVER IS IN MALCHUT is in the
high secret IN BINAH.

18. Forty-five kinds of lights
From Beresheet we read about how the world is divided into 45 kinds of lights. It tells about the seven Sfirot divided into seven abysses, stones that
roll into the abyss and are pierced by light and then filled with water. We read about the darknesses, the pipes, tendons and nets, two chairs, the
black firmament and the colored firmament, the seven colors and the seven seas.
145. The world, MALCHUT, is divided into 45 kinds of lights. (This
article is in Beresheet 269 - 280).

146. The seven SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT are divided into seven abysses. Each
strikes its abyss, and stones roll into it. A light penetrates those
stones, WHICH ARE VEILS, and pierces them. Water penetrates them
and they sink into the abyss. The water covers the two aspects OF
THE ABYSS.

147. The water oozes through the holes, and light enters THROUGH
THEM and strikes the four sides of the abyss. The lights are
combined in each other and merge into one, and the water is divided.

148. And the seven SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN grasp the seven abysses
and dig into the darkness therein. The darknesses intermingles, and
the waters come up, and go and roll down by means of the lights.
The lights mingle with the darkness, to become unseen dark lights.

149. All the sides OF ZEIR ANPIN strike and are divided into 75 pipes
of the abyss, wherein water is drawn.

150. Every pipe OF ZEIR ANPIN raises its voice, and the abysses
shudder. And when that voice is heard, each abyss calls its fellow,
saying 'divide your waters so I may enter you'. This is the meaning
of "Deep calls to deep at the noise of Your cataracts" (Tehilim 42:8).
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151. Underneath THE PIPES, there are 365 tendons, some white,
some black, and some red. They are mingled into one color. These
tendons are woven into seventeen nets, and each net is called
'tendons'. They interweave and descend into the bottom of the
abyss. Beneath them there are two nets, one of the appearance of
iron, the other of copper.

152. Two chairs stand upon them, one to the right and one to the left.
All the nets are merged together, and the water goes down by the
pipes and into the nets. Of these two chairs, one is of the black
firmament and the other of the colorful firmament. When they
ascend, they ascend by way of the chair of the black firmament and
when they descend, they do so by way of the colorful firmament.

153. These two chairs are one on the right and one on the left. The
chair of the black firmament, NETZACH, is on the right, and the chair
of the colorful firmament, HOD, is on the left. When THE LIGHTS
mount by way of the chair of the black firmament, the chair of the left
firmament descends, AND THE LIGHTS descend through it, FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARD.

154. The chairs are united, grasp all the nets and put them in the
lowest part of the lowest abyss.

155. One chair stands and rises above all the abysses and the other
chair stands down beneath the abysses. Between the two chairs all
the abysses whirl and the pipes are fastened between the two chairs.

156. There are 75 pipes, seven of which are superior to the others,
and the rest are included in them. They are all fastened to the wheels
of the chair on this side, and fastened to the wheels of the chair on
that side.

157. The waters go up and down the chairs. On the way down, they
dig into the abysses and cleave them asunder. On the way up, they
enter the holes in the stones, rise and fill in seven seas. Thus far, the
seven colors of lights in the supernal mystery.
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19. "mountains of brass"
Rabbi Shimon speaks about the brass that is used in the building of the Tabernacle for the sockets and the ministering vessels of the altar and the
brass clasps. He says this is 'wave brass' that is called "mountains of brass," and that they are the male and female of brightness (Nogah). The
'brass sockets' are compared to sentries, who guard what is inside the gates yet stand outside the gates. The 'ministering vessels of the altar' are so
called because they help the souls to serve. Rabbi Shimon also tells us about how the gold in the temple is connected to the gold above, Gvurah,
the silver to the silver above, Chesed, and the brass to the brass above, Tiferet. The colors intermingle and become united, the gold clasps bind the
curtains together and the brass clasps bind the Tabernacle together. The clasps shine like the blazing stars in the sky, and the fifty clasps of gold
and the fifty clasps of brass face each other and shine.
158. Come and see: The wave brass we mentioned is the brass
mountains, CALLED "mountains of brass" (Zecharyah 6:1), FOR
THERE ARE TWO MOUNTAINS, MALE AND FEMALE. And they are
called 'brass sockets'. There are sentries of the gates around all the
gates. They guard those who are inside, and being sentries of the
gates, they stand outside. They come and go out of the King's
abode, NAMELY, MALCHUT.

159. Out of this brass, all the ministering vessels of the altar are
made. They are ministering vessels of the altar, for when the souls
approach the altar, WHICH IS MALCHUT, they minister the service of
the altar. They all help THE SOULS to serve, and are called
'ministering vessels of the altar'. All the vessels and all the pegs of
the Tabernacle, WHICH ARE ALSO OUTSIDE IT, are all called
'vessels of service' that serve the sanctuary. Upon them stand all the
appointed chieftains, appointed Chariots, and appointed spirits.
Each one is in its appropriate PLACE. The temples of holiness are all
known and subject to accounting, NAMELY, IN THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "THAT BRINGS OUT THEIR HOST BY
NUMBER" (YESHAYAH 40:26).

160. The gold IN THE TABERNACLE is connected to the gold
ABOVE, WHICH IS GVURAH; the silver to the silver ABOVE, WHICH
IS CHESED; and the brass OF THE TABERNACLE to the brass
ABOVE, WHICH IS TIFERET. FOR the brasses below, draw strength
from the brass of above, WHICH IS TIFERET. And so all the colors
intermingle and become united and bound to one another.

161. The gold clasps bind the curtains OF BLUE, PURPLE...to one
another, ONE COUPLING TO ANOTHER. The brass clasps bind
together the Tabernacle, THE CURTAINS OF GOATS' HAIR. These
are facing these. They are all like the stars in the sky. As the stars
shine and are seen in the sky, so the clasps shine within the
Tabernacle. We have already explained that. And the clasps are
shining like glittering stars that stand out. The fifty clasps of gold
and the fifty of brass shine, facing each other.

20. Sacred robes
Rabbi Shimon describes how the sacred robes of Michael, the High Priest, were made from the supernal light that sparked off purple and blue. In the
same way that Michael does not enter the sanctuary until he is robed, Moses did not go up into the mountain before he donned the cloud, as in:
"Moses went into the midst of the cloud, and went up into the mountain." These garments are called 'uniforms' since they were made from the
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residue of the supernal lights. It is because the High Priest wears the robe that he is allowed to enter the temple. Rabbi Shimon talks about "Yisrael
is holy to Hashem, His 0first fruits of the increase," saying that "Yisrael is holy" because all the colors are in Yisrael and the colors are the Priests,
the Levites and Yisrael itself. They are also the colors of Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet - white, red and green. We learn that the soul does not ascend
until it is worthy of donning the highest garments, and that the soul does not descend to earth until it wears the clothes of this world. This is also
true of the holy angels when they have a mission here. When Adam and Eve were still in the Garden of Eden they wore clothes of celestial light, but
when they were driven out they wore the clothes of this world: "Hashem Elohim made for Adam and for his wife coats of skins, and clothed them."
Rabbi Shimon repeats that man's raiment of the next world is made from the good deeds he performs in this world, as they draw light from the
supreme radiance. To summarize, the reason that the soul has special garments in the two worlds is so that it has wholeness, both in the world
below and the world above.
162. Out of the supernal light, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, a spark shines
out and into the mirror, which does not shine, NAMELY, SHINES
UPON MALCHUT. This spark is comprised of all the illuminating
colors, and is called 'purple'. When purple strikes, GIVING PLENTY
TO that darkened light, WHICH IS MALCHUT, another spark, not as
glowing, comes out, WHICH IS BLUE. They intermingle, and form the
sacred robes which Michael, the High Priest, donned.

163. AND WHEN MICHAEL is attired with these glorious robes, he
enters to minister in the sanctuary. He does not enter the sanctuary
before he is thus attired. In the same manner "Moses went into the
midst of the cloud, and went up into the mountain" (Shemot 24:18).
We learned that Moses donned a cloud, and then went up into the
mountain, for he could not go up the mountain before he donned the
cloud. The High Priest also did not enter the sanctuary before he put
on these robes.

164. Since they emanate from high principles, and are a reflection of
above, they are called 'uniforms' (Heb. serad), FROM RESIDUE (HEB.
SARID). For they are the residue of the supernal garments, being
made of what was left of the light of the supernal splendors. Blue,
MALCHUT, and purple, ZEIR ANPIN, are the colors of the Holy Name,
that is considered a full name, Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim. FOR YUD HEI
VAV HEI IS THE SECRET OF PURPLE, AND ELOHIM THE SECRET
OF BLUE. This is the secret of what the High Priest wears when he
enters the sanctuary: the scarlet is the red color, CORRESPONDING
TO GVURAH, and blue and purple, CORRESPONDING TO MALCHUT
AND ZEIR ANPIN, which are comprised of all these colors. And since
the High Priest wears garments of these colors, he enters inside and
is not ejected outside.

165. Come and see: All is done in the secret of the Faith, NAMELY, IN
THE GRADES OF MALCHUT CALLED 'FAITH', so as to reflect what is
above. Therefore it is written, "the uniforms for service in the holy
place" (Shemot 39:41). They are called 'holy garments' only when
these colors are in them as it is written, "these are holy
garment" (Vayikra 16:4), and, "Yisrael is holy to Hashem, the first
fruits of His increase" (Yirmeyah 2:3). "Yisrael is holy" since all the
colors are seen in Yisrael, WHICH ARE the Priests, Levites, and
Yisrael. THEY ARE THE COLORS OF CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, WHITE, RED AND GREEN. THE PRIESTS ARE WHITE, THE
LEVITES RED AND YISRAEL GREEN. These are the colors that are
seen inside THE SANCTUARY.
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166. Come and see: The soul does not go up to be seen before the
Holy King, before it is worthy of donning the garments of above so it
may be seen there. In the same manner, it does not descend to
below, until it wears the clothes of this world.

167. It is the same with the holy angels of above, of which it is
written, "who makes the winds His messengers, the flames of fire
His ministers" (Tehilim 104:4). When they have a mission in this
world, they do not descend until they wear the clothes of this world.
Everything is according to the place visited. And we explained that
the soul does not ascend unless it dons the luminous garment.

168. Come and see: When Adam was in the Garden of Eden, he wore
a garment looking like the supernal garment, a clothing of celestial
light. When he was driven away from there, he needed the colors of
this world, as it is written, "Hashem Elohim made for Adam and for
his wife coats of skins, and clothed them" (Beresheet 3:21). Before
that they were coats of light, of the supernal light, which ministered
in the Garden of Eden.

169. Since in the Garden of Eden, the supernal shining light served
him; therefore, when Adam entered the Garden of Eden, the Holy
One, blessed be He gave him a raiment of that light and led him in.
And he could not enter before wearing that raiment of light. Since he
was driven thence, he needed another garment. Then "Hashem
Elohim made for Adam and for his wife coats of skins, and clothed
them." All is as it should be. In the same manner, the uniforms were
made for the service in the holy place, to bring him there.

170. And we established that the good deeds man performs in this
world draw light from the supreme radiance and fix him a raiment of
that world so he may be seen before the Holy One, blessed be He.
And by that clothing which he dons, he has pleasure and looks into
the shining mirror, as it is said, "to behold the beauty of Hashem,
and to inquire in His temple" (Tehilim 27:4).

171. For that reason the soul dons special garments for the two
worlds, so it may have wholeness in all, in this world below and in
the world above. Therefore it is written, "Surely the righteous shall
give thanks to Your Name, the upright shall dwell in Your
Presence" (Tehilim 140:14) - "Surely the righteous shall give thanks
to Your Name" in this world, and "the upright shall dwell in Your
Presence" in that world.
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21. Breastplate and Efod
Rabbi Yosi says that the Efod and the breastplate are the combination of Malchut and Zeir Anpin. He talks about the twelve stones on the
breastplate that have inscribed on them the names of the children of Yisrael, and the twelve combinations of Yud Hei Vav Hei along with the
supernal twelve tribes above. We hear an explanation of the verse: "there went the tribes," and learn that 'tribes' refers to the supernal twelve tribes
above; these are the tribes of Yah, for 'Yah' means 'testimony'. Rabbi Chiya draws a distinction between the tribes below and the tribes above. We
hear that when Jacob went to Haran, "he took some of the stones of the place, and put them under his head." These are the twelve holy stones, and
all of them became one stone as in: "and this stone, that I have set for a pillar." The High Priest carries the stones always on his heart, in order to
remember them forever. The twelve supernal stones are the secret of the Torah. We learn that the Shechinah is being referred to as a "stone of
Yisrael," that is rolled into exile, until "They...put the stone back upon the well's mouth in its place" at the time of redemption. We read a description
of many kinds of stones and their relationship to the Sfirot and the directions and the tribes, followed by the information that in all the names of the
tribes the letters Chet and Tet are not used because they are the letters in 'Sin'. Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Aba about the meaning of 'Urim'
and 'Tumim', comparing them to the Tfilin and the knot of Tfilin. He says the 'Urim' are the face, and 'Tumim' are the back, and this is the secret of
sound and speech, for the speech completes the word, and they are inseparable as are the breastplate and the Efod. Rabbi Shimon tells how things
are often hidden by mentioning the less significant part, so sometimes the Efod is mentioned without the breastplate. In the same way the hidden
significant name of Yud Hei Vav Hei is not referred to, the name mentioned is Adonai. There is an internal hidden part to everything. Rabbi Shimon
turns to the question of why Gabriel is depicted as "the man clothed in linen," and says that Gavriel was appointed as a messenger to this world and
must therefore wear the clothing of this world. He uses the analogy of the breastplate in front and the Efod behind to clarify how God created male
and female from Adam. We learn that Eve bore Cain as the offspring of the serpent, and that is why Cain was the first to bring death into the world.
Rabbi Shimon says he found in ancient books that when Cain killed Abel he bit him with serpent bites, this drew out his soul until he died. When
Adam saw that Cain had killed Abel he separated from his wife for a hundred and thirty years, saying that he didn't wish to be a father any longer. At
that time unholy female spirits came and mated with him, and he produced spirits and demons called 'the plagues of men'. After this he learned
jealousy, and returned to mate with Eve who produced Seth. Seth was the first of his children that was exactly like him. Rabbi Shimon then turns his
explanation back to the breastplate and the Efod, and says that the High Priest's face shone and the letters on the stones stood out, illuminating his
face. The four rings that connect the breastplate to the Efod are the secret of the Chariots that connect the side below to the side above. The two
rings in the breastplate are the secret of the beasts while the two rings in the Efod are the secret of the wheels. As they are connected, so are
Yetzirah and Asiyah, as in: "And when the living creatures moved, the wheels went by them: and when the living creatures were lifted up from the
earth, the wheels were lifted up." Rabbi Shimon concludes by reiterating how the lower world is connected to the upper world in all things, and that
this is the secret of the construction of the Tabernacle.
172. "And he made the Efod of gold" (Shemot 39:2), this was already
explained. Rabbi Yosi said: The Efod (Eng. 'priestly garment') and
the breastplate were as one. FOR THE EFOD IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, AND THE BREASTPLATE IS ZEIR ANPIN. It was
established that in a place that maintains, NAMELY, WHERE THERE
ARE WHOLE MOCHIN, are found the twelve stones, with the names
of the children of Yisrael upon them. And they are the twelve high
borders, NAMELY, THE TWELVE COMBINATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT
EACH INCLUDING THREE COLUMNS, TWELVE ALTOGETHER. All of
them are in the secret of the tribes of Yisrael. FOR THE TWELVE
TRIBES OF YISRAEL ARE ALSO IN THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE
COMBINATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, TRANSMITTED TO MALCHUT.
173. This is the secret of the verse, "there went the tribes, the tribes
of Yah, as a testimony of Yisrael, to give thanks to the Name of
Hashem" (Tehilim 122:4). For "there went the tribes" refers to the
supernal twelve tribes above, NAMELY THE TWELVE BORDERS OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE ROOTS OF THE TWELVE TRIBES, AS SAID. And
these are the tribes of Yah, for this name YUD-HEI is a testimony of
Yisrael, A TESTIMONY BEING THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT.
174. Rabbi Chiya said: 'tribes' is written twice, "...THE TRIBES, THE
TRIBES OF YAH." "There went the tribes" refers to the tribes below
IN MALCHUT. "The tribes of Yah" are the tribes above IN ZEIR
ANPIN. "A testimony of Yisrael" is the secret of the supernal Holy
Name, YAH, called 'testimony', as it is said: "and My testimony that I
shall teach them" (Tehilim 132:12). THEREFORE, THERE ARE THE
NAMES OF THE TWELVE TRIBES IN THE BREASTPLATE, THE
COUNTERPART OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND THERE ARE THE NAMES OF
THE TWELVE TRIBES IN THE EFOD, THE COUNTERPART OF
MALCHUT. The twelve supernal holy tribes IN ZEIR ANPIN are the
twelve holy stones IN THE BREASTPLATE. They are therefore IN
THE BREASTPLATE below, as the ones above, and the names of the
twelve tribes are engraved upon the stones, carried by the High
Priest.
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175. Come and see: When Jacob went to Charan, "he took some of
the stones of the place, and put them under his head" (Beresheet
28:11). These are the twelve holy stones, CORRESPONDING TO THE
TWELVE TRIBES IN MALCHUT, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, EACH INCLUDING THREE COLUMNS, and
all of them became one stone, as it is written, "and this stone, which
I have set for a pillar" (Ibid. 22). Why does he call it a stone?
Because the twelve stones became the one holy stone, superior to
them, NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED 'A STONE', as it is written, "and
this stone, which I have set for a pillar, shall be Elohim's house."
THEREFORE, THE ASPECT OF THE TWELVE TRIBES IN IT IS ALSO
CALLED 'STONES'.

176. For that reason the High Priest carries it always on his heart, to
remember them forever, as it is written, "And Aaron shall bear the
names of the children of Yisrael...upon his heart, for a memorial
before Hashem, continually" (Shemot 28:29). Everything is in the
secret of twelve. There are twelve supernal STONES, hidden above,
stored in the high and holy secret, ZEIR ANPIN. They are the secret
of the Torah, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'TORAH', and emanate
from one thin voice, WHICH IS BINAH. This was established, there
are twelve other stones, stored below, IN MALCHUT. They resemble
the ones above IN ZEIR ANPIN and emanate from another voice,
stone, as it is written, "the shepherd, the Stone of
Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:24), NAMELY, MALCHUT.

177. The secret of this verse is explained by the scripture, "and there
were all the flocks gathered: and they rolled the stone from the well's
mouth" (Beresheet 29:3). This refers to the Shechinah called 'a tried
stone', "a stone of Yisrael." It is rolled into exile, and "they...put the
stone back upon the well's mouth in its place" (Ibid.), AT THE TIME
OF REDEMPTION. THE GRADES ISSUING FROM IT are all named
after it, stones.

178. There are many KINDS OF stones. There are stones and there
are stones. Some stones are the foundation of the house, NAMELY,
MALCHUT OF THE ASPECT OF CHOCHMAH CALLED 'HOUSE', THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE, "THROUGH WISDOM A HOUSE IS
BUILT" (MISHLEI 24:3), as it is written, "And the king commanded,
and they carried great stones, costly stones to lay the foundation of
the house with hewn stones" (I Melachim 5:31). THE CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH IN IT ARE CALLED 'GREAT STONES', COSTLY STONES.
And there are high precious stones, twelve in number, in four orders,
three to each, towards the four directions. THEY ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, EACH INCLUDING THREE
COLUMNS, AND ALTOGETHER TWELVE. So there were four
standards marching in the desert, the twelve tribes, three to each
direction of the world, TO THE EAST WERE JUDAH, YISASCHAR,
AND ZEBULUN. TO THE SOUTH, REUBEN, SHIMON, AND GAD. TO
THE NORTH EPHRAIM, MENASHEH, AND BENJAMIN. TO THE WEST
DAN, ASHER, AND NAFTALI. THE FOUR DIRECTIONS OF THE
WORLD ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, AND THE THREE TRIBES ON EACH DIRECTION ARE
THE THREE COLUMNS. All is one secret, and it has been explained.
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179. Come and see: When the High Priest wore these twelve stones
on the breastplate and on the Efod, the Shechinah dwelt upon him.
The names of all the tribes were engraved upon the twelve stones.
Each tribe was engraved upon one stone, and the letters were set in
the stones. When the stones shone, the letters stood out and
illuminated whatever was to be illuminated.

180. In all the names of the tribes there were not to be found the
letters Chet, Tet, THE LETTERS OF SIN (HEB. CHET), because there
was no sin to be found in them. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: If Chet causes
this, FOR THE NAME 'CHET' MEANS DESCENT OR CENSER (HEB.
MACHTA), it is well FOR IT NOT TO BE WITHIN THE NAMES OF THE
TRIBES, but 'Tet' is a good letter. And we learned that whoever sees
the letter Tet in his dream, it is a good sign, for the Torah
commences with "that it was good," as it is written, "and Elohim saw
the light, that it was (Heb. tov) good" (Beresheet 1:14). If it is a good
letter, why is it not found in the names of the tribes?

181. He said to him: It is because these two letters are adjacent [in
the alphabet]. NAMELY, THEIR BEING ADJACENT IS INDICATION OF
SIN (HEB. CHET), FOR THAT REASON THEY WERE NOT AMONG
THE NAMES OF THE TRIBES. Also, the letter Tet is hidden and
concealed, AS IT INDICATES YESOD OF BINAH. It illuminates with
the light of all, and there is no light to be found except from this
letter, BECAUSE ALL THE LIGHTS ISSUE FROM YESOD OF BINAH,
as it is written, "and Elohim saw the light, that it was good," good
being the illumination of that hidden and concealed light WITHIN
THE LETTER TET. It is concerning THIS LETTER that is written, "no
good thing will He withhold from those who walk upright" (Tehilim
84:12), referring to the light of all the tribes. SINCE IT IS SO
CONCEALED IT IS NOT FOUND IN THE TRIBES. Also, all the twelve
tribes come out of that concealed compartment, YESOD OF BINAH,
in the secret of the letter Tet and therefore, it is hidden and
concealed, and not seen IN THE TRIBES.

182. Come and see: All the stones IN THE BREASTPLATE were
standing in a miraculous way, and when they were shining, the face
of the High Priest shone, and the lights illuminated and stood out to
be visible FROM THE STONES. When the face of the High Priest
shone, the protrusion of the letters was considered to be favorable.
Thus the priest was known to be either righteous or not. All this was
by way of miracle, as was explained.

183. Rabbi Aba was before Rabbi Shimon. He said to him: It is
written, "And you shall put in the breastplate of Judgment the Urim
and the Tumim" (Shemot 28:30). We learned that Urim (Eng. 'lights')
MEANS that they illuminated that which was required, NAMELY
WHATEVER WAS ASKED. Tumim (Eng. 'complete') means that they
fulfilled what was said. BUT THIS EXPLANATION IS NOT ENOUGH,
we need to know more.
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184. He said to him: Surely it is so. Thus, the breastplate and the
Efod correspond to Urim and Tumim. This is a secret of Tefilin and
the knot of Tefilin, that correspond to these two. He opened the
discussion and said: "And you shall see My back, but My face shall
not be seen" (Shemot 33:23). "And you shall see My back"; we
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He showed Moses the knot of
Tefilin. "My face" are the Tefilin themselves. HE EXPLAINS: "My
face" are Tefilin, the high secret, the Holy Name. "My back," is the
secret of the knot of Tefilin. It is known among the friends that
TEFILIN are the shining mirror, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and this, THE
KNOT OF TEFILIN, is the mirror which does not shine, WHICH IS
MALCHUT.

185. Correspondingly, these are Urim for they shine (Heb. meirim)
with their utterances, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, THE SHINING MIRROR.
And these are Tumim so called for completing with their utterances,
NAMELY MALCHUT, SHINING BY THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH IN THE SECRET OF "AND YOU SHALL SEE MY BACK,"
WHERE ALL PERFECTION LIES. URIM ARE the face, and TUMIM
ARE the back. This is the secret of sound and speech. Sound,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN shines upon the speech, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, so it may speak. For the speech completes the word,
NAMELY, THE VOICE IS THE MAIN AND SUBSTANTIAL PART, AND
THE SPEECH COMPLETES IT. They always rise together, and never
separate, FOR YOU CAN NEVER SEPARATE SOUND AND SPEECH.
Hence, the breastplate and the Efod, the one is the face and the
other the back, and all pertain to the same principle with no
separation whatsoever, LIKE SOUND AND SPEECH.
186. He said to him: If this is so, THAT THE BREASTPLATE AND THE
EFOD never separate, and whoever separates them, it is said about
him that he "separates close friends" (Mishlei 16:28), FOR THEY
ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT AS MENTIONED, THEN how
do you explain the verse, "And it came to pass, when Aviathar, the
son of Achimelech, fled to David to Ke'ila, that he came down with
an Efod in his hands" (I Shmuel 23:6), yet the breastplate is not
mentioned. IT APPEARS AS IF HE SEPARATED THEM.
187. He said to him: Assuredly this is so. All that is more significant
is hidden and stored, it is not mentioned too much. In the same
manner it is written, "that did wear a linen Efod" (I Shmuel 22:18),
AND THE BREASTPLATE IS NOT MENTIONED DUE TO ITS
IMPORTANCE. What is revealed is mentioned so as to cover what is
hidden and concealed. Therefore that which is the more revealed,
THE EFOD is mentioned.

188. For that reason, the high name, which is a secret concealed and
stored, is mentioned only through the uncovered name. The one is
mentioned and the other concealed. The concealed name is Yud Hei
Vav Hei, and the mentioned name is Adonai. Therefore, it is written
with hidden letters YUD HEI VAV HEI, and it is read with these
letters, ADONAI. This covers that. THE NAME ADONAI COVERS THE
NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, so the high glory will be covered and
concealed forever. For all the ways of the Torah are like that:
covered and uncovered. And all the matters of the world, either of
this world or the high world are covered and uncovered, MEANING
THAT THERE IS AN INTERNAL PART TO EVERYTHING.
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189. He opened the discussion and said: "Then they said to him, tell
us, we pray you, inasmuch as to whose cause this evil is upon
us..." (Yonah 1:8). We should look at this verse, for all they asked
was in the secret of wisdom. It is written, "tell us, we pray you,
inasmuch as to whose cause," they asked, "inasmuch" with deep
wisdom. They asked for an uncovered secret, to know whether he
was of the seed of Joseph, for the sea, when it saw his coffin,
straightway divided itself and became dry land, as it is written, "the
sea saw and fled" (Tehilim 114:3). The sea saw him of whom it is
written, "and fled, and went outside" (Beresheet 39:15). Immediately
IT SPLIT, "the Jordan turned backward" (Tehilim 114:3).

190. That is why they asked him "inasmuch," NAMELY, PRAY TELL
US "INASMUCH AS TO WHOSE CAUSE THIS EVIL," FOR it is said
about Joseph, "inasmuch as you are his wife" (Beresheet 39:9).
THEY HINTED AT HIM BY THIS WORD: if you are of that seed OF
JOSEPH, pray that the sea will be quiet. BY THIS WORD "Whose" IN
"WHOSE CAUSE THIS EVIL," THEY HINTED THUS: are you a
descendant of Jacob, who said, "Whose are you? And whither do
you go?" (Beresheet 32:18). They, WHOM JACOB ADDRESSED,
were the holy messengers he sent TO ESAU on an errand and so he
was saved from that trouble. Now YOU TOO pray to your Master to
send His messengers so we would be saved from this trouble.

191. If this is not so, THEN TELL US, "what is your occupation,"
namely, what is your daily business? "And where do you come
from," who are your forefathers? "What is your country," NAMELY,
does it deserve punishment? "And of what people are you," to see
whether he is of Amalek or of one of the seven nations that deserve
punishment. All was properly asked.

192. What did Jonah answer? "And he said to them: 'I am a
Hebrew,'" namely, from the seed of Abraham the Hebrew, who
sanctified the Name of his Master every day, "and I fear Hashem, the
Elohim of heaven..." (Yonah 1:9). They asked to know both openly
and covertly. NAMELY, THEY ASKED BY HINTING BY THE WORDS
"INASMUCH" AND "WHOSE," COVERTLY, THE REST OF THE
QUESTIONS WERE OPEN. And he, JONAH, answered all their
questions openly.

193. It is written, "then the men were exceedingly afraid" (Ibid. 10).
When they heard the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, they
were afraid because they knew of the miracles and mighty deeds
performed by the Holy One, blessed be He upon the sea. So when he
mentioned the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, they "were
exceedingly afraid." He also told them that he flees the Holy One,
blessed be He, so they asked him 'Why have you done this?' running
away from Him and not obeying HIS commands. Therefore, they
asked: 'Why have you done this?' You are transgressing your
Master's commands.
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194. Come and see: All of them converted afterwards, when they saw
the miracles and mighty deeds that the Holy One, blessed be He did
to Jonah at sea. They all saw him falling into the sea, and the fish
swallowing him in their presence. And when that great fish came
before their eyes and vomited him onto the dry land, they came to
Him and became proselytes. This is the meaning of "They that guard
lying vanities forsake their loyalty" (Yonah 2:9).

195. Come and see: They were all proselytes by conviction and
became knowledgeable in the Torah, and high sages, because the
Holy One, blessed be He, favored them and all those who approach
Him, to sanctify His Name openly. For when His Name is sanctified
openly, His hidden Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, rises on His throne of
glory, WHICH IS ADONAI, SO THERE IS UNISON OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI ADONAI, as it is written, "and I will be hallowed among the
children of Yisrael" (Vayikra. 22:32).

196. "And they bound the breastplate by its rings to the rings of the
Efod with a lace of blue" (Shemot 39:21). HE ASKS: Why "with a lace
of blue"? AND HE ANSWERS: To show that this blue, THE
JUDGMENT PART OF MALCHUT, BOUND WITH CHESED, is
connected to all. Therefore, all is in the high secret, THE BLUE
TYING THE BREASTPLATE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, TO THE EFOD,
WHICH IS MALCHUT.
197. It is written, "a golden bell and a pomegranate" (Shemot 28:34).
And we explained that all pertains to the high secret as we said. It is
therefore written, "and its sound shall be heard when he goes in to
the holy place before Hashem" (Ibid. 35). For he is in need of the
sound that is heard, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and blessings dwell in
the world for the priest's sake, who blesses all and performs
everything. "The golden bell" we explained TO BE THE SOUND THAT
IS HEARD, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. "A pomegranate" IS MALCHUT
filled by all, RECEIVING FROM ALL THE HIGHER WORLDS. And we
explained all.

198. "And he made the robe of the Efod of woven work, all of
blue" (Shemot 39:22). We already explained the secret of the
breastplate and the Efod, and all is one. THAT IS, THE ROBE OF THE
EFOD PERTAINS TO THE SAME MYSTERY AS THE EFOD, NAMELY
MALCHUT. It is "all of blue," as ought to be, for blue is the secret of
the light of the throne, MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE BLACK LIGHT OF
THE CANDLE BURNING AND CONSUMING WHATEVER IS BENEATH
IT. Blue is connected to the white light IN THE CANDLE, WHICH IS
CHESED, and therefore, the Efod is of blue, BEING THE LIGHT OF
MALCHUT.
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199. Rabbi Shimon said: These priestly garments all pertain to the
high mystery, that the garments of below bear the likeness of those
from above. Come and see: Since Michael is a High Priest, and of the
right, why is Gabriel depicted as "the man clothed in linen" (Daniel
12:6), whereas these are the garments of the High Priest, and
Michael is a priest of the right side? HE REPLIES: It is
UNDERSTOOD from this, that left is always included in the right, and
therefore Gabriel, WHO IS OF THE LEFT, was clothed in these
garments OF THE RIGHT.

200. Also, ANOTHER EXPLANATION IS, that Gabriel was appointed
messenger to this world, and every appointed messenger to this
world should wear the garments of this world. We also explained this
in the secret of the soul, that when it goes up, it wears the clothing
of above, to be there, and when it descends, IT WEARS A GARMENT.
And all, AND ALL THE GARMENT, is according to where it goes. In
the same manner, these appointed messengers, on an errand to this
world, NEED CLOTHES OF THIS WORLD. And we established that.

201. Come and see: The robe of the Efod covered him AROUND HIS
BODY. When he wore it, it is written, "You have beset me behind and
before, and laid Your hand upon me" (Tehilim 139:5), THE
BREASTPLATE BEING BEFORE AND THE EFOD FROM BEHIND.

202. This verse, "YOU HAVE BESET..." was already explained.
Nevertheless, come and see: When the Holy One, blessed be He
created Adam, male and female were created, bound to each other
so the female was from behind and the male in front, until the Holy
One, blessed be He sawed AND SEPARATED them. He prepared and
put her in front of Adam so that they may see face to face. When
they looked face to face, love was increased in the world, and they
issued offspring, something that was not beforehand. And we
explained.

203. After Adam and his wife sinned, and the serpent had
intercourse with Eve and injected filth into her, Eve bore Cain. He
had the shape from above and FROM below in the secret of the filth
of the Other Side, and from the side below OF THE EXTERNAL
FORCES. Therefore, he was the first to bring death into the world,
caused by his side, AS HE CAME OF THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT.
The nature of the serpent is to lurk so as to kill, and his issue, CAIN,
learned his ways. And so it is written, "and it came to pass, when
they were in the field, that Cain rose up against Abel his brother and
slew him" (Beresheet 4:8).
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204. I have found in ancient books, that when Cain killed Abel, he bit
serpentine bites, until he killed him.

205. All things return to the element, FROM WHERE THEY CAME.
Unless Cain came from that side OF THE SERPENT, he would have
not behaved so towards his brother. Therefore, when Adam saw
Abel killed and Cain expelled, he said, 'why shall I henceforth be a
father?' He separated from his wife for a hundred and thirty years,
and unholy female spirits would come and conceive from him, and
he begot spirits and demons called 'the plagues of men'. This was
established.

206. After that, he was jealous, and wore jealousy. He united with his
wife and begot Seth as written, "and begot a son in his own likeness,
after his image; and called his name Seth" (Beresheet 5:3), which
was not true for the first sons born before.

207. For in the beginning, BEFORE EVE, he had another union, WITH
LILITH, as explained, until Eve came. For the Holy One, blessed be
He prepared her for Adam, and they were united face to face.
Therefore it is written, "this one shall be called 'woman'" (Beresheet
2:23). But the other one, LILIT, is not so called, as was explained.

208. Since Adam and Eve were created together, it is written, "male
and female He created them, and blessed them" (Beresheet 5:2). The
two of them were together, therefore it was written, "You have beset
me behind and before."

209. Come and see: The Efod and the breastplate were behind and
before, THE BREASTPLATE BEFORE AND THE EFOD BEHIND. And
when the priest wore them, he had the likeness of the higher image,
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF BEHIND AND
BEFORE. And we have learned, that his face shone and the letters
stood out, illuminating and rising up. Then he knew that WHICH WAS
NEEDED.
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210. For that reason the function of the breastplate and the function
of the Efod are closely connected. And though their functions are
not the same, yet all is in the one secret. They are connected so the
breastplate, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, will be united with the Efod,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, by four rings connected to this place and that
place, NAMELY, TO THE BREASTPLATE AND THE EFOD. They are
the secret of the Chariots connecting this side below to those above,
all in the mystery of the wheels and the holy living creatures. FOR
THE TWO RINGS IN THE BREASTPLATE ARE IN THE SECRET OF
THE LIVING CREATURES, WHICH ARE YETZIRAH. AND THE TWO
RINGS IN THE EFOD ARE IN THE SECRET OF THE WHEELS, WHICH
ARE ASIYAH. AND THEY ARE INTERCONNECTED, AS SAID: "AND
WHEN THE LIVING CREATURES MOVED, THE WHEELS WENT BY
THEM: AND WHEN THE LIVING CREATURES WERE LIFTED UP
FROM THE EARTH, THE WHEELS WERE LIFTED UP" (YECHEZKEL
1:19).
211. It is written, "In the beginning Elohim created the heaven and
the earth" (Beresheet 1:1). It was explained, THAT THE HEAVEN IS
ZEIR ANPIN AND THE EARTH IS MALCHUT. The Tabernacle was
made in the same manner, in the likeness of the lower world, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, and in the likeness of the upper world, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. And all the deeds OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
performed in this world are a reflection of above. So is the
Tabernacle. All its works are as the deeds, and are reflections of the
upper world.

212. This is the secret of the construction of the Tabernacle. All are
deeds and improvements of above and below, to let the Shechinah
dwell upon the world, over the upper tenants, THE ANGELS, and the
lower tenants, PEOPLE. In the same manner, the lower Garden of
Eden is like the upper, BINAH, and the lower, MALCHUT. And all the
images and forms of the world are found there. Therefore, the
construction of the Tabernacle and of heaven and earth, ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, are in one secret.

22. "Lift up your eyes on high"
Rabbi Shimon asks if anyone who lifts his eyes and looks up could see anything that he wasn't permitted to see. He answers that the title verse
means that whoever wants to see and know about God's deeds should look up, and after seeing all the armies and legions of angels then he can ask
"Who created these?" Rabbi Shimon says that 'who' is Binah, and that there is never an answer because Binah is always hidden and concealed and
unknown. Next he talks about: "Who brings out their host by number," saying that Binah brings everything out with the sound of the Shofar. This is
the secret of the divine faith, that extends through all the levels from Zeir Anpin and downward all the way to Malchut. The armies are then divided
up and numbered and named. Rabbi Shimon extends another explanation for "Lift up your eyes on high," and that is that whoever looked at the
Tabernacle saw in it both what was above and what was below. All the works of both worlds were contained in it.
213. It is written, "Lift up your eyes on high, and behold who has
created these..." (Yeshayah 40:26). This verse was already explained.
Nevertheless Come and see: Could anyone who lifts up his eyes and
looks up, know and behold what is not permitted for him to see?
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214. HE REPLIES: No, "Lift up your eyes on high" MEANS THAT
whoever wishes to behold and know the deeds of the Holy One,
blessed be He, let him lift up his eyes and see how many are the
armies and legions, AND HOW MANY are the deeds, each different
than the other, one mightier than the other. Then you may look and
ask "Who created these?" We explained this mystery: 'who', WHICH
IS BINAH, created 'these'. FOR BINAH is a place located up high,
hidden, concealed and unknown. It remains a constant question,
because this place is not revealed.

215. "Who brings out their host by number." HE ASKS: What does
"that brings out" mean? HE ANSWERS: Since that place is hidden
and concealed, NAMELY, BINAH, it brings out all by the secret of the
sound coming out of the Shofar, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'SOUND'
COMES OUT OF BINAH CALLED 'SHOFAR'. That sound is the
amount of all the supernal armies and the account of everything.
Thence is found the secret of the divine Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
on all the supernal sides, CHASSADIM ON THE RIGHT AND
CHOCHMAH ON THE LEFT, WHERE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED. It
extends in grades FROM ZEIR ANPIN downward TO MALCHUT. The
armies are then divided after their kind, and all are numbered and
called by name. "Because of the greatness of His might" (Ibid.)
refers to the right side;"He is strong in power" (Ibid.) refers to the left
side. "No one is missing" (Ibid.) from the sides drawn from the two
directions, FROM THE TWO COLUMNS RIGHT AND LEFT, WHERE
NOTHING IS MISSING, BECAUSE THEY COMPREHEND ALL OF
REALITY. EVEN THE CENTRAL COLUMN ADDS NOTHING, ONLY
COMPRISES WHAT IS IN THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT.
216. Another explanation to the verse, "Lift up your eyes on high and
behold, who has created these." This verse means that when the
Tabernacle was constructed and completed, whoever saw the
Tabernacle, beheld in it WHAT WAS above, and WHAT WAS below,
and saw all that in the Tabernacle. For all the works of the upper
world and the lower world were all contained in the Tabernacle. And
we established that whoever looked at the clasps, could see in their
illumination that of the stars, because this is how the stars are
situated in the firmament.

23. "Praise Hashem from the heavens"
Rabbi Shimon talks about two of the Psalms of praise and how they correspond to the Sfirot and the names of God and then the parts of the body.
He says that "Praise Him, all His angels" refers to the two pillars Netzach and Hod that stand underneath and support the body, Tiferet. These pillars
are also the secret of the angels, and the knees are the messengers. Speaking about "Praise Him, sun and moon," Rabbi Shimon tells us that the
sun includes all the Sfirot of Zeir Anpin, and therefore it contains all the high stars and constellations. When it has finished shining it goes up to a
high place from where Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah all emanate. He reveals that the stars below exist by virtue of what they can draw from the
supernal pattern in Zeir Anpin, so all the stars and constellations from the highest firmament rule the world beneath them. From that high place
there are levels all the way down to the stars below in this world that don't have anything under their command. Everything is ruled by the higher
level.
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217. He opened the discussion and said: "Haleluyah, Praise Hashem
from the heavens..." (Tehilim 148:1). Come and see: This praise was
said by David in reference to the secret of the Holy Name, YUD HEI
VAV HEI, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, which is comprised of all the
praises. There are two praises reflecting the secret of the Holy
Supernal Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, which is comprised of all the
praises. There is this one "PRAISE HASHEM FROM THE HEAVENS"
and the last praise IN THE BOOK OF TEHILIM that is comprised of all
of the praises, as it is written, "Haleluyah, praise Hashem in His
sanctuary" (Tehilim 150:1). In the latter there are ten kinds, AS TEN
TIMES IT IS MENTIONED, CORRESPONDING TO THE TEN SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN. The former consists of seven, FOR SEVEN TIMES
THE WORD "PRAISE" APPEARS, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF
ZEIR ANPIN. And everything is the one secret of the Holy Name.
218. "Haleluyah, praise Hashem from the heavens": this refers to the
beginning from where the six directions, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, emanate downward, for this
secret may be examined, OR COMPREHENDED, NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN, according to the verse, "For ask now of the days that are
past, which were before you..." (Devarim 4:32). THEY ARE THE
SEVEN DAYS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, up to which one may investigate,
"From the day of creation until the end of heaven" (Ibid.), CHESED
OF ZEIR ANPIN. From here and further, WHICH ARE KETER,
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, one may not inquire there,
because that place is hidden and concealed.
219. Therefore, "Praise Hashem from the heavens, praise Him in the
heights," allude to the two sides right and left, NAMELY, CHESED
AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, whence emanate all the other SFIROT
downward in the mystery of the grades, to be properly corrected.
"Praise Him, all His angels" (Tehilim 148:2): these are the two pillars,
NETZACH AND HOD, standing underneath the body, TIFERET, so it
may lean on them.

220. Come and see: These pillars upon which the body stands,
pertain to the secret of the angels, ABOUT WHOM IT WAS SAID:
"PRAISE HIM, ALL HIS ANGELS." For the knees are the messengers
of the body to go from place to place. Of this secret are also those
called 'angels', the messengers that go from place to place, at the
behest of their Master.

221. "Praise Him, all His hosts" (Ibid. 2). This is the place from where
all the holy high armies come out. It is the secret of the sign of the
Holy Covenant, NAMELY, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is marked upon
all the tens of thousands ISSUING FROM IT, as it is written, "Hashem
Tzevaot is His Name" (Yeshayah 48:2), MEANING THAT this sign is
marked upon all the rest of the armies and multitudes.
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222. "Praise Him, sun and moon" (Tehilim 148:3). The secret OF ALL
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN is based on THE SUN, BECAUSE THE
SUN IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, ITS MAIN PART, AND ALL THE
REST OF THE SFIROT ARE BUT COMPRISED WITHIN TIFERET. So
the sun shines and in it are the illuminating high stars and the
constellations, as we explained. Afterwards it returns up high to the
place in the height of heights, BINAH, where all of them are stored,
MEANING THAT THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT AND
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH EMANATE FROM THERE. This
place is alluded to in "praise Him, heavens of heavens" (Ibid. 7),
BECAUSE THE HEAVENS ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND THE HEAVENS OF
HEAVEN ARE BINAH. Then "Praise Hashem from the earth" (Ibid.),
WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, corresponding to the rest of
the verse, "fire and hail..." (Ibid. 8)
223. Come and see: The stars below exist upon what they draw from
the high secret IN ZEIR ANPIN, for their existence is based upon the
supernal pattern, as was already explained. That is why all the stars
and constellations from the height of the firmament, ZEIR ANPIN,
rule the world beneath them. From that place grades are spread
down to the stars below, IN THIS WORLD, which have nothing under
their command. For we have already explained that all are ruled by a
higher authority. About that speaks the verse, "let now the
astrologers, the stargazers...stand up and save you" (Yeshayah
47:13). All is by permission FROM ABOVE, as explained.

24. "the Mountain of Hashem's house shall be established on top of the mountains"
Rabbi Yosi explains that 'the end of days' refers to the time when God will visit the daughter of Jacob and raise her up from the dust, and the sun
will be united with the moon. 'The mountain of Hashem's house' refers to the higher Jerusalem that will shine with the supernal light of Zeir Anpin,
and it will be seven times brighter than before. He tells us that 'the light of the sun' is Zeir Anpin and 'the light of the moon' is Malchut. The 'top' of
the mountains refers to the High Priest, Chesed, and 'the mountains' are Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet. Rabbi Yosi reveals the inner meaning of "and
they made the tunics of fine linen (shesh)...and the mitre of fine linen (shesh), and goodly turbans of fine linen (shesh)." When the priest awakens
below in the Tabernacle, when he spreads his hands over the congregation and the candles are burning, a priest also awakens above. At the end of
times God will depose all the chieftains in charge over the other nations; then only He shall be exalted. Lastly Rabbi Yosi speaks of the secret of six.
224. "And they made the tunics of fine linen...and the mitre of fine
linen" (Shemot 39:27-28). Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the
verse: "And it shall come to pass in the end of days, that the
mountain of Hashem's house shall be established on the top of the
mountains..." (Yeshayah 2:2). "And it shall come to pass in the end
of days," refers to the time when the Holy One, blessed be He will
visit the daughter of Jacob and raise her from the dust, and the sun
will be united with the moon, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
Then "the mountain of Hashem's house shall be established,"
referring to celestial Jerusalem, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which shall be
constructed with all its establishments and shining with the supernal
light. For all its lights are established only by the supernal light OF
ZEIR ANPIN. At that time, the supernal light will illuminate it seven
times what was before, as it is written, "and the light of the moon
shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be
sevenfold..." (Yeshayah 30:26). THE LIGHT OF THE SUN IS ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE LIGHT OF THE MOON IS MALCHUT.
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225. "On the top of the mountains." HE ASKS: Should it not be said,
'tops of the mountains'? What is "top"? HE ANSWERS: The light it
will then have is on the top of the mountains. Who is the top of the
mountains? The High Priest, NAMELY CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, is
the top of the mountains. FOR CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
ARE CALLED 'MOUNTAINS', AND CHESED IS THEIR TOP. It is
altogether of the right side, CHESED, and the one to build the house,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and bless it so its face may shine. Therefore it
is written, it "shall be established."

226. With what shall he ready it? With garments resembling what is
above, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN, as explained. These garments are all in the
secret of six (Heb. shesh), CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD INCLUDED IN CHESED, THE SECRET OF THE
HIGH PRIEST. THIS IS THE INNER MEANING OF "AND THEY MADE
THE TUNICS OF FINE LINEN (HEB. SHESH)...AND THE MITRE OF
FINE LINEN (HEB. SHESH), AND GOODLY TURBANS OF FINE LINEN
(HEB. SHESH)." And when the house is built on the top of the
mountains, the High Priest, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, it will be
elevated into the high existence, BINAH, and the world will be
illuminated by that supernal light WITHIN BINAH. And "shall be
exalted above the hills" (Yeshayah 2:22) MEANS above the rest of
the supernal armies and legions. Then "all the nations shall flow to
it" (Ibid. 2).
227. Come and see: When the priest below, IN THIS WORLD, spreads
his hands, the upper spirit, BINAH, comes out to illuminate. Then all
the candles, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, burn, and lights flow,
shining and joining together until the face of the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, becomes radiant. All this is done by the first
light, the priest, CHESED. When the priest awakens below, a priest
awakens above. By the deeds below there is awakening above.

228. Therefore, "the mountain of Hashem's house shall be
established on the top of the mountains...and all the nations shall
flow to it." Whereas now, all the rest of the HEATHEN nations have a
chieftain in charge over them in the firmament, at that time the Holy
One, blessed be He shall set fire to them and depose them from their
sovereignty, as it is written, "and it shall come to pass on that day,
that Hashem shall punish the host of the high ones on
high" (Yeshayah 24:21). Since they will fall from power, the Holy
One, blessed be He alone shall be exalted, as says the verse, "and
Hashem alone shall be exalted in that day" (Yeshayah 2:17). Then
"all the nations shall flow to it, and many people shall go and say,
come and let us go up to the mountain of Hashem, to the house of
the Elohim of Jacob" (Ibid. 2-3).

229. All this happens when the priest, the top of the mountain,
CHESED, will shine upon MALCHUT, in the secret of six. He will
shine upon her through all the six DIRECTIONS, in the secret of six.

25. Sometimes he praises himself and sometimes he humbles himself
Rabbi Elazar is walking with Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda, and he begins with: "I am small and despised, yet have not forgotten Your precepts."
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He says that at times King David used to praise himself when he was having success conquering his enemies, yet when he found himself in trouble
he would humble himself before God. Because of this God elevated him over everyone and wants him to be king in the World to Come as well. In the
same way that the moon is dark when the sun turns his face away from her, yet radiant when the sun turns his face toward her, David reflected the
face of Zeir Anpin.
230. Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Yitzchak, and Rabbi Yehuda were walking
on the way. Rabbi Elazar said: It is time to walk with the Shechinah,
because the Shechinah will not hover above us unless we utter
words of the Torah. Rabbi Yehuda said: Let the leader begin.

231. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion and said: "I am small and
despised, yet have not forgotten Your precepts" (Tehilim 119:141). "I
am small and despised." King David used to praise himself at times,
as it is written, "and whose mercy to His anointed, to David and to
his seed forevermore" (Tehilim 18:51), and "the saying of David, the
son of Yishai, and the saying of the man raised on high, the anointed
of Elohim of Jacob" (II Shmuel 23:1), and sometimes he would abase
himself, saying "for I am poor and needy" (Tehilim 86:1), and "I am
small and despised." He said: "The stone which the builders rejected
is become the chief corner-stone" (Tehilim 118:22).

232. HE REPLIES: When he was rising in the grade of peace,
elevated by true justice, and overpowering his enemies, he used to
praise himself. And when he found himself in trouble, beset by
enemies, he humiliated himself and called himself poor, the least of
all. The sense in it is that sometimes he governed and sometimes he
was harassed by his enemies.

233. For all that, he always ruled over them and they did not prevail
over him. King David always debased himself before the Holy One,
blessed be He, for whoever does so, the Holy One, blessed be He
elevates him above everything. And this is why He favored him,
DAVID, in this world and in the World to Come. In this world, as it is
written, "For I will defend this city to save it for My own sake, and for
My servant David's sake" (Yeshayah 37:35), and in the World to
Come, as it is written, "and seek Hashem their Elohim and David
their king, and shall come trembling to Hashem and to His goodness
in the end of days" (Hoshea 3:5). David is a king in this world, and
David will be king in the World to Come. Therefore he said: "The
stone which the builders rejected is become the chief corner-stone."
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234. Come and see: When the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, turns his face away
and shines not upon the moon, MALCHUT, the light passes from the
moon and she does not shine. She is then poor on all sides and
dark, without light at all. And when the sun faces her again and
shines upon her, her face is radiant and she adorns herself for him,
THE SUN, like a female adorning herself for a man, and then she
rules the world.

235. Therefore, David used to adorn himself in the same way, LIKE
THE MOON, FOR DAVID CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT. Sometimes
he is poor and sometimes rich in every way. That is why he says, "I
am small and despised," and yet, "I have not forgotten Your
precepts." Thus it behooves a man to consider himself lowly and
debase himself in all, so as to become a vessel favored by the Holy
One, blessed be He. This was already explained concerning the
verse, "with him also that is of a contrite and humble
spirit ..." (Yeshayah 57:15). AND AFTER THIS INTRODUCTION, I will
be the first to utter words of the Torah. THUS, HE ANSWERED THE
WORDS OF RABBI YEHUDA SAYING THAT THE LEADER WILL
SPEAK FIRST.

26. Measuring line and measuring reed
Rabbi Elazar opens with: "And He brought me there, and behold, there was a man, whose appearance was like the appearance of brass, with a
thread of flax in his hand, and a measuring reed, and he stood by the gate." He explains that the 'appearance of brass' meant that the man, the
messenger Gavriel, shone with brightness and holiness. He talks about the measuring reed and the measuring line and about how the measuring
line was knotted to do the measurements for the Tabernacle when it was under construction. He reveals the meaning of how 'cubit' was used, and
mentions the 32 paths of wisdom. He also emphasizes the numbers four, seven and 28. We are told that there is measurement both above and
below, in Binah and in Malchut. He speaks of the ten curtains and their measurements, and the sacred colors alluding to Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet
and Malchut. The curtains allude to poverty and judgment and they cover and protect holiness so that nothing outside can derive nourishment from
them. Holiness is kept inside and the Other Side is outside, therefore holiness is compared to a nut that has the fruit inside. Rabbi Elazar explains
how adding to letters to numbers actually lessens their value. We hear that the measuring line was also used to measure the size of the boards that
are the secret of the Seraphim in Briyah. He goes into great detail about the size of the proportions of the boards and the secret of the
measurements. The curtains of the tabernacle are the secret of heaven, and their inner meaning comes out of the number 32. There are curtains of
good and curtains of evil, so that people can learn to distinguish between good and evil and can begin to know the Wisdom in everything. They can
learn to distinguish between something that is established by wisdom and something that is not. Next there is a description of the measurements of
the ark, and we hear that it also enables the discernment of good and evil. Rabbi Elazar tells us that all the measuring done by Ezekiel for the
mansion was with the measuring reed rather than the measuring line because he was working with stone and things that would not change. But in
the future his mansion will expand on all sides and there will be no Judgment in the world. He concludes by saying that when God renews the world
it will be finally connected to the upper world and all will be one.
236. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And He brought me
there, and behold, there was a man, whose appearance was like the
appearance of brass, with a thread of flax in his hand, and a
measuring reed, and he stood by the gate" (Yechezkel 40:3). What
Ezekiel saw in the mirror of prophecy was that man, who was a
messenger clothed in linen, NAMELY GABRIEL.
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237. Here he says "man," not "the man clothed in linen" (Yechezkel
10:2), for when he is on errand to deal Judgment or show it IN A
VISION, he is "clothed in linen," but on a different mission he is
differently clothed. As the mission differs, so do his appearance and
clothes, ACCORDING TO THE MISSION. Indeed, he is always of the
left side, GABRIEL IS ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE CHARIOT, dressed
in various clothes, and his attendants of his side.

238. "Whose appearance was like the appearance of brass." Here he
is clad with the garment of mountains of brass, called in the
scripture "mountains of brass" (Zecharyah 6:1), and he, GABRIEL,
brings measurement with him, with which to measure.

239. This MEASUREMENT, NAMELY THE MEASURING REED, is not
the hard spark, stored, and concealed, but the measuring reed come
down from THE HARD SPARK, coated by the light left by the holy
spark when it was gone up to be engraved upon the scintillating,
unknown sapphires. Therefore, this measuring reed is present in the
measuring below, IN THIS WORLD.

240. Sometimes the measuring reed IS USED and sometimes the
measuring line. Therefore, there is the thread of flax, WHICH IS THE
MEASURING LINE, and the measuring reed with which to measure.
All the measurements done by Ezekiel were made by the measuring
reed, AND NOT BY THE THREAD OF FLAX, WHICH IS THE
MEASURING LINE. At the construction of the Tabernacle, all the
measurements were made by the measuring line.
241. In the Tabernacle, in the lower measurement by the measuring
line, they used the thread OF FLAX. When it expanded, there was a
knot each cubit, UP TO EACH KNOT THERE WAS ONE CUBIT
LENGTH. And he measured using the unit of cubit, AND THOUGH HE
MEASURED A NUMBER OF CUBITS, IT IS TERMED CUBIT, IN THE
SINGULAR. It is therefore written, "28 cubit, and the breadth four
cubit" (Shemot 36:9), and not "four cubits," because he was
measuring using one cubit on each side, MEANING HE WAS NOT
USING NEW CUBITS, BUT THE SAME CUBIT, MULTIPLYING IT
ALONG THE SIDES.
242. THIS MEASUREMENT LINE comes out of the mystery of the
high luminary, BINAH, and the measurement below IN MALCHUT IS
DERIVED from the measurement above, BINAH. The measurement
below contains one thousand five hundred aspects, twelve thousand
cubits each, and they are all measured by the same cubit, AS EACH
CUBIT EXPANDS TO GRASP THIS SIZE. This cubit OF THE
MEASURING LINE measures it, and the measuring line expands to
produce a second cubit, and measures ANOTHER CUBIT - the same
in all measurements.
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243. "28 cubit" is the length of one cubit. "And the breadth four
cubit," refers also to the same cubit. It is found that one cubit is the
length of 32 measures, as it is said: "and comprehended the dust of
the earth in a measure" (Yeshayah 40:12). These 32 MEASURES
correspond to the 32 paths OF WISDOM going out from above.

244. When the length was measured, and was found to contain four
sides, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, seven cubits to each, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, thus seven cubits to each
of the four sides, in the secret of seven, amounting to the length of
28, because seven is the most high mystery. FOR SEVEN IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF LOWER CHOCHMAH. And
all the 32 paths OF WISDOM are included in the seven, in the secret
of the Holy Name, NAMELY, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED
'HOLY NAME'.

245. You may say that it is written, "the curtains were all of one
size" (Shemot 36:9), MEANING THAT THEY ARE MANY CUBITS PER
CURTAIN, AND THE SCRIPTURE SHOULD SAY THERE WERE ALL
OF ONE SIZE. TO THIS HE REPLIES: Assuredly they were all of one
size, THAT IS, ONE CUBIT. And though the measuring line expands
one cubit after another, IT ADDS NOTHING TO THE FIRST CUBIT. All
is in the secret OF THE MOCHIN OF the luminary above, BINAH, so
there will be one measurement above and below, IN BINAH AND IN
MALCHUT.
246. This is a measurement pertaining more to holiness, and there is
another measurement that covers THE TEN CURTAINS, which is
inside, NAMELY, THE COVERING OF THE CURTAINS OF GOATS'
HAIR. One unit that covers the other is 34 in number. THE CURTAINS
inside are 32 in number. This is the mystery of covering - 32 inside
and 34 outside.

247. HE EXPLAINS: Since the former measurement is sacred, with
the sacred colors "of fine twined linen, and blue, and purple, and
scarlet" (Shemot 36:8). These are sacred colors, ALLUDING TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, LINEN BEING
CHESED; SCARLET, GVURAH; PURPLE, TIFERET; AND BLUE,
MALCHUT. Its whole sum amounts to 32, 28 IN LENGTH AND FOUR
IN BREADTH, ALTOGETHER 32. The other measurement OF GOATS'
HAIR CURTAINS, which is outside, covering the former, amounts to
34 in number (Dalet-Lamed), NAMELY, THIRTY IN LENGTH AND
FOUR IN BREADTH. To this alludes the verse, "Blessed is he who
considers the poor (Heb. dal), Hashem will deliver him in the day of
evil" (Tehilim 41:2), MEANING THAT in the day of evil, OF
JUDGMENT, Hashem will deliver him. FOR THE CURTAINS OF
GOATS' HAIR ALLUDE TO POVERTY AND JUDGMENT, COVERING
AND PROTECTING HOLINESS, WHICH IS CURTAINS OF FINE
TWINED LINEN...SO THAT THE EXTERNAL FORCES WOULD NOT
NOURISH FROM THEM.
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248. The secret of reckoning inside OF THE CURTAINS OF FINE
TWINED LINEN...is the secret of the 32 PATHS OF WISDOM. Of the
reckoning outside, it is said: "And you shall make curtains of goats'
hair" (Shemot 26:7). Why goats (Heb. izim) IF THE NAME 'GOATS'
INDICATES SEVERE (HEB. AZIM) AND RIGOROUS JUDGMENT? HE
ANSWERS: The secret of its color gives it a place in the secret of
holiness, BY ITS COVERING THE HOLINESS. Hence THERE IS NEED
OF curtains of goats' hair, FOR THE JUDGMENT IN THEM
PROTECTS HOLINESS, SO THE EXTERNAL FORCES WOULD NOT
BE UNITED WITH IT, NAMELY WITH THE CURTAINS OF FINE
TWINED LINEN... It is written, "I went down into the garden of
nuts..."(Shir Hashirim 6:11). This verse was explained. Nevertheless,
as the nut has a shell encircling it and covering its fruit, and its fruit
is inside, so is everything pertaining to holiness. Holiness is inside
and the Other Side outside. This is the inner meaning of the verse,
"for the wicked man surrounds the righteous" (Chavakuk 1:4).
Hence, it is called 'a nut', as explained elsewhere.
249. Come and see: On the outside, THE CURTAINS OF GOATS'
HAIR, whatever is added, lessens, an example of which are the bulls
on Sukkot that diminish SINCE THEY ARE SACRIFICED ON BEHALF
OF THE NATIONS, WHICH ARE EXTERNAL FORCES. Also, here it is
written about the inside, "and you shall make the Tabernacle with
ten curtains" (Shemot 26:1). Of the outside, "eleven (Aramaic ashtei
esreh) curtains" (Ibid. 7), is spelled with an additional letter. THE
LETTER AYIN IS ADDED TO THE WORD SHTEI ESREH (LIT.
'TWELVE'), this reducing the number. THE NUMBER TWELVE IS
REDUCED BY ONE, DUE TO THE ADDED AYIN TO SHTEI ESREH (TO
ASHTEI). Thus adding to reckoning is lessening. There is addition in
number in the words: "the length of one curtain shall be thirty cubit,
and the breadth of one curtain four cubit" (Ibid. 8), WHILE THE
INNER CURTAINS WERE ONLY 28 CUBIT LONG. Adding in number
is lessening, for it amounts to 34 (Dalet-Lamed), the most severe
connotation of poverty being poor (Heb. dal). And that is why, what
is added, lessens.
250. But when it lessens the reckoning, it is elevated, rising to the
secret of 32 PATHS OF WISDOM, the secret of the whole Faith,
MALCHUT, the secret of the Holy Name. Therefore, DIMINISHING is
rising and ADDING is diminishing. This one adds yet diminishes, and
that one diminishes yet adds, the one inside IS THE CURTAINS OF
FINE TWINED LINEN, THE SECRET OF DIMINISHING YET ADDING,
and the other outside, NAMELY, THE CURTAINS OF GOATS' HAIR IS
THE SECRET OF ADDING YET LESSENING.
251. The measuring line started to stretch and measured the size of
the boards, as it is written, "And he made boards for the Tabernacle
of acacia wood, standing up" (Shemot 36:20). These BOARDS are
the secret of the Seraphim IN THE WORLD OF BRIYAH. It was
established, that it is said: "acacia wood, standing up," and
"Seraphim were standing up" (Yeshayah 6:2); BOTH VERSES REFER
TO SERAPHIM.

252. The measurements are - "The length of a board was ten cubits,
and the breadth of a board one cubit and a half" (Shemot 36:21). It is
written, "ten cubits" and not 'ten cubit', AS SAID OF THE CURTAINS.
These TEN CUBIT are three times three, which are nine,
CORRESPONDING TO CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF THE
SERAPHIM, and one hovering above them, the spirit hovering over
them.
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253. We already mentioned the size of the cubit, 28 IN LENGTH, AND
FOUR IN BREADTH, 32 IN ALL. In here, the proportions are eleven
and a half, TEN IN LENGTH AND ONE CUBIT AND A HALF CUBIT IN
BREADTH, ELEVEN AND A HALF CUBITS IN ALL, amounting TO
TWELVE but do not amount BECAUSE THEY ARE ONE-HALF
SHORT, for the wheels are missing. It was explained in relation to
the mystery of the Holy Chariot, that there are twenty BOARDS, ten
to the right side and ten to the left side, reaching up to the high
Seraphim. Then the secret of holiness rises until all are awakened in
the secret of the middle bar. That is why they have but an incomplete
half, BEING ONLY ELEVEN AND A HALF INSTEAD OF THE
COMPLETE TWELVE.

254. The secret of this measurement, OF ELEVEN AND A HALF,
multiplied by the twenty boards is 230. All this is subject to
measuring and reckoning. Each number measured in the measuring
pertains to the secret of the Seraphim.

255. The curtains of the Tabernacle, which we said to contain high
mysteries, are the secret of heaven, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN. It was
explained in the secret of the verse, "who stretches out the heavens
like a curtain" (Tehilim 104:2). Their inner meaning comes of the said
reckoning, 32. There are curtains pertaining to one principle, THE
CURTAINS OF FINE TWINED LINEN...and there are curtains
pertaining to another principle, THE CURTAINS OF GOATS' HAIR. All
is within the secret of above, OF THE ASPECT OF HEAVEN, for us to
know wisdom in each and every aspect and thing. Therefore, man
distinguishes between good and evil, NAMELY, BETWEEN THE
CURTAINS OF FINE TWINED LINEN, WHICH ARE GOOD, AND THE
CURTAINS OF GOATS' HAIR, WHICH ARE EVIL, between the secret
of Chochmah, and something not established by Chochmah, BUT BY
CHASSADIM, NAMELY BETWEEN THE CURTAINS OF FINE TWINED
LINEN ...UNDER THE RULE OF CHASSADIM, AND THE BOARDS
UNDER THE RULE OF CHOCHMAH. In the secret of the first
measurement, IN THE SECRET OF CUBIT, it was explained how
many aspects it embraced, NAMELY ONE THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED ASPECTS, TWELVE THOUSAND CUBIT EACH.
256. This is the secret of the Ark: which is reckoned whence it takes,
whence it receives and what it possesses. HE EXPLAINS: It takes
from the two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT. ALSO, WHATEVER it receives
IS from the same two sides. Therefore, there is one cubit on this
side, RIGHT, and one cubit on that side, LEFT, and a half cubit it has
on its own. Hence it is written, "two cubits and a half was the length
of it" (Shemot 37:1), two cubits from the two sides, RIGHT AND
LEFT, and a half of its own, regarding length. It is one cubit and a
half wide and high; one CUBIT from the side which takes more, the
same as it took from right and left, and a half of its own, for a thing
dwells but upon some substance, hence there is a half in each and
every reckoning. And that is why the Ark, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
receives from all, and is found to contain the secret of the reckoning
of them all.
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257. It was explained why THE ARK was inlaid with gold inside and
outside, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE INCLUSION OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'GOLD'. This is the
dimension established in the first measurement OF THE SAID
CURTAINS, and everything is based on the same principle. The table
too fits the first measurements OF THE CURTAINS.

258. But the dimensions of the Ark, found in the secret of the Torah,
and the first dimensions OF THE CURTAINS, mentioned by my
father, RABBI SHIMON, were not to be made MORE USE of than he
revealed to the superior wise men, so they may know from it the
secret of wisdom and distinguish between good and evil, between
supernal Wisdom and the other Wisdom IN MALCHUT. All the other
constructions of the Tabernacle were measured by the cubit, LIKE
THE CURTAINS, except for the measuring of the breastplate, which
was made by the span, as was explained.

259. Come and see: All the tunics, OF AARON AND HIS SONS, were
made in the mystery of holiness, AND THOUGH THERE ARE NO
SIZES MENTIONED, it was all in the secret of six, CHESED,
INCLUDING THE SIX DIRECTIONS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and made by six THREADS, THE
SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, ESTABLISHED and existing by six. All that
was made IN THE TABERNACLE was to be dressed by and corrected
by the six, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and in the secret of six, CHESED.
260. All THE MEASUREMENTS IN THE TABERNACLE WERE in the
secret of the measuring line. The measurements made by Ezekiel
were made by the measuring reed, because that house is destined to
remain with the same walls, and stone walls, the same entrances and
the same doors, everything according to measure. But in the future,
BY THE MEASUREMENTS OF THE MANSION OF EZEKIEL, WHICH
WILL BE IN THE FUTURE, it is said of that measure "the side
chambers were broader as they wound higher and
higher" (Yechezkel. 41:7). For when they will start to build using the
measuring reed, it will stretch higher and higher in length and
breadth, the mansion will expand on all sides, and none will think ill
of it, as explained by the verse, "and Damascus shall be His resting
place" (Zecharyah 9:1). For at that time there will be no Judgment
upon the world, and all will be established firmly and completely, as
it is said: "and be troubled no more; neither shall the children of
wickedness torment them any more..." (II Shmuel 7:10).
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261. Come and see: All the measuring and measurements,
MENTIONED OF THE HOUSE OF EZEKIEL, are all present in this
world, so it may be a reflection of above, to connect this world to the
upper world so all will be one in one mystery. But at that time when
the Holy One, blessed be He will bestir Himself to renew the world,
then all the worlds will be in the secret of one, LIKE THE UPPER
WORLD, and the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He WILL BE in
them all. And "in that day shall Hashem be One, and His Name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9). HIS NAME, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, IS
ONE ON ITS OWN LIKE YUD HEI VAV HEI.

27. The names of Mem-Bet (42) and Ayin-Bet (72)
Rabbi Yehuda opens with: "The counsel (secret) of Hashem is with them that fear Him, and His covenant to make them know it." One of the
explanations he offers is that people who fear sin are afraid of the sublime mysteries and therefore do not study them but they may know and
understand the secrets. He talks about the world being engraved with 42 letters. 'Engraving' is explained as the light being covered and withheld.
The letters create the world above and the world below, the world of unity and the world of duality, when the letters are then called 'mountains of
separation'. Next Rabbi Yehuda returns to a discussion of 'the Urim' and 'the Tumim' that are described as the secret of 72 engraved letters that
reveal the light of Chochmah. Rabbi Yehuda talks about the letters Hei and Vav and how the Tabernacle was created using these letters. When he
built the Tabernacle, Betzalel combined the letters and did the work with different combinations of them, also using the combinations of the letters
of the Holy Name. But when he started to erect the Tabernacle he couldn't do it because only Moses knew what the letters wanted, therefore the
Tabernacle was erected by Moses.
262. Rabbi Yehuda then opened the discussion with the verse: "The
counsel (secret) of Hashem is with them that fear Him, and His
covenant to make them know it" (Tehilim 25:14). It means that this
sublime secret is stored and available only for them that fear Him,
who fear the Holy One, blessed be He always. They are worthy of
these sublime secrets to keep them, which are hidden and
concealed, being supernal mysteries. But the secret of "and His
covenant to make them know it" is that it refers to the Holy
Covenant, "to make them know it," as this place may be revealed
and known.

263. There is another EXPLANATION OF, "The counsel (secret) of
Hashem is with them that fear Him." These secrets have the aspect
of fear. They who fear sin are afraid of these sublime mysteries, AND
DO NOT STUDY THEM. But "and His covenant to make them know it"
means they may know and understand the things, that will explain
the secrets.

264. Come and see: The world, MALCHUT, had been engraved with
and exists by 42 letters. COVERING THE LIGHTS AND
WITHHOLDING THEM IS ENGRAVING. REVEALING THEM IS
EXISTING, NAMELY MOCHIN THAT SUSTAINS THAT GRADE. They
are all a crown for the Holy Name, FOR THE NAME OF 42 IS THE
SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH THAT ARE MADE A CROWN TO MALCHUT CALLED 'NAME'.
When they are united, THE 42 LETTERS TO GIVE PLENTY, they go
up with its letters TO BINAH, WHERE THEY WERE FIRST
REVEALED, and go down TO ZEIR ANPIN and make themselves IN
IT, into crowns to the four directions, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT UP TO THE CHEST, THE
SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT WHICH
RECEIVES THEM. Thus it may exist. NAMELY TO RECEIVE THESE
MOCHIN FROM BINAH, THAT EXISTS THROUGH THEM.
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265. Then these letters depart FROM THE NAME OF 42 WITHIN ZEIR
ANPIN, and create the world, MALCHUT above and below, the world
of unity and the world of division. They are then called "mountains
of separation" (Shir Hashirim 2:17). These mountains of separation
are watered when the south, RIGHT side, approaches THE LEFT
SIDE, and water flows, drawn by the power of above IN ZEIR ANPIN.
Then all is in rejoicing.

266. And when thought, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, mounts with
willing joy from the most covered, KETER, one light flows from it,
WHICH IS BINAH, and they approach each other, CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH. This was already explained.

267. These 42 letters are a high mystery, with which were created the
upper world, ZEIR ANPIN, and the lower world, MALCHUT. They
establish and contain the mystery of all the worlds, and for their
being their secret it is written, "The secret of Hashem is with them
that fear Him." This is a secret of the engraved letters IN THE NAME
OF 42, which is revealed in its engravings.

268. It is written, "and you shall put in the breastplate of judgment
the Urim and the Tumim" (Shemot 28:30). It was explained that the
MEANING OF Urim (Eng. 'lights') is that they illuminate, in the secret
of the shining mirror, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, and this is the
engravings of the letters of the Holy Name in the secret of 42, with
which the worlds were created. The letters were sunken into it. "The
Tumim" refer to the secret of the letters contained in the mirror
which does not shine, WHICH IS MALCHUT, shining with the 72
engraved letters, in the secret of the Holy Name. THE NAME OF 72 IS
THE SECRET OF REVEALING THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
WITHIN MALCHUT. Together they are called 'Urim and Tumim'.

269. Come and see: When the letters OF THE NAME OF 42 are
sunken INTO THE BREASTPLATE OF JUDGMENT, by that power OF
THE SUNKEN LETTERS other letters of the tribes shine, now
illuminating, now darkening, according to the secret of the letters of
the Holy Names we mentioned, THE NAME OF 42. These letters of
the Holy Names OF 42 embrace the secret of the Torah, THEY ARE
REVEALED WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'TORAH', and all the
worlds were created in the secret of these letters. These names OF
42 were hidden and sunken IN THE BREASTPLATE, and the letters
of the names of the tribes stood out above. Hence, everything
springs from the secret of these letters. We already explained
everything.

270. We learned, in relation to the secret of the letters in the Torah,
that the letter Bet starts the Torah, THE LETTER BET OF
"BERESHEET" (IN THE BEGINNING) - it has been explained, that it
created with the supernal power, using the strength of the mystery
of the 42 letters MEANING THE NAME 42. Bet is female, NAMELY
MALCHUT, and Aleph is male, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. As Bet created,
so did Aleph issue all the 22 letters, THE SECRET OF THE PARTICLE
ET (ALEPH-TAV), INCLUDING ALL THE LETTERS FROM ALEPH TO
TAV.
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271. The letter Hei OF "THE (HEB. HA) HEAVEN" INDICATES uniting
with the heaven, NAMELY THE INFLUENCE OF BINAH UPON THE
HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to give it life and inspire it WITH
MOCHIN. It is upon the letter Vav OF "AND (HEB. VE) THE EARTH,"
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to nourish MALCHUT CALLED 'EARTH' and
supply it with what it needs. This is the secret of: "In the beginning...
the heaven and the (Heb. ve'et) earth" (Beresheet 1:1). VAV ADJOINS
THE PARTICLE ET, THOUGH IT SHOULD HAVE ADJOINED "THE
EARTH." This indicates the set of 22 letters ISSUED BY VAV, FOR ET
INCLUDES THE 22 LETTERS FROM ALEPH TO TAV, from which the
earth, MALCHUT, is sustained. The earth then embraces them into
itself, according to the verse, "all the rivers run into the sea, yet the
sea is not full" (Kohelet 1:7), MEANING THAT ALL THE CHANNELS
OF PLENTY OF ZEIR ANPIN FLOW INTO MALCHUT CALLED 'SEA'.
This is the secret of "and the (Heb. ve'et) earth," as MALCHUT
gathers all into her and receives them, the earth took the letter Vav
and nourished UPON IT.
272. This is the mystery - why the Tabernacle was erected only by
Moses, since from that side of Moses, ZEIR ANPIN, another high
grade, BINAH, bestirred itself to establish the Tabernacle, MALCHUT,
so there will be sustenance for all. This is the secret of "and Moses
erected the Tabernacle" (Shemot 40:18), erecting it by these letters
with which heaven and earth were created, REFERRING TO THE
NAME OF 42.

273. So Betzalel carried out all the work of the Tabernacle using the
secret of the engraved letters, with which heaven and earth were
created, NAMELY, THE NAME 42. He was therefore called 'Betzalel',
since he knew the engraving of these letters, with which heaven and
earth were created. Unless he knew them, he could not have done
the work in the Tabernacle. The sense thereof is that as the upper
Tabernacle was built, and all its actions done, only by the secret of
these letters, OF THE NAME 42, so here in the Tabernacle below,
nothing was built save by the secrets of these letters.

274. Betzalel was combining the letters, OF THE NAME 42, and did
the various works with different combinations thereof. He used each
combination to do one task, and all that pertains to it. And so with all
the works in the Tabernacle, together with its parts and
amendments, he used combinations of the letters of the Holy Name
42.

275. When he started to erect THE TABERNACLE, he could not set it
up. Why? Because the will AND MEDITATION regarding coming from
these letters OF THE NAME 42 was given to no one but Moses, who
knew the wish concerning these letters, and therefore, the
Tabernacle was erected by him, as it is written, "and Moses erected...
and put...and set" (Shemot 40:18-19). But Betzalel did not know, and
therefore could not build it.
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28. "He asked life of you"
Rabbi Yitzchak begins with: "The king joys in Your strength, Hashem, and in Your salvation how greatly he rejoices. You have given him his heart's
desire... He asked life of You..." and tells us that David sang this in praise. 'Strength' is the joy of studying the Torah, and 'the king' refers to God. In
"He asked life of You, and You did give it him; length of days for ever and ever," we learn that King David only lived 72 years, and that these years
were actually taken from Adam, who had a thousand years but only used nine hundred and thirty. Lastly Rabbi Yitzchak talks about the time when
the temple will be rebuilt again in the future.
276. Rabbi Yitzchak then opened the discussion and said: "The king
joys in Your strength, Hashem, and in Your salvation how greatly he
rejoices. You have given him his heart's desire... He asked life of
You..." (Tehilim 21:2-5). David sang this in praise of the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, which the Holy One, blessed be
He gladdens with the joy of Torah called 'strength', as it is written,
"Hashem will give strength to His people" (Tehilim 29:11). THIS IS
THE MEANING OF "THE KING JOYS IN YOUR STRENGTH..." "The
king joys" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He called 'king', as it is
written, "and there was a king in Yeshurun" (Devarim 33:5).

277. "And in Your salvation how greatly he rejoices." This is the
salvation of the right, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, as you say, "save with
Your right hand" (Tehilim 60:7), and 'His right hand shall save him.'
In "how greatly he rejoices (Heb. yagil)" an extra Yud IS WRITTEN,
('YAGIL' INSTEAD OF 'YAGEL'). It is the secret of the sign of the Holy
Covenant, in which all rejoice, NAMELY YESOD. 'All' is said of the
King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.

278. "He asked life of You, and You did give it him; length of days for
ever and ever" (Tehilim 21:5). We learned from here that King David
had no life whatsoever, except what Adam gave him of his own. It
was established that King David lived 72 years, the seventy years
given him by the Holy One, blessed be He from the years of Adam,
WHO HAD A THOUSAND YEARS TO LIVE, ACCORDING TO THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE, "ON THE DAY THAT YOU
EAT..." (BERESHEET 2:17). A DAY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE LASTS A THOUSAND YEARS, BUT ADAM LIVED ONLY NINE
HUNDRED THIRTY YEARS, AND THE SEVENTY HE GAVE TO KING
DAVID. David lived upon them, and was given longevity in this world
and in the World to Come. The verse, "He asked life of You, and You
did give him" refers to this matter.

279. "His glory is great" (Tehilim 21:6), because He is great, as it is
written, "great is our Master, and of great power" (Tehilim 147:5).
Assuredly, ZEIR ANPIN is called 'great'. This is the secret of "And
Elohim made the two great lights" (Beresheet 1:6). Surely they were
great, EVEN MALCHUT, CALLED 'MOON', WAS AS GREAT AS ZEIR
ANPIN, CALLED 'SUN'. With all that ZEIR ANPIN is called 'great' as it
is said, "great is our Master, and of great power," BUT MALCHUT IS
NOT CALLED 'GREAT', SINCE IT DIMINISHED. The Holy One,
blessed be He is not called 'great', only by the words, "Great is
Hashem, and highly to be praised in the city of our Elohim, in the
mountain of His holiness" (Tehilim 48:2), MEANING THAT ZEIR
ANPIN is great ONLY in the city of our Elohim, in the mountain of His
holiness, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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280. "For You put blessings upon him forever" (Tehilim 21:7). For
You put blessings upon him," because MALCHUT is a blessing of
the whole world, and all the blessings of the world emerge from
here. And it is a blessing. This is the secret of "and you shall be a
blessing" (Beresheet 12:2), because here, IN MALCHUT, dwell all the
blessings of above and hence they go into the whole world. It is
therefore called 'a blessing'.

281. It is written here: "You make him glad" (Tehilim 21:7), and
"Jethro rejoiced" (Shemot 18:9). IN THE LATTER VERSE THERE
WAS JOY FOR THE REDEMPTION OF YISRAEL FROM EGYPT, IN
THE FORMER ALSO FOR REDEMPTION, that the Holy One, blessed
be He is destined to raise the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT,
from the dust, keep it in the secret of the right and renew it like the
moon is renewed by the sun.

282. It is written, "You make him glad with Your
countenance" (Tehilim 21:7) MEANING THAT he will be before You,
gladly in front of You with the perfection achieved at the time,
NAMELY, IN THE FUTURE. For at the time the Temple was
destroyed, MALCHUT emptied of her fullness, as it is said, "she that
has borne seven languishes" (Yirmeyah 15:9), and, "I shall be filled
with her that is laid waste" (Yechezkel 26:2), FOR IN THE FUTURE
SHE WILL BE RENEWED AGAIN.

29. "And they brought the Tabernacle to Moses"
We are told here of the time when Moses erected the Tabernacle and everything in it was brought before him. He was unable to enter into the Tent of
Testimony because of the cloud that was in it. A comparison is drawn to a wife preparing herself and adorning herself for her husband, as Malchut
comes to Zeir Anpin. We read of the prevalence of the color blue in the Tabernacle and are told of the 'plate of pure gold' that is inscribed "Holiness
to Hashem."
283. Come and see: When Moses erected the Tabernacle, he
checked all the crafts, that they were done properly. Then he erected
it. All the crafts of the Tabernacle were brought before Moses one by
one. This is the secret of the verse, "the virgins, her companions
that follow her, shall be brought to you" (Tehilim 45:15). "Brought to
you" is the same as "brought the Tabernacle to Moses" (Shemot
39:33). IT IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN MAIDENS BRINGING
MALCHUT CALLED 'TABERNACLE' TO MOSES, WHO IS THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN.

284. HE ASKS: Why did they bring the Tabernacle? AND HE
ANSWERS it was then the time of espousals of Moses, ZEIR ANPIN,
and therefore, they brought the Tabernacle, MALCHUT, to Moses,
like a bride coming to the house of the groom. For first the bride
should be brought to the groom, as it is written, "I gave my daughter
to this man to wife" (Devarim 22:16). Then he comes to her, as said,
"and went in to her" (Beresheet 38:2), and "Moses went into the Tent
of Testimony" (Bemidbar 17:23), WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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285. It is written, "and Moses was not able to enter into the Tent of
Testimony, because the cloud rested on it..." (Shemot 40:35). The
sense is that it adorned itself as a woman prepares and adorns
herself for her husband. And when she does so, it is not fit that her
husband should enter to her. Therefore, "Moses was not able to
enter into the Tent of Testimony because the cloud rested on it." For
this reason "they brought the Tabernacle to Moses." Also, "Moses
saw all the work..." (Shemot 39:43).

286. Come and see: In all the works of the Tabernacle the blue color
was present, because it is adorned in the secret of all the colors,
BEING THE SECRET OF THE BLACK LIGHT IN THE CANDLE UPON
WHICH RESTS THE WHITE LIGHT. It is written, "and they made the
plate of the holy crown of pure gold...and they tied to it a lace of
blue" (Shemot 39:30). This we explained in the secret of the verse,
"and you shall make a plate of pure gold, and engrave upon it, like
the engravings of a signet, holiness to Hashem" (Shemot 28:36),
"and wrote upon it a writing, like the engravings of a signet, Holiness
to Hashem" (Shemot 39:30).

30. The traps
This section tells about the turning wheels of light that are called 'traps'. They are described as the 'judgments of the Left Column' and they travel
and turn around the world. There is one great pillar thrust into the abyss, and stones within the abyss, and many wheels revolving around the pillar.
We read that above the pillar is a wheel that is present in twelve thousand worlds and it revolves within the Tabernacle, it both turns and does not
turn. In the Tabernacle is a crier who proclaims: 'beware of the turning wheel'. Rabbi Shimon says that anyone who understands may have access to
the high secrets and the keys hidden within the holy Tabernacle. He ends by saying how happy those people are who put their strength in God and
who are chosen by Him.
Tosefta (addendum)
287. In the high mysteries, NAMELY, THE HIGH LIGHTS, there are
traps, THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN. These LIGHTS go
up and down, and THE TRAPS remain at their place. THESE LIGHTS
are turning wheels. They exist from the time that the dust was
gathered. And the wheels turn around the world and circle it.

288. When they circle the deserts, the ruling of the receiving OF
CHOCHMAH is within them. There is one wheel among them, which
turns and turns not, present in twelve thousand worlds. It is in the
midst OF THE WHEELS, rising and traveling among them.

289. Under that FOURTH wheel, stands one pillar, thrust into the
great abyss. In THE GREAT ABYSS, stones roll within abysses,
going up and down. That one pillar stands upon them, moving yet
not moving, thrust from above to below. Two hundred and twenty
other wheels are turning around that pillar.
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290. HE EXPLAINS: The other wheel above THE THRUST PILLAR,
NAMELY THE FOURTH WHEEL, that is present in twelve thousand
worlds, turns round within the Tabernacle, NUKVA OF ZEIR ANPIN,
turning and turning not. That Tabernacle stands upon twelve
thousand worlds. In it there is a crier proclaiming 'beware of the
turning wheel'.

291. Whoever has understanding eyes, he may know and behold the
Wisdom of his Master, and know most high matters, where the keys
of his Master are found, hidden within the holy Tabernacle. They are
happy in this world, and happy in the World to Come. Of them it is
written, "happy is the man whose strength is in You, in whose heart
are Your highways" (Tehilim 84:6), and "happy is the man whom You
choose, and causes to approach to You, that he may dwell in Your
courts: we will be satisfied with the goodness of Your house, Your
Temple" (Tehilim 65:5).
(End of Tosefta)

31. The letters of Yud Hei Vav Hei are like the letters of Adonai
We are told that the mystery of the Tabernacle that is like the mystery of the Ark includes the secrets of the Holy Name Adonai, as can be seen in:
"behold, the Ark of the Covenant of the Lord (Adon) of all the earth." Rabbi Shimon explains how the letters in Adonai are like the letters Yud Hei
Vav Hei, and tells about their numerical significance. He says that the Tabernacle below on earth and the upper Tabernacle (Adonai) and the third
Tabernacle that is even higher (Binah) are all comprised within each other "that the Tabernacle may be one."
292. Within the mystery of the Tabernacle are found high secrets of
the Holy Name Adonai. The mystery of the Tabernacle resembles the
supernal mystery of the Ark, as it is written, "behold, the Ark of the
Covenant of the Master (Heb. adon) of all the earth" (Yehoshua 3:11).
"The Master of all the earth" is the holy secret of the name Adonai. It
reflects the Holy Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, because THE LETTERS
ADONAI are like the letters YUD HEI VAV HEI.

293. HE EXPLAINS: Aleph OF ADONAI is like Yud OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, WHICH IS ABA. The mystery of the Yud FULLY SPELLED is like
Aleph, FOR IN THE SHAPE OF THE LETTER ALEPH THERE IS YUD
ABOVE, VAV IN THE MIDDLE AND DALET BELOW, NAMELY YUD
(YUD-VAV-DALET). This was established. Dalet OF ADONAI is the
secret of Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS IMA, BECAUSE WHEN
MALCHUT SERVES AS A GARMENT TO THE LEFT COLUMN OF IMA,
IT IS CALLED 'DALET'. The one resembles the other, all in one
mystery and manner. IT WAS EXPLAINED THAT Nun OF ADONAI is
the secret of the letter Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS TIFERET,
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. And though VAV is male, and NUN is
female, they were combined within one another, TIFERET OF
ADONAI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF NUN, IS INCLUDED
WITHIN TIFERET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE
SECRET OF VAV. It was explained that Nun and Vav are in the
middle, combined together. NUN IS THE CENTER OF THE LETTERS
NUMERICALLY COUNTED IN UNITS OF 'TENS', YUD (=TEN), CAF
(=TWENTY), LAMED (=THIRTY), MEM, NUN, SAMECH, AYIN, PEI,
TZADI, AND VAV IS THE CENTER OF THE LETTERS NUMERICALLY
COUNTED IN UNITS OF ONE: ALEPH (=ONE), BET (=TWO), GIMEL,
DALET, HEI, VAV, ZAYIN, CHET, TET. Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is the
secret of Yud OF ADONAI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, since THE YUD in
here is little Chochmah called 'the Wisdom of Solomon'.
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294. The letters are comprised within one another, THE FOUR
LETTERS OF ADONAI INCLUDED WITHIN THE FOUR LETTERS YUD
HEI VAV HEI. They all belong to the same principle, including the
one in the other, everything being one. Everything is one mystery by
the holy letters. Therefore, the Tabernacle below on earth is based
on the secret of the upper Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
'ADONAI', and that upper Tabernacle is in the secret of yet another
Tabernacle superior to all, WHICH IS BINAH. All are comprised
within one another so as to form one whole. Hence it is written, "that
the Tabernacle may be one" (Shemot 26:6).

32. "And Moses erected the Tabernacle"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that there is another Tabernacle above like the one that Moses erected on the earth. The 'wise men' in "and all the wise men,
that carried out all the work of the sanctuary..." who labor on the Tabernacle above are the directions of Zeir Anpin, these directions are the paths to
the sea, Malchut. Betzalel worked from the right and Aholiav worked from the left, just as the higher Tabernacle is built from the right and left sides
of Zeir Anpin. We learn that on the day the Tabernacle was finished death was removed from the world, or at least it lost its dominion. The angel of
death will not be removed from the world altogether until the return of Messiah. Then "He will swallow up death forever." Rabbi Yehuda next tells us
that when Yisrael made the golden calf, Moses pitched his tent outside the camp so that holiness would not be defiled by their unholy actions. He
says that when Jerusalem is finally fulfilled the evil Tyre will be in ruins.
295. It is written, "Amalek was the first of the nations, but his latter
end shall be everlasting perdition" (Bemidbar 24:20). Come and see:
When the Tabernacle was erected, it was erected by Moses, as we
learned from the verse, "And Moses erected the
Tabernacle" (Shemot 40:18). No one could raise it up until MOSES
raised it up. It is LIKE a queen, whom no one has permission to raise
up save her husband. Also here, all the craftsmen came to erect the
Tabernacle, but could not until Moses came, WHO IS A CHARIOT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE HUSBAND OF THE QUEEN, and raised it up, for he
is the landlord.

296. Since Moses erected the Tabernacle below, another Tabernacle
was raised above. It is explained, that it is written, "was
erected" (Shemot 40:17), not mentioning by whom, because it was
erected out of the secret of the upper world, hidden and concealed,
by the hands of the mystery of Moses, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, to be
perfected together with him.

297. It is written above: "and all the wise men, that carried out all the
work of the sanctuary..." (Shemot 36:4). HE ASKS: IF THIS REFERS
TO THE TABERNACLE ABOVE, who then are the wise men that carry
out THE WORK OF THE SANCTUARY THERE? HE ANSWERS: These
are right, left, and all the rest of the directions OF ZEIR ANPIN, which
are the paths and ways that gather in the sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
THE SECRET OF THE TABERNACLE, to fill it up. It is they who built
and prepared the Tabernacle above.
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298. THE TABERNACLE BELOW was built in the same manner.
Betzalel and Aholiav worked, one on the right side, CHASSADIM, and
the other on the left side, CHOCHMAH. Betzalel was of the right and
Aholiav of the left, this one of the tribe of Judah, THE RIGHT SIDE
OF MALCHUT, and that one of the tribe of Dan, OF THE LEFT. THEY
CORRESPOND TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES OF ZEIR ANPIN.
After them, "every wise hearted man" (Ibid. 1), "and all the wise men,
that carried out," CORRESPONDING TO THE OTHER SIDES OF ZEIR
ANPIN. And we explained that all IN THE TABERNACLE BELOW was
like THE TABERNACLE above.
299. On the day the Tabernacle was erected, death was removed
from the world. Do not say 'removed' but that death disappeared
from the world and lost its dominion. And as we explained, the Evil
Inclination, THE ANGEL OF DEATH, would not be removed from the
world until King Messiah will come and the Holy One, blessed be He
will rejoice in His doings. Then "He will swallow up death
forever" (Yeshayah 25:8). When the Tabernacle was erected by
Moses, the strength of Evil Inclination departed and became
subdued, and lost its power. At that time, Samael separated the
strength of the harshness of the left from the strength of the evil
serpent, so it could not rule over the world, nor join man and lead
him astray.

300. Rabbi Yehuda said: When Yisrael made the golden calf, "Moses
would take the tent, and pitch it outside the camp" (Shemot 33:7).
The sense thereof is that he saw the Evil Inclination walking among
them, and he said, 'the side of holiness shall not dwell within the
side of defilement'. Rabbi Elazar said: As long as the side of
holiness has dominion, the side of defilement does not, and is
subdued before HOLINESS. From here we learn that when Jerusalem
will be full, the evil Tyre shall be in ruins.

33. The secret of the camel
Rabbi Yehuda wonders why Rebecca got down from the camel when she saw Isaac coming, and if it was because she saw how beautiful he was.
Rabbi Shimon says that when she met Isaac it was Minchah time, during which there is a strict Judgment. She saw that this was symbolized by the
camel as the secret of death. Rabbi Shimon explains how the camel (gamal) is like requital (gmulo), and says that the camel is all-devouring and allexterminating, always ready to work against men, just like judgment and death. He says that the camel brought death into the world by inciting
Adam and Eve to eat from the Tree of Knowledge. The camel's rider is Samael who came to confuse and bring death to everyone, Adam attracted
him and then Samael led them all astray. Therefore Rivkah got off the camel because she saw that Isaac had strict Judgment attached to him. Rabbi
Shimon also mentions the dross of gold that is another aspect of strict judgment.
301. He opened the discussion with the verse: "and she said to the
servant, 'What man is this that walks in the field to meet us?' And the
servant said..." (Beresheet 24:65). In the preceding verse it is written,
"And Rivkah lifted up her eyes, and when she saw Isaac, she
alighted from the camel" (Ibid. 64). HE ASKS: Why is this verse in the
Torah, and is it because she saw the beauty of Isaac that she
alighted from the camel?
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302. HE RESPONDS: This verse contains a mystery. Come and see:
When Rivkah met Isaac, it was Minchah time, and at that time, a
strict Judgment bestirs itself in the world. She saw the rigor of harsh
Judgment, and that its lower part ends in a camel. This is the secret
of death. Hence she alighted from the camel, for when harsh
Judgment is watching, that camel is strengthened. That is why she
slipped off and did not remain seated.

303. Come and see: This camel (Heb. gamal) is the secret of the
verse, "and that which he has given (Heb. gmulo) He will pay him
back" (Mishlei 19:17), FOR GAMAL (ENG. 'CAMEL') IS SIMILAR TO
GMUL (ENG. 'REQUITAL'), WHICH REFERS TO the requital to the
wicked, as said, "Alas! It shall be ill with the wicked, for according to
the deserving (Heb. gmul) of his hands shall be done to
him" (Yeshayah 3:11). This is a camel: all-devouring and allexterminating, always ready against men. Therefore, whoever sees a
camel in his dream, he is shown that death was decreed upon him,
but he was saved.

304. Come and see: The side of defilement is called 'CAMEL',
because it brought death to the whole world, and instigated Adam
and his wife TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL.
His rider is Samael, come to confuse the world and cause death to
all. Hence, he became ruler over everything. It was Adam, who drew
him, and once he did, he was drawn after them, until he led them
astray. For that reason Solomon said: "and come not nigh the door
of her house" (Mishlei 5:8), for whoever approaches her house, she
comes out and attaches herself and is drawn to him.

305. Therefore, Rivkah saw ISAAC, with strict Judgment attached to
him, and when she saw that he is in the secret of harsh Judgment,
and that from that side another harsh Judgment comes from the
dross of gold, she immediately "alighted from the camel" to break
from the Judgment of that dross. It is written, "the voice of Hashem
rendering recompense to His enemies" (Yeshayah 66:6), NAMELY,
from that filth.

34. The dross of gold
Rabbi Yehuda wonders why Yisrael chose a calf to make from the gold and not something else, and he wonders who chose it as an image for
Elohim. Rabbi Shimon tells how the chieftain who is in charge of the strength of the sun looks like a calf and it is the sun that generates the red gold
on earth. He says that red is the spirit of unholiness, and it is also the evil serpent that Samael rides on. He draws a distinction between 'this',
referring to the Holy Spirit, and 'these', referring to the spirit of unholiness, 'this' and 'these' being found in many verses of the Torah.
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306. Come and see: When Yisrael did what they did, and committed
that sin, why did they choose a calf, and not something else? If you
say they chose the calf, this is not so. They only said, "Arise, make
us Elohim, which shall go before us" (Shemot 32:1), and Aaron
wanted to detain them. WHO THEN CHOSE THE CALF?

307. HE REPLIES: Assuredly this was done properly. For from the
side of gold, THE LEFT COLUMN, the dross comes out when the
gold is refined. From THE DROSS OF GOLD are spread all the
aspects of the left, the fusion of the refuse, spread to different
directions. They are all of a red color, the hue of gold found in the
mountains, when the sun is strong. For the strength of the sun
shines upon the gold and generates it on earth. The chieftain, in
charge of the strength of the sun, resembles a calf in his looks, and
is called "the destruction that wastes at noonday" (Tehilim 91:6). The
red fusion of the gold is coming out of the calf, NAMELY, THAT
CHIEFTAIN, AND ALSO all those coming from that red, which is the
spirit of unholiness, AND ALSO all those issuing from that spirit of
unholiness and spreading in the world. THEREFORE, THE CALF
WAS MADE BY THE FUSION OF THE GOLD THAT AARON THREW
INTO THE FIRE.

308. The spirit of unholiness is the evil serpent, upon which rides
SAMAEL, a male and a female called 'these', so called for appearing
in the world in all their several aspects. The Holy Spirit is called
'this' (Heb. zot, fem.), the secret of the Covenant, the holy sign
always found on men, NAMELY, THE CROWN OF YESOD. It is also
CALLED 'this' (Heb. ze, masc.), as it is written, "this is
Hashem" (Yeshayah 25:9), and "this is my El" (Shemot 15:2). But the
others are called 'these', as it is written, "these are your Elohim,
Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4), and "these may forget" (Yeshayah 49:15),
REFERRING TO THE MAKING OF THE GOLDEN CALF, "yet I (the
secret of 'this') shall not forget you" (Ibid.). It is also written, "for
these I weep" (Eichah 1:16), because the sin OF THE CALF CALLED
'THESE' caused them much weeping.

309. Another explanation OF THE VERSE "for these I weep":
because the place CALLED 'THESE' was given permission to rule
over Yisrael and destroy the Temple, it is written, "for these I weep."
The secret of the matter is that "for these" is the side of defilement
CALLED 'THESE', which was given permission to rule. "I weep"
refers to the Holy Spirit, NAMELY MALCHUT, called 'I'.
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310. And if you say, "these are the words of the covenant" (Devarim
28:69), is written AS CHASTISEMENT, HE ANSWERS: Assuredly so,
FOR HERE ALSO THERE IS AN ALLUSION TO THE OTHER SIDE,
because all these curses have existence only in 'these', where are all
the curses are found as explained THAT THE OTHER SIDE is
damned, as it is written, "you are cursed above...every
beast" (Beresheet 3:14). For that reason 'these' precede, referring to
whoever transgresses "the words of the covenant." ALSO, "these
are commandments, which Hashem commanded Moses" (Vayikra
27:34), for the precepts of the Torah purify man so he would not
stray to the path OF 'THESE', but beware of them, and stay away
from them.

311. You may say "these are the generations of Noah,
Noah..." (Beresheet 6:9). Assuredly, THE OTHER SIDE WAS THERE
TOO, because he begot Ham, the father of Canaan, upon which it is
written, "cursed be Canaan" (Beresheet 9:25). This is the secret of
writing 'these', THAT HE IS CURSED.
312. Hence they are all the fusion of the dross of gold. And Aaron
offered gold, which is of his own side, THE ASPECT THEREOF
included in the strength of fire, MEANING THAT RIGHT IS INCLUDED
IN THE LEFT, AND THEREFORE, AARON, WHO IS RIGHT WAS
COMPRISED WITHIN THE LEFT, WHICH IS THE STRENGTH OF FIRE.
And all is one. This side, LEFT, is gold and fire.

35. The calf
We learn that the golden calf gave the spirit of unholiness a place of focus in which it could strengthen. Furthermore, even though Yisrael had been
free of death from the time they stood upon Mount Sinai they now brought death upon themselves and upon all future generations. We are told that
Aaron had to be purified for seven days because if it were not for him the golden calf would not have existed. Rabbi Shimon says that the golden
calf is from the left side. Yisrael had drawn upon itself the evil inclination with their worship of the calf, and when they wanted to become purified
again they had to offer a goat, the goat being a part of the evil inclination. Next we are told that when the calf was made, as in: "I threw it into the fire,
and there came out this calf," it was made by sorcerers. Rabbi Shimon tells us of successful and unsuccessful sorcerers, some men are fit for
sorcery and some are not. In the event of the creation of the golden calf, everything that was necessary for the spirit of defilement was ready and
waiting: a completely wasted desert, enough gold, and Aaron who was willing to sin in this way. Everything was ready for the Other Side, and the
deed was done. When Aaron was ready to be redeemed he offered a calf on the altar, thus executing judgment and subduing the rulers of the Other
Side.
313. The spirit of unholiness that forever dwells in the desert, then
found a place in which to strengthen. And Yisrael, though purified
from the first defilement, thrown BY THE SERPENT upon the world,
bringing death to all, from the time they stood upon Mount Sinai.
Now THE SIN OF THE CALF caused them to be defiled as before, and
brought death upon them AGAIN and upon the whole world, and
upon their generations after them. This is the secret meaning of the
verse, "I had said, 'You are angels...' Nevertheless, you shall die like
men" (Tehilim 82:6-7). Aaron therefore was purified again in the
secret of divine Faith for seven holy days, THE CONSECRATED
DAYS, and then purified by a calf FOR A SIN OFFERING.
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314. Come and see: Aaron had to be purified more, because had it
not been for him, the calf would not have been made. Why? Because
Aaron is the right, and the strength of the sun. Gold is from the sun,
FOR THE SUN, WHICH IS TIFERET, IS COMPRISED OF RIGHT AND
LEFT. HENCE GOLD COMES FROM THE LEFT, BUT THE STRENGTH
AND RULING OF THE SUN IS RIGHT. The spirit of unholiness
descended to be included IN THE GOLD, THAT MADE THE CALF,
and so were Yisrael defiled and so was he, AARON, until they
became purified.
315. Why was he defiled? HE ANSWERS: Because of the golden calf,
which is of the left side. The bull is of the left side, whence the calf
emerged. THERE ARE FOUR ASPECTS TO THE LEFT: A BULL, A
COW, A CALF, AND A HEIFER, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF THE LEFT. It is of the left, as it
is written, "and they four had the face of an ox on the left
side" (Yechezkel 1:10). And in Aaron, who is right, the left was
included, whence it emerged. Therefore, he offered AS A SIN
OFFERING a calf, as the one he made.

316. That is why the spirit of defilement became stronger and ruled
AGAIN over the world as before. For when Yisrael committed the sin
OF THE CALF, they drew upon themselves the Evil Inclination as
before. And when Yisrael became purified, and wanted to purge
themselves, they had to offer a goat, being a part of the Evil
Inclination, the said spirit of defilement.

317. It is written, "Thus they exchanged their glory for the likeness of
an ox that eats grass" (Tehilim 106:20). "The likeness of an ox" is a
calf. An ox is of the left side, and Aaron is of the right. The left was
included in it, strengthened by it and came out of it. Come and see:
"they exchanged their glory," referring to the Shechinah that went
before them, for a place of defilement, another El. Therefore,
defilement does not pass from the world until the time the Holy One,
blessed be He will remove it thence. This is the meaning of, "and I
will cause the unclean spirit to pass out of the earth" (Zecharyah
13:2), as explained.

318. It is written, "and made it a molten calf" (Shemot 32:4), and "I
threw it into the fire, and there came out this calf" (Ibid. 24),
indicating that he did not make it, BUT IT WAS MADE BY ANOTHER.
What does it mean, then, "and made it"? HE ANSWERS: Assuredly it
is as we stated, that if it were not for Aaron, the spirit of defilement
was not strong enough to become a part of the gold. But every work
needs to be done, AND THIS ONE WAS DONE BY SORCERERS.

319. Come and see: Some practice sorcery and do well, and some do
not succeed, though they practice in the same manner, because for
these practices there is need for a suitable man.
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320. We know this from Bilaam who was suitable for sorcery, as it is
written, "the speech of the man, whose eye is open (Heb.
satum)" (Bemidbar 24:3). An open eye (Heb. satum; lit. 'covered') and
a closed eye (Heb. satum) are the same, for he had one of his eyes
always closed and was looking askance in the other. HE WAS
THEREFORE SUITABLE FOR PRACTICING THE ART OF SORCERY.
It is written, "and shall send him away by the hand of an appointed
man" (Vayikra 16:22), MEANING THAT THE MAN is fit TO DO THIS
ERRAND, in that he would not look straight before him. NAMELY, HE
TOO SHOULD BE DEFORMED, BECAUSE THE OTHER SIDE CLINGS
TO DEFORMITY AND WANT. But whoever serves the Holy Spirit, it is
said, "for whatsoever he be that has a blemish, he shall not
approach: a blind man nor a lame" (Vayikra 21:18).

321. In here, THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF, everything was ready
to give way to the spirit of defilement, so it may rule, for it found a
desert completely wasted, as said: "venomous serpents, and
scorpions..." (Devarim 8:15), whence its power issues. It found
enough gold to fit, it found Aaron, through whom it may be
strengthened by the right and be included into. Then the place OF
THE OTHER SIDE was ready on all sides as fit. It came out and the
deed was done.

322. Whence do we know the spirit of defilement was there? From
what is written, "Oh, this people has sinned a great sin" (Shemot
32:31), referring to the spirit of defilement, the primordial serpent, we
mentioned in several places. When Aaron wanted to be purged, he
offered a calf AS A SIN OFFERING, to deal punishment to that side,
BY SLAUGHTERING AND OFFERING IT ON THE ALTAR. At first, he
let it rule, and now he deals it Judgment to subdue it, because when
Judgment is executed upon that side, all its rulers are subdued.

36. A red heifer
Rabbi Aba asks Rabbi Shimon why the 'red heifer' in "a red heifer, faultless without blemish" is compared to the calf and the lamb and why it should
be cleansed just through roasting it. Rabbi Shimon says the essence of the message is that a clean thing can be brought out of an unclean thing.
The heifer was unclean, but by burning her to ashes she became clean. She had to be burned to ashes because it is like the verse: "and you shall
tread down the wicked, for they shall be ashes under the soles of your feet." When water was sprinkled on the ashes they became clean. The secret
of the clean water is the verse: "water of purifying (sin)." After judgment was executed on the heifer she became clean and the Holy Spirit had
dominion. The spirit of defilement was no longer found in the camp.
323. Come and see: In Egypt, it was written of their side, THE LAMB
THEY WORSHIPPED, "eat not of it raw...but roast with fire," so its
odor will rise. "Its head with its legs" (Shemot 12:9), in order to break
and subdue it, so all that issue from that side may not rule. In the
same manner it is written, "a red heifer, faultless without
blemish..." (Bemidbar 19:2), that may subjugate all the sides of
defilement so they may not rule.
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324. Rabbi Aba said to him: But the red heifer is pure; why THEN
COMPARE IT TO THE CALF AND THE LAMB, WHICH THE
EGYPTIANS WORSHIPPED, AND WHY WILL ITS BURNING SUBDUE
THE ASPECTS OF UNCLEANLINESS? He told him: It is so, THAT
THE HEIFER ALLUDES ALSO TO THEIR SIDE, as explained that the
heifer is comprised of the four kingdoms. "A heifer" is as is written,
"For Yisrael is stubborn like a stubborn heifer" (Hoshea 4:16). "Red"
alludes to the kingdom of Babylon, as it is written, "you are the head
of gold" (Daniel 2:38), GOLD BEING RED. "Faultless" is the kingdom
of Media. It is "without blemish," referring to the Greek kingdom.
"Upon which never came a yoke" alludes to the kingdom of Edom,
which was never under any yoke. The secret meaning is that though
this verse was given several explanations, they all pertain to the
same mystery.

325. We have studied the verse: "who can bring a clean thing out of
an unclean? Not one" (Iyov 14:4). The secret of this verse is that THE
RED HEIFER is a clean thing brought out of an unclean, because at
first she was unclean, INCLUDING THE FOUR SAID KINGDOMS. Now
that Judgment was executed on her and she was cremated by
burning fire to become ashes, she is a clean thing out of an unclean,
a clean thing brought out of an unclean.

326. Hence, all those who busied themselves with her became
defiled indeed, BECAUSE SHE WAS UNHOLY. And though she
turned into ashes, yet before being gathered and taken away, she
defiles them all. And so it is written, "and he that gathers...shall
wash his clothes, and be unclean..." (Bemidbar 19:10). Why DID SHE
HAVE TO BECOME ashes? It resembles the verse, "and you shall
tread down the wicked, for they shall be ashes under the soles of
your feet" (Malachi 3:21), for when water was sprinkled upon the
ashes, they became a clean thing out of an unclean.

327. The secret of this matter is the verse, "water of purifying
(sin)" (Bemidbar 8:7), same as in "sin crouches at the
door" (Beresheet 4:7). THE HEIFER IS ALSO A "SIN CROUCHES AT
THE DOOR," and since she is a sin crouching at the door, it is
written first, "that he may bring her outside the camp" (Bemidbar
19:3). Therefore, the work was given to the adjutant priest, and not to
the High Priest. And a clean thing, out of an unclean, starts as
impure and becomes pure. And all the aspects of the side of
defilement, when they saw this, ran away and left that place. SHE
THEREFORE PURIFIES THE UNCLEAN.

328. Therefore, she is of "water of purifying (sin)," and "water of
sprinkling (unclean)," all of which is impure. Therefore, AFTER
JUDGMENT WAS EXECUTED ON HER, the Holy Spirit had dominion.
And the spirit of defilement surrendered all its power. The Judgment,
EXECUTED on the spirit of defilement, was outside the camp. Since
that spirit is defiled, it is written, "therefore shall your camp be
holy" (Devarim 23:15). Rabbi Aba approached and kissed him.

37. The hair in the Tefilin
Rabbi Shimon tells us that God gave the Other Side power to rule over the world in several areas. We should be careful to avoid the Other Side's
judgment, and there are some secret means of doing this. In the Tfilin we enclose a small calf's hair, with a little bit of it poking out so that the Other
Side can see it and leave us alone, seeing that we have given the Other Side its due. If the Other Side is not given its due, it may inflict harm and
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judgment on us. Yisrael knew this secret, so that when they were purifying themselves during Yom Kippur they gave the Other Side its share. Rabbi
Aba is crying because he does not understand this explanation, and Rabbi Shimon comforts him, saying that on the day of Rosh Hashanah God sits
in judgment over the world, while the Other Side watches carefully. But the Other Side gets distracted by the sound of the Shofar that awakens
mercy, and then it forgets who has been condemned to death. People should protect themselves from the prosecutor's attention by sacrificing a hegoat once a month when the moon is new. He concludes by saying that Yisrael is blessed by the fact that God tells them how to be saved.
329. Rabbi Shimon said: Though it is all as we said, yet the Holy
One, blessed be He, lets THE OTHER SIDE rule, and we should
subjugate the spirit of defilement on all sides. Come and I will tell
you a high secret, that may not be revealed outside the circle of
exalted saints.

330. Come and see: The Holy One, blessed be He gave that place,
the spirit of defilement, power to rule over the world in several ways.
It can inflict harm, and we may not treat it with contempt, but should
be careful to avoid it so it may not denounce our holiness. Therefore,
we have a secret means, that we give it a small place within that
which is holy, for its power originates in holiness.

331. IT IS, in the secret of Tefilin we enclose a small calf's hair,
jutting out to be seen. This hair does not defile, unless it is big as a
barley grain, less than that does not bring uncleanness. We should
put this hair within our highest holiness, and give it place so it will
not denounce us within our holiness.

332. SOME of the hair should jut out OF THE TEFILIN, to be seen, for
when THE OTHER SIDE sees a man dwelling in upper holiness, with
its own portion taking part, it would not denounce, nor be able to
inflict harm above or below, for it was given place. But if it is not
given a portion in holiness, it may inflict harm below and it goes up
to prosecute above saying, 'a certain man, who now makes himself
holy, did that and that on a certain day, and these are his sins.' So
Judgment descends upon that man and he is punished by it.
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333. So did Yisrael do, who knew this secret: when they started to
make themselves holy in the supernal holiness of Yom Kippur, they
were careful to immediately give it its share and a portion among
themselves so it would not denounce them, nor mention the sins of
Yisrael. For how many are the bands and legions ready to take
words of denouncements from it. Happy is the portion of he, who is
able to guard himself so his sins may not be mentioned above, and
he would not be noticed for the worse.

334. Meanwhile, the eyes of Rabbi Aba were pouring tears,
BECAUSE HE DID NOT UNDERSTAND THAT MYSTERY
COMPLETELY. RABBI SHIMON told him: Aba, Aba, unloose your
girdle, and see to it that you perceive, because the mysteries in
heaven were revealed to the meritorious, as it is written, "the secret
of Hashem is for them that fear Him" (Tehilim 25:14).

335. Come and see: On the day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New
Year) the world is judged, and the Holy One, blessed be He, sits in
Judgment over the world. The Other Side stands on one side,
looking closely at and registering those condemned to death. When
Yisrael awakens Mercy by the sound of the Shofar, it loses count,
and does not know nor notices the condemned, until after those who
do not repent are condemned to death, and the orders come out of
the house of the King and delivered TO THE OTHER SIDE. Once THE
ORDERS are delivered, they are not revoked until Judgment is
executed.

336. Yisrael should beware of it, OF THE PROSECUTOR, all the more
so a person alone, and they should be protected by means of the
holy secret above, BECAUSE IT HAS ITS ROOT IN HOLINESS. They
should give it monthly, when the moon, MALCHUT, is new, a hegoat, so it would not denounce the waxing, but will take its deserved
portion from the he-goat, while the holy moon, MALCHUT, will suck
from holiness and wax properly.

337. Since it waxes every month, it is called 'a youth', as we already
explained. And that one, THE OTHER SIDE, always immersed in
defilement, never to leave, is called "old and foolish king" (Kohelet
4:13). For that reason, holy Yisrael is the one nation in holy unison,
to whom the Holy One, blessed be He, gives them advice on how to
be saved from all. Happy are they in this world and in the World to
Come, as it is written, "Your people also shall be all righteous, they
shall inherit the land forever; they shall be the branch of My planting,
the work of My hands, that I may be glorified" (Yeshayah 60: 21).
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38. "And they brought the Tabernacle to Moses," part two
Rabbi Shimon talks about the vision of Ezekiel, as in: "and above the firmament that was over their heads was the likeness of a throne, in
appearance like a sapphire stone...," saying that the firmament is supported by the four animals. He tells how the creatures and the wheels are lifted
up to Atzilut so that Malchut goes up to Zeir Anpin, as in: "and bore up the Ark, and it was lifted up above the earth." In the verse: "and they brought
the Tabernacle to Moses," 'Tabernacle' is Malchut and 'Moses' is the secret of Zeir Anpin. "The likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it"
is the secret of man, namely Moses. Here Rabbi Shimon says that Moses is Zeir Anpin. Next he offers several explanations for "And they brought the
Tabernacle," all of which include the concept of Malchut joining with Zeir Anpin. When the wise men brought all the parts of the Tabernacle to Moses
they were unable to join them all together, but he had no difficulty, this is the secret of "and Moses erected the Tabernacle." Rabbi Shimon says that
as the holy side gets stronger the Other Side gets weaker; this is why Moses strengthened the holy side by constructing the Tabernacle.
338. "And they brought the Tabernacle to Moses" (Shemot 39:33). It
is written, "and above the firmament THAT WAS OVER THEIR
HEADS WAS THE LIKENESS OF A THRONE, IN APPEARANCE LIKE
A SAPPHIRE STONE..." (Yechezkel 1:26). This firmament is
supported by the four living creatures. When they are raised by a
certain air that strikes them, TO RAISE THE THRONE, MALCHUT,
they do not lift up their heads, TO BEHOLD THE SHECHINAH,
WHICH IS THE THRONE, BECAUSE OF THE FIRMAMENT THAT IS
ABOVE THEM.
339. Once the spirit of the animal, MALCHUT, strikes them all, THE
ANIMALS AND THE WHEELS, ALL OF THEM IN THE WORLDS OF
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH are raised by it, as it is written,
"and when the living creatures were lifted up from the earth, the
wheels were lifted up...along with them...for the spirit of the living
creature was in the wheels" (Ibid.19-20), FOR THE SPIRIT OF THE
ANIMAL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, RAISES THEM ALL.
340. HE ASKS: Why are they raised TO ATZILUT? AND HE
ANSWERS that the air OF MALCHUT strikes THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES, raises the four living creatures beneath that living
creature MALCHUT, and they raise it, until they bring it to the
supernal splendor, ZEIR ANPIN. This is the secret meaning of the
verse, "the virgins, her companions that follow her, shall be brought
to you" (Tehilim 45:15), for the four LIVING CREATURES are thus
called. They never budge from the animal, which is the throne,
NAMELY, MALCHUT, and they raise it from below upward so as to fix
the throne, MALCHUT, upward, TOWARDS ZEIR ANPIN. This is the
secret of the verse, "and bore up the ark, and it was lifted up above
the earth" (Beresheet 7:17). And when MALCHUT mounts up TO
ZEIR ANPIN, and THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES raise it, then it is
written, "and they brought the Tabernacle to Moses." FOR MALCHUT
IS CALLED 'TABERNACLE', AND MOSES IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, AND IT IS THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES WHO BRING IT.

341. "And they brought the Tabernacle to Moses" resembles the
verse, "shall be brought to you," WHICH MEANS THAT THE LIVING
CREATURES BRING MALCHUT. It is written, "and [they] bore up the
ark," REFERRING TO THE LIVING CREATURES CARRYING
MALCHUT to Moses, as it is said, "the likeness as the appearance of
a man above upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26). This is the secret of man,
ZEIR ANPIN. From where do we know that MOSES is called 'a
man' (also: 'Adam')? From the verse, "My spirit shall not always
strive on account of man, for that (Heb. beshgam) he also is
flesh" (Beresheet 6:3). This alludes to Moses FOR BESHAGAM HAS
THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS MOSES. For that reason, upon
the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, stands the appearance of man,
namely, Moses, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE THE SCRIPTURE
SAYS "AND ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT THAT WAS OVER THEIR
HEADS" OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, "IN APPEARANCE
LIKE A SAPPHIRE STONE WAS THE LIKENESS OF A THRONE,"
WHICH IS MALCHUT. "AND UPON THE LIKENESS OF THE THRONE
WAS THE LIKENESS AS THE APPEARANCE OF A MAN ABOVE
UPON IT" (YECHEZKEL 1:26) REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN.
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342. "And they brought the Tabernacle," "they," being the four living
creatures BRINGING MALCHUT when they mount TO ATZILUT, as
we said. ALSO, "they," in "And they brought the Tabernacle" refers
to the members of the body, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, all with
holy yearning, grasping THE TABERNACLE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, so
male and female may be united. ANOTHER EXPLANATION FOR,
"And they brought the Tabernacle" is bringing the bride, MALCHUT,
under the Wedding Canopy. First they have to raise and bring her up
to Him, then He will always come to her, as we already explained.

343. "And they brought the Tabernacle" refers to all those
RIGHTEOUS, daily binding the knots of unison, and bringing
together the unison of the secret of the Faith, MALCHUT CALLED
'TABERNACLE'. Daily they raise the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
until it is brought before Moses, ZEIR ANPIN. THIS VERSE IS
WRITTEN OF THEM. Once they connect it with Moses, these
RIGHTEOUS MEN gain blessings from the source of life for this
secret, for the knots of unison they bind. The secret lies in binding it
properly. This is the recondite meaning of the verse, "And Moses
saw all the work, NAMELY, THE UNISON...and Moses blessed
them" (Shemot 39:43). For they gained the blessings from the place,
where lies the grade of Moses, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN. They are "the
wise men, that carried out all the work of the sanctuary" (Shemot
36:4), since they know how to properly carry out the work of the
sanctuary, BY THE UNISONS THEY MAKE.

344. And so whoever says his prayer and ties the knot of union, he is
checked to see whether the prayer and knot are in order. And if they
are in order, he is then blessed first from the place from where all the
blessings issue. This is the meaning of "they had done it...";
immediately, "and Moses blessed them" (Shemot 39:43).

345. For that reason IT IS WRITTEN, "And they brought the
Tabernacle to Moses," ZEIR ANPIN, the landlord, to see how the
house, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is fixed. He should see all its
constructions and secrets, for no one may look and behold its
secrets and mysteries save Moses alone.

346. Therefore, "they brought the Tabernacle to Moses, the tent, and
all its furniture" (Shemot 39:33). When they brought it all to Moses,
they brought all its parts, so each may be joined one to the other.
When they wanted to insert them one within the other THEMSELVES,
they could not do it; only when they brought it to Moses, he
straightway succeeded. Each part advanced and fit into its place.
This is the mystery of "and Moses erected the Tabernacle" (Shemot
40:18), and "the Tabernacle was reared up" (Ibid. 17) which we
already explained.
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347. Come and see: When Moses started to construct the
Tabernacle, he started by fixing the parts and putting them together.
Then all the parts and constructions of the Other Side became
enfeebled. Once the holy side strengthens, the Other Side became
weak. One gets stronger and the other gets weaker. We already
explained that while HOLINESS is strong, all the members of the
Other Side become enfeebled, the one becomes full, and the other
dry. This is the secret of Jerusalem and the evil Tyre, when one is
full the other is ruined. Therefore, when HOLINESS gets stronger,
THE OTHER SIDE becomes weak.

348. That is why "Moses erected the Tabernacle," so as to be
strengthened by the mystery above, ZEIR ANPIN, FOR MOSES WAS
A CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, and not to be strengthened from below.
Therefore, Moses, who was of the secret of the shining mirror, ZEIR
ANPIN, had to erect a Tabernacle that would shine by his light and
not by another's. The moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, must illuminate by
the light of the sun, and not by that of another. Come and see: The
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, must rise up to be joined with
the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

39. "This is the Torah of the burnt offering"
Rabbi Shimon says that the burnt offering is called 'Holy of Holies' because it makes the connection between the congregation of Yisrael and Zeir
Anpin. He compares it to the unity between male and female and the unity between the Oral Law and the Written Law. It also joins left and right and
the Central Column. He reveals that the burnt offering consists of three spirits: 'the Holy Spirit', the spirit in the middle called 'the spirit of Chochmah
and Binah' and the concealed upper spirit. After the offering, the Other Side takes sustenance from the fat and marrow, so the spirit of defilement is
removed. Rabbi Shimon says that the offerings of men come from studying Torah and prayer, and the offerings of animals come from offering
beasts on the altar. He explains that the numerical values of man, beast and Yud Hei Vav Hei show why offerings of both men and beasts are
necessary. He talks about the phrase "and let birds fly above the earth" as it refers to the secret of the Chariot and to the two angels Michael and
Gabriel. The two birds offered in sacrifice are a turtle-dove and a pigeon, this sacrifice raises the Holy Spirit. Rabbi Elazar wants to know how high
the burnt offerings of the priests, the Levites and Yisrael rise. Rabbi Shimon answers that their devotion reaches all the way up to infinity. Infinity is
not subject to comprehension, and there are no desires, no lights and no candles there. We hear about the odor of the supernal point and the World
to Come, and the distinction between odor and smell. He tells about the meanings in "command Aaron and his sons, saying...," and says that one of
them is that when the children of Yisrael do as God wishes, the Other Side cannot rule over them. He also explains the various meanings of the title
verse. Through the burnt offering, we separate the Other Side from the Holy Spirit so that the Holy Spirit may rise up high.
349. He opened the discussion with the verse: "This is the Torah of
the burnt offering; it is the burnt offering" (Vayikra 6:2). Rabbi
Shimon said: It is written, "Hashem, You preserve man and
beast" (Tehilim 36:7). A burnt offering (lit. 'ascension') is the
ascension of and the bond between the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT, AND ZEIR ANPIN above. It is its unity with the World to
Come, BINAH, so that everything becomes one. The burnt offering
considered the highest class of sacrifices (lit. 'Holy of Holies'),
BECAUSE OF ITS CONNECTION TO BINAH. MALCHUT is therefore
called 'burnt offering' (lit. 'ascension') for it ascends and adorns
itself WITH ZEIR ANPIN AND BINAH, so all may be in one knot in joy.
350. Since it goes up and up, TO ZEIR ANPIN AND BINAH, it is
written, "This is the Torah of the burnt offering," the secret of unity
between male and female. FOR 'THIS' IS THE NUKVA CALLED 'THIS',
'TORAH' IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'TORAH', NAMELY the Written Law,
ZEIR ANPIN, and the Oral Law, MALCHUT. "The ascension" for it
ascends to the World to Come, BINAH, to be connected to it, for
BINAH is called 'the Holy of Holies', and ascension is also Holy of
Holies.
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351. For that reason it is slaughtered on the north side, which is the
left side, because the Oral Law, NAMELY MALCHUT, does not mount
in love, unless the north side is awakened, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE LEFT SIDE, FROM WHERE IT IS BUILT, as it is written, "His
left hand is under my head, and his right hand embraces me" (Shir
Hashirim 2:6). Then it ascends in love, and is adorned with the right,
THE LIGHT OF CHESED, and joins the Central Column, THAT
COMBINES RIGHT AND LEFT, and shines upon everything from the
secret of the Holy of Holies, WHICH IS BINAH, influenced by the
mystery of man, the service of the priests, THE SECRET OF THE
RIGHT COLUMN, the singing of the Levites, THE SECRET OF THE
LEFT COLUMN, and the prayer of Yisrael, THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN.

352. We explained that the burnt offering is of the highest class of
sacrifices, in the secret of the Supernal Spirit TO WHICH IT IS A
GARMENT, for three spirits are connected together to THE BURNT
OFFERING; THE FIRST IS a lower spirit called 'the Holy Spirit',
NAMELY MALCHUT; THE SECOND IS the spirit in the middle, called
'the spirit of Chochmah and Binah', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
BETWEEN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, also called 'the lower spirit', IN
COMPARISON WITH BINAH THAT IS SUPERIOR TO IT - but ZEIR
ANPIN is called a spirit coming out of the Shofar comprising of fire
and water; THE THIRD IS the upper spirit secretly concealed, WHICH
IS BINAH, where all the Holy Spirits are and all faces shine. That is
why the burnt offering returns to be the actual UPPER spirit.

353. Afterwards, from the secret of the beast OFFERED, THE
EXTERNAL FORCES are sustained and nourished, so as to connect
AND LET OUT THROUGH IT another spirit within defilement so it
MAY BE LET OUT, NAMELY SO HOLY SPARKS MAY BE REMOVED
FROM THE OTHER SIDE, by OFFERING fat and marrow, as we
learned. The burnt offering is the highest class of sacrifices MEANT
WHOLLY FOR THAT WHICH IS HIGH, AND THERE IS NO FOOD IN IT
FOR THE EXTERNAL FORCES. But the rest of the offerings bring
peace to the whole world, from the aspects of the forces of
Judgment IN THE WORLD, by removing them, and shining in trying
to mitigate them BY THE OFFERINGS. They are called 'lesser holy
offerings,' because they are not adorned above in the Holy of Holies,
BINAH. Therefore, they are 'lesser holy offerings' and may be
slaughtered any place, as we explained. But the burnt offering,
which is the secret of the highest class of sacrifices, is not like the
rest of the offerings, for all of it is holy.

354. Come and see: It is written, "and the priest shall put on his linen
garment" (Vayikra 6:3). This is a garment for holiness alone.
'Linen' (Heb. bad, Bet-Dalet) MEANS alone (Heb. levad, Lamed-BetDalet), namely, it is for holiness alone. It is also written, "these are
holy garments; therefore, shall he bathe his flesh in water, and so
put them on" (Vayikra 16:4). Why DO WE NEED ALL THESE? The
secret meaning of this is as we said, that THE BURNT OFFERING is
of the highest class of sacrifices, since it ascends entirely and is
bedecked in the Holy of Holies, WHICH IS BINAH, into one bond.
Then the spirit of defilement that defiles everything, passes away
and does not rule, nor approaches the Temples, and it is removed
from all the sides of holiness, and all that is holy remains in holiness
alone.
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355. Rabbi Shimon said: We studied the verse, "Hashem, You
preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7). The offering of man
assuredly comes from the side of man, NAMELY, STUDYING TORAH
AND PRAYER, and the beast comes from the side of the beast,
NAMELY, OFFERING UPON THE ALTAR. It is therefore written, "If
any man of you bring an offering" (Vayikra 1:2); assuredly this refers
to a man, whose offering it is OF TORAH AND PRAYER, so it may tie
above the knot in the secret of man, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, IN THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF 45 IN NUMERICAL VALUE, THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF MAN (ADAM), and afterwards TO BE
OFFERED ON THE ALTAR THEN ASCENDS TO MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF 52, IN NUMERICAL VALUE THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF BEAST (HEB. BEHEMAH). "Of the
cattle" (Ibid.). All is in the secret of man and beast, as we said, this is
the secret reason an offering of both man and beast is needed.
Come and see: When the Holy One, blessed be He created the world,
He made them so, man and beast.
356. You may say, it is written, "and let birds fly above the
earth" (Beresheet 1:20), from which sacrifices are offered, and even
burnt offerings, as it is written, "and if his offering be a burnt
offering of fowls" (Vayikra 1:14); Come and see: Of the fowls only
the turtledove and young pigeons are offered, and what qualifies the
one, disqualifies the other, RED QUALIFIES THE TURTLEDOVE AND
DISQUALIFIES THE YOUNG PIGEON, BECAUSE this one, THE
YOUNG PIGEON is of the right, AND RED DISQUALIFIES IT, and that,
TURTLEDOVE, is of the left, AND THAT IS WHY RED, THE COLOR
OF THE LEFT, QUALIFIES IT.
357. But we stated that, "and let birds fly above the earth" refers to
the secret of the Chariot, NAMELY, THE ANGEL MICHAEL...UPON
WHOM RIDES MALCHUT, AND THEY ARE CALLED 'BIRDS'. By them
the Holy Spirit, MALCHUT, is raised up TO ZEIR ANPIN. They are
two, one to the right and one to the left; "birds" to the right, referring
to Michael and "fly" to the left, referring to Gabriel. Therefore, these
two birds are offered: A TURTLEDOVE AND A YOUNG PIGEON, to
raise the Holy Spirit, MALCHUT. The left OF ZEIR ANPIN crowns and
arms the left side below OF MALCHUT. And the same happens with
the right, and the wife, MALCHUT, is united with her husband, ZEIR
ANPIN, to become one. And all is connected together above and
below, and the Holy One, blessed be He alone is elevated and
strengthened.

358. In ancient books IT IS SAID THAT the poor man, WHO
SACRIFICES TURTLEDOVES AND YOUNG PIGEONS does not give a
portion TO SUSTAIN THE WORLDS, but only to the upper union. But
everything above and below, is joined each to its side as deserved.
And we already explained.

359. Rabbi Elazar asked Rabbi Shimon: The burnt offering is bound
to the Holy of Holies, BINAH, so it may shine. The devotion of the
service of the priests, Levites, and Yisrael rises above, BY
OFFERING SACRIFICE; how far does it go?
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360. He told him: We stated that THEIR DEVOTION reaches the
Endless World. The object of bond, unison, and completeness is to
hide well that which cannot be perceived or known, where abides the
will of all wills, NAMELY, THE ENDLESS WORLD. It is endless and
not subject to knowledge, nor did it create an end or beginning,
UNLIKE the first nought (Heb. ayin), WHICH IS KETER, that produced
a beginning and an end. The beginning is the supernal point, the
beginning of all that is concealed, existing within thought, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, FOR CHOCHMAH ISSUED FROM KETER. IT IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF THE VERSE, "BUT WHERE (HEB. AYIN)
SHALL WISDOM BE FOUND?" (IYOV 28:12). It also produced an end,
called "the end of the matter" (Kohelet 12:13), NAMELY, MALCHUT,
THE END OF ALL THE LIGHTS. But there, IN THE ENDLESS WORLD
there is no end.
361. There are no desires, no lights and no candles, NAMELY, THE
LIGHTS OF GVURAH, within that Endless World. All the candles and
lights IN ATZILUT, are dependent upon THE ENDLESS WORLD for
their existence. But it, in itself, is not subject to comprehension. That
which is known but not known, NAMELY, THAT KNOWLEDGE
PERTAINS TO IT BUT IT IS NOT KNOWN, is but the high desire most
concealed of all, CALLED 'Ayin', THE SFIRAH OF KETER. BUT
THERE IS NO WORD TO DESCRIBE THE ENDLESS WORLD
BECAUSE THERE IS NO PERCEIVING IT.
362. When the supernal point, CHOCHMAH, and the World to Come,
BINAH, mount BY THEIR ILLUMINATION, the odor alone is known,
THE SECRET OF THE SIX ENDS OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH CALLED 'ODOR', BUT NOT THE FIRST THREE SFIROT,
AS KNOWN. It is as if they perfume themselves by that smell. This is
not CONSIDERED the satisfaction (Heb. nachat) CALLED 'odor' (Heb.
nichoach), as it is written, "and I will not smell the savor of your
sweet odors" (Vayikra 26:31). FOR SMELL AND ODOR ARE TWO
DIFFERENT THINGS. The smell of odor refers to the smell of desire,
NAMELY, of all the desires, prayers, and songs, and the service of
the priest, all in the mystery of man. They then all become one
desire, AND THAT DESIRE is called 'odor', WHICH MEANS 'desire',
according to the Aramaic translation. Then all is bound together and
illuminates properly, as we learned.

363. By that the Other Side is handed to the priest, as it is written,
"command Aaron and his sons, saying" (Vayikra 6:2). There is a
mystery here, for we explained that "command" refers to idolatry,
NAMELY, TO THE OTHER SIDE. Here it was handed to him so he
could burn that wicked thought, and remove it from holiness, by that
will rising upward, the smoke and the burning marrow, so they will
pass away from holiness. That command is in their hands, to
separate from holiness by sacrifice. And if you say, in the verse,
"command the children of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 28:2), HOW WOULD
YOU EXPLAIN THE WORD "COMMAND" SO IT WOULD REFER TO
THE OTHER SIDE? HE ANSWERS: When Yisrael do the bidding of
their Master, the Other Side cannot rule them.
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364. The whole verse shows the secret meaning of the matter: to
adorn the Holy Spirit, MALCHUT, high above and to separate the
spirit of defilement and bring it down below. YISRAEL do this by
their desire and prayer, THE PRIESTS by offering sacrifices, each
one as befits him.

365. This verse proves it. It is written, "command Aaron and his
sons, saying." "Command" refers to idolatry, the spirit of defilement.
"Saying" is a woman called, "who fears Hashem" (Mishlei 31:30),
THAT IS, MALCHUT. It written here "saying" and it is written there
"saying, if a man put away his wife" (Yirmeyah 3:1). IN BOTH CASES
THERE IS REFERENCE TO WOMEN. And we already explained, that
all was said, TO ADORN MALCHUT AND LOWER THE OTHER SIDE.
It is for the priest to fix everything in the secret of man and beast.
Happy is the portion of the righteous in this world and in the World
to Come, for they know the ways of the Torah, and walk in it in the
way of truth. Of them it is written, "Hashem, with these things men
live" (Yeshayah 38:18). What are "these things"? They are the ways
of the Torah. "Men live," namely, in this world and the World to
Come.

366. Come and see: It is written, "This is the Torah of the burnt
offering" (Vayikra 6:2). Rabbi Chiya said: I explained this verse in
this manner: "this is the Torah" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael,
NAMELY, MALCHUT. It is a "burnt offering" (lit. 'ascension'), for it
ascends and adorns itself up high, to be bound properly to the place
called 'Holy of Holies', BINAH.

367. Another explanation: "This is the Torah" refers to the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "The burnt offering"
is an evil thought, taking over the desire of man to lead him astray
from the way of truth. "The burnt offering" rises and denounces
man. It should be burnt by fire, so it will not increase.

368. It shall therefore, "be burning upon the altar all night" (Vayikra
6:2). The "night" is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY, MALCHUT,
that purifies man from that desire. It is "Upon the altar," because the
river of fire is where those should be burnt who are not well
established, ALL WHO ARE MADE DEFECTIVE BY THE OTHER SIDE.
They are put in the burning fire, and their power is broken. It must be
put "upon the altar all night" to subdue it, for then it is subdued and
loses its power.
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369. Hence, when THE OTHER SIDE is subdued, the Congregation of
Yisrael, which is the Holy Spirit, NAMELY MALCHUT, ascends to be
adorned up high, because it ascends whenever the other force is
subjugated and separated from it. Therefore, we need, by the secret
of the offering, to separate that side from the Holy Spirit, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and give it a portion, so the Holy Spirit may rise above.

40. "And Moses erected the Tabernacle"
Rabbi Shimon discusses the verse: "In that day will I raise up the Tabernacle of David that is fallen," and talks about how Moses raised the
Tabernacle as if lifting someone who has fallen. He tells us that God lifted up Yisrael from the exile in Egypt. While God did not perform miracles to
raise up Yisrael from the exile in Babylon, he will do so in future. Rabbi Shimon talks about the Tabernacle that Moses built and the upper
Tabernacle (Binah) that Zeir Anpin built, saying that Zeir Anpin is the grade of Moses. We hear of the three aspects that went into the erection of the
Tabernacle and how they subdued the Other Side. He turns to "and fastened its sockets," explaining that when the sockets were fastened Samael
was flushed out and fled to hide himself in a hole in the dust. 'In that day' refers to the day that God will judge the world. Rabbi Shimon tells us how
the ruins of the Tabernacle will be raised on that day and the breach against the wicked will be repaired. God will build the foundations of Jerusalem
with sapphires because sapphires are full of the highest illumination and provide a firm foundation that the other nations will not be able to rule
over. At that time a supernal illumination will be added to the sapphires as well. The original stones from the foundations of Zion and Jerusalem
were hidden and treasured by God, and He will restore them to the new foundations. The angel of death will be swallowed up just as he swallowed
the people for all these years. Rabbi Shimon tells us that when Moses fastened the sockets in the Tabernacle he bound the evil Samael up so he
could not move. Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Yosi about "the heaven is My throne, and the earth is my footstool," saying that they are the firmaments
where Jacob lives and the firmament where King David lives. He explains the difference between a Tabernacle and a temple or house, emphasizing
that a Tabernacle travels from place to place, it is not an eternal resting place, it is a secret small place. We learn why Moses withdrew from the
construction of the Tabernacle and why Betzalel and Aholiav built it, and are told that Moses is still considered to be the builder since he finished it.
370. Come and see: When the Temple was built and erected, the
Other Side was subdued, and departed from the world. When it left
the world, and the Tabernacle was raised by Moses, it was raised
above and below. This is the meaning of "Moses erected (lit. 'raised')
the Tabernacle" (Shemot 40:18). "Raised" means that he raised
MALCHUT so she would rise up high. Therefore scripture says, "and
Moses erected"; he raised what was low, as if lifting someone who
fell. In the same manner it is written of the future, "In that day will I
raise up the Tabernacle of David that is fallen" (Amos 9:11).

371. It is written, "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more
rise" (Amos 5:2). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "she shall no
more rise"? HE ANSWERS: She rose on another time on her own
and not raised by the Holy One, blessed be He. For from the exile in
Egypt, she was raised by the Holy One, blessed be He, who
performed many miracles in order to raise her. In exile in Babylon,
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE did not raise her. He did not
perform miracles, because of the sin. So MALCHUT rose on her own,
and the exiles went up TO JERUSALEM, as if they were not
redeemed, and as if the Holy One, blessed be He had no interest in
them. That was because they sinned with foreign women.
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372. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He did not raise the
Congregation of Yisrael, nor performed miracles and mighty deeds
as fit at that time, WHEN THEY RETURNED FROM BABYLON. But in
the future, it is written, "she shall no more rise," namely, on her own
LIKE AFTER THE EXILE IN BABYLON, but the Holy One, blessed be
He will raise her, as it is written, "In that day will I raise up the
Tabernacle of David that is fallen" and "David their king, whom I will
raise up for them" (Yirmeyah 30:9). That is why it is written, "and
Moses erected the Tabernacle," MEANING THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE ERECTED THE TABERNACLE. FOR MOSES IS A
CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND AS MOSES ERECTED THE
TABERNACLE BELOW, SO DID THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
ERECT THE TABERNACLE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, ABOVE.
373. Come and see: When Moses erected the Tabernacle, another
one was erected at the same time, NAMELY, MALCHUT. The upper
Tabernacle, WHICH IS BINAH, establishes and supports everything,
because it is concealed and stored high above, and another
Tabernacle, MALCHUT, was erected above the Tabernacle below,
THAT MOSES ERECTED, and stood upon it by the strength of the
Tabernacle superior to all, BINAH. As the Tabernacle below was
erected by Moses, so the one above, MALCHUT, was erected by the
grade of Moses, ZEIR ANPIN. From where do we know that? From
the verse, "and Moses erected the Tabernacle," the particle 'Et' (lit.
'the') indicating that two Tabernacles were established by the secret
of Moses, THE ONE BELOW, AND THE ONE ABOVE, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, WHICH WAS ALSO BUILT BY THE GRADE OF MOSES,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

374. Rabbi Yosi said: When "Moses erected" not all was yet made,
FOR THE FOLLOWING VERSE SAYS, "AND FASTENED ITS
SOCKETS..." (SHEMOT 40:18). There is no raising up until all is
completed and the parts intertwined. Why then is it written
"erected"? Rabbi Yitzchak said: Moses erected the Tabernacle on
three sides. The words "and Moses erected the Tabernacle" IMPLY
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, CALLED 'MOSES'? "and fastened its
sockets" IMPLY THE LEFT COLUMN, FOR SOCKETS (HEB. ADANIM)
ARE SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS OF JUDGMENT (HEB. DIN),
THAT PERTAINS TO THE LEFT; "and set up its boards" IMPLY THE
RIGHT COLUMN. By these three aspects Moses erected the
Tabernacle, and by these aspects the Tabernacle, MALCHUT, was
erected and the Other Side subdued. Since Moses erected the side
OF HOLINESS, the Other Side OF DEFILEMENT was subjugated.
That is why Moses erected it and none other.
375. Come and see: It is written, "and fastened its sockets." At that
time, Samael was shaken from his place, together with his forty
Chariots, and fled four hundred parasangs to hide himself in a hole
in the dust. Moses brought the sockets, and that side was
strengthened; the sockets of the Other Side were loosened and fell.
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376. He opened the discussion and said, "In that day will I raise up
the Tabernacle of David that is fallen" (Amos 9:11). HE ASKS: Which
day? AND HE ANSWERS: On the day the Holy One, blessed be He
will judge the world, and visit the deeds of the wicked, for the
Congregation of Yisrael cannot rise from the dust, while the wicked
still prevail. It is written above, "all the sinners of My people shall die
by the sword, those that say, 'The evil shall not overtake nor
confront us'" (Ibid. 10). The following verse says, "In that day will I
raise up the Tabernacle of David that is fallen."

377. We should look at this verse. IT IS WRITTEN, "their
breaches" (Ibid. 11), which should have been 'her (its) breaches,' and
"his ruins" (Ibid.) which should have been 'her ruins,' FOR THESE
WORDS REFER TO "THE TABERNACLE (FEM.) OF DAVID." HE
ANSWERS: "I will...repair their breaches" (Ibid.) against the wicked,
of whom it is written, "all the sinners of My people shall die by the
sword." Then the breach will be fixed, that THEY DID to Yisrael. It is
therefore written, "I will...repair their breaches," AND NOT 'HER
BREACHES'. "And I will raise up his ruins." Whose ruins? Those of
the Tabernacle of David, because WE LEARNED that when the evil
kingdom is strengthened in the world, the holy kingdom is
enfeebled, and the Tabernacle of David is ruined. Therefore it is
written, "And I will raise up his ruins" (Ibid.).

378. We learned that when one is strengthened, NAMELY,
DEFILEMENT, the other is enfeebled, NAMELY, HOLINESS. This one
is full, and that is laid waste. Hence, until that SAID day, the evil
kingdom shall get stronger. And on that day the holy kingdom will
get stronger, and the Holy One, blessed be He will raise it. Therefore
it is written, "and I will raise up his ruins, and I will build her as in the
days of old" (Ibid.); the latter part is in accordance with the verse,
"Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the
sun..." (Yeshayah 30:26).

379. "And Moses erected the Tabernacle." HE ASKS: With what did
he erect it? AND HE ANSWERS: It is written, "and fastened its
sockets" (Shemot 40:18). He laid the sockets underneath the boards,
so that the hinges of the doors will revolve upon them, because the
hinges underneath give support and firmness upon which they can
revolve. Why is it WRITTEN "fastened"? Because he fixed and
strengthened them with all his might. At that time the other sockets
of the Other Side were removed.
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380. Come and see: It is written, "Remember, O Hashem, against the
children of Edom the day of Jerusalem; who said, Rase it, rase it,
even to the foundation thereof" (Tehilim 137:7). Therefore, the Holy
One, blessed be He will build the foundations of Jerusalem of other
materials, that will have power over everything. What are they? They
are sapphires, as it is written, "and lay your foundations with
sapphires" (Yeshayah 54:11); which make strong and superior
foundations, not weak as the first ones. What is the sense thereof?
The other nations could rule over the stones of the first foundations.
Why? Because there is no high illumination in them, as is fitting,
BECAUSE THEIR ILLUMINATION IS NOT THEIR OWN, BUT DRAWN
FROM BINAH. But these illuminate from the high illumination,
NAMELY, THEY WILL ILLUMINATE ON THEIR OWN, AND WILL NOT
NEED JOINING FROM BINAH. The illumination sinks into the
abysses, so THE OTHER NATIONS will not be able to rule over them.
These sapphires will illuminate above and below, for at that time, a
supernal illumination will be added above and below.

381. If you say that the first foundations, WHICH WERE IN USE
BEFORE THE CORRECTION will be discarded, IT IS NOT SO, for it is
written, "Behold, I will set your stones in antimony" (ibid.), "set" to
fix what is broken. "With antimony," as it is said, "and she painted
her eyes" (II Melachim 9:30). There are stones called 'antimony',
BLACK BY COLOR, WHICH WOMEN USE TO PAINT THEIR EYES.
Why DOES HE USE this? Rabbi Elazar said: This is a secret, known
to the reapers of the field, NAMELY TO THOSE WHO HAD THE
MERIT OF ESTABLISHING ALL THE CORRECTIONS OF THE FIELD,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. THEY ALREADY REAP THE HARVEST OF THE
FIELD AND ENJOY ITS FRUIT.
382. Come and see: The stones of the foundation of Zion and
Jerusalem, heaven forbid that other nations had power over them, or
that they burned them. They were not burned but hidden and
treasured by the Holy One, blessed be He. The foundations of the
holy mansion were all stored, and not one was lost. And when the
Holy One, blessed be He will restore Jerusalem again, these
foundations of the first stones will be returned to their places, and
no other eyes will rule them BY SIGHT, except when a man will paint
his eyes with that antimony and fill his eyes with it. He will then see
all the stones and all the foundations of Jerusalem, standing in their
places, not ruled by other nations. And all the other precious stones,
and stone buildings are all standing erect.

383. Then, it is written, "for they shall see eye to eye, Hashem
returning to Zion (also: 'Hashem causing Zion to return')" (Yeshayah
52:8). What does this mean? HE ANSWERS: When the other nations
ruled over it, the Holy One, blessed be He raised it high, but at that
time, He will return it to its place, as it is written, "Hashem causing
Zion to return"; assuredly, HE WILL RETURN IT TO ITS PLACE.
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384. Come and see: All that was concealed to the eye, and that the
eye had no permission to rule, NAMELY, WHEN THE LEFT IS
WITHOUT THE RIGHT, the eye cannot control, except when kohl is
APPLIED to the eye, NAMELY ANTIMONY. Then it may see certain
things. That is why it is written, "Behold, I will set your stones in
antimony" (Yeshayah 54:11). Come and see: All these stones,
BEFORE THEY WERE MENDED, will be erected as foundations as
before. And the sapphire foundations will stand around them. This is
the meaning of "and lay your foundations with sapphires."

385. When the Holy One, blessed be He will erect His house,
MALCHUT, then, it is written, "He will destroy (also: 'swallow') death
forever" (Yeshayah 25:8), swallow as in "Hashem has swallowed up
without pity" (Eichah 2:2). As he drank of this cup, so he will drink of
that. AS THE ANGEL OF DEATH SWALLOWED THE INHABITANTS
OF THE WORLD, SO HE WILL BE SWALLOWED HIMSELF.

386. You may say that He swallowed him for a fixed time as Yisrael,
WHO WERE IN EXILE FOR A FIXED PERIOD. This is not so, because
it is written "forever." Forever is for all generations, unlike Yisrael
and unlike that time that Moses erected the Tabernacle, FOR A
FIXED PERIOD, but forever and ever.

387. Then the Holy One, blessed be He will raise the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and set the sockets, the beams and the
ceilings of the house in their proper settings forever and ever and
ever. It is written, "Enlarge the place of your tent..." (Yeshayah 54:2),
so that the Other Side will be swallowed never to rise again. Then
"the insult of His people shall He take away from off all the earth, for
Hashem has spoken it" (Yeshayah 25:8).

388. "And Moses erected the Tabernacle." At the time when the
sockets were made and put in their place, the sockets of the Other
Side were loosened and removed from their place. Hence it is
written, "and fastened its sockets."

389. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "fastened" IN "AND
FASTENED ITS SOCKETS" (SHEMOT 40:18)? AND HE ANSWERS:
We learned that when Moses saw the evil Samael before him, coming
to accuse him, Moses attacked him and bound him, then erected the
Tabernacle and fastened the sockets, as it is written, "and fastened
its sockets." "Fastened" with force, for no one was able to rule over
SAMAEL and fasten the sockets in their place like Moses, because
he used great force to erect them.
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390. The day the Tabernacle was erected, when Moses started to
erect it, was the first day of Nissan. At that time, the Other Side is
loose in the world. For we learned that in the days of Nissan,
THOUGH the head of a bull is in its fodder basket, RUN UP TO THE
ATTIC, AND DROP THE LADDER DOWN, SO IT WILL NOT FOLLOW
TO HARM YOU. Moses started TO ERECT THE TABERNACLE in
Nissan, and saw Samael walking around him to confuse him. So
Moses overpowered him, and then "fastened its sockets." He started
below to fasten the sockets, and one started it, NAMELY THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, to fasten the sockets above. The one
corresponds to the other.

391. On the day the Tabernacle was erected below, another holy
Tabernacle was erected above, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the upper
Tabernacle, hidden and concealed, WHICH IS BINAH, emitted lights
in every direction, and the worlds illuminated.

392. Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Shimon, saying: Three Tabernacles are
mentioned in the verse, "And on the day that the Tabernacle was
erected the cloud covered the Tabernacle, even the tent of the
Testimony, and at evening there was upon the Tabernacle as it were
the appearance of fire, until the morning" (Bemidbar 9:15).
Altogether there is mention of three Tabernacles. ALSO, why is it
called 'a Tabernacle' and not 'a house'? For a house is needed rather
than a Tabernacle.

393. He opened the discussion and said: "Thus says Hashem, 'The
heaven is My throne...'" (Yeshayah 66:1). Come and see: The Holy
One, blessed be He chose Yisrael as His inheritance and portion,
and brought them near Him. We established that He formed from
them certain grades, NAMELY, THE PATRIARCHS...reflecting those
above, so as to make of all the worlds one unity, above and below,
as it is written, "the heaven is My throne, and the earth is My
footstool" (Ibid.) so the high and low would form one unity.

394. Come and see: "the heaven is My throne" is the firmament
where Jacob dwells, who is the supernal image of the supernal holy
throne, NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
"and the earth is My footstool," is the firmament where King David
dwells, MALCHUT, to derive pleasure from the shining mirror, ZEIR
ANPIN. And when He wanted to expand further down, FROM THE
SUPERNAL THRONE, He said: "My footstool," WHICH IS MALCHUT.
"the house that you would build for Me?" (Ibid.) is the Temple, "and
where is the place of My rest?" (Ibid.) is the Holy of Holies in the
lower Temple.
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395. Yet Come and see: As long as Yisrael walked through the
desert, they had a Tabernacle, until they reached Shiloh where there
was A TABERNACLE already. And THIS TABERNACLE is the secret
of continuation one from the other, unity between one and the other
so as to spread light. But it was not meant for a resting place,
because there was no rest, only when the Temple was built in the
days of King Solomon. Then there is rest above and below, because
rest stays there and does not travel from place to place LIKE THE
TABERNACLE.

396. Therefore, there is a Tabernacle and a Temple, a Tabernacle, as
in "and I will set My Tabernacle among you; and My soul shall not
abhor you" (Vayikra 26:11). "My Tabernacle" means that the dwelling
of the Holy One, blessed be He will be among Yisrael, because it is
written, "and My soul shall not abhor you." FOR THE ILLUMINATION
IS NOT SO STRONG, SINCE IT IS QUALIFIED BY "MY SOUL SHALL
NOT ABHOR YOU."

397. HE ASKS: What is the difference between them, BETWEEN A
TABERNACLE AND A TEMPLE? AND HE ANSWERS: In regard to the
Tabernacle, IT IS AS IF a king comes to his friend without all his
retinue, but in order not to trouble his friend, he brings with him only
a small escort. In regard to a Temple, it is as if he brought all his
army and retinue to live with him in that house. This is THE
DIFFERENCE between a Tabernacle and a house. For a Temple
house is an apartment for eternal resting place, with all the Chariots,
with all images, all the deeds as above, so that deeds below may be
connected as those above. A Tabernacle deals in small forms, few
deeds, it travels from place to place. All is in supernal secret.

398. Come and see: When the Holy One, blessed be He commanded
Moses to erect the Tabernacle, he could not grasp it, until the Holy
One, blessed be He showed him the shape of each and every thing.
By what means did He show him? Namely, by a white fire, a black
fire, a red fire, and a green fire, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. It is written, "And see that you
make them after their pattern, which is being shown to you in the
mountain" (Shemot 25:40). With all that, it was difficult for Moses TO
GRASP THEM.
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399. Come and see: Though He showed him eye to eye, Moses did
not want to do them. And if you say that he did not know how to do
or did not have the skill, come and see: Betzalel, Aholiav and all the
others, though they did not see THE SHAPES as Moses did, it is
written, "and Moses saw all the work, and, behold, they had done
it..." (Shemot 39:43). If those who did not see THE SHAPES,
nevertheless did it, Moses, who saw ALL THE SHAPES ON THE
MOUNTAIN, how more so WAS HE ABLE TO MAKE THEM. HE
ANSWERS: Moses, though he retired from the construction of the
Tabernacle, everything was under his supervision, and under him
ALL WAS DONE. It was named after him, and therefore it is written,
"and see that you make" (Shemot 25:40).

400. Another explanation: Moses withdrew FROM THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TABERNACLE, and gave his place to
another, BECAUSE HE WANTED OTHERS TO HAVE THE MERIT. So
the Holy One, blessed be He told him, "See, I have called by name
Betzalel...with him Aholiav" (Shemot 31:2). And it is written, "And
Betzalel and Aholiav, and every wisehearted man" (Ibid. 36:1). And if
that honor was reserved for Moses, that he will make THE
TABERNACLE, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "AND SEE THAT YOU MAKE," it
will be forever his. WHY THEN DID THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
ORDER, "AND BETZALEL AND AHOLIAV...DID"? BECAUSE FROM
THIS WE UNDERSTAND AND MOSES HIMSELF WITHDREW FROM
THE WORK TO GIVE MERIT TO OTHERS.
401. With all that, since he ordered, and all was done by his
command, IT IS CONSIDERED as if he had done it all. Also, all the
work is done, only when it is finished, AND NAMED AFTER
WHOEVER FINISHED IT. Therefore, "Moses erected the Tabernacle."
When the wisehearted men wanted to erect it, it did not stand,
because of the honor of Moses, until Moses came and erected it.
SINCE HE FINISHED THE WORK, IT IS CALLED AFTER HIM. This
was explained.

41. "when I fall, I shall arise"
Rabbi Yehuda begins with the verse: "Rejoice not against me, O my enemy: when I fall, I shall arise..." He says that this means the evil kingdom of
the Other Side will not rise again, unlike the Congregation of Yisrael that will always rise again. Even though the other nations of the world have
tried to exterminate Yisrael so many times, God always raised them up again. When Moses brought them out of Egypt God did many miracles to
help them, and after that Moses erected the Tabernacle.
402. "And Moses erected the Tabernacle" (Shemot 40:18). Rabbi
Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Rejoice not against
me, O my enemy: when I fall, I shall arise..." (Michah 7:8). "My
enemy" refers to the evil kingdom, the enemy of the holy kingdom.
This verse is said by the Congregation of Yisrael, THE HOLY
KINGDOM. "Rejoice not against me, O my enemy: when I fall, I shall
arise," not so the other, EVIL kingdom. Once it falls, it will never rise
again. But the Congregation of Yisrael, though she fell, she rises,
and has risen many times, as it is written, "when I fall, I shall arise."
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403. How many times did the Congregation of Yisrael fall into exile,
and sat in the midst of all these enemies. And the rest of the nations
and idolaters, rose against Yisrael to exterminate them, as it is said,
"They hold crafty converse against your people... For they have
consulted together with one consent... They have said, 'Come, and
let us cut them off from being a nation'" (Tehilim 83:4-6). With all
that, and though the rest of the nations rose against them, the Holy
One, blessed be He did not leave them in their hands, and if they fell,
they arose, as it is written, "when I fall, I shall arise," as the Holy
One, blessed be He always raises her.

404. And when the Holy One, blessed be He will raise her from the
dust of exile, the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, will say,
"Rejoice not against me, O my enemy: when I fall, I shall arise;"
because "I fall" into exile, and my children became slaves, "I shall
arise," now. For at the time when Moses brought Yisrael out OF
EGYPT, and when the Holy One, blessed be He performed miracles
and mighty deeds, then, it is written, "Moses erected the
Tabernacle." Because through the hands of Moses, THE SECRET OF
ZEIR ANPIN, the Tabernacle was erected, WHICH IS MALCHUT, each
time.

42. "When those moved, these moved"
Rabbi Shimon explores the verse: "When those moved, these moved, and when those stood still, these stood still." He tells us that the living
creatures move, and when they move the wheels move, the turnings of the wheels depend on the movement of the living creatures. The living
creatures and the wheels move together. Rabbi Shimon turns to the 24 watches who guard the gates and who are hidden in the intensity of the flame
surrounding the threshold. There are 24 thresholds and 24 sockets. These watches or guards of Zeir Anpin fly all over the world, watching things
and listening to sounds and raising words up higher. Rabbi Shimon returns to the wheels moving and says "For the spirit of the living creature was
in the wheels" meaning that the Holy Spirit, Malchut, makes the wheels move. He explains that 'living creature' means four living creatures,
corresponding to Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet and Malchut. They turn to the four directions of the world. He mentions the throne for the likeness of a
man to sit on, and says the throne is Zeir Anpin. The higher throne has the image of Jacob, who is Zeir Anpin, while the lower throne has the image
of David, who is Malchut. We learn that a spirit emerges from Binah above and flows down to the lower worlds where it has power over everything.
Rabbi Shimon concludes by saying that in the same way Moses became a spirit in relation to the Tabernacle for the purpose of correcting
everything below.
405. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion and said: "When those
moved, these moved, and when those stood still, these stood
still" (Yechezkel 1:21). We have to look at this verse: "When those
moved, these moved." Now, do I not know that when those move,
these move, and when those stand still, these stand still? HE
ANSWERS: Who moves? The living creatures move, and when they
move, the wheels move, as it is written, "and when the living
creatures moved, the wheels went by them" (Ibid. 19). Therefore,
"When those moved, these moved, and when those stood still, these
stood still," for all the goings of the wheels depend upon the going
of the living creatures. They do not exist INDEPENDENTLY on their
own, but depend upon the living creatures. It is further written, "and
when the living creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels
were lifted up...along with them" (Ibid.), because the living creatures
and the wheels move together.
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406. Come and see: There are 24 thresholds, THE OPEN SPACES
WITHIN THE DOOR PANES, of the supernal watches, within the one
opening on the east side. Twenty-four watches stand guarding at
that gate, hidden within the intensity of the flame surrounding that
threshold on the east side.

407. There are 24 sockets beneath them, and upon the sockets 24
pillars. These always stand, and do not soar in the air like the others.
They are called "standing ones," according to the verse, "I will give
you access among these who stand by" (Zecharyah 3:7). The pillars
stand upon the sockets, and turn in them, so they may remain in
their places.

408. When these pillars stand firm, all the rulers standing above
them, NAMELY, THE SAID GUARDS OF ZEIR ANPIN, soar and fly
over the world, surveying with their eyes. Those who listen to sound,
raise words above, as it is written, "for a bird of the sky shall carry
the sound" (Kohelet 10:20). Therefore, all these sockets are always
firm.

409. Come and see: The meaning of "When those moved, these
moved" (Yechezkel 1:17) is as we said, WITH THE MOVEMENT OF
THE LIVING CREATURES. "And when the living creatures were lifted
up from the earth, the wheels were lifted up...along with them" (Ibid.
19) because as the living creatures move and are lifted up, so do
THE WHEELS. Why? "For the spirit of the living creature was in the
wheels" (Ibid. 20). The spirit of the living creature is the Holy Spirit,
MALCHUT, blowing and striking the wheels to make them move.
Thus, whatever is in a higher grade, carries whatever carries it.
Come and see: The Ark was carrying whoever carried it. Here also,
the living creatures were carrying the wheels.

410. You may say, that it is written, "The spirit of the living creature
was in the wheels" AND NOT 'THE SPIRIT OF THE LIVING
CREATURES.' FROM WHERE DO WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE
LIVING CREATURES CARRY THE WHEELS? HE ANSWERS: It also
means that A LIVING CREATURE MEANS FOUR LIVING
CREATURES, because it is in the right side, the left side, in front,
and at the back. THAT IS, THE FOUR SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF THE LIVING CREATURE,
CORRESPONDING TO RIGHT, LEFT, FRONT AND BACK, ARE
CONSIDERED FOUR LIVING CREATURES. Therefore, a living
creature and living creatures ARE THE SAME THING.
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411. It is written, "This is the living creature I saw under the Elohim
of Yisrael by the river K'var" (Yechezkel 10:20). This is the fourfold
living creature, turning to the four directions, NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT AS EXPLAINED BEFORE. There
is a throne, MALCHUT, for the likeness of man, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, as it is written, "and upon the likeness of the throne was the
likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it" (Yechezkel
1:26). And all that is for that high, holy and concealed grade called
"the Elohim of Yisrael," WHICH IS BINAH, AS THE VERSE STATES,
"THIS IS THE LIVING CREATURE I SAW" (YECHEZKEL 10:20) IS
MALCHUT, UPON WHICH RIDES ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF MAN,
AND BOTH "UNDER THE ELOHIM OF YISRAEL" (IBID.), BINAH.
412. THE LIVING CREATURE IN THE VERSE, "THIS IS THE LIVING
CREATURE I SAW" IS the lower living creature, MALCHUT, which
stands upon all the supernal holy living creatures, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET
OF MAN, since there are supernal beasts, the ones over the others,
AS ABOVE THOSE LIVING CREATURES OF MALCHUT THERE ARE
SUPERNAL LIVING CREATURES OF ZEIR ANPIN. The throne under
the Elohim of Yisrael has the image of Jacob, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, A
THRONE TO BINAH CALLED 'THE ELOHIM OF YISRAEL'. And the
lower throne, UNDER ZEIR ANPIN, has the image of David,
MALCHUT. It is square to the four sides, and therefore, a spirit
emerges from above, FROM BINAH, and goes out, flowing from one
grade to another, FROM BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND FROM ZEIR
ANPIN TO MALCHUT, until it strikes the lower beings below, IN
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. This spirit has power over
everything, and it establishes everything so they will keep.
413. In exactly the same manner, things have been fixed below, IN
THE TABERNACLE. It is written of above, "For the spirit of the living
creature was in the wheels" (Yechezkel 1:20), and "Wherever the
spirit was minded to go, they moved" (Ibid.). It is written concerning
that which is below, "And Moses erected the Tabernacle." With what
DID HE ERECT IT? THAT MEANS, he became a spirit in relation to
that level below, THE TABERNACLE, assuming the shape of the
Supernal Spirit, OF WHICH IT HAS BEEN SAID, "This is the living
creature I saw under the Elohim of Yisrael" (Yechezkel 10:20), as
from that living creature a spirit emerges, for the purpose of
establishing everything AS MENTIONED. Moses was like that, he is
the living creature that produces a spirit below, IN THE
TABERNACLE, to fix everything. Therefore it is written, "erected,"
"And he put," "And he set," as by all of these he put a spirit that
would correct everything.

43. The Tabernacle and the Temple
Rabbi Shimon talks in this section about Moses building the Tabernacle and Solomon building the temple. The Temple was built in the spirit of
peace, Yesod, that is rest. The Tabernacle was built in the spirit of love but not that of rest, so the Tabernacle was moved around as the people
moved. Moses began his construction by starting in the middle, that was dark, and he raised his first point there. Then that point shone and all the
other parts settled into place as they should. Rabbi Shimon adds more information about the sockets, that are connected with 'giving' since they
support the boards. When Moses erected the point the Other Side sank but was not altogether destroyed, that will happen only in the future. The
side of holiness began to strengthen and then the Other Side entered the hole in the great abyss. If Yisrael had not sinned the Other Side would not
have been able to rule the world, but since they did they must always give a portion of the sacrifices to the Other Side. Finally we hear that the
erection in the beginning was to weaken the Other Side, but the erection in the end will be the erection of the holy side so it will be elevated higher.
Whenever holiness rises up, defilement is lowered.
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414. Come and see: First Moses erected the Tabernacle, and fixed it
in the secret of the high grade, where he was, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN.
Then Solomon built the Temple, and constructed it in the secret of
the river going out from Eden, named household peace, NAMELY,
YESOD, which is household rest, MALCHUT. Therefore, in the secret
of the Tabernacle is the closeness of love, in the secret of the body,
TIFERET, MEANING THAT Moses was of the grade where is
closeness of love, but not that of rest; THEREFORE, THE
TABERNACLE WAS ALWAYS MOVED BY TRAVELING. When
Solomon constructed the Temple, it was built in the secret of the
love of rest. Therefore it is written of Solomon, "who shall be a man
of tranquillity" (I Divrei Hayamim 22:9).

415. Hence MOSES corrected one grade, TIFERET, and Solomon
corrected another grade, YESOD. Their shapes are interconnected,
THAT OF TIFERET IS THAT OF YESOD. This is the secret of the
verse, "These are the generations of Jacob, Joseph" (Beresheet
37:2), THE FORM OF JACOB, TIFERET, RESEMBLES THE FORM OF
JOSEPH, YESOD.
416. Moses started to repair that place of holiness by erecting the
point standing in the middle, MALCHUT, which was dark and sunken
in its place, unseen and not shining at all. He first raised that point
that was sunken in its place, then CONSTRUCTED all the rest, that
are based on this point.

417. Unless that point, MALCHUT, were corrected first, all that
spread from it could not have been corrected. Once that point was
erected and made to shine, all the other corrections were made, and
it was settled in its place. Therefore IT WAS FIRST WRITTEN, "And
Moses erected the Tabernacle" (Shemot 40:18) referring to the point,
dark and sunken in its place. He then "fastened the sockets" (Ibid.)
the sockets of several places, ON ALL SIDES OF THE TABERNACLE,
amounting to a hundred, and divided them each to its place, TO THE
SIDES OF THE TABERNACLE, as it is written, "hundred sockets of
the hundred talents, a talent for a socket" (Shemot 38:27).

418. We already explained about these sockets. It was not written
that they were erected, but that he fastened them (lit. 'he gave'),
because they are connected with giving, so as to put upon them that
which is needed, NAMELY, THE BOARDS. This is because there are
lower beings, and higher ones set upon them. Therefore, the word
'give' is used in relation to them.

419. At the time when the point was erected, the Other Side sank,
BUT was not altogether wiped away. That will happen only in the
future, when it will be wiped out, as we explained. Now, this was
erected and that, THE OTHER SIDE, sank.
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420. "and fastened its sockets" (Shemot 40:18): Then the side of
holiness began to strengthen. And when these sockets were
fastened, all THE SOCKETS of the Other Side sank and entered the
hole in the great abyss. For when the side of high holiness was
elevated, and partly REACHED exaltation, the Other Side sank and
entered that hole in the abyss, BECAUSE WHEN THE ONE WAS
ERECTED, THE OTHER SANK.

421. If it were not for Yisrael who sinned, THE OTHER SIDE could not
have ruled the world. Then they sinned, and drew upon them THE
OTHER SIDE as before. From that day, there is no remedy, but to
give a portion to the Other Side from everything, from the secret of
the sacrifices, libation offerings, and the burnt offerings. Come and
see: The burnt offering is therefore burnt by fire completely, to
subjugate that side, and raise the side of holiness. Once Moses
erected this place OF HOLINESS, that place OF DEFILEMENT sank.

422. Come and see: "Moses erected" (Shemot 40:18) the side of
holiness, and the Other Side of defilement sank, "and fastened ITS
SOCKETS" of the side of holiness, and that side of defilement was
enfeebled. He "set up ITS BOARDS" (Ibid.) of the side of holiness,
and the Other Side of defilement was subjugated. Then he "put up its
bars" (Ibid.).

423. Then IT IS WRITTEN AGAIN, "and he erected" (Ibid. 33) What is
the sense? That the beginning and the end will be marked by
erecting; therefore, he started by erecting and finished by erecting,
for all, BOTH OF THEM, are in need of erection, in the beginning and
in the end. For the purpose of the erection in the beginning was to
weaken the Other Side. The one IN THE END, is the erection of the
holy side, so it will be established and elevated above to be one knot
as is proper. For whenever holiness goes up to rule, defilement is
lowered and sinks down.

44. The six grades of the Other Side
Rabbi Shimon explains the levels and grades of darkness, rage and judgment. We learn of 'the shadow of death' and 'death' and then of the color of
smoke, the color of fire and the black color. The color of smoke goes down into the world and instigates people to anger. The color of fire descends
to the world and causes killings and bloodshed. The color of black descends into the world and is in charge over the hanged and the strangled; it
always harms people. Rabbi Shimon describes the four types of rage, and then talks about the second grade, where all the fiends come out. They
roam around the world and are always ready to take revenge for the hidden sins that people do. We learn how the second and third grades spread
until they reach the black firmament. Rabbi Shimon talks about the three 'joints' of the 'right arm'. The first is called 'transgression', and only
weakens when Yisrael offers sacrifices. The second is called 'ire', that brings sorrow and hardship into the world. The third is called 'trouble'
because it sends out the power to oppress and give trouble to men. The secret of these three joints is the verse: "wrath, and indignation, and
trouble." Then he moves to the joints of the left arm, saying that when they join they get stronger, as in: "an embassy of evil messengers." From the
left arm all the evil demons are sent down. The fourth grade of the Other Side sends out a force that gives permission in the world to shed blood. In
all the grades and in each joint there are chieftains with battalions of fiends. Rabbi Shimon turns to the fourth grade, where fiends are sent down to
execute the evil judgments against people. We hear that the fifth grade is divided into right and left called 'thighs', Netzach and Hod. This is where
the power of pursuing every evil comes from. We learn that the joints of the Other Side all turn backward rather than forward, and are told about the
right and left joints of the fifth grade. They harm anyone who is meritorious but has no ancestral merit to protect him and they chase the wicked who
have been marked by the angel so that they get diseases. All the same Rabbi Shimon explains that diseases do not come from the Other Side: they
are called 'sufferings of love', because the Torah says: "But it pleases Hashem to crush him by disease." Rabbi Shimon describes the sixth and last
grade as 'foreskin' because it is the secret of the piercing serpent and pertains to the meaning of circumcision.
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424. The source of the point underneath the grades of the Other
Side, MALCHUT OF THE OTHER SIDE, BENEATH ALL THE GRADES
OF THE OTHER SIDE, ITS BEGINNING (LIT. 'HEAD') is at the head of
the grades OF THE OTHER SIDE, outside HOLINESS. It is the head of
the male OF THE OTHER SIDE, riding on a camel. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF SAMAEL, RIDING ON A CAMEL. It is the head outside
HOLINESS, expanding from a mixture of darkness, NAMELY, SMOKE
INTERMINGLED WITH DARKNESS AND THEY SPREAD TOGETHER.
425. For when smoke was issued from violent rage, that smoke
expands and goes from rage to rage, the one atop the other, riding
on and ruling upon the other, appearing like male and female, so as
to make all into violent rage.

426. When smoke started to expand, it pressed from within the rage,
to expand through the pressure of one point. Then the smoke of rage
spread aslant like a certain serpent, sly and dangerous.

427. The head, THE HEAD OF A MALE, which started to spread, is a
grade of darkness. It goes up and down, roaming and hovering and
resting in its place, FOR IT FINDS NO PLACE IN WHICH TO SETTLE,
UNTIL that grade settles, BY CONNECTING with the smoke coming
out of the rage. It is then called 'shadow'. It shadows a place called
'death'. When the two are combined, they are called 'the shadow of
death.' We already stated that these are two grades joined together.

428. That shadow is the beginning of the lowest point OF THE
OTHER SIDE outside, NAMELY, OUT OF ITS FEMALE. THAT
SHADOW, darkness, is far away from the holy point standing in the
middle. The point does not exist, nor it is seen, nor inscribed with
colors, BECAUSE IT IS ONLY A BEGINNING AND NO JUDGMENT IS
FELT IN IT. From it, an expansion spread outward and downward,
AND THE POINT ITSELF was sunk, not to be seen nor inscribed.

429. THAT POINT expanded downward, left, and right, and spread in
their midst inside the darkness, NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF THE OTHER SIDE, corresponding to a thousand one
hundred. Two pillars are engraved on the two sides,
CORRESPONDING TO NETZACH AND HOD, and the darkness was
spread into a color, which is black yet not black, because no color
prevails in it. Inside the expansion of darkness, there are darknesses
that were in use in Egypt, as it is written, "they saw not one another,
neither rose any from his place for three days" (Shemot 10:23), and
"darkness which may be felt" (Ibid. 21).
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430. This said expansion expands in several different ways. HE
EXPLAINS: From within that expansion one light comes out, painted
gold. This is red gold. This color spreads, and covers the darkness
in its head, NAMELY, IT INTERMINGLES WITH IT. THEREFORE it is
gold, in which darkness is included.

431. This darkness spreads right and left. From these two sides, a
certain silver hue comes out, WHICH IS CHESED, that doesn't shine.
This silver hue spreads to cover the darkness, NAMELY, IT MINGLED
WITH IT. They were included, DARKNESS AND SILVER, within one
another, and it went down.

432. The darkness spread FROM CHESED, NAMELY THE SILVER
HUE, and became two darknesses, ON THE RIGHT AND ON THE
LEFT, standing on the beginning of blackness, whence another hue
of brass comes out, WHICH IS TIFERET OF THE OTHER SIDE.

433. From that place, FROM TIFERET, this darkness spreads
downwards, TO MALCHUT where it is established in its existence.
Another color comes out, black looking like iron CALLED 'DEATH'.
All is in the secret of darkness. FOR THE OTHER SIDE IS NAMLY
BUILT ON THE PRINCIPLE OF DARKNESS.
434. From between the two pillars, NETZACH AND HOD OF THE
OTHER SIDE, comes out a pillar of darkness in the dark, NAMELY, IT
CONTAINS THE TWO KINDS OF DARKNESS OF EGYPT. All the
hues, GOLD, SILVER...are seen in it. FOR IT IS THE ASPECT OF
YESOD, CONSISTING OF THE FIVE SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD. This is the foreskin, BECAUSE
YESOD OF THE OTHER SIDE IS A FORESKIN, as the male leads the
female to mate and to become one.
435. These SEVEN GRADES are within seven certain great grades.
The first grade is the grade inside that darkness. That darkness
comes out of the hiding place of the smoke of fire, comprising the
color of smoke, the color of fire and the black color. These three
colors are different in their several manners of bending the crooked
of the world, NAMELY, TO PUNISH THEM.

436. HE EXPLAINS: The color of smoke goes down into the world
and affects it in several ways. It spreads in the world, instigating the
spirits of people, causing them to be angry, and leading them astray
so they would become angry. Therefore it is written, "there shall be
no strange El among you, nor shall you worship a foreign
El" (Tehilim 81:10). "There shall be no strange El among you" refers
to the male OF THE OTHER SIDE, and "nor shall you worship a
foreign El" refers to the female OF THE OTHER SIDE. THE SMOKE is
the anger ruling and gathering strength in the world, walking
amongst men and assailing them to cause them harm.
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437. The color of fire descends into the world, and in several ways
causes harm, killings, bloodshed, and perdition to men. It is
therefore written, "If they say, come with us, let us lie in wait for
blood, let us lurk for the innocent without cause" (Mishlei 1:11). For
some shed blood and kill without cause, and some shed blood and
kill in war. This comes from the male side OF THE OTHER SIDE, and
that from the female side OF THE OTHER SIDE. The male side sheds
blood without cause, as we said. The side of the female, causes
wars, and makes people kill each other. All the wars and killings
come from the side of that female.

438. The black color descending into the world, is in charge over the
wounded and the dead, catching bodies TO PUT THEM IN JAIL, the
hanged and the strangled. It always harms people. These three
colors, SMOKE, FIRE, AND BLACK, spread in the world in several
ways and spread amongst the inhabitants of the world.

439. The color of smoke descending into the world is the first color
to come out of the point sunken in the shadow. It is Samael riding on
a camel, as we said. The color of smoke is called 'Katzpiel the great',
whence comes the anger of men, who harden their hearts in anger.
HE IS THEREFORE CALLED 'KATZPIEL', NAMELY THE ANGER
(HEB. KETZEF) OF EL.

440. Under KATZPIEL there are one thousand six hundred battalions
OF FIENDS. They are the anger FOUND within the bodies of men. For
there is anger ruling over the world to do justice, but this anger is
the anger ruling over and entering inside the bodies of men who are
angry in this way. This anger is the foundation for all the rest of the
HARMFUL colors, built from it to harm, since that smoke comes out
of the rage of the supernal blazing fire. This type of rage is the first
one of the fire.

441. That rage is divided into four rages. The first rage is called
'rage'. It causes the hearts of people to be enraged. It descends and
instigates people, and they become furious in their anger. This
draws fiends upon the world.
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442. The second rage descends into the world, roaming and
expanding into all sides. It is called 'hatred'. This one, once it enters
man, is called 'a silent fiend'. It takes part in the place of the female.
This is the silent rage, standing aslant. It is the strongest of them all,
because it is like the serpent that keeps silent and then kills.

443. The third rage is the inverse of the first one, because it gets
stronger, and does not keep silent. It is revealed, and as it is
revealed, it is broken. NAMELY, all that is revealed and is not silent,
is called 'broken rage'.

444. The fourth rage is at first a strong RAGE, and in the end it is
broken. Therefore, it is in opposition to the last one. For that reason
it is the most broken aspect of them all. Hence, they all pertain to the
first grade.

445. AFTER EXPLAINING THE ASPECT OF THE HEAD OF THE
OTHER SIDE, WHICH IS THE FIRST GRADE, HE NOW EXPLAINS THE
SECOND GRADE, WHICH IS CHESED OF THE OTHER SIDE. HE
SAYS: The second grade is a grade coming out of darkness OF THE
HEAD. This grade is dark in color, AND THOUGH IT IS CHESED, AND
A GRADE OF THE RIGHT, NEVERTHELESS IT IS ALSO DARK, for all
THE SFIROT OF THE OTHER SIDE come from darkness. It is
established in certain grades, and expands downward into certain
colors.
446. Within this grade there are three hundred aspects separated
from one another. IT IS THE RIGHT HAND, WHICH HAS THREE
JOINTS, EACH CONSISTING OF A HUNDRED, ALTOGETHER THREE
HUNDRED. And though they are different from each other, they
strengthen and include one another. For that reason, all the grades
of this side are known as harmful.

447. From here, all the fiends come out. They roam about the world
and execute Judgment openly, upon secret deeds done in hiding in
the dark. They roam in the world, and execute judgment upon them
openly. For that reason, all those who hover about the world, who
execute Judgment openly are against people, always ready TO TAKE
REVENGE for all the hidden sins. And those called 'wrath' and 'fury'
join them and execute judgment upon people. This is done in the
world by the complainants we mentioned, OF THE SECOND GRADE.
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448. This grade is in darkness and fire, which form one secret. From
this grade several strong grades are divided, standing under one of
the aspects of the firmament called 'black color'. A third grade,
GVURAH OF THE OTHER SIDE is a firmament spreading over all the
grades that are red as a rose. These TWO GRADES, THE SECOND
AND THE THIRD, are called 'the arms of this side', THE SECOND
GRADE BEING THE RIGHT ARM, CHESED, AND THE THIRD GRADE
BEING THE LEFT ARM, WHICH IS GVURAH.

449. Beneath these TWO ARMS, grades spread until they reach the
black firmament; EVEN THOUGH THE GRADES OF THE LEFT ARM
ARE RED, THEY ALSO SPREAD INTO THE BLACK FIRMAMENT, for
those of the second grade, WHICH IS THE RIGHT ARM, go out of the
black firmament and hover about the world. THEREFORE, THEY
TAKE WITH THEM THE GRADES OF THE THIRD GRADE, WHICH IS
THE LEFT ARM.
450. There are those of the right and those of the left. Those of the
right, NAMELY, OF THE SECOND GRADE, are divided into three
aspects, the three joints OF THE RIGHT ARM. And those of the left,
THE THIRD GRADE, are divided into three aspects, the three other
joints OF THE LEFT ARM.

451. The first joint OF THE RIGHT ARM is above, NAMELY, AT THE
JOINT CONNECTED TO THE SHOULDER. Smoke darkened with rage
is connected to it. This joint has three dark hues, different from each
other, intermingled in each other. That joint is crooked, and does not
expand, save at certain times. It is called 'wrath'.

452. That joint remains in rage, that does not abate, save when
Yisrael offer sacrifices below. For at that time rage abates, and is
subdued below, so it cannot have power to strengthen. When it is
weakened, the other joint in the middle OF THE ARM cannot travel or
conduct.

453. The second joint OF THE RIGHT ARM, is called 'ire'. This joint
travels from place to place, leading all the other joints. The rest of
the joints are led by it, and strengthened by it. This is the one that
brings sorrow into the world, because when it is connected on
another level, and embraces the female, all kinds of sorrow,
hardship, and trouble descend into the world, for they cannot rule
the one without the other, THE MALE WITHOUT THE FEMALE. And
all the grades are given to the female OF THE OTHER SIDE so she
may rule, and mislead the world. Unless they were riding on each
other and connected with each other, they could not have ruled.
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454. Come and see: When Adam was in the Garden of Eden and was
occupied in worshipping his Master, Samael went down with all the
grades in him, and was riding on the evil serpent, HIS FEMALE, to
deviate them. As the serpent underneath SAMAEL was subtle, and
led astray and seduced people, as it is written, "For the lips of a
strange woman drip honey, and her mouth is smoother than
oil" (Mishlei 5:3), SO THE MALE gives power and THE FEMALE
practices the art OF SEDUCTION AND INSTIGATION in the world,
and they cannot rule the one without the other.

455. That is why when the middle joint OF THE ARM is united with
the female, then Judgments and all sorts of hardships descend into
the world. But when it is not strengthened, and does not travel,
everything is broken and subjugated, and they cannot have sway.
Hence, all is broken and subdued by the secret of the offering below,
and one ascends, NAMELY MALCHUT OF HOLINESS, to be
bedecked above, and be blessed by the highest depth, BINAH, that
illuminates upon all faces.

456. The third joint OF THE RIGHT ARM is much stronger THAN THE
REST. It is called 'trouble', because from it emerges the power to
oppress and give trouble to men. The secret of these three joints is
the verse, "wrath, and indignation, and trouble" (Tehilim 78:49).
These are the three joints of the right ARM, WHICH IS THE SECOND
GRADE.

457. When the three joints of the left ARM, WHICH ARE THE THIRD
GRADE, get stronger together, then the left is called, "an embassy of
evil messengers" (Ibid.). For from that left all those evil demons are
sent below, and draw their strength. They come out of the lower
side, as we said. All that COMES out of the second and the third
grades, FOR THE SECOND GRADE IS THE RIGHT ARM AND THE
THIRD GRADE IS THE LEFT ARM.

458. The fourth grade OF THE OTHER SIDE is within the
crookedness of rage, fiery in color. It is called 'middle one', which is
the body, TIFERET, that is between the two arms, CHESED AND
GVURAH. There is a blazing FIRE here, glowing with a color red like
a rose. From here comes out a force, going down to assault and
shed blood, since this grade gives permission and ability down
below IN THE WORLD to assault and shed blood. This grade is the
source OF the female. This needs that, THE FEMALE NEEDS THE
MALE, as the body needs a soul. And the soul practice its art only
within the body. Therefore, all forces and every might emerge from
here, FROM THIS GRADE, WHICH IS THE MALE, to attack and
practice the art of inflicting harm, as a female that always receives
from the male.
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459. In each and every grade, in each joint, there are chieftains, and
battalions of fiends led by them. All those led by them are below IN
THE WORLD. These are the armies of the female OF THE OTHER
SIDE, all of whom have a certain grade above, by which they are led.

460. As there are on the supernal side of holiness certain chambers
OF THE FEMALE, facing the supernal grades OF THE MALE,
comprising each other, so below, opposite TO HOLINESS, there are
in the Other Side grades OF THE MALE facing the chambers of the
female, comprising each other.

461. In this grade, the fourth one, there are evil Judgments gone
down to be delivered to these FIENDS, who execute evil and stark
Judgment UPON THE WICKED. Here they suck their strength to
attack and carry out the justice they execute. Therefore, all these
grades are included within the lower chambers from the side of the
female down below. Happy is the portion of the righteous, who stay
away from this way, and follow the fear of the Holy One blessed be
He, to be sanctified by the sanctity of their Master. They are happy in
this world and in the World to Come.

462. The fifth grade is divided into two grades, right and left. They
are called 'thighs', NAMELY, NETZACH AND HOD. They pursue and
chase to harm, for here abides the power of pursuing of every illness
and evil, which comes after the wicked. When this Judgment
approaches, "the couriers went out in haste" (Ester 3:15). These
couriers are below, hastening to cause harm. All these are called
'pursuers', as it is written, "Our pursuers were swifter than the
vultures in the sky" (Eichah 4:19).

463. This grade is divided into two sides, right and left. There are
three joints on the right, and three joints on the left. FOR EACH LEG
HAS THREE JOINTS, LIKE THE ARMS. The joints OF THE LEGS AND
ARMS all face backward, because all the high and holy joints all face
inward, towards the body, as it is written, "and all their hinder parts
were inward" (I Melachim 7:25). And those of the Other Side face
backward, FROM THE BODY OUT.
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464. HE ASKS: What is the difference between them, BETWEEN THE
JOINTS OF HOLINESS AND THE JOINTS OF THE OTHER SIDE. HE
ANSWERS: The supernal, holy joints are all in the secret of man, and
since they are all in the secret of man, "all their hinder parts were
inward." But the other joints OF THE OTHER SIDE, are, as we said,
the ones in the middle, NAMELY, THE SECOND JOINT OF EACH, are
all facing backward, in the secret of the beast. For that reason all
their backs turn backward. This secret is as we explained, "Hashem,
You preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7). This one is of the side
of man and that, of the side of the beast. Thus the offering rises in
the aspect of man and beast.

465. The first joint, OF THE FEET OF THE OTHER SIDE, is of a hue
dark in the mist. LIKE a cursed plant cannot grow underneath a
stone which stands on it, SO IS THIS JOINT ready to harm the
meritorious, who has merits but no ancestral merits to protect him.
HE RESEMBLES THE PLANT GROWING UNDERNEATH A STONE,
AND SO CANNOT GROW, FOR IT GROWS UNDER CURSE.

466. The other joints OF THE FEET OF THE OTHER SIDE chase the
wicked who have strayed from the path earlier. They chase these
and those recognized by a mark, for an angel, a holy messenger of
the side of Gvurah, descends and marks all those worthy of
punishment. This mark is seen above by the complainants, and
when it is known to them, all those fit for disease are hit by disease,
and those fit to be in pain and other blows, RECEIVE THEM. And
they see everything in the mark.

467. These joints all face backward, and kick those who kick their
Master, and those worthy of being kicked, save the righteous and the
pious, who have ancestral merits. These are pursued by diseases,
which are not governed BY THE JOINTS. No diseases are come upon
them from that side.

468. You may ask, from where do these diseases that come upon
them, come from? Come and see: It is written, "But it pleases
Hashem to crush him by disease" (Yeshayah 53:10). "It pleases
Hashem to crush him," meaning that He desires to strike him and
cause him illnesses, to grant him merits in the World to Come. But
they do not come from the Other Side. They are called 'sufferings of
love'. It amounts to one weight unit of holiness.
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469. The sixth grade, YESOD OF THE OTHER SIDE, is called
'foreskin' (Heb. orlah), because it sucks from this side. It is based on
the secret of the piercing serpent, THE MALE, which suckles the
slanted serpent, ITS FEMALE. All the other grades, holding to each
other are called 'unripe orlah' (lit. 'fruit of a tree not above three
years old'). All this pertains to the same principle.

470. Come and see: This is why the spirit of the side of the foreskin
hovers above all the trees planted in the land of Yisrael, before they
strike roots. It is therefore written, "then you shall reckon their fruit
as uncircumcised, three years shall it be as uncircumcised to you, it
shall not be eaten" (Vayikra 19:23). For the Holy One, blessed be He
always loves Yisrael, and keeps them away from evil ways, and bad
and defiling ways, so they may join the side of holiness. Happy are
they in this world and in the World to Come.

45. The chambers of holiness
Rabbi Shimon describes for us the chambers where praises to God are arranged, one of them is for words, and the is other according to the
wordless desire and intention of the heart. The chambers are arranged for one purpose, and that is to unite above and below. He tells us that when
Moses prayed for Yisrael he made his prayer long, for it is a prayer that ascends to Zeir Anpin, but when he prayed for his sister he made his prayer
short, for it remains below. He said: "Heal her now, O El, I pray you," and did not need to pray further because he was the master of this level. Rabbi
Shimon tells us that all the arrangements for the chambers were made to allow the Shechinah to live in the world. He then discusses Adam, and the
delight that he had in living in the Garden of Eden where there were seven canopies for his pleasure. He speaks of the supernal beauty that Adam
could see and that refer to the seven firmaments above and below. Rabbi Shimon says to Adam that he was given both the seven supernal holy
canopies that are the secret of Chassadim and the seven lower firmaments of Malchut, and that God gave him everything for his completion. He had
all these things until he was driven out of the garden by being drawn to unholy desires called 'poison of asps'. After this Abraham came and
repaired the world by rejoining the firmaments above and the firmaments below. We are told that the lower firmaments of Malchut are chambers for
the upper firmaments of Zeir Anpin.
471. Rabbi Shimon said: We learned of the chambers, where praises
to the Holy One, blessed be He are arranged, the one by words,
another composed of will. For there is the arrangement of words,
and there is an arrangement according to desire and the meditation
of the heart, with which to know and look toward the Endless World,
where all desires and thoughts are put, but no words at all. As it is
concealed, so are all matters concealed.

472. Come and see: What we explained about all the chambers, all
these arrangements are for one purpose, namely, to include the
lower chambers within the upper chambers.
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473. But Come and see: When Moses arranged his prayer for the
sake of Yisrael, he made this prayer long, for it is a prayer abiding
above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, and when he composed a short prayer, IN
PRAYING for his sister, he did not lengthen it, because it abides
below, IN MALCHUT, as it is written, "Heal her now, O El, I pray
You" (Bemidbar 12:13). He did not pray further, since he is the
master of the house, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'HOUSE', AND
MOSES WAS A CHARIOT OF ZEIR ANPIN, HER MASTER. He
therefore commanded the house properly, and did not prolong his
prayer. All the arrangements CONCERNING THE CHAMBERS were
made to allow the Shechinah to dwell in the world, as we already
expounded upon in relation to the said chambers.

474. Rabbi Shimon stood up and said: Happy is your portion, Adam,
chosen of all the creatures in the world, for the Holy One, blessed be
He raised you above all, put you in the Garden of Eden, and prepared
seven canopies for your pleasure, to delight in the supernal beauty,
as it is said: "to behold the beauty of Hashem, and to inquire in His
temple" (Tehilim 27:4). "To behold the beauty of Hashem" above IN
ZEIR ANPIN, "and to inquire in His temple" below IN MALCHUT. HE
FURTHER EXPLAINS: "To behold the beauty of Hashem" refers to
the seven firmaments above OF ZEIR ANPIN, and "to inquire in His
temple" refers to the seven firmaments below, IN MALCHUT. The
ones correspond to the others.

475. You stood within all THE SEVEN FIRMAMENTS OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE SEVEN OF MALCHUT, in the Garden of Eden. The seven
supernal holy canopies, NAMELY, THE SEVEN FIRMAMENTS OF
ZEIR ANPIN stood above you for your adornment, FOR THEY ARE
THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM. You stood within the lower seven
FIRMAMENTS, OF MALCHUT, to take pleasure in, FOR THEY ARE
THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CALLED
'PLEASURE'. And your Master gave you all for your perfection,
NAMELY, BOTH BY CHASSADIM AND BY CHOCHMAH.
476. Until your legs were tempted to follow the counsel of the evil
serpent, and you were driven out of the Garden of Eden, thus
bringing death to you and to the whole world, by leaving all the
delicacies of above and below. You were drawn to unholy desires
called, "poison of asps" (Iyov 20:16), to which the body was drawn
and not the spirit, as it is said, "and cruel venom of asps" (Devarim
32:33), THAT IS CRUEL TO THE SPIRIT, AND ALSO "their clusters
are bitter" (Ibid. 32). Then came Abraham the pious, and started to
amend the world, and entered the holy Faith, fixing above and below,
in the firmaments above, and in the firmaments below.
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477. The lower firmaments OF MALCHUT are chambers for the upper
firmaments OF ZEIR ANPIN, to be united and joined together, as we
explained elsewhere in relation to the chambers. And though we
explained it there in a general way, it behooves us to explain here in
detail, and fix the unison properly, so the friends will not be misled,
but walk the right way, as it is written, "for the ways of Hashem are
right, and the just do walk in them..." (Hoshea 14:10).

46. The chamber of a sapphire stone - Yesod
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the first chamber marks the beginning of the faith and is the light of wisdom or 'sight'. Although it is the first or lowest of
the grades of holiness it is also the last of the descending grades of the Other Side. Therefore when Hosea looked into it he saw the levels of
defilement, and we are told that people should not enter these chambers of defilement so that they won't be drawn to them. Hosea looked into the
chamber because he wanted to know why Yisrael left the secret of the faith, he wanted to know what the defilement was like that they were always
drawn to, and he saw these things in the first chamber. This chamber is the start of all the grades of ascent, and it is governed by a chieftain called
Tahariel. He and his other chieftains guard the gate that each soul has to pass through after death. If the soul is not good enough to enter, another
chieftain of the Other Side is summoned and the soul is moved to the chambers of defilement from where it is taken to Gehenom and judged for
twelve months. Tahariel also decides that prayers are worthy to be passed upward through his gate. If a public prayer comes along he opens the
gate and brings it in. If it is a solitary prayer he opens the door and lets it in if it is good enough for the Holy King, but if it is unworthy he pushes it
out and it goes back down to the lowest of the firmaments below. Here a chieftain called Sahadiel keeps all the rejected prayers until the person
repents. When he repents and prays a better prayer Sahadiel takes the unfit prayer and elevates it to meet the good one, then they both rise to stand
before the Holy King. We hear about the 'gate of tears', and Rabbi Shimon talks about the Holy Spirit named Staturiyah who rejoins male souls with
female souls in the seventh chamber above. Similarly a spirit named Adiriyah Snugiya rejoins female souls with male souls. After describing the
marriage of the souls Rabbi Shimon describes the wheels and the living creatures and the flash of lightning. We hear how Sandalfon takes the
finished prayers of the people of Yisrael and brings them up to their Master. The words of the rising prayers and the words of the Torah rise up to
the place in the firmament where the stars and constellations and sun and moon are, and this place is called 'the book of remembrance'. We are told
more about the wheels and pillars and the secret of the letters of the name Adonai. The name Ya'ahadonahi is shown to comprise two spirits, Yud
Hei Vav Hei and Adonai, and to cause the unification of everything, so that "they have all one spirit."
478. The first chamber, NAMELY, YESOD AND MALCHUT, IS THE
FIRST FROM BELOW UPWARD. It marks the beginning of the Faith,
NAMELY, THIS CHAMBER IS MALCHUT OF THE CHAMBERS
CALLED 'FAITH'. It is the start of the secret of the Faith, NAMELY,
OF THE MYSTERY OF MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, and is of the grade of
sight within Faith, NAMELY, THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN
IT IS CALLED 'SIGHT'. The true prophets used to look from within
the mirror, which does not shine, MALCHUT, for that CHAMBER is
the beginning of the Faith, MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. It is written,
"When Hashem spoke at first with Hosea" (Hoshea 1:2), for he
looked from this grade, NAMELY, THE FIRST CHAMBER, the
beginning of all the ascending grades, and the end of all the
descending grades OF THE OTHER SIDE.
479. Since Hosea saw, in this beginning, NAMELY, OF THE
CHAMBERS OF DEFILEMENT, the end of all the grades, he had to
take "a wife of harlotry" (Hoshea 1:2). This is because Yisrael were
tempted and drawn away FROM THE FIRST CHAMBER downward to
the place called "a wife of harlotry," MALCHUT OF DEFILEMENT, by
leaving behind, instead of joining, the "woman of worth" (Mishlei
31:10), MALCHUT OF HOLINESS. From there he saw all the
chambers on the side of defilement.
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480. The chambers of defilement defile whoever clings to them.
Hence, SINCE HOSEA HAD TO LOOK AT THE CHAMBERS OF
DEFILEMENT, it is written, "take to you a wife of harlotry..." IT IS
DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND why a true prophet should need that.
But a man should not enter these chambers OF DEFILEMENT, lest
he be drawn to them, as was Noah, as it is written, "and he drank of
the wine, and was drunk, and he was uncovered within his
tent" (Beresheet 9:21), MEANING THAT HE CLUNG TO THE OTHER
SIDE, WHICH IS THE INTOXICATING WINE.

481. Hosea was afraid to look at the chambers, where Yisrael clung
to, to be defiled, IN FEAR of being drawn after them, as it is written
of Noah "and he drank of the wine, and was drunk: and he was
uncovered." Then He said to him "take to you a wife of harlotry, and
children of harlotry," THE WIFE OF HARLOTRY BEING MALCHUT OF
THE OTHER SIDE, AND THE CHILDREN OF HARLOTRY HER
GRADES. It is also written, "So he went and took Gomer the
daughter of Divlayim" (Hoshea 1:3), to know what Yisrael clung to
and were defiled with and why they left the secret of the Faith,
MALCHUT OF HOLINESS, for a strange El, MALCHUT OF
DEFILEMENT. And he saw THIS within the first chamber, the opening
of all the grades. THEREFORE, IT IS SAID OF HER "SIN CROUCHES
AT THE DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7), FOR AT THE VERY OPENING OF
THIS CHAMBER, THE OTHER SIDE CROUCHES, WHICH IS A WIFE
OF HARLOTRY. AND THE CHIEFTAIN OF THE OTHER SIDE IS
STANDING AT THE GATE.
482. This chamber is the start for all who ascend the grades. It is a
compartment within the light, to be adorned with its grades, through
which to look at the supernal grades, as it is written, "and they saw
the Elohim of Yisrael" (Shemot 24:10). BECAUSE THIS CHAMBER IS
AN ASPECT OF MALCHUT, SIGHT PERTAINS TO IT, FOR SIGHT IS
ONLY IN MALCHUT.

483. There is a chieftain appointed over this chamber, by the name of
Tahariel. He stands at the gate of the chamber, and all the souls,
AFTER PASSING FROM THIS WORLD, mount AND WISH TO ENTER
THIS FIRST CHAMBER. This chieftain stands at the gate, together
with other chieftains, they are wholly ablaze with fire, with scepters
of fire in their hand, all eyed. FOR THERE IS SIGHT IN THIS
CHAMBER, IN THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH CALLED 'EYES', SINCE
CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY WHEN JUDGMENT IS IN THE
OPEN. THEREFORE, THEY ARE OF BLAZING FIRE... This chieftain
stands on this side, and if the soul, AFTER PASSING FROM THIS
WORLD, has the merit to enter, he opens the gate and THE SOUL
enters.
484. And if the soul has not the merit to enter, BECAUSE IT SINNED
IN THIS WORLD, then another chieftain OF THE OTHER SIDE
standing at another side, is summoned, together with thousands and
myriad of guardians of law and accusers. The other, holy chieftain,
pushes it and the other of the side of defilement receives it, and puts
it in the chambers of defilement. All the guardians of law and
accusers hold it, and bring it down to Gehenom, where it is judged
for twelve months. This is the place of correction of the Other Side, a
court to judge the wicked.
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485. In the same manner is the holy chieftain that stands at the
entrance. When all the prayers that cleave airs and firmaments come
before the King. If this is a public prayer he opens the gate and
brings it in, WHERE IT WAITS until all the prayers in the world
become a crown on the head of the righteous who lives forever,
YESOD, as we already explained.

486. If the prayer is solitary, it rises until it reaches the entrance of
this chamber, where the chieftain stands. If it is good enough to be
presented before the Holy King, he immediately opens the door and
lets it in. If it is not worthy, he pushes it out, and it goes down and
hovers about the world, standing at the lowest of the firmaments in
the world below, where there is a chieftain by the name of Sahadiel,
in charge over that firmament. He takes all the rejected prayers,
called 'unfit prayers', and stores them until that person repents.

487. If he properly repents before his Master, and prays another,
good prayer then when the good one rises, the chieftain Sahadiel
take the UNFIT prayer and elevates it, until it meets the good prayer
and they both rise and intermingle and come before the Holy King.

488. Sometimes the prayer is rejected because that man is drawn to
the Other Side, where he is defiled. The chieftain of the defiled Other
Side takes the prayer, and the defiled Other Side mentions the sins
of that man before the Holy One, blessed be He and accuses him
above. Therefore, all the prayers and the ascending souls, all stand
in front of the FIRST chamber, where the chieftain stands at the gate
to show them in or reject them.

489. Above this gate OF THE CHAMBER, there is another opening
dug by the Holy One, blessed be He. It is opened three times a day,
NAMELY, THE THREE COLUMNS SHINE IN IT. It is never closed, but
stands OPEN for those who repent and shed tears in their prayers
before their Master. All the gates and openings are closed, until
given permission, save the gates called 'the gates of tears', THAT DO
NOT NEED PERMISSION TO BE OPENED.
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490. When the tearful prayer rises through these gates, a wheel
chances, NAMELY, AN ANGEL OF THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT
CALLED 'WHEEL', standing on six hundred large living creatures,
called 'Rachamiel'. He takes the tearful prayer, the prayer enters to
be united above, and the tears stay, engraved upon the opening DUG
BY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.

491. There are other tears, forever engraved upon the supernal
Chariots, and they are not wiped. These are the tears shed above
and below when the Temple was destroyed, as it is written, "Behold,
the mighty ones shall cry outside: ambassadors of peace shall weep
bitterly" (Yeshayah 33:7). And those are the tears shed for the
righteous and meritorious who pass from this world. They are all
taken by these Chariots to be mingled with the tears shed for the
destruction of the Temple. Therefore it is written, IN THE FUTURE
TENSE, "and Hashem Elohim will wipe away tears from off all
faces" (Yeshayah 25:8). What are "all faces"? they are the holy
supernal Chariots. Then "the insult of His people shall He take away
from off all the earth: for Hashem has spoken it" (Ibid.). THIS WILL
HAPPEN AT THE END OF THE CORRECTION.

492. In this chamber there is one spirit called 'Situt'riyah', looking
like a sapphire glittering on all sides. It is facing both sides,
ILLUMINATING RIGHT AND LEFT. From them spreads a glow, like
that of a candle, as we explained. IT SHINES upon several sides,
NAMELY, FOUR SIDES. Some colors are blazing from this LIGHT of
the right side.

493. When the upper firmament, the river that goes and flows from
Eden, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, brings out souls to take them to the
seventh chamber above, BINAH OF THE CHAMBERS, this seventh
chamber receives them. When the holy souls go out of the seventh
chamber, they descend until they reach this FIRST chamber, where
this holy spirit named Situt'riyah of the right, takes them. And all the
male souls, destined to flourish and be clothed by male righteous,
WHICH ARE OF the right, are taken BY THAT SPIRIT, and detained
until they are comprised with female souls.
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494. From this spirit, CALLED 'SITUT'RIYAH', another spirit issues,
of the left, which is seen FIRST BY ITSELF, then concealed, included
within the first spirit, so they become one, comprising each other.
The other spirit is called 'Adiriyah Sanug'ya'. This is a spirit of the
left side. Its business is TO RECEIVE FEMALE SOULS, when the
seventh chamber yearns to cling to the river that is drawn and goes
out, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT. This desire that
mounts from below upwards, produces souls according to its
pleasure, and they are female. SINCE THIS SPIRIT IS OF GVURAH
AND THE LEFT COLUMN, IT IS CALLED 'ADIRIYAH' (FROM HEB.
ADIR, LIT. 'GREAT'), FOR HE IS IMMENSE.

495. When the desire of that river, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, descends
and joins from above downward, it creates male souls. The desire
OF YESOD above creates male souls, and below, IN MALCHUT, IN
WHICH THE SEVENTH CHAMBER IS INCLUDED, it creates female
souls.
496. When the female souls depart from the seventh chamber, they
descend until they reach the spirit of the left called 'Adiriyah'. It is
ALSO called "sapphire stone" (Shemot 24:10). FOR THE FIRST
SPIRIT, SITUT'RIYAH, IS CALLED 'SAPPHIRE' AND THE SPIRIT OF
THE LEFT IS CALLED "SAPPHIRE STONE," as we explained in other
ways THE SECRET MEANING OF THE VERSE, "AND THERE WAS
UNDER HIS FEET A KIND OF PAVED WORK OF A SAPPHIRE
STONE" (IBID.).
497. Once the female souls reach that spirit, ADIRIYAH, he takes
them and they remain there. Then the spirit of the left is included
within the spirit of the right, and the souls are completed, male and
female together, and soar from this chamber, to be again divided
within people, WHEN THEY COME TO BE CLOTHED, each according
to their disposition, A MALE SOUL WOULD BE CLOTHED BY A
MALE, AND A FEMALE SOUL BY A FEMALE. Then they GET
MARRIED AND come together.

498. When the spirit of the left comes to be included within the spirit
of the right, they strike each other to be included, and sparks spread
on all sides. Wheels are made from the sparks coming from the spirit
of the left, as it is written, "the appearance of the wheels and their
work was like the color of an emerald" (Yechezkel 1:16). These are
the wheels, which blaze in the fire, singing.

499. Once they were perfumed, a spirit by its fellow spirit, LEFT AND
RIGHT, they were included together. Then one light was born and
came out, went up and down, and settled upon the four rows of the
wheels. It is the one living creature controlling them, ABOUT WHICH
WAS SAID: "THE SPIRIT OF THE LIVING CREATURE WAS IN THE
WHEELS" (IBID. 20). It is called "a flash of lightning" (Ibid. 14). This
flash of lightning illuminates as a gleaming light of a flame, and rules
over the wheels.
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500. From THE FLASH OF LIGHTNING one firmament expanded,
standing upon two pillars. These two pillars are two Cherubs,
METATRON AND SANDALFON, the one on this side and the other on
that side, with a firmament above their heads, as it is written, "Then I
looked, and, behold, in the firmament that was above the head of the
Cherubs" (Yechezkel 10:1). This is not the firmament above the
heads of the living creatures. And the flash of lightning is in charge
over THE FIRMAMENT and the high spirit SITUT'RIYAH, included IN
ADIRIYAH, in charge over all.

501. All the first prayers, before the rest of Yisrael finished theirs,
wait in that firmament, and this flash, the ruler of this firmament,
prepares them. Then comes the great minister Sandalfon, the high
spirit and ruler over all, and when Yisrael finished saying their
prayers, he takes them from this firmament, rises with them and ties
them as knots to their Master, as we explained.

502. This flash counts all the rising prayers, and the words of the
Torah bedecked at night, when the spirit of the north awakens at the
middle of the night. Whoever is occupied in the Torah at that time,
his studies rise, and this flash takes them and puts them in the
firmament until daybreak.

503. When the day breaks, the words rise and dwell in the place at
the firmament where the stars and constellations, sun and moon
abide. THIS IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, BY WHICH NAME ITS
GRADES ARE CALLED. This is called 'the book of remembrance', as
it is written, "and a book of remembrance was written before
Him" (Malachi 3:16), BOOK BEING MALCHUT AND REMEMBRANCE
YESOD. IT IS WRITTEN, "before Him" because He wrote the book of
remembrance by one knot, NAMELY BY UNITY FACE TO FACE.

504. The four wheels are traveling upon twelve pillars, AS FOR EACH
WHEEL THERE ARE FOUR WHEELS, AND EACH WHEEL IS ON
THREE STRUTS. The four WHEELS ARE, Ahaniel, K'dumiel, Malkiel,
Ya'ahadonahi, Yehadoniyah, who have the keys of the Holy Name in
their hands.

505. These four are included in the secret of the letters of THE NAME
Adonai, which Sandalfon, the owner of the Chariots, uses. These
four letters soar in the air, which includes the letters of the Holy
Name Yud Hei Vav Hei FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH'S Yud-VavDalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph- Vav, Hei-Aleph. That air comprises THE
FOUR LETTERS ADONAI, and they are included within one another,
ADONAI IN YUD HEI VAV HEI. The four letters OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
take THE FOUR OF ADONAI, in the secret of that flash of lightning.
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506. These four LETTERS OF ADONAI enter the four LETTERS OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, the ones within the others, as it is written, "the
loops opposite one another" (Shemot 26:5), as was explained. It is
the mystery of combining them and interlacing them together,
according to the secret of that spirit, FLASH, which includes the
secret of the Holy Name FROM BOTH, FOR IT COMES FROM THE
SPIRIT ADIRIYAH, THE SECRET OF ADONAI, JOINED BY THE SPIRIT
SITUT'RIYAH, THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. THEREFORE, it
includes the name ADONAI in the name YUD HEI VAV HEI.
507. Everything in this chamber is conducted and travels by the
spirits, in the secret of the Holy Name, which rules over all. Within
this chamber is THE HOLY NAME Ya'ahadonahi, comprising the two
names, YUD HEI VAV HEI ADONAI INTERLACED, since it is a spirit
within spirit, AS THERE ARE TWO RULING SPIRITS, SITUT'RIYAH,
WHICH IS MALE, AND ADIRIYAH, WHICH IS FEMALE. THE NAME
YUD HEI VAV HEI IS OF THE SIDE OF THE MALE SPIRIT, AND THE
NAME ADONAI IS OF THE SIDE OF THE FEMALE. Since the name
YA'AHADONAHI comprises THE TWO SPIRITS, in the secret of spirit
in spirit, that are including each other, and shining within one
another; then everything illuminates, and the light goes up and
down, as the light of the sun upon the water.
508. When this spirit travels, NAMELY, SITUT'RIYAH, WHO IS
INCLUDED IN ADIRIYAH, everything travels because of it, as it is
written, "wherever the spirit was minded to go, they went; they
turned not when they went" (Yechezkel 1:12). And when the spirit
illuminates with the light of the name, YA'AHADONAHI, all
intermingle and bind as one to mount above in the mystery of this
Holy Name.

509. In the middle of this chamber stands one pillar, fastened from
this chamber to the second, UPPER chamber. Through this PILLAR
mounts the lower spirit to the upper spirit OF THE SECOND
CHAMBER, so the spirits may be united. Also THROUGH THIS
PILLAR IT GOES UP to the spirit that is above them all, IN THE
SEVENTH CHAMBER, FOR IN EACH CHAMBER, THIS PILLAR IS IN
THE MIDDLE, so that all may become one spirit, as it is written, "they
have all one spirit" (Kohelet 3:19).

510. The pillar in the middle is called 'Adrahaniel'. It has the keys of
the Holy Name in its hands, and when the prayers mount and reach
that pillar, all that are in that chamber travel to the second chamber,
to join each other, all in one secret, to be united above and below
together, so the Holy Name will be complete as it should.

47. The chamber of the very heaven - Hod
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the second chamber is more hidden than the first, but that it also pertains to faith. He says the chieftain in charge of this
chamber is Urfaniel, and that he deals with all the souls who were executed or killed by other nations. We are told about the 'cup of consolation' and
the 'cup of bitterness'. This second chamber is called 'chamber of splendor' and it is lit from above and below. We are told that all the cherubim
come from Hadarniel, the spirit of the left. Next we hear that in this second chamber is a chieftain called Tzidkiel who is appointed over the
garments, and when the souls of the righteous ascend he takes them to the river of fire. After their cleansing Tzidkiel clothes the righteous souls
with their garments and brings them to the Angel Michael as sacrifice to Atik Yomim. Rabbi Shimon says that by the mating of Urfaniel and
Hadarniel all the other rulers appointed over the world were created. These are the six winged Seraphim. We also learn of an living creature that
rules over the Seraphim, he is called Yofiel, and has all the keys of Wisdom. He rewards all people who pursue Wisdom. Rabbi Shimon tells us of
pillars that are in charge of singing and pillars that are in charge of chanting. He explains that it is from the second chamber that prophets who
achieve their wisdom through visions or through dreams draw their inspiration, but Moses drew his prophecies from a higher level.
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511. The second chamber pertains to the secret of the Faith, so as to
be united within the mystery above. This chamber is more recondite
and concealed than the first. There are three openings to this
chamber, and one chieftain in charge over them, named Urfaniel,
DERIVED FROM 'THE LIGHT (HEB. OR) OF THE FACE (HEB.
PANIM)', BECAUSE HE STANDS ON THE EAST SIDE CALLED
'FACE'. This chieftain rules over the three directions south, north
and east - south on this side, RIGHT, CHESED; north on that side,
LEFT, GVURAH; and east in the middle, THE SECRET OF TIFERET,
THE MEDIATING COLUMN.

512. Of the three openings to the three Columns, the two are closed,
and THE OPENING in the middle is open, in the secret of the verse,
"as it were the very heaven for clearness" (Shemot 24:10),
REFERRING TO THE SECRET OF THE OPEN GATE IN THE MIDDLE,
TIFERET, CALLED 'HEAVEN'. The chieftain URFANIEL stands at the
open gate, TO THE EAST. Under him there are two other chieftains,
in charge over the other two closed openings, OF THE SOUTH AND
NORTH.

513. All the souls executed by court order or killed by other nations,
are all numbered by THE THREE CHIEFTAINS, and the chief above
them engraves their forms upon his garments of burning fire. He
raises them above, and shows them to his Master. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE then takes them, and engraves those killed by
other nations on His garments.

514. Those executed by court order are lowered by the chieftain and
put behind the two closed gates, where two other chiefs stand. From
there THE SOULS see the glory of those who kept the Torah and His
precepts. They are ashamed of themselves and get burned by their
canopies. Then the chieftain in charge opens the east gate before
them, lights their way, and gives them life starting at the east gate. In
his hand there is a cup of life, full of lights, called 'the cup of
consolation', the cup of life. It is because they drank first of another
cup, OF DEATH, FOR THEY WERE KILLED, that they now deserve
this one.

515. In the same manner, there is, in the chamber of defilement of
the Other Side, another chieftain, with a cup in his hands called 'a
cup of bitterness', a cup of His fury. We learned that there is wine
and wine. Here also, there is a cup and a cup. Of all, some is for the
better and some for worse. HE EXPLAINS: Wine is for the better, as it
is written, "and wine that makes glad the hearts of men" (Tehilim
104:15), and there is wine for the worse, as it is written, "a cup, with
foaming wine; it is full of mixture" (Tehilim 75:9). A good cup is as it
is written, "I will raise a cup of salvation" (Tehilim 116:13). An evil
cup is as it is written, "the cup of His fury...the cup of
bitterness" (Yeshayah 51:17).
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516. As there are on the side of holiness chambers and chieftains, all
for the good, holy spirits and holy aspects, so there are on the side
of defilement, chambers and chieftains all for the evil, spirits of
defilement in charge, and all aspects of unholiness. These are
against those, like the Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination, all
part of one mystery.

517. This chamber is called 'chamber of splendor', since in it there is
a spirit called 'Urfaniel', a never changing splendor, ILLUMINATING
CONSTANTLY ONLY WITH THE WHITE LIGHT IN IT, WHICH IS
CHESED. It stands within the concealed light shining from above,
FROM THE THIRD CHAMBER, and within the light illuminating from
below, COMING FROM THE SPIRIT OF THE FIRST CHAMBER THAT
ASCENDED HERE. And when the light of below OF THE FIRST
CHAMBER, strikes the upper light HERE, then this spirit shines as
sight in the eyes. And when it rolls, it spreads a glowing light, full of
splendor. Therefore, this chamber is called 'splendor'.

518. The spirit called 'Urfaniel' shines upon this chamber and upon
the first chamber, as the spirit of the first chamber illuminates
openly, from the spirit HERE that is concealed. Therefore, this spirit
travels up and down, in the secret of the verse, "your rounded thighs
are like jewels" (Shir Hashirim 7:2), FOR THIS IS THE CHAMBER OF
HOD, AND NETZACH AND HOD ARE CALLED 'THIGHS'. SINCE THE
LIGHT IS CONCEALED, IT IS CALLED 'ROUNDED' (HEB.
CHAMUKEI), HINTING AT CONCEALMENT, LIKE IN THE VERSE,
"BUT MY BELOVED HAD TURNED AWAY (HEB. CHAMAK) AND WAS
GONE" (SHIR HASHIRIM 5:6). "Rounded (thighs)" IS IN THE
PLURAL, because there is another spirit here, on the left side, who
came out OF URFANIEL, and joined him. Therefore it is written,
"rounded thighs," referring to the two. The spirit of the left is called
'Hadarniel', FROM HOD AND HADAR (ENG. 'MAJESTY'). They are
included and joined together, being "the very heaven" (Shemot
24:10) comprising fire and water, NAMELY, THE TWO SPIRITS,
RIGHT AND LEFT. RIGHT IS WATER AND LEFT IS FIRE.
519. It is written, "As the appearance of the bow that is in the cloud
in the day of rain..." (Yechezkel 1:28). The first spirit, Urfaniel, is
concealed both above and below, shining. It is "something like the
color of electrum" (Ibid. 27), NOT EXACTLY ELECTRUM (HEB.
CHASHMAL), THE SECRET OF 'CHAYOT ESH MEMALELOT' (LIT.
'MOTTERING FIERY LIVING CREATURES') BECAUSE IT CANNOT BE
UTTERED, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
But sometimes it is electrum, WHEN IT COMPRISES HADARNIEL,
from which come all the Seraphim. FOR ELECTRUM (HEB.
CHASHMAL) COMPRISES THE LETTERS "Cha-yot e-sh me-mal-et";
ALSO the living creatures exist and exist not, MEANING THAT THEY
SOMETIMES TALK AND SOMETIMES ARE QUIET. Therefore it is
electrum.
520. Through Urfaniel, life is made known to the world. When the
world is acquitted, this spirit shines, and there are life and joy, for
with acquittal, the Judgments ARE ANNULLED AND shine. Then this
spirit shines, as seen by the verse, "In the light of the king's
countenance (Heb. or pnei) is life" (Mishlei 16:15), ALLUDING TO
THE LETTERS OF URFANIEL.
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521. When the world is condemned, the unholy Other Side has sway
and rules. The spirit URFANIEL is stored and darkened, and the
whole world is sentenced, under Judgment. All depends upon this
spirit, as seen in the verse, "and his knees smote one against the
other" (Daniel 5:6), FOR FEAR OF JUDGMENT IS FELT IN THE
KNEES, THE SECRET OF NETZACH AND HOD, AND THIS CHAMBER
IS THE CHAMBER OF HOD.

522. Here are found all the garments of the souls of the righteous,
who rise to be presented before their Master, and stand before Him.
When the soul ascends and reaches this chamber, a chieftain
comes, appointed over these garments. His name is Tzidkiel, FROM
JUSTICE (HEB. TZEDEK). For when a man abides by the precepts of
the Torah in this world, as he labored, AND STROVE TO ABIDE BY
THEM, a garment is prepared for him accordingly in this chamber,
for him to wear in that world.

523. When the soul mounts, that chieftain takes its garment and
walks with it, until they reach the river of fire, where the soul has to
bathe and be cleansed. Sometimes it drowns and get burned, and
does not rise all day until morning, when the spirit of the south is
awakened. They all become renewed then and sing, and chant like
the angels, who lost their power, were burnt and then regenerated,
and they chant. So do these souls.

524. If the soul has the merit to ascend, the chieftain Tzidkiel takes it,
and clothes it with that garment. It is prepared by it and offered as
sacrifice by THE ANGEL Michael the priest, to stand always before
Atik Yomin. Happy is the portion of that soul who merits this.

525. The spirit Urfaniel is in charge over the whole process, and
rules over this chamber. From this unity of spirit within spirit,
URFANIEL AND HADARNIEL, by their striking each other to become
united, NAMELY, THEIR JOINING, were created all the other rulers,
appointed over the world. These are the six winged Seraphim who
sanctify their Master three times a day. It is they who are strict with
the righteous to a hairbreadth. It is they who punish in this world and
in the World to Come, those who slight a man from whom they
learned even one thing of the Torah, and treat him with disrespect,
and those who make use of a person who learned the six orders of
the Mishnah, and studied them for the purpose of declaring the unity
of their Master.
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526. When they are settled a spirit within spirit, URFANIEL WITH
HADARNIEL, and illuminate together, there emerges from that light a
living creature that rules over the Seraphim, beneath which there are
four eagle-faced LIVING CREATURES. The living creature's name is
Yofiel, who is familiar with all the mysteries of Wisdom, and has all
the keys of Wisdom.

527. This living creature claims reward from the Holy One, blessed
be He, to give to all who go after the initiated in Wisdom, and after
any man, to learn Wisdom and know their Master. This reward is for
people who pursue Wisdom to know their Master.

528. When a man passes away from this world, this living creature
goes out riding on four flying Seraphim, and they fly before that
person. It does not let the accusers who seek justice approach him.
Many are the messengers of peace around him. And when the
Seraphim travel and are seen, all the fiery serpents, who came out of
the serpent which brought death to the world, are subjugated.

529. This holy living creature stands ready, and when the soul rises
and reaches it, it asks THE SOUL the secret of its Master's Wisdom.
It is given its due according to the Wisdom it pursued and acquired.
If THAT PERSON could have gained Wisdom but did not, the soul is
rejected outside. It does not enter, but stands under that chamber in
shame. When the Seraphim under THE LIVING CREATURE raise
their wings, and flap them, they burn THE SOUL. It burns and burns
not, exists and exists not, shines and shines not. So it is sentenced
each day.
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530. Though it has done good deeds, IT IS REJECTED OUTSIDE. For
there is no greater reward in that world, as for those who strove after
wisdom, to behold the glory of their Master. There is no limit to the
reward for the initiated in the Wisdom of beholding the glory of their
Master. Happy are they in this world and in the World to Come, as it
is written, "Happy is the man who finds wisdom, and the man who
gets understanding" (Mishlei 3:15).

531. The spirit URFANIEL rules over everything, and everything is
included in him, and looks at him. The living creature YOFIEL rules
over four other living creatures, with four wheels to each. One wheel
faces east, one wheel faces north, one wheel faces south, and one
wheel faces west. Each WHEEL has three struts. The wheel to the
east, TIFERET, is called 'Chaniel', DERIVED FROM GRACE (HEB.
CHEN). The wheel to the north, GVURAH, is called 'Karshiel',
DERIVED FROM CONGELATION (HEB. KRISHAH), BECAUSE THE
LIGHTS ON THE LEFT SIDE ARE CONGEALED, NAMELY, FROZEN.
The wheel to the south, CHESED, is called 'Azriel', DERIVED FROM
HELP (HEB. EZRA). The wheel to the west, MALCHUT, is called
'Aniel', FROM POOR (HEB. ANI), FOR MALCHUT HAS NOTHING OF
ITS OWN, AND IS THEREFORE POOR. The three pillars in each
WHEEL are facing the middle, TIFERET, since they are carried by the
middle one and they travel with it, FOR WITHOUT IT THEY WOULD
BE DARKENED WITHOUT LIGHT.

532. The ones standing in the middle, THE SECRET OF TIFERET, are
in charge of singing. Those of the right, THE SECRET OF CHESED,
chant; the desire rises up high, and they say the prayer 'holy'. Those
of the left, GVURAH, chant; the desire rises high and they say the
prayer 'Blessed be He', FOR He IS holy above, IN CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET, and blessed below IN MALCHUT. THEREFORE, those
who stand above to the right take the sanctification, join it and all
those who know how to sanctify their Master, in the SECRET OF
unison in the mystery of wisdom. Those who stand to the left take
the sanctification, and join all those who do not know how to
sanctify their Master properly. All are included in one another in one
unison, joining each other, to become one knot and one spirit. They
are connected to THE CHAMBERS above, to make all into one,
joined together.

533. From this place nourish all the initiated in Wisdom, who are able
to know by vision, or by the secret of the dream. The prophets
nourish from above, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN OF
ATZILUT, and those who look at dreams or in visions nourish from
here, THE CHAMBER OF HOD, and when this place is united with the
upper place IN NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, then the
prophets nourish from above and below in one knot.
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534. Therefore, there are allegories in the sayings OF THE
PROPHETS, because their prophecy is not completely polished, as
was Moses's, whose prophecy was entirely polished because its
light came from above, BINAH, where all the lights come from. It
reached his grade, TIFERET OF ATZILUT, whence MOSES drew his
prophecy, and shone. This no one else could do, not even the other
prophets. And the visionaries and seers, all draw from the lower
place, FROM THE CHAMBER OF HOD, without the connection OF
NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN above, and from another, lower
grade, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is outside, IN THE FIRST
CHAMBER.

535. The prophets RECEIVE FROM NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, but do not see the grade OF NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, only through another, lower grade, MALCHUT OF ATZILUT.
In the same manner, THE VISIONARIES AND SEERS draw from this
lower grade of above, FROM THE CHAMBER OF HOD, but it is
revealed to them only through another grade outside THAT
CHAMBER, MALCHUT OF THE FIRST CHAMBER, which is lower. For
WHAT comes out of the chamber OF HOD, reaches the chieftain at
the gate of the chamber, and thence to another chieftain beneath
him, and so on, UNTIL IT COMES TO MALCHUT OF THE FIRST
CHAMBER. How many are those who take part in passing it! So until
it reaches men, many handled IT, and therefore it is not properly
polished.

536. When the four wheels are connected to the four STRUTS in the
middle, FOR EACH WHEEL HAS THREE STRUTS, RIGHT, LEFT, AND
MIDDLE, they are called 'greatly beloved', men of vision, for the
living creature we referred to, FLASH, has sway over them. For that
reason Daniel was called "man greatly beloved" (Daniel 10:11), as it
is written, "for you are greatly beloved" (Daniel 9:23). This is a
mystery as ought to be. Happy are those who know the secrets of
their Master, and walk in the path of truth in this world and in the
World to Come.

48. The chamber of brightness - Netzach
Rabbi Shimon describes the third chamber as the place where the verdicts of the souls are handed over to the chieftains, who hold the seal of life
and the seal of death depending on the verdict. He tells us of the death of babies, and children, and young people and adults. We are told of the four
gates, and of how the soul is anointed with the 22 letters of the Torah. He moves on to a discussion of war, and wrath and fury and the punishment
of souls who sinned. The sinner still has a chance to repent, however, and he can be released from the reprimand that he stands under. Rabbi
Shimon talks about the two-colored Seraphim that are mercy and judgment, and who always care for the sorrowful. They are also called 'windows,'
and they watch over those who pray, taking their prayers up to the gate of the fourth chamber. We learn about the 'companions to the destroyer' and
also about the 'angel friends' who save and protect good people. Four angels watch over Yisrael, one in each direction. They look after those who
comfort the poor, those who wanted to sin but didn't, and those who study the Torah and look after the sick. Yisrael blows the Shofar to awaken
God's compassion. Rabbi Shimon says that the 'windows' above are the reason for the windows in the Tabernacle below because the synagogue
below is the counterpart of the one above.
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537. The third chamber OF NETZACH stands in the supernal light
more than the first ones. There are four gates in this chamber, one to
the south, one to the east, one to the north, and one to the west,
CORRESPONDING TO CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT. There is a chief to each gate, as ought to be.

538. At the first gate stands the chief Malkiel, in charge over the
notes, ON WHICH THE VERDICT IS WRITTEN, emerging from the
King's court that judges the world. This chief supervises over these
notes, with two scribes under him, one to the right and one to the left.

539. MALKIEL is given the notes to be corrected, before they leave
the gate, to be handed to the chieftain of the first chamber. Once
they are given to the chieftain of the first chamber, they leave the
place, and there is no possibility to return them SO AS TO CORRECT
THEM.

540. For immediately comes a chieftain of the unholy pitiless Other
Side, of strict Judgment, Sangadiel by name. He is in charge over the
gate of another chamber of the Other Side, Gehenom. Some
complainants and accusers are sent to hover about the world,
prepared to execute justice.

541. While the chief is leafing through the verdicts, the two scribes,
Shamashiel and Kamuel, correct the scripts, under Malkiel. For in the
chambers of the unholy Other Side, certain chieftains were
appointed, the opposite of those appointed in the chambers OF
HOLINESS, and all the spirits and the officers in charge on the Other
Side, all do harm.
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542. Come and see: When this Sangadiel takes the scrip from the
chieftain standing at the first gate, he opens an entrance to the side
of darkness called "pit of destruction" (Tehilim 55:24), THE TWO
FIRST CHAMBERS OF THE OTHER SIDE, where thousands and tens
of thousands of officers are ready to take the scripts, with the
chieftain SANGADIEL over them. Then the criers come out, and the
accusers hover about the world, and the judgment is executed.
Therefore, the chieftain MALKIEL reads the scripts carefully to
correct the verdicts before they leave the gate. This is the gate to the
south.

543. The second gate, life and death depend upon it, for in this gate
are signed all the scripts COMING FROM THE COURT. When the
scripts are corrected, an attendant named Gazriel takes them to the
second gate to be signed.

544. A chieftain stands at the gate, named Azriel. Each gate is named
after the chieftain in charge of it. The chieftain AZRIEL has under
him two attendants, Sanuriya and Adiel, one to the right and one to
the left. Life depends upon him of the right, and death upon him of
the left. They have two seals in their hands, a seal of life and a seal
of death, one on this RIGHT side, the other on that LEFT side.

545. This gate is closed for six days, and open on Shabbat and new
moons, as a sign of life in the seal, upon which life depends. For the
seal thrives on Shabbatot and new moons.

546. On Yom Kippur, when Yisrael are occupied with prayers and
petitions, and strive to worship their Master, this gate is closed until
the prayer of Minchah. When this prayer passes from the court
house in the chamber of merit, an air comes out, the gate is opened,
the chieftain stands with the two attendants, one on his right and
one on his left, with seals of life and death in their hands, and all the
scripts OF THE COURT of the world are before them. They then sign
to life or death. This is the east gate, THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN.
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547. The purpose of the third gate is to know all those upon whom
judgment is executed, either sickness, pain, or poverty, NAMELY,
not Judgment for death. When this gate is closed, the judgment is
written upon man, and can not be repealed, save by intense prayer,
and complete repentance, as it is written, "He shuts up a man, and
there can be no opening" (Iyov 12:14).

548. There is one chieftain in charge over this gate, named Kaf'tziel.
He is in charge over the gate, and closes it before a person worthy of
punishment, so he may not be admitted by prayer, until he repents
before his Master.

549. When sentence is pronounced on his children who committed
no crime, NAMELY, small children, a chief under KAF'TZIEL, called
'Iriel', comes out and cries to the left side until a spirit is awakened, a
flawed spirit, created when the moon was waning, called 'Askara'. He
stands on the fourth grade of the third chamber of the side of
defilement, in charge over babies death. He is seen before them in
the guise of a woman raising children, but, seizes and kills them.

550. This chief seizes the soul OF THE BABY, and raises it before the
chieftain of the fourth chamber, who raises them and takes delight in
them. He elevates them to be seen before the Holy King on each
Shabbat and new moon. They are presented before Him and blessed
by He. When fury has sway over the world, the Holy One, blessed be
He looks at them and has compassion for the world.

551. All the children who did not reach thirteen years and a day, are
all given into the hands of this chief IRIEL. Those from thirteen to
twenty years of age are given to the spirit called 'Agirson', issued
from the subtle serpent, the Evil Inclination, who brought death to
the world. A man over twenty years is sentenced by the court in the
place called 'merit', THE FOURTH CHAMBER, and comes himself to
the court. He is judged according to HIS OWN sins, and delivered to
the hands of that serpent, the Angel of Death.
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552. For when he is under twenty years of age, down to thirteen, the
spirit Agirson, that is within him as a serpent, follows him, since he
did not refrain from sinning when he was a little child, as he should
have done. The spirit saw in him a sign that he will be corrupted later
on. He is therefore taken without permission, as it is written, "but
sometimes ruin comes for want of judgment" (Mishlei 13:23). This is
the secret of the verse, "and, behold, it was very good" (Beresheet
1:31). We learned that this refers to the Angel of Death, who
hastened TO TAKE HIS SOUL, before he will become a sinner. The
chieftain over this gate, KAF'TZIEL, takes his soul and raises it
upward.

553. Under thirteen years of age, he is judged for his father's sins,
and delivered to the said Askara. Each chamber OF HOLINESS has a
parallel chamber ON THE OTHER SIDE. One is opposite to the other,
as we said. This is the gate to the north.

554. The fourth gate is for healing, called 'the gate of healing'. The
chieftain of this gate is called 'Peda'el', DERIVED FROM
REDEMPTION (HEB. PIDYON). He is in charge over all the remedies
in the world, and brings in all the prayers of those in pain, sickness,
and sorrow. He mounts together with these prayers, and presents
them before the Holy One, blessed be He.

555. This is "an angel over him, an interpreter, one among a
thousand" (Iyov 33:23), for there are a thousand who stand at the
gate, and PEDA'EL is one among them. It is also written, "then He is
gracious to him, and says, 'Deliver him from going down to the pit. I
have found a ransom'" (Ibid. 24), as this prayer mounts and becomes
a good interpreter for that person, and speaks well of him before the
Holy One, blessed be He. It is always for a good cause. Therefore, all
the remedies are found in that gate, over which Peda'el is in charge.
This is the gate to the west. There are four gates to this chamber,
EACH HAVING A UNIQUE FUNCTION.

556. In this chamber there is another spirit called 'Nogah' (lit.
'brightness'). This spirit rules over this chamber, and every luster
and desire are in it. This spirit is for those who have a portion in the
World to Come. He bedecks the souls with precious luster, so all the
other spirits in the other chambers know that this soul is worthy of
the World to Come, and might pass through all the other chambers
with no one to detain it.
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557. This spirit is purer and clearer than those below HIM. His name
is Zahariel, anointed by the holy anointing oil drawn from the World
to Come, BINAH, and it is nourished and grows by it. This alludes to
a candle, as it is written, "I have set up a candle for My
anointed" (Tehilim 132:17). For he is the set order of lighting candles
from below upwards, when light from above, BINAH dwells upon
him. Because he is set in order when all those below are included in
him, NAMELY, THE CHAMBERS BELOW, MOUNT UP TO HIM, AND
THEN "I HAVE SET UP A CANDLE..."

558. When this spirit is set AND ARRANGED by all the lower beings
who went up to him, and he shines, he emits one light by the name
of Ahadiel, who is included in this spirit, ZAHARIEL. The spirit
Ahadiel is underneath the spirit, ZAHARIEL, and anoints all the
rising souls, who have a portion in the World to Come, and are
worthy of ascending.

559. For when a soul ascends, it first enters the lower chambers,
THE CHAMBER OF THE SAPPHIRE STONE, AND THE CHAMBER OF
THE VERY HEAVEN. The soul is engraved with the 22 letters of the
Torah written upon it. And when the soul is found worthy OF
ASCENDING TO THIS CHAMBER, it stands in front of this spirit,
ZAHARIEL, and the chief Ahadiel anoints it. It rises and enters the
river of fire, and goes up THENCE and is offered as sacrifice TO
STAND ALWAYS BEFORE ATIK YOMIN.

560. This light, AHADIEL, comprises three lights, since the anointing
oil, THE LIGHT OF BINAH, WHENCE IT CAME, comprises three
colors, THE THREE COLUMNS. When this light glitters, 22 lights
glitter by it, corresponding to the 22 letters of the Torah, written
upon the soul. These 22 lights, are all chiefs and attendants standing
WITH AHADIEL, named after the light above them, AHADIEL, and
included in it. This light, AHADIEL, together with the 22 lights is
included in the spirit ZAHARIEL, who is included in AHADIEL, and
seeks to be settled in the fourth chamber.

561. When the spirit ZAHARIEL includes the light AHADIEL and the
22 letters, urging to glitter, one holy living creature comes out
combined of two colors of a lion and an eagle. It has one shape, FOR
THE SHAPES OF THE LION AND THE EAGLE MERGED INTO ONE,
called 'Ahiel'.
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562. From the glittering of this holy living creature, when light from
the high spirit ZAHARIEL reaches it, four wheels come out,
comprising all the colors, LION, OX, EAGLE AND MAN, called
'Had'riel, Yehad'riel, Ahadoriya, Asimon'. They all have eight wings,
appointed over the heavenly armies who wage war, for there is no
war in the world, nor a kingdom uprooted from its place, unless the
heavenly armies and the stars of the rest of the firmaments wage war
upon each other. The four wheels stand upon them in the four
directions of the world.

563. When the four wheels go to wage wars, by the secret of the
chamber of above, THE FOURTH CHAMBER, they depart, FOR
THERE is a court house, named merit. From their sweat, countless
armies and hosts OF ANGELS are issued. They all abide under these
wheels.

564. Some of them recite poetry, and some are messengers to this
world corresponding to the messengers of the side of defilement,
coming out of its third chamber, and prosecute and cause harm in
the world. THE MESSENGERS OF THIS CHAMBER are against them,
so they would not have power over those occupied in the Torah, as it
is written, "For He shall give His angels charge over you, to keep you
in all your ways. They shall bear you up in their hands, lest you dash
your foot against a stone..." (Tehilim 91:11-12). This is "a stone of
stumbling and...a rock of offense" (Yeshayah 8:14). DEFILEMENT is
called "a stone of stumbling," a rock of offense. HOLINESS is called
"a tried stone, a precious corner stone" (Yeshayah 28:16), "the Rock
of Yisrael" (Yeshayah 30:29). The one corresponds to the other.

565. From the mystery of the third chamber of the Other Side, two
spirits emerge, called 'wrath and fury'. From these two all the
messengers come out, misleading men from the path of truth. They
stand before a man on a righteous path TO DISTRACT HIM. For this
reason these wheels oppose them, to protect the man from incurring
damage by them. Moses was afraid of these two, when he went down
the mountain, as it is written, "For I was afraid of the wrath and
fury" (Devarim 9:19).
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566. In the middle of this chamber, there is another place up above,
with four gates to the four directions of the world. There are ten
chiefs in charge over each gate, and one chieftain over them. THIS
CHIEFTAIN comprises the light Ahadiel, they are wheel within wheel,
combined with one another.

567. The forty CHIEFS receive from the chamber of merit, the
indictment, to strike the sinning soul, and they have to strike it. They
stand within flames of fire facing the souls, then soar out of the
chamber and strike that soul. The soul stands reprimanded all the
days it was sentenced to, and does not cross the screen, TO ENTER
THE CHAMBER.

568. These forty CHIEFS reprimand and excommunicate all those
who uttered something they should not have, and IMMEDIATELY
after, pronounced a holy word of the Torah, and sully their mouths
therein. The chiefs excommunicate them, and they are
excommunicated for forty days, for their prayer is not accepted.

569. So for all sinners who deserve to be reprimanded, ten criers
come out every day, and proclaim in all the firmaments, the armies
and the hosts OF ANGELS, beware of so-and-so, for he is
reprimanded for such-and-such a sin he committed, until he repents
before his Master. May the Merciful One save us.

570. When he repents his sin, the forty chiefs gather and release him
FROM THE REPRIMAND. Then a proclamation resounds: 'so-and-so
is released from the reprimand.' From now on the prayer enters. But
before he repents, he is reprimanded above and below, and the
protection of his Master is removed from him. Even at night, WHEN
HIS SOUL DEPARTS AND WISHES TO RISE ABOVE, his soul is
reprimanded, and the gates of heaven are closed before it. It does
not mount, but is rejected outside.

571. There is a wheel in charge over the forty CHIEFS. He travels to
the place called "the couriers' chamber" (I Melachim 14:28). He
enters with the forty CHIEFS in charge over the four gates, and
together they raise the golden shields. These are the angels called
electrums, who hasten with shields, swords, and spears to protect
Yisrael from the other nations, and wage war against them, to take
revenge at once, without wasting TIME.
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572. It is therefore called "the couriers' chamber", REFERRING TO
where they run from. They run and hasten to fight and take revenge,
contrary to other couriers, running in haste to bring evil and weaken
the fortune OF PEOPLE, thus to have power over them. This is the
secret meaning of the verse, "the couriers went out in haste" (Ester
3:15). There are couriers on this side OF HOLINESS, and couriers on
that side OF THE OTHER SIDE. And because of them "the city of
Shushan rejoiced and was glad" (Ester 8:15), or "was in
consternation" (Ester 3:15). If the couriers OF HOLINESS arrive
earlier, the city of Shushan rejoices, and if the couriers of the Other
Side come first, the city of Shushan is in consternation.

573. We already explained that IN THE CHAMBER they stand facing
each other, this side OF HOLINESS, against that side OF THE
OTHER SIDE. And for that reason, THE COURIERS IN HERE defend
all, and when they ascend, INCLUDED in each other, one air comes
out from above, and they all become one shield, alluded to by "I am
your shield" (Beresheet 15:1).

574. Twelve wheels are turning at the chamber, called 'two-colored
Seraphim', red and white, NAMELY, Mercy and Judgment. They
always care for the sorrowful, to whom the other nations cause
sorrow and oppression. They are called 'windows', as in the verse,
"He looks in at the windows" (Shir Hashirim 2:9).

575. They are standing watchful over those who pray, early to come
to the synagogue, to be counted among the first ten. THE SERAPHIM
then mount and inscribe them above. For these FIRST TEN are called
'their friends'. This is the meaning of "the companions hearken for
your voice; cause Me to hear it" (Shir Hashirim 8:13).

576. Happy are the righteous who know how to properly arrange
their prayer, because when this prayer begins to ascend, THE
SERAPHIM mount with it. They enter throughout the firmaments and
chambers, up to the gate of the supernal opening, where the prayer
comes in to be adorned before the King, as we learned.
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577. Come and see: Those who say prayers and sanctification before
their Master with their whole will, their prayer should come straight
from thought, with speech and spirit full of desire. Then the name of
the Holy One, blessed be He is sanctified, and when prayer reaches
THE ANGELS, the friends, they all take the prayer and walk with it to
the gate of the fourth chamber. THERE THE ANGELS praise THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, when YISRAEL say prayers and
sanctifications TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. At that time OF
DAY, day-chiefs are appointed over PRAISING with Yisrael, and to be
their companions. At night, THEY ARE FRIENDS with those who
chant at night.

578. Come and see: It is written, "He who robs his father or his
mother, and says, it is no transgression; he is companion of a
destroyer" (Mishlei 28:24). We already explained that it is because he
withheld blessings from the Holy One, blessed be He, his Father, as
it is written, "ask your father, and he will recount it to you" (Devarim
32:7), and "let your father...be glad" (Mishlei 23:25). This was
explained.

579. "He is companion of a destroyer": HE ASKS: Who is the
destroyer? AND HE ANSWERS: He is a man who blemished the
moon, MALCHUT, NAMELY, THE OTHER SIDE, called "a perverse
man" (Mishlei 16:28), "a slanderer" (Tehilim 140:12), " a cunning
hunter, a man of the field" (Beresheet 25:27). This is a destroyer,
who withholds blessings from the world. Here also, whoever
withholds blessings from the world is a companion of a destroyer,
as we said. This is a mystery - It behooves a man to bless the Holy
One, blessed be He and pray in a proper manner, so that His Holy
Name be blessed, and he will join the holy companions, THE
ANGELS, and not blemish his prayer. For IF HE BLEMISHES HIS
PRAYER, blessings will be withheld from the world, and he will be
considered a companion to the destroyer, who withholds blessings
from the world, and brings death to all.

580. HE ASKS: What is "a charmer (lit. 'a befriender')" (Devarim
18:11)? AND HE ANSWERS: He who follows the Other Side, charms,
and thus draws to himself another, unholy spirit, and joins an evil
friend. That friend, the destroyer, abides by him. Why is he called 'a
friend'? Because when that man was born, THE OTHER SIDE,
NAMELY, THE EVIL INCLINATION, befriended him, and is now
always his friend. Later the friend turns into a destroyer.
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581. There is also a good friend on the side of holiness, the right
side, who does good with men in this world and in the World to
Come. These ANGELS friends, are always with him joined to save
and protect him, and be his companions in sanctifying the Name of
their Master, to chant and praise Him always.

582. From these TWELVE TWO-COLORED SERAPHIM come out four
other pillars, SUPPORTING the twelve TWO-COLORED SERAPHIM,
the friends, as said. The pillars are standing against those who give
advice to harm the righteous. And before anything is done, they go
up and announce what they heard, and the advice is canceled. They
are called 'Er'elim' (Eng. 'angels'). And though all are appointed to
that task, NEVERTHELESS each one is in charge over certain
SPECIFIC matters. Under them there are countless ANGELS.

583. These four ER'ELIM stand to the four directions of the world,
each standing watchful over Yisrael. They are called 'lattices',
according to the verse, "He peers through the lattice" (Shir Hashirim
2:9), AND THE TWELVE ARE CALLED 'WINDOWS'. The names of the
four lattices are Iga'el, Iriya, Ariel, Yehira'el. Iga'el stands to the east,
looking after all those who do good deeds, and think righteous
thoughts, though they are not able to perform.

584. Iriya stands to the south. He is looking after all those who
comfort the poor, or those whose heart is sorry for them, though
they are not able to give anything to them; also those who walk in
the path of righteousness. And those who do kindness to the dead,
he supports true kindness. His duty is to mention them above,
engrave their form above, and bring them to the World to Come.

585. Ariel stands to the north. He is watchful over those who planned
to do evil, but did not, or wanted to sin, but when they came to
commit TRANSGRESSION, they overcame their inclination and
abstained from doing it.
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586. Yehira'el stands to the west. He is in charge over those who are
occupied in the Torah, and bring their sons to study Torah in school,
and over those who look after the sick in their sickbed. They watch
over them and tell them to examine their sins and deeds, and repent
before their Master. For whoever looks after the sick, let him look
after his deeds and repent before the Holy One, blessed be He, who
will cause him to be saved, and his spirit to return to Him.

587. Concerning that, it is written, "Blessed is he who considers the
poor: Hashem will deliver him in the day of evil" (Tehilim 41:2). HE
ASKS: What is a day of evil? It should have been written, 'an evil
day.' AND HE ANSWERS: A "day of evil" REFERS TO the day when
evil has sway to take his soul. "Blessed is he who considers the
poor (Heb. dal)." This refers to the sick, as it is written, "Why are
you, being the king's son, so wasted (Heb. dal)" (II Shmuel 13:4). For
that reason, "Hashem will deliver him in the day of evil," referring to
those who look after the sick, and cause them to repent their sins
before the Holy One, blessed be He as we explained. In this chamber
stands THE ANGEL YEHIRA'EL watchful over him, so when
Judgment dwells over the world, he will be saved. Therefore,
"Hashem will deliver him in the day of evil," and on the day when
Judgment is given in the hands of evil, THE ANGEL OF DEATH, to
have power over him, "HASHEM WILL DELIVER HIM." All THE FOUR
ER'ELIM are standing watchful, and therefore they are called
'lattices'.

588. On the day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year) when the
Holy One, blessed be He stands in Judgment over the world, and the
Other Side comes to prosecute, THE TWELVE SERAPHIM AND THE
FOUR ER'ELIM gather and stand before the Holy One, blessed be He.
They are all adorned and stand before Him. At that time it is written,
"he looks in at the windows; he peers through the lattice" (Shir
Hashirim 2:9). "He peers," looking through a slit, sees, but sees not
all that needs seeing. Later, "He looks in at the windows," where He
can look more closely, meaning that He opens openings to have pity
over all. And when the Holy One, blessed be He looks at the world,
He looks through these windows and the lattices, and has
compassion over all.

589. When Yisrael blow the Shofar, a sound is raised, coming out of
the Shofar included of fire, water, and wind. That sound is made of
them all, to rouse a high sound, ZEIR ANPIN, coming out of the
Shofar, BINAH, likewise included of fire, water, and wind, THE
THREE COLUMNS. Then the crier goes out and proclaims through all
the firmaments, "The voice of my beloved is come...he looks in at the
windows; he peers through the lattice" (Ibid.).
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590. Then all know that the Holy One, blessed be He has compassion
over Yisrael, and say, happy are Yisrael, to have the means on earth,
BY BLOWING THE SHOFAR, to awaken compassion above. Then it
is written, "happy are the people who know the joyful note" (Tehilim
89:16). Assuredly, they know the note, for they break the note, which
is harsh Judgment, by which all are judged. Happy are Yisrael in this
world and in the World to Come, for they know the ways of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and know how to walk in His ways and properly
bind the unity.

591. The windows, SERAPHIM, and the lattices, ER'ELIM, are all
ready to unite all the prayers coming up from below, and watch over
them to bring them before the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore,
every synagogue without windows is not a worthy place for prayer.

592. For the synagogue below is the counterpart of the synagogue
above, in which there are windows as we said. So there are below.
For as above, in the great synagogue, THE CHAMBER, there are
twelve supernal windows, NAMELY, THE TWELVE SERAPHIM, they
are also in the lower synagogue. The one faces the other, because
the worlds stand the one facing the other, SEALED BY ONE
ANOTHER, AND WHATEVER IS IN THE SEAL, IS FOUND IN THE
INSIGNIA, and the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He is raised in
every way. Therefore, "Hashem will deliver him in the day of
evil" (Tehilim 41:2), MEANING THAT when the Evil Side has sway,
Hashem will deliver him, THROUGH THE WINDOWS AND THE
LATTICES.

593. In the same manner, the chieftain Yehira'el stands over all those
who feel compassion for the poor, as said, "Blessed is he who
considers the poor" (Ibid.). Hence everything is in this chamber. And
this chamber is included within another, fourth chamber, where the
decrees and Judgments of everyone are found. Happy is the portion
of him, who knows the treasures of his Master, to be devoted to him
and sanctify the Name of his Master always, so he may have merit in
this world and in the World to Come.

49. The chamber of merit - Gvurah
We hear that the fourth chamber, 'merit,' is the one by which God becomes known on earth. This is the chamber where all the merits, debts,
punishments and rewards are kept. Rabbi Shimon gives us a great amount of detail about the four chambers that are really all one chamber, and
about the spirit who takes everything and who is called Zechut El. From him there issue seventy lights and then another two lights, and these lights
are spoken of with much emphasis on the number 72. We hear about the three letters that are engraved on Zechut El. The chambers are for lawsuits
and judgment, for verdicts and sentences. Rabbi Shimon tells us the names of the chieftains at the gates of the chambers. He reveals how
information is sent from this chamber down to men of vision and dreams, down to prophets, with the knowledge descending from grade to grade.
Some of the grades are appointed to watch people and keep them from evil, some to help people who have come to be purified, some to perform
miracles and signs, and some to report back on peoples' actions. In the same way, the Other Side has grades that do various evil works in the world.
Rabbi Shimon tells us of the chiefs who are variously in charge of merits, deliverance, judgment, transgressions and the scales of justice. Again we
hear about the glowing living creature called Tumiel who is in charge of prayers and who reigns over four Seraphim. The Seraphim emit sparks of
fire that create 72 wheels glowing with fire that create the river of fire in which spirits are burned after death. During Shabbat the river stops burning
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and the living creature enters the middle of the chamber, the place called 'Delight'. Here there are tens of thousands of chieftains who stand over the
tables prepared on earth for Sabbath, ready to say 'Amen' to the blessings that Tumiel puts on those tables. There is a chamber opposite to the one
called 'Delight', and it is called 'Pestilence' - it is reserved for those whose tables are not properly laid and who loved cursing. Everything is judged
in the chamber of merit except for three things: children, life and sustenance. This is because all three flow down from above, from Yesod of Zeir
Anpin.
594. By the fourth chamber, the reign of the Holy One, blessed be He
over the earth is made known. It stands guard to keep the ways of
the Torah. This chamber is called 'merit', and in it are judged all the
cases of the world. This is the chamber where are all the merits,
debts, punishments, and rewards for those who keep the precepts of
the Torah.

595. This chamber, of merit, is different than the rest of the
chambers. It comprises four chambers, different from each other,
and all of them are one. In this chamber there is a spirit called
'Zechut El', after whom the chamber is named merit (Heb. zechut),
and El, because here all the lawsuits in the world are judged. This is
the secret of "and El who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12).

596. The four chambers within this chamber, are one inside the
other, all included within one another, and are one chamber, merit.
All the four chambers have gates. A high chieftain stands outside
the first gate of this chamber, Sansaniya by name. By the same
name there is another chieftain, on another side of the left, who
takes the Judgments FROM SANSANIYA, to his chamber, with which
to arouse and execute judgment upon the world. Since he takes from
him, he too is named Sansaniya. He is in charge over Askara of the
babies.

597. This high chieftain, STANDING OUTSIDE THE FIRST GATE OF
THIS CHAMBER, CALLED 'Sansaniya', once Judgment is received,
he proclaims to all the chiefs standing at the twelve openings OF
THIS CHAMBER. These are the criers who announce all the lawsuits
sentenced in this chamber of merit.

598. The spirit who receives everything, Zechut El, comprises
everything. From him issue seventy glittering lights, all standing in a
circle, so they may see each other, and not be covered by one
another. All the merits, the punishments, the judgments, are
standing before these lights.
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599. From THE SEVENTY LIGHTS come out two lights, always
standing before THE SEVENTY LIGHTS. The seventy lights, together
with the two lights standing in front of them, are inside in the middle
of the chamber. Of the secret of this chamber it is written, "Your
navel is like a round goblet, that never lacks blended wine" (Shir
Hashirim 7:3), FOR HERE ALL THE DEBTS AND MERITS MERGE.

600. From these 72 LIGHTS come out other 72 of the right, and 72 of
the left. The first 72 are inside in the middle of the chamber. Before
the INTERNAL lights, come all the merits and debts to be purified. All
the deeds in the world are come from these 72 internal lights. It is
found then that all the lights issuing from this high spirit ZECHUT
EL, are 216 lights, FOR 3 TIMES 72 ARE 216, and they are all
included in this spirit.

601. These two lights stand before the seventy, always testifying and
recording verdicts, acquittals, or condemnations. The seventy
decree and judge. All the judging in the world, for good or ill, is done
here.

602. Upon the spirit Zechut El three letters are engraved, joining him
from above, Yud-Hei-Vav. We already explained that when these
letters are joined together where there is unity between male and
female, YUD-HEI-VAV BEING THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET AND ARE MALE, AND ZECHUT EL THE SECRET OF
THE FEMALE, they are written upon this spirit, ZECHUT EL. Here
David says, "and my Elohim (Heb. v'elohai), the rock of my
refuge" (Tehilim 94:22). THE LETTERS OF V'ELOHAI ARE THE SAME
AS OF EL YUD-HEI-VAV, the secret of the spirit called 'El', together
with the letters Yud-Hei-Vav written upon him. These are the three
sides of the lights we mentioned, NAMELY, THREE TIMES 72, TO
THE RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER; RIGHT AND LEFT
CORRESPONDING TO THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI, AND THE MIDDLE
ONE BEING VAV.
603. THIS PARAGRAPH IS WANTING, IT SHOULD HAVE SAID:
AFTER THAT ONE LIGHT EMERGED TO FOUR SIDES, THE LIGHT
PRODUCED THREE OTHERS, WHICH ARE THREE COURT HOUSES.
These three courts differ FROM THE INTERNAL 72, and judge
matters other THAN CRIMINAL LAWS, SUCH AS matters of the
world, richness and poverty, sickness or perfect HEALTH. For the
four chambers also deal with other LAWSUITS. These two chambers
are to the two other sides of the light, NAMELY, THE TWO 72'S ON
THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES, THE SECRET OF THE THREE
COURTS, THAT SENTENCE OTHER CASES. There is one chamber
for all the eyed ones who do the reckoning for the deeds of the
world, NAMELY, INCLUDING CRIMINAL LAWS, THE SECRET OF THE
MIDDLE, INTERNAL 72; another chamber is for the scribes under the
first, internal ones. These four chambers are all included within this
chamber named merit after the spirit, as we said.
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604. In each of the gates in these chambers, there is one chieftain. At
the first gate, there is a chieftain named Gazriel. His duty is to make
known the sentences and verdicts of the Judgments to the first
chieftain STANDING OUT OF THE DOOR, whose name is Sansaniya,
from whom receives another chieftain in charge over the chamber of
the Other Side, in charge over the croup (Aramic askara) sickness in
babies.

605. The chieftain, Gazriel, takes the verdicts from the internal court,
as everything is sentenced there, and notifies the chieftain outside
THE DOOR, SANSANIYA. All the criers proclaim throughout the
firmaments, such-and- such was decreed at the house of the King.
Then the matter is taken by the chamber below, THE THIRD
CHAMBER, where it resounds until it is heard in all the lower
firmaments, and made known to everyone down below.

606. The lower beings take the matter from grade to grade. Even the
birds in the sky and the fowl on earth take it and make it known in
the world, until the complainants and accusers take it, and appear
before men in their dreams. Shortly afterward it comes to pass.

607. Sometimes, when something has to be made known to the
kings on earth, who sustain and lead nations, the matter is disclosed
to the firmament of the lower sun, where IT stands, until the chiefs of
the sun, appointed over the sun, take the matter and notify the
supernal chieftains of the Other Side, who make it known to the
kings of the earth on their side.

608. When there were prophets in Yisrael, they used to draw their
prophecy from the two supernal pillars, NETZACH AND HOD, upon
which the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, is supported. When the prophets were
gone from the world, those who see in visions and in dreams came,
who took everything from its place, as we said. And when there were
kings in Yisrael but the prophets were gone, and no men who see in
visions and in dreams were to be found, the matter was made known
to the kings through this gate, THE FIRST GATE OF THIS CHAMBER.
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609. And if you say: How could THE KINGS OF YISRAEL take from
such a HIGH place, as this? Come and see: Each grade and every
gate has certain chiefs outside, appointed over all those firmaments,
all the way down to the lower firmaments. They notify the matters to
those who should know. For from these chambers on the side of
holiness and the secret of the Faith, grades are going down, all in
the secret of the Faith. They descend until they soar into this world,
and are appointed over it.

610. Some of them ARE APPOINTED to keep people from the Other
Side, and the harms of the world, and watch their ways. Others help
people who come to be purified. Some perform miracles and signs,
and others watch the deeds of men, to testify ABOVE. So the grades
differ according to their aspects. All this is in the secret of the
supernal Faith, supernal holiness.

611. The Other Side works in the same manner. In the side of
defilement, from the chambers OF UNHOLINESS grades go down.
These grades all do evil and seduce the world. Some lead men
astray from the path of good into the evil way, others stand to defile
people, who come to be defiled. We learned that when a man comes
to be defiled, he is defiled in this world, and defiled in that world.
They are called 'boiling excrement' (Heb. tzoah), as it is written, "You
shall go (Heb. tze), and say to it" (Yeshayah 30:22). These grades
defile even more, and are therefore always meant for those WHO
COME TO BE DEFILED. All that happens in certain grades, in a
proper manner.

612. Over the second gate there is a chief called 'Dahariel' of the
right. He is in charge over all the merits won by men, so they will be
acquitted. When a man has a good verdict, when there are more
merits than sins in men, then this chief DAHARIEL is in charge over
their due and the portion of the merits and their good reward.

613. He takes out the GOOD sentence, and appoints a chief called
'Peda'el' of the third chamber, and tells him, "deliver (Heb. pede) him
from going down to the pit" (Iyov 33:24). For when a man is on his
deathbed, caught in the King's prison, then he is judged. All his
merits and every debt he accumulated in this world come into the
court to be judged.
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614. When his verdict is good, his good judgment comes out of this
gate, to the right of the chief Dahariel, standing there AT THE GATE.
His good sentence is announced until he is saved AND CURED
FROM HIS ILLNESS. The judgment goes down through all the
chieftains, the good grades, descending through all the grades,
UNTIL IT REACHES THE MAN IN THIS WORLD. Man is judged for
everything, for better for worse by the King's court.

615. Over the third gate there is a chief named Gadiel. He is of the
left side, in charge over all the transgressions and evil deeds a man
goes after in this world. He puts them on the scales to weigh them
against the merits put there by another chief, DAHARIEL we
mentioned.

616. These scales stand within the fourth gate, where the good
deeds and sins are weighed together. Whichever is in the
ascendancy, has chiefs on its side. If the good deeds prevail, some
chieftains of the right side take the sentence, and remove evils and
diseases away from that man until he is saved. If transgressions
prevail, its chieftains of the left side come, until the Other Side takes
the matter, with all those who seek strict law, until the man's good
fortune weakens, and that side comes down and takes away his
soul. Happy is the portion of the righteous in this world and in the
World to Come.

617. On the fourth gate stands a chief called 'Mozniya' (Eng. 'from
scales'). These are the scales, where good and bad deeds are put
and weighed together. They are called 'just scales', as it is written,
"just balances" (Vayikra 19:36). Everyone is weighed by it to be
judged.

618. Under this chief, MOZNIYA, there are two chiefs, one on the
right and one on the left. The one on the right is called 'Hariel', and
the one on the left is called 'Gedudiel'. When the merits and sins are
weighed, the one ON THE RIGHT balances the scales to the right,
and the one ON THE LEFT balances to the left. They are all included
within the spirit called 'Zechut El'.
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619. When they are all comprised IN ZECHUT EL, he issues a living
creature. This is a glowing living creature, called 'Tumiel'. It stands
guard over the world by the eyes of Hashem, who hover and walk
about the world. These eyes of Hashem are watchful over the good
deeds done secretly, and watch over the deeds done with a whole
heart, though not done properly.

620. This living creature stands watchful over the prayers, because
the petitions, uttered by men in their prayers, are all in the hands of
this living creature. It puts them in this chamber, where they are kept
for forty days.

621. Every forty days, this living creature comes out, takes all the
prayers and puts them before the 72 lights to be judged. Then the
spirit, Zechut El looks at them carefully, to see whether that man is
worthy or not. If he is worthy, the prayer goes out, and this petition
rolls, and twelve chiefs with it, each demanding from that spirit that
the prayer be accepted, and it is accepted by them.

622. Under the living creature, glow four Seraphim - Seraph'el,
Barkiel, Krishiel, Kedumiyah. These four are under the living
creature to the four directions of the world. They are appointed to
watch over those who keep the Shabbat and delight it as they ought.

623. When the four SERAPHIM travel, sparks of fire come out. From
the sparks 72 wheels glowing with fire were made, whence the river
of fire was made. Thousands will serve this river. All the four
SERAPHIM watch over those who give pleasure to the Shabbat. The
living creature TUMIEL is above them, and they travel according to it
and under it.
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624. Every day the river of fire flows and burns spirits and rulers.
When Shabbat arrives, a proclamation resounds, and the river is
calmed. All the storms, glimmers, and sparks are calmed. This living
creature stands on the four Seraphim, and enters the middle of the
chamber, the place called 'delight'.

625. In this place, DELIGHT, once Shabbat enters, all the tables are
set of the people, called 'the children of the King's chamber'.
Thousands and tens of thousands of chieftains stand at these
tables. The supernal living creature above the four Seraphim, enters
and looks at each table, how each of them is given pleasure, and it
blesses that table. And the thousands and tens of thousands of
chieftains, all open and say 'Amen'.

626. HE ASKS: What is the blessing it says over the table, pleasing
and properly set? AND HE ANSWERS: It is, "then shall you delight
yourself in Hashem...for the mouth of Hashem has spoken
it" (Yeshayah 58:14). And everybody says, "Then shall you call, and
Hashem shall answer..." (Ibid. 9). When the table has the pleasure of
all the three meals, the supernal spirit Zechut El, at the last repast,
finishes by saying about all the preceding ones, "Then shall your
light break forth like the morning, the glory of Hashem shall be your
rearguard" (Ibid. 8). All the seventy other lights on the three sides
open and say, "Behold, thus shall the man be blessed who fears
Hashem" (Tehilim 128:4).

627. When a man's table is not at the place CALLED 'DELIGHT',
properly set to please, then this living creature with the four
SERAPHIM underneath it, and the thousands and tens of thousands
all reject it outside, to the Other Side. And the accusers take it and
put it in a place opposite TO DELIGHT (HEB. ONEG, AYIN-NUNGIMEL) called 'pestilence' (Heb. nega, Nun-Gimel -Ayin). When they
put it there, they say, "for he loved cursing, and it came to him; and
he delighted not in blessing, and it was far from him" (Tehilim
109:17), "Let the creditor seize everything that he has...let there be
none to extend kindness to him" (Ibid. 11-12). May the Merciful One
save us.
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628. Since the delight of Shabbat is the Faith in the Holy One,
blessed be He, NAMELY, THE DELIGHT OF THE SHECHINAH
CALLED 'FAITH', then all those who delight in Shabbat, and the
holidays, the four SERAPHIM beneath the living creature, are
standing in front of the river of fire, and do not let them burn in it,
who enjoy their pleasure properly.

629. Under the four SERAPHIM there are other officers standing
outside, who convene on this side of this chamber, who proclaim all
the sentences, and the decisions decreed in this chamber.

630. Everything is judged here, except three matters, over which
there is no permission to give Judgment in the chamber called
'merit'. These are children, life and sustenance, because they are not
here but depend upon Mazal. For the river which is drawn and flows,
WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE SOURCE IS THE BEARD
OF ARICH ANPIN, comes from where there is life above. There is
food there, and children. For all the three come out from there and
flow downward. For that reason all is found in this chamber save
these three.

631. When man is on his deathbed, he is judged here, also for all
other laws of the world. If you say, why is it that when a man is on
his death bed, if he is sentenced to have life, it is given him, YET
CHILDREN, LIFE AND SUSTENANCE ARE NOT SUPPOSED TO
DEPEND UPON THIS PLACE? HE ANSWERS: THE MEANING is not
that life depends upon this place, but once he is judged here to life,
then life is drawn from above FROM MAZAL and is given him. Happy
is the portion of the righteous, who know the ways of the Torah, and
by it merit life eternal. Of them it is written, "Your people also shall
be all righteous; they shall inherit the land forever" (Yeshayah 60:21).

50. The fifth chamber of love - Chesed
Rabbi Shimon says that the fifth chamber lights up the lower ones, shining in the secret of the faith. The spirit of 'Love' lives in the chamber - he is
called 'Suriyah', and consists of four colors. He has been given all the secrets of his Master. In this chamber all the supernal treasures and the
mystery of mysteries are kept. The four colors mentioned join to produce the holy living creature called 'splendor' (Zohar). The chamber holds all the
souls and spirits that are still destined to descend into bodies; however, no new ones have come in since the destruction of the temple. Once they
have all descended to be men, the chamber will be empty and Messiah will come. The spirit 'Love' and the living creature 'Splendor' mate to produce
two lights that are included in each other and that are called 'El Shadai'. We are told how people are sent spiritual nourishment so they will not be
starved by the Other Side, and how two officers in this chamber cause the love to flow between Yisrael below and God above. All the acts of
kindness in the world go up to this chamber and then go further up to the supernal love. A verse about this chamber says: "Many waters cannot
quench love, nor can the floods drown it..."
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632. The fifth chamber is for illuminating the lower beings. It shines
in the secret of the Faith. There is an opening to this chamber, and a
chief in charge over it, called 'Sanegoryah'. The chief stands at the
gate to argue in favor (Heb. sanegor), NAMELY, TO GIVE GOOD
RECOMMENDATION ON YISRAEL, before their Master, so the Other
Side will not have sway over them.

633. There is a spirit in this chamber, consisting of four, for this
spirit comprises four colors: white, black, green and red, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. This spirit, which consists of
them all, is called 'Suriyah', a general of all the lower armies beneath
him and appointed by him.

634. This is the spirit who opens and closes, for all the higher keys
were given into his hand. All the lower armies are included and stand
beneath him, sustained by him. This spirit knows all the secrets of
his Master, for they were all handed to him.

635. This spirit is called 'Love', and for that reason the chamber is
called 'the chamber of love'. For here the mystery of mysteries were
stored for whoever should conceive it. This is the secret of the
verse, "there will I give you my love" (Shir Hashirim 7:13).

636. This spirit is in charge of the keeping above, called "He who
keeps Yisrael" (Tehilim 121:3), "who keeps covenant" (Devarim 7:9).
Here are kept all the supernal treasures, and the stores of his Master
are there stored. From here start all the paths and ways to those
below, to awaken in them the spirit of love.

637. The four said colors were included within one another.
Whenever they wish to be included, they strike each other, and one
holy living creature emerges, called 'splendor' (Heb. zohar). Of this
living creature it is written, "This is the living creature that I saw...by
the river K'var" (Yechezkel 10:20).
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638. From this chamber come out all the holy spirits, sustained by
the existence of the supernal kissing. For from these kisses an air of
a spirit issues that sustains the ilfe of all the high souls given to
men. This is the secret of the verse, "but by every word that
proceeds out of the mouth of Hashem does man live" (Devarim 8:3).
In this chamber you may find all the souls and spirits destined to
descend to men since the world was created. Therefore, this
chamber holds all the souls born of that river which is drawn and
issuing, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and therefore is never empty.

639. Since the destruction of the Temple no other souls came in
here. And when there will be no more, NAMELY, ALL THE SOULS IN
THIS CHAMBER WILL GO DOWN TO BE CLOTHED IN MEN, this
chamber will be empty, and it will be visited from above, and King
Messiah will come. Then the chamber above will be aroused MALCHUT - and the chamber below, SO HIS KINGDOM WILL BE
REVEALED IN THIS WORLD.

640. It is written of the secret of this chamber, "your two breasts are
like two fawns..." (Shir Hashirim 4:5). For in this chamber there is the
spirit we mentioned, LOVE, and that living creature, SPLENDOR,
AND THEIR JOINING TOGETHER issued two lights, included in one
another, and united together, to be called, 'El Shadai'. The two lights
are called 'Shadai', and together with El of the chamber below called
Zechut El, they join each other and intermingle to be called 'El
Shadai', for they issued from the two breasts (Heb. shadayim).

641. The name 'El' is of the right. It takes from this place all the
compassion there that nourish the chamber below called 'merit',
named after the spirit in it, as we said. The name 'Shadai' suckles all
the lower beings and all the chambers, and those standing outside
on this side, called 'the pegs of the Tabernacle', as we explained. It is
therefore called 'Shadai', for giving plenty of food to the lower
beings, that it receives from the right.
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642. From here come out the lights called, "the bright blade of a
revolving sword" (Beresheet 3:24), for they revolve and turn into
several colors. We already explained that they are those aroused to
accomplish a mission above. And in this world they are of the left.
When this spirit expands, it strikes and emits lights on all sides,
RIGHT AND LEFT, like breasts pouring milk on all sides. So from this
spirit lights come out on every side, and issue another living
creature in charge over those called 'the bright blade of a revolving
sword'. This is called (A FEW LINES ARE MISSING).

643. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) he is in charge over the world.
When there is hunger, and the world is sentenced to it, this living
creature is appointed over the world. It issues a spirit of
nourishment to the faithful, so they will not starve on account of the
Other Side. While hunger has sway over the world, two spirits of
defilement issue from that side, called "destruction and famine."
This is the secret of the verse, "At destruction and famine you shall
laugh" (Iyov 5:22). They abide in the world and denounce men. The
one who sends them hunger and they die IS DESTRUCTION. When
the other, FAMINE, has sway, people eat but are never satisfied,
WHICH IS FAMINE because an evil spirit rules over the world.

644. This is the living creature, which produced the spark coming
out of the two glittering sparks, that revolve and turn into several
colors, SOMETIMES FEMALE, SOMETIMES MALE. This spark is
called 'Seraphim'. It grasps and inflames them.

645. In this chamber there are two officers, lights standing upon
thousands and tens of thousands called 'vines', and thousands and
tens of thousands called 'pomegranates'. They all exist through love,
and bring love between Yisrael below, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, above. They all arouse love and endure through love. When love
is awakened from below upward, and from above downward, the
chamber is filled with goodness, and charity, and mercy, and the
love below and the love above join each other. BET-HEI BELOW ARE
ATTACHED TO ALEPH-HEI ABOVE. (ALEPH-HEI-BET-HEI =
AHAVEH, LIT. 'LOVE')
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646. From here come out two chiefs, called 'love' after the chamber.
Their duty is to watch over those who proclaim the unison of the
Master with love, sacrifice their lives with love, and ascend to testify
above. All those who do an act of kindness in the world, these acts
go up and enter this chamber to be adorned, then go further up to be
adorned by the supernal love. Concerning this the verse says, "For
Your kindness (Heb. Chesed) is great above the heavens" (Tehilim
108:5). Of this chamber it is written, "Many waters cannot quench
love, nor can the floods drown it..." (Shir Hashirim 8:7).

51. The chamber of desire - Tiferet
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the sixth chamber, the chamber of desire that is called: "word that proceeds out of the mouth of Hashem." Here all the
wishes and petitions in the world are granted. This is the chamber where Moses was taken after death. We learn of the spirit in charge of this
chamber who is named Raziel, and we learn of the roles of Michael, Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel, who are instrumental in defence, in healing, in
bringing medicine and in carrying messages. Rabbi Shimon talks about water, fire, air and dust that are Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet and Malchut. He
tells us that Rabbi Akiva reached this chamber and died with complete love; he was not judged, because he drew the light of Wisdom from below
upward, rather than from above downward. We learn about the ten martyrs, whose souls rose up to God but whose bodies were delivered to the
Other Side. Rabbi Shimon comes to the conclusion that holiness is joy and that the Other Side is sadness. He talks about how all the lower
chambers are included in this chamber, standing on pillars. The officers in charge of these chambers look after the marriage of males and females,
all births, the speech of children who study the Torah, the declarations of judgment, and the gladdening of the world. We read about the supernal
kisses that unite the lower and higher grades, and of what happened when Jacob reached this chamber. We hear of how Abraham and Isaac
comprised Love and Judgment together, and how there is no justice without merit. This explains how the Sanhedrin began to develop the criminal
laws. Then we are told about the prophets, and how the seers get their visions and dreams from the chambers of Brightness and Splendor. There is
a description of the sixth chamber of the Other Side, where all the wicked pleasures are found. Rabbi Shimon says that there are things the body
delights in, and things the soul delights in. He tells us that all the souls of the chambers below the sixth chamber are included in the sixth chamber,
and there are two names that include all the other names - they are Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim and Yud Hei Vav Hei Tzevaot. The first name is of Jacob,
and the second of Joseph. These are the secret of the first temple and the second temple.
647. The sixth chamber is called 'the chamber of desire'. This is the
desire called, "word that proceeds out of the mouth of
Hashem" (Devarim 8:3). It is the joy of everything joined. And here is
the desire of all desires, according to the secret of the verse, "Your
lips are like a thread of scarlet" (Shir Hashirim 4:3). It is the desire of
all the souls coming out of the mouth of Hashem.

648. This chamber is the chamber of desire, where all the wishes and
petitions in the world are granted. For it is the desire of all the
desires, where they are kissing, according to the secret of the verse,
"and Jacob kissed Rachel" (Beresheet 29:11). Then, when they kiss
each other, it is time of favor, because then wholeness is found, and
all faces illuminate. Whenever prayers rise, it is a time of goodwill.
Therefore it is written, "But as for me, let my prayer be to You, O
Hashem, in an acceptable time" (Tehilim 69:14), which refers to their
joining each other.
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649. There are six entrances to this chamber, four entrances to the
four directions of the world, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, one above and one below, NETZACH AND HOD. There is
one spirit in charge over the entrances, greater than all the chieftains
of the entrances, named Raziel. He is appointed to be in charge over
the supernal secrets, that talk mouth to mouth, and kiss each other
in loving love.

650. These secrets are not meant to be revealed, but when the gates
are opened, all the chambers know, and all the spirits and legions,
that the gates of desire were opened. Through these gates no one
enters, save the desire of the prayers, the desires of the praises, the
desires of the holy high souls.

651. This is the chamber of Moses. To this chamber Moses was
gathered in love, and with kisses, NAMELY, HE DIED BY THE KISS
OF DEATH. In this chamber, "Moses speaks and the Elohim answers
him by a voice" (Shemot 19:19).

652. When THE KISSERS are joined in kissing each other, it is
written, "Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth..." (Shir
Hashirim 1:1). There are no kisses of joy and love, save when they
cling to each other, mouth to mouth, spirit to spirit, and saturate
each other with pleasure and joy from the supernal illumination.

653. Come and see: "Moses speaks" REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN, as it
is written, "Behold, you are fair, my love" (ibid. 15), and "your lips
are a thread of scarlet" (Shir Hashirim 4:3). THESE ARE THE WORDS
OF ZEIR ANPIN TO THE SHECHINAH. "And the Elohim answers him
by a voice": THIS IS THE SHECHINAH TALKING TO ZEIR ANPIN, as it
is written, "behold, you are fair, my beloved yea, pleasant" (Shir
Hashirim 1:16), and, "His lips like lilies, dropping flowing
myrrh" (Shir Hashirim 5:13). THESE ARE THE WORDS OF THE
SHECHINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN.
654. To the spirit, RAZIEL, were given all the secrets of the high
souls, who awaken the need of love above and below together,
NAMELY, MALE AND FEMALE, WHEN THEY RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN
(FEMALE WATERS). These are the supernal souls, such as Rabbi
Akiva and his companions, THE TEN MARTYRS, who did not bathe
in the river of fire, like the rest of the souls who pass through it to
bathe. THEY DID NOT NEED IT BECAUSE OF THEIR GREAT
HOLINESS. We already explained that.
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655. The spirit RAZIEL let out twelve lights, that exist by the secret
under that spirit. There are four high lights to the four directions,
ruling over the four winds. To the south stands one supernal light,
the right of the whole world, from which Yisrael begin to be united by
the secret of the Faith. This is Michael, minister over the force of the
supernal lights descending from the south, CHESED, where the light
is strong.

656. Michael, the light of the right, is the great guardian, THE
CARETAKER, of Yisrael. When the Other Side accuses and
prosecutes Yisrael, Michael stands against him as counsel for the
defense, AN ADVOCATE IN FAVOR of Yisrael, and they are saved
from prosecution of the chief enemy of Yisrael.

657. Except at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, when the
sins multiplied, and Michael could not overcome the Other Side,
because his pleadings were broken. Then, "He has drawn back His
right hand from before the enemy" (Eichah 2:3).

658. To the north stands another light, whose duty is to nullify
sentences of the fourth chamber. It gives THE NULLIFICATION to the
chief in charge over the gate, where stand other chieftains of the
side of defilement, waiting to take the sentence from the chief.
Sometimes, the light of the north side executes the judgment
ITSELF, and it is not given to the Other Side. For all the judgments
executed by it ITSELF, can be mended, and the Holy One, blessed be
He does kindness in such places, THOUGH THEY ARE OF THE LEFT.

659. HE EXPLAINS: Gabriel is the light of the north, and wherever he
strikes there is Chesed, for Gabriel consists of two sides, and
comprises both GVURAH AND CHESED. He therefore strikes, but
with a healing effect. On this side there is the secret of the verse, "as
a man chastens his son, so Hashem your Elohim chastens
you" (Devarim 8:5). These are sufferings of love, including this and
that side, GVURAH AND CHESED.
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660. To the east side there is another light, found in all that pertains
to healing. It presents before the Holy One, blessed be He all those
who were forgotten in their beds of sickness, AND NOT HEALED IN
TIME, in order to bring nearer the time and end of their illness, for
they were perfected in their Faith, MEANING THAT THE
SICKNESSES KEEP THE TIME ALLOTTED TO THEM BY FAITH, AND
DO NOT WANT TO LEAVE EARLIER. AND IT ASKS THEM TO LEAVE
BEFORE THEIR TIME IS DUE. The light goes about the world every
day to perfect the medicine at the command of its Master. This light
is named Raphael. IT IS HIM, though we stated that RAPHAEL is of
the west side, and grasps this and that side, the side of Michael and
the side of Gabriel, BEING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET,
COMPRISING THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE
MICHAEL AND GABRIEL.

661. This is the chieftain whose charge it is, when a man is
sentenced to remain alive, in the fourth chamber, to hasten the
medicine. This medicine comes through distress, FOR UNLESS HE
WERE ILL, HE WOULD NOT HAVE NEEDED MEDICINE, and since it
comes out of the two sides, CHESED AND JUDGMENT. This
distress, THE ILLNESS, comes out of the left, and the medicine of
the right side. Therefore the sick, when healing is sent to him, it
comes out of great distress.

662. So it is on the west side, THAT THE MEDICINE COMES ALSO
FROM THE WEST SIDE, BECAUSE THE WEST IS MALCHUT
INCLUDING ALL THE LIGHTS OF THE THREE COLUMNS, AS WAS
SAID. Though we said that Raphael is of the east side, and we stated
that he is ALSO of the west, NEVERTHELESS healing and life come
only from the east side, but, thence life is drawn downward
TOWARDS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE WEST SIDE.
663. On the side of the west, there is one light called 'Nuriel', which
is Uriel. It consists of them all, and acts as a messenger on every
matter. FOR WEST IS MALCHUT INCLUDING ALL THE THREE
COLUMNS. It has three sides, NAMELY, THREE COLUMNS, but they
are actually two, since each comprises the other, MEANING THAT
THERE ARE MAINLY THE RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN,
AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN IS BUT THE COMBINATION OF THE
TWO COLUMNS AND DOESN'T ADD TO THEM. SO THERE ARE
REALLY NOT MORE THAN TWO COLUMNS. They are the four
foundations, THE THREE COLUMNS AND THE RECEIVING
MALCHUT, lower than the four foundations of the world IN BINAH,
which are superior to the rest. Since they are all connected to each
other, the verse says, "I went down into the garden of nuts to
see" (Shir Hashirim 6:11), ALLUDING TO THE FRUIT OF THE NUT,
WHICH IS DIVIDED INTO FOUR INTERCONNECTED PARTS.
664. These twelve lights are within the spirit RAZIEL, about whom we
said he is in perfection above them. THE EXPLANATION IS THAT
beneath the four supernal lights, IN THE FOUR RISING SPIRITS,
MICHAEL, GABRIEL, RAPHAEL AND URIEL, there are eight other
lights, in order to achieve perfection, for together they are one
wholeness, and when they expand, they are three on each side.
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665. The function of the four pillars, THE FOUR SAID LIGHTS, is to
raise the chamber and unite it with a place called 'heaven', TIFERET
OF ATZILUT, to connect the kissing together. Under them, many
grades upon grades all come out of the four lower foundations, THE
FOUR LIGHTS, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, RAPHAEL AND URIEL. Some go
out from the aspect of water, WHICH IS CHESED, MICHAEL, others
from the aspect of fire, WHICH IS GVURAH, GABRIEL, some from the
aspect of air, WHICH IS TIFERET, RAPHAEL, and some from the
aspect of earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, URIEL.

666. We also learned, in the same manner, about the four who
entered the orchard. They were all chosen for this place, to the four
elements, each was drawn to his own place, the one to the aspect of
fire, one to the side of water, one to the aspect of air, and one to the
aspect of earth. They were all engraved EACH by his own element,
when they entered, except the pious and whole who came from the
right side, CHESED, clung to the right and ascended, NAMELY,
RABBI AKIVA.

667. When he reached this place called 'the chamber of love', he
clung to it with the desire of the heart. He said that this chamber
should be joined with the chamber above, CHESED OF ATZILUT,
with 'great love'. Then he became perfected in the secret of the Faith,
and ascended to complete the small love, MALCHUT, by the great
love, CHESED, properly. That is why he died with love, and his soul
departed by that word, "And you shall love" (Devarim 6:5). Happy is
his portion.

668. All the others went down, each and every one, and were
punished by the element to which they descended. Elisha went down
by the left side, THE ELEMENT OF fire, NAMELY, GVURAH. He
descended and never went up, and met the Other Side called 'a
strange El'. Repentance was withheld from him, and he was
expelled, since he was attached to him. Therefore, he was called 'an
other,' as we already explained.

669. Ben Azai went down by the element of earth, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT. Before he reached the burning fire
within the earth, NAMELY, THE JUDGMENT IN IT, which touches the
Other Side, he was drowned by the earth and died. It is written about
this, "Precious in the sight of Hashem is the death of His pious
ones" (Tehilim 116:15), MEANING THAT HE DIED PIOUS, WITHOUT
TOUCHING JUDGMENT.
670. Ben Zoma descended by the element of air, CORRESPONDING
TO TIFERET, and met a spirit that reaches the side of defilement,
called "evil hindrance" (I Melachim 5:18). It therefore hurt him, but
did not settle in him, AND HE WAS HURT. None was saved from
punishment. Upon this said Solomon, "There is a vanity which is
done upon the earth; that there are just men, to whom it happens
according to the deeds of the wicked" (Kohelet 8:14). They were
punished for going down these grades, MEANING THAT THEY
DREW THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS, WHICH IS CALLED 'DESCENT'.
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671. Come and see: Since Rabbi Akiva went up, NAMELY, HE DREW
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM BELOW UPWARD,
properly, therefore, he came in peace and left in peace. David asked
a question, which remained unexplained. It is written, "from men, by
Your hand, Hashem, from men whose portion in life is of the
world" (Tehilim 17:14). He asked why there are righteous amongst
those who were killed in the world. They were meritorious and never
committed sin, to be punished for it. Come and see: The verse, "from
men, by Your hand, Hashem, from men (Heb. metim) whose portion
in life is of the world" points at two ways OF DEATH (HEB. MITAH);
"by Your hand, Hashem" and "the world." The first one refers to the
Holy One, blessed be He, to whom the soul is gathered. "From men...
of the world (Heb. cheled)" refers to the Other Side, who has control
over the body, as it is written, "I shall behold man no more with the
inhabitants of the world" (Heb. chedel) (Yeshayah 38:11),
REFERRING TO THOSE WHO DWELL UNDER THE OTHER SIDE
CALLED GRAVE (HEB. CHEDEL).

672. Come and see: The souls of THE TEN MARTYRS complemented
the Holy Spirit, ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT, for they had ten proper
spirits from below, CORRESPONDING TO THE TEN SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and their bodies were given over to the evil kingdom. Each
took his share, JUST AS in the mystery of the sacrifices.

673. Come and see: The start of the beginning of the Faith, KETER,
within thought, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, struck the strong spark OF
THE SECRET OF BINAH. There came up a thought, MEANING THAT
BINAH WENT UP TO CHOCHMAH AND THEY JOINED, and they
emitted sparks, THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM WITHIN
THOUGHT. It threw sparks to 320 directions, and separated the
refuse from thought, to be purified. And it was separated.
674. In the same manner, CONCERNING THE TEN MARTYRS, it came
up in thought, as the refuse was separated. NAMELY, THAT WAS
SORT OF THE BREAKING OF THE VESSELS, AND THEREFORE THE
SOULS, WHO ARE THE LIGHTS, WENT UP TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE
VESSELS, THE BODIES, WERE DELIVERED TO THE OTHER SIDE,
THE EVIL KINGDOM. Some were selected, with whom to complement
whoever needed a complement, MEANING THAT THE SOULS WERE
SELECTED AS MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) TO ZEIR ANPIN,
THAT IS COMPLEMENTED BY THEM. Assuredly, when it rose, it rose
into thought, NAMELY, THEY DREW THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THOUGHT WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Everything is
as it ought to be, joy on this side, FOR THE ASCENSION OF SOULS,
and sadness on that side, FOR THE BODIES WERE DELIVERED TO
THE OTHER SIDE.
675. It is written, "So I commend mirth, because a man has no better
thing under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and to be merry, for
that shall accompany him in his labor during the days of his life,
which the Elohim gives him under the sun" (Kohelet 8:15). HE ASKS
REGARDING "So I commend mirth," could it be that King Solomon
praises that, NAMELY, TO EAT, DRINK, AND BE MERRY? HE
ANSWERS: "So I commend mirth" refers to the rejoicing in the Holy
King, while He rules, on Shabbat and holidays, in all the good deeds
men do, "because a man has no better thing under the sun, than to
eat, and to drink" and to demonstrate the joy of that side OF
HOLINESS, so he will have a portion in the World to Come.
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676. "For that shall accompany him in his labor" (Ibid.): HE ASKS:
WHO WILL ACCOMPANY HIM? AND HE ANSWERS: The Holy One,
blessed be He will accompany him and show him into the World to
Come. Another explanation about the meaning of "accompany (Heb.
yilvenu)." IT MEANS THAT when a man eats, drinks, and is merry, all
his expenses for food and drink, he will lend (Heb. yalvenu) as a loan
to the Holy One, blessed be He, AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE will give him twice his expenses FOR SHABBAT AND HOLIDAYS.
With these, man lends two to the Holy One, blessed be He: ONE, his
pity for the poor, TWO, his expenses for Shabbat and holidays, for
he lends all to the Holy One, blessed be He, as said, "He that gives
graciously to the poor, makes a loan to Hashem, and that which he
has given He will pay him back" (Mishlei 19:17).

677. For that reason, this, HOLINESS is joy and that, THE OTHER
SIDE is sadness. This is good and that is bad. This is the Garden of
Eden and that is Gehenom. All this, HOLINESS, is the opposite of
that, THE OTHER SIDE. Therefore, the body OF THE TEN MARTYRS
was sad FOR IT WAS KILLED, and the soul rejoices, BECAUSE IT
WENT TO CLEAVE TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. When
those called 'the ten martyrs' WERE KILLED, were killed by the Other
Side, they complemented another place of holiness. For that reason,
all is known before the Holy One, blessed be He, and is well done.

678. In this chamber there are twelve lights, four above, and eight
with them. Each OF THE FOUR takes two with it, as in the
arrangement of the standards. This arrangement goes on downward
to the end of all the grades. IT IS CONSIDERED THAT THERE ARE
THREE ASPECTS TO EACH OF THE FOUR SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.

679. Into this chamber come all the prayers, and all the desires in the
praises, uttered with love. When they enter this chamber, they all
cleave to it. Every day, and when the kisses are united, it is the time
when the Holy One, blessed be He takes delight in the souls of the
righteous. The delight is that the kisses TO THE RIGHTEOUS are
awakened, which preceded that delight, that is mentioned in, "then
shall you delight yourself in Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14), as we
explained.

680. This chamber comprises all the lower chambers, and they are
included in it. The first chamber, THE SAPPHIRE STONE, where
stands the spirit STAT'URIYAH that we mentioned and all the living
creatures, is supported by two pillars on the east side, two pillars on
the south side, two pillars on the west side, and two pillars on the
north side. Altogether there are eight pillars, called 'the pegs of the
Tabernacle'. They stand outside.
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681. When the Supernal King comes, these pegs travel, uprooted
from their place, and from the strings TO WHICH THEY WERE
BOUND, which are other eight beside the pegs. The first spirit in that
chamber, STAT'URIYAH, hastens to come in and be included in that
second spirit OF THE CHAMBER, ADIRIYAH.

682. The two pillars on the east side, the one is called 'Kar'iel', which
is in charge outside over twelve thousand officers, all named the
pegs of the Tabernacle. This is on the right. The one on the left is
called 'Sham'iel', in charge over twelve thousand other officers, that
are pegs as well. The pillars in charge over the south side, one of
them is called 'Sa'adiel', and the other Stariel. Each is appointed over
the twelve thousand other officers, who are always under their sway.

683. They are all in charge over the maintenance of the world. They
weigh upon the scales males and females, to marry them. They are
called 'scales', upon which it is written, "to be laid in the
balance" (Tehilim 62:10); it is not written of them "just
balances" (Vayikra 19:36), of which we spoke before. All those who
were weighed, unless the one weighs more than the other, mount
and come together. This is the joining of male and female together.
Upon this says the verse, "to be laid in the balance (lit. 'scales to
mount')" though it sometimes happens that the one weighs more
than the other, nevertheless they mount and become one, as we
already explained.

684. The two pillars on the north side ARE CALLED 'Pat'chiel and
Atariel'. Each one is in charge over twelve thousand other officers,
the pegs of the Tabernacle, LIKE THE OTHER ONES WE
MENTIONED. These chieftains, the two pillars on the west side, are
Pedatiel and Tumiha'el, each in charge over twelve thousand other
officers, all pegs of the Tabernacle, like we said.

685. They shed tears over all those who divorce their first wives,
because the Seven Benedictions UTTERED UNDER THE CHUPAH,
which were given to her, were gone and did not endure since she
was divorced, for husband and wife did not cleave together.
Therefore, they all shed tears, for the divorce shows that these
Seven Benedictions were as if gone from another place, NAMELY,
FROM UPPER MALCHUT, TO WHICH THE WOMAN BELOW
CORRESPONDS. At that time a voice resounds, saying, "Where is
the bill of your mother's divorcement, with which I have put her
away?" (Yeshayah 50:1)
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686. The second chamber we mentioned, THE VERY HEAVEN,
includes the first chamber, THE SAPPHIRE STONE, to become one
with it, together with all the living creatures THERE. It too has eight
pillars like the first ones IN THE FIRST CHAMBER, each in charge
over twelve thousand other officers, like the first ones. Two pillars
are to the east, two pillars to the south, two pillars to the north, and
two pillars to the west.

687. The two pillars to the east are called 'Yehadaniel' and
'Gezuriyah', and they have twelve thousand officers beneath them,
all of them pegs. The two pillars to the south, Ahariel and Barhiel,
each is in charge over twelve thousand like the first ones.

688. These are in charge over birth. They take the sounds uttered by
women and put them in the entrance to the chamber. When the Other
Side comes to denounce, it is a time of danger. They stand and
usher in the sounds to the chief in charge over the gate, and the
Other Side cannot prosecute. Sometimes, BECAUSE OF A WOMANS
SINS, the Other Side hastens and comes in to accuse, then he might
cause harm.

689. The two pillars to the north, Chalchaliel and Kraspiha'el, are
each appointed over twelve thousand others. On the west are
Sugadyah and Gedaryah, appointed over twelve thousand other.

690. These are in charge over the blood of the covenant. When the
baby is circumcised at the eighth day, they take the blood and put it
in front of the chamber. When wrath is aroused over the world, the
Holy One, blessed be He looks at that blood, and the Other Side is
not given permission to enter there.

691. Come and see: When a man is circumcised at the eighth day,
Shabbat has ALREADY dwelt upon him, WITHIN THE EIGHT DAYS. It
is the holy Malchut. When the Other Side sees the foreskin, which is
cut and thrown outside, his portion from that offering, THEN THE
OTHER SIDE is broken and cannot have power over him or
denounce him, and becomes an advocate of Yisrael before the Holy
One, blessed be He.
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692. The third chamber, BRIGHTNESS, awaits to be included and
joined by the second chamber, THE VERY HEAVEN, and the spirit
and all the living creatures in it are all united and joined together,
and become one spirit which combines the one in the other. It too
has eight pillars turned towards the four directions, all called 'the
pegs of the Tabernacle'. Two pillars are to the south, Shachniel,
Azuzyah. Two pillars are to the east, Yehodiyah, Azriel. Each stands
upon twelve thousand other officers, all called 'the pegs of the
Tabernacle'.

693. They are in charge over the utterances of children who study
the Torah, with which to sustain the world. They take the utterance
and raise it up, and each utterance of the children who study the
Torah, turns into one spirit, which rises upward to be bedecked by a
holy crown, and is appointed a guardian of the world. And so the
rest of them.

694. The two pillars on the north side are Azpiel, Ktatariha'el. They
are each in charge over twelve thousand officers. The two pillars on
the west are Asisaniyah, Adiririyah, each appointed over twelve
thousand other officers, as we said.

695. Their duty is to announce throughout the firmaments the names
of those who prevent their sons from studying the Torah, and detain
them from being occupied in it. Then all the officers declare, 'Woe to
so-and-so who prevented his son from studying the Torah. Woe to
him, for he perishes in this world and in the World to Come'.

696. The fourth chamber has much light. It is surrounded by 32
supernal pegs, and five hundred thousand other chiefs are under
them. The other four are superior to them all, all of them pegs of this
chamber. These four are Chasdiha'el, Kasiriyah, Kedum'iyah and
Dahariel. They are in charge over the rest, and all the rest are
appointed under them.
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697. Through them Judgment is made known so it may be executed
in the world. Of these says the verse, "the sentence by word of the
holy ones" (Daniel 4:14). The armies in charge over Judgment come
to these four, to ask how the world was sentenced. This refers to all
the verdicts never committed to writing, which concern the survival
of the world. FOR THAT REASON THEY DO NOT KNOW, and
therefore come to ask them. That is why they are all appointed over
that.

698. The other 32 are appointed over those who study the Torah
incessantly, and never stop by day or by night. The others beneath
them are in charge over those who set regular times for study of the
Torah. The duty of them all is to punish those who could have
studied the Torah but did not.

699. In the chamber LOVE stand 365 chiefs like the number of days
in a year. Above them there are four supernal pillars: Krashiha'el,
Sartiha'el, Asiriyah and Kadmiel. They are called 'the pegs of this
chamber'.

700. Their duty is to gladden the world. A soul is added from
Shabbat eve to Shabbat eve, and when it comes out, they come out
with it, and remove from Yisrael all sadness and labor, bitterness,
and anger. These are those who gladden the world.

701. All those beneath those four, are all appointed to nullify the
verdict of the accusers, and from those punished in Gehenom.
Therefore, all the pegs rejoice, and are produced out of rejoicing,
and all the chambers ascend and adorn themselves above, as we
learned.

702. The sixth chamber is over all the lower chambers. There are a
hundred others standing outside THE CHAMBER, called 'pegs' like
the others. There are a hundred to the right and a hundred to the left.
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703. There are two supernal chiefs on the right side, and two other
chiefs on the left side. Those of the right are Malkiel, Shmayah'el.
Those of the left are called 'Misarsaniyah' and 'Tzaftzafiyah'. These
are the supernal pegs, to the right and to the left.

704. They stand ready in the world, and when it is time for a
righteous man to pass away from the world, and the Other Side is
given permission, they stand there, so his soul will leave with a kiss,
and not be pained by the sway of the Other Side. Happy are the
righteous in this world and in the World to Come, whose Master
hastens to have them under the rule OF THE FOUR, so they will be
watched in this world and in the World to Come.

705. From this chamber all the mysteries and upper and lower
grades begin to be united, so all will be complete above and below,
and all will be one, in one unity, and the Holy Name will be united as
it should be, so the supernal abundance will illuminate the lower
one, and all the candles will burn as one, and not separately. Then
abundance flows from the one, who is not known nor revealed, so
that everything will get closer and join each other, and the whole will
be united properly.

706. Happy is the portion of whoever knows the secret of his Master,
to know Him properly. They eat their share of this world, and the
World to Come. Of this says the verse, "Behold, My servants shall
eat" (Yeshayah 65:13). Happy are the righteous who are occupied in
the Torah day and night, for they know the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and know well how to effect the holy unison. For
whoever knows how to unite the Holy Name wholly, as ought, happy
is he in this world and in the World to Come.

707. The connection between all the chambers is made here, IN THIS
CHAMBER, when one spirit clings to another, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF KISSING, the lower SPIRIT to the upper SPIRIT. By these
kisses the spirit below rises to cleave to the spirit above, and when
spirit cleaves to spirit, the supernal, concealed spirit, BINAH, hovers
about the spirit in the middle, TIFERET, CALLED 'JACOB'. As long
as there is no arousal for the spirits to unite, the upper spirit, BINAH,
does not dwell upon the middle spirit, TIFERET THAT IS CALLED
'JACOB'.
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708. The mystery is that when one spirit joins another, then there are
kisses so they will be united, and the rest of the organs, NAMELY,
THE OTHER ASPECTS OF THE CHAMBER, are awakened with
longing. The spirits cling together and all the organs are aroused to
be connected between them, to connect one organ with another.

709. You may ask, who bestirs the lower organs or the upper organs
TO JOIN EACH OTHER? HE ANSWERS: The lower organs are always
aroused to be with the upper ones. Whoever is in the dark, always
longs to be in the light. The black flame below is always aroused to
be with the white flame above, to cling to and dwell beneath it. This
is the secret of the verse, "Do not keep silence, Elohim; do not hold
Your peace, and be still, El" (Tehilim 83:2).

710. When Jacob, TIFERET, received the sixth chamber, he was
named by the whole Holy Name Vav-Yud Hei Vav Hei. You may say,
that this name is absolutely complete. This is not so. When all the
chambers finish joining together, everything is called 'Yud Hei Vav
Hei' Elohim, which is an absolutely complete name. This is a
completely whole name. Before the chambers are united, it was not
called by that complete name. When they join each other, everything
is complete above and below, and the light high above, WHICH IS
BINAH, flows down to dwell upon everything, and everything is
bound together, to become one.

711. The secret of the matter: Jacob took four wives and included
them within him. Though we explained it through another mystery,
NAMELY, that he stands between two worlds OF ATZILUT, CALLED
'RACHEL AND LEAH'; NEVERTHELESS, the secret of the whole
matter is that when Jacob took this chamber, the sixth one, he
included in it these four women, who were four angels, all attached
to this chamber. These are the four sources of the rivers, as it is
written, "and from thence it was parted, and branched into four
streams" (Beresheet 2:10). These four branches are the four women
Jacob married, who took this chamber.

712. Then this chamber was named Vav-Yud Hei Vav Hei, when it is
for the good, as it is written, "And Hashem went before them by
day" (Shemot 13:21), "And Hashem said, 'Shall I hide from
Abraham'" (Beresheet 18:17). When Isaac was united with the
chamber of the court house, called 'the chamber of merit', then
everything was called 'Vav-Yud Hei Vav Hei', so the wicked will be
punished, as it is written, "And Hashem rained upon
S'dom" (Beresheet 19:24). All that pertains to one mystery, as should
be.
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713. When Jacob received this chamber, everything was considered
a complete desire. This is a time of goodwill. From now on, the
chambers start to join and unite with each other. And though we
learned THAT THE ORDER OF UNISON IS south-east, MEANING
THAT ONE DRAWS FROM SOUTH, CHESED, EASTWARD, TOWARD
TIFERET, FOR SOUTH IS THE MAIN ONE. YET HERE IT IS SAID
THAT TIFERET IS THE MAIN ONE, AND THAT IT PRECEDES
CHESED, THE SIXTH CHAMBER. HE ANSWERS: All is one, because
here one spirit is attached to the other, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
KISSING, IN WHICH TIFERET IS PRINCIPAL AND IS HIGHER THAN
CHESED, YET THERE LIES THE SECRET OF EMBRACING;
THEREFORE, CHESED IS MORE VALUABLE. THIS IS THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE, "THE BLESSINGS OF YOUR FATHER (THE SECRET
OF TIFERET) ARE POTENT ABOVE THE BLESSINGS OF MY
PROGENITORS (WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH)" (BERESHEET
49:26), FOR THROUGH MANY BLESSINGS AND KISSINGS IT
BECAME MORE VALUABLE THAN CHESED AND GVURAH, AND
WAS CONSIDERED ABOVE THEM.
714. Here lies the beginning of Abraham, who is of the right,
NAMELY, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, called 'great love', as we said.
And he received the chamber called 'love', NAMELY, THE FIFTH
CHAMBER. Then, "your breasts (Heb. shadayim) were
firm" (Yechezkel 16:7), REFERRING TO THE NAME 'SHADAI' and
filled with goodness to sustain and nourish all from here. And when
the breasts were firm and filled by the supernal love, then this
chamber was called 'El Shadai', as we said. And by this the world
found supply when it was created, because when the world was
created, it could not exist, and did not endure, until this chamber
was revealed, that Abraham took. When Abraham was seen in this
chamber, the world said enough, (Heb. dai) for there is supply
ENOUGH to sustain and nourish the world. It was therefore called 'El
Shadai', WHICH MEANS El in whom there is enough (Heb. shedai).

715. The Holy One, blessed be He will fill and repair it in the future,
as it is written, "that you may suck, and be satisfied with the breast
of her consolations; that you may drink deeply, and be delighted
with the abundance of her glory" (Yeshayah 66:11). "The breast of
her consolations" and "the abundance of her glory" are all in this
chamber. Then, at that time, it is written, "Who would have said to
Abraham, that Sarah should give children suck?" (Beresheet 21:7),
for sucking depends upon Abraham, WHO IS CHESED.

716. Isaac is at the left of the Holy One, blessed be He, whence all
the Judgments in the world are awakened. He is the left arm, the
source of every Judgment, whence they are awakened. From there
he takes the Judgment called 'merit', WHICH IS THE FOURTH
CHAMBER, to bind all the Judgments together so they will be in one
knot, since Isaac is the Judgment above IN ZEIR ANPIN, where all
the Judgments are listed.
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717. Here the Holy Name Elohim is written, for there is a living
Elohim high above, concealed to all, WHICH IS BINAH, and there is
Elohim, the celestial court, GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, and there is
Elohim, that is the terrestrial court, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the
meaning of the verse, "verily there is Elohim who judges in the
earth" (Tehilim 58:12). The upper Elohim, the secret of a living
Elohim, BINAH, comprises the lower beings, so all is one.

718. In this chamber Isaac is awakened, GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN,
together with the 72 lights included in him, for all the sentences in
the world below were pronounced by him, as it is written, "This
matter is by the decree of the watchers (Aramaic irin)" (Daniel 4:14).
Why are ALL THE DECREES AND JUDGMENTS called 'irin'?
Because they all dwell in this city, "the city (Heb. ir) of the Hashem
Tzeva'ot...the city of our Elohim" (Tehilim 48:9). All the chambers
above, each is called 'city', as it is written, "a watcher (Heb. ir) and a
holy one" (Daniel 4:20). These cities stand inside the chamber
CALLED 'IR'. SINCE they are in 'ir', they are called 'irin'.

719. This chamber is included in Isaac. Everything is in the chamber
of Abraham, THE FIFTH CHAMBER, because the right, CHESED, is
included in the left, GVURAH. Come and see: Each comprises its
fellow CHAMBER. We already explained that this is the reason why
Abraham sacrificed Isaac, to make Judgment, ISAAC, a part of
himself, and to include the left within the right, and cause the right to
have power over the left.

720. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He commanded Abraham to
offer his son as sacrifice to Judgment, and to overpower him. He did
not command Isaac to be sacrificed, but commanded Abraham, SO
THAT ABRAHAM, CHESED, WILL COMPRISE ISAAC, WHO IS
JUDGMENT. Therefore, the one is found to consist of Judgment, and
the other Chesed. And all is one, once they were included in each
other. So the lower chambers were included in the upper.

721. When Isaac received this chamber, everything was sentenced in
a good way, NAMELY, Judgment tempered with merit. Therefore, a
man who judges should give the verdict according to merit. This is
the high secret of the wholeness of justice, for there is no wholeness
to justice, only with merit. Without it there is no perfection.
Judgment with merit conveys the wholeness of Faith, reflecting the
upper one.
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722. On the day of Rosh Hashanah, when Judgment is aroused in the
world, it behooves Yisrael below to awaken compassion through the
Shofar, which reflects the high mystery, as already stated. And they
should temper justice with merit, WHICH IS CHESED. For when
Judgment is tempered with merit, all is in unison, and there is
perfection above and below, and "iniquity stops her mouth" (Iyov
5:16), and has no permission to accuse or denounce in the world.
Then all is in a proper unison. Judgment without merit is no
Judgment.

723. This concerns Yisrael, who temper Judgment with merit. But the
rest of the nations do not have Judgment of merit. Therefore, it is
forbidden for us to administer justice in their courts, for they have
no part in our side of the Faith, as it is written, "He has not dealt so
with any other nation and as for His ordinances they have not known
them" (Tehilim 147:20). On the side of Yisrael, whoever judges
without taking merit into account is a sinner, because he lessens the
secret of the Faith, and turns aside to the place where there is
Judgment without merit, NAMELY, THE OTHER SIDE.

724. Come and see: When the members of the Sanhedrin started to
deal with criminal laws, they had to open with a merit, in order to
temper Judgment with merit. Moreover, they were called to sentence
from the house of merit, NAMELY, THE SECRET OF THE
SANHEDRIN IS IN THE CHAMBER OF MERIT. Therefore, they tried to
start with a merit, and when they so start with the lesser one OF THE
SANHEDRIN, later the Judgment was completed by the most
prominent OF THE SANHEDRIN, so merit will be included within
justice. This one above, and that one below. Judgment with merit is
the wholeness of justice, for without each other there is no
wholeness. Therefore, Isaac and Rivkah were as one, the one
Judgment, and the other mercy, and together they constitute
wholeness. ISAAC IS JUDGMENT, AND RIVKAH IS MERIT. Happy is
the portion of Yisrael, for the Holy One, blessed be He gave them a
whole Torah, so they may walk in the path of truth, reflecting THE
LIGHTS OF above.

725. Come and see: They did not judge, only with merit. They first
looked at the good deeds, to include them together. The Sanhedrin
looked well at the merits and at the prosecution, to combine them,
so the Other Side will not rule. Wherever there is no merit, the Other
Side abides, called 'guilt'. THE OTHER SIDE then joins the Judgment
and gets stronger, this is called 'a sentence of guilt'.
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726. Therefore, on Rosh Hashanah, we should temper Judgment with
merit, so guilt will not have the upper hand. Hence, we must let
Judgment and merit be together, so they may become one whole.
For when the Other Side, WHICH IS GUILT, rules, there is no
perfection, only accusation. This resembles the accusation FROM
WHICH ARE DRAWN four deaths. But when the side of merit rules,
all is wholeness, "peace and truth" (II Melachim 20: 19), "love and
compassion" (Tehilim 103:4).

727. When the Other Side is connected with Judgment, it has power,
by accusation, over the four capital punishments decreed by court:
stoning, burning, decapitation, and strangulation. All of them are
under the sway of the evil prosecutor: stoning, because THE OTHER
SIDE is "a stone of stumbling" (Yeshayah 8:14); burning, because he
is "a rock of offense" (Ibid.), a strong fire; decapitation is a "sword
shall devour flesh" (Devarim 32:42). Assuredly it shall devour flesh,
for it rules over flesh, it is THE OTHER SIDE, CALLED "the end of all
flesh" (Beresheet 6:13). Strangulation, for the curse of Elohim is
upon the strangulation, upon the hanged, THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "FOR HE THAT IS HANGED IS ACCURSED OF
ELOHIM" (DEVARIM 21:23). We explained that nothing remained IN
HIM, WHO IS HANGED, save the flesh, BECAUSE THE SOUL LEFT IT,
and the curse of Elohim is upon the flesh, which is dark poison.
Hence, HOLINESS brings good, AND THE OTHER SIDE brings evil.

728. It behooves Yisrael, who have the secret of the Faith, to take
heed that the side of the Faith will be in ascendancy, and that the
Other Side will not be given place to exercise his power. They are
happy in this world and in the World to Come. It is written of them,
"your people also shall be all righteous..." (Yeshayah 60:21).

729. The prophets, the supernal sides, the two thighs NETZACH AND
HOD, who support the Holy Torah, TIFERET, receive the chambers
where the two spirits, brightness and splendor, abide. THESE ARE
THE THIRD CHAMBER, THE CHAMBER OF BRIGHTNESS, AND THE
SECOND CHAMBER, THE VERY HEAVEN. These are the thighs
below, IN BRIYAH, that support the chambers above called 'the Oral
Law', NAMELY, MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. As there are struts to the
Torah, the Written Law, so there are pillars supporting the Oral Law,
MALCHUT, which include each other. When the two struts below,
BRIGHTNESS AND SPLENDOR, are connected with the upper
CHAMBERS, IN MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, the aspect of prophecy is
impressed upon them. This is a vision, a sort of prophecy.
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730. All the seers are nourished from here, FROM THE CHAMBERS
OF BRIGHTNESS AND SPLENDOR, INCLUDED IN THE CHAMBERS
OF MALCHUT, from above IN NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
they suck prophecy, and from below, MALCHUT, vision. Therefore,
high and low reflect each other, MEANING THAT PROPHECY IS LIKE
A VISION, AND VISION IS LIKE PROPHECY. When NETZACH AND
HOD, BRIGHTNESS AND SPLENDOR are united with each other, the
Holy Name Tzevaot (lit. 'armies') rules over this place, since all the
holy armies are here, all named after the aspect of prophecy,
because visions and dreams are of the side of prophecy.

731. We say that within the sign of the Holy Covenant, NAMELY,
YESOD, the name TZEVAOT dwells, for all the armies come out of
this sign, YESOD. Nevertheless, the thighs, which stand out OF THE
BODY, are also named TZEVAOT. They are called 'Baraithas', WHICH
MEANS 'EXTERNALS', because the Baraitha is outside the Mishnah,
and the Mishnah stands upon the Baraitha, NAMELY, THE
BARAITHA EXPLAINS THE MISHNAH, AND THE BARAITHAS are
called 'the thighs OF THE MISHNAH', external chambers, the same
as NETZACH AND HOD above, STANDING OUTSIDE THE BODY OF
THE FACE.
732. The Mishnah is a mystery, found inside, because one learns the
essence of things from there. So the Tannaim OF THE MISHNAH
ARE OF THE INTERNAL PART. This is the secret meaning of the
verse, "I would lead you, and bring you into the house of my mother,
that you may instruct me" (Shir Hashirim 8:2). "The house of my
mother" refers to the Holy of Holies, WHICH IS YESOD OF MALCHUT
OF ATZILUT, CORRECTED BY THE ASPECT OF YESOD OF IMA,
THEREFORE CALLED "THE HOUSE OF MY MOTHER", THE INNER
PART OF MALCHUT. "That you may instruct me" refers to the secret
of the Mishnah, NAMELY, when the river that is drawn and comes
out, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, from the Holy of Holies, then "you will
instruct me," MEANING THAT YOU WILL GIVE FROM YOUR BOUNTY
TO ME. This is the inner reason WHY MALCHUT is called
'Mishnah' (lit. 'second'), BECAUSE SHE IS SECOND TO ZEIR ANPIN,
IN THE SECRET OF THE UNION, as it is written, "a copy of this
Torah" (Devarim 17:18).
733. When she is drawn outside, she is called 'Baraitha', WHICH
MEANS EXTERNAL. The two thighs are Baraithas, NAMELY,
EXTERNALS. This mystery of mysteries is not to be revealed,
because the secret is passed solely to most high wise men. Woe if it
is revealed, BECAUSE THE WICKED WILL EXPLOIT IT, and woe if it
is not revealed, BECAUSE THE RIGHTEOUS WILL LOSE IT, for this
is one of the highest secrets, with which the Holy One, blessed be
He leads the world.

734. The first Temple stood at the time of Solomon, and
corresponded to the Supernal World, WHICH IS BINAH, AND BINAH
is called 'the first Temple'. Everything came together in the Holy of
Holies, where the sun is united with the moon, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN
WITH MALCHUT. The supernal secrets were all in perfection, and the
world was perfected. Afterwards, because of transgressions, the
mysteries were drawn out of and rejected from the Holy of Holies.
Once they were rejected towards the thighs, NETZACH AND HOD,
they stood outside, and were called 'external chambers', and the
Baraithas were needed FOR PEOPLE COULD NOT NOURISH FROM
THE MISHNAH.
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735. At the time of the second Temple, YISRAEL were at the external
chambers in the thighs. Some of them returned to sing in the Holy of
Holies, of the second Temple, MALCHUT, FOR THE FIRST TEMPLE
IS BINAH. Others stayed in the Baraitha outside, between the thighs.
THOSE WHO RETURNED TO THE HOLY OF HOLIES, studied the
Mishnah, and behaved according to its laws, NAMELY, ACCORDING
TO THE TEACHING OF THE MISHNAH. This is the secret of the
verse, "for out of Zion shall go forth Torah" (Yeshayah 2:3), ZION
BEING THE INTERNAL PART OF MALCHUT, CALLED 'MISHNAH'.
736. Afterwards, because of transgressions, the second Temple was
no more in ascendancy. It did not have the power of the first Temple,
in which time there was always peace, because the King, who has
peace, ZEIR ANPIN, was always in it, IN A NEVER ENDING UNION,
and therefore there was peace. There was no such peace at the time
of the second Temple, because the foreskin always brought
accusations, and the priests were in readiness to denounce,
NAMELY, TO CONDEMN this foreskin. And they needed that, in order
to condemn through it THE OTHER SIDE, in order to protect the
second Temple. All was in that secret properly.

737. Due to more transgression, the foreskin came to power, and
YISRAEL were driven out of the second Temple, and descended into
the rounded thighs, NETZACH AND HOD, and down, THROUGH
BRIYAH until they came to dwell at the feet, IN ASIYAH. When they
sat at the feet, NAMELY, SO THEY SHOULD CORRECT THEM, then
"And His feet shall stand in that day..." (Zecharyah 14:4). And the
world will behave in all matters according to the high mystery, as it
should. And though they were rejected FROM THE INTERNAL PART,
they were never left by it, and forever they will cling to it.

738. Whoever knows how to measure, by the measuring line, the
distance between the thighs and the feet, may know the duration of
the exile. This is a secret among the reapers of the field. All this is a
high mystery. For that reason all the Baraithas, all the Tannaim and
the Amoraim are in their proper places, the ones inside, and the
others outside in the rounded thighs, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND
HOD, and underneath the thighs. MALCHUT is called by all these, the
Oral Law. Yisrael descended by them and were exiled AMONG THE
NATIONS.

739. Then, when exile will be over by stretching the feet, SO THEY
WILL BE CORRECTED, then "His feet shall stand in that day" and the
spirit of defilement, named foreskin, shall be removed from the
world. And Yisrael alone shall rule, as ought. Because the foreskin
drew them down until then, and from now on, after the foreskin shall
be cut and removed from the world, "Yisrael then shall dwell in
safety alone; the fountain (also: 'eyes') of Jacob" (Devarim 33:28),
NAMELY, in the fountain of Jacob WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHERE
CHOCHMAH DWELLS, CALLED 'EYES', and there will be no accuser
to prosecute them. Happy is the portion of Yisrael in this world and
in the World to Come.
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740. Joseph the righteous, the pillar of the world, WHICH IS YESOD,
took with permission the chamber that was hidden and treasured;
the seventh chamber was under his authority. Though we said that
the chamber of the sapphire stone was under his authority, and in it
he is corrected, nevertheless, Come and see: From the prophets,
whom we said to be united below, two grades are divided, vision and
dream. They abide at the thighs, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD.
By the rounded thighs stands the vision, that which is called 'the
little prophecy'. Underneath the thighs stands the dream, AT THE
KNEES BELOW THE THIGHS; until feet will touch feet, NAMELY, THE
FEET OF ATZILUT WILL BE ONE WITH THE FEET OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, FOR BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH
WILL RETURN TO BE ATZILUT AND BE UPLIFTED TO PROPHECY
AND VISION, and there, BELOW THE THIGHS stands the lower
chamber called 'the sapphire stone'.

741. All THE JOINING TOGETHER of the thighs is in order to perfect
them by one with another. All grades of prophecy come out of there
to hover, and vision is made of them; then they hover about this
place, THE SAPPHIRE STONE, and a dream is made from them.
Joseph the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD, is the perfection of all; he
receives all. Since everything is corrected through him, they all
desire and long for him.

742. At the time when Joseph the Righteous, is ready to correct
everything, he receives all, and joins his chamber. Then everybody
above and below is awakened to receive the desire and wish, united
by one desire and wholeness, that the higher and lower will rejoice
by the one desire. All the lower beings are maintained by him.
Therefore it is written, "but the righteous is an everlasting
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25), for this is the foundation by which the
world is sustained.

743. The chamber of the sapphire stone does not come into
existence until Joseph the Righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, is
ready. Once he is corrected, everyone else is also corrected. This is
the secret of the building, MALCHUT, and about this says the verse,
"and of the side, which Hashem Elohim has taken...He
built" (Beresheet 2:22). It is not written, 'and He created,' nor
'formed', BUT "BUILT," because it stands upon Yesod, and once the
foundation is prepared, everything is built upon it. THEREFORE IT IS
WRITTEN, "AND...HE BUILT." Thus everything is sustained BY
YESOD, as we already explained.

744. Come and see: It is written, "and of the side, which Hashem
Elohim has taken...He built." THIS MEANS THAT MALCHUT was at
the back side OF ZEIR ANPIN, and He put it so she will again be face
to face WITH ZEIR ANPIN. This is how we explained it. Also, "He
built" means that He kept it in mind to raise her to the same grade,
where the Supernal World dwells, WHICH IS BINAH, so they will be
alike.
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745. We should explain more that "He built" means that THE
EMANATOR looked to His sides and He made and directed the sides
OF MALCHUT, so they would sow, and water, and beget offspring,
and supply her with all her needs, as it ought to be. Then He
"brought her" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: How DID HE BRING HER? AND HE
ANSWERS: By this Righteous, NAMELY, YESOD, as it is written, "by
this (REFERRING TO YESOD CALLED 'ZEH' - THIS) the girl would
come to the king" (Ester 2:13). For He conducts everything, so it
would rise, and be bedecked to perfection. From here comes THE
STRENGTH TO prevent sins, from here comes the STRENGTH OF
prevention of all unholy desires.

746. This is not so at the sixth chamber of the Other Side, where are
found all the wicked pleasures and all kinds of inclinations towards
the pleasures of this world. When this world is led by them, people
fail to merit the World to Come, for they see the pleasures and
desires the body takes delight in, and go whoring after them. This is
as it is written, "the woman saw that the tree was good for
food" (Beresheet 3:6), as all the desires and the pleasures of the
world depend on it.

747. In the same manner, there are things the body delights in. They
enter the body and not the soul. Some things the soul delights in,
and not the body. Therefore, the grades are different from each
other. Happy are the righteous who take the path of truth and keep
themselves from that side, and cleave to the side of holiness.

748. In this chamber all the rest of the souls in the other chambers
below are included. There are two names, which include the rest of
the names. One of them, when the upper is joined with the lower,
and Jacob receives his chamber through the kissing, in the upper
secret, includes then all the other names and is called 'Yud Hei Vav
Hei' Elohim. This is considered a full name, as we established. The
other, when the foundation of the world, JOSEPH, joins its chamber,
all are aroused with love and passion for it, and are included in it.
Then it includes all other names and is called 'Yud Hei Vav Hei
Tzevaot'. It is considered the whole Holy Name, but not whole as the
other, YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM.
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749. HE ASKS: What is the difference between them, BETWEEN
JACOB AND JOSEPH? AND HE ANSWERS: The one, JACOB, WHO
IS TIFERET CALLED 'BODY', the upper rules over the lower, body
over body, AS TIFERET OF ATZILUT RULES OVER TIFERET OF THE
CHAMBERS. BOTH ARE CONSIDERED THE PART OF THE BODY
FROM THE CHEST UPWARD, BOTH ARE ASPECTS OF JACOB, as
we said. And the other, JOSEPH, YESOD OF ATZILUT, rules from the
final part of the body OF THE CHAMBERS, and downward, NAMELY,
THEIR YESOD, THE CHAMBER OF THE SAPPHIRE STONE, and all
that is underneath. This is the secret of the first Temple and the
second Temple, THE FIRST CHAMBER IS THE SECRET OF MATING
OF TIFERET AND MALCHUT FROM THE CHEST UP, AND THE
SECOND CHAMBER IS THE SECRET OF MATING OF TIFERET AND
MALCHUT FROM THE CHEST DOWN, THE ASPECT OF YESOD AND
MALCHUT. For that reason, this chamber includes all the rest of the
names below, as we explained. Therefore, these names, one goes up
and the other goes down. THE LOWER GOES UP TO THE UPPER,
AND THE UPPER DESCENDS TO THE LOWER. Happy are the
righteous who know the ways of the Torah.
750. Yesod is corrected on two sides, the one IN THE FIRST
CHAMBER, in order to fix whatever is down below, and the other to
correct the seventh chamber, so all will be corrected by each other,
and become one proper desire. So far the unison of both sides, one
above and one below, to be united to perfection, so as to walk the
way of truth.

751. Happy is the portion of whoever knows how to create the
unison and arrange the order of the Faith, to walk the right path.
Happy is he in this world and in the World to Come. Of this says the
verse, "Love and truth are met together; righteousness and peace
have kissed each other," then "Truth will spring out of the earth and
righteousness will look down from heaven. Hashem moreover shall
give that which is good, and our land shall yield its
produce" (Tehilim 85:11-13).

52. The chamber of the Holy of Holies
Rabbi Shimon says that the seventh chamber is the innermost chamber where the secret of all secrets is hidden. The spirit of life from Binah is
found in this chamber, the desire to unite everything. The chamber is called 'the house of the Holy of Holies', a place for the supernal soul, Binah,
through which the World to Come will awaken. We learn that 'world' means ascent, the ascension of the lower world to the upper world, meaning the
ascension of Malchut and the chambers to hide within the supernal hiding place. The 'Supernal World' means the ascension of Binah to disappear
within the supreme desire that is completely unknowable, Arich Anpin. Rabbi Shimon shows us how the innermost secret of the Ark is like the
seventh chamber. The chamber receives all the spirits who are about to descend into the world before they have received their bodies, and it
receives them again when they are finished with the world. The spirits wait in this chamber until the time when Messiah will come and the world will
rejoice like it did before the sin of the Tree of Knowledge. This seventh chamber is the chamber of passion, the chamber of delight, the chamber of
pleasure above and below. All the souls here receive the light of Binah; therefore it is more hidden and more treasured than the rest of the
chambers. Rabbi Shimon says that this chamber is called 'the Ark of the Covenant', and explains that it receives the souls from the first chamber
where they are united, male with female and female with male. He talks about Jacob and Joseph, saying that the Ark of the Covenant took the spirit
of life above from Jacob and that from Joseph it took spirits and souls to pour the life into. Jacob sustains the angels above, and Joseph sustains
the human souls below, but both are in Zeir Anpin. When the priest sends up the offering to cause union through desire and through song, then the
highest soul of all, Binah of Atzilut, wakes and enters into all the chambers and shines on them all. The higher light, the soul, is united with the
hidden light, Eve - and this hidden light is included in the light that is even more hidden, Arich Anpin. Rabbi Shimon explains how Moses knew when
to pray at length and when to pray briefly. Whoever prays at length will have a longer life, and yet whoever prays at length when he should be brief
will have heartache. We are told that within the seventh chamber there is a hidden point, a spirit that receives a supernal male spirit - they enter into
each other and become one. Rabbi Shimon warns against those who would graft one species onto another, but says that those who graft one kind
onto its own kind have a stake in the World to Come. In this way the left is perfected by the right, the male by the female and everything is derived
from the perfection that is called 'the act of the Divine Chariot,' because the Merkabah is achieved by grafting. This is the secret of the verse: "And
Hashem Elohim formed man," because the formation of man comes from the Chariot, Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim that grafted them together. After being
completed by one another they were called 'Zeir Anpin and Malchut'. Rabbi Shimon speaks of the four Chariots Michael, Gabriel, Uriel and Raphael
and of two spirits called 'the brass mountains'. The discussion turns to: "And they had the hands of a man under their wings," where 'the hands of a
man' means places and receptacles that receive men with their prayers, that open gates to let them in, that unite, and that fulfill their wishes. They
are also the Holy Names through which men send their prayers and enter the supernal gates. In the chambers the secret of the faith is that all the
living creatures and Chariots are different from one another, and when they join together they are better because they include and complement one
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another. Rabbi Shimon explains the parts of the prayer from 'Who forms' up to Amidah and how the prayer corresponds to the order of the seven
chambers. After the prayer one must confess one's sins and transgressions in order to receive the blessings and avoid the accusations of the Other
Side. Just as the Other Side takes a portion of the burnt offering, the Other Side takes the confession as his portion of the prayer service. Rabbi
Shimon says that in prayer the true path consists of thought, desire, voice and speech, these tie the knots so that the Shechinah can be supported
by them. He adds that thought produces desire, desire produces a voice, and the sound that is heard ascends to connect the lower and upper
chambers. The sound draws blessings from high above and is secretly supported by the pillars of thought, desire, voice and speech. He concludes
by saying that this description of the seventh chamber is the last of the chambers on the side of holiness.
752. The seventh chamber is the innermost chamber. It is concealed,
has no substantial form, and no body at all, IT IS CONSIDERED TO
HAVE A HEAD ONLY. Here the secret of all secrets is hidden. It is a
secret, a place where all the upper channels, FROM ATZILUT, are
gathered. HERE lies the spirit which comprises all the spirits OF ALL
THE CHAMBERS, a will, which includes every will, to unite all the
chambers as one. The spirit of life FROM BINAH is in this chamber,
so that all will be one correction.

753. This chamber is called 'the house of the Holy of Holies', a place
to receive the supernal soul, BINAH, which is so called so as to
awaken in it the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH.

754. This world WHICH IS MALCHUT is named World. World MEANS
ascent, the ascension of the lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to
the upper world, WHICH IS BINAH, in which she hides and
disappears, only to be revealed in secret. World MEANS the
ascension OF MALCHUT with all her familiars, NAMELY, THE
CHAMBERS, to hide within the supernal hiding place, BINAH. The
Supernal World, WHICH IS CALLED 'BINAH', MEANS the ascension
OF BINAH to disappear within the supreme will, the most hidden of
all, that is never known, nor revealed, and there is no one to know it,
ARICH ANPIN.

755. The curtain is a veil BETWEEN THE SIXTH CHAMBER, HOLY,
AND THE SEVENTH CHAMBER, THE HOLY OF HOLIES, that is
spread to cover and hide what is hidden, THE SEVENTH CHAMBER.
The cover of the Ark is spread with high secrets UPON THE ARK OF
THE TESTIMONY WITHIN THE HOLY OF HOLIES, THE SECRET OF
YESOD OF MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, WRAPPED BY THE SEVENTH
CHAMBER, in order to hide that which are not revealed IN THE
INNER PART OF THE ARK OF THE TESTIMONY, because they are
hidden and unrevealed.
756. Inside the cover, THE SECRET OF THE ARK, there is a place
that is hidden, concealed and stored, where the supreme anointing
oil is gathered, the spirit of life, by the river that flows and goes out
FROM EDEN, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT. This river is
called 'the spring of the well', MALCHUT, whose water never stops
flowing. And when YESOD brings and draws in the holy anointing oil
from the Holy of Holies above, WHICH IS BINAH OF ATZILUT, then
illumination is drawn and comes into the channels OF YESOD OF
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. And MALCHUT OF ATZILUT is filled from
there, as a female conceives and is filled by the male. So the
SEVENTH chamber is prepared to receive THE LIGHTS OF YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT THROUGH MALCHUT OF ATZILUT
THAT IT DONS, as a female receives from the male. It receives all the
spirits and holy souls who descend into the world, TO BE CLOTHED
IN PEOPLE, they are detained there for as long as is necessary,
NAMELY, UNTIL THEY DESCEND TO BE DRESSED IN PEOPLE.
SIMILARLY, AFTER DEPARTING FROM THIS WORLD, THEY
RETURN TO THE SEVENTH CHAMBER.
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757. They wait IN THE SEVENTH CHAMBER until King Messiah will
come, and all the souls will be satisfied, AND COME TO THEIR
PLACE IN ATZILUT, and the world will rejoice as before THE
DIMINUTION OF THE MOON, AND THE SIN OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, as it is written, "let Hashem
rejoice in His works" (Tehilim 104:31).

758. In this chamber are the delights and enjoyments of the spirits,
and the pleasure that the Holy One, blessed be He is delighted with
in the Garden of Eden. Here lies the desire of all, the delight of all, to
unite all the chambers as one, and turn them all into one. Here lies
the bond of all in one unity.

759. When all the organs, ALL THE ASPECTS OF THE CHAMBERS,
join the higher organs OF THE SEVENTH CHAMBER, each according
to its worth, they have no passion, no pleasure, only that of being
united in that chamber. Everything depends upon this place. And
when the joining here becomes a union, all the illuminations in the
organs and the illumination in the face, and all the joys, shine and
rejoice.

760. Happy is the portion of he who knows how to establish orders,
and to properly arrange the corrections of perfection. He is beloved
by the Holy One, blessed be He, in this world and in the World to
Come. Then all Judgments, accusations, and evil decrees are
removed from the world.

761. This chamber is the chamber of passion, the chamber of
delight, the chamber in which to have pleasure above and below as
one. NAMELY, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE HAS PLEASURE
WITH THE SOULS HERE, AND IN THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN,
AT THE SAME TIME. All receive the light of the upper light, that
shines upon all, NAMELY, THE LIGHT OF BINAH, so that all will be
properly united in complete unison. Therefore, this chamber is more
hidden, more treasured than the rest. Though all of them are hidden,
this one is more so, and more treasured, BECAUSE IT IS THE PLACE
OF YESOD, so the sign of the covenant will be as one, male and
female, in perfection.

762. This chamber is called 'the Ark of the Covenant'. It is the master
of all the earth, because it is the place whence all the souls of the
world come, to create unity below, and draw the unison of the Holy
One, blessed be He from above downward and give it to the
righteous, NAMELY, TO THE FIRST CHAMBER WHICH IS YESOD,
CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS', since all souls come out of the Righteous,
FROM YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and enter the Righteous, THE
CHAMBER OF YESOD. Then they come out of the Righteous, THE
CHAMBER OF YESOD, TO BE CLOTHED BY PEOPLE. AND AFTER
THEIR DEMISE FROM THIS WORLD, they enter where they came
from, NAMELY, THE SEVENTH CHAMBER.
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763. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: The Ark of the Covenant IN THE
SEVENTH CHAMBER receives everything from the Righteous,
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT. Then they come out of THE
ARK OF THE COVENANT, and enter the lower Righteous, THE FIRST
CHAMBER WHICH IS YESOD. Afterwards they come out of the lower
Righteous TO BE CLOTHED IN PEOPLE, AND AFTER THEIR
DEMISE, they enter the Ark of the Covenant IN THE SEVENTH
CHAMBER, so all the souls will be included above IN BINAH, THE
SEVENTH CHAMBER, and below, YESOD OF THE CHAMBERS, to be
whole on all sides. The Ark of the Covenant, WHICH IS THE
SEVENTH CHAMBER, receives the souls from the Righteous, THE
FIRST CHAMBER, that comprises two sides, MALE AND FEMALE,
FOR IN THE FIRST CHAMBER, THE MALE SOULS ARE UNITED WITH
THE FEMALE SOULS.
764. Come and see: The spring of the well, YESOD, is never
separated from the well, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT CLOTHED
BY THE SEVENTH CHAMBER. This place, therefore, is the
completion of all, it maintains the body, so as to make everything
into one whole, as ought to be. Here, IN THE SEVENTH CHAMBER, is
the bond and unity that make everything as one, and high and low
are all in one bond, so the organs, THE ASPECTS AND GRADES OF
THE CHAMBERS, will not be separated from each other, and so all
will be TOGETHER face to face.

765. Therefore, we learned that whoever performs his marital duties
from the back, rejects the correction of looking face to face, WHICH
IS THE CUSTOM OF THE HIGHER ONES, that illuminates everything
equally, so all will properly cleave face to face, as it is written, "and
cleaves to his wife" (Beresheet 2:24), which evidently refers to his
wife, not his wife's back.

766. There are two: Jacob above, FROM THE CHEST UPWARD, THE
SECRET OF TIFERET, and Joseph below, FROM THE CHEST
DOWNWARD, YESOD. There are two passions: the one is the sixth
chamber, WHICH JACOB RECEIVED, and the other is the seventh
chamber, THE CHAMBER OF THE HOLY OF HOLIES, WHERE YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN MINISTERS, THAT IS JOSEPH. The passion above,
FROM CHEST UPWARD, is of the kissing that Jacob took IN THE
SIXTH CHAMBER. The passion below is of the service that Joseph
took upon himself, IN THE SEVENTH CHAMBER, HOLY OF HOLIES.
The Ark of the Covenant, THE SECRET OF THE CHAMBER OF HOLY
OF HOLIES, received from these two aspects, JACOB AND JOSEPH.
1) From the side of Jacob it took the spirit of life of above, that
JACOB cleft to through the kisses. This spirit of life of above entered
THE ARK OF THE COVENANT, WHICH IS THE SEVENTH CHAMBER,
to be nourished by it. 2) From the side of Joseph, down below at the
final part of the body, YESOD, this chamber, THE SEVENTH took
from him spirits and souls to pour them into this world.
767. These two aspects, Jacob and Joseph, are divided into two
sides. The aspect of Jacob, Tiferet, expands and gives strength of
flowing to the breasts (Heb. shadayim), the secret of El Shadai, that
were filled by the spirit of life. He suckles the holy angels, who live
and endure forever, for by sucking they achieve perfection. The
aspect of Joseph, Yesod, enters with passion into the Ark of the
covenant, and empowers it inside, producing souls and spirits that
will go down and sustain the inhabitants of the world.
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768. Therefore, these two sides, JACOB AND JOSEPH, abide,
JACOB above, and JOSEPH below. JACOB sustains THE ANGELS
above, and JOSEPH sustains THE HUMAN SOULS below, each one
according to his task. All is one, and of the same secret, FOR BOTH
ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN, JACOB ABOVE THE CHEST, AND JOSEPH
BELOW THE CHEST. Nevertheless, Joseph sustains the whole body,
NAMELY, HE DRAWS THE LIGHT OF LIFE ALSO FROM THE UNION
OF KISSING, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF THE CHEST AND ABOVE
OF THE BODY and waters it. For from the spirit of life, to which
Jacob cleaves, IN THE SECRET OF KISSING, it comes down TO
JOSEPH, THE SECRET OF THE CHEST DOWNWARD. The Ark of the
Covenant OF THE SEVENTH CHAMBER higher will of above, FROM
THE UNION OF KISSING, and the spirit of life comes down INTO
HUMAN SOULS, by the clinging of Joseph TO THE ARK OF THE
COVENANT. When all becomes one, NAMELY, WHEN JOSEPH IS
ALSO INCLUDED IN THE LIGHT OF THE UNION OF KISSING, the
breasts are filled and give suck to all, EVEN HUMAN SOULS, and for
that reason all is one. Happy is the portion of he, who knows how to
properly bind knots and create unity by his prayer, through his
heart's desire, so the organs will cleave together, spirit with spirit, all
under one unity, so all will become one, as it should be.

769. Come and see: In this chamber, when the holy spirits, chambers
and Chariots, all unite to become bound together as one, a spirit
superior to all those IN THIS CHAMBER, which is a point, NAMELY,
THE ASPECT OF YESOD, CALLED 'POINT', becomes concealed
within them and is not revealed. This concealed spirit reflects the
upper one IN ATZILUT. You can see that in THE INSIDE PART OF a
nut, WHICH RESEMBLES A BRAIN DIVIDED INTO FOUR LOBES,
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT,
ALL CONNECTED IN THE MIDDLE TO BE ONE. Here also one unity
connects them all, as we said, that they are connected together and
complete in one wholeness.

770. In the same manner, we explained that when the offering goes
up to cause unison and to supply each with its needs, from that
smoke that the priest, who is of the right, raises the bond of unity by
desire, and the Levites by a song, FOR THEY ARE OF THE LEFT;
ALSO HERE are included in one another, one chamber in another,
one spirit in another, until they are connected to their places, MALE
AND FEMALE OF ATZILUT, member within member, so all will
properly become one.

771. Here we explained that when they were all perfected together,
NAMELY, ALL THE CHAMBERS WERE INCLUDED WITHIN THE
SEVENTH CHAMBER, and the supernal organs, MALE AND FEMALE
OF ATZILUT, ILLUMINATE upon the lower CHAMBERS, then the
highest soul of all, BINAH OF ATZILUT is awakened and enters into
them and shines upon them all. All are blessed: the higher beings,
MALE AND FEMALE OF ATZILUT, and the lower beings, THE
CHAMBERS AND ALL THAT IS INSIDE THEM. The one that is not
known, nor numbered, the will that is never grasped, ATIK, IS
CLOTHED BY THEIR INTERNAL PART. Everything then rises up to
the Endless World and gathers into one bond, and the will, WHICH IS
NEVER GRASPED, ATIK, is sweetened in the innermost part, in
secret.
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772. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: The light of the supernal soul,
BINAH, rises to the innermost part, there to shine upon all. Within
this light OF THE SOUL, a concealed thought comes in TO BE
CLOTHED. It includes all, BEING THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA,
THE LIGHT OF CHAYAH. At the innermost of will of thought, ABA
AND IMA, it illuminates and perfumes itself, grasps yet grasps not
ARICH ANPIN. The will of thought rises to grasps ARICH ANPIN, and
when it does, WHEN ABA AND IMA RISE TO CLOTHE ARICH ANPIN,
the light below, YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, grasps ARICH
ANPIN.
773. Everyone should also be joined together, so that all will be
connected, filled and blessed properly, as one. Then the chambers
are connected with each other, lower and higher, the secret of male
and female together. The higher light, THE SOUL, is united with the
light, which is more concealed and hidden, CHAYAH, and that which
is more hidden is included in that which is hidden even more, ARICH
ANPIN, until all will be found to be in one proper unison.

774. Therefore, Moses knew how to act according to the laws of his
Master better than all the inhabitants of the world. When he had to
lengthen, he did so, and when he had to be brief, he was brief, as we
explained that he said, "Heal her now, O El, I pray You" (Bemidbar
12:13). We learned that whoever prays at length and then watches it
will have heartache. But we also learned the opposite, that whoever
prays at length, the number of his days is increased.

775. HE ANSWERS: The mystery of the matter is that whoever
lengthens where he should be brief, will have heartache. What is the
meaning of heart? It is according to the verse, "but he that is of a
merry heart has a continual feast" (Mishlei 15:15). THIS IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED "HEART," THAT DRAWS MOCHIN
OF CHOCHMAH, CALLED "FEAST," IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE,
"EAT, O DEAR ONES, AND DRINK" (SHIR HASHIRIM 5:1). This place
is in need of being brief, not of prolonging, because all is found
above, and must not be drawn downward, BUT to be bound upward,
without lengthening, until all will be as one. Once everything is
connected, there is no need of prolonging and begging. When one
prolongs where it is needed, NAMELY, AT THE GRADE OF ZEIR
ANPIN, THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM COVERED BY CHOCHMAH,
the Holy One, blessed be He receives his prayer. This is the glory of
the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, that in order to unite
prayer, He binds and multiplies blessings above and below, AS
BLESSINGS ARE DRAWN FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD.

776. Within this chamber there is a hidden point. This point is a
spirit, that receives UPON IT another supernal spirit, WHICH IS
MALE. When spirit dwells within spirit, they enter each other, cleave
and become one. They comprise each other to become one, as a tree
that is grafted with its own kind. Woe to him who makes a
crossbreed, and grafts together different species, like the sons of
Aaron did, who wanted to crossbreed another kind upon the tree.
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777. Whoever makes a graft of one kind with its own kind, and knows
how to bind knot with knot, chamber with chamber, grade with
grade, he has a portion in the World to Come, as we explained.
Therefore, it is the overall perfection, when they are perfected by one
another, THE LEFT BY THE RIGHT, THE MALE BY THE FEMALE,
AND ALSO THE CHAMBERS, and everything becomes one act of a
kind with its own kind, derived from that perfection, called 'the act of
the Divine Chariot', FOR CHARIOT (HEB. MERKAVAH) IS DERIVED
FROM GRAFTING (HEB. MARKIV).

778. This is the secret of the verse, "And Hashem Elohim formed
man" (Beresheet 2:7). The whole name YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM IS
WRITTEN THERE, because the formation of man is an act coming
from this Chariot, YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM, that made the graft of
the one and the other, A KIND WITH ITS OWN KIND, an act of overall
perfection, FOR RIGHT WAS PERFECTED BY THE LEFT, AND THE
LEFT PERFECTED BY THE RIGHT, AND THE SAME HAPPENED
WITH MALE AND FEMALE. When they were completed by one
another, they were called 'ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT', Yud Hei Vav
Hei Elohim, which is a whole name. Happy is he, who knows how to
tie the knots of Faith and to make the unison in a proper manner.
779. Come and see: The same as the Holy Supernal Names, SUCH
AS THE NAME OF 42 LETTERS, that join each other, the Holy Name
YUD HEI VAV HEI too is spelled above, IN BINAH, and below, IN
MALCHUT. This name YUD HEI VAV HEI is above, IN THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT, IN THE UNISON OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, ALEPH HEI
YUD HEI; name is in the middle, IN CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, IT IS IN THE UNISON YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM, and this
name is below, IN NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, IS IN
THE UNISON YUD HEI VAV HEI ADONAI. Yud Hei Vav Hei is the
secret of the Holy Name, which is One, the secret of all, INCLUDING
ALL NAMES. The Supernal World, BINAH, AND THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT CALLED 'ALEPH HEI YUD HEI' IS UNITED with the most
concealed that is above it, CHOCHMAH CALLED 'YUD HEI VAV HEI',
TO BECOME THE UNITY YUD HEI VAV HEI, ALEPH HEI YUD HEI, that
joins it to be one. The lower world, MALCHUT CALLED 'ADONAI', IS
UNITED with the concealed one, ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'YUD HEI VAV
HEI', TO FORM THE UNITY YUD HEI VAV HEI ADONAI. That which is
"In the middle" THE SECRET OF MALCHUT ABOVE THE CHEST OF
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'ELOHIM' IS COMBINED with the secret of the
Holy Supernal Chariot above it, WHICH IS CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET CALLED 'YUD HEI VAV HEI', TO MAKE THE UNITY YUD HEI
VAV HEI ELOHIM, WHICH IS THE ACT OF THE DIVINE CHARIOT, as
we explained.
780. From this side, BINAH, come out four Chariots, THE FOUR
SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT ABOVE THE
CHEST; from that side, MALCHUT FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARD
OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'ADONAI', come out four Chariots, THE
SECRET OF THE FOUR ANGELS, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND
RAPHAEL, because each is separated into four, and each Chariot is
four. And when the grades watch, THE THREE COLUMNS AND THE
RECEIVING MALCHUT, they all go by quartets, until the grades go
down to the place called by the holy name Adonai, after the Chariots
that stand and travel by that name ADONAI. They are called
"mountains of brass" (Zecharyah 6:1), for there are mountains and
mountains, the upper mountains, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the lower mountains, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT SHINE UPON MALCHUT. They stand
on three sides, RIGHT, LEFT, AND CENTRAL, and come out of gold,
silver, and brass, AS NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN
COME OUT OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED 'GOLD, SILVER, AND BRASS'.
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781. There is brass down below, IN BRIYAH, for the Chariots, coming
out of the name Adonai of the first chamber, are four Chariots that
emerge from two spirits, right and left of the sapphire stone. These
two spirits are called 'two mountains', the brass mountains.

782. From the two spirits called 'brass mountains', four Chariots are
issued, THE SECRET OF THE FOUR WHEELS, that use the name OF
ADONAI, engraved upon the archangel Sandalfon. All THE
CHARIOTS are messengers to the world, these on those, in the
mystery of horses and Chariots, for each Chariot has horses to drive
it.

783. The holy hame ADONAI is included in Yud Hei VAV HEI, as we
said that Adonai is included within Yud Hei Vav Hei to form YudAleph-Hei- Dalet-Vav-Nun-Hei-Yud. We already learned that. THE
NAME Elohim is not included in any other name, LIKE ADONAI THAT
IS INCLUDED WITHIN YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND ITS OWN ASPECTS IS
NULLIFIED IN YUD HEI VAV HEI. BUT THE NAME ELOHIM IS NOT
ANNULLED AND INCLUDED WITHIN ANOTHER NAME. For there is a
living Elohim IN BINAH, whence IT, ELOHIM OF BINAH is extended
into several sides, NAMELY GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND
MALCHUT, BOTH CALLED 'ELOHIM'. IT ALSO EXPANDS INTO
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, AND ITS ILLUMINATION is not
gathered ANYWHERE but keeps on expanding. THEREFORE, IT IS
NOT INCLUDED AND ANNULLED WITHIN ANY OTHER NAME.
784. The name, which includes all other names, IS YUD HEI VAV HEI
FULLY SPELLED, Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, HeiAleph, of the secret of the permutation of letters of the Holy Name.
The priest knew how to permute it on all sides, until the names
appear on several sides, in 42 manners of the expansion of the hard
spark IN BINAH, which includes all the names.

785. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER THAT this Name YUD HEI VAV HEI
includes all the names OF THE COMBINATION Aleph-Hei-Yud-VavLamed-Dalet- Yud-Nun-Mem as a sign, that within these letters are
included the other NAMES that join THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI.
THESE ARE THE THREE NAMES, ALEPH HEI YUD HEI, ELOHIM,
ADONAI. Some come in, some come out. Afterwards, when the hard
spark OF BINAH bent and expanded, the letters joined BINAH, and
the letters came in and out in the secret of these nine letters, which
were given to the highest holy men, with which to walk in the path of
the secret permutation of the letters of unison, made of the letters
that form the names, as the priest knew how to permute the names
of the written letters.
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786. "And they had the hands of a man under their
wings" (Yechezkel 1:8). We already explained that the hands of a
man are winged spirits, living creatures and wheels, with hands
under their wings, with which to receive prayers, and the contrite.
"The hands of a man" means places and receptacles that receive
men, with their prayers and petitions, open gates to let them in, unite
and tie knots, and abide by their wishes.

787. These places and receptacles are called 'the hands of men',
since they are there for men. They are the Holy Names that rule over
each grade, through which men enter by their prayer and petition
and into all the supernal gates. By this the lower beings rule above.
This is the secret of the verse, "Your hands have made me and
fashioned me" (Tehilim 119:73), referring to the Holy Names CALLED
"HANDS".

788. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Stretch out your hand towards (lit.
'on') heaven'" (Shemot 9:22). HE ASKS: How could he lift his hands
upon the heaven? AND HE ANSWERS: 'Stretch' MEANS to bow, as it
is written, "He bowed the heavens also, and came down" (Tehilim
18:10), WHICH MEANS THAT he drew from above downward. "Your
hand" means your place, NAMELY, where your grade is, in which
you dwell, TIFERET. This DRAWING is in the secret of the Holy
Name. Everyone, upper and lower, is moved and sustained by the
secret of the names. Through them men enter the upper chambers,
and no one detains them. Happy are those who know how to
properly established the unison of their Master, to walk in the path of
truth, so they will not misunderstand the secret of the Faith.

789. Come and see: In these chambers there is a supernal secret
within the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT CLOTHED IN
THEM, CALLED 'FAITH'. All the living creatures and Chariots are
different than each other, and by their combining together they are
mended for the better. This is understood from the verse, "and he
advanced her and her maids to the best place in the house" (Ester
2:9). Within these seven chambers is found the perfection of above,
when THEY ARE INCLUDED AND complemented by one another.
And prayers and petitions enter them, of those who know how to set
them in order, and mend them above, as it is written, "and the seven
maids chosen to be given her, out of the king's house" (Ibid.).
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790. HE NOW GOES ON TO EXPLAIN THE ORDER OF THE SEVEN
CHAMBERS WITHIN THE PRAYER FROM 'WHO FORMS' UP TO
AMIDAH. HE SAYS: The first chamber, THE SAPPHIRE STONE, IS
THE SECRET OF "I form the light, and create darkness" (Yeshayah
45:7), being the precious sapphire stone, a jewel that glitters on two
sides, right and left, that are light and darkness, as we explained,
BECAUSE BEFORE THE LEFT COLUMN JOINS THE RIGHT, IT IS
DARKNESS, FOR THEN CHOCHMAH IS WITHOUT CHASSADIM. THE
NEXT PHRASE "Hashem, how manifold are Your works! In Wisdom
have You made them all" (Tehilim 104:24) REFERS TO all the
spheres and wheels IN THE FIRST CHAMBER, OF WHICH HE SAYS
"IN WISDOM HAVE YOU MADE THEM ALL, the earth is full of Your
creatures..." It continues with "O king! who are sublime alone for
ever," WHO REVOLVES AROUND the Holy Name, Yud-Aleph-HeiDalet-Vav-Nun-Hei-Yud OF THE FIRST CHAMBER, the entirety of the
Holy Name, complete with the two names YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
ADONAI. This name rises in the air, AND OF THIS IT IS SAID, 'and
self-exalted from the days of everlasting'. 'EXALTED' MEANS UP IN
THE AIR. SO FAR, THE MEDITATIONS FOR THE FIRST CHAMBER.
791. The second chamber, THE VERY HEAVEN, IS THE SECRET OF
THE PRAYER "The blessed El, great in Wisdom," WRITTEN IN
ALPHABETICAL HEBREW ORDER. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
ANGEL Urfaniel, who GOVERNS THE SECOND CHAMBER, AND
includes the mystery of the small letters of the alphabet. THE
ORDER OF THE LETTERS IN THIS PRAYER ARE THE SECRET OF
THE SMALL LETTERS. Here ARE ANGELS who say sanctification
and "blessed be," for here they recite sanctification, NAMELY, THEY
SAY, 'HOLY, HOLY, HOLY', and 'blessed be the glory of Hashem
FROM HIS DWELLING PLACE'. In the third chamber THEY RECITE,
"to the blessed El they will sound songs..."
792. In the fourth chamber, THE CHAMBER OF MERIT, they say,
'Who renews, in His goodness, day by day in perpetuity the works of
Creation,' for here IN THE FOURTH CHAMBER, the lights and
Judgments of the world are spinning, and whoever merits life is
renewed as before, and sustained by the light of the right called 'El'
as we said.

793. The fifth chamber, WHICH IS THE CHAMBER OF LOVE, is called
'everlasting love'. It causes love to flow from the chamber called
'love'. For this reason IT IS SAID, 'With everlasting love have You
loved us, Hashem, our Elohim,' and 'blessed are You, Hashem, who
has chosen His people Yisrael with love', in the secret of El Shadai.

794. In the sixth chamber, THE CHAMBER OF DESIRE, the prayer
continues with 'True and valid, firmly fixed and all-enduring'. The
prayer must not be interrupted here, for in the continuation of the
prayer and desire, the chambers are connected and tied to each
other, in the secret of the Holy Names, governing in each of them.
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795. In the seventh chamber, THE CHAMBER OF HOLY OF HOLIES,
IT IS SAID, "Hashem, open my lips" (Tehilim 51:17). It is a most
secret mystery that SHOULD BE whispered, so that no sound shall
be heard. Here lies the heart's desire to direct the sound upward
from below up to the Endless World, and tie the seventh CHAMBER,
THE HOLY OF HOLIES, to the seventh, WITHIN BINAH OF ATZILUT,
one with another from below upward, and then from up above
downward, to draw blessings from the source of life, the seventh
supernal chamber, with the heart willing, and the eyes closed, in the
mystery of the seven superior Holy Names.

796. This supernal seventh chamber, NAMELY, BINAH, which is the
source of life, is the first blessing, FOR BY THIS BLESSING
MALCHUT ASCENDS, WITH ALL THAT IS INCLUDED WITHIN HER,
TO BINAH. This is the first chamber, the beginning of all from above
downward, FOR ALL MOCHIN OF MALE AND FEMALE AND BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH ORIGINATE IN BINAH. It receives the
seventh chamber from below, NAMELY, THE CHAMBER OF THE
HOLY OF HOLIES WHICH WENT UP TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, to connect seventh to seventh, because
from the one below, THE CHAMBER OF THE HOLY OF HOLIES, one
ascends to the supernal chamber, BINAH.
797. This is the secret of 'blessed' OF THE FIRST BLESSING OF
AMIDAH, WHICH REFERS TO the many lower beings which were
included within the living creatures, Seraphim and wheels, and all
the chambers in the manifold secret of the chamber of the Holy of
Holies, FOR ALL THESE WERE INCLUDED and dwell treasured
within MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. Then MALCHUT OF ATZILUT is called
'blessed', FOR SHE IS NOW BLESSED BY the manifold blessings
and secrets perfected within her.

798. 'You' (Heb. atah) INDICATES the wreathed concealed letters
THAT SHINE UPON MALCHUT, 'YOU', which is the entirety of the 22
letters from Aleph to Tav. This is the Aleph-Tav OF THE WORD
'ATAH' (ALEPH-TAV- HEI). The Hei OF ATAH INDICATES THE HEI OF
MALCHUT, which includes THE 22 LETTERS from above, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, and gathers them within her. This is the Aleph-Tav-Hei
OF THE WORD ATAH. When she is perfected in that river, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, that seizes her, she goes up to be decorated above, IN
ZEIR ANPIN. This is the secret of the verse, "by this (NAMELY,
YESOD CALLED 'THIS') the girl (MALCHUT) would come to the king
(YESOD)" (Ester 2:13). Then, "whatever she desires would be given
her" (Ibid.). This is the mystery of 'blessed are You'. One should
meditate upon this mystery, and tie his will with this mystery, WHEN
UTTERING THE WORDS 'BLESSED ARE YOU'.
799. THE INTENTION OF 'Hashem our Elohim' is the knot and unison
of the Holy King above, NAMELY, THE UNISON OF CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, FOR 'HASHEM' IS CHOCHMAH, AND 'OUR ELOHIM' IS
BINAH. With that, when, "the girl would come to the king," TO ZEIR
ANPIN, "whatever she desires would be given her," REFERRING TO
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, THAT WILL BE
GIVEN TO HER.
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800. 'And the Elohim of our fathers' is the secret of the patriarchs,
WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, that
bless her, MALCHUT. This is the secret of 'the Elohim of Abraham',
CHESED; 'the Elohim of Isaac', GVURAH; and 'the Elohim of Jacob',
TIFERET. As this girl, NAMELY, MALCHUT, is not abandoned by the
lower beings, FOR ALL OF THEM WERE INCLUDED WITHIN HER, so
was she never abandoned by the patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, whom she clings to, to be
adorned.
801. Since MALCHUT is blessed by each OF CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, she should be mentioned in connection
with each of them, NAMELY, 'THE ELOHIM OF ABRAHAM, THE
ELOHIM OF ISAAC, AND THE ELOHIM OF JACOB' MEANING 'THE
ELOHIM OF', WHICH IS MALCHUT OF, EACH OF THE FATHERS.
Then they are all gathered together, to be bedecked with her,
NAMELY, by 'the El that is great, mighty, and tremendous,' for they
all gather to raise her up TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. FOR
'THE EL' IS MALCHUT, ' THAT IS GREAT' IS CHESED, 'THE MIGHTY'
IS GVURAH, AND 'THE TREMENDOUS' IS TIFERET. AND THE NAME
OF THE EL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS SPOKEN, SO SHE WILL RISE
TO ALL OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET TOGETHER. First, BY
'THE ELOHIM OF ABRAHAM'...SHE RECEIVES FROM THEM from
above downward, FROM CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET TO
MALCHUT, and now, IN 'THE EL THAT IS GREAT'...SHE IS
INCLUDED WITHIN THEM from below upward, so they may be
comprised within her. For that reason it is written, 'the El that is
great, mighty, and tremendous,' MEANING THAT they were all
included within her, AND THEN SHE MAY ASCEND WITH CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET UP TO BINAH. It continues with 'the most
high El, who bestows gracious favors, possessor of all', IN WHICH
'THE MOST HIGH EL' IS THE RIGHT COLUMN OF BINAH, 'WHO
BESTOWS GRACIOUS FAVORS' THE LEFT OF BINAH, AND THE
'POSSESSOR OF ALL', IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF BINAH,
WHICH POSSESSES THE TWO COLUMNS TOGETHER. This is the
total of all, SINCE ALL MOCHIN AND ALL THE GRADES COME
FROM THE THREE COLUMNS WITHIN BINAH.
802. 'Who remembers the pious deeds of the patriarchs' MEANS
THAT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT stayed with
BINAH and entered its bowels, NAMELY, THEY WERE INCLUDED
WITHIN THE INTERNAL PART OF BINAH CALLED 'BOWELS', where
they are blessed. Later, BINAH releases them FROM THE
INTEGRATION and extracts them out when they are blessed, and by
bowing, with the words, 'Blessed are You, O Hashem! The Shield of
Abraham,' they all come out together FROM BINAH AND TO THEIR
PLACES. FOR 'THE SHIELD OF ABRAHAM' IS CHESED AND OF THE
RIGHT, and everyone is properly blessed by the right.
803. Come and see: The seventh chamber is the secret of the
Supernal King, WHO IS BINAH, and the patriarchs, CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, are bedecked by Him as we said, NAMELY,
THEY ASCEND TO HIM, to become a part of Him. Up to now,
BEFORE THE WORDS, 'KING, HELPER, SAVIOR AND SHIELD...' they
are part OF BINAH, which chamber, BINAH, has to issue them from
its inside. And now that it extracts them from the blessings IN
ORDER THAT THEY WILL SUPPLY THIS to this girl, MALCHUT, then
THE GIRL holds on to THE FATHERS, and to all the blessings
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET RECEIVED WHILE STILL IN
BINAH. And though chambers were already included together, AND
SO MALCHUT WITHIN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND BINAH,
NEVERTHELESS - now THAT CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
COME OUT OF BINAH - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT
hold on to those blessings, together. And with the words 'King,
Helper, Savior and Shield', BINAH extracts them from ITS blessings,
AND THEY GO EACH TO HIS PLACE.
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804. This MENTIONED SEVENTH CHAMBER is a seventh chamber in
the secret of the Holy Supernal Name, Bet-Vav-Caf-Vav, THE
HEBREW INITIALS OF 'Blessing, and Chesed, Strength and Justice,'
a name which comprises everything. THIS IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT AND CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET WITHIN BINAH,
BECAUSE 'BLESSING' IS MALCHUT; 'CHESED' IS THE RIGHT
COLUMN; 'STRENGTH' IS THE LEFT COLUMN, GVURAH; AND
'JUSTICE' IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET. This is the secret of
Aleph-Hei-Yud-Hei, which includes all MOCHIN, FOR THE LETTERS
OF THE NAME BET-VAV-CAF-VAV ARE PRECEDED BY THOSE OF
THE NAME ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI. AFTER ALEPH OF ALEPH- HEIYUD-HEI COMES BET OF BET-VAV-CAF-VAV; AFTER HEI - VAV,
AFTER YUD - CAF, AND AFTER THE LAST HEI - THE LAST VAV. For
these letters comprise everything, since the letters OF THE NAME
BET-VAV-CAF- VAV issued those who issued from them, NAMELY,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET AND MALCHUT, all of the fathers,
WHO ARE CHESED, STRENGTH, AND JUSTICE, HINTED AT IN
THESE INITIALS. The one to be united with them is called 'Blessing',
ALSO HINTED AT IN THESE INITIALS.
805. Once the words 'Blessed are You, O Hashem! The Shield of
Abraham' are uttered, AND THE FATHERS AND MALCHUT COME
OUT OF BINAH INTO THEIR PLACES, MALCHUT grasps the
blessings, THAT ARE DRAWN from THE FATHERS in the secret of
the fifth chamber, THE CHAMBER of love, which is right, NAMELY,
CHESED, so the fifth chamber will be united with love to the
blessings of the right, DRAWN BY 'THE SHIELD OF ABRAHAM'
WHICH IS RIGHT. This is the way to be blessed, WHEN THE
BLESSINGS DESCEND from above downward, NAMELY, WHEN
THEY COME OUT FROM BINAH AND INTO THEIR PLACES, THE
FIFTH CHAMBER RECEIVES THE BLESSINGS BEFORE THE SIXTH
CHAMBER. First the chambers were joined together like we said, but
now the blessings are taken to be here before they are there. Though
one comes first, BEFORE THE FIFTH CHAMBER, NAMELY THE
SIXTH CHAMBER, THE CHAMBER OF DESIRE, NEVERTHELESS
since the blessings are of the right, WHICH IS CHESED, they take
hold of the fifth chamber, WHICH IS CHESED, AND NOT THE SIXTH
CHAMBER WHICH IS TIFERET.
806. After that comes the left side, WHICH IS GVURAH. In this
mystery are the words 'You are mighty,' the combination of two
Judgments, 'You' and 'mighty', FOR 'YOU' IS THE NAME OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, AND 'MIGHTY' IS THE LEFT
COLUMN, WHICH IS JUDGMENT. Since the blessings were drawn
FROM WHAT THE FATHERS RECEIVED WHILE STAYING WITHIN
BINAH, JUDGMENT was tempered with Mercy, and MERCY was
found in that side to make it as one. This is the meaning of the words
'resurrects the dead...supports the fallen, and heals the sick...'
WHICH SHOWS MERCY.
807. MERCY is in the secret of the holy name Aleph-Caf-Dalet-TetMem, which is the secret of the letters of the name Elohim. FOR THE
LETTERS OF ALEPH-CAF-DALET-TET-MEM PRECEDE THOSE OF
ELOHIM, EXCEPT ALEPH WHICH IS THE FIRST LETTER, AND FINAL
MEM, WHICH HAS NO LETTER PRECEDING IT, AS IT IS ALSO MEM.
THE CAF OF ALEPH-CAF- DALET-TET-MEM PRECEDES LAMED OF
ELOHIM, THE DALET PRECEDES CAF, AND THE TET PRECEDES
YUD. For the letters OF ELOHIM, A NAME OF GVURAH AND THE
LEFT COLUMN, went up to be bedecked above IN BINAH, where they
issued THE LETTERS OF ALEPH-CAF-DALET-TET-MEM to be called
by them. FOR WHEN THE LETTERS OF ELOHIM went up to be
bedecked above IN BINAH CALLED 'a living Elohim', CHESED
WITHIN BINAH diminished THE JUDGMENTS within the letters OF
ELOHIM, THAT WENT UP, so they would join a lesser JUDGMENT.
From here, BINAH, THE NAME ALEPH-CAF-DALET-TET-MEM is
spread downward INTO THE CHAMBER OF GVURAH through the
other letters, THOSE OF THE name ALEPH-CAF-DALET-TET-MEM
OF A LESSER JUDGMENT, and ascends through these letters to the
name Elohim WITHIN THE CHAMBER OF GVURAH, SO AS TO
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MITIGATE THE JUDGMENTS IN IT.
808. Since the letters OF BET-VAV-CAF-VAV AND ALEPH-CAFDALET-TET -MEM flowed into the fifth chamber, CHESED, and the
fourth chamber, GVURAH, from above, BINAH, as we said, the
blessings started to hold on to the middle part of all, NAMELY, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN WHICH IS TIFERET within the sixth chamber,
THE CHAMBER OF DESIRE, TIFERET. The blessings hold on to this
and that, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH TIFERET COMPRISES. For that
reason it is said 'You are holy,' for 'You' WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT
IS GVURAH, is part of 'holy' WHICH IS TIFERET THAT IS CHESED.
THUS, TIFERET IS INCLUDED WITHIN BOTH CHESED AND GVURAH.
809. "...and Your Name is holy." HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN, "You are
holy." Why add 'and Your Name is holy'. This is 'Name' and 'You',
MEANING THAT MALCHUT IS CALLED BOTH 'NAME' AND 'YOU'. HE
ANSWERS: We have learned that wherever there is unity and contact
BETWEEN THE SFIROT, holiness and additional holiness must be
drawn, and the addition is the most important part. Hence in them
all, THE FIRST AND SECOND BLESSINGS, it is written 'You', and no
more. Here, IN THE THIRD BLESSING, TIFERET, THAT COMBINES
AND TIES THE SFIROT - CHESED AND GVURAH TOGETHER, in this
place, there is holiness and additional holiness. 'You are holy' is
holiness, and so is 'and Your Name is holy'. 'And they who are holy'
are the rest of superior sanctifications in each and every chamber,
that become more sacred by the addition OF HOLINESS, since the
first sanctification is FOR MALCHUT PROPER, and the additional
sanctification is for the rest, NAMELY, THE SANCTIFICATIONS IN
EACH OF THE OTHER CHAMBERS.

810. Then all became more sacred from above, BY BINAH, and by the
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, FOR ALL was tied into
one bond by the words 'Blessed are You, O Eternal, holy El'. Here all
becomes bound together due to the words 'Blessed are you, O
Eternal, holy El'. Therefore it is called 'TIFERET', the knot and unity
of all in one unison. Happy is the portion of whoever knows how to
arrange the praises of his Master in the proper place. Up to this
place, IN THE FIRST THREE BLESSINGS, there is devotion,
blessings, and sanctification together with the fathers, WHO ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, FOR THE FIRST BLESSING IS
CHESED, THE SECOND IS GVURAH, AND THE THIRD TIFERET.

811. From this place onward IN THE AMIDAH, there are entreaties
and petitions. First it behooves a man to ask to know the words of
his Master, to show his passion for Him, and not to be separated
from Him. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE PRAYER, 'DO YOU
GRACIOUSLY BESTOW UPON US FROM YOUR KNOWLEDGE,
UNDERSTANDING, AND DISCERNMENT'. For a man should take part
in the sanctification of the high and Holy Name, to be adorned by it.
And the name of the blessings and sanctifications is Caf-Vav-ZayinVav, which is the secret of the Holy Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, which is
most sacred, and these letters, YUD HEI VAV HEI, produced the
other letters, CAF-VAV-ZAYIN-VAV. FOR THESE LETTERS PRECEDE
THOSE OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FOR AFTER YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
COMES CAF OF CAF-VAV-ZAYIN-VAV, AFTER HEI COMES VAV,
AFTER VAV COMES ZAYIN, AND AFTER THE LAST HEI COMES THE
LAST VAV. The combination of these NAMES, YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
CAF-VAV-ZAYIN -VAV resembles the joining of male and female,
FOR THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH SHINES UPON ZEIR
ANPIN, IS MALE, AND THE NAME CAF-VAV-ZAYIN-VAV, WHICH
SHINES UPON THE CHAMBERS, IS FEMALE. These holy supernal
names are the secret of sanctification.
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812. The other letters, CAF-VAV-ZAYIN-VAV, are called 'dew', the
dew of heaven, which is the reckoning of its letters, THAT HAS THE
SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS THAT OF DEW (HEB. TAL), for down
below, IN MALCHUT, all words are counted, IN THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CALLED 'RECKONING' AND
'NUMBER'. There is no reckoning save that of the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, FOR CHOCHMAH IS NOT REVEALED IN ANY SFIRAH
BUT MALCHUT, SO THERE IS NO RECKONING BUT IN MALCHUT.
For that reason one needs to be connected with the sanctification of
his Master, and not to be separated from Him. When one asks, one
should ask first to know one's Master, and show that his passion is
turned towards Him. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST PETITION
'DO GRACIOUSLY BESTOW UPON US FROM YOUR KNOWLEDGE,
UNDERSTANDING, AND DISCERNMENT'. From now on, one may be
separated little by little, and request whatever is needed.
813. All his asking should be requested after he arranges this order
that we said. In the same manner, all his petitions should be by way
of entreating and beseeching before his Master and he must not
separate himself from Him, NAMELY HEAVEN FORBID THAT HE
MIGHT NOT COMPLAIN ABOUT HIM. Happy is whoever knows this
sequence by which to go in the path of truth properly.

814. As fire is united with water, and water with fire, south with
north, and north with south, AS FIRE AND WATER ARE THE INNER
PART OF CHESED AND GVURAH, AND SOUTH AND NORTH ARE
THE OUTER SIDE OF CHESED AND GVURAH, as east and west, west
and east, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, so all are together and the
unison is completed by each other.

815. All those who know how to arrange their prayer properly, to
include all the chambers within each other and connect them to each
other, such a man is joined with them, and approaches them to be
included within them. He asks and his petition is granted. Happy he
is in this world and in the World to Come.

816. After his petitions are all said, and the body is whole on all
sides to the heart's rejoicing and he asked and finished asking, a
man must again draw blessings and joys downward in the secret of
the third chamber, NETZACH, to draw downward. This is the
meaning of 'Accept, O Hashem our Elohim, Your people Yisrael'. For
the Daily Selections, NAMELY, THE LEGS, NETZACH AND HOD,
uphold the body, TIFERET. They start beneath the body and are
called 'the two thighs down to the knees', FOR NETZACH AND HOD
ARE DIVIDED INTO: FROM THE THIGH TO THE KNEES, THE
SECRET OF THE BLESSING 'ACCEPT', AND FROM THE KNEES
DOWNWARD, THE SECRET 'WHO RESTORES HIS DIVINE GLORY
TO ZION', AND 'WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE'.
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817. This is the secret of the daily selections about the sacrifices,
CORRESPONDING TO THE TWO THIGHS, NETZACH AND HOD.
Here, IN THE THIRD CHAMBER, is the secret of the starting point of
the two thighs above IN THE BODY, down to the knees, where the
prophets are connected, AS PROPHECY IS DRAWN FROM NETZACH
AND HOD OF ATZILUT, and the visions FROM NETZACH AND HOD
OF THE CHAMBERS, in the secret of the holy name Hei-Shin-Tav-PeAleph, which is the secret of the name Tzevaot, ACCORDING TO THE
ATBASH CIPHER, when this one, THE FIRST LETTERS OF THE
ATBASH CIPHER ascend, while the other LETTERS OF THE ATBASH
CIPHER descend. THE NAME TZEVAOT is for the prophets and THE
NAME HEI-SHIN-TAV-PE-ALEPH is for the visions. AND NETZACH
AND HOD ARE CALLED 'TZEVAOT'.
818. Here, IN THE THIRD CHAMBER, is the high secret called
'Baraitha', as we said ABOVE, FOR BARAITHA MEANS EXTERNAL,
AND NETZACH AND HOD ARE OUTSIDE THE BODY, WHICH IS
TIFERET, and when a man reaches the knees, WHICH ARE HOD, he
should kneel. 'Blessed are You, O Hashem, who restores His divine
glory to Zion': In this verse the Baraithas are restored to be Mishnah
and they are blessed together. FOR HERE NETZACH AND HOD OF
THE CHAMBERS WERE INCLUDED WITHIN THE HOLY OF HOLIES
IN THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MISHNAH, THE INNER MEANING OF THE VERSE 'BLESSED ARE
YOU, O HASHEM, WHO RESTORES HIS DIVINE GLORY TO ZION',
FOR ZION IS YESOD OF MALCHUT.
819. The second chamber below, THE CHAMBER OF THE VERY
HEAVEN, is where the souls are entrusted to go up to see the
visions of the dream, WHICH IS BENEATH THE THIGHS, WHERE
THE KNEES ARE, FOR THE DREAM IS DRAWN FROM BELOW THE
THIGHS. THIS IS WHERE WE SAY 'we gratefully acknowledge,' and
kneel to give thanks for the souls, from 'and the souls that are
entrusted to you,' up to 'All beneficent is Your Name, to whom it is
fitting to render thanks'.

820. This is the inner mystery of the Holy Name called Bet-final Mem,
Bet-Mem-Vav-Caf-final Nun, WHICH CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS
COMING AFTER THE LETTERS OF THE NAMES EL ELOHIM. It is
called 'El Elohim', through a supernal mystery OF CHESED AND
GVURAH OF ATZILUT, as it is written, "El Elohim Hashem, He
knows" (Yehoshua 22:22). The entirety of the other letters BETFINAL MEM, BET-MEM-VAV-CAF-FINAL NUN, that come OUT OF EL
ELOHIM, and downward, IN THE SECOND CHAMBER, is the secret of
the dream, the secret of putting souls in this place TO LOOK AT THE
VISION OF THE DREAM. We should go on with the benedictions, in
order to find rest in this world and in the World to Come.

821. The chamber down below, THE CHAMBER OF THE SAPPHIRE
STONE, THE MYSTERY OF YESOD AND MALCHUT, IS THE SECRET
MEANING OF 'bestow peace, happiness, and blessing'. Here peace
is perfected, peace above, IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and peace
below, IN YESOD OF MALCHUT, peace on all sides, BOTH IN RIGHT
AND LEFT, peace in the celestial retinue, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF
THE CHAMBERS OF ATZILUT, and peace in the terrestrial retinue.
For this chamber OF THE SAPPHIRE STONE, AND YESOD AND
MALCHUT OF THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH WITHIN IT the terrestrial
retinue is united with the celestial retinue, whence PEACE flows
down to all the lower beings, outside THE CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH.
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822. Here everything is joined to be perfected together, above IN
ZEIR ANPIN, and below IN MALCHUT, by one illumination, NAMELY,
BY UNION that completes the full name Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim, YUD
HEI VAV HEI BEING ZEIR ANPIN AND ELOHIM BEING MALCHUT.
This name is complete in all the chambers INCLUDED WITHIN
MALCHUT, and in all the supernal lights, INCLUDED WITHIN ZEIR
ANPIN, to make them one.
823. A man, WHO MEDITATES UPON ALL THESE MEDITATIONS,
when he is asked to leave the chamber and go out, should behave as
if he is withdrawing from the presence of the King, and from His
palace, and should lower himself before Him. But it also behooves
him to rejoice in being the first to receive the crown of continuation
of the blessings drawn from the unison of his Master. He is a son,
AMONG THE CHILDREN of the King's chamber. For when he
withdraws from the company of the King, all is united in all respects,
by the tie of unity, the blessings and sanctification, and the
additional holiness. The Holy One, blessed be He calls the celestial
retinue, WHICH ARE THE GRADES JOINED BY HIM, and tells them,
write the name of so-and-so, amongst those, who are called "those
who thought upon His Name" (Malachi 3:16).

824. HE ASKS, who are "those who thought upon His name"? AND
HE ANSWERS: They are those who think and who meditate on the
secret of His name, in order to unite the chambers together, tie
knots, and unite everything into one union. These are those who
"thought upon His Name." This man is then written AMONGST
THOSE WHO THOUGHT UPON HIS NAME, to be distinguished and
known above, and be perfected above and below.

825. Whoever approaches his Master, and prays without perfecting
the unison, and without caring for the glory of his Master to tie knots
as said, it were better for him not to have been born, and the Holy
One, blessed be He says, "write this man childless, a man that shall
not prosper in his days" (Yirmeyah 22:30). This man "robs his father
or his mother" (Mishlei 28:24), NAMELY, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE AND HIS SHECHINAH, THAT ARE HIS FATHER AND MOTHER.

826. Here is perfected high and low the secret of the Holy Name that
rules above, Mem-Tzadik-Pe-Tzadik, Mem-Tzadik-Pe-Tzadik,
DERIVED FROM "Hashem, Hashem, El merciful and
gracious" (Shemot 34:6), FOR YUD HEI VAV HEI INTERCHANGED BY
THE METHOD OF ATBASH CIPHER, TURNS INTO MEM-TZADIK-PETZADIK. Here the secret of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, YUD
HEI VAV HEI is consecrated by a public of ten, and the other letters,
MEM-TZADIK-PE-TZADIK, MEM-TZADIK-PE-TZADIK, in a solitary
sanctification in prayer. THE THIRTEEN DIVINE ATTRIBUTES ARE
SAID ONLY IN PUBLIC, AND WHEN ALONE, THE THIRTEEN DIVINE
ATTRIBUTES ARE SAID WITH THE PERMUTATION OF ATBASH
CIPHER, MEM-TZADIK-PE-TZADIK, MEM-TZADIK-PE-TZADIK. After
finishing THE THIRTEEN DIVINE ATTRIBUTES, it behooves man to
stand up and confess his sins, so there will be no pretext for the
Other Side to accuse him, and so he is subjugated before him. Now
he stands firm, blessed from the King's house.
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827. Happy is the portion of whoever is consecrated in this manner
by his prayer, as we said, who ties the knots and makes unisons,
with proper meditation, not deviating right or left. His prayer then will
not be returned empty handed; the Holy One, blessed be He decrees,
yet he annuls it. Of him it is written, "Let your father and your mother
be glad, and let she who bore you rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25), he has a
portion in this world and in the World to Come.

828. It is written, "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food
to her household, and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15),
MEANING THAT MALCHUT GIVES OF THE manifold blessings,
sanctification and additional sanctification, which she receives, as it
is said, "and at night he shall divide the spoil" (Beresheet 49:27), AS
MALCHUT divides portion to everyone, and even to the Other Side
she gives a portion.

829. This is a mystery for those of the Faith: the part of the unholy
Other Side is all the sins and transgressions of the man who tied the
bonds of unison, and confessed them. They all dwell upon the Other
Side, to be the part and portion of the unholy Other Side. But if he
did not confess them, then the accuser comes TO DENOUNCE HIM,
and prevails.

830. If he confessed his sins in that prayer by connecting the bonds
of unison, the upper and lower are blessed. And it is of the part of
the Other Side, that all the sins and transgressions he confessed, he
takes as his own portion. This is the secret of the goat, as it is
written, "and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of
Yisrael...and the goat shall bear upon it" (Vayikra 16:21-22). This is
his part, portion and property. And if man reverts to corrupt ways,
woe to him, for he takes back the transgressions from that side
against the will of that side, which harms him, and becomes his
accuser to speak ill of him. But when he confesses them, that Other
Side takes them to be its allotted part.
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831. This is also a secret of the offering: one has to confess over it
all his sins and iniquities, in order to give a portion to him who
needs it, NAMELY, THE OTHER SIDE. The whole sacrifice goes to
the side of holiness, which is the part of holiness and its desire. The
OTHER Side receives the portion of all the sins and iniquities given
by the confession over the flesh of the offering, as it is written, "If
your enemy be hungry, give him bread...for you shall heap coals of
fire..." (Mishlei 25:21-22). This may be understood from the verse,
"let the king and Haman come this day to the banquet" (Esther 5:4).
Happy is he who knows His ways, to walk the path of truth.

832. Whoever knows not how to arrange the praise of his Master, it is
better for him not to have been born. The prayer should be whole
above, by thought, heart's desire, voice and words of mouth, all to
create perfection, connection and unison above. As perfection
comes from above downward, so the connection should be properly
made, from below upward.

833. This mystery is for the friends, so they may walk the true path.
Thought, will, voice, and speech are the four that tie the knots,
CORRESPONDING TO CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT. THOUGHT AND WILL ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
VOICE AND SPEECH ARE TIFERET AND MALCHUT. After they tied
the knots together, they became one Chariot, so the Shechinah, THE
SECRET OF SPEECH, may dwell upon them. They then turned into
four pillars to be bedecked by, and the Shechinah is supported by
them with all the high knots.

834. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER: Thought, THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, produces AND BEGETS will, THE SECRET OF BINAH.
Will, which came out of thought, BEGETS AND produces a sounding
voice THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. The sound that is heard
ascends and binds knots from below upwards, connects the lower
and upper chambers. The sound, which connects BETWEEN THE
TWO COLUMNS OF BINAH, and draws blessings from high above,
FROM BINAH, is secretly supported TOO by those four pillars,
thought, will, voice, and speech, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. The support comes at the end of
the knot, NAMELY AT SPEECH, MALCHUT, where everything is
bound together and becomes one, AS MALCHUT RECEIVES ALL OF
THEM INTO HER.

835. Happy is the man who ties the knots of his Master and produces
proper struts, who is intent upon all the things we said. Happy is he
in this world and in the World to Come. So far is the construction of
the chambers on the side of holiness.

53. The seven chambers of the Other Side
Rabbi Shimon opens with: "But they, like Adam have transgressed the covenant." He speaks to Adam, saying that he was only asked to keep one
precept, and yet he could not keep it and was seduced by the serpent. Next he talks about David, who ran away from Saul and was rejected from the
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Holy Land. Nevertheless, he says, David did not turn to evil. He describes the grades of the evil inclination, the seven names it is called by, and the
seven names of Gehenom. These correspond to the seven chambers of the Other Side. Just as there are grades and chambers on the side of
holiness there are grades and chambers on the side of defilement. Many grades and chieftains stand ready to purify people who worship God, and
many grades and chieftains stand ready to defile people who sin. Rabbi Shimon tells us that everyone sees the Angel of Death when his time of
reckoning comes.
836. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "But they,
like Adam have transgressed the covenant" (Hoshea 6:7). Who will
remove dust from your eyes, Adam, if the Holy One, blessed be He
gave you one precept and you could not keep it, for you were
enticed by the wicked things with which the evil serpent seduced
you, as is written, "the serpent was craftier" (Beresheet 3:1). Hence
you were seduced by it, and brought death to you and all your
offspring. Come and see: Whoever is seduced by it, and goes down
to it, he will be lost in an instant, NAMELY, FALL UNDER ITS
DOMINION.

837. Come and see: David, whose existence depended upon the
source of running water, NAMELY, BINAH, FOR DAVID IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT ABOVE THE CHEST, THE PLACE OF BINAH,
WHENCE HE TAKES HIS LIFE AND EXISTENCE. When he was
chased into another land, WHEN HE RAN AWAY FROM SAUL, he
was grieved, and for his grief, he was rejected from the Holy Land,
NAMELY, HE FELL FROM HIS GRADE, WHICH IS THE HOLY LAND.
Though he descended through his grades to the last one, he
nevertheless resisted and did not enter the Other Side, but kept
away from it, as it is written, "but truly as Hashem lives, and as your
soul lives, there is but a step between me and death" (I Shmuel 20:3).
For he went down the grades until there was but a step between him
AND DEATH, WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE CALLED 'DEATH'. Happy
is the portion of he who is kept from that evil, and from all the grades
of that side that abide in the world.
838. There are several aspects and grades to the Evil Inclination,
which are the Satan, the Angel of Death, and the Evil Inclination. And
we explained that though it is called by those names, it has seven
names IN PARTICULAR: the Satan, unholy, foe, a stone of stumbling,
uncircumcised, evil, northern. These seven names correspond to the
seven grades of its chambers, all of them on the side of defilement,
as we said, and to the seven names given to Gehenom, NAMELY
where the wicked are condemned. These are: pit, grave, Dumah,
gruesome mud, Sheol, shadow of death, a nether land. These are the
seven departments of Gehenom corresponding to the seven names
of the Evil Inclination. AND THE SEVEN CHAMBERS OF THE OTHER
SIDE ARE CALLED BY THE SAME NAMES AS THE SEVEN
DEPARTMENTS OF GEHENOM.
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839. Here we explained that as there are grades and chambers on the
side of holiness, so there are on the side of defilement, all of which
abide in and rule the world on the side of unholiness. THEREFORE,
THERE ARE seven chambers, corresponding to the seven names of
Gehenom, NAMELY, CALLED BY THE SAME NAMES AS THE SEVEN
DEPARTMENTS OF GEHENOM. All of them stand ready to condemn
and defile the wicked of the world who clove to them, and did not
keep away from them, while in this world.

840. Whoever comes to be purified in this world, on the side of
purity, he is cleansed in the place called 'the secret of the Faith',
NAMELY, MALCHUT OF HOLINESS. How many are the grades and
chieftains all ready to draw people nearer to the worship of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and purify them. And whoever comes to be
defiled, he is defiled on the Other Side, which is unholy, where many
grades and chieftains stand ready to defile people.

841. He who comes near them, and is drawn after that Evil Side, of
him it is written, "What man is he that lives, and shall not see death,
but shall deliver his soul..." (Tehilim 89:49). Who is the man who was
born into this world, and does not see death, to which all the world is
drawn, NAMELY, THE ANGEL OF DEATH. For when the time comes
to do reckoning before his Master, HIS TIME TO PASS AWAY FROM
THE WORLD, before he does depart he sees him, THE ANGEL OF
DEATH, as we already explained.

842. These seven chambers, the seven departments of Gehenom, are
called 'twelve months'. As there are twelve months of holy grades on
the side of the Faith, MALCHUT, so the Other Side has twelve
months, to which the wicked are condemned, and their souls are
sentenced to. Happy is the portion of the righteous who keep their
feet in this world away from their gates, to be saved from them in
that world, SO THEY WILL NOT BE CONDEMNED BY THEM IN
GEHENOM.

54. The first chamber of the Other Side, Empty Pit - the Satan of the Evil Inclination
We hear that the first chamber is called 'a pit empty of everything'. Whoever enters it has nothing to cling to, nothing to stop him from falling. Rabbi
Shimon describes the pit and all the chieftains and other spirits of unholiness who judge and torment the condemned soul. This chamber is
prepared for those who cursed and who threw things in anger.
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843. The first chamber is the beginning of the Evil Inclination. The
first chamber is called 'a pit empty of everything'. Whoever enters it,
has nothing to cling to, TO KEEP HIM FROM FALLING. Everyone
pushes so he will fall and will not rise. There is no support for the
good in it.

844. One chieftain called 'Dumah' stands in this chamber,. He stands
above IN THE THIRD CHAMBER OF THE OTHER SIDE, and below,
HERE IN THE FIRST CHAMBER. He seizes the soul when it is turned
down from the holy chamber by the chieftain Tahariel. DUMAH
stands by the gate of the holy side, NAMELY, BY THE GATE OF THE
FIRST CHAMBER OF HOLINESS. Dumah stands there in order to
take hold of the soul, AND DRAW IT INTO THE CHAMBERS OF
DEFILEMENT, and several complainants and accusers stand with
him.

845. Under the chieftain DUMAH there is another chief, and
thousands and tens of thousands beneath him. This chief is called
'Pitut'. His job is to seduce (Heb. lefatot) people. He hovers by THE
SOUL, and entices it to look closely at what it must not see, of much
whoring and lechery. And all the angels with him stand by it and
walk before it, and force it to avert it eyes to look at what it must not
see.

846. PITUT is an evil mediator, who entices to all those evils. He
stands by the grave, once the body is sentenced, and crushes the
eyes. For he earned them while the body was his in this world, and
so they are his.

847. In this place, THE GRAVE, the soul is sentenced, until it is put in
the place called 'pit', where there are some serpents and scorpions,
WHICH ARE DEMONS. They all bite the soul, grasp and punish it.

848. In front of THE SPIRIT PITUT, there is another spirit of
unholiness, above them all. He is in charge over this chamber, and
all therein travel by his prompting. He is called 'Gamgima', red as a
rose, always ready to cause evil. When the prayer of man is turned
down, and he gets no merit for it, then the spirit GAMGIMA rises to
join the highest spirit of defilement, the SATAN. He then blames from
above, and remembers the sins of men before the Holy One, blessed
be He. This is known from the verse, "and the adversary came also
among them" (Iyov 1:6). It is not written, "and the adversary came,"
but, "and the adversary came also (Heb. gam)," REFERRING TO THE
SPIRIT GAMGIMA, THAT SHARED THE SATAN'S ACCUSATIONS.
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849. Several other complainants depend upon this evil spirit. Their
duty is to grasp the evil words or filth uttered by man, and
afterwards holy words. Woe to them, woe to their lives, for these
men enable these complainants to rule over the holy place and
render it defective. Woe to them in this world, woe to them in the
World to Come. For these spirits of defilement take the unholy word
UTTERED, and when he afterwards says something that pertains to
holiness, the evil spirits hasten to take the unholy word and with it
defile the holy word. And so man does not merit HOLINESS, and the
power of holiness weakens.

850. Over these there is a chief called 'Safsirita'. Together with
complainants, they take the evil things THE MAN SAID and also what
he threw when he was angry. The chieftain Safsirita then holds the
object the man threw in his anger, ascends and says, 'This is the
offering of so-and-so who sacrificed to our side'.

851. For as the side of rest is of the right side, and of the side of
Faith, so the side of anger is of the other, evil and unholy side.
Therefore, whoever throws something in his anger, all those OF THE
EVIL SIDE take what was thrown, raise it as an offering to that side,
and say, 'this is the offering of so-and-so'.

852. The crier resounds in all these firmaments: Woe to so-and-so
who went after a strange El, and worshipped another El. The crier
resounds again, saying, "Woe to them! for they have fled from
Me" (Hoshea 7:13). Happy is the man who is careful in his ways not
to turn aside to right or left, to fall into a deep pit from which he
cannot ascend.

55. Second chamber of the Other Side, grave - unholy of the Evil Inclination
The second chamber is darker than the first one, and is called 'grave'. Rabbi Shimon talks about the chiefs in charge of the three openings in the
chamber and the fiends under them. This chamber is prepared for those who have done sexual crimes during their lives. Two spirits called 'evil' and
'plague' come out of this chamber and hover over the world, they are called the 'lower spirits' and they come out of the flame of fire.
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853. The second chamber OF THE OTHER SIDE is darker than the
first chamber. It is called 'grave', corresponding to the name OF THE
EVIL INCLINATION 'unholy', just as the first chamber is called 'pit'
corresponding to the name OF THE EVIL INCLINATION 'the Satan'.
And this one is called 'grave' in relation to the name OF THE EVIL
INCLINATION THAT 'unholy'. This chamber has three openings.

854. There is a chief in charge over the first opening, called 'Astiriya',
and there are several thousands and tens of thousands OF FIENDS
under him. He is in charge over all those who became corrupted in
their ways, and spill semen on the ground, emit semen unnaturally,
or play harlot with their hands, and do not see the Shechinah at all.
At that time the chief on the side of defilement, whom we mentioned,
comes out, with the thousands and tens of thousands WITH HIM.
They all gather upon the man, to defile him in this world. This chief
and his retinue defile his soul, seize it, and bring it to be judged by
them.

855. These FIENDS are called 'steaming emission of sperm', for all
the angry and defiled live on it, to hover about the man in heat. They
increase his passion, then take it, together with the semen that was
spilt to the ground, which strengthens them, and raise it above. They
cause the covenant ABOVE, WHICH IS YESOD, to be enslaved by the
side of unholiness TO GIVE THEM ENJOYMENT AND STRENGTH.

856. Over the second opening there is another chief, Taskifa by
name. He is in charge over all those who corrupt their way, and do
not spill their sperm upon the ground but in beasts, or through the
strict prohibitions of the Torah, such as sexual transgressions. This
chief and his retinue of several thousands and tens of thousands are
all in readiness to judge him, in the same way as we said concerning
the other CONDEMNED IN THE FIRST OPENING.

857. Come and see: This chief has a cup in his hand called "the cup
of poison," "the cup of His fury" (Yeshayah 51:17). Those who were
killed by court or punished for these transgressions are torn from
the sides of unholiness, and have no portion in them, or in the cup
called "the cup of poison," because they first drank of another cup,
BY THE COURT, PRIOR TO THEIR DEATHS. AND DEATH BY COURT
IS THEIR ATONEMENT.
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858. All those who have not drunk of the cup of the court, NAMELY,
WERE NOT EXECUTED BY COURT, so that the cup of poison will be
torn from them, later, when the soul leaves this world, that chieftain
and those with him seize it. This is, "a bitter day" (Amos 8:10), and
the soul is filled with all those punishments that are different than
each other.

859. In this chamber there is a spirit in charge over those WE
MENTIONED. He is Niatziriel. From this fierce spirit come out three
bitter drops, that fall into the cup of poison. One is called
'division' (Heb. chatzatz), WHICH IS DERIVED FROM EXCISION AND
ANNIHILATION, AS IN "WHEN THE NUMBER OF HIS MONTHS IS
ALREADY COMPLETE (HEB. CHUTZATZU)" (IYOV 21:21); the
second is called "the bitterness of death," AS IS WRITTEN, "SURELY
THE BITTERNESS OF DEATH IS PAST" (I SHMUEL 15:32); the third
is called "dregs," AS IS WRITTEN, "THE DREGS, THE CUP OF
POISON" (YESHAYAH 51:17). These three drops afterwards fall from
the cup to the sword OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH, who kills people, as
we said.
860. In the third opening stands a chief called 'Sangadiel'. He is in
charge over all those who put the member of the Holy Covenant in a
woman on the side of a strange El, and all those who corrupt their
ways by being false to the sign of the Holy Covenant. This chief and
all the chiefs with him paint on them pictures of these unholy
women, by whom their holy member was defiled. All these are
recorded before him, and when the man leaves this world, they defile
the spirit.

861. In this chamber are all the secrets of sorcery of killing people
before their time and all the magic rhat people use IS STORED
HERE. All the sorcerers, who practice magic to be defiled by them,
like Bilaam who cast spells, were first defiled by the steaming semen
they spilled in beasts. For that Bilaam was sentenced to the
steaming emission of sperm, as we said. Therefore, this chamber is
called 'unholy grave'.

862. There is another spirit in that chamber, in charge under the
higher spirit. He is called 'Sartaya', and has many thousands and
tens of thousands under him. They all are sustained by and wait for
the word, which comes out with the spirit of man, in his dream that
comes from the holy side. This defiled spirit and all the complainants
with him come out to join that word. They descend upon it to join it,
to disprove the matter to him, and let him know other things instead,
some of them false and some true.
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863. This is the way of a liar, that if he does not speak some truth, he
cannot tell lies SO PEOPLE WOULD BELIEVE HIM. Here also, since
they are mingled with truthful words HE SAW IN HIS DREAM, they
disprove them, but LATER they tell him some truth to establish the
false notions THEY GAVE HIM. Afterwards, it is spread to the lower
SPIRITS below, who have no existence, nor validity. They announce
the matter in the world to several sides and to some species.

864. From this chamber come out two spirits - now they are men,
and now they turn into women. They go about the world in the air,
and laugh at men in their dreams, appearing in the guise of pretty
women in their dreams, and so take the passion of men. Also, to
women they seem like men. They are called 'evil' and 'plague', as it is
written, "No evil shall befall you, nor shall any plague come near
your dwelling" (Tehilim 91:10).

865. These EVIL AND PLAGUE are called 'the lower spirits', who
come out of the flame of the fire, for when the spirits above within
the chamber travel, two flames of fire come out to hover about the
world, and from them these two spirits, EVIL AND PLAGUE, were
made. All this is on the side of defilement. Happy are the righteous
who stayed away from these sides, and kept themselves from them.
Of this it is written, "that they may keep you from the strange
woman..." (Mishlei 7:5).

56. The third chamber of the Other Side, Dumah, corresponding to the name 'foe' of the Evil Inclination
Rabbi Shimon says that the third chamber has no light in it at all. It is called 'Dumah', and has four openings with a chief in charge of each opening.
He describes the openings, the procedures where the verdict is passed, the spirits in charge of deaths, the spirits called 'wrath and fury'. He says
that thousands of spirits come out of 'wrath' and 'fury' and make people who are studying the Torah sad instead of joyful. We learn that Moses was
afraid of these spirits when Yisrael sinned by making the golden calf, as we read in: "for I was afraid of the wrath and fury." We read about the spirit
appointed over the 'evil tongued', the serpent that sheds its skin. Rabbi Shimon says that when the serpents below shed their skin this arouses
serpents in the 'pit', and all of this is caused by people speaking evil. In the same way when people study the Torah, many angels called 'the holy
tongue' are united and join with holiness above.
866. The third chamber is dark and somber, for there is no light in it
whatsoever. It is darker than the first CHAMBERS. It is called
'Dumah', corresponding to the name OF THE EVIL INCLINATION foe.
There are four openings to this chamber, one on this side, another
on that side, and so on.
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867. There is a chief in charge of the first opening, sustained by the
anger in the world, and when Judgment is upon the world, this chief
that dwells in that gate takes weapons and puts them at the entrance
to the synagogue. He is called 'Sakafortaya', and is the stumbling of
the world. Of this it is written, "The way of the wicked is like
darkness: they know not at what they stumble" (Mishlei 4:19). When
he is in power, and there is Judgment upon the world, he goes to see
who walks alone in a public place, and if he sees him, he may cause
him harm and weaken his fortune.

868. On the second opening there is another chief, ready to receive
the verdicts, NAMELY, THE NOTES UPON WHICH THE VERDICTS
ARE WRITTEN. This is Sangadiel, under whom there are
complainants and accusers in power, ready to receive these
verdicts. THIS CHIEF stands at the SECOND opening.

869. When he receives the verdict FROM THE CHIEFTAIN MALKIEL,
OF THE FIRST OPENING OF THE THIRD CHAMBER OF HOLINESS,
he stands at this opening, then descends into the dark gates below,
to the one called 'grave', NAMELY, TO THE SECOND CHAMBER OF
THE OTHER SIDE, and to the one called 'pit', WHICH IS THE FIRST
CHAMBER OF THE OTHER SIDE, that are below. There are several
thousands and tens of thousands of officers, whose duty it is to
execute judgment in the world. Justice is concluded by verdict.

870. A chief named Angerayon is over the third opening. He is in
charge over all illness and pains, trembling and the fire within the
bones, NAMELY, WHICH DO NOT CAUSE DEATH, DRAWN FROM
THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT. Many thousands and tens of
thousands of officers come out from him, in charge together with
him over all the illnesses and pains, as we learned.

871. In the fourth opening there is a spirit born when the moon was
in diminution. He is called 'Askara', in charge over the death of
children. He comes before CHILDREN, laughs with them until
eventually he kills them. He is seen before them in the guise of a
woman, like the child's mother, suckles them, laughs at them, grabs
them and kills them.
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872. In the middle of this chamber stands a spirit called 'Agirison', in
charge over those who died when they were between thirteen and
twenty years of age. Their death COMES BY THE HAND OF THAT
CHIEF, as we explained, by his joining the serpent we mentioned,
which abides by him and follows him. For that reason the Angel of
Death is called 'very good', as it is written, "and, behold, it was very
good" (Beresheet 1:31), which we explained TO BE THE ANGEL OF
DEATH.

873. From this place come and spread out two spirits called 'wrath'
and 'fury', appointed over all those who are rebuked by someone
who is occupied in the Torah, NAMELY, THAT HE WHO STUDIES
THE TORAH SCOLDS THEM FOR NOT WALKING THE PATH OF
TRUTH. They trust him, HIS GOODNESS, and are unaffected by that;
also those who laugh and mock at the words of the Torah and of the
words of the sages.

874. From wrath and fury come out some thousands and tens of
thousands. They all come out and hover above people who study the
Torah, or are occupied in the precepts, and walk in their ways, to
make them sad instead of rejoicing IN THE TORAH AND THE
PRECEPTS THEY ARE OCCUPIED WITH. Moses was afraid of these
two when Yisrael sinned BY THE MAKING OF THE CALF, and he
descended from the mountain, as it is written, "for I was afraid of the
wrath and fury" (Devarim 9:19).

875. Under these, WRATH AND FURY, there is a spirit appointed over
the evil tongued. For when men start to slander, the evil unholy spirit
above, called 'Sachsicha', is bestirred, dwells upon this stirring of
the evil tongue that men let loose, and causes, by that arousal of the
evil tongue, death, sword, and killing in the world. Woe to those who
awaken this Evil Side and do not guard their mouth and tongue, nor
care for this. They do not know that awakening above depends upon
a awakening below, either good or bad.

876. Come and see: When the evil tongue is awakened below, a slant
serpent above raises its scales TO STAND UPRIGHT, and stirs from
head to toe. The scales are all those who transgress the law and
justice outside.
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877. They bestir to grab that evil word THE MAN SAID, and awaken
the "piercing serpent" (Yeshayah 27:1), THE MALE SERPENT. Then
the whole evil body of that serpent bestirs, from head to toe, to
damage all the chambers of which we talked. Then all the scales on
the skin come off, and the skin is shed and comes down. The body,
WITHOUT SKIN AND SCALES, comes up aroused to be an accuser
above.

878. Come and see: Though there is a set time for all the serpents in
the world to shed their skin, NAMELY, EVERY SEVEN YEARS,
NEVERTHELESS, they shed it only when the evil tongue is stirred
below. Then the evil serpent above is aroused, and sheds its skin
and scales. This goes up and that goes down, MEANING THAT THE
BODY GOES UP AGAINST BINAH, AND THE SKIN AND SCALES
COME OFF IT AND GO DOWN. This sloughing OF SKIN AND
SCALES is difficult for the serpent, because it is separated from its
spouse, NAMELY, THE SKIN AND SCALES ARE THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT OF THE SERPENT, THE SPOUSE OF THE SERPENT. WHY
WOULD IT DO THIS - BE SEPARATED FROM ITS MALCHUT?
BECAUSE if all were united, NAMELY, WITH MALCHUT, THE SKIN
AND SCALES WHICH ARE THE ASPECT OF FIERCE JUDGMENT, the
world would not have been able to bear it. IT IS THEREFORE THE
CORRECTION OF THE WORLD. WITH ALL THAT, all this is caused
by the arousal of the evil tongue below. THIS MEANS THAT THOUGH
IT IS THE CORRECTION OF THE WORLD, IT IS NOT DONE OF ITS
OWN, BUT CAUSED BY THE SIN OF SLANDER.
879. When the serpents below shed their skin, each one raises its
voice, and arouses several serpents in that place called 'pit', where
there are snakes. All of them gossip ABOUT THE WORLD, to arouse
the great serpent to gossip about the world. All this is caused by the
awakening of the evil tongue, which happens below.

880. In the same manner, whoever studies the Torah, many ANGELS
called 'the holy tongue', are united and arouse that place called 'the
holy tongue', NAMELY, the tongue that comes from holiness above,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE
TIP (TONGUE) OF THE SCALES, THAT JOINS TOGETHER RIGHT
AND LEFT, SO THAT HOLINESS WILL BE REVEALED IN THEM.
Many sanctifications and holy beings are bestirred on all sides.
Happy is the portion of the righteous, who caused sanctifications to
be stirred above and below, the sanctification above, IN BINAH, and
sanctification below, IN MALCHUT.
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881. Of this it is written, "You shall therefore sanctify yourselves,
and you shall be holy" (Vayikra 11:44). "You shall...sanctify
yourselves" refers to the first water, called 'supernal water',
NAMELY, THE SANCTIFICATION ABOVE, IN BINAH. And "you shall
be holy" refers to the last water (fingerbowl water), NAMELY, THE
SANCTIFICATION BELOW, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The food comes
between the first and last water. Therefore, the food is not in the last
water, MALCHUT, but in the first water, BINAH, because the first
water comes from above, FROM BINAH, where food abides, AS ALL
MOCHIN ARE FROM BINAH, but it is not in the last water, WHICH IS
MALCHUT RECEIVING FROM BINAH, WHICH HAS NOTHING ON HER
OWN. This secret was handed to the high holy men, happy is their
portion in this world and in the World to Come.

57. The fourth chamber of the Other Side, Debt, corresponding to the gruesome mud and a stone of stumbling
We learn that this chamber has to do with balancing the merits and sins of a person. The fourth chamber on the holy side is called 'merit' and holds
a man's precepts or good deeds; the fourth chamber on the Other Side is called 'debt' and holds his sins. Then the scales are balanced on Rosh
Hashanah, and one side or the other wins. If the scales tip to 'merit', the person is given life. If the scales tip to 'debt', he is delivered to death. If he is
on the side of holiness God answers when he calls to Him. If he is on the side of defilement he has no one to answer him and he is far away from
God. In this fourth chamber of the Other Side the 'strange Elohim' are found, and also everyone who incites men to prostitution and adultery. Rabbi
Shimon tells us about the spirits called 'plague' and 'plague and pestilence'. He talks about how the unholy side is strengthened if the tables are not
prepared properly on Shabbat eve. We learn that in this fourth chamber there are no children, no longevity and no sustenance. Rabbi Shimon
reveals that those who curse arouse the serpent called "Leviathan, the crooked serpent," who brings curses on the world.
882. The fourth chamber is called 'debt'. This is the gruesome mud,
corresponding to another name OF THE EVIL INCLINATION, a
stumbling stone, and all is one. It is CALLED 'debt', BECAUSE all the
sins of the world ARE THERE, NAMELY, the balancing of the sins,
AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.

883. For when men sin, all the complainants take the sins to put
them in this chamber called 'debt'. As for all the precepts in the
world, the holy angels, appointed over the merits in the world, take
them and put them in the fourth chamber OF HOLINESS called
'merit', where the precepts of men abide. And the sins are in the
other chamber called 'debt'. They are balanced on Rosh Hashanah,
for "the Elohim has made the one as well as the other" (Kohelet
7:14), and according to the tipping of the scales by the precepts or
sins, this or that side wins. IF THERE ARE MORE SINS, THE OTHER
SIDE WINS, AND IF THERE ARE MORE PRECEPTS, THE HOLINESS
WINS.
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884. Therefore, on the day of Rosh Hashanah, life and death depend
upon these two sides, merit and debt. If the merits tip the scale to
the side called 'merit', man is written on the side called 'life', since
these two sides stand on that day, the one on that side, and the
other on another side. If a man deserves it, and the merits win, he is
written to life, as the holy side called 'merit' grasps him, and life
grasps him and says: 'This one is mine, and was mine'. Then Man is
written into life.

885. If the sins win, the unholy Other Side - called 'debt and death' grasps him and says: 'This is mine, and was mine'. And then it is
written that the man is his. This is what we learned, that on the day
of Rosh Hashanah, a man is written to life or death. If he is written to
the side of holiness, he is written to life. He abides there and cleaves
to it. If he is written upon the Other Side, he abides by the side of
defilement, and clings to it, WHICH IS DEATH. It is either to life or
death, NAMELY, it is drawn from either this or that side.

886. Whenever he is on the side of holiness, all sacredness and
purity cleave to him. He calls and the Holy One, blessed be He, sits
and listens. Of him says the verse, "He shall call upon Me, and I will
answer him; I will be with him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honor
him. With long life I will satisfy him, and show him My
salvation" (Tehilim 91:15). As long as he is on the unholy Other Side,
all defilement, all sins and evils cling to him. He calls and there is no
one to listen to him. He is far away from the Holy One, blessed be
He. Of him it is written, "Salvation is far from the wicked" (Tehilim
119:155), and "even when you make many prayers, I will not
hear" (Yeshayah 1:15).

887. This chamber is the dwelling place of all those called 'strange
Elohim', because they are revealed here. ALSO, HERE ARE FOUND
all those who incite men to the pleasures of this world, to
prostitution, to delight in the pleasures of fornication. They pull them
toward the pleasures and adulteries of the world, as we said.
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888. In this chamber there is a powerful spirit, who has control over
everyone. He, too, is called 'El', like the other SPIRIT OF THE
FOURTH CHAMBER on the side of holiness. This is a strange El. He
seduces the man who is occupied in the Torah, or stands in the
synagogue. This powerful spirit seduces him, and THE MAN is
thoughtful. THE SPIRIT says to him, 'Why are you standing here, it is
better for you to go wherever people boast in front of others, go after
pretty women, and take delight in the pleasures of the world'. Once a
man is incited by him, all THE SPIRITS hover and follow him.

889. There are some other spirits under THE SAID SPIRIT. They all
defile him in this world, and defile him in that world. These spirits are
called 'steaming filth' (Heb. tzoa), as it is written, "go you (Heb. tze),
say to it" (Yeshayah 30:22), FOR THEY TEMPT MAN TO GO OUT
(HEB. LATZET) FROM THE SYNAGOGUE AND FROM HOLINESS,
AND INTO THE PLEASURES OF THE WORLD. These are the grades
that are always ready to defile, as we learned.

890. In the middle of the chamber there is another spirit called
'plague', from which comes out another spirit called 'plague of
pestilence', ready to defile those of evil tongue more than they were
defiled BY THE THIRD CHAMBER. This high plague is in charge over
all the tables of Shabbat, for when Shabbat enters and THE TABLE is
not properly set with the delights of Shabbat, thus slighting Shabbat,
this plague receives these tables, empty of the delights of Shabbat,
as we already said.

891. When the plague receives these tables, the complainants and
accusers standing there all open and say, "For he loved cursing, and
it came to him, and he delighted not in blessing, and it was far from
him. And he clothed himself with cursing like his garment..." (Tehilim
109:17-18), "Let the creditor seize everything that he has...Let there
be none to extend kindness to him..." (Ibid. 11-12).

892. We have established that on Shabbat eve, when the tables were
given to the Evil Side, that evil unholy side strengthens, and that
man is delivered to the OTHER Side. Woe to him, for being reduced
from the side of holiness and given to the other unholy side. It is the
same for the holiday meals.
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893. Here, in this chamber, is the opposite of children, longevity, and
sustenance, MEANING THAT THESE THREE ARE WITHHELD FROM
MEN. There are no CHILDREN, LONGEVITY, AND SUSTENANCE on
the other, the holy fourth chamber, for they are extended from
above. But here there are for evil, for when a man reaches this
chamber, there is life to be consumed and children that are small, for
from here comes the spirit that is appointed to be their accuser.
There is food there, to be taken away from man. NAMELY, ALL THIS
IS FOR THE WORSE. All depends on debt, NAMELY, SINS.
Therefore, this chamber is called 'debt', as we learned.

894. From here emerges an unholy spirit called 'Aririya', together
with thousands and tens of thousands, all called "who curse (Heb.
orerei) the day," according to the verse, "let them curse it (him) who
curse the day" (Iyov 3:8). This spirit and those with him are ready to
take the word of a man who curses himself in anger. They arouse the
serpent called, "Leviatan, the crooked serpent" (Yeshayah 27:1), so
it would bring and awaken curses upon the world. This is the
meaning of, "let them curse it who curse the day..."

895. Those who curse the day rule over the minutes and hours of the
day, AND THEREFORE THEY ARE CALLED "WHO CURSE THE
DAY." They take the words the man cursed himself by, whether in
anger, or by oath, and with that word they arouse the slant serpent
called 'Leviatan', to make him harm the world. Therefore, Job, in his
grief, cursed his day, not his body, SO THEY WOULD NOT GRAB HIS
WORDS, as it is written, "and cursed his day" (Iyov 3:1), and
afterwards "let them curse it (him) who curse the day." May the
Merciful One save us from the Evil Side and its Judgments, and from
all that is evil.

58. The fifth chamber of the Other Side, Sheol, corresponding to the name 'uncircumcised'
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the chief in charge of the fifth chamber, named 'enmity,' has a duty to stir up accusations in the world. There is another
spirit in this chamber called 'robber'. All those who rob, who corrupt and destroy, and who kill by sword and spear emerge from this chamber and
take their nourishment from it. We learn of spirits called 'spoilage' and 'famine'. As long as people do acts of kindness and give others food and
drink these spirits are pushed away, but when Yisrael does not do acts of kindness the two spirits attack Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon tells how these
spirits are also called 'foreskin', and are under the command of the spirit called 'Gezar Dinaya', or 'verdict'. 'Verdict' puts people in Sheol when they
do not observe the sign of the holy covenant by having their sons circumcised. We are told of another spirit, 'Afrira', ashes of dust, who seduces
people to stray from the path of truth. Lastly Rabbi Shimon explains the difference between 'first water' and 'last water,' or 'precept' and 'debt'. He
says that Yisrael is blessed when God purifies them with supernal clean water.
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896. The fifth chamber is called 'Sheol', corresponding to the name
of the Evil Inclination, uncircumcised, which we explained to be the
secret of the foreskin. In this chamber there is one opening, and a
chief in charge over it. The duty of this chief is to stir up accusations
upon the world. This spirit is called 'enmity', after the name of the
opening, enmity. This is understood from the verse, "and I will put
enmity between you and the woman..." (Beresheet 3:15).

897. There is a spirit in this chamber who rules everything. He is
called 'robber' (Heb. shoded), and is a "wasting (Heb. shod) and
destruction" (Yeshayah 59:7). This robber abides in the high
mountains between rocks and mountains. From this chamber all the
robbers suck, who corrupt and destroy; from here emerge those who
kill by sword and spear, who go after "the bright blade of a revolving
sword" (Beresheet 3:24), to exterminate everything.

898. From this spirit comes out another spirit called 'spoilage'. When
famine has sway in the world, the spirit called 'spoilage' joins
another spirit called 'famine'. They go about the world, as
adversaries to men. This is the meaning of the verse, "at destruction
and famine you shall laugh" (Iyov 5:24). They accuse men and rob
all. The one is called 'spoilage', for haunting the high mountains, and
robbing, destroying and wasting everything. Then he comes back to
rob men, and they die of weakness, THAT HE CAUSES THEM. When
people eat but are not satiated, it is due to him.

899. At that time, whoever does an act of kindness by men, and
gives them food and drink, he is worthy of pushing these two spirits
out, so they will have no power over the world. But when Yisrael do
no kindness by men, and the other nations do kindness in the world,
then these two spirits temper their business WITH THE NATIONS,
and attack Yisrael, since then the Other Side becomes stronger and
Yisrael are subjugated.
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900. When Yisrael are kind, the Other Side is subdued and weakens,
and the side of holiness gathers strength. But when Yisrael are not
aroused to do kindness, the two spirits turn to subdue Yisrael and all
the blessings flowing from the right side above, the other nations
suckle them. This is WHAT THE SHECHINAH SAID: "they made me
keeper of the vineyards" (Shir Hashirim 1:6), which are the other
nations. "But my own vineyard I have not kept" (Ibid.), which is
Yisrael, CALLED 'THE SHECHINAH'S VINEYARD', for the other
nations took THE SHECHINAH in their midst, by the kindness they
do by men. And Yisrael keep her away, for they are not kind as the
rest of the nations.

901. Under these spirits are those called 'foreskin', the foreskin of
the shoot, the foreskin of the branch. Above them there is a chieftain
called 'Gezar Dinaya' (Eng. 'verdict'). He is appointed over those who
do not observe the years of foreskin of trees, and those who delay
the circumcision of their sons. For that the serpent wanted to kill the
son of Moses, until Tziporah circumcised him, as it is written, "and
cut off the foreskin of her son..." (Shemot 4:25).

902. This spirit is in charge over men who corrupt their ways, and do
not care for the glory of their Master, by observing the sign of the
Holy Covenant. THIS SPIRIT puts them in Gehenom, in the place
called 'Sheol' and perdition (Heb. Avadon), where they are
sentenced, as we explained here.

903. In the middle of this chamber there is another spirit, standing
and lurking by the ways and paths, to look for those who transgress
the words of the Torah, and to bring hatred between MEN below and
above, for the whole chamber is enmity.

904. This one and all the others are in the habit of being friendly
toward people and seducing them to stray from the path of truth and
follow them. Then they kill them, and they are dead in both worlds,
as it is written, "but her end is bitter as wormwood, sharp as a twoedged sword" (Mishlei 5:4).
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905. This spirit is called 'Afrira', ashes of dust. He has no offspring,
nor fruit in the world, since he is made of ashes of dust. Though he
is called by that name, he is not of the holy soil which bears fruit,
called "dust (Heb. afrot) of gold" (Iyov 28:6), but of "the ashes (Heb.
afar) of the burnt purification" (Bemidbar 19:17), FOR ASHES ARE
CALLED 'DUST'. He is "the ashes of the burnt purification," the
indication IN THIS VERSE, comes in two versions, the one because
that spirit is included within the purification (Heb. chatat) of sin,
which is the secret of the powerful serpent CALLED BY THAT NAME.
The other is when the man commits sin (Heb. chatat) and
strengthens the dust, so it rules the world.

906. This SPIRIT CALLED 'DUST', is included within "the bitter water
that causes the curse" (Bemidbar 5:18). Therefore the woman, who
has gone astray from her husband and behaved as a harlot, should
be given a drink of the water that comprises the dust of the ground
of the Tabernacle. That dust comes from the place called 'ground',
WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF BRIYAH, AND BRIYAH is called 'the
ground of the Tabernacle', WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT
CALLED 'TABERNACLE'. The dust, WHICH IS THIS SPIRIT, comes of
the same ground. For that reason the priest should give the woman a
drink in that manner, TO PUT DUST OF THE GROUND INSIDE THE
WATER. All that is a supernal allusion.

907. Happy is the portion of Yisrael, for the Holy One, blessed be He,
purifies them with supernal, clean water, NAMELY, THE WATER OF
BINAH, as it is written, "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you,
and you shall be clean" (Yechezkel 36:25). We explained about clean
water, when we talked OF THE DIFFERENCE between first water and
last water. And though we explained there, THAT FIRST WATER IS
OF BINAH AND LAST WATER FROM MALCHUT, SO first water is
considered a precept, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and last water a debt.
We expounded upon the two sides, that THE SUPERNAL WATER is
of the side of holiness called 'precept', and the LAST WATER is
called 'debt', which is the Other Side IN THIS CHAMBER. For that
reason the Other Side takes its share of that water. Of this the verse
says, "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be
clean."

59. The sixth chamber, evil, corresponding to the name 'shadow of death'
Rabbi Shimon describes the openings to the sixth chamber: 'death', 'evil', 'shadow of death' and 'somber'. These four openings cause evil, and this
particular chamber comprises all the other chambers of defilement as well. Here all the evil lusts are found that cause people to be denied the World
to Come. The chamber also includes all the pleasure of the fools, the heartless and the witless. Rabbi Shimon describes the meaning of: "but her
end is bitter as wormwood," telling us that when a man succumbs to temptation he is punished by 'the harlot' who spills bitter drops into his mouth
that then rip the soul away, cause his death and make his face become green and putrid. We learn next of the results of vanity. Rabbi Shimon offers
two explanations of the verse: "I have had to sacrifice peace offerings," and talks about the fate of adulterers. He concludes by saying that when
men take their pleasures in the world the good inclination stays away from them and eventually they are judged. The righteous are happy in this
world and in the World to Come.
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908. The sixth chamber stands above the rest of the lower chambers.
There are four openings to this chamber: one is called 'death', one
'evil', one 'shadow of death' and the last one 'somber'. These four
openings are there to cause evil, and comprise everything, FOR
SINCE IT CORRESPONDS TO THE HOLY CHAMBER OF TIFERET,
WHICH INCLUDES ALL THE OTHER SIX CHAMBERS CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, SO THIS
CHAMBER OF DEFILEMENT INCLUDES ALL THE CHAMBERS OF
DEFILEMENT.

909. As there are on the side of holiness, in the secret of the Faith,
four openings to the four sides, connected to each other, all of them
holy, so it is down here. When they are united and joined with each
other in this chamber, then this chamber is called 'a roomy house',
as it is written, "a brawling woman in a roomy house" (Mishlei 21:9).
This chamber is there to cause evil always.

910. It is written of this chamber, "but the kisses of the enemy are
profuse" (Mishlei 27:6), for here abide all the evil kisses and evil
lusts, and all the pleasures of the body in this world, for which
delights man is driven from this world and the World to Come. Of
this chamber the verse says, "For the lips of a strange woman drip
honey..." (Mishlei 5:3). THESE DEFILED KISSES AND PLEASURES
HERE CORRESPOND TO THE KISSES AND DELIGHTS OF THE
SIXTH CHAMBER OF HOLINESS.

911. There is a spirit in this chamber in charge of all those below,
that adornments of beauty more than the chambers BENEATH IT.
The feet of fools are trapped in this chamber, of which the verse
says, "Lust not after her beauty in your heart, nor let her take you
with her eyelids" (Mishlei 6:25).

912. All the lusts in the world are from this chamber, and all the
pleasure of the fools, the heartless and the witless, as it is written,
"and beheld among the simple ones, I discerned among the youths,
a young man void of understanding, passing through the street near
her corner... in the twilight, in the evening" (Mishlei 7:7-8). Then his
feet approach this chamber, which comprises all those below it,
BEING THE CHAMBER OF TIFERET OF DEFILEMENT, WHICH
INCLUDES ALL THE SIX DIRECTIONS. Then "behold, there met him
a woman with the attire (Heb. sheett) of a harlot, and wily of
heart" (Ibid. 10). The word 'sheett' refers to this sixth (Heb. shtit)
chamber in number. Here stands the harlot to seduce the fools.
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913. In this chamber THE HARLOT resides yet resides not, for she
comes down to seduce, then goes up and blames, as it is written,
"her feet do not remain in her house: now she is outside," WHEN
SHE COMES DOWN TO SEDUCE, "now in the streets" when she
goes up TO BLAME, "and she lies in wait at every corner" (Ibid. 1112) , to take his soul away, NAMELY, TO KILL HIM.

914. It is further written, "So she caught hold of him, and kissed
him" (Ibid. 13). These are defiling kisses, to mislead people to follow
her, for here is the place of all the evil kisses and strange harlotries,
which are sweet for the moment, and woe to their ending, as it is
written, "and her mouth is smoother than oil" (Mishlei 5:3).

915. It is also written, "but her end is bitter as wormwood" (Ibid. 4).
HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "bitter as wormwood"? HE
ANSWERS: When a man is tempted by her in this world, when his
time arrives to pass away from this world, she is upon him, arrayed
before him in a garment of a body of fire, a sharp sword in her hand,
with three drops in it.

916. We explained that one of the drops OF THE SWORD is bitter,
and when she spills it in a man's mouth, it enters his bowels, and the
soul is confused. The drop travels within the body and plucks the
soul from its place, and does not let it return. THE DROP is bitter as
wormwood, and man tastes bitterness instead of the sweetness he
savored in this world when he was attracted to her. She throws at
him another drop, and the soul leaves, and the man dies. She then
tosses yet another drop and his face becomes green and putrid. THE
REASON THE SOUL LEAVES IS because the soul is sacred, and
when the Other Side has power over it, it runs away from it, not to be
with it.

917. For that reason, as man clings with evil kisses in this world,
also at this time, if he followed her in this world and left the holy
side, the soul does not come back to the holy place, for since he
went after her in this world, she now has control over his soul, and
the soul leaves the body by ropes, as we explained. All that is
caused by the sweet kisses she gave him in this world, and later, at
that hour, he finds them bitter. Of this IT IS WRITTEN, "So she
caught hold of him, and kissed him" (Mishlei 7:13) in this world, as
we explained.
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918. "And with an impudent face said to him" (Ibid.), for in this
chamber are all the accusers, THOSE WHO SPEAK ILL OF MEN, and
the evil messengers that abide by man, and cause him to adorn
himself and curl his hair, bathe and bedeck himself so he would be
looked at. Here stands a spirit called 'Skatufa', in charge of the
adornment and coiffure of men.

919. Inside this chamber stands another chieftain, who arouses man
and then arouses them, THE SPIRITS - NAMELY, HE STRENGTHENS
THEM. After the man has adorned himself and done his hair, IT
ENTICES HIM to take a mirror in his hand, and puts it in his hands.
AND THE MAN looks at it, and sees his form in that mirror. By this
another force stirs the spirit. It is called 'Asirta', whence come all
those who show false visions to men in their dreams, and those who
show things TO MEN, which do not happen, but are confused.

920. Then, when men are drawn TO LOOK at this vision called
'mirror', they become haughty. The spirit Asirta bestirs another spirit
chief under him, who enters the lowest of the holes to raise another
spirit from there, who shares his duties with the spirit Askara, whom
we spoken of, who is Lilit, the mother of demons. When man arouses
the other spirit, Asirta, BY LOOKING AT THE MIRROR, man is united
with him and connected with him always. Then, on each new moon,
this evil spirit of the mirror is awakened together with Lilit, WHO IS
ASKARA. Sometimes the man is hurt by them and falls to the
ground, not able to rise, or he dies. This is caused by looking at the
mirror he looked at, for as the haughtiness in his heart is seen, when
he looks at the mirror, so he draws more the evil spirit to him. For
that reason everything depends on the awakening down below.

921. "I have had to sacrifice peace offerings" (Mishlei 7:14). Come
and see: Peace offerings are not offered for a debt or for purification,
but for peace. What is the meaning of peace offerings? Peace
offerings are of two sides, AND THANKS TO THEM no one blames
him above or below. The accuser is the left side of the Evil
Inclination, AND BY THE PEACE OFFERINGS there is peace in the
right. Therefore it is written, "I have had to sacrifice peace offerings,"
IN THE PLURAL FORM.
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922. Another explanation for, "I have had to sacrifice peace
offerings": SHE SAYS TO HIM, I am come in tranquility, to offer you
peace, and for that reason "this day have I paid my vows" (Ibid.), of
seducing men always. "So I came out to meet you..." (Ibid. 15), for I
know you are heartless and ungrateful, and "diligently to seek your
face" (Ibid.) and come together with you in all the evil in the world. It
is worthy of you to have pleasure and go after the lust of this world.
She pushes him from one thing to another, from evil to evil, AND
SAYS TO HIM, I have searched amongst the fools and have found
you. Now I found you, to cling to you.

923. "Come, let us take our fill of love until the morning" (Ibid. 18).
This is the meaning of "The eye also of the adulterer waits for the
twilight" (Iyov 24:15), for this is the time of reign, AS THE KLIPOT
ONLY RULE AT NIGHT. "let us take our fill of love": we shall go
together, for I am with you. For until now you were a boy in your
strength, and if you do not please yourself now, when then? When
you are old SHALL YOU HAVE PLEASURE? Now is the time. Why?
"For my husband (lit. 'the man') is not at home" (Mishlei 7:18). This is
the Good Inclination, who is not here inside you, nor is this its time,
"he is gone a long journey" (Ibid.). FOR THE GOOD INCLINATION
does not abide by man, only from afar, when he is thirteen years of
age or more, AND EVEN THEN not in every man. But I stay with you
since the day you were born, as it is written, "sin crouches at the
door" (Beresheet 4:7), NAMELY, WHEN HE CAME FROM HIS
MOTHER'S WOMB. And now that you have no wife is the time to
have pleasure.

924. "He has taken a bag of silver" (Mishlei 7:20). THESE ARE THE
LIGHTS CALLED 'SILVER'. HE TOOK THE GOOD INCLINATION BY
HAND, to raise above, and stay there to have pleasure. "And will
come home at the new moon" (Ibid.), namely, when will THE GOOD
INCLINATION cross his path? On the day of the new moon,
Judgment Day, to oversee the trial, as it is written, "at the full (also:
'covered') moon on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4), WHICH ALLUDES
TO THE JUDGMENT DAY, ROSH HASHANAH. For when a man
delights in the pleasure of the world, and takes his fill of pleasure,
THE GOOD INCLINATION stays away from him, and when Judgment
is upon the world, it comes back to do justice by him. Therefore,
"with her much fair speech she causes him to yield...till a dart strike
through his liver" (Mishlei 7:21-23). Happy are the righteous, who
know the holy ways to walk by them, and stray neither right nor left.
They are happy in this world and in the World to Come.

60. The seventh chamber of the Other Side, the dregs of wine
We learn that the seventh chamber is the chamber of the dregs of wine, the dregs produced by the pressing of the bad grapes. Rabbi Shimon says
that Eve gave Adam a drink of the dregs of wine and thus sent him to this seventh chamber. This is explained as meaning that she brought death to
Adam and to all the generations after him. We are told of those who come to this chamber, defiled spirits, those who frequented prostitutes, and
bastards. The seventh chamber corresponds to Gehenom, and in it there is a point from that all the other evil spirits come out and roam around the
world. Rabbi Shimon also talks about the spirits ruled by 'Nesira' ('sowing') who weaken the unholy side and perform miracles for people who are
not evil. From the seventh chamber the 'fire of a strong wind' emerges that judges the wicked of the world. We hear of the blazing spirit of fire and
snow called 'Tzalmon' who also comes from here. Rabbi Shimon tells about four openings in the seventh chamber that face outside; in each
opening the kings of other nations who did not oppress Yisrael are allowed to stand sometimes and see the light from the side of holiness. Rabbi
Shimon concludes this description of the seven chambers by saying that we should remain on guard against the aspect of the serpent manifested
by these seven chambers, and remember that even if we are saved from the head we are not necessarily saved from the tail. It is wise for men to
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avoid sinning so that the serpent will not bite and kill them.
925. The seventh chamber is the chamber of the dregs of wine, to
drink one's fill, NAMELY, TO GET DRUNK BY, as it is written, "and he
drank of the wine, and was drunk, and he was
uncovered" (Beresheet 9:21). The pressing of the grapes, the bad
grapes, is done here, and it becomes foaming wine, AS IT IS
WRITTEN, "FOAMING WINE; IT IS FULL OF MIXTURE...BUT ITS
DREGS, SHALL ALL THE WICKED OF THE EARTH...
DRINK" (TEHILIM 75:9). FOAMING WINE MEANS the dregs of the
wine. There is no one who drinks of them without bringing death to
himself. Of this wine Eve gave her husband a drink, thus putting him
in this chamber, as we learned that she pressed grapes and gave
him to drink, thus bringing death to him, and to the whole world after
him.

926. In this chamber are the unholy souls, who descend upon all
those who cleave to this DEFILED side. The defiled spirit, who
descends upon those of this side, comes from here. As for those
who strayed from their way in the world and practiced prostitution
where they should not have, and shunned the way of truth, when one
cleaves to the side of the Evil Inclination by harlotry, a spirit of
defilement comes out of this chamber to defile him and the child he
begot BY PROSTITUTION.

927. That child is called 'a bastard', for he came from the side of a
strange El. As a man is on the side of the Evil Inclination by that
passion and harlotry, so he draws to that child another unholy spirit
who defiles, and everyone testifies about him that he is a bastard, as
happens to all his deeds and sides.

928. From this chamber comes a spirit in charge of the spirits, called
'northern' (Heb. tzefoni), THE SEVENTH NAME OF THE EVIL
INCLINATION. This is derived from the verse, "Whoever who hides
her hides (Heb. tzafan) the wind (spirit)" (Mishlei 27:16). This spirit is
in charge of THE NORTHERN. And the seventh chamber
corresponds to the name OF GEHENOM, called "the nether parts of
the earth" (Yechezkel 31:16). Of this, THE SAID NORTHERN, it is
written, "and I will remove far off from you the northern one" (Yoel
2:20).
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929. Here there is a point standing in the innermost part. From here
come out all the other spirits, who roam about the world, and rule
over the world, by the things and deeds delivered on the left side.
From here come out glitters and sparks, that are quenched
immediately, burn and IMMEDIATELY are extinguished. From these
are issued other spirits who hover about the world, and join THE
SPIRITS that come from the great deep, as it is written, "Your
Judgments are a great deep" (Tehilim 36:7). These are the spirits not
destined to be clothed in this world, WITH THE GARMENT OF THE
WORLD; they are seen and seen not, as we learned.

930. Also, THERE ARE spirits who roam about the world. They
perform miracles to people who are not much steeped in the filth of
defilement like others. There is a spirit appointed over them, called
'Nesira' (Eng. 'sowing'), because he is sowed AND SEPARATED from
the most unholy sides, and they soar up in the air, and weaken their
unholy side, so miracles may be performed to those of the holy side.

931. From the spirit that was sowed AND SEPARATED FROM THE
UNHOLY SIDE, called 'Nesira', come out some other sides divided to
several kinds. All of them do errands in the world, each according to
his worthiness. And so kings and ministers are appointed below.
Yet, their existence is not continuous like that of the other ones
above.

932. This chamber is the unity of the unholy side, and all unholy
lusts, which defile the world. It is destined to put forth fire at any
time, and no one will prevail against it. From here comes fire of a
strong wind, with which to judge below the wicked of the world; from
here comes out a blazing spirit, of fire and snow, called 'Tzalmon', as
it is written, "snow falls in Tzalmon" (Tehilim 68:15).

933. There are four openings in this chamber, divided into four sides
facing outside. They are united and not united on the side of
holiness. They are not REALLY united, but through these openings a
light is seen, shining FROM THE SIDE OF HOLINESS. There is a
place prepared in every opening to the righteous of the nations, who
did not oppress Yisrael, and strove to do them right. They stand in
these openings and rest there.
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934. In the opening in the middle of the chamber, on the outer side,
there are six openings connected with the chamber. They all hold on
to it. Here there are windows open on the side of the holy light.
These places are made for the kings of the other nations, who did
not oppress Yisrael and always protected them. They are honored
because of Yisrael, and enjoy, in the darkness where they sit, the
light shining from the side of holiness, as it is written, "All the kings
of the nations, even all of them, lie in glory" (Yeshayah 14:18).

935. If they did wicked things to Yisrael or oppressed them, they are
seized and sentenced below three times a day, by several different
punishments for the oppressing kings. They are sentenced in that
world to several punishments, and every day they have to give
testimony about Yisrael, and their Faith, then they descend to be
judged below. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to
Come.

936. So far the seven chambers, the departments of the side of
defilement of the aspect of the serpent WERE EXPOUNDED UPON.
Happy is whoever is saved from it and its incantations THAT ARE
GIVEN TO IT FROM ABOVE, so it would not bite him, nor inject
poison in him until he is dead. We should be guarded from it on all
sides, above and below. Whoever is saved from the head, is not
saved from the tail, for when it bows his head, it lifts up its tail,
strikes and kills.

937. With all that, "if the serpent bites and cannot be charmed (also
'without a charm')" (Kohelet 10:11). We learned that it is given
permission and takes away the soul. For that reason it behooves a
man to beware of sinning before the Holy One, blessed be He, so
that the serpent may not be charmed to bite and kill.

61. "dust of the ground'
Rabbi Shimon begins with: "And Hashem Elohim formed man of the dust of the ground," saying that man is made of dust, not clay. He interprets
"dust shall be the serpent's food" and "He will destroy death forever" and "awake and sing, you that dwell in dust..." to mean that until the
resurrection the serpent will have the power to rule, seduce and mock mankind. He speaks of the male and the female sides of the serpent and the
male sun and the female moon, saying that darkness and somberness never separate, as written in: "and there was a thick darkness."
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938. "And Hashem Elohim formed man of the dust of the
ground" (Beresheet 2:7), of dust, not of clay. He is dust and to dust
shall he return, as it is written, "for dust you are, and to dust shall
you return" (Beresheet 3:19). After he sinned, it is said of the
serpent, "and dust shall you eat all the days of your life" (Beresheet
2:14). This dust is man, of whom it is written, "for dust you are."
Therefore it is written, "dust," not earth or clay, and "dust shall be
the serpent's food" (Yeshayah 65:25).

939. Until the Holy One, blessed be He, will arouse, and put away the
spirit of defilement from the world, as it is written, "He will destroy
death forever" (Yeshayah 25:8). And the dust will be resurrected, and
will be roused to rejoice in the world, as it is written, "awake and
sing, you that dwell in dust..." (Yeshayah 26:19).

940. It is written, "the serpent was craftier than all the beasts of the
field" (Beresheet 3:1), we already explained this verse. Nevertheless,
that which rode ON THE SERPENT gave it power to rule, seduce and
deviate from the path. He, WHICH RIDES UPON IT, is the secret of
the male side OF THE SERPENT, for the male rules over the female
and gives her power. The sun and moon, MALE AND FEMALE,
officiate as one, and never separate. SO, darkness and somberness
officiate together; he, THE MALE SERPENT is darkness, and she,
THE FEMALE IS somber, as it is written, "and there was a thick
darkness" (Shemot 10:22), darkness and mist. There is MALE
darkness and FEMALE darkness.

62. "the end of all flesh"
Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Elazar about "the end of all flesh." He talks about the sacrifice on the altar where the priest, the Levites and Yisrael
officiate respectively through their service, their singing and their prayers. Before the offering people should confess all their sins and
transgressions and also the evil thoughts they had. The offerings awaken the Holy Spirit so that the three Columns Right, Left and Central are joined
and raised up to the illumination of Chochmah and then upwards to infinity.
941. We learned that whoever sees a camel in his dream, was
sentenced to death, but was saved. This is the side of defilement
called "the end of all flesh" (Beresheet 6:13).

942. One day Rabbi Elazar was sitting before Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi
Elazar said: This End of all Flesh, does it get enjoyment from the
offerings Yisrael sacrifice upon the altar, or does it not? He said to
him: All got their satisfaction as one, above and below.
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943. Come and see: The priest, Levites, and Yisrael, THE SECRET OF
THE THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL, are called
'man together', by joining all the sacred desires ascending from
them TO MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS), THE PRIESTS BY
THEIR SERVICE, THE LEVITES BY THEIR SINGING, AND YISRAEL
BY THEIR PRAYERS. Before offering the ewe lamb, ram, or cattle
upon the altar, a man should confess over it all the sins,
transgressions and evil thoughts he contemplated. Then this
offering is called 'a beast in every respect', completed by sins, evils,
and thoughts.

944. Like the goat to Azazel, of which says the verse, "and confess
over him all the iniquities of the children of Yisrael..." (Vayikra
16:21), here too, THE CUSTOM OF CONFESSING SINS SHOULD BE
PRACTICED, for when the sacrifice is offered upon the altar, this
goes to its place, and that goes to its place, the one in the secret of
man, and the other in the secret of beast, as it is written, "Hashem,
You preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7).

945. The offering of fine flour, and the rest of the offerings, should
awaken the Holy Spirit with the service of the priests, the song of the
Levites and the prayer of Yisrael. By the smoke, oil, and flour that
rise UPON THE ALTAR, the other claimants take their fill and are
satiated, who cannot have control over the Judgment given them. All
is done at the same time. Come and see: All is done in the secret of
the Faith, to give abundance, the one to the other, NAMELY, THAT
RIGHT AND LEFT WILL GIVE TO EACH OTHER AND BE PERFECTED
BY EACH OTHER, and to raise what needs to be raised, NAMELY,
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH SHOULD BE
ELEVATED UPWARD FROM BELOW up to the Endless Light.

63. The chamber of the secret of sacrifice
Rabbi Shimon prays that revealing the mysteries as he has done will please God. This leads into an interpretation of the mystery of 'thought'. He
explains it this way: The supernal thought desires above all to pursue the source of illumination and to illuminate it with its own light, but there is a
veil between them. Light pursues the supernal thought but can reach only as far as the veil, not beneath it. The supernal thought itself is considered
unknown, its illumination strikes the illumination of the veil so that they shine together. This causes nine chambers to be formed, that are described
only by what they are not. All nine lights that stand in the thought of Arich Anpin desire only to pursue the nine chambers in which are found all the
secrets of the faith. The lights of the mystery of the supernal thought above and below are all called 'infinity' - here neither desire nor thought are
found. When thought shines it is not known by whose light, but it is concealed in Binah and shines upon whoever it shines. The thought and the
person enter each other until they are joined as a complete whole. During the sacrifice on the altar all grades are moving up, and thought is then
'bedecked by infinity,' since the illumination by which the supernal thought shines is called 'infinity'. Everything takes its existence from this
completely unknown illumination. Rabbi Shimon speaks again about 'the end of all flesh,' or the Other Side. He says that there is a joyful bond
between Binah and Arich Anpin, on earth between male and female, and between Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah. He talks again about the sacrifice of
the goat during each new moon, and about how the 'end of all flesh' desires only flesh; the soul goes up to another place. Rabbi Shimon tells us that
a righteous man is in himself a sacrifice for atonement, therefore he atones for the whole world. He turns to "Then a cloud covered the Tent of
Meeting," telling us that when the cloud covered the Tabernacle the Shechinah dwelled on the earth and the spirit of defilement, the end of all flesh,
was removed from the world. If the wicked did not draw the spirit of defilement back into the world, it would stay away. Lastly, we learn that in the
future God will remove the spirit of defilement, as in: "He will destroy death for ever." Rabbi Shimon ends Pequdei with a blessing to Hashem.
946. Rabbi Shimon said: I have raised my hands high in prayer. HE
PRAYED THAT REVEALING THESE MYSTERIES WOULD PLEASE
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. When supernal desire up above,
THE SECRET OF KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, is supported by the
desire that is not known, nor ever conceived, the head, which
conceals more the higher ones, emanates whatever it emanates, and
is not known. It illuminates whatever it illuminates, all of it concealed.
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947. The desire of the supernal thought, KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, is
to pursue it and to illuminate with its light, BUT a veil is spread
BETWEEN THEM, through which, by the pursuing after the supernal
thought, light reaches and reaches not, BECAUSE OF THE VEIL. It
illuminates up to the veil whatever it illuminates, BUT NOT BENEATH
THE VEIL. Then a supernal thought illuminates with a concealed
illumination, which is not known. The thought itself is considered
unknown.

948. Then the illumination of the unknown thought strikes the
illumination of the veil, which IS SUPPORTED AND shines by what is
not known and unknown, and what is not revealed. Thus the
illumination of unknown thought strikes the light of the veil and they
illuminate together.

949. Nine chambers are thereby formed. THESE chambers are not
lights, spirits, nor souls, and no one can conceive them. The desire
of all nine lights standing within thought OF ARICH ANPIN, each of
THE NINE numbered, is to pursue THE NINE CHAMBERS, while THE
NINE LIGHTS still are in thought OF ARICH ANPIN, BUT THE NINE
CHAMBERS are not conceived or known. FOR these NINE
CHAMBERS are not considered of THE ASPECT OF desire, nor of
THE ASPECT OF the supernal thought, ARICH ANPIN, which they
grasp yet grasp not. In these NINE CHAMBERS are all the secrets of
the Faith. And the lights of the mystery of the supernal thought
above and below, are all called 'the Endless World', FOR the lights
reach here and reach not, nor are they known. Here abides neither
desire nor thought.

950. When thought shines, though it is not known by whose light, it
is clothed and concealed within Binah, and shines upon whoever it
shines upon. They enter each other until they are joined as a
complete whole.

951. In the secret of the sacrifice, when it is offered (lit. 'ascends'),
everything is connected and shines upon each other. Then all
grades are on the ascent, and thought is bedecked by the Endless
World. For the illumination, by which the supernal thought
illuminates, which is completely unknown, is called 'the Endless
World', from which everything takes its existence, and which shines
upon that which it shines on. HAPPY IS THE PORTION OF THE
RIGHTEOUS IN THIS WORLD AND IN THE WORLD TO COME.

952. Come and see: The Other Side, which is called 'the End of all
Flesh'. As there is a bond above, BETWEEN BINAH AND ARICH
ANPIN, in joy, so beneath, IN MALE AND FEMALE, AND BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, THERE IS A CONNECTION BETWEEN
THEM in happiness and desire to give satisfaction to all, high and
low, and Ima stands properly by Yisrael.
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953. Come and see: In each new moon, when the moon starts to wax,
NAMELY, WHEN MALCHUT RENEWS ITS UNION WITH ZEIR ANPIN,
the End of all Flesh is given another portion, A GOAT OF THE NEW
MOON, in addition to THE USUAL sacrifices, so it may busy itself
with it and attend to its own portion, and the side of Yisrael will stay
for them alone, so they will be united with their King.

954. This is the reason for sacrificing a goat (lit. 'hairy'), being the
portion of Esau, of whom it is written, 'hairy', "Esau my brother is a
hairy man" (Beresheet 27:11). Therefore, he attends to his own
share, and Yisrael to theirs. This is the reason for the verse, "For
Hashem has chosen Jacob to Himself, Yisrael for His peculiar
possession" (Tehilim 135:4).

955. Come and see: All that 'End of all Flesh' ever desires is flesh.
Therefore, the correction of flesh is always by it. Hence, it is called
'the End of all Flesh', yet he is in control over the body, but not over
the soul. The soul ascends to its place, and the body is given to this
place, THE END OF ALL FLESH, like a sacrifice; when the desire
goes up one place else, TO MALE AND FEMALE, the flesh goes up to
another place, THE END OF ALL FLESH.

956. A righteous man is in himself a sacrifice for atonement. This is
not so for he who is not righteous, because he is blemished, as it is
written, "for it shall not be acceptable for you" (Vayikra 22:20).
Therefore, a righteous man atones for the world, a real sacrifice.
Happy are the righteous in this world and in the World to Come.

957. "Then a cloud covered the Tent of Meeting" (Shemot 40:34), for
when the cloud covered the Tabernacle, the Shechinah dwelt upon
the earth, and the spirit of defilement, the End of all Flesh, was
removed from the world. It vanished into a hole of the great deep,
and the Holy Spirit hovered about the world, as it is written, "Then a
cloud covered the Tent of Meeting."

958. It is written, "And Moses was not able to enter the Tent of
Meeting, because the cloud rested on it" (Ibid. 35), as the Holy Spirit
dwelt upon the world, and the defiled spirit vanished, except when
the wicked draw it again upon the world. If they do not, it is not there.
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959. In the time to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will remove it
away from the world, as it is written, "He will destroy death for ever,
and Hashem Elohim will wipe away tears from off all faces and the
insult of His people shall He take away from off the earth: for
Hashem has spoken it" (Yeshayah 25:8). And "and I will cause...the
unclean spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2).
Blessed be Hashem forever, Amen and amen, may Hashem reign
forever and ever, amen and amen.
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1. "And Hashem called to Moses"
Rabbi Elazar begins by telling us that through the higher letters drawn from Binah and the lower letters drawn from Malchut, the earlier generations
gained wisdom in how to manage the activities of the world. They knew how to permutate the letters given to Moses at Mount Sinai. We are told
about the two clouds of Moses, one over the Tabernacle and one over the mountain. Rabbi Elazar speaks at length about the movement, role and
impact of the various letters and the ministers and angels associated with them. He says that when God called to Moses, the summons to enter the
Tabernacle issued forth from the permutations of the letters.
1. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "Ask a sign
(or: 'letter') of Hashem your Elohim; ask it either in the depths, or in
the height above" (Yeshayah 7:11). I looked at the earlier generations
and the later generations. What is the difference between the earlier
generations and the later generations? The earlier generations knew
and perceived the supernal wisdom and knew to permutate the
letters, which were given to Moses at Sinai. Even the wicked people
among Yisrael, SUCH AS ACHAZ, were familiar with letters of
supernal wisdom, FOR THE PROPHET SAID TO HIM, "ASK A SIGN
(HEB. OT)." IF ACHAZ WAS UNVERSED IN SUPERNAL WISDOM,
THE PROPHET WOULD NOT HAVE SPOKEN TO HIM THUS. And
through higher letters DRAWN FROM BINAH, and lower letters
DRAWN FROM MALCHUT, they gained wisdom that helped them
manage their lives.

2. This is because each and every letter (Heb. ot) that was
transmitted to Moses was crowned and rose over the heads of the
holy supernal living creatures, THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL
CHARIOT, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT. All the living creatures were crowned WITH THE
LETTERS, EVEN THE LIVING CREATURES OF THE LOWER
CHARIOT, WHICH IS IN MALCHUT. They flew in the air OF YISRAELSABA AND TEVUNAH, which descends from the supernal air that is
fine and unknown, WHICH IS IN SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA.
3. Both great letters and small letters would go up and down, great
letters going down from the supernal chamber which is concealed
from all, BINAH, and the small letters going down from another lower
chamber, MALCHUT. All of these were transmitted to Moses at Sinai.

4. The joining of the letters, which secretly join in every letter, such
as Aleph, which is a single letter secretly joined by two other letters,
namely, Lamed Pe, IN PRONOUNCING THE LETTER. SO TOO, IN
ARTICULATING THE NAME OF THE LETTER BET, IT IS JOINED BY
YUD AND TAV. They were all transmitted to Moses at Sinai as well,
and all are known in secret by the friends. They are fortunate.

5. "Ask a sign (Heb. ot)" MEANS literally a letter (Heb. ot). Everyone
was conversant in the secrets of the letters. With Rachav, what is
written? "and give me a true token (Heb. ot)" (Yehoshua 2:12). This
refers to the letter Vav, which is called a true letter. If you infer from
this that the other letters are not true, that is not so. Nonetheless,
this letter Vav is called the true letter UNLIKE THE OTHER LETTERS
WHICH ARE NOT SO CALLED, FOR VAV INDICATES ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED TRUTH, AS IN THE VERSE: "YOU SHALL SHOW TRUTH TO
JACOB" (MICHAH 7:20).
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6. "ask it either in the depths" refers to the last Hei of the Holy Name
YUD HEI VAV HEI, while "or in the height above" refers to the letter
Yud, the head of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI. This is the hidden
meaning of the verse: "Ask a sign (lit. 'letter') of Hashem your
Elohim" WHICH MEANS a letter from the Holy Name. It is implied by
the verse: "A SIGN of Hashem," which is a name of the Holy One,
blessed be He, one letter of it. The tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
WHICH IS CALLED YOUR ELOHIM, is based on this LETTER
BECAUSE MALCHUT RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS YUD
HEI VAV HEI. THEREFORE, THE VERSE STATES "HASHEM YOUR
ELOHIM."
7. Come and behold: When the cloud rose over the tabernacle and
rested on it, all of those Chariots and all of those vessels of the
supernal tabernacle, MALCHUT, were within the cloud. THEREFORE,
it is written, "And Moses was not able to enter the Tent of Meeting,
for the cloud rested on it" (Shemot 40:35). HE QUESTIONS: It is
written, "And Moses went up into the midst of the cloud...and Moses
was in the mountain forty days and forty nights" (Shemot 24:18). If
Moses could not enter the tabernacle BECAUSE OF THE CLOUD
WHICH RESTED ON IT, how could he ENTER THE CLOUD AND
remain on the mountain for forty days?

8. HE ANSWERS, There were two clouds, one CLOUD which Moses
entered AND IN WHICH HE REMAINED ON THE MOUNTAIN FORTY
DAYS AND FORTY NIGHTS - THIS CLOUD IS OF MALCHUT - and one
CLOUD which rested on the tabernacle. THIS CLOUD IS DRAWN
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH AND MOSES WAS UNABLE TO
ENTER IT. Come and behold what is written, "And the glory of
Hashem filled the tabernacle" (Shemot 40:34). Literally it is not
written, "filled," but "was full," WHICH IMPLIES THAT a fullness was
achieved on high IN BINAH and below IN MALCHUT with THE
ENCLOTHING OF THE CLOUD IN the tabernacle below. A concealed
means of perfection WHICH IS CALLED "CLOUD" descended FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH down TO THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS
CALLED TABERNACLE AND TENT OF MEETING, and the Shechinah
was perfected.
9. Four aspects of camps OF THE ANGELS, WHICH ARE IN
MALCHUT, CALLED LOWER CHARIOT were concealed BY THE
CLOUD, WHICH DESCENDED ON THE TABERNACLE, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. The first mending OF THIS CLOUD WAS in the first watch
of the four camps OF THE SHECHINAH before everything was
mended. The head of the right side is Tzadkiel, chief minister,
superior of the camps under the dominion of Michael, and with him
all the camps under him were mended.

10. One minister was placed in command over four TIMES three,
WHICH ARE the four ASPECTS below, EACH COMPRISED OF
THREE. When all of these supernal camps descend below, their
names are changed into other names. When they remain on high,
THEIR NAMES remain unchanged. That minister Tzadkiel stands
over them from within and one letter glitters on their heads, a small
Aleph. When this letter glitters, they all travel to the place where the
sparkle glitters.
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11. Inside them, THAT IS, WITHIN THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT,
NAMELY TIFERET, is Raziel, high minister and superior of the
camps, who stands within under the dominion of Michael, WHO IS
CHESED. With him are all of the camps under him. A minister named
Rumiel is in charge over them at the portal, surrounded by twelve
ministers, three times four, FOR HE HIMSELF BEING TIFERET OF
THE SIDE OF TIFERET COMPRISES TWELVE. FOR THIS SIDE OF
TIFERET HAS THREE ANGELS, MICHAEL WHO IS CHESED OF
TIFERET, RAZIEL WHO IS GVURAH OF TIFERET, AND RUMIEL WHO
IS TIFERET OF TIFERET. TIFERET OF TIFERET ALONE ALSO
CONSISTS OF TWELVE, JUST AS THE FOUR SIDES OF MICHAEL
DO. Raziel, high minister, is in charge over them all, for his name is
not changed. One letter glitters on the heads of all these camps, the
letter Resh. When it glitters, they all travel in the direction of that
gleam. This letter is prepared to punish those who reveal the
secrets, as indicated by "poverty (Heb. reish) and shame" (Mishlei
13:18) AS THE NAME 'REISH' INDICATES JUDGMENTS.
12. Inside them, THAT IS, WITHIN THE ASPECT OF TIFERET,
NAMELY GVURAH, is Yofiel, high minister and superior over the
camps under the dominion of Michael; with him were fitted out all of
the camps under him. Not all the camps here are revealed in terms of
numbers. THIS IS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH WHICH
PREVAILS IN THE LEFT COLUMN WHICH IS GVURAH AS
EXPLAINED EARLIER. This is because they are not complete here
until they come to the Eternal House, THE SECRET OF THE TEMPLE
BUILT BY KING SOLOMON, where they all achieve completeness
and the camps grow in perfection. That which is stated here IN
REFERENCE TO THE TABERNACLE BEFORE THEY ACHIEVE
COMPLETENESS is that all of these camps under YOFIEL were given
over at that time to enter with him. One minister is in charge over
them, named Chachamiel and twelve ministers surround him, three
on each side as stated earlier. THUS, THE SIDE OF GVURAH ALSO
HAS THREE ANGELS - MICHAEL, YOFIEL AND CHACHAMIEL BEING CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF THE ASPECT OF
GVURAH. AND CHACHAMIEL, WHO IS TIFERET OF GVURAH CCCIN
HIMSELF CONSISTS OF TWELVE, AS DOES THE WHOLE
ASSEMBLY, FOR TIFERET ALWAYS INCLUDES EVERYTHING. And
Yofiel, high minister, is in charge over all of them, for his name does
not change.
13. One letter glitters over the heads of all these camps, the letter
Kuf FOR THIS LETTER GLITTERS ON THE ASPECTS OF GVURAH.
When it glitters, they all travel in the direction of that glittering. This
letter Kuf is suspended in the air and the Judgments in it are
subdued three times a day. THIS IS THROUGH THE RADIANCE OF
THE THREE SUPERNAL COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CALLED DAY. HOWEVER, BEFORE IT IS MITIGATED BY THE THREE
COLUMNS, it goes up and down, MEANING THAT THE CHOCHMAH
IN IT IS DRAWN TO DESCEND DOWNWARD AND THEN THE KUF IS
IN JUDGMENTS. THEN, one of these two letters - Kuf and Resh,
which are the letters in the middle OF THE WORD VAYIKRA (VAV
YUD KUF RESH ALEPH) - covers the letter Aleph OF VAYIKRA and
one covers the letter Yud OF VAYIKRA, which follows THE LETTER
KUF WHEN STARTING FROM MALCHUT, WHICH IS ALEPH.
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14. Inside them, THAT IS, WITHIN THE ASPECT OF GVURAH,
NAMELY CHESED, is K'dumiel, high minister and superior over the
camps under the dominion of Michael; and with him were fitted out
all of the camps under him. One minister named Ariel is in charge
over them at the portal and twelve ministers surround him, three on
each side OF THE FOUR SIDES. THUS, THE ASPECT OF CHESED
HAS THREE ANGELS: MICHAEL, BEING CHESED OF CHESED;
K'DUMIEL, BEING GVURAH OF CHESED AND ARIEL, BEING
TIFERET OF CHESED. ARIEL IN HIMSELF CONSISTS OF TWELVE,
AS DOES THE WHOLE ASSEMBLY. This high minister K'dumiel is in
charge over them, for his name never changes. There is a letter over
their heads, the letter Yud. When it glitters, they all travel in the
direction of that sparkling glittering. The letter Kuf, as stated, covers
this letter Yud and the Resh covers the Aleph OF VAYIKRA.

15. In the innermost, in the place called Kodesh (lit. 'Holiness'),
BINAH, a letter glitters hidden and in secrecy. This is the letter Vav,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHOSE SOURCE OF ORIGIN IS
THAT IT ARISES AND RECONCILES BETWEEN THE TWO
COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT OF BINAH. This letter glitters with a
radiance over all the letters, MEANING THAT IT RECONCILES
BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT OF ALL THE LETTERS IN ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT. A voice issues forth from between these letters,
THE VAV WHICH IS CALLED 'VOICE', WHICH IS INAUDIBLE IN
BINAH, BUT HERE, AS EXPLAINED EARLIER, AMONG THE
LETTERS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, AN AUDIBLE VOICE
ISSUES FORTH. THEN, IT MITIGATES THE LETTERS KUF AND RESH
AND THE LETTERS YUD-KUF-RESH-ALEPH (YIKRA) ARE
UNBLOCKED. Then the glittering of the Vav strikes the glittering of
the Yud. This glittering OF THE VAV, which originates from the place
called Holy, BINAH, strikes the glittering, MEANING THAT IT
RELEASES the letter Yud FROM ITS BLOCKAGE AND IT
ILLUMINATES.
16. Then the glittering of the letter Yud strikes the glittering of the
letter Kuf. The glittering of the letter Kuf issues forth and strikes the
glittering of the letter Resh and all of these glitterings issue forth and
join into the glittering of the stationary letter Aleph, WHICH IS
MALCHUT WHICH RECEIVES ALL THAT IS IN YUD-KUF-RESH,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. A voice issues forth
and strikes all the glitters of the letters together IN ORDER TO
CONNECT THEM TO THE SECRET OF THIS CALLING, the glittering
of the Vav to the Yud, the glittering of Yud to the Kuf, the glittering of
the Kuf to the Resh and the glittering of Resh to the Aleph. The
outlines of the glitters OF THE LETTERS join and then issue forth TO
THEIR FUNCTION, FOR after the glitters are connected the voice
issues forth from them and they are joined in the hidden meaning
OF: "And Hashem called (Heb. vayikra) to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1).
Moses used to observe all of these days that he didn't enter THE
TENT OF MEETING, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

17. After this, the letters returned and were turned in their imprints
by the permutation of letters which were given to Adam in the
Garden of Eden, to induct the letter Aleph, WHICH IS MALCHUT, into
concealment in the place called Holy, IMA. Then the Vav issued forth
and yielded place AT THE BEGINNING OF THE WORD to the letter
Aleph, and the Aleph connected with the letter Vav which is followed
by THE LETTERS Kuf-Resh. The Yud, WHICH IS CHESED, entered
between the letters Kuf-Resh to form Kuf-Yud-Resh. They were
imprinted and glittered as before, and the voice, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, issued from among them. The
glitters of the letters connected and emerged outside and were
revealed to all the camps that traveled with these letters, WHICH
ARE THE CAMPS OF THE FOUR CHARIOTS OF MICHAEL, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. When the glitterings of the letters join,
BECOMING COMBINED, a voice strikes among them and their
imprint is visible to all the Chariots IN THE COMBINATION Aleph-VavKuf-Yud-Resh (okir). The voice returns from them and calls among
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the Chariots, "I will make men more rare (Heb. okir) than fine gold,
and mankind more than the pure gold of Ophir" (Yeshayah 13:12).

18. Fortunate is Moses' lot, for he saw all this except the
combination OKIR (Aleph-Vav-Kuf-Yud-Resh), which was not seen
by Moses' eyes. Only the first combination Vayikra (Vav-Yud-KufResh-Aleph) did Moses see. This latter combination was not
revealed to him, for we do not state one's praise in his presence. A
sign of this is: "Come out you three" (Bemidbar 12:4). It is written,
"And called to Aaron and Miriam" (Ibid. 5). It is also written, "With
him I speak mouth to mouth" (Ibid. 8) and it is written, "My servant
Moses is not so" (Ibid. 7). ALL OF THIS IS BEING SAID TO AARON
AND MIRIAM NOT TO MOSES, because we do not state one's praise
in his presence.

19. The letters arose in this fashion and returned to all of these
camps in the combination Okir (Aleph-Vav-Kuf-Yud-Resh). The voice
issued forth and declared, "I will make men more rare (Heb. okir)
than fine gold..." Then the letters were drawn down and glittered on
the heads of all these Chariots, and they subsided until they were set
in their places.

20. The head to the left side, MALCHUT is Chizkiel, high minister and
superior over the camps of all these who stand at the portal of the
tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, under the dominion of Gabriel.
FOR MICHAEL RULES OVER THE RIGHT OF MALCHUT AND
GABRIEL OVER HER LEFT. With him are fitted at that portal all these
camps under him. One minister named Gazriel is placed in charge
over the portal from the outside. With him are twelve ministers who
surround him, three on each side at all four sides.
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21. These are the ones whose hands hold the blade of the revolving
sword. This minister, Chizkiel, is in charge over them much higher
on the inside. One letter glitters over their heads, the letter Aleph,
WHICH IS THE SIDE OF MALCHUT IN GABRIEL, for these camps
stand and travel only according to the secret of Aleph, which is the
right - WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT ISSUES FORTH WITH
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS THE RIGHT SIDE. For the left OF GABRIEL
travels only with the right, MEANING BY BEING ENCLOTHED IN
CHASSADIM, and the right travels always to the left, MEANING WITH
THE INCLUSION OF THE LEFT. The Aleph is a letter, which glitters
and issues forth from the right, MEANING MALCHUT FROM THE
ASPECT OF CHASSADIM IN HER. Then, ALL THE CAMPS travel to
that place where that glitter radiates.

22. Inside them, THAT IS, WITHIN THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT,
MEANING THE ASPECT OF TIFERET, IS THE MINISTER Rahatiel,
superior of the camps who stand within under the dominion of
Gabriel. With him are all the camps under him. One minister named
Kadshiel is in charge over them at the portal and twelve ministers
surround him, four times three. That minister Rahatiel is in charge
over all of them, for his name does not change. HERE TOO, IN THE
ASPECT OF TIFERET THERE ARE THREE ANGELS, CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, NAMELY GABRIEL, RAHATIEL AND
KADSHIEL. One letter glitters over the heads of all the camps; it is
the letter Zayin, WHICH IS THE SIDE OF TIFERET IN GABRIEL. It is
exchanged with the setting of the tabernacle for the letter Lamed,
MEANING THAT IT IS MITIGATED WITH BINAH, WHICH IS
REPRESENTED BY THE LAMED WHICH IS A TOWER FLYING IN THE
AIR. This exchange is alluded to in the verse: "He shall pour (Heb.
yizal) the water out of his bucket" (Bemidbar 24:7), FOR BINAH IS
THE BUCKET OF TIFERET. The Zayin is exchanged in the engraving
of the letters and is called the substitute of Lamed. When this letter
glitters on the head of all these camps, they all travel to the side of
that glittering.
23. Inside, THAT IS, WITHIN THE ASPECT OF TIFERET, MEANING
THE ASPECT OF GVURAH, is Kaftziel, high minister and superior of
the camps under the dominion of Gabriel. With him are fitted all
these camps under him, those which are entrusted to him at that
time. One minister named Azael is in charge over them and twelve
ministers surround him, three on each side, as we have established.
HERE TOO, IN THE SIDE OF GVURAH OF GABRIEL, THERE ARE
THREE ANGELS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, NAMELY
GABRIEL, KAPTZIEL AND AZAEL. AZAEL BY HIMSELF, WHO IS
TIFERET, CONTAINS TWELVE, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. And
Kaptziel, high minister, is in charge over all of them. One letter
glitters over the heads of all these camps. It is the letter Dalet,
WHICH IS THE SIDE OF GVURAH OF GABRIEL, and they all travel
towards the glittering of that letter. This letter is suspended in the air
over two other letters, ALEPH AND LAMED.
24. Inside them, THAT IS, WITHIN THE ASPECT OF GVURAH OF
GABRIEL, MEANING HIS ASPECT OF CHESED, IS Sham'iel, high
minister. This one changes to four names, because he does not
remain in his position. At times he is on the right side and at times
he is on the left side, AT TIMES TO THE EAST AND AT TIMES TO
THE WEST. HE IS NAMED ACCORDING TO HIS FUNCTION. With him
are twelve ministers who surround him, three on each side, as we
have established. Ragshiel, high minister, is over these twelve
MINISTERS, under the other minister SHAMIEL. HERE TOO, IN THE
SIDE OF CHESED OF GABRIEL, THERE ARE THREE ANGELS OF
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, NAMELY GABRIEL, SHAMIEL
AND RAGSHIEL. RAGSHIEL BY HIMSELF CONTAINS TWELVE. One
letter glitters on the heads of all these camps, the letter Hei. This
letter is suspended in the air over all the other letters, ALEPH AND
LAMED, as we stated regarding the letter Dalet. These two LETTERS,
DALET HEI, rise above all the others, FOR THEY ARE CHESED AND
GVURAH WHICH ARE THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. They all travel to
that glittering which is suspended from that letter Hei.
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25. In the innermost in the place called Holy (Heb. kodesh), BINAH,
one letter glitters in the concealment of Holy, the letter closed Mem,
FOR THE CLOSED FINAL MEM ALWAYS ILLUMINATES AT THE
LEFT SIDE OF BINAH. It glitters with a spark over all the letters ALEPH, LAMED, DALET AND HEI - and a voice issues from among
the letters. The glittering of this letter, THE CLOSED MEM, strikes
and takes the last two letters, which are glitterings suspended in the
air - namely, Dalet and Hei - leaving Aleph-Lamed, that connects with
the others to the right, VAYIKRA. They strike each other and they all
travel, and the first LETTERS, VAYIKRA, return TO GLEAM as before.
They issue forth FROM MALCHUT outside TO MOSES, whereon
"Hashem called to (Heb. vayikra el) Moses." THE CALL AND
SUMMONS TO MOSES TO ENTER THE TENT OF MEETING ISSUED
FORTH FROM THESE PERMUTATIONS OF LETTERS.

2. "I came to my garden"
Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Shimon discuss the title verse and give several explanations for it. Having chosen Yisrael for His own, God wished to
separate them from others and to protect them. The very day that the tabernacle was erected on earth, another tabernacle was erected on high, but
Moses could not enter the newly built tabernacle until sacrifices were offered. The title verse also refers to the Upper Garden of Eden, since all are
sustained by the flow of the river that issues from there.
26. "And Hashem called to Moses, and spoke to him out of the Tent
of Meeting saying" (Vayikra 1:1). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion
with the verse: "I came to my garden, my sister, my bride. I have
gathered my myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb with
my honey; I have drunk my wine with my milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:1).
The beginning of the verse disagrees with its ending and its ending
with its beginning. It says, "I have eaten my honeycomb with my
honey; I have drunk my wine with my milk" and following this IT IS
WRITTEN, "Eat, O dear ones" (Ibid.). One who invites others TO EAT
does so when the food is set before him. However, once he has
eaten, how can he invite another TO EAT WITH HIM? YET, IT IS
WRITTEN, "I HAVE EATEN MY HONEYCOMB...I HAVE DRUNK MY
MILK," INDICATING THAT HE HAS ALREADY EATEN.

27. HE ANSWERS, Yisrael were fortunate that the Holy One, blessed
be He, wanted to purify them and chose them from among all the
nations. Having chosen them, He wanted to distance them from all
persecutors in the world. Come and see, the very day that the
tabernacle was erected below, another tabernacle on high was
erected with it on the very same day, as is written, "the tabernacle
was erected" (Shemot 40:17), not specifying further BECAUSE IT
ALSO INCLUDES THE TABERNACLE ON HIGH, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
That day was the time of rejoicing for the Holy One, blessed be He.

28. What is written once the tabernacle was erected? "And Moses
was not able to enter the Tent of Meeting" (Shemot 40:35). When the
Holy One, blessed be He, saw this, He said, 'THE TABERNACLE was
erected by Moses, yet he remains out of it?' Immediately, "And
Hashem called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1). He said to him, 'Moses, what
does a housewarming dedication (Heb. chanukat habayit) consist
of? a feast!' "If any man of you bring an offering to Hashem" (Ibid. 2).
HE THEREFORE BEGAN TO SPEAK OF SACRIFICES, WHICH ARE A
FEAST FOR A SWEET SAVOR, AN OFFERING MADE BY FIRE TO
HASHEM. This is the meaning of: "I came to my garden, my sister,
my bride" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). THIS VERSE IS INTERPRETED AS A
REFERENCE TO THE SACRIFICES.
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29. Another explanation: "I came to my garden" refers to the upper
Garden of Eden. "My sister, my bride" refers to the Congregation of
Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT. On the day IN WHICH THE
TABERNACLE WAS ERECTED, pairs were coupled in all SIX
EXTREMES OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE ALLUDED TO IN THE
VERSE: "I CAME TO MY GARDEN." Pairs were also coupled in that
UPPER Garden of Eden OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, for all of
them were blessed from the flow of the river, WHICH IS BINAH, and
each bonded with its fellow. Thus, it is written, "I have gathered my
myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I
have drunk my wine with my milk" (Ibid.), for they were all irrigated
and saturated from the fountain spring of the river, WHICH IS YESOD
OF BINAH.
30. "Eat, O dear ones, and drink; drink deep, O loving
companions" (Ibid.). THIS REFERS TO all those lower LEVELS IN
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH and all the branches, which are all
blessed and sustained when these ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
WHICH ARE ALLUDED TO IN THE VERSE "I CAME," are blessed on
high. Through what are they blessed and sated? Entirely through the
aroma of the sacrifices.
31. Come and see: When the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT,
descended to rest on earth IN THE TABERNACLE, the Holy One,
blessed be He, addressed MALCHUT with this verse: "I CAME..." for
blessings and joy were present throughout the worlds. She,
MALCHUT, was sweetened so that blessings may go forth from her
to all. For when the six EXTREMES OF ZEIR ANPIN are blessed,
WHICH ARE ALLUDED TO IN THE VERSE "I CAME," then all the
worlds are blessed together below and on high, and Yisrael are
blessed from all of them. Another explanation of: "I came to my
garden, my sister, my bride." Rabbi Yitzchak said, The Holy One,
blessed be He, unites with the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT,
only when these six EXTREMES OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE
ALLUDED TO IN THE VERSE: "I CAME," are saturated from the flow
of the river which does not stop, BINAH.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
32. He opened the discussion with the verse: "I came to my garden,
my sister, my bride." This is Malchut, WHICH IS CALLED Adonai. "I
have gathered my myrrh" refers to Chesed, which is the level of
Abraham regarding whom it states: "I will get me to the mount of
myrrh" (Shir Hashirim 4:6), MEANING THE MOUNTAIN OF MORIAH.
"With my balm" refers to Netzach, which is the level of Aaron
regarding whom it states: "Take you also to you the best
spices" (Shemot 30:23). They are THE UNION OF the right arm,
WHICH IS CHESED, with the right leg, WHICH IS NETZACH. This is
alluded to in the verse: "at Your right hand are pleasures for
evermore (Heb. netzach)" (Tehilim 16:11). The two corresponding
blessings IN THE AMIDAH PRAYER are, 'Magen Abraham (lit. 'Shield
of Abraham')', WHICH IS CHESED, and the other is 'Retze (lit. 'be
favorable')' WHICH IS NETZACH.

33. "I have eaten my honeycomb" (Shir Hashirim 5:1): This is
Gvurah, WHICH IS CALLED 'The fear of Isaac'. "With my
honey" (Ibid.): This is Hod, the level of David, and this is THE UNION
OF the left arm, WHICH IS GVURAH, with the left leg, WHICH IS HOD.
"I have drunk my wine with my milk": This is the torso, WHICH IS
TIFERET, and the member of the Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, that
is, Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET, with Solomon, WHO IS YESOD. Then
come: "Eat, O dear ones, and drink; drink deep, O loving
companions," who are the Twelve Tribes and the twelve blessings
OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER and the additional blessing regarding
heretics, THAT IS 'VELAMALSHINIM (LIT. 'AND FOR SLANDERERS')'.
Who eats it? The one regarding whom it states: "I came to my
garden, my sister, my bride."
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34. Some divide THE SIX EXTREMES OF ZEIR ANPIN according to a
different hidden meaning. "I have gathered my myrrh with my balm"
refers to the torso and the member of the Covenant, TIFERET AND
YESOD. "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey": These are the
right leg and the left leg, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD. "I have
drunk my wine with my milk" is the left arm with the right, WHICH
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, for wine refers to Gvurah and milk to
Chesed.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

3. "Eat, O dear ones, and drink; drink deep, O loving companions"
Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Aba give their interpretations of the verse, but Rabbi Shimon tells them that the secret meaning is that "Eat, O dear ones"
refers to those above, and "drink deep, O loving companions" to those below. Those above are Eden, Aba, and the river, Ima - thus the source and
the flow are never parted. Those below are male and female, who unite occasionally but not constantly as do Aba and Ima. The eating and drinking
are the completion of all.
35. Rabbi Yehuda said, "Eat, O dear ones, and drink; drink deep, O
loving companions" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). These are all those who sob
and wail, FOR THEY ARE DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN AND
THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT PREVAIL OVER THEM,
WHEREFORE THEY CONSTANTLY SOB AND WAIL. This is because
they were all sated and blessed together ON THE DAY THAT THE
TABERNACLE WAS ERECTED, for they all enjoyed the King's feast,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. When do they all eat? When the
King comes joyously. Therefore, the King is made happy and He first
gladdens the Queen. Then, they all eat and rejoice.
36. Rabbi Aba said, "Eat, O dear ones, and drink; drink deep, O
loving companions" These are the six EXTREMES OF ZEIR ANPIN,
which we have stated. Regarding these, it states, "The king has
brought me into his chambers" (Shir Hashirim 1:4). "drink deep, O
loving companions" ALLUDES TO that wine which satiates all. THIS
IS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS CALLED WINE.
Rabbi Elazar says about all the lower beings, THE ANGELS AND
SOULS OF BRIYAH, once these six EXTREMES OF ZEIR ANPIN are
blessed, all the lower beings are blessed.

37. Rabbi Shimon said, All this is fine, but the secret meaning is
"Eat, O dear ones" above and "drink deep, O loving companions"
below. Rabbi Elazar said to him: Who are those above and who are
below? Rabbi Shimon said to him: You asked well. ABOVE refers to
a lofty place where they are in unity and joy and they never part from
each other, SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, and these are called "dear
ones." Thus, it is written, "And a river went out of Eden" (Beresheet
2:10). Eden, ABA, and that river, IMA, never part. They are always in
goodwill, unity and joy. "drink deep, O loving companions" refers to
those below, who are called "loving companions," MALE AND
FEMALE, WHICH UNITE at certain times DURING PRAYER, ON
SHABBAT AND FESTIVALS, BUT NOT CONSTANTLY AS DO
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. This has been explained.
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38. Come and see: With regard to those above, ABA AND IMA, we
find written only eating but not drinking. What is the reason? It is
because one who has bottles of wine needs to eat. And since there
BY SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA is the preserved wine, therefore,
eating is mentioned by them. Yet in regard to those below, MALE
AND FEMALE, who are in need of irrigation, drinking is mentioned,
for all the plantings need irrigation from the Deep River, WHICH IS
BINAH. Therefore, in regard to 'the ones' IT IS WRITTEN eating and
'the others' drinking. SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA are CALLED "dear
ones" while MALE AND FEMALE are CALLED "loving compnions."

39. Rabbi Elazar said to him: It appears that the loving companions
are in love, so why are they below? Rabbi Shimon said, MALE AND
FEMALE, WHICH ARE LOWER THAN ABA AND IMA, desire one
another but are not always together. Therefore, they are called loving
companions. SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, who are constantly
TOGETHER and are never concealed or parted from each other, are
called dear ones. Therefore, the dear ones are in goodwill and unity
constantly and the loving companions are in desire at times, BUT
NOT CONSTANTLY. THE EATING AND DRINKING STATED IN THE
VERSE are the completion of all, in order that the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, be blessed. Then, joy prevails
throughout the worlds.

40. Rabbi Chizkiyah explained the verse: "EAT, O DEAR ONES..." as
referring to sacrifices, for they are the King's feast to be offered
before Him and the masters of Judgment enjoy them. All are sated
and joy is found amongst all.

41. Rabbi Acha explained the verse: "EAT, O DEAR ONES..." as
referring to when the Shechinah entered the tabernacle, where there
was blessing and joy everywhere. The Shechinah entered THE
TABERNACLE like a bride to the Chupa (marriage canopy), and
Yisrael then achieved perfection below and were united with the Holy
One, blessed be He, on earth. Thus, it is written, "And let them make
Me a sanctuary; that I may dwell among them" (Shemot 25:8). Then
the higher beings and the lower beings were sated.

4. "The flowers appear on the earth"
Rabbi Shimon examines, "the flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing bird is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land." We
learn from this that the Holy Land is blessed from the plantings that God made, and that turtledove (tor) is the Oral Torah, the great voice who shows
the way. Moses is connected to the Written Torah, Zeir Anpin.
42. "And Hashem called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1). Rabbi Shimon
opened the discussion with the verse: "the flowers appear on the
earth; the time of the singing bird is come, and the voice of the
turtledove is heard in our land" (Shir Hashirim 2:12). This verse must
be examined. It is already written, "appear on the earth," so why
does it state again "is heard in our land"? It would suffice to mention
the land once. HE ANSWERS, the flowers refer to the saplings which
the Holy One, blessed be He, uprooted and planted elsewhere, where
they grew as plantings producing flowers.
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43. "appear on the earth": That land, MALCHUT, was blessed from
them, as is proper. FOR NOW MALCHUT IS BLESSED FROM ZEIR
ANPIN AND BINAH. And who is it? It is the Holy Land, the supernal
Land, MALCHUT, which assuredly is a land. "The time of the singing
bird (also: 'pruning') is come" means that the time arrived to uproot
the dominion of the ministers of the nations so that they would no
longer have power over Yisrael. This was the time when the
tabernacle was erected.
44. "And the voice of the turtledove is heard in our land": This is the
land below, which Yisrael inherited through Joshua. What is the
"voice of the turtledove?" It is the great guide (Heb. tayar is similar
to tor - 'turtledove') WHO SHOWS THE WAY. THIS IS ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS CALLED TORAH, which coupled with MALCHUT when
Solomon built the Temple below. Then the Holy One, blessed be He,
was bedecked with His crowns - THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT OF IMA WHICH ARE CALLED CROWNS - as a groom with a
bride, as is written, "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold King
Solomon with the crown with which his mother crowned him" (Shir
Hashirim 3:11).
45. In the Book of Agadah, it states that "the voice of the
turtledove" (Heb. tor) refers to the Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
for the Written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is simply called Torah.
The Oral Torah is called Tor, as you say the variants Vayiker and
Vayikra, where VAYIKRA implies perfection while VAYIKER does not.
SO, TORAH TOO IS PERFECTION, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND TOR
IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS NOT AS PERFECT AS HE. I have explained it
as I stated, and so it is.
46. Come and see: When the Shechinah descended on the
tabernacle, it is written, "Moses had finished (Heb. kalot)" (Bemidbar
7:1), without Vav. THE HEBREW WORD KALOT WAS APPARENTLY
SPELLED IN THEIR TORAH WITHOUT VAV, for she was certainly the
bride (Heb. kalat) of Moses, MALCHUT. FOR MOSES IS THE LEVEL
OF ZEIR ANPIN as we have explained. The secret of the matter is
that Moses' bride is the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, and it is
all one matter, which was addressed to the supernal King, WHICH
MEANS THAT MOSES IS THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL KING,
ZEIR ANPIN. When the tabernacle was erected, Moses stood outside
and said, it was not proper to enter without permission. Immediately,
"called to Moses." Who called? She to whom the house belongs, that
is the bride, MALCHUT to whom the whole house belongs. "And (lit.
'and Hashem') spoke to him" (Ibid.) refers to he who is called Voice,
ZEIR ANPIN, to whom Moses is connected, FOR MOSES IS THE
CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN.

5. "Why, when I came, was there no man"
We are told that when the children of Yisrael perform good deeds, the Holy Name is complete, but when they do not, and when they are punished by
exile, that Name is not complete. Even though they are in exile, God is still among them; yet although He comes to the tabernacle, no one is there
whose spirit is awakened.
47. "He called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1). Rabbi Elazar opened the
discussion with the verse: "Why, when I came, was there no man?
When I called, was there none to answer? Is My hand limited, that it
cannot redeem?" (Yeshayah 50:2). Yisrael are fortunate, because the
Holy One, blessed be He, is wherever they are, and prides Himself
with Yisrael, as it is written, "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
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48. Furthermore, Yisrael make whole the Faith - THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT - on earth. Yisrael is the perfection of the Holy Name.
When Yisrael are perfected in their GOOD deeds, as it were, the Holy
Name is complete, but when they are not complete in their deeds
below and are punished by exile, it is as if the Holy Name on high is
not complete. We have learned that one rises and the other
descends, for the supernal Yisrael, ZEIR ANPIN, withdraws and rises
on high; the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, descends below,
and they withdraw from one another and the Holy Name remains
incomplete. All this is because the Congregation of Yisrael is in exile.

49. Although Yisrael are in exile, the Holy One, blessed be He, is
amongst them and comes early to the synagogue. He calls and says,
"Return, faithless children, and I will heal your
backsliding" (Yirmeyah 3:22), but there is no one whose spirit is
awakened. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, says, "Why, when I
came, was there no man? When I called, was there none to answer?"
I came early, yet there is no one whose spirit awakened.

6. "An offering to Hashem"
As soon as the tabernacle was complete, God rested in it and called out to Moses, informing him that because Yisrael would sin in the future, their
tabernacle would be taken away from them. Therefore they must offer sacrifices. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Shimon discuss the offerings that are
done to awaken mercy and not judgment. It is important that one stands by the altar with a broken spirit, feeling remorse for his actions so that
judgment may be softened.
50. Come and see: On the day that the tabernacle was complete, the
Holy One, blessed be He, quickly come and rested in it. Immediately,
literally, "He called to Moses, and Hashem spoke to him out of the
Tent of Meeting, saying..." (Vayikra 1:1). "And Hashem spoke to
him...": He informed him that in the future Yisrael will sin before Him,
and this Tent of Meeting will be taken as pledge because of their sins
and will not remain in their hands. This is what is written, "And
Hashem spoke to him out of the Tent of Meeting," meaning
regarding the Tent of Meeting that it will be taken as pledge in the
future because of Yisrael's sins, and it will not remain in existence.
The remedy for this is: "If any man of you bring an offering to
Hashem" (Vayikra 1:2). Here are sacrifices for you, which protect for
all.
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51. Rabbi Chizkiyah was in the presence of Rabbi Shimon. He said to
him: That which is called an offering (Heb. korban) should have been
titled 'bringing near' (Heb. keruv) or 'drawing near' (Heb. krivut). Why
then is it called an offering (Heb. korban)? He responded: It is known
among the friends that an offering is THE DRAWING NEAR of those
holy crowns, NAMELY THE SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, who are all drawn together
and mutually connected until they all form a perfect unity so that the
Holy Name be properly set. That is THE MEANING OF, "An offering
to Hashem," an offering IS THE DRAWING NEAR of those holy
crowns - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT - to Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH PERTAINS TO MERCY,
DENOTING THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Thus this Holy Name may be
perfected and unified properly so that mercy can prevail throughout
the worlds and the Holy Name will assume its crowns to perfume
everything.

52. All this is done to awaken Mercy and not to awaken Judgment.
Therefore it is to Yud Hei Vav Hei and not to Elohim, FOR YUD HEI
VAV HEI INDICATES MERCY WHILE ELOHIM INDICATES
JUDGMENT, and we require Mercy and not Judgment. Rabbi
Chizkiyah said, Happy is my portion that I have asked and merited
these words. It is a clear explanation, but is it not written: "The
sacrifices of Elohim are a broken spirit. A broken and a contrite
heart, Elohim, You will not despise" (Tehilim 51:19). Thus, it is
written, "The sacrifices of Elohim" instead of, 'the sacrifices of
Hashem'.

53. RABBI SHIMON responded: Certainly this is true; namely, 'the
offerings of Elohim' is not written but "The sacrifices of Elohim."
THIS ALLUDES ONLY TO THE ACTUAL SLAUGHTERING THAT IS
DESIGNATED BY THE NAME ELOHIM, for which reason it was
performed at the north side of the altar, FOR THE NORTH SIDE
ALLUDES TO THE NAME OF ELOHIM WHICH IS JUDGMENT.
Sacrificing is to the name of Elohim, which is the side of Gvurah so
that the spirit of Judgment will be mitigated and broken and
Judgment thus be weakened, thus bringing Mercy to overpower
Judgment. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "The sacrifices of Elohim" to
break the strength and power of harsh Judgment, as it is written, "A
broken spirit." This implies that the strong spirit of Judgment is
broken, and its spirit and power shall not be overpowering. Thus,
man is to stand by the altar with a broken spirit and feel remorse for
his actions, in order that this strong spirit be broken, so that
Judgment may be softened and Mercy overpower Judgment.

54. Rabbi Elazar said, The scriptural verse: "If any man of you bring
an offering to Hashem" should have been written in this manner: 'If
any man brings an offering to Hashem'. Why is the phrase "of you"
interposed here? HE ANSWERS, The scriptural verse comes to
exclude the first man, who also brought an offering when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the world. HE DID NOT BRING AN
SACRIFICIAL OFFERING FROM THE CATTLE AND SHEEP, BUT A
HORNED OX WITH ONE HORN. We have stated that "of you" alludes
to any man, so "If any men of you bring an offering..." would exclude
the other man, IMPLYING THE FIRST MAN, since he is not one "of
you." Rabbi Shimon said to him, you explained it quite satisfactorily!
Indeed it is so.

7. "Great is Hashem"
We learn of the importance of the female to the male, and are told that a man is not even a man without a woman, that a king without a queen is no
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king, that Hashem is not great without Malchut. When they join, everyone rejoices and the Congregation of Yisrael is blessed.
55. Rabbi Aba introduced the following psalm: "A song, A psalm for
the sons of Korah" (Tehilim 48:1). This hymn transcends all other
psalms of hymns the sons of Korah merited to praise Him. It is a
double chant being a song and a Psalm, indicating a praise upon a
praise, a praise that was divided into two praises.

56. The sons of Korah merited to sing and recite the praise of the
Congregation of Yisrael. What is it? It is in the phrase: "Great is
Hashem, and highly praised in the city of our Elohim, in the
mountain of His holiness" (Ibid. 2). TO CLARIFY, when is the Holy
One, blessed be He, called great? When the Congregation of Yisrael,
THAT IS MALCHUT, is with Him, as is written, "in the city of our
Elohim," He is great. TO ELUCIDATE, together with the city of
Elohim, WHICH IS MALCHUT, HE IS GREAT!

57. Rabbi Yehuda said to him: Why did it have to say here "our
Elohim"? WOULD IT NOT HAVE SUFFICED TO SAY, 'IN THE CITY OF
THE MOUNTAIN OF HIS HOLINESS'? He said to him: Assuredly it is
so, for this city, MALCHUT, IS CALLED the fear of our Elohim, and it
is a praise of Yisrael. What does THE VERSE teach us? It teaches us
that a king without a queen is no king. He is neither great nor highly
praised, AS WAS SAID BEFORE. Hence, whoever is not comprised
of male and female is devoid of all praise, and is not even a man.
Moreover, he does not deserve to be blessed.

58. It is written, "So that this man was the greatest of all the men of
the east" (Iyov 1:3). We have learned in the book of Rav Hamnuna
Saba that Job's spouse was his equal in fearing the Holy One,
blessed be He, and he was called great from his wife's side. Here
also, "Great is Hashem, and highly praised": In what is He great? He
repeated the words: "in the city of our Elohim, in the mountain of His
holiness" - NAMELY, MALCHUT. FROM HER SIDE HASHEM IS
CALLED GREAT, BECAUSE CHOCHMAH, THE SECRET OF
GREATNESS, DOES NOT EMANATE TO ZEIR ANPIN, SAVE WHEN
HE IS WITH THE FEMALE.
59. For this reason, this praise is uttered on Monday, AS THE FIRST
THREE DAYS OF THE WORKS OF CREATION CORRESPOND TO
THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECOND DAY BEING
THE LEFT COLUMN WHENCE CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN TO MALCHUT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "HIS LEFT
HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD..." (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6). You may ask
why it is not written, 'That it was good' of the second day, SEEING IT
IS OF SUCH VALUE THAT CHOCHMAH IS DRAWN FROM IT. HE
ANSWERS, The reason is that they are destined to be separated. The
secret of the words: "It is not good that the man should be
alone" (Beresheet 2:18) is that as long as he is alone, WHEN THE
FEMALE IS NOT YET TAKEN FROM HIM, it is written, "not good."
Thus, it is not written, 'that it is good' of the second day.
60. "Great is Hashem, and highly praised" MEANS as we said THAT
HE IS GREAT ONLY WHEN HE IS WITH MALCHUT. "Beautiful for
situation, the joy of the whole earth: Mount Zion" (Tehilim 48:3) is
the praise to their union. "Beautiful for situation" is the Holy One,
blessed be He, that is, the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. It is "the joy of the whole earth," for then everyone rejoices
and the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, is blessed.
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61. "Elohim is known in her palaces for a fortress" (Ibid. 4). These
are Netzach and Hod, CALLED PALACES, whence all blessings are
gathered and joys are gathered that issue from thence by the grade
called Righteous, NAMELY YESOD. There IN YESOD, the blessings
gather to cheer the holy city, MALCHUT, so that it will be blessed
from thence. "For, lo, the kings were assembled" (Ibid. 5). These are
all the Sfirot of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, joined as one UNDER THE
NAME OF KING. MALCHUT TOO IS CALLED KING, AND BOTH ARE
CALLED "THE KINGS." These words lead us to another matter.

8. Whoever is unmarried is defective
This section says that there are no blessings on a man who has no wife, and his offering is not considered an offering. This is because 'a man'
consists of male and female together; otherwise the Shechinah does not dwell on him.
62. Come and see: When a man improves his deeds by an offering,
everything is perfumed and joins each other in a perfect unison.
Hence, "If any man of you bring an offering" (Vayikra 1:2), bring
things to properly join them.

63. Come and see, "If any man of you bring an offering" excludes
any man who has not wed a wife, for his offering is not considered
an offering and there are no blessings with him, neither above nor
below. This is understood from the verse: "If any man of you bring
an offering." He is different because he is not a man, not a part of
mankind, and the Shechinah does not dwell on him because he is
defective and is considered deformed. A deformed man is distanced
from everything, most of all from the altar and from bringing an
offering.

64. Nadab and Abihu prove this, as it says in the verse: "And a fire
went out from Hashem" (Vayikra 10:2), BECAUSE THEY WERE NOT
MARRIED. Hence, it is written, "If any man of you bring an offering."
A man consisting of both male and female is worthy of bringing an
offering, but no other.

65. Rabbi Aba said, Although we interpreted Nadab and Abihu in a
different way, it is surely so THAT IT HAPPENED BECAUSE THEY
WERE NOT MARRIED. But incense is superior to any offering in the
world, since for its sake the upper and lower beings are blessed. Yet
they were not worthy of bringing this offering, which is higher than
any offering, as they were not married to a woman. THEREFORE,
they were not worthy of bringing an offering, all the more so higher
matters LIKE INCENSE, FOR THEY WERE NOT WORTHY OF IT that
the world shall be blessed through them.
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66. You may say: "And a fire went out from Hashem, and devoured
them." (Vayikra 10:2) Wherefore WERE THEY SO SEVERELY
PUNISHED? HE ANSWERS, It is like the story of a man who came
before the queen to announce that the king would come to her house
and stay WITH THE QUEEN to rejoice with her. The man came before
the king, and the king saw that the man was deformed. The king
said, It is beneath my honor that through this crippled man I shall
come to the queen. In the meantime, the queen prepared her house
for the king. When she saw that the king was ready to come to her,
yet that man caused the king to stay away from her, the queen gave
orders to kill that man.

67. When Nadab and Abihu likewise came in holding incense, the
Queen, MALCHUT, rejoiced and prepared herself to accept the King,
ZEIR ANPIN. When the King saw that these men were flawed and
deformed, the King did not want to come to the Queen through them
to stay with her. Thus, the King went away from her. When the
Queen saw that it was because of them that the King was gone from
her, immediately "a fire went out from Hashem, and devoured them."

68. The reason for all this is that he who is unmarried is flawed and
deformed in the eyes of the King, and the holiness of the King is
gone from him, for it does not dwell on a flaw. Of this, it is written, "If
any man of you bring an offering." Let he who is considered a man
bring it, but he who is not considered a man - NAMELY, HE WHO IS
UNMARRIED - shall not bring an offering.

69. "Of the cattle" (Vayikra 1:2) is a generalization, INCLUDING ALL
KINDS OF ANIMALS, UNCLEAN AND CLEAN. "Of the herd, and of
the flock" (Ibid.) is a specification AFTER THE GENERALIZATION,
FOR THE GENERAL CONTAINS ONLY WHAT IS IN THE
PARTICULAR; NAMELY, ONLY those which are kosher for eating. It
is forbidden to bring as an offering those animals which are not
kosher to eat. IT HAS BEEN DISCUSSED ELSEWHERE WHICH
ANIMALS ARE KOSHER AND WHICH ARE NOT KOSHER, AND THE
SECRET MEANING THEREOF.

9. "If his offering be a burnt sacrifice"
Rabbi Chiya says that God's thought is the beginning of everything, emanating ways and paths. Just so is man's thought, that emanates ways and
paths, including the Evil Inclination and sinful deeds. From Rabbi Shimon we learn that the thought of the burnt offering rises to the place of thought
and the deed of the offering draws near to the ending of thought.
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70. "If his offering be a burnt sacrifice" (Vayikra 1:3). Rabbi Chiya
opened the discussion with the verse: "For My thoughts are not your
thoughts, neither are your ways My ways" (Yeshayah 55:8). "My
thoughts (Heb. machshevotai)" has a defective spelling without a
Vav. Come and see: The thought of the Holy One, blessed be He,
THE SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH, is the highest and the beginning of
everything. Ways and paths emanate from that thought, so that the
Holy Name is present and established properly. From that thought,
the waters of the Garden of Eden issue forth to refresh all things.
From that thought are maintained the higher and lower beings. That
thought gives existence to the Written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, and the
Oral Torah, MALCHUT; THAT IS, THEY EMANATE FROM IT.

71. Man's thought is the beginning of everything; ways and paths
emanate from that thought that turn his ways in this world and in the
World to Come. From that thought issues and comes out the filth of
the Evil Inclination to harm him and everything. Transgressions, sins
and malicious deeds prevail from that thought, as do idolatry, incest
and bloodshed. SCRIPTURE therefore SAYS ABOUT IT: "For My
thoughts are not your thoughts."

72. Since THOUGHT IS THE BEGINNING OF EVERYTHING, it starts
first of all with: "If his offering be a burnt sacrifice" (Vayikra 1:3), AS
A BURNT SACRIFICE ATONES FOR THOUGHTS. "Of the
herd" (Ibid.), but not ANY OF the herd. What then? ONLY a male, a
young bullock AND NOT A COW, WHICH IS A FEMALE. Rabbi
Yitzchak said, "Of the herd" is unspecified, INDICATING BOTH MALE
AND FEMALE. Scripture then specifically adds: "Let him offer a male
without blemish" (Ibid.) and not a female, because the male is
considered to be above THE FEMALE and the female is considered
to be below THE MALE. Similarly, "of the flock" (Ibid.), namely, of the
sheep or of the goats, BUT NOT FEMALES.
73. All that is brought as a burnt sacrifice is male and not female,
because the burnt sacrifice (Heb. olah, also: 'rises') rises above the
heart. Surely it is above the heart; TO WIT, THOUGHT IS HIGHER
THAN THE HEART. It is known what is above the heart - NAMELY
THOUGHT - FOR THOUGHT, CHOCHMAH, IS CONSIDERED MALE
AND THE HEART A FEMALE, NAMELY BINAH. THIS IS THE SECRET
OF THE UNDERSTANDING HEART AS IT RECEIVES FROM
CHOCHMAH. THE BURNT SACRIFICE thus rises higher and is male
exclusively. The verse therefore begins with the burnt sacrifice
rather than the other offering, because thought is the beginning of
everything.
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74. Rabbi Yehuda said, If this is so, then THE BURNT SACRIFICE
should have been offered to the place of high thought, NAMELY THE
SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH. Why then is it brought before a low place,
NAMELY YESOD? RABBI CHIYA could offer no explanation. He
came before Rabbi Shimon, who said to him: The beginning of
everything is thought - NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH, THE
BEGINNING OF ZEIR ANPIN - and the ending of thought is the place
called morning (Heb. bakar). What is it? It is the final part of the body
that perfumes the Female, NAMELY YESOD, THE ENDING OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED BODY. Similarly, man's thought is the
beginning of everything. Thought ends when the deed HE
CONTEMPLATED is done. When IS THAT? In the morning (boker), as
is written, "Woe to them that devise iniquity, and work evil on their
beds!" (Michah 2:1) When? "When the morning (Heb. boker) is light,
they execute it" (Ibid.). THE MORNING LIGHT ALLUDES TO YESOD
THAT IS SO CALLED. Hence, the thought OF THE OFFERING rises to
the place of thought, CHOCHMAH, and the deed OF THE OFFERING
surely draws near to the ending of thought, YESOD.

10. "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more rise"
Rabbi Yehuda tells us that because she is called Bathsheba, daughter of seven, "the virgin of Yisrael" means a virgin blessed by the seven Sfirot.
But he also says that in other verses of lamentation "the virgin" clearly means the Congregation of Yisrael, so Rabbi Yehuda is confused, and goes
to Rabbi Shimon for an interpretation. Rabbi Shimon uses an allegory to explain that although in the first exiles there was always a set time limit, in
the final exile there is not; at the end of the earlier exiles the congregation of Yisrael returned to God, but in the final exile, God will come and raise
her Himself.
75. Rabbi Acha was walking with Rabbi Yehuda on the way. As they
were walking, Rabbi Yehuda said, We have learned that the virgin of
Yisrael MEANS a virgin blessed by the seven SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, as she is called Bathseba (lit. 'daughter of seven'),
NAMELY MALCHUT. We have explained it in many places. The virgin
below inherits seven blessings for herself. Yet the words, 'Son of
man, take up a lamentation for the virgin of Yisrael', assuredly relate
to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. HENCE it is
more difficult to understand than anything else. For it is written,
"The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more rise" (Amos 5:2).
The interpretation of the friends, NAMELY, "THE VIRGIN OF
YISRAEL IS FALLEN; SHE SHALL NO MORE" FALL AGAIN BUT
"RISE," is correct. But we would have said so, if the passage were
said by way of consolation. But IN THIS PASSAGE a lamentation was
uttered. This verse proves so, LITERALLY, THAT IT IS A
LAMENTATION.

76. He said to him, assuredly it is so, A LAMENTATION, and this was
the most difficult for me to understand, and I came to Rabbi Shimon
with a darkened face. He said to me, from the look on your face what
is in your heart is seen. I said to him, indeed my mouth and heart
speak the same. He said to me, speak up. I said to him, it is written,
"The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more rise." So if a man
who is angry with his wife and she goes away, she will never go
back to him. If so, woe to the children who are exiled with her. He
said to me, is what the friends said about this not sufficient to you? I
said, I have heard what they say, and it is graceful. But my mind is
not yet clear about it.
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77. He said to me, everything the friends have said is good, but woe
to the generation where there are no shepherds, and the flock
wanders and goes without knowing whither, neither right nor left.
Assuredly this verse needs to be familiar, and everything is revealed
to those who look through the way of the Torah in a true way.

78. Come and see: For all the exiles of Yisrael, He set a time and limit
to them all. In them all, they turned to the Holy One, blessed be He,
and the virgin of Yisrael, MALCHUT, returned to her place in the time
decreed. On the last exile, it is not so, for she will not return as in the
times of the other exiles. This verse teaches this, for it is written,
"The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more rise" and not
written, 'is fallen; I shall no more raise her'.

79. There is an allegory of a king who was angry with the queen and
cast her away from her palace for a certain time. At the appointed
time, the queen immediately returned and came before the king. It
happened so once, twice, thrice. On the last time, she went far away
from the king's palace and the king cast her from his palace for a
long time. The king said, This time is different than other times. She
will not come to me but I shall go together with all the retinue of my
palace and seek her.

80. When he reached her, he saw her lying in the dust. Who has ever
seen the glory of the queen at that time and the entreaties of the king
before her? Eventually the king held her in his hands, raised her and
brought her to his palace and swore to her that he would never
separate from her again, nor stay away from her.

81. The Holy One, blessed be He, will do likewise. Whenever the
Congregation of Yisrael was in exile, when the time came, she
returned and came before the King. But in this exile, the Holy One,
blessed be He, Himself will hold her hands, raise her, reconcile
Himself to her and bring her to His palace. Come and see: It is
indeed so as written, "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no
more rise" BY HERSELF. Therefore, it is written, "On that day I will
raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen" (Amos 9:11). She will
no more rise as in other times, but I shall raise her, SHE WILL NOT
RISE OF HERSELF. This is why it is written, "On that day I will raise
up the tabernacle of David that is fallen." I will raise up the
tabernacle of David. What is the tabernacle of David? It is the virgin
of Yisrael "that is fallen," as in the words: "is fallen." It is to the glory
of the virgin of Yisrael and to her praise THAT SHE WILL NO MORE
RISE OF HERSELF, BUT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL
RAISE HER. I have learned this at that time.
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82. Rabbi Yehuda said, Surely you have persuaded me and it agrees
with me. This is the explanation of this matter. This agrees with
another explanation, which I have heard but forgotten, but now I
have regained it. We learned what Rabbi Yosi said that the Holy One,
blessed be He, will proclaim about the Congregation of Yisrael
saying, "Shake yourself from the dust; arise, and sit down, O
Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 52:2); namely, like one holding his friend's
hand, saying, Shake yourself and rise. So will the Holy One, blessed
be He, hold her and say, Shake yourself, arise.

83. Rabbi Acha said to him: All the retinue of the King's palace
started also TO SPEAK TO HER in this language: "Arise, shine; for
your light is come" (Yeshayah 60:1), for the King is here. Surely
then, when the King makes peace with her, it is her glory and the joy
of everyone. On every occasion, she came before the King and rose
before Him, as written, "And she came into the king's presence, and
stood before the king" (I Melachim 1:28). This time it is not so, but
the King will come to her and placate her and return her to His
palace. Hence, it is written, "Behold, your king comes to
you" (Zecharyah 9:9) and not you to him. He "comes to you" to
pacify you and to raise you. He comes to you to perfect you in
everything and He comes to you to raise you to His palace and join
you in a CONSTANT everlasting union, as written, "And I will betroth
you to Me in faithfulness" (Hoshea 2:22).

11. "And then the voice of the Shofar sounded louder and louder"
Rabbi Aba says that in "the voice of the Shofar," two things are being referred to: the voice, and the Shofar. He says that the Torah issues from here,
and that it was given from the place that comprises all voices. The first tablets were engraved from this place, from where all freedom comes. Rabbi
Aba concludes by telling us that there is nothing in the Torah that is weak or broken; any weakness or emptiness comes from the individual.
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84. While they were walking, Rabbi Aba came towards them. They
said, here comes the man of wisdom. Let us welcome the presence
of the Shechinah. When they approached him, he came down from
the saddle and went to them.

85. He opened the discussion saying, "And then the voice of the
Shofar sounded louder and louder..." (Shemot 19:19). The ancient
books are divided on this subject, all stumbling on the same thing.
Some say that "the voice of the Shofar" is two, the voice being one
and the Shofar one, NAMELY TIFERET AND BINAH. This is
strengthened by the words, which do not say, 'The Shofar sounded
louder and louder', but "the voice of the Shofar," which indicates the
voice coming out of the Shofar, AS THE VOICE IS ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH COMES OUT OF THE SHOFAR THAT IS BINAH. Assuredly
BINAH is called a Shofar, as written, "A great Shofar shall be
blown" (Yeshayah 27:13). This BINAH is a great Shofar through
which slaves are given everlasting freedom, FOR THE FIFTIETH
YEAR IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, WHICH ILLUMINATES AND SETS
SLAVES FREE. ALL THE ENSLAVING KLIPOT ARE ABOLISHED
THROUGH ITS LIGHTS. We have already established this.
86. Some learn and specify that it is all one, since it is written, "The
voice of the Shofar"; namely, the voice that is called Shofar, BINAH.
Whence do we know that BINAH is called a voice? From the words:
"A great voice which was not heard again" (Devarim 5:19). This great
voice, BINAH, is called a Shofar. Therefore, it is written, "And then
the voice of the Shofar sounded (lit. 'went')." Whither did it go? If you
say to Mount Sinai or to Yisrael, it should have said 'descended', but
the Torah issues from here, FROM BINAH, AND THE WORD "WENT"
REFERS TO THE TORAH. THE TORAH was given from this place,
BINAH, which comprises all voices. When you look at things, all is
one, FOR THERE IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN THE TWO
EXPLANATIONS.

87. SINCE THE TORAH CAME OUT OF BINAH, the first tablets were
engraved from this place, FROM BINAH. This is the secret meaning
of the words: "engraved (Heb. charut) on the tablets" (Shemot
32:16). Do not pronounce it 'charut' but cherut (lit. 'freedom'), FOR IT
IS real freedom, BEING the place on which any freedom depends.
FOR FREEDOM FROM ALL KLIPOT COMES ONLY THROUGH THE
LIGHTS OF BINAH. Come and see that there is nothing in the Torah
ON WHICH THERE IS DISAGREEMENT, about which all friends argue
and discuss this one so and that one so, that does not wholly follow
into the same place, MALCHUT, and gather into one source, YESOD.
88. "AND THEN THE VOICE OF THE SHOFAR sounded (lit. 'went')":
THIS HAS THE SAME MEANING as "All the rivers run (lit. 'go') into
the sea" (Kohelet 1:7); NAMELY, INTO MALCHUT CALLED SEA. It is
also written, "All go to one place" (Kohelet 3:20), NAMELY INTO
MALCHUT. "Louder (lit. 'becomes very strong')" is as we have
learned THAT BINAH IS THE SECRET of a vessel that contains forty
measures. "Very strong" TEACHES that there is nothing in the Torah
that is weak or broken. When you look at it and know it, you shall
find it strong as a hammer that breaks rocks. If it is weak, it comes
from you, as we established from the verse: "For it is not an empty
thing" (Devarim 32:47). If you find it empty, it is "from you."
Therefore, Scripture says, "very strong."

12. Moses' voice
Rabbi Aba examines the verse, "Moses speaks, and Elohim answers him by a voice," and determines that the voice with which Moses spoke is the
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voice of Zeir Anpin, and that nothing proceeded from the mouth of Moses alone. Yet whatever Moses spoke was included in the voice of Elohim.
89. It is written, "Moses speaks, and Elohim answers him by a
voice" (Shemot 19:19). In this place, high things are comprised,
NAMELY HIGH MYSTERIES. We indeed learned that: "And Elohim
answers him by a voice" REFERS TO Moses' voice, the voice which
Moses held on to, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN CALLED VOICE. We should
look into this, for it used to say the opposite: "And Elohim spoke,"
yet here it says, "Moses speaks."

90. Some say that it is because it is written, "And they said to Moses,
Speak you with us, and we will hear; but let not Elohim speak with
us" (Shemot 20:16) that "Moses speaks, and Elohim answers him by
a voice," UNLIKE WHAT WAS BEFORE, WHERE IT IS WRITTEN,
"AND ELOHIM SPOKE." There is nothing in the Torah that comes
from the mouth of Moses alone, as we said in relation to the curses
in the book of Devarim that Moses uttered with his own mouth. We
did not say by himself but with his own mouth, WHICH MEANS that
these CURSES IN VAYIKRA were uttered by the mouth of Hashem
(Gvurah), WHICH IS MALCHUT. Meanwhile, he uttered those IN THE
BOOK OF DEVARIM with his own mouth, the mouth of the voice to
which he held, ZEIR ANPIN that is so called. This matter is well
explained.

91. In the Rabbinical Academy's book of Agadah, it has been said
that, although the whole Torah was uttered by the mouth of Hashem
(Gvurah), WHICH IS MALCHUT, it was uttered also by Moses himself,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN. What exactly? For example, the curses in the
book of Devarim. They were then included in the mouth of Gvurah. It
therefore says, "Moses speaks, and Elohim answers him by a voice."
"Moses speaks": This is the voice of Moses, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
"and Elohim answers him by a voice." This is Gvurah, NAMELY
MALCHUT, that acknowledged the voice. Hence, it "answers him by
a voice," that is, by the voice of Moses. Now, he who opened the
discussion with words of the Torah, let him speak up. They sat down.

13. "But if a priest's daughter be married to a stranger"
We learn from Rabbi Aba that when God completed the world below, He wished to complete the body of man with the soul, so He created him male
and female. Only when a man joins with his wife and they have a son and daughter is man complete in the likeness of above. If a man does not have
children his soul does not join the Holy Name when he dies. Rabbi Aba tells us that "a priest's daughter" is the holy soul, because it issued from the
union of Zeir Anpin and Malchut. He adds that "no stranger shall eat of it" means that anyone who did not have children will not be able to partake of
the supernal delight in God.
92. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "But if a
priest's daughter be a widow, or divorced, and have no
child..." (Vayikra 22:13). Happy is the portion of Yisrael above all the
heathen nations, for when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
universe, He created it solely for Yisrael, so that they would receive
the Torah on Mount Sinai and would be completely purified and
righteous before Him.
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93. Come and see: When this world was completed in Yisrael as
above, NAMELY LIKE THE UPPER MALE AND FEMALE, and Adam
was placed on earth with his head reaching the top of the sky, the
Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to complete the holy soul from
above downward, so that they would be united and connected to
each other, the SOUL WITH THE BODY AND THE BODY WITH THE
SOUL. Hence, it says, "And Hashem Elohim formed man of the dust
of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath (lit: 'soul') of
life" (Beresheet 2:7), so that they would cleave to one another, and
he would be complete in the likeness of above and prepare himself
in this way.

94. He therefore created him male and female, so that he would be
whole. When is man called whole like above? When he is united with
his spouse with joy and desire and he and his wife issue a son and a
daughter. Then is man complete in the likeness of above and he
completes below the likeness of the supernal Holy Name, AS YUDHEI ARE THE SECRET OF ABA AND IMA AND VAV-HEI ARE THE
SECRET OF SON AND DAUGHTER. Then, he is called by the name of
the Holy Supernal Name.

95. A man who refuses to complete the Holy Name below, NAMELY
TO BEGET A SON AND A DAUGHTER AS EXPLAINED, it is better for
him not to be born, for he does not partake of the Holy Name. When
his soul leaves him, it does not at all join THE HOLY NAME, for he
diminished the image of his Master BY NOT ESTABLISHING HIS
LIKENESS AFTER HIM, WHICH IS THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM. This is so
until the soul is attached and wholly rectified.

96. This is the meaning of: "But if a priest's daughter be a widow, or
divorced, and have no child..." "A priest's daughter" is the holy soul,
called a King's daughter, for the holy soul issues from the union of
the King and Queen, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, as we have
explained. As the body below is composed of male and female, the
soul above TOGETHER WITH THE BODY, IS MALE AND FEMALE,
THE SOUL BEING FEMALE AND THE BODY MALE. THIS IS THE
MEANING OF THE WORDS: "be a widow"; TO WIT, THE SOUL
WOULD BE WIDOWED without the body to which she cleaved, for it
died; "or divorced," for it was divorced from its portion in the Holy
Name. And all this is for what reason? Because it would "have no
child" in whom it may find the likeness above with which to attach
itself to the Holy Name, AS EXPLAINED BEFORE. THEREFORE, it
"has returned to her father's house" (Vayikra 22:13). What is
"returned"? Just 'returned', namely it corrects itself as it used to be
before DESCENDING INTO A BODY. Then it "has returned to her
father's house": This is the Holy One, blessed be He, "as in her
youth" (Ibid.) as before, AFTER IT IS RIGHTED, "she shall eat of her
father's bread" (Ibid.) and delight in the delights of the King.
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97. From now on, "no stranger shall eat of it (lit. 'holiness')"(Ibid.),
who is a stranger - he who did not establish the Holy Name below,
NAMELY DID NOT BEGET A SON AND A DAUGHTER, has no part in
it. 'Shall not eat of it': He has no part in the supernal pleasure, which
has THE ASPECT OF eating, as written, "Eat, O dear ones" (Shir
Hashirim 5:1), referring to supernal eating, the delight of the Holy
One, blessed be He. This delight dwells wherever DELIGHT dwells,
when the savor of the offering would rise.

14. Yisrael sustain their Father in heaven
We learn that the meal is made of the savor of the offering when it rises to God. The savor is for His servants and the sweetness is for God, who
does not eat until He has prepared a meal for his servants. Only the souls of the righteous partake of God's meal.
98. Come and see, when there are victuals below there are victuals
above. This is like a king who prepared his own meal, but not one for
his servants. After preparing one for his servants, he would eat his
own meal. Hence, it is written, "I have eaten my honeycomb with my
honey" (Ibid.). This is the King's meal. "Eat, O dear ones, and drink;
drink deep, O loving companions" (Ibid.): This is HIS SERVANTS'
meal. THE MEAL IS MADE OF the savor of the offering when the
savor of the offering rises. It is therefore called "a sweet savor to
Hashem" (Vayikra 1:9). The savor, THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT, is for His servants and the
sweetness, THE ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM FROM THE RIGHT,
is for Hashem. The King's meal was therefore delayed for His
servants' meal. This is why we have learned that Yisrael sustain their
heavenly Father, for He eats not before preparing a meal for His
servants. Who then partakes of the King's meal? Only the souls of
the righteous.

15. "How good and how pleasant"
We are reminded that God gave the children of Yisrael neither to a minister nor a messenger, but holds to them Himself, and calls them His servants,
His children and His brethren.
99. He again opened the discussion, saying, "How good and how
pleasant it is for brothers to dwell together in unity" (Tehilim 133:1).
Happy are Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He, gave them
neither to a minister nor to a messenger, but Yisrael hold to Him and
He holds to them. The Holy One, blessed be He, called them servants
for the love He had for them, as written, "For to Me the children of
Yisrael are servants; they are My servants" (Vayikra 25:55).
Afterwards, He called them children, as written, "You are the
children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). Later still, He
called them brethren, as written, "For My brethren and companions'
sake" (Tehilim 122:8). Since He called them brothers, He wanted to
place His Shechinah on them and not to stir from them. Then it says,
"How good and how pleasant it is for brothers to dwell together in
unity."

16. "And if a man shall take his sister"
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From the book of Rabbi Yeba Saba (the elder), we learn that when the Congregation of Yisrael is in unity, they rejoice in God and He in them. The
word "one" indicates complete union, whereby Yisrael are united with God. Rabbi Shimon had also said that "one" means the union of male and
female, but now, at the time of this exile, God is not called "one," because the union of Zeir Anpin and Malchut is undone. We then hear about the oil
of the holy ointment that is drawn from Atika Kadisha; as the ointment flows down it must be met by the incense rising from below.
100. The holy luminary said that "How good and how pleasant it is
for brothers to dwell together in unity..." (Tehilim 133:1) resembles
the words: "And if a man shall take his sister" (Vayikra 20:17). HE
EXPLAINS HIS WORDS. Rabbi Yeba Saba (the elder) said in his
book: "A man" is the Holy One, blessed be He, and "shall take his
sister" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael. Why is it so? "It is a
disgraceful deed (Heb. chesed)" (Ibid.). Indeed it is Chesed, as we
already explained. Therefore, "how good and how pleasant it is for
brothers to dwell together (lit. 'also') in unity"; NAMELY, the Holy
One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael. The word
"also" adds Yisrael below, because when the Congregation of
Yisrael is in unity - TO WIT, JOINED FACE TO FACE WITH THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE- Yisrael below also rejoice in the Holy One,
blessed be He. It is therefore written, "also together." Rav Hamnuna
Saba says in his book that "also together" includes the Righteous,
YESOD, in the Congregation of Yisrael, who are united as one.
HENCE, IT SAYS "TOGETHER (HEB. YACHAD)," AS YACHAD IS
DERIVED FROM ECHAD (LIT. 'ONE'), THUS COMBINING BOTH
EXPLANATIONS to mean one thing.

101. HE EXPLAINS WHY THE WORD ONE INDICATES COMPLETE
UNION, SAYING, we learned the portion of "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem
our Elohim; Hashem is one" (Devarim 6:4). What is "one"? It is the
Congregation of Yisrael united with the Holy One, blessed be He,
ZEIR ANPIN. As Rabbi Shimon said, the union of male and female is
called one. The place where the Female rests is called One. What is
the reason thereof? A male without a female is considered half a
body and half is not one. When two halves of a body become one
body, then they are called one.

102. Now, IN EXILE, the Holy One, blessed be He, is not called one.
The secret meaning of this is that the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT, is in exile and the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN,
rises high above. The union OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT is
undone and the Holy Name is not wholly one nor is it called one.
When is it called one? When the Queen is with the King and they are
joined together. Hence, it is written, "And the kingdom (Heb.
meluchah) shall be Hashem's" (Ovadyah 1:21). What is the "kingdom
(Heb. meluchah)? It is the Congregation of Yisrael when Malchut is
attached to her, and "on that day Hashem shall be one, and His
name One" (Zecharyah 14:9). Therefore, SCRIPTURE SAYS, "How
good and how pleasant it is for brothers to dwell together in unity."
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103. "It is like the precious ointment on the head" (Tehilim 133:2). HE
ASKS, What is the precious ointment? HE ANSWERS, It is the oil of
the holy ointment that is drawn and flows from Holy Ancient One
(Atika Kadisha,) WHICH IS KETER, FOR THIS OIL IS THE LIGHTS OF
ATIKA found in the supernal river, BINAH, that suckles the children,
MALE AND FEMALE. Thus, the candles - NAMELY, THE SFIROT OF
MALE AND FEMALE - are lit and oil, AS THE MALE AND FEMALE
SUCKLE FROM BINAH, flows on the King's head and from His head
to His precious beard. From thence, it flows on all the raiments of
glory the King dons, NAMELY ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Hence, it is written, "Running down over the hems (or: attributes) of
his garments" (Ibid.), the hems being the King's crowns, NAMELY
THE SFIROT CALLED ATTRIBUTES, whose Holy Name is in them.

104. Come and see: Each flow and every joy in the worlds descends
to bless THE WORLD only by the holy crowns, NAMELY THE SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN, which are the Name of the Holy King; NAMELY, YUD
HEI VAV HEI, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET
AND MALCHUT. Thus, scripture says, "running down (Heb. al pi)
over the hems of his garments." Surely, it is running down over the
hems, as it says, "By the order (Heb. al pi) of Aaron and his
sons" (Bemidbar 4:27). Plenty flows by its hems, descending to all
the worlds, so that there will be blessings for all. Come and see, this
precious ointment is not present until the service below rises and
they meet each other, as is written, "Ointment and perfume (or:
incense) rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9). The ointment is THE
PLENTY above and incense is THE SERVICE below, WHICH
ENCOUNTER EACH OTHER to everybody's joy. Rabbi Acha and
Rabbi Yehuda raised their hands and thanked Rabbi Aba.

17. "And Elohim came to Abimelech"
Rabbi Acha tells us that when Elohim is mentioned it always means the minister appointed over them, as in the title verse. The question arises of
who is being sinned against in "for I also withheld you from sinning against me." Rabbi Shimon offers the explanation that a people's minister above
is removed from power as a result of the sins they committed below. The sins of men always cause a defect above, to wit, that they end the rule of
their minister above. For this reason an offering must be brought.
105. Rabbi Acha opened the discussion with the verses: "And
Elohim came to Abimelech in a dream by night" (Beresheet 20:3) and
"And Elohim said to him in a dream, I too know that you did do this
in the integrity of your heart" (Ibid. 6). THE WORDS, "And Elohim
came to Abimelech" make us ask why the difference between the
nations of the worlds, of which it says, "And Elohim came" and
Yisrael, of which it does not say, "AND ELOHIM CAME." HE
ANSWERS, We have so learned that every "Elohim" mentioned here
is that power, the minister appointed over them, just as "Elohim
came to Bilaam at night" (Bemidbar 22:20) is also the power
appointed over him.
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106. If you say that in the verse: "And Elohim said to him in a dream...
FOR I ALSO WITHHELD YOU FROM SINNING AGAINST
ME" (Beresheet 20:6), of necessity THE WORDS "SINNING AGAINST
ME" ALLUDE TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. HE ANSWERS,
Surely IT ONLY ALLUDES TO HIS MINISTER. HE EXPLAINS THE
WORDS: "I too know": Why does it say here "too"? It stands for an
addition. Though it is known to higher than me, I too know. In "for I
also withheld," the word "also" stands for an addition; THOUGH
YOU WERE WITHHELD FROM ABOVE, I ALSO WITHHELD YOU.
"You from sinning (Heb. mechato) against Me": The word "Mechato"
has a defective spelling without Aleph. HE ASKS, What is He
implying? The sin is not against the minister BUT AGAINST THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SO WHY DID HE SAY, "FROM
SINNING AGAINST ME"?
107. HE ANSWERS, We have learned that it was for the sins of
people below that a blemish was caused above. It is for the sins of
the people below that their minister above was removed from power.
Hence, it says, "I also withheld you." Though this depends on higher
than me, "I also withheld you" includes himself, FOR HE TOO
WITHHELD HIM "from sinning (Heb. mechato) against me." Thus
YOUR SINS shall not be on me like a needle (Heb. machat) stuck in
the flesh, so that you shall not cause by your sin that my rule be
ended and that they will abhor me like a needle stuck in the flesh, as
written, "I abhorred (Heb. akutz) them" (Vayikra 20:23) like thorns
(Heb. kotz) stuck in the flesh. What does that teach us? It teaches us
that the sins of men cause a defect above. What is THE DEFECT? It
is like the verse: "And for your transgressions was your mother put
away" (Yeshayah 50:1). THE TRANSGRESSIONS OF THE NATIONS,
TOO, BLEMISH THEIR MINISTER IN THAT HIS RULE IS ENDED.

108. Due to this reason THAT THE SINS OF THE LOWER BEINGS
CAUSE A DEFECT ABOVE, an offering is brought. What is an
offering? We have explained it in relation to the words: "And for your
transgressions was your mother put away." The sin causes
separation BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT by its blemish, AS
MALCHUT WAS SENT AWAY FOR THE SIN. The offering THAT IS
BROUGHT brings near the supernal world, ZEIR ANPIN, and the
lower world, MALCHUT, and all becomes one. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi
Yehuda came and thanked Rabbi Acha.

18. "Serve Hashem with gladness"
Rabbi Yehuda reminds us that man must perform every service for God with a glad and willing heart so that his service will be complete. The
difficulty is that a man cannot come before God in gladness when he has sinned, because he should be broken- hearted. The gladness, therefore, is
accomplished through the priests, for they are far removed from judgment, and through the Levites, who are responsible for singing. Man must
approach God through two gates - Chesed and Fear.
109. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying, "Serve Hashem
with gladness; come before His presence with singing" (Tehilim
100:2). We have learned that any service man wants to perform
before the Holy One, blessed be He, should be done with gladness
and a willing heart so that his service will be complete. If you say
that it is impossible to do so with the service of the offering, because
that man transgressed his Master's precept, the precept of the
Torah, and repented before his Master, how would he face Him? With
a broken spirit at least. Where is gladness, where is singing?
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110. HE ANSWERS, oHWe have learned this. A man who has sinned
before his Master and transgressed His precepts should be of low
spirit, a broken spirit when he comes to bring an offering and rectify
himself. It is best if he cries. There is no gladness or singing. They
are contrived by the priests and the Levites, who add gladness and
singing to him. Gladness is established in the priest, for he is always
far removed from Judgment. The priest should always have a more
joyful and happier countenance than the rest of the people, for his
crown OF PRIESTHOOD causes him this. Singing is in the Levites,
because the Levites are always responsible for singing, as we
explained.

111. The priests and Levites stand by him and the service of the Holy
One, blessed be He, is completed through them. The priest stands
by him and proceeds with gladness and joy to properly unify the
Holy Name, and the Levites proceed with a song. Then it says,
"Know that Hashem He is Elohim" (Tehilim 100:3). This is the
offering (lit. 'drawing near'), which draws Mercy nearer to Judgment
and then everything is mitigated, FOR HASHEM IS MERCY AND
ELOHIM JUDGMENT, AND they ARE PERFUMED TOGETHER AS
ONE.

112. Now that there are no offerings, whoever has sinned before his
Master and has repented is surely bitter, sad and of a broken spirit.
How can he observe gladness and singing, seeing that they are not
in him? We have learned that the praises he offers to his Master, the
rejoicing in the Torah and singing the Torah are the actual gladness
and singing. We also learned that it should not be done in sadness;
NAMELY, man should not stand before his Master in sadness. If he
cannot, FOR HE IS BROKEN-HEARTED FOR HIS SINS, what should
he do?

113. HE REPLIES: The secret of this matter is that we learned that a
man should always enter the distance of the opening of two gates,
then say his prayer. Hence, it says "waiting at the posts of my
doors" (Mishlei 8:34); NAMELY, HE SHOULD ENTER TWO GATES.
Could you possibly think that these are LITERALLY two gates?
Rather, the amount of the distance of the opening two gates. Here is
an allusion to David's words: "Lift up your heads, O you
gates" (Tehilim 24:9). These are the Temple and the sanctuary that
are the inner and innermost at the beginning of the grades CALLED
Chesed and Fear, NAMELY GVURAH. These are the gates of the
world. It behooves man, therefore, to direct his prayer towards the
Holy of Holies, that is the Holy Name, and then say his prayer. These
are the two gates, the two crowns, NAMELY THE TWO SFIROT CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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114. Some understand it this way: Gladness is the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT CALLED GLADNESS. Gladness, as we explained,
is like in the verse: "For you shall go out with joy" (Yeshayah 55:12),
WHICH MEANS THAT Yisrael are destined to go out of exile with joy.
What is it? It is the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT. Hence,
Scripture says, "Serve Hashem with gladness," NAMELY WITH THE
ASPECT OF MALCHUT, as written, "Thus (lit. 'with this' (Heb. zot
fem.)) shall Aaron come into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:3), WHICH
MEANS WITH THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT CALLED ZOT. HERE TOO,
THE MEANING IS TO SERVE HASHEM WITH THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT CALLED GLADNESS, and all is one; NAMELY, MALCHUT
IS CALLED 'ZOT' AND GLADNESS.
115. "Come before His presence with singing": This makes her
perfect, for gladness is in the heart and singing in the mouth, and
there is more perfection IN THE MOUTH. The perfection of this
gladness is revealed and it is known WHAT IT IS. It is the correction
of man WHO SHOULD BE PERFECTED before his Master AND BE
WORTHY OF IT. WHEN ONE IS WORTHY OF IT, then "know that
Hashem He is Elohim," FOR HE FORMS THE UNITY OF 'HASHEM IS
ELOHIM.' BOTH INTERPRETATIONS come to the same conclusion
that the Holy Name should then be well unified and that one would
be connected to the other, so that all will be one. Such is the service
of the Holy One, blessed be He. Rabbi Acha and Rabbi Aba said to
him: Surely this is so. Happy is the portion of the righteous, who are
occupied in the Torah and know the ways of the Holy One, blessed
be He. They rose and walked three miles with Rabbi Aba.

19. "But as for me, I will come into your house in the multitude of your love"
Rabbi Aba says that the title verse refers to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, who composed the prayer before God; therefore a man should consult them
before he goes to the synagogue and prays.
116. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "But as for me, I will
come into Your house in the multitude of Your love" (Tehilim 5:8).
We have learned that it is not good for a man to go to a synagogue
before consulting Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, because they
instituted the prayer before the Holy One, blessed be He. Hence, in
the verse: "But as for me, I will come into Your house in the
multitude of Your love," "I will come into Your house" is Abraham, "I
will worship towards your Temple" (Ibid.) is Isaac, and "in the fear of
You" (Ibid.) is Jacob. They should be included first and then he may
enter the synagogue and say his prayer. Then does it say: "You are
My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

20. "If his offering be a burnt sacrifice"
Rabbi Yosi says that people are to sacrifice what they can afford - an animal of the herd, or an animal of the flock, or a bird. Rabbi Elazar says that
people should sacrifice in correlation to the sin they have committed; he explains that the rich man must compensate for pride, but the average man
is not so proud. As the poor man has the humblest spirit of all he therefore brings the smallest offering. Rabbi Elazar asks his father Rabbi Shimon
why God then kills the poor from famine but let the rich survive, as the rich will continue to sin even more. Rabbi Shimon reminds him that God
avenges Himself on the wicked by giving them peace in this world but causing them to perish in the next world. We are introduced to Yehuda the
other, who divided all his possessions and gave them away, and settled himself down to study Torah every night. Yehuda the other tells us that God
comes before whoever brings Him an offering with a willing heart. He says that the poor man brings God two offerings: one is his own fat and blood,
and the other is his sacrifice; the poor man's offering is the most worthy of all.
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117. "If his offering be a burnt sacrifice of the herd" (Vayikra 1:3).
Rabbi Yosi said, What difference does it make WHETHER HE
BRINGS a burnt sacrifice of the herd, of the flock or of the birds? If
they are the same, why are they separated from each other, seeing
that they all become the same thing, NAMELY, A BURNT OFFERING.
HE ANSWERS, He who can afford it offers of the herd. If he cannot,
HE BRINGS of the flock and if he cannot afford even this, HE
SHOULD BRING of the birds. Thus, it is written, "And if he be poor,
and his means do not suffice" (Vayikra 14:21), for the Holy One,
blessed be He, does not overload on a man that which he cannot
bear.

118. Rabbi Elazar said, One should offer in correlation to the sin. The
rich man whose heart is proud at times should offer a bullock, for his
heart is more bent on sinning before his Master. An average man
should bring of the flock, because his spirit is not proud enough to
sin. The poor man, whose heart is not proud and whose spirit is
humbler than them all, brings the slightest offering; NAMELY, OF
THE BIRDS. All of their offerings are acknowledged individually, and
the Holy One, blessed be He, judges each one with balanced scales.

119. Rabbi Elazar asked his father, Rabbi Shimon: We heard that for
three sins of the world famine comes on the world, NAMELY THE
PRIESTLY TITHE ON PRODUCE (HEB. TRUMAH), TITHING, AND
SETTING ASIDE A PIECE OF DOUGH FOR THE PRIEST (HEB.
CHALAH) THAT THEY DO NOT TAKE. All these sins are common
among the rich only, because their hearts are proud, but not
common among the poor. What justice is there that the Holy One,
blessed be He, kills the poor and lets alone the rich, AS ONLY THE
POOR DIE OF HUNGER AND NOT THE RICH? Now THE RICH will
continue to sin even more before Him, BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT
HARMED. He said to him: You have asked well. This was explained
by the friends, who said that when the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes to avenge Himself on the wicked and cause them to perish
from the world, He gives them peace IN THIS WORLD AND fulfills
their every wish.

120. Come and see that of all people, none are closer to the highest
King than the vessels He uses. What are they? "A broken and
contrite heart" (Tehilim 51:19) and "of a contrite and humble
spirit" (Yeshayah 57:15). These are the vessels of the King. When
there is drought in the world and famine and Judgment become
harsh on the poor, they cry and shout to the King. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, brings them nearer than any man. Hence, "for He has
not despised nor abhorred the affliction of the poor" (Tehilim 22:25).
The Holy One, blessed be He, then remembers why famine has come
on the world. Woe to the evil, who brought this famine.
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121. When the King is aroused to take care of the world and the
sound OF THE CRY of the poor men, may the Merciful save us from
them and their shame. It is written, "I will surely hear (lit. 'hearing will
I hear') their cry" (Shemot 22:22). It is twice written, "hear"; one is for
paying attention to their cry and the other to take revenge on those
who caused them to do this. Hence, it also says "that I will hear; for I
am gracious" (Ibid. 26) and "My anger shall be inflamed" (Ibid. 23).
Therefore, woe to the evil rich when there is famine in the world, for
the sound OF THE CRY of the poor men before the Holy One,
blessed be He.

122. Come and see: The poor man's offering is the lightest, because
his heart is broken. Even if he meditates on sinning, the sin passes
from him because his sorrow and the sorrow of his household
suffice. Therefore, each and every offering are all individually known
to the priest.

123. There is a story of a certain rich man who brought two pigeons
before the priest. When the priest saw him, he said to him: This
offering is not for you. He came home sad. His brothers said to him:
Why are you sad? He said to them: The priest did not sacrifice my
offering. They said to him: What was THE OFFERING? He said to
them: Two pigeons. They said, But this is for the poor, not for you,
as it is written, "And if he be poor, and his means do not
suffice" (Vayikra 14:21). But you should bring your own offering. He
said to them: What is it? They said to him: A bullock.

124. He said to them: So contemplating sin is so grave THAT A
BULLOCK SHOULD BE BROUGHT AS A BURNT OFFERING FOR IT. I
vow that no sinful thought shall ever enter my heart. From that time
on, what did he do? He occupied himself with commerce by day and
slept at night. When he woke from sleep, he called his brothers who
taught him the words of the Torah, which he studied until daybreak.
He thus became knowledgeable in the study of the Torah. He was
called Judah the other. One day, Rabbi Yesa Saba saw him dividing
his possessions, half to the poor and half to sailors to sell on the
sea, and then settling down to study the Torah.
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125. JUDAH THE OTHER opened the discussion saying, "And Moses
said to the Kenites" (I Shmuel 15:6). Who are the Kenites? They are
the children of Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, who built their nest
(Heb. ken) in the desert like a sparrow in order to study the Torah, as
written, "Even the sparrow has found a home (Heb. ken)" (Tehilim
84:4). The Torah has neither need of pleasure nor of merchandise,
but one should labor in it night and day. Therefore, they went to the
desert away from the pleasures of Jericho. Hence, "the children of
the Kenites, Moses' father-in-law, went up out of the city of palm
trees" (Shoftim 1:16).

126. "For You have shown kindness to all the children of Yisrael" (I
Shmuel 15:6). He gave delight to Moses in his house and Moses
comprised the whole of Yisrael. Then, he also added one portion to
the Torah, thus being kind to all Yisrael.

127. Why is this matter brought up in relation to the war with
Amalek? HE ANSWERS, Saul said that when Yisrael came out from
Egypt, none of the nations in the world came to persecute Yisrael
except for Amalek, which caused evil and waged war on Yisrael. But
THE KENITES hastened to come in peace and did kindness with all.
Therefore, you are not worthy of joining AMALEK.

128. Moreover, it is written of Jethro: "And Jethro, Moses' father-inlaw, took a burnt offering and sacrifices for Elohim" (Shemot 18:12),
as he brought an offering to the Holy One, blessed be He, and
intended to convert. The verse teaches us that his offering was of
value to the Holy One, blessed be He. When he brought an offering
before the Holy One, blessed be He, it is written, "And Aaron came,
and all the elders of Yisrael, to eat bread with Moses' father-in-law
before Elohim" (Ibid.). "Before Elohim" is precise, for it teaches us
and we learn from it that the Holy One, blessed be He, comes before
the man who brings an offering with a willing heart.

129. Come and see: The poor man's offering is of great worth before
the Holy One, blessed be He, as he brings before Him two offerings:
the one is his fat and blood and the other is the sacrifice he is
offering. Though he has no food for himself, he still brings an
offering. THUS HIS FAT AND BLOOD LESSENED. The offering of the
poor is the lightest, two young turtledoves or two young pigeons, or
he may even bring a little flour and he is forgiven. At that time, a
proclamation resounds, saying, "For He has not despised nor
abhorred the affliction of the poor." Wherefore is that? Because the
offering of the poor man is the worthiest of all. For THE POOR
MAN'S OFFERING THAT I WANTED TO BRING caused me to be in
the portion of the Holy One, blessed be He, in the portion of the
Torah. I therefore gave all my possessions to the poor, for they NAMELY, THEIR OFFERING - brought this on me.
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130. As the poor man boils his fat and blood, so is the flour he
brought fried with precious oil. From this we learned that everyone
offers a meal offering in a pan or a deep pan offering. Just as the sin
heats his fat and blood with the fire of the Evil Inclination and all his
body parts are heated in the fire, so does this offering burn in the
very same manner, for the essence of the offering is like sin. It
behooves one to offer before the Holy One, blessed be He, the desire
of his heart, spirit and soul, for He prefers it to anything else.

131. Happy is the portion of the righteous, who bring this offering
daily before the Holy One, blessed be He. What is it? They bring
before Him themselves and their souls. I wish to bring this offering,
for this is what the Holy One, blessed be He, asks of man in this
world. A real offering is better, for it is THROUGH IT that all the
worlds are blessed.

21. "Blessed be Hashem out of Zion"
We learn that the title verse refers to Malchut whenever the moon shines by the light of the sun and they draw close to each other, never removing
their light from each other. Sometimes the moon is called by the name Yud Hei Vav Hei, and sometimes even an angel is called by that name.
132. He also spoke, saying, "Blessed be Hashem out of Zion, He who
dwells at Jerusalem. Haleluyah" (Tehilim 135:21). HE ASKS, Is ZEIR
ANPIN, CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI, blessed out of Zion, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, but was He not blessed out of the supernal deep river,
BINAH? WHY DID IT SAY, "BLESSED BE HASHEM OUT OF ZION"?
(IBID.) HE REPLIES: "Blessed be Hashem" ALLUDES TO MALCHUT
whenever the moon, MALCHUT, shines by the light of the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, and they draw close and do not remove their lights from
each other. THE REASON IT SAYS, "BLESSED BE HASHEM (YUD
HEI VAV HEI)" IS that the moon, MALCHUT, is sometimes called by
the name of the King, ZEIR ANPIN. Just as He is called Yud Hei Vav
Hei, so is she called Yud Hei Vav Hei, as written, "Then Hashem
rained on S'dom and on Amorah brimstone and fire from Hashem
out of heaven" (Beresheet 19:24). THE FIRST YUD HEI VAV HEI
REFERS TO MALCHUT AND THE SECOND YUD HEI VAV HEI
REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN. Moreover, even a messenger, NAMELY AN
ANGEL, is called by the King's name, YUD HEI VAV HEI.
133. Another interpretation FOR: "Blessed be Hashem out of Zion."
Whence is it made known that the Holy One, blessed be He, is
blessed? He says again "out of Zion," from the place called Zion THAT IS THE YESOD OF MALCHUT - it is made known He is blessed.
What is the reason thereof? Because it is written, "For there Hashem
has commanded the blessing..." (Tehilim 133:3) AND SINCE HE
POURS BLESSING ON ZION, IT IS MADE KNOWN THERE THAT HE
IS BLESSED, FOR THE BLESSED POURS BLESSING. Rabbi Yesa
said to him: Happy is your portion, that you have merited all this.
Happy are those who study the Torah, for it is as if he who studies
the Torah is attached to the Holy One, blessed be He, as is written,
"But you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim are alive, everyone
of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).
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22. Seven firmaments and seven lands
Rabbi Yehuda tells us that when God created the universe He created seven firmaments above, seven lands below, seven seas, seven rivers, seven
days, seven weeks, seven years, seven times, and seven millennia in which the world exists - and God is to be found in the seventh of each of these.
We hear a description of the firmaments and the lands, and the differing creatures that are found in each of them, and the role that Adam plays and
where he dwells.
134. "And if his offering be a sacrifice of peace offering" (Vayikra
3:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "And
Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters..." (Beresheet 1:6). Come and see: When the Holy One,
blessed be He, created the universe, He created seven firmaments
above, created seven lands below, seven seas, seven rivers, seven
days, seven weeks, seven years, seven times, seven millennia in
which the world exists. TO WIT, IT ENDURES FOR 6,000 YEARS AND
FOR 1,000 IT IS IN RUINS. The Holy One, blessed be He, is to be
found in every seventh OF ALL THAT IS MENTIONED ABOVE;
NAMELY, IN THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM, SEVENTH YEAR, AND SO
ON.
135. There are seven firmaments above with stars and constellations
in each, and attendants ministering in each and every firmament. In
all those FIRMAMENTS, there are Chariots on Chariots that take on
themselves the yoke of their Master's kingdom. In all the firmaments,
there are Chariots and suns that are different from each other, the
ones on the others, some with six wings and some with four wings,
some with four faces and some with two faces, and some with one
face. Some are of flames of fire, some of water and some of wind.
Hence, it says, "Who makes the winds His messengers, the flames of
fire His ministers" (Tehilim 104:4).

136. All the firmaments are on top of each other like onion shells
clothing each other, some below and some above, FOR THOSE
THAT ARE INSIDE ARE CONSIDERED TO BE BELOW AND THOSE
ON THE OUTSIDE TO BE ABOVE. All firmaments tremble with the
fear of their Master by whose decree they journey, by whose decree
they stand still. Above them all is the Holy One, blessed be He, who
carries everything in His might and strength. It is similar with the
seven lands, all of whom are inhabited, only that the first are higher
and the latter are lower. The land of Yisrael is superior to them all
and Jerusalem is superior to any inhabited place.

137. Our friends who dwell in the south saw in ancient books and in
the book of Adam that all these lands are divided below in the same
way as the firmaments above, namely the ones above the others and
between each two lands a dividing firmament. Therefore, all lands
are called by names, and among them are the Garden of Eden and
Gehenom. There are creatures in them, different from each other, as
above IN THE FIRMAMENTS. Some of them have two faces, some
four faces and some have one. The appearance of the ones are not
like THE APPEARANCE of the others.
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138. You may wonder how all the inhabitants of the world issued
from Adam. Did the first man descend into all these lands and beget
children? And how many wives did he have?! HE ANSWERS, Adam
dwells solely in the uppermost world called Universe (Heb. tevel), as
we said, as it is written, "playing with the universe (Heb. tevel), His
earth" (Mishlei 8:31). This universe cleaves to the firmament above
where it holds to the supreme Name. Hence, it says, "And He will
judge the universe in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9), with
righteousness indeed, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
RIGHTEOUSNESS. For this reason, the children of Adam are in the
supernal land called Tevel and are superior to all, in the likeness of
above, AS THE SUPERNAL MAN IS SUPERIOR TO ALL, AS WILL BE
TALKED OF.

139. What is the reason THAT MAN BELOW IS IN THE LIKENESS OF
ABOVE? It is that above all firmaments, there is a firmament superior
to them all, on which sits the throne of the Holy One, blessed be He,
as written, "The likeness of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire
stone: and on the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the
appearance of a man above on it" (Yechezkel 1:26). WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED TO THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF MEM HEI (45), CORRELATING TO THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF ADAM. So here too, in this 'Tevel', there is a
king above all. Who is he? Man. That is not the case among the
lower beings.
140. HE ASKS, Whence do the lower beings come from? HE
REPLIES, From the vapors of earth and by the help of the firmament
above come out creatures different in their appearance from each
other. Some of them are clothed, some in shells like worms that are
found on the earth, some of them with red, black and white shells,
and some from any color. All creatures are like that, with a life span
of ten years only!

141. Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) explains further in his book that
the entire inhabited land rolls around like a ball, so that some are up
and some are down. TO WIT, THE CREATURES AROUND THE
GLOBE ARE OPPOSITE EACH OTHER AND THE SEVEN SECTIONS
OF THE GLOBE ARE SEVEN LANDS. All the creatures OF SIX OF
THE LANDS are different in their appearance according to the
difference in the atmosphere in each place, and they live like any
other man.

142. There is an inhabited place, so that when there is light on some
- ON THAT SIDE OF THE GLOBE - it is dark for others ON THE
OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD. THUS when it is day for one group, it
is night for the others. There is an inhabited place where there is day
only and no night, save for a little while. It has been said in ancient
books and in the book of Adam THAT THERE ARE SEVEN LANDS,
THE ONE BELOW THE OTHER, WITH A FIRMAMENT SEPARATING
EACH AND EVERY LAND, and this is correct. TO WIT, HE DOES NOT
DISAGREE WITH THEM IN HIS WORDS THAT THEY ARE ALL ONE
GLOBE THAT IS DIVIDED INTO SEVEN PARTS, AS SHALL BE
EXPLAINED. It is written as such in: "I will praiseYou; for I am
fearfully and wonderfully made; marvelous are Your works" (Tehilim
139:14) and "How manifold are Your works, Hashem" (Tehilim
104:24). All is therefore well, FOR BOTH ARE WORDS OF THE
LIVING ELOHIM. WE MUST NOT QUESTION HOW BOTH
INTERPRETATIONS CAN BE RIGHT, SEEING THAT THEY
CONTRADICT EACH OTHER, because this secret has been
transmitted to men of wisdom, and not to those who set AND DIVIDE
NATURAL limits, and it is a deep mystery of the Torah.
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143. Similarly, there exist creatures in the sea of different
appearances. Hence, it says, "So is this great and wide sea, wherein
are creeping things innumerable, both small and great beasts. There
go the ships; there is the Livyatan..." (Tehilim 104:25). All are
interdependent, all in the likeness of above. In all the worlds, none
rules over everything but man, and the Holy One, blessed be He,
rules over him.

144. Rabbi Nehorai Saba sailed on the great sea. There was a storm
on the sea and all those aboard the ship perished. A miracle
happened to him, and he descended through certain paths at sea
and came out underneath the sea into a civilization. He saw
creatures, all of them small, who were praying, but he did not
understand what they said. A miracle happened to him and he came
up. He said, Happy are the righteous who labor in the Torah and
know the mysteries of the supernal secrets; woe to those who
disagree with what they said and are not believers.

145. From that day ONWARD, he cried when THE SAGES spoke
words of the Torah in the house of learning. They said to him: Why
are you crying? He said to them: Because I sinned against belief in
the words of the sages; THAT IS, HE DID NOT BELIEVE THERE
WERE SEVEN LANDS, IN WHICH THERE WERE STRANGE
CREATURES, UNTIL HE SAW THEM, AS EXPLAINED. And I fear
retribution in that world.

23. The allusions of the four letters of Yud Hei Vav Hei
We learn from Rabbi Yehuda that the firmament that divided between the upper and lower waters is the reason that there is peace between them; the
world is established upon peace, and God's name is peace. Rabbi Aba talks about the letters in the name of God, Yud Hei Vav Hei, and concludes by
saying that the Yud is the essence and root and perfection of everything.
146. "And Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters, AND LET IT DIVIDE WATER FROM WATER" (Beresheet 1:6).
Rabbi Yehuda said, Were it not for that firmament that divided
between the upper and lower waters, THE SECRET OF RIGHT AND
LEFT, BETWEEN WHICH THERE IS CONTROVERSY, controversy
would have come to the world from them. But this firmament, THE
SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, made peace between them
and the world is established on peace alone. Come and see, the Holy
One, blessed be He, is called peace. He is peace and His Name is
peace. Thus, everything is connected to peace. Rabbi Aba said, I
see, that the Supernal Name is wholly of peace, NAMELY IN ALL ITS
GRADES, and it is all one. Its ways separate into this side and that
side, NAMELY RIGHT AND LEFT.

147. The Yud of the Holy Name is connected with three ties. Hence
Yud has an upper tip, a lower tip and a middle one. Therefore, these
three links evolve into a chain as follows: The upper tip is the
supernal crown, higher than all the high beings, the beginning of
every beginning, which stands above everything.
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148. The tip in the middle OF THE YUD is another beginning, for
there are three tops TO THE YUD, each a top in itself. Thus, the tip in
the middle is another beginning that comes from the upper tip. It is
the beginning of all beginnings, through which the Holy Name is
built. This head is more concealed than everything. IT IS CALLED
CHOCHMAH, THAT EMANATES FROM THE FIRST TOP, THE
SUPERNAL KETER.

149. THE LOWER TIP, WHICH IS another lower top OF THE YUD, is
BINAH, the head, which waters the Garden - MALCHUT - a source of
water by which all plants are watered, BECAUSE ALL THE MOCHIN
OF MALE AND FEMALE AND BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH
FLOW FROM BINAH. This is the secret of the Yud of three knots KETER, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH - which is therefore called a chain,
for it is like a chain OF THREE RINGS connected to each other. And
all is one.
150. We have learned from the book of Enoch that when he was
shown the wisdom of high mysteries and saw the tree in the Garden
of Eden, ZEIR ANPIN, THE TREE OF LIFE IN THE GARDEN, he was
shown wisdom. NAMELY, THE LOWER CHOCHMAH, KNOWN AS
MALCHUT, by a high mystery, UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
ABOVE HER. And he saw that all the worlds are interconnected. He
asked them: Upon what are they established? They said to him that
they all are established on Yud, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, from which
they were established and evolved, as written, "In wisdom have You
made them all" (Tehilim 104:24). He saw that they all trembled for
fear of their Master, and that they were named after Him.

151. In his book, King Solomon said that the Yud expands through a
chain of three rings that are part of the knots of its body. One is
feared by all, NAMELY KETER, BEFORE WHICH ALL TREMBLE WITH
FEAR; another is a concealed path, CONCEALED CHOCHMAH, and
another is a deep river, BINAH.
152. Afterwards, he explained in detail about the letters OF THE
NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. The house completely built is Yud Vav
Dalet, Hei Aleph; NAMELY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF
THE WORDS "THROUGH WISDOM A HOUSE IS BUILT" (MISHLEI
24:3). It builds everything. HE EXPLAINS: The perfection of the Holy
Name is Yud, THE Yud being the beginning of all, it fathers all,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH. The Vav OF THE YUD FULLY SPELLED is the
son it begot and issued, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, from whence comes
the Dalet OF THE YUD FULLY SPELLED, which is a daughter, and
the Matron, NAMELY MALCHUT, who is in charge of all Judgments,
WHO ARE MALE AND FEMALE OF CHOCHMAH. They are hidden
throughout the worlds, for the upper beings, MALE AND FEMALE OF
ATZILUT, issue from it and sustain the upper and lower beings
together. THESE MALE AND FEMALE OF CHOCHMAH, ARE THE
SECRET OF YISRAEL- SABA AND TEVUNAH, NAMELY BINAH,
FROM WHICH ALL THE WORLDS ISSUE AND ARE SUSTAINED,
BOTH THE HIGHER, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE OF ATZILUT,
AND THE LOWER, WHICH ARE THE THREE WORLDS OF BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. Thus is Yud the perfection of everything,
and the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI is built by it and hidden within
it.
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153. Afterwards, the Yud let out everything and chained everything
in one connection to each other. Thus, the holy luminary has
explained it. The Yud, CHOCHMAH, produced from it a river, BINAH,
AS MALE AND FEMALE OF CHOCHMAH BECAME BINAH, of which it
is written, "And a river went out of Eden to water the
garden" (Beresheet 2:10). This is the FIRST Hei OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, AS VAV-DALET OF THE YUD FULLY SPELLED, THE SECRET
OF MALE AND FEMALE OF CHOCHMAH WERE FORMED INTO HEI,
WHICH IS THE IMAGE OF DALET OVER VAV, the secret of Binah. It
is the supernal Ima , NAMELY YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH.
154. That river, BINAH, produced two children, as we learned, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, who are nourished by her. Later, the two
children, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, come out and the daughter is
sustained by the son, Vav. This son is the King that all peace is His,
the secret of Tiferet, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Then comes Hei,
NAMELY THE DAUGHTER MALCHUT, that is nourished by the Vav,
as we already explained. Thus, the Yud is the essence and root and
perfection of everything, as written, "Through wisdom a house is
built" (Mishlei 24:3).

24. Ten names
By examining the letter Yud, we find that it is the essence of duality, Zeir Anpin and Malchut, male and female. The Yud is the father of all, and the
source of the first ten letters, and of the ten names. The names are Yah, Yud Hei Vav Hei called Elohim, El, Elohim, Yud Hei Vav Hei, Tzva'ot (the
sixth and seventh), El Chai, Adonai and Eheyeh. Next Rabbi Aba talks about the burnt offerings ritually slaughtered on the north side, about the
peace offerings slaughtered on the south side, and about sin offerings and guilt offerings. He says that incense is the best of all offerings because it
is offered for joy. Rabbi Elazar returns to the ten names, and tells us that they are all written in the Torah. He talks about their gradual revelation
from the most concealed to the most revealed, and how important it is to write the Holy Name perfectly. He makes the connection between the
names and the Sfirot. The ten names are connected together in a complete union by the secret of incense.
155. We learned that ten names were constructed and came from
this Yud. The Yud is the tenth letter IN THE ALPHABET. The Yud
immersed them all in the holy river, BINAH, which became pregnant
with them. All the ten names are concealed within one SUPERNAL
NAME, all concealed within the Yud. The Yud contains them and the
Yud issues them. It is the father of all, father of the fathers NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET.

156. From THE YUD come out Vav-Dalet, WITH WHICH IT IS FULLY
SPELLED. This is alluded to by their numerical value, which is ten
LIKE THE YUD. The letters of Yud include Vav Dalet, which are the
perfection of everything. Vav Dalet are male and female, ZEIR ANPIN
TYPIFYING VAV AND MALCHUT PERSONIFYING DALET, WHICH
ARE MALE AND FEMALE OF CHOCHMAH. They are called Du
(spelled Dalet Vav), which means two. Therefore, man is created with
two faces. These faces were male and female like it is above. THEY
ARE READ AS Vav Dalet from above downward, STARTING WITH
VAV, INFERRING ZEIR ANPIN, FOLLOWED BY DALET, IMPLYING
MALCHUT. THEY ARE READ AS Dalet Vav from below upward,
WHEREBY MALCHUT IS FIRST AND THEN ZEIR ANPIN. It all
amounts to the same thing. The thirteen attributes of Mercy depend
on the Yud, NAMELY ON THE UPPER TIP OF THE YUD, WHICH IS
KETER, IN WHICH ARE THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY.
The Yud therefore includes Vav Dalet AS AN INDICATION OF THE
MALE AND FEMALE INSIDE IT, FROM WHICH YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH, THE SECRET OF BINAH, WERE MADE. THEY ARE
TURNED AGAIN TO BE CHOCHMAH, WHENCE ALL MOCHIN
EMERGE, THE PERFECTION OF EVERYTHING, THE SECRET OF
THE FULL SPELLING WITH VAV DALET OF THE SAME NUMERICAL
VALUE AS YUD, as we have learned and established.
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157. Come and see, the ten names correspond to the ten letters, TO
WIT, TO THE YUD, THE TENTH LETTER IN THE ALPHABET. IT
THEREFORE CONSISTS OF TEN LETTERS. In his book, Rav
Hamnuna Saba said that there are eight NAMES FROM BINAH
DOWNWARDS, and the two grades, KETER AND CHOCHMAH,
correspond to two firmaments. THAT IS, THEY ARE HIDDEN AND
UNNAMED, BECAUSE A NAME MEANS REVELATION, AND WHAT IS
INCOMPREHENSIBLE CANNOT BE KNOWN BY NAME. THE
NUMBER OF names changes into ten WHEN COUNTING FROM
KETER, nine WHEN COUNTING FROM CHOCHMAH, eight WHEN
COUNTING FROM BINAH and seven WHEN STARTING FROM
CHESED.
158. HE STARTS COUNTING FROM CHOCHMAH, SAYING the first
NAME is Yah (Yud-Hei), WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, since Yud includes
Hei within it. TO WIT, THE YUD FULLY SPELLED INCLUDES VAV
DALET, WHICH FORM THE SHAPE OF HEI, and Hei OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI comes out of Yud. IT IS FORMED OF VAV DALET, WITH WHICH
YUD IS FULLY SPELLED. IT CAME OUT OF YUD, THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, AND BECAME BINAH. THUS THE TWO LETTERS YUD
HEI ARE INCLUDED WITHIN YUD, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Chochmah
is therefore called Yah.
159. The second NAME is Yud Hei Vav Hei called Elohim, NAMELY
YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH THE VOWELING OF ELOHIM, WHICH IS
BINAH. For that river, BINAH, is of Mercy. But since Judgments
rouse from it DUE TO THE RISING OF MALCHUT TO BINAH, NOT
FROM ITSELF, ITS NAME IS THEREFORE spelled with the letters of
Mercy, YUD HEI VAV HEI, with the voweling of Elohim; TO WIT, WITH
THE VOWELS E, O, I. But it is not SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS OF
Elohim, which represent Judgment.
160. The third NAME is El. It is greatness, NAMELY CHESED. It is
called the great El. The fourth NAME is Elohim, from which
Judgments awaken. It is severe Judgment, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF
GVURAH. The fifth NAME is Yud Hei Vav Hei that includes absolute
Faith. It is mercy perfected, THE SFIRAH OF Tiferet. The sixth and
seventh NAMES OF NETZACH AND HOD are called Tzvaot.

161. The eighth NAME is living El, as written, "For there Hashem has
commanded the blessing, even life..." (Tehilim 133:3). This is the
Righteous, NAMELY YESOD, from whom all life comes. It is called
Yud Hei Vav Hei, as written, "Hashem (Yud Hei Vav Hei) tries the
righteous" (Tehilim 11:5). It is the small Vav of the Holy Name, and
therefore the fully spelled Vav OF THE HOLY NAME COMPRISES two
Vavs, THE FIRST VAV BEING TIFERET AND THE SECOND VAV
YESOD.
162. The ninth NAME is Adonai. It is the holy Malchut from which
Judgments come into the world. It is the last crown, NAMELY THE
LAST SFIRAH, of all names. The name Eheyeh is inclusive,
concealed in the first SFIRAH, supernal Keter, beginning of all
beginnings. Its name is concealed and is not revealed, FOR EHEYEH
MEANS I WILL BE REVEALED, BUT NOW I AM NOT YET REVEALED,
as has been explained. In the book of Agadah, the ten names are
spelled differently, but I have not learned it that way.
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163. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "Awake, north
wind; and come, you south; blow on my garden, that the spices
thereof may flow out. Let my beloved come into his garden, and eat
its choicest fruits" (Shir Hashirim 4:16). "Awake, north wind": These
are burnt offerings ritually slaughtered on the north (Heb. tzafon)
side of the altar, because they are DUE TO thoughts hidden (Heb.
tzefunim) in the heart and in a place of Judgment, AS THE NORTH
SIDE IS LEFT AND JUDGMENT. This is because thoughts come at
night, a time of Judgment. The north wind blows at midnight when
people wake from their sleep, and David's harp, THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT PLAYING TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, plays on
its own. People's thoughts then awaken.

164. "And come, you south": These are peace offerings that are
slaughtered on the south side of the altar - THE SIDE OF CHESED,
RIGHT - because they bring peace to everyone, peace to the upper
and lower beings, AS PEACE OFFERINGS (HEB. SHLAMIM) BRINGS
PEACE (HEB. SHALOM) AND PERFECTION (HEB. SHLEMUT). They
are the perfection of the directions of the world, overall perfection
from the aspect of Faith, MALCHUT. Since peace offerings are
overall peace, the owners eat of them and enjoy them, for it gives
one peace and everyone is on the same level. Sin offerings and guilt
offerings are eaten by the priests alone, NOT BY THE PEOPLE WHO
BROUGHT THEM, since it is for the priests to atone for them and to
commute their sins. Of all offerings, the peace offerings are the most
beloved by the Holy One, blessed be He, because they bring peace
to the upper and lower beings.

165. Best of all offerings is incense, which is completely wholesome
and not burned for sin, nor for any inadvertent trespass, nor any
wrongdoing, but for joy, as written, "Ointment and incense rejoice
the heart" (Mishlei 27:9), as we have already explained. Incense
therefore is offered only when oil is offered. Hence, it is written,
"And Aaron shall burn on it sweet incense every morning: when he
dresses the lamps, he shall burn incense on it" and "And when
Aaron lights the lamps at evening, he shall burn incense on
it" (Shemot 30:7-8). This is so that incense and oil shall be together,
AS OIL ALLUDES TO CHOCHMAH AND INCENSE TO BINAH, AND
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH ARE ALWAYS TOGETHER. Come and see:
peace offerings bring peace to everything and thus, dissension and
persecution never appear in the world, but incense binds the bond of
Faith BY DRAWING MOCHIN TO MALCHUT CALLED FAITH.

166. Rabbi Elazar said, All ten names are written IN THE TORAH, and
we learned THAT the first name, "I will be (Heb. eheyeh)" (Shemot
3:14), is concealed high above, as one saying: I am what I am,
without it being known who he is. IT IS KETER. It is then written "that
I will be (Heb. asher eheyeh)" (Ibid.), WHICH IS CHOCHMAH,
MEANING I will be revealed in these OTHER crowns. At first, it is
concealed, NAMELY IN KETER, and then it begins to be revealed,
NAMELY IN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, until the Holy Name is
revealed IN TIFERET.
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167. Thus, it is first written by Moses, Eheyeh, which is concealed
more than everything, NAMELY KETER, WHICH MEANS, I am what I
am; then "asher Eheyeh (lit. 'that I will be')," WHICH IS CHOCHMAH,
MEANING I will be revealed. Then comes the last Eheyeh, NAMELY
"EHEYEH HAS SENT ME TO YOU" (IBID. 15), WHICH IS BINAH. This
is when Ima becomes pregnant WITH MALE AND FEMALE, yet the
name is still concealed. When is the name revealed? When it is
written, "Go, and gather the elders of Yisrael together, and say to
them, Hashem the Elohim of your fathers..." (Ibid. 16). This NAME is
overall perfection and here lies the revelation and unity of the Holy
Name, WHICH IS TIFERET.

168. Therefore, the first NAME before all is Eheyeh, KETER. The
second is Yah, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, as Chochmah, YUD, issued
Hei, BINAH, which is concealed in it and never separates FROM THE
YUD. THIS IS THE SECRET OF BINAH INCLUDED WITHIN
CHOCHMAH, AND THEY ARE CALLED SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA.
CHOCHMAH IS THEREFORE CALLED BY THE NAME YAH. We have
already explained the words: "And a river went out of
Eden" (Beresheet 2:10), WHICH MEANS THAT BINAH, CALLED
RIVER, COMES OUT OF EDEN, CHOCHMAH. THIS BINAH IS THE
SECRET OF YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, MEANING LOWER
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. THEY LOOK like the shape of Hei ?. THAT
IS, THE RIGHT ANGLE OF THE LETTER HEI IS THE SECRET OF
YUD, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH REFERRED TO AS LOWER ABA, AND
IS CALLED ALSO YISRAEL-SABA. THE LETTER HEI, WHICH IS
BINAH CALLED LOWER IMA AND CALLED TEVUNAH, EXTENDS
FROM IT.
169. I have learned from my father that Yud is CHOCHMAH, as we
said. Then came Yah, WHEN CHOCHMAH PRODUCED BINAH INSIDE
IT IN THE SECRET OF VAV DALET OF THE FULLY SPELLED
LETTER YUD, THE SECRET OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, who
never separate from each other. AFTERWARDS, Yud produced Hei in
the shape of Hei, ?. THIS HEI HAS A MARK OF A YUD AT THE
CORNER OF THE HEI. Thus we have Yud, WHICH IS YISRAEL-SABA,
and the river that comes out from it, WHICH IS TEVUNAH, THE
ACTUAL HEI THAT EXTENDS FROM THE YUD IN ITS CORNER. AND
THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE FIRST HEI IN THE NAME YUD HEI
VAV HEI.
170. Drawn down FROM HEI, NAMELY YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH, are two children coming out from them. From the aspect
of LOWER Aba, who is Yud AT THE CORNER OF THE HEI, a son
comes out, ZEIR ANPIN, who cleaves to Yud, YISRAEL-SABA,
CALLED ABA, and cleaves to the river, TEVUNAH CALLED IMA, THE
ACTUAL HEI EXPANDING FROM YUD. From the side of Ima, THE
ACTUAL HEI, a daughter comes out, MALCHUT, the lower river. This
son, ZEIR ANPIN, that comes out and issues from them - YISRAELSABA AND TEVUNAH - is the Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, who inherits
Aba and Ima THAT ARE YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH. HE
RECEIVES THEIR MOCHIN, THOUGH THEY ARE NOT HIS OWN, HE
ONLY INHERITS THEM. The overall Faith, MALCHUT, is attached to
Him, and the daughter is nourished from Him, from the inheritance
He received FROM YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, MEANING THAT
HE ILLUMINATES UPON HER FROM THOSE MOCHIN.
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171. The Holy Name should therefore be spelled first with Yud. First
a tip SHOULD BE DRAWN above THE YUD, then a tip in the middle
OF THE YUD, and a tip at the bottom OF THE YUD. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF KETER, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH ALLUDED TO IN YUD,
as we already learned. Then IT BEHOOVES US TO WRITE Yud Hei,
which never separate from each other, in the shape of the letter Hei.
THAT IS, FIRST A YUD SHOULD BE DRAWN AT THE UPPER RIGHT
ANGLE, THEN TWO LINES SHOULD BE DRAWN FROM IT, ONE UP
AS A ROOF AND ONE BELOW AS THE RIGHT LEG WITH A SMALL
LINE AS THE LEFT LEG. Thus, both will be completely perfect, a
father and a mother INCLUDED WITHIN THE YUD, THE SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA. THEN YUD ISSUES ITS FULL SPELLING VAV DALET
AND THE LETTER HEI IS FORMED FROM THEM IN THE FORM OF
HEI, WHICH ARE a son and a daughter OF YUD. FOR VAV DALET OF
THE FULLY SPELLED YUD ARE THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT INCLUDED WITHIN CHOCHMAH AND ARE CALLED A
SON AND A DAUGHTER. In the same manner Yud Hei SHOULD BE
WRITTEN. Behold Faith perfected, WHICH IS BINAH.
172. Afterwards Faith has spread, WHICH IS BINAH, and two children
come out from it, from the whole and go their DIFFERENT ways. The
son, ZEIR ANPIN, issues from them both, FROM YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH. He is Vav of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI. The
daughter, MALCHUT, issues from the side of Ima, TEVUNAH. She is
the last Hei of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI. She is completed
only with Vav, AS MALCHUT REACHES PERFECTION ONLY
THROUGH ZEIR ANPIN, for she is sustained, NAMELY, RECEIVES
HER FLOW OF PLENTY, from Him. Therefore, THE FORM OF HEI
should be drawn first as Vav ?, then Hei-like this ?- WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT INCLUDED WITHIN MALCHUT. Behold Vav,
together with the expansion coming from it THAT COMPLETES THE
SHAPE OF HEI, RESEMBLE the river TEVUNAH that comes out of
Yud THAT IS YISRAEL- SABA, AS WAS EXPLAINED IN THE FORM
OF THE FIRST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IN THE EARLIER
PARAGRAPH. As THE HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, is nourished from YUD,
THE SAME HOLDS FOR THE LAST HEI - ONE SHOULD FIRST DRAW
VAV AND THEN DRAW FROM IT THE SHAPE OF HEI, BECAUSE
THIS HEI IS NOURISHED FROM THE VAV. This Vav, FORMING THE
FIRST OUTLINE OF THE HEI, is the son that comes out FROM VAV
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI downward INTO THE LAST HEI; TO WIT, IT IS
ZEIR ANPIN WITHIN MALCHUT.
173. These matters were expounded to me by my father. And when I
come by these words, I say them thus, because it is a token from my
father; TO WIT, THEY WERE THUS TRANSMITTED TO ME. A man
should be careful with the Holy Name, to write it in this manner, for
this is how it is proper. If it is not DONE IN THIS MANNER, it is not
considered a Holy Name but is considered defective. And he who
renders the Holy Name defective, it were better if he were never born.
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174. AFTER EXPLAINING THE FIRST TWO NAMES, EHEYEH AND
YAH, KETER AND CHOCHMAH, HE EXPLAINS the third NAME, which
is Yud Hei Vav Hei called Elohim, NAMELY BINAH. As we learned,
BINAH IS ACTUALLY of Mercy, but Judgment comes out from it. IT
IS THEREFORE SPELLED YUD HEI VAV HEI, MERCY, BUT
PRONOUNCED ELOHIM, JUDGMENT, AS IT IS VOWELED WITH THE
VOWELS OF ELOHIM. This is the river that comes out from Eden,
WHICH IS BINAH. The fourth NAME is great El. We have already
learned that it is greatness, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF CHESED. The
fifth NAME is Elohim, which is always Gvurah. The sixth NAME is
Yud Hei Vav Hei, Mercy, overall perfection, the essence of
everything, the bond of Faith, which holds on to all ends, AS IT
INCLUDES ALL OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. It is the glory (Tiferet) of
Yisrael.
175. The seventh and eighth NAMES are called together Tzva'ot.
THESE ARE NETZACH AND HOD. Thus, the name Yud Hei Vav Hei,
TIFERET, is close to everything and attached to all ends, for
sometimes IT IS WRITTEN, "Hashem (Yud Hei Vav Hei) Elohim," AN
INDICATION that Tiferet has an affinity to Gvurah. Other times, IT IS
WRITTEN, "Hashem Tzva'ot," AN INDICATION that Tiferet has an
affinity to Netzach and Hod called Tzva'ot. We learned that it can be
concluded from the words of the true prophets that when they had
proclaimed, "Thus says Hashem Elohim" and "Thus says Hashem
Tzva'ot," they knew the place from where the words OF PROPHECY
had come.

176. The ninth NAME is Shadai, NAMELY YESOD, which said to the
world 'enough (Heb. dai)'. Enough MEANS it is satisfied IN ALL ITS
NEEDS. Satisfaction comes to the world only from the righteous, the
foundation of the world, who said to the world 'enough'; NAMELY,
ALL ITS NEEDS ARE SATISFIED. The tenth NAME is Adonai,
MALCHUT, because the Judgment of Malchut is true Judgment (Heb.
din) indeed AND ADONAI IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS OF DIN.
It is used for waging the wars of the King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, in
the world. It is CALLED lower Gvurah and is CALLED righteousness.

177. These are the ten names of the Holy One, blessed be He with
which He is called. They are attached to each other in a complete
union. These TEN NAMES are the holy Sfirot of the King, KETER,
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT, through which He is made known. They are
His name and He is they. When they are all connected as one by the
scent of incense, then it is considered there as incense, WHICH
MEANS BOND IN ARAMAIC, the bond that THE GRADES have
together. Happy is the portion of the righteous, who know the ways
of the Torah and know how to acknowledge the glory of their Master.
Of them, it is written, "And they shall come, and see My
glory" (Yeshayah 66:18).

25. "Ten shekels apiece"
Rabbi Shimon speaks about the ten works of Creation and the ten sayings (or commandments) in the Torah. When Yisrael are occupied with the
Torah, the world prevails. Rabbi Shimon places the ten statements of Creation in Beresheet side by side with the ten commandments and points out
their correlation. He says that as in the title verse, these two tens were weighed in the same scales, and due to this the world endures.
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178. "And if his offering be a sacrifice of peace offering" (Vayikra
3:1). Rabbi Shimon said, it is written, "Weighing ten shekels apiece
(Heb. kaf), after the shekel of the sanctuary" (Bemidbar 7:86). HE
ASKS, Wherefore does it say literally "ten, ten" TWICE? HE
ANSWERS, Ten are in the works of Creation and ten in the giving of
the Torah, FOR THERE ARE ten sayings in the works of Creation;
NAMELY, TEN TIMES "AND ELOHIM SAID." THE VERSE: "IN THE
BEGINNING" IS ALSO CONSIDERED A SAYING and there are ten
sayings, NAMELY THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, in the giving of the
Torah. HE ASKS, What does that teach us? HE ANSWERS, The world
was created solely for the Torah and, as long as Yisrael are occupied
with the Torah, the world prevails. When Yisrael are idle from the
Torah, it is written, "If My convenant be not day and night, it were as
if I had not appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth" (Yirmeyah
33:25). THIS MEANS THAT IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE TORAH,
ABOUT WHICH IT SAYS "BUT YOU SHOULD MEDITATE THEREIN
DAY AND NIGHT" (YEHOSHUA 1:8), "IT WERE AS IF I HAD NOT
APPOINTED THE ORDINANCES OF HEAVEN AND EARTH." THE
LESSON IN THE VERSE IS THAT CAF (=20) IS MALCHUT, WHICH
COMPRISES TWICE TEN OF THE CREATION AND OF THE GIVING
OF THE TORAH THAT ARE INTERDEPENDENT.
179. Come and see, there are ten sayings in the works of Creation,
as we learned that the world was created by ten sayings. The ten
sayings of the giving of the Torah are the ten commandments. The
ONES CORRESPOND TO THE OTHER, FOR WERE IT NOT FOR
THOSE OF THE GIVING OF THE TORAH, THOSE OF THE WORKS OF
CREATION WOULD NOT HAVE PREVAILED. It is written, "I am
Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 20:2) IN THE GIVING OF THE TORAH,
and it is written in the works of Creation: "Let there be light: and
there was light" (Beresheet 1:3). For the Faith of the Holy One,
blessed be He, MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "I AM" is
called light, as written, "Hashem is my light and my salvation; whom
shall I fear?" (Tehilim 27:1). THUS, THEY ARE ONE.
180. It is written, "You shall have no other Elohim beside
Me" (Shemot 20:3), WHICH RESEMBLES the words: "Let there be a
firmament in the midst of the waters" (Beresheet 1:6). "Let there be a
firmament" MEANS let Yisrael, who are the portion of the Holy One,
blessed be He, be gathered to the place called heaven, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. This is the meaning of what Rabbi Yesa Saba once
asked of Rabbi Ilai: The Holy One, blessed be He, placed all the other
nations under the charge of appointed ministers, but where did He
put the children of Yisrael? He sent him this: "And Elohim set them
in the firmament of heaven" (Ibid. 17). A goodly answer did he send
to him, THAT YISRAEL ARE UNITED IN HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN.

181. "In the midst of the waters" (Beresheet 1:6), NAMELY in the
midst of the words of the Torah, FOR THE TORAH IS CALLED
WATER. "And let it divide water from water" (Ibid). TO WIT, the Holy
One, blessed be He, who is called a well of living water, from
idolatry, which is called "broken cisterns, that can hold no
water" (Yirmeyah 2:13). This is bitter water, muddy water, gathered
water foul and filthy. Holy Yisrael therefore divide water from water,
the HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, FROM IDOLATRY. THUS, THIS
VERSE RESEMBLES THE WORDS "YOU SHALL HAVE NO OTHER
ELOHIM BESIDE ME."
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182. It is written, "You shall not take the name of Hashem your
Elohim in vain" (Shemot 20:7) and it is written in the works of
Creation: "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together to
one place" (Beresheet 1:9). Come and see: Whoever swears falsely
by the Holy Name, it is as if he separates Ima, MALCHUT, from her
place above. Thus, the holy Sfirot do not settle in their place as it
says, "And a complainer separates close friends (also:
'chief')" (Mishlei 16:28). The chief is none other than the Holy One,
blessed be He. It is written, "Let the waters under the heaven be
gathered together to one place" (Beresheet 1:9), WHICH MEANS not
to cause separation BETWEEN THE GRADES CALLED WATER by
swearing falsely, but "to one place" as worthy of the place of truth.
They must not EXPAND AND flow to another place, which is false.
What is a lie? It is when the water flows to another place, THE
OTHER SIDE, which is not His, OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. THE VERSES THEREFORE RESEMBLE EACH OTHER.

183. It is written, "Remember the Shabbat day, to keep it
holy" (Shemot 20:8) and in the works of Creation: "Let the earth
bring forth grass, herb yielding seed" (Beresheet 1:11). When was
the holy earth, MALCHUT, glorified and adorned with its crowns?
From this you may infer it is on Shabbat, for then the Bride,
MALCHUT, was joined with the King, ZEIR ANPIN, in producing
herbs and blessings to the world. THE VERSES THEREFORE
RESEMBLE EACH OTHER.

184. It is written, "Honor your father and your mother" (Shemot
20:12) and in the works of Creation: "Let there be lights in the
firmament of heaven" (Beresheet 1:14). What does this teach us?
That the lights are your father and mother; your father is the sun,
ZEIR ANPIN, and your mother is the moon, MALCHUT. The sun is
none other than the Holy One, blessed be He, as written, "For
Hashem Elohim is a sun and shield" (Tehilim 84:12) and the moon is
none other than the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, as written,
"Nor shall your moon withdraw itself" (Yeshayah 60:20). Therefore,
THE TWO VERSES are one.

185. It is written, "You shall not murder" (Shemot 20:13) and it is
written in the works of Creation: "Let the waters swarm abundantly
with living creatures (lit. 'a living Nefesh')" (Beresheet 1:20). THIS
TEACHES US THAT you must not murder man that is called A
LIVING SOUL, for it is written, "And the man became a living
soul" (Beresheet 2:7). You shall not be like the fishes, of which the
bigger swallow the smaller. THE VERSES THEREFORE RESEMBLE
EACH OTHER.
186. It is written, "You shall not commit adultery" (Shemot 20:13) and
written in the works of Creation: "Let the earth bring forth living
creatures after their kind" (Beresheet 1:24). From this, we learned
that a man should not be false by being with another woman who is
not his spouse. It is therefore written, "Let the earth bring forth living
creatures after their kind." A woman should bear children only to her
own kind. What is her own kind? Her husband.
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187. It is written, "You shall not steal" (Shemot 20:13) and written in
the works of Creation: "And Elohim said, Behold, I have given you
every herb yielding seeds" (Beresheet 1:29). NAMELY, whatever I
have given you and entrusted to you shall be yours, and you shall
not steal anything from another.

188. It is written, "You shall not bear false witness against your
neighbor" (Shemot 20:13) and in the works of Creation: "And Elohim
said, Let Us make man in Our image" (Beresheet 1:26), WHICH
MEANS THAT you shall not bear false witness against whoever is in
the King's image. Whoever bears false witness against his neighbor,
it is as if he bore false witness against that which is high.

189. It is written, "You shall not covet your neighbor's wife" (Shemot
20:14) and written in the works of Creation: "It is not good that the
man should be alone" (Beresheet 2:18). Here is a spouse before you,
FOR EVE, HIS WIFE WAS GIVEN HIM. Therefore, "you shall not covet
your neighbor's wife."
190. This is WHAT WE SAID ABOUT the ten sayings of the works of
Creation and the ten sayings of the giving of the Torah. Hence, it
says, "weighing ten shekels apiece, after the shekel of the
sanctuary" (Bemidbar 7:86) AS THESE TWO TENS were weighed
together in the same scales (Heb. mishkal). Due to this the world
endures and peace abides in it. Therefore, "And if his offering be a
sacrifice of peace offering" (Vayikra 3:1) is meant to preserve the
world in peace. Furthermore, it atones for positive precepts and
negative precepts in order to bring peace to all.

26. Peace offerings
Rabbi Shimon tells us that truth and peace are connected together, and that peace offerings represent perfection and overall peace since they are
attached to both the positive and negative precepts. He and the other rabbis talk in depth about the offering of thanksgiving.
191. It is written, "Dominion and fear are with Him, He makes peace
in His high places" (Iyov 25:2). This verse was explained by the
friends. Furthermore, "dominion" is Abraham, of whom it is written,
"Hear us, my master: you are a mighty prince among us" (Beresheet
23:6) and, "And I will bless you, and make your name
great" (Beresheet 12:2). "fear" is Isaac, as written, "And the Fear of
Isaac, had been with me" (Beresheet 31:42); "He makes peace in His
high places" is Jacob, as written, "You will show truth to
Jacob" (Michah 7:20), and "love the truth and peace" (Zecharyah
8:19). For truth and peace, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF TIFERET
AND YESOD are connected to each other. Therefore Jacob is overall
perfection.
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192. Peace offerings (Heb shlamim) represent perfection (Heb.
shlemut) and overall peace. He who brings peace offerings increases
peace in the world, SINCE PEACE OFFERINGS ARE THE ASPECT OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN LIKE JACOB. Jacob makes peace as we
said, being attached to this one and that one; NAMELY, THE RIGHT
COLUMN AND LEFT COLUMN ARE JOINED IN HIM, THE SECRET OF
ABRAHAM AND ISAAC. Peace offerings are attached to the positive
precepts, THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, and the negative
precepts, THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, NAMELY to this side
and that side LIKE JACOB, BEING ALSO THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
They are therefore called peace offerings. The secret of the words:
"And Jacob was a plain man" (Beresheet 25:27), WHICH MEANS a
perfect man, AS EVERY PERFECTION ABIDES IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, is that he is whole above IN ZEIR ANPIN and whole below
IN MALCHUT.

193. Rabbi Acha said, It is written, "If he offer it for a thanksgiving,
then he shall offer with the sacrifice of thanksgiving unleavened
cakes mingled with oil..." (Vayikra 7:12). HE ASKS, What does this
teach us, WHY IS THERE NEED TO SACRIFICE UNLEAVENED
CAKES WITH IT? HE ANSWERS, This is like the verse: "That he shall
confess that he has sinned in that thing (lit. 'on her')" (Vayikra 5:5),
where "on her" is precise, FOR THE SIN HE COMMITTED AGAINST
AND THE BLEMISH TO MALCHUT. HERE TOO, THE THANKSGIVING
OFFERING IS BROUGHT BECAUSE OF THE BLEMISH HE CAUSED
IN MALCHUT. FOR THE THANKSGIVING OFFERING IS BROUGHT
FOR DELIVERY FROM SUFFERING - THERE ARE FOUR THAT ARE
REQUIRED TO GIVE THANKS - AND NO SUFFERING COMES
WHERE THERE IS NO SIN. SO IT MUST FOLLOW THAT EACH
THANKSGIVING OFFERING IS FOR SOME INIQUITY, BUT THIS
INIQUITY INFRINGES ONLY ON MALCHUT, LIKE THE GUILT
OFFERING WHERE IT ALSO SAYS "ON HER." Therefore, one should
bring unleavened cakes. We explained WHAT ARE the unleavened
cakes and wherefore they are brought, THAT THE UNLEAVENED
CAKES ARE THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT AND THEY ARE BROUGHT
BECAUSE MALCHUT WAS BLEMISHED. The words Matzot -chalot
(unleavened cakes) have a defective spelling WITHOUT VAV,
because a sin was committed against MALCHUT AND THEREFORE
VAV, TIFERET, DOES NOT SHINE WITHIN HER.
194. Rabbi Chiya taught that it is written, "These to be added to his
peace offerings of thanksgiving" (Vayikra 7:13). This is overall
perfection. "peace offerings" indicates the dual. We know WHAT
thanksgiving IS. Rabbi Yehuda said to him: We know thanksgiving
TO BE MALCHUT, but as for peace offerings, wherefore are there
two, AS YOU SAID? He said to him: They are the two Vav's, TIFERET
AND YESOD, namely his peace offerings, an indication of overall
peace.

195. Rabbi Yitzchak said "his peace offering of thanksgiving"
MEANS He decrees there to be peace in everything and awakens
Mercy throughout the worlds. "His peace offering of thanksgiving":
Rabbi Yosi said that what Rabbi Chiya said is well, for the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, is blessed by these two,
TIFERET AND YESOD, which constitute overall peace. Rabbi Yosi
says, It is known that leavened bread IS AN INDICATION OF THE
HOLD OF THE EXTERNAL FORCES. We learned that in relation to
the sin OF ALLOWING THE EXTERNAL FORCES A FOOTHOLD, so
should one sacrifice in exactly the same manner. THEREFORE,
LEAVENED BREAD IS BROUGHT.
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196. Come and see: Chalot-Matzot (lit. 'unleavened cakes') has a
defective spelling WITHOUT VAV, as we learned. "Mingled with oil,
and unleavened wafers anointed with oil" (Ibid. 12). What does this
allude to? Rabbi Shimon said, THEY SWEETEN the bright blade of
the revolving sword, for all those OF THE ASPECT OF THE BRIGHT
BLADE OF THE REVOLVING SWORD are in charge over the ways of
men and over those who transgress the precepts of the Torah.
Therefore, all is made of fine flour mingled with oil in order to draw
the anointing oil from the highest place, SUPERNAL ABA, downward
so that everyone shall be blessed by the oil of holy ointment, THE
ABUNDANCE FROM ABA.

197. This is the libation wine THAT ONE BRINGS, WHICH IS DRAWN
FROM IMA. We have explained that it should contain the fourth part
of a hin, WHICH IS A MEASUREMENT OF MALCHUT CALLED THE
FOURTH PART OF A HIN. One place, MALCHUT CALLED ALTAR, is
filled with wine and oil and water for a drink offering. We explained
that water is THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM DRAWN FROM THE
RIVER, BINAH, to water the garden, MALCHUT, and all its plantings,
NAMELY HER GRADES. There is therefore HOLY water and PROUD
water OF THE OTHER SIDE. In relation to wine too, there is a goodly
place and a place which THE WINE comes to punish, being
Judgment.
198. Therefore, if someone sees wine in his dream, it is good for
some, but punishment for others. If he be a scholar of the Torah, it is
written, "And wine that makes glad the heart of man" (Tehilim
104:15) and "For your love is better than wine" (Shir Hashirim 1:2). It
is the preserved wine that makes everyone glad. If he is not A
SCHOLAR OF THE TORAH, IT IS SAID OF HIM: "Give strong drink to
him that is ready to perish, and wine to those of heavy
hearts" (Mishlei 31:6), for there is another kind of wine which is
Judgment. It is therefore a good thing to bring these things as an
offering in order to remove Judgment and awaken mercy, remove
the wine OF THE OTHER SIDE, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, and bring the
wine OF HOLINESS, WHICH IS MERCY. Similarly, in everything ONE
SHOULD REMOVE JUDGMENT AND STIR MERCY.

199. And his offering shall never want oil, except the meal offering of
jealousy, as written, "He shall pour no oil on it" (Bemidbar 5:15). It
does not require mercy, being completely of Judgment, as written,
"And her belly shall swell, and her thigh shall fall away" (Ibid. 27),
and "Hashem make you..." (Ibid. 21). It says of it: "And this is the
Torah of the peace offerings, which he shall offer to Hashem. If he
offer it for a thanksgiving..." (Vayikra 7:11).

27. "Behold, bless Hashem, all you servants of Hashem"
Rabbi Yitzchak says that the faithful are those who rise at midnight to study the Torah and to praise God. Then everyone above and below joins in
that praise.
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200. Rabbi Chizkiyah visited Rabbi Yitzchak. They woke up at
midnight to study the Torah. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion
saying, "Behold, bless Hashem, all you servants of
Hashem..." (Tehilim 134:1). This verse has been studied by the
friends. Furthermore it is a praise for all the faithful. And who are the
faithful? Those who study the Torah and know how to properly bring
about the unison of the Holy Name. The faithful praise Him by rising
at midnight to study the Torah and cleave to the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, in order to praise the Holy One, blessed be He,
with words of the Torah.

201. Come and see: When a man rises at midnight to study the Torah
and a northern wind, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
LEFT, stirs at midnight, the doe, MALCHUT, stands up to praise the
Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN. When she stands up, many
thousands and tens of thousands, maintained, stand with her. All of
them start to praise the Holy King.

202. The Holy One, blessed be He, listens to the deserving one who
rises at midnight to study the Torah, as we explained in relation to
the verse: "You that dwell in the gardens, the companions hearken
for your voice; cause me to hear it" (Shir Hashirim 8:13). All the
crowd up above and those who praise and who sing to their Master
are all quiet before the praises of those who study the Torah, and
declare, "Behold, bless Hashem, all you servants of Hashem" (Ibid.).
Bless Hashem, you WHO STUDY THE TORAH, bless the Holy King,
bedeck the King.

203. That doe, MALCHUT, adorns herself with that man, stands
before the King and says, See with what son I have come to You,
with what son I have risen before You. Who are those whose every
praise is to the King? He repeated, "Who stand by night, in the
house of Hashem" (Ibid.). Those called the servants of Hashem are
worthy of blessing the King, and their blessing is indeed a blessing.
Hence, it says, "Lift up your hands to the sanctuary, and bless
Hashem..." (Ibid. 2). You merit the blessings of the Holy King, for the
blessing on your hands is a real blessing.

28. "Lift up your hands in the sanctuary"
Here we learn that the sanctuary is the highest place, Chochmah, and that Malchut receives blessings from God through the Righteous. The
righteous, because he is deserving, increases peace above and below, as do the words of Torah.
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204. "Lift up your hands in the sanctuary" (Tehilim 134:2): HE ASKS,
What is the sanctuary? HE SAYS, IT IS the highest place,
CHOCHMAH, whence the source of the deep river, BINAH, comes
from, as written, "And a river went out of Eden to water" (Beresheet
2:10), THE RIVER BEING BINAH and Eden the name of the highest
sanctuary. Hence, "lift up your hands in the sanctuary"; TO WIT,
ONE SHOULD RAISE HIS HANDS TO CHOCHMAH AND RECEIVE
THEREFROM HOLINESS IN ABUNDANCE. A man who does so and
attains it, they proclaim of him: "May Hashem...bless you out of
Zion" (Ibid. 3). TO WIT, you shall bless the Holy One, blessed be He,
out of the place called the supernal sanctuary, and He will bless you
out of the place called Zion, so that you and the Queen shall be
blessed together.

205. As your union OF THAT MAN AND MALCHUT is made in order
to praise the King, the Congregation of Yisrael is also blessed out of
that place, NAMELY OUT OF ZION, WHICH IS HER YESOD, out of
which place He will call forth blessings on you. Hence, it says,
"Hashem shall bless you out of Zion: and you shall see the good of
Jerusalem" (Tehilim 128:5). What is the good of Jerusalem? These
are the blessings that come to MALCHUT from the King through the
holy grade of the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Of
this, Scripture says, "Hashem shall bless you out of Zion: and you
shall see the good of Jerusalem." It is all the same.

206. "And you shall see your children's children..." (Ibid. 6). HE
ASKS, "And you shall see your children's children" is very well.
What though is this latter phrase in the verse: "And peace on
Yisrael"? What does "on Yisrael" imply here? HE ANSWERS, Since
THAT MAN increases peace above because he is so deserving, he
increases peace above and below, peace on Yisrael - NAMELY,
YISRAEL BELOW - and peace, which is the praise of the upper and
lower, the praise of all the worlds. Words of Torah increase peace in
the world, as written, "Hashem will give strength to His people;
Hashem will bless His people with peace" (Tehilim 29:11).

29. "If a soul shall sin"
Rabbi Yosi says that before the soul is born, God advises it with promises and punishments so that it will observe His commandments. When the
soul is in the body and it sins, the Torah wonders how this can be. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Elazar agree that the soul must repent of its sins before the
time comes to die. Rabbi Shimon says that anyone who forgets the words of the Torah or refuses to study it is as though he forgot God altogether.
207. "If a soul shall sin" (Vayikra 4:2): Rabbi Yosi opened the
discussion saying, "Before the day cools, and the shadows flee
away..." (Shir Hashirim 2:17). How much should men fear sinning, so
as not to sin before their Master! For every day a crier comes forth
and declares: people, waken your hearts before the Holy King, arise
to beware of your sins, rouse the holy soul He placed in you, out of
the supernal holy place.
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208. We learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He, takes out
the soul to bring it down amongst men, He advises it with many
promises and many punishments, so that it will observe His
precepts. Furthermore, He passes it through a thousand and eight
worlds, to have delight and see in them the honor of those who
study the Torah. It stands before the King with a precious garment of
a worldly shape. With a precious supernal garment, it daily beholds
the King's glory and He adorns it with many crowns.

209. When the time comes to descend into this world, it fixes its
abode in the Garden of Eden for thirty days to behold the
preciousness of the Master of the righteous. It then rises to its place
above. Afterwards, it descends into the world. The Holy King adorns
it with seven crowns and it then comes into a man's body. When it is
in a man's body and sins in this world and is occupied with
darkness, the Torah then wonders at it and says, why, with all this
glory and perfection with which the most high King perfected the
soul, does it sin before Him? "If a soul shall sin." Wherefore does it
sin?

210. Rabbi Yosi said, "If a soul shall sin." Let us return to the verse:
"Before the day cools." This is advice to the soul to beware of its
sins and return to be cleansed "before the day cools" of this world.
Then that harsh day will come when the King will demand to execute
Judgment and take it out of this world. "And the shadows flee
away": It is a secret among the friends, who say that when a man's
time comes to leave this world, the man's image leaves him. Hence,
it says, "Before the day cools," before the day passes and leaves
this world "and the shadows (Heb. tzelalim) flee away," as the image
(Heb. tzelem) departs to return before its Master.

211. Rabbi Elazar said, Man has two images (Heb. tzelamim) when he
is alive, one big and the other small, as it written "shadows (Heb.
tzelalim)" IN THE PLURAL, THE LEAST OF WHICH IS two. When they
are together, man is alive. It is therefore written, "And the shadows
flee away." It behooves a man then to examine his actions, and to
rectify them before his Master and confess them, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, is called merciful and gracious and accepts them
who repent before Him.
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212. This continues "until the day cools and the shadows flee away."
When these shadows depart from him and he is put in chains AND
ABOUT TO DIE, it is considered repentance as well IF HE THEN
REPENTS, but not as good as repentance he does when alive. King
Solomon declares, "Remember now your Creator in the days of your
youth, before the evil days come..." (Kohelet 12:1).

213. Therefore, "before the day cools" it behooves man to make
good his deeds, for when his time comes to depart from the world,
the Holy One, blessed be He, wonders at him and says, "If a soul
shall sin and hear the voice of adjuration" (Vayikra 5:1). I have made
it swear by oath in My name that it will not be false to Me, and
warned it when it descended into the world. "And is a
witness" (Ibid.), for several times I admonished it to keep My
precepts. Hence, since a man is a witness when he returns before
the King, "whether he has seen or known of it" (Ibid.), "whether he
has seen" the sins he committed and looked at them, "or known"
clearly that he transgressed his Master's command, "if he does not
utter" (Ibid.) and confess before his Master, when he departs from
the world, THEN "he shall bear his iniquity" (Ibid.). When he bears
his iniquity, how will an opening be opened to him and how shall he
stand up before his Master?! It is therefore written, "If a soul shall
sin."

214. "If a soul shall sin." Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the
verse: "All this is come on us, yet we have not forgotten You, nor
have we been false to Your covenant" (Tehilim 44:18). "All this is
come on us": HE ASKS, why didn't it say 'All these are come',
INSTEAD OF 'COME' IN THE FEMININE SINGULAR. HE ANSWERS,
All the Judgments above INCLUDED IN "ZOT (LIT. 'THIS' FEM.)" have
come on us; TO WIT, IT SAYS "ALL THIS (HEB. ZOT)" BECAUSE
"ZOT" IS MALCHUT, WHICH INCLUDES ALL THE UPPER
JUDGMENTS. SCRIPTURE THEREFORE SAYS, "IS COME" IN THE
FEMININE. "Yet we have not forgotten You"; NAMELY, we have not
forgotten the words of Your Torah. From this, we learned that he
who forgets the words of the Torah and refuses to study it, it is as if
he forgot the Holy One, blessed be He, as the whole Torah is the
name of the Holy One, blessed be He.

30. "Nor have we been false to Your covenant"
We read here of the importance of the holy covenant of circumcision. The Torah is also called a covenant. Rabbi Shimon says that the two Sfirot of
Judgment and Mercy join together and are the openings to all the other Sfirot; the covenant is attached to them day and night. We hear about the
difference between the children of Yisrael and the heathen nations.
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215. "Nor have we been false to Your covenant" (Tehilim 44:18).
Whoever is false to the sign of the holy covenant imprinted on him, it
is as if he is false to the name of the King, as the King's name is
imprinted on man THROUGH CIRCUMCISION. There is another verse
which teaches this, saying, "If we had forgotten the name of our
Elohim, or stretched out our hands to a strange El" (Ibid. 21). "If we
had forgotten the name of our Elohim" is parallel to "yet we have not
forgotten You" (Ibid. 18). AND THE WORDS: "or stretched out our
hands to a strange El" correlate to "nor have we been false to Your
covenant." This all amounts to the same thing. What is falsity here?
Stretching out the hands to a strange El and being false to the sign
of the covenant. The Torah therefore adheres to this COVENANT OF
CIRCUMCISION. Whoever keeps this covenant, it is as if he keeps
the whole Torah. And he who is false to it, it is as if he is false to the
whole Torah.

216. Come and see: Before Abraham was circumcised, it did not say
that he kept the Torah. Once he was circumcised, it is written,
"Because Abraham obeyed My voice, and kept My charge, My
commandments, My statutes, and My laws" (Beresheet 26:5). All this
is said of him for the reason that he was circumcised and the holy
impression was imprinted on him, which he kept properly. It is
written of him as if he kept the whole Torah. Of Isaac, it is also
written, "But My covenant will I establish with Isaac" (Beresheet
17:21). The Torah therefore is called a covenant.

217. Come and see: It is because Joseph kept this covenant of
circumcision and refused to be false to it that he attained honor in
this world and honor in the World to Come. Moreover, the Holy One,
blessed be He, caused His name to dwell inside him, as written, "He
designated it in Jehosef for a testimony" (Tehilim 81:6) BY ADDING
THE NAME YUD HEI VAV TO JOSEPH. He was thus worthy of the
blessings of this world and the blessings of the World to Come.

218. Rabbi Yitzchak said that it is written, "The firstling of hisherd
(ox), grandeur is his" (Devarim 33:17). It is because Joseph kept this
covenant that he deserved the ox, the first among the offerings.
Rabbi Yehuda said to him: Why was he blessed by something which
pertains to the left, A SIGN OF JUDGMENT? He should have been
blessed from the right. Indeed it is written, "The face of an ox on the
left side" (Yechezkel 1:10). He said to him: So that he will be
protected from the sin of Jeroboam, WHOSE SIN WAS CAUSING
THE LEFT TO OVERCOME THE RIGHT THROUGH HIS IDOL
WORSHIP.
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219. He said to him: I have learned a mystery from this verse. This is
because Joseph kept this covenant, which is attached to two grades,
YESOD AND MALCHUT, BOTH BEING CALLED A COVENANT, and
these two upper grades are called by names. We learned in the
portion of the red heifer that this heifer, MALCHUT, is one of these
two supernal grades OF THE COVENANT, and the spouse of the
heifer is called an ox. TO WIT, SINCE MALCHUT OF THE COVENANT
IS CALLED A HEIFER, THEN YESOD, WHICH IS ATTACHED TO HER,
IS CALLED BY THE NAME OF OX. This is the meaning of THE
VERSE: "The firstling of his herd, grandeur is his, and his horns are
like the horns of a wild ox." Surely he has grandeur, AS IT IS FROM
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT CALLED OX THAT BEAUTY AND
GRANDEUR COME. This is not A COMMON OX like other oxen of the
world, but "his horns are like the horns of a wild ox," for his horns
are superior to all others. Therefore, "with both of them he shall
push the peoples altogether to the ends of the earth" (Devarim
33:17).
220. Rabbi Aba said, From this, it is understood that these two
supernal grades are attached to whoever keeps the sign of the holy
imprint, to keep him in everything and adorn him with supernal
glory. JOSEPH therefore attained two kingdoms, one for himself and
one for his descendant, NAMELY JEROBOAM. Since King Solomon
adhered to foreign women, the kingdom was given to Jeroboam, for
the covenant is more precious than everything.

221. Rabbi Shimon said, Therefore, a man who begets a son is
attached to the Shechinah, which is an opening to every supernal
opening, an opening which is attached to the Holy Name YUD HEI
VAV HEI, AS EVERY SFIRAH IS AN OPENING TO A HIGHER ONE.
The blood which flows from the child DURING CIRCUMCISION is
kept before the Holy One, blessed be He. When Judgments are
awakened in the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, sees that blood
and saves the world. Hence, it is written, "And any male son that is
eight days old shall be circumcised among you..." (Beresheet 17:12),
FOR THE EIGHTH DAY ALLUDES TO BINAH, WHICH IS EIGHTH
FROM BELOW UPWARD, FROM WHICH FLOWS THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE FACE OF AN OX, NAMELY FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF
BINAH. THEREFORE, IT BEHOOVES US TO WAIT FOR THE EIGHTH
DAY. It is also written, "Or if by reason of special strength, eighty
years" (Tehilim 90:10); TO WIT, IF HE DRAWS LIFE FROM BINAH,
THE EIGHTH SFIRAH. All is deduced from the same argument.
222. We have learned that through the blood OF CIRCUMCISION, the
world merits to be scented by Chesed and all worlds endure, as
written, "If My covenant be not day and night, it were as if I had not
appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25). HE
ASKS, "If My covenant be not" is well, so why DOES THE VERSE
ALSO NEED TO SAY "day and night"?
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223. Rabbi Shimon said, We have learned that two Sfirot join
together, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and that they are the
openings to all the other Sfirot. We learned that the one, MALCHUT,
is of Judgment, and the other, ZEIR ANPIN, is of Mercy. The Male
and the Female are perfumed from each other. On the side of the
Male, ZEIR ANPIN, Chesed abides and on the side of the Female,
MALCHUT, abides Judgment. The one is white and the other is red.
In order to be perfumed by each other, they join each other and the
covenant is attached to them day and night, WHICH ARE Judgment
and Chesed, NAMELY ATTACHED TO MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN.
The covenant begins with Judgment, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY
HEAD" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6). Then Chesed dwells in it and
everything is perfumed WITH BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM.
This is the covenant called day and night, NAMELY OF THE VERSE:
"IF MY COVENANT BE NOT DAY AND NIGHT," which is attached to
them both, TO ZEIR ANPIN CALLED DAY AND MALCHUT CALLED
NIGHT.
224. Whoever deserved to keep this covenant well and did not sin
against it all his life IS A CHARIOT TO YESOD. He is attached to day
and night, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, LIKE YESOD, and
attains both this world and the World to Come. Abraham is therefore
called complete, as written, "Walk before Me, and be
perfect" (Beresheet 17:1). When is he called perfect, WHICH MEANS
COMPLETE? When he attains both day and night, as written,
"Hashem will command His steadfast love (lit. Chesed) in the
daytime, and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim 42:9).
Abraham inherited both, but Chesed did not prevail in him
completely until he was circumcised. Once he was circumcised,
CHESED prevailed in him. Since he attained them both, he was
considered complete.

225. We have learned that much from the verse: "As he sat in the
tent door in the heat of the day" (Beresheet 18:1). The tent door is
the tenth Sfirah of the King, NAMELY MALCHUT, the opening to the
whole holy tabernacle of the other Sfirot. King David named it
opening too, as written, "Open to me the gates of
righteousness" (Tehilim 118:19), WHICH IS MALCHUT, and "This is
the gate of Hashem" (Ibid. 20), AS THE TENT DOOR IS MALCHUT.
"The heat of the day" prevails when the light of Chesed OF ZEIR
ANPIN shines, which is ABRAHAM'S portion of inheritance. As he
sits BY THE TENT DOOR, MALCHUT, so does he sit BY ZEIR ANPIN,
BY ITS CHESED CALLED THE HEAT OF THE DAY. When were BOTH
prevalent in him? When he was circumcised. It is therefore called the
covenant of day and night. We studied the verse: "Hashem will pass
over the door" (Shemot 12:23). What is the meaning of "Hashem will
pass over the door"? IT MEANS that Chesed rests on the door,
MALCHUT, so as to perfume the door "and will not allow the
destroyer..." (Ibid.).

226. Rabbi Elazar said, We learned that when the proselyte is
circumcised and brought under the wings of the Shechinah, he is
called a proselyte by conviction (lit. of righteousness,) but nothing
more. He is a proselyte of righteousness, BECAUSE he is worthy of
entering the Sfirah CALLED righteousness, MALCHUT. Yet you say
"day and night," THAT HE WHO IS CIRCUMCISED attains both,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AS WELL.
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227. Rabbi Shimon said to him: Elazar my son, he who comes from a
holy root, a scion of truth, is not like he who comes of an evil stock,
from the root of hard and evil dirt. It is written of Yisrael: "And I had
planted you a noble vine, an entirely true seed" (Yirmeyah 2:21). Of
the heathen nations, it is written, "Whose members were like those
of asses, and whose issue was like that of horses" (Yechezkel 23:20).

228. Therefore, Yisrael are holy, a seed of truth, a stock which was
perfumed on Mount Sinai, from which every filth was stopped.
THEREFORE, they all perfume themselves and receive the holy sign
of day and night, so as to be perfect in everything LIKE WE SAID. It
is difficult to remove the filth from the heathen nations, even up to
three generations. Hence, he is CALLED a proselyte of
righteousness, SINCE HE ENTERS ONLY THE SFIRAH OF MALCHUT
CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', BUT NOT ZEIR ANPIN.

229. As Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) said, Before they are
circumcised, the abode of the heathen nations is by the lower,
unholy crowns, and the spirit of defilement rests on them. When they
convert and circumcise themselves, they abide by the holy crown,
which dwells above all the other lower crowns, NAMELY MALCHUT,
and the Holy Spirit rests on them. But Yisrael, holy children to holy
people by stock and root, who were perfumed on Mount Sinai and
entered the complete, holy Faith, when they are circumcised, they
abide everywhere, NAMELY IN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT CALLED
DAY AND NIGHT, as written, "But you that did cleave to Hashem
your Elohim are alive every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).

31. The waters of Noah
This section is essentially about peace, and about how it is brought to the world above and the world below through the righteous. The righteous
man must argue on behalf of the whole world when God proposes to destroy it, even if he is informed that he himself will be saved. Moses is our
model for this, rather than Noah, who did not beg for mercy for the world. In this sense "the waters of Noah" were Noah's fault; it was due to him that
all the people in the world died. But it was also due to Noah that the land endured after the earlier generations had corrupted it.
230. "Then it shall be, because he has sinned, and is guilty, that he
shall restore that which he took violently away" (Vayikra 5:23). Rabbi
Yosi said, "For this (Heb. zot) is as the waters of Noah to Me: as I
have sworn that the waters of Noah should no more go over the
earth" (Yeshayah 54:9). This is a difficult verse, for it is written "that
the waters of the flood were on the earth" (Beresheet 7:10) and
"neither shall all flesh be cut off any more by the waters of the
flood" (Beresheet 9:11). It is written, "The waters of the flood" and
not "the waters of Noah." Moreover, it is written, "For this is," while
it should have been 'For these are'.
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231. Yet we have learned that when there are many righteous men in
the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, rejoices and takes pride in
them. We have learned that when a righteous man is in the world and
dwells in it, he brings peace to the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
the whole world is blessed for his sake. He brings peace to the
retinue above. Whence do we know that? From the verse: "Or let him
take hold of my strength, that he shall make peace with Me; peace
shall he make with Me" (Yeshayah 27:5). Why is peace mentioned
twice here? Because "he shall make peace with Me" MEANS he
brings peace to Male and Female, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, while
"peace shall he make with Me" is when the patriarchs are blessed CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.

232. What is the difference between "HE SHALL MAKE PEACE WITH
ME" AND "PEACE SHALL HE MAKE WITH ME"? Rabbi Yosi said,
When the patriarchs, CHESED GVURAH AND TIFERET, are blessed,
IT SAYS, "peace shall he make with Me" FOR peace precedes
everything BECAUSE IT IS OF MORE IMPORTANCE. Peace is
therefore WRITTEN first, NAMELY "PEACE SHALL HE MAKE WITH
ME." "He shall make peace with Me": Why here does not the word
peace come first? Because the serpent should first be removed,
which dwells by the Female, MALCHUT. Then the Male, ZEIR ANPIN,
will come to dwell in His place WITH MALCHUT. Hence "he shall
make" comes first; TO WIT, FIRST HE WILL WORK TO REMOVE THE
SERPENT, then there is "peace" BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT.
233. We learned that when there is a righteous man in the world, no
Judgment stirs or rules over the world because that righteous man
is a sign in the world; NAMELY, HE IS OF THE ASPECT OF YESOD
CALLED SIGN. The Holy One, blessed be He, desires his honor, and
the world exists due to him!

234. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said that when men are found guilty
before the Holy One, blessed be He, if there is a righteous man in the
world, the Holy One, blessed be He, will be reconciled with them, and
will influence him so that the man asks for mercy on behalf of the
world. What does the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He speaks with
him about the wicked men of the world and tells him He will be good
to him alone and destroy everybody. What course does the
righteous man take? He minds not himself, but takes it on himself
TO ARGUE IN FAVOR of the whole world, so that the Holy One,
blessed be He, will be reconciled to them.

235. Whence do we know that? From Moses. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, said to him: Yisrael have sinned, "they have made
them a molten calf, and have worshipped it..." (Shemot 32:8), he also
said to him: "Let Me alone, that I may destroy them..." (Devarim
9:14). Moses then said, If for the sake of my honor Yisrael shall be
annihilated from the world, then I prefer death rather than have them
say that for my honor I neglected that of the whole world.
Straightway, "And Moses besought Hashem his Elohim" (Shemot
32:11) and delivered himself to death several times for Yisrael, as
written, "Yet now, if You will forgive their sin; and if not, blot me, I
beg you, out of Your book..." (Ibid. 32). We learned that Moses did
not move from there until the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave
Yisrael. Hence, it says, "Hashem relented of the evil which He
thought to do to His people" (Ibid. 14) and "Hashem said, I have
pardoned according to your word" (Bemidbar 14:20).
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236. But of Noah, it is written, "And Elohim said to Noah, The end of
all flesh is come before Me..." (Beresheet 6:13). Noah said to him:
What will You do to me? He said to him: "But with you will I establish
My covenant..." (Ibid. 18). "Make yourself an ark of gofer wood" (Ibid.
14). He did not beg for mercy on the world, rain came down and the
inhabitants of the world perished. Therefore, it is written of Noah:
"the waters of Noah." Surely they were "the waters of Noah," for they
were due to him, SINCE he did not ask for mercy on the world.

237. Rabbi Yosi then quoted the words: "And Noah began (Heb.
vayachel) to be a husbandman" (Beresheet 9:20). The word
"Vayachel" has the same meaning as in: "He shall not break (Heb.
yachel) his word" (Bemidbar 30:3), for he became non-spiritual (Heb.
chol). "Husbandman (lit. 'man of the land')" means it was due to him
that all the inhabitants of the world perished, because he did not ask
for mercy on them. Another explanation: "Man of the land," because
it was for his sake that THE LAND endured after the earlier
generations corrupted it, as written, "I will not again curse the
ground any more for man's sake" (Beresheet 8:21).

32. The Holy One, blessed be He, decrees a sentence and the righteous man nullifies it
We learn that the rainbow appears in the sky as a sign of God's protection only when there is no righteous man in the world to protect the world with
his prayer. In Rabbi Shimon's day the world did not need the sign of the rainbow, for he himself could nullify any decree that was pronounced over
the world. So God decrees and the just man nullifies. When God sees that men perform good deeds, the face of Atika Kadisha is revealed in Zeir
Anpin, and everyone is blessed. When transgressions increase in the world, the Ancient One is concealed; this is how the wicked turn mercy into
judgment.
238. We learned they are called "the waters of Noah," because it was
after him that they were so named; TO WIT, BECAUSE HE DID NOT
PRAY FOR THEM. BUT what is the meaning of "For (Heb. zot) this
is...to Me"? (Yeshayah 54:9). HE ANSWERS, The Holy One, blessed
be He, said, The waters of Noah brought it on Me, that Zot appeared
in the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED ZOT THAT APPEARED IN
THE SECRET OF THE RAINBOW TO PROTECT THE WORLD, as
written, "As for Me, this is My covenant with them" (Yeshayah 59:21)
and "This (Heb. zot) is the token of the covenant...I have set My bow
in the cloud" (Beresheet 9:12-13) SO AS TO PROTECT THE WORLD.
To wit, THE RAINBOW IS AN INDICATION THAT no one cares FOR
THE WORLD TO PRAY FOR IT but I, WHO DOES IT for the glory of
My name that is alluded to in zot. Who caused this? The waters of
Noah, WHO DID NOT PRAY, NOR PROTECTED THE WORLD.
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239. This is a sign for a pious and righteous man, that the rainbow
never appears in his days and that during his life the world is not in
need of this sign, AS HE PROTECTS THE WORLD WITH HIS
PRAYER. Who is such a man that could ask for mercy on the world,
and is worthy of protecting it? A man like Rabbi Shimon, in whose
days the world was not in need of this sign, as this sign is a token in
the world THAT THERE IS NO ONE TO GIVE PROTECTION, SAVE
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AS EXPLAINED.

240. There was not a decree that was pronounced above over the
world that RABBI SHIMON did not nullify. This is the meaning of: "He
that rules over men" (II Shmuel 23:3); NAMELY, THE VERSE: "THE
ROCK OF YISRAEL SPOKE TO ME, HE THAT RULES OVER MEN
MUST BE JUST, RULING IN THE FEAR OF ELOHIM." The Holy One,
blessed be He, rules over men. Who, as it were, rules over the Holy
One, blessed be He? The righteous man RULES, for the Holy One,
blessed be He, decrees and he nullifies.

241. Rabbi Shimon, the son of Yochai, sat one day by the gate of
Lod. He lifted up his eyes and saw the sun shining and concealing
its light three times. While it happened, the light darkened and black
and green appeared on the sun. He said to Rabbi Elazar his son:
Follow me, son, and let us inquire, for assuredly a decree has been
pronounced above, and the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to
inform me. Indeed, the decree impends above thirty days and the
Holy One, blessed be He, does not act before informing the
righteous. Hence, it says, "Surely Hashem Elohim will do nothing,
without revealing His secret to His servants the prophets" (Amos
3:7).

242. While they were walking in the vineyard, they saw a snake
coming with its mouth open, glowing on the ground in the dust.
Rabbi Shimon was distressed and his hands struck the snake's
head. The snake stopped and closed its mouth. RABBI SHIMON saw
its tongue hissing and said to it: O snake, go and tell the supernal
serpent, THE PERSECUTOR AND DENOUNCER, that Rabbi Shimon
is in the world. THE SNAKE put its head inside a hole in the ground.
RABBI SHIMON said, I decree that as this low snake returned to a
hole in the ground, so will the supernal serpent return to the hole in
the great abyss.

243. Rabbi Shimon whispered a prayer. While they were praying,
they heard a voice SAYING, the decrees were stopped, go back to
where you were. The plagues of the demons are no longer in the
world, because Rabbi Shimon, son of Yochai, nullified them. Happy
are you, Rabbi Shimon, whose Master is desirous of your honor
more than that of all the inhabitants of the world. Of Moses, it is
written, "And Moses implored (also: 'trembled')" (Shemot 32:11). It
also implies that he was struck with an illness, but you, Rabbi
Shimon, decree and the Holy One, blessed be He, establishes it; and
He decrees and you nullify it.
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244. In the meantime, he saw the sun shining and the blackness
gone. Rabbi Shimon said, Surely this is because the world was
scented. He came home and discussed the verse: "For Hashem is
righteous, He loves righteousness; the upright shall behold His
face" (Tehilim 11:7). What is "His face" and wherefore "Hashem is
righteous, He loves righteousness"? Because "the upright shall
behold His face," namely the upper face of the inhabitants of the
world, for they have to beg the Holy One, blessed be He, for mercy in
all their needs.

245. Rabbi Elazar, his son, said to him: In that case, it should have
said "an upright shall behold" in the singular or in the plural. Why
DOES IT SAY "the upright (singular) shall behold (plural)"? He said
to him: It is a supernal mystery. The olden days, NAMELY THE
SFIROT of the most hidden Atika Kadisha, KETER, and the days of
the world, THE SFIROT of Zeir Anpin called "His face," look AT
EACH OTHER directly to see what needs seeing. TO WIT, THE FACE
OF ZEIR ANPIN SEES THE FACE OF ATIKA AND THE FACE OF
ATIKA SEES THE FACE OF ZEIR ANPIN DIRECTLY, WITHOUT
TURNING RIGHT OR LEFT. THIS IS THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
VERSE: "THE UPRIGHT SHALL BEHOLD HIS FACE."
246. We learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He, heeds the
world and sees that the deeds of men are proper, Atika Kadisha is
revealed, WHICH IS KETER, in Zeir Anpin, TIFERET. All these faces
OF ZEIR ANPIN look at the concealed face OF ATIKA and everyone
is being blessed. Wherefore are they blessed? Because they look at
each other in a direct way, TO WIT, BY WAY OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, which turns not right nor left. Hence, "the upright shall
behold His face," FOR THE FACE OF ATIKA AND ZEIR ANPIN LOOK
AT EACH OTHER IN A DIRECT MANNER; NAMELY, IN THE ASPECT
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Then everyone is blessed as though
rivers of blessings flow from one to another, until all the worlds are
blessed and all the worlds are as one. Then it is considered that
"Hashem shall be one, and His name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

247. When transgressions increase in the world, Atika Kadisha is
closed and they do not look at each other face-to-face. Then
Judgments stir in the world, thrones are placed and the Ancient One
(Atik Yomin), KETER, is closed and not revealed. This is the meaning
of: "As I looked, thrones were placed, and an ancient of days did
sit" (Daniel 7:9). "Thrones are placed" REFERS TO the supernal
crowns that water all others to sustain them. Who are they? The
Patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. "And
an ancient of days did sit": He is not revealed AND, THEREFORE, HE
IS CONSIDERED TO BE SITTING, FOR HE WHO SITS DIMINISHES
HIS STATURE. Then, the wicked in the world turn Mercy into
Judgment.

33. From the side of Ima Klipot come out, which examine laws
We are told that the Klipot cause judgment to overpower mercy, and dissension arises in all the worlds. When people improve their deeds, mercy
overcomes judgment and all of the Sfirot are blessed; repentance is considered complete, and the world is atoned for. Rabbi Shimon says how
important it is for people to rectify their deeds.
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248. We learned that from the side of Ima Klipot come out, which
examine laws, take hold of the legislations of Gvurah, NAMELY THE
LEFT COLUMN WHICH IS JUDGMENT and overpower Mercy, as
written, "Gathered together against (lit. 'above') Hashem" (Bemidbar
16:11), truly above Hashem, NAMELY BINAH, WHICH IS ABOVE ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI. The worlds are then found
wanting as they are not whole, and dissension arises in them all.
249. When the inhabitants of the world better their deeds below,
Judgments are mitigated and removed, and Mercy stirs and
overpowers that evil which arose from the Judgment. When Mercy
stirs, joy and consolations abide, because they overpower evil.
Hence, "Hashem relented of the evil" (Shemot 32:14), for the
Judgment is subdued and Mercy reigns.

250. We learned that when Judgments are mitigated and Mercy
reigns, each Sfirah prevails again and all of them are blessed
together. When they do so, Ima is mitigated by the coming together
of the decrees that returned to her aspect. Then repentance is
considered complete and the world is atoned for. Ima sits completely
joyful, as written, "As a joyful mother of children" (Tehilim 113:9).
She is then called Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), of which it is
written, "That you may be clean from all your sins" (Vayikra 16:30).
Then fifty gates are opened of the sides of the decrees.

251. We studied the words: "Then it shall be, because he has sinned,
and is guilty" (Vayikra 5:23). Why DOES IT BEGIN WITH THE
WORDS: "He has sinned" and then at the end, IT SAYS, "and is
guilty"? HE ANSWERS, Indeed we learned "because he has sinned"
refers to those transgressions called sins, as written, "Any sins that
man commit" (Bemidbar 5:6); "and is guilty (Heb. ashem)" is
equivalent to "let the trespass (Heb. asham) which is recompensed
to Hashem" (Ibid. 8). "And is guilty" MEANS it behooves him to
rectify it. The meaning of "THEN IT SHALL BE, BECAUSE HE HAS
SINNED" is that if he rectifies his deeds, then "he shall restore that
which he took violently away" (Vayikra 5:23). Rabbi Yosi said, This is
understood from the words "that he shall restore," WHICH MEANS
HE RESTORES IT OF HIS OWN INITIATIVE BECAUSE HE IS
DESIROUS OF RECTIFYING HIS DEEDS. It does not say "that he
should restore" IN THE IMPERATIVE, but "he shall restore," which is
accurate AND MEANS OF HIS OWN ACCORD.

34. Four times a year
We learn that four times a year, judgments stir; if people repent, God causes the judgments to return to their places, but if they do not the voice is
stopped and the judgments are fulfilled. Rabbi Yisa had said that God swore an oath not to enter the celestial Jerusalem until the children of Yisrael
enter the terrestrial Jerusalem, and until that time there will be anger in the world.
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252. We learned that the voice is stopped and Judgments stir four
times a year. Penitence then impends until it is made ready. When
Judgments stir, a voice resounds and the four corners of the world
go up and down. A herald proclaims but no one takes heed to
awaken. The Holy One, blessed be He, is ready and in case they
repent, JUDGMENTS return TO THEIR PLACES. If they do not, the
voice is stopped and the Judgments are enacted. Then He is
considered as "it grieves Him at His heart" (Beresheet 6:6), NAMELY
in the external houses.

253. Rabbi Yehuda said, We learned that since the Temple was
destroyed, not a day passes without evil anger. Why is it so? As we
learned, Rabbi Yudai said that Rabbi Yesa said that the Holy One,
blessed be He, swore an oath not to enter the celestial Jerusalem,
NAMELY MALCHUT, until Yisrael enter the terrestrial Jerusalem. For
that reason, there is anger in the world. THE OATH WAS
REGARDING PERMANENCE, BECAUSE ON A TEMPORARY BASIS,
THERE IS A UNION BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, EVEN
DURING THE DAYS OF EXILE, THAT IS DURING PRAYER SERVICES,
ON SHABBAT AND FESTIVALS.

35. "The nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover"
Rabbi Yosi says that the evil inclination always grows stronger through immoral sexual conduct alone, that all sins are attached to nakedness.
When Malchut is uncovered, her children below are also uncovered; when she is covered all the grades return one by one and are all blessed, this is
considered repentance because all the grades become repaired again.
254. Rabbi Yosi said, It is written, "The nakedness of your father, or
the nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 18:7)
and "She is your mother; you shall not uncover her
nakedness" (Ibid.). We learned that your mother is surely MALCHUT,
YISRAEL'S MOTHER. If he uncovered her nakedness, why should he
return it; BY MEANS OF REPENTANCE. Surely he should rectify his
uncovering, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
255. According to what we learned, when the Evil Inclination grows
stronger within man, it does so through immoral sexual conduct
alone. All sins are attached to that nakedness. It is written, "shall
you not uncover." When one makes amends, one does so for
uncovering it. This is called repentance.

256. Rabbi Yitzchak said, All the sins of the world are connected TO
THE UNCOVERING OF NAKEDNESS, so much that mother,
MALCHUT, is uncovered for the sins; TO WIT, HER NAKEDNESS IS
UNCOVERED. When it is, all her children, YISRAEL BELOW,
MALCHUT'S CHILDREN, are uncovered. It is also written, "You shall
not take the mother bird together with the young" (Devarim 22:6).
When the lower world is corrected, everything is corrected until the
correction rises to holy Ima, MALCHUT. She is then corrected and
that which was uncovered is covered. It is therefore written,
"Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is
covered" (Tehilim 32:1). She is then called repentance indeed, and
called Yom Kippur, as it says "that you may be clean from all your
sins before Hashem" (Vayikra 16:30).
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257. Rabbi Yehuda said, When is MALCHUT called repentance?
When the mother, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is covered and stands
joyfully by the children. SHE THEN PROVIDES THEM WITH EVERY
GOODNESS, as written, "A joyful mother of children." She is
established AS SHE WAS BEFORE THEY INFECTED HER WITH
DEFECT and that which was closed and concealed returns to its
place. All the grades return one by one, EACH LOWER ONE
ASCENDS TO THE HIGHER ONE, and are blessed every one of them.
Then it is considered repentance, repentance in general that
includes everything, BECAUSE ALL GRADES BECAME REPAIRED
AGAIN.
258. Rabbi Yitzchak said, When the world, MALCHUT, is corrected,
all of it is corrected at once, AS it is written, "For Your steadfast love
(Heb. chesed) is great above the heavens" (Tehilim 108:5). "Above
the heavens" means that MALCHUT rises above the place called
heavens. What is it? It is Ima, NAMELY BINAH, FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS
CALLED HEAVENS AND BINAH IS ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN. WHEN
MALCHUT GOES UP THERE, IT IS CORRECTED AT ONCE LIKE IMA.
This is considered repentance (lit. 'return'), BECAUSE MALCHUT
RETURNS TO BINAH.
259. Rabbi Yehuda said, It is written precisely "above (Heb. me'al)
the heavens." If it would have said 'Al (lit. 'above') the heavens', it
would have meant the place which is situated above the heavens,
BINAH, and no more. Since it says me'al (lit. 'above'), it refers to the
place situated high above the heavens, WHICH IS ATIKA KADISHA,
AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.

260. We learned that when deeds are improved below and Ima is
joyful, Atika Kadisha, KETER, is revealed and the light returns to Zeir
Anpin. Everyone is glad then, all is perfect and blessings abide
everywhere. Mercy is available and all the worlds rejoice. Hence, it
says, "He will again (lit. 'return and') have compassion on us; He will
suppress our iniquities" (Michah 7:19). Who will do it again? Atika
Kadisha will again be revealed in Zeir Anpin, and that which was
concealed from the start will be uncovered again. Everything is
considered repentance AFTER ATIKA KADISHA, WHO AGAIN WILL
BE REVEALED.

261. Rabbi Yehuda said, Everything is included within the "He will
return" LIKE ATIKA KADISHA. 'Everything' is general, WITHOUT
EXCEPTION, it is also written, "that Hashem may turn (return) from
the fierceness of His anger, and show you mercy" (Devarim 13:18).
Rabbi Yitzchak said, Assuredly everything is comprehended IN
REPENTANCE. We stated as much before Rabbi Shimon.

36. "That he shall restore that which he took violently away"
Rabbi Shimon says that someone who steals must pay reparation four or five times because he feared the humans from whom he stole more than
he feared God. On the other hand, someone who steals with violence must pay only by restoring what he took, because he feared men and God
equally. The person who takes "violently away" is sinning with both body and soul, and when he corrects his actions the flow of the abundance of
above will be restored.
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262. "That he shall restore that which he took violently
away" (Vayikra 5:23). In relation to this, the friends asked why it says
in relation to taking by force that one should restore that which he
took and no more, WHILE OF A THIEF IT SAYS THAT HE SHOULD
PAY TWICE, EVEN FOUR OR FIVE TIMES? HE ANSWERS, We have
established that HE WHO TAKES VIOLENTLY AWAY treats equally
the upper with the lower fear, FEAR OF MAN, TO WIT, HE FEARS
NEITHER THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, NOR PEOPLE. He who
steals has placed before him the lower fear OF PEOPLE, but not the
upper fear. THUS, HE HAS PUT MORE VALUE ON THE FEAR OF
PEOPLE THAN ON THE FEAR OF HASHEM.
263. It is written before, "If a Nefesh (lit. 'person') shall
sin..." (Vayikra 4:2). As we said, the Torah and the Holy One, blessed
be He, wonder at it and say, "If a Nefesh shall sin" or "If a Nefesh
commit a trespass..." (Vayikra 5:15) or "if a Nefesh swear..." (Ibid. 4).
Rabbi Yitzchak said, IN ALL THESE VERSES, it says "Nefesh" not
Ruach or Neshamah, BECAUSE THE RUACH AND NESHAMAH DO
NOT SIN, BUT ARE ONLY BLEMISHED BECAUSE OF THE SINNING
NEFESH, while here, IN RELATION TO TAKING VIOLENTLY AWAY
(ROBBERY), body and Nefesh, as written, "Then it shall be, because
he has sinned, and is guilty, that he shall restore that which he took
violently away." IS IT SAID of him who comes to correct his actions
"HE SHALL RESTORE," as we discussed it? "He shall restore": What
is the meaning thereof? Someone who corrects his action so that the
springs of water, THE ABUNDANCE ABOVE, will be restored to their
places to water the plants, THE SFIROT. By his sins, he caused
ABUNDANCE to be withheld from them. Hence, IT SAYS of this "that
he shall restore that which he took violently away..." as we said.

37. "The righteous man flourishes like the palm tree"
Rabbi Shimon likens the righteous man to the palm tree, that grows slowly as both male and female for seventy years. Then he says that the
righteous is God, who returned to Babylon after seventy years of exile, and that God is also the cedar in "He grows like a cedar in Lebanon"; that
Lebanon is the supernal Eden. Rabbi Shimon also speaks briefly about the time of redemption and the time when the world will be destroyed and
rebuilt.
264. Rabbi Aba was sitting before Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Elazar, his
son, entered. Rabbi Shimon said, It is written, "The righteous man
flourishes like the palm tree..." (Tehilim 92:13). Why "like the palm
tree"? HE ANSWERS, Of all the trees of the world, none is as slow to
flourish as the palm tree, for it grows seventy years. Wherefore IS
THE RIGHTEOUS MAN LIKENED to the palm tree? Though the verse
bears witness to it, none of the friends wishes to reveal this.

265. "The righteous man flourishes like the palm tree" talks of the
exile in Babylon, from which the Shechinah returned to Her place
only after seventy years. Hence, it says, "That after seventy years
are accomplished at Babylon I will take heed of you" (Yirmeyah
29:10). This is "the righteous man flourishes like the palm tree," for it
grows as male and female for seventy years. The righteous is the
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO RETURNED TO BABYLON AFTER
SEVENTY YEARS. Hence, it is written, "For Hashem is righteous, He
loves righteousness" (Tehilim 11:7), "Hashem is righteous" (Shemot
9:27) and "Say of the righteous that it shall be well with
him" (Yeshayah 3:10). INDEED, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS
CALLED RIGHTEOUS.
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266. "He grows like a cedar in Lebanon" (Tehilim 92:13). What is a
cedar? HE REPLIES, It is the Holy One, blessed be He, as written,
"Excellent as the cedars" (Shir Hashirim 5:15). "He grows...in
Lebanon" (Ibid.), surely in the Lebanon which is the supernal Eden,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH, of which it is written, "Neither has the eye
seen an Elohim besides You" (Yeshayah 64:3). The cedar, ZEIR
ANPIN, will grow in that high place, TO WIT, WHEN IT ASCENDS
TOWARDS IT.

267. In the last exile, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is like a
cedar that is slow to FLOURISH AND grow. From the time it starts
growing until it is mature - NAMELY, UNTIL REDEMPTION COMES - a
day passes; NAMELY THE DAY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WHICH IS A THOUSAND YEARS LONG. And the beginning of the
second day, until it throws a shadow in the daylight - NAMELY,
AFTER MIDDAY WHEN THE SUN BEGINS TO DECLINE - WHICH, IN
THE DAY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, LASTS 500 YEARS.
AFTER 1,500 YEARS, REDEMPTION WILL COME. And the cedar
grows only when supplied with water, as it says, "Like cedar trees
beside the waters" (Bemidbar 24:6) so "he grows like a cedar in
Lebanon," whence, FROM LEBANON, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, a
source of water and a river - WHICH IS BINAH - issues to water THE
CEDAR. The cedar is the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH RECEIVES THE WATER, as written, "Excellent as the cedars."
268. "Those that are planted in the house of Hashem" (Tehilim
92:14): At the time of Messiah, they "shall flourish in the courts of
our Elohim" (Ibid.) at the revival of the dead. And "they still bring
forth fruit in old age" (Ibid. 15) when the world will be destroyed NAMELY, IN THE SEVENTH MILLENNIUM - "they are fat and
flourishing" afterwards WHEN THE WORLD WILL BE REBUILT, as
written, "The new heavens and the new earth" (Yeshayah 66:22).
Then it is written, "Let Hashem rejoice in His works" (Tehilim
104:31). What is the purpose of all this? "To declare that Hashem is
upright: He is my rock and there is no unrighteousness in
Him" (Tehilim 92:16).

38. "A complainer separates close friends"
Rabbi Shimon opens with, "A perverse man sows strife: and a whisperer separates close friends." He says that evil men cause a blemish above
because they separate men from God and male from female and Zeir Anpin from Malchut. He causes the plants to nourish from the side of
Judgment. Rabbi Shimon says that the penitent stands in a higher place than the wholly righteous, because the penitent draws abundance down to
the place of the righteous, and the righteous draw it down to the world. He also talks about the loss of faithfulness.
269. He opened the discussion again, saying, "A perverse man sows
strife: and a complainer separates close friends (also:
'chief')" (Mishlei 16:28). As we said, "a perverse man sows strife"
means that evil men cause a blemish above, FOR STRIFE MEANS A
BLEMISH. "And a complainer separates a chief" means that he
separates the chief of the world, the Holy One, blessed be He.
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270. Another explanation for: "A perverse man sows strife (Heb.
madon)" (Ibid): What is "sows"? It means he sows strife by the
plants, MALE AND FEMALE; TO WIT, HE CAUSES THEM to nourish
from the side of Judgment, THE LEFT SIDE OF BINAH, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT. STRIFE MEANS JUDGMENT. "And a complainer
separates close friends": As we said, an evil man causes a blemish
above. "Separates" alludes to a lack of union BETWEEN MALE AND
FEMALE, for he separates the Queen from the King and the King
from the Queen. Hence, it is not considered one, because one is only
when ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT are together in a union. Woe to
the wicked who cause a separation above. Happy are the righteous
who preserve the upper establishment, NAMELY THE UNION OF
MALE AND FEMALE, and happy are the repentants who return
everything to its place.

271. We learned that where the repentants stand, the wholly
righteous may not. What is the reason thereof? HE ANSWERS, THE
REPENTANTS are placed in the high place where the garden's
potion is; NAMELY, BINAH WHICH WATERS THE GARDEN,
MALCHUT. This is repentance, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE, THE
RETURNING OF MALCHUT TO BINAH. They are therefore called
repentants (lit. 'men of return'). THE WHOLLY RIGHTEOUS are
placed in a different place called the Righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN.

272. THE PENITENTS therefore dwell in an elevated place, BINAH,
and THE WHOLLY RIGHTEOUS in a small place, NAMELY YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN. What is the reason thereof? THE PENITENTS return the
water, ABUNDANCE, to its place from the supernal place of the deep
river, BINAH, to the place called Righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
The wholly righteous draw that abundance from where they dwell,
NAMELY YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, to this world. THE PENITENTS are
therefore high and the wholly righteous are lower. Happy is the
portion of the repentant sinner WHO DRAWS ABUNDANCE FROM
BINAH INTO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Happy is the portion of the
righteous to whom the world owes its existence, FOR THEY DRAW
ABUNDANCE FROM YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN INTO THIS WORLD.
273. It is written, "Then it shall be, because he has sinned, and is
guilty" (Vayikra 5:23). It is written before "Or have found that which
was lost, and have lied concerning it..." (Ibid. 22), FOR THE SINNER
CAUSES A BLEMISH ABOVE. The Holy One, blessed be He, is
therefore gone from everything, as if the Holy One, blessed be He,
were nonexistent, because the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT,
was separated from her place. Hence, it says, "Faithfulness is
perished" (Yirmeyah 7:28). What is faithfulness? It is the
Congregation of Yisrael, as written, "And Your faithfulness every
night" (Tehilim 92:3), NIGHT BEING MALCHUT. "Faithfulness is
perished" resembles the words: "Why does the land
perish" (Yirmeyah 9:11). It is all the same, FOR MALCHUT IS
CALLED BOTH FAITHFULNESS AND LAND. We explained that it is
written as a transitive verb, "perish (also: 'lose')," WHICH MEANS
THAT MALCHUT LOST HER SPOUSE, YESOD. It is not written as a
passive verb, WHICH WOULD MEAN SHE HERSELF WAS LOST. It is
likewise written, "The righteous perishes (also: 'loses')" (Yeshayah
57:1). It is not written that he is lost, but that he loses, WHICH
MEANS HE LOST HIS SPOUSE, MALCHUT. Therefore, it is written,
"Faithfulness has lost" and it is also written, "He shall restore that
which he took violently away...or the thing (lost object) which he has
deceitfully acquired" (Vayikra 5:23). MALCHUT THAT HAS BEEN
DEFECTED BY HIS SIN IS CONSIDERED A LOST OBJECT AND IT IS
REQUIRED TO RETURN THAT LOST OBJECT TO THE RIGHTEOUS,
THAT IS, YESOD, WHO LOST HER.
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39. There are places in Gehenom
The Faithful Shepherd tells us that there is a place in Gehenom for every sin. The Satan is in charge over every chieftain who rules those places, and
he is appointed over all sins. But if one repents, the record of every sin is blotted from its place in Gehenom. The sages of the Mishnah taught that
an evil man's sins are engraved on his bones while a righteous man's merits are engraved on his bones. The souls of evil men will be burned by the
fire of the throne, the fire of the four fiery living creatures that surround the throne of Judgment.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
274. The Faithful Shepherd WHO IS MOSES said, There are places in
Gehenom reserved for those who desecrate the Shabbat in public
and did not repent the desecration. There are chieftains appointed
over them. There are also places in Gehenom for those who commit
sexual misconduct, who interpret the Torah improperly and those
who shed the blood of the clean. Also for those who swear falsely,
who sleep with a menstruating woman or with a woman who
worships a strange El, a whore or a maid, and even for those who
trespass the 365 negative precepts.

275. For every sin, there is a place in Gehenom and a chieftain over
it. The Satan, one's Evil Inclination, is appointed over all sins and
places and those in charge over them. If one repents, it is written, "I
have blotted out, as a thick cloud, your transgression" (Yeshayah
44:22). The record of each and every sin is blotted from its place in
Gehenom.

276. Some sins are recorded above but not below IN THIS WORLD
and some are written below but not above; some are recorded below
and above. If THE SINS are blotted below IN THIS WORLD THROUGH
REPENTANCE, they are blotted above after repentance. The sages of
the Mishnah explained further that an evil man's sins are engraved
on his bones and a righteous man's merits are engraved on his
bones. Why? So that they will be recorded among the sinners by
which they will be recognized. A voice resounds, saying of him: This
is an evil man, let his bones be burned in Gehenom.

277. We explained that it is the souls of evil men who are harming
spirits in the world. Their punishment, according to the sages of the
Mishnah, is that their souls will be burned and become ashes under
the feet of the righteous. How are they burned? By the fire of the
throne, MALCHUT, of which it says, "His throne was fiery flames, its
wheels being burning fire" (Daniel 7:9), NAMELY, BY THE FIRE of the
four fiery living creatures that surround the throne of Judgment,
Adonai, HINTED AT BY THE PROVERB: 'The law (Judgment) of the
government (Malchut) is indeed the law'.

40. Nahar Dinur (The river of fire)
We are told that the souls of the righteous bathe and cleanse themselves in the river of fire but the souls of the wicked are consumed by it like straw
by fire. The Faithful Shepherd describes the lion of fire that descends from the living creatures by the throne of Judgment and who burns the
offering and the demons in charge of the sinning members. Then the living creatures in charge over the merits draw near from the throne of mercy,
repentance. The name Yud Hei Vav Hei brings peace between the living creatures and allows water to draw near fire without either of them
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extinguishing the other.
278. It is written of that river, "A fiery stream issued and came forth
from before Him" (Daniel 7:10). The souls of the righteous bathe and
cleanse themselves in it and the souls of the wicked are sentenced
in it and consumed by it like straw by fire; namely, the fire devouring
fire. Yud Hei Vav Hei WITH THE VOWELING OF ELOHIM, WHICH IS
BINAH, is the sun. Adonai is its sheath. This is the mystery which
has been explained that in the future, the Holy One, blessed be He,
will take the sun out of its sheath, SO THAT THE NAME ADONAI,
MALCHUT, WILL NOT COVER THE NAME OF YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH
THE VOWELING OF ELOHIM, WHICH IS BINAH. THEN, THE FIRE OF
JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH WILL BE
UNCOVERED WITHOUT THE SHEATH OF MALCHUT. The righteous
are healed in it and the evil men are judged by it.
279. From THE FIRE OF the living creatures of the throne of
Judgment, a lion of fire descends to devour AND BURN the offerings
and the appointed chieftains, for to every sinning member there is a
demon prosecutor APPOINTED OVER IT. We have established that
he who commits one sin acquires one prosecutor. As soon as a fire
descends from up high and burns the body parts, the fat and the
portions of the bullocks, the sheep, the he-goats and the she-goats,
WHICH IS A SECRET OF Yud Hei Vav Hei that descends like a lion of
fire to burn them. Their members are burned and the demons in
charge of the SINNING members are burned. Yisrael's sins are
atoned for, who are the members of the Shechinah.

280. The living creatures in charge over the merits then draw near
from the throne of Mercy, repentance; NAMELY, the supernal Ima,
BINAH. How do they draw near? By the name of Yud Hei Vav Hei
which enters them. Therefore it is an offering to (lit. 'approaching')
Yud Hei Vav Hei, for no one could draw near the living creatures and
elements and bring peace between them except the name YUD HEI
VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN. By its
name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, water draws near fire, NAMELY THE RIGHT
COLUMN TO THE LEFT COLUMN, yet they do not extinguish each
other. And air, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, draws near the dust,
MALCHUT, with no one to separate them.

41. The six combinations of Yud Hei Vav
When the living creatures and elements (fire, water, air and dust) are completed, they are called holy. We read about the six permutations of Yud Hei
Vav and the tree, Tiferet, that connects them all, and the final Hei that completes each of them as a peace offering. The significance of the number
eighteen is explained, and how the addition of Hei changes life (chai) to animal (chayah). The Faithful Shepherd also brings the ark of Noah into the
discussion, and talks about six grades, six directions, and six Sfirot, concluding with the fact that the letters arranged properly, Yud Hei Vav Hei,
rise and expand, incorporating the Sfirot and having Cholam as a crown on all the letters.
281. At that time, these living creatures and elements are peace
offerings. They are called sacrifices, for none is defiled among them.
Moreover, the peace offerings (Heb. shlamim) are last Hei OF THE
NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY MALCHUT. It is the completion of
the central pillar, ZEIR ANPIN, with all the Yud Hei Vav Hei's included
within ZEIR ANPIN in its six extremities, the six Sfirot CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI, WHICH COMPRISES SIX PERMUTATIONS, AS WAS SAID
BEFORE, AND THE LAST HEI COMPLETES EACH PERMUTATION.
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282. The secret of this, AS WAS SAID IN THE BOOK OF FORMATION
(HEB. SEFER YETZIRAH), is that He sealed the top and turned
upwards to Yud Hei Vav on the right side, which is Chesed, THE
FIRST PERMUTATION. Then, He turned to Hei Vav Yud on the left
side, Gvurah, THE SECOND PERMUTATION; to Vav Hei Yud on the
central pillar, TIFERET, THE THIRD PERMUTATION; to Yud Vav Hei
in Netzach, THE FOURTH PERMUTATION; to Hei Yud Vav in Hod,
THE FIFTH PERMUTATION; to Vav Yud Hei in Yesod, THE SIXTH
PERMUTATION. The tree which connects them all is Tiferet, AS
TIFERET COMPRISES ALL OF THE SIX DIRECTIONS. It is a fruitbearing tree. Whenever the tree falls, there will be Yud Hei Vav, AN
ALLUSION THAT TIFERET IS CALLED BY THE THREE LETTERS
YUD HEI VAV ALONE, AND THE LAST HEI, MALCHUT, IS
CONNECTED TO IT. THEREFORE, ITS SIX DIRECTIONS ARE
DISTINGUISHED BY THE SIX PERMUTATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV.
Similarly, in every Yud Hei Vav Hei OF THE SIX DIRECTIONS, there is
Hei as last letter, a peace offering (Heb. shlamim) TO YUD HEI VAV
HEI, AS THE LAST HEI COMPLETES (HEB. MASHLEMET) YUD HEI
VAV HEI. And all the Yud Hei Vav Hei's OF THE SIX DIRECTIONS are
attached to it thus, Yud Hei Vav together with Hei turns into Yud Hei
Vav Hei; Hei Vav Yud together with Hei is Hei Vav Yud Hei; Vav Hei
Yud with Hei is Vav Hei Yud Hei. So it is with the other Yud Hei Vav
Hei's.
283. THE SIX PERMUTATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV consist of eighteen
letters of the six directions CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, included in the Righteous, the life (Heb. chai=18)
of the worlds, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Together with Hei,
MALCHUT, it becomes Chayah (lit. 'animal'). The mystery of this is
Hei, such as the ark of Noah, MALCHUT, in which every kind was
gathered two and two, and seven and seven of the animals for
offering. Two and two are four, seven and seven are fourteen, AND
TOGETHER they are eighteen (Heb. chai). The ark itself is Hei, BEING
MALCHUT; thus, the WORD Chayah is completed.
284. The Righteous, YESOD, is comprised of six grades, NAMELY
SIX DIRECTIONS, for which reason it has been decreed that the
bettering of a bad dream is performed with three times peace,
THREE VERSES IN WHICH PEACE IS MENTIONED, and three
ransoms, THREE VERSES IN WHICH RANSOM IS MENTIONED. FOR
YESOD is Vav, and they TOGETHER amount to six
CORRESPONDING TO THE SIX GRADES OF YESOD, AS THE
BETTERING OF A BAD DREAM IS DONE THROUGH YESOD. It is the
ladder in Jacob's dream, which comprises six Sfirot. It is "set up on
the earth" (Beresheet 28:12), NAMELY the lower Shechinah,
MALCHUT CALLED EARTH, the last Hei. "And the top" (Ibid.) is Yud,
of which the Righteous, YESOD, is seventh. It "reached to
heaven" (Ibid.), to supernal Ima. This is the supernal Hei, NAMELY
BINAH OF BINAH of the side of the dream, WHICH IS OF THE
ASPECT OF THE LEFT. Hei rules over Yud which is the top of the
ladder, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF Hei Yud of Elohim. Hence, "the
angels of Elohim ascending and descending on it" (Beresheet
28:12), not the angels of Yud Hei Vav Hei.
285. The letters, arranged properly, YUD HEI VAV HEI, ascend
through the dot of Cholam (the vowel O), which is Keter, above them.
The four letters expand from Chochmah to holy Malchut, as
Chochmah is Yud, Binah is Hei, the six Sfirot CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD are Vav and Malchut is the
last Hei. Cholam is a crown on all the letters.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

42. "Tell me, O you, whom my soul loves"
From Rabbi Hamnuna Saba's book we learn that as long as the Congregation of Yisrael is with God, God willingly feeds Himself and others from the
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eternal flow from Binah. The secret meaning of this is that no blessings rest on a place without a male and a female. Two alternate explanations of
the title verse are given, both of which place importance on righteous men and on school children who study the Torah.
286. "If the priest that is anointed do sin to bring guiltiness on the
people" (Vayikra 4:3). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the
verse: "Tell me, O you whom my soul loves...if you know not, O you
fairest among women" (Shir Hashirim 1:7-8). These verses were
explained by the friends to refer to Moses, when he departed from
the world, for he said, "Let Hashem, the Elohim of the spirits of all
flesh...appoint who may go out before them" (Bemidbar 27:16-17).
HE THEN TOLD THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, "TELL ME, O
YOU WHOM MY SOUL LOVES, WHERE (OR: 'HOW') YOU FEED..."
WHO WOULD YOU APPOINT TO FEED YISRAEL. We learned that
this was said of the exile.

287. Come and see: These verses were said by the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, to the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN. "Tell me, O you
whom my soul loves," WHICH MAY BE READ AS: 'YOU, WHO LOVES
MY SOUL' as in "Have you seen him who loves my soul?" (Shir
Hashirim 3:3). To the Holy King, it was said, "O you who loves my
soul...how would you feed" (Ibid. 1:7).

288. Rabbi Hamnuna Saba said in his book, As long as the
Congregation of Yisrael is with the Holy One, blessed be He, the
Holy One, blessed be He, so to speak, is perfected and willingly
feeds Himself and others. He feeds Himself by sucking milk from
supernal Ima, BY RECEIVING THE ABUNDANCE FROM BINAH. From
the sucking, He waters all the others and suckles them. We learned
that Rabbi Shimon said that as long as the Congregation of Yisrael is
with the Holy One, blessed be He, the Holy One, blessed be He, is in
perfection and joy. Blessings rest on Him and from Him go to all the
others, NAMELY TO ALL THE WORLDS. Whenever the Congregation
of Yisrael is not with the Holy One, blessed be He, the blessings, so
to speak, are withheld from Him and from others.

289. The secret meaning of this is that no blessings rest on a place
without a male and a female. The Holy One, blessed be He, therefore
wails and cries, as written, "He shall mightily roar because of His
habitation" (Yirmeyah 25:30). What does He say? 'Woe to Me for
having destroyed My house and burned My palace.'

290. When the Congregation of Yisrael went into exile, she said
before Him, "Tell me, O you whom my soul loves," on whom all the
love of my soul is set. "Where you feed": How will You feed from the
deep river, BINAH, which never stops flowing? How will You feed on
the illumination of the supernal Eden, CHOCHMAH? "Where you
make your flock to rest at noon" (Shir Hashirim 1:7): How will You
feed all the others who usually receive water from You?
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291. I used to be nourished by you daily and to receive water. I
watered all the lower WORLDS and Yisrael were sustained by me.
And now "why should I be like one who cloaks himself" (Ibid.): How
will I cover myself without blessings? When the blessings will be
wanted, they shall not be in my hands. "By the flocks of your
companions" (Ibid.): How could I stand by them, yet not be leading
and nourishing them? "the flocks of your companions" are Yisrael,
the children of the patriarchs - ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB - the
holy Chariot above, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN. SHE THEREFORE CALLS THEM "YOUR COMPANIONS."

292. The Holy One, blessed be He, said TO THE CONGREGATION OF
YISRAEL: 'Let alone what is Mine; TO WIT, SHE IS NOT TO TALK
ABOUT THE NEEDS OF ZEIR ANPIN, for what is Mine is too secret to
be made known. But "If you know not" (Ibid. 8) WHAT CONCERNS
yourself, here is some advice: "O you fairest among women" (Ibid.)
resembles "Behold, you are fair, my love" (Shir Hashirim 4:1) THAT
IS THE NAME OF THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL. "Go your way
forth by the footsteps of the flock" (Shir Hashirim 1:8): these are the
righteous trodden by the heels; TO WIT, EVERYBODY TREADS ON
THEM WITH THEIR HEELS, and through them strength will be given
you to survive. "And feed your kids beside the shepherds'
tents" (Ibid.): These are school children, for whose sake the world
endures. They give strength to the Congregation of Yisrael during
the time of exile. "Beside the shepherds' tents" (Ibid.): these are the
schools and their teachers' houses of learning, where the Torah
always dwells.

293. Another explanation for: "If you know not, O you fairest among
women." Come and see: When there are righteous men and school
children who study the Torah in the world, the Congregation of
Yisrael can exist due to them in exile. But if THERE ARE not
ENOUGH OF THEM, IT IS AS IF she and they cannot exist in the
world. If there be righteous men, they are caught first AND DIE TO
ATONE FOR PEOPLE OF THEIR GENERATION. If not, the kids for
whose sake the world endures are caught first, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, takes them from the world, even though they are
without sin. Not only that, He even removes the Congregation of
Yisrael away from Him and SHE goes out into exile.

43. "If the priest that is anointed do sin"
We are told that the anointed priest only sins because of the guiltiness of the people. Rabbi Yitzchak talks about Abraham, Isaac and Israel, saying
that Israel is complete in every respect. God made the patriarchs swear by the supernal patriarchs, Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet of Zeir Anpin. Rabbi
Yosi wonders when a priest sins who will bring an offering for him and make atonement for him. Rabbi Chiya says that another priest brings his
offering and then the high priest himself brings an offering; this is acceptable to the Holy King.
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294. It is written, "If the priest that is anointed do sin to bring
guiltiness on the people" (Vayikra 4:3): THE ANOINTED PRIEST IS
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and wherefore should He sin?
BECAUSE OF the guiltiness of the people; TO WIT, because of the
sins of the world that brought it on Him; it is surely because of the
guiltiness of the people, not His own. "Do sin" MEANS that He will
withhold His goodness and judge everything using Judgment, as
written, "I and my son Solomon shall be counted offenders" (I
Melachim 1:21). Another explanation: "If the priest that is anointed"
or the Holy One, blessed be He, as we said, "do sin," THAT IS,
withhold from the Congregation of Yisrael and from the world, by not
giving them blessings according to their needs. Why should He do
so? Assuredly it is because of the "guiltiness of the people,"
because of the sins of the people. THE TWO EXPLANATIONS ARE
CLOSE IN MEANING AND THE SECOND ADDS WHAT THE FIRST
LACKS.
295. "If the priest that is anointed do sin": Rabbi Yitzchak opened the
discussion with the verse: "Remember Abraham, Isaac and Yisrael
Your servants" (Shemot 32:13). This is a difficult verse. It should
have been written, 'Remember Abraham and Isaac and Yisrael'. Why
is it written 'Isaac' WITHOUT 'AND'? HE ANSWERS, We have learned
that the left is always included within the right and is part of the
right, for the right was made to always include the left. It therefore
does not divide THE WORDS BY 'AND ISAAC', AS IT WOULD HAVE
DIVIDED BETWEEN ABRAHAM AND ISAAC, so as to include ISAAC,
WHO IS LEFT, in Abraham, WHO IS RIGHT. It is therefore WRITTEN,
"Abraham, Isaac" in one alliance and then "and Yisrael," A SECOND
ALLIANCE. For he holds them both with his wings. Thus, he is
complete in every respect.

296. "To whom You did swear by Your own self" (Ibid.). The Holy
One, blessed be He, made the patriarchs swear by the supernal
patriarchs - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Hence, it is written, "To whom You did swear by Your own self";
"YOUR OWN SELF," NAMELY, by those above, those who dwell in
Your own self; TO WIT, HE SWORE BY HIS OWN CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET. "And did say to them, I will multiply your seed...that I
have spoken of" (Ibid.). HE ASKS, IT SAYS "that I have spoken." It
should have said 'that You have spoken', FOR YOU CANNOT SAY
THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID, "THAT I HAVE
SPOKEN," SINCE HE JUST SWORE AND SAID THAT TO THEM.
SURELY MOSES SAID THIS, BUT HE SHOULD HAVE SAID 'THAT
YOU HAVE SPOKEN'. HE ANSWERS, The Holy One, blessed be He,
said it to the patriarchs once and again, AND IT IS POSSIBLE THAT
HE SAID "THAT I HAVE SPOKEN," WHICH MEANS THAT HE HAS
ALREADY SPOKEN TO THEM BEFORE. MOREOVER, "that I have
spoken" MEANS that which I desired with my soul. THERE IS NO
NEED TO SAY THAT HE ALREADY SPOKE TO THEM, for speaking
MEANS desiring. Hence, it says, "Hashem said that He would dwell
in the thick darkness" (I Melachim 8:12) and "Whatever your soul
desires (lit. 'says'), I will do for you" (I Shmuel 20:4).
297. "And they shall inherit it forever (lit. 'for the world')" (Shemot
32:13). HE ASKS, What is "the world"? HE REPLIES: it is the
supernal world, ZEIR ANPIN, to which the land, MALCHUT, is
attached and by which it is sustained. If the land is driven INTO
EXILE AND IS NOT ATTACHED TO ZEIR ANPIN, what is it due to?
The "guiltiness of the people." IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN, "AND
THEY SHALL INHERIT IT FOR EVER"; TO WIT, MALCHUT WILL BE
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN FOREVER AND WILL NOT GO INTO
EXILE. HE THUS EXPLAINED THE VERSE: "IF THE PRIEST THAT IS
ANOINTED" (ZEIR ANPIN) "DO SIN," IN WITHHOLDING UNION FROM
MALCHUT SO THAT SHE WILL GO INTO EXILE, IT IS BECAUSE OF
THE "GUILTINESS OF THE PEOPLE."
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298. Rabbi Yitzchak said, "If the priest that is anointed do sin" refers
to the priest below, who prepares himself for service IN THE
TEMPLE and a sin is found in him, it "brings guiltiness of the
people," FOR THE PEOPLE WILL BE BLAMED FOR IT, BECAUSE
woe to those who rely ON HIS SERVICE. Similarly, if a sin is found in
the cantor, woe to those who count on him. Rabbi Yehuda said, All
the more so the priest, to whom all Yisrael above and below look and
expect to be blessed by.

299. We have learned that when the priest starts to meditate and
bring the supernal offering - TO WIT, BRING ABOUT THE UNISON
BETWEEN MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN - everyone is blessed and
joyful. The right, CHESED, begins to awaken and the left,
JUDGMENT, is included within the right, and everything is attached
and connected to each other. All are blessed together. Thus, through
the priest, the upper and lower beings are blessed, as we already
explained. Hence, IF HE SINS, an offering should be brought for him,
so that his sin will be atoned for.

300. Rabbi Yosi said, We learned that through the priest, a man's sin
is atoned for when he brings an offering for him. HE ASKS, Now that
he himself sinned, who will bring an offering for him and who shall
make atonement for him? You may say that he should bring an
offering for himself, yet he sinned and he is unworthy that the upper
and lower beings be blessed by him, for if the lower beings are not
blessed by him, all the more so the upper ones. Rabbi Yehuda said,
Yet it is not wholly so, since it is written, "And have made atonement
for himself, and for his household" (Vayikra 16:17). Why should he
need ANOTHER to make atonement for himself for his sin, IF HE
CAN make atonement for himself, as written, "And have made
atonement for himself."

301. Rabbi Chiya said, It is known to what place the High Priest is
attached, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and to what place the other priest
is attached, who is called his deputy, CHESED. Another priest
therefore brings the offering OF THE HIGH PRIEST, THE ONE WHO
IS CALLED AN ANOINTED PRIEST, first and raises him to where he
himself is attached, NAMELY TO CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. After the
priest raises THE OFFERING to that place, CHESED, THE HIGH
PRIEST is not stopped from rising it further to his place,
CHOCHMAH, in order to atone for his sin. Therefore, another priest
brings his offering, and since another brings it, it does not suffice,
BECAUSE HE CAN RAISE IT ONLY UP TO CHESED, AND THE
ASPECT OF THE HIGH PRIEST IS CHOCHMAH. THEN afterwards
THE HIGH PRIEST HIMSELF brings an offering, and the upper ones
all join to atone for his sin. It is acceptable to the Holy King. In the
same manner, he who prays and errs, let another take his place.

44. The blowing of the Shofar
Rabbi Elazar tells about the blowing of the Shofar on Rosh Hashanah and on Yom Kippur, and about the day that Isaac was bound. On that day God
raised Abraham, teaching us that the right was constructed and perfected by binding the left. God told Yisrael that they should not be afraid of the
judgments of the Left Column, for He detains those judgments from coming out. When the sound of the Shofar rises up, the prosecutors above are
pushed aside by the sound and cannot prevail. Rabbi Elazar talks about the worthiness of the messenger, saying that a priest and a Levite should
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be examined before they begin their service to be sure they are worthy of it. Then they shall put incense on the altar so that everything is perfumed,
and so that blessings will prevail in all the worlds.
302. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba were sitting. Rabbi Elazar said, I
saw that my father, on the day of Rosh Hashanah (The Jewish New
Year) and on Yom Kippur, refused to listen to the prayer of a man,
unless he was with him three days in advance to purify him. As
Rabbi Shimon used to say, by the prayer of the man who I purify, the
world is atoned for. All the more so by the blowing of the Shofar, for
he did not accept the Shofar blowing of a man who did not have the
knowledge of blowing according to the meditation on the secret
meaning of blowing.

303. We have learned that Rabbi Yesa Saba discussed the order of
the Shofar blowings: The first ORDER comprises all of them; TO
WIT, INCLUDING SHEVARIM AND T'RUAH IN THIS ORDER: T'KIAH,
SHEVARIM, T'RUAH, T'KIAH. The second ORDER COMPRISES one
T'KIAH duly IN THE BEGINNING, one T'KIAH PEAL duly IN THE END,
a great Gvurah, NAMELY SHEVARIM in between. THE ORDER IS
T'KIAH, SHEVARIM, T'KIAH. The third ORDER IS one T'KIAH on the
one side, IN THE BEGINNING, AND one T'KIAH on that side, IN THE
END, AND A PLAIN Gvurah, WHICH IS T'RUAH in between. The
Shevarim rises up TO THE PEAL OF GVURAH, and the T'ruah sound
goes down TO MALCHUT. The one sound is harsh JUDGMENT,
NAMELY SHEVARIM, and the other is mild JUDGMENT, NAMELY
T'RUAH. This has already been explained. There are ten sounds:
T'KIAH, SHEVARIM, T'RUAH, T'KIAH; T'KIAH, SHEVARIM, T'KIAH;
T'KIAH, T'RUAH, T'KIAH. Yet they are only nine sounds, SINCE one
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE FIRST ORDER, SHEVARIM T'RUAH, IS NOT
TWO SOUNDS, BUT is inclusive; TO WIT, ONE SOUND THAT
INCLUDES TWO. THERE ARE THEREFORE NO MORE THAN NINE
SOUNDS.
304. On that day, Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN,
is adorned to be at the head of the patriarchs. On that day, it is
written, "The sinners in Zion are afraid" (Yeshayah 33:14) on the day
Isaac was bound and bound everything. Sarah wails and the peal of
the Shofar grows very strong. Happy is the portion of he who passes
between them and escapes them. Rabbi Aba said, The reason we
read the portion OF THE BINDING of Isaac on that day is that the day
Isaac was bound below, he was also tied to the one above. When
was he tied? At the time that it is written, "And he bound Isaac his
son..." (Beresheet 22:9).
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305. Rabbi Elazar said, On that day ISAAC WAS BOUND, Isaac
crowned Abraham WITH THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT THAT ARE CALLED CROWN, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
MEANING OF THE VERSE: "WITH THE CROWN WITH WHICH HIS
MOTHER CROWNED HIM" (SHIR HASHIRIM 3:11). It is written, "That
Elohim did test (Heb. nisa) Abraham" (Ibid. 1). What is "nisa"? It has
the same meaning as in the verse: "And set up my standard (Heb.
nisi) to the peoples" (Yeshayah 49:22) and "called the name of it
Adonai Nisi (lit. 'Hashem is my banner')" (Shemot 17:16). IT IS THE
LANGUAGE OF ELEVATION AND EXALTATION, NOT OF TESTING,
FOR IN THE BINDING OF ISAAC, HE RAISED AND ELEVATED
ABRAHAM. HE ASKS, What does that teach us? HE ANSWERS, IT
TEACHES US that the right was constructed and perfected BY
BINDING THE LEFT. Hence, it is written "Elohim did test Abraham." It
is accurate to use 'Elohim', being the fear of Isaac, THAT IS, THE
ATTRIBUTE OF GVURAH, THE LEFT COLUMN.
306. Rabbi Aba said that it is written, "But Elohim is the judge: He
puts one down, and lifts up another" (Tehilim 75:8). "But Elohim is
the judge": ELOHIM IS GVURAH AND THE JUDGE IS TIFERET
CALLED JUSTICE. THE MEANING OF THIS IS THAT if the Judgment
of Isaac, THE SECRET OF GVURAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN, were
removed from where Jacob dwelt, WHO IS THE SECRET OF TIFERET
AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and were mitigated there, woe to the
world who meets ITS JUDGMENT. This is the secret of the words:
"For by fire will Hashem execute Judgment" (Yeshayah 66:16). THE
FIRE ON THE LEFT IS JUDGED BY YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH JOINS IT WITH THE RIGHT. This is how the world
is perfumed.
307. Since Isaac, THE LEFT COLUMN, enters the place of Jacob, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, and Jacob holds on to him, the fire is appeased
and its coals cool, NAMELY THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT
COLUMN. THIS IS LIKE a man who put on arms in his anger and
went out to kill people. A wise man stood by his door, seized him
AND DID NOT LET HIM GO OUT. THE ANGRY MAN said to him: Were
it not for you who held me and opposed me, there would be killing in
the world. As they were arguing with each other and seizing each
other, his anger cooled off with his desire to kill. THE WISE MAN
thus proved who endures the anger and the harshness of that man's
rage; namely, whoever stands by the door TO DETAIN HIM FROM
COMING OUT.

308. Thus spoke the Holy One, blessed be He, THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, to Yisrael: My children, do not be afraid OF THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN, for I stand by the door TO
DETAIN THE JUDGMENTS FROM COMING OUT. Cheer up on this
day and give me strength. With what? With the Shofar. If the sound
of the Shofar is found worthy and people meditate on it below, the
sound rises AND JOINS THE RIGHT AND LEFT by which the fathers
are crowned. ABRAHAM AND ISAAC are in Jacob's abode,
BECAUSE HE BRINGS ABOUT THIS UNISON. One should therefore
be careful with the Shofar, to know that sound and meditate on it.
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309. There is no sound of the Shofar which does not ascend to a
certain firmament, and all the crowd in that firmament gives room to
this sound. They say: "And Hashem utters His voice before His
army..." (Yoel 2:11). That sound stands in that firmament until
another sound comes and they assemble and rise, joined to another
firmament. We therefore learned that there is a sound that raises a
sound. What is it? It is the sound of Yisrael blowing below.

310. When the sounds below are joined, they rise to the highest
firmament in which the Holy King, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, abides.
They are all adorned before the King. Then the thrones OF
JUDGMENT are overthrown and another throne of Jacob, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, is fixed and prepared.

311. I have found that Rav Hamnuna Saba said in his book in the
section of the prayers of Rosh Hashanah about the prayer and the
sound of the Shofar a righteous man makes with the Shofar, that
comes out from his spirit and soul, that that sound rises up. On that
day, prosecutors stand ready above. But when the sound of the
Shofar rises, they are all pushed aside by it and cannot prevail.
Happy is the portion of the righteous who know how to concentrate
their will before their Master, and who know how to mend the world
on that day by the sound of the Shofar. It is therefore written, "Happy
is the people that know the joyful note (Heb. T'ruah)" (Tehilim 89:16).
It is written, "know" not 'blow'.

312. On that day, the people should see that a man who is perfect in
every way, who knows the ways of the Holy King and the glory of the
King, says the prayer for them on that day and introduces the sound
of the Shofar to every world with the meditation of the heart,
wisdom, will and perfection. With his help, Judgment will be
removed from the world. Woe to those whose messenger is found
unworthy, for the sins of the world will be remembered because of
him. Hence, "if the priest that is anointed do sin," the messenger of
all of Yisrael, it is for the "guiltiness of the people" (Vayikra 4:3),
because Judgment rests on the people.
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313. When the cantor is worthy, happy are the people, for all
Judgments are removed from them by him. All the more so for the
priest, for whose sake the upper and lower beings are blessed.
Rabbi Elazar said, A priest and a Levite should therefore be
examined before they begin their service, to search their ways and
actions. Otherwise, they may not rise to start their service. Also in
the Sanhedrin, in relation to judging, NO MAN IS ACCEPTED TO
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE SANHEDRIN BEFORE HE IS CHECKED
TO SEE WHETHER HE IS WORTHY OF IT.

314. If THE PRIEST OR THE LEVITE is found worthy, a restrictive
measure due to the greater import of the Temple is put on him, but if
not, he does not start his service. Hence, it says, "And of Levi he
said, Let your Tummim and your Urim be with your pious
one" (Devarim 33:8). Wherefore is he worthy of the Urim and
Tummim and of performing service? We conclude this from: "Whom
you did prove at Massa" (Ibid.), BECAUSE YOU TESTED HIM
BEFORE AND FOUND HIM WORTHY. "Who said of his father and of
his mother, I have not seen him..." (Ibid. 9). When he is in these
grades, then "they shall teach Jacob Your Judgments...they shall put
incense" (Ibid. 10). THEY SHALL PUT INCENSE so that anger will be
soothed and peace invited. "and whole burnt sacrifice upon Your
altar" (Ibid.) so that everything will be perfumed and blessings will
prevail in all the worlds. Then, "bless, Hashem, his
substance..." (Ibid. 11).

45. Lilit who was first with Adam
Rabbi Shimon says that when God made man He created him whole, male and female, and the female was included within the male. Then he talks
about Lilit, who was Adam's first wife and who lives in a hole in the great abyss. At first Adam's body was created without a spirit, and God had to
prevent thousands of spirits of the left side from entering his body. Until Eve appeared, Lilit was always with Adam. When he received a living soul,
Eve was stuck by his side, and then God separated them. When Lilit saw this, she fled, but she is still capable of harming people. Rabbi Shimon
says that she is the destruction of the world, and the only protection against her for one joining with his wife is for him to devote himself to holiness.
315. "And if the whole congregation of Yisrael sin through
ignorance, and the thing be hid..." (Vayikra 4:13). Rabbi Shimon
opened the discussion with the verse: "Rise up, you women that are
at ease, hear my voice..." (Yeshayah 32:9). How much should man
regard his Master's glory, so as to be a whole creature before the
Holy One, blessed be He. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created
man, He created him whole, as it says "that Elohim has made man
upright" (Kohelet 7:29). "Man" TEACHES US that they were male and
female and that the female WAS included within the male. Then it
says, he is "upright," but later "they have sought out many
inventions" (Ibid.).
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316. Come and see: In a hole by the great, supernal abyss, there is a
certain female, a spirit above all spirits. We have explained that its
name is Lilit. She was first with Adam, BEING HIS WIFE. When Adam
was created and his body perfected, a thousand spirits came on the
body from the left side. This one wanted to enter it and that one
wanted to enter it, but they could not.The Holy One, blessed be He,
scolded them. Thus, Adam lay down spiritless, green in appearance,
with all those spirits around him.

317. At that time, a cloud descended and pushed aside all the spirits
WHICH SURROUNDED ADAM. At that time, it is written, "And Elohim
said, Let the earth bring forth living creatures (Nefesh)" (Beresheet
1:24). We have explained that the Female, MALCHUT, conceived
from the Male, ZEIR ANPIN, and was with the Nefesh of the FIRST
man, and that she, MALCHUT, brought forth the Ruach to breathe
within that man, which is included of two sides, MALE AND FEMALE.
Hence, it says, "And breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and
man became a living soul (Nefesh)" (Beresheet 2:7), a truly living
Nefesh; TO WIT, THAT INCLUDES MALE AND FEMALE. Whoever is
not sure whether this living creature is a lower living creature,
MALCHUT, or a living creature named Yisrael, ZEIR ANPIN, whether
it is male or female, LET HIM BE PRECISE. It does not say, 'the living
Nefesh', WHICH WOULD REFER TO A SPECIFIC LIVING CREATURE,
but just "a living Nefesh," which means general; TO WIT, THIS
LIVING NEFESH COMPRISES EVERYTHING.

318. When Adam rose AFTER RECEIVING THE LIVING NEFESH, his
Female was stuck by his side and the holy Neshamah within him
expanded to this side OF THE MALE and that side OF THE FEMALE
and sufficed for both of them, THE MALE AND THE FEMALE. It
therefore included MALE AND FEMALE. Afterwards, the Holy One,
blessed be He, sawed Adam and prepared his wife. Hence, it is
written, "And Hashem Elohim had made the side..." (Beresheet 2:22).
We explained that the words "the side" have the same meaning as
"the second side of the tabernacle" (Shemot 26:20). "And brought
her to the man" (Beresheet 2:22): TO WIT, HE BROUGHT HER
adorned like a bride under the Chupah (Eng. 'marriage canopy').

319. When Lilit saw all this, she fled and is now by the sea towns. To
this day, she is capable of harming people. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, will destroy evil Rome, so that it will be forever
destroyed, Lilit will rise from the sea. And He will put her in the ruins
OF ROME, for she is the destruction of the world, as written, "Lilit
also shall rest there, and find for herself a place of rest" (Yeshayah
34:14).
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320. In ancient books, it has been said that LILIT fled from Adam
before that, NAMELY BEFORE EVE WAS PREPARED. We did not
understand it this way, because this female, LILIT, was with him. As
long as this woman, EVE, was not made to be with Adam, LILIT was
with him. When EVE was designed to be with him, LILIT fled to the
sea, destined to harm the world.

321. The remedy AGAINST LILIT DOING ANY HARM is that when a
man joins his wife FOR PROCREATION, he should devote his heart
to his Master's holiness and speak the following: The one wrapped
with a sheet, NAMELY LILIT WHO IS ALWAYS WRAPPED AND
WAILING, THE NAME LILIT DERIVED FROM WAIL (HEB. YELALAH),
is come. Get you hence, get you hence; you shall not come in nor
come out.This is not yours, nor pertains to you. Return, return, the
sea rages, its waves beckon to you. I cleave to the holy portion. I am
wrapped with the King's holiness.

322. He should cover his head and his wife's head for up to an hour
as long as THEY MATE up to three days to the conception OF THE
SPERM, for the sperm which A WOMAN does not conceive for three
days, she will never conceive. In the book that Asmodeus handed to
Solomon, he said IT IS UP TO thirty days. He also said that after the
deed is done, it behooves him to sprinkle clear water around his bed.
This is the best protection.

46. A woman who suckles her baby
We learn that a woman who suckles her child must not have intercourse with her husband until the baby is asleep, and she should not afterwards
suckle her child for an hour.
323. A woman who suckles her child must not have intercourse with
her husband unless the child is asleep. She should not afterwards
suckle her baby for an hour, THE EQUIVALENT OF A two mile
WALK, or one mile, if she cannot WAIT, so as not to distress the
baby, if the baby cries! If she does this, she will never have anything
to fear her, LILIT.

324. Happy are the righteous whom the Holy One, blessed be He,
teaches deep mysteries from high up and from below, all for the
sake of the Torah. Whoever studies the Torah is crowned with the
crowns of His Holy Name, for the Torah is a Holy Name. And he who
studies it is marked and crowned with the Holy Name, for he knows
then hidden ways and deep mysteries from high up and below and is
never afraid.

47. Women rule over the world
Rabbi Shimon says that because a woman was the first to sin, women rule over men on the side of severe judgment when men sin before God.
These women are the sharp brightness coming from the revolving sword. Rabbi Shimon adds that woe is to the world when women rule over the
people.
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325. On the day THAT ADAM WAS BORN, they were commanded
concerning a certain tree, THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD
AND EVIL, but they transgressed the commandment of their Master.
Since the woman was the first to sin and the serpent came in to her,
it is written, "And he shall rule over you" (Beresheet 3:16). From then
on, whenever men were guilty before the Holy One, blessed be He,
we explained that women, who are on the side of severe Judgment,
would rule over them on the side of severe Judgment. Hence, it says,
"As for My people, children are their oppressors, and women rule
over them" (Yeshayah 3:12) and surely women rule over them.

326. Those WOMEN are called "the bright blade of a revolving
sword" (Beresheet 3:24). It is not that they themselves are the
revolving sword, but they are the sharp brightness coming from the
sword, called "a sword...that shall avenge My covenant" (Vayikra
26:25) and "the sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah
34:6). The bright blade revolves, so that it is sometimes men and
sometimes women, as we have already understood.

327. Woe to the world when women rule over the world. When a
prophet in Yisrael saw Yisrael deviating from their way, and are
sinful before their Master, he said "you women that are at
ease" (Yeshayah 32:9) how can you be still, how can you sit without
stirring in the world? "Rise up" AND RULE OVER MEN. We explained
this verse elsewhere, and the friends explained it.

328. They spoke only of instances such as we find in Deborah, as
written, "She judged Yisrael at that time" (Shoftim 4:4). We therefore
learned that woe is to man, whose wife says grace for him at his
table; TO WIT, THAT SHE SPEAKS FOR HER HUSBAND WHEN
SAYING GRACE, SINCE HE DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO DO IT. So
was Deborah, who judged Yisrael at that time. Woe to the generation
in which there is no one to judge the people, but a woman.

48. There were two women in the world
We learn about Deborah and Hannah, who praised God more than any man ever did. Hannah opened the gate of faith in the world, and she
prophesied that Samuel would be the equal of Moses and Aaron. Rabbi Shimon analyzes a long portion of 1st Shmuel, the central message of which
is that the strength of severe judgment will be broken by the illumination of Binah. From what Deborah said we learn that God invited all the nations
to receive the Torah, but none of them wanted it. Rabbi Shimon tells us that because people sinned in Jerusalem, the whole nation sinned.
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329. Come and see: There were two women in the world who praised
the Holy One, blessed be He, such as no men in the world did. Who
are they? Deborah and Hannah. Hannah said, "There is none holy as
Hashem; for there is none besides You" (I Shmuel 2:2) and all THE
FOLLOWING verses. She thus opened the gate of Faith in the world,
such as: "He raises up the poor out of the dust, and lifts up the
beggar from the dunghill" (Ibid. 8). This is the gate of Faith, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED A POOR ONE AND A BEGGAR
WHEN THE GENERATION IS SINFUL. WHEN THEY REPENT, IT SAYS
OF HER, "HE RAISES UP THE POOR OUT OF THE DUST." "To set
among princes" (Ibid.): This is the upper Faith where the patriarchs
abide: CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. FOR who
are the princes? They are the patriarchs, as written, "The nobles of
the peoples are gathered together, the people of Elohim of
Abraham" (Tehilim 47:10). THUS, FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
FATHERS THEY ARE CALLED NOBLES.
330. Another explanation for: "To set among princes": She
prophesied of Samuel that he would equal Moses and Aaron, as
written, "Moses and Aaron among His priests and Samuel among
those who call on His name" (Tehilim 99:6). "And to make them
inherit the throne of glory" (I Shmuel 2:8). What is "make them
inherit"? It is Samuel, who made two kings, SAUL AND DAVID,
inherit the glory of kingship. Another explanation for: "And to make
them inherit the throne of glory" (Ibid.): It is the Holy One, blessed be
He, who makes His servants inherit His throne. This is the meaning
of: "And to make them inherit the throne of glory."

331. "The adversaries of Hashem will be broken in pieces" (Ibid. 10):
Merivav (lit. 'adversaries') is spelled without Yud, THE MARK OF
PLURAL. What does this teach us? HE ANSWERS, Merivav contains
the letters Meriv Vav. This is the Holy King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE CENTRAL COLUMN. The
secret of wisdom was spoken here: when Judgments awaken and
the rulers OF THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT overpower Mercy, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, Mercy is subdued BEFORE THE RULERS OF
JUDGMENT. When the Holy One, blessed be He, is blessed by the
source of the river, BINAH, Mercy, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
overpowers, and Judgments, WHICH ARE DRAWN FROM THE LEFT,
are subdued. Hence, "the adversaries of Hashem will be broken in
pieces." Meriv Vav, NAMELY JUDGMENTS, THE ADVERSARY (HEB.
MERIV) OF THE VAV, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WILL BE BROKEN IN
PIECES BY THE ILLUMINATION OF BINAH.
332. "Out of heaven shall be thunder on him" (Ibid.): Who is "him"?
HE ANSWERS, When dew, NAMELY THE ABUNDANCE OF Atika
Kadisha, KETER, rests on him and fills his head, NAMELY THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT CALLED HEAD, in the place called heaven,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, then there shall be thunder, and the strength
and might of severe Judgment will be broken. "And He shall give
strength to His king" (Ibid.): This is the Holy One, blessed be He,
ZEIR ANPIN. "And exalt the horn of His anointed" (Ibid.): This is the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT called ram's horn, as
we explained. His anointed carries the same meaning as in the
words: "The anointed of Elohim of Jacob" (II Shmuel 23:1), WHICH
WAS SAID OF DAVID, THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT. It therefore says,
"the horn of his anointed," which has already been explained.
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333. When Deborah came to praise the Holy King, SHE SAID,
"Hashem, when You did go out of Seir, when You did march out of
the field of Edom" (Shoftim 5:4). This teaches us that the Holy One,
blessed be He, invited all nations to receive the Torah, but they did
not want it. HE ASKS, Was it not known to Him that they would not
want it? WHEREFORE DID HE INVITE THEM? HE ANSWERS, So that
they would have no excuse to say that they would have kept the
Torah had the Holy One, blessed be He, given it to them. HE
THEREFORE INVITED THEM. All the verses uttered by Deborah are
in the secret of wisdom until she praised herself, as it says, "Until I
Deborah arose, I arose a mother in Yisrael" (Ibid. 7). According to
our explanation, the spirit of prophecy then quit her, and hence SHE
SAID, "Awake, awake, Deborah: awake, awake, utter a song" (Ibid.
13). SHE HAD TO AWAKE AGAIN THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY.

334. All this occurred when men were sinful and unworthy of the
Holy Spirit resting on them. Surely, "if the whole congregation of
Yisrael sin..." (Vayikra 4:13). As we explained, they erred in their
instructions. Yet IT SAYS, "And if the whole congregation of Yisrael
sin," while it should have said, 'And if the whole of Yisrael sin'. What
is the meaning of "the congregation of Yisrael"? THE WORD
CONGREGATION IS REDUNDANT. HE ANSWERS, It REFERS TO the
dwellers of Jerusalem, whence the Torah spreads to the whole
people. If people erred there, so did the whole of Yisrael. According
to what we learned, since there IN JERUSALEM they erred, the whole
people erred, because everybody follows them. "And the thing be
hid from the eyes of the assembly" (Vayikra 4:13). The eyes of the
assembly are the Sanhedrin, who are in charge over Yisrael.

49. The greater Sanhedrin and the smaller Sanhedrin
We learn about the greater Sanhedrin of Moses and the smaller Sanhedrin of Aaron, both of which had seventy members. Moses was the best man
of the King, Tiferet, while Aaron was the best man of the Queen, Malchut. This section tells about the seventy tongues, the seventy aspects of the
Torah, the seventy interpretations of the holy tongue in the Torah, the numerical value of secret (sod), the chariot of seventy seats, and the seven
Sfirot of Zeir Anpin each comprising ten. Moses and Aaron, the heads of the Sanhedrin, complete the number of the Sanhedrin to 72.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
335. It is a precept to bring an offering for the greater Sanhedrin if
they erred. LISTEN, Tannaim and Amoraim, there were seventy
members in the greater Sanhedrin when Moses was over them and
seventy in the smaller Sanhedrin when Aaron was over them. WHEN
MOSES WAS IN CHARGE OVER THEM THEY WERE CONSIDERED A
GREATER SANHEDRIN, AND WHEN AARON WAS OVER THEM
THEY WERE CONSIDERED SMALLER SANHEDRIN. The sages
therefore said that Moses was the best man of the King, Tiferet;
NAMELY, HE CONDUCTED TIFERET TO JOIN MALCHUT. Therefrom
is the Sanhedrin great, WHO BEARS THE ASPECT OF TIFERET.
Aaron was the best man of the Queen, Malchut, whom we call the
small Hei, as in: "I will serve you seven years for Rachel your
younger (lit. 'smaller') daughter" (Beresheet 29:18). FOR RACHEL IS
MALCHUT, AND IS CONSIDERED SMALL and they are called the
smaller Sanhedrin after her. SO WHEN AARON, MALCHUT'S BEST
MAN, WHO RAISES HER TO ZEIR ANPIN, PRESIDED OVER THE
SANHEDRIN, THE SANHEDRIN WAS CONSIDERED SMALL.
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336. From there the Sanhedrin drew their knowledge of seventy
languages, the seventy aspects of the Torah. For there are seventy
languages on the side of the evil kingdom, all of which are different.
Hence, "By these were the isles of the nations divided in their lands;
everyone after his language" (Beresheet 10:5), since all these
seventy languages are different from each other.

337. In the Torah, however, there are seventy interpretations in one
language, THE HOLY LANGUAGE. This is Yesod, WHICH INCLUDES
THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, EACH COMPRISING TEN. THEY
ARE SEVENTY ALTOGETHER. Yud OF YESOD is one Halachah,
small Chochmah, NAMELY Malchut, which contains seventy
languages, the numerical value of sod (lit. 'secret'=70) of Yesod.
Yesod is the holy language, the secret of the Chariot of seventy
seats. In relation to them we learned that whoever replies, 'Amen.
May His great name be blessed' with all his might, a decree of
seventy years standing against him is torn. The one language,
YESOD, is seventy languages by the small measure of small
Chochmah, which is a small Yud, TO WHICH THE YUD OF YESOD
ALLUDES. AND THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF YESOD IS THE
SEVENTY LANGUAGES THAT ILLUMINATE YUD, TOGETHER
COMPRISING THE LETTERS OF YESOD. Bet (=2) is MOSES AND
AARON, THE HEADS OF THE SANHEDRIN. THEY ARE two, the two
lips, NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD. THIS IS FROM THE ASPECT OF
SFIROT. FROM THE ASPECT OF MOCHIN they comprise Da'at and
Tevunah, AS MOSES IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT AND AARON THE
SECRET OF TEVUNAH. With them, THE NUMBER OF THE
SANHEDRIN is completed to 72; NAMELY, WHICH CORRESPONDS
TO THE NAME OF AYIN BET (=72).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

50. "I acknowledge my sin to you"
Rabbi Chiya tells us that a man can only open the gate of penitence if he reveals his sins to God, and even more so if he cries. Confession of sins
causes Mercy to overpower Judgment, and glorifies God. There are two glorifications, one in this world and one in the World to Come. Rabbi
Shimon says that David addressed the words in the title psalm to the kingdom of heaven, that is a messenger or a mediator. He adds that peace
offerings are brought by confession. Anyone who wants a favor from the King should bring the unison of the Holy Name with all his will from below
upward and from above downward; then in this unison he can include his petition.
338. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking along the road. While
they were walking, Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Chiya: Let us study the
words of the Torah, the words of Atik Yomin (lit. 'the Ancient of
Days'). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying, "I acknowledge
my sin to You" (Tehilim 32:5). From this, I learned that a man who
hides his sins and does not confess them before the Holy King to
ask for mercy on them cannot open the gate of penitence, because
he conceals from Him. If he uncovers them before the Holy One,
blessed be He, He takes pity on him and Mercy overcomes Judgment.
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339. All the more so if he cries, because he opens all the closed
doors by crying and his prayer is accepted. Confessing his sins,
therefore, glorifies the King. It causes Mercy to overpower
Judgment. It is therefore written, "Whoever offers praise glorifies Me
(Heb. Yechabdaneni)" (Tehilim 50:23). Why Yechabdaneni, INSTEAD
OF THE COMMON YECHABDENI? This is because there are two
glorifications, one above and one below; NAMELY, one in this world
and one in the World to Come.

340. The whole verse is difficult, because of its excess of words. The
words, "I will confess my transgressions" (Tehilim 32:5) suffice. Why
then does he say, "I acknowledge my sin to You, and my iniquity I
have not hid" (Ibid.). Then he says, "I will confess my transgressions
to Hashem." It should have been 'to You', LIKE HE SAID BEFORE: "I
ACKNOWLEDGE MY SIN TO YOU" AND NOT 'TO HASHEM.'

341. HE ANSWERS, David said all his words by the Holy Spirit. He
addressed them to the kingdom of heaven, that is a mediator and a
messenger that takes the message from below upwards, BEING A
GATE TO THE UPPER SFIROT, AND MAN HAS TO ENTER IT FIRST
and from above downwards SINCE IT RECEIVES ABUNDANCE
FROM THE UPPER SFIROT AND POURS IT DOWNWARDS. Whoever
needs the King should first notify it. Therefore, "I acknowledge my
sin to You" is addressed to the kingdom of heaven and "my iniquity I
have not hid" from the Righteous of the world, YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. "I said, I will confess my transgressions to Hashem" to the
Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN, that the whole peace is His. It behooves man
to bring peace to Him by confession; NAMELY, HE SHOULD
CONFESS HIS SINS. For peace offerings are brought by confession,
as written, "His peace offering of thanksgiving (derived from
'confess')" (Vayikra 7:13). "And You did forgive the iniquity of my
sin. Sela" (Tehilim 32:5) is high above BY THE SUPERNAL ABA AND
IMA, where Atika Kadisha, KETER, dwells. This verse is therefore
attached to everything, TO MALCHUT, YESOD, TIFERET AND THE
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, ON WHICH KETER RESTS.

342. In the same manner, he who pleads for a favor of the King
should bring the unison of the Holy Name with his will from below
upward, FROM MALCHUT TO KETER, and from above downward,
FROM KETER TO MALCHUT. And he should bind everything into
one unison WITH THE BLESSED ENDLESS LIGHT. In this unison, it
behooves him to include his petition. Rabbi Yosi said, Who is wise to
ask his request like King David did, who guarded the gate of the
King, BEING A CHARIOT TO MALCHUT CALLED THE GATE OF THE
KING. Rabbi Chiya said to him: Surely this is so. The Torah therefore
teaches us the ways of the Holy King, so that we shall know how to
follow Him, as written, "You shall walk after Hashem your
Elohim..." (Devarim 13:5).

51. "Rachel weeping for her children"
Rabbi Yosi says that whenever a prophet begins his words, whichever name is mentioned at first indicates either Judgment or Mercy. He talks about
the Shechinah's sorrow when the Temple was destroyed and Yisrael were sent into exile. He says that Yisrael would never have gone into exile nor
would the Temple have been destroyed if all of Yisrael had not been found guilty before God and the leaders of the world first. Once the leaders of
the people sinned, all the people followed them. After this discussion, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi miraculously find a cave in which they can hide
from robbers who were chasing them.
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343. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Thus says
Hashem, A voice was heard in Rama, lamentation and bitter
weeping..." (Yirmeyah 31:14). "Thus says Hashem": It has been
understood that whenever a prophet opens his words, they are
recognized BY THE NAME MENTIONED AT THE BEGINNING,
WHETHER THE NAME INDICATES JUDGMENT OR MERCY, ZEIR
ANPIN OR MALCHUT, ETC. "Thus says Hashem": This is the Holy
One, blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. What does He say? "A
voice was heard in Rama" OF MALCHUT, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
344. We have learned that on the day the Temple was destroyed and
Yisrael went into exile with a millstone around their necks and their
hands bound behind them, the Congregation of Yisrael, THE
SHECHINAH, was driven from the King's house to follow them INTO
EXILE. When THE SHECHINAH descended, She said, Let me go first
to lament My dwelling place, THE TEMPLE, My children, YISRAEL,
and My husband ZEIR ANPIN, WHO SEPARATED FROM HER. When
She came down, She saw her abode ruined with much blood of the
pious flowing in it, and the Temple and Her house consumed by fire.

345. She then raised Her voice IN WEEPING, and the upper and lower
beings were in a tumult. The voice reached up to where the King,
ZEIR ANPIN, abides. The King then wanted to bring the world back
into chaos. Many legions and hosts OF ANGELS came down to
console Her but She took no consolation. Hence, "a voice was heard
in Rama, lamentation and bitter weeping...Rachel weeping for her
children; she refused to be comforted for her children," because she
would not be consoled by them. "Because he is not" (Ibid.): The Holy
King has risen above and is not inside Her. Hence, it says, "because
he is not" and not 'they are not', SINCE IT ALLUDES TO THE HOLY
KING.

346. Rabbi Chiya said to him: Why does it say "Rachel weeping for
her children"? IT SHOULD HAVE SAID THAT THE SHECHINAH WAS
WEEPING FOR HER CHILDREN. He said to him: We learned that
RACHEL is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH.
Surely she is Jacob's wife, NAMELY THE WIFE OF ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED JACOB, as written, "And Jacob loved Rachel" (Beresheet
29:18) and "but Rachel was barren" (Ibid. 31). It is also written, "He
makes the barren woman to keep house, and be a joyful mother of
children" (Tehilim 113:9). ALL THESE VERSES SPEAK OF THE
SHECHINAH.
347. Another interpretation for: "Because he is not": It resembles the
words: "There is none greater in this house than I" (Beresheet 39:9).
"NONE" DOES NOT SIMPLY MEAN THAT HE IS NOT, BUT THAT
THERE IS NO ONE GREATER IN THE HOUSE THAN I. IT IS WRITTEN
IN GENERAL AND HAS MANY MEANINGS, 1) "he is not" because
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is gone above, away from
everything; 2) "he is not" united with her and 3) "he is not,"
BECAUSE HIS NAME, THE SHECHINAH, is no longer His great name,
BUT IS IN EXILE.
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348. Rabbi Chiya said, Whence is the starting point of the
Shechinah's exile? He said to him: From the Temple, where She
dwelt. She then went around all the land of Yisrael. When She left the
land and stood in the desert, after sitting there for three days, She
led the crowd, the camps and the inhabitants of the King's house
FROM JERUSALEM and cried to it: "How does the city sit
solitary" (Eichah 1:1). Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi wept.

349. Rabbi Yosi said, Yisrael would never have gone into exile from
the land of Yisrael, nor would the Temple have been destroyed, had
not all of Yisrael been found guilty before the King and the leaders of
the world first, as written, "They that lead you cause you to err, and
destroy the way of your paths" (Yeshayah 3:12). Once the leaders of
the people went the way of evil, the whole people were drawn after
and followed them. Rabbi Chiya said, We learn this from the verse:
"And if the whole congregation of Yisrael sin through
ignorance" (Vayikra 4:13). In what way? Since "the thing be hid from
the eyes of the assembly" (Ibid.), for the eyes of the people are their
chiefs, after whom the whole people are drawn and follow.

350. While they were walking, they saw a lush place with a river
flowing through it. They sat down. While they were sitting, a bird flew
past them. Rabbi Chiya said, Let us go from here because wild cocks
abide here, NAMELY ROBBERS. They rose and left. When they
looked back they saw robbers chasing them. A miracle happened to
them and they found before them a rock, in which there was a cave.
They entered it and sat there all that day and all the night.

52. "I will save you from afar"
Rabbi Chiya talks about the possible meanings of "from afar." Rabbi Shimon explains that Zeir Anpin rises high up to Chochmah and pours the
abundance down from afar. He says that Zeir Anpin will eventually return and descend to rejoin the Congregation of Yisrael so that none need be
afraid of Isaac, the Left Column, or judgments. Just so God saved Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi by giving them the cave to be safe in.
351. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying, "Therefore fear you
not, O My servant Jacob...for, lo, I will save you from afar" (Yirmeyah
30:10). HE ASKS, "From afar"? It should have said, 'from near by'.
We explained in relation to this verse that "from afar" is like 'they
return from a far country'; TO WIT, IT ALLUDES TO A PLACE. Yet,
"from afar" HAS THE SAME MEANING as the words: "Hashem
appeared to me from afar" (Yirmeyah 31:2) and "she brings her food
from afar" (Mishlei 31:14). What is this? It is the deep river,
CHOCHMAH CALLED FAR, AS WRITTEN, "I SAID, I WILL BE WISE;
BUT IT WAS FAR FROM ME" (KOHELET 7:23). This is the place from
whence the river, BINAH, comes out and flows.
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352. "And Jacob shall return" (Yirmeyah 30:10). HE ASKS, Since it
already says, "Therefore fear you not, O My servant Jacob,"
wherefore also does it say, "And Jacob shall return, AND SHALL BE
QUIET AND AT EASE, AND NONE SHALL MAKE HIM AFRAID" (Ibid.),
WHICH IS A REPETITION? HE ANSWERS, As we have learned, the
Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, rises high up,
NAMELY TO CHOCHMAH, as written, "Why, Hashem, stand You afar
off" (Tehilim 10:1) IN CHOCHMAH, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. From
that far place, "I will save you," NAMELY, POUR THE ABUNDANCE
OF CHOCHMAH. "And Jacob shall return": TO WIT, ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED JACOB SHALL RETURN FROM CHOCHMAH AND
DESCEND to his place to join the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT. Yesod is quiet and at ease, which MEANS THAT IT IS AT
EASE to set his abode in her, IN MALCHUT. "None shall make him
afraid," NAMELY of Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN AND OF
JUDGMENTS, as written, "And Isaac trembled very
much" (Beresheet 27:33). It is therefore written, "And the fear of
Isaac" (Beresheet 31:42), WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN. When that
fear is aroused, Yesod is gone elsewhere AND DOES NOT BESTOW
PLENTY ON MALCHUT. Hence, "the sinners in Zion are
afraid" (Yeshayahu 33:14). THEY WILL FEAR THE JUDGMENTS OF
THE LEFT COLUMN CALLED FEAR THAT REMOVES THE YESOD,
SO IT WILL NOT GIVE PLENTY TO MALCHUT. Zion is accurate,
BECAUSE ZION IS YESOD OF MALCHUT, BECAUSE YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN LEAVES HER DUE TO THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT.
Hence, it says, "And none shall make him afraid." The Holy One,
blessed be He, saved us from afar and hid us in this place, IN THE
CAVE, in quiet and peace, with none to make us afraid. When the
Holy One, blessed be He, makes a miracle, He does so completely.
353. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "And Barak
said to her, If you will go with me, then I will go" (Shoftim 4:8). HE
ASKS, What does it mean? HE ANSWERS, Since the Holy Spirit rests
on her, Barak said I will be saved in her merit and shall come to no
harm. As Barak put his Faith on a woman to be saved by her merit,
how much more we, when the Torah is with us, which is the name of
the Holy King.

53. "I will give You thanks for ever, because You have done it"
The rabbis are delighted when they hear two merchants talking outside their cave, discussing the title verse; they come out of the cave to talk to
them. Rabbi Chiya says that men give thanks to God every day for the world that He has made. The merchant tells of overhearing Rabbi Shimon say
that King David gave thanks for the last world, namely Malchut. Rabbi Shimon also explained the meaning of "Now therefore, our Elohim, hear the
prayer of Your servant, and his supplications...for the sake of Adonai," and we learn that the name Adonai symbolizes the Shechinah and is attached
to the Temple, her dwelling place.
354. They sat inside the cave all that day. When night fell, the moon
shone into the cave. Two merchants passed by with their mules
laden with wine and food for themselves. They rested on their load.
They said to each other: Let us pass the night here. We shall give
food and drink to the donkeys and go into the cave. His friend said
to him: Before we do so, please explain this verse which I cannot
understand.
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355. He said to him: Which one? He said to him: A word in the verse:
"I will give You thanks for ever, because You have done it..." (Tehilim
52:11). Why does it say "You have done" without specifying what HE
HAS DONE? It is also written, "For it is good, before Your
saints" (Ibid.). Is it not good to others? INDEED THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, IS GOOD TO ALL. He had no ANSWER. He said,
Woe to our merchandise, for which we left the Holy One, blessed be
He. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi who sat in the cave, LISTENING TO
THEIR WORDS, rejoiced. Rabbi Chiya said to Rabbi Yosi: Did I not
tell you that when the Holy One, blessed be He, makes a miracle, He
does so completely. They came out OF THE CAVE TOWARDS THE
MERCHANTS.

356. When they came out, Rabbi Chiya was the first to open with the
verse: "Peace, peace both for far and near" (Yeshayah 57:19). There
is peace twice here, one for the far and one for the near, and all is
one; to wit, to the far one who became near, who is a repentant
sinner, who was far before and now is near. Also, far MEANS that
when man strays far from the Torah, he is far from the Holy One,
blessed be He. The Holy One, blessed be He, draws him who is near
the Torah near Him. HE SAID TO THE MERCHANTS: Join us and
come into the cave. The merchants came and joined them. They took
the loads off the mules and gave them food. Then they all went out
to the mouth of the cave.

357. One of the merchants said, Let the sages of the Torah explain to
us the verse: "I will give You thanks forever (lit. 'the world'), because
You have done it: and I will wait for Your name." What is "You have
done," without saying what? It is also written, "For it is good, before
Your saints," so is He not good towards others?

358. Rabbi Chiya said, indeed "You have done." What have You
done? The world, TO WIT, THE MEANING OF THE VERSE IS THAT I
WILL GIVE YOU THANKS, BECAUSE YOU HAVE MADE THE WORLD.
It is for the world which the Holy One, blessed be He, made and
fixed, that man gives thanks daily to the Holy One, blessed be He.
"And I will wait on Your name, for it is good, before Your saints."
Surely this is so. The name of the Holy One, blessed be He, is good
before the saints, not before the evil who scorn it daily by not
studying the Torah. THE MERCHANT said to him: This is well, yet I
heard something from behind the wall, which I fear to reveal. Rabbi
Chiya and Rabbi Yosi said to him: Speak up. The Torah is not
bequeathed to one place alone.
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359. He said to them: I went to Lod one day. I came into the town and
leaned against a wall. Rabbi Shimon, son of Yochai, was in that
house and I heard from his mouth this verse: "I will give You thanks
forever (lit. 'the world'), because You have done it." "I will give
thanks" was said by King David about the last world, NAMELY
MALCHUT, He made, to which world King David is attached, in which
he inherited the kingdom. "And I will wait for Your name, for it is
good": This is the Holy One, blessed be He, in the unification of this
world that is called good, NAMELY YESOD. HE EXPLAINS THE
VERSE: When is it called good? "before Your saints." HE ASKS,
Who are Your saints?

360. HE ANSWERS, There is Chesed and there is Chesed, NAMELY
AN UPPER CHESED, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND A LOWER
CHESED, CHESED CLOTHED WITH MALCHUT VIA NETZACH AND
HOD. The ones ON NETZACH AND HOD are called "the sure loving
promises (Heb. chassadim) of David" (Yeshayah 55:3). When the
Chassadim of David, NETZACH AND HOD, are filled with the
goodness flowing from Atika Kadisha, KETER, then Yesod is called
good and it is good BEFORE YOUR SAINTS (HEB. CHASSIDECHA),
WHO ARE NETZACH AND HOD. When YESOD is in it, IN
GOODNESS, it perfumes the last world, MALCHUT, and everything is
blessed. David therefore awaited this grade, YESOD CALLED GOOD
which shines on the world, to which he cleaves, NAMELY MALCHUT.
361. I have heard these words this way but do not know what they
mean. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi approached him and kissed his
head. Rabbi Chiya said, Who could cover your eyes with dust, Rabbi
Shimon? From your place, you cause high mountains to tremble and
even the birds of the sky rejoice in your words. Woe to the world
when you shall depart from it.

362. THE MERCHANT also said, I have heard yet another thing from
him at that time, the verse which says, "Now therefore, our Elohim,
hear the prayer of Your servant, and his supplications...for the sake
of Adonai" (Daniel 9:17). He said the following: If the name ADONAI
is more important than any other name, it is well THAT HE SAID
"FOR THE SAKE OF ADONAI," for thus PEOPLE speak: Do for the
sake of the king. But it is known that the name ADONAI is the
courthouse, NAMELY MALCHUT, from which Judgments go forth
into the world. Who has seen that the King is thus spoken to: 'Do for
your servant, or for something lesser than yourself'?
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363. HE ANSWERS, SURELY it ought to be so said AS HAS BEEN
SAID, since this name ADONAI has fixed a house for the King and
the Temple below, and they cleave to each other. FOR THE NAME
ADONAI, SYMBOLIZING THE SHECHINAH, IS ATTACHED TO THE
TEMPLE, HER DWELLING PLACE, since they are mutually attached.
When the Temple stands below, the name ADONAI stands above.
This is LIKE saying to the king: Build this house and this temple, so
that the queen shall not sit outside her temple. Here, too, "and cause
Your face to shine on Your sanctuary that is desolate, for the sake of
Adonai" (Daniel 9:17) MEANS wherefore DO I ASK FOR YOUR
DESOLATE SANCTUARY? IT IS for the sake of Adonai, so that THE
NAME ADONAI, MALCHUT, will not be outside its abode, THE
TEMPLE.

54. "Elohim, You are my El, earnestly I seek You"
The merchant says that when David said his psalm in the desert he was attached to the name Elohim, that is Gvurah. Rabbi Shimon explains that
even though David was driven away from Jerusalem, and was therefore outside the place where the Shechinah dwells, he nevertheless continued
looking for God. The Shechinah is a well of living water, yet David was in a dry and thirsty land. The rabbis spend the night in the cave and hear the
sounds of growling animals at midnight.
364. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were astonished, and rejoiced that
night. After they ate, his friend the merchant said, I shall tell you
something which I studied on that day, the verse saying, "A Psalm of
David, when he was in the wilderness of Judah" (Tehilim 63:1). David
uttered this psalm when he fled his father-in-law AND WAS IN THE
DESERT. HE ASKS, Why did he say, "Elohim, You are my El;
earnestly I seek You...IN A DRY AND THIRSTY LAND" (Ibid. 2)?
"Elohim, You are my El" means that I am always attached to the
name Elohim, which is Gvurah, BECAUSE HE IS IN THE DESERT. "I
seek You" is difficult to understand, since David could not have
sought the Holy One, blessed be He, in a far land, driven as he was
from the land where the Shechinah dwelt, JERUSALEM.

365. HE ANSWERS, Even though DAVID was driven away from there,
he did not quit his business of seeking the Holy One, blessed be He.
I have heard that "I seek You" is like someone saying: I wish to see
you, but I cannot. I seek you, but I am outside the dwelling place of
the Shechinah AND CANNOT SEEK YOU. "My soul thirsts for
You" (Ibid.), for my soul and body long to be seen in Your presence
but I cannot, because I am "in a dry and thirsty land, where no water
is" (Ibid.). Outside the dwelling place of the Shechinah, it is
considered "a dry and thirsty land," because there is no living water.
What is living water? It is the Shechinah, as it is written, "A well of
living water" (Beresheet 26:19). It is therefore written, "A dry and
thirsty land, where no water is."
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366. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi said, Surely the road is ready
before us. They entered the cave and slept. At midnight, they heard
the sounds of growling desert animals and woke up. Rabbi Chiya
said, This is the time to help the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY
MALCHUT, which praises the King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. They said,
Let each say what he has heard and knows from the Torah. All of
them sat.

55. The morning doe
Rabbi Yosi tells us that the morning doe is the Congregation of Yisrael, and Rabbi Shimon says that she comes from the morning, or Chesed. He
tells us of the travels of the souls at night when people sleep, and reminds us why it is good to wake up at midnight and study the Torah at the time
when God is delighting himself with the righteous in the Garden of Eden.
367. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying, "To the chief
Musician on the morning doe, A psalm of David" (Tehilim 22:1). Who
is the morning doe? It is the Congregation of Yisrael called "a loving
hind and a pleasant roe" (Mishlei 5:19). HE ASKS, Is MALCHUT a doe
in the morning, not during the whole day? HE ANSWERS, The
explanation is that the doe is from the place called a loving hind and
a pleasant roe. She comes from the place called morning, as in the
verse: "His going forth is sure as the morning" (Hoshea 6:3), FROM
CHESED. King David said this of the Congregation of Yisrael, as
understood from the words "on the morning doe," WHICH IS
MALCHUT WHEN CLOTHED IN CHESED.

368. Come and see: When night falls, the gates of the upper and
lower beings are found closed, and all the far ones, NAMELY THE
EXTERNAL FORCES, rise to walk and roam the world, to go about
the bodies of men and around their homes and beds. They see the
image of the Holy King THAT PROTECTS THEM, and they are afraid
OF HARMING THEM, since PEOPLE strengthen themselves in their
beds with the words of the Holy Name AND PROTECT
THEMSELVES. People's souls ascend, each as it deserves, as has
been already explained. Happy is the portion of the righteous whose
souls ascend while they sleep and are not needlessly detained in an
undesireable area.

369. At midnight, a herald sounds a proclamation and the gates are
opened. A wind from the north side stirs, THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT COLUMN, strums on David's harp,
MALCHUT, which plays by itself and praises the King, ZEIR ANPIN.
The Holy One, blessed be He, delights Himself with the righteous in
the Garden of Eden.
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370. Happy is the portion of he who wakes up from sleep at that time
and labors in the Torah. He is called the friend of the Holy One,
blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael. Moreover, they are
called His brethren and companions, as written, "For my brethren
and companions' sakes, I will now say, Peace be within
you" (Tehilim 122:8). They are called companions to the supernal
hosts and angels, as written, "The companions hearken for your
voice" (Shir Hashirim 8:13).

371. When day comes, a herald sounds a proclamation, the gates of
the south side are opened and the stars and constellations awaken.
The gates of mercy open and the King sits to receive the praises OF
THE FRIENDS WHO ROSE AT NIGHT. The Congregation of Yisrael
takes then the words OF PRAISE and rises TO THE KING, ZEIR
ANPIN. All the friends WHO ROSE AT NIGHT cleave to the wings OF
MALCHUT, and their words OF PRAISE come to rest in the lap of the
King. The King then commands to record all these words.

372. In the book are recorded all the members of His household
WHO RISE AT NIGHT, and a thread of grace is drawn on them
DURING THE DAY. By this thread of grace, man is crowned with the
King's crown, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT, and is feared by the upper and lower beings. He passes
through all the King's gates and none dares stop him. Even when the
prosecutors judge the world, they do not sentence him, because he
is marked with the King's imprint, and it is known that he is of the
King's palace. He is therefore not judged. Happy is the portion of the
righteous who study the Torah, especially when the Holy One,
blessed be He, is desirous of words of the Torah, AT MIDNIGHT.

373. Come and see: The secret meaning of this is that the
Congregation of Yisrael does not stand before the King, ZEIR ANPIN,
unless it is with the Torah. As long as all of Yisrael in the land of
Yisrael are occupied with the Torah, the Congregation of Yisrael
dwells among them. When they lai idle of the words of the Torah, the
Congregation of Yisrael cannot be with them even for an instant.
Hence, when the Congregation of Yisrael awakens towards the King
with the Torah OF THE LOWER BEINGS, its (her) power strengthens,
and the Holy King is happy to receive her.

374. When the Congregation of Yisrael comes before the King
without the Torah, she grows weak. Woe to those who weaken the
higher power. Therefore, happy are those who do study the Torah,
especially when it behooves them to participate with the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY AT MIDNIGHT. The Holy One,
blessed be He, then declares about them, "and said to me, You are
My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
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56. "Watchman, what of the night?"
Rabbi Yosi talks about the time of exile in Edom, whose termination is not known. He likens "the night" to Malchut who is not joined to Zeir Anpin.
God calls to His people to return with penance so that the captivity will end.
375. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying, "The burden of
Dumah (lit. 'silence'). One calls to me out of Seir, Watchman, what of
the night? Watchman, what of the night?" (Yeshayah 21:11). This
verse has been explained by the friends in several places, yet the
"burden of Dumah" MEANS THAT as long as Yisrael are in exile, the
time and termination of their exile is set. But the exile in Edom is the
burden of Dumah, for its termination is not known like that of the
others.

376. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, "One called to me out of
Seir," WHICH MEANS I heard a voice in the exile of Seir of the
oppressed, of those who lie in the dust. What do they say?
"Watchman, what of the night (Heb. lailah)? Watchman, what of the
night (Heb. layil)?" They beg Me on account of My Queen, WHO IS
CALLED NIGHT, AND SAY, What have You done to My Queen?

377. The Holy One, blessed be He, then gathered His retinue NAMELY, HIS NEAREST SUPERNAL ANGELS - and said, 'Behold My
beloved children oppressed in exile. Yet mindless of their sorrow,
they ask for the Queen and say to Me, Watchman, You who are
called watchman, what of Your watch, where is the watch over Your
house? "What of the night?" what have You done with the night,
WITH MALCHUT CALLED NIGHT. Is this how You watched over her?'
What of layil ALSO REFERS TO MALCHUT, for she is sometimes
called lailah and sometimes layil. BEFORE SHE IS ATTACHED TO
ZEIR ANPIN, SHE IS CALLED LAYIL AND WHEN SHE IS ATTACHED,
SHE IS CALLED LAILAH. Hence, it is written, "It is a night (Heb. layil)
of watchfulness" (Shemot 12:42) and, "This night (Heb. lailah)" (Ibid.).

378. The Holy One, blessed be He, then answered TO YISRAEL:
'Here is she whom I watch, whom I will receive and be with'. Hence,
"the watchman said" (Yehayah 21:12), He who watches over the
house, NAMELY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. "The morning
comes and also the night" (Ibid.): First, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, has ascended and raised with Him the morning, YESOD,
which is constantly with Him. Now "morning comes," ready to be
attached to the night, MALCHUT, and also the night is prepared FOR
THE UNION WITH YESOD. They are withheld because of you. If you
desire it, why are you dallying? "Return" (Ibid.), return with penance.
"Come," come to Me and we will be in the same lodging and return
all to our places. Hence, it is written, "Then Hashem your Elohim will
turn back your captivity" (Devarim 30:3). It does not say, 'cause to
turn', but it twice says turn, once to the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHO WILL TURN TOWARDS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, and
once to the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO WILL TURN TOWARDS
THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL. It is written, "Then Hashem your
Elohim will turn your captivity, and have compassion on you, and
will return (or: 'turn') and gather you from all nations."
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57. "When the morning stars sang together"
The merchant tells us that when God goes to the Garden of Eden to delight himself with the righteous, everyone and everything praise him with joy.
In the morning Mercy prevails and all the stars and constellations praise and chant to God. The merchant wonders then why are shouts (T'ruah)
called for if judgments are removed at the time of Mercy. Rabbi Shimon explains that this means the shouts broke the power of severe judgments.
This all happened because Abraham awoke and went to plant a tamarisk in Beer-Sheva.
379. The merchant opened the discussion saying, "When the
morning stars sang together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for
joy" (Iyov 38:7). Come and see: When the Holy One, blessed be He,
goes to be delighted together with the righteous in the Garden of
Eden, all things, NAMELY ALL GRADES, of the lower world
MALCHUT, and all the upper and lower beings awaken towards Him.
All the trees, THE GRADES of the Garden of Eden, start praising
Him, as written, "Then shall the trees of the forest sing for joy at the
presence of Hashem because He comes..." (I Divrei Hayamim 16:33).
Even the fowls on earth all mutter praises before Him. A flame then
comes out and strikes the wings of the cock, and it cries and praises
the Holy King, cries for men to labor in the Torah, in the praise of
their Master and in His service. Happy is the portion of those who
rise from their beds to study the Torah.

380. When morning comes, the gates on the south, CHESED, are
opened and the gates of healing venture into the world. The east
wind, ZEIR ANPIN, awakens, Mercy prevails and all the stars and
constellations, WHICH ARE GRADES, appointed under the reign of
the morning, WHICH IS YESOD, SHINING WITH CHASSADIM, all
begin to praise and chant to the supernal King. Hence, "when the
morning stars sang together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for
joy." HE ASKS, What is the business of the sons of Elohim, BEING
JUDGMENT, calling for shouts (lit. 'T'ruah') in this morning, THE
TIME OF CHESED, if all Judgments are removed when Chesed
awakens in the world? HE ANSWERS, "All the sons of Elohim
shouted for joy" MEANS that the strength of the severe Judgments
was broken and their power was broken, SINCE SHOUTED (HEB.
YARIU) LITERALLY MEANS SHATTERED, as written, "The earth is
utterly broken down (Heb. roa'h)" (Yeshayah 24:19).

381. This all happened, THAT THE SEVERE JUDGMENTS WERE
BROKEN, because the morning arose in the world, WHICH IS
YESOD, and Abraham, CHESED, awakened and went to plant a
tamarisk in Beer-Sheva, A TAMARISK BEING ZEIR ANPIN AND BEERSHEVA BEING MALCHUT. FOR THROUGH ABRAHAM, WHO IS
CHESED, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT WERE UNITED. I heard that it
was indeed in Beer-Sheva, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It is also written,
"And called there on the name of Hashem, the everlasting
El" (Beresheet 21:33); NAMELY, THE UNISON OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT AS HASHEM IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE EVERLASTING EL
IS MALCHUT.

58. "As soon as the morning was light"
The other merchant says that "the morning was light" means that judgments are removed and mercy settles in the world. He says that everything
pertains to specific grades, and tells us that the sun is a supernal grade. The rabbis then leave the cave, as it is morning.
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382. The other merchant opened the discussion with the verse: "As
soon as the morning was light, the men were sent away" (Beresheet
44:3). What does it mean "the morning (Heb. boker) was light"? HE
ANSWERS, I have learned it this way: what is "morning"? IT MEANS
THAT when morning comes, when Judgments are removed and
Chesed wishes to awaken, all those of that side OF CHESED visit
(Heb. mevakrim) their place, CHESED, and produce blessings to the
world. Hence, it says, "the morning was light," for Mercy settles in
the world and Chesed remains in its place. Then the morning is light,
and it is written, "And Elohim saw the light that it was
good" (Beresheet 1:4), AS THE "LIGHT" IS CHESED AND "GOOD" IS
YESOD, CALLED "GOOD" AND CALLED "MORNING." CHESED IS
AWAKENED BY THE MORNING, YESOD. THIS IS THE MEANING OF
"THE MORNING WAS LIGHT."
383. Come and see that everything pertains to specific grades. It is
known that night IS MALCHUT and it is well known that "the morning
was light" is a supernal grade, YESOD, which is always IN MALCHUT
WHEN SHE IS LUMINOUS. When IS IT WITHIN MALCHUT? When the
sun shines. It is known that the sun is a supernal grade that
perfumes everything and shines on everything, NAMELY TIFERET,
as written, "For Hashem Elohim is a sun and shield" (Tehilim 84:12).
"The morning was light": is YESOD THAT shines with the light of the
sun, TIFERET, and YESOD shines on night, MALCHUT. Everything,
therefore, is interdependent. When "the morning was light" stirs, all
the inhabitants of the world, NAMELY ALL THE GRADES OF
MALCHUT CALLED WORLD, are joined together with joy and abide
in the world. Now that day has broken, it is a good time to be on our
way.

384. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi blessed them, kissed their heads
and sent them on their way. Rabbi Chiya said to Rabbi Yosi: Blessed
be the Merciful One, who prepared our way before us. Surely, it is
the Holy One, blessed be He, who sent them to for us. Happy are
those who study the Torah and do not slacken from it even for an
instant. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi came out OF THE CAVE and
went their way. Rabbi Yosi said, Surely my heart is bound with love
for these merchants. Rabbi Chiya said, I do not wonder about that,
for even the birds in the sky utter wise words during the days of
Rabbi Shimon, for his words are heard above and below.

59. As long as Moses was alive
Rabbi Chiya says that since Moses there has been no generation like his, who beheld the glory of God. At that time even a maid saw at the parting of
the sea what Ezekiel could not see. If those people in the desert had such wisdom, how much more has Rabbi Shimon and those who study with
him. In the future when Rabbi Shimon has departed, people will seek words of wisdom but it will be hidden, and there will be no one to reveal the
depths of wisdom found in the Torah. Rabbi Yehuda says that at the time of Messiah God will reveal the deep mysteries of the Torah, and everyone
will know God, from the least of them to the greatest of them.
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385. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "And
Hashem said to Moses, Behold, you shall sleep with your
fathers..." (Devarim 31:16). Come and see: As long as Moses was
alive in the world, he admonished Yisrael not to be found sinful
before the Holy One, blessed be He. Since Moses was among them,
there is no generation like that one until the generation when King
Messiah will come, who beholds the glory of the Holy One, blessed
be He, like they did, because they attained what no other generation
did.

386. We have learned that a maid saw on the sea what the eye of the
prophet Ezekiel could not. If THE MAIDS reached thus far, all the
more so the wives of Yisrael, and their children even more, and the
men even more. The Sanhedrin all the more, and the chiefs even
more, and all the more so the supernal, faithful prophet Moses, who
is above everyone. Now, if these merchants in the desert uttered
such wisdom, all the more so the sages of the generations and even
more those who stay with Rabbi Shimon and study from him every
day. All the more so to Rabbi Shimon, who is above everyone.

387. After Moses died, it is written, "And this people will rise up, and
go astray..." (Ibid.). Woe to the world when Rabbi Shimon will depart
from it, when the springs of wisdom will be sealed from the world,
when man will seek words of wisdom, but there will be none to utter
it. The whole world will err in the Torah and there shall be none to
awaken it with wisdom. Of that time, it says, "And if the whole
congregation of Yisrael sin through ignorance" (Vayikra 4:13),
NAMELY if they sin through ignorance of the Torah, it is because
they will not know its ways. Why? Because "the thing be hid from
the eyes of the assembly" (Ibid.), for there will be no one to reveal
the depth of the Torah and its ways. Woe to the generation then in
the world!

388. Rabbi Yehuda said, The Holy One, blessed be He, will reveal
deep mysteries of the Torah at the time of Messiah, "for the earth
shall be full of the knowledge of Hashem, as the waters cover the
sea" (Yeshayah 11:9), "And they shall teach no more every man his
neighbor, and every man his brother, saying, Know Hashem: for they
shall all know Me, from the least of them to the greatest of
them" (Yirmeyah 31:33). Amen. May it be so.

60. "When a ruler has sinned"
Rabbi Yitzchak wonders why it is implied that a ruler will sin while a priest might sin. Rabbi Shimon explains that a ruler will sin through the pride of
knowing that all the people are under his charge - the matter of his sinning is not in doubt. This is why the gift of stones to be placed on the Efod
and the breastplate over the priest's heart must be brought by the rulers and not by other men. In this way the rulers atone for themselves.
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389. "When a ruler has sinned, and done something through
ignorance...and has incurred guilt" (Vayikra 4:22). Rabbi Yitzchak
taught, why it is always written "If," such as, "if the priest that is
anointed do sin" (Ibid. 3), or "And if the whole congregation of
Yisrael sin through ignorance" (Ibid. 13). Yet here IT IS WRITTEN,
"When a ruler has sinned" instead of, 'If the ruler will sin'. What does
this teach us?

390. HE ANSWERS, Priests are not very sinful, as a priest always
guards himself because his Master's burden is on him daily, the
burden of the whole of Yisrael and the burden of each of them. It is a
great wonder if he sins. It is therefore written, "If" and also "And if
the whole congregation of Yisrael sin through ignorance." It is a
wonder if they are all found committing the same sin, for if some sin,
others do not. It is therefore written, "And if." But here, "When a
ruler has sinned," surely HE HAS SINNED, for his heart is swelled
with pride because all the people follow him and are under his
charge. Hence, it says, "When a ruler has sinned," namely in
transgressing a negative precept and sinning against one of them. It
therefore does not say of him 'and if', because this matter OF HIS
SINNING is not in doubt.

391. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "And the
rulers brought onyx stones, and stones to be set, for the efod, and
for the breastplate" (Shemot 35:27). HE ASKS, What is the difference
here? Why were these brought by the rulers and not by other men?
Indeed it is written, "Whoever is of a willing heart, let him bring it, an
offering of Hashem" (Ibid. 5) and "and onyx stones, and stones to be
set for the efod and for the breastplate" (Ibid. 9). EVERY MAN IS
COMMANDED CONCERNING THIS.

392. HE REPLIES, The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Though this
donation is open for everyone, let these stones be brought by the
rulers'. What is the reason for this? THE STONES are placed on the
priest's heart, so the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Let the rulers,
whose heart is proud, come and bring these stones that are on the
priest's heart, and their heart's pride will be atoned for'. It is also
written, "And they shall be on Aaron's heart, when he goes in before
Hashem" (Shemot 28:30). This is why the rulers brought the onyx
stones, to atone for themselves.

393. Therefore, it is surely written, "When a ruler has sinned, and
done something through ignorance against any one of the
commandments of Hashem his Elohim concerning things which
should not be done" (Vayikra 4:22). We explained that he did this by
transgressing one of the negative precepts. "If his sin, wherein he
has sinned, come to his knowledge" (Ibid. 23): It is only because his
heart has swelled with pride that he did not care about his sins. Only
later was it made known to him, and he did penance.

61. A flame under the wings of the cock
We learn that the Torah is understood more clearly at night because the Oral Torah is the secret of Malchut called night. The rooster crows at
midnight because he is awakened by the flame of Gvurah and needs to awaken the world to chant the Torah. When day breaks, God puts a thread of
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grace on those who studied Torah in the night so that they are saved from everything. We learn that any verse that mentions "my maker" is referring
to the Holy One, blessed be He.
394. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yosi sat one night occupied with the
Torah. Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Yosi: I see that the Torah studied
at night is clearer than THE TORAH STUDIED by daytime. Why is it
so? He said to him: Because the clarity of the Written Torah is within
the Oral Torah, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED NIGHT AND
CALLED THE ORAL TORAH, while the Oral Torah, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, rules by night and is awake more than by day. When
MALCHUT reigns, the Torah is clear.

395. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying, "But none says,
Where is Eloha my maker, who gives songs in the night" (Iyov
35:10). Come and see: When the north wind stirs at midnight, we
explained that a flame comes out and strikes under the wings of the
rooster, and he flaps his wings and crows. When the flame touches
him and stirs against him, he looks at it, trembles and cries, looking
and searching for his Master's glory to do His bidding and cries to
men TO RISE AND WORSHIP THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.

396. He is therefore called a rooster, derived from watching and a
cock (Heb. gever), since he is awakened by the flame of Gvurah and
comes from the side of Gvurah to awaken the world. The faithful
stand there and give might and strength to the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT. This is called the chanting of the Torah. For
WAKING UP AT MIDNIGHT, David attained the kingdom for himself
and his sons forever and ever, for all generations.

397. When the cock crows and people sleep in their beds and do not
rise, the cock crows later and says that which he says, as we already
explained. He then flaps his wings and says, Woe to so-and-so,
reproached by his Master and abandoned by his Master, since his
spirit did not wake and he did not behold the glory of the King.

398. When day breaks, a herald cries and says of him: "But none
says, Where is Eloha my maker, who gives songs in the night" IN
ORDER to help him with praises, so that everything will help. HE
ASKS, "My maker (lit. 'makers')": It should have been in the singular.
Why does it say "my makers." HE ANSWERS, This applies when man
rises at midnight and is occupied with the chanting of the Torah, as
the chanting of the Torah is recited solely at night, when he studies
the Torah. When day breaks, the Holy One, blessed be He, and the
Congregation of Yisrael put on him a thread of grace so that he will
be saved from everything and so as to shine upon him among the
high and low beings.
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399. Rabbi Yehuda said, I heard that Rabbi Aba discoursed the verse
SAYING, "Where is Eloha my makers." It should have said, 'who
makes me'. Why say, "my makers"? HE ANSWERS, As you said,
when man rises at midnight and studies the Torah, at daybreak
Abraham awakens by his thread OF GRACE, of which it is written,
"From a thread even to a shoe latchet..." (Beresheet 14:23). The Holy
One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael model him and
make him daily into a new creature. Hence, "Eloha my makers."

400. We have explained THAT ELOHA IS SPELLED El Vav Hei. El is
Abraham, of whom it is written, 'the great El'. Vav is the Holy One,
blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Hei is the Congregation of
Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT. This is Eloha, WHICH HINTS AT
CHESED, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. They make man and model
him daily. Hence the verses, "my makers," as "Let Yisrael rejoice in
his makers" (Tehilim 149:2), allude to the Holy One, blessed be He.
Rabbi Yosi said, Surely this is so, and everything amounts to the
same thing.

62. "Or if his sin, wherein he has sinned, come to his knowledge"
Rabbi Shimon says that God ordered the Congregation of Yisrael to inform a man with their judgments of any sin that he has committed. Whenever
a man sins but does not repent before God, his very soul rises and testifies before God. When the Congregation of Yisrael judges a man his spirit
awakens to do penance before God, and so he is humbled and brings an offering. Rabbi Shimon offers the additional explanation that a man who
rises up at night to study the Torah is informed of his sin by the Torah, as a mother who tells her child with soothing words; then he repents on his
own. We are also informed why David was punished through his son, Absalom.
401. RabbiYehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Or if his
sin, wherein he has sinned, comes to his knowledge (lit. 'cause him
to know his sin')" (Vayikra 4:23). HE ASKS, "cause him" from which
side, WHO SHOULD CAUSE HIM TO KNOW? It should have said, 'or
if he knew his sin', why "cause him to know"? HE ANSWERS, The
Holy One, blessed be He, ordered the Congregation of Yisrael to
inform a man of the sin he committed. With what does she inform
him? With her punishment, as written, "The heaven shall reveal his
iniquity; and the earth shall rise up against him" (Iyov 20:27). THE
MEANING OF "cause him to know" is like that of someone ordering
another TO INFORM HIM, AS IT IS WRITTEN IN THE IMPERATIVE; TO
WIT, HE ORDERS MALCHUT TO INFORM HIM.
402. We learned that when a man sins before the Holy One, blessed
be He, yet does not care for his sin to repent about it before the Holy
One, blessed be He, but throws it behind his shoulder, his very soul
rises and testifies before the Holy One, blessed be He. The King
commands the Congregation of Yisrael, saying, "cause him to know
his sin, wherein he has sinned" NAMELY send him punishments and
let him know his sin, as in the verse: "Cause Jerusalem to know her
abominations" (Yechezkel 16:2). IN WHICH 'CAUSE TO KNOW' IS IN
THE IMPERATIVE.
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403. When Judgment reaches him, his spirit awakes to do penance
before his Master. He is humbled and brings an offering, for he of a
proud heart sins and forgets his sin and does not mind it. The Holy
One, blessed be He, therefore is ready for him and orders to cause
him to know his sin, so that he shall not forget it.

404. Rabbi Yosi said, Assuredly this is so. We have seen in David
that after he did the deed by Bathseba, he did not pay attention to it.
The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: You have forgotten it, I
shall remind you of it. Straight away, it is written, "You are the man.
Thus, says Hashem the El of Yisrael" (II Shmuel 12:7). You are the
man who did not remember the sin, you are the man who forgot it.
With what did he inform him? Using Judgment.

405. The Holy One, blessed be He, also said, "Cause him to know his
sin, wherein he has sinned" (Vayikra 4:23). These words are true and
it is so, for it is not written, 'Or if it be known to him', as in "or if it be
known that the ox has long been in the habit of goring" (Shemot
21:36). Whoever rises up at night to study the Torah, the Torah
informs him of his sin. It is not harshly punishment, but as a mother
who tells her child with soothing words. And he does not forget but
repents before his Master.

406. You may say that David used to rise at midnight. Why did they
come on him TO LET HIM KNOW HIS SIN through punishment? HE
ANSWERS, David is different because he sinned against that to
which he was attached, NAMELY MALCHUT, and which required
punishment. So he was judged according to his sin. For he sinned
against the holy Malchut TO WHICH HE WAS ATTACHED, BEING
HER CHARIOT, and holy Jerusalem, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO
MALCHUT. He was therefore expelled from Jerusalem and his
kingdom was taken from him, until he made amends AND properly
REPENTED.
407. Rabbi Yehuda said, Why did the Holy One, blessed be He,
punish David through his son, as written, "Behold, I will raise up evil
against you out of your own house" (II Shmuel 12:11)? Rabbi Yosi
said, We explained that the reason for this is when another man will
rise against him, he will take no pity on him. He said to him: But
Absalom wished to kill his father with evil counsels more than any
other man. He said to him: I have not heard this.
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408. He said to him: I heard that David sinned with a Bathseba, THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, Let a son
of a daughter of a foreign El come and take revenge. Who is this? It
is Absalom, who was the son of a good-looking woman taken
prisoner during the war. From this, we learned that whoever takes
such a woman at war and covets her, a disloyal and defiant child
issues from her in the end. Why? Because the filth has not yet been
stopped from him, as we have already explained.

63. "Hashem has sworn by His right hand"
We learn that whenever a man sins before God there is a grade above that corresponds to this particular sin, and it examines and judges the man. If
he repents the sin is erased, but if he does not repent the sin is recorded in that grade. If he keeps on sinning he adds grade on grade until he
reaches five grades. Then judgment is made complete and rests on the man, and the left is included within the right.
409. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying, "Hashem has sworn
by His right hand, and by the arm of His strength" (Yeshayah 62:8).
This verse has already been explained, yet come and see: as long as
man sins before the Holy One, blessed be He, there is a certain
grade above which corresponds to this sin that judges man and
examines him. If he wholly repents before his Master, the sin passes
away and no Judgment has power over him or reaches him. If he
does not repent, the sin is recorded in that grade. If he keeps
sinning, another grade comes against him, which agrees with THE
JUDGMENT OF the first grade. He then needs greater penance. If he
keeps sinning, he adds grade on grade until he reaches five grades.

410. When the right is set against THAT MAN and agrees with THAT
JUDGMENT, the left is ready to agree with the right to be included
within it. As soon as the left agrees with the right, it no longer
depends on repentance. This has already been explained. Everything
is then in agreement concerning THAT MAN to use Judgment, and
Judgment rests on him.

411. When Judgment is made complete and rests on man, it is
concluded and the fingers are placed five against five, right within
the left, as an indication that everybody agreed on that Judgment.
Then his hands are straightened; TO WIT, THE FINGERS ARE
INTERLACED, which shows that it was done without the man's
intention and without his meaning to do so. It is therefore written,
"Your right hand, Hashem, is glorious in power: Your right hand
Hashem, has dashed the enemy in pieces" (Shemot 15:6), WHICH
MEANS that left was included within the right and Judgment is
complete. Then everything is resolved. Therefore, when the Holy
One, blessed be He, wishes that everything be set, it is written,
"Hashem has sworn by His right hand, and by the arm of His
strength. Surely I will no more give your corn to be food for your
enemies..." (Yeshayah 62:8).
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64. The four kinds
Rabbi Yehuda says that man is called a tree, and that the woman that was taken from his side refers to the fruit of the citrus tree. He speaks as well
about the palm tree that grows for seventy years. Rabbi Yosi says that the fruit of the citrus tree is an altar, Malchut, because all of the seventy years
give Malchut a portion and she is blessed by them all. From this he deduces that whoever sins and renders the altar, Malchut, defective, sins against
and renders all the seven Sfirot of Zeir Anpin defective. We read about zot, the altar anointed by Aaron; the children of Yisrael circle the altar during
the Feast of Sukkot, thus bringing offerings for all the nations of the world. The altar is circled in order to supply it with blessings from the source of
the spring, Binah. The numbers seven and seventy are heavily emphasized in this section for our consideration.
412. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "The fruit
of the citrus tree, branches of palm trees" (Vayikra 23:40). What is
the fruit of the citrus tree? It is the Etrog. HE ASKS, Does the Etrog
grow on a citrus tree? There are many thorns to the tree of the Etrog
around it in every direction, and you say, "the fruit of the citrus tree."
HE ANSWERS, The secret of these words is that it is written, "And of
the side, which Hashem Elohim had taken from the man, He made a
woman, and brought her to the man" (Beresheet 2:22). It is also
written, "Bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh" (Ibid. 23). This
refers to the fruit of the citrus tree. Whence do we know this?
Because man is called a tree, as written, "For is the tree of the field a
man" (Devarim 20:19).

413. "branches of palm trees": The palm tree grows for seventy
years, AN ALLUSION TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, in which are
constructed the seventy supernal years, THE SECRET OF THE
SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT - EACH INCLUDING TEN, ALTOGETHER
SEVENTY. It is tied (Heb. nichpat), namely attached above TO ZEIR
ANPIN and below TO MALCHUT. It is therefore called branches (Heb.
kapot), WHICH MEANS BOUND, SINCE YESOD rises to this place
and that, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Hence, the words: "For all that
is in heaven and on earth" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11) are accurate,
MEANING THAT YESOD CALLED "ALL" IS ATTACHED TO HEAVEN,
ZEIR ANPIN, AND EARTH, MALCHUT.
414. Rabbi Yosi said, The fruit of the citrus tree is an altar,
MALCHUT, which produces fruit and buds in every direction. Why IS
IT CALLED THE FRUIT OF A CITRUS TREE? Because all of the
seventy years, THE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, EACH
INCLUDING TEN, WHICH MAKES THEM SEVENTY - give MALCHUT a
portion and she is blessed by them all AND ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED
A CITRUS TREE. What does that teach us? That whoever sins and
renders the altar defective, MALCHUT, sins against and renders all
THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN defective, for MALCHUT is
attached to that which is bound AND CONNECTED above, YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN. They are therefore mutually attached, MALCHUT
AND THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, and it is written, "The fruit
of the citrus tree, branches (Heb. kapot) of palm trees," TO SHOW
THAT THEY ARE TIED (HEB. KEFUTIM) TO EACH OTHER, instead of
'and (Vav) branches', IN WHICH THE VAV WOULD HAVE
INTERRUPTED BETWEEN THE FRUIT OF THE CITRUS TREE,
MALCHUT, AND THE DATES, WHICH ARE YESOD. RABBI YOSI AND
RABBI YEHUDA ARE NOT IN DISAGREEMENT EXCEPT FOR THE
ORDER OF THE VERSES.
415. It is written, "This (Heb. zot) is the portion of the anointing of
Aaron, and of the anointing of his sons" (Vayikra 7:35). What does
this teach us? That Zot is the altar, MALCHUT, anointed by Aaron,
WHO IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, as written, "And you shall anoint
the altar of the burnt offering, and all its vessels" (Shemot 40:10).
"And of the anointing of his sons": THESE ARE THE REST OF THE
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN WHICH COME DOWN FROM CHESED, since
THE ALTAR, MALCHUT, is anointed by all of them, magnified,
blessed and purified.
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416. Come and see that the altar is circled once every day and seven
times in the end on the holiday OF SUKKOT. What does that teach
us? A king invited guests and was occupied with them. The king had
an only daughter. She said to him: My Master the king, you do not
care for me because of the guests. He said to her: Upon your life
daughter, each day I will give you a gift that is worth the like of them
all.

417. Similarly did Yisrael bring an offering every day during the
holiday for the nations of the world, SEVENTY BULLS
CORRESPONDING TO THE SEVENTY NATIONS. The altar,
MALCHUT, said to the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN, Wherefore is
everyone given parts and portions, NAMELY FOR THE NATIONS,
and to me what do You give? He said to it: You shall be circled every
day by the seven supernal days, THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN AS EACH INCLUDES ALL OF THEM, in order
to bless you. They shall give you seventy parts daily, AS EACH
INCLUDES TEN, against the seventy bulls offered during the holiday
FOR THE SEVENTY NATIONS. THUS, EVERY DAY YISRAEL BRING
OFFERINGS FOR THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD.
418. Rabbi Yehuda said, There are seven PARTS every day AND,
THOUGH THERE IS ONLY ONE CIRCLING, this is because MALCHUT
is DAILY blessed by them all, AS THE SEVEN SFIROT ARE
INCLUDED WITHIN EACH OTHER. THE PARTICULAR SFIRAH OF
EACH DAY INCLUDES THE WHOLE SEVEN, BUT THEY ARE NOT
SEVENTY PARTS CORRESPONDING TO THE SEVENTY NATIONS.
By the end of the seven days, NAMELY ON HOSHANA RABA,
MALCHUT is blessed by the place whence the anointing oil comes,
NAMELY FROM BINAH, WHERE ABUNDANCE OF CHOCHMAH LIES,
CALLED OIL. IT IS THEREFORE CIRCLED seven times in
correspondence with these seven days, THE SEVEN SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, in order to DRAW AND supply it with blessings from the
source of the spring, BINAH, which always flows and never stops.
Thus, it is daily blessed ON THE SEVEN DAYS OF THE FEAST OF
SUKKOT until the seventh day, from the source of the river, YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN. IT DOES NOT ALWAYS FLOW, BUT STOPS, FOR IT
WHOLLY ILLUMINATES ONLY DURING PRAYER, AND ON
SHABBATOT (HEB. PLURAL) AND HOLIDAYS. And also one other
time ON HOSHANA RABA, WHEN THE ALTAR IS CIRCLED SEVEN
TIMES, IT IS BLESSED seven times together and all the blessings
are then established in it from the supernal place, where the source
comes and never stops, WHICH IS BINAH, as we have said.
419. On every day OF THE HOLIDAY, a proclamation sounds
regarding it (she), saying, "While the barren has born seven; and she
that has many children has become wretched" (I Shmuel 2:5). "While
the barren has born seven": This is the Congregation of Yisrael,
which is daily blessed BY THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN and
EVENTUALLY rises to be part of the supernal count, NAMELY
BINAH, AS WAS EXPLAINED BEFORE. "And she that has many
children has become wretched": These are the heathen nations that
receive a big number on the first day, NAMELY THIRTEEN
BULLOCKS, which gradually diminishes every day UNTL THEY ARE
ONLY SEVEN BULLOCKS. The altar therefore atones for the sins of
Yisrael, purifies them and causes blessings to flow on them from
above downward.
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420. "And the boughs of a thick leaved tree" (Vayikra 23:40). This is
the Holy King, TIFERET, attached to both sides, CHESED AND
GVURAH, AS TIFERET IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN INCLUDING IN IT
THE TWO COLUMNS. Of the myrtle, therefore, three BRANCHES
ARE TAKEN. "A thick leaved tree" MEANS a bough that would
become a bough of a thick leaved tree, that will be attached on every
side TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT. "And willows of the
brook" (Ibid.) are two pillars, NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD, from
whence abundance flows on the palm fronds, NAMELY YESOD. The
palm trees are attached above TO ZEIR ANPIN and below TO
MALCHUT, as we have already said. The Etrog, MALCHUT, comes
from the tree thorns, NAMELY THE JUDGMENTS CALLED THORNS
OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED TREE, FOR SHE IS BUILT FROM THE
JUDGMENTS OF ZEIR ANPIN. Similarly, the fronds of the palm trees,
WHICH ARE YESOD, are always attached TO THE THORNS OF THE
TREE, THE JUDGMENTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE YESOD TENDS
TOWARDS THE LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHERE JUDGMENTS LIE.
Surely whatever emanates into the world comes from here, and from
here they arrive, NAMELY FROM THE FOUR KINDS.

65. "If a person commit a trespass"
Rabbi Yosi speaks about "the altar of Elohim" and says that the world inherits both Judgment and Mercy. Rabbi Yitzchak talks about sinning and
says that it is the Nefesh, not the Neshamah or the Ruach, which sins; therefore reward and punishment apply mostly to the Nefesh. When a man is
sanctified with the holiness of God he is clothed with a holy Neshamah, and then inherits everything; such men are called the children of God. Rabbi
Yitzchak says, Woe to those evil men whose Nefesh have no merit in this world or the World to Come; they are the demons of the world. We then
read about the Shechinah, that journeys with the three Columns so that they all become one crown and the Holy Name will be seen in their midst.
421. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Then will I
go to the altar of Elohim" (Tehilim 43:4). What is "the altar of
Elohim"? It is the upper altar, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is SURELY
the altar of Elohim, A SIGN OF JUDGMENT. It is also the well of
Isaac, NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED WELL, WHICH IS
CONSTRUCTED BY GVURAH, THE SECRET OF ELOHIM CALLED
ISAAC. Sometimes, it is also called the altar of Yud Hei Vav Hei,
WHICH IS THE NAME OF MERCY, as written, "He arose from the altar
of Hashem" (I Melachim 8:54). The worlds therefore inherit FROM
MALCHUT Judgment and Mercy, because she sucks from both
sides; NAMELY, THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT AND THE SIDE OF
MERCY. This has already been explained.
422. "If a Nefesh (lit. 'person') commit a trespass..." (Vayikra 5:15):
Rabbi Yitzchak said, We have explained that it is the Nefesh, NOT
THE NESHAMAH OR THE RUACH, FOR THEY DO NOT SIN BUT
LEAVE BEFORE THE SIN. It is written, "Yet the soul (Nefesh) of my
master shall be bound in the bond of life with Hashem your
Elohim" (I Shmuel 25:29) and "the souls (Nefesh) of your enemies,
them shall He sling out, as out of the hollow of a sling" (Ibid.). THUS,
REWARD AND PUNISHMENT APPLY MOSTLY TO THE NEFESH.
423. Blessed are the righteous for they take part in the Holy One,
blessed be He, in the holy portion and in the sanctifications of the
King, for they consecrate themselves with the sanctifications of their
Master. Whoever is hallowed, the Holy One, blessed be He, makes
him holy, as written, "Sanctify yourselves therefore, and be
holy" (Vayikra 20:7). Man sanctifies himself from below and is
sanctified from above. When man is sanctified with the holiness of
his Master, he is clothed with a holy Neshamah, the heritage of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael, AS THE
NESHAMAH IS THE ISSUE OF MALE AND FEMALE. He then inherits
everything. Such men are called the children of the Holy One,
blessed be He, as written, "You are children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). This has already been explained.
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424. Come and see that it is written, "Let the earth bring forth living
creatures (Nefesh)" (Beresheet 1:24). We explained that a living
Nefesh is not specified. It is from this portion that King David
received an inheritance to which he was attached with an upper
bond and inherited the kingdom, as we have learned. Hence, "yet the
soul (Nefesh) of my master shall be bound in the bond of life." We
explained that the Nefesh is attached to the Ruach, the Ruach to the
Neshamah and the Neshamah to the Holy One, blessed be He;
THEREFORE, THEY ARE CALLED THE BUNDLE OF LIFE. Happy is
the portion of he who inherits this high inheritance.

425. Woe to those evil men whose Nefesh has no merit in this world,
not to mention the World to Come. Of them, it is written, "And the
souls (Nefesh) of your enemies, He shall sling them out, as out of the
hollow of a sling." They roam about the world, but do not find a
resting place to stay in. They are defiled by the defiled side. A herald
cries out, saying: "If a person (Nefesh) commit a trespass...of
Hashem," "he has defiled the sanctuary of Hashem" (Bemidbar
19:20), NAMELY HIS NEFESH. THIS IS NOT REALLY THE TEMPLE
OF HASHEM, for since he did not enter holiness and was not
included within it, HOW COULD HE HAVE DEFILED IT? They are the
demons in the world, NAMELY THE NEFESH OF THE EVIL, because
they cleave TO THE OTHER SIDE and become unholy.

426. Rabbi Yitzchak said, We have explained that a Nefesh, when the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, is adorned by the Holy King,
ZEIR ANPIN, and MALCHUT is named the bundle of life, since
everything is attached to her, THE NEFESH IS ATTACHED TO HER
FROM BELOW AND ZEIR ANPIN FROM ABOVE. Rabbi Elazar said,
When the Shechinah journeys, WHICH IS MALCHUT, she journeys
together with the fathers - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN. Hence, it is written, "And the angel of Elohim, who went
before the camp of Yisrael, removed..." (Shemot 14:19). THESE ARE
THE THREE VERSES (SHEMOT 14:19-21) THAT INDICATE THE
THREE COLUMNS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, OF WHICH THE SHECHINAH IS THE RECIPIENT AND WITH
WHICH SHE JOURNEYS.
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427. Rabbi Aba said everything, THE THREE COLUMNS - CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET - AND THE SHECHINAH became one crown,
so that they will be crowned together and the Holy Name, NAMELY
THE NAME OF AYIN BET (=72), will be seen in their midst. At that
time ZEIR ANPIN is called: "Like the apple tree among the trees of
the wood, so is my beloved among the sons" (Shir Hashirim 2:3),
FOR THE THREE COLUMNS - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLORS WHITE, RED AND
GREEN SEEN IN THE APPLE. Yisrael then saw ON THE SEA a
supernal precious splendor journeying before them. We have
learned this from: "And brought you out, He Himself being present,
with His mighty power out of Egypt" (Devarim 4:37). These are the
patriarchs - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF "AND THE
ANGEL...REMOVED... AND IT CAME...AND MOSES STRETCHED
OUT..." - and therefore, this name, MALCHUT, breaks mountains and
breaks rocks and it may bring good and evil. Happy is the portion of
Yisrael.
We are told that anyone who trespasses in the holy things must
bring both the capital and a fifth part more. This is the secret of the
capital awaiting one in the World to Come.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
428. It is a commandment that he who trespasses in the holy things
should bring the capital (Heb. keren) and add the fifth part, as
written, "And add the fifth part to it" (Vayikra 5:16). The capital (also:
'horn') is THE SECRET OF Vav OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN, and its fifth part is Hei, NAMELY MALCHUT, AS THERE
ARE FIVE ASPECTS TO ZEIR ANPIN, KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, OF WHICH MALCHUT IS THE FIFTH PART.
This is the ram's horn (Heb. 'Yovel'); TO WIT, THE HORN, ZEIR
ANPIN, RECEIVES FROM JUBEILEE (HEB. YOVEL,) BINAH. THIS IS
THE SECRET OF the horn that was on the forehead of the bull that
the first man sacrificed. THIS HORN (HEB. KEREN) ALLUDES TO
ZEIR ANPIN, FOR BY BRINGING AN OFFERING, HE BROUGHT
MALCHUT TO ZEIR ANPIN. This, NAMELY BRINGING THE FIFTH
PART TO THE CAPITAL, is the principal part in every offering. THIS
IS THE SECRET OF the capital (Heb. keren), ZEIR ANPIN, awaiting
one in the World to Come, BINAH; NAMELY, HE RECEIVES FROM
BINAH while one may enjoy its fruits in this world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN. This is Hei Hei, THE
FIRST HEI OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, BINAH, AND THE LAST HEI OF
THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, MALCHUT. VAV, ZEIR ANPIN, STANDS
BETWEEN THEM, RECEIVING FROM THE FIRST HEI, THE SECRET
OF THE CAPITAL AWAITING HIM IN THE WORLD TO COME, AND
GIVING PLENTY TO THE LAST HEI, THE SECRET OF THE FRUIT IN
THIS WORLD.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Shimon says that a goat must be brought for an offering
because it atones for the spirit of defilement that passed over the
sinner.
429. Come and see why a goat is brought as an offering. Rabbi
Shimon said that it was brought because of her name goat (Heb. ez),
from which we deduce that it is the Evil Side and an evil species,
FOR 'Ez' INDICATES HARSH (HEB. AZ) AND SEVERE JUDGMENTS.
WHY THEREFORE IS SHE BROUGHT FOR AN OFFERING? HE
ANSWERS, Rabbi Shimon said that she has to be offered, because if
a spirit of defilement passed over him or he dealt with it, he should
offer the goat, NAMELY, in accordance with his manner of sinning.

66. Nefesh-Ruach-Neshamah
We are told by Rabbi Shimon that some people attain a Neshamah, some attain the awakening of the Ruach, and some attain only the Nefesh. The
latter cleave to the defiled side, and the evil side comes to these people in dreams to tell them some true things but also some false things about
what will happen in the near future. We read about the three grades of evil ones. We are told about what happens to the soul of man at night when it
rises while he sleeps. When the righteous who have attained a Neshamah go with the doe at midnight, they are adorned with her before God. Rabbi
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Shimon says that there is a difference between Yisrael and the heathen nations, in that even a man of Yisrael who has only a Nefesh still has a
supernal grade on him, if he wishes to attain a Ruach and a Neshamah, he merits it and thus attains it. But the heathen nations can only attain the
Nefesh. Rabbi Shimon describes the fire consuming fire, the fire that consumes the defiled side, and says that the man who brings his offering
stands beside it and he is forgiven.
430. Rabbi Shimon also said that we learned that some attain a
Neshamah, some attain the awakening of the Ruach, and some attain
the Nefesh only. He who merits the Nefesh alone and does not rise
further TO ATTAIN RUACH AND NESHAMAH, cleaves to the defiled
side. When he sleeps, the Evil Sides come and cleave to him and let
him know in a dream about the affairs of the world, some of them
true and some false. Sometimes they mock him and show him
falsehoods and grieve him in his dream. In the heathen nations,
therefore, some see in their dreams true things, because the side
they cleave to LETS THEM KNOW. All of them are things that will
happen in the near future.

431. Come and see: In these evil kinds, there are three grades, one
on the other. The highest grade is of those who hang in the air, WHO
HEAR THAT WHICH WAS DECREED ABOVE, BUT DO NOT COME
INTO THIS WORLD. The lowest grade contains those that mock at
people and grieve them in their dreams, because they are impudent
as dogs. There is a higher grade, NAMELY THE MIDDLE ONE, where
there are both of those above and those below. THEY HEAR THINGS
FROM THE THE ONES ABOVE, NAMELY THOSE HANGING IN THE
AIR, and announce things to men IN A DREAM, some lies and some
truths. The words of truth concern that which WILL happen in the
near future.

432. In relation to the grade of those who hang in the air, who are
higher; he who attains but a Nefesh, when that Nefesh desires to be
perfected and receive a Ruach, then before attaining A RUACH, AT
NIGHT, WHILE SLEEPING, something comes out of the Nefesh, and
expands in the world. THIS MEANS THAT NOT THE WHOLE NEFESH
COMES OUT OF MAN, WHILE HE SLEEPS, BUT A PART THEREOF,
FOR A MEASURE OF VITALITY REMAINS. It desires yet desires not
to rise ABOVE AMONG THE ANGELS, until it meets those KLIPOT in
the air that tell it things, some of them THAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE
near FUTURE and some THAT WILL HAPPEN IN THE distant
FUTURE. It is to this grade OF THOSE HANGING IN THE AIR to
which he is attached in his dream, until he attains a Ruach.

433. Upon attaining a Ruach, that Ruach comes out and smashes
mountains and rocks, THAT ARE THE EXTERNAL FORCES. It rises
and expands, comes among the supernal holy angels, SINCE THE
RUACH COMES FROM THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH WHERE THE
ANGELS ARE. It knows there some things, and learns from them and
then returns to its place. Then a man is attached to holiness, until he
merits a Neshamah and attains it.

434. When he attains a Neshamah, it ascends high up, NAMELY INTO
THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, FROM WHENCE THE NESHAMAH COMES.
The guards by the gates do not detain it, so it expands FURTHER up
among the righteous who are bound in the bundle of life, WHICH IS
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, where it beholds the delights of the King
and enjoys the supernal splendor.
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435. When the sacred doe, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is woken by the
north wind, NAMELY AT MIDNIGHT, she descends, and the righteous
who has attained a Neshamah awakes and strengthens himself as a
mighty lion with the Torah until daylight. Then he goes with the
sacred doe to be seen before the King, and receive from Him a
thread of grace. What is it? It is the thread of Abraham, NAMELY THE
LIGHT OF CHESED, which he attained, as written, "From a thread
even to a shoe latchet" (Beresheet 14:23). He derives no enjoyment
from anything else, but said "from a thread..." He thus merited that
thread, THE LIGHT OF CHESED. This is called Abraham's thread.

436. When the righteous comes with the doe, MALCHUT, he is
adorned with her before the King, and David says, "To the chief
musician on the morning doe" (Tehilim 22:1), which is the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT. The morning doe is the hymn of
the Congregation of Yisrael sung in exile: "My El, my El, why have
You forsaken me..." (Ibid. 2)

437. Rabbi Shimon said, Fortunate are those who have a Neshamah,
men of the Torah, those who serve the Holy King. Woe to the evil
ones who neither merit to cleave to their Master nor merit the Torah,
for he who does not merit the Torah does not attain Ruach or
Neshamah, but cleaves to the side of the evil species. Such a one
has no portion in the Holy King, nor in holiness. Woe to him when he
departs from this world, for it is known that he is with the evil
species, impudent like dogs, messengers of the fire of Gehenom,
who do not pity him.

438. Come and see the difference between Yisrael and the heathen
nations. As for Yisrael, even if a man of Yisrael attains but a Nefesh,
there is a supernal grade on him, for if he wishes to attain a Ruach
and if he wishes to attain a Neshamah, he attains and merits it.
However, the heathen nations can never attain MORE THAN THEIR
UNHOLY NEFESH; only if they are circumcised, thus attaining a
Nefesh from another HOLY place.

439. Yisrael who stay in the lowest grade of Nefesh and do not wish
to attain more, their punishment is severe. Woe to that evil man who
forgets the precepts of the Torah, who is not occupied with the
Torah and forgets his Master. Of him, it is written, "Let sinners cease
out of the earth" (Tehilim 104:35).
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440. Come and see: Some people cleave to that side OF
DEFILEMENT, because they have attained no more than the Nefesh.
When the spirit of defilement passes over them, it rests on them and
they cleave to it. Then the sin that the man has committed is from
the side of the spirit of defilement and his offering is one goat, since
this is the animal that comes from that side to atone for his sin.

441. Rabbi Elazar, his son, said to him that it is written, "His body
shall not remain all night on the tree...that your land be not
defiled" (Devarim 21:23), because the land is holy, and so the spirit
of defilement shall not find a place in the holy land on which to rest.
If this be so, since the spirit of defilement rests on this animal, THE
GOAT, and comes from her aspect, why is she brought as offering to
the holy side? He said to him: You have asked well.

442. Yet come and see, my son, it is written, "For Hashem your
Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim 4:24). There is a fire
consuming fire, a fire of the Holy One, blessed be He, which
consumes the other fire of the Other Side. Come and see: There are
angels who sing before the Holy One, blessed be He. When they
finish singing, they are extinguished by the spark of the consuming
fire THAT BURNS THEM. Down below, the Holy One, blessed be He,
prepared the fire on the altar, THE SECRET OF THE FIRE OF
MALCHUT, OF HER JUDGMENTS. This fire eats and consumes that
defiled side, which is brought to naught by the tongue of fire and
nothing remains from it in the world. The man who brings his
offerings stands by it and, by means of the rising smell of the
sacrifice, the side of the spirit of defilement that rests on him is
removed from him, and he is forgiven. Thus, everything is brought to
naught and is consumed, and nothing withstands that fire OF THE
ALTAR.

67. "And let the skies pour down righteousness"
Rabbi Chiya talks about "Shower, O heavens, from above," which refers to the nourishment from God. We learn that nourishment does not depend
on merit. When the heavens receive nourishment from above the skies pour down righteousness; manna is therefore ground for the righteous. It is
to be wished that every kind of mercy and goodness in the world will increase and there will be food for everyone in the world and that every world
will be blessed.
443. Rabbi Acha was walking on the way, when he met Rabbi Chiya
and Rabbi Yosi walking together. Rabbi Acha said, Surely we are
going to welcome the Shechinah. They joined and went together.
Rabbi Acha said, Let each of us say something in relation to the
Torah as we walk.
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444. Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying, "Shower, O
heavens, from above" (Yeshayah 45:8). This verse is the secret of
wisdom, which I learned from the holy luminary. "Shower, O
heavens, from above": What is "Shower"? It is like the words: "My
doctrine shall drop as the rain" (Devarim 32:2). It speaks about the
rain, which is everybody's food. The eyes of the whole world,
therefore, look towards the Holy One, blessed be He, for sustenance,
since He gives food for all and feeds everyone, as written, "The eyes
of all wait on You..." (Tehilim 145:15).

445. You may say that it depends on the place called heaven, ZEIR
ANPIN, yet we learned that NOURISHMENT does not depend on
merit. Merit, as we explained, is charity, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, as
charity is translated into Aramaic as merit, while charity and heaven
are the same thing. IT THUS DOES NOT DEPEND ON HEAVEN,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is written here: "Shower, O heavens, from
above," NAMELY HEAVEN FROM HIGHER ABOVE; "from above" is
surely from Atika Kadisha, ARICH ANPIN, WHENCE NOURISHMENT
IS FROM, not from the place called heaven and merit, but precisely
from above.

446. "And let the skies pour down righteousness" (Yeshayah 45:8).
When the heavens, ZEIR ANPIN, receive nourishment from above,
from the supernal place resting on them, ARICH ANPIN, FROM THE
SECRET OF THE BEARD (HEB. DIKNA) CALLED MAZALA, then "the
skies pour down righteousness." What are the skies? It is a place
where manna is ground for the righteous. And what are those?
Netzach and Hod, which surely grind manna for the righteous. To
whom? To the place called the Righteous, YESOD, since they grind
manna that comes from above, FROM ARICH ANPIN. All goodness is
gathered within them to be given to the grade CALLED the
Righteous, YESOD, so that righteousness, MALCHUT, shall be
blessed from their flow. Manna is therefore ground for the righteous.
Who are the righteous? Righteous and righteousness, WHICH ARE
Joseph and Rachel, YESOD AND MALCHUT, who are called
righteous, when joined together.

447. NETZACH AND HOD indeed grind manna for the righteous,
RIGHTEOUS AND RIGHTEOUSNESS. THE VERSE therefore SAYS,
"Let the skies" NETZACH AND HOD "pour down righteousness."
Then, "let the earth open" (Ibid.) below "and let them bring forth
salvation" (Ibid.), NAMELY, the inhabitants of the world. "And let it
cause righteousness (also: 'charity') to spring up also" (Ibid.), so
that every kind of mercy and goodness in the world will increase,
there will be food for men in the world and there will be joy upon joy
and every world will be blessed. Rabbi Acha said, Had I come only to
hear this, it would suffice.

68. "My heart goes out to the governors of Yisrael"
Rabbi Yosi says that with an intent heart and great desire men must draw from the deep river, Binah, by praying to God. Then there will be blessings
drawn down from the Light and spread throughout the world.
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448. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying, "My heart goes out to
the governors of Yisrael, that offered themselves willingly among the
people. Bless Hashem" (Shoftim 5:9). Come and see, it behooves
man to extend blessings from above downward willingly and with
the meditation of his heart to unite together the Holy Name. He
needs to draw, by prayer to the Holy One, blessed be He, with desire
and an intent heart, from the deep river, BINAH, as written, "Out of
the depths I have cried to You, Hashem" (Tehilim 130:1). There is the
depth of everything in the supernal depths, the supreme beginning
where Aba and Ima are united, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF
BINAH. Here too, "my heart goes out to the governors of Yisrael."
Who are the governors (Heb. chokekim) of Yisrael? It is not written,
'Those engraven (Heb. chakukim) on Yisrael', but the "governors of
Yisrael" are Aba and Ima, who engrave, NAMELY GIVE MOCHIN, to
holy Yisrael, ZEIR ANPIN, that is drawn from between them.

449. "That offered themselves willingly (Heb. hamitnadvim) among
the people" are the patriarchs - NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN - called princes (Heb. nedivim), as written,
"The nobles (Heb. nedivim) of the peoples are gathered together, the
people of the Elohim of Abraham" (Tehilim 47:10). TO WIT, THE
PATRIARCHS THAT ARE COME FROM ABRAHAM, CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, ARE CALLED THE NOBLES OF THE PEOPLES. Then "Bless
Hashem," to draw from Him blessings downwards, so that there will
be blessings throughout the world. When BLESSINGS from above
are here, IN THIS WORLD BELOW, everyone is joyful and everything
is in perfection, AS NO LIGHT IS COMPLETED, SAVE WHEN IT IS
DRAWN TO THIS WORLD. Happy is the portion of Yisrael, for the
Holy One, blessed be He, pours plenty of blessings on them, and
hears their prayer. Of them, it is written, "He heeds the prayer of the
destitute, and does not despise their prayer" (Tehilim 102:18).
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1. "This is the Torah of the burnt offering"
Rabbi Shimon talks about the burnt offering, saying that it is the Torah. He shows how Malchut is attached to the middle Column, and that this
happens through the secret of man with the desire of the priests, the prayers of Yisrael and the singing of the Levites. He says that the burnt
offering is the Holy of Holies since it ties three spirits together - the lower spirit called the Holy Spirit, the middle spirit, and the secretly concealed
Upper Spirit. The spirit of defilement then has no power, and it is removed from the side of Holiness. Rabbi Shimon talks about the sacrifice of cattle
and the sacrifice of birds. He concludes by saying that "and let birds fly above the earth" is the secret of the Chariot, as the birds are the angels
Michael and Gabriel.
1. "This is the Torah of the burnt offering" (Vayikra 6:2). Rabbi
Shimon opened the discussion saying, "Your righteousness is like
the great mountains; Your judgments are a great deep" (Tehilim
36:7). We have explained and learned this verse. Come and behold:
the burnt offering (lit. 'rising') causes the Congregation of Yisrael to
rise and be attached above, and cleaves to the World to Come,
BINAH, so that everything will be one, connected together in joy.
Since it rises higher and higher up TO BINAH, it is written: "This is
the Torah," which is the secret of Male and Female together,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, which are the Written Torah
and the Oral Torah, rising with love TO BINAH. "THIS (HEB. ZOT)" IS
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, THE ORAL TORAH, AND THE TORAH IS
THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE WRITTEN TORAH.

2. We explained in relation to the verse: "His left hand is under my
head," (Shir Hashirim 2:6) THAT MALCHUT RECEIVES FROM THE
LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN. When the North Side stirs, WHICH IS
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE LEFT COLUMN, MALCHUT then rises
with love to be adorned with the right OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
CHESED. She, MALCHUT, is attached to the middle, NAMELY THE
CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and everything shines from within the secret of the Holy of
Holies, BINAH. This happens through the secret of man by the wish
of the priests, WHO ARE THE RIGHT COLUMN, the prayers OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, WHO ARE THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and
the singing OF THE LEVITES, WHO ARE THE LEFT COLUMN.
3. We have explained that the burnt offering is the Holy of Holies,
according to the secret of the Supernal Spirit, BINAH. For three
spirits are connected TO THE BURNT OFFERING: 1) The lower spirit
called the Holy Spirit, MALCHUT; 2) the Middle Spirit called 'the spirit
of Chochmah and Binah', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE SON OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. It is also called a 'low spirit', BEING
LOWER IN RELATION TO BINAH, yet this spirit comes out of the
Shofar that includes fire and water; and 3) the secretly concealed
Upper Spirit, BINAH, in which all the Holy Spirits are sustained,
FROM WHICH all faces shine. The burnt offering therefore becomes
a real spirit again.

4. Then, with the secret of the cattle OFFERED, THE EXTERNAL
FORCES feed and content themselves, so that another spirit will be
joined TO HOLINESS, a spirit within them, one of Defilement,
through the tallow and fat sacrificed, as we learned. The burnt
offering is therefore the Holy of Holies, and the purpose of all other
sacrifices is to produce peace throughout the whole world from
different factions and from the antagonists IN THE WORLD - to
remove them and to radiate from within a desire to be scented. They
are called 'sacrifices (lit Holies) of a minor grade', since they are not
adorned high above in the Holy of Holies, NAMELY BINAH. They are
therefore sacrifices of a minor grade and may be slaughtered
everywhere, as explained. A burnt offering, which is the secret of the
Holy of Holies, is not like the other sacrifices, because all that is
connected to it is Holy.
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5. Come and behold: "And the priest shall put on his linen (Heb. bad)
garment" (Vayikra 6:3). This is a garment especially designed for
Holiness. The Hebrew word 'bad' IS AS 'badad' (lit. 'apart'), meaning
set apart for Holiness. It is also written: "These are holy garments;
therefore shall he bathe his flesh in water, and so put them
on" (Vayikra 16:4). Why is it holy? The secret thereof is that the
burnt offering is the Holy of Holies, since everything rises to be
adorned by the Holy of Holies, NAMELY BINAH, in one bond. The
Spirit of Defilement that defiles everything then turns and passes
away and has no power, nor does it come near the Temple. It is
removed from all the aspects of Holiness, and everything remains
holy in Holiness alone!

6. Rabbi Shimon said: We learned that it is written, "Hashem, You
preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7). Thus, the secret of man
rises from the aspect of man THROUGH DESIRE AND PRAYER, and
the beast from that aspect of the cattle WHICH IS SACRIFICED ON
THE ALTAR. It is therefore written: "If any man of you bring an
offering..." (Vayikra 1:2). A man's sacrifice is indeed IN DESIRE AND
PRAYER; to tie a knot above IN THE SECRET OF MAN. Then comes
that of the cattle. Everything is in the verse: "man and beast." This is
the secret reason why both man and cattle are needed for a sacrifice,
as it says. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He,
created the world, He did it thus: "man and beast."

2. Turtledoves and young pigeons
Rabbi Shimon continues from the previous essay by saying that the two birds are sacrifices that are made in order to raise Malchut to Zeir Anpin.
Rabbi Elazar asks where the desire of the devout priests, Levites and children of Yisrael rises to.
7. You may say that yet, it is written: "And let birds fly above the
earth" (Beresheet 1:20), from which sacrifices are offered and even
burnt offerings, as written: "And if the burnt sacrifice for his
sacrifice to Hashem be of birds" (Vayikra 1:14). THUS, "CATTLE" IS
NOT ACCURATE, AS YOU EXPLAINED. HE ANSWERS: Come and
behold. Of all the birds, only turtledoves and young pigeons are
offered. There is a secret to it, which is that what is fit in the one is
unfit in the other. THE COLOR RED IS SUITABLE FOR
TURTLEDOVES, BUT NOT FOR YOUNG PIGEONS. THE REASON IS
THAT THE YOUNG PIGEON is the right and THE TURTLEDOVE is the
left. HENCE, RED IS SUITABLE FOR IT, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE
LEFT COLUMN, and all is one.
8. "And let birds fly above the earth" (Beresheet 1:20). We explained
this to be the secret of the Chariot, AS THEY ARE THE ANGELS
MICHAEL AND GABRIEL, WHO ARE CALLED 'BIRDS'. The Spirit of
Holiness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, arises through them TO MATE WITH
ZEIR ANPIN. They are two, one on the right, the other on the left.
"Bird" is on the right, which is Michael, and "fly" is to the left, which
is Gabriel. Thus, there is one to the right and one to the left.

9. This is why these two are sacrificed, TURTLEDOVES AND YOUNG
PIGEONS, THE SECRET OF MICHAEL AND GABRIEL, in order to
raise the Holy Spirit, MALCHUT, TO ZEIR ANPIN. The left OF ZEIR
ANPIN adorns and arms below the left side OF MALCHUT, and the
right does so to the right, so that a woman joins her husband,
NAMELY, MALCHUT JOINS ZEIR ANPIN, to become one. Everything
ascends to be attached together above and below. The Holy One,
blessed be He, rises, and He alone is exalted.
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10. In ancient books, IT IS SAID THAT the poor WHO SACRIFICE
TURTLEDOVES AND YOUNG PIGEONS give no portion to sustain
THE WORLDS, but rather to bring unity above. Yet everything above
and below is properly attached to its own side, as we already
explained.

3. Whither does the cleaving of the wish rise up to?
Rabbi Shimon answers by saying that their devotion rises to the endless world. He speaks about the great mystery of the endless world, where there
are no desires, no lights and no candles, and tells us that all the lights and candles in Atzilut depend on the endless world for their existence, but
are not perceivable. No knowledge pertains to the endless world. When Chochmah and Binah rise by their illumination, only the odor is known, not
the savor. Rabbi Shimon says that tzav is idolatry, and that Yisrael have tzav, the Other Side, at their disposal to separate it from holiness by means
of the burnt sacrifice. The goal of the desire and prayer and sacrifice is to separate the Spirit of Defilement from Holiness.
11. Rabbi Elazar asked his father, Rabbi Shimon: Everything is
bound in the Holy of Holies, BINAH, so as to illuminate. Yet whither
does the cleaving of the wish of the priests, the Levites and Yisrael
rise?

12. He said to him: We have explained THAT THEIR DEVOTION
RISES to the endless world, since any bond, union or perfection
secretly conceals that which is not to be comprehended or known, in
which the desire of all desires lies. The endless world can not be
known, nor has it an end or beginning. It is not like "Ayin (lit.
'naught')," WHICH IS KETER CALLED 'AYIN', the first to produce a
head (lit. 'beginning') and an end (Heb. sof). What is the head? It is a
supernal point, the head to all that is concealed, existing within
thought. THIS IS CHOCHMAH CALLED 'BEGINNING'. CHOCHMAH
EMANATES FROM KETER CALLED 'AYIN', IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "BUT WHERE (LIT. FROM 'AIN')
SHALL WISDOM BE FOUND?" (IYOV 28:12). It produced an end,
MALCHUT, called "the end of the matter" (Kohelet 12:13). However,
IN THE ENDLESS WORLD, there is no end.
13. There are no wishes, no lights, and no candles in the endless
world. All these lights and candles IN ATZILUT depend upon THE
ENDLESS WORLD for their existence but are not perceivable. That
which is known yet unknown, NAMELY, THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO
SPEAK OF FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF KNOWLEDGE, is nothing
but the most concealed supernal wish, CALLED 'Ain (lit. 'naught')',
WHICH IS KETER. BUT NO KNOWLEDGE PERTAINS TO THE
ENDLESS WORLD.

14. When the supernal point, CHOCHMAH, and the World to Come,
BINAH, rise BY THEIR ILLUMINATION, only the smell is known, like
smelling an odor and being perfumed by it. This is not CONSIDERED
pleasure (Heb. nachat) CALLED 'SAVOR (LIT. 'NICHOACH')', as
written: "And I will not smell the odor of your sweet savors," (Vayikra
26:31) AS ODOR AND SAVOR ARE DIFFERENT THINGS. The odor of
sweet savor MEANS the odor of wish, namely of all those wishes in a
prayer, the wish of singing and the wish of the priests, all of which
are the secret of man. They were all made then into one wish, called
'savor' or 'wish' in the Aramaic translation. Everything is then
connected and properly shines together, as we have learned.
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15. The Other Side was therefore given into the hands of the priest,
as written: "Command Aaron and his sons, saying" (Vayikra 6:2).
There is a mystery here, as we have learned that 'command' is
idolatry, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE. Here he was given an
opportunity to burn that evil thought and remove it from Holiness by
the wish that rises up, by the smoke and the burning fat, so that they
would be removed from the Holiness. They have this 'command',
THE OTHER SIDE, at their disposal to separate it from the Holiness
by means of that sacrifice. You may ask, in, "Command the children
of Yisrael," HOW IS 'COMMAND' TO BE INTERPRETED AS THE
OTHER SIDE? HE ANSWERS: Here too, IT MEANS THAT THE OTHER
SIDE is at their disposal, for as long as the children of Yisrael
perform the desire of their Master, the Other Side cannot have power
over them.

16. This verse, "COMMAND AARON AND HIS SONS," comes to show
the secret meaning of this, to adorn that Holy Spirit high above and
to separate the Spirit of Defilement and bring it very low - the one,
NAMELY THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, by wish and prayer, and the
other, NAMELY THE PRIESTS, by the act of sacrifice, each as befits
him.

17. This verse is the indication, as written: "Command Aaron and his
sons, saying." "Command" is idolatry, the Spirit of Defilement.
"Saying" is the woman called 'fear of Hashem', NAMELY MALCHUT,
as it is written here, "saying" and elsewhere, "It was said (lit.
'saying'), 'If a man put away his wife'" (Yirmeyah 3:1). AS IN THE
VERSE, "SAYING," ALLUDES TO A WOMAN, SO HERE, "SAYING"
ALLUDES TO A WOMAN. We have already asserted that. Hence,
everything is said in this verse, NAMELY, THE ADORNING OF
MALCHUT AND THE LOWERING OF THE OTHER SIDE. And the role
of the priest is to rectify everything according to the secret of man
and beast.
18. Happy is the portion of the righteous in this world and in the
World to Come, for they know the ways of the Torah and tread it in
the path of Truth. About them, it is written: "Hashem, on them men
live" (Yeshayah 38:16). What are, "them"? They are the ways of the
Torah, and "men live," MEANS they endure in this world and in the
World to Come.

4. "This is the Torah of the burnt offering," part two
Rabbi Chiya says that "This is the Torah" is the Congregation of Yisrael, and that "the burnt offering" means it rises to be adorned on high. Another
explanation is that "the burnt offering" is an evil thought that arises in a man's mind, and that that evil thought should be burnt by fire. Rabbi Chiya
tells how the other side is subdued by the river of fire. We learn from Rabbi Shimon that the fire of the altar should never be allowed to go out so
that its power and strength will not weaken, and lastly he tells us of the five kinds of fire that descend on the offering.
19. Come and behold: it is written, "This is the Torah of the burnt
offering" (Vayikra 6:2). Rabbi Chiya said: I have interpreted this
verse in the following manner: "This is the Torah," is the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT. It is "the burnt offering
(lit. 'rising')," since it rises to be adorned high up, properly attached
even to the place called 'the Holy of Holies', BINAH.
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20. Another explanation: "This is the Torah" is the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, and the burnt offering is an evil thought that
arises in man's mind to make him deviate from the way of Truth. It is
"the burnt offering," which rises and accuses man. It should be
burnt by fire, so as not to give it room for accusations.

21. Hence, it "shall be burning upon the altar all night" (Ibid.). What
is night? It is the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, which is "Zot
(lit. 'this')," that purifies man from that wish. It is "upon the altar,"
referring to the River of Fire as a place for burning all those which do
not endure, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE, since they are passed
through that burning fire and their power is removed from the world.
Therefore, in order for it to have no power, it should be upon the
altar all night. It is then subdued and has no power.

22. When that OTHER SIDE is subdued, the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT, rises, which is the Holy Spirit, rising to be adorned
above. She rises when that other power is subdued and separated
from Her. Hence, the secret of the sacrifice is needed to separate
that side, THE OTHER SIDE, from the Holy Spirit, MALCHUT, and to
give it a share so that the Holy Spirit will rise up.

23. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying: "And the fire upon the
altar shall be kept burning in it..." (Vayikra 6:5). HE ASKS: "And the
fire upon the altar shall be kept burning in it." For what reason?
"And the priest shall burn wood on it every morning" (Ibid.). For
what reason? Why should a priest BURN WOOD UPON THE FIRE?
We learned that fire is always Judgment, and the priest comes from
the right side and is far from Judgment, for the priest does not come
into the world through Judgment. Yet here it indicates that he should
burn Judgment in the world, MEANING HE SHOULD BURN WOOD,
as written: "And the priest shall burn wood on it."

24. HE ANSWERS: We learned that when a man is about to sin
before his Master, he burns himself with the flame of the Evil
Inclination, which in turn comes from the Spirit of Defilement, hence
the Spirit of Defilement dwells in him. Sometimes the sacrifice is
known to come from that side, NAMELY THE GOAT, for he should
offer on the altar that which is like him, LIKE THE SINNER. That
Spirit of Defilement is not consumed or negated, neither from the
sinning man nor from that side from which he comes, save by the
fire on the altar, since this fire destroys the Spirit of Defilement and
evil species. The priest concentrates on this when he kindles fire
that consumes evil species from the world. THERE IS, THEREFORE,
THE NEED FOR A PRIEST TO DO IT, AS A PRIEST IS FROM THE
RIGHT, AND THE RIGHT CONSUMES THE LEFT.
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25. It must therefore never be extinguished, but "THE FIRE SHALL
EVER BE BURNING," (IBID. 6) so that its power and strength will not
weaken with which it can break the evil's mighty hold from the world.
It must therefore never go out. The priest should arrange a fire upon
it early in the morning when his side reigns - FOR THE RIGHT SIDE
REIGNS IN THE MORNING-and awakens in the world to perfume it
BY ARRANGING FIRE UPON THE ALTAR. The Judgments will be
subdued and will never awaken in the world. In relation to this, we
learned that there is a fire consuming fire, since the upper fire OF
MALCHUT consumes another fire and the fire on the altar consumes
another fire OF THE OTHER SIDE. Therefore, this fire must never go
out, and so the priest arranges it daily.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)

26. It is a commandment to sacrifice the burnt offering properly. Of
this, it says: "This is the Torah of the burnt offering..." (Vayikra 6:2).
There are five kinds of fire that used to descend upon the offering: 1)
A consuming fire which does not drink; 2) A fire that drinks but does
not consume; 3) A consuming and drinking fire; 4) A fire which
consumes both moist and dry things; 5) A fire which does not
consume nor drink. Corresponding to these are the verses: 1) "This
is the Torah of the burnt offering"; 2) "It is the burnt offering, which
shall be burning" (Ibid.); 3) "upon the altar" (Ibid.); 4) "all
night" (Ibid.); 5) "And the fire of the altar shall be kept burning in
it" (Ibid.).

5. Burnt offering, sin offering and guilt offering
Rabbi Shimon likens the plain interpretations of the Torah to dry wood and the mysteries of the Torah to fresh wood. He talks about the sacrifices
brought for the positive and negative precepts. We learn about the ways of the Halachah where one must look carefully for any explanations or
pieces that seem to be missing in the Mishnah, and we find that Moses and Elijah are those who help to teach those who study the Torah, and help
to explain its mysteries. Rabbi Shimon says that the sight of the burning bush was mentioned five times, and this sight is revealed on the 248
positive precepts that are the five books of the Torah. He talks about the concealed wisdom of the Torah, and says that only Moses saw directly into
the shining mirror, the secret of Chassadim of Zeir Anpin. The Faithful Shepherd, Moses, tells us about the burnt offering, the sin offering, the guilt
offering and the peace offering. We hear that Elijah will come and separate Malchut from the Klipot, which will happen at the end of the correction.
Guilt and sin are like adhesions that restrict Malchut from flying up to Zeir Anpin and blowing by the Holy Spirit.
27. The sages of the Mishnah explained that the burnt offering
wholly rises high up. This is Binah, THE FIRST Hei OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, AND CALLED THUS AFTER her Hei (=five) visions; NAMELY,
THE ABOVE MENTIONED FIVE FIRES DRAWN TO MALE AND
FEMALE FROM BINAH. Yud is an only daughter, NAMELY THE
PUPIL (LIT. 'DAUGHTER') OF THE EYE, MALCHUT, OF WHICH IT
SAYS: "And the sight of the glory of Hashem was like a devouring
fire" (Shemot 24:17). Vav, WHICH IS TIFERET, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT IS A FIRE THAT EATS AND DRINKS, is the light of
the daughter of the eye. WHEN MALCHUT RECEIVES FROM THE
VAV, She too is a fire that drinks all the water of the Torah and
devours all the sacrifices in the prayer. She eats both what is moist
and dry. HE EXPLAINS: SHE DRAWS the literal interpretations of the
Torah, which are like dry wood, and DRAWS the mysteries of the
Torah, which are like fresh wood. This is the fire that consumes both
what is moist and dry.
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28. WE SHOULD further EXPLAIN THAT the moist things which she
devours ARE all the sacrifices presented in prayer, AS IN: "SO WE
WILL OFFER THE WORDS OF OUR LIPS INSTEAD OF
CALVES" (HOSHEA 14:3), for positive precepts. SHE EATS dry
things, NAMELY, all the sacrifices presented in prayer for the
negative precepts PUNISHABLE BY FOUR KINDS OF DEATH,
stoning, burning, beheading and strangulation. THESE ARE THE
SACRIFICES, brought for the positive and negative precepts of the
Shechinah THAT IS CALLED prayer. THEY ARE OFFERED for the
positive and negative precepts. Five prayers were established for
Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) in correspondence to the five
visions THAT ARE DRAWN FROM BINAH. In correspondence to the
pupil of the eye, MALCHUT, WHICH IS YUD, there are ten days of
penitence. The FIRST Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI corresponds to the
light of the pupil of the eye DRAWN UPON IT FROM THE VAV. The
five afflictions on Yom Kippur, OF NOT EATING OR DRINKING,
correspond to the last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI.
29. The next commandment is properly to sacrifice the sin offering:
Tannaim and Amoraim, you have come from the aspect of the
attributes of the Holy One, blessed be He. You have labored much to
purify my daughter the Halachah, NAMELY MALCHUT, from the
Klipot of the mixed multitude, which are the evil questions which
cannot be interpreted or explained away. Of them it says: "That
which is crooked cannot be made straight, and that which is wanting
cannot be numbered" (Kohelet 1:15). But "It is undecided (Heb.
teiku)," applies to them, WHICH IS THE INITIALS OF 'TISHBI (THE
PROPHET ELIJAH) WILL SOLVE SUCH PUZZLES AND PROBLEMS'.
Every undecided concerning a prohibition is handled as a
restriction. It is a correction (Heb. tikun) without final Nun,
INDICATING THAT it can not be corrected, since it lacks final Nun,
which symbolizes the World to Come, NAMELY BINAH THAT HAS
NUN (=FIFTY) GATES. For undecided (Heb. teiku) in the World to
Come is silence, as in 'Be silent, for so it has arisen in My thought'.

30. There are questions that are the garments of the Halachah,
NAMELY THE GARMENTS OF MALCHUT, of which it says
"inwrought with gold" - as it is written: "The King's daughter is all
glorious within: her clothing is inwrought with gold" (Tehilim 45:14).
You, AMORAIM, cut THE GARMENT INWROUGHT WITH GOLD into
several legal sentences and later fix and explain them away using
various arguments.

31. If one chapter of the Mishnah is missing, and it has been
maintained that something is missing from the Mishnah, you fix it.
FOR EXAMPLE, IN PLACES WHERE IT IS STATED IN THE GEMARA:
"A CLAUSE HAS BEEN OMITTED, FOR THIS IS THE WAY WE HAVE
LEARNED IT...," such is wanting that can be numbered. If a
simpleton comes and spreads an evil report of the craftsman that
cuts the garments, saying: The Torah is lacking - STATING THAT IN
THIS PARAGRAPH OF THE MISHNAH, A CLAUSE HAS BEEN
OMITTED. Yet, it is written: "The Torah of Hashem is
perfect," (Tehilim 19:8) perfect in all the members of the body, the
248 positive precepts, as written: "You are all fair, my love; there is
no blemish in you," (Shir Hashirim 4:7), and perfect in her garments.
How can anything be lacking in the Mishnah?
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32. HE ANSWERS: Say to him - look carefully and find the MISSING
piece. You may find it mixed with other verses and Mishnahyot,
MEANING, IT IS THE CUSTOM OF THE TORAH TO BE LACKING IN
ONE PLACE AND RICH IN ANOTHER. For it is the way of the
craftsman to cut garments into several pieces, AND THAT WHICH IS
MISSING IN ONE PLACE IS FILLED UP IN ANOTHER. The students,
inexperienced in connecting the Halachah to those pieces THAT
ARE IN ANOTHER PLACE, confuse the sentences and questions,
and cannot explain the dilemmas until the craftsman comes and
explains all the doubts they have. At that time, Halachah the
daughter, NAMELY MALCHUT, rises before the King, perfect in
everything, in body, garments and jewelry. And in it the verse comes
true: "And I will look upon it, that I may remember the everlasting
Covenant" (Beresheet 9:16). Sometimes the craftsman has an
experienced student whom he sends to correct them, NAMELY
ELIJAH, AS WAS MENTIONED BEFORE.

33. They all rose and said: Faithful Shepherd, surely you are the
craftsman, for it says of you, "Moses received the Torah from Sinai."
From that time onward, everyone is your student, from Joshua to the
end of all generations. This is what we learned, that he "transmitted
it to Joshua; Joshua to the elders; the elders to the prophets," to the
end of all. Who is your skilled student MENTIONED ABOVE? We see
that it has been said to let everything wait until Elijah comes.
HENCE, ELIJAH IS YOUR EXPERIENCED STUDENT.

34. He said to them: Surely it is so, THAT ELIJAH is my companion
student, of whom it says: "The son of Aaron the priest" (Bemidbar
25:7), AS SAID, THAT PINCHAS IS ELIJAH. As is said of Aaron: "And
he shall be to you as a mouth" (Shemot 4:16), similarly, his son,
ELIJAH, will be to me as a mouth, FOR HE WILL IMPROVE the Oral
Torah. For just as I was slow of speech (lit. 'mouth') and of a slow
tongue, so will the Holy One, blessed be He, raise me, IN THE END
OF CORRECTION, slow of speech in the Oral Torah and of a slow
tongue in the Written Torah, so that those who knew me not will not
say it is someone else - MEANING, AS IT HAS BEEN SAID, THAT
THE DEAD WILL RISE WITH THEIR DEFECTS, SO THAT IT WILL NOT
BE SAID THAT IT IS SOMEONE ELSE. Elijah will be to me as a mouth
to explain all those doubts and interpret them.

35. At that time, IT SAYS: "This (Heb. zot) is the Torah of the burnt
offering (Heb. olah)," (Vayikra 6:2) NAMELY the daughter, WHO IS
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ZOT' AND IS CALLED 'TORAH', who
was degraded and humiliated in exile. She rises (Heb. olah) above all
the grades above, as written: "Many daughters have done virtuously,
but you excelled them all" (Mishlei 31:29). She rises to Aba, who is to
the right and is Chesed, of which IT SAYS that he who wishes to
acquire wisdom should turn south; NAMELY, CHESED, WHICH IS IN
THE SOUTH, WHENCE CHOCHMAH COMES. FOR DURING
GREATNESS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN
BECOME CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, SO THAT CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN BECOMES CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS ABA. HENCE,
CHESED IS FROM THE SOUTH, whence Chochmah is from, WHICH
IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS OF 'Coach-Mem Hei (lit. 'the
strength of Mem Hei')', ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH'S, WHICH NUMERICAL VALUE
AMOUNTS TO MEM HEI (45). AND CHESED THAT BECAME
CHOCHMAH IS HIS STRENGTH.
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36. One Tanna said: Surely this is why it says of you, "THAT
CAUSED HIS GLORIOUS (HEB. TIFERET) ARM to go at the right
hand of Moses" (Yeshayah 63:12). Since only through your bride,
CALLED 'THE ARM OF TIFERET', you shall attain perfection. When
you are made perfect through Her, MALCHUT, it says of you: "With
him, I speak mouth to mouth, manifestly (lit. 'in sight'), and not in
dark speeches" (Bemidbar 12:8). "In sight," like a bride undressed of
her garments unites with her husband in the proximity of flesh of her
248 body parts, without covering any of them. This is "bemar'eh (Lit.
'in sight')," which is 248 in numerical value.

37. The Holy luminary, NAMELY RABBI SHIMON, said: This sight
was first revealed to you, of which it says, "in sight," NAMELY
MALCHUT, which is for you the great sight of the bush - as the bush
is mentioned five times. THIS IS THE SECRET OF: "IN A FLAME OF
FIRE OUT OF THE MIDST OF A BUSH" (SHEMOT 3:2). This sight is
now revealed to you with the 248 POSITIVE precepts, which are the
five books of the Torah. "And not in dark speeches," are Her
garments through which the prophets saw Her. It is not the custom
of the Bride, MALCHUT, to be revealed in the flesh, save before Her
groom, MOSES, WHO COULD GAZE INTO THE SHINING MIRROR,
THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN. THE OTHER
PROPHETS GAZED INTO THE MIRROR THAT DOES NOT SHINE,
NAMELY HER GARMENTS CALLED 'DARK SPEECHES' AND ALSO
'INWROUGHT WITH GOLD', AND DID NOT SEE HER WITHOUT
THOSE GARMENTS.
38. At that time, this verse: "And they were both naked, the man and
his wife, and they felt no shame" (Beresheet 2:25), like Adam and his
wife BEFORE THE SIN, will be fulfilled in relation to them, TO ZEIR
ANPIN, CALLED MOSES AND MALCHUT. For the evil mixture, the
mixed multitude, which is a bad question, NAMELY, EVIL
JUDGMENTS, was already removed from the world. They are the
nakedness of the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Shechinah,
WHICH IS the nakedness of Yisrael, and your nakedness, Faithful
Shepherd all the more, AND THE NAKEDNESS of your Halachah,
MALCHUT, for whose sake the mysteries of the Torah had to be
concealed, as written: "It is the glory of Elohim to conceal a
thing," (Mishlei 25:2) until they are removed from the world. There
are no kings but Yisrael, as it was explained that Yisrael are kings,
for at that time, BY THE END OF CORRECTION, IT SAYS, "But the
honor of kings (NAMELY, YISRAEL) is to search out a matter" (Ibid.).
The Faithful Shepherd, MOSES, said TO RABBI SHIMON: May you be
blessed before Atik Yomin, KETER, whence you are like a branch
extending from the tree. So are the souls its branches.

39. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID TO THEM: Tannaim and
Amoraim, surely the burnt offering, the sin offering, and guilt
offering are three precepts, which are the Three Fathers, NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. And the peace offering is the
Queen, MALCHUT, a body part OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY, ITS TENTH
SFIRAH, which completes every body part OF ZEIR ANPIN, like the
first day of a feast WHERE A PILGRIM'S BURNT OFFERING IS
SACRIFICED, BY WHICH MALCHUT ASCENDS AND COMPLETES
EACH AND EVERY BODY PART OF ZEIR ANPIN INTO TEN SFIROT.
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40. It says of whoever does not celebrate the first holiday of the
feast, WHO DOES NOT BRING A PILGRIM'S BURNT OFFERING AND
HOLIDAY PEACE OFFERING WITH WHICH TO ATTACH MALCHUT
TO ZEIR ANPIN AND AFTER THE HOLIDAY HE HAS NOT YET
BROUGHT THEM: "That which is crooked cannot be made straight;
and that which is wanting cannot be numbered" (Kohelet 1:15). It is
the sin offering, NAMELY, A SIN that detains the burnt offering, AS
HE DETAINS MALCHUT FROM RISING TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE BURNT OFFERING, BY NOT BRINGING
PILGRIM'S BURNT OFFERING. Sin is Male and the sin offering
Female, AS BOTH CARRY THE SAME MEANING. At times, the sin
offering, NAMELY THE SIN, is perfumed and separates from the
burnt offering - NOT HOLDING MALCHUT FROM RISING ANY
LONGER - by that he-goat, as it says: "And one kid of the goats for a
sin offering" (Bemidbar 15:24).
41. THE TRANSGRESSION, FOR WHICH a trespass offering for
doubtful guilt IS BROUGHT, is attached to them both, as if it is
holding to this one and that and is suspended in the middle
BETWEEN THEM; NAMELY, IT DAMAGES THE CENTRAL COLUMN
THAT CONTAINS RIGHT AND LEFT. Similarly, everything is pending
for Elijah to come and separate Her, MALCHUT, from there, FROM
THE KLIPOT, WHICH WILL HAPPEN AT THE END OF THE
CORRECTION. So does the trespass offering for doubtful guilt hold
on to both, DAMAGING THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, until THE
OTHER SIDE is given its food and bribe FROM THE TRESPASS
OFFERING FOR DOUBTFUL GUILT. THE OTHER SIDE will then be
separated from it and the limbs of the Bride, NAMELY THE TWO
COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT OF MALCHUT, come near each other.
Guilt and sins are like adhesions to the lungs, NAMELY, THEY ARE
LIKE MEMBRANES ATTACHING THE LOBES OF THE LUNGS TO
EACH OTHER, not allowing MALCHUT to fly and ascend TO ZEIR
ANPIN and blow by the Holy Spirit (or: 'wind').
42. A lamb is sacrificed as a burnt offering, as written: "But where is
the lamb for a burnt offering?" (Beresheet 22:7). It says of it: "Your
lamb shall be without blemish (Heb. tamim), a male," (Shemot 12:5)
as, "a plain (Heb. tamim) man," (Beresheet 25:27) MEANING
PERFECT. ALSO, "A LAMB WITHOUT A BLEMISH," MEANS IT IS
PERFECT, BEING A BURNT OFFERING, WHICH IS ON THE RIGHT.
The lamb is to the right and a he-goat is to the left, namely, "and one
kid of the goats for a sin offering," AS GOATS (HEB. IZIM) INDICATE
HARSH (HEB. AZIM) JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT. There is a he-goat
and there is a he-goat, NAMELY one he-goat for Hashem and one hegoat for Azazel, as written: "And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two
goats; one lot for Hashem and the other lot for Azazel" (Vayikra
16:8). It was concerning this he-goat (Heb. seir) that it says of Esav,
that he is "a hairy (Heb. sair) man" (Beresheet 27:11). This is THE
ASPECT OF the liver (Heb. kaved lit. 'heavy'), which receives AND
ABSORBS all the yeast in the blood, WHICH ARE boils, smallpox,
skin sores and all kinds of leprosy. Hence, it is written: "And the
goat shall bear upon itself all their sins (Heb. avonotam) to a barren
land" (Vayikra 16:22). AVONOTAM IS COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS
OF Avonot-tam, the sins of the perfect, that is, the heart, CALLED
'PERFECT'. It then stops being a part of the heart, THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, which is then perfumed, and AZAZEL is made heavy with
those sins IT CARRIES UPON ITSELF, and is not light enough to rise
to Jacob, the perfect man, THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD DID NOT UTTER HIS QUESTION BECAUSE
HE WANTED THEM TO ASK IT. The sages of the Mishnah and the
heads of the Yeshivah, who came down with the Tannaim and the
Amoraim, rejoiced.
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43. One of them rose. He said: Faithful Shepherd, allow me to ask a
question, after having merited to hear these precious words from
your mouth, for this Torah coming out of your mouth "is more
precious than pearls: and all the things you can desire are not to be
compared to her" (Mishlei 3:15). For all that, it is a Halachah and I
need to learn it. You said well that the goat sent to Azazel IS ON THE
LEFT, but where is the pending sin offering?

44. He said to him: Blessed are you, my son. You asked well, yet the
Central Pillar, with the Right and Left attached to it, which are
Chesed and Gvurah, is like a man's body holding two arms, or an
eagle with two wings attached to it with which to fly. FOR THE FACE
OF AN EAGLE IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES, COMPRISED OF RIGHT AND LEFT. It is also similar to
a dove, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, CALLED 'DOVE' IN SHIR
HASHIRIM, to which two wings are attached. She is likened to the
Torah and her wings to the positive precepts, THE SECRET OF
RIGHT AND CHASSADIM, with which she rises and flies up TO ZEIR
ANPIN. In the same manner, the negative precepts, WHICH ARE OF
THE LEFT AND JUDGMENTS, are her snares like birds caught in a
trap, and all her snares keep her from flying UP TO ZEIR ANPIN AND
BINAH. They are called 'adhesions', NAMELY, TISSUES ATTACHED
TO THE LOBES OF THE LUNGS, the membranes that keep the wings
of the lungs from blowing.

45. Such is the guilt (offering). For Yisrael are attached to the wings
of the Shechinah, which are the living creatures carrying the Throne.
THE SIN (OFFERING) PREVENTS MALCHUT from ascending through
them, by the merits of Yisrael, to the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR
ANPIN, FOR THEIR SIN (OFFERINGS) detain Her and make the wings
heavy. The guilt (offering) is the mother of the mixed multitudes. It is
the adhesion that is attached to the Throne where the Queen is, NOT
TO THE WINGS ONLY, LIKE THE SIN (OFFERING). It does not let Her
go out from exile, and the meritorious deeds OF YISRAEL hold on to
Her, to raise Her FROM EXILE. She THEREFORE remains in the air
like an adhesion suspended in the air, AIR being the Central Column.
MEANING, SHE IS SUSPENDED LIKE AN ADHESION TO THE
CENTRAL PILLAR, ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE DUE TO THE GUILT
(OFFERING,) SHE CANNOT BE UNITED WITH HIM, SAVE BY A GUILT
OFFERING. IT IS THEREFORE CALLED A 'TRESPASS OFFERING
FOR DOUBTFUL (LIT. 'PENDING') GUILT', SINCE IT IS SUSPENDED
IN THE AIR. Hence, the guilt depends on the Righteous, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHERE IT DAMAGES, AND THE GUILT OFFERING
RECTIFIES, which is pending between heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, and
earth, MALCHUT. AND WE CONSIDER IT SUSPENDED BETWEEN
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED
'TRESPASS OFFERING FOR DOUBTFUL (LIT. 'PENDING') GUILT'.
46. The sin (offering) is the lobe of the liver (Heb. kaved lit. 'heavy'),
since it lies heavy on MALCHUT with sins of the filthy iniquities of
Yisrael as the liver burdens the arteries of the heart with yeast,
which is blood. So those sin (offerings) lie heavy on the wings of the
Shechinah, which are the positive precepts likened to the wings of a
dove. The negative precepts burden the positive, AS WE SAID,
MEANING THAT when the iniquities of Yisrael are more numerous
than the merits, it then says of the Torah, the body, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'BODY': "And it cast down the Truth to the
ground" (Daniel 8:12). MALCHUT cries: "Hashem has delivered me
into the hands of those against whom I am not able to rise
up" (Eichah 1:14). She "is fallen; she shall no more rise" (Amos 5:2).
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47. For that reason, the Tannaim and the Amoraim composed
prayers in place of the sacrifices to remove sins and guilt from
MALCHUT. That is why the Shacharit service was composed as the
morning sacrifice, the prayer of Minchah as the evening sacrifice,
and the Arvit prayer as the portions of the sacrifice and the fatty
parts that were consumed on the altar all night. The three patriarchs,
who composed three prayers in correspondence with the Chariot to
which they are attached, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, as we said, are the very Chariot. "They four had the face of
a lion, on the right side" (Yechezkel 1:10), WHICH IS CHESED, THE
FACE OF THE OX, GVURAH AND THE FACE OF AN EAGLE,
TIFERET. CORRESPONDING TO THEM ARE THE THREE PRAYERS.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

48. "The fire shall ever be burning upon the altar; it shall never go
out" (Vayikra 6:6). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the
verse: "And Isaac said to Abraham his father, and said, 'My father.
And he said, 'Here I am, my son.' And he said, 'Behold the
fire...'" (Beresheet 22:7). The word, "said," is mentioned three times
by Isaac and once by Abraham. Why is it so? HE ANSWERS: IN
CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE three DAYS of the Creation there
were three "SAID" by Isaac. The one "SAID" by Abraham
CORRESPONDS TO the fourth DAY OF CREATION, as written: "Here
I am, my son." THE ABSENCE OF THE WORDS, "AND ABRAHAM
SAID, 'HERE I AM, MY SON,'" INDICATES THAT HE SAID "I am" in
distress. THIS CORRESPONDS to the words: "Let there be
luminaries (Heb. me'orot) in the firmaments of heaven," (Beresheet
1:14), where the word "me'orot" is spelled without Vav, "ME'EROT
(CURSES)," A SIGN OF THE COMPLAINTS OF THE MOON.
49. You may say that the number of times "said" MENTIONED IN
THIS PORTION is more numerous. WHY THEN SHOULD I SPEAK OF
ONLY FOUR "SAIDS"? HE ANSWERS: The others "SAIDS"
MENTIONED IN THE PORTION are concealed in thought, while these
four are revealed out of the darkness. "And Isaac said to Abraham,"
CORRESPONDS TO the verse, "And Elohim said, 'Let there be light',
and there was light." Also, "And said, 'My father,'" CORRESPONDS
TO the verse: "And Elohim said, 'Let there be a firmament in the
midst of the waters, and let it divide water from water'" (Beresheet
1:6). "And he said: 'Behold the fire,'" CORRESPONDS TO the verse,
"and Elohim said: 'let the waters gather.'" Finally, "And he said,
'Here I am,'" CORRESPONDS TO the verse, "And Elohim said, 'Let
there be luminaries'" (Beresheet 1:14).

6. "The fire shall ever be burning upon the altar"
We learn that the fire of the Torah will never go out, for one may put out a precept like a candle but not put out the Torah. When a man commits a
transgression he puts out his own Neshamah; a transgression is truly darkness. A precept of the sages of the Torah is never extinguished because
they shine upon the precept with mysteries of the Torah.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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50. WE SHOULD also INTERPRET THE WORDS: "The fire shall ever
be burning upon the altar..." (Vayikra 6:6). This is the Torah CALLED
'FIRE', of which it says: "'Is not My word like a fire?' says
Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:29), AS IT SHOULD ALWAYS SHINE UPON
THE ALTAR, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "It shall never go out" (Vayikra
6:6); surely THE FIRE OF THE TORAH SHALL NOT GO OUT, since a
transgression does not put out the Torah. But a transgression puts
out a precept, and he who commits a transgression puts out a
precept, which is CALLED 'a candle'. He thus puts out his candle
from his own body, NAMELY, THE SOUL THAT IS CALLED 'A
CANDLE', of which it says: "A man's soul is the candle of
Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27). It is extinction indeed, for the body remains
in darkness. He who causes the Shechinah to go away from Her
abode THROUGH HIS ACTIONS, brings about extinction and
darkness into that place. A transgression is darkness, "and a
handmaid that is heir to her mistress," (Mishlei 30:23) FOR A
TRANSGRESSION THAT IS A HANDMAID AND DARKNESS
INHERITS THE PLACE OF THE MISTRESS, THE SHECHINAH, WHICH
WAS REMOVED FROM HER PLACE.
51. Regarding the ascension of a precept on the side of the common
people, WHO ARE WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF THE TORAH - for
them A TRANSGRESSION extinguishes a precept. The words: "And
the wicked shall be silent in darkness," (I Shmuel 2:9) are fulfilled in
them. As for the sages of the Torah, THEIR PRECEPT is never
extinguished because they shine upon the precept with several
mysteries of the Torah. For light is called 'a secret', Raz, NAMELY
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF LIGHT (HEB. OR) - 207 - WHICH
ALLUDES TO THE SECRETS OF THE TORAH BEING LIGHTS. The
precepts of the Torah, which the sages observe, are considered in
them to be just like the Torah. They will never be extinguished, night
or day, because they observe in relation to her: "But you shall
meditate therein day and night" (Yehoshua 1:8).

7. The smoke from the wood on the altar
We are told that by the order of the smoke and the cloud of incense of which the Torah, Zeir Anpin, is the smoke, Zeir Anpin will rise in the heart,
Binah, and rise to Chochmah that resembles the brain; it is like a cloud since a cloud stirs in the understanding heart. The smoke is the Central
Column that unites Chochmah and Binah. We hear of the scholars of the law who are from the side of the Tree of Life and who are thus called
'woods' that will be burned with the flame of the Torah. The constant daily offerings are the dimensions of God, or the Sfirot, and while all the Sfirot
are one, still a different one reigns on every Shabbat and feast.
52. The smoke coming up from the mouths OF THE SAGES OF THE
TORAH with words of the Torah is like the smoke of the wood set on
the altar, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, CALLED A SET, SINCE She is
set for Her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. This is so in the verse: "When you
light (lit. 'raise') the candles," (Bemidbar 8:2) WHICH SPEAKS OF
RAISING MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE CANDLES, TO ZEIR
ANPIN, as it says of them: "To cause (lit. 'raise') the candle to burn
always" (Shemot 27:20), NAMELY MALCHUT, CALLED 'CANDLE'.
THIS IS AFFECTED BY THE SMOKE OF THE WOOD SET ON THE
EXTERNAL ALTAR, AS SMOKE IS CONSIDERED TO BE MALCHUT.
By the smoke from the wood and the cloud of incense IN THE
INTERNAL ALTAR, of which the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, is the smoke,
ZEIR ANPIN will awaken in the heart, BINAH, AND RISE to Chochmah
that resembles the brain. FOR THE HEART AND THE BRAIN ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, AND THE SMOKE FROM THE WOOD ON
THE INNER ALTAR, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, RISES TO THEM BY
MEANS OF MAYIN NUKVIN TO UNITE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. It is
like a cloud since a cloud stirs in the heart, as written: "But there
went up a mist from the earth" (Beresheet 2:6); NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN, CALLED 'MIST', WHICH IS SMOKE, WILL RISE FROM BINAH,
THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL LAND, "and water the whole face
of the ground" (Ibid.). FOR AFTER ZEIR ANPIN HAS RISEN BY
MEANS OF MAYIN NUKVIN AND RECEIVED PLENTY FROM
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, HE WATERS THE WHOLE FACE OF THE
GROUND, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
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53. AND HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: Thus, the smoke arises from
Binah, which is in the heart, considered to be an understanding
heart. It rises to Chochmah, which is like the brain. What is the
smoke? It is the Central Column, ZEIR ANPIN, THAT RISES AND
UNITES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH AND BECOMES DA'AT TO THEM,
THE SECRET OF a heart that understands knowledge (Heb. da'at).
FROM THE HEART, BINAH, DA'AT RISES, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT UNITES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH.
54. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: The smoke, ZEIR ANPIN, AND DA'AT
descends from Chochmah to Binah, of which one is to the left and
the other to the right, BINAH BEING TO THE LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND CHOCHMAH TO ITS RIGHT. After it words descends full with
ABUNDANCE OF Aba and Ima, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, full with
ABUNDANCE OF Yud-Hei to burn the woods, the Torah scholars,
who are from the side of the Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN. THEY ARE
THEREFORE CALLED 'WOODS' (LIT. 'TREES'), who are the limbs of
the body, where Hei (lit. 'the') of the trees lies. THEY ARE THE BODY
PARTS OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED BODY AND CALLED HEI, AS
THE SOULS OF THE TORAH SCHOLARS ARE THE OFFSPRING OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Most certainly, THE INTENTION IS to
burn them with the flame of the Torah, as it is written: "'Is not my
word like a fire?' says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:29), by the flame of the
candle we are commanded to light, with love - NAMELY, BY THE
FLAMES OF FIRE OF LOVE FOR PRECEPTS.
55. It is commanded to offer daily offerings every day and then
kindle a fire, as it is written: "A fire shall ever be burning upon the
altar; it shall never go out" (Vayikra 6:6). And then to remove the
ashes from the altar, and to bring a sacrifice for a vow or a voluntary
sacrifice. Tannaim and Amoraim, all these daily offerings are the
attributes of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE SFIROT,
which should have rest. All the Sfirot are one, yet each and every
Sfirah is appointed over specific Shabbat periods and holidays;
NAMELY, ON EVERY SHABBAT AND FEAST, A DIFFERENT SFIRAH
REIGNS. The reigning attribute at that time includes all the Sfirot,
SINCE EACH SFIRAH INCLUDES ALL TEN SFIROT, and they are all
named after the reigning Sfirah. If it is Chesed, then Chassadim, and
if Gvurah, then Gvurot. IF THE RULING SFIRAH AT A SPECIFIC
SHABBAT TIME PERIOD IS CHESED, THEN ALL TEN SFIROT THAT
ARE INCLUDED IN IT ARE CALLED 'CHASSADIM'. IF THE RULING
SFIRAH AT A SPECIFIC SHABBAT TIME PERIOD IS GVURAH, THEN
ALL TEN SFIROT INCLUDED IN IT ARE CALLED 'GVUROT'. Thus, it
is with all these RULING attributes!

8. Resting from work
This section says that everyone, whether they carry the yoke of the Kingdom of Heaven or the yoke of a heathen kingdom, should rest from their
work on Shabbat and holidays. At the coming of Shabbat or a holiday, Binah descends upon the Kingdom of Heaven and is engraved upon the
tablets, Malchut. We read of the signs of the Name of Hashem and of the sign of the name Shadai, that is, Metatron called 'a servant'. We learn that
the ignorant man should be generous toward the student of the Torah and observe the precepts, and then God will preserve him from theft and
robbery and the Angel of Death.
56. All should rest from their work ON SHABBAT AND HOLIDAYS,
EACH ACCORDING TO ITS OWN ASPECT, like the ox that carries a
yoke, and a donkey that carries a burden. This is also the case
among those WHO TAKE UPON THEMSELVES the yoke of the
Kingdom of Heaven, such as Tefilin - THEY ARE EXEMPT ON
SHABBAT AND HOLIDAYS, or the yoke of a heathen kingdom;
EVERYBODY, according to their actions, have rest from their work.
For he who is not occupied with the Torah and the precepts takes
upon himself the yoke of a heathen kingdom, while he who is
occupied in the Torah and precepts takes upon himself the yoke of
the Kingdom of Heaven, which is the last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
called the 'Kingdom of Heaven'!
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57. Surely it is the yoke of the precepts, since all creatures that are in
heaven and earth were created by it, AS THE WHOLE REALITY OF
THE THREE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, ASIYAH CAME OUT OF
MALCHUT. Hence, it says, "These are the generations of the heaven
and of the earth when they were created (BeHibaram)" (Beresheet
2:4), which has the letters BeHei-Bra'am (lit. 'He created them with
Hei'). At the coming of Shabbat or a holiday, Binah descends, which
is Yud-Hei-Vav - CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT OF BINAH - upon
Hei, which is the Kingdom of Heaven, WHICH IS THEN an additional
Neshamah. And She, BINAH, is "engraved (Heb. charut) upon the
tablets" (Shemot 32:16). THE TABLETS ARE MALCHUT, AND THE
INSPIRATION OF BINAH UPON HER GIVES HER FREEDOM (HEB.
CHERUT) FROM ALL THE KLIPOT. SHE IS THE SECRET OF "I am,"
of the Exodus, NAMELY THE WORDS, "I AM HASHEM YOUR
ELOHIM, WHO HAS BROUGHT YOU OUT OF THE LAND OF
EGYPT" (SHEMOT 20:2). BINAH spread Her wings upon the
Daughter, MALCHUT, and upon Her camps, and they have rest. It
says of the camps of Samael and the Serpent: "And all people of the
earth shall see that you are called by the Name of Hashem; and they
shall be afraid of you" (Devarim 28:10). THE NAME OF HASHEM IS
THE SIGN OF THE TEFILIN, BUT the sign of the Tefilin, the sign of
the Shabbat, the sign of holidays, and the sign of the Covenant are
all the same. IT SAYS OF ALL OF THEM: "AND ALL PEOPLE OF THE
EARTH SHALL SEE THAT YOU ARE CALLED BY THE NAME OF
HASHEM."
58. There is the sign of the name Shadai, THE ANGEL Metatron,
CALLED 'a servant'. Several servants follow him. They are in charge
over those who observe the precepts for the sake of a reward, OVER
WHOM Metatron and his legions are in charge. Of them, it is written:
"That your ox and your donkey may rest; and your slave and
handmaid" (Shemot 23:12). Those who do not observe the precepts
for the sake of a reward are the children of the King and Queen, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and on weekdays they are crowns and
diadems on the heads of the mentioned servants. Of them, it says:
"he that makes use of the crown shall perish," FOR HE WHO MAKES
USE OF THOSE CHILDREN, WHO ARE DIADEMS TO THE
SERVANTS, DEPARTS AND PASSES AWAY FROM THE WORLD. The
stranger who approaches them, THOSE SONS, shall die, SINCE ON
WEEKDAYS THEY ARE considered as Shabbat in relations to the
servants.
59. For this reason WE RECITE, ON MUSAF OF ROSH HASHANAH
(THE JEWISH NEW YEAR), 'either as children or as servants'. 'Either
as children', as it says: "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1), or 'as servants', AS WRITTEN, "For to Me
the children of Yisrael are servants" (Vayikra 25:55), and not the
other nations. Those wicked who are not occupied in the Torah and
the precepts, and do not take upon themselves the yoke of the Torah
and the yoke of the Tefilin and the other precepts, are servants to the
nations of the world that enslave them, as in: "We were the slaves of
Pharaoh in Egypt" (Devarim 6:21).

60. If they observe the Shabbat and holidays, it says of them: "And
Hashem our Elohim brought us out of Egypt" (Ibid.). The verse that
says of them: "That your ox and your donkey may rest," shall be
fulfilled, SINCE THEY ARE like donkeys in relation to the Torah and
the precepts. "And the son of your handmaid and your cattle...may
be refreshed." The ignorant are called 'cattle'. For after one makes
himself under THE ASPECT OF a man of the Torah, this verse shall
be fulfilled: "Hashem, You preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7).
THAT IS, this will be fulfilled if he is like a horse which is patient, and
does not kick him when his master rides on it; SO SHOULD HE
BEHAVE, LIKE A HORSE UNDER THE KNOWLEDGEABLE STUDENT
OF THE TORAH.
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61. Why should the ignorant be patient with a wise student? Since
the Torah scholar is like the Shabbat day, he should BE AS ONE who
has nothing of his own, AS THE WEEKDAYS MAKE PREPARATIONS
FOR SHABBAT AND SHABBAT HAS NOTHING. If the ignorant man is
generous toward him with his money and is in the habit of doing his
wish, to attend upon him and observe the precepts as he desires,
"Hashem, you preserve man and beast," shall be fulfilled in him. He
will preserve him from theft and robbery and from the Angel of
Death, so that he will have no power to slaughter him with his
blemished knife. Whatever is slaughtered with a blemished knife is a
carcass not slaughtered ritually, of which it is written: "You shall
cast it to the dogs" (Shemot 22:30), which is Samael, WHO IS
CALLED 'A DOG'.

9. Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah of weekdays and of Shabbat
The Faithful Shepherd, Moses, says that the Nefesh of the learned scholar is called 'queen Shabbat' since it is the additional Nefesh bestowed on
Shabbat. This additional Neshamah is drawn from Aba and Ima who are the Chariot to the Cause of Causes, Arich Anpin, which is totally concealed.
The additional Nefesh is watered by the additional Ruach that is Zeir Anpin, the river that flows from Eden. We learn about the origin of the
Neshamah and the Ruach and also that the Ruach is the aspect of "remember the Sabbath day" and the Nefesh is the aspect of "keep". Scholars of
the Torah have nothing of their own, and anyone who treats them with contempt is showing contempt toward the Shabbat and the festivals. The
wise student takes poverty upon himself because the Torah is food for man. We see the correspondence between the four faces of man, the four
kinds of food, and the four Sfirot Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet and Malchut. A man should sacrifice offerings, do confession, and concentrate on
destroying his bestial Nefesh so that he can bring out his Ruach. The sages of the Mishnah taught that a man should always regard himself as
though the whole world depended on him, and as though he were balanced against all the people of the world. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yitzchak talk
about the River of Fire, the burnt offering, a fiery stream, and the fire in the vision that Elijah saw. "And after the fire a silent fine voice" refers to
Malchut, that is finer and smaller than all the Sfirot of Atzilut.
62. The Nefesh of the Torah scholar is called 'queen Shabbat', since
it is the additional Nefesh of Shabbat. And its delight is the
Neshamah of life and the mental Ruach, which are the additional
Neshamah, THE NESHAMAH OF ALL LIVING and a Ruach additional
to the Neshamah - Ruach and Nefesh, the servants that rule over the
body during weekdays. The additional Neshamah is the secret of the
crown upon the head of the righteous, who is the Shabbat day, ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'THE SHABBAT DAY', WHOSE CROWN COMES
FROM ABA AND IMA. This additional Neshamah shall praise YudHei, which are Aba and Ima, of whom it says: "Neither has the eye
seen Elohim beside you" (Yeshayah 64:3), since they are the Chariot
to the cause of causes, ARICH ANPIN, which is concealed and over
which the eye has no power. Therefore, "neither has the eye seen,"
EVEN IN ABA AND IMA WHO ARE ITS CHARIOTS, FROM WHOM THE
ADDITIONAL NESHAMAH OF SHABBAT IS DRAWN, BEING KETER
OF ZEIR ANPIN.

63. The additional Ruach is the river that flows from Eden, NAMELY
from between Aba and Ima. IT IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE
SON OF YUD-HEI, SINCE IT EMANATES FROM YUD-HEI, ABA AND
IMA, and its distance is a 500 years' walk - THAT IS, THE FIVE
SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD THAT
ARE DRAWN UPON IT FROM BINAH, IN WHICH THE SFIROT ARE
COUNTED BY THE HUNDREDS, THUS AMOUNTING TO 500 YEARS.
It reaches the sixth SFIRAH, that is rigtheous, NAMELY YESOD, to
water the garden, the additional Nefesh, Malchut.
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64. The Neshamah that rules on weekdays over the servant of
Hashem comes from the Throne of Glory, WHICH IS THE WORLD OF
BRIYAH, CALLED 'THE THRONE OF GLORY'. According to the
explanation of the sages of the Mishnah, all the Neshamot are cut
from under the Throne of Glory. The Ruach that rules during
weekdays over the servant of Hashem comes from the King's
servant Metatron, OF THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH. He includes the
six orders of the Mishnah, THE SECRET OF HIS SIX SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD - BY
WHICH HE IS SECOND (HEB. MISHNEH) TO ZEIR ANPIN, and is the
six steps of the Throne, AS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF YETZIRAH ARE THE SIX STEPS TO THE
WORLD OF BRIYAH, CALLED 'THRONE'. The Nefesh, which rules
during weekdays, comes from the Throne of Judgment, NAMELY
THE WORLD OF ASIYAH, from Sandalfon, THE SECRET OF the blue
in the Tzitzit (the fringes). IT IS THE SECRET OF: "Paved work (Heb.
ma'aseh) of a sapphire stone" (Shemot 24:10), DERIVED FROM
ASIYAH. But the King's daughter, the mental Nefesh OF THE WISE
STUDENT, IS, on Passover, the secret of a night of watchfulness,
Leil-Shimurim, a guarded Matzah, Shemurah, AS IT IS DRAWN FROM
MALCHUT, CALLED 'A NIGHT OF WATCHFULNESS' AND 'A
GUARDED MATZAH', TO ADD TO HER STATURE. The
corresponding guarded Ruach, THE ASPECT OF DAY, is a holiday
and the Shabbat day. They are "Remember" and "Keep." THE
RUACH IS THE ASPECT OF "REMEMBER," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
"THE SHABBAT DAY," (SHEMOT 20:8) AND THE NEFESH IS THE
ASPECT OF "KEEP (LIT. 'GUARD')," MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF
THE NIGHT OF WATCHFULNESS AND SHABBAT NIGHT, being THE
NEFESH of Atzilut from Malchut.
65. Similarly, the Torah scholars, the children of the King and Queen,
WHOSE NEFESH IS FROM MALCHUT OF ATZILUT AND WHOSE
RUACH IS FROM ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE,
are called 'Shabbatot' and 'holidays', and have nothing of their own,
THE SAME AS THE SHABBAT AND HOLIDAYS. They are not working
men like the other servants, people of THE THREE WORLDS,
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, WHICH ARE workdays. Their
reward in this world and in the World to Come is to delight them with
all sorts of victuals and drinks, and they are glorified with beautiful
garments like the Shabbat, of which it was said to honor with clean
garments. It behooves man to do everything he does for the glory of
Shabbat and the holidays.

66. He who desecrates the Shabbat is punishable by stoning, and he
who exploits the crown of Torah shall also perish. He who makes
use of one who recites the Halachah, who desecrates the Torah, and
all the more so he who treats him with contempt, is as if he shows
contempt towards the Shabbat and the festivals. The sages of the
Mishnah taught us that he who treats the festivals contemptibly
denies the basic doctrines of the faith.

67. As all the vessels in the Temple are called 'Holy', so are all those
who attend on the Torah scholars called 'Holy'. The students of the
Rabbi correspond to the members of the RABBI'S body. They are
called the most Holy or the Holy of Holies. The secret of this is
alluded to in the verse: "And the veil shall be for you as a division
between the Holy place and the most Holy" (Shemot 26:33).
Metatron, you and your legions should bring them as offerings
before Hashem every night.
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68. The deed ONE MUST DO in order to take upon oneself the yoke
of the Kingdom of Heaven is to take upon oneself the sorrows of
poverty, WHICH, to the Torah student, is the death of his animal
body. The food of the Torah is the food of the mental Neshamah,
Ruach and Nefesh, which are the priest, the Levite, and Yisrael. A
priest has the Yud in him, which is Chochmah, a Levite has the Hei,
Tevunah, and Yisrael have the Vav, Da'at. The additional Nefesh is
the last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, MALCHUT, INCLUDING the 248
positive precepts and 365 negative precepts. The Torah is man, ZEIR
ANPIN, as written: "This is the Torah: when a man (Heb.
adam)" (Bemidbar 19:14). "Adam," which is 45 in numerical value,
includes the four letters of Yud Hei Vav Hei, fully spelled with
Alephs. The Torah is food for man with his four faces, THE FACE OF
THE LION, THE FACE OF AN OX, THE FACE OF AN EAGLE AND THE
FACE OF A MAN, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, SINCE MAN'S FACE INCLUDES ALL OF THE FOUR
FACES. THIS CORRESPONDS TO THE FOUR KINDS OF food OF THE
bestial BODY: bread, wine, meat, and all sorts of fruit. "Elohim has
made the one as well as (or: corresponding to) the other" (Kohelet
7:14). FOR BREAD CORRESPONDS TO THE FACE OF A LION,
NAMELY CHESED; WINE TO THE FACE OF AN OX, NAMELY
GVURAH; MEAT TO THE FACE OF AN EAGLE, NAMELY TIFERET;
AND THE FRUIT TO THE FACE OF MAN, MALCHUT.
69. Every night, a man should sacrifice offerings before Hashem
pertaining to the bestial Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah. Man should
also confess several kinds of confessions and raise them in his
thought when reciting the Sh'ma, in order to bring them out as
sacrifices before Hashem, MEANING he should concentrate upon
bringing out his Ruach, which pulses in the arteries of his heart. He
should concentrate upon burning, slaughtering and piercing the
Nefesh, like the priests who slaughtered by piercing, as written:
"And wring off its head from its nape, but shall not divide it
asunder" (Vayikra 5:8). This is strangulation. HERE, ONE TAKES
UPON HIMSELF THREE KINDS OF DEATHS: BURNING AND
SLAUGHTERING, WHICH ARE CONSIDERED SLAYING, AND
SLAUGHTER BY PIERCING, CONSIDERED AS STRANGULATION.
These three deaths are red bile, green BILE, and black BILE, and
they lie in the liver, the gall bladder and the spleen. They are like the
three shells of a nut.

70. Before that, it behooves him to construct A KIND OF an altar of
stone; namely, to concentrate on using it for stoning - MEANING HE
SHOULD TAKE UPON HIMSELF DEATH BY STONING. This comes
from the white bile, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO CHOCHMAH, that
governs the lobes of the lungs, WHICH ALSO CORRESPONDS TO
CHOCHMAH, AS WAS EXPLAINED BEFORE - NAMELY those
adhesions, THE KLIPOT THAT GLUE THE LOBES OF THE LUNGS TO
EACH OTHER SO THEY CANNOT PROPERLY BREATH. For these
beasts, NAMELY HIS BESTIAL NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH,
are trapped there. A blue fire then descends FROM MALCHUT and
consumes them, and these BESTIAL NEFESH, RUACH AND
NESHAMAH assume THE APPEARANCE OF pure animals, cattle and
birds that may be brought as sacrifices to Hashem so that His name
will rest upon them. At that time, the verse which says of them: "But
you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim are alive," (Devarim 4:4)
will be fulfilled. They will be like a horse with its master riding on it,
NAMELY A CHARIOT TO HASHEM, as written: "That you ride upon
your horses, your chariots of salvation" (Chavakuk 3:8). Then,
"Hashem, You preserve man and beast" (Tehilim 36:7), WHICH ARE
THE MENTAL NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH CALLED 'MAN',
AND THE BESTIAL NEFESH, RUACH, NESHAMAH CALLED 'BEAST'.
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71. Come and behold: man should also REGARD HIMSELF as
balanced against the students of the Torah. Thus, he should weigh
himself on the side of the Torah, NAMELY THE MENTAL NEFESH,
RUACH, NESHAMAH and the side of the limbs in the body, NAMELY
THE SIDE OF THE BESTIAL NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH. He
should regard himself as balanced against all the peoples of the
world. As taught by the sages of the Mishnah, a man should forever
see himself as if the whole world depends upon him. He should
THEREFORE concentrate upon his Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah, to
make them into sacrifices, together with all the inhabitants of the
world. And the Holy One, blessed be He, joins a goodly thought to a
deed. This way, "Hashem, You preserve man and beast." All the
Tannaim and Amoraim rose towards him and said in one voice: You
are a Faithful Shepherd and you have permission to do all this,
because you are balanced against all Yisrael. The Holy One, blessed
be He, therefore sent you amongst them.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Tosefta (Addendum)

72. "This is the Torah of the burnt offering" (Vayikra 6:2). Rabbi
Chiya said: We explained this verse in the following manner. "This is
the Torah," is the Congregation of Yisrael; "the burnt offering," is an
evil thought that occurs to man, to turn him away from the True way;
and, "it is the burnt offering (lit. 'rising')" (Ibid.), since it rises and
accuses man. It should therefore be burnt by fire, in order not to let it
bring accusations. Therefore, it shall be "upon the altar all
night" (Ibid.). What is "night"? It is the Congregation of Yisrael,
NAMED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE, "This," so as to purify
man of that desire.

73. "Which shall be burning" (Ibid.), NAMELY IN NAHAR DINUR (THE
RIVER OF FIRE), since the River of Fire is where all those who are
not found as they ought to be are burning. They are brought into that
burning fire and their government is removed from the world. In
order for it not to have power, it should be "upon the altar all night."
It is then subdued and loses its power.
End of Tosefta

74. It is written: "And behold, Hashem passed by, and a great and
strong wind rent the mountains..." (I Melachim 19:11). The great wind
IS, as we said, THE STORM WIND STANDING BEFORE EVERYTHING
TO GUARD HOLINESS, AS THE SKULL PROTECTS THE BRAIN. It is
also written: "But Hashem was not in the wind: and after the wind an
earthquake (Heb. ra'ash)" (Ibid.). WHAT IS THE QUAKE? IT IS LIKE
the one mentioned in the verse: "Then a spirit (also: 'wind') took me
up, and I heard behind me a voice of a great rushing (Heb. ra'ash),
SAYING, 'BLESSED BE THE GLORY OF HASHEM FROM HIS
PLACE'" (Yechezkel 3:12). Thus great quaking comes after the wind,
LIKE THE TUMULT OF ELIJAH. IT IS EXPLAINED HERE THAT THE
SHAKING WAS BECAUSE THEY SAID: "BLESSED BE THE GLORY
OF HASHEM FROM HIS PLACE." "And after the earthquake a fire."
WHAT IS THE FIRE? It is like that in the verse: "A Fiery Stream
issued and came forth from before him" (Daniel 7:10). THIS IS THE
FIRE ELIJAH SAW.
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75. CONCERNING THE FIRE ELIJAH SAW, Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is
written, "As for the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance
was like coals of fire, burning like the appearance of torches: it goes
among the beasts and flashes into fire, and out of the fire went forth
lightning" (Yechezkel 1:13). THIS IS THE FIRE ELIJAH SAW AND
THESE LIVING CREATURES ARE A CHARIOT TO MALCHUT, FOR IT
IS WRITTEN: "And after the fire a still small voice." The voice is the
last voice, NAMELY MALCHUT, which is silence, having nothing of
Her own. It is silent by Herself, SINCE MALCHUT HAS NOTHING OF
HER OWN, NOR DOES SHE RECEIVE ANYTHING, BUT EVERYTHING
IS GIVEN TO HER BY ZEIR ANPIN. When THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN gather about Her TO GIVE HER ABUNDANCE, Her voice is
heard throughout all the worlds; NAMELY, ALL THE WORLDS,
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH RECEIVE FROM HER, and they all
tremble from Her. Why is She called 'still and small'? IT SHOULD
HAVE SUFFICED TO CALL HER 'A STILL VOICE'. IT IS BECAUSE
She is MORE STILL AND smaller than all THE SFIROT OF ATZILUT.

10. The fire of Isaac
Rabbi Chiya tells us of the esoteric meaning of the altar fire, the coals, the step where the priests stand, the sparks and the winds. We find that the
altar is attended by legions upon legions of celestial beings.
76. Rabbi Chiya said: "A constant fire shall be burning upon the
altar; it shall never go out" (Vayikra 6:6). This is Isaac's fire, as
written: "Behold the fire and the wood," (Beresheet 22:7) WHICH
ARE JUDGMENTS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN BEFORE ITS
INTEGRATION WITH THE RIGHT. This is the ever-burning fire,
always PRESENT IN MALCHUT, SO THAT SHE WILL RECEIVE
CHASSADIM FROM ZEIR ANPIN. The wood is the wood of Abraham,
NAMELY CHASSADIM DRAWN FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN, CALLED
'ABRAHAM', as written: "And the priest shall burn wood on it every
morning," THE PRIEST BEING A MAN OF CHESED.
77. We learned that from Isaac's fire, THE SECRET OF JUDGMENT
OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, a glowing coal descends
and reaches this altar, MALCHUT. One glowing coal goes out to the
east side, one glowing coal to the west side, one glowing coal to the
north side and one glowing coal to the south side, THAT ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, to the four corners of
the altar. The priest returns it to the four corners.

78. On the altar, there is a ramp, NAMELY A STEP, ON WHICH THE
PRIESTS STAND WHEN THEY SERVE ON THE ALTAR. It has certain
grades, THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - and the lowest
grade, MALCHUT, reaches down to the upper abyss, BINAH OF THE
KLIPAH, through a certain hole THAT REACHES FROM IT TO THE
ABYSS. When the burning coals reach the four corners OF THE
ALTAR, a fiery spark stirs and descends through that hole into the
upper abyss. FROM THIS SPARK, THE KLIPAH GETS STRENGTH TO
PUNISH THE WICKED.
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79. On that place - NAMELY ON THE RAMP - there are legions upon
legions of celestial beings OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, CHESED, that
say, 'Holy,' in a great, supernal voice. On another side, they, WHO
ARE FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, GVURAH, say, 'Holy', in a supernal,
pleasant voice. On another side, there are other legions OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET, that say, 'Holy', and so on in the four
corners OF THE RAMP. There are six billion legions, SIX BEING THE
SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, THE ILLUMINATION OF BINAH, THE SECRET OF
HUNDREDS, FROM CHOCHMAH THE SECRET OF THOUSANDS,
FROM KETER, THE SECRET OF TEN THOUSANDS, AND FROM THE
ASPECT OF YESOD COMES THE SECRET OF LEGIONS. NAMELY,
THERE IS UPON THEM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT. They are on every corner OF THE RAMP, and over them
there is an appointee. They all wear an efod, IN THE SECRET OF THE
PRIESTLY CLOTHES, and they stand ON THE RAMP to carry the
service of the altar, MALCHUT, which corresponds to the lower
beings IN THE TEMPLE.
80. On another place, OPPOSITE THE RAMP, there are rumbling sea
waves. THIS IS THE SECRET OF, "AND RAISED THE STROMY WIND,
WHICH LIFTED UP THE WAVES THEREOF" (TEHILIM 107:25),
WHICH IS THE MEANING, "AND AFTER THE WIND AN
EARTHQUEKE," descending through certain grades, where the
legions say in a pleasant voice: "Blessed be the glory of Hashem
from his place" (Yechezkel 3:12). THIS IS THE SECRET OF, "AND I
HEARD BEHIND ME A VOICE OF GREAT RUSHING, SAYING,
'BLESSED BE THE GLORY OF HASHEM FROM HIS PLACE," SINCE
THEY SLAVED BEFORE THOSE ARMIES THAT ARE SITUATED ON
THE RAMP OF THE ALTAR AND SAY, 'HOLY, HOLY, HOLY'. THIS IS
THE SECRET OF, 'FACING THEM THEY GIVE PRAISE. SAYING:
'BLESSED IS THE GLORY OF HASHEM FROM HIS PLACE.' 'They all
praise with hymns and are never silent day and night. All offer
praises in a pleasant voice.
81. On another place, there are legions upon legions standing with
fear, trembling and dread, as written: "They were so high that they
were dreadful (lit. 'they had fear')" (Yechezkel 1:18), THOSE WHO
SAY 'HOLY' CORRESPOND TO CHESED, THE RIGHT COLUMN.
THOSE WHO SAY 'BLESSED' CORRESPOND TO GVURAH, THE
LEFT COLUMN. THOSE PRESENT CORRESPOND TO TIFERET. They
all look to NAMELY, RECEIVE BOWNTY from the altar above,
MALCHUT.
82. When Isaac's fire, THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN,
reaches the altar, several sparks go up and down on every side and
some of the mighty, powerful warriors of the world are set aglow by
them. Were it not for the priest, who stood upon the altar arranging
the wood, the world would not have been able to withstand them.
The backs of the living creatures are set ablaze from those glowing
coals and sparks that come from them, as written: "As for the
likeness of the living creatures, their appearance was like coals of
fire, burning like the appearance of torches" (Ibid. 13).
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83. On the right side of these living creatures, a wind stirs from
above, FROM CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, blowing and settling upon
that fire OF THE LIVING CREATURES. It blazes up and becomes
perfumed and glows, silent, with a precious splendor, shining upon
several legions posted on the right side. On the left side OF THE
LIVING CREATURES, another strong wind stirs FROM GVURAH OF
ZEIR ANPIN. It breaks rocks and blows into that fire OF THE LIVING
CREATURES. It grows stronger and mightier until that wind of the
left side OF ZEIR ANPIN is encompassed by that fire and shines
upon several legions that stand on that side, THE LEFT SIDE OF THE
CREATURES. Thus, from the four corners - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT - in relation to the four legions FROM THE
FOUR CORNERS - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF
ZEIR ANPIN - FOUR WINDS COME UPON THE FOUR LEGIONS OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF THE LIVING
CREATURES. All are perfumed when the priest ascends to the altar.

11. Two altars
Rabbi Aba speaks about the two altars below and the two altars above; the golden altar above is the bond of Faith, and the brass altar above is
where the Archangel Michael gives sacrifice to God. Rabbi Aba tells us about the meaning of the inner altar and the outer altar. There is some
disagreement among the rabbis about the number of altars, and Rabbi Shimon finally clarifies by saying that there are indeed two altars; the inner
stands over the outer and the outer is sustained by the inner, they are mutually tied together. Rabbi Chizkiyah turns to the issue of impending
judgment, and says that since a man never knows when judgment will rest upon him and he might die, he must always keep himself from sinning.
84. Rabbi Aba said: There are two altars below and two altars above.
OF THE TWO UPPER ALTARS, one is innermost where inner fine
incense is burned, WHICH IS the bond of Faith. The Highest Priest
ties this incense to the bond of Faith. It is called the golden altar,
whence the bond of Faith is tied and offered, THAT UNITES
EVERYTHING into one knot. The other altar is called the brass altar.
It is outside, and Michael, the Great Minister, sacrifices upon it a
savory offering to the Holy One, blessed be He. THE TWO ALTARS
down below, IN THE TEMPLE, are the golden altar and the brass
altar, one for incense and the other for tallow and the portion of the
sacrifices.

85. It is therefore written: "Oil and incense rejoice the heart" (Mishlei
27:9), and not 'oil, tallow and the portions of the sacrifice rejoice the
heart'. Though they TOO soothe the Wrath and Judgment, LIKE THE
OIL AND INCENSE, THERE IS A DIFFERENCE. The oil and incense,
WHICH ALLUDE TO THE UNION OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH - AS
OIL IS CHOCHMAH AND INCENSE BINAH - gladden all and are not of
the side of Wrath and Judgment, FOR THEY HAVE IN THEM NO
JUDGMENT AT ALL. THE TALLOW AND PORTIONS OF THE
SACRIFICE ARE NOT SO, FOR THROUGH THEM THE UNION
BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT IS DONE. IT DOES NOT SAY
OF THEM "REJOICE THE HEART," BECAUSE JUDGMENT MAY
HAVE HOLD UPON THEM. This is the inner altar, where the finest
frankincense, BINAH, WHICH IS INCONCEIVABLE BECAUSE OF HER
FINENESS, is in the bond of Faith, BEING TIED TO MALCHUT,
CALLED 'FAITH'. The altar is called 'a still small voice', being the
inner altar that is tied by the bond of Faith.
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86. The other altar is called 'the outer altar'. The inner one is called
'the altar of Hashem' and the other is 'the brass altar', as written:
"Because the altar of brass that was before Hashem was too little to
receive" (I Melachim 8:64). Rabbi Yosi said: IT IS UNDERSTOOD
from the words, "And whole burnt sacrifice upon Your
altar" (Devarim 33:10), that "ALTAR" MAY BE READ IN THE PLURAL,
NAMELY two. IT IS ALSO WRITTEN: "YOUR ALTARS, HASHEM
TZVA'OT" (TEHILIM 84:4) NAMELY TWO.

87. RABBI ACHA DISAGREES WITH RABBI ABA AND RABBI YOSI,
AND SAYS: THERE IS BUT ONE ALTAR WHICH IS SOMETIMES
CALLED INNER AND SOMETIMES OUTER, AS WAS SAID BEFORE.
HE SAYS: It is written, "And Moses built an altar..." (Shemot 17:15).
He built this in correspondence to the inner one, so it is called, 'Yud
Hei Vav Hei-nissi (lit. 'my banner'),' SINCE THE INNER ONE IS
CALLED 'THE ALTAR OF YUD HEI VAV HEI'. Why 'my banner'?
Because he inscribed AND ESTABLISHED the mark of the sign of the
Holy Covenant. When Amalek wanted to remove this sacred mark,
NAMELY OF CIRCUMCISION, from Yisrael, the altar, MALCHUT,
stood before them to avenge that sign of the Covenant. MALCHUT is
therefore called 'the sword avenging the covenant', and this
MALCHUT validated this holy mark on Yisrael. Moses then built an
altar for this and called it 'Yud Hei Vav Hei-nissi'. This is the inner
altar that is called 'a still small voice'.
88. Of THE INNER ALTAR, IT SAYS: "The fire shall ever be burning
upon the altar..." (Vayikra 6:6), which is the ever-present fire. What is
it? It is Isaac's fire, NAMELY THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, WHICH ARE ALWAYS PRESENT. Then THE ALTAR is
named Adonai, NAMELY, OF THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT. IT IS
THEN CALLED 'THE OUTER ALTAR'. When the priest arranges that
wood upon it, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, BY WHICH THE LEFT
COLUMN IS ENCLOTHED, the ALTAR'S name is perfumed and called
by the name of Mercy, 'Yud Hei Vav Hei', named after THE ALTAR OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI. IT IS THEN THE INTERNAL ALTAR. The altar
sometimes stands like this, IN THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, AND IT
IS THEN THE EXTERNAL ALTAR, and sometimes it stands IN THE
ASPECT OF MERCY, AND IT IS THEN THE INTERNAL ALTAR. BUT
THEY ARE NOT TWO SEPARATE ALTARS. Rabbi Shimon said:
There are two, the inner standing over the outer altar and the outer
sustained by the inner, and both are mutually tied.

12. The Name El
Rabbi Chizkiyah wonders about the name El, which should always be of Chesed but seems sometimes to be of Judgment. Rabbi Shimon explains
that the wicked turn Mercy into Judgment. A further question arises of "an El who is angry every day," and Rabbi Shimon answers that if people
have merit the name El prevails, but if they do not the name 'Mighty' prevails; so for those who are wicked, El is angry every day. A better
explanation, however, is that El prevails daily because it is universally the illumination of the supernal Wisdom. The existence of everything is due to
the fact that El pushes the decree away every day, and to the fact that Abraham awakened and pushed away all the verdicts. Rabbi Shimon explains
the meaning of "wonderful, counselor, a mighty El, the everlasting Father, Prince of Peace." He talks about the sacrifice, saying that when the priest
brings the sacrifice below, the priest above (Chesed), brings about the union of Malchut and Zeir Anpin.
89. This is the offering of Aaron" (Vayira 6:13). Rabbi Chizkiyah
opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem is righteous in all
His ways, and gracious in all His works" (Tehilim, 145:17). We
learned how much men should watch the glory of their Master and
not deviate from their ways outwards, for each and every day there
is a decision impending upon the world. The world was created by
decree and prevails in Judgment.
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90. Man should therefore keep himself from sinning, since he knows
not the time when Judgment will rest upon him. He sits at home and
judgment rests upon him, he goes outside his house and judgment
dwells on him, and he cannot know whether he shall return home or
not, FOR HE MIGHT DIE AND NOT RETURN HOME. When traveling,
he should FEEL all the more that HE MIGHT NOT RETURN HOME,
since then judgment goes out before him, as written:
"Righteousness shall go before him" (Tehilim 85:14). Man should
therefore hasten to ask for mercy before the King, to be saved from
the judgment when it dwells upon the world. For each and every day,
Judgment dwells in the world, as it says: "And an El who has
indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12).

91. Now is the time to raise a question. We learned and the friends
remarked that the name 'El' is always of Chesed, as written: "The
Great El" (Devarim 10:17). This is the illumination of the supernal
Chochmah, SINCE CHESED RISES TO BECOME SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH WHEN ZEIR ANPIN IS IN GREATNESS. You say, "And
an El who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12), in which the
verse disregards all those names THAT INDICATE CHESED, and
holds on to this JUDGMENT. The words are not true then. It is also
written: "A mighty El" (Yeshayah 9:5). IT IS DIFFICULT, since we
should either establish that THE NAME El is of judgment or that THE
NAME El is of Mercy.
92. HE ANSWERS: I have heard this, that the wicked turn Mercy into
Judgment, for throughout the supernal Sfirot of the Holy King there
are none in which Mercy is not included within Judgment, and
Judgment within Mercy. The wicked turn Mercy into Judgment.
HENCE, THOUGH THE NAME 'EL' IS CHESED, THE WICKED TURN IT
INTO JUDGMENT.

93. Rabbi Yehuda said to him: This is a good explanation that says:
"A mighty El (Ibid.)," BECAUSE FOR THE WICKED IT TURNS INTO
JUDGMENT. But OF THE VERSE: "And an El who has indignation
every day" (Tehilim 7:12), what DO YOU SAY OF ITS MEANING - that
He is of Judgment each and every day, whether people in the world
be righteous or not? He was not able TO EXPLAIN IT. They went to
ask Rabbi Shimon. He said to them: Assuredly, El has indignation
every day. It has already been explained by the friends that THE
NAME EL is now Judgment and then Mercy. If people of the world
have merit, the Name El prevails as Chesed. If they have no merit, it
prevails by the name 'Mighty'. That is on a daily basis EVERY DAY
SOME ARE MERITORIOUS AND OTHERS ARE NOT. HENCE, FOR
THOSE WHO ARE NOT, "AND AN EL WHO HAS INDIGNATION
EVERY DAY" (TEHILIM 7:12).
94. The better explanation is that El is universally the illumination of
the supernal Chochmah, NAMELY CHESED. It prevails daily, as
written: "The Mercy of El endures continually" (Tehilim 52:3). Were it
not for the awakening of THE NAME El in the world, the world would
not have endured for an instant under the harsh Judgments daily
aroused in the world. Hence, "these are the generations of the
heaven and of the earth when they were created" (Beresheet 2:4). Do
not read it Be'Hibaram (lit. 'when they were created'), but as
Be'Abraham (lit. 'by Abraham'), WHO IS CHESED. Heaven and earth
remain through Abraham awakening. When Abraham stirred himself
in the world, WHO IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED, he pushed out
all the Judgment that are present each and every day, and they could
not stand against him.
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95. "And an El who has indignation every day": It does not say 'He is
angry' or 'made' so, but that He has indignation, for each and every
day that there is a decree, He pushes it outside and He remains to
perfume the world. Hence, it is written: "Hashem will command His
love in the daytime" (Tehilim 42:9). Were it not for this, the world
would not have been able to remain even for a single moment. The
existence of everything is therefore due to Abraham, WHO IS
CHESED.

96. The words, "A mighty El" (Yeshayah 9:5), do not MEAN THAT
THE NAME El is mighty, but the verse alludes to the Patriarchs,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET and alludes to the supernal Holy
Faith, BINAH, as written: "wonderful, counselor, a mighty El, the
everlasting Father, Prince of Peace" (Yeshayah 9:5). Supernal
Chochmah is a wonder, hidden from everything, as written: "If there
arises a matter too hard (lit. 'wonderful') for you in
judgment" (Devarim 17:8), 'WONDERFUL' IN THE MEANING OF
HIDDEN. "Counselor" is the supernal river that is drawn and flows
out and never stops, BINAH. It counsels to and waters everything. El
is Abraham, as we explained that "the great El" IS CHESED. Mighty
is Isaac, as it does not say "the mighty." IT DOES NOT SAY 'THE
MIGHTY EL' LIKE "THE GREAT EL," BUT "A MIGHTY EL," WHICH
MEANS THAT MIGHTY IS NOT AN ATTRIBUTE OF EL, BUT A
SPECIFIC NAME, INDICATING ISAAC, NAMELY THE ATTRIBUTE OF
GVURAH. The Everlasting Father is Jacob, who holds to this side,
RIGHT, and that side, LEFT, whose existence is whole, FOR
EVERLASTING FATHER ALLUDES TO WHOLENESS. "Prince of
Peace" is the Righteous - NAMELY YESOD - the peace of the world,
household peace, the Queen's peace.
97. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yehuda came to him and kissed his
hands. They wept and said: Happy is our portion for asking this.
Happy is the generation that you dwell in their midst.

13. Zeh and Zot
Rabbi Shimon explains that the purpose of the sacrifices brought by Aaron and his sons is to bring together zot (Malchut) and zeh (Zeir Anpin), that
are separated by the wicked in the world.
98. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "This is the sacrifice of Aaron
and his sons, which they shall offer to Hashem" (Vayikra 6:13).
Come and behold: the wicked in the world cause the Holy One,
blessed be He, to depart from the Congregation of Yisrael. Hence, it
is written: "A perverse man sows strife: and a mischief-maker
separates close friends" (Mishlei 16:28). Who is the close friend? It
is the Holy One, blessed be He, as written: "You are the close friend
of my youth" (Yirmeyah 3:4). They separate zot ('this', fem.),
MALCHUT, from zeh ('this', masc.), ZEIR ANPIN, which is household
peace, NAMELY YESOD, they who are united together.

99. The holy Aaron and his sons came. By their efforts, the two were
brought near and zeh, ZEIR ANPIN, joined zot, MALCHUT. Hence,
"with this (Heb. zot) shall Aaron come into the Holy" (Vayikra 16:3),
and, "this (Heb. zeh) is the sacrifice of Aaron and his sons." They
mate the Holy Supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, with the Matron,
MALCHUT. Through them, the upper and lower are blessed and
blessings abound in all the worlds. And everything is one without
separation.
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100. You may ask why it does not say: "This (Heb. zot) is the
sacrifice," WHICH MEANS drawing near Zot, MALCHUT, to Her place,
ZEIR ANPIN. WHY DOES IT SAY ZEH (LIT. 'THIS') IS THE
SACRIFICE," (VAYIKRA 6:13) WHICH ONLY ALLUDES TO ZEIR
ANPIN? IT IS MALCHUT THAT WE SHOULD DRAW NEAR ZEIR
ANPIN, AND NOT THE OTHER WAY ROUND. HE ANSWERS: This is
not so. WHEN THE PRIEST BRINGS THE SACRIFICE BELOW, the
priest above, REFERRING TO THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, begins to
bring about the union to the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT,
until he reaches Zeh, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, and attaches it to Zot,
INDICATING MALCHUT, and brings them together. AS THE PRIEST
BELOW DRAWS MALCHUT NEAR ZEIR ANPIN, SO DOES THE
PRIEST ABOVE DRAW ZEIR ANPIN NEAR MALCHUT. The priest
therefore completes the sacrifice and brings about the mating.
Happy is their portion in this world and in the World to Come.

14. Zion and Jerusalem
Rabbi Yosi speaks about the masculine and feminine referrals to Zion and Jerusalem, their inner and outer aspects, and their aspects of mercy and
judgment. He then wonders whether there could be defilement above to correspond to the defilement below. Rabbi Chiya answers that deeds are
stirred above by deeds below. He says that there is no good and evil or Holiness and Defilement without its essence and root above, and the same is
true of those things that depend on words.
101. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi walked together from Usha to
Tiberias. Rabbi Chiya said: It is written, "For Hashem has chosen (in)
Zion: He has desired it for His habitation. 'This (Heb. Zot) is My
resting place forever; Here will I dwell; for I have desired
her'" (Tehilim 132:13-14). HE ASKS: Sometimes the friends address
THE NAME ZION in the masculine, since Zion, YESOD OF MALCHUT,
is Mercy. Yet here, the scripture addresses it IN THE FEMININE, AS
WRITTEN: "HE HAS DESIRED IT FOR HIS HABITATION (HEB. MAS)...
FOR I HAVE DESIRED HER."
102. Rabbi Yosi said: I have heard from the holy luminary that when
they, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, mate and are joined together, in
order to show that the Nukva is included WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN into
one whole, the Nukva is then called by the name of the Male. Then,
the blessings of Malchut abide and there is no division in Her at all. It
is therefore written: "His habitation," in the masculine. It is also
written: "For Hashem has chosen in Zion." "In Zion" is accurate,
WHICH MEANS INSIDE ZION, NAMELY the one that is within Her and
dwells in Her, NAMELY, THE INNER YESOD OF MALCHUT. It
therefore does not say "to Zion," WHICH WOULD REFER TO ITS
OUTER SIDE. HENCE, everything is one, whether it is in the
masculine or in the feminine, since everything is the same and of the
same grade. THE SCRIPTURE THEREFORE ADDRESSES IT
SOMETIMES IN THE MASCULINE, AND SOMETIMES IN THE
FEMININE, NAMELY "FOR I HAVE DESIRED HER."

103. It is therefore written: "But of Zion it shall be said, 'Man and that
man was born in her'" (Tehilim 87:5). IT SAYS 'MAN' TWICE, one of
Judgment and another of Mercy. YESOD OF MALCHUT, CALLED
"ZION," CONTAINS TWO ASPECTS, WHICH ARE JUDGMENT AND
MERCY. THAT JUDGMENT IN HER IS CALLED 'JERUSALEM', yet
when ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT are united together in one nation,
YESOD OF MALCHUT is then called ONLY BY THE NAME Zion. Zion
and Jerusalem are then known in this manner, WITH ZION THE
INNER SIDE OF YESOD OF MALCHUT AND JERUSALEM THE
OUTER SIDE OF YESOD OF MALCHUT. Thus, they are
interdependent.

15. By an action below an action above is awakened
Rabbi Chiya says that any vocalized word below arouses another pronouncement from above, that is called "the word of Hashem". Good arouses
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good and evil arouses evil.
104. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Sanctify
yourselves therefore, and be holy" (Vayikra 20:7). He who sanctifies
himself below is sanctified from above; he who defiles himself below
is defiled from above. HE ASKS: It is well that he is sanctified from
above, WHICH MEANS that the Holiness of his Master rests upon
him, but defile him? Whence IS HE DEFILED? If you say that it is
from above, is there defilement above?

105. Rabbi Chiya said: It corresponds to what we have studied, that
by a deed below, a deed above is stirred. If the deed below is in
Holiness, a Holiness above is provoked and comes to rest UPON
THAT MAN, and he is sanctified by it. If he defiles himself from
below, a Spirit of Defilement arouses itself from above and comes to
rest upon him, and he is defiled by it. It depends upon the MAN'S
deed.

106. There is no good and evil or Holiness and Defilement without its
essence and root above. Through the deed below, a deed above is
roused. Depending on the deed, a deed is roused above and the
deed is done. And whatever depends upon words occurs through
words, for when a word is pronounced BELOW, it is so roused above.

107. You may ask in relation to words: What is aroused ABOVE? HE
ANSWERS: It is written, "Nor speaking of vain matters (lit. a
word)" (Yeshayah 58:13). That word arouses another
pronouncement from above, which is called 'word', NAMELY
MALCHUT, AS WRITTEN: "The word of Hashem" (Hoshea 1:1), "and
the word of Hashem was precious" (I Shmuel 3:1), and, "by the word
of Hashem were the heavens made" (Tehilim 33:6). ALL OF THESE
ALLUDE TO MALCHUT, CALLED 'WORD' (HEB. DAVAR). For we
learned that MAN'S word rises, piercing firmaments until it rises to
its place and arouses that which it arouses. If it is good, then good is
aroused; if it is evil, then evil is aroused. NAMELY, IT EITHER
ROUSES MALCHUT OF HOLINESS OR MALCHUT OF DEFILEMENT
TO INFLUENCE HIM. It is therefore written: "Then keep you from
every evil thing (Heb. davar)" (Devarim 23:10).

16. The four kinds and Hoshana Raba
This essay tells about the three boughs of myrtle, the two willows, the lulav and the etrog; these are waved to observe the precept and then the
seven Sfirot above are stirred. We read of the infinite flow of abundance down through the Sfirot from Binah to Malchut, the Congregation of Yisrael.
Waving the fresh branches draws blessings to this world. Rabbi Yosi says that on the seven days of Sukkot, actions are needed, not just words, and
he emphasizes the number seven in regard to voices, Sfirot, days, and times that the altar must be circled. Rabbi Chiya explains that the illumination
of Chochmah comes down and is revealed only with Judgment. Through the deed and sacrifice of the priest below, both the upper and lower are
corrected. On the day that God orders the verdicts, Judgments are brought to an end and the evil tongue is ended in the world. God pronounces a
decree and then it is referred to as though the punishment has already happened, although it is still to come. He tells of the necessity for the priests,
the Levites and the children of Yisrael to participate in the sacrifice so that their transgressions will be atoned for.
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108. There are four kinds in the lulav, which are seven; NAMELY,
THREE BOUGHS OF MYRTLE, AND TWO BOUGHS OF WILLOW,
LULAV AND ETROG. It may be argued that there are seven kinds but
it is not so, for there are four divided into three more, THE MYRTLE
INTO THREE AND THE WILLOWS INTO TWO. THUS, TWO WERE
ADDED TO THE MYRTLE AND ONE TO THE WILLOW; HENCE
THERE ARE SEVEN. Through the action of WAVING THEM TO
OBSERVE THE PRECEPT, other seven are stirred above - THE
SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT. THE THREE BOUGHS OF MYRTLE
CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, THE TWO
BOUGHS OF WILLOW TO NETZACH AND HOD, THE LULAV TO
YESOD, AND THE ETHROG TO MALCHUT. All are to do good for the
world in several respects, THROUGH THE ABOVE MENTIONED
SEVEN SFIROT.
109. Although it is part of the seven Sfirot, the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, is blessed from all the six SFIROT ABOVE HER
(MALCHUT) - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD - and from the deep river that is drawn from its source.
These waters never stop to be drawn to THE SIX SFIROT - CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. She suckles the
Daughter, MALCHUT, for she is her daughter, the daughter of the
supernal world, BINAH, and the lower world, ZEIR ANPIN, and
receives blessings from them when they stir. When they bless the
Congregation of Yisrael, all the worlds are blessed, FOR THEY
RECEIVE FROM HER. Hence the encircling of the altar, as we
learned, ON THE SEVEN DAYS OF THE FEAST OF SUKKOT
(HOLIDAY OF THE BOOTHS), SINCE THE ALTAR CORRESPONDS
TO MALCHUT, WHICH RECEIVES FROM BINAH AND ZEIR ANPIN.
BY THE SEVEN CIRCLINGS, SHE IS FILLED WITH THE SEVEN
SFIROT.
110. Moreover, by this stirring, BY WAVING THE FOUR KINDS, all six
SFIROT - NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD - are blessed with water, NAMELY ABUNDANCE, and
are satisfied with it. They all draw from the source of the deepest
river, BINAH, and take it down to the world. All THE FOUR KINDS
therefore need to be fresh, not dry, SINCE FRESH REFERS TO THEIR
BEING FULL TO ABUNDANCE, to draw blessings to the world. Those
trees, MYRTLE, WILLOW AND LULAV, are always fresh and their
leaves are ever present IN THE TREE, WHETHER SUMMER OR
WINTER. The time of their joy is ON THE SEVEN DAYS OF SUKKOT.

111. We learned in the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba that the minister
appointed over those trees, OF THE FOUR KINDS, each receive
joyful blessings from above only at that time. They all rejoice above,
and the rejoicing of those trees is below at the time OF THE DAYS
OF SUKKOT. Their stirring depends upon the holy men of the King;
NAMELY, UPON YISRAEL WAVING THE LULAV. When Yisrael wave
them, everything is stirred at that time and the world, MALCHUT, is
blessed and pours blessings upon THIS world.
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112. It is written: "The voice of Hashem is upon the waters: El of
Glory" (Tehilim 29:3). Rabbi Yosi said: This is Abraham, NAMELY,
THE ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED. "The voice of Hashem is
powerful" (Ibid. 4), is Yitzchak, NAMELY GVURAH; "the voice of
Hashem is full of majesty" (Ibid. 4), is Jacob, NAMELY TIFERET; "the
voice of Hashem breaks the cedars" (Ibid. 5), is Netzach; "The voice
of Hashem divides the flames of fire" (Ibid. 7), is Hod; "the voice of
Hashem shakes the wilderness" (Ibid. 8), is the Righteous, YESOD;
and "the voice of Hashem makes the hinds to calve" (Ibid. 9) is
Righteousness, NAMELY MALCHUT. They all grow by the sea,
BINAH, and are given water, NAMELY THE ABUNDANCE OF BINAH,
in order to grow. Hence, it says: "And a river went out of Eden to
water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). They all arouse blessings to the
world by the drink they give all.

113. Come and behold: these seven voices - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - depend upon
the words of the mouth throughout the year, but ON THE SEVEN
DAYS OF SUKKOT, they depend only upon deed. We need then an
action, not a speech, since during the time OF THE SEVEN DAYS OF
SUKKOT, the whole year is blessed.

114. On the seventh day of the feast, NAMELY HOSHANA RABA,
Judgment of the world comes to an end. Sentences are sent from the
King's house and Gvurot are aroused and ended on that day. The
willows of the brook depend upon them, THESE GVUROT. One
needs to arouse the Gvurot toward the water and to circle the altar,
WHICH CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, seven times - AGAINST
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT - in order to imbue the altar with Yitzchak's water;
NAMELY, WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, CALLED 'ISAAC'. That water will fill Isaac's well, NAMELY
MALCHUT, THAT WHEN SHE RECEIVES FROM THE LEFT, IT IS
CALLED BY THAT NAME. When she is filled, the whole world is
blessed with water.
115. On that day, HOSHANA RABA, there is need of Gvurot IN
ORDER TO DRAW water, THE SECRET OF THE MENTIONED
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS DRAWN ONLY
TOGETHER WITH GVUROT AND JUDGMENTS, and to conclude them
later. On that day, Judgment is concluded, AS THERE IS NO
FURTHER NEED TO DRAW THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
DRAWN THROUGH JUDGMENT. Hence, one needs to beat THE
WILLOW BOUGHS on the ground and end them, NAMELY THEIR
ILLUMINATION, so there will not be any. On that day, there is the
stirring OF CHOCHMAH and the conclusion OF CHOCHMAH, and we
make use of the willows of the brook, WHICH ALLUDES TO
NETZACH AND HOD THROUGH WHICH CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED
BY MEANS OF JUDGMENTS.
116. Rabbi Chiya said: This is surely so, and it is well spoken. The
willows of the brook are so CALLED because from the side of the
brook, NAMELY BINAH, Gvurot come out, NAMELY THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH WITH THEIR JUDGMENTS. On that
day, they are aroused and ended. Of that day, it is written: "And
Isaac dug again the wells of water" (Beresheet 26:18). The word
Beerot (lit. 'wells') is written without the Vav, SINCE IT ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT CALLED 'WELL' (HEB. BEER). What is "again"? The first
day of the month, NAMELY ON ROSH HASHANAH, is the day of the
beginning of Judgments throughout the world, and Isaac, THE
SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, rose to the Throne of Judgment to
sentence the world. On that day OF HOSHANA RABA, Isaac again
stirred the decrees and brought verdicts to an end. "Isaac dug the
wells of water," NAMELY, he poured Gvurot upon the Congregation
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED "WELL," in order to arouse
the water, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
Water descends upon the world through Gvurot; NAMELY, THE
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ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH COMES DOWN ONLY COUPLED
WITH JUDGMENT.
117. Since these Gvurot descend only by means of clouds, WHICH
ARE JUDGMENTS, and on a cloudy day the wind of the pillars of the
world rests upon them only SINCE IT MUST BE SO since the world
needs them. Why is it so? Because the world was created through
decrees. NAMELY, ON ROSH HASHANAH. HENCE JUDGMENTS
SHOULD ALWAYS BE REVEALED TOGETHER WITH WATER, WHICH
MEANS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, SO THE WICKED WILL
NOT GET HOLD OT THE LEFT COLUMN AND BRING BACK THE
JUDGMENTS OF ROSH HASHANAH. And everything must be this
way, because it all depends upon actions. Therefore, through the
deed and correction that the priest does below, NAMELY THE
ACTION OF SACRIFICING, the upper and lower are aroused to be
corrected, and are corrected by him. IN THE SAME MANNER,
THROUGH THE DEED OF THE FOUR KINDS AND THE WILLOW OF
HOSHANA RABA, CHOCHMAH IS CORRECTED BY MEANS OF
JUDGMENTS, WHICH ARE REVEALED TOGETHER WITH IT SO THAT
THE WICKED WILL NOT BE ABLE TO TAKE HOLD OF IT.
118. Rabbi Yosi said: We learned that the willow resembles lips on
that day. What is the meaning of this? Rabbi Chiya said: This is only
according to homiletic interpretation, yet it is surely so. It depends
upon lips, since on the day that the King orders the verdicts given to
the officer in charge of them, Judgments are brought to an end and
evil speech is ended in the world. The beginning of the verdict and
its ending is on the first day of the month, as has been explained.

119. Come and behold: on that day, the heathen nations complete
and terminate their blessings and abide in Judgment. On that day,
the children of Yisrael end their judgments and abide in blessings,
since on another day - NAMELY SHMINI ATZERET (THE DAY OF
CONVOCATION) - they will take delight with the King and take
blessings from Him for the whole year. On that festival day, Yisrael
alone are with the King, and only he who sits with the King receives
them. Whatever he wishes he asks, and THE KING gives him. Yisrael
therefore begin TO RECEIVE BLESSINGS and the heathen nations
terminate THEIR BLESSINGS. It is therefore written: "'I have loved
you', says Hashem" (Malachi 1:2).

120. He said to him: Yet we see Esav lived calmly, reigning in great,
superior cities, ruling over the world, and yet you say, "And laid his
mountains waste" (Ibid. 3). He said to him: It is always so. When the
Holy King pronounces a decree and places it amongst His verdicts,
scripture testifies to it as if it has already been performed, THOUGH
IT HAS NOT YET BEEN EXECUTED. It therefore says: "And laid his
mountains waste - " since I have already considered in My verdict,
AND IT WILL BE CARRIED OUT IN DUE TIME. This is also true for the
goodness He decreed for Yisrael, IN THAT IT WILL BE IN DONE ITS
TIME, as written: "I Hashem have spoken and have done
it" (Yechezkel 17:24).
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121. "And this (Heb. zot) is the Torah of the guilt offering" (Vayikra
7:1); "and this (Heb. zot) is the Torah of the meal offering" (Vayikra
6:7); "and this (Heb. zot) is the Torah of the peace offerings" (Vayikra
7:11); and "this (Heb. zot) is the Torah of the sin offering" (Vayikra
6:18). Rabbi Yitzchak said: It has been explained that down below,
Zot is within everything, and up above, Zot is within everything,
SINCE ZOT, MALCHUT, INCLUDES ALL LIGHTS FROM HER AND
ABOVE, SINCE SHE RECEIVES THEM ALL INTO HER. ALSO, BELOW
SHE GIVES ABUNDANCE TO ALL THE WORLDS FROM HER AND
DOWNWARDS, AND SHE INCLUDES THEM ALL. THE NAME ZOT
THEREFORE APPEARS IN CONNECTION WITH ALL THESE
SACRIFICES, AS SHE INCLUDES THEM ALL. He who is occupied in
the Torah takes Her, MALCHUT, as his portion entirely, and joins
with all Her aspects - THE GUILT OFFERING, THE MEAL OFFERING,
THE PEACE OFFERING AND THE SIN OFFERING. Hence, he need
not bring a sacrifice for himself, as we have already learned.

17. The three grades over the offering
122. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion, saying: "The priests
said not, 'Where is Hashem?' They that handle the Torah knew Me
not; and the rulers also transgressed against Me" (Yirmeyah 2:8).
'The priests' refers to those who serve as high priests, bring the Holy
words to their place and bring everything into a union properly.
"They that handle the Torah." Who are "they that handle the Torah,"
if the priests do not handle the Torah? HE ANSWERS: These are the
Levites who handle the lyre that comes from the side of the Torah.
The Torah was given through their side, THE LEFT SIDE, GVURAH,
and they are in charge over singing the praises of the Holy King, to
properly unify Him in complete union. "The shepherds also
transgressed against Me" (Ibid.). These are the ministers of the
people who lead the people, like a shepherd leads his flock.

123. These are the three grades, NAMELY THE THREE COLUMNS RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL - which always need to be found by the
sacrifice so that there will be good will above and below, and so that
there will be blessings in all the worlds. The priest brings a sacrifice
and concentrates upon uniting the Holy Name in a proper manner,
and he awakens his own side, THE RIGHT SIDE, CHESED. The
Levites concentrate on awakening their own side, THE LEFT SIDE,
GVURAH, through singing, to be included within the priest's side.
Yisrael, WHO ARE THE SHEPHERDS, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
TIFERET, concentrate with their hearts and desires upon complete
repentance, and they submit before the Holy King, who takes
everything. Thus are their transgressions atoned for, and joy abides
in the upper and lower realms.

18. "Who lays beams of His chambers in the waters"
Rabbi Yehuda tells about the time that God created the world, dividing the waters into two and establishing the world upon the lower half, then
making a firmament between the two halves. He says that legions of angels were established to sing praises, some in the daytime and some at
night, and that the abysses on the Other Side were also established where the angels of destruction dwell and where the river of fire runs. The rising
smoke from the altar feeds the side of holiness and the other side as well.
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124. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "Who lays
the beams of His chambers in the waters" (Tehilim 104:3). When the
Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, He took it out of the
water and arranged it upon water. What did He do? He divided the
water into two HALVES, a half below and a half above, and did
certain things with them. With the lower half, He made and
established this world. He set it on this half and established the
world above it. Hence, it is written: "For He has founded it upon the
seas" (Tehilim 24:2). He raised the other half and paneled it with high
ceilings. Hence, it is also written: "Who lays the beams of his
chambers in the waters..."

125. He made a firmament between these two halves, as it says: "Let
there be a firmament in the midst of the waters..." (Beresheet 1:6).
On them, He formed and arranged supernal holy angels from His
mouth's breath, as is written: "And all the host of them by the breath
of His mouth" (Tehilim 33:6).

126. With these ANGELS, He established and arranged those who
sing His praises by day. They mixed with flames of fire. These hosts
of armies sing by day, praises in the morning and hymns in the
evening. When night comes, they all stop singing BECAUSE OTHER
ANGELS SING AT NIGHT, AS THOSE WHO SING BY DAY DO NOT
DO SO BY NIGHT. Above them, there are legions of fire of a strong
flame. They smell the consuming fire and return to their places.

127. There are on the Other Side, NAMELY WITH THE KLIPOT,
abysses, the one on top of the other - an upper abyss, BINAH OF
THE KLIPOT, and a lower abyss, MALCHUT OF THE KLIPOT.
Opponents of the side of Harsh Judgment abide in all of them. In the
aspect of the lower abyss, there are flares that burn sparks of fire,
which are in charge over decrees in the world, and they burn the
wicked in the fire that is drawn from the River of Fire. They are all fire
and their appearance is of scorching flames. They stand between the
upper and the lower realms.

128. When the smoke rises from the altar, THOSE DEMONS whose
function is to destroy and annihilate are removed and lost from that
grade, NAMELY THE LOWER ABYSS. That flow of strong fire from
the River of Fire, which is strong and high, goes back to its place,
and all EXTERNAL forces enjoy the smoke from the altar because it
was established in respect to the supernal altar. This is the reason
why they enjoy it. They draw that SMOKE near, THE SMOKE OF THE
PORTIONS OF THE SACRIFICE AND THE FATS THAT ARE
CONSUMED BY NIGHT, FROM WHICH THE EXTERNAL FORCES ARE
FED. Another smoke rises, as we explained, THE SMOKE THAT
RISES FROM THE SACRIFICES BY DAY, WHICH IS MEANT FOR
HOLINESS, for THE SMOKE FEEDS each and every one, WHETHER
IT PERTAINS TO HOLINESS OR TO THE OTHER SIDE. It is the
goodwill of everything that rises above, since it gives pleasure to the
Holy King.

19. A fire of the altar crouches like a lion
We are told that the priests and people could see that the offering was welcome to God by the appearance of a lion crouching in the fire on the altar.
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This fire is the angel Uriel. If the sacrifice was unworthy the shape of a dog appeared in the fire instead.
129. We learned that when Uriel was seen upon the altar in the
likeness of a mighty lion that crouches on its prey, the priests and
Yisrael saw and were glad, for they knew that their sacrifice was
welcome to the Holy King. Another fire, Holy and supernal, came
down FROM ABOVE, WHICH IS THE ANGEL URIEL, against the
lower fire KINDLED ON THE ALTAR. The man would then go
trembling before his Master and complete repent.

130. This is like a king to whom THE PEOPLE sent a gift which was
welcome to him. He said to his servant: Go and take this gift which
they brought me. So did the Holy One, blessed be He, say to the
angel Uriel: 'Go and take the gift which My children offered Me.' How
much joy and sweetness was in everything when the priests, the
Levites and he who brought the sacrifice were intent upon
sacrificing the offering properly, in complete union.

131. Come and behold: it is written, "And there came out a fire out
from before Hashem, and consumed upon the altar the burnt
offering..." (Vayikra 9:24). THIS FIRE is Uriel, who came down with
the appearance of a scorching flame until he rested on the altar to
receive the gift, THE SACRIFICE. He looked like a great lion,
crouching on the sacrifice.

132. When Yisrael were not found worthy, or when he who brought
the sacrifice did not do so properly and his sacrifice was not
accepted, they saw the smoke rising unevenly. A certain wind from
the hole OF THE KLIPOT on the north came to the altar, and they
saw the shape of an impudent dog crouching on the offering. They
then knew that the sacrifice was not welcome.

133. This is like a king to whom they sent a gift that was not worthy
of being brought before him. The king said: Take away that gift and
give it to the dog, because it is not worthy of being brought before
me. When the sacrifice is brought and it is not accepted, it is given
to the dog. This is why they saw the shape of a dog on the altar.
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134. Come and behold: It is written: "And there came a fire out from
before Hashem, and consumed upon the altar the burnt
offering" (Vayikra 9:24). Rabbi Yehuda said: This is Uriel, who looks
like a scorching flame upon the altar as he crouches on the sacrifice,
as we learned. Then all rejoiced, since it was willingly accepted, as
written: "And the glory of Hashem appeared to all the people" (Ibid.
23). Were it not for the confusion brought by THE DEATH OF Aaron's
sons ON THAT DAY, there would not have been, since the day they
left Egypt, a greater satisfaction above and below.

20. Burning of holy things
This section tells us that when the children of Yisrael are in trouble they are saved for Isaac's sake; the ashes of Isaac rise before God, and therefore
the sacrifice needs to be burned to ashes. We hear of the three fires to the candle, white, black and blue, corresponding to the priests, Levites and
children of Yisrael. Blue is the judgment that eats sacrifices and burnt offerings. A person should repent before he dies, when the angel Michael who
is the High Priest ritually slaughters him. We hear of how the Nefesh, the Ruach and the Neshamah are affected at death. One should concentrate
his thoughts on saying a confession and accept death with one heart. Then we hear of the qualities of the priest, and how wisdom and mercy are
essential qualities of the learned scholar, who rules over his own body and over his bestial Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah. Since he is righteous,
God does not reward him for his good deeds; he is poor, but is constantly with the Shechinah, who provides for Zeir Anpin through the prayers of
Yisrael. We learn of the four reasons that Aaron's sons died.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
135. It is one of the precepts to burn sacrifices by fire. Then "but that
which remains of the flesh of the sacrifice on the third day shall be
burnt with fire" (Vayikra 7:17). Tannaim and Amoraim, you shall find
holiness, sacrifices (lit. 'Holies') and the Holy (lit. 'Holiness') of
Holies among the secrets of the Torah. HE ASKS: What pleasure
does the Holy One, blessed be He, derive from burnt sacrifices? It is
done on account of Isaac, for when Yisrael are in trouble, the ashes
of Isaac rise before Him, FOR WHICH REASON THE SACRIFICE
OUGHT TO BE BURNT TO ASHES, AS A REMINDER OF HIS MERIT. If
they are punishable by fire, they will be saved for his sake. This is
only a homiletic interpretation. You may also say it was for the sons
of Aaron that were like the burning of Holies, of whom it is written:
"And a fire went out from before Hashem and devoured them, and
they died" (Vayikra 10:2). Their deaths atone for Yisrael, like the
burning of Holies. This is also a homiletic interpretation.

136. HE ANSWERS: There are three fires to the candle, a white fire, a
black fire and a blue fire, conforming to the Torah, the Prophets and
the Writings, which correspond to the priests, Levites, and Yisrael.
Blue corresponds to the Shechinah, which is near us, AS SHE
DWELLS AMONG THE LOWER BEINGS. She holds on to those
wicks, the wings of a precept, of which it says: "That they shall make
them Tzitzit" (Bemidbar 15:38). The blue is the Shechinah, the
Judgment that eats sacrifices and burnt offerings.
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137. If She, MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF BLUE, finds men to be as
dry wood, like dry wicks without oil, which is the Torah and Mercy,
MALCHUT is a fire to them and burns them. For the ignorant are
cattle, an abomination according to our explanation, and the blue,
THE NAME Adonai, NAMELY MALCHUT, burns them, since they
approach Her holding a worm, which is the Evil Inclination and also
a stranger. Hence, it is written: "And the stranger that comes near
shall be put to death" (Bemidbar 3:10).

138. They should repent before they die, when the angel Michael,
who is the High priest, ritually slaughters them, who is the lion that
devours the offerings - descends to sacrifice them as an offering-up
before Hashem.

139. Before expiring it behooves you to make several confessions,
so that when it comes time for your soul to leave you may
concentrate on completing the name - SPECIFICALLY, PERFECTING
THE UNION OF MALCHUT, CALLED 'NAME', WITH THE UNION,
"Hear, O Yisrael" THE UNION OF ZEIR ANPIN - and 'Blessed be the
Name' - THE UNION OF MALCHUT - thus bringing your soul as a
sacrifice to the name Eheyeh. One should then confess before the
Holy One, blessed be He, so that He will accept and bring the
burning and consuming Hei, MALCHUT, near to His Name, YUD HEI
VAV HEI, and cause THE Hei to repent before Yud-Hei-Vav Eheyeh,
which has a numerical value of 42. THAT IS, TO RETURN THE HEI
BACK TO YUD-HEI-VAV SO AS TO AFFECT THE SUPERNAL UNION
WITHIN BINAH OF YUD HEI VAV HEI EHEYEH, YUD HEI VAV HEI
BEING CHOCHMAH AND EHEYEH BINAH. BEFORE THE UNION IS
COMPLETED, MALCHUT is called 'Adonai' (Aleph-Dalet -Nun-Yud),
containing the LETTERS OF DIN (JUDGMENT), AN INDICATION FOR
THE MEANING OF 'the law (Aramaic Dina, Dalet Yud Nun Aleph) of
the kingdom is the Law'. THUS THE UNION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
EHEYEH IS INCOMPLETE.
140. One should concentrate upon the Name pronounced in full,
which is Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph,
NAMELY YUD-HEI -VAV-HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, SO AS TO DECLARE THE UNITY with a whole heart,
MALCHUT, CALLED 'HEART'. One should concentrate on it while
giving up his Ruach, and with his Nefesh be willing to accept death
and suffering. With his Neshamah, it behooves him to confess
several times and repent.
141. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: With his Nefesh, he takes upon
himself death, slaughtering and burning. If he is punishable by the
four forms of capital punishment, which are stoning, burning,
slaying, and strangulation, he should take them upon his Nefesh
from Adonai. With his Neshamah, he should make several
confessions and repent before the name Eheyeh, WHICH IS BINAH,
which is attached to the two names Yud Hei Vav Hei Yud Hei Vav Hei.
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142. One should concentrate his thoughts upon uttering a
confession WITH HIS MOUTH and undertake death with a whole
heart. THAT IS, ONE SHOULD UNITE MALCHUT, CALLED 'HEART',
BY MEANS OF THE UNITY OF "HASHEM IS ONE," which is the Name
pronounced in full as Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei
Aleph. THIS IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS,
THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, upon which the priests would kneel,
bow and prostrate upon their faces and say: 'Blessed be the Name of
the Glory of His kingdom for ever and ever.' The term "Glory (Heb.
kavod)" (Caf-Bet-Vav-Dalet) in numerical value is Lamed-Bet (Lev; lit.
'heart') (= 32), WHICH IS MALCHUT, CALLED 'HEART'. With it did he
concentrate upon perfecting the Name, NAMELY CONCLUDING THE
UNION OF MALCHUT WITH YUD HEI VAV HEI.
143. Tannaim and Amoraim, how can the ignorant know ALL THESE
MEDITATIONS? HE ANSWERS: Assuredly, the ignorant are like an
ox, a lamb, a goat, a turtledove or a pigeon THAT ARE SACRIFICED
ON THE ALTAR. The ignorant are like the cattle who do not know the
Torah, which is the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei. Only Michael the High
Priest - who brings the Name as a burnt offering, sacrificing it before
Hashem - concentrates upon the Name that is pronounced in full
when his Ruach ascends. So, WITH ALL THESE INTENTIONS, it will
finally go out of this life with one heart in just the same manner as a
man's Ruach rises every night.

144. The sages therefore taught: "Return a day before you die," for a
man should daily return in repentance and deliver his Ruach to Him,
so it will leave with 'One'. Hence, it says: "Into Your hand I commit
my spirit" (Tehilim 31:6).

145. If he be a Torah scholar, it says of him: "A righteous knows the
soul of his cattle" (Mishlei 12:10). There is none as wise as the priest
- WHO IS CHESED. As we said, he who wants to be wiser should turn
south; NAMELY, CLEAVE TO CHESED, THE SECRET OF THE
SOUTH. THIS IS BECAUSE CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE IN
GREATNESS, BECOMES CHOCHMAH. If he be a Torah scholar, he
should have Chesed in him; then, together with Yud, which is
Chochmah IN HIM, he becomes pious (Heb. chasid). He who has no
Chochmah in him is not considered pious. It was therefore said that
'the ignorant man is not pious' (Avot 2:5), that is, Chasid. If he has in
him the FIRST Hei, BINAH, THE SECRET OF the five books of the
Torah that were given from the left, he is called 'Mighty' in the Torah
and is fearful of sin. If he is ignorant, WITHOUT ANY TORAH IN HIM,
it says of him "nor are the ignorant fearful of sin."

146. He who attains Tiferet, which is Vav, and is a man of wisdom, of
understanding. In the Torah and fearful of sin, he inherits his
Malchut, THE LAST Hei, if he observes the King's commands. When
he attains the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, he is worthy of the
Tetragrammaton Name pronounced in full, called 'Adam' (Lit. 'Man'),
WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH. THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF ADAM, NAMELY MAH, IS 45, LIKE THIS, YudVav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph Vav-Hei-Aleph- -AN INDICATION OF
ZEIR ANPIN WHEN IN GREATNESS. At that time, he has control over
the body, the partner of the bestial Nefesh and the bestial Ruach.
The bestial Nefesh makes the vanities of the world, the BESTIAL
Ruach speaks of the vanities of the world, and the BESTIAL
Neshamah harbors all kinds of meditations and thoughts about the
vanities of the world. The Torah scholar rules over them, NAMELY
over THE BODY AND THE BESTIAL NEFESH, RUACH, AND
NESHAMAH.
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147. This is the meaning of the verse: "And let them have dominion
over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the
cattle, and over all the earth" (Beresheet 1:26). HERE, "THE FISH OF
THE SEA" ALLUDES TO THE NESHAMAH, "THE BIRDS OF THE
SKY" TO THE RUACH, AND "THE CATTLE" TO THE NEFESH. What
is "over all the earth"? It is the body, a small world. They are afraid
of THE TORAH SCHOLARS, WHO RULE OVER THEM, as written:
"And the fear of you and the dread of you..." (Beresheet 9:2). He
rules over them on the right side, CHESED, and of CHESED IT SAYS:
"And let them have dominion," which has the same meaning as,
"May he have dominion also from sea to sea" (Tehilim 72:8), WHICH
IS AN EXPRESSION OF DOMINION. On the left side, GVURAH, they
fear him, as written: "And their fear of you and the dread of you." It
says of him: "A righteous man knows the soul (lit. 'the Nefesh') of
his cattle," NAMELY HE HAS CONTROL OVER HIS BESTIAL NEFESH.
148. Since he is righteous, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, does
not give him a reward for his good deeds and he receives no reward
in this world, nor food for the BODY AND THE bestial NESHAMAH,
RUACH AND NEFESH. A poor man is regarded as a dead man, but
he is, above all, constantly with the Shechinah.

149. "For Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire" (Devarim 4:24).
This fire, THE SHECHINAH, needs Him to be with Her always, as She
is never put out but consumes all the sacrifices, WHICH ARE the
prayers and the words of the Torah. For She, THE SHECHINAH
provides for Him, FOR ZEIR ANPIN. In what way IS SHE
CONSIDERED HIS PROVIDER? Through the prayers OF YISRAEL,
WHICH SHE RECEIVES. Hence, it is written: "Open for Me," (Shir
Hashirim 5:2) meaning open with prayer, for it is said of Her:
"Adonai, open my lips," for She is "My sister, (Heb. ra'ayati) My love
(Heb. ra'ayati)" (Shir Hashirim 5:2) - My love being My provider, BY
THE TERMS RA'YAH, AS IN, "HASHEM IS MY SHEPHERD (HEB.
RO'EH)" (TEHILIM 23:1). By Her the, Holy children, NAMELY THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, prepare food for THE sacrifices of the King,
ZEIR ANPIN, including many victuals, which are the bread of the
Torah.
150. It is said of Her: "Come, eat of My bread" (Mishlei 9:5), on the
Right, CHESED, and with wine, the wine of the Torah on the Left,
THE SIDE OF GVURAH, and with water libation, WHICH IS RIGHT,
and the wine of the Written and Oral Torah, WHICH IS LEFT of the
Central Column, TIFERET, which includes them both, AS IT
COMPRISES RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH.
And with flesh, the holy flesh and with several sacrifices, NAMELY
MALCHUT, which the sages of the Mishnah explained, that we are
deeling with the flesh that comes down from heaven. What is "from
heaven"? It is the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
'HEAVEN'. It says of her, AS ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF ADAM,
SAID OF HER: "And flesh of my flesh" (Beresheet 2:23).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

151. The holy flesh is MALCHUT, burning in several flames on the
side of Gvurah. She burns with love for Her husband, ZEIR ANPIN,
with the love of the recital of the Sh'ma and the love of union, which
is never put out day and night. Friends! Upon you rests, "Give Him
no rest" (Yeshayah 62:7), meaning the Holy One, blessed be He,
UNTIL He is engulfed by the flame of love for His union in the recital
of the Sh'ma, so that this verse will be fulfilled : "The fire shall ever
be burning upon the altar; it shall never go out" (Vayikra 6:6).
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21. Oil and incense
152. Come and behold: although Aaron's sons died at that time, AND
WERE NOT SAVED THROUGH THE GREATNESS OF THE DAY, it
was justified in several ways. It was not the time of incense-burning,
as incense is burned only at certain times, NAMELY IN THE
MORNING AND IN THE EVENING, as written: "And Aaron shall burn
upon it sweet incense early in the morning" (Shemot 30:7). When?
"When he trims the candles" (Ibid.), so that there will be oil and
incense together. It is also written: "And when Aaron lights the
candles at evening, he shall burn incense" (Ibid. 8).

153. During these times, IN THE MORNING AND IN THE EVENING,
and not at any other time, INCENSE is burned, except when there is
plague upon the world, WHEN IT IS BURNED APART FROM
REGULAR TIMES, as in the verse: "And Moses said to Aaron, 'Take a
censer, and put fire in it...'" (Bemidbar 17:11). Aaron's sons did not
burn it when oil and incense were together, NAMELY IN THE
MORNING AND EVENING, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE UNION OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, OIL BEING CHOCHMAH AND INCENSE
BEING BINAH. THEY THEREFORE DIED.
154. They also forced the time TO BURN INCENSE during their
father's lifetime, AND IT WAS NOT ALLOWED FOR ANY MAN TO
BURN INCENSE DURING HIS LIFETIME. Moreover, they were not
married and were defective, for he who has not taken a wife is
defective and is not worthy that blessings would be present in the
world by him, or THEIR BEING DRAWN by him to others. We also
learned that they were drunk. Therefore: "And a fire went out from
before Hashem, and devoured them" (Vayikra 10:2), for the incense
is most beloved OF ALL SACRIFICES, the joy of the upper and lower.
It is also written, "Oil and incense rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9).
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)

155. A man is a leper only if he was conceived during the time of
menstruation; NAMELY, THAT HIS MOTHER CONCEIVED HIM WHEN
SHE WAS IN HER DAYS OF IMPURITY. There are five kinds of blood
in the blood of the menstrual period, all of them impure. There are
five kinds of blood that are pure. Whoever transgresses by them is
considered as if he has transgressed the Ten Commandments,
which include all of the 613 precepts.

156. The KLIPAH CALLED 'a maid', who is the Evil Inclination, is full
of defects. Any man who has defects must not come near. The
priests therefore must not come near he who has any of the defects
in the world, since it says of the Matron, MALCHUT: "You are all fair,
My love; there is no blemish in you" (Shir Hashirim 4:7). No one who
is defective should approach Her, and a stranger must not come
near Her, or "the stranger that comes near shall be put to
death" (Bemidbar 3:38). This is the secret of the bastard (Heb.
mamzer), the letters of Mum-Zar (lit. 'a strange defect'), WHICH ARE
THE MALE AND FEMALE OF THE KLIPOT, the defect being Mum, the
Female, and the strange Zar, the Male. It is for this reason that He
commanded: "Also you shall not approach to a woman in the
impurity of her menstrual flow" (Vayikra 18:19). Of those who did
come near her, NAMELY NADAB AND ABIHU, it says: "And offered
strange (Heb. zarah) fire before Hashem, which he commanded them
not. And a fire went out from before Hashem, and devoured them,
and they died" (Vayikra 10:1-2).
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22. Two fires
The Faithful Shepherd says that the two fires are a supernal fire, called the Throne of Mercy, and a lower fire, called the Throne of Judgment. When
Tiferet clings to the two fires Binah and Malchut, Chochmah rests upon it. We learn of the numerical value of Yud Hei Vav Hei fully spelled out, and
are told that all of the 42 letters are in a man, his wife and children; a man is therefore not complete except when he has a son and daughter.
157. The offering of the letters, NAMELY THE UNION OF THE
LETTERS OF THE NAME, is Yud in a man and Hei in a woman, THE
SECRET OF ABA AND IMA. Vav is in a son, the groom, THE SECRET
OF ZEIR ANPIN, and Hei in the daughter, the bride, THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT. Happy is he who unites and draws near the letters of Yud
Hei Vav Hei - in him and his wife, CONFORMING TO YUD-HEI, and in
his son and daughter, CONFORMING TO VAV-HEI - in holiness, with
blessings, purity, modesty, humility and all the good qualities
mentioned by the sages of the Mishnah.
158. They warm themselves by the holy fires of man and woman,
THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI, a fire going up and going down - AS THE
FIRE OF THE FEMALE GOES FROM BELOW UPWARDS, AND THE
FIRE OF THE MALE GOES FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS. The holy
fire of the arranged woods, which are the holy trees, the holy limbs
and the fire going down from above, the Holy of Holies. It is due to
these two fires that the prophet said: "Wherefore glorify Hashem in
the regions of light" (Yeshayah 24:15). They are the fires of the
Shechinah, of which it is written: "For Hashem your Elohim is a
consuming fire" (Devarim 4:24).

159. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD EXPLAINS HIS WORDS, SAYING:
THESE TWO FIRES are a supernal fire, called the Throne of Mercy
and a lower fire, dubbed the throne of Judgment. They are Binah
THE SECRET OF MERCY and Malchut THE SECRET OF JUDGMENT.
Malchut is a fire going up FROM BELOW UPWARDS, and Binah is a
fire going down, FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD. Yud Hei Vav Hei is the
Central Column, TIFERET, attached to them both. THEREFORE, THE
UPPER FIRE IS THE SECRET OF Yud-Hei- Vav, YUD-HEI BEING THE
SECRET OF BINAH AND THE VAV THE SECRET OF THE TIFERET,
WHICH CLEAVES TO HER. THE LOWER FIRE IS THE SECRET OF
THE LAST Hei, Malchut.
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160. When Tiferet cleaves to them both, THE TWO FIRES BINAH AND
MALCHUT, Chochmah rests upon it. In Chochmah, we find the
Hebrew pair of letters Caf-Chet, and Mem-Hei. Mem-Hei (=45) is YudVav-Dalet, Hei- Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei- Aleph, THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF WHICH IS 45. Caf-Chet (=28) IS THE SECRET OF THE
FULLY WRITTEN YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH ALEPH'S, FULLY
SPELLED. THUS: Yud-Vav Dalet, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph. AlephLamed-Pe, Vav-Aleph Vav, Aleph -Lamed-Pe, Vav-Aleph-Vav, HeiAleph, Aleph-Lamed-Pe. TOGETHER WITH THE FOUR SIMPLE
LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, NOT FULLY SPELLED, THEY ARE
42, NAMELY THE FOUR SIMPLE LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
WITHOUT FILLING, THE TEN LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY
SPELLED, AND THE 28 LETTERS OF THE FULLY SPELLED NAME
THEMSELVES SPELLED OUT. All of the 42 letters are in a man, his
wife and children, THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI, WHICH TOGETHER WITH THE SECRET OF FULL
SPELLING AND THE FULLY SPELLED NAME ARE 42 LETTERS. Man
is therefore not complete, save when he has a son and a daughter.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
161. Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is gone from he who has not a son,
who is Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. Gone from he who does not have a
daughter is the last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, the supernal HEI OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, the mother of his mate, since the letters do not
remain the one without the other. For this reason, the rests upon a
man and a woman with and a son and daughter Yud Hei Vav Hei who
were properly conceived. They are called: "You are children of
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1).

23. "This is the anointing of Aaron"
Rabbi Yosi says that it is due to Aaron that Malchut was anointed and blessed with holy ointment. The priests draw blessings from the oil,
Chochmah, and then draw it downward to anoint Malchut.
162. "This (Heb. zot) is the anointing of Aaron, and of the anointing
of his sons" (Vayikra 7:35): Rabbi Yosi said: "Zot," WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is surely an anointment of Aaron. For Aaron was
anointed FROM CHOCHMAH; he brought down the supernal oil of
ointment from above, CHOCHMAH, and drew it downward TO
MALCHUT. It is due to Aaron that MALCHUT was anointed and
blessed with holy ointment. It therefore says, "This (Heb. zot) is the
anointing of Aaron, and of the anointing of his sons," most certainly.

163. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "And
Elisha said to her, 'What shall I do for you? tell me, what have you in
the house?'" (II Melachim 4:2). From this we learned that blessings
do not abide upon an empty table or an empty thing. "And she said,
'Your handmaid has nothing in the house, except a pot of oil'" (Ibid.).
ELISHA said to her: 'Surely this was done by a miracle', THAT YOU
HAVE OIL, WHICH ALLUDES TO CHOCHMAH, 'for surely it is in its
place', THE PLACE OF CHOCHMAH, 'whence blessings come out to
dwell', BELOW. It is written: "They brought the vessels to her; and
she poured out" (Ibid. 5). It says only, "she poured," WITHOUT
MENTIONING WHO POURS, SINCE IT REFERS TO CHOCHMAH.
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164. Rabbi Yosi said: "And the oil stopped flowing" (Ibid. 6). This
resembles the words: "In the corner of Ben Shemen (lit.
'oil')" (Yeshayah 5:1), "CORNER" MEANING MALCHUT, AND "OIL"
MEANING CHOCHMAH. It is also written: "For your flowing oil you
are renowned," (Shir Hashirim 1:3) WHICH MEANS THE OIL,
CHOCHMAH, FLOWS ON YOUR NAME, MALCHUT. This shows that
from this oil, CHOCHMAH, blessings are drawn by the priests, and
the priests draw it downward to anoint Zot, MALCHUT. Hence, it
says: "This (Heb. zot) is the anointing of Aaron, and of the anointing
of his sons," WHICH MEANS THAT "ZOT," MALCHUT, IS ANOINTED
BY AARON, WHO DREW THE OIL FROM CHOCHMAH. It is also
written: "It is like the precious oil upon the head" (Tehilim 133:2).
THE OIL IS DRAWN UPON AARON'S HEAD AND FLOWS ON TO
MALCHUT. We already learned this.

24. "For with You is the fountain of life"
Rabbi Chiya talks about the "fountain of life" that is the supernal oil which is drawn and never ceases, that dwells inside the Chochmah that is
superior to everything. This fountain dwells with God in sublime love and never separates from Him. He talks about the Tree of Life, Zeir Anpin, that
is rooted at the source of life, Binah. We read about the light that is treasured for the righteous in the World to Come. Another interpretation of the
"fountain of life" has to do with the Garden of Eden. Rabbi Yitzchak says it has to do with the High Priest above and the High Priest below, and tells
us of the seven days of consecration for the Priest below in this world so that everything will resemble that which is above. Rabbi Elazar tells Rabbi
Chizkiyah about the seven lights that were created before the world was created.
165. "Take Aaron and his sons with him, and the garments" (Vayikra
8:2). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion, saying: "For with You is
the fountain of life: in Your light we see light" (Tehilim 36:10). "For
with You is the fountain of life." This is the supernal oil that is drawn
and never ceases, which dwells inside Chochmah that is superior to
all. Hence, "for with You," since it dwells "with You," in sublime love,
and never separates from You, "the fountain of life," BINAH, FOR
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH CLEAVE TOGETHER IN AN EVERLASTING
MATING. BINAH IS CALLED 'THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE', since She is
the source and spring of life, WHICH IS THE ABUNDANCE OF
CHOCHMAH, CALLED 'LIFE'. She issues life OUT OF CHOCHMAH
for the supernal tree, ZEIR ANPIN, and for the kindling of the candles
OF MALCHUT. That tree, ZEIR ANPIN, is therefore called 'the Tree of
Life'. It is the tree planted and rooted at the source of life, BINAH.

166. Therefore, "in Your light we see light." Your light is the light
treasured for the Righteous for the World to Come, as written: "And
Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). By that light,
of Yisrael will shine upon the World to Come.

167. Another interpretation of: "For with You is the fountain of
life..." (Tehilim 36:10). This is the Holy One, blessed be He, the
supernal tree, ZEIR ANPIN, in the middle of the Garden of Eden,
MALCHUT, that comprises all the sides, INCLUDING RIGHT AND
LEFT. Why is it so? Because the source of life, BINAH, is attached to
it and adorns it with supernal diadems around the Garden, SINCE
THE GARDEN, MALCHUT, ENCOMPASSES AND SURROUNDS ZEIR
ANPIN. THEN ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT, THE SECRET OF DIADEMS, FROM BINAH, WHICH IS like a
mother crowning her son over all. Hence, it says: "Go forth, O
daughters of Zion, and behold King Solomon with the diadem with
which his mother crowned him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11). Of this, it says:
"For with You is the fountain of life...in Your light we see light."
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168. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "For with You is the fountain of life," refers
to the High Priest above, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. Correspondingly,
there is the High priest below, IN THIS WORLD. The priest, CHESED,
therefore draws the Holy supernal anointing oil, CHOCHMAH,
downward TO MALCHUT, and kindles the supernal candles, THE
SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD, AND MALCHUT. The High priest, CHESED, is filled with the
wholeness of the seven supernal days - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - and is adorned
with all THE SFIROT, SINCE CHESED INCLUDES ALL THE SEVEN
SFIROT IN IT.
169. There are seven days of consecration of the priest below IN
THIS WORLD to correspond to THAT WHICH IS ABOVE, so that
everything will resemble that which is above. They are called 'days
of consecration', WHICH MEANS days of completeness, to perfect
the priest, WHO IS CORRESPONDS TO CHESED, with the other days
OF THE SEVEN SFIROT, so that the seven SFIROT are completed
together. They are therefore called 'days of consecration', literally
'filling', since the other SFIROT are united in him. HE ASKS: What
does this mean? HE ANSWERS: THE MEANING IS that if the priest is
aroused TO GIVE ABUNDANCE, the other SFIROT are aroused with
him to give abundance, SINCE THEY ARE UNITED WITH HIM.

170. It is therefore written: "And you shall not go out of the door of
the Tent of Meeting...until the days of your consecration" (Vayikra
8:33), seven days, surely, IN ORDER TO COMPLETE SEVEN SFIROT.
The priest below is then adorned entirely in the likeness of above, so
that when the priest below is roused, everything will be roused by
him above, ALL THE SEVEN SFIROT, and blessings will abide above
and below.

171. Rabbi Aba said: Why is it different that Moses, TIFERET,
anointed Aaron, CHESED, WHICH IS HIGHER THAN TIFERET? HE
ANSWERS: Because he is a son to that place which is the source of
life, BINAH. It is also written: "That caused His glorious arm to go at
the right hand of Moses" (Yeshayah 63:12). Moses also attended
upon these seven days of consecration, so that they would all rest
upon Aaron.

172. Rabbi Chizkiyah sat before Rabbi Elazar. He said to him: How
many lights were created before the world was created? He said to
him: Seven. They are the light of the Torah, the light of Gehenom, the
light of the Garden of Eden, the light of the Throne of Glory, the light
of the Temple, the light of repentance and the light of Messiah, THE
SECRET OF THE SEVEN SFIROT OF BRIYAH, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. They were
created before the world was created. Seven lights and candles,
NAMELY SEVEN SFIROT, were united with Aaron, who kindled the
candles AND DREW FROM THE SEVEN CANDLES above TO THE
SEVEN CANDLES below.

25. "All is of the dust"
Rabbi Elazar says that the dust is that found under the Holy Throne of Glory, Binah. Rabbi Yesa Saba said in his book that the dust is Malchut. The
better explanation is that the dust is of the Holy Temple, Malchut, and that this dust is of the supernal dust from Binah because this world was
created from Binah; even the sun was of the dust. Rabbi Shimon says that the Congregation of Yisrael is called a "kingdom of priests" because the
priests made it a kingdom by drawing Chassadim upon it, and in it Chochmah is clothed with Chassadim so the kingdom then illuminates and rules.
When united with Zeir Anpin she rules over all the King's treasures, over His armory, over the upper and lower, and over the whole world.
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173. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "All is of the
dust, and all returns to dust" (Kohelet 3:20). We learned that all is of
the dust, even the sun wheel. What is the dust? It is that dust found
under the Holy Throne of Glory, WHICH IS BINAH.

174. In his book, Rabbi Yesa Saba said that all is of the dust,
NAMELY the place that gathers everything, MALCHUT. He explains
that paths lead to this side and that side, NAMELY RIGHT AND LEFT,
and are gathered to illuminate ON EVERY SIDE, like dust thrown in
every direction. Hence, "all are of the dust, and all return to dust."
ACCORDING TO THIS, DUST MEANS MALCHUT. THIS RAISES
DIFFICULTIES CONCERNING THE WORDS OF RABBI ELAZAR, WHO
SAID THAT DUST MEANS THE DUST UNDER THE HOLY THRONE OF
GLORY, MALCHUT OF BINAH.
175. HE ANSWERS: But "of the dust," MEANS OF THE DUST of the
Temple, NAMELY MALCHUT, AS RABBI YESA SABA SAID. This dust
is of the supernal dust FROM BINAH, as said, "and it has dust of
gold," (Iyov 28:6) WHICH REFERS TO BINAH, CALLED 'GOLD'. As
there is an action below IN MALCHUT, likewise there is also one
above, IN BINAH. We explained that dust MEANS the dust in the
Temple, since this world, MALCHUT, was created by Hei, WHICH IS
BINAH, and even the wheel of the sun WAS OF THE DUST. It is
written: "These are the generations of the heaven and of the earth
when they were created (Heb. BeHibaram)," WHICH MEANS BeHei
Bara'am (lit. 'he created them with Hei'). THUS, THE HEAVEN TOO,
WHICH IS THE WHEEL OF THE SUN, WAS CREATED BY HEI. For
this reason, all is of the dust. What is the dust? It is that which
dwells under the Holy Throne of Glory, THAT IS, BINAH.

176. It is written: "You are all fair, my love; there is no blemish in
you" (Shir Hashirim 4:7). "You are all fair, my love," is the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT. And, "there is no blemish in
you," refers to the members of the Sanhedrin, corresponding to the
72 names WITHIN MALCHUT. THEY ARE MAINLY SEVENTY, THE
SECRET OF THE SEVENTY MEMBERS OF THE SANHEDRIN, WITH
TWO WITNESSES. THEY CORRESPOND TO the seventy souls that
came down with Jacob, and with the Holy One, blessed be He, above
them all, THEY ARE 72. Therefore, the Sanhedrin and above are not
checked FOR DEFECTS.
177. We learned the verse: "And you shall be to Me a kingdom of
priests, and a Holy Nation" (Shemot 19:6). What is "a kingdom of
priests"? It is like, "This (Heb. zot) is the anointing of Aaron, and of
the anointing of his sons," WHICH MEANS THAT "ZOT," MALCHUT,
WAS ANOINTED BY AARON, for when the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT, was blessed by the priests, she was called after them, as
written: "a kingdom of priests."
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178. Rabbi Shimon said: Come and behold. It is not called 'Malchut
of Priests', but "mamlechet" of Priests, since the priests, WHO ARE
CHESED, made her high BY DRAWING CHASSADIM UPON IT, AND
IN IT CHOCHMAH IS CLOTHED WITH CHASSADIM. THEN IT
ILLUMINATES AND RULES. They made it mistress over all. Yet it is
not called 'Malchut of Priests', since IN THE ASPECTS OF HER
BEING DRAWN FROM HEAVEN, ZEIR ANPIN, She is called 'Malchut',
NAMELY the kingdom of heaven, assuredly. Here, SHE IS CALLED
"mamlechet," because the priests made Her ruler and joined Her to
the King, ZEIR ANPIN. WHEN UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, she rules
over all the King's treasures, over the King's armory, over the upper
and lower, and over the whole world.

26. "And has founded His bundle on the earth"
This section talks about how the union of Zeir Anpin with Malchut, the completion of the three Columns, the service of the priest in giving sacrifice,
and the blessing of the upper and the lower Sfirot, all have a bearing on the establishment of God's community on earth.
179. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written, "And has founded His bundle
(Heb. v'agudato) on the earth" (Amos 9:6). It is His "bundle" when
the King, ZEIR ANPIN, mates towards MALCHUT, CALLED 'EARTH',
with all those holy diadems gathered as one. Then it says, "His
bundle."
180. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "His bundle," (Heb. v'agudato) resembles
the words, "And take a bunch (Heb. agudat) of hyssop" (Shemot
12:22). HE ASKS: What does this mean? HE ANSWERS: When ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT are joined together, and MALCHUT is blessed
by THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, She rules over
everything; NAMELY, THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE
CLOTHED BY HER AND SHE RULES OVER THEM. She then
illuminates above and below. All this is when the priest is at his
service offering a sacrifice, burning incense, concentrating upon
drawing everything near into one union. Then it is written: "...and
has founded his bundle on the earth."
181. Rabbi Yosi said: When Aaron, THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT
COLUMN, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, journeys TO GIVE ABUNDANCE
TO MALCHUT, they all journey with him, NAMELY ALL THE THREE
COLUMNS, until the Congregation of Yisrael is blessed BY THE
THREE COLUMNS. The upper beings, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
are blessed as are the lower beings, THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT.
Then, it is written: "Blessed be Hashem out of Zion, he who dwells in
Jerusalem, Halleluyah" (Tehilim 135:21), AS ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
'YUD HEI VAV HEI' IS BLESSED OUT OF ZION, YESOD OF
MALCHUT. "And blessed be His glorious Name for ever and let the
whole earth be filled with His glory; Amen and Amen" (Tehilim
72:19), SINCE THE NAME OF HIS GLORY, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS
BLESSED FROM ZEIR ANPIN.

27. "And I have put My words in your mouth"
Rabbi Elazar says that God covers every man who studies and speaks about the Torah, and the Shechinah spreads her wings over him. That man
sustains the world, and God rejoices with him as on the day that He created the heavens and the earth. When the Torah is bound up and sealed in
God's disciples, Malchut is bound to Yesod to receive the abundance that flows from above.
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182. Rabbi Elazar was traveling from Cappadocia to Lod in the
company of Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chizkiyah. Rabbi Elazar opened
the discussion, saying: "And I have put My words in your mouth,
and I have covered you in the shadow of My hand" (Yeshayah 51:16).
We learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, covers every man who
is occupied with the Torah, whose lips speak the words of the Torah,
and the Shechinah spreads Her wings over him. Hence, it says: "And
I have put My words in your mouth, and I have covered you in the
shadow of My hand." Moreover, he sustains the world and the Holy
One, blessed be He, rejoices with him, as on the day He planted
heaven and earth. Hence, the verse CONCLUDES WITH: "that I may
plant the heavens, and lay the foundations of the earth, and say to
Zion, 'You are My people'" (Ibid.).

183. From here, we learned that Yisrael are called by the name Zion,
as written: "And say to Zion, 'You are My people'." We saw that the
Congregation of Yisrael is called by the name Zion, as written: "Zion
shall be redeemed with Judgment, and those that return to her with
righteousness" (Yeshayah 1:27).

184. He further quoted: "Bind up the testimony, seal the Torah
among My disciples" (Yeshayah 8:16). "Bind up the testimony." This
is David's testimony, NAMELY MALCHUT, as written: "And My
testimony that I shall teach them" (Tehilim 132:12). "Bind" refers to a
bond, as in fastening to make a bond in one place, AND "BIND UP
THE TESTIMONY," MEANS MALCHUT IS BOUND. "Seal the Torah
among My disciples" MEANS sealing the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, with all
the abundance and greatness drawn from above. Where is his seal,
NAMELY ITS END? It is "among My disciples," NETZACH AND HOD,
CALLED "TAUGHT OF HASHEM," (YESHAYAH 54:13) since
greatness and oil are gathered between the two pillars, NETZACH
AND HOD, to dwell there. They are the place of all greatness and oil
that flows from above, FROM TIFERET CALLED 'THE TORAH', and
they pour it into the mouth of Yesod to empty it into the testimony,
MALCHUT. Then everything is fastened into a faithful bond. THE
LESSON OF THE VERSE IS, "BIND UP THE TESTIMONY." THE BOND
OF MALCHUT IS CAUSED BY THIS, TO "SEAL THE TORAH IN MY
DISCIPLES," SO THAT THE ABUNDANCE OF THE TORAH IS
SEALED, NAMELY CONCLUDED IN NETZACH AND HOD, AND FROM
THEM YESOD. THEN IS MALCHUT BOUND TO YESOD TO RECEIVE
ABUNDANCE, AND ALL IS TIED INTO ONE BOND.

28. The difference between Torah and prophets
We are told that those who study the Torah are in a much higher grade than the prophets; those who say things from the Holy Spirit are the lowest
since the Holy Spirit is drawn from Malchut, that is the lowest. Those who study Torah stand above in the place called Torah, Zeir Anpin, that
sustains Malchut. The rabbis meet a man with three branches of myrtle tied together to represent the fragrance of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.
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185. Come and behold: what is the difference between those who are
occupied with the Torah and the faithful prophets? IT IS THAT those
who are occupied with the Torah are always more valuable than the
prophets. Why? They are in a much higher grade than the prophets,
since they who are occupied in the Torah stand above in the place
called 'the Torah', ZEIR ANPIN, which sustains all the Faith,
MALCHUT, WHICH HAS NOTHING BUT WHAT ZEIR ANPIN GIVES
HER. The prophets stand below, NAMELY, UNDER THE CHEST OF
ZEIR ANPIN, in the place called 'Netzach' and 'Hod'. Those who are
occupied with the Torah are of more importance than the prophets
and are superior to them, for the ones stand above and the others
stand below. Those who say things through the Holy Spirit are the
lowest, SINCE THE HOLY SPIRIT IS DRAWN FROM MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE LOWEST.

186. Happy are those who labor in the Torah, who are of the highest
grade of all. He who labors in the Torah needs neither sacrifices nor
burnt offerings, because the Torah is better than everything. It is the
bond of everyone's Faith, NAMELY THE BOND OF MALCHUT. It is
therefore written: "Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her
paths are peace," (Mishlei 3:17) and, "great peace have they who
love the Torah, there is no stumbling to them" (Tehilim 119:165).

29. The fragrance
We learn that man attains an additional Neshamah on Shabbat, and that it leaves when Shabbat leaves. The fragrance of the myrtle brings the man's
Nefesh and Ruach together, and they rejoice. These also draw near the supernal Ruach and Nefesh, Zeir Anpin and Nukva. The smell of the myrtle
and the smell of the sacrifice draw everything together. We read of the two candles, one above and one below; the smoke from the candle below and
from the offering rises up and lights the supernal candles. Lastly we are told that it is necessary to praise God for the wonderful things He has done.
187. While they were walking, they met a man with three branches of
myrtle on his hand. They approached him and said to him: Why do
you have them? He said: To give relief to the lost one, NAMELY THE
ADDITIONAL NESHAMAH, WHICH IS LOST TO A MAN'S NEFESH BY
THE END OF SHABBAT. Rabbi Elazar said: This is well, yet why
three? ONE WOULD HAVE BEEN ENOUGH. He said to him: One for
Abraham, one for Isaac, and one for Jacob, THE THREE COLUMNS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. I bound them together and
smelled them because of the verse: "Your oils are fragrant; for your
flowing oil you are renowned" (Shir Hashirim 1:3). It is for this
fragrance that the weakness of the Nefesh is sustained, and Faith,
MALCHUT, is sustained, and blessings are drawn from above and
from below. Rabbi Elazar said, 'Happy is the portion of Yisrael in this
world and in the next.'

188. Come and behold: the world is sustained by this fragrance
alone. From the fragrance SMELLED BELOW, another fragrance is
made known ABOVE, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. When Shabbat leaves, the additional Nefesh MAN
ATTAINS ON SHABBAT is gone, and man's Nefesh and Ruach
remain isolated and sad. This fragrance comes, WHICH IS DRAWN
BY THE ODOR OF THE MYRTLE, AND THE NEFESH AND RUACH are
brought close to one another THROUGH IT, and they rejoice.
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189. MAN'S Ruach therefore needs the other UPPER Ruach, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, in order to receive the fragrance, the SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. When the smell is accepted,
THE UPPER RUACH AND NEFESH, MALE AND FEMALE, AND ALSO
MAN'S RUACH AND NEFESH, come near each other and rejoice. It is
the same with the smell of the sacrifice. Through this smell,
everything draws together, NAMELY ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and all the candles are set ablaze, THE SFIROT OF
MALCHUT, and rejoice.
190. Come and behold: There are two candles, one above and one
below. When man lights the candle below and extinguishes the
candle above, the smoke from the lower candle rises and kindles the
upper candle. So it is with the smoke from the offering. The smoke
rises FROM THE OFFERING AND CAUSES THE FLOWING OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH UP ABOVE, and lights the supernal
candles, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. They are lit together, and all
THE SFIROT draw near through this smell, since it is a sweet savor
to Hashem. This has already been explained.

191. The smell of the sacrifice therefore sustains everything and
sustains the world, and the sacrifice is by the priest, who sacrifices
everything. For this reason, the seven days of consecration are
completed by him, WHICH CORRELATE TO THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT - so that everyone will be blessed by his service and joy,
and blessings will abide above and below.

30. Faith is at night
We learn that Malchut is called 'faith' and also 'night', and that faith is at night. In the morning God will purify Yisrael of their sins and they will be
cleansed.
192. It is written: "Hashem, You are my Elohim; I will exalt You, I will
praise Your Name; for You have done wonderful things - counsels of
old in Faithfulness and Truth" (Yeshayah 25:1). This verse has been
explained. "Hashem, you are My Elohim," MEANS that, man should
give thanks to the Holy Name and praise Him for everything. Whence
is His praise? This has been explained. It comes from the deepest of
all, KETER, as written: "For You have done wonderful things."
Wonderful things HAS THE SAME MEANING as in the verse "and His
Name is called (Yeshayah 9:5), WHICH IS KETER. We have already
learned THE WORDS, "counsels of old." "Counsels," is as in
WONDERFUL, "COUNSELOR," NAMELY BINAH, CALLED
'COUNSEL' and "of old (lit. 'from afar')," resembles the words,
"Hashem appeared of old to me" (Yirmeyah 31:2). "She brings her
food from afar" (Mishlei 31:14) ALLUDES TO CHOCHMAH, FROM
WHICH COUNSELS, NAMELY BINAH, RECEIVES.
193. "In Faithfulness and Truth" is like "El of Truth (also: 'Faith') and
without iniquity" (Devarim 32:4). It was explained that Faith is at
night, MALCHUT CALLED 'NIGHT' AND ALSO CALLED 'FAITH', as
written: "And Your faithfulness every night," (Tehilim 92:2) and,
"They are new every morning; great is Your Faithfulness..." (Eichah
3:23). The Holy One, blessed be He, will purify Yisrael from their
sins, as written: "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and you
shall be clean from all your uncleanness and from all your idols, will
I cleanse you" (Yechezkel 36:25).
May Hashem be blessed forever. Amen and amen.
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1. Man was created by the Torah
Rabbi Yitzchak says that the children of Yisrael are blessed because God gave them the Torah, and that man was created by the Torah. Rabbi Chiya
says that the Written Torah and the Oral Torah preserve man in the world. Rabbi Shimon tells how the Bet (the initial letter of the Torah) shows how
the Torah is open to receive a person and join with him on one side, but if he walks the other way it has a closed side. There is more discussion of
the inner meaning of the Bet. We learn that everyone who studies the Torah is beloved above and below, but even more so are those who study the
Torah at night. Later, in the morning, all the judgments are broken.
1. "And it came to pass on the eighth day" (Vayikra 9:1). Rabbi
Yitzchak opened the discussion, saying: "When the morning stars
sang together and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:7).
Blessed are Yisrael, because the Holy One, blessed be He, has given
them the Holy Torah, the joy of all, the joy of the Holy One, blessed
be He, and the place where He walks...', as is written: "And I was
daily his delight" (Mishlei 8:30). The whole Torah is one holy Name
of the Holy One, blessed be He. By the Torah was the world created,
as it is written: "Then I was by Him as a nursling (Heb. amun)." Do
not pronounce it as 'amun' but as "uman," which is literally an
artificer, FOR IT WAS HIS INSTRUMENT OF ART FOR THE
CREATION OF THE WORLD.

2. And man was created by the Torah, as it is written: "And Elohim
said: 'Let us make man'" (Beresheet 1:26), WRITTEN IN A PLURAL
FORM. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to the Torah: 'I wish to
create man'. She replied: 'This man is destined to sin and provoke
You. Unless You are long-suffering with him, how then shall he
endure? And He replied to her: you and I shall maintain him in the
world, for I am not called 'long-suffering' for no reason.

3. Rabbi Chiya said that the Written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
and the Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, established man in the
world, as it is written: "Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness," WRITTEN IN THE PLURAL FORM. Rabbi Yosi said that WE
LEARN from that verse, "that which has been already done (lit. 'by
them')" (Kohelet 2:12). "By them," assuredly, IN THE PLURAL FORM.
It is the image and the likeness, WHO HAVE BOTH MADE MAN an
"image" by the Masculine Principle, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
'IMAGE', and "likeness" by the Feminine Principle, WHICH IS
MALCHUT CALLED 'LIKENESS'. MALCHUT IS CALLED
"LIKENESS" (HEB. DEMUT), WHICH IS DERIVED FROM SILENCE
(HEB. DEMAMAH), FOR SHE HAS NOTHING OF HER OWN, SAVE
WHAT SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN. MAN'S SOUL WAS
CREATED FROM THE UNITY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
THEREFORE, IT IS SAID, "IN OUR IMAGE, AFTER OUR LIKENESS."
That is the reason why the Torah begins with the letter Bet (=two),
FOR IT ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. This has already
been explained.
4. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Why is the Bet open ON ONE SIDE and
closed ON THE OTHER? HE EXPLAINS that when a man comes to
attach himself to the Torah, it is open to receive him and to join with
him, but when he closes his eyes to it and walks in the other way, it
is closed from the other side, LIKE THE BET, as it is written: "If you
forsake Me one day, I will forsake you two." There will be no opening
until he returns to attach himself to it face-to-face, and never
abandons it again. Therefore, the Torah first APPROACHES men,
calling to them: "To you, O men I call" (Mishlei 8:4), and also: "She
utters her voice in the squares, she cries in the chief place of
concourse, at the entrance of the gates, in the city she utters her
words" (Mishlei 1:21).
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5. Rabbi Yehuda said: The Bet is A FORM OF two roofs AND one
LINE joining them. What does it signify? One ROOF ABOVE is for
heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the other BELOW for earth,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. The Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS YESOD,
unites THEM and receives them.
6. Rabbi Elazar said: There are three supernal holy lights, NAMELY
THREE LINES connected together, in which the whole Torah is
comprised. They open the gates to everyone AND HAVE INFLUENCE
on Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and they are like a house to
everyone. Therefore, they are called 'a house', for THE THREE LINES
OF THE BET ALLUDING TO THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN
are a house (Heb. bayit). The Torah commences, therefore, with that
letter, for it is a house and a remedy for the whole world.

7. Therefore he who is occupied in the Torah is as if he is occupied
in the Holy Name. We have learned that the whole Torah is one
supernal Holy Name and because of that, it begins with the Bet, for it
comprises the Holy Name; NAMELY, THE THREE VAV'S WITHIN THE
SECRET WRITTEN IN THE VERSES: "AND...WENT...AND IT CAME...
AND...STRETCHED OUT" (SHEMOT 14:19-21), THE THREE
COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND IT ALLUDES TO the three bonds
WHICH INFLUENCE Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

8. Come and behold: all those who study the Torah and cleave to the
Holy One, blessed be He, are adorned with the crowns of the Torah
and are beloved above and below. The Holy One, blessed be He,
stretches out to them His right hand, WHICH IS CHESED. All the
more so those who study the Torah at night also, as we have learned
that they are associated with the Shechinah and are joined with Her.
When morning comes, the Holy One, blessed be He, winds a thread
of grace around them to make them well known among the upper
and the lower beings.
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9. At the time that the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
and those who study the Torah come to appear before the King,
ZEIR ANPIN, all the morning stars break forth into song together, as
it is written: "When the morning stars sang together and all the sons
of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:7). What does "shouted (Heb.
yari'u)" mean? The meaning is as it is written: "The earth is utterly
broken down (Heb. ro'a)" (Yeshayah 24:19). THERE IS THE MEANING
OF BREAKING, for those Judgments, WHICH ARE CALLED "THE
SONS OF ELOHIM," are broken. All of them are broken before morn,
when morning is roused in the world, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written: "And Abraham rose up
early in the morning" (Beresheet 22:3) AND ABRAHAM IS CHESED.
Therefore, "all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy."

2. Zion and Jerusalem
We learn that blessings come out to everyone from Zion and that Jerusalem is blessed for the sake of Zion. When Jerusalem is blessed, all the
people are blessed. We are reminded that the rainbow alludes to judgment and that one should not judge others. When one's children's children are
god-fearing, saintly and holy then there is peace upon Yisrael. Rabbi Elazar likens "children's children" to the lower Sfirot, and says that the children
- Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet, are only crowned and revived by Binah when the fathers, Chochmah and Binah, are crowned and blessed by Keter.
After this explanation the rabbis pray, during which time a serpent winds itself around the mule of Rabbi Pinchas; the serpent is then destroyed by
the Rabbi's command.
10. Rabbi Elazar was traveling along a road, where he met Rabbi
Pinchas ben Yair and his whinning donkey. Rabbi Pinchas said to
him: From the note of gladness in the donkey's voice, I see that
surely I shall meet someone here. When he emerged from under the
brow of the hill, he saw Rabbi Elazar coming towards him and said:
Assuredly, the omen of the DONKEY'S rejoicing has been fulfilled.
Rabbi Elazar then came up to him and kissed him. He said to him: If
you would like TO JOIN ME and go the same way, let us go together
and if not, go your way. He replied: Indeed, I was going towards you
and since I have found you, I will follow you and we can go together.

11. Rabbi Pinchas opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem
shall bless you out of Zion and you shall see the good of
Jerusalem" (Tehilim 128:5). AND HE ASKS: Why "out of Zion"? HE
ANSWERS: Because FROM ZION, WHICH IS THE YESOD OF
MALCHUT, all blessings come out to all, as it is written: "For there
Hashem has commanded the blessings, even eternal life" (Tehilim
133:3). Hence, "Hashem shall bless you out of Zion," since from
there blessings emanate to everything. "And you shall see the good
of Jerusalem." For the sake of Zion, Jerusalem - WHICH IS
MALCHUT - is blessed, BECAUSE ZION IS THE YESOD OF
MALCHUT and Mercy rests there. When Jerusalem is blessed, all the
people are blessed.
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12. "All the days of your life" (Ibid.), MEANS that the rainbow shall
not be seen in your days any more than it was in the days of your
father, RABBI SHIMON BEN YOCHAI, IN WHOSE DAYS NO
RAINBOW WAS SEEN, FOR THE RAINBOW ALLUDES TO
JUDGMENT. Of that, IT IS WRITTEN: "And you shall see the good of
Jerusalem all the days of your life," MEANING THAT ALL THE DAYS
OF YOUR LIFE, YOU SHALL SEE THE GOOD OF MALCHUT NO
JUDGMENTS WILL APPEAR IN HER. "And you shall see your
children's children" (Tehilim 128:6), WHO WILL BE God-fearing,
saintly and holy, and then, "peace upon Yisrael." "Peace upon
Yisrael," is like saying, 'Peace be upon the head of the King, that he
may lack nothing!' Thus there is peace upon Yisrael, NAMELY,
UPON THE HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN - WHICH IS CALLED 'YISRAEL'
WHEN HE HAS THE THREE FIRST SFIROT, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF 'HEAD'. FOR THE NAME "YISRAEL" HAS THE LETTERS
OF THE WORDS "LI- ROSH" (LIT. 'I HAVE A HEAD'). As long as there
are righteous in the world, THERE IS PEACE UPON THE HEAD OF
ZEIR ANPIN.
13. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "Children's
children are the crown of old men, and the glory of children is their
fathers" (Mishlei 17:6). We have already explained that the word
"children" MEANS CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH ARE 'CHILDREN' TO CHOCHMAH AND BINAH.
"Children's children" are the other Sfirot of the King, NAMELY
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, as it is written: "And all your children
shall be taught of Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13), WHICH ALLUDES TO
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. It is also written: "The precious sons
of Zion" (Eichah 4:2), THAT IS, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH COMBINE WITH ZION - NAMELY, YESOD OF
MALCHUT. This is like the words, "And the glory of children is their
fathers," WHICH MEANS THAT the children, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, are only crowned through their fathers, WHO ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, THE PARENTS OF CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET. From that verse, we have learned that the children CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET - are only crowned and revived by
the running stream, WHICH IS BINAH, when the fathers, CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, are crowned and blessed BY THE KETER, as is written:
"And the glory of children is their fathers."
14. As they were going along, the time of prayer arrived, so they
dismounted and said their prayers. While they were praying, a
serpent wound itself ROUND the legs of the donkey of Rabbi
Pinchas, which was frightened and thereupon uttered two cries.
After they had finished praying, Rabbi Pinchas said: Assuredly, my
animal is in pain, for IT IS BEING PUNISHED - BECAUSE earlier in
the day, while MY LIPS were uttering words of Torah, THE DONKEY
took me through a place where there was dung. THAT IS WHY it is
now in pain. As they stood up, they saw the serpent coiled round the
donkey's legs, and Rabbi Pinchas said: Snake, snake, go and wind
yourself round YOUR OWN nest. At this, the snake detached himself
FROM THE ANIMAL'S LEG, and fell into pieces.

3. How many messengers the Holy One, blessed be He, has
We learn that God uses even the beasts of the fields as His messengers to fulfill His mission. He also sets the righteous to punish the wicked, but no
wicked person of Yisrael punishes another except by accident. When God gives quietness to a man, no one is authorized to injure or malign him.
When men's actions are virtuous God arranges for many Protectors to guard him, but when they are not virtuous then judgment is awakened upon
them and those of the left become messengers to harm them. Rabbi Elazar tells us that God is unwilling that sinners of Yisrael should punish other
sinners of Yisrael, because they do not come from the left side. The children of Yisrael are to the right and the idolatrous nations are to the left.
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15. Rabbi Elazar said: Why is the Holy One, blessed be He, so
particular with the righteous? He replied: Verily, He is and He takes
note of all their errors, for He desires to raise their Holiness. This
donkey did not guard my Holiness; THEREFORE, it was hurt and this
snake is a messenger. How many messengers the Holy One, blessed
be He, has! And He sends all of them, even the beasts of the field, to
fulfill His mission, as it is written: "I will also send wild beasts
among you, which shall rob you of your children" (Vayikra 26:19),
and even the heathen nations "Hashem shall bring a nation against
you from far away, from the very ends of the earth" (Devarim 28:49).

16. Rabbi Elazar ASKED: Does THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
make Yisrael His messengers TOO? He replied: Yes, He sets the
righteous to punish the wicked; but not one wicked person from
Yisrael is set to punish another - except for the time when one of
them does so accidentally, as it is written: "And if a man did not lie
in wait, then Elohim permitted it to happen..." (Shemot 21:13). "Did
not lie in wait," is precise, for he did not INTEND to kill him, but
"Elohim permits it to happen" in order to punish both of them, both
THE KILLER AND THE ONE BEING KILLED.

17. Rabbi Elazar said: How does the Holy One, blessed be He, use
such children of Yisrael and idolaters as His messengers? He said to
him, Has not your father told you? He answered: I have never asked
him.

18. He opened the discussion, saying: "When He is quiet, who then
can condemn?" (Iyov 34:29). "When He is quiet," means that when
the Holy One, blessed be He, gives quietness to a man, no one is
authorized to injure or malign him. "And when He hides his face,
who then can behold Him?" (Ibid.) means that when He withdraws
His watchful providence from him, who can keep watch over him to
protect him. THEN THOSE MESSENGERS COME AND INJURE HIM.
The ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, are "unto a man or a
nation alike," MEANING the same for the world as they are for a
people, or for an individual.
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19. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: Come and behold. When men's
actions are virtuous below, the right hand of the Holy One, blessed
be He, is active for them above. Many loving ones, many Protectors
of the world and Protectors of men, come forward on the right and
left, TO GUARD HIM FROM THE SIDE OF CHESED AND FROM THE
SIDE OF GVURAH. Then, the left side is subdued and cannot gain
control. But when men's actions are not virtuous below, then the left
side, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, is awakened upon them, and those who
come from the side of the left are all aroused and become
messengers to harm men. All who transgress the laws of the Torah
receive a mark on their faces through which they are recognized by
those who rise up from the side of the left.

20. Therefore, the beastsand idolaters, and all those who come from
the left side, are called 'messengers' - with regard to those who bear
this mark ON THEIR FACES - and they rise up against them.
Although the actions of Yisrael are not virtuous, all of them come
from the right side. The right is subdued as a result of the EVIL
actions OF THOSE WHO HAVE THE MARK ON THEIR FACES;
THEREFORE, the left has power over them, and over all those who
come from the left side. Therefore, the mission is in the hands of the
beastsand idolaters, and all those who are like them, being from the
left side. It is not in the hands of one of Yisrael, for although a man
may be wicked, he still comes from the right side, WHICH IS
SUBDUED BY THEIR OWN ACTIONS.

21. A sinful Yisrael can fall into the hand of another sinner of Yisrael
ONLY at the time when THE WICKED PERSON has no intention OF
KILLING HIM, SINCE THEN HE DOES NOT COME AS A MESSENGER
- BUT both of them must be punished and purified by their
punishment. Rabbi Elazar asked: Whence do we learn all this? He
replied: They are from the right and do not cleave to the left, and are
never mingled with it, FOR BOTH OF THEM ARE THE CHILDREN OF
YISRAEL. THEREFORE, NEITHER OF THEM CAN BE A MESSENGER
OF THE LEFT TO PUNISH THE OTHER. And thus, at another time
WHEN THE WICKED OF YISRAEL INTEND TO KILL, they are
removed FROM THE WORLD.
22. Rabbi Elazar asked: Whence do we learn that IF THE WICKED OF
YISRAEL INTEND TO KILL, THEY PASS AWAY? He answers: Come
and behold. Think of the incident of the concubine in Giveah.
Although those WHO LIVED IN GIVEAH were sinners, the Holy One,
blessed be He, was unwilling that other sinners of Yisrael SHOULD
PUNISH THEM. Therefore, numbers of them fell time after time, IN
THE FIRST BATTLES, until all the sinners who came to punish them
perished, and only those more righteous were left - for they executed
the work more appropriately. Even though they are righteous at a
time when the worlds are considered to be one - when the lower
world CONDUCTS ITSELF like the upper one - permission is given
only to some, MEANING THOSE WHO COME FROM THE LEFT, WHO
ARE THE BEASTSAND IDOLATERS. FOR WHEN THE LOWER
WORLD BEHAVES AS THE UPPER ONE, THE BRANCHES OF THE
RIGHT ARE NOT ABLE TO BE THE MESSENGERS OF THE LEFT'S
ACTIONS - NAMELY, TO KILL AND TO PUNISH. FOR SUCH
MISSIONS ABOVE ARE NEVER CHANGED. At the time OF THE
BATTLES OF THE CONCUBINE IN GIVEAH, the worlds were not
balanced - THE ONE IN THE LIKENESS OF THE OTHER.
THEREFORE, THE RIGHTEOUS COULD KILL AND PUNISH,
ALTHOUGH SUCH A THING NEVER HAPPENS ABOVE.
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23. Therefore, the sinners of Yisrael are not the messengers of the
King to punish other sinners of Yisrael, because they do not come
from the left side. As in the parable of certain men having offended
the king, an officer was charged to arrest and punish them. One
clever fellow among them went and mixed himself with the staff of
an officer. The officer detected him and said: Who said you could
join us? Are you not one of those who have offended against the
king? You shall be punished first! Then they took him and killed him.

24. So Yisrael come from the right side and never cleave to or mingle
with the left. When THE WICKED subdue the right by their sins, and
the left and all those who come from it are awakened TO PUNISH
THEM, then if one of Yisrael from the right tries to situate himself
among them, they recognize him and say to him: Are you not one of
those who come from the right side, who is subdued because of the
sins of the wicked? Are you not one of those who have sinned
against the King? Who allowed you to come among us? So he is
punished first. King Solomon cried to them: "There is a time when a
man rules over another to his own hurt" (Kohelet 8:9). "To his own
hurt," assuredly, because he is not the messenger of the King and
does not come from that side - NAMELY, FROM THE LEFT.

25. Rabbi Elazar said: Assuredly, it is so. We have learned that there
is a right and there is a left, WHICH ARE Mercy and Judgment.
Yisrael are to the right and the idolaterous nations to the left.
Although Yisrael sin and are subdued, they belong to the right and
neither cleave to the left nor ever mingle with it. Therefore, it is
written: "Save with Your right hand and answer me" (Tehilim 60:5),
since when the right hand is exalted, Yisrael that cleave to it are
exalted and crowned through it. Then, the left side and all those who
come from its side are subdued, as is written: "Your right hand,
Hashem, has dashed the enemy in pieces" (Shemot 15:6).

4. "And it came to pass on the eighth day"
Rabbi Elazar tells of the supernal oil, the abundance of Chochmah in Binah, that flows to the seven Sfirot, and how those seven lamps (the Sfirot)
are lit from it. The discussion turns on the seven days in "And you shall not go out from the door of the Tent of Meeting for seven days," and then on
the eighth day of the sacrifice. We are reminded that acts below are reflected above. We learn why a ram and a calf were offered by Aaron, and why
the people had to bring a bullock and a ram. On that day there was peace everywhere, and the sin of the golden calf was wiped out. But later Nadab
and Abihu caused wrath to descend on the world again, and we read of the many ways they spoiled the joy of Yisrael. Rabbi Pinchas stresses that
there must be a Male and a Female, and that the priest must be married before he is allowed to enter the sanctuary. When a man comes to his wife
with love he awakens a supernal coupling as well. Rabbi Yosi says that God has mercy on the world for the sake of Jacob and Abraham, since He
made them the Holy Chariot to shield the whole world. When God created the world He created the world with Isaac, or Judgment; but when he saw
that judgment would not endure, he made the world endure by Abraham, Chesed. Then he joined Jacob, Mercy, with Isaac and thus the whole world
is supported by Abraham and Jacob. There is a long discussion of the appropriate animal for the sin offering and the peace offering. Lastly we are
told that the priest must have no blemish, but must be perfect so that he does not cause a blemish above.
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26. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "And it came
to pass on the eighth day" (Vayikra 9:1). HE ASKS: Why does the
scripture mention the eighth day? For it has a reference to the verse:
"And you shall not go out from the door of the Tent of Meeting for
seven days...for seven days shall He consecrate you" (Vayikra 8:33).
HE CONTINUES, ASKING: Why is it written "seven days" and not "in
seven days"?

27. Happy are the priests who are crowned with the crowns of the
Holy King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, HIS CROWNS ARE THE LIGHTS OF
BINAH and are anointed with the holy anointing oil. Thereby, the
supernal oil - WHICH IS THE ABUNDANCE OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH
IS IN BINAH - is activated, and it moistens all the seven SFIROT
(CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT), which are anointed with that holy oil OF BINAH. All
those seven lamps - NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT - are lit from her
and that holy oil, WHICH IS BINAH, which comprised all the seven.
THEREFORE, IT IS SAID OF THEM: "FOR SEVEN DAYS SHALL HE
CONSECRATE YOU," MEANING THAT SEVEN DAYS ARE THE
SEVEN SFIROT, WHICH ARE INCLUDED WITHIN BINAH. THEY WILL
CONSECRATE YOUR HANDS WITH THE HOLY OIL, AND BY THAT
THEY PASS THE ABUNDANCE INTO THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN - for all THOSE SEVEN SFIROT are included IN BINAH.
28. We have learned that there are only six days - CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD - and they are
included IN BINAH, who encompasses all of them. THEREFORE,
SHE IS CONSIDERED AS ONE DAY HERSELF and, therefore, IT IS
WRITTEN: "For seven days shall He consecrate you," WHICH DAYS
ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, TOGETHER WITH BINAH. They
depend upon Her - CHESED, GVURAH TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN DEPEND UPON BINAH - AND HENCE,
SHE IS COUNTED AMONG THEM. Therefore, the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called 'Bathsheba' (lit. 'daughter of
seven'), for she is the consummation of six other SFIROT. IF IT IS
SO, SHE SHOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED 'DAUGHTER OF SIX', BUT
TOGETHER WITH HER OWN ASPECT SHE IS SEVEN. IN THIS CASE
ALSO, BINAH INCLUDES ALL THE OTHER SIX, AND SHE HERSELF
IS CONSIDERED AS ONE DAY TO BE COUNTED. THEREFORE,
THERE ARE SEVEN DAYS.
29. Those seven, WHICH ARE BINAH WITH THE SIX DAYS
INCLUDED WITHIN, AS IT IS MENTIONED ABOVE, were perfected
and adorned and anointed by the priests in everything. When they
reached the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, being the
eighth DAY, WHICH COMES AFTER THE SEVEN DAYS - BINAH,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD - Aaron
was ordered to offer a calf - which is the son of a cow, WHICH
ALLUDES TO MALCHUT. This was to atone for the sin of that other
'calf' whom Aaron created, thereby sinning against the "cow" WHICH IS MALCHUT, and which is the eighth DAY OF THOSE
SEVEN DAYS MENTIONED ABOVE, FOR SHE IS CALLED 'the
peaceable and faithful in Yisrael'. THEN, the priest is considered
complete in all, in the eight different vestments of glory, complete in
all the Sfirot above and below.
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30. On all occasions above, some kind of act must be manifested
BELOW. Therefore, a ceremony was performed with Aaron below,
MEANING THAT HE DID NOT LEAVE THE TABERNACLE FOR SEVEN
DAYS AND HE OFFERED THE SACRIFICE ON THE EIGHTH DAY. By
that act, he elicited a reaction above and, in this way, all becomes
one and all the worlds are blessed through the priest. By this act, the
priest was made complete, with all PERFECTION, as he should be.

31. Why a calf? It is written: "Take you a young calf for a sin
offering" (Vayikra 9:2), MEANING that he had to bring a sin offering
on account of THE SIN OF THE CALF he had previously committed,
and also a "ram for a burnt offering." HE ASKS: Why DID HE OFFER
a ram? HE ANSWERS: Because of the ram of Isaac, NAMELY THE
RAM THAT ABRAHAM OFFERED INSTEAD OF ISAAC, FOR THAT
WAS THE SECRET OF THE SWEETENING OF ISAAC. It was a perfect
burnt offering, and THIS RAM also was brought to make the sacrifice
complete, MEANING TO SWEETEN THE LEFT AND COMPLETE IT.
This place, WHICH IS MALCHUT, draws from the side of Isaac,
SINCE MALCHUT IS BUILT FROM THE LEFT SIDE, WHICH IS ISAAC.
THEREFORE, IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN COMPLETED FROM THAT
SIDE. This ram was brought as a burnt offering (due to Isaac's ram,)
for it ascends aloft TO BINAH, to crown MALCHUT with perfection. A
calf and a ram. The calf was for Her - TO CORRECT THE DEFECT
AARON HAD MADE IN MALCHUT BY MAKING THE GOLDEN CALF and a ram to complete Her properly with the perfection of Isaac. FOR
ISAAC HIMSELF IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT, THE OX, WHOSE
SECRET OF PERFECTION AND SWEETNESS IS THE RAM.
32. And Yisrael SHARED THE sin of the priest, THE SIN OF THE
GOLDEN CALF, and had to bring a similar offering, as it is written:
"Also a bullock and a ram for peace offerings to sacrifice before
Hashem" (Vayikra 9:4). An ox is for their sin, which they had BY
MAKING THE GOLDEN CALF - MEANING TO CORRECT THAT SIN. A
ram is to complete this place, WHICH IS MALCHUT, with the
perfection of Isaac, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
33. HE ASKS : Why is the term, "a young calf for sin offering," used
in connection with the priest, while for Yisrael it does not say 'an ox
for a sin offering'? HE ANSWERS: Because Yisrael were already
punished in many places, MEANING IN SEVERAL WAYS BY THE
SONS OF LEVI AND THE WATERING. Therefore, the Holy One,
blessed be He, did not wish to mention their sin as before. Hence, it
is not written here 'sin offering', but "for a peace offering," as a sign
of peace and to show that the Holy One, blessed be He, has
reconciled with the children of Yisrael in respect to this.

34. Aaron, however, was not punished FOR THE SIN OF THE
GOLDEN CALF, BECAUSE OF the prayer of Moses, as is written:
"And Hashem was very angry with Aaron to have destroyed
him" (Devarim 9:20). It is also written: "And I prayed for Aaron also
at the same time" (Ibid.). His guilt still hung over him, so it is written:
"a young calf for a sin offering." It is assuredly a sin offering, for he
had to be atoned and purified to reach perfection completely.
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35. On that day, the upper and lower beings reached their perfection
and there was peace everywhere, a joy above and below. If not for
the event of the sons of Aaron on that day, there would have been no
such joy above and below from the day that Yisrael came up from
the sea. On that day, the sin OF THE GOLDEN CALF was wiped out
from the world and the priests and the children of Yisrael were
cleansed of it. On that day, all the Accusers above departed, they
circled around Yisrael, and found nothing they could accuse them
for.

36. This was until the hour arrived when Nadab and Abihu rose up
and spoiled the general joy, so that wrath descended on the world,
as it is written: "And the glory of Hashem appeared to all the
people" (Vayikra 9:23). Then at once, "the sons of Aaron took each
of them his censer" (Vayikra 10:1).

37. We have learned that on this day it was the joy of the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to be united by the
bond of Faith with all holy ties, NAMELY, ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, for incense binds (Heb. mekasheret) all together as one.
Therefore, its name is Ketoret, and NADAB AND ABIHU came and
linked all others FROM THE OTHER SIDE together and left Her,
MALCHUT, outside, for they did not link Her with THE SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN. They linked up something else INSTEAD OF MALCHUT.
Therefore, He warned the priests, as it is written: "Thus shall Aaron
come into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:3), MEANING THAT HE
SHOULD LINK MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED 'THUS'.

38a. In many ways, they spoiled the joy of the Congregation of
Yisrael. They did not marry a woman, for they were not worthy of an
offering and the worlds were not blessed by them. Also, the time was
not proper FOR OFFERING THE INCENSE, FOR IT WAS NOT IN THE
TIME OF LIGHTING THE CANDLES; and they also hurried the time
OF INHERITING THE PRIESTHOOD WHILE THEIR FATHER WAS
STILL ALIVE. Even before THEY OFFERED THE INCENSE, they were
doomed, AS IS WRITTEN: "And offered strange fire before
Hashem" (Vayikra 10:1). Another thing, MEANING THE OTHER SIDE,
was linked up by that tie, and they left the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, outside.

38b. Rabbi Pinchas said to him: Do not say that they made Her dwell
outside, but that the Congregation of Yisrael was not linked through
them WITH ZEIR ANPIN, for the Congregation of Yisrael does not
rest at all upon a place where there are no Male and Female.
Therefore, He warned the priests, as it is written: "Thus shall Aaron
come into the holy place," MEANING that there is a Male and a
Female, OTHERWISE "THUS," WHICH IS MALCHUT, WILL NOT REST
UPON IT. Therefore, a priest must not enter the sanctuary until he is
married in order that he may have a share in the union of the
Congregation of Yisrael. For he who does not marry leaves the
Congregation of Yisrael outside, and She does unite with him.
Therefore they were in tumult on that day
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39. "And it came to pass on the eighth day". Rabbi Yosi opened the
discussion, saying: "Like the lily among thorns, so is my love among
the daughters" (Shir Hashirim 2:2). "Like the lily among thorns" is
the Congregation of Yisrael. It was explained that the Holy One,
blessed be He, praises the Congregation of Yisrael and His love is
for Her, to cleave to her. Therefore, he who marries a woman should
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael,
for we have learned that one should fulfill any COMMANDMENT
WITH LOVE while tonight, as one who cleaves to his spouse and
devotes his affection to her. When he comes to serve before the Holy
One, blessed be He, he awakens another SUPERNAL coupling - that
of the Holy One, blessed be He - for He desires to cleave to the
Congregation of Yisrael. He blesses him for this and the
Congregation of Yisrael blesses him, as we already have learned.

40. Therefore, the praise with which the Holy One, blessed be He,
praises the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is of the
lily among thorns. As it is the best of all and rises above all, so does
the Congregation of Yisrael rise among the other legions and is
crowned over all. That is the "lily among thorns," and the "citron
among thorns," FOR A "LILY" AND A AN ETROG ARE THE NAMES
OF MALCHUT WHICH IS AMONG THE THORNS, to show the praise
of the Congregation of Yisrael above all.

41. Come and behold: the Congregation of Yisrael is blessed by the
priest, and Yisrael are blessed by the priest, and the priest is blessed
by the Supernal Priest, WHO IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is
written: "And they shall put my Name upon the children of Yisrael
and I will bless them" (Bemidbar 6:27).

42. It is written: "Remember, Hashem, Your tender Mercies and your
Truth, for they have been from of old" (Tehilim 25:6). "Your tender
Mercies," refers to Jacob and, "Your Truth," to Abraham. "For they
have from of old (Heb. me'olam, lit. 'from the world')," indicates that
the Holy One, blessed be He, took them and raised them aloft and
made of them the Holy Chariot to shield the world. Since they are
from the world, He remembers them and protects them and has
Mercy on the world. So the Holy One, blessed be He, takes the
righteous from the world and raises them aloft to protect the world.
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43. If you ask why there is no reference to Isaac, I WILL ANSWER
that he was left to punish those who oppress his children, as it is
written: "Stir up your might and come to save us" (Tehilim 80:3). It is
also written: "Hashem shall go forth as a mighty man, He shall stir
up ardour like a man of war" (Yeshayah 42:13). That is Isaac, who is
not mentioned here, FOR ISAAC IS THE ASPECT OF GVURAH AND
HIS MERIT IS KEPT TO THE DAY OF VENGEANCE. Rabbi Chiya said:
"Remember, Hashem, Your tender Mercies and your Truth," refers to
Jacob and Abraham, whom we need to shield us. But Isaac's
function is to make war, WHICH IS THE OPPOSITE OF MERCY AND
CHASSADIM. Therefore, they do not need to be associates with him,
SO THAT HE WILL NOT AROUSE JUDGMENT.

44. Another explanation for "from the world": When the Holy One,
blessed be He, created the world, He took Isaac and created the
world with him, MEANING THAT HE CREATED THE WORLD WITH
THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT. When He saw that Judgment could not
remain alone, He took Abraham, WHO IS CHESED, and made the
world endure by him, as it is written: "These are the generations of
heaven and of the earth when they were created" (Beresheet 2:4).
Read it not 'behibaram' (lit. 'created'), but "beAbraham" (lit. 'by
Abraham'). He saw that further support was needed, so He took
Jacob, WHO IS THE ASPECT OF MERCY, joined him with Isaac,
WHO IS THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, and made the world to be
supported, as it is written: "In that day that Hashem Elohim made the
earth and the heavens" (Beresheet 2:4). FOR YUD HEI VAV HEI IS
ASPECT OF MERCY AND ELOHIM IS THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT.
Therefore, the world is supported by Abraham and Jacob, and they
are, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "From the world."
45. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "And it
came to pass on the eighth day." Aaron was completed by those
seven days - WHICH ARE BINAH, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD - and was crowned with them. THEN
the eighth day, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was to be completed with the
seven days OF CONSECRATION by a priest. Therefore, the service
on the eighth day is in order to be crowned with the seven, WHICH
ARE BINAH, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD. By performing this task, the priest would be cleansed of his
previous sins - NAMELY THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF.
46. It is written: "Take you a young calf for a sin offering," and we
have already explained that "a calf" is offered to atone for THAT SIN
WHICH they committed with the calf, as is written: "And made it a
molten calf" (Shemot 32:4). Why is it written, "young calf" (lit. 'of the
cattle') and not, 'kid'? THE REASON is that he should be corrected
by the cow - WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT WHICH WAS SPOILED
BY THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF. He is not worthy to offer it up to
Her; THEREFORE, IT IS NOT WRITTEN 'KID' (LIT. 'OF A COW'). For it
is like a man who brings to a king a present that he first takes from
the king's property. The present should be obtained from another
residence, not the king's. Rabbi Yosi said: Giving Him from His own!
such a one it is not worthy TO OFFER. THEREFORE, HE SINNED BY
MAKING THE GOLDEN CALF; AND HE OFFERED A CALF WHEN HE
SHOULD HAVE OFFERED ANOTHER KIND OF COW. BY THIS
EXPLANATION, RABBI YOSI QUESTIONS RABBI YEHUDA'S WORDS
and the latter said: Therefore, it is written, "a young calf of a cattle"
and not 'a kid of a cow'.
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47. "For a sin offering" MEANS to atone for the sin he had
committed. "And a ram for a burnt offering" (Heb. temimim, [plural]).
HE ASKS: Why is it written "temimim," when it should have been
written in the singular form. If you say it refers to a ram and a calf,
AND THEREFORE IT IS IN THE PLURAL, it is not so, for both of them
are not brought as burnt offerings, as it is written, "Burnt offerings
without blemish," AND A CALF IS NOT OFFERED AS "A BURNT
OFFERING" BUT RATHER "a sin offering." THUS, IF SO, why is it
written of the ram "temimim"?

48. HE ANSWERS: It is the ram of Isaac, WHICH NEEDS be brought
to the Cow that is twice mentioned in the scripture. Once is in the
verse: "And Abraham lifted up his eyes and looked and behold
behind him a ram" (Beresheet 22:13), and the second is as written,
"And Abraham went and took the ram." There are two, AND OF
THEM IT IS WRITTEN: "And offered him up for a burnt offering." It
therefore says, "And a ram for a burnt offering," with two rams, IN
PLURAL FORM, for they are two. We therefore learned of Gvurot that
a few of them are divided up to make several portions.

49. "And to the children of Yisrael you shall speak saying, 'Take a kid
of the goats for a sin offering and a calf and a lamb'" (Vayikra 9:3).
HE ASKS: Why is not written, 'a calf for a sin offering', as it is said of
the priest? HE ANSWERS that Yisrael were already punished,
therefore it is not written: 'a calf for a sin offering', but "a calf for a
burnt offering." The reason that THEY HAD TO HAVE A CALF FOR A
BURNT OFFERING was that all those who had sinned by it (THE
GOLDEN CALF) - by word, deed or by worshipping the idol - were
punished. Even those who, although did not actually worship it, but
desired in their hearts to worship it were punished as well, as it is
written: "And made the children of Yisrael drink of it" (Shemot 32:20)
- FOR ALL THOSE WHO DESIRED TO WORSHIP THE CALF WERE
PUNISHED THROUGH THIS. All those who desired not to worship it,
even though with only a semblance of desire, were purified BY THE
BURNT OFFERING OF A CALF. Therefore, they offered it as a burnt
offering and not a sin offering, FOR A BURNT OFFERING IS
SACRIFICED FOR DESIRES OF THE HEART.

50. HE ASKS: Why did they "take a kid of the goats for a sin
offering"? SINCE THEY HAD NOT SINNED SAVE IN THEIR HEARTS,
A BURNT OFFERING SHOULD HAVE BEEN SUFFICIENT. HE
ANSWERS: At first, they offered the kids of the goats which live on
high mountains. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "a sin offering," for they
had to purify themselves from that sin BY A SIN OFFERING.
Furthermore, they had to offer A SIN OFFERING for the renewal of
the moon - BECAUSE IT WAS THE FIRST DAY OF NISSAN. AND ON
THE FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, A SIN OFFERING IS OFFERED.
51. "Also a bullock and a ram for peace offerings". IT IS WRITTEN: "a
bullock" (lit. 'an ox', Heb. shor) and not 'a bull' (Heb. par), for an ox is
complete AND ALLUDES TO THE FACE OF AN OX FROM THE LEFT,
WHICH IS FROM THE ASPECT OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. BUT A
BULL AND A COW ALLUDE TO A MALE AND A FEMALE FROM THE
ASPECT OF THE LEFT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS NOT COMPLETE.
THEREFORE, THE OX COMES to show the peace IN MALCHUT, FOR
THE GVURAH OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS A BULL AND A COW, IS
SWEETENED BY THE GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS AN OX.
Therefore, it is written: "For a peace offering." Rabbi Yosi said: An
ox and a ram come from the left side OF ZEIR ANPIN, an ox from the
left side, for it is written: "The face of an ox on the left
side" (Yechezkel 1:10). And also a ram, for the ram of Isaac, WHO IS
FROM THE LEFT, and they are peace offerings to complete
themselves for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
Therefore, "a bullock and a ram for peace offerings." THEY DO NOT
DISAGREE BUT RABBI YOSI GIVES MORE EXPLANATIONS.
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52. Rabbi Yehuda said: Everything is for the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, for She is crowned and blessed by the priest
through consecration. On that day, WHICH IS THE EIGHTH DAY,
everyone's joy was the Congregation of Yisrael rejoicing in the Holy
One, blessed be He, a joy of the upper and the lower beings. Thus,
as the priest is completed below, the priest is completed above so to
speak, WHO IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, save Nadab and Abihu who
aroused a disturbance between the Queen and the King. Therefore,
"a fire went out from Hashem and devoured them" (Vayikra 10:2).

53. "And Moses said to Aaron, and Elazar and Itamar, his sons, 'Let
the hair of your heads not grow long'" (Vayikra 10:6). "For the
anointing oil of Hashem is upon you" (Vayikra 10:7). Rabbi Aba said:
We have already learned that the actions made below arouse those
above, and the actions below should be as those above.

54. Come and behold: all the joy above derives from the holy oil,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, from which gladness and blessings issue to
all the lamps, and the supernal priest, WHO IS CHESED, is crowned
with the abundance of oil THAT IS DRAWN FROM CHOCHMAH.
Therefore, the priest on whom the anointing oil, has flowed must
display a smiling and joyful countenance. There must be no blemish
on his head or his attire, but he should be perfect in all as the model
of the one above. And he may not cause a blemish in another place
ABOVE.

55. Come and behold: if Elazar and Itamar allowed any blemish to
appear on their attires or their heads, they would not have been able
to be delivered at the time THAT NADAB AND ABIHU PERISHED, for
it was a time of the execution of Judgment. Therefore, we have
learned that when there is a plague in the world, a man must not
arouse anything, in order NOT TO MAKE ANY SIGN SO THE
LITIGANTS will be aroused against him, unless he is aroused to do
something good - and by doing that 'something' to postpone the
time of Judgment. When Judgment is in the world, whoever meets it
is gathered and perishes. Therefore, it is written: "Lest you
die" (Vayikra 10:9), and, "But let your brethen the whole house of
Yisrael bewail the burning which Hashem has kindled" (Ibid. 6). They
did not come from the side of the priests and THEREFORE would not
be injured, SO THEY CAN BEWAIL THE BURNING BUT NOT THE
PRIESTS ON WHOM THE JUDGMENT THEN RULED.

5. "And Aaron took him Elisheba"
Rabbi Elazar says that Elisheba was destined for Aaron and Bathsheba was destined for David from the time the world was created. Bathsheba is
from the aspect of judgment and Elisheba is from the aspect of mercy. Rabbi Shimon speaks about the inner meaning of the sound of the Shofar
that is to do with the bringing together of the thought, the unity of Chochmah with Binah. He speaks about the two voices of the lock and the key
and seven sounds corresponding to seven Sfirot. He tells us that the priest must be smiling and joyful so that blessings may be spread over the
whole world.
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56. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "And Aaron
took him Elisheba daughter of Amminadav, sister of Nachshon, to
wife" (Shemot 6:23). "And Aaron took," properly, as the supernal
model. Come and behold: Elisheba, WHO IS MALCHUT, was
destined for Aaron from the day of the creation of the world, and
Bathsheba, WHO IS MALCHUT, was destined for David from the time
of the creation of the world.

57. HE ASKS: SINCE BOTH OF THEM ARE MALCHUT, what is the
difference between them, BETWEEN BATHSHEBA AND ELISHEBA?
HE ANSWERS: All is one AND BOTH ARE MALCHUT, but one name
refers to Judgment, the other to Mercy. When she was joined with
David, it was for THE ASPECT OF Judgment (to wage war and shed
blood), while here with Aaron it was for peace, joy, gladness and to
be blessed BY HIM. Therefore, she is called Bathsheba there and
Elisheba here, because Elisheba was joined with Mercy, FOR SHE
CONTAINS THE LETTERS ELI-SHEVA AND EL IS MERCY. Bathsheba
was sent before Judgment in order to be a worthy heir of the royal
family and to gain strength.

58. Rabbi Shimon said: What we have learned of "the sound of the
Shofar" (Shemot 19:16), is well and that is Jacob, who occurred in
thought, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, with the Fathers - NAMELY,
INCLUDED WITH CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. They all came
out of the Shofar, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH CALLED 'THE
SUPERNAL IMA'. As the Shofar, WHEN BLOWN, draws out water, air
and fire, and all together they create a sound, so does the supernal
Ima - WHICH IS CALLED 'SHOFAR' - draw out the Fathers (WHO ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET) in one sound, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, TIFERET. From the plane of thought, they arose
in one sound that was called "the sound of the Shofar," who is also
Jacob, THE CENTRAL COLUMN. This is including the Fathers CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET - together, FOR THE CENTRAL
COLUMN INCLUDES WITHIN ITSELF ALL THREE COLUMNS, and it
is called "a sound."
59. There are two sounds, as a sound that comes out of a sound. But
there is one sound, called 'the sound of the Shofar'. All other sounds
come out from the Shofar in the bringing together of the thought,
WHICH IS THE UNITY OF CHOCHMAH WITH BINAH. There are seven
sounds - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN - which emerge by the unity of the
thought with the Shofar, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH WITH BINAH. That
Shofar, WHICH IS BINAH, waters first the Fathers - CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET - and afterwards the children - NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - as was already explained.
60. Come and see: "And Aaron took him Elisheba," WHO IS
MALCHUT, to perfume her and gladden her and join her with the
Holy King, WITH ZEIR ANPIN, in a perfect union - so that blessings
may be spread all over the world, diffused through Aaron. Therefore,
the priest must ever be smiling and joyful as the supernal model
above, for blessings and joy come through him. Therefore,
punishment, wrath and gloom are removed from him, so that he may
not be disqualified from the place to which he is linked, NAMELY
MALCHUT. Therefore, "let your brethren, the whole house of Yisrael
bewail the burning" but not the priest. It is also written: "Bless
Hashem, His substance, and accept the work of His hands" (Devarim
33:11).
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6. "Do not drink wine or strong drink"
Rabbi Yehuda begins by saying that Nadab and Abihu were under the influence of wine when the priests were warned not to drink. Rabbi Chiya
wonders why priests are forbidden wine when it creates such joy. Rabbi Shimon says that wine makes one joyful at first but sad afterwards, and the
priest must always be glad. A discussion ensues of wine, oil and water, and we hear that oil is always noiseless and comes from the side of thought,
that is always silent and unheard. The priest must do everything in silence. Rabbi Yitzchak mentions that whoever partakes of the wine of the Torah
will come to life at the time of the resurrection of the dead. However, a young boy on a mule says that the chants of Torah are to be said in a raised
voice and not in a whisper. The "best wine" is the wine that is preserved, the secret of the illumination of Chochmah in Binah, and by the joy of that
wine the left is included within the right, so everyone is awakened with joy and blessings.
61. "Do not drink wine or strong drink, neither you, nor your sons
with you..." (Vayikra 10:8). Rabbi Yehuda said that from this chapter
we learn that Nadab and Abihu were under the influence of wine
from the fact that the priests were warned about it. Rabbi Chiya cites
that verse: "And wine that makes glad the heart of man" (Tehilim
104:15). HE ASKS: If the priest is required to be glad and smiling
more than any other man, why is he forbidden wine which creates
joy and smiles?

62. HE ANSWERS: Wine makes one joyful at first and saddens later,
AND THE PRIEST MUST BE GLAD ALL THE TIME. All the more with
the wine that comes from the side of the Levites, from the place in
which wine abides - NAMELY, FROM THE LEFT - for the Torah and
her wine are of the side of Gvurah, and the side of the priests is that
of clear shining water, WHICH IS CHESED.

63. Rabbi Yosi said: Each lends to the other and each includes both
things, FOR THE LEFT INCLUDES THAT OF THE RIGHT, AND THE
RIGHT INCLUDES THAT OF THE LEFT. Therefore wine, BEING FROM
THE LEFT, begins with joy, for it contains water WHICH COMES
FROM THE RIGHT. Afterwards, it reverts to its own nature, TO THE
LEFT, and becomes sad and furious and sentences judgments, AS
IS THE NATURE OF THE LEFT.
64. Rabbi Aba said that wine, oil and water issue from the same
place. Water and oil, which are on the right, are taken by and are the
lot of the priests. This is especially so with oil, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH, which is joy first and last, UNLIKE THE WINE WHICH
ENDS IN SADNESS, as it is written: "It is like the precious ointment
upon the head, running down the beard, the beard of Aaron" (Tehilim
133:2). Wine, which is on the left, is inherited by the Levites, so that
they may raise their voices in song and not be silent, for wine is
never silent and oil is always noiseless.

65. HE ASKS: What is the difference between OIL AND WINE? HE
ANSWERS that oil is always in secret and noiseless, and comes
from the side of the thought, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, which is always
silent and unheard, AS THE THOUGHT IS UNREVEALED. Therefore,
THE OIL comes from the right side. Wine is for raising the voice and
is never silent, FOR THE ONE WHO IS DRUNK CANNOT BE SILENT.
It comes from the side of Ima, NAMELY THE LEFT SIDE OF BINAH,
and the Levites, WHO ARE on the left, receive IT for singing and
raising their voices, and are in the aspect of Judgment. Therefore, it
is written: "And by their word shall every controversy and every
stroke be tried" (Devarim 21:5). AND ALTHOUGH IT IS STATED
ABOUT THE PRIESTS, it is WRITTEN: "THE PRIESTS THE SONS OF
LEVI," WHICH INDICATES THAT BECAUSE THEY ARE FROM THE
SIDE OF THE LEVITES, "BY THEIR WORD SHALL EVERY
CONTROVERSY AND EVERY STROKE BE TRIED."
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66. Therefore, when a priest enters the Sanctuary to perform a divine
service, he is not allowed to drink wine, for all his actions are
performed in silence. He concentrates ON THE UNISONS in silence,
joins whom he should join, NAMELY MALE AND FEMALE, and he
obtains blessings for all the worlds. And everything is done in
silence, for all his actions are done in secret. THEREFORE, HE IS
FORBIDDEN TO DRINK wine because it reveals a secret, FOR
"WHEN WINE COMES IN, A SECRET GOES OUT," and it encourages
the raising of the voice.

67. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak were on their way from the
place of Maronia to Tzipori. With them was a young boy who had a
mule, on whose back was a jar of wine mixed with honey. Rabbi
Yehuda said: Let us discuss the Torah as we go.

68. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion, saying: "And the roof of
your mouth like the best wine that goes down sweetly for my
beloved" (Shir Hashirim 7:11). "And the roof of your mouth like the
best wine," is the wine of the Torah, which is good, for the other
wine - THAT OF THE OTHER SIDE - is not good. The wine of the
Torah is good for all, good for this world and good for the World to
Come, as it is the wine that pleases the Holy One, blessed be He,
more than all. Due to this, he who imbibes of the wine of the Torah
will come to life at the time of the resurrection OF THE DEAD, when
the Holy One, blessed be He, shall raise the righteous. Rabbi Yehuda
said: "Causing the sleepers' lips to murmur" (Ibid.), for even in that
world, he will have earned the right to speak of the Torah. Therefore,
it is written: "causing the sleepers' lips to murmur."

69. The boy remarked: If it had been written: 'Your palate is from the
best wine', we would have said THAT IT MEANS FROM THE WINE OF
THE TORAH, but it is written: "like the best wine" instead of 'from'.
They looked at him and Rabbi Yehuda said: Speak on, for your
remark is a good one.

70. He said: I have heard that he who studies the Torah and is
attached to her, his remarks are said not in a whispering voice but
with a raised voice, as they should be heard. For it is written: "She
cries in the chief place of concourse" (Mishlei 1:21), meaning that
the chants of Torah are to be said in a raised voice and not in a
whisper. Then he is "like the best wine," NAMELY, as the best wine
which is also not silent, and he causes the voice to be raised when
he departs from the world. "That goes down sweetly for my
beloved," namely, THEN he should not turn either to the right or to
the left so that none will interfere with him. "Causing the sleepers'
lips to murmur:" thus even in that world his lips mutter words of the
Torah.
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71. I have further heard that the verse, "The roof of your mouth like
the best wine," refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and it is said to praise Her. If so, who it is that praises
Her thus? If the Holy One, blessed be He, PRAISES HER, it should
have been written 'for Me' and not "for My beloved."

72. Assuredly, the Holy One, blessed be He, is the one who praises
the Congregation of Yisrael as She praises Him, for it is written: "His
mouth is most sweet" (Shir Hashirim 5:16). Thus, the Holy One,
blessed be He, praises the Congregation of Yisrael, as is written:
"And the roof of your mouth like the best wine." "The best wine" is
the wine which is preserved, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE CHOCHMAH IN BINAH, "that goes down sweetly for My
beloved," which is Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR
ANPIN and has been called "beloved" since he was created. "That
goes down sweetly (Heb. meisahrim)," is as it is written: "you have
established equity (Heb. meisahrim)" (Tehilim 99:4), BEING CHESED
AND GVURAH, to include the left, WHICH IS GVURAH, with the right,
WHICH IS CHESED - and that is "equity". Hence, by the joy of that
"best wine," the left is included within the right and all are awakened
with joy and blessings. And all the worlds rejoice and arouse
themselves to pour down blessings below.

73. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak approached the boy and
joyfully kissed him on his head. They asked him: What is your
name? He replied: Yesa. They said: You shall be AS GREAT A MAN
AS Rabbi Yesa, and you will LIVE longer than our colleague, Rabbi
Yesa, who has departed from us. They asked: Who is your father?
He replied: He has passed away from the world. He used to teach me
three passages of the Torah every day and three words of wisdom
from the agadah at night. What I have just told, I have learned from
my father. Now I live with a person who will not let me study the
Torah, and every day I go to work and every day I repeat all that I
have learned from my father.

74. They said to him: Does that man know anything of the Torah? He
replied: No, he is an old man and does not know how to grace the
Holy One, blessed be He, and he has sons whom he does not send
to school. Rabbi Yehuda said: If that were not so, I would enter that
village to talk TO THAT MAN WITH WHOM YOU LIVE and tell him
GOOD THINGS about you, but AFTER WHAT YOU TELL US we
should not look at him. Leave your mule and come with us. They
then asked him: Who was your father? He replied: Rabbi Zeira of
Ramin village.
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75. When Rabbi Yehuda heard his reply, he wept and said: I was
once in his house and learned from him three things concerning the
cup of benediction and two THINGS relating to the work of Creation.
Rabbi Yitzchak said: If we can learn from his son, how much more
could we have learned from himself. They went along holding his
hand until they came to a field where they sat down. They said to
him: Tell us something that your father taught you concerning the
work of Creation.

7. "And Elohim created the great crocodiles"
The boy, Yissa, speaks about Binah, the source from which the soul of the first man was created and from which all waters flow to provide
sustenance for all. We read other interpretations of "the living creature that moves," and find that the birds, that are the secret of angels from the
World of Separation, depend upon the earth, Malchut, and are watered by it.
76. He opened the discussion, saying: "And Elohim created the great
crocodiles, and every living creature that moves" (Beresheet 1:21).
"And Elohim created." Every place of Judgment is called 'Elohim'
and that supernal place, WHICH IS BINAH, the place from which THE
JUDGMENTS issue, is called here "ELOHIM." Although BINAH is
Mercy, Judgments issue from it and depend upon it; THEREFORE, IT
IS CALLED "ELOHIM."

77. "The great crocodiles," are the Fathers - WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET - that are watered first FROM THE BINAH and
spread their roots throughout TO DELIVER to all. "And every living
creature (Heb. nefesh) that moves," is the Nefesh of THE FIRST MAN
which that supernal earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, issued from that
supernal living creature THAT IS SUPERIOR above all, WHICH IS
THE BINAH, as it is written: "Let the earth bring forth living
creatures." This is the soul of the First Man, whom it drew into itself.
"That moves," is the living creature, WHICH IS BINAH, which swarms
AND DELIVERS to all the mountains, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET above, and below TO THE ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. "THE EARTH BRING FORTH," IS MALCHUT WHICH
BRINGS FORTH THE SOUL OF THE FIRST MAN FROM THE LIVING
CREATURE THAT MOVES, WHICH IS BINAH. "Which the waters
brought forth abundantly" (Ibid.) is THE CHASSADIM of that
supernal river, WHICH IS BINAH, which issues from Eden, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, and waters that tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, so that it
may spread its roots over all and provide food for all.
78. There is another interpretation of the verse: "The living creature
that moves". It refers to King David, NAMELY TO MALCHUT, for it is
written of him: "I shall not die but live" (Tehilim 118:17). "And every
winged bird after its kind" (Beresheet 1:21). These are all those holy
angels, whose function it is to sanctify the name of their Master
every day. It is written: "Each one has six wings" with which to fly
over the world to perform their Master's will, HIS ERRANDS, each
one as is worthy. Rabbi Yehuda said: Assuredly, this is too much for
a boy TO KNOW, but I foresee that he will be raised to eminency.
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79. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Assuredly, the "living creature that moves,"
is the supernal creature which is above all, WHICH IS BINAH, for the
other one, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called "earth" in the scripture, as
it is written: "And let birds multiply in the earth" (Ibid.). Surely it is
"in the earth," WHICH IS MALCHUT, and not in the water, WHICH
ARE THE CHASSADIM OF THE BINAH, for that river, WHICH IS
BINAH, issues and comes out and waters without being divided up
to that place called "earth," WHICH IS MALCHUT. From there DOWN,
it is written: "And from thence it was parted" (Beresheet 2:10), FOR
THERE ARE THE DIVIDED WORLDS. The birds, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF ANGELS THAT ARE FROM THE WORLD OF
SEPARATION, depend upon that earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and are
watered BY IT, as it is written: "Let the birds multiply in the earth."
Then they rose and went on their way and Rabbi Yehuda said: Let us
take this boy into our company and let each of us say words of the
Torah.

8. Stout trunks and apple trees
Rabbi Yehuda tells how the Congregation of Yisrael needs support in her exile, and the true support is from the grade of the righteous.
80. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion, saying: "Let me lean
against the stout trunks, let me couch among the apple trees" (Shir
Hashirim 2:5). We have already learned this verse and it is a pleasing
one. The Congregation of Yisrael speaks thus in the exile. What
does, "Let me lean," mean? HE ANSWERS: The one who falls must
be supported, as it is written: "Hashem upholds all that fall" (Tehilim
145:13). Therefore, the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, has fallen, as written: "is fallen, she shall no more
rise" (Amos 5:2). She should be supported; THEREFORE, She said,
"Let me lean," to Yisrael, Her children, who are in exile with Her.

81. With what SHALL THEY SUPPORT HER, THE FALLEN
MALCHUT? WITH "the stout trunks," which are the Fathers, who are
the first to be replenished with that good preserved wine - WHICH IS
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT COLUMN
OF THE BINAH, FIRST RECEIVED BY CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, WHICH ARE CALLED "FATHERS." AFTER RECEIVING THE
PRESERVED WINE, THEY ARE CALLED "THE STOUT TRUNKS."
When they become filled up, all the blessings arrive TO MALCHUT
by a certain grade, which is the Righteous, NAMELY THE YESOD,
WHICH RECEIVES FROM THE "FATHERS" AND PASSES TO
MALCHUT. And whoever knows how to unite the Holy Name, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, WITH ZEIR ANPIN SO THAT SHE WILL RECEIVE FROM
THOSE "STOUT TRUNKS" even when there are no blessings in the
world, WHEN SHE IS STILL IN EXILE, YESOD supports and sustains
the Congregation of Yisrael in exile. THEREFORE, SHE SAID, "LET
ME LEAN AGAINST THE STOUT TRUNKS."
82. "Let me couch among the apple trees." All is one, FOR "STOUT
TRUNKS" AND "APPLE TREES" ARE BOTH FROM THE ASPECT OF
THE "FATHERS," as we have said. THEY TRANSFER TO YESOD,
AND YESOD TO MALCHUT, but THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM
IS this secret: the wine brings in the stout trunk and brings out
"apple trees" by directing the intention of the desire. It therefore
SPEAKS OF "stout trunks" and "apple trees," "stout trunks" for
thirst-quenching wine, and "apple trees" to direct the will, so that the
wine will not do any harm. Why is all this? For: "I am sick with
love" (Shir Hashirim 2:5): in exile. He who unifies the Holy Name also
unifies Judgment with Mercy, he combines them together to be
"mitigated," and corrects everything properly. That is what supports
the Congregation of Yisrael in exile.
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9. The preserved wine
We learn from Rabbi Yitzchak that the wine of below depends on the wine above; the World to Come, Binah, is the source of all the living beings
above and below and the place where the preserved wine rests. Any wine that is made by or touched by an idolater is defiled and therefore
forbidden. Yisrael drink the wine that has been made in holiness; therefore one pronounces the blessing over wine below to correspond with the
wine above.
83. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "Those that did eat the fat of their sacrifices,
and drank the wine of their offering" (Devarim 32:38). Happy are
Yisrael who are holy, as the Holy One, blessed be He, desires to
sanctify them. Come and behold: All the life of the world that the
holy children of Yisrael inherit is derived from the World to Come,
WHICH IS BINAH, for it is the source of all the living beings above
and below and the place where the preserved wine rests - NAMELY,
THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH FROM WHICH Life and Holiness
issues out to all. The wine of Yisrael BELOW IS HOLY on account of
the wine of another Yisrael ABOVE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND
WHICH RECEIVES THE PRESERVED WINE FROM BINAH, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. One depends on the other, FOR THE WINE
BELOW DEPENDS ON THE WINE ABOVE, for the Supernal Yisrael,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, derives life from THE WINE - NAMELY THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, CALLED 'LIVING CREATURE'.
Therefore, it is called 'the Tree of Life', NAMELY a tree taken from a
place called 'Life', from which life comes forth. Therefore, they bless
the Holy One, blessed be He, with wine, FOR the wine of Yisrael
below is as THE WINE ABOVE.

84. An idolater is defiled, and whoever approaches him will be
defiled. Therefore, if he approaches AND TOUCHES the wine of
Yisrael, THE WINE is defiled and is forbidden FOR DRINKING. All the
more forbidden is the wine which is made by an idolater, FOR IT IS
DEFILED, AS THEIR WINE IS FROM THE ASPECT OF THE OTHER
SIDE. THEY DRAW THE INTOXICATING WINE, THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE CHOCHMAH, FROM THE LEFT, FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARD, WHICH IS A GREAT IMPURITY WHICH FEEDS
THE KLIPOT, CONSIDERED THE DETRITUS OF GOLD. THIS IS
UNLIKE THE PRESERVED WINE, WHICH IS THE WINE OF THE
SUPERNAL YISRAEL, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS DRAWN FROM BELOW
UPWARD. Do not say then that this alone - MEANING THE WINE OF
YISRAEL BELOW - IS THE SAME MODEL AS ABOVE, for everything
that Yisrael do below is the same as the supernal model. The wine
that is in a supernal place is all the more like the preserved wine.
85. Therefore, Yisrael drink the wine of Yisrael that has been made in
Holiness as Yisrael above, ZEIR ANPIN - who drinks the wine and
spreads roots and is blessed by that holy supernal wine, WHICH IS
DERIVED FROM THE BINAH, FROM BELOW UPWARD. They do not
drink wine which has been made with impurity from the Side of
Impurity, for the Spirit of Impurity rests upon it and whoever drinks it
defiles his spirit. He is defiled and he is not of the side of Yisrael and
has no share in the World to Come, for in the World to Come, WHICH
IS BINAH, lies the preserved wine, WHICH IS DERIVED FROM
BELOW UPWARD, AS WAS MENTIONED.
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86. Therefore, the holy Yisrael must guard this more than anything
else, since it is attached to the place of the World to Come, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, is
blessed with wine more than with anything else, for it gladdens the
left side OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH OBTAINS FROM THE FORCE OF
THE PRESERVED WINE OF BINAH. In that rejoicing, it merges itself
in the right side OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE CHASSADIM OF THE
RIGHT ARE MERGED WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
CHOCHMAH IN THE LEFT. Thus, when the whole becomes right - IN
ZEIR ANPIN, IN WHICH THE RIGHT PREVAILS - the Holy Name, WHO
IS MALCHUT, is in bliss, and blessings are all over the worlds. By
that act OF DRINKING THE WINE below, a reaction is elicited above,
FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, THE SECRET OF THE
PRESERVED WINE, IS DRAWN DOWN FROM BINAH TO THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE:
"DRINK DEEP, O LOVING FRIENDS" (SHIR HASHIRIM 4:2).
Therefore, one pronounces the blessing upon wine BELOW to
correspond with the wine ABOVE.
87. Therefore, because THE WINE is preserved above, IN BINAH, it
should be kept FROM THE TOUCH OF A STRANGER below, and by
keeping it so, Yisrael become Holy. He from the Side of Impurity who
defiles it below will be defiled in this world, and he will have no share
in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, THE PLACE WHERE the
preserved wine rests. SINCE he does not care for THE WINE BELOW,
he is not cared for in the World to Come. He defiles THE WINE;
therefore, he will be defiled in that world and will have no share in
the wine of the World to Come. Happy are Yisrael who sanctify
themselves with the supernal Holiness, keep whatever should be
kept, and sanctify the King with this supernal keeping. Happy are
they in this world and in the World to Come.

10. "But he who exacts gifts overthrows it"
The youth tells how God established the world by Justice through Jacob, but it was overthrown by Esau, who did not tithe and was a man who
exacted graft. All his life long, David tried to combine Malchut with Zeir Anpin; then Solomon came and united them, and at that time the moon
appeared in all its fullness. Then the world was overturned by one who exacted graft, Zedekiah.
88. The boy opened the discussion with the verse: "The king by
justice establishes the land, BUT HE WHO EXACTS GIFTS
OVERTHROWS IT" (Mishlei 29:4). Who is "the king"? This is the Holy
One, blessed be He, and "by Justice," is Jacob, who is the epitome
of the Fathers - NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH
INCLUDES CHESED AND GVURAH, THE SECRET OF ABRAHAM
AND ISAAC. FOR BY THE CENTRAL COLUMN, HE "ESTABLISHES"
AND PRESERVES THE LAND, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "But one who
exacts gift...": "gift" is spelled WITHOUT THE LETTER VAV, THE
INDICATION FOR PLURAL WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, CALLED "JUSTICE." AND "GIFT" IS Malchut, as
is written: "And this is the offering" (Shemot 25:3). "THE OFFERING"
IS THE SECRET OF ZOT, NAMELY MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED
"ZOT (LIT. 'THIS', FEM.)". "But he who exacts gift" is Esau, who used
to ask about offerings and tithes every day but did nothing. HE
WOULD ASK HIS FATHER HOW ONE SHOULD TITHE STRAW AND
THE SALT, AND SO FORTH, BUT DID NOT TITHE EVEN OF WHAT
OUGHT TO BE TITHED. SUCH IS he who exacts gifts not according
to justice - LIKE JACOB, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, BUT
ONLY FROM THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT COLUMN WHEN NOT
INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT. For "the offering," WHICH IS MALCHUT,
IS FROM THE SIDE OF the departure of Mercy, MEANING FROM THE
ASPECT OF MERE JUDGMENT, WHICH IS THE LEFT WITHOUT THE
RIGHT. MALCHUT is not summoned to Justice, WHICH INCLUDES
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THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, AND THEREFORE HE "OVERTURNS IT,"
as is written: "But sometimes ruin comes for want of Judgment" (lit.
'justice') (Mishlei 13:23), BEING JUDGMENT WITHOUT MERCY.
Therefore, "one who exacts gift overturns it."
89. You may say that David was a man "who exacts a gift," FOR
KING DAVID WAS A CHARIOT TO MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF
HER LEFT. HE ANSWERS: It was with Mercy, NOT ONLY FOR
MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT, LIKE ESAU, BUT
ALSO THE LEFT OF MALCHUT COMBINED WITH MERCY. Moreover
it is written: "The sure loving promises (Heb. chassadim) of
David" (Yeshayah 55:3). THUS, as he cleaved to that, TO MALCHUT
OF THE LEFT, he also cleaved to them, CHASSADIM.
90. Come and behold: all his life, King David made an effort so that
this gift, WHICH IS MALCHUT, would be combined with Justice, ZEIR
ANPIN, NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN - so that both of them
would be united together. Then came Solomon, who united them.
Then the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, appeared in its fullness, and
the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was maintained. Then came
Zedekiah and separated them, and the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
was left without Justice - ZEIR ANPIN - and the moon was spoiled
and the earth was ruined. Then, IT WAS SAID: "one who exacts gift
overturns it," WHICH IS ZEDEKIAH.

11. Oil and wine
We learn that oil is for the priests and wine is for the Levites because it issues from the preserved wine. It comes to them in order to unite the worlds
so that left and right will be completely joined one within the other. Whoever desires to cleave to this unity is complete in this world and in the World
to Come, and he is joined to repentance, the place where wine and oil both are. Then he does not attach himself to riches and the desires of this
world; instead he has a portion in the World to Come.
91. Come and behold: oil, THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT, is for the
priests, and wine, THE SECRET OF THE LEFT, is for the Levites. This
is not because they must DRINK wine, but because it comes AND
ISSUES from the preserved wine, WHICH IS THE ABUNDANCE OF
CHOCHMAH, OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH. It comes to them,
AS IS MENTIONED ABOVE, in order to unite the worlds and cheer
them all, so that Right and Left will be completely incorporated, the
one within the other, and all friendship and the love of the faithful
will be with them. FOR WHEN RIGHT AND LEFT ARE
INCORPORATED, THE ONE WITHIN THE OTHER, ALL THE GRADES
BECOME COMPLETE.
92. Whoever desires to cleave to it - TO THE UNITY OF THE RIGHT
WITH THE LEFT - is complete in this world and in the World to Come.
All his life he cleaves to Repentance, WHICH IS BINAH, the place
where wine and oil are, FOR THEY ARE THE UNITY OF RIGHT AND
LEFT. Then he will not cleave to the riches and the desires of this
world. King Solomon cried and said: "He that loves wine and oil
shall not be rich" (Mishlei 21:17) IN THIS WORLD, for other riches
await him, riches in which he will have a share. He will have a portion
in the World to Come, for that is the place where wine and oil rest, in
this world and in the World to Come. And he who loves this place
needs not riches and does not strive for them. Happy are the
righteous who strive all day long to attain supernal riches, as it is
written: "Gold and glass cannot equal it; and the exchange of it shall
not be for vessels of fine gold" (Iyov 28:17), that is, in this world and
IN THE WORLD TO COME: "That I may cause those who leave me to
inherit substance, and I will fill their treasuries" (Mishlei 8:21).
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12. The Written Law and the Oral Law
We learn that the Torah is the Written Law, Zeir Anpin, and the commandments are the Oral Torah, Malchut. The parent of both is the preserved
wine, Binah. The youth tells us about the "Supernal Book," Chochmah, that disappeared, and that inspired the Written Law. The Oral Torah is kept
by the mouth, that is Knowledge or Zeir Anpin. Moses was elevated above all other prophets because he is the Chariot of Da'at, from which issues
the Oral Torah. The youth says that when the wicked are removed from the world, God's throne is established in Righteousness and not in
Judgment.
93. He continued his discourse and cited: "And Hashem said to
Moses, 'Come up to Me to the mountain AND WAIT THERE; AND I
WILL GIVE YOU THE TABLETS OF STONE AND THE TORAH AND
THE COMMANDMENTS WHICH I HAVE WRITTEN, THAT YOU MAY
TEACH THEM'" (Shemot 24:12). "And the Torah," is the Written Law,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, while "and the commandments," is the Oral
Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "You may teach them (Heb.
lehorotam)," is written without the letter Vav, as it is written in the
verse: "And into the chamber of her who conceived me (Heb.
horati)" (Shir Hashirim 3:4). We should observe to whom it refers
when it says: "Teach them (also: 'their parents of')". You may think
that it refers to Yisrael, WHO ARE MALE AND FEMALE, FOR THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE THEIR CHILDREN, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"YOU ARE THE CHILDREN OF HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" (DEVARIM
14:1). Yet this is not so. For Yisrael are not mentioned in this verse,
AND SO IT IS NOT SAID OF THEM "TEACH THEM". The parent of the
Torah and the commandments is the preserved wine, WHICH IS
BINAH, THE MOTHER OF MALE AND FEMALE, WHICH ARE CALLED
"THE TORAH AND THE COMMANDMENTS." All the writings of the
Supernal Book, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, CALLED 'SUPERNAL
BOOK', rests there IN THE BINAH, FOR THE SUPERNAL BOOK,
CHOCHMAH, IS CONCEALED. AND ITS FIRST REVELATION, WHICH
IS CONSIDERED WRITTING, IS IN BINAH, from which the WRITTEN
Law, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN issues. Therefore, we call ZEIR ANPIN
'the Written Law', FOR IT WAS INSPIRED BY THE WRITING, WHICH
IS BINAH. That is the meaning of: "Which I have written that you may
teach them (or: for their parents)." It is indeed "their parents,"
NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, THE SECRET OF A BOOK AND
OF WRITING, WHICH ARE THE PARENTS OF ZEIR ANPIN.
94. The Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is another Torah which is
kept AND MAINTAINED orally (lit. 'by mouth'). Who is the mouth? It
is Da'at ('Knowledge'), NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH RFECONCILES
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, the mouth of the book and the writing,
WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. FOR DA'AT IS ZEIR ANPIN, IT
RECONCILES AND REVEALES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, THE
SECRET OF A BOOK AND OF WRITING, AS THE MOUTH OF A MAN
REVEALS WHAT IS HIDDEN IN HIS MIND. This Torah is different
FROM THE WRITTEN TORAH and it is called 'the Oral Torah', which
is kept AND MAINTAINED by (lit. 'the mouth') of that Torah which is
called 'the Written Torah', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. MALCHUT IS
MAINTAINED BY ZEIR ANPIN, AS IS KNOWN; THEREFORE, IT IS
CALLED 'THE ORAL TORAH'. Therefore, Moses was elevated above
all other faithful prophets, as it is written: "And I will give you,"
especially TO HIM, EXCLUDING THE OTHER PROPHETS. FOR
MOSES IS THE CHARIOT OF THE DA'AT, FROM WHICH ISSUES THE
ORAL TORAH.

13. "His throne shall be established in righteousness"
Rabbi Shimon says that the title verse means the lower world depends on the upper world, and the upper world sends flow to the lower world
depending on the ways of the lower world. He adds that when the priest enters the Temple he should enter with mercy, that is water, and not with
the wine he drank. Lastly we read that Aaron's function was to separate the unclean beasts from the clean ones.
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95. It is written: "Take away dross from the silver and a vessel
emerges for the refiner. Take away the wicked from before the King
and His throne shall be established in Righteousness" (Mishlei 25:4).
Come and behold: when the wicked become numerous in the world,
the throne of the Holy King, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is established in
Judgment and is drawn by Judgment. Its flames burn the world, but
when the wicked are removed from the world, then "His throne shall
be established in righteousness (lit. 'Chesed')," and not in Judgment.
HE ASKS: What does this mean, "IN RIGHTEOUSNESS AND NOT IN
JUDGMENT"?

96. HE ANSWERS: The meaning is that the lower world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, depends on the upper world, WHICH IS THE ZEIR ANPIN,
and the supernal world TRANSFERS TO THE LOWER WORLD
according to the ways of the lower world. THEREFORE, "His throne
shall be established in Righteousness (Heb. chesed)" (Mishlei 25:4),
for he who desires to bless it and to establish His throne, WHICH IS
THE LOWER WORLD, SHALL ESTABLISH IT with chesed and not
with Judgment. HE ASKS AGAIN: What is the meaning OF
ESTABLISHING IT IN CHESED? HE ANSWERS: When the priest
enters into the Temple, WHICH IS MALCHUT, he should enter with
Mercy, which is water, and not with the wine he drank, for that is
Gvurah. He is to enter with water, and not to enter with wine.
97. Then Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak came and kissed the boy
on his head. From that day on, he never left Rabbi Yehuda; and when
he entered the house of study, Rabbi Yehuda would rise before him
saying: I have learned something from him, and it is fitting that I
should show him respect. Afterwards, he became one of the Friends
and they used to call him 'Rabbi Yesa', the hammer-head that breaks
rocks and makes sparks fly in all directions. Rabbi Elazar would
apply to him the verse: "Before I formed you in the belly, I knew
you" (Yirmeyah 1:4).

14. "These are the animals"
Rabbi Aba tells us that the Tree of Life is a tree that issues from this life. Rabbi Shimon explains how men should guard their mouths and tongues
from impure food and drink and from words of evil. Certain animals are prescribed for eating to keep Yisrael's body and soul from impurity. When
men do not keep themselves from unclean food and drink they become attached to an unclean place and become defiled by it. We learn that there
are ten Sfirot of Faith above and ten Sfirot of unclean sorcery below, and that everything on earth is attached to one side or the other. Scripture
permits us those animals that come from the side of the ten holy Sfirot. All cattle, beasts, birds and fish are marked with the signs of either right or
left. Rabbi Shimon talks about how God is glorified by the children of Yisrael, and says that anyone who is made in the image of God should not
depart from His ways.
98. "And Hashem spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying to them, 'These
are the animals that you shall eat'" (Vayikra 1:2). HE ASKS: Why the
change, so that Aaron IS MENTIONED here TOGETHER WITH
MOSES? HE ANSWERS: It is because his function is to separate the
unclean from the clean, as it is written: "To make a distinction
between the unclean and the clean" (Vayikra 11:47).
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99. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion, saying: "Who is the man that
desires life and loves many days... Keep your tongue from evil and
your lips from speaking guile" (Tehilim 34:13-14). It is also written:
"He who guards his mouth and his tongue keeps his soul from
troubles" (Mishlei 21:23). "Who is the man that desires life." What
life? It refers to the life which is called 'the World to Come', WHICH
IS BINAH, where life rests. Therefore, we have learned that the Tree
of Life is a tree - WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN - issuing from this life,
WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF BINAH; MEANING THAT this tree was
planted in that life of which it is written: "Who is the man that desires
life."

100. "and loves many days, that he may see good." HE ASKS: What
does "days" signify here? HE ANSWERS that it signifies the Name of
the Holy King, NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED 'NAME' when She is
attached to the supernal days WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
RECEIVES THEM. OF THEM, IT IS SAID, "LOVES MANY DAYS," for
they are called 'the days of heaven over earth'. Assuredly, 'the days
of heaven', WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'HEAVEN', and 'over
earth', AS THEY ARE RECEIVED BY MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED
'EARTH'. He who desires to have a portion in the higher life above WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF BINAH THAT WIELDS INFLUENCE WITH
THE TREE OF LIFE, ZEIR ANPIN - and he who desires to have a
portion in the supernal days - WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
WIELD INFLUENCE WITH MALCHUT - should cleave to them and
love them. He "should guard his mouth and tongue" from all
THINGS, from any kind of food or drink that defiles the soul, and
takes a man far from the life OF BINAH-OF-ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED "TONGUE," and from those days OF ZEIR ANPIN OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED "MOUTH." He should also keep his
tongue from words of evil, so as not to be defiled by them, and he
should draw himself away from them, so as not to have part in them.
101. Come and behold: "mouth" and "tongue" are the names given
to a supernal place, FOR MALCHUT IS CALLED 'MOUTH' AND ZEIR
ANPIN IS CALLED 'TONGUE'. Therefore, a man should not bring a
stain on his mouth and tongue, BECAUSE BY SO DOING HE BRINGS
STAINS ON THE SUPERNAL MOUTH AND TONGUE, and on his
WHOLE body and soul, for he is defiled in the other world above, as
we have already explained.
102. "These are the animals from among all the beasts that are on
earth that you shall eat" (Vayikra 11:2). HE ASKS: In this verse, the
end does not suit the beginning, nor the beginning the end. Why
does it say first, "animals," and then, "living creatures"? HE
ANSWERS that the Holy One, blessed be He, said: 'As long as
Yisrael keep their body and soul from impurity, "these are the
animals...that you shall eat."' NAMELY, they will be in supernal
Holiness and will cleave to My Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT AND IS
CALLED 'ZOT (LIT. 'THESE')' AND 'ANIMAL'. By choosing the beast
"that you shall eat," chosen by Me, you will not be defiled by it, and
you will cleave to My Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THE MEANING OF
THE VERSE, "THESE ARE THE ANIMALS (LIT. 'IN THE
SINGULAR')..." IS THAT YOU WILL CLEAVE TO MALCHUT, CALLED
"THIS IS THE ANIMAL...THAT YOU SHALL EAT," "FROM AMONG
ALL THE LIVING CREATURES," WHEN YOU EAT A PURE BEAST,
WHICH I HAVE CHOSEN FOR YOU.
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103. When they do not keep themselves from unclean food and
drink, they shall cleave to another, unclean place and be defiled by
it. Therefore, it is written: "These are the animals...from among (lit.
'from all') that you shall eat." Assuredly, 'from all', for this is the
secret of cleaving to the Holy Name. FOR 'ALL' ALLUDES TO THE
YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'ALL', THE SECRET OF CLEAVING TO
HIS NAME, WHENE IS DERIVE THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "FOR
ALL THAT IS IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH" (I DIVREI HAYAMIM
29:11). THE YESOD UNITES ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHICH
ARE CALLED 'HEAVEN' AND 'EARTH'. "...from among all the beasts
that are on earth," MEANING that the eating of the animal should be
clean and not defile you, and THEN you will have a share in My
Name, WHICH IS CALLED 'all', and you will cleave to it.
104. There is further explanation of the words: "These (Heb. zot) are
the animals...that you shall eat." It is written of Pharaoh: "In this
(Heb. zot) you shall know that I am Hashem" (Shemot 7:17),
MEANING that "zot," WHICH IS MALCHUT, is to take revenge on you.
Here also, "These (Heb. zot) are the animals which you shall eat
among the living creatures," means that "zot" is before you to take
revenge on you, if you defile your Nefesh. The reason is THAT
MALCHUT ESPECIALLY SHALL PUNISH THEM, for the Nefesh OF
MEN issues from Her - THE NEFESH ISSUES FROM MALCHUT, AND
THE RUACH FROM THE ZEIR ANPIN, AS IS KNOWN. If you defile
your NEFESH, which belongs to Malchut, then zot, MALCHUT, shall
be against you. If She stands to do good, YOU WILL CLEAVE TO
HER AND YOU WILL HAVE ALL THE GOODNESS - but if She stands
against you, YOU WILL BE PUNISHED BY HER.
105. Rabbi Elazar said: "These are the animals from among all the
living creatures... that you shall eat," MEANS that you are allowed to
eat from all of those that belong to the side OF PURITY, but you are
not allowed to eat those which do not belong to this side. There are
beasts which come from the side OF PURITY and others from the
other, unclean side. This is derived from the verse: "Whatever
cleaves the hoof and is clovenfooted" (Vayikra 11:3). We have
learned that they are all marked and the scripture specifies them all.
Therefore, he who eats from those which come from the unclean
side defiles himself and defiles his soul, which issues from the clean
side.

106. Rabbi Shimon said that this includes everything, for as there are
ten Sfirot of Faith above, so are there ten Sfirot of unclean sorcery
below. All things on earth are attached either to one side or to the
other, AND THE SCRIPTURE PERMITS US THOSE ANIMALS WHICH
COME FROM THE SIDE OF THE TEN HOLY SFIROT, AND FORBIDS
US ALL THOSE ANIMALS WHICH COME FROM THE SIDE OF THE
TEN UNCLEAN SFIROT.
107. You may ask about the goat in which an unclean spirit dwells,
SAYING IT IS PERMITTED TO BE EATEN. BUT THE ANSWER IS
THAT this is not so, for if an unclean spirit dwelt in it, we would not
have been permitted to eat it. UNCLEAN SPIRITS pass through
animals and appear to harm them; BUT SUCH SPIRITS do not dwell
in them, for when they COME to dwell in them another spirit FROM
THE SIDE OF PURITY passes by AND THE DEFILED SPIRITS depart
from the animals. THEY ONLY manifest inside them in order to
prosecute MEN from within them, but they do not take possession of
them. Therefore, such an animal is allowed to us as food.
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108. Come and behold: when THE UNCLEAN SPIRITS come to take
possession of them, another spirit FROM THE SIDE OF CLEANNESS
passes. The unclean spirits raise their eyes to see that the other
spirit's identifying-marks are FROM THE SIDE OF PURITY, and then
they depart from the animals - yet they are still in front of them.
THEREFORE, they are not forbidden to us for food.

109. In cattle, living creatures, birds and fish are seen signs of right
or left. We may eat whichever comes from the right, but we may not
eat whichever comes from the left, because all of them are in the
grade of uncleanness and all of them are unclean. An unclean spirit
dwells in them. Therefore, the Holy Spirit of Yisrael must neither be
mixed up with them nor be defiled by them, in order that YISRAEL
may remain holy and be recognized as such above and below.
Happy is the portion of Yisrael, in that the Holy One, blessed be He,
desires to purify them and sanctify them above all others, for they
cling to Him.

110. Come and behold: it is written, "Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3). If the Holy One, blessed be He, is glorified
by Yisrael, how can they defile themselves and cling to the Side of
Uncleanness? Therefore, it is written: "you shall therefore sanctify
yourselves, and you shall be holy: for I am holy" (Vayikra 11:44),
and, "you shall not make your souls abominable" (Vayikra 20:25). He
who is made in the image of the King should not depart from His
ways. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, marks all those which
come from this side and those which come from the Other Side.
Happy is the portion of Yisrael, of whom it is written: "All that see
them shall acknowledge them, that they are the seed which Hashem
has blessed" (Yeshayah 61:9). Indeed, "Hashem has blessed - " He
has blessed in every respect.

15. "Neither shall you make yourselves unclean with them"
We are told that whoever eats unclean foods defiles his body and soul, and will never be able to recover from this defilement; he will never cling to
the Bundle of Life. Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Elazar that some day God will purify the children of Yisrael with the water of Chesed, and that those
who cling to God are called Holy.
111. Come and behold: whoever eats of these unclean foods cleaves
to the Other Side and defiles his body and soul. The Unclean Spirit
rests upon him and he shows that he has no portion in the Highest
One, nor does he come from His side, nor does he cleave to Him. If
he departs from this world in such a state, he will be seized by all
those who are grasped by the Unclean Side, and he will be defiled by
them. Moreover, he is judged as a man spurned by his Master,
spurned in this world and in the World to Come.
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112. Of that, it is written: "Neither shall you make yourselves (Heb.
venitmatem) unclean with them" (Vayikra 11:43), without the Aleph,
TO SHOW that there is no remedy for his uncleanness and that he
can never recover from his defilement. Woe to them, woe to their
souls who will never cling to the Bundle of Life, for they are defiled.
Woe to their bodies, of which it is written: "For their putrefaction
shall never cease...and they shall be an abhorrence to all
humankind" (Yeshayah 66:24). What does "abhorrence" mean? It
means stench, the stench that was caused by the Other Side to
which they clung.

113. Yisrael who come from the right side spoil this side, THE
RIGHT, if they cling to the left side and defile their bodies and souls.
They are spoiled in this world and in the World to Come, especially
he who clings to the Side of Uncleanness, WHICH DERIVES FROM
THE LEFT AND IS COMPLETELY DEFILED. FOR THE SIDE OF
UNCLEANNESS AND THE LEFT SIDE are combined with one
another, MEANING THAT THE LEFT SIDE ABOVE, FROM WHICH
IMPURITY ISSUES, IS SEPARATED FROM THE RIGHT. FROM
THERE, DEFILEMENT IS DRAWN, and it is written: "For you are a
holy people to Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:2).
114. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "All the labor
of man is for his mouth" (Kohelet 6:7). I have observed that those
words of King Solomon are full of supernal Wisdom, and the words,
"the labour of man is for his mouth," allude to the time when man is
sentenced for all the accusations against him and to everything he
undergoes in that world. The revenge of the world is exacted upon
him, AND ALL THIS IS because of "his mouth," which he did not
guard. Through it, he defiled his soul by not cleaving to the right
side of life. "Yet the appetite (lit. 'soul') is not filled," meaning that
the Judgment of his soul will never be completed. Also, "is not
filled," means it will never be completed to ascend to its place, since
it is defiled and attached to the Other Side.

115. Rabbi Yitzchak said that it is as if he who is defiled by them
served idols, which is "an abomination to Hashem" (Devarim 17:1),
and it is written: "You shall not eat any abominable thing" (Devarim
14:3). He who serves idols leaves the domain of Holiness and enters
into another domain. Likewise, the one who is defiled by unclean
foods leaves this side of life and departs from the domain of
Holiness and enters another domain. Moreover, he is all the more
defiled in this world and in the World to Come. Therefore, "neither
shall you make yourselves unclean by them," and the word
"venitmatem (lit. 'unclean')" is written without the letter Aleph.

116. It is written: "And you shall not make your souls abominable by
beast, or by bird, or by any manner of living thing that creeps on the
ground, which I have separated from you as unclean" (Vayikra
20:25). What does He mean by "unclean"? It means to defile by them
the heathen nations, for they are unclean and come from the Side of
Uncleanness. Each cleaves to his own place, YISRAEL WITH THOSE
FROM THE SIDE OF HOLINESS, AND THE HEATHEN NATIONS WITH
THOSE FROM THE SIDE OF UNCLEANNESS.
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117. Rabbi Elazar was once sitting before his father Rabbi Shimon,
and he said to him: We have learned that the Holy One, blessed be
He, will one day purify Yisrael. With what WILL HE PURIFY THEM?
He replied: With that which is written in the verse: "Then will I
sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean" (Yechezkel
36:25, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE WATER OF CHESED THAT
INCLUDES THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, FROM WHICH
PURUFICATION ISSUES. Since they are purified, they are also
sanctified, FOR THEY CLEAVE TO THE HOLINESS OF ZEIR ANPIN,
IN WHICH ARE THE MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA, WHO ARE CALLED
'HOLY'. Yisrael who cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He, are called
'holy', as is written: "Yisrael is holy to Hashem, the first fruit of His
increase" (Yirmeyah 23:3), and also, "And you shall be Holy men to
Me" (Shemot 22:30). Happy are Yisrael, of whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, says: "And you shall be Holy for I am Holy" (Vayikra
11:44). For it is written, "And hold fast to Him" (Devarim13:5), and
also, "He has not dealt so with any other nation and as for His
ordinances, they have not known them. Haleluyah!" (Tehilim 147:20).

16. Fish and grasshoppers do not need to be slaughtered
Here we read that fish and grasshoppers are permitted to be eaten just by being gathered; slaughtering is not necessary. This is like the heads of
the Yeshivas, who do not need to be slaughtered when they die like other men, instead they are gathered without being slaughtered. Just as the fish
live in the sea, those who study the Torah live in the Torah, and if they leave it they die instantly. He who learns Kabbalah is above all others, and
will have dominion over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air. Rabbi Shimon likens those who learn Mishnah to the 'crocodiles', saying that
when they have a dispute one swallows the other. If they are at the same level of teacher, however, they all have love at the end.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
118. Fish and grasshoppers do not need to be slaughtered, for
merely being gathered in permits them to be eaten. It is the same
way with the heads of the Talmudic colleges, who do not need to be
slaughtered WHEN THEY DIE LIKE OTHER MEN - WHO ARE
SLAUGHTERED BY THE SWORD OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH. It is
said of them: "...and expired, and was gathered to his
people" (Beresheet 49:33), FOR THEY ARE GATHERED WITHOUT
BEING SLAUGHTERED, WHICH DISFIGURES THE DECEASED. As
the fish live in the sea, so the students who study the Torah and the
Mishnah live in the Torah, and if they leave it they die instantly. The
Tannaim of the Mishnah are raised by the Torah, like the fish IN THE
SEA, and if those who dwell on land enter the sea without knowing
how to swim, they die. But he who learns the Kabbalah is above all
others, as it is written: "Have dominion over the fish of the sea and
over the birds of the air" (Beresheet 1:28), WHICH ARE THE
STUDENTS OF MISHNAH.

119. For those who learn Mishnah are 'crocodiles', NAMELY the
great crocodile, "that crooked (Heb. bariach) serpent" (Yeshayah
27:1), which corresponds to "the middle bar (Heb. bariach) in the
midst of the boards" (Shemot 26:28), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
TIFERET. When the 'crocodiles' who study Mishnah have a dispute
and argue with each other, ONE swallows the other, if he is a young
student and has not yet reached the position of teacher, yet teaches
all the same AND IS THUS punishable by death. However, if all the
students are in the same position yet have a difference of opinion,
then it is said of them AT THE END: "Vahev in sufah" (Bemidbar
21:14) meaning that they have love at the end (Heb. ahava besofah).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
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1. "By night on my bed"
Rabbi Elazar explains that the title verse means that the children of Yisrael lay in the dust in exile, and beseeched God to take them out of it. Rabbi
Yitzchak says that they asked God to join them so that He would gladden them and bless them in perfect joy.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses saying, Speak to the children of
Yisrael, saying, If a woman have conceived seed, and born a man
child..." (Vayikra 12:2). Rabbi Elazar opened with, "By night on my
bed I sought him whom my soul loves" (Shir Hashirim 3:1). HE
ASKS, it says, "on my bed," while it should have said, "in my bed,"
why "on my bed"? AND HE ANSWERS, the Congregation of Yisrael
spoke before the Holy One, blessed be He, and beseeched him
concerning the exile, because she is sitting among the other nations
with her children, and lying in the dust. And since she is lying in
another, defiled land, she said, "on my bed" I beseech, since I am
lying in exile, AND EXILE IS CALLED 'NIGHTS'. Therefore, "I sought
him whom my soul loves," to take me out of it.

2. "I sought him, but found him not" (Ibid.) BECAUSE it is not His
custom to join me save in His palace AND NOT IN EXILE. "I sought
him, but I could not find him" (Shir Hashirim 5:6), since I dwelt
among other nations, and only His children hear His voice, as
written, "Did ever people hear the voice of Elohim..." (Devarim 4:33).

3. Rabbi Yitzchak said, "By night on my bed" said the Congregation
of Yisrael, THE SHECHINAH. "on my bed" I complained before Him,
NAMELY I ASKED HIM to join me to gladden me FROM THE LEFT
COLUMN and bless me FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN in perfect joy
FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN. For we have learned that from the
union of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, with the Congregation of Yisrael,
many righteous people receive the inheritance of a holy portion,
NAMELY SUPERNAL MOCHIN, and many blessings thus abide in the
world.

2. "Who can find a woman of worth"
A woman of worth and a virtuous woman is said to be the Congregation of Yisrael. "her price is far above rubies" means those lofty holy rubies that
are the mysteries and inner meaning of the Torah. God may safely trust in the Congregation of Yisrael, which is why He put her in charge over the
world. She bestows goodness on the world and not evil; the Tree of Life, Zeir Anpin, sends her life, that is Mochin from Binah, and shines upon her.
4. Rabbi Aba was walking to the cave of Lod in the village of Kanya
with Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya. Rabbi Yosi said, it is written, "A
virtuous woman is a crown to her husband" (Mishlei 12:4). The
virtuous woman is the Congregation of Yisrael, THE SHECHINAH,
while, "she that acts shamefully as a rottenness in his bones" (Ibid.)
refers to the heathen nations, whom the Holy One, blessed be He,
cannot tolerate in the world, as written, "therefore I abhorred (Heb.
akutz) them" (Vayikra 20:23), like the thorns (Heb. kotz) and thistles
that give pain to man so he cannot bear them. Rabbi Aba said, It is
surely so, the "virtuous woman" is the Congregation of Yisrael, who
is mistress over many armies and hosts OF ANGELS that abide in
the world, NAMELY ALL THE DWELLERS IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH THAT EXPAND FROM HER. "A VIRTUOUS WOMAN"
MEANS BOTH A MISTRESS AND MASTER. "a crown to her husband"
IS SIMILAR TO the words, "a crown of glory (lit. 'Tiferet')" (Yeshayah
62:3), and it is all the same, SINCE TIFERET IS THE HUSBAND OF
THE SHECHINAH. While they were walking Rabbi Aba said, Let us
each say something about the Congregation of Yisrael.
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5. Rabbi Aba opened with, "Who can find a woman of worth" (Mishlei
31:10). It is the Congregation of Yisrael, who is a woman of worth,
like we said. "Who can find" resembles, "that which shall befall you
in the last days" (Beresheet 49:1), WHICH MEANS THAT WHICH
SHALL ARRIVE AND HAPPEN TO YOU. HERE TOO "Who can find"
MEANS who will deserve TO ARRIVE AT IT and be in her to
perfection and be with her always.
6. "for her price (or: 'selling') is far above rubies" (Mishlei 31:10). HE
ASKS, IT SAYS "her price," while it should have been 'her buying',
WHICH MEANS IT IS MORE DIFFICULT TO BUY HER THAN RUBIES.
WHY DID IT SAY "HER SELLING"? AND HE ANSWERS, since she
sells all those who do not completely cleave to her or are whole
towards her, and turns them over to the other nations, as you say,
"And when they forgot Hashem their Elohim, He sold them into the
hand of Sissra" (I Shmuel 12:9). Then they are all far from those lofty
holy rubies, WHICH ARE THE MYSTERIES AND INNER MEANING OF
THE TORAH, in which you shall have no part. This is the meaning of,
"for her price is far above rubies."

7. Rabbi Chiya opened with the following verse, "The heart of her
husband safely trusts in her, and he shall have no lack of
gain" (Mishlei 31:11). "The heart of her husband safely trusts in her"
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, who, for this
reason, put her in charge over the world to be guided by her. All His
armory He put in her hand and all the soldiers. Therefore, "he shall
have no lack of gain."

8. Rabbi Yosi explained the following verse, "She will do him good
and not evil all the days of her life" (Ibid. 12). "She will do him good"
MEANS she bestows goodness upon the world and bestows
goodness upon the King's palace and the household people. "and
not evil" HAD TO BE MENTIONED due to the words, "and the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil" (Beresheet 2:9). MALCHUT IS CALLED
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL BECAUSE IF ONE
HAS MERIT IT IS GOOD, BUT IF ONE DOES NOT HAVE MERIT IT IS
EVIL. IT THEREFORE SAYS, "AND NOT EVIL." When is it good AND
NOT EVIL? When the days of heaven, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
shine upon her and unite with her properly. FOR THE DAYS OF
HEAVEN are "the days of her life," because the Tree of Life, ZEIR
ANPIN, sends her life, WHICH IS MOCHIN FROM BINAH, and shines
upon her. At that time, "She will do him good and not evil." Rabbi
Aba said, This is well, and all these verses refer to the Congregation
of Yisrael.

3. If a woman conceives first she bears a male child
Rabbi Yosi resolves some confusion over "If a woman have conceived seed" by saying that God distinguishes between a male and a female seed,
and once He has seen it, He decides whether it will be male or female.
9. "If a woman have conceived seed" (Vayikra 12:2). We learned that
if a woman conceives first, she bears a male child. Rabbi Acha said
that we learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, determines
whether that drop will be male or female, yet you say that if a woman
conceives first, she gives birth to a male child. IN THAT CASE,
THERE IS NO NEED FOR THE DECISION OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. Rabbi Yosi said, Surely the Holy One, blessed be
He, distinguishes between a male drop and a female drop. Once He
observed it, He decided whether it would be male or female.
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10. Rabbi Acha said, "and born a man child" (Ibid.). Does she give
birth once she conceives, that the verse says, "If a woman have
conceived seed, and born a man child"? BUT IT DEPENDS UPON
PREGNANCY, and the verse should have read, 'If a woman have
been pregnant, and born a man child'. Why then, "have conceived
seed, and born"? Rabbi Yosi said, From the day THEY HAVE
CONCEIVED, women talk of nothing except whether their baby will
be male. Hence SCRIPTURE SAYS "If a woman have conceived seed,
and born a man child."

4. "the earth is full of Your creatures"
Rabbi Chizkiyah tells us that God does His deeds with wisdom, wisely sowing all the seeds so that each matures in its own time. "The earth is full"
means that the earth has been filled by everything that flows from Binah.
11. "If a woman have conceived seed" (Vayikra 12:2). Rabbi
Chizkiyah opened with the verse, "Hashem, how manifold are Your
works" (Tehilim 104:24). How many are the deeds of the Holy King in
the world. This is likened to a man who took different kinds of seeds
together and planted them at the same time. Afterwards each kind
sprouts on its own. The Holy One, blessed be He, similarly does His
deeds with wisdom, wisely taking everything together and planting
them. Afterwards each comes out in its own time. This is the
meaning of, "in wisdom have You made them all" (Ibid.).

12. Rabbi Aba said, "Hashem, how manifold are Your works." How
many are the deeds of the Holy deed. All, EVERYTHING EXISTENT
THROUGHOUT THE WORLDS, is hidden with wisdom. Hence it says,
"in wisdom have You made them all." They are all incorporated in
wisdom and emerge only by means of specific paths, THE 32 PATHS
OF WISDOM to Binah. From there, FROM BINAH, everything is made
and accomplished. Hence, "by understanding it is
established" (Mishlei 24:3). It therefore says, "in wisdom have You
made them all" in Binah, THROUGH BINAH.

13. "The earth is full" (Tehilim 104:24) : the earth is the Congregation
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is filled of all things from
there, FROM BINAH, as written, "All the rivers run into the
sea..." (Kohelet 1:7). "Your creatures" were brought forth by
MALCHUT afterwards, as written, "These are the generations of the
heaven and of the earth when they were created (Heb.
behibr'am)" (Beresheet 2:4), WHICH CAN BE CONSTRUED AS
'BEHEI BERA'AM (HE CREATED THEM WITH HEI)'. IT IS MALCHUT,
THE LAST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. For that reason, "the earth is
full of Your creatures."

5. "Surely a man walks in an image"
We learn that when a man and his wife are about to mate, God gives the spirit of the child who will be conceived to a minister, and tells him where it
should go. God commands the spirit to be righteous, and then the spirit descends with an image. As long as he has that image with him, he exists in
the world, but when it leaves him he dies. We read about the witchcraft described in the book of the sorcerers of Asmodeus, where they knew how
to give over their images to the Other Side. We are told that one must never throw objects in his house because they are then of the other side.
When that man who gave over his image to the other side dies, the evil spirit that was attached to his supernal image takes it away from him, so that
it will never return. Before a soul is born it is shown the reward of good and evil, and the holy image stands by it; when it is born the image becomes
part of it, and his life depends on it.
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14. Come and see, when man is about to be sanctified and mate with
his wife with his holy will, a Holy Spirit is aroused upon him,
included of male and female, SINCE HE IS BORN AND COMES FROM
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT THAT ARE THE SECRET OF MALE AND
FEMALE. The Holy One, blessed be He, indicates to a minister
appointed over the conception of men and hands him that spirit and
lets him know where to put it. That is the meaning of, "and the night
which said, There is a man child conceived" (Iyov 3:2). THIS MEANS
that the night, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED NIGHT, said to that
minister, "There is a man child conceived" by so and so, SO HE
WILL PUT THE SPIRIT THERE. And the Holy One, blessed be He,
commands that spirit whatever He does, THAT IS, HE MAKES IT
SWEAR TO BE RIGHTEOUS, ETC. This has already been explained.

15. The spirit then descends with an image, the same IMAGE that
assumes the supernal shape CALLED THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM. One
is created with that image and walks about with it in this world. This
is the meaning of, "Surely every man walks in a vain show (or:
'image')" (Tehilim 39:7). As long as that image is with him, man
exists in this world, BUT IF THE IMAGE IS GONE FROM HIM HE
DIES. These are two IMAGES (HEB. tzelamim) that join together.
King Solomon warned people, saying, "Before the day cools, and the
shadows (Heb. tzelalim) flee away" (Shir Hashirim 2:17), two of them.

16. In the book of the sorcerers of Asmodeus, I found that those who
wish to perform witchcraft from the left side and be attached to
them, must stand by candle light, or wherever his images are seen,
THAT IS, BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON, and say the words suitable
for these enchantments and address those aspects of impurity using
their names of impurity. One then hands over his images to those
NAMES OF IMPURITY he summoned, and says he willingly sets them
AT THEIR DISPOSAL and at their command. Man THEN leaves the
domain of his Master, and his Master's deposit, NAMELY THE SOUL
GIVEN TO HIM AS A DEPOSIT BY HIS MASTER HE gives to the
aspects of impurity.

17. By these words of witchcraft he uttered and by summoning HIS
images, two spirits appear and settle in those images TO ASSUME
human form. They tell him at specific times things to his own hurt
and things to his own good. These two spirits that were not
incorporated in a body, SINCE HE DID NOT HAVE TIME TO MAKE
THEM BODIES BEFORE HE SANCTIFIED SHABBAT, are now
incorporated in these images THAT MAN GAVE THEM. They settle in
them and tell that man things to his own damage. Such a one left his
Master's domain and gave his deposit, NAMELY HIS SOUL, to the
side of defilement.
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18. Come and see, one must not throw the objects in his house or
any other such thing IN HIS ANGER and thus deliver them to the
Other Side. He must not DO SO because many litigants and
persecutors await to receive that object. From that time on, no
blessings dwell on it, because it is of the Other Side. This is more so
for whoever willingly summons that supernal good, THAT IS, HIS
IMAGE, to another and to the Other Side. Since he summons HIS
IMAGE, he is his.

19. When the time draws near for man to depart from this world, the
evil spirit that used to cleave daily to that supernal image that was
given that man, and takes that image from him, it settles in it and
walks away and THAT IMAGE will never return to that man. THAT
MAN then realizes he is rejected in every sense.

20. Come and see, when the soul descends to be ushered into this
world, it first DESCENDS to the Garden of Eden where it beholds the
glory of the spirits of the righteous that stand in rows. It then goes to
Gehenom where it sees the wicked crying, 'Woe, woe,' but none has
mercy upon them. It is given testimony about any thing. THE
WICKED TESTIFY HOW THEY ARE PUNISHED FOR EVERY SIN AND
THE RIGHTEOUS TESTIFY TO THE GOOD REWARD THEY RECEIVE
FOR EACH PRECEPT. That holy image stands by it until it comes
into this world.

21. When it goes out into the world that image comes to it, joins it
and grows with it, as said, "Surely every man walks in an image."
Man's days join that image and depend on it, FOR ONCE IT IS GONE,
MAN DEPARTS FROM THE WORLD. This is the meaning of, "for we
are but of yesterday, and know nothing, because our days upon
earth are a shadow" (Iyov 8:9). Assuredly, "our days upon earth are
a shadow," AS OUR DAYS DEPEND ON THAT SHADOW. From the
day a woman conceives until the day she gives birth, no men know
the deeds of the Holy One, blessed be He, how great they are, how
superior. This is the meaning of, "Hashem, how manifold are Your
works" (Tehilim 104:24).

6. "and born a man child"
Although the souls of male and female are supposed to come into this world together, ever since the sin of the first man and woman this has not
been so. They are divided when they emerge from above into this world. If the man does not have enough merit, he never finds his soulmate, and if
he marries another his children are impure. Rabbi Elazar says that thousands of souls emerge simultaneously into the world, but they are not
considered Nefashot until they settle in the body and receive their illumination from Malchut, this takes 33 days. He talks about the blood of
purification and the blood of circumcision.
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22. Come and see, every spirit in the world incorporates male and
female. When they emerge INTO THIS WORLD, they come out as
male and female, and then divide according to their custom, THE
SPIRIT OF THE MALE IS CLOTHED IN A MALE AND THE SPIRIT OF
THE FEMALE IN A FEMALE. AFTERWARDS, if a man has merit, they
join, he and his mate, and mate in a union in every sense, in spirit
and bodily, as written, "Let the earth bring forth living creatures after
their kind" (Beresheet 1:24). What is, "after their kind"? It is the spirit
of the man that comes out with its mate that resembles it.

23. HE ASKS, what is the earth IN THE VERSE, "LET THE EARTH
BRING FORTH"? IT resembles the words, "and curiously wrought in
the lowest parts of the earth" (Tehilim 139:15), WHICH IS MALCHUT.
This has been explained. "Let the earth bring forth" as we explained
it to refer to the spirit of the first man WHO EMERGED AND WAS
BORN TO MALCHUT CALLED EARTH. This is the meaning of the
words, "but of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the
Garden" (Beresheet 3:3). "The fruit of the tree" refers to the Holy
One, blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN CALLED THE TREE OF
LIFE, WHOSE FRUIT IS THE SPIRIT OF THE FIRST MAN. "which is in
the midst of the Garden," within the woman as we learned, WHO IS
MALCHUT CALLED WOMAN AND CALLED GARDEN. FOR THE
SPIRIT OF THE FIRST MAN CAME OUT FROM THE UNION OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT. This is the meaning of, "If a woman have
conceived seed, and born a man child" (Vayikra 12:2). THE WOMAN,
MALCHUT BEARS THE SOULS. It is also written, "AND BORN A MAN
CHILD," not included of male and female, as is the custom of the
world, THAT THE SOULS ARE BORN MALE AND FEMALE. For THE
LOWER BEINGS BY THEIR SINS cause MALCHUT THAT THE SOULS
will not join MALE WITH FEMALE, as they come out from above as
couples MALE AND FEMALE. HENCE IT IS WRITTEN, "AND BORN A
MAN CHILD," SINCE IN THIS WORLD ONLY A MALE NOT
INCLUDING A FEMALE APPEARS.
24. Since the first man and his mate EVE had sinned against the Holy
One, blessed be He, MALE AND FEMALE are therefore divided when
they emerge from above INTO THIS WORLD, THE SOUL OF THE
MALE IS BORN ON ITS OWN AND THE SOUL OF THE FEMALE ON
ITS OWN, until it will please the Holy One, blessed be He, if man
gains merit, to give him his soulmate, THAT IS, THE SOUL OF THE
FEMALE THAT WAS INCORPORATED IN HIM ABOVE. Otherwise,
she is separated from him and given to another, AND THEN they
beget improper children. Hence it is written, "My spirit shall not
always strive on account of man" (Beresheet 6:3). Why does it say
"my spirit"? It should have said, 'his spirit' OF MAN. For there are
two spirits emerging in twosomes. IT SHOULD RATHER BE
PRONOUNCED 'SPIRITS'. THE VERSE SAYS they must not be
striven after together, BECAUSE THEY COME OUT SEPARATELY. It
is therefore written, "and born a man child," and not man and woman
TOGETHER according to the ways of the world ABOVE, because of
their deeds.
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25. Rabbi Elazar said that it is not so THAT "AND BORN A MAN
CHILD" MEANS HE IS BORN FROM MALCHUT INTO THIS WORLD
AS A MAN WITHOUT A WOMAN. For male and female always come
joined together, and are then divided AND COME AS MAN ALONE
AND WOMAN ALONE. But "and born a man child" REFERS TO A
MALE AND A FEMALE included together from the right side, WHICH
IS CONSIDERED MALE. "But if she bear a female child" (Vayikra
12:5) MEANS they are included together as female and male from the
left side, WHICH IS CONSIDERED FEMALE. Then the left side has
more power over the right side, and the male on the right is subdued
and has no power. The male that comes from the Nukva, MALCHUT,
from Her left, always acts like a female AND IS THEREFORE
CONSIDERED A FEMALE. But a male coming from the right side OF
MALCHUT has power, and the female that emerges with him is
subdued, since the left side has no power. Hence it is written of him,
"and born a man child."

26. Thousands and myriads OF SOULS emerge simultaneously into
the world. From the time she brought them forth they are not
considered Nefashot UNTIL THEY RECEIVE THEIR ILLUMINATION
FROM MALCHUT, until they settle in the body. This takes 33 days, as
written, "thirty three days" (Vayikra 12:4). UNTIL THEN THE BODY IS
INCOMPLETE FOR THE NEFESH TO SETTLE ON AND BE CLOTHED
IN IT. "...then she shall be unclean seven days" (Ibid. 2), NAMELY
THE NEFESH, for throughout those seven days no spirits enter her,
MALCHUT, to be connected with her. And all those seven days, the
spirit roams the body to find its place TO SETTLE IN. Then it is
written, "it shall be seven days under its dam" (Vayikra 22:27),
WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND HE IS UNDERNEATH HER AND CANNOT
CONNECT WITH HER.

27. On the eighth day the spirit and the body reappear before the
Queen and connect with her and with the male, ZEIR ANPIN, in body
and soul. "And she shall continue in the blood of her purifying for 33
days," IN ORDER for the spirit to settle in the body. HE ASKS, what
is the purpose of the three days, AND ANSWERS, these are the three
days after circumcision when the child suffers its pain, and the spirit
does not dwell in the body as in other days. Hence "And she shall
continue in the blood of her purifying for 33 days."

28. HE ASKS, at first SCRIPTURE SAYS, "in the blood of her
purifying" (Vayikra 12:5) and later "the days of her purifying" (Ibid.
6), AND ANSWERS, "the blood of her purifying" refers to the bloods
of circumcision, blood and more blood coming from the child. The
Holy One, blessed be He, keeps those bloods all these days. Hence it
says, "And she shall continue in the blood of her purifying (Heb.
taharah)." The word 'taharah' unspecified IS WRITTEN WITHOUT
MAPPIQ (WHICH WOULD RENDER IT 'HER PURIFYING'), SO IT IS
NOT PRONOUNCED WHEN READ. THIS INDICATES that the last Hei
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is not mentioned. SO
you shall not say IT REFERS TO the purifying of the Matron,
MALCHUT, THE MOTHER OF THE SOUL, but to purifying in general,
SINCE unspecified "blood of her purifying" refers to pure bloods.
THIS REFERS TO THE SOUL BORN TO HER. EVERY RISING AND
CONNECTION SAID OF MALCHUT REFERS TO MALCHUT AS THE
ROOT OF THAT SOUL.
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29. "she shall touch no hallowed thing, nor come in to the
sanctuary" (Vayikra 12:4). Come and see, the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, daily takes food from the King's house for
human spirits and nourishes them in holiness, except those SPIRITS
DURING THE 33 DAYS OF PURIFYING, until those spirits settle in the
body. After 33 days, she cares for them daily, since the spirits are
then connected to the body like the rest of the inhabitants of the
world. As she, MALCHUT, dwells only on a wholesome place,
likewise are her actions TOWARDS HUMAN SPIRITS until they are
whole. THIS IS THE MEANING OF, "she shall touch no hallowed
thing," WHICH MEANS for the purpose of taking care of souls. THAT
MEANS SHE DOES NOT TOUCH HOLINESS TO RECEIVE FOOD
FROM HOLINESS, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, FOR THOSE SPIRITS.

7. "But if she bear a female child"
Rabbi Elazar says that a female child comes from the left side, that has more power than the right. In order to let the spirit be clothed in a body,
Malchut separates from Zeir Anpin.
30. "But if she bear a female child" (Vayikra 12:5), NAMELY as I
interpreted, SINCE the left side has more power and the right is
subdued before it. Hence it is all doubled. The Nukva, MALCHUT, is
separated from the Male, ZEIR ANPIN, TO LET the spirit attach TO
BE CLOTHED in a body, since the left does not settle in the body as
well as the right, since it abides more in the strength OF GVUROT.

8. Circumcision and the foreskin
Rabbi Elazar talks about the secret meaning of the circumcision on the eighth day, the sign of the holy covenant, Yesod. The foreskin is said to be
the impure serpent, that must be banished from Yisrael, and after it is removed it is placed in dust since God made the serpent live in the dust.
Everyone must offer a son as a peace offering, and the reason for the circumcision on the eighth day is that at least one Shabbat must have passed.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
31. "And on the eighth day the flesh of his foreskin shall be
circumcised" (Vayikra 12:3). That commandment IS to circumcise on
the eighth day the circumcision of the holy covenant. It is a supernal
secret, as written, "The secret of Hashem is with them that fear Him;
and He will reveal to them His covenant" (Tehilim 25:14). To whom
DOES HE REVEAL THE SECRET, WHICH IS THE COVENANT? To the
fearful, who fear sin. For it is not suitable to reveal the secret of the
holy covenant except for them. We have explained and learned the
secret of the holy covenant in several places.

32. This secret, WHICH IS on the eighth day, is a universal obligation
to all the holy people, as written, "And on the eighth day the flesh of
his foreskin shall be circumcised." The eighth day is the sign of the
holy covenant, NAMELY THE SFIRAH YESOD, which is the eighth
among the Sfirot. IF YOU COUNT THE GRADES FROM CHOCHMAH
DOWN, YESOD IS THE EIGHTH GRADE. KETER, THE SECRET OF
THE ENDLESS LIGHT, IS NOT COUNTED. The purpose of the
circumcision of the holy covenant IS to remove that foreskin, THE
SECRET OF THE IMPURE SERPENT from before the covenant, THE
HOLY YESOD.
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33. For when the holy nation gathers to remove that foreskin from
before the covenant, the Holy One, blessed be He, gathers His
retinue and reveals Himself so as to remove that foreskin above from
before the sign of the holy covenant, YESOD. For all the deeds
Yisrael do below rouse a deed above. THEREFORE at that time the
foreskin, WHICH IS THE IMPURE SERPENT, is banished from before
the whole holy nation above. A vessel with dust is prepared for that
foreskin, to keep the foreskin, according to the secret of the verses,
"and dust shall be the serpent's food" (Yeshayah 65:25), and, "and
dust shall you eat all the days of your life" (Beresheet 3:14).

34. From this WE DERIVE that one must not act contemptuously
towards that place, THE FORESKIN, even though it is removed from
before the member of the covenant. It is placed, after being removed
from that covenant, in the dust, since after the serpent was removed
from man, the Holy One, blessed be He, made him dwell in dust, as
written, "and dust shall you eat all the days of your life." Since the
Holy One, blessed be He, made him dwell in dust and formed him so
when He removed him from before men, so in the very same way,
when we remove the foreskin, we should fix dust for it to dwell in.

35. Everyone has to offer a son as an offering to the Holy One,
blessed be He gladly and willingly, to enter him under the wings of
the Shechinah. This is considered before the Holy One, blessed be
He as a peace offering and is willingly accepted.

36. This offering resembles an offering from the cattle, as both occur
on the eighth day, as written, "and from the eighth day and
thenceforth it shall be accepted" (Vayikra 22:27). What makes it
acceptable? IT IS because he already lived on Shabbat, BECAUSE IN
EIGHT DAYS THERE MUST BE ONE SHABBAT. Once he underwent
one Shabbat, the one shall be acceptable for an offering, THE
ANIMAL, and the other shall be acceptable, THE CIRCUMCISED
CHILD. The reason is that he cleaved and came to this Shabbat,
MALCHUT, the secret of the holy covenant, YESOD. THIS MEANS
THAT YESOD EXISTS ON SHABBAT IN ITS ENTIRETY, AND HENCE
THE CHILD RECEIVES ILLUMINATION FROM IT TO INSTITUTE HIS
HOLY COVENANT. THE CATTLE SHALL ALSO BE ACCEPTABLE AS
AN OFFERING, BECAUSE THE SACRIFICE UNITES YESOD AND
MALCHUT, AND ONE SHOULD THEREFORE BE ESTABLISHED BY
THE WHOLE YESOD ON SHABBAT DAY. Everything follows a
supernal secret.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

9. "Neither is there a rock like our Elohim"
We learn from Rabbi Shimon that there are holy beings other than Elohim - angels, and the holy children of Yisrael, and yet they depend for their
holiness on Elohim; He does not depend on theirs. We hear two explanations for the title verse, one of which compares the rock to the fetus God
formed into which He blew the spirit of life. The other explanation says that the verse merely means that Elohim has power and dominion over
everything.
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37. "If a woman have conceived seed, and born a man
child" (Vayikra 12:2). Rabbi Yehuda opened with, "There is none holy
as Hashem. For there is none beside You. Neither is there a rock like
our Elohim" (I Shmuel 2:2). This is a difficult verse. IF IT IS WRITTEN,
"There is none holy as Hashem" it would mean there is something
else holy NEVERTHELESS, SOMEWHAT LESSER THAN HASHEM, as
it says, "as Hashem." ALSO, "Neither is there a rock like our Elohim"
means there is another rock SOMEWHAT LESSER THAN HASHEM.

38. HE ANSWERS, surely, "There is none holy as Hashem," since
there are many holy beings. There are holy beings above, NAMELY
ANGELS, as written, "and the sentence by the word of the holy
ones" (Daniel 4:14). Yisrael ALSO are holy, as written, "You shall be
holy" (Vayikra 19:2). They are all holy, yet not as holy as Hashem.
The reason is that it is written, "For there is none beside (or:
'without') You." It means that the holiness of the Holy One, blessed
be He exists without their holiness OF THE ANGELS AND OF
YISRAEL, since He is not in need of their holiness. But they are not
holy without You, since without You they have no holiness.

39. "Neither is there a rock (Heb. tzur) like our Elohim" MEANS as
explained that the Holy One, blessed be He shaped a form (Heb.
tzurah) within a form, THAT IS, THE FORM OF THE FETUS IN THE
FORM OF ITS MOTHER, improved it, blew into it the spirit of life and
brought it out into the world. According to another explanation,
"Neither is there a rock like our Elohim" means that there is a rock,
which is called ONLY a rock, as written, "look to the rock from
whence you are hewn" (Yeshayah 51:1), and, "and you shall smite
the rock" (Shemot 17:6). They are all called 'rock' yet none is a rock
like our Elohim, who has power and dominion over everything.

10. A star that struck another star three times
Here we read the story of what happened at midnight as the rabbis rose to study the Torah. They see a star that strikes another star three times, and
then they hear two sounds, one of which is a voice that tells of God entering the Garden of Eden to walk about with the righteous. The Congregation
of Yisrael has united with God, and before dawn He holds out to her a thread of Chesed, just as the king held out the golden scepter to Esther.
40. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Acha were sitting one night before Rabbi
Aba. They rose at midnight to study Torah. As they were going out,
they saw a star striking another star three times, masking its light. At
the same time they heard two sounds from two directions, one from
the north from above, and another from below. That sound BELOW
proclaimed, 'Come and gather to your places, for just now the
guarding over the Nukva, MALCHUT, has been released, for the Holy
One, blessed be He, has entered the Garden to walk about and be
delighted with the righteous therein'. That sound passed away and
was silenced.
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41a. Rabbi Acha and Rabbi Chiya returned TO THE HOUSE and said,
surely it is time of goodwill of the awakening of the Congregation of
Yisrael to unite with the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Rabbi Acha said, surely the Congregation of Yisrael united
with the Holy One, blessed be He, only by singing and by her praise
for Him.

41b. Before dawn, the King holds out to her a thread of Chesed,
SINCE THEN THE CHOCHMAH IN HER IS CLOTHED IN CHESED AND
ATTAINS COMPLETION. The secret of this is said in the verse, "and
the king held out to Esther the golden scepter that was in his
hand" (Ester 5:2). THE KING IS ZEIR ANPIN AND ESTER IS
MALCHUT; THE GOLDEN SCEPTER IS THE THREAD OF CHESED,
WHICH, WITH THE CLOTHING OF CHOCHMAH IN MALCHUT IN IT IS
CALLED A GOLDEN SCEPTER. Do not say that the King holds out to
her alone THE GOLDEN SCEPTER but to her and to all those who
join her. Let us come together. They sat down.

11. "and He took one of his sides"
Rabbi Shimon says that the first man was created male and female fastened together at their backs, but that later God severed them so they could
be face to face. Because God blesses newlyweds with seven blessings, anyone who mates with another's wife destroys the union, and is not
forgiven until he repents and dies.
42. Rabbi Aba opened with, "And Hashem Elohim said, It is not good
that the man should be alone..." (Beresheet 2:18). HE ASKS, why did
the verse speak this way, AND ANSWERS, that we learned that for
this reason it is not written, "that it was good" about the second day,
because man will be divided, THAT IS, A SIDE WILL BE DIVIDED
FROM HIM TO BUILD THE WOMAN. It is also written, "it is not good
that the man should be alone." FOR THAT REASON "THAT IT WAS
GOOD" WAS NOT SAID IN RELATION TO THE SECOND DAY.

43. HE ASKS, was he alone? Yet it is written, "male and female He
created them" (Beresheet 5:2). We learned that the first man was
created double faced, THAT IS, A MALE AND A FEMALE FACES
FASTENED AT THEIR BACKS. Yet you say, "it is not good that the
man should be alone." HE ANSWERS, but he did not gain favor with
his wife, and she was not a help to match him, but they were
FASTENED together back to back. Then man was alone.

44. "I will make him a help to match him" (Beresheet 2:18). What is
"to match him"? HE ANSWERS THAT IT MEANS facing him, so they
will unite face to face. The Holy One, blessed be He, sawed him and
took the female from him, as written, "and He took one of his
sides" (Ibid. 21). What does 'one' refer to? It resembles the words,
"My dove, my undefiled is but one" (Shir Hashirim 6:9). "...and
brought her to the man" (Beresheet 2:22) MEANS He fixed her as a
bride and brought her so she will face him and their faces would
shine at each other's. As long as the woman was adjoined to his
side, the man was alone. Afterwards two came out AND MATED, and
seven emerged, NAMELY, CAIN WITH HIS TWIN SISTER, ABEL WITH
HIS TWO TWIN SISTERS, WHICH MAKES FIVE. TOGETHER WITH
ADAM AND EVE THEY ARE SEVEN.
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45. Come and see, when EVE was made ready for Adam, the Holy
One, blessed be He, blessed them. This is the meaning of, "And
Elohim blessed them" (Beresheet 1:28), just as the cantor gives the
bride seven blessings. From this we learned that once a bride and a
groom are blessed with seven blessings, they are united as the
likeness of above WHERE MALCHUT IS BLESSED WITH SEVEN
BLESSINGS BY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN.

46. Therefore, whoever mates with another man's wife blemishes the
union, because the Congregation of Yisrael unites with the Holy One,
blessed be He, alone BOTH at the time when He is of Mercy AND
when He is of Judgment. Come and see, whoever mates with
another's wife, it is as if he is false to the Holy One, blessed be He,
and the Congregation of Yisrael. For this reason the Holy One,
blessed be He, does not forgive him through repentance, and
repentance impends until he dies. This is the meaning of, "shall not
be forgiven you till you die" (Yeshayah 22:14). When IS HE
FORGIVEN? When he repents coming into that world, WHERE he
needs to receive punishment. THEN HE IS FORGIVEN.

47. Rabbi Elazar said, whoever is false to the Congregation of Yisrael
BY MATING WITH ANOTHER MAN'S WIFE, HIS repentance is not
accepted until he is punished in Gehenom. This is more true for
whoever is false to the Congregation of Yisrael and the Holy One,
blessed be He, and all the more so if he troubles the Holy One,
blessed be He, to make the form of a bastard in another's wife, and
is false to the King in public, openly.

12. "He who robs his father or his mother"
Rabbi Chiya says that "his father" is God, "his mother" is the congregation of Yisrael, and the robbery is a man coveting a woman who is not his
wife. Such a man blemishes above and blemishes below and blemishes his own soul.
48. Rabbi Chiya opened with the words, "He who robs his father or
his mother..." (Mishlei 28:24). His father is the Holy One, blessed be
He, and his mother is the Congregation of Yisrael. "robs" is as in the
words, "the robbery of the poor is in your houses" (Yeshayah 3:14).
What is THE ROBBERY? It is man coveting another woman, who is
not his wife.

49. We learned there that whoever derives any enjoyment from this
world without blessing, it is as if he robs the Holy One, blessed be
He, and the Congregation of Yisrael, as written, "He who robs his
father or his mother, and says, It is no transgression; he is
companion of a destroyer." Whoever enjoys anything of this world,
THE WORDS 'WHOEVER ENJOYS' include a woman. Whoever joins
a woman to enjoy her without a blessing, NAMELY WITHOUT THE
SEVEN BLESSINGS BESTOWED ON THE BRIDE, it is as if HE robs
the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael. What
is the reason thereof? Because they are united by means of the
seven blessings AND HE WHO DERIVES ENJOYMENT WITHOUT
THEM BLEMISHES THE SUPERNAL SEVEN BLESSINGS. And if this
is true to a single woman, it is all the more true for one who unites
with another man's wife, who has the likeness of above by means of
the seven blessings THROUGH HER HUSBAND, all the more so.
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50. "he is companion of a destroyer" (Mishlei 28:24) refers to
Jeroboam, as was explained, who "says, It is no
transgression" (Ibid.), saying, she is single, why should it be
forbidden? Therefore, he "robs his father or his mother." Moreover,
"he is companion of a destroyer." The destroyer is a man who
blemishes the form and establishment of above, and all the more so
whoever covets his neighbor's wife to cling to her, who blemishes
even more. He is thus blemished forever. He is a destroyer because
he blemishes above, blemishes below, and blemishes his soul, as
written, "a destroyer," and, "he who does that destroys his
soul" (Mishlei 6:32).

13. "Let me go, for the day breaks"
Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Aba that the angel prevailed over Jacob at night because he was from the side of judgment and night, but when
daylight came his power was lessened and Jacob was able to overpower him. Jacob worried lest the angel should hold his usurpation of Esau's
blessings against him, but the angel acknowledged that he had acquired the blessings rightfully, and he renamed Jacob Israel. Rabbi Shimon says
that if the desire of Malchut is aroused first, drawing God to her with love and desire, she is filled from the right side, that is considered male, and
she bears a boy child. God therefore decrees whether a boy or a girl shall be conceived. Desire should be prevalent first in the world, since in every
sense people should desire God.
51. Rabbi Aba opened with, "And he said, Let me go, for the day
breaks" (Beresheet 32:27). HE ASKS, "And he said, Let me go." Was
he a prisoner in Jacob's hands?! AND HE ANSWERS, happy are the
righteous, that the Holy One, blessed be He, respects their honor
and never leaves them. This is the meaning of, "He shall never suffer
the righteous to be moved" (Tehilim 55:23). HE ASKS, yet it is
written, "and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was put out of
joint" (Beresheet 32:26)?

52. HE ANSWERS, the angel took from his own. We learned the
words, "and he himself lodged that night in the camp" (Ibid. 22), and,
"he took them, and sent them over the wadi" (Ibid. 24). HE ASKS,
what did Jacob have in mind to send them across the wadi at night,
AND ANSWERS, he saw the persecutor walking among his camps.
Jacob said to himself, I shall send them across the wadi. Perhaps
confusion shall be avoided.

53. HE ASKS, what did he see? AND ANSWERS, he saw a flame of
bright fire flying and sauntering among his camps. Jacob said to
himself, it is better to take them from here ACROSS THE WADI, so
the river may divide between them and thus there shall be no
confusion, SINCE DEMONS CANNOT CROSS RIVERS. Immediately
"he took them, and sent them over the wadi... And Jacob was left
alone." SINCE JACOB PREVENTED HIM FROM HARMING THE
CAMPS, "HE TOUCHED THE HOLLOW OF HIS THIGH; AND THE
HOLLOW OF JACOB'S THIGH WAS PUT OUT OF JOINT." FOR HE
TOOK FROM HIM WHAT WAS HIS OWN. From this we deduce about
he who is at home alone at night or during the day in a certain house
or more so at night IN A CERTAIN HOUSE. What is a certain house?
IT IS unique and separate from other houses. Also whoever walks
alone at night might come to harm.
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54. Come and see, "And Jacob was left alone," and then, "there
wrestled a man with him..." (Ibid. 25). We learned that THE ANGEL
came from the aspect of Judgment and his dominion was at the side
of night. What is the side of night? IT MEANS HE IS APPOINTED to
bring YISRAEL into exile, WHICH IS CONSIDERED NIGHT AND
DARKNESS. Once light rose, his power diminished and Jacob
overpowered him, because he came from the aspect of night.
THEREFORE as long as it was night Jacob could not prevail against
him, but once light rose Jacob's power grew, and he grabbed him
and overpowered him. THEN Jacob knew he was an angel.

55. THE ANGEL said to him, release me, since I cannot prevail
against you. Why could not he prevail against him? Because light
rose and his power was broken, as written, "When the morning stars
sang together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov
38:7). What is "shouted"? IT MEANS all those of the aspect of
Judgment were shattered, SINCE 'YARI'U (ENG. 'SHOUTED')' IS
DERIVED FROM 'SHATTERED'. THE SONS OF ELOHIM ARE ALL
THOSE COMING FROM THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT CALLED
ELOHIM. Jacob then grew strong and seized him.
56. He said to him, "And he said, Let me go, for the day breaks,"
NAMELY, the time has come to gather and sing the praise of the
Holy One, blessed be He. "And he said to him, I will not let you go,
unless you bless (lit. 'blessed') me" (Beresheet 32:27). HE ASKS, it
should have said, 'unless you shall bless me'. Why is it written,
"unless you blessed me" IN THE PAST TENSE? AND HE ANSWERS,
Jacob said to him, my father gave me the blessings he wished to
confer upon Esau, and I fear you, whether you shall acknowledge
these blessings or not, for you might denounce me because of them.

57. Forthwith he told him, "And he said, Your name shall be called
no more Jacob" (Ibid. 29). HE ASKS, what did he tell him? AND
ANSWERS, he said, you have acquired these blessings neither by
means of deceit nor by supplanting. HENCE "Your name shall be
called no more Jacob," AS ESAU SAID, "IS NOT HE RIGHTLY
NAMED JACOB? FOR HE HAS SUPPLANTED ME THESE TWO
TIMES" (BERESHEET 27:36), for it did not occur through
supplanting. "but Israel" (Beresheet 32:29): Israel, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, from whom blessings come out, surely acknowledges you
THAT THE BLESSINGS ARE YOURS, because you are attached to
Him. Hence, I and the rest of the legions of angels acknowledge
them that the blessings are yours.
58. "for you have contended with Elohim and with men, and have
prevailed" (Ibid.). "with Elohim," namely, with all those coming from
the aspect of harsh Judgment, "and with men" refers to Esau and his
camps; "and have prevailed," you prevailed against them but not
they against you. Jacob did not release him until he acknowledged
these blessings. This is the meaning of, "And he blessed him
there" (Ibid. 30).
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59. Come and see, when the light OF BINAH rises, all the litigants are
subdued and are not to be found, and the Congregation of Yisrael is
talking with the Holy One, blessed be He. That hour is a time of
universal goodwill, and the King holds out to her, TO MALCHUT, and
to all those that are with her, a scepter of the thread of Chesed, so as
to be completely with the Holy King. We already learned this.

60. Come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, is TOGETHER
with the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, whenever He is with her
and she rouses first a desire towards Him and draws Him to her with
great love and longing, MALCHUT is filled from the right side,
WHICH IS CHASSADIM THAT ARE CONSIDERED MALE. And many
legions of angels abide in the right side throughout the worlds. And
when the Holy One, blessed be He, is the first to rouse love and
desire and MALCHUT is roused after, but not when the Holy One,
blessed be He, does, everything is considered female, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. The left is awakened and many legions are awakened on
the left side throughout the worlds. In the same manner it is written,
"If a woman have conceived seed, and born a man child" (Vayikra
12:2). THIS MEANS THAT IF THE WOMAN HAS AN ORGASM FIRST
SHE GIVES BIRTH TO A BOY. The reason, we learned, IS BECAUSE
the lower world is in the likeness of the upper world and the one
resembles the other. JUST AS ABOVE, IF MALCHUT AWAKENS
DESIRE FIRST, SHE IS FILLED FROM THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS
CONSIDERED MALE, SO IT IS BELOW.

61. The Holy One, blessed be He, therefore decrees whether it would
be a boy or a girl, so that desire shall be prevalent FIRST in the
world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THEN THE WOMAN BELOW IS
AWAKENED TO REACH AN ORGASM FIRST AND GIVES BIRTH TO A
MALE BOY, FOR EVERYTHING DEPENDS ON WHAT IS ABOVE
RATHER THAN BELOW. In every sense, man should have his desire
cleave above to the Holy One, blessed be He, so desire shall be
prevalent FIRST in the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THEN HIS WIFE
SHALL BE THE FIRST TO REACH AN ORGASM AND GIVE BIRTH TO
A MALE BOY. Happy is the lot of the righteous who know how to
devote their desire to the Holy King. Of them it is written, "But you
that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim are alive every one of you
this day" (Devarim 4:4).

14. "Do not gaze upon me, because I am black"
Rabbi Yehuda compares the title verse to the moon, that cannot be gazed upon because it is in darkness when in exile. When the sun shines it does
so with six lights, or Sfirot, and when the sun is gone those six lights are gone. Yisrael was exiled because of punishment for sins, and was
sentenced to keep the vineyards of other nations rather than keeping the vineyard of Yisrael itself.
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62. "When a man shall have in the skin of his flesh a swelling, a
scab, or bright spot..." (Vayikra 13:2). Rabbi Yehuda opened by
saying, "Do not gaze upon me, because I am black (lit. 'blackish'),
because the sun has scorched me" (Shir Hashirim 1:6). We have
studied this verse, yet when the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
concealed in exile, she says, "Do not gaze upon me." It is not that
she orders not to look on her, but when she sees the yearning of
Yisrael towards her, to behold her light, she says, "Do not gaze upon
me," WHICH MEANS you cannot see me. "Do not gaze upon me"
surely, because I am black, since I am in darkness.

63. HE ASKS, why does it say "blackish" when it should have said
'black'? HE ANSWERS, there are two kinds of darkness. One is that
the sun has scorched me, WHICH MEANS the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, has gone away from me, and the other is that "my mother's
children were angry with me; they made me the keeper of the
vineyards" (Ibid.).

64. HE ASKS, IT SAYS, "because the sun has scorched me (Heb.
sheshezaftani)," yet it should have said, 'the sun scorched me (Heb.
shezaftani)'. HE ANSWERS, there is an allusion to six here, SINCE
'SHESHEZAFTANI' IS COMPOSED OF SHESH (ENG. 'SIX') ZAFTANI.
For when the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, shines, it does so with six lights,
NAMELY THE SIX SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD. When it is gone, all these six lights are gone. "My
mother's children" are all those coming from the aspect of harsh
Judgment TO PUNISH FOR SINS. They "were angry (Heb. nicharu)
with me" as in, "my throat is dried (Heb. nichar)" (Tehilim 69:4). This
is what is meant by, "We are pursued to our necks" (Eichah 5:5), for
when Yisrael reached exile, their hands were tied behind their backs
and there was a millstone around their necks, so they could not
speak. This is the meaning of, "were angry with me."
65. "they made me the keeper of the vineyards," NAMELY, to go into
exile and keep the other nations for the sake of Yisrael WHO ARE
AMONG THEM IN EXILE. "but my own vineyard I have not kept" (Shir
Hashirim 1:6), because I cannot keep them as before. At first, I kept
my own vineyard, NAMELY YISRAEL, and through it the other
vineyards were kept, WHICH ARE THE OTHER NATIONS. Now I keep
the other vineyards for the sake of my own vineyard, so it shall be
kept among them.

15. "The earth is Hashem's, and the fullness thereof"
Rabbi Yosi says we are not allowd to look at joyful things since the day the Temple was destroyed. The rabbis discuss the title verse, and they learn
from Rabbi Shimon that all the Mochin come from the supernal river that flows out of Eden, and Malchut is established by them so that it can
nourish the worlds. The main theme is that the world depends on righteousness.
66. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking along the way. When
they reached a field they saw a balsam tree on the right side of the
road. Rabbi Yosi said, enveloping smoke is in our eyes. We are not
permitted to behold a joyful thing, SUCH AS A BALSAM TREE, since
the day the Temple was destroyed.
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67. He opened the discussion with, "The earth is Hashem's, and the
fullness thereof; the world, and they that dwell in it" (Tehilim 24:1).
HE ASKS, once saying, "The earth is Hashem's, and the fullness
thereof," why REITERATE WITH "the world, and they that dwell in it,"
AND ANSWERS, this is what is meant. "The earth is Hashem's, and
the fullness thereof" refers to the holy earth called the land of the
living. "the world, and they that dwell in it" refers to other lands, as
written, "And He will judge the world in righteousness" (Tehilim 9:9),
since the world depends on righteousness. It all amounts to the
same thing.

68. Rabbi Chiya said, "The earth is Hashem's, and the fullness
thereof." What are that specific land, MALCHUT, and the fullness
thereof? HE ANSWERS, these are the souls of the righteous IN
MALCHUT. In "the world, and they that dwell in it," the world is the
lower earth IN THIS WORLD "and they that dwell in it" are people.
Rabbi Yosi said, if this is so THAT THE EARTH MEANS MALCHUT,
how are we to explain, "For He had founded it upon the seas, and
established it upon the floods" (Tehilim 24:2)? He said to him,
assuredly it is so, since the land of the living, MALCHUT, "He had
founded it upon the seas, and established it upon the floods." For
they all, ALL THE MOCHIN, come from that supernal river that comes
out and flows from Eden, WHICH IS BINAH, AND MALCHUT is
established by them so as to be crowned by the Holy King and
nourish the worlds.

69. "Who shall ascend into the mountain of Hashem... He that has
clean hands, and a pure heart, who has not taken My name (lit.
Nefesh) in vain" (Ibid. 3-4). HE ASKS, it is spelled 'his Nefesh', yet is
read "My Nefesh." What are My Nefesh and his Nefesh MENTIONED
IN THE VERSE? HE ANSWERS, it is all the same thing, as written,
"Hashem Elohim has sworn by His Nefesh" (Amos 6:8), "that shall
do according to that which is in My heart and in My Nefesh" (I
Shmuel 2:35). MY NEFESH IS MALCHUT. King David united with that
heart and Nefesh, NAMELY WITH MALCHUT. Hence it says, "who
has not taken his Nefesh in vain."

16. Sufferings of love
We learn that God first punishes people for sins in places where others can not see, but if they continue to sin he marks them where it can be seen.
A marked man who is talking to the rabbis threatens them with violence when his sons will come, but the rabbis reply that they must speak the
words of Torah, otherwise they would be in contempt of God.
70. While they were walking they chanced upon a man, whose face
was full of wounds, who rose from underneath a tree. They looked at
him and saw his face red because of the wounds. Rabbi Chiya said
to him, who are you? He said, I am a Jew. Rabbi Yosi said, he is a
sinner, for otherwise those evil wounds would not be marked on his
face. And these are not considered sufferings of love. Rabbi Chiya
said, it is surely so, because sufferings of love are hidden from
people.
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71. Come and see, it is written, "When a man shall have in the skin of
his flesh a swelling, a scab, or bright spot" (Vayikra 13:2). There are
three kinds here, all considered the plague of leprosy. This is the
meaning of, "and it be in the skin of his flesh the plague of
leprosy" (Ibid.). What is the plague of leprosy? IT MEANS 'CLOSED'
IN THE ARAMAIC TRANSLATION, for it is closed in every respect,
WHICH MEANS THE WOUND IS CLOSED AND CONCEALED FROM
THE BEHOLDER. OF THIS it is written, "then he shall be brought to
Aaron the priest..." (Ibid.). But in relation to those WOUNDS that are
exposed, it is written, "the priest shall look on him, and pronounce
him unclean" (Ibid. 3). For surely those seen from the outside to
people come from the side of impurity and are not sufferings of love.

72. Rabbi Yosi asked, whence do we know that? Rabbi Chiya said,
from the words, "Open rebuke is better than hidden love" (Mishlei
27:5). THE MEANING OF "OPEN REBUKE IS BETTER" IS THAT if the
rebuke is done with love it is hidden from people. So when one
rebukes his neighbor with love, he must conceal his words from
people, so his neighbor shall not be put to shame. If his words are
public, they are not with love.

73. The Holy One, blessed be He, does the same. When He rebukes
man, He rebukes him always with love. At first He smites him in the
internal part of the body. If he repents, it is well; otherwise, He
smites him under his clothes. These are considered sufferings of
love. If he repents, it is well. Otherwise, He smites him openly, in his
face for everyone to see and know that he is a sinner, not beloved by
his Master.

74. That man said to them, you plot against me surely TO PUT ME TO
SHAME. You must be of those who frequent the house of Rabbi
Shimon, who fear nothing. If my sons, my descendants, SHALL
COME, they will harm you. Why do you speak openly? YOU SHOULD
FEAR MY SONS. They said to him, such is the Torah, as written,
"she cries in the chief place of concourse, at the entrances of the
gates. In the city she utters her words, saying" (Mishlei 1:21). If we
fear you in words of Torah we shall be in contempt before the Holy
One, blessed be He. Moreover, the Torah needs clarity, THAT IS,
OPEN SPEECH. The man quoted, "Who is El like You, who pardons
iniquity, and forgives the transgression" (Michah 7:18). In the
meantime his sons arrived. His younger son said, help from heaven
is here FOR MY FATHER.

17. "There is a just man who perishes in his righteousness"
Rabbi Shimon says that King Solomon was the wisest of all men, and that during his time the moon was full. He saw everything. We learn that the
righteous perish for the sins of the wicked when the world is full of wicked men and the moon is darkened.
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75. He opened with, "All things have I seen in the days of my vanity.
There is a just man who perishes in his righteousness, and there is a
wicked man who prolongs his life in his wickedness" (Kohelet 7:15).
I have studied this verse with Rabbi Dustai Saba, who quoted Rabbi
Yisa Saba. "All things have I seen in the days of my vanity." HE
ASKS, how could King Solomon, the wisest man, speak so, that he
saw everything, when he was treading the darkness of the world,
THAT IS, IN THE DAYS OF HIS VANITY? For whoever is dealing with
the darkness of the world sees nothing, and knows nothing.

76. HE ANSWERS, we learned that during King Solomon's time the
moon was full, and Solomon was the wisest among men. He then
saw everything and knew everything. What did he see? He saw 'all',
WHICH IS YESOD CALLED 'ALL', which never goes away from the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And the sun shone upon her. This is the
meaning of, "All things have I seen in the days of my vanity." What is
vanity (also: 'breath')? It is the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is
included of all, of water, CHESED, fire, GVURAH, and wind, TIFERET,
together, as a breath coming from the mouth includes all, WATER,
WIND AND FIRE.

77. He saw 'all', YESOD, in that breath, MALCHUT, which is attached
to it. "There is a just man who perishes in his righteousness." Come
and see, when there are many righteous people in the world, 'all',
WHICH IS YESOD, is never removed from the moon, MALCHUT. That
'all' receives ointment and strength and joy above, and becomes full,
happy and elevated, in order to unite with the moon. It attains ALL
THAT for her.

78. When there are many wicked people in the world, and the moon
is darkened, the Righteous, YESOD, "perishes in his righteousness."
The righteous is not lost but loses. THIS IS BECAUSE he is not seen
to the moon, THAT IS, DOES NOT BESTOW PLENTY UPON HER, or
take ointment, strength and joy to fill her and unite with her. Hence
the righteous loses ALL THAT "in his righteousness," which is the
moon. Since the moon is not present to unite with him he loses and
does not draw from the SUPERNAL joy, as he used to. Then the
whole left side stirs and the wicked live long and peacefully in the
world. This is the meaning of, "and there is a wicked man who
prolongs his life in his wickedness." What is "his wickedness"? It is
that EVIL Side that cleaved to him.
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79. Moreover, "There is a just man who perishes in his
righteousness," because when there are many wicked people in the
world, and punishment is suspended, "There is a just man who
perishes in his righteousness," because he is punished for their sins
like my father, who was punished for the sins of his town's people,
who were all impudent. But he never admonished them or put them
to shame. He stopped us from reproaching the wicked. He used to
say to us, "Of David. Fret not yourself because of evil doers, nor be
envious against the workers of iniquity" (Tehilim 37:1). His father
said, Surely the Holy One, blessed be He, punished me this way,
because I could have complained against them but I did not. I did not
put them to shame, neither secretly nor openly.

18. "and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life"
The second son of the marked man gives us this lesson. He says that man was born with two inclinations, the Good Inclination (corresponding to
water) and the Evil Inclination (corresponding to fire). He says that the breath of life is the holy Neshamah that comes from Binah that produced the
earth. The Neshamah has permission to ascend and speak before God. When a man sins or speaks evil, the Shechinah leaves him and an evil spirit
comes to dwell on him, since holiness has departed from him. He is blemished everywhere, including in his flesh. People are also punished for
omitting to speak good words when they should have, because this blemishes the speaking spirit.
80. His other son opened the discussion with the verse, "And
Hashem Elohim formed man of the dust of the ground" (Beresheet
2:7). "And Hashem Elohim formed (Heb. vayyitzer)," 'VAYYITZER' IS
SPELLED with two Yuds, TO INDICATE MAN WAS BORN with two
inclinations, the Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination; one, THE
GOOD INCLINATION, CORRESPONDS TO WATER, and one, THE
EVIL INCLINATION, CORRESPONDS TO FIRE. Hashem Elohim is a
full name. "the man" includes of male and female, SINCE THE (HEB.
ET) ALLUDES TO THE FEMALE. "dust of the ground" is the dust of
the holy land, whence he was created. It is the place of the Temple.

81. "and breathed into his nostrils the breath (Heb. Neshamah) of
life" (Ibid.). This is the holy Neshamah that is drawn from the
supernal life, FROM BINAH. "and man became a living
Nefesh" (Ibid.), since man includes a holy Nefesh from the supernal
living creature, WHICH IS BINAH, that produced the earth,
MALCHUT, as written, "Let the earth bring forth living creatures (lit.
'Nefesh')" (Beresheet 1:24), the Nefesh of that supernal living
creature BINAH.

82. Come and see, as long as that holy soul cleaves to man, he is
beloved of his Master. He is well kept from every direction, he is
marked for the good above and below and the holy Shechinah rests
on him.

83. When he deviates in his ways, the Shechinah is gone from him
and the holy Neshamah does not cleave to him. From the side of the
harsh serpent, a spirit is aroused that roams and walks the world,
which rests only on a place supernal holiness has departed from,
AND IT DWELLS ON THAT MAN. That man is then defiled and is
blemished in his flesh, in everything, and in his countenance.
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84. Come and see, since this living Nefesh is holy and supernal,
NAMELY FROM BINAH, when the holy earth MALCHUT draws it and
becomes a part within it, it is called Neshamah, SINCE THE LIGHT
OF BINAH IS CALLED NESHAMAH. It is it that ascends and speaks
before the Holy King and enters through all the gates with no one to
detain it. It is therefore called 'a speaking spirit' IN THE ARAMAIC
TRANSLATION, since every other Nefesh NOT FROM BINAH has no
permission to speak before the King except this one FROM BINAH.

85. The Torah therefore proclaims, saying, "Keep your tongue from
evil..." (Tehilim 34:14), and, "He who guards his mouth and his
tongue..." (Mishlei 21: 23), since if his lips and tongue speak evil
things, these things rise up, and when they do, everybody declares,
'Be gone from the proximity of the evil speech of so and so, give way
to the path of the harsh serpent'. The holy Neshamah is then
removed from him. It is gone and cannot speak, as it says, "I was
dumb with silence, I held my peace, and had no comfort" (Tehilim
39:3).

86. That Neshamah rises in contempt, in trouble of every kind. It is
not given place as before. Of this it is written, "He who guards his
mouth and his tongue keeps his soul (Heb. Nefesh) from trouble."
Surely his Nefesh, who used to speak, is not silent because of the
evil words IT UTTERED. Then the serpent comes, since everything
returned to its place, ITS ORIGINAL STATE, AS BEFORE HE
ATTAINED A NESHAMAH. When the evil speech rises through
certain paths and rests before the harsh serpent, many spirits are
stirred in the world and a DEFILED spirit descends from that side OF
THE SERPENT, and finds the man who roused it through evil speech
and the speaking spirits removed from him. The DEFILED spirit
defiles him, and he then becomes a leper.

87. Just as punishment is afflicted on man because of evil speech,
so is he punished because he could have pronounced good words
but did not. For he blemished that speaking spirit, which is
composed so as to speak above and speak below, and everything is
in holiness. It is even more true if the nation walks the crooked path
and he can talk to them and reprove them yet he is silent and does
not speak. As I said, IT IS SAID OF HIM, "I was dumb with silence, I
held my peace, and had no comfort, and my pain was stirred up,"
stirred up by plagues of impurity. This is why it was said that King
David was plagued WITH LEPROSY, AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, turned away from him, as written THAT HE ASKED, "Turn
You to me, and be gracious to me" (Tehilim 25:16), WHICH MEANS
HE TURNED AWAY FROM HIM. What is "Turn You to me"? It
resembles the words, "And Aaron looked (or: 'turned')" (Bemidbar
12:10). JUST AS THE LATTER VERSE ALLUDES TO LEPROSY, SO
HERE IT ALLUDES TO LEPROSY. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi
alighted and kissed him. They went together all that way. Rabbi
Chiya said of them, "But the path of just men is like the gleam of
sunlight, that shines ever more brightly until the height of
noonday" (Mishlei 4:18).
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19. The plague of leprosy
The priest knows all the types of plague, and whether the person is undergoing sufferings of love or is being rejected by God. One should consult
his heart three times to lead it in the path of truth; it is evil that causes the plagues in the world. In Aramaic leprosy is translated as 'closing',
because it closes off the supernal lights.
88. "When the plague of leprosy is in a man, then he shall be brought
to the priest" (Vayikra 13:9). Rabbi Yosi said, the friends commented
on all the colors of this plague. The priest knew whether to
pronounce clean or unclean according to them. He knew if these are
sufferings of love or those upon one whose Master rejects him and
is far from him. For according to man's ways the plague is caused in
the world.

89. It is written, "Incline not my heart to any evil thing, to practice
wicked deeds with men who work iniquity" (Tehilim 141:4). From this
we derive that a man is led in the way he wishes to walk. Rabbi
Yitzchak, this verse is difficult. Does the Holy One, blessed be He,
turn man to walk the path of sin and commit evil deeds, THAT HE
SAYS, "INCLINE NOT MY HEART TO ANY EVIL THING"? In that case
there is no justice in this world or in the World to Come, and the
Torah is imperfect, in which is written, "if you hearken" (Devarim
28:13), and, "if you will not hearken" (Ibid. 15), WHICH INDICATES
THAT EVERYTHING DEPENDS ON MAN.

90. AND HE ANSWERS, David admonished his heart, saying,
"INCLINE NOT MY HEART TO ANY EVIL THING," so as to lead it in
the path of truth, as written, "and consider it in your heart" (Devarim
4:39). What is consider? IT MEANS one should return to THE HEART
once, twice and thrice to lead it IN THE PATH OF TRUTH and
admonish it. He also said to it, "Incline not my heart to any evil
thing," since an evil thing caused plagues in the world, so Judgment
hovers about the world. This is the meaning of the plague of leprosy.

91. The friends spoke about the plague of leprosy, but leprosy IS
EXPLAINED according to its Aramaic translation. Said Rabbi
Yehuda, what is it translated into? It is 'closing', because it closes
SUPERNAL LIGHTS and does not open up. When it closes and does
not open, it is considered a plague. Rabbi Yosi said that the
patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, are not nourished,
THAT IS, THEY DO NOT RECEIVE LIGHT, and all the more so the
children, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. This is the meaning of,
"When the plague of leprosy is in a man," real man, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH
ALEPHS, WHICH HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS THAT OF
ADAM (ENG. 'MAN'). From here it descends to whomever it
descends to, NAMELY, TO LOWER MAN WHO CAUSED IT, AND
CLOSES HIS LIGHT, so there is universal plague from the closing OF
THE LIGHTS.
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92. Rabbi Yitzchak said, surely this is the inner meaning of the
words, "He has abhorred His sanctuary" (Eichah 2:7), WHICH
MEANS THE LIGHTS OF THE TEMPLE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WERE
SHUT. The reason is that the people in the world brought it about BY
THEIR SINS, as written, "because he has defiled the sanctuary of
Hashem" (Bemidbar 19:20), actually defiled. Rabbi Elazar said, he
had defiled it because someone was gone, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
and the harsh serpent rests on it and injects filth and brings
defilement to whomever it does. All this is due to the sins of the
world.

20. "she eats, and wipes her mouth"
We learn that because of man's evil tongue the serpent appears both above and below. The lights are closed when someone commits a sin and then
says they have done nothing wrong.
93. We learned that when the PRIMORDIAL serpent begins to be
revealed, the supports, NETZACH AND HOD, and the edifices, THE
MOCHIN, are gone and removed FROM MALCHUT, and the fierce
serpent comes and injects filth, the Temple is considered defiled.
What is the Temple? It is as we learned, "and I put the plague of
leprosy in a house of the land of your possession" (Vayikra 14:34),
and, "Now the serpent was craftier... And he said to the
woman" (Beresheet 3:1), the actual woman, to which the place of the
Temple is attached, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Hence, "because he has
defiled the sanctuary of Hashem" (Bemidbar 19:20), by his sins,
because THROUGH HIS SINS the fierce serpent is revealed.

94. What are his sins? They are the evil tongue. For because of evil
tongue, the PRIMORDIAL serpent appears both above and below, as
written, "And Hashem sent venomous (Heb. Seraphim) serpents
among the people" (Bemidbar 21:6). It is not spelled as 'sorfim (Eng.
'burning')' or 'serufim (Eng. 'burnt')', but rather Seraphim. Who are
the Seraphim? HE ANSWERS, IT ALLUDES TO THE PRIMORDIAL
SERPENT. THE REASON IT SAYS SERPENTS IN PLURAL IS THAT IT
RESEMBLES the words, "the heads of the sea monsters" (Tehilim
74:13), two of them, one attached above and another attached below
IN THIS WORLD. It is also written, "Seraphim stood above
Him" (Yeshayah 6:2), above Him assuredly, NAMELY as in the verse,
"to present themselves before (lit. 'above') Hashem" (Iyov 1:6),
WHICH MEANS AGAINST HASHEM. FOR THE SONS OF ELOHIM
ARE JUDGMENTS, AND HASHEM IS MERCY. HERE TOO, "ABOVE
HIM" IS LIKE 'AGAINST HIM'. Then everything is closed, AS ALL THE
LIGHTS ARE SHUT, and there is none to open, SINCE THEN THE
SERPENT COMES AND INJECTS FILTH IN THE ROOT OF THE SOUL
OF THE SINNER IN MALCHUT, WHICH IS CONSIDERED ADULTERY.
Hence it is written, "Likewise the way of an adulterous woman; she
eats, and wipes her mouth, and says, I have done nothing
wrong" (Mishlei 30:20). What is adulterous? Actual ADULTEROUS
surely, OF WHICH IT IS SAID, "she eats, and wipes her mouth, and
says, I have done nothing wrong."
95. Rabbi Chiya said in the name of Rabbi Yitzchak, by universal will,
NAMELY THE SUPERNAL WILL, the serpent abides below only
because he abides above. And he does not abide above except when
he abides below due to the sins of the world, as we learned that
everything is interdependent.
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21. "wisdom excels folly"
Rabbi Chiya wonders why Solomon says he saw that wisdom excels folly, since surely it must be obvious to everyone. We learn that no one was as
wise as Solomon since he is named after the seven grades of wisdom, corresponding to seven Sfirot, and he actually spoke of seven vanities, or
'breaths'. The world is supported only by breath, since Rabbi Shimon taught that breath produces a sound by way of the wind and water in it, and
the sound exists only by way of breath. In the same way that a man cannot exist without breath, the world cannot exist without the words of wisdom
that Solomon said. And the breath by which the world endures comes from the breaths above. Wisdom is actually revealed by way of its opposite,
folly, just as light would not be known without darkness, nor white without black, nor sweet without bitter, nor health without illness. God has made
the one as well as the other.
96. "And the man whose hair is fallen off his head" (Vayikra 13:40).
Rabbi Chiya opened with, "Then I saw that wisdom excels
folly..." (Kohelet 2:13). I have studied the words of King Solomon in
different places, and observed his great wisdom, since he concealed
the meaning of his words inside the holy sanctuary. This verse
needs studying. Why did he say, "I saw"? Do not the rest of the
people in the world know or see this? Even those who never knew
wisdom or studied it know that "wisdom excels folly, as far as light
excels darkness." Yet he praises himself and says, "Then I saw."

97. We learned that none is wise as Solomon who is named after the
seven grades of wisdom, in the likeness of above, NAMELY, TO
CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF LOWER
CHOCHMAH, THE GRADE OF SOLOMON. For there are six days
above, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN and a seventh above them, WHICH IS BINAH. There
are seven days below IN MALCHUT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and a seventh above them, WHICH IS
BINAH. There are six steps to the throne OF SOLOMON and he is
upon the throne, as written, "Then Solomon sat on the throne of
Hashem as king" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:23). There are seven crowns
of the days, NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT above and seven
corresponding names to Solomon to indicate holy wisdom. Hence he
had seven names, WHICH ARE Solomon, Yedidyah, Agur, ben Yaka,
Lemuel, Itiel and Kohelet.
98. He spoke of seven vanities, NAMELY, "VANITY OF VANITIES,
SAYS KOHELET, VANITY OF VANITIES; ALL IS VANITY" (KOHELET
1:2). THERE ARE THREE TIMES 'VANITY' AND TWICE 'VANITIES',
WHICH ARE FOUR. TOGETHER THEY ARE SEVEN. He saw what no
one else saw. And when he gathered wisdom and climbed the grade
of wisdom he was called Kohelet. He spoke of seven vanities (also:
'breaths'), which correspond to the seven Sfirot above. And a sound
is made of every breath, and the world is supported only by breath.

99. We learned in the name of Rabbi Shimon, that breath produces a
sound by the wind and water in it, and that sound exists only
through breath. And we learned that by seven breaths the supernal
and the lower beings exist. Rabbi Yitzchak taught, come and see that
the world is supported by breath, for were no breath to come from
man's mouth, it would not have been able to exist even a moment.
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100. Similar to that THAT MAN CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT THE
BREATH OF HIS MOUTH Solomon said his words upon which the
world is supported. HE SAID that through breath the world endures.
And the breath by which the world endures comes from the breaths
above. This is the meaning of "Breath of breaths" (Kohelet 1:2),
NAMELY a breath coming from the breaths above. All his words
were in that strain. Of the supernal breaths it is written, "but by every
word that proceeds out of the mouth of Hashem does man
live" (Devarim 8:3). What is the "word that proceeds out of the mouth
of Hashem"? It is the supernal breaths.

101. We learned, "Then I saw that wisdom excels folly," wisdom
excels through actual folly, for were there no folly in the world,
wisdom and its matters would not be made known. We learned that
one who studied wisdom must study some folly and know it, for this
way wisdom excels, just as light excels through darkness, for were
there no darkness, light would not be made known and the world
would benefit by it.

102. We learned that wisdom excels, NAMELY wisdom in general,
INCLUDING BOTH SUPERNAL WISDOM AND WORLDLY WISDOM.
For, Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Aba, come and see the inner
meaning of the matter. Supernal wisdom does not illuminate nor is it
shone upon except for folly that was roused from a different place.
Were it not for this FOLLY, there would be no expansion of light and
greatness, and wisdom would not excel. For folly, WISDOM shone
more and is shone more upon. This is the meaning of, "that wisdom
excels," wisdom in general, BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW, more than
folly in general, BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW. For this is the way
below, were there no folly in the world, there would be no wisdom in
the world.

103. When the friends studied secrets of wisdom from Rav Hamnuna
Saba, he used to teach them verses of folly, so that wisdom would
excel for their sakes. This is the meaning of, "a little folly outweighs
wisdom and honor" (Kohelet 10:1), because FOLLY is good for
wisdom and the preciousness of wisdom. Hence it is written, "yet
guiding my heart with wisdom; and to lay hold on folly" (Kohelet 2:3).

104. Rabbi Yosi said, "a little folly outweighs (Heb. yakar) wisdom
and honor," namely, the preciousness (Heb. yakar) of wisdom and
its beauty. And what is the preciousness of supernal honor, WHICH
IS MALCHUT? It is a little folly, because a little folly discloses and
reveals the preciousness of wisdom and honor of above more than
any way in the world.
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105. "as far as light excels darkness" (Kohelet 2:13). For light excels
only through darkness. What establishes white? Black, for were it
not for black, white would not be comprehended. Since black exists,
white is elevated and glorified. Rabbi Yitzchak said, this is like sweet
and bitter. No one recognizes the sweet taste before he tastes bitter.
What causes it to be sweet? Bitter. FOR OPPOSITES REVEAL EACH
OTHER, LIKE WHITE AND BLACK, LIGHT AND DARKNESS, THE
SICK AND THE HEALTHY. FOR WERE THERE NO SICK PEOPLE IN
THE WORLD, THE ADJECTIVE HEALTHY WOULD BE
MEANINGLESS. This is the meaning of, "Elohim has made the one
as well as the other" (Kohelet 7:14), and, "It is good that you should
take hold of this; but do not withdraw your hand from that
either" (Ibid. 18).

22. Man, person
We learn that man has different names in different stages, but the greatest of these is Adam. In scripture it is often the word 'Adam' that is used
rather than 'Ish' (person) or Enosh (human), for example, because it refers to man on the highest level. The name Adam includes the four faces of
the Chariot, which is perfection. Everything that was created in the world exists for his sake. Once Adam was created, everything was completed
above and below. The Hidden Book says that when Adam was created he descended in a holy supernal form and that two spirits came down with
him, the right spirit is the holy Neshamah and the left spirit is the living Nefesh. It was due to his later sin that these two spirits were separated. We
hear of how the demons and their offspring the plagues were created from the left hand spirit. The rabbis have a question about the nature of Ish, is
it a perfect upright man or a man of judgment, since the word is used in both senses in scripture?
106. We learned that man has names in different stages, FOR HE IS
CALLED Adam (man), Gever (male man), Enosh (human), Ish
(person). The greatest is Adam, as written, "So Elohim created man
(Heb. adam) in His own image" (Beresheet 1:27), and, "for in the
image of Elohim made He man (Heb. adam)" (Beresheet 9:6), instead
of using Gever, Enosh or Ish. Rabbi Yehuda said, in that case, it is
written, "If any man (Heb. adam) of you bring an offering to
Hashem" (Vayikra 1:2). Who needs to bring an offering? Only
whoever sins WHO IS OF A LESSER LEVEL. Nevertheless it is
written, Adam.

107. Rabbi Yitzchak said, come and see, the mainstay of the world,
of the upper and lower beings, is the sacrifice, which pleases the
Holy One, blessed be He. Who is worthy of offering before Him this
pleasure? It is Adam, the most precious, WHICH MEANS IT IS
HIGHER THAN THE OTHER THREE. He said to him, in that case it is
written, "When a man (Heb. adam) shall have in the skin of his
flesh... and it be in the skin of his flesh the plague of
leprosy" (Vayikra 13:2), YET THE NAME ADAM IS USED. He said to
him, for this reason the Holy One, blessed be He, has to purify him
more than anyone ELSE, for whoever is on a superior level, THAT IS,
THE ONE CALLED ADAM, must not be that way UNPURIFIED.

108. For this reason it is written of Adam, "He shall be brought to the
priest" (Vayikra 14:2). It is not written that he came TO THE PRIEST,
but that he was brought, WHICH INDICATES that whoever sees him
has to sacrifice him before the priest, so the holy form OF ADAM will
not stay that way. It is also written, "If a man (Heb. ish) or a woman
have a plague..." (Vayikra 13:29), and, "If a man (Heb. ish) or a
woman have in the skin of their flesh bright white spots" (Ibid. 38).
Of them it does not say, "He shall be brought," BUT IN RELATION TO
ADAM ONLY, BECAUSE OF HIS VALUE.
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109. He said to him, yet it is written, "Now the man (Heb. ish)
Moses" (Bemidbar 12:3), and, "as for this Moses, the man (Heb.
ish)" (Shemot 32:23). He answered, this is because he was
considered the servant of the King, as written, "My servant Moses is
not so" (Bemidbar 12:7), and, "Moses My servant" (Yehoshua 1:2). IN
THE SAME WAY is Ish in relation to supernal Adam, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, WHICH AMOUNTS TO
'ADAM'. He said to him, if that is so, why then it is written, "Hashem
is a man (Heb. ish) of war" (Shemot 15:3), instead of Adam? He said
to him, "The counsel of Hashem is with them that fear Him" (Tehilim
25:14). He said to him, in that case, I dwell among them, WHICH
MEANS THAT HE TOO IS ONE OF THOSE THAT FEAR HASHEM, yet I
have not had the merit TO UNDERSTAND this paragraph.

110. He said to him, go to Rabbi Aba, since I learned from him but
not in order to reveal. He went to Rabbi Aba and found him
discoursing on the matter of when it is considered overall perfection
- when the Holy One, blessed be He, sits on the throne, MALCHUT.
Before He sits on the throne, BEFORE HE UNITES WITH MALCHUT,
there is no perfection, as written, "and upon the likeness of the
throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man (Adam) above
upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26). The use of the word Adam WHEN HE SITS
ON THE THRONE means HE IS IN PERFECTION, SINCE THE NAME
ADAM includes THE FOUR FACES OF THE CHARIOT, AS WRITTEN,
"AS FOR THE LIKENESS OF THEIR FACES, THEY HAD THE FACE
OF A MAN" (IBID. 10), which is perfection in every way. Rabbi
Yehuda said TO HIM, blessed be the Merciful that I have found you
discoursing on it. He said to him, in that case, it is written, "Hashem
is a man (Heb. ish) of war," instead of Adam. He said, this is a good
question.

111. Come and see, there, ON THE SEA, there was no
comprehensive perfection, BECAUSE HE EXECUTED JUSTICE ON
EGYPT. Hence it is written Ish. But here, WHEN HE SITS UPON THE
THRONE, there was comprehensive perfection, and the embodiment
of everything. For this reason it is called Adam. RABBI YEHUDA
recited over him, "The Torah of Your mouth is better to me than
thousands in gold and silver" (Tehilim 119:72).
112. He said further, it is written, "man (Heb. adam) and
beast" (Tehilim 36:7), and not, 'Ish and beast', EVEN THOUGH THIS
REFERS TO A LESSER DEGREE, SINCE IT LIKENS HIM TO A
BEAST. He said to him, no, IT IS WRITTEN 'ISH' as it is written,
"neither against man (Heb. ish) or beast" (Shemot 11:7). But the
words "man (Heb. adam) and beast" are similar to, "from the cedar
tree that is in Lebanon to the hyssop that comes out of the wall" (I
Melachim 5:13). For it is the style of the scripture to grasp the
highest and lowliest. Here also, the highest is Adam and the lowest
is the beast.
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113. He said to him, yet it is written, "and there was not a man (Heb.
adam) to till the ground" (Beresheet 2:5). WHAT IS THE
SIGNIFICANCE OF MENTIONING THE NAME ADAM? He said to him,
come and see, whatever is in the world was only for the sake of
Adam, and everything exists for his sake. THEREFORE, they did not
appear in the world and everything was held back, until the arrival of
him that is called Adam. This is the meaning of, "And no plant of the
field was yet in the earth" (Ibid.). "Yet" WAS TRANSLATED INTO 'not
until', since the supernal form CALLED ADAM did not appear. This is
the meaning of, "and there was not a man (Heb. adam) to till the
ground." This means that everything was held until that form
appeared. For that reason, that form, ADAM, was created solely with
the shape appropriate for it. This is the meaning of, "And Hashem
Elohim formed man" (Beresheet 2:7) with a complete name, as we
explained THAT THE NAME ADAM comprises comprehensive
perfection and encompassing wholeness.

114. We learned that Adam was created on the sixth day, WHICH IS
THE CHARIOT TO THE SUPERNAL MAN, ZEIR ANPIN, when the
throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was completed, as written, "The throne
had six steps" (I Melachim 10:19), WHICH ARE, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED THRONE. Therefore man was created on the sixth, WHEN
THE SIX SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, REACHED COMPLETION, for he, SUPERNAL MAN, is worthy
of sitting on the throne. We learned that once Adam was created,
everything was completed, all that is above, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, and below, and all was included in Adam.
115. We learned: Rabbi Yosi said, it is written, "As for the likeness of
their faces, they had the face of a man," WHICH MEANS THAT THE
FACE OF MAN comprehends everything, and all THE THREE FACES,
LION, OX AND EAGLE, are part of this form OF THE FACE OF MAN.
Rabbi Yehuda said, yet it is written, "and they four had the face of a
lion, on the right side. And they four had the face of an ox on the left
side" (Yechezkel 1:10), SO THERE ARE ALSO THE FORMS OF A
LION AND AN OX AS WELL. He said to him, they all had the face of a
man, and in this form of man all the shades and forms were seen. As
we learned, his face was the face of an eagle. Not that he is an eagle,
but in the form of man THE FORM OF AN EAGLE could be seen,
THOUGH ESSENTIALLY HE HAD THE FORM OF A MAN, since THE
FACE OF MAN includes all aspects and shapes.

116. Rabbi Yitzchak said, come and see, whatever is under the power
of man (Heb. adam) is called Ish, since he was established after the
manner of Adam on a different grade than the latter had before. For
we learned according to a high mystery of the Concealed Book that
when Adam was created, he descended in a holy supernal form and
two spirits came down with him on two sides, on the right and left,
WHICH ARE the whole of man. The right spirit is called holy
Neshamah, as written, "and breathed into his nostrils the breath
(Heb. Neshamah) of life" (Beresheet 2:7). The spirit on the left is
called living Nefesh. It gradually descended from above down TO
THE GARDEN OF EDEN. AND THE NESHAMAH ON THE RIGHT did
not settle with the other ON THE LEFT, WHICH MEANS THAT HE
SINNED BY THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL AND
SEPARATED THE RIGHT FROM THE LEFT.
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117. When Shabbat entered, and Adam had already sinned, creatures
were formed from the left hand spirit, whose bodies were not
completed, NAMELY DEMONS. They joined the body of Adam, the
male and the female, EVE, and begot offspring in the world. They are
called the plagues of men. We learned THAT THERE ARE supernal
SPIRITS coming from those WHO WERE MADE FROM THE SPIRIT
ON THE LEFT OF THE FIRST MAN. They are not attached below IN
THIS WORLD, but are suspended in the air. They hear whatever they
hear above, and from them other SPIRITS below IN THIS WORLD
learn. THEY APPEAR TO PEOPLE IN THEIR DREAMS AND INFORM
THEM.

118. We learned that 325 sparks come out of the hard spark. They
are imprinted on and attached to the aspect of Gvurah and are called
Gvurot. They converge and become one. When these enter the body,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN CALLED BODY, it is called Ish. This we
learned, that there is a perfect and upright man (Heb. ish), and a
righteous man (Heb. ish). BUT the Ish here is a man of war, as
written, NAMELY, "HASHEM IS A MAN (HEB. ISH) OF
WAR" (SHEMOT 15:3), since He consists entirely of Judgment, and
this all means the same thing. Rabbi Yehuda said, why DOES IT ALL
MEAN THE SAME, SEEING THAT A PERFECT AND UPRIGHT ISH IS
OF MERCY, WHILE ISH OF WAR IS JUDGMENT? He was unable TO
ANSWER HIM. They came and asked Rabbi Shimon. He said to them,
it is even more difficult. As we learned, it is written, "she shall be
called Woman, because she was taken out of Man (Heb.
ish)" (Beresheet 2:23). We learned that Ish is Chesed, but you said
here that he is Judgment.

23. Holy and pure
Rabbi Shimon explains that Ish is both mercy and judgment, and he tells how the presence and absence of hair on the head denote purity and
impurity. The Levites are pure only when their hair is removed, because they come from the side of Judgment, and are Ish and not Adam. We learn
about the purification by water, and are told that the supernal Ish, Zeir Anpin, is completed by washing in supernal Chesed. The rabbis also speak
about a white reddish sore on a person, and the meaning of the white and the red. Lastly we hear that 'prayer' is actually the Congregation of Yisrael.
119. We learned that everything eventually means the same and it is
all the same, NAMELY, ISH IS BOTH CHESED AND JUDGMENT;
since the Judgment of the lower join and unite with his hair, he is
considered harsh Judgment. Once the hair of his head is removed,
he is settled and the Judgments of the lower beings do not appear.
This is why he is considered pure, since only that which comes out
of the side of impurity is pure. When it comes out of the side of
impurity it is considered pure, as written, "Who can bring a clean
thing out of an unclean" (Iyov 14:4). Yet here it says, "And the man
whose hair is fallen off his head, he is bald; yet is he clean" (Vayikra
13:40).

120. Come and see, there is a hard spark upon the head of that man,
and for that reason his skull is red as a rose and the hair is red
within the redness OF THE SKULL. The lower Sfirot from below are
suspended from him that rouse Judgments in the world. Once the
hair is removed from him and he is bald, everything is firmly
established by means of supernal Chesed, SINCE THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN HIM IS ESTABLISHED THROUGH
SUPERNAL CHESED, and he is named pure after him.
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121. Rabbi Yehuda said, if he is named after him, he should be called
holy, not pure. He said to him, it is not so, since he is considered
holy only when the hairs on his head are hanging, since holiness
comes from the hair, as written, "he shall be holy, and shall let the
locks of the hair of his head grow" (Bemidbar 6:5). This ISH is
considered pure from the aspect of those that come down from him,
THE IMPURE EXTERNAL FORCES THAT WERE REMOVED WITH
THE REMOVAL OF HIS HAIR. For that reason, once the hairs were
removed from him, he is purified.

122. Come and see, whoever is from the aspect of Judgment, and
Judgments cleave to him, is purified only when his hair is removed.
Once his hair is removed he is purified. As for Adam, it is not so,
because complete perfection and mercy abide in him, so it is not
true, since all that is holy and the holy ones are united in him. But as
for that WHO IS CALLED ISH AND NOT ADAM, he is THEN of
Judgment and Judgments are attached to him, NAMELY TO HIS
HAIR. THEREFORE he is not firmly established until his hair is
removed.

123. Come and see, the Levites come from this side of Judgment.
They are purified only when their hair is removed, as written, "And
thus shall you do to them, to cleanse them: Sprinkle water of
purifying on them, and let them shave all their flesh" (Bemidbar 8:7).
And in order for them to be more established, the priest that comes
from the aspect of supernal Chesed should offer them, as written,
"and Aaron shall offer the Levites before Hashem for an
offering" (Ibid. 11), IN ORDER TO INCLUDE THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH IN THEM IN CHASSADIM OF THE PRIEST, the same as
with the Ish above. When he needs to be more established, supernal
Chesed THAT CLOTHES CHOCHMAH is revealed in him and he is
more established. ALSO he establishes CHESED below IN THE
LEVITES.

124. That Ish is included in Adam. When the Holy One, blessed be
He, wishes to wage war, He does so with that Ish, as written,
"Hashem is a man (Heb. ish) of war" (Shemot 15:3), NAMELY with
this very Ish. He does not wage war with them, until He removes the
hair of his head, so that all the crowns FROM THE OUTER ASPECT
THAT ARE HANGING AND clinging to the hairs OF ZEIR ANPIN
FROM THE ASPECT OF ISH will be taken away from their hanging
AND ATTACHMENT. This is the meaning of, "On the same day shall
Hashem shave... with them beyond the river with the king of Assyria
the head, and the hair of the legs. And it shall also sweep away the
beard" (Yeshayah 7:20). THAT MEANS THAT IN ORDER TO
OVERTHROW THE KING OF ASSYRIA, HE WILL SHAVE ALL THE
HAIR OF THE HIGHER BEINGS TO WHICH THEY ARE ATTACHED.

125. We learned: "And thus shall you do to them, to cleanse
them" (Bemidbar 8:7). What is 'thus'? IT MEANS it bears the
semblance of above. "Sprinkle water of purifying on them," NAMELY
the residue of crystal dew. Here there is water of purifying, which is
the residue of dew. In the future to come it is written, "Then will I
sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean" (Yechezkel
36:25). "and let them wash their clothes, and so make themselves
clean" (Bemidbar 8:7) bears the semblance of the higher, ZEIR
ANPIN, for that Ish is completed by washing in supernal Chesed and
purifies in every respect. HERE TOO, "LET THEM WASH THEIR
CLOTHES" WITH CHESED THAT IS CALLED WATER.
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126. We learned the reason why it is written that they shave rather
than cut. HE ANSWERS, this is so that the hairs would be removed
from their roots, SINCE SHAVING REMOVES THE HAIR FROM THE
ROOT, and the lower Judgments will be removed from their hold ON
HIS HAIR. When the deeds of the lower beings are upright, the Holy
One, blessed be He, will remove these hairs and shave them off, so
they will not grow and increase, as written, "whose hair is fallen off
his head" (Vayikra 13:40).

127. Rabbi Yitzchak said, the greatest of all the Levites is Korah,
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, made below as a likeness of Ish
above and called him Korah. When DID HE CALL HIM KORAH? When
He made bald the Ish ABOVE, as written, "A MAN (ISH) WHOSE HAIR
IS FALLEN OFF HIS HEAD, he is bald."

128. When Korah saw his head hairless and saw Aaron bedeck
himself with royal adornments, he felt himself slighted and was
jealous of Aaron. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 'I made
you resemble the higher, yet you do not wish to ascend among the
higher. Go down and be among the lower, as written, "and they go
down alive into Sheol"' (Bemidbar 16:30). What is Sheol? It is
Gehenom, where the wicked cry out but there is no one to have pity
on them. They will be resurrected and rise FROM GEHENOM when
the Holy One, blessed be He, will rouse His people and revive them,
as written, "Hashem kills, and gives life. He brings down to Sheol,
and brings up" (I Shmuel 2:6).

129. "And he whose hair is fallen off from the part of his head toward
his face" (Vayikra 13:41). We learned that there is face and there is
face. What is the face IN THE VERSE, "AND HE WHOSE HAIR IS
FALLEN..."? It is called a wrathful face, since all that derives from
that impudent face is harsh without mercy. When the hair is removed
from the part of the head towards the face, all THE EXTERNAL
FORCES HANGING FROM THEM are removed and subdued.

130. We learned that all those EXTERNAL FORCES coming from the
hair of the head are superior to others and not as impudent. All
those coming from the side of the hair towards the IMPUDENT face
are all powerful and impudent. For that reason his face is burning
like fire, because of the hard spark IN IT. Of this it is written, "The
anger (lit. 'face') of Hashem has divided them" (Eichah 4:16), and,
"The face of Hashem is against those who do evil" (Tehilim 34:17).

24. "A white reddish sore"
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131. Rabbi Yitzchak said, what is "a white reddish sore" (Vayikra
13:42), and answers that it is an actual sore if the white is exposed
and the redness does not go away. This is derived from the words,
"white reddish," AS BOTH ARE SEEN. Rabbi Yosi said, "WHITE
REDDISH" MEANS the white is seen only with the red, as white and
red TOGETHER. Rabbi Yitzchak said THAT THE MEANING IS AS
WAS SAID ABOVE. Even though the white appears, if the red does
not disappear, it is a sore, as written, "though your sins be like
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). For when it
turns completely white, there is Mercy, and no Judgment.

132. We learned that Rabbi Aba taught, it is written NOW "it is a
sore" in the masculine, and NOW "it is a sore" in the feminine. AND
HE ANSWERS, when the female, MALCHUT, is defiled because of the
iniquities of the lower beings, it is written "it is a sore" IN THE
FEMININE. When the male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN ON THE LEVEL OF
ISH, is not purified because of the iniquities of the lower beings, it is
written, "it is a sore" IN THE MASCULINE.
133. The priest ascertains whether the Judgments come from the
one, ZEIR ANPIN, or the other, MALCHUT, and learns about the
offerings that need to be brought as written, "a male without
blemish" (Vayikra 4:23), or, "he shall bring it a female without
blemish" (Ibid. 32). For THE PRIEST finds out whence the Judgments
came and whence the iniquities; whether they are attached to this,
THE MALE, or that, THE FEMALE. Hence it is written IN RELATION
TO THE SACRIFICES, "the sacrifices of Elohim are a broken
spirit" (Tehilim 51:19), excluding the other sacrifices, of which it is
not written, "a broken spirit," since they are peace in the world and
the joy of the higher and lower beings.

134. "But if the priest look on it" (Vayikra 13:21). Rabbi Yosi taught, it
is written, "O You that hear prayer, to You..." (Tehilim 65:3). "You
that hear prayer" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, "You that hear prayer": it should
have said 'prayers'. Wherefore is it "hear prayer"? AND HE
ANSWERS, prayer is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY
MALCHUT, which is CALLED prayer, as written, "while I have
nothing but (or: 'I am') prayer" (Tehilim 109:4). David said that for the
sake of the Congregation of Yisrael, and as for his worlds, "I am
prayer," it has the same meaning, SINCE MALCHUT IS CALLED
BOTH 'I' AND 'PRAYER'. Regarding this IT IS SAID, "You that hear
prayer (Heb. tfilah)," WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the hand Tefilin (or
Tfilah), of which it is written, "upon your hand" (Shemot 13:16)
spelled with Hei IN THE END, AN INDICATION OF MALCHUT.

25. "He shall be brought to the priest"
The question arises to whom a person should be brought when he has a pain or a plague or an affliction; the 'priest' is said to be God, who can
purify the afflicted. And the priest below knows how to rekindle the light when leprosy has closed off the supernal light and stopped the supernal
goodness from descending into the world.
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135. "To You shall all flesh come" (Tehilim 65:3), NAMELY, when the
body is in pain, afflictions and plagues, as written, "Or if there be
any flesh, in the skin" (Vayikra 13:24), "the plague in the skin of the
flesh" (Ibid. 3), and, "the raw flesh" (Ibid. 15). Hence it is not written,
'To You shall all spirit come', but rather, "To You shall all flesh
come." What is "to You"? It is as we learned that "he shall be
brought to the priest" (Ibid. 9) refers to the Holy One, blessed be He.
This is the meaning of, "But if the priest look on it" (Ibid. 21). Come
and see, at one place IT IS WRITTEN, "Aaron the priest," while at
another just "the priest," NOT MENTIONING AARON. In that case it is
the Holy One, blessed be He.

136. Rabbi Yitzchak said, yet it is written, "When the plague of
leprosy is in a man, then he shall be brought to the priest" (Ibid. 9).
Is that the Holy One, blessed be He? He said to him, yes, IT IS THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, since all matters of purity and
holiness come from the Holy One, blessed be He. He said to him, in
that case, why IS IT SAID, "he shall be brought"? It should have said,
'raised'. FOR ASCENSION, NOT BRINGING, PERTAINS TO THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. He said to him, this resembles the
words, "And the poles shall be put into the rings" (Shemot 27:7),
WHICH MEANS putting them into each other. Here too, "be brought"
MEANS he is brought to the Holy One, blessed be He that is called a
priest in order to purify him, like bringing the matter before Him.
137. Rabbi Yitzchak said, we learned that in "a plague of leprosy,"
plague MEANS harsh Judgment that rests over the world. Leprosy
MEANS closing, as we learned, which is a closing of the supernal
light, shutting the supernal goodness from descending into the
world. It "is in a man": man in general ALLUDES BOTH TO MAN
ABOVE AND MAN BELOW. "he shall be brought to the priest,"
NAMELY the priest below, who is knowledgeable in opening that
closing and kindling the lamps, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT, so that
through him there will be blessings above and below, that plague
shall be removed and gone, and the light of mercy will dwell on
everything. For that reason, "he shall be brought to the priest."

26. "and be holy"
We learn here of the proper time for mating for those who study the Torah, and that is midnight on Shabbat when God walks with the righteous in
the Garden of Eden. People are holy only by association with their God; if they draw away from Him they lose their holiness and draw upon
themselves souls from the side of the Evil Inclination. The priest can recognize peoples' sins by the blemishes that show they come from the Other
Side.
138. Rabbi Aba said, I see that the people in the world do not
observe or know the glory of their Master. It is written, of Yisrael,
"and have separated you from the peoples, that you should be
Mine" (Vayikra 20:26), and, "Sanctify yourselves therefore, and be
holy, for I am Hashem your Elohim" (Ibid. 7). But if they draw far
FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, where is their holiness, if
their wish is distanced from Him? The verse declares, "Be not like
the horse, or the mule, which have no understanding" (Tehilim 32:9).
For people are different from a horse and a mule only by their
holiness, so as to be whole and distinguished more than everything.
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139. Therefore people mate at specific times so as to direct their will
to cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He. It has been remarked that
at midnight the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden
to delight Himself with the righteous, and the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, praises the Holy One, blessed be He. It
is a favorable time to cleave to them, TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE AND HIS SHECHINAH.

140. The friends who are engaged in Torah unite with the
Congregation of Yisrael in praising the Holy One, blessed be He, and
they are occupied with the Torah. For other people it is a favorable
time to be sanctified with the holiness of the Holy One, blessed be
He, NAMELY BY MATING, and direct their wishes to cleave to Him.
The friends who are occupied with the Torah, the time for them to
mate is when another, SUPERNAL union takes place. This occurs on
Shabbat, so as to direct one's desire to cleave to the Holy One,
blessed be He and the Congregation of Yisrael. For it is a time of
goodwill when everything, the higher and lower, are blessed.

141. If people keep away from the Holy One, blessed be He and
conduct themselves like animals, where is their holiness to make
them holy? Where are their holy souls, which they draw from above?
King Solomon cries out, saying, "Also, that the soul be without
knowledge is not good" (Mishlei 19:2). In, "without knowledge,"
knowledge refers to the Holy One, blessed be He. "...the soul...is not
good" refers to the soul they draw by their deed. It is "not good"
since that soul comes to them from the Other Side, which is not
good, since they do not direct their heart towards the Holy One,
blessed be He.

142. Whoever gets hot with the Evil Inclination, without directing his
desire and heart toward the Holy One, blessed be He, THEN a soul
that is not good is drawn upon him from the side of the Evil
Inclination. This is the meaning of, "Also, that the soul be without
knowledge is not good." "and he that hastens with his feet
sins" (Ibid.). Whoever hastens with the feet and precipitates matters,
THAT IS, DOES NOT WAIT UNTIL THE TIME IS PROPER, BUT IS
without a holy wish, sins. Assuredly he sins in every way.

143. For that reason evil plagues dwell in people and testify on their
faces to their impudence, to show that the Holy One, blessed be He,
rejects them and does not pay attention to them until they are worthy
and better their deeds as before. For that reason the priest
recognizes that the plagues come from the side of impurity and that
they come from the Other Side.
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27. Plagues of houses
We learn that when Yisrael came into the land of Canaan, they demolished the houses that had plague in them, and then found treasures hidden
there. Rabbi Shimon talks about how the words uttered over a work in progress bring the spirit of holiness or the spirit of defilement over it. By
breaking down the contaminated houses, the land was sanctified as before and the spirit of impurity was removed. Then Yisrael dwelled in holiness
with the Shechinah among them.
144. Similarly, it is written, "When you come into the land of Canaan...
and I put the plague of leprosy in the house of the land of your
possession" (Vayikra 14:34). HE ASKS, what is the good reward in
finding PLAGUES IN THE HOUSES OF those of were worthy of
entering the land? AND HE ANSWERS, it has been explained that it
is THAT AFTER THEY WILL DEMOLISH THE CONTAMINATED
HOUSES, they will find treasures THE CANAANITES have hidden in
their houses and Yisrael will benefit from them.

145. Yet come and see, happy are Yisrael to be cleaving to the Holy
One, blessed be He. And the Holy One, blessed be He loves them as
written, "I have loved you, says Hashem" (Malachi 1:2). In His love,
He brought them into the holy land, to cause His Shechinah to rest
among them and to dwell among them, so that Yisrael will be holier
than all the inhabitants of the world.

146. Come and see, it is written, "And all the women whose heart
stirred them..." (Shemot 35:26), THAT IS, when they were doing their
work they used to say, this is for the Temple, this is for the
tabernacle, that is for the curtain. All the craftsmen DID the same, so
that holiness shall dwell on their efforts and that workmanship shall
be sanctified. When they brought it to its place it turned into AND
WAS IN holiness.

147. In the same way, whoever creates something for idol worship or
for another, unholy side, once he mentions it in regard to that work,
the spirit of defilement dwells on it. As the work progresses, it does
so in impurity. The Canaanites were idol worshippers and used to
build edifices for sculptures of their faces and for their abominations
on the side of impurity, for the purpose of idol worship. When they
started building, they used to say something. Once it was uttered,
the spirit of impurity rose over the building. As the work progressed,
it did so by the spirit of impurity.

148. Once they entered the land of Yisrael, the Holy One, blessed be
He, wanted to purify and sanctify the land for them, and make room
for the Shechinah, so that the Shechinah will not dwell on an impure
place. Hence, by that plague of leprosy they would demolish the
buildings of wood and stone made in impurity.
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149. Come and see, if this action OF BREAKING DOWN THE
CONTAMINATED HOUSES was done for the sake of finding
treasures alone, they would have to return the stones back into
place as they were and ALSO TO RETURN the dust to its place. Yet
scripture says, "they take away the stones" (Vayikra 14:40), and, "he
shall take other mortar" (Ibid. 42). Thus the spirit of impurity will be
removed and taken out, and THE LAND shall be sanctified as before
and Yisrael will dwell in holiness, in holy habitation, so the
Shechinah will dwell among them.

28. "Woe to him that builds his house by unrighteousness"
We are told that whoever builds a building must start by saying that he is doing it for the worship of God, and then the peace of heaven will rest on
it. Anyone who builds a house dedicated to the other side will be punished by that house before he dies, and others who live in it may come to harm.
God marked the houses in Canaan by the plague so that Yisrael would know which houses were cursed.
150. Therefore, whoever builds a building, before starting, should
utter by mouth that he does so for the worship of the Holy One,
blessed be He, since it is written, "Woe to him that builds his house
by unrighteousness" (Yirmeyah 22:13). Then help from heaven rests
on it, ON THE HOUSE, and the Holy One, blessed be He, readies His
sanctity upon it and calls it peace. This is the meaning of, "And you
shall know that your tent is at peace; AND YOU SHALL VISIT YOUR
HABITATION, AND MISS (OR: 'SIN') NOTHING" (Iyov 5:24). What is
meant by, "and you shall visit your habitation"? It has been
explained, yet, "visit" MEANS to visit by mouth when building,
NAMELY, TO SAY WITH HIS MOUTH THAT HE BUILDS IT TO SERVE
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. Then it is written, "and sin
nothing." Otherwise, the Other Side is ready TO DWELL on his
house.

151. This is more so for whoever builds with his wish directed in a
different way, in dedicating his house to the other side to be defiled
by it. Surely the spirit of defilement rests on that man and he is
punished by that house before he dies. Whoever lives in it may come
to harm, since the spirit of defilement rests in that abode and harms
whoever is in it.

152. You may ask, how is it made known WHETHER THE BUILDER
DREW ON IT THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT? If whoever built it came
to harm in that house, or any of his household, whether in body or
finance, AND ALSO two NEIGHBORS after him WHO DWELT THERE.
One should run into the mountain rather than live in it, dwell in an
earthen cave rather than live in it.
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153. For that reason, the Holy One, blessed be He, took pity on
Yisrael, who did not know at all about those houses THEY FOUND IN
THE LAND, WHETHER THE SPIRIT OF IMPURITY WAS THERE OR
NOT. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, even if you do not know, I
do know and I shall mark them by a plague. If a plague rests in the
house, WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, behold another powerful plague
THAT I SENT THERE to take it out and destroy it. Then, "And he shall
break down the house, the stones of it, and its timber" (Vayikra
14:45). HE ASKS, once THE PLAGUE is gone BECAUSE OF THE
OTHER PLAGUE THAT BROUGHT IT OUT, why "break down the
house," SEEING THAT THE OTHER SIDE HAS ALREADY LEFT? HE
ANSWERS, as long as the house stands, it is his, OF THE OTHER
SIDE, who can return.

29. "And he shall break down the house"
Rabbi Yosi once entered a house, and then heard a voice saying he would be harmed; he left in fear. Rabbi Chiya wonders why the idol worshippers
who live in that house are not harmed, and Rabbi Yosi says it is because they are all from the other side and it will not harm them. We also learn that
the wicked can dwell safely in a house that was built on righteousness.
154. This applies to the holy land and all the more so to other lands,
where the spirit of impurity is more prevalent IN THOSE HOUSES
and people might come to harm FROM IT. Rabbi Elazar said,
moreover, THE SPIRIT OF IMPURITY THAT IS THERE calls to its
other friends and Klipot to be there. Even knocking on vessels,
WHICH WAS DONE TO EXORCISE SPIRITS AND DEMONS FROM A
PLACE does not remove THE DEMONS from that house. For that
reason scripture says, "Woe to him that builds his house by
unrighteousness" (Yirmeyah 22:13). THE DWELLERS in this house
surely recite THIS VERSE daily.

155. One day Rabbi Yosi entered a certain house. He reached the
threshold, COMPOSED HIMSELF, and entered into the house. He
heard a voice saying, Gather round, here is one of our dissenters.
Let us take him and harm him before he leaves. They said to it, we
cannot HARM HIM unless he lived here. Rabbi Yosi went out in fear.
He said, surely whoever transgresses the words of the friends risks
his life.

156. Rabbi Chiya said to him, but idol worshippers and other people
live in that house, yet they are well, UNHARMED. He said to him, they
come from their side AND ARE THEREFORE NOT HARMED BY
THEM. But whoever fears sin might come to harm. Even they, if they
continue to live in it, do not leave in peace. He said to him, yet it is
written, "Their houses are safe without fear" (Iyov 21:9). He said to
him, this means THE HOUSE came from another who built it in
righteousness, AND THE WICKED TOOK IT AND DWELT IN IT. The
verse is as follows, "Their houses are safe without fear," namely,
when "Their houses are safe without fear," BECAUSE THEY WERE
BUILT ON RIGHTEOUSNESS, THEN the rod of Eloha is not upon
them.

30. The plague and the spirit of defilement are opposites
We are told that when the plague enters a house the spirit of defilement appears and they fight each other. The priest is then told about the plague,
and he comes and demolishes the house. Rabbi Yehuda says that Yisrael received wealth twice, once when they left Egypt and again when they
entered the land, by breaking down the contaminated houses. Lastly, Rabbi Yosi talks about the bright white spot that is sometimes found in the
flesh of a person, and Rabbi Yitzchak says there are 300 arguments that may be derived from the intensely bright spot.
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157. "and he that owns the house shall come and tell" (Vayikra
14:35). HE ASKS, IT SAYS, "and tell." It should have said, 'said', or
'speak'. Why "tell"? AND HE ANSWERS, this always alludes to a
matter of wisdom, and it has been explained. "It seems to me there is
as it were a plague in the house" (Ibid.). HE SAYS, "as it were a
plague" should have been just "a plague." HE SAYS, "It seems to me
there is" should have been 'there is', as written, "I put the plague of
leprosy in a house of the land of your possession" (Ibid. 34), WHICH
MEANS it will be visible to everyone. Why DOES HE SAY, "It seems
to me there is as it were a plague"?
158. AND HE ANSWERS, when the one, THE PLAGUE, enters THE
HOUSE, the other appears, THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT THAT
RESIDED IN THE HOUSE, and they fight each other. Hence HE SAID,
"It seems to me," FOR IT WAS SEEN TO ME AT FIRST. For the one
hidden, THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT THAT USED TO HIDE UPON
THE COMING OF THE PLAGUE, was exposed, and the one exposed,
THE PLAGUE, hid. Later it assumed a form as that plague WAS
SEEN in the house and the other was hidden, THE SPIRIT OF
DEFILEMENT. Hence IT IS WRITTEN, "tell the priest" (Ibid. 35), for it
is a matter of wisdom, AS TELLING INDICATES WISDOM.
159. The priest then comes, and they demolish the house and break
it down, the wood, stones and the rest. Once they broke it and were
purified in every way, they are blessed. Then it is written, "and have
built goodly houses, and dwelt in them" (Devarim 8:12), WHICH
MEANS THEY WILL BUILD THEM RIGHTEOUSLY. These are called
goodly houses, because the earlier ones were not good, not
pertaining to the holy and the pure.

160. Rabbi Yehuda said, in that case, how can we explain the verse,
"houses full of all good things, which you did not fill" (Devarim 6:11).
If the spirit of defilement rests in them, how can they be filled with
goodness? Rabbi Elazar said, they are filled with good things,
money, silver and gold and everything, as written, "for the good of
all the land of Egypt" (Beresheet 45:20). Rabbi Yehuda also said, yet
all the houses in Egypt were filled with witchcraft and items of
idolatry. HOW CAN THE VERSE SAY "FOR THE GOOD OF ALL THE
LAND OF EGYPT"? It was said, "FOR THE GOOD..." because of the
wealth of the land. Here too, due to the wealth and money IT
SPEAKS OF "HOUSES FULL OF ALL GOOD THINGS."

161. Yisrael received two TIMES wealth, once when they left Egypt
and one when they entered the land, BY BREAKING DOWN THE
CONTAMINATED HOUSES. Rabbi Shimon said, the purpose of all
these PLAGUES IN THE HOUSES was to sanctify the land and
remove the spirit of defilement from the land and from Yisrael. IN
ADDITION, when one broke down a house, he would find a treasure
in it SUFFICIENT to rebuild and fill his house, so he will not be sorry
for the house THAT WAS BROKEN DOWN, and they will dwell in a
holy habitation.
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162. "If a man also or a woman have in the skin of their flesh bright
white spots" (Vayikra 13:38). Rabbi Yosi said, we learned that the
excessive acidity in the intensely bright spot, OF WHICH 300
AGREED-UPON LAWS WERE RECITED, follows its appearance. And
its appearance is judged in these MANY ways. Rabbi Yitzchak said,
one may derive 300 arguments from the intensely bright spot. I have
learned them all from my father, excepting THE ONE when there is
one BLACK hair, ONE IS STILL impure BECAUSE it is one witness.
Two BLACK HAIRS are two witnesses and so one is pure. More than
that, even a hundred HAIRS are like two, and the two HAIRS are as a
hundred. Thus I have learned this afterwards FROM THE WORDS,
"One witness shall not rise up against a man... at the mouth of two
witnesses..." (Devarim 19:15).

31. The white color and the red color
Rabbi Chizkiyah says that the sore is considered a sore when the white that indicates Chesed does not remain as it is but turns red that indicates
judgment. It is written that Esau came out red at birth, so judgments dwell in him. If the sore began red and turned white, it is becoming purified; if it
began white and turned red it begins to be defiled. The priest can recognize all these things. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak talk about why Elisha
obtained a double portion of Elijah's spirit.
163. Rabbi Chizkiyah was sitting before Rabbi Shimon. He said, it is
written, "a white reddish sore" (Vayikra 13:42). It is considered a
sore when the white THAT INDICATES CHESED does not remain as
it is BUT TURNS RED THAT INDICATES JUDGMENT. Rabbi Shimon
opened with the words, "though your sins be like scarlet, they shall
be as white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). Happy are Yisrael, whom the
Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to purify completely, so they will
not be in a state of Judgment before Him, and so the administrators
of Judgments will have no power over them. For everything follows
its own kind; red FOLLOWS JUDGMENTS, THE SECRET OF red, and
white FOLLOWS CHESED, THE SECRET OF white; the right, WHICH
IS WHITE to the right, WHICH IS CHESED, and the left, WHICH IS
RED to the left, WHICH IS JUDGMENT.

164. It is written, of Esau, "And the first came out red" (Beresheet
25:25). Hence its own kind dwells in him, NAMELY JUDGMENTS,
THE SECRET OF RED. You may say that red applies to Esau, yet it is
written of David, "Now he was ruddy" (I Shmuel 16:12). HE
ANSWERS, the one, ESAU, was made of the dross of gold, WHICH IS
HARSH JUDGMENTS; the other, DAVID, was attached to the
brightness of gold, WHICH IS THE LEFT OF BINAH THAT IS CALLED
GOLD, AND IS MERCY. It is written of Esau, "red, all over like a hairy
garment," WHICH MEANS he came out of the dross REMAINING
from the melting OF GOLD. It is written of David, "with fine eyes, and
good looking" (Ibid.), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH CALLED EYES AND ALSO CALLED SIGHT THAT IS
DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, INCLUDED WITHIN
THE RIGHT IN IT.
165. Come and see, what is the reason A WHITE REDDISH SORE IS
IMPURE? If the white color is known TO BE CHESED and the red
color TO BE JUDGMENT, THEN if it was FIRST red, AND NOW white
appears in it, then purity emerges and it begins to be purified. But if
it was white at first and the red appears in it NOW it begins to be
defiled. It is also written, "and the priest shall pronounce him
unclean" (Vayikra 13:11). The priest recognized all these
appearances. Sometimes the appearance of purity is seen, so he will
quarantine him to see whether another appearance will emerge.
Otherwise, he pronounces him clean, as written, "the priest shall
pronounce him clean" (Ibid. 6).
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166. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were walking along the way.
Rabbi Yehuda said, it is written, "So let the disease of Na'aman
cleave to you, and to your seed for ever" (II Melachim 5:27). HE
ASKS, if he sinned, why shall his children be stricken? He said to
him, Elisha saw deeper than the other prophets. He saw that no
worthy son will come from Gehazi, and he therefore cursed him.

167. He also told him, I did a superior service by Elijah and attained
two portions, NAMELY, HE ATTAINED A DOUBLE PORTION OF THE
SPIRIT OF ELIJAH, since I served him in truth. But you are wicked.
You injured me by swearing falsely and coveting NA'AMAN'S GIFT.
So you have transgressed the whole Torah. But since you served
me, your service will not be in vain and your death shall be in this
world but not in the World to Come. For that reason, "So let the
disease of Na'aman cleave to you, and to your seed."

32. "She seeks wool, and flax"
We learn that the power of the plague that comes from a highest place has power over everything, both wool and linen.
168. Rabbi Yosi said, why mention a woolen garment or linen
garment? IT SHOULD HAVE SPOKEN PLAINLY OF A GARMENT.
Rabbi Yitzchak said, THE VERSE TEACHES US THAT THE PLAGUE
dwells everywhere and has power over everything, SINCE WOOL
COMES FROM BINAH, AND LINEN FROM MALCHUT AND THE
PLAGUE HAS POWER OVER BOTH. There is a likeness, as written,
"She seeks wool, and flax" (Mishlei 31:13), WHICH TEACHES US
THAT MALCHUT MAKES USE OF BOTH. For that reason IT
TEACHES US HERE that the power of the plague that comes from a
highest place has power over everything, NAMELY the two kinds,
wool and linen. For that reason THE VERSE SAYS, "This is the Torah
of the plague of leprosy in a garment of woolen or linen" (Vayikra
13:59).

33. "Woe to him that builds his house by unrighteousness," part two
Rabbi Yitzchak follows a man with a load tied on his shoulders into a cave. Inside the cave he sees the man entering a hole in the ground and
disappearing, so the Rabbi is afraid and leaves the cave. Rabbi Yehuda tells him that God has saved him from a cave of lepers and sorcerers that do
witchcraft with black serpents. The rabbis encounter a man who is taking his son to the cave for healing; the son was harmed by a spirit in their
house. We learn that the first to receive a house owns it forever, whether it be the spirit of holiness or the spirit of defilement. If the defiled house is
destroyed it should be rebuilt slightly farther away with new materials, and it should be dedicated to the Holy Name. We now hear that the man who
took his son to the cave for healing left his son for a moment, during which time the boy was hit on the head by a smoky column of fire and killed.
Rabbi Elazar says that a man should speak the Holy Name over everything he does so that the Other Side will not dwell on it.
169. Rabbi Yitzchak was going to his father's vineyard. He saw a
man turning FROM THE ROAD with a load tied to his shoulder. He
asked him, what is the rope that adorns your shoulders for, THAT IS,
WHY DID YOU TIE THE LOAD TO YOUR SHOULDERS? He did not
answer at all. He followed him and saw him entering a cave, so he
entered after him. He saw a column of smoke rising from beneath the
ground and the man entering a hole and disappearing from his sight.
Rabbi Yitzchak was afraid and went out to the mouth of the cave.
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170. While he was sitting, Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Chizkiyah passed
by. When he saw them he approached them and told them what
happened. Rabbi Yehuda said, blessed is the Merciful who saved
you. This is a cave of lepers from the city of Srunya. All the
inhabitants of that city are sorcerers that go to the desert to seek
black serpents, which are at least ten years old, in order to do
witchcraft. They did not take care of themselves so became lepers.
The different kinds of witchcraft are done in that cave.

171. They walked on. While they were walking they met a man
coming with his sick child on a donkey. They asked him, who are
you? He said to them, I am a Jew, and this is my son bound upon the
donkey. They asked him why he was bound, and he said to them, I
dwell in a certain village that belongs to the citizens of Rome. This
my son used to study Torah daily and return home to learn these
matters. I dwelt in this house for three years and saw nothing. Now,
one day my son went home to repeat the things HE LEARNED, when
a spirit passed before him and harmed him. His mouth, eyes and
hands became contorted and he cannot speak. Now I come to the
lepers' cave of Srunya. They may teach me some healing.

172. Rabbi Yehuda said, do you know of anyone else who came to
harm in that house before? He said that he knew that some time ago
another man came to harm. Some said it is a disease while others
said the spirit in that house HURT HIM. Later a few people came into
that house but were not hurt. RABBI YEHUDA AND RABBI
CHIZKIYAH said, that is, the friends said, THAT A HOUSE BUILT NOT
WITH RIGHTEOUSNESS, THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT THAT HARMS
ITS DWELLERS RESTS IN IT. Woe to those who transgress their
words.

173. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with, "Woe to him that
builds his house by unrighteousness" (Yirmeyah 22:13). Wherever
there is righteousness, MALCHUT, all the spirits and demons in the
world flee that place and do not stay before it. Nevertheless,
whoever is the first to take that place, acquires it. IF MALCHUT OF
HOLINESS IS THE FIRST TO RECEIVE THAT PLACE, HOLINESS
SECURES IT, BUT IF THE OTHER SIDE IS THE FIRST TO RECEIVE
THAT PLACE, IT SECURES IT. Rabbi Chizkiyah said to him, in that
case the Holy Name is equal to the spirit of defilement, ACCORDING
TO YOUR WORDS THAT WHOEVER IS THE FIRST SECURES IT.
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174. He said to him, it is not so, but the Holy Name, MALCHUT, does
not dwell on a place of defilement, for the reason that if the Holy
Name is the first to receive that place, none of the spirits and
demons of the world can be seen there, not to mention approaching
it. But if the spirit of defilement is the first, it takes that place, and the
Holy Name does not dwell in it, since it is not its place.

175. When the plague of leprosy descended UPON THAT HOUSE, it
would purify that place and bring out the spirit of defilement from its
place. Later, that house was broken down together with its wood,
stones and everything, and rebuilt through the holy side and in
righteousness, by mentioning the Holy Name and causing holiness
to rest on it. Nevertheless ONE SHOULD BUILD IT using a different
earth and build it two hand-breadths away.

176. Now that nothing appears or descends to fight the spirit of
holiness to uproot it from its place, SINCE THERE ARE NO
PLAGUES NOW, what is to be done IN A HOUSE WHERE THE SPIRIT
OF DEFILEMENT WAS THE FIRST TO DWELL? HE ANSWERS, if one
can take it out ON HIS OWN from the house, it is well. Otherwise, he
should rebuild it using different stones, wood, etc., and pull it away
from its first location and dedicate its building to the Holy Name.

177. With all that, the spirit of defilement does not leave its first place
and holiness does not dwell on a defiled place. Rabbi Yitzchak said,
why should one bother so IN DEMOLISHING THE HOUSE AND
REBUILDING IT IN A DIFFERENT LOCATION, these days WHEN
THERE ARE NO PLAGUES? It is written, "That which is crooked
cannot be made straight" (Kohelet 1:15), FOR ever since the Temple
was destroyed, AND THERE ARE NO PLAGUES, there is no remedy.
For that reason one should be careful to be guarded FROM THE
SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT, THAT IS, THAT IT WILL NO LONGER
DWELL IN THAT HOUSE.
178. They said, let us go with that man TO THE LEPERS' CAVE, and
see. Rabbi Yitzchak said, we must not. Had he gone to receive
remedy from a great sin-fearing man, like Na'aman, who went to
Elisha, we would follow. But now that he goes to those who are
distant from the world, THE LEPERS AND THE SORCERERS, distant
from the Torah, abominable in every respect, we must not appear
before them. Blessed is the Merciful who saved us from them, and a
man is forbidden TO RECEIVE REMEDY FROM THEM. Rabbi Yehuda
said, yet we learned that everything is good for remedy excepting
the woods of the Ashera. He said to him, this is idolatry AND SO IS
FORBIDDEN. Moreover, it is written, "There must not be found
among you anyone that makes his son or his daughter to pass
through the fire" (Devarim 18:10). They went on their way.
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179. That man went to that cave with his son, and left him in there.
As his father went out to fasten his donkey, a smoky column of fire
came out and struck HIS SON on his head, killing him. When his
father entered, he found him dead. He took him and his donkey and
went his way. Another day after that he found Rabbi Yitzchak, Rabbi
Yehuda and Rabbi Chizkiyah walking. He wept before them and told
them what happened. Rabbi Yitzchak said, did I not tell you many
times it is forbidden to go there? Blessed is the Merciful, all of
whose deeds are true and whose ways are just. Happy are the
righteous, who walk the path of truth in this world and in the World
to Come. Of them it is written, "But the path of just men is like the
gleam of sunlight..." (Mishlei 4:18).

180. Rabbi Elazar said, in whatever man does, everything needs to
be dedicated to His Holy Name. What does this mean? IT MEANS he
should utter with his mouth the Holy Name over anything he does,
so that everything will be for His service and the Other Side will not
dwell on it. For THE OTHER SIDE is always ready against men and
might dwell on the deed one performs. For that reason, the warp and
woof would be defiled and the spirit of defilement dwelt on it. And if
this is so, THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT DWELLS much more when
one commands his words to the Other Side BY SWEARING, ETC., for
he must not DO SO. For that reason it is written, "then keep you from
every evil thing" (Devarim 23:10).

34. "Say, I pray you, you are my sister"
We learn that Abraham told his wife to say she was his sister because he was counting on her merit; whoever merits a prudent wife merits
everything. Abraham saw an angel who said he would protect her, so he had no fear for his wife but some fear for himself. Sarai ordered the angel to
strike Pharaoh ten times with ten plagues. Rabbi Aba talks about the difference between the redemption from Egypt, that occurred on one day from
one king and one kingdom, and the final redemption that will be from all the kings of the world - everyone shall acknowledge God's reign and glorify
Him. Then the patriarchs will be resurrected with joy, and they will see the redemption of their children as before.
181. Rabbi Elazar went to see his father, accompanied by Rabbi Aba.
Rabbi Aba said, let us speak words of Torah as we walk. Rabbi
Elazar started with, "Say, I pray you, you are my sister" (Beresheet
12:13). This is a difficult verse. Could it be that Abraham, who feared
sin and was the friend of the Holy One, blessed be He, would speak
so about his wife so as to derive benefit from it? HE ANSWERS, even
though Abraham was sin-fearing, he did not count on his own merit
and did not wish the Holy One, blessed be He, to deduct from his
merit, but COUNTED on his wife's merit, that through her he will gain
money from other nations. For man attains money through his wife,
as written, "House and riches are the inheritance of fathers, but a
prudent wife is from Hashem" (Mishlei 19:14). Whoever merits a
prudent wife merits everything. It is also written, "The heart of her
husband safely trusts in her, and he shall have no lack of
gain" (Mishlei 31:11).
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182. Abraham, through her merit, went to consume the gain of the
other nations, AS IN, "AND HE SHALL HAVE NO LACK OF GAIN." He
counted on her merit that they will be unable to punish him or make
advances on her. For that reason he gave THEM nothing by saying,
"She is my sister" (Beresheet 12:19). Moreover, he saw an angel
walking before her, who said to Abraham, Do not worry for her. The
Holy One, blessed be He, sent me to take money from the other
nations and keep her from anything. Abraham then had no fear for
his wife but for himself, because he saw the angel not with him but
with his wife. He said to himself, so she is kept but I am not. For that
reason he said, "Say, I pray you, you are my sister."

183. "that it may be well with me" (Ibid. 13). HE ASKS, it should have
said, 'they may do well', since they said, "therefore it shall come to
pass, when the Egyptians shall see you, that they shall say, This is
his wife" (Ibid. 12). Hence it should have said, 'they may do well'. HE
ANSWERS, "it may be (or: 'do') well" refers to him that walks before
you, NAMELY THE ANGEL. The Holy One, blessed be He, may do
well with me in this world, "and my soul shall live" (Ibid. 13) in that
world, "because of you" (Ibid.), if you turn not from the path of truth.
For if I gain money because of you in this world and you turn from
the way, I shall deserve death in that world. So beware that my soul
shall live in that world for your sake.

184. Because of the angel that was walking before her to keep her, it
is written, "And Hashem plagued Pharaoh...because of Sarai" (Ibid.
17); "because of Sarai" surely, NAMELY BECAUSE OF HER WORDS.
She would say to the angel, 'strike', and he struck. Abraham
therefore had no fear for her, since she was protected. The reason
he feared for himself was because he saw nothing guarding him.

185. Come and see, ten times did Sarai command the angel to strike
Pharaoh, and he was smitten with ten plagues. FOR Sarai made a
sign for her descendants after her in Egypt, NAMELY, THAT THE
EGYPTIANS WILL BE SMITTEN BY TEN PLAGUES, BEFORE THEY
WILL BE REDEEMED FROM THEIR POWER.
186. Rabbi Aba opened with, "As in the days of your coming out of
the land of Egypt I will show him marvelous things" (Michah 7:15).
The Holy One, blessed be He, will display redemption for His
children as in the days when the Holy One, blessed be He, sent to
take Yisrael out OF EGYPT, and showed all those plagues in Egypt
and smote them because of Yisrael. Come and see the difference
between this redemption AT THE END OF DAYS and the redemption
from Egypt. The redemption from Egypt occurred on one day, from
one king and one kingdom. Here it will be from all the kings of the
world. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, will be glorified over the
whole world and everyone will acknowledge the reign of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and everyone will be smitten with celestial
plagues, twice for each one, because they all were reluctant TO
RELEASE Yisrael.
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187. The reign of the Holy One, blessed be He, will be then revealed
as written, "And Hashem shall be king over all the earth" (Zecharyah
14:9). The nations will then be prompted to bring Yisrael to the Holy
One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of, "And they shall bring all
your brethren" (Yeshayah 66:20). Then the patriarchs will resurrect
joyfully to behold the redemption of their children as before. This is
the meaning of, "As in the days of your coming out of the land of
Egypt I will show him marvelous things."
Amen, so will be desired.
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1. "That you may know that there is judgment"
Rabbi Aba begins by reminding us that it is only those who study the Torah and abide by all her ways that are protected by guardian angels and
have the Shechinah rest on them. He says that the sword in "be afraid of the sword" is the evil tongue of the serpent. God has a sword with which he
punishes the wicked, and anyone who speaks with the evil tongue will be punished with it. Rabbi Elazar says that people do not try to understand
God's will even though the supernal Announcer speaks to them every day.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying: 'This shall be the Torah of
the leper in the day of his cleansing'" (Vayikra 14:1-2). Rabbi Aba
opened the discussion with the verse: "Be afraid of the sword: for
wrath brings the punishments of the sword that you may know that
there is judgment (Heb. shadun)" (Iyov 19:29). It is PRONOUNCED,
"shadun," but spelled shedin (lit. 'demons'). Observe in how many
ways people should guard their way, fear the Holy One, blessed be
He, and not depart from the right way, and people should neither
transgress the laws of the Torah nor ever leave her.

2. He who does not learn the Torah and does not strive by her is
scorned by the Holy One, blessed be He. The Shechinah does not
rest upon him and the guardian ANGELS who accompany him TO
PROTECT HIM depart from him. Moreover they stand before him
proclaiming: 'Withdraw from this man, for he does not honor his
Master'. Woe to him, for he is abandoned by the upper and lower
beings and has no part in the way of the living.

3. When man makes an effort in serving his Master and learns the
Torah, many guards are there to protect him. The Shechinah also
rests upon him and everyone proclaims: 'Honor the image of the
King! Honor the son of the King! He is protected in this world and
the World to Come! Blessed be he!'

4. Come and behold: the evil tongue of the Serpent, with which he
spoke to the woman, brought death upon the man, the woman, and
the whole world. Thus, it is written: "And their tongue a sharp
sword" (Tehilim 57:5), referring to the evil tongue. Therefore, "be
afraid of the sword," NAMELY the evil tongue. What does the
following verse mean? "For wrath brings the punishments of the
sword." This is "the sword of Hashem," for as we learned, the Holy
One, blessed be He, has a sword with which He punishes the wicked,
as it is written: "the sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah
34:6). It is also written: "My sword shall devour flesh," (Devarim
32:42) FOR THIS IS THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT WITHIN MALCHUT.
Therefore, "be afraid of the sword for wrath brings the punishments
of the sword that you may know that there is judgment," WHICH
MEANS that you know it has been so decreed, and THAT ANYONE
who has a sword in his tongue - NAMELY, HE WHO SPEAKS WITH
THE EVIL TONGUE - is punished with the sword that destroys all,
FOR THIS IS MALCHUT FROM THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT. This is the
meaning of: "This shall be the Torah of the leper"; THAT IS,
MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT, WHICH IS CALLED
'THIS', JUDGES THE LEPER FOR HIS EVIL TONGUE, BECAUSE
PLAGUES COME FROM THE EVIL TONGUE.
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5. Rabbi Elazar cited the verse: "Like the birds that are caught in the
snare, so are the sons of men snared in an evil time" (Kohelet 9:12).
Although we have already learned this verse, come and behold:
people are not aware of their Master's desire and do not listen to it,
nor do they look to it. The supernal announcer goes before them
every day to awaken them, but no one is there to listen to him and no
one awakens his spirit to worship his Master.

2. When night comes
We read about what happens when night falls and people go to sleep, and are told that at midnight God goes into the Garden of Eden to walk with
the righteous. Those who are awake study the Torah and praise God until morning, at which time the angels all praise Him and lovingkindness is
drawn to the Congregation of Yisrael. Anyone who does not wake up to worship God will come to judgment in the end.
6. When the night falls and the gates are closed, a chasm in the great
abyss is opened and many battalions of demons present in the
world. Then, the Holy One, blessed be He, casts sleep upon all
human beings in the world AND CASTS SLEEP even upon those who
are awake, NAMELY THE RIGHTEOUS. AND THE SPIRITS go around
the world and inform people of different matters IN THEIR DREAMS,
part of which is false and part of which is truth. People are thus
linked with them in their sleep.

7. When the north wind is awakened at midnight, a flame comes out
and slaps the rooster's wings and it cries. Then, the Holy One,
blessed be He, comes into the Garden of Eden to delight Himself
with the righteous. An announcer comes out and proclaims, and all
people awaken in their beds. Those who are awake stand by their
beds to worship their Master. They learn Torah and praise the Holy
One, blessed be He, until the morning comes.

8. When the morning comes, all the battalions of angels above praise
the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "When the morning
stars sang together" (Iyov 38:7). Many gates are then opened on all
sides and the gate of Abraham, THE SECRET OF CHESED, is opened
to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and invites all
the people of the world TO ENJOY THE CHASSADIM, as it is written:
"And Abraham planted a tamarisk in Beer-Sheva" (Beresheet 21:33).
MALCHUT IS CALLED 'BEER-SHEVA', AND ABRAHAM PLANTED A
TREE OF CHESED THERE.

9. How will a man who does not wake up to worship his Master come
before the King when Judgment is brought against him? He will be
fettered in chains, MEANING THAT HE WILL BE IMPRISONED AND
BROUGHT TO TRIAL, and no merit will be there to save him. Then he
will be "like the birds that are caught in the snare, so are the sons of
men snared in an evil time" (Kohelet 9:12). Thus, before man departs
from this world, both the body and the soul suffer many
chastisements before they are separated from each other, and no
one is there to care ABOUT IT.
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3. The punishments of the soul and body
Rabbi Elazar says that when the time comes for the soul to leave the body, it sees the Shechinah and goes toward Her with joy, but if the person was
not righteous the Shechinah leaves the soul to mourn, separated from its body and from the Shechinah. Afterwards both soul and body are
punished and then purified.
10. When that time comes, WHEN THE SOUL must depart FROM THE
BODY, the soul does not leave the body until the Shechinah shows
Herself to it. Then it goes out from the body in joy and love of the
Shechinah to meet Her. If a man is righteous, he cleaves and bonds
himself to Her. If not, the Shechinah departs FROM HIM and his soul
is left behind, mourning over its separation from the body. It is
similar to what is said about the cat which will not be driven away
from the fire: 'Sharpen Your knife and it shall follow you', FOR IT
WILL THINK THAT YOU ARE GOING TO CUT MEAT, AND SO IT WILL
BE DRIVEN AWAY FROM THE FIRE. THUS, THE SOUL DOES NOT
WANT TO SEPARATE FROM THE BODY BUT WHEN THE
SHECHINAH SHOWS HERSELF TO IT, IT LEAVES THE BODY.

11. Afterwards, both the soul and the body are punished by the hand
of THE ANGEL Dumah. The body is sentenced to the grave until it
returns to dust, and the soul IS SENTENCED to the fire of Gehenom
in several trials until its time comes to be punished. After being
punished, the time comes for it to be purified. The soul comes out of
Gehenom and is cleansed of its sins like an iron whitened in the fire.
ANGELS ascend with it until it arrives at the Lower Garden of Eden,
where it is cleansed in the water and perfumed with its spices, as
written: "Perfumed with myrrh and frankincense" (Shir Hashirim 3:6).
It stays there until that time is over when it must be far from the
righteous IN THE UPPER GARDEN OF EDEN.

12. When the time comes for it to ascend TO THE UPPER GARDEN
OF EDEN, it ascends stage after stage until it is brought as a
sacrifice on the altar, MEANING IT IS BROUGHT TO THE NUKVA OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED AN ALTAR. This is the meaning of,
"This shall be the Torah of the leper; in the day of his cleansing he
shall be brought to the priest" (Vayikra 14:2), NAMELY the supernal
Priest above, WHO IS THE ANGEL MICHAEL. This is the fate of a
soul that has not been defiled much in this world and that can still be
healed, AS IT IS SAID ABOVE. Otherwise, "THAT WHICH IS crooked
cannot be made straight" (Kohelet 1:15).

13. "This shall be the Torah of the leper." Rabbi Yitzchak opened the
discussion with the verse: "the sun also rises and the sun also goes
down" (Kohelet 1:5). We have learned this verse and explained that it
speaks of the soul of a man. When the soul is with man, then "the
sun also rises". However, "the sun goes down," REFERS to the time
when he departs from the world. If he is in a state of repentance,
then it "hastens to its place where it rises again" (Ibid.). If he is
righteous, it is written: "And when the sun goes down he shall be
clean" (Vayikra 22:7), MEANING THAT WHEN "THE SUN GOES
DOWN," HE DEPARTS FROM THIS WORLD. HE IS PURE AND HE
"shall afterwards eat of the holy things" (Ibid.).

4. He who speaks with an evil tongue
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Rabbi Yitzchak says that God pardons everything except an evil tongue; one who speaks evil, intending to defile another, is defiled himself.
Because of the sins of Yisrael, the Other Side was awakened in Jerusalem and it was abandoned by God. Rabbi Yehuda says that the word Metzora,
meaning 'leper', includes the words Mozi Ra, meaning 'speaks evil', and we learn that the prayers of one who speaks evil never come before God
until he repents; then he will be cleansed.
14. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, grants pardons
for all the sins of the world, save the evil tongue, for this man speaks
evil of another, as written: "This shall be the Torah of the leper (Heb.
metzora)" (Vayikra 14:2). THAT IS, he speaks evil of his friend, SINCE
"METZORA" IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS THE
WORDS, MOTZI RA (LIT. 'SPREADS EVIL'). Rabbi Chiya said: If
someone spreads an evil name, all his limbs become defiled and he
should be shut out, for his evil speech rises aloft and calls down an
unclean Spirit on him, and he is defiled. He who intends to defile is
defiled; by the deed below another one is roused.

15. He opened the discussion, saying: "How is the faithful city
become a harlot" (Yeshayah 1:21), MEANING HOW can she, who was
faithful to her husband, become a harlot? "It was full of judgment
(or: justice)" (Ibid.). Justice is the Holy One, blessed be He, and
righteousness is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT.
Because another aspect was awakened - THE OTHER SIDE WAS
AWAKENED BECAUSE OF THE SINS OF YISRAEL - the Holy One,
blessed be He, called 'Justice', departs from her, NAMELY, FROM
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. A spirit of
murderers abides in her, as it is written: "But now murderers" (Ibid.).
If that was the fate of Jerusalem, the Holy City, how much more so
must that be the fate of ordinary men, as it is written: "This shall be
the Torah of the leper."

16. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying: "This," MALCHUT,
shall confront him, the one who spread the evil speech, to punish
the man who speaks evil, FOR THE WORD METZORA (LIT. 'A
LEPER') INCLUDES THE WORDS MOZI RA, THAT IS, 'SPEAKS EVIL'.
"In the day of his cleansing he shall be brought to the
priest" (Vayikra 14:2). We learn from this verse that the prayer of the
man who has an evil tongue does not come before the Holy One,
blessed be He, for the Evil Spirit abides with him. However, if he
repents, then "in the day of his cleansing he shall be brought to the
priest... and the priest shall look..." (Ibid. 2-3).

17. "Then shall the priest command to take for him to be cleansed
two live clean birds" (Vayikra 14:4). Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yosi
were staying with Rabbi Shimon. One day, he said to them: It is
known that a cedar tree IS TIFERET, for it is written, "From the cedar
tree that is in Lebanon" (I Melachim 5:13). That cedar, WHICH IS
TIFERET, can strike roots only in Lebanon, WHICH IS BINAH, and we
have already learned this. BUT what is the point of the "hyssop that
comes out of the wall" (Ibid.)?

5. "Two clean, live birds"
Rabbi Shimon says that when a man comes with repentance to be purified, God and the Shechinah return to him.
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18. He opened the discussion, saying: "Then shall the priest
command to take for him to be cleansed two clean, live birds, and
cedar wood, and scarlet and hyssop" (Vayikra 14:4). Come and
behold: when a man worships his Master and studies the Torah, the
Holy One, blessed be He, rests upon him and the Shechinah joins
with him. When a man is defiled, the Shechinah departs from him
and the Holy One, blessed be He, draws away from him. All the sides
of his Master's Holiness draw away from him and the Defiled Spirit
rests upon him, as do all the sides of Impurity. When a man comes
to purify himself, he is assisted. Then after he was purified and after
repenting all that departed from him, NAMELY THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS SHECHINAH, return to him and rest upon
him.

19. Come and behold: it is written, "Then shall the priest command
to take for him to be cleansed two clean, live birds..." HE ASKS: Do I
not know that when it says, "two birds," it means that they are
"live"? WHY IS "LIVE" WRITTEN? HE ANSWERS: It was already
explained that "live" MEANS actually living, as written, "I beheld the
living creatures" (Yechezkel 1:15), WHICH corresponds to the place
from which the true prophets draw inspiration, NAMELY NETZACH
AND HOD, CALLED 'LOWER LIVING CREATURES'. In regards to, "A
cedar wood," we have already learned THAT THIS IS TIFERET, and
"scarlet" is the red side of Gvurah OF THE SHECHINAH, which
associated with him at first. "Hyssop" is the small Vav, WHICH IS
YESOD, that gives sustenance to the Congregation of Yisrael, THE
SHECHINAH. Therefore, "cedar wood and hyssop," WHICH ARE
TIFERET AND YESOD, go together, MEANING THAT THEY ARE
CONSIDERED AS ONE. Therefore, Vav and Vav are together as one
WHEN IT IS UTTERED IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, SINCE VAV
IS PRONOUNCED VAV. One IS above, NAMELY TIFERET, and the
other IS smaller, NAMELY YESOD, and they are called the upper Vav
and the lower Vav. All of them - THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
WHO IS TIFERET AND YESOD AND THE SHECHINAH - return and
rest upon him AS BEFORE, for he is purified. Corresponding to
those THAT RETURN TO HIM, WHICH ARE TIFERET AND YESOD
AND THE SHECHINAH, are "cedar wood and hyssop and scarlet"
below, which pertain to that purification, which come down from THE
SFIROT above.

6. "And happy are those who hold her fast"
From Rabbi Yehuda we learn that the Torah is a "Tree of Life"; Torah means 'showing' - it reveals all that is hidden and unknown. Those people who
help support students of the Torah with their money are blessed. Those who hold on to the Torah are worthy of having prophets as their
descendants.
20. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak were once on their way
together. They stopped at a certain field to pray and then continued
along. Rabbi Yehuda commenced a discourse on the Torah and said:
"She is a Tree of Life to those who lay hold on her and happy are
those who hold her fast" (Mishlei 3:18). "A Tree of Life" is the Torah,
which is a great and mighty tree. It is called Torah (lit. 'showing'), for
it shows and reveals all that was hidden and unknown. IT IS CALLED
'Life', for all life above is contained in it and issues from it. "Those
who lay hold on her" are those who are attached to her above and
below. "Happy are those who hold her fast," are those who throw
their fill, THEIR PROFIT OF MERCHANDISE, into the purses of
students of the Torah, AND THEY BECOME WORTHY OF A PART IN
THEIR PROFIT, as explained.
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21. "Those who hold her fast," MEANS that they become worthy of
producing CHILDREN WORTHY OF BEING faithful prophets, FOR
THE TORAH ALLUDES TO TIFERET, WHICH IS THE BODY OF ZEIR
ANPIN. NETZACH AND HOD, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE
PROPHETS, ARE LIKE THE LEGS WHO HOLD THE TIFERET, THE
TORAH, AS THE LEGS HOLD THE BODY. THEREFORE, THOSE WHO
HOLD THE TORAH ARE WORTHY OF HAVING PROPHETS AS
DESCENDANTS. "Happy (Heb. me'ushar)" should be pronounced
merosho, meaning literally 'from his head', HAVING THE SAME
LETTERS AS MEUSHAR - FOR NETZACH AND HOD support the
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, from the top all the way down LIKE
THE LEGS SUPPORT THE BODY FROM THE TOP ALL THE WAY
DOWN. The meaning of 'from his head' is the head of all, called
'head', as it is written: "I was set up from everlasting from the
beginning (Heb. merosh)" (Mishlei 8:23). This beginning (lit. 'head') is
Chochmah, for it is the head of the whole body, WHICH IS TIFERET,
and the body spreads in it to the end of the six directions - WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD.
Those "who hold her fast" ARE as written: "His legs are pillars of
marble" (Shir Hashirim 5:15), WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD.
Those who put their sales profits into the pockets of students of the
Torah become pillars of the Torah from its head to the body's end,
WHICH IS YESOD. All the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, depends on
THE BODY, WHICH IS THE TORAH, and it is supported and merits
sons who are fit to be faithful prophets.

7. The best man of the King and the best man of the Queen
Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Yitzchak that Moses is greater than Aaron because Moses is the King's best man and Aaron is the Queen's best
man; Aaron's duty as high priest is to bring Malchut to perfection. Rabbi Yehuda says that God draws the wicked toward Him so they will repent; if
they do not, he destroys them even from the World to Come. And yet if they want to be purified they are helped and brought to peace.
22. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "And
Hashem called to Moses, and spoke to him out of the tent of
meeting, saying" (Vayikra 1:1). HE ASKS: Why is the word
"called" (Heb. vaikra) SPELLED WITH a small Aleph? HE ANSWERS:
The one who abides in the sanctuary, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the
one who called MOSES and invited Moses TO APPEAR BEFORE
HER as one invites a guest. Here, IT IS WRITTEN with a small Aleph
and in another verse, "Adam, Seth, Enosh" (Divrei Hayamim 1:1) is
WRITTEN a big one, FOR A BIG ALEPH IS BINAH, which is the
perfection of all. SMALL LETTERS ARE IN MALCHUT AND THE BIG
ONES ARE IN BINAH.
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23. Come and behold: there is a difference between Moses and
Aaron. Which one is superior? HE ANSWERS: Moses is greater, FOR
Moses is the King's best man and Aaron is the Queen's best man.
This is like a king who gave his exalted queen a best man to attend
to her and her house so that the companion would never appear
before the king without the queen. Thus, it is written about Aaron:
"Thus (lit. 'with this') (Heb. zot) shall Aaron come into the holy
place" (Vayikra 16:3), THAT IS, WITH MALCHUT, CALLED 'ZOT', AS
HER BEST MAN.

24. Moses WAS the best man of the King. Therefore, he was invited
to MALCHUT as a guest, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SMALL
ALEPH IN THE WORD VAYIKRA (LIT. 'CALLED'). Then "Hashem
spoke to him." Aaron was the best man of the Queen, NAMELY
MALCHUT, and all his discourse was for the purpose of the King
making pleasing to the Queen, so that the King would be pleased
with Her. AARON, who is the best man of the Queen, made a
dwelling with Her to attend to her house. He was perfected for this
after the supernal model, AS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, and was
called a "High Priest." Whence do we know that? It is written: "You
shall be a priest forever, after the manner of Melchizedek," (Tehilim
110:4) MEANING THAT "A PRIEST FOREVER" IS CHESED, AND HIS
DUTY IS TO BRING MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'MELCHIZEDEK',
TO PERFECTION.
25. Therefore, he took everything he needed from the residence of
the King. And he had to purify all those coming to the house of the
Queen, so that there would be none who were unclean among those
who entered the sanctuary. Hence, it is written: "Then shall the
priest command to take for him to be cleansed two clean, live
birds" (Vayikra 14:4).

26. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "He who
sits in the heavens laughs, Hashem has them in derision" (Tehilim
2:4). "He who sits in the heavens laughs" is "Isaac (lit. 'he will
laugh')," who comes from the side of wine, that first smiles and
laughs and then rages and bewilders. Hence, it says "who sits in the
heavens," and it is not written, 'who sits (in) heaven', FOR HEAVEN
IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH INCLUDES CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. WERE IT WRITTEN 'WHO SITS (IN)
HEAVEN', I WOULD SAY IT IS ZEIR ANPIN, BUT IT IS WRITTEN: "HE
WHO SITS IN THE HEAVENS," THAT IS, IN ONE SIDE OF THE
HEAVEN, WHICH IS GVURAH AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF ISAAC. Isaac
laughs, THAT IS, laughs and illuminates, and therefore the Judgment
illuminates and laughs upon the wicked.
27. Then it is written: "Then shall He speak to them in His wrath, and
terrify them in His burning anger" (Tehilim 2:5). Such is the way for
the wicked. The Holy One, blessed be He, at first shines on them and
shows them favor, as the wine sheds light at first, and then rages
and kills. The Holy One, blessed be He, draws the wicked to Him, SO
THEY WILL REPENT. If they turn to Him, all is well. If they do not turn
to Him, He destroys them and removes them from the World to
Come. They have no share in it and they are lost to everything. If
they desire to be purified, they are helped. The Holy One, blessed be
He, purifies them and brings them close to Him and calls peace upon
them, as written: "Peace, peace, both for far and near says
Hashem" (Yeshayah 57:19).
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8. "And if a woman has an issue of her blood"
Rabbi Chiya talks about the day that God will punish the wicked and take final vengeance on those who oppressed the children of Yisrael. Rabbi
Shimon says that the wicked cause these judgments to be brought to the world before their time. Yet God adds judgments only to the extent that the
world is able to bear them. In the time to come God will remove the Unclean Spirit from the world altogether.
28. "And if a woman has an issue of her blood for many days not in
the time of her menstruation..." (Vayikra 15:25). Rabbi Chiya opened
the discourse on the verse: "Behold, the day of Hashem comes
when Your spoil shall be divided in the midst of you" (Zecharyah
14:1). This verse should have been written, 'Behold the day...will
come'. Why is it written: "the day comes (also: 'came')"? HE
ANSWERS: This day has come before the creation of the world,
MEANING MALCHUT OUT OF WHICH ALL JUDGMENTS COME. On
this day, the Holy One, blessed be He, will punish the wicked and
take vengeance on those that afflict Yisrael. That day comes and
stands before the Holy One, blessed be He, and calls upon Him to
execute judgment and to destroy the heathens. It receives
permission, as written: "For I will gather all the nations against
Jerusalem to battle" (Ibid. 2).

29. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The Holy One, blessed be He, has two days,
one that stays with Him, NAMELY GVURAH, and one that comes
before Him, NAMELY MALCHUT. And with these, He makes war on
all. When that day, MALCHUT, comes to make war, it unites with the
other day, WHICH IS GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. It takes the arms OF
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN and supplements ITS OWN arms, "for the
day of Hashem, Tzva'ot shall be upon every one that is proud and
lofty, and upon every one that is lifted up that he shall be brought
low" (Yeshayah 2:12).

30. Rabbi Shimon cited the verse: "And if a woman has an issue of
her blood." This verse has the same meaning as the following: "The
sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6). MALCHUT IS
CALLED 'A SWORD' AND ALSO 'A WOMAN', for assuredly she "is
filled with blood," THAT IS, JUDGMENTS, as written: "an issue of her
blood many days not in the time of her menstruation." This has the
same meaning as the verse: "Therefore, Hashem has watched over
the evil and brought it upon us," (Daniel 9:14) for we have learned
that by their sins, the wicked cause the Holy One, blessed be He, to
bring punishments to the world BEFORE THEIR TIME, AND THAT IS
THE SECRET OF "NOT IN THE TIME OF HER MENSTRUATION." "Or
if it run beyond the time of her menstruation" (Vayikra 15:25),
NAMELY, "then I will punish you...more" (Vayikra 26:18). What is the
meaning of "punish you...more"? THIS MEANS I will increase more
and more Judgments and add blood to blood, more than there is in
"the sword of Hashem is filled with blood." THAT IS, THERE ARE
MORE JUDGMENTS THAN THERE ALREADY ARE IN MALCHUT
HERSELF, FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF: "IF IT RUN BEYOND THE
TIME OF HER MENSTRUATION." THAT IS, MORE JUDGMENTS WILL
RUN BEYOND THOSE OF HER MENSTRUATION; WHICH ARE, HER
OWN JUDGMENTS.
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31. It is written: "I will not again curse the ground any more for man's
sake" (Beresheet 8:21), MEANING I will not again add JUDGMENTS
to this sword, WHICH IS MALCHUT, but only to the extent that the
world is able to sustain. HE ASKS: It is written "more," MEANING
THAT HE WILL SUPPLEMENT JUDGMENTS TO MALCHUT. HE
ANSWERS: Yet it is written, "I will punish you MORE," not 'destroy',
WHICH MEANS HE GIVES MORE ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT THE
WORLD WILL BE ABLE TO SUFFER. Therefore, it is written: "If it run
beyond the time of her menstruation," SHE WILL HAVE MORE
JUDGMENTS THAN SHE HAS OF HER OWN.
32. "All the days of the issue of her uncleanness" (Vayikra 15:25).
What are "the days of the issue of her uncleanness"? HE ANSWERS:
The wicked pollute BOTH themselves and another place with their
sins, as it is written: "Because he has defiled the sanctuary of
Hashem" (Bemidbar 19:20). An Unclean Spirit is awakened against
them. In the time to come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will purify
Yisrael and remove that Unclean Spirit from the world, as written:
"For henceforth there shall no more come into you the
uncircumcised and unclean" (Yeshayah 52:1), and: "And also I will
cause the Unclean Spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2);
out of the land indeed.

9. "In the day of prosperity be joyful"
Rabbi Elazar says that when a man is prosperous he should show himself in public and give kindness to everyone else; then kindness from above
rests on him. But in times of adversity he should not show himself in case the Judgment that is looming everywhere should fall on him too. Many
swords hang from the highest sword of judgment, and whoever meets them is harmed.
33. Rabbi Chizkiyah was studying with Rabbi Elazar. One night, they
rose at midnight to study the Torah and Rabbi Elazar discoursed on
the following verse: "In the day of prosperity be joyful...Elohim has
made the one as well as the other..." (Kohelet 7:14). "In the day of
prosperity be joyful," MEANS THAT when the Holy One, blessed be
He, lavishes kindness on the world, a man should go to the
marketplace and show himself before everyone. The Chesed of the
Holy One, blessed be He, rests upon all, for He shows kindness to
everybody and increases it in the world. Therefore, a man should
show himself in public, and he should do kindness so that another
Chesed FROM ABOVE will rest upon him, as it is written: "In the day
of prosperity be joyful." He will indeed be joyful.

34. "But in the day of adversity consider" (Ibid.). It is not written: 'In
the day of adversity be sad', AS IT IS WRITTEN, "IN THE DAY OF
PROSPERITY BE JOYFUL," but rather, "in the day of adversity
consider," MEANING at the time that Judgment looms over the
world, a man should not show himself in the marketplace and should
not walk alone. When Judgment looms over the world, it looms over
all, and whoever meets THE DESTRUCTIVE ANGEL is sentenced by
that Judgment, as it is written: "Sometimes ruin comes for want of
justice" (Mishlei 13:23). This is because justice, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, departs from righteousness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and they
do not dwell within one another, AND HAVE NO INFLUENCE on the
world. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "consider," NAMELY consider and
be vigilant and watchful on every side and know that Judgment
abides everywhere. Do not show yourself abroad so that JUDGMENT
shall not rest upon you. The reason is that, "Elohim has made the
one as well as the other." Thus, at the time that kindness rests upon
the world, it rests all over. Also, when Judgment looms over the
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world, it looms over all. He who chances upon it WILL BE caught.

35. Come and behold: at the time that Judgment looms over the
world, many swords, NAMELY LITIGANTS, are suspended from that
highest sword. They lift up their heads and see that the highest
sword, NAMELY THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT, is red and
bloody on all sides, THAT IS, WITH JUDGMENTS. Then they decree
punishments and all SORTS OF swords are aroused, as written:
"Every man has his sword upon his thigh" (Shir Hashirim 3:8), and,
"With his sword drawn in his hands" (Yehoshua 5:13). All those
swords are ready to punish, and whoever meets them is harmed. It is
written: "Behold now Your servant has found favor in Your sight and
You have magnified Your mercy which You have shown to me in
saving my life; I CANNOT ESCAPE TO THE MOUNTAIN" (Beresheet
19:19). The reason that HE (LOT) WAS AFRAID TO ESCAPE TO THE
MOUNTAIN was that Judgment looms over all, in towns, deserts and
around the city.

10. "Set me as a seal upon Your heart"
Rabbi Elazar talks about the Tefilin and their meaning in terms of the seal mentioned in the title verse. When the Tefilin are placed both on the arm
and on the heart, man makes himself perfect. The topic turns to the time of death when it is so hard for the soul to leave the body; it is just as hard
for Yisrael to separate from God, so great is their love for Him. We hear that the two lowest grades of Gehenom are Sheol and Ruin. It is said that
"jealousy is as cruel as Sheol", and this is because it is as hard to escape from Sheol as it is for the jealous person to leave his beloved. When the
Congregation of Yisrael is jealous for God, her flame sets the world on fire.
36. Rabbi Elazar further discussed the verse: "Set me as a seal upon
Your heart" (Shir Hashirim 8:6). The Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, asked the Holy One, blessed be He, to "set me as a
seal." "A seal" is the ring seal of Truth. "As a seal upon Your heart"
is the seal of the Tefilin that a man places on his heart. "As a seal
upon the arm" (Ibid.) is a dark hand, NAMELY MALCHUT which he
places on the arm. What is it? It is Isaac, THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR
ANPIN. The Congregation of Yisrael says, "Set me as a seal," but
should say, 'set me a seal' and not "as a seal." HE EXPLAINS THAT
"AS A SEAL" means as the head Tefilin, CALLED "A SEAL," whence
gain, NAMELY THE MOCHIN, comes to the whole body. Therefore,
the Tefilin is placed both on the arm and on the heart. By so doing, a
man makes himself perfect, after the supernal model.
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37. "For love is strong as death" (Shir Hashirim 8:6). HE ASKS: What
is "love is strong as death"? HE ANSWERS: There is nothing so hard
in the world as the departure of the soul from the body AT THE TIME
OF DEATH when they must separate. Such is the love of Yisrael for
the Holy One, blessed be He, that they should never separate.
Therefore, the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS MALCHUT, combines with that
on the arm, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and fulfills
that which is written: "His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim
2:6).

38. "Jealousy is as cruel as Sheol" (Shir Hashirim 8:6). Of all the
grades of Gehenom, there is no PLACE MORE harsh than Sheol, for
it descends down BELOW ALL THE GRADES except the one called
'Ruin', WHICH IS EVEN FURTHER BELOW SHEOL. Both of them are
combined and they are harder on the wicked than all the others.
Thus, "jealousy is as cruel as Sheol," for jealousy comes only out of
love, and out of love comes jealousy. HE WHO IS JEALOUS
BECAUSE OF HAVING SO LITTLE LOVE IS LIKE ONE WHO IS
JEALOUS OF HIS WIFE. Whoever is extremely jealous of a beloved
one finds it more difficult to depart from him than from the level
called Sheol, the harshest and most difficult level in Gehenom.

39. "The coals thereof are coals of fire which have a most vehement
flame" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: What does "coals of fire" mean? HE
ANSWERS: This is the fire that issues from the Shofar compounded
of air and water, MEANING THE ILLUMINATION OF THE CHOCHMAH
THAT ISSUES FROM THE LEFT SIDE, THE SECRET OF THE FIRE OF
THE BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'SHOFAR'. FOR THAT FIRE, WHICH IS
THE LEFT SIDE, ALSO INCLUDES TWO SIDES: THE CENTRAL SIDE,
WHICH IS CALLED 'AIR', AND THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS CALLED
'WATER'. That flame which burns in the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, then sets the world on fire when she is jealous
for the Holy One, blessed be He. Woe to he who crosses the path of
that flame, for it will burn them.

11. "Cannot quench love"
Rabbi Elazar gives us two interpretations of "many waters" that cannot quench love. He talks about all the illuminations of the Mochin that God
gives Yisrael because they love Him. He tells how a man should put on the hand Tefilin in order to combine Chochmah with Chassadim.
40. Rabbi Elazar cited more verses and said: "Many waters cannot
quench love nor can the floods drown it" (Shir Hashirim 8:7). "Many
waters," refers to the right arm, WHICH IS CHESED, with which one
should bind the Tefilin on the left hand to carry out that which is
written in the verse: "And His right hand embraces me" (Shir
Hashirim 2:6). FOR THERE IS NO ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF
THE LEFT SIDE UNLESS IT IS COMBINED WITH THE CHASSADIM
OF THE RIGHT SIDE. There is also another explanation. "Many
waters" refers to the supernal river, WHICH IS BINAH, from which
issue lights in every direction, TO THE RIGHT SIDE AND TO THE
LEFT. All of them flow and emerge from it, as written: "Than the
noise of many waters" (Tehilim 93:4), MEANING from "the noise of
many waters," WHICH ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
SEVEN VOICES that come out and flow FROM THE SUPERNAL
RIVER, WHICH IS BINAH. "The floods" ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, as written: "The floods have lifted up their voice, the floods
lift up their roaring" (Tehilim 93:3), NAMELY, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN.
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41. "If a man would give all the substance of his house for
love..." (Shir Hashirim 8:7) - with which the Congregation of Yisrael
love the Holy One, blessed be He - "It would be utterly scorned (lit.
'they will scorn him')" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN that "they will
scorn him." It should have been written, 'He will scorn him'. What
does "they" mean? HE EXPLAINS THAT, "If a man would give," is
the Holy One, blessed be He, and, "all the substance of his house,"
IS ALL THE ILLUMINATIONS OF THE MOCHIN HE HAS, as written:
"filled with all precious and pleasant riches" (Mishlei 24:4). "For
love," IS THE LOVE of the Congregation of Yisrael for Him, WHICH IS
THE LOVE OF THE RIGHT SIDE - NAMELY, THE UNREVEALED
CHASSADIM. Yet, He will not be united with her, NAMELY, WITH THE
LOWER CHOCHMAH IN HER, BY POURING ON HER NOT THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, BUT THE UNREVEALED
CHASSADIM, WHICH ARE "ALL THE SUBSTANCE OF HIS HOUSE."
Then, "they will scorn him"; all those battalions and legions above
WILL SCORN those "precious and pleasant riches," WHICH ARE
CHASSADIM, for they do not desire them, except when the
Congregation of Yisrael associate with the Holy One, blessed be He.
She is crowned with Him, FOR HE SPREADS CHOCHMAH UPON
HER AND THAT CHOCHMAH IN HER IS CLOTHED IN HIS
CHASSADIM. Then all the battalions and all the worlds are full of joy,
light and blessings, as it is written: "His left hand is under my head,"
FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
"And His right hand embraces me" IS THE SECRET OF THE UNITY
OF CHOCHMAH WITH CHASSADIM.
42a. When a man puts Tefilin on his hand, he should stretch out his
left hand, ON WHICH CHOCHMAH IS POURED, to receive the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He should make a tie
with his right HAND and embrace her WITH THE CHASSADIM OF
THE RIGHT, SO THAT CHOCHMAH WILL BE COMBINED WITH
CHASSADIM to fulfill that which is written in the verse: "His left hand
is under my head and His right hand embraces me," so as to copy
the supernal model and be adorned in everything, WITH BOTH
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. That man is then whole in
everything, in the supernal sanctity, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, calls him: "Yisrael in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
We hear of the seven days of Sukkot, and the numbers seven and
seventy are emphasized.
Tosefta
42b. "It would be utterly scorned (Heb. buz)" (Shir Hashirim 8:7).
What is 'buz'? IT IS THE INITIALS OF Bet (= two), the second day,
Vav (= six), the sixth day, and Zayin (= seven) the seventh day of
Sukkot (the Holiday of Booths), on which water and wine were
poured, FOR WATER IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM AND WINE IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH. During the seven days of Sukkot,
Yisrael sacrificed seventy bulls to atone for the seventy SUPERNAL
MINISTERS who are in charge of THE SEVENTY NATIONS. THIS IS
THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT. THE NATIONS
HAVE ONLY THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, AND YISRAEL DID
THIS in order to prevent the destruction of the world by them. Hence,
it is written: "And on the fifteenth day...you shall offer a burnt
offering, a sacrifice made by fire" (Bemidbar 29:12-13).
End of Tosefta

12. "Hear the right"
Rabbi Chizkiyah says that the children of Yisrael are so beloved by God that whenever Malchut comes before Him, He is ready to receive her. We
learn that every word of prayer ascends through the firmaments to a place that tests how genuine it is; if the prayer is genuine it is brought before
God to be fulfilled, but if it is not it invokes an alien spirit from the Other Side. Rabbi Elazar says that everyone who studies the Torah at night and
then comes to praise God in the morning will be happy.
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43. Rabbi Chizkiyah cited the verse: "Hear the right, Hashem, attend
to my cry..." (Tehilim 17:1). The Congregation of Yisrael is so
beloved by the Holy One, blessed be He, that whenever she,
MALCHUT, comes before Him, He is ready to receive her, as written:
"Hear the right, O Master, attend to my cry, give ear to my prayer."
David said: 'I am linked with the Congregation of Yisrael, being
before You as she is.' Therefore, "hear the right, Hashem," first,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', and afterwards,
"attend to my cry, give ear to my prayer."

44. "From lips without deceit" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: What does that verse
mean? HE ANSWERS: We have learned that every word of prayer
that issues from a man's mouth ascends aloft through all the
firmaments to a place that tests whether it is genuine or not. If it is
genuine, then it is brought before the Holy King to be fulfilled, but if
not he is driven away and an alien spirit FROM THE OTHER SIDE is
evoked by it.

45. Come and behold: it is written of Joseph, "Whose foot they hurt
with fetters" (Tehilim 105:18). They hurt his foot with fetters "until
the time that his word came to pass, the word of Hashem had tested
him" (Ibid. 19). HE ASKS: To whose word does it refer in that verse:
"Until the time that his word came"? HE ANSWERS: The words of
Joseph's PRAYER came to heaven and were tested TO DISCOVER IF
THEY WERE GENUINE, AS WRITTEN: "The word of Hashem had
tested him," MEANING THAT HIS WORDS WERE TESTED AND
PURIFIED. Then, "the king sent and loosed him, and the ruler of the
people let him go free" (Ibid. 20). Meanwhile, morning had arrived.
46. Rabbi Elazar cited that verse and said: It is written, "Yet the soul
(Nefesh) of my Master shall be bound in the bond of life with Hashem
your Elohim" (I Shmuel 25:29). "The soul of my Master" is
unspecified and has the same reference as in the verse: "Who has
not taken My Name (Nefesh) in vain" (Tehilim 24:4), meaning the
morning is the proper time for the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT CALLED 'NEFESH', to unite with her husband, ZEIR
ANPIN. THEREFORE, happy are the righteous who study the Torah
by night and then come IN THE MORNING to unite with the Holy One,
blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael. Of them, it is
written: "Let your father and your mother be glad, and let her who
bore you rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25).

13. There are two spirits
We read about the Strange Spirit and the Spirit of Defilement that descend to earth whenever men are defiled below. Rabbi Elazar talks about when
the plague of leprosy is sent to a house and how the house can be purified. He tells how a man who wants to defile himself is defiled by bringing
upon himself a second Spirit of Uncleanness; he must be destroyed for the world to be purified.
47. Rabbi Elazar cited that verse: "Thus shall you separate the
children of Yisrael from their uncleanness...when they defile My
tabernacle that is among them" (Vayikra 15:31). "Thus shall you
separate" MEANS like a stranger who is a stranger to everyone and
is not bonded with that which is not his.
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48. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: Come and behold: When men are
defiled below, they are defiled in every respect, as we have already
learned. When the Unclean Spirit is roused below, BY DRAWING THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT SIDE FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, a
strange spirit arises, FOR the Unclean Spirit below rouses another
unclean spirit. It obtains permission to go down to the world. HE
ASKS: What kind of permission DOES IT OBTAIN? HE ANSWERS:
The same permission of Holiness that formerly ALWAYS came down
and prevented THAT STRANGE SPIRIT FROM RULING. This spirit is
no longer there BECAUSE OF THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT. For when it
leaves, the Judgment, WHICH IS THE STRANGE SPIRIT, is revealed
and confronts the sinners and augments Judgment. THEN THERE
ARE two harmful spirits in the world, one is the spirit of Judgment
NAMELY THE STRANGE SPIRIT and the Spirit of Defilement.

49. Rabbi Elazar said: Here I must say something that I have learned
from my father. Come and behold: see what we learned here in
relation to the plague in the house. When the Unclean Spirit rests
upon a house and the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to purify that
house, He sends a plague of leprosy there in order to make them
denounce each other - THE SPIRIT OF THE PLAGUE FIGHTS THAT
ONE OF THE UNCLEANNESS. Although the Unclean Spirit is gone
from the house, that plague does not depart from the house AFTER
OVERPOWERING THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT until the house is
shattered, stones, timbers, and all. Only then is the place purified.

50. When a man is defiled and arouses the Unclean Spirit to rest
upon him and the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to purify the
world, He arouses AGAINST HIM a spirit of Stern Judgment that
remains in the world and rests upon that Unclean Spirit. They fight
each other until He removes THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT from the world.
That spirit of harsh Judgment OF THE PLAGUE THAT IT CAUSED TO
DEPART FROM THE WORLD does not depart from the place until it
is completely shattered, NAMELY THE BODY, the limbs, the bones
and everything. Only then is the world purified; the Unclean Spirits
are removed, and the world is in a state of cleanliness.

51. Therefore, we have learned that when a man wants to defile
himself, he is indeed defiled, FOR THE SECOND SPIRIT OF
UNCLEANNESS REMOVES THE FIRST ONE, AS IT IS SAID ABOVE.
Woe to the man upon whom rests an Unclean Spirit that dwells with
him in the world, for it is well known that the Holy One, blessed be
He, desires to remove it from the world; THEREFORE, HE DEFILES
HIM MORE, AS SAID. Happy are the righteous who are Holy and
appear before the Holy King in their Holiness, and upon whom a
Spirit of Holiness rests in this world and in the World to Come. When
the morning came, they went on their way.

14. "And angels of Elohim met him"
Rabbi Elazar says that during the time that Jacob lived with Laban God did not speak to him, until he was about to leave; then angels met and
accompanied him on his trip. Both the angels of judgment and angels of mercy combined with him; Jacob is the Central Column that combines
them both. The angels rescued him from the hands of Esau.
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52. On their way, Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion, saying: "And
Jacob went on his way, and angels of Elohim met him" (Beresheet
32:2). "And Jacob went on his way," MEANING that he was going
towards his father. Come and behold: all the time that Jacob was
with Laban, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not speak with him.
Although it is written: "And Hashem said to Jacob, 'Return to the
land of your fathers and to your kindred'" (Beresheet 31:3), this was
only at the very end, when he was about to depart from Laban. After
leaving him, the angels came and met him and accompanied him on
his way.

53. Come and behold: it is written, "met him," but it should have
said, 'He met angels of Elohim', SINCE IT WAS JACOB WHO MET
THEM. What is the meaning of, "met him"? HE EXPLAINS: They
came to combine with him. HE asks: What does this mean? HE
ANSWERS: They came from the side of Gvurah, as written, "Angels
of Elohim," AND GVURAH IS CALLED "ELOHIM." JACOB saw
Angels of Mercy coming from another side. Then both the ANGELS
OF Judgment and THOSE OF Mercy combined with him, FOR JACOB
IS REFERRED TO AS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH INCLUDES
WITHIN IT THE LEFT AND THE RIGHT, MERCY AND JUDGMENT.
54. Come and behold: at first IT IS WRITTEN, "Elohim's
camp" (Beresheet 32:3), which is one, and afterwards IT IS
WRITTEN, "He called the name of that place Mahanayim (lit. 'two
camps')" (Ibid.), which is two CAMPS. BUT IT WAS PREVIOUSLY
EXPLAINED THAT one CAMP was from the side of Judgment and
one was from the side of Mercy. There were angels of BOTH THE
LEFT and RIGHT sides, FOR JACOB IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN
AND INCLUDES BOTH OF THEM. Therefore, it is written: "met him,"
BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN. "And when Jacob saw them (Heb.
ra'am)" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Why is it written, "ra'am" as one word,
which is not usually used. It should have been written, 'ra'ah otam',
meaning that he saw them, as it is used in Hebrew. The reason for
this is that he saw THE ANGELS OF MERCY AND JUDGMENT
cleaved together and bonded to each other. Therefore, it is written,
"ra'am," TO INSTRUCT THAT THEY WERE COMBINED, and all of
them came to accompany him and rescue him from the hands of
Esau.

15. "And the first came out red"
Because Isaac came from the side of stern Judgment, Esau came out with the red color of the side of Judgment. Jacob was from the second drop of
sperm, that was from the side of Mercy and included both the right and the left. Esau came out from the dross of gold because at the time of Esau's
conception Isaac's thoughts had been centered on ending the stern Judgment. It is important therefore for a man to concentrate his thoughts on the
desire of God during the time he mates so that his descendants will be holy. Isaac's intention at the moment of Jacob's conception was connected
with the mighty tree, Zeir Anpin, the Central Column. From this point of view, Jacob is regarded as the firstborn, and Esau not as important. We hear
that one day the walls of Jerusalem will reach as high as the Throne of God, and the light of the moon will be as the light of the sun, and the light of
the sun will be seven times as bright as it is now.
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55. It is written of Esau: "And the first came out red" (Beresheet
25:25). "And the first," FOR HE IS CALLED 'FIRST'. It is not so that
Jacob was the first drop OF THE SEED AND ESAU WAS THE FIRST
TO COME FORTH TO THE WORLD, for it is written: "And the first,"
NAMELY, THE FIRST AT THE TIME OF PROCREATION. It is not
written, 'first', WITHOUT THE DEFINITE ARTICLE HEI, FOR THEN
YOU MIGHT SAY THAT HE IS ONLY THE FIRST TO COME FORTH
AND NOT THE FIRST OF THE SEED. Because Isaac came from the
side of the Stern Judgment, BEING OF THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR
ANPIN, Esau "came out red," NAMELY, WITH THE RED COLOR OF
THE SIDE OF GVURAH. If Jacob was the first IN THE INSEMINATION,
THAT IS, IF THE FIRST DROP OF SPERM WAS JACOB'S, then he
would have been red, for the first drop LOOKS red AND JACOB WAS
NOT RED. Thus, JACOB was from the second drop of sperm and he
did not come out so RED, for that drop OF SPERM came from the
side of Mercy and INCLUDED this side and that side, BOTH THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT.
56. The drop of sperm of Esau was not like that of Jacob, for that one
was complete and the other was not. At the time OF THE
INSEMINATION OF ESAU, Isaac's thoughts were centered on ending
the Stern Judgment, MEANING AT THE END OF THE LEFT SIDE
WHERE THE DROSS OF GOLD, NAMELY THE KLIPOT, STARTS. For
he produced from his own side, the LEFT, lights imprinted on the
limbs OF ESAU. Hence, Esau WAS filth, NAMELY the dross which
was melted out of gold.

57. Therefore, we have learned that at the time OF MATING, a man
should meditate on the desire of his Master so that his descendants
will be holy. You might say that Isaac did not meditate ON
HOLINESS. This is not so, for he centered his thoughts on Holiness
and meditate on the end of the place OF THE LEFT SIDE, WHERE
THE KLIPOT START BUT WHICH PERTAINS TO HOLINESS. When
the first drop of the sperm came out, IT WAS exactly at that point.
Therefore, it is written: "all over like a hairy garment" (Ibid.),
NAMELY JUDGMENTS WHICH ARE CALLED 'HAIR'.

58. Come and behold: of David, IT IS WRITTEN THAT HE WAS
"RUDDY," FOR he was created from the beauty of the red COLOR,
WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE OF BINAH AND WHICH ILLUMINATES
MALCHUT. He was linked with his Master's sanctity. Therefore, it is
written: "Now he was ruddy with fine eyes and good looking" (I
Shmuel 16:12). THE SAME CANNOT BE SAID OF ESAU, FOR HE
WAS CREATED FROM THE DROSS OF GOLD, WHICH BEGINS AT
THE END OF THE LEFT SIDE, AS SAID. Indeed, Jacob was the
firstborn, BEFORE Esau, not through the drop OF SPERM but
because the intention DURING MATING was connected with the
huge and mighty tree, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Esau CAME FROM THE DIRECTING OF DESIRE, at the
place which is the ending of all, NAMELY, THE PLACE WHERE
HOLINESS ENDS, FOR THERE THE KLIPOT BEGIN. FROM THAT
ASPECT, JACOB IS REGARDED AS THE FIRSTBORN AND THE
FIRST, AND ESAU WAS SMALLER THAN HIM. Therefore, it is
written: "Behold, I will make you small among all the nations; you
are greatly despised" (Ovadyah 1:2).
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59. Rabbi Yehuda taught that Esau is called "first," as it is written:
"And the first came out red." The Holy One, blessed be He, is called
"first" as it is written: "I am the first and I am the last" (Yeshayah
44:6), "and with the last, I am he" (Yeshayah 41:4). The "first" will
one day punish the "first," meaning THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WILL PUNISH ESAU and build THE TEMPLE, WHICH IS CALLED
'first', as written: "A glorious throne exalted from the beginning (lit.
'first')" (Yirmeyah 17:12). Of the days to come, it is written: "A
harbinger (lit. 'first') to Zion will I give, behold, behold them, and to
Jerusalem a messenger of good tidings" (Yeshayah 41:27).

60. We have learned that one day the walls of Jerusalem will reach
on high to the Throne of the King, as it is written: "At that time they
shall call Jerusalem the Throne of Hashem" (Yirmeyah 3:17). Then,
"the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of
the sun shall be sevenfold" (Yeshayah 30:26). FOR THE LIGHT OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE MOON', WILL BE AS THE LIGHT
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE SUN', AND THE LIGHT OF
THE SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WILL BE SEVENFOLD MORE
THAN IT IS NOW. Then, "on that day, Hashem shall be One and His
Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
Blessed be Hashem forever and ever. Amen and Amen. Hashem will
reign forever and ever. Amen and Amen.

16. "Two young deers"
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi hear a voice coming from a cave that speaks about two young deers and says they are the holy camp that Jacob met
on his way. The voice then says that those two were Abraham and Isaac. Rabbi Elazar sees his father's image, and it says that the voice is a mouth
which speaks great things. Rabbi Shimon also says that the souls of the righteous, who are holy angels, come to the righteous to save them.
Although Isaac was alive when he was about to be sacrificed on the altar, his soul was taken to the Throne of God, after which time his eyes were
dim.
Tosefta (Addendum)
61. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi his father-in-law were on their way
from Osha to Lod. Rabbi Yosi asked Rabbi Elazar whether he had
heard from his father an explanation of the verse written of Jacob:
"And Jacob went on his way and angels of Elohim met
him" (Beresheet 32:2). He latter replied that he did not know. When
they arrived at the cave of Lod, they heard a voice that said: 'Two
young deers have pleased me by fulfilling My desire; these are the
holy camp that Jacob met on his way'. Those words made Rabbi
Elazar very excited, and he then said: Master of the Universe, such
are His ways, for it is better for us not to hear. I hear yet do not
comprehend.

62. Then a miracle happened to him and again he heard the same
voice saying to him that those two were Abraham and Isaac. Then he
fell to his face and his father's image appeared before him. He said
to him: Father, I have asked ABOUT THE TWO DEERS, and was
answered that they were Abraham and Isaac; they met Jacob when
he was saved from Laban. He said to him: 'Son, release that which
was cut off and accept your NEW source. It was a mouth which
speaks greatly.' Furthermore, the souls of the righteous, who are
holy supernal angels, come to all the righteous to save them.
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63. Come and behold: Isaac was alive at that time, but his holy soul
was taken to the Throne of his Master when he was to be sacrificed
on the altar. After that, his eyes were dim, as it is written: "Were it
not that...the fear of Isaac had been with me" (Beresheet 31:42).
End of Tosefta
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1. "After the death of the two sons of Aaron"
Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Shimon discuss the words 'spoke' and 'said' in "Hashem spoke to Moses" and "Hashem said to Moses" and we learn that
they are from two levels, judgment and mercy, but nevertheless are from the same source, that is Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Yitzchak says that one verse
says to serve Hashem in fear and another says to come before him with singing, and that these two verses seem contradictory. Rabbi Shimon says
that if one shows awe and reverence, he will then deserve the joy and singing. One should not rejoice too much over worldly matters, so that he wil
be able to perform the precepts with gladness. We are told that fear of God is the beginning of service to Him. We read of the several reasons that
Nadab and Abihu died while giving the offering, and that they were still under the authority of Aaron at the time. Rabbi Chiya tells how he
encountered two men studying the Torah in a cleft in the mountain, and of how they were discussing poems and psalms and songs, and speaking
about the sons of Korah who did not die. They say that every time a righteous person dies it brings forgiveness for the sins of the whole generation.
The memory of the two sons of Aaron serves as atonement for Yisrael while they are in exile, because Nadab and Abihu are each considered equal
to the seventy members of the Sanhedrin who served before Moses.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses after the death of the two sons of
Aaron... and Hashem said to Moses" (Vayikra 16:1). Rabbi Yehuda
comments: Since the verse says, "And Hashem spoke to Moses,"
what need is there to repeat "and Hashem said to Moses, Speak to
your brother Aaron..."? The first statement should have sufficed. HE
ANSWERS: We learn that it is written, "And Hashem (lit. 'He') called
to Moses and (lit. 'Hashem') spoke to him" (Vayikra 1:1) and also,
"And He said to Moses, Come up to Hashem" (Shemot 24:1). It has
already been established that the discourse here, NAMELY "AND HE
CALLED TO MOSES" OR "AND HE SAID TO MOSES" represents one
level, NAMELY MALCHUT. Afterwards, the words, "AND HASHEM
SPOKE TO HIM" OR "COME UP TO HASHEM" represent another
level, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. Here too in our text, "And Hashem
spoke to Moses" represents one level, NAMELY THE LEVEL OF
JUDGMENT REFERRED TO AS 'SPEAKING', and afterwards the
verse, "And Hashem said to Moses, Speak to your brother Aaron"
represents another level, NAMELY THE QUALITY OF MERCY
REFERRED TO AS 'SAYING'. IN BOTH INSTANCES THE NAME YUD
HEI VAV HEI IS MENTIONED, which reveals that they carry one equal
scale and all are joined from one source. THIS MEANS THAT BOTH
LEVELS, JUDGMENT AND MERCY, ARE OF ONE SCALE FROM ONE
SOURCE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO AS YUD HEI VAV
HEI.
2. "After the death of the two sons of Aaron": Rabbi Yitzchak opened
the discussion saying, "Serve Hashem in fear, and rejoice with
trembling" (Tehilim 2:11). It is also written, "Serve Hashem with
gladness: come before Him with singing" (Tehilim 100:2). These
verses appear to contradict one another, as ONE SAYS TO SERVE IN
FEAR AND TREBLING WHILE THE OTHER SAYS WITH GLADNESS
AND SINGING. HE ANSWERS: We have learned that "serve Hashem
in fear" means that one must first show fear and awe in every act he
wishes to perform before his Master. As a result of this reverence
before his Master, he will merit to serve with joy the commandments
of the Torah. Therefore, it is written, "What does Hashem your
Elohim require of you, but to fear" (Devarim 10:12). THROUGH FEAR,
HE WILL MERIT IT ALL.

3. "And rejoice with trembling," MEANING that man must not overly
rejoice in this world, referring only to worldly matters, but one must
rejoice in the matters of Torah and the performance of precepts.
Then, AS ONE WILL REFRAIN FROM REJOICING IN MUNDANE
MATTERS, man will find himself able to perform Torah and precepts
with happiness, as is written, "Serve Hashem with gladness."
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4. Rabbi Aba said, "Serve Hashem in fear": What fear is meant here?
IN OTHER WORDS, WHAT IS THE EXPLANATION IN THIS CONTEXT
OF FEAR? HE ANSWERS: As we have established, it is written, "The
fear of Hashem is the beginning of knowledge" (Mishlei 1:7) and "the
fear of Hashem is the beginning of wisdom" (Tehilim 111:10), so the
Holy One, blessed be He, is referred to in this name, "Fear of
Hashem," NAMELY MALCHUT. Rabbi Elazar said: IN EXPLANATION
OF RABBI ABA'S WORDS, "Serve Hashem in fear," MEANING he
who wishes to perform the service of his Master, from what point
should he begin and to which area should he aim his service in order
to unify the name of his Master? He repeats his words "with fear,"
because fear, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the start OF SERVICE going
from below upwards, AS THE FIRST SFIRAH GOING FROM BELOW
UPWARDS IS MALCHUT.

5. Come and see: It is written: here, "After the death" and later,
"Speak to Aaron your brother...Thus shall Aaron come." (Vayikra
16:2-3). WHAT CONNECTION IS THERE BETWEEN "AFTER THE
DEATH OF" TO THE VERSE, "THUS (LIT. 'WITH THIS') SHALL
AARON COME"? HE ANSWERS: FROM THE DEATH OF THE SONS
OF AARON commences the warning to each of the priests that they
must be mindful of Zot (Eng. 'this' fem.), which is the fear of Hashem,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. FOR THE DEATHS OF THE SONS OF AARON
WERE AS A RESULT OF THEIR NEGLIGENCE IN RELATION TO
MALCHUT.
6. Another explanation for, "After the death of the two sons of
Aaron." Rabbi Yosi said: It should have read, 'After the death of
Nadab and Abihu', so what is the reason THAT IT SAYS, "The two
sons of Aaron"? It is obvious that they were his sons. HE
ANSWERS: We have learned that until that time they were not adults
but still under the authority of their father; CONSEQUENTLY, THE
VERSE REFERS TO THEM AS THE SONS OF AARON. Hence, "when
they came near before Hashem, and died" (Vayikra 16:1), they were
rushing the time OF OFFERING INCENSE during the lifetime of their
father, AS IS INDICATED LATER, and there was more, MEANING
OTHER CAUSES PRECIPITATED THEIR DEATH. ALSO, because of
the sin they committed "when they offered a foreign fire" (Bemidbar
3:4) as we learned, in one place it is written, "When they offered a
foreign fire," AND FOR THIS REASON THEY DIED. In another place,
it is written, "When they came near before Hashem," THEY DIED
BECAUSE THEY SACRIFICED, BECAUSE THEY RUSHED THE TIME
TO BURN INCENSE DURING THE LIFETIME OF THEIR FATHER, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. THIS MEANS THE COMBINATION OF both
matters CAUSED THEIR DEATHS, so it is written: here, "The two
sons of Aaron" TO TEACH THAT THEY WERE STILL UNDER THE
AUTHORITY OF AARON, AS DECLARED ABOVE. It is written, "When
they came near," FOR THE DEATH WAS AS A RESULT OF THEIR
APPROACH BEFORE HASHEM, DURING THE LIFETIME OF THEIR
FATHER.
7. Rabbi Chiya said: One day I was traveling to Rabbi Shimon to be
taught by him the laws of the Pesach (Passover). I encountered a
mountain and I saw clefts and cavities in one rock, and two men
were in there. As I approached, I heard the voices of these people
who were saying, "A song, a psalm for the sons of Korah, Great is
Hashem and highly to be praised..." (Tehilim 48:1-2). Wherefore "A
song, a psalm"? HE ANSWERS: Thus do we learn on behalf of Rabbi
Shimon: The song is two-fold, NAMELY A SONG AND A PSALM, and
since it is a better song than other songs, it is named "song" twice.
Similarly, "A psalm, a poem for the Shabbat day" (Tehilim 92:1),
MEANING THAT IT IS MORE PRAISEWORTHY THAN OTHER SONGS.
In the same fashion, "the song of songs which is Solomon's" (Shir
Hashirim 1:1), INDICATING a song that stands above all other songs.
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8. ALSO HERE, WHERE IT IS WRITTEN, "A song, a psalm," THIS
SONG IS SUPERIOR TO OTHERS. It is a song describing the Holy
One, blessed be He, which the sons of Korah were singing about
those who were dwelling in the doorway of Gehenom. Who were THE
SONS OF KORAH? They were the brothers of those residing at the
gates of Gehenom, AS THE HOLY SAGES COMMENT ON THE
VERSE, "THE SONS OF KORAH DID NOT DIE" (BEMIDBAR 26:11),
BUT A PLACE WAS SET FOR THEM IN GEHENOM. As a result, this
song was recited on Monday IN THE TEMPLE. I approached them
and said to them: What are you doing in this place? They replied: We
are merchants, but twice weekly we leave our community to study
Torah here because IN THE SETTLEMENT, WE ARE DISTURBED
EACH DAY by people and they do not allow us TO STUDY TORAH. I
replied to them: How fortunate is your lot.
9. Furthermore, they said: Every time that the righteous depart this
world, there is likewise annulled from this world all the harsh
decrees, and the death of the righteous brings forgiveness for the
sins of the generation. Therefore, we read the portion dealing with
the sons of Aaron on Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement) to bring
forgiveness for the sins of Yisrael. The Holy One, blessed be He,
says, 'Contemplate the death of these pious ones, and it will be
accredited for you, as if you offered sacrifice this day to attain
forgiveness'. We have learned that as long as Yisrael will be in exile
and neither be able to offer offerings on this day nor will they be able
to offer the two goats, they will at least have the memory of the two
sons of Aaron. Thus, it will serve as atonement for them.

10. We have learned that it is written, "These are the names of the
sons of Aaron, the priests" (Bemidbar 3:3) and also, "Nadab the
firstborn, and Abihu, Elazar and Itamar" (Ibid. 2). HE QUESTIONS: It
should read: 'And Elazar and Itamar' JUST LIKE IT SAYS "AND
ABIHU," so why write "Elazar and Itamar"? WHY DELETE THE
CONNECTING 'AND' (VAV) FROM ELAZAR? HE ANSWERS: Abihu
was equal to his two brothers. The VERSE EQUATES ABIHU TO
ELAZAR AND ITAMAR, and Nadab is equal to all the others.
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11. The firstborn Nadab stands on his own merits and Abihu rests on
his own, AND FOLLOWING THEM ELAZAR AND ITAMAR ARE READ
AS JOINED TOGETHER TO TEACH that each one OF NADAB AND
ABIHU are considered in the eyes OF SCRIPTURE as both Elazar and
Itamar TOGETHER. But BOTH Nadab and Abihu by themselves are
each considered equal to the seventy members of the Sanhedrin
who served before Moses. For this reason, their deaths atoned for
Yisrael. Therefore, it is written, "But let your brethren, the whole
house of Yisrael bewail the burning" (Vayikra 10:6). Rabbi Shimon
said: THEREFORE THE VERSE SPECIFIES "Nadab the firstborn,"
meaning he is the one that all acclaim and praise are his. How much
more so with Nadab and Abihu TOGETHER, because these two have
no equal among all Yisrael.

2. "Jacob, who redeemed Abraham"
We learn that Jacob redeemed Abraham just because God saw that Jacob would descend from Abraham. Rabbi Chizkiyah questions why Hananiah,
Mishael and Azariah (who threw themselves into a burning fire) are referred to as descendants of Jacob, when in fact they were the descendants of
Judah. Rabbi Shimon explains that is because in their time of danger they referred to Jacob, and God took note of this and protected them, and
those who had ridiculed the name of Jacob were killed by the flame.
12. "And Hashem spoke to Moses after the death of the two sons of
Aaron" (Vayikra 16:1): Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion
saying, "Therefore, thus says Hashem concerning the house of
Jacob, who redeemed Abraham..." (Yeshayah 29:22). This verse is
troublesome. It should read, 'Therefore, thus says Hashem, who
redeemed Abraham'. Why does it say "Therefore, thus says Hashem
concerning the house of Jacob, who redeemed Abraham"?

13. We have already learned that Jacob surely redeemed Abraham.
At the time that ABRAHAM fell into THE FURNACE OF the
Chaldeans' fire, his fate was being decided before the Holy One,
blessed be He. In what merit should this one be saved as he lacks
ancestral merits? THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said TO THE
COURT ON HIGH: 'He should be saved because of his sons.' As we
have learned, a son can bring merits for his father. The others
replied: But Ishmael will descend from him. The Holy One, blessed
be He, replied, 'But Isaac WILL DESCEND FROM HIM, who will
extend his throat FOR THE SACRIFICE on the altar'. The others said:
But Esau will derive from Isaac. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
said, 'But Jacob will DESCEND FROM HIM, who is a whole throne,
and all his sons are perfect before Me.' They concurred by saying:
Surely for this merit, Abraham shall be rescued. Such is the meaning
of, "who redeemed Abraham."
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14. IT IS WRITTEN, "Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall
his face now grow pale; when he sees his children, the work of My
hands, in the midst of him, sanctifying My name" (Yeshayah 29:2223). HE QUESTIONS: Who are "his children, the work of My hands"?
HE ANSWERS: They are Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah, WHO
THREW THEMSELVES INTO A BURNING FIRE TO SANCTIFY MY
NAME. HE QUESTIONS, "Jacob shall not now be ashamed": What is
Jacob doing here? For it is written, "These were among the
descendants of Judah: Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and
Azariah" (Daniel 1:6). NOTE, they are referred to as scions of Judah.
As a result, it should read: 'Judah shall not now be ashamed'. Why
then does it state, "Jacob shall not now be ashamed"?

15. HE ANSWERS: We have learned at the time they bound
HANANIAH, MISHAEL AND AZARIAH in order to cast them into fire,
each raised his voice and spoke before all the gathered nations,
kings and nobles. Hananiah said, "Hashem is with me, I will not fear:
what can man do to me? Hashem takes my part with those who help
me: therefore I shall gaze upon those who hate me. It is better to take
refuge in Hashem..." (Tehilim 118:6-8). Mishael said, "Therefore fear
you not, My servant Jacob, says Hashem...For I am with you, says
Hashem, to help you, for I will make a full end of all the
nations" (Yirmeyah 30:10-11). At that moment, when THE NATIONS
AND THE NOBLES heard the name Jacob, they were disgusted and
began mockingly to laugh, BECAUSE HE PUT HIS TRUST IN JACOB.
Azariah commenced to proclaim, "Hear O' Yisrael, Hashem our
Elohim; Hashem is One" (Devarim 6:4).

16. This is what is written, "One shall say, I am
Hashem's..." (Yeshayah 44:5). "One shall say, I am Hashem's" refers
to Hananiah, WHO DECLARED THAT "HASHEM TAKES MY PART..."
"And another shall call himself by the name of Jacob" (Ibid.): This is
Mishael, WHO SAID, "FEAR YOU NOT, O MY SERVANT JACOB."
"And another shall subscribe with his hand to Hashem, and surname
himself by the name of Yisrael" (Ibid.). This is Azariah, WHO SAID,
"HEAR O' YISRAEL..." At that moment, the Holy One, blessed be He,
assembled His heavenly council, NAMELY THE ANGELS, and said to
them, 'For which word among the words that these three uttered,
should I save them?' They replied, "That they may know that You
alone, whose name is Hashem, are the most high over all the
earth" (Tehilim 83:19), MEANING SAVE THEM, BECAUSE THEY
TRUSTED IN HASHEM.
17. At that hour, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to the throne,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, 'My throne, for which word, among all the
words THEY UTTERED, should I save these righteous men?' It
replied: For the word that all the others mocked, I would save them,
NAMELY THE MERIT OF JACOB, "Jacob shall not now be ashamed,
neither shall his face now grow pale," SO THEY WILL SEE THAT
THEY WERE SAVED IN HIS MERIT. Just as THE MERIT OF Jacob
stood fast when Abraham was cast into the fire, now it will stand fast
for these - NAMELY HANANIAH, MISHAEL AND AZARIAH. This is
what is written, "Thus says Hashem concerning the house of Jacob,
who redeemed Abraham, Jacob shall not now be ashamed..." namely
by the contempt and the mockery with which THE NATIONS AND
NOBLES RIDICULED HIM.
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18. We have learned that all those who ridiculed this word, NAMELY
"JACOB," were consumed by that fire, and a spark of flame killed
them. Who saved Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah? HE DID, because
they prayed before the Holy One, blessed be He, Hashem, and
unified His Name properly. Because they unified His Name properly,
they were saved from that consuming fire.

3. Nadab and Abihu
Rabbi Shimon says that in a way Nadab and Abihu died twice, once before God when offering the sacrifice, and once because they left no children,
as someone who does not merit children is considered as though dead. We learn that Nadab and Abihu died physically but did not die spiritually
because they were reincarnated in Pinchas. The reason they were reincarnated together in one body was because they had not married and so were
only considered a half body each. Their sin was later corrected by Pinchas' action in slaying the foreign woman. The two sons of Aaron and Zimri
had essentially committed the same sin, that is, bringing near something that was far from holiness. Rabbi Shimon talks about the covenant of
peace. We learn that Rabbi Yosi had said that people have their sins forgiven when they feel compassion for afflictions visited upon the just;
therefore during Yom Kippur people read about the death of the two sons of Aaron, and they feel distress for them so that their own sins are
forgiven. Also, they are reassured that their own children will not die during their lifetimes.
19. The two sons of Aaron offered a foreign fire, as they did not unify
His Name properly and, therefore, were consumed in fire. Rabbi
Yitzchak stated that it is written, "After the death" and it is later
written, "and died" IN THE SAME VERSE. If it states "after the death
of the two sons of Aaron" (Vayikra 16:1), wouldn't I know that they
died? HE ANSWERS: We are taught that there were two deaths, one
before Hashem and one because they left no children, for one who
does not merit children is CONSIDERED dead. For this reason, it is
written, "After the death...and died"; NAMELY, "AFTER THE DEATH"
IS TO BE UNDERSTOOD LITERALLY AND "AND DIED" REFERS TO
THEIR NOT HAVING CHILDREN.

20. Rabbi Aba said that it is written, "And Nadab and Abihu died
before Hashem, when they offered a foreign fire before Hashem in
the wilderness of Sinai, and they had no children: and Elazar and
Itamar ministered in the priest's office" (Bemidbar 3:4). HE
QUESTIONS: What connection does one have with the other in
saying, "And they had no children: and Elazar and Itamar ministered
in the priest's office"? DID THE LATTER INHERIT THE PRIESTHOOD
FROM NADAB AND ABIHU BECAUSE THEY WERE CHILDLESS? HE
ANSWERS: This is what I have said THAT they died because they
had no children AND WERE CONSIDERED AS IF DEAD. This is
definite, but not like other people even though they did not marry, for
they died only a physical death and not a spiritual one.

21. From where do we know THAT THEY DID NOT DIE A SPIRITUAL
DEATH? For it is written, "And Elazar, son of Aaron took him one of
the daughters of Putiel to wife; and she bore him Pinchas: these are
the heads of the fathers of the Levites according to their
families" (Shemot 6:25). HE QUESTIONS: IT SAYS "these," yet
Pinchas alone is mentioned, and it says, "heads of the fathers of the
Levites" OF PINCHAS ALONE. THIS IS BECAUSE NADAB AND
ABIHU WERE REINCARNATED IN PINCHAS; THEREFORE, THE
VERSE READS OF HIM, "THESE ARE THE HEADS," A PLURAL
EXPRESSION. According to this, their deaths were physical not
spiritual, as THEY WERE REINCARNATED IN PINCHAS. Rabbi Elazar
said: THIS IS SO and it is understood WHEN IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT
HIM, "These," A PLURAL EXPRESSION. It is likewise inherent WHEN
IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT HIM, "Heads," A PLURAL EXPRESSION.
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22. Due to this, it is written, "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of
Aaron the priest" (Bemidbar 25:7) and also it is written, "And
Pinchas son of Elazar, son of Aaron" (Shoftim 20:28) was a priest in
those days. It should simply read: 'Pinchas, the son of Elazar the
priest'; WHY MENTION "SON OF AARON THE PRIEST"? He wished
to tell us that whenever Pinchas is mentioned, IT IS WRITTEN, "son
of Aaron the priest." BUT WITH REGARD TO ELAZAR, it is only
written, "Elazar the priest" AND NO MENTION OF SON OF AARON,
as we find written, "Before Elazar the priest" (Bemidbar 27:21) or
"And Elazar the priest said" (Bemidbar 31:21). THIS IS DUE TO THE
FACT THAT NADAB AND ABIHU, SONS OF AARON, WERE
REINCARNATED IN PINCHAS; THEREFORE, THE VERSE MENTIONS
'SON OF AARON' REGARDING HIM. Consequently, their deaths were
physical but spiritually they did not die, AS THEY WERE
REINCARNATED IN PINCHAS.
23. We have learned from the secret of the Mishnah THAT THE NAME
PINCHAS IS FORMED FROM two NAMES, WHICH CONSTITUTE a
pair, Pin and Chas. Indeed, Pinchas is spelled with a small Yud-PE
YUD NUN CAF SAMECH-for the Yud incorporates the two together.
This is the profound explanation that we have already been taught.
24. Rabbi Elazar inquired of his father: Behold, NADAB AND ABIHU
were two individuals, why were there not two, MEANING WHY WERE
THEY NOT REINCARNATED INTO TWO PEOPLE, BUT ONLY IN
PINCHAS? He replied: Each was a half body because they did not
marry, AND ONE WHO DOES NOT MARRY IS CONSIDERED A HALF
PERSON. For this reason, the two are incorporated in one, as it is
written, "And she bore him Pinchas: these are the heads."
25. The Yud in Pinchas was put in him to enjoin the letters only when
he has been zealous for the Holy One, blessed be He, and came to
straighten that which was crooked upon seeing the sign of the
member of the holy covenant that Zimri inserted into another
territory. NADAB AND ABIHU were corrected here from their earlier
deviation, for NADAB AND ABIHU deviated in a foreign female, as it
is written, "When they offered a foreign fire" (Bemidbar 3:4). They
were corrected through the foreign woman THAT PINCHAS SLEW,
as it is written, "And has married the daughter of a strange
El" (Malachi 2:11). Just as in the first case there was a foreign fire,
here too was a foreign woman.

26. HE QUESTIONS: What is apparent here, MEANING WHAT IS THE
CONNECTION BETWEEN A FOREIGN FIRE TO A FOREIGN WOMAN?
HE ANSWERS: At the beginning, they brought near TO THE
HOLINESS something that was far removed FROM HOLINESS AND
DEFILED THE HOLINESS, as is written, "When they offered a foreign
fire." Here too, Zimri COMMITTED THE VERY SAME SIN in that he
brought near THAT which was far FROM HOLINESS - NAMELY, THE
FOREIGN WOMAN TO THE HOLINESS - BECAUSE he brought near
the name of the King, THE SIGN OF THE HOLY COVENANT, to the
distant one - NAMELY, THE FOREIGN WOMAN. Immediately, "When
Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the priest, saw it, he
rose up from among the congregation" (Bemidbar 25:7). At this
point, he corrected the earlier crookedness. Then the Yud was added
to his name to enjoin the letters together, THE SECRET OF YESOD
THAT CONNECTS ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT. Thus, he was
promised peace, WHICH IS YESOD REFERRED TO AS PEACE, as it
is written, "Wherefore say, Behold, I give to him My covenant of
peace" (Ibid. 12), My very covenant, NAMELY YESOD.
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27. HE ASKS: What is this 'peace' we speak of here WHEN IT SAYS,
"BEHOLD, I GIVE TO HIM MY COVENANT OF PEACE"? HE
ANSWERS: At first they sinned against this Sfirah, YESOD, BY
OFFERING FOREIGN FIRE, AS EARLIER MENTIONED. They
damaged this Sfirah in instigating a quarrel BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, AS WRITTEN ABOVE. Now that it is corrected, it is
written, "Behold I give him My covenant of peace," My actual
covenant, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF YESOD WHICH GOES BY THE
NAME COVENANT. It will be at peace with him, NAMELY THE PEACE
BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. For this reason, a small Yud
was added to his name, WHICH HINTS AT YESOD, which is of the
small letters to show that what was earlier crooked has already been
corrected, MEANING THAT YESOD WHICH WAS CURVED EARLIER
HAS BEEN STRAIGHTENED, AS WAS SAID BEFORE, and now
MALCHUT is perfected through YESOD. Rabbi Elazar kissed his
hands and said: Blessed is the Merciful One for allowing me to ask
this thing so it should not get lost from me.
28. We have learned that Rabbi Yosi said: It was established to read
this chapter OF THE SONS OF AARON on this day of Yom Kippur, in
order to bring atonement for Yisrael in exile WHO ARE UNABLE TO
OFFER SACRIFICES. For this reason the order OF SACRIFICES for
this day, YOM KIPPUR, was established here IN THE PORTION
ABOUT THE SONS OF AARON, AND RECITING IT COMES IN PLACE
OF SACRIFICE. FURTHERMORE, the deaths of the sons of Aaron
atone for Yisrael.
29. We also learn from here that every person who has affliction
visited upon him from his Master, they serve as atonement for sins.
All who have distress for affliction brought upon the just will have
their sins pass away from this world. For this reason, on this day,
YOM KIPPUR, we read about, "After the death of the two sons of
Aaron" so that the congregation listens and feels distress for the
pious who were lost and thus the congregation have their sins
forgiven. Of him, who feels sorrow for the righteous who perished,
or sheds tears for them, the Holy One, blessed be He, announces,
"And your iniquity is taken away, and your sin is purged" (Yeshayah
6:7). Furthermore, he is reassured that his children will not die
during his lifetime and it is written about him, "He shall see his seed,
he shall prolong his days" (Yeshayah 53:10).

4. "All the rivers run into the sea"
Rabbi Shimon wonders how people can ignore the wishes of God for so long, and says that no one lends his ear or wakens his heart. He says that in
later generations people will have forgotten the Torah entirely; there will never be another generation like Rabbi Shimon's until the generation in the
time of the coming of Messiah, when knowledge will reawaken in the world again. We read about the river, Binah, in which the roots of the Tree of
Life are spread. We read of the Sfirot that come forth from this river and the anointing oil that replenishes the Garden of Eden. These streams flow
down to the righteous and join together in the sea of wisdom, Malchut. When the wicked interfere, the blessings of these streams are not felt, and
judgment is awakened in the world instead of peace. Then people can be blessed only through the priest.
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30. "And Hashem said to Moses, Speak to Aaron your brother, that
he come not at all times into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:2). Rabbi
Shimon said, "All the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not
full..." (Kohelet 1:7). Rabbi Shimon said: I wonder about people, that
they have no eyes to see, no heart to observe, they do not know, or
pay attention to the wishes of their Master. How asleep they are and
do not awaken before the day will come when thick darkness will
cover them; the owner of the deposit will demand his due
accounting from them.

31. An announcement is called out about them daily and their soul
testifies within them day and night. The Torah raises its voice in all
directions and says, "How long, fools, will you love
foolishness" (Mishlei 1:22.). "Whoever is a fool, let him turn in here:
as for him that lacks understanding, she says to him, Come, eat of
my bread, and drink of the wine which I have mixed" (Mishlei 9:4-5).
No one lends his ear or wakens his heart.

32. Come and see: Later generations will come when Torah will be
forgotten among them, the wise will gather in their own place and
there won't be found anyone who can begin to explain and finalize
THE TORAH. Woe to that generation. From here on, there will not be
a generation like the present one until the generation in the time of
King Messiah, when knowledge will awaken in the world, as it is
written, "For they shall all know Me, from the lowest of them to the
greatest of them" (Yirmeyah 31:33).

33. It is written, "And a river went out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). We
have learned the name of this river. We established that its name is
Yuval, NAMELY BINAH, as it is written, "And that spreads out its
roots by the river (Heb. yuval)" (Yirmeyah 17:8). In the book of Rabbi
Hamnuna Saba (the elder), IT SAYS that its name is life, NAMELY
BINAH, whence life comes to the world, which is referred to as the
life of the King. We established that it is that great and strong tree,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that feeds all and is called the Tree of Life,
MEANING the tree that has planted its roots in that life ABOVE,
NAMELY BINAH. And all is appropriate.

34. We have learned that this river gave forth deep streams, WHICH
REPRESENT THE THREE SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
OF ZEIR ANPIN - with the anointing oil to replenish the Garden of
Eden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and water the trees and plants, NAMELY
THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT. Of this, it is written, "The trees of
Hashem have their fill; the cedars of Lebanon, which He has
planted" (Tehilim 104:16). These streams, NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, flow and continue on and join two pillars
that the Baraithas refer to as Yachin and Boaz, NAMELY NETZACH
AND HOD. These NAMES are appropriate. From there, NETZACH
AND HOD come out all these streams, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET, and rest in a certain level referred to as Righteous,
NAMELY YESOD, as is written, "But the righteous is an everlasting
foundation (Heb. yesod)" (Mishlei 10:25). All together they join in
that level referred to as "sea" that is the sea of wisdom, NAMELY
MALCHUT. This is the meaning of the verse, "All the rivers run into
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the sea" (Kohelet 1:7).
35. If you should say that when the streams reach this spot, NAMELY
MALCHUT, they stop and don't come back, yet immediately
following that, it says, "To the place where the rivers flow, thither
they return (lit. 'return to go')" (Ibid.), for the river never stops its
waters. "They return": To where do THEY return? HE ANSWERS:
They "return" to the two pillars, Netzach and Hod. They "go" to this
Righteous, WHICH IS YESOD, to seek out blessings and joy. This is
the secret of what we learned, "This is the Leviathan, whom You
have made to play therein" (Tehilim 104:26). It is the righteous.

36. "These wait all upon You: that You may give them their food in
due season" (Ibid. 27). What is meant by "in due season"? This is
the Matron, NAMELY MALCHUT, known as the time of the Righteous,
WHICH IS YESOD. For this reason, all look up to this "due season,"
all that are sustained here below. They are fed from this source, AS
THE LOWER BEINGS RECEIVE ONLY FROM MALCHUT. This secret
meaning was established in, "These wait all upon You..." as we have
established.

37. Come and see: When this "all," WHICH IS YESOD, KNOWN AS
"KOL (LIT. 'ALL')," perfumes "due season," WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which joins with him, all the world rejoices in blessings and peace is
found among the upper and lower beings. However, when the wicked
cause, that blessings of these streams are not present - NAMELY,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, and this season
receives nourishment from another side, NAMELY JUDGMENT, then
Judgments are awakened in the world and there is no peace. When
people want to be blessed, they can do so only through the priest,
who could arouse his Sfirah, WHICH IS CHESED. Thus, the Matron,
WHO IS MALCHUT, is blessed and the blessings will prevail
throughout the worlds.

5. "That he come not at all times into the holy place"
We learn that God told Moses that he should speak to his brother, Aaron, since Aaron was given the blessings for above and below. There are times
when one may go before God and ask petitions, because it is a time of goodwill; there are other times when harsh decrees are aroused and
blessings are not forthcoming. Sometimes judgments are present but impending, held over the world to frighten it. We learn that these cycles occur
in the year, in the week, in the day and even in the hour. Rabbi Shimon says that things are good in their due season. Analyzing the scripture, "That
he come not at all times into the holy place," Rabbi Shimon tells his son that God was admonishing Aaron not to make the same mistake that his
sons did, so that he will not damage this time that is Malchut. He also says that incense is the most praiseworthy of all sacrifices, because incense
in Aramaic means 'connecting'.
38. We have learned that AFTER THE DEATHS OF THE SONS OF
AARON, Moses was seeking from the Holy One, blessed be He, this
matter, WHICH IS CHESED. MOSES said to Him: If people return in
repentance to You, by whom will they be blessed? The Holy One,
blessed be He, replied: 'You are speaking to Me? "Speak to Aaron
your brother," for in his hands are given the blessings for above and
below', FOR HE IS THE CHARIOT FOR CHESED, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE.
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39. "And Hashem said to Moses, Speak to Aaron your brother, that
he come not at all times into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:2). Rabbi
Aba said: There are times before the Holy One, blessed be He, when
His goodwill is found, blessings are available and one may ask
petitions. There are other times when His graciousness is
unavailable, blessings are not forthcoming and harsh decrees are
aroused in the world. There are times when Judgment is impending.
There are times during the year when graciousness is present and
there are times during the year when decrees are present. There are
other times when Judgment is present but is impending, MEANING
TO SAY THE JUDGMENT IS HELD IN ABEYANCE TO FRIGHTEN THE
WORLD, BUT IT IS NOT YET IN EFFECT. There are also times during
the month when graciousness is to be found and times when
Judgments are present and impending over everything.

40. There are times during the week when graciousness abounds
and there are times during the week when decrees are in the world.
There are times during the day when graciousness prevails and the
world is pampered. There are times during the day when the
Judgments are impending and are present. Even during the hour,
THERE ARE VARIOUS TIMES. Consequently, it is written, "And a
time for every purpose" (Kohelet 3:1). It is also written, "But as for
me, let my prayer be to You, Hashem, in an acceptable time" (Tehilim
69:14) and "Seek Hashem while He may be found" (Yeshayah 55:6).
Another verse reads, "Why stand You afar off, Hashem? Why hide
You Yourself in times of trouble?" (Tehilim 10:1) and another verse
reads, "From afar Hashem appeared to me" (Yirmeyah 31:2). At other
times, He is close as it is written, "Hashem is near to all those who
call upon Him" (Tehilim 145:18). Due to this, it is written, "that he will
not come at all times into the holy place..."

41. Rabbi Shimon said: We have ascertained that something in its
due season IS EXCELLENT. This is sure. At this point, the Holy One,
blessed be He, came to warn Aaron not to err with the same sin with
which his sons erred. This due season is well known TO BE
MALCHUT. For this reason, he must not err by joining a different
time to the King. This is the meaning of the verse, "That he come not
at all times into the holy place." Even when he will see that the time
is given over to another, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE, to run the
world, IT SHOULD BE given over to its hands in order to enjoin and
bring the world near to holiness, as I and My Name are one, SINCE
EVEN THE OTHER SIDE SERVES ONLY ME. For this reason, "that he
come not at all times (or: 'with every time') into the holy place." If he
wishes to know with what he should approach, the answer is with
zot (Eng. 'this' fem.), WHICH IS MALCHUT OF HOLINESS, "With this
(Heb. zot fem.) shall Aaron come into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:3).
This zot is the time that holds to My name through Yud, WHICH IS
YESOD, that is imprinted in My name AND WITH IT he may come into
the holy place, not at all times, but "he come not at all times."
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42. Rabbi Yosi said that it is written, "He has made every thing
beautiful in its time" (Kohelet 3:11). This matter was explained by the
holy luminary, and it is so that we learned that "He has made every
thing beautiful in its time." Assuredly everything, WHICH IS YESOD
NAMED ALL, He did in its time REFERS TO MALCHUT CALLED
TIME, one with another, and no other thing may come between them.
It is literally "in its time," MEANING MALCHUT and not in another.
For this reason, it is a warning to Aaron "that he come not at all
times into the holy place." With what may he enter? With Zot,
MEANING MALCHUT CALLED ZOT, as we established from the
verse, "Thus (with zot) shall Aaron come into the holy
place" (Vayikra 16:3).

43. Rabbi Elazar was sitting before his father. He said to him that it is
written about the congregation of Korah, "And they perished from
among the congregation" (Bemidbar 16:33). What is meant by "and
they perished"? It is similar to that which is written, "The same
person will I destroy from among his people" (Vayikra 23:30). Rabbi
Shimon said that the sons of Aaron are different THAN THE
CONGREGATION OF KORAH, because 'perish' is not written about
them, as it does about the congregation of Korah, where it is written,
"And they perished from among the congregation." It is also written,
"Behold, we die, we perish, we all perish" (Bemidbar 17:27), which
included the 250 people who offered the incense. THEY surely
perished; however, THE SONS OF AARON did not perish.

44. He replies that it is written, "That he come not at all times into the
holy place." Another verse reads, "Thus (Heb. with zot) shall Aaron
come into the holy place." HE QUESTIONS: If the verse stated "that
he will not come at all times," why doesn't it write at what time he
may come? IT SHOULD READ THAT ON THE TENTH OF THE
MONTH, HE SHALL COME INTO THE HOLY PLACE, BUT INSTEAD IT
SAYS, "THUS SHALL AARON COME INTO THE HOLY PLACE," YET
GIVES NO EXPLICIT TIME. He said to him: Elazar, we learned that it
is the same word and same time, FOR TIME AND ZOT ARE THE
SAME WORD, NAMELY BOTH ARE NAMES OF MALCHUT, which the
priests knew. But in relation to his sons sinning, the Holy One,
blessed be He, wanted to admonish here, NAMELY, THAT HE
SHOULD NOT DAMAGE THIS TIME WHICH IS MALCHUT AS HIS
SONS DID. We have already learned this. He replied: I also thought
so, but I wanted TO HEAR THIS FROM YOU in order to reconcile this
matter.
45. He said to him: Elazar, my son, come and see that all sacrifices
and burnt offerings bring gratification to the Holy One, blessed be
He. But there is no truer gratification BEFORE HIM than the incense,
for the incense is the most praiseworthy. This is the reason that it is
offered in the innermost chambers, NAMELY THE HOLY OF HOLIES,
silently. We have learned that. For this reason people were not
punished for other kinds of sacrifices and burnt offerings as for
incense, because in the whole of the service of the Holy One,
blessed be He, this is the most joined and connected. That is why it
is called incense, BECAUSE INCENSE IN ARAMAIC MEANS
CONNECTING, so it says, "Ointment and incense rejoice the
heart" (Mishlei 27:9).

6. "Therefore do the virgins love you"
Rabbi Shimon tells how the fragrance of the incense rises and joins with the flow of the holy ointment (the Sfirah of Zeir Anpin); they waken each
other and are then good for illumination. The oil is then poured down from level to level to Malchut and thence to all the worlds. The Congregation of
Yisrael is like the incense and Zeir Anpin is like the ointment.
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46. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "Your ointments
are fragrant..." (Shir Hashirim 1:3). I have closely studied this verse
and this is the explanation: What is meant by "fragrant"? IT MEANS
THAT the fragrance of the incense is subtle and finer, more interior
than anything else. When this fragrance rises to join with the
anointing oil of the fountain streams, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, they wake one another and connect together. Then
these ointments are good for illumination, as the verse says, "Your
ointments are fragrant (lit. 'good for fragrance)."

47. The oil was then poured from level to level among the levels that
are called the Holy Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the verse then
reads, "For your flowing oil you are renowned: therefore do the
virgins love you" (Ibid.). What is meant by "virgins" (Heb. alamot)? It
is worlds (Heb. olamot), as we mentioned, actual worlds. INASMUCH
AS THE OIL POURS TO MALCHUT CALLED NAME, ALL WORLDS
RECEIVE FROM HER. Another explanation for alamot is as written,
"A song to Alamot" (Tehilim 46:1), MEANING GRADES
REPRESENTING ASPECTS OF CHASSADIM THAT IS REFERRED TO
AS ALOMOT, DERIVED FROM THE WORD HE'ALEM (LIT. 'HIDDEN').
It all comes to the same thing. THE WORD OLAMOT (LIT. 'WORLDS')
ALSO COMES FROM THEIR BEING CONCEALED
48. In the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, it is written: what is the
meaning of 'worlds (Heb. olamot)'? It is according to the verse, "She
rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to her household, and
a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE SEVEN CHAMBERS OF BRIYAH, WHICH SERVICE MALCHUT
AND ARE REFERRED TO AS MAIDENS. These maidens ARE "the
virgins (Heb. alamot) love you," to bless Your name and to sing
praises before You. From there, there are blessings among all the
lower beings, and the upper and lower beings are blessed.
49. Another explanation for "the virgins (Heb. alamot) love you": It is
fine to read this verse as: 'over death (Heb. al mavet) they love you',
for with this, NAMELY OIL WHICH DENOTES CHASSADIM, the harsh
prosecutors embalm themselves, AS 'ALAMOT' IS SPELLED WITH
THE SAME LETTERS AS 'AL MAVET'. For incense, SIGNIFYING THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, joins with the higher level ointment,
WHICH IS CHASSADIM, and is held in high esteem before the Holy
One, blessed be He, more than all sacrifices and burnt offerings. The
Congregation of Yisrael said: I am like the incense, DENOTING
MALCHUT, AS MALCHUT IS THE SECRET MEANING OF LOWER
CHOCHMAH, and You, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, are like ointment,
DENOTING CHASSADIM. THEREFORE, "Draw me, we will run after
you" (Shir Hashirim 1:4). "We will run" IS A PLURAL EXPRESSION,
as in, "therefore do the virgins love you," THAT IS, I and all my
troops, who all hold onto me. Hence, "draw me," as they are all
dependent on me.
50. "The king has brought me into his chambers" (Ibid.): If the King
will bring me into His chambers, then "we will be glad and rejoice in
you" (Ibid.), meaning I and all the troops. We have learned that all the
forces rejoice when the Congregation of Yisrael is joyous and
blessed, and harsh decrees do not transpire in the world. Hence, it
says, "Let the heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad" (Tehilim
96:11).

7. "For I appear in the cloud upon the ark cover"
Rabbi Yehuda brings up various verses where a cloud or a storm of wind are mentioned. Speaking about the cloud upon the ark cover, he says that
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this is the place where the cherubs, Metatron and Sandalfon, rested, and that a miracle occurred three times a day when the Shechinah revealed
herself in their wings. Rabbi Shimon tells what song the cherubs sang when the Shechinah came down.
51. "For I appear in the cloud upon the ark cover" (Vayikra 16:2).
Rabbi Yehuda said: Fortunate are the righteous, whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, delights to honor. We have learned about a king of
flesh and blood, that if someone rides on his horse, he has
committed a capital offense. However, the Holy One, blessed be He,
placed Elijah on His own, as is written, "And Elijah went up by a
storm of wind into heaven" (II Melachim 2:11) AND IT IS WRITTEN,
"HASHEM ANSWERED JOB OUT OF THE STORM" (IYOV 38:1). It is
written: here "that he die not: for I appear in the cloud upon the ark
cover." The Holy One, blessed be He, brought Moses into the cloud,
as it says, "And Moses went into the midst of the cloud" (Shemot
24:18), meaning into the midst of the cloud, DENOTING MALCHUT. IT
IS WITHIN THE SAME CLOUD, OF WHICH IT SAYS, "For I appear in
the cloud upon the ark cover." This is the meaning of, "And Hashem
will create upon every dwelling place of Mount Zion and upon its
assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day" (Yeshayah 4:5), "For the
cloud of Hashem was upon the tabernacle by day" (Shemot 40:38).
ALL THESE CLOUDS HINT AT MALCHUT.

52. We have learned that it is written, "And Hashem descended in the
cloud" (Shemot 34:5) and "I appear in the cloud upon the ark cover."
We have learned that this is the place, NAMELY MALCHUT, where
the Cherubs rested, WHO ARE METATRON AND SANDALFON, as we
learned. The Cherubs were in place by means of a miracle (Heb.
nes), MEANING UPON MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED NES. We have
learned that three times daily - THE SECRET MEANING OF THE
THREE COLUMNS - a miracle (Heb. nes) occurred, MEANING THAT
THE SHECHINAH REVEALED HERSELF in their wings. At the
moment when the sanctity of the King revealed itself upon them,
they raised their wings of their own accord, spread them, and
covered over the ark cover. Afterwards, they closed their wings and
held them against their bodies, as the verse says, "And the Cherubs
shall stretch out their wings on high" (Shemot 25:20). The verse
uses the term "stretch out," MEANING AT TIMES THEY WOULD
SPREAD AND AT TIMES CLOSE. The verse does not read 'stretched
out', WHICH WOULD BE CORRECT WERE THEY PASSIVE; IN THE
SAME WAY, 'overspreading' instead of 'were overspread'. This is
WHAT THEY SAID, 'they were erect by means of a miracle and were
rejoicing in the Shechinah'.
53. Rabbi Aba said: What does THE VERSE wish to say with the
statement, "I appear in the cloud upon the ark cover," WHICH
MEANS THAT PRIEST SEES THE SHECHINAH? ALSO, in the verse,
"Thus (with zot) shall Aaron come," WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH IS
REFERRED TO AS ZOT. Behold, the priest did not see the Shechinah
when he entered THE HOLY OF HOLIES. HE ANSWERS: The cloud,
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, would come down. In coming down, it
reached the covering of the ark, the wings of the Cherubs would stir
and the Cherubs would strike with their wings and sing a song.
FROM THIS, THE PRIEST WOULD REALIZE THAT THE SHECHINAH
WAS NOW APPEARING. THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT BY, "I APPEAR IN
THE CLOUD UPON THE ARK COVER."
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54. HE QUESTIONS: What song did they sing? HE ANSWERS, "For
Hashem is great, and greatly to be praised: He is to be feared above
all Elohim" (Tehilim 96:4). THEY SAID this when they raised their
wings, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, MEANING
CHESED TERMED "GREAT." When they spread them, they would
say, "For all the Elohim of the nations are idols: but Hashem made
the heavens" (Ibid. 5). THIS IS THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT COLUMN
THAT SUBDUES THE ENTIRE OTHER SIDE. When they covered the
ark cover, they would say, "Before Hashem; for He comes to judge
the earth: with righteousness shall He judge the world, and the
people with equity" (Tehilim 98:9). THIS IS THE ASPECT OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN DENOTING TIFERET, REFERRED TO AS
JUSTICE.

8. "And their faces shall look one to another"
Rabbi Shimon says that when the priest heard the voices of the Cherubs he placed the incense in the right place and had the correct intent, so that
the blessings should flow to all. The wings of the cherubs were moving up and down, singing and covering the ark. We learn that the Cherubs are
male and female, which establishes equity. Rabbi Yitzchak says that whenever there are not both female and male present, one is not worthy to look
at the Shechinah.
55. When the priest heard their voices in the Temple, he placed the
incense in its right place and meditated on something, in order that
the blessing should flow to all. The wings of the Cherubs were
moving up and down, singing and covering the ark. Then they would
raise them. This is the meaning of "overspreading." "Overspreading"
is precise. Where do we derive that their voices were heard?
NAMELY from the verse, "I heard the noise of their
wings" (Yechezkel 1:24).

56. Rabbi Yosi said, "and the people with equity (Heb.
meisharim)" (Tehilim 98:9): What is meant by Meisharim? HE
ANSWERS: As the verse says, "sincerely (Heb. meisharim) they love
you" (Shir Hashirim 1:4). THE SHECHINAH includes BY THIS the two
Cherubs, METATRON AND SANDALFON, who are assuredly called
"meisharim," and IT SAYS about this, "And the people with equity
(Heb. meisharim)." BEFORE THIS, IT IS WRITTEN, "WITH
RIGHTEOUSNESS SHALL HE JUDGE THE WORLD" (Tehilim 98:9)
AND "JUDGE" REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE "RIGHTEOUSNESS"
DENOTES MALCHUT. LATER, THE VERSE INCLUDES ALSO THE
CHERUBS AND THUS SAYS, "AND THE PEOPLE WITH EQUITY."
57. It is written, "Then he heard the voice speaking to him from off
the covering that was upon the ark of Testimony, from between the
two Cherubs: and it spoke to him" (Bemidbar 7:89). Rabbi Yitzchak
said: From here, we learned that whenever there are not both male
and female present, one is not worthy to behold the presence of the
Shechinah. THEREFORE, HE HEARD THE VOICE SPEAKING ONLY
FROM BETWEEN THE TWO CHERUBS. This is the intent of the
verse, "The upright (Heb. yesharim) shall dwell in Your
presence" (Tehilim 140:14), MEANING THE CHERUBS REFERRED
TO AS MEISHARIM. We have learned that there is a verse, "Just and
right is He" (Devarim 32:4), DENOTING male and female. "JUST"
REFERS TO THE MALE, MEANING YESOD, AND "RIGHT" REFERS
TO THE FEMALE, MEANING MALCHUT. Here also, the Cherubs are
male and female, as it is written of them, "You have established
equity (Heb. meisharim in plural)" (Tehilim 99:4) AND ALSO "the
people with equity (Heb. meisharim)," AS MENTIONED ABOVE. For
this reason, "And their faces shall look one to another" (Shemot
25:20), THE SECRET OF FACE TO FACE UNION, as we have
established.

9. "Behold, how good and how pleasant"
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Rabbi Shimon talks about "how good and how pleasant it is for brothers to dwell together in unity," explaining that it means male and female turned
toward one another. He says that righteousness and justice go together, otherwise things are not well with the world. The rabbis had been
complaining because rain was needed, and Rabbi Shimon says that is because male does not reside within the female, but everything is about to
return to its proper place and there will soon be rain. then they talk about the interpretations of "I am black, but comely" and the following verses.
Returning to the title verse, we hear that it refers to the friends, who fear God and speak about Him to one another, and have peace and brotherly
love.
58. We have learned that Rabbi Yosi said, once the world needed
rain. Rabbi Yesa, Rabbi Chizkiyah and other friends came before
Rabbi Shimon. They found him and his son going to see Rabbi
Pinchas ben Yair. When he saw them, he said, "A poem of ascent of
David. Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brothers to dwell
together in unity" (Tehilim 133:1). HE QUESTIONS: What is meant by
"brothers to dwell together in unity"?

59. HE ANSWERS: THIS IS as is said, "And their faces shall look one
to another (lit. 'man to his brother')" (Shemot 25:20), BROTHERS
MEANING MALE AND FEMALE, for the time that ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT faced each other, it is written, "How good and how
pleasant." However, when the male turns his face away from the
female, woe is to the world. Then it is written, "But sometimes ruin
comes for want of justice" (Mishlei 13:23) and assuredly without
justice, MEANING WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN CALLED JUSTICE, WHO
DOES NOT LOOK OR GIVE ABUNDANCE TO THE FEMALE CALLED
RIGHTEOUSNESS. The verse, "Righteousness and justice are the
foundation of Your throne" (Tehilim 89:15) means that one does not
go without the other. When justice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, moves
afar from righteousness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, woe is to the world.
60. I see that you have come now because the Male does not reside
within the Female AND, AS A RESULT, THERE IS NO RAIN IN THE
WORLD. He said, If you have come to me for this reason, then go
back, as this day I have seen that everything will return to be face to
face AND THERE WILL BE NO LACK OF ABUNDANCE OF RAIN IN
THE WORLD. However, if you have come here to study Torah, then
stay with me. They replied to him: We came to our master for both of
them, FOR RAINFALL AND FOR STUDY OF TORAH. Allow one of us
to report to our brethren ABOUT THE SALVATION OF RAIN, while
we, and the other friends with us, will remain with our master.

61. As they were walking, he said, "I am black, but comely, O
daughters of Jerusalem..." (Shir Hashirim 1:5). The Congregation of
Yisrael said before the Holy One, blessed be He: I may be black in
exile but I am comely with the commandments of the Torah. Even
though Yisrael are in exile, they do not forsake THE PRECEPTS.
"Like the tents of Kedar" (Ibid.), MEANING EVEN THOUGH I AM like
the children of Keturah, whose faces are always black, still I am like
"the curtains of Solomon" (Ibid.), MEANING like the view of heaven
for purity, as it is written, "Who stretches out the heavens like a
curtain" (Tehilim 104:2). SOLOMON (HEB. SHLOMO) IS THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, THE KING OF PEACE (HEB. SHALOM).

62. "Do not look upon me, because I am black" (Shir Hashirim 1:6),
MEANING what is the reason you should not look upon me?
Because I am black AND THEREFORE YOU CANNOT SEE ME.
"Because the sun has scorched me" (Ibid.), MEANING the sun did
not look at me, REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN, to properly shed light
upon me. What do Yisrael say to this? "My mother's children were
angry with me" (Ibid.). Who are the children of my mother? These are
appointed ministers who protect the other nations.
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63. Another explanation is that THE SHECHINAH SPOKE literally OF
"my mother's children," REFERRING TO THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, THE CHILDREN OF BINAH WHO IS THE MOTHER OF THE
SHECHINAH, as the verse says, "And cast down from heaven (to)
earth..." (Eichah 2:1). So when ZEIR ANPIN threw from heaven the
earth, MEANING THE SHECHINAH, "they made me the keeper of the
vineyards" (Shir Hashirim 1:6), REFERRING TO THE NATIONS OF
THE WORLD. SHE HAS TO POUR ABUNDANCE TO THE NATIONS
OF THE WORLD SO THAT YISRAEL WILL DRAW SUSTENANCE
FROM THEM. What is the reason? BECAUSE "my own vineyard,"
NAMELY YISRAEL, "I have not kept" (Ibid.), BECAUSE THEY
SINNED. We thus learn that "the children of my mother," NAMELY
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, agreed against me, TO DISTANCE ME,
meaning the earth was removed with this, REFERRING TO
MALCHUT, from heaven, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN. We established
that it is written, "And his sister stood afar off" (Shemot 2:4). THE
SHECHINAH, CALLED THE SISTER OF ZEIR ANPIN, STOOD FROM A
DISTANCE, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN HAD CAUSED HER TO STAND AT
A DISTANCE.
64. IN CONTRAST TO WHAT IS WRITTEN, "AND HIS SISTER STOOD
AFAR OFF," it is surely said, "Behold, how good and how pleasant it
is for brothers to dwell together (Heb. gam) in unity" WHEN
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SISTER OF ZEIR ANPIN, STANDS NOT AT
A DISTANCE BUT TOGETHER. Regarding them, ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, we have explained "also together" the same way as "And
yet (Heb. gam) for all that (Heb. zot fem.)" (Vayikra 26:44), GAM
BEING THE SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED ZOT. SIMILARLY, "GAM
IN UNITY" REFERS TO MALCHUT. IN TRUTH, it would have been
included in the brothers sitting together AND THERE WOULD BE NO
NEED TO INSCRIBE THE WORD GAM. Since "Gam (Eng. 'also')" is
written it is meant to include all of those higher above ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT; THAT IS, THEY ARE YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH. For the whole reign is now in that place - YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH.
65. Another explanation for, "Behold, how good and how pleasant..."
These are the friends, when they sit together and don't sit apart from
one another. At first they appear as people at war with each other,
wanting to kill one another. Afterwards, they return to each other in
brotherly love. What does the Holy One, blessed be He, say ABOUT
THEM? "Behold how good and pleasant it is for brothers to dwell
together (Heb. gam, Eng. 'also') in unity." The word gam comes to
include the Shechinah. Moreover, the Holy One, blessed be He, pays
attention to what they say, and has enjoyment and rejoices with
them. This is the essence of the verse, "Then they who feared
Hashem spoke to one another: and Hashem hearkened, and heard it,
and a book of remembrance was written before Him..." (Malachi 3:16).

66. My friends, just as you have had affection for each other until
now, do not part from one another from now on until the Holy One,
blessed be He, rejoices with you. He will call peace upon you and,
for your merits, peace will prevail in the world. This is the meaning of
the verse, "For my brethren and friends' sakes, I will now say, Peace
be within you" (Tehilim 122:8).
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67. They went. As they were going, they reached the home of Rabbi
Pinchas ben Yair. Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair came out, kissed RABBI
SHIMON, and said: I have earned the right to kiss the Shechinah.
How fortunate is my lot. He set up for them expensive bed sheets.
Rabbi Shimon said: The Torah does not require this. He removed
THE SPREADS and they sat down. Rabbi Pinchas said: Before we
eat, we will hear a discourse from the master of Torah, as all the
words of Rabbi Shimon are open as a revelation. He is a man who
need not be afraid from above or below of preaching them. He fears
not what is above, as the Holy One, blessed be He, agrees with him.
He is also not fearful of those below, just as a lion fears not the flock
of sheep. Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Elazar, his son: Elazar, stand
where you are and recite a novel Torah interpretation before Rabbi
Pinchas and the other friends.

10. "After the death of the two sons of Aaron"
We learn from Rabbi Shimon that God wished only Aaron to deal with the sweet incense, for Aaron increased peace in the world; when his sons
offered the incense during their father's lifetime, they made a great mistake.
68. Rabbi Elazar rose and opened the discussion saying, "And
Hashem spoke to Moses after the death of the two sons of
Aaron..." (Vayikra 16:1). This verse needs introspection, for it
appears that it is superfluous, as it writes afterwards, "And Hashem
said to Moses, Speak to Aaron your brother." Now WE SHOULD
ASK, if at the beginning of the portion, in the first verse it says, "And
Hashem spoke to Moses," what did He say to him, SEEING THAT
afterwards it is written, "And Hashem said to Moses"?

69. HE ANSWERS: At the time when the Holy One, blessed be He,
gave the sweet incense to Aaron, He wanted no one else to deal with
this during his lifetime. For what reason? Because Aaron increased
peace in the world. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Since
you wish to increase peace in the world, peace will multiply above
through you. The sweet incense will be transmitted to you from now
on, AS INCENSE INCREASES PEACE ABOVE, and during your life,
no one else will be permitted to deal with it.' During their father's
lifetime, Nadab and Abihu hastened to offer that which was not given
to them, and this matter caused them to make a mistake BY
OFFERING A FOREIGN FIRE.
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70. We have learned Moses was pondering who caused them to
make this mistake OF OFFERING FOREIGN FIRE, and was sad. It is
written, "And Hashem spoke to Moses after the death of the two
sons of Aaron." What did He say to him? "When they came near
before Hashem, and died" (Vayikra 16:1) It is not written: 'offered',
but "came near." The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, 'This
is what caused them this, for they hurried the hour TO OFFER
INCENSE during the lifetime of their father.' They erred in this, IN
OFFERING FOREIGN FIRE, so the verse says, "Which He
commanded them not" (Vayikra 10:1). They were not commanded to
OFFER, for only Aaron did He command. SO THE EXPLANATION OF
THE VERSE, "AND OFFERED FOREIGN FIRE BEFORE
HASHEM" (IBID.) IS THAT THEY ERRED IN THIS BECAUSE "HE
COMMANDED THEM NOT" TO OFFER INCENSE BUT HE
COMMANDED AARON ALONE. And if the two sons of Aaron, by
rushing the time during their father's lifetime, brought all this on
themselves, this is all the more true for me, in relation to my father
and Rabbi Pinchas and the other friends. I AM NOT PERMITTED TO
RUSH THE HOUR AND SAY NOVEL TORAH INTERPRETATIONS IN
THEIR STEAD. Rabbi Pinchas came forth, and kissed and blessed
him.

11. "Sixty valiant men"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the name Solomon (Shlomo) refers to Zeir Anpin, to whom the peace (shalom) belongs. We read about Malchut's aspect
of harsh judgment and the fire guards and Metatron on whose side is the mighty bright sword and on whose other side are burning coals. The sword
is received from the place called 'fear', and night is the time for judgment. We read about the many creature aspects of the flow of Mochin, about the
archangels and the crocodiles and the four shapes of the faces that appear. We read about large faces and small faces, about the judgments named
hair, and many other wonders. In the end we learn that the priest needs to meditate on sublime matters, to bring holiness to the proper place and to
expel the Other Side. If people knew the judgment that could come upon them they would pay more attention to their deeds and stop sinning. We are
reminded that God has a covenant with those who study the Torah.
71. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "Behold the bed of
Solomon sixty valiant men are round about it..." (Shir Hashirim 3:7).
"Behold the bed of Solomon": What is meant by "his litter"? It refers
to the throne of glory of the King, NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED BED.
It is written about it, "The heart of her husband safely trusts in
her" (Mishlei 31:11) and Solomon (Heb. Shlomo) REFERS TO the
King that the peace (Heb. shalom) is His, REFERRING TO ZEIR
ANPIN. "Sixty valiant men are round about it": They are attached to
MALCHUT'S aspect of harsh Judgment and are connoted as sixty
fire guards, MEANING SIXTY GUARDIANS FROM FIRE. That youth,
MEANING METATRON, clothes himself with them.

72. On the right side OF METATRON is the mighty bright sword, and
on the left are strong burning coals that enjoin his imprints with
70,000 flames of consuming fire. They are sixty mighty ones heavily
armed with the mighty Gvurot of supernal Gvurah of the Holy One,
blessed be He, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. This is what is meant by, "Of
the mighty ones of Yisrael" (Shir Hashirim 3:7), NAMELY GVURAH
OF ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO AS YISRAEL.
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73. We have learned that this bed, REFERRING TO MALCHUT, it is
written regarding it, "She rises also while it is yet night" (Mishlei
31:15). When she nurtures from the side of Judgment, MEANING
WHEN MALCHUT RISES TO POUR THE ABUNDANCE OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, IT IS NIGHT, MEANING JUDGMENT,
SINCE HER CHOCHMAH IS GIVEN ONLY WITH JUDGMENTS. AS
EARLIER MENTIONED, "RISING" REFERS TO THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH. "And gives food (Heb. teref) to her
household" (Ibid.): What is meant by "teref"? It is the same as in,
"And tears down (Heb. taraf) in pieces, and none can
deliver" (Michah 5:7), NAMELY THE JUDGMENTS ATTACHED TO
THIS CHOCHMAH FROM WHICH THERE IS NO SAVING. This is what
is meant by, "All girt with swords, and expert in war" (Shir Hashirim
3:8). They are ready to execute Judgment everywhere and are called
wailers and moaners.
74. "Every man has his sword upon his thigh" (Ibid.): It is as you say,
"Gird your sword upon your thigh, O mighty one" (Tehilim 45:4). THE
SECRET MEANING OF THE SWORD HAS ALREADY BEEN
EXPLAINED, "because of the fear by nights" (Shir Hashirim 3:8), they
explained it as the fear of Gehenom. Yet, "because of the fear by
nights" is saying where they receive it from - from fear, from the
place called fear, as the verse says, "And the fear of Isaac, had been
with me" (Beresheet 31:42), WHICH IS GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE
LEFT COLUMN KNOWN AS ISAAC. Just as this verse reads, "And
Jacob swore by the fear of his father Isaac" (Ibid. 53), "by nights"
REFERS TO those times designated for Judgments to be done, AS
NIGHT IS THE TIME FOR JUDGMENT.
75. We have learned that it is written, "She considers a field, and
buys it" (Mishlei 31:16). This is like what is written, "Where all the
wild beasts (lit. 'beasts of the field') play" (Iyov 40:20), WHICH
REFERS TO THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT OF MALCHUT, WHOSE
SECRET IS NIGHT AS MENTIONED EARLIER, AND IS ALSO
REFERRED TO AS FIELD. "THE WILD BEASTS" REFLECTS THE
SECRET OF YESOD, AND "PLAY" REFERS TO MATING, and about
this is written, "So is this great and wide sea...There go the ships;
there are the Leviathan, whom You have made to play
therein" (Tehilim 104:25-26). LEVIATHAN IS THE SECRET OF
YESOD, "TO PLAY" ALLUDES TO UNION, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "AND,
BEHOLD, ISAAC WAS SPORTING WITH HIS WIFE" (BERESHEET
26:8). This is as the verse, "She is like the merchant ships: she
brings her bread from afar" (Mishlei 31:14); "from afar" surely. FOR
"HER BREAD," WHICH IS THE SECRET ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, DOES NOT SHED LIGHT SAVE FROM "AFAR,"
MEANING IT DOES SO WITH JUDGMENTS THAT REMOVE THE
EXTERNAL FORCES FAR AWAY SO THEY WOULD NOT NURTURE
FROM THIS GREAT LIGHT. THIS IS THE SECRET OF, "HASHEM
APPEARED TO ME FROM AFAR" (YIRMEYAH 31:2). AND THE
SECRET OF THE UNION PERTAINS TO NIGHT AND TO THE FIELD,
AS MENTIONED EARLIER, AS IT BRINGS HER LIGHT from the brain
inside the head, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, and from that which is above
the head, NAMELY THE BLESSED ENDLESS LIGHT. THEREFORE,
SHE NEEDS PROTECTION FROM EXTERNAL FORCES. "She brings
her bread," NAMELY through the means of the righteous man,
DENOTING YESOD. When they join together, there is universal joy.
This is the meaning of the verse, "There are the dolphins (Heb.
Leviathan) who you have made to play therein," THE LEVIATHAN
BEING YESOD, WHILE "TO PLAY" REFERS TO MATING, AS
EARLIER MENTIONED.
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76. We have learned that 1,500 sword-bearers wielding authority are
linked to the side of these SIXTY mighty ones. In the hands of the
one known as the youth, NAMELY METATRON, are four large keys,
REFERRING TO FOUR ANGELS - MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND
REPHAEL. THEY ARE REFERRED TO AS LARGE KEYS, BECAUSE
THEY CAUSE THE MOCHIN OF GREATNESS TO FLOW TO THOSE
BELOW. Crocodiles, NAMELY THE GRADES OF CHOCHMAH, move
under the ship, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT IS, IN BRIYAH, of the
great sea, BINAH, FROM WHICH MALCHUT RECEIVES HER LIGHT,
to HER four corners. The one moves to this side, SOUTH, and the
other moves to this side, NORTH, and it is so with all of them, ALSO
EASTWARD AND WESTWARD, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. The four shapes of the
face appear in them, MEANING IN THESE CROCODILES, AND ARE
LION, OX, EAGLE AND MAN, FOR THEY ARE DRAWN FROM THE
THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM, WHICH
IS THE FACE OF A MAN. When they are joined within the one WHICH
IS MALCHUT, it is written, "As for the likeness of their faces, they
had the face of a man" (Yechezkel 1:10). THIS MEANS the face of all
of them, NAMELY THE THREE SHAPES OF LION, OX, EAGLE,
RECEIVES A HUMAN FACE LIKE MALCHUT WHEN ALL ARE
INCLUDED IN IT.
77. Large faces REPRESENT THE MOCHIN OF GREATNESS and
small faces, MEANING MOCHIN OF SMALLNESS, join together
above, IN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Two, MEANING THE TWO
COLUMNS - RIGHT AND CENTRAL - rise and wander with two
shovels in their hands. A thousand mountains rise and arrive daily
TO DRAW NOURISHMENT from the potions of that sea, NAMELY
BINAH, AS THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH ALSO KNOWN AS A
THOUSAND MOUNTAINS IS DRAWN THROUGH BINAH ALONE.
Afterwards, they are pulled away from it, FROM BINAH, and move
into the other sea, NAMELY MALCHUT.
78. There is no count to those holding on to the hair OF MALCHUT,
MEANING THE JUDGMENTS THEREIN NAMED HAIR. Two sons
suckle daily FROM MALCHUT called the spies of the earth and this is
the secret written in the Hidden Book (Heb. Safra Det'zeniuta) AT
THE END OF TRUMAH, "And Joshua the son of Nun sent out of
Shitim two men to spy secretly, saying" (Yehoshua 2:1). These TWO
SONS nurturing from under the sides of the wings OF MALCHUT
ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED AND GVURAH. Now two daughters,
WHOSE SECRET IS TWO HARLOTS, are under the feet OF
MALCHUT, MEANING NETZACH AND HOD OF MALCHUT. Therefore,
it is written ABOUT THEM, "And the sons of Elohim saw the
daughters of men" (Beresheet 6:2). They, THE SONS AND
DAUGHTERS OF THE KLIPAH, hold on to the nails of that bed,
NAMELY MALCHUT, AS HER NAILS MEAN THE BACK PART OF THE
FINGERS OF THE HANDS AND FEET. This is what the verse teaches
us, "Then came there two women, that were harlots, to the king" (I
Melachim 3:16), "Then came" but not before. And when Yisrael are
down, turning their backs on the Holy One, blessed be He, it is
written, "As for My people, children are their oppressors, and women
rule over them" (Yeshayah 3:12), surely REFERRING TO THE TWO
WOMEN MENTIONED ABOVE.
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79. In the left hand, MEANING FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF
MALCHUT, seventy branches COME OUT, WHO ARE THE SEVENTY
CHIEFTAINS OF THE WORLD NATIONS, who are raised among the
fish of the sea, REPRESENTING THE LEVELS OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT, REFERRED TO AS
FISH. THE SEA MEANS MALCHUT. All of them are red like a rose,
BECAUSE OF THE JUDGMENTS WITHIN THEM, AS THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT ARE RED. Above them, one branch is
extremely red. THAT IS THE HARSHEST JUDGMENT OF ALL,
NAMELY SAMAEL. It goes up and down, MEANING ATTRACTS
CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD. IT IS HE WHO RODE ON
THE SERPENT AND ENTICED ADAM TO DRAW CHOCHMAH FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARD, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. All of them are covered with hair
OF MALCHUT, MEANING HER JUDGMENTS REFFERED TO AS
HAIRS.
80. When the chief slanderer, THE SERPENT, descends, it begins to
jump over the hills and skip over the mountains until there is prey
seized by the nails, which it eats. Then it becomes calm and its
tongue speaks well, MEANING THAT ITS SLANDERING TALK ENDS
AND BECOMES GOOD TALK. Fortunate are Yisrael who prepare
food for it, and THE SERPENT returns to its place and enters the
hole of the great abyss.

81. When the countless spearmen and swordsmen rise around these
supernal sixty MIGHTY MEN THAT STEM FROM THE LEFT COLUMN,
who circle the bed, NAMELY MALCHUT, AND THE LEFT JOINS THE
RIGHT BECAUSE OF THEM, THEN thousands upon thousands and
tens of ten thousands stand along all sides of THAT supernal bed.
From it, THE BED WHICH IS MALCHUT, they are sustained and all
rise in its presence, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE VERSE, "SHE
RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS YET NIGHT" (MISHLEI 31:15).

82. Underneath all of them, MEANING BELOW ALL LEVELS OF
HOLINESS MENTIONED BEFORE, many thousands and tens of
thousands OF KLIPOT come out, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
SECRET MEANING OF THE VERSE, "A THOUSAND SHALL FALL AT
YOUR SIDE, AND TEN THOUSAND AT YOUR RIGHT HAND: BUT IT
SHALL NOT COME NEAR YOU" (TEHILIM 91:7). They come down
and wander through the world until the Shofar blowers blow, THAT
IS THE SECRET OF UNITY OF THE THREE COLUMNS - KNOWN AS
FIRE, WATER AND AIR - THAT ARE INCLUDED IN THE SOUND
EMANATING FROM THE SHOFAR. Then they reassemble and hold to
the scum found in the nails, NAMELY IN THE REFUSE MATTER OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE BACK SIDE KNOWN AS NAILS, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE.
83. This bed, NAMELY MALCHUT, includes them, NAMELY ALL
THOSE LEVELS MENTIONED ABOVE. This bed's legs link to the four
directions of the world, MEANING IT CONTAINS IN IT THE FOUR
SFIROT OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT - WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT
RECEIVES THEM. Everything is counted, BOTH what there is above,
NAMELY THE GRADES OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND what is below,
NAMELY HER OWN GRADES. THIS IS THE SECRET OF "in heaven
above," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, "and upon the earth
beneath" (Devarim 4:39), NAMELY MALCHUT, KNOWN AS EARTH.
Therefore, it is written, "Behold," MEANING "BEHOLD THE BED OF
SOLOMON." What is meant by "Behold"? It means it is ready TO
SHED LIGHT to all above and below, and this bed is impressed by
all. It is called Adonai, which means master (Heb. adon) over all,
marked among its armies.
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84. Because of this, the priest needs to meditate upon sublime
matters, to unify the Holy Name from that place that requires unity,
MEANING TO DRAW IN THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH ONLY
TO MALCHUT. Therefore, we learned that it is written, "Thus (with
zot) shall Aaron come into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:3). Through
zot, DENOTING MALCHUT, he needs to bring holiness near its place
AND TO EXPEL THE OTHER SIDE, WHICH DESIRES TO DRAW
FROM HER THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARD. From this place, FROM MALCHUT, man needs to fear
the Holy One, blessed be He, MEANING THAT WITH THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS REVEALED AT MALCHUT
HARSH JUDGMENTS THAT PUNISH THE WICKED AND MOVE THE
OTHER SIDE FAR AWAY ARE ALSO REVEALED. AS A RESULT,
ONE FEARS HER. About this, it is written, "O that they were wise,
that they understood this (Heb. zot)" (Devarim 32:29). Immediately,
"they would consider their latter end" (Ibid.). This means that if
people would look at the penalty AND SEE how ZOT, NAMELY
MALCHUT, is united together with her hosts, MEANING SHE GIVES
LIGHT TO THEM ONLY FROM THE ASPECT OF BELOW UPWARDS,
and how all these members of the hosts, who are attached to her to
serve her were appointed before her to punish and repay the wicked,
WHO WISH TO DRAW DOWN HER LIGHT FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS, immediately "they will understand their latter end"
and pay attention to their deeds and not sin before the Holy King.
85. Rabbi Shimon said further, this Zot keeps everyone who merits
to learn Torah and keep Zot, NAMELY MALCHUT, and makes another
covenant with him, in addition to the existing covenant, that she will
not part from him, from his children or grandchildren eternally. This
is the meaning of the verse, "As for me, this is My covenant with
them..." (Yeshayah 59:21). They sat down to eat. As they were eating,
Rabbi Shimon said to his friends: Each one of you should say some
new thoughts of the Torah at the table in the presence of Rabbi
Pinchas.

12. "The tongue of the learned"
Rabbi Chizkiyah tells us how lucky Yisrael are that God chose them for His own and called them holy, and that it was because they merited the
Torah. We read about the flow of holiness or Chochmah from the highest all the way to Malchut, and that when the secrets of Torah come out of her
she is called 'the holy tongue'. We then learn of the flow that results in 'the tongue of the learned' that goes out to awaken the sublime holy ones.
God gave this tongue to Rabbi Shimon and raised him higher and higher to the upper worlds.
86. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion saying, "Hashem Elohim
has given me the tongue of the learned, that I should know to
sustain him that weary" (Yeshayah 50:4). How fortunate are Yisrael
that the Holy One, blessed be He, chose them from among all
nations and called them "holy," as is written, "Yisrael is holy to
Hashem" (Yirmeyah 2:3). He gave them a share to maintain the Holy
Name. With what right can they hold on to the Holy Name? It is
because they merited the Torah, as anyone who merits Torah merits
his portion in the Holy One, blessed be He.
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87. We have learned before my master what is Holiness - It is
perfection of all called the highly sublime Chochmah, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. From this place flows the
holy anointing oil through known paths to the place called supernal
Binah, THE SECRET OF YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH. From there
flow streams and fountains in every direction, MEANING BOTH TO
CHOCHMAH AND TO CHASSADIM until they reach this zot (Eng.
'this'), NAMELY MALCHUT. When blessed, this zot is called holiness
and is called Chochmah and we call her the Spirit of the Holiness,
meaning spirit, NAMELY THE SIX ENDS, from this holiness of higher
above, MEANING THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF CHOCHMAH. When the
secrets of Torah exit and stir from her, she is then called 'the holy
tongue'.

88. When the anointing oil flows to these two pillars, referred to as
"students of Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13), and are called Tzevaot,
NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD, it gathers there. When it exits from
there through that level called Yesod AND ARRIVES at the smaller
Chochmah THAT IS MALCHUT, KNOWN AS THE SMALL
CHOCHMAH BECAUSE IT CONTAINS ONLY SIX CORNERS OF
CHOCHMAH AS EXPLAINED EARLIER, it is called the 'tongue of the
learned'. FROM HER, it goes out to awaken the sublime holy beings.
At that point, it is written, "Hashem Elohim has given me the tongue
of the learned." Why? "That I should know how to sustain him that
weary." The Holy One, blessed be He, gave this to the holy luminary,
Rabbi Shimon. Furthermore, he raised him higher and higher TO
UPPER WORLDS. For this reason, all his words are said manifestly,
and are not concealed. About him, it is written, "With him I speak
mouth to mouth, manifestly, and not in dark speeches" (Bemidbar
12:8).

13. The moon in its fullness
Rabbi Yesa says that during Solomon's days the moon was full, and God gave wisdom and knowledge to Solomon. Reading that there was peace
between Solomon and Hiram, Rabbi Shimon says that Hiram had announced himself to be a deity until Solomon persuaded him otherwise with his
wisdom. We learn that all those who study the Torah at night have their images carved above before God, who pays attention to them.
89. Rabbi Yesa opened the discussion saying, "And Hashem gave
Solomon wisdom, as he promised him: and there was peace
between Hiram and Solomon..." (I Melachim 5:26). "And Hashem
gave Solomon wisdom": This is what we learned that during the
days of King Solomon, the moon, DENOTING MALCHUT, remained in
its fullness; THEN MALCHUT IS CALLED CHOCHMAH, AS
MENTIONED. And He gave it to Solomon "as he promised him,"
MEANING as was said to him, "Wisdom and knowledge are granted
to you" (II Divrei Hayamim 1:12).

90. "And there was peace between Hiram and Solomon": HE ASKS:
What is THE CONNECTION between them? HE ANSWERS: We have
learned that "Hashem gave Solomon wisdom." How did he establish
this wisdom? Rabbi Yosi said: This is how he established this
wisdom. Solomon caused Hiram to descend from that level where he
said, "I sit in the seat of Elohim" (Yechezkel 28:2). We have learned
that Hiram, King of Tyre, announced himself a deity, MEANING HE
WAS DEVOTED TO OTHER ELOHIM WHO DRAW CHOCHMAH FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARD, AS MENTIONED, AND BEHAVED LIKE THEM.
Afterwards, SOLOMON came and, with his wisdom, caused Hiram to
depart from this counsel OF OTHER ELOHIM. Thus, he thanked
Solomon for this. For this reason, "there was peace between Hiram
and Solomon."
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91. We have learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said in the name of Rabbi
Yehuda: SOLOMON sent TO HIRAM a demon that lowered him to the
seven chambers of Gehenom, and then raised him up. Then, he sent
him letters daily until he repented FROM HIS DEEDS, and thanked
Solomon ABOUT THIS. We have learned that Solomon inherited the
moon, DENOTING MALCHUT, in all its aspects, BOTH CHOCHMAH
AND CHASSADIM, for he ruled over all this with his wisdom. Rabbi
Shimon bar Yochai ruled with his wisdom over mankind, and all
those that rise to his level only rise to perfect MALCHUT with him.

92. Rabbi Yosi said, "My dove, who is in the clefts of the rock, in the
secret places of the cliff" (Shir Hashirim 2:14). "My dove" refers to
the Congregation of Yisrael, DENOTING MALCHUT. Just as a dove
never forsakes her mate, so the Congregation of Yisrael never
forsakes the Holy One, blessed be He. "In the clefts of the rock":
These are the Torah scholars that find no peace in this world, AND
ARE HIDING, SO TO SPEAK, IN THE CRACKS OF THE ROCK FROM
THEIR ENEMIES. "In the secret places of the cliff": These are the
modest scholars WHO CONCEAL THEIR LEVEL FROM PEOPLE.
Among them are the pious who fear the Holy One, blessed be He,
from whom the Shechinah never departs. Then, the Holy One,
blessed be He, demands from the Congregation of Yisrael on behalf
of the pious and says, "Let me see your countenance, let me hear
your voice; for sweet is your voice" (Ibid.), for no voice is heard
above except the voice of those who toil in the Torah.

93. We have learned that all those that toil in Torah at night have
their images carved above before the Holy One, blessed be He. The
Holy One, blessed be He, enjoys Himself with them all day and pays
attention to them. That voice rises and penetrates all firmaments
until it arises before the Holy One, blessed be He. Then the verse
writes, "For sweet is your voice, and your countenance is
comely" (Ibid.). Now the Holy One, blessed be He, has carved the
image of Rabbi Shimon on high, whose voice rises higher and higher
and is crowned with the holy crown until the Holy One, blessed be
He, crowns him throughout the worlds and commends him. About
him, it is written, "And said to Me, You are My servant, Yisrael, in
whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

14. The souls until their descent to the world
Rabbi Chiya tells us that everything and everyone that exists now and that will exist in the future existed before the world began. Some souls are
distanced from God before birth and also in this lifetime, although they may repent later and get back their saintly part. Rabbi Chiya says that the
two sons of Aaron were righteous, and he can not understand how God could have wished them to perish considering their own merits, their
ancestral merits and the merits of Moses. Rabbi Shimon says that God made sure their souls were not lost, and Pinchas had already been born to
house their souls. He also tells us that righteous souls are prepared above and given names before ever they come to this world.
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94. Rabbi Chiya said, "That which is, already has been; and that
which is to be has already been..." (Kohelet 3:15). "That which is,
already has been." We have learned that before the Holy One,
blessed be He, created this world, He created worlds and destroyed
them - THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE BREAKING OF THE VESSELS until it entered the will of the Holy One, blessed be He, to create this
world. First, He took counsel with the Torah, THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, then He put on His adornments and was
crowned with His crowns and created this world. All that is found in
this world was there before Him, AT THE TIME OF CREATION, and
was prepared before Him.

95. We have learned that all leaders of every generation were present
before the Holy One, blessed be He, in their forms before they came
to the world. Furthermore, before they came into the world, all
human souls were carved before Him in the heavens with the same
forms literally as they are in this world. All that these souls learn in
this world, they already knew before coming to this world. We have
learned that all this holds true with the people of true piety.

96. All of these that are not found to be just in this world, even there
ABOVE BEFORE COMING TO THE WORLD, distance themselves
from the presence of the Holy One, blessed be He. They enter the
chasm of the great abyss and hurry to descend to this world. And we
learned that their souls are stiff necked in this world, as they were
before coming to this world. They throw away the saintly part that
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, gave to them FROM THE SIDE OF
HOLINESS and go wander about and become impure in that chasm
of the great abyss. They take their share there, precipitate the hour
and descend to earth. If a man later gains merit and repents before
his Master, he will receive back his own portion, NAMELY, THE
HOLY PORTION THAT HE THREW UPWARD, AS MENTIONED. This
is the meaning of the verse, "That which is, already has been; and
that which is to be has already been..."

97. Come and see that the sons of Aaron had no equal in Yisrael,
except for Moses and Aaron. They were called "the nobles of the
children of Yisrael" (Shemot 24:11) and they died because they erred
before the Holy King. HE QUESTIONS: Did the Holy One, blessed be
He, wish that they should perish? Did we not learn in the secret of
the Mishnah that the Holy One, blessed be He, does kindness with
everyone, and even evildoers He does not wish to cause to perish.
But these most saintly ones, NADAB AND ABIHU, will it enter your
mind that they should perish from the world? Where were their
merits, the merits of their ancestors and also the merit of Moses?
How could they have perished?
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98. HE ANSWERS: We have learned from the holy luminary that the
Holy One, blessed be He, concerned Himself with their honor, so
inwardly their bodies were tinged with fire, but their soul was not
lost, as we have already established. Come and see that even before
the deaths of Aaron's sons, it is written, "And Elazar, Aaron's son
took of the daughters of Putiel to wife; AND SHE BORE HIM
PINCHAS" (Shemot 6:25). He was called Pinchas because he was
destined to straighten that which is crooked, MEANING TO
CORRECT THE DAMAGE OF NADAB AND ABIHU, AS EXPLAINED
EARLIER, EVEN THOUGH NADAB AND ABIHU HAD NOT YET DIED.
This is the essence of the verse, "And that which is to be has already
been."
99. We have learned that before coming to the world, all the true
pious people were prepared above and were given names. From the
day that the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, even Rabbi
Shimon bar Yochai was prepared and came before the Holy One,
blessed be He. The Holy One, blessed be He, called him by his name.
How fortunate is his lot above and below. About him, is addressed
the verse, "Let your father and your mother be glad" (Mishlei 23:25).
"Your father" is the Holy One, blessed be He, and "your Mother" is
the Congregation of Yisrael.

15. "While the King was reclining at his board"
Rabbi Aba opens by saying that the title verse means that Yisrael emitted a wonderful fragrance when they stood at Mount Sinai to receive the
Torah. While Moses went up to receive the tablets, Yisrael deserted their wonderful fragrance and turned to the golden calf. Rabbi Aba explains the
verses from the esoteric point of view, telling us about the flow of wisdom and understanding down from the highest realms and culminating in the
union of Zeir Anpin and Malchut; this brings blessings to every level.
100. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse, "While the
king was reclining at his board, my nard sent forth its
fragrance" (Shir Hashirim 1:12). This verse has been explained by
the friends. When the Holy One, blessed be He, was ready and
present on Mount Sinai to give Torah to Yisrael, "my nard sent forth
its fragrance," as Yisrael emitted a wonderful fragrance that has
shielded them for countless generations. This was what they said
then, "All that Hashem has said will we do, and obey" (Shemot 24:7).
Another explanation of, "While the King was reclining at his board":
While Moses went up to receive the Torah from the Holy One,
blessed be He, which was engraved within the two tablets of stone,
Yisrael deserted that wonderful fragrance that crowned them and
said to the golden calf, "These are your Elohim, Yisrael" (Shemot
32:4).

101. Now, LET US EXPLAIN this verse from the standpoint of the
secret of wisdom. Come and see, "And a river went out of Eden to
water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). This river, DENOTING BINAH,
spreads on all sides when this Eden, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, joins
with it in complete union in this path not known above or below,
DENOTING YESOD OF CHOCHMAH, as in the verse, "There is a path
which no bird of prey knows" (Iyov 28:7). Thus, CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH desire not to part from one another. Then fountains and
streams exit FROM THEM, DENOTING THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN,
and crown the holy son, ZEIR ANPIN THE SON OF YUD HEI, with all
these crowns, DENOTING MOCHIN. It is then written, "With the
crown with which his mother crowned him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11),
DENOTING MOCHIN ALSO KNOWN AS CROWN. At that time, that
son ZEIR ANPIN will inherit the inheritance of his father and mother,
NAMELY THE MOCHIN THAT EXUDES FROM THE UNION OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH THAT ARE REFERRED TO AS ABA AND
IMA. Then, He will delight in pleasures and delight
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102. We have learned that when the supernal King, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, with delicacies fit for kings sits crowned, it is written, "While
the king was reclining at his board, my nard sent forth its fragrance."
"MY NARD" refers to Yesod that emits blessings so that the holy
King, ZEIR ANPIN, joins with the Queen, NAMELY MALCHUT. Then
blessings are given to the worlds and those in the upper and lower
worlds are blessed. Now the holy luminary is crowned by this level,
MEANING THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM ABA AND IMA, ALSO
KNOWN AS CROWNS. He and the friends lift up the praise from
below upward, NAMELY FROM MAYIM NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS),
and MALCHUT crowns herself with these praises AS SHE JOINS
WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Now there are blessings to pour from above
downward to all friends of this MENTIONED level. Rabbi Elazar, his
son, should now say some of the praiseworthy words he heard from
his father.

16. "And behold a well in the field"
Rabbi Elazar talks about "the well that the princes dug out," saying that the well is filled with blessings from Netzach, Hod and Yesod; the well
sustains everyone above and below. The great stone that was rolled over the well's mouth refers to harsh judgment, that is removed when the
blessings flow through the Sfirot. In a similar way, God poured blessings on the generation of Rabbi Shimon.
103. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying, "And he looked,
and behold a well in the field...And there were all the flocks
gathered" (Beresheet 29:2-3). These verses need to be examined, as
they contain the secret of wisdom that I learned from my father. So I
learned, "And he looked, and behold a well in the field." What is the
"well"? It is the one mentioned in "the well that the princes dug out,
that the nobles of the people delved" (Bemidbar 21:18), MEANING
MALCHUT THAT IS EMBELLISHED FROM ABA AND IMA REFERRED
TO AS PRINCES. "And, lo, there were three flocks of sheep lying by
it" (Beresheet 29:2): These represent Netzach, Hod and Yesod, which
rest by it and stand over it. From them the well was filled with
blessings.

104. "For out of that well they watered the flocks" (Ibid.), because all
are sustained from that well, higher and lower beings, and together
they are blessed. "And a great stone was upon the well's
mouth" (Ibid.) refers to the harsh Judgment THAT IS KNOWN AS
THE GREAT ROCK, which stands upon it from the Other Side to
suckle from it. "And there were all the flocks gathered": These are
the six Sfirot of the King, ZEIR ANPIN - NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD - which all assemble and
draw blessings from the head of the King, NAMELY FROM THE
THREE FIRST SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN KNOWN AS HEAD. They pour
into it and, when they all merge together and feed into it, it is written,
"And they rolled the stone from the well's mouth" (Ibid. 3), meaning
they roll away the harsh Judgment, KNOWN AS A STONE, and
remove it.
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105. "And watered the sheep" (Ibid.), MEANING they pour out
blessings from this well to the higher and lower levels. Afterwards,
they "put the stone back upon the well's mouth" (Ibid.), MEANING
the Judgment returns to its position. It is because it is needed in
order to bring fragrance and correction to the world. Now, the Holy
One, blessed be He, has poured upon you blessings from the
springs of the fountain stream and from you are blessed all the
members of your generation. How fortunate is your share in this
world and in the World to Come. About you, it is written, "And all
your children shall be taught of Hashem; and great shall be the
peace of your children" (Yeshayah 54:13).

17. "The twelve...and this"
Rabbi Shimon tells how the Torah is crowned with the thirteen attributes of mercy, and the knot of Faith is tied with those thirteen attributes. Jacob
blessed his sons in the name of the faith according to the blessing of each attribute. Rabbi Shimon says that Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair binds the
highest knot, the knot of holiness, the knot of Faith.
106. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "Let the pious be
joyful in glory: let them sing aloud upon their beds" (Tehilim 149:5).
We have learned that the knot of Faith, NAMELY MALCHUT, is tied
with the thirteen attributes OF MERCY so that blessings are to be
available for all. The entire Faith of the Holy One, blessed be He, is
enclosed in three, NAMELY THREE COLUMNS, THE SECRET OF
THIRTEEN, AS THEY ENLIGHTEN EACH OF FOUR SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT WITHIN IT. NOW,
THREE TIMES FOUR EQUALS TWELVE AND, TOGETHER WITH
MALCHUT THAT CONTAINS THEM, THERE ARE THIRTEEN.
Consequently, the Torah is crowned with the thirteen attributes, as
we have established IN THE BARAITHA OF RABBI YISHMAEL,
namely using the arguments of an inference from minor to major and
comparison by analogy. We have explained this several times. The
Holy Name, NAMELY MALCHUT, is crowned with this.
107. Come and see that when Jacob wished his sons to be blessed
in the name of the Faith, it is written, "All these are the twelve tribes
of Yisrael: and this (Heb. zot fem.) IS THAT WHICH THEIR FATHER
SPOKE TO THEM" (Beresheet 49:28). TWELVE AND ZOT are thirteen,
since the Shechinah, CALLED ZOT, participated with them and the
blessings were fulfilled. This is the meaning of the verse, "Every one
according to his blessing he blessed them" (Ibid.). What is meant by
"according to his blessing"? MEANING according to the
resemblance to that which is above, THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES
OF MERCY, NAMELY according to the blessing of each attribute.

108. We have learned that all these attributes OF MALCHUT rise and
become crowned and rest in a head OF ZEIR ANPIN. There is
crowned the head of the King, He that is called by the highest level
of Piety, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE CHESED CONVERTS TO
CHOCHMAH. The pious ones THAT CLING TO ZEIR ANPIN inherit all
that glory of above, WHICH IS MALCHUT WITH HER THIRTEEN
ATTRIBUTES, as is written, "Let the pious be joyful in glory,"
NAMELY in this world, DENOTING MALCHUT. "Let them sing aloud
upon their beds," MEANING in the World to Come, DENOTING
BINAH. "The high praises of El are in their mouths" (Tehilim 149:6),
MEANING they know to bind the bond of Faith properly, AS
MALCHUT IS CALLED EL. Then "and a two-edged sword in their
hand" (Ibid.). What is "a two-edged sword"? This is Hashem's sword,
DENOTING MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT,
REFERRED TO AS SWORD. "Two-edged sword" implies that it
flames with two Judgments, NAMELY JUDGMENTS OF LEFT AND
JUDGMENTS OF THE CURTAIN. For what purpose is all this? It is "to
execute vengeance upon the nations..." (Ibid.)
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109. Behold, here is Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair, who is Sfirah of
Chesed, a supernal head OF ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING THAT HIS
CHESED HAS BECOME CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS HEAD. For this
reason, he inherits the glory of most High and binds the highest
knot, the knot of holiness, the knot of Faith, MEANING THE UNITY
OF ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT. How fortunate is his share in this
world and in the World to Come. About this table is said, "This is the
table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22). Rabbi Pinchas rose
and kissed him and blessed him. He kissed Rabbi Elazar and all the
friends and blessed them. He then took the cup and said a blessing.

18. "You prepare a table before me"
We read of how the scholars spend all day speaking about the Torah and rejoicing in it and in each other.
110. He opened the discussion saying, "You prepare a table before
me in the presence of my enemies" (Tehilim 23:5). They sat there all
day long. The friends were rejoicing with words of Torah and the joy
of Rabbi Shimon was great. Rabbi Pinchas took hold of Rabbi Elazar
and did not leave him all that day and night, and rejoiced with him.
He referred to a verse about him, "Then you shall delight yourself in
Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14). All this great joy and pleasure are in my
portion, AS RABBI ELAZAR WAS HIS DAUGHTER'S SON. Sometime
in the future, they will in that world announce about me: Fortunate is
your lot, Rabbi Pinchas, that you have merited all this and "peace,
peace be to you, and peace to your helpers; for your Elohim helps
you" (I Divrei Hayamim 12:19). They rose to depart. Rabbi Pinchas
rose, held onto Rabbi Elazar and did not let him leave. Rabbi Pinchas
escorted Rabbi Shimon and blessed him and all the scholars. As
they were departing, Rabbi Shimon said to the friends, "It is time to
act for Hashem" (Tehilim 119:126).

19. "And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats"
Rabbi Aba wonders what the "lots" in the title verse were for. Rabbi Shimon begins his explanation by talking about why Shimon was the brother
chosen by Joseph to be taken away and bound. Shimon was from the aspect of harsh judgment, and he had allied himself with Levi who was also
from the side of judgment. We learn of two spirits who pursue judgment, and who spy on the land every day. We are reminded how Yisrael is
beloved of God above all other nations, and that God gave them one day a year to purify themselves so that they will rule over all the prosecutors
and spirits. Rabbi Shimon says that one of the goats in the title verse was for Hashem and one for Azazel. If both goats had been for Azazel the
world would not have been able to bear it. The goat cannot slander the children of Yisrael on Yom Kippur because it finds them doing good deeds,
and in fact it becomes their defender. As a result of the sacrifice of the goat, judgment no longer rules over Yisrael.
111. It is written, "And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two
goats..." (Vayikra 16:8). Rabbi Aba came and asked: What where
those lots for? Why did it require Aaron to place the lots? What is
this Torah portion for? I have learned before my master the order OF
THE YOM KIPPUR service, and also this matter I wish to know.
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112. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "And took from
them Simeon, and bound him before their eyes" (Beresheet 42:24).
He questions: For what reason did Joseph see fit to take Simeon
with him rather than any one of the OTHER brothers? HE ANSWERS:
Joseph said that Simeon always was the opening for Judgment.
When I left my father to go to my brothers, Simeon first began the
Judgment, as the verse says, "And they said one to another, Behold,
this dreamer comes. Come now therefore..." (Beresheet 37:19). Later
in Shechem, "that two sons of Jacob, Simeon and Levi..." (Beresheet
34:25). All these actions pertain to Judgment. THEREFORE, it is
better to take this one and not allow him to arouse quarreling among
all the tribes.

113. We have learned, what did Simeon see in attaching himself to
Levi more than to the others? Reuben was also his brother and close
to him, JUST AS LEVI, SO WHY DID HE NOT STICK WITH REUBEN?
HE ANSWERS: Simeon saw and realized that Levi was of the aspect
of Judgment and Simeon was caught up with even harsher
Judgment, so he said: Let us join one with the other and we could
destroy the world. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He
took Levi aside to His place and said, 'From this point on, let Simeon
stay bound with ropes alone.'

114. We have learned that from the aspect of Ima there are two
spirits who pursue Judgment attached to the left hand. We have
established that they daily spy on (or 'from the feet of') the land,
NAMELY MALCHUT, MEANING THEY NOURISH FROM NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD OF MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS FEET. This is the
secret of, "two men to spy" (Yehoshua 2:1).

115. We have learned that Yisrael has a more fortunate share than
the idolatrous nations, as the Holy One, blessed be He, desired to
purify them and have mercy for them as they are His portion and
inheritance. It is written, "For Hashem's portion is His
people..." (Devarim 32:9) and "He made him ride on the high places
of the earth" (Ibid. 13). "On the high places" exactly, as they join up
higher and higher WITH ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, the love of the Holy
One, blessed be He, is clinging to them, as it is written, "'I have loved
you', says Hashem" (Malachi 1:2) and, "But because Hashem loved
you" (Devarim 7:8). From this excessive love, He gave them one day
during the year to purify them and clear them from their sins, as is
written, "for on that day..." (Vayikra 16:30). This was in order that
they may be meritorious in this world and in the World to Come, and
that no sin may be found in them. Consequently on this day, Yisrael
are crowned and rule over the prosecutors and all spirits.
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116. We have learned that "And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two
goats." "Aaron shall cast," WHY ONLY AARON? Because he stems
from the aspect of Chesed, AND THUS IS ABLE TO PERFECT
MALCHUT WITH CHASSADIM. "Upon the two goats": BEHOLD
"upon" is to be understood precisely, HINTING ABOUT MALCHUT
WHICH IS ABOVE THE TWO GOATS, so as to give fragrance to the
Matron, DENOTING MALCHUT. "One lot for Hashem, and the other
lot for Azazel" (Vayikra 16:8). HE QUESTIONS: These two goats
SYMBOLIZE JUDGMENTS, so why should one of them be for
Hashem? HE ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Let one
GOAT stay with Me and let the other wander around in the world, for
if both joined together, the world would not be able to bear it.'
117. This GOAT comes out and roams around the world. It finds
Yisrael performing various kinds of worship on various levels and a
variety of good practices and it can not overcome them. Among
them all, peace reigns and the goat can not commence to slander
them, MEANING TO INSTIGATE AGAINST THEM. This goat is sent
with the burden of all the sins of Yisrael.

118. We have learned that numerous bands of demons are ready
under the authority OF THIS GOAT, prepared to spy out the land
against all those transgressing the Torah, but on that day, YOM
KIPPUR, it is unable to find words of slander against Yisrael. When
this goat OF AZAZEL arrives at the mountain, multiple joys burst
forth from it to all. Even he who pursued Judgment that emerged,
NAMELY THE SUPERNAL GOAT, recants and speaks praise of
Yisrael. The prosecutor has become the defense attorney, MEANING
THE SLANDERER HAS NOW BECOME THE CHAMPION
SPOKESMAN FOR YISRAEL.

119. Come and see not only this alone, but everywhere that Yisrael
need to cleanse themselves their sin, the Holy One, blessed be He,
gives them a plan to bind the accusers, SO THEY WILL NOT
ACCUSE. It is also to pacify them through the means of sacrifices
and burnt offerings that they offer before the Holy One, blessed be
He. From then on, they are unable to cause harm and on that day,
YOM KIPPUR, more than any other day, just as Yisrael below plead
everyone delight, THROUGH THE TWO GOATS, so they all accusers.
All of this is as a result of the sacrifice and the service of the Holy
One, blessed be He.

120. We have learned that at that time it is written that Aaron "shall
take the two goats..." (Vayikra 16:7), these TWO GOATS are stirred
up that very day above. They wish TO JOIN TOGETHER, AS
MENTIONED, to rule and to set out into the world. When the priest
offers the two goats down below in the Temple, they are offered
above, and when the lots are spread in every direction, the priest
casts lots down below. Then the priest, WHO IS CHESED, casts the
lots on high. Just as one remains with the Holy One, blessed be He,
REFERRING TO THE ONE GOAT ALLOTTED TO HASHEM, below,
and one, NAMELY THE GOAT OF AZAZEL, is brought out to the
desert, so it is on high. One remains with the Holy One, blessed be
He, IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and one goes out and wanders in
the world into the desert on high, MEANING THE JUDGMENTS THAT
BECOME REVEALED WITH THE EMERGENCE OF CHOCHMAH,
WHICH ARE CONSIDERED OF THE ASPECT OF DESERT AND
FOREBODING WILDERNESS. The one joins with another, MEANING
THEY SHED LIGHT ONE UPON THE OTHER.
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121. It is written, "And Aaron shall lay both his two hands on the
head of the live goat, and confess over him..." (Ibid. 21). Hence it is
written, "And Aaron shall lay both his two hands," WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS so that the Holy One,
blessed be He, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, will harmonize his hands. In
"On the head of the live goat," "the live" is precise, AS IT COMES to
include the goat above.

122. "And confess over him all the iniquities" (Ibid.) is similar to
"that he shall confess that he has sinned in that thing (lit. 'over
her')" (Vayikra 5:5). We established that "over her" means that the
person becomes cleansed and that sin rests on her, ON THE SHEEP.
So also here "and confess over him," implies that after the priest
makes a confession on behalf of Yisrael over him, ALL THE SINS will
rest "over him."

123. Rabbi Aba said to him: If so, behold it is written, "And they shall
no more offer their sacrifices to the demons (also: 'goats')" (Vayikra
17:7), SO HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT THE GOAT OF AZAZEL
CORRESPONDS WITH THE GOAT ABOVE? He answered him: Here
things are different as there they used to offer sacrifices to goats, as
it is not written: 'And they shall no more offer their sacrifices goats',
but rather "to the goats" as they worshipped goats AND GAVE THEM
authority. Here ONLY "and the goat shall bear upon it all their
iniquities" (Vayikra 16:22), and the sacrifice was made only for the
Holy One, blessed be He. Come and see: as a result of this sacrifice,
those on high and those below are perfumed, and Judgment neither
dwells nor rules upon Yisrael.

20. An appointed man
We learn that certain people are prepared for certain things, so that one man is fit for achieving blessings while another is fit for curses. Bilaam was
ready for evil but not prepared for good; even when he blessed his blessings were not fulfilled, but his curses always prevailed. There was a man
who was recognizably fit to be the one to take the goat to the mountain and push it off. The goat is purchased with money from the whole
congregation so that it atones for everyone.
124. We have learned about "and shall send him away by the hand of
an appointed man into the wilderness" (Vayikra 16:21). What is
meant by appointed? HE ANSWERS: The secret of the matter is as
follows. Whatever needs to be done, THE DOER needs to be ready to
do it. There are people through whom the blessing comes true more
than through others. THE REASON IS DUE TO HIS PREPARATION
FOR THE MATTER. Come and see what is written about the priest.
"He that has a good eye shall be blessed" (Mishlei 22:9). Do not read
'shall be blessed', but rather 'He shall bless'. As a result of his good
eye, he is ready so that the blessing will thus prevail through him.
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125. There is a man who is fit for curses to occur through him.
Wherever he looks, there would be curses, anathemas and
confusions. For example, Bilaam was called evil-eyed, as he was
ready for every evil but not prepared for good. Even when he
blessed, his blessing was no blessing and it was not fulfilled. But
when he cursed, it prevailed; even in one instance IT WOULD COME
TO BE. Therefore, it is written, "Whose eyes are open," (Bemidbar
24:3). Every place his eye had seen was cursed.

126. Come and see what is written, "But he set his face toward the
wilderness" (Ibid. 1) for the purpose of arousing the force that rules
there, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE, so it should come slandering and
denouncing Yisrael. It is written of the priests, "He that has a good
eye shall be blessed," as he is ready for this and the blessing
prevails where he aims his eyes. As a result, we have learned that a
person should turn away even from one hundred ways and avoid
meeting someone who has an evil eye.

127. Also here, "And shall send him away by the hand of an
appointed man," MEANING THAT he is ready for this and marked for
it. The priest recognized him, because one eye was slightly larger
than the other, the skin above the eye, NAMELY THE EYELIDS, was
covered by large hairs and the eye was blue-colored and looked
squintingly. This is the person appointed for this matter, TO SEND
THE GOAT TO AZAZEL, and he is fitting for this. Therefore, it is
written, "By the hand of an appointed man."

128. In Gush Chalav, there was a person that would kill wherever he
struck with his hand, and people would not approach him. In Syria,
there was a person that wherever he looked, even if he meant well,
everything would turn to bad. One day, there was a person going to
the market and his face was aglow, so that person came and stared
at him and his eye burst. Hence, in all THINGS, EITHER GOOD OR
BAD, there is someone fit for either the one or the other.
Consequently, the verse says, "He that has a good eye shall be
blessed." Do not pronounce it: 'shall be blessed', but 'shall bless'.
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129. We have learned this person would go WITH THE GOAT to the
desert. When he arrived there with the goat, he would ascend the
mountains, push the goat off with both hands and it would not even
reach halfway through the mountain when its limbs would fall apart.
That man would say: So may be blotted all the sins of Your people.
THROUGH THIS, the prosecutors would turn to defend Yisrael. Then
would the Holy One, blessed be He, take all sins of Yisrael, and all
that is written with the verdicts on high, which mention the sins of
men. And He would cast them out in this manner, AS THE GOAT
WAS CAST OFF FROM THE MOUNTAIN, to a place called the depths
of the sea, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF A PLACE OF DARKNESS AND
OF THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT THAT IS BENEATH MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED SEA. This is the meaning of the verse, "And You
will cast all their sins into the depths of the sea" (Michah 7:19).

130. We have learned that "And he shall take from the congregation,
of the children of Yisrael two kids of the goats for a sin
offering" (Vayikra 16:5). THE VERSE SAYS, "from the congregation."
THIS IS TO TEACH that they should buy it with everyone's MONEY,
and atonement will thus come to all, as all sins of Yisrael are
impending here and all will attain atonement from this act.
THEREFORE, it is not enough TO TAKE MONEY from one person.
From where is it taken? The money is taken from the public fund
boxes in the sanctuary, and they bring THE GOATS with this money,
which is the contributed property of everyone.
131. They make from the outset a sin offering of the other goat that
remained before the Holy One, blessed be He, and we have already
established to which place it is attached. Afterwards, they are
sacrificed and all things become better, and Yisrael remain in the
clear before the Holy One, blessed be He, from all sins committed.
This is the essence of the verse, "For on that day will He forgive
you..." (Vayikra 16:29).

21. The two goats
We learn that the two goats were parted and one remained for the portion of God. On that day the priest offered sacrifices for his own sins and then
for the sins of all the people.
132. Rabbi Shimon said, "And Jacob said to Rivkah his mother,
Behold, Esau my brother is a hairy man, and I am a smooth
man" (Beresheet 27:11). What is this statement hinting at? Surely,
Esau was a hairy (Heb. sa'ir) man, of him that is called goat (Heb.
seir), WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE, as it comes from the same aspect.
"And I am a smooth (Heb. chalak) man," MEANING a man WHO WAS
GIVEN (HEB. NECHELAK) from what He allotted (Heb. chalak) to the
ministers of the other nations, as it is written, "Which Hashem your
Elohim has allotted to all the nations" (Devarim 4:19) and, "For
Hashem's portion (Hbe. chelek) is His people" (Devarim 32:9).
Furthermore, "a smooth man" MEANS the two goats WERE PARTED
and there remained one PORTION, which the priest divided (Heb.
chilek). One went to the portion OF JACOB and one for the Holy One,
blessed be He. Why? In order that THE GOAT carry upon its
shoulders all Jacob's sins, as written, "And the goat shall bear upon
it all their iniquities (Heb. avonotam)" (Vaykira 16:22). THESE
COMPRISE THE LETTERS, Avonot (Eng. 'sins') tam (lit. 'a perfect
man'), REFERRING TO THE SINS OF JACOB KNOWN AS THE
PERFECT MAN.
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133. We have learned that numerous doors opened before Yisrael on
this day to receive their prayers. How fortunate is the lot of Yisrael
that the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to give them merit and to
purify them. This is what the verse says, "For on that day will He
forgive you..." On this day, the priest is bedecked with numerous
crowns. On this day, the service of the priest is full of glory and far
greater than on any other service. Everyone was given a share of
these sacrifices to the Holy One, blessed be He. On this day Chesed
is crowned in the world by the priest, who offers sacrifices for the
sins of the people. First, HE OFFERED for his own sins and
afterward for the sins of the people. He offered burnt offerings for
himself and the nation. We have already established these matters.

22. A goat to Azazel
The goat is dispatched to Azazel so that the Other Side will be separated from Yisrael and will not testify against Yisrael before God. We are told that
every single thing in the world, whether good or bad, is needed, even the Angel of Death. The entire remedy depends on this, not to arouse the
secret of judgment on high and thus intensify this judgment to annihilate mankind. That judgment is aroused through the sins of mankind.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
134. It is commanded that the High Priest should perform the service
of that day as need be, and should dispatch the goat to Azazel. The
secret is as you said, in order THAT THE OTHER SIDE be separated
from the holy nation and not make demands for their sins before the
King. He should not accuse them, as he has neither strength nor
authority but when anger is intensified above. With this gift OF THE
GOAT TO AZAZEL, he is then converted to be their guardian. As a
result he is banished from before the King. We established that this
is so, because he represents the end of all flesh.

135. The holy nation gives to him what is needed for him, NAMELY a
goat (Heb. seir). This is the secret of "Behold, Esau my brother is a
hairy (Heb. sa'ir) man" (Beresheet 27:11), AS HE IS AN ASPECT OF
THE OTHER SIDE. IT CONTAINS MALE AND FEMALE
CHARACTERISTICS, and just as in the side of holiness there is male
and female, so too in the side of defilement there exist a male and
female. A popular saying goes like this: Throw a bone to a dog and
he will lick the dust off your feet; HERE ALSO, WE GIVE TO THE
OTHER SIDE A GOAT AND HE IS CONVERTED TO BE A DEFENDER.
136. They ask ben Zoma: Is it permissible FOR US to emasculate a
dog? He replies, "Neither shall you do thus in your land" (Vayikra
22:24). THE MEANING IS, you shall not do thus to anything in your
land, EVEN TO A DOG, for as the world needs one thing, it needs
another, MEANING THERE IS NOTHING IN THE WORLD THAT IS
NOT NEEDED. Therefore, we learned that "and, behold, it was very
good" (Beresheet 1:31) refers to the Angel of Death that he should
not be blotted from the world, BECAUSE the world needs him. Even
though it is written about him, THE ANGEL OF DEATH, "Yea, the
dogs are greedy, they never have enough..." (Yeshayah 56:11). IT IS
NOT GOOD that they should become extinct from the world.
Everything is needed, BOTH good and bad.
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137. Hence, we need on this day to throw a bone to the dog,
MEANING THE GOAT OF AZAZEL. While he is dragging THE BONE,
people may enter the palace of the King and no one dares to stop
them, FOR THE ACCUSER IS PREOCCUPIED WITH HIS GIFT.
Afterwards, he will still be wagging his tail, MEANING HE WILL
BECOME A DEFENDER.

138. It is written, "And confess over him all the iniquities of the
children of Yisrael" (Vayikra 16:21) and "the goat shall bear upon it
all their iniquities" (Ibid. 22). When THE OTHER SIDE sees this goat,
his desire towards it IS AROUSED to be with it, and he does not
know which of the sins the goat took upon himself. He then returns
to Yisrael and sees that they are free and clear of sins and
blemishes, as all sins are upon the head of the goat. He ascends and
praises them before the Holy One, blessed be He. The Holy One,
blessed be He, pays attention to the testimony of the accuser and,
since His desire is to have mercy on His people, He extends mercy
to Yisrael even though He is aware of all that transpired.

139. The entire REMEDY depends upon this, not to arouse the secret
of the Judgment on high and thus intensify this Judgment to
annihilate mankind. All this can come from harsh Judgment. If this
JUDGMENT is awakened, it is awakened by the sins of mankind,
since it is aroused to ascend high up to instigate the harsh
Judgment only if it is as a result of the sins of mankind. When a
person commits a sin, it gathers and joins other thousands who
assist it. They assemble there and take it so as to bring it up. May
the Merciful One protect us. For all of this, The Holy One, blessed be
He, gave counsel to Yisrael to be save in every aspect, as written:
"Happy is the people, that is in such a case: Happy is that people,
whose Elohim is Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

23. "As cold water to a thirsty soul"
As the rabbis are praying in a field, a fiery cloud descends and surrounds them. Rabbi Shimon tells them that Solomon gave three books to the
world, Shir Hashirim, Kohelet and Mishlei, and that these correspond to Chochmah, Binah and Da'at. He says every verse speaks about two
subjects, the Left and Right Columns, and thus they equate to the Central Column. Rabbi Shimon then examines the verse "A cold water to a thirsty
soul" and "good news from a far country."
140. As they were going, they stayed in a field and prayed. A fiery
cloud descended and surrounded them. Rabbi Shimon said: I believe
that the wish of the Holy One, blessed be He, is here. Let us sit
down. They sat and discussed words of Torah. He said, "As cold
water to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a far country" (Mishlei
25:25). I examined the words of King Solomon and found that they
were said with wisdom.
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141. Come and see that Solomon did present to the world three
books of wisdom and all contain heavenly wisdom. Shir Hashirim
represents wisdom, Kohelet represents understanding and Mishlei
represents knowledge. Corresponding to these three, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, he formulated these books - Shir
Hashirim corresponds to Chochmah, Kohelet to Tevunah, and
Mishlei to Da'at. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS.
How is this shown? HE ANSWERS: All these verses appear in two
styles. The beginning OF THE VERSE and the end OF THE VERSE
appear as two distinct styles, MEANING IT SPEAKS ABOUT TWO
SUBJECTS, THE ASPECTS OF THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND
LEFT. When you examine the verses, you find that they are each
comprised in the other, THAT THE TWO SUBJECTS IN THE VERSE
ARE INCLUDED ONE IN THE OTHER. For this reason, it is equivalent
to Da'at, THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT INCLUDES
RIGHT AND LEFT TOGETHER. FROM HERE, WE DERIVE THAT ALL
HIS WORDS APPEAR IN THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS
AND SO HIS BOOKS ARE DIVIDED INTO THREE COLUMNS,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT.
142. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: In this verse, its beginning is not its
end, nor does its end match up with its beginning, MEANING THEY
ARE TWO DIFFERENT IDEAS. But when I examine them closely, I
see common characteristics included from one to the other, both for
its beginning to its end or vice versa. IT IS WRITTEN, "good news
from a far country" and "As cold water to a thirsty soul," IN WHICH
"as cold water to a thirsty soul" IS ONE CONCEPT and "good news
from a far country" IS A SEPARATE CONCEPT. YET THEY ARE
RELATED ONE TO THE OTHER, as both speak of satisfaction; just
as the one gives satisfaction, so does the other give satisfaction.
THIS IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN INCLUDING BOTH CONCEPTS, AS
WE SAID.
143. As they were sitting, someone arrived and said that the wife of
Rabbi Shimon was healed from her illness. The friends heard a
proclamation that the Holy One, blessed be He, forgave the sins of
the generation. Rabbi Shimon said: Now was fulfilled the verse,
"good news from a far country" which gives satisfaction "as cold
water to a thirsty soul." He said to them: Let us rise and go as the
Holy One, blessed be He, is performing for us miracles.

144. He opened the discussion saying, "Cold water to a thirsty soul"
is referring to Torah. Of all those who merit to toil in Torah and
satiate their souls from it, it is written, "good news from a far
country." The Holy One, blessed be He, announces about many
favors for him in this world and in the World to Come. This is the
meaning of "good news." Whence do they come TO BE GOOD?
"From a far country," MEANING from the place in which the Holy
One, blessed be He, was far off from him at the beginning, MEANING
where He was in enmity with him at first, as it is written, "And the
earth shall rise up against him" (Iyov 20:27). From this place, they
welcome him with peace. This is the meaning of, "A far country." It is
also written, "Hashem appeared to me from afar, saying, I have loved
you with an everlasting love: therefore I have remained true to
you" (Yirmeyah 31:2). THE END OF THE ARTICLE IS MISSING.

24. The singers Heiman, Yedutun and Asaf
Rabbi Yehuda says there are thousands of singers that sing to God with the first light of day, and thousands more with the first light of the moon,
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and thousands more at twilight. Rabbi Yosi elaborates on this by saying that with the first light of day judgment is stilled, so they all say words of
praise. The morning is of Abraham, Chesed. Rabbi Yosi goes on to tell about what happens at twilight when Isaac judges the wicked and what
happens after midnight. Additional information is given about the rulers who awaken above and below, Heiman and Yedutun. With the arrival of
night everything is stilled and the opening in the door is not to be found. After midnight, Asaf is appointed above and below. When morning comes,
Metatron arises, and this is a time of goodwill when Zeir Anpin talks with the Queen. Then Zeir Anpin extends a thread of blessing over her and over
all who study the Torah.
145. "And he shall go out to the altar that is before Hashem, and
make atonement for it" (Vayikra 16:18). Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion saying, "A psalm of Asaf. El, Elohim, Hashem, has
spoken, and called the earth from the rising of the sun to the going
down thereof" (Tehilim 50:1). We have learned that 1,550 tens of
thousands of singers sing to the Holy One, blessed be He, with the
first light of day, and 1,548 with the FIRST LIGHT OF moon,
MEANING NIGHT. Another 1,590 tens of thousands SING PRAISE at
the time of twilight.

146. Rabbi Yosi EXPLAINS THE WORDS OF RABBI YEHUDA, saying
that with the light of day, all those who wail, MEANING THOSE
DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, SINCE FROM WHERE
JUDGMENTS ARE DRAWN THEY WAIL CONSTANTLY. AND they
praise with words of praise towards this morning, WHICH IS THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, because with the stirring of this morning,
they all find fragrance, and Judgment is stilled. Thus they say words
of praise. This is what is written, "When the morning stars sang
together, and all the sons of Elohim shouted for joy" (Iyov 38:7). At
this time, joy and blessings are found in the world when the Holy
One, blessed be He, stirs Abraham, FOR HE IS THE SECRET OF
CHESED, to revive him, and take pleasure in him and make him ruler
over the world. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE RULE BY DAY. How do
we know that this morning is of Abraham, NAMELY CHESED? From
the verse, "And Abraham rose up early in the morning" (Beresheet
22:3).
147. At twilight, all of these 1,590 tens of thousands THAT ARE
DRAWN THERE, ARE called those who lament. They sing at that time
and dissent is then dominant in the world. That hour is when the
Holy One, blessed be He, awakens Isaac, REPRESENTING THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN. He rises and judges the wicked that
violate the words of the Torah. Seven rivers of fire CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - are drawn out and hover over the
heads of the wicked, and a flame of fiery coals stirs from above
downward. Then Abraham, THE SECRET OF CHESED, returns to his
position, MEANING THAT CHESED RETURNS TO ITS SOURCE AND
DISAPPEARS FROM THE ONES BELOW, as the verse says, "And
Abraham returned to his place" (Beresheet 18:33). The day departs
and the wicked in Gehenom cry out and say, "Woe to us! For the day
declines, for the shadows of the evening are lengthened" (Yirmeyah
6:4). At that time, one should be prudent with the Minchah prayer.
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148. With the arrival of night, these 1,548 tens of thousands THAT
ARE THEN DRAWN are called outside of the curtain, where they
recite songs. Then all the Judgments from below, MEANING THE
JUDGMENTS OF MALCHUT, are stirred and go and wander through
the world. These recite songs until the middle of the night, MEANING
one watch and a half WATCH. After midnight, all the others come
together, MEANING THOSE OF THE WATCH AND THE HALF WATCH
FOLLOWING MIDNIGHT, and say praise, such as, "And they shall
proclaim the praises of Hashem" (Yeshayah 60:6). Rabbi Yehuda
said: When goodwill is present in the morning, the praise of Hashem
will be recounted, BUT NOT AT NIGHT.

149. Rabbi Yosi said: After the north wind is stirred at midnight and
then moves on, BEING THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT SIDE CALLED THE NORTH WIND, THEN
the praises can be proclaimed until the advent of morning. When this
morning is stirred, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, joy and
blessings are prevalent on the world, WHICH ARE NOT CALLED
'PRAISES' AS DESCRIBED IN THE ADJACENT PARAGRAPH.
150. We have learned that Rabbi Aba said: EVERYTHING THAT
RABBI YEHUDA AND RABBI YOSI SAID is so. Above them are three
Chiefs. HE EXPLAINS: At that time, when this morning is awakened
and the praises are roused of all the 1,550 tens of thousands, there
is appointed upon them one chief by the name of Heiman who
counters HEIMAN of below, WHO IS MENTIONED IN TEHILIM. Under
his offlicialdom, officers are appointed over them to set up the
hymns. HEIMAN EQUALS THE LETTERS IN YEMIN (LIT. 'RIGHT'), AS
HE DRAWS HIS STRENGTH FROM THE RIGHT.

151. When the period of twilight is activated and all 1,590 tens of
thousands of lamenters are singing praise, there is appointed upon
them one chief named Yedutun, who counters YEDUTUN from below
MENTIONED IN TEHILIM. Beneath him chief officials are appointed to
improve that song, as the verse states, "The song of
tyrants" (Yeshayah 25:5), WHICH REFERS TO THE DESTRUCTION
OF THE WICKED, AS EVEN THEIR MELODIES DEVASTATE THE
WICKED. IN YEDUTUN ARE THE LETTERS OF YAD (ENG. 'HAND')
AND YADUN (ENG. 'HE WILL JUDGE'), WHICH INDICATES THAT HE
IS FROM THE LEFT HAND AND THAT JUDGMENTS STEM FROM HIM.
152. With the arrival of night, all these ANGELS who are outside of
the veil stir MEANING THOSE THAT ARE DRAWN FROM THE BACK
OF MALCHUT AND FROM HER EXTERNAL PART. Then, everything
is stilled and there is no opening IN THE DOOR. The Judgments from
below, THOSE OF MALCHUT - THE LOWEST OF ALL SFIROT - are all
aroused, MEANING ALL THE JUDGMENTS are assigned together,
these over those until midnight. After the assembly of all THE
ANGELS THAT ARE DRAWN FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN after
midnight, one minister is appointed over them; he gathers all the
camps, as the verse says, "The rearward (Heb. me'asef) of all
camps" (Bemidbar 10:25). His name is Asaf (Eng. 'he gathered'), and
he corresponds to ASAF down below, WHO IS MENTIONED IN
TEHILIM. All appointed ministers and heralds of praise are under his
tutelage.
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153. This goes on until morning. When morning arrives, the youth
rises, METATRON, who is nurtured at the breast of his mother,
MALCHUT, to cleanse them, NAMELY THE ANGELS OF THE NIGHT,
and he comes in to serve. The early morning is a period of goodwill
when the Queen talks with the King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. The King
extends from Himself a single thread of blessings, NAMELY
CHASSADIM, and spreads over the Queen and those allied with her,
NAMELY those that toil in Torah at midnight.

154. Rabbi Shimon said: How fortunate is the share of he who comes
with the Queen when she welcomes the King, ZEIR ANPIN, to talk
with Him, for he is with her at the time when the King extends His
right hand, DENOTING THE LIGHTS OF CHASSADIM, to receive the
Queen, as it is written, "If I take the wings of dawn, and dwell in the
uttermost parts of the sea" (Tehilim 139:9). What is "uttermost parts
of the sea"? This is the hour OF MORNING WHEN SHE WELCOMES
ZEIR ANPIN, the uttermost parts of the sea, MALCHUT. The middle
OF THE NIGHT is then her beginning, AS THEN SHE BEGINS TO
SHINE, and it pertains to Judgment, AS LONG AS NIGHT PREVAILS,
DUE TO LACK OF CHASSADIM TO CLOTHE HER CHOCHMAH. WITH
THE ARRIVAL OF MORNING, it is her "uttermost parts," as her
Judgments end and she enters beneath the wings of the King,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, AS IF TO SAY SHE IS CLOTHING HERSELF
WITH HIS CHASSADIM, she and all those RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE
joined with her. The verse states, "And dwell in the uttermost parts
of the sea."
155. We have learned that all those toiling in Torah in the middle of
the night join with the Shechinah. When the morning arrives and the
Queen, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, joins with the King, ZEIR ANPIN,
they too are with the King, and the King spreads His wings over all
of them. This is the meaning of, "Yet Hashem will command His
steadfast love in the daytime, and in the night His song shall be with
me" (Tehilim 42:9).

156. We have learned that at that hour, THE ARRIVAL OF MORNING,
the Patriarchs - NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN - meet with the Queen and proceed to speak with her and join
us with her. The Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, speaks with
her through them, and He calls her to spread His wings upon her.
This is the meaning of the verse, "A psalm of Asaf. El, Elohim,
Hashem, has spoken, and called the earth from the rising of the sun
to the going down thereof." El refers to light of Chochmah and is
called Chesed, NAMELY THE RIGHT COLUMN, DENOTING CHESED
THAT RISES TO BECOME CHOCHMAH. Elohim denotes Gvurah,
REFERRING TO THE LEFT COLUMN. Hashem refers to total
perfection, to mercy, NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
BRINGS TOGETHER RIGHT TO LEFT. Therefore, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN "has spoken and called the earth," DENOTING MALCHUT,
AND IN THAT IT PERFECTS MALCHUT.

25. Yud Hei Vav Hei with the vowelization of Elohim
Rabbi Elazar asks his father why, when Elohim always denotes judgment, Yud Hei Vav Hei should ever be pronounced with the vowels of Elohim.
Rabbi Shimon says that he knows that there may sometimes be judgment where there is mercy, and vice versa, and when the wicked convert mercy
to judgment then it is read 'Elohim'. We are told in detail of the three grades that are called with names of judgment, Binah, Gvurah and Malchut. The
level of Binah is called Yud Hei Vav Hei with the vowelization of Elohim; the level of Gvurah is pronounced also with the lettering of Elohim; and the
level of Malchut is pronounced Adonai, within which are the letters of judgment, Din.
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157. Rabbi Elazar was sitting before Rabbi Shimon, his father. He
said to him: We have learned that THE NAME Elohim always denotes
Judgment. The name Yud Hei Vav Hei is sometimes pronounced
Elohim, MEANING WHEN IT IS WITH THE VOWELS OF ELOHIM, such
as "Adonai Yud Hei Vav Hei" (Beresheet 15:8), PRONOUNCED WITH
THE PUNCTUATION OF ELOHIM. HE QUESTIONS: Why pronounce it
"Elohim" when its letters, NAMELY YUD HEI VAV HEI, always denote
Mercy?

158. He said to him that it is written in the scripture, "Know therefore
this day, and consider it in your heart, that Hashem He is
Elohim" (Devarim 4:39). It is also written, "Hashem He is the
Elohim" (I Melachim 18:39). He said to him: I know that where there
is Judgment, there can be Mercy and sometimes where there is
Mercy, there may be Judgment. THEREFORE, THE VERSE STATES
"HASHEM HE IS THE ELOHIM." He continued: See that it is so, Yud
Hei Vav Hei always stands for Mercy. But when the wicked convert
Mercy to Judgment, the verse is written, "Yud Hei Vav Hei," but it is
read "Elohim."

159. Come and analyze the secret of the matter. There are three
degrees, yet each degree is independent even though they are one,
connected into one and do not separate one from the other. Come
and see: All the plants - NAMELY THE SFIROT - and all these
candles - NAMELY THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT KNOWN AS THE
FIERY LIGHTS - shine and blaze. All are watered and blessed from
that river that continually flows, NAMELY BINAH, in which
everything is included, AS ALL MOCHIN STEM FROM IT, and the
sum of everything is within it.

160. This river is called the mother of the Garden of Eden,
DENOTING MALCHUT, AS BINAH IS REFERRED TO AS MOTHER
(HEB. EM, ALEPH MEM), AS IT IS WRITTEN, "IF (HEB. IM, ALEPH
MEM) YOU CRY AFTER BINAH" (MISHLEI 2:3), being higher than the
Garden. IT IS CALLED MOTHER, because Eden, DENOTING
CHOCHMAH, joins with it and does not leave it. For this reason, all
the springs OF MOCHIN come out, draw FROM IT and water all sides,
BOTH TO THE RIGHT OR TO THE LEFT, and open doors within it.
Hence, there is Mercy coming from it, DENOTING THE CENTRAL
COLUMN and Mercy opened in it AS THE BEGINNING OF THE
OPENING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH RECONCILES AND
JOINS RIGHT WITH LEFT BEING THE PERFECTION OF
EVERYTHING, STARTS AT BINAH.
161. For this reason, they call BINAH mother, DENOTING Nukva and
Gvurah, and Judgment comes forth from it. HENCE, it is referred to
as Mercy on its own, ITS OWN QUALITY. However, from its aspect,
the Judgments are aroused and THE NAME BINAH is written with
Mercy, MEANING WITH THE LETTERS YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH
INDICATES MERCY. Its vowels are of Judgment, MEANING THAT
HER FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI ARE VOWELED AS IN
THE NAME OF ELOHIM. THUS, the letters OF THE NAME ARE of
Mercy, yet Judgments are drawn from its aspect, AS HINTED IN THE
VOWELIZATION OF THE NAME as YeHeVoH. This is one grade.
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162. The second grade: From the aspect of the first GRADE, WHICH
IS BINAH, another grade named Gvurah, WHICH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, comes out and is stirred. It is pronounced
Elohim, NOT MERELY IN ITS VOWELS, AS IN BINAH, BUT with its
actual letters. Its origin is Zeir Anpin, MEANING CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHENCE STEMS GVURAH that is included in it, AS THE
LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN IS INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CHESED. Since it is included in
CHESED, it is THEREFORE written, "Hashem He is the Elohim" as
Yud Hei Vav Hei - DENOTING CHESED - is the Elohim - DENOTING
GVURAH. And here, IT DOES NOT MERELY HAVE THE VOWELS OF
ELOHIM, AS IN BINAH, BUT IT IS INCLUDED in the letters OF
ELOHIM, and they become one, JOINED ONE WITH THE OTHER.
This is the second grade.
163. The third grade is righteousness, DENOTING MALCHUT, which
is the last Sfirah. This becomes the court of the King, OF ZEIR
ANPIN. We have learned THAT THE NAME Adonai is thus spelled
and thus pronounced. The Congregation of Yisrael, REFERRING TO
MALCHUT, is called by this name. HOWEVER, THE NAME OF ZEIR
ANPIN IS WRITTEN YUD HEI VAV HEI AND IS PRONOUNCED
ADONAI. This name is completed in this place, MALCHUT. These are
three levels called with names of Judgment, AS THE LEVEL OF
BINAH IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH THE VOWELIZATION OF
ELOHIM. THE LEVEL OF GVURAH IS PRONOUNCED ALSO WITH
THE LETTERING OF ELOHIM AND THE LEVEL OF MALCHUT IS
PRONOUNCED ADONAI. THESE ARE THE THREE NAMES OF
JUDGMENT, AS WE DISCUSS HERE THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT, WHOSE SOURCE IS BINAH. THEREFORE, IT IS ONLY
HINTED AT WITH THE VOWELIZATION OF ELOHIM, AND FROM
THERE, IT IS DRAWN TO THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN.
THERE IT IS ACTUAL YET INCLUDED IN THE RIGHT; HENCE, THE
SECRET OF ELOHIM IS ALSO IN ITS LETTERING. FROM HERE IT
MOVES TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS ENTIRELY BUILT FROM THE LEFT
COLUMN AND IS THEREFORE PRONOUNCED ADONAI (ALEPH
DALET NUN YUD), WHICH CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF JUDGMENT
(DIN, DALET YUD NUN) EXPLICITLY. All join one with the other
without separation as we have established.

26. Eheyeh Asher Eheyeh
Rabbi Elazar does not understand the title verse, that means "I will ever be what I now am," and his father says that the name "Eheyeh" comprises
everything, and is completely concealed. "Asher Eheyeh" means "I will draw, and give birth to all" - Ima/Binah is impregnated and ready to give forth
all the details and to reveal the exalted name Yud Hei Vav Hei. God had explained the secret of the Holy Name to Moses, and Rabbi Shimon found in
King Solomon's book that "Asher" means that the chamber, Binah, is in connection with Eden, Chochmah, when in the exalted knot. "Asher" is
derived from happy and "Eheyeh" means prepared to give birth. At the time of birth it is not written "Asher" because the heavenly pair is separated,
but rather "Eheyeh" which means that now it will produce and give birth, and all will be corrected. After the birth of Zeir Anpin, those other names
were forsaken and it says Yud Hei Vav Hei.
164. He said to him: If it is pleasing before my father, I heard that it is
written about this, "I will ever be what I now am" (Heb. eheyeh asher
eheyeh) (Shemot 3:14) and I do not understand it; NAMELY, I DO
NOT UNDERSTAND ITS EXPLANATION. He replied: Elazar, my son,
the friends have established it, and now it all connects to the same
matter.

165. The secret of the matter is this. THE NAME "Eheyeh" comprises
everything, BEING THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA WHO ARE THE
THREE FIRST SFIROT OF BINAH, ALWAYS IN THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "HE DELIGHTS IN MERCY (HEB. CHESED)" (MICHAH 7:18)
AND NEVER RECEIVE CHOCHMAH, AS when the paths are blocked
and not clear, and are all included in one place. Then they are called
Eheyeh, which includes all. It is concealed and does not become
revealed.
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166. After the beginnings OF the REVELATION OF MOCHIN emerges
from it, and that river WHICH IS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH,
becomes pregnant, WITH MALE AND FEMALE, in order to draw
everything, the beginnings is called "Asher Eheyeh." IT MEANS, I
will draw, and give birth to all. "Eheyeh" means that now I include
everything, the inclusion of every detail, MEANING EACH AND
EVERY GRADE. "Asher Eheyeh" MEANS that Ima, WHICH IS BINAH,
is impregnated and ready to give forth all the details and to reveal
the exalted Name YUD HEI VAV HEI.

167. Afterwards, Moses wanted to know the details of the matter.
Then THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, explained it to him, "THUS
SHALL YOU SAY TO THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, Eheyeh" (Shemot
3:14). THIS NAME is specific TO YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH.
Therefore, it is not written here: 'Asher Eheyeh'. I have found in the
book of King Solomon that "Asher" MEANS the chamber, BINAH, is
in connection with Eden, DENOTING CHOCHMAH, when in the
exalted knot, as it is written, "Happy am I (Heb. oshri), for the
daughters will call me blessed" (Beresheet 30:13). ALSO HERE,
"ASHER" IS DERIVED FROM HAPPY, "Eheyeh" MEANS prepared to
give birth.
168. Come and see how it came down from level to level in order to
tell the secret of the Holy Name to Moses. At first there was
"Eheyeh," which comprises everything in general. It is hidden and
not revealed at all, BEING SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA as I have said.
This is understood from, "Then I was (Eheyeh) by Him as a
nursling" (Mishlei 8:30), and, "Man cannot know its price" (Iyov
28:13). FOR CHOCHMAH, BEING THE SECRET OF THE SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA, ARE CONCEALED AND IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT
THEM, "MAN CANNOT KNOW ITS PRICE," AS CHOCHMAH IS
HIDDEN WITHIN THEM AND NOT KNOWN AT ALL. Afterwards,
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA caused the river, which is supernal Ima,
to emanate, and it became pregnant and was about to give birth.
Then the verse says, "Asher Eheyeh," MEANING I am prepared to
give birth and correct everything. Following this, she begins to give
birth. THEN, it is not written: 'Asher', BECAUSE AT THE TIME OF
BIRTH THE HEAVENLY PAIR IS SEPARATED AS MENTIONED, but
"Eheyeh" which means that now it will produce and give birth and
everything will be corrected.
169. After everything had emerged and each one was established in
its proper place, MEANING AFTER ZEIR ANPIN WAS BORN AND
CAME BELOW TO ITS PLACE, He forsook everything, MEANING ALL
THE ABOVE MENTIONED NAMES, and said Yud Hei Vav Hei. This is
a detail, MEANING THE SPECIFIC GRADE OF ZEIR ANPIN
UNCONNECTED TO IMA. This is sustenance, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN
THAT MOCHIN REFERRED TO AS SUSTENANCE. At that moment,
Moses became aware of the secret of the Holy Name, the concealed
and the revealed. He became attached as no other human LIKE HIM
had. How fortunate is his lot. Rabbi Elazar approached and kissed
his hands.

27. The proper order of writing the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei
Rabbi Shimon tells his son that it is critical to write the Holy Name properly. He reiterates the information in the previous section by reference to the
individual letters of Yud Hei Vav Hei.
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170. He said to him: Elazar, my son, be careful not to write the Holy
Name improperly from now on. For of him who does not know to
write the Holy Name properly and to tie the bond of Faith, the bond
of one and one, OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "HASHEM SHALL BE ONE, AND HIS
NAME ONE" (ZECHARYAH 14:9), so as to unify the Holy Name, it is
written, "Because he has despised the word of Hashem, and has
broken His commandment, that soul shall utterly be cut
off" (Bemidbar 15:31). This is even if he causes a degradation of one
level or one unity from just one letter among them.

171. Come and see that the Yud ? at the beginning OF THE NAME,
YUD HEI VAV HEI, includes it all. It is concealed on all sides, and no
paths open WITHIN IT. It encompasses male and female, NAMELY
THE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, AS THE YUD IS THE SECRET OF
ABA AND TWO LETTERS OF THE YUD FULLY SPELLED - NAMELY
VAV AND DALET - ARE IMA. THEY ARE CONCEALED AND
UNOPENED. The tip at the top of the Yud hints at naught, MEANING
KETER CALLED SO, SINCE THERE IS NO CONCEIVING IT.
Afterwards, the Yud, THE SECRET OF EDEN, issued from itself that
river that continually flows out, NAMELY BINAH. From it, Hei will
conceive WITH A SON AND A DAUGHTER, WHICH ARE VAV AND
DALET. ITS SHAPE HINTS AT ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT AS
EMBRYOS WITHIN IT, IN THE SHAPE OF DALET AND VAV. Of this
HEI, it is written, "And a river went (lit. 'goes') out of
Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). IT IS WRITTEN "goes out," MEANING
CONTINUOUSLY FLOWING, not 'went out', IN THE PAST TENSE. For
this reason, THE HEI need not part FROM THE YUD. As a result, it is
written, "my love" (Shir Hashirim 4:1) IN RELATION TO HEI, WHICH
IS WITH YUD AS TWO FRIENDS THAT NEVER PART FROM ONE
ANOTHER.
172. You may ask why "a river" is written indicating one, but in
reality there are three; NAMELY BINAH, THAT IS PREGNANT WITH
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, AS DISCUSSED. HE ANSWERS: This is
for sure that the Yud produced three. All are included in the three.
This Yud issued this river before it, NAMELY BINAH, and two
offspring with which Ima (Eng. 'mother') nurses and is impregnated
and bears them afterwards. The Hei has this form: DALET WITHIN
WHICH THERE IS THE VAV, WHICH IS THE CUT LEG WITHIN THE
HEI, and these, DALET AND VAV, are the offsprings that are below
Aba and Ima, WITH WHICH IMA IS PREGNANT, AS DISCUSSED.
173. After BINAH gave birth, she produced a male child, placed him
before her, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and there is a need to write Vav,
WHICH HINTS ABOUT THE SON; NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN AFTER HE
WAS BORN AND CAME FORTH TO HIS PLACE. This one, THE SON,
inherits Aba and Ima. AND ZEIR ANPIN inherits two portions, ONE
FOR HIMSELF AND ONE FOR MALCHUT. From him is nurtured the
daughter. Therefore, it is necessary to write afterwards Vav-Hei
together, ONE AFTER ANOTHER, just as the first Hei IS JOINED
together WITH THE YUD, MEANING Yud Hei. There must be no
separation between them. Also here Vav Hei are together and there
is no need to separate them. We already established these matters.
These matters here are also taken up to another place. Fortunate is
the portion of the righteous, who understand supernal secrets of the
Holy King and are worthy to be thankful before Him. Thus, it is
written, "Surely the righeous shall give thanks to Your name: the
upright shall dwell in Your presence" (Tehilim 140:14).
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174. We have learned that Rabbi Yehuda said, "El Elohim, Hashem,
has spoken, and called the earth" (Tehilim 50:1). "EL, ELOHIM AND
YUD HEI VAV HEI" REFER TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET,
WHICH ARE perfection of all, the perfection of the holy patriarchs NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. "Has spoken and called
the earth": SPOKEN MEANS POURING AND EARTH REFERS TO
MALCHUT in order to be in the Congregation of Yisrael in perfection
and in joy. From what place is He with her? He repeated, "Out of
Zion, the perfection of beauty, Elohim has shown forth" (Ibid. 2),
MEANING FROM YESOD OF MALCHUT KNOWN AS ZION.

28. As is done below so is done above
Rabbi Shimon explains how Jerusalem and Zion were established by God because He wanted to create the lower world similar to the upper world.
Rabbi Yehuda says that there is no service of worship above until the priest performs his service below. When Yisrael stop their service below then
it also stops above, and thousands of hosts above that are connected to the children of Yisrael hold up their service. Yet for all this God does not
abandon Yisrael even when they sin. Rabbi Elazar deduces that perfection above and below depend on the priest, who makes atonement for himself
and for everyone else. Lastly we hear from Rabbi Yitzchak that when Yisrael are in exile it is as if God is with them since the Shechinah never leaves
them.
175. We have learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted
to create the lower world, He made it all similar to the upper. He
made Jerusalem the center of the entire earth, and one place above
it called Zion, WHOSE SECRET IS YESOD. It receives blessings from
this place. Through this place of Zion, the earth started to be built,
and through it the world was built. This is what the verse says, "El
Elohim, Hashem, has spoken, and called the earth from the rising of
the sun to the going down thereof" (Tehilim 50:1). From which
place? "Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, Elohim has shown
forth" (Ibid. 2), meaning Elohim did appear from Zion, which is the
ultimate beauty of the world. Come and see that Jerusalem, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, was blessed only from Zion, WHICH IS YESOD, and
Zion WAS BLESSED from above, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN. Everything
is one, one bonded into one, AS ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF ONE ON ONE, ARE JOINED BY ZION.

176. Rabbi Yehuda said that it is written, "And he shall go out to the
altar that is before Hashem, and make atonement for it" (Vayikra
16:18). "To the altar" is WRITTEN without further qualification,
HINTING AT THE CELESTIAL ALTAR, NAMELY THE SECRET OF
YESOD OF MALCHUT. As it is done below, so it is done above. All is
intertwined one with one THROUGH THE ALTAR THAT IS YESOD OF
MALCHUT. We have learned that just as on this day the priest
procures forgiveness here below, IN THE TEMPLE, so it is above.
When the priest here performs his service, so does the celestial
priest, REPRESENTING CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT POURS
ABUNDANCE TO MALCHUT. There is no SERVICE above, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHESED POURING TO MALCHUT, until there is
SERVICE OF THE PRIEST below, since the holiness of the supernal
King starts to rise from below. All worlds are in one unity before the
Holy One, blessed be He.
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177. Rabbi Yehuda said: If Yisrael knew why the Holy One, blessed
be He, visited to punish them more than all other nations, they would
be aware that the Holy One, blessed be He, overlooks and forgives
His own and does not punish them even one percent. We have
learned how many Chariots and how many hosts are possessed by
the Holy One, blessed be He, and how many rulers and appointees
are in His service. When He designated Yisrael in this world, He
crowned them with holy crowns similar to those above and caused
them to dwell in the Holy Land, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO
MALCHUT, in order that they should worship Him. And He connected
all the exalted beings with Yisrael.

178. No joy enters before Him, and the service is not performed
before Him above until Yisrael perform below. As long as they are
found below in the service of their Master, so it is above. But when
Yisrael stop the service below, it stops above also, so no service is
performed above or below. Since Yisrael voided the service of the
Holy One, blessed be He, when they dwelt in the land of Yisrael it
was likewise so above, and certainly later IN EXILE.

179. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'O Yisrael, if you would only
know how many troops, how many hosts hold up THEIR SERVICE
because of you ABOVE, you would have realized that you do not
deserve to be in this world even one instant.' In spite of this, it is
written, "And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their
enemies, I will not cast them away..." (Vayikra 26:44). THEREFORE,
in "And he shall go out to the altar," "the altar" is written unspecified
AND DOES NOT NECESSARILY INDICATE THE LOWER ALTAR IN
THE TEMPLE. ALSO, "that is before Hashem," is again unqualified,
NOT NECESSARILY IN THE TEMPLE. YET THE ALTAR ALLUDES TO
THE SUPERNAL ALTAR, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS BEFORE
HASHEM, ZEIR ANPIN. Afterwards, it reads, "And make atonement
for it," then "offer his burnt offering, and the burnt offering of the
people..." (Vayikra 16:24). HE ASKS: IF THE ALLUSION IS TO
MALCHUT, then what is the meaning of, "And make atonement for
it"? IS ATONEMENT APPLICABLE ABOVE? Rabbi Yosi said, "AND
MAKE ATONEMENT FOR IT" MEANS to awaken Chesed in the world
first.
180. We have learned that it is written, "And he shall make
atonement for the holy place, because of the uncleanness of the
children of Yisrael" (Ibid. 16). HE QUESTIONS: What is meant by
"and he shall make atonement for the holy place"? However, Rabbi
Elazar said: Behold, we learned that the wicked cause a defect above
and awaken Judgments. They cause the sanctuary to become
unclean and the mighty snake begins to reveal itself. At that point,
Judgments are awakened in the world. On this day, the priest needs
to bring purification to all and to crown His holy Sfirah, NAMELY
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, which is the head of the King, AS CHESED
IS HIS FIRST SFIRAH, in order that the King come to dwell with the
Queen, NAMELY MALCHUT. As the head of the King travels, all
move along, MEANING ALL HIS SFIROT, to join with the Queen and
instill joy and blessings in the world.
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181. It is apparent that perfection above and below depend on the
priest. If his Sfirah is awakened, all are awakened and perfection is
present. Therefore, it is written, "And he shall make atonement for
the holy place." At first, "he shall make atonement for the holy
place," MEANING to increase peace in the world and multiply joy in
the world. When there is the joy of the joining of the King and Queen,
all courtiers of the palace and all that serve show joy. All sins done
before the King are atoned for, as it is written, "That you may be
clean from all your sins before Hashem" (Ibid. 30). For this reason, it
is written, "And there shall be no man in the Tent of Meeting when he
goes in to make atonement in the holy place, until he comes
out" (Ibid. 17). This is at the time when he enters to join them. At that
hour, when the King and Queen are joined, he will "have made
atonement for himself, and for his household" (Ibid.).

182. "And there shall be no man in the Tent of Meeting." Rabbi
Yitzchak said, "Then will I remember My covenant with Jacob, and
also My covenant with Isaac..." (Vayikra 26:42). This verse has been
explained. Come and see: When Yisrael are in exile, it is as if the
Holy One, blessed be He, is with them in exile, as the Shechinah
never forsakes them. When Yisrael were in exile in Babylon, the
Shechinah resided among them and returned with them from exile.
In the merits of these righteous people who remained in the land,
She resided in the land and never left them. Rabbi Yehuda said:
Then the Queen returned to the King and all returned TO BE IN the
banquet of joy of the king. For this, they are called the men of the
Great Assembly. The Great Assembly surely, AS MALCHUT CALLED
ASSEMBLY RETURNED FROM ITS DIMINISHED STATUS DURING
THE EXILE TO REGAIN HER PROMINENCE.

29. "Then will I remember My covenant with Jacob"
Rabbi Yehuda says that whenever the children of Yisrael are in exile, God brings them out of exile if they are found worthy, but even if they are not
worthy He does not forget them. We learn why Jacob is mentioned first in the title verse.
183. We have learned that whenever Yisrael are in exile and are
found worthy, the Holy One, blessed be He, hastens His mercy for
them and draws them out from exile. If they are not found worthy, He
keeps them in exile until the time He originally decreed. If that time
arrives yet they are not worthy OF REDEMPTION, the Holy One,
blessed be He, is mindful of the glory of His Name, and does not
forget them in exile. This is the meaning of the verse, "Then will I
remember My covenant with Jacob..." (Vayikra 26:42). For they are
everyone's patriarchs, REFERRING TO CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, the secret of the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, AS HE IS
MINDFUL OF THE GLORY OF HIS NAME.
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184. Rabbi Chiya said: What is the reason that Jacob is MENTIONED
first in the verse, AS IT READS, "THEN WILL I REMEMBER MY
COVENANT WITH JACOB" AND LATER ISAAC AND LATER
ABRAHAM? HE ANSWERS: Jacob, TIFERET, is the principal of the
fathers, AS TIFERET ABSORBS WITHIN IT CHESED AND GVURAH,
ALSO KNOWN AS ABRAHAM AND ISAAC. He is the holy tree,
MEANING ZEIR ANPIN THAT INCLUDES ALL SIX ENDS. As such, the
Vav of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI holds to him, so we
pronounce Jacob with a Vav. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Vav FULLY
SPELLED with all its letters HAS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
THIRTEEN, NAMELY the thirteen attributes OF MERCY, AS JACOB,
BEING ZEIR ANPIN, inherits the inheritance of the thirteen springs of
the Holy sealed spring KNOWN AS ARICH ANPIN. FROM HIS BEARD
ARE DRAWN THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS TO ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
JACOB AND FOR THIS REASON, JACOB IS SPELLED WITH VAV.

30. The Vav has a silent Aleph in it
We learn the inner meaning of the Aleph in the pronunciation of Vav as Vav Aleph Vav. Similar inferences can be drawn from the pronunciation of
Nun as Nun Vav Nun and from the open and closed Mem of Mem. We are reminded again of the importance of the priest in his role of awakening
peace above and below.
185. Rabbi Aba said: Why does the letter Vav contain Vav-AlephVav ??? IN THIS PRONUNCIATION? HE ANSWERS: Vav, MEANING
ZEIR ANPIN, sits on the throne, REFERRING TO MALCHUT CALLED
THRONE, as the verse reads, "And upon the likeness of the throne
was the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon
it" (Yechezkel 1:26), REFERRING TO ZEIR ANPIN. The Aleph is silent
within VAV and is not revealed, AS THE ALEPH REPRESENTS
ARICH ANPIN, CLOTHED FROM THE CENTER DOWNWARD WITH
ZEIR ANPIN, AND IS NOT REVEALED OUTSIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN. This
is what is written, "'By Myself have I sworn', says
Hashem" (Beresheet 22:16), AS ZEIR ANPIN SWORE BY ARICH
ANPIN WHO IS CLOTHED WITHIN HIM. For this reason, THE ALEPH
is written but not pronounced, MEANING WHEN WE READ THE VAV,
THE ALEPH IS SILENT AND IS NOT HEARD IN ITS PRONUNCIATION,
AS IT HINTS AT ARICH ANPIN WHO IS CONCEALED AND
INCOMPREHENSIBLE. The last VAV comprises the first and we have
established that THE LAST VAV is Yesod, the ending of the body,
TIFERET, and comprises it all, AS IT IS PART OF THE BODY.
Therefore, the letters are connected one with the other, Vav-AlephVav being the beginning and end, MEANING TIFERET AND YESOD
THAT ARE ONE, AND THE ALEPH REPRESENTS ARICH ANPIN
CLOTHED IN TIFERET, as we have explained.
186. We have learned in relation to these two letters that the same
thing I said about the Vav is true about the Nun ???. Even though
they have established this matter IN ANOTHER WAY, the Nun can be
explained so. The bent Nun ? refers to the Queen, and next to it is
Vav ?, which is Yesod, so that MALCHUT attains blessing from it.
The straight final Nun ? is the expansion of Tiferet, so the letters are
brought together and united one with the other. AS TIFERET, WHICH
IS THE STRAIGHT NUN, REACHES OUT TO INSPIRE YESOD, WHICH
IS VAV; AND YESOD REACHES OUT TO INFLUENCE MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE BENT NUN. If you ask why does the Vav turn its face
away from the bent Nun and show its face to the straight final Nun?
This is done to show honor to the King, WHO IS THE STRAIGHT
NUN, MEANING TIFERET AS MENTIONED. THEREFORE, YESOD
turns its face towards the King, MEANING THAT YESOD AND
TIFERET ARE ALWAYS AS ONE AS IT APPEARS IN THE ADJACENT
PARAGRAPH.
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187. We have learned that the Mem ? does not include within it any
other letter, AS THE LETTER IN THE FULL SPELLING IS ALSO MEM,
but Mem is open ? and final Mem is closed ?. The open Mem
INDICATES MALCHUT WHEN the male joins with her AND IT IS
OPEN IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE ABUNDANCE. The closed Mem
POINTS TO Jubilee, MEANING BINAH, WHOSE WAYS ARE
CONCEALED. THEREFORE, THE FINAL MEM IS ALSO CLOSED
FROM ALL SIDES AND, even though THAT BINAH spreads out AT
times, IT IS CONSIDERED CLOSED MEM. Some learn about this
matter, from, "A garden enclosed is my sister, my bride; a spring
shut up, a fountain sealed" (Shir Hashirim 4:12), NAMELY THAT
ALSO THE CLOSED FINAL MEM HINTS AT MALCHUT, WHEN IT IS
CALLED A SEALED FOUNTAIN.

188. Rabbi Yitzchak said: When the Holy King remembers Yisrael for
His Name's sake and returns the Queen to her position, it is written,
"And there shall be no man in the Tent of Meeting when he goes in
to make atonement in the holy place" (Vayikra 16:17). At the time the
priest enters to unify the Holy Name and makes atonement in the
holy place to join the King with the Queen, it is then written, "And
there shall be no man in the Tent of Meeting..."

189. We have learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: The priest awakens
peace in the world above and below. We have learned that he enters
the first level OF MALCHUT and washes his body. He departs this
level to the next, OF ZEIR ANPIN, washes his body and extends
peace to this one and that one, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. He
sanctifies his hands and they are blessed together. In everything, he
needs to show action BELOW IN ORDER TO TRIGGER ITS
COUNTERPART ABOVE. He needs to show that the garments he
wears should be in line with his actions and he should aim to
organize everything as needed. Then the upper and lower beings will
be blessed.
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31. The Yud with its engravings
Rabbi Shimon explains the movement and meaning of the letters in the Holy Name.
190. Rabbi Shimon taught, the Yud makes an opening with its
engraving, and the letters SPREAD to the sides, MEANING EACH
LETTER FROM THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI SPREADS IN THREE
COLUMNS and joins up with the Yud. EACH OF THE COLUMNS IS
TIED TO YUD, DENOTING CHOCHMAH AND THE RIGHT COLUMN.
The Yud moves towards the Yud; THAT IS, CHOCHMAH, THE FIRST
YUD OF THE NAME YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD,
MOVES TO MALCHUT, ITS LAST YUD. The Yud, MALCHUT, rises to
the Yud, CHOCHMAH. LATER, the Yud OF CHOCHMAH moves to
Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. BUT FIRST, THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH
assembles inside the Hei, BINAH, which then directs Da'at, AS
DA'AT IS PLACED BETWEEN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. AND LATER,
the Hei joins with the Vav.
191. HE SAYS: The upper Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI,
NAMELY BINAH, maintains its gates, MEANING THE FIFTY GATES
OF BINAH, in its design and arrangement, MEANING ITS ORDERLY
DESIGN. THEN, it grasps the glow of 1,570 covered parlors. ONE
THOUSAND IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND THE RIGHT
COLUMN, FIVE HUNDRED IS THE SECRET OF BINAH AND THE
LEFT COLUMN AND SEVENTY IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. Then the Hei, NAMELY BINAH, rises to be
crowned fifty times for its fifty gates OF BINAH, which maintain
whatever is maintaining. When BINAH is designed with her crowns MEANING HER TWO CROWNS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF HER
DA'AT - the face of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, glows FROM HERE. The
Vav spreads to 22 engravings, NAMELY THE NAME OF AYIN BET.
192. The Hei adorns the Vav with 70,500 crowns - THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
CHOCHMAH, THE SECRET OF SEVENTY THOUSAND, WHICH IS THE
RIGHT COLUMN. CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF BINAH ARE THE SECRET OF FIVE HUNDRED, THE LEFT
COLUMN, which are adorned with one crown, BEING THE SECRET
OF DA'AT THAT UNIFIES AND INCLUDES THEM. This is the essence
of the verse, "With the crown with which his mother crowned
him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11). BINAH IS CONSIDERED THE MOTHER OF
VAV THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. IT TURNS OUT THAT the Vav's top is
engraved with two tops, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH.
THEREFORE, THERE ARE TWO TIPS WRITTEN AT THE TOP OF THE
VAV, one tip higher, HINTING AT CHOCHMAH, and one tip lower,
HINTING AT BINAH. The Yud, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, lowers then on
to the Vav, MEANING THAT THE VAV IS JOINED WITH THE YUD
LIKE THE HEI. The main impression of all the engravings, MEANING
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, between THE TWO TOPS, IS the seventy
faces adorned from above downwards. Goblets and flowers hover in
it. This one rises, NAMELY FLOWERS, the other descends and they
are engraved one in the other.
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193. The Yud is tied to the Hei ?, the Hei with the Vav and the Vav
with the Hei. One is tied with the other, MEANING THAT THE VAV,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, IS CONNECTED WITH THE HEI, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Just as you say in the verse, "But his bow abode in
strength, and the arms of his hands were made supple by the hands
of the mighty One of Jacob" (Beresheet 49:24), IN WHICH
"STRENGTH" IS YESOD AND "HIS BOW" IS MALCHUT. THUS
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN IS ATTACHED TO MALCHUT, and "Strong is
your dwelling place, and you put your nest in a rock" (Bemidbar
24:21), WHEREBY "STRONG" REFERS TO YESOD AND "ROCK" IS
MALCHUT. They are tied together, one with another, and the keys
are aglow WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. All faces are
illuminated, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SEVENTY FACES
MENTIONED EARLIER. Then they all prostrate and tremble AS A
RESULT OF THE JUDGMENTS REVEALED WITH THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH, and they say: 'Blessed is the name of the glory of
His kingdom forever and ever'.

32. "From all your sins before Hashem, that you may be clean"
We learn that the high priest is capable of bringing atonement on the people because he is a chariot to Zeir Anpin; he is the voice of Zeir Anpin. We
read about God's forgiveness of sins. We read about the high priest when he enters the Holy of Holies and hears the sounds of the cherubs' wings.
As a result of his actions, there is joy above and below.
194. The voice, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, joins
with the priest, MEANING THE PRIEST BECOMES A CHARIOT TO
ZEIR ANPIN. He says to them, "That you may be clean" (Vayikra
16:30). BEING A CHARIOT TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN, HE CAN
BRING ON THEM THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT BRINGS
FORGIVENESS OF SINS AND CLEANSING. Neither the people nor
any other priest say, "That you may be clean," except the High Priest
when the voice is attached to him, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN. THEN HE
IS CAPABLE OF BRINGING ATONEMENT ON THEM AND HE
PROCLAIMS "THAT YOU MAY BE CLEAN."
195. We have learned "from all your sins before Hashem" (Ibid.). HE
QUESTIONS: If he already wrote, "TO CLEANSE YOU from all your
sins," why WRITE "before Hashem THAT YOU MAY BE CLEAN"?
Rabbi Yitzchak said, "THAT YOU MAY BE CLEAN...before (lit. 'in the
face of') Hashem," MEANING THE ILLUMINATION OF THE FACE OF
HASHEM. AS THE ILLUMINATION OF HASHEM'S FACE IS THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, ACCORDING TO
THE SECRET MEANING OF THE VERSE, "A MAN'S WISDOM MAKES
HIS FACE TO SHINE" (KOHELET 8:1). IT ATONES FOR SINS AND
BRINGS CLEANSING.
196. We have learned that from the new moon, MEANING ROSH
HASHANAH (THE JEWISH NEW YEAR), the books are opened and
the judges judge. The courts start to judge daily until that day known
as the ninth day of the month. On that day, all judicial decisions go
up to the judge. They prepare a supernal throne of Mercy for the
Holy King. On this day, Yisrael need to rejoice in joy before their
Master who will on the second day be sitting on His throne of Mercy
for them, His throne of absolution MEANING FORGIVENESS OF SINS.
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197. All these books are open before Him and are recorded before
Him all these sins. He credits them and cleanses them from all sins.
This is the essence of the verse, "From all your sins before Hashem,
that you may be clean." "Before Hashem" literally; THIS REFERS TO
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE FACE OF HASHEM, THE SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH WHICH FORGIVES ALL SIN.
Those that recite this verse only to this point are permitted to do so,
NAMELY UNTIL "BEFORE HASHEM" but no more, as no one else is
permitted to announce "that you may be clean" but the High Priest
ALONE, who performs the service and unifies the Holy Name. When
he unifies THE HOLY NAME and the blessing is in his mouth, that
voice, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, comes down, strikes him and causes
the word to glow in the mouth of the priest, and he says, "That you
may be clean." He performs his service and thus the rest of the
supernal beings are blessed.

198. Afterwards, he washes his body and sanctifies his hands to
enter into another holy service. Then he aims to enter another most
holy, lofty place; NAMELY, THE HOLY OF HOLIES. Three rows
surround THE HIGH PRIEST-his colleague priests, Levite and the
rest of the people. THEY REPRESENT THE THREE COLUMNS,
PRIEST AND LEVITE REPRESENT RIGHT AND LEFT AND YISRAEL
REPRESENT THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN. They raise
their hands towards him in prayer. A knot OF ROPE of gold hangs
from his leg, FROM FEAR PERHAPS HE WOULD DIE IN THE HOLY
OF HOLIES, AND THEY WOULD NEED TO PULL HIM OUT WITH THIS
ROPE.
199. He takes three steps, but the others remain where they are and
do not follow. He takes another three steps and returns to his place.
He walks three paces, closes his eyes, connects to that which is
above and enters that certain place, NAMELY THE HOLY OF HOLIES.
He hears the sound of wings of the Cherubs, singing and fanning
their wings that are stretched upward. When he would offer the
incense, the sound of their wings quieted and they were silently
clasped together.

200. Since joy prevails above, if the priest merits it here too, BELOW,
at that time the goodwill of light is manifested and scented with the
fragrance of mountains of the pure supernal balsam, which
fragrance spreads throughout that place. It enters the two nostrils of
the priest and his heart is satisfied. Then there is silence with no
fault to be found. The priest opens his mouth in prayer willingly and
with joy, and he utters his prayer.
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201. After he completes HIS PRAYER, the Cherubs raise their wings
as before and sing. At that point, the priest realizes that goodwill
prevails, a time of joy for all. The people know that his prayer was
accepted, as the verse reads, "Though your sins be like scarlet, they
shall be as white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). THE PRIEST steps back
and utters his prayer. How fortunate is the share of the priest. As a
result of him, there is joy upon joy that day on high and low.
Concerning that hour, it is written, "Happy is that people, that is in
such a case: happy is that people, whose Elohim is
Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).

33. "With my soul have I desired You in the night"
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Chiya that God is the spirit and soul of everyone, so that everyone desires to cling to Him. We hear different explanations
of the title verse.
202. "And this shall be a statute for ever to you: that in the seventh
month, on the tenth day of the month, you shall afflict your
souls..." (Vayikra 16:29). Rabbi Chiya said, "With my soul have I
desired You in the night; with my spirit within me I seek
You..." (Yeshayah 26:9). HE QUESTIONS, "With my soul have I
desired You in the night": It should simply read: 'My soul at night'.
What does it mean, "With my soul have I desired You in the night"?
ALSO, "with my spirit within me I seek You" should have said: 'It
seeks You'. HE ANSWERS: We have learned that the Holy One,
blessed be He, is the spirit and soul of all, so Yisrael are saying,
"You are my soul and spirit." For this reason, I have desired You, to
cling to You. "I seek You" to find Your goodwill.

203. Rabbi Yosi said: At the time one sleeps in his bed, his soul
departs, ascends and testifies about him concerning that person's
activities of that entire day. THEREFORE, the body says to the soul,
"My soul, have I desired you in the night," WHEN YOU GO OUT OF
ME, "my spirit within me, I seek you."

204. Another explanation for, "With my soul have I desired You in the
night..." The Congregation of Yisrael said before the Holy One,
blessed be He, "With my soul have I desired You in the night,"
MEANING so long as I find myself in exile among other nations and
withhold my soul from all evil that is connected with the nations.
"With my soul have I desired You" in order to return to my place.
"With my spirit within me I seek You," meaning even though they
subject my children to every kind of oppression, the Holy Spirit does
not depart from them in order that they should seek You and perform
Your commandments.
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205. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Yisrael said before the Holy One, blessed
be He, so long as my soul is within me "have I desired You in the
night." Wherefore "in the night"? It is because the Nefesh at that
time needs to covet You. "With my spirit within me I seek You,"
MEANING when the Holy Spirit stirs within me, I seek You with
excitement in order to do Your will. "For when Your sentences are
on the earth," MEANS at the time when justice, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, comes down to earth, MEANING to bring fragrance to the
world, TO MALCHUT. Then "the inhabitants of the world learn
righteousness" (Ibid.), which means that they are capable of
tolerating the Judgments of righteousness and mankind should not
perish as a result of it. When will "the inhabitants of the world learn
righteousness"? "When Your sentences are on the earth." Rabbi
Chizkiyah said, "With my soul (Nefesh) have I desired You in the
night" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT,
while "with my spirit (Ruach) within me I seek You" refers to the Holy
One, blessed be He. MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF NEFESH AND
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS THE SECRET OF RUACH.

34. "As the hart pants"
Rabbi Shimon says that all those who take pleasure in the Torah need have no fear, as the Torah is called 'delights'; the righteous take great delight
in God and He in them. The Congregation of Yisrael deeply desires to be watered from Elohim in this world and in the World to Come, and that flow
is enabled by the righteous.
206. Rabbi Aba was staying with Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Shimon rose
at midnight to study Torah, and Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba rose
with him. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "As the hart
pants after the water brooks, so my soul pants for You,
Elohim" (Tehilim 42:2). The friends have established this verse.
Fortunate are Yisrael more than all nations that the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave them the Holy Torah and bequeathed to them
saintly souls from a holy source in order that they should observe
His commandments and take pleasure with the Torah. All those who
take pleasure in the Torah need not fear anything, as it is written,
"Unless Your Torah had been my delights, I should have perished in
my affliction" (Tehilim 119:92).

207. What are my delights? The Torah as the Torah is called delights,
as it is written, "And I was daily His delight" (Mishlei 8:30). We have
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to delight Himself
with the righteous in the Garden of Eden. What is meant by 'delight
Himself'? IT MEANS to rejoice in them. As we learned, fortunate are
the righteous about whom it is written, "Then you shall delight
yourself in Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14), so as to take pleasure from
the drink of the stream, MEANING BINAH, as is written, "And satisfy
your soul in drought" (Ibid. 11). It is as if the Holy One, blessed be
He, delights in them by means of that drink of the stream that the
righteous take pleasure in, so He comes to have delight with the
righteous. All those that toil in the Torah will merit to find delight in
the righteous from that drink of the stream, MEANING BINAH.
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208. We have learned that "as the hart (Heb. ayal) pants after the
water brooks" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY
MALCHUT, as the verse says, "O my strength (Heb. eyal), haste You
to help me" (Tehilim 22:20). "MY STRENGTH" REFERS TO
MALCHUT. "Pants after the water brooks," MEANING to be watered
by the water of the spring, REFERRING TO BINAH, through the aid of
the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD. "Pants (Heb. ta'arog)" as the verse
says, "To the beds (Heb. arugot) of spices" (Shir Hashirim 6:2). "So
my soul pants for You, Elohim," MEANING to be watered from You in
this world and the World to Come.
209. HE QUESTIONS: What are the sources of the spring? HE
ANSWERS: THERE IS one spring above, NAMELY BINAH, as it is
written, "And a river went out of Eden to water the
Garden..." (Beresheet 2:10). It flows on from there and waters the
Garden, NAMELY MALCHUT. All these streams, NAMELY THE
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT RECEIVE FROM THE RIVER, flow out
and join in the two springs known as Netzach and Hod OF ZEIR
ANPIN. These are called water brooks AND POUR in that level called
Righteous, MEANING YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, from which it
continues and goes out; and the Garden is watered, NAMELY
MALCHUT. For this reason, the hart and the deer are together,
REFERRING TO righteousness and the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD
AND MALCHUT THAT ARE TOGETHER. HART STANDS FOR
MALCHUT AND DEER FOR YESOD.

35. "The voice of Hashem makes the hinds to calve"
We hear several explanations of the title verse, all having to do with the fact that Zeir Anpin strengthens and nurtures his warriors.
210. We have learned that it is written, "The voice of Hashem makes
(lit. 'frightens') the hinds (Heb. ayalot) to calve" (Tehilim 29:9). IT IS
PRONOUNCED "ayalot," yet spelled without Vav. This is the gazelle
(Heb. ayelet) of dawn, REFERRING TO MALCHUT. Another
explanation of the wild hinds: We have learned that at midnight,
when the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden of Eden to
delight in the righteous, this voice, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, goes out
and strikes pain to all those hinds that surround the holy throne of
glory, NAMELY MALCHUT. This is what is written, "Sixty valiant men
are round about it..." (Shir Hashirim 3:7). Another explanation,
"Makes (Heb. yecholel) the hinds to calve" as it says "his hand slew
(Heb. cholelah, also: 'created') the slant serpent" (Iyov 26:13), WITH
CHOLELAH MEANING THAT HE CREATED AND STRENGTHENED.
ALSO, "YECHOLEL" MEANS HE STRENGTHENS THE HINDS THAT
ARE THE SIXTY WARRIORS. "And strips the forests bare" (Tehilim
29:9), as the verse says, "honeycomb (lit. 'forest of honey')" (I
Shmuel 14:27),and, "I had eaten my honeycomb with my
honey" (Shir Hashirim 5:1), MEANING THAT ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE VOICE OF HASHEM, nurtures those SIXTY
VALIANT MEN CALLED HINDS as a mother nurtures her children.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN, "THE VOICE OF HASHEM MAKES THE
HINDS TO CALVE," MEANING IT NURTURES AND MAINTAINS THEM.

36. The seventy sounds of a woman in labor
The Faithful Shepherd, Moses, says that at the time before the coming of Messiah, the sages of Kabbalah will have a time of hardship; they will be in
distress, sadness and poverty like the pains of the one who has given birth, the Shechinah. At that time she will open to give birth to the two
Messiahs, due to the pain of those people who are so good and kind and truthful, who love and fear God.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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211. The Faithful Shepherd, NAMELY THE SOUL OF MOSES, said, at
that time, BEFORE THE COMING OF MESSIAH, the Mishnah
scholars, sages of supernal wisdom, scholars of Kabbalah, scholars
of the secrets in the Torah, will have a time of hardship, AS THEY
HAVE NOTHING TO SUPPORT THEM. This is the meaning of, "As the
hart (Heb. ayal) pants after the water brooks" (Tehilim 42:2) as they,
NAMELY THE SAGES MENTIONED EARLIER, are springs of water of
Torah flowing to the Shechinah, AS TORAH IS REFERRED TO AS
WATER. Torah is the central pillar, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. These springs of water, NAMELY THE SAGES
MENTIONED EARLIER FROM WHICH COMES FORTH TORAH
MEANING WATER, are in distress, in sadness and in poverty. These
are the pains and distresses of the one who has given birth, namely
the Shechinah, as it is written in regard to Her, "And let her who bore
you rejoice" (Mishlei 23:25). She will be in those labor pains,
MEANING with their distress OF THE SCHOLARS OF WISDOM AND
TORAH, AS MENTIONED, AS THEIR AGONY IS CONSIDERED AS
THE LABOR PAINS OF THE SHECHINAH.
212. The seventy members of the heavenly Sandhedrin are alerted
with these pains of birth that She cries, until Her voice reaches Yud
Hei Vav Hei. Immediately, "the voice of Hashem makes the hinds to
calve" (Tehilim 29:9). This refers to the ABOVE MENTIONED masters
of the Mishnah THAT ARE THE SECRET MEANING OF "the virgins,
her companions that follow her" (Tehilim 45:15). All of them will be
trembling as the one who gives birth, literally with distress, as the
time presses upon them with many bites of the Evil Inclination,
which is the snake that bites at them with various TYPES OF distress.

213. At that time, She is opened to give birth to Messiah. This is
owing to the pain and distress of the pious, men of good qualities,
sages of secrets of the Torah, people of humility and shame, of fear
and love, of kindness, men of valor, fearing Elohim, truthful men,
who despise bribes, for whom it is a time of poverty. This is what the
sages of the Mishnah have explained. In the times in which the son
of David will come, a valiant men will go circulating from city to city
but will not be shown favor. Those that fear sin will be despised and
the wisdom of scribes will be sullied. Truth will be absent and the
vine will give its fruit but wine will be expensive.

214. From these sounds that She cries, the seventy SOUNDS
equaling the seventy words IN THE PSALM, "May Hashem hear you
in the day of trouble" (Tehilim 20), Her womb is opened. This refers
to the letter Bet (=two) MEANING CHAMBER OF (HEB. BEIT) THE
WOMB, encompassing two chambers in order to give birth FROM
THEM to two Messiahs - MESSIAH, SON OF DAVID AND MESSIAH,
SON OF JOSEPH. She brings her head between her knees. Her head
is the central pillar, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN. HER KNEES ARE two
thighs, Netzach and Hod, which are the two prophets. From there are
born two Messiahs, AS MENTIONED. At that time, He "strips the
forests bare," MEANING CHOCHMAH WILL BE REVEALED. The
serpent will be removed from the world, AS THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH WILL DO AWAY WITH ALL KLIPOT.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

37. Nefesh and Ruach
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Aba that just as the Nefesh and Ruach cling to the body who loves them, man must love God and cling to Him, as the love
of the soul and spirit. Men who rise every night to study the Torah will be blessed with God's love. The righteous ones, whose spirits and souls cling
to God with the proper love, will rule on the earth below, and what they decree for the world will happen. We learn that when the holy souls come
from above and the righteous of the world draw them through mating, there are very few that merit it. From the very beginning the souls of the great
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righteous ones have stood before God who watches them until it is time for them to come into a body; they deserve to ascend to heaven while they
are still alive, like Elijah and Enoch. The levels of the souls of the righteous are greater than the angels, and they come down in every generation, in
the future God will renew the world with them.
215. Rabbi Aba said to him, "With my soul (Nefesh) have I desired
You in the night; with my spirit (Ruach) within me I seek
You..." (Yeshayah 26:9). HE QUESTIONS: It should simply state "my
Nefesh in the night," MEANING IT SHOULD SAY, 'MY SOUL IN THE
NIGHT; WITH MY SPIRIT WITHIN ME I SEEK YOU.' Why write also "I
seek You," when it should say, 'it seeks You', AS IT REFERS TO HIS
SPIRIT. He answered: We have established? that it resembles "in
whose hand is the soul of every living thing, and the breath (lit.
'Ruach') of all mankind" (Iyov 12:10), MEANING THAT MY NEFESH
AND MY RUACH ARE NOT HIS OWN NAMES, BUT ARE TWO LIGHTS
- RUACH AND NEFESH - CLAD IN A BODY, AS EXPLAINED
FURTHER.
216. Come and see that the Nefesh and Ruach always exist jointly in
the world. We have learned the total service that man must serve the
Holy One, blessed be He, is as we have learned, "And you shall love
Hashem, your Elohim..." (Devarim 6:5). He needs to love the Holy
One, blessed be He, with his very soul. This is referred to as an utter
love, the love of his Nefesh and Ruach. Just as these NEFESH AND
RUACH cling to the body and the body loves them, so must man
love the Holy One, blessed be He, and cling to Him, as the love of the
Nefesh and Ruach. This is in essence the verse, "With my soul have
I desired You in the night," MEANING my very soul THAT IS CLAD IN
MY BODY.[YB1]

217. "With my spirit within me I seek You," MEANING I will cling to
You with much love at night. Man needs to rise every night out of
love for the Holy One, blessed be He, to toil with His service until
morning rises, so there will be drawn upon him a thread of grace. We
have learned that fortunate is the portion of man that loves the Holy
One, blessed be He, with this love. The world survives thanks to
these truly righteous ones who so love the Holy One, blessed be He,
and they have sway over all harmful edicts that appear above and
below.

218. We have learned that the pious one, whose Ruach and Nefesh
cling to the above, to the Holy King, with the proper love, will rule
upon the earth below and what he decrees for the world will come to
pass. How do we know this? From Elijah, as it is written, "As
Hashem the Elohim of Yisrael lives, before whom I stood, there shall
not be dew or rain these years, but acording to my word" (I Melachim
17:1).
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219. Come and see: When the holy souls come from above
downwards and the pious of the world draw them from the King and
the Queen, NAMELY FROM THE UNION OF MALE AND FEMALE,
there are few THAT MERIT it, that at the precise moment when they
descend TO EARTH, they are standing AND SERVING before the
King, who pleases to look at it. AFTERWARDS, IT DESCENDS INTO
THE WORLD. When the Holy One, blessed be He, blew the breath
INTO EVERY SINGLE SOUL AND into every angel in Heaven, all the
hosts were created and stood complete, as we have established.
This is what the verse says, "And all the hosts of them by the breath
of His mouth" (Tehilim 33:6). Among THE SOULS, there are those
that remain STANDING BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
AS MENTIONED, until the Holy One, blessed be He, causes them to
descend.

220. We have learned that from the day the world was created, THE
SOULS OF THE GREAT PIOUS ONES have stood before the Holy
One, blessed be He, held back IN HIS PRESENCE. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, WATCHES THEM until the time arrives to send
them below, MEANING TO BECOME CLOTHED WITH A BODY, and
they rule above and below. Thus the verse, "As Hashem the Elohim
of Yisrael lives, before whom I stood." It doesn't say, 'I stand', but "I
stood," MEANING BEFORE DESCENDING TO THIS WORLD.
Afterwards, he returned to his place IN HEAVEN and entered his
chamber. Other SOULS do not ASCEND TO THEIR PLACE until they
die. This is because they never stood earlier BEFORE THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, ON THAT LEVEL of the others, NAMELY
ENOCH AND ELIJAH THAT MERITED TO ASCEND TO THEIR PLACE
WHEN STILL ALIVE. For this reason, Elijah became a messenger and
angel above, AND ENOCH TOO. And these were those that clung
most to the King, MEANING MORE THAN AN ANGEL.
221. I found in the book of Adam that all Holy Spirits above,
MEANING ANGELS, do the mission OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, and all come from one place. The souls of the righteous
COME from two levels joined into one. Therefore, they ascend higher
THAN ANGELS and their levels are greater THAN ANGELS. This is
so. All those that were hidden there went down and up during their
lifetime, such as Enoch, who did not die. We have already
established this matter regarding Enoch and Elijah.

222. We have learned that 125,000 levels of the pious souls arose in
the desire OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, before the world
was created. The Holy One, blessed be He, designated them for this
world in every generation. They ascend, fly in the world, and join in
the bundle of life, MEANING MALCHUT. In the future, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will renew the world with them. About them, it is
written, "For as the new heavens and the new Earth..." (Yeshayah
66:22).
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223. "You shall afflict your souls..." (Vayikra 16:29). It says "your
souls" in order that Yisrael be found meritorious before the Holy
King, and meet with the goodwill of the Holy One, blessed be He.
They must cling to Him in order that all their sins may be forgiven.
Therefore, whoever eats and drinks on the ninth day and pleasures
his soul with food and drink will find himself with the affliction on the
tenth day doubled, and it will be considered as if he fasted on the
ninth and tenth. "Your souls" includes all, body and soul, to
surrender on this day in order to have atonement for sins.

224. We have learned that "for on that day will He forgive you" (Ibid.).
HE ASKS: IT SAYS, "on that day," but it should read 'that day'. HE
ANSWERS, "On that day" is precise, as Atika Kadisha, MEANING
KETER, is revealed in it to forgive everyone's sins.

38. "A little city"
Rabbi Aba talks about the verse, "There was a little city, and few men within it," saying that there are few who deserve to live there, and that God
comes to join with them and live there and protect it. There is a wise man who lives there, and he is wise because he studies the Torah and keeps its
precepts. But his wisdom is despised, as people do not want to pay attention to the Torah.
225. Another explanation for, "You shall afflict your souls" (Vayikra
16:29): Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "There was a little
city, and few men within it" (Kohelet 9:14). "A little city" has been
explained. Yet the little city is as in, "We have a strong city; He sets
up salvation..." (Yeshayah 26:1) and, "And I will not come as an
enemy (also: 'in a city')" (Hoshea 11:9), WHERE CITY REFERS TO
MALCHUT. "A little city" is small, because it is the last of all SFIROT
and the lowest of them all. Its walls are large, strong and holy, and it
is called a holy city. "And few men within it": Few are those who
merit to enter within and dwell there, as the verse says, "Who shall
ascend into the mountain of Hashem? or who shall stand in His holy
place?..." (Tehilim 24:3). Therefore, "and few men within it."

226. "And there came a great King against (or: 'to') it" (Kohelet 9:14).
This refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who comes to join with it
and reside in it. "And besieged (or: 'circled') it" as the verse says,
"'For I', says Hashem, 'will be to her a wall of fire round
about...'" (Zecharyah 2:9). "And built great siegeworks against
it" (Kohelet 9:14) means that He builds its big, strong, fine, beautiful
and holy walls, MEANING THE PROTECTION THAT EXTERNAL
FORCES WILL NOT BE NURTURED FROM IT. It is called the holy
city. All the majesty of the King He brought within. Therefore, it alone
comprises all crowns of the King, BEING THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR
ANPIN, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "A
VIRTUOUS WOMAN IS A CROWN TO HER HUSBAND" (MISHLEI
12:4). ZEIR ANPIN IS NOT CROWNED WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, SAVE WHEN HE IS UNITED WITH MALCHUT, SINCE
CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED IN MALCHUT ONLY, and all crowns of
the King are decorated with it. For this reason, there are "few men
within it," AS NOT ALL PEOPLE MERIT IT.
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227. "Now there was found in it a poor (Heb. misken) wise
man" (Kohelet 9:15). This resembles what is written, "He that has
clean hands, and a pure heart" (Tehilim 24:4). HE IS CALLED
"Misken" in accordance with the words, "And they built for Pharaoh
treasure (Heb. miskenot) cities" (Shemot 1:11), MEANING he is
crowned with crowns of strength, with the crowns of Torah and with
the crowns of the Torah precepts of the King. He is called wise,
because he merits wisdom, AS MALCHUT IS CALLED THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH BECAUSE IN HER CHOCHMAH REVEALED, AS
MENTIONED. ALSO, HE IS CALLED wise, because he is wiser than
all PEOPLE to contemplate the service of his Master, so he may gain
enough merit to enter that service. This is the idea of the verse, "And
he by his wisdom saved the city" and "saved" is to be understood
as, "Let me go away, I pray you, and see my brothers" (I Shmuel
20:29). Also, "let me escape there" (Beresheet 19:20) SPEAKS
ABOUT RESCUE. Here also, "And he by his wisdom saved the city":
THROUGH HIS MEDITATION, HE SAVED IT FROM THE EXTERNAL
FORCES FEEDING UPON IT.
228. "Yet no man remembered that poor man" (Kohelet 9:15)
MEANING THAT no one remembered to perform the commandment
of the Torah and to toil in the Torah as that poor man that joined to
everything in order to merit it. "Then said I, wisdom is better than
strength" (Kohelet 9:16), MEANING permission to enter that world is
given only to truly righteous men, to those who toil in Torah day and
night, as well as crown themselves with the commandments of the
Torah in this world to arrive with them in the World to Come.

229. "Nevertheless the poor man's wisdom is despised, and his
words are not heard" (Ibid.). As people do not WISH TO look at him,
they do not want to be with him and pay attention to his words. We
have learned that all who pay attention to the words of Torah are
fortunate in this world. It is as if they have received the Torah from
Sinai. One should even listen to words of the Torah from anyone.
One who lends an ear to him gives honor to the Holy King and glory
to the Torah, and about him is written, "This day you are become the
people of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 27:9).

39. "Just and victorious"
Rabbi Shimon says that the nations of the Other Side have taken the abundance that should have belonged to Yisrael. But the righteous will
eventually be victorious and the queen, Malchut, will return to them. We learn about the seven pillars that the world rests on, and the one pillar, the
righteous, or Yesod, that they rest on. Lastly Rabbi Shimon talks about the everlasting statute that God has made for Yisrael.
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230. We have learned that one day the friends were walking with
Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Shimon said, I see all nations are higher above
and Yisrael are below all. Why? It is because the King has dismissed
the Queen from Him, and invited a maid in her stead, as the verse
says, "For three things the earth is disquieted...for a slave when he
becomes king...and a handmaid that is heir to her mistress" (Mishlei
30:21-23). Who is this handmaid? She is the foreign kingdom OF
THE OTHER SIDE, whose firstborn Hashem smote in Egypt, as is
written, "Even to the firstborn of the maidservant that is behind the
mill" (Shemot 11:5). At first, she used to sit behind the millstone, but
now she is "a handmaid that is heir to her mistress." INSTEAD OF
EXTENDING HER ABUNDANCE TO HOLY MALCHUT, THIS MAID OF
THE OTHER SIDE TAKES ALL THE ABUNDANCE AND EXTENDS IT
TO THE NATIONS THAT ARE FROM HER SIDE.

231. Rabbi Shimon wept and said: A king without a queen is not
considered a king, so a king who clings to a maid who is the servant
of the queen, where is his honor? A voice will inform the Queen
saying, "Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout, O daughter of
Jerusalem: behold your king comes to you: he is just and
victorious" (Zecharyah 9:9). The Righteous, YESOD, is victorious,
because until now he rode in a place that is not his, in a strange
place, NAMELY THE MAID, and nurtured it. NOW THE QUEEN
RETURNS TO HIM.

232. About this, it is written, "Humble, and riding upon an
ass" (Ibid.), as he was poor at first "and riding upon an ass." As we
have established, it refers to the lower crowns of the idolatrous
nations, the firstborn of which Hashem killed in Egypt, AS THEY ARE
CONSIDERED "AN ASS." This is the meaning of, "And all the
firstborn of cattle" (Shemot 11:5). We have established this matter so
to speak with "just and victorious" MEANING that he is more
VICTORIOUS than anyone. Until now, the Righteous, NAMELY
YESOD, resided without righteousness, DENOTING MALCHUT. Now
that THE RIGHTEOUS AND RIGHTEOUSNESS are joined, he is "just
and victorious," because he NO LONGER dwells in the Other Side.
We have learned that "the righteous perishes (lit. 'is lost'), and no
man lays it to heart" (Yeshayah 57:1). This verse is complicated. IT
READS "lost" when it should be written 'is lost'. So what is the
meaning of "lost"? HE ANSWERS: He really lost. What did he lose?
The Queen - and he joined another place called maid.

233. Rabbi Yitzchak said to Rabbi Shimon: If it pleases my master,
we have learned "but the righteous is an everlasting
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25). Some explain that the world rests upon
seven pillars, but some say the world rests on one pillar, NAMELY
YESOD, AS THE VERSE SAYS, "BUT THE RIGHTEOUS IS AN
EVERLASTING FOUNDATION." How do we reconcile these words SO
THAT THEY DON'T CONFLICT? He answered: They all pertain to the
same idea. There are seven - THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - and
among them, there is one pillar called Righteous, WHO IS YESOD.
THE SEVEN rest upon it and the world is sustained upon it. As it
rests upon it, it is as if it rests upon all the seven, SINCE YESOD
CONSISTS OF SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. Therefore, it is written,
"But the righteous is an everlasting foundation (Heb. Yesod)" and we
have several times established these matters.
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234. We have learned that this maid would eventually rule the Holy
Land below, just as the Queen ruled at first, as it says,
"Righteousness lodged in it" (Yeshayah 1:21), REFERRING TO
MALCHUT CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS, but now "a handmaid that is
heir to her mistress" in every respect, BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW.
However, the Holy One, blessed be He, will in the future return the
Queen to her original position and then whose joy will it be? One
says: The joy of the King and Queen. It is the joy of the King for
returning to her and casting off the maid as we said. It is the joy of
the Queen, because she has returned to join the King. This is the
essence of, "Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion."

235. Come and see that it is written, "And this (Heb. zot fem.) shall
be an everlasting statute to you" (Vayikra 16:34). HE QUESTIONS: It
should read, 'It shall be...to you'. Wherefore the word zot? HE
ANSWERS: THE EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE IS as we said. It is
an everlasting statute, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is always referred
to as "an everlasting statute," WHICH MEANS the decree of the King,
as He placed all His laws in this place, MALCHUT, and sealed them
as one seals everything in a storehouse. IT IS assuredly "an
everlasting statute." In this "zot" DENOTING MALCHUT, He marks
and engraves all His storehouses and hidden things.

40. "You shall afflict your souls"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that one should eat and drink on the ninth of the month more than any other day. On the tenth day, the judgments cause
wisdom to be revealed. We read that the children of Yisrael were only exiled because they renounced God, and He forgives them on the Day of
Atonement.
236. "In the seventh month, on the tenth day of the month" (Vayikra
16:29). Tenth is exact as we have learned THAT TENTH DENOTES
MALCHUT. "You shall afflict your souls" (Ibid.): This is exact. We
have learned "your souls (Nefashot)" indeed, as it all depends upon
Nefesh, AS THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT IS CALLED NEFESH AND
NEFESH ALWAYS DENOTES MALCHUT. For this reason, one should
eat and drink from the ninth of the month, DENOTING YESOD, more
than any other day. Even though we learned this in another manner,
it is all very well. They amount to the same thing and each thing is in
its own place. This is how it should be.

237. We have learned that on that day, all joy and every light and
every indulgence in the worlds, NAMELY FORGIVENESS OF SINS, all
depend on supernal Ima. All springs are drawn and flow from it,
MEANING BOTH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH AND THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM. Then all these candles glow, BEING
THE SECRET OF THE LIGHTS OF THE FIRE WITHIN MALCHUT, and
they glow with light and joy until everything becomes fragrant. At
that point, all Judgments are within the glow, AS THOSE
JUDGMENTS DRAWN FROM THE FIVE AFFLICTIONS CAUSE
CHOCHMAH TO SHINE FORTH. IF NOT FOR THEM, THE CHOCHMAH
WOULD NOT BECOME REVEALED AS MENTIONED. The Judgment
is not being carried out, BUT IS MERELY IMPENDING. This is the
meaning of, "You shall afflict your souls," TO ENABLE THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.
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238. Rabbi Aba said: My master has told us from the text of the
Mishnah that Yisrael were only exiled from their land for renouncing
the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written, "We have no part in
David, neither have we inheritance in the son of Yishai" (II Samuel
20:1). DAVID DENOTES MALCHUT, SO THEY WERE SAYING, "WE
HAVE NO PART IN MALCHUT." I have found another verse on this. It
is written, "Now see to your own house, David" (I Melachim 12:16).
HE QUESTIONS: DOES THE HOUSE OF DAVID ALSO DENOTE
MALCHUT? He replied: Certainly MALCHUT is referred to as the
house of David, as it is written, "O house of Jacob, come, and let us
walk in the light of Hashem" (Yeshayah 2:5). The house of Jacob is
similar to that which is written in, "And I will glorify My house of
glory (Tiferet)" (Yeshayah 60:7), SINCE JACOB IS TIFERET AND THE
HOUSE OF TIFERET IS MALCHUT. IN THE SAME MANNER, THE
HOUSE OF DAVID POINTS TO MALCHUT. THE EXPLANATION OF
THE VERSE, "O HOUSE OF JACOB, come, and let us walk in the
light of Hashem": IT HAS THE SAME MEANING as in, "And a river
went out of Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). RIVER
REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT WATERS THE GARDEN THAT IS
MALCHUT. He planted the Garden to enjoy himself there with the
pious ones who dwell within. THEREFORE, IT IS SAID, "O HOUSE
OF JACOB," DENOTING MALCHUT, "COME, AND LET US WALK IN
THE LIGHT OF HASHEM," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT WATERS
MALCHUT.
239. We have learned that it is written, "Also (lit. 'but') on the tenth
day of this seventh month there shall be a day of atonement...and
you shall afflict your souls" (Vayikra 23:27). It is also written, "And
this shall be a statute for ever to you: that in the seventh month, on
the tenth day of the month, you shall afflict your souls" (Vayikra
16:29). IN THE LATTER IT DOES NOT SAY, "BUT ON THE TENTH."
What is meant by "but ON THE TENTH" that is written in this verse?
He replied to him: It comes to exclude, FOR WHEREVER THE WORD
"BUT (HEB. ACH)" IS WRITTEN, ITS PURPOSE IS TO EXCLUDE.
Since it is written, "And you shall afflict your souls: on the ninth day
of the month" (Vayikra 23:32), so it says later "but on the tenth day."
It should merely say, 'but tenth day', ONLY IT TEACHES US that with
the tenth rests the whole matter OF "YOU SHALL AFFLICT YOUR
SOULS," YET NOT ON THE NINTH DAY OF THE MONTH.
240. He said to him: If so, "but on the first day you shall have put
away leaven out of your houses" (Shemot 12:15). We have learned
"but" sets a dividing line, meaning for a half day the eating of leaven
is prohibited and for a half day it is permitted. It is also written here,
"But on the tenth day of the month," meaning a half time forbidden
to eat and a half time permitted. So He said to him here also, "And
you shall afflict your souls." There is a separation, in that affliction
takes place from midday onward, MEANING AFTER THE TIME
ALLOTTED TO EATING. Thus "but" divides. This applies to "and you
shall afflict your souls" as well.

241. Rabbi Elazar said: It is written, "For on that day will He forgive
you..." (Vayikra 16:30). It should say, 'will I forgive you', AS IF
SOMEONE IS SPEAKING FOR HIMSELF. HE ANSWERS, "Will He
forgive you" SPOKEN IN THIRD PERSON includes Jubilee,
DENOTING BINAH, from which springs flow, MEANING THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, to water on this day all sides and to
water and satiate everything. This is the meaning of "you," namely
"for you," in order to cleanse you this day, as it says, "that you may
be clean of all your sins before Hashem" (Ibid.). Harsh Judgment will
not affect you.
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242. Rabbi Yehuda said: How lucky were Yisrael that the Holy One,
blessed be He, craved them and wished to cleanse them, so that no
sin would be found with them, in order that they could be members
of His chamber and dwell in His palace. Regarding the future, it is
written, "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you..." (Yechezkel
36:25).

41. "Out of the depths I have cried to You, Hashem"
Rabbi Yehuda says that when God wanted to create the world He consulted the Torah, who said that if He did create man, man would sin and make
Him angry. The Torah warned God that if he reacted to man's sinful actions the world would not survive. Therefore God did not create the world until
He created repentance, and repentance is always available for mankind so people can be cleansed from their sins.
243. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying, "A song of ascent.
Out of the depths I have cried to You, Hashem" (Tehilim 130:1). We
have learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
world, He wanted to create man. He took counsel in the Torah. She
said before Him: You wish to create this man, he will sin before you.
He will anger You and, if You react to him according to his deeds,
the world then will not survive before You, certainly not man. THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said to her, "Am I for no reason called
an "El, merciful and gracious longsuffering" (Shemot 34:6).

244. Before He created the world He created repentance. The Holy
One, blessed be He, said to repentance, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
BINAH CALLED REPENTANCE: 'I wish to create man in the world on
the condition if they turn to you from their sins, you will be ready to
forgive their sins and render atonement.' At every hour, repentance
is available for mankind. When mankind repents from their iniquities,
this repentance, NAMELY BINAH, returns to the Holy One, blessed
be He, MEANING EXTENDS MOCHIN TO ZEIR ANPIN and atones for
all. The Judgments are all subdued and mitigated, and man is
purified of his sins.

245. HE QUESTIONS: When is he cleansed from his sin? HE
ANSWERS: When he properly enters repentance. Rabbi Yitzchak
said: When he returns before the supernal King and prays from the
depths of the heart, as the verse states, "Out of the depths I have
cried to You, Hashem."

246. Rabbi Aba said, "Out of the depths I have cried to You, Hashem"
MEANS there is a hidden spot above. It is the depth of the well,
DENOTING BINAH. From here flow streams and springs in every
direction and the deepest part is called repentance. One who wishes
to return and cleanse oneself from sins in this depth needs to call
upon the Holy One, blessed be He, as the verse says, "Out of the
depths I have cried to You, Hashem."
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247. We have studied that when one sins before his Master, Mercy is
awakened if he offers his sacrifice on the altar and the priest attains
forgiveness for him and prays his prayer for him. The Judgments are
mitigated and repentance, NAMELY BINAH, pours out blessings in
the springs that emerge and flow. All candles are blessed together,
NAMELY THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, and one is cleansed from his
sin.

42. Ten types of Chochmah
We read how God (Ein Sof) produced ten Sfirot, and we are told that He is they and they are He, like a flame attached to a burning coal. We also read
of the unholy Chochmot, or wisdoms, that are Klipot. These contain all types of sorcery like the kind that the Egyptians used, and Yisrael learned
these erroneous ways from the Egyptians. We learn why Isaac blessed Jacob with both Chassadim and Chochmah.
248. Come and see: The Holy One, blessed be He, THE SECRET OF
THE ENDLESS LIGHT, produced ten Sfirot, holy lofty crowns, with
which He is crowned and clothed. He is they and they are He, as a
flame attached to a burning coal. There is no separation BETWEEN
THE ENDLESS LIGHT, BLESSED BE HE, AND THE SFIROT THAT
CLOTHE HIM. Correspondingly, there are ten Sfirot that are not holy
below, held by the filth of the nails of one holy Sfirah called
Chochmah, DENOTING MALCHUT CALLED THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH. THE ILLUMINATING LIGHTS AT HER BACK PARTS
ARE CALLED NAILS AND WITHIN THEIR REFUSE, CALLED THE
FILTH OF THE NAILS, THE KLIPOT ARE ATTACHED. Therefore, they
are called Chochmot (lit. 'wisdom' plural).
249. We have learned that ten types of these Chochmot, OF KLIPOT,
descended to the world and all WERE GIVEN TO and became
unclean in Egypt, except for one that spread THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD EXCEPT EGYPT. They consisted of all types of sorcery, and
from them the Egyptians knew sorcery more than the rest of
mankind. When the Egyptians wished to gather kinds of sorceries
for their purposes, they used to go out into the field to the high
mountains and offer sacrifices. They made diggings in the ground
and surrounded the diggings with blood while the rest of the blood
gathered within the diggings. They placed upon it flesh. They offered
the sacrifice to evil beings. And these evil beings gathered and
approached together, and were appeased by them on that mountain.

250. Yisrael, who were subjugated by the Egyptians, approached
them, learned from them, followed their erroneous ways, as the
verse says, "After the doings of the land of Egypt, in which you
dwelt, shall you not do: and after the doings of the land of
Canaan..." (Vayikra 18:3). It is also written, "And they shall no more
offer their sacrifice to demons..." (Vayikra 17:7). We have learned
that when they were offering before them upon the field and
preparing the blood and offering their sacrifices, all these evil types
assembled and they saw them as demons, as they were full of hair
and they told them what they wanted.
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251. Come and see what is written concerning Isaac, "And Jacob
went near to Isaac his father; and he felt him" (Beresheet 27:22). He
said: He is lacking only the dew from heaven that flowed upon the
earth, MEANING THAT HE LACKS ONLY THE BOUNTY OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN, THE LIGHT OF CHASSADIM, AS HE IS A
CHARIOT FOR ZEIR ANPIN. BUT HE DOES NOT NEED THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. Rabbi Yosi spoke, "And the fatness
of the earth" (Ibid. 28) IS ALSO WRITTEN DENOTING THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, and he blessed him with everything,
BOTH CHASSIDIM AND CHOCHMAH. Why DID HE BLESS HIM WITH
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH? When he saw him with hair,
DENOTING JUDGMENTS, he said, in order to remove this FROM HIM,
he needs "the fatness of the earth" DENOTING THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH, but not the filth of the earth, LIKE THE OTHER SIDE
THAT FEEDS UPON THE FILTH OF THE NAILS. This filth comes from
the earth, DENOTING MALCHUT. When the dew of Heaven and the
fine fruit of the earth join, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
that filth passes.

43. "One who inquires of the dead"
The rabbis discuss the last of the lower unholy Sfirot, Malchut of the Other Side. They say that the souls of evildoers who died are the demons of the
world, and while they are punished part of the time in Gehenom they also hover over the world and mislead wicked people. The souls mourn for
their bodies which are being eaten by worms, and the sorcerers perform their witchcraft at the graves.
252. Rabbi Chiya said the last of these lower unholy Sfirot is that
which is mentioned in the verse, "Or one who inquires of the
dead" (Devarim 18:11). This is the tenth of all THE SFIROT, NAMELY
MALCHUT OF OTHER SIDE. THERE ARE TEN TYPES OF SORCERY
IN THE VERSE CORRESPONDING TO THE TEN SFIROT OF THE
OTHER SIDE. According to what we have learned, Rabbi Yitzchak
said: The souls of evildoers THAT DIED are the demons of the world,
AND ABOUT THEM, THE VERSE DESCRIBES "WHO INQUIRES OF
THE DEAD."
253. Rabbi Yosi said: If so, it is pleasing to the wicked to become
harming forces in the world. Where is the punishment of Gehenom
and where is the bad that awaits them in that world? Rabbi Chiya
replied: We have learned and established that many prosecutors are
ready to receive the souls of the wicked at the time they depart the
world and deliver them to Gehenom. They receive three punishments
daily in Gehenom. Later, DEMONS join them and the souls go, hover
over the world and mislead the wicked people against whom
repentance has been closed. Then they are returned to Gehenom to
be punished there - and this continues daily.
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254. After THE DEMONS go with them through the world, they return
them to their graves and they see body worms picking at THEIR
flesh. THE SOULS mourn for them, FOR THE BODIES. These
sorcerers go to the cemeteries and perform their sorcery, make an
image of a human form and slaughter before it a goat. Later, they
bring that goat to that grave and that image they shatter to four
directions and raise it to the four corners of the grave. Then they
perform their sorcery. All these groups assemble with evil kinds and
bring this soul, which enters the grave, and speaks with them.

44. Nefesh, Ruach, Neshamah
We read about the three levels of soul of a righteous person, Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah. If he deserves the spiritual soul, he is given the Ruach,
and then there is awakened in him a higher desire to learn about God. Then he deserves the highest level, the Neshamah. We are told how the
Nefashot of the righteous who died are in this world to protect living people; the deceased are aware of distress in the world. The Ruach of the
righteous dead go to the earthly Garden of Eden, and the Neshamah go to the supernal Garden of Eden, called the Bond of Life. We learn how the
levels of soul communicate with one another to draw God's mercy to the world.
255. Rabbi Yitzchak said: How fortunate are the pious in this world
and the World to Come, as they are all holy. Their bodies are holy
and their Nefesh is holy. Their Ruach is holy and their Neshamah is
the Holy of Holies. There are three levels - NEFESH, RUACH AND
NESHAMAH - just like above, reflecting MALCHUT, TIFERET AND
BINAH OF ABOVE. As Rabbi Yehuda has taught, it is written, "Let
the earth bring forth living creatures (Heb. 'nefesh')" (Beresheet
1:24), which refers to the soul of Adam. Come and see: These three
levels - Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah - join together, and the
superior one is Neshamah.

256. As Rabbi Yosi said, every person has a Nefesh, an
ANIMALISTIC NEFESH and he has a supernal Nefesh, DENOTING a
SPIRITUAL Nefesh. If man merits that soul, he is given a crown
called Ruach, as the verse says, "Until a spirit be poured upon us
from on high" (Yeshayah 32:15). Then there awakens in man a
different supernal awakening to search the ways of the Holy King.
When man merits the Ruach, he is crowned with a heavenly, holy, all
- inclusive Sfirah called Neshamah, called the Neshamah of Eloha.

257. We studied in the greatest secret, among the mysteries of the
book of King Solomon, this verse that states, "So I praised the dead
that are already dead" (Kohelet 4:2). If it is written, "So I praised the
dead," why CONTINUE "that are already dead"? HE ANSWERS: THIS
REFERS TO those that already died in this world doing the service of
their Master, THEY RENOUNCE THE WORLD (LIT. 'DIE') FOR THE
SERVICE OF THEIR MASTER, AS TORAH IS SUSTAINED ONLY BY
THOSE WHO GIVE THEMSELVES UP FOR IT.
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258. IN THE BOOK OF KING SOLOMON, it is written that the Holy
One, blessed be He, made three dwellings for righteous people, FOR
THEIR NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH AFTER THEIR DEMISE.
One is for the Nefashot (Heb. plural) of the righteous that did not
depart this world and are still in this world, AS THE NEFESH OF THE
DECEASED DOES NOT DEPART THIS WORLD. When the world
needs mercy and living PEOPLE are in distress, the Nefashot pray
for them. They go and tell this to those who slumber in Hebron,
MEANING THE PATRIARCHS, who awaken and go to the earthly
Garden of Eden, where the Ruach of the righteous are clothed with
crowns of light, take counsel with them and make a decree. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, fulfills their wish and shows mercy to the
world.

259. These Nefashot of the righteous are in this world to protect
living PEOPLE. This is known as Nefesh. It does not depart this
world and is present in this world to watch and know about and to
protect the generation. The friends say that the deceased are aware
of distress in the world and the punishment of the wicked in the land
is by that NEFESH, as it is written, "That Nefesh shall be cut off from
his people" (Vayikra 7:20).

260. The second dwelling is the earthly Garden of Eden. In it, the
Holy One, blessed be He, made upper precious dwellings that are
similar to this world and similar to the supernal world, MEANING
THEY ARE INCLUDED WITH ASPECTS OF MALCHUT AND ASPECTS
OF BINAH. THE GARDEN IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT AND EDEN
IS THE SECRET OF BINAH. The chambers are ALSO of two types
LIKE THE DWELLING without number, and trees and grasses and
fragrances rise daily. In that place rests that which is called Ruach of
these righteous. This is the dwelling in which Ruach dwells. Each
Ruach is clothed with precious garments of the likeness of this
world and the supernal world.

261. The third dwelling is the holy dwelling on high called the bundle
of Life, MEANING THE GARDEN OF EDEN ON HIGH. There, the
highest, holy level called Neshamah has pleasure. It clings to find
pleasure in the most high Eden and it is written, "Then you shall
delight yourself in Hashem; and I will cause you to ride..." (Yeshayah
58:14). THE GARDEN OF EDEN ON HIGH IS CALLED THE HIGH
PLACES OF THE EARTH.

262. We have learned that when the world needs Mercy, THEN the
Nefesh of these meritorious righteous men, which is in this world in
order to defend the world, rises, flies across the world and alerts the
Ruach. The Ruach rises, adorns itself and alerts the Neshamah. The
Neshamah alerts the Holy One, blessed be He, and then He has
mercy on the world. Then He descends from above downwards, the
Neshamah informs the Ruach and the Ruach informs the Nefesh.
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263. Every Shabbat and new Moon, NEFESH, RUACH, AND
NESHAMAH join and clothe themselves together until they are
united to come forth and bow before the most high King. Afterwards,
they return to their positions. This is the essence of the verse, "And
it shall come to pass, that every new moon, and every Shabbat, shall
all flesh come..." (Yeshayah 66:23).

264. When the world needs mercy, the living go and inform the
Nefashot (Heb. plural) of the righteous, and weep on their graves.
Those who are worthy to inform the righteous men: what is the
reason THEY ARE WORTHY? BECAUSE they concentrate on
clinging to Nefesh with Nefesh; then the Nefashot of the righteous
awaken, assemble, fly to the slumberers of Hebron, inform them of
the distress of the world, and they all ascend to the door of the
Garden of Eden to inform the Ruach. These Ruchot (Heb. plural) that
are adorned in the Garden of Eden, with celestial angels going
among them, all inform the Neshamah, the Neshamah informs the
Holy One, blessed be He, and all beg for mercy for the living. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, shows Mercy to the world on their behalf.
This is what Solomon meant in, "So I praised the dead that are
already dead."

45. "One who inquires of the dead," part two
Rabbi Aba tells how people can take a scroll of Torah to the gravesites of righteous men, which awakens their souls, and the dead then realize that
the world is in distress but there is no one who knows how to inform the dead about the problem. The rabbis talk about the importance of
repentance and fasting, and about how critical it is to never change a single letter of the Torah. They say that when there are no more righteous men
in the world, the world will survive only by the merits of the deceased. We learn that when a righteous person leaves this world he is then found in
all three worlds, Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah. He shields the world during his lifetime and even more after death.
265. Rabbi Chiya said: I wonder if anyone knows how to notify the
deceased besides us. Rabbi Aba replied: The pain THAT PEOPLE
SUFFER, informs them. The Torah informs them. At the time when
no one has knowledge, NAMELY HOW TO ALERT THE SOULS OF
THE RIGHTEOUS MEN, they bring out a scroll of Torah near the
graves and the souls are awakened wondering as to what reason the
Torah appears exiled at this place. Then THE ANGEL Dumah informs
them.

266. Rabbi Yosi said: they realize that the world is in distress, and
the living people are neither worthy of nor know how to inform them.
At that very time everyone wails the Torah - we have failed and the
Torah has been exiled to this place. If people return WITH
REPENTANCE and cry with a complete heart, they then return to the
Holy One, blessed be He. All assemble and seek mercy, and inform
the slumberers of Hebron, and enter and inform the Ruach in the
Garden of Eden, as we have mentioned.
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267. If they do not repent whole heartedly, entreating and crying for
the distress of the world, woe to them, in that they assembled for
nothing. They say: Who caused the Holy Torah to be exiled because
of them who failed to do repentance. Then they come to list their
sins. Therefore, none should go there without repenting or without
fasting to seek requests. Rabbi Aba said: Not without three fasts.
Rabbi Yosi says: Even one FAST SUFFICES, but it must be on that
same day as long as the multitudes sit in great distress. Then they
would come together, MEANING NEFESH, RUACH AND NESHAMAH,
seeking mercy upon the world.

268. We have learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: One day, Rabbi
Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa were going along the road and they
encountered A PLACE CALLED Gush Chalav. It was in a state of
destruction. They sat adjacent to the cemetery. Rabbi Yesa had in
his possession one portion of a ripped scroll of Torah, MEANING HE
HAD IN HIS HAND A PORTION OF A RIPPED SCROLL OF THE
TORAH WITH A COLUMN WITHIN IT. As they were sitting, one grave
quivered before them, and cried: Woe, Woe, the world is in distress
as the Torah has been exiled here, or maybe the living have come to
mock and to shame us with their Torah. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi
Yesa quivered.

269. Rabbi Chizkiyah said TO THE GRAVE: Who are you? He
answered: I am dead. I was just awakened for the sake of the Torah
scroll. Once the world was in distress and the living came here with
a Torah scroll to awaken us. My associates and I hurried to the
slumberers at Hebron and, when they joined the spirits of the
righteous in the Garden of Eden, it was found that the Torah scroll
brought before us by the living was unfit. They were false to the
name of the King, because an extra Vav was found in the Torah in
the verse, "Whatever parts the hoof, and is clovenfooted" (Vayikra
11:3), WHICH WAS SPELLED WITH A REDUNDANT VAV. They said
that since they were false to the name of the King, AS THE TORAH IS
THE NAME OF THE KING, they would not return to them TO LET
THEM KNOW IF THEIR PRAYER WAS ACCEPTED. They then
dismissed me and my associates from the Yeshivah.

270. Until one elder man who was among them went and brought the
Torah scroll of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder). Then the son of Rabbi
Shimon, Rabbi Elazar, who was buried with us, was awakened. He
went and prayed in the Garden of Eden for them and the world was
healed. Then they allowed us TO RETURN TO THE YESHIVAH. From
the time they took Rabbi Elazar from this cemetery IN GUSH
CHALAV and placed him near his father IN MERON, there is no one
who will awaken to rise before the slumberers of Hebron, for we are
afraid to do so since the day when they dismissed me and my
friends FROM THE YESHIVAH. Now, you have come to us with your
Torah scroll. Therefore, I am shaken up as I say: Who will hasten to
notify these genuine righteous men slumbering in Hebron. Rabbi
Yesa slipped away AND WENT OFF with that remnant of the Torah
scroll. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: Heaven forbid, the world is not in
distress and we did not come for this reason.
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271. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa left. They said surely when
there are no righteous men in the world, the world will survive only
by the merits of the deceased. Rabbi Yesa said: When the world
needs rain, why do people go to the deceased TO PRAY? Does it not
say about "one who inquires of the dead" that it is prohibited? He
replied: You have not perceived the wing of the bird in Eden,
REFERRING TO THE SECRET OF BINAH, MEANING YOU HAVE NOT
ATTAINED THE LEVEL OF BINAH, SINCE THE VERSE "one who
inquires of the dead" literally means the dead, denoting the world's
evildoers from the idolatrous nations that are always dead, AS THE
WICKED EVEN DURING THEIR LIFETIME ARE CALLED DEAD. But
about Yisrael, who are truly righteous, Solomon said, "So I praised
the dead that are already dead" (Kohelet 4:2), those that have
already died at a different time, MEANING THEY GAVE THEMSELVES
FOR THE TORAH, but not this time. They have already died, and now
they are alive.

272. Furthermore, when other nations come before their deceased,
they come with sorcery to awaken kinds of evil beings. When Yisrael
come to their deceased, they come in great repentance before the
Holy One, blessed be He, with a broken heart and fasting. All this is
done so that the holy souls will ask for mercy for their sake before
the Holy One, blessed be He. And the Holy One, blessed be He,
shows mercy to the world on their behalf.

273. Therefore, we have learned that the righteous are not gone or
lost from all worlds, even when he has departed this world. He is to
be found in all the worlds even more than during his lifetime, as he
was located only in this world during his lifetime. Afterwards, he is in
three worlds - NAMELY BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH - and he is
in them all, as it is written, "Therefore do the virgins (Heb. alamot)
love you" (Shir Hashirim 1:3). Do not pronounce it alamot but olamot
(lit. 'worlds'). Blessed is their share.
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274. We have learned that it is written, "Yet the soul (Nefesh) of my
master shall be bound in the bond of life" (I Samuel 25:29). HE
QUESTIONS: It says "the Nefesh of my Master," but it should read
'the Neshamah of my master', BECAUSE NEFESH REMAINS IN THIS
WORLD AND ONLY NESHAMAH RISES TO THE BUNDLE OF LIFE.
HE ANSWERS: As we said, fortunate is the share of the righteous
men that everything is tied one to another - Nefesh with Ruach,
Ruach with Neshamah and Neshamah with the Holy One, blessed be
He. The result is that Nefesh is tied to the bond of life, AS IT IS
CONNECTED TO NESHAMAH, WHICH IS THE BUNDLE OF LIFE.
275. Rabbi Elazar said: Regarding that which the friends have said, it
is forbidden to exile a Torah scroll even to be taken from one
synagogue to another and certainly into the street. If so, why DO WE
TAKE IT OUT into the street? Rabbi Yehuda replied: So it will awaken
them to seek mercy for the world. Rabbi Aba said that when the
Shechinah went into exile, it also moved from place to place until
She said, "Oh, that I were in the wilderness, in a lodging place of
wayfaring men..." (Yirmeyah 9:1). Here too, at first the Torah is exiled
from one synagogue to another and later into the street. Afterwards
it is "in the wilderness, in a lodging place of wayfaring men." Rabbi
Yehuda said: The Babylonians are reverent and do not pass the
Torah scroll even from synagogue to synagogue and certainly not
there, INTO THE STREET.

276. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said to the friends: In my
day, there will not be a need for mankind to do this, TO BRING OUT
A TORAH SCROLL INTO THE STREET. Rabbi Yosi said to him: The
righteous shield the world during their lifetime and even more so
after their death, as it is written, "For I will defend this city to save it
for My own sake, and for the sake of David My servant" (Yeshayah
37:35). Yet during the lifetime OF DAVID, it was not expressed. Rabbi
Yehuda said, Why is this verse different, saying, "For My own sake,
and for the sake of David My servant," giving the two equal
importance? HE ANSWERS: The reason is that David merited to be
joined to the holy Chariot of the patriarchs, AS HE IS FOURTH TO
THEM, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. For this reason, everything is
one. Blessed is He for ever and ever.

46. Tamar
Rabbi Yitzchak says that the Holy Name is both concealed and revealed, that the Torah is both concealed and revealed, and that every verse and
portion of the Torah is both concealed and revealed, there is always both a literal explanation and its mystery. The rabbis talk about Tamar, and
Rabbi Aba wonders about "the entrance of eyes" spoken of in scripture. Rabbi Shimon explains that it has to do with the door or entrance by which
one can see God. He interprets the story of Tamar as told in Beresheet, and it is obvious that there are both literal and esoteric explanations. Rabbi
Aba says that the concealed matters of the Torah are given to saintly people, while the revealed, or obvious, matters are given to the rest of the
people.
277. "After the doings of the land of Egypt, in which you dwelt, shall
you not do" (Vayikra 18:3). Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion
saying, "That men may declare the name of Hashem in Zion, and His
praise in Jerusalem" (Tehilim 102:22). From there, we learned that
the Holy Name is both concealed and revealed. THE CONCEALED IS
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THE REVEALED IS ADONAI. The Torah,
which is the Holy Name on high OF ZEIR ANPIN, is concealed and
revealed. Every verse in the Torah, every portion of Torah is
concealed and revealed, MEANING THERE IS A LITERAL
EXPLANATION AND ITS MYSTERY.
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278. We have learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: From the boldness of
one righteous woman, many good things came to the world. Who is
She? It is Tamar, as it is written, "And sat by the entrance of Enayim
(lit. 'eyes')" (Beresheet 38:14). Rabbi Aba said: This portion proves
TO US that Torah is both concealed and revealed, AND IT CONTAINS
REVEALED MATTERS AND HIDDEN. I have looked through the entire
Torah and I have not found anywhere a place called the entrance of
eyes. This is because it is all concealed, mysteries among mysteries.

279. We have learned, what did this pious woman contemplate that
she did such a thing? HE ANSWERS: She understood from being in
the house of her father-in-law the ways of the Holy One, blessed be
He, NAMELY how He conducts this world with its human beings.
Because she knew this, the Holy One, blessed be He, set up this
matter to happen through her. This matter goes along the same line,
as we have learned. Batsheba was designated FOR DAVID from the
six days of Creation to be the mother of King Solomon. Here too,
Tamar was designated for this from the creation of the world.

280. "And sat by the entrance of Enayim": HE QUESTIONS: What is
"the entrance of Enayim"? HE ANSWERS: It is as it says, "As he sat
by the tent door" (Beresheet 18:1), "Hashem will pass over the
door" (Shemot 12:23) and, "Open to me the gates of
righteousness" (Tehilim 118:19). "Enayim (lit. 'eyes')": The eyes of
the whole world look to this door "which is by the way to
Timna" (Beresheet 38:14). What is Timna? The verse reads, "And the
similitude (heb. tmunah) of Hashem does he behold" (Bemidbar
12:8). So we explained that Tamar carried this out below, flowers
appeared and branches sprouted in the secret of the Faith.

281. "But Judah still rules with El, and is faithful with holy
ones" (Hoshea 12:1). "When Judah saw her, he thought her to be a
harlot..." (Beresheet 38:15) as the verse states, "Likewise the way of
an adulterous woman" (Mishlei 30:20). "Because she had covered
her face" (Beresheet 38:15): We have learned that "she had covered
her face," MEANING similar to what you say, "She eats, and wipes
her mouth" (Mishlei 30:20). She torched the world with her flames,
"and says, I have done nothing wrong" (Ibid.). What is the reason? It
is "because she had covered her face" and no one knows her ways
in order to save themselves from her. "And he turned to her by the
way" (Beresheet 38:16), to the way literally, to make white join with
red. "And said, I pray you, let me come in to you..." (Ibid.). We
established THAT "let me" always MEANS INVITATION.

282. "For he knew not that she was his daughter in law (Heb.
kalah)" (Ibid.), MEANING the destruction (Heb. kelayah) of the world,
as translated into Aramaic, WHICH MEANS THAT HE DID NOT KNOW
SHE WAS DESTROYING THE WORLD, as kalah is derived from
kelayah. Why did he not know? Because she welcomed him so as to
receive from him. She came there to be alleviate and bestow mercy
upon the world. ANOTHER EXPLANATION FOR, "She was his
daughter in law" is literally a bride (Heb. kalah), as is written, "My
bride (Heb. kalah), with me from Lebanon" (Shir Hashirim 4:8).
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283. "And she said, What will you give me, that you may come in to
me?" (Beresheet 38:16). Now the bride needs jewels. "And he said, I
will send you a kid from the flock" (Ibid. 17). THIS IS LIKE a king who
had a son born to him from a maidservant who used to walk about
the palace. The king wanted to marry a lady from high nobility and
bring her to the palace. So she said: Who allowed this one in the
king's palace? The king said: From now on, I will expel the son of the
maidservant from my palace.

284. Also here, "I will send you a kid from the flock." We established
WHAT IS MEANT BY A KID IN, "You shall not boil a kid" (Shemot
34:26). IT REFERS TO THE OTHER SIDE THAT NURSES FROM
MALCHUT BEFORE SHE IS PURIFIED, and all these stem from the
firstborn of cattle. Therefore, it is not written: 'I will give', but "I will
send," MEANING I will expel and send it away so it shall not be in my
palace.

285a. "And she said, Will you give me a pledge, till you send
it?" (Beresheet 38:17) These are the marks of a Queen blessed by
the King during her nuptials. And he said: What pledge shall I give
you? And she said: Your signet, and your cord, and your staff (Ibid.
18). These are the heavenly bonds, the jewels of the Bride who is
blessed by these three - NAMELY Netzach, Hod and Yesod.
Everything is contained within these three. The Bride is blessed from
this. Immediately, "he gave it her, and came in to her, and she
conceived by him" (Ibid.).

285b. "And it came to pass about three months after" (Ibid. 24). HE
QUESTIONS: What is meant by three months? HE ANSWERS: After a
tripled month. The three months ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, as we have established. HERE IT IS WRITTEN, "About
three months," MEANING as the fourth month began, DENOTING
MALCHUT, to stir up the Judgments in the world due to the sins of
mankind and to nurture from the Other Side. Then, "it was told
Judah, saying, Tamar your daughter in law has played the
harlot" (Ibid.), so the bride is found on the Other Side. It is written,
"Bring her out" (Ibid.) as the verse says, "And cast down from
heaven (to) earth the beauty of Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). "And let her be
burnt" (Beresheet 38:24) with a flaming fire in exile.

285c. It is written, "When she was brought forth" to be drawn into the
exile, "She sent to her father-in-law, saying, By the man whose these
are, I AM WITH CHILD" (Ibid. 25). It is not written: 'from whom these
are', but "whose these are," WHICH MEANS these items are proof of
him by whom I am with child. THESE WERE BRIDAL ORNAMENTS
AND THEY HAD ALREADY BECOME HERS, AS EARLIER
MENTIONED, BUT ONLY HE GAVE THEM. Immediately, "And Judah
acknowledged them, and said, She has been more righteous (Heb.
tzedakah) than I" (Ibid. 26). Assuredly she is righteous, for this was
brought about by that name, FOR SO IS MALCHUT CALLED. What
brought upon her this name? He continued, "than I (also: 'from
me')," as it is written, "For Hashem is righteous, He loves
righteousness (Heb. tzedakah); the upright shall behold His
face" (Tehilim 11:7). This is because tzedakah is justice (Heb. tzedek)
and Hei, and she received that name from me. She inherited IT from
me and all this is come from me.
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286. Rabbi Yosi said: What is the reason that in one place it states,
"her father-in-law" and in another place it states, "And Judah"? He
replied: Everything is intertwined. "Her father-in-law" refers to a
subliminal meaning.

287. Rabbi Elazar said: We have established this portion in esoteric
terms in several ways. When we look into these words, we hear from
it the secrets of the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Judgments everywhere, AS WE EARLIER EXPLAINED. TAMAR knew
ALL THIS and she prepared herself for this to complement the ways
of the Holy One, blessed be He, in order that kings and rulers would
descend from He who will rule the world. Ruth did the same thing;
ALSO RUTH IMPLORED BOAZ FOR A LEVIRATE MARRIAGE LIKE
TAMAR.

288. Rabbi Aba said: This portion is tied to esoteric wisdom of the
Torah. It is all concealed yet revealed, MEANING THERE IS IN IT
ESOTERIC AND LITERAL EXPLANATIONS. The entire Torah is
similar this way, IN HIDDEN SUBLIME MEANINGS AND THE LITERAL
EXPLANATIONS. There is not a matter of Torah in which the Holy
subliminal Name is not impressed, which is both concealed and
revealed. The concealed matters of Torah are bequeathed to the
highly saintly ones and THE REVEALED MATTERS are revealed to
the rest of the people. In relation to this, it is written, "That men may
declare the name of Hashem in Zion, and His praise in
Jerusalem" (Tehilim 102:22). "In Zion" refers to the Temple, where it
is permitted to pronounce the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, in the
proper fashion. However, outside THE TEMPLE, only the appelation
can be mentioned, NAMELY ADONAI, BUT NOT THE WAY IT IS
WRITTEN. Everything is concealed and yet revealed, AS THE NAME,
YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH ONE IS FORBIDDEN TO MENTION, IS
CONCEALED, BUT THE NAME ADONAI WHICH WE MENTION IS
REVEALED. ALL MATTERS ARE IN THIS WAY. We have learned that
anyone who deducts one letter from the Torah or adds one letter is
like one who is false to the supernal Holy Name of the King.

47. The practices of Egypt
Rabbi Yitzchak talks about the idolatry of the Egyptians, and Rabbi Chiya says that in the future God will cleanse His land from all the idolatrous
nations.
289. Rabbi Yitzchak said: IT WAS the practices of Egypt THAT THEY
USED to worship the maidservant, MEANING THE KLIPAH CALLED
MAIDSERVANT, as we have explained. The practice of Canaan WAS
TO worship THAT PLACE called "the captive that was in the
dungeon" (Shemot 12:29). Therefore, it is written, "Cursed be
Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be to his
brethren" (Beresheet 9:25). For this reason, they all falsified in
matters of holiness and everything practiced IDOLATRY. For this
reason, IT IS WRITTEN, "After the doings of the land of Egypt, in
which you dwelt..." (Vayikra 18:3). Rabbi Yehuda said: They created
evil Judgments that will rule over the land, NAMELY MALCHUT, as
the verse says, "That your land be not defiled" (Devarim 21:23) and,
"And the land is defiled" (Vayikra 18:27).
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290. "After the doings of the land of Egypt": Rabbi Chiya said, "That
it might take hold of the ends of the earth, that the wicked might be
shaken out of it" (Iyov 38:13). We have learned that the Holy One,
blessed be He, in the future will cleanse His land, MALCHUT, from all
the defilement of the idolatrous nations that defiled it, just as one
takes hold of a garment and shakes out from it all the filth, referring
to all THE WICKED buried in the Holy Land. SO HE WILL SHAKE
OUT THE LAND in order to cast them out and IN ORDER to purify the
Holy Land, DENOTING MALCHUT, from the Other Side. It is as if it
was sustaining the other ministers of the nations, from whom it
received defilement in order to guide them. And He will cleanse it
and remove THE MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS to the outside.

48. "But when you entered, you defiled My land"
Rabbi Yehuda tells us how fortunate people are who live in the Holy Land, and how they will deserve later to live in the higher Holy land. He speaks
about the consequences of dying in the Holy Land and dying elsewhere.
291. Rabbi Shimon was cleansing the marketplaces of Tiberias. He
dug out all the dead that were there, and cleansed the land. We have
learned that it is written, "But when you entered, you defiled My
land" (Yirmeyah 2:7). Rabbi Yehuda said: Fortunate is the portion of
he who deserves during his lifetime to make his dwelling in the Holy
Land. All who merit it will cause the dew of the heaven above to
continue to descend upon the earth, so all who deserve the Holy
Land in this lifetime will later deserve the higher Holy Land,
MALCHUT.

292. About all those who did not merit during their lifetime TO BE IN
THE HOLY LAND and are brought there later to be buried, it is
written, "And made My heritage an abomination" (Ibid.). His spirit
expired under another, strange dominion and his body came under
the dominion of the Holy Land, so he made, so to speak, the sacred
profane and the profane sacred. Those who deserve that their souls
expire in the Holy Land will have their sins forgiven and will merit to
be bound under the wings of the Shechinah, as it is written, "And
will forgive His land" (Devarim 32:43). Moreover, if he merits during
his lifetime TO BE IN THE HOLY LAND, he will merit to have drawn
upon him consistently the Holy Spirit. Those who dwell under
another dominion, MEANING OUTSIDE THE HOLY LAND, will have
drawn upon them a foreign spirit.

293. We have learned that when Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder)
ascended there, THE HOLY LAND, he had with him twelve members
of his Yeshiva students. He said to them: If I go this way, it is not for
my own sake that I do so but to return the pledge to its owner. We
have learned that all those who did not merit this, TO LIVE IN THE
HOLY LAND, during their lifetime must return the Master's pledge to
another, NAMELY THE SOUL THAT WAS GIVEN TO THEM, TO THE
OTHER SIDE.
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294. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Because of this, whoever brings into the
land any of the evil beings or other domains defiles the land. Woe is
to him, woe to his soul, as the Holy Land will not receive him after
that. Of him, it is written, "The sinners will be consumed out of the
earth" (Tehilim 104:35) in this world and the World to Come. Then,
"the wicked will be no more" (Ibid.) during the resurrection of the
dead. Then "Bless you Hashem, my soul, Haleluyah" (Ibid.).

49. The Holy One, blessed be He, the Torah and Yisrael
Rabbi Aba says that because of the holy covenant, Yisrael are fortunate that God has given them truthful statutes and planted them with the Tree of
Life and placed the Shechinah among them. Rabbi Shimon says there are three levels intertwined with each other, meaning God, the Torah and
Yisrael; each of them has a hidden level and a revealed level. All who are circumcised are given the revealed words of the Torah and are given the
strict commandments, and only those who are of higher levels are given the supernal meanings of the Torah.
295. "You shall do My Judgments, and keep My ordinances, to walk
in them..." (Vayikra 18:4). Rabbi Aba said: Fortunate is the lot of
Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He, desires them above all the
idolatrous nations. As a result of His love for them, He gave them
truthful statutes, planted with them the Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN, and
caused the Shechinah to dwell in their midst. What is the reason? It
is because Yisrael are marked with the holy impression in their flesh
and so are recognized as His and members of His temple.

296. Because of this, all those that are not marked in their flesh with
the holy impression, MEANING THEY ARE NOT CIRCUMCISED, are
not His people. They are not OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. It
is apparent that they stem from the direction of impurity and it is
prohibited to fraternize with them and speak with them regarding
matters of the Holy One, blessed be He. It is prohibited to relate
words of Torah to them, as the entire Torah is the name of the Holy
One, blessed be He. Every letter of the Torah is connected with the
Holy Name; THEREFORE, ANYONE whose flesh is not marked with
the holy impression must not be informed of Torah words, and one
must not study with him.

297. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "This is the
ordinance of the Pesach: no stranger shall eat of it" (Shemot 12:43).
It is also written, "But every man's servant..." (Ibid. 44) and "a foreign
and a hired servant shall not eat of it" (Ibid. 45). If something like
eating the pascal lamb is forbidden to the uncircumcised just
because it hints at a holy matter - MEANING BECAUSE "HASHEM
WILL PASS OVER THE DOOR..." (IBID. 23) - then how much more
should the Torah, which is the Holy of Holies, the sublime name of
the Holy One, blessed be He, be forbidden to them.
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298. Rabbi Elazar asked of Rabbi Shimon his father: We learned that
it is prohibited to teach Torah to idolaters and very beautifully did
the Babylonian scholars explain that which is written, "He has not
dealt so with any other nation" (Tehilim 147:20). But ONE COULD
ASK since it is written, "He declares His word to Jacob" (Ibid. 19), so
why write again, "His statutes and His Judgments (lit. 'justices') to
Yisrael"? IT IS A REDUNDANT EXPRESSION. He replied: Elazar.
Come and see how fortunate are Yisrael within whom this supernal
portion was planted by the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written,
"For I give you a good doctrine" (Mishlei 4:2) - to you and not to the
idolatrous nations.

299. Because she is supernal, precious and hidden, His very name in
the entire Torah is both concealed and revealed, AS IT CONTAINS
THE ESOTERIC AND LITERAL MEANING in the secret of His name.
Hence, Yisrael find themselves on two levels, MEANING concealed
and revealed, as we learned there are three levels intertwined with
each other, MEANING the Holy One, blessed be He, the Torah and
Yisrael. Each OF THEM has one level above another, MEANING a
hidden and a revealed one. As the Holy One, blessed be He, is a level
upon level, concealed and revealed, the Torah is also concealed and
revealing. Yisrael too is a level upon a level. This is what is written,
"He declares His word to Jacob, His statutes and His Judgments (lit.
'justices') to Yisrael." Here are two levels, Jacob and Yisrael, one
revealing, THE LEVEL OF JACOB, and one concealed, THE LEVEL
OF YISRAEL.

300. HE QUESTIONS: What does the verse mean IN THE WORDS,
"HIS STATUTES AND HIS JUDGMENTS (LIT. 'JUSTICES') TO
YISRAEL"? HE ANSWERED: everyone who is circumcised and
marked with the Holy Name is passed on with the revealed words of
the Torah. He is informed generally of basic matters in brief, and has
placed upon him the very strict CARE of the commandments of the
Torah, and not more until he is elevated to another level. This is what
the verse says, "He declares His word to Jacob," but "His statutes
and His Judgments (lit. 'justices') to Yisrael" is a higher level, as it is
written, "Your name shall not be called any more
Jacob..." (Beresheet 35:10). THUS, ISRAEL IS MORE ESTEEMED
THAN JACOB. THEREFORE, it is written, "His statutes and His
Judgments (lit. 'justices') to Israel." These are the secrets of the
Torah, the statutes of the Torah and the hidden parts of the Torah,
which are not revealed except to one who finds himself to be on a
more lofty level, as is proper.

50. It is prohibited to teach the Torah to the uncircumcised
We read that the Torah must be taught only to the circumcised, and that even some of them are considered idolaters if they do not follow the
commandments of the Torah. We learn of the supernal meaning of the alphabet, and most particularly of the letter Aleph.
301. If it is so to Yisrael, THAT TORAH IS NOT TO BE REVEALED
BUT TO ONE WHO IS IN THE UPPER LEVEL, it is all the more so with
the idolatrous nations. If one gives to all those who are
uncircumcised even a single letter of the Torah, it is considered as if
he devastated the world and was false to the name of the Holy One,
blessed be He. It is all dependent upon this, CIRCUMCISION. One is
bound to the other, TORAH IS CONNECTED TO CIRCUMCISION, as it
is written, "If My covenant be not day and night, it were as if I had
not appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth" (Yirmeyah 33:25).
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302. Come and see: It is written, "And this is the Torah which Moses
set before the children of Yisrael" (Devarim 4:44). "Before the
children of Yisrael" he set it, but not before the other nations, so for
this reason, speak to the children of Yisrael. "You shall say to the
children of Yisrael" (Vayikra 20:2), and it is so in all places, ONLY TO
YISRAEL. May they rest, the fathers of the world, Hillel and Shamai,
who spoke so to Onkelos, but they did not reveal Torah topics to him
until he was circumcised.

303. Come and see: The first subject of the Torah we give to children
is the Alphabet. This is a matter that mankind cannot comprehend,
nor can it rise in their minds, not to mention saying it with their
mouths. Even supernal angels and the most sublime can not
comprehend it, as these matters are the mysteries of the Holy Name.
There are 14,050,000 worlds dependent upon the stroke of the
Aleph ?, MEANING THE STROKE OF THE UPPER YUD OF THE
ALEPH, and 72 holy names are engraved in the impressed letters in
them. The high and low beings; heaven, earth and the seat of glory
of the King - are hanging from one side to the other side, MEANING
FROM THE UPPER STROKE TO THE LOWER STROKE of the
expansion of the Aleph. They sustain all the worlds and are the
supports of the upper and lower beings within the secret of wisdom.

304. Concealed paths, THE SECRET OF THE 32 PATHS OF
CHOCHMAH, and deep rivers, THE SECRET OF THE SFIROT OF
BINAH, ten sayings, THE SECRET OF THE TEN SFIROT OF DA'AT
THAT UNIFIES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, DENOTING THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN, all come out
AND FLOW INTO THE WORLDS from the lower tip underneath the
Aleph. FOR THE LOWER YUD OF THE ALEPH IS THE SECRET OF
MALE AND FEMALE, AS MENTIONED, WHOSE LIGHTS FLOW
THROUGH THE LOWER TIP OF THE YUD. THEREFORE, IT IS
COLLECTIVE, AS ALL ARE COLLECTED WITHIN THE ALEPH. From
here on begin THE LIGHTS OF Aleph to spread to the Bet. One can
not keep track of the wisdom that is engraved here.
305. For this reason, the Torah, THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, is the
sustenance of everything and the Faith of all to bind the bond of
Faith, NAMELY MALCHUT, one with another properly. He who is
circumcised is bound with that bond of Faith, but he who is not
circumcised is not bound with it, as it is written, "No stranger shall
eat of the holy thing" (Vayikra 22:10) and "for no uncircumcised man
shall eat of it" (Shemot 12:48). The spirit of defilement is stirred up
from him and it comes to intermingle with holiness. Blessed is the
Merciful One who set apart His children, Yisrael, who are marked
with the holy impression, from them and their filth. About them, it is
written, "And I had planted you a noble vine, an entirely right
seed" (Yirmeyah 2:21). For this reason, IT IS WRITTEN, "You will
show truth to Jacob" (Michah 7:20) and to no one else, a true Torah
to a true seed. Rabbi Elazar approached and kissed him on his
hands.
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306. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: It is written, "For Hashem will not
abandon His people for His great name's sake..." (I Samuel 12:22).
"Hashem will not abandon His people" for what reason? "for His
great name's sake" as everything is interconnected. With what are
Yisrael connected to the Holy One, blessed be He? It is with that holy
impression marked in their flesh. For this reason, Hashem will not
abandon His people. And why? IT IS DUE to His great Name marked
on them.

307. We have learned that the Torah is called "covenant." The Holy
One, blessed be He, is called covenant and this holy mark, MEANING
CIRCUMCISION, is called "covenant." So they are all intertwined and
not apart one from another. Rabbi Yesa said to him that Torah and
Yisrael ARE CALLED COVENANT, and that is fine. But how do we
know that the Holy One, blessed be He, is called covenant? He
replied: Because it is written, "And He remembered for them His
covenant" (Tehilim 106:45) and it is well known THAT THE SECRET
OF IT IS YESOD, as we have learned.

308. "And keep My ordinances" (Vayikra 18:4): "My ordinances" are
the customs of the King, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. "My Judgments (lit.
'justices)" (Ibid.) are the decrees of the Torah. Rabbi Yehuda said: All
these customs stem from the place called righteousness, DENOTING
MALCHUT. They are called "My ordinances" and are Royal decrees.
Wherever something is called Justice, it refers to Royal Laws of the
Holy King, the Holy One, blessed be He, the King to whom all peace
is His, being the Holy King in a place where two portions are held
one with another, MEANING Judgment and Mercy. Therefore, it is
written, "Righteousness and justice are the foundation of Your
throne" (Tehilim 89:15) and they are Judgment and Mercy. For this
reason, THEY ARE ordinance and Judgment. Of this, it is written,
"His statutes and His Judgments (lit. 'justices') to Yisrael" (Tehilim
147:19) to Yisrael, but not to any other nation.

309. It is later written, "He has not dealt so with any other
nation" (Ibid. 20). We have learned that even though he was
circumcised, if he does not perform the commandments of the Torah
he is to be considered an idolater throughout. It is thus forbidden to
teach him the words of the Torah. We have learned that "you will
make Me an altar of stone" (Shemot 20:22). This, CIRCUMCISION, is
considered literally an altar of stone, MEANING IT SOFTENS HIS
STONE HEART, but for he WHO IS CIRCUMCISED YET DOES NOT
OBSERVE THE COMMANDMENTS OF THE TORAH, the hardness of
his heart remains as is and the filth does not cease from him. For
this reason, the circumcision did not succeed nor did it help him.
Therefore, it is written, "For if you lift up your tool upon it, you have
defiled it" (Ibid.). THIS MEANS THAT EVEN THOUGH YOU RAISED
YOUR SWORD UPON IT, MEANING IF ONE IS CIRCUMCISED, YET
DOES NOT OBSERVE THE COMMANDMENTS, "YOU HAVE DEFILED
IT" - THE CIRCUMCISION BECOMES DEFILED AND IS TO NO AVAIL.
THUS, IT IS PROHIBITED TO TEACH HIM TORAH.
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310. For this reason, "He has not dealt so with any other nation."
"NATION," is unspecified, INCLUDING ALSO HIM THAT IS
CIRCUMCISED YET DOES NOT PERFORM THE PRECEPTS. "And as
for His ordinances they have not known them" forever and ever.
Another interpretation, MEANING ACCORDING TO THE LITERAL
MEANING OF THE TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS, we do not hand to
them, and surely not the esoteric explanations of Torah and the
ordinances of Torah. It is written, "For Hashem's portion is His
people; Jacob is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim 32:9) and
"Happy is that people, that is in such a case: happy is that people,
whose Elohim is Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).

51. Four keys
We learn what the Mishnah says about the ways of the lights, and about the four keys of different colors that were made for the directions of the
world. Many supernal secrets are spoken of, with the number four being the link between them. We read of the sixty warriors who are led by a strong
youth, and of the swords they wield.
311. We have learned in the Mishnah about the ways of the lights.
Four keys were made for the directions of the world, and there is one
KEY for the four directions in their corners. There are four
DIRECTIONS for each direction and they are engraved with one
color. In the color ARE MIXED blue, purple, scarlet, white and red.
One blends into the color of the other and ITS COLOR, MEANING
THAT OF ITS NEIGHBOR, is found in it.

312. Four heads rose together joined as one form. One head arose
from the washing, where it was washed. Two gazelles of equal size
rose from that washing, as it is written, "Like a flock of shorn (also:
'measured') ewes, which came up from the washing" (Shir Hashirim
4:2). Within their hair is the appearance of a precious stone of four
colors.

313. Four wings cover the body with small hands beneath their
wings, each engraved with five. They fly high above the chamber
that is beautiful in form and handsome in appearance.

314. One strong youth came out with a sharp sword that turns into
males and females, who carry the measuring of an efa between
heaven and earth, sometimes carrying it throughout the world. All
are measured by it, as is written, "A just efa" (Vayikra 19:36).
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315. There is a crystal mirror on one sword. On the top of that sword
glistens the color of red in the midst of the crystal. From the two
sides very deep impressions appear in that sword. One strong
warrior, a youth standing in thirteen worlds, is girded with that
sword to do vengeance. With him are sixty other mighty warriors
girded with swords, all trained to be victorious in war. This is the
meaning of the verse, "Gird your sword upon your thigh, O mighty
warrior: your glory and your majesty" (Tehilim 45:4). It is also
written, "All girt with swords, and expert in war..." (Shir Hashirim
3:8). They turn forward in several ways, and no one knows them
except one worm that swims among the fish of the sea. All rocks that
pass over them break up.

316. At that time, the sound that is emitted from those girded with
swords, NAMELY THE SIXTY WARRIORS, breaks eighteen large
mountains. No one lends his ear, everyone is blind and has a closed
heart. There is no one to see that this construction is about to
shatter. When unseemly deeds are done and people turn away from
the correct way, the right is removed, DENOTING THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM, and the left rules WITHOUT THE
RIGHT. Then there is nakedness. Woe to the wicked who bring it
upon the world, as there is no blessing above before these
EVILDOERS are vanquished here below. This is what the verse says,
"And the wicked will be no more. Bless You Hashem, O my soul,
Haleluyah" (Tehilim 104:35).

52. An apple tree and a rose
Rabbi Chiya says that the Congregation of Yisrael praises God with the image of an apple. From Rabbi Shimon we learn that is because it includes
color, fragrance and taste, and because the apple is a cure-all. He says that God praises the Congregation of Israel with the image of a rose because
of the fragrance of their good deeds.
317. "The nakedness of your father, or the nakedness of your
mother, shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 18:7). Rabbi Chiyah opened
the discussion saying, "Like the apple tree among the trees of the
wood, so is my beloved among the sons..." (Shir Hashirim 2:3). This
verse has been expounded by the friends. Yet, how beloved is the
Congregation of Yisrael before the Holy One, blessed be He, that she
lauds Him in this VERSE. We should look into this. Why does she
laud Him through the apple and not with something else or with
something THAT HAS color, or fragrance or taste.
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318. HE ANSWERS: Since it is written "apple tree," IT TURNS OUT
she is lauding him in every manner, with color, fragrance and with
taste. Just as the apple is a cure-all also the Holy One, blessed be
He, is a cure for all. Just as apple appears in colors - as we
established, IT HAS WHITE, RED, GREEN - so does the Holy One,
blessed be He, appear in supernal colors - NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE THE SECRET OF WHITE, RED
AND GREEN. As the apple tree has a fine fragrance MORE than other
trees, so about the Holy One, blessed be He, it is written, "And His
fragrance like the Lebanon" (Hoshea 14:7). Just as the apple's taste
is sweet, so also is the Holy One's, blessed be He, as it is written,
"His mouth is most sweet" (Shir Hashirim 5:16).

319. And the Holy One, blessed be He, praises the Congregation of
Yisrael like a rose, and we have already explained why HE PRAISED
HER as a rose. Rabbi Yehuda said: When righteous men increase in
the world, the Congregation of Yisrael, DENOTING MALCHUT, raises
good fragrance BEING THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH THAT SHINES FROM BELOW UPWARD AS
FRAGRANCE, and is blessed WITH CHASSADIM from the Holy King,
and her face shines. But when the wicked increase in the world, it is
as if the Congregation of Yisrael does not raise up the good
fragrance, and tastes from the bitter FEEDING of the Other Side.
Then it is written, "And cast down from heaven (to) earth..." (Eichah
2:1), MEANING THE COUPLING OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN
AND MALCHUT CALLED EARTH HAS BEEN DISBANDED, and her
face is dark.
320. Rabbi Yosi said, when righteous men multiply in the world, it is
written, "His left hand is under my head, and his right hand
embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 2:6), MEANING THE RIGHT AND THE
LEFT JOIN IN UNITY, ONE WITH ANOTHER. When the wicked
multiply in the world, it is written, "He has drawn back His right hand
from before the enemy" (Eichah 2:3), AND THE LEFT RULES
WITHOUT THE RIGHT. THEN ALL JUDGMENTS ARE POURED DOWN
FROM IT. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, We understand it from here, WHERE
IT IS WRITTEN, "and a whisperer separates close friends" (Mishlei
16.28), meaning that the King separates from the Queen, BECAUSE
OF THE EVIL MAN CALLED WHISPERER. This is the meaning of the
verse, "The nakedness of your father, or the nakedness of your
mother, shall you not uncover" MEANING YOU SHOULD NOT
CAUSE THE UNCOVERING OF JUDGMENTS ABOVE TO THE
NURTURING OF THE OTHER SIDE THROUGH WHICH A SPLIT IN
THE HOLY UNION WILL OCCUR.

53. "That his mother taught him"
Rabbi Shimon tells his son that as long as the children of Yisrael obey the will of God, He stays with them, but when they disobey Him he leaves
them, yet still the Shechinah stays with them and thus she is separated from God. Because she produced Solomon, her wise son, there was great
rejoicing when Solomon attained wisdom and recited Shir Hashirim; then God made his residence with her. At that time all the children of Yisrael
merited the higher levels, and there was joy above and below.
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321. Rabbi Elazar was sitting before his father. He said to him. If
there is an advocate in the world, he goes to the Queen, if there is an
accuser, he goes to the Queen, BUT NOT HIGHER THEN MALCHUT.
HE ASKS, why IS THIS SO? He replied IT IS SIMILAR to a king who
had a son with the queen; as long as the son carries through the
wishes of the king, the king will maintain his residence with the
queen. If the son does not obey the king, the king removes his
residence from the queen.

322. It is so with the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Congregation
of Yisrael. As long as Yisrael obey the will of the Holy One, blessed
be He, He installs His residence with the Congregation of Yisrael.
When Yisrael disobey His will, the Holy One, blessed be He, no
longer places His residence with the Congregation of Yisrael. Why?
It is because Yisrael are firstborn of the Holy One, blessed be He, as
it is written, "Yisrael is My son, My firstborn" (Shemot 4:22). The
Congregation of Yisrael is the mother of Yisrael, as it is written, "And
do not forsake the Torah of your mother" (Mishlei 1:8).

323. Come and see: As long as Yisrael are distant from the King's
palace, so to speak, the Queen distances herself with them FROM
THE KING. What is the reason? It is because the Queen did not whip
that son before, so he should walk in the right path. For the King
never strikes his son, but leaves it to the hand of the Queen; she
should manage the palace, punish her son, and guide him in the
truthful way before the King.

324. The secret of the matter, it is written, "The words of King
Lemuel, the prophecy, that his mother taught him" (Mishlei 31:1). His
mother is Batsheba, NAMELY, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED
BATSHEBA (LIT. 'DAUGHTER OF SEVEN'). We have learned that it is
written, "The proverbs of Solomon. A wise son makes a glad father:
but a foolish son is the grief of his mother" (Mishlei 10:1). Assuredly
he is the grief of his mother. See what is written, "A wise son makes
a glad father," MEANING so long as the son walks in a straight path,
and he is wise, he "makes a glad father." This refers to the Holy King
above, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, as it is written, "Makes a glad father"
without specifying, WHICH POINTS TO THE FATHER ABOVE. AND IF
this son is on a stumbling manner, it is written, "But a foolish son is
the grief of his mother." For sure it is the grief of his mother,
referring to the Congregation of Yisrael, DENOTING MALCHUT. The
secret of the matter is the words, "And for your transgressions was
your mother put away" (Yeshayah 50:1), WHO IS MALCHUT.
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325. Come and see: There was not such joy before the Holy One,
blessed be He, as on the day that Solomon attained wisdom and
recited Shir Hashirim. Then the face of the Queen shone, the King
placed His residence with her, as it is written, "And Solomon's
wisdom excelled..." (I Melachim 5:10). What is meant by "excelled"?
IT MEANS THAT the beauty of the Queen increased, and her levels
grew above all other levels SHE HAD EVER HAD, because the King
put His residence with her. And why is all that? Because she
produced this wise son.

326. When she produced Solomon, MEANING SHE INSPIRED HIM
WITH HER WISDOM, she produced all Yisrael. All merited the high
levels as Solomon, as the Holy One, blessed be He, rejoiced with
them and they with Him. On the day that Solomon constructed the
Temple below, the Queen prepared the house for the King, they
placed their residence together, her face glowed with total joy. Then
there was joy for all, above and below. Why so? Because it is
written, "That his mother taught him," as she guided according to
the King's wishes.

327. When this son, as I said, does not conduct himself to the
satisfaction of the King, then there is nakedness everywhere,
CAUSING THE REVELATION OF JUDGMENTS IN MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF THE UNCOVERING OF NAKEDNESS, nakedness on all
sides, BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT. For the King now moves apart from
the Queen, the Queen is distanced from His palace, so there is
nakedness everywhere. Is this not nakedness if the King is not with
the Queen, and the Queen without the King? Therefore, it is written,
"The nakedness of your father, or the nakedness of your mother,
shall you not uncover: she is your mother" (Vayikra 18:7), surely,
DENOTING MALCHUT, and she dwells with you. Therefore, "you
shall not uncover her nakedness."

54. "He shall mightily roar because of His habitation"
Rabbi Shimon reveals the secret that when the lower Hei is withheld from receiving blessings, the upper Hei withholds blessings from every level.
This happens when Zeir Anpin and Nukva are separated, and the source of the spring of blessings stops. Therefore from the day that the Temple
was destroyed there has not been a day without curses or a day when blessings are found in the world. When people do not repent, the day
eventually comes that the rulers of other nations are given permission to rule over Yisrael, and the upper Hei pours its blessings to the Other Side.
328. Rabbi Shimon clasped his hands and wept. He cried: Woe if I do
speak and reveal the secret, woe if I do not and the friends lose THIS
matter. Ah Hashem Elohim! Will You make a full end of the remnant
of Yisrael?" (Yechezkel 11:13). What is meant by "Ah" and what is
meant by "Will You make a full end"? HE ANSWERS: The secret of
the matter is, that when the lower Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, is expelled from the chamber of the King, the other
upper Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, DENOTING BINAH, withholds the
blessings for its sake. Then is written, "Ah (Aleph Hei Hei)...Will You
make a full end," BECAUSE THE IMPAIRMENT REACHES BOTH
HEIS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, BINAH AND MALCHUT, because when
THE LOWER HEI IS WITHHELD from receiving blessings, the other
UPPER Hei withholds BLESSINGS from all, NOT SPREADING EVEN
TO ZEIR ANPIN. What is the reason? It is because blessings are to
be found only where there are Male and a Female, AND SINCE
MALCHUT IS EXPELLED FROM ZEIR ANPIN, THERE ARE NO
BLESSINGS IN ZEIR ANPIN BECAUSE OF HIS BEING WITHOUT THE
FEMALE.
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329. So it is written, "Hashem shall roar from on high, and utter His
voice from His holy habitation; He shall mightily roar because of His
habitation" (Yirmeyah 25:30), because of His actual habitation,
namely the Queen, WHO IS GONE. It is surely so THAT HE ROARS.
What does He say? THUS: woe that I have demolished My house.
"My house" MEANS the union with the Queen. This is surely the
meaning of, "The nakedness of your father, or the nakedness of your
mother, shall you not uncover." From all directions there is
nakedness, NAMELY BLEMISH. FOR WHEN MALCHUT, YOUR
MOTHER, PARTED DUE TO THE SIN OF THE LOWER BEINGS, THEN
THE LIGHTS DEPARTED FROM ZEIR ANPIN AS WELL. THUS, ZEIR
ANPIN, YOUR FATHER, WAS DAMAGED. Then "I clothe the heavens
with blackness, and I make sackcloth their covering" (Yeshayah
50:3), MEANING ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO AS HEAVEN, as the
place of the reception of blessings of the springs' sources, WHICH
ARE IN BINAH which were flowing and watering ZEIR ANPIN
properly, withdrew AND STOPPED.
330. We have learned that when the King parted from the Queen and
there were no blessings, ZEIR ANPIN is called 'woe (Vav Yud)',
MEANING WOE IS TO ME. Why IS IT CALLED "woe"? IT IS as we
learned that the head of Yesod is the Yud, as Yesod ITSELF is a
small Vav, and the Holy one blessed be He, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, is
a large higher Vav. Therefore, Vav is fully spelled with two Vav's
together, POINTING TO ZEIR ANPIN AND YESOD. The top of this
Yesod is Yud. When the Queen is separated from the King and the
blessings are withheld from the King, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, and
there is no coupling at the head of Yesod, THEN the upper Vav,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, takes the head of Yesod, namely Yud, and
draws it to itself. Then THE COMBINATION becomes Vai (woe),
MEANING "woe" to all, the upper and the lower; SINCE THE LOWER
BEINGS DO NOT RECEIVE, THE UPPER DO NOT RECEIVE SO AS TO
POUR UPON THEM, AS MENTIONED.
331. Therefore, we learned from the day that the Temple was
destroyed, blessings are not to be found in the world, and there is
not a day in which there are no curses, as the blessings THAT ARE
SUPPOSED TO COME daily are withheld, AND INSTEAD BECOME
CURSES. He replied, if so, If it was written: Oy or Hoy, AND NOT VAI
what is THEIR EXPLANATION?

332. He said to him: When things depend upon repentance and
people do not repent, the sublime Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, BEING
BINAH, takes and attracts the Vav and the Yud to itself, as they are
not repenting. It then BECOMES A COMBINATION OF HEI-VAV-YUD
called Hoy, MEANING Hoy (lit. 'ah'), when the King, ZEIR ANPIN,
departs higher and higher TO BINAH. People cry but no one pays
attention. SOMETIMES, that supernal concealed NAME, EHEYEH,
DENOTING KETER, raises the Vav, ZEIR ANPIN, and the Yud, BEING
THE HEAD OF YESOD, to itself, because one's prayer is not
accepted, AND IT BECOMES THE COMBINATION OY (ALEPH VAV
YUD). Then it is called Oy, as the Aleph THAT IS EHEYEH brings up
to it the Vav and the Yud. Then repentance is not available, so the
Hei departs from these letters, as it is no longer dependent on
repentance, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH CALLED HEI.
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333. Surely this is when sins in the world multiply excessively. At
first, repentance was available but they did not want TO REPENT,
then the Hei takes off, BEING BINAH, THE SECRET OF
REPENTANCE and the Aleph, BEING KETER, raises the Vav Yud to
it, so it is now called Oy. When the Temple was destroyed and
repentance was gone, then they cried and said, "Woe (Oy) to us! For
the day declines" (Yirmeyah 6:4). What is meant by "For the day
declines"? It refers to the supernal day, MEANING BINAH called
repentance, which departed and is not available. This is that specific
day that extends its right hand to welcome evildoers. It has departed
from all and is not available. Therefore, they say Oy instead of Hoy
"for the shadows of the evening are lengthened" (Ibid.), MEANING
PERMISSION has been granted to the rulers over other nations to
rule over YISRAEL.

334. We have learned that the Vav, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN,
ascended high up TO KETER, BEING THE SECRET OF ALEPH, AS
MENTIONED. The sanctuary was consumed, the people exiled, the
Queen expelled, and the Temple was in ruins. Later, as the Vav
returned to its position, it took notice of the Temple and found it in
ruins. It sought the Queen , but she moved far away. It saw its
sanctuary, but it was consumed by fire, and it looked for the people
but they were exiled. It saw the blessings of the deep streams FROM
BINAH that were flowing, but now ceased. Then it is written, "And on
that day did Adonai Elohim Tzevaot call to weeping, and to
mourning, and to baldness, and to girding with
sackcloth" (Yeshayah 22:12). Then, "I clothe the heavens, ZEIR
ANPIN, with blackness."

335. Then the Vav and Yud draw one towards the other. THE YUD,
BEING THE HEAD OF YESOD, IS DRAWN TO THE VAV, ZEIR ANPIN,
AND SEPARATES FROM MALCHUT. The upper Hei OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, BEING BINAH, pours its sources to the Other Side, and no
blessings abound, because no Male and Female are present, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and they do not dwell together. Then "He
shall mightily roar because of His habitation" (Yirmeyah 25:30),
MALCHUT. Rabbi Shimon wept and Rabbi Elazar wept. Rabbi Elazar
said: There is a lament placed in my heart on one side and a joy in
my heart on the other, as I have heard words that I never heard until
now. How blessed is my lot.

55. "The nakedness of your father's wife shall you not uncover"
Rabbi Shimon says that there is concealed knowledge in the words of the title verse. He says that "your father's wife" is the wife of Zeir Anpin who
is in exile with Yisrael and who is far from Him. When she is called "your mother" she is with the King, and the command is to be careful not to
separate them through sinning. Even when she is in exile a man must be careful not to alienate her so that she will not cease to stand guard over
him.
336. "The nakedness of your father's wife shall you not
uncover" (Vayikra 18:8). HE QUESTIONS: Who is your father's wife?
Rabbi Shimon said: We learned that all the words of the Torah are
concealed yet revealed, just as the Holy Name is concealed yet
revealed. IT IS WRITTEN YUD HEI VAV HEI AND READ ADONAI. The
Torah, which is the Holy Name, is also concealed and revealed. Here
IN THIS VERSE, all is openly manifest, MEANING ACCORDING TO
THE LITERAL MEANING THE VERSE IS SPEAKING ABOUT THE
WIFE OF THE FATHER. BUT THERE IS IN IT concealed knowledge,
as we have established.
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337. This verse is such, "Your father's wife" we have learned. As
long as the Queen is with the King and she nurtures you, FROM HER
ABUNDANCE, she is called your mother. Now, IN EXILE, she has
been exiled with you and is far from the King, so she is called "your
father's wife." She is the wife of the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN, as she
was never set free with a divorce. She is surely His wife, as it is
written, "Thus says Hashem, Where is the bill of your mother's
divorcement, with which I have put her away?" (Yeshayah 50:1).
Surely she is the wife of the King even though she was exiled.

338. Therefore, He commanded about her twice, once when she sits
united with the King and is called "your mother," as written, "The
nakedness of your mother, shall you not uncover," MEANING do not
cause them to separate from each other, or her to be sent away
because of your sin, as it is written, "And for your transgressions
was your mother put away" (Ibid.). The other was when she is in
exile with you, exiled from the palace of the King, called THEN wife
of the King. Even though she was distanced from THE KING, do not
cause her to turn away from you, and thus your enemies will gain
control over you and she will not guard you in exile. This is what is
written, "The nakedness of your father's wife shall you not uncover."
What is the reason? Because she is "your father's nakedness."
Although she was distanced from the King, the King's supervision is
still upon her constantly, so one needs to watch himself more
carefully in relation to her, so as not to sin against her.

56. "That He see no unclean thing in you"
Rabbi Shimon begins speaking about the Shechinah and how she protects Yisrael, especially when they are in exile, from the other nations. Only
when they sin is her power to protect them weakened. We learn that the children of Yisrael are detained in exile for three reasons: because they
treated the Shechinah with contempt, because they turned their faces away from her, and because they defiled themselves.
339. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "For Hashem your
Elohim walks in the midst of your camp, to deliver you..." (Devarim
23:15). "For Hashem your Elohim" refers to the Shechinah prevailing
in Yisrael, all the more so in exile, to shield them always from all
sides and from all other nations so that they cannot destroy Yisrael.

340. We have learned that the foes of Yisrael are not capable of
harming them until Yisrael weaken the power of the Shechinah
before the appointed ministers of other nations. Only then can the
enemies of Yisrael overcome them, rule them and decree many
harsh decrees regarding them. When Yisrael return towards Her
WITH REPENTANCE, THE SHECHINAH smashes the power and
strength of these appointed chiefs, breaks the power and strength of
the enemies of Yisrael and takes revenge against them all.
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341. Therefore, "shall your camp be holy" (Ibid.). One must SEE that
he does not become defiled through his sins and through
transgressing the words of Torah. If he does so, they defile him, as it
is written, "That you should be defiled (Heb. venitmetem) by
them" (Vayikra 11:43). The word "Venitmetem" is written without
Aleph, POINTING TO AN EXTRA MEASURE OF DEFILEMENT. We
have learned that there are 248 limbs in the body and all become
defiled when one becomes defiled, meaning as soon as he wants to
become defiled, it IMMEDIATELY ACQUIRES DEFILEMENT.
"Therefore shall your camp be holy." What is meant by "your
camp"? This refers to the limbs of the body. "That He see no unclean
(lit. 'nakedness of') thing in you" (Devarim 23:15). What is a
"nakedness of thing"? This is an allusion THAT YOU MUST NOT
BRING a strange nakedness to come to this thing, FOR IT IS
STRANGE TO MALCHUT CALLED 'THING', as we have established. If
YOU DO so, He will surely "turn away from you" (Ibid.). Therefore
"your father's wife shall you not uncover" (Vayikra 18:8). What is the
reason? It is because it is written, "It is your father's
nakedness" (Ibid.), as we have established.
342. We have learned that Yisrael are detained in exile for three
things: For treating the Shechinah with contempt in exile; for turning
away their face from the Shechinah, AS IT IS WRITTEN, "FOR THEY
HAVE TURNED THEIR BACK TO ME, AND NOT THEIR
FACE" (YIRMEYAH 2:27). Finally, for defiling themselves before the
Shechinah, WITHOUT CONSIDERING THAT THE SHECHINAH IS
WITH THEM IN EXILE. We explained them all in our Mishnah.

57. A man who had a mark on his face
The rabbis encounter a man with a mark on his face, and they deduce that he has transgressed the Torah through some kind of incest. The man
confesses that he did lay with his sister, after which he intervened in an argument and was struck on the forehead. A doctor saved him by giving
him spiritual healing, and the doctor was Rabbi Samlai. Because the man repents, Rabbi Aba cures his mark on the spot. The man promises to toil
day and night in the Torah from now on. Another time, we hear that same man lecturing on the Torah, saying that evil people are rewarded in this
world but that God will obliterate them in the World to Come, where they will be dust under the feet of the righteous. Anyone who transgresses the
Torah is marked by the Torah so that the eyes of Hashem recognize him and warn others to stay away from him.
343. Rabbi Aba was going to Cappadocia with Rabbi Yosi. As they
were going, they saw a man approaching there who had a mark on
his face. Rabbi Aba said: Let us leave this road as this man's face
testifies that he transgressed the rules of incest in the Torah.
Therefore, his face is marked. Rabbi Yosi replied: If he had this mark
since childhood, what incest would be then with him? He replied: I
see his face testifying that he transgressed on a sexual misconduct
mentioned in the Torah.
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344. Rabbi Aba called him. He said to him, Tell me this, what is this
mark on your face? He replied: Please do not punish anymore this
man, as his sins caused this mark. Rabbi Aba said: What happened?
He answered: One day my sister and I were traveling, we stayed in
one inn and we become intoxicated. All night, I held my sister. In the
morning, I awoke and found the innkeeper arguing with another man.
I intervened IN ORDER TO SEPARATE THEM. They struck me, one
from one side and the other from the other side. This mark has
remained on my forehead. I was saved by a doctor who was among
us.

345. He said to him: Who is the doctor? He replied: He is Rabbi
Samlai. He asked: What cure did he give you? He replied: Spiritual
healing. From that day, I returned with repentance. Every day I see
my face in the mirror, WITHOUT ANY CHANGE. I have wept before
the Holy One, blessed be He, '?? ?? the Master of the world for that
sin. With these tears, I have washed my face. Rabbi Aba said: If
repentance would not have been withheld from you, I would have
removed the impression on your face, but I will announce upon you,
"And your iniquity is taken away, and your sin is purged" (Yeshayah
6:7). He told him to repeat this three times. He said it three times and
the mark disappeared.
346. Rabbi Aba said: Surely your Master wished to remove THE
MARK from you, as you were in a state of repentance. He said to
him: I vow from this day ONWARD to toil in Torah day and night. He
said to him: What is your name? He replied: Elazar. He responded: El
Azar, (lit. 'God helped'), surely the name has some bearing, as your
Elohim helped you and was with you. Rabbi Aba sent him off and
blessed him.
347. Another time, Rabbi Aba went to Rabbi Shimon. He entered his
city and found THAT VERY SAME PERSON WHO PREVIOUSLY HAD
THE MARK sitting and lecturing, "A brutish man does not know; nor
does a fool understand this" (Tehilim 92:7). "A brutish man does not
know..." Look how foolish people are, for they do not pay attention,
know, nor examine in order to know the ways of the Holy One,
blessed be He, for what purpose they are in the world. What blocks
them from perceiving their own stupidity? It must be due to their not
toiling in the Torah, for if these people would toil in Torah, they
would comprehend the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He.
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348. "Nor does a fool understand this (Heb. zot)," MEANING they do
not look into nor know the practices of "zot," MEANING MALCHUT
REFERRED TO AS ZOT, in the world. Even though THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, judges the world with His Judgments and PEOPLE
see the Judgments of Zot, they come upon the righteous people and
do not affect the guilty evildoers who transgress the words of Torah,
as it is written, "When the wicked spring like grass..." (Ibid. 8). They
inherit this world in all aspects and harsh penalties do not affect
them, YET PEOPLE DO NOT KNOW WHY. Unless King David
revealed this at the end of the verse, they would not know, as it is
said, "That they shall be destroyed forever" (Ibid). HE PAYS THEM
REWARD FOR THEIR GOOD DEEDS IN THIS WORLD in order to
obliterate them from the World to Come. They will be THERE dust
under the feet of the righteous, as it is written, "And you shall tread
down the wicked; for they shall be ashes under the soles of your
feet" (Malachi 3:21).

349. Furthermore, He began to say, "And my leanness rising up
against me bears witness to my face" (Iyov 16:8). HE QUESTIONS:
What is the verse speaking about? HE ANSWERS: Fortunate is the
man who toils in Torah in order to recognize the ways of the Holy
One, blessed be He, for whoever toils in the Torah, it is as if he deals
in His actual Name. Just as the Name of the Holy One, blessed be
He, creates laws IN THE WORLD, so does the Torah. Come and see:
One who infringes with matters of Torah, the Torah rises and then
descends to make impressions on the face of that person in order
that those on high and those below see him. All send their curses
upon his head, AND THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF THE VERSE, "AND
MY LEANNESS RISING UP AGAINST ME BEARS WITNESS TO MY
FACE," MEANING THE MARKS THE TORAH MADE IN HIS FACE.

350. We have learned that all these eyes of Hashem, THE ANGELS
OF PROVIDENCE, go and roam throughout the world to learn of the
actions of men. They raise their eyes and all look at the face of that
person, see him, and open their mouths: Woe, woe, woe to him in
this world and woe to him in the World to Come. Remove yourselves
from around him, as his face testifies that the spirit of defilement
rests upon him. THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF THE VERSE, "BEARS
WITNESS TO MY FACE," AS THE LEANNESS TESTIFIES TO HIS
FACE. All these days, that mark testifies on his face. If he begets a
son, he draws upon him the spirit of defilement. Such are the
evildoers of the world, insolent people, whose Master allows them to
stay in this world in order to vanquish them in the World to Come.
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351. We have learned that the righteous who toils in Torah day and
night, the Holy One, blessed be He, draws upon him a thread of
grace, which is marked on his face. From that mark, both those on
high and those below have fear. Likewise, whoever violates the
words of Torah, a spirit of defilement is drawn upon him, which is
marked on his face and causes those high and low to flee from
before him. They all proclaim: Leave the vicinity of he, who violated
the Torah and the commandments of his Master. Woe to him and to
his soul, and this person draws the spirit of defilement that is with
him and transmits it to his son. In such a man the Holy One, blessed
be He has no part, and He spares him in order to destroy him in the
World to Come.

352. Rabbi Aba said to him: You have spoken well. Where did you
acquire this? He replied: I studied this. I also learned that this evil
inheritance OF THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT is acquired by all his
children if they do not turn to penance, as nothing can stand in the
way before repentance. So have I learned. This cure, NAMELY
REPENTANCE, was given me once upon a time, when my face was
marked. One day, I was walking and met one meritorious person,
and through him was the mark removed from my face. He asked me
my name. I replied Elazar. He announced me to be a different Elazar.
RABBI ABA said to him: Blessed is the Merciful One that I have met
you and deserved to see you accomplishing this. Blessed is your
share in this world and the World to Come. It was I who met you.

58. Batsheba
The formerly marked man, Elazar, tells Rabbi Aba of a time when a passerby told him that his red cow is called Bathsheba, mother of Solomon, as
long as he merits forgiveness. Rabbi Aba explains to him that it was because everything referring to the cow is in sevens, and all pertain to sacrifice
and cleansing.
353. THIS MAN ELAZAR prostrated himself before him. He brought
him home, prepared three measures of bread and a three year old
calf. After eating, the man said to him: Rabbi, tell me one thing. I had
a red cow, the mother of this calf whose flesh we are eating. One
day, before she became pregnant and gave birth, I followed her to
her pasture in the desert. As I led her, a man came by and asked me
for the name of the cow. I replied that from the day she was born, I
never called her by name. He said to me: Batsheba, mother of
Solomon, is she called if you merit forgiveness FOR YOUR SINS.
When I turned around, I saw him no more. I laughed at this thing.
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354. Now that I have merited Torah, I have been rushed up again
about that matter. From the day Rabbi Samlai departed from here,
there was no one who could shed light on Torah as he. I fear to state
words of Torah that I have not learned. The thing THAT MAN TOLD
ME, I have realized it to be a matter of wisdom, but I do not
understand it. He replied: It surely is a matter of wisdom, being a
supernal hint above and below.

355. Come and see: SHE, THE RED COW, is actually called Batsheba
according to the secret of wisdom, DENOTING MALCHUT NAMED
COW FROM HER LEFT ASPECT, AS THE MALE IS CALLED AN OX
AND THE FEMALE A COW. SHE IS RED DUE TO GVUROT. That is
why everything referring to her is in sevens, FOR IN THE CHAPTER
THERE IS MENTION OF cow seven TIMES; ALSO, seven burnings,
seven sprinkles, seven washings, seven unclean, seven clean and
seven priests with Moses and Aaron included in the count of seven.
THEY ARE ALSO CALLED PRIESTS, as it is written IN THE
CHAPTER, "And Hashem spoke to Moses and Aaron..." (Bemidbar
19:2). That man that spoke of Batsheba (lit. 'daughter of seven')
spoke very well. All this pertains to the secret of wisdom.
356. He said to him: Blessed is the Merciful One that I was able to
hear this thing. Blessed is he who offered me first a greeting of
peace, in order to merit this, as it is written, "'Peace, peace, both for
far and near', says Hashem" (Yeshayah 57:19). When I was far off,
the Holy One, blessed be He, greeted me first in peace, MEANING HE
INVITED ME to be near. Rabbi Aba announced about him, "Peace be
both to you, and peace to your house, and peace to all that you
have" (I Shmuel 25:6).

59. Two female spirits
We learn that after Cain killed Abel, Adam lived apart from his wife for 130 years, not wanting to produce more children that would be destroyed.
Female spirits used to couple with him at that time, and they produced demons or plagues. Cain had been born from the filth of the serpent, and
from that line all the evildoers of the world have come. For this reason, all spirits and demons in the world are partly of people below and partly of
angels.
357. "You shall not uncover the nakedness of your father's
sister..." (Vayikra 18:12). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying,
"And if a man shall take his sister, his father's daughter, or his
mother's daughter, and see her nakedness..." (Vayikra 20:17). We
have learned that Adam lived apart from his wife for 130 years and
did not beget children, since Adam did not want to copulate with his
wife after Cain slew Abel. Rabbi Yosi taught that from the time death
was decreed for him and all mankind, he has said, why should I
beget children that will be destroyed? He immediately separated
from his wife.
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358. Two female spirits used to come and couple with him and they
gave birth. They gave birth to demons called the plagues of
mankind. They would fly to people and rest at their doors, wells and
restrooms. Therefore all DEMONS flee and distance themselves from
people who have on their door posts the holy name Shadai of the
supernal Sfirot. This is the essence of the verse, "Nor shall any
plague come near your dwelling" (Tehilim 91:10). What is meant by
"nor shall any plague come near"? It is the MENTIONED plagues of
people.

359. We have learned that when Adam descended with the supernal
image, a holy form, and those on high and below saw him, they
approached him and crowned him ruler over this world. Later, when
the serpent came upon Eve, it injected its filth in her. Following this,
she gave birth to Cain; SHE DELIVERED CAIN FROM THE FILTH OF
THE SERPENT. From that genealogy were the subsequent
generations of the world's evildoers and the habitations of demons
and spirits come from there and his side. For this reason, all spirits
and demons in the world are partly of people below and partly of the
angels on high, AS THEY ARE BORN HALF FROM THE FILTH OF
THE SERPENT, UPON IT WHICH THE ANGEL SAMAEL RODE.
THEREFORE, HALF STEM FROM THE ANGELS. THEIR OTHER HALF
IS HUMAN, BECAUSE THEY WERE BORN FROM CAIN WHO WAS
HUMAN. These other DEMONS born from Adam THROUGH TWO
FEMALE SPIRITS, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, are all similar as they
stem half from below and half from above.

60. Lilit and Na'amah
We are told that Adam also had daughters that were beautiful, and we hear about Tubal Cain and Na'amah, about the demons and spirits, and about
the role of Lilit. If a man is holy God sends three angels to guard him and his house. Asmodeus, the king of the demons, told Solomon about the
many kinds of impurity that people contract if they are not saved through the Torah.
360. After THE DEMONS were born to Adam, he had daughters from
these spirits that were similar in beauty to those on high and those
below. Therefore, it is written, "The sons of Elohim saw that the
daughters of men were fair" (Beresheet 6:2). All were going astray
after them. There was one male, who was born to the spirit from the
aspect of Cain, and he was named Tuval Cain. A female was born
with him. People were going astray after her, and she was called
Na'amah. From her came other spirits and demons. They were
hovering in the air, revealing matters to the others who were below,
IN THE WORLD.

361. This Tuval Cain introduced weaponry to the world, AS HE
SHARPENED ALL EARTHENWARE, COPPER AND IRON. While
attached to her aspect, this Na'amah used to be in a state of great
commotion. She still lives, dwelling among the roars of the great
sea. She comes out, sports with people, warms herself by them in a
man's dream by his lust, and attaches herself to him. She takes
FROM HIM that passion, but not more. From that lust, she becomes
pregnant and produces many species OF DEMON in the world.
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362. These children, NAMELY DEMONS AND SPIRITS, that she bore
to humans are SEEN IN DREAMS to human females who conceive
from them and bear spirits. They go to the primordial Lilit and she
rears them. She goes out into the world, seeks children, sees human
children and attaches herself to them in order to kill them. Then she
joins with the spirits of the children and goes with that spirit. Three
holy spirits come. They fly before her, take from her that spirit, place
it before the Holy one, blessed be He. There they study before Him.

363. For this reason, the Torah warns people, "You shall therefore
sanctify yourselves, and you shall be holy" (Vayikra 11:44). Surely, if
a man is holy, he need not fear LILIT. Then the Holy One, blessed be
He, designates these three holy angels which we spoke about, and
they guard that child, so she cannot harm him. This is the meaning
of the verse, "No evil shall befall you, nor shall any come near your
dwelling" (Tehilim 91:10). For what reason is it that "no evil shall
befall you"? "For He shall give His angels charge over you" (Ibid. 11)
and, "Because he has set his delight upon Me, therefore will I deliver
him" (Ibid. 14).

364. If a person is not holy, but draws a spirit from the side of
defilement, then LILIT comes and plays with the child. If she kills
him, she clings to the spirit OF THE CHILD and never lets go. If you
ask, What about the others THAT DID NOT DRAW SPIRIT FROM
DEFILEMENT? She kills them and there appear before her these
three holy SPIRITS who take away his spirit. Behold, these people
were never in the side of defilement, so why does she have the
ability to kill them? HE ANSWERS: This is so when they are not
sanctified; THEREFORE, SHE CAN KILL THEM. They never had any
intention to become unclean and they did not become unclean.
Therefore, she only has control over his body, TO KILL HIM but not
the spirit, AS THE SPIRIT IS BROUGHT BEFORE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.

365. Sometimes it happens that Na'amah goes out into the world to
heat herself against people, and a man would find himself bound to
her with desire. He awakens from his sleep, joins and lies with his
wife, but his thoughts are STILL with the desire he had in his dream.
Then the child born stems from Na'amah, because all this happened
while he had a desire for her. When Lilit comes out and sees the
child, she understands the situation THAT HE STEMS FROM
NA'AMAH. She clings to him and raises him like the other children of
Na'amah. Also, she stays with him a long time, but does not kill him,
AS HE PERTAINS TO HER SIDE.
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366. Such a man, with every NEW moon, becomes defective and she
never gives up with him. With the renewal of the moon, NAMELY
THE START OF THE NEW MONTH, Lilit goes out, visits all THE
CHILDREN in her care and jests with them. That person is then
defective at that time. Fortunate are the just, who sanctify
themselves with the sanctity of the King. About them, it is written,
"And it shall come to pass, that every new moon, and every
Shabbat..." (Yeshayah 66:23).

367. King Solomon revealed these things in his book about
Asmodeus, king OF THE DEMONS. I found in it 1,405 kinds of
impurity that people contract. This was revealed by Asmodeus to
Solomon, the king.

368. Woe to those people who are all obtuse and blind and neither
know, listen nor pay attention to the reason they are in the world.
Advice and cure are before them, but they do not see, for people
cannot be saved, except with the guidance of Torah, as it is written,
"If there be among you any man, that is not clean by reason of
uncleanness that chances by night" (Devarim 23:11). "That is not
clean" is precise, MEANING THAT HIS BIRTH WAS COME THROUGH
THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT, AS MENTIONED. "Uncleanness that
chances by night" exactly, MEANING AT SLEEP WHEN DREAMING.
We have already established these matters with the counsel of the
holy Torah, as it is written in the Torah, "You shall therefore sanctify
yourselves, and you shall be holy, for I am Hashem your
Elohim" (Vayikra 20:7); THEN NO EVIL WILL BEFALL YOU.

61. Seth
This section tells us that all the righteous in the world come from the lineage of Seth, who was born after Cain and Abel died. God increased Chesed
in the world, and with each male a female was born to populate the world.
369. We have learned that after the passing of Cain and Abel, Adam
returned to his wife. A different spirit enveloped him and he begot
Seth. From this lineage, the righteous trace their line in the world.
The Holy One, blessed be He, increased Chesed in the world, and
with each was also born a female to populate the world, just as
above, AS ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT WERE BROTHER AND
SISTER. The friends have established in the general Mishnah that it
is written ABOUT THEM, "And if a man shall take his sister, his
father's daughter, or his mother's daughter, and see her nakedness...
It is a disgraceful (Heb. chesed, it is confusing but the word chesed
can mean disgraceful or kindness) deed" (Vayikra 20:17). Assuredly
it is Chesed, for after Chesed rests, offspring and roots come out
underneath upwards, and branches spread, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT. What was near moved away. Then the branches
grew, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and came to join into one in a
tree. This was in the beginning, in the concealed state of the world. It
is written, "For I have said, the world is built by love
(chesed)" (Tehilim 89:3). THEREFORE, from now on, people in this
situation THAT MARRY THEIR SISTER "shall be cut off in the sight
of their people" (Vayikra 20:17).
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370. We have learned that "the nakedness of your father's sister" is
TO BE EXPLAINED as revealing in that which is hidden. It is written,
"For the ways of Hashem are right, and the just do walk in
them..." (Hoshea 14:10). How blessed is the lot of the just that know
the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and walk in them. They are
made known to them. Blessed is their share.

62. Chesed came and separated them
We read about the movement of the letters Yud Hei Vav Hei in the Holy Name, and how Chesed causes the mating of Malchut with Zeir Anpin. We
learn also that Chochmah and Binah are never parted, for their union does not depend on Chesed.
371. We have learned that the upper Hei, BINAH, became pregnant
lovingly and fondly, for the Yud, CHOCHMAH, never parts from it
(her). She conceived and delivered Vav, BEING ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF VAV IN THE HEI. Afterwards, it stands before
her, MEANING THE VAV THAT IS AFTER THE YUD HEI IN THE NAME
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and she nurses it. This Vav when departing
FROM BINAH, its pair MALCHUT comes out with it, Chesed rouses
itself towards him, ZEIR ANPIN, separates them ONE FROM THE
OTHER, and stems shoot forth from bottom to top. The branches
spread, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and grow. The lower Hei is
formed. Its branches grow higher and higher until MALCHUT pairs
with the supernal tree, BEING ZEIR ANPIN, and Vav then joins,
BEING ZEIR ANPIN, with the Hei, DENOTING MALCHUT, AS SAID
EARLIER. Who brought this about? "It is a disgraceful (Heb.
'chesed') deed." Chesed certainly joins them together.

372. The joining of Yud with supernal Hei, CHOCHMAH WITH BINAH,
is not dependent on Chesed, AS ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
but their joining and attachment and dependent on Mazal, BEING
THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN WHO JOINS CHOCHMAH WITH
BINAH, for they never separate. The Yud is tied with the Hei and the
Hei is tied to the Vav. The Vav is tied to the LAST Hei and the Hei is
tied to all, YUD-HEI-VAV. All is considered one knot, and one thing;
they never separates from each other, so to speak. If one causes
division, it is considered as if he is destroying the world. This is
referred to as the nakedness of all.

63. "Hashem shall be one, and His name One"
We are told that Hashem is not One now because Zeir Anpin and Malchut are parted, and at present the flow from Binah does not sustain Zeir Anpin.
In the future, however, God will return the Shechinah to her position and everything will find itself in one unity. Before that final unity, the kingdom
of Esau will be judged.
373. In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, will return the
Shechinah to Her position, as everything will find itself in one unity,
as it is written, "On that day Hashem shall be one, and His name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9). If you ask: So now, He is not one? No, as
now the evildoers cause ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT not to be as
one, as the Queen distances herself from the King, and they do not
find themselves joined. Supernal Ima, BEING BINAH, distances
herself from the King and does not nourish Him.
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374. BINAH DOES NOT SUSTAIN ZEIR ANPIN, because the King
without the Queen is not crowned with the crowns of Ima, as He
used to be in the beginning when He was joined with the Queen,
WHEN IMA USED TO ADORN HIM with several crowns, numerous
lights, with supernal holy crowns, as it is written, "Go forth,
daughters of Zion, and behold King Solomon with the crown with
which his mother crowned him..." (Shir Hashirim 3:11). When He
joined with the Queen, supernal Ima crowned Him properly. Now that
the King is not with the Queen, the supernal Ima takes back her
crowns, withholds from Him the sources of the streams and He is
not part of the one connection. CONSEQUENTLY, He is not found to
be one, so to speak.

375. At the time when the Queen returns to the chamber, the King
will rejoin her in one mating, and everything will join together
without division. Therefore, it is written, "On that day Hashem will be
one, and His name one." "On that day," MEANING when the Queen
will return to the palace, everything will be one without division.
Then "liberators shall ascend upon Mount Zion to judge the
mountain of Esau" (Ovadyah 1:21).

376. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: The Queen will not
enter in joy in His palace until the kingdom of Esau will be judged,
and she will have her vengeance for causing all this. Then she will
join with the King and joy will be complete. This is the meaning of
the verse, "And liberators shall ascend upon Mount Zion to judge the
mountain of Esau" at first, then "and the kingdom shall be
Hashem's" (Ibid.). What is meant by kingdom? It refers to the Queen.
This is the meaning of, "And the kingdom shall be Hashem's." After
they rejoin, it is written, "And Hashem shall be the King over all the
earth: on that day Hashem shall be one, and His name One."

64. Supernal Ima is a friend, lower Ima a bride
Rabbi Yehuda interprets "You shall not uncover the nakedness of your father's brother...your mother's sister" to mean that through the sins of
Yisrael Jerusalem below is destroyed. Malchut is from Aba and Ima together, from Chochmah and Binah together.
377. "You shall not uncover the nakedness of your father's
brother" (Vayikra 18:14): Rabbi Yehuda said that this verse speaks of
Yisrael below, AS YISRAEL ARE THE BROTHERS OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHO IS YOUR FATHER. "Your mother's sister" (Ibid. 13) is
Jerusalem on earth, THE SISTER OF MALCHUT ABOVE, YOUR
MOTHER. Through these sins IS UNCOVERED THE NAKEDNESS OF
YISRAEL, MEANING Yisrael will be in exile among the nations. THE
NAKEDNESS OF JERUSALEM IS UNCOVERED, MEANING Jerusalem
below will be destroyed. About this, we learned of the love of the
Holy One, blessed be He, in that He called Yisrael brothers, as it is
written, "For my brethren and friends' sake, I will now say..." (Tehilim
122:8). THEREFORE, THE VERSE SAYS ABOUT THEM, "THE
NAKEDNESS OF YOUR FATHER'S BROTHER."
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378. Rabbi Yehuda said: If it says "brethren," why IS WRITTEN
"friends" and if "friends," why WRITE "brethren"? HE ANSWERS:
We have learned that something that is never interrupted is called a
friend, as it is said, "Do not forsake your own friend, and your
father's friend" (Mishlei 27:10). This is the secret of what Rabbi
Shimon said: Supernal Ima, NAMELY BINAH, is called "friend,"
because the love of Aba never ceases from her. The Ima below,
MEANING MALCHUT, is called bride and is called sister, as we have
explained the verse, "We have a little sister" (Shir Hashirim 8:8),
DENOTING MALCHUT.

379. This is like the Mishnah that is unspecific, MEANING THAT
WITH WHAT WAS MENTIONED THAT ABA AND IMA ARE NEVER
SEPARATED, THE GENERAL WORDS OF THE MISHNAH WILL BE
UNDERSTOOD. It is written here, "The nakedness of your sister, the
daughter of your father, or daughter of your mother" (Vayikra 18:9).
Since it is said, "the daughter of your father," what is "or daughter of
your mother"? HE ANSWERS: If she is from the side of Aba,
MEANING THE SIDE OF ABA IS DOMINANT IN HER, MALCHUT is
named Chochmah. If she is from the side of Ima, MEANING THAT
THE SIDE OF IMA IS DOMINANT IN HER, she is called Binah. At any
rate, whether from here or there, she is from Aba and Ima
TOGETHER, for the Yud, WHICH IS ABA, never parts from the Hei,
NAMELY IMA. This is the secret in the verse, "Whether she is born at
home" (Ibid.) WHEN SHE IS from the side of Aba and "or born
abroad" (Ibid.) WHEN SHE IS from the side of Ima, AS IMA IS THE
EXTERNAL PART OF ABA. THE END OF THE VERSE EXPLAINS ITS
BEGINNING.
380. Rabbi Aba said, "Through wisdom a house is built" (Mishlei
24:3). What is a house built with Chochmah? Some say it is the river
flowing from Eden, MEANING BINAH. For this reason it is WRITTEN,
"born at home," MEANING MALCHUT BORN FROM BINAH
CONSIDERED A HOUSE FOR CHOCHMAH. "Or born abroad,"
MEANING when MALCHUT comes out of the Vav, BEING ZEIR
ANPIN, as it is written WHEN ADAM, ZEIR ANPIN, SAID ABOUT EVE,
MALCHUT, "Bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh" (Beresheet
2:23). It is also written, "And He took one of his sides" (Ibid. 21), SO
MALCHUT IS COMING OUT FROM ZEIR ANPIN. This is "born
abroad," from the place where Zeir Anpin is, WHICH IS CONSIDERED
ON THE OUTSIDE OF IMA, as we have learned.

65. Yisrael are brothers to the Holy One, blessed be He
Rabbi Yehuda says that the children of Yisrael are brothers to God because His love for them has never been interrupted. Rabbi Yitzchak talks about
"the tribes of Yah" and the twelve boundaries that spread from Zeir Anpin, the Tree. Rabbi Chizkiyah concludes that all their discussion shows that
anyone who causes a defect below causes one above, although the explanation given to most people of the scripture "you shall not uncover the
nakedness..." is the obvious one, that one should not lay with those who are related to them. Because of this sin, the Shechinah leaves them.
381. Rabbi Yehuda continued: Yisrael are called brothers to the Holy
One, blessed be He, as His love for them has never been interrupted.
Jerusalem below is called "your mother's sister" (Vayikra 18:13), as
it is written, "Jerusalem, built as a city that is compact
together..." (Tehilim 122:3), MEANING THAT JERUSALEM BELOW IS
LIKE THE CITY THAT IS COMPACT TOGETHER, MALCHUT. What is
meant by "compact together"? It means that the King joined, in the
six ends, ZEIR ANPIN, with all aspects of the King, with the grade of
the Righteous, YESOD, in which all Sfirot of the King are included.
This is the meaning of, "that is compact together," MEANING
TOGETHER WITH ALL SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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382. Rabbi Yitzchak said, "There the tribes used to go, the tribes of
Yah" (Ibid. 4). Who are the tribes? HE ANSWERS: These are the
twelve boundaries that spread from that large and strong tree,
BEING ZEIR ANPIN, BEING THE SECRET OF FOUR SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. EACH HAS THREE
COLUMNS WHICH ARE TWELVE BOUNDARIES. FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
THEY ARE DRAWN TO MALCHUT, WHERE THEY ARE CALLED BY
THE NAME OF TWELVE TRIBES that HE inherited from Aba and Ima.
This is what is written, "The tribes of Yah," MEANING from the good
testimony that the holy son gives, as it is written, "The tribes of Yah,
an appointed practice (lit. 'testimony') for Yisrael," AS THE TWELVE
BOUNDARIES ARE THE SECRET OF THE TESTIMONY, MEANING
THE ILLUMINATION OF EDEN (CHOCHMAH). These are the deep
rivers flowing from Yah (Yud Hei), WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA. It is all
for the purpose "to give thanks to the name of Hashem" (Ibid. 4).
THEREFORE, "for there are set thrones of Judgment, the thrones of
the house of David" (Ibid. 5), in order to bequeath the Holy Kingdom
to him and his sons for generations. This is the poem recited by
David concerning the holy, supernal kingdom.
383. Rabbi Chizkiyah said: All is according to the supernal secret to
show that one who causes a defect below causes a defect above.
"You shall not uncover the nakedness of your daughter in
law" (Vayikra 18:15): We have learned that the marital visits of the
scholars are on Shabbatot, as they know the secret of the matter.
They will meditate with their hearts with a complete wish, and the
offspring they produce are called children of the King. If these cause
a flaw down below, it is as if they cause harm to the bride on high,
NAMELY MALCHUT. Then we find written, "You shall not uncover
the nakedness of your daughter in law (Heb. kalah, also: 'bride')."
This EXPLANATION is for those who comprehend Torah ways. For
the rest of the people, THE EXPLANATION IS the revealed one,
MEANING literally your actual daughter-in-law, THE WIFE OF HIS
SON. Because of this sin, the Shechinah departs from them,
NAMELY, HE ALSO HINTS THAT THE BRIDE ON HIGH DEPARTS
BECAUSE OF THIS DEFECT BELOW.

66. The Holy Name is engraved in certain ways
We learn how the Holy Name is engraved with the 22 letters, and what this has to do with the flow from above. The section talks about the secret of
seventy and 72, and about how the letters of the name Ayin-Bet ascended in ways known only to truly righteous men. Whoever wishes to know and
understand the permutations of the Holy Names needs to know the letters marked in every individual Sfirah, and then he will know and have power
in everything. Moses was able to stand among the holy angels because he knew the Holy Names that the angels did not.
384. We have learned that the Holy Name is engraved in certain
ways, with the letters of the 22 letters imprinted: Yud in Aleph, Aleph
in Yud, Yud in
Bet, Bet in Yud, Yud in Dalet, Dalet in Yud, Yud in Hei, Yud in Gimel,
Hei in Yud, Gimel in Yud, Vav in Yud. So they are all engraved in the
Yud. The Yud lifts them AS IT LIFTS ALL 22 LETTERS.

385. The Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, BEING BINAH, is
included in the Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. It emerges from it, AS
BINAH EMANATES FROM CHOCHMAH. Then CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, WHICH ARE YUD HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI crown the
patriarchs, MEANING CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB. The Hei is opened
with its streams, MEANING WITH THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH IN IT,
and crowns the head of the Vav, MEANING IT SUPPLIES THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT TO ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF VAV OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI, where the patriarchs dwell. THIS MEANS THAT THE
PATRIARCHS, CHESED, supernal GVURAH AND TIFERET, RISE AND
BECOME HEAD - MEANING CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT THROUGH THE ILLUMINATION OF THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH.
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386. HE SAYS: Vav consists of six letters, MEANING IT IS MADE UP
OF SIX LETTERS FROM ALEPH TO VAV THAT PRECEDE IT. The Yud
includes them all, AS THE YUD CONTAINS ALL NINE LETTERS
THAT PRECEDE IT, AMONG WHICH IS THE VAV AND THE SIX
LETTERS INCLUDED THEREIN. THIS IS THE YUD THAT IS ABOVE
THE VAV, AS MENTIONED. This Yud is engraved with marks,
MEANING WITH THE INCLUSION OF THE NINE LETTERS THAT
PRECEDE IT, and ascends TO THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THAT
INCLUDES ALL 22 LETTERS to be crowned with the twelve other
letters FROM YUD TO TAV. THEN IT IS ALSO PART OF THE 22
LETTERS LIKE THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. THEN ten engraved
sayings, MEANING TEN SFIROT, come out of it, and all of the paths
of the supernal most precious way. Then the other Hei OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI, MALCHUT, contains them all, MEANING, IT RECEIVES
FROM ALL LIGHTS AS MENTIONED, carved from the part of the
concealed peg, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, to give birth below,
MEANING TO BE WORTHY TO BEAR SOULS.
387. All THE LIGHTS THAT WERE IN YUD, WHICH IS ATOP THE VAV
- THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN - are marked by the 42
letters, as we have explained in our Mishnah. All ascend to the head
of the King, MEANING THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
AS EARLIER DISCUSSED.
388. Seven complete weeks, MEANING SEVEN SFIROT OF
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED SHABBAT, WHEN THEY ARE
COMPLETED, are expressed by seventy letters OF THE NAME OF
AYIN-BET (72). THE MAIN BODY IS SEVENTY, AND TWO EXTRA
ARE THE SECRET OF WITNESSES OR SCRIBES. HE EXPLAINS HIS
WORDS: When the 72 ascended, they ascended by the letters Vav,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, IN ITS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET,
which are listed in the portion of Beshalach in the verses, "And the
angel...removed...and it came... And Moses stretched out" (Shemot
14:19-21). When the Shechinah receives FROM ZEIR ANPIN and the
seven impressions are stamped on Her BY HIM, NAMELY SEVEN
COMPLETE SFIROT, THEN seventy imprinted letters OF THE NAME
AYIN-BET rise from Her. We have learned that the letters OF THE
NAME AYIN-BET ascended through certain marks and hidden ways
KNOWN only to truly righteous men, pillars of the world.
389. Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Elazar: Come and see that these 22
letters engraved in the Torah are all explained in the ten sayings,
THE TEN SFIROT - KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. Each and every
saying of these ten, the Sfirot of the King, are engraved by certain
letters, IN AS MUCH AS THE LETTERS ARE THE SECRET OF THE
VESSELS OF THE SFIROT AND EACH SFIRAH HAS ITS OWN
SPECIAL VESSELS. For this reason, the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV
HEI, is enveloped with other letters, MEANING WITH ADONAI, AS
THE VESSELS OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
ARE CLOTHED AND ENVELOPED WITH THE VESSELS OF
MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF ADONAI. Each saying lends letters to
the saying above it, as one is included in the other. Therefore, we
pronounce the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI with the other letters OF
ADONAI, as they are covered AND DRESSED one with the other until
they are connected together.
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390. He who wishes to know AND TO UNDERSTAND the
permutations of the Holy Names NEEDS to know these letters
marked in every individual Sfirah; then he will know and have power
in everything. We copied them with the letters written in and specific
to every Sfirah from the supernal book of Solomon. We succeeded in
this and the friends wrote them. It is well THAT THEY WROTE THEM,
as every Sfirah lends letters, WHICH ARE NECESSARY TO KNOW
AND REMEMBER, to its neighbor, as we established IN THE
ADJACENT PARAGRAPH. Sometimes it is only necessary TO KNOW
those letters listed in THE SFIRAH itself, BUT NOT THE LETTERS
LENT TO IT. The friends know this and we have established this.

391. Happy are the righteous in both this world and the World to
Come, as the Holy One, blessed be He, desires to honor them and
reveals to them esoteric matters concerning His Holy Name that He
did not even reveal to holy supernal ANGELS. Therefore, Moses was
able to be adorned even among the holy ANGELS, and they were
unable to approach him as if he were a burning fire and flaming hot
coals. THE REASON WAS THAT HE MENTIONED THE HOLY NAMES
THAT THE ANGELS DID NOT KNOW. Were it not for that, what did
Moses have THAT HE WOULD BE ABLE to stand among them?
Blessed was Moses' lot that when the Holy One, blessed be He,
began to speak with him, he wanted to know His Holy Name, both
the concealed and revealed, each one properly. Then he united and
knew more than all mankind.

392. Come and see: At the time Moses ascended the cloud and
entered among the holy ANGELS, one angel, by the name Kemuel,
came to him in a flame of fire with burning eyes and flaming wings,
and wanted to swallow him. Then Moses mentioned one Holy Name
which was engraven with twelve letters. He trembled and shook, and
Moses was thus able to ascend among them. So happened with each
one. Blessed is his lot. We discussed this earlier.

67. The nakedness of a woman and her daughter
We are reminded of the laws against incest. Rabbi Yosi says that repentance brings good results as long as the one who repents also stops sinning.
He says that David did not sin in his relationship with Bathsheba, because she was destined for him from the Day of Creation, but he did sin by
causing Uriah's death.
393. "You shall not uncover the nakedness of mother and
daughter" (Vayikra 18:17). We have learned that these kinds of incest
are among the laws of the Queen, even though they are both
revealed and hidden. There are listed "her son's daughter, or her
daughter's daughter" (Ibid.), for the world needs them to populate
the world, as we have learned. One who reveals one nakedness of
these, woe to him and woe to his soul, as because of this he will
uncover other nakednesses.
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394. We have learned the last statement of the Ten Commandments
of the Torah, reads, "You shall not covet your neighbor's
wife" (Shemot 20:14), as this generally represents the whole of them.
He who covets another woman is considered transgressing the
entire Torah. However, nothing stands before repentance, all the
more so if he is willing to accept upon himself his penalty like King
David. Rabbi Yosi said: We have learned that repentance does much
good to whoever has sinned and then parted from the sin. If he does
not PART FROM IT, repentance does not help and is to no avail. HE
QUESTIONS: How was it that David did not part from Batsheba
afterwards? He replied: Batsheba was his. He took what was his, as
her husband had died.

395. We have learned that Batsheba was chosen for David from the
day of Creation. What had delayed HIS TAKING HER was because he
took the daughter of King Saul. That day, Uriah took her mercifully
even though she was not to be his. Later, David came and took what
was his. Since David forced time before the Holy One, blessed be He,
to kill Uriah and behave in this way, he sinned before Him. So He
punished David, because the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
return BATSHEBA to David in order to sustain for his sake the holy
supernal kingdom, AS BATSHEBA WAS THE CHARIOT OF
MALCHUT. So what he yearned for was really his.

396. We have learned that Rabbi Yosi said: It is written, "I am
Hashem" (Vayikra 18:30), MEANING I am Hashem, who will give
good reward for the righteous in the World to Come. I am Hashem
who will take revenge upon the wicked in the World to Come,
MEANING upon those about whom it is written, "That have rebelled
against Me" (Yeshayah 66:24). HE QUESTIONS: It is written, "I am
Hashem," WHICH POINTS TO THE QUALITY OF MERCY and it is
written, "I kill, and I make alive" (Devarim 32:39), WHICH POINTS TO
THE QUALITY OF JUDGMENT. HE ANSWERS: Even though I have
the quality of Mercy, the evildoers convert Me to the quality of
Judgment. We have learned that Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim is a full
name. YUD HEI VAV HEI STANDS FOR MERCY AND ELOHIM FOR
JUDGMENT, MEANING if they merit it, then it is Yud Hei Vav Hei. If
they do not merit, it is Elohim. Rabbi Shimon said, The evildoers
cause a defect above. What is the defect? It is, as we established, a
real defect as explained EARLIER.

68. "A woman in the impurity of her menstrual flow"
Rabbi Yehuda taught that because Rabbi Shimon's generation were righteous, it was all right for secrets to be revealed, but in other generations
they will be hidden.
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397. We have learned it is written, "Also you shall not approach to a
woman in the impurity of her menstrual flow, to uncover her
nakedness" (Vayikra 18:19). Rabbi Yehuda taught, the generation in
which Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai dwells are all meritorious, all pious,
all sin fearing, the Shechinah dwelling in their midst. Not so in other
generations. For this reason, these things are expounded and not
concealed, IN HIS GENERATION. In other generations it is not so,
and supernal secrets can not be revealed. And those who do know
them are afraid TO REVEAL. When Rabbi Shimon would relate the
secret of this verse among all the friends, their eyes would flow with
tears. All the words he said were being revealed before their very
eyes, as the verse says, "With him I speak mouth to mouth,
manifestly, and not in dark speeches" (Bemidbar 12:8).

69. A true egg
The rabbis consider the secrets of the higher levels and wonder how it is possible to reveal them, because they seem so mysterious. They are told
not to try to reveal them, for it is not time to bring the higher wisdom down to the lower levels.
398. One day, Rabbi Yesa asked about the following. He said: A true
egg that laid the bird who dwells in fire breaks up into four sides.
Two rise from them, one is lowered and one squats by the great sea.
Rabbi Aba said: Are you making before Rabbi Shimon the holy into
profane, about whom it is written, "With him I speak mouth to
mouth" (Bemidbar 12:8)? Rabbi Shimon said to him: BEFORE the
time of the egg to split, you will depart from this world. This
happened in the gathering of Rabbi Shimon.

399. We have learned that during the days of Rabbi Shimon a person
would say to his friend: Open your mouth and let your words shine
forth. After the demise of Rabbi Shimon, they would say, "Do not let
your mouth cause your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5), MEANING DO
NOT REVEAL SECRETS.

70. "A woman in the impurity of her menstrual flow," part two
Rabbi Shimon taught that if people would read the Torah they would not make God angry. We learn that as a result of people's sins the serpent
above was awakened and injected his poison in the female; therefore the male left her since she was unclean. The world will be in woe if he joins
with her when she is unclean.
400. We have learned Rabbi Shimon said that if people would look at
what is written in the Torah, they would not come to anger their
Master. We have learned when harsh Judgments are stirred to
descend to the world, IT IS then WRITTEN, "To a woman in the
impurity of her menstrual flow..." (Vayikra 18:19). About this, it is
written, "The secret of Hashem is with them that fear Him" (Tehilim
25:14). We have learned this in the Holy gathering and here I wish to
reveal this secret. Here it is proper to do, MEANING HERE IS THE
PLACE TO REVEAL IT.
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401. We have learned that when the strong serpent from above was
awakened as a result of earth's sins, he dwelt and joined the female
and injected his poison in her. Then the male departed from her
because she was unclean, and she was called unclean. Then it
would not be proper for the male to approach her. Woe TO THE
WORLD, if he would become unclean with her when she was unclean.

71. Kinds of impurity
We learn of the many kinds of impurity that descended with the serpent and how some of them clung to the female; when she is defiled harsh
judgments circulate in the world. When the woman wants to be purified she must cut her hair and her nails.
402. We have learned that 125 kinds of impurity descended to earth
joined AND HELD BY the side of the mighty serpent, and the greater
27 of them hold to the female to join with her. Woe to anyone
approaching her at this time, for one who does approach her points
to a defect above. With this sin, the mighty serpent above is
awakened to spew poison in places where he should not, and he
joins the female. The hairs of the male grow and the female is
defiled. Her hair grows and her nails grow. Then harsh Judgments
begin circulating in the world and everything becomes defiled. This
is the essence of the verse, "Because he has defiled the sanctuary of
Hashem" (Bemidbar 19:20). The sanctuary of Hashem was defiled
due to sins of mankind.

403. We have learned that which is written, "And I will put enmity
(Heb. ve'eivah) between you and the woman" (Beresheet 3:15). The
serpent placed 24 types of defilement in the female when he joined
with her, according to the numerical value of "ve'eivah," 24 types stir
above and 24 below. The hairs grow and nails grow, then Judgments
are awakened in the world. We have learned that when a woman
wishes to purify, she needs to cut THE AMOUNT OF hair that grew
from the time she became unclean and needs to cut her nails and all
the filth within them.

72. The filth of the nails
We are told that one who eradicates his nails entirely has awakened kindness in the world, because many bad spirits are aroused by the filth in the
nails. Sorcerers can perform witchcraft with them, and a person can be harmed if someone steps on their nails.
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404. We have learned that in the secrets of defilement, the filth of the
nails stir other filth, MEANING THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT. For this
reason, it is necessary to hide them. One who eradicates them
entirely, BY BURNING THEM, is considered as having awakened
Chesed in the world. We have learned that man does not need to
leave a memorial for those evil kinds. As we have learned, 1,405 bad
types are caught up in the filth that the mighty serpent spews. All are
roused by that filth in the nails.

405. Anyone who wants to, can perform witchcraft with them on
people, due to these DEMONS that derive from them. He who
eradicates them, MEANING BURNS THEM, is considered as if he
multiplies kindness in the world so that evil Judgments are not
present, and that filth will be annuled, and its nails that are marked
by it, BY THAT FILTH. We have learned that one who steps by foot or
shoes on the nails might be harmed. If it is so with the remnants of
what was left of the refuse above, then howmuch more so the
woman that welcomes and joins with the serpent in whom he
injected his refuse. Woe to the world who will receive from her AT
THIS TIME, SINCE IT RECEIVES from that refuse. "Also you shall not
approach to a woman in the impurity of her menstrual flow" (Vayikra
18:19), MEANING NOT TO RECEIVE FROM MALCHUT AT THE TIME
THE SERPENT JOINS HER, BECAUSE OF THE SIN OF LOWER
BEINGS, AND INJECTS FILTH INTO HER.

73. Bring before Me atonement
Rabbi Shimon says that God said: 'Bring before Me atonement on the New Moon,' and he describes what this means. He says that God asks this in
order that Malchut will become fragrant and the serpent will pass away from her.
406. Rabbi Shimon said: The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Bring
atonement before Me on the New Moon', BECAUSE I HAVE
REDUCED THE MOON, MALCHUT. "Before Me" surely MEANS ON
MY BEHALF, in order to remove the serpent FROM NURSING FROM
MALCHUT, and to perfume the one who needs to, NAMELY
MALCHUT. "Before (lit. 'upon') Me" TO BE EXPLAINED, as "Serafim
stood above him" (Yeshayah 6:2), WHICH DOES NOT MEAN OVER
HIM, HEAVEN FORBID, BUT FOR HIS SAKE AND FOR HIS GLORY.
HERE TOO, "UPON ME" IS TO BE EXPLAINED AS 'FOR MY SAKE'.
Therefore, it is written regarding Korah, "Who are gathered together
are against (lit. 'upon') Hashem" (Bemidbar 16:11), WHICH ALSO
MEANS "FOR HASHEM," MEANING for them, BECAUSE OF THE SIN
OF KORAH AND HIS CONGREGATION, someone was awakened
from their side, MEANING THE OTHER SIDE, TO BLEMISH HASHEM.
Also here, "Bring before Me your atonement" upon Me literally,
MEANING FOR MY SAKE AND FOR ME, in order that MALCHUT will
have fragrance and the serpent will pass from her and not be found
where it dwelt, MEANING IN A PLACE OF LACK DUE TO THE
DIMINISHED MOON. What is all this for? Because I reduced the
moon, NAMELY MALCHUT, and he who should not has sway over
her. Hence, "also you shall not approach to a woman in the impurity
of her menstrual flow" (Vayikra 18:19), AS IN THE ADJACENT
PARAGRAPH.
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407. Happy is the generation that Rabbi Shimon dwells therein.
Happy is his lot among the higher and lower beings. Regarding him,
it is written, "Happy are you, O land, when your king is free" (Kohelet
10:17). What is meant by "free"? His head stands straight and he
states matters without fear, as one who is free. He says what he
wants and fears not. Who is "your king"? This refers to Rabbi
Shimon bar Yochai, master of Torah, master of wisdom. When Rabbi
Aba and the sages would see Rabbi Shimon, they would run after
him saying, "They shall walk after Hashem, who shall roar like a
lion" (Hoshea 11:10).

74. "And it shall come to pass, that every new moon"
Rabbi Shimon talks about "every new moon, and every Shabbat," saying that they all pertain to one level. There is universal joy when Atika Kadisha,
Keter, is revealed to them. He talks about the festival of the New Moon, and how the sun glows with the joy of the light of Atika above.
408. Rabbi Shimon said: It is written, "And it shall come to pass, that
every new moon, and every Shabbat..." (Yeshayah 66:23). HE
QUESTIONS: Why are they compared, MEANING WHY ARE BOTH
CONSIDERED TOGETHER IN THE VERSE? HE ANSWERS: All
pertain to one level and the one is united with the other. SHABBAT,
BEING ZEIR ANPIN, IS UNITED WITH THE NEW MOON, DENOTING
MALCHUT. There is no joy of one in the other, WHEN THEY ARE
NOT UNITED. Only when Atika Kadisha, KETER, is revealed TO
THEM, is there universal joy. We have learned that it is written, "A
psalm, a poem for the Shabbat day" (Tehilim 92:1). It is expressly for
the Shabbat day, ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE SHABBAT DAY,
denoting the praise which the Holy One, blessed be He, recites. Then
is found joy and an additional soul, due to the fact that Atika was
revealed and the union OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT is occurring.
409. It is the same with the renewal of the moon, MEANING AT THE
NEW MOON. The sun, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, shines on it with the
joy of the light of Atika above. For this reason, the sacrifice of the
New Moon is above in order to bring fragrance to all, and joy should
be prevalent in the world. Therefore, 'bring atonement before Me'.
This wording is literal IN ORDER TO AWAKEN THE UNION.

410. We have learned that it is written, "This is the burnt offering of
every Shabbat, beside (lit. 'over') the continual burnt
offering" (Bemidbar 28:10), MEANING one needs to aim his heart
much higher this day than other days. Therefore, "over the continual
burnt offering" is to be understood literally, AS "OVER" IS TO BE
EXPLAINED ABOVE THE CONTINUAL OFFERING. We have learned
that it is written concerning Hannah, "And prayed to (lit. 'over')
Hashem" (I Shmuel 1:10). "Over" literally, MEANING ABOVE
HASHEM, ZEIR ANPIN, as children are dependent on the holy Mazal,
THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN. We have established this TO BE
HIGHER THAN ZEIR ANPIN. Not a single thing in the Torah, or small
letter in the Torah, does not hint at the supernal wisdom. Mounds
and mounds (Heb. tilim) of supernal wisdom depend upon it. This is
the meaning of, "His locks (Heb. taltalim) are wavy" (Shir Hashirim
5:11), as we have already learned.

75. "Cast your burden upon Hashem"
We learn that the title verse means 'above Hashem', namely Mazal, for this is a prayer for sustenance. The righteous are fortunate in this world and
in the World to Come because they are able to draw that sustenance from a high place.
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411. Rabbi Yosi found Rabbi Aba sitting and reading this verse,
"Cast your burden upon Hashem" (Tehilim 55:23). "Upon" is precise,
MEANING ABOVE HASHEM, ZEIR ANPIN. Sustenance is dependent
on Mazal, THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN. Rabbi Yehuda used to read,
"For (lit. 'upon') this (Heb. zot fem.) shall everyone that is godly pray
to You in a time when You may be found" (Tehilim 32:6). "Upon Zot"
surely, MEANING ABOVE MALCHUT CALLED ZOT, BEING TIFERET
THAT IS ABOVE MALCHUT. "In a time...be found," we established
that it REFERS TO A WOMAN. Yet "in a time...be found" is like the
words, "Seek Hashem while He may be found, call upon Him while
He is near" (Yeshayah 55:6), REFERRING TO THE TEN DAYS OF
REPENTANCE. Another explanation for, "In a time...be found,"
MEANING when the rivers, THE LIGHTS OF BINAH, flow and are
drawn continuously. The patriarchs, BEING CHESED GVURAH
TIFERET, receive and all are blessed, FOR EVERY PIOUS MAN
SHOULD PRAY FOR THIS. What is meant by "the flood of great
waters" (Tehilim 32:6)? HE ANSWERS: It is the depth of the springs
and rivers, BEING ATIKA KADISHA, FROM WHICH ARE DRAWN THE
LIGHTS AND SPRINGS TO BINAH. For who will merit it, and who will
merit to come near and ascend there! This is what is meant by the
verse, "The flood of great waters shall not come near him." It is
because they are not worthy and not capable OF RECEIVING FROM
ATIKA.
412. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written, "One thing have I desired of
Hashem, that I will seek after...to behold the beauty of
Hashem" (Tehilim 27:4). Blessed are the pious that numerous
supernal treasures await them in that world, DENOTING BINAH, as
the Holy One, blessed be He, delights in them in these worlds, as we
have explained. FOR THEIR SAKE HE ASKED TO BEHOLD the
beauty of Hashem. We have already learned THAT IT IS THE GLOW
OF ATIKA THAT IS DRAWN IN BINAH. RABBI YITZCHAK DISPUTES
WITH RABBI YEHUDA, WHO SAID THAT "THE FLOOD OF GREAT
WATERS SHALL NOT COME NEAR HIM" REFERS TO THE LIGHTS
OF ATIKA THAT CANNOT BE CONCEIVED. HOWEVER, THERE ARE
SOME RIGHTEOUS WHO MERIT THIS TOO. Rabbi Chizkiyah says:
From here, IT SEEMS THAT THERE ARE PIOUS WHO DO MERIT THE
LIGHT OF ATIKA, as written, "Neither has the eye seen, that an
Elohim, beside You, should do such a thing for him that waits for
Him" (Yeshayah 64:3). HE ASKS, 'He should do': It should have said,
'You should do', SINCE IT WRITES "BESIDE YOU," A TERM OF
SECOND PERSON. HE REPLIES: Rather, 'he should do' is precise,
BECAUSE IT REFERS TO ATIKA. THEREFORE, HE SPEAKS IN
TERMS OF THIRD PERSON. Similarly, "behold, I (lit. 'he') will add to
your days fifteen years" (Yeshayah 38:5). IT SHOULD HAVE SAID, 'I
WILL ADD', SINCE IT PRECEDES IT WITH "BEHOLD (LIT. 'HERE I
AM')." IT IS ONLY BECAUSE IT ALLUDES TO ATIKA, WHO IS NOT
CONCEIVED TO BE HERE. THEREFORE, HE SAYS IN THIRD
PERSON, "HE WILL ADD." IT IS BECAUSE LIFE IS DRAWN FROM
MAZAL, MEANING FROM THE BEARD OF ATIKA. Similarly, "Cast
your burden upon Hashem" MEANS ABOVE HASHEM, NAMELY
MAZAL, FOR THIS IS A PRAYER FOR SUSTENANCE. It is also
written, "And prayed to (lit. 'over') Hashem," ALSO REFERRING TO
MAZAL THAT IS HIGHER ABOVE OF HASHEM, AS THIS PRAYER
WAS FOR CHILDREN. Yet all is one, FOR IT IS ALL DRAWN FROM
THE MAZAL, THE BEARD OF ATIKA KADISHA. THUS, IT IS
POSSIBLE TO RECEIVE AND DRAW ABUNDANCE ALSO FROM
ATIKA KADISHA, UNLIKE RABBI YEHUDA'S WORDS.
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413. Fortunate is the portion of the righteous in this world and the
World to Come. Regarding them, it is written, "But let all those that
put their trust in You rejoice: let them ever shout for joy, because
You do defend them: and let those who love Your name be joyful in
You" (Tehilim 5:12). It is also written, "Surely the righteous shall give
thanks to Your name: the upright shall dwell in Your
presence" (Tehilim 140:14) and "They that know Your name will put
their trust in You: for You, Hashem, have not forsaken those who
seek You" (Tehilim 9:11).
Blessed is Hashem forever. Amen and Amen. May Hashem reign
forever. Amen and Amen.
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1. "You shall be holy"
Rabbi Elazar begins by saying that on the day of heavenly judgment people will be found defective because they did not pay any attention to the
Torah. He adds that it is forbidden to associate with people who lack the Faith. And as for those who are not in a state of holiness at the time of
intercourse, they will produce offspring whose souls come from the side of defilement.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses saying, 'Speak to all the
congregation of the children of Yisrael, and say to them: You shall
be holy: for I Hashem your Elohim am Holy" (Vayikra 19:1-2). Rabbi
Elazar commenced the discussion: "Be not like the horse, or the
mule, which have no understanding ..." (Tehilim 32:9). How many
times did the Torah attest to people, how many times did she raise
her voice in every direction to awaken them, but all lay sleeping,
unaware of their sins. They do not look or pay attention to the time
when they will rise up to face the day of heavenly Judgment. At this
time, the Heavenly King will exact from them the shame of the Torah
that cried out against them, and yet they did not even turn their face
to her. All are found totally defective since they do not know of the
Faith of the Heavenly King. Woe to them, and woe to their souls.

2. For the Torah attests to him and says, "Whoever is simple, let him
turn in here: as for he that lacks understanding, she says to
him..." (Mishlei 9:4). Who is meant by, "he that lacks
understanding"? THIS MEANS one who has no Faith, and is
defective in every respect. HE QUESTIONS: Why is it written, "she
says to him," when it should read, 'I say to him', as the verse says, "I
will say to El my rock..." (Tehilim 42:10). So why does it say here,
"she says"? HE ANSWERS: It wishes to include and add the
supernal Torah, which also calls him, "he that lacks understanding,"
MEANING defective in Faith.

3. We have learned this: it is forbidden to approach all who fail to toil
in Torah, and it is forbidden to be partners with him or do business
with him, and one must surely not travel with him on the way, since
he lacks Faith. We learned that one who walks along the road
without mentioning words of Torah endangers his life. This is all the
more the case for he who befriends on the road someone who lacks
Faith, BECAUSE he himself does not properly honor his Master, nor
even his own, as he shows a lack of concern for his own life.

4. Rabbi Yehuda said: How will he who shows no concern for his
own life, NAMELY, BY ASSOCIATING WITH ONE LACKING FAITH,
draw a proper soul to his son? Rabbi Elazar said: I wonder about
this generation, and this matter was discussed. About this it is
written: "Be not like the horse, or the mule, which have no
understanding" (Tehilim 32:9). Happy are the righteous who strive in
the Torah and know the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and
sanctify themselves with the sanctity of the King. They are in a total
state of holiness. For this reason they attract a spirit of Holiness
from above. Their children are truly righteous and are called 'the
children of the King', 'holy children'.
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5. Woe be to evildoers who are brazen and act with insolence AT
TIMES OF INTERCOURSE. For this reason, their offspring acquire a
brazen soul from the Side of Defilement, as it is written, "that you
should be defiled by them" (Vayikra 11:43). He who seeks to become
unclean is made unclean. "Be not like the horse, or the mule," as
these animals are very loose in morality, more than all other
CREATURES. "...which have no understanding...", for people of this
sort do not try TO UNDERSTAND this way. It is written, "which have
no understanding," and in another place, "Yea, the dogs are greedy
[in soul], they never have enough, and they are shepherds that
cannot understand" (Yeshayah 56:11). This means that JUST AS
THEY ARE GREEDY IN THEIR SOUL, ALSO HERE it reveals that they
will prepare for themselves CHILDREN who will be called 'greedy in
their souls'. For what reason? Because they "cannot understand."

6. "And they are shepherds." HE QUESTIONS: Who are these
shepherds? AND ANSWERS: These are those who guide and lead
people to Gehenom. "They never have enough," JUST AS the verse
that says: "The leech," NAMELY GEHENOM, "has two daughters,
crying, 'Give, give'" (Mishlei 30:15). Because they SAY "Give, give,"
then, "they never have enough;" "they all look to their own way,
every one for his gain, from his quarter" (Yeshayah 56:11), since
they seek out Gehenom. What caused all this? It is because they did
not sanctify themselves at mating as much as they should have.
Therefore, it is written: "You shall be holy: for I Hashem your Elohim
am Holy." The Holy One, blessed be He, says, 'From all nations I
wanted only Yisrael to cling to Me,' as it is written: "But you that did
cleave of Hashem" (Devarim 4:4); you, not the other nations. For this
reason, "You shall be holy," indeed.

2. "O land of buzzing wings"
Rabbi Yitzchak says that when God created the world He wanted to reveal matters of depth from among concealed matters, and so light came forth
from darkness, evil came forth from good, Judgment came from Mercy, all were intermingled and interdependent. Thus when the world is judged,
judgment is tempered with mercy, otherwise the world could not survive.
7. "You shall be holy: for I Hashem your Elohim am Holy" (Vayikra
19:2). Rabbi Yitzchak commenced: "O (also: 'Woe') land of buzzing
wings..." (Yeshayah 18:1). HE QUESTIONS: Just because it is a land
of buzzing wings, is that such a cause for alarm that the verse
writes, "Woe land"? HE ANSWERS: As Rabbi Yitzchak explained, at
the time the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world and wanted
to reveal matters of depth from among concealed matters, and light
from darkness, these terms were intermingled. For this reason, from
darkness came light, and concealment departed and became known
as the depth. And this resulted from it. So from good came evil, from
Mercy came Judgment. All intermingled, the Good Inclination with
the Evil one, right and left, Yisrael and other nations, white and
black. Each thing was dependent on the other.
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8. We learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said on behalf of Rabbi Yehuda:
The whole world appears as if in one composition kept together with
its own web, MEANING THE QUALITY OF JUDGMENT AND THE
QUALITY OF MERCY, BEING MALCHUT AND BINAH, ARE LINKED
AND INTERWOVEN WITH ONE ANOTHER. And so, when the world is
judged, it is judged with Judgment tempered with Mercy, WITH
MALCHUT INCLUDED IN BINAH. Were it not so, the world could not
survive even one moment. We established this matter, as it is
written, "for when Your judgments (lit. 'justice') are on the earth,"
NAMELY MERCY, CALLED 'JUSTICE', "the inhabitants of the world
learn righteousness" (Yeshayah 26:9). THEY WERE CAPABLE OF
RECEIVING THE JUDGMENT OF RIGHTEOUSNESS, BEING
MALCHUT, DUE TO ITS CONNECTION TO THE ATTRIBUTE OF
MERCY.
9a. We learned at that time when Judgment is suspended over the
world, and righteousness, MALCHUT, is crowned with Judgment,
many winged ones are stirred against the beings of Harsh Judgment,
so as to rule the world. They spread their wings from one side, then
from the other, to keep watch over the world. Then they raise their
wings to spread and join in the Harsh Judgment, and to fly across
the earth to do evil. Then it is written, "Woe land of buzzing wings."

9b. Rabbi Yehuda said: I see Mankind insolent, except for the truly
righteous. For this reason, everything is in such a condition, so to
speak. He who comes to purify is helped. He who wishes to defile is
as we established, "that you should be defiled by them" (Vayikra
11:43).

3. "You shall be holy"
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya say that the words of Torah are superior to all sacrifices, and even one who has had a judgment decreed against him
can have his penalty canceled because of his study of Torah. Healing is found in the Torah, and its function is to purify the unclean, as the Torah
itself is constantly in a state of purity. There is also a promise that if one studies Torah one shall become holy. Rabbi Yosi says that as men purify
themselves below they are purified on high. We read about the time when mating is appropriate, the moment when one is consecrated. Rabbi Aba
also talks about when man is called 'one', and the role of the Tefilin in creating this unity. When a man and woman are clinging to one another in
body and soul, then God dwells in their unity and gives them a holy spirit for their child.
10. Rabbi Yosi was going on his way when Rabbi Chiya met him. He
said to him what the scholars established, about that which is
written concerning Eli: "And therefore I have sworn to the house of
Eli, that the iniquity of the house of Eli shall not be purged with
sacrifice or offering forever" (I Shmuel 3:14), meaning that it is not
purged with sacrifice or offering, but atonement comes through the
words of Torah. Why? It is because words of Torah are superior to
all sacrifices. As has been accepted, it is written, "This is the Torah
of the burnt offering, of the meal offering, and of the sin offering, and
of the guilt offering" (Vayikra 7:37). THIS INDICATES THAT the Torah
is equal to all sacrifices in the world. He replied: This is surely so.
For even if a penalty of Heaven is decreed against he who toils in
Torah, the penalty is canceled because the study of the Torah is
better for him than all sacrifices and offerings .
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11. Come and behold: man becomes pure solely through words of
Torah, For this reason, words of Torah never receive defilement,
since THE FUNCTION OF THE TORAH is to purify the unclean. There
is healing in the Torah, as it is written: "It shall be health to your
navel, and marrow to your bones" (Mishlei 3:8). There is purity in the
Torah, as it is written: "The fear to Hashem is clean, enduring
forever" (Tehilim 19:10). What is meant by "enduring forever"? IT
MEANS that it remains constantly in the state of purity, which is
never removed from it.

12. He said to him: Behold, it says, "the fear of Hashem," not 'the
Torah'. He replied: This is surely so, THAT IT REFERS TO THE
TORAH, as Torah comes from the state of Gvurah, AND HENCE IS
CALLED 'FEAR OF HASHEM'. He said to him: You learn THAT IDEA
from there, from the verses, "The fear of Hashem is the beginning of
wisdom" (Tehilim 111:10), SO WE SEE THAT WISDOM IS CALLED
'FEAR'. And it is written: "fear of Hashem is pure," SO WE SEE THE
PURITY IS WITHIN WISDOM, NAMELY IN THE TORAH.
13. The Torah is called 'Holiness', as it is written, "for I Hashem your
Elohim am Holy" (Vayikra 19:2). And such is the Torah, which is the
supernal Holy Name. Therefore, one who toils in it becomes pure,
and afterwards he becomes holy, as it is written: "You shall be holy."
It does not say, 'be holy,' but it is written, "You shall be"; assuredly
you shall, MEANING THAT THIS IS A PROMISE THAT THROUGH
TORAH, "YOU SHALL BE HOLY." He replied: This is CERTAINLY
correct, as it is written, "and you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests,
and a holy nation" (Shemot 19:6), followed by, "These are the
words..."

14. We learned that the Holiness of the Torah is a sanctity that
surpasses all types of holiness, and the sanctity of the hidden
supernal Wisdom exceeds all others. He said: Torah does not exist
without wisdom, and wisdom does not exist without Torah. All is on
one level; all is one. There is Torah in supernal Wisdom, and it is
there through it. And in it, roots are planted on all sides.

15. As they were going, they met a person riding on a horse at a
place where the town trash and refuse is kept. AS HE DEPARTED
THERE, he put out his hand to a branch of the tree, TO CLEAN HIS
HANDS. EVEN THOUGH THERE WAS NO REASON TO FEAR THAT
HE HAD TOUCHED THE FILTH AS HE RODE ON A HORSE, NONE
THE LESS, HE WAS STRICT WITH HIMSELF ABOUT CLEANSING HIS
HANDS, SINCE HE FOUND HIMSELF IN A DIRTY ENVIRONMENT.
Rabbi Yosi said: This is what is written, "you shall therefore sanctify
yourselves, and you shall be holy" (Vayikra 11:44). Man purifies
himself below and he is purified on high. This is the essence of the
verse, "You shall be holy: for I Hashem your Elohim am Holy."
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16. Rabbi Aba taught that this portion OF KEDOSHIM comprises the
entire Torah and is sealed with the ring of Truth. In this portion there
are new supernal secrets of Torah, in the Ten Commandments, and
decrees, penalties, and heavenly commandments. When the friends
reached this chapter, they were overjoyed.

17. Rabbi Aba said: What is the reason that the portion about incest
and the portion of Kedoshim are adjacent? AND ANSWERS: We
learned that he who keeps away from incest is definitely produced in
holiness, SINCE HIS PARENTS SANCTIFIED THEMSELVES AT TIME
OF INTERCOURSE. And this is most certainly so if he also sanctifies
himself with the sanctity of his Master, THROUGH WORK ON
HIMSELF. This was commented upon by the friends.

18. When is the time for all men to consecrate in marital duties?
Come and behold: he who wishes to consecrate himself with the
grace of His master should mate only from midnight on or at
midnight, as at that hour, the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN,
is in the Garden of Eden, DENOTING MALCHUT, and the supernal
sanctity is awakened. That is the moment to be consecrated. This is
fine for all other people. Torah scholars familiar with the ways of
Torah know that midnight is the hour to rise and toil in the Torah,
join with the Congregation of Yisrael, DENOTING MALCHUT, and
praise the Holy Name, DENOTING MALCHUT and the Holy King,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN.

19. Shabbat eve, when there is universal goodwill, is the moment for
mating FOR TORAH SCHOLARS, in order to find the grace of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael,
DENOTING BOTH ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, as we learned from
the verse, "You are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
14:1). They are called 'holy', as it is written, "You shall be holy: for I
Hashem your Elohim am Holy," and it is written, "And he shall be like
a tree planted by streams of water, that brings forth its fruit in its
season" (Tehilim 1:3).

20. "You shall be holy." Rabbi Aba commenced: "And what one
nation in the earth is like Your people, like Yisrael" (II Shmuel 7:23).
Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, did not want any of
the nations of the world except Yisrael alone. He made them a
singular nation in the world. He called them 'one nation', like His
Name. He crowned them with numerous adornments, numerous
precepts to be adorned, and He gave them the head and hand Tefilin,
to adorn them just as is above. THE HEAD TEFILIN ARE MOCHIN OF
ZEIR ANPIN. THE HAND TEFILIN ARE MOCHIN ARE MALCHUT. This
was so that there would be a consistent perfection in everything,
ABOVE AND BELOW.
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21. At that time, when man adorns himself with them and sanctifies
himself with them, NAMELY TEFILIN, he becomes complete, and is
called 'one'. Because he is not called 'one' until he is perfect, one
who is defective is not called 'one'. The Holy One, blessed be He, is
therefore called 'One' in His total perfection, the perfection of the
Patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and the perfection of
the Congregation of Yisrael, DENOTING MALCHUT. For this, Yisrael
below is called 'one', as when a man dons Tefilin and is enveloped
with a cover according to the commandment, NAMELY THE TALIT,
then he is adorned with the holy adornments similar to that on high,
and is thus called 'one'.

22. Because of this, let man come and strive for the One. The Holy
One, blessed be He, who is One, deals with one, NAMELY YISRAEL.
For the King deals only with what is befitting Him. For this reason, it
is written: "But He is unchangeable (lit. 'in one'), and who can turn
Him?" (Iyov 23:13) since the Holy One, blessed be He, abides and
dwells only in one. HE ASKS: IT SAYS, "He is in one." Should it not
read 'one'? HE ANSWERS: YET THE EXPLANATION IS as one
established in supernal sanctity to be one, MEANING IN YISRAEL,
then He hovers in one, and not in any place else, MEANING IN
ANOTHER NATION.

23. When is a person called 'one'? At the time when there is male
and female, and he sanctifies himself with supernal holiness and
strives to be saintly. Come and behold: when a person is in one
union, male and female, and aims to sanctify himself properly, then
he is perfect and is considered one without defect.

24. For this reason, man needs to bring joy to his wife at that time, to
prepare her with him with one desire. Both should ready themselves
to that matter. And when both are together, then everything is one in
body and soul. In soul THEY ARE ONE, to cling to each other in one
wish. In body THEY ARE ONE, as we learned that a man who does
not marry is like a half BODY; HE IS A HALF BODY AND HIS MATE IS
A HALF BODY. When they join male and female, they become one
COMPLETE body. Thus, they are one soul, one body, and man is
than one. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, dwells in the one and
deposits a Holy Spirit in that one, NAMELY IN THAT WHICH IS BORN
FROM THEM.

25. These are called 'children of the Holy One, blessed be He', as we
learned above, and for this reason, "You shall be holy: for I Hashem
your Elohim am Holy." Fortunate are Yisrael for not placing this
thing elsewhere, MEANING THEY SOUGHT NO REWARD FOR THEIR
HOLINESS, but only TO CLING to Him, as is written, "for I Hashem
your Elohim am Holy," MEANING that His children are to cling to Him
only, and to no other. Hence, "You shall be holy: for I Hashem your
Elohim am Holy."
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4. "You shall revere every man his mother, and his father"
Rabbi Yosi says that whoever fears their mother and father observes the Shabbat. He wonders why the mother is mentioned first, and Rabbi Shimon
explains that the mother does not have the power to instill fear that the father does, therefore she is mentioned first. Rabbi Yehuda says that just as
heaven and earth were created simultaneously, both parents are equal in fear and honor. Rabbi Shimon tells us about the sanctification below
during mating and the supernal mating above.
26. "You shall fear every man his mother, and his father" (Vayikra
19:3). This chapter contains general principles of the whole Torah. IF
THIS IS SO, WE NEED TO EXAMINE WHY one's fear of father and
mother is adjacent to "My Shabbatot" (Ibid). AND ANSWERS: Rabbi
Yosi said that it is actually all the same. He who has fear of this,
NAMELY HIS FATHER AND MOTHER, observes the Shabbat.

27. "You shall revere every man his mother." HE QUESTIONS: Why
does mother precede father, AS IT SAYS, "YOU SHALL REVERE
EVERY MAN HIS MOTHER, AND HIS FATHER"? What is the reason?
AND ANSWERS: As we explained, his mother is powerless TO
INSTILL FEAR like his father. Therefore, THE VERSE leads with her
fear first.
28. Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is written before, "You shall be holy" (Ibid.
2), MEANING that a man needs to sanctify together with his wife.
Whose praise for the sanctity is considered paramount? We say it is
the woman's, BECAUSE SHE IS NOT AS KNOWLEDGEABLE IN
TORAH AND SANCTITY AS THE MAN. Hence, IT STARTS WITH
MOTHER, SAYING, "You shall revere every man his mother, and his
father."
29. Rabbi Yehuda said: "You shall revere every man his mother, and
his father," PLACING THE MOTHER BEFORE THE FATHER; this is
similar to THE VERSE, "in the day that Hashem Elohim made the
earth and the heaven" (Beresheet 2:4). In another place, heaven
precedes earth. The purpose is to show that both heaven and earth
were created simultaneously. This is also the case here. He leads
mother before father, and elsewhere he leads father before mother,
to show that because both strove for him together, BOTH ARE
EQUAL IN FEAR AND HONOR.

30a. "And keep My Shabbatot" (Vayikra 19:3), INDICATES TWO
SHABBATOT, THE DAY OF SHABBAT, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, AND
SHABBAT EVE, DENOTING MALCHUT. BOTH are equal and their
weight is the same. THEREFORE, THE VERSE WROTE THEM AS
ONE, as is written: "You shall keep the Shabbat therefore; for it is
holy to you" (Shemot 31:14); and, "Remember the Shabbat day, to
keep it holy" (Shemot 20:8). ONE PLACE WRITES "KEEP" AND ONE
PLACE "REMEMBER." Yet one verse deals with the father,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, INDICATED THROUGH "REMEMBERING."
The other verse is from the mother, DENOTING MALCHUT,
INDICATED by "KEEPING."
30b. It is written here: "You shall revere, every man, his mother and
his father, and keep My Shabbatot." It is written elsewhere: "You
shall keep My Shabbatot, and revere My sanctuary" (Vayikra 26:2).
What is meant by, "My sanctuary"? It is according to the literal
meaning, THE TEMPLE. Another way TO EXPLAIN, "My sanctuary" is
that it refers to those who sanctify themselves at that time. Similarly,
"and begin at My sanctuary" (Yechezkel 9:6), WHICH HAS BEEN
EXPLAINED. Do not read it "at My sanctuary," but rather, 'at My
sanctified'. And just as there ITS EXPLANATION is 'My sanctified
ones,' here also IN THE VERSE, "AND REVERE MY SANCTUARY,"
ITS MEANING IS 'My sanctified ones', MEANING THE PEOPLE WHO
SANCTIFY THEMSELVES, who are the father and mother.
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31. "You shall revere every man his mother, and his father." Rabbi
Shimon said: It is written, "But you that did cleave to
Hashem..." (Devarim 4:4). Fortunate are Yisrael that cling to the Holy
One, blessed be He. Because they cling to Him, everything clings
together, one with the other.

32. Come and behold: when man sanctifies himself below - such as
the friends who sanctify themselves on Shabbat IN THEIR MATING,
at the same time when there is supernal mating - grace and blessing
are set. Then everything joins together, the soul of Shabbat and the
body BORN AND prepared on Shabbat. Hence the verse, "You shall
revere every man his mother, and his father." They are one pair in
body at that moment that he has been sanctified, MEANING THEY
HAVE BROUGHT ABOUT WITH THEIR PAIRING A HOLY BODY. "...
and keep My Shabbatot..." refers to the supernal Shabbat,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, and the lower Shabbat, DENOTING
MALCHUT, who prepare the soul for the body from that supernal
pairing, as fROM THE MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT THE
SOUL IS BORN. Therefore, "and keep My Shabbatot," POINTING TO
two. It all cleaves together, the one with the other. Fortunate is the
share of Yisrael.

33. Another explanation: "and keep My Shabbatot." Is a warning to
those who wait to mate from one Shabbat to another Shabbat. We
established, as it is written, "to the eunuchs that keep My
Shabbatot" (Yeshayah 56:4). Who are these "eunuchs"? These are
the scholars that act like eunuchs all other days in order to toil in the
Torah. They wait from Shabbat to Shabbat. This is the essence of the
writing, "that keep My Shabbatot." The term, "KEEP," MEANS as it
says, "but his father kept the matter in mind" (Beresheet 37:11),
MEANING TO WAIT. For this reason, it is written, "and keep My
Shabbatot." "You shall revere every man his mother, and his father"
refers to THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF the body, "and keep My
Shabbatot," refers to THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF the soul. THIS
AMOUNTS TO TWO SHABBATOT, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. It all
comes together, one with the other. Fortunate is the lot of Yisrael.
The number 32 is emphasized in this section, pertaining to the
number of times that Elohim is written in the acts of Creation and the
numerical value of Kavod (Honor) and the 32 paths of wisdom. Rabbi
Shimon speaks to the Faithful Shepherd, Moses, and tells him to be
strong because God will appoint him king on high and below. The
sages of Mishnah have said that man's father and mother are Zeir
Anpin and the Congregation of Yisrael, Malchut. The Torah is the
honor of the father. It is for Yisrael to do the commandments of Aba
and Ima, Chochmah and Binah, that are the positive precepts. We
hear about the difference between those who hear the precepts
direct from God and those who hear them from an intermediary and
then obey. The former are children of God and the latter are servants
of God.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
34. "You shall revere every man his mother, and his father, and keep
My Shabbatot." These precepts are equal to each other, since
respect for parents is equivalent to the honor for Shabbat. With
regard to his father, it first talks of honor, as the verse said, "if then I
am the father, where is My honor (Heb. kevodi)? And if I am a master,
where is My fear?" (Malachi 1:6) The word Kevodi numerically equals
42 and consists of the ten sayings and 32 times Elohim WRITTEN in
the acts of Creation.
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35. In every place, "The wise shall inherit honor" (Mishlei 3:35). The
sages explained that this "honor" refers to nothing but the Torah,
DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN CALLED TORAH, as the 32 expressions of
Elohim in the Torah are His honor. THE WORD KAVOD (LIT. 'HONOR'
OR 'GLORY') NUMERICALLY EQUALS 32, THE SECRET OF
WISDOM, AS EARLIER MENTIONED. These wise men of the Torah,
who are the wise in Chochmah, inherit this honor, THE MOCHIN OF
32 ELOHIM. This is not so for the fools about whom it is written, "but
fools shall get shame" (Ibid.). How do we know that someone
ignorant in Torah is called a 'fool'? As it is written, "nor does a fool
understand this" (Tehilim 92:7). The word, "this," refers to Torah, as
it is written: "And this is the Torah which Moses set" (Devarim 4:44).

36. THE HOLY LUMINARY, RABBI SHIMON, SAID TO THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD: Faithful Shepherd, because you are weak, I have begun
this portion with these commandments, in order to be somewhat of a
support to you. Be strong as the encampments of the Yeshivot come
to you with the following commandment, the precept of instituting a
king upon you on high. The Holy One, blessed be He, will appoint
you king on high and below in His form, since upon the sages in the
Yeshivah rests the supernal Shechinah, BINAH, and also the lower,
MALCHUT, THE TWO HEI'S IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS THE VAV, is the King in the center
OF THE TWO HEI'S, held with the most high and that below, WITH
BINAH AND MALCHUT. So you will be in His form, His son. Rise with
the glory of the King.

37. The Faithful Shepherd rose, raised his hands upwards, TO
KETER, and said: 'May it be Your will, the cause of all causes, who
rises from cause to cause, so there is no cause ABOVE YOU. You
are above any cause. MAY IT BE YOUR WILL to give me strength to
do Your will within your levels,' being Aba and Ima, MEANING
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. 'And I am their son,' SINCE THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD IS MOSES, REFERRING TO DA'AT, BEING THE
OFFSPRING OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. With your unity, the two
are one. You have equated the fear of Aba and Ima to the fear of You,
in as much as You are in the middle, AS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH
ARE RIGHT AND LEFT WITH KETER ABOVE THEM IN THE MIDDLE.
They are one, not two, without any sharing. Even though they, ABA
AND IMA, are one through your partnership, you are one without any
other participant. For this it is written about you, "and there is no
Elohim with Me" (Devarim 32:39).

38. Give me strength to stir myself first to honor You, and then
afterwards in honor of my father and mother in Heaven, AS THEY
ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, regarding whom the verse has
been explained, "He who robs his father or his mother, and says, 'It
is no transgression;' he is a companion of a destroyer" (Mishlei
28:24). The sages of the Mishnah have established that his father is
none other than the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, and his
mother is none other than the Congregation of Yisrael, BEING
MALCHUT. Your honor refers to Aba, NAMELY, CHOCHMAH,
included in his ten Sfirot from below upward, AS CHOCHMAH DOES
NOT GLOW FROM BELOW UPWARD. And both of them, CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, are the throne and bench beneath you for your glory.
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39. So they set and proclaimed that the junior respect the senior
above him. Aba, being Chochmah, since there is only one father for
us all, may serve under You and You shall be a supernal crown over
his head. There is no crown above You, nor any other deity. Ima,
NAMELY BINAH, NEEDS to serve Aba, as she is beneath him, and is
his throne beneath him.

40. "And...said..." (Beresheet 1). ABA appears in every saying, as
many as 32 TIMES ELOHIM, WHERE IT SAID, "and it was so." And
she, IMA, carried out what He said at once. Because she did His
commandments without any delay in the 32 paths OF CHOCHMAH,
ILLUMINATING THE 32 ELOHIM IN BINAH, with them were created
everything in the acts of Creation. She is called 'glory', AS THE
WORD NUMERICALLY EQUALS 32, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "and in His
temple everyone speaks of His glory" (Tehilim 29:9). ALSO, "Blessed
be the glory of Hashem from His place" (Yechezkel 3:12); also,
'Where is the place of His Glory to adorn Him'. ALL THESE REFER
TO BINAH, CALLED 'GLORY'.
41. The Aramaic translation of the honor of his father is 'yakra'. "The
Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Tehilim 19:8), about which is written:
"She is more precious (Heb. yekarah) than rubies" (Mishlei 3:15).
Hence, THE TORAH, BEING THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED
'PRECIOUS', IS THE HONOR OF THE FATHER. Yisrael, called
'children', ARE comprised of son and daughter from the aspect of
Tiferet and Malchut. It is for these, son and daughter, the precious
ones of the father and mother, BEING CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, to
do the command OF ABA, and the commandments OF ABA AND IMA
are the positive precepts. The sages of the Mishnah have
established the concept of being commanded and keeping it. Hence,
"will we do and obey" (Shemot 24:7), since that is the honor of Aba
and Ima. They command the son to do, and he does at once without
any delay.

42. O Supernal cause OF ALL CAUSES, KETER, I wish to strive for
your honor, to establish the attributes of Aba and Ima, BEING
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, for your honor's sake. Help me to arrange
everything properly. You will arrange for me and for all masters of
the Yeshivot above and below. And the camps on high and the low
angels will be arranged and ready for your honor, KETER, and for
the honor of Aba and Ima, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, to serve as a
stool under His feet, to do the bidding OF ABA AND IMA in all His
precepts, and to fear Him in all the negative precepts.

43. This is the meaning of, "You shall revere every man his mother,
and his father," adjacent to, "and keep My Shabbatot," and in
another verse, "and keep My commandments" (Vayikra 26:3). From
the standpoint of the positive precepts such as honor, the father
precedes mother. That is Yud-Hei, INDICATING ABA FIRST, AS
POSITIVE PRECEPTS ARE FROM ABA'S ASPECT. Now from the side
of the negative precepts, REPRESENTING FEAR, mother precedes
father. This points to Hei-Yud, WHERE IMA, HEI, PRECEDES ABA,
WHO IS YUD. This is the essence of, "It is the glory of Elohim to
conceal a thing" (Mishlei 25:2). For those who do not strive for this
honor, NAMELY, THE PRECEPTS, this thing is to be concealed from
them.
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44. About them is said: "but fools shall get shame" (Mishlei 3:35).
This refers to the unlearned, for they do not work for the glory of
Torah. How can they say, 'Our Father, who is in heaven, hear our
voice, have pity and compassion upon us, and accept our prayer.'
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, replies to them: "if then I am the
father, where is My honor?" (Malachi 1:6) THE MEANING IS, 'where
are your efforts on behalf of Torah and observance of My precepts?'
For if someone does not know the precepts of his Master, how can
he worship Him?

45. The exception is one who hears from the scholars and performs,
EVEN THOUGH HE DOES NOT UNDERSTAND ON HIS OWN. This is
like the verse, "will we do and obey," MEANING HE LISTENS TO THE
SCHOLARS AND PERFORMS. Nonetheless, there is a difference for
the person that does not receive it from his Master, but only from His
messenger. What is the difference between one and the other? It is
written that Moses received the Torah from Sinai, and later passed it
to Joshua. 'I, THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, received and transmitted
to them all.' So for he who receives from someone else, IT IS
SIMILAR to when the moon and stars receive their light from the sun,
and with this reception they are fulfilled. In the case of one who
receives, it is possible that this bounty may depart from him, as we
see regarding the sun and moon that their light departs at night,
since the sun illuminates only by day, and the moon only at night.

46. You may say that the light of the moon is from the sun; even
though ITS LIGHT is gathered, it glows by the moon and stars.
HENCE, THE SUN SHINES ALSO AT NIGHT. AND ANSWERS: From
another standpoint, we see at an eclipse of the moon and sun that
their light has departed and they remain like a body without soul.
This is due to the fact that there is a master over them that darkens
their light. The essence of the light however, is that place from where
it flows, which light never stops. There is no other deity above it that
will cut off its light.

47. O cause of causes, in as much as you are there, IN TORAH, there
is no interruption to the flow of the light of Torah. May it please your
never to move away from my father and mother, NAMELY TORAH
AND PRECEPTS, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and also not from His
children, NAMELY, YISRAEL. And so for he who strains himself for
the sake of the Torah, which is precious, THE TORAH will be lasting
within him and will not ever be cut off from him. This is not true for
he who does not busy himself with it. Even though he observes the
precepts of the sages, MEANING THAT HE OBEYS THE SCHOLARS
AND OBSERVES AS WE MENTIONED, he serves them. He is then a
servant not a son. But if he is a trustful SERVANT, his Master causes
him to be in control of all that is His.
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48. But one who does not toil in Torah does not serve the sages as
to obey them regarding precepts, to fulfill, "will we do and obey." He
sins and transgresses the negative precepts. He is considered AND
IS LIKENED TO the idolatrous nations of the world, the children of
Samael and the serpent, of whom it says, "but fools shall get
shame" (Mishlei 3:35) as they refused to receive the Torah. He who
does not possess Torah lacks any honor, as it says about them, "the
wise shall inherit honor" (Ibid.).

6. A firstborn son
Rabbi Shimon says that the brothers of a firstborn son are obligated to honor him because he is the eldest. He talks about being the child of God in
the level of all three worlds - Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah.
55. Rabbi Shimon commenced, saying: Despite all this, being the
firstborn son, ALLUDING TO THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, all his
brothers are obligated to honor him, as it is written: "Honor your
father" (Shemot 20:12). And the sages have established that the
particle "Et (lit. 'the')" includes your older brother, WHOM YOU NEED
TO HONOR. In every aspect it is explained in the Torah regarding
you; "for that (Heb. beshagam)" (Beresheet 6:3), namely Abel,
INDICATES THAT MOSES WAS THE SOUL OF ABEL. Adam had no
son before him, AS CAIN IS FROM THE ASPECT OF THE SERPENT,
AND ABEL FROM THE ASPECT OF ADAM. The sages established
that "beshagam" is Moses, SINCE BESHAGAM HAS THE SAME
NUMERICAL VALUE AS MOSES, the son to the King in every
respect. You are the firstborn from the aspect of the Tree of Life of
Good and Evil. You are good, as the verses state: "And Elohim saw
the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4); "and when she saw that
he was a goodly child" (Shemot 2:2). THIS MEANS THE ANGEL
METATRON IS CALLED THE 'TREE OF LIFE OF GOOD AND EVIL',
AND MOSES IS THE GOOD ASPECT THEREOF.
56. And from there, the Holy One, blessed be He, called you 'faithful
servant', SINCE SERVANT COMES FROM THE ASPECT OF
METATRON. Later you were promoted to be king, as the verse
states: "And he was a king in Yeshurun" (Devarim 33:5). Then you
were a member of the most high household. YOU WERE a king from
the aspect of Malchut of Briyah; a member of the household from the
aspect of Binah of Briyah. Now you are a king from the aspect of the
Tree of Malchut of Atzilut, a member of the household from the
aspect of Yud-Hei, Tiferet of Atzilut. Fortunate is your lot. What
brought this about for you? Your studious involvement in Torah and
the precept to unify the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah,
to bring the King to His post over His hosts on high and on Yisrael
below.

57. Because of this, they all inherit from Him souls of Atzilut, and are
thus called 'His children', of the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei of Atzilut
where there exists no division or mutilation. At first, it is mentioned
about them that they are children of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His Shechinah, from the aspect of Yud Hei Vav Hei of the world
of Briyah, as it is written concerning him, "EVERY ONE THAT IS
CALLED BY MY NAME: for I have created him FOR MY GLORY, I
have formed him; yea, I have made him" (Yeshayah 43:7), MEANING
THAT HE CREATED HIM FROM THE ASPECT OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
OF BRIYAH, FORMED HIM FROM YETZIRAH, AND ALSO MADE HIM
FROM THE ASPECT OF ASIYAH. NOW THEY HAVE BECOME
children of Yud Hei Vav Hei of Atzilut.
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7. "Then you may appoint a king over you"
Rabbi Shimon continues speaking to Moses, the Faithful Shepherd, talking about Moses' elevation in the levels of kingship. He says that Moses will
be leader of Yisrael and bind them all into one knot with God so that they may all bless and sanctify Him.
58. With you was the precept that was given to Yisrael to appoint a
king over them fulfilled, as the verse says, "then you may appoint a
king over you" (Devarim 17:15). First, it was fulfilled in relation to
you, "And he was a king in Yeshurun" (Devarim 33:5), AS HE WAS
THE FIRST KING OF YISRAEL. Everyone followed you, like limbs
acting all with the strength of the movement of the soul that spreads
into each limb. It is due to a supernal crown that you will be adorned
with, in which is the cause of all causes. It is Keter over all, hidden
and concealed in its innermost being. From it, it spreads to all the
Sfirot and organizes them so that CHESED should be prominent,
JUDGMENT should be small, and MERCY intermediate. He guides
them according to His will, shines within them, binds them, and
unifies them.

59. Similarly, you shall be leader of Yisrael with all its good traits, OF
KETER, and arrange each AND EVERY ONE properly, the oldest
according to his seniority, the youngest according to his youth, and
the intermediate according to his level. You will bind them into one
knot to their Father in Heaven, that they may all in clear language
bless the Holy One, blessed be He, sanctify Him, and unify Him
according to your level, your thoughts, your Atzilut, and there
should be fulfilled with you, "and I will take of the spirit which is
upon you, and will put it upon them" (Bemidbar 11:17). Arise,
awaken yourself to the commandment of erasing the seed of Amalek.

60. "You shall revere every man his mother, and his father." This
precept is to honor father and mother, for one needs to fear father
and mother and honor them. Just as man needs to honor the Holy
One, blessed be He, and fear Him from the aspect of the spirit that
He encased within him, so too, he must honor his father and mother
from the aspect of his body, and fear them since they participated
with the Holy One, blessed be He, to form his body. Since they are
partners in the action, they are partners in fear and honor.

8. Adam had nothing of this world
Rabbi Shimon talks about the three partners in the creation of Adam and man - God, father, and mother. Before Adam sinned he was clothed with
light, but when he sinned he became dark and was clothed with skin. We hear how men were created below on earth after Enoch came, and the
necessary participation of above and below in their creation.
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61. Similarly, there are three partners above in the secret of Adam.
Even though his body was from earth, it was not from earth here OF
THIS WORLD, but from the earth of the Temple on high, BEING IN
THE STATE OF THE WORLD OF BRIYAH. Aba and Ima are present,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And the supernal King,
NAMELY BINAH, participated with them and sent the spirit of life,
and he was created. Similarly, THREE PARTNERS all exist above and
below. Therefore, man needs to fear the Holy One, blessed be He, his
father, and his mother.

62. IT IS RECORDED in the secrets of the Torah that Adam had
nothing from this world, MEANING, FROM THE STATE OF MALCHUT
OF THE QUALITY OF JUDGMENT. The Righteous, BEING THE
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, had his contact with the female, MEANING
WITH MALCHUT THAT WAS CLOTHING BINAH. From this contact
came one body whose illumination WAS more than all the angels
and messenger from above. When that one body was created, the
supernal King, BINAH, sent with this Righteous, DENOTING YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, 22 letters; BINAH joined with them and then he
came into the world.
63. When he, ADAM, came INTO THE WORLD, the sun and moon saw
him and their light was dimmed; the heel of the foot OF ADAM
darkened their light. For what reason? Because he is derived from
the doings of the supernal sun and moon, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. However, when he sinned, he became dark and reduced
himself and needed another body with skin and flesh, as it is written,
"For the man also and for his wife did Hashem Elohim make coats of
skins, and clothed them" (Beresheet 3:21). The like of that contact
that the Righteous had with the female, LEADING TO THE BIRTH OF
ADAM AS MENTIONED, there never was before this, NOR afterwards.
For the craftsman has not yet come out to refine.

64. When Enoch came, the Holy One, blessed be He, took him from
the earth, cleansed him from the refuse and the silver from the tin
residue, and so with all the righteous in the land. Afterwards, that
place was corrected, MEANING MALCHUT, WHERE MALCHUT OF
THE QUALITY OF JUDGMENT WAS CONCEALED AND WAS NO
LONGER SEEN. THEN were fashioned from the coupling OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT spirits and souls, and the body below on
earth. Hence, as a result of the participation of above and below,
man comes into the world. And it is incumbent upon him to fear
these participants and revere them, as we learned.
End of Ra'aya Mehimna
Rabbi Shimon says that the precepts men perform, and also their
transgressions, ascend and stand before God, and testify for or
against him. If the man repents of any transgressions, God removes
his sins.
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65. "Turn not to idols, nor make to yourselves molten
Elohim" (Vayikra 19:4). Rabbi Chiya commenced: "look not to the
stubbornness of this people ..." (Devarim 9:27). "...look not..." HE
QUESTIONS: Who can tell the King, "look not," seeing that it is
written, "For His eyes are upon the ways of man" (Iyov 34:21), and,
"'Can any hide himself in secret places, that I shall not see him?'
Says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:24). The Holy One, blessed be He,
watches everything, looks at all deeds, and brings Judgment for all,
whether good or bad, as it is written: "For the Elohim shall bring
every work into justice, with every secret thing, whether it be good,
or whether it be evil" (Kohelet 12:14). Yet Moses says, "look not."

66. HE ANSWERS: See how much a person needs to be cautious of
sins in order not to transgress before the Holy King. Come and
behold: when one performs a precept, this precept ascends and then
stands before the Holy One blessed be He, and says, 'I belong to so
and so who made me.' The Holy One, blessed be He, places it before
him and watches over it daily in order to benefit THE PERSON on its
behalf. If A MAN transgresses with a matter of Torah, that
transgression appears before Him and says, 'I am a product of the
one who made me'. The Holy One, blessed be He, appoints it, and it
remains there so that He may see it in order to punish him. This is
the essence of the verse, "And when Hashem saw it, He abhorred
them, because of the provocation of His sons and
daughters" (Devarim 32:19). What is meant by "saw"? IT MEANS
THE TRANSGRESSION standing before Him.

67. He repents. Then it is written, "Hashem also has commuted your
sin, you shall not die" (II Shmuel 12:13), meaning that He removed
from before Him that sin, in order not to look at it and to benefit him.
Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "look not to the stubbornness of this
people, nor to their wickedness, nor to their sin," MEANING, DO NOT
LOOK AT THEM. Rabbi Yosi said: Also from here is derived THIS
IDEA, as it is written, "yet the stain of your iniquity is before
Me" (Yirmeyah 2:22).

9. "The woman whom You did give to be with me"
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Shimon talk about the creation of Eve, and how she was separated from the attachment that she had to Adam. In this way she
became his help mate.
68. Rabbi Yosi the younger entered before Rabbi Shimon one day
and found him sitting and reading the verse: "And the man said, 'The
woman whom You did give to be with me, she gave me of the tree,
and I did eat'" (Beresheet 3:12). THIS HERE means that Adam and
Eve were created together, stuck one to the other in one body, as it
says, "did give to be with me," and not 'You gave to me'. He replied
to him: If so, what of the verse, "I am the woman that stood by you
here" (I Shmuel 1:26)? It is not written, 'that stood before you'. He
said to him: If the verse read, 'given with you', then I would say it
resembles the other verse that says, "whom You did give to be with
me." However, as it reads, "stood," THEN THE MEANING IS ONLY
STANDING ALONE, BUT NOT ATTACHED TO HIM.
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69. He replied: Behold it is written, "And Hashem Elohim said, 'It is
not good that the man should be alone; I will make him a help to
match [before] him'" (Beresheet 2:18). HENCE, HIS WIFE WAS
CREATED ALONE. SHE WAS BEFORE HIM, NOT ATTACHED TO HIM
IN ONE BODY. HE ANSWERS: "I will make him," MEANING now I
WILL MAKE HER BEFORE HIM, BUT PRIOR TO THIS THEY WERE
CREATED ATTACHED IN ONE BODY. He said to him: So it was
surely that Adam was alone; he had no help in a female since she
was ATTACHED by the rib, as explained. And the meaning of, "I will
make him a help" MEANS that it is already so, as it is not written, 'I
will create a help', WHICH IS because it is written, "male and female
He created them" (Beresheet 5:2) - MEANING THAT SINCE THE TIME
OF CREATION, THEY WERE ALREADY A MALE AND FEMALE. But it
says, "I will make"; what shall I make? MEANING I will fix, meaning
the Holy One, blessed be He, took her from his ribs in order to make
this corrective change, brought her before him, and then Adam
united with his wife and she was his help mate.

10. It is forbidden for a man to look at a woman's beauty
Rabbi Shimon says that the souls of Adam and Eve came from such a high place that no one could look at their great light and beauty. Only after
they sinned was Adam even able to look at Eve and recognize her for the purpose of mating. We learn that men should not look at women lest they
be tempted and acquire bad thoughts that will come to them in the night. It is worse still if a man is mating with his wife and has thoughts about
another woman, as this results in the birth of impure children.
70. We learned that the beauty of Adam came from the glow of the
supernal knot of the brightness that shines, BEING THE SECRET OF
THE GLOW OF ABA, SINCE HE HAD A NESHAMAH OF THE
NESHAMAH OF ABA OF ATZILUT. The beauty of Eve was such that
no creature could look at her, SINCE HER NESHAMAH OF
NESHAMAH OF IMA OF ATZILUT. Even Adam did not look at her
until the time they sinned and their beauty was removed. Only then
could Adam look at her and recognize her for the purpose of mating.
This is the essence of the verse, "And Adam knew his wife
again" (Beresheet 4:25). He knew her in everything; he knew her
through mating, that is, "knew," in that he recognized her and saw
her.

71. We learned that is it prohibited for a man to look at the beauty of
a woman to prevent him from acquiring bad thoughts and being torn
into another thing, MEANING THAT A DROP OF SEMEN WILL BE
TORN FROM HIM IN VAIN. So did Rabbi Shimon behave when he
came to the city. The friends followed him, and when he saw
beautiful women, he lowered his eyes and told the friends not to look.

72. Whoever look at the beauty of women during the day will have
those thoughts coming to him at night. When those evil thoughts
come upon him at night, he transgresses, because "nor make to
yourselves molten Elohim." FOR THE KLIPOT THAT NURTURE
FROM THIS ARE CALLED 'MOLTEN ELOHIM'. Furthermore, if he is
mating with his wife when he has these evil thoughts, the children
born are called 'molten Elohim' (Leviticus 19:4). Therefore, it is
written: "Turn not to idols, nor make to yourselves molten Elohim."
Rabbi Aba said: It is prohibited for a person to look at idols and
women of the nations, to derive any benefit from them, or to seek a
cure from them, as it is forbidden to look at a forbidden place.
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11. "Turn away your eyes from me"
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Aba about another David, a supernal David, who brings mercy from God to the world. His beauty illuminates all the worlds.
We then learn about another Garden of Eden, a supernal Garden that exists for God, wherein His love is found. Lastly Rabbi Shimon talks about
another land, a supernal land of Yisrael situated beneath the level of Jacob, and which God bequeathed to Yisrael. It is called 'land of life'.
73. Rabbi Aba commenced: "O turn to me, and have mercy upon me;
give Your strength to Your servant" (Tehilim 86:16). "O turn to me,
and have mercy upon me." HE QUESTIONS: Did the Holy One,
blessed be He, have any other person in the world as beautiful as
David, so that he needed to say, "O turn to me, and have mercy upon
me"? AND ANSWERS: Such we learned, that the Holy One, blessed
be He, has another David, NAMELY MALCHUT NAMED 'DAVID',
appointed over numerous supernal troops and camps. When the
Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to show mercy upon the earth, He
looks to this David and shines His radiance upon him. He, in turn,
illuminates the worlds and extends Mercy to the world.

74. The beauty of this David illuminates all worlds. His head, a head
of gold, is embroidered with seven ornaments OF SEVEN types of
gold, as we have already established. The affection of the Holy One,
blessed be He, is directed at him. In his great love for Him, he asked
the Holy One, blessed be He, to turn His eyes in his direction and
look at him, MEANING HE SAID, "O TURN TO ME, AND HAVE
MERCY UPON ME." This is because they are in all aspects the most
beautiful, as it says, "Turn away your eyes from Me..." (Shir Hashirim
6:5). The verse MEANS that at the time when these eyes OF
MALCHUT look at Him, at the Holy One, blessed be He, then arrows
of love from catapults with supernal love are stirred in His heart. And
with the great flame of supernal love for him, He said: "Turn away
your eyes from me," MEANING turn your eyes from Me, since they
burn Me with the flame of love. Therefore, it is written about him,
David, "Now he was ruddy, with fine eyes, and good looking" (I
Shmuel 16:12). Because this David, the supernal one, is handsome,
and the love and yearning of the Holy One, blessed be He, is to cling
to him, David said, "O turn to me, and have mercy upon me."

75. Similar to this, "and said, 'See, the smell of my son is like the
smell of the field which Hashem has blessed'" (Beresheet 27:27). We
understand from here that with Jacob there entered the Garden of
Eden, which is the Field of holy apple trees. HE QUESTIONS: How
could the Garden of Eden enter with him when the Garden is so
much greater in width and length? Consider how many holy
supernal abodes, levels upon levels, dwellings upon dwellings there
are there.
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76. AND ANSWERS: But another supernal, holy Garden, NAMELY
MALCHUT, exists for the Holy One, blessed be He, has. In that
garden is found His love. He clings to it, and it is reserved solely for
the Holy One, blessed be He, WHERE He enters. This He apportions
in order to be always with the righteous, and all the more so with
Jacob. The Holy One, blessed be He, prepared it for him, to enter
with him to help him.

77. In the same manner, "I am Hashem, the Elohim of your father
Abraham, and the Elohim of Isaac: the land ..." (Beresheet 28:13). We
learned that the ENTIRE land of Yisrael converged BENEATH HIM,
AND SO HE SAID TO HIM, "THE LAND ON WHICH YOU LIE, TO YOU
WILL I GIVE IT" (IBID.). AND HE QUESTIONS: The land of Yisrael is
four hundred parasangs by four hundred parasangs. How could it
have been uprooted from its place and come beneath him? But there
is another supernal land which the Holy One, blessed be He, has
called 'the land of Yisrael', NAMELY MALCHUT, situated beneath the
level of Jacob, who is above it. FOR JACOB IS THE CHARIOT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, AND MALCHUT IS BENEATH ZEIR ANPIN. The Holy
One, blessed be He, bequeathed it to Yisrael, due to their love, to live
with them, and to lead them and shield them from all. It is called
'land of life'.

12. It is forbidden to man to look at a place which the Holy One, blessed be He, loathes
Rabbi Shimon tells us that it is forbidden for man to look at a place that God loves, and at a place that He hates. It is forbidden to look at a rainbow
because it reflects a supernal image, and to look at the sign of the Covenant because it alludes to the Righteous of the world, and to look at the
fingers of the priests when they spread their hands because the glory of the supernal King rests there. Yisrael are warned not to turn to idols, nor to
transgress the rest of the Ten Commandments. Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Chiya that when Yisrael stood at Mount Sinai they were in one united
desire for God.
78. Come and behold: it is forbidden to man to look at a place that
the Holy One, blessed be He, loathes, and His soul is far from it.
Now, if it is prohibited to look at what the Holy One, blessed be He,
loves, then that which is far from Him is even more FORBIDDEN.
Come and behold: it is forbidden to man to look at a rainbow as it
reflects a supernal image, SINCE MALCHUT HAS THE THREE
COLORS OF THE RAINBOW, BEING THE SECRET OF HER THREE
COLUMNS. ALSO, it is forbidden to man to look at his member of the
sign of the Covenant, as it hints about the Righteous of the world.
AND ALSO, it is forbidden to look at the fingers of the priests when
they spread their hands, since there rests the glory of the Supernal
King. So if in a supernal holy place is it forbidden to look, then in a
distant, unclean place, it certainly is prohibited to look. For this
reason, "Turn not to idols" (Vayikra 19:4). Rabbi Yitzchak said: If
looking at them is prohibited, then to worship them or make them is
all the more so.
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79. For this reason, "Turn not to idols." Here, it comes to warn
Yisrael as it did in the beginning, IN THE TEN COMMANDMENTS,
FOR, "TURN NOT TO IDOLS," corresponds to, "You shall have no
other Elohim beside Me" (Shemot 20:3). The words, "nor make to
yourselves molten Elohim," correspond to, "You shall not make for
yourself any carved idol" (Ibid.). "I am Hashem your Elohim,"
corresponds to, "I Hashem your Elohim." "You shall revere every
man his mother, and his father," corresponds to, "Honor your father
and your mother." The words, "and keep My Shabbatot,"
CORRESPOND TO, "Remember the Shabbat day, to keep it holy."
"And you shall not swear by My Name falsely," CORRESPONDS TO,
"You shall not take the Name of Hashem your Elohim in vain." "You
shall not steal," CORRESPONDS TO, "You shall not steal." "Neither
deal falsely, neither lie one to another," CORRESPONDS TO, "You
shall not bear false witness against your neighbor." "The adulterer
and adulteress shall surely be put to death" (Vayikra 20:10),
CORRESPONDS TO, "You shall not commit adultery." "Neither shall
you stand aside when mischief (lit. 'blood') befalls your neighbor,"
CORRESPONDS TO, "You shall not murder." This has already been
established. Hence, this portion contains the whole of the Torah.

80. Rabbi Chiya said: At first, IN THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, IT IS
WRITTEN: "I am Hashem your Elohim"; "Remember the Shabbat
day"; "You shall not take the Name;" "You shall not murder. You
shall not commit adultery, You shall not steal." All are written in the
singular, but here IT IS WRITTEN: "I am Hashem, your Elohim"; "You
shall revere every man his mother, and his father"; "and keep My
Shabbatot"; "Turn not to idols." All are written in the plural form.
AND HE ANSWERS: Come and behold. Since the first day Yisrael
has been on the earth, they were not in such unity in heart and
desire before the Holy One, blessed be He, as on the day they stood
at Mount Sinai. Therefore, everything there is written in the singular.
Afterwards, it is written in the plural because they lacked somewhat
that desire, MEANING ONE UNITED DESIRE.

13. "I am Hashem your Elohim from the land of Egypt"
Rabbi Elazar wonders why it seems that the title verse is saying there was no Elohim before Yisrael were in Egypt, and Rabbi Shimon explains that
Yisrael only knew the glory of God from the time they were in Egypt. From that time they saw many miracles and wonders, and His glory was
exposed to them when He parted the sea.
81. Rabbi Elazar was going to visit Rabbi Yosi, son of Shimon, the
son of Lakunya, his father-in-law. With him were Rabbi Chiya and
Rabbi Yosi. When they arrived at a field, they sat beneath a tree.
Rabbi Elazar commenced to say, each should speak about a
passage in the Torah. Rabbi Elazar began, "I am Hashem your
Elohim from the land of Egypt, and you know no Elohim but
Me" (Hoshea 13:4). It is not written as in another place, "who have
brought you out of the land of Egypt" (Shemot 20:2), but, "I am
Hashem your Elohim from the land of Egypt." HE QUESTIONS: They
had a King only since the time in Egypt and not before? Is it not
written: "Then Jacob said to his household... Put away the strange
Elohim that are among you...and let us arise, and go up to
Bethel" (Beresheet 35:2-3)? Yet you say that it was only since the
time of Egypt.
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82. AND HE ANSWERS: From the day Yisrael were in the world, the
glory for the Holy One, blessed be He, was never known except in
the land of Egypt. When they found themselves in harsh bondage,
they cried to Him and did not change from their accustomed
practice. There were our ancestors tested as gold taken from the
pipe IN THE SMELTING POT. Furthermore, daily they would see
numerous sorcerers, many wicked kinds trying to mislead people,
but they did not turn right or left from their path, even as they
understood little about the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He, but
were following the customs of their fathers.

83. Afterwards, they saw numerous miracles, many mighty deeds,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, took them for His service. Since all
saw numerous miracles and wonders before their eyes, and all these
signs and mighty deeds, He said: "I am Hashem your Elohim from
the land of Egypt." For there, His glory was exposed. He was seen by
them by the sea. They saw the brilliance of His supernal splendor
face to face. Thus, you should not say now that another deity spoke
with us. 'But I am He, you saw ME in Egypt. I am He who slew your
enemies in the land of Egypt. I am He who performed all ten plagues
in Egypt.' For this reason, "you know no Elohim but Me"; you will not
say that it was another, but it is I who am in every thing.

14. "The wages of him that is hired shall not abide with you all night"
We learn that if someone helped the poor, God will extend his life when his time comes to die. If, on the other hand, someone takes the wages of the
poor, God will shorten his days, and nor will his soul ascend.
84. Rabbi Elazar continued: "You shall not defraud your neighbor,
nor rob him; the wages of him that is hired shall not abide with you
all night until the morning" (Vayikra 19:13). HE QUESTIONS: Why,
"the wages of him that is hired shall not abide with you all night"?
AND ANSWERS: This is understood from another verse, "At his day
you shall give him his hire, neither shall the sun go down upon it; for
he is poor, and sets his heart upon you" (Devarim 24:15). The words,
"neither shall the sun go down upon it" MEAN be warned not to be
gathered from this world because of him, before it is your time to be
gathered, as the verse says, "before the sun...darkened..." (Kohelet
12: 2). THIS VERSE HINTS AT THE DEMISE OF MAN. From here, I
learned another thing: THAT in the case of he who satisfies the poor
man's soul, even when the time comes for his demise, the Holy One,
blessed be He, satisfies his soul and lengthens his life.
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85. "The wages of him that is hired shall not abide with you all
night." Come and behold: taking the wage of the poor is tantamount
to taking his life and the life of his household. He shortens his life,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, will shorten his days and lessen
his life from that world. For all the breaths that emitted from the
mouth OF THE POOR MAN that day will ascend before the Holy One,
blessed be He, and stand before Him. Later, his soul will ascend and
that of his family, maintained with the breath of his mouth, MEANING
THAT THEY WILL DEMAND JUSTICE BEFORE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. Then, even if from before there was decreed for
this person many years and much good, all will be rooted out and
taken away from him.

86. In addition to this, his soul will not ascend. This is what Rabbi
Aba said: Merciful One! Save us from them and from their shame.
We established that even if he is rich, YOU MUST NOT KEEP HIS
WAGE OVERNIGHT. "...and sets his heart (lit. 'soul') upon you..."
literally, MEANING, of any man. And more so the poor. This is what
Rav Hamnuna did when the workman was departing after work: he
would give him his wage and say to him, 'Take back your soul that
you deposited with me, take your security.'

87. Even if THE WORKER said, 'Let MY WAGE remain in your hand
or I do not want to receive my wage,' he would not agree to it. He
would say, 'The deposit of your body is not proper to leave with me;
all the more so the deposit of your soul. The deposit of the soul is
given only to the Holy One, blessed be He,' as it is written: "Into Your
hand I command my spirit" (Tehilim 31:6). Rabbi Chiya said: And
with someone else, WHO IS NOT HIS EMPLOYER, he may DEPOSIT
HIS WAGE? He replied: Even in the hand OF HIS EMPLOYER he may
deposit it, but only after he was paid HIS WAGE IN HIS HAND.

88. HE ASKS: It is written, "the wages of him that is hired shall not
abide with you all night," and, "neither shall the sun go down upon
it." WE INFER THAT HE IS OBLIGATED TO GIVE HIM HIS WAGE
BEFORE THE SETTING OF THE SUN, BUT IN THE PRIOR VERSE HE
INDICATES THAT THE PROHIBITION IS FOR HOLDING THE WAGE
OVERNIGHT. HE ANSWERS: It is as we established. But come and
behold: there is not a day that another supernal day does not govern
over, MEANING ONE SFIRAH, BEING ONE DAY OF THE SEVEN
SUPERNAL DAYS CALLED CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. If he did not give him his soul,
MEANING HIS WAGE, on that day, it is tantamount to causing a
defect to that supernal day. For this reason, "At his day you shall
give him his hire, neither shall the sun go down upon it." The words,
"shall not abide with you all night," REFERS TO THE PENALTY,
since AT NIGHT his soul will not ascend ABOVE, but the soul of the
poor man and his household will ascend, as we said.

15. "Nor put a stumbling block before the blind"
We are told that the title verse is referring to someone who curses a person behind their back; that evil speech ascends and prosecutes the speaker.
Every word that people speak ascends and has a consequence. Also, one must not cause another to sin. Anyone who walks in the righteous path of
Torah earns a share in the World to Come, since the words of Torah that he speaks ascend very high and are taken higher and higher. We learn the
consequences for one who does not study the Torah in a pure way, and of someone who wants to learn Torah but cannot find a good teacher.
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89. After him, Rabbi Chiya recited the verse: "You shall not curse the
deaf, nor put a stumbling block before the blind" (Vayikra 19:14).
This verse has a literal meaning, yet we learned some other
SUPERNAL matters connected one to the other from this whole
portion. EVERY BRANCH BELOW SHOWS IT HAS A ROOT ON HIGH.
Come and behold: one who curses another who stands before him,
and shames him, it is considered as if he shed his blood. We
established that. This verse IS SPEAKING OF THE TIME the other
one is not before him and he curses him. This speech ascends AND
PROSECUTES HIM.

90. There is not a word that emits from man that has no sound. That
sound ascends. Numerous destructive angels are joined with this
sound until it ascends and awakens the place of the great abyss,
THE SEAT OF THE KLIPOT, as we explained. Many OF THEM are
roused against this person TO PUNISH HIM. Woe to one that emits
harmful speech from his mouth. That we established.

91. "Nor put a stumbling block before the blind," literally. We
explained this to mean one who causes another to sin. So too, when
one strikes his grown son, ALSO, "nor put a stumbling block before
the blind," MEANING one who has not yet reached the level to render
Halachic decisions, yet teaches it, as it is written: "For she has cast
down many wounded: and many strong men have been slain by
her" (Mishlei 7:26). This person transgressed against, "nor put a
stumbling block before the blind," because he caused the other to
stumble on an obstacle WITH HIS RENDERING THE LAW, before the
World to Come.

92. We learned that one who walks in the righteous path of Torah
and toils in Torah properly earns for himself a permanent good share
in the World to Come, since the word of Torah emanating from his
mouth flies in the world and ascends very high. Many holy ANGELS
on high join with this word, and it rises in the straight way, adorned
with a holy crown. And it washes itself in the river of the World to
Come, BINAH, that flows and exits from Eden, DENOTING
CHOCHMAH, and is accepted by it, and is drawn within. The
supernal tree, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, takes pleasure from around that
river - MEANING THAT IT CAUSES ZEIR ANPIN TO RECEIVE THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE RIVER FROM BINAH. Then the supernal light
exits, and it adorns that person all that day, as we learned.
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93. When he who toils in Torah does not do so in a pure or righteous
way, that word rises and turns off the path. Nothing joins it; all push
it out and it flies around the world without finding a haven. Who
caused this? That person who turned off from the straight path. As it
is written, "nor put a stumbling block before the blind," MEANING
DO NOT PLACE AN OBSTACLE BEFORE WORDS OF TORAH THAT
EMANATE FROM HIS MOUTH. For this reason, it is written, "but shall
fear your Elohim: I am Hashem" (Leviticus 19:4).

94. And there is the situation of one who has the yearning to toil in
Torah, but can not find someone to teach him. Yet, with his love of
Torah, he speaks of it and stammers with it, as he does not know
better. Each word ascends and the Holy One, blessed be He, rejoices
with that word, receives it, plants it around that stream, DENOTING
BINAH and from these are made large trees, MEANING GREAT
LIGHTS, called 'the willows of the streams'. This is the meaning of
the verse, "and be you ravished always with her love..." (Mishlei
5:19).

95. And King David said: "Teach me the way, Hashem; I will walk in
Your truth" (Tehilim 86:11), and, "and lead me in an even path,
because of my enemies" (Tehilim 27:11). Fortunate are those who
know the ways of Torah and toil in it in a straight path, for they plant
trees of life above - MEANING THEY DRAW MOCHIN TO ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED 'THE TREE OF LIFE', a healing TO THE SOUL. For this
reason, it is written: "The Torah of truth was in his mouth" (Malachi
2:6). HE QUESTIONS: Is there an untruthful Torah? AND ANSWERS:
Yes, like we said, if someone, who knows not teaches HALACHIC
INSTRUCTIONS, this is untruthful. One who learns from him learns
something untruthful. Of this, it is written: "The Torah of truth was in
his mouth."

96. With all this, one needs to learn Torah from all people, even from
one who does not know, since through this he will be aroused in
Torah and come to learn from someone who does know. Later, it will
turn out that he walked in Torah in a true way. Come and behold: a
person should toil in Torah and precepts even if not for its own sake,
for studying not for its own sake will lead to studying for its own
sake.

16. "In righteousness shall you judge your neighbor"
This passage speaks about mercy and judgment and justice. When righteousness is triggered, there is no mercy in it, but when justice is triggered
there is mercy. Everyone shall be treated equally. We are told that God is found in the place of justice. God judges below as he does above, with
righteousness and justice.
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97. Rabbi Yosi commenced: "You shall do no unrighteousness in
judgment (lit. 'justice')..." (Vayikra 19:15). "You shall do no
unrighteousness in Judgment," has a literal meaning, but we learned
that this portion has within it precious supernal words regarding the
precepts of the Torah. This verse is explained at its end, as it is
written: "but in righteousness shall you judge your neighbor." Come
and behold: two levels are mentioned here, Justice and
Righteousness. What is the difference between the two? One is
Mercy, MEANING JUSTICE, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN. One is of
Judgment, MEANING RIGHTEOUSNESS, DENOTING MALCHUT. One
perfumes the other.

98. When Righteousness is triggered, it judges everyone collectively
since there is no Mercy or forbearance in it. When Justice is
triggered, there is mercy. It may be that there is only Justice; then
comes the verse that says, "in righteousness shall you judge your
neighbor." What is the reason? Righteousness does not judge the
one and forgive the other, but all are JUDGED collectively. Similarly,
"you shall not respect the person of the poor, nor honor the person
of the mighty" (Ibid.), but treat all equally, with righteousness. It may
be that all Judgments are in Righteousness alone. Hence, the verse
says, "shall you judge your neighbor"; one needs to join them
together, for one is not found without the other. This makes up the
completeness of Judgment.

99. What is the reason for all of this? Because the Holy One, blessed
be He, is found there, IN THE PLACE OF JUSTICE. For this reason,
wholeness of the Judgment is needed. Just as He does below, THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, does above. Come and behold: the
Holy One, blessed be He, sets up the seat of Judgment at the time
the judges are sitting. This is what the verse says, "He has prepared
His Throne for Judgment (or: 'Justice')" (Tehilim 9:8). From there is
set up the Throne of the Holy One, blessed be He, BINAH. What is
His Throne? Righteousness and Justice, as the verse says,
"Righteousness and justice are the foundation of Your
Throne" (Tehilim 89:15). The judge needs to sit at the seat of the
King; if he harms one of them, IT IS SIMILAR TO causing harm to the
chair of the King. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, departs from
the midst of the judges and does not sustain in their judging. What
does He say? "Now will I arise, says Hashem..." (Tehilim 12:6). And
the Holy Spirit said, "Be You exalted, Elohim, above the
heavens" (Tehilim 57:6).

17. "You shall certainly rebuke your neighbor"
We learn of the precept to rebuke someone who has sinned and to show him that he is loved, so that he should not be punished but repent. God
rebukes people in secret unless they will not repent, in which case he rebukes them publicly. We also learn of the gentle allusions that should be
made to someone who is too shy to be rebuked openly. One should never mention another's sin in public since God is concerned about the honor
of every person, even the evil-doers.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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100. "You shall not hate your brother in your heart: you shall
certainly rebuke your neighbor..." (Vayikra 19:17). This precept is to
rebuke one who sinned and to show him that he loves him, in order
that THE REBUKER should not be punished. With regard to the Holy
One, blessed be He, it is written, "for Hashem reproves him whom
He loves" (Mishlei 3:12). Just as the Holy One, blessed be He, does
in rebuking those whom He loves, so should man learn from this
practice and rebuke his neighbor WHOM HE LOVES. With what does
Holy One, blessed be He, rebuke man? He rebukes him with love, in
secret. If he accepts HIS REBUKE, it is well. If not, He rebukes him
openly among his friends. If he accepts that, then all is well. If not,
He rebukes him publicly, before all. If he accepts, all is well. If not,
He deserts him and does not rebuke him ANYMORE; He leaves him
to go and do as he pleases.

101. He EXPLAINS HIS WORDS. At first, He informs him privately to
rebuke him, to alert him in order that no other person should know
about this. This is between them. If he accepts HIS REBUKE, it is
good. If not, He informs him among his friends. When there was a
High Priest in the world, He would place upon him an illness that
confined him to bed. Then the friends of the Holy One, blessed be
He, would come, inform him that if he had a sin he should repent,
and review his deeds. If he accepted, all would be fine. If not, He
would warn him publicly that HE WOULD PUNISH HIM, in his money
and his children, so that everyone would whisper about him and
come to him TO ENCOURAGE HIM TO REPENT. If he accepts these
conditions, all is fine. If not, his Master begins to do as he wishes
and does not attack him anymore. Like this one should rebuke his
friend: in the beginning, privately, then among his friends, and later
publicly. From this point on, leave him be and let him do whatever is
his desire.

102. Therefore it is written, "you shall certainly rebuke (lit. 'rebuking
you shall rebuke')," MEANING that "rebuking" REFERS to this being
done privately, so no one knows. "...you shall rebuke..." MEANING
between friends and lovers, "your neighbor," NAMELY in public.
Therefore, it does not write at the outset, "you shall rebuke,"
MEANING AMONG FRIENDS, but rather, "rebuking," SECRETLY.
Another explanation for, "you shall rebuke" is that if the individual is
shy, one should not tell him his fault and should not rebuke him
even privately. Instead, one should speak to him as if talking about
other things, and in the course of the conversation, mention to him
that if someone commits such a sin, he is such and such, in order
that he himself will understand what is going on and will desist from
such sin. Therefore, "rebuking"; if it is not helping, then, "you shall
rebuke"; if that does not help, then publicly "your neighbor," AS
MENTIONED BEFORE. From that point on, it says, "and not suffer
sin on his account," MEANING, DO NOT REBUKE HIM ANYMORE.
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103. Another explanation for, "and not suffer sin on his account," is
that if one man rebukes another, and it so happened that he rebuked
the other publicly, he must not mention before him the sin he
committed. That is surely prohibited. He must speak in general, and
not mention the sin he committed in public, nor ascribe the sin to
him, since the Holy One, blessed be He, is concerned about the
honor of every person, even the evil-doers.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

104. He commenced: "And then the voice of the Shofar..." (Shemot
19:19) (THIS SEGMENT WAS ALREADY PRINTED IN THE PORTION
OF VAYIKRA FROM PARAGRAPH 85 TO PARAGRAPH 109) - UP TO
WHERE RABBI ABA AND RABBI YEHUDA ARRIVE AND THANK
RABBI ACHA. THE CONCLUSION OF THE ARTICLE, WHICH
APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN MISSING THERE, IS PRESENTED HERE.

18. Mixed kinds and garments mixed of linen and wool
The rabbis discuss the observance of the statutes, and Rabbi Elazar tells them that "You are My witnesses" refers to Yisrael.
105. RABBI ABA, RABBI ACHA, AND RABBI YEHUDA rose, and, as
they were going, Rabbi Elazar said: "You shall not go up and down
as a talebearer among your people...You shall not hate your brother
in your heart...You shall not avenge, nor bear any grudge" (Vayikra
19:16-18). We have already dealt with this and all the friends have
been attentive to these. But let us say something about this portion.
It is written 'You shall keep My statutes. You shall not let your cattle
gender with a diverse kind: you shall not sow your field with mingled
seed: neither shall a garment mingled of linen and wool come upon
you' (Ibid. 19).
106. Rabbi Elazar said: "'You are My witnesses,' says Hashem, 'and
My servant whom I have chosen: that you may know and believe
Me...'" (Yeshayah 43:10). "You are My witnesses," refers to Yisrael;
we learned, too, that this refers to heaven and earth, as it is written:
"I call heaven and earth to witness this day against you" (Devarim
30:19). Yisrael are witnesses one on the other, while heaven and
earth, and all are witnesses upon them. "My servant whom I have
chosen," this refers to Jacob, as is written, "and said to me, 'You are
My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3), and:
"Therefore fear you not, O My servant Jacob" (Yirmeyah 30:10).
Some say it refers to David and David is called "My servant" as it is
written, "for My own sake, and for My servant David's
sake" (Yeshayah 37:35); "whom I have chosen," refers to the
heavenly David, MEANING MALCHUT.

19. "I am He"
Rabbi Elazar explains what it means when God says "I am He" in scripture.
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107. "That you may know and believe Me, and understand that I am
He" (Yeshayah 43:10). HE QUESTIONS: What is meant by, "I am He"?
AND ANSWERS: "I AM HE," MEANING I Who chose David and Jacob.
"I am He," literally, MEANING I INCLUDE JACOB AND DAVID JACOB BEING THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF "HE,"
AND DAVID BEING THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF "I".
THEY ARE LITERALLY THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS
SHECHINAH. "Before Me there was no El formed" (Ibid.); as we
learned, the Holy One, blessed be He, called Jacob 'El', as it is
written, "and called it (lit. 'him') El, the Elohim of Yisrael" (Beresheet
33:20). SO WE SEE the Holy One, blessed be He, called Jacob 'El'.
This is the meaning of, "before Me there was no El formed, neither
shall there be after Me." Hence, "I am He," everything is as we said.
"Neither shall there be after Me," because David is called so - SINCE
MALCHUT IS ALSO "EL," ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT ARE THE
SECRET OF "I", "HE" ARE ONE and there is no other after Him.

20. Mixed kinds and garments mixed of linen and wool (sha'atnez)
We learn that when God created the world he created a supernal force above every single thing, even every blade of grass. All the chieftains that
have ever been designated as rulers have always behaved according to one supernal law, and the chieftains themselves are then called 'laws'. As
each of them is appointed over a certain aspect of law, the mixture of species below uproots each force from its proper position and causes
confusion above. When people behave as they should, they attract a Holy Supernal Spirit to them, but when they perform evil actions they draw a
spirit from the side of evil. We are told why it is acceptable and proper to mix wool and linen in the Tzitzit but not elsewhere. Cain was a mixture from
the Other Side, and therefore his sacrifice could not be mixed with that of Abel, who was of the same species as Adam and Eve, from the side of
Holiness.
108. Come and behold: when the Holy One, blessed be He, created
the world, He appointed everything and each one in its position,
EITHER RIGHT OR LEFT; He appointed upon them supernal forces.
And there is not even a blade of grass in the ground that does not
have a supernal force upon it IN THE UPPER WORLDS. Everything
that each does or is done to each is under the strength of the
supernal force appointed upon it from above. All THEIR practices are
based on Judgment, they move through Judgment, and are
supported by Judgment. Nothing can move out of its support
outside.

109. And all the chieftains, since the day of Creation, were
designated rulers over each and every thing. They all behave
according to another, supernal law, that is received by each one, as
it is written: "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to
her household, and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). Since
they receive this law, all THE APPOINTEES are then called 'laws'.
This law given to them comes from heaven, and so they are called
'the statutes of heaven'. How do we know that they stem from
heaven? As it is written: "For this is a statute for Yisrael" (Tehilim
81:5), ZEIR ANPIN BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN, CALLED
'YISRAEL'.

110. Therefore it is written: "You shall keep My statutes" (Vayikra
19:19). This is because each is appointed to a certain aspect of that
law. For this reason, it is forbidden to mix species or to bring about
one species to another, as this uproots each force from its position
and denies the fame of the King.
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111. HE QUESTIONS: What is mixed kinds (Heb. kil'ayim)? AND
ANSWERS: ITS EXPLANATION IS like one who puts his friend in jail
SO HE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO DO ANYTHING, as the verse says, "in
prison (Heb. kele)" (Yirmeyah 37:18), AND KIL'AYIM IS SIMILAR TO
KELE IN MEANING. Mixed kinds MEANS prohibition, prohibiting the
forces from their performances. Mixed kinds, ITS EXPLANATION is
confusing, causing confusion in the supernal forces, and it denies
the fame of the King, as it says, "neither shall a garment mingled of
linen and wool come upon you" (Vayikra 19:19).

112. Come and behold: it is written, "but of the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil, you shall not eat of it: for on the day that you eat of it,
you shall surely die" (Beresheet 2:17). We learned, IT IS DUE to
changing the commands of the King, replacing the Tree of Life,
wherein everything is complete, on which Faith depends, and joining
another place. We learned that in everything, a person needs to
show an action similar to what is above, and perform the action as
need be. If THE ACT is changed for something else, he brings down
upon him something else that should not rest upon him, NAMELY,
THE OTHER SIDE.

113. Come and behold: when a person shows an act below in an
appropriate fashion as need be, a holy supernal Spirit is attracted to
and rests upon him. However, when he exhibits an act down here in
a crooked fashion that is not appropriate, then another spirit that he
does not need, which turns the person to the side of evil, is attracted
to him and rests on him. What attracts that spirit upon him? The
answer is that act that reflected another side.

114. HE QUESTIONS: It is written, "She seeks wool and flax" (Mishlei
31:13). What is meant by, "She seeks"? AND HE ANSWERS: THE
SHECHINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'A WOMAN OF WORTH', seeks and
asks about the wool and linen as to who mingles them, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF PUNISHING HIM. One may then question why MIXING
WOOL WITH LINEN is permissible in the Tzitzit (lit. 'fringes')? AND
ANSWERS: We established that clothing is correct, MEANING
ACCORDING TO THE COMMANDMENT - perfectly made, MEANING
SINCE THE PRECEPT IS SO, IT IS NOT CONSIDERED AN
INAPPROPRIATE ACT.
115. More IS THERE TO EXPOUND: "She seeks wool, and flax," to do
vengeance against one who mingles them together. But when does
HOLINESS hover upon them - MEANING at the time when THE ACT
is done with its perfection, as it is written, "and works willingly with
her hands" (Ibid.). And with Tzitzit, we have established there THE
SHA'ATNEZ (A MIXTURE OF WOOL AND LINEN) is done with
perfection and so does nothing THAT WILL DRAW UPON THE
OTHER SIDE. THEREFORE, THIS IS PERMISSIBLE. ABOUT THIS IT
IS WRITTEN, "AND WORKS WILLINGLY WITH HER HANDS." But
when THE ACT is not found to be perfect, then he who comes to join
WOOL AND FLAX together draws upon himself a spirit he should not
have, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE.
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116. Who proves this matter? Cain and Abel prove THIS, as one
came from one direction and the second came from another
direction. ABEL CAME FROM THE SIDE OF HOLINESS; CAIN CAME
FROM THE SIDE OF THE OTHER SIDE. For this reason, you should
not mingle them. WHEN BOTH BROUGHT SACRIFICES, THEY WERE
NOT JOINED, since the sacrifices of Cain were made distant from
before the sacrifice of Abel.
117. Therefore, "neither shall a garment mingled of linen and wool
come upon you." The words, "upon you," are unspecified. IT IS
TELLING YOU ALSO not to allow another spirit to rule over you. A
person needs to show deeds that are proper and appropriate. When
doing this act, there will hover over him a Holy Spirit, a supernal
Spirit that will sanctify him. He who seeks purity will be sanctified, as
it is written: "Sanctify yourselves therefore, and be holy: for I am
Hashem" (Vayikra 20:7).

118. It is written, "but of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil..." If
Adam introduced death in this world for this matter, then how much
more so is it for the one who exhibits an inappropriate act. An ox
and donkey will prove this. On the side OF HOLINESS it is referred to
as an ox; from that Side OF DEFILEMENT, it is called donkey. Hence,
the verse says, "You shall not plow with an ox and an ass
together" (Devarim 22:10). Do not mix them, because it causes the
Other Side to assemble to cause evil in the world. He who parts them
increases peace in the world. This is true here also WITH WOOL AND
FLAX, for he who parts them in the said manner - as has been said,
so that the crosswise (Heb. shti va'Erev), the spun (Heb. tavuy) and
the woven (Heb. nuz) do not come together, AS THEY FORM THE
LETTERS OF SHA'ATNEZ - that person multiplies peace for himself
and all the world.

119. Cain's sacrifice was flax, DENOTING THE FRUIT OF THE
EARTH; the sacrifice of Abel was wool, NAMELY THE FIRSTLINGS
OF HIS SHEEP. One sacrifice is not like the other. The secret of this
matter is that Cain was a mixture, NAMELY OF ONE SPECIES WITH
ANOTHER SPECIES, an inappropriate mix, FOR HE WAS from the
Other Side, not the species of Adam and Eve. And his sacrifice came
from that side. Abel was of the same species as Adam and Eve,
NAMELY FROM HOLINESS. In the bowels of Eve were joined these
two opposite aspects, NAMELY TWO DIFFERENT SPECIES, and
because they were joined together, no benefit came to the world, and
they were lost.

120. Until this day, that aspect still exists, NAMELY THE
DESTRUCTIVE FORCE OF CAIN AND ABEL. One who exhibits
himself performing an act of joining this union awakens these sides
together, MEANING THIS MIXTURE OF CAIN AND ABEL. He may get
hurt and cause to hover over him an inappropriate spirit. Yisrael
need to awaken upon them a saintly spirit in order to be holy, so that
they will be in peace in this world and the World to Come.
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121. It is written, "And the priest shall put on his linen
garment" (Vayikra 6:3), "and he shall have the linen breeches put on
his flesh, and shall be girded with a linen (lit. 'cloth') girdle" (Vayikra
16:4). HE ASKS: Why is it called cloth (Heb. bad), MEANING ALONE
(HEB. BADAD)? AND ANSWERS: This is because this linen must not
be mixed with another. Therefore, the verse is not written, 'AND THE
PRIEST SHALL PUT ON his linen garment,' but it says, "cloth,"
MEANING single.
122. HE ASKS: Why must the priest be exhibited with this, NAMELY
WEARING LINEN, WHICH ALLUDES TO ANOTHER SIDE? AND
ANSWERS: These flax garments need to be exhibited when working
by the altar of the burnt offering, when he is cleaning the fat pieces
of the burnt offering. For the burnt offering is connected with idol
worship and evil thoughts - MEANING THAT FOR THOUGHTS
ABOUT IDOL WORSHIPPING, ONE MUST BRING A BURNT
OFFERING. For this reason, he must appear wearing flax alone, not
mingled WITH WOOL, as we said, in order to attain atonement for
man for all those sins coming from that side.

123. When he enters the Temple, the place where there is perfection,
where all the services of perfection are, though there is found jointly
WOOL AND FLAX, we should not FEAR, this just as we said
regarding the Tzitzit (lit. 'fringes'). There are found and joined all
these species of above, all the vessels of the Temple including many
kinds differing from one another. All are included there, similar to
those above. Fortunate are the children of Yisrael that the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave to them a true Torah, a Torah of Faith, and loved
them above the other nations as it is written: "'I have loved you,'
says Hashem" (Malachi 1:2).

21. "All its fruit shall be holy for praisegiving to Hashem"
Rabbi Chiya talks about the concept of fruits that are brought forth only from another force above, and that do not become ripened until three years
have passed. In the fourth year, "all its fruit shall be holy for giving praise." The secret meaning of this is that in the fourth year the Congregation of
Yisrael is paired with God, and there is praise and joy; the "fourth year" is God Himself and it is also the Congregation of Yisrael. Then the hosts are
appointed over the world in their proper place, and everyone is blessed, and the fruits are now in perfection so may now be eaten. Until this point it
is forbidden to eat of the fruits.
124. Rabbi Chiya commenced to say after him, "And when you shall
come to the land, and shall have planted all manner of trees for
food... But in the fourth year all its fruit shall be holy for praisegiving
to Hashem" (Vayikra 19:23-24). "And when you come to the land";
the friends have established this. But come and behold: a tree, THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, produces fruits only in the soil, DENOTING
MALCHUT. The earth brings them forth, and shows those fruits to
the world. The earth produces fruits only from another force above
it, MEANING FROM ZEIR ANPIN, just as every female produces fruits
only as a result of the force of the male.
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125. And that fruit, THAT MALCHUT CALLED 'EARTH', PRODUCES,
does not become completed in its fullness until three years,
MEANING UNTIL MALCHUT RECEIVES THREE COLUMNS FROM
ZEIR ANPIN. The force upon it is appointed above until its
completion. After completion, its force is then appointed upon it, and
then the earth is established by it. Prior to three years, MEANING
BEFORE RECEIVING ALL THREE COLUMNS, the earth is not yet
established by it, WITH ZEIR ANPIN, and not completed with him.
After MALCHUT is perfected and set together, then there is
perfection.
126. Come and behold: the Female, NAMELY MALCHUT, before she
becomes pregnant three times, the fruit of her stomach, NAMELY
THE SOUL, is not complete. FOR IT IS NECESSARY THAT THERE BE
IN HER THE THREE COLUMNS, AND IN EACH COLUMN THREE
COLUMNS - BECAUSE THREE PREGNANCIES CORRESPOND TO
THE THREE COLUMNS, AND IN EACH PREGNANCY TRHERE ARE
THREE COLUMNS. After three pregnancies, the Female is
established by that fruit and they are reconciled. THIS IS BECAUSE
ZEIR ANPIN IS RIGHT, MALCHUT IS LEFT, AND THEY ARE IN
AGREEMENT ONLY BY MEANS OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
INCLUDES THREE COLUMNS, SINCE IN EACH COLUMN THERE ARE
THREE COLUMNS. Then that fruit, MEANING THE SOUL, is the
perfection of it all and the beauty of it all. And after THE FRUIT
emerges AND SPROUTS FROM IT, before three years, it has no force
from above, BECAUSE THE FRUIT ON ITS OWN ALSO NEEDS THE
ILLUMINATIONS OF THE THREE COLUMNS LIKE MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF THREE YEARS. Then its growth is completed.
THEREFORE, PRIOR TO THIS THEY ARE THE UNCIRCUMCISED
YEARS. And Levi, WITH THREE PREGNANCIES PASSED OVER HIM,
was the chosen OF ALL THE TRIBES, as he is third for his mother.
By him she was set and with him she was made fragrant.
127. After three years, a supernal force from above is appointed
upon it, "But in the fourth year all its fruit shall be holy for
praisegiving." What is meant by, "holy for praisegiving"? THIS
MEANS praises with which to praise the Holy One, blessed be He.
Until this point IS THE LITERAL INTERPRETATION. From this point
on, LET US EXPLAIN the secret of the matter. In the fourth year, the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY, MALCHUT, is paired with the Holy
One, blessed be He, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN, and one joy is
prevalent, as it is written: "holy for praisegiving," MEANING giving
praise and joy at the same time.

128. HE QUESTIONS: What is the fourth year? AND ANSWERS: It is
the Holy One, blessed be He, DENOTING ZEIR ANPIN. We learned
that the fourth year refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, DENOTING
MALCHUT, as she is the fourth leg of the Throne. THE THREE
COLUMNS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, ARE
THE THREE LEGS OF THE SUPERNAL THRONE, AND MALCHUT IS
THE FOURTH LEG OF THE THRONE. THERE IS NO CONTRADICTION
AGAINST WHAT WAS SAID, THAT THE FOURTH YEAR REFERS TO
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as all is one, since the Holy One,
blessed be He, pairs Himself with the Congregation of Yisrael. AND
SO, YOU CAN CALL HIM ZEIR ANPIN, AND CALL HIM MALCHUT.
Then there is Holiness, and holy praisegiving. Then the hosts are
appointed over the world upon each thing, as is proper for it. From
this point are all blessed and it is permissible to eat THE FRUITS as
now everything is in perfection; there is perfection above and below,
MEANING PERFECTION OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
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129. And until everything is completed from above and below, it is
forbidden to eat of it. He who does eat of it is considered like one
who has no share in the Holy One, blessed be He, and the
Congregation of Yisrael since that fruit exists without holy supernal
authority, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, because this will not hover over it
until it is perfected. And it is without authority from below, NAMELY
MALCHUT, since the earth force did not ripen with it PRIOR TO THE
PASSING OF THE FOURTH YEAR, SINCE THE COUPLING OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT HAS NOT YET TAKEN PLACE, AS EARLIER
MENTIONED. He who eats of it shows that he has no share of the
above and below, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. If he made a blessing
over it, it is considered a blessing in vain, as up to this point the
Holy One, blessed be He, does not hover over him and he has no
share in Him. May the Merciful One save us from those who are not
mindful of the honor of their Master.

130. Fortunate are the righteous in this world and the next. About
them is written: "But the path of just men is like the gleam of
sunlight." (Mishlei 4:18) At that time, IN THE FUTURE TO COME, the
serpent that dwelt before with the Female will depart, MEANING
WHO WAS NURTURING FROM MALCHUT, and instead the Male will
come to hover in its place as before - MEANING WITH A UNION
THAT WILL NOT CEASE, AS THERE WILL BE NO ONE TO SET
APART THIS MATING. And everything will be perfect.

22. "You shall rise up before a hoary head"
Rabbi Yosi says that the "hoary head" in the title verse is a scroll of Torah for which one must stand up, and that a man should rise up before a
scholar because he has the supernal holy image of the supernal priest on him. Rabbi Shimon says that the Torah scroll is the written Torah, and that
the Torah scholar is in the state of the oral Torah. Lastly we are told that people should repent before they reach old age; it is more praiseworthy to
act rightly when still in one's full strength.
131. Rabbi Yosi commenced: "You shall not eat anything with the
blood..." (Vayikra 19:26). This verse has been explained by the
friends in several places, and also all the verses that follow. Each
one EXPLAINED THEM ACCORDING TO THE revealed Torah.
However, this verse needs exposition. It is written: "You shall rise up
before a the elderly" (Ibid. 32). The words, "before a hoary head,"
refers generally to a Torah scroll for which you must rise. And so did
Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder). When he saw a Torah scroll, he
would rise and say, "You shall rise up before a hoary head" (Vayikra
19:32). Similarly, man should rise fully before a Torah scholar
because he has the supernal holy image, which indicates the
supernal holy priest, THE SECRET OF SUPERNAL ABA, CALLED
'OLD MAN'. As the verse says, "and honor the face of the old
man" (Ibid.), who is in the world, MEANING THE TORAH SCHOLAR
WHO IS WITH YOU IN THE WORLD, WHICH ALLUDES TO THE
SUPERNAL OLD MAN, SUPERNAL ABA. Rabbi Shimon said: From
here is an allusion to the Written and Oral Torah. THIS MEANS THAT
ONE NEEDS TO RISE BEFORE A TORAH SCROLL, CONSIDERED
THE WRITTEN TORAH, AND RISE BEFORE A TORAH SCHOLAR,
WHO IS CONSIDERED THE ORAL TORAH.
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132. We further learned what this verse, "You shall rise up before a
hoary head," teaches, as commented on by the friends. "You shall
rise up before a hoary head." THE TORAH warns the person that
before reaching old age, he should establish himself properly in the
world, MEANING HE SHOULD REPENT because this will be better for
him. But if HE REPENTS late in life, this is not such a praiseworthy
act for him, since he is old and can not do any more wrong. The
praiseworthy one is good when he has his full strength. King
Solomon exclaimed, "Even a child is known by his doings" (Mishlei
20:11). Similarly, it is written: "Remember now your creator in the
days of your youth" (Kohelet 12:1). Rabbi Elazar said: Certainly, this
way is ready before us, this being the way of the Holy One, blessed
be He.

23. "For Hashem knows the way of the righteous"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that God knows and looks after the righteous, and that the wicked perish simply because He does not walk with them. He also
tells us the difference between "a way" and "a path," saying that a path is a recently opened path that has not been walked upon by many people.
133. He commenced: "For Hashem knows the way of the righteous;
but the way of the wicked shall perish" (Tehilim 1:6). HE
QUESTIONS: What is meant by, "Hashem knows"? AND ANSWERS:
This is that the Holy One, blessed be He, knows and looks after the
way of the righteous to benefit them and defend them, and He walks
before them to guard them. Therefore, whoever sets on his way
needs to see to it that this way is the way of the Holy One, blessed
be He, so that THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, will participate with
him. For this reason, it is written: "For Hashem knows the way of the
righteous: but the way of the wicked shall perish." IT PERISHES on
its own, since the Holy One, blessed be He, does not make Himself
known to their way, and does not go with them.

134. HE QUESTIONS: SOMETIMES it is written, "a way," AND
SOMETIMES, "a path." What is the difference between them? AND
ANSWERS: "A way," implies a way that all the feet of people tread.
"A path," is a recently opened path AND HAS NOT BEEN TRODDEN
LONG BY MANY PEOPLE. About this path does the verse say, "But
the path of justmen is like the gleam of sunlight, that shines ever
more brightly, until the height of noonday" (Misheli 4:18).
Amen, may it be His Will.
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1. "The sons of Aaron"
We learn that when God commanded the people to purify themselves He made the same admonition to the priests, the sons of Aaron. Rabbi Yehuda
speaks about the light of God that is stored up for the righteous in the World to Come, but that is hidden from the wicked. We are told about how
difficult it is for the soul to leave the body at the time of death and about why the body must not be left unburied for very long. Rabbi Yehuda talks
about the possibility of immediate reincarnation and the body of light. He tells us about the flow of holy ointment that is drawn down upon the priest.
1. "And Hashem said to Moses, Speak to the priests the sons of
Aaron, and say to them, There shall none be defiled for the dead
among his people" (Vayikra 21:1). Rabbi Yosi said, what is the
reason that this corresponds with that which is said before, "A man
also or woman that is a medium or a wizard, shall surely be put to
death" (Vayikra 20:27), so that THE VERSE, "Speak to the priests" is
adjacent to it? HE REPLIES: once admonishing Yisrael to sanctify
themselves in every manner, it also admonished the priests to
sanctify themselves and the Levites as well. How do we know it
admonished the priests? From the words, "Speak to the priests."
And as for the Levites, it says, "Thus speak to the Levites, and say
to them" (Bemidbar 18:26). Thus they will all be righteous, holy and
pure.

2. "Speak to the priests the sons of Aaron": HE ASKS, what is the
reason it is written here, "the sons of Aaron"? Do I not know they are
the sons of Aaron? AND HE ANSWERS, THIS TEACHES US they are
"the sons of Aaron" rather than 'the sons of Levi', because Aaron is
the first of all the priests. For it is him that the Holy One, blessed be
He, had chosen above everyone, so as to make peace in the world,
and because Aaron's practices have brought him up to this. For
Aaron strove throughout his life to increase peace in the world.
Since these were his ways, the Holy One, blessed be He, raised him
TO PRIESTHOOD, to introduce peace among the celestial retinue,
FOR THROUGH HIS WORSHIP HE BRINGS ABOUT THE UNION OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE AND HIS SHECHINAH, WHICH
BRINGS PEACE THROUGHOUT THE WORLDS. Hence, "Speak to the
priests the sons of Aaron."

3. "Speak to the priests the sons of Aaron, and say to them." Rabbi
Yehuda opened with the verse, "O how great is Your goodness,
which You have laid up for those who fear You..." (Tehilim 31:20). "O
how great is Your goodness": how superior and precious is that
lofty light that is called good, as written, "And Elohim saw the light,
that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). This is the treasured light with
which the Holy One, blessed be He, does good in the world. He does
not withhold it any day, and the world is maintained and supported
by it. "Which You have laid up for those who fear You": for we have
learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, made a lofty light when He
created the world, and treasured it for the righteous for the future to
come. This is the meaning of, "which You have laid up for those who
fear You, which You have performed for those who trust in You."
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4. "Performed for those who trust in You" (Ibid.): for when the world
was created, this light was shining from the beginning of the world
to its end. When the Holy One, blessed be He, saw the wicked that
will live in the world, He concealed that light. This is the meaning of,
"And from the wicked their light is withheld" (Iyov 38:15). THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, will shine it upon the righteous in the World
to Come, so, "which You have laid up for those who fear You,
WHICH YOU HAVE PERFORMED FOR THOSE WHO TRUST IN YOU."
"PERFORMED" ALLUDES TO THE ACTION OF CONCEALMENT. It is
also written, "But to you who fear My name the sun of righteousness
shall arise with healing in its wings" (Malachi 3:20).

2. When a man is about to go to that world
The Zohar give us description what happens when a peson is about to leave this world.
5. Come and see, when a man is about to go to that world, and is on
his sickbed, three messengers come to him. He sees there what one
cannot see while in this world. That day is Judgment day, when the
King asks for His deposit BACK, NAMELY THE SOUL. Happy is the
man who returns the deposit to the King as it was given him, THAT
IS, UNDAMAGED. If that deposit was soiled with bodily filth, what
shall he say to the owner of the deposit?

6. He lifts up his eyes and sees the Angel of Death standing before
him with his sword drawn in his hand, the destroying angel in charge
of breaking that man. Nothing is harder for the soul than its
separation from the body. The man does not die until he sees the
Shechinah. Through much yearning for the Shechinah the soul
leaves THE BODY to welcome the Shechinah. After THE SOUL has
left THE BODY, what soul CAN cleave to the Shechinah and be
received within Her? These matters have been explained.

7. After the soul has left the body, and it remains spiritless, it is
forbidden to leave it unburied, as written, "his body shall not remain
all night upon the tree, but you shall surely bury him that
day" (Devarim 21:23). For a corpse remaining unburied for 24 hours,
a day and a night, causes the parts of the Chariot, WHICH IS
ALLUDED TO BY THAT MAN, to weaken, and detains the actions of
the Holy One, blessed be He, from being carried out. For the Holy
One, blessed be He, may have decreed upon him another incarnation
at once, on the very day he died, in order to help him. But as long as
the body is not buried, the soul does not come before the Holy One,
blessed be He, nor can it be in another body in another incarnation,
for a soul is not given another body until the first one is buried. This
resembles a man whose wife died. He is not qualified to marry
another wife before he buries the first one. Hence the Torah said,
"his body shall not remain all night upon the tree."
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8. Another explanation: when the soul has left the body and wishes
to go to that world, it may not enter it until it is given another body of
light. Then it can enter. You may derive this from Elijah, who had two
bodies, one in which he was seen by people below, and another in
which he was seen above among the celestial holy angels. As long
as the body is not buried, the soul suffers and the spirit of
defilement is there to dwell upon that body and defile it.

9. Since the spirit of defilement is in readiness TO DEFILE THE
BODY, one must not keep the body for a night, because the spirit of
defilement is present at night and spreads, NAMELY ROAMS,
throughout the land to find a soulless body to defile it. THEREFORE
AT NIGHT it is defiled even more. Therefore it warned the priests,
saying, "There shall none be defiled for the dead among his
people" (Vayikra 21:1). Since they are holy, the spirit of defilement
will not dwell upon them and they shall not be defiled - FOR THE
SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT CAN DWELL ON A SPIRITLESS BODY.
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10. "Speak to the priests." Rabbi Yitzchak said, "Speak to the
priests" in a whisper. Just as all the services of the priests are done
silently, so are all their words whispered. "Speak...and say" MEANS
once and again to remind them of their sanctity so that they shall not
be defiled, for whoever serves in a holy place must be holy in every
respect. "There shall none be defiled for the dead," as we explained
that a spiritless corpse is unholy and the spirit of defilement dwells
upon it. For the spirits of defilement long for the bodies of Yisrael,
once the spirit of holiness was emptied from them, and they come to
join a vessel of holiness, NAMELY A BODY. The priests, who are
doubly holy must not be defiled whatsoever, as written, "because
the crown of his Elohim is upon his head" (Bemidbar 6:7), and "the
anointing oil of his Elohim is upon him" (Vayikra 21:12).

3. Running down upon the head, running down upon the beard
The Zohar explains the flow from Binah. The work of the Kohanim, and that they have to stay pure.
11. He, THE PRIEST, like THE PRIEST above, is below, as written, "It
is like the precious ointment upon the head, running down upon the
beard, the beard of Aaron; running down over the hem of his
garments" (Tehilim 133:2). This verse has been explained, yet "the
precious ointment upon the head" is the oil of supernal holy
ointment, NAMELY THE PLENTY OF MOCHIN, that flows and comes
out from the location of the deepest river, BINAH. According to
another explanation, it flows and comes out of the head to all heads,
the most concealed among the concealed, WHICH IS THE HEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN. It is surely "upon the head," the head of Adam
Kadmon (Primordial Man), WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. THE VERSE
TEACHES US IT IS LIKE THE PRECIOUS OINTMENT, WHICH IS
UPON THE HEAD.

12. It is "running down upon the beard," the precious beard OF
ARICH ANPIN, as has been explained. The beard of Aaron refers to
the celestial High Priest, NAMELY, THE BEARD OF ZEIR ANPIN, IN
THE SECRET OF CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. This has already been
explained. This ointment, NAMELY THE PLENTY OF ARICH ANPIN,
is "running down over the hem of his garments" OF ZEIR ANPIN. For
it flows and comes down to the lower beings over the garments OF
ZEIR ANPIN. Similarly THE HIGH PRIEST below drawns and is
crowned by the anointing oil below. HE CORRESPONDS TO THE
SUPERNAL HIGH PRIEST, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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13. There is a dissimilarity between the beginning and end of this
verse, since it is written, "Speak to the priests the sons of Aaron,
and say to them, There shall none be defiled for the dead among his
people." THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE IS IN PLURAL, WHILE THE
END IS IN THE SINGULAR. It should have said, 'They shall not be
defiled', IN PLURAL, AS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE. Why
"There shall none be defiled" IN THE SINGULAR? HE REPLIES, THE
VERSE speaks about the highest priest, NAMELY THE HIGH PRIEST
ABOVE. Rabbi Yehuda said, yet it is written, "And he that is the High
Priest among his brethren" (Vayikra 21:10). THIS ALLUDES TO THE
HIGH PRIEST ABOVE, RATHER THAN THE FIRST VERSE. HE
ANSWERS, It is surely so, "THERE SHALL NONE BE DEFILED FOR
THE DEAD AMONG HIS PEOPLE" ALLUDES TO THE HIGHEST
PRIEST, ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE THE VERSE, "AND HE THAT IS THE
HIGH PRIEST AMONG HIS BRETHREN" as we learned, speaks of the
High Priest BELOW. As Rabbi Yitzchak said, The priest situated
below is in the likeness of above and should be in holiness more
than all the others, as we learned. HENCE THE VERSE SPOKE OF
HIM SPECIFICALLY THAT HE MUST NOT DEFILE HIMSELF EVEN
FOR HIS FATHER OR FOR HIS MOTHER.

4. The secret of the candelabra
We learn why only the priest is permitted to arrange and light the lamps in the Temple.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
14. The priest is commanded to daily arrange lamps in the Temple.
We have explained this in relation to the candelabra. This secret is in
the likeness of above, since the supernal light in the anointing oil
first runs over the head of the supernal Priest, WHICH IS THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. Then he kindles the lamps,
NAMELY, THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, THE ILLUMINATIONS OF FIRE,
and makes them illuminate, as written, "It is like the precious
ointment upon the head" (Tehilim 133:2), and, "the anointing oil of
his Elohim is upon him" (Vayikra 21:12). Thus only the priest is
permitted to arrange the lamps and light them twice a day, to
correspond to the illumination of unity THAT OCCURS twice, and the
daily offering which is offered twice daily - all that is needed.

15. The candles are shining everywhere by means of the priest,
above and below, so there will be rejoicing and so that joy would
abound in all directions, NAMELY RIGHT AND LEFT, with the lighting
of the lamps. For those two are performed by the priest so that joy
would abound in every direction - the kindling of the lamps and
incense. We have already explained that "Ointment and perfume
(incense) rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

5. "and for his sister a virgin"
We are reminded of the destruction of Jerusalem, and of how God will exact vengeance against the children of Edom who destroyed it.
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16. "and for his sister a virgin, that is near to him..." (Vayikra 21:3).
The preceding verse says, "but for his kin, that is near to him" (Ibid.
2). Rabbi Aba opened with the verse, "Who is this that comes from
Edom, with crimsoned garments from Botzrah..." (Yeshayah 63:1).
"Who is this that comes from Edom," MEANS THAT the Holy One,
blessed be He, will be garbed with a garment of vengeance upon
Edom, for their ruining His Temple, and burning His Holy, and exiling
the Congregation of Yisrael among the nations. He will take revenge
upon them forever, until all the mountains in the world will fill with
the dead of the nations, and the birds of the sky will be summoned
upon them TO FEED UPON THEIR CADAVERS. Every wild beast will
feed on them for twelve months and the birds of the sky for seven
years until the land will not bear their disgrace. This is the meaning
of, "for Hashem has a sacrifice in Botzrah, and a great slaughter in
the land of Edom" (Yeshayah 34:6), until this raiment OF
VENGEANCE will be defiled BY THOSE KILLED. This is the meaning
of, "and I have stained all my raiment" (Yeshayah 63:3).

17. "With crimsoned garments from Batzrah," because legions of the
world came out FROM BATZRAH to wage war against Jerusalem.
They started to burn the Holy, while the children of Edom were
demolishing the walls, and uprooting cornerstones. This is the
meaning of, "Remember, O Hashem, against the children of Edom
the day of Jerusalem, when they said, Rase it, rase it, to its very
foundations" (Tehilim 137:7).

18. "this one that is glorious in His apparel" (Yeshayah 63:1), THAT
IS, with the garments of vengeance He will don. "striding in the
greatness of His strength" (Ibid.). Striding REFERS TO breaking, as
written, "the people fall under you" (Tehilim 45:6). Yisrael said to
Isaiah, Who is he that will accomplish so much? He opened with the
verse, "I that speak in righteousness" (Yeshayah 63:1), He that is
"mighty to save" (Ibid.), He of whom it is written, "He loves
righteousness and judgment" (Tehilim 33:5), actual righteousness,
NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS - and He is
"mighty to save."

19. Wherefore all that? Because they caused the Congregation of
Yisrael to lie in the dust in exile and fall to the ground, as written,
"The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more rise" (Amos 5:2).
For that the Holy One, blessed be He, will don for them garments of
vengeance to defile them with many dead, as written, "and I have
stained all My raiment" (Yeshayah 63:3).

20. And wherefore all that? SINCE it is written, "and for his sister a
virgin, that is near to him, and who has had no husband," WHO IS
THE HOLY SHECHINAH, SISTER TO ZEIR ANPIN, who is not the
portion of Esau, and was not the lot of him of whom it says, "a
cunning hunter, a man of the field" (Beresheet 25:27). "for her he
may be defiled" (Vayikra 21:3), FOR HER SAKE, with those garments
of vengeance that will be defiled among the multitude OF THE DEAD
MENTIONED BEFORE. THEREFORE it is written, "for her he may be
defiled," for Her sake, because She is lying IN EXILE in the dust, and
he wants to raise Her. This is the meaning of, "Arise, shine, for your
light is come" (Yeshayah 60:1).
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6. "They shall not make baldness on their head"
Rabbi Yosi tells us why the priest below must be without any blemish.
21. "They shall not make baldness (Heb. yikrechuh) on their
head" (Vayikra 21:5). Rabbi Yosi said, What is the reason 'yikrechuh'
is spelled with Hei AT THE END? HE ANSWERS, That supernal
ointment, THE PLENTY OF ABA, is the holy anointing oil that
consecrates all seven days, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, as we learned from the words, "for
seven days shall he consecrate you" (Vayikra 8:33). That supernal oil
is removed from him and baldness is made on him, if he blemishes
his head. For the head of the High Priest, NAMELY THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, is this supernal oil, THE LIGHTS OF
ABA. Hence the priest below must not demonstrate any blemish in
himself, as we have already learned, FOR CORRESPONDING TO THE
PRIEST ABOVE, HIS OWN DEEDS BLEMISH HIM. Hence, "MAKE
BALDNESS" is spelled with Hei.

7. "for seven days shall he consecrate you"
This section correlates the seventy years of exile with the seven days of consecration and the seven Sfirot. Rabbi Aba says that the High Priest
above blemishes the supernal Hei if the High Priest below blemishes the lower Hei.
22. He opened with the verse, "When Hashem brought back the
captivity of Zion, we were like men in a dream" (Tehilim 126:1).
"When Hashem brought back" was said during the exile in Babylon,
though they spent only seventy years in that exile, as written, "That
after seventy years are accomplished at Babylon I will take heed of
you" (Yirmeyah 29:10), and "we were like men in a dream." What is
"like men in a dream"? The friends remarked that some dreams last
seventy years.

23. Come and see, it is written, "for seven days shall he consecrate
you" (Vayikra 8:33). What are these seven days? It has been said
that the uppermost place that includes all the other six, NAMELY
BINAH THAT INCLUDES IN IT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, is called seven days and also called
repentance. We learned that whoever fasts on Shabbat, his verdict of
seventy years standing is torn up. Seventy years are the seven
facets of the King, NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, EACH
INCLUDING TEN, THUS AMOUNTING TO SEVENTY. Even though
they are unanimously agreed against him, the verdict is torn up. For
what reason? Because WHOEVER FASTS is attached to that day,
which includes them all, NAMELY BINAH that is called seven and is
called repentance. For that reason, WHEN HE IS ATTACHED TO
THAT, he is attached to all SEVENTY YEARS when he repents, and
any verdict in any of them is THEREFORE torn up. Therefore
assuredly there are seventy years in a dream.
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24. Similarly the priest is crowned with seven, WHICH ARE BINAH
that is called seven days. If THE PRIEST blemishes his head, that
seven, BINAH, the whole of all SEVEN DAYS, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, makes him bald
from all that overall holiness that dwells on THAT PRIEST. They were
therefore careful not to make baldness on their heads, because this
will render them defective in all SEVEN SFIROT. Thus the priest
needs to abide in perfection more than all the others, and all the
more so the most supernal, THE HIGH PRIEST.

25. Rabbi Aba said, the lower Hei in here and the supernal Hei in
there. The High Priest, the highest, BLEMISHES the supernal Hei,
WHICH IS BINAH, as written, "upon whose head the anointing oil
was poured, and that is consecrated..." (Vayikra 21:10). "And that is
consecrated" REFERS TO BINAH as written, "for seven days shall he
consecrate you." THE SEVEN DAYS REFER TO BINAH, THE UPPER
HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. Any other priest CREATES A BLEMISH in
the lower Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, MALCHUT, as written, "They
shall not make baldness on their head" (Vayikra 21:5), followed by,
"and not profane the name of their Elohim" (Ibid. 6). This name is
known AS MALCHUT, THE LOWER HEI. Hence it is written, "And he
that is the High Priest among his brethren, upon whose head the
anointing oil was poured, and that is consecrated to put on the
garments." THIS IS as we said THAT THE ANOINTING OIL
INDICATES THE BOUNTY OF ABA THAT HE RECEIVES VIA IMA, THE
UPPER HEI. Since he is holy in the likeness of above it is written,
"neither shall he go out of the sanctuary" (Ibid. 12), JUST LIKE ABA
AND IMA WHOSE UNION IS UNINTERRUPTED.

8. "Hashem, righteousness belongs to You"
Rabbi Aba says that Yisrael is blessed because God gave them the Torah of Truth. He tells us that Righteousness is truth, overall light, the
illumination of the countenance and the joy of all. Confusion, the Other Side, is shame and the departure of truth. The high priest must have a
beautiful and welcoming countenance.
26. Rabbi Aba opened with the verse, "Hashem, righteousness
belongs to You, but to us confusion of faces, as at this day; to the
men of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem" (Daniel 9:7).
Happy are Yisrael, whom the Holy One, blessed be He, has chosen
above all the heathen nations. For the love of them, He gave them
the Torah of truth, to know the path of the Holy King. Whoever is
occupied with the Torah it is as if he is occupied with the Holy One,
blessed be He, for the whole Torah is the name of the Holy One,
blessed be He. Therefore, whoever deals in the Torah is occupied
with His name, and whoever is away from the Torah is far from the
Holy One, blessed be He.
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27. Come and see, "Hashem, righteousness belongs to You"
resembles the words, "Yours, Hashem, is the greatness and the
power" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11), WHICH ARE HIS ATTRIBUTES,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. RIGHTEOUSNESS IS ALSO THE ATTRIBUTE OF
MALCHUT. What is righteousness? It is a place to which all shining
faces are attached, and which is attached to all THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN which dwell in it, THAT IS, MALCHUT, IN WHICH ARE ALL
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. "but to us confusion of faces" is the
place which all shining faces shy away from, WHICH IS THE OTHER
SIDE. Righteousness, MALCHUT, is truth, overall light, the
illumination of the countenance and the joy of all. Confusion, THE
OTHER SIDE, is shame and the staying away of truth. For whenever
one is ashamed it is because truth, which is righteousness, is gone
away from him, which is the shying away of all shining
countenances.
28. Come and see, the supernal priest, THE HIGH PRIEST, needs to
be with a beautiful countenance, with a welcoming countenance, and
more joyous than anyone. He must not look sad or angry, but in all
in the likeness of above. Happy is his portion, as it is written
regarding him, "I am your portion and your inheritance" (Bemidbar
18:20), and "Hashem is their inheritance" (Devarim 18:2). Hence he
must look whole in every respect, in his person, in his apparel, so as
not to discredit himself whatsoever, as we learned.

9. "And he shall take a wife in her virginity"
Rabbi Shimon speaks about the verse, "and, lo, he has laid accusing speeches...and they shall fine him a hundred shekels of silver... because he
has brought out an evil name upon a virgin of Yisrael."
29. "And he shall take a wife in her virginity" (Vayikra 21:13). Rabbi
Shimon opened with, "and, lo, he has laid accusing speeches...and
they shall fine him a hundred shekels of silver...because he has
brought out an evil name upon a virgin of Yisrael" (Devarim 22:1719). HE ASKS, yet she is the virgin of her father or husband, why
does it state here, "the virgin of Yisrael," WHICH MEANS, A VIRGIN
THE DAUGHTER OF JACOB CALLED ISRAEL? AND HE ANSWERS,
this is the meaning of, "ask your father, and he will recount it to you;
your elders, and they will tell you" (Devarim 32:7). THAT REFERS TO
ISRAEL YOUR FATHER, WHOSE DAUGHTER DINAH WENT OUT TO
SEE THE DAUGHTERS OF THE LAND, AND THAT INCIDENT
OCCURRED. SINCE THE VERSE SPEAKS ABOUT SPREADING AN
EVIL NAME, IT MENTIONS THE VIRGIN OF YISRAEL, THE SAME
CASE AS THAT OF THE DAUGHTER OF ISRAEL, DINAH. Here too,
the priest who represents the likeness of above, "shall take a wife in
her virginity," NAMELY, who will not go outside from her courtyard
from time to time. We have already learned this. HE MAKES AN
ANALOGY BETWEEN HER VIRGINITY AND THE VIRGIN OF ISRAEL,
SO SHE WILL NOT GO OUT, AS HAPPENED TO THE VIRGIN OF
ISRAEL.

10. "He has given food to those who fear Him"
Rabbi Shimon says that God gives sustenance to the righteous, who are of His household. Anyone who rises at midnight to study Torah is
considered to be part of His household, and will inherit the earth.
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30. Rabbi Shimon was walking along the way with Rabbi Yehuda,
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chizkiyah. Rabbi Shimon opened with, "He
has given food to those who fear Him; He will ever be mindful of His
covenant" (Tehilim 111:5). "He has given food to those who fear
Him" refers to the righteous who fear the Holy One, blessed be He,
for whoever fears Him is considered of the household of the King,
and it is written of him, "Happy is the man who fears
Hashem" (Tehilim 112:1).

31. HE ASKS, what is the meaning of, "He has given food to those
who fear Him," AND ANSWERS THAT this resembles the words,
"She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to her
household" (Mishlei 31:15). SINCE THE RIGHTEOUS ARE HIS
HOUSEHOLD, THEY RECEIVE THIS FOOD. From this we learned that
whoever studies Torah at night and rises at midnight when the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, awakens to arrange the house
for the King, THAT IS, TO DRAW THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH FOR HIM, IN ACCORDANCE WITH, "THROUGH
WISDOM A HOUSE IS BUILT" (MISHLEI 24:3), such a man takes his
part with her, and is considered to be of the household of the King.
He is given daily from the allotments of the house. This is the
meaning of, "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to
her household, and a portion to her maidens." "FOOD" REFERS TO
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHILE "PORTION" (ALSO:
'LAW') IS THAT THEY WILL NOT DRAW FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS. Who are her household? Those who join her to study
Torah at night are considered her house, her household members.
Hence IT IS WRITTEN, "He has given food to those who fear Him."
32. HE ASKS, What is "food," AND ANSWERS, It is real food (lit.
'prey'), FOR SHE DEVOURS AND TAKES BY FORCE, WHICH
ALLUDES TO JUDGMENTS THAT ARE REVEALED WITH
CHOCHMAH. For she receives from a lofty faraway place, as written,
"she brings her food from afar" (Mishlei 31:14), THAT IS,
CHOCHMAH, AS WRITTEN, "I SAID, I WILL BE WISE; BUT IT WAS
FAR FROM ME" (KOHELET 7:23). Who obtains this food? This is
shown by the end of the verse, "He will ever be mindful of His
covenant" (Tehilim 111:5). THIS MEANS whoever strives in the Torah
to partake of it at night, AS THE TORAH IS CALLED A COVENANT.
Moreover, the Holy One, blessed be He, has another certain supernal
Righteous, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and this MAN joins him
TO BESTOW UPON MALCHUT, and both inherit the Congregation of
Yisrael, as written, "righteous; they shall inherit the land for
ever" (Yeshayah 60:21). THIS MEANS THAT THE RIGHTEOUS MAN
WHO IS OCCUPIED WITH THE TORAH AT NIGHT AND THE
SUPERNAL RIGHTEOUS WILL INHERIT MALCHUT CALLED EARTH.

11. "Neither shall he profane his seed among his people"
Rabbi Shimon speaks about the precept against ejaculating semen in vain, and says it is even more important for priests to obey because they must
be holy in every respect. Rabbi Shimon says that Yisrael are happy because when they went into exile the Shechinah went with them. In the end God
will return from exile with Yisrael.
33. He continued with the verse, "Neither shall he profane his seed
among his people, for I Hashem do sanctify him"(Vayikra 21:15).
Come and see, whoever ejaculates semen in vain is not worthy of
beholding the face of the Shechinah, and is considered evil, as
written, "For You are not an El that has pleasure in wickedness; nor
shall evil dwell with You" (Tehilim 5:5). THIS REFERS TO one who
emits it by hand or through another, unworthy woman. You may
argue that one who ejaculates it within a woman who does not
conceive IS also CONSIDERED TO BE EMITTING SEMEN IN VAIN.
This is not so, but only those we mentioned.
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34. A man should therefore ask the Holy One, blessed be He, to
summon him a worthy vessel, THAT IS A WORTHY WOMAN, so as
not to blemish his seed. Whoever ejaculates his seed in an unworthy
vessel blemishes his seed. Woe to him who causes damage in his
seed. And if this is true for other people, it is much more so to a
priest that is below, CORRESPONDING to a likeness of above in
utmost holiness. IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN, "NEITHER SHALL HE
PROFANE HIS SEED AMONG HIS PEOPLE."

35. HE ASKS, what is the meaning of "among his people," seeing
that it is written before, "A widow, or a divorced woman, or a
profaned, or a harlot, these shall he not take" (Vayikra 21:14), and
"Neither shall he profane his seed among his people." It should have
said, 'among them'. Why "among his people"? HE ANSWERS, this
MEANS this would be a disgrace among his people, a blemish
among his people. Hence it is written, "but he shall take a virgin of
his own people to wife" (Ibid.), "of his own people" assuredly.
Everything is in the likeness of above. "for I Hashem do sanctify
him." What is "sanctify him"? HE ANSWERS, it is I who daily sanctify
him. Hence he must not blemish his seed and no blemish must be in
him, "for I, Hashem do sanctify him," as I wish to sanctify him so that
he shall be sanctified in every respect, and so that the holy will make
use of what is holy.

36. Come and see, the Holy One, blessed be He, will make use of the
priest, who is holy when he comes to serve. Since the Holy One,
blessed be He will use the priest who is holy, the latter will be helped
by a pure man, who is sanctified by his own purity. These are the
Levites. Another MAN, NAMELY THE PRIEST, will be helped by
another holy man, THE LEVITE, so they will all be in holiness to
serve the Holy One, blessed be He. Happy are Yisrael in this world
and in the World to Come, as written of them, "and have separated
you from the peoples, that you should be Mine" (Vayikra 20:26).
Yisrael are separated by holiness in every respect, so as to serve the
Holy One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of, "Sanctify
yourselves therefore, and be holy; for I am Hashem your
Elohim" (Ibid. 7).

37. He opened again and said, "Salvation belongs to Hashem; Your
blessings be upon Your people. Selah" (Tehilim 3:9). "Salvation
belongs to Hashem": we have so learned, happy are Yisrael, for
wherever they were exiled, the Shechinah went into exile with them.
When Yisrael will come out of exile, whose salvation shall this be,
that of Yisrael or of the Holy One, blessed be He, SEEING THAT THE
SHECHINAH AS WELL WILL GO OUT OF EXILE? We have explained
it in relation to several verses. Here, "Salvation belongs to Hashem,"
surely. When will that be? When "Your blessings be upon Your
people." When the Holy One, blessed be He, cares for Yisrael with
blessings so as to take them out of exile and help them, then
"Salvation belongs to Hashem," BECAUSE THE SHECHINAH WILL
GO OUT OF EXILE. We therefore learned that the Holy One, blessed
be He, will return from exile with Yisrael. This is the meaning of,
"then Hashem your Elohim will turn your captivity, and have
compassion upon you" (Devarim 30:3). 'TURN' CAN BE CONSTRUED
TO MEAN HE WILL RETURN WITH YISRAEL FROM EXILE.
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12. "he shall take a virgin of his own people to wife"
Moses, the Faithful Shepherd, explains why the High Priest must marry a virgin. Yisrael need to send their gifts to God by the hand of a wholesome
man.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
38. "but he shall take a virgin of his own people to wife" (Vayikra
21:14). The Faithful Shepherd opened and said, this commands the
High Priest to marry a virgin, as said, "A widow, or a divorced
woman, or a profaned, or a harlot, these shall he not take; but he
shall take a virgin of his own people to wife." HE ASKS, why is it
necessary for him to marry only an unblemished virgin, AND
ANSWERS, a woman is a cup of blessing, WHICH IF tasted is
blemished, THAT IS, IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT CALLED A CUP OF
BLESSING. A priest who offers a sacrifice before Hashem must be
whole and unblemished, whole and unblemished in limbs, because
blemishes make priests unfit. He should be wholesome in body,
whole in his wife, so as to fulfill in him the verse, "You are all fair, my
love; there is no blemish in you" (Shir Hashirim 4:7).

39. For the sacrifice is a gift. Yisrael need to send their gift to the
King by a wholesome man, as they are the opposite of the Other
Side, to which they would send a gift by an appointed man who is
blemished, as written, "one lot for Hashem, and the other lot for
Azazel" (Vayikra 16:8). For other Elohim are all blemished on the
northern side, ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF, "OUT OF THE
NORTH THE EVIL SHALL BREAK FORTH" (YIRMEYAH 1:14). In this
way most heathen households are defective in respect to their wife,
WHO IS a ruin, Lilit, blemished, etc.

40. The Faithful Shepherd is Vav filled WITH YUD HEI, NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN, THE SECRET OF VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULL OF THE
BOUNTY OF YUD HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH in the following order: Yud Hei Vav. FOR
THIS REASON IT INCLUDES ALL THREE LETTERS, YUD HEI VAV.
The last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is a cup
filled with the blessing of Hashem from the right side, NAMELY THE
CUP OF BLESSING MENTIONED BEFORE. From the side of Gvurah,
which is Judgment, the Shechinah is called Hei Vav Yud Hei, SINCE
IN THIS COMBINATION, HEI, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, RULES OVER
VAV, WHICH IS MERCY, WHILE YUD AND HEI, THE MOCHIN, ARE AT
THE END OF THE PERMUTATION, WHICH INDICATES JUDGMENT.
This is the meaning of, "behold, the hand of Hashem is (Heb. hoyah,
Hei Vav Yud Hei) upon your cattle which is in the field" (Shemot 9:3),
WHERE MALCHUT, CALLED THE HAND OF HASHEM, IS
PERMUTATED INTO HEI VAV YUD HEI IN ORDER TO EXACT
PUNISHMENT OVER THE CATTLE IN EGYPT. The Faithful Shepherd
rose and prostrated before him, saying, Happy is my lot, that my
Master and the Queen are among my helpers.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

13. "Whoever he be of your seed in their generations that has any blemish"
Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that a blemish on a man testifies that he has no faith and is therefore unfit to serve in a holy place. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi
Shimon test a passerby who has a defect in one eye, asking him who is the happiest man in the world. They find that the passerby is not a faithful
man because he places all importance on wealth. Rabbi Elazar talks about the written Torah and the oral Torah that can not dwell on a blemished
place. When Zeir Anpin and Malchut are united, everything is whole, all is one, and no place is defective; then the Congregation of Yisrael is called
'whole'. The priest must be unblemished and so must the offering. Rabbi Yosi says that when the dead rise from the dust at the resurrection they will
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rise with the same body they had, and God will heal them. We read of the ceremonial importance of eight days in the timing of some events. Rabbi
Chiya says that God first offered the Torah to the children of Esau, and the earth trembled until it was given to Yisrael.
41. "Whoever he be of your seed in their generations that has any
blemish" (Vayikra 21:17). Rabbi Yitzchak said THE REASON IS
because he is blemished, and whoever is blemished is unfit to serve
in the holy place. We explained that a blemished man has no faith, to
which that blemish bears testimony. This is truer in a priest, who has
to be whole and faithful more than the rest. We have already
explained this.

42. Rabbi Elazar was sitting in his father-in-law's room, saying that a
remedy MUST be found for the leak in the room, BECAUSE THE
RAIN WAS LEAKING THROUGH THE ROOF. In the meanwhile a man
passed who had a defect in one eye. His father-in-law said, let us
seek ADVICE from him. RABBI ELAZAR said, he is blemished and
therefore not trustworthy. HIS FATHER-IN-LAW SAID, let us test him.
They approached to ask him. He asked him, Whoever is the happiest
in the world? THAT MAN said, A rich man IS THE HAPPIEST IN THE
WORLD, but when taken away FROM HIS WEALTH, woe to him. I
WORRY for him most of all, SINCE IF HE LOSES HIS WEALTH, HE IS
THE MOST MISERABLE MAN IN THE WORLD. Rabbi Elazar said,
From his words I understand he is neither faithful nor trustworthy,
SINCE HE THINKS THE RICH MAN, RATHER THAN THE RIGHTEOUS,
TO BE THE HAPPIEST. Come and see, the Holy One, blessed be He,
said that "whatever man he be that has a blemish, he shall not
approach" (Ibid. 18), for supernal holiness does not dwell on a
blemished place.

43. He opened his discourse saying, "for Torah and for testimony:
Surely they will speak according to this word" (Yeshayah 8:20). "for
Torah and for testimony": HE ASKS, What is the Torah and what is
the testimony, AND ANSWERS that the Torah is the Written Torah,
ZEIR ANPIN, while the testimony is the Oral Torah, MALCHUT. The
Oral Torah does not dwell on a blemished place, because it is
established on the Written Torah, SINCE MALCHUT IS BUILT BY
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS WHOLE. It is written, "Bind up the testimony,
seal the Torah among My disciples" (Ibid. 16). "Bind up the
testimony" refers to the Oral Torah, since there, IN MALCHUT, the
bundle of life is bound, and with the testimony the knot of life is tied
from above, FROM ZEIR ANPIN so that all will be one.

44. From there downwards, THAT IS, UNDERNEATH MALCHUT,
routes and paths are separated, and from there the ways diverge
throughout the worlds, as written, "and from thence it was parted,
and branched into four streams" (Beresheet 2:10).
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45. "seal the Torah" refers to the sealing of the Torah, the Written
Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Where does this happen? "among My
disciples," the prophets CALLED "TAUGHT OF HASHEM," NETZACH
AND HOD, as written, "And he set up the right pillar, and called its
name Jachin," WHICH IS NETZACH, "and he set up the left pillar, and
called its name Boaz" (I Melachim 7:21), WHICH IS HOD. From there
ways extend to the faithful prophets, WHO RECEIVE FROM
NETZACH AND HOD, and these support the body, ZEIR ANPIN with
HIS six lights. This is the meaning of, "His legs are pillars of
marble" (Shir Hashirim 5:15). HIS LEGS, THE SECRET OF NETZACH
AND HOD, ARE PILLARS OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS SIX SFIROT IN
HIM. Everything is supported only by MEANS OF perfection, and all
their holiness dwells on them only when they are in holiness. For
when ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT are united with each other, all is
whole, all is one, and no place is rendered defective. Hence the
Congregation of Yisrael is called whole, as written, "And
Melchizedek king of Shalem (lit. 'whole')" (Beresheet 14:18), AS
MELCHIZEDEK IS MALCHUT AND THE KING OF WHOLENESS. AND
ALSO, "In Shalem also is His tabernacle" Tehilim 76:3), WHICH
REFERS TO MALCHUT.
46. Therefore everything dwells only on a wholesome place, and
therefore, "whatever man he be that has a blemish, he shall not
approach" (Vayikra 21:18). Similarly, a blemished sacrifice shall not
be offered, since it is written, "it shall not be acceptable for
you" (Vayikra 22:20). You may say that the Holy One, blessed be He,
only dwells in a broken place, in a broken vessel, as written, "yet
with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit" (Yeshayah
57:15). HE ANSWERS, such a place is the most wholesome, because
one humbles himself so as to allow the loftiest to dwell on him,
supernal loftiness. Such a one is whole. But it does not say, "I
DWELL ON" (IBID.) "a blind man, or a lame, or he that has a flat
nose, or anything superfluous" (Vayikra 21:18), but "with him also
that is of a contrite and humble spirit," for the Holy One, blessed be
He, raises him who humbles himself.

47. Therefore the priest that is below as the likeness of above needs
to be more whole in every respect than anyone else, and show no
blemish. The priests are therefore admonished, "Whoever he be of
your seed in their generations that has any blemish..."

48. He continued with, "And if you offer the blind for sacrifice, is it
not evil? And if you offer a lame or sick animal, is that not
evil?" (Malachi 1:8). HE ASKS, Was it the Holy One, blessed be He,
who said it is not evil? Then it is good. AND HE ANSWERS, The end
of the verse shows that Yisrael used to appoint blemished priests in
those days AND BLEMISHED SACRIFICES on the altar, and to serve
in the Temple, and said, What does the Holy One, blessed be He,
care whether it is this or another? It is they who used to say, It is not
evil, and the Holy One, blessed be He, answered them with the very
words they would use, saying, 'Yisrael, you say there is not evil in
blemished people sacrificing for My worship'. What does the Holy
One, blessed be He, care?
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49. The end of the verse says, "offer it now to your governor; will he
be pleased with you, or will he show you favor?" (Ibid.) If a man
among you must make peace with the king and offer him a gift, will
you send him a defective one or not? "will he be pleased with you, or
will he show you favor" with that DEFECTIVE gift? Moreover when
you bring before Me a blemished man to offer Me an offering, that
offering of yours shall be given to the dog. For surely such a
blemished man is defective in every respect, defective in faith.
Hence it says, "whatever man he be that has a blemish, he shall not
approach."

50. Rabbi Yosi said, The Holy One, blessed be He, will make Yisrael
whole so they will be whole in every respect, and there will be none
blemished among them. For the world will reach completion DURING
RESURRECTION, like the vessels and garments of man which are
completion for the body. THIS IS WHY HE WILL PERFECT THEM, as
written, "and they stand as a garment" (Iyov 38:14).

51. Come and see, when they will awaken from the dust DURING
RESURRECTION, they will rise as they came INTO THE GRAVE. If
they entered lame or blind, they will rise lame or blind, NAMELY
THEY WILL RISE with the same garment, BODY, so that none would
say it is another who was revived INTO LIFE. The Holy One, blessed
be He, will then heal them so they will be whole before Him, and the
world will be whole in everything. Then, "on that day Hashem shall
be one, and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

52. "When a bullock, or a sheep, or a goat, is brought forth, then it
shall be seven days under its mother..." (Vayikra 22:27). Rabbi Yosi
opened with, "Your righteousness is like the great mountains; Your
laws are a great deep. Hashem, You preserve man and
beast" (Tehilim 36:7). We have to examine this verse. Yet come and
see, righteousness IS a holy supernal Sfirah, NAMELY MALCHUT.
"like the great mountains" MEANS like the supernal holy mountains
called mountains of pure balsam tree, WHICH ARE BINAH. Since
MALCHUT rises to be attached to them above, all her Judgments
become equal, since this Judgment contains no Mercy. THEREFORE
"Your laws are a great deep." Law, which is Mercy, descends to that
grade, MALCHUT, to perfect the world, and have compassion over
everything, and executes Judgment with Mercy to mitigate the world.
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53. Since it is Mercy, "Hashem, You preserve man and beast,"
NAMELY equally. In relation to man and beast, it has been explained
as referring to a man who behaves like a beast. BUT "man and
beast" MEANS the same law applies for men and beasts. For men,
"And he that is eight days old shall be circumcised among
you" (Beresheet 17:12). For beasts, "it shall be seven days under its
mother; and from the eighth day and thenceforth it shall be accepted
for an offering made by fire to Hashem" (Vayikra 22:27), SO THAT
they will spend at least one Shabbat. This has already been
explained.

54. Rabbi Chiya opened, "Hashem, when You did go out of Seir,
when You did march out of the field of Edom, the earth trembled, and
the heavens dropped" (Shoftim 5:4). Come and see, happy are
Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come, since the Holy One,
blessed be He, chose them and they cleave to Him and are called
holy, a holy nation, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF BINAH. Moreover, He
even raised them to a supernal grade called holiness, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, AND THAT WHICH RECEIVES FROM HOLINESS,
NAMELY BINAH, IS CONSIDERED HOLY, as is written, "Yisrael is
holiness to Hashem, the firstfruits of His increase" (Yirmeyah 2:3).
As we explained, that is because Yisrael cleave to Him through His
name after eight days, are marked by His name, and are His, as
written, "And what one nation in the earth is like Your people, like
Yisrael" (II Shmuel 7:23). The nations do not cleave to Him, nor
follow His commands and the holy imprint is absent from them, so
they cleave to the unholy Other Side.

55. Come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to give
the Torah to Yisrael, He summoned the children of Esau and asked
them, 'Do you wish to receive the Torah?' At that moment the earth,
MALCHUT, trembled, and wanted to enter a chasm in the great
abyss. It said before Him, Master of the Universe, shall the delights
of Your joy since 2,000 years prior to the creation of the world,
WHICH IS THE TORAH, ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF, "AND I
WAS DAILY HIS DELIGHT" (MISHLEI 8:30), come before the
uncircumcised who are not imprinted with Your covenant?

56. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to it, 'Throne, throne, NAMELY
MALCHUT CALLED THRONE, may a thousand such nations perish,
the covenant of the Torah shall not appear before them.' This is the
meaning of, "Hashem, when You did go out of Seir, when You did
march out of the field of Edom, the earth trembled" surely, for the
Torah is given only to him who has the holy covenant in him.
Whoever teaches the Torah to the uncircumcised is false to two
covenants, the covenant of the Torah, AS THE TORAH IS CALLED
COVENANT, AS WRITTEN, "IF I HAVE NOT APPOINTED MY
COVENANT..." (YIRMEYAH 33:25), and the covenant of the
Righteous and the Congregation of Yisrael. For the Torah was given
to that place, THE COVENANT, and to no other, THE FORESKIN.

14. It is forbidden to teach Torah to the uncircumcised
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Rabbi Aba tells us that anyone who teaches the Torah to the uncircumcised is false to the Torah, false to the prophets and false to the Writings. We
learn how a circumcised man can attain the light of the Ruach and the Neshamah and the Chayah.
57. Rabbi Aba said, WHOEVER TEACHES THE TORAH TO THE
UNCIRCUMCISED is false to three high places. He is false to the
Torah, false to the Prophets, false to the Writings. He is false to the
Torah, as written, "And this is the Torah which Moses set before the
children of Yisrael" (Devarim 4:44), AND NOT BEFORE THE
UNCIRCUMCISED. He is false to the Prophets, as written, "And all
your children shall be taught of Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:13), not
others. It is also written, "seal the Torah among My
disciples" (Yeshayah 8:16), among them and not among others. He
is false to the Writings, as written, "For He established a testimony
in Jacob, and appointed a Torah in Yisrael" (Tehilim 78:5), and,
"Surely the righteous shall give thanks to Your name" (Tehilim
140:14). Who are the righteous? They are the Righteous, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, and the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT
CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS. For whoever is not circumcised or has
not entered their covenant, will not give thanks to His Holy Name,
which it THE STUDY OF the Torah. Rabbi Chiya said, Once the Holy
One, blessed be He, was revealed on Mount Sinai to give the Torah
to Yisrael, the land abated FROM ITS TREMBLING, and was quiet.
Hence, "the earth feared, and was still" (Tehilim 76:9).

58. Come and see, when a man is born, no force from above is
appointed over him until he is circumcised. Once he is circumcised
the awakening of the spirit, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF NEFESH, was
roused over him from above. If he merits to be occupied with the
Torah, an additional awakening is stirred over him, THE LIGHT OF
RUACH. If he merits to perform the commandments of the Torah, an
additional awakening is roused over him, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF
NESHAMAH. If he was worthy to be married, begot children and
taught them the ways of the Holy King, then he is whole in every
respect, BECAUSE HE ATTAINED THE LIGHT OF CHAYAH. THESE
FOUR LEVELS ARE FROM THE FOUR WORLDS, ATZILUT, BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, AND APPLY TO EACH INDIVIDUAL WORLD.

59. But when an animal is born, whatever force is in it at its end it
has at the hour of its birth, which is appointed over it. Hence it is
written, "When a bullock, or a sheep, or a goat, is brought
forth" (Vayikra 22:27), for whatever it possesses at the end it has
when it is born.

15. "then it shall be seven days under its mother"
We are told that an animal accepted for a burnt offering shall be at least seven days old so that it will have experienced one Shabbat. We learn about
why man must undergo one Shabbat before his circumcision. The two bloods spoken of are the blood of the Pascal sacrifice and the blood of
circumcision, and the blood of circumcision is itself two bloods, through which one attains the life of the World to Come.
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60. "then it shall be seven days under its mother" (Vayikra 22:27), in
order for that force APPOINTED OVER IT to settle upon it and exist
in it. It will exist in it when one Shabbat has rested on it. Otherwise it
does not stay, FOR PEOPLE ONLY EXIST THROUGH THE LIGHT OF
SHABBAT, AS WRITTEN, "AND BY THE SEVENTH DAY ELOHIM
ENDED HIS WORK, WHICH HE HAD DONE" (BERESHEET 2:2). Later,
when this force exists in it, it is written, "it shall be accepted for an
offering made by fire to Hashem" (Ibid.), through the existence of the
one Shabbat it experienced.

61. As for man, by undergoing one Shabbat, the awakening of this
world and his force, NAMELY THE ANIMAL NEFESH, are established.
After he is circumcised, an awakening of the Supernal Spirit, THE
SECRET OF THE NEFESH AS MENTIONED, occurs, and the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, passes over him and sees him
with a holy imprint. Then she is roused towards him and the spirit of
that holy world dwells on him. This is written in, "and saw you
weltering in your blood, I said to you, In your blood
live..." (Yechezkel 16:6), NAMELY two BLOODS.

62. You may say that when Yisrael went out of Egypt, there were
among them the blood of the Pascal sacrifice and the blood of
circumcision. Then it is written, "In your blood live," NAMELY THE
TWO BLOODS. BUT what of "In your blood" in this case? THERE IS
ONLY THE BLOOD OF CIRCUMCISION? HE ANSWERS, There ARE
two, one of circumcision and one of the uncovering of the corona.
The blood of circumcision is OF the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, while that of the uncovering is OF the Righteous, the
foundation of the world, NAMELY, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Through
these two bloods one attains the life of the World to Come. This is
the meaning of, "In your blood live."

16. Each letter of the name is the perfection of the whole Name
We learn from Rabbi Shimon how each letter in the Holy Name reflects the perfection of the name, and the inner meaning of the seven days in Vav
Hei and the seven days in Yud Hei.
63. Rabbi Shimon said, "The counsel (or: 'secret') of Hashem is with
them that fear Him; and He will reveal to them His covenant" (Tehilim
25:14). "The secret of Hashem is with them that fear Him" refers to
the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED THE
SECRET OF HASHEM. "and He will reveal to them His covenant"
refers to the Righteous, the foundation of the world, NAMELY,
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED COVENANT. BOTH are
joined as one.
64. Yud HAS IN IT three letters, which are overall perfection. The
beginning of everything, NAMELY CHOCHMAH CALLED
BEGINNING, IS Yud, which is the most superior, ABOVE ALL THE
LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND ALL THE SFIROT. The Vav
WITHIN YUD VAV DALET IS the Central COLUMN, ZEIR ANPIN,
which is perfection in every direction, SINCE IT COMPLETES THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT. It completes, NAMELY, IS A ROOT TO all the
spirits, and Faith depends on it, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE DALET IN
THE YUD. It is the garden, the bundle of life, NAMELY MALCHUT.
This letter Dalet is small, SINCE MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF
SMALL LETTERS, AND IS overall perfection, SINCE MALCHUT
COMPLETES ALL THE SFIROT.
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65. The letter Yud is closed on all sides. When it emerges, THAT IS,
IS REVEALED, it does so like a king with his soldiers, and then the
Yud returns on its own. Matters are concealed within it and come out
TO BE REVEALED. It both conceals and discloses.

66. Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI IS overall perfection above
and below. We have learned Hei is known TO BE BINAH. The Aleph
IN THE FULLY SPELLED HEI is Yud Vav Dalet, SINCE ALEPH IS
FORMED WITH VAV IN BETWEEN YUD ABOVE AND DALET BELOW.
It completes the three letters at the top that are concealed in Yud OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS FULLY SPELLED AS YUD VAV DALET.
This has already been explained and it is the same thing, since the
wholeness of the Holy Name is wholeness above and below. This is
why Hei takes Aleph FOR ITS FULL SPELLING when it is crowned.

67. Come and see, each letter of the Holy Name reflects the
perfection of the whole Name. Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI has already
been explained to be overall perfection. Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is
overall perfection, even when it is not fully spelled with Aleph, BUT
with Hei only, since we learned that there is overall perfection in the
shape of Hei, SINCE ITS CHARACTER IS FORMED WITH YUD, VAV
AND DALET, WHICH IS OVERALL PERFECTION. Vav OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI is overall perfection both ways, EITHER FULLY SPELLED
OR AS IT IS. Vav Hei, NAMELY HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
CONNECTED WITH VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is GREATER
perfection that crowns all THE WORLDS, SINCE VAV HEI ARE THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT WHEN UNITED. Thus, it is
all one, AS EACH OF THE LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
INDICATES THE PERFECTION IN YUD HEI VAV HEI. The friends have
already explained this.
68. Come and see, "then it shall be (Heb. vehayah, Vav-Hei-Yud-Hei)
seven days under its mother" (Vayikra 22:27). The letters of
'vehayah' were imprinted IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF
Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei- Aleph, Vav- Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph, SINCE
'VEYAHAH' IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS AS YUD HEI
VAV HEI. The seven days were included in Vav Hei together, SINCE
VAV HEI, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, ARE THE SEVEN
SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. Yud-Hei are seven days, since Yud is one, including them
all, SINCE IT INCLUDES ALL THE LETTERS OF THE NAME. Hei is
three, it with its two children, SINCE IT INCLUDES WITHIN ITSELF
DALET AND VAV, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And two fathers are
included in the one son, NAMELY THE VAV WITHIN THE HEI. THESE
ARE THE TWO COLUMNS, CHESED AND GVURAH. Thus they are
five, BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, CHESED AND GVURAH,
AND MALCHUT WHICH IS INCLUDED WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN. VAV
INCLUDES WITHIN IT a female daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
WHICH is one. Thus they are six. So the upper Hei OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI includes the whole six, NAMELY BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, CHESED AND GVURAH, AND MALCHUT WHICH IS
INCLUDED WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN. WITH Yud-Hei, THAT IS, TOGETHER
WITH THE YUD, they are seven. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
SEVEN SFIROT CALLED YUD-HEI. This is the meaning of the verse,
"seven days and seven days, namely fourteen days" (I Melachim
8:65), WHICH IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE SEVEN DAYS IN VAVHEI AND THE SEVEN DAYS IN YUD-HEI.
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69. "then it shall be seven days under its mother," WHICH MEANS
THAT under its mother, THAT IS, UNDER YUD-HEI, the seven days
OF VAV HEI were adorned, as written, "Yours, Hashem, is the
greatness and the power..." (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11), WHICH ARE
THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF MALE AND FEMALE. Therefore there are
seven days below, IN MALE AND FEMALE, SINCE the glory of
supernal Ima, THAT IS, AS A COUNTERPART TO THE SEVEN
ASPECTS OF YUD HEI, THERE ARE "under its mother" below
SEVEN DAYS. THAT IS the meaning of the words, "while the barren
(Heb. akarah) has borne seven; and she that has many children has
become wretched" (I Shmuel 2:5). THIS MEANS THAT the mainstay
(Heb. ikar) of the whole house, WHICH IS BINAH, "has borne seven,"
the seven days of the festival of Sukkot, THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, while
"she that has many children has become wretched," which refers to
the sacrifices on Sukkot, THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS SACRIFICED
ON SUKKOT THAT ARE diminished in number every day. THEY
CORRESPOND TO THE SEVENTY NATIONS, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF, "SHE THAT HAS MANY CHILDREN HAS BECOME WRETCHED."
70. Come and see, these SEVEN DAYS OF SUKKOT, THE SECRET
OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, rise high up, SINCE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
WITHIN THEM SHINES FROM BELOW UPWARDS, while those
SEVENTY BULLOCKS FROM WHICH THE SEVENTY NATIONS ARE
NOURISHED descend lower and lower, AS THE NATIONS DRAW
THEM FROM ABOVE DOWN AS IS THEIR WONT, THUS SINKING
THEM DOWN. This was stated in, "Though you do soar aloft like the
eagle, and though you do set your nest among the stars, from there I
will bring you down, says Hashem" (Ovadyah 1:4). But Yisrael rise
from below upwards, as written, "and your seed shall be as the dust
of the earth" (Beresheet 28:14), and, "and I will multiply your seed as
the stars of heaven" (Beresheet 26:4). IN THIS WAY THEY RISE
FROM THE DUST OF THE EARTH TO THE STARS OF HEAVEN. They
then rise above all and cleave to the loftiest place, as written, "But
you that did cleave of Hashem your Elohim..." (Devarim 4:4).

17. "it and its young"
The rabbis speak about the proscription against slaughtering the mother animal and its offspring on the same day. We learn that a fast is good for
averting a bad dream as long as the fast is on the same day. An action below awakens a similar action above.
71. "And whether it be cow (lit. 'ox') or ewe, you shall not kill it (lit.
'him') and its young" (Vayikra 22:28). Rabbi Yosi said, THE MEANING
follows its Aramaic translation, "her and her young," INSTEAD OF
'HE AND HIS YOUNG', for it is the mother's way to know her young,
and HER YOUNG follows her and not the father, and we do not know
who HIS FATHER is.

72. "you shall not kill it and its young both in one day." Rabbi
Yehuda asks for the reason. If you say it is because it is distressing
to the animal, we can slaughter one in one house and the other in
another, or at different times. He said to him, some permit that, but it
is not so, but SCRIPTURE FORBIDS specifically "in one day."
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73. Come and see, We learned that a fast is good for averting a BAD
dream as fire for consuming flax, THAT IS, FOR GETTING RID OF IT.
The fast is valuable only on the same day and not in any other day.
The reason is that every day below has another supernal day ruling
over it. We learned that when one is fasting to avert a dream, the
decree is annulled before the day is over. If he postpones it to
another day, then it is under the jurisdiction of another day, and no
day intermingles with its neighbor day. Similarly, there is a supernal
day above appointed over every day, and one should be careful not
to damage any day, so that it will not remain defective in relation to
other days.

74. We learned that an action below awakens an action above. If a
man performs a worthy action below, the force above also awakens.
If a man does kindness in the world, kindness awakens above and
dwells on that day, which is crowned with it for his sake. If a man
acts mercifully below, he arouses mercy upon that day, which is
crowned with mercy for him. That day then stands to protect him in
his time of need.

75. The same applies for the opposite case. If a man acts cruelly, he
rouses the same in that day and renders THAT DAY defective. Then
THAT DAY stands over him to be cruel to him and destroy him. The
measure with which man measures will be measured out to him.

76. We learned that cruelty was omitted from Yisrael MORE than the
rest of the nations, and no act OF CRUELTY will appear among them,
for many eyed ones stand over man TO DENOUNCE HIM for that
action. Happy is he who displays a worthy act below, because the
awakening of something CORRESPONDING ABOVE wholly depends
on that act.

18. "there was corn in Egypt"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that when there is to be a famine, God decrees it Himself rather than delegating the announcement to one of His messengers.
A man who is full must not show it so as not to be seen rejecting the word of God who decreed the famine.
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77. Rabbi Shimon opened with the verse, "Now when Jacob saw that
there was corn in Egypt" (Beresheet 42:1). This verse contains the
secret of wisdom and we have to examine it, because its beginning
and end contradict each other. FOR IN THE BEGINNING IT SAYS,
"NOW WHEN JACOB SAW THAT THERE WAS CORN IN EGYPT,"
AND AT THE END, "JACOB SAID TO HIS SONS, WHY DO YOU LOOK
AT ONE ANOTHER." IF THERE IS CORN IN EGYPT, CANNOT THEY
LOOK AT EACH OTHER? WHAT IS THE CONNECTION?
78. HE ANSWERS, But come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be
He, wanted to sentence the world to famine, He does not deliver this
through a crier TO THE ANGELS. For a crier pronounces all other
punishments in the world before they enter it, but this one OF
FAMINE is not delivered to a crier, but the Holy One, blessed be He,
announces it and cries. This is the meaning of, "for Hashem has
called for a famine" (II Melachim 8:1). From that time other ministers
are appointed over the world, due to the decree of famine.

79. A satiated man must not show himself full, because he indicates
a blemish above and rejects the word of the King, WHO DECREED
FAMINE. It is as if he removed the King's ministers from their
position. Hence Jacob said to his sons, "why do you look at (or:
'show') one another," WHICH MEANS, why do you create a defect
above and below and deny the King's declaration, and all those
appointed by the KING'S crier.

80. But, "Behold, I have heard that there is corn in Egypt. Go down
there" (Beresheet 42:2). There you may seem replete, but do not
reject the celestial retinue here. Come and see, Jacob had much
corn, but he did not want to eat it, except when they came back, so
his action would not be considered defective, THAT IS, SO AS NOT
TO SEEM FULL.

19. One should raise the right hand over the left
We learn that the blowing of the Shofar indicates freedom for everyone.
81. He opened again with, "And Aaron lifted up his hands towards
the people, and blessed them" (Vayikra 9:22). We learned that
'hands' is spelled without Yud AND IS READ 'HAND', TO TEACH US
that one should raise the right over the left. Why? To display an
action below so that a CORRESPONDING act will be awakened
above.
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82. It is written, "Then shall you cause the Shofar to sound on the
tenth day of the seventh month" (Vayikra 25:9). HE ASKS, Why
sound the Shofar, AND ANSWERS, The Shofar breaks the fetters OF
THOSE IMPRISONED IN THE CHAINS OF ENSLAVEMENT, which
breaks the power on all slaves. FOR 'SOUND' IS DERIVED FROM
BREAKING. One should display a simple, THAT IS, STRAIGHT,
Shofar, not curved, to indicate freedom to all, which that day has
brought about. It behooves one always to demonstrate a deed
BELOW TO AWAKEN A CORRESPONDING ONE ABOVE. Hence a
Shofar is used rather than a horn, to indicate whence it comes, a
place called Shofar, SINCE A SHOFAR IS THE SECRET OF BINAH
AND A HORN THE SECRET OF MALCHUT.
83. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come, for they
know how to cleave to the Holy King and raise the power from above
and draw their Master's holiness upon them. Hence it is written,
"Happy are you, O Yisrael. Who is like to you" (Devarim 33:29), and,
"But you that did cleave of Hashem your Elohim are alive every one
of you this day" (Devarim 4:4).
We are reminded of the two facets of the commandments in the
Torah that are 'remember' and 'keep'. Remembering is 'doing', as the
mention below causes the action above.
Introduction by Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
84. "And you shall keep My commandments, and do them" (Vayikra
22:31). We have learned about the commandments of the Master of
the universe, as written, "And you shall keep My commandments,
and do them." HE ASKS, If they need keeping, WHEN THEN DOES
THIS INCLUDE DOING AS WELL, and why DOES IT SAY, "and do
them"? Furthermore, HE ASKS, all the commandments in the Torah
have two Facets that are one, NAMELY 'remember' and 'keep';
'remember' is for the Male, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and 'keep' for the
Female, MALCHUT, and they are all joined into one. HE ASKS, If
'keep' is for the Female, why is it written, "And you shall keep My
commandments," WHICH INDICATES ALL THE PRECEPTS ARE
ONLY OF THE ASPECT OF THE FEMALE, NAMELY 'KEEPING'?

85. HE ANSWERS, everything is within this verse. "And you shall
keep" refers to 'keep', while, "and do them" refers to 'remember'. It
all pertains to the same secret. Remembering is doing. Whoever
mentions something below causes the doing of that secret above.
There are 613 commandments in the Torah, which are the whole of
Male and Female, NAMELY 'REMEMBER' AND 'KEEP', ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, all pertaining to the same secret.

20. "I will be hallowed" above and below in three grades
Rabbi Shimon is talking here about the purpose of sanctity on all levels and grades above and below.
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86. "Neither shall you profane My holy name; but I will be hallowed
among the children of Yisrael..." (Vayikra 22:32). This commandment
is to sanctify Him daily and raise His sanctity from below upwards,
NAMELY, TO RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN FROM BELOW SO AS TO
AWAKEN HIS SANCTITY ABOVE, just as He is holy above. Thus His
sanctity will rise to the fathers, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the children, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. This
is the secret of, "but I will be hallowed among the children of Yisrael"
above THE CHEST and below THE CHEST. FOR "I WILL BE
HALLOWED" REFERS TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, CALLED FATHERS, WHO ARE ABOVE THE CHEST, AND
"AMONG THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL" REFERS TO NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL,
WHO ARE BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN. Above in three
grades, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN; below in
three grades, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
87. We have explained ABOUT THE PURPOSE OF sanctity in several
places. But as there is sanctity in the highest, WHICH IS SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA, WHO ARE CALLED HOLINESS, so there is sanctity in
the middle, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and sanctity below IN MALCHUT.
Everything follows the lower, WHICH MEANS THE ESSENCE IS TO
DRAW SANCTITY DOWN TO MALCHUT. The highest sanctity, ABA
AND IMA, pertains to one secret, WHICH MEANS THEY ARE
HOLINESS THEMSELVES AND ALL THAT PERTAINS TO THEM IS
HOLY. The sanctity in the middle and below, ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, IS DIVIDED into three grades that are one. THIS MEANS
SANCTITY IS DRAWN THROUGH THREE COLUMNS. SANCTITY IS IN
THE RIGHT COLUMN, WHENCE IT IS DRAWN TO ALL COLUMNS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET IN ZEIR ANPIN, AND NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD IN MALCHUT.
88. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: holy is the highest aspect found at
the beginning of all grades, NAMELY ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH, THE TOP OF THE GRADES. IT IS THE SECRET OF YUD
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and though it is a hidden aspect that is called
'holiness', WHICH IS NOT DRAWN DOWN, AS YUD HAS NO LEG,
THAT IS, EXPANSION, NEVERTHELESS an expansion emerges,
shining through a thin hidden path, YESOD OF ABA AND IMA to the
middle GRADE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Once it shone upon the
middle GRADE, a certain Vav is imprinted WITH THE BOUNTY OF
HOLINESS, which shines into the holiness IT RECEIVED, and it is
considered holy WITH VAV. From this light an expansion flows down
TO MALCHUT, which is the last of the grades, NAMELY THE LAST
HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. Once it shone upon the end, a certain Hei
OF MALCHUT is imprinted within the light, which is called sanctity
WITH AN ADDITIONAL HEI. This has already been explained. THUS,
WHEN THE BOUNTY OF SANCTITY ORIGINATES IN SUPERNAL ABA
AND IMA, IT IS CALLED HOLINESS (HEB. KODESH). WHEN IT
FLOWS TO ZEIR ANPIN, A VAV IS ADDED AND IT IS CALLED HOLY
(HEB. KADOSH) WITH VAV. WHEN IT FLOWS TO MALCHUT A HEI IS
ADDED AND IT IS CALLED SANCTITY (HEB. KEDUSHAH) WITH HEI.
89. That which is called 'Holy, holy, holy' should have said 'holiness'
AT FIRST, because the secret OF THE FIRST 'HOLY' MEANS THE
BEGINNING of everything, NAMELY SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA,
WHICH ARE CALLED 'HOLINESS', since HOLINESS comes from
there, AS MENTIONED IN THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH THAT
HOLINESS IS THE ROOT OF SANCTITY. In that case, why is it called
holy above, if there is no Vav there, WHICH INDICATES EXPANSION,
BUT YUD THAT DOES NOT EXPAND?
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90. HE ANSWERS, The meaning is as follows: assuredly Yisrael
sanctify below, as the celestial angels do above, of whom it is
written, "And one cried to another, and said, Holy" (Yeshayah 6:3).
When Yisrael sanctify, they raise from below upwards the supernal
glory, ZEIR ANPIN, until Vav, the secret of the highest heavens, rises
up TO SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. When the heavens rise up, that
holiness shines on them, WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. Then
ZEIR ANPIN THAT ROSE up is called holy. THUS THE FIRST 'HOLY'
REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN, OR SPECIFICALLY, TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ROSE TO SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. Later that supernal light shines
FROM SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA to the throne that is CALLED
heavens, which is the heavens, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, that returned
to their place, THAT IS, AFTER THE HEAVENS, ZEIR ANPIN,
DESCENDED FROM SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA WITH THE SANCTITY
THEY RECEIVED AND CAME TO THEIR PLACE BELOW, WHICH
TURNED INTO A THRONE TO ABA AND IMA. They are settled in that
light, and it is then called holy, NAMELY THE SECOND 'HOLY'. The
light then descends WITHIN ZEIR ANPIN until a certain celestial
Righteous receives all, who is a precious grade that sanctifies
everything below. THIS IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT POURS
BOUNTY DOWN TO MALCHUT. Once it receives everything it is
called holy. This is the overall meaning. THUS, THE FIRST 'HOLY' IS
ZEIR ANPIN THAT ABIDES IN THE PLACE OF ABA AND IMA AND
RECEIVES FROM THEM. THE SECOND 'HOLY' IS ALSO ZEIR ANPIN,
AFTER DESCENDING FROM ABA AND IMA INTO HIS PLACE. THE
THIRD 'HOLY' IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT POURS UPON
MALCHUT.
91. Whoever is mindful TO MEDITATE ON THE THREE TIMES 'HOLY',
AS SAID ABOVE, ON ABA AND IMA, ZEIR ANPIN AND YESOD, does
well. Whoever is mindful TO MEDITATE ON THEM, in the three
grades of the fathers, THAT IS, THE THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, as one whole, to join them through this sanctification, even if
he cannot be mindful of more than that, he does well. The purpose of
all that is to bring down from the highest sanctity down TO
MALCHUT, so that each person OF YISRAEL will RECEIVE FROM IT
AND hallow himself with that sanctity and keep it, and spread the
expansion of sanctity on himself. This is the secret of, "but I will be
hallowed among the children of Yisrael" (Vayikra 22:32), THAT IS,
THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL WILL RAISE MAYIN NUKVIN TO
AWAKEN THE THREE TYPES OF SANCTITY ABOVE. Then, "I am
Hashem who makes you holy" (Ibid.), AS YISRAEL RECEIVE
SUPERNAL SANCTITY.
92. When should one hallow himself with this sanctity to include
himself within it? When one reaches the holy name, Hashem Tzva'ot
MENTIONED AFTER THE THIRD 'HOLY', THE SECRET OF NETZACH
AND HOD. There lies the secret of, "I am Hashem who makes you
holy." I found this as a secret in ancient books. But we do not do it
this way; rather, after THE THREE TIMES 'HOLY', WE SAY "Hashem
Tzva'ot" only, THAT IS, WE STILL DO NOT INCLUDE OURSELVES
THERE. Then, when one reaches "the whole earth is full of His
glory" (Yeshayah 6:3), WHEN SANCTITY IS DRAWN TO MALCHUT,
one should include himself in that sanctity to be hallowed below in
that lower glory, MALCHUT. This is the secret meaning of, "and it
shall be sanctified by My glory" (Shemot 29:43). Then shall he do it
specifically. AT FIRST, HE SHOULD INCLUDE HIMSELF IN
MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE LOWER GLORY IN THE VERSE,
"THE WHOLE EARTH IS FULL OF HIS GLORY," WHICH INCLUDES
THE WHOLE EARTH AND ALL THE NATIONS. THEN HE SHOULD
DRAW SANCTITY SPECIFICALLY, TO YISRAEL ALONE. In this way
everything will be sanctified, AND SANCTITY WILL EXTEND FROM
YISRAEL TO THE WHOLE WORLD. Whatever we do corresponds to
the supernal angels, who say, 'Blessed is the glory of Hashem from
His place', which is the supernal glory, ZEIR ANPIN. Then we say,
'May Hashem reign for ever...', which is the lower glory, MALCHUT.
WE ALSO INCLUDE OURSELVES IN "THE WHOLE EARTH IS FULL
OF HIS GLORY," WHICH IS THE LOWER GLORY, RATHER THAN IN
HASHEM TZVA'OT, WHICH IS NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
AND OF THE ASPECT OF THE HIGHER GLORY, AS THE ANCIENT
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SAGES DID.
93. In his book, Rav Yesa Saba SAYS, 'Holy, holy, holy' refers to the
sanctity with which the Written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, is hallowed, into
one, THAT IS, IN HIS THREE COLUMNS, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET. Then, facing them they give praise saying: 'Blessed is His
glory of Hashem', referring to the prophets, NAMELY NETZACH AND
HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. 'May Hashem reign for ever' follows, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. The meaning of this is that we need sanctity, a blessing
and Malchut to be present in this sanctification, so they will all be
together. 'Sanctity' is as it says; 'Holy...' blessing MEANS 'Blessed is
the glory of Hashem from His place'; Malchut IS IN 'May Hashem
reign for ever'. We should therefore bring everything into
completion. For that reason, one should meditate and be mindful of
it every day.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

21. "The feasts of Hashem"
Rabbi Yitzchak says that when God saw the evil that would prevail in the world He hid the light for the righteous in the World to Come. He tells us
about the unity that only exists when night and day are united, when light and darkness are united. Since the Congregation of Yisrael is in exile it is
not presently considered to be 'one', and only when it goes out of exile can it be united with God.
94. "Speak to the children of Yisrael, and say to them, The feasts of
Hashem, which you shall proclaim to be holy gatherings, these are
My feasts" (Vayikra 23:2). Rabbi Yitzchak opened with the verse,
"And Elohim called the light day" (Beresheet 1:5). We learned that
the light that was present in the beginning used to shine from one
end of the world to the other. When the Holy One, blessed be He,
saw the evil that will live in the world, He hid it for the righteous for
the World to Come. This is the meaning of, "And from the wicked
their light is withheld" (Iyov 38:15), and, "Light is sown for the
righteous" (Tehilim 97:11).

95. Come and see, "And Elohim called the light day, and the
darkness He called night." Yet we learned that "Let there be
light" (Beresheet 1:3) REFERS TO light that already existed. Here, if
you say THAT light MEANS day only, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN ALONE,
it continues, "and the darkness He called night," WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED NIGHT. ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED LIGHT
ONLY WHEN WITH MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED NIGHT. You may
argue that they are separate, NOT UNITED WITH EACH OTHER, so it
continues, "And there was evening, and there was morning, one
day" (Ibid. 5). THIS MEANS ZEIR ANPIN IS NOT WHOLE SAVE WHEN
UNITED WITH MALCHUT, AND MALCHUT IS NOT WHOLE SAVE
WHEN UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. They are called one only when
they are joined as one. The Holy One, blessed be He, and the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, are
called one, but without each other they are not called one.
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96. Come and see, since the Congregation of Yisrael is now in exile,
she is not considered one, so to speak. When is she called one?
When Yisrael will go out of exile and the Congregation of Yisrael will
return to her place to unite with the Holy One, blessed be He. This is
the meaning of, "on that day Hashem shall be one, and His Name
One" (Zecharyah 14:9). Without each other they are not called one.

97. Come and see, "The feasts of Hashem, which you shall proclaim
(or: 'summon')," NAMELY, to summon everything into one place.
FOR THE FEASTS OF HASHEM ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT NEED TO BE
SUMMONED SO THEY WILL BESTOW UPON ONE PLACE,
MALCHUT. Thus everything will be complete by the secret of one.
FOR WHEN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE
UNITED WITH MALCHUT, THEY ARE CALLED ONE, and when
Yisrael will be below "one nation in the earth" (II Shmuel 7:23). HE
ASKS, It is true that the Holy One, blessed be He UNITED with the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, is called one, yet Yisrael below,
when established as the likeness of above, how shall they be called
one, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT ABOVE?
98. AND HE ANSWERS, In terrestrial Jerusalem, Yisrael are called
one, WHEN THEY DWELL IN IT. Whence do we know that? From the
words, "one nation in the earth." Assuredly in the earth, BOTH IN
THE LAND OF YISRAEL AND IN JERUSALEM, they are one nation.
With it they are called one, but not on their own. "And what one
nation...is like Your people, like Yisrael" (Ibid.) should have sufficed;
WHY THEN IS IT WRITTEN, "AND WHAT ONE NATION IN THE
EARTH IS LIKE YOUR PEOPLE, LIKE YISRAEL"? This is because
they are called one only in the earth, united with this land as the
likeness of above, FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED ONE ONLY WHEN
UNITED WITH MALCHUT CALLED EARTH. For that reason
everything is interconnected into one union BOTH ABOVE AND
BELOW. Happy is the lot of Yisrael. "Six days shall work be
done" (Vayikra 23:3). This has already been learned and explained.
99. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya... THIS ARTICLE WAS PRINTED IN
VA'ERA, 198-206.

22. Holiness and those summoned from holiness
Rabbi Yitzchak speaks about seeking the face of Hashem. This leads into a discussion of the festivals and holidays, and of the psalms and poetry of
David, who spoke the words of Yisrael to Zeir Anpin. The celebrations draw holiness from above. Rabbi Yosi talks about the six days of work; Rabbi
Chiya says that the six days are not considered holiness because it is permitted to work on them. Rabbi Yehuda tells us about the great holiness of
Shabbat; on that day even the wicked in Gehenom are given respite from their punishments. He says that the day of Shabbat is a delight.
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100. "These are the feasts of Hashem, holy gatherings, which you
shall proclaim in their seasons" (Vayikra 23:4). Rabbi Yitzchak
opened with, "Of You my heart has said, Seek My face, Your face,
Hashem, I seek" (Tehilim 27:8). This verse has been explained in
several places, yet we learned THE MEANING OF this verse this way:
David said, "Of You my heart has said" for the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT, before the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN. What did it
say, NAMELY, "Of You my heart has said" - for Your sake, ZEIR
ANPIN, my heart said to the people in the world and my heart, which
is attached TO MALCHUT, admonished them. It said, "Seek My face"
for the supernal King, THAT IS, SEEK THE FACE OF ZEIR ANPIN,
which refers to the King's crowns, MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN, to which
He is attached, and they to Him. They are His name, FOR THEY ARE
ALSO THE MOCHIN OF MALCHUT CALLED HIS NAME, and He, ZEIR
ANPIN, and His name, MALCHUT, are the same. Hence David said,
"Your face, Hashem, I seek," as, "Seek Hashem, and His strength.
Seek His face continually" (Tehilim 105:4).

101. Come and see, it is proper for David to recite poetry for the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, more than anyone in the world,
and to convey the words of the Congregation of Yisrael to the King,
ZEIR ANPIN, because he is attached to her, SINCE DAVID IS A
CHARIOT TO MALCHUT.
102. Another explanation for "Of You my heart has said, Seek my
face." IT MEANS for Your sake my heart has said to people in the
world, "seek my face." This refers to the festivals and holidays,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH ARE THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF MALCHUT AND HER
FACE. "YOUR FACE, HASHEM, I SEEK" MEANS DAVID summoned
all OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET TO RISE to the place called
holiness, WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, CALLED THE FACE
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, ZEIR ANPIN. FOR ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES THE
MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA, WHICH IS HOLINESS, WHEN HE
ASCENDS TO THEM, in order to crown each one OF CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET WITH MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA, each in its
own day, each in its season, so they will all draw from the deepest of
the deep, from which all springs and streams emerge, NAMELY
FROM SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. Hence it is written, "holy (lit.
'holiness') gatherings"; GATHERINGS MEAN SUMMONED, for they
are summoned TO RISE to that place called holiness, WHICH IS
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, to be adorned by it and draw from it, so
that all will be sanctified together and joy will abound in them.
103. Rabbi Aba said, "holiness gatherings" MEANS summoning of
holiness, WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH. When they are summoned TO THAT PLACE CALLED
HOLINESS, it is done from the flowing river, BINAH. THIS IS
LIKENED to a king, who summoned people to his feast, and
bestowed on them different victuals, and opened before them skins
of scented wine that is good to drink. For so it ought to be, that
whoever summons, does so to eat and drink. So "summoned from
holiness" means that since they are invited to the king's feast, they
are also invited to the goodly and worthy preserved wine. Hence it is
written, "summoned from holiness, which you shall proclaim in their
seasons."
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104. "which you shall proclaim in their seasons." It is written, "And
you shall be holy men (lit. 'men of holiness') to Me" (Shemot 22:30).
Yisrael below are called men of holiness, because they are invited
from holiness above, THAT IS, THEY ARE INVITED TO RECEIVE
FROM THE PLENTY OF ABA AND IMA CALLED HOLINESS THAT IS
RECEIVED IN MALCHUT. THE MEANING OF THE VERSE, "WHICH
YOU SHALL PROCLAIM IN THEIR SEASONS" IS you men of holiness
below invite those FESTIVALS, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, IN THEIR SEASON. You should then prepare a meal and
rejoice, because it befits you, since you are called men of holiness.
Everyone will be invited from all aspects from holiness above, ABA
AND IMA, and from below, FROM MALCHUT, BY YISRAEL WHO
RECEIVE FROM MALCHUT.
105. Another explanation of "These are the feasts of Hashem." What
are the feasts of Hashem? Rabbi Shimon said, THE FESTIVALS ARE
from Hashem, NAMELY FROM ZEIR ANPIN, to whom there is
attachment both from below upwards and from above downwards.
All are attached to Him, and all are adorned so as to be attached
together to the King's bond. The reason is that just as the King, ZEIR
ANPIN, inherits Aba and Ima, is united with that holiness, and is
crowned with them, so are all those who are attached to the King NAMELY, THE FESTIVALS THAT ARE ATTACHED TO CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, have to reach that supernal
place called holiness, ABA AND IMA, so that all will be joined as one.
Therefore they are called "the feasts of Hashem," and then "holy
gatherings (lit. 'summoned from holiness')," through which they can
be crowned by the King.

106. "which you shall proclaim": Yisrael have two portions. From the
side of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH IN HIM, they have a supernal share in Him, as written,
"But you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim are alive every one
of you this day" (Devarim 4:4), and, "For Hashem's portion is His
people" (Devarim 32:9). From the supernal side of holiness, Yisrael
have a supernal share in it, as written, "And you shall be men of
holiness to Me," and, "Yisrael is holiness to Hashem" (Yirmeyah 2:3).
HASHEM therefore SAID, 'You are worthy of summoning them, THE
HOLIDAYS, and arrange before them joy and a feast and rejoice in
them'.

107. Whoever invites someone to him should display joy and
welcoming countenance, and decorate the path of the guest, LIKE a
king who invited a precious guest. He told his household people,
every other day you were each at home, one doing his craft, one
traveling with his merchandise and another walking to his field. This
day of mine is an exception; you are all invited to my joy, for I have
just invited a lofty precious guest. I do not want you to do your work,
handle merchandise, or be in your field. But all of you come TO
REJOICE as in my day. Prepare yourself to receive that guest with
welcoming countenance, joy and singing, and prepare for him a
delectable feast, so he will be invited by me in every respect, THAT
IS, SO HE WILL ENJOY ON MY SIDE AND ON YOURS.
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108. So did the Holy One, blessed be He, say to Yisrael, 'My children,
every other day you are dealing with your work and with
merchandise, except in My day. I have invited now a high and
precious guest. Invite him, prepare for him superior meals, and set
tables, as befits this day of Mine'. Therefore SCRIPTURE SAYS,
"which you shall proclaim (or: 'call') in their seasons."

109. Come and see, when Yisrael below rejoice in those festivals,
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, set tables and ready themselves
with glorious garments, the supernal angels say, Why do Yisrael do
this? The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'I have a precious guest,
this day'. THE ANGELS say, Is it not Yours, from the place called
holiness? He said to them, 'Are not Yisrael holiness? They are called
holiness. They are worthy of inviting My guest, once from My aspect,
since they are devoted to Me, and once from the side of holiness, as
written, "Yisrael is holiness to Hashem"'. Since Yisrael are called
holiness, then it is their guest surely, because the guest is
summoned from holiness, as written, "holy gatherings (lit.
'summoned from holiness')." They all started saying, "Happy is that
people, that is in such a case" (Tehilim 144:15).

110. Three and no more are summoned from holiness. THESE ARE
the feast of unleavened bread, the holiday of Shavuot and the
holiday of Sukkot. Rabbi Aba said to him, Is not Shabbat called from
holiness? He said to him, No, for two reasons. The one is that it is
surely considered to be holiness NO LESS THAN THE FESTIVALS,
AS WRITTEN, "You shall keep the Shabbat therefore; for it is
holiness to you" (Shemot 31:14). The other is that Shabbat is not
called FROM HOLINESS, because SHABBAT receives the inheritance
OF HOLINESS and is not called. Hence all are called from holiness,
are attached to Shabbat and adorn themselves with it. Through this
HOLINESS, the seventh day is adorned. Shabbat therefore is not
called FROM HOLINESS.

111. SHABBAT RESEMBLES the son who comes to the house of his
father and mother and eats and drinks whenever he wants to. ABA
AND IMA DO NOT HAVE TO INVITE HIM. THIS IS LIKENED to a king
who had an only son, beloved by him. He gave him a companion
who would protect him and keep him company. The king said, It will
be well to invite my son's friends and show them my love and honor,
so he invited those friends. But there is no need to invite my son, but
he comes in to eat and drink in his father's house whenever he
wants to. This is the meaning of, "Who is like You, Hashem, among
the Elim. Who is like You, glorious in holiness" (Shemot 15:11).
"Glorious in holiness" surely MEANS as a son helped by his fathers,
THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN ALREADY ROSE TO ABA AND IMA AND
BECAME LIKE HIM, AS IN SHABBAT. HE IS THEN "GLORIOUS IN
HOLINESS" instead of summoned from holiness.
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112. "Six days shall work be done" (Vayikra 23:3). He asks: What are
these six days? Rabbi Yosi said, It is written, "for six days Hashem
made heaven and earth" (Shemot 20:11), and not 'in six DAYS'. We
have explained that each day did its work, FOR WHICH REASON
they are called days of work. THEY ARE THE SIX SUPERNAL DAYS,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, FROM
WHICH ALL THE WORKS OF CREATION WERE PERFORMED, EACH
ONE IN ITS OWN DAY, CHESED IN THE FIRST, GVURAH IN THE
SECOND, ETC.
113. Rabbi Yitzchak said, If it is so, AND THEY ARE THE SECRET OF
THE SIX SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, why are they called weekdays (lit. 'secular days'), IF THEY
ARE THE HOLY SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN? Rabbi Yosi said, The world
is led by their messengers, NAMELY, BY THE SIX SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF METATRON
THE ANGEL. Hence they are called secular, BECAUSE METATRON
IS SECULAR.
114. Rabbi Chiya said, Since it is permitted to work on them, they are
not considered holiness, EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE THE SECRET
OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN. For those who are not considered holiness are
considered secular. The friends have composed the Havdalah (lit.
'separation') between the holy and the secular. HE ASKS, What does
Havdalah have to do with it, WERE THEY EVER INTERMINGLED?
AND HE ANSWERS, Holiness is on its own, NOT MIXED WITH
ANYTHING, BEING OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, whence all the
rest OF THE GRADES come. Therefore, THE SEPARATION IS since
those SECULAR DAYS are meant for work while these DAYS OF
HOLINESS are for keeping. When are THE WEEKDAYS kept? When
they are summoned from holiness, RECEIVING FROM ABA AND IMA
DURING THE HOLIDAYS.
115. Rabbi Yehuda said, Joy and keeping on the day of Shabbat is
HIGH above anything, and since this day is adorned with Aba and
Ima, AS ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT RISE AND CLOTHE SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA, more holiness is added to their own holiness, unlike
on other days. For ZEIR ANPIN is holiness, and is crowned with
holiness BY CLOTHING HOLINESS, SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, and
adds holiness to its holiness. For that reason that day is the joy of
the upper and lower beings. Everybody rejoices in it, and since it fills
all worlds with blessings all the worlds are improved BY IT on this
day, repose for higher and lower beings. On this day there is respite
for the wicked in Gehenom.

116. THIS IS LIKENED to a king who had a feast for his only son, and
put a superior crown on him. The king put him in command over
everything. That day there is joy to all THE PEOPLE OF THE LAND. A
certain officer in charge of punishing people had in his care people
who should be put to death and people who should be flogged, but
for the glory of the king's joy, he disregarded his punishments and
kept the king's joy SO AS NOT TO INFLICT PAIN ON ANYONE.
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117. So is that day, SHABBAT, the feast of joy of the King with the
Queen, WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and the joy of Aba
and Ima. The higher and lower beings rejoice in it. Everyone has joy
and have no pain in it. It is therefore written, "and call the Shabbat a
delight" (Yeshayah 58:13). What is a delight? HE ANSWERS, Delight
only exists above, where supernal holiness dwells, NAMELY IN
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, as written, "then shall you delight
yourself in (lit. 'above') Hashem" (Ibid. 14), NAMELY, ABOVE ZEIR
ANPIN. For that delight is above Hashem, NAMELY IN ABA AND IMA
THAT ARE ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN. That day, SHABBAT, which is the
feast of joy of the King, is adorned with that crown of delight FROM
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. This is the meaning of, "and call the
Shabbat a delight," which is not the case in other days.

23. The third meal of Shabbat on a holiday's eve
The rabbis discuss the importance of the meals on Shabbat and on holidays, and what to do when they fall together. We are reminded that one must
not talk about business or unimportant matters on Shabbat. Rabbi Yitzchak says that one must remember the Shabbat through wine, that equates to
the wine of Torah.
118. On that day it behooves the King's children to prepare three
meals and set the table in honor of the King, as we explained. When
a feast happens on it OF THE THREE FESTIVALS, or a holiday,
ROSH HASHANAH, one must not set two tables each meal, one for
Shabbat and one for the guest, THE HOLIDAY, since it is written, "for
he did eat continually at the king's table" (II Shmuel 9:13). For the
King's table suffices to the coming guest. Hence one should set a
whole table for the King, from which he gives to the guest.

119. Rabbi Elazar said, When a guest, A HOLIDAY, happens at
Shabbat's third meal, it can be omitted or not omitted. If THE THIRD
MEAL is not omitted, BUT EATEN, the guest, THAT IS, THE MEAL ON
THE SECOND EVENING OF THE HOLIDAY, is rejected from the
King's table, BECAUSE DUE TO THE THIRD MEAL, ONE DOES NOT
HAVE AN APPETITE FOR THE SECOND EVENING'S MEAL. If it is
neglected, AND THE THIRD MEAL IS NOT EATEN, there is something
wrong with the King's meals, SINCE THE KING, SHABBAT, MISSES
ONE MEAL.
120. Rabbi Shimon his father said to him, THIS IS LIKE a king a guest
came to visit. He took his own food and gave to the guest. Thus,
though the king does not eat with him, the latter eats of the king's
victuals, and the king gives him food. HERE TOO, SHABBAT
ANNULS THE THIRD MEAL SO THE GUEST, WHO IS THE MEAL ON
THE SECOND EVENING OF THE HOLIDAY, WOULD EAT HEARTILY.
SO THE HOLIDAY'S SECOND EVE'S MEAL IS THE KING'S,
SHABBAT'S, FOOD, BECAUSE SHABBAT POSTPONES ITS MEAL
FOR ITS SAKE. All that is because it is the King's guest, THAT IS,
BECAUSE THE FIRST DAY OF THE HOLIDAY OCCURS ON
SHABBAT AND IS THEREFORE THE GUEST OF SHABBAT. BUT ON
SHABBAT ON A HOLIDAY'S EVE, THE THIRD MEAL IS NOT
OMITTED FOR THE HOLIDAY'S EVE'S MEAL. WE MUST NOT RAISE
A DIFFICULTY THAT RABBI SHIMON AND RABBI ELAZAR HIS SON
LIVED IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL, WHERE THERE ARE NO SECOND
DAYS TO THE HOLIDAY, BECAUSE IT APPLIES TO THE SECOND
DAY OF ROSH HASHANAH THAT IS CELEBRATED IN YISRAEL AS
WELL, OR THEY ADDRESS THOSE LIVING ABROAD. In the house of
Rav Hamnuna Saba they were not concerned about the guest at that
time, BUT ATE THE THIRD MEAL. Later, ON THE EVE OF THE
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SECOND HOLIDAY, they would prepare a meal for the guest.
121. On that day speech is restricted, as in, "nor pursuing your own
business, nor speaking of vain matters" (Yeshayah 58:13), AS YOUR
SPEECH ON SHABBAT WILL NOT RESEMBLE THAT ON
WEEKDAYS. We learned that it is written, "your own business," FOR
YOU MUST NOT SPEAK OF YOUR OWN BUSINESS, since the whole
Faith is attached to that day.
122. Rabbi Elazar said to his father, YOU SAY THAT THE THIRD
MEAL IS NOT OMITTED ON A HOLIDAY'S EVE, yet what do we do so
as not to hand the King's meal to the guest, NOT TO OMIT THE
THIRD MEAL BEFORE THE MEAL OF THE HOLIDAY'S EVE'S THAT
IS ON SHABBAT'S EVE? When the fourteenth OF NISSAN occurs on
Shabbat, WE OMIT AND postpone the King's meal, THE THIRD
MEAL, for the guest, WHICH IS THE PESACH'S (PASSOVER)
DINNER, even though THE HOLIDAY is not the guest of Shabbat,
BUT FALLS ON SUNDAY.
123. RABBI SHIMON said to him, I say that if THE HOLIDAY is the
guest OF SHABBAT, WHEN IT FALLS ON SHABBAT, one can OMIT
THE THIRD MEAL AND postpone IT TO THE HOLIDAY'S EVE'S
MEAL. But otherwise, WHEN IT DOES NOT FALL ON SHABBAT, BUT
BEGINS ON SUNDAY, one does not OMIT IT AND postpone THE
THIRD MEAL FOR THE SAKE OF THE HOLIDAY'S EVE'S MEAL SO
ONE WOULD EAT HEARTILY. You may argue that on the fourteenth
OF NISSAN that falls on Shabbat, the King's meal, THE THIRD MEAL,
is postponed because of the Pesach EVE'S meal. Pesach is different
in that the third meal of Shabbat is postponed because of a few
reasons. The first is that one should have an appetite to eat Matzot
and bitter herbs, and another is BECAUSE OF CHAMETZ on Pesach,
since there must not be LEAVENED bread since the sixth hour on,
and setting the table without bread is not SETTING a meal.

124. You may say THAT ONE MAY COMPLY WITH THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE THIRD MEAL by wine. IT IS SO, and it may
be done with wine, because it makes the heart hungry, AND DOES
NOT SPOIL THE APPETITE. But all my life I made an effort not to
annul the meal of Shabbat, THE THIRD MEAL, even on those
SHABBAT days that A HOLIDAY falls on. For on that day the field of
holy apple trees, MALCHUT, is blessed, and the upper and lower
beings are blessed. This day is the bond of the Torah.

125. Rabbi Aba said, Rabbi Shimon would act thus: when the time
came to eat the third meal on Shabbat, he would set his table and
study the mystic speculations of the divine Chariot. He used to say,
This is the meal of the King that will come to eat with me. Hence,
Shabbat is valuable in all MATTERS more than any other time and
holiday. It is called holiness, rather than summoned from holiness.
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126. Rabbi Yehuda said, We call all the holidays "holy gatherings
('summoned from holiness')," but the exceptions TO THIS RULE are
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, where there is no joy, since they
are of Judgments. But these three, PESACH (PASSOVER), SHAVUOT
AND SUKKOT, are summoned from holiness to everyone's delight,
before the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of, "and you
shall rejoice before Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 12:12), and, "and
rejoice before Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 27:7). On that day of
Shabbat, every sorrow and vexation and distress are removed from
the whole world, since it is the day of the King's rejoicing, when
souls are added IN IT TO YISRAEL, in the likeness of the World to
Come.

127. Rabbi Yitzchak said to Rabbi Yehuda, It is written, "Remember
the Shabbat day, to keep it holy" (Shemot 20:8). We learned one
should remember it through wine. HE ASKS, Why through wine? He
said to him, Because wine is the joy of the Torah, BEING THE
MOCHIN OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED
WINE, THAT SHINES UPON ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED TORAH.
The wine of the Torah, which is THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN IS
everyone's joy. This wine gladdens the King, ZEIR ANPIN, with His
crowns, THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. This is the
meaning of, "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold King
Solomon with the crown with which his mother crowned him" (Shir
Hashirim 3:11). We learned that in all THINGS one should
demonstrate a deed BELOW TO AROUSE ITS CORRESPONDING
ROOT ABOVE, for holiness abounds only in wine, as written, "for
your love is better than wine" (Shir Hashirim 1:2), WHICH MEANS it
is good because it is wine. ALSO "we will praise (lit. 'remind') your
love more than (through) wine" (Ibid. 4). Hence Kiddush on Shabbat
is performed over wine, as we already explained and taught.

24. The two bloods, of Pesach and of circumcision
Rabbi Chiya examines the verse from Shir Hashirim that begins, "I sleep, but my heart wakes...," and talks about the exile of Yisrael, and about the
opening one must find to come into God. That opening is the gates of righteousness. Rabbi Chiya talks about the blood marked on the doorposts
that was Yisrael's display of Faith at the time that God killed all the firstborn in Egypt. We read about the time of the full moon, when the Klipot are
hidden away and the holy union is present. Rabbi Aba explains about the four cups that correspond to the four redemptions, and about the four
grades or Sfirot that bond together. He tells Rabbi Yehuda why the Halel is not recited during the seven days of Passover.
128. "On the fourteenth day of the first month..." (Vayikra 23:5).
Rabbi Chiya opened with, "I sleep, but my heart wakes. Hark, my
beloved is knocking..." (Shir Hashirim 5:2). The Congregation of
Yisrael said, I sleep in exile in Egypt, SINCE EXILE COMES FROM
THE POWER THE LEFT EXERCISES OVER THE RIGHT, AND WITH
THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT, THE MOCHIN OF MALCHUT ARE
GONE, WHICH IS CONSIDERED SLEEP. My children were there
under harsh enslavement, "but my heart wakes" to keep them so
they will not be destroyed in exile. "Hark, my beloved is knocking"
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, who said, "and I have
remembered My covenant" (Shemot 6:5).
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129. "Open to me" (Shir Hashirim 5:2) MEANS OPEN TO ME an
opening as thin as a needle, and I shall open to you the celestial
gates. "Open to me, my sister," since the opening to come in to Me
is within you, so My children shall enter only through you. Unless
you open your opening, I am closed off and cannot be found. Hence,
"Open to me." "Open to me" assuredly. Therefore, when David
wished to come in to the King, he would say, "Open to me the gates
of righteousness. I will go in to them, and I will praise Yah. This is
the gate of Hashem" (Tehilim 118:19-20). This, THE GATES OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is an opening through
which to come in to the King. "This is the gate of Hashem" to find
Him and cleave to Him. Hence, "Open to me, my sister, my love...for
my head is filled with dew," to unite with you and be at peace with
you forever.

130. Come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, was killing
the firstborns Egyptian, NAMELY all those He killed at midnight, and
brought the upper grades down, at that very time Yisrael entered the
covenant of the holy sign by circumcising and uniting with the
Congregation of Yisrael and joining her. They then displayed that
blood on the lintel. So there were two kinds of blood, the one of the
Pascal sacrifice and the other that of circumcision, and the mark of
Faith was imprinted on the lintel, one on one side, the other on the
other, and one in between. THESE ARE THE THREE COLUMNS,
RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL. It is also said, "and put it on the two
side posts and on the upper door post" (Shemot 12:7), to display
Faith.

131. "On the fourteenth," we learned that then leavened bread and
leaven are renounced, and Yisrael are gone from another dominion
and are uprooted from it, and join the leavened bread in a holy bond.
After they are circumcised they come into it BY MEANS OF THE
MATZAH until AFTER THE GIVING OF THE TORAH, WHEN they
uncovered the corona and their imprint was revealed. Then He gave
them the bond in a high place in the bond of Faith, the place where it
is written, "Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for you" (Shemot
16:4), exactly from heaven, NAMELY FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
HEAVEN. This has already been explained.

132. Come and see, on the fourteenth day AT NIGHT, when the union
of the moon, MALCHUT, is in perfection with the sun, ZEIR ANPIN,
the lower Sfirot OF THE KLIPOT do not endure so much in the world.
For at the time of the renewal of the moon, evil species abound and
are roused to expand in the world. BUT when the union of the moon
is wholly in the light of the sun, all THE KLIPOT are gathered into
one place AND HIDE, while the holy things of the King are roused.
Then, "It is a night of watchfulness to Hashem" (Shemot 12:42),
since the holy union is present, which is watchful in every respect.
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133. Rabbi Acha said, For that reason the bride, MALCHUT, is made
ready on that day, THE FOURTEENTH, and on the night OF THE
FIFTEENTH DAY, the house is settled, NAMELY MALE AND FEMALE
ARE UNITED. Woe to those who are not of the household, WHO DO
NOT CLEAVE TO MALCHUT, when the two Torahs come to unite THE WRITTEN TORAH, ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE ORAL TORAH,
MALCHUT. Woe to those who are not recognized by them. For that
reason, holy Yisrael prepare MALE AND FEMALE a home, THAT IS, A
UNION, all that FOURTEENTH day, and through them those who
need to, enter, THAT IS, THE MOCHIN NECESSARY FOR THE UNION
OF MALE AND FEMALE. And they, MALE AND FEMALE, are glad and
both sing. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come.

134. Rabbi Yosi said, Why should we bother so much? There is a
whole verse to the effect that that night the supernal holy union is
awakened and is present. This is the meaning of, "It is a night of
watchfulness to Hashem." Why is watchfulness WITH A PLURAL
SUFFIX? HE ANSWERS THAT IT ALLUDES TO two, which are the
union of the moon with the sun, MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN. "for all
the children of Yisrael in their generations" (Ibid.) MEANS THAT from
now on YISRAEL are united and connected with the bond of the Holy
Name, and have come out from another dominion. For that reason,
they prepare themselves on the fourteenth and burn all the leaven
among them and enter into a holy dominion. Then the groom and
bride, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, are crowned with the crowns of
supernal Ima, BINAH, and man should show himself free, SINCE THE
MOCHIN OF SUPERNAL IMA ARE CALLED FREEDOM.

135. Rabbi Yosi said, What is the purpose of the four cups on that
night? Rabbi Aba said, The friends explained they correspond to the
four redemptions, "AND I WILL BRING...AND I WILL DELIVER... AND
I WILL REDEEM...AND I WILL TAKE" (SHEMOT 6:6-7). This is well
EXPLAINED in the book of Rav Yesa Saba, who said that since the
holy union abounds that night in all directions, BOTH IN CHOCHMAH
AND CHASSADIM, the union is formed with four bonds, or four
grades that are inseparable when this union is present, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. And we are
awakened by their joy, AND DRINK FOUR CORRESPONDING CUPS,
because we attained them, since whoever is attached to it, TO THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE UNION, attains all FOUR GRADES,
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. For that reason
this night is different than all other nights, and it behooves us to
make AND UNIFY this name in every way, and rejoice that night
since it is joy above and below.

136. He further said that these four, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, are called four redemptions. The reason is
that the last grade, MALCHUT, is called 'redeemer', NAMELY the
redeeming angel. It is only called redeemer through a higher
superior grade, TIFERET, that is situated over it and shines upon it.
It, TIFERET, only brings light upon it by means of the two grades
above it, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, FROM WHICH TIFERET
RECEIVES. Thus these four, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, are the four redemptions, SINCE THEY ARE CONNECTED
TO MALCHUT CALLED REDEEMER.
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137. Rabbi Yehuda asked Rabbi Aba: It says, "Seven days shall there
be no leaven found in your houses" (Shemot 12:19), and there is joy
all those seven. Why is no complete Hallel (Prayer of Thanksgiving)
recited throughout the seven days OF PESACH as in Sukkot, where
we daily recite Hallel with complete joy?

138. He said to him, Well asked. But it is known that here, ON
PESACH, Yisrael are not bonded as wholly as they were later,
because on that FIRST night when the union OF MALE AND FEMALE
is present and overall joy, and Yisrael are bonded with that joy, we
bring about perfection and the Hallel is complete. But later,
THROUGHOUT THE DAYS OF PESACH, even though they are all
present, ALL SEVEN GRADES, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT THAT SHINE IN THE SEVEN
DAYS OF PESACH, Yisrael have not yet connected to them, nor
uncovered the corona so the holy imprint will be revealed in them.
Nor did they receive the Torah or enter those GRADES, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, as
they did later. For that reason on Sukkot there is overall perfection
and overall joy IS IN IT to the utmost. But here ON PESACH they
have not yet attained, and there was not so much perfection in them.
Even though all seven are present, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN DURING
THE SEVEN DAYS OF PESACH, they are not revealed, and Yisrael
were not well connected with them yet, UNTIL AFTER THE GIVING
OF THE TORAH.

139. Therefore there is overall joy and the Hallel is recited in full that
FIRST night OF PESACH, because of that portion Yisrael are
attached to. The reason is that union is there that night, and all the
bond OF ALL THE GRADES is present from the side of union, FROM
THE ASPECT OF AWAKENING ABOVE, but not from the side of
Yisrael. When the union OF ZEIR ANPIN is in her, IN MALCHUT, the
two grades CHOCHMAH AND BINAH were situated over her AS
WELL. When these are present, the whole body, THE WHOLE
STATURE OF ZEIR ANPIN, is with them. Then everything is perfected
and joyous, and the Hallel is recited in full, for then the moon,
MALCHUT, is adorned with everything. But this is not so after THE
FIRST NIGHT, since every day OF THE SEVEN DAYS GRADES,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, is there yet Yisrael have not yet attained them. Thus the
Hallel is not complete as in other times.

25. Why there are not seven days to Shavuot
We learn why the day of Shavuot is the bond of Faith that bonds everything together, and why that day is not extended to seven days.
140. Rabbi Yehuda said, This is well and assuredly it is so. I have
already heard this another time this way but I forgot. Now I wish to
know something else. We see that on Pesach THERE ARE SEVEN
DAYS, and on Sukkot THERE ARE SEVEN DAYS, with the wholeness
of joy OF SUKKOT on another day, SHMINI ATZERET. But why are
there not seven days to Shavuot? It is worthy TO EXTEND SEVEN
DAYS more than all others.
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141. He opened by quoting, "And what one nation in the earth is like
Your people, like Yisrael" (II Shmuel 7:23). HE ASKS, What is the
difference that here Yisrael are called one rather than in other
places, AND HE ANSWERS, Since its purpose here is to specify
Yisrael's praise, it called them 'one'. For the place of praise of Yisrael
is one. The reason is that the whole bond of the upper and lower
beings is in the place called Yisrael, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
YISRAEL, since it is connected with that which is above, THAT IS,
ABOVE ITS CHEST, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, and is connected to that
which is below, THAT IS, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD BELOW HIS
CHEST, WHENCE THE PLENTY OF CHOCHMAH COMES. And it is
connected with the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, WHERE
CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED. Therefore, SINCE IT CONNECTS THE
THREE PLACES, all is called one. Faith is known in that place,
MALCHUT, and the whole bond, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and
the supernal holy union IN THE FIRST THREE SFIROT.

142. This is why this day OF SHAVUOT, THE CENTRAL COLUMN
THAT CORRESPONDS TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED YISRAEL,
is the bond of Faith that bonds everything. Also, it is written, "She is
a Tree of Life to those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18), SINCE
THE TREE OF LIFE, ZEIR ANPIN, is a tree called one. Hence, since
YISRAEL BELOW are attached AND HOLD to this place, THE TREE
OF LIFE, ZEIR ANPIN, they are called ONE. For the Tree of Life is
called one, since everything is attached to it, and its day, SHAVUOT,
is assuredly one, bonding everything and being the center of
everything, SINCE IT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
143. This is the meaning of, "the Tree of Life also in the midst of the
Garden" (Beresheet 2:9), AS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED THE TREE OF
LIFE is actually inside, in the center and includes all directions,
NAMELY, THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS, and is attached to them
- hence, Pesach and Sukkot, and it, SHAVUOT, between them, SINCE
PESACH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, SUKKOT THE LEFT COLUMN,
AND SHAVUOT THE CENTRAL COLUMN. For it is central to
everything, which is why that day is to the praise of the Torah,
BECAUSE THIS IS THE TIME OF THE GIVING OF OUR TORAH, and
no more. FOR TORAH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, and it is the praise of Faith, MALCHUT, and the
bonding of everything, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, FOR
ALL THOSE ARE CONNECTED TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Rabbi
Yehuda said, Blessed is the Merciful One that I have asked and
attained these matters.
144. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Yisrael will praise the Holy One, blessed be
He, with joy and song, as that praise Yisrael recite on Pesach's eve,
when the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
NIGHT, is sanctified with the sanctification of the King. This is the
meaning of, "You shall have a song, as in the night when a holy
solemnity is kept" (Yeshayah 30:29). "The night when a holy
solemnity is kept" is precise, such as that UNION ON PESACH'S
EVE. Blessed is Hashem for ever and ever. Amen and Amen.

26. The counting of the Omer and the festival of Shavuot
Rabbi Shimon says that whoever merits the Torah in this world merits it also in the World to Come. He talks about the sacrifice of the Omer and also
of barley meal; the latter is a meal offering of jealousy, from "This is the Torah of jealousies," a warning for women not to go to men other than their
husbands.
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145. "Also on the day of the firstfruits, when you bring a new meal
offering to Hashem, in your feast of weeks, you shall have a holy
gathering" (Bemidbar 28:26). Rabbi Shimon opened with, "Then shall
the trees of the wood sing for joy at the presence of Hashem,
because He comes to judge the earth" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:33).
Happy is the lot of those who are occupied in the Torah day and
night, who know the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and join
with His name. Woe to those who are not occupied with the Torah,
who have no portion in the Holy Name, and do not join it, neither in
this world nor in the World to Come. For whoever merits THE TORAH
in this world merits IT in the World to Come, as we have so learned
that, "causing the sleepers' lips to murmur" (Shir Hashirim 7:10),
even when they are in that world, their lips murmur there Torah,
FROM THEIR MERIT IN THIS WORLD.

146. Come and see, until now, THAT IS, ON PESACH, Yisrael
sacrificed the corn of the earth, NAMELY THE OMER, the corn of the
earth indeed, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF MALCHUT CALLED
EARTH. They were occupied with it, and connected to that bond.
And even when it is Judgment, Judgment is in it in peace. And they
offered barley since it is the first among all kinds of corn, and one
should sacrifice the first, and not of those that are late, since the first
attachment of Yisrael to the Holy One, blessed be He, lies here. The
Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'I give you in the desert out of that
place called heaven, ZEIR ANPIN, as written, "Behold, I will rain
bread from heaven for you" (Shemot 16:4), while you offer barley
before Me, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT'.

147. The secret of this is, "This is the Torah of jealousies" (Bemidbar
5:29), spelled without Vav. It is a warning for women not to go aside
to another instead of their husbands. Otherwise, barley meal is ready
to be offered. From one thing we deduce another. Happy is the
portion of Yisrael, since the Congregation of Yisrael is never false to
the Holy King. The Congregation of Yisrael wonders AND SAYS,
COULD IT BE THAT "a wife goes aside to another instead of her
husband" (Ibid.), and because of that, the punishment of that woman
WHO COMMITTED ADULTERY AGAINST HER HUSBAND comes
from her place. Her place is that of which it is written, "who can find
a woman of worth? For her price is far above rubies" (Mishlei 31:10),
and "A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband" (Mishlei 12:4).
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148. The barley meal that woman offers is called a meal offering of
jealousy, spelled without Vav, since the Congregation of Yisrael,
MALCHUT, is so called, AS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE BARLEY
MEAL IS IN HER, AND SHE THEREFORE PUNISHES HER. Hence it is
written of Pinchas, "because he was zealous for his
Elohim" (Bemidbar 25:13), for jealousy, MALCHUT, is attached here,
for jealousy, MALCHUT, is aroused to PUNISH whoever is false to
the covenant. Hence IT WAS SAID that zealous people have a right to
strike him. Come and see, this Omer of barley meal, once at the meal
and ground, one tenth is taken away, sifted through thirteen sieves.

27. The festival of Shavuot
We hear about the rejoicing of all the trees when Malchut is perfected. The entire bond of faith comes from the Tree, Zeir Anpin. We are told that the
Congregation of Yisrael, like a bride, is given portions from each of the grades. Rabbi Shimon tells about the union of Zeir Anpin and Malchut. We
hear about the tree that is the torso and about all the limbs that are the Sfirot that are attached to it. The feast days of the branches of the Tree were
throughout the days of Sukkot, and after that on Shmini Atzeret is the joy of the Tree itself. The Tree atones for the Evil Inclination in man when the
leavened bread is brought. The Torah is called "a Tree of Life" because its roots are in the deep river of Binah.
149. This is the meaning of, "seven complete Shabbatot" (Vayikra
23:15), WHICH MEANS THAT after seven Shabbatot have passed, the
Holy King comes to unite with the Congregation of Yisrael, and the
Torah is given. Then the King, ZEIR ANPIN, is adorned with the
complete union, and the time of the Torah has come. All the trees
that produce the firstfruits start singing, BECAUSE THEY DO SO BY
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE UNION. What do they sing when THE
FRUITS are gathered? "Hashem has established His throne in the
heavens; and His kingdom rules over all" (Tehilim 103:19), AS THE
THRONE, MALCHUT, IS BUILT AND ESTABLISHED IN THE
HEAVENS, ZEIR ANPIN. THEN MALCHUT IS PERFECTED IN EVERY
RESPECT, and it is written, "Your steadfast love, Hashem, is in the
heavens" (Tehilim 36:6), WHICH MEANS THAT CHASSADIM FLOW
FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO MALCHUT. And it is also written, "and all the
trees of the field shall clap their hands" (Yeshayah 55:12), NAMELY,
THE ILLUMINATION OF MALCHUT CALLED "FIELD" WILL CLAP
HANDS. IN RELATION TO THIS UNION, RABBI SHIMON OPENED
THE ARTICLE WITH THE VERSE, "THEN SHALL THE TREES OF THE
WOOD SING FOR JOY" (I DIVREI HAYAMIM 16:33).
150. He continued with, "A Psalm. O sing to Hashem a new song; for
He has done marvelous things" (Tehilim 98:1). It is considered a new
song, THE SAME ONE THAT THE TREES RECITE WHEN THE FRUITS
ARE GATHERED. For that reason IT IS WRITTEN, "when you bring a
new meal offering" (Bemidbar 28:26). There, IN RELATION TO THE
OMER, it is a meal offering of jealousies, THAT IS, A BARLEY MEAL
OFFERING, while here it is a new offering. IT IS CONSIDERED new
because the bride is renewed here, which is the bond of the bride
above and below, ABOVE AND BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN,
the bond of Faith. Hence Jacob who is whole, ZEIR ANPIN, is
adorned with his crowns and the Torah is given.
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151. When the firstfruits arrived at the priest, it behooved one to say
and to explain these matters as referring to that tree upon the earth
that is perfected in the likeness of above, ZEIR ANPIN, in twelve
regions and seventy branches. When Laban the Aramaean wished to
destroy it so the world will be blemished because of it, the Holy One,
blessed be He, saved the world and was adorned with His children,
NAMELY THE SOULS OF YISRAEL, as we explained. For the entire
bond of Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, comes from that tree, ZEIR
ANPIN; hence MALCHUT is then CALLED a new meal offering. The
reason is that the higher and lower beings and the moon, MALCHUT,
rejoice in it. Whenever the moon, MALCHUT, is new, it is the bond of
Faith WITH ZEIR ANPIN and its joy.

152. THIS IS LIKENED to a king who had sons and one daughter. He
prepared a meal for all his sons, but the daughter did not sit at the
table. When she came, she said to the king, Sir, you have invited all
my brothers and have given each one certain portions, but you have
not given me a portion among them. He said to her, Upon your life,
daughter, you shall have a double portion, for each will give you of
their share. Thus she later had a double portion, MORE than anyone.
So the Congregation of Yisrael took portions from each OF THE
GRADES, BOTH FROM CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. Hence she is
called a bride (Heb. kalah), SINCE SHE includes (Heb. kelulah),
EVERYTHING, as a bride, to whom everyone gives garments,
portions and jewels. Such is the Congregation of Yisrael. She is
renewed in all THE GRADES and everyone gives her portions and
garments, NAMELY MOCHIN AND THE GARMENTS OF MOCHIN.

153. Come and see, when the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN, is adorned
WITH THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, the Congregation
of Yisrael rejoices BECAUSE SHE TOO IS WITH THOSE MOCHIN.
When the Torah was given, the Congregation of Yisrael was adorned
with celestial crowns, and since the entire bond of Faith, MALCHUT,
was attached to this Tree, TO ZEIR ANPIN, it is considered one day,
as written, "but it shall be one particular day which shall be known
as Hashem's" (Zecharyah 14:7). Assuredly it is one day, since the
Congregation of Yisrael is one day connected above, NAMELY,
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS CONSIDERED ONE
ONLY WHEN UNITED WITH MALCHUT.

154. The connection above, IN ZEIR ANPIN, IS the head, WHICH IS
the skull and the brain. THE SKULL IS KETER AND THE PARTS OF
THE BRAINS (MOCHIN) ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT.
Another connection is the two arms, CHESED AND GVURAH, and
the torso, WHICH IS TIFERET. CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET are
attached by means of the head, THAT IS, THEY COME FROM
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT IN THE HEAD. Rav Hamnuna
explained it as the three knots of the patriarchs, NAMELY CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, the two pillars, NETZACH AND HOD that
flow with the anointing oil in two grades, RIGHT AND LEFT in two
rivers, THE SECRET OF SKIES, to gather the semen IN THEM,
NAMELY, THE PLENTY OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, to
bring them out in another grade, THE CENTRAL COLUMN at the
mouth of the penis, WHICH IS YESOD. The Tree is the torso in the
middle, NAMELY TIFERET that is attached to all those, CHOCHMAH,
BINAH AND DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, and they are all attached to it, so that everything
is one. And when the Matron, MALCHUT, is united with it, then it is
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one COMPLETELY. We already explained these matters.
155. Come and see, it is written, "On the eighth day you shall have a
solemn assembly (Heb. Shmini Atzeret)" (Bemidbar 29:35). What is
the assembly? HE ANSWERS that the place in which everything is
connected together is called an assembly, WHICH IS MALCHUT
THAT RECEIVES FROM ALL THE SFIROT. For what does "assembly"
mean? A gathering. You may ask for the reason that it is called an
assembly here. AND HE ANSWERS, Throughout the days OF
SUKKOT were the feast days of the branches of the Tree, NAMELY
THE SEVENTY MINISTERS THAT COME FROM THE OUTER PART OF
ZEIR ANPIN - hence the seventy bullocks SACRIFICED ON THE
SEVEN DAYS OF SUKKOT. After that, ON SHMINI ATZERET (THE
DAY OF CONVOCATION) comes the joy of the Tree itself, ZEIR
ANPIN HIMSELF. For there it is an assembly for one day, which is
the joy in the Torah, the joy of the Tree, which is the body, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN.
156. Therefore only the Holy One, blessed be He and the
Congregation of Yisrael take part in this day, SHMINI ATZERET. For
that reason, "you shall have a solemn assembly," you and no other,
for when the King is present, everything is there in Him. We
therefore learned in relation to Shmini Atzeret about the fruit of the
tree, WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED TREE,
WHOSE DAY IT IS. This was already explained. For that reason He is
called one, BEING united with Malchut. Surely one, as we said.

157. Come and see, it is written, "You shall bring out of your
habitations two wave loaves...they shall be of fine flour; they shall be
baked with leaven" (Vayikra 23:17). Why is it different here, that
leaven IS BROUGHT? HE ANSWERS, Since everything is attached to
the tree, ZEIR ANPIN, WHEN IT IS PERFECTED ON SHAVUOT, since
the branches are attached to the Tree, leaves are attached to the
Tree, WHICH ARE Klipot and many Judgments on every side, AND IT
MITIGATES THEM. Everything is in it, for that Tree atones for the Evil
Inclination in its dwelling place in man. FOR THAT REASON LEAVEN
IS BROUGHT THAT DAY, WHICH IS AN INDICATION THAT THOUGH
KLIPOT ARE ATTACHED TO IT, THEY ARE NEVERTHELESS
MITIGATED AND THERE IS NO FEAR OF THEIR ATTACHMENT.
158. Rabbi Elazar said, From this Tree, ZEIR ANPIN, the other trees
below are nourished, WHICH ARE THE GRADES IN MALCHUT AND
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. It has its roots in a deep river that
flows, which waters never stop flowing, NAMELY BINAH. It is written
of it, "For he shall be like a tree planted by the waters, and that
spreads out its roots by the river" (Yirmeyah 17:8), THE RIVER
BEING BINAH. Hence the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, is called "She is a Tree
of Life..." (Mishlei 3:18), SINCE LIFE IS DRAWN FROM BINAH. What
is meant by, "and happy are those who hold her fast" (Ibid.)? We
explained it, yet "happy are those who hold her fast" is similar to,
"Happy am I (Heb. oshri), for the daughters will call me
blessed" (Beresheet 30:13), WHICH ALLUDES TO BINAH CALLED
ASHER.

28. The sacrifice of the Omer
This section tells us about the commandment to offer the sacrifice of the Omer in order to unite the Matron and her children, Yisrael. The sacrifice is
made of barley and offered so as to bring love between a wife and her husband. The wife of harlotry flees the temple so that she will not perish from
the test of the waters of Sotah. We are told that the secret here is that there are two sisters, the woman of valor and the wife of harlotry.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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159. "And he shall wave the Omer" (Vayikra 23:11). We are
commanded to offer the sacrifice of the Omer. This offering is wholly
attached above and below, which means that the Matron and her
children, MALCHUT AND YISRAEL BELOW, go together. THIS
MEANS THAT THE PURPOSE OF THIS OFFERING IS TO ESTABLISH
MALCHUT ABOVE AND YISRAEL BELOW. Yisrael sacrifice this
Omer in their state of purity, and this sacrifice is made of barley,
offered so as to bring love between a wife and her husband.

160. The wife of harlotry distances herself from among them,
YISRAEL, because she cannot remain BY THE BARLEY OFFERING.
The woman of valor, MALCHUT, who approaches to come near the
High Priest, ZEIR ANPIN, is assuredly pure, AND OF HER IT SAYS,
"then she shall be free, and shall conceive seed" (Bemidbar 5:28),
and she adds strength and love to her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. The
wife of harlotry flees the Temple so as not to approach it, for if THE
WIFE OF HARLOTRY were to approach the woman of valor, when the
latter is checking herself WITH THE WATERS OF SOTAH (A WIFE
SUSPECTED OF ADULTERY), she would perish. THE CURSE
WOULD FALL UPON HER, AND "HER BELLY SHALL SWELL, AND
HER THIGH SHALL FALL AWAY" (BEMIDBAR 5:27). She therefore
refuses to come near the Temple but runs away, and Yisrael remain
worthy, with the secret of Faith, MALCHUT, unmixed, SINCE THE
FOREIGN MIXTURE, THE WIFE OF HARLOTRY, HAS ALREADY FLED.

161. The secret behind this mystery is that there are two sisters, THE
WOMAN OF VALOR AND WIFE OF HARLOTRY. When the one smells
THE MOUTH OF the other, THE WATER OF SOTAH of her
examination THAT IS IN HER WOMB, her belly OF THE WIFE OF
HARLOTRY swells and her thigh falls away. EVEN THOUGH THE
WIFE OF HARLOTRY DID NOT UNDERGO THE TEST, BUT ONLY
CAME NEAR THE WOMAN OF VALOR WHO CHECKED HERSELF,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE BARLEY OFFERING, ALL THE
CURSES FELL UPON HER AS IF SHE DRANK IT HERSELF. For the
checking of the woman of valor is a poison of death to the wife of
harlotry. This is the counsel the Holy One, blessed be He, gave to
His children, to offer this sacrifice OF THE BARLEY OFFERING to
the woman of valor, NAMELY THE TEST, SUCH AS THE WATER OF
SOTAH, so that the wife of harlotry will flee her and Yisrael will
remain unmixed. Happy are they in this world and in the World to
Come.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

29. The counting of the Omer
Rabbi Aba says that when Yisrael were in Egypt they were attached to impurity until they were circumcised and attained the covenant. He says that
seven Shabbatot need to be counted in order to merit Zeir Anpin on the holiday of Shavuot.
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162. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Chiya were walking along the way. Rabbi
Chiya said, It is written, "And you shall count for yourselves from the
morrow after the Shabbat, from the day that you brought the Omer of
the wave offering" (Vayikra 23:15). What does this mean? He said to
him, Come and see. When Yisrael were in Egypt, they were under
another power, and were attached to impurity as a woman sitting in
her days of uncleanness. After they were circumcised, they entered
the holy portion called covenant, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT. Once they were attached to her, impurity stopped from
among them, as a woman whose blood of uncleanness stopped from
her. After THE BLOOD OF UNCLEANNESS stopped in her, it is
written, "then she shall number to herself seven days" (Vayikra
15:28). Here too, once they came in the holy portion, THE
COVENANT, their impurity stopped and the Holy One, blessed be He,
said, 'From now on it is a reckoning for purity'.

163. In "And you shall count for yourselves," "yourselves" is
specific, as written, "then she shall number to herself seven days,"
IN WHICH "to herself" MEANS for her sake. Here too, "for
yourselves," MEANS for your own sake. Why is that? In order to be
purified in supernal holy waters, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF
BINAH, BY MEANS OF THE COUNTING OF THE OMER. After that, IN
SHAVUOT, they shall come and join the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and
receive His Torah.

164. HE ASKS, There, IN RELATION TO THE MENSTRUATING
WOMAN, IT IS WRITTEN, "then she shall number to herself seven
days," while here it says, "seven complete Shabbatot" (Vayikra
23:15). Why are seven Shabbatot NEEDED HERE? HE ANSWERS,
This is in order to be worthy of being purified by the water from the
flowing and emerging river, WHICH IS BINAH, THE LIGHTS of which
are called living waters. From that river seven Shabbatot come out,
WHICH ARE THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, IN EACH OF WHICH ARE
SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT. THERE ARE THE 49 SFIROT AFTER THE
SECRET OF THE 49 GATES OF BINAH. For that reason, seven
Shabbatot NEED TO BE COUNTED in order to merit ZEIR ANPIN ON
THE HOLIDAY OF SHAVUOT AND RECEIVE THE TORAH like a wife
on her night of cleanness mates with her husband.
165. It is written this way, "And when the dew fell upon the camp in
the night" (Bemidbar 11:9). It is written, "upon the camp"; not, 'the
dew fell in the night', but, "upon the camp." The reason is THAT
DEW, NAMELY, PLENTY, falls down from that point, CHOCHMAH,
upon these 49 days IN BINAH called "camp," and BINAH joined
THEM through the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN. When did the dew fall?
When Yisrael approached Mount Sinai ON SHAVUOT. The dew then
fell completely and purified YISRAEL as the filth was stopped from
them, NAMELY THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT THAT HE INJECTED
INTO EVE BY THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD
AND EVIL. They joined the King and the Congregation of Yisrael, and
received the Torah. We already explained that. At that time, surely
"All the rivers run into the sea" (Kohelet 1:7), to be purified and to
wash, and everything is attached and joined with the Holy King, ZEIR
ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AS THE HOLIDAY OF SHAVUOT IS
AN ASPECT OF HIM.
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166. Come and see, whoever did not number this reckoning, these
seven complete Shabbatot, to earn this purity is not considered pure
and is not among the pure, nor is he worthy of having a portion in
the Torah. And whoever arrives pure on that day, SHAVUOT, and did
not lose the count, upon reaching that night OF SHAVUOT, he needs
to be occupied in the Torah and unite with it, and keep supernal
purity that comes to him on that night, so he is purified.

30. Shavuot night
We learn that one should study the Oral Torah on the night of Shavuot so that everything will be purified, and one should study the Written Torah on
the day of Shavuot so that everything will be united. We read of the preparations for that joining.
167. We learned that one should study this night OF SHAVUOT the
Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT so that MALCHUT AND YISRAEL
HER CHILDREN will be purified together by the flowing of the deep
river, NAMELY FROM BINAH. After that, during the day ON
SHAVUOT the Written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, will come and
join it, MALCHUT, so they will be together, united as one above. A
proclamation then resounds concerning him, saying, "As for Me, this
is My covenant with them, says Hashem; My spirit that is upon you,
and My words which I have put in your mouth..." (Yeshayah 59:21).

168. Therefore the pious in ancient times did not sleep that night but
were studying the Torah, saying, Let us come and receive this holy
inheritance for us and our children in both worlds. That night, the
Congregation of Yisrael is an adornment over them, and she comes
to unite with the King. Both decorate the heads of those who merit
this.

169. Rabbi Shimon said the following when the friends gathered with
him that night: Let us come and prepare the jewels of the bride,
NAMELY DRAW MOCHIN UPON MALCHUT, so that tomorrow she
will be bejeweled, THAT IS, WITH MOCHIN, and properly ready for
the King. Happy is the portion of the friends, when the King will ask
the Queen who prepared her jewels, illuminated her crowns and put
on her adornments. No one in the world knows how to fix the
adornments of the bride save the friends. Happy is their portion in
this world and in the World to Come.
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170. Come and see, the friends prepare that night jewels for the
bride, WHO IS MALCHUT, and decorate her with crowns to the King.
And who attends the King, ZEIR ANPIN that night so that He will be
with the bride, and unite with the Matron, MALCHUT? THAT IS the
deep stream, the deepest among the rivers, which is supernal Ima,
BINAH, THAT READIES ZEIR ANPIN. This is the secret of, "Go forth,
O daughters of Zion, and behold King Solomon with the crown with
which his mother crowned him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11). After BINAH
readied the King and crowned him, she comes to purify the Matron
and those who stand by her, NAMELY THE FRIENDS THAT BUSY
THEMSELVES WITH PREPARING HER.

171. THIS IS LIKENED to a King who had an only son whom he was
about to marry to a lofty Matron. All that night, his mother came to
the treasure chambers and brought out a superior crown surrounded
by seventy precious stones, and crowned him. She took out silken
garments and put them on him, and fixed him with royal
embellishments.

172. HIS MOTHER then entered the bride's home and saw maidens
preparing diadems, garments and jewelry to bedeck her. She said to
them, Behold, I prepared a house for a ritual bath, a place of fresh
water with all scents and spices around it to purify my bride. Let the
bride come, my son's Matron, together with her maidens, and let
them purify themselves where I prepared a ritual bath that I have of
fresh water. Afterwards, bedeck her with her jewels, dress her with
her garments and put on her crowns. Tomorrow, when my son shall
come to unite with the lady, he shall prepare a palace where he shall
live with you.

173. So it is with the Holy King, the Matron, MALCHUT, and the
friends, and also supernal Ima, BINAH, that prepares everything, so
the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN, the Matron and the friends live
together and never separate. This is the meaning behind, "who shall
abide in Your tent... He that walks uprightly, and acts justly" (Tehilim
15:1-2). Who acts justly? Those who prepare the Matron with her
jewels, dress and crowns. Each one is considered one who acts
righteously, SINCE MALCHUT IS CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS. Rabbi
Chiya said, Had I had merit in the world only to hear these words, it
would suffice me. Happy is the portion of those who study the Torah
and know the ways of the Holy King, whose desire is for the Torah.
Of them it is written, "Because he has set his delight upon Me,
therefore I will set him on high...I will deliver him, and honor
him" (Tehilim 91:14-15).

31. The counting of the Omer and the holiday of Shavuot
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We are told that Yisrael do not recite the Halel in full as in the days of Pesach since they are not yet properly whole and pure. We are told about the
fifty days of purification, the purpose of which is to enter the secret of the World to Come, to receive the Torah, and to draw Malchut near Zeir Anpin.
49 of those days are all the aspects of the Torah, while the fiftieth day is the secret of the Torah itself. On the fiftieth day, Shavuot, the hidden is
revealed. The two loaves of the offering are the secret of the two Shechinahs, the upper and the lower, that join together. Zeir Anpin receives from
above and from below, from Binah and Malchut, because Shabbat is a secret above and below.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
174. "And you shall count for yourselves from the morrow after the
Shabbat..." (Vayikra 23:15). We are commanded to perform the
counting of the Omer, which we already explained. This is a secret,
for Yisrael, even though they were purified so as to perform the
Pascal sacrifice and came out of their defilement, were not yet
properly whole and pure. Hence the Hallel is not recited in full as in
the days of Pesach, since they are not yet properly complete.

175. THIS IS LIKE a woman who comes out of her uncleanness. From
the time she comes out, "then she shall number to herself SEVEN
DAYS" (Vayikra 15:28). Here too, when Yisrael came out of Egypt,
they came out of impurity, and performed the Pesach, eating at their
Father's table, NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED TABLE. From that time
on, let them do the reckoning to draw a wife near her husband so
she would join him. These are the fifty days of purification, the
purpose of which is to enter the secret of the World to Come, WHICH
IS BINAH THAT HAS FIFTY GATES, to receive the Torah and to draw
a wife near her husband, NAMELY TO UNITE MALCHUT WITH ZEIR
ANPIN.

176. Since these days are the days of the male world OF ZEIR ANPIN,
only men are commanded to count. Hence the counting is done
standing up. BUT that which pertains to the lower world, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is done sitting, not standing. This is the secret of the
prayer recited standing up, THE AMIDAH PRAYER, and the prayer
recited sitting down, FROM 'WHO FORMS THE LIGHT' TO THE
AMIDAH PRAYER.

177. As for those fifty DAYS, 49 DAYS are all the aspects of the
Torah, SINCE THERE ARE 49 PURE ASPECTS IN THE TORAH, while
the fiftieth day is the secret of the Torah itself. There are a Sabbatical
year and a Jubilee during those fifty days, SEVEN SABBATICAL
YEARS AND ONE JUBILEE. You may ask how there are fifty, IF
THERE ARE ONLY 49, AS WE DO NOT COUNT THE FIFTIETH. HE
ANSWERS, One is hidden, and the world is supported by it. On the
fiftieth day, SHAVUOT, the hidden is revealed and concealed in it, as
a king coming to his friend's house to stay there. Here too, such is
the fiftieth day, which secret we already explained.
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178. The following precept is to celebrate the holiday of Shavuot, as
written, "And you shall keep the feast of weeks to Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 16:10). IT IS CALLED Shavuot (lit. 'weeks'), since
Yisrael have entered the secret of the fiftieth day, which is seven
weeks. THAT MEANS THE FIFTIETH DAY ALONE INCLUDES SEVEN
WEEKS, BEING THE FIFTIETH GATE. Through the offering of the
Omer, THE BARLEY OFFERING, the Evil Inclination, WHICH IS THE
WIFE OF HARLOTRY, is voided, fleeing the woman of valor. AND
WHEN THE WIFE OF HARLOTRY does not approach THE WOMAN
OF VALOR, Yisrael cleave to the Holy One, blessed be He IN THE
SECRET OF THE SEVEN WEEKS, and THE EVIL INCLINATION is
voided from above and from below, NOT HAVING A GRASP ON ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
179. This is why it is named Atzeret (Eng. 'assembly'), for voiding the
Evil Inclination. For that reason, no sin offering is mentioned in
relation to it, as during other festivals, where sin offering is
mentioned. All the lights then gather to the woman of valor - THE
LIGHTS OF THE SEVEN WEEKS GATHER TO MALCHUT. For that
reason it is called an assembly.

180. IT IS WRITTEN Shavuot (Eng. 'weeks'), but not how many
WEEKS there are. AND HE ANSWERS, Wherever it plainly says
WEEKS, the name implies there are seven WEEKS, as written,
"Seven weeks shall you number to you" (Devarim 16:9). Why does it
say only, "weeks" WHEN THERE ARE SEVEN? So it should be
WRITTEN plainly "weeks," FOR THE PURPOSE OF including THE
SEVEN WEEKS above and THE SEVEN WEEKS below, WHICH ARE
ALL INCLUDED IN THE FIFTIETH DAY. For whenever these, THE
SEVEN WEEKS ABOVE, stir, these, THE SEVEN WEEKS BELOW, stir
as well. Until Solomon came AND ATTAINED THE FIFTIETH GATE,
AND THE MOON WAS FULL, they were not revealed. Once Solomon
came, he individualized them, as written, "seven days, and seven
days" (I Melachim 8:65). This is individualization, THAT IS, THE
FOURTEEN DAYS REVEALED BY THE FIFTIETH GATE WERE
DETAILED.
181. During other times, BESIDES THE DAYS OF SOLOMON, THERE
ARE NO INDIVIDUAL FOURTEEN DAYS, BUT only included in weeks
in general, for no one else may individualize them except Solomon.
For the seven days below did not shine wholly FROM THE SEVEN
DAYS ABOVE, until Solomon arrived and the moon remained full
during these seven days. But here, it is plainly "feast of weeks," NOT
MENTIONED IN DETAIL, because the lower SEVEN DAYS were
included in the upper SEVEN DAYS and do not shine THERE as
during the days of Solomon.

182. The following commandment is to offer the two loaves, as we
explained that the two loaves are the secret of the two Shechinahs,
the upper, BINAH, and the lower, MALCHUT, that join together, AND
THE LOWER BEINGS RECEIVE FROM MALCHUT JUST AS THEY
RECEIVE FROM BINAH, SINCE THEY ARE JOINED. There are two
corresponding loaves of bread on Shabbat, THE DOUBLE BREAD,
which is double provision from above and from below, FROM BINAH
AND FROM MALCHUT. Therefore it is written, "two Omers for one
man" (Shemot 16:22), WHICH ALSO ALLUDES TO BINAH AND
MALCHUT. Surely they are "for one," because they come together in
one place, NAMELY in that which is called one. What is it? It is, "The
voice is Jacob's voice" (Beresheet 27:22), NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, that
receives from above and from below, FROM BINAH AND MALCHUT,
THAT IS, two loaves together. This is because Shabbat is a secret
above and below TOGETHER, and everything TOGETHER is called
Shabbat, NAMELY the two loaves.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
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183. The following precept is to arrange the bread and the
frankincense and to offer the Omer, as written, "And you shall offer
that day when you wave the Omer a he lamb without blemish of the
first year for a burnt offering TO HASHEM. AND THE MEAL
OFFERING THEREOF SHALL BE TWO TENTH MEASURES OF FINE
FLOUR MINGLED..." (Vayikra 23:12-13), also to sacrifice on Shavuot
the two loaves, and on all holidays to sacrifice an additional
sacrifice. For surely on every day during the festivals, its sacrifice
should be offered, NAMELY THE DAILY SACRIFICE JUST LIKE
DURING WEEKDAYS and also sacrifice the addition, NAMELY THE
SECRET OF THE ADDITIONAL LIGHT ON THAT HOLIDAY. This is
like an addition on the Ketubah and gifts the groom gives the bride.
Also Queen Shabbat, MALCHUT, is a bride during Shabbatot and all
holidays, and is in need of an addition, which are the additional
sacrifices and the offerings, which are the offering from the
priesthood.

184. On Shavuot, the giving of the Torah, the two tablets of the Torah
were given, BINAH AND MALCHUT, from the aspect of the Tree of
Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It behooves us to sacrifice to them the
two loaves of bread, the secret of Hei Hei, NAMELY BINAH AND
MALCHUT, THE TWO HEIS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI. For they are
the bread of the Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, of which it says, "Come, eat of
my bread" (Mishlei 9:5). THEY ARE Hei Hei of, 'Hamotzi...Ha'aretz
(Eng. 'who brings forth bread from the earth')'. THE EARTH IS THE
LOWER HEI, MALCHUT. THE HEI OF HAMOTZI IS THE FIRST HEI,
BINAH.
185. This, THE TWO LOAVES, is food for man, who is Yud-Vav-Dalet,
Hei -Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph, WHICH HAS THE SAME
NUMERICAL VALUE AS ADAM (ENG. 'MAN'), NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
THAT INCLUDES THE TWO HEIS. THIS IS THE MEANING OF, "This is
the Torah: (when) a man" (Bemidbar 19:14). IT INDICATES THAT THE
TORAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, IS THE SECRET OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI OF THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45, THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF WHICH IS THAT OF MAN. "If any man of you
bring an offering to Hashem" (Vayikra 1:2) IS THE SECRET OF FOOD
FOR MAN. BUT the Omer of barley is food for animals, which are the
holy living creatures, of which one should offer. This is the secret of,
"of the cattle" (Ibid.), THE SECRET OF the rams that lock horns
AGAINST EACH OTHER in the Mishnah and the literal explanation of
the Torah. THESE ARE THE SAGES THAT FIGHT EACH OTHER
WHEN EXPLAINING THE MISHNAH. "of the herd" (Ibid.) REFERS TO
bullocks that gore each other more forcefully in the Mishnah. "and of
the flock" (Ibid.) refers to the rest of the people, whose sacrifice is
prayer, of whom it says, "But you My flock, the flock of My pasture,
are men" (Yechezkel 34:31). "THE FLOCK OF MY PASTURE" ARE
THOSE WHO STUDY THE LITERAL MEANING OF THE TORAH ONLY.
"MEN" ARE THE SAGES WHO STUDY KABBALAH, WHO CLEAVE
TO ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY
SPELLED TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45, ADAM.
We are given more details about the sacrifices and the offerings. We
are told that the Kabbalah masters derive from the aspect of the Tree
of Life; the rest of the people are from the side of the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, that are the permissible and the
forbidden. Those from the Tree of Life are men whose Torah is the
bread of God.
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186. The Kabbalah masters and men of qualities, WHO ARE
DEVOTED TO THE QUALITIES OF ZEIR ANPIN, derive from the
aspect of the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED MAN. The
rest of the people are from the side of the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil, which are the permissible and the forbidden. THIS IS
THE ANGEL METATRON, WHO IS SO CALLED. HE IS A CHARIOT TO
MALCHUT CALLED SECOND, AND INCLUDES THE FOUR HOLY
LIVING CREATURES. Therefore, those "of the cattle" eat an Omer of
barley bread, AS WRITTEN, "he measured six measures of barley,
and laid it on her" (Rut 3:15). THIS IS THE SECRET OF the Oral Torah
of the six Orders of the Mishnah. But those from the Tree of Life,
THE KABBALAH MASTERS, are men, whose Torah is the bread of
the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE FOOD OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED MAN. This is the meaning of, "Come, eat of my
bread," namely the two loaves of bread. All the Tannaim and
Amoraim rejoiced and said, who can stand before Sinai, NAMELY,
BEFORE RA'AYA MEHEIMNA, WHO IS CALLED SINAI.

32. Blowing the Shofar
Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that God did Yisrael a great kindness by drawing them to Himself from afar. When the higher and lower beings are gathered
for Judgment, the blowing of the Shofar causes the attribute of Judgment to turn to Mercy. The sound of the Shofar below causes the supernal
Shofar to resound to awaken Mercy. By the sounds below, Yisrael give strength above. We hear about what happens to the wholly wicked, to the
wholly righteous, and to the mediocre.
187. "In the seventh month, on the first day of the month" (Vayikra
23:24). Rabbi Yitzchak opened with, "Blow a Shofar at the new moon,
at the full moon on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4). Happy are Yisrael
whom the Holy One, blessed be He, draw near rather than all the
nations in the world, and chose them. From afar He drew them near.
This is the meaning of, "And Joshua said to all the people, Thus
says Hashem Elohim of Yisrael, Your fathers dwelt on the other side
of the river in old time" (Yehoshua 24:2), to indicate that He desired
them from a distant place and drew them near Him. It is also written,
"And I took your father Abraham from the other side of the
river..." (Ibid. 3). We have to examine these verses. Did not the whole
of Yisrael know this and Joshua all the more? WHY THE NEED TO
SAY, "THUS SAYS HASHEM..."?

188. The whole Torah is both hidden and revealed just like the Holy
Name, which is hidden and revealed, SPELLED AS YUD HEI VAV HEI
BUT PRONOUNCED ADONAI. This is because the whole Torah is the
Holy Name, which is why it is hidden and revealed. WE ASKED, If
Yisrael and Joshua knew this, why is it written, "Thus says
Hashem"? HE ANSWERS, Surely the secret meaning is that the Holy
One, blessed be He, did great kindness with Yisrael in choosing the
patriarchs, making them into a lofty holy Chariot for His glory. He
brought them from the supernal, precious and holy river, the
luminary of all luminaries, NAMELY BINAH, in order to be adorned
by them. This is the meaning of, "Your fathers dwelt on the other
side of the river in old time." The river IS that one specific river,
NAMELY BINAH.
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189. THE VERSE SAYS, "in old time (also: 'from the world')." HE
ASKS, What does this convey, AND ANSWERS, This indicates
Chochmah on the other side of the river, NAMELY from the world,
since that river is called world. BINAH IS ALSO CALLED WORLD,
AND HENCE "FROM THE WORLD" HAS THE SAME MEANING AS
ACROSS THE RIVER. Hence IT SAYS, "Your fathers dwelt on the
other side of the river from the world," to show the kindness and
truth the Holy One, blessed be He did for Yisrael IN THIS, SINCE, "I
took your father Abraham from the other side of the river." HE ASKS,
What does THE VERSE teach us IN SAYING, "AND I TOOK YOUR
FATHER ABRAHAM FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER," AND
NOT SAYING, 'AND I TOOK ISAAC'? HE ANSWERS, Abraham did not
cleave to that river like Isaac did, who was attached to his own
aspect to draw strength.
190. Come and see, even though this river, BINAH, is not in
Judgment, SINCE BINAH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY,
NEVERTHELESS Judgments come out from its side, AND
JUDGMENTS are strengthened in it. When Isaac grows strong in his
Judgments FROM THERE, the higher and lower beings are gathered
for Judgment, the throne of Judgment, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE
OF JUDGMENT IN MALCHUT, is prepared, and the Holy King, ZEIR
ANPIN, sits on the throne of Judgment and sentences the world.
Then, "Blow a Shofar at the new moon, at the full moon on our feast
day." BY THE SHOFAR THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT TURNS
INTO THE ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY. Happy are Yisrael who know how
to remove the throne of Judgment and prepare the throne of mercy.
How DO THEY DO IT? By the Shofar.

191. Rabbi Aba was sitting before Rabbi Shimon. He said to him, I
have asked many times about the purpose of the Shofar, but never
felt settled about it. He said to him, Surely this is its clear meaning.
Yisrael need a Shofar rather than a horn on the day of Judgment, for
the place of origin of the horn is known TO INDICATE MALCHUT,
THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT, and we should not arouse
Judgment. IT IS NOT SO WITH THE SHOFAR THAT ALLUDES TO
BINAH, WHICH IS MERCY. Indeed we learned that we need to
indicate and rouse hidden things by deed, NAMELY, BY THE
BLOWING OF THE SHOFAR AND ITS BLESSING.

192. Come and see, if the supernal Shofar, which includes all lights,
is gone and does not shine upon the children, ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, Judgment is roused and thrones are prepared for the
courthouse. The Shofar, BINAH, is called Isaac's ram, NAMELY
Isaac's strength, SINCE 'RAM' IS DERIVED FROM STRENGTH. It
gives importance to the patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
THAT RECEIVE ALL THEIR IMPORTANCE FROM THAT SHOFAR,
BINAH. When the great Shofar is gone and does not shine on the
children, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, Isaac grows strong and
prepares himself to judge the world.
193. When that Shofar is roused and people repent of their sins, the
sound of the Shofar should resound from below. The sound arises
up and then another, supernal Shofar is roused, WHICH IS BINAH.
Mercy is awakened and Judgment is gone. A deed must be displayed
by THE BLOWING OF the Shofar, in order to awaken another Shofar,
BINAH, and to draw from the lower Shofar all those sounds, T'KIAH,
SHVARIM, T'RUAH, T'KIAH, ETC., to show that all the celestial
sounds included in the higher Shofar, THE THREE DETAILED
COLUMNS INCLUDED IN BINAH, will be roused to emerge FROM
BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
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194. By the sounds below Yisrael give strength above. Hence a
Shofar needs to be summoned on that day, to arrange the sounds,
NAMELY THE PATTERNS OF T'KIAH SHVARIM T'RUAH T'KIAH, ETC.
to meditate on it so as to rouse another Shofar, BINAH, in which all
the upper sounds, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN
are included.

195. In the first sequence OF THE THREE SEQUENCES, T'KIAH
SHVARIM T'RUAH T'KIAH, ETC., a sound reverberates, adorned
above IN BINAH. It rises through firmaments to be cleft between the
high mountains. FROM THERE comes Abraham, CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, to dwell at its top. He is adorned, is roused and prepares the
throne TO BE A THRONE OF MERCY. In the book of Agadah, we
learned that when the first sound rises, Abraham awakens. He is
adorned and prepares the throne. Aba is summoned upon him.

196. In the meantime the second sound resonates. It is strong to
break harsh Judgments. This is the second sequence OF T'KIAH
SHVARIM T'RUAH TEKIAH. The sound breaks with its strength. It
rises TO BINAH and all Judgments that meet THERE are broken
before it, until they rise to where Isaac is. When Isaac is roused and
sees Abraham preparing the throne OF MERCY to stand before it, he
is subdued and breaks the harsh Judgment. Whoever blows should
meditate in heart and desire upon this, in order to break that power
and the strength of the harsh Judgment. This is the meaning of,
"Happy is the people that know the joyful note (Heb. t'ruah)" (Tehilim
89:16). T'RUAH IS DERIVED FROM BREAKING. Assuredly they know
T'ruah.

197. In the third sequence OF T'KIAH SHVARIM T'RUAH T'KIAH, a
sound emerges and rises. It cleaves all firmaments and mercy is
aroused. ALL THIS OCCURS IN BINAH AND FROM THERE that
sound reaches Jacob's head. Jacob wakes up and sees Abraham
preparing on the other side. Then both hold Isaac from one side,
THE RIGHT, and the other, THE CENTER, and the power OF THE
JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT cannot come out. All these three
sequences are all one sequence.

198. As for the other sequence OF THE THREE TIMES T'KIAH
SHVARIM T'KIAH, a sound reverberates, rises, takes Abraham from
his place and draws him down to where the powers of Isaac dwell.
They maintain Abraham among them.

199. In the second sequence OF T'KIAH SHVARIM T'KIAH, a broken
sound reverberates, not as strong as the first. It is not because the
sound he blew is weak, but it is not directed at Isaac as before,
where there is great strength. But THIS SOUND is meant for the
lower courthouse, WHERE JUDGMENTS are more lax. They all see
Abraham by them and are subdued before him.
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200. Then comes the third sequence OF T'KIAH SHVARIM T'KIAH. A
sound emerges and rises. It is crowned on the head of Jacob and
draws him down to where the Judgments of the left dwell. Before it
stand Abraham on the one side and Jacob on the other. There are
GVUROT inside the two of them, which are then subdued and SHINE
where they are. All THREE SEQUENCES are another, INCLUSIVE
sequence.

201. The last, INCLUSIVE sequence IS THREE TIMES T'KIAH T'RUAH
T'KIAH. These need to raise them to their places and settle Isaac
among them as before. For that reason, they need to place him in his
place IN SUCH A WAY that he will not come out through the power
OF HIS GVUROT. All Judgments are subdued then and Mercy
awakens.

202. For that reason it behooves us to meditate and concentrate on
these sounds OF THREE TIMES T'KIAH SHVARIM T'RUAH T'KIAH,
THREE TIMES T'KIAH SHVARIM T'KIAH AND THREE TIMES T'KIAH
T'RUAH T'KIAH. And they need to repent before their Master. Then,
when Yisrael ready themselves and arrange these sounds willingly
and properly with this LOWER Shofar, BINAH, the upper Shofar
SHINES again. When it SHINES again, it adorns Jacob, ZEIR ANPIN,
and everything is established. A different throne, THE THRONE OF
MERCY, is placed. Joy abounds everywhere and the Holy One,
blessed be He has mercy upon the world. Happy is the lot of Yisrael,
who know how to direct and draw their Master from Judgment to
Mercy, and establish the worlds by their handiwork.

203. Come and see, in correspondence to this, THE THREE
SEQUENCES OF THE SHOFAR, THE THREE COLUMNS, three books
are open on that day. ONE IS FOR THE WHOLLY RIGHTEOUS, THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, ONE FOR THE WHOLLY EVIL,
THE SECRET OF THE HARSH JUDGMENT ON THE LEFT COLUMN,
AND ONE FOR THE MEDIOCRE, THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Just as THROUGH THE BLOWING OF THE SHOFAR Mercy
awakens and harsh Judgments are subdued and return to their
place, it is below as it is above. The harsh Judgments BELOW are
subdued and removed from the world. These are the wholly wicked,
who are harsh Judgments. They are subdued, and removed from the
world. By that they are written and sentenced to death immediately.
THE WHOLLY RIGHTEOUS, A CHARIOT TO THE RIGHT, ARE
WRITTEN TO LIFE IMMEDIATELY AND THE MEDIOCRE, WHO ARE A
CHARIOT TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN, ARE IN SUSPENSE UNTIL
YOM KIPPUR, WHEN IT IS COMPLETED THROUGH THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IN BINAH, THE LIGHT OF LIFE.
Rabbi Aba said, Surely this is the clear meaning of the matter.
Blessed is the Merciful that I have asked and attained these matters.
204. Rabbi Yehuda said, It is written, "a memorial of
blowing" (Vayikra 23:24), WHICH MEANS we are reminded to direct
the heart and wish IN THE MANNER MENTIONED ABOVE. Yisrael
perform a memorial below, by the deed OF BLOWING THE SHOFAR
so that a similar thing will be roused above.
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205. Rabbi Elazar said, It is written, "at the full moon (also: 'the
covering') on our feast day." THIS IS BECAUSE the moon,
MALCHUT, was covered on it, FOR ON ROSH HASHANAH THE
MOON IS HIDDEN. HE ASKS, How is it covered, AND ANSWERS,
When there is a cloud UNDERNEATH THE SUN and the sun, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, does not shine, the moon is covered, WHICH MEANS
it does not shine, SINCE THERE IS NO ONE FROM WHICH TO
RECEIVE LIGHT, FOR WHATEVER MALCHUT HAS, SHE RECEIVES
FROM ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, if because of the clouds, WHICH
INDICATE JUDGMENTS, the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, cannot shine, the
moon all the more is hidden and cannot illuminate. Hence, in "at the
covering (Heb. keseh) on our feast day," KESEH IS SPELLED WITH
Hei IN FINAL POSITION, TO INDICATE THAT the moon is covered
BECAUSE OF JUDGMENTS. How can everything, BOTH ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, shine? Through repentance and the sound of the
Shofar, as written, "Happy is the people that know the joyful note."
Then, "they shall walk, Hashem, in the light of Your
countenance" (Tehilim 89:16).

33. Rosh Hashanah
We learn that the day of Rosh Hashanah is a day when the moon is hidden and the world is under Judgment. God allotted the prosecutor a specific
day in which to demand all the punishments in the world so that the fear of God would increase. He wants the world to know that there is judgment
and there is a judge. Witnesses come on the day of Judgment and testify about all the deeds of everyone in the world; these witnesses are called the
eyes of Hashem that see everything. We are told how everything is put down in writing, and how someone's verdict can be torn up if he repents. God
prefers people to be saved from punishment; His love for His children overcomes His love of judgment. We hear the explanation of Isaac's blessing
of Jacob instead of Esau, and of how this relates to the days between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
206. "In the seventh month, on the first day of the month" (Vayikra
23:24). This commandment is to blow the Shofar on Rosh Hashanah,
which is Judgment day to the world as we explained. We explained
the words, "Blow a Shofar at the new moon, at the full moon (or:
'covering') on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4). We learned that this day
is a day when the moon, MALCHUT, is covered and the world is
under Judgment. For the prosecutor covers and hides and locks the
entrance to the King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE MOON IS a
place where Judgment abides to demand justice from the world.

207. You may wonder how the prosecutor was given permission to
cover THE LIGHT OF MALCHUT and demand punishment. AND HE
ANSWERS, Surely the Holy One, blessed be He, allowed the
prosecutor to demand justice from the whole world. He allotted him
a specific day in which to demand all the punishments in the world,
for the Holy One, blessed be He, made him and placed him before
Himself, so the fear of the Holy One, blessed be He, will increase and
rest on everyone. This is the secret of, "and Elohim does it, so that
men should fear before Him" (Kohelet 3:14). What is "does"? He did
this prosecutor and made him before Himself to be a sharp sword
over the whole world, all for the reason that all will fear the Holy One,
blessed be He. He oversees and prosecutes the sins of people,
demands punishment and seizes people; kills them and strikes
them, all just as it was decided in court.
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208. It is like the minister appointed over the terrestrial court, who
was given permission to mention before the court that so and so did
this, and so and so transgressed that, and to demand punishment.
We learned that the minister appointed over the court was given
permission to lock the entrance to the court until verdicts will be
meted out to all his persecution. The court is not allowed to decline
him, because, "For I Hashem love justice" (Yeshayah 61:8), and He
wants the world to be maintained by judgment, so as to make known
that there is judgment and there is a judge. ALL THIS APPLIES TO
THE TERRESTRIAL COURT.

209. The Holy One, blessed be He, did the same. He placed before
Him that PROSECUTOR who demands punishment before the King
for all the people in the world. On that day, he is given permission to
cover the entrance of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and the moon,
MALCHUT, is hidden inside until punishment is meted out to all the
people in the world. Though everything is revealed before the Holy
One, blessed be He, He nevertheless desires nothing but according
to Judgment.

210. Everything operates in the same way above and below. On that
day, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, fixes the throne of
Judgment, and the administrator comes and demands justice for all
the deeds of the people in the world, each according to his ways and
deeds. Witnesses come and testify to all the deeds of the people in
the world, and these WITNESSES ARE CALLED the eyes of Hashem
that roam throughout the whole world and see the deeds of the
people in the world.

211. Woe to those who do not care and do not observe their doings,
for the witnesses of the King stand by them, observe and see
whatever they do or say. They ascend and testify before the King.
The administrator stands before the King and demands punishment:
so and so transgressed the law and so and so did that; here are the
witnesses. As long as the Holy One, blessed be He, does not ask
them, they have no permission to testify. WHEN HE ASKS THEM,
they deliver their testimony.
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212. Everything is put in writing before the King. In the King's house
there is a certain chamber, full of white fire. This fire rolls in a circle
with burning sparks and never ceases. Inside this chamber there is
another chamber, full of black fire, which never ceases. Two scribes
stand before the King at all times. During trials, all witnesses testify
before the King. The scribes take from the circle of white fire and
write THE VERDICT on it with the black circle.

213. The King then holds the verdict for some time, in case they will
repent in the meantime. If they returned IN REPENTANCE, the
writings are torn up. If not, the King sits and all the defenders stand
before Him. The crier stands and announces, so and so did this; who
shall defend him? If there is someone to defend him, it is well.
Otherwise, he is given to the administrator FOR PUNISHMENT.

214. HE ASKS, Yet the Holy One, blessed be He, knows everything,
why does He need all this? AND HE ANSWERS, This is so that
people will have no excuse, but rather to show that He does
everything truthfully. He prefers it when one is saved from His
punishment. You may ask whence we know that. THIS was given to
the sages, and even those who do not know, whoever may wish to
see, may see what is divulged BELOW IN THIS WORLD, and thus
know what is a mystery ABOVE, since everything follows the same
pattern. For whatever the Holy One, blessed be He, does in the ways
of the world, is in the likeness of above.

215. The day of Rosh Hashanah is Judgment day, and the King sits
on the throne of Judgment. The administrator comes and covers the
entrance to the King and demands punishment. Even though the
Holy One, blessed be He, loves judgment, as written, "For I Hashem
love justice," the love of His children overcame the love of judgment.
When the administrator rises to speak about them, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, commanded to blow the Shofar in order to rouse
love from below upward by that Shofar.

216. The sound rises, included of fire, wind and water, WHICH
CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, that merge into
one sound. Another sound from above is roused before it, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT JOINS LEFT AND RIGHT. When that
sound is roused from above and from below, all the charges the
prosecutors raise are confused.
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217. On the day of Rosh Hashanah, Isaac comes out alone, THAT IS,
THE LEFT COLUMN REIGNS WITHOUT THE RIGHT, WITHOUT THE
JOINING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH ARE ABRAHAM AND
JACOB. He calls Esau, THE OTHER SIDE, to give him dishes to eat
of the whole world, according to their deeds, NAMELY, TO DEMAND
PUNISHMENT FOR THE ACTIONS OF ALL THE PEOPLE IN THE
WORLD. For at that time, "his eyes were dim, so that he could not
see" (Beresheet 27:1), because he that darkens people's faces
comes out from him - THAT IS, THE PROSECUTOR IS DRAWN FROM
THE LEFT, WHEN IT IS WITHOUT THE RIGHT. He is separated FROM
THE RIGHT AND CENTRAL COLUMN, lies on the couch of Judgment
and calls Esau, WHO IS THE OTHER SIDE AND THE PROSECUTOR.
And he said, "catch me some venison; and make me savory
food" (Ibid. 3-4) FROM THE EVIL DEEDS OF PEOPLE, "and bring it to
me" (Ibid.).
218. "And Rivkah spoke to Jacob her son..." (Ibid. 6), her heart's
beloved, her beloved son given to her since the world was created.
She orders him to rouse himself with his own dishes. Jacob
awakens below, dons prayers and petitions, and "The voice is
Jacob's voice" (Ibid. 22), with the celestial Shofar. SUPERNAL Jacob
awakens, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, towards him, ISAAC, and
approaches him, BY JOINING HIM WITH ABRAHAM, WHO IS THE
RIGHT. "And he brought it near to him, and he did eat" (Ibid. 25),
WHICH MEANS they were incorporated within each other, AND THE
MOCHIN SHONE, THE SECRET OF EATING. Once THE CENTRAL
COLUMN was included in him, "he brought him wine" (Ibid.), the
preserved wine, NAMELY, THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
THAT SHINES FROM BELOW UPWARDS, FIXED BY THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. The wine rejoices the heart, the secret of the World to
Come, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
DRAWN FROM BINAH CALLED THE WORLD TO COME. Then, "he
smelt the smell of his garments" (Ibid. 27), THAT IS, the ascending
prayers and petitions, "and blessed him" (Ibid.). THAT MEANS anger
abated, the heart rejoiced and everything is full of Mercy.
219. Once he is incorporated in Jacob, all the awaiting powers, harsh
Judgments and anger dispersed and were no longer present there.
Yisrael emerged from Judgment with happiness and blessings. "and
Jacob was yet scarce gone out from the presence of Isaac his
father," on that day, with joy and celestial blessings, "that Esau his
brother came in from his hunting" (Ibid. 30), loaded with burdens of
the deeds of the world TO DENOUNCE THEM. "And he also had
made savory food" (Ibid. 31), sharpening his tongue to give charges
and prepare testimony, "and brought it to his father, and said to his
father, Let my father arise," rousing himself with his Judgment, "and
eat" (Ibid.) the many evil deeds DONE in the whole world that I have
found.
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220. "And Isaac trembled very much..." (Ibid. 33), for he could not be
separated from being incorporated in Jacob, who abides in joy, "and
said, Who then is he that has taken venison" by many prayers and
petitions, "and I have eaten of all before you came, and have blessed
him? Moreover, he shall be blessed. And when Esau heard the
words of his father, he cried with a great and exceedingly bitter
cry" (Ibid. 33-34), because he saw that his venison was worthless.
Eventually he said to him, "Behold, your dwelling shall be of the
fatness of the earth..." (Ibid. 39), the mighty men and the multitudes
of the other people. This was hardest for him, "And Esau hated
Jacob" (Ibid. 41), following him and constantly denouncing him.

221. Jacob goes the days between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur,
and flees so as to be saved from him. He repents and fasts until Yom
Kippur. Then Yisrael know that Esau comes with four hundred
people, all prosecutors ready to denounce them. Forthwith, "Jacob
was greatly afraid and distressed" (Beresheet 32:8), and raised many
prayers and petitions, "And Jacob said, O Elohim of my father
Abraham, and Elohim of my father..." (Ibid. 10), until he reached a
decision, saying, "For he said, I will appease him with the present
that goes before me" (Ibid. 21), "and took of that which came to his
hand a present...two hundred she goats, and twenty he goats, two
hundred ewes..." (Ibid. 14-15).

222. "camels..." (Ibid. 16). Such is his side, LIKE CAMELS. Camels
are the PRIMORDIAL serpent THAT WAS like a camel. When THE
ANGEL Samael tempted Adam TO EAT OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, he was riding on a camel-like
serpent. We learned that whoever sees a camel in his dream was
punished by death from above but was saved from it. It is all the
same, WHICH MEANS THAT THE CAMEL AND THE SERPENT THAT
DELIVERED DEATH TO THE WORLD ARE THE SAME THING.

223. Esau then reverted to be Jacob's defender, yet Jacob wanted
neither his honey nor his sting, BUT SAID, "Let my master, I pray
you, pass over before his servant" (Beresheet 33:14). Then, "Esau
returned that day on his way to Seir" (Ibid. 16). When WAS THAT?
During the Neilah prayer, since then he parted from the holy nation,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, forgives their iniquities and atones
for them. Once the prosecutor left with the gift and separated from
them, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to rejoice with His
children. It is then written, "And Jacob journeyed to Sukkot, and
built him a house...therefore the name of the place is called
Sukkot" (Ibid. 17). Since Yisrael dwelt in Sukkot, they were saved
from the prosecutor and the Holy One, blessed be He, rejoiced in His
children. Happy is their lot in this world and in the World to Come.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

34. Yom Kippur
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We are told that on Yom Kippur Malchut is illuminated not from the light of the sun but from supernal light instead. Rabbi Aba learns from Rabbi
Shimon that Zeir Anpin does not unite with Malchut except when she shines from supernal Aba, at which time Malchut is called holiness. Rabbi Aba
says that Adam stands as an example to all men in that he repented after his sin, and God accepted him and had pity on him.
224. Come and see, on that day OF ROSH HASHANAH the moon is
gathered, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and does not shine until the tenth
day of the month, when all of Yisrael return in complete repentance
and supernal Ima, BINAH, again shines upon it. On that day, YOM
KIPPUR, MALCHUT receives the illuminations of Ima, BINAH, and joy
abounds everywhere. Hence it is written, "for it is a day of atonement
(Heb. YOM KIPPUR)" (Vayikra 23:28). It should have said 'Yom
Kippur' in the singular; what is the meaning of Yom Kippurim IN THE
PLURAL? This is because AT THAT TIME two lights shine together:
the supernal luminary, BINAH, shines upon the lower luminary,
MALCHUT. On that day, MALCHUT shines with supernal light,
WHICH IS BINAH, instead of from the light of the sun, ZEIR ANPIN.
Hence it is written, "at the full moon (also: 'the covering') on our
feast day" (Tehilim 81:4), BECAUSE MALCHUT DOES NOT SHINE
UNTIL YOM KIPPUR.
225. Rabbi Aba sent a question to Rabbi Shimon, saying, When does
the union of the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, with the Holy
King, ZEIR ANPIN occur? He sent to him, "And yet indeed she is my
sister; she is the daughter of my father, but not the daughter of my
mother. And she became my wife" (Beresheet 20:12). Rabbi Aba
trembled and raised his voice in crying. He said, Rabbi, Rabbi, holy
luminary, woe, woe to the world when you shall depart from it. Woe
to that generation, which will be in the world when you shall leave
them and they shall be orphaned from you. Rabbi Chiya said to
Rabbi Aba, What does this VERSE he sent you mean?

226. RABBI ABA said TO HIM, Surely the King does not unite with
the Matron, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT, save when she
shines from supernal Aba, WHEN CHOCHMAH OF IMA IS CLOTHED
IN CHASSADIM OF ABA. When she shines from him, she is called
holiness, since she receives it from the abode of SUPERNAL Aba,
AS ABA IS THE SECRET OF HOLINESS. Then MALE AND FEMALE
mate together. For the King is called holiness, as written, "Yisrael is
holiness to Hashem" (Yirmeyah 2:3), receiving from the place called
holiness. Then ZEIR ANPIN SAYS, "my sister; she is the daughter of
my father, but not the daughter of my mother," because that name,
HOLINESS, is from Aba's house, and not from my mother's house,
NOT FROM BINAH. Therefore, "And she became my wife," to unite
as one during that time but on no other time, THAT IS, when she
receives from the house of Aba, but not when she receives from the
house of Ima. Yom Kippur proves that, as intercourse is forbidden
on it, since then there is no mating OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
as on YOM KIPPUR she receives from the house of Ima and not from
the house of Aba. Rabbi Chiya said, Indeed. Happy is the generation
amongst whom dwells Rabbi Shimon. Happy are those who daily
stand before him.
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227a. Rabbi Aba said, Adam was created on Rosh Hashanah and
stood on trial before his Master FOR EATING OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. He repented and the Holy One,
blessed be He, accepted him. He said to him, 'Adam, you shall serve
as a symbol for your descendants for generations, who are
sentenced on that day. If they shall repent, I shall accept them, rise
from the throne of Judgment and sit on the throne of Mercy and have
pity on them'. David used to say, "I love Hashem who hears my voice
and my supplications" (Tehilim 116:1). Hence it is written, "But there
is forgiveness with You, that You may be feared" (Tehilim 130:4),
and, "For with You is the fountain of life. In Your light we see
light" (Tehilim 36:10).
We learn that it is a commandment to be afflicted on Yom Kippur, to
subjugate body and soul.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
227b. It is a commandment to be afflicted on Yom Kippur, to
subjugate body and soul by means of the five afflictions, the five
grades of Yom Kippur, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH AND HOD, for the prosecutor comes to impart their sins
as we learned. And they are all, ALL OF YISRAEL, repenting wholly
before their Father, as we learned in different places.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Chiya tells us about the ten kinds of songs in the book of
Tehilim. He speaks about a Maskil, or understanding, that bestows
wisdom; from it comes forgiveness and freedom. He says that a man
who repents before God has his sins hidden, but if he will not repent
then his sins shall be made known before everyone. Rabbi Aba
explains what happens to the good deeds that were done by a man
who is on balance judged to be evil, and what happens to the sins
that were done by a man who is on balance judged to be worthy. He
talks about the depths of the sea, where all the sins are found, and
about the lot that chooses the goat for Azazel. We are told how God
distracted the prosecutor from accusing Yisrael by giving him Job to
occupy himself with; this left Yisrael free to cross the sea and
escape from the Egyptians. The offering on Yom Kippur is for the
same purpose, allowing God to forgive Yisrael without interference
from the prosecutor. Rabbi Aba talks about the ritual counting of the
priest as he sprinkles the blood of the offering, the purpose of which
is to draw and guide the one that is supernal Ima through specific
grades and to draw the deep rivers upon the Congregation of
Yisrael. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Aba tell us about the High Priest
as he enters the Holy of Holies and hears the wings of the Cherubs
singing. Rabbi Shimon says that Malchut is only able to join with
Zeir Anpin when her children Yisrael are judged to be worthy.
228. "Also on the tenth day of this seventh month there shall be a
day of atonement (Heb. Yom Kippur); it shall be a holy gathering to
you" (Vayikra 23:27). Rabbi Chiya opened with, "Of David. A maskil.
Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is
covered" (Tehilim 32:1). We learned that the book of Tehilim is
recited by ten kinds of songs: by the chief musician, by Maskil (Eng.
'understanding'), by Michtam (Eng. 'poem'), by a psalm, by a song,
by "Blessed," by prayer, by acknowledgment, by Halleluyah. The
highest is Halleluyah, as we already explained.
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229. The location of Maskil is known AS YESOD OF BINAH. What is
that THAT IS CALLED Maskil? It is that water which makes wise
those who drink from it, NAMELY, IT BESTOWS CHOCHMAH. The
place called Maskil is as in, "He who considers (Heb. maskil) his
words shall find good" (Mishlei 16:20). IF MASKIL BESTOWS ON
SOMETHING, THERE WILL BE GOOD IN IT, WHICH IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM. Since it
is so called, forgiveness and the greatest freedom come from it,
SINCE FORGIVENESS AND FREEDOM ARE BESTOWED FROM
CHOCHMAH IN BINAH. This is the secret of, "Blessed is he whose
transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered," SINCE HIS
TRANSGRESSION IS FORGIVEN BY THE PLENTY OF CHOCHMAH.
230. HE ASKS, What is MEANT BY, "whose sin is covered," AND
ANSWERS, It was explained that the sin he committed before the
Holy One, blessed be He, is covered from people, and he confessed
it before the Holy One, blessed be He. Yet come and see, when a
man sins, sinning once, twice and thrice, and does not repent, his
sins become public, BECAUSE they are made known above and
made known below. Criers walk before him and announce, Get away
from around so and so. He is chided by his Master, chided above
and chided below. Woe to him for blemishing his Master's image.
Woe to him, who has no fear for his Master's glory. The Holy One,
blessed be He, reveals his iniquity above. This is the meaning of,
"The heaven shall reveal his iniquity; and the earth shall rise up
against him" (Iyov 20:27). When a man walks the path of his Master
and busies himself with His service, and happens to sin, everyone
covers it, the higher and lower beings. This is called, "whose sin is
covered."

231. Rabbi Aba said to him, You have not yet reached the crux of the
matter. You spoke well, and whatever the friends said IS fine. But if
this is so, it should have said, 'covered sin'. Why does it say, "whose
sin is covered (or: 'covering')"?

232. RABBI ABA ANSWERS, There are two matters of wisdom here,
IN THE VERSE, "SIN COVERING," as follows. The one, as we learned
that from the good deeds man performs in this world a costly
garment is made in that world for him to wear. When man does good
deeds, yet the evil deeds overpower him, and the Holy One, blessed
be He, sees that his evil deeds are more numerous THAN HIS GOOD
DEEDS, THEN he is evil, because he is guilty before his Master,
SINCE THERE ARE MORE MISDEEDS THAN GOOD DEEDS. He
repines and regrets the good deeds he already performed. Then he
is entirely lost, from this world and the World to Come. HE ASKS,
What does the Holy One, blessed be He, do from the good deeds the
sinner accomplished before?
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233. HE ANSWERS, Even though the wicked man is lost the good
deeds and merits he committed are not lost. For there is a righteous
man who walks the ways of the supernal King and has made
garments from his GOOD deeds, but before completing HIS
GARMENTS he departed FROM THE WORLD. The Holy One, blessed
be He, completes him HIS GARMENTS from the GOOD deeds the evil
sinner has committed and perfects his garment for him to put in that
world. This is the meaning of, THE EVIL "may prepare it, but the just
shall put it on" (Iyov 27:17). The evil man made it and the righteous
man covers himself with what he made. This is the meaning of,
"whose sin is a covering"; THE COVERING, NAMELY HIS GARMENT,
COMES FROM THE SINNER. Hence it is not written that it is covered,
but that is it a covering, BECAUSE IT REFERS TO A GARMENT.

234. The second MEANING is that the sin that a worthy MAN has
committed is covered inside what is called the depths of the sea. For
whatever fell into the depths of the sea is never found, since the
water covers it. This is the meaning of, "And You will cast all their
sins into the depths of the sea" (Michah 7:19). What are the depths
of the sea? HE ANSWERS, This is a precious mystery, which Rabbi
Shimon explained. He said, All those coming from the harsh side
and holding on to evil species and the lower Sfirot, like Azazel on
Yom Kippur is considered the depths of the sea. This is called the
depths of the sea, like the oars of silver refined by fire. This is meant
by, "Take away the dross from the silver" (Mishlei 25:4).

235. Thus, this AZAZEL is from the depths of the sea and is called
the depths of the sea, THAT IS, the depths of that holy sea. The
depths REFER TO the filth of silver. Hence all the sins of Yisrael rest
in it, it receives them and they are drawn into it. The reason is that
AZAZEL is called sin. Sin MEANS lessening. Hence it lessens
everything, reducing body and soul and receiving the bodily filth,
which is the sins done by the Evil Inclination that is called filthy and
ugly.

236. Rabbi Yosi said, we learned, "And Aaron shall cast lots upon
the two goats" (Vayikra 16:8). If this is so, it is an honor to Azazel, for
have you ever seen a servant casting lots ON EQUAL FOOTING with
his master? According to the custom a servant receives only what
his master gives him. AND HE ANSWERS, Since Samael is ready to
speak evil OF YISRAEL and in order not to give him any excuse, he
is given a portion.
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237. The lot reaches it on its own accord, as Rabbi Yehuda said in
the name of Rabbi Yitzchak: I found a celestial matter in that lot. It is
written of the lot of Joshua, "According to (lit. 'by the mouth of') the
lot" (Bemidbar 26:56). Surely the lot said, this is the portion of
Judah, this is the portion of Benjamin, etc. Here too, once the priests
put his hands, the lots were jumping and climbing the hand of the
priest and come to their places. This is the meaning of, "But the
goat, on which the lot fell for Azazel" (Vayikra 16:10), surely it "fell
for Azazel," ON ITS OWN ACCORD.

238. Not only that, but as long as the prosecutor is ready and has
permission, something should be put before him to be occupied with
and leave Yisrael. On that day OF YOM KIPPUR, the prosecutor is
ready to spy out the land, as written, "And Hashem said to the
adversary, From where do you come?" (Iyov 1:7). We learned that
"From going to and fro in the earth" (Ibid.), for this is the great
prosecutor that denounces Yisrael.

239. The friends remarked that when Yisrael were ready to cross the
sea and take revenge on the Egyptians, THE PROSECUTOR said, I
have passed the Holy Land and I see that these are not worthy of
entering it. If You mete out punishment, their punishment here IS
LIKE the Egyptians. What is the difference between them? Either
they will all die together or they will all return to Egypt. Was it not
You, who said, "and shall serve them; and they shall afflict them four
hundred years" (Beresheet 15:13), but from the reckoning only 210
years have passed, no more.

240. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'What shall I do? This calls
for occupation. Something is needed to bring here and draw near
him. I shall give him something to be occupied with, so he will leave
My children. Let us find someone for him to be busy with'. Forthwith
He said, "Have you considered My servant Job, that there is none
like him on earth?" (Iyov 1:8). He interrupted the prosecutor with
words. "Then the adversary answered Hashem, and said, Does Job
fear Elohim for naught?" (Ibid. 9).

241. THIS IS LIKENED to a shepherd who wanted to pass his flock
across a river. A wolf passed by and afflicted his flock. The wise
shepherd said, What shall I do? He might destroy the flock while I
move the lambs across. He raised his eyes and saw a wild goat, big
and strong. He said, I shall throw him before the wolf. While they do
battle with each other, I shall remove all the flock and they shall be
saved from him.
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242. So does the Holy One, blessed be He, do. He said, 'I shall
certainly throw a great, powerful and forceful goat in his way,
NAMELY JOB. While he will be occupied with it, My children shall
cross THE SEA, without a prosecutor over them'. Immediately, "And
Hashem said to the adversary, Have you considered." Eventually,
the Holy One, blessed be He, joined them together, as written,
"Behold, he is in your hand" (Iyov 2:6). While he was busy with him,
he left Yisrael alone, and uttered no denouncement on them.

243. Similarly, on that day OF YOM KIPPUR, the Satan is ready to
spy out the land, and we should send something before him with
which to be busy. While he is busy with it, he will leave Yisrael alone.
There is an allegory about the lowliest in the king's house - give him
a little wine, and he will praise you before the king, otherwise he will
speak evil words ABOUT YOU before the king. Sometimes the
superiors in the king's house receive THAT EVIL speech and the
king punishes that man.

244. Rabbi Yitzchak said, THIS IS LIKENED to a fool who is in the
king's presence. Give him a little wine and then tell him and show
him all the abominable things you have done and all the evil, yet he
will praise you and say there is none in the world like you. Here too,
the prosecutor is constantly in the King's presence. Yisrael give him
this offering OF THE GOAT TO AZAZEL. In this offering there is a
note WHERE ALL IS WRITTEN DOWN of the evil things, the
abominable things and the iniquities Yisrael did. Yet he comes and
praises Yisrael and becomes their defender. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, returns everything upon the heads of the wicked of
his people, since it is written, "for you shall heap coals of fire upon
his head" (Mishlei 25:22).

245. Rabbi Yosi said, Woe to the people of Esau, when that goat is
sent to that slanderer who is appointed over them, NAMELY
SAMAEL, THE MINISTER OF ESAU that comes to praise Yisrael for
its sake. The Holy One, blessed be He, returns all those iniquities on
the head of his people, because, it is written, "he that tells lies shall
not remain in my sight" (Tehilim 101:7). Rabbi Yehuda said, If the
idolaters knew of the goat, they would not let Yisrael live one day in
the world.
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246. Come and see, all that day he busies himself with that goat.
Then the Holy One, blessed be He, forgives Yisrael and cleanses
them in every respect, and there is no prosecutor in His presence.
He then comes and praises Yisrael. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, then asks him, as written, "And Hashem said to the adversary,
From where do you come?" and he answers by praising Yisrael. The
prosecutor turns into a defender and goes his way.

247. The Holy One, blessed be He, then says to the seventy ministers
that surround HIS throne, THE SECRET OF THE CELESTIAL
COURTHOUSE, 'Have you seen this slanderer, how he is always
about TO SLANDER My children? Behold, there is a goat by him,
with a note with all their iniquities, all their abominable acts and all
that they sinned and transgressed before Me. But he accepted them
UPON HIMSELF'. They all agree then that these iniquities go back on
his people.

248. Rabbi Aba said, All the iniquities and sins FIRST are attached to
him, as written, "And You will cast all their sins into the depths of
the sea" (Michah 7:19). Then they return upon the heads of his
people, as written, "and the goat shall bear upon it all their iniquities
to a barren land" (Vayikra 16:22). On that day, the priest is adorned
with lofty crowns and is situated between the higher and lower. He
atones for him, for his household, for the priests, the Temple and the
whole of Yisrael.

249. We learned that when THE PRIEST entered with the bullock's
blood, he meditated on the top of Faith, NAMELY THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, and sprinkled it with his
finger, as written, "and sprinkle it upon the covering, and before the
covering" (Vayikra 16:15), THAT IS, ONE ABOVE AND SEVEN
BELOW. How did he do that? He dipped the fingertip in blood and
sprinkled the drops as if swinging a whip at the side of the Ark
covering. HE DID NOT LET THE DROPS FALL ON THE COVERING
ITSELF BUT AT ITS SIDE, AND THE DROPS FELL ON THE GROUND.
He sprinkled and concentrated and started counting, 'one', which
includes everything, one which is the most valuable, one to which
everything turns, one that is at the top, NAMELY THE SFIRAH OF
KETER. Next is 'one and one', WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH
that dwell together willingly, in brotherhood, and never separate
FROM EACH OTHER.
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250. Upon reaching 'and one', which is the mother of everything,
NAMELY BINAH, he starts counting from here, FROM BINAH, by
joining, counting and saying, 'one and two', NAMELY JOINING
BINAH WITH TWO, CHESED AND GVURAH, 'one and three', JOINING
BINAH TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, 'one and four', JOINING
BINAH TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND NETZACH, 'one and
five', JOINING BINAH TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH
AND HOD, 'one and six', JOINING BINAH TO CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, 'one and seven', JOINING
BINAH TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT, in order to draw and guide the one, which is
supernal Ima, NAMELY BINAH, through specific grades MENTIONED
ABOVE, to the Keter of lower Ima, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and draw
the deep rivers, THE LIGHTS OF BINAH from their place upon the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Therefore, on that
day, two lights shine together, WHICH ARE supernal Ima that
illuminates lower Ima, BINAH TO MALCHUT. Hence it is written Yom
Kippur IN THE PLURAL as we said.
251. Rabbi Yitzchak said, A chain was tied to the feet of the High
Priest, when he entered THE HOLY OF HOLIES, so that if he dies
there they will take him out, SINCE IT IS FORBIDDEN TO ENTER
THERE. How did they know WHETHER HE WAS ALIVE OR NOT? By
a crimson colored strap. If its color did not turn WHITE, it was known
at that time that the priest was there in sin. And if he came out in
peace, it was known and recognized by the crimson strap that turned
white. Then there is joy among the higher and lower beings. If not,
they were all in sorrow and all knew that their prayer was not
accepted.

252. Rabbi Yehuda said, Once he entered, he closed his eyes so as
not to look where he shouldn't. When he heard the sound of the
wings of the Cherubs singing and praising, the priest would know
that everything is in joy and went out in peace. With all that, through
his prayer he would know, since the words came out of his mouth in
joy, and were properly accepted and blessed. Then joy abounded
among the higher and lower beings.

253. Rabbi Elazar asked Rabbi Shimon his father, Why does this day
OF YOM KIPPUR originate in that place, BINAH, AS MALCHUT, THE
SECRET OF THE LEFT, ASCENDS TO BINAH, instead of from
another place? It would have been appropriate for it to be of the
grade where the King dwells the most, NAMELY, THAT SHE WOULD
UNITE WITH HER HUSBAND ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF THE
RIGHT. Rabbi Shimon said to him, My son Elazar, surely it is so,
THAT IT SHOULD COME FROM BINAH, and you have asked well.
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254. HE ANSWERS, Come and see, the Holy King left His temple and
house in the hand of the Matron, MALCHUT, and left His children
with her, in order for her to guide them, strike them and dwell among
them. If they are worthy, the Matron enters joyfully and honorably to
the King. If they are not worthy, she and they are returned into exile.
We already explained this, as written, "A son of scandalous and
shameful ways shall ruin his father, and drive his mother
away" (Mishlei 19:26), CHASING HER INTO EXILE, and, "for your
transgressions was your mother put away" (Yeshayah 50:1).

255. Therefore there is one day in the year, to look at them and
observe THEIR DEEDS. When that day comes, supernal Ima, BINAH,
has in her hands all kinds of freedom, NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM, THE
SECRET OF FREEDOM. THEY SUBJUGATE ALL THE KLIPOT AND
CAUSE THEM TO FLEE. She comes towards it, THAT DAY, to
observe Yisrael, NAMELY TO BESTOW PLENTY UPON THEM, and
Yisrael hasten on that day with many kinds of worship and prayers,
and many afflictions, all of them meritorious. Then freedom comes
upon them from the place where all freedom exists in the hand of the
Matron, MALCHUT. THIS MEANS THAT MALCHUT RISES TO BINAH,
AND RECEIVES ALL FREEDOM FROM BINAH. The King's children,
YISRAEL BELOW, her children, who were trusted in her hands, are
all meritorious without sins or iniquities. She then joins the King in
light, joy, perfection and goodwill, because she raised proper
children to the King, THAT IS, SHE CLEAVES TO THE RIGHT.
BEFORE YISRAEL RECEIVE PURITY AND FREEDOM FROM BINAH,
MALCHUT CANNOT UNITE WITH ZEIR ANPIN AND RECEIVE THE
RIGHT FROM HIM. THIS SETTLES THE QUESTION OF HIS SON
RABBI ELAZAR.
256. When that day is not proper, woe to them, TO YISRAEL, woe to
their messenger, THE HIGH PRIEST, woe to the Matron who is
distanced from the King; supernal Ima, BINAH, is gone and no
freedom comes from her to the worlds. Happy are Yisrael, whom the
Holy One, blessed be He, taught His ways so as to be saved from
Judgment and to be meritorious before Him. This is the meaning of,
"for on that day will He forgive you, to cleanse you" (Vayikra 16:30),
and, "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be
clean. From all your uncleannesses..." (Yechezkel 36:25).

35. "The fifteenth day"
Rabbi Aba tells Rabbi Yosi the meaning of the fifteen days in "The fifteenth day of this seventh month," saying that the first ten belong to the Matron
and the next five to the King. On the fifteenth day the moon is full, and the full moon is the secret of Malchut.
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257. "The fifteenth day of this seventh month" (Vayikra 23:34). Rabbi
Yosi asked Rabbi Aba. He said to him, What is the meaning of those
fifteen days? He said to him, Certainly they are a precious mystery.
Come and see, whether above or below, everything journeys in its
own way, sits in its own way, and awakens in its own way to do
whatever it does. THAT IS, NOTHING RESEMBLES ANYTHING ELSE,
BOTH ABOVE AND BELOW. The tenth is from the Congregation of
Yisrael, THAT IS, IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, since the tenth day is
based on the tenth SFIRAH, MALCHUT. Hence IT IS SAID, "On the
tenth day of this month they shall take to them every man a lamb,
according to the house of their fathers" (Shemot 12:3). FOR THE
TENTH IS MALCHUT, AND SINCE THE TEN SFIROT REACHED
COMPLETION ON THE TENTH DAY, "THEY SHALL TAKE..." That
day, THE TENTH DAY OF THE MONTH, is hers, while the other five
days are the King's, ZEIR ANPIN'S. That day comes upon her AND
FILLS HER WITH HER LIGHTS. HENCE ON THE FIFTEENTH DAY
THE MOON IS FULL, for on the five days, WHEN THE FIVE SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN REACH COMPLETION, the King sits on the throne,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE FULL MOON.
258. The ten always pertain to the Matron, NAMELY MALCHUT. The
five above them are the King's, NAMELY THE FIRST FIVE SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, who is the day that comes upon her, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN. For that reason, after the five days of the month of Sivan, the
Torah IS GIVEN, WHICH INDICATES THE FIVE FIRST SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN THAT BESTOWED PLENTY AT THE GIVING OF THE
TORAH. You may argue that THE TORAH SHOULD HAVE BEEN
GIVEN on the seventh day, NAMELY when the two parents, ABA
AND IMA, are CLOTHED in him, IN ZEIR ANPIN. For the King, WHEN
HE IS in them, is then adorned with everything AND IS THEN
WORTHY TO GIVE THE TORAH. HE ANSWERS, The fifth and the
seventh are the same issue.
259. Come and see, the fifth is surely His, as we said. Aba then shine
upon Ima, and from her the fifty gates shine upon the fifth. We may
argue that it is the seventh. This is because the King abides in the
wholeness of the parents that shine ON HIM, AS HIS FIVE
TOGETHER WITH ABA AND IMA AMOUNT TO SEVEN. MOREOVER
He receives a crown from BINAH THAT IS CALLED the seventh. IF
YOU COUNT FROM YESOD, BINAH IS THE SEVENTH SFIRAH. This
is as written, "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold KING
SOLOMON WITH THE CROWN WITH WHICH HIS MOTHER
CROWNED HIM..." (Shir Hashirim 3:11). Hence, the seventh day is
the day when BINAH crowns the King, ZEIR ANPIN, WITH HIS
CROWNS. The King ALSO inherits then Aba and Ima that unite AND
SHINE INTO HIM together AS WITH HIS OWN FIVE THEY ARE
SEVEN. Thus it all depends on the same thing.

36. Manna, the well and the clouds of glory
Rabbi Yehuda tells us that Moses, Aaron and Miriam, through their merit, gave Yisrael the manna, the clouds of glory and the well, and that all of
these celestial gifts are attached above. He emphasizes that there were seven clouds of glory, and that after Aaron died the clouds were gone and
Yisrael was no longer protected by them. Rabbi Aba says that whoever excludes himself from the shadow of Faith as represented by those clouds is
worthy only of being a servant to servants of servants, yet whoever dwells under the shadow of Faith bequeaths freedom to all his descendants
forever.
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260a. The fifteenth day" (Vayikra 23:34). Rabbi Yehuda opened the
discussion with, "And when the Canaanite, the king of
Arad" (Bemidbar 21:1). We learned that three celestial gifts were
given to Yisrael by the three siblings, Moses, Aaron and Miriam - the
manna through the merit of Moses, the clouds of glory through the
merit of Aaron and the well through the merit of Miriam. They are all
attached above. The manna is by the merit of Moses, as written,
"Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for you" (Shemot 16:4). "from
heaven" refers to Moses, NAMELY THE CHARIOT TO ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED MOSES AND ALSO CALLED HEAVEN.

260b. The clouds of glory are by merit of Aaron, A CHARIOT TO
CHESED, as written, "that You Hashem are seen face to
face..." (Bemidbar 14:14), and, "the cloud of the incense may
cover" (Vayikra 16:13). As on the other verse, IN RELATION TO
INCENSE, there are seven CLOUDS, so in the former, IN, "YOUR
CLOUD STANDS OVER THEM" (BEMIDBAR 14:14), there are also
seven CLOUDS. For there were seven clouds of incense joined
together, and Aaron is the uppermost of the seven clouds. FOR THE
SEVEN CLOUDS ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. AARON, WHO IS
A CHARIOT TO CHESED, IS THE FIRST SFIRAH, and he is daily
connected through it to the six other clouds, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. THE CLOUDS ARE
THEREFORE CONSIDERED TO COME BY THE MERIT OF AARON,
AS HE IS THE ASPECT OF CHESED, THE TOP CLOUD, WHICH
INCLUDES THEM.
261. The well comes by merit of Miriam, WHO WAS A CHARIOT TO
MALCHUT, since she is surely called a well. In the book of Agadah,
WE LEARNED, "And his sister stood afar off, to know..." (Shemot
2:4). This is a well of living water, NAMELY MALCHUT, and all was
bound into one, SINCE MIRIAM WAS CONNECTED TO MALCHUT.
When Miriam died, the well was gone, as written, "And there was no
water for the congregation" (Bemidbar 20:2). At that time, another
well wished to depart, MALCHUT, that was with Yisrael, BUT when it
saw the six clouds, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, that were connected to it, TO THE CLOUD OF
MALCHUT, HER OWN ASPECT, MALCHUT became connected to
them.
262. When Aaron died, the clouds of glory were gone, and with them
was gone the SEVENTH cloud, TO WHICH the well, MALCHUT, WAS
ATTACHED. Moses returned them to them, as written, "You have
ascended on high, you have led captivity captive. You have received
gifts from men" (Tehilim 68:19). Surely, "You have received gifts
from men," the presents that were there before, NAMELY, the well
and the clouds.

263. This well is Isaac's well, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
WELL WHEN RECEIVING THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM
THE LEFT CALLED ISAAC. These clouds are Aaron's clouds, WHICH
MEANS THAT CLOUDS ARE CHASSADIM, BECAUSE THEY ARE OF
THE ASPECT OF AARON WHO IS CHESED. Rabbi Yitzchak said,
What is the reason Aaron was worthy THAT THE CLOUDS OF
GLORY WILL COME OVER YISRAEL BY HIS MERIT? This is because
he is connected to the clouds, WHICH MEANS HE IS THE
ATTRIBUTE OF CHESED LIKE THEM. And he, BEING A CHARIOT TO
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE TOP CLOUD, used to connect AND
UNITE them all into one daily, so they will all be blessed by him.
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264. Come and see, whatever kindness (Chesed) the Holy One,
blessed be He, did to Yisrael, He attached the seven clouds of glory
to it, WHICH CORRESPOND TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. And He connected them to
the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, since her cloud
was connected to the others six, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. Thus Yisrael walked in the desert with
all seven clouds. The reason is that they were all the bonds of Faith,
ATTACHED TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED FAITH. In relation to that
SCRIPTURE SAYS, "You shall dwell in booths seven days" (Vayikra
23:42), THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN CLOUDS OF GLORY THAT
WENT WITH YISRAEL IN THE DESERT. What does that teach us? HE
ANSWERS, It is written, "I sat down under his shadow with great
delight, and his fruit was sweet to my taste" (Shir Hashirim 2:3), THE
SECRET OF THE SHADOW OF THE CLOUDS OF GLORY AND THE
SECRET OF THE SHADOW OF THE SUKKAH. Man should display
himself sitting under the shadow of Faith.
265. Come and see, throughout Aaron's life Yisrael were under the
shadow of Faith, under these SEVEN clouds. After Aaron died, one
cloud was gone, WHICH IS CHESED OF THE CLOUDS, HIS OWN
ATTRIBUTE, the one most to the right. When that was gone, the
other clouds were gone with it, THE SIX SFIROT INCLUDED IN IT.
Everyone OF YISRAEL were seen lacking. We explained the verse,
"And when all the congregation saw that Aaron was
dead" (Bemidbar 20:29). Do not pronounce it 'saw (Heb. vayir'u)' but
'were seen (Heb. vayera'u)', WHICH MEANS THAT THE CLOUDS'
SHADOW DISAPPEARED FROM THEM AND THEY WERE EXPOSED.
Immediately, "And when the Canaanite, the king of Arad, who dwelt
in the Negev, heard that Yisrael came by the way of
Atarim" (Bemidbar 21:1), he heard that the clouds of glory were gone
and the great guide died, to whom all the clouds were attached.

266. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Surely it was "the Canaanite, the king of
Arad, who dwelt in the Negev." When the spies Moses sent returned,
they said, "Amalek dwells in the land of the Negev" (Bemidbar
13:29), in order to break their heart, since their strength was first
broken by Amalek.

267. Rabbi Aba said, "the Canaanite...heard." Why is THE
CANAANITE MENTIONED here, COMING after the clouds were gone?
AND HE ANSWERS, It is written of Canaan, "Cursed be Canaan; a
servant of servants shall he be to his brethren" (Beresheet 9:25). We
learned here FROM THE VERSE, "THE CANAANITE...HEARD," that
whoever excludes himself from the shadow of Faith is worthy of
being a servant to servants of servants, NAMELY TO CANAANITES.
This is the meaning of, "he fought against Yisrael, and took some of
them prisoners" (Bemidbar 21:1), taking himself servants from
among Yisrael.

268. It is therefore written, "all that are home born in Yisrael shall
dwell in booths" (Vayikra 23:42), for whoever is from the root and
holy stock of Yisrael shall dwell in booths under the shadow of Faith.
Whoever is not from the holy stock and root of Yisrael shall not
dwell in them, but excludes himself from under the shadow of Faith.
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269. It is written, "As for the merchant (also: 'the Canaanite'), the
balances of deceit are in his hand" (Hoshea 12:8). This refers to
Eliezer, Abraham's servant. Come and see, it is written, "Cursed be
Canaan." Since this Canaan, ELIEZER, merited to serve Abraham
and since he did serve Abraham and dwelt under the shadow of
Faith, he was worthy of being excluded from the curse he was
cursed with. Furthermore, a blessing is written about him, as written,
"And he said, Come in, you blessed of Hashem" (Beresheet 24:31).
This teaches us that whoever dwells under the shadow of Faith
bequeaths freedom for himself and for his descendants for ever, and
is blessed with a celestial blessing. Whoever excludes himself from
the shadow of Faith bequeaths exile for himself and for his
descendants, as written, "he fought against Yisrael, and took some
of them prisoners."

270. "You shall dwell in booths (Heb. Sukkot)." SUKKOT IS SPELLED
WITHOUT VAV, because THIS SUKKOT ALLUDES to one cloud only,
WHICH IS CHESED, to which all SIX CLOUDS are attached. HENCE
THERE ARE SEVEN DAYS, as written, "And the cloud of Hashem
was upon them by day" (Bemidbar 10:34), and, "and that You go
before them by day time in a pillar of cloud" (Bemidbar 14:14), which
is Aaron's cloud, WHICH IS CHESED that is called "by day," as
written, "Yet Hashem will command His Chesed in the
daytime" (Tehilim 42:9). One cloud, WHICH IS CHESED, receives
with it five other clouds, WHICH ARE GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD, so they are six. Another cloud, of which is written,
"and in a pillar of fire by night" (Bemidbar 14:14), WHICH IS
MALCHUT, shines on Yisrael from the illumination of the six
CLOUDS.

37. The holiday of Sukkot
We learn that whoever is in the secret of the Faith dwells in a Sukkah or booth, and that one must offer a daily sacrifice on the seven days of Sukkot.
Offerings are made to the other nations because God wants them to be friends with Yisrael.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
271. "You shall dwell in booths (Heb. Sukkot) seven days" (Vayikra
23:42). It is a commandment to dwell in a Sukkah. We explained that
its purpose is to show that Yisrael dwell in the secret of Faith, THE
SECRET OF THE SHADOW OF THE SUKKAH entirely without fear OF
DENOUNCING, since the prosecutor has already separated from
them ON YOM KIPPUR THROUGH THE GOAT GIVEN TO AZAZEL.
Whoever is in the secret of Faith dwells in a Sukkah, as we explained
from the words, "all that are home born in Yisrael shall dwell in
booths" (Ibid.), THAT IS, whoever is in the secret of Faith of the seed
and root of Yisrael shall dwell in Sukkot. This mystery was brought
in several places.
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272. The following commandment is to offer a daily sacrifice ON THE
SEVEN DAYS OF SUKKOT. Everyone should have a part in that
sacrifice, in His children's joy, SINCE THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS
CORRESPOND TO THE SEVENTY MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS.
They are all attached to the tree, ZEIR ANPIN, since the branches
below that come from the root of the tree are all blessed because of
the tree. Even though they are useless, THEY are all ALSO blessed.
Yisrael rejoice in their Father in heaven, NAMELY IN THE ROOT OF
THE TREE, and they give a portion of the blessings to the rest of the
nations, who can hold and do hold to Yisrael.

273. All those offerings, THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS, were made to
give nourishment to all the ministers appointed over the other
nations, since for the love the Holy One, blessed be He, has for His
children, He wants all THE MINISTERS to be their friends. This is the
meaning behind, "When a man's ways please Hashem, He makes
even his enemies to be at peace with him" (Mishlei 16:7). THAT IS,
even the highest prosecutors become again friendly with Yisrael.
When the celestial forces again become friends to Yisrael, those
below do so even more.

274. You may say that the sacrifices were offered to them, TO THE
SEVENTY MINISTERS. This is not so, but everything was offered and
sacrificed to the Holy One, blessed be He, and He divides the
nourishment among the multitudes of the other sides, NAMELY THE
MINISTERS OF THE SEVENTY NATIONS, so they will enjoy His
children's gift and again become their friends. Thus it shall be
known above and below that there is no nation like Yisrael, who are
the portion and lot of the Holy One, blessed be He. And the glory of
the Holy One, blessed be He, rises above and below as it should and
all the celestial multitude start by saying, "And what one nation in
the earth is like Your people, like Yisrael" (II Shmuel 7:23).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Elazar talks about the clouds that went with Yisrael through
the wilderness. We hear about the invitation for the guests of Faith
to enter the Sukkah, and how important it is to give a portion of the
meal to the poor.

275. Rabbi Elazar opened with, "Thus says Hashem; I remember in
your favor, the devotion of your youth..." (Yirmeyah 2:2). This verse
was said about the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
when she was walking with Yisrael in the wilderness. "I remember in
your favor (lit. 'Chesed')" refers to Aaron's cloud, WHICH IS CHESED
that traveled with five other CLOUDS, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD that joined over you and shone upon you. "your
love as a bride" (Ibid.) AS THOSE CLOUDS that incorporated you,
adorned you and bedecked you as a bride wearing her jewelry: why
all that? Because, "you did go after Me in the wilderness, in a land
not sown" (Ibid.), BECAUSE SHE WALKED WITH YISRAEL IN THE
WILDERNESS.
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276. Come and see, when man sits in this apartment, IN THE
SUKKAH, which is the shadow of Faith, the Shechinah spreads her
wings over him from above and Abraham, WHO IS CHESED and five
other righteous, THE SECRET OF GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD fix their dwelling with him. This is the meaning of,
"You shall dwell in booths (Heb. Sukkot) seven days" (Vayikra
23:42). It is written, "seven days," WHICH ALLUDES TO CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT,
instead of, 'in seven days'. Similarly it is written, "for six days
Hashem made heaven and earth" (Shemot 31:17), INSTEAD OF 'IN
SIX DAYS'. THEY TOO INDICATE THE SUPERNAL SIX DAYS,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD THAT
MADE HEAVEN AND EARTH. One should rejoice every day with a
joyful countenance in those guests, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT that dwell with him.

277. Rabbi Aba said, It is written, "You shall dwell in booths (Heb.
SUKKOT) seven days," and then, "shall dwell in booths" (Vayikra
23:42). IT first SAYS, "You shall dwell" and then, they "shall dwell."
HE ANSWERS, The first one is for the guests, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, AND
THEREFORE THE TEXT SPEAKS IN THE SECOND PERSON. The
second is for people in general, FOR WHICH REASON THE TEXT
SAYS IN THE THIRD PERSON, "SHALL DWELL." The first is for the
guests. Rav Hamnuna Saba, for example, when he entered the
Sukkah, used to stay happily on the inner threshold of the Sukkah,
and say, Let us invite the guest. He set the table, stood up and
blessed, 'TO DWELL IN THE SUKKAH', then said, "You shall dwell in
booths seven days." Sit down, lofty guests, sit you down. Sit down,
guests of Faith, sit you down. He joyfully raised his hands and said,
'Happy is our lot, happy the lot of Yisrael, as written, "for Hashem's
portion is His people" (Devarim 32:9). Then he would sit down.

278. The second MENTION IN THE VERSE, "SHALL DWELL" IN THE
THIRD PERSON is for people in general, NAMELY, for whoever has a
share in the nation and the holy land; he dwells in the secret of Faith
to receive guests and rejoice in this world and in the World to Come.
It behooves us to gladden the poor. The reason is that the portion of
the guests he invited TO HIS MEAL belongs to the poor. He that sits
in the shadow of Faith and invites these lofty guests, the guests of
Faith, yet does not give them, NAMELY THE POOR, their share OF
THE MEAL, all THE GUESTS stand back from him and say, "Do not
eat the bread of him who has an evil eye..." (Mishlei 23:6). Thus the
table he set is his, THE ONE WHO HAS AN EVIL EYE, and not of the
Holy One, blessed be He. Of him it is written, "and spread dung upon
your faces, even the dung of your feasts" (Malachi 2:3). Woe to that
man when those guests of Faith stand back from his table.
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279. Rabbi Aba said, Abraham throughout his life used to stand at
the crossroad to invite guests and set the table for them. Now, ON
SUKKOT, if one invites him and all the other righteous and King
David but does not give them their share, Abraham stands up from
the table and cries, "Depart, I pray you, from the tents of these
wicked men" (Bemidbar 16:26), and everyone walks away after him.
Isaac says, "but the belly of the wicked shall feel want" (Mishlei
13:25), and Jacob says, "The morsel which you have eaten shall you
vomit up" (Mishlei 23:8). The rest of the righteous, NAMELY MOSES
AND AARON, say, "For all tables are full of vomit and filth, so that
there is no place clean" (Yeshayah 28:8).

280. King David said, And He completes the execution of His
punishments, as written, "And it came to pass about ten days after,
that Hashem smote Nabal, and he died" (I Shmuel 25:38). HE ASKS,
What does this mean, AND ANSWERS, This is because David asked
Nabal to accept him as a guest, but he declined. Also he WHO SITS
AT THE SUKKAH invited him, KING DAVID, yet did not give him his
share. THEREFORE KING DAVID RECITED OVER HIM THIS VERSE
ABOUT NABAL. During the ten days, when King David, MALCHUT,
judges the world, DURING THE TEN DAYS OF REPENTANCE, that
man is punished for it, for rewarding him worse than Nabal, BY
INVITING HIM YET NOT GIVING HIM HIS SHARE. NABAL AT LEAST
DID NOT INVITE HIM.
281. Rabbi Elazar said, The Torah did not trouble man TO GIVE more
than what he can afford, as written, "every man shall give as he is
able" (Devarim 16:17). One must not say, Let me eat and be full and
slake my thirst first, and give the rest to the poor. The first part
belongs to the guests. He who gladdens the guests and gives them
to drink, the Holy One, blessed be He, is happy with him and
Abraham says about him, "then shall you delight yourself in
Hashem" (Yeshayah 58:14), and Isaac calls, "No weapon that is
formed against you shall prosper" (Yeshayah 54:17). Rabbi Shimon
said, King David, WHO IS MALCHUT, recited this VERSE to him,
because all the weapons of the King and the King's wars were
delivered to David's hands. But Isaac says, "His seed shall be mighty
upon earth...Wealth and riches shall be in his house..." (Tehilim
112:2-3).

282a. Jacob said, "Then shall your light break forth (Heb. Yibaka) like
the morning" (Yeshayah 58:8), BECAUSE YIBAKA IS SPELLED WITH
THE SAME LETTERS AS JACOB. The other righteous say, "and
Hashem shall guide you continually, and satisfy..." (Ibid. 11). King
David said, "No weapon that is formed against you shall prosper,"
because he was appointed over all the weapons in the world. Happy
is the lot of the man who merited all this. Happy is the lot of the
righteous in this world and in the World to Come. Of them it is
written, "Your people also shall be all righteous..." (Yeshayah 60:21).
We are told that it is a commandment to take a Lulav on the day of
Sukkot.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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282b. It is a commandment to take a Lulav on that day with its kinds.
We explained this secret, as did the friends. Just as the Holy One,
blessed be He, takes Yisrael during those days and rejoices in them,
so do Yisrael take the Holy One, blessed be He, as their portion and
rejoice in Him. This is the secret of the Lulav and the kinds in it, the
secret of the form of man, NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN
SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. THE THREE MYRTLE BRANCHES CORRESPOND TO
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, THE TWO WILLOW BRANCHES
TO NETZACH AND HOD, THE LULAV TO YESOD AND THE ETROG
TO MALCHUT. We already learned this.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

38. An image and a likeness
Rabbi Shimon talks about how Elohim created man in His own image and gave him His name when he produced truth and law in the world, since the
word for judges is Elohim. He says that man was created both Male and Female, an image and a likeness. When people mate below, God sends a
certain image as the countenance of man that hovers over the union, and by that image man is created. When the man grows in the world he grows
through that image that came from above and walks by that image. For holy Yisrael that image comes from the side of holiness, but for the heathen
nations the image comes from the Other Side; this is why one must not mix his image with that of the heathen.
283. "And you shall take for yourselves on the first day..." (Vayikra
23:40). Rabbi Shimon opened with, "every one that is called by My
name. For I have created him for My glory; I have formed him; yea, I
have made him." (Yeshayah 43:7). "every one that is called by My
name" refers to man, whom the Holy One, blessed be He, created by
His name, as written, "So Elohim created man in His own
image" (Beresheet 1:27), and called him after His name, when he
produced truth and law in the world and is called Elohim, as written,
"You shall not revile the judges (Heb. Elohim)" (Shemot 22:27).

284. He called him by His name, as written, "So Elohim created man
in His own image." This is well. We explained that the words, "Let Us
make man in Our image, after Our likeness" (Ibid. 26) were uttered
during the union OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And so, when the
two mate there is an image and a likeness, SINCE THE IMAGE IS
FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND THE LIKENESS FROM MALCHUT. Man came
out from Male and Female, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.

285. "So Elohim created man in His own image": I found in the book
of King Solomon that when a union is affected below, the Holy One,
blessed be He, sends a certain image as the countenance of man,
imprinted and engraved with an image. It hovers over that union. If
the eye had permission to behold, man would see over his head an
image inscribed as a man's face. By that image man is created. Man
was not created before that image, which His master sent him, is
stationed over his head. This is the meaning of, "So Elohim created
man in His own image."
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286. That image comes to him before he goes into the world. When
he goes out INTO THE WORLD, he grows through the image and
walks by that image. This is the meaning of, "Surely every man
walks in a vain show (or: 'image')" (Tehilim 39:7). That image comes
from above.

287. When those spirits leave their place, each spirit is bedecked
before the Holy King with a precious ornament, the countenance
existing in this world. That image comes from that shape and
precious ornament. FOR THE IMAGE IS A GARMENT FOR THE
SPIRIT OF THAT MAN AND COMES DOWN TOGETHER WITH IT, AS
THEY ARE LIKE LIGHT AND VESSEL. It is the third counting from
the spirit (Heb. Ruach), THAT IS, A THIRD CATEGORY. THE RUACH
IS THE FIRST, NEFESH IS THE SECOND AND THE IMAGE IS THE
THIRD. It is the first to come into the world during mating. No mating
takes place in the world without an image in it, but as for holy
Yisrael, that holy image comes to them from a holy place, while the
image of the idolatrous comes to them from those evil species on
the side of impurity. For that reason, one must not mix his image
with that of the heathen, because the one is pure while the other is
impure. Come and see the difference between Yisrael and the
heathen nations... THE END WAS PRINTED IN VAYECHI, 196-232.

39. Shmini Atzeret
We read about the eighth day, the assembly that is Sukkot and that is the day of rejoicing. The supernal lamps cause the supernal anointing oil to
burn, that draws the blessings to Yisrael. Through the deed of lighting the lamps below the lamps above are lit, because deeds below cause deeds
to awaken above.
288. As it is written, "On the eighth day (Heb. shmini) you shall have
a solemn assembly (Heb. atzeret)" (Bemidbar 29:35). (THIS IS THE
ENDING OF THE ARTICLE FROM VAYECHI 231). For that day is from
the King solely, His rejoicing in Yisrael. This is like a king who
invited guests. The household people entertained them. At the end
the king said TO HIS HOUSEHOLD, Until now I and you all
entertained the guests. You offered sacrifices for the other nations
every day, THAT IS, THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS. From now on, for
one day, let you and Me rejoice. This is the meaning of, "On the
eighth day you shall have a solemn assembly": "you" MEANS
offering sacrifices for you. But the guests of Faith ON THE SEVEN
DAYS OF SUKKOT are always with the King, ON SHMINI ATZERET
AS WELL. On the day of the King's joy they all gather to Him, and
stay with Him. Hence it is written, "assembly" which is translated
into Aramaic as gathering.

289. On that day, Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET, is the first to rejoice and
all the other guests, ABRAHAM, ISAAC, MOSES, AARON, JOSEPH
AND DAVID rejoice with him. Hence it is written, "Happy are you,
Yisrael. Who is like you" (Devarim 33:29), and, "You are My servant,
Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).
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290. "that they bring to you pure oil olive pressed for the
light..." (Vayikra 24:1). Rabbi Elazar said, This was explained. But
why would the Holy One, blessed be He, place this passage next to
the passage of the holidays? AND HE ANSWERS, All the supernal
lamps, NAMELY THE SFIROT, THE SECRET OF THE HOLIDAYS, are
all lamps that cause the supernal anointing oil to burn, THAT IS,
DRAW THE PLENTY OF CHOCHMAH CALLED OIL. We already
learned that. Through Yisrael, the higher and lower beings are
blessed and the lamps are kindled, THAT IS, THEY SHINE UPON THE
WORLD. We explained it according to the words, "Ointment and
perfume (or: 'incense') rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9), THAT IS, it
gladdens the higher and lower beings.

291. Rabbi Aba opened with, "Be glad in Hashem, and rejoice, O you
righteous" (Tehilim 32:11), and, "this is the day which Hashem has
made; we will rejoice and be glad in it" (Tehilim 118:24). It was
explained that one should rejoice with and display a joyous face to
the Holy One, blessed be He. Man should be in a state of joy on it,
because that joy is of the Holy One, blessed be He, as written, "we
will rejoice and be glad in it (or: 'Him')." "In it" - NAMELY on that day;
"in Him" - NAMELY in the Holy One, blessed be He. It is all the same
matter.

292. "Be glad in Hashem," NAMELY when Judgments are subdued
and Mercy is roused. When it does, "Be glad in Hashem... O you
righteous." The Righteous and Righteousness, WHICH ARE YESOD
AND MALCHUT, who are called righteous, are blessed together, as
we learned. For they are blessed IN ORDER TO BESTOW PLENTY
upon the worlds and cause all the worlds to rejoice. "and shout for
joy, all you who are upright in heart" (Tehilim 32:11) refers to people
of Faith, to connect to them, TO YESOD AND MALCHUT.

293. In everything, one needs a deed below to awaken above. Come
and see, whoever says there is no need for an action in every THING
or to utter words by means of sound TO CAUSE AWAKENING
ABOVE, may he breathe his last. The portion proves it by the
kindling of the lamps, and the incense spices, as written, "Ointment
and perfume (or: 'incense') rejoice the heart." For through this deed
OF KINDLING THE LAMPS AND THE INCENSE BELOW, there is
kindling and joy above and below, and a proper joining together OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. FOR OIL AROUSES CHOCHMAH, AND
INCENSE BINAH. Rabbi Yehuda said, The altar below arouses
another altar, WHICH IS MALCHUT; the priest below arouses another
priest, WHO IS CHESED, SINCE by a deed below a deed above is
awakened.

40. Vain talk on Shabbat
Rabbi Yitzchak tells Rabbi Yosi why it is wrong to speak of vain matters on Shabbat, because it awakens non-holiness on the holy day - this causes
deficiency. Contemplation without speech is acceptable because it does not activate anything. Holy speech rises up and awakens the holy Sfirot.
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294. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yitzchak were walking along the way.
Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Yitzchak, It is written, "and call the Shabbat
a delight, the holy day of Hashem honorable" (Yeshayah 58:13). "and
shall honor it, not doing your own ways" (Ibid.) is fine, but what
does, "nor pursuing your own business, nor speaking of vain
matters" (Ibid.) mean? And what deficiency is there for the Shabbat
IF ONE IS ENGAGED IN SPEAKING OF VAIN MATTERS?

295. He said to him, Assuredly a lack is caused TO THE SHABBAT,
because there is not a word coming out of man's mouth that is
soundless. The sound rises up and awakens another word. It is that
which is called non-holiness, FOR WHATEVER IS NOT HOLY IS NONHOLY pertaining to the non-holy workdays. When non-holiness is
awakened on the holy day it surely causes deficiency. And the Holy
One, blessed be He, and the Congregation of Yisrael ask about him,
who is it that desires to interrupt our union? Who is he that needs
the non-holy? Atika Kadisha does not appear nor dwell on the nonholy.

296. For that reason contemplation is permissible. The reason is that
contemplation does not activate anything; no sound is formed from
it and it does not rise. But after pronouncing words in his mouth, the
speech turns into sound. It cleaves the air and firmaments and rises
up to awaken another speech OF NON-HOLINESS. Hence it is
written, "nor pursuing your own business, nor speaking of vain
matters," BUT NOT CONTEMPLATION. If one arouses a holy speech
from his mouth, a sound is formed from the words of Torah, rises up
and awakens the holy ones of the supernal King, NAMELY THE
HOLY SFIROT. They become crowns on his head and joy then
abounds above and below.

41. He who fasts on Shabbat
Rabbi Yosi asks whether someone who fasts on Shabbat creates a lack of some kind, since joy is called for on that day. Rabbi Yitzchak explains
what the effect of that sorrow is, and how it can lead to forgiveness. He says that every day has special power resting on it, and talks about those
who fast because of a bad dream they had; the fast must take place on the same day because no day has authority over any other day.
297. He said to him, Surely it is so and I heard it. But, HE ASKS, does
whoever fasts on Shabbat create a lack on Shabbat or not? If you
say he does not, still the meals of Faith were made void and his
punishment is great, since the joy of Shabbat fails in him.
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298. He said to him, I heard this. Attention is paid to this from above
MORE THAN to all the people in the world, because that day supplies
joy above and below. It is joy above any other joy, joy that contains
the whole Faith in it. Even the evil in Gehenom rest on that day. Yet
that man has neither joy nor rest, he is at variance with the higher
and lower beings. Everyone inquires after him what happens that so
and so abides in sorrow.

299. When Atika Kadisha appears on that day, ON SHABBAT, yet
that man abides in sorrow, his prayer rises and stands before Him.
Then all verdicts he was sentenced to are torn up. Even if the King's
courthouse agreed upon it, against him everything is torn up, for
when Atika Kadisha is revealed, every kind of freedom and joy
abides because he is revealed in the feast of joy of the King, ZEIR
ANPIN.

300. Hence we learned that his verdict of seventy years is torn up.
What are the seventy years? HE ANSWERS, IT MEANS that though
all seventy Sfirot of the King, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT THAT CONTAIN
EACH TEN SFIROT, in which He was seen, agreed upon it,
everything is torn up. For Atika Kadisha takes that man, THAT IS,
PROTECTS HIM. This refers to the case of rousing him through a
dream on Shabbat night, THAT IS, IF HE AFFLICTS HIMSELF WITH
FASTING ON ACCOUNT OF A BAD DREAM, BUT NOT FOR A
DIFFERENT KIND OF FAST.
301. THIS IS LIKENED to a king who made a joyful feast for his son
and decreed that everybody would be joyful. On that joyful day
everyone was glad except one man who was sad, bound by fetters.
The king came to the feast and saw everybody glad as he decreed.
He lifted his eyes and saw that man in fetters. He said, The whole
world rejoices in my son's joy, yet this man is fettered. He
immediately gave a command and he was liberated and released
from his chains.

302. It is the same with one who fasts on Shabbat. Everybody is glad
yet he is in sorrow, bound by chains. When Atika Kadisha is
revealed on that day and this man is bound by fetters, even if the
seventy years agreed upon him that we mentioned, THAT IS, THE
SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, everything is torn up and Judgment
does not rest on him. On another day, THAT IS, IF HE FASTS ON A
WEEKDAY, there is permission to tear up HIS VERDICT on that day,
and all the more so on Shabbat.
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303. Every day has a SPECIAL power RESTING ON IT. Whoever fasts
on account of a bad dream the same day HE DREAMT IT, his
punishment is torn up before that day passes, but not that of
seventy years' standing as on Shabbat, because ONE SHOULD FAST
on the very day and on no other day, for no day has an authority
over another day. Whatever happens during a certain day, he can act
on that day AND REPEAL THE PUNISHMENT. Whatever did not
happen on that day he cannot act OR REPEAL THE PUNISHMENT.
Hence one must not delay THE FAST from one day to another. For
that reason we learned, "everything upon its day" (Vayikra 23:37),
and not anything of its day on another day.

304. Come and see, Not in vain was he roused by means of a BAD
dream, BUT in order to beg for mercy on himself. Woe to that man
who is not aroused, nor informed in a dream, because he is called
evil. Hence, "nor shall evil dwell with You" (Tehilim 5:5), and, "HE
THAT HAS IT SHALL ABIDE SATISFIED; he shall not be visited with
evil" (Mishlei 19:23), "he shall not be visited" BY A BAD DREAM
because he is bad.

305. Rabbi Yosi said, It is written, "nor pursuing your own business,
nor speaking of vain matters" (Yeshayah 58:13). What is "speaking
of vain matters"? EVEN SPEAKING ABOUT WHAT ONE NEEDS
PERTAINS TO "YOUR OWN BUSINESS." But, HE ANSWERS, IT
MEANS until that speech is pronounced and spoken, THAT IS, THE
COMMAND TO SPEAK WORDS OF TORAH. Surely this is the
meaning of this, which is derived from, "nor speaking of vain
matters." Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come.
Of them it is written, "For he said, 'Surely they are My people,
children that will not lie'. So He was their deliverer" (Yeshayah 63:8).

42. "And the son of an Yisraeli woman..."
Rabbi Yehuda says that anyone who comes from polluted seed will eventually expose it before everyone. Rabbi Chiya tells us that a man has no
permission to reveal concealed matters that were not disclosed in order to be revealed. Some generations are not worthy of having hidden matters
revealed. During Rabbi Shimon's lifetime revelations were made and understood, but after his death they were no longer understood. We read about
the consequences of the blasphemy uttered by the Yisraeli woman's son. Rabbi Yehuda says that one is not punished for swearing by his own god,
but only if he blasphemes the Holy Name.
306. "And the son of an Yisraeli woman, whose father was an
Egyptian man, went out..." (Vayikra 24:10). Rabbi Yehuda said he
went out from the portion of Yisrael, went out from being a part of
anything, went out from the whole of Faith. "strove together in the
camp" (Ibid.): from this we learned that whoever came from polluted
seed will eventually expose it before everyone. What brought it upon
him? The pollution of the evil part in him, for he has no part among
the whole of Yisrael.
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307. Rabbi Chiya opened with, "It is the glory of Elohim to conceal a
thing; but the honor of kings is to search out a matter" (Mishlei 25:2).
THIS MEANS a man has no permission to reveal concealed matters
that were not disclosed for revelation, things hidden by Atik Yomin,
THAT IS, THAT PERTAIN TO THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, as written,
"to eat sufficiently, and for stately clothing (or: 'concealing
Atik')" (Yeshayah 23:18), NAMELY, REVEALING up to that place one
has permission, THAT IS, FROM THE ASPECT OF THE SIX
EXTREMITIES, but no more. Hence "concealing Atik" surely, NOT
REVEALING WHAT ONE HAS NO PERMISSION TO, NAMELY THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT.

308. Another explanation for, "to eat sufficiently" REFERS TO the
friends who know the routes and paths to properly walk the way of
Faith, such as the generation when Rabbi Shimon lived. "and
concealing Atik" REFERS TO other generations, none of which are
worthy of eating to satiation or of having matters revealed among
them, but to conceal Atik, as written, "Do not let your mouth cause
your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5).

309. During Rabbi Shimon's life, a man would say to his neighbor,
Open your mouth and let your words shine forth. After he died, they
used to say, "Do not let your mouth cause your flesh to sin." During
his life, "to eat sufficiently," but after his demise, "concealing Atik."
The friends would stammer and not understand matters. According
to another explanation, "to eat sufficiently," REFERS TO disclosed
things, NAMELY EXOTERICA, while, "concealing Atik" REFERS TO
undisclosed things, NAMELY, THE SECRET OF THE TORAH.

310. "and the Yisraeli woman's son blasphemed the name" (Vayikra
24:11). HE ASKS what is meant by "blasphemed (or: 'bored'). Rabbi
Aba said, He surely blasphemed, as in the verse, "and bored a hole
in the lid of it" (II Melachim 12:10), piercing that which was covered,
WHICH IS NOW AS IF PIERCED. "and his mother's name was
Shelomith, the daughter of Dibri" (Vayikra 24:11): up to this point the
verse does not disclose his mother's name. Once it says,
"blasphemed," he blasphemed his mother's name.

311. Rabbi Aba said, Had not the holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON,
been living in the world, I would not have permission to reveal this.
For permission was given to reveal this matter only to the friends
among the reapers of the field, THAT IS, THOSE WHO ALREADY
ENTERED THE CONCEALED WISDOM AND CAME OUT IN PEACE.
May those who wish to reveal to those who do not know breathe
their last.
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312. Come and see, it is written, "and this son of the Yisraeli woman
and a man of Yisrael strove together in the camp." We already
explained this verse. Yet THIS MAN OF YISRAEL is the son of his
father, Shelomith's husband, from a different wife. When the
Egyptian man came in to her, TO SHELOMITH, at midnight, her
husband returned home and realized this. He separated from her and
no longer came in to her. He married another woman and begot this
man, who is called the man of Yisrael. The other man FROM THE
EGYPTIAN is called the Yisraeli woman's son. HE ASKS, If they
strove here together, why mention the Holy Name here, and why did
he curse the Holy Name?

313. HE ANSWERS, The man of Yisrael said words during the fight
about the mother OF THE SON OF THE YISRAELI WOMAN, NAMELY,
HE SAID SHE WAS A WHORE. Immediately "the Yisraeli woman's
son blasphemed (Heb. vayikov) the name," as in "and bored (Heb.
vayikov) a hole in the lid of it." The meaning behind it is that he took
the LAST Hei of the Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and cursed in order to defend his mother. This is the hole
he pierced and mentioned the Holy Name explicitly. This was told to
the reapers of the field. The secret of it is, "Likewise the way of an
adulterous woman..." (Mishlei 30:20). Happy is the lot of the
righteous, who know this matter yet keep it hidden. Therefore it is
said, "Debate your cause with your neighbor, and do not reveal the
secret of another" (Mishlei 25:9). THIS SECRET IS TOO DEEP AND
CANNOT BE REVEALED.

314. The last Hei OF THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI was the Nukva
nourishing from two sides, MERCY AND JUDGMENT. For that
reason, it took the King's weapons and executed its vengeance, as
written, "Bring forth him that has cursed" (Vayikra 24:14). For that
reason it is written, "You shall fear every man his mother, and his
father" (Vayikra 19:3), the fear of one's mother preceding the
father's. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come.

315. "And you shall speak to the children of Yisrael, saying, Whoever
curses his Elohim shall bear his sin" (Vayikra 24:15). Rabbi Yehuda
said, This was already explained, yet, "Whoever curses his Elohim"
is general. Since it says, "his Elohim" in general, he "shall bear his
sin," AND WILL NOT BE PUNISHED, because we do not know who
his Elohim is, what he reveres, whether he is one of the appointed
angels or one of the stars or one of the leaders of the world.

316. Rabbi Yosi said, If he were wholly righteous, he would not have
awakened their powers BY CURSING THEM. Since he did so, we fear
he is touched by heresy. NONETHELESS he will not die for it,
because it is a general word, NOT EXPLAINING WHO HIS ELOHIM IS.
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317. Rabbi Yehuda said, He is judged favorably that way. Had he
said, 'my Elohim' AND CURSED HIM he can argue, This is my Elohim
I had until now, after which I was drawn, yet now I return IN
REPENTANCE to receive the supernal Faith. But had he said
'Hashem Elohim' or Yud Hei Vav Hei, mentioning it by name, he has
no case, for this is everybody's Faith, and each letter of the Holy
Name amounts to the whole Name.

318. According to another explanation for, "and the Yisraeli woman's
son blasphemed the name, and cursed," Rabbi Yitzchak said, Why
"the Yisraeli woman's son blasphemed"? This is as we explained it.
The man of Yisrael was Shelomith's husband. Rabbi Yehuda said, He
was Shelomith's husband's son from another woman. Rabbi
Yitzchak said they fought together, and he said about his mother
THAT SHE WAS A WHORE and that his EGYPTIAN father was killed
by means of the Holy Name BY MOSES as we explained the verse,
"do you intend (lit. 'speak') to kill me" (Shemot 2:14). He therefore
extended this speech to him, THAT IS, LET HIM KNOW WHILE THEY
WERE FIGHTING.

319. This is the meaning of, "and the Yisraelite woman's son
blasphemed the name, and cursed. And they brought him to Moses."
The reason is that he came to Moses COMPLAINING that he killed
his father by means of the Holy Name. For that reason, "they brought
him to Moses." When Moses saw that, immediately, "they put him in
custody" (Vayikra 24:12). Both father and son fell into Moses' hands.

43. "Whoever curses his Elohim"
Rabbi Yitzchak says that one must not allow the Evil Inclination to enter him, because then a foreign El dwells in him and then he transgresses the
Torah. Therefore "whoever curses his Elohim" can claim he was cursing the Evil Inclination that is inside him, but anyone who blasphemes the
name of Hashem shall be put to death in this world, and in the World to Come, because all the worlds depend on the Holy Name. While walking
through the fields, Rabbi Shimon tells the rabbis that everything in the world serves the world somehow, and that one must not treat anything with
contempt. Even things that seem to harm the world are actually good as they serve the world in some way.
320. "Whoever curses his Elohim shall bear his sin" (Vayikra 24:15).
Rabbi Yitzchak opened with, "Hear, O My people, and I will testify
against you, O Yisrael, if you will hearken to Me, there shall be no
strange El among you, nor shall you worship any foreign El" (Tehilim
81:9-10). HE ASKS, Since it is written, "there shall be no strange El
among you," what is meant by, "nor shall you worship any foreign
El"? AND HE ANSWERS, "there shall be no strange El among you,"
MEANS one must not allow the Evil Inclination to enter inside
himself, for whoever comes to join it, a foreign El dwells within him.
For when man joins it, he promptly comes to transgress the words of
the Torah and transgress the Faith in the Holy Name. Then he comes
to bow before a foreign El. It therefore says, "there shall be no
strange El among you." If you will have no strange El among you,
you shall not come to bow to a foreign El or transgress the Faith in
the Holy Name. This is the meaning of, "nor shall you worship any
foreign El," which is man's evil Faith.
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321. Therefore, "Whoever curses his Elohim" can claim he cursed
that foreign El, the Evil Inclination that rests over him at times, and
we can not know whether his words are true or not. Hence, he "shall
bear his sin" ONLY. But, "he that blasphemes the name of Hashem,
shall surely be put to death" (Vayikra 24:16).

322. Rabbi Yehuda said, If that is so THAT HE SPEAKS ABOUT THE
EVIL INCLINATION why IS IT WRITTEN, "shall bear his sin"? It
should have said, 'his sin is forgiven.' He said to him, THIS IS like
saying 'my Elohim' vaguely, as we said, not specifying WHETHER
HE REFERRED TO A FOREIGN EL, WHICH IS THE EVIL
INCLINATION. HENCE IT CANNOT BE WRITTEN THAT HIS SIN IS
FORGIVEN BECAUSE THE MATTER IS IN DOUBT. Rabbi Chiya said,
"Whoever curses his Elohim" is said in general, without specifying.
Such a man surely "shall bear his sin" AND NOT BE PUNISHED. But,
"he that blasphemes the name of Hashem, shall surely be put to
death," for this is the source for everybody's Faith. He is allowed to
plead nothing for himself. HE CANNOT CLAIM THAT HE REFERRED
TO ANOTHER ELOHIM.
323. Rabbi Yosi said, It is surely so, for this name, YUD HEI VAV HEI,
is the Faith of the higher and lower beings. All the worlds are based
on it. Thousands and tens of thousands of worlds of yearning
suspend from one small letter, WHICH IS YUD, and many thousands
and tens of thousands are suspended from each and every letter and
rise to be connected to Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT. All that the
higher and lower beings have not comprehended is concealed in
them, and the Torah comes out from them, this world and the World
to Come, He and His name are One. Hence it is written, "I will take
heed to my ways, that I sin not with my tongue" (Tehilim 39:2), and,
"Do not let your mouth cause your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5).
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324. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened with, "no hand shall touch him, but he
shall surely be stoned, or shot through; whether it be beast or man,
it shall not live. When the horn sounds long..." (Shemot 19:13). And
if it is said of Mount Sinai, which is a mountain like any other
mountain, once the glory of the Holy King appeared on it, "no hand
shall touch him, but he shall surely be stoned, or shot through," it is
much more so about whoever approaches the King. And if of Mount
Sinai, to which one could extend a hand in a respectful and reverent
manner, it is yet said, "no hand shall touch him" in a neutral way, not
even in a respectful manner, it would be more emphatic about
extending a hand contemptuously towards the King.

325. Rabbi Yesa opened with, "Do not come near. Put off your shoes
from off your feet, for the place on which you stand is holy
ground" (Shemot 3:5). It says, "Do not come near" of Moses, from
whom, since the day he was born, the holy supernal splendor was
not removed. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said to him, 'Moses,
until this moment you are not worthy to serve My glory. "Put off your
shoes from off your feet"'. If this is written of Moses, EVEN THOUGH
he approached in reverence and holiness, it is far more so of
whoever approaches the King with contempt.

326. Rabbi Aba said, "Whoever curses his Elohim shall bear his sin."
Come and see, when Yisrael lived in Egypt, they were familiar with
the ministers of the world appointed over the other nations. Each
had his own idol. Once they connected to the bond of Faith and the
Holy One, blessed be He, drew them toward His service, they left
them and drew near the supernal holy Faith. Hence it is written,
"Whoever curses his Elohim," NAMELY, ONE OF THE SEVENTY
MINISTERS, even though it is idolatry, since I appointed them as
ministers to guide the world, whoever curses and desecrates them,
"shall bear his sin" surely. For by My power they exist and guide the
people in the world. But, "he that blasphemes the name of Hashem,
shall surely be put to death" (Vayikra 24:16). It is not WRITTEN, that
he "shall bear his sin," as in relation to those SEVENTY MINISTERS,
but he "shall surely be put to death." He shall be put to death in this
world and surely die in the World to Come. As for those SEVENTY
MINISTERS, it is written, that he "shall bear his sin," because he
behaves contemptuously towards My handiwork, towards My
servant that I appoint, which is forbidden. But he is not punishable
by death for that.
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327. Rabbi Shimon was walking along the way together with Rabbi
Elazar, Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Chiya, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yehuda. They
reached a furrow full of water. Rabbi Yosi walked through the water
fully clothed. He said, The furrows and water channels made, WHICH
PEOPLE MAKE IN THEIR FIELDS FOR THE WATER TO FLOW, I wish
they did not exist. Rabbi Shimon said to him, You are forbidden TO
SAY SO. It serves people, and one must not treat with contempt
whatever serves the Holy One, blessed be He, EVEN IF IT IS
HARMFUL. This is more so if the actions are true, LIKE THOSE
CHANNELS IN THE FIELDS that exist according to the laws of
celestial providence; THAT IS, THIS ACTION HAS A ROOT ABOVE.

328. He opened and said, "And Elohim saw everything that He had
made, and, behold, it was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). "And Elohim
saw everything that He had made" WAS SAID in general, INCLUDING
even snakes, scorpions and mosquitoes. Even those that seem to
harm the world, it is written of them all, "and, behold, it was very
good." They all serve the world and guide the world though people
do not know.

329. While they were walking they saw a snake moving before them.
Rabbi Shimon, said, It is surely going to perform a miracle for us.
The snake moved fast before them and tangled with a viper in the
middle of the road. They fought each other and died. When they
reached them, they saw the two lying on the road. Rabbi Shimon
said, Blessed is the Merciful who made us a miracle. For whoever
look at it, THE VIPER, when it is alive, or it looks at a man, he cannot
be saved from it, and more so if he comes near it. He recited over it,
"No evil shall befall you, nor shall any plague come near your
dwelling" (Tehilim 91:10). The Holy One, blessed be He, makes use
of everything for His errands, and we must not treat lightly anything
He had made. Hence it is written, "Hashem is good to all, and His
tender mercies are over all His works. All Your works shall praise
You, Hashem" (Tehilim 145:9-10).

44. The tulip and the lily
Rabbi Shimon talks about the special relationship that God has with the Congregation of Yisrael. He says that Malchut is the lily of the valleys
because she changes, sometimes to the good and sometimes to evil, sometimes to Judgment and at other times to Mercy.
330. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with, "I am the tulip of the
Sharon; the lily of the valleys" (Shir Hashirim 2:1). How beloved is
the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT, before the Holy
One, blessed be He. The Holy One, blessed be He, praises her and
she praises Him constantly. How many hymns and songs did she
compose always to the King! Happy is the lot of Yisrael, who are
attached to the lot of the holy portion, as written, "For Hashem's
portion is His people; Jacob is the lot of His inheritance" (Devarim
32:9).
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331. "I am the tulip of the Sharon" refers to the Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT that is called a tulip. She stands with majestic
beauty in the Garden of Eden to be planted. Sharon means that she
sings (Heb. sharah) and praises the supernal King, ZEIR ANPIN.
According to another interpretation, "I am the tulip of the Sharon,"
as she, MALCHUT, needs to be watered by the flow of the deep river,
the source of the streams, BINAH, as written, "the Sharon is like the
Aravah" (Yeshayah 33:9). SHARON MEANS THE PLAIN. THIS MEANS
THE TULIP THAT IS IN THE PLAIN IS THIRSTY FOR WATER,
BECAUSE THE SUN BURNS IT.

332. "The lily of the valleys" means she is situated where it is
deepest. What are the deep valleys? They feature in the verse, "Out
of the depths I have cried to You, Hashem" (Tehilim 130:1). The lily
of the valleys comes from the place where the water of the deep
rivers comes FROM and never ceases flowing, THAT IS, WHERE
BINAH IS REVEALED. The lily of the valleys IS a lily of that place that
is considered the deepest, hidden in every direction, NAMELY,
FROM THE HIDDEN PLACE OF BINAH.

333. Come and see, at first MALCHUT IS a green-leafed green tulip;
then she is a two-colored lily, red and white. It is a lily (Heb.
shoshanah) of six (Heb. shishah) leaves, a lily that changes (Heb.
meshanah) its colors and changes from one color to another. A lily
first is CALLED a tulip, NAMELY, when she wishes to unite with the
King she is called a tulip. After uniting with the King with kisses, she
is called a lily, since it is written, "his lips like lilies" (Shir Hashirim
5:13). She is the lily of the valleys because she changes, changing
her colors sometimes to the good and sometimes to evil, sometimes
to Judgment and at times to Mercy.

45. The sin of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
Rabbi Shimon says that when God created Adam He asked him to be always in the bond of Faith, to never change or turn, to be single-hearted in his
devotion. But after Adam and Eve sinned they then clung to a place that changes from good to evil and from evil to good. They left their attachment
to the highest, that is one and never changing. God then told Adam that they had left life and were now subject to death. All others on earth followed
Adam's example, which is why the whole world suffers death. Lastly Rabbi Shimon tells us that in the World to Come God will destroy death forever,
and all will cling to the Tree of Life.
334. "And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and
that it was a delight to the eyes..." (Beresheet 3:6). Come and see,
people do not know, observe or pay attention that when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created Adam and honored him with supernal
glory, He asked him to cleave to Him, so that he will be unique, of a
single heart, in a place of single devotion - that he will never change
or turn, but be in that bond of the unique Faith, to which everything
is attached. This is the secret of, "the Tree of Life also in the midst of
the Garden" (Beresheet 2:9), NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN CALLED THE
TREE OF LIFE, SO THAT HE WILL BE ATTACHED TO IT, AS IT HAS
NOT THE DUALITY OF GOOD AND EVIL.
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335. Afterwards, they strayed from the way of Faith and left the
peerless supernal tree, elevated above all other trees, WHICH IS THE
TREE OF LIFE, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. And they came to cleave to a
changing place that turns from one manner to another, from good to
evil and from evil to good, NAMELY TO THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
OF GOOD AND EVIL. They descended from above downwards and
cleaved below to many changes. They left the highest, which is one
and never changing. This is what is meant by, "that Elohim has
made man upright; but they have sought out many
inventions" (Kohelet 7:29), NAMELY, THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE
OF GOOD AND EVIL THAT CONTAINS MANY CHANGES. Their heart
then changed by that very aspect, AS THEY WERE sometimes
inclined towards good and sometimes towards evil, sometimes to
Mercy and sometimes to Judgment. Surely it resembles that to
which they clung; "they have sought out many inventions" and
became attached to them.

336. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 'Adam, you have left
life and cleaved to death. Life is as in the verse, "the Tree of Life also
in the midst of the Garden," NAMELY a tree called life, BECAUSE
whoever is attached to it never tastes death. And you cleaved to
another tree. Surely death is before you'. This is what is meant by,
"Her feet go down to death..." (Mishlei 5:5), and, "and I find more
bitter than death the woman" (Kohelet 7:26). Surely he cleaved to the
region of death and left the region of life. For that he and the whole
world were sentenced to death.

337. HE ASKS, If he sinned, what is the sin of the whole world? WHY
WAS EVERYBODY SENTENCED TO DEATH? You may say that all
creatures came and ate of this tree and it was sampled by all. This is
not so. When Adam rose to his feet, all creatures saw him and feared
him. They followed him like servants before a king. And he said to
him, you and I, "O come, let us worship and bow down, let us kneel
before Hashem our maker" (Tehilim 95:6), and they all followed him.
When they saw Adam bowing to that place, THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, and cleaving to it, they all
followed him. For THAT REASON he brought death upon himself and
the whole world.

338. Adam then changed in many ways, now to good and now to evil,
now to wrath and now to pleasure, now to Judgment and now to
Mercy, now to life and now to death. He never remains permanently
at any of them. This was brought to him by that place, THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. Hence it is called the blade of
the revolving sword from one side to another, from good to evil,
from Mercy to Judgment, from war to peace. It revolves in all
DIRECTIONS and is called good and evil, as written, "but of the Tree
of Knowledge of Good and Evil, you shall not eat of it" (Beresheet
2:17).
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339. The supernal King, whose mercy is upon His handiwork,
reproved him, saying to him, "but of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil, you shall not eat of it." Yet he did not accept from Him but
followed his wife and was banished forever, since the woman rises
no higher than that place and the woman brought death unto all.

340. Come and see, of the World to Come it is written, "for as the
days of a tree shall the days of My people be" (Yeshayah 65:22). "the
days of a tree" REFERS TO that famous tree, THE TREE OF LIFE. Of
that time it is written, "He will destroy death for ever; and Hashem
Elohim will wipe away tears from off all faces" (Yeshayah 25:8).
Blessed be Hashem for ever and ever, Amen and Amen. May
Hashem reign for ever, Amen and Amen.
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1. "Which shall be burning upon the altar all night"
Rabbi Elazar talks about the nighttime when Judgments are awakened in the world and sorcery is performed. He tells what happens when midnight
approaches, and the joy that God finds among the Righteous in the Garden of Eden. In the morning the Judgments and flames are stilled, and
Abraham brings rest to all.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai, saying, 'Speak to
the children of Yisrael, and say to them: When you come to the
land...'" (Vayikra 25:1-2). Rabbi Elazar commenced the discussion
with the verse: "This is the Torah of the burnt offering (Heb. olah). It
is the burnt offering..." (Vayikra 6:2). We established this verse
address the Congregation of Yisrael, which rises (Heb. olah) and
joins with the Holy King in a perfect union.

2. "It is the burnt offering, which shall be burning upon the altar all
night" (Ibid.). Come and behold: when night comes and the gates are
shut, Judgments below are awakened in the world, and mules and
dogs go and roam about. We established THAT ON THE FIRST
WATCH OF THE NIGHT A MULE BRAYS. At this time, dogs and
asses do not roam about; sorcery is performed with the mules by
people such as Bilaam, WHO RODE ON HIS MULE. Then all of
mankind is asleep, and the lower outer altar, BEING MALCHUT
WHEN FILLED WITH JUDGMENT, burns.

3. At midnight, the north wind is stirred, and from that lower altar,
FROM MALCHUT, comes a flame of fire. The gates open and the
lower Judgments, MEANING THE JUDGMENTS OF THE FEMALE,
assemble in their holes. That flame goes and spreads, and the gates
of the Garden of Eden open until that flame reaches and then divides
to several directions of the world. It then enters beneath the wings of
the cock, and it crows.

4. Then the Holy One, blessed be He, is found among the righteous,
and the Congregation of Yisrael offers praise to the Holy One,
blessed be He, until the onset of morning. With the arrival of
morning, they are found chatting about one secret, ONE WITH THE
OTHER, THE SECRET OF THE THIRD WATCH WHEN THE WIFE
CONVERSES WITH HER HUSBAND. She has rest with her husband.
This is what is written: "which shall be burning upon the altar all
night until the morning." ALL NIGHT SHE BURNS IN HER
JUDGMENTS. "Until morning," that is, in the morning, the
Judgments and flames are stilled. Then Abraham is stirred, BEING
CHESED, with the world, and he brings rest to all.

2. "Then shall the land keep a Shabbat to Hashem"
We are told that when Yisrael entered the land there were no lower judgments and everything was peaceful. Rabbi Elazar talks about the Sabbatical
Year that is total rest for the spirit and body.
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5. Come and behold: when Yisrael entered the land, there were no
lower Judgments, JUDGMENTS OF THE FEMALE, found in it, and
the Congregation of Yisrael, BEING MALCHUT, was resting upon the
wings of the Cherubs as they said, "righteousness lodged in
it" (Yeshayah 1:21). Then she had respite from all, for Yisrael did not
sleep until they offered the twilight sacrifice and the Judgments were
dismissed. The burnt offering was consumed upon the altar. Then
she had respite from all, and there was only a wife with her husband.
This is the essence of, "When you come to the land... then shall the
land keep a Shabbat" (Vayikra 25:2). Then the land will rest; true rest
WITHOUT JUDGMENTS. "...then shall the land keep a Shabbat to
Hashem," MEANING a Shabbat to Hashem literally, WITHOUT ANY
JUDGMENTS.

6. Again, Rabbi Elazar commenced: "If you buy a Hebrew servant,
six years he shall serve..." (Shemot 21:2) as every son of Yisrael who
is circumcised possesses a holy mark, has rest on the Sabbatical
Year. This Sabbatical Year is his, DENOTING MALCHUT; it is his to
rest in it. It is referred to as the Shabbat of the land, and surely
contains freedom FROM THE KLIPOT. In it, there is rest FROM
JUDGMENTS; just as Shabbat is rest for all, so the Sabbatical Year is
total rest - rest for the spirit and body. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN,
"SIX YEARS HE SHALL SERVE: AND IN THE SEVENTH HE SHALL
GO OUT FREE."

7. Come and behold: Hei refers to rest of those on high and those
lower. Thus, THERE IS the upper Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
DENOTING BINAH, and the lower Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
REFLECTING MALCHUT. THE UPPER HEI POINTS TO rest for the
supernal beings, while THE LOWER HEI REFERS TO rest for those
below. The upper Hei IS THE SECRET OF seven years seven times,
MEANING 49 GATES OF BINAH; the lower Hei is THE SECRET OF
merely the seven years. The LOWER IS CALLED 'The Sabbatical
Year' and the UPPER is called 'Jubilee'.
8. When one looks at these things they all the same, BECAUSE THE
MOCHIN OF JUBILEE, WHICH IS BINAH, ILLUMINATES WITHIN THE
SABBATICAL YEAR, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Therefore, IT IS
WRITTEN, "then shall the land keep a Shabbat" (Vayikra 25:1), for
when the land is at rest, the servants SHOULD BE at rest. This is
why, "in the seventh he shall go out free." What is "free"? It means
that he pays his master nothing.

3. The yoke of the Kingdom of Heaven
Rabbi Elazar tells us that man must accept the yoke of the kingdom of Heaven before he can do any work. This yoke can not rest on anyone who is
attached to another, so slaves are exempt from the commandments and from the yoke, as were Yisrael while they were in exile.
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9. In truth, this is the secret. We learned that it is written: "We
remember the fish, which we did eat in Egypt for nothing" (Bemidbar
11:5), MEANING "FOR NOTHING," without a blessing, as we did not
have a heavenly yoke in Egypt. Come and behold: slaves are exempt
from the yoke of the Kingdom of Heaven, and so they are exempt
from the commandments. What is this the yoke of the Heavenly
Kingdom? It is like an ox upon which they first place a yoke in order
to work with him and draw benefit from him for the world. If he does
not accept that yoke he does no work at all. So man must accept
upon himself the yoke OF THE HEAVENLY KINGDOM first, and then
he will toil with it all that he needs. However, if he does not accept
this yoke upon himself first, he cannot work.

10. It is written: "Serve Hashem with fear" (Tehilim 2:11). What is
meant by "fear"? It is as it is written: "The fear of Hashem is the
beginning of wisdom" (Tehilim 111:10). This refers to the Kingdom of
Heaven, AS MALCHUT IS CALLED 'FEAR,' and for this reason, it
becomes the yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom. And so this is where it
all starts, SINCE MALCHUT IS THE FIRST SFIRAH GOING FROM
BELOW UPWARD. What proves this? THAT WE DON the hand Tfilin
first, BEING THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, AND AFTERWARDS THE
HEAD TFILIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. This is
because THROUGH MALCHUT, one enters the rest of holiness. If this
is not found with him, the celestial holiness cannot rest upon him.
For this it writes, "Thus (lit. 'with this') did Aaron come into the holy
place" (Vayikra 16:3).
11. And this yoke can not rest upon one who is attached to another,
and so slaves are exempt from the yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom,
BECAUSE THEY ARE TIED TO THEIR MASTERS. If they are exempt
from this yoke, they are exempt from all other COMMANDMENTS,
since other COMMANDMENTS are not placed upon one until this
yoke is with him. Therefore, Yisrael in Egypt ate without cost. Here
too, "he shall go out free" (Shemot 21:2), since he was a slave and
whatever he did was without cost, without the yoke of the Heavenly
Kingdom. So even though his deeds were for nothing, "he shall go
out," and find rest. THE EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE IS AS IF IT
SAID, 'FOR FREE YET HE SHALL GO OUT'.

4. "And his master shall bore his ear through"
Rabbi Elazar describes what happens when someone rejects his freedom, preferring to stay attached to his master. The blemish of having his ear
bored through remains with him because he refused to listen. Rabbi Elazar says that anyone who shows mercy for the poor contributes peace to the
Congregation of Yisrael and multiplies blessings in the world.
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12. After gaining freedom and finding himself at rest, a yoke is
placed upon him from that place that brought him freedom,
MEANING FROM THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTH YEAR, MALCHUT.
If someone rejected freedom, as the verse reads, "And if the servant
shall say, I love my master..." (Shemot 21:5) he certainly has
thwarted that place, NAMELY MALCHUT, since he has rejected the
yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom and accepted the yoke of his master.
What does it say of this? "Then his master shall bring him to the
judges (lit. 'the Elohim'); he shall also bring him to the door..." (Ibid.
6). "Then his master shall bring him to the Elohim"; Elohim IS SAID
generally, MEANING HE BROUGHT HIM to that place that he
damaged, MALCHUT, also referred to as Elohim.

13. To what place does he bring him near? "...to the door, or the door
post (Heb. mezuzah)" (Ibid.), since that place, NAMELY MALCHUT, is
the entrance to above, MEANING THE ENTRANCE THROUGH WHICH
TO MERIT ZEIR ANPIN, and it is called 'mezuzah'. And so we learned.
Since he intended to blemish that place, MALCHUT, there remained
this deficiency in his body. This is what is written: "and his master
shall bore his ear through with an awl; and he shall serve him
forever" (Ibid.), since the servant will be beneath the feet of his
master until Jubilee year.

14. HE ASKS: Why BORE THROUGH his ear? ANSWER: We already
have established this. Hearing is dependent upon this place,
NAMELY MALCHUT, acting above UPON BINAH. When the
Congregation of Yisrael was approaching Mount Sinai with the love
in their hearts to approach the Holy One, blessed be He, they placed
doing before hearing. Normally, listening precedes doing. Listening
depends on the Sabbatical Year, DENOTING MALCHUT, and so since
this servant damaged this listening, his listening was blemished.
This blemish remains with him, and he does not remain a servant to
his master unless he approaches that place that he blemished and
he is blemished before it, and this rebuff remains with him. For this
reason, "then his master shall bring him to the Elohim." This is
unspecified, POINTING TO MALCHUT, as we established. Hence,
"shall the land keep a Shabbat to Hashem" (Vayikra 25:2), SO THAT
IT WILL NOT BE RENDERED DEFECTIVE THROUGH SLAVERY.
HERE IT IS DIFFERENT FROM MOST INSTANCES WHERE WE SAY
THAT LISTENING DENOTES BINAH AND DOING MALCHUT.

15. "Six years you shall sow your field... but in the seventh year shall
be a Shabbat of solemn rest for the land, a Shabbat for
Hashem" (Vayikra 25:3-4). We already established, as it is written,
"but in the seventh year you shall let it rest and lie fallow" (Shemot
23:11). What is the reason? "That the poor of your people may
eat" (Ibid.). For the poor are associated with that place, MALCHUT,
DENOTING THE SABBATICAL YEAR; therefore, leave it to them to
eat. Consequently, one who shows mercy for the poor contributes
peace to the Congregation of Yisrael, AS THE POOR ARE
ASSOCIATED WITH IT. He multiplies blessings in the world and
gives joy and strength to the place called 'righteousness,'
DENOTING MALCHUT, by pouring blessings on the Congregation of
Yisrael. This has been explained.

5. The Sabbatical Year and Jubilee
This section emphasizes the numbers seven and 49 in relation to the seventh year and the seven Sfirot. The numerologys are explained in the
counting of the priest. We read about the precepts to count the Jubilee year and to return to one's inheritance on the Jubilee. We are told that there
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are two houses in the heart, and that they are called differently depending on whether one is a master of the Torah or not; there are also two courts
of the House of Hashem, an inner one and an outer one.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
16. "But in the seventh year shall be a Shabbat of solemn
rest..." (Vayikra 25:4). This precept is to rest during the seventh year.
The following one is to rest during the seventh day, and the
following is to cancel money debts on the seventh and then to count,
"seven times seven years; and the space of the seven Shabbatot of
years shall be to you 49 years" (Ibid. 8). Here is the secret of the
group of sevens as they emanate from the Shechinah, DENOTING
MALCHUT, called 'seven' from the standpoint of the Righteous,
DENOTING YESOD, which is seventh from Binah. And she,
MALCHUT, is the daughter of seven from the side of supernal Ima,
DENOTING BINAH THAT ILLUMINATES IT, SINCE BINAH IS THE
SEVENTH GOING FROM BELOW UPWARD, of which it is written,
"Seven times a day I praise You" (Tehilim 119:164).

17. There are seven names: Aleph-Bet-Gimel Yud-Tav-Tzadik; KUFRESH- AYIN SIN-TET-NUN; NUN-GIMEL-DALET YUD-CAF-SHIN; BETTET-RESH TZADIK-TAV-GIMEL; CHET-KOF-BET TET-NUN-AYIN;
YUD-GIMEL-LAMED PE-ZAYIN-KOF; SHIN-KOF-VAV TZADIK-YUDTAV. They contain 42 letters and the sum of both letters and words
is 49, THAT IS, 42 LETTERS AND SEVEN WORDS. Supernal Ima,
BINAH, represents the fiftieth year, in which you shall "proclaim
liberty" (Vayikra 25:10). For within her, BY RECEIVING HER MOCHIN
the lower Shechinah, MALCHUT CALLED 'LAND', shall be liberty,
redemption and rest for Yisrael, of whom it is written, "and your seed
shall be as the dust of the earth" (Beresheet 28:14), THE EARTH
BEING MALCHUT.
18. Every Sfirah, MEANING EACH NAME from these seven names,
POSSESSES six wings, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, since there are six letters in
every name - ALEPH-BET-GIMEL YUD-TAV-TZADIK POSSESSES SIX
LETTERS, AND AS WELL KUF-RESH-AYIN SIN-TET-NUN, AND SO IT
IS WITH ALL OF THEM. And with them, the Holy One, blessed be He,
with each Sfirah from these seven, ILLUMINATES THE ANGELS
ABOUT WHOM IT IS WRITTEN, "with two he covered his face, and
with two he covered his feet, and with two did he fly" (Yeshayah 6:2).
Binah represents one. The lower Shechinah is seven. Above Binah,
THE HIGH PRIEST COUNTS one and one. HE WOULD COUNT the ten
Sfirot BY MEANS OF SPRINKLING. ONE CORRESPONDS TO KETER;
ONE AND ONE EQUALS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH; ONE AND two
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH; ONE and three CORRESPONDS TO
TIFERET; ONE and four CORRESPONDS TO NETZACH; ONE and
five CORRESPONDS TO HOD; ONE and six CORRESPONDS TO
YESOD; ONE and seven CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT.
19. From here it grows, AS WE PROMOTE TO A HIGHER GRADE OF
SANCTITY BY ADDING ONE EACH TIME. From the perspective of the
stranger, MEANING THE OTHER SIDE, "the waters decreased
continually" (Beresheet 8:5). When WAS THIS? It took place where
the lower Shechinah, BEING MALCHUT, dwells with the seven. The
verse states, "And the ark rested in the seventh month" (Ibid. 4),
corresponding to the lower Shechinah. FROM THEN THE WATER
BEGAN TO DECREASE. "...on the seventeenth day of the
month..." (Ibid.) DENOTING MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS seventh,
AND REFERRED TO AS tenth. WHEN ONE BEGINS TO COUNT
FROM KETER DOWNWARD, MALCHUT IS LOCATED TENTH. FROM
CHESED AND DOWN, SHE IS SEVENTH.
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20. When THE NAME Eheyeh, denoting Binah, the Jubilee year, rises
AND ILLUMINATES upon them, UPON THE 49 YEARS, it, BINAH IS
CALLED 'Eheyeh-Asher-Eheyeh'. This means twice Eheyeh, SINCE
EACH ONE NUMERICALLY REACHES 21 in the count of 42. With
eight letters OF THE TWO NAMES ALEPH-HEI-YUD-HEI, there is now
fifty. In them is anchored the precept to count the Jubilee year and
the precept to return to one's inheritance on the Jubilee, as it is
written: "In the year of the Jubilee you shall return" (Vayikra 25:13).
This MEANS that each will return to the level whence his soul was
attached, as we established in, "and the spirit returns to the
Elohim..." (Kohelet 12:7), MEANING BINAH, CALLED 'YUD HEI VAV
HEI', WITH THE VOWELS OF ELOHIM.
21. The Sabbatical Year represents the lower Shechinah, which
consists of seven years. Jubilee is Ima supernal, Binah representing
the fifteenth year. Yisrael was connected with it when departing
Egypt, as it is written: "and you shall return every man to his
family" (Vayikra 25:10). This means that just as at the exodus from
Egypt there were masters of Torah among them - as it is said of
them, "and the children of Yisrael went up armed (Heb.
chamushim)" (Shemot 13:18), and we established that it meant one
out of fifty (Heb. chamishim), DENOTING BINAH - SO HERE, "AND
YOU SHALL RETURN EVERY MAN TO HIS FAMILY," DENOTES
BINAH. AND THIS MEANS "TO HIS FAMILY," AS IN THE EXODUS
FROM EGYPT, IN WHICH THEY WERE REDEEMED BY THE FIFTIETH
GATE, BINAH.
22. The lower Shechinah corresponds to the redemption of the
houses of walled cities, and in relation to it the houses of the
villages without walls are mentioned. There are two houses in the
heart, CORRESPONDING TO MALCHUT. If they are those of the
sages of Torah, they are called 'houses of walled cities,' as it is
written when departing Egypt: "And the waters were a wall to them
on their right hand and on their left" (Shemot 14:22). Others who are
not Torah masters are called "the houses of the villages which have
no wall" (Vayikra 25:31). FOR THE INNER PART OF MALCHUT IS
CALLED 'HOUSES OF WALLED CITIES,' AND THE OUTER MALCHUT
IS CALLED "THE HOUSES OF THE VILLAGES WHICH HAVE NO
WALL."
23. Rabbi Shimon said: Of these cities (also: 'courts') it is written:
"And stood in the inner court of the king's house, over against the
king's house" (Ester 5:1). Everywhere when it is written IN THE
SCROLL, 'the King' -without a name - it refers to the Holy One,
blessed be He. "And stood": standing means in prayer. "...over
against the king's house," MEANING facing the Temple, as all Yisrael
are obligated to pray there facing the Temple. And here, what is THE
MEANING OF the inner court? Assuredly, there are two courts of the
House of Hashem, AN OUTER AND INNER. YET YOU SAY THAT THE
HOUSES OF THE COURTYARD WERE OUTER.

24. The holy luminary said to him: The two courtyards refer to the
outer part of the heart, MEANING THE OUTER PART OF MALCHUT,
representing two handles of the heart. The two inner chambers
represent two chambers of the heart, DENOTING THE INNER PART
OF MALCHUT. The inner are two and the outer are two. At the time of
the Redemption, the Redemption will be for all of them: those close
to the heart, which is the Shechinah, and those from afar who came
near, since this is the essence of the verse, "Peace, Peace, both for
far and near" (Yeshayah 57:19). And we explained it as far, from the
midst of sin, to the near, from the midst of performing a precept.
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6. Blowing the Shofar on the Jubilee
Rabbi Shimon says that at the time of Redemption it will be a precept to blow the Shofar on the Jubilee; then all of Yisrael will assemble from the
four points of the earth. He tells how the priests, the Levites and the children of Yisrael all fulfilled their appointed functions. He describes the first
51 precepts in detail.
25. At that time OF REDEMPTION, it will be a precept to blow the
Shofar on the Jubilee. As it is written: "see, when he lifts up a
banner on the mountains; and when he blows a Shofar,
hear!" (Yeshayah 18:3). For as with the blowing of the Shofar of
Jubilee all slaves go free, so is the final Redemption. Through the
blowing of the Shofar, all of Yisrael will assemble from the four
points of the earth, since they are slaves until the Jubilee, THE
SECRET OF THE LIGHT REDEMPTION. Among masters of Torah
there are ALSO slaves on the condition of receiving payment, and
they are called 'slaves of the King and Queen'. But of the children of
the Holy King, it is written: "I bore you on eagles' wings, and brought
you to Myself" (Shemot 19:4), MEANING on the wings of the living
creatures of the Chariot.

26. The precept after this is to give the Levites cities of dwelling.
Since they did not participate in the sin of the golden calf, the Holy
One, blessed be He, set them apart for Himself, to play numerous
types of melodies for Him. Thus, the priests fulfilled their function,
as did the Levites with song and music, and the children of Yisrael in
their dwellings. The priests had numerous commandments.

27. The first precept is to make the anointing oil. The second is for
the Levites to guard in the Temple. The third is for Yisrael to revere
the Temple. The fourth concerns the service of the Levites in the
Temple. The fifth is to burn incense twice daily. The sixth is for the
priests to blow the trumpets in the Temple. The seventh is to
sanctify the seed of Aaron in the Temple. The eighth is to wear
priestly garments in the Temple. The ninth is the washing of hands
and feet for worship in the Temple.

28. The tenth is for the priests to offer sacrifices in the Temple. The
eleventh is to redeem those rejected for offering. The twelfth is the
offering of the woman who has given birth on the eighth day. The
thirteenth is to strew salt over the sacrifices in the Temple. The
fourteenth is to prepare the burnt offering according to its
prescribed manner. The fifteenth is to prepare the sin offering
according to its prescribed manner. The sixteenth is the eating of the
holy things according to the custom of the priests. The seventeenth
is the eating of the leftovers of the meal offerings. The eighteenth is
to prepare the meal offering according to the prescribed manner.
The nineteenth is to bring offerings to the Temple. The twentieth is
to bring a vow or a free-will offering. The twenty-first is to bring
offerings, holy things, in exchange for the newly born. The twentysecond is to sacrifice two daily offerings according to the prescribed
manner. The twenty-third is to burn constant fire on the altar.
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29. The twenty-fourth is to take of the ashes. The twenty-fifth is to
light the candles of the candelabra. The twenty-sixth is to offer a
meal offering daily. The twenty-seventh is to offer an additional
offering on Shabbat. The twenty-eighth is to arrange bread and
frankincense. The twenty-ninth is to offer an additional offering on
the new moon. The thirtieth is to sacrifice on the seven days of the
Pesach (Passover). The thirty-first is to offer a lamb as burnt offering
on the day of the Omer. The thirty-second is to offer the Omer. The
thirty-third is to offer an additional offering on Shavuot. The thirtyfourth is to offer two loaves of bread on Shavuot. The thirty-fifth is to
offer an additional offering on Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New
Year). The thirty-sixth is to offer an additional offering on Yom
Kippur (Day of Atonement). The thirty-seventh is to offer an
additional sacrifice on the seven days of Sukkot (the holiday of
Booths). The thirty-eighth is to offer an additional offering on Shmini
Atzeret. The thirty-ninth is to burn the remains in fire. The fortieth is
to burn the holy things that became impure. The forty-first concerns
the service of the high priest on Yom Kippur.

30. The forty-second concerns he who trespasses against Temple
property; his punishment is to repay the cost plus one fifth of the
cost of the property concerned. The forty-third is the offering of sin
offering. The forty-fourth concerns guilt offering, when there is
doubt whether a sin was committed. The forty-fifth concerns an
offering for a guilt offering, when guilt is undoubted. The forty-sixth
is an offering of higher and lesser value. The forty-seventh is the
offering of the members of the Sanhedrin, when they made an error.
The forty-eighth is for he who had an issue to offer after he is
cleansed of the issue. The forty-ninth is the offering of a woman who
had an issue after she is cleansed of it. The fiftieth concerns the
offering of a woman who gave birth. The fifty-first concerns the
offering of the leprous. From there proceed the other precepts.

7. The joining of the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Shechinah
Rabbi Shimon speaks to the deans of the Yeshiva, telling them how the Shechinah is the sacrifice for God since she comes near Him with each of
His Sfirot and with the total connection of male and female. He says that a man without a wife is like a half body and the Shechinah will not rest on
him, and that God is not called 'one' unless united with the Shechinah. From the aspect of Atzilut there is no separation between God and the
Shechinah, as the Shechinah is His unity, His blessing and His holiness. But when she is outside of Atzilut then she is not one with Him. Rabbi
Shimon says a long praise to the Cause of Causes, the Endless Light. He talks about the commandment of fearing the Temple, that concerns the
service of the Levites in the Temple, and the commandment of the daily incense to God. He tells us that not all the sages of Torah are equal, nor are
all the prophets equal, as some of their prophecies are superior to those of other prophets. Some prophets prophesy from sight, some from hearing,
some from the mouth, some from the breath of the nose, and some from the hand. There are also different grades of meaning in the Torah, different
levels of sacrifices. Rabbi Shimon says that people must send their offerings to God via the Shechinah, and she distributes to everyone. One should
never sacrifice to the Other Side because all the other Elohim are of the world of separation. Rabbi Shimon goes on to say that every kind of incest
is equal to worshipping idols of the Other Side, and God separates those who sacrifice to the Other Side from His Name. He gave Yisrael the Torah
from His Name, so they should make themselves partners with Him.
31. The deans of the Yeshiva, under oath you must not go away from
me until I prepare a sacrifice to the Holy One, blessed be He. The
Shechinah is the sacrifice (derived from 'bringing near') for the Holy
One, blessed be He, since She comes near to Him with each limb of
the King, MEANING WITH EACH OF HIS SFIROT, with the total
connection of male and female, with all the limbs which there are.
Some are from the head: MEANING eyes to eyes, DENOTING
CHOCHMAH; ears to ears, DENOTING BINAH; nose to nose, BEING
TIFERET; face to face, BEING CHESED AND GVURAH; mouth to
mouth, BEING MALCHUT. This is like, "and put his mouth upon his
mouth, and his eyes upon his eyes" (II Melachim 4:34); with this he
resurrected the child. And so the hands of the King with the hands of
the Queen, BEING CHESED AND GVURAH OF THE SIX ENDS, body
to body, MEANING TIFERET OF THE SIX ENDS. And with all His
limbs, the sacrifice is complete.
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32. A man without a wife is a half body, and the Shechinah does not
rest upon him. So is the Holy One, blessed be He, when not in
proximity with the Shechinah and with all Yisrael since they are
virtuous men, since they are His limbs. Then the cause of all causes,
DENOTING KETER, does not rest there, and it is as if the Holy One,
blessed be He is not One, as He is not with the Shechinah. THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE IS NOT CALLED 'ONE' IF NOT UNITED
WITH THE SHECHINAH. Outside of the land of Yisrael, where the
Shechinah is removed from Her husband, they said: 'He who dwells
outside the land of Yisrael is like one who has no Elohim, since there
are no sacrifices outside the land of Yisrael,' BEING THE SECRET
OF THE UNION OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE WITH THE
SHECHINAH, AS MENTIONED. And when the Holy One, blessed be
He joins with the Shechinah, this verse is fulfilled: "on that day
Hashem shall be One, and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9). Then
the cause of all causes, KETER, dwells upon them.

33. Even though the fathers instituted prayers in place of sacrifices,
this was to bring Nefeshot, Ruchot, and Neshamot, which are
mental, near to the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah, like
limbs to a body, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. But from the standpoint of
the Throne, DEPICTING BRIYAH, and the angels, BEING YETZIRAH,
that are bodies and limbs outside of the King and Queen, there is no
sacrifice. For this reason, it is said regarding the Throne, "Because
Yah has sworn by His Throne (Heb. kes)" (Shemot 17:16), MEANING
'KES' SPELLED WITHOUT THE ALEPH. BUT IN REGARDS TO THE
TEMPLE, "THRONE" IS SPELLED WITH THE ALEPH, AS IT SAYS: "A
glorious Throne (Heb. kise) exalted from the beginning is the place
of our Sanctuary" (Yirmeyah 17:12). THE ALEPH WAS MISSING
FROM THE THRONE BECAUSE the limbs, WHICH ARE THE ANGELS
AND THE THRONE IN BRIYAH, ARE apart from the body, since He,
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is inside, IN ATZILUT, and they
are outside, as the verse says, "Behold, the mighty ones shall cry
outside" (Yeshayah 33:7); literally outside, MEANING OUTSIDE OF
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE.
34. 'May it please You to return us to the Temple to fulfill the prayer
composed by the ancient ones. May it please You, Hashem our
Elohim, and the Elohim of our fathers, to bring us up in joy to our
land, and to plant us within its borders. There we offer to You our
obligatory sacrifices, the daily burnt offerings according to their
order,' each one to its order, THE ONE IN THE MORNING AND THE
OTHER IN THE AFTERNOON, '...and the Musaf offerings according
to their rule...' Now in the exile there are no sacrifices such as bodies
of Briyah, WHICH ARE THE THRONE, AND YETZIRAH, WHICH ARE
THE ANGELS, AS MENTIONED - TO WHICH SACRIFICES AND
UNION DO NOT PERTAIN. As for the Holy One, blessed be He, and
His Shechinah, from His aspect of Atzilut, there is no separation or
division, as the Shechinah is His unity, His blessing, and His
Holiness. She is called 'body,' only when THE SHECHINAH
CLOTHES HERSELF AND manifests Herself in a throne and in the
angels of Briyah, she is to them like a soul clothed in a LOWLY
humble body. And therefore, when the Shechinah is outside of the
chamber of the Temple and outside of Her Thrones, MEANING
OUTSIDE OF ATZILUT, MEANING WHEN SHE IS CLOTHED IN A
THRONE, AND IN THE ANGELS OF BRIYAH AND YETZIRAH, She is,
so to speak, as if She is not One with Him.
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35. From the aspect of the supernal Throne OF BRIYAH - THE
SECRET OF TIFERET OF BRIYAH, which is a body AND RAIMENT to
the Holy One blessed be He, TIFERET OF ATZILUT - the angels OF
YETZIRAH that come down from it are the limbs that protrude from
the body, TIFERET OF BRIYAH, which are masculine, and the souls
that are formed from it, TIFERET OF BRIYAH, are masculine. The
other Throne, MALCHUT OF BRIYAH, is the body of the Shechinah,
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT. All the souls that come from Her are
females, and the angels OF YETZIRAH that come from the SECOND
Throne are females. Their union, THAT IS, THE JOINING OF THESE
MALES AND FEMALES, depends upon the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His Shechinah; THAT IS, WHEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, IS UNITED WITH HIS SHECHINAH, THEY ARE UNITED AS WELL.
36. Thus is the union between the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah. Though they are as souls in relation to the Throne and
the angels, they are to You the Cause of Causes, (THE ENDLESS
LIGHT,) as a body AND RAIMENT. For it is You who unites them and
attracts them, and hence WE ACCEPT our Faith in You, WHEN YOU
ARE CLOTHED with them. And there is no soul above You, to which
You will be as a body, for You are the Soul of Souls; there is no soul
above You, nor any Elohim above You. You are outside everything
and inside everything, on every side, above all and below all. There
is no other Elohim above, below, in any direction, or inside the ten
Sfirot, from which everything comes and upon which everything
depends. You are in every Sfirah through its length and width, above
and below; You are between the Sfirot and in the thickness of each
and every Sfirah.

37. It is You who joins AND UNITES the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His Shechinah, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, in each and every
Sfirah WITHIN THEM, in all the branches of lights that hang from
them like bones and sinews, skin and flesh, THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT that come from
the body, TIFERET. But You have no body, no limbs, WHICH ARE
SFIROT; You have no female, but are one without a second. May it
please You to draw the Shechinah near the Holy One, blessed be He,
in all the grades that are Her Atzilut, the souls of the virtuous,
NAMELY MEN WHO CONCEIVED THE GRADES OF THE TEN
SFIROT: the rulers of Yisrael, KETER; the sages, CHOCHMAH; the
intelligent, BINAH; the pious, CHESED; the mighty, GVURAH; men of
truth, TIFERET; prophets, NETZACH AND HOD; righteous, YESOD;
kings, MALCHUT. They all pertain to THE TEN SFIROT OF Atzilut,
and there are others OF THE TEN SFIROT of Briyah.

38. For the Shechinah is an offering, THE SECRET OF the anointing
oil. On the right, there is oil for the light, as in "the greater
luminary" (Beresheet 1:16), CHESED; the holy anointing oil is on the
left side, GVURAH, of which it says that you shall consecrate the
Levites. The beaten oil is from the side of the Righteous, YESOD,
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, that beats finely the limbs, which are
olives, to produce oil to the wick. The wick is blue and signifies THE
LOWER Gvurah, NAMELY MALCHUT, whence fear comes. The
Levites, THE ASPECT OF GVURAH, guard the Temple.
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39. This is the origin of the commandment of fearing the Temple. It is
the commandment concerning the service of the Levites in the
Temple in the 24 watches of the Levites, in which the Levites sang
chants and hymns before You, with which to raise the Shechinah,
CALLED 'chanting and singing to Hashem'. 24, OF THE TWENTYFOUR WATCHE, together with chants and hymns amounts to26, as
the numerical value of Yud Hei Vav Hei. AND THE COMMANDMENT
that follows it is the commandment of the daily incense to the Holy
One, blessed be He. And the burning of the incense is like a sacrifice.

40. "And he shall flay the burnt offering, and cut it into its
pieces" (Vayikra 1:6). The limbs and the fats that are consumed all
night UPON THE ALTAR atone for the limbs of the body OF THE
SACRIFICING MAN and his soul, so that they will not burn in
Gehenom, nor be delivered into the hand of the Angel of Death.
Since man sins by the Evil Inclination, the northern one, OF WHICH
IT SAYS, "BUT I WILL REMOVE FAR OFF FROM YOU THE
NORTHERN ONE" (YOEL 2:20), it is slaughtered on the north side to
save him from that northern one.

41. It is so for the sacrifices. Thus, how much more so concerning
prophets, that though the Torah is the Name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, and
it says of prophecy, "the spirit of Hashem gave them rest" (Yeshayah
63:14). For all that, not all the sages of the Torah are equal, nor are
all the prophets equal. The prophecies of some prophets pertain to
the King's garments, NAMELY IN THE WORLD OF YETZIRAH,
CALLED 'GARMENT'. It is the same for the Oral Law; some people
raise doubts and explanations from the King's garment, YETZIRAH.

42. Some PROPHETS are superior IN THEIR PROPHECIES, which are
from the limbs of the King's body, NAMELY OF THE GRADES OF
THE WORLD OF BRIYAH CALLED 'BODY'. Of them it says, "and I
saw," SINCE THEY PROPHECY through eye sight, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH. ALSO, "Hashem, I have heard the report of You, and I
was afraid" (Chavakuk 3:2), pertains to hearing, NAMELY BINAH.
Ezekiel saw and prophesied from the eyes, and Habakkuk from ears
by hearing. Ezekiel therefore saw all the sights of the Divine Chariot
in the vision of his mind's eye; Habakkuk by hearing, AS HE SAID,
"HASHEM, I HAVE HEARD THE REPORT OF YOU, AND I WAS
AFRAID." There is a prophecy coming from the mouth, WHICH IS IN
MALCHUT, as is written: "and he laid it upon my mouth" (Yeshayah
6:7). Another prophecy comes from the breath of the nose, TIFERET,
as it says, "And a spirit (also: 'breath') entered into me" (Yechezkel
2:2). There is he who prophecies from the hand, GVURAH, as is
written: "and used similes by the hands of the prophets" (Hoshea
12:11). ALL THESE GRADES PERTAIN TO THE WORLD OF BRIYAH.
There are some inside the King's life, NAMELY IN THE WORLD OF
ATZILUT, and others in the innermost, NAMELY BINAH OF ATZILUT.
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43. It is so with the Torah THAT THERE ARE SEVERAL GRADES,
plain meanings; THE SECRET OF ASIYAH, evidences; THE SECRET
OF YETZIRAH, homiletics; THE SECRET OF BRIYAH, secrets of the
mysteries of the Torah; THE SECRET OF ATZILUT, above ATZILUT
are the mysteries of mysteries of Hashem. It is the same with
sacrifices. Though all the sacrifices are to Hashem, He receives them
and distributes the sacrifices among His legions. Some He gives to
the dogs - the unfit offerings which He gives to Samael CALLED 'a
dog' - and to his legions. A FIRE then descended UPON THE ALTAR
in the shape of a dog. Some He gives to the demons, some of which
are like beasts, while others are like the ministering angels, and
some yet are like men. For those who act like demons, He deals their
offerings to the demons.

44. Those whose deeds are like those of the angels, He distributes
their sacrifices among the angels. Hence, it says, "My offering, the
provision of My sacrifices made by (also: 'to my') fires" (Bemidbar
28:2), NAMELY TO THE ANGELS CALLED 'FIRES,' as their offerings
are not of animals, since animal offerings are made by the illiterate.
Human offerings are prayers and good deeds, the offerings of
students of the Law, men of virtue, those who know secrets of the
Torah and the mysteries hidden therein. The Holy One, blessed be
He, Himself descends to receive their sacrifices, which are "The
Torah of Hashem is perfect" (Tehilim 19:8), the Holy Shechinah,
WHICH HAS ten Sfirot.

45. The words of the students of the teachers are like the remnants
of the meal offerings. Others of greater strength, their Torah study is
like the meal offerings proper, not their remnants. There are others
whose Torah is eating the holy things and several victuals that are
before the King. All the meal offerings and the dishes of offerings
the Holy One, blessed be He, commanded to offer in His House, the
Shechinah. This is the precept of bringing offering in the Temple,
THE SHECHINAH, so that the verse will be fulfilled, "but let him that
glories glory in this" (Yirmeyah 9:23), NAMELY IN THE SHECHINAH
CALLED 'THIS'.

46. THIS IS LIKE a king whose servants, ministers, and governors
sent him gifts. He said, 'he who wishes to send me a gift shall do so
solely through the queen, so that the verse shall be fulfilled by her,
"and His kingdom rules over all" (Tehilim 103:19). The Shechinah is
therefore called 'an offering to Hashem', 'a burnt offering to Hashem',
'a guilt offering to Hashem', and even 'offerings for an unclean thing'.
For mothers, lepers, and men and women who have an issue,
everything should be sacrificed to Hashem and His Shechinah. THE
SHECHINAH then distributes to everybody, as is written: "and gives
food to her household, and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15).
She even gives the food for the animals, such as an offering of
barley, which is food for animals, and the food of slaves and maids
of the King's house, and even of dogs, mules, and camels, WHICH
ARE KLIPOT. SHE GIVES EVERYTHING, so that it shall be fulfilled by
Her, "and His kingdom rules over all." Whence do we know that
through Her everything is distributed? As it is written: "and gives
food to her household, and a portion to her maidens."
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47. Since the Holy One, blessed be He, ZEIR ANPIN, is the son of
Yud-Hei, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, NAMELY Vav, the son of Yud-Hei,
ZEIR ANPIN, THEN comprises Yud-Hei-Vav and is perfected by Hei,
MALCHUT, SINCE THEN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI IS
COMPLETED. MALCHUT therefore is a burnt offering to Yud Hei Vav
Hei; an offering to Yud Hei Vav Hei; peace offerings to Yud Hei Vav
Hei. For she is brought near (Heb. kirvah) Him, NAMELY AN
OFFERING (HEB. KORBAN), His perfection (Heb. shlemut), NAMELY
PEACE OFFERINGS (HEB. SHLAMIM), since through her Yud-HeiVav is completed into Yud Hei Vav Hei.
48. Everything comes back TO YUD HEI VAV HEI, and therefore, "He
that sacrifices to any Elohim, save Hashem only, he shall be utterly
destroyed" (Shemot 22:19). For he is not to give strength to the
Other Side through a sacrifice, as all the other Elohim are of the
world of separation and have no closeness and unison, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, separated them from His Name. THAT IS, He
separated darkness from light, as is written, "and Elohim divided the
light from the darkness" (Beresheet 1:4). He who brings close that
which the Holy One, blessed be He, separated, is like he who joins a
woman impure with her menstrual flow to her husband. This is the
secret meaning of "Also you shall not approach a woman in the
impurity of her menstrual flow" (Vayikra 18:19).

49. This is the reason for not uncovering their nakedness, WHICH
MEANS nearness, as every kind of incest is equal to worshipping
idols of all the Other Side, of which it says, "By these were the isles
of the nations divided in their lands" (Beresheet 10:5), and, "after
their tongues, in their lands, in their nations" (Ibid. 20.) It is also
written, "because Hashem did there confound the language of all the
earth: and from thence did Hashem scatter them" (Beresheet 11:9).
The Holy One, blessed be He, separates whoever brings an offering
to Other Sides from His Name, and he has no portion in His Name,
since the Holy One, blessed be He, chose Yisrael from the other
nations, as written, "and Hashem has chosen you" (Devarim 14:2)
and took them from among them as His portion. Hence it says, "For
Hashem's portion is His people" (Devarim 32:9).

50. He therefore gave them the Torah from His own Name, AS IS
WRITTEN: "this is My Name (Heb. shmi) forever, and this is My
memorial (Heb. zichri) to all generations" (Shemot 3:15). We have
explained this. Yud-Hei, together with shmi, is 365 IN NUMERICAL
VALUE, CORRESPONDING TO THE 365 NEGATIVE PRECEPTS OF
THE TORAH. Vav-Hei, together with zichri, is 248 IN NUMERICAL
VALUE, CORRESPONDING TO THE 248 POSITIVE PRECEPTS. With
each and every precept, He bound Yisrael to His name, so that each
of their members would be a part of His lot and portion. Therefore,
"He that sacrifices to any Elohim... he shall be utterly destroyed."
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51. Yisrael should make themselves partners with Hashem, in their
walking and in their waking, as is written: "When you walk, it shall
lead you; when you lie down, it shall keep you; and when you awake,
it shall talk with you" (Mishlei 6:22). The student rose, prostrated
before him and said: Happy is the portion of he who is worthy of
hearing these words, which are all the Name of Hashem on every
side, of which nothing comes outside any of His sides.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

8. "And if you shall say, What shall we eat in the seventh year"
Rabbi Yehuda says that one must do good in order to arouse good deeds above, and that if he is perfect with his Master he can come to no harm
through the actions of others in the world. He talks about the importance of Faith, and says that Malchut performs according to the wishes and
needs of the faithful; if they give charity without sparing themselves, more blessings will come to them. Thus in the sixth year enough abundance
will come that there will be no lack during the seventh year when work ceases.
52. "And if you shall say, 'What shall we eat'" (Vayikra 25:20). Rabbi
Yehuda opened the discussion with, "Trust in Hashem, and do good;
dwell in the land, and enjoy security (lit. 'Faith')" (Tehilim 37:3). Man
should always be careful with his Master, and cleave with his heart
to the supernal Faith, so as to be perfect with his Master. For when
he is perfect with his Master, the inhabitants of the world can do him
no harm.

53. Come and behold: "Trust in Hashem, and do good." What is "and
do good"? We have learned that by stirring below, a supernal deed
is stirred above. It has already been established that, "and do them,"
means you shall so to speak do them, since by your deed of stirring
below, there is stirring above. Therefore, it is written, "and do good,"
since good is nothing but the Righteous, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, as
is written, "Say of the righteous that it shall be well (lit.
'good')" (Yeshayah 3:10). When you do this, assuredly this goodness
will stir ABOVE. Then, "dwell in the land, and enjoy Faith." And
everything is one, AS LAND AND FAITH ARE BOTH MALCHUT.

54. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: "dwell in the land," refers to the
supernal land, MALCHUT, since there is none in the world that can
dwell with her until that good, YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, is stirred
towards her, AS MALCHUT WITHOUT YESOD IS FILLED WITH
SEVERE JUDGMENTS. Once MAN stirs it BY HIS GOOD DEEDS, it is
as if he formed it. Then, "dwell in the land"; dwell inside MALCHUT,
eat of her fruit and have pleasure with her. "...and enjoy Faith..." This
is the land, NAMELY MALCHUT, AS FAITH AND LAND are all one,
MALCHUT, as it is written, "and your faithfulness every
night" (Tehilim 92:3), NIGHT BEING MALCHUT. "And enjoy (also:
'guide') Faith," MEANS lead her wherever you wish.
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55. If one does not stir YESOD towards her, this goodness, YESOD,
stays away from her. Do not approach her THEN, do not come near
the furnace of burning fire, SINCE WITHOUT YESOD, SHE IS FILLED
WITH JUDGMENTS, LIKE A GLOWING FURNACE. If you do come
near her, be fearful, as one fearful of death, since then she is a
burning fire that consumes the world with its flames. When one stirs
this goodness towards her, he then dwells inside her and is not
afraid of her. Then, "You shall also decree a thing, and it shall be
established unto you; and the light shall shine upon your
ways" (Iyov 22:28).

56. Come and behold: daily, the faithful guide MALCHUT according
to their wishes; SHE DOES AS THEY DECREE. Who are the faithful?
Those who stir good, YESOD, towards her, BY GIVING CHARITY
without sparing their own, knowing that the Holy One, blessed be
He, will give them more, as is written: "There is one who gives freely,
and yet increases" (Mishlei 11:24). What is the reason for this? That
YESOD arouses blessings before him. He must not say, 'what shall I
do tomorrow if I give now,' since the Holy One, blessed be He,
bestows upon him blessings without end, as explained.

57. Hence, "And if you shall say, 'What shall we eat in the seventh
year?'" (Vayikra 25:20) It is written, "then I will command My
blessing upon you in the sixth year, and it shall bring forth (Heb.
asat) fruit for three years" (Ibid. 21). HE ASKS: Why "asat"? It should
have been 'astah'. Why is it written, 'asat,' WITHOUT THE HEI? AND
HE ANSWERS: In order to cause the Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to
withdraw FROM ACTION, as The Sabbatical Year and rest are its
habit and it does no work, as is written, "See that Hashem has given
you... on the sixth day," WHICH IS YESOD, "the bread of two
days" (Shemot 16:29). In a similar manner, "then I will command My
blessing upon you in the sixth year," WHICH IS YESOD, "AND IT
SHALL BRING FORTH FRUIT FOR THREE YEARS."

9. Charity saves from Death
We read a story wherein Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi encounter two men, one of whom gives all of his food to a poor man on the road. The
charitable man is saved by a miracle from a snake, and Rabbi Yosi says that he earned the miracle by way of his merit in going hungry. Rabbi Yosi
quotes the verse, "Trust in Hashem, and do good; dwell in the land, and enjoy security," which is the whole message of this section.
58. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking along the way and
chanced upon a mountain. They found two men walking, and at the
same time a man coming, who said to them: Please, I pray you, give
me a piece of bread. For I have been lost in the desert for two days
and have had nothing to eat. One of the men went aside, took out the
provision he brought with him for the way and gave it to him; he fed
him and gave him drink. His companion said to him: What shall you
do when you need food? For as for me, I will eat my own AND
SHALL GIVE YOU NOTHING. He said to him: I do not rely upon
YOUR FOOD! The poor man sat by him until he had eaten all he had,
and he gave the remaining bread to the poor man for the road. And
he went away.
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59. Rabbi Chiya said: The Holy One, blessed be He, did not wish it to
be done by us. Rabbi Yosi said: Perhaps there is an impending
sentence upon that man, and the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
put this in his way in order to save him. While they were walking the
man became exhausted DUE TO HUNGER. His companion said to
him: Did I not tell you not to give your bread to another? Rabbi Chiya
said to Rabbi Yosi: We have food with us, let us give him some to
eat. Rabbi Yosi said: Do you wish to take away his merit? Let us go
and see, for surely death follows in his footsteps - MEANING THAT
THE DANGER OF DEATH IS FOLLOWING HIM and the Holy One,
blessed be He, wishes to prepare a merit for him in order to save him.

60. Meanwhile, the man sat to sleep under a tree. His friend went
further and sat in a different place. Rabbi Yosi said to Rabbi Chiya:
Let us sit down and watch, for surely the Holy One, blessed be He,
intends to perform a miracle by him. They stood up and waited.
While they were waiting, they saw a fiery rattlesnake standing by
him. Rabbi Chiya said: Woe unto that man, for he is about to die.
Rabbi Yosi said: This man is worthy of a miracle of the Holy One,
blessed be He. A snake then came down the tree with the intention
of killing him. The rattlesnake attacked the snake and killed it. Then
the rattlesnake turned his head and went on his way.

61. Rabbi Yosi said: Have I not told you that the Holy One, blessed
be He, wished to perform a miracle for him, and you must not take
away his merit, THAT, HE SHOULD NOT GIVE HIM FOOD. In the
meanwhile, the man awoke from his sleep and rose to go. Rabbi
Chiya and Rabbi Yosi joined him and gave him food. After he ate,
they told him of the miracle the Holy One, blessed be He, performed
for him.

62. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion and said: "Trust in Hashem,
and do good; dwell in the land, and enjoy security (also:
'Faith')" (Tehilim 37:3). Happy is the portion of he who does good
using what is his, since he stirs good, WHICH IS YESOD, toward the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. With what DOES HE
STIR? With righteousness (Charity), since when Righteousness is
stirred, that good stirs toward the Congregation of Yisrael. It is
therefore written, "but righteousness delivers from death" (Mishlei
10:2). What is the reason for this? Because Righteousness is the
Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN. It is aroused against the Tree of Death to
take those who are attached to it, and it saves them from death. Who
causes the Tree of Life to be stirred to do that? One says: The
charity THAT MAN does; it is as if he does it above, IN CAUSING
MALCHUT TO BE UNITED WITH THE TREE OF LIFE, as is written:
"and do righteousness at all times" (Tehilim 106:3). We have already
explained this.

10. "they shall be your bondsmen for ever"
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We are told that it is a commandment to have a Canaanite slave as a bondsman because they come from the side of Ham who uncovered
nakedness. Yet Eliezer, the servant of Abraham, was Righteous even though he was the descendant of Ham because God approved of the blessing
that Laban gave him.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
63. "And you shall take them as an inheritance for your children after
you... they shall be your bondsmen for ever" (Vayikra 25:46). It is a
commandment to have a Canaanite slave as bondsman, as is
written: "they shall be your bondsmen for ever." They come from the
side of Ham, who uncovered nakedness, of whom it says, "Cursed
be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be to his
brethren" (Beresheet 9:25). Why a servant of servants? Because he
is a servant to the servant for ever (lit. 'the world'), which is the world
of Jubilee. THAT IS, WHEN HE IS A SERVANT TO A SERVANT,
YISRAEL'S EAR IS BORED, BUT HE WILL BE SET FREE AT THE
WORLD OF JUBILEE. BUT HE WILL NOT BE SET FREE, EVEN AT
THE JUBILEE. It may be said that as he is a brother to Shem and
Japheth, why should he not be like them? Also, seeing that Eliezer,
Abraham's servant, was the descendant of Ham, why was he not like
HAM, BUT instead turned out to be righteous? The Holy One,
blessed be He, approved of the blessing Laban gave him, AS IT
SAYS OF HIM IN THE TORAH, "YOU BLESSED OF
HASHEM" (BERESHEET 24:31). SINCE IT IS WRITTEN IN THE
TORAH, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TESTIFIES IT IS TRUE.

11. Reincarnation
We are told about the secret of reincarnation, that light can come out of darkness. Darkness comes out of light when drops of semen are mixed in
the daughter of a strange El - a man's good should not be mingled with evil. We read how a man can attain a Neshamah through his repentance and
study of Torah even if he was reincarnated in a body that consists of good and evil in order to receive punishment. Average people have half their
merits below and half their transgressions below; completely evil people have all their transgressions above and their merits below; completely
righteous people have all their merits above and their transgressions below.
64. AND HE REPLIES: Surely this pertains to the secret of
reincarnation: 'causes the light to vanish before the darkness',
NAMELY Abraham's servant who came out of darkness, the issue of
Ham. It suffices for the servant to be like his master, Abraham, who
came from the idolatrous Terah, the idol worshiper! HE THEREFORE
CAME OUT OF THE CURSED AND DARKNESS AND BECAME
BLESSED OF HASHEM LIKE ABRAHAM WHO CAME OUT FROM
TERAH, ALSO LIGHT FROM DARKNESS. 'And darkness before the
light': this is Ishmael who came out from Abraham, and Esau from
Isaac.
65. The mystery of this is that this is caused by the mixture of drops
OF SEMEN in a place it does not belong. This is he who mingles his
drop with a maid, Machalat, the daughter of Ishmael, WHO IS AN
EVIL KLIPAH, or a daughter of a strange El, NAMELY THE
DAUGHTER OF THE HEATHEN, who are evil and darkness, while his
drop is goodness and light, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "And
Elohim saw the light that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4). He who
mingles good with evil transgresses the words of His Master, who
said, "but of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, you shall not
eat of it" (Beresheet 2:17).
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66. The Holy One, blessed be He, with that which the man mingled,
puts him together and reincarnates him so as to receive punishment,
THAT IS, HE BRINGS HIM INSIDE A BODY WHICH CONSISTS OF
GOOD AND EVIL. If he repents, studies the Torah, and separates
good from evil - FOR BY STUDYING prohibitions and license,
defilement and purity, what is fit and unfit, that evil is separated from
good, as it says of Him, "AND HASHEM ELOHIM FORMED (HEB.
VAYYITZER) MAN" (BERESHEET 2:7). Vayyitzer IS SPELLED WITH
TWO YUD'S, TO SHOW THAT MAN IS TWICE CREATED, a creation
for good and a creation for evil. And through the Torah he separates
them, and the Holy One, blessed be He, bequeaths him a Soul from
Him, so he will rule them both, the one which is GOODNESS AND
light, the World to Come, and the other, which is EVIL AND darkness,
this world. Hence, it is written: "and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life" (Ibid.).

67. MAN IS JUDGED according to his merits and evil actions. As we
explained, he who does one good deed is treated well. He who is
average, is a person whose merits and transgressions are balanced,
the half of merits is below and the half of transgressions below. This
is the secret of, "What is your petition, and it shall be granted you:
and what is your request? Even to half the kingdom it shall be
performed" (Esther 5:6). THAT IS, IF THERE BE A HALF KINGDOM,
THE HALF OF MERITS, THEN IT SHALL BE PERFORMED; THE
PETITION AND REQUEST IS ACCEPTED. In the case of a completely
righteous man, all his merits are above and his transgressions
below. For a completely evil man, his transgressions are above and
his merits are down below.
68. The sin of a man who commits it in public pertains to two grades,
NAMELY TWO MANNERS. If he does penance in public, THAT IS,
ACCORDING TO THE SIN THAT WAS COMMITTED IN PUBLIC, HE IS
SEATED IN THAT WORLD among the righteous, who are familiar
with the laws of the Holy One, blessed be He, and refrain from
sinning. IF HE REPENTS secretly, HE IS NOT SEATED AMONG THE
RIGHTEOUS, BECAUSE HIS SIN IS NOT TOTALLY ANNULLED.
RATHER, HE IS SEATED among the wicked men, WHO ENVY HIM
HIS REPENTANCE, so that the verse will be fulfilled which says, "But
the eyes of the wicked shall fail" (Iyov 11: 20).

12. Change of name, change of place, change of deed
We learn how Abraham mended the sins of Adam and Terah and how he made God and the Shechinah to rule over the whole world. The section tells
of how Adam was reincarnated and how his transgressions were overturned. Through Abraham, Isaac and Jacob Adam obtained a change of name,
a change of place and a change of action.
69. Adam's sin was therefore against, "And Hashem Elohim
commanded..." (Beresheet 2:16). We explained that "command"
refers to idolatry. Since he sinned in idolatry, He formed him, THAT
IS, HE CAUSED HIM TO INCARNATE in Terah's drop of semen, in
which he vexed (Heb. ratach), NAMELY ANGERED, the Holy One,
blessed be He, thus transgressing in idolatry, SINCE TERAH WAS
IDOLATROUS. FROM A DROP OF HIS SEMEN CAME ABRAHAM,
WHO WAS AN INCARNATION OF THE FIRST MAN. ABRAHAM did
penance and smashed the images of idols and all the victuals
PLACED BEFORE THEM. He mended the sins OF ADAM AND
TERAH, and smashed the sin and the evil edifice he built, NAMELY
THE EDIFICE OF THE KLIPOT OF ADAM, CAUSED TO BE BUILT BY
HIS SIN. And he made the Holy One, blessed be He, and the
Shechinah to rule over the whole world.
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70. HE ASKS: How DID HE MAKE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
AND HIS SHECHINAH RULERS OF THE WORLD? AND HE
ANSWERS: By sanctifying His Name in public, and by going into the
fire to be burned, so that the words would be fulfilled IN ADAM, that
say, "The carvings of their Elohim shall you burn with fire" (Devarim
7:25). THIS MEANS, SINCE ADAM WORSHIPPED IDOLS, HE WAS
CONSIDERED AS THE CARVINGS OF THEIR ELOHIM. Furthermore,
he caused his father, Terah, to repent and brought him, his mother,
and all the rulers of that age to the Garden of Eden. He was thus
purified like silver by fire, like the king's SILVER coin that was forged
with a mixture of lead. He was therefore put in fire, and the lead
came out, which is Ishmael. Ishmael therefore was mocking and
worshipped idols, while Adam remained purified by fire. This is the
change of name, FOR HIS NAME WAS CHANGED FROM ADAM TO
ABRAHAM. For when Adam was incarnated, he had to undergo a
change of name, change of place, and change of deed, AS
FOLLOWS.
71. Then came Isaac, and he became stronger through him, THAT IS,
ADAM WAS INCARNATED IN HIM AND OVERCAME the second
transgression, of which it says, "the man," which refers to
bloodshed. THIS IS AN EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE, "AND
HASHEM ELOHIM COMMANDED THE MAN SAYING..." (BERESHEET
2:16). "COMMANDED" REFERS TO IDOLATRY, "THE MAN," TO
BLOODSHED, AND "SAYING," TO INCEST. HE TRANSGRESSED
THEM ALL. This brought the trial of Isaac by knife, NAMELY THE
SACRIFICE OF ISAAC, OF WHICH IT SAYS, "AND TOOK THE KNIFE
TO SLAY HIS SON" (BERESHEET 22:10). ADAM was cleansed by
him, as food is picked from refuse. And the refuse came out, which
is Esau who sheds blood, AND THE FOOD, JACOB, CAME OUT
CLEANSED FROM REFUSE. THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN: JACOB
HAD THE GRACE OF ADAM BECAUSE IN JACOB, HE CAME OUT
CLEANSED AND PURIFIED FROM ALL REFUSE.
72. Then came Jacob, THE ASPECT OF GOODNESS AND THE FOOD
PICKED FROM THE FIRST MAN, who formed AND ATTACHED it to
Laban and became his servant. Hence it says, "I will serve you seven
years for Rachel" (Beresheet 29:18). Since he exchanged her with
her sister, he served an additional seven years, in order to remove
the two drops Adam spilt in a foreign place - MEANING THE TWO
FEMALE SPIRITS THAT MATED WITH HIM AFTER HE SEPARATED
FROM EVE. This is incest, alluded to in the word "saying" (Beresheet
2:16). He took them out of Laban the Arammian, WHO IS OF THE
ASPECT OF the serpent.
73. Through these three, ABRAHAM, ISAAC, AND JACOB, Adam
obtained a change of name, a change of place, and a change of
action. He obtained a change of name through Abraham, a change of
place through Isaac, and a change of action through Jacob. And if it
was said of him, "then He saw it, and declared it; HE ESTABLISHED
IT, YEA, AND SEARCHED IT OUT. AND TO MAN (LIT. 'ADAM') HE
SAID" (Iyov 28:27-28), that if He accepted his repentance, all the
more so that of others, WHO ARE NOT AS GREAT.

74. Therefore, for a good servant, the place brings it about, and for
an evil servant, also THE PLACE BRINGS IT ABOUT, but as for other
servants, "they shall be your bondsmen for ever" (Vayikra 25:46).
The deans of the Yeshivah rose and said, "Happy is that people, that
is in such a case (Heb. shecachah)" (Tehilim 144:15). The numerical
value of 'shecachah' is as that of Moses, NAMELY THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD. The Faithful Shepherd rose and said, "happy is that
people, whose Elohim is Hashem" (Ibid.).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

13. "For to Me the children of Yisrael are servants"
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Yisrael are called God's servants because it is a commandment to serve with prayer and with deeds and by observing the precepts of the Torah.
Yisrael are also called God's children when they know God in a particular way and when they have permission to look into His mysteries.
75. "For to Me the children of Yisrael are servants" (Vayikra 25:55). It
is commanded to serve by doing many things in the Temple and out
of the Temple, by all the deeds that are called 'service,' NAMELY
prayer, and to strive to observe the precepts of the Torah, as
everything is called 'service,' like a servant laboring to fulfill his
master's needs.

76. He therefore called Yisrael 'servants,' as is written: "For to Me the
children of Yisrael are servants; they are my servants." Why are they
servants? Because it is written, "whom I brought forth out of the
land of Egypt" (Ibid.). It therefore says later, among the Ten
Commandments, "I am Hashem your Elohim, who have brought you
out of the land of Egypt" (Shemot 20:2), to serve Him as a servant
does his master who saved him from death and redeemed him from
all the evil things in the world.

77. Yisrael have two names before the Holy One, blessed be He.
They are called 'servants,' as is written, "they are My servants," and
they are called 'children,' as is written: "You are the children of
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). For as long as man knows the
Holy One, blessed be He, in a general way, he is called 'a servant'
who does as his Master bids him, but has no permission to look into
the treasures and the mysteries of His House. When he knows the
Holy One, blessed be He, in a particular way, he is called 'His
beloved child,' like the child who is looking at the hidden, at all the
mysteries of His House.

78. Though he is called 'a son,' the firstborn son of the Holy One,
blessed be He, as is written: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), he must not exclude himself from being a
servant who serves his Father in everything that glorifies His Father.
So should any man be in relation to his father. A child who looks at
his secrets and knows the mysteries of his house and strives after
them should be a servant to his father.

14. The secret of the servant and the secret of the son
We learn that one should be in the grade of the servant in order to perform the many kinds of works required; one would then be called, like Malchut,
'master of the whole earth'. The grade of the son is where one strives to know his Father's secrets and all the mysteries of his house, and he then
has power over everything; no one can ever stop him from entering his Father's presence at any time. In order to be both a servant and a son, one
must undertake the service of prayer - such a one restores the entire secret of the Faith.
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79. This is the secret of this matter. There are two grades above in
which man should be adorned; they are the secret of Faith, and they
are one. The first is the secret of the servant and the other is the
secret of the son. THE GRADE OF the servant ABOVE is called 'the
master of the whole earth,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
AND THE GRADE OF the son ABOVE is as we stated, "Yisrael is My
son, My firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN Everything pertains to the one secret of Faith, and it
behooves man to be adorned with these grades OF THE SON AND
SERVANT ABOVE to be included within the secret of Faith.

80. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS. ONE SHOULD BE IN THE GRADE OF
the servant, in order to perform the many kinds of works in the
prayer e Hhcalled 'service,' like the servant, who is the supernal
secret, NAMELY THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, that is never silent, but
constantly praises and sings TO ZEIR ANPIN. We have learned that it
also applies to other services, for all the services and words
PERFORMED throughout the worlds, it is MALCHUT that performs
and serves them. MALCHUT is therefore CALLED 'a master,' since
she is LIKE a servant that works AND DRAWS VITALITY AND
PLENTY TO ALL THE WORLDS. She is THEREFORE called 'master
of the whole earth'. In the case of man who is adorned with this
secret, THE ASPECT OF THE SERVANT WITHIN MALCHUT, and
becomes a servant that does his Master's work, he ascends and
becomes adorned to be in this grade OF SERVANT and is also called
'master,' since he blesses this world, MALCHUT, through his actions
and preserves it. He is therefore called 'master' TOO.

81. HE NOW INTERPRETS THE GRADE OF THE SON, SAYING:
Happy is the portion of the son, who deserves to strive to know his
Father's secrets and all the mysteries of His house, like an only child
whose father gave him authority over all his secrets. It is to the glory
OF THE SON to have power over everything. He who strives in the
Torah to know the Holy One, blessed be He, and His mysteries is 'the
son of the Holy One blessed be He,' and in all the heavenly hosts,
there is none that will stop him from entering his Father's presence
at any time he needs to. Happy is his portion throughout the worlds.
Therefore, he who strives to know his Father in a particular way,
within the secret of Chochmah, MEANING THE CHOCHMAH AT THE
RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, is called 'a son'.

82. Among the deeds it behooves man to do for the Holy One
blessed be He, there is a service man needs to do in order to be
included in them both and become a servant and a son, adorned by
the Holy One, blessed be He. What is it? It is the service of prayer, in
which it behooves MAN to be a servant and a son, and to be
included within THESE TWO supernal grades, Zeir ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. It behooves man to work and restore prayer by the secret
of the servant, and to work at restoring the worlds, WHICH
PERTAINS TO THE GRADE OF THE SERVANT AND THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, so as to cause his desire to cleave to the secret of
Chochmah ON THE RIGHT, and to properly cleave to his Master by
the supernal mysteries, WHICH IS THE GRADE OF THE SON, THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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83. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER. A son is always bound to his father
without any separation at all, and no one stops him. A servant does
his master's work and corrects the constructions of the worlds.
Whoever has both, THE SON AND THE SERVANT, united together,
joined as one, such is a man who restores the entire secret of the
Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to be wholly WITH ZEIR ANPIN, without
any division and joins them all together. This is a man of whom the
Holy One, blessed be He, proclaims throughout the hosts and
legions of all the worlds and throughout the firmaments, 'Take care
of this man, who is trusted of the King, who has all his Master's
mysteries in his hands.' Happy is he in this world, and happy is he in
the World to Come.

84. From that day onward, that man is known and recorded in all
those worlds. In his time of need, all the hosts and legions are
ordered to be with him. And the Holy One, blessed be He, needs
nothing but him alone, THAT IS, ALL THE WORLDS ARE
SUPPORTED BY HIM. A voice stirs AND PROCLAIMS, 'It is well for
an only one, THAT MAN, to be with an Only One, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, and for the one to be occupied with the One.'

85. The secret of these two grades, THE SON AND THE SERVANT, I
have found in one verse, in which it is written: "and said to me, 'You
are My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified'" (Yeshayah 49:3).
"And said to me, 'You are My servant,'" is the grade of the servant,
THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN AND THE ASPECT OF
MALCHUT; "Yisrael" is THE GRADE OF the son, THE SECRET OF
THE RIGHT COLUMN AND THE ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN. When they
are united as one, it is written: "in whom I will be glorified."
Blessed be Hashem for ever. Amen and amen. May Hashem rule
forever. Amen and amen.
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1. "Remember now what Balak king of Moab devised"
Rabbi Chiya opens by saying how happy are those whose Master reproves them out of His care for them. Rabbi Yosi says even though God told
Yisrael to remember Him, when they cry out to him He does not pay attention to them. Rabbi Yehuda disagrees, and contends that if God had not
remembered them, Yisrael would not have survived even a single day in exile. He says that when a man wants some action from God he must
arouse it through a holy deed or speech below. Similarly, those who want to arouse actions from the Side of Defilement arouse their aspect through
action and word of mouth. Rabbi Yehuda draws a distinction between divination and enchantment, and says that Yisrael's deeds are always done in
holiness - there is no divination or enchantment in them. God reminds Yisrael of the acts that He has done for them and the protection He gave them
while they were attached to Him.
1. "If you walk in My statutes..." (Vayikra 26:3). Rabbi Chiya opened
with the verse, "O My people, remember now what Balak king of
Moab devised, and how Bilaam, the son of Beor answered
him..." (Michah 6:5). "O My people, remember"; happy is the portion
of this people, that their Master reproves them so. "O My people,
remember," though you have deviated from the way, you are My
people, and I do not wish to repay you according to your deeds.

2. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Happy is the portion of the people whose
Master says to them, "O My people, what have I done to you, and
wherein have I wearied you? Testify against Me" (Ibid. 3). "What
Balak king of Moab devised," THAT IS, how many things did he plan
to do to destroy you, and how much wizardry has he incited against
you.

3. Rabbi Yosi said: The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Yisrael,
"Remember now." Woe to us that we cry, we sob and weep,
"Remember, Hashem, what is come upon us" (Eichah 5:1).
"Remember, Hashem, against the children of Edom" (Tehilim 137:7).
Yet He does not want to pay attention to us, because when He said
to us, "O...remember," in words of entreaty, we did not attend to Him.
We therefore shout, with words like: "Remember, Hashem, what is
come upon us," "Remember, Hashem, against the children of
Edom," "Remember Your congregation, which You have purchased
of old" (Tehilim 74:2). "Remember me, Hashem, when You show
favor to Your people" (Tehilim 106:4). Yet He does not wish to pay
attention to us.

4. Rabbi Yehuda said: Surely the Holy One, blessed be He,
constantly pays attention to us and remembers us, for had He not
attended to Yisrael and remembered us, they would not have
survived in exile a single day. Hence it says, "And yet for all that,
when they are in the land of their enemies..." (Vayikra 26:44). For the
Holy One, blessed be He, does not reward us in accordance with our
deeds.
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5. Come and behold: Balak was wise, and the greatest sorcerer in his
deeds; even more so than Bilaam. I have learned that when a man
wishes for something from the works of the Holy One, blessed be
He, it behooves him to arouse it through a deed below, since
through the lower deed the upper deed is aroused. The deed below
should be done in Holiness, as already explained. Where there is no
deed, there is speech, and it depends upon word of mouth to
provoke the deed above. As supernal Holiness should be aroused by
action and speech, so should all those from the Side of Defilement
arouse their aspect through action and word of mouth.

6. Though Bilaam was the greatest of all the sorcerers in the world,
Balak was a greater sorcerer than he, for Balak was the greatest in
divination, while Bilaam WAS GREAT in enchantment. Divination and
enchantment are two grades; divination is supported by deeds, while
enchantment is supported by sight and speech. The Spirit of
Defilement is then roused upon them to be clothed by them, and it
does what it does.

7. It is not so for holy Yisrael, for they are all holy, and all their deeds
are done to bring a Holy Spirit upon them, as it is written: "until a
spirit be poured upon us from on high" (Yeshayah 32:15). It is
therefore written: "Surely there is no enchantment in Jacob, nor is
there any divination in Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:23). For Yisrael are
attached to the side of supernal Holiness. Their deeds are done in
Holiness; Holiness is brought upon them, and they are clothed with.

8. Come and behold: Balak was the greatest sage in divination, and
Bilaam in enchantment. Therefore, when Balak wished to join him, it
is written: "And the elders of Moab and the elders of Midian departed
with the rewards of divination in their hand" (Bemidbar 22:7). Come
and behold: according to word of mouth, Bilaam was the greatest
sorcerer in the world, and by applying to enchantment he knew how
to fix the time OF CURSING. HIS CURSES THEREFORE PREVAILED.
Consequently, Balak wished to complete it with divination and
enchantment, AND HENCE JOINED HIM.
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9. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Evil man, My children
preceded you. They have something among themselves for which no
Evil Sides, no wicked species, nor any magic in the world can
approach them; all flee them. What is this? It is the Tent of Meeting,
with its vessels of Holiness and articles of service of the Temple:
incense of spices that annuls any wrath and fury in the world both
above and below, the daily offerings and the burnt offerings, two
altars upon which to perform the service of the altar, a table and its
shewbread, the laver and its pedestal. There are also its articles of
service RELATED TO speech: the ark, the two tablets of the Torah
and Aaron who daily atones for the people in prayer.' When that
wicked man saw this, he said: "Surely there is no enchantment in
Jacob, nor is there any divination in Yisrael." Why? BECAUSE
"Hashem his Elohim is with him, and the trumpet blast of a king is in
him" (Bemidbar 23: 21)

10. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, therefore SAID: "O My people,
remember"; pray be mindful of the time when Balak and Bilaam
united to destroy you, but could not because I held you as a father
holds his child and does not leave his child in the hands of another.
"From Shittim to Gilgal" (Michah 6:5). What is THE RELATION
between them? HE ANSWERS: The Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Yisrael: 'Please remember that as long as you were attached to Me,
that evil man did not prevail against you with his magic and
wizardry. Once you loosened your hands from holding to Me, and
were at Shittim, as it is written: "and the people ate, and bowed
down to their Elohim" (Bemidbar 25:2), and at Gilgal, as it is written,
"in Gilgal they have sacrificed bullocks" (Hoshea 12:12). Then your
enemies overpowered you. What is the reason for all that? "That you
may know the righteous acts of Hashem" (Michah 6:5), NAMELY, all
the righteous deeds I did for you when you were attached to Me. I let
nothing in the world have power over you, and the wrath above and
below and the wicked things were not able to come near you.'

2. "And Elohim came to Bilaam at night"
Rabbi Yehuda talks about the witchcraft that Bilaam made at night by summoning the chieftain of the left side. That Elohim was also summoned by
the spells of Laban and Abimelech, as the name Elohim is shared by all - even idolatry is called Elohim, namely Other Elohim, and so are the
chieftains of the Other Side.
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11. "And he said to them, 'Lodge here this night, and I will bring you
back word, as Hashem shall speak to me" (Bemidbar 22:8). Come
and behold: when the sun sets, and all the gates are closed, night
falls and it becomes dark, many legions are loosed from their chains,
and roam about the world with several attendants over them to guide
them. On the left side is the greatest chieftain among them all, that
highest chieftain whom that evil man, BILAAM, visited by use of his
spells. When he was in power with all his companions, he would
perform witchcraft by night and THE CHIEFTAIN would come and be
with him, and let him know what he wanted.

12. In the same manner, "Elohim came to Laban the
Arammian" (Beresheet 31:24), who was with him, NAMELY WITH
THE AFOREMENTIONED CHIEFTAIN. ALSO, "And Elohim came to
Abimelech" (Beresheet 20:3). It is all the same; he was universally
summoned by the same spells, and was therefore more frequent by
night than by day, SINCE THE NIGHT IS HIS TIME OF DOMINION.
This has already been explained. Abimelech had many sorcerers and
wise men, as is written: "Abimelech, king of the Philistines, looked
out at a window" (Beresheet 26:8). It says here, "out at a window,"
and elsewhere, "The mother of Sisera looked out at the
window" (Shoftim 5:28). AS THE FORMER VERSE PERTAINS TO
WITCHCRAFT, SO DOES THE LATTER ABOUT ABIMELECH
PERTAIN TO WITCHCRAFT. THEREFORE, IT ALSO SAYS, "AND
ELOHIM CAME TO ABIMELECH," NAMELY THE CHIEFTAIN THAT IS
SUMMONED THROUGH WITCHCRAFT. It was already explained that
Laban WAS A SORCERER, as was Bilaam. HENCE, 'ELOHIM,'
MENTIONED IN RELATION TO THEM, IS THE CHIEFTAIN.
13. In relation to them all, it is therefore written, "Elohim," NOT YUD
HEI VAV HEI, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "And Elohim came to Bilaam at
night" (Bemidbar 22:20). "And Elohim came to Laban the
Arammian"; "And Elohim came to Abimelech"; - "ELOHIM" BEING
THE SAID CHIEFTAIN. He used to come to them, not they to him,
since these CHIEFTAINS have no settled place. You may say it is
written, "Elohim"; HOW CAN IT BE SAID IT IS THE OTHER SIDE? HE
ANSWERS: The name ELOHIM is shared by all, even idolatry is
called Elohim, namely Other Elohim. These chieftains are included
amongst Other Elohim, and since they pertain to it, they are called
BY THE NAME ELOHIM. That evil man used witchcraft to summon
him, and he came to him. It is therefore written: "Lodge here this
night, and I will bring you back word, as Hashem shall speak to me."
IT DOES NOT SAY, "ELOHIM," since that evil man boasted AND SAID
'YUD HEI VAV HEI,' though it says of him, "And Elohim
came" (Bemidbar 22: 9).

3. "It pleased Hashem to bless Yisrael"
Rabbi Yehuda says that Bilaam was looking for a way to curse the children of Yisrael but found nothing since there was no great wrath hanging over
the world; therefore he discontinued his enchantments.
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14. Another interpretation for, "as Hashem shall speak to
me" (Bemidbar 22:8), IS through a messenger of the Other Side;
NAMELY THE CHIEFTAIN. One might claim he also visits him by day,
AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND ELOHIM MET BILAAM" (BEMIDBAR 23:16),
WHICH HAPPENED BY DAY. AND HE ANSWERS: Surely he was
using enchantments, ALSO CALLED 'ELOHIM'. At that time, he was
seeking a good opportunity, as is written: "He went not, as at other
times, to seek for enchantments" (Bemidbar 24:1). "And Bilaam saw
that it pleased Hashem to bless Yisrael" (Ibid.). HOW DID HE SEE?
At that time he was searching to find a fitting time TO CURSE
YISRAEL but found nothing, unlike in other times. He saw then that
there was no great wrath upon the world, and knew that it is good in
the eyes of Hashem to bless Yisrael. He discontinued using any of
the divinations of the world and did not observe them. Hence, it is
written: "he went not, as at other times, to seek for enchantments."

15. Come and behold: during times of wrath, the left ABOVE is
roused. That evil man knew a place through which to hold to the left
side, in order to curse. At that time he looked but did not find any.
Then, it is written: "How shall I curse, whom El has not cursed? How
shall I denounce whom Hashem has not denounced?" (Bemidbar
23:8). It therefore says: "O My people, remember now what Balak
king of Moab devised, and what Bilaam, the son of Beor answered
him" (Michah 6:5). Blessed are Yisrael. Blessed is their portion in
this world and in the World to Come.

4. "If you walk in My statutes"
We read about the statutes, the laws, and the precepts and decrees of the Oral and the Written Torah. Rabbi Yehuda says that transgressing the
words of the Torah is the same as rendering the Holy Name defective. One must not only walk in God's statutes and keep His statutes - one must
also perform them even as David did so that the blessings from above will be properly restored.
16. "If you walk in My statutes" (Vayikra 26:3). "My statutes," is the
place upon which the decrees of the Torah depend, NAMELY
MALCHUT, as is written: "and keep My statutes" (Vayikra 18:4).
MALCHUT is called 'a statute', and the decrees of the Torah are
comprised in it. "And keep My laws" (Vayikra 25:18). Law is another
high place, ZEIR ANPIN, to which the statute, MALCHUT, cleaves,
and the upper and lower cleave to each other. All the precepts of the
Torah, the decrees of the Torah, and the sanctities of the Torah
cleave to ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, since they are the Written
Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, and the Oral Torah, MALCHUT.
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17. Hence, "My statutes," are all those decrees and judgments,
punishments, and commandments, which pertain to the place called
the Oral Torah; NAMELY MALCHUT CALLED 'statute'. "And keep My
laws," NAMELY in the place called the Written Torah, ZEIR ANPIN, as
is written: "a law of the Elohim of Jacob" (Tehilim 81:5), WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'JACOB'. They are attached to each other, and
all is one, the whole of the Holy Name, NAMELY THE UNION OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT. He who transgresses the words of the Torah
is as if he renders defective the Holy Name, since a statute and a law
is the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. Therefore, "If you walk
in My statutes," is the Oral Torah; and, "and keep my Laws," is the
Written Torah. This is the totality of the Holy Name.

18. "And do them" (Vayikra 26:3). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of
"and do them"? It already says "walk," and, "keep." Why ADD, "and
do them"? HE ANSWERS: He who observes the precepts of the
Torah and walks in His paths is as if He made Him above. The Holy
One, blessed be He, says, 'as if he made Me.' This has been
explained. Therefore, "and do them," THE STATUTE AND THE LAW,
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Indeed it says, "and do them," since
through being roused by you they join each other, so that the Holy
Name will properly prevail. Indeed, you "do them."

19. Rabbi Shimon discussed in the same manner the verse, "And
David got himself a name" (II Shmuel 8:13). Did David do that for
himself? HE ANSWERS: Since David walked in the ways of the Torah
and observed the commandments of the Torah, and led the kingdom
well, it is as if he made the name above. There was no king in the
world who merited this like David, who used to rise at midnight and
praise the Holy One, blessed be He, until the Holy Name, MALCHUT,
came up with its Throne when daylight broke. THEREFORE, it is as if
he really made a name. HE RAISED IT TO BE UNITED WITH ZEIR
ANPIN. It is said OF THE OTHER SIDE, "and the Yisraeli woman's
son blasphemed the Name, and cursed" (Vayikra 24:11). Hence,
"And David got him a name." It therefore says, "and do them";
NAMELY, if you strive to do them, and properly construct the Holy
Name, all the blessings from above will be by you properly set.

5. "Then I will give you rain in due season"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that anyone who gives charity to the poor constructs the Holy Name.
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20. "Then I will give you rain in due season" (Vayikra 26:4). Everyone
will bestow of his strength upon you. Who are they? The correction
you made, OF THE UNISON of the Holy Name, THE UNISON OF
STATUTE AND LAW, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, SO THAT THEY
WILL BESTOW PLENTY UPON YOU. It is similarly written: "and they
shall keep the way of Hashem, to do justice and law" (Beresheet
18:19). If it is written: "and they shall keep the way of Hashem," why
SHOULD IT SAY, "to do justice (lit. 'charity') and law?" HE
ANSWERS: Whoever keeps the ways of the Torah is as if he does
charity and law. What are charity and law? They are the Holy One,
blessed be He. Rabbi Shimon wept and said: Woe to the people who
do not know or care for the glory of their Master, for he who daily
constructs the Holy Name is he who gives charity to the poor.

6. Charity to the poor
We learn from Rabbi Shimon that giving charity to the poor causes the Holy Name to be made whole since charity is the Tree of Life and it bestows
blessings upon righteousness. He says that the awakening above is according to one's actions below. The poor man has nothing of his own except
what he is given; the moon has no light except what the sun gives her. Rabbi Shimon says that the poor man is as if dead because he is from the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, but anyone who pities him and gives him charity causes the Tree of Life to rest upon the Tree of Death. He
concludes by saying that righteousness is not rectified or perfected except through charity.
21. Come and behold. It has been explained this way: the poor man
is attached to Judgment, and all that he eats is through Judgment,
which is the place called 'righteousness,' MALCHUT, as is written,
"A prayer (Heb. tfilah) of the poor, when he faints" (Tehilim 102:1).
This Tfilah is the hand Tefilin, NAMELY MALCHUT, THAT WHEN NOT
UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN, IS POOR AND IS CALLED
'RIGHTEOUSNESS.' He who gives charity to the poor makes the Holy
Name above properly whole. HE JOINS HER WITH ZEIR ANPIN THAT
BESTOWS EVERYTHING UPON HER, since charity is the Tree of
Life, ZEIR ANPIN, and charity gives and bestows upon
righteousness, MALCHUT. When it bestows upon righteousness,
they are united with each other, ZEIR ANPIN WITH MALCHUT, and
the Holy Name is whole. He who affects an awakening below, BY
GIVING CHARITY, is surely as if he made whole the Holy Name. In a
similar manner, according to one's actions below, so is the
awakening above. Hence, it is written: "Happy are they who maintain
justice, and do righteousness at all times" (Tehilim 106:3). "Do
righteousness," refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, whom one
made so to speak.

22. Come and behold: we learned where the poor man is; THAT IS,
MALCHUT, WHEN NOT UNITED WITH ZEIR ANPIN. What is the
reason thereof? It is that the poor man has nothing of his own, save
that which he is given. The moon, MALCHUT, also has no light of her
own, save what the sun, ZEIR ANPIN, gives her.
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23. Come and behold: why is the poor man considered to be as a
dead man? Because this is brought about by that place, as he is in a
place of death, FOR MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. IF ONE IS WORTHY, IT IS OF
GOODNESS AND LIFE, BUT IF HE IS NOT, IT IS OF EVIL AND
DEATH. He is therefore called 'a dead man'. He who pities him and
gives him charity CAUSES the Tree of Life, CALLED 'CHARITY,' to
rest upon THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, WHICH
IS THE TREE OF DEATH; as it is written, "but righteousness (lit.
'charity') delivers from death" (Mishlei 10:2). Thus, as man does
below, IN RELIEVING THE POOR MAN, CALLED 'A DEAD MAN', so
he does exactly above, IN CAUSING THE TREE OF LIFE TO REST
UPON THE TREE OF DEATH. Happy is the portion of he who is
worthy of making a Holy Name above, NAMELY, TO UNITE IT WITH
ZEIR ANPIN. For that reason charity surpasses everything.
24. These words refer to charity for its own sake, as THIS WAY
charity arouses righteousness, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AROUSES
MALCHUT, and causes them to be together, so that everything will
turn into a Holy Name properly. For righteousness is not rectified or
perfected save through charity, as is written: "In charity shall you be
established" (Yeshayah 54:14). This was addressed to the
Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, WHICH IS PERFECTED
THROUGH CHARITY ALONE. It is therefore WRITTEN, "and do
them" (Vayikra 26:3), AS IT IS DONE THROUGH THE AROUSAL
BELOW.

7. "And I will give you peace in the land"
Rabbi Yosi says that a man lying in his bed at night should not speak about the demons that roam around seeking judgment. He tells us that when
the children of Yisrael are found to be meritorious God gives them peace in the land. Rabbi Aba talks about the fact that when the leader is good the
whole world is saved because of his merit, and yet Josiah was killed even though he was a worthy leader who had done honest deeds. Rabbi
Shimon says that was a result of Josiah's disbelief of Jeremiah's warnings and his failure to admonish Yisrael to repent. Rabbi Aba says that the
Shechinah went into exile with Yisrael and was God's pledge to them. When He will ask for His pledge back He will come to live with Yisrael. Rabbi
Yehuda speaks about Moses taking the Tent and pitching it outside the camp, and Rabbi Shimon explains to him that meant that the Tent of
Meeting, that was the Shechinah, should be kept in the hands of a trustee until it was known who should keep it, Yisrael having been false to God
with the creation of the Golden Calf. God made Joshua the trusted one who was worthy of guarding the pledge. In spite of the fact that Yisrael
sinned, God did not remove His pledge from them and they did not forsake His pledge. Rabbi Yitzchak says that God still watches them and sees
them in their synagogues and schools.
25. "And I will give you peace in the land, and you shall lie down, and
none shall make you afraid" (Vayikra 26:6). Rabbi Yosi opened the
discussion with the verse: "Tremble, and sin not..." (Tehilim 4:5).
This verse has been explained. It behooves man to have his Good
Inclination cause his Evil one to tremble. This is well. But when night
falls and man lies in his bed, numerous seekers of Judgment,
NAMELY DAMAGING DEMONS, stir up in the world and go and roam
about. Thus, men should tremble before the Holy One, blessed be
He, and fear Him so that their souls will not be among them, but will
be saved from them. It behooves one not to utter one word of them,
NAMELY, NOT TO SPEAK OF THEM AT ALL, so as not to rouse them
against him, and so that they will not be with him. Hence, it says,
"commune with your own heart upon your bed, and be still" (Ibid.),
WHICH MEANS that one must not talk about them.
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26. Come and behold: when Yisrael are found meritorious before the
Holy One, blessed be He, it is written: "And I will give peace in the
land." This is up above, as the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to
join the Congregation of Yisrael, AS "PEACE" MEANS YESOD, AND
"THE LAND" IS MALCHUT. Then, "you shall lie down, and none shall
make you afraid." Why? Because "I will remove evil beasts out of the
land." This is an evil kind of beast that is down below. Which? Igeret,
the daughter of Machalat, AN EVIL KLIPAH, and all her companions.
This is by night. By day, THE VERSE, "AND I WILL REMOVE EVIL
BEASTS OUT OF THE LAND," ALLUDES TO men from her side WHO
CAUSE DAMAGE IN THE WORLD. This is the meaning of, "neither
shall the sword go through your land" (Vayikra 26:6).

27. Rabbi Aba said: It has been explained that even a sword of peace
SHALL NOT "GO THROUGH YOUR LAND," as in the case of Pharaoh
Necho, WHO WANTED TO PASS THROUGH THE LAND OF YISRAEL,
BUT THE KING JOSIAH DID NOT PERMIT IT. THE MEANING of,
"neither shall the sword go through your land," alludes to her
companions, WHO COME FROM THE SIDE OF THE SAID KLIPAH. "I
will remove evil beasts out of the land," means that THE KLIPAH
ITSELF shall not have dominion over the land, nor shall it even go
through - not the sword of the other nations, and not even one
armed person shall pass you.
28. This is what king Josiah asked for WHEN HE DID NOT ALLOW
THE SOLDIERS OF PHARAOH NECHO TO GO THROUGH THE LAND.
It has been explained that he was caught in the sins of Yisrael AND
WAS THEREFORE KILLED, as is written, "The breath of our nostrils,
the anointed of Hashem, was taken in their pits" (Eichah 4:20). We
must examine this, for we learned that if the leader of the people is
good, the whole world is saved due to his merit. If the leader of the
people is not honest, the whole people are caught for his sin. Yet
why was Josiah, who was a worthy leader of honest deeds, caught in
Yisrael's sins?

29. AND HE ANSWERS: This happened because he did not believe
Jeremiah, and did not admonish Yisrael TO REPENT, for he thought
they were all as righteous as he was. Yirmeyah told him of this, but
he did not believe him and was therefore caught in their sins.
Moreover, the moon, MALCHUT, had then the lowest light, and was
about to be completely blocked, SINCE IT WAS NEAR THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE.

8. "And I will set My Tabernacle among you"
Rabbi Yosi tells us that God reproves and corrects those He loves but does not do so for those He hates so as not to give them a portion of Himself.
Rabbi Yosi also talks about the spirits that wander about and chastise people.
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30. "And I will set My Tabernacle among you" (Vayikra 26:11). The
Tabernacle is the Shechinah. "My Tabernacle," means My pledge, as
THE SHECHINAH was pledged because of the sins of Yisrael AND
WENT INTO EXILE WITH THEM. "And I will set My Tabernacle," My
pledge, surely. This is like the fable about a man who loved his
neighbor. He said to him: 'I have the highest regard for you and wish
to dwell with you.' HIS FRIEND said: 'How can I be sure you shall live
with me?' He took all the delightful objects of his house and brought
them to him. He said: 'Here is my pledge that I will never part from
you.'

31. Likewise, the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to dwell among
Yisrael. What did He do? He took His precious delight, THE
SHECHINAH, and brought it down to Yisrael. He said to them: 'Here I
give you My pledge, so that I will never part from you.' Though the
Holy One, blessed be He, has gone away from us, He left the pledge
in our hands, AS THE SHECHINAH IS WITH US IN EXILE, and we
keep His delight. When He asks for His pledge, He will come to dwell
with us. Hence, IT IS WRITTEN: "And I will set My Tabernacle (Heb.
mishkan) among you," meaning I will give a pledge (Heb. mashkon)
in your hands that I will dwell with you. And though Yisrael are now
in exile, they have the pledge of the Holy One, blessed be He, and
they never left Him.

32. "...and My Spirit shall not abhor you" (Ibid.). This is likened to a
man who loved his friend and wished to dwell with him. What did he
do? He took his own bed, brought it to his house and said: 'Here is
my bed in your house, so that I shall not go away from you, your bed
and your possessions.' So did the Holy One, blessed be He, say:
'"And I will set My Tabernacle among you: and My soul shall not
abhor you." Behold My bed, THE SHECHINAH, in your house. Now
that My bed is with you, know that I shall not be separated from you.'
Therefore, "and My soul shall not abhor you;" I WILL NOT GO AWAY
FROM YOU.

33. "And I will walk among you, and will be your Elohim" (Ibid. 12).
Now that I have given you My pledge, you will surely know that I walk
with you, as is written: "for Hashem your Elohim walks in the midst
of your camp, to deliver you, and to give up your enemies before
you. Therefore shall your camp be Holy" (Devarim 23:15).

9. "And Moses would take the Tent"
34. One night, Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were in a village
near the Sea of Galilee. They arose at midnight. Rabbi Yitzchak said
to Rabbi Yehuda: Let us discuss the words of the Torah, for though
we are in such a place, we must not be divided from the Tree of Life.
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35. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion and said: "And Moses
would take the Tent, and pitch it outside the camp..." (Shemot 33:7).
HE ASKS: "And Moses would take the Tent." Why did he do so? AND
ANSWERS: Moses said, 'Since Yisrael are false to the Holy One,
blessed be He, and exchanged His glory FOR A GOLDEN CALF, let
His pledge - THE SHECHINAH, CALLED 'THE TENT OF MEETING' be in the hands of a trustee until we know with whom THE PLEDGE
shall remain.

36. He said to Joshua: 'You shall be the trusted one between the
Holy One, blessed be He, and Yisrael, and the pledge shall remain in
your faithful hands. We shall see with whom it will remain.' It is
written: "And he turned back to the camp, but his servant Joshua,
the son of Nun, a young man, did not depart out of the Tent" (Ibid.
11). What is the reason HE GAVE IT to Joshua? Because IN
RELATION TO MOSES, he was like the moon to the sun, AS THE
MOON IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, CALLED 'THE TENT OF
MEETING'. HENCE, he was worthy of guarding the pledge, WHICH IS
OF HIS OWN SIDE. Therefore, he "did not depart out of the Tent."

37. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses: 'It is not fit to do it
this way, since I gave My pledge into the hands OF THE CHILDREN
OF YISRAEL. And though they sinned against Me, they shall have
the pledge with them and shall not part with it. Would you wish that I
would part from the children of Yisrael and never return to them?'
FOR THE SHECHINAH IS THE PLEDGE IN THE HANDS OF THE
CHILDREN OF YISRAEL THAT HE SHALL NEVER LEAVE THEM.
'Return My pledge to them, and for its sake I shall never leave them,
wherever THEY MAY BE.'

38. Though Yisrael sinned against the Holy One, blessed be He, they
did not forsake His pledge, nor did the Holy One, blessed be He, take
it from them. Hence, wherever Yisrael were exiled, the Shechinah
was with them. Therefore, it is written: "And I will set My Tabernacle
among you." This has already been explained.

10. "My beloved is like a gazelle"
39. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion and said: "My beloved is
like a gazelle or a young hart: behold, he..." (Shir Hashirim 2:9).
Happy are Yisrael who have merited this pledge of the most High
King. And though they are in exile, the Holy One, blessed be He,
comes every new moon, every Shabbat, and every holiday, to look in
at them and observe His pledge, His delight, that is with them.
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40. THIS IS like a king against whom his Matron rebelled. He
banished her out of his palace. What did she do? She took her son
with her, the delight and love of the king. Since the king cared for
her, he let him remain in her hands. When the king wished for the
Matron and her son, he would ascend the stairs, descend the steps,
and climb walls to watch them from between the lattices in the wall.
When he saw them, he started to weep from behind the lattices in the
wall, and then went away.

41. This is true for Yisrael. Though they left the King's palace AND
WENT INTO EXILE, they did not forsake the pledge. Since the King
cared for them, He left it with them. When the Holy King thought of
the Matron and Yisrael, He ascended the stairs, descended the
steps, and climbed walls to look at them from between the lattices in
the wall. When He saw them, He began to cry. Hence, it is written:
"My beloved is like a gazelle or a young hart," jumping from the wall
to the roof, and from the roof to the wall. "Behold, He stands behind
our wall," NAMELY in the synagogues and schools; "He looks in at
the windows," for surely a synagogue must have windows; "He
peers through the lattice" (Ibid.), to watch and see them. Yisrael
should therefore rejoice on the day they know this and say, "This is
the day which Hashem has made; we will rejoice and be glad in
it" (Tehilim 118:24).

11. Righteousness together with its Judgments
Rabbi Yosi tells us that God reproves and corrects those He loves but does not do so for those He hates so as not to give them a portion of Himself.
Rabbi Yosi also talks about the spirits that wander about and chastise people.
42. "And if you shall despise My statutes" (Vayikra 26:15). Rabbi
Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "My son, do not despise
the chastening of Hashem; nor be weary of His correction." (Mishlei
3:11). Yisrael are so beloved to the Holy One, blessed be He, that He
wished to chasten them and lead them on the true path, as a father
pities his child. In His love for them, His stick is always in His hand,
to lead them on the true path so that they will not turn right or left.
Hence, it is written: "For Hashem reproves him whom He loves, even
as a father the son in whom he delights" (Ibid. 12). The Holy One,
blessed be He, refrains from reproving he who He does not love but
hates, and He removes the stick away from him.
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43. It is written: "'I have loved you', says Hashem" (Malachi 1:2), and
in His love the stick is always in His hand to guide us. '"And I hated
Esau" (Ibid. 3), and therefore took the stick away from him, removed
reproof from him, so as not to give him a portion in Me; My soul
despises Him. But as for you, "I have loved you," indeed and
therefore, "My son, do not despise the chastening of Hashem; nor be
weary of His correction'." What is the meaning of, "do not despise
(Heb. takutzu)"? IT MEANS do not despise Him, as if fleeing before
thorns (Heb. kotzim), for the kings WHO ENSLAVE THE CHILDREN
OF YISRAEL are like thorns in His body.

44. Come and behold: when Righteousness, MALCHUT ON HER
SIDE OF JUDGMENT, is roused together with its Judgments, several
aspects of spirits are awakened on the right and on the left, and
many sticks come out. Some are sticks of fire, some are sticks of
coals and some are sticks of flames. They all come out, roused in
the world, and strike people. Under them are other harmful
chieftains, forty minus one. They roam about, go down and strike,
then come up, obtain permission, and enter into a hole in the great
abyss. They paint themselves and climb up, and a burning fire joins
them. They go out, as burning coals, and wander and go down to be
among men, as is written: "then I will punish you...more" (Vayikra
26:18); I will add more to the Prosecutors' punishment.

12. "Seven times for your sins"
We learn that God will give the world only as much judgment as it can bear. If He had punished the world according to its sins, the world would
never have survived. Rabbi Shimon talks about the 'daughter of seven', the Sabbatical Year and the well of seven. These things allude to a release
where judgment is executed and everyone is set free. Rabbi Aba says that God repeatedly warned Yisrael about their sins, but when they did not
repent he sent them into exile; nevertheless He did not send them on their own, but sent 'seven', Malchut, with them.
45. It says of this, "I will not curse the ground any more for man's
sake" (Beresheet 8:21). What is the meaning of, "I will not curse the
ground any more"? It means that He will give no more Judgments to
the Prosecutors with which to destroy the world, but only as much
as the world can bear. It is therefore written: "then I will punish you
no more..." (Vayikra 26:8); He will surely give more, AS MUCH AS
THE WORLD CAN BEAR.
46. Why would He give more? To punish you "seven times for your
sins" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Seven times? Had the Holy One, blessed be
He, collected His due, THAT IS, PUNISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE SIN, the world would not have been able to bear it for a single
moment, as is written: "If You, Yah, should mark iniquities, Hashem,
who could stand?" (Tehilim 130:3). Yet you say, "seven times for
your sins."
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47. AND HE ANSWERS: What the verse teaches us IN SAYING,
"seven times," is this. Behold seven is before you. Who is she? She
is the Sabbatical Year (lit. 'Release Year'), NAMELY MALCHUT
SWEETENED BY BINAH, which is seven. For She is called 'seven,' as
it says, "At the end of every seven years you shall make a
release" (Devarim 15:1). The SCRIPTURE therefore SAYS, "seven
times for your sins." MALCHUT is called 'seven' and ALSO 'daughter
of seven'. What is the difference between them? In saying seven
only, it means to have a release, to execute Judgments, and to set
everyone free. She is called 'daughter of seven' when attached to
another, ZEIR ANPIN, to illuminate and rule over her kingdom and
make known the Kingship throughout the land and to everyone. She
is then called 'the daughter of seven'. Hence, it is written: "the name
of the city is Beer-Sheva (lit. 'well of seven') to this day" (Beresheet
26:33). The well of seven is Isaac's well. Everything is one.

48. Rabbi Aba said: "and I will chastise you, even I, seven times for
your sins" (Vayikra 26:28). "And I will chastise you," through other
attendants, as already explained. "Even I;" "I" is ZEIR ANPIN, who is
roused to save you; "seven" is MALCHUT, which is roused towards
you TO SAVE YOU. THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT SHALL BE
WITH THEM IN EXILE. HENCE, THEY SHALL GET THEM OUT OF
EXILE, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
49. Come and behold: the Holy One, blessed be He, bears a sublime
love for Yisrael . THIS IS like a king who had an only son who
constantly sinned against him. One day, as he sinned against the
king, the king said: 'I have beaten you previously, but you have not
learned. From now on, see what I shall do to you. If I drive you out of
the land, and deport you from the kingdom, wild bears, wild wolves,
or murderers might attack you and kill you. What shall I do? We shall
both leave the country.'

50. Similarly, the words "even I," mean that I and you shall leave the
land, NAMELY, GO INTO EXILE. This is what the Holy One, blessed
be He, said to Yisrael: 'I have warned you but you did not lend your
ears. I have brought warriors and angels of destruction upon you to
beat you, but you have not hearkened. If I drive you out of the land
on your own, I fear that bears and wolves will attack and kill you.
What then shall I do to you? You and I shall leave the land and go
into exile.' This is the meaning of, "and I will chastise you"; we shall
go into exile. 'You may say that I will leave you, but "even I," am with
you.' "...seven times for your sins," that is, seven, MALCHUT, will be
deported with you. For what reason? "For your sins."

13. "For your transgressions was your mother put away"
Rabbi Aba says that God is with Yisrael even in their exile, and when their exile is over He will return with them.
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51. This is the meaning of, "for your transgressions was your mother
put away" (Yeshayah 50:1). The Holy One, blessed be He, said: 'You
brought it about that you and I shall not dwell in the land. Behold the
Matron leaving the palace with you. Observe everything in ruin; My
palace and yours, in ruins.' For the palace is not fit for a King, save
when He enters it together with the Matron, MALCHUT. The King
then rejoices only when He enters the Matron's palace, since She is
with Her children in the palace. All may then rejoice. 'Now that the
son and the Matron are not here, My palace is in ruins. What shall I
do? I shall go with you.' And now, though Yisrael are in exile, the
Holy One, blessed be He, is with them, and does not leave them.
When Yisrael are released from the exile, the Holy One, blessed be
He, will return with them, as it is written: "Hashem your Elohim will
turn your captivity" (Devarim 30:3). Indeed, "Hashem your Elohim
will turn;" THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL RETURN. We
have already explained this.

14. "These are the words of the Covenant"
Rabbi Yosi tells Rabbi Chiya that the curses in the Book of Vayikra were said by Gvurah and those in Devarim were said by Moses himself, and yet
both were the words of the Covenant because good and evil depend on them. Righteous and Righteousness together are called 'the Covenant'. Thus
'remember' and 'keep' are also bound together, one by day and one by night. Rabbi Chiya agrees and says that Shabbat is called a Covenant. He
talks about God's promise to give peace in the land. Rabbi Chiya explains that God promised not to cast Yisrael away nor to abhor them because the
Shechinah, the beloved of His soul, is among them. Rabbi Yosi talks about a son's duty to honor his father even after the father's death, and the way
to honor him is to walk in Truth and perfect his own actions. This increases the praise of the father both in this world and in the World to Come.
52. Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yosi were walking on the road when they
chanced upon a cave in the field. Rabbi Chiya questioned Rabbi Yosi
concerning the words: "These are the words of the Covenant...
besides the Covenant..." (Devarim 28:69). Why does it say, "the
words of the Covenant"? It should have said 'the words of Gvurah'.
He said to him: It has been explained that these CURSES IN THE
BOOK OF VAYIKRA WERE SAID by Gvurah, and that those IN
DEVARIM were said by Moses himself, as we have already learned.

53. Come and behold: the ones as well as the others are the words of
the Covenant, for though they were from Gvurah, yet they are the
words of the Covenant, since good and evil depend upon them.
Good comes from the Righteous, YESOD; evil comes from Judgment
- the place of Judgment, Righteousness - NAMELY MALCHUT.
Righteous and Righteousness, YESOD AND MALCHUT, are the
Covenant and are called 'the Covenant'. Therefore, these words are
the words of the Covenant. The Covenant, WHICH IS YESOD AND
MALCHUT, is bound together, and hence 'remember' and 'keep',
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, are bound together; 'remember' by day,
and 'keep' by night. THEY ARE TOGETHER BY THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE, "AND THERE WAS EVENING AND THERE WAS MORNING,
ONE DAY" (BERESHEET 1:5). Thus, the Covenant is YESOD AND
MALCHUT together, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS CONNECTED TO
MALCHUT ONLY THROUGH YESOD. It is therefore WRITTEN,
"Covenant," since they are indeed the words of the Covenant, THE
REPRIMAND IN THE BOOK OF VAYIKRA AND IN THE BOOK OF
DEVARIM. Wherever the word "Covenant" is mentioned, it pertains
to this place.
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54. Rabbi Chiya said: Surely this is so. Hence, Shabbat, which is
'remember' and 'keep', YESOD AND MALCHUT, is called a
"Covenant," as is written: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael shall
keep the Shabbat, to observe the Shabbat throughout their
generations, for a perpetual Covenant" (Shemot 31:16). Everything is
one and the same. This place, YESOD AND MALCHUT TOGETHER, is
uniformly called 'the Covenant'.

55. Come and behold: it is written, "And I will give peace in the
land" (Vayikra 26:6). "PEACE" is Yesod, which is peace in the land,
household peace, and the peace of the world, SINCE MALCHUT IS
CALLED 'LAND', 'HOUSE' AND 'WORLD'. "...and I will chastise you,
even I, seven" (Vayikra 26:28). What is seven? Surely it is
righteousness, MALCHUT ON THE SIDE OF JUDGMENT. Assuredly,
this is the Covenant, and therefore these are the words of the
Covenant.

15. "I will not cast them away, nor will I abhor them, to destroy them utterly"
56. Rabbi Yosi said: It is written, "And yet for all that (lit. 'and also
even this'), when they are in the land of their enemies..." (Vayikra
26:44). "And also even this." 'Even,' is as, "even I" (Ibid. 28), WHICH
REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN. 'Also,' includes the Congregation of
Yisrael, called 'this' (Heb. zot), MALCHUT, that never leaves them.
'"When they are in the land of their enemies, I will not cast them
away, nor will I abhor them" - though I am not connected to them "so that I would break My Covenant with them" (Vayikra 26:44),
because if I do not redeem them, my Covenant is divided. AND THE
UNION BETWEEN YESOD AND MALCHUT IS UNDONE. THE
SCRIPTURE therefore SAYS, "to break My Covenant with them."

57. Rabbi Chiya said: I have heard something new that Rabbi Elazar
said: "I will not cast them away (also: 'detest them'), nor will I abhor
them, to destroy them utterly" (Ibid. 44). It should have been written,
'I will not hit them, nor will I kill them to destroy them utterly'. HE
ANSWERS: THE MEANING OF, "I will not cast them away, nor will I
abhor them," is that a man who hates someone is abhorred and
detested by Him. But here, "I will not cast them away, nor will I abhor
them." Why? Because the beloved of My soul is among them,
NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, for whose sake they are all My friends.'
Hence, it says, "lechalotam" (lit. 'to destroy them utterly').
Lechalotam is spelled without the Vav AS AN ALLUSION TO THE
SHECHINAH, CALLED 'BRIDE' (HEB. KALAH). LECHALOTAM IS AS
'FOR THE KALAH'. 'It is for THE BRIDE that I do not detest or abhor
them, because She is the beloved of My soul, and the beloved of My
soul is among them.'

58. THIS IS like a man who loves a woman who lives in a market of
tanners WHO SMELL DISAGREEABLY. Were she not there, he would
never have entered there. Since she is there, THE TANNERS'
MARKET seems to him like a market of spice merchants, where there
are all the best odors in the world.
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59. Here too, "And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their
enemies," which is a tanners' market OF EVIL SMELL, "I will not cast
them away, nor will I abhor them." Why? "to destroy them utterly
(Heb. lechalotam)"; 'because their Bride (Heb. kalatam), THE
SHECHINAH, who abides there, is My love, and the Beloved of My
soul. It therefore seems to Me like the best fragrance in the world,
due to the Bride that dwells among them.' Rabbi Yosi said: Had I
come only to hear this, it would be enough.

16. "A son honors his father"
60. He opened the discussion and said: "A son honors his father,
and a servant his master" (Malachi 1:6). "A son honors his father,"
as it says, "Honor your father and your mother" (Shemot 20:12). It
has been explained THAT HONORS ARE SHOWN in food, drink, and
in everything during his life. If you think that he is exempt from
honoring him after his death, it is not so. Since he is dead, it
behooves one to honor him more, as it is written, "Honor your
father" - AFTER HIS DEATH AS WELL. If the son treads the crooked
way, he surely despises his father and disgraces him. If the son
treads the way of Truth and amends his actions, he honors his
father. He honors him in this world among men, and honors him in
the World to Come by the Holy One, blessed be He. The Holy One,
blessed be He, has compassion for him, and puts him on His Throne
of Glory. Surely, "A son honors his father."

61. Rabbi Elazar for example, who honored his father in this world
and in that world, now increases the praise of Rabbi Shimon in both
worlds - in this world and in the World to Come, more so than during
his life, for he merited holy sons and holy scions. Happy are the
righteous, who merit holy children and holy scions. It says of them,
"all that see them shall acknowledge them, that they are the seed
which Hashem has blessed" (Yeshayah 61:9).
Blessed be Hashem for ever Amen and Amen. Hashem will reign for
ever, Amen and Amen.
End of the book of Vayikra.
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1. The counting and the reckoning
Rabbi Aba speaks about the creation of man, saying that God made him in the image of the higher and the lower ones as the combination of them
all. Man was composed of both male and female, and the female side was composed of both Chesed and Judgment. After they sinned they became
concerned with only worldly matters and they no longer knew wisdom. Neither of Adam's sons, Abel, from the upper aspects, nor Cain, from the
lower aspects, inherited the earth because neither of them left any offspring. The world was founded from Seth, but it was not complete until
Abraham came; once Isaac and Jacob came everything was included in the Central Column and the world stood firm. Even with this it still required
the twelve tribes and seventy persons that came from Jacob, and it required Israel to receive the Torah and erect the Tabernacle. Then God wished
to count all his legions of people, the children of Yisrael, in order to link them to their roots above. After Yisrael left the land of Egypt they achieved
both the Torah and the Tabernacle, and then they were perfectly complete. Rabbi Yitzchak says that when one speaks of his own blessings he must
also bless God and acknowledge those blessings. He says that blessings from above do not rest on anything that has been counted, but the
counting of the children of Yisrael was an exception. We hear that God will bless the women, who were not counted among the census, the priests
and the Levites, and the children under the age of twenty. Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Yehuda what the source of the blessings is, and says that
when God's illumination is awakened everything is in love, in perfection, and in peace.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai, in the
Tent of Meeting..." (Bemidbar 1:1). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion
with, "So Elohim created man in His own image..." (Beresheet 1:27).
We have learned this verse. Come and behold: at the time the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the man, He made him in the image of
the upper beings and lower beings, and he was the combination of
all. His light illuminated from one end of the world to the other end of
the world, and everyone feared him.

2. And though it was settled, we must look into this verse: "So
Elohim created man in His own image, in the image of Elohim He
created him." Since it already said, "His image," why REPEAT
AGAIN, "in the image of Elohim He created him"? HE ANSWERS:
There were two levels IN THE MAN, SINCE he was composed of male
and female. THEREFORE, there is one for the male, THAT IS, "SO
ELOHIM CREATED..." and one for the female, THAT IS, "IN THE
IMAGE..."

3. And as a result of this, there were assuredly two faces, MALE AND
FEMALE, and the end of the verse proves it, since it is written, "male
and female He created them" (Ibid.). And he was composed of both
aspects. Although the female was attached to his side, she ON HER
OWN was also composed of two sides, WHICH ARE CHESED AND
JUDGMENT, to be complete in all.

4. And he used to observe with wisdom up and down. Because he
sinned, these faces diminished, the wisdom disappeared from him,
and he was only concerned with his own bodily matters. And
afterwards he begot sons from above and below - THAT IS, ABEL
WAS FROM THE UPPER ASPECTS AND CAIN FROM THE LOWER and neither of them inhabited the earth, SINCE NONE OF THEM LEFT
ANY DESCENDANTS IN THE WORLD. Then he fathered a son,
NAMELY SETH, and from him the world was planted. This has been
explained.

5. In spite of all this, the world below was not finished and complete
and was not sustained on its own until Abraham came along. The
world was sustained but not completed until Abraham was present
in the world and held on TO THE WORLD with his right hand, THAT
IS CHESED, as one who holds and assists the right hand of
someone who fell. Isaac came along and held the world's hand with
the left hand, THAT IS GVURAH, and THE WORLD was sustained
even more. When Jacob came along, he held on to the center, with
the body, THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and became included in
both sides, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT. And the world stood firm
and did not collapse.
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6. And with all this, THE WORLD was not properly planted with its
roots until JACOB begot twelve tribes and seventy persons, and the
world was planted. Even so, it was not completed until the time
Yisrael received the Torah and the Tabernacle was erected. At that
time, the worlds could exist and were completed, and the higher and
lower beings were scented.

7. Since the Torah and the Tabernacle were erected, NAMELY, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
count the troops of the Torah. How many legions are there in the
Torah, IN ZEIR ANPIN? How many hosts are in the Tabernacle,
WHICH IS MALCHUT? (THIS MEANS THAT HE WANTED TO COUNT
YISRAEL, WHO ARE THE LEGIONS OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.)
Come and behold: every item that needs to be settled in its place,
THAT IS, TO LINK PROPERLY THE BRANCH BELOW TO ITS ROOT
ON TOP, does not settle until it is uttered by mouth and is counted.
Here, also, the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to count the
soldiers of the Torah and the soldiers of the Tabernacle, IN ORDER
TO TIE YISRAEL TO THEIR ROOTS ABOVE, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, CALLED 'TORAH' AND 'TABERNACLE'. And they
are all united and are inseparable from each other. Everything is in a
likeness of above, since THEIR ROOTS, the Torah and Tabernacle,
are JOINED AND inseparable from each other, and are in unison.
8. Therefore, YISRAEL, WHO ARE the legions OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, are counted so that they are known, in addition to the
others who have no number, NAMELY THE WOMEN AND THOSE
YOUNGER THAN TWENTY YEARS. Therefore, it is written: "And
Hashem spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai, in the Tent of
Meeting." If it is in the Tent of Meeting why IS IT REQUIRED TO
MENTION that it was in the wilderness of Sinai, SINCE IT IS KNOWN
THAT THE TENT OF MEETING WAS IN NO OTHER PLACE EXCEPT
IN THE WILDERNESS OF SINAI? HE REPLIES: Once is for the Torah,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and once is for the Tabernacle, THAT IS,
MALCHUT.
9. And both TORAH AND TABERNACLE were, "on the first day of the
second month, in the second year" (Ibid.). THAT IS THE SECRET OF
GVURAH AND THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT,
SINCE THE MONTH OF NISSAN IS THE RIGHT COLUMN AND
CHESED AND IYAR IS THE LEFT COLUMN AND GVURAH. And all is
one - THAT IS, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT WERE JOINED IN
HARMONY AS ONE. This month is also called "the month Ziv (lit.
'brightness')" (I Melachim 6:1), alluding to the month and year that is
luminous to the moon, THAT IS, MALCHUT, SINCE THE MAIN
PERFECTION OF MALCHUT IS FROM THE LEFT COLUMN - THE
SECRET OF THE SECOND MONTH AND SECOND YEAR. At that
time, all the worlds are whole, LIKE MALCHUT THAT IS THEIR ROOT.
"...after they were come out of the land of Egypt..." (Ibid.). THE
SCRIPTURE informs us here that when Yisrael left Egypt, it was the
first month, THAT IS TO SAY, THEY WENT OUT FROM THE ASPECT
OF THE FIRST MONTH, WHICH IS CHESED AND THE RIGHT
COLUMN. AND THEN THEY WERE PERFECTED ALSO FROM THE
ASPECT OF THE SECOND MONTH, WHICH IS GVURAH AND THE
LEFT COLUMN.
10. Rabbi Yitzchak began the discussion with: "Hashem has been
mindful of us; He will bless us; He will bless the house..." (Tehilim
115:12). "Hashem has been mindful of us; He will bless us," refers to
the men who were included in the count of the desert, whom the
Holy One, blessed be He, blesses and to whom He adds more each
time.
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11. Come and behold: he who speaks in praise of his friend, of his
children, or of his money or wealth, must also bless Him and
acknowledge those blessings. From where do we learn this? From
Moses, since it is written, "behold, you are this day like the stars of
heaven for multitude." And afterwards, what does he say? "Hashem,
the Elohim of your fathers, makes you a thousand times many more
than you are..." (Devarim 1:10-11). There are two blessings here. One
is the "Hashem, the Elohim of your fathers..." That is one, and the
one following that is, "and bless you, as He has promised you";
(Ibid.). He promised to acknowledge them and add blessings,
benedictions upon those benedictions!

12. And if he counts the praises of his friend but does not
acknowledge these benedictions, he will be punished because of
this, first from above, THAT IS, HE WILL BE HARMED BECAUSE OF
IT. And if he blesses him, he will be blessed HIMSELF from above.
And he should bless him with a good eye and not with an evil eye.
And in all things, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to have the
blessings given with a good heart WHEN HE BLESSES. And since
when one blesses his friend, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes
one to bless with a good eye and a good heart, when one gives
grace to the Holy One, blessed be He, most certainly it must be in
good eye, and with a good and loving heart. Therefore, IT IS
WRITTEN: "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim with all your
heart" (Devarim 6:5).

13. Come and behold: it has been established that the blessing of
above does not rest on something that has been counted. You may
question: how could they have counted Yisrael? It is because they
took ransom from them and it was settled, and the count did not take
place until all the ransom was gathered and counted. At first they
would bless Yisrael and then they would count the ransom, and they
would repeat and bless Yisrael again. So the result is that we find
that Yisrael were blessed in the beginning and at the end, and there
was no death amongst them.

14. HE ASKS: Why does death result from counting? AND HE
ANSWERS: It is because the blessing does not dwell when you
count, and when the blessing departs, the Other Side rests upon it
and one could be damaged. Therefore, they used to substitute a
monetary ransom for the count, and thereby remove the threat OF
DEATH.

15. "He will bless the house of Yisrael..." (Tehilim 115:12). These are
the women, WHO ARE CALLED 'HOUSE', which were not included in
the count, BECAUSE WOMEN WERE NOT COUNTED IN THE
DESERT. "He will bless the house of Aaron" (Ibid.), because they
ARE THE PRIESTS AND THEY bless the people with a benevolent
eye, a good heart, and heartfelt love. "...the house of Aaron..." WHY
DOES IT MENTION THE HOUSE? IT ALLUDES also to the women
who are blessed by the blessing OF AARON.
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16. "He will bless those who fear Hashem" (Ibid. 13). These are the
Levites, all of whom are blessed because they fear Hashem. It is
written, "both small and great" (Ibid.), because although THE YOUNG
were not included in the count, SINCE THEY WERE COUNTING THE
POPULATION ONLY FROM TWENTY YEARS AND OLDER, STILL
THEY SHOULD BE BLESSED TOGETHER WITH THE OLDER ONES.
17. Come and behold: we do not find another counting among
Yisrael by which they received blessings from it as in this count, IN
WHICH THEY USED THE HALF-SHEKEL FOR THE COUNTING,
because this counting was purposely meant for a blessing, and it
was meant to perfect the completeness of the worlds. At the place
whence blessings emanate, they were counted, as it is written, "on
the first day of the second month" (Bemidbar 1:1), that is Ziv, of the
world's blessings, out of which emanates and radiates brightness
(Heb. ziv) to the world. Hence this SECOND month, WHICH IS THE
LEFT COLUMN, is called BY THE NAME OF 'Ziv' because the
brightness of everything radiates from it. And therefore it is written,
"May Hashem...bless you out of Zion" (Tehilim 134:3), THAT IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT. And it all pertains to the same thing,
BECAUSE MALCHUT WAS BUILT FROM THE SECOND MONTH,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN. It is also written,
"for there Hashem has commanded the blessing, even life for
evermore" (Tehilim 133:3).
18. Rabbi Yehuda was present before Rabbi Shimon. He said to him:
From where do Yisrael draw their blessings? He answered him: Woe
to the world that does not pay attention, and to men who do not
observe the glory of the most high King. Come and behold: at a time
when Yisrael are worthy before the Holy One, blessed be He, the
worlds were in one uppermost and holy tree, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN,
where all the sustenance is. And it received blessings from the place
where all the blessings were gathered, THAT IS BINAH, where, it was
planted and rooted. SINCE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN WERE PLANTED
IN BINAH IN THE SECRET OF THE 'THREE THAT EMANATE FROM
ONE, ONE EXISTS IN THREE'.

19. And Yisrael below were blessed from the place out of which all
blessings emanate and are not prevented from leaving, THAT IS
MALCHUT, as is written: "may Hashem...bless you out of Zion," and:
"like the dew of Hermon descending upon the mountains of
Zion" (Tehilim 133:3); THAT IS, MALCHUT. AND IT IS FURTHER
WRITTEN: "because it is there that Hashem commanded the
blessing, life forever" (Ibid.). And that is the light of the universe. It is
written: "Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, Elohim has shone
forth" (Ibid. 50:2); "has shone forth," MEANS illuminates, as in, "He
shone forth from Mount Paran" (Devarim 33:2). And when He lights
up, He illuminates all the worlds.

20. And when this light, MEANING THE BLESSING AND LIFE
MENTIONED ABOVE, awakens, all is joined, THAT IS, IN THE
SECRET OF UNION. Everything is with love, all is with perfection,
and then it is all peaceful - peace above and peace below. That is the
meaning of, "Peace be within your walls, and prosperity within your
palaces" (Tehilim 122:7).

2. "Rejoice with Jerusalem"
Rabbi Elazar begins by saying that God and all His hosts pay attention to whoever speaks the words of the Torah because the Torah is so loved by
Him. Whoever performs one precept of the Torah causes it to awaken above; this makes peace above and below. Rabbi Elazar says that people are
to rejoice only when they are in the Holy Land but not when they do not live there. Rabbi Aba adds that one may rejoice only when Jerusalem is in a
state of happiness, but never when Yisrael is in exile. We learn of why Hashem should be served with gladness and yet also with fear and trembling.
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21. "Every man of the children of Yisrael shall pitch by his own
standard, with the ensign of their father's house" (Bemidbar 2:2).
Rabbi Elazar began the discussion with, "Rejoice with Jerusalem
and be glad with her, all you that love her..." (Yeshayah 66:10). How
beloved the Torah is before the Holy One, blessed be He, for
wherever the words of the Torah are heard, the Holy One, blessed be
He, and all His hosts pay attention to His words. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, comes to live with him. That is the meaning of, "in all
places where I cause My Name to be pronounced..." (Shemot 20:21).
And in addition to this, his enemies fall before him. This has already
been explained.

22. Come and behold: the commandments of the Torah are supernal
above. A man comes and performs one precept. That precept stands
up before the Holy One, blessed be He, and decorates itself and
says, 'this person has made me and I am from him.' For he awakens
it above. As he arouses it below, it awakens above and makes peace
above and below, THAT IS, HE BRINGS ABOUT A BOND BETWEEN
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE REFERRED TO AS
'ABOVE' AND 'BELOW', as it was said, "Or let him take hold of My
strength, that he may make peace with Me; and he shall make peace
with Me" (Yeshayah 27:5). "That he may make peace with Me," that
is, above IN ZEIR ANPIN; "and he shall make peace with Me," that is
below, IN MALCHUT. Happy is the lot of that man who performs the
precepts of the Torah.

23. "Rejoice with Jerusalem..." That is because festivity is prevalent
only when Yisrael reside in the Holy Land. It is there that the woman
conjugates with her husband, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
Then it is time for everyone to rejoice, above and below. During the
time when Yisrael are not living in the Holy Land, a man is not
permitted to rejoice and show joy, as is written: "Rejoice with
Jerusalem, and be glad with her." This is meant precisely, THAT IS,
WHEN YISRAEL ARE IN IT.

24. Rabbi Aba observed one man who was rejoicing in the house of a
tyrant in Babylon. He kicked and scolded him and said: It is written,
"Rejoice with Jerusalem." During a time when Jerusalem is in
happiness, a person is required to rejoice, AND NOT DURING THE
TIME OF THE EXILE. Rabbi Elazar follows this reasoning in saying,
"Rejoice with Jerusalem," namely as is written, "serve Hashem with
gladness" (Tehilim 100:2) - WHICH MEANS THAT JERUSALEM IS
THE SHECHINAH, AND IT IS OBLIGATORY TO SERVE HER AND
MAKE HER HAPPY.
25. One verse says, "Serve Hashem with gladness" (Tehilim 100:2),
and one says, "Serve Hashem with fear, and rejoice with
trembling" (Tehilim 2:11). What is the difference between them? HE
ANSWERS: One speaks of the time when Yisrael live in the Holy
Land, THAT IS, WHEN THEY SERVE HASHEM HAPPILY, and one
speaks of a time when Yisrael live in other lands - THEN IT IS
NECESSARY TO SERVE HASHEM IN FEAR AND REJOICE WHILE
TREMBLING. "Serve Hashem with fear." This refers to the
Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT at a time when she is in
exile among the nations.
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26. Rabbi Yehuda said the scripture says, "For you shall go out with
joy" (Yeshayah 55:12), referring to the Congregation of Yisrael. And
since it says, "you shall go out," IT MEANS from exile, and it is
called 'a rejoicing'; THUS, EVEN WHILE STILL RESIDING IN THE
EXILE, WE CALL IT 'A REJOICING'. He replied to him: Certainly, that
is the way it is. During all the time she is in exile and lies in the dust,
you can not call it 'happiness' until the Holy One, blessed be He,
comes and raises her from the dust, and says to her, "Shake
yourself from the dust" (Yeshayah 52:2); "Arise, shine..." (Yeshayah
60:1). And then they will join together. At that point it is called
'rejoicing'. That will be happiness for everyone and then certainly,
"you shall go out with joy." Then, many legions will go out to greet
and receive the Matron to the joyous festivity of the King, as it is
written: "the mountains and the hills shall break forth" (Yeshayah
55:12); and further, "for Hashem will go before you; and the Elohim
of Yisrael will be your rearguard" (Yeshayah 52:12).

3. The standards
Rabbi Yehuda talks about the four camps of Yisrael and the twelve tribes and twelve boundaries. He brings into his discussion the four faces in the
four corners of the universe, all of which are integrated in man. He tells of the movement of the two standards of Judah and Reuben that traveled
with the Tent of Meeting and the two standards of Ephraim and Dan that followed. Rabbi Yehuda correlates the various Sfirot and the four
Archangels and the letters in the Holy Name with these standards and events. He talks about the direction of circling the altar, the direction of
sunrise, and the importance of the direction of the bed for creating a male child.
27. "Every man...shall pitch by his own standard, with the
ensigns" (Bemidbar 2:2). These are the four camps of the
Congregation of Yisrael - THAT IS THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT - AND THEY ARE MICHAEL,
GABRIEL, URIEL, RAPHAEL, who represent the twelve tribes and
twelve boundaries all encircled around her, BECAUSE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT EACH HAVE THREE COLUMNS
FOR A TOTAL OF TWELVE. Everything reflects the above, THE
TWELVE BOUNDARIES OF ZEIR ANPIN. The Scripture says, "there
the tribes used to go up, the tribes of Yah..." (Tehilim 122:4). The
words, "there the tribes used to go up," refer to the twelve tribes,
which are the twelve boundaries below OF MALCHUT, WHO WENT
UP TO THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES OF ZEIR ANPIN.
28. "...the tribes of Yah..." It has been explained that this is because
Yud-Hei, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, is assuredly "an
appointed practice (also: 'a testimony') for Yisrael." And therefore IT
IS WRITTEN, "the Reubenite (with Hei as prefix and Yud as
suffix)" (Bemidbar 26:7); "the Shimonite" (Ibid. 14). This is because
each individual contains Yud-Hei, HEI IN THE BEGINNING AND YUD
AT THE END. But assuredly it is so, because the uppermost holy
Tree, THAT IS THE NAME OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, has stamped them
with its seal. And this has been explained according to the scripture:
"As for the likeness of their faces, the four had the face of a man, the
face of a lion on the right..." (Yechezkel 1:10), IN WHICH the image of
a man, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is included in all. And there were four
faces to the four directions of the world. They are distinguished in
their appearances, NAMELY A LION, AN OX, AND AN EAGLE, and all
are integrated in man, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. THE LION, OX,
AND EAGLE ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, AND THE FACE
OF MAN IS MALCHUT, WHICH DRAWS FROM ALL, AND ALL ARE
INCLUDED IN IT.
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29. Michael is to the right, WHICH IS SOUTH. Gabriel is to the left,
WHICH IS TO THE NORTH. Uriel is to the front, WHICH IS EAST.
Raphael is to the back, WHICH IS WEST. And the Shechinah is on
top of them. Two are on this side, FROM SOUTH AND NORTH, and
two are on that side, FROM EAST AND WEST, and she, MALCHUT, is
in the center. Likewise, it is on the earth below AT THE STANDARDS.
Two are on this side, THE STANDARD OF JUDAH'S CAMP AND THE
STANDARD OF REUBEN'S CAMP, and two are on that side, WHICH
INCLUDES THE STANDARD OF EPHRAIM'S CAMP AND THE
STANDARD OF DAN'S CAMP. And Yud-Hei is in the center, WHICH
IS THE SECREAT OF THE TWO TABLETS OF TESTIMONIAL IN THE
ARK THAT TRAVELED IN THEIR MIDST. AND THE CHANGE OF
ORDER THAT WE FIND HERE AT THE STANDARDS, IS THAT EAST
MOVES FIRST, NAMELY, TIFERET, WILL BE EXPLAINED FURTHER.
30. Since the two standards traveled, THAT OF JUDAH AND
REUBEN, what does the scripture say? "Then the Tent of Meeting
shall set forward with the camp of the Levites..." (Bemidbar 2:17).
And following them were the other two STANDARDS OF EPHRAIM
AND DAN, which compose the four camps in the four directions of
the world - EAST, SOUTH, WEST AND NORTH, for a total of twelve.
This is BECAUSE EACH STANDARD COMPRISES THREE TRIBES,
SINCE below it is the same as above, IN MALCHUT.
31. The standard of the Judah camp traveled first, the representative
of the camp of Uriel. And AFTERWARDS, THE STANDARD OF the
Reuben camp followed, representing the camp of Michael. That is,
REUBEN to the south, WHICH IS CHESED, and that OF JUDAH to the
East, WHICH IS TIFERET. AND THE SPRINKLING ON the altar ALSO
BEGAN in the south-east CORNER, WHICH SIGNIFIES CHESED AND
TIFERET. And the camp of Dan was to the north, and the camp of
Ephraim was westward. The camp of Dan, TO THE NORTH, is
representative of the camp of Gabriel, and the camp of Ephraim, to
the west, is representative of the camp of Raphael. AND THE
SPRINKLING ON the altar was also north-west, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF GVURAH AND MALCHUT. Everything is connected with
the other until all ascends and unites with the Holy Name, YUD HEI
VAV HEI, which is the beginning of everything, NAMELY THE YUD
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. It is supreme over all,
THE FIRST HEI, BINAH. Overall holiness is VAV, TIFERET.
Everything is comprised in it, THE LAST HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
32. The Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN is east, and that is
the beginning of light. It travels and wanders and produces the
south, THAT IS CHESED. And the south goes out, suspended from
beginning of the east, THAT IS THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
CHOCHMAH. Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN is south,
MEANING THAT from it the south goes forth to the world, SINCE HEI
IS BINAH AND FROM BINAH THE CHESED IS DRAWN, THAT IS,
SOUTH. But the Yud, REPRESENTING CHOCHMAH, enters at the
beginning of the east and takes out CHESED, WHICH EVOLVES
FROM BINAH TO ZEIR ANPIN.
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33. From Hei come south and north and that which is in between,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES THEM, from Yud
east, and from Yud-Hei-south and north depend on them - SOUTH
FROM YUD, AND NORTH FROM HEI, Vav in the center, WHICH
UNITES THEM. And that is a male child, NAMELY, TIFERET THAT IS
A SON OF YUD-HEI. And for this reason, it is between north and
south, therefore, we are taught that whoever places his bed between
the north and the south shall have male children, because this male
child, WHO IS TIFERET, is situated between north and south. FOR
from the supreme Hei, BINAH, came out north and south, WHICH
ARE THE TWO COLUMNS IN IT. The male child, NAMELY TIFERET,
is between them, UNITING THEM in the mystery of Yud-Vav-Hei. YUD
IS THE RIGHT COLUMN ON THE SOUTH. VAV IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN ON WHOSE RIGHT IS SOUTH AND ON WHOSE LEFT IS
NORTH. HEI IS THE LEFT COLUMN ON THE NORTH. The last Hei OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI is west, NAMELY MALCHUT.
34. Consequently, the south holds to the east, where the sun rises,
and depends on it. Therefore, we are taught that the aspect of Aba,
THAT IS THE YUD, bonds and depends on the supreme Chesed. And
on the side of Ima, THAT IS THE Hei, Gvurah depends. Likewise,
everything holds to each other.

35. The corners of the altar were also circled in that manner. It
comes to the south-east corner, because the south is strengthened
in the east, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, which is the sunrise, and the
strength of the sun only stays at the start. IT THEN APPROACHES
the north-east CORNER. Since after the south, NAMELY CHESED,
received the strength of the east - THAT IS, AFTER THE CENTRAL
COLUMN UNITED SOUTH AND NORTH - THE EAST illuminated to the
north, and the north was included in the south because the left is
combined in the right THROUGH THE CENTRAL COLUMN.

36. IT THEN COMES TO the north-west CORNER, since the west that
is in the last Hei, NAMELY MALCHUT, receives from the north. And
therefore the north moves west, SINCE MALCHUT IS BUILT FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN. IT THEN FOLLOWS TO the south-west
CORNER, BECAUSE MALCHUT moves to join in the south, NAMELY,
TO DRESS UP CHOCHMAH WITH CHASSADIM, since the south is
dependent on the east, THE CENTRAL COLUMN. And THEREFORE,
its strengthening, WHICH IS THE EAST, moves first; the west moves
to grasp the south, AND THE SOUTH, WHICH IS ITS
STRENGTHENING, MOVES FIRST. That is the meaning of the words:
"and his right hand embraces me" (Shir Hashirim 2:6); right meaning
south. Therefore, it nourishes from two sides, from the north and
south, FROM LEFT AND RIGHT. That is the meaning of, "His left
hand is under my head, and his right hand embraces me;" left is
north and right is south.
37. And this mystery I learned: that the Holy One, blessed be He,
places His bed from north and south, SINCE HIS BED IS THE
MYSTERY OF MALCHUT, and it is certainly attached to the son,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS THERE, FROM SOUTH AND NORTH.
And therefore people should place their bed between north and
south; THE RIGHT OF THE BED SHOULD BE TO THE SOUTH AND
THE LEFT OF THE BED TO THE NORTH, JUST AS ZEIR ANPIN
STANDS BETWEEN SOUTH AND NORTH. And so my father taught
me, that one is given male children because he concentrated on the
complete, whole supernal Faith, NAMELY the Holy One, blessed be
He, Who is situated between north and south, and the Congregation
of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT ALSO CALLED 'BED', situated
between north and south. Most certainly he shall have male children.
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38. And in all things, we must show a deed, WHICH SHOULD BE in
the likeness of the higher. As one manifests a deed below, likewise it
awakens on him above. This has been explained. Rabbi Pinchas
heard this explanation and kissed Rabbi Elazar and cried and smiled.
He said: Blessed is my lot in this world and the World to Come.

4. "Hashem is my light and my salvation"
Rabbi Pinchas tells us that as soon as God has shone on a person and as soon as the person has gazed on the supreme Light, he no longer has
fear of anyone above or below. We hear an explanation of the scripture that says, "Let your father and your mother be glad and let her who bore you
rejoice."
39. RABBI PINCHAS opened the discussion and said: "Hashem is
my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear?" (Tehilim 27:1)
"Hashem is my light and my salvation," MEANING, as soon as a man
has gazed on the supreme light, and the Holy One, blessed be He,
has shone on him, he no longer has fear from anyone above or
below, as it says, "but Hashem shall arise upon you, and His glory
shall be seen upon you" (Yeshayah 60:2). "Hashem is the stronghold
of my life" (Tehilim 27:1); THAT IS, once the Holy One, blessed be
He, gives support to man, he has no fear in that world from any
prosecutor. And so am I. As soon as I cling to your father and you, I
have no fear in this world or the other world.

40. Of you it is written: "Let your father and your mother be
glad" (Mishlei 23:25). HE ASKS: Since it is written, "Let your father
and your mother be glad," what is the meaning of, "and let her who
bore you rejoice" (Ibid.)? It would seem sufficient with the mention
of the mother. AND HE ANSWERS: ONLY, "your father," means the
Holy One, blessed be He, "and your mother" is the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The words, "and let her who bore you
rejoice," MEANS she who bore you below, THAT IS, YOUR MOTHER
IN THIS WORLD. AND IF SO, Rabbi Shimon, your father, where is his
joy - SINCE HE IS NOT EVEN ALLUDED TO IN THIS? AND HE
REPLIES: It is because he has a verse of his own, as it is written,
"The father of the righteous shall greatly rejoice" (Ibid. 24), which
refers to the Holy One, blessed be He. "...and he who begets a wise
child shall have joy of him..." (Ibid.) is your father below, NAMELY
RABBI SHIMON. An alternate explanation: "The father of the
righteous shall greatly rejoice," is the father below. "...and (Heb. ve,
Vav) he who begets a wise child shall have joy of him," is written
with an extra Vav. SINCE IT WOULD HAVE SUFFICED TO WRITE,
"HE WHO BEGETS..." it refers to the Holy One, blessed be He,
above, WHO IS CALLED 'VAV'.

5. "Into Your hand I commit my spirit"
Rabbi Elazar explains that at night the Tree of Death rules in the world and therefore one must deposit his soul with God to keep it safe. During sleep
everyone gets a taste of death, until morning comes and the Tree of Life awakens again. Rabbi Yehuda wonders why even gentiles can rise in the
middle of the night even though the Tree of Death still reigns. Rabbi Elazar explains that even the idolatrous nations are joined to their aspect of the
Defiled Spirit of the left, as everything that is above is likewise down below. He talks about the time when Bila'am could not curse Yisrael because
there was no judgment hanging over them. Rabbi Elazar uses the analogy of a snake with the movements of its head and its tail to explain what is
driving and controlling events below and above. The section closes with an explanation of "peculiar possession" which is deemed to be God's
possession of the three Patriarchs and the priests, Levites and Yisrael.
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41. Rabbi Elazar said: It is written, "Into Your hand I commit my
spirit: You have redeemed me, Hashem, El of Truth" (Tehilim 31:5).
This verse must be examined. Have you ever seen someone who
would deposit something in the hands of the King, WHO IS THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE? AND HE REPLIES: Therefore most
certainly, happy is the man that follows the ways of the Holy King
and does not sin before Him. Come and behold: as soon as night
falls, the Tree of Death rules in the world and the Tree of Life
disappears high above. Then the Tree of Death is the sole ruler in the
universe, and all inhabitants of the world taste of death - SINCE
SLEEP IS A ONE-SIXTIETH PORTION OF DEATH. What is the
reason? Because this tree causes this; MALCHUT THAT REIGNS
ALONE, WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN, GIVES RISE TO THIS, SINCE,
MALCHUT IS CALLED 'NIGHT'.

42. And a person should take precautions and entrust his soul in His
hand for deposit. This is as a man provides another man with a
deposit, THAT IS, A PLEDGE. Even if he owes more than the value of
the security, it is not worthy for him to be involved IN A CONFLICT
with him, since he gave a deposit. However, if he refuses TO GIVE
HIM A DEPOSIT, we should certainly examine him, because he is not
from the holy seed or from the faithful.

43. Likewise is this tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to which people give
their soul as a deposit. It receives all the souls of the inhabitants of
the world. And everyone tastes of death because this is the Tree of
Death. DURING THE TIME THAT MALCHUT IS SEPARATED FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE TREE OF LIFE, IT IS A TREE OF DEATH.
In spite of the fact that these souls are all guilty before it and it is not
appropriate to return the deposit to man, nonetheless, since they
were presented to it as a pledge deposit, it returns all these deposits
to their owners.

44. Come and behold: this Tree of Death is not obligated to return
the man the deposit IN THE MORNING, only when the Tree of Life
awakens in the world. And when does that Tree of Life awaken?
When the morning comes. Then, SINCE THIS TREE OF LIFE awakens
in the universe and all people COME OUT alive, that Tree of Death
leaves and returns all the deposits provided to it and goes away.
What is the reason that they live? It is because of that Tree of Life,
THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN THAT REIGNS DURING THE DAY.
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45. And you may ask why, if this is so, we see many people getting
up at night from their sleep, AND THEIR LIFE IS RETURNED TO
THEM, while the Tree of Death still reigns. AND HE REPLIES: Most
certainly the Tree of Life does this. What is the reason? Because it is
written: "to see if there were any that understood, and sought
Elohim" (Tehilim 14:2), so there will be no excuse for the person to
say that if he had been in control of his soul at night, he would have
RISEN AND studied the Torah. Rabbi Yehuda said: That is certainly
CORRECT for Yisrael, and so it is. However, for the nations of the
world, we also see likewise, THAT THEY WAKE UP FROM THEIR
SLEEP AT NIGHT. What is the reason? He told him: Most certainly,
what you said is true.

46. He opened the discussion and said: "How shall I curse whom El
has not cursed? Or how shall I denounce whom Hashem has not
denounced?" (Bemidbar 23:8) Come and behold: that which is there
above, likewise is down below. Above IN MALCHUT, there is right
and there is left. ALSO, down below are Yisrael and the other
nations. Yisrael hold on to the right, to the holiness of the Holy King.
The idolatrous nations hang on to the left, NAMELY ONLY on the
side of the Defiled Spirit, which is the lowest level of the left. And all
the levels are attached to each other FROM BELOW until they hang
from the top, THAT IS, EROM THE LEFT SIDE OF MALCHUT ABOVE.
And in the same manner the head moves ABOVE, the tail also moves
below, which is THE LOWEST LEVEL, WHICH IS THE DEFILED
SPIRIT. The reason is that it is attached to it, SINCE THEY ARE
INTERLINKED FROM BELOW UPWARDS, LIKE A CHAIN, the
idolatrous nations are guided after the MANNER, WHICH IS THEIR
aspect of the Defiled Spirit.

47. Bilaam employed all the lowest levels THAT DESCEND FROM
THE LEFT ASPECT OF MALCHUT. He used to gaze at the lowest
LEVEL, the tail, AND HE FIGURED OUT WHAT WAS ABOVE, SINCE
THE LOWEST is controlled solely by the head. He therefore declared,
"How shall I curse whom El has not cursed?" SINCE HE COULD SEE
THE LOWER, AND KNEW that the supreme head, WHICH IS THE
LEFT OF MALCHUT, is not in a state of Judgment during that period.

48. And even though we explained the name El TO BE SUPERNAL
CHESED, holy Malchut receives this name in the likeness of above
and becomes goodness, and Chesed in this world. Therefore, it is
called BY THE NAME 'El'. However, it displays anger every day,
ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF, "EL WHO HAS INDIGNATION
EVERY DAY" (TEHILIM 7:11), because there is Judgment in it. BUT
IN THAT PERIOD THERE WAS NO JUDGMENT IN IT. THEREFORE,
BILAAM SAID, "HOW SHALL I CURSE WHOM EL HAS NOT
CURSED?"
49. Come and behold: we explained about El Shadai, that satiates the
world and said to the world, 'Enough (Heb. dai)' - THAT HE, YESOD,
PROVIDES ENOUGH BOUNTY TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'WORLD'. This El, WHO IS MALCHUT, conjugates with him, and
therefore it is called 'El-Shadai', SINCE EL, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
UNITES WITH SHADAI, WHICH IS YESOD. And therefore, HE
DECLARED, "How shall I curse whom El has not cursed?"
REFERRING TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'EL'. HE KNEW THAT
as the head awakens, WHICH IS MALCHUT, so the lower also
awakens, WHICH IS THE TAIL - NAMELY THE SPIRIT OF
DEFILEMENT. AND BILAAM OBSERVED THE TAIL AND KNEW
WHAT WAS IN THE HEAD.
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50. Rabbi Elazar wept. He opened the discussion and said: "Her
sound is like that of a snake on the move..." (Yirmeyah 46:22). Now
that Yisrael are in exile, most certainly MALCHUT goes on like a
snake - BECAUSE THE WAY of a snake is that when it bows its head
to the dust, it raises its tail. THE TAIL controls and hits those who
are in its way. And now it is also that way; WHEN YISRAEL ARE in
exile, MALCHUT BEHAVES LIKEWISE. In the same manner as OF
THE SNAKE, the head is in the ground and the tail, NAMELY THE
LOWEST LEVEL MENTIONED ABOVE, rules. Who caused the tail to
rise above to guide and hit? That is the head, which is bowed
downwards. Who drives the tail, and who propels the tail on its
journeys? It is the same head. Although it is lowered to the dust, it
still leads the movements OF THE TAIL. Therefore, SAYS THE
SCRIPTURE, "Her sound is like that of a snake on the move..."

51. And now the other nations that hold to the tail OF MALCHUT, rise
above and dictate and harm, and the head is bowed to the dust, as it
was said, "is fallen; she shall no more rise" (Amos 5:2). Still, the
head guides the tail and preserves it, as it says, "they made me the
keeper of the vineyards" (Shir Hashirim 1:6). Which refers to the
idolatrous nations, who are in the tail. Rabbi Yehuda then came
close and kissed his hands and said: If I had not asked anything in
this world except this question, and I gained this answer, it would
have been sufficient. For now I understand THE ASPECT OF the
idolatrous nations, and how their dictatorship is led. Praiseworthy is
the lot of Yisrael, for about them it is written: "For Hashem has
chosen Jacob to Himself, Yisrael for His peculiar
possession" (Tehilim 135:4).

52. Rabbi Elazar asked him: What is the definition of, "peculiar
possession," WHEN THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "YISRAEL FOR HIS
PECULIAR POSSESSION"? He said to him: The three patriarchs are
alluded to, and they are called 'possession', both above, WHERE
THEY ARE REFERRED TO AS CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and
below, NAMELY ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB. And likewise are
the priests, Levites and Yisrael, THAT ALSO CORRESPOND TO
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and everything is the same. And
they are the possession of the Holy One, blessed be He, above, and
the possession of the Holy One, blessed be He, below. And that is
what is written: "then you shall be My own treasure (also:
'possession') from among all peoples" (Shemot 19:5). THAT IS,
BECAUSE THEY HAVE PRIESTS, LEVITES AND YISRAEL, WHO ARE
CALLED 'POSSESSION'.

6. "His litter, that of Solomon," between north and south
The rabbis return to their discussion of the standards of the tribes that traveled with the Tent of Meeting. We hear that holy Yisrael will not bless the
universe except through the Shechinah. The question arises how Israel could have seen the Shechinah when his eyes were dim with age, and the
answer is that he perceived Her fragrance. We learn that the Shechinah is in the west, and are told of the importance of direction in the union of the
Shechinah with the body. We read of the ten Hallelujah's in the five psalms and how a person accepts the yoke of the heavenly kingdom in the
morning when he recites praises to God. The summary of this section is that if one wishes to create a unification, to put the lights in order, one must
take upon himself the yoke of the Holy Kingdom in order to elevate himself through the hallowed connection of the south, Chesed. One must
encircle the four corners of the universe, Chesed Gvurah Tiferet and Malchut, until he joins them together into one knot. And in the south he should
arrange a place and dwell there.
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53. "Then the Tent of Meeting shall set forward with the camp of the
Levites..." (Bemidbar 2:17). After this, it is written, "On the west side
shall be the standard of the camp of Ephraim by their hosts" (Ibid.
18). That refers to the Shechinah that rests on the west, as it was
explained THAT EPHRAIM TRAVELED ON THE WEST, THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT, AND THEREFORE HE TRAVELED AFTER THE
STANDARD OF REUBEN, WHO IS ON THE SOUTH, WHICH IS
CHESED, AND SO ON. It is written: "And he blessed them that day,
saying, 'By you shall Yisrael bless, saying...' and he set
Ephraim..." (Beresheet 48:20). HE ASKS: "By you shall Yisrael
bless," referring to Yisrael-Saba. HE QUESTIONS: What does this
teach us?
54. AND HE REPLIES: 'By you shall Yisrael be blessed', is not what
is actually written, nor is, 'By you will Yisrael be blessed'. What then
is the meaning of, "By you shall Yisrael bless," WHICH REFERS TO
OTHERS GETTING BLESSED? THE EXPLANATION is that holy
Yisrael, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, will not bless the world, except
through you, EPHRAIM, who resides in the west, MEANING THE
SHECHINAH. And it is written: "I am El Shadai: be fruitful and
multiply" (Beresheet 35:11). WE THEREFORE SEE THAT THE
BLESSING RESTS WITH THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'EL
SHADAI'. We learn that he saw the Shechinah with him, and then he
declared, "By you shall Yisrael bless, saying," MEANING by THE
SHECHINAH shall he bless the world.
55. HE QUESTIONS: How could he see THE SHECHINAH, since it is
also written: "Now the eyes of Israel were dim from old
age..." (Beresheet 48:10), WHICH ALSO ALLUDES TO THE
SPIRITUAL EYES. AND HE REPLIES: However, it is written,
"changing his hands" (Ibid. 14). Why the crossing? AND HE
ANSWERS: The right hand was raised CORRESPONDING TO
EPHRAIM, and the Shechinah turned in the direction of Ephraim, and
ISRAEL had smelled the fragrance of the Shechinah over his head.
He then said, "By you shall Yisrael bless," and saw Her in the west MEANING THAT HE DID NOT SEE WITH HIS EYES, BUT PERCEIVED
IT BY THE SENSE OF SMELL, WHICH MEANS FROM BELOW
UPWARD.
56. Certainly, the Shechinah is in the west, and we explained that
this is in order that she should be between the north and south,
BECAUSE THE WEST IS SITUATED BETWEEN NORTH AND SOUTH.
And so She will unite with the body, THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED 'BODY' - WHICH MEANS THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT - and
be WITH IT in one union. And the north, WHICH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, receives Her under its head, and the
south, WHICH IS THE RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, embraces Her. That is
what is written, "His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6),
SINCE FROM THE LEFT, THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, SHE RECEIVES THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, ALSO
CALLED 'HEAD'. "...and His right hand embraces me..." (Ibid.) AND
FROM THE RIGHT, THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM, SHE RECEIVES
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, THAT ARE
REFERRED TO AS 'BODY'. And we explained, certainly Solomon's
bed, WHICH IS THE MYSTICAL REFERENCE TO MALCHUT, CALLED
'BED', is situated between north and south, THAT ARE CHESED AND
GVURAH, in order that it should adhere to the body THAT IS
TIFERET. Then they are one wholeness by which the universe is
blessed. We learned that whoever recites "A praise of
David" (Tehilim 145) three times daily is assured to be worthy of the
World to Come. And we concluded THAT ITS MEANING IS that he
unites this praise, WHICH REFERS TO MALCHUT, to be WITH ZEIR
ANPIN, every day between the north and south.
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57. A person comes in the morning and accepts upon himself the
yoke of the heavenly kingdom with these praises that he recites,
referring to, "A praise of David," and the rest of the Haleluyah's
which are the order of the ten praises of the ten holy Sfirot of the
Holy Name. Therefore, there are ten Haleluyah's, concluding with ten
praises, that are, "Haleluyah, Praise El in His Sanctuary: praise
Him..." (Tehilim 150:1). HE QUERIES: Where do we find ten
Haleluyah's? There are only five, SINCE THERE ARE ONLY FIVE
PSALMS THAT BEGIN WITH HALELUYAH. AND HE RESPONDS: It is
because each psalm begins with Haleluyah and concludes with
Haleluyah, FOR A TOTAL OF TEN.

58. Afterwards he established the sequence of praise of the Song of
the Sea (Shemot 15) that includes everything. And with this he
accepts upon himself the yoke of the holy Kingdom. He then causes
Chesed to rest it in the conclusion of the prayers, which makes it
hallowed, SINCE THE MORNING PRAYER CORRESPONDS TO
ABRAHAM, WHO IS CHESED AND THE RIGHT COLUMN. Afterwards,
in the afternoon prayer, Gvurah is impending and Judgment is
prevalent, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO ISAAC, WHO IS GVURAH AND
THE LEFT COLUMN. We find that this bed, WHICH REFERS TO
MALCHUT, is placed daily between north and south, BETWEEN THE
MORNING PRAYER, THE SECRET OF THE SOUTH, AND THE
AFTERNOON PRAYER, THE SECRET OF THE NORTH, so that it will
properly join in unity with the body, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. And whoever daily arranges and joins
MALCHUT in this manner is most assuredly worthy of the World to
Come. THIS MEANS THAT ABOUT THIS IT WAS SAID THAT
WHOEVER DAILY RECITES, "A PRAISE OF DAVID," is assured to be
of the World to Come.
59. Consequently, the standard of Ephraim is to the west, which is
between north and south. South is Reuben. He is from one side, as it
is written: "On the south side shall be the standard of the camp of
Reuben" (Bemidbar 2:10). Dan was from the opposite side to the
north, as is written: "The standard of the camp of Dan shall be on the
north side" (Ibid. 25). Ephraim was situated between this one and
that one, SINCE REUBEN, WHO IS SOUTH, IS BEFORE DAN, WHO IS
NORTH, BEHIND HIM. Therefore, the west, which is Ephraim, is
situated between north and south, all reflecting MALCHUT above.

60. This secret is of our brothers, the southern inhabitants. And so
our brothers' message was to us, those who put the lights in order,
in the mystical connections, MEANING THE UNIFICATIONS. You who
wish to create a unification in the sequence of the supreme
connection. Firstly, undertake upon yourselves daily the yoke of the
holy Kingdom, and by doing so, you will elevate yourselves WITH
HER through the hallowed connection of the south, MEANING
CHESED. And encircle the FOUR directions of the world, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, until you join them together into
one knot. And in the south you should arrange a place and dwell
there, SIMILAR TO THE ENCIRCLING OF THE ALTAR, AS
EXPLAINED BEFORE.

7. The sign of unification
Rabbi Shimon repeats to his son the importance and the mystical meaning of the direction for encircling the altar. Only when this is properly done
can a person create the perfect unification.
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61. Rabbi Elazar asked his father Rabbi Shimon: Where do we find
this sign of unification, SO THAT WE DO NOT ERR? He told him: My
son, although we explained this in many facets and THESE WORDS
were scattered here and there, keep this sign in your hand. This is
similar to the encircling of the altar, which we have previously
learned. One should approach the south-east corner, north-east,
north-west, and south-west, AS WE DESCRIBED BEFORE. So he
asked him: It is inconceivable TO DO ANYTHING until a person
accepts upon himself the yoke of the Holy Kingdom first and carries
that yoke, yet you said he should first come to the south, WHICH IS
CHESED.

62. He told him: I have already told you everything. I said first that
one approaches the corner. And you know the hidden meaning of
corner - THAT IS, MALCHUT, which is the yoke of holy Malchut.
Following that is south-east; ONE SHOULD CONNECT THE SOUTH,
CHESED, TO THE EAST, WHICH IS TIFERET, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, because there, IN THE EAST, is the Tree of Life, WHICH IS
TIFERET. This is in order to bring together THE SOUTH with the east,
who is supernal Aba, MEANING CHOCHMAH, ALSO CALLED
'SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA', because the son, WHICH IS TIFERET,
comes from the father's side - BECAUSE THE ROOT OF TIFERET IS
IN THE CONCEALED DA'AT OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. Hence,
ONE UNITES from south to the east, for the fortitude of the south is
in the east, NAMELY IN THE CONCEALED DA'AT OF SUPERNAL
ABA AND IMA, WHICH IS THE BEGINNING OF THE EAST. And
therefore it is imperative that south and east should be bound
together.
63. And east connects to the north, WHICH IS IN IMA, REFERRING
TO BINAH, ALSO CALLED 'YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH', FROM
WHICH THE NORTH IS DRAWN FORTH - THAT IS, THE LEFT
COLUMN, since it, MEANING BINAH, completes and fills the rivers
and springs OF THE EAST, WHICH IS THE REVEALED DA'AT AND
TIFERET. And therefore, IT IS IMPERATIVE TO UNITE north-east,
MEANING TO CONNECT THE EAST WITH BINAH. However, these
EAST AND NORTH are Aba and Ima that never separate, BECAUSE
EAST IS DA'AT OF SUPERNAL ABA, THAT IS, THE SECRET OF
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA. DA'AT OF SUPERNAL ABA CLEAVES TO
DA'AT OF SUPERNAL IMA, AND THE LEFT COLUMN THAT IS
REVEALED IN HER THAT IS CALLED 'NORTH', as we already
explained. And the reason she, THE SUPERNAL IMA, is called
northern (Heb. tzefonit), is because it is the supernal hidden one
(Heb. tzefunah), and from her end the north emanates, WHICH IS
THE LEFT COLUMN. THIS IS BECAUSE FROM ABA'S END, THE
NORTH IS HIDDEN AND CONCEALED. The Judgments arise from her
side, although she is merciful and happy. And we already explained
it. When she, IMA, emerges, the north emanates from her; IT IS
FROM HER THAT THE NORTH REVEALS ITSELF, because he, ABA,
was included in and connected to the south, AND THE NORTH IS
HIDDEN IN IT.
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64. Following that, HE WILL COME TO THE north-western CORNER.
From Aba's side the son emerges, WHICH IS TIFERET, EAST. And
from Ima's side, WHICH IS NORTH, the daughter emerges, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, WEST. And because of that it is north-western; FROM
NORTH WHICH IS IMA, TO WEST, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And that is
the first corner, SINCE CORNER IS THE MEANING OF MALCHUT
THAT ONE MUST ACCEPT UPON HIMSELF FIRST OF ALL. And now
it is simply referred to as north, MEANING IN IMA AND LEFT
COLUMN. Then one must connect it to the south, WHICH IS CHESED
AND THE RIGHT COLUMN, where everything is connected, where
the body, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN, is situated. SINCE ZEIR ANPIN
EMANATES FROM ABA, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, HE IS
THEREFORE CONTAINED COMPLETELY IN THE SOUTH, LIKE ABA,
AND THE NORTH IS CONCEALED IN HIM. It is therefore southwestern.
65. And we find this corner, WHICH ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, three
times. One is that a person must first accept upon himself. And the
following is to connect MALCHUT with both arms, THAT ARE SOUTH
AND NORTH, RIGHT AND LEFT, so as to join in the body, WHICH IS
TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, so that all should be united in
one. And that is the order of the perfect unification, TO UNITE every
aspect with the appropriate bond. And one must not substitute one
side with another side that is not appropriate for it, so as not to be
punished. Whoever operates this unification properly as I described,
happy is his share in this world and the World to Come, since he
knows how to prepare the sequence of praise for his Master and the
unification of his Master. And furthermore, the Holy One, blessed be
He, takes praise in him. About him the verse is written, "and said to
me, 'You are My servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be
glorified'" (Yeshayah 49:3).

8. The meditation of prayer
Rabbi Shimon reiterates much of the information in previous sections to do with the consignment of the soul at night and the requirement to give
praise to God in the morning. He speaks about entering the synagogue and donning the Tefilin and the Tzitzit and giving offerings and saying the
prescribed prayers in the proper order. But he adds that although the prayers depend on speech, everything is primarily dependent first upon
action. He says that a person must not say a prayer until he first observes the act of conforming to the prayer. If his physical act of cleansing
himself or donning the Tefilin, for example, is flawed, the prayer will also be flawed and so will the person become flawed below and above. If he
does make his prayers correctly then the upper and lower grades are blessed through him. At the end of the prayers he should imagine himself as if
he were dying since he gave his soul as a pledge. Rabbi Shimon says that there are some sins that do not get atoned for until a person dies. He tells
us about the importance of doing the ceremony of prayer with a full attention of the heart and how one must not approach God with any false
intention.
66. Rabbi Shimon began the discussion with, "Of David. 'To You,
Hashem, do I lift up my soul. O my Elohim, I trust in You...'" (Tehilim
25:1-2). AND HE ASKS: Why did David see fit to prepare this praise
so, since all praises that are in alphabetical order are complete,
while this one is missing the Vav? And why is this arranged for the
prostration upon the face?
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67. HE ANSWERS: It is because it is a supreme mystery concealed
among the friends. During the time night falls, the lower tree on
which death depends, WHICH IS MALCHUT FROM THE JUDGMENT
ASPECT, spreads its branches and covers everything. Therefore, it
becomes dark, and all the inhabitants of the world a taste of death.
And man hastens to give the deposit of his soul, and deposit it as a
pledge in its hand FOR THE NIGHT TIME, SO IT WOULD BE
RETURNED AT DAY BREAK. And since IT took the soul as a deposit,
the deposit returns to its owner when morning comes. When
morning arrives and the pledge is returned to him, he is required to
bless the Holy One, blessed be He, who is the highest trustee.

68. After waking FROM HIS SLEEP, he enters the synagogue,
decorates himself with his Tefilin, covers himself with Tzitzit, enters,
and cleanses himself, first with the offerings. After that, he accepts
upon himself the yoke of Malchut in the order of David's praises,
which are the arranging of the yoke of the Kingdom. And in this
order of praises he steeps himself in that yoke. Following that is the
order of prayer while seated, WHICH IS PARALLEL TO MALCHUT,
and the order of prayer while standing, WHICH IS PARALLEL TO
ZEIR ANPIN, to connect them, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, together.

69. Come and behold the mystery of it. Although the prayer depends
on speech and the utterance of the mouth, everything is mostly and
first dependent upon action, and afterwards upon speech and
uttering with the mouth. And what is the deed? It is only the action
that a person performs first that resembles prayer. And a person
must not say a prayer until he first displays an act of that resembles
prayer.

70. The first activity is when a person gets up FROM HIS SLEEP. He
must cleanse himself first, MEANING RELIEVE HIMSELF. Following
that, he must accept the yoke upon himself, to cover his head with
the passages of the commandments. Afterwards, he shall tie the
knot of unification - these are the Tefilin, one on the head and ONE
TEFILIN on the hand - and fix them into a knot on the left hand and
on the heart, as we explained concerning, "His left hand is under my
head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6), and: "Set Me as a seal upon your heart, as
a seal upon your arm" (Shir Hashirim 8:6), A REFERENCE TO THE
HAND TEFILIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, THAT IS PUT
ON THE ARM AGAINST THE HEART. And we already explained that
this is the action THAT ONE MUST PERFORM at first.
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71. Following this, when a person enters the synagogue, he should
first purify himself with offerings, by means of speech - THAT IS, BY
RECITING THE PASSAGES OF THE OFFERINGS. Then, one should
accept the yoke of Malchut to spread over his head with the praises
of King David, with the same action as of one who spreads on his
head the passages of the commandments, WHICH CORRESPONDS
TO THE ACTION OF WEARING THE TZITZIT. Following this is the
seated prayer, which corresponds to THE TYING ON OF the hand
Tefilin, DENOTING MALCHUT. Then is the standing prayer, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, which parallels THE DONNING OF the
head Tefilin. And one corresponds to the other; the deed MUST
CONFORM to speech, since certainly prayer depends on both
speech and the deed.

72. If his deed is flawed, SPEECH does not find a place upon which
to dwell, and this is not considered a prayer. And that person
becomes flawed above and below, since it is necessary to
demonstrate a deed and say the proper speech about it, and then it
is considered a perfect prayer. Woe unto the person who flaws his
prayer, the service of his Master! About him it is written: "When you
come to appear before Me...even when you make many prayers, I will
not hear" (Yeshayah 1:12-15), because this depends upon both deed
and speech.

73. Come and behold: if a person makes his prayer in this manner,
with deeds and speech consistent, and ties the knot of unification,
the result is that upper and lower beings are blessed through him.
Then, after he concludes his Amidah prayer, the person must exhibit
himself as if he departed from this world. This is because he took
leave from the Tree of Life, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF
AMIDAH PRAYER, and gathered his feet to that Tree of Death, that
returned his pledge, GIVING HIM BACK HIS SOUL IN THE MORNING,
as it says, "he gathered up his feet into the bed" (Beresheet 49:33).
Since he has already confessed his sins and prayed for forgiveness,
now he must necessarily be gathered to that Tree of Death and fall
ON HIS FACE, and say to Him, "To You, O Hashem, do I lift up my
soul" (Tehilim 25:1). In the beginning WHEN I WENT TO SLEEP, I
gave You MY SOUL in pledge. Now that I have tied the unification,
fulfilled my deed and speech properly, and confessed my sins,
certainly I entrust You with my soul - MEANING THAT HE ACCEPTS
UPON HIMSELF TO SACRIFICE HIS LIFE (SOUL).

74. And a person should imagine himself as if he departed from this
world, since he gave his soul to that place of death. That is the
reason there is no Vav IN THE ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF THE
PRAYER BEGINNING WITH THE VERSE, "TO YOU, O HASHEM, DO I
LIFT UP MY SOUL." For Vav is the Tree of Life, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. And
the one, THAT HE ENTRUSTED WITH HIS SOUL, is the Tree of Death,
MEANING MALCHUT. And that teaches us that the mystery of it is
that there are sins that are not atoned for until a person departs from
this world. That is what is written: "surely this iniquity shall not be
forgiven you till you die" (Yeshayah 22:14). AND THEREFORE, this
person most certainly gives himself to death and sacrifices his soul
to this place, TO MALCHUT, not for a pledge as that at night, but
rather as one departs the world, most certainly.
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75. And this correction must be with the meditation of the heart, and
then the Holy One, blessed be He, has mercy on him and forgives his
sins. Happy is the person who knows to entice and serve his Master
willingly and with his heart's devotion. Woe unto him who comes to
tempt his Creator with a distant heart, unwillingly. It says,
"Nevertheless they did flatter Him with their mouths, and they lied to
Him with their tongues. For their heart was not steadfast with
Him" (Tehilim 78:36-37). He says, "to You, O Hashem, do I lift up my
soul," yet all his talk is with a distant heart. And this causes him to
depart from the world before his time, during a period when this tree
is awakened in this world to exact punishment.

76. And therefore, a person must devote his soul and will to his
Master, and not approach Him with a false intention, because, "he
that tells lies shall not remain in My sight" (Tehilim 101:7). What is
the meaning of "remain"? AND HE REPLIES: It is when one readies
himself for that, FOR THE DEVOTION OF HIS SOUL, WHEN HE
FALLS ON HIS FACE, and his heart is far from the Holy One, blessed
be He. A voice calls out, '"he...shall not remain in My sight." This
person wants to make amends for himself, but "he shall not remain,"
I do not wish to have him corrected'. Most certainly, this is so if he
comes to unify the Holy Name, but does not bring about unison
properly.

77. Praiseworthy is the portion of the righteous in this world and the
World to Come. About them it is written, "and they shall come, and
see My Glory..." (Yeshayah 66:18), and: "surely the righteous shall
give thanks to Your Name..." (Tehilim 140:14). Rabbi Elazar
approached and kissed his hands. He told him: If I had come to this
world only to listen to these words, it would have been enough.
Rabbi Yehuda said: Happy is our lot and happy is the lot of Yisrael,
who cling to the Holy One, blessed be He, as it says, "But you that
did cleave..." (Devarim 4:4), and, "Your people also shall be all
righteous" (Yeshayah 60:21). Blessed be Hashem for evermore.
Amen, and Amen. May Hashem reign for evermore. Amen, and Amen.
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1. At midnight
Rabbi Aba speaks about the time of day and how judgment and joy and praise are aroused at different times of the day and night. He says that
during sleep the soul rises above and is examined about its daily activities that are then recorded in the book.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'Take also the sum of the
sons of Gershon'" (Bemidbar 4:21-22). Rabbi Aba opened the
discussion saying, "Blessed is the man to whom Hashem imputes
no iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile" (Tehilim 32:2). The
beginning and the end of this verse do not agree, BECAUSE THE
BEGINNING SAYS, "IMPUTES NO INIQUITY," SEEMINGLY THAT HE
HAS SIN BUT IT IS NOT ASCRIBED TO HIM. BUT AT THE END IT
SAYS, "AND IN WHOSE SPIRIT THERE IS NO GUILE." We should
look into it and it has already been established.
2. Come and see, During the afternoon prayers, judgment dwells in
the world and Isaac, WHO IS SUPERNAL GVURAH AND THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, composes the afternoon prayer. FOR
THEN THE MATING WAS COMPLETED IN THE SECRET OF: "HIS
LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6).
THEREFORE, supernal Gvurah rules the world until the onset of
night, because Gvurah receives the night, MEANING THAT NIGHT IS
MALCHUT DRAWN FROM GVURAH, WHICH IS THE AFTERNOON
PRAYER. When the time of the afternoon prayer begins, the left
separates to receive MALCHUT and the night is aroused, WHICH IS
MALCHUT.
3. After THE NIGHT is aroused, all the guards of the external gates
are aroused in the world and spread out, and all the inhabitants of
the world taste death.

4. We have learned that at exactly midnight, the left is aroused as
before, AS DURING THE AFTERNOON PRAYER. The holy lily, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, exudes fragrances, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT, and raises a voice in
praise. Then her head rises and dwells above in the left, IN THE
SECRET OF: "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD," and the left
receives her.
5. This is then proclaimed in the world: The time has come to rise
from sleep and praise the King. Praises then awaken and everything
is fragrant. Praised is the lot of the one who awakens to effect this
bond. When morning approaches and the right, WHICH IS CHESED,
awakens and hugs her, there is universal union BETWEEN
CHOCHMAH AND THE CHASSADIM. THIS IS NOT THE CASE AT
NIGHT WHEN NO CHASSADIM EXIST.

6. Come and see, During the time when people sleep and taste of
death, the soul rises up and gets to stand in its place, where it is
examined about its daily activities which get recorded in the book.
What is the reason for this? Because the soul rises up and testifies
about all the person's activities and every single word that came out
from his lips.
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7. When that word that exits from the mouth of a person is worthy, a
holy word of Torah study and prayer, that word then rises and
cleaves the firmaments. It stands there until nightfall, when the soul
rises and grasps that word and brings it before the King.

8. When the is word improper, one of the evil ones or of evil speech,
that word rises to wherever it does to be recorded as a sin of that
person. This is the meaning of: "Keep the doors of your mouth from
her that lies in your bosom" (Michah 7:5), MEANING FROM THE
SOUL THAT GIVES TESTIMONY ABOUT HIS DEEDS. About this, it is
written: "Blessed is the man to whom Hashem imputes no iniquity";
NAMELY, WHEN THE SOUL DOES NOT BEAR TESTIMONY AGAINST
HIM, SO THAT A CERTAIN SIN WILL BE RECORDED. When is that?
When "in whose spirit there is no guile" - THAT IS, WHEN HE DOES
NOT SIN.

2. "And in the night His song shall be with me"
We learn about the role of the Levites and the role of the priest in the Temple, and are told that the priest is the angel Michael and the Levite is the
angel Gavriel, who must make the music. Information is given about how the songs and chants should be done with the lungs and the windpipe. We
learn about the heart and the mouth, two thrones, and the meaning of the Shofar and the implements of speech. Lastly we are told that the Torah is
more important to God than all the offerings and burnt offerings.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
9. "From thirty years old and upward to fifty years old, everyone that
came to do the service of the ministry, and the service of carrying in
the Tent of Meeting" (Bemidbar 4:47). This commandment IS THAT
the Levites should sing in the Temple. Although this was already
explained before, we need to add something new, for it is the priest
who sacrifices the offering and he is THE ANGEL Michael, WHICH IS
CHESED, CHESED BEING THE PRIEST. Levi is Gabriel, WHO IS
GVURAH, AND GVURAH IS CALLED LEVI. And he should play music.

10. The secret of: "Yet Hashem will command his steadfast love
(Heb. chesed) in the daytime" (Tehilim 42:9). That is Chesed OF ZEIR
ANPIN, which is the High Priest, because Michael is a common priest
in relation to his Master, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. Nevertheless,
EVEN THOUGH he is a common priest in relation to his Master and a
king over the holy living creatures THAT ARE IN YETZIRAH, IT WAS
SAID OF HIM: Let not be the blessing of a common priest be light in
your eyes. That is what is meant by: "Yet Hashem will command His
Chesed in the daytime."
11. "And in the night His song shall be with me" (Ibid.), which is
Gvurah OF ZEIR ANPIN, since Shirah (lit. 'song') is similar to "The
firstling of his herd (Heb. shoro), grandeur is his" (Devarim 33:17)
and "the face of an ox (Heb. shor) on the left side" (Yechezkel 1:10).
SHIRAH AND SHOR (LIT. 'OX') ARE IDENTICAL. Gabriel is the
messenger OF GVURAH. It is incumbent upon him to sing and play
music happily with the wine of Torah, study the Torah and fulfill:
"Arise, cry out in the night: in the beginning of the watches" (Eichah
2:19).
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12. He should say at dawn several penitential prayers (Heb. Slichot),
supplications and petitions with all kinds of joyful chants in his
throat, which is like a fiddle to produce the voice with the six parts of
his lungs - THAT IS, FIVE LOBES OF THE LUNGS, with the rose lobe,
WHICH IS A SMALL VENOUS LOBE THAT IS ATTACHED TO THE
LUNG, and in the six rings of the windpipe, that is ALLUDING TO the
Vav, FOR ZEIR ANPIN, that comes out from the heart, where Binah is
situated. As the authors of the Mishnah have explained, the heart
has understanding. A son, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes out from
Binah, the son (Heb. ben) of Yud Hei. THE LETTERS OF BINAH ARE
BEN YUD HEI, which is Vav which alludes to a newborn chick with
six wings, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS SIX SFIROT - CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. He shall raise
them by the six rings of the windpipe, which are the six rungs of the
throne, BECAUSE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE SIX STEPS TO BINAH THAT IS
REFERRED TO AS THE THRONE TO CHOCHMAH.
13. There are two thrones, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "A glorious throne
exalted from the beginning" (Yirmeyah 17:12), MEANING THAT IT IS
HIGHER THAN THE FIRST THRONE, INDICATING THAT THERE ARE
TWO THRONES. They are the heart, WHICH IS BINAH AND the
mouth, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The heart, AS WRITTEN: "Because Yah
has sworn by His throne" (Shemot 17:16), IS BINAH, WHICH IS A
THRONE FOR YUD-HEI, CHOCHMAH. AND THE HEART IS THE
SECRET OF: "That Hashem will have war with Amalek" (Ibid.),
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF the liver, THAT IS, Samael. The mouth is
THE SECRET OF the seat (Heb. kiseh), that is, the throne (Heb. kes)
of Hei. This is what is meant by: "Blow a Shofar at the new moon, at
the full moon (lit. 'covering') (Heb. keseh)" (Tehilim 81:4), WHICH IS
THE MOUTH, MEANING MALCHUT THAT IS THE THRONE OF THE
LAST HEI OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. IT CONTAINS THE FIVE
RESTORATIONS OF THE MOUTH, AS EXPLAINED BEFORE.
14. HE EXPLAINS: What is the meaning of Shofar, WHEN IT SAYS:
"BLOW A SHOFAR AT THE NEW MOON"? The windpipe alludes to
the Vav, WHICH IS THE MYSTERY OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
REFERRED TO BY THE VAV. IT IS ALSO CALLED VOICE. It is the
voice that ascends from the windpipe to the mouth, WHICH IS
REFERRED TO AS MALCHUT, where the Hei is. THAT IS THE
MEANING OF THE WORDS: "AT THE FULL MOON (HEB. KESEH) ON
OUR FEAST DAY" (IBID.), WITH THE THRONE (HEB. KES) OF HEI,
MEANING the five implements of speech: the lips, the teeth and the
palate. There are two lips, TEETH INCLUDING regular teeth and
molars, which makes them two kinds of teeth and a palate, so we
have a total of five. THESE ARE THE FIVE IMPLEMENTS OF
SPEECH. When they mill like a riverbed, they make noise like the
milling of grindstones to produce sound and speech that emanates
from Binah WHICH IS the heart. And with thought, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH.
15. That is the Name pronounced in full in ten various praises,
WHICH PARALLEL THE TEN SFIROT. HERE TOO, THOUGHT IS
CHOCHMAH, THE HEART IS BINAH AND THE WINDPIPE IS THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, IN WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD - THE SIX RINGS OF THE
WINDPIPE. THE MOUTH IS MALCHUT AND WITH THE ROOT, WHICH
IS KETER, THEY AMOUNT TO TEN SFIROT. THEREFORE, when
blowing the Shofar, we never blow less than ten times, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO THE TEN SFIROT. As for the Torah, the voice is
hers and the speech is hers, and hers is Binah, as we have
explained: 'A wise man understands one thing from another'. Hers is
the faculty of thought, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. THERE ARE TEN
SFIROT, BECAUSE VOICE IS ZEIR ANPIN - IN WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. SPEECH IS
MALCHUT, AND WITH BINAH AND HER CHOCHMAH WITH THE
ROOT, KETER, THEY AMOUNT TO TEN SFIROT. THEREFORE, THE
TORAH is more important to the Holy One, blessed be He, than all
the offerings and burnt offerings. This is what is meant by: "This is
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the Torah of the burnt offering, of the meal offering" (Vayikra 7:37).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

3. "To do trespass against Hashem"
We are told about Heber the Kenite who went into the desert to find God, separating himself from his people; whenever a person follows the ways of
the Torah he draws the spirit of the most Holy upon himself, but when he diverts his ways from the Torah he draws upon himself a spirit from the
unclean side. Whoever clings to God and does the commands of the Torah upholds the world above and the world below, but whoever transgresses
those commands makes a flaw above and below.
16. "When a man or a woman shall commit any sin that men
commit..." (Bemidbar 5:6). Come and see that it is written: "Now
Chever the Kenites, who was of the children of Chovav the father-inlaw of Moses" (Shoftim 4:11). Chever the Kenites was from the greatgrandchildren of Jethro, as it says, "And Saul said to the
Kenites..." (I Shmuel 15:6). We have already explained why he was
called Kenites. Another verse says, "The Kenites and the
Knizi" (Beresheet 15:19). We learned that he made a nest (Heb. ken)
in the desert like a bird to study the Torah. He left the city, took leave
of Cain and split away from that nation, MEANING FROM THE
MIDIANITES to whom they originally belonged. Then he adhered to
the Holy One, blessed be He, AND THEREFORE, he separated from
Cain.

17. Happy is the person who merits the Torah, to follow and adhere
to His ways. When a person follows the ways of the Torah, he draws
upon himself a holy Supernal Spirit, as it says: "Until a spirit be
poured upon us from on high" (Yeshayah 32:15). When a person
diverts his ways FROM THE TORAH he draws upon himself a spirit
from the Other Side, which is the unclean side. That defiled side
awakens from the side of the hole of the great abyss, wherein lie the
wicked spirits that harm people and are called the world's destroyers
that originate in Cain.

18. Jethro was originally a priest to idols and he served that side. He
drew upon himself a spirit of that side. Therefore he was also called
the Kenites later, since he separated from Cain and adhered to the
Holy One, blessed be He. Whoever bonds to the Holy One, blessed
be He, and performs the commandments of the Torah, it is as if he
upholds the worlds, the world above and the world below. This was
already explained, as is written: "And do them" (Vayikra 26:3).

19. Anyone who transgresses the commandments of the Torah, he,
as it were, makes a flaw above and impairs below, becomes flawed
and impairs the whole universe. This is similar to the seafarers on a
ship, when a fool among them stands up and wishes to punch a hole
IN THE BOAT. HIS NEIGHBOR ASKS HIM: WHY ARE YOU DRILLING
AND HE ANSWERS: WHY ARE YOU CONCERNED, I AM DRILLING
ONLY UNDER MY OWN SPOT. HE REPLIES: BECAUSE WE'LL BOTH
DROWN IN THE BOAT TOGETHER.
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20. Therefore, "when a man or a woman shall commit...that men
(Heb. adam)..." is REFERRING TO ADAM, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "But
they like Adam have transgressed the covenant" (Hoshea 6:7). Adam
transgressed one command in the Torah, and he caused death to
himself and he caused to the universe a blemish above and a
blemish below. That sin is still impending until the Holy One, blessed
be He, will restore the universe to its original state, when that flaw
will disappear from the world. It is written: "He will destroy death for
ever; and Hashem Elohim will wipe away tears from all
faces..." (Yeshayah 25:8). Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN HERE: "Shall
commit any sin that Adam commit," with "Adam" REFERRING TO
the first man.

21. "To do trespass against Hashem" (Bemidbar 5:6), because
whoever abandons mercy and draws on judgment causes a flaw.
Therefore, the Merciful One should redeem us from the wicked of
this world and from their damages, as many righteous pass away
because of them, on top of what they caused to happen above and
below.

4. Repentance
Rabbi Yehuda wonders why if someone's sins actually harmed the whole universe, his repentance should help. Rabbi Yitzchak replies that when
someone makes repentance it restores whatever he damaged above; repentance restores everything, including the man himself and the whole
universe. We hear that although God has steeped the world in Judgment, He wishes the children of Yisrael to repent in order to better their position
in this world and in the World to Come. We are told that Jonah's repentance saved a great many people in the world.
22. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were traveling from Usha to
Lod. Rabbi Yehuda said, Let's discuss some Torah as we go. Rabbi
Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "If a man shall open a
pit, or if a man shall dig a pit..." (Shemot 21:33). The following verse
says: "The owner of the pit shall make it good..." (Ibid. 34). Therefore
whoever harms the world with his sins should most certainly make it
good. However, I wonder. Since he caused harm to the universe, why
does repentance help as it says, "When a man or a woman shall
commit any sin...then they shall confess their sins...and he shall
make restitution" (Bemidbar 5:6).

23. HE REPLIES: Assuredly it helps them because when he repents,
it is as if he causes it in reality, SINCE REPENTANCE (LIT. 'RETURN')
RETURNS THE HEI TO THE VAV. He restored whatever he damaged
above. How? By repentance, as it is written: "When a man or a
woman shall commit any sin...then they shall confess their sins...and
he shall make restitution (return)." Repentance restores everything.
It repairs above and it repairs below, restoring himself and restoring
the whole universe.
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24. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion saying, "When you are in
distress, and all these things are come upon you..." (Devarim 4:30).
"When you are in distress": From here, we see that best of all is
repentance before judgment steeps the world, because once
judgment has settled, its power increases. Who will be able to
remove it or make it go away? Once the judgment begins, it does not
disappear until it is fulfilled. Following the completion OF THE
JUDGMENT and the making of repentance, he restores the universe.
That is deduced from the scripture: "And all these things are come
upon you, in the latter days...if you turn to Hashem your Elohim...for
Hashem your Elohim is a merciful El" (Ibid.).

25. HE INQUIRES: "In the latter days"? What is the connection of this
verse to here? HE REPLIES: It is in order to include the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS REFERRED TO AS THE LATTER
DAYS, that is exile, being with them in their distress and never
leaving them. Although the Holy One, blessed be He, has steeped
the world in judgment, He wishes that Yisrael will repentance to
better their position in this world and in the world to come. There is
NOTHING that can withstand repentance.

26. Come and see that even the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is called repentance. You might say the uppermost
repentance, WHICH IS BINAH, is not found everywhere. But
MALCHUT is called repentance when mercy THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN
returned before her, and she returned again to suckle all her masses.
The best way to repent is when the sinner risks his life for it. It is
received during a time that he is in repentance. Then everything gets
restored above and below, and he and the universe get restored.

27. How many others are hurt because of one wicked person in the
world. Woe to the wicked and woe to his neighbor. Look at Jonah.
Because he had no wish to go on his Master's mission, how many
people could have perished at sea because of him, until they all
gathered about him to judge and convict him, TO THROW HIM into
the sea. Then all were saved and the Holy One, blessed be He, had
mercy upon him. Afterwards, he saved a great many in the world;
THAT IS, THE PEOPLE OF NINEVEH. When WAS THIS? When he
repented before his Master, in his distress. This is what is meant by:
"I cried to Hashem out of my distress, and He heard me" (Yonah 2:3),
and: "Out of my distress I called upon Yah: Yah answered me with
liberation..." (Tehilim 118:5).
We hear what the letters in the Holy Name have to do with
repentance, that is Binah. This repentance is called life, and the
"issues of life" are the souls of Yisrael. We are told of the importance
of breath, and the words that issued from the mouth of God. The
question arises where the breath that exists in the heathen nations
comes from if the Shechinah does not dwell on them, and the
answer is that not all faces are equal even among the children of
Yisrael. We are told about another soul that hovers over a man's
head that moves all his limbs to follow the precepts. There follows
an elaboration of the sense of the Nefesh, Ruach, Neshamah,
Chayah and Yechidah of Ruach that are drawn to a deserving
person. We are told that there is a good kind of breath and a breath
that is wicked. The countenance of the animal that resides in a
person is apparent in the likeness that dwells on his face; upon
every face is someone in charge over him. This is also true for the
six days of creation, as there is no day that has no good in it, but not
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every person is able to enter into that goodness due to their
unworthiness. There are various types of repentance, and all of them
are good but they are not all equal. The most important thing is to
study the Torah with awe and love for God; awe and love reside in
the brain and the heart. We are told how the holy grades are able to
discern anyone who has become impaired through his misdeeds,
and how they distance themselves from him. And yet complete
repentance causes God to return to him.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
28. This commandment is that of repentance, and that is Binah.
Because of our sins when the Temple was destroyed, nothing was
left for us only verbal confession alone, which is Malchut THAT IS
REFERRED TO AS A VERBAL CONFESSION. What is Binah? IT
CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS Ben (lit. 'son') Yud-Hei, and that son is
surely Vav, WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN WHO IS CALLED SON
THAT IS ATTACHED TO HER AND RECEIVES THE MOCHIN OF YUDHEI FROM HER. For everyone who repents, it is as if he returned the
letter Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, which is the son of Yud Hei. Thus, through him Yud Hei Vav
Hei is completed, BECAUSE THE SON IS THE SECRET OF VAV AND
TOGETHER WITH YUD-HEI IT FORMS YUD HEI VAV, AND WITH
MALCHUT, THAT IS THE HEI THAT RETURNED TO HIM, THE WHOLE
NAME WAS MADE COMPLETE. That is repentance (Heb. teshuvah)
for sure, WHICH CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS Tashuv (lit. 'return')
Hei to the Vav.
29. The letter Hei definitely is verbal confession and the secret
meaning of: "Take with you words, and turn to Hashem: say to Him...
so we will offer the words of our lips instead of calves" (Hoshea
14:3). When a person sins, he certainly causes the Hei to distance
itself from the Vav, since the son of Yud-Hei, MEANING THE VAV
THAT CONTAINS Yud-Hei-Vav, removes itself from the Hei. Because
of this, the Temple was destroyed and Yisrael were driven away from
there and dispersed among the nations. Because of this, whoever
repents affects the return of the Hei to the letter Vav, and redemption
depends upon it. Consequently, everything depends on repentance.
That is what the ancient sges said. The reckoned days of the coming
of Messiah have passed - worse has come to worst - and it is
contingent upon repentance only, which is the completion of His
Name, WHICH IS THE SECRET MEANING OF HEI THAT COMPLETES
HIS NAME WHEN ADDED TO YUD-HEI-VAV.

30. Therefore, "I acted for My name's sake" (Yechezkel 20:14),
NAMELY TO COMPLETE THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI and also "for
My own sake, for My own sake, will I do" (Yeshayah 48:11). If they do
not return, then I will set upon them a king whose decrees are
harsher than those of Pharaoh. Then they will repent in spite of
themselves. This is what is meant by: "If you turn to Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 4:30), to Yud Hei Vav Hei certainly, NAMELY TO
COMPLETE THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI.
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31. This repentance, WHICH IS MALCHUT AND THE HEI OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI, is called life, AS IS WRITTEN: "For out of it are the issues
of life" (Mishlei 4:23). These are the souls of Yisrael, THE ISSUES OF
MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS LIFE, and MALCHUT is the breath that
a person exhales and inhales through the mouth without toil or
effort. IT IS THE SECRET OF Hei of "When they were created (Heb.
BeHibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4), SINCE THE LETTER HEI IS
VOCALIZED THROUGH THE MOUTH MORE EASILY THAN THE REST
OF THE LETTERS. About this, it is written: "But by every word that
proceeds out of the mouth of Hashem does man live" (Devarim 8:3),
SINCE MALCHUT IS REFERRED TO AS "WORD THAT PROCEEDS
OUT OF THE MOUTH OF HASHEM," which is above the head of the
man, THAT IS, 'AND OVER my HEAD THE SHECHINAH OF EL'. About
it, it says: "And the likeness of Hashem does he behold" (Bemidbar
12:8), BECAUSE MALCHUT IS REFERRED TO AS THE LIKENESS OF
HASHEM, AND ALSO: "Surely every man walks in a vain show
(image)" (Tehilim 39:7).
32. Because it is over a person's head, man is prohibited to walk four
cubits with his head uncovered. If She departs from over his head,
his life is immediately gone.

33. You might say that this is also the way MALCHUT dwells on the
nations of the world, even though the heavens and earth and all their
hosts were not created through them, SINCE BEHIBAR'AM IS
COMPOSED OF THE LETTERS OF ABRAHAM, THROUGH WHOM
THE HEAVENS AND EARTH AND ALL THAT SPRANG FORTH FROM
THEM WERE CREATED, AND THE OFFSPRING OF ABRAHAM, BUT
NOT THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD. HE RESPONDS: She definitely
does not dwell ON THEM, since Moses asked the Holy One, blessed
be He, that the Shechinah shall not dwell on the nations of the world
and it was granted to him. BUT IF SO, where does the breath present
for the nations of the world come from? WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF
THE ONE FOUND over the wicked, which are the mixed multitudes
mingled among Yisrael? HE REPLIES: It therefore must be that not
everyone is equal. Even among Yisrael, everyone is not equal and
this is certainly true for others, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
34. We definitely expounded on the form of the letter Hei: I have a
beautiful gift in my storehouse by the name Shabbat, BECAUSE
SHABBAT IS MALCHUT WHEN SHE ASCENDS TO BINAH. When
MALCHUT, THE SECRET MEANING OF SHABBAT, dwells on Yisrael,
they do not toil and are under enslavement. In it, the working, tired
soul "rested, and was refreshed" (Shemot 31:17).

35. There is another soul above a man's head, WHICH IS NOT OF
MALCHUT, that is called a servant, SINCE IT DRAWS FROM
METATRON THAT IS REFERRED TO AS SERVANT. It is the form
above man's head. It is the King's servant that moves all the limbs of
a person to follow the good ways and observe with them the 248
precepts, so that the Hei of BeHibar'am, WHICH IS THE SECRET
MEANING OF MALCHUT, shall dwell on them, since the numerical
value of BeHibar'am is 248.
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36. AFTER EXPLAINING THE ASPECT OF THE HUMAN NEFESH, HE
ELABORATES ON THE ASPECTS OF NEFESH, RUACH, NESHAMAH,
CHAYAH AND YECHIDAH OF THE RUACH THAT IS DRAWN TO A
DESERVING PERSON FROM THE ASPECT OF THE FOUR LETTERS
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT REST OVER HIS HEAD.
HE SAYS: There is another form on his head called awe, and that is
the Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE SECRET MEANING OF KETER
AND CHOCHMAH, WHICH ARE THE LIGHTS OF YECHIDAH AND
CHAYAH OF RUACH. SINCE IT IS THE HIDDEN MEANING OF KETER,
IT IS THE ASPECT OF AWE, SINCE AWE COMES FROM KETER.
About them, it is written: "So Elohim created man in His own image,
in the image of Elohim" (Beresheet 1:27), NAMELY "IMAGE" TWICE,
which are two goodly images, male and female. The male is from the
side of the letter Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE HIDDEN MEANING
OF YECHIDAH AND CHAYAH, and the female from the side of the
letter Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE HIDDEN MEANING OF
NESHAMAH.
37. The two letters - YUD-HEI - awaken man to the Torah and the
precepts. VAV IS THE HIDDEN MEANING OF THE TORAH AND HEI
OF THE PRECEPTS. Yud is awe, which is over man's head, whence
awe goes into man's heart to fear the Holy One, blessed be He, and
guard himself not to transgress the negative commandments. Hei is
the love over a person's head and, from it, the love of the Holy One,
blessed be He, is imbued on his 248 limbs with which he performs
the 248 positive commandments. Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FROM
WHICH ASPECT DWELLS THE ILLUMINATION OF RUACH OF
RUACH ON MAN, rests over man's head and through it words enter
his mouth with which to learn Torah. THAT IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE NEFESH OF RUACH CALLED 'WORDS', THE
SECRET OF HEI. THUS THE YUD HEI VAV HEI IS MADE COMPLETE.

38. Of THE WORDS THAT ARE DRAWN INTO HIS MOUTH TO STUDY
TORAH, IT SAYS, "Take with you words, and turn to
Hashem" (Hoshea 14:3), BECAUSE THE WORDS COMPLETE THE
YUD-HEI-VAV WITH THE LAST HEI CALLED WORDS. By this, you
will have the awe and love and Torah, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, BECAUSE AWE AND LOVE ARE THE SECRET OF
YUD-HEI, THE TORAH IS THE SECRET OF VAV AND WORDS OF
MOUTH ARE THE SECRET OF HEI. Yud Hei Vav Hei, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN, will return to be Binah, which is Repentance, WHICH MEANS
the Vav - WHICH REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN - will return to the FIRST
Hei, which is the act of Creation and the 32 times Elohim
MENTIONED IN THE ACT OF CREATION, NAMELY BINAH, and thus
Yud Hei Vav Hei will be complete. WITH MALCHUT RISING TO
BINAH, you will have rest from everything and in it, one "rested, and
was refreshed" (Shemot 31:17). THAT IS TO SAY, WHEN MALCHUT
ASCENDS TO BINAH, SHE IS CALLED SHABBAT AND PERTAINS TO
THE SECRET OF REST AND REFRESHMENT. AS LONG AS SHE
DOES NOT ASCEND TO BINAH, MALCHUT IS NOT CONSIDERED
SHABBAT.
39. IN MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LAST HEI THAT ASCENDED TO
BINAH, the Yud Hei Vav will be concluded, AND THE NAME WILL BE
COMPLETE. "THUS THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH were
finished" (Beresheet 2:1), WHICH WAS ON SHABBAT, which is total
perfection. The whole world was created through her, and on her
stand firmly the heavens, the earth, the seas and all creatures that
were created, since it is written: "These are the generations of the
heavens and of the earth when they were created (Heb.
BeHibar'am)." THIS CONSISTS OF THE SAME LETTERS OF: 'With
Hei they were created (Heb. be Hei bra'am)', WHICH IS MALCHUT. If
she would have departed from the world even for a moment,
everything would have collapsed and dissolved, and the world could
not have been preserved.
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40. This Hei will not leave the body OF A MAN and therein it stays.
When it does leave him, the poison of death will come and rest on
him, which is called defilement, a carcass, unfit, the Angel of Death,
darkness and obscurity. And it dwells on the corpse of men. At that
point, the man is called dead. The secret of it is: "'For I have no
pleasure in the death of him that dies', says Hashem Elohim:
therefore turn, and live" (Yechezkel 18:32). IT SHOULD HAVE SAID,
'THE DEATH OF HIM THAT LIVES.' THIS IS BECAUSE THE WICKED
IS ALREADY DEAD, SO IT SAYS, "THE DEATH OF HIM THAT DIES."

41. All the positive commandments that were to imbue his 248
organs grieve for him. The hidden meaning is that "I have seen his
ways and I will heal him...and on his mourners" (Yeshayah 57:18).
What are "his mourners"? These are the 248 limbs that grieve for
him. That is the uppermost likeness resting on his head, where Yud
Hei Vav Hei rests. As there is a good likeness over the righteous,
which leads him to do good deeds and merit the World to Come, so
is there a bad likeness over the heads of the wicked that leads them
to act wrongly and deserve Gehenom. Therefore, there are different
kinds of breath. There is the good kind of breath, about which is
written: "But by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of
Hashem does man live" (Devarim 8:3) and there is breath that is
wicked, about which is written: "This also is vanity (breath) and a
striving after wind" (Kohelet 2:26).

42. Come and see that through people's actions, the spiritual form is
recognized that hovers over them, and so is the appearance. This is
what is meant by, "The show of their countenance witnesses against
them" (Yeshayah 3:9). In the likeness THAT DWELLS OVER ONE is
apparent the face of the living creature that resides over him,
whether it is a lion, an ox, an eagle or a man, OR FROM the Chariot
of the Holy One, blessed be He and His Shechinah, from the Chariot
of the angel, the chief prince, from the wicked Chariot of Samael or
from the Chariot of the four elements of the universe, which contain
neither the Good Inclinations nor the Evil Inclinations but are like
common beasts. Therefore, there are many types of breath in people,
each one according to his own kind, the secret meaning of, "Let the
earth bring forth living creatures after their kind" (Beresheet 1:24). It
follows that a person is treated the same way he treats others. And
upon every spiritual is an angel in charge over it.

43. Come and see: each of the six days of Creation has its own form
and face of the grade that guides it. You will not find a day that has
no good in it. THAT IS, IT SAYS IN THEM: "AND ELOHIM SAW THAT
IT WAS GOOD" (BERESHEET 1:10). Although "that it is good" was
not mentioned on the second day, you will find it on the third day.
Therefore, "good" is mentioned twice in it.
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44. Every day has its exterior barriers, so that not everyone would be
able to enter into the goodness in it, MEANING there is darkness that
veils the light, as you will find light in the first day, and also find
darkness in it. AND SO, in every day there are barriers that guard like
thorns THAT GUARD the vineyard, SO THAT STRANGERS WILL NOT
ENTER IT. There are other types of guardians, like snakes, scorpions
and poisonous serpents that protect the good, so that unworthy
people will be unable to enter. If there were no barriers, all the
wicked would have the ability to access the secrets of the Torah.

45. Therefore, many angels of destruction that are called darkness
and obscurity, and snakes and scorpions that are called wild
animals, confuse the mind of whoever is wicked and has access to
the secrets of the Torah to prevent his entry where he does not
belong.

46. However, all these guardians are at the assistance of whoever is
good, and the prosecutor becomes a defendant. They bring him to
the concealed goodness and they will say TO THE CONCEALED
GOODNESS: Our Master, here is a good person, virtuous, heaven
fearing, who wishes to enter before You. And he tells us, "Open to
me the gates of the righteous. I will go in to them, and I will praise
Yah" (Tehilim 118:19). THEN, that concealed goodness will reply to
them to open for him the gate of love or the gate of repentance.
Every righteous person shall enter according to his degree, the
meaning of it being: "Open the gates, that the righteous nation...may
enter" (Yeshayah 26:2).

47. Now we must return to the gates of repentance. The repentance
that people do consists of various types. All are good but all are not
equal. There is a person who is completely wicked all his life and
transgressed many negative commandments, but he regrets and
confesses them. He then does neither good nor bad. Surely, the Holy
One, blessed be He, will forgive him, but he will not merit the highest
repentance. There is also a person who has repented and has his
sins wiped clean. He pursues the way of the precepts and does them
with all his might, with awe and love for the Holy One, blessed be He.
That person will acquire the lower repentance, called Hei, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, which is a lower degree of repentance.
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48. Then there is a person that studies the Torah with awe and love
for the Holy One, blessed be He, after regretting his sins and doing
repentance but not for any reward. That person acquires the letter
Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN and is the son of
Yud-Hei. Binah is named after him. That causes the return of Vav,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The word
Teshuvah (lit. 'repentance') CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS: Vav shall
return (Heb. tashuv) to Hei.

49. Neither Hei nor Vav ever dwell on a person without awe and love,
which are Yud-Hei, which we surely call awe and love. From there,
the Torah and the precepts were given, which are the son and
daughter - NAMELY VAV AND HEI, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
Since Yisrael observe the Torah and its commandments, they are
called the children of the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written:
"You are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1).

50. "The secret things BELONG TO HASHEM OUR
ELOHIM" (Devarim 29:28). These are awe and love, which reside
inside the brain and heart. They are present in the cavities of the
body and in THE INTERIOR OF the head, THE SECRET OF YUD-HEI.
"But those things which are revealed BELONG TO US AND TO OUR
CHILDREN" (Ibid.). These are the Torah and the precepts, which are
on the exterior of the body and head, THE SECRET OF VAV-HEI. The
basis of this is that if a person is in awe of the Holy One, blessed be
He, or loves Him, no one else knows, for it is unknown except to
himself and his possessor.
51. However, if a person studies the Torah and pursues positive
commandments, it is known to everyone. For the Holy One, blessed
be He, made him a visible mouth with which to study the Torah, eyes
with which to behold the Torah and ears with which to listen to it.
The Holy One, blessed be He, also made hands, legs and a body for
man with which to perform positive commandments.

52. HE ASKS: If so, what is the purpose of the person's nose? WHY
DID THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, MAKE IT? HE RESPONDS:
"And breathed into his nostrils the breath of life" (Beresheet 2:7).
This is the form over the person, of which is said: "And he dreamed,
and behold a ladder" (Ibid. 28:12). A ladder is assuredly the breath of
life, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the throne to the Name - Yud Hei Vav Hei which is awe, love, Torah and the precepts, SINCE AWE AND LOVE
ARE YUD HEI AND TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS ARE VAV Hei. In it,
IN THE BREATH (SOUL) OF LIFE, dwells THE NAME OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI and that is the throne, THE LADDER, from which all the
souls of Yisrael are hewn. That is the form over the person's head.
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53. "And behold the angels of Elohim ascending and descending on
it" (Ibid.). This refers to the breaths that go up in and leave the body
through this ladder. That LADDER is one, the seventh among them.
That which is "set up on the earth" (Ibid.) IS ANOTHER ONE,
MAKING two. "And the top of it reached to heaven" (Ibid.): IT IS
ANOTHER ONE, SO TOGETHER THERE ARE three. "And behold the
angels of Elohim ascending": THESE ARE OTHER two, SO THEY
AMOUNT TO FIVE; "and descending" are two MORE, FOR A TOTAL
OF SEVEN. They correspond to the four directions OF THE
UNIVERSE, the heavens and earth, WHICH ILLUMINATE IN THAT
LADDER, being the secret meaning of: "'Vanity of vanities', says
Kohelet, 'vanity of vanities; all is vanity'" (Kohelet 1:2). These are the
seven breaths (or vanities) corresponding to the throne, SINCE
"VANITY OF VANITIES" ARE THREE. WITH THE SECOND "VANITY
OF VANITIES," IT IS SIX AND WITH THE LAST "VANITY," IT IS
SEVEN ALTOGETHER. They are the ladder, the heavens AND THE
SEA, the earth and the four elements of the universe, totaling seven.
Congruent with the seven days of Creation - WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT -AND
CORRESPONDING TO THEM are all the creatures of the sky and
land; that is, the animals, birds, beasts, fish and many other
offspring coming from them.
54. Since everything was created in the image that is on all Yisrael,
which is the Righteous, BEING YESOD, it says about them: "And the
fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the
earth, and upon every bird of the air..." (Beresheet 9:2). This
SCRIPTURE talks about people who are compared to wild animals,
to beasts, birds and fish of the sea. There are people whose
astrological sign is an ox, SOME whose sign is a lion, SOME whose
sign is an eagle AND SOME whose sign is a man.

55. Why are they all afraid of this likeness OVER MAN, seeing that
they were also created from it? It is only because the name of Yud
Hei Vav Hei dwells on him. That is the secret meaning of: "And all
people of the earth shall see THAT YOU ARE CALLED BY THE NAME
OF HASHEM; AND THEY SHALL BE AFRAID OF YOU" (Devarim
28:10). Whoever impairs his deeds, his form is impaired, and the
name of Yud Hei Vav Hei does not reside in an impaired place. In that
blemish, darkness prevails because at the time of impairment of the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, darkness prevails. As this person has
damaged his form, so is he damaged below, and he either becomes
mute, deaf, blind or lame, so that he is marked above and below.

56. That darkness prevails on his blemish and the holy grades
discern him instantly. They are the hosts of the Holy One, blessed be
He, who distance themselves from him since they already know that
the King does not reside in that blemish. Therefore, the King's
legions distance themselves from him, since the armies of the King
reside and are near only where the King dwells. They follow Him like
limbs follow the body.
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57. In the place where darkness prevails, various angels of
destruction called snakes and scorpions come near him and bite him
many times, and these are sufferings. If he has money, THAT IS,
PROPERTY of his good deeds that he has done, MEANING IF HIS
PROPERTY CONSISTS OF GOOD DEEDS, they diminish. How do
they diminish? Every merit, MEANING EVERY ILLUMINATION that
descends on him from above AS A REWARD FOR HIS GOOD DEEDS
is given to the angels of destruction. In lieu of that, they suspend the
sufferings from him. If he has neither merit nor debts above,
because all HIS PROPERTY is below and with every merit he
accumulates MATERIAL money, THEN the nations OF THE WORLD
approach him instead of the angels of destruction, and he gives
them his money to save himself.

58. This is the reason that Yisrael used to sacrifice to Azazel, to that
same darkness. And the seventy oxen that correspond to the
seventy nations, WHICH THEY SACRIFICED DURING SUKKOT
(HOLIDAY OF THE BOOTHS), fulfill the words: "If your enemy be
hungry, give him bread to eat; and if he be thirsty, give him water to
drink" (Mishlei 25:21). Once they repent, that darkness is removed
from that blemish and they attain perfection. That is the meaning of:
"Hashem also has commuted your sin; you shall not die" (II Shmuel
12:13). The name of Yud Hei Vav Hei immediately returns to him and
heals him from the bites of affliction, as is written: "And return, and
be healed" (Yeshayah 6:10). How do we know that the Holy One,
blessed be He, returns immediately after he repents and the blemish
is perfected? It is written: "Return to Me, and I will return to
you" (Malachi 3:7).

59. All this happens with complete repentance, which effects the
return of Binah, that is Yud Hei Vav, to Hei, which is Malchut that left
her nest and is the same form ON THE HEAD OF A PERSON, to
which all the precepts connect and the ten Sfirot are tied. Even if a
person performs no more than one precept, but does so with awe
and love of the Holy One, blessed be He, the ten Sfirot rest on him
on that account. Whoever performs even one precept properly, it is
as if he observed 248 positive commandments, since there is no one
commandment that does not also contain all 248 POSITIVE
COMMANDMENTS.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

5. A wife suspected of adultery (Sota)
This section talks about the unfaithful wife, who has trespassed against the Congregation of Yisrael and also against her husband, and therefore
against Malchut and Zeir Anpin. We learn why the woman is taken to the priest, not for judgment but only for testing by means of water and the Holy
Name. Rabbi Elazar wonders why people do not pay attention to the Torah, and Rabbi Shimon tells about how God brought the people to the waters
of Marah to test them to see if they had become defiled with the Egyptians. After they were acquitted the Holy Name rested with them. The rabbis
talk about dust and about the bitter water and the holy sea. They talk about the consequences to the wife of having been found faithful or guilty. We
hear of how important it is for a woman to keep her hair covered so that the whole family will be blessed.
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60. "If any man's wife goes aside..." (Bemidbar 5:12). He asks: What
is the connection between the two, MEANING WHY IS THE PORTION
OF SOTA (LIT. 'A WIFE SUSPECTED OF ADULTERY') NEXT TO THE
PASSAGES ABOUT TRESPASSING? HE RESPONDS: It is written
THERE: "To do a trespass against Hashem" (Ibid. 6) and it is written
here BY A SOTA: "AND COMMIT A TRESPASS AGAINST HIM" (IBID.
12). THEY ARE THE SAME SUBJECT; THEREFORE, THEY ARE NEXT
TO EACH OTHER. Rabbi Eleazar quoted, "Any man's (lit. 'man
man')." Why say twice, when once would have sufficed? HE
RESPONDS: That was already explained, yet "man man" means a
man who is a man, that is, who fulfills the words: "Drink water out of
your own cistern" (Mishlei 5:15) AND DOES NOT COVET ANOTHER
WOMAN. Then he is an ordinary man, a man to his wife. "And
commit (trespassed) a trespass against him." HE ASKS: One
trespass would have sufficed, so why say twice "TRESPASS"? HE
RESPONDS: It refers to one TRESPASS above and one below,
MEANING one against the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and one against her husband, ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore,
"then shall the man bring his wife TO THE PRIEST" (Ibid. 15).
61. HE INQUIRES: Why BRING HIS WIFE "to the priest" AND NOT TO
THE JUDGE? HE RESPONDS: the secret of it is that since the priest
is the attendant of the Matron, MEANING THAT HE PREPARES
MALCHUT FOR UNION WITH ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS THEREFORE
SUITABLE FOR HIM TO RESTORE THE BLEMISH OF THE SOTA
THAT REACHES ALL THE WAY TO MALCHUT. We have to examine
this verse, which says: "And he shall kill the bullock" (Vayikra 1:5),
IN WHICH "he" refers to someone other than the priest. A priest is
prohibited TO ACT in judgment, in order not to impair the source to
which he is connected, MEANING CHESED. Yet you say that the man
should bring his wife to the priest to judge her trial! It must be that
only the priest is suitable for this task, because he is the attendant of
the Matron, and all the women in the world are blessed from the
Congregation of Yisrael. Therefore, the woman below is blessed
DURING HER MARRIAGE CEREMONY with seven blessings, since
she is attached to the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH CONTAINS
THE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT. The priest has to arrange the things of the
Matron, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and see to all her needs. Therefore,
only the priest is suitable for this and no other.
62. You might say that THE PRIEST is carrying judgment, WHICH IS
CONTRADICTORY TO HIS GRADE OF CHESED. HE RESPONDS: It is
not so. It is only to try to increase peace in the world and enhance
Chesed that he strives to do so. If the wife is cleared of the
accusation, the priest increases peace between them, THE WIFE
AND HER HUSBAND, and not only that but she will also conceive a
son. Through him, peace is achieved. If she is not cleared in her trial,
it is THE PRIEST who passes judgment, but rather the Holy Name, to
which she was false, passes her judgment and tests her.

63. Come and see, The priest did not get involved here, except at the
time she presented herself to him, TO GIVE HER TO DRINK, SO she
would be acquitted. He questions her once and again and if she
wishes to clarify her innocence, only then does THE PRIEST take
action to promote peace BETWEEN HER AND HER HUSBAND.
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64. The priest writes the Holy Name once, the regular way, YUD HEI
VAV HEI, and then backwards HEI VAV HEI YUD. The letters, WHICH
WERE BLOTTED IN THE WATER, were scratched by the uppermost
lights, IN FOUR MANNERS: judgment with judgment, mercy with
mercy, mercy with judgment, judgment with mercy. If she is cleared,
the letters of mercy remain and THE LETTERS of judgment are gone.
If she is guilty, the letters of mercy are gone and the letters of
judgment remain. And then her sentence is carried out.

65. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion, saying, "And when they
came to Marah, they could not drink the waters of Marah, for they
were bitter (Heb. marim)" (Shemot 15:23). This has been explained,
but I wonder why people do not observe and study Torah. This verse
requires observation, as it is written here: "There He made for them
a statute and an ordinance, and there He tested them" (Ibid. 25).

66. HE RESPONDS: The hidden meaning is that here, THE MIRACLE
occurred on water, since the Egyptians used to claim that they
fathered Yisrael, and there were indeed many men of Yisrael who
suspected their wives of that until the Holy One, blessed be He,
brought them to this place, MARAH, to test them. It is written here:
"And when they came to Marah...And he cried to Hashem..."

67. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, 'What do you want?
There are many battalions OF PROSECUTORS wishing to denounce
you here and I wish to examine the wives of Yisrael here. Write the
Holy Name and throw it into the water and let all OF YISRAEL be
tested, women and men, so there should not remain any slander
about My children. As long as they are not all checked, I will not let
My Name dwell on them'. Immediately, "Hashem showed him a tree,
which when he had cast it into the waters" (Ibid.). THE TREE refers
to the Holy Name that the priest used to write in order to test the
wives of Yisrael. Therefore, "there He made for them a statute and an
ordinance, and there He tested them."

68. You may say that it was appropriate for the wives of Yisrael TO
HAVE BEEN TESTED BECAUSE OF THE SUSPICION OF THE
EGYPTIANS, but why WERE THE MEN OF YISRAEL TESTED? HE
RESPONDS: It is because they too had to be tested to see if they
were defiled with the wives of the Egyptians. The women of Yisrael
were not defiled with the Egyptians all the years that they resided
among them. Both men and women came out innocent. Therefore,
the seed of Yisrael was pronounced holy and worthy. Only then did
the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, dwell among them. Hence,
surely it is through waters, "there He made for them a statute and an
ordinance, and there He tested them." Here too, the priest tested the
woman with water and the Holy Name.
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69. "And of the dust that is on the floor of the tabernacle" (Bemidbar
5:17). HE ASKS: What is the role of that dust? HE RESPONDS: We
learned that is written: "All are of the dust and all return to
dust" (Kohelet 3:20). Everything originates in dust, even the sphere
of the sun, and certainly man that originates in it.

70. Rabbi Yosi said: If it would have merely said, "And of the dust"
and nothing else, I would have agreed THAT THE EXPLANATION IS
FROM THE DUST, WHICH IS MALCHUT. But since it says, "And of
the dust that is on the floor of the tabernacle," it indicates that it is
another kind OF DUST. It must refer to what is meant by: "His sword
makes them as dust (also: 'He shall make His sword as
dust')" (Yeshayah 41:2). These are the purveyors of weaponry and
stone projectiles, the advocates of harsh judgment. That is the
indication of: "on the floor of the tabernacle," MEANING THE
ENDING OF MALCHUT CALLED TABERNACLE. THAT REFERS TO
THE LITIGANTS attached at the bottom TO ITS ENDING PART,
MALCHUT OF MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE HIDDEN MEANING
OF: "SIN CROUCHES AT THE DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7). Therefore
"shall the priest take, and put it into the water" (Bemidbar 5:17),
BECAUSE HE SHOULD THROW FROM THE DUST INTO THE
WATERS.
71. "The bitter water that causes the curse" (Ibid. 18) refers to the
sea water that was bitter. What is it, THE SEA WATER? It is the Holy
Name, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS THE SEA when it is in a state of
Judgment. At that time, it is called "the bitter water that causes the
curse." Therefore, the water of the lower sea, THAT IS THE BRANCH
TO MALCHUT, is bitter, all of it.

72. Come and see this holy sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT. How many
sweet rivers, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, enter it.
Because it is the judgment of the world, its waters are bitter, since
death of the whole world is involved with it, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "HER
FEET GO DOWN TO DEATH" (MISHLEI 5:5). Although they are bitter,
they are sweet when they spread out. Sometimes the waters of the
sea are bitter, THAT IS, ON THE SIDE OF DEATH ATTACHED TO
MALCHUT. Sometimes, THE WATERS OF the sea envelop all the
other waters. It is called the frozen sea and it swallows all these
other WATERS and sucks them in, so that they do not leak out.
Sometimes, water breaks open and from that sea everything flows to
the lower beings. That sea takes many shapes. When the snake soils
it with offensiveness THEY ARE CALLED the waters that cause the
curse. Therefore, the priest acted below by intoning the vow of
incantation and judgment was accomplished.
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73. Come and see, If the wife was acquitted, these waters entered her
and turned out to be sweet. They cleansed her and stayed there until
she conceived. As soon as she became pregnant, the waters would
beautify the embryo within her, which would result in a handsome
and clean child, thoroughly unblemished. If she was not CLEARED,
then these waters entered her and she got the offensive odor OF
THE SNAKE, and these waters would turn into a snake within her.
The impairment that she caused affected her. THAT IS: "HER BELLY
SHALL SWELL, AND HER THIGH SHALL FALL AWAY" (BEMIDBAR
5:21). And her shame is apparent to all, as our friends have
explained.

74. Come and see, All the wives in the world are then judged
wherever they are, FROM THESE WATERS THAT THE SOTA DRANK.
Therefore, from that exact spot from where they stem, MALCHUT OF
WHICH THE WOMEN ARE BRANCHES, they are judged BECAUSE
MALCHUT JUDGES THEM. Praised is the lot of Yisrael who the Holy
One, blessed be He, favored and wished to purify.

75. Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the verse: "Your
wife shall be like a fruitful vine..." (Tehilim 128:3). Just as a
grapevine does not crossbreed with other kinds but just of its own
sort, a wife in Yisrael stands in the same ranks in that she will not
accept anyone except her mate, like the dove that accepts only her
mate. Therefore, "like a fruitful vine in the recesses of your
house" (Ibid.). What meaning is indicated by "fruitful (Heb.
poriyah)"? It refers to that which is said: "that bears (Heb. poreh)
gall" (Devarim 29:17). Fruitful means that it blooms and sprouts
branches in every direction. And where does it take place? "In the
recesses of your house" and not out in the marketplace, because
she will not be false to the supernal covenant.

76. And Solomon said: "Who forsakes the friend of her youth, and
forgets the covenant of her Elohim" (Mishlei 2:17). What is "the
covenant of her Elohim"? It refers to the place of the covenant, THAT
IS YESOD, where she was attached. Therefore, it is written: "In the
recesses (thighs) of your house."

77. Rabbi Chizkiyah said a shudder shall envelop any man that
allows his wife to let the hair of her head be seen, which is one of the
household modesties. A wife who exposes her hair outside to show
her beauty causes destitution to visit upon the house. She causes
her sons to be undistinguished in that generation and she incurs
sickness upon the house, THAT IS LEPROSY. What is the root of all
these? It is the hairs of her head that were seen outside. This is
impudence if this happens within the house, and certainly even more
so if it is in a public place. Therefore, it is written: "YOUR WIFE
SHALL BE like a fruitful vine in the recesses of your house."
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78. Rabbi Yehuda said: The hairs on the head of a woman that were
exposed cause another kind of hair to be exposed, MEANING THE
POWERS OF THE OTHER SIDE THAT PERMEATE THE HAIR and
impair her. Therefore, a woman should be careful that none of her
hair is visible even to the beams of her house, and all the more so
outside.

79. Come and see: Just like for a man, the hair causes the harshest
things. BECAUSE THEY ARE JUDGMENTS, so it is by a woman.
Look how many misfortunes the hair of a woman causes. They incur
above and they incur below. They cause her husband to be cursed
and they incur poverty. They cause another thing in the house,
MEANING LEPROSY. They prevent her sons from achieving
positions of importance. Let the All-Merciful save us from their
impudence.

80. Therefore, a woman should be covered even in the inside corners
of her home. If she adheres to this, it is written: "Your children like
olive plants" (Tehilim 128:3). What does it mean "like olive plants"?
Just as an olive tree does not lose its leaf cover in winter or summer
and always has more value than the rest of the trees, so should her
sons elevate in respect over the rest of the people. Her husband will
also be blessed in everything, with the blessings above and with the
blessings below, with wealth, children and grandchildren. This is
what is meant by: "Behold, thus shall the man be blessed who fears
Hashem" (Ibid. 4) and "Hashem shall bless you out of Zion: and you
shall see the good of Jerusalem all the days of your life. And you
shall see your children's children, and peace upon Yisrael" (Ibid. 5).
Elijah continues the discussion about the laws of sota and about the
jealousy of the evil inclination He says that when Yisrael desecrates
the Torah God sends them into exile, through which experience they
become cleansed and purified and refined. At the last redemption
Yisrael will be tested like they were at the waters of Marah. Elijah
says that in the future the children of Yisrael will leave the exile with
mercy because they will taste from the Tree of Life that is the book
of the Zohar.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
81. Elijah, stand up and start talking with me about the precepts,
since you are my help in everything. About you, it was first
mentioned, "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the
priest" (Bemidbar 25:11), AND PINCHAS IS ELIJAH. "The son of
Aaron" assuredly is his brother, as "a brother is born for
adversity" (Mishlei 17:17).

82. He opened the discussion saying, It is a commandment to
discuss the laws of a SOTA, as written: "And the spirit of jealousy
came upon him, and he be jealous..." (Bemidbar 5:14). Surely, a
spirit of uncleanness exists on both sides, one false and one true.
Therefore, in the spirit of falseness, "And he be jealous of his wife,
and she be not defiled" (Ibid.) and the second: "And the spirit of
jealousy came upon him...and she be defiled" (Ibid.)
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83. HE ASKS: Could there possibly be any truth in a spirit of
uncleanness? HE RESPONDS: It is because in a man, who stems
from the tree of good and evil, there exists the Evil Inclination, the
snake. When a man has a beautiful wife, WHICH IS THE SOUL, in all
her good deeds, it is said, "A virtuous woman is a crown to her
husband" (Mishlei 12:4). The Evil Inclination is jealous, as we have
found that THE SNAKE was jealous of Adam because of his wife, so
it seduced her and caused her to die. Sometimes it dominates her
through sins and defiles her, and she becomes a carcass.

84. The Evil Inclination on its right side, that is the rank of Ishmael, is
called the snake. From the left side, which is the rank of Esau, who is
Samael, it is called a dog that is appointed over Gehenom - that
barks - hav hav (arf arf), as written: "The leech has two daughters,
crying, Give, give (Heb. hav, hav)" (Ibid. 30:15). It wishes to burn the
soul that was made unclean with its fire in Gehenom. That is what is
meant by: "And the spirit of jealousy came upon him, and he be
jealous of his wife" truthfully, "and she be defiled." SOMETIMES, HE
FALSELY ACCUSES HER BECAUSE SHE WAS NOT DEFILED.

85. And for her, it was said, "And the daughter of any priest," who is
Michael, WHICH DENOTES CHESED, AND THE SOUL IS HIS
DAUGHTER. When she "profanes herself by playing the harlot, she
profanes her father: she shall be burnt with fire" (Vayikra 21:9).
There the filth is destroyed and she purifies herself of it, just as
silver that purifies in fire and lead, which is the refuse, is burnt,
becomes dust and is lost.

86. It is the same with the children of Yisrael. When they desecrate
the Torah, the Holy One, blessed be He, sends them into exile among
the children of Esau and the children of Ishmael under their
servitude, whose rank is of the dog and a snake, and they are
punished there. Through them, they become cleared and purified
and refined like the refinement of silver and the trying of gold. This is
what is said: "And will refine them as silver is refined, and will try
them as gold is tried" (Zecharyah 13:9) until this would hold true
about them: "Though your sins be like scarlet, they shall be as white
as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18).

87. It is written of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil: "And
Hashem showed him a tree, which when he had cast it into the
waters, the waters were made sweet..." (Shemot 15:25). Since the
children of Yisrael were INTERMINGLED with the mixed multitudes,
they were all of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Therefore, it
is half sweet from the right side and half bitter from the left side.
When the mixed multitude caused the children of Yisrael to sin, it
was as if all were on the Evil Side. CONSEQUENTLY, the waters
returned to their bitter state like the tree that was THROWN into the
water. This is what is meant by: "And when they came to Marah, they
could not drink of the waters of Marah, for they were bitter" (Shemot
15:23).
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88. The bitter tree THAT HE THREW INTO THE WATER was similar to
the test of a wife suspected of adultery. If she indeed deviated from
her husband, the waters which she had to drink turned bitter, and
because of them, "her belly shall swell, and her thigh shall fall
away" (Bemidbar 5:27). If she did not deviate, it is written: "Then she
shall be free, and shall conceive seed" (Ibid. 28) and give birth to a
son. Here too, "the waters were made sweet."

89. In the same manner, Yisrael will be tested in the last redemption.
This is what is meant by: "Many shall purify themselves, and make
themselves white" (Daniel 12:10), who are from the good side and
who pass the test. "But the wicked shall do wickedly" (Ibid.),
because they are from the Evil Side and by them, it will be fulfilled:
"Neither shall they enter into the land of Yisrael" (Yechezkel 13:9).
And He kills them.

90. "But the wise shall understand" (Daniel 12:10), since they are
from the side of Binah, which is the Tree of Life. For them, it was
said, "And they who are wise shall shine like the brightness of the
firmament" (Ibid. 3) with your composition, OF RABBI SHIMON BAR
YOCHAI, which is the book of the Zohar, from the light of the
supernal Ima CALLED repentance. They do not require a test and,
because the children of Yisrael in the future will taste from the Tree
of Life, which is this book of the Zohar, they will leave the exile with
mercy. It will hold true about them that "so Hashem did lead him,
and there was no strange El with him" (Devarim 32:12).

6. The Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
Elijah talks about the time to come when the children of Yisrael will get all their sustenance solely from the Tree of Life, and when the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil will no longer apply to them at all. He says that the ignorant will have to learn what is prohibited and permissible, and
that they will discern no difference between the exile and the days of Messiah since they will not taste from the Tree of Life. At the last redemption
God will differentiate between the ignorant and the Torah scholars.
91. The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, prohibition or
permission, purity or impurity, will no longer apply to the children of
Yisrael, since our sustenance will be solely from the side of the Tree
of Life, where there are no contradictions stemming from the Evil
Side, nor any strife nor difference stemming from the unclean spirit,
as written: "And also I will cause...the unclean spirit to pass out of
the land" (Zecharyah 13:2).

92. The Torah scholars will not need to be sustained by the ignorant,
just from the good side by eating of the clean, kosher and
permissible. They will not need to get it from the mixed multitudes,
who eat the unclean, unfit and prohibited, and who are themselves
defiled by defiling themselves with a woman in menstruation, a
maidservant, a gentile woman or a prostitute. They are the children
of Lilit, who is a woman in menstruation, a maidservant, a gentile
woman and a prostitute, and they return to their roots. About them, it
is written: "For out of the serpent's root shall come forth a
viper" (Yeshayah 14:29).
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93. During the period that the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil
dominates, that pertains to the purity and impurity of worldly things,
these sages - who are similar to the Shabbatot and holidays in that
they have only what is given to them by the worldly PEOPLE - are
like the Shabbat that has nothing except what was prepared for it
during the weekdays.

94. During the time that the Tree of Life dominates, the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil is subdued. The common people will
not have anything except for what the Torah scholars will hand out
to them and they, COMMON PEOPLE, will become subdued like
never before.

95. Thus, prohibition and permission, purity and impurity will not
pass away from the common people. From their aspect, there will be
no apparent difference between the exile and the days of Messiah,
except for the oppression of Yisrael by other kingdoms alone
because they will not taste from the Tree of Life WHEN IT WILL BE
REVEALED IN THE DAYS OF MESSIAH, and they will need to learn
MISHNAH, about what is prohibited and permissible, what is unclean
and clean. They will be shamed in front of a Torah scholar like
darkness before light, since the mixed multitudes are like beasts,
who are ignorant, who are darkness and were not even called
Yisrael, just slaves sold to Yisrael, as was already explained.

96. Yisrael are called men. How do we know that the children of
YISRAEL are composed of both beast and man? It is written: "But
you, My flock, the flock of My pasture, are men" (Yechezkel 34:31).
"But you, My flock, the flock of My pasture": These are those who
are ignorant of Torah but are good and stem from the good side.
"Are men" refers to the Torah scholars.

97. It is also alluded to in this verse, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Oh that My
people would hearken to Me, Yisrael..." (Tehilim 81:14). After
mentioning "My people," why say "Yisrael"? Because "My people"
refers to common people and Yisrael alludes to the Torah scholars.
For them, it is mentioned: "And the children of Yisrael went out with
a high hand" (Shemot 14:8).

98. As the Holy One, blessed be He, divided them at Mount Sinai, so
he will differentiate them at the last redemption, because it says by
Yisrael: "And the children of Yisrael went up armed (Heb.
chamushim) out of the land of Egypt" (Shemot 13:18). CHAMUSHIM
MEANING from the side of the Tree of Life, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN,
which are the fifty (Heb. chamishim) years of Jubilee, WHICH IS
BINAH, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES THEM FROM BINAH. About
them, it says, "They shall come up to the mountain" (Shemot 19:13)
and: "And the angel of Elohim, who went before the camp of Yisrael,
removed" (Shemot 14:19). And to them, it says: "I bore you on
eagles' wings" (Shemot 19:4), which refers to the clouds of glory,
"and brought you to Myself" (Ibid.) AND ALSO "and the children of
Yisrael went out with a high hand." So He will bring out the Torah
scholars with all that honor.
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99. It is mentioned by those who are ignorant of Torah yet are of the
good side: "And they stood at the foot of the mountain" (Shemot
19:17). So will they be at the last redemption, under Torah scholars,
like a slave that follows along the horse's footsteps of his lord. Just
as it was called out to them at the foot of the mountain: 'If you
accept the Torah, it is better, but if not, there will be your burial
place', so He will tell them at the last redemption, 'If you will accept
upon yourselves a Torah scholar during the redemption from the
exile like a horse rider with his attendant servant, it is best, and if
not, there in exile shall be your burial.'

7. The mixed multitudes
We learn from Elijah that no new converts will be accepted during the days of Messiah. Moses asks Elijah to do his utmost not to delay the
redemption, since Moses is waiting in the prison of the grave due to the sins of his people. He says that the Torah scholars are suffering and the
mixed multitudes are prospering, and adjures Elijah to tell these things to God.
100. The mixed multitudes are as it is written there: "And when the
people saw it, they were shaken, and they stood afar off" (Shemot
20:18). They will be far from the redemption and they will watch the
Torah scholars and the holy nation in all this glory, but they will be
far from them. If they wish to join with them, it is written: "No hand
shall touch him, but he shall surely be stoned, or shot through" (Ibid.
19:13). During that period, it will come true for Yisrael: "So Hashem
did lead him, and there was no strange El with him" (Devarim 32:12).
It was already explained that no new converts will be accepted
during the days of Messiah. "And the wicked shall be silent in
darkness" (II Shmuel 2:9): these are the mixed multitudes. Therefore,
the prophet proclaimed for them: "Neither shall they enter into the
land of Yisrael" (Yechezkel 13:9).

101. Elijah said TO THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD: Faithful Shepherd, it
is time to rise up, AND BRING THE FULL REDEMPTION. You intone a
solemn oath ON ME, MEANING MAKE ME SWEAR THAT I SHOULD
HASTEN THE REDEMPTION. For your sake, I wish to rise, since the
Holy One, blessed be He, gave me permission to reveal myself to
you in your prison, in your place of burial, and do you good because
you are desecrated through the sins of the people. LIKE IN A
PRISON, HE IS AMONG THEM. This is the meaning of: "But he was
wounded because of our transgressions" (Yeshayah 53:5).

102. The Faithful Shepherd told him: I intone on you solemnly the
name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, that you will do your utmost not to delay
THE REDEMPTION, since I am EXISTING in great distress. FOR
ABOUT ME, IT IS WRITTEN: "And he looked this way and that, and
when he saw that there was no man" (Shemot 2:12) to help me, to
take me out of this distress, from this grave, since it says about me,
"For they made his grave among the wicked" (Yeshayah 53:9). They
do not recognize me but regard me as one of the evil mixed
multitudes, like a dead dog that has caused a stench among them.
The wisdom of the scribes shall become vapid (stinking) among
them in each and every city, and in all places where the children of
Yisrael are scattered throughout their kingdoms. The mixed
multitudes become the shepherds of Yisrael, who are the flock of the
Holy One, blessed be He, as it is said about them: "But you, My
flock, the flock of My pasture, are men" (Yechezkel 34:31). And they
have no ability to do good with the Torah scholars.
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103. Courageous and sin-fearing men go about from one city to
another and find no grace, and the mixed multitudes excommunicate
themselves from among them. In many places, they are only given a
meager sum so they are unable to rise from their fall, even
temporarily. All the sages, honorable men and those who fear sin
LIVE in distress and gloom and are treated like dogs. "The precious
sons of Zion, comparable to fine gold, how are they esteemed as
earthen pitchers" (Eichah 4:2), in the streets, unable to find
accommodation among them.

104. Meanwhile the mixed multitudes are wealthy, live in peace, in
happiness, without pain, without any sorrow - robbers, bribe takers,
who are the judges, the elite of their people, "for the earth is filled
with violence through them" (Beresheet 6:13). About them, it is
written: "Her adversaries have become the chief" (Eichah 1:5). THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID TO ELIJAH: With a solemn oath on you,
the second time, upon the life or name of Hashem, Hashem Tzva'ot,
the Elohim of Yisrael, who is enthroned upon the Cherubs, that all
these words will not fail from your mouth; with all your might, tell
them before the Holy One, blessed be He, to show their distress.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

8. "Why, when I came, there was no man"
Rabbi Elazar talks about the quorum of ten people required in the synagogue.
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105. "When either man...shall pronounce a special vow..." (Bemidbar
6:2): Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying, "Why, when I
came, there was no man..." (Yeshayah 50:2). "Why, when I came":
How beloved are the children of Yisrael before the Holy One, blessed
be He! Wherever they reside, the Holy One, blessed be He, is among
them, since He does not remove His love from them. It is written:
"And let them make Me a sanctuary: that I may dwell among
them" (Shemot 25:8). "And let them make Me a sanctuary" IS a
generic SANCTUARY, since every synagogue in the world is called a
sanctuary, as has been explained. "THAT I MAY DWELL (HEB.
SHACHANTI) AMONG THEM," since the Shechinah comes early to
the synagogue.

106. Praised is the person who is among the first ten in the
synagogue, because they complete the required fulfillment; THAT IS,
THE CONGREGATION WHOSE QUORUM IS NOT LESS THAN TEN.
They are the first to be sanctified by the Shechinah, as we have
already learned. It is necessary that all ten be at the synagogue at
the same time in unison and not come little by little, in order not to
delay the perfection of the limbs, SINCE ALL TEN ARE LIKE PARTS
OF ONE BODY IN WHICH THE SHECHINAH DWELLS since man was
formed in one instant by the Holy One, blessed be He, and he had all
his limbs and organs prepared together. This is what is meant by:
"Has He not made you, and established you?" (Devarim 32:6).

107. Come and see, as soon as the limbs of man were perfected,
concurrently every INDIVIDUAL part was constructed appropriately.
Similarly, since the Shechinah hastens to the synagogue, there is a
requirement to have a complete quorum of ten together. Then,
whatever needs to is completed, SINCE IT IS NOT CONSIDERED A
CONGREGATION WITH LESS THAN TEN, WHO CORRESPOND TO
THE TEN SFIROT OF MALCHUT. AS LONG AS THERE ARE NOT TEN
TOGETHER, NONE IS COMPLETED. After that everything is
established, THAT IS THE ESTABLISHING OF THE WHOLE
CONGREGATION. What is it that establishes everything? It is as it is
written: "In the multitude of people is the king's glory" (Mishlei
14:28). Therefore, the people who follow later, AFTER THE FIRST
TEN WAS, all still establish the body even more. THAT IS TO SAY,
THE ESTABLISHING OF THE CONGREGATION, SINCE AN
INCREASED NUMBER OF PEOPLE INCREASES THE GLORY OF THE
KING.
108. When the Shechinah preceded and came, and the people have
not yet formed a quorum OF TEN, as required, the Holy One, blessed
be He, calls out, "Why, when I came, there was no man." What is:
"There was no man"? It is that the parts were not completed and the
body was not whole, TO BE CALLED A CONGREGATION. If the body
is not whole, there is no man, MEANING EVEN THE INDIVIDUAL
LIMBS THAT ALREADY CAME ARE NOT COMPLETED. Therefore,
"there was no man" is precisely that. Come and see: When the body
is completed below, WHEN THERE ARE TEN MEN TOGETHER, the
supreme holiness comes and enters that body, and the lower
resumes the likeness of the upper TEN SFIROT. All must refrain from
worldly talk, since Yisrael are now in a state of lofty unison and are
sanctified with supreme sanctity. Blessed is their lot.
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109. "When either man...shall pronounce..." HE ASKS: What is "shall
pronounce"? HE RESPONDS: IT MEANS he is separated from the
rest of the people to become holy, in the likeness of above, and be
whole. If a person comes to be cleansed, he is cleansed, and a
person who wishes to be sanctified is sanctified. They envelop him
in supernal holiness, the same holiness with which the Holy One,
blessed be He, was sanctified.

9. Death and the punishment by beating in the grave
Rabbi Aba tells us how a person assumes he will live forever, until he gets ill and undergoes judgment, at which time all his actions stand as
evidence for or against him. We hear what happens as soon as he is in the grave and we hear about all the trials he has to face. Rabbi Aba says that
King David said one should bless God now while he is still alive and before it is too late.
110. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "Of David, Bless
Hashem, my soul: and all that is within me bless His Holy
Name" (Tehilim 103:1). How much a person should observe and
know how to serve his Master, since every single day the
proclamation goes forth and says, "How long, you simple ones, will
you love being simple?" (Mishlei 1:22). "Return, faithless children,
and I will heal your relapses" (Yirmeyah 3:22), but none pays
attention. The Torah proclaims before them, yet nobody is attentive.

111. Come and see, a person walks about in this world and thinks
that it belongs to him forever, and he will remain here for
generations to come. While he walks about, he is placed in binding
chains, MEANING THAT HE GETS ILL AND IS TIED TO HIS BED.
While he remains in this state, he is judged together with other
litigants. If he gets a good advocate, he is saved from punishment,
as it is written: "If there be an angel over him, an interpreter, one
among a thousand, to declare to man what is right: then He is
gracious to him, and says..." (Iyov 33:23). Who is that good
advocate? These are the good deeds that stand by for a man in time
of need.

112. If there is no good advocate for him, he is found guilty in
judgment and is required to pass away from this world. During that
period while he lays bound in the chains of the King, in raising his
eyes, he sees how two come to him. They write all that he did in this
world and every word that emerged from his lips. He gives accounts
about everything and it is recorded before him. This is what it says,
"For, lo, He that forms the mountains, and creates the wind, and
declares to man what is his thought..." (Amos 4:13). And he admits
all these things.
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113. What is the reason THAT HE ADMITS ALL HIS DEEDS? It is
because the action he did ascends and stands by to give testimony.
ALL DEEDS stand by UP ABOVE to give testimony about him. They
all descend to be recorded before him and do not move away, until
the time he is tried for them in that world. Come and see, all these
things that were done by this man on this world, all are ready to
testify about him and they are not removed from him. When he is
taken to his grave, they all gather and go in front of him. Three
proclamations are proclaimed, one in front, one on his right and one
on his left. They say that this is so-and-so who rebelled against his
Master, rebelled above, rebelled below, rebelled against the Torah,
revolted against the precepts. See his actions and watch his
speeches! He would have been better off not to have been created.

114. Until they arrive at the cemetery, and all the dead rage in their
spots and say, Woe, woe that this one is buried among us. His
actions and speech precede him into the grave and remain over that
body. His spirit goes and wanders and mourns over the body. As
soon as a person is covered in his grave, THE ANGEL Dumah
hastens to come out with three courts under his jurisdiction
appointed for the punishment in the grave. Three wands of fire are in
their hands, and the spirit is on trial together with the body. Woe to
that punishment and woe to his deeds.

115. During the time he is held in the chains of the King, MEANING
WHILE HE IS SICK AND BOUND TO HIS BED, his trial took place and
completed WITH A GUILTY VERDICT, because no good advocate
was available for him. The King's minister, THE ANGEL OF DEATH,
descends and stands at his feet, with a sharp sword in his hand.

116. The person lifts his eyes and sees FIRST the house walls
radiant with fire. At the same time, he sees him, full with eyes,
dressed in burning fire STANDING in front of the man. AND THOUGH
OTHERS WHO STAND THERE DO NOT SEE HIS PRESENCE, it is
certainly so. The proof is that some people see an angel in the
marketplace and stand before him, but the rest do not perceive him.

117. If you ask: Doesn't it say, "Who makes the winds His
messengers (angels)..." (Tehilim 104:4)? How is it possible to see
them on earth? HE RESPONDS: We already explained this. When the
angel descends to earth, he is dressed in a physical body and he is
seen to whoever needs to perceive him in that garment he donned. If
he didn't PUT ON THAT GARMENT, the people could not bear it that
he should be visible. All the more so with this one, THE ANGEL OF
DEATH, whom all people need.
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118. There are three drops on his sword, as our friends have already
explained. When he sees him, his entire body and spirit tremble and
his heart does not rest, being the king of the entire body. Then his
spirit travels throughout his organs and takes leave from them like a
man who takes leave from his friend to go elsewhere. He then
declares: Woe, what have I done, but it is of no use to him unless he
preempts it with the healing powers of repentance before that
moment arrives.

119. The person shudders for fear and wishes to hide but does not
have the capability. When he realizes that he is powerless, he opens
his eyes and he has to look at him with his eyes open. He then gives
his life and soul. That is the moment of the greatest judgment that a
person is judged in this world. The spirit then passes through all the
limbs of the body and takes leave of them. It then wanders through
all the organs and shakes all over, and all the organs tremble.

120. When the spirit arrives at each limb to take leave, a sweat
develops on that limb. The spirit is removed, and immediately that
limb dies, and so on with all THE LIMBS.

121. As soon as the spirit is ready to depart, because it has already
taken leave of all THE LIMBS of the body, the Shechinah rests on
him. Immediately, THE SPIRIT flies from the body. Praised is the lot
of the person who is attached to Her, THE SHECHINAH. Woe to
those wicked who are far from Her and are not attached to Her.

122. How many trials does a person have to pass when he departs
from this world! One is the supreme judgment that we have already
explained when the spirit leaves the body. One is the trial at the
moment when his actions and speeches proceed in front of him and
declare proclamations about him. There is another, the trial when he
is placed in his grave; one in the grave, and one the trial of the
worms THAT EAT HIS FLESH. Another is the trial of Gehenom and
one is the trial of spirit that wanders through the world and finds no
rest until his deeds are completed. Seven definite periods pass over
him. Therefore, a man should fear his Master, examine daily his
actions and repent to his Master for them while he is still alive in this
world.
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123. When King David examined the trials of a person who departs
from this world, he first said "Bless Hashem, my soul" (Tehilim
103:1) before it departs the world, now while it is still in the body,
"and all that is within me bless His Holy Name" - you, the limbs that
are attached to the spirit, now while THE SPIRIT is still with you,
hasten to bless the Holy Name, before the time will arrive when you
will no longer be able to bless Him and thank Him for you.

10. The Nazirite
Rabbi Aba wonders why someone who has made the vow of a Nazirite to be sanctified with holiness is not allowed to eat grapes. Rabbi Shimon
answers that wine and strong drink and grapes are all attached to the same aspect, that is of the Left Column, and it is inappropriate for a Nazirite to
do anything of the left side.
124. Come and see: "When either man...shall pronounce a special
vow of a Nazirite..." (Bemidbar 6:2), MEANING he hastened while in
this world, to be sanctified with the holiness of his Master. Thus, "he
shall abstain from wine and strong drink, and shall drink no vinegar
of wine..." (Ibid. 3). Here we should deliberate. Just because he is
forbidden to drink wine, why should grapes BE FORBIDDEN TO HIM,
seeing that of the priest it says, "Do not drink wine or strong
drink" (Vayikra 10:9), but he may eat grapes. So why is a Nazirite
different? Why are grapes forbidden to him?

125. HE RESPONDS: This procedure and prohibition is of the highest
secret, THAT THE NAZIRITE IS to isolate himself entirely from
Judgment MORE SO THAN A PRIEST. It is known that the tree by
which Adam sinned was a grapevine. That is the secret of it, that
wine and strong drink and grapes are attached to the same aspect,
WHICH IS OF THE LEFT COLUMN; wine above, TO THE LEFT
COLUMN OF BINAH, THAT IS REFERRED TO THERE AS THE
PRESERVED WINE as explained. Strong drink is to the left OF ZEIR
ANPIN, since strong drink is produced from wine. SO TOO THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN IS DRAWN FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF
BINAH. Grapes gather everything to them, SINCE THEY ARE
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES FROM EVERYTHING ABOVE, and that is
the tree by which Adam sinned. Consequently, all of them are
connected to the same side, THE LEFT OF BINAH, OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND OF MALCHUT. If you say that this Nazirite has abandoned the
supreme Faith, BY NOT RECEIVING FROM THE SUPERNAL BINAH,
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, it is not so. It is just not appropriate for
him to do anything of the left side.

11. "Let the hair grow" - "And let them shave"
Rabbi Shimon continues by saying that the Nazirite must not cut his hair or shave because the roots of hair exist from the right side, and he is
entirely isolated from judgment. After he comes back from isolation the priest must atone for him so that the Nazirite can again be allowed wine and
strong drink and grapes. Rabbi Shimon says that Samson was punished because he took a gentile woman for a wife.
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126. Come and see what I have learned from the book of Rabbi
Hamnuna Saba (the elder). It is written: "And shall let the locks of the
hair of his head grow" (Bemidbar 6:5). He must allow the hair on his
head and beard to grow, and abstain from wine, strong drink and
grapes, since they all pertain to the left side, but the hairs do not
originate IN THEM. Wine is supreme Ima, while strong drink is of the
left, to which the Levites are connected and stem from the
uppermost wine, MEANING FROM SUPERNAL IMA and the hairs
have no involvement WITH THEM. Therefore, when the Levites
ascend to this place, TO THE LEFT, they must shave all their hair, as
is said; "And let them shave all their flesh" (Bemidbar 8:7).

127. Grapes pertain to the lower mother, MALCHUT, who gathers
wine and strong drink to her. Therefore, THE NAZIRITE isolates
himself from the entire left, FROM WINE AND STRONG DRINK AND
GRAPES, so that none of its consequences are manifest in him.
There are no hair and beard coming out of the grapes THAT ARE
MALCHUT, since the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT, needs to cut her
hair, THAT IS, BODY HAIR when she comes to have intercourse with
the male, ZEIR ANPIN. And she has no beard. Therefore, THE
NAZIRITE THAT IS FROM THE RIGHT WHERE THE ROOTS OF HAIR
IS, IS OPPOSITE. The hair of the head and beard hang down, and IT
IS FORBIDDEN TO SHAVE THEM. The secret of this is that he is
called "a Nazirite to Elohim" (Shoftim 13:7). HE IS ISOLATED FROM
THE NAME ELOHIM THAT IS THE LEFT, and it is not 'Nazirite to
Hashem', WHICH IS THE RIGHT, SINCE HE is isolated entirely from
Judgment. "NAZIRITE" MEANS ONE WHO SEPARATES HIMSELF.
128. Come and see, about this is written: "And make atonement for
him, for that he sinned by the dead (lit. 'Nefesh')..." It is not written:
'his Nefesh', but simply "the Nefesh." What is that? These are
grapes, MEANING MALCHUT, that are referred to as Nefesh. Hence a
sin is mentioned, MEANING HE SINNED AGAINST MALCHUT, which
aspect is that of wine and strong drink, AS MALCHUT IS BUILT
MAINLY FROM THE LEFT. AND THE NAZIRITE took the place of
Judgment, THAT IS, THE ILLUMINATION FROM THE LEFT, from it.
HE ASKS, Why IS THIS CONSIDERED a sin? HE REPLIES: It is
because HE SINNED BY depriving the Judgment from the Nefesh,
MEANING THE ILLUMINATION OF ITS CHOCHMAH THAT IS DRAWN
TOGETHER WITH THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT.
129. HE ASKS: If so, THAT A NAZIRITE ADHERES SO MUCH TO THE
RIGHT, why IS IT WRITTEN FOLLOWING THAT: "And make
atonement for him"? HE ANSWERS: Because he comes forth now,
AFTER COMPLETING HIS ABSTINATION PERIOD, to adhere with
them, WITH THE THREE ASPECTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN, AND TO
BE ALLOWED WINE, STRONG DRINK AND GRAPES. These places
do not accept him until he takes counsel with the priest who will
atone for him, since originally he expelled them, BY ABSTAINING
HIMSELF, and now that he returns to them he needs to adhere to
correcting by atonement, so they will accept him. That is the
mystical explanation of this.
130. If you wonder about Samson, who was a Nazirite to Elohim, why
was he punished? HE REPLIES: It was proper for him, MEANING HE
DESERVED THE PUNISHMENT because he joined in marriage with a
gentile woman, MEANING DELILAH. He should have joined with his
own kind, with what was appropriate for him, but he, who was holy,
mingled that holiness with a daughter of a foreign El and abandoned
his appropriate state of holiness. Therefore, he was punished.
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131. Some say that he has no part in that world. Why is that? It is
because he said, "Let my Nefesh die with the Philistines" (Shoftim
16:30) and he passed his lot with the lot of the Philistines, so that his
Nefesh will die with them in that world. This is the way they used to
proclaim to the Nazirite: 'Go round, round, to the vineyard you shall
not come'. The friends have already upheld this explanation.

12. Holy - Pure
Rabbi Shimon talks about the secret of hair in relation to holiness.
132. Here is what is written about Levites: "And thus shall you do to
them, to cleanse them: Sprinkle water of purifying on them, and let
them shave all their flesh" (Bemidbar 8:7). As soon as they shave
their hair and fulfill all this, the Levites are considered pure but not
holy. But as soon as the Nazirite isolates from the side OF THE
LEFT, he is considered holy and not pure. Thus, it is written: "All the
days of his vow of his separation...during which he separates
himself to Hashem, he shall be holy" (Bemidbar 6:5).

133. "And shall let the locks of the hair of his head grow" (Ibid.). It is
because it is written: "And the hair of whose head was like pure
wool" (Daniel 7:9). By this, he is similar to the higher, SINCE HIS
HAIR DRAWS CHASSADIM AS ABOVE AND WITHOUT JUDGMENT,
SINCE HE IS WHOLLY OF THE RIGHT. Rabbi Yehuda bar Rav said:
With his hair alone, it is apparent that he is holy, as it is written
ABOUT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE: "His locks are
wavy" (Shir Hashirim 5:11).
134. Rabbi Shimon taught, If people would know what is spoken
about this hair and its secret, as it is ABOVE in the utmost secrecy,
they would have distinguished themselves to their Master with the
highest wisdom. Up to here have been the secrets of the Torah; from
now on Sitrei Torah: "And her merchandise and her hire shall be
holiness to Hashem" (Yeshayah 23:18).

1. The foreword to the Idra Raba
Rabbi Shimon tells the friends what he wishes to reveal to them and invites them to a new understanding. He is anguished over the question of
whether to reveal secrets, until Rabbi Aba reassures him that the friends all fear God. Rabbi Shimon tells the rabbis that this is a time to act for God
because people have forsaken His Torah. He talks about the talebearer who is not settled in his mind and is not trustworthy to receive secrets and
he contrasts this to a faithful spirit who is stable and conceals matters. When Rabbi Shimon begins to reveal secrets, the place shakes and the
friends tremble.
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1. We were taught that Rabbi Shimon said to his friends: How long
will we remain upheld by one pillar, MEANING IN THE SENSE OF
THE FORMLESS WORLD (HEB. TOHU), IN WHICH THE SEVEN
LOWER SFIROT WERE IN A SINGLE STACK, THE ONE ABOVE THE
OTHER. RABBI SHIMON WISHED TO REVEAL TO THEM THE
MEANING OF THE GRADES IN THE WORLD OF CORRECTION,
WHICH CONSIST OF THREE PILLARS, THE HIDDEN MEANING OF
THE THREE COLUMNS - RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL. It is written:
"It is time to act for Hashem: they have made void Your
Torah" (Tehilim 119:126). The days are few and the sin-master,
MEANING THE PROSECUTOR, applies pressure. Every day the
proclamation resounds FOR REPENTANCE and the reapers of the
field are few, MEANING THOSE WHO DESERVED THE CROP OF THE
SUPERNAL FIELD, MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE UNDERSTANDINGS
OF THE SECRETS OF TORAH. They, EVEN THOSE WHO
UNDERSTOOD, are LOCATED at the end of the vineyard, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Even they do not pay attention and are do not know
where they are going.
2. Gather, friends, to the throne, dressed in shields with swords and
lances in your hands, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
UNIFICATIONS TO DESTROY THE KLIPOT. Hurry with your
corrections, MEANING HURRY TO RESTORE THE THREE
COLUMNS: CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD with counsel, with wisdom,
with understanding, with knowledge, with appearance, with hands,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET and
with feet, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD.
Appoint as king over on you someone who has the authority of life
and death to decree truthful words, words to which the Supernal
Holy Ones will listen, and will be glad to hear and to know them.
3. Rabbi Shimon sat down and wept. He said: Woe if I do reveal and
woe if I do not reveal. IF HE DOES NOT REVEAL, THE NEW
UNDERSTANDINGS IN THE TORAH WILL GET LOST, AND IF HE
DOES REVEAL, PERHAPS SOMEONE WHO IS NOT WORTHY OF
THE HIDDEN MEANINGS OF THE TORAH MIGHT HEAR. The friends
that were there kept silent. Finally, Rabbi Aba stood up and said to
him: If my lord is graceful enough to reveal, behold it says, "The
secret of Hashem is with them that fear Him" (Tehilim 25:14). These
friends fear the Holy One, blessed be He. They have already gained
entry to the chamber of your residence. WE HAVE LEARNED THAT
some of them entered THIS GREAT CHAMBER and some of them
exited, BUT NOT ALL SINCE THREE FRIENDS PASSED AWAY.
4. We have learned that the friends were counted who were present
before Rabbi Shimon. The following were present: Rabbi Elazar, his
son, Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Yehuda, Rabbi Yosi bar Jacob, Rabbi
Yitzchak, Rabbi Chizkiyah bar Rav, Rabbi Chiya, Rabbi Yosi and
Rabbi Yesa. They stretched their hands to Rabbi Shimon with the
fingers straightened upward. They entered the field among the trees
and sat down. Rabbi Shimon stood up and prayed his prayer, sat
down among them and said: Everyone should place his hands in his
bosom. Each one placed his hands IN HIS OWN BOSOM AND RABBI
SHIMON accepted them. He opened the discussion saying, "Cursed
be the man that makes any carved or molten idol, an abomination of
Hashem, the work of the hands of a craftsman, and sets it up in
secret. And all the people" - ALL THE FRIENDS - "shall answer and
say, 'Amen' " (Devarim 27:15).
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5. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "It is time to
act for Hashem: THEY HAVE MADE VOID YOUR TORAH", which
MEANS why is this a time to act for Hashem? Because "they have
made void Your Torah." What does "they have made void Your
Torah" mean? MEANING: They have made void the Torah above,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, because she becomes void
if she is not observed with her establishments, AS THE FOLLOWING
WILL EXPLAIN. THIS VERSE was said to Atik Yomin (the Ancient of
Days), WHICH IS THE BEGINNING OF THE ROOT OF ALL
CORRECTIONS, AS IN THE FOLLOWING EXPLANATION. It says,
"Happy are you, Yisrael: who is like you" (Devarim 33:29), BECAUSE
THEY ADHERE TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN and "Who is like You,
Hashem, among the Elim" (Shemot 15:11). THIS APPLIES TO ZEIR
ANPIN, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
6. He called on his son Rabbi Elazar and sat in front of him. Rabbi
Aba was on the other side and said: We are all inclusive, SINCE THE
SOUL OF RABBI ELAZAR WAS OF CHOCHMAH AND THAT OF
RABBI ABA WAS BINAH, AND RABBI SHIMON HIMSELF WAS DA'AT
THAT UNIFIES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH TO EACH OTHER. THAT IS
WHY HE SAID THAT THEY WERE ALL INCLUSIVE, SINCE
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT INCLUDE ALL THE GRADES. Until
now the pillars were constructed, MEANING THAT TO THIS POINT
THEY WERE INVOLVED IN CORRECTING THE THREE COLUMNS,
ALSO CALLED THREE PILLARS. They were silent. They heard a
sound and their knees were knocking together BECAUSE OF FEAR.
What was the sound? That was the sound of the friends above who
were gathering, MEANING THE CHARIOTS OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE.
7. Rabbi Shimon rejoiced and said, "Hashem, I have heard the report
of You, and I was afraid" (Chavakuk 3:2). It was true there that he
feared SINCE HIS ROOT WAS FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, BUT for we
WHO ARE UNITED WITH THE CENTRAL COLUMN, it depends on
love, MEANING CHASSADIM, THAT ARE THE ASPECT OF LOVE. It is
written: "And you shall love [CG1]Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
6:5). It is written: "Because Hashem loved you" (Ibid. 7:8) and it is
also written: "I have loved you... " (Malachi 1:2).
8. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "A talebearer (lit.
'goer') reveals secrets: but he that is of a faithful spirit conceals the
matter" (Mishlei 11:13). This verse is difficult, but it should have said
'tale-man'. What is a TALE goer? HE REPLIES: It refers to someone
who is not settled in mind and not trustworthy. Whatever he has
heard goes within him like a board in water THAT DOES NOT SINK
UNTIL it gets expelled outside, MEANING TO SAY HE HAS NO REST
UNTIL HE REVEALS WHATEVER HE HEARD TO SOMEONE ELSE.
What is the reason? It is because his spirit is not stable, SETTLED.
Of him who has a stable spirit, it says "But he that is of a faithful
spirit conceals the matter". A faithful spirit MEANS a stable spirit. It
all depends on the spirit. It is also written: "Do not let your mouth
cause your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5).
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9. The world is preserved only through secrecy and if, in worldly
things, secrecy is a prerequisite, it is so much more certain that the
mysteries of mysteries of Atik Yomin are not even passed on to the
angels above. Rabbi Shimon said: To the heavens, I don't say to
listen. To the earth I don't say to hear, since we maintain the worlds.
THAT IS TO SAY, MOSES AND ISAIAH MADE THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH WITNESSES TO PUNISH THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL IF
THEY DO NOT MAINTAIN THE WORLDS, THAT THE HEAVENS WILL
NOT GIVE ITS RAIN NOR THE EARTH ITS CROPS. BUT RABBI
SHIMON WAS SPEAKING TO THE RIGHTEOUS, WHO MAINTAIN THE
WORLD AND HAVE NO NEED FOR WITNESSES. We have learned of
the mysteries of mysteries. When Rabbi Shimon began with the
secrets of secrets, the place shook and the friends trembled.

2. "And these are the kings"
Rabbi Shimon begins by saying that the friends are blessed and that to them are revealed the inner secrets of the Torah that have not even been
revealed to the angels. The topic at hand here is the mention of the kings of Edom that reigned before the children of Yisrael came along and had
any king. The secret of this alludes to the supernal worlds and the time before His corrections were maintained; all those kings of Edom died. Rabbi
Shimon ends by talking about the creation of the Torah.
10. He revealed in secret and opened the discussion with the verse:
"And these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom, before
there reigned any king..." (Beresheet 36:31). Blessed are you,
righteous, to whom were revealed the inner secrets of the Torah,
which are not revealed to the most holy ones up high, MEANING THE
ANGELS. Who will be attentive to this and who will deserve this, IN
WHAT IS WRITTEN: "AND THESE ARE THE KINGS..." That is
evidence about overall faith. May the prayer be accepted that it will
not be considered a sin to reveal this. What will the friends say,
since this verse is difficult, since it was unnecessary to write this
because we could see how many kings Edom had before the
children of Yisrael came along, and prior to the children of Yisrael
having a king? What is shown to us here? It is a high secret and men
are incapable of knowing and understanding and contemplating this,
SINCE IT ALLUDES TO THE SUPERNAL WORLDS.

11. We have learned about the most Ancient of ancients, the most
hidden of hidden, before He prepared His corrections and the
crowns of crowns. THE PREPARATION OF THE VESSELS AND
READYING THEM TO RECEIVE THE LIGHTS ARE CALLED
CORRECTIONS. THE LIGHTS THEMSELVES ARE CALLED CROWNS,
DERIVED FROM THE VERSE: "THE CROWN WITH WHICH OUR
MOTHER CROWNED HIM" (SHIR HASHIRIM 3:11). There did not yet
exist a beginning nor an end, WHICH ARE THE UPPER CHOCHMAH,
THE BEGINNING OF REVELATION, AND LOWER CHOCHMAH, THE
END OF REVELATION. He was carving and estimating the limits of it,
MEANING OF REVEALING THE BEGINNING AND THE END. He laid
out a boundary and in it He marked and measured kings.
12. His corrections were not maintained. This is what is written:
"And these are the kings that reigned in the land of Edom, before
there reigned any king over the children of Yisrael," MEANING
BEFORE the first king that reigned over the first children of Yisrael.
All that were recorded were called by their names but did not live.
Then after that He abandoned them and hid them; He was elevated
by that boundary and established with His own corrections.
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13. We have learned that when His wish came to pass, THE WISH OF
THE EMANATOR, to create the Torah, she was hidden for 2,000
years and He produced her, MEANING CREATED HER. She
immediately said to Him: Whoever wishes to restore and
accomplish, let him first tend to his own corrections.

3. Atika of Atikin
Rabbi Shimon tells what the Hidden Book revealed about the most ancient among the ancients, and of how the illuminating light of the whiteness of
the skull in the head of Arich Anpin is the legacy of the righteous in the World to Come.
14. We have learned from Tz'niuta Desafra (the hidden book) about
the most Ancient among the ancient, the most concealed of
concealed, the most hidden of the hidden, which in His corrections
was corrected and came, like the oldest among the old, most Ancient
of the ancients, the most hidden of the hidden, who in His
corrections is known yet unknown. He is dressed in white and has a
radiant WHITE countenance. HE resides on the throne of fiery
sparks, in order to subdue them.

15. Throughout 400,000 worlds, the whiteness of the skull in the
head, ARICH ANPIN, spreads. The illuminating light of this whiteness
is the legacy of the righteous in the World to Come, consisting of
four hundred worlds. This is what is written: "four hundred shekels
of silver, current money with the merchant" (Beresheet 23:16).

4. The skull
Rabbi Shimon describes the skull of Arich Anpin in which are 130 million worlds, and he describes the flow of dew to Zeir Anpin and by which the
dead wake up in the World to Come. He talks about that dew that sustains the Supreme Holy Ones and about the manna that sustains the righteous
in the future. We learn how the whiteness of this skull radiates light in thirteen directions and how the dew flows to Zeir Anpin. The white
illumination for the rest of the lower skulls (the crowns in the grades of the three worlds Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah) is drawn from the skull of Zeir
Anpin.
16. In the skull, WHICH IS KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, reside 13,000 x
10,000 (130 million) worlds that move on feet and are supported by
them. From this skull, dew drops flow DAILY to the exterior one,
ZEIR ANPIN, and fill the head every single day, as is written: "For my
head is filled with dew" (Shir Hashirim 5:2).

17. From that dew, which is outside, and which ZEIR ANPIN shakes
off from his head, the dead wake up TO LIFE in the World to Come,
as it is written: "For Your dew is as the dew on herbs (also: 'of
lights')" (Yeshayah 26:19). THIS IS BECAUSE THIS DEW IS the
illumination of the white light of Atika, MEANING THE WHITENESS
OF THE SKULL THAT IS NAMED ATIKA, and from that dew are the
Supreme Holy Ones sustained. That is the manna that is ground for
the righteous in the future to come. That dew flows to the field of
holy apple trees, THE MALCHUT, as it says, "And when the layer of
dew was gone up, behold, upon the face of the wilderness there lay a
fine flaky substance" (Shemot 16:14). The appearance of that dew is
white like the crystal stones that appear to contain all the colors
within them, as is written: "And its color was like the color of
crystal" (Bemidbar 11:7).
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18. The whiteness of this skull, THE KETER OF ARICH ANPIN,
radiates light to the thirteen directions engraved around it, four
directions on this side OF THE FACE, four directions on that side of
its face, ON THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF THE SKULL ON THE SIDE
AGAINST THE FRONT FACE, and four directions on the back side.
One DIRECTION is on top of the skull, IN THE CENTER BETWEEN
RIGHT AND LEFT.

19. From this, the length of the face OF ARICH ANPIN spreads unto
the 370 x 10,000 worlds. This is referred to as longsuffering (lit. 'of a
long face'). THEREFORE, this most ancient Atika is called Arich
Anpin, WHICH IS ARAMAIC FOR LONG FACE. That one outside, THE
ONE THAT COATS FROM THE NAVEL DOWNWARD OF ARICH
ANPIN, WHERE IT IS CONSIDERED AS THE EXTERIOR OF THE
BODY, is called ZEIR ANPIN, corresponding to the old Atika, the
Holy of Holies. THIS IS BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN AND ATIKA MUST BE
ONE ONLY DURING SMALLNESS. WHEN THE LOWER GRADES ARE
NOT DESERVING, HE COATS FROM THE NAVEL DOWNWARD OF
ARICH ANPIN. IN TIMES OF FAVOR, HE ASCENDS AND COATS
ABOVE THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN. When Zeir Anpin gazes to
ARICH ANPIN, all below get restored and its face spreads and
lengthens during that period. This is ONLY IN PERIODS OF FAVOR
but not all the time, like Atika, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN.
20. From this skull, WHICH IS KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, emanates
one white side FROM THE THIRTEEN WHITENESSES OF THE SKULL
to the skull of Zeir Anpin, WHICH IS HIS KETER, to construct his
head, MEANING TO ESTABLISH FOR HIM THE FIRST THREE SFIROT
THAT ARE REFERRED TO AS THE HEAD. FROM THE SKULL OF
ZEIR ANPIN IS DRAWN THE WHITE ILLUMINATION for the rest of the
lower skulls, REFERRING TO THE CROWNS IN THE GRADES OF
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH that are without number. Each
skull pays a fee for THE ILLUMINATING OF the whiteness to Atik
Yomin, when they are accounted under the scepter, and the half
shekel per skull THAT THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL GIVE in their
census down below is parallel to this.

5. Membrane of air and the concealed brain
We learn about the membrane that covers the brain that is the concealed Chochmah of Arich Anpin. The brains of Zeir Anpin spread out to 32 paths
because the membrane is detached from Him.
21. In the hollow space of the skull, there exists a tissue made of air
of concealed upper Chochmah that is not detachable. THAT IS TO
SAY, IN THE CRACKS OF THE SKULL THERE IS THE BRAIN OF AIR
OF SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH AND UNDERNEATH THE BRAIN OF AIR,
THERE IS AN UNBROKEN MEMBRANE. It is not common THAT IT
BE BROKEN and it never opens. This membrane covers the brain,
which is concealed Chochmah OF ARICH ANPIN. IN ARICH ANPIN
THERE ARE THREE HEADS, BESIDES THE ONE HEAD THAT IS
ATIK. THESE ARE THE SKULL AND THE UPPER CONCEALED
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS REFERRED TO AS THE BRAIN OF AIR THAT
IS IN THE CRACKS OF THE SKULL, WHICH IS THE SECOND HEAD.
THE LOWER CONCEALED CHOCHMAH IS IN THE HOLLOW OF THE
SKULL, WHICH IS THE THIRD HEAD. THE MEMBRANE IS LOCATED
UNDERNEATH THE BRAIN OF AIR AND ABOVE THE CONCEALED
CHOCHMAH, AND COVERS THE CONCEALED CHOCHMAH SO IT
SHOULD NOT RADIATE ITS ILLUMINATION TO THE OUTSIDE OF
THE MEMBRANE. This is why this Chochmah was covered with the
sealed membrane that is impenetrable.
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22. This brain, which is the concealed Chochmah, THAT IS THE
THIRD HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, is still and quiet in its location like
fine wine above its sediments. That is why they say an old person's
mind is vague and his brain is veiled and not agitated.

23. That membrane is detached from Zeir Anpin. Therefore, his
brains spread out to 32 paths. It is written: "And a river went out of
Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). Why so? Because the membrane gets
broken and does not cover the brain. We have learned that from the
letters' impressions, like THAT Tav, impressed upon Atik Yomin,
ARICH ANPIN, the incomparable.

6. Pure wool
Rabbi Shimon talks about the thousands of groups of hairs in the skull of the head, every strand of which glows in 410 worlds. A well spring glows
and flows from these strands to the strands of Zeir Anpin, and the brain of Zeir Anpin gets constructed from these, after which it flows to the 32
paths of wisdom. Rabbi Shimon says that a person's character is revealed from his hair. From the parting of the hair Rabbi Shimon deduces a
parting into 613 ways of the Torah, meaning the 613 precepts.
24. We have learned that in the skull of the head - that is, IN THE
KETER OF ARICH ANPIN - there are thousands of thousands of tens
of thousands, seven thousands and five hundreds groups of hairs.
They are clean and white like wool that is clean and free of knots,
untangled, so as not to appear tangled, but everything is in its place
and not even minutely intrusive, without one hair over another hair.

25. Every individual lock OF HAIR has 410 bundles of hair, as the
numerical value of Kadosh (lit. 'holy'). Each hair strand glows in 410
worlds, AS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF KADOSH. Each world is
concealed and hidden, and is entirely unknown except to itself. It
glows to 410 directions, ALSO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
KADOSH. THIS IS THE SECRET MEANING OF THE THREE RECITED
HOLINESSES: HOLY, HOLY, HOLY.

26. Each individual strand of hair has a wellspring that emanates
from a concealed brain, THAT IS THE THIRD HEAD OF ARICH
ANPIN. It glows and flows from these strands to the strands of Zeir
Anpin, and the brain OF ZEIR ANPIN gets constructed from these,
MEANING IT RECEIVES THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. Then the brain
OF ZEIR ANPIN flows to the 32 paths of CHOCHMAH.

27. All individual tips, WITHIN EACH GROUP OF HAIR, glow and
hang, get restored nicely and cover the skull. Groups of hair strands
are well established on each side over the skull - THAT IS ON THE
RIGHT, THE LEFT AND THE MIDDLE. We have learned that each
individual bunch OF HAIR is a continuous flow of the sealed
wellsprings that emanate from the concealed brain, WHICH IS THE
THIRD HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN.
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28. We have learned that a person's character is revealed from his
hair if he is harsh or compassionate, that is, after the age of forty.
Even in his youth, IT IS ALSO APPARENT in his hair and his shape
and eyelashes.

29. The locks of hair hang to his shoulders, neat as refined wool. Do
you think covering his shoulders? It is just to the top of his
shoulders covering the back part of his neck, since it is written:
"They turned their back to Me, and not their face" (Yirmeyah 2:27).
The hairs rise behind the ears, in order not to cover THE EARS, as it
is written: "Let Your ears be attentive" (Tehilim 130:2) .

30. The hairs showing behind the ears are equally defined with none
intruding on each other. That is a perfect form, a proper form, a
beautiful form, lovely to behold. The yearning and joy of the
righteous that are in Zeir Anpin is to observe and cling to the form of
the ancient one, which is completely concealed, WHICH IS ARICH
ANPIN.

31. Thirteen locks, MEANING BUNDLES, of hairs stand on each side
of the skull, WHICH IS THE KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, against his
face. With them, the hairs begin to part. THE ASPECT OF left does
not exist in this concealed Atik, ARICH ANPIN. It is totally of the
right, seen yet not seen, concealed though unconcealed. All this is a
reflection of its supernal form, its sublime self.

32. The children of Yisrael were longing to test this AND TO
EXAMINE in their hearts, as is written: "Is Hashem among us, or
not?" (Shemot 17:7), MEANING between Zeir Anpin called Hashem
and Arich Anpin called naught. HE THEN ASKS: IF SO, why were
they punished? HE RESPONDS: Because they did not do so out of
love, but simply testing, as it is written: "And because they tempted
Hashem, saying, 'Is Hashem among us, or not?'"

33. In the parting of the hair TO RIGHT AND LEFT OF THE SKULL, a
path passes BETWEEN THEM that radiates light to 270 worlds. From
this illuminates the path AT THE PLACE WHERE THE HAIR PARTS,
of Zeir Anpin with which the righteous illuminate to the World to
Come. This is what is written: "But the path of just men is like the
gleam of sunlight, that shines ever more brightly until the height of
noonday" (Mishlei 4:18). From that path OF ZEIR ANPIN, there is a
parting into 613 ways of the Torah, which part in Zeir Anpin,
MEANING THE 613 PRECEPTS of which it is written: "All the paths of
Hashem are mercy and truth... " (Tehilim 25:10).

7. The will of the forehead
The forehead of the skull of Arich Anpin is described as being the will of all wills, or desire, and Rabbi Shimon says that when this forehead is
revealed the prayers of Yisrael are accepted. Of all his students only Rabbi Elazar seems to know that this happens during the time of the Minchah
prayer of Shabbat, when anger is soothed and goodwill exists. Rabbi Shimon reveals that this forehead spreads out into 270,000 candles that
illuminate from the supernal Eden, and only Zeir Anpin can grasp the supernal Eden and its paths of wisdom.
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34. The forehead of the skull OF ARICH ANPIN is referred to as
desire (will), because the will of all wills appears on that forehead.
Corresponding to this, it is written below: "It shall always be upon
his forehead, that they may be accepted (desired)... " (Shemot 28:38).
That brow that is called desire is the revelation OF THE LIGHTS of
the whole head and skull, which are concealed in 410 worlds.

35. When THIS FOREHEAD is revealed, the prayers of Yisrael are
accepted. When does it become revealed? Rabbi Shimon remained
silent, IN ORDER THAT ONE OF THE FRIENDS WOULD RESPOND.
He asked again: When? THEY DIDN'T ANSWER HIM. Rabbi Shimon
asked his son Rabbi Elazar: When will THE FOREHEAD become
revealed? He said to him: During the time of the Minchah prayer of
Shabbat. RABBI SHIMON asked him: What is the reason THAT THE
BROW BECOMES REVEALED DURING MINCHAH PRAYER OF
SHABBAT? RABBI ELAZAR responded: Because during this time in
the weekdays, the judgment hangs below in Zeir Anpin, SINCE
ISAAC, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WAS THE AUTHOR OF THE MINCHAH PRAYER. AND
JUDGMENTS COME FORTH FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH ON THE LEFT. But on Shabbat, IT IS REVERSED, SINCE
the brow OF ARICH ANPIN is revealed that is called desire. At that
moment, the anger is soothed and goodwill (lit. 'desire') exists, and
the prayer gets accepted. This is what is written: "But as for me, let
my prayer be unto You, Hashem, in an acceptable time (lit. 'time of
desire')" (Tehilim 69:14), since the time of goodwill is from the
Ancient of Days, so as to reveal His brow. For this reason, it was
decided that this verse be mentioned in the Minchah prayer of
Shabbat. Rabbi Shimon said to his son Rabbi Elazar: Blessed shall
you be my son, before the Ancient of Days. You should find goodwill
from the brow when you will need it.
36. Come and see for the rest down below. When the brow gets
revealed, you find insolence. This is what is written: "And you did
have a harlot's forehead, you did refuse to be ashamed" (Yirmeyah
3:3). But here IN ARICH ANPIN when the forehead gets revealed, love
and goodwill are found there, and all kinds of anger are silenced and
subdued before it.

37. From this brow below, four hundred courts of judgment
illuminate, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT THAT ARE DRAWN FROM THE LEFT
COLUMN OF IMA TO ZEIR ANPIN, OF WHICH EACH IS A HUNDRED
IN NUMBER. When this time of goodwill is revealed in the forehead
of ARICH ANPIN, all get silenced in His presence. This is what is
said: "They sat in judgment (also: 'judgment is stilled')" (Daniel
7:10), MEANING IT REMAINS IN PLACE AND THE SENTENCE IS NOT
CARRIED OUT. We have learned that no hairs exist at that location
IN THE BROW because it gets revealed, THE YUD ESCAPES FROM
AIR, and does not get concealed, LIKE IN THE SKULL THAT IS
FILLED WITH HAIRS. It gets revealed in order that the litigants
should reflect and quiet down and THE TRIALS will not be carried
out.
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38. We have learned that this forehead spreads out into 270,000 light
candles that illuminate from the supernal Eden; EDEN MEANING
CHOCHMAH. We have learned that there is an Eden that illuminates
to Eden. The most supernal Eden, WHICH IS THE CONCEALED
CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, does not get revealed, but is
superbly concealed, MEANING WITH A SURROUNDING MEMBRANE
OF AIR. It does not divide into paths, as we have explained. THAT IS,
ITS ILLUMINATION DOES NOT ESCAPE, and that Eden below,
WHICH IS BINAH, THAT RETURNED TO CHOCHMAH - NAMELY
YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH - parts into 32 paths OF CHOCHMAH.
39. Through this Eden BELOW, BINAH divides into its paths, TO THE
32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH. There is no one to grasp it except Zeir
Anpin. Nobody grasps the Eden above nor its paths besides Arich
Anpin. This is what is written: "And Elohim understands its way, and
He knows its place" (Iyov 28:23). "Elohim understands its way"
refers to the Eden below, MEANING THE CHOCHMAH THAT IS
DRAWN FROM YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, which Zeir Anpin
knows, BUT NO OTHER, BUT HE BESTOWS HER TO THE MALCHUT.
"And He knows its place" refers to the Eden above, WHICH IS
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN that the Ancient of Days
knows, the most concealed of all. IT DOES NOT BESTOW IT BELOW.
WHAT IS MENTIONED OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT NOBODY KNOWS IT,
APPLIES TO HIM WHO WISHES TO RECEIVE CHOCHMAH FROM
HIM; HE WHO WISHES TO RECEIVE IT FROM MALCHUT MAY KNOW
IT.

8. The opening of the eyes
Rabbi Shimon says that the eyes of the white head are different from other eyes in that they have no membrane cover and no eyelid, because they
never sleep. Everything that comes down on us with compassion has no cover over the eye. We hear a description of the three whitenesses in the
right eye and the three whitenesses in the left eye, and how they illuminate, rising and descending. The eye of Arich Anpin is never closed and it
consists of two eyes reconstituted into one; he watches over everyone and keeps everyone safe. Rabbi Shimon says that the righteous will see this
eye of Arich Anpin in the future with a spirit of wisdom. He tells how the hidden book reveals that everything gets illuminated from the ever-attentive
watch of the lower eye of Zeir Anpin that receives light from the eye above. The eyes of Zeir Anpin are not always open; these eyes open upon some
people in judgment if they are not righteous. We learn that the name of the Atik is the most concealed of all and is only mentioned openly in the
Torah in one place. Rabbi Yehuda tells about the throne of Atik Yomin.
40. The eyes of the white head, THAT IS, THE KETER OF ARICH
ANPIN, THAT IS CALLED THE SKULL are different from other eyes.
There is no membrane cover and no eyelid over the eye. What is the
reason? It is because it is written: "Behold, He who keeps Yisrael
shall neither slumber nor sleep" (Tehilim 121:4), MEANING HE WHO
KEEPS Yisrael above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHOM THE EYES OF
ARICH ANPIN KEEP. It is written: "Your eyes are open" (Yirmeyah
32:19) WITHOUT A MEMBRANE COVER, and we learn that
everything that descends upon us with compassion has no cover on
the eye and has no eyelid over the eye. All the more so the eyes of
the white head that needs none.

41. Rabbi Shimon remarked to Rabbi Aba: What is this alluding to?
He replied to him: To fish of the sea that have no eyelids or covering
membranes. They do not sleep and require no guard over their eyes,
BECAUSE THEY ARE DRAWN WITH MERCY. All the more so the
most Ancient of all that requires no sentinel, since He is the one that
takes care of everything, and all take their sustenance from Him. He
does not sleep. That is what is meant by: "Behold, He who keeps
Yisrael shall neither slumber nor sleep," FOR IT GUARDS Yisrael
above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
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42. It is written: "Behold, the eye of Hashem is upon those who fear
Him" (Tehilim 33:18), WHICH MEANS ONE EYE. It is written: "The
eyes of Hashem, they rove to and fro through the whole
earth" (Zacharia 4:10), WHICH MEANS TWO EYES. HE REPLIES: It is
no contradiction. Here in Zeir Anpin, THERE ARE TWO EYES, but
here in Arich Anpin, THERE IS ONE EYE. In spite of all this, there are
two eyes that turn into one, which is white within the white, and the
white is inclusive of all that is white.

43. The original whiteness illuminates, ascends and descends to
look on that WHICH IS BOUNDED in the bundle. We have learned
that whiteness struck and lit three candles called glory, majesty and
joy, and they all glow in perfect happiness.

44. The second whiteness, THAT IS, THE RIGHT COLUMN OF THE
RIGHT EYE OF ARICH ANPIN, illuminates FROM THE ASPECT OF
THE RIGHT THAT IS WITHIN IT. It ascends FROM THE ASPECT OF
THE LEFT, WHICH ILLUMINATES IN IT FROM BELOW UPWARD, and
ITS LIGHT descends FROM ABOVE TO BELOW IN THE ASPECT OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. It stamps and produces three other
candles called Netzach, Chesed and Tiferet which glow in perfect
happiness, AS MENTIONED ABOVE IN THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH.
45. The third whiteness, THAT IS, THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF THE
RIGHT EYE OF ARICH ANPIN, ALSO ILLUMINATES WITH THE
THREE ILLUMINATIONS OF THE THREE COLUMNS. It glows and
radiates light FROM THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT, descends
THROUGH THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN and ascends
THROUGH THE ASPECT OF THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT THAT
RETURNS TO THE RIGHT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. It exits the cover
of the brain, MEANING TO SAY THAT IT EMITS AN ILLUMINATION
FROM THE CONCEALED BRAIN THAT INCLUDES THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT. It stamps the center candle in the seventh, MEANING THAT
IT UNITES WITH THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF BINAH THAT IS
REFERRED TO AS THE SEVENTH, OF WHICH THE CENTRAL
COLUMN IS DA'AT. THROUGH THIS IT BRINGS OUT OF BINAH THE
INCLUSION OF THE THREE FIRST SFIROT. It creates a path to
ILLUMINATE to the lower brain, ZEIR ANPIN, and all candles below,
IN ZEIR ANPIN, glow. Rabbi Shimon said: It is beautiful. May the
Ancient of Days open His eyes over you when you need Him. THUS,
HE EXPLAINED THE THREE ASPECTS OF THE EYE IN THE RIGHT
EYE OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH EACH ONE OF THEM ILLUMINATES
IN THREE COLUMNS.
46. AFTER EXPLAINING THE THREE WHITES OF THE RIGHT EYE,
HE CONTINUES TO EXPLAIN THE THREE WHITES IN THE LEFT EYE
OF ARICH ANPIN. HE SAYS: We have learned white is within white
and THAT THE LEFT COLUMN RETURNED TO THE WHITE SINCE IT
CAME TO THE WHITE IN THE RIGHT, AS MENTIONED. The white
includes all that is white, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT
INCLUDES RIGHT AND LEFT THAT ARE WHITE IN WHITE. HE
EXPLAINS: The first white, WHICH IS THE LEFT OF THE LEFT EYE
THAT RETURNED TO THE WHITE, shines FROM THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE RIGHT, ascends FROM THE LEFT ILLUMINATION and
descends downward FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN to the three candles on the left side, WHICH ARE GVURAH,
HOD and YESOD AS MENTIONED. They glow and they bathe in this
white, as someone who bathes his body with good perfumes and
pleasant fragrances to clean what he went through before.
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47. FOLLOWING THE EXPLANATION OF THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT
COLUMN IN THE LEFT EYE OF ARICH ANPIN, HE EXPLAINS the
second white. IT IS THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT, WHICH IS IN THE
LEFT EYE OF ARICH ANPIN; it descends and ascends and
illuminates, THAT IS, IN THE ILLUMINATIONS OF THE THREE
COLUMNS, AS MENTIONED, to the three candles of the right side,
WHICH ARE CHESED, TIFERET AND NETZACH, AS MENTIONED.
They glow and bathe in the white OF THE RIGHT EYE, FOR THEY
WERE CONTAINED IN IT, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET
MEANING OF WHITE WITHIN WHITE AS MENTIONED, as one that
bathes himself in fine perfumes and fragrances, over what he had
prior to that, THAT IS IN THE PERIOD OF BROKEN VESSELS AS
MENTIONED. YOU MUST NOT INSIST THAT IT PERTAINS TO THE
ASPECT OF THE RIGHT, SO WHY SHOULD IT WASH IN THE WHITE
OF THE RIGHT EYE IN THE SECRET OF WHITE WITHIN WHITE?
BECAUSE EVEN THE RIGHT COLUMN OF THE LEFT EYE WAS
DURING THE PERIOD OF THE BREAKING OF THE VESSELS UNDER
THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT. NOW IT NEEDS TO BE
SWEETENED IN THE WHITE OF THE RIGHT EYE OF ARICH ANPIN.
48. AFTER HE FINISHED EXPLAINING THE TWO WHITES, WHICH
ARE THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT IN THE LEFT EYE AND
ARICH ANPIN, HE NOW EXPLAINS the third white, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN IN THE LEFT EYE OF ARICH ANPIN. IT illuminates rising
and descending, IN THE SAME MANNER AS THAT OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE THREE COLUMNS, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
THROUGH IT, white light emanates, WHICH IS THE CHASSADIM,
from the innermost part of the brain, THAT IS, FROM THE
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, and beats on the black
hair OF ZEIR ANPIN as needed, and also on the head and the brains
in the head OF ZEIR ANPIN. It illuminates the remaining three Sfirot,
WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT. UNTIL NOW, NOTHING
IS REVEALED EXCEPT FOR CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. THEY BECOME REVEALED as
revelation is necessary, if the concealed Atik wishes TO HAVE IT
REVEALED.
49. We have learned that this eye OF ARICH ANPIN'S FACE is not
closed, and they are two EYES reconstituted into one. All of it is
right and it contains no left, since it does not slumber or sleep and it
requires no guarding. There is no one that is capable of shielding
Him. He keeps everyone else safe and watches over all. From the
watchful guardianship of that eye, everyone benefits.

50. We have learned that if that one eye OF ARICH ANPIN closed for
even a split second, no existence would be possible. Therefore, it is
called an open eye, a Supernal eye, a holy eye, an ever-attentive eye,
an eye that does not slumber or sleep, an eye that is vigilant of
everything, an eye that is the preservation of everything in existence.
About this eye, it is written: "He that has a generous eye shall be
blessed" (Mishlei 22:9). Do not read it as "shall be blessed," but
rather 'shall bless', since that is considered one of a goodly eye.
From it, everyone gets blessed.

51. We have learned that there is no light to this lower eye OF ZEIR
ANPIN to wash away the redness and blackness, except when it sees
the white light of the upper eye OF ARICH ANPIN, which is referred
to as the good eye. No one knows when this upper holy eye OF
ARICH ANPIN illuminates and bathes the lower eye OF ZEIR ANPIN,
except for Him.
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52. The righteous and the most meritorious will see in the future this
EYE OF ARICH ANPIN with a spirit of wisdom. This is what is written:
"For they shall see eye to eye" (Yeshayah 52:8). When WILL THIS
HAPPEN? When "Hashem returning to Zion" (Ibid.). It is further
written: "That You Hashem are seen eye to eye" (Bemidbar 14:14). If
not for the uppermost good eye OF ARICH ANPIN that is everattentive and bathes the lower eye OF ZEIR ANPIN, the universe
could not exist even for a moment.

53. We have learned in the hidden book that everything gets
illuminated from the ever-attentive watch of the lower eye, when the
light of the above EYE is attentive to it and the light of the above EYE
enters the lower EYE OF ZEIR ANPIN. This is what is written: "That
You Hashem are seen eye to eye."

54. It is written: "Behold, the eye of Hashem is upon those who fear
Him" (Tehilim 33:18) and it is also written: "The eyes of Hashem,
they rove to and fro through the whole earth" (Zacharia 4:10).
MEANING: If they merit, "the eye of Hashem is upon those who fear
Him": that is, the upper eye OF ARICH ANPIN. If they have no merit,
"the eyes of Hashem, they rove to and fro": THAT IS the lower eye
OF ZEIR ANPIN.
55. We have learned that the reason Joseph merited that no evil eye
would have any domination over him is because he gained the merit
to be watched by the upper good eye OF ARICH ANPIN. This is what
it says, "Joseph is a fruitful bough, a fruitful bough by a
well" (Beresheet 49:22), MEANING why is he "a fruitful bough"?
BECAUSE NO EVIL EYE WAS DOMINATING HIM BECAUSE OF "a
well (Heb. ayin)," meaning to say the cause of the eye (Heb. ayin) OF
THE HIGH ONE OF ARICH ANPIN that was watchful of him.

56. It is written: "He that has a generous eye shall be blessed." What
is the reason? "For he gives of his bread to the poor" (Mishlei 22:9).
He further inquires: What is the reason that it is referred to as one
EYE? IT DID NOT SAY, 'HE THAT HAS GENEROUS EYES SHALL BE
BLESSED'. HE RESPONDS: Come and see, in the lower eye OF ZEIR
ANPIN, there exists a right eye and a left eye. They are two, in two
SPECIFIC senses, THE RIGHT BEING CHASSADIM AND THE LEFT
BEING THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. However, here IN
ARICH ANPIN, there exists no left eye. Both are considered in one
level, everything being right, THE MEANING OF WHITE WITHIN
WHITE. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN AS one eye: "GENEROUS EYE
SHALL BE BLESSED" and not two, BECAUSE HE WHO "GIVES OF
HIS BREAD TO THE POOR" MERITS THE BLESSING OF THE UPPER
EYE OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS ONE EYE.
57. We have learned that this eye OF ARICH ANPIN, the everattentive eye, is always open, always smiling, always happy. That is
not the case below, IN ZEIR ANPIN, that ARE combined in red, black,
and white, in three colors. They are not continuously open, since it
has eyelids over the eyes that cover the eye. Therefore, it is written:
"Awake, why sleep You, Hashem?" (Tehilim 44:24). "Open, Hashem,
Your eyes, and see" (II Melachim 19:16), WHICH MEANS THEY ARE
NOT ALWAYS OPEN.
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58. When THE EYES OF ZEIR ANPIN opened, there were some upon
whom the eyes opened for good and some that the eyes did not
open for good. Woe for the one TO WHOM THE EYES opened and
the eye is blended with red, WHICH IS THE COLOR OF JUDGMENT.
This red seems apparent against him and covers the eye. Who could
be saved from it? MEANING TO SAY THAT WHOEVER HAS NO
MERIT, THE LEFT ILLUMINATES UPON HIM WITHOUT THE RIGHT,
THE SECRET MEANING OF THE RED SHADE, DURING WHICH TIME
ALL HARSH JUDGMENTS ARE DRAWN FROM HIM. However, the
Ancient of Days, MEANING ARICH ANPIN, has a good eye that is
white within white, and a white containing all whites. Praiseworthy is
the lot of the person who has one of the whites watchful over him.
About this, it is most certainly written: "He that has a generous eye
shall be blessed." It is also written: "O house of Jacob, come, and let
us continue to go in the light of Hashem" (Yeshayah 2:5), MEANING
WE SHOULD WALK UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE LIGHT OF
HASHEM, WHO IS OF A BENEFICENT EYE, AS MENTIONED.
59. We have learned that the name of the Atik THAT IS ARICH ANPIN
IS the most concealed of all, and is not mentioned openly in the
Torah except for one place, that Zeir Anpin swore to Abraham, as is
written: "By Myself have I sworn, says Hashem" (Beresheet 22:16).
That is the speech of Zeir Anpin, WHEN SWEARING BY THE ATIK. It
is also written: "By you shall Yisrael bless" (Ibid. 48:20), meaning the
Yisrael of above. IF SO, "BY YOU SHALL YISRAEL BLESS" IS
ADDRESSED TO THE ATIK THAT IS ARICH ANPIN. It is also written:
"Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3). He said this to
Yisrael and we learn that Atik Yomin of Days said this TO ZEIR
ANPIN, WHO IS YISRAEL ABOVE. Both are good, SINCE BOTH
EXPLANATIONS HOLD TRUE.
60. We have learned that it is written: "As I looked, thrones were
placed, and an Ancient of Days did sit" (Daniel 7:9). HE ASKS: What
is the meaning of "thrones were placed"? He told Rabbi Yehuda:
Rise in your place and prepare this throne.

61. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is written: "His throne was fiery
flames" (Ibid.) and Atik Yomin sits upon this throne. What is the
reason THAT HE SITS ON A FIERY THRONE? We have learned if Atik
Yomin would not have been sitting on this throne, the universe
would have no possibility of existence because of this throne. When
Atik Yomin sits on it, this throne is subdued and whoever rides it
reigns. During the periods that he leaves this throne and sits on
another throne, the first throne gets discarded, since dominion
resides only in the throne upon which Atik Yomin rides. Rabbi
Shimon told Rabbi Yehuda: Let your path be readied and let THE
ILLUMINATION OF ATIK YOMIN enter you.

9. The nose
This section describes the nose of Arich Anpin, from which emanates life, the light of life of the resurrection of the dead, and the spirit of life called
forgiveness that blows to Zeir Anpin. Rabbi Yosi informs us that during the time of Messiah all people will know God and will not need to learn
wisdom from one another. During that time Atik Yomin will emanate a spirit that awakens the spirits below, the holy Sfirot of Zeir Anpin. The spirits
of everyone will consist of omniscience, wisdom, understanding, counsel, might, knowledge and the fear of God. We are told that the nose of Arich
Anpin is life with all its aspects, both in this world and in the World to Come.
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62. Come and see that it is written: "I Hashem, the first; and with the
last, I am He" (Yeshayah 41:4). He is everything, MEANING ARICH
ANPIN. He is concealed from all sides. The nose, WHAT IS IT? We
have learned that the countenance is known through the nose,
SINCE YOU CAN'T GIVE EVIDENCE ON THE FACIAL SHAPE
UNLESS THROUGH THE NOSE.
63. Come and see what is the difference between the Atik and Zeir
Anpin. Atik is with a nose. From one opening IS BESTOWED life and
from one opening IS BESTOWED the life of the life, MEANING THE
LIGHT OF LIFE OF THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. This nose is
a window through which blows the spirit of life to Zeir Anpin, and it
is called forgiveness, SINCE THE SPIRIT OF LIFE IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF WISDOM, AND FROM WISDOM IS THE
FORGIVENESS OF SINS. That is satisfaction to the spirit, the
perfuming of the spirit.
64. Since the spirit flows from these openings OF THE NOSE, one
spirit goes out to Zeir Anpin to awaken him in the Garden of Eden.
One spirit of life FLOWS FROM IT, with which the offspring of David
will be summoned to learn wisdom in the future, BECAUSE THESE
TWO SPIRITS OF THE NOSTRILS ARE CONSIDERED YESOD AND
MALCHUT. THEREFORE, FROM THE SPIRIT OF YESOD, THE RIGHT
NOSTRIL, THERE WILL BE A FLOW TO ZEIR ANPIN. FROM THE
SPIRIT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS IN THE LEFT NOSTRIL, THERE
WILL BE A FLOW TO THE SON OF DAVID, THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT. From this LEFT opening a spirit rises and flows out from
the concealed brain, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, which
will dwell on Mashiach, as is written: "And the spirit of Hashem shall
rest upon Him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of
counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of
Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:2). HE INQUIRES: There are here IN THE
VERSE four spirits. Since we say that one spirit exists, WHICH
FLOWS FROM THE LEFT OF THE OPENING OF ARICH ANPIN, what
do we mean with the three? Rise, Rabbi Yosi, from your place and
ANSWER THIS.
65. Rabbi Yosi stood up and said: During the times of King Messiah,
one will not say 'teach me wisdom' to the other, since it is written:
"And they shall teach no more every man his neighbor... for they
shall all know Me, from the least of them to the greatest of
them" (Yirmeyah 31:33). During that period, Atik Yomin will awaken a
spirit emanating from the brain that is concealed to all, WHICH IS
THE CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN. When He imparts all this, the
spirits below will awaken with Him. Who are they, THE SPIRITS
BELOW? They are the holy Sfirot of Zeir Anpin, which are another
six spirits like it. It is written ABOUT THEM: "The spirit of wisdom
and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of
knowledge and of the fear of Hashem," WHICH ARE THE ASPECTS
OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD IN
ZEIR ANPIN.

66. As we have learned, it is written: "Then Solomon sat on the
throne of Hashem" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:23) and it is also written:
"The throne had six steps" (I Melachim 10:19), CORRESPONDING TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. King
Messiah will sit in the future on A THRONE OF seven LEVELS, and
six are CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. Together with the spirit of Atik Yomin
upon them, THAT FLOWS FROM THE LEFT OPENING OF HIS NOSE
AS MENTIONED, there are seven, as we were taught. Rabbi Shimon
said: May your spirit rest in the World to Come.
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67. Come and see that it is written: "Thus says Adonai Elohim; Come
from the four winds, O breath (also: 'wind')..." (Yechezkel 37:9). HE
ASKS: What are the four winds of the world doing here? HE
RESPONDS: Four spirits (winds) will awaken. They are actually
three, MEANING THE THREE TIMES IT SAYS "SPIRIT" IN THE
VERSE: "THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM AND UNDERSTANDING..." With
the spirit of the Atik who is concealed, FROM THE NOSE, there are
altogether four. So they are. When the one SPIRIT OF THE NOSE
emanates, three other SPIRITS that are comprised of three others go
along with it. IT SAYS "SPIRIT" THREE TIMES AND EACH SPIRIT
HAS TWO ASPECTS, MEANING "THE SPIRIT OF WISDOM AND
UNDERSTANDING, THE SPIRIT OF COUNSEL AND MIGHT, AND THE
SPIRIT OF KNOWLEDGE AND OF THE FEAR OF HASHEM."
68. The Holy One, blessed be He, is destined to produce one spirit
that is comprised of ALL THE SEVEN SPIRITS MENTIONED ABOVE,
since it is written: "Come from the four winds, O wind." 'Come the
four winds' is not written here, but "Come from the four winds,"
WHICH MEANS COME O WIND, WHICH IS MADE FROM THE FOUR
WINDS THAT ARE SIX, AS MENTIONED. In the days of Messiah,
there will be no need to teach one another, since their spirit will be
comprised of all spirits, and omniscience, wisdom, understanding,
counsel, might, knowledge, and fear of Hashem, because THEIR
spirit encompasses all spirits. This is why it is written: "From the
four spirits," since they are four that are included in the seven higher
levels, as we have said. We have learned that all are comprised
within this spirit of the most Ancient of all, THAT IS ARICH ANPIN,
that emanates from the concealed brain, WHICH IS HIS CHOCHMAH
to the nostril of His nose, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF HIS MALCHUT.

69. Come and see the difference between one nose and another
nose, MEANING BETWEEN THE NOSE OF ARICH ANPIN AND THE
NOSE OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is that the nose of the Ancient of Days,
ARICH ANPIN, is life with all its aspects, BOTH LIFE ON THIS
WORLD AND LIFE OF THE WORLD TO COME, AS MENTIONED. It is
written of the nose of Zeir Anpin: "There went up a smoke out of His
nostrils, and fire out of His mouth... " (II Shmuel 22:9). "There went
up a smoke out of His nostrils" and from that smoke, a fire is lit.
When the smoke later rises, "coals were kindled by it" (Ibid.). What is
meant by "by it"? It is by that smoke, SINCE FROM THE SMOKE A
FIRE GETS LIT, AS MENTIONED.
70. We have learned that when Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder)
wished to say his prayer, he said, To the nose master I pray, the
nose master I beseech. MEANING TO ARICH ANPIN WHO HAS A
NOSE (HEB. CHOTEM). that is the meaning of what is written: "and
for My praise will I refrain (Heb. echetam) for you" (Yeshayah 48:9).
This verse was said to the Atik, WHO IS ARICH ANPIN, WHOSE
NOSE IS LIFE IN EVERY ASPECT.
71. We have learned, the length of the nose is such that 375 worlds
get filled from that nose, and all connect to Zeir Anpin. That is the
praise of the construction of the nose. All the constructions of the
Ancient of Days are seen yet are not seen, they are seen to those
who sit on the seat of judgment but not seen to everyone.

10. The thirteen Corrections of the beard
Rabbi Shimon tells what he learned in the Hidden Book about the most hidden and concealed precious supreme beard of Arich Anpin; that beard is
the universal faith within which flow thirteen springs. He describes the thirteen Corrections of the beard. The thirteen Corrections that depend on
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the precious beard are available in the universe in the seventh month during the ten days of repentance.
72. Rabbi Shimon began to say: Woe to the person that extends his
hand to the precious supreme beard of the holy old man, WHO IS
ARICH ANPIN, and is hidden and concealed from all. The beard of
that praise, the beard concealed and most precious of any of his
constructions OF ARICH ANPIN, the beard THAT IS not known to the
higher and lower ones, the beard that is the praise of all praises, the
beard which could be neither approached nor seen by any prophet
or holy man. The beard that hangs by its hair to the center of the
heart is white as snow, most precious of all, most concealed of
anything concealed, the faith of universal faith.

73. We have learned in the hidden book that that beard, which is the
universal faith, starts UNDERNEATH his ears and descends down
around the holy mouth. It lowers and proceeds upward to cover with
offering of fine fragrance, the white and the precious, MEANING IT
COVERS THE SKIN OF THE FACE IN ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS
WHITE, and at the same time lowers and covers up to the center OF
THE HEART. This is the precious beard, the perfect faith, within
which flow thirteen springs that stream forth from the goodly
anointing oil. In thirteen Corrections it is established.

74. The first Correction OF THE THIRTEEN CONSTRUCTIONS OF
THE BEARD: The hairs are formed above and originate from that
style of the hair on the head that ascends, in form, above his ears
and descends in front of the opening of the ears with one strand in
good measure to the beginning of the mouth. THE EXPLANATION
FOLLOWS.

75. The second Correction: The hair gets shaped from one top of the
mouth to the other top end of the mouth in equal manner.

76. The third Correction: From underneath the center of the nose,
below the two openings OF THE NOSE, one path follows out. The
hairs cease from that path and it is full of hair on both sides OF THIS
PATH, in perfect shape, surrounding this path.

77. The fourth Correction: The hair underneath the mouth from one
point to the other point forms in a harmoniously perfect shape. THAT
IS THE ONE CALLED THE BEARD ON THE POINTED END OF THE
CHIN.
78. The fifth Correction: Underneath the mouth goes forth another
path counterbalancing IN CONFORMITY the upper path, UNDER THE
NOSE. Those two paths are distinguished on both sides of the
mouth, THE UPPER PATH ABOVE THE MOUTH AND THE LOWER
PATH UNDERNEATH THE MOUTH.
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79. The sixth Correction: The hairs get shaped upwards and go forth
from the lower to the upper point of the mouth and cover the
precious offering of fine fragrances to the top of the mouth above.
The hair descends FROM THERE to the starting point of the lower
opening BELOW the mouth.

80. The seventh Correction: The hairs stop FROM GROWING and two
parts of the faces are visible, THAT IS, THE RIGHT FACE AND THE
LEFT FACE, WITHOUT THE HAIR, with an offering of good and
pleasant smells, good and pleasing in appearance. The universe
exists because of them and this is what is written: "In the light of the
king's countenance is life" (Mishlei 16:15).

81. The eighth Correction: One strand of hair goes around the beard
and hangs in balance to the center.

82. The ninth Correction: The hair IS ROUSED, and the beard gets
blended with the hairs that hang IN THE THROAT AND ARE
balanced, MEANING IN EQUAL MEASURE, and do not extrude from
one another.

83. The tenth Correction: The hair descends under the beard and
covers the throat that is under the beard.

84. The eleventh Correction: No hair grows out of another hair and
all are measured in precise perfect measure.

85. The twelfth Correction: No hair hangs over the mouth and the
mouth opening is clear OF ALL HAIR from all the sides. And all
around it, the hair looks nice.

86. The thirteenth Correction: The hair hangs underneath the beard
from each side, MEANING THE WHOLE AREA OF THE HAIR UNDER
THE BACK OF THE BEARD, with a pleasing glory, a handsome glory,
covering to the center OF THE HEART. So the fragrant offering is not
seen by anyone, save this beautifully white face that bestows life to
the universe and shows joy to Zeir Anpin.

87. With these thirteen Corrections flow forth thirteen springs of
anointing oil which reach all those below. They illuminate from this
oil and anoint with that oil that is comprised of these thirteen sets.
With these thirteen Corrections, the concealed glorious beard of the
most Ancient One becomes distinguished, THAT IS ARICH ANPIN.
From the two precious circles of his face, the face of Zeir Anpin
brightens up and every bulbous ornament and flower, MEANING ALL
VARIOUS STEPS, that exist below brighten and glow from that light
above. These thirteen Corrections occur in the beard and with the
perfection of the beard through its shapes, man is called faithful,
since everyone who sees his beard ascribes faith to him.
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88. We have learned in the concealed book these thirteen
Corrections that depend on the precious beard are available in the
universe in the seventh MONTH THAT IS, IN THE TEN DAYS OF
REPENTANCE, and open up by the thirteen gates of mercy. Whoever
extends his hand to swear IN HIS BEARD, it is as if he swears in the
thirteen Corrections of the beard. That applies for Arich Anpin,
WHICH COMPRISES THE THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS OF THE
BEARD. How many in Zeir Anpin? HOW MANY CORRECTIONS
EXIST IN HIS BEARD? RABBI SHIMON told Rabbi Yitzchak: Stand up
in your place and trim the forms of the Holy King, ARICH ANPIN.
How did they get established?

11. The first Correction
Rabbi Yitzchak draws a distinction between the rough hairs and the smooth hairs, the latter of which draw Chochmah to the brain of Zeir Anpin. He
says that hairs must not bond to neighboring hairs, and that hair on the head must be long so that Chochmah can enter through the hair to the
spinal cord that gets nourishment from the brain. We hear that all the hairs of the hair and beard of Arich Anpin are white as snow, while the beard
of Zeir Anpin is black. Thirteen measures of mercy stem from the ancient Holy One, and corresponding to these there are thirteen measures in Zeir
Anpin. We learn that if the thirteen Corrections of the beard of Arich Anpin had not existed neither the upper grades nor the lower grades would
exist; children, longevity and sustenance depend on those Corrections.
89. Rabbi Yitzchak stood up and opened the discussion saying,
"Who is El like You, who pardons iniquity... He will again have
compassion upon us... You will show truth to Jacob..." (Michah 7:1820). We have learned that thirteen measures appear here IN THIS
SCRIPTURAL VERSE. All emanate from the thirteen springs of the
anointing oil of the THIRTEEN Corrections of the holy beard of the
most ancient One, the concealed of all that is concealed, ARICH
ANPIN. We have learned that the beard shapes are hidden and
veiled, concealed yet not concealed, covered and not covered,
known through its shapes, aware but not clearly, MEANING TO SAY,
HE IS REVEALED AND KNOWN TO THOSE WORTHY OF HIM. TO
THOSE WHO ARE NOT WORTHY OF HIM, HE IS HIDDEN AND NOT
KNOWN.
90. We have already learned the first principle that every single hair,
however minute and insignificant, does not bond to its neighboring
hair. The fine hairs of the beard begin to form according to the form
of the hair in the head, MEANING THEY BEGIN AT THE SIDES OF
THE HEAD.
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91. Here we have to scrutinize to see whether all the minute hairs of
the head and the minute hairs of the glorious supreme beard are all
included in one hair, MEANING THAT THEY ARE OF ONE LEVEL
AND FLOW FROM ONE ROOT, FROM THE MEMBRANE OF AIR, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE. IF SO, why are these HAIRS OF THE HEAD
long, and these HAIRS OF THE BEARD not so long? Why are the fine
hairs of the beard not very long, but rough, and those of the head are
not so rough, but rather smooth.

92. HE ANSWERS: All the hairs of the head and beard are in
measure, EACH ACCORDING TO ITS PARTICULAR ASPECT. Those
of the head are long to the shoulders to reach the top of Zeir Anpin,
from the inspiration of his own brain to the brain OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Therefore, they are not rough but rather soft.

93. We have learned that it is written: "Wisdoms cry aloud in the
street" (Mishlei 1:20) and at the end it is written: "She utters her
voice in the squares" (Ibid.). The beginning of this verse does not
suit the end and its conclusion does not complement its beginning,
AS IT BEGINS TO SPEAK IN THE PLURAL FORM "WISDOMS" AND
CONCLUDES BY SAYING, "HER VOICE" IN SINGULAR FORM. HE
ANSWERS: When he says, "Wisdoms cry aloud in the street"
EXPRESSING IT IN PLURAL FORM, it refers to when Chochmah
flows forth from the concealed brain of Arich Anpin through the hair
strands, OF THE HEAD HAIR, to the brain of Zeir Anpin. It is as if
they form externally IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS OUTSIDE ARICH
ANPIN, in two brains, CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN AND THE
CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. They integrate into one brain, since the
lower brain, IN ZEIR ANPIN, has no existence of its own without the
upper brain OF ARICH ANPIN. THAT IS WHY IT IS EXPRESSED IN
PLURAL "WISDOMS" AS THERE ARE TWO CHOCHMOT. After
drawing one from the other, MEANING AFTER CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN HAS RECEIVED FROM THE CONCEALED BRAIN, it is written:
"She utters her voice," SINCE it is one CHOCHMAH, CHOCHMAH OF
ZEIR ANPIN.
94. Because THE CHOCHMAH is drawn from the brain OF ARICH
ANPIN to the brain OF ZEIR ANPIN through these strands of hair OF
THE HEAD HAIR, they are not rough. What is the reason? It is
because if they would have been rough, the Chochmah could not be
drawn through them to the brain OF ZEIR ANPIN. This is the reason
that Chochmah does not emanate from a person who is harsh and
an angry character, as it is written: "The words of wise men heard in
quiet" (Kohelet 9:17). We learn from here that wisdom does not settle
on he whose head hair is rough.

95. Therefore, THE HAIR ON THE HEAD is long to be of use for
everybody. What is for everybody? THAT IS SO THAT CHOCHMAH
should enter THROUGH THE HAIR to the spinal cord that gets
nourishment from the brain; THEREFORE, THEY ARE LONG TO THE
TOP OF THE SHOULDER, SINCE THERE IS THE LOCATION OF THE
SPINAL CORD. Therefore, the hair of the head does not hang over
the hair of the beard, since the hairs of the head hang and rise above
the ear to the back OF THE HEAD. They do not hang on the beard,
since they must not be blended the ones with the others, since each
one follows its own path.
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96. We have learned that all hairs, either of the head or of the beard,
OF ARICH ANPIN, are white as snow. We have learned that those of
the beard are coarse. What is the reason? It is because they are the
strongest of the strong, in order to lower TO THE ONES BELOW
these thirteen measures OF THE THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS OF THE
BEARD of the most ancient One of all, THAT IS ARICH ANPIN. Those
THIRTEEN measures originate from the front of the ears. These
THIRTEEN measures are concealed so they do not blend with others,
WITH THE THIRTEEN MEASURES OF ZEIR ANPIN.

97. If you say that there are no others like them, it is not so. We have
learned that the thirteen measures of mercy stem from the ancient
Holy One: "who is El like You" (Michah 7:18) is one; "who pardons
iniquity" (Ibid.) is two; "and forgives the transgressions" (Ibid.) is
three; "of the remnant of his heritage" (Ibid.) is four; "He does not
maintain his anger for ever" (Ibid.) is five; "because He delights in
mercy" (Ibid.) is six; "He again will have compassion upon us" (Ibid.
19) is seven; "He will suppress our iniquities" (Ibid.) is eight; "and
You will cause all their sins into the depths of the sea" (Ibid.) is nine;
"You will show truth to Jacob" (Ibid. 20) is ten; "loyal love to
Abraham" (Ibid.) is eleven; "as You have sworn to our fathers" (Ibid.)
is twelve and "from days of old" (Ibid.) is thirteen. Corresponding to
these, THERE ARE THIRTEEN MEASURES IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
ARE: "El, merciful and gracious, slow to anger..." (Shemot 34:6),
which are below IN ZEIR ANPIN.

98. You may wonder why Moses did not say all these THIRTEEN
MEASURES of the above IN ARICH ANPIN, WHICH ARE, "WHO IS EL
LIKE YOU... " BUT SAID RATHER THE "EL, MERCIFUL AND
GRACIOUS," WHICH ARE THE THIRTEEN MEASURES OF ZEIR
ANPIN. HE ANSWERS: It is because Moses required only the place
where judgment was existing, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and where
judgment exists one must not speak of this, THE THIRTEEN
MEASURES OF ARICH ANPIN. Moses said that only when the
children of Yisrael were sinful and judgment was impending OVER
THEM. Therefore, Moses did not say THE THIRTEEN MEASURES OF
MERCY, only in the place where judgment was dwelling, MEANING
IN ZEIR ANPIN. However, for the place where it is the order of praise
OF THE THIRTEEN MEASURES to the Ancient of Days, MEANING
"WHO IS EL LIKE YOU...," the prophet sets THEM in order.
99. These thirteen Corrections of the holy upper beard OF ARICH
ANPIN are the most hidden of the concealed and strong, so as to
break and subdue all judgmental verdicts. He who saw the beard of
the Uppermost holy, the most hidden of the concealed, must not be
embarrassed by it. Due to that, all its hairs are coarse and strong in
their shapes.

100a. You might say, If so, the hairs below, OF ZEIR ANPIN, are
black. Why then were these not like those, OF ARICH ANPIN WHICH
ARE WHITE? Because we have learned that it is written: "His locks
are wavy, and black as a raven" (Shir Hashirim 5:11). It is also
written: "And the hair of whose head was like the pure wool" (Daniel
7:9), MEANING WHITE. THE SCRIPTURES SEEM TO CONTRADICT
EACH OTHER. HE REPLIES. That is no problem. WHERE HE SAYS,
"LIKE THE PURE WOOL," he refers to the supernal beard OF ARICH
ANPIN and WHERE HE SAYS, "BLACK AS A RAVEN," he refers to
the beard below IN ZEIR ANPIN. Thus, when the Torah was given to
the children of Yisrael, it was conveyed in black fire over white fire.
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100b. The essence of it is that these hairs are from the brain, flowing
to the lower brain OF ZEIR ANPIN. They are above the hair of the
beard, and the beard is separate and the hairs OF THE HEAD are
separate.

101. The first Correction OF THE BEARD HAIR is the Correction that
starts at the top of the head-hair, MEANING AT THE SIDES OF THE
HEAD THAT ARE THE BEGINNING OF THE HEAD-HAIR FROM
BOTTOM UPWARDS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THEIR MALCHUT.
We have learned that all the Corrections of the beard are only
affected through the brain in the head. Here, BY THE FIRST
CORRECTION, he does not explain it that way, SINCE HE SAYS
THAT IT IS IN THE SIDES OF THE HEAD, because it is not caused
FROM THE HEAD BRAIN, BUT RATHER FROM THE SIDES OF THE
HEAD. THE CONCEALED BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN BEGINS TO
AFFECT FROM THE SECOND CORRECTION ONWARDS AND NOT
ON THE FIRST CORRECTION, WHICH IS THE ROOT OF THE BEARD
HAIR, PRIOR TO THE SWEETENING OF MALCHUT IN THE MEASURE
OF COMPASSION, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED. Therefore, the first
Correction is such that it descends from the top of the head-hair
AND NOT FROM THE CONCEALED BRAIN.
102. From the composition of this beard, everything that is in the
head becomes known. That is the thousand worlds sealed with the
pure seal, the seal that is composed of all seals. THAT IS THE
SECRET OF THE CONCEALED WISDOM IN THE HEAD OF ARICH
ANPIN.
103. The length of each hair that descends in front of the ears is not
long, MEANING TO SAY THAT THE CHOCHMAH ALLUDED TO AS
LENGTH BECOMES REVEALED THERE AND THE HAIRS do not
cleave to each other. The hairs ARE SHORT and do not descend
downward. When they are drawn, THESE HAIRS flow and hang
UPWARD.
104. At the start of the first Correction, there are 31 groups of hair
THAT ARE even, extending to the top of the mouth, and 390 strands
are contained in each individual group.

105. HE EXPLAINS THE MATTERS IN THE GENERAL SENSE OF THE
CORRECTION AND GOES ON TO SAY: The 31 locks that are
EQUALLY even, which are in the first Correction, are coarse FROM
THE ILLUMINATION OF MALCHUT OF THE MEASURE OF
JUDGMENT, so as to subordinate THE JUDGMENTS below. They are
of the numerical value of El. What is the meaning of El? IT IS a
mighty EL, capable OF SUBDUING EVERYTHING. In every lock OF
THE ASPECT OF ITS ENTIRETY, there is a division into 31 mighty
dominating worlds, to subdue THE VERDICTS. They then spread out,
31 on this side and 31 on this SIDE OF THE FACE, and each
individual world of it divides to a thousand worlds, of desiring the
great delight. All this is concealed at the top of the beard - that is,
contains harsh JUDGMENT FROM THE MALCHUT OF THE
MEASURE OF JUDGMENT. ALL are contained in this NAME El and,
despite all this, this NAME El is submissive to the compassionate
mercy of Atik Yomin. It is contained and spread in it.
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106. HE ASKS: Why DOES THE FIRST CORRECTION EXTEND
UNDER THE EARS to the mouth? HE REPLIES: IT IS because it is
written: "Sat in judgment, and the books..." (Daniel 7:10). What is the
meaning of "sat in judgment," MEANING THAT JUDGMENT sits in its
position and does not reign? This is what is written: "Wonderful,
counselor, mighty El" (Yeshayah 9:5), meaning El who is mighty,
WHICH IS ALLUDED TO IN THE 31 LOCKS OF HAIR, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE. He is filled with the aroma of the holy beard of Atik Yomin.
The secret of this is written: "Who is El like You" and refers to Atik
Yomin, to the first Correction of the most holy beard.
107. The first world, which extends from this first Correction,
dominates and descends and ascends to a thousand of thousands
and ten thousand of tens of thousands of those with shields who
hold to it through the measure of a great ring.

108. The second world emerging from this formation is dominant
and leaves to descend BELOW. It rises to 57,000 levels of the wailing
ones which hold to it, so as to surrender to the white part of the back
of its neck, MEANING IN THE FLESH OF THE BACK OF THE NECK.

109. The third world emerging from this Correction dominates and
descends DOWNWARD and rises to 96,000 lamenting ones. They
hold to it via the concealed candle, THAT IS, IN MALCHUT, OF THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT, OF THE FIRST CORRECTION, WHICH IN
ITSELF WAS STORED THE HEAD OF THE ATIK. From this
Correction, all become subdued and are filled with the fragrant
bitterness of the tears that are firmly established in the great sea.

110. Who saw this Correction of the holy beard, the supernal, the
precious, and did not become embarrassed by it? Who saw the glory
of the locks of the hair hanging from this old One, who is sitting
adorned with decorations, THAT ARE THE THIRTEEN
CORRECTIONS OF THE BEARD REFERRED TO AS DECORATIONS?
These are the decorations of all decorations, SINCE THE BEARD
CORRECTIONS OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE DRAWN FROM THE BEARD
CORRECTIONS OF ARICH ANPIN. THEY ARE THE DECORATIONS
OF ALL DECORATIONS. They are decorations that were not
contained in the decorations OF ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING TO SAY,
THEY DO NOT DESCEND TO BE DRESSED IN THEM. They are
decorations unlike the rest of the decorations of ZEIR ANPIN,
BECAUSE THE DECORATIONS OF ARICH ANPIN ARE LIKE CLEAN
WOOL AND THE DECORATIONS OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE BLACK LIKE A
RAVEN. They are the decorations to which the lower decorations, OF
ZEIR ANPIN, hold, BECAUSE THE BEARD CORRECTIONS OF ZEIR
ANPIN RECEIVE FROM THE THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS OF THE
BEARD IN ARICH ANPIN. That is why these Corrections WERE
ESTABLISHED, so the lower Corrections OF ZEIR ANPIN would be
able to hold to them.
111. The Corrections were established, since it is necessary to bless
the one who requires a blessing. Blessings exist before all the
Corrections that were established BELOW corresponding to them,
and whatever needs to be done is accomplished, WHETHER IT IS A
BLESSING FOR CHILDREN, LONGEVITY OR SUSTENANCE.
Everything is included and contained in these Corrections and all
straighten THEIR STATURE in accord with the Corrections of the
ancient forceful King who is concealed from all. All are firmly
established from these Corrections.
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112. We have learned if the Atik of Atikin, the Holy of Holies THAT IS
ARICH ANPIN, WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED WITH ALL
THESE Corrections, the upper grades and lower grades would not
exist. Everything would have been as if it were not, SINCE WITHOUT
THEM, THERE WOULD EXIST NEITHER CHILDREN, LONGEVITY
NOR SUSTENANCE, NOT ABOVE AND NOT BELOW. We learn to
what extent these beard Corrections illuminate, up to thirteen. As
long as these thirteen exist, those below and the rest illuminate. In
the account of these thirteen, there is the beard of the ancient King
most precious of all. All as one are concealed and glorious.

113. Since it is honored and concealed from any PROPHET, THE
BEARD is not mentioned in the Torah and it is not revealed in it
which beard did become revealed. It is the beard of the uppermost
High Priest, WHICH IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. This beard
descends to the beard of the lower High Priest. The beard of the
High Priest, OF ZEIR ANPIN, was established with eight Corrections
AND, TOGETHER WITH THE MALCHUT THAT CONTAINS THEM,
THEY ARE NINE. Consequently, there are eight Corrections to the
High Priest; when oil runs down on his beard, THAT IS THE EIGHT
PRIESTLY GARMENTS. This is what is written: "It is like the precious
ointment upon the head, running down upon the beard... " (Tehilim
133:2).
114. How do we know THAT THE HIGH PRIEST BELOW COINCIDES
WITH THE HIGH PRIEST ABOVE, since it is written: "For brothers to
dwell together (lit. 'also') in unity" (Ibid. 1). "Also" comes to add the
High Priest below. As long as the High Priest below serves in the
High Priesthood, it is as if the High Priest above performs in the High
Priesthood.

115. That is one of the Corrections of the beard of the Atik, the
Ancient that is most concealed of all. Rabbi Shimon said to him: It is
fitting for you, Rabbi Yitzchak, to see the honor of the Corrections of
the beard and the countenance of Atik Yomin, Atik of Atik.
Praiseworthy is your lot and praiseworthy is my part with you in the
World to Come.

12. The second Correction
Rabbi Chizkiyah leads us into the discussion of the second Correction, saying that it means "who pardons iniquity." Rabbi Shimon's face is shining
like the sun, and he says that Moses was not aware when his face was glowing. Rabbi Shimon tells the friends that each of their explanations of the
thirteen Corrections gets established and concealed among the Corrections of the sanctified beard above. It now appears that a different rabbi must
explain each different Correction.
116. The second Correction: The hair gets shaped from the top of the
mouth on one side to the other side evenly.

117. Get up, Rabbi Chizkiyah. Take your position and honor the
dearness of this Correction of the holy beard. Rabbi Chizkiyah stood
up and opened the discussion saying, "I am my beloved's, and his
desire is towards me" (Shir Hashirim 7:11), MEANING What is the
cause that I am my beloved's? It is because of his longing for me.
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118. I was watching and behold, I noticed the precious light of the
upper candle, BINAH, lighting to 325 directions. A dark one was
bathing in that light like someone who bathes in a deep river, WHICH
IS BINAH, whose waters divide and flow to light up every direction IT
PASSES over. THEY ILLUMINATE THE DARK ONE TO SWEETEN
ALL HIS JUDGMENTS THAT HE HAD TO GO THROUGH UNTIL THIS
POINT. That light surfaces at the shore of the uppermost deep sea,
where all goodly and precious openings open up at that door.

119. I asked them the explanation of THE THINGS I have seen. They
said, You saw "Who pardons iniquity" (Michah 7:18). He said: That is
the second Correction. He sat. Rabbi Shimon said: Now the world is
firmly established, MEANING THE MALCHUT THAT IS REFERRED
TO AS THE WORLD IS FIRMLY ESTABLISHED AND SWEETENED
WITH BINAH THROUGH THIS CORRECTION. Blessed are you, Rabbi
Chizkiyah, to the Atik of Atikin.
120. Rabbi Shimon said TO THE FRIENDS: All the luminaries, THAT
IS, YOU THE friends that attend here TO BE ESTABLISHED with this
holy ring, THAT IS, WITH THE THIRTEEN BEARD CORRECTIONS,
LISTEN. I take upon myself as evidence the uppermost heavens and
the uppermost holy earth. THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE NEW
HEAVENS AND THE NEW EARTH THAT ARE PRODUCED THROUGH
THE SECRETS OF THE TORAH. I now see what no human has seen
from the day that Moses ascended Mount Sinai for the second time,
since I perceive my face to be illuminating like the powerful sun that
is destined to heal the world in the future. It is written: "But to you
who fear My name the sun of righteousness shall arise with healing
in its wings" (Malachi 3:20). Moreover, I am aware that my face is
illuminating, but Moses was not aware that the skin on his face was
aglow, as written: "Moses knew not that the skin of his face
shone" (Shemot 34:29).

121. Moreover, I see with my eyes thirteen measures engraved in
front of me and illuminating like candles. When each one of them
gets explained by you, it gets uplifted and corrected, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE WAY YOU EXPLAINED IT, gets adorned
and is hidden in the mysteries of the beard Corrections ABOVE. All
the other ones THAT YOU HAVE NOT EXPLAINED YET remain AND
AWAIT THE ORDER OF YOUR EXPLANATION. As each OF THE
CORRECTIONS gets your defining elaboration, THAT CORRECTION
shines and gets adorned and takes a royal position among His
legions. When the definition is completed, THAT CORRECTION rises
and gets adorned with the holy decoration and gets established and
concealed in a position among the Corrections of the sanctified
beard ABOVE. So it follows with each one THAT GETS DEFINED BY
YOU. Make haste, sacred friends, because with such support, THE
WORLD will not exist until King Messiah comes.
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122. Get up, Rabbi Chizkiyah, for a second time, and honor the third
Correction of the sanctified beard. We have learned that prior to
Rabbi Chizkiyah's rise, a voice declared: One messenger does not
act on two missions. Rabbi Shimon was excited and commented:
Most certainly, each individual is on its own level. THAT IS TO SAY,
EACH ONE HAS A LIMIT THAT PREVENTS HIM FROM
ESTABLISHING WHAT IS ABOVE HIS CONCEPTION. My son Rabbi
Elazar and Rabbi Aba and myself, WE have achieved the highest
perfection, MEANING THAT SINCE THEY WERE IN A DEGREE OF
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, THEY WERE ABLE TO RESTORE
WHOLLY WHAT WAS LACKING IN EACH INDIVIDUAL.

13. The third Correction
Rabbi Chiya opens by telling the difference between speaking and saying, and we hear that speaking calls for both a raising of the voice and a
proclamation of words. He points out several places where 'speaking' is used, and says that Moses was not even fearful when Hashem spoke to him.
Rabbi Chiya tells us that the first and second Corrections of the beard came to bring about the third one, the forgiveness of transgressions.
123. Get up, Rabbi Chiya. Rabbi Chiya rose. He opened the
discussion with the verse: "Then said I, 'Ah, Adonai Elohim! behold,
I cannot speak, for I am a child'" (Yirmeyah 1:6). HE ASKS: Did
Jeremiah not know how to speak, for many words emitted from his
mouth before he said this? So he said a falsehood, for it is written:
"Behold, I cannot speak." HE REPLIES: Heaven forbid that he said
something like that, but we have learned what the difference is
between speaking and saying. Saying does not require a raising of
the voice, but speaking calls for a raising of voice and a
proclamation of words.

124. It is written: "And Elohim spoke all these words,
saying" (Shemot 20:1). We have learned that the whole world heard
that speech and the universe trembled. Therefore, it says, "speak"
and is not written: 'said'. Here too it says, "Behold, I cannot speak"
to declare to the world and reprimand them with the Holy Spirit.

125. HE ASKS: If so, here it is written: "And Hashem spoke to Moses,
saying" (Shemot 6:10). WHY DID JEREMIAH SAY, "BEHOLD, I
CANNOT SPEAK"? HE RESPONDS: Is there anyone with such high
degree of prophecy as Moses, since no human deserved like him to
hear a speech in a form of declaration. He was not fearful or
trembling either, while other prophets were shaken even in the form
of 'saying', and were filled with fear.

126a. We have learned that the first Correction of the beard and the
second CORRECTION CAME to bring about the third CORRECTION,
as is written: "Lo, El does all these things twice or three times with a
man" (Iyov 33:29).
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126b. The third Correction is from the center under the nose. Below
the two nostrils, a path emerges where the hairs do not grow on that
path. What is the cause of the interruption? It is because this path
was devised to carry through it THE SPIRIT OF CHOCHMAH OF THE
NOSE. Therefore, this route is situated below the openings of the
nose and hairs do not grow there. It is written: "And forgives (lit.
'passes') the transgression" (Michah 7:18) in order to give passage
up to the holy mouth, so He should say, 'I have forgiven'. We have
learned that numerous trial courts await that particular mouth, OF
ARICH ANPIN, THAT HE SHOULD SAY, 'I HAVE FORGIVEN'. It does
not reveal itself to any of them, because it is exalted and adorned,
known and not known.

126c. We have learned in the hidden book the meaning of what is
written as pesha (lit. 'sinful offense'). If they deserve so, the sin is
passed over, but if they don't merit it, it stays a sin. That OCCURS
ONLY in ZEIR ANPIN, BUT NOT IN ARICH ANPIN, WHO IS ENTIRELY
COMPASSIONATE.
127. HE ASKS: What is the difference between this and this,
BETWEEN ARICH ANPIN AND ZEIR ANPIN. HE REPLIES: In Zeir
Anpin, when that path descends underneath the nostrils, it says,
"And Hashem was wrathful over them and He went away" (Bemidbar
12:9). This means that a spirit of anger exudes from the nostrils, and
whoever happens in the way goes on and disappears. This is what is
written: "A spirit of Hashem blew and he is no longer
here" (Yeshayah 40:7). BUT in ARICH ANPIN, it says, "And He
passes over an offense" (Michah 7:18) and it is also written: "And a
spirit passed and purified them" (Iyov 37:21). We have learned in this
path here that it is written: "Passes over an offense" and there "and
Hashem passed to strike Egypt" (Shemot 12:23).

128. Praised is the lot of the one who deserves TO RECEIVE FROM
this CORRECTION. This is the third Correction of the most holy and
honored beard of the most Ancient of Ancients. Rabbi Shimon said:
Certainly, the Holy One, blessed be He, will continue to benefit you
and will be happy to shield you.

129. We have learned that what is written: "I will greatly rejoice in
Hashem" (Yeshayah 61:10) is said about Atik Yomin, since he is the
joy of everything. We have learned that when this path of the beard
of Atik Yomin is revealed, the prosecutors and all those who lament
and wail are quieted and silenced. There exists no one to say
anything bad, because this path is revealed so as to correct. Hence,
whoever grasps SOMEONE and cautions him to silence, he
impresses this path which is a sign of the holy Atik.

14. The fourth Correction
The word remnant is used to explain this Correction, as in "The remnants of Yisrael shall not do iniquity."
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130. The fourth Correction: The hair is shaped underneath the mouth
from one point to the other point, MEANING THE BEARD ON THE
POINT OF THE CHIN. This is what is written: "The remnant of his
heritage" (Michah 7:18) as it says, "Wherefore send up a prayer for
the remnant that are left" (II Melachim 19:4) - actually those left. "The
remnant" IS LIKE what is written: "The remnants of Yisrael shall not
do iniquity" (Tzefanyah 3:13).

15. The fifth Correction
The fifth Correction is that God does not maintain His anger forever. We learn that whenever a path in the beard of the Atik is revealed it benefits all
levels below because proper advice then becomes available to produce benefits for everyone.
131. The fifth Correction: Another path proceeds from underneath
the mouth, as is written: "He does not maintain His anger for
ever" (Michah 7:18). Rabbi Yosi rose. He opened the discussion
saying, "Happy is that people, that is in such a case: happy is that
people, whose Elohim is Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15). HE ASKS:
"Happy is that people, that is in such a case." What is the meaning
of: "in such a case (Heb. shekachah)." HE RESPONDS: It is as you
say, "Then the king's wrath was pacified (Heb. shachachah)" (Ester
7:10), which means that he quieted down from his anger.
132. Another explanation is that he was pacified by his anger,
MEANING TO SAY THAT BECAUSE OF HIS WRATH, HE QUIETED
DOWN. This is what is written: "And if You deal thus (Heb. kachah)
with me, kill me, I pray You" (Bemidbar 11:15). THUS WE FIND THAT
"HAPPY IS THAT PEOPLE, THAT IS IN SUCH A CASE" is judgment
within judgment and "happy is that people, whose Elohim is
Hashem" is mercy within compassion.
133. Another explanation: Shekachah is the general term of all the
names by which the Holy One blessed, QUIETS DOWN, BY passing
over the anger and producing calmness in Zeir Anpin. He calms
down and passes over THAT ANGER OF HIS to all those outside.

134. We have learned that the upper path of the holy beard, which
passes down OVER THE UPPER LIP under the two nostrils of the
nose of Atik, and that path below, IN THE MIDDLE OF THE HAIR OF
THE LOWER LIP, are similar in everything, the one above IN THE
UPPER LIP and the one below IN THE LOWER LIP. Above, THE PATH
IS REFERRED TO AS: "Forgives (lit. 'passes') the
transgression" (Michah 7:18) and below, it is referred to as: "He does
not maintain his anger (lit. 'nose') for ever." We have learned that
"does not maintain" MEANS there is no place to sit there. As THE
PATH above provides a route JUST FOR THE SPIRIT OF CHOCHMAH
FROM THE NOSE to cross over it, it is also so that below it just
provides a route to cross over it, THE SPIRIT OF CHOCHMAH.
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135. We have learned that wherever a path is revealed, in this Atik
who is concealed of all, it benefits all LEVELS below, BECAUSE THE
COMPREHENSIVE MEANING OF REVEALING A PATH IS that proper
advice becomes available to produce benefits for everyone.
COUNSEL BECOMES KNOWN TO ALL THE LOWER GRADES AND
HOW TO DRAW MOCHIN FROM IT, AS IT POINTS TO THE REMOVAL
OF THE TWO ASPECTS OF JUDGMENTS MENTIONED ABOVE AND
THE REVELATION OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT. Whoever is
covered and not exposed, MEANING THE PLACES COVERED FULLY
WITH HAIR AND WITHOUT A PATH, it shows that there is no solution
for HOW THE MOCHIN WILL BECOME AVAILABLE TO THE LOWER
GRADES. There is no one there to comprehend except He alone AND
NO OTHER LEVEL BELOW HIM. Just like in the supernal Eden,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CONCEALED CHOCHMAH IN ARICH
ANPIN, there exists no one to conceive it except the most Ancient
among the ancients Himself. About this, it is written: "Hashem, how
great are Your works! Your thoughts are very deep" (Tehilim 92:6).
THAT IS, HE INVENTS IDEAS BY WHICH THE BRAINS COULD BE
REVEALED TO THE LOWER GRADES. Rabbi Shimon said: Let your
deeds be established by the Atik of Atikin for the World to Come.

16. The sixth Correction
Rabbi Yisa establishes this Correction as God's promise that His faithful love (Chesed) shall never depart from us. He talks about the inner Chesed,
the light of Neshamah, and the external Chesed, the light of Ruach. That true kindness of Atik Yomin does not apply during the life of the body but
rather to the life of the Neshamah.
136. The sixth Correction: The hair is shaped rising from below
upward, MEANING FROM UNDER THE LOWER LIP BY THE BOTTOM
JAW TO THE TOP OF THE HIGHER JAW. The offering of the pleasant
fragrance, MEANING THE SPREAD OF HAIRS, covers FROM BELOW
THE LOWER LIP to the top of the mouth above TO THE UPPER LIP;
THAT IS, THE UPPER JAWBONE WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
SECOND CONCEPTION SO AS TO ACQUIRE A NESHAMAH.
FOLLOWING CONCEPTION, the hairs return AGAIN and descend to
the top of the orifice of the lower passage of the mouth,
UNDERNEATH THE LOWER LIP. THIS MEANS THAT THEY REEMERGE TO RETURN TO THEIR FIXED POSITION IN THE LOWER
JAW. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE BREADTH OF THE BEARD THAT
UNFOLDS IN THE LOWER JAW FROM THE EDGE OF THE JAW TO
THE TOP OF THE UPPER LIP AND UNDER THE LOWER LIP. THAT IS
ALSO CALLED THE SIDE CURL, THE CORNER OF THE BEARD.
137. Rise Rabbi Yesa and establish THE SIXTH Correction. Rabbi
Yesa rose and opened the discussion saying, "But My faithful love
(Chesed) shall not depart from you" (Yeshayah 54:10). It is also
written: "But with everlasting faithful love (lit. 'Chesed of the world')
will I have mercy on you" (Ibid. 8). These two verses are
contradictory to each other, BECAUSE ONE SEEMS TO SAY,
"SHALL NOT DEPART," INDICATING AN INFINITE TIME PERIOD.
THE OTHER VERSE SAYS, "CHESED OF THE WORLD," WHICH
MEANS IT APPLIES ONLY TO THE DAYS OF THE WORLD, WHICH
ARE 6,000 YEARS.
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138. HE RESPONDS: There is no problem, since we have learned
that there are various types of Chesed. There is an inner Chesed,
WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF NESHAMAH, and there is the external
Chesed, THE LIGHT OF RUACH. HE EXPLAINS: The inner Chesed
applies to the most Ancient among the ancient ones, as we said,
who is concealed on this side of the beard called the side curl, the
corner of the beard, WHICH IS THE SIXTH CORRECTION. Hence, a
man must not destroy this side because of this Chesed. This is
within. THAT IS THE SECRET OF SIX ENDS OF THE SOUL of Atik
Yomin. Referring to the priest below, it is written: "They shall not
make baldness on their head, neither shall they shave off the corner
of their beard" (Vayikra 21:5). What is the reason? It is in order not to
destroy His paths, MEANING THE CORRECTIONS of the Chesed of
the Ancient One, since the priest represents that side; THAT IS, THE
ASPECT OF CHESED.
139. We have learned in the concealed book that the Chesed must
become abundant and rectified in any MANNER and not be trimmed,
MEANING NOT TO DESTROY THE CORNER OF THE BEARD,
because it does not end from the world. This is what is written: "But
My Chesed shall not depart from you," which is the Chesed of Atik
Yomin, WHICH IS DRAWN THROUGH THIS SIXTH CORRECTION.
"But with Chesed of the world" refers to the Chesed called Chesed
of the world. That is another CHESED of Zeir Anpin, THE ASPECT OF
RUACH, as is written: "The world is built by Chesed" (Tehilim 89:3).

140. That Chesed of the most Ancient of all ancient ones, OF THE
SIXTH CORRECTION, is a true Chesed. And that true kindness does
not apply during the life of the body, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF
RUACH, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO AS BODY. It applies
rather to the life of the Neshamah, BECAUSE THE SIXTH
CORRECTION IS SIX ENDS OF GREATNESS, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE LIFE OF NESHAMAH. Therefore, it is written: "Because He
delights in Chesed" (Michah 7:18), since that is the sixth Correction
of the precious beard of the most Ancient of all ancient ones.

17. The seventh Correction
Rabbi Shimon tells us that this Correction is "Like the apple tree among the trees of the wood," and that from these apples life emanates to the
world. He talks about the light of the countenance of God and says that when it shines the universe gets blessed. These apples in Arich Anpin are
always glowing and white and sending out light in 370 directions. This seventh Correction is referred to as, "He will again have compassion upon
us."
141. The seventh Correction: The hairs split and two apples appear
in the offering of the fragrance, pleasant and beautiful in
appearance, MEANING THAT BOTH SIDES OF THE FACE, WHICH
ARE CLEAR OF HAIRS, EMERGE OUT OF THE HAIRS OF THE
BEARD, WHICH ARE CALLED AN OFFERING OF FRAGRANCE.
THEY ARE THE SOURCES OF THIS ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH,
ALSO CALLED FRAGRANCE, IN THE SAME SENSE AS IN THE
VERSE: "AND HIS DELIGHT SHALL BE (ALSO: 'HE SHALL SMELL')
IN THE FEAR OF HASHEM" (YESHAYAH 11:3).
142. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying, "Like the apple
tree among the trees of the wood..." (Shir Hashirim 2:3). The Holy
One, blessed be He is like this apple that is composed of three
colors, WHITE, RED AND GREEN. Two apples include six colors and
these two apples, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE TWO BARE
SIDES OF THE FACE CLEAR OF HAIR, which are the seventh
Correction, are comprised of all the PREVIOUS six Corrections that I
mentioned. For their sake, this verse is fulfilled: "In the light of the
king's countenance is life" (Mishlei 16:15).
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143. We have learned that from these apples, life emanates to the
world, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. They show happiness to Zeir Anpin, as is written:
"Hashem make His face shine upon you" (Bemidbar 6:25) and it is
also written: "In the light of the king's countenance is life." "In the
light of the king's countenance" refers to the two apples of the
fragrance offering, as I mentioned. "Hashem make His face shine
upon you" means the external area of the face THAT IS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS OUTSIDE OF ARICH ANPIN, because when it
shines the universe gets blessed.
144. We have learned that as long that these candles on the outside
illuminate, WHICH ARE MALE AND FEMALE, the whole universe is
blessed and no anger exists in the world. If we find it so with the
external ones, it is all the more so with the two apples OF ARICH
ANPIN that constantly illuminate and are always rejoicing.

145. We have learned that when these two apples are revealed, Zeir
Anpin appears happy and all those candles below, IN MALCHUT, are
happy. All those below are glowing and all the realms are rejoicing in
total perfection. All are happy and shining and there is no end to all
kinds of benevolence. All are satiated at once WITH ABUNDANCE
and all rejoice simultaneously.

146. Come and see the external face of ZEIR ANPIN. There are times
when they are glowing and times when they do not illuminate.
Therefore, it is written: "Hashem make His face shine upon you" and
also "and cause His face to shine upon us; Se'la" (Tehilim 67:2). The
meaning here is that He does not always illuminate; THEREFORE,
WE PRAY THAT HE SHOULD SHINE UPON US, SINCE IT DOES NOT
ILLUMINATE IN ZEIR ANPIN except when the apples above, OF
ARICH ANPIN, are revealed.
147. We have learned that these apples IN ARICH ANPIN, which are
concealed, are always glowing and white. Light is sent to the 370
directions from them, and all the first six Corrections of the beard
are included in them. This is what it says: "He will again have
compassion upon us" (Michah 7:19). "Again" indicates that it is
occasionally concealed and occasionally revealed. Here IN ARICH
ANPIN, THIS CORRECTION IS REFERRED TO AS: "He will again
have compassion upon us" and in the one below, IN THE BEARD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING THE THIRTEEN MEASURES OF THE TORAH,
HE IS CALLED: "And truth" (Shemot 34:6). That is the seventh
Correction, which comprises the six in the two apples of the Atik of
Atikin, ARICH ANPIN.

18. The eighth Correction
Rabbi Elazar begins by saying that everything including the Torah scroll depends on Mazal (constellation) but wonders whether everything is really
dependent on the constellations; can anyone who is truly hallowed be dependent on the birth of planets? Rabbi Shimon says that the holy thread on
which all hair depends is referred to as 'Mazal' because all the holy of Holies of Holies depend upon this constellation and the Torah scroll.
Everything is dependent on the planets. All successes depend on Mazal, including all worldly things, children, longevity and sustenance.
148. The eighth Correction: A thread of hairs circles the beard, which
hang evenly to the center OF THE HEART. Rise my son Elazar and
establish this Correction.
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149. Rabbi Elazar rose and began to speak. Everything depends on
Mazal (lit. 'constellation'), even the scroll of the Torah within the
sanctuary, as we have explained in the hidden book. Now here we
must observe. Is everything really dependent upon the
constellations, since we have learned that the scroll of the Torah is
holy and its coat is holy and the sanctuary is holy? It is written: "And
one cried to another, and said, 'Holy, holy, holy'" (Yeshayah 6:30).
We have HOLY three times and the Torah scroll corresponds to it
because its receptacle is holy, the sanctuary is holy and it is holy.
The Torah was given in three grades of holiness, PRIESTS, LEVITES
AND YISRAEL, in three days, AS IS WRITTEN: "BE READY BY THE
THIRD DAY" (SHEMOT 19:15). The Shechinah is also in three, the
tablets, the Ark and the sanctuary, and it is all dependent on the
Torah scroll. You say that THE TORAH SCROLL is dependent on the
constellations, but behold it is written: "And be not dismayed at the
signs of heaven" (Yirmeyah 10:2). Whoever is so hallowed, should
he be dependent on the birth of planets?

150. HE RESPONDS: But this is the way I have explained it in the
concealed book. This precious and holy thread on which all hair
depends - THAT IS, THE TOTAL UPPER SURFACE AREA OF THE
HAIR OF THE BEARD CIRCLING THE FACE LIKE A STRING OF
HAIRS, is referred to as "Mazal." What is the explanation? It is
because the holy of holies, of the holies, MEANING ALL THE
LEVELS AND MOCHIN THAT ARE CALLED HOLY OF HOLIES,
depend upon this constellation, BECAUSE THE FLOW OF THIS
CONSTELLATION IS CALLED THE HOLY OF HOLIES and the Torah
scroll. Although it is hallowed, the ten sanctifications do not apply to
ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING IT DOES NOT HAVE THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT until it enters the sanctuary, WHICH IS MALCHUT. IT IS NOT
PERFECTED IN THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, SAVE THROUGH ITS
INTERCOURSE WITH MALCHUT. Once it enters the sanctuary,
NAMELY, UNITES WITH MALCHUT, it is called holy with ten
sanctifications. Similarly, MALCHUT is not considered a sanctuary
except when the ten sanctifications are joined with it, MEANING
ONLY WHEN IT IS IN UNITY WITH ZEIR ANPIN; THEN THERE IS IN
MALCHUT TEN SANCTIFICATIONS. We have learned that everything
is dependent on the planets, SINCE ALL THE FIRST THREE SFIROT
IN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT DEPEND ON THE CONSTELLATIONS,
which is the precious and holy thread on which all hairs depend,
FROM WHICH ARE RECEIVED ALL THESE SANCTIFICATIONS.
151. HE INQUIRES: Why is it referred to as Mazal? HE RESPONDS:
All successes depend upon it, and the upper grades and lower
grades receive success from it. It is therefore suspended, THAT IS,
IT IS HANGING TO THE CHEST. All worldly things, the highest and
the lowest, depend upon it, SINCE CHILDREN, LONGEVITY AND
SUSTENANCE DO NOT RESULT FROM MERITS BUT RATHER FROM
MAZAL ON WHICH THEY DEPEND. Even the Torah scroll in the
sanctuary that is adorned with ten sanctifications is not excepted
from the others with ALL other sanctities, and everything depends
upon this CORRECTION. Whoever is aware of this Correction, his
iniquities are suppressed and subdued. This is what is written: "He
will suppress our iniquities" (Michah 7:19). Rabbi Shimon told him:
Blessed is my son to the Holy of Holies, the Ancient of all. MAZAL
MEANS SUCCESSES SINCE THE VERSE: "WEALTH
MAKES" (MISHLEI 19:4) IS TRANSLATED INTO ARAMAIC AS
"MAZAL MAKES."

19. The ninth Correction
Rabbi Aba says that the hairs that get blended with the hanging hairs are referred to as depths of the sea, since they emerge from the cords of the
brain, and from this place all the complaints that demand justice for the sins of men are subdued.
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152. The ninth Correction: The hairs blend with the suspended hair
and do not stick out in relation to one another. Rise, Rabbi Aba.
Rabbi Aba rose and said, Those hairs that get blended with the ones
that are suspended are referred to as depths of the sea, since they
emerge from the cords of the brain. From this place are thrown all
the complaints that demand justice for the sins of men, and they are
subdued. Rabbi Shimon said: Be blessed to Atik Yomin.

20. The tenth and eleventh Corrections
Rabbi Yehuda talks about the fear of Hashem, and says that the tenth Correction is called "You will show truth to Jacob," while the eleventh is called
"Loyal love to Abraham."
153. The tenth Correction: The hairs go down under the beard and
cover over the throat under the beard. Rise, Rabbi Yehuda. Rabbi
Yehuda rose and opened the discussion saying, "And they shall go
into the holes of the rocks, and into the caves of the earth, for fear of
Hashem... " (Yeshayah 2:19). "For fear of Hashem": It is well known
that whoever is on the outside, IN ZEIR ANPIN, is referred to as "fear
of Hashem." "And for the glory of His majesty" (Ibid.): These are the
hairs OF THE THROAT underneath the beard, which are referred to
as "the glory of His majesty." There are two CORRECTIONS WITHIN
THEM, the tenth Correction called: "You will show truth to
Jacob" (Micah 7:20), and the eleventh CORRECTION that no hair
goes out more than the other hair, MEANING THAT NO HAIR'S
LENGTH IS LONGER THAN ITS NEIGHBOR'S, BUT THEY ARE ALL
EQUAL IN LENGTH. THAT IS CALLED: "Loyal love to
Abraham" (Ibid.).

21. The twelfth Correction
Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Yehuda that the hairs around the mouth of Arich Anpin are cleared away so that the inhalation of Zeir Anpin will not
be interfered with, as the breath comes from the uppermost holy mouth. The breath that comes from the mouth of Arich Anpin splits up into 37,000
directions and clothes whoever is deserving of being clothed by it, "As You have sworn to our fathers."
154. The twelfth Correction: The hairs are not suspended over the
mouth and the mouth is clear OF ANY HAIR on all sides. The hairs
are tidy round about THE MOUTH, in order that there should be no
inconvenience, as it should be.

155. HE ASKS: What does he mean by this inconvenience? HE
REPLIES THAT HE MEANS judgment, because there is
inconvenience in a place of judgment. HE ASKS: Then, are the hairs
of the beard IN ARICH ANPIN an inconvenience or are they
judgment, since everything in the beard seems to be in mercy. HE
REPLIES: THE REASON WHY THE MOUTH IS CLEARED OF HAIR is
in order not to interfere with the inhalation of ZEIR ANPIN.
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156. We have learned from this uppermost holy mouth, WHICH IS the
Holy of Holies, that the breath comes. What is breath? HE REPLIES:
It is the breath that is sent to rouse in Him, IN ARICH ANPIN, THAT IS
DRAWN FROM THE UNKNOWN HEAD TO HIS MOUTH and in which
ZEIR ANPIN is dressed. THE BREATH BLOWS FROM THE MOUTH
OF ARICH ANPIN TO THE MOUTH OF ZEIR ANPIN and ZEIR ANPIN
becomes attired in it. From this breath, all below get clothed,
BECAUSE THEY RECEIVE IT THROUGH THE MOUTH OF ZEIR
ANPIN. When this breath exits FROM THE MOUTH OF ARICH ANPIN,
it splits up into 37,000 directions, WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL
EQUIVALENT OF HEVEL (LIT. 'BREATH') THAT ALLUDES TO THE
AIR EXHALED FROM THE MOUTH. Each one individually spreads to
its place, and whoever is deserving and is worthy to dress up in it
gets clothed. Therefore, no hair exists on the holy mouth OF ARICH
ANPIN, because His breath emanates THROUGH THERE. No other
matter needs to be mixed up in it or approach it.
157. This BREATH OF THE MOUTH is hidden from everything since it
does not adhere above or below. It is concealed within that which is
the most concealed and unknown, the one that was not established
and had no Correction. Therefore, the breath that emanates from the
one on the outside THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, in which the true prophets
were clothed, is referred to as the mouth of Hashem. However, in the
Atik of Atiks, ARICH ANPIN, THE MOUTH is not defined, since there
exists no one who could comprehend His spirit besides Himself.
Therefore, His hairs are even around the mouth and the mouth itself
is clear on all sides.

158. The patriarchs trusted in this, in being dressed in this breath
that spreads to various directions in the place where all the hair is
even around it. IT IS THROUGH THIS THAT THE BREATH BLOWS
FROM THERE TO ZEIR ANPIN WITHOUT ANY INCONVENIENCE, as
is written: "As You have sworn to our fathers" (Michah 7:20). That is
the twelfth most holy Correction, because twelve boundaries above
were lowered in succession from here, IN CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET of ZEIR ANPIN, twelve boundaries below IN MALCHUT, and
twelve boundaries to the twelve tribes of our fathers. This is what is
said: "As You have sworn to our fathers."

22. The thirteenth Correction
Rabbi Shimon says that all the other Corrections are included in this thirteenth one that finalizes and completes all the rest. He tells us that the
Corrections are called 'days of old', 'ancient primordial days', while the Corrections that exist in Zeir Anpin are called 'days of the world'. Rabbi
Shimon says that the time during which Atik Yomin will awaken with the Corrections is referred to as 'one day', in which the beard will be glorified
and it alone will be present. In the unfolding of all thirteen Corrections, Atik Yomin is known and not known, hidden and not hidden, but is known by
the Corrections that spread and flow down to illuminate.
159. The thirteenth Correction: The hairs hang under the beard from
both sides in fine honor and splendid dignity, and cover to the navel.
THAT IS THE ENTIRE BOTTOM AREA OF THE BEARD THAT IS
INVISIBLE TO THE EYE. Nothing is apparent from the face of the
fragrant offering except for these TWO pretty white apples, WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTH CORRECTION, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE.
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160. Rabbi Shimon said: Blessed is the lot of whoever is situated in
this supernal Idra Kadisha (lit. 'holy chamber') in which we are.
Blessed is his portion in this world and the World to Come, since we
dwell in the uppermost holiness and supernal fire encircles us.
Behold, the entire uppermost Corrections of the holy beard were
established and adorned and returned to their place.

161. This thirteenth Correction is an appropriate Correction in which
all CORRECTIONS are included. All long and desire to raise their
head towards it, MEANING TO RECEIVE FROM THEM THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT, WHICH ARE REFERRED TO AS THE HEAD. All
these CORRECTIONS that are attached in Zeir Anpin depend upon it,
MEANING THAT HIS CORRECTIONS ARE RECEIVED FROM THIS
BEARD. Those above and below and all treasures are dependent
upon it. The upper grades and lower grades are concealed in it and
contained within and it is the constellation from which everyone can
benefit and have good luck. This is the perfect Correction that
finalizes and completes all the other Corrections. This fulfills and
completes everything, BECAUSE THIS IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT THAT PERFECTS AND COMPLETES ALL THE SFIROT.
162. We have learned that these Corrections are called days of old,
ancient primordial days. Those CORRECTIONS that exist in Zeir
Anpin are referred to as (lit.) "days of the world" (Yeshayah 63:9). We
have learned that these days of old are all prepared in the Correction
of the beard of the most Ancient among the ancient, the most
concealed among the concealed. This thirteenth CORRECTION
includes them, as we have said, and this day, WHICH IS THE
THIRTEENTH CORRECTION, is not included among them but rather
contains and comprises all of them.

163. The period during which Atik Yomin will awaken with the
Corrections above THE BEARD is referred to as one day, in which
the beard will be glorified, as written: "One particular day which shall
be known as Hashem's" (Zecharyah 14:7). That particular day alone
is more special than anything, because it contains everything and is
referred to by a specific name. THAT IS ONE DAY.

164. We have learned that in a place where day exists, there is night,
because there is no day without night. During that period, it will be a
time of the beard's honor and it alone will be present. It is called
neither day nor night, since it is only called day from our perspective
and it is only called night from our perspective. Because this
Correction includes everything, nothing is known or apparent of it
BEFORE THE TIME. THIS IS REFERRED TO AS ONE DAY, EXCEPT
that from it the anointing oil flows to the thirteen aspects of the
springs for those below that illuminate with that oil.
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165. With these thirteen Corrections, the most holy beard above is
established and the Corrections of this beard get prepared and flow
down TO ILLUMINATE in several directions. It is not seen how they
spread and come out, BECAUSE THEY ARE totally concealed and
hidden from all. There is no one who can designate a place for this
Atik. In the unfolding of these CORRECTIONS, everything is
included, as we said that He is known and not known, hidden and
not hidden, MEANING TO SAY THAT HE IS ESSENTIALLY
UNKNOWN AND HIDDEN. BUT BY HIS SPREADING CORRECTIONS
HE IS KNOWN. About this, it is written: "I am Hashem: that is My
name: and My glory will I not give to another" (Yeshayah 42:8). It is
also written: "It is He who made us, and we belong to Him" (Tehilim
100:3) and it is also written: "And an Ancient of Days did sit" (Daniel
7:9), MEANING He stays in His place and there is NO ONE who
knows Him. He is sitting and is not found. It is written: "I will praise
You; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made... (Tehilim 139:14).

23. When the veil is spread
Rabbi Shimon describes the veil or curtain that is spread over the friends, and says that the thirteen Corrections had been awaiting their
explanations, and afterwards they ascended to their places, causing great joy among the angels. At the end of correction the rabbis will again say all
these holy sayings in the World to Come.
166. Rabbi Shimon said to the friends: When this veil that you see
over us is spread, I perceive that all Corrections have entered within
and brighten this area. HE EXPLAINS: And a curtain, MEANING A
VEIL, which is the candle of the Holy One, blessed be He, is spread
to the four pillars in the four directions.

167. One pillar is situated from below upwards and a rake is in its
hand, A TOOL TO CLEAN THE WASTE. In that rake are four keys,
different FROM ONE ANOTHER in every direction. They latch on to
the curtain and lower it from the top to the bottom and similarly to
the second, third and fourth pillars. Between one pillar and another
are attached eighteen stakes of support, which are lit up with the
candle that is engraved in that particular veil. It is the same with all
four directions.

168. I saw these Correction shapes shining on it and the words in
our mouths, MEANING THE EXPLANATIONS OF THE CORRECTIONS
WHICH WE HAVE EXPOUNDED UPON, were waiting to be adorned
and ascend each one to its proper place. While those
CORRECTIONS were established in our mouths - MEANING WHILE
WE WERE EXPLAINING THEM, SINCE THAT WAY WE GAVE THEM
MEANING SO THEY WERE ESTABLISHED ABOVE, each one
ascended. Each was adorned and established by the same
meaningful Correction that each one of us has established here, by
the mouth of each one of us. During the time that each one of us
opened his mouth to explain the particular Correction, that
Correction was awaiting the words that would come from your
mouth. Following that, it would continue upward to be adorned in its
place.
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169. All the pillars, MEANING THE ANGELS THAT SUPPORT THE
THRONE OF MALCHUT from both sides, were joyous, since they
heard and understood what they had not previously known and were
listening attentively to your voice. How many Chariots were present
here for your sake, MEANING THE ANGELS, ON WHOM THE
MALCHUT RIDES. Praised are you for the World to Come, since all
the words that were uttered from your mouths are holy words,
honest words that do not deviate right or left BUT ARE COMING
FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT CONTAINS THEM ALL.
170. The Holy One, blessed be He, is happy to hear and pays
attention to these words until He finishes judging, MEANING UNTIL
THE END OF CORRECTION, because you will say for a second time
all these holy sayings in the World to Come. About you, it is written:
"And the roof of your mouth like the best wine...causing the
sleepers' lips to murmur" (Shir Hashirim 7:10). What is the meaning
of: "causing the sleepers' lips to murmur"? It means that your lips
will be speaking of Torah in His presence even in the World to Come.

24. The formation of Zeir Anpin
Here we read about the Corrections of Zeir Anpin as derived from those of Atik Yomin. Rabbi Shimon talks about His Corrections unfurling like the
countenance of man, since man encompasses Zeir Anpin and Malchut. We are told how the most Ancient of ancients designed the kings that did not
endure, and how He rejected them and stored them in hiding for a later period - this refers to the kings that reigned in the land of Edom, the place
where all judgments exist. When the white head was formed it prepared all the corrections above and below. All the worlds had been destroyed
because man had not been established and the seven kings were unable to rise and take their place; thus they ceased to exist. Rabbi Shimon says
that anyone who descends from a higher level in which he first existed is considered to have died. When the seven kings had the likeness of a man
installed in them they were called by other names and endured.
171. Get ready and direct your minds to establish the Corrections of
Zeir Anpin, how He will be corrected and don the Corrections of Atik
Yomin, Holy of Holies, concealed of all concealed, hidden from all. It
is now your duty to carry out and establish a splendidly beautiful
and truthful judgment, and to establish all the Corrections
thoroughly.

172. The Corrections of Zeir Anpin were established through the
Corrections of Arich Anpin, and His Corrections unfurled from this
side and this side, MEANING FROM RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER, like
the countenance of man. MAN IS INDICATIVE OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT INCLUDES ALL THREE COLUMNS in order that the
spirit of the concealed of all concealed, THAT IS ARICH ANPIN, will
reign in him. So he will sit on the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, since
it is written: "And upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness
as the appearance of a man above upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26). "The
appearance of a man," MEANING LIKE THE FACE OF A MAN, that
comprises all aspects, SINCE THE THREE FACES, LION, OX, EAGLE,
ARE CONTAINED IN MAN'S COUNTENANCE. THAT IS FROM THE
ASPECT OF MALCHUT WITHIN HIM, SINCE MAN ENCOMPASSES
Zeir Anpin AND MALCHUT. IT IS ALSO "the appearance of a man,"
as it includes all the names, BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED YUD
HEI VAV HEI THAT INCLUDES ALL THE NAMES. "The appearance of
a man" in which are sealed all the worlds above and below, SINCE IT
IS THE SECRET MEANING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT SEALS
ALL THE REALMS IN THE ASPECT OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT
OF MALCHUT BY DIMINISHING THE LEFT COLUMN. SO IT SHOULD
NOT ILLUMINATE EXCEPT FROM BELOW UPWARDS. ALSO, "the
appearance of a man" that he includes the secrets that were
expressed and established prior to the world's creation, MEANING IN
THE SEVEN KINGS IN THE FORMLESS WORLD, even though THEY
WERE DESTROYED AND did not endure.
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173. We have learned in the hidden book that the most Ancient of
ancients, WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63 OF THE
PRIMORDIAL MAN, raised kings IN THE WORLD OF DOTS,
MEANING THAT HE ERECTED THEM IN AN ASPECT OF THE
SECOND RESTRICTION, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE VEIL. He
designed kings, MEANING THE ASPECT OF THEIR SMALLNESS,
and measured the size of kings, THAT IS THE STATURE OF THEIR
GREATNESS, but they did not endure. He rejected them and stored
them in hiding for a later period. This is the meaning of what is
written: "And these are kings that reigned in the land of
Edom" (Beresheet 36:31). "In the land of Edom" MEANS the place
where all judgments exist; THAT IS, IN THE WORLD OF THE DOTS.
None of them endured, SINCE IT SAYS BY EACH ONE: "AND...
REIGNED...AND...DIED" (IBID.).
174. Until the white head, THAT IS THE SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN, the
most Ancient among the ancient was formed. When it was formed, it
prepared all the corrections above and below. From here we learn
that unless a ruler of a nation was corrected first, his nation could
not be corrected. When he gets corrected, everyone gets corrected.
If he doesn't correct himself first, the people in his nation are unable
to be corrected.

175. Where DO WE HAVE THIS? From Atik Yomin. As long as He did
not get repaired, then all those that need to be restored are not
restored, and all the worlds were destroyed. THAT IS THE SEVEN
KINGS OF THE DOTS. This is what is written: "And Bela the son of
Be'or reigned in Edom" (Beresheet 36:32). "Reigned in Edom" is a
precious secret. It is a place to which all judgments connect and
from which all judgments impend.

176. "Bela the son of Be'or": We have learned that he is the source
of the heaviest judicial decree through whom are enjoined and linked
thousands of thousands of those who wail and lament "and the
name of his city was Dinhabah" (Ibid.). What is the meaning of
Dinhavah? It means literally: Give justice, as he says, "The leech has
two daughters, crying, 'Give (Heb. hav), give'" (Mishlei 30:15).

177. As soon as he rose to take his seat ON HIS LEVEL, he could not
keep the position and was unable to withstand it, SINCE IT WAS
DRAWN FROM ABOVE TO BELOW AND PASSED TO BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH OF SEPARATION. What is the reason that
all the worlds were destroyed? It is because the man was not
established, MEANING THE FIXING OF THE COLUMNS IN THE
SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, AND MALE AND FEMALE. The establishing
of man in his form includes everything, and everything can settle in
it AND ENDURE.
178. Since this correction of man did not exist IN THEM, THE SEVEN
KINGS were unable to rise and take their place, so they ceased to
exist. HE ASKS: Could you imagine that they completely ceased to
exist? Weren't all of them LATER included IN THE WORLD OF
CORRECTION in man, in Zeir Anpin? HE REPLIES: It simply means
that they ceased and were severed from that correction THAT THEY
HAD IN DOTS, until the arrival of man's correction IN THE WORLD
OF CORRECTION. When the countenance of that man arrived, they
were all engraved IN HIS FORM and returned to a different existence.
Some of them became fragrant and some never became fragrant at
all.
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179. You might say that it is written: "And...died...and...died," WHICH
INDICATES that they completely ceased to exist. HE REPLIES: It is
not so. Anyone that descends from a higher level in which he existed
at first is considered as if he died, as it is written: "The king of Egypt
died" (Shemot 2:23), MEANING that he was lowered from the
previous level in which he was standing, MEANING HE BECAME
LEPROUS. HERE TOO, AS SOON AS THEY DESCENDED FROM THE
WORLD OF ATZILUT TO THE LEVEL OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH, IT WAS CONSIDERED AS IF THEY HAD DIED. As soon as
THE LIKENESS OF a man, OF THE THREE COLUMNS, was installed
IN THEM they were called by other names. They became fragrant
through him in endurance and they endured in their position.
180. All were called different names than they had at first, except the
one of whom it is written: "And his wife's name was Mehitavel,
daughter of Matred, daughter of Mi-zahav" (Beresheet 36:39). THAT
IS THE SECRET OF THE NAME OF NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45 THAT
RENEWS THE MALE AND FEMALE REFERRED TO BY HADAR AND
MEHITAVEL. Why WAS HE NOT CALLED BY A DIFFERENT NAME?
Because these, HADAR AND MEHITAVEL, were not voided like the
rest OF THE SEVEN KINGS, because they were male and female.
This is similar to the palm tree that does not bear fruit unless you
have planted a male and female stock. Therefore, now that we found
them to be male and female, the term death was not mentioned in
relation to them as with the rest. They lived, but they were not
COMPLETELY secure until they acquired the likeness of a man.
When they were finally established with a human countenance, they
returned to exist in an alternate state and were established.

25. The skull of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon explains the process whereby Arich Anpin sent the spark and the fine pure air that spread to create the skull of Zeir Anpin.
Thousands of worlds reside in this skull, and dew drips into it from the white head; from that dew which he shakes off his head the dead will be
restored to life. Those who awake to everlasting life will merit the white dew, and those who awake to shame and everlasting contempt will merit the
dew that has a red hue in it. We read about the illumination of this skull to both sides and how it spreads to His face. When Zeir Anpin observes the
face of Arich Anpin and has compassion on the world His face becomes long like that of Arich Anpin. The illumination that spreads from Zeir Anpin
to those below requires that those below give dues to Atik Yomin when they are counted in the census.
181. We have learned that when it was the wish of the white head,
THE SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN, to give glory to His honor, He
restored and prepared and produced from the hard candle a spark
which went up and spread into 370 directions. That spark is constant
and pure air begins to be discharged and roll forth. It blew at it, so it
was restored. A strong skull was released and spread to four
directions.

182. Within fine pure air, THIS IS IN THE SKULL, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, the spark was sucked, WHICH IS
THE LEFT COLUMN, and became part of it, IN THE RIGHT COLUMN.
HE ASKS: Could you imagine that it became part of it? DON'T BOTH
HAVE A NEED TO REMAIN? HE REPLIES: It only means THAT THE
LEFT COLUMN was hidden in it, MEANING THAT THE LEFT
COLUMN'S DOMINATION WAS HIDDEN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. IT HAS NO ACTIVE
INFLUENCE AND JUST THE RIGHT COLUMN HAS EXCLUSIVE
DOMINATION; THAT IS, THE PURE AIR, CHASSADIM. Therefore, this
skull OF ZEIR ANPIN was spread to its sides and this air WITHIN IT,
MEANING THE RIGHT COLUMN, is the hidden of the concealed from
Atik Yomin, with the spirit that it was stored, MEANING THE YUD
THAT IT HID IN THE AIR.
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183. In the skull OF ZEIR ANPIN fire unfurled from one direction and
air from the other. Pure air is prevalent above it from one side and
pure fire is prevalent upon it from the other side, FOR CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH ARE CALLED 'PURE AIR' AND 'PURE FIRE', AND RIGHT
OF DA'AT IS CALLED SIMPLY 'AIR'. LEFT OF DA'AT IS CALLED
SIMPLY 'FIRE'. HE ASKS: What is the fire here? AREN'T THESE
FOUR ASPECTS OF ABA AND IMA, THAT HAVE NO JUDGMENTS
THERE, AND ALL ARE MERELY CHASSADIM? HE REPLIES: It is not
really composed of fire, but this spark, WHICH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN, that is comprised in the refined air, AS MENTIONED
BEFORE, illuminates to the 270 worlds, and judgment emerges from
its side. Therefore, this skull is referred to as the hard skull.
184. In this skull, nine thousand ten thousands worlds reside which
ride on it and depend on it. Into this skull drips dew from the white
head, MEANING FROM THE SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN, that is always
filled from it. From this dew, which he shakes off from his head, the
dead will be restored to life.

185. That dew is included in two aspects from the direction of the
white head, THAT IS ARICH ANPIN. FIRSTLY, it is in essence white.
SECONDLY, it comprises all whites. However, when THIS DEW
resides on this head in Zeir Anpin, some redness is apparent, like
the crystal, which is in essence white but where the red hue appears
in the white color.

186. Therefore, it is written: "And many of those who sleep in the
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to
shame and everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12:2). "To everlasting life":
These are the ones that merit this white DEW, which comes from the
direction of Atik Yomin, Arich Anpin. "Some to shame and
everlasting contempt" are those that deserve that red hue IN THE
DEW of Zeir Anpin. All is included in that dew, as is written: "For
Your dew is as the dew on herbs (also: 'of lights')" (Yeshayah 26:19).
Lights MEANING two, since that dew drips every day to the field of
apple trees, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND CONTAINS WITHIN IT TWO
LIGHTS similar to white and red.

187. This skull, OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE SECRET OF ENCIRCLING
LIGHT, illuminates on both sides to this direction and to this
direction, WHICH IS REFINED AIR AND REFINED FIRE. From this
refined air, it spreads from HIS skull to His face 150 ten thousands
realms. Therefore, it is called Zeir Anpin, WHICH MEANS A SMALL
FACE. When the need arises, MEANING WHEN THE LOWER
GRADES ARE WORTHY, His face expands and becomes long during
that period, SIMILAR TO ARICH ANPIN (LIT. 'LONG FACE') THAT IS
370 TEN THOUSAND ILLUMINATIONS. This is because he sees the
face of the most ancient of the ancient and He has compassion on
the world. THAT IS THE SECRET OF HIS ENCIRCLING LIGHT.
188. From this skull IN ZEIR ANPIN, a path goes out, WHICH IS ONE
WHITE THAT RECEIVES FROM THE WHITE OF ARICH ANPIN, THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, to all those below.
They give dues, THAT IS THE DUE OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT to
Atik Yomin, when they are numbered under the wand.
Corresponding to this is the "beka for every man" (Shemot 38:26)
THAT IS GIVEN below when census is taken. This "beka" is the due
compensation OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, which is given to Atik
Yomin.
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26. The three brains of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon describes the three chambers of the skull of Zeir Anpin, and the 32 paths of wisdom and the fifty gates of Binah that emanate and
open from it. The central chamber is that wherein Da'at resides, and thus knowledge fills the other chambers. The three chambers permeate the
entire body.
189. Three spaces exist in the inner space of the skull in which the
brain resides, and a thin membrane covers them. It is not a heavy
and thick membrane as by Atik Yomin. Therefore, this brain
permeates and illuminates to 32 pathways OF CHOCHMAH, as
written: "And a river went out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10).

190. We have further learned that in the three spaces of the skull
resides the brain OF ZEIR ANPIN, and from a spatial cavern a spring
gushes forth to four directions. From that particular brain that
resides in this space, 32 pathways of the spirit of wisdom emanate.

191. From the second space, another spring bubbles up and
spreads, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN CALLED
BINAH, and fifty gates open up. From these fifty gates are united the
fifty days of the Torah, MEANING ON THE FIFTIETH DAY OF THE
COUNT OF THE OMER IN WHICH THE TORAH WAS GIVEN, the fifty
years of the Jubilee, 50,000 generations that the Holy One, blessed
be He, is destined to refresh His spirit in them and dwell in.

192. From the third space, thousand of thousand chambers and
foyers emanate within which Da'at rests and resides. This space is
situated between the other two spaces, MEANING IT IS THE
CENTRAL SPACE BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT CAVERN
SPACES. All these chambers get replenished from both directions,
FROM RIGHT AND LEFT, as is written: "And by knowledge (Da'at)
are the chambers filled" (Mishlei 24:4). These three SPACES, WHICH
ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, permeate the whole body to
this direction and to that direction. The entire body is linked to them
and the body is in all aspects part of them. And they permeate and
exist throughout the entire body.

27. The hair of the head of Zeir Anpin
We learn about the thousands of locks of black hair on the head of Zeir Anpin, that are entangled together and are strong, some soft and some hard.
They hang in curls because they flow from great springs of the three divisions of the brains. Right and left, light and darkness, mercy and judgment
all depend on these curls. Where the hairs part, 613 paths separate and divide into the ways of the Torah commandments.
193. We have learned that in the skull of the head OF ZEIR ANPIN,
thousands of thousands of ten thousands and ten thousands of ten
thousands locks of black hair are suspended and are entangled one
in the other. They blend into one another and there is no accounting
of these strands that are attached to each individual lock OF HAIR,
BECAUSE THEY ARE pure and defiled. From here are attached
reasons and explanations of the Torah relating to defilement and
purity, in all these aspects that are clean and all the aspects that are
unclean.
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194. The HAIR locks are situated ON THE SKULL OF ZEIR ANPIN, are
entangled ONE IN THE OTHER and ARE strong. Some are soft and
some are hard. In each individual lock are situated wavy strands OF
HAIR, glowing and suspended like a brave hero victorious in battles,
with a properly nice setting and in a beautiful courageous setting.
They are great and strong, as is written: "Excellent as the
cedars" (Shir Hashirim 5:15).

195. The hair locks are shaped and hang in wavy curls from one side
to the other side of the skull. This is what is written: "His locks are
wavy" (Ibid. 11). We have learned that they are situated hanging in
curls, because they flow forth from great springs of the three
divisions of the brains. From the spring of the first space in the skull,
THAT IS, CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, hairs are going forth
continuously and are formed in curls suspended from several
sources that flow forth from this space. From the second space,
WHICH IS BINAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, fifty sources spring forth, and the
hairs carry on continuously from these sources and form waves that
hang and blend in other locks. From the third space go forth
thousands of thousands of rooms and chambers, and the hairs flow
forth continuously from all. Therefore, these locks are curls upon
curls.

196. All the transmissions that issue forth from these three spaces in
the brain of the skull, and all these threads OF HAIR and all these
locks hang over and cover the sides of the ears. Therefore, it is
written: "O my Elohim, incline Your ear, and hear" (Daniel 9:18). In
these curls depend right and left, light and darkness, mercy and
judgment. All ASPECTS OF right and left depend on it IN Zeir Anpin,
but not in the Atik THAT IS ARICH ANPIN.

197. When the hairs part TO RIGHT AND LEFT, a narrow path is
apparent IN THE MIDDLE that grasps from this path of Atik Yomin,
WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN IN THE HAIR
THAT IS COMPRISED OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT AND DOES NOT
TURN, NEITHER TO THE RIGHT NOR TO THE LEFT. From this path
IN ZEIR ANPIN, 613 paths separate that divide into the ways of the
Torah commandments. THAT IS TO SAY THAT EACH INDIVIDUAL
COMMANDMENT OF THE 613 PRECEPTS IN THE TORAH IS
FLOWING FORTH FROM THAT CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS
AMONG THE HAIRS IN ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "All the paths of
Hashem are mercy and truth to such as keep His covenant and His
testimonies" (Tehilim 25:10).
198. We have learned that in every individual hair lock are grasped
thousands of thousands of those who wail and lament and hang on
to each lock of harsh HAIRS. From those soft hairs flow forth the
balancing ones - THAT IS, THEY FOLLOW THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
Therefore, there exists right and left IN THE HAIR.

28. The forehead of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon says that the forehead of the skull is the supervision of providence, and that it is not revealed except when it is necessary to
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scrutinize the deeds of the wicked; then the world at large is given to trial except when Atik Yomin wishes to have compassion on Yisrael because
their prayers ascend to Him. When God is aroused to delight in the righteous, the face of Atik Yomin shines in the face of Zeir Anpin; the forehead of
Arich Anpin is revealed and shines upon the forehead of Zeir Anpin - this is referred to as a period of grace, when judgment is silenced and not
executed. In the countenance of man there are correspondences to the brow of Zeir Anpin, wherein the six Sfirot are revealed. When the forehead of
Zeir Anpin is revealed, all is in judgment because the brow of Adam is also revealed.
199. The forehead of the skull is the supervision of providence. It is
not revealed except for the period during which the wicked must be
accounted AND IT IS NECESSARY to scrutinize their deeds. We have
learned that when the forehead OF ZEIR ANPIN is revealed, all the
plaintiffs are aroused and the world at large is given to trial, except
for that particular period when the prayers of Yisrael ascend before
Atik Yomin and He wishes to have compassion on His children. He
reveals HIS forehead THAT IS REFERRED TO AS the Will of all Will
and illuminates with the FOREHEAD of Zeir Anpin, and the judgment
is soothed.

200. In that forehead emerges one hair that spreads on it from the
brain that produced fifty gates, WHICH IS THE BRAIN WITHIN THE
SECOND SPACE IN THE SKULL IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS BINAH.
When THAT HAIR expands OVER THE FOREHEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN, it
becomes the supervising forehead to the wicked of the world, SINCE
THE SOURCE OF TRIALS THAT IS IN THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF
CHOCHMAH EXISTS IN THE LEFT SPACE OF ZEIR ANPIN. THAT
HAIR EXPANDS FROM THERE AND PULLS THE JUDGMENTS TO
THE FOREHEAD TO PUNISH THE WICKED WHO WANT TO FEED
FROM HIS FIRST THREE SFIROT. Of those who are not ashamed of
their deeds, it is written: "And you did have a harlot's forehead, you
did refuse to be ashamed" (Yirmeyah 3:3).
201. We have learned that hairs have no standing in that specific
place in the brow, because THE FOREHEAD gets revealed to those
who sin with impudence. During the period that the Holy One,
blessed be He, is aroused to delight in the righteous, the face of Atik
Yomin shines in the face of Zeir Anpin. The forehead OF ARICH
ANPIN is revealed and shines upon the forehead OF ZEIR ANPIN and
it is referred to as a period of grace. During each individual period
that judgment hangs and the forehead of Zeir Anpin is revealed, the
forehead of the most ancient of all ancient ones is revealed, and
judgment is silenced and not executed.

202. We have learned that this brow expands in 200,000 red ones
that are attached to it and are comprised within. When the forehead
of Zeir Anpin is revealed, there is permission for all to destroy; THAT
IS, TO DO DESTRUCTION. When the forehead of the will of all wills is
revealed and shines on to this forehead, all become silenced.

203. We have learned that 24 courts of judgment exist in this brow
and all are referred to as Netzach. With the adjoining letters,
MEANING THE TRANSPOSITION OF THE ADJACENT LETTERS, it
becomes Metzach (lit. 'forehead'), SINCE THE NUN OF NETZACH
EXCHANGES WITH THE MEM there is a Netzach which is Netzachim,
or as we have learned Netzach Netzachim. They exist in the forehead
and expand from there into the body in certain places.
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204. We have learned that it is written: "And also the Eternal One
(Netzach) of Yisrael will not lie nor change His mind: for He is not a
man, that He should change His mind" (I Shmuel 15:29). We have
explained this secret meaning: All the Netzach that spreads in the
body, THAT IS, IN THE SIX ENDS, sometimes makes judgment
impend on the world to be judged by trial, and then changes His
mind and does not execute judgment if they repent. What is the
reason? Because He exists in a place referred to as Adam and is
able to change His mind. However, if it is in a place referred to as
head, MEANING THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, then that Netzach is
revealed. It is not the time and place to be repentant. What is the
reason? It is because He is not in the place called Adam, WHICH IS
THE SIX ENDS, SINCE the countenance OF THE FACE and nose,
WHICH ARE SIX ENDS CALLED ADAM, were not revealed, just the
brow itself is revealed, THAT IS THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, SINCE
THE FOREHEAD AND THE FACE ARE THE FIRST THREE SFIROT
AND THE SIX ENDS. In the place that no countenance OF THE FACE
exists, WHICH IS SIX ENDS THAT ARE IN THE FOREHEAD, it is not
considered Adam. Therefore, "for He is not a man (Adam), that He
should change His mind," as is the Netzach in other bodily
Corrections, MEANING THE NETZACH IN THE SIX ENDS THAT
MAKE UP THE HUMAN.

29. The eyes of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon describes the eyes of Zeir Anpin, and the black eyebrows to which are attached 700,000 observing supervisors. He describes the
eyelids, and how when His eyes are opened they see the watchful open eye of Arich Anpin. He describes the red, black and green hues in the eyes,
and how seven types of supervision emanate from those hues. We hear the meaning of the different colors and how He watches Yisrael and the
heathen nations. During the opening of Zeir Anpin's eyes there is an opening for goodness and an opening for evil, but the eye of Atik Yomin is
totally tranquil and serene since there exists no judgment in it; it is an eye of compassion. Rabbi Shimon says that when the Holy of Holies wants to
have mercy on Yisrael He sheds two tears to perfume the great ocean of the uppermost Chochmah, so that the children of Yisrael can bathe in the
spring that emanates from great wisdom.
205. The eyes of the head IN ZEIR ANPIN are different than other
eyes, MEANING THAN THE EYES OF ARICH ANPIN. The color in the
eyebrows above the eyelids are colored in black HUE and waves
upon waves of hair hang. They are in a set above the eyes at the top
of the forehead and 700,000 observing supervisors are attached from
THE TWO EYEBROWS.

206. In the cover over the eyes, THAT IS THE EYELIDS, glow
4,001,000 of those who unite in the eyelids, which are a cover. The
watchful supervision of Atik Yomin is upon them. When the cover
ABOVE OVER THE EYES is removed, it seems as if He is waking up
from His sleep. His eyes are opened; they see a watchful open eye
OF ARICH ANPIN, and they bathe in one whiteness of THAT good
eye. This is what is written: "Washed with milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:12).
What is the meaning of: "with milk"? It is in the whiteness of the
above, the original, IN THE WHITENESS OF THE EYE IN ARICH
ANPIN. During that period the providence of compassion prevails.
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207. About this David prayed, "Awake, why sleep You, Hashem?
arise" (Tehilim 44:24), MEANING that He should open His eyes and
bathe them in that whiteness THAT IS DRAWN FROM THE EYE IN
ARICH ANPIN. During the entire period that His eyes do not open up,
all the plaintiffs pressure Yisrael and the rest of the nations
dominate over them. During the period that He will open His eyes,
they will get bathed in the WHITENESS OF THE beneficial eye and
compassion is over Yisrael, as the eye travels around and does its
revenge among the rest of the nations. This is what is written:
"Rouse Yourself, and awake" (Tehilim 35:23). "Rouse Yourself,"
MEANING to bathe in that whiteness, and "awake," MEANING to do
vengeance to those who pressure YISRAEL.

208. When the eyes OF ZEIR ANPIN open up, they look pretty like
doves, in hues of red, black and green. White does not show, except
during a period when He looks with a beneficial eye OF ARICH
ANPIN and all these hues bathe in the whiteness OF THE EYE IN
ARICH ANPIN.

209. From those hues that are apparent IN THE EYE emanate seven
eyes of supervision. They emerge from the black in the eye. This is
what is written: "Upon one stone are seven facets (lit.
'eyes')" (Zacharia 3:9). What is the meaning of "one stone"? It is the
blackness in the eye.

210. From the red IN THE EYE emerge seven runners that support
the left side and glow in the fire of the north side. They are attached
TO THE RED HUE in order to expand in the world to reveal the ways
of the wicked. This is what is written: "Those seven...the eyes of
Hashem, they rove to and fro through the whole earth" (Ibid. 4:10).

211. From the green OF THE EYE emerge seven lights that circle to
the south side. They attach themselves IN THE GREEN HUE to
spread in the world and discover the ways and deeds of the people
either good or bad, as written: "For His eyes are upon the ways of
man" (Iyov 34:21).

212. When they bathe in the whiteness, all exist to be watchful over
all the truthful people to benefit the world for their sake. All the
supervision of that whiteness is to benefit Yisrael. He supervises
with the redness IN THE EYE TO REVENGE those who besiege
YISRAEL. This is what is written: "And I have surely seen (lit.
'saw')" (Shemot 3:7): "Saw" in order to benefit Yisrael; "have...seen"
in order to revenge for their sake those who besiege YISRAEL.
Therefore, it is written: "Awake, why sleep You, Hashem? Arise, cast
us not off for ever." "Awake" and "arise" are two supervisions, two
openings OF THE EYES, two KINDS OF benefits, compassion and
vengeance.

213. The first hue OF THE EYE is red within red that comprises and
covers all reds, SINCE ALL REDS do not appear RED in His
presence. One black thread circles around this red and surrounds it.
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214. The second hue IN THE EYE is black, similar to the one stone
that emerges from the depths in the great ocean once in a thousand
years. When this stone emerges FROM THE DEPTHS, it is
accompanied by thunderous noise and anger over the ocean. The
noise of the ocean and its waves go forth and are heard by the great
fish called Leviatan, and he emerges from the depths. This stone
rolls in the angry sea and is expelled outwards. It is so black, that all
black are obscured by comparison, MEANING THAT THEY ARE NOT
RECOGNIZED AS BLACK IN COMPARISON TO IT. So is the black in
the eye, for it is a black that includes and conceals all the blacks,
MEANING THAT THEY ARE NOT RECOGNIZABLY BLACK IN
COMPARISON TO IT. A red thread circles around that black and
surrounds it.

215. The third hue IN THE EYE is the greenest of greens that
comprises and conceals all the greens. Around that green, two
threads encircle a red thread to one side and a black thread to the
other side, and they surround that green.

216. When the white IN THE EYE is revealed and the eye is rolled
AND COMES UNDER THE DOMINATION OF THE WHITE, all these
OTHER hues do not exist AT THAT MOMENT. They descend
downward and nothing is visible IN THE EYES besides that white
hue that shines from THE EYES OF Atik Yomin TO THE EYES OF
ZEIR ANPIN. And all THE GRADES below get illuminated from it.

217. There is not another hue visible except for that white alone.
Therefore, those of the red and the black, which are twins, have
disappeared. THAT IS TO SAY, THEY LOOK SIMILAR TO EACH
OTHER AND THERE IS NOT THE DISTINCTION THAT THE BLACK IS
A DIFFERENT ASPECT FROM THE RED, SINCE THE BLACK COLOR
DOES NOT INDICATE ABOUT ITSELF, EXCEPT THAT IT HAS A
DOUBLE BLEMISH, BUT NOT ABOUT IT BEING AN ASPECT OF
MALCHUT RATHER THAN BINAH. This is what is written: "Your
teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes, which came up from the
washing; all of which bear twins" (Shir Hashirim 4:2). What is the
meaning of: "from the washing"? This is from the bath of the
uppermost holy eye, OF ARICH ANPIN, THAT THROUGH THIS THE
WHITE ALONE WILL BE DOMINANT. "All of which bear twins": They
blend with each other and adhere to each other UNTIL THEY LOOK
LIKE TWINS WITH NO APPARENT DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN
THEM. It is written: "Your teeth are like a flock of shorn ewes (Heb.
ketzuvot)." THAT SEEMS TO INDICATE THAT THERE IS A MEASURE
(HEB. KITZBAH) AND INDIVIDUAL DISTINCTION TO EACH ONE OF
THEM. Yet you say, "All of which bear twins," WHICH INDICATES
THAT THERE IS NO DISTINCTION. THE EXPLANATION IS THAT THE
VERSE COMES to tell us that the whiteness IN THE TEETH is like the
whiteness in the eyes during the period when they get bathed in the
whiteness of the supernal eye, WHICH IS THEN REFERRED TO AS
"A FLOCK OF SHORN EWES." IT DOES NOT MEAN THAT THERE IS
A MEASURE AND DISTINCTION BETWEEN EACH HUE.
218. The righteous are destined to know and perceive THIS LIGHT,
THE WHITE IN THE EYE in the spirit of wisdom, as it says, "For they
shall see eye to eye" (Yeshayah 52:8), NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION
OF THE WHITE OF THE EYE OF ARICH ANPIN IN THE EYE OF ZEIR
ANPIN. When will this happen? When "Hashem returning to
Zion" (Ibid.). It is written: "That You Hashem are seen eye to
eye" (Bemidbar 14:14). This is when the opening of the eyes is for
the good.
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219. There is an opening of eyes for the good and an opening of
eyes for the bad, MEANING TO SAY THAT DURING THE OPENING
OF THE EYES IN ZEIR ANPIN, THERE IS AN OPENING ON ONE SIDE
FOR GOODNESS AND AN OPENING ON ONE SIDE FOR EVIL. It is
written: "Open Your eyes, and see our desolations..." (Daniel 9:18),
so we find EXISTING here AN OPENING OF EYES. This is for the
good and for the bad. It is written: "Your eyes shall see Jerusalem, a
quiet habitation, a tent that shall never be taken down; its pegs shall
not be removed" (Yeshayah 33:20). We find here AN OPENING OF
EYES for good and for bad, because they do not happen one without
the other.
220. We have learned this in the hidden book. What is the meaning
of: "Your eyes shall see Jerusalem, a quiet habitation"? Is then
Jerusalem a quiet habitation? Isn't it written that "righteousness
lodged in it" (Yeshayah 1:21), THAT IS THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE
REFERRED TO AS RIGHTEOUSNESS, and a place where
righteousness is residing is neither tranquil nor quiet. HE REPLIES:
Just as "your eyes shall see Jerusalem, a quiet habitation," HERE "a
quiet habitation" refers to Atik Yomin. The eye OF ATIK YOMIN THAT
IS TOTALLY WHITE is tranquil and serene, SINCE THERE EXISTS NO
JUDGMENT AT ALL FROM THERE, because it is an eye of
compassion, an eye that does not move from this Providence OF
COMPASSION to another Providence OF JUDGMENT. Therefore, it is
written: "Your eyes (Heb. einecha) shall see," missing a Yud (plural)
and is not written: 'eineicha', SINCE THE TWO EYES OF ARICH
ANPIN ARE CONSIDERED ONE AND THE MEANING IN THE VERSE
IS THAT THE EYE OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS A QUIET
HABITATION, SHALL POUR FORTH BOUNTY AND BEHOLD
JERUSALEM, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Its saying "Jerusalem" rather
than 'Zion', IN NOT SAYING, 'YOUR EYES SHALL SEE ZION' is as it
should be, in order to suppress the judgment that exists in her and
have mercy on her.
221. We have further learned that it is written: "For the eyes of
Hashem your Elohim, are always upon it, from the beginning of the
year to the end of the year" (Devarim 11:12). THAT IS THE EYES OF
Zeir Anpin THAT HAVE IN THEM A PROVIDENCE FOR GOOD AND A
PROVIDENCE FOR BAD, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO
EYES, ONE FOR COMPASSION AND ONE FOR JUDGMENT. In the
World to Come, you will find in her, MALCHUT, one eye of
compassion AND NOT THE PROVIDENCE OF JUDGMENT, which is
the eye of the most Ancient among ancient, MEANING ARICH ANPIN.
This is what is written: "But with great mercy will I gather
you" (Yeshayah 54:7). HE ASKS: Since He said mercy, why does it
say great? HE ANSWERS: There is compassion and there is
compassion. THERE EXISTS compassion of the most Ancient
among ancient and it is referred to as great compassion, AND
THERE EXISTS compassion in Zeir Anpin; they are referred to
simply as compassion. Therefore, THE VERSE SAYS, "But with great
mercy will I gather you," MEANING THE COMPASSION of Atik Yomin.
222. We have learned that within the eyes OF ZEIR ANPIN, the two
hues in them, the red and black, reside two tears. When the Holy of
Holies wishes to have mercy upon Yisrael, He drops two tears to
perfume the great ocean. What is this great ocean? It is the ocean of
the uppermost Chochmah, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH THAT
RETURNS BACK TO CHOCHMAH AND THE TWO TEARS THAT HE
DROPS THERE, meaning to say in order that they should bathe in
the whiteness, in the spring that emanates from great wisdom and
has compassion on Yisrael.

30. The nose of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon explains the smoke that went out of the nostrils of Zeir Anpin, saying that the smoke included fire and coals of fire. The black and red
smoke corresponds to anger and hot displeasure and the destroyer. We learn about the many powers existent in Zeir Anpin and how they spread in
His body; they all begin to emerge from the nose until all the Gvurot are heated and wander around until they descend to the bright blade of the
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revolving sword. As a result of the sins of the wicked, compassion is overturned to justice, in that Atik Yomin does not appear on Zeir Anpin so Zeir
Anpin activates justice. Rabbi Shimon says that the separating note between Abraham, Abraham and Jacob, Jacob indicate that the first name is
incomplete and the second is complete. In Hashem, Hashem the first Yud Hei Vav Hei is whole, but the second Yud Hei Vav Hei is complete in its
entirety, being Zeir Anpin during the period it receives from the thirteen Corrections of the beard in Arich Anpin. Moses brought down the thirteen
measures of compassion from the Holy Atika below. Rabbi Shimon describes the two openings of the nose, the first of which emanates smoke and
the second of which emanates a consuming fire. The nose must smell the sweet savor of the smoke and fire that ascend from the offering in order
that it will sweeten the judgments.
223. The nose OF ZEIR ANPIN: We have learned in the hidden book
about the nose of Zeir Anpin. Through the nose, the facial
countenance is apparent. In this nose, the subject matter of this
verse is explained: "There went up a smoke out of His nostrils, AND
FIRE OUT OF HIS MOUTH DEVOURED: COALS WERE KINDLED BY
IT" (II Shmuel 22:9). "There went up a smoke out of His nostrils": In
this smoke were included fire and coals of fire, since there is no
smoke without fire and there is no fire without smoke. All rise and
emerge from the nose.

224. We have learned that when these three joined, the ones
included in the smoke that emerges from the nose, the nose gets
wrinkled AND BECOMES SHORTER. THIS IMPLIES THAT
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF LENGTH, DOES NOT
SHINE WITHIN AND THEREFORE IT IS SHORT. It exhales, and smoke
that is black and red emerges, as does anything that is in between
these hues. They are called anger, hot displeasure and destroyer. If
you say that anger and wrath are mentioned: "For I was afraid of the
anger and hot displeasure" (Devarim 9:19), which are the black and
red smoke, where do we find that destroyer? HE REPLIES: It is
written, "Before Hashem destroyed S'dom and Amorah" (Beresheet
13:10), for the destroyer destroyed S'DOM AND AMORAH in a
bonfire of consuming fire.

225. We have learned that five Gvurot (lit. 'powers') exist in Zeir
Anpin. They amount to 1,400 Gvurot and they spread in the nose, in
the mouth, in the arms, in the hands and in the fingers. Therefore, it
is written: "Who can utter the mighty acts of Hashem" (Tehilim
106:2). It is spelled Gvurot WITHOUT VAV, WHICH INDICATES THE
PLURAL, and it is written there: "Yours, Hashem, is the greatness,
and the power (Gvurah)" (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11). THAT IS ALSO
WRITTEN IN SINGULAR FORM, AND YOU SAY THAT THERE ARE
1,400 GVUROT. HE REPLIES: This is how we have learned it: when
all the Gvurot join together, they are referred to as one Gvurah.
THEREFORE, IT SAYS GVURAH IN SINGULAR FORM.

226. All the Gvurot begin to emerge from the nose, where there are
suspended 4,001,000 to each one OF THE FIVE GVUROT IN THE
NOSE. In the smoke that emerges from the nose are suspended
1,400 of this side of Gvurah. All the Gvurot are dependent on this
nose, as is written: "One generation shall praise Your works to
another, and shall declare Your mighty acts" (Tehilim 145:4). When
Gvurah resides IN THIS NOSE, all the Gvurot are heated and wander
around until they descend to the bright blade of the revolving sword.
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227. It is written: "For we will destroy this place" (Beresheet 19:13),
MEANING THE ANGELS OF THE MEASURE OF JUDGMENT, and it is
written: "Before Hashem destroyed S'dom and Amorah" SINCE IT IS
SAYING YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF MERCY. It
is further written: "And Hashem rained upon S'dom and upon
Amorah" (Ibid. 19:24), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
HIS COURT OF JUDGMENT THAT ARE REFERRED TO AS "AND
HASHEM" (VAV YUD HEI VAV HEI). WHY DOES IT SAY ONCE A
SENSE OF A MEASURE OF JUDGMENT AND ONCE A MEASURE OF
MERCY? HE REPLIES: It is only because we have learned that it is
not sufficient to the wicked, but also they reverse the measure of
judgment to a measure of compassion, SINCE THE MEASURE OF
MERCY ACTIVATES WITHIN THEM THE JUDGMENTS.
228. HE ASKS: How do they reverse THE MEASURE OF JUDGMENT
TO A MEASURE OF MERCY, since it is written: "For I am Hashem, I
do not change" (Malachi 3:6)? HE REPLIES: It is only because there
exists great mercy in everything as long as the Atik of Atikin, the
white head THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE CROWN OF ARICH ANPIN,
the will of wills, THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE BROW OF ARICH
ANPIN, are revealed. During the times they do not get revealed, all
the judgments of Zeir Anpin are ready and ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
compassion, the Ancient of all, executes judgment.

229. We have learned that when the Atik of Atikin gets revealed, the
will of all wills, all the candles referred to by the name OF THE ATIK
illuminate, and compassion exists all over. During the time that the
hidden of hiddens does not reveal Himself and the candles, HIS
SFIROT, are not illuminating, judgments get awakened and justice is
done. Who caused this justice? The will of all wills that did not reveal
Himself; therefore, the wicked overturn the compassion to justice.
AS A RESULT OF THEIR SINS, ATIK YOMIN DOES NOT MANIFEST
AS ZEIR ANPIN AND CONSEQUENTLY ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
YUD HEI VAV HEI ACTIVATES JUSTICE. It is written: "AND HASHEM
RAINED UPON S'DOM... from Hashem out of heaven," which refers
to Zeir Anpin. That is the meaning, since it says, "Out of heaven
(Heb. shamayim)," WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO BY
SHAMAYIM. SHAMAYIM CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF fire (Heb. esh)
and water (Heb. mayim) THAT INDICATE compassion and justice, to
exclude whoever does not contain any kind of justice, THAT DOES
NOT REVERT TO JUDGMENT.
230. We have learned that the nose IN ZEIR ANPIN is short. When the
smoke starts to emerge, it leaves in a hurry and justice is done. Who
delays the nose so justice will not emerge? It is the nose of the holy
Atik, who is referred to as longsuffering (lit. 'long-nosed') to
everyone, BOTH TO THE RIGHTEOUS AND WICKED ONES.

231. That is the secret that we have learned. "Hashem,
Hashem" (Shemot 34:6): There is a separating musical note between
them. THAT IS, THERE IS A DIVIDING LINE SEPARATING BETWEEN
THE FIRST HASHEM AND THE SECOND HASHEM. The same applies
all over where you have a name mentioned twice. A note separates
between them, as we find in: "Abraham, Abraham" (Beresheet
22:11); "Jacob, Jacob" (Ibid. 46:2) and "Samuel, Samuel" (I Shmuel
3:10). In all, there is a separating note BETWEEN THE FIRST AND
SECOND NAME except by "Moses Moses" (Shemot 3:4). There is no
separating note between THE FIRST MOSES AND SECOND MOSES.
What is the reason? It is since "Abraham, Abraham" THAT IS
MENTIONED TWICE INDICATES that the second ABRAHAM is
complete AND AVRAM, the first, is not complete, since it is only now
that he is completed with the ten trials. Therefore, the note separates
between them TO INDICATE that now he is not like he was before.
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232. The same applies for "Jacob, Jacob." It indicates THAT the
second JACOB is whole and the first is not complete. It is only now
that he has been told the news that Joseph IS ALIVE and the
Shechinah is upon him, WHICH WAS NOT THE CASE WHEN HE WAS
MOURNING FOR JOSEPH AND THE SHECHINAH WAS GONE FROM
HIM. Moreover, the holy tree was now perfected in the land, WHICH
IS JACOB, in the likeness of above, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN THAT
CONTAINS twelve boundaries, THAT IS THE TWELVE
PERMUTATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and the seventy branches,
SINCE TWELVE PERMUTATIONS SHINE IN ALL ITS SIX ENDS,
AMOUNTING TO 72, THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTY
MEMBERS OF THE SANHEDRIN AND TWO WITNESSES. THE
SEVENTY MEMBERS OF THE SANHEDRIN ARE REFERRED TO AS
SEVENTY BRANCHES. THE HOLY TREE IN THE LAND, THE SECRET
OF JACOB, ALREADY BEGAT TWELVE TRIBES THAT EXPANDED
TO SEVENTY SOULS which did not exist prior to that. Therefore, the
second JACOB is complete and the first JACOB is not complete and
the note separates them. The same applies for "Samuel, Samuel"
that the note separates them. What is the reason? It is because the
second SAMUEL is complete. The first SAMUEL is not complete.
Now he is a prophet, but prior to that he was not a prophet. However
by "Moses Moses," there is no separating note, since he was
complete the day he was born, as it is written: "And when she saw
that he was a goodly child" (Shemot 2:2). MEANING THAT
IMMEDIATELY WHEN HE WAS BORN, THE SHECHINAH DWELT
UPON HIM, ABOUT WHICH IS SAID, "THAT IT WAS
GOOD" (BERESHEET 1:10).
233. Here too, "Hashem, Hashem." There is a note separating
between them, since the first YUD HEI VAV HEI is whole but the
second YUD HEI VAV HEI is complete in its entirety. THE SECOND
YUD HEI VAV HEI IS ZEIR ANPIN DURING THE PERIOD IT RECEIVES
FROM THE THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS OF THE BEARD IN ARICH
ANPIN, AND ALSO CONTAINS THE THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS OF
THE BEARD LIKE HIM. Moses, in place of justice, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, wanted to bring down THE THIRTEEN MEASURES from the
holy Atik, which is compassion, to Zeir Anpin. Since this is what we
have learned, how wonderful is the power of Moses that he brought
down the THIRTEEN measures of compassion FROM ATIKA
KADISHA below. When the holy Atika was revealed in Zeir Anpin, all
appear in compassion. The nose (Heb. chotem) gets calmed, and fire
and smoke do not emerge, as it is written: "And for My praise I will
refrain (Heb. echetom: lit. 'nose') for you" (Yeshayah 48:9), WHICH
INDICATES THE TIME WHEN THE NOSE OF ZEIR ANPIN IS IN
COMPASSION.
234. We have learned of the two openings of the nose. In one
opening, the smoke emerges glowing hot and settles in the crevice
of the great depths. From one opening emerges a consuming fire
burning with flames and sparking in 1,400 worlds on the left side,
THAT IS IN A COLUMN AND A HALF OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT
OF THE LEFT, WHICH ARE 1,400. Whoever manages to get near this
is referred to as the fire of Hashem, who is a consuming fire burning
all other fires. This fire is not firmly established except through the
fire of the altar. The smoke that emerges from the other opening OF
THE NOSE is not firmly established except with the smoke of the
offering.
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235a. All THE SWEETENING OF THE JUDGMENTS depend on the
nose, and therefore it is written: "And Hashem smelled the sweet
savor" (Beresheet 8:21). Everything is dependent on the nose, which
should smell the smoke and the red fire THAT ASCENDS FROM THE
OFFERING. Therefore, THE OFFERING is received favorably. This is
what is written: "And the anger (lit. 'nose') of Hashem was
inflamed" (Bemidbar 12:9), "and then Hashem's anger (nose) be
inflamed" (Devarim 11:17), "and my anger (nose) shall be
inflamed" (Shemot 22:23) and "lest the anger (nose) of Hashem your
Elohim be inflamed" (Devarim 6:15). All this is said of Zeir Anpin and
not of the Atik THAT IS ARICH ANPIN.

31. The ears of Zeir Anpin
We read a description of the ears of Zeir Anpin, that hear both good and bad and distinguish between them. The voice that enters the ears causes
the brain to awaken and to bring mercy to the righteous and vengeance to the wicked. Rabbi Shimon says to hear means to understand. He explains
the meaning of the full name Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim, that is comprised of both mercy and judgment.
235b. We have learned that it is written: "O my Elohim, incline Your
ear, and hear" (Daniel 9:18). That is the ear that was produced under
the hair and the hairs hang over it. The ear was produced with
impressions of impressions in its innermost interior, as if someone
had produced a slanted step. What is the reason that it is slanted? It
is in order to hear good and bad. We have learned that from this
slope within the ears, all the winged ones are suspended, about
whom it is written: "For a bird of the sky shall carry the sound, and
that which has wings shall tell the matter" (Kohelet 10:20).

236. Within the ear, it flows from the three spaces of the brain OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, into this
opening in the ears. From these drops, the voice enters into that
slope and combines with those drops either for good or for bad.
Good, as it is written: "For Hashem hears the poor" (Tehilim 69:34)
and bad, as it is written: "And Hashem heard it; and His anger was
kindled; and the fire of Hashem burned among them" (Bemidbar
11:1).

237. This ear is sealed from the exterior and that slope enters inside
to the opening in the ear, which contains the flow from the brain, in
order to carry the voice inwards so it will not slip out, so it would be
kept guarded and sealed from all sides. Therefore, it is a secret. Woe
to the one who reveals the secrets, since it is as if he diminishes the
uppermost structure that was prepared in order to gather the secrets
WITHIN, so they do not escape to the outside.

238. We have learned that when Yisrael scream from their woes, and
the hairs are unveiled from over the ears, the voice enters in the ears
in that opening which gets the flow from the brain. It gathers FROM
the brain and emerges through the openings of the nose, and the
nose becomes shorter and warmer. Fire and smoke exit from these
nose openings, and all Gvurot are roused and do vengeance.
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239. Prior to the emergence of the fire and cloud from these NOSE
openings, that voice ascends above and pounds the fragrance of the
brain. Two tears flow down from the eyes and cause smoke and fire
to escape from His nostrils through that noise that he carries out to
the exterior.

240. In that voice that enters the ears, all those MENTIONED ABOVE
are drawn and awakened. Therefore, it is written: "And Hashem
heard it; and His anger was kindled; and the fire of Hashem burned
among them." With that listening of the voice THAT ENTERED THE
EARS, the brain gets awakened, BECAUSE FROM THERE THE
VOICE DRAWS MERCY TO THE RIGHTEOUS AND VENGEANCE TO
THE WICKED. We have learned that it is written: "O my Elohim,
incline Your ear, AND HEAR," meaning to say lower down. THAT IS,
HE SHOULD DROP AND LOWER THE SLOPE IN THE EAR TO THE
PLACE OF THE VOICE AND UPLIFT THE VOICE OF PRAYER TO THE
INNER PART OF THE EAR WHERE THE BRAINS ARE. There are six
hundred thousand ten thousand winged ones that hang on these
ears and all are referred to as the ears of Hashem. In the words:
"Hashem, incline Your ear," the ear refers to Zeir Anpin, SINCE THE
ACTIONS OF THE LOWER GRADES ARRIVE THUS TO ZEIR ANPIN.
241. From one side of the brain space IN ZEIR ANPIN - THAT IS, THE
LEFT SIDE - the ears are suspended. From the fifty gates that
emerge from that hollow, there is one gate that continues to emerge
and open up within the ear opening, as is written: "For the ear tries
words" (Iyov 34:3). It is also written: "Tries the hearts and
reins" (Tehilim 7:10). From the aspect of the expansion OF THE
BRAIN in the cavern in the fifty gates that spread through the body,
BEHOLD in the place where the heart resides, THE BRAIN STARTS
to expand in that cavern of the fifty gates. THEREFORE, in relation to
the ear, the word "tries" is used and "tries" is also used in relation to
the heart, because they expand from the same place.

242. We have learned in the hidden book that this ear distinguishes
between good and bad, so it is applicable to everything, MEANING
TO ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. In Zeir Anpin, there is a good
side and a bad side, WHICH ARE right and left, compassion and
justice. This ear is included in the brain. Because it is included in the
brain and in one cavern, it is included in the voice that enters in it,
which is considered hearing once it is in the ear. Binah is included in
the hearing. Hear means understand, WHICH IS BINAH,
UNDERSTANDING. All this amounts to is that everything has equal
import. Those matters were given to those who are seated on the
benches of justice, to hear, observe and know.

243. Come and see that it is written: "Hashem, I have heard the
report of You, and I was afraid" (Chavakuk 3:2). This verse is well
known. When the holy prophet heard and observed and knew and
understood about these structures IN THE EAR, WHICH IS: "I HAVE
HEARD THE REPORT OF YOU," it is written: "I was afraid," since it is
proper to fear and break before Him. That is said about THE EARS of
Zeir Anpin AS A RESULT OF THE REVELATION OF THE LEFT
COLUMN WITHIN WHICH THAT CARRIES ON, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE.
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244. After he saw and knew, it is written: "Hashem, revive Your work
in the midst of the years" (Ibid.). This is said of Atik Yomin, since
wherever Yud Hei Vav Hei is found, Yud Hei Vav Hei, twice with YudHei, or ONE with Aleph-Dalet and ONE with Yud-Hei, one NAME IS
for Zeir Anpin and one NAME for the Atik Atikin, even though ZEIR
ANPIN AND ATIKA are all the same and are called by the same name.

245. We have learned the full name is read when it is written Yud Hei
Vav Hei Elohim, because this is the full name of the most Ancient of
all and of Zeir Anpin, SINCE YUD HEI VAV HEI IS THE SECRET OF
THE ATIK AND ELOHIM IS ZEIR ANPIN. All of it is referred to as the
full name, but the other NAMES are not considered a full name, as
we have explained: "And Hashem Elohim planted" (Beresheet 2:8).
That is the full name that PLANTED among the plantings of the
Garden. Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim is always considered the full name.
TWICE Yud Hei Vav Hei, Yud Hei Vav Hei is all inclusive, THAT IS
ZEIR ANPIN AND ATIKA, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, BUT IS NOT YET
REFERRED TO AS A FULL NAME, SINCE compassion gets
awakened in everyone during that period. IT IS NOT INCLUDED IN
JUDGMENT. HOWEVER, YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM IS COMPRISED
FROM MERCY AND JUDGMENT, SINCE ELOHIM POINTS TO
JUDGMENT. THEREFORE, IT IS A FULL NAME.
246. THE VERSE: "Hashem, revive Your work in the midst of the
years" is said to Atik Yomin. HE ASKS: What is "Your work"? HE
REPLIES: It is Zeir Anpin THAT EMANATES FROM ATIK YOMIN. "In
the midst of the years": These are the primordial years referred to as
the days of old and not everlasting years, since the years of old are
the days of old, THAT IS THE SFIROT OF ATIK YOMIN. Everlasting
years (lit. 'the years of the world') are the days of the world WHICH
ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is written: "In the midst of the
years." Which years are they? The primordial years OF ATIK YOMIN.
"Revive": revive whom? "Revive" Zeir Anpin, that all its light
survives thanks to these primordial years OF ATIK YOMIN.
Therefore, it says "revive." "In wrath remember mercy" (Chavakuk
3:2), MEANING REMEMBER the supernal Chesed of the Atik of
Atikim, in whom compassion is awakened for whoever requires
mercy and whoever deserves mercy.

32. The nine Corrections of the beard of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon says that the beard is not mentioned in scripture because the most precious and concealed of all things are not revealed. The beard
is the most valuable part of the entire countenance, its perfection and beauty. When the holy anointing oil drips from the beard of the holy Atika it
drips upon the beard of Zeir Anpin, which gets established in nine Corrections, and from which the 22 letters of the Torah emerge. Rabbi Shimon
describes all nine Corrections of the black hair of the beard.
247. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: I invoke the witness of
the sky above and all those who are standing above us, MEANING
ALL THE CHARIOTS AND ENCAMPMENTS OF THE ANGELS, that
these matters are rejoiced upon in all the worlds. These matters are
rejoicing in my heart and are hiding and ascending in the uppermost
curtain that is extended over us. The Ancient of all, who is concealed
and sealed of all, hides them. When I began to speak, the friends did
not know that all these holy matters are inspired here. Praised is the
lot of the friends that are here. Praised is my lot with you in this
world and the World to Come.
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248. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "But you
that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim... " (Devarim 4:4). Who is a
holy nation like Yisrael, that it is written of them: "Happy are you, O
Yisrael: who is like to you" (Ibid. 33:29)? It is written: "Who is like
You, Hashem, among the Elim" (Shemot 15:11), since their
adherence is to the Holy Name on this world, and in the World to
Come even more than here IN THIS WORLD, since there they do not
get separated from the bond into which the righteous are tied,
MEANING THE BOND OF LIFE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT THAT IS BOUND IN THE TREE OF LIFE THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN. This is what is written: "But you that did cleave to Hashem"
and it is not written: 'did cleave towards Hashem', but actually "to
Hashem."

249. We have learned that when the holy anointing oil descends
upon the beard of Zeir Anpin from the dear beard of the uppermost
of the holy Atika, who is hidden and concealed from everyone, the
beard of Zeir Anpin gets established in nine Corrections. During the
time that the dear beard of the Atik of Atikim illuminates within this
beard of Zeir Anpin, thirteen springs flow from the uppermost oil into
the beard OF ZEIR ANPIN, and 22 Corrections prevail in it. From Him
flow the 22 letters of the Torah.

250. You might say that the beard does not get mentioned anywhere
and Solomon mentioned only "His cheeks" (Shir Hashirim 5:13), BUT
DOES NOT SAY BEARD. HE REPLIES: So we have learned in the
hidden book that everything that is hidden and concealed is neither
mentioned nor revealed. This thing, THE BEARD, is uppermost and
most precious of all. It is hidden and concealed since the beard is
the praise and the most valued feature of the entire countenance;
therefore, the scripture concealed it and did not reveal it. We have
learned that this beard, which is the perfection of the countenance
and the beauty of Zeir Anpin, starts out from His ears and drops and
ascends and covers with an offering of fragrance. What is this
offering of fragrance? It is as it says: "His cheeks are like a bed of
spices" (Ibid.). With nine Corrections, this beard of Zeir Anpin was
established with black hair all established in a beautiful arrangement
like a valiant, beautiful and mighty man, as is written: "Excellent as
the cedars" (Ibid. 15).

251. The first Correction: The hairs are arranged from above, FROM
THE SIDES OF THE HEAD. That spark goes out, that strong spark,
emanates from the pure air and pounds from underneath the head
hair, under the HAIR locks above the ears. It descends hair after hair
in front of the ear opening to the beginning of the mouth.

252. The second Correction: The hairs exit and ascend from the start
of the mouth, WHICH IS THE UPPER LIP, to the other end of the
mouth opening. They ALSO come down underneath the mouth
FROM ONE END to the other end OF THE LOWER LIP, hair by hair, in
a beautiful arrangement.
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253. The third Correction: Under the nose, in the center, under the
two nostrils of the nose one path goes out that is FREE OF HAIR,
BUT tiny tough hairs fill that path. The rest of the hairs occupy both
sides surrounding that path. On the bottom, THE LOWER LIP, there
is no path visible at all. THAT SHOULD BE CLEAR OF HAIR, EXCEPT
THAT the path above IS VISIBLE, OVER THE UPPER LIP, that
descends downwards to the beginning where the lips are JOINED.
There, the path is submerged. IT DOES NOT CONTINUE UNDER THE
LOWER LIP AS BY ARICH ANPIN.

254. The fourth Correction: Hairs sprout out and are arranged to
ascend and cover his cheeks like a fragrant offering. THAT IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF: "HIS CHEEKS ARE LIKE A BED OF SPICES."
The fifth Correction: The hairs stop GROWING. The two apples OF
THE FACE become visible, CLEAR OF HAIR, on both sides. They are
red like a red rose and glow in 270 worlds that glow from there. The
sixth Correction: The hairs sprout out like one string around the
beard and hang to the top of his belly, MEANING TO HIS CHEST, and
do not descend to the navel. The seventh Correction: The hair does
not hang over the mouth and the mouth is free OF HAIR all around.
The hairs are set in an arrangement around it.

255. The eighth Correction: The hairs descend under the beard and
cover the back of the neck so it is not seen. All the hairs are thin.
Tiny strands upon strands fill every direction. The ninth Correction:
The hairs join, altogether evenly, with those hairs that are hanging,
all evenly and beautifully like a mighty man who wins battles.

256. With these nine Corrections nine springs of the anointing oil of
the above flow and spring forth. From that anointing oil, there is a
flow to all those below. These nine Corrections reside in the beard
OF ZEIR ANPIN and with the perfection of the arrangement of the
beard. He is considered such a mighty man, that whoever observes
this beard prevails, and mighty strength is connected to him. Up
until here is the description of the supernal beard in Zeir Anpin.

33. First Correction of the nine Corrections of the beard
Rabbi Elazar tells us that King David needed these nine Corrections in order to conquer the other kings and nations; he called upon God, who
answered him with liberation and took his part. Rabbi Elazar talks about the form of man, including the forms of Lion, Ox and Eagle, and how man is
mentioned in the quoted scriptures only in conjunction with the Holy Name. He says that Zeir Anpin will do all that one desires for whoever holds on
to the holy beard and honors Him. The essential message of this section is: If God takes my part, I will not fear, for what can man possibly do to me?
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257. Rabbi Shimon said to his son Rabbi Elazar: Get up my son and
curl the structure of the holy beard through these Corrections. Rabbi
Elazar stood up and said, "Out of my distress I called upon Yah: Yah
answered me with liberation...than to trust in princes" (Tehilim 118:59). We have learned here, IN THIS VERSE, the nine forms that exist in
this beard, IN ZEIR ANPIN. King David needed these Corrections in
order to conquer the other kings and nations.

258. Come and see that as soon as he said those nine Corrections,
he concluded with the verse: "All nations compassed me about: but
in the name of Hashem I cut them off" (Ibid. 10). He said: All these
Corrections that I mentioned, what purpose do they serve me? It is
because all nations compassed me about. In the setting of this beard
are nine Corrections, which are the name of Hashem, AND
THROUGH THEM, I will abolish them from the world. This is what is
written: "In the name of Hashem I cut them off."

259. We have learned in the hidden book that King David has
mentioned here nine Corrections IN THE VERSES OF: "OUT OF MY
DISTRESS..." Six are in the Holy Name, in that there are IN THESE
VERSES six names, and three times Adam (lit. 'man'). If you say we
only find "MAN" twice, IT IS NOT SO, BUT RATHER there are three,
since "princes" are also included in "man." WE CONSIDER THE
WORD "PRINCES" AS IF "MAN" IS SAID, SO WE HAVE "MAN"
THREE TIMES, AS IS FURTHER EXPLAINED.
260. We have learned that there are six names, as is written: 1) "Out
of my distress I called upon Yah"; 2) "Yah answered me with
liberation"; 3) "Hashem is on my side; I will not fear"; 4) "Hashem
takes my part"; 5) "It is better to take refuge in Hashem" and 6) "It is
better to take refuge in Hashem," WHICH IS IN THE SECOND VERSE.
THUS WE HAVE HERE SIX NAMES. "Man" is there three times, as is
written: 1) "Hashem is on my side; I will not fear: what can a man do
to me?"; 2) "It is better to take refuge in Hashem than to put
confidence in man," and 3) "It is better to take refuge in Hashem than
to trust in princes." PRINCES ARE MAN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE,
SO WE HAVE "MAN" THREE TIMES.

261. Come and see the secret of the matter. Everywhere that man is
mentioned here, it is mentioned only together with the Holy Name,
THAT IS TO SAY, IN THE SAME VERSE MAN IS MENTIONED,
HASHEM IS ALSO MENTIONED. This is as it should be, as man is
only referred to with that which he deserves. What is THE NAME
"MAN" deserving? It is the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI, MEANING
TO SAY THAT PRIOR TO THE PERFECTION OF THE HOLY NAME,
YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE MOCHIN THAT ARE REFERRED TO AS
"MAN" ARE NOT COATED WITH IT, as is written: "Hashem Elohim
formed man" (Beresheet 2:7), YUD HEI VAV HEI ELOHIM BEING THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, 'THE MAN', MEANING THE
MOCHIN IN THE IMAGE OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT ARE REFERRED TO
AS "MAN," THAT IS, with a full name which is Yud Hei Vav Hei
Elohim, as is befitting it, THE NAME MAN (HEB. ADAM). Therefore,
man is not mentioned except TOGETHER with the Holy Name.
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262. We have learned that it is written: "Out of my distress I called
upon Yah: Yah answered me with liberation"; that is twice Yud-Hei.
That is for the two cheeks to which the hairs are attached. When
DAVID saw that the hairs flow and hang, he opened the discussion
saying, "Hashem is on my side; I will not fear... Hashem takes my
part," MEANING WITH THE COMPLETE NAME OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
with a name that is not missing in it VAV-HEI, a name that is holy.
Man is mentioned with this FULL name, SINCE THE MOCHIN DO
NOT RESIDE EXCEPT WITH THE FULL NAME, AS MENTIONED.

263. He said, "What can a man do to me?" WHICH IS THE
DESCRIPTIVE NAME OF THE EXPANSION OF THE MOCHIN, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, so this is ITS MEANING. We have learned that
all these holy Sfirot of the King that were established with shapes,
THAT IS, THAT THE MOCHIN FLOW THROUGH THEM, are referred to
as man, who is the general form including all FORMS. THE THREE
FORMS - LION, OX, EAGLE - ARE COMPRISED IN THE FORM OF
MAN. THAT IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT COMPRISES IN IT
ALL THE THREE COLUMNS. CONSEQUENTLY, THE UNION OF THE
THREE MOCHIN - CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, WHICH
CORRESPOND TO LION, OX, EAGLE - ARE ONLY IN THE FORM OF
MAN. THEREFORE, IT IS CONSIDERED AS THE SIX ENDS IN THE
MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, SINCE THE MALCHUT
IS THE FEMALE LIGHT THAT ILLUMINATES ONLY FROM BELOW
UPWARDS. THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE SIX ENDS OF THE
MOCHIN. What emanates FROM THE MOCHIN, THAT IS, WHAT IS
CONCEIVABLE TO THE LOWER ONES, is referred to as the Holy
Name, SINCE NAME IS EXPLAINED AS CONCEPTION. The sheath,
THAT IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS SHEATH,
and what it contains, WHICH ARE THE MOCHIN, are called Yud Hei
Vav Hei and are called man. That is the whole of the sheath together
with its content.
264. Those nine Corrections that David said here were in order to
subdue his enemies. Whoever holds on to the beard of the King and
honors Him with the utmost honor, the King will oblige and do for
him all that he desires from the King. HE ASKS: What is the reason
THAT THERE IS A NEED TO HOLD on to the beard and not to his
body? HE REPLIES: It is because the body follows after the beard,
SINCE ALL THE LIGHTS OF THE BODY GET DRAWN FROM THE
BEARD, BUT the beard does not follow the body. CONSEQUENTLY,
WHEN YOU ARE ATTACHED TO THE BEARD YOU ARE ALSO
ATTACHED TO THE BODY, BUT WHEN ONE IS ATTACHED TO THE
BODY HE IS NOT YET ATTACHED TO THE BEARD.
265. There are two ways to count THE NINE CORRECTIONS OF THE
BEARD IN THE VERSES OF: "OUT OF MY DISTRESS." The first is as
we already said, THAT "OUT OF MY DISTRESS I CALLED UPON
YAH" IS THE FIRST DESCRIPTION AND "YAH ANSWERED ME WITH
LIBERATION" IS THE FOURTH DESCRIPTION THAT IS REFERRED
TO IN OUR PRESENT ACCOUNT AS: "WHAT CAN A MAN DO TO
ME?" The second IS THE ACCOUNT BEFORE US, OF WHICH "out of
my distress I called upon Yah," is the first CORRECTION. The
second is: "Yah answered me with liberation"; the third is: "Hashem
is on my side; I will not fear" and the fourth is: "What can man do to
me?" The fifth is "Hashem takes my part"; the sixth is: "Therefore I
shall gaze upon those who hate me"; the seventh is: "It is better to
take refuge in Hashem"; the eighth is: "Than to put confidence in
man" and the ninth is: "It is better to take refuge in Hashem than to
trust in princes."
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266. HE ASKS: THE FIRST SHAPE THAT IS REFERRED TO, "Out of
my distress I called upon Yah," what does it say, WHY IS IT CALLED
THAT? HE REPLIES: All that David said here, MEANING THE REST
OF THE EIGHT BEARD CORRECTIONS, he said about this
Correction of the beard, THE FIRST ONE, "Out of my distress (lit.
'straight') I called upon Yah," that is, from the place where the beard
begins to spread out, which is a narrow area above and in front of
the ear openings below the hair of the head. THIS MEANS THAT AT
THESE POINTS, THE HAIRS ARE SHORT AND THE AREA IS
NARROW THAT POINTS OUT THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT THAT
EXISTS IN THE BEARD, WHICH IS THEREFORE REFERRED TO AS:
"THE STRAIGHT." This is why he says Yud-Hei Yud-Hei twice,
MEANING IN THE FIRST CORRECTION AND THE SECOND, BEFORE
THE BEARD STARTS TO WIDEN, SINCE YUD-HEI POINTS OUT THAT
THE NAME IS DEVOID OF VAV-HEI. However, in the area where the
beard spreads out, where it drops from the ears and begins to widen,
MEANING IN THE THIRD CORRECTION, he says, "Hashem is on my
side; I will not fear." THAT IS THE COMPLETE NAME - YUD HEI VAV
HEI - because that is an area that is not narrow. CONSEQUENTLY,
ALL THE CORRECTIONS FOLLOW TO SWEETEN THE JUDGMENT IN
THE FIRST CORRECTION, IN WHICH THE NAME IS NOT COMPLETE.
David required all these CORRECTIONS in order to subdue kings
and nations beneath him, through the glory of this beard.
267. We have learned in the hidden book that whoever sees in his
dream his hand holding on to the beard of an important person, or
extending his hand TO HOLD ON to it, he should be aware that he is
in union with the ones above. He will throw under him all those who
distress him, SINCE THE BEARD INDICATES THE SUBDUING OF
ENEMIES AND WHOLENESS, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. We have
learned that the supernal beard gets established with nine
Corrections, which is the beard in Zeir Anpin that gets established in
nine Corrections SINCE THE BEARD IN ARICH ANPIN GETS
RESTORED IN THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS.
268. The first Correction: The hair is shaped from above and grows
out in front of the ear openings underneath the locks OF HEAD HAIR
that hang over the ears. The hair descends strand by strand to the
top of the mouth. We have learned that all these hairs in the beard
are harder than all the strands in the locks of head hair. The head
hairs are long, while those IN THE BEARD are not long. In head
hairs, there are some that are smooth and some that are rough.

269. When the white hairs of Atik Yomin are drawn to the hair of Zeir
Anpin, it is written: "Wisdoms cry aloud in the street (lit.
'outside')" (Mishlei 1:20). What is the meaning of: "outside"? That is
in Zeir Anpin, WHICH VESTS THE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD IN
ARICH ANPIN THAT IS CONSIDERED THE OUTWARD ASPECT,
SINCE ALL NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD ARE OUTWARD OF THIS
BODY, to which two brains join, THE BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN IN
THE BRAINS OF ZEIR ANPIN OUTWARD OF ARICH ANPIN, ABOUT
WHICH IS SAID "WISDOMS CRY ALOUD OUTSIDE."
270. HE ASKS: Two brains, how could you imagine this, SINCE IN
ZEIR ANPIN ALONE THERE ARE THREE BRAINS? HE REPLIES:
Therefore, just say four brains. Three brains are in Zeir Anpin
existing in the three spherical cavities in the skull and one brain OF
ARICH ANPIN rests in its station that includes WITHIN IT all three
brains. From it there is a flow FROM ARICH ANPIN, balanced
perfectly, continuously, into the white hair IN ARICH ANPIN to the
three brains within Zeir Anpin.
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271. Four brains exist in Zeir Anpin, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, THE RIGHT OF DA'AT AND THE LEFT OF DA'AT. AS A
RESULT OF THE BRAIN ILLUMINATION IN ARICH ANPIN TO HIS
THREE BRAINS, HIS THREE BRAINS DIVIDE UP TO FOUR. As a
result of these, the four portions, written in Tefilin, are completed,
SINCE THE FOUR CHAPTERS IN THE TEFILIN ARE THE SECRET OF
THE SURROUNDING LIGHT OF THE THREE BRAINS - CHOCHMAH,
BINAH AND DA'AT - IN ZEIR ANPIN. DUE TO THE INCLUSION OF
THE BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN WITHIN THEM, THE BRAIN OF DA'AT
IN ZEIR ANPIN IS SPLIT INTO TWO BRAINS, TO THE RIGHT AND TO
THE LEFT, AND THAT COMPLETES THE FOUR CHAPTERS - THAT
IS, FOUR BRAINS, since the Holy Name of Atik Yomin is included in
them, Atik of Atikin, WHICH IS THE FIRST BRAIN THAT IS ARICH
ANPIN, and that of Zeir Anpin, WHICH CONTAINS THREE BRAINS.
This is the perfection of the Holy Name, as is written: "And all people
of the earth shall see that You are called by the name of Hashem;
and they shall be afraid of You" (Devarim 28:10). The name of
Hashem is truly the name of Hashem, which are the boxes of the
Tefilin, SINCE THE MOCHIN (LIT. 'BRAINS') IS THE SECRET OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI AND THE COMPARTMENTS OF THE BRAINS IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS THE NAME OF HASHEM.
272. Therefore, SCRIPTURE SAYS: "Wisdoms cry aloud outside,"
WHICH ARE THE CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THAT OF ARICH
ANPIN. They exist here IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS OUTSIDE OF
ARICH ANPIN. The wisdom of Atik of Atiks, the most concealed of all
concealed, is not available and is not prepared TO BE DISCOVERED,
since it is wisdom concealed from all and is not describable. Since
the four brains joined in Zeir Anpin, four springs flow forth from it to
every direction, WHICH ARE FOUR BRAINS - CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
THE RIGHT OF DA'AT AND THE LEFT OF DA'AT. THESE FOUR are
separated by one spring that emanates to them all, THAT IS THE
BRAIN OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH GOES OUT AND SPLITS INTO FOUR
BRAINS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE 32 PATHS OF WISDOM
THAT ARE REVEALED TO THE LOWER GRADES. Therefore, there
are four BRAINS IN CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR ANPIN DUE TO THE
REASON THAT CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN IS INCLUDED IN
THEM, SO THAT THEY WILL BE BESTOWED BY HIM UPON THE
LOWER GRADES SINCE IN THE CONCEALED BRAIN, FROM ITS
LOCATION, NOTHING AT ALL IS REVEALED. THEREFORE, THE
VERSE SAYS: "WISDOMS CRY ALOUD OUTSIDE," SINCE ONLY ON
THE OUTSIDE IN THE PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN WILL THEY SING
JOYOUSLY - THAT IS, BE REVEALED.
273. We have learned this Chochmah that is a combination of four,
MEANING THE BRAIN OF CHOCHMAH IN ZEIR ANPIN, is drawn
through the hairs OF ZEIR ANPIN that hang wave upon wave. All are
rough and coarse and are drawn and go forth, each to its own
direction. A thousand of thousands and ten thousand of tens of
thousands are hanging, some of them without number. This is what
it says, "His locks are wavy" (Shir Hashirim 5:11), wave upon wave.
All are too heavy and coarse to join, similar to a hard flint, and like
that stone that is strong and sturdy until holes and streams under
the hair are caused, and strong currents continue forth in each side
and every direction. Since these hairs are black and dark, it is written
about them: "He uncovers deep things out of darkness, and brings
out to light the shadow of death" (Iyov 12:22).

274. We have learned that the hairs in the beard are rougher than the
head hair because the BEARD HAIRS alone are available and
explainable. CONSEQUENTLY, they are harsher in their ways.
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275. HE ASKS: Why are they harsh? If you will say because all
pertain to judgment, it is not so, for mercy ALSO exists in these
forms. When the thirteen springs of oil come down, THAT IS
THIRTEEN BEARD CORRECTIONS OF ARICH ANPIN THAT
DESCEND DOWN TO THE BEARD in Zeir Anpin, they all pertain to
mercy. IF SO, WHY ARE THEY HARSH?

276. HE REPLIES: We have learned that all the beard hairs are rough.
What is the explanation? It is because all these of mercy - THAT IS,
THE ONES THAT DRAW FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS
COMPASSION - must be harsh in order to subdue THE LEFT
COLUMN, WHICH IS judgment, AND TO JOIN HIM IN THE RIGHT. All
these which pertain to judgment, MEANING THE ONES DRAWN
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH ARE HARSH JUDGMENTS, are
ESSENTIALLY harsh. They need to be harsh from the two directions,
BOTH FROM THE COMPASSIONATE SIDE AND FROM THE
JUDGMENTAL SIDE. When the world requires mercy, THOSE HAIRS
OF compassion FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN are strong and
overcome judgments, BECAUSE THEY UNITE THE LEFT WITH THE
RIGHT COLUMN, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, AND THE BRAINS THAT
ARE COMPASSIONATE GET REVEALED. When the world requires
judgment, DURING THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT DOES
NOT ILLUMINATE EXCEPT WITH THE EXPOSITION OF JUDGMENT,
the judgment is then strong and overcomes compassion. Therefore,
they need to be harsh on both sides. When compassion is required,
the hairs that are mercy stand up and the beard is seen in these
hairs. THE OTHERS ARE NOT VISIBLE and everything happens
according to compassion. When justice is needed, the beard is seen
ONLY in these hairs OF JUSTICE AND THE OTHERS ARE NOT
VISIBLE. And everything, EITHER MERCY OR JUSTICE, prevails
through the beard.
277. When the holy white beard OF ARICH ANPIN gets revealed, all
these and all these shine and bathe IN THE CHASSADIM OF THE
BEARD IN ARICH ANPIN. This is similar to someone who bathes
from the deep river from THE MURKINESS that was in it, MEANING
FROM THE JUDGMENTS. Everything exists with compassion and the
judgment does not exist. When all these nine BEARD
CORRECTIONS illuminate together, they all bathe in mercy.

278. Therefore, Moses repeated for a second time THE ATTRIBUTES:
"Hashem is longsuffering, and great in love" (Bemidbar 14:18), THAT
IS IN THE PORTION OF SHELACH. However 'truth' is not said
THERE, AS HE SAYS IN THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES IN THE
PORTION OF KI TISA. THAT IS because the secret of the matter is
those nine Attributes, MEANING THE NINE CORRECTIONS OF THE
BEARD IN ZEIR ANPIN. They illuminate from Atik Yomin to Zeir
Anpin. When Moses said THE ATTRIBUTES the second time, IN THE
PORTION OF SHELACH, he said nine Corrections, which are the
Corrections of the beard that exist in Zeir Anpin, and descend from
Atik Yomin and illuminate within him. Therefore, HE DID NOT
MENTION IN THEM 'AND TRUTH', SINCE truth depends upon the
Atika Kadisha, WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVENTH OF THE
THIRTEEN CORRECTIONS OF THE BEARD IN ARICH ANPIN, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF THE BRIGHTENING OF THE FACE IN ARICH
ANPIN. WHEN HE ONLY RECEIVED NINE CORRECTIONS FROM THE
ATIK, Moses did not say, 'and truth', SINCE THIS CORRECTION OF
THE ATIK IS NOT SHINING WITHIN HIM AT PRESENT.
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279. We have learned that the hairs of Zeir Anpin are all rough, wave
upon wave, and are not smooth AS THE HAIR OF ARICH ANPIN. I
see that three brains exist there in the three spaces and illuminate
from the concealed brain IN ARICH ANPIN. The brain of Atik Yomin,
THAT IS THE CONCEALED BRAIN, is quiet and resting like fine wine
upon its sediments. AS THOSE SEDIMENTS DO NOT SPOIL THE
WINE, BUT QUITE THE OPPOSITE, THEY FORTIFY IT, SO TOO THE
JUDGMENTS IN THE CONCEALED BRAIN ARE NOT JUDGMENTS
THAT WOULD EVEN SLIGHTLY DIMINISH THE CONCEALED BRAIN
IN ITS OWN ESSENCE, TO THE CONTRARY, THEY STRENGTHEN IT.
THEREFORE, the hairs OF ARICH ANPIN are all smooth and
polished in fine oil and it is written: "And the hair of whose head was
like the pure wool" (Daniel 17:9).
280. Those of Zeir Anpin are rough yet not so hard, since all are
hanging up and not twisted. Therefore, the wisdom continues to flow
THROUGH THEM. THIS IS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
FROM BINAH THAT RETURNS TO CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE 32 PATHS OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS THE SECRET
OF THE BINAH OF CHOCHMAH. FOR THIS CHOCHMAH DOES NOT
FLOW EXCEPT THROUGH JUDGMENTS; THEREFORE, THE HAIRS
NEED TO BE ROUGH. But this is not so for Chochmah of Chochmah,
THAT IS, CHOCHMAH OF OR YASHAR (LIT. 'DIRECT LIGHT') IN ITS
OWN ESSENCE, which is silent and quiet, IN THE CONCEALED
BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN. We have learned that there is nobody who
could fathom the brain of Atik Yomin, except Himself, and it is
written: "Elohim understands its way, and He knows its place" (Iyov
28:23). This is said only OF CHOCHMAH of Zeir Anpin THAT IS
REVEALED, AND NOT OF CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN THAT IS
CONCEALED AND IS NOT REVEALED AT ALL. Rabbi Shimon said:
Blessed is my son to the Holy One, blessed be He, in this world and
in the World to Come.

34. The second and third of the nine Corrections of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Aba describes the second Correction as meaning several things: it is like a dominating, great, beautiful and mighty man; it is mercy; it is
truth. He talks a good deal about Chesed in various contexts; we learn that the third Correction is "and abundant in Chesed."
281. The second Correction: The hairs leave and ascend from the
beginning of the mouth to the other side of the mouth opening,
THAT IS, FROM ONE END TO THE OTHER END ABOVE THE UPPER
LIP. They descend under the mouth, BELOW THE LOWER LIP, FROM
THE BEGINNING to the other end, AND strands upon strands
descend in a beautiful shape.

282. RABBI SHIMON SAID TO RABBI ABA: Rise Rabbi Aba. Rabbi
Aba stood up, opened by saying: When this Correction is
established with the Correction of the King, IT IS like a ruling, great,
handsom and mighty man. This is what is written: "Great is our
Master, and of great power" (Tehilim 147:5). When He was
established with the formation of the precious holy beard OF ARICH
ANPIN and looks at it, THIS CORRECTION is called by His light: "El,
merciful... " (Shemot 34:6). THAT IS WHEN THE THIRTEEN BEARD
CORRECTIONS IN ARICH ANPIN SHINE UPON THE NINE BEARD
CORRECTIONS IN ZEIR ANPIN. THEN HIS SECOND CORRECTION IS
CALLED BY THE NAME MERCIFUL. This second Correction is
established by another of the Corrections OF THE BEARD OF ZEIR
ANPIN and it is called: "and truth" (Shemot 34:6), WHICH IS THE
SEVENTH CORRECTION OF THESE BEARD CORRECTIONS IN ZEIR
ANPIN. His face shines, MEANING THAT IT THEN CONTAINS THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF: "A MAN'S
WISDOM MAKES HIS FACE TO SHINE" (KOHELET 8:1).
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283. We have learned that this Correction should have been called
"pardons iniquity" (Michah 7:18), similar to THE SECOND
CORRECTION OF the Atika Kadisha, WHICH MEANS THAT BINAH
FORGIVES THE INIQUITY OF MALCHUT, SINCE IT WAS DIMINISHED
THROUGH IT FROM THE FIRST THREE SFIROT IN ORDER TO
FORGIVE THE TRANSGRESSION, IN THE THIRD CORRECTION,
MEANING TO SWEETEN THE JUSTICE OF MALCHUT REFERRED TO
AS TRANSGRESSION. However, due to the path that departs HERE
in the third Correction, under the two nose openings where tiny
rough hairs fill in this path, AND IS NOT CLEAR OF HAIR, LIKE THE
THIRD CORRECTION IN ARICH ANPIN, THEREFORE, it is not called
here "pardons iniquity, and forgives the transgression" (Ibid.). It
prevails somewhere else; THAT IS, IN THE FOURTH CORRECTION.
284. We have learned that Shin-Ayin-Hei (=375) Chassadim are
included in the Chesed of Atik Yomin, WHICH IS THE MEANING OF:
"BUT TO CAIN AND HIS OFFERING HE HAD NO RESPECT (HEB.
SHA'AH - SHIN AYIN HEI)" (BERESHEET 4:5). FOR HE DID NOT
DESERVE THESE CHASSADIM OF ATIK YOMIN and all are referred
to as Chassadim of old, as is written: "Where are your former oaths
of steadfast love (Heb. Chassadim)" (Tehilim 89:50). All are
comprised in Chesed of the Atika Kadisha, who is concealed from
all. And the Chesed of Zeir Anpin is referred to as Chesed of the
world (everlasting Chesed).
285. In the hidden book, he calls the Chesed of old of Atik Yomin:
"And abundant in love (Heb. Chesed)" (Shemot 34:6). In Zeir Anpin,
CHASSADIM ARE simply REFERRED TO AS Chesed. Thus, it is
written here IN THE THIRD CORRECTION OF ZEIR ANPIN: "And
abundant in Chesed," SINCE THE FIRST CORRECTION IS "LONG"
AND THE SECOND CORRECTION IS "SUFFERING." THE THIRD
CORRECTION IS: "AND ABUNDANT IN CHESED" AS MENTIONED,
SINCE HE RECEIVES HERE FROM THE ORIGINAL CHASSADIM OF
ARICH ANPIN AND IS ALSO REFERRED TO AS ABUNDANT IN
CHESED. It is written: "Keeping troth to thousands" (Ibid.) simply
AND IT IS NOT WRITTEN: 'AND ABUNDANT IN CHESED', SINCE HE
SPEAKS THERE OF CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN HIMSELF, WHICH IS
REFERRED TO AS SIMPLY CHESED. We have explained that
"abundant in Chesed" OF ARICH ANPIN leans towards Chesed OF
ZEIR ANPIN, to illuminate to Him and light the candles, MEANING
THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN.
286. We have learned about this path that descends under the two
nose openings OF ZEIR ANPIN. Narrow hair occupies that path,
which is not referred to as "forgives (lit. 'passes over') the
transgression," since there is no room to pass over THE
TRANSGRESSION. This is due to two reasons: Because of the hair
that occupy that path, it is a difficult passage for the passing OF
CHOCHMAH THERE and because the passage of that path goes
down only to the beginning of the mouth and no further.

287. Therefore, it is written: "His lips like roses" (Shir Hashirim 5:13),
which is red like roses, "dropping flowing myrrh" (Ibid.), which is
deep red, WHICH IS JUSTICE. This path here, ABOVE THE LIPS, did
not get firmly established in two manners, AS MENTIONED.
THEREFORE, JUDGMENT IS APPARENT ON THE LIPS, THE
MEANING OF THE RED HUE. From here, whoever wishes to frighten
HIS FRIEND IN AN EXTRAORDINARY MANNER strikes twice with his
hand on that path.

35. The fourth of the nine Corrections of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Aba says that this Correction is splendor and glory, and from it are suspended the vestments in which Zeir Anpin gets dressed, as He is
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clothed in glory and majesty. These are the Corrections in which He was dressed and was established in the form of man.
288. The fourth Correction: The hairs grow and take form, rising and
covering over his cheeks with firmly established offerings. This
Correction is beautiful to behold. It is splendor and glory. We have
learned the highest glory (Hod) goes out and is decorated and
continues to take hold of his cheeks. It is referred to as the glory of
the beard. From this glory and splendor are suspended the
vestments in which ZEIR ANPIN gets dressed, which are the
splendid vestments of the King, as is written: "You are clothed in
glory and majesty" (Tehilim 104:1). These are the Corrections in
which he was dressed and was established in the form of man, more
than in any other form.

289. We have learned the glory OF THIS BEARD when it shone in the
light of the upper beard OF ARICH ANPIN. It spread in the rest of the
shining Corrections, MEANING ALSO IN THE FIFTH CORRECTION,
which is: "pardons iniquity" (Michah 7:18) on this side and "forgives
the transgression" (Ibid.) from that side. Therefore, it is written: "his
cheeks" (Shir Hashirim 5:13). THAT INCLUDES BOTH THE HAIR ON
THE CHEEKS, WHICH ARE THE FOURTH CORRECTION, AND BOTH
APPLES THAT ARE CLEAR OF HAIR, WHICH ARE THE FIFTH
CORRECTION. In the hidden book, this FOURTH CORRECTION is
referred to as Hod, Hadar (lit. 'majesty') and Tiferet. Tiferet "forgives
the transgression," as it says: "And it is his glory (Heb. Tiferet) to
pass over a transgression" (Mishlei 19:11). However, we did not
explain this Tiferet until the ninth Correction, as it says, "The glory
(Tiferet) of young men is their strength" (Ibid. 20:29). IN THE NINTH
CORRECTION, it is called Tiferet. Upon weighing, they are BOTH
equal in weight. Rabbi Shimon said: You are worthy, Rabbi Aba, to
be blessed by the Atika Kadisha, from whom all blessings emanate.

36. The fifth Correction of the nine Corrections of Zeir Anpin
We learn that all the lights that illuminate from Arich Anpin are referred to as the original Chassadim, and due to these, all the everlasting
Chassadim shine that are the Chassadim in Zeir Anpin. Thus His countenance shines upon the world and blesses it.
290. The fifth Correction: The hairs stop and two apples are visible,
CLEAR OF HAIR, on either side, red like a red rose. They glow in 270
worlds. When these two apples shine the light of the two uppermost
holy apples of the Atika, WHO IS ARICH ANPIN AND THAT ARE HIS
SEVENTH CORRECTION, the red hue disappears and the white color
appears. About this, it is written: "Hashem make His face shine upon
you, and be gracious to you" (Bemidbar 6:25). When they are
shining, the world gets blessed. When it gets red, it is written:
"Hashem lift up His countenance to you" (Ibid. 26), meaning to say
that HIS FACE will be gone and there will not be anger in the world.
We have learned that all the lights that illuminate from the Atika
Kadisha, MEANING FROM ARICH ANPIN, are referred to as the
original Chassadim. Due to these FIRST CHASSADIM, all these
everlasting Chassadim shine, WHICH ARE THE CHASSADIM IN ZEIR
ANPIN.

37. The sixth Correction of Zeir Anpin
This is called one of the five edges of the beard, that depends on Chesed, and one must not destroy this Chesed by cutting it.
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291. The sixth Correction: The hairs go out like one string of hair
around the beard, MEANING THE UPPERMOST AREA OF THE
BEARD THAT CONTINUES TO THE CHEST, SIMILAR TO THE
EIGHTH CORRECTION OF ARICH ANPIN. That is called one of the
five edges of the beard, which depends on Chesed, and one must
not destroy this Chesed, as we have learned. Therefore, it is written:
"Neither shall you mar the corner of your beard" (Vayikra 19:27).

38. The seventh Correction of Zeir Anpin
Here we learn that the mouth is clear because the hairs do not hang over it. Rabbi Yehuda says that the hosts or watchers are invested from the
breath that leaves the mouth. Also when the breath spreads out of the mouth many faithful prophets get invested with the breath, and all are called
the mouth of Hashem. This Correction dominates over all the six that precede it.
292. The seventh Correction: The hairs do not hang over the mouth
and the mouth is clear all around its sides. The hairs are situated in a
proper setting surrounding it. Rise, Rabbi Yehuda. Rabbi Yehuda
rose. He opened the discussion saying, "This matter is by the decree
of the watchers" (Daniel 4:14). How many thousands of ten
thousands get settled and exist through this mouth and depend
upon it, and all are called mouth. This is what is written: "And all the
hosts of them by the breath of His mouth" (Tehilim 33:6). From that
breath that leaves the mouth they get invested.

293. All those that are outside are dependents of this mouth. Many
faithful prophets get invested with the breath when it spreads out of
this mouth, and all of them are called the mouth of Hashem. On the
place where the breath exits, THAT IS THE MOUTH, nothing else gets
blended with it there. All wait to get invested with that breath that
leaves THE MOUTH. This Correction dominates over all the six
CORRECTIONS THAT PRECEDE IT, since all prevail here and take
hold. Therefore, the hairs are even around the mouth and the mouth
itself is cleared FROM HAIR from all its sides. Rabbi Shimon said:
Blessed are you to the Atika Kadisha.

39. The eighth Correction of Zeir Anpin
This Correction refers to the back of the neck, and Rabbi Yehuda says that when Zeir Anpin engages in war the back of the neck is visible to show
strength. He talks about the shields of the mighty.
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294. The eighth Correction: The hairs go lower below the beard and
cover the back of the neck, so it would not be visible. We have
learned that above there is no back of the neck and no fatigue.
During the time that He engages in war, THE BACK OF THE NECK is
visible to show strength, since we have learned that a thousand
worlds are attached to it. This is what is written: "On which there
hang a thousand bucklers, all shields of mighty men" (Shir Hashirim
4:4). "A thousand bucklers" is a secret. WE FIND in the hidden book
all the shields of the mighty, MEANING those who come from the
side of one Gvurah of those Gvurot.

40. The ninth Correction of Zeir Anpin
We hear that this Correction relates to strength and balance, like a brave man who does mighty deeds. That is Tiferet - power, might, and
compassion.
295. The ninth Correction: The hairs get joined in full weight with
those hanging hairs and all are nicely balanced like a valiant mighty
man who wins battles. Since all the hairs follow after those that
hang, they are all generally included in those that hang, and all
continue TO THE CHEST. Therefore, it is written: "The glory (Tiferet)
of young men is their strength" (Mishlei 20:29). It is also written:
"excellent as the cedars" (Shir Hashirim 5:15), meaning like a brave
man who does mighty deeds. That is Tiferet, WHICH COMPRISES
power, might and compassion.

296. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: All these Corrections
and all these matters I wish to reveal to those who were balanced in
weight, MEANING TO THOSE WHO ADHERE TO THE CENTRAL
COLUMN WHERE THE SECRET OF THE WEIGHT IS, not to those
who entered TO THE ORCHARD OF WISDOM and did not exit FROM
IT IN PEACE, but rather to those that entered and left IT IN PEACE,
since whoever entered and did not leave, it would have better for him
not to have been born.

41. The form of Man
Rabbi Shimon begins by saying that the Atik of Atikin and Zeir Anpin are really all one; time has no meaning in this context. Really there is no
change from compassion to justice, for example, it is just that it was established with these Corrections for the sake of the lower ones. The Atika
Kadisha established His own Corrections and the Corrections of Zeir Anpin in the image and structure of the form of man. Rabbi Shimon says that
when Hashem Elohim formed man he made a form within a form, meaning the highest form called man that is comprised of both male and female.
He talks about the breath of life and how the man became a living soul.
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297. The generality of all these matters is that the Atik of Atikin and
Zeir Anpin are all one, IN THE ASPECT OF THEM, ALL IS BEYOND
TIME FROM THE ASPECT OF THEIR ESSENCE, AS 'WAS', 'IS', AND
'WILL BE' ARE THE SAME TO THEM. Everything is in the present
and everything is in the past and everything is in the future, SINCE
THERE DOES NOT EXIST IN DIVINITY A SENSE OF BEFORE AND
AFTER. SIMILARLY, THERE DOES NOT EXIST AT ALL ANY CHANGE
OF ACTION FROM THEIR ESSENTIAL ASPECT; FOR EXAMPLE,
FROM COMPASSION TO JUSTICE AND THE LIKE. Since there will be
no change IN THE FUTURE and there was no change IN THE PAST,
there is no change AT PRESENT. IT IS JUST that it was established
with these Corrections FOR THE SAKE OF THE LOWER GRADES.
The final form, encompassing all the forms, was perfected, THAT IS,
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE HUMAN FORM THAT
INCLUDES MALE AND FEMALE. It is the form that includes all the
names, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
A NAME THAT IS COMPRISED OF ALL NAMES, the form in which all
forms are seen, but not the ACTUAL form, only something similar to
this form.
298. When the decorations and crowns OF ZEIR ANPIN are joined,
THAT IS THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, it is the
perfection of everything, OF ALL THE UPPER GRADES AND THE
LOWER GRADES, since the form of man is a form in which the upper
grades and lower grades are all inclusive. This form comprises the
supernal ones and the lower ones; the Atika Kadisha established His
own Corrections and the Corrections of Zeir Anpin in this image and
structure.
299. You may wonder what is the difference BETWEEN THE Atika
and Zeir Anpin. HE REPLIES: It all has the same measure. However,
from here on, FROM THE ATIKA, His paths divide up. From here,
FROM ZEIR ANPIN, judgment prevails, AND ONLY from our own
perspective are they different from one another. These secrets are
not passed on except to the reapers of the holy field, MEANING
THOSE THAT DESERVED TO RESTORE MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
THE FIELD AND ARE ALREADY REAPING ITS HARVEST. It is
written: "The counsel (lit. 'secret') of Hashem is with them that fear
Him" (Tehilim 25:14).
300. It is written: "And Hashem Elohim formed (Heb. vayyitzer) the
man" (Beresheet 2:7) with two Yuds. He perfected and completed
one correction within another, that is the seal of the ring, and that is
"vayyitzer" WITH TWO YUDS. HE EXPLAINS HIMSELF: Why two
Yuds? Because they denote the secret of the Atika Kadisha and the
secret of Zeir Anpin. "Formed": what did he form? HE REPLIES: He
formed a form within a form. HE ASKS: What is a form within a form?
HE REPLIES: These are two names that are referred to as a full
name, which are Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim. That is the secret of the
two Yuds in "vayyitzer," indicating that He formed a form within a
form, which is the correction of the full name Yud Hei Vav Hei Elohim.
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301. HE ASKS: In what were they included, THESE TWO FORMS OF
CHOCHMAH MENTIONED ABOVE WHERE HE CREATED A FORM
WITHIN A FORM? HE REPLIES: In this highest form called man that
is comprised of male and female, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT
ENCOMPASSES ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Therefore, it is written:
"the man," which includes male and female. Et (lit. 'the') AS IN "THE"
MAN is meant to include the kind that is produced from him,
MEANING MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE FEMALE OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
IS DERIVED FROM HIM, SINCE IN MALCHUT ARE VESTED TWO
FORMS, AS MENTIONED, A FORM WITHIN A FORM, THE SECRET
OF THE TWO YUDS IN "FORMED." THAT IS THE MYSTERY OF
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN WITHIN THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH OF MALCHUT. THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE
CHOCHMAH OF THE 32 PATHS THAT EMERGE FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
ITS REVELATION TAKES PLACE ONLY IN MALCHUT, THAT IS, THE
FEMALE OF ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE, IT IS REFERRED TO AS
LOWER CHOCHMAH, CORRESPONDS TO CHOCHMAH OF ARICH
ANPIN, WHOSE ILLUMINATION IS VESTED WITHIN IT.
302. "Dust of the ground" (Ibid.): That is a form within a form. "And
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life" (Ibid.), NAMELY the seal
of the ring in the most inner parts. Why is this? In order to produce
and bring within it the concealed one of supernal concealment,
WHICH IS THE CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, to the
end of all the concealed ones, CHOCHMAH OF THE 32 PATHS, IN
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE FINAL PART OF THE HIDING. AFTER
CHOCHMAH OF THE 32 PATHS REACHES FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO
THE FEMALE OF ZEIR ANPIN, IT GETS REVEALED AND IS NO
LONGER CONCEALED. Therefore, Zeir Anpin is considered as the
ending of all concealment. And every life above and below, THAT IS,
THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN AND OF THE FEMALE THAT
COMPRISES THE LOWER GRADES, depends upon and thrives
through this soul.
303. "And the man became a living soul" (Ibid.): The corrections OF
THE SEAL OF THE RING are bestowed upon the soul of man, and the
soul is taken from the higher levels downward to the last level, THAT
IS FROM THE CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, TO
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE LAST OF THE LEVELS, so that the soul
will be present in all LEVELS and will spread in all. And all shall be in
a single union. Whoever interrupts this union from the world,
MEANING THAT HE SEPARATES MALCHUT FROM THE UNION OF
THE THREE COLUMNS, it is as if he severs this soul. THAT IS LIKE
SOMEONE THAT VIOLATES THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN and
indicates that another soul exists besides this one, WHICH MEANS
THAT HE ADHERES TO THE OTHER SIDE. As a result, he and his
memory will disappear from this world for generations upon
generations.

42. The order of Atzilut of the female
This section tells of the creation of the female from Tiferet of Zeir Anpin; this Tiferet is encompassed in mercy and judgment. Rabbi Shimon lists the
five types of impropriety revealed in the female from the side of the five judgments.
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304. In the image of man, the wholeness of male and female began to
be prepared, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT INCLUDES MALE AND
FEMALE. AFTERWARDS, when the form OF MAN was prepared in
His Corrections, ZEIR ANPIN began TO SPREAD from his chest,
between his two arms, in the area where his beard hairs hang, SINCE
THIS AREA is referred to as Tiferet. This Tiferet spread and prepared
two chests, and then took to the back and made the skull of the
female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. She is totally concealed from all sides,
the hair and the facial countenance of the head. These MALE AND
FEMALE as one were made by Tiferet, and male and female are
referred to as man, as is written: "According to the beauty (Heb.
Tiferet) of a man; that it may remain in a house" (Yeshayah 44:13).

305. When the facial countenance of the female head was created, a
lock of hair hung in the back of Zeir Anpin and hung until the head of
the female and her head hairs were roused, all red consisting of all
hues. This is what is written: "And the hair of your head like
purple" (Shir Hashirim 7:6). What is "purple"? It is hues blended
inclusively within hues.

306. We have learned that Tiferet spreads from the center of the
heart, FROM THE CAVITY IN THE CHEST, permeates and crosses to
the other side, MEANING THE BACK, and fixes the countenance of
the female to the center. She starts at the center and ends at the
center.

307. Tiferet further expanded and the intestines of the male were
prepared. He put into that area all the mercy and every facet of
compassion. We have learned that six hundred times thousand ten
thousand creatures of compassion are attached in these intestines,
and they are referred to as creatures of intestines, as is written:
"'Therefore My inward parts are moved for him; I will surely have
mercy on him', says Hashem." (Yirmeyah 31:19).

308. We have learned that Tiferet is encompassed in mercy and
encompassed in judgment. The compassion permeates in THE
BRAINS OF the male, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN AS MENTIONED ABOVE,
and crosses and illuminates the other side, MEANING THE BACK OF
ZEIR ANPIN. It prepares the intestines of the female, MEANING HER
MOCHIN, and her intestines were established by the side of
judgment.
309. We have learned that the male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, was
prepared on his side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT, in the 248 Corrections
that are included in him. Some of them are in the innermost OF ZEIR
ANPIN and some on his externals. Some of them are compassionate
and some of them judgmental. All of those that are judgmental were
attached in the judgments in the back OF ZEIR ANPIN where the
female expands, and they joined together and spread on her side.
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310. We have learned that five types of impropriety were revealed in
her from the side of the five judgments, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD OF THE LEFT COLUMN THAT
WERE ATTACHED TO THE FEMALE. Five judgments were dispersed
in 248 paths, as we have learned. Hearing a woman's voice is an
impropriety, the sight of the hair of a woman is an impropriety, the
sight of the thigh of a woman is an impropriety, the sight of the hand
of a woman is an impropriety and the sight of the foot of a woman is
an impropriety. These two, HAND AND FOOT, our friends did not
preach about; HOWEVER, these two are even more than an
impropriety.

43. A pure covering
We read about the cubit called Chesed. Rabbi Shimon considers and explains the perfection of Abraham and how it came about. He says that man
includes both Chesed and Gvurah, and therefore in all the Sfirot there exist a right and a left, judgment and mercy.
311. We have learned in the hidden book that the male spread and
was established in his own formations. The shape of a clean
covering was prepared and it became a clear cubit. The length of
that cubit is 248 worlds. Everything depends on that opening of the
cubit called Yud. As soon as that Yud, which is the opening of the
cubit, is revealed, the uppermost Chesed becomes apparent. This
cubit is called Chesed and is dependent on the opening of the cubit,
but it is not considered Chesed until the Yud of the mouth of the
cubit becomes uncovered.

312. Come and see that Abraham was not considered perfect in this
Chesed up until the Yud of the cubit was revealed, THAT IS THE
CROWN OF YESOD. As soon as it was uncovered, he was
considered perfect. This is what is written: "Walk before Me, and be
perfect" (Beresheet 17:1), actually perfect. It is also written: "I was
also upright before Him, and have kept myself from my iniquity" (II
Shmuel 22:24). HE ASKS: What does it mean, THE RELATIONSHIP
OF the beginning of the verse to the conclusion of the verse? HE
REPLIES: It is telling about whoever uncovers that Yud, MEANING
HE REVEALS THE CHOCHMAH IN THE CROWN OF YESOD, and who
is carefully guarding himself so as not to give the Yud to another's
jurisdiction, OF THE OTHER SIDE. He will be perfect for the World to
Come, and he will be bound in the bundle of life, MEANING THAT HIS
SOUL WILL BE INCLUDED IN MALCHUT THAT IS REFERRED TO AS
THE BUNDLE OF LIFE, SINCE THE THREE COLUMNS GET TIED
INTO ONE BUNDLE. What is the other's jurisdiction? It refers to what
is written: "And has married the daughter of a strange El" (Malachi
2:11). THAT MEANS MALCHUT OF THE OTHER SIDE, WHICH
DRAWS CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS. Therefore, it is
written: "I was also upright before Him," since he is perfect when
revealing the Yud, MEANING IN THE ASPECT OF THE CROWN OF
YESOD THAT ILLUMINATES FROM BELOW UPWARDS. THEN, "and
have kept myself from my iniquity," NOT TO ADHERE TO
DAUGHTERS OF A STRANGE EL, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
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313. When this cubit gets extended, the side of Gvurah is extended
from the Gvurot of the left of the female, WHICH ARE THE FIVE
GVUROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF THE
LEFT. It gets submerged in a specific area in the female and the
whole covering of the female body is marked by nakedness. In this
place, it is considered the overall nakedness, which is the area in
which to conceal this cubit referred to as Chesed in order to sweeten
the Gvurah that is comprised of five Gvurot with the Chesed that
comprises five Chassadim. Chesed is right and Gvurah is left. One
gets firmly established in the other and is called man, which is
inclusive of both sides. Therefore in all the Sfirot, there exists a right
and a left, judgment and mercy.

44. The seven kings of the female who died
Rabbi Shimon goes back to the issue of the kings of Edom who perished, and he says that prior to the time the corrections of the king were
prepared, Atika of Atikin was constructing worlds and working out corrections for existence. The female did not endure until the uppermost Chesed
descended and caused them to endure. The kings of Edom did not endure because they consisted of judgment in judgment without Chesed.
314. We have learned that prior to the time the corrections of the
king were prepared, the Atika of Atikin, THAT IS THE SUPREME
EMANATOR, WAS constructing worlds and working out corrections
for existence. The female was not firmly established and did not
endure until the uppermost Chesed descended and caused them to
endure, DUE TO HER BEING CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT THAT HAS
NO LASTING ENDURANCE EXCEPT BY VESTING WITH THE
CHESED OF THE RIGHT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The constructions
of the female were firmly established with Yesod that is considered
Chesed. This is what is written: "And these are the kings that
reigned in the land of Edom, before there reigned any king...
" (Beresheet 36:31), meaning the area where all judgments exist,
SINCE EDOM IS INDICATIVE OF JUDGMENTS. They were not firmly
established until everything was restored. Chesed emerged and was
situated at the mouth of Yesod, WHICH IS THE CROWN OF YESOD
WHERE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED. This is what is written: "And...
died... and... died" (Beresheet 36:32-39), since they did not last and
were not firmly established, BECAUSE THEY CONSISTED OF
judgment in judgment DEVOID OF CHESED.
315. If you will wonder that all are judgments, why is it written: "And
Saul of Rehoboth by the river reigned in his place" (Ibid. 37). It does
not seem THAT THERE WILL BE judgment, since we have learned
that Rehoboth by the river means Binah, from whose source are
opened fifty gates of lights and candles to the six corners of the
world. THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO AS WORLD AND,
THEREFORE, IT WAS CALLED REHOBOTH, SO WE SEE THAT SAUL
OF REHOBOTH BY THE RIVER IS NOT OF JUDGMENT. HE REPLIES:
We have learned that they all are judgments except for one, the last
KING that lasted, THAT IS HADAR. This Saul from Rehoboth by the
river is only one side, THE LEFT SIDE, that spread and emerged from
Rehoboth by the river. THEREFORE, HE TOO IS OF JUDGMENT.
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316. None of them endured, and yet do not say they were voided. It is
simply that they did not endure in that kingdom OF JUDGMENT until
this last one of all was roused and awakened and spread out, as is
written: "And Hadar reigned in his place" (Ibid. 39). Who is Hadar? It
is the uppermost Chesed. "And the name of his city was Pa'u" (Ibid.).
What is Pa'u? It is that through him a man cries (Heb. po'e), who
merits the holy spirit. "iro (lit. 'his city')" IS DERIVED FROM
HIT'ORERUT (LIT. 'REVIVAL')'. "And the name of his wife was
Mehetabel" (Ibid.): at this point, they became firmly established from
each other. MALCHUT is called his wife, something that is not
written by them all - "THE NAME OF HIS WIFE."

317. Mehitavel INDICATES perfuming one in the other, OF MALE
AND FEMALE. ZEIR ANPIN IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS WHICH NUMERICALLY AMOUNT TO
45 AND THE FEMALE, THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY
SPELLED WITH HEI, WHICH IS NUMERICALLY 52. AND MEHITAVEL
NUMERICALLY AMOUNTS TO 45 PLUS 52. "Daughter of
Matred" (Ibid.), MEANING THAT DUE TO THE constructions WITHIN
HER from the side of Gvurah, MATRED IS DERIVED FROM TIRDUT
(LIT. 'INCONVENIENCE'). "DAUGHTER OF Mei zahav" (lit. 'golden
waters') (Ibid.), meaning that golden waters were firmly established
and involved one in the other, mercy and judgment. SINCE GOLD
INDICATES JUDGMENT, THAT IS THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH. WATERS IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM. THEY ARE
INCLUDED TOGETHER. Here were joined the woman to the male,
Mehitavel with Hadar.

45. The arms of the male
Rabbi Shimon describes the arms and legs and the joints tied in the arms. He says that the entire body is connected to all three brains - Chochmah,
Binah and Da'at - and they connect to the right arm. This has application to David because he was connected with the patriarchs on the right. He
talks about the right hand of God and about the left hand, and about when judgments are tempered with compassion and when they are not.
318. On the sides, he separates into arms and legs. In the arms of
the male, one is right and one is left. Three joints were tied in the one
arm, THE RIGHT ONE, and were included in the two arms. HE ASKS:
Could you imagine that they were included? IT SHOULD HAVE SAID
THAT THEY ARE IN BOTH ARMS. HE REPLIES: It is only that there
are three joints in the right ARM and three joints in the left, and the
three joints of the right were included in the three joints of the left.
This is why it is only written 'one arm'. THIS IS THE LEFT. By the
right, it is not written arm but it is merely called "Your right (hand),
Hashem" (Shemot 15:6) - "The right (hand) of Hashem" (Tehilim
118:16) WHEN IT CONTAINS the three joints of the patriarchs, that
were given them as their portion.

319. You might ask, Aren't they located in the three cavities of the
brain in the skull and not in the body, SINCE THERE IS NO
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT EXCEPT IN THE HEAD? HE REPLIES:
We have learned that all THREE BRAINS - CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND
DA'AT - permeate and are connected to the whole body. The entire
body is connected to these three, and they connect to the right arm.
That is why David was desirous and said, "Sit you at my right
hand" (Ibid. 110:1), because he was connected with the patriarchs,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, THAT WERE TRANSFORMED TO
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, AND WERE CONNECTED TO THE
RIGHT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. DAVID will return there to a
perfected throne; THAT IS TO SAY, DAVID IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS A LEG OF THE THRONE, SINCE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET IS THE SECRET OF THE THREE LEGS OF
THE THRONE. HE IS THE FOURTH, AND COMPLETES THE THRONE.
Therefore, it is written: "The stone which the builders rejected has
become the head stone of the corner" (Ibid. 118:22), WHICH WAS
SAID ABOUT MALCHUT CALLED DAVID, because he sat at the right.
This is what is written: "For you shall rest, and stand up for your
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allotted portion at the end of the days (also: 'right')" (Daniel 12:13).
HE REMINDED HIM OF THE RIGHT END; that is to say HE INFORMED
HIM THAT HE was like one that gained the King's favor, IN WHICH
CASE THE KING RECEIVES HIM TO THE RIGHT. Praised is the lot of
the one to whom the King extends his right to receive him under his
right. When this right sits, its three knots permeate AND
ILLUMINATE TO THE LOWER ONES.
320. The arm does not extend its hand with the three joints that we
mentioned, MEANING WITH THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
DA'AT WHERE THE DOMINATION OF THE RIGHT IS. THEREFORE, IT
IS REFERRED TO AS "THE RIGHT OF HASHEM," AS MENTIONED
ABOVE. When the wicked are wakened and increase in the world, the
other three JOINTS get reawakened, which are of harsh judgment,
and extend the arm. When He extends the arm, it is the right hand,
yet it is called, "O arm of Hashem" (Yeshayah 51:9) and "Your
stretched out arm" (Devarim 9:29). During the period that these three
joints of the right are in the three other joints, WHICH ARE HARSH
JUDGMENT, all are referred to as the right, and He executes
judgment with compassion. This is what is written: "Your right hand,
Hashem, is glorious in power: Your right hand, Hashem, dashed the
enemy in pieces" (Shemot 15:6), since compassion gets awakened
IN THE JUDGMENTS.
321. We have learned that, with this right, are attached 3,700,000,000
of those who are called right, WHICH ARE THE NUMBER OF THE
ENTIRETY OF MOCHIN, and 1,850,000,000 from the arm that is called
"the arm of Hashem." THAT IS THE MYSTERY OF THE GELLING OF
THE LIGHTS IN THE LEFT COLUMN FOR THE WICKED, WHICH IS
THE RIGHT CALLED "THE ARM OF HASHEM," AS MENTIONED
PREVIOUSLY. THAT IS THE MYSTERY OF RIGHT AND LEFT THAT
ARE BOTH OF THE RIGHT. The arm is suspended from the one and
the other, FOR THE ARM IS ALSO COMPRISED OF THE RIGHT AND
THE LEFT. The one and the other are called Tiferet, SINCE THE
TIFERET IS ALSO COMPOSED OF RIGHT AND LEFT. It is written: "At
the right hand of Moses" (Yeshayah 63:12), which is here the right.
Arm is the left, as is written: "His glorious arm" (Ibid.). SO WE SEE
THAT THEY ARE INCLUDED this with that.
322. We have learned that in the left hand are attached 450 shielded
ones that hang on to each and every finger. On each and every
finger exist ten thousand shielded ones. Go figure out how many
there are in the entire hand. The right is called 'holy help' that
emerges from the three joints in the right arm, as is written: "And,
behold, my hand shall be with you" (II Shmuel 3:12). Attached from
this are 41,000 and 580,000 helpers in the whole world. They are
called the uppermost hand of Hashem and the lower hand of
Hashem. Although the hand of Hashem is always the left one, IF they
are worthy, it is the right of Hashem, as the hand is included in the
arm and becomes a help and is referred to as right. If not, then it is
the lower hand of Hashem, WHICH IS LEFT. We have learned that
when harsh judgments get awakened to descend upon the world, it
is written here: "The counsel (lit. 'secret') of Hashem is with them
that fear Him" (Tehilim 25:14).

46. The sawing
We learn how Atika of Atikin let sleep fall upon Zeir Anpin and separated the female from Him. Rabbi Shimon talks about the judgments that are from
the male and those that are from the female. He tells how the male and female are joined to be perfumed together, and how the upper and lower
grades are thus corrected.
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323. We have learned in the hidden book that all the judgments that
are from the male, ZEIR ANPIN, are rough in the beginning and soft
at the end. All the judgments that exist from the female are soft in
the beginning and rough at the end. Had they not joined to a single
union, the world could not have endured until the Atik of Atikin, the
most concealed of all, separated them one from each other, AND
THEREAFTER joined them to be firmly established together.

324. When he separated them, he let the sleep fall upon Zeir Anpin
and separated the female from the back of his sides. He prepared her
with all her adornments and saved her for His day, FOR SHABBAT,
to bring her to the male, TO ZEIR ANPIN. This is what is written:
"And Hashem Elohim caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and
he slept" (Beresheet 2:21). What is meant by: "And he slept." This is
what it is written: "Awake, why sleep You, Hashem?" (Tehilim 44:24)
and "he took one of his sides" (Beresheet 2:21). What is meant by
"one"? That is meant to indicate the female, as it says: "My dove, my
undefiled is but one" (Shir Hashirim 6:9). She ascended TO ABA
AND IMA and was restored. In her area are imbedded compassion
and Chesed. This is what is written: "And closed up the flesh in its
place" (Beresheet 2:21). It is also written: "And I will take away the
heart of stone out of your flesh, and I will give you a heart of
flesh" (Yechezkel 36:26).

325. When the Shabbat wished to enter, THAT IS THE PERIOD
BETWEEN SUNDOWN AND NIGHT FALL, He was creating spirits,
ghosts, and storms, WHICH ARE HARMFUL SPIRITS OF THE
WORLD. Before he finished them, the Queen came WITH ALL her
adornments FROM THE SHABBAT, and sat down before Him. IN
THIS DAY, SHE ACHIEVES THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF CHAYAH
THAT SUBDUE AND MAKE VOID ALL THE HARMFUL ONES AND
THE OTHER SIDE, SINCE THEN THERE EXISTS NO DOMINION IN
THE WORLD BESIDES HER. During the time she sat in His presence,
He put down these creatures and they were not completed, because
the Queen sat with the King and they were joined face to face. Who
would enter between them and who would dare get close to them?
When they joined, they were firmly established from each other,
SINCE THE SHABBAT IS a day in which everything becomes
fragrant. Therefore, the judgments got firmly established in each
other, SINCE THE JUDGMENTS OF THE MALE THAT ARE STRONG
AT THE BEGINNING BECOME FIRMLY ESTABLISHED AT THE TOP
OF THE FEMALE, FOR THE JUDGMENTS THERE ARE SOFT. THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE FEMALE THAT ARE ROUGH AT THE END GET
FIRMLY ESTABLISHED IN THE END OF THE MALE, WHERE THE
JUDGMENTS ARE SOFT and the upper grades and lower grades are
corrected.

47. Cain and Abel
Rabbi Shimon tells us how the hidden book says that Atika of Atikin wished to see if the judgments were perfumed; when Adam and Eve joined
together a harsh judgment emerged from her, and the world could not tolerate it since the snake instilled the impurity of harsh judgment in her so
she could not be perfumed. Even though after Cain's birth she was weakened and became perfumed and gave birth to a sweeter soul, Abel, Cain
rose above him because he was stronger, having all the judgments adhering to him. God submerged Cain in the hole of the great abyss together
with his brother; they formed one body, from which descend the souls of all sinful people who are strong in spirit.
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326. We have learned this in the hidden book. The holy Atika wished
to see if the judgments were firmly established. ADAM AND EVE
were joined to each other, and a harsh judgment emerged from the
female side, as is written: "And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she
conceived, and bore Cain, saying, I have acquired..." (Beresheet 4:1).
The world could not tolerate it, since EVE was not yet firmly
established and the harsh snake instilled the impurity of harsh
judgment in her, so that she could not be firmly established.
Therefore, when Cain emerged from the side of the female he exited
rough and hard, harsh in judgment and heavy in judgment. As soon
AS CAIN emerged FROM HER, she was weakened and became firmly
established. Following that, she gave birth to another soul that was
more sweetened, but the first, CAIN, rose ABOVE HIM, being
stronger, in that all the judgments adhered to him.

327. Come and see what is written: "And it came to pass, when they
were in the field" (Ibid. 8). That is the known field of above, in the
field that is called a field of apple trees, MEANING MALCHUT, FROM
WHERE THEY WERE BORN. The judgment of Cain overcame his
brother, because he was harsher than him and he subdued him and
hid him beneath until the Holy One, blessed be He, was roused by it
and removed CAIN from His presence. He submerged him in the hole
of the great abyss and he included his brother in that depression of
the great ocean that firmly establishes the uppermost tears, from
them descend the souls to the world to each man according to his
way.

328. HE RETURNS TO THE TIME PRIOR TO WHEN THEY WERE
JOINED ONE WITH THE OTHER, WHEN THEY WERE COVERED,
SINCE CAIN BOUND AND HID ABEL BEFORE HIM. CAIN WAS ALSO
HIDING, AS IT SAYS: "AND FROM YOUR FACE I SHALL BE
HID" (IBID. 14). He says: Although they were hidden, they prevailed
and extended one to the other and formed one body, NAMELY
UNDER THE DOMINATION OF CAIN. From that body descend the
souls of the wicked, sinful and strong in spirit, BEING UNDER THE
DOMINATION OF CAIN. HE ASKS: Is it then from both together THAT
THE SOULS DESCEND? ARE THEY NOT TWO OPPOSITES? HE
REPLIES: Only the one to his side and the other to his side,
MEANING TO SAY THAT FROM CAIN ARE DRAWN THE SOULS OF
THE WICKED THAT ADHERE TO THE REFUSE OF THE LEFT AND
FROM ABEL ARE DRAWN THE SOULS OF THE WICKED THAT
ADHERE TO THE REFUSE OF THE RIGHT. ALL THIS IS PRIOR TO
WHEN THEY WERE COMBINED WITH EACH OTHER IN THE
DEPRESSION OF THE GREAT OCEAN THAT FIRMLY ESTABLISHES
THE UPPER TEARS OF ABOVE. HOWEVER, AFTER THEY WERE
SWEETENED, THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS ARE DRAWN FROM
THEM THAT ARE NOT SO RIGHTEOUS. Praised are those righteous
whose souls are drawn from this holy body called Adam, which
includes everyone and is a place that the crowns, THE SECRET OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, and the holy Sfirot get joined together in
the bundle of the cluster, MEANING TO SAY THAT ALL THE SFIROT
OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT AND THE SIX ENDS, THE RIGHT AND
THE LEFT, ARE INCLUDED IN IT TOGETHER.
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329. Praised are the righteous, that all these holy things that are said
in the uppermost holy spirit, a spirit in which all the most holy were
included, was revealed to you, WHICH ARE matters to which those
above and those below listen. Praised are you and capable of
judging, MEANING THOSE WHO CAN SIT IN A COURT OF JUDGES,
the reapers of the field, that you will be aware of these things and
you will pay attention to them. You shall know your Lord face to
face, eye to eye. With these matters, you will merit the World to
Come. This is what it says: "Know therefore this day, and consider it
in your heart, that Hashem (who is Atik Yomin), He is
Elohim" (Devarim 4:39) (WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN). All is One. Blessed
is His Name forever and forever more.

48. The upper grades below and the lower grades above
Rabbi Shimon says that the shape of man is the uppermost correction that comprises everything, and that the righteous man is an everlasting
foundation.
330. Rabbi Shimon said: I see the upper ones below and the lower
ones above. The upper grades below AND THE LOWER GRADES
ABOVE: that is the shape of man, who is the uppermost correction
that comprises everything.

331. We have learned that it is written: "But the righteous is an
everlasting foundation" (Mishlei 10:25), as he includes six (Heb.
shesh) in one source. This is what is written: "His legs are pillars of
marble (Heb. shesh)" (Shir Hashirim 5:15).

49. General and particular, particular and general
The hidden book says that the highest Sfirot in general and in particular, and the lowest Sfirot in particular and in general, were included in man.
Rabbi Shimon explains the meaning of this. Finally he says that the masters of judgment from below get attached in the lowest Sfirot.
332. We have learned in the hidden book that in man were included
the uppermost Sfirot, FROM THE CHEST UPWARDS, in general and
in particular, and in man were included the lowest Sfirot, THAT IS
FROM THE CHEST DOWNWARDS, in particular and in general. HE
EXPLAINS: The uppermost Sfirot are in general, as we have learned,
within the form of all the forms, THAT IS THE FORM OF MAN. In
particular, that is in the fingers of the hand, WHICH ARE five
corresponding to five. The lowest Sfirot in the toes of the feet are
particular and general, since the body, THAT IS TIFERET, is not seen
with them, since they are outside the torso. That is why they are not
part of the body, since the body was removed from them.

333. HE ASKS: If so, what is the meaning of: "And his feet shall
stand in that day" (Zacharia 14:4). IT SEEMS THAT THEY ARE NOT
OUTSIDE OF THE BODY THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE IT IS
ASCRIBED TO HIM. HE ANSWERS: It is the legs of the body,
MEANING the masters of judgment, to do revenge ON THE WICKED.
They are referred to as those who have legs, since from them are the
harsh JUDGMENTS. The masters of judgment from below get
attached in the lowest Sfirot THAT ARE CALLED LEGS, AND ABOUT
THIS IS WRITTEN: "AND HIS FEET (LIT. 'LEGS') SHALL STAND..."
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50. The generality of Man
Rabbi Shimon tells how all the formations of above that are in the holy body, the wholeness of man, irrigate and illuminate one another until they
enlighten all the world. He talks about the desire of the Klipot for the students of the Torah, since they wish to nourish from the holy body. We learn
that even angels are not outside of the generality of the holy body. Rabbi Shimon describes those spirits who left the general holy body and are
from the left side, and tells what their actions are. He tells us that the hidden book says that when Seth was born the worlds above and below were
perfumed and perfected; this was male and female from the aspect of the holy body, and the worlds were bound together and became one body.
Thus as the spirit was drawn and entered that body, everything throughout the universe is seen to be one. Whoever excludes himself from general
humanity does not enter into the realm of man when he leaves this world. Within the generality of man there is all the perfection of faith. The hidden
book says that whoever keeps a holy body overnight when the spirit has left it makes a flaw in the body of the worlds, so it must not stay overnight.
Rabbi Shimon talks about the Nefilim or fallen ones who mated with the daughters of men; the fallen ones are of the aspect of spirits of the left, that
do not bond to the body (Zeir Anpin) at all but rather to Malchut referred to as earth. We hear how God repented that He had ever made man on the
earth, and how He decided to destroy man below; all the same since one cannot differentiate between man above and man below, the destruction of
man below flaws the man above. If the wisdom of Arich Anpin would have illuminated Malchut there would not have been a flood, for wisdom
includes everything; this is concealed Chochmah, with which man's correction was established and strengthened. With this, Rabbi Shimon calls
upon the most Ancient of all ancient ones to witness that he has not revealed these secrets for his own honor, but only so that the friends should
not err in His ways.
334. We have learned that all these formations of above that are in
the holy body, which is the wholeness of man, are derived one from
the other and are attached to each other. They irrigate each other
like the blood that runs with the flow of the veins to this direction
and that direction, from this area to that area, and they irrigate the
body. HERE TOO, they irrigate each other and illuminate each other
until they enlighten all the worlds, and are blessed for their sake.

335. We have learned that these Sfirot which were not included in the
body, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, BUT ARE DRAWN FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN, are all abominable and unclean, and defile
everyone that gets near to them, in order to find out things from
them.
336. We have learned what the desire OF THESE KLIPOT is for the
students of the Torah. HE REPLIES: This is since they observe in
them a holy body and they wish to be included, MEANING TO
NOURISH from that body. You might say, Yet there are angels, not
included in the body. HE ANSWERS: No. If they were, heaven forbid,
outside of the generality of the holy body, THAT IS THE SECRET OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, they would not have been holy and they
could not have endured, since it is written: "His body also was like
the beryl" (Daniel 10:6). It is also written: "And their rims were full of
eyes" (Yechezkel 1:18:) and "the man Gavriel" (Daniel 9:21). SO YOU
SEE that all are incorporated in the generality of man, IN THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, except those that are not in the body, BUT ARE
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, who are unclean and defile all those that
will get near to them.

337. We have learned all these are from the spirit of the left side that
was not sweetened in man, THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, ZEIR
ANPIN. They left the general holy body and did not adhere to it.
Therefore, they are all unclean. They go wandering in the world and
reach the depression of the great abyss, WHERE CAIN WAS
SUBMERGED, to adhere in the first judgment that is called Cain that
was expelled from the general body below SINCE IT WAS OF THE
LEFT WITHOUT A RIGHT. They flutter and wander throughout the
world, and fly and do not get attached to the wholeness of the body,
THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Therefore, they are outside of all
the camps above and below and are defiled. About them, it is
written: "Outside of the camp shall his habitation be" (Vayikra 13:46).
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338. With the spirit that is called Abel. This is more fragrant in the
generality of the holy body. Other SPIRITS emanate that are more
firmly established and they adhere, yet do not adhere to the body. All
are suspended in the air and they emanate from the corpus of defiled
spirits, as mentioned above. They hear whatever they hear above
and from them it gets known TO THE SPIRITS below, because they
divulge everything to them.

339. We have learned in the hidden book that, as soon as the whole
of man, the holy body, was firmly established above, which is
composed of male and female, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN AND ITS
FEMALE, they were joined for a third time. Overall perfume emerged,
THAT IS SHET, and the worlds above and below were firmly
established. From here on, the world of above and below was
perfected. THIS WAS MALE AND FEMALE from the aspect of the
holy body, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and the worlds were
bound and got attached to each other and become one body, WHICH
IS SHET. The spirit got drawn and entered that body; throughout the
worlds, only one is seen. "Holy, holy, holy, is Hashem, Lord of
Hosts: the whole earth is full of His glory" (Yeshayah 6:3), since all is
one body, SINCE THREE TIMES HOLY IS THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS THAT INCORPORATED INTO ONE.

340. We have learned that, as soon as ZEIR ANPIN AND HIS FEMALE
became firmly established one in the other, judgment was connected
with compassion and the female was firmly established by the male,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, they could not ascend one without
the other. This is similar to the palm tree that does not ascend AND
PRODUCE FRUITS one without the other, FEMALE TREE WITHOUT
THE MALE TREE. About this, we have learned that whoever excludes
himself in this world from general humanity, THAT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, thereafter, when he exits from this world, he does not
enter into the realm of man. This is referred to as the holy body,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN AND BRIYAH YETZIRAH ASIYAH OF
HOLINESS. Rather he enters in these that are not called man, THAT
IS, BRIYAH YETZIRAH ASIYAH OF DEFILEMENT, which were
expelled from the inclusiveness of the body, THAT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN.
341. We have learned: "We will make you necklets of gold studded
with silver" (Shir Hashirim 1:11), meaning that the judgment, THE
ONE CALLED GOLD, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
OF THE LEFT, was spiced with mercy, THAT IS CALLED STUDS OF
SILVER, MEANING CHOCHMAH WAS COATED WITH CHASSADIM,
so there is no judgment that has no mercy in it, SINCE THEY ARE
INCLUDED IN ONE ANOTHER. About this, it is written: "Your cheeks
would be comely with rows of jewels, your neck with strings of
beads" (Ibid. 10). "Rows of jewels" HAS THE SAME MEANING AS in
the verse: "necklets of gold," WHICH ARE FROM THE LEFT. "Strings
of beads" HAS THE SAME MEANING AS in the verse: "studded with
silver," MEANING RIGHT, CHESED. "Your neck" is in the realm of the
female, which is the Matron, WHICH IS MALCHUT, since THE NECK
contains the temple of above, WHICH IS YESOD OF MALCHUT. The
terrestrial Jerusalem and the temple IN IT ARE ALSO CALLED THE
NECK. All this takes place after THE FEMALE gets firmly established
by the male and the wholeness of man is formed. This is the
inclusiveness of faith. Why faith? It is because within it, IN THE
GENERALITY OF MAN, there is all the perfection of faith.
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342. We have learned that when the soul of whoever is called man
left him, and he died, it is not permitted to have him stay in the
house and rest overnight on the ground, so as not to put the honor
of that body to shame, BEING A BODY WITHOUT A SOUL. It is
written: "Nevertheless man abides not in honor" (Tehilim 49:13). Man
who is the most honored "abides not" AFTER DEATH. What is the
reason? It is because if they do that, "he is like the beasts that
perish" (Ibid.). THAT IS, AFTER DEATH HE IS LIKE THE BEASTS.
Just like animals were never part of humans, WHICH IS WHY no holy
spirit is apparent upon them, here too A DEAD MAN is just like an
animal, a body without a spirit. Therefore, this body that is most
precious of all should not be put to shame.

343. We have learned in the hidden book that whoever keeps this
holy body overnight, when it is devoid of spirit, makes a flaw in the
body of the worlds, THAT IS THE UPPERMOST MAN. It is therefore
not permitted to have it stay overnight in a holy place, in the land
where justice resides, THAT IS THE LAND OF YISRAEL WHERE IT IS
WRITTEN: "HIS BODY SHALL NOT REMAIN ALL NIGHT...THAT
YOUR LAND BE NOT DEFILED" (DEVARIM 21:23:). This precious
body is referred to as the image of the King. If one let it stay
overnight, it WOULD APPEAR TO BE like one of the animals, THAT
IS, WITHOUT SPIRIT LIKE A BEAST, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
344. We have learned: "The sons of Elohim saw that the daughters of
men were fair" (Beresheet 6:2). These are the ones that were hidden,
MEANING THEY WERE DISTANCED FROM HOLINESS, and fell into
the crevice of the great abyss, THAT IS AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
'The daughters of man', that certain man. THIS IS ZEIR ANPIN, THEY
BEING AN ASPECT OF ABEL; HE SAYS ABOUT THEM ABOVE THAT
THEY GET MORE FIRMLY ESTABLISHED IN THE GENERALITY OF
THE HOLY BODY, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is written: "And they
bore children to them; the same were mighty men of old (lit. 'the
world')" (Ibid. 4), MEANING TO SAY THAT THEY ARE from the one
that was called "the world" as we have learned concerning the days
of the world, ZEIR ANPIN, EXCEPT THAT THEY ARE FROM THE
OTHER SIDE, THAT SOMETIMES THEY BOND TO ZEIR ANPIN AND
SOMETIMES NOT. THEY ADHERE TO THE BODY AND THEY DO NOT
ADHERE. ALL ARE SUSPENDED IN THE AIR. "Men of renown (lit.
'name')"(Beresheet 6:4), MEANING OF MALCHUT, IS REFERRED TO
AS NAME, AND THEY ARE NOT FROM ZEIR ANPIN REFERRED TO
AS WORLD. THESE ARE THE SPIRITS OF THE LEFT THAT WERE
NOT FIRMLY ESTABLISHED WITH MAN. THEREFORE, spirits and
demons get out into the world from them, to adhere to the wicked.
345. "There were Nefilim (lit. 'fallen ones') in the earth" (Ibid.). This
excludes the other ones that were not on the earth at that time, THAT
ARE NOT OF THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS EARTH.
The fallen ones are Aza and Aza'el, who were on the earth. THEY
ARE OF THE ASPECT OF SPIRITS OF THE LEFT, WHICH DO NOT
BOND TO THE BODY AT ALL, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN BUT TO
MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS EARTH, WHICH IS THE LEFT. The
sons of Elohim were not on the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, BUT
THEY WERE ATTACHED, YET NOT ATTACHED, TO THE HOLY BODY
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. This is a secret that
we have learned.
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346. It is written: "And Hashem repented that He made man on the
earth" (Ibid. 6). HE excludes the man above that was not on earth,
MEANING THAT HE IS NOT FROM THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT
CALLED EARTH. THE ENTIRE PUNISHMENT OF THE FLOOD WAS
ONLY FROM THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF EARTH, BUT NOT ANYTHING ABOVE IT. "And Hashem
repented": That is said of Zeir Anpin. "And it grieved Him at His
heart" (Ibid.): It does not say that He was grieved, but rather "it
grieved Him," since it grieved only Him, as this is dependent upon
Him. THAT IS TO SAY, THE DEEDS OF THE LOWER ONES REACH
ZEIR ANPIN, to exclude those who are not grieved, THE DEEDS OF
THE LOWER ONES, SINCE THE LOWER ONES DO NOT HARM
THEM. THAT REFERS TO ABOVE OF ZEIR ANPIN. "At His heart": It
does not say, 'In His heart', but rather "At His heart," as someone
that is grieved for his lord. This alludes to the heart of all hearts,
WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN THAT IS VESTED IN THE INNERMOST OF
ZEIR ANPIN.
347. "And Hashem said, 'I will destroy man whom I have created
from the face of the earth...'" (Ibid. 7). "From the face of the earth"
comes to exclude man from above MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
EARTH. You might say only man below exclusively, AND THE MAN
ABOVE WAS NOT FLAWED AT ALL AS A RESULT OF THIS, but you
cannot exclude OR DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN ONE AND THE
OTHER at all, since one cannot exist without the other. WHEN THE
MAN BELOW IS OBLITERATED, THE MAN ABOVE IS ALSO FLAWED.
348. If wisdom had sealed from all, THAT IS IF THE CHOCHMAH OF
ARICH ANPIN WOULD HAVE ILLUMINATED TO MALCHUT,
everything would have been fixed to its original form, AND THERE
WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN A FLOOD. It is written: "I, wisdom, dwell
with prudence" (Mishlei 8:12). Do not read it as "dwell with," but
rather 'cause to dwell'.
349. If not for the correction of man, the world would not have
existed. This is what is written: "Hashem by wisdom founded the
earth" (Ibid. 3:19). It is also written: "But Noah found favor in the
eyes of Hashem" (Beresheet 6:8).

350. We have learned that all the brains depend on that brain, THAT
IS IN CONCEALED CHOCHMAH. Chochmah is inclusive of
everything. This is concealed Chochmah, with which man's
correction was established and strengthened, so that everything
should be settled in an orderly way, each one in its place. This is
what is written: "Wisdom strengthens the wise more than ten
rulers" (Kohelet 7:19). THAT IS THE TEN SFIROT that are the perfect
establishment of man. The man is their inmost formation, SINCE THE
BRAINS THAT ARE IN THE INMOST PART ARE REFERRED TO AS
MAN, with which the spirit exists.
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351. All the perfect faith of the one who stands on the throne is
apparent with this correction of man, as is written: "The likeness as
the appearance of a man above upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26) and "One
like a Son of man came with the clouds of heaven, and came to the
Ancient of Days, and they brought him near before Him" (Daniel
7:13). Until here, the matters are vague and the reasons are obvious.
Praised is the lot of the one who is aware and observes to
understand them, and does not err in them. These matters were not
given except to those who sat on the seat of justice and the reapers
of the field that entered and were able to leave, as is written: "For the
ways of Hashem are right, and the just do walk in them: but the
transgressors shall stumble in them" (Hoshea 14:10).

352. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon cried and raised his voice
and said: If only with our words that were revealed here, our friends
would have been hidden in the chamber of the World to Come, and
would have passed away from this world, it would have been proper
and good, since they would not have been revealed to any one on
this world. He then repented and said: I regret what I said, BUT
RATHER THEY SHOULD DESERVE TO EXIST LONGER IN THIS
WORLD. It is apparent to the most Ancient of all the ancient ones,
the most concealed of all concealed, that not for my honor I have
done this and not for the honor of my family and not for the honor of
these friends. It is only that they should not err in His ways and
should not enter with shame into His palace, so they will not be
prevented FROM ENTERING. Praised is my lot with them in the
World to Come.

51. The passing of the three friends
We learn that before they could leave the chamber, Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa died, and the other friends saw holy angels carrying
them away. Rabbi Shimon is beside himself with fear that his revelations have caused this event, until a voice tells him that he deserves praise. The
voice says that the souls of the friends passed away through perfection and that they joined with great passionate will and valor at the time of their
deaths. The uppermost angels took their souls and raised them above. All the faces of the rabbis were shining brightly. Rabbi Aba was sad for some
days until he and Rabbi Shimon saw the angels showing their dead friends the treasures and chambers prepared for their honor, and then he was
comforted. From that day on the friends did not leave Rabbi Shimon's house, and no one else was ever present when he revealed secrets to them.
He called them 'the seven eyes of Hashem', and Rabbi Yehuda referred to him as Shabbat, from which all six days get their blessing.
353. We have learned prior to the exit of these friends from that
chamber that Rabbi Yosi, son of Rabbi Ya'akov, Rabbi Chizkiyah,
and Rabbi Yesa died. The friends saw that holy angels carried them
in that veil. Rabbi Shimon said something and THE FRIENDS became
calmed. He cried out and said: Perhaps, heaven forbid, a writ was
decreed for us to get punished, since it was revealed through us
what has not been revealed since the day Moses stood on Mount
Sinai. It is written: "And he was there with Hashem forty days and
forty nights... " (Shemot 34:28). Why am I here if this is the reason
for their punishment?
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354. He heard a voice say: Rabbi Shimon, you deserve praise.
Praised is your lot and the lot of your friends that live with you, since
it was revealed to you what has not been revealed to all the legions
above. However, come and see that it is written: "He shall lay its
foundation with his firstborn, and with his youngest son shall he set
up the gates of it" (Yehoshua 6:26). Certainly, the souls OF THE
FRIENDS joined with great passionate will and valor at the time they
were taken BY THE ANGELS. Praised is their lot that, through
perfection, they passed away.

355. We have learned that while these matters were revealed, roused
and declared in 250 worlds, ancient matters were revealed below.
While they were still spicing or perfuming their souls with these
matters, their soul left with a kiss and was connected in that veiled
curtain, and the uppermost angels took them and raised them above.

356. Rabbi Shimon said: How happy is the lot of these three, and
praised is our lot in the World to Come for this. A second voice
sounded and said, "But you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim
are alive every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4). They got up and
left. Everywhere they looked, fragrances were ascending. Rabbi
Shimon said: It seems from this that the world is getting blessed
because of us. All their faces were shining bright and the people of
the world could not look at them.

357. We have learned that ten entered the circled veil and seven left
it. Rabbi Shimon was rejoicing but Rabbi Aba was saddened. One
day, Rabbi Shimon was sitting with Rabbi Aba. Rabbi Shimon said
something. They saw the three FRIENDS, whom upper angels were
bringing and showing them the treasures and chambers above for
their honor. They were introducing them into the mountains of
refined balsam. Rabbi Aba's mind was calmed and at peace.

358. We have learned that from that day on, the friends did not leave
the residence of Rabbi Shimon. When Rabbi Shimon was revealing
secrets, nobody was present except for them. Rabbi Shimon referred
to them as 'We are the seven eyes of Hashem' as is written: "Those
seven...the eyes of Hashem" (Zacharia 4:10), which is applicable to
us. Rabbi Aba said: We are six candles illuminating from the
seventh, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH. You are the seventh of
each one, because the six cannot endure, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, save from the
seventh, WHICH IS BINAH, since everything is dependent on the
seventh. Rabbi Yehuda used to refer to him as Shabbat, from which
all six days get their blessing, as is written: "Shabbat to
Hashem" (Shemot 20:10) or holy to Hashem. Just as Shabbat is holy
to Hashem, so is Rabbi Shimon holy Shabbat to Hashem.
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52. Elijah
Rabbi Shimon is wondering why Elijah was not present in the chamber when the holy matters were revealed. Elijah arrives with three drops of light,
and Rabbi Shimon asks him why he was not available during the feast that they had prepared. Elijah explains that he had wanted to be there, but
God had sent him on a mission to do miracles for Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the elder) and his friends. When he returned he found the angels carrying
the three friends. He and Rabbi Shimon talk about the crowns that are given to the righteous during the new moon, holidays and Shabbat. Elijah tells
him that he will be decorated and sanctified more than all the others, and that Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai is the holy one of Hashem, who is called
honorable in this world and in the World to Come.
359. Rabbi Shimon said: I wonder about the hairy one girdled around
his waist, THAT IS ELIJAH. Why was he not in our chamber during
the time these holy matters were revealed? While he wondered,
Elijah arrived with three drops of light, brightening his countenance.
Rabbi Shimon said to him: What is the reason that my lord was not
available during the wine feast that was being enacted AND
PREPARED for his Master on this joyous day?

360. He, ELIJAH, said to him: On your life, Rabbi, seven days prior to
your entering your chamber, all those that were to come in and be
with you IN THE CHAMBER were being chosen in the presence of
the Holy One, blessed be He. I was there and wanted to be in his
presence IN THE CHAMBER. They had me yoked, and I was not able
TO GO since, on that particular day, the Holy One, blessed be He,
sent me on a mission to do miracles for Rabbi Hamnuna Saba (the
elder) and his friends, who had been compromised by an informer to
the king's palace. I caused a miracle to happen. For their sake, I
collapsed the wall in the king's temple, so that 45 ministers got
entangled in the construction of the wall, AND FELL WITH IT, and
died. I removed Rabbi Hamnuna Saba and his friends and threw
them to the valley of Ono, and they were saved. I prepared for them
bread and water, because they hadn't eaten for three days. All that
day, THAT YOU WERE IN THAT CHAMBER, I did not leave them

361. When I returned, I found that the three friends were on the
spread curtain that these pillars, THAT IS, THE ANGELS, were
carrying. I asked THE ANGELS and they told me that this was the
portion of the Holy One, blessed be He from Rabbi Shimon's and his
friends' festivity. Praised are you, Rabbi Shimon, and praised is your
lot and the lot of the friends that reside with you. How many levels
were prepared for you in the World to Come and how many bright
lights are destined to illuminate for you.

362. Come and see this day, which they decorated for your sake, fifty
crowns for Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair, your father-in-law. I
accompanied him in all these rivers of the mountains of pure balsam
trees. He picked his place and was restored. RABBI SHIMON said to
him: The righteous are connected to the source of the crowns during
the new moon, holidays and Shabbat, more than during other days.
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363. ELIJAH told him: Also all those that are outside, THEY ASCEND
AS WELL, as is written: "And it shall come to pass, that every new
moon, and every Shabbat, shall all flesh come..." (Yeshayah 66:23).
THAT IS REFERRING TO THOSE ON THE OUTSIDE, WHO ARE NOT
RIGHTEOUS. THEREFORE THE SCRIPTURE REFERS TO THEM AS
ALL FLESH. If those come, then most certainly the righteous will
come. Why "Every new moon"? Because it is then that the
patriarchs, who are the holy Chariots, are decorated. THEN THE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO
AS PATRIARCHS, ARE ELEVATED AND BECOME CHOCHMAH,
BINAH AND DA'AT. "And every Shabbat": Then, the seventh of the
six days gets decorated, BECAUSE THEN MALCHUT ACQUIRES THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT, as is written: "And Elohim blessed the
seventh day" (Beresheet 2:3).
364. You are Rabbi Shimon, the seventh of the six, and you will be
decorated and sanctified more than all the others. These righteous
friends are destined to delight in three delights, THAT IS, THE
THREE MEALS, that are relevant to the seventh, in the World to
Come because of you. It is written: "And call the Shabbat a delight,
the holy day of Hashem honorable" (Yeshayah 58:13). Who is the
holy one of Hashem? That is Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, who is called
honorable in this world and the World to Come.
The end of the Holy Idra Raba

13. Continuation of Naso: Fear, humility and piety
Rabbi Yitzchak says that whoever fears sin has awe and humility and piety because all of these are included in the fear of heaven. Rabbi Yehuda
talks about the angel Michael who is a priest above and about the priest below who called is an angel since he comes from the aspect of Mercy. He
says that the priest merited Mercy because of his fear of God. We learn from Rabbi Yehuda that whoever was joined male and female was called
Adam; Adam fears heaven so that humility and piety and mercy are with him as well. The world cannot be built without the presence of male and
female.
135. "Speak to Aaron and to his sons, saying, 'In this way you shall
bless'" (Bemidbar 6:22). Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion
saying, "But the steadfast love of Hashem is from everlasting to
everlasting upon those who fear Him, and His righteousness to
children's children" (Tehilim 103:17). How great is awe in the
presence of the Holy One, blessed be He; that awe includes humility
and humility includes piety. Thus whoever has fear of sin has them
all. Whoever does not fear heaven has neither humility nor piety.

136. We have learned that whoever left the realm of awe but acquired
humility, humility is better, and he has them all, as it is written: "The
reward of humility and (is) the fear of Hashem" (Mishlei 22:4). All of
them who have fear of heaven acquire humility, and everyone who
has humility acquires piety. Everyone that has fear of heaven
acquires all: humility, as is written: "The reward of humility is the
fear of Hashem," and piety (Chesed), as is written: "But the steadfast
love (Chesed) of Hashem is from everlasting to everlasting upon
those who fear Him."
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137. We learned that every man who has piety is referred to as the
angel of Hashem, Hashem Tzevaot. This is what is meant by: "For
the priest's lips should keep knowledge, and they should seek Torah
at his mouth: for he is a messenger (angel) of Hashem
Tzevaot" (Malachi 2:7). Rabbi Yehuda asked: Why did the priest
merit to be referred to as the angel of Hashem Tzevaot? Just like the
angel of Hashem Tzevaot is a priest above, IN HEAVEN, so too is a
priest an angel of Hashem Tzevaot below.

138. Who is the angel of Hashem Tzevaot above? That is Michael, the
great minister who emanates from Chesed above and is the high
priest of the above. The high priest below is called an angel of
Hashem Tzevaot, since he is come from the aspect of Chesed. What
is Chesed? Mercy within mercy. Therefore, there is no priest coming
from the aspect of Judgment. What is the reason that a priest
merited Chesed? Because of awe. This is what is meant by: "But the
steadfast love (Chesed) of Hashem is from everlasting (lit. 'world') to
everlasting (world) upon those who fear Him."

139. HE ASKS: Why is it that he says "world" twice IN "FROM
WORLD TO WORLD"? Rabbi Yitzchak said: It is like it was
established in the holy gathering that "world" is one AND "TO world"
is the second. THESE ARE THE TWO WORLDS, ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. Rabbi Chiya said: If so, it should have said, 'From the
world to the world' WITH THE DEFINITE ARTICLE. He said to him:
These are two worlds that returned to be one WORLD, MEANING TO
SAY THAT THEY UNITE WITH EACH OTHER. THEREFORE, THERE IS
NO DEFINITE ARTICLE TO EACH ONE. Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi
Yitzchak: How long will you keep your words so veiled? "From the
world to the world" MEANS the inclusion of the uppermost secret,
which is man above, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, and man below, WHO IS
MALCHUT. This is WHAT IS MEANT BY: "world" and "world." It is
written: "The days of old (lit. 'world')" (Yeshayah 63:9) and: 'Years of
old (world)' It was already explained in the most holy gathering,
THAT THEY REFER TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED WORLD.
140. THAT IS WHAT IS MEANT BY, "BUT THE STEADFAST LOVE OF
HASHEM IS FROM WORLD TO WORLD upon those who fear Him." It
is to teach that whoever is sin-fearing is called Adam. TWO WORLDS
THAT ARE CALLED MAN DWELL ON HIM. When does this happen?
Rabbi Elazar said: If he has awe, humility and piety, SINCE AWE is
all-inclusive.
141. Rabbi Yehuda said, We learned here that Adam (man)
comprises of male and female. He said to him: Certainly it is so, that
he was included in Adam, since whoever was joined male and female
was called man, and then he is heaven-fearing. Not only that, but
humility dwells upon him and piety prevails upon him also. Whoever
is not male and female, has no fear, no humility, no piety. Therefore,
Adam is considered all-comprehensive. Since he is called man,
Chesed prevails, as is written: "For I have said, 'The world is built by
love (Chesed)...'" (Tehilim 89:3). THE WORLD cannot be built without
the presence of male and female.
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142. It is written: "But the steadfast love of Hashem is from world to
world upon those who fear Him" since those who fear Him are the
wholeness of man, MEANING BOTH MALE AND FEMALE, BECAUSE
IF NOT SO, ONE IS NOT FEARFUL. Another explanation for, "But the
steadfast love (Chesed) of Hashem from world to world": These are
the priests that come from the side of Chesed. They inherit this
portion emanating from the upper world, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, to the
lower world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "those who fear Him," are the
priests below THAT ARE INCLUSIVE OF MALE AND FEMALE, as is
written: "And make atonement for himself, and for his
house" (Vayikra 16:6), WHICH IS THE FEMALE, in order to be
included in the secret of man, WHO IS BOTH MALE AND FEMALE.
"And His righteousness to children's children," because he merited
to have grandchildren. Rabbi Yehuda said: If so, what is "His
righteousness"? It needed to say 'His Chesed', SINCE THROUGH
CHESED HE MERITED TO HAVE GRANDCHILDREN.

14. An unmarried priest is not allowed to serve
We are told that a priest who does not have a wife is not permitted to carry out his duties because the Shechinah does not dwell in someone
unmarried, and it is imperative for a priest to have the Shechinah dwell in him.
143. Rabbi Elazar said: This is the secret that we learned of "this
(Heb. zot)," WHICH REFERS TO MALCHUT, "because she (zot) was
taken out of man" (Beresheet 2:23). It is also written: "She (zot) shall
be called woman" (Ibid.) and zot is included in man, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, which is Chesed, and zot is female. Chesed is male.
Therefore, the male that comes from the white side, WHICH IS
CHESED, is called Chesed and "zot" is referred to as righteousness,
since she comes from the side of red, THAT IS LEFT AND
JUDGMENT. That is why she is called "woman (Heb. ishah)," WHICH
IS DERIVED FROM FIRE (HEB. ESH) AND RIGHTEOUSNESS. That is
the reason it is written: "And His righteousness TO CHILDREN'S
CHILDREN" (Tehilim 103:17). IT IS NOT WRITTEN: 'AND HIS
CHESED'. What is the meaning of "His righteousness"? This is the
righteousness of Chesed, its spouse, for they sweeten one another,
SINCE HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS INCLUDES ALSO THE MALE THAT IS
CHESED. THAT IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS."
Therefore we have learned that any priest that does not have a wife
is not permitted to carry out his duties, since it is written: "and make
atonement for himself, and for his house" (Vayikra 16:17).
144. Rabbi Yitzchak said: THEREFORE, A PRIEST IS NOT
PERMITTED TO DO HIS DUTIES IF HE HAS NO WIFE, since the
Shechinah does not dwell in someone who is not married. It is more
imperative for the priests to have the Shechinah dwelling among
them than the rest of the nation. When the Shechinah rests on them,
Chesed resides among them and they are considered pious men
(Heb. Chassidim). They are required to bless the nation and this is
what is meant by: "And Your pious ones shall bless You" (Tehilim
145:10). It is also written: "Let Your Tummin and Your Urim be with
Your pious one" (Devarim 33:8). Since the priest is considered
pious, he needs to bless, which is why it is written, "Speak to Aaron
and to his sons, saying, In this way you shall bless" (Bemidbar 6:23).
The reason is that they are considered pious and it is written, "And
Your pious ones shall bless You."

15. "In this way you shall bless"
Rabbi Yitzchak says that the one who gives the blessing must do so with fear, with humility and with holiness. He talks about righteousness and "a
great plague" that awakens judgments. The priest should give his blessings on Malchut with mercy and he should perfume her for the sake of the
children of Yisrael so that no judgments will exist in her. Rabbi Yitzchak says that Daniel when he saw the vision was not afraid and he was not a
prophet, and yet he was holier than the prophets. We hear Rabbi Yehuda's teaching about what happens when the priest stands up and spreads his
hands for the blessing. We are told that every priest who raises his palms needs to become holier through one who is sanctified, the Levite, in order
to add holiness to holiness, and that the Levite must first sanctify himself. Everyone should seek knowledge from the priest, who must know the
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Torah and who is a messenger from God.
145. "In this way you shall bless the children of Yisrael, saying to
them" (Bemidbar 6:23). "In this way you shall bless," namely in the
holy tongue. "In this way you shall bless," NAMELY with awe. "In
this way (Heb. coh) you shall bless," NAMELY with humility, SINCE
MALCHUT IS CALLED "COH," WHEREIN ARE HOLINESS, AWE AND
HUMILITY. Rabbi Aba said: "In this way you shall bless." We learned
that this righteousness, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called coh, since all
the judgments come from coh, SINCE COH IS DERIVED FROM
KEHEH (LIT. 'DARK'), NAMELY WHEN MALCHUT IS IN THE LEFT
ASPECT, WHEN IT IS DIM AND DOESN'T SHINE AND ALL THE
JUDGMENTS FLOW FROM HER. That is what Rabbi Elazar said - the
meaning of "a great plague (Heb. makah)" (Bemidbar 11:33), is a
plague of coh, as it is written: "till now (Heb. coh) you would not
hear" (Shemot 7:16), as Moses threatened Pharaoh WITH THE NAME
COH. In accordance with this, it is written: "In this (Heb. zot) you
shall know that I am Hashem" (Ibid. 17). THAT IS, HE WAS
THREATENING WITH THE NAME OF "ZOT" and all is one, SINCE
MALCHUT IS CALLED BOTH "COH" AND "ZOT." It is also written:
"Neither did he set his heart even to this (zot)" (Ibid. 23), which is
ready to destroy his country.
146. From that coh, WHICH IS MALCHUT, Judgments are aroused.
When Chesed joins with her, she is mitigated. Therefore, it is given
to a priest who comes from Chesed so that this coh will be blessed
and perfumed. Hence, it is written: "In this way (coh) you shall bless
the children of Yisrael." THE MEANING IS that you should bless coh
with this Chesed and perfume her for the sake of Yisrael, so that
there will be no Judgments in her.

147. Hence, it is written: "In this way you shall bless the children of
Yisrael, saying to them." "Saying" is not written in plural form, but in
singular. This is for reasons of excluding. When transgressors of
laws have increased it is not publicized, since they were not
commanded to make known the name of "coh." That is derived from
the words: "Saying (sing.) to them," "saying" in singular INSTEAD
OF 'SAYING TO THEM' IN PLURAL. Another explanation for "saying
(sing.)": Since it is written: "You (pl.) shall bless," why is it not also
written: 'saying (pl.) TO THEM'? But Rabbi Yehuda taught, "saying to
them": If they are worthy, it is "to them"; THAT IS, THE BLESSINGS
REACH YISRAEL. If they are not worthy, it is simply "saying."

148. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "And I
Daniel alone saw the vision: for the men who were with me did not
see the vision..." (Daniel 10:7). HE ASKS: "And I Daniel alone saw,"
for here we learned that he was not a prophet but there were
prophets there - and who are they? They are Chagai, Zechariah and
Malachi. If so, the holy become secular and here it is written: "did
not see." Why should they fear then? About Daniel, it is written:
"And I Daniel alone saw." Yet he is not fearful though he is not a
prophet. Here the secular is holy, MEANING TO SAY THAT HE WHO
IS NOT A PROPHET IS HOLIER THAN A PROPHET.
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149. We learned that it is written: "Though a host should camp
against me, my heart shall not fear: though war should rise against
me, even then I will be confident (lit. 'trust in zot')" (Tehilim 27:3)
Here "zot" is precisely what we said, THAT IT IS MALCHUT. "Zot"
was his portion and his lot, to become stronger and do vengeance.
We learned that the Holy One, blessed be He, made David into a holy
Chariot with the Patriarchs, AND HE RECEIVED the uppermost of all
holy crowns that the patriarchs bequeathed to him. We have further
learned that that kingdom was inherited by David and his sons
thereafter. In the place of the uppermost Malchut, he was
strengthened. He and his sons inherited this kingdom, from which
their dominion was not removed for many generations.

150. We have learned that when the Sfirah of Malchut was roused for
the sons of David, no one was able to oppose them. THAT IS WHAT
IS MEANT BY: "And I Daniel alone saw the vision," WHICH IS
MALCHUT REFERRED TO BY "THE VISION," since he was from the
offspring of David, as is written: "Now, among these were the
children of Judah: Daniel, Hananiah..." (Daniel 1:6). THEREFORE, he
saw and rejoiced in it, since it pertained to the lot and inheritance of
his ancestor, DAVID. Since it was his, he was able to bear IT AND
WAS NOT FEARFUL, while the others could not endure AND WERE
AFRAID. EVEN IF THEY DID NOT SEE, THEY DID PERCEIVE THEIR
FORTUNE, as Rabbi Shimon said: During the period that "coh" is
roused along with her Judgments, the inhabitants of the world could
not resist it.

151. BUT when the priests spread their hands that stem from
Chesed, upper Chesed awakens and bonds with this coh, which is
perfumed and blessed with the shining faces of the children of
Yisrael. The Judgments are removed from them, as is written: "In
this way you shall bless the children of Yisrael" and not the rest of
the nations.

152. It is therefore a priest THAT GIVES THE BLESSINGS and
nobody else. It is the priest in order to awaken through him his own
Sfirah of Chesed, because he is called pious (Heb. chasid), as is
written: "with Your pious one" (Devarim 33:8) and he comes from the
side of Chesed. It is written: "And Your pious ones shall bless You
(Heb. yevarchuchah)" (Tehilim 145:10). Do not pronounce it "shall
bless you," but rather "shall bless (Heb. yevarchu) coh" with the
ineffable Name. 'Thus (coh) you shall bless', in the holy tongue.

153. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said: During the time the priest
below rises and spreads his hands, all the holy Sfirot above are
awakening. They are getting ready to be blessed and illuminate from
the depth of the well THAT IS BINAH, which flows to them from that
depth that flows continuously. The blessings that flow do not cease;
they BECOME springs to all the worlds, which are blessed and
watered from them all.
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154. We also learned that during that time, WHEN THE PRIESTS
RAISE THEIR HANDS, secrecy and silence prevail in all the worlds,
SIMILAR to a king that wishes to be engaged to his queen and
approaches her secretly. All his servants awaken excitedly during
that time and whisper to each other: Behold the king comes to join
with the queen. Who is that queen? That is the Congregation of
Yisrael. Who is the Congregation of Yisrael? It is a Congregation of
Yisrael; THAT IS, MALCHUT.

155. We learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said: The priest is required to
raise his right HAND over the left, as is written: "And Aaron lifted up
his hands (Heb. yadav) toward the people, and blessed
them" (Vayikra 9:22). "Yadav" is spelled without Yud, the mark of
plural. That is due to the preference of the right HAND over the left.
Rabbi Elazar said: That is a secret, since it is written: "And he shall
rule over you" (Beresheet 3:16). THE MALE, WHICH IS RIGHT,
SHALL DOMINATE OVER THE FEMALE, WHICH IS THE LEFT.

156. We learned that a priest who wishes to raise his palms, holiness
should be added to his holiness, THAT IS, he should sanctify his
hands by a holy hand. What is the holy hand? It is the Levite that the
priest need to accept holiness of water from his hands, as is written
that you shall sanctify the Levites. It is written of the Levites: "And
your brethren also of the tribe of Levi, THE TRIBE OF YOUR
FATHER..." (Bemidbar 18:2), SO THAT THEY ARE included in the
tribe of your father. From here we understand that every priest who
raises his palms requires to be sanctified through one who is
already sanctified, in order to add holiness upon his holiness.
Therefore, he must not receive the sanctity of water from another
person who is not holy.

157. We learned in 'Safra Det'zniuta (the Concealed Book) - that the
Levite, through whom the priest is sanctified, must first sanctify
himself. HE ASKS: Why through a Levite, instead of through another
priest, AND HE REPLIES: Another priest has no such need TO
SANCTIFY HIS FELLOW PRIEST, SINCE HE COULD BE an imperfect
priest himself WHO IS NOT PERMITTED TO PERFORM PRIESTLY
DUTIES. A perfect priest has no need to be flawed by a flawed priest
who is imperfect. However, a Levite who is perfect, and is worthy to
ascend the platform and do the duties of the Tent of Meeting, is
considered perfect and is referred to as holy, as is written that you
shall sanctify the Levites. Rabbi Tanchum said: He is also called
pure, as is written: "And cleanse them" (Bemidbar 8:6). Therefore, a
priest needs to add holiness upon his holiness BY BEING INCLUDED
OF A LEVITE ALSO, SINCE THE ASPECT OF PURIFICATION
APPLIES ONLY TO THE LEVITE.

158. We learned that the priest who raises his palms needs to avoid
having his fingers touching one another, so the holy Sfirot shall be
blessed individually, as is proper for it. The Holy Name needs to be
defined in letters inscribed so they are not mixed with each other.
And he should pay attention to these matters.
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159. Rabbi Yitzchak said: The Holy One, blessed be He, wished to
have the upper grades blessed so the lower grades be blessed,
SINCE AFTER THE UPPER SFIROT ARE FILLED WITH ABUNDANCE
OF BLESSINGS, THEY BLESS THE LOWER GRADES. Let the upper
grades who are holy with the highest degree of holiness be blessed
through the lower grades who are holy with the highest degree of
holiness and are holier than any that are holy below, MEANING THE
PRIESTS, as it is written: "And Your pious ones shall bless
You" (Tehilim 145:10).
160. Rabbi Yehuda said: Every priest that does not know this secret,
nor to whom he gives his blessing, nor what the blessing is that he
makes, his blessing is not considered a blessing. This is the
meaning of: "For the priest's lips should keep knowledge, and they
should seek Torah at his mouth: for he is a messenger of Hashem
Tzevaot" (Malachi 2:7). What is knowledge? It is simply Da'at (lit.
'knowledge'), MEANING THE SFIRAH OF DA'AT THAT COMBINES
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. "And they should seek Torah at his
mouth": The upper beings will seek at his mouth. What will they seek
at his mouth? Torah, meaning Torah in general, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN THAT THEY WILL INQUIRE OF HIM TO KNOW how the Torah
above is unified, which is called Torah in general, since we learned
that the written Torah and the oral Torah are the supernal crowns
that are so called, MEANING IN ZEIR ANPIN CALLED THE WRITTEN
TORAH, AND IN MALCHUT CALLED THE ORAL TORAH. What is the
reason THAT HE KNOWS ALL THAT? THE VERSE CONCLUDES:
"For he is a messenger of Hashem Tzevaot." We have learned that
the priest must meditate on these matters above to unify the Holy
Name as is required.

16. "Saying to them"
Rabbi Shimon says that the Hidden Book tells us that the Holy Name is both revealed and concealed. Rabbi Yehuda talks about the secret of the
name of 22 letters that is referred to in the priestly benediction. Rabbi Elazar explains to Rabbi Yosi that God called Yisrael man and beast; if they
are deserving they are a man in the image of the above, and if they are not deserving they are referred to as beasts, and yet they all get blessed
simultaneously. No blessings are available below until they are first available above. Rabbi Aba concludes by saying that the blessings are of mercy
contained within mercy, as there is no judgment in the 22 letters of the Holy Name.
161. Rabbi Shimon said: We learned in Safra Det'zniuta (the
Concealed Book) that the Holy Name is both revealed and
concealed. The revealed one is spelled Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph,
Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph. The concealed one is spelled by other
letters, and that which is concealed is the most hidden. Rabbi
Yehuda said: Even the one that is revealed is concealed by other
letters, due to the most hidden one inside it.

162. Here the priest is required to permutate the Holy Name and
bring down mercy, since everything is contained in the articulating
of the 22 letters, the crowns of mercy, THE SECRET OF THE NAME
OF 22 LETTERS - ALEPH NUN KUF TAV MEM... - THAT IS
REFERRED TO IN THE PRIESTLY BENEDICTION. In the letters of this
name are concealed the 22 attributes of mercy, WHICH ARE the
thirteen CORRECTIONS OF THE BEARD of Atika, the most
concealed and hidden, and the nine CORRECTIONS OF THE BEARD
that were revealed from Zeir Anpin, AS NINE AND THIRTEEN EQUAL
22. All THE 22 ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY join in one permutation of
the Name, on which the priest used to meditate when he raised his
hands, with 22 engraved letters - MEANING THE NAME OF 22,
ALEPH NUN KUF TAV MEM...
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163. We learned that when modesty prevailed in the world, this name
OF 22 LETTERS was revealed to all, but when impudence became
more prevalent in the world, it was concealed along with its letters.
During the time the name was revealed, the priest meditated and the
name became explicit AND REVEALED. What was he meditating on?
He was meditating on the concealed, hidden and covered, AND THE
NAME would be revealed and become explicit. When impudence
flourished in the world, everything was concealed in engraved
letters, MEANING IN THE 22 LETTERS.

164. Come and see that Moses twice recited all these 22 attributes of
mercy. In the first instance, he said the thirteen attributes of the
most ancient, who is the most hidden - THAT IS ARICH ANPIN - to
lower them to where the Judgment was prevalent - THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN - to subdue the Judgments. THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE
THIRTEEN MEASURES OF MERCY THAT HE SAID IN THE PORTION
OF KI TISA: "EL, MERCIFUL AND GRACIOUS" (SHEMOT 34:6). The
second time, he said the nine attributes of mercy, which ARE
INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN AND are illuminating from the most
concealed Atika. THEY ARE THE ONES MENTIONED IN THE
PORTION OF SHELACH "LONG-SUFFERING, AND GREAT IN
LOVE..." (BEMIDBAR 14:18). The priest incorporates all of them
when he raises his hands to bless the nation, so that all worlds are
blessed by the side of Mercy that flows from the most hidden and
concealed Atika. All 22 letters IN THE NAME THAT COMES OUT
FROM THE PRIESTLY BENEDICTION - ALEPH NUN KUF TAV MEM...
- are hidden attributes, WHICH ARE THE 22 MEASURES OF MERCY.
165. IN THE THREE WORDS: "Hashem bless you, and keep
you" (Bemidbar 6:24), THERE ARE FIFTEEN LETTERS because of
these three verses IN THE PRIESTLY BENEDICTION and the three
names. AS IN EACH VERSE, THERE IS ONE NAME OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI - WHICH ARE twelve letters, SINCE IN EACH NAME ARE FOUR
LETTERS AND THREE TIMES FOUR EQUAL TWELVE. WITH THE
THREE VERSES, THEY EQUAL FIFTEEN, which are correspondingly
comprised IN THE FIFTEEN LETTERS OF: "HASHEM BLESS YOU,
AND KEEP YOU." The priest has to meditate on all those, and all the
higher and lower beings are perfumed with the 22 letters. THAT IS IN
THE NAME OF THE 22 LETTES that are concealed in these three
verses OF THE PRIESTLY BENEDICTION, which correspond to the
all-inclusive 22 measures of mercy. Therefore, it is written: "saying
TO THEM" in singular instead of the plural, as we have explained.
"Saying" means that it is required to meditate on all these concealed
secrets in all these levels; "saying" refers to the concealed matters
of above and "saying" equals the number of 248 body parts in a
person minus one, WHOSE SECRET WAS EXPLAINED ABOVE. What
is the reason ONE IS MISSING? Because all 248 come out of the one
UPPERMOST, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. Everything is blessed with
this benediction in the three verses, as we have said. IN THE VERSE
"SAYING TO THEM," "to them" is in order to include in this
benediction the upper and lower beings.
166. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: One day I sat before Rabbi
Elazar the son of Rabbi Shimon. I asked him, Rabbi, why did David
see fit to say: "Hashem, You preserve man and beast" (Tehilim
36:7)? Man befits nicely, but why a beast? He said to me: You asked
properly. Everything accords WITH PRESERVATION. If people are
worthy, THEY ARE PRSEVED like humans. If they are not worthy,
THEY ARE PRESERVED like beasts.
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167. I said: My teacher, I wish to know the secret of this matter. He
said to me: Everything has been said, BOTH THE ESOTERIC AND
THE LITERAL MEANING. Come and see: The Holy One, blessed be
He, called Yisrael man, in the likeness of the higher, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and also called them beast. And it is all in one verse, as is
written: "But you, My flock, the flock of My pasture, are
men" (Yechezkel 34:31). "But you, My flock, the flock of My pasture":
Here HE REFERS TO THEM IN THE NAME OF beast. "Are man": Here
HE REFERS TO THEM AS man. For Yisrael is referred to as both man
and beast. Therefore, "Hashem, You preserve man and beast."
Another secret lies within the matter: if they have merit, they are a
man in the image of the above. If they do not have merit, they are
referred to as beasts. They are all blessed simultaneously, both man
above - THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT YUD HEI VAV HEI
FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, WHICH NUMERICALLY AMOUNTS
TO "MAN" - and the beast below - THE SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT
IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH HEI'S AND
NUMERICALLY EQUALING TO "BEAST." There is everything among
Yisrael, SINCE ALSO AMONG YISRAEL THERE ARE THE TWO
LEVELS, MAN AND BEAST, MEANING THE SOULS THAT ARE
DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND THOSE SOULS THAT ARE DRAWN
FROM MALCHUT. This is why it says: "Hashem, You preserve man
and beast."
168. Come and see that no blessing is available below until it is
available above FIRST. When it is present above, it is also present
down below. All this depends upon ABOVE BOTH for good and for
bad. For good, as it is written: "I will answer the heavens, and they
will answer the earth" (Hoshea 2:23). For bad, as it is written: "That
Hashem shall punish the host of the high ones on high, and the
kings of the earth upon the earth" (Yeshayah 24:21).

169. Rabbi Yehuda said: Therefore it is simply written: "Saying to
them," unspecified, WHICH INDICATES that the upper grades and
lower grades should be blessed all together. It is written at first: "In
this way you shall bless" (Bemidbar 6:23), and thereafter "the
children of Yisrael, saying to them" (Ibid.), in a general way. IT IS
NOT SPECIFICALLY WRITTEN: 'SAYING TO YISRAEL', WHICH
MEANS that they should be blessed together, BOTH UPPER AND
LOWER GRADES. "Hashem bless you" (Ibid. 24) above, and "and
keep you" (Ibid.) below, "Hashem make His face shine" (Ibid. 25)
above and "and be gracious to you" (Ibid.) below, "Hashem lift up
His countenance" (Ibid. 26) above, and "and give you peace" (Ibid.)
below.
170. Rabbi Aba said: All are blessed together with 22 engraved
letters of the Holy Name that is included and concealed here, IN THE
PRIESTSLY BENEDICTION. IN THE NAME OF the 22 letters,
everything is blessed. They are of Mercy within Mercy, as there is no
Judgment in them. HE ASKS: Yet not so, for it is written: "Hashem
lift up His countenance to you" AND "LIFT UP" INDICATES
JUDGMENT. Rabbi Aba said: "Lift up" MEANS He shall remove and
cause to pass away, so there shall be no Judgment at all.

17. When the priest raises his hands
Rabbi Yosi tells us that people should not look at the hands of the priest when he raises his hands in blessing because, although they can not see
the Shechinah that dwells there, they need to be in awe and so they should not be disrespectful of the Shechinah. Compassion prevails in all the
worlds during the time of blessing.
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171. We learned that Rabbi Yosi said: when the priest raises his
hands, the people must not look at him, since the Shechinah rests
on his hands. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Even so, if they cannot see, what
harm is there for them? It is because it is written: "For no man shall
see Me, and live" (Shemot 33:20). It is only during their lifetime that
they cannot see. At their death, they do see. He told him: It is
because the Holy Name is alluded to in the fingers of their hands,
and a person should have awe. Although they cannot see the
Shechinah, they should not look at the hands of the priests, so the
people should not be impudent towards the Shechinah.

172. We learned that when the priest raises his palms, the people
must sit in awe and fear, and know that at that time a time of
goodwill prevails throughout the worlds, the upper and lower beings
are blessed and there is no Judgment among them all. That is the
time when the concealed most ancient Atik is revealed in Zeir Anpin
and peace prevails in all THE WORLDS.

173a. Rabbi Shimon said: In the beginning of these three verses,
THERE IS Yud, Yud, Yud, meaning the Yud of Yevarechecha (lit.
'bless you'), Yud of Ya'er (lit. 'shine upon') and Yud of Yisa (lit. 'lift
up'). They are all SPELLED WITH THIS LETTER to show the perfect
Faith, so that whoever needs TO BE BLESSED will be blessed from
Atika, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. Yud,
Yud, Yud APPEAR THREE TIMES, so that Zeir Anpin shall be blessed
from the most Ancient AND THE THREE YUDS CORRESPOND TO
THE THREE COLUMNS, AS "BLESS YOU" IS THE RIGHT COLUMN,
"SHINE UPON" IS THE LEFT COLUMN AND "LIFT UP" IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. Therefore, "Hashem bless you" IS ABOVE FOR
ZEIR ANPIN, SO IT SHOULD RECEIVE FROM ATIKA, "And keep you"
is below FOR YISRAEL, and so on all of them.
173b. The Tanna learned before Rabbi Shimon that whoever is
distressed in his dream shall come when the priests spread out their
hands, and say: Master of the universe, I am Yours and my dreams
are Yours. What is the reason? It is because compassion prevails in
all the worlds at that time. Whoever will put forth his prayers about
his distress, Judgment will turn into Mercy for him.

18. The priestly benediction
We are told about the inner significance of the spreading of the fingers of the priest during the blessing. The children of Yisrael are blessed from the
Holy Name of God.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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174. It is a commandment that the priest shall bless the people every
day by raised fingers and make a daily benediction, so that
blessings will prevail above and below, since these fingers are in the
uppermost secret, five within five, five of the right and five of the left.
The five of the right have more importance than those of the left,
since the right is more important than the left. Therefore, during the
benediction with which the priest blesses the people, he needs to
raise the right hand higher than the left and observe THE
BLESSINGS with a good eye.

175. When the priest spreads his hands, the Shechinah rests on his
fingers, since the Holy One, blessed be He, agrees with the priest
with these benedictions. Yisrael are blessed from both sides, from
above and from below. From above, it is from the Shechinah that
rests on his fingers AND FROM BELOW, IT IS from the priest that
blesses.

176. Come and see, the things that are done BELOW awaken
CORRESPONDING matters above. Similarly, with the spreading of
the fingers of the priest below, the Shechinah awakens to come and
rest on them. Also there are various things in the world that inspire
matters above, since another power is awakened above with the
awakening below. We have already explained this in several places.
That is the reason of TAKING the Lulav and the reason of BLOWING
the Shofar. Just as in this matter there are ten fingers, the Shechinah
is inspired to rest on them and another ten levels are inspired above
- WHICH ARE THE TEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN - to illuminate. And
all this is simultaneous.

177. Therefore, a person is not permitted to raise his fingers in vain,
except during prayer and benedictions and in the name of the Holy
One, blessed be He. We have already explained that RAISING THE
FINGERS IS arousing the Holy Name and the secret of the Faith. The
raising of the fingers appoint by their uprightness ten rulers. SINCE
THE FINGERS ALLUDE TO THE REVELATION OF CHOCHMAH, IT IS
WRITTEN: "WISDOM STRENGTHENS THE WISE MAN MORE THAN
TEN RULERS" (KOHELET 7:19). We explained this, and the priest is
required to give his benediction with a proper attitude, with the
acknowledging of the Shechinah, as we learned.

178. When the benediction leaves the mouth of the priest, these sixty
letters THAT OCCUR IN THE PRIEST'S BENEDICTION go out and fly
in the firmament and appoint sixty ministers over each individual
letter. They all acknowledge all these blessings. What is the reason
that there are sixty letters in these benedictions? It is because
Yisrael are six hundred thousand and, they always live in the world
based on the secret of six hundred thousands. Each and every one
OF THE LETTERS IN THE BENEDICTIONS is a ten thousand.
THEREFORE, THEY CORRESPOND TO THE SIX HUNDRED
THOUSANDS OF YISRAEL.
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179. The Holy Name that is pronounced BY THE PRIEST'S
BENEDICTION rises to that throne above, WHICH IS BINAH. Then the
supernal Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower Shechinah,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, acknowledge AND AGREE with the priest on
these blessings. And all these sixty ministers IN CHARGE OVER
EACH AND EVERY LETTER, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, ARE
BLESSED. Therefore, it is written: "And they shall put My name upon
the children of Yisrael; and I will bless them" (Bemidbar 6:27). Then
the Holy One, blessed be He, blesses Yisrael.

180. The following commandment is the benediction of the priests.
"Hashem bless you...Hashem make His face shine... Hashem lift up":
The source of these three names is Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Yud, VavAleph-Vav, Hei Yud. Sanctification is Eheyeh, Eheyeh, Eheyeh,
whose source is Yud Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, HeiAleph. The connection of both, the uniting of both, is Adonai, which
contains Aleph-Yud. A fourth Aleph-Yud is alluded to from the two
names that are made explicit in them.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

19. "And they shall put My name"
Rabbi Yehuda says that any priest who the people do not love should not bless them, for he must love the people and they must love him. The
rabbis talk about the evil eye and the good eye, and how important it is to bless with a good eye. Rabbi Yehuda said that God swore He would not
enter into celestial Jerusalem until the children of Yisrael entered terrestrial Jerusalem during the redemption.
181. HE ASKS, What is the meaning of: "And they shall put My
name" (Bemidbar 6:27)? Rabbi Yehuda said THAT THE
EXPLANATION IS to establish it, as is written: "And appoint them
every one to his service and to his burden" (Bemidbar 4:19),
MEANING THAT THE PRIESTS should appoint with their benediction
the Sfirot of the right to the right and the Sfirot of the left to the left,
as is proper. They must make no mistakes in them and appoint
everything so the upper and lower beings will be blessed.

182. If they do it that way, it is written: "And I will bless them."
Whom? MEANING those priests, as it is written: "And blessed be
those that bless you" (Beresheet 27:29). It is written: "And I will
bless them that bless you" (Beresheet12:3). They bless the people
and I will bless them, WHO BLESS. Therefore, it is written: "And they
shall put" instead of: 'They shall say' or 'they shall remember'.

183. We have learned that any priest the people do not love should
not raise his palms. There was a story about a priest who did stand
up and raise his palms. Before he could finish this, he was turned
into a pile of bones. What is the reason? That he did not bless
lovingly. Another PRIEST stood up and raised his hands and blessed
and corrected that day. Any priest that does not love the people, or
whom the people do not love, should not raise his hands to bless the
people, since it is written: "He that has a generous eye shall be
blessed" (Mishlei 22:9). Do not pronounce it "blessed," but rather
'will bless'.
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184. We have learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said: Come and see what
is meant by of that wicked Bilaam. When he gave himself to bless
the children of Yisrael, he looked with the evil eye so that the
blessing would not endure. And he was imbuing his sayings with
that evil eye, as is written: "The speech of Bilaam the son of
Beor" (Bemidbar 24:3). What is the meaning of "the son of Beor"? It
means the one that hated them more than anyone else in the world,
SINCE BEOR IS DERIVED FROM HATRED. "And the speech of the
man whose eye is open (Heb. stum)" (Ibid.), MEANING that he closed
(Heb. satam) his good eye from them, in order that they would not
get blessed and the blessing would not endure.

185. Rabbi Yehuda said: It is certainly so that we find the opening of
the eye as a prerequisite for giving blessings, as is written: "Open
your eyes" (Daniel 9:18), in order to bless. In the blessings of Rabbi
Hamnuna Saba (the elder), that is how he used to say: The Holy One,
blessed be He, shall open His eyes upon you. About that wicked one,
it is written: "Whose eye is open (also: 'closed')." That was in order
that they should not get blessed through him. Rabbi Yitzchak said:
Therefore, the priest that blesses with a good eye, his blessing
endures. Of the one that does not bless with a good eye, it is written:
"Do not eat the bread of him who has an evil eye, nor desire his
dainties" (Mishlei 23:6), meaning to say, do not wish to have any
blessing from him at all.

186. Rabbi Yosi said, Come and see that it is written: "But Hashem
your Elohim would not hearken to Bilaam..." (Devarim 23:6). HE
ASKS: "Hearken to Bilaam"? It should have said, 'to Balak', since
Balak did everything. What then is the meaning of: "to Bilaam"? HE
REPLIES: It is only because he was closing his eyes in order that
Yisrael should not get the blessings. We learned that Rabbi Yosi
said: The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Bilaam, 'Wicked one, you
closed your eyes in order that My children should not be blessed. I'll
open My eyes and all the things you say, I'll convert to blessings.'
This is what is meant by: "But Hashem your Elohim turned the curse
into a blessing unto you, because Hashem your Elohim loved
you..." (Ibid.).

187. About this, it is written: "He that has a generous eye shall be
blessed; for he gives of his bread to the poor" (Mishlei 22:9). What is
the meaning of: "of his bread"? It is as we explained that is written:
"The bread of his Elohim...of the most holy..." (Vayikra 21:22). It is
that the bread of his Elohim emanates from the Holy of Holies "for he
gives of his bread to the poor." We learned how beloved Yisrael are
before the Holy One, blessed be He, that the ones above only get
blessed for the sake of Yisrael.
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188. We learned that, in the name of Rabbi Chiya in the name of
Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Yehuda said: The Holy One, blessed be He, swore
that He would not enter into celestial Jerusalem, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE COMPLETE UNION OF YUD HEI, until Yisrael
entered terrestrial Jerusalem. MEANING UNTIL THE COMPLETE
REDEMPTION, as it says: "The Holy One in the midst of you: and I
will not come as an enemy (also: 'enter the city')" (Hoshea 11:9). As
long as the Shechinah was in exile, the name above was not
perfected, and it is as though the Holy Name remains wanting for the
entire duration that all the corrections have not been carried out,
MEANING, PRIOR TO THE END OF CORRECTION.

189. Rabbi Aba was going to Lod. Rabbi Zira, the son of Rav, met
him. He said to him, Here I saw the face of the Shechinah, and
whoever sees the face of the Shechinah needs to follow and run
after her. That is what is meant by: "Let us therefore know, let us
follow on to know Hashem" (Hoshea 6:3). It is written: "And many
people shall go and say, 'Come, and let us go up to the mountain of
Hashem...for out of Zion shall go forth Torah...'" (Yeshayah 2:3). I
wish to follow you and learn from these good things that you taste
daily from the holy chamber OF RABBI SHIMON BAR YOCHAI.

20. "And he counted it to Him for righteousness"
We learn that God told Abram not to believe in the astrological signs that said he would be childless, for his name would be changed to Abraham
and he would produce many offspring; Abram considered Malchut to be of mercy rather than judgment and this allowed him to have children.
190. What is the meaning of the verse: "And he believed in Hashem;
and He counted it (her) to Him for righteousness" (Beresheet 15:6).
Is the meaning that the Holy One, blessed be He, counted it for
Abraham for righteousness? Or Abraham to the Holy One, blessed
be He? My mind was not quiet about it. He told him: That is the way
we explained it yet it was not so. Come and see: It says "counted
her." It is not written: 'counted it', but rather "counted her," WITH A
FEMININE SUFFIX, INDICATING that definitely Abraham considered
it for the Holy One, blessed be He. Since we have learned that the
verse: "And He brought him outside" (Ibid.) was explained that the
Holy One, blessed be He, told him, 'Leave your astrology', SINCE
ABRAM WAS SEEING THROUGH HIS ASTROLOGICAL
OBSERVATIONS, THAT HE WOULD NOT BEGET A CHILD. 'That is
not the way to know My name. You see and I see. Abram will not
beget BUT Abraham will beget. From here on, you will make an effort
in a different way TO KNOW MY NAME,' since "so (Heb. coh) shall
your seed be" (Ibid. 5). What is coh? That is the tenth holy Sfirah of
the King, to know His name. That is the Sfirah from which judgments
spring.
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191. We have learned that "so (coh) shall your seed be" actually,
THAT HIS CHILDREN WILL BE FROM THE ACTUAL MALCHUT AND
IF IT WERE NOT FOR THE SFIRAH OF MALCHUT HE WOULD NOT
HAVE CHILDREN. HEREBY, MALCHUT WAS TURNED INTO MERCY
FOR HIM. At that moment, Abram was happy to observe and to know
His name and adhere to Him, since he learned about coh. Although
judgments got awakened from her, Abram considered her to be a
Sfirah, as if it was of mercy although she was of judgment - SINCE
WITHOUT HER HE WOULD HAVE HAD NO CHILDREN. This is what
is meant by: "He counted her" IN FEMININE FORM. What is meant by
"he counted her"? It is that Sfirah, MALCHUT, HE COUNTED AS
RIGHTEOUSNESS (HEB. TZEDAKAH) which is mercy, SINCE
TZEDEK (LIT. 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', MASC.) IS JUDGMENT AND
TZEDAKAH IS MERCY. Rabbi Yitzchak said: "Coh" is the last Sfirah,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and is called Tzedek - righteousness - and
judgments emanated from her. Though Abraham knew that
judgments were inspired from her, from this Tzedek, he considered
her as Tzedakah, from which no judgments were inspired, because
she was of mercy.

21. "And Hashem had blessed Abraham in all things"
Rabbi Aba explains the deep meaning of God's blessing of Abraham in all things, blessing him with Yesod. In the future the blessing on earth will
prevail at all times because the blessing is first established above.
192. In addition, Rabbi Aba said that it is written: "And Hashem had
blessed Abraham in all things (Heb. bacol)" (Beresheet 24:1). It is
written: "For all (Heb. col) that is in heaven and on earth" (I Divrei
Hayamim 29:11), MEANING THAT HE BLESSED ABRAHAM WITH
THE SFIRAH YESOD CALLED COL, WHICH GIVES TO AND BLESSES
THE SFIRAH MALCHUT. IT IS WRITTEN: "FOR ALL (HEB. COL) THAT
IS IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH." THAT "COL" THAT IS YESOD
RECEIVES FROM HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND SUPPLIES
EARTH, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It is also written: "In this way (Heb.
coh) you shall bless," (Bemidbar 6:23) OF WHICH THE
EXPLANATION IS THAT THE PRIESTS SHALL BLESS MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED COH. For the sake of Yisrael, this coh gets blessed
through the priest, in order that Yisrael below shall get blessed and
the blessing shall be prevalent in everything. Of the future to come,
it is written: "May Hashem bless you out of Zion..." (Tehilim 134:3)
and "blessed be Hashem out of Zion, he who dwells in
Jerusalem" (Tehilim 135:21), MEANING THAT MALCHUT WILL HAVE
NO NEED TO BE BLESSED FIRST. RATHER, THE BLESSING WILL
AKWATS BE PRESENT IN HER. ZION IS THE INNER PART AND
JERUSALEM IS THE SECRET OF THE OUTER PART OF MALCHUT.

22. "Moses had finished"
Rabbi Yitzchak reminds us that the time sequence is not always preserved in the Torah and that interpretations must be made with this in mind. He
talks about Moses entering the tabernacle and about Moses going up on the mountain and separating from his wife, since he had already had his
children and it was now time to marry the Shechinah.
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193. "And it came to pass on the day that Moses had finished (Heb.
kalot)..." (Bemidbar 7:1). Rabbi Yosi learned THAT IT MEANS the day
that the bride (Heb. kalah) entered under the bridal canopy, WHO IS
THE SHECHINAH. HE ASKS: IF SO, how will we explain "the day that
Moses had finished"? IT WOULD HAVE BEEN SUFFICIENT TO SAY,
'THE DAY (HE) FINISHED' HE REPLIES: It is only to teach us that she
entered through Moses. Rabbi Yehuda said: Is it that until now THE
SHECHINAH was detained and did not take Her place? Why is it
written: "And Moses was not able to enter the Tent of
Meeting..." (Shemot 40:35)? IT INDICATES THAT THE SHECHINAH
WAS ALREADY IN THE TENT OF MEETING PRIOR TO THAT DAY.
Rabbi Yitzchak said: Time sequence is not always kept in the Torah,
SINCE THE VERSE OF: "AND MOSES WAS NOT ABLE..." WAS
ACTUALLY LATER THAN THIS PRESENT VERSE.
194. "And it came to pass on the day that Moses had finished (Heb.
kalot)...," MEANING THE SHECHINAH REFERRED TO AS THE BRIDE
(HEB. KALAH) OF MOSES, who is definitely the bride of Moses. We
have learned that Rabbi Shimon said it is written: "You have
ascended on high, You have led captivity captive..." (Tehilim 68:19).
When the Holy One, blessed be He, told him, "Remove your shoes
from your feet" (Shemot 3:5), the mountain was shaken. Michael,
THE ANGEL, said before the Holy One, blessed be He: Master of the
universe, do You wish to dismantle THE MAKE OF man? Behold, it
says: "Male and female He created them; and blessed
them" (Beresheet 5:2). A blessing only applies to whoever is of male
and female and You have instructed MOSES to separate from his
wife SINCE "REMOVE YOUR SHOES FROM OFF YOUR FEET"
MEANS THAT HE SHOULD SEPARATE FROM HIS WIFE, AS THE
SCRIPTURE USES A SUBTLE LANGUAGE.
195. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, told him, 'Moses has already
met his requirement of being fruitful and multiplying. Now I wish that
he should marry the Shechinah, and the Shechinah will descend to
reside with him.' This is what is meant by: "You have ascended on
high, you have led (into) captivity captive." What is captive? It means
the Shechinah that was married to him. "You have received gifts
from men (lit. 'the man')" (Tehilim 69:19). It is not written here: 'from
man', but rather "the man," WHICH INDICATES that particular man
above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE GIFT IS THE SHECHINAH
THAT ZEIR ANPIN GAVE HIM. The day that the Shechinah came
down is the day that She was married to Moses. This is what is
meant by: "Moses had finished," speaking about the very bride of
Moses.
196. About Joshua, whose face was like the face of the moon, it is
written: "Put off your shoes" (Yehoshua 5:15), since he did not
separate FROM HIS WIFE except for certain times, FOR THE
PURPOSE OF PROPHECY. The Shechinah was not married to him
too much and he was not worthy of Her, as is written: "And Joshua
fell on his face to the earth" (Ibid. 14). But here, she was certainly the
bride of Moses. In "Gifts (Heb. matanot) from men," "matanot" IS
SPELLED WITHOUT THE VAV OF THE PLURAL FORM, SINCE IT IS
REFERRING TO THE SHECHINAH WHICH IS SINGULAR. Praised is
the lot of Moses, whose Master wished his glory over the rest of the
world's inhabitants.

23. "Each prince on his day"
Rabbi Yehuda tells us of the offerings of the twelve princes, each on his day, and how this upheld the world. Everything was blessed above and
below.
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197. "And Hashem said to Moses... 'each prince on his
day'" (Bemidbar 7:11). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of "on his
day"? Rabbi Yehuda said: These are the days above that were
prepared to be blessed, which are the twelve boundaries, MEANING
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, EACH ONE
CONTAINING THREE COLUMNS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
TWELVE BOUNDARIES that separate. Each one is constructed and
inaugurated with blessing through these PRINCES below, SINCE
EACH PRINCE ESTABLISHED ONE DAY. We have learned that all get
blessed for the altar above, WHICH IS BINAH, and even the lower
WORLD and even the nations of the world get blessed.
198. We have learned that Rabbi Shimon said: If these twelve princes
would not have brought their offerings, the world could not have
held before the twelve princes of Ishmael, as is written: "Twelve
princes according to their nations" (Beresheet 25:16). When THE
TWELVE PRINCES OF YISRAEL had brought their offerings, the
dominion was taken away from all of them. Therefore, it is written:
"Each prince on his day."

199. Everything that was brought as an offering was offered similar
to the above, in order that everything would get blessed. "The rams
sixty, the he-goats sixty" (Bemidbar 7:88) resembles the verse:
"Sixty valiant men are round about it" (Shir Hashirim 3:7). THAT IS
THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN from the side of Gvurah. EACH ONE
COMPRISES TEN, SO THEY ARE SIXTY. "One spoon of ten shekels
of gold..." (Bemidbar 7:14) CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, as we
have already learned. Blessed is the lot of the righteous that the Holy
One, blessed be He, pours blessin1gs upon them and listens to their
prayers. About them, it is written: "He heeds the prayer of the
destitute, and does not despise their prayer..." (Tehilim 102:18).
Blessed be Hashem forever. Amen and Amen. May Hashem reign
forever. Amen and Amen.
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1. "Which is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber"
Rabbi Yehuda begins by saying that the children of Yisrael are blessed because God granted them the Torah of Truth, a Tree of Life, for all her
words are life. He describes how the light of the sun, Zeir Anpin, illuminates and spreads from the top through the trunk, strengthening the right and
then the left.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to Aaron, and say to
him: When you kindle the lamps...'" (Bemidbar 8:1-2). Rabbi Yehuda
opened the discussion saying, "which is like a bridegroom coming
out of his chamber..." (Tehilim 19:6). Praised is the lot of Yisrael that
the Holy One, blessed be He, favored them and granted them the
Torah of Truth, a Tree of Life by which a person inherits life for this
world and life for the World to Come. Whoever tries to learn Torah
and holds to her has life. Whoever leaves the words of the Torah and
separates from the Torah is as if he took leave of life, since she is
life and all her words are life, as it is written: "for they are
life..." (Mishlei 4:22), and: "I shall be health to your navel..." (Ibid. 3:8).

2. Come and behold: the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is
attached from above downwards. The light of this sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, that shines upon all, begins from the top, THAT IS,
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, and spreads to the trunk of the
tree, WHICH IS TIFERET, in a straight path. Two sides are attached to
it, one to the north and one to the south, one right, WHICH IS
CHESED, and one left, WHICH IS GVURAH. When the sun illuminates
from the trunk of the tree, as we have learned, it FIRST strengthens
the right arm, WHICH IS CHESED, and shines with force. From that
force OF THE RIGHT, the left illuminates, WHICH IS GVURAH, and is
included in its light.

3. "which is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber." HE
ASKS: What is his chamber? HE RESPONDS: That is "the crown
with which his mother crowned him on the day of his wedding" (Shir
Hashirim 3:11). THESE ARE THE MOCHIN - CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND
DA'AT - THAT HE RECEIVED FROM HIS MOTHER, WHO IS BINAH. "...
coming out of his chamber..." that is the top of all the light,
MEANING CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, as you say in the
following scripture: "His going forth is from the end of the
heaven" (Tehilim 19:7). This is the beginning of everything that is
referred to as 'the end of the heaven', MEANING BINAH, FROM
WHICH EMERGES AND BEGINS ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS
'HEAVENS'. Then he emerges. Like a real bridegroom when he goes
out to meet his soul beloved bride, he stretches out his arms, WHICH
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, and receives her.
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4. Similar is the verse, "which is like a bridegroom coming out of his
chamber." The sun, ZEIR ANPIN, continues to spread to the west,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. As soon as the west gets nearer, the north side
is the first to be aroused toward it, THAT IS GVURAH, and
approaches to the west. It joins it at that place. As we have learned,
THE BEGINNING OF ZEIR ANPIN COUPLING IS ON THE LEFT,
WHICH IS GVURAH. THAT IS THE SECRET OF RECONCILIATION
AND GETTING PERMISSION, as is written: "His left hand is under my
head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6). Following that is the south side, which is
right, MEANING CHESED, as is written: "And His right hand
embraces me" (Ibid.). Then it "rejoices like a strong man to run a
race" (Tehilim 19:6), to illuminate the moon FROM THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, THAT IS YESOD. And this has been explained. Come and
behold: "when you kindle the lamps"; these are the loftiest candles,
WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, which all shine brightly in
unison from the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

2. "Happy is the people that know the joyful note"
Rabbi Aba tells how God drew the children of Yisrael near to Him when they left Egypt and how He raised them to unite through His name; only then
were they called 'free men'. He killed all the firstborn of those who kept Yisrael in chains, and thus freed them completely, not through an
intermediary, but directly. Rabbi Aba gives the reason for marking the blood over the lintel and on both side posts during the killing of the firstborn.
He says that on certain occasions offerings are not sufficient; prayers and petitions are also required, and it is necessary to demonstrate deeds with
the Shofar as the blowing of the Shofar arouses mercy.
5. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion saying, "happy is the people
that know the joyful note: they shall walk, O Hashem, in the light of
Your countenance" (Tehilim 89:16). This verse has been explained.
However, come and behold: praised are Yisrael, to whom the Holy
One, blessed be He, gave the holy Torah and taught His ways, to
adhere to Him and keep the commandments of the Torah in order to
achieve merit through them in the World to Come. And He drew them
near when they came out from Egypt, since He withdrew them from
another dominion and raised them to unite with His name. Only then
Yisrael were called 'free men' in every respect, in that they no longer
sojourned under someone else's authority. He raised them to unite
with His Name, which is loftier above all and has dominion over the
highest and the lowest.

6. In His love for them, He called them: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), similar to the above, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'FIRSTBORN'. He killed all the firstborn above and
below, FROM THE OTHER SIDE, and He loosened and untied the
knots and shackles, WHICH THE EGYPTIANS TIED SO THAT
YISRAEL WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO LEAVE EGYPT, in order to take
them out. He made them free of everything. Thus, the Holy One,
blessed be He, did not wish TO TAKE THEM OUT THROUGH an
angel through a seraph, but only through He Himself. Moreover, only
He could distinguish BETWEEN A FIRSTBORN AND A NONFIRSTBORN, and know everything and release the bond. It is not
within the authority of any other emissary, but rather in His hand.
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7. Come and behold: on the night that the Holy One, blessed be He,
wanted to slaughter all these firstborn, as we have learned, the
singers came to sing for Him when night fell. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, told them that the time was not opportune TO
SING ANY SONG, since the inhabitants of the earth were singing
another song. At midnight, the north wind was stirring and the Holy
One, blessed be He, was wreaking vengeance FOR YISRAEL. Yisrael
were singing their song with loud voices and, at that moment, He
made them free from everyone. The supernal angels and all the
HIGHEST camps together were listening to the voices of Yisrael after
they were circumcised, and marked their houses with that blood and
the blood of the Paschal lamb with three marks, "upon the lintel, and
on the two side posts" (Shemot 12:23).

8. What is the reason THAT THEY MARKED THE BLOOD OVER THE
DOOR LINTEL AND THE TWO SIDE POSTS? It has already been
explained. It is because it is a holy mark, and the Angel of
Destruction had mercy upon Yisrael when he saw this blood that
was marked on the opening. This is what is written: "Hashem will
pass over the door..." (Ibid.). We must look closely here. If the Holy
One, blessed be He, and no other messenger came and slew in the
land of Egypt, what is the purpose of this mark over the door
opening, since all is revealed to Him? In addition, what is the
meaning of: "and will not allow the Destroyer" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANS
IT WAS A MESSENGER? It should have said, 'and will not destroy'.

9. It most certainly is so, as it is written: "And Hashem smote all the
firstborn" (Ibid. 29). "And Hashem" INDICATES Him, ZEIR ANPIN,
and His courthouse, MALCHUT. That courthouse is present here.
THEREFORE, IT SAYS, "THE DESTROYER." It is always imperative
to show a deed BELOW in order TO AWAKEN A CORRESPONDING
ONE ABOVE to be saved. BECAUSE OF THAT, IT WAS NECESSARY
TO PLACE THE BLOOD OVER THE DOOR LINTEL AND THE TWO
SIDE POSTS, TO AROUSE MERCY FOR THEM ABOVE. Similar to
that are THE OFFERINGS on the altar; this is in order that there the
Destroyer shall not come there.
10. This is by means of a deed, MEANING OFFERINGS. When it is
not needed, for example, on Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year),
which is the Day of Judgment, which those of wicked tongues stand
ready to DENOUNCE YISRAEL, IT IS NOT SUFFICIENT TO GIVE
MERE OFFERINGS. Speech is required; that is, prayers and
petitions. It is necessary to demonstrate deeds, as we have
explained. And we learned with what these must be demonstrated. It
is with the Shofar, in order to invoke another Shofar, WHICH IS
BINAH. We produce through the sound OF THIS SHOFAR Mercy and
Judgment together, all as is required. This is just like that highest
Shofar, WHICH IS BINAH, that emitted a sound, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, which is the inclusion OF CHESED, JUDGMENT AND MERCY
together - SINCE TIFERET, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, IS INCLUSIVE OF
CHESED, JUDGMENT AND MERCY. To awaken Mercy, we awaken
WITH THE BLOWING OF THE SHOFAR and break down the
Prosecutors so that they shall have no dominion on that day. When
Mercy is awakened, all the upper luminaries, THE SFIROT, illuminate
from this side and from that side, MEANING FROM THE RIGHT AND
LEFT. Then, "in the light of the King's countenance is life" (Mishlei
16:15).
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11. Come and behold: the priest intended to light the lamps below
and brought the offering of spiced incense. During that moment, the
upper candles are shining, THAT IS, THE SFIROT, and everything
connects together. Happiness and gladness prevail in all the worlds,
and it is written: "ointment and perfume rejoice the heart" (Mishlei
27:9). Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN: "when you kindle the
lamps" (Bemidbar 8:2).

3. "And the ark rested in the seventh month"
Rabbi Elazar tells Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yitzchak that every word of the Torah has secrets; even though it may be telling a simple story, the Torah
demonstrates the highest matters and the utmost secrets. He uses the story of the landing of the Ark on Mount Ararat as an example, saying that it
is to teach us about a universal truth, (the time of judgment). Rabbi Elazar says that God would not have limited Himself to just writing down what
various people like Esau and Hagar and Laban and Bilaam said; if He had it would not be called the Torah of Truth, as it is. Every individual word
comes to designate the highest things. We learn that "and the Ark rested" refers to the time when judgment hangs upon the world and judgments
prevail, the time when God sits on the Throne of Justice to put the world on trial. That throne is only ready during the seventh month, during which
is the Day of Judgment. Rabbi Elazar says that Ararat is derived from the Hebrew word for 'cursed', alluding to the Adversaries of Judgment. On that
day the children of Yisrael send up their prayers and blow the shopper so that God reverses justice to mercy; it is therefore required that whoever
blows the Shofar should be familiar with the deeper secrets of the matters.
12. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yitzchak were going
along their way. They reached those mountains of darkness while
traveling. Rabbi Elazar raised his eyes and saw those lofty
mountains, and they were dark and awesome and frightful. Rabbi
Elazar said to his friends: If my father was here, I would not be
frightened. Yet since we are three and are speaking of Torah among
us, no Judgment will prevail here.

13. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "and the ark
rested in the seventh month...upon the mountains of
Ararat ..." (Beresheet 8:4). How beloved are the words of Torah that
each and every word has lofty secrets and the entire Torah is
considered supernal. We learned IN THE BARAITA of the thirteen
qualities of the Torah. Whatever is part of the whole, yet it is an
exception, it is so in order to teach a general rule, not teach merely
about itself. Since the Torah is the highest generality, even though a
simple story is an exception to the rule, its function most certainly is
not merely to tell us just that story but rather to demonstrate the
highest matters and the utmost secrets. It is not considered as an
exception so as to teach about itself, but rather to demonstrate a
general rule, since that story of the Torah or that occurrence,
although it stands to itself outside the Torah, did not come to show
this alone but rather came to demonstrate the general law of the
entire Torah.
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14. For example, it is written: "and the ark rested in the seventh
month, on the seventeenth day of the month, upon the mountains of
Ararat." Most likely, this scriptural verse is an exception to the
generality of the Torah and came to relate a simple story. HE ASKS:
What do we care if it landed on this mountain or on that mountain? It
had to rest somewhere. HE RESPONDS: It is only to instruct us on
the general as a whole that it was specified, SINCE IT ALLUDES TO
A TIME OF JUDGMENT, AS WE MENTIONED BEFORE. Praised are
Yisrael that the loftiest Torah was granted to them, a Torah of truth.
Whoever says that this Torah story is mentioned simply to relate
only that story alone, may he breathe his last, because then it is not
supernal Torah, the Torah of truth. But most certainly, the holy
Torah, the loftiest, is a Torah of truth.

15. Come and behold: there is a king of flesh and blood. It is no
honor for him to have simple talk and, most certainly, to write these
simple things down. Could you imagine if the exalted King, the Holy
One, blessed be He, had no holy things to write about with which to
produce the Torah, but He merely gathered all the simplest matters,
such as: the utterings of Esau; the utterings of Hagar; the utterings
of Laban to Jacob; the utterings of the mule; the utterings of Bilaam;
the utterings of Balak and the utterings of Zimri. And then He
gathered them and all the stories that were written and made a Torah
out of them.

16. If so, why is it referred to as "the Torah of Truth" (Malachi 2:6)?
"The Torah of Hashem is perfect...the testimony of Hashem is sure...
The statutes of Hashem are right...the commandment of Hashem is
pure... The fear of Hashem is clean...the Judgments of Hashem are
True... More to be desired are they than gold, even much fine
gold" (Tehilim 19:8-11); these words refer to Torah matters. Most
certainly, the holy loftiest Torah is a Torah of Truth, since "the Torah
of Hashem is perfect." Every individual word comes to designate the
highest things, since that specific matter which is in a story is not
here to teach about itself alone, but rather to imply the overall
aspect, as we have explained.

17. Come and behold: "and the ark rested." This verse is true, AS
WILL BE EXPLAINED, as are others, most certainly. At the moment
that Judgment hangs upon the world and Judgments prevail, the
Holy One, blessed be He, sits on the Throne of Judgment to put the
world on trial. Through that Throne, how many notes are recorded
on it, how many verdicts are stored in it, in the bag of the King? All
the open books were stored there and, therefore, nothing was
forgotten by the King. That Throne is not ready and is not available
save during the seventh month. Then is the Day of Judgment, a day
in which all the people in the world are counted and everyone
passes before that Throne. Hence, "the ark rested." MALCHUT, THAT
IS REFERRED TO AS 'ARK', "rested in the seventh month"; most
certainly the seventh month, which is when the Judgment of the
world comes.
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18. "...upon the mountains of Ararat..." ARARAT IS DERIVED FROM
ARUR (ENG. 'CURSED'), INDICATING those Prosecutors, who whine
and wail, and all those emissaries THAT ARE PRESENT on that day
before the Holy One, blessed be He. How many shielding ones are
wakened on that day. And they all stand under that Throne when the
world is on trial.

19. And Yisrael put forth their prayers on that day and beg and
beseech before Him, and blow the Shofar. The Holy One, blessed be
He, has mercy for them and reverses Judjment to Mercy. All the
upper and lower beings say, "happy is the people that know the
joyful note" (Tehilim 89:16). It is therefore required on that day that
whoever blows should be familiar with the main SECRETS OF THE
matters; he should concentrate on the blowing and expedite the
matters with the HIGHEST wisdom. Therefore, it is written: "Happy is
the people that know the joyful note," and not: 'that blow the joyful
note'. We have already explained this.

4. "When you light the lamps"
Rabbi Yosi enters a cave where he hears a voice saying what will happen when the seven lamps are lit. When he brings Rabbi Elazar into the cave
they encounter two people studying the Torah. The rabbis discuss the kindling of the lamps and the offering of incense. The lighting of the candles
is the secret of drawing out the abundance of Chassadim from Chochmah.
20. They went along all that day and, when nightfall came, they went
up to a place and found a cave. Rabbi Elazar said: Let one enter into
the cave, for perhaps he will find there a place that is better suited.
Rabbi Yosi entered and saw another cave within it and the light of a
candle shining in it. He heard a voice that said: "When you light the
lamps, the seven lamps shall give light towards the body of the
candlestick" (Bemidbar 8:2). Here, the Congregation of Yisrael, THAT
IS MALCHUT, received light, as supernal Ima, THAT IS BINAH, is
adorned, and all the candles, THAT ARE THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT,
illuminate within and from her. THEY SAID ABOUT THEMSELVES:
Two refined souls soar from her; THAT IS, THEY UPLIFT MAYIN
NUKVIN (ENG. 'FEMALE WATERS') WITH THEIR TORAH STUDY. All
the best men - MEANING ALL WHO UPLIFT FEMALE WATERS
THROUGH THEIR TORAH THAT ARE REFERRED TO AS
'GROOMSMEN' - connect MALCHUT to the upper one, WHICH IS
BINAH. From there, THEY DRAW HER LIGHT downwards.
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21. Rabbi Yosi heard this and was glad. He came to Rabbi Elazar.
Rabbi Elazar said to him: Let us enter, since the Holy One, blessed
be He, hastened before us on this day to produce miracles for us.
They entered. As soon as they entered, they noticed two people who
were involved in Torah study. Rabbi Elazar said: "how excellent is
Your love, Elohim! Therefore the children of men shelter under the
shadow of Your wings" (Tehilim 36:8). They stood up. Then they all
sat down and were merry. Rabbi Elazar said: "how excellent is Your
love, Elohim!" How excellent that I have found You. The Holy One,
blessed be He, has done us grace in this place. Now light the
candles - MEANING THAT THEY SHOULD CONVERSE IN MATTERS
OF TORAH TO RAISE FEMALE WATERS TO KINDLE THE SFIROT OF
MALCHUT FROM IMA, AS WAS SAID ABOVE.

22. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying, "when you kindle the
lamps," MEANING when you actually light, that is, while kindling,
because two services were done by the priest which are the same
connection, and they are oil and incense, THAT IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, as is written: "ointment and perfume (lit.
'incense') rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9), and: "And Aaron shall
burn upon it sweet incense... And when Aaron lights the lamps at
evenings, he shall burn incense upon it" (Shemot 7-8). HE ASKS:
What is the difference, that here it says, "when he dresses," and
there it says, "lights"? Rabbi Yehuda says: DRESSING AND
LIGHTING amount to the same thing, SINCE DRESSING IS LIKE
LIGHTING.

23. Rabbi Yosi said: "when he readies (lit. 'betters')," is as it is
written, "for your love is better than wine" (Shir Hashirim 1:2), since
those that are saturated with wine are better, or good, as it is written,
"for then we had plenty of bread, and were well (also: 'better')
off" (Yirmeyah 44:17). THIS MEANS TO SAY THAT WHOEVER IS
SATISFIED WITH WINE OR BREAD, THE SECRET OF THE LIGHTS IN
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, THAT ARE CONSIDERED 'GOOD'.
CONSEQUENTLY, "WHEN HE READIES THE LAMPS", MEANS THAT
HE WILL DRAW ABUNDANTLY THE LIGHTS THAT ARE REFERRED
TO AS 'WINE' AND 'BREAD', WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. Rabbi Yehuda
says: it is a real improvement. HE DISPUTES WHAT RABBI YOSI
SAID, THAT THE BETTERING IS A RESULT OF THE ABUNDANT
LIGHTS. RATHER, THE LIGHTS OF THE FEAST, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, ARE THEMSELVES
CONSIDERED BETTERING, as it is written: "but he that is of a merry
(lit. 'good') heart has a continual feast" (Mishlei 15:15). "When...
lights", MEANS during the time THAT THE SFIROT ARE filled and
saturated from the water of the stream, SINCE THE STREAM IS
BINAH AND ITS WATER IS FROM CHOCHMAH. The upper grades are
then uplifted and blessings prevail in all, and all are glad.
CONSEQUENTLY, MAKING GOOD THE LAMPS IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT FLOWS FROM BINAH, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF WINE, AND THE LIGHTING OF THE CANDLES IS
THE SECRET OF DRAWING OUT THE ABUNDANCE OF CHASSADIM
THAT NEVER CEASES FROM THAT CHOCHMAH. Therefore, it is
written: "when he kindles."
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24. Rabbi Acha said: During the time when the most profound of all THAT IS, SUPERNAL ABA - shines, it shines upon the stream, THE
SUPERNAL IMA ABOVE. The stream flows in a straight way,
MEANING THROUGH THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN,
to irrigate all, MEANING ALL THE GRADES OF MALCHUT. Then it is
written: "when lights (lit. 'raises')," since everything exudes from the
deepest. "When...raises," MEANS that it comes from the deepest
side that is referred to as 'thought', WHICH IS ABA. And all means
the same, MEANING THAT IT IS THE SAME AS WHAT RABBI YOSI
AND RABBI YEHUDA SAID. Then the Congregation of Yisrael is
blessed, and blessings prevail throughout the worlds.

5. Issachar and Zebulun
Rabbi Yitzchak uses the story of Issachar and Zebulun to illustrate the partnership between those to study the Torah and those who help to support
and protect them and learn from them. He and Rabbi Aba talk about the color blue that is judgment.
25. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "I have
surely built You a house to dwell in (Heb. zvul), a settled place for
You to abide in for ever" (I Melachim 8:13). "...a house to dwell in..."
most definitely. When all the stored treasures of the King, THAT IS
ZEIR ANPIN, were assigned in the hands OF MALCHUT, and she has
authority over them, she is called "a house to dwell in." There is one
firmament that is called 'Zvul (Eng. 'temple')', since its function is to
receive blessings and put everything in order. That one - MALCHUT,
WHEN SHE RULES OVER EVERYTHING - is ALSO called "a house to
dwell in."
26. Come and behold: it is written, "and of Zebulun he said, 'Rejoice,
Zebulun, in your going out; and Issachar, in your tents'" (Devarim
33:18), to teach us that they participated in a mutual partnership. The
one went out and made war and the other sits and is involved in
learning Torah. This one gives a part FROM HIS BOUNTY to that one,
and that one gives a part OF HIS TORAH STUDY to this one, SINCE
ISSACHAR IS THE SECRET OF TIFERET AND ZEBULUN IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT. In Zebulun's lot was the sea. The
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called the 'Sea of
Galilee (Heb. Kineret)'. It was worthy TO BE CALLED thus because
blue comes from there, SINCE BLUE IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
AND THE SEA OF GALILEE IS MALCHUT. They have explained that
the lower is similar to the higher. There is a Sea of Galilee above,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and a Sea of Galilee below; blue above, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, and blue below. Everything pertains to one area,
WHICH IS MALCHUT.
27. Because of this, Zebulun's portion was to go out and wage war,
SINCE HE WAS AN ASPECT OF MALCHUT. How do we know that it
is so? Because it is written: "they shall call the peoples to the
mountain; there they shall offer sacrifices of righteousness" (Ibid.
19). "...sacrifices of righteousness..." most certainly, MEANING OF
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. What is the
reason? "...for they shall suck the abundance of the seas..." (Ibid.)
MEANING THE ABUNDANCE THAT COMES THROUGH BATTLES.
Issachar's lot is in the Torah, and he surely gives to Zebulun his
share in the Torah. Therefore, they were together in a partnership, so
that Zebulun should receive blessings from Issachar, since the
blessing of the Torah is everyone's blessing.
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28. Rabbi Aba said: The heritage of the Torah is indeed in this way,
and this level is the sixth, WHICH IS YESOD, which gives the reward
of the Torah and bequeaths it to the Congregation of Yisrael. It
bequeaths the white, WHICH IS CHESED, to the blue, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT. Thus, we have learned that when one distinguishes
between blue and white FOR THE READING OF THE SH'MA,
meaning that the hues shall be distinguishable, then it is considered
morning. Then the white comes to the world, and the blue, WHICH IS
JUDGMENT, disappears FROM THE WORLD. Therefore, all the wars
of the King and all the battle gear of the King were assigned to the
hands OF MALCHUT WHEN SHE WAS CONSIDERED, "A HOUSE TO
DWELL IN (HEB. ZVUL)," AND ALSO ZEBULUN, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE. We have already explained it.

6. "The well that the princes dug out"
Rabbi Aba says that the title verse refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, to Aba and Ima and to the Patriarchs. Malchut is called both a 'well' when
Isaac goes out with weapons from the side of Ima, and a 'sea' when it illuminates from the uppermost river of Aba. From the day that the
Congregation of Yisrael entered exile the waters failed, but the righteous, Yesod, fills Malchut with the supernal flow so that the universe inherits all
the blessings.
29. "The well that the princes dug out, that the nobles of the people
delved..." (Bemidbar 21:18). The well is the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT; "that the princes dug out," is Aba and Ima, that
gave birth TO MALCHUT; "that the nobles of the people delved," are
the Patriarchs, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF
ZEIR ANPIN. It is written: "the nobles of the peoples are gathered
together, the people of the Elohim of Abraham" (Tehilim 47:10). THE
ELOHIM OF ABRAHAM IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, FROM WHICH
GVURAH AND TIFERET ARE DRAWN. "...THAT THE NOBLES OF
THE PEOPLE DELVED..." MEANS THAT THEY CONSTRUCTED it in
order that it would be blessed from them through one level that is
the Righteous, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, that stands over it
AND POURS UPON IT ALL THAT THERE IS IN CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET. Therefore, we have this saying: 'When this well
travels, it is with the help of the patriarchs that it travels.'
30. AT TIMES MALCHUT is called a 'well' AND AT TIMES it is called a
'sea'. It is called a 'well' when Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN, goes out with weapons FROM THE LEFT COLUMN from the
side of Ima, and comes to draw THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
FROM IMA TO MALCHUT and fill her up, IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY
HEAD" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6). Then She is called 'the well of Isaac'
OR 'the well of Miriam', as has already been explained. IT IS CALLED
'sea' when it illuminates from the uppermost river of Aba, SINCE
SHE THEN RECEIVES CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM, since streams
run to her, as it is written: "all the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea
is not full" (Kohelet 1:7).
31. From the day that the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, went into exile, it is written: "the waters fail from the
sea" (Iyov 14:11). That refers to the Congregation of Yisrael THAT IS
CALLED 'SEA', while, "the river is parched, and dries up" (Ibid.), is
the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD. Hence, it is written: "The righteous
perishes" (Yeshayah 57:1), since he was the uppermost and
precious river that entered her. He gathered all these rivers and
streams that are drawn from the flow of that holy river whose waters
never cease, THAT IS BINAH, AND that comes out and emerges from
the uppermost Eden. It enters within her and fills up her ponds,
MEANING THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, and from there, the universe
inherits all the blessings in all PERFECTION.
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32. Come and behold: when the Congregation of Yisrael is blessed,
all the worlds are blessed, and Yisrael below suckle and are blessed
on her account. We explained that MALCHUT protects Yisrael, as we
have learned.

7. The Name of Ayin-Bet (72) letters
Rabbi Aba uses three verses beginning with "and the angel of Elohim, who went before the camp of Yisrael, removed..." to show how the 72 letters
in each verse allude to the Name of Ayin-Bet, 72. When the letters are in direct order they point to mercy and when they are in reverse order they
point to judgment. The Holy Name of 72 is passed on in these verses in which the Patriarchs are included, and we read about the joining of the left,
right and Central Columns in the secret of Faith. The task of the construction of the Holy Name is made known through the uniting of the Patriarchs.
The ways to judgment, to mercy, to help, to kindness, to awe, to Torah, to life, to death, to good and to bad are found with this Name of 72.
33. It is written: "and the angel of Elohim, who went before the camp
of Yisrael, removed..." (Shemot 14:19). The angel of Elohim is the
Congregation of Yisrael, who, as we have explained moved with the
help of the Patriarchs at that time AS IT SAYS, "AND THE ANGEL...
REMOVED," MEANING TO SAY THAT SHE THEN RECEIVED FROM
THE THREE COLUMNS - CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET - THAT
ARE REFERRED TO AS THE 'PATRIARCHS'. When they are by her,
everything is, BOTH CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. Due to this, the
Holy Name OF 72 is passed on in these verses in which the
Patriarchs are incorporated, as we have explained. One verse in
forward direction POINTING TO THE RIGHT COLUMN, one verse
backward POINTING TO THE LEFT COLUMN, and one verse forward,
POINTING TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
34. "And the angel of Elohim, who went before the camp of Yisrael,
removed..." This verse is in the regular direction, because Abraham
is present here, WHO IS CHESED, THE RIGHT COLUMN, and all
those who come from his side. Therefore, THE LETTERS are in this
order.
35. Abraham, WHO IS CHESED, was adorned with his crowns here,
and he crowned the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in
the right way to go by day, MEANING CHESED, as written: "yet
Hashem will command His steadfast love (Chesed) in the daytime,
and in the night His song shall be with me" (Tehilim 42:9). Therefore,
it is written, "removed." When did they move? By day when the sun
shines, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, FOR THEN CHESED RULES. This
verse (Shemot 14:19) contains 72 letters.

36. The second verse is of Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN.
We find that there are also 72 letters, in which there is Judgment for
the Egyptians and Mercy for Yisrael. Therefore, it is written HERE:
"and it came between the camp of Egypt and the camp of
Yisrael" (Shemot 14:20), that is, toward the ones and toward the
others. ISAAC IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, AND THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FLOWS
FORTH ONLY WITH HARSH JUDGMENTS FOR THE WICKED AND
GOOD RECOMPENSE FOR THE RIGHTEOUS. THIS IS THE SECRET
OF, "AND IT CAME BETWEEN THE CAMP OF EGYPT AND THE
CAMP OF YISRAEL." "And it was a cloud and darkness" (Ibid.), since
that is the day of Isaac, A DAY THAT IS cloudy, for the cloud and the
darkness originate in it. Therefore, the order of the letters is
backward and not straightforward, like this one.
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37. Therefore, the letters are all backward, as is written: "and it was a
cloud and darkness," WHICH IS JUDGMENT, AND BACKWARD
DIRECTION ALLUDES TO JUDGMENT. As soon as Isaac got
involved in its Judgments, "the one came not near the other" (Ibid.).
It is written: "the one came not near the other," because those that
come from the side of Abraham, MEANING FROM THE LIGHT OF
CHESED, do not come near the other - MEANING THAT THE RIGHT
COLUMN, WHICH IS CHESED, DID NOT GET NEAR TO BESTOW
ABUNDANCE ON THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH IS GVURAH.
CONSEQUENTLY, THE LEFT WAS WITH CHOCHMAH WITHOUT
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS A HARSH JUDGMENT AND DARK. AND ZEIR
ANPIN, THAT IS CHESED, DID NOT APPROACH THE NUKVA TO
PRESENT HER WITH CHASSADIM. THE NUKVA WAS RECEIVING
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM,
WHICH IS DARKNESS. They were unable TO GET NEAR ONE
ANOTHER, since this well, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was attached to
Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN. It is written: "but it gave light by
night" (Ibid.), MEANING THAT THE LEFT COLUMN ILLUMINATED
THE NIGHT, WHICH IS MALCHUT. When it was filled up to join with
Isaac, "the one came not near the other," and was unable to get near,
SINCE THERE WAS NO UNION BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT FROM THE SIDE OF CHESED. They were separated until
Jacob, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, came and joined to
Abraham, WHO IS CHESED, and took Isaac and placed him in the
middle - BETWEEN MERCY, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN AND
CHESED, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN. Then the Faith was
connected, one with the other, MEANING THAT THE TWO
COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT, WERE TIED TOGETHER AND ALSO
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT WERE COUPLED TOGETHER FROM
THE SIDE OF CHESED. And Yisrael were saved.
38. We have learned that in the place where the Patriarchs are, other
righteous people are with them, MEANING THAT IN A PLACE
WHERE THERE ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET - WHICH ARE
THE PATRIARCHS - THERE ARE ALSO NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT - WHO ARE CALLED 'MOSES', 'AARON' AND
'JOSEPH'. Therefore, this name OF AYIN-BET (72) is understood and
explained in other ways, MEANING THAT THE NAME OF 72 IS
EXPLAINED IN THIS MANNER. THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES - WHICH
ARE THE SECRET CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, IN EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS, EQUALING TWELVE
- ILLUMINATE IN ALL ENDS OF THE SIX ENDS OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND
SIX TIMES TWELVE EQUALS 72. AND SIMILARLY, THERE ARE
OTHER MANNERS IN THIS LINE, although all EXPLANATIONS result
in one direction.
39. When this well, WHICH IS MALCHUT from the side of Isaac, WHO
IS THE LEFT COLUMN, lights up and is tied to him, the Great Sea is
formed, strong AND RAGING. Strong waves go up and go down
powerfully, with anger and rage, as they travel up, ascend, and come
down. THIS IS THE SECRET OF WHAT IS WRITTEN: "THEY MOUNT
UP TO THE SKY, THEY GO DOWN AGAIN TO THE
DEPTHS" (TEHILIM 107:26). Abraham comes towards it, WHO IS THE
RIGHT COLUMN, MEANING THAT THE RIGHT COLUMN IS
OPPOSITE IT. THEREFORE, THIS QUARREL AND NOISE IS
PRODUCED. FOR WHEN THE LEFT GAINS STRENGTH, THEN THE
WAVES OF THE OCEAN RISE WITH THEIR PEAK TO THE SKY, AND
WHEN THE RIGHT GAINS STRENGTH, WHICH IS ABRAHAM, THEN
THE WAVES DESCEND TO THE DEPTHS. Because of this anger and
rage and wrath, they did not get near to one another, THE TWO
COLUMNS, BUT KEPT BATTLING until Jacob came, WHO IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, and silenced and subdued the anger, MEANING
THAT HE REDUCED THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF THE LEFT. He
broke the waves of the sea. This is what is written: "and Moses
stretched out his hand over the sea; and Hashem caused the sea to
go back by a strong east wind..." (Shemot 14:21). What is "a strong
east wind (also: 'spirit')"? That is Jacob's spirit, WHO IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS strong and powerful against THE
LEFT COLUMN, breaking the anger of this sea. THEN, "He made the
sea dry land, and the waters were divided" (Ibid.), by emptying the
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sea of the waters of anger. The waters split to the side of Abraham,
WHO IS RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED, and to the side of Jacob, WHO
IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS MERCY. This is what is
written: "and the waters were divided," to this side and to that side.
Therefore, all the letters IN THIS VERSE OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN
are in the right direction.
40. These letters are in forward direction on the side of Jacob, WHO
IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and so are all those who come from his
side. When Jacob arrived, he connected to Abraham, WHO IS THE
RIGHT COLUMN, and took Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN, and
placed him in the middle, BETWEEN HIM AND THE RIGHT COLUMN.
Then the Faith was tied between the one and the other, MEANING
THAT THE TWO COLUMNS CONNECTED - THE RIGHT COLUMN
AND THE LEFT COLUMN, ONE TO THE OTHER - AND ALL THREE
TO MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'FAITH'. Therefore, the task of the
construction of the Holy Name is made known through the uniting of
the Patriarchs, MEANING THE RIGHT WITH THE LEFT, AND THE
LEFT WITH THE RIGHT, AND BOTH WITH THE CENTRAL, which is
one knot. ALL THREE COLUMNS BECOME ONE, the knot of Faith,
AND ALL THREE COLUMNS ARE CONNECTED IN MALCHUT, THAT
IS CALLED 'FAITH', to become a whole Chariot - WHICH ARE THREE
COLUMNS AND MALCHUT, THE FOUR LEGS OF THE THRONE,
WHICH ARE THE THRONE AND THE CHARIOT TO BINAH.
Everything is accomplished with the uniting of the Patriarchs
together, AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY.
41. The friends know how to proceed in the right way, MEANING IN
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, to establish the deeds properly. And with
this name OF AYIN-BET (72), that is the knot of the Patriarchs, are
found ways to Judgment, to Mercy, to help, to kindness, to awe, to
Torah, to life, to death, to good and bad. Praised are those virtuous
ones who know the manners of the Torah and know to go in the
ways of the Holy King. They are praised in this world and the World
to Come.

8. The Name of Ayin-Bet (72) names
We hear about the Patriarchs in their travels, their deeds and their knots or unifications. Wherever the Patriarchs are found, the rest of the Righteous
are also found. We are given a detailed description of the seven knots in the 72 names, and are told that during the moment that all the steps of the
Name 72 are present, the total Faith is present. The Shechinah always travels with the Patriarchs, and when they travel all other levels travel within
them. Finally we hear that while Zebulun inherited the Sea of Kineret that is Malchut, Judah took all Malchut and united it in all its own levels.
42. Behold the Patriarchs in their travels, in deeds TO RAISE
FEMALE WATERS, AND in knots, THAT IS, WITH UNIFICATIONS with
which they connect that bind one to the other. IN EACH NAME OF
THESE 72 NAMES ALL PATRIARCHS ARE BOUND TOGETHER,
SINCE THEY ARE THE THREE COLUMNS. When they join together,
there is nobody who can stand up to them. We have learned that
wherever the Patriarchs are, we also find with them the rest of the
righteous, SUCH AS MOSES, AARON AND JOSEPH. Therefore, THIS
NAME OF 72 goes in differently explained ways, although all
EXPLANATIONS have a similar outcome.
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43. There are seven knots IN THE 72 NAMES AND TO EVERY
INDIVIDUAL KNOT, the three Patriarchs - THAT ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET - are connected along with four others THAT ARE NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. HE GOES ON
TO EXPLAIN THAT the head OF THE 72 NAMES, THE THREE
SFIROT, CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, THAT ARE REFERRED TO
AS 'HEAD'. The center AMONG THEM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is in one
connection, BECAUSE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH are the ones that
dug the water well, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "THE
WELL THAT THE PRINCES DUG OUT" (Bemidbar 21:18), WHO ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. THEREFORE, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT
AND MALCHUT ARE IN ONE KNOT. The second CONNECTION is,
"the one...the other" (Shemot 14:20), MEANING THE TWO COLUMNS
OF CHESED AND GVURAH, ABOUT WHICH IS SAID, "THE ONE
CAME NOT NEAR THE OTHER." They are one knot THAT STARTS
with three Yud's.
44. The third KNOT IS TIFERET, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
and that is the total perfection of all Faith, FOR IT BESTOWS UPON
MALCHUT, THAT IS REFERRED TO AS 'FAITH', AND
COMPLEMENTS IT. The fourth KNOT is two pillars upon which the
body stands, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD, AND ARE
CONSIDERED AS NETZACH. The fifth KNOT IS HOD, within which
there is good and bad, and a river that flows to the Tree of Life and
Death, WHICH IS MALCHUT, SINCE HOD BESTOWS UPON
MALCHUT. It is the most profound of all, MEANING THAT IT
CONTAINS MORE JUDGMENTS THAN ANY OTHER SFIRAH. The
sixth KNOT IS YESOD, within whom there is Judgment with Mercy.
The seventh KNOT, WHICH IS MALCHUT, was ALREADY mentioned
in the beginning, THAT IT IS INCLUDED in that head which we spoke
of, since it is the center of everything, AS MENTIONED. Since it is
the center of everything, it is called 'Aleph-Nun-Yud', MEANING
THAT IN ITS DIVISION, THE NAME OF ALEPH-NUN-YUD EXISTS.
That is the support of all the branches that are united around it.
45. These seven steps, THE SEVEN KNOTS MENTIONED ABOVE, are
from one level to another level, FROM THE FIRST STEP TO THE
LAST STEP. One Chariot is known for all the names that unite in it,
and also from one level to another - MEANING THAT SIMILAR TO
EACH INDIVIDUAL STEP IS A COMPLETE CHARIOT ON ITS OWN,
ALTHOUGH IN EACH STEP THERE ARE THE SAME SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM IS THAT IN EACH
STEP, all follow that step that is assigned to them. We have already
explained these matters. FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE STEP OF CHESED,
THERE ARE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - BUT ALL FOLLOW THE
DOMINANT SFIRAH OF CHESED. SIMILARLY, GVURAH HAS ALL
THE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT - ALL CARRY ON ACCORDING TO THE
DOMINANT SFIRAH OF GVURAH. AND IT IS THE SAME WITH EVERY
LEVEL.
46. Come and behold: during the moment that all these steps OF
THE NAME 72 are present, the total Faith is present, MEANING THE
WHOLENESS OF MALCHUT. These SEVEN KNOTS are seven clouds
that surrounded Yisrael AND THEY TOTALED TEN, SINCE CHESED
IS INCLUDED IN THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, AS KNOWN. Therefore,
when the Shechinah travels, it travels with the Patriarchs, THAT ARE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE
NAME 72. FOR when they travel, all other levels travel within them,
AS MENTIONED, and then the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is adorned properly. AND ALL THEIR ILLUMINATION IS
PRIMARILY DURING THEIR TRAVELS.
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47. Come and behold: Zebulun, as we spoke, inherited the Sea of
Kineret, the unspecified Sea of Kineret, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and so
it deserves to be. HE ASKS: If so, Judah, OF WHOM IT WAS SAID
THAT HE IS ALWAYS MALCHUT, what part has he got in it, IN
MALCHUT THAT ZEBULUN HAS ALREADY TAKEN? HE REPLIES: It
is just that Judah took all Malchut and united in it all its own levels,
BOTH SMALLNESS AND GREATNESS, IN THE SECRET OF DALETHEI OF JUDAH. DALET INDICATES THE SMALLNESS BEFORE
RECEIVING OVER IT THE MALE, AND THE HEI INDICATES THE
GREATNESS, WHICH IS NOT THE CASE WITH ZEBULUN. HE
SIMPLY TOOK THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT WHEN IT WAS CALLED
'THE SEA OF KINERET', IN THE SECRET OF THE BATTLES IN IT.

9. The inner altar and the candlestick
Rabbi Shimon says that the candlestick above, Malchut, and all its lamps, the Sfirot, all shine through Aaron, since he readied the candlestick. He
compares the twelve princes of the twelve tribes to the twelve permutations of Yud Hei Vav Hei in Zeir Anpin. The candlestick was assigned with the
seven lamps corresponding to the seven Sfirot. It stands through a sign and was produced through a miracle. We learn what the inner altar and the
outer altar are, and how abundance flows from the inner to the outer. Incense is the connection of everything.
48. Rabbi Elazar says in relation to this portion: All the tasks of the
candlestick and all the required preparations of it were already
mentioned. Why is it REPEATED here a second time? HE
RESPONDS: It is just that once the princes have offered their
sacrifices on the altar and the necessary services required for each
one, the Scripture comes to relate the story of the candlestick that
was readied through Aaron, since the candlestick above, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and all its lamps, THAT ARE THE SFIROT, all shine
through Aaron.

49. Come and behold: contemplate the altar. Twelve princes were
there to arrange and prepare it, and it was explained that the twelve
represent the tribes of the four directions with four standards, SINCE
THREE TRIBES WERE ASSIGNED TO EACH STANDARD and all
TOGETHER there were twelve. Everything was similar to above. THE
ALTAR ABOVE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, RECEIVES FROM THE
TWELVE PERMUTATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IN ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, THAT IS IN EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS, TOTALING
TWELVE. The candlestick was assigned with the seven lamps to be
lit by a priest, all similar to above, CORRESPONDING TO ZEIR ANPIN
THAT ILLUMINATES TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF MALCHUT. The candlestick stands
through a sign and was produced through a miracle, FOR IT WAS
MADE ON ITS OWN. This has been explained in relation to the
making of the candlestick.
50. The inner altar and the candlestick are together for everyone's
happiness, as is written: "ointment and perfume rejoice the
heart" (Mishlei 27:9). OIL IS THE CANDLESTICK THAT IS MALCHUT
THAT RECEIVES FROM CHOCHMAH, AND INCENSE IS THE INNER
ALTAR. We have explained that there were two altars. One is
innermost, AND THAT IS THE ALTAR FOR INCENSE and it is for
happiness, AND CORRESPONDS TO BINAH. The outer one, THAT IS
THE EXTERIOR ALTAR, is for sacrificial offerings, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT. Abundance flows from the inner
altar, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO BINAH, to the one outside, WHICH
IS MALCHUT. Whoever gazes and observes, understands and knows
the uppermost Wisdom, that the secret of the matter is Adonai Yud
Hei Vav Hei, SINCE THE INNER ALTAR IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, BINAH,
AND THE OUTER IS ADONAI, MALCHUT. Therefore, incense is
offered only when there was oil. THAT IS THE SECRET OF
UNIFICATION OF ONE OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH.
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51. I discovered in the book of King Solomon that the incense is for
happiness and to eradicate death. What is the reason? It is because
Judgment is prevalent from the outer ALTAR, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
The happiness and gladness and the connection of light come from
the inner ALTAR where all rejoicing exists, WHICH IS BINAH. When
this is roused, THAT IS THE INNER, all Judgment disappears from
here, FROM THE OUTER, and no Judgment can be executed.
Therefore, the business of incense, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
INNER ONE, is to void death - SINCE WHEN THE INNER, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF BINAH, IS AWAKENED BY THE INCENSE, THE
OUTER, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS NOT CAPABLE OF CARRYING OUT
JUDGMENT. Therefore, incense is the connection of everything and
it is offered in the inner ALTAR, WHERE ALL HAPPINESS EXISTS.
Praised are the children of Yisrael in this world and the World to
Come. About them, it is written: "and said to me, 'You are My
servant, Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified'" (Yeshayah 49:3).

10. One who comes from the side of Judgment must not grow hair
We hear that whoever comes from the side of Judgment, like the Levites, must not grow hair since that increases Judgment in the world. All powers
and corrections come from the priests, who are from the right side. And the body that is the Central Column is the essence of everything,
connecting left and right.
52. "Take the Levites..." (Bemidbar 8:6). It has already been
explained that there is a requirement to cleanse them and draw them
to connect at their place, IN THE LEFT COLUMN, since they are from
the left arm OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN and the side of Judgment.
Whoever comes from the side of Judgment must not grow hair,
since it increases Judgment in the world. Consequently, a woman
similarly is required to attend to it so that her hair should not be
visible outside, and she must cover her head and veil her hair. This
has been explained and we have already learned it. All those that
come from the side of Judgment are then blessed. Therefore, it is
written of the Levites: "and thus shall you do to them, to cleanse
them...and let them shave..." (Ibid. 7). We have learned that the
Levites cannot ascend to their assigned place until the Priest uplifts
them, because the right always leads the left.

53. Rabbi Shimon said: The day that the Levites ascended to their
place, THEY OFFERED FOR SACRIFICE two oxen. Why oxen? HE
RESPONDS: They are like oxen, MEANING IN THE LEFT COLUMN, IN
THE SECRET OF, "THE FACE OF AN OX ON THE LEFT
SIDE" (YECHEZKEL 1:10). They receive with the left this cow that is
called a 'red heifer', MEANING MALCHUT OF THE LEFT SIDE. Every
power and every correction depends on the priest, WHO IS THE
RIGHT COLUMN, since the total power of the body is in the right
arm. Therefore, the priest was the right arm of all Yisrael, by which
he was ready to arrange everything and sustain the world. In spite of
all this, THE RIGHT COLUMN is not alone, but CONNECTED to the
body and to the left, THAT IS, WITH THE TWO COLUMNS - CENTRAL
AND LEFT. And the body, THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, is the
essence of everything, SINCE IT UNITES THE TWO COLUMNS AND
COMPLETES THEM, AND ALSO INCLUDES THEM.

11. "This is that which belongs to the Levites"
Rabbi Shimon says that the Levite must serve from age 25 to age fifty, after which his strength is declining and his voice is not as strong. The place
to which the Levite is assigned is from strong judgment and must not be flawed by any weakness.
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54. "This is that which belongs to the Levites" (Bemidbar 8:24).
Come and behold: the Levi, who is 25 years old, ascends to his place
and is adorned. He will do service work for 25 years until he reaches
the grade of fifty. When he reaches the grade of the fiftieth year and
higher, he declines from the strength of fire within him. Since the fire
and heat get cooler, he causes damage to the place to which he is
connected, WHICH IS THE LEFT.

55. In addition, AFTER FIFTY YEARS, the singing voice is no longer
that well connected with him, SINCE IT BECOMES A LITTLE
WEAKER. It is necessary that this voice should not be flawed, but
rather get stronger, since it stands in a place of strong Judgment
and not in a weak one. Therefore, it is important not to degrade that
place, THAT IS THE LEFT, to which he is assigned, since it is
powerful Judgment and not feeble. It is necessary not to show any
feebleness in any direction. Praised is the man that toils in the
Torah, knows the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and does not
deviate to the right or the left. It is written: "for the ways of Hashem
are right" (Hoshea 14:10), MEANING ONE WHO FOLLOWS STEADILY
IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN.

12. The Pesach at its appointed season and second Pesach
Rabbi Shimon explains why God spoke to Moses in the wilderness of Sinai about Pesach since He had already told them about it in Egypt. He says
that if the Torah had come simply to relate simple tales we could produce a better Torah today; it is obvious that everything in the Torah contains
higher secrets. The stories told therein are merely its garment or dress, the same as the body is the garment for the person who comes to earth. He
says that the soul that is the splendor of Yisrael that is Zeir Anpin is the actual soul of the Torah at which the sages look.
56. "And Hashem spoke to Moses in the wilderness of
Sinai..." (Bemidbar 9:1). Rabbi Aba said: What is the reason that he
exhorted them here about the Pesach? It was already told to them in
Egypt. HE RESPONDS: This is because it was the second year and
Yisrael thought that it only applied in Egypt. Since they had already
performed it in Egypt once, they assumed that it was no longer
necessary. The Holy One, blessed be He, came and cautioned them
about this, so that they should not think that its time had passed in
Egypt and that it was not necessary ANY LONGER. Therefore, HE
EXHORTED THEM about it "in the wilderness of Sinai...in...the
second year," to institute PESACH (PASSOVER) for the generations
to come.

57. ANOTHER EXPLANATION. Although He exhorted them about that
in Egypt, He commanded them a second time in the place where all
the commandments and laws of the Torah were given. Therefore,
"in...the second year..." HE ASKS: What is the meaning of: "in the
first month of the second year"? NAMELY, WHAT DOES THIS
ALLUDE TO? HE REPLIES: This is a lofty secret. THERE IS that
which is referred to as a year, AND THERE IS that which is referred
to as a month. What is the difference between this and that? Month
is the moon, MEANING MALCHUT, while a year is the sun, ZEIR
ANPIN, which illuminates the moon. "IN THE FIRST MONTH OF THE
SECOND YEAR," POINTS TO THE COUPLING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, WHICH ARE CALLED 'YEAR' AND 'MONTH', IN THE
PLACE OF THE SINAI DESERT. THAT IS THE SECOND UNION
AFTER THE EXODUS OF EGYPT. This was during the time that all
the commandments of the Torah were passed on to them, SINCE
THROUGH THE COUPLING OF MALE AND FEMALE IN THE DESERT
OF SINAI, ALL THE COMMANDMENTS OF THE TORAH WERE GIVEN.
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58. Rabbi Shimon says: Woe to the man who says that the Torah
came to relate stories, simply and plainly, and simpleton tales
ABOUT ESAU AND LABAN AND THE LIKE. If it was so, even at the
present day we could produce a Torah from simplistic matters, and
perhaps even nicer ones than those. If THE TORAH CAME to
exemplify worldly matters, even the rulers of the world have among
them things that are superior. If so, let us follow them and produce
from them a Torah in the same manner. It must be that all items in
the Torah are of a superior nature and are uppermost secrets.

59. Come and behold: the world above and the world below are
measured with one scale. The children of Yisrael below
CORRESPOND to the lofty angels above. It is written about the lofty
angels: "Who makes the winds His messengers" (Tehilim 104:4).
When they descend downwards, they are donned with the vestments
of this world. If they had not acquired the dress for this world, they
would not be able to exist in this world, and the world would not be
able to stand them. And if this is so for the angels, how much more
so is it for the Torah that created these MESSENGERS and all the
worlds, that exist due to her. Once it was brought down to this world,
if it had not donned all these covering garments of this world,
WHICH ARE THE STORIES AND SIMPLISTIC TALES, the world would
not have been able to tolerate it.

60. Therefore, this story of the Torah is the mantle of the Torah. He
who thinks that this mantle is the actual essence of the Torah and
that nothing else is in there, let his spirit deflate and let him have no
part in the World to Come. Therefore, David said, "open my eyes,
that I may behold wondrous things out of Your Torah" (Tehilim
119:18); THAT IS, LOOK what lies under that garment of the Torah.

61. Come and behold: There is a dress that is visible to everyone.
The simple people, when they see a person dressed beautifully,
WHO APPEARS TO THEM DISTINGUISHED BY HIS CLOTHING, do
not observe any further. THEY MAKE THEIR JUDGMENTS ABOUT
HIM ACCORDING TO HIS DISTINGUISHED APPAREL and they
consider the dress as the body OF MAN, and the body OF THE
PERSON LIKE his soul.
62. Similar to this is the Torah. It has a body, which is composed of
the commandments of the Torah that are called the 'body of the
Torah'. This body is clothed with garments, which are stories of this
world. The ignorant of the world look only at that dress, which is the
story in the Torah, and are not aware of anything more. They do not
look at what lies beneath that dress. Those who know more do not
look at the dress, but rather at the body beneath that dress. The
wise, the sages, the servants of the Loftiest King, those that stood at
Mount Sinai, look only at the soul OF THE TORAH, which is the
essence of everything, the real Torah. In the destiny to come, they
are destined to look at the soul, the soul of the Torah.
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63. Come and behold: it is also like that above. There exists an
apparel, a body, a soul, and a soul for the soul. The heavens and its
legions are the apparel, and the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is the body that receives the soul, which is the splendor
of Yisrael, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, MALCHUT is the body
of the soul, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS DONNED WITH HER, LIKE THE
SOUL IN THE BODY. The soul that we mentioned, which is the
splendor of Yisrael, is the actual Torah, MEANING THE SOUL OF
THE TORAH AT WHICH THE SAGES LOOK. It is the soul of the soul
that is the Ancient Holy One, ON WHOM THEY WILL LOOK IN THE
DESTINY TO COME, AS MENTIONED. Everything is held one by the
other. THE HOLY ATIKA IS DRESSED IN ZEIR ANPIN, AND ZEIR
ANPIN IS DRESSED IN MALCHUT, AND MALCHUT IS DRESSED IN
THE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, ASIYAH AND ALL THEIR
LEGIONS.
64. Woe to those wicked who say that the Torah is merely a story
and nothing more, for they look at the dress and no further. Praised
are the righteous, who look properly at the Torah. Wine lasts only if
it is in a jug. Similarly, the Torah does not endure, except in this
mantle. Therefore, there is no need to look except at what is beneath
the mantle. That is why all these matters and all these stories are
garments.

13. The second Pesach
We hear about the ordinance to keep Pesach at the correct time and about the inner meaning of what happens if it is kept a month later due to
uncleanness or traveling.
65. "Let the children of Yisrael also keep the Pesach at its appointed
season" (Bemidbar 9:2). HE ASKS: What is "keep"? IT SHOULD
HAVE SAID, 'EAT'. Rabbi Yosi said: Have we not learned that
whoever shows a proper worthy action below is as if he made that
above. Due to him, this matter is roused ABOVE, and it is as if he
actually made it, as we have already learned.
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66. "If any man (lit. 'man man') of you or your posterity shall be
unclean..." (Ibid. 10). HE ASKS: Why does it say "man" twice? HE
ANSWERS: THE EXPLANATION IS that it is a man who is a man and
is worthy to receive the lofty soul, yet he flawed himself so the
supernal Shechinah does not reside with him. What is the reason?
He brought it about by defiling himself. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN
'man man', WHICH MEANS that he is worthy to be a man, but he
caused himself to be defiled so the Holiness from above should not
be with him.

67. "...or be on a journey afar off" (Ibid.). This is one of the ten
PLACES that have dots in the Torah. All come to demonstrate
something. What is "afar off"? THERE IS A POINT ABOVE THE HEI
OF 'AFAR' (HEB. RECHOKAH). It is because a person that defiles
himself is made unclean above. As soon as they make him unclean
above, he is afar off, far from the place and the road on which the
children of Yisrael are attached. He is attached to a journey afar off;
he removed himself from getting close to you, Yisrael, and to
connect with you as you connect. THAT IS WHY IT SAYS, "ON A
JOURNEY AFAR OFF," WITH A DOT ON THE HEI OF RECHOKAH, TO
INDICATE THAT THE INTENTION IS ON THE OTHER SIDE THAT IS
FAR FROM HOLINESS.

68. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Why is it written, "shall be unclean by
reason of a dead body, or be on a journey afar off"? That seems to
indicate that there are two things here, which is understood from the
word "or." AND HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT THEY ARE ONE THING,
THAT THE UNCLEANNESS CAUSED HIM TO BE AFAR OFF? Rabbi
Yosi said: Here, WHEN IT SAYS "UNCLEAN BY REASON OF A DEAD
BODY," IT MEANS prior to having been made unclean FROM
ABOVE. Here, WHEN IT SAYS, "ON A JOURNEY AFAR OFF," THE
MEANING IS after they made him unclean FROM ABOVE AND HE
STUMBLED TO THAT JOURNEY AFAR OFF, WHICH IS THE OTHER
SIDE. It seems that neither this one nor that one will have Holiness
from above reside with them, and they will not observe the Pesach at
the same time that Yisrael observe it.
69. If you wonder whether he observes THE PESACH on the
following month, even if he does not amend himself, it is not so. It is
only after he has purified and restored himself. He has another
month to perform the Paschal lamb. From here, we take it that every
person that purifies himself is also purified FROM ABOVE.

70. If you will venture to say that he will find himself on a higher level
that second month, it is not so. This is because the children of
Yisrael, the holy offspring that prepare the Paschal lamb at its
designated time, take the moon and the sun, THAT ARE MALCHUT
AND ZEIR ANPIN, together as one. Whoever receives first the
foundation receives the building upon it. What is the foundation? Do
not say that it is the loftiest foundation of the everlasting Righteous,
THAT IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, but rather the foundation of a
precious stone, MALCHUT, as is written: "the stone which the
builders have rejected has become the head stone of the
corner" (Tehilim 118:22). For this is a stone upon which something
lies, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN.
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71. Rabbi Yehuda said: Certainly he acquires all, even on the second
month. THAT IS, ONE CAN ACQUIRE EVEN IN THE SECOND MONTH
MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN TOGETHER, AT ONCE, JUST LIKE IN
THE FIRST PASCHAL PREPARATIONS OF THE LAMB. HOWEVER, it
is not quite the same as if someone acquires the Paschal lamb on
the designated period. What is the reason? It is because the one who
acquires the Paschal lamb service on its designated period receives
from the bottom upward and does not regress, since we may
promote to a higher grade of sanctity but not degrade. The one who
acquires the Paschal lamb past the designated time descends from
higher to lower. Therefore, even if it is the same in everything, it is
not equal, since this one ascends and that one descends, and that
one descends and does not ascend. Therefore, whoever brings the
Paschal lamb on its designated state is more worthy. Praised are the
children of Yisrael who are meritorious in all. They are worthy of the
Torah, and whoever is worthy of the Torah merits the Holy Name.
Praised are they in this world and the World to Come.
We are told that once the Congregation of Yisrael is adorned with
her crowns in the month of Nissan she does not remove the crowns
from herself for thirty days, so it is still possible to have a second
Passover in the second month. The commandments for the
slaughter of the Paschal lamb and the delay of the celebration for
those who are unclean or far away to the second date are laid out for
us. The first Passover is from the right and the second is in the left.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
72. It is a commandment to make a second Pesach for those that
were unable TO DO THE PASCHAL OFFERING ON ITS DESIGNATED
DATE, BECAUSE THEY WERE TOO FAR AWAY or were defiled by
any other uncleanness. HE ASKS: If the secret of Pesach, which is
the secret of the Faith in which Yisrael entered, dominates in the
month of Nissan and then it is the time for rejoicing, how could
those who were unable to prepare it on time, or were defiled, make
up for it in the second month, seeing that its time had already
passed?

73. HE REPLIES: Once the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is adorned with its crowns, MEANING THE MOCHIN OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, in the month of Nissan, she does not
remove these crowns and adornments from herself for thirty days.
The Matron sits in her adornments all these thirty days, beginning
with the day of the exodus of Yisrael, since the Paschal lamb and all
her legions are in a state of happiness. Whoever wishes to see the
Matron may look. And the proclamation calls: Whoever did not get a
chance to see the Matron should come and look before the gates are
locked. When is this proclamation proclaimed? It is on the
fourteenth day of the second month, since the gates remain open
from then on for seven days following. Following that, they lock the
gates. Therefore, THEY BRING the second Pesach.

74. This commandment entails the slaughter of the Paschal lamb at
its appointed time. It reveals the first Paschal lamb date and the
second Paschal lamb, and cautions us to consume them in
accordance with their laws. The unclean should be delayed to the
second Paschal lamb date. That is a third commandment. Tanaim
and Amoraim: they are persons who are like pure, mundane objects
from the side of Michael. And they are those like mundane objects
from the sacred, for example holy meat, from the side of Gabriel,
SINCE MICHAEL AND GABRIEL ARE the priest and the Levi, WHICH
IS CHESED AND GVURAH. They are persons who are like Holy days
and they are like the Holy of Holies.
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75. The Shechinah is the first Pesach from the right side, SINCE THE
FIRST MONTH IS FROM THE RIGHT COLUMN, and the second
Pesach from the left, SINCE THE SECOND MONTH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN. SINCE NISSAN AND IYAR ARE CHESED AND GVURAH,
the first Pesach is from the right where Chochmah prevails, SINCE
CHOCHMAH IS IN THE RIGHT COLUMN. The second Pesach is in the
left where Binah prevails, SINCE BINAH IS IN THE LEFT COLUMN. In
Gvurah, WHICH IS IN THE LEFT COLUMN, all foreign fires are
removed, which are like straw and chaff in relation to the fire of
Gvurah. THEREFORE, the unclean are delayed until the second
Pesach.

14. "Everything that comes into the fire... you shall pass through the fire"
We learn that the soul is the vessel of God, and that God will not dwell in it until it is purged in the fire of Gvurah. Also, people are cleansed by the
Written Torah from the right, that is referred to as 'water'. The completely wicked are purified in Gehenom but those who study the Oral Torah and
the Written Torah are purified through the Torah.
76. Every uncleanness - such as that of a woman in her menstrual
flow, a leper, or a man or a woman who has a discharge and a
woman who gives birth - the fire of Gvurah consumes THEM. The
soul is the vessel of the Holy One, blessed be He, AND THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, does not dwell in it until it is purged in the
fire of Gvurah, as is written: "'is not My word like a fire?' says
Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:29). In this fire, if THE EVIL INCLINATION is
like iron, it explodes; if it is like stone, it melts.

77. And of the right, the place of the Written Torah, that is
REFERRED TO AS 'water', IT SAYS: "and she shall be cleansed from
the flow of her blood" (Vayikra 12:7). Through her are cleansed a
leper, one who is unclean through contact with a dead body, one
who has a discharge and one who is defiled through contact with
any kind of insect. It is written: "then will I sprinkle clean water upon
you, and you shall be clean" (Yechezkel 36:25).
78. In the Central Column, the vessel is united with her husband,
THE VESSEL being a woman, MALCHUT. After becoming sanctified
in the Left Column and becoming cleansed in the ritual waters in the
Right Column, SHE IS UNITED IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN. It is said
about Pesach utensils: such utensils that are used for cold things,
one dips them ritually in cold and they are cleansed. Since they are
the souls that came from the side of Mercy and they are merciful,
graceful and kind, they do not require cleansing in lukewarm water
like those of average people. Most certainly they are not cleansed in
the very hot waters, through which the completely wicked purify
themselves, those who heat themselves in the fire of the Evil
Inclination. About them, it is written: "everything that comes into the
fire...you shall pass through the fire" (Bemidbar 31:23), since the filth
on them is great. However, the completely Righteous are cleansed
with cold waters, since it was said about them: whoever puts space
between the ones that get stuck together - MEANING THAT HE DOES
NOT STICK TOGETHER WHILE PRONOUNCING THE LETTERS IN
THE RECITAL OF Sh'ma - one to the other, they cool Gehenom for
him.
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79. If the souls are materialistic, in that they are like clay utensils,
their breakage is their purification. As it is said, if they are broken,
they were cleansed. The secret of this is: "the sacrifices of Elohim
are a broken spirit" (Tehilim 51:19). However, about those involved
in studying Written Torah and Oral Torah, which are fire and water,
and those who are striving after the secrets of the Torah, which is
light, it is written: "and Torah is light" (Mishlei 6:23). They are
purified through the Torah AND DO NOT NEED GEHENOM.

80. Furthermore, we find in the chapter about seeing, 'One who sees
dates (Heb. temarim) in his dream, it means his iniquities have ended
(Heb. tamu)'. This is what is written: "the punishment of your iniquity
is accomplished, O daughter of Zion" (Eichah 4:22), because
temarim consists of THE LETTERS of tam (Eng. 'whole'), which is
Jacob's level, about whom it is written: "and Jacob was a plain (Heb.
tam) man" (Beresheet 25:27). The sins are bitter (Heb. marim) and,
therefore, the dates (Heb. temarim) contain THE LETTERS tam and
mar. THEREFORE, THAT INDICATES THAT HIS SINS ARE OVER.

15. "The waters were made sweet"
This section talks about the days to come, emphasizing the stress and poverty that will come to the teachers of the Mishnah during the time of
testing. The text addresses the Faithful Shepherd, Moses, telling him that through his revelation of the secrets will come the sweetening of the
waters. Sufferings are like salt that sweetens the meat.
81. Here, it is hinted that "the waters were made sweet." This is what
is written: "and Hashem showed him a tree...the waters were made
sweet" (Shemot 15:25). It is apparent from here that for whoever
strives in the Torah, which is the Tree of Life, it is said about his
sins: "and they made their lives bitter with hard bondage" (Shemot 114). The Holy One, blessed be He, forgives them and they BECOME
sweet again, MEANING THAT THE INIQUITIES TURN TO BECOME
LIKE MERITS.

82. Days will come of which will be fulfilled, like the days that were
during their exodus from Egypt, what is written there: "and Joseph
died, and all his brethren, and all that generation" (Ibid. 6). In the last
exile, death is nothing but poverty, since a poor person is regarded
as dead. The verse will be fulfilled of them: "and I will leave in the
midst of you a poor and lowly people, and they shall trust in the
Name of Hashem" (Tzefanyah 3:12). It will also be fulfilled in relation
to them: "and the afflicted people You will save" (II Shmuel 22:28).
Those rich that will survive among them, this will be fulfilled about
them: "you are idle, you are idle" (Shemot 5:17). They are slack in
learning Torah, slow to do kindness toward Torah people, and
people of virtue that wander from city to city are not received
graciously.
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83. They are idle under the heavy burden. You may say that it is
because THEY ARE heavily burdened that they do not do kindness.
Therefore, "let more work be laid upon the men, that they may labor
in it" (Ibid. 9), and cause that the burden will actually be REAL. "And
let them not regard vain words" (Ibid.), that they lie and say that the
burden is heavy on them, and therefore they refrain from kindness.
They TOO are lying by saying that due to the burden that is heavily
upon them, "there is no straw given." That is the lie of money, by
which they have erred before the Holy One, blessed be He, by paying
no attention to Him nor trusting in the Name of Hashem. STRAW,
WHICH IS MONEY, is not "given to your servants," AND NOT
BECAUSE OF THE HEAVY BURDEN.

84. Those that have straw, hide and store their money in it, which is
inside (Heb. tochen), like inside the storage or inside the safety-box.
It is applicable to them, "yet shall you deliver the quantity (Heb.
tochen) of bricks" (Ibid. 18) which refers to sums of money that are
bricks that will exist during that generation.

85. During that period, "there He made for them a statute and an
ordinance, and there He tested him" (Shemot 15:25), referring to the
teachers of the Mishnah. They too, "came to Mara (Eng.
'bitter')" (Ibid. 23). The Oral Law will again be bitter to them with
great stress and poverty, and it will be fulfilled for them: "and they
made their lives bitter with hard bondage," which refers to hard
questions. "...in mortar (Heb. chomer)..." from minor to major (Heb.
chomer), "and in brick (Heb. levenah)." That refers to explaining
(Heb. libun) law. "...and in all manner of bondage in the
field..." (Shemot 1:14). That refers to the Baraita, SINCE BARAITA
MEANS FIELD. "All their bondage, wherein they made them serve,
was with rigor" (Ibid.); that is, the unanswered problems and
questions.
86. And you, Faithful Shepherd, it will come true there for you: "there
He made for them a statute and an ordinance, and there He tested
him." With this Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil - that is,
prohibition and permission - and through these secrets that will be
revealed through you, "the waters were made sweet." Like salt that
sweetens the meat, so will they be sweetened through you by the
secrets that will be revealed through you. All these difficulties and
disagreements of the bitter waters in the Oral Torah will return to be
sweet waters of the Torah. These sufferings that you have will again
be sweet to you through the secrets that will be revealed through
you, and all your pains will seem to you like passing dreams THAT
ARE NO MORE. Dream (Heb. chalam, Chet-Lamed-Mem) is like salt
(Heb. melach, Mem Lamed Chet), AND LIKE SALT that sweetens the
meat, so too are sufferings, as we have explained.
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87. The suffering will again be like salt of Sodom that blinds the eyes
to the wicked, to have the verse come true upon them: "but the eyes
of the wicked shall fail" (Iyov 11:20). These are the wicked mixed
multitudes, upon whom will come true: "many shall purify
themselves, and refine themselves, and be tried; but the wicked shall
do wickedly" (Daniel 12:10). "...refine themselves..." refers to the
students of the Mishnah; "and be refined" (Ibid.), refers to the holy
offspring of the rest of the nation, as it says: "and will refine them as
the silver is refined" (Zecharyah 13:9). "But the wicked shall do
wickedly," refers to the mixed multitudes.

16. The raven and the dove
We hear that those who toil in the splendor called 'The Zohar' will be wise and shine like the brightness of the firmaments. They must teach every
secret and teach others how to be receptive to the light of the Torah and to the light of the Zohar. At that time they will be like the dove that was sent
from Noah's ark, not like the raven that betrayed his mission. The prophet saw them become connected in three levels - Keter, Tiferet, Yesod - in the
center and thus said that they shall prosper, be exalted, be very high, and be connected to two Messiahs.
88. "But the wise shall understand" (Daniel 12:10). These are the
scholars of Kabbalah. It says about them: "and they who are wise
shall shine like the brightness of the firmaments" (Ibid. 3). This
refers to those that place their effort in the splendor called 'The
Zohar', that is like Noah's ark, to which are gathered two from a city,
seven from the kingdom and, occasionally, one from a city and two
from a family, by whom this comes true. "Every son that is born you
shall cast into the river" (Shemot 1:22). THE SECRET OF THE
TORAH IS CALLED "SON"; "THAT IS BORN," MEANS CONCEIVED;
"INTO THE RIVER," IS THE LIGHT OF THE TORAH. "THROW HIM
(HEB. TASHLICHUHU)," IS LIKE 'TEACH HIM (HEB. TASKILUHU)' EVERY INDIVIDUAL SECRET THAT IS BORN TO YOU, TEACH IT.
Teach how to be RECEPTIVE TO THE LIGHT OF THE TORAH AND
TO ITS SOUL. This is the light of this book OF ZOHAR, and all is due
to you.
89. Who caused all this? The raven, since at that time you will be like
a dove. THIS ALLUDES TO THE RAVEN AND THE DOVE THAT NOAH
SENT FROM THE ARK AFTER COMPARING THE ZOHAR TO NOAH'S
ARK. Another messenger was called in your Name, just like the
raven that was originally sent FROM THE ARK and did not return
from his mission and made his effort with forbidden abominations,
about which it is said that the ignorant are abominable. AND HE
SPENT HIS EFFORTS ON THEM, because of their money, and he
strove in his mission to return the righteous to repentance. It is as if
he has not fulfilled the mission of his Master. RABBI MOSES
KORDOVERO OF BLESSED MEMORY WROTE THAT IT REFERS TO
JEROBOAM, THE SON OF NEBAT, WHO WAS WORTHY TO BE THE
REDEEMER OF YISRAEL. HE FALTERED WITH THE GOLDEN
CALVES, SINNED, AND CAUSED MANY OTHERS TO SIN. HE IS
COMPARED TO THE RAVEN THAT BETRAYED HIS MISSION.
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90. The secret of the dove that entered the depths of the sea shall
come true with you, and likewise you will enter the deep chasms of
the Torah. This is what is written by the prophet Jonah: "for You did
cast me into the deep, into the heart of the seas" (Yonah 2:4),
MEANING IN THE SEA OF THE TORAH. THEN there will be
Chochmah, Chesed, and Netzach to the right. Of those, David said:
"the right hand of Hashem does valiantly. The right hand of Hashem
is exalted. The right hand of Hashem does valiantly" (Tehilim 118:1516). The three LEVELS of the left become connected together - which
are Binah, Gvurah, Hod - and the three levels in the center - which
are Keter, Tiferet, Yesod - are attached to right and left, SINCE THE
CENTRAL COLUMN IS ATTACHED TO RIGHT AND LEFT. IN THIS
WAY, THE TEN SFIROT ARE PERFECTED, INCLUDING THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT.
91. Since the prophet saw you become connected in these three
levels - KETER, TIFERET, YESOD - in the center, he pronounced
upon you this verse: "behold, My servant shall prosper," THE
SECRET OF YESOD; "he shall be exalted and extolled," THE
SECRET OF TIFERET; "and be very high" (Yeshayah 52:13), THE
SECRET OF KETER. You will be connected and attached to two
Messiahs. David spoke of the three right ones - CHOCHMAH,
CHESED, NETZACH - of Messiah, the son of David, and, "the right of
Hashem," three times, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. Corresponding to
the three left ones - GVURAH, BINAH, HOD - to which is attached
Messiah, son of Ephraim, he said from the first left side, Gvurah, "I
shall not die," AND FURTHER SAID, "but live" (Tehilim 118:17), from
the SECOND side of the left, which is your Hod. About this, it is said
that He gave Hod to Moses, MEANING AS IT SAYS: "AND YOU
SHALL PUT SOME OF YOUR HONOR (HEB. HOD) UPON
HIM" (BEMIDBAR 27:20), MEANING THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE, GAVE HIM HOD TO BE HIS OWN. It is given to you from the
side of Binah, SINCE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM
THE LEFT OF BINAH IS REVEALED IN HOD.
92. Thus, IN GVURAH, you would have been arid and dry in
everything, due to Messiah, the son of Ephraim; DRY in your Torah
and your prophecy and in your body, in which you have suffered too
many agonies. So that he should not die, MESSIAH, THE SON OF
EPHRAIM, you pleaded for mercy on his behalf. THEREFORE, it says
about him, "but live," from the side of Binah, and therefore, "I shall
not die," from the side of Gvurah, WHICH CARRIED FROM IT HARSH
JUDGMENT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. "...but live..." is from the side
of Binah, MEANING AFTER MOCHIN WERE REVEALED FROM IT,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF the Tree of Life, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN that overpowers THE LEFT COLUMN, GVURAH,
THROUGH the reading of Sh'ma of the morning prayer, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHESED. It is connected to it through the knot of
the Tefilin to the right of Abraham, which is the morning prayers,
NAMELY CHESED.
93. "...and declare the works of Yah..." (Tehilim 118:17) from the side
of Hod, SINCE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS
REVEALED FROM BINAH IS NOT REVEALED, ONLY FROM THE
CHEST DOWNWARD THAT IS IN HOD. "Yah has chastised me
severely" (Ibid. 18), MEANING WITH Chochmah and Binah, WHICH
ARE from right and left, SINCE CHOCHMAH COMPRISES three right
ones - CHOCHMAH, CHESED AND NETZACH - AND BINAH
COMPRISES three left ones - BINAH, GVURAH AND HOD. PRIOR TO
THE INTERVENTION OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THE RIGHT AND
THE LEFT ARE IN CONFLICT WITH EACH OTHER AND JUDGMENTS
ARE DRAWN FROM THEM. THEREFORE, IT SAYS: "YAH HAS
CHASTISED ME SEVERELY." "But He has not given me up to
death" (Ibid.). This is the Central Column that comprises the three
CENTRAL ONES: Keter, the Righteous, NAMELY YESOD, and
ITSELF, NAMELY TIFERET, that is the son of Yud-Hei. Immediately,
the Vav will then raise Hei to Yud-Hei, AND THE NAME OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI WILL BE PERFECTED in the right and the left with Mercy
and beseeching with many entreaties TO MALCHUT and her
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descendants. This is what is written: "on that day I will raise up the
Tabernacle of David that is fallen" (Amos 9:11); THAT IS, MALCHUT.
Therefore, the prophet said, "they shall come with weeping, and with
supplications will I lead them" (Yirmeyah 31:8).
94. The Faithful Shepherd rose, kissed him, and blessed him. He
said: You are most likely the messenger of your Master to us. The
Tannaim and Amoraim opened the discussion saying: Faithful
Shepherd, you knew all this and through you it was revealed. But in
your humility, as was said about you, "now the man Moses was very
meek" (Bemidbar 12:3); in these areas that you are shy to take credit
for yourself, the Holy One, blessed be He, has nominated us to the
holy illumination, MEANING RABBI SHIMON BAR YOCHAI, to act as
your hand and your mouthpiece in these areas.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

17. "And on the day that the Tabernacle was erected"
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Chiya that anyone who gives freely to the poor becomes worthy to be blessed; he increases in both wealth and life. He
elaborates by saying that his charity causes him an increase in life above so that it increases his life below. We hear that in this way the Tree of Life
is awakened to add life to the Tree of Death. Through a person's charity he causes Zeir Anpin and Malchut to join together and blessings to pour
above and below. He is saved in this world and he shall have life in the World to Come.
95. "And on the day that the Tabernacle was erected..." (Bemidbar
9:15). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion saying, "He has
distributed freely, he has given to the poor; his righteousness
endures for ever; his horn shall be exalted with honor" (Tehilim
112:9). "He has distributed freely, he has given to the poor." HE
INQUIRES: What is the meaning of, "distributed freely"? HE
RESPONDS: It is as you say, "there is one who gives freely, and yet
increases" (Mishlei 11:24). We can also say that it is true for
everyone who distributed freely. Therefore, he lets us know and
hear, "he has distributed freely, he has given to the poor." As soon
as he gives freely to the poor, he becomes worthy TO BE BLESSED.
What is the meaning of: "and yet increases"? It means in everything.
He increases in wealth and increases in life.
96. HE INQUIRES: This verse should have been read this way, 'There
is one who gives freely, and yet it will increase'. What is meant by
"increases"? HE RESPONDS: It is this place where death resides,
MEANING MALCHUT. It causes him an increase in life above AND
DRAWS FROM THERE, and increases his LIFE. Rabbi Yehuda said in
the name of Rabbi Chiya: The verse gives evidence that for whoever
gives CHARITY to the paupers, the Tree of Life is awakened, THAT IS
ZEIR ANPIN, to add life to the Tree of Death, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
Then life and happiness exist above, IN MALCHUT, and that Tree of
Life stands over the person who caused this, BY HIS GIVING OF
CHARITY, in a time of need. That Tree of Death shields him and,
therefore, it is proper to say, "yet increases."

97. HE ASKS: What is the meaning of, "his righteousness endures
for ever"? HE RESPONDS: THAT CHARITY stands for a person to
give him his existence and life, in the same manner that this person
gives subsistence TO THE POOR. And the SUPERNAL life awakens
toward him, NAMELY BECAUSE OF HIM, AS MENTIONED NEARBY.
It gives him life. These two trees, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, stand
by him to save him and increase his life.
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98. "His horn shall be exalted with honor." Come and behold:
observe the world we talked about, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. IT SAID TO
HIM that the horn, WHICH IS MALCHUT, will be exalted. And how?
With the honor of the above, WHICH IS BINAH, SINCE MALCHUT IS
EXALTED THROUGH THE ILLUMINATION OF BINAH. That person,
THROUGH THE CHARITY THAT HE GAVE, caused them to join
together, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and blessings to
pour above and below.
99. Rabbi Aba said: During the whole time that the Tabernacle was
erected, MEANING WHEN MALCHUT COUPLES WITH ZEIR ANPIN,
through the activities of people, then that was a time of rejoicing for
all. Holy anointing oil is poured into these candles, THE SFIROT OF
MALCHUT, and all give off light. Whoever brings this about, brings
himself to be saved in this world, and he shall have life in the World
to Come. This is what is written: "but righteousness delivers from
death" (Mishlei 11:4), and it also says, "but the path of just men is
like the gleam of sunlight, that shines ever more brightly until the
height of noonday" (Mishlei 4:18).

18. The standards
Rabbi Shimon elucidates the vision of Ezekiel as found beginning in Yechezkel 1:19. He describes the standard and the army of the lion, with its
dominating angel Michael.
100. "Make for yourself two silver trumpets..." (Bemidbar 10:1).
Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion saying: "and when the living
creatures moved, the wheels went by them. And when the living
creatures were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted
up" (Yechezkel 1:19). "And when the living creatures moved"; they
moved due to influence of the above. One may think that it is higher
above. HE RESPONDS: No, down below. Just like this, the one is
before the FOUR faces and the other after the FOUR faces.

101. A wind of the four winds IS ROBED in four compartments and
four sides in the brilliance that was created that supports the
illuminated countenances. Therefore, they are like the appearance of
the living creatures, which are the four corners UPON WHICH the
standards were unfurled, THAT ARE REFERRED TO AS lion, eagle,
ox, man. These comprise the four dominating angels - WHICH ARE
MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL, RAPHAEL - and include everything,
SINCE THESE FOUR ANGELS COMPRISE ALL THE LEGIONS IN THE
HEAVENS.
102. The first standard is an armed camp THAT IS THE SECRET OF
THOSE ABLE TO GO TO WAR FROM THE AGE OF TWENTY AND
HIGHER. ITS LIVING CREATURE IS a lion. THE ANGEL IS Michael,
recorded in the unfurled standard that is spread to the right side,
AND ITS WIND IS the east - that is, the sunrise that follows its travels
with its own light. Yofiel and Tzadkiel are appointed under him, THAT
IS, UNDER MICHAEL, one for Torah and one to go to the marketplace.

103. When they travel, several armed camps move from the right
side, and all are one; THAT IS, THEY ARE UNDER THE LEADERSHIP
OF THE THREE ANGELS MENTIONED ABOVE. To the left side, the
sun advances to shine and crowns them, THE CAMPS. Thousands
and ten thousands are appointed under him and all are in awe and
fear, trembling and shaking.
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104. The lion extends his right hand, gathers all the legions to him,
and 370 lions surround that lion. He is in the center among them.

105. When that lion roars, the firmaments shake and all the legions
and camps tremble from the fear of him. From that sound, the river
Dinur goes up and descends in the 1,500 steps to Gehenom below.
Consequently, all the wicked in Gehenom shake and burn in the fire.
About this, it is written: "the lion has roared, who will not
fear?" (Amos 3:8).

106. He roars a second time and 370,000 lions all roar. THE LION
extends his left hand. All the Prosecutors below become fearful and
are subdued under that hand. He spreads that hand over them and
all are under him, as it says: "your hand shall be on the neck of your
enemies" (Beresheet 49:8).

107. Four wings of each one of them all glow from white fire. All the
countenances of a pomegranate and a blossom are impressed in the
whiteness of that fire.

108. Four countenances to each individual one, on four sides. All
shine in the whiteness of the sun. One to the east side shines with
happiness. The one to the west side gathers its light. The one to the
north side is dark, without any light, like the shadow of the sun in
relation to the sun. The shadow is dark and the sun is bright, since
the sun and the shadow are right and left, and go together. All the
darkness goes along with it; all carry weapons of war.

109. All from right and left are in three heads, each head containing
74,600. Those legions depart by the right hand that He raised over
them, in addition to all those that are appointed below, which are
under those rulers - the ones over the others, lower levels with
higher ones, which are innumerable.
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110. The count of the second head that goes along with the first
head contains 54,400, in addition to all those appointed below to the
four sides which have no account. The third head that follows them
has 57,400. The left travels in a way similar to how the right travels,
and likewise from the front and from the back.

111. As soon as this first one moves and the Tabernacle is lowered,
all the Levites sing their song and all those who praise are at its
side. Then, it is written: "for the spirit of the living creatures was in
the wheels" (Yechezkel 1:20).

19. The second standard
Here we read of the standard and the army of the eagle, under the dominating angel Uriel.
112. The second standard, WHICH IS THE STANDARD OF THE CAMP
OF REUVEN, is an armed camp. That is, MEANING IN THE SECRET
OF THOSE ABLE TO GO TO WAR, OF TWENTY YEARS AND
UPWARDS, IN THE ASPECT OF an eagle UNDER THE DOMINATION
OF THE ANGEL Uriel, WHO RULES FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THE DIRECTION OF THE STANDARD'S
TRAVEL IS TO the south side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN AND
CHESED. Two appointed are WITH URIEL, WHICH ARE Shamshiel
and Chasdiel. This eagle ascends, with all the winged creatures
before it. Many camps ascend from all directions, each individual in
the strength of the sun.
113. The spirit of the inner spirit emerges. That spirit reaches the
eagle and he raises his wings and covers his body, as it says, "does
the hawk fly by your wisdom, and stretch her wings toward the
south?" (Iyov 39:26). This eagle quarrels with the dove and the hawk,
and all the winged birds are chirping and joyful. One from the front
goes from the bottom upwards. Several birds go down and enter,
chirping and joyful. They go and wander.

114. When he, THE EAGLE, travels, he extends his right wing and
gathers all his legions, those 350,000 winged ones, in two bodies
composed of the eagle and the lion together. When he raises a voice,
all the others ascend and descend, whistling from their end from
several grades.

115. Three heads are together in these camps, SINCE THREE
TRIBES ARE IN THE CAMP OF REUVEN. All are in a special count,
and the count of these heads IS AS FOLLOWS. One head is 46,500,
THE CENSUS COUNT OF THE TRIBE OF REUVEN. The second head
is 59,300, THE CENSUS COUNT OF THE TRIBE OF SHIMON. The
third head is 45,650. THAT IS THE CENSUS COUNT OF THE TRIBE
OF GAD.
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116. From the two sides, WHICH ARE EAGLE AND LION,
MENTIONED ABOVE, two proclamations go forth to all the camps.
When these two, THE SECRET OF THE TWO TRUMPETS, AS
EXPLAINED, make their proclamation, the legions and camps, living
creatures, and large and small animals all gather. Who has beheld
the traveling of all the firmaments along with the camps before the
Tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT!

117. One of them, MEANING the one that comes from the lion's side,
spreads his voice, MEANING THAT HE BLOWS WITH THE
TRUMPETS A TEKIA, WHICH IS A MONOTONE SOUND - in order not
to cause tremors in the sounds, HE BLOWS, BUT RATHER SIMPLE
SOUNDS WITHOUT TREMOR. Then all these camps assemble,
MEANING IN THE SECRET OF: "AND WHEN THEY SHALL BLOW
WITH THEM, ALL THE ASSEMBLY SHALL ASSEMBLE THEMSELVES
TO YOU" (BEMIDBAR 10:3). During the time the other calls,
MEANING THAT HE BLOWS THE TRUMPETS UNDER THE RULE OF
THE ONE COMING FROM THE EAGLE'S SIDE, the sound is broken
and not simply elongated, MEANING IT IS THE SOUND OF A TRUAH.
AND THEN all these camps of this eagle congregate to travel on their
journeys, MEANING WHAT IS WRITTEN: "WHEN YOU BLOW AN
ALARM, THEN THE CAMPS...SHALL GO FORWARD" (BEMIDBAR
10:5). Corresponding to these TWO, WHICH ARE LION AND EAGLE,
are two trumpets of silver, since as it APPLIES ABOVE, so it is all
down below. Come and behold: when these travel, it is written, "and
when the living creatures moved, the wheels went by
them" (Yechezkel 1:19). This means those LEGIONS that congregate
TO THE APPOINTED ARE REFERRED TO AS THE 'WHEELS', and as
the head observes, MEANING THE CHIEFTAIN, so do all OBSERVE,
NAMELY THE LEGIONS UNDER THEM.

20. The third standard
This section describes the standard of the ox, under the dominating angel Gabriel. From here comes judgment of all the sins of the world. We learn
that the supernal Torah is written in black fire on white fire, and are told of the four divisions of fire, water and wind.
118. The third standard, WHICH IS THE STANDARD OF DAN'S
CAMP, IS THE FACE OF an ox, OF THE LIVING CREATURES, THAT
IS, LEFT. OF THE FOUR ANGELS, THIS IS Gabriel FROM THE LEFT
COLUMN, AND IT TRAVELS ON THE NORTH SIDE OF THE
TABERNACLE, WHICH IS LEFT. With GABRIEL, there are two
appointed chieftains, Kaftziel and Chezkiel, SINCE GABRIEL
CORRESPONDS TO DAN AND THE TWO APPOINTED CORRESPOND
TO ASHER AND NAFTALI, WHICH ARE CONNECTED TO THE
STANDARD OF DAN'S CAMP. This ox is from the left side. His horns
ascend from between his two eyes. He observes angrily, and the
eyes glow like a burning fire. He rams and tramples with his feet and
has no mercy.
119. When this ox bellows, many battalions of damaging demons
emerge from the hole of that great deep. All bellow and wander in
front of him, and wrath and the bag that contains all the sins hang in
front of him, since all the sins of the world are written in the book.
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120. Seven fiery rivers are drawn in front of him. When he is thirsty,
he goes to the River Dinur (lit. 'of fire') and sucks it up in one draw.
The river is refilled AGAIN as originally, and it is not false, MEANING
IT IS NOT LIKE A FALSE SPRING WHOSE WATERS STOP. All these
legions OF THIS OX, THE SECRET OF GABRIEL, draw up fire that
consumes fire. If not for the fact that from the lion's side another
river of water emerges, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM, which extinguishes their coals, the world would not
have been able to endure THEIR JUDGMENTS.

121. The darkness of the sun, MEANING THE SHADOW, exists there
IN THE LEFT COLUMN. The light is available and not available. Many
Prosecutors wander and loiter in the dark, and that river that is
burning ON THE LEFT SIDE is a dark black fire. You may think that
here there is not a white fire, a black fire, a red fire, fire COMPOSED
from two colors, MEANING GREEN. Do not think SO, since it
certainly is like that. THE BURNING RIVER IS BLACK, and high
above, IN BINAH, it is also so - THAT THE FIRE IS COMPOSED FROM
FOUR FIRES. From there, it flows to these lower grades, BEFORE
THE OX IN ZEIR ANPIN AND TO THE ANGEL GABRIEL IN MALCHUT,
SINCE IN THEM, THE FIRE OF GVURAH IS COMPOSED OF FOUR
FIRES.
122. We learned in what manner the SUPERNAL Torah exists. It is
white fire, AND IS WRITTEN in black fire on white fire. The Torah
exists in the two fires. Come and behold: there is one fire, MEANING
THE LEFT COLUMN THAT IS REFERRED TO AS 'FIRE', and this
divides into four FIRES, BEING COMPRISED OF FOUR ASPECTS, AS
MENTIONED. ALSO, there is one water, WHICH IS THE RIGHT
COLUMN REFERRED TO AS 'WATER', and it divides into four,
INCLUDING FOUR ASPECTS. AND ALSO, the wind is one, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and divides into four, MEANING IT IS
COMPOSED OF FOUR ASPECTS, WHICH ARE THE THREE
COLUMNS AND MALCHUT THAT CONTAINS THEM.
123. Three heads exist in these camps, CORRESPONDING TO THE
THREE TRIBES OF DAN'S CAMP. Their count is one head of 62,700,
WHICH IS THE CENSUS OF DAN'S TRIBE, AS MENTIONED IN THE
SCRIPTURES. The second head is 41,500, AND THAT IS THE
CENSUS OF ASHER'S TRIBE. The third head is 53,400, AND THAT IS
THE CENSUS OF NAFTALI'S TRIBE and all the other levels that are
spread out on their sides that have no count - MEANING THE
WOMEN AND CHILDREN OF THESE THREE TRIBES THAT ARE NOT
INCLUDED IN THE MENTIONED CENSUS. All are grades upon
grades, except for some Prosecutors THAT ARE DRAWN FROM THE
LEFT COLUMN, and which are below IN THE KLIPOT and are
impudent like dogs and bite like donkeys - THOSE THAT ARE NOT
INCLUDED IN THESE CAMPS OF THE LEFT SIDE. Woe unto those
who are with them and whose Judgment is on the fourth side,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, MEANING THAT THEY GET THEIR
SUSTENANCE FROM MALCHUT.

21. The fourth standard
The fourth standard is the face of man under the domination of the angel Raphael, and it brings healing. We read of two silver trumpets that break
the judgments and subdue them.
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124. The fourth standard, WHICH IS THE STANDARD OF EPHRAIM'S
CAMP FROM THE ASPECT OF THE LIVING CREATURES, IS THE
FACE OF man. FROM THE FOUR ANGELS, IT IS Raphael, AND HE
TRAVELS ON the west, SINCE ALL THESE ARE ASPECTS OF
MALCHUT. With it is healing, SINCE on the side of man, the
uppermost Judgment is contained in it and it is healed. He grasps
the horns of the ox when that one wishes to bring him to the great
depth, and he binds them so they will consume the world by fire.
Following this, a thin small voice abides. Here the matter is very
quiet, so that no syllable is heard.
125. On that side, IN MALCHUT, rests whoever rests, MEANING
CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT COLUMN. And whoever ascends
elevates, MEANING THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN
THE LEFT COLUMN THAT SHINES IN AN ASCENDING MANNER
FROM BELOW UPWARD. The sun, ZEIR ANPIN, is gathered to
illuminate this area, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN:
"When you blow an alarm (Heb. truah)" (Bemidbar 10:5) on the south
side, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN IN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, AS MENTIONED. However, here IN MALCHUT,
there is neither this nor that, THERE IS NEITHER TKIAH NOR
TRUAH. HE ASKS: Why THE BLOWING OF THE truah? HE
RESPONDS: THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE FORCE OF THE
CURTAIN IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN that subdues to the north side,
WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN, IN ORDER TO UNITE WITH THE
RIGHT. IT WILL NOT SHINE ANY LONGER, EXCEPT FROM BOTTOM
UP, AS MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY. Therefore, the north side is the
rear OF ALL THE CAMPS, AS IS WRITTEN: "THE REARWARD OF
ALL THE CAMPS" (IBID. 25). THAT IS BECAUSE IT IS ESTABLISHED
THROUGH MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. THEREFORE, THE
STANDARD OF EPHRAIM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, TRAVELS BEFORE
THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH IS THE CAMP OF DAN. AND THE CAMP
OF DAN TRAVELS LAST.
126. Come and behold: there are two trumpets, since they are on the
two sides we mentioned, from the east, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, and from the south, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN. They
are prepared to break the Judgments and subdue them IN THE
SECRET OF THE TRUAH, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. They are from
silver, WHICH IS CHESED, and therefore, "also in the day of your
gladness, and in your solemn days...you shall blow with the
trumpets" (Bemidbar 10:10). This is not specific, which means both
above and below IN THIS WORLD. Praised are the children of
Yisrael, whom the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to have honor,
and He gave them the highest part above all other nations. The Holy
One, blessed be He, praises Himself for them with the praises WITH
WHICH THEY PRAISE HIM. This is what is written: "and said to me,
'You are My servant, Yisrael'" (Yeshayah 49:3).

22. The Nuns
Rabbi Elazar talks about the letter Nun that faces backwards in two places in the quoted verses. He says that when the Ark traveled the Shechinah
traveled along and did not leave Yisrael; and just as She kept Her face turned back to the children of Yisrael the Nun that traveled with them turned
back to them. Rabbi Shimon says that after the Ark came to rest and the people complained they caused Malchut to turn her back on them.
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127. "And it came to pass, when the Ark set forward, that Moses
said..." (Bemidbar 10:35). Rabbi Elazar said: Here we must observe
the letter Nun ? that is inverted, FACING backward here in two
places, MEANING THE LETTER NUN THAT STANDS AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE VERSE, "AND IT CAME TO PASS, WHEN THE
ARK SET FORWARD..." AND AFTER IT. Why? One may think THAT
IT ALLUDES to a bent Nun, as it is known that a bent Nun is the
female, MEANING MALCHUT, and the straight Nun includes both
male and female, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. We
explained here THE BENT NUN, ABOUT WHICH IS SAID: "and it
came to pass, when the Ark set forward, that Moses said, 'Rise up,
Hashem;' " (Bemidbar 10:35); THAT ON THE BENT NUN HE SAID,
"RISE." YOU MAY SAY, THEREFORE, THAT BOTH NUN'S WERE
WRITTEN INVERTED, but IF SO, WHY WERE THEY turned again,
FACING BACKWARD in this manner?
128. Come and behold: no Nun is mentioned in THE ALPHABETICAL
PRAISE, "happy are they who dwell in Your house" (Tehilim 84:5)
because THE NUN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is in exile. The friends have
explained it, since it is written about her: "the virgin of Yisrael is
fallen; she shall no more rise..." (Amos 5:2). However, it is written
above: "and the Ark of the Covenant of Hashem went before them in
the three days' journey, to search out a resting place for
them" (Bemidbar 10:33). As soon as the Ark traveled, the Nun was
traveling above it, THAT IS MALCHUT, since the Shechinah was
residing on the Ark. Come and behold: observe the love of the Holy
One, blessed be He, for the children of Yisrael. Even though they
diverged from the straight path, the Holy One, blessed be He, did not
wish to forsake them. He always turns His face back to them, for had
it not been so, they would never have been able to survive in the
world.

129. Come and behold: the Ark was moving in front of them on a
three day journey. The Nun, INDICATING THE SHECHINAH, traveled
along and did not leave. Due to their love for Yisrael, He turned His
face back TO YISRAEL, and She turned HERSELF around from the
Ark - similar to a young deer that keeps turning her face back to the
place she left when she goes forth. Therefore, when the Ark set
forth, the Nun turned her face back towards the children of Yisrael
and the shoulders of her body towards the Ark.

130. Therefore, when the Ark traveled, Moses said, "Rise up,
Hashem," MEANING: 'Do not forsake us, and turn Your face toward
us.' Then the Nun turned its front backward to us like this" , like one
who turns his face to someone that loves him. When the Ark began
to rest, she turned back her face from Yisrael and turned HER FACE
toward the Ark. And she returned them completely.
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131. Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar, certainly it is like that, THAT THERE
NEED TO BE TWO NUN'S, INVERTED, PRECEDING AND
FOLLOWING, AS YOU SAID. However, FOLLOWING THE VERSE:
"AND IT CAME TO PASS, WHEN THE ARK SET FORWARD,"
MALCHUT did not turn her face away from the children of Yisrael,
MEANING THAT IT DID NOT CEASE ITS INFLUENCE FROM
YISRAEL, AS RABBI ELAZAR SAID. If it had been so, then the Nun
THAT IS WRITTEN would have been inverted like another NUN
above, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. This Nun is kept
backwards, TOWARD YISRAEL, and that SUPERNAL one, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is in a straight line with the Ark, MEANING THAT IT IS IN
UNION WITH ZEIR ANPIN. SINCE IT IS PAIRED WITH ZEIR ANPIN,
THEN MOST CERTAINLY HER FACE IS TOWARD YISRAEL AND NOT
LIKE RABBI ELAZAR SAID.
132. It is definitely so THAT MALCHUT did not turn her face back
FROM YISRAEL. What did it do when the Ark began to rest? Moses
then said: "Return, Hashem," MEANING CEASE FROM THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH AND RETURN TO THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN. Then the Ark
stayed, MEANING IT RESTED, and the Shechinah stood on the other
side, MEANING ON THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS CHASSADIM,
RECEIVING THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF CHASSADIM THAT IS
THE SECRET MEANING OF 'FACE' FROM ZEIR ANPIN. She turns
THAT face toward Yisrael and to the Ark, MEANING THAT IT FACES
THE ARK TO RECEIVE CHASSADIM FROM IT, AND FACES YISRAEL
TO BESTOW THEM WITH CHASSADIM THAT IT RECEIVES FROM
THE ARK OF THE COVENANT. Everything is contained in Her, both
the Ark and Yisrael. Only later, Yisrael caused MALCHUT TO TURN
HER BACK ON THEM, as is written: "and when the people
complained" (Bemidbar 11:1). THEREFORE, THE NUN IS INVERTED
BETWEEN THE VERSES: "AND IT CAME TO PASS, WHEN THE ARK
SET FORWARD," AND, "AND WHEN THE PEOPLE COMPLAINED."
133. Rabbi Elazar said: Whatever I said is derived from the book of
Rabbi Yeba Saba the elder, who said that THE NUN IS FACING
backwards on both sides of the verse. PRECEDING, "AND IT CAME
TO PASS, WHEN THE ARK SET FORWARD," THE FACE IS TURNED
TO YISRAEL, AND FOLLOWING, "WHEN THE ARK..." IT REVERSES,
TURNING ITS FACE TOWARDS THE ARK AND ITS BACK TOWARDS
YISRAEL. He said to him that he said it properly, THAT THE WRITING
OF THE NUN'S SHOULD BE SO. However, what I said, THAT IT
TURNED ITS BACK TO YISRAEL, IS NOT DUE TO THE REASON OF
REST BUT RATHER DUE TO THE REASON OF THE FOLLOWING
VERSE: "AND WHEN THE PEOPLE COMPLAINED." You will find this
in the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba the elder, and it is most
definitely so.

23. "Now the manna was like coriander seed"
Rabbi Yosi gives two explanations of why the manna was like coriander seed.
134. "Now the manna was like coriander (Heb. gad) seed" (Bemidbar
11:7). Rabbi Yosi said: "GAD SEED" HAS THE SAME MEANING AS,
"RAIDERS (HEB. GEDUD)," NAMELY to establish seed and armies in
the land, as it is written: "Gad, shall gather a regiment" (Beresheet
49:19). As the seed of Gad took their portion in another land,
MEANING ACROSS THE JORDAN RIVER, the manna similarly
descended to rest on the children of Yisrael outside the Holy Land,
NAMELY IN THE DESERT.
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135. Another explanation: "like coriander seed," means LIKE A TYPE
OF coriander seed that is white and freezes when it comes down
through the air, and is absorbed in the body. The friends have
already explained this. "And its color was like the color of
bdellium" (Bemidbar 11:7), which is like that crystal that is white,
similar to the right above, WHICH IS CHESED AND IS REFERRED TO
AS 'WHITE'.

24. "Kill me, I pray You, out of hand"
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Yitzchak that Moses was addressing the place where death prevails; he was speaking to the Tree of Death, thus he used
the feminine form of "You". God granted him his wish to die by not letting him enter the Holy Land. It is therefore ill advised for a person to curse
himself when he is angry because his curse will come true. Rabbi Shimon points to Moses' total humility, and that he ascended over all the elevated
prophets.
136. Rabbi Yitzchak said: What is the difference here, why did Moses
speak in the preceding verse, as if talking to a female, as written:
"and if You (fem. form) deal thus with me" (Bemidbar 11:15), USING
THE FEMININE GENDER? He should have used the masculine term.
HE RESPONDS: He was referring to the place where death prevails,
and that area is of the female, MEANING MALCHUT. Therefore, he
said: "kill me, I pray You, out of hand" (Ibid.) since this is the Tree of
Death, and we have already explained that death is not present in the
Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE, HE COULD NOT POSSIBLY
SAY TO IT, "KILL ME, I PRAY YOU, OUT OF HAND." He consequently
turned HIMSELF AWAY FROM THE TREE OF LIFE and spoke to the
Tree of Death, MALCHUT, saying, "You (fem.)," and did not use a
masculine gender. That was how he was supposed to say it, SINCE
MALCHUT IS A FEMALE.
137. Immediately, "Hashem said to Moses, 'Gather to Me seventy
men...'" (Ibid. 16). The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'You ask
for death all the time, so here, have it.' "And I will take of the
spirit..." (Ibid. 17). Come and behold: here, Moses became aware that
he would die and would not be able to enter the Holy Land, since
Eldad and Meidad prophesied this.

138. Therefore, it is ill advised for a person to curse himself when he
is angry, since many ADVERSARIES are standing by to accept such
speeches, MEANING THAT HIS CURSE WILL COME TRUE. At
another time, WHEN MOSES requested death AT THE EPISODE OF
THE GOLDEN CALF, SAYING, "BLOT ME, I PRAY YOU, OUT OF
YOUR BOOK WHICH YOU HAVE WRITTEN" (SHEMOT 32:32), they
did not accept it from him because it was all for the benefit of the
children of Yisrael. This time, he said it out of pressure and anger,
and therefore they accepted. Therefore, Eldad and Meidad remained
IN THE CAMP and said that Moses would be gathered to his people
and Joshua would usher the children of Yisrael into the land.
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139. Therefore, Joshua came to Moses and was jealous of Moses,
but Moses was not concerned about his own honor. Consequently,
JOSHUA said: "my Master, Moses, restrain them" (Bemidbar 11:28).
What is meant by, "restrain them"? It means to hold them from such
speeches, SO THAT THEY WILL NOT COME TRUE, as it says, "so
the people were restrained from bringing" (Shemot 36:6), and, "the
rain from heaven was restrained" (Beresheet 8:2). THE MEANING OF,
"WAS RESTRAINED," is actual restraining, but Moses did not wish
to. Come and behold: contemplate the humility Moses had. It is
written: "envy you for my sake..." (Bemidbar 11:29). Praised is
Moses's lot, in that he ascended above all the elevated prophets.
Rabbi Yehuda said: All the other prophets in relation to Moses are
like the moon in relation to the sun.

25. "Yet the Elohim does not give him power to eat of it"
The rabbis discuss how hard-hearted people are in that they pay no attention to the matters of the higher world. Rabbi Shimon says that one eats in
this world the fruits that he merits, and the capital, his soul, is kept for him in the higher world so that he can gain with it the higher life above. But
for whoever contaminates himself and does not deprive his soul or body of anything, the Tree of Life is not available for him to eat from. Rabbi Aba
says that when Moses saw that the people complained about the manna he saw that this blemished his own perfection and he could not bear to see
his own wretchedness. It was considered that descending from a higher to a lower level was like death.
140. Rabbi Aba was sitting one night studying Torah. Rabbi Yosi and
Rabbi Chizkiyah were present with him. Rabbi Yosi said: How hardhearted are the people that they do not pay attention to that world's
matters at all. Rabbi Aba said: It is the evil in the heart which infects
all the organs of the body that does this to them. He opened the
discussion saying, "there is an evil which I have seen under the sun,
and it is heavy upon men" (Kohelet 6:1). "There is an evil which I
have seen"; that is the evil force in the heart that wishes to rule this
world's matters and does not pay attention at all to the matters of
that world.

141. HE INQUIRES: Why is the heart evil? HE RESPONDS: The verse
following proves this: "a man to whom the Elohim has given riches,
wealth..." (Ibid. 2). This verse is difficult, since it says, "so that he
lacks nothing for his soul of all that he desires" (Ibid.). Why then
does it say, "yet Elohim does not give him power to eat of it" (Ibid.),
seeing that he is not lacking for anything himself? HE RESPONDS: It
is because it is a secret and all of King Solomon's sayings also have
other meanings hidden under their dress. They are like sayings of
the Torah that don stories pertaining to THIS world.

142. Come and behold: It is necessary to look at the garment, WHICH
ARE WORLDLY STORIES, MEANING THAT ALTHOUGH YOU
CANNOT UNDERSTAND THE VERSE OUT OF ITS SIMPLE CONTEXT,
this verse says this. When a person goes about in this world, the
Holy One, blessed be He, gives him riches in order to merit the
World to Come, and he will have the capital OF HIS MONEY left over
for himself. What is that capital? That MONEY that endures
FOREVER. That is a place in which to store the soul. He therefore is
required to leave behind him that capital, and this capital will be
received by him after departing from this world.
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143. This principal capital is the Tree of Life of that world, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, but is not present in this world, except for the fruits that
come out of it. Therefore, one eats in this world the fruits that he
merits, and the capital is kept for him in that world to gain with it the
higher life above.

144. For he who contaminates himself and is carried away after his
own GOOD, and does not deprive his soul and body of anything, that
tree stays, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. But he does not place it in front of
him with awe, so as to receive it above. Then, "yet Elohim does not
give him power to eat of it" and will not allow him to gain this wealth.
Certainly, "a stranger eats it" (Ibid.), as is written: "he may prepare it,
but the just shall put it on" (Iyov 27:16). Therefore, a person needs to
merit and gain in that world through that which the Holy One,
blessed be He, gives him. Then he eats from it in this world, and the
capital remains by him for the other world, so that he will be tied up
in the bundle of life. Rabbi Yosi said: Most certainly, IT IS SO.

145. Rabbi Yosi also said that it is written: "and if you deal thus with
me, kill me, I pray You, out of hand" (Bemidbar 11:15). HE INQUIRES:
Did Moses, who was the most modest in the world, allow himself to
get killed just because the children of Yisrael were demanding from
him food to eat? Why? Rabbi Aba said: I have learned this matter
and it is a great secret. Moses did not get angry for himself and did
not ask to be killed on account of Yisrael's demand TO EAT MEAT.

146. Come and behold: Moses was united above and he exceeded in
matters while no other prophet was united. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, told Moses: "Behold, I will rain bread from the heaven
for you" (Shemot 16:4), Moses rejoiced and thought, 'I will now
certainly acquire this perfection, since in my merit the manna will be
available to the children of Yisrael.' As soon as Moses noticed that
they again descended to another level and demanded meat, saying,
"and our soul loathes this miserable bread" (Bemidbar 21:5), he
thought, 'My level is deteriorated, since for my sake Yisrael ate
manna in the desert. Here I am blemished, Aaron is blemished, and
Nahshon the son of Amminadab is blemished,' SINCE AARON AND
NAHSHON WERE ATTACHED TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF MOSES.
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147. Therefore, he said: '"And if you deal thus with me, kill me, I pray
You, out of hand," since I have become as a female, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, regarding her food, MEANING WITH THE MEAT THAT
THEY WERE DEMANDING. I came down from the heaven that is the
highest degree, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN, DUE TO THE FACT THAT
THEY LOATHED THE BREAD OF HEAVEN, to go down to the level of
the female, TO THE CONSUMPTION OF MEAT. YET I am superior to
all prophets of the world' - SINCE ALL PROPHETS USED 'COH' IN
THEIR PROPHECY, WHICH IS FEMININE, AND MOSES USED THE
TERM 'ZEH', WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'HEAVENS'.
Therefore, he said, "and let me not see my own
wretchedness" (Bemidbar 11:15). IT WAS surely CONSIDERED like
death to descend to the lowest level, SINCE DESCENDING FROM
ONE LEVEL TO THE OTHER LEVEL IS CONSIDERED FOR ONE LIKE
DYING.

26. "Gather to Me seventy men"
Moses was given the seventy men to assist him so that he should not become blemished and so that they would shine from his illumination. We are
told that God loved Moses more than any other prophet in the world since his prophecy came without any intervention.
148. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Gather to Me seventy men of the
elders of Yisrael'" (Bemidbar 11:16). 'They are present here to be
given other food,' THAT DOES NOT COME FROM HEAVEN, WHICH
WAS THE LEVEL OF MOSES, 'and you will not be blemished in your
level.' Therefore, "I will take of the spirit which is upon you, and will
put it upon them" (Ibid. 17). What is the reason? Because they
became united with the moon, WHICH IS FEMALE, and there was a
need for the sun, WHICH IS THE DEGREE OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE
LEVEL OF MOSES, to illuminate upon her. Therefore, I "will put it
upon them," so they will shine from the sun, BEING THE LEVEL OF
MOSES, like the illumination of the moon THAT COMES FROM THE
SUN. Hence, this food, MEAT, did not come through Moses, BUT
RATHER THROUGH THE SEVENTY ELDERS, in order that he should
not become blemished AND BE REQUIRED TO DECLINE FROM HIS
LEVEL, AS MENTIONED.
149. Praised is the lot of Moses that the Holy One, blessed be He,
wished his honor. About him, it is written: "let your father and your
mother be glad..." (Mishlei 23:25). "...your father..." is the Holy One,
blessed be He, and, "your mother," is the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. "And let her who bore you rejoice," refers to
Moses' mother below. The Holy One, blessed be He, loved him more
than any other prophet in the world, SINCE HIS PROPHECY came
without any intervention, as it is written: "with him I speak mouth to
mouth" (Bemidbar 12:8). We have explained it in several places.

27. The Holy Name of eleven letters
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the eleven letters in the Hebrew sentence, "Heal her now, El, I pray You," and says that Moses prayed such a short
prayer so as not to burden God too much with his own family concerns. God wished for the glory of Moses because He always prefers the honor of
the Just to His own honor. We are reminded that in the World to Come God will avenge the humiliation that was inflicted on the children of Yisrael,
and he will make Yisrael happy with the gladness of Zion.
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150. "And Moses cried to Hashem, saying, 'Heal her now, El, I pray
You'" (Bemidbar 12:13). This has already been explained. This is the
secret meaning of the Holy Name of eleven letters, MEANING THE
ELEVEN LETTERS THAT ARE IN THE WORDS: "HEAL HER NOW,
EL, I PRAY YOU." Moses did not wish to pray further because he did
not wish to encumber the King too much with his own family. That is
why the Holy One, blessed be He, wished for the glory of Moses. The
Holy One, blessed be He, always prefers the honor of the just to His
own. In the World to Come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will avenge
the humiliation that the idolatrous nations inflicted on the children of
Yisrael, and He will make Yisrael happy with the gladness of Zion, as
is written: "therefore they shall come and sing in the height of
Zion..." (Yirmeyah 31:11). Then, "to Zion a Redeemer shall
come..." (Yeshayah 59:20).
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1. "Send you men"
Rabbi Chiya says that when the sun begins to set, the energy of the sun, Zeir Anpin, is less powerful, and that is when the left dominates and
judgments pertain. At that time one must pray.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'Send you men, that they
may spy out the land of Canaan...'" (Bemidbar 13:1). Rabbi Chiya
opened the discussion saying, "Have you commanded the morning
since your days began; and caused dayspring to know its
place" (Iyov 38:12). It is written "dayspring" WITHOUT THE HEI
(DEFINITE ARTICLE). Hei has been far from dawn. What is the
reason? Rabbi Chiya said: When the evening shadows lengthen and
the sun - THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN - begins to set, MEANING AFTER
MIDDAY, the strength OF THE SUN is less powerful, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. This is when the left rules and Judgments spread over the
world. Then a person is required to pray and direct his desire to his
Master.

2. The name that rules after midnight
Rabbi Yesa describes what happens when night falls and midnight comes. We read a detailed description of the thirteen carved letters in the Holy
Name that dominates from midnight onward.
2. As Rabbi Yesa said, when the sun is about to set, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and is losing its strength, MEANING PAST MIDDAY, an
aperture in the sun opens - THE DOOR OF THE DOMINATION OF
THE LEFT - AND THE SUN'S power is gathered in, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN, and the left reigns. Isaac,
WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN, digs the well underneath, WHICH IS
MALCHUT THAT SUCKLES FROM THE LEFT, AND THEN HE
ESTABLISHES HER.
3. When the night falls, the written edicts are in their pockets. Many
harmful demons spread out in the world, which all roam around in
confusion. They go about and mock at the souls of the wicked and
inform them of various matters, some false and some true. If any
PERSON is found among them, they are given permission to do
harm. Everyone is sleeping and tasting the taste of death, as we
have already explained.

4. Come and see: When the north wind stirs, the Congregation of
Yisrael WHICH IS MALCHUT, is received in the left OF ZEIR ANPIN.
They join together and she rests in her place in the LEFT arm and
the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to delight Himself with the just
who are in the Garden of Eden. Whoever is awakened to study the
Torah during that period is participating WITH MALCHUT, because
she and all her multitudes praise the high King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.
All who are present at the praising of the Torah are registered
among the inhabitants of the temple, and are proclaimed there by
their names. These are recorded during the daytime; THAT IS, THEY
ARE REGISTERED TO RECEIVE CHASSADIM, WHICH IS THE
MEASURE OF DAY, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
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5. Come and see that there is a Holy Name of carved letters that
rules from midnight onward. It is of these letters: Kuf-Lamed-final
Kaf, Samech-Ayin- Pe-Hei, Yud-Aleph-Ayin-Vav-Tzadik-Hei, the final
Mem-final Nun of 'final Mem-final Nun-final Tzadik-final Pe-final Kaf'
inclusive. Mem was explained in the secret writing of: "For the
increase (Heb. lamarbeh of the realm" (Yeshayah 9:6), WHERE A
CLOSED FINAL MEM IS WRITTEN IN THE MIDDLE OF THE WORD,
WHICH ALLUDES TO BINAH DURING THE DOMINATION OF THE
LEFT WHEN THE LIGHTS ARE ENCLOSED WITHIN HER. Nun was
hiding this and this, MEANING THE BENT NUN IN THE SECRET
MEANING OF, "THE VIRGIN OF YISRAEL IS FALLEN; SHE SHALL
NO MORE RISE" (AMOS 5:2), WHICH CONCEALS BINAH AND
MALCHUT. For then the Sfirot were included, MEANING THAT
MALCHUT AND BINAH WERE INCLUDED ONE WITHIN THE OTHER,
AND BINAH WAS FALLEN LIKE MALCHUT. The Vav of the Holy
Name restored MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF NUN, AND
DREW THE LEFT COLUMN UPON HER IN THE FORM OF VAV. AT
THAT POINT, SHE RISES FROM HER FALL. HOWEVER, he closed
up her springs, SINCE, DUE TO THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT,
THE LIGHTS WERE CONGEALED AND FROZEN. THROUGH THIS,
BINAH WAS CONCEALED BY THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT
COLUMN. THAT IS WHY BINAH IS THEN CONSIDERED A CLOSED
MEM. After BINAH gave birth TO THE VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN - OR MALCHUT GAVE BIRTH TO THE SOUL, it became
open in one end, MEANING THE CLOSED FINAL MEM WAS OPENED
ON THE BOTTOM AND BECAME AN OPEN MEM.
6. When the Temple was destroyed, MEANING WHEN THERE WAS
NO UNION BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHEN THE
TEMPLE WAS DESTROYED, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the springs OF
MALCHUT were blocked from all sides. THAT MEANS, IT BECAME A
CLOSED MEM IN THAT ALL ITS LIGHTS WERE FROZEN. THE
CLOSED MEM is comprised of other letters, which are seven letters
FROM THE HOLY NAME MENTIONED ABOVE. Three are from one
side, WHICH ARE SAMECH, AYIN AND VAV, and four are from
another side, WHICH ARE ALEPH, AYIN, TZADIK, AND HEI. KafLamed -Final Kaf, Yud-Pe-Hei REMAIN FROM THE HOLY NAME. This
is derived from: "You are all fair (Heb. Kulach [Kuf-Lamed-Final Kaf]
Yafah [Yud -Pe-Hei]), my love; there is no blemish in you" (Shir
Hashirim 4:7). THAT IS THE SECRET OF FINAL NUN ALLUDING TO
male and female in one composition. FINAL NUN is composed of
three letters from this side, WHICH ARE KAF-LAMED-FINAL KAF,
and three from that side, WHICH ARE YUD- PE-HEI, so there are six
LETTERS. We have explained that these two letters, final Mem and
final Nun, include the thirteen letters OF THE HOLY NAME - KAFLAMED-FINAL KAF, SAMECH-AYIN-PE-HEI, YUD-ALEPH- AYIN-VAVTZADIK-HEI, since two ASPECTS result from them, one ASPECT in
one letter, WHICH IS FINAL MEM, and one in another letter, WHICH
IS FINAL NUN.
7. Kaf-Lamed-final Kaf, Samech-Ayin-Pe-Hei, Yud-Aleph-Ayin-VavTzadik -Hei: Thus were the letters engraved. That is the secret
meaning, in the portion of, "When you go forth to war" (Devarim
21:10), of the words, "If a girl (Heb. na'arah) that is a virgin" (Devarim
22:23), which is spelled "naara" WITHOUT HEI. After the night is
gone and the morning light shines, the Hei ascends and is included
in the letter above. Then IT IS SAID: "And caused dayspring to know
its place" (Iyov 38:12). Dawn, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, knows the
place of the Hei, and the latter is composed in it.

3. The moon shines only when the sun sets
We are told that God told Moses he could not enter the promised land because he was the sun, and the sun and the moon could not stand together
since the moon would not shine while the sun was around. God suggested that Moses send men to spy out the land if he wanted to know about it.
Moses was shown the land from Mount Avarim and he was also shown all the leaders who would arise in every successive generation. Finally we
are told that Moses asked his spies to find out whether there was a tree in the land, and he was looking to see if it contained the Tree of Life.
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8. Come and see, Moses was THE ASPECT OF the sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, and he wished to enter the land of Yisrael. The Holy
One, blessed be He, told him, 'Moses, when the sunlight arrives, the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is included in it AND HER QUALITY IS
INVISIBLE. Now, you are the sun, AND IF YOU ENTER THE LAND
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE MOON, MEANING MALCHUT, how
can the sun and the moon stand together if the moon shines only
when the sun is gathered in? However, now you can not ENTER THE
LAND, and if you wish to know about it, "send you men" (Bemidbar
13:1), MEANING for your sake, so that you shall know.'

9. Come and see: If you think Moses did not know at that time that he
would not enter the land of Yisrael, it is not so. He most certainly
knew and he wished to know about it before he departed; therefore,
he sent spies. Since they did not report to him properly, he did not
send more until the Holy One, blessed be He, showed IT to him, as it
is written: "Go up into this mount Avarim...and behold the
land" (Devarim 32:49). It is also written: "And Hashem showed him
all the land" (Devarim 34:1). Not only WAS HE SHOWN this, but
Moses was shown all those LEADERS who were destined to arise in
each successive generation, as we have learned. This was already
explained by the friends.

10. As soon as Moses began to send out his spies, what did he say
to them? "Whether there is a tree in it" (Bemidbar 13:20). What is the
reason that he said this? Do you think that he did not know IF
THERE WAS A TREE THERE? However, this is what Moses said: If
"there is a tree in it," I know that I will enter the land. What tree? That
is the Tree of Life. It was not there, but rather in the terrestrial
Garden of Eden. MOSES said to himself: If that tree is in it, I will
enter there and if not, I cannot enter.

4. Zelophehad was gathering sticks
Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Shimon talk about the sin of the man who gathered sticks on the Shabbat. and who died in his own sin. Since he received his
punishment of death, his sin was forgiven; this made it difficult for Moses to know what sentence to give his daughters. We learn that a person must
never exchange the Tree of Life for the world, and that the Ark, Malchut, and the Torah, Zeir Anpin, exist as one. The Ark is the abode for the Torah.
Moses had wanted to find out if the Tree of Life existed in the promised land, but his spies brought him only fruits from regular trees. Rabbi Yitzchak
says that faithful messengers refresh the soul of their master.
11. Rabbi Chiya said that it is written: "They found a man gathering
sticks (also: 'trees') upon the Shabbat day" (Bemidbar 15:32). What
are the trees involved here and who is THAT MAN? HE RESPONDS:
That must be Zelophehad, who was particular IN KNOWING exactly
about these trees, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, which of
them was greater than the other. He did not care for the glory of his
Master and exchanged the Shabbat to the other Shabbat. This is
what is written: "But he died in his own sin (Heb. chet'o - Chet Tet
Aleph Vav)" (Bemidbar 27:3), MEANING in the sin (Chet Tet Aleph) of
the Vav, SINCE HE MADE A BLEMISH IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
REFERRED TO BY THE VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, he died.
Therefore, his sentence was left unsaid and not explained as other
sentences. HE IS DESCRIBED SIMPLY AS A GATHERER OF STICKS,
NOT SPECIFIED, because this matter had to be in secrecy and
NEEDED TO BE veiled and not made known. Therefore, it was not
mentioned openly and the Holy One, blessed be He, glorified His
own glory.
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12. Rabbi Yosi said: He was gathering other trees, INDICATING THE
SEVENTY EXTERNAL CHIEFS, together with the Shabbat, AND WAS
COMPARING AND MATCHING THE LEVEL OF THE SEVENTY
CHIEFS TO THE LEVEL OF THE SHABBAT DAY. He received his
timely punishment and his iniquity was forgiven. Therefore, Moses
had difficulty in judging the sentence of his daughters, since he was
not sure if HIS SIN was forgiven, and if his daughters would take
their lot and inheritance IN THE LAND OF YISRAEL or not. As soon
as the Holy One, blessed be He, mentioned his name, as is written:
"The daughters of Zelophehad speak right" (Ibid.), it became known
that his sin was forgiven.
13. Come and see that there are two trees: One above, WHICH IS
THE TREE OF LIFE, ZEIR ANPIN, and one below, WHICH IS THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, THE FEMALE. In the
one there is life and in the other death. Whoever exchanges them MEANING THAT HE CONSIDERS THE FEMALE WHEN SHE IS
SEPARATE MORE THAN ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS THE TREE OF LIFE causes himself death in this world, and has no part in the World to
Come. About this, Solomon said, "Have you found honey? eat as
much as is sufficient for you" (Mishlei 25:16).
14. The Ark and Torah, THAT ARE MALCHUT WHICH IS CALLED
ARK AND ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED TORAH, are as one,
MEANING IN UNITY. The Torah THAT IS IN THE ARK is primary and
the Ark is the abode FOR THE TORAH. Therefore, the Ark is spelled
without Vav wherever it is mentioned; that is, the Ark of the
Covenant, the Ark of Testimony, SINCE THE TORAH INSIDE THE
ARK IS THE SECRET OF VAV. Aaron is always the right arm, except
once where it is written: "All that were numbered of the Levites,
whom Moses and Aaron numbered" (Bemidbar 3:39), which has dots
above it TO INDICATE THAT HERE HE WAS NOT THE RIGHT ARM,
WHICH IS CHESED, BUT RATHER AN ASPECT OF MALCHUT
CALLED ARK, AS MENTIONED.
15. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Moses was attached to the Tree of Life and
therefore he wanted to find out if he existed in the land or not.
Therefore, he said, "Whether there is a tree in it, or not. And be of
good courage, and bring of the fruit of the land" (Bemidbar 13:20),
since the Tree of Life is pleasant to all. But they brought only grapes,
pomegranates and figs, which are attached to another tree,
MEANING THE FEMALE, AND NOT IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
TREE OF LIFE.

16. Come and see that in "send you men," "you" MEANS for your
sake. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion saying, "Like the cold of
snow in the time of harvest, so is a faithful messenger to those who
send him: for he refreshes the soul of his master" (Mishlei 25:13).
"Like the cold of snow in the time of harvest": BECAUSE THEN THE
CHILL is good for the body and soul. "A faithful messenger to those
who send him": these are Caleb and Pinchas, who were faithful
messengers of Joshua AT THE TIME WHEN HE SENT THEM TO SPY
ON JERICHO. "For he refreshes the soul of his master": they
returned the Shechinah to rest on Yisrael, and She did not part from
them.

17. These SPIES, whom Moses sent, caused grief for latter
generations, SINCE ON THAT DAY, THE FIRST AND SECOND
TEMPLES WERE DESTROYED. This caused thousands and tens of
thousands of Yisrael to die and furthermore caused the Shechinah to
leave the land of Yisrael. IT SAYS ABOUT those whom Joshua
dispatched: "For he refreshes the soul of his master."
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5. "That which befalls the sons of men befalls the beasts"
The rabbis encounter a traveler who they think knows nothing of the Torah, and yet he invites them to place their difficulty before him, which is the
verse from Kohelet, "For that which befalls the sons of men befalls the beasts." The traveler tells the rabbis that Solomon was only repeating what
the foolish people of the world say, and Solomon was calling those ignorant people beasts. He explains that the following verse tells that the spirit
of man goes upwards to a holy place to be sustained by the supernal light, and the spirit of the beast does not go to the place designated for
humans. The fools who believe men and beasts go to the same place will remain in Gehenom. The traveler continues talking about the wicked who
lack faith, and who will not dwell with God. After the traveler leaves the rabbis discover that he is Rabbi Chagai who has been sent to find out things
from Rabbi Shimon and the friends, and Rabbi Chiya says that through his modesty Rabbi Chagai is a faithful messenger. Rabbi Chiya tells about
Eliezer who was a faithful messenger to his master Abraham.
18. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa were traveling along the road.
Rabbi Yesa said to Rabbi Chizkiyah: I see by your face that you are
thoughtful. He said: Certainly so, I read this verse, where Solomon
said, "For that which befalls the sons of men befalls the beasts; even
one thing befalls them both... " (Kohelet 3:19). We have learned that
King Solomon's sayings are made unclear with grades of wisdom. If
so, we must contemplate it, since we find an opening here for the
faithful.

19. He answered him: It is most certainly true THAT THERE EXISTS
AN OPENING TO NON-BELIEVERS. It is important to be aware of it
and pay attention to it. While talking, they noticed a man who
approached them and asked for water, since he was thirsty and tired
from the sun's strong heat. They said to him: Who are you? He
responded: I am Jewish and I'm tired and thirsty. They asked him:
Do you study Torah? He said to them, Before I engage in a
conversation with you, let me climb this mountain. There I will take
water and drink.

20. Rabbi Yesa took out a skin-hide full of water and presented it to
him. After he drank, he said: Let us ascend with you TO THE
MOUNTAIN for water. They climbed the mountain and found a
narrow stream of water and filled a container. They sat down. That
man said to them: Ask now, since I strive in the Torah through one
of my sons that I have enrolled in the Rabbi's house, AND HE
TAUGHT ME TORAH. For his sake, I have made gains in the Torah.
Rabbi Chizkiyah said: If YOU MADE GAINS IN TORAH through your
son, it is nice. However, I must elevate what we are discussing at
present to another height, MEANING THAT HE IS NOT WISE
ENOUGH TO EXPLAIN THEIR QUESTION. That man spoke: Speak
up, since sometimes in the grain-receiver of the poor, THAT IS THE
VESSEL ON TOP OF THE MILLSTONE, you will find a precious stone.
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21. He quoted the verse that Solomon spoke, and related to him THE
ENTIRE DILEMMA. He asked him: How are you different from other
people who do not know? They replied to him: How DO YOU
EXPLAIN THE VERSE? He said to them: Regarding it, Solomon said
this verse, but he did not say it FROM HIS OWN IDEAS AS HE SAID
the rest; he simply repeated what the fools of the world say. What do
they say? That is: "for that which befalls the sons of men befalls the
beasts..." The fools who are not aware and do not see things with
wisdom say that this world is led by chance. The Holy One, blessed
be He, is not paying attention to them, but "that which befalls the
sons of men befalls the beasts; even one thing befalls them both..."

22. When Solomon gazed at the fools who said this, he called them
beasts, since they made themselves actual beasts by what they said.
From where do we derive this? The preceding verse proves it, since
it is written: "I said in my heart, after the speech of the sons of men,
that the Elohim has chosen them out, but only to see that they
themselves are but as beasts" (Kohelet 3:18). "I said in my heart"
and I planned to observe. Observe what? "The speech of the sons of
men" and the foolish sayings that they utter, THAT THE WORLD
CONTINUES BY CHANCE. "That the Elohim has chosen them out,"
MEANING THAT ELOHIM HAS PICKED THEM OUT to be separated
and they should not join with other people that have Faith, "but only
to see that they themselves are but as beasts." "TO SEE" MEANING
that those who have Faith will see that these are really beasts, and
they think like animals. "They themselves" MEANS THAT they are on
their own and they shall not bring these foolish ideas to those who
are faithful. Therefore, it is "they themselves" and not others. What
is their idea? ABOUT THIS, THE VERSE CONCLUDES: "That which
befalls the sons of men befalls the beasts; even one thing befalls
them both..." Let these beasts die, these foolish ones who lack Faith.
Woe to them and woe to their souls. It would have been better to
them if they would not have come into this world.

23. And what did Solomon respond to them? This FOLLOWS in the
next verse and says: "Who knows whether the spirit of man goes
upwards, and the spirit of the beast goes downwards to the
earth" (Ibid. 21). "Who knows" these foolish who are not cognizant in
the reverence of the uppermost King and do not look into the Torah.
"The spirit of man goes upwards," MEANING to a higher place, to a
precious place, to a holy place. It goes upward to be sustained by
the supernal light, by the light of the Holy King, to be bound in the
bundle of life and to be present in the presence of the Holy King as a
perfectly pure burnt offering. That is the meaning of "goes upwards."
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24. "And the spirit of the beast goes downwards to the earth": It is
not to the same place designated for all the humans, about whom it
is written: "For in the image of Elohim made He man" (Beresheet
9:6). It is further written: "The soul of man is the candle of
Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27). How could these fools, those who are not
of the Faith, say, "They have all one breath" (Kohelet 3:19) and let
their winds be deflated. About them, it is written: "Let them be as
chaff before the wind; the angel of Hashem thrusting them" (Tehilim
35:5). They shall remain in Gehenom, in its lower levels, and shall
not ascend from there for generations to come. About them, it is
written: "They will be consumed out of the earth, and the wicked will
be no more. Bless you Hashem, O my soul, Haleluyah" (Tehilim
104:35). Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa approached and kissed his
head. They said: there is so much in you, yet we did not know.
Happy is this time that we have met with you.

25. Furthermore, he said: Did Solomon wonder about this alone? We
find him saying something similar on another occasion. He opened
the discussion with the verse: "This is an evil in all things that are
done under the sun" (Kohelet 9:3). "This is an evil": Certainly, what
is evil? That is one who spills his seed in vain and destroys his path,
since he does not reside with the Holy One, blessed be He, and will
not have a part in the World to Come. This is what is written: "For
you are not an El that has pleasure in wickedness: nor shall evil
dwell with You" (Tehilim 5:5). About this, he said, "This is an evil,"
for he will have no dwelling above, "that there is one event to all:
yea, also the heart of the sons of men is full of evil, and madness is
in their heart" (Kohelet 9:3). While they live, foolishness is stuck in
their heart. They are lacking Faith and have no part in the Holy One,
blessed be He, or in these faithful ones, not in this world and not in
the World to Come, as is written: "And after that they go to the
dead" (Ibid.).

26. Come and see that the Holy One, blessed be He, warns the
inhabitants of the world and says, "Therefore choose life, that both
you and your seed may live" (Devarim 30:19). That is the life of that
world. And these wicked who lack Faith, what do they say? "For to
him that is joined (choose) TO ALL THE LIVING THERE IS
HOPE" (Kohelet 9:4). Although the man will choose that world, as he
says, it means nothing, as we have this tradition handed to us. "To
all the living there is hope," MEANING THE LIFE IN THIS WORLD.
They have that tradition handed to them, "for a living dog is better
than a dead lion" (Ibid.). How can we have life in that world?
Therefore, "this is an evil" and certainly they will not dwell by the
King up high and will have no part in Him. And although you could
find other supports, NAMELY INTERPRETATIONS, for all these
verses, yet most certainly Solomon came to reveal to the wicked
lacking Faith that they have no part in the Holy One, blessed be He,
not in this world nor in the World to Come.
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27. They said to him: Would you like us to join you so that you will
go with us? He replied to them: If I do this, the Torah calls me a fool
and not only that, I would be risking my life. They asked him why. He
replied to them: Since I am a messenger sent on a mission, and King
Solomon said, "He that sends a message by the hand of the fool
cuts off his own feet, and drinks in damage" (Mishlei 26:6). Come
and see: The spies, because they were found to be unfaithful and
untrustworthy messengers, risked their lives in this world and the
World to Come. He kissed them and left.

28. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa continued traveling along. As
they went, they met some people. Rabbi Chizkiyah and Rabbi Yesa
asked about him. They said: What is the name of that person? They
replied: That is Rabbi Chagai and he is a friend among the friends.
The friends sent him from Babylon to find out about things from
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai and the rest of the friends. Rabbi Yesa
said: That must be the Rabbi Chagai who all his life did not wish to
show off what he knows and, therefore, he told us that his son has
merited the gain of his Torah knowledge. Since he said: "See you a
man wise in his own eyes? There is more hope of a fool than of
him" (Mishlei 26:12). He most certainly is a faithful messenger and
praised is he who dispatches his matters by the hand of a faithful
messenger.

29. Come and see that Eliezer, the servant of Abraham, was from the
children of Canaan, as is written: "As for the merchant (Heb. knaan),
the balances of deceit are in his hands" (Hoshea 12:8). About
Canaan, it is written: "Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall
he be to his brethren" (Beresheet 9:25). Because Eliezer was a
faithful messenger, it is written about him: "Come in, you blessed of
Hashem" (Beresheet 24:31), really blessed of Hashem. Therefore, it
is written so in the Torah since he has emerged from the curse OF
CANAAN, and became blessed. He was not only excluded FROM
THE CURSE, but he was also blessed with the name of the Holy One,
blessed be He. And I learned that an angel came and inserted this THAT HE SHOULD CALL HIM "BLESSED OF HASHEM" - into the
mouth of Laban.

6. Joshua and Caleb
The rabbis examine the scriptures concerning the behavior of the spies who Moses sent into the Promised Land. We hear how Moses, when he sent
him to Yisrael, changed Oshea's name to Joshua to indicate that he was attached to the Shechinah. Rabbi Shimon talks about Moses' need to
distinguish if the land was worthy of the Tree, Zeir Anpin, or of Ayin Ayin, Arich Anpin: thus he would know if there was a tree in it, or not (ayin). We
are told about Caleb, who went to pray on the graves of the patriarchs in Hebron in order to be rescued from the misguided decisions of the rest of
the spies. Rabbi Shimon says that the Shechinah was robed in Caleb to bring tidings to the Patriarchs, and that the three spies were descendants of
the Nefilim.
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30. "And Moses...sent them...all those men" (Bemidbar 13:3),
MEANING THAT all were righteous and chiefs of Yisrael. However,
they took bad counsel for themselves. Why did they take this
counsel? It was because they thought: if Yisrael entered the land, we
would be removed as chiefs and Moses would appoint other chiefs;
since we deserved to be chiefs only in the desert, in the land we
would not deserve TO BE CHIEFS. Due to having taken bad counsel
for themselves, they died, as did all those who accepted their
counsel.

31. "These are the names of the men whom Moses sent...
" (Bemidbar 13:4). Rabbi Yitzchak said: Moses observed and was
aware that they, THAT IS THE SPIES, would not succeed in their
mission, and he then prayed about Joshua. Caleb was then in
distress. He said: What shall I do, since Joshua goes forth with the
utmost help of Moses, that he inspired in him the illumination of the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. He shone upon him with his light in his
prayer, since he is THE ASPECT OF the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
So what did Caleb do? He dropped back from THE SPIES, and came
to the burial place of the patriarchs, and prayed his prayer there.

32. Rabbi Yehuda said: Caleb went a different way and took winding
paths, MEANING THAT HE FOLLOWED TWISTED PATHS. He
reached the burial plots of the patriarchs and endangered himself, as
is written: "Where Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai, the children of
Anak, were" (Ibid. 22). However, just as someone in distress does
not pay attention to anything, so too it was with Caleb. Because he
felt distress, he was not observant, and came to pour his prayers
upon the burial plots of the patriarchs, in order to be saved from the
counsel OF THE SPIES.

33. "And Moses called Hosea son of Nun, Joshua" (Bemidbar 13:16).
Rabbi Yitzchak said: Did the scripture ever call him Hosea? Is it not
written: "And Moses said to Joshua" (Shemot 17:9) and "Joshua, the
son of Nun, a young man" (Shemot 33:11) and "Joshua
harried" (Shemot 17:13)? HE RESPONDS: However, Moses told him
Yud-Hei will save you (Heb. yoshia) from them, SINCE JOSHUA IS
SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS YUD HEI WILL SAVE (HEB. YOSHIA).
34. Rabbi Aba said: As soon AS MOSES sent Joshua to go there, TO
THE LAND OF YISRAEL, he needed to be perfect. And in what way?
With the Shechinah, SINCE THE LAND OF YISRAEL IS THE SECRET
OF THE SHECHINAH. Until that time, he was considered a young
man, as we have explained, MEANING THAT HE WAS ATTACHED TO
METATRON REFERRED TO AS YOUNG MAN. At that time, Moses
tied him to THE SHECHINAH. He was referred to in the scriptures
prior to that as Joshua because the scriptures referred to him
according to what he was destined to be called. Moses said: Most
certainly, it is not proper for him to arrive there except by the
Shechinah and that is appropriate. THEREFORE, HE CALLED HIM
JOSHUA ADDING THE YUD TO HIS NAME, BECAUSE THAT IS THE
SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH.
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35. "Whether there is a tree in it, or not..." (Bemidbar 13:20). Rabbi
Chiya said: Did Moses not know that there are a variety of trees
there, different one from the other? Isn't he the one who praised the
land several times WITH ITS OLIVES, GRAPES, POMEGRANATES?
Was he doubtful about this? Didn't the Holy One, blessed be He, tell
Moses originally that this was a land flowing with milk and honey?
Rabbi Yosi said the friends already noted that it is written: "There
was a man in the land of Utz, whose name was Job" (Iyov 1:1),
MEANING THAT HE WISHED TO INQUIRE OF THEM WHETHER JOB
WAS THERE TO PROTECT THEM. AND TREE (HEB. ETZ) IS LIKE
UTZ.

36. Rabbi Shimon said: He was alluding to what they asked before,
as is written: "Is Hashem among us, or not (Heb. ayin)" (Shemot
17:7) - BEING THE QUESTION OF WHETHER ZEIR ANPIN,
REFERRED TO BY YUD HEI VAV HEI, IS STAYING WITH THEM, OR
ARICH ANPIN IS AMONG THEM, REFERRED TO BY AYIN (LIT.
'NOT'). He said: There IN THE LAND, you will recognize if it is worthy
of this, OF ZEIR ANPIN WHO IS REFERRED TO AS TREE, or of this,
OF ARICH ANPIN WHO IS REFERRED TO BY AYIN AYIN (LIT.
'NAUGHT'). He further told them, if you notice that the fruits of the
land are similar to those in the other countries in the world, then
"there is a tree in it," which is the Tree of Life, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, but not from a higher place. However, if you notice that the
fruits of the land are decidedly different from other fruits in other
countries of the world, you will know that the supernal difference
flows, that it is drawn from Atika Kadisha and THAT IT CONTAINS
from all the places in the world. Through this, you will be able to
recognize if there is a tree in it - THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN - or not (Heb.
Ayin), ATIKA KADISHA, THAT IS ARICH ANPIN. That is what you set
out to discern in the beginning, as is written: "Is Hashem among us"
- and "among us" is specific SINCE THEY INQUIRED IF ZEIR ANPIN
RESTS AMONG THEM, or not - Ayin REFERRING TO ARICH ANPIN.
Therefore, "And be of good courage, and bring of the fruit of the
land" (Bemidbar 13:20), to know the difference in them, MEANING
TO BE AWARE IF THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN THEM OR NOT.
37. "Now the time (days) was the time of the firstripe grapes" (Ibid.).
HE INQUIRES: "Now the days": What is it meant to convey, since it
would have been sufficient TO SAY, "Now was the time of the
firstripe grapes." HE RESPONDS: However, "now the days" are
those that were made known, MEANING THE SIX DAYS WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN. All were attached at that time to the tree with which the first
man sinned, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and we have learned that it was
the grapes (tree). THEREFORE, WE SEE THAT GRAPES IS
MALCHUT. As a result, the days that were already known TO BE THE
SIX ENDS OF ZEIR ANPIN are the season of firstripe grapes, WHICH
IS MALCHUT; THAT IS, THE SIX ENDS IN ZEIR ANPIN GOT JOINED
TOGETHER AT THAT TIME IN MALCHUT.
38. "And they ascended into the Negev, and (he) came to
Hebron" (Bemidbar 13:22). HE INQUIRES: It should have said, 'And
they came' in plural. HE ANSWERS: However, Rabbi Yosi said it
refers to Caleb, who came to pray upon the graves of the patriarchs
IN HEBRON. Caleb thought to himself: Joshua, indeed! Moses
blessed him with the help of the Highest Holiness and he could
extricate himself and save himself from them; what shall I do? He
took counsel to pray a prayer in the burial place of his patriarchs, in
order to be rescued from the misguided decisions of the rest of the
spies.
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39. Rabbi Yitzchak said, "AND (HE) CAME" MEANS whoever is more
important than the rest, it enters into him; THAT IS, THE SHECHINAH
ENTERED AND WAS CLOTHED IN CALEB since in it, IN THE
SHECHINAH, everything depends. Come and see: Who has the
advantage over the rest, to be able to come there, TO HEBRON,
since it is written: "And there were Ahiman, Sheshai, and Talmai." As
a result of fearing them, who would be able to come EVEN TO HIDE
in the cave? But the Shechinah was clothed there in Caleb to bring
tidings to the Patriarchs. The time has arrived for their children to
enter the land which the Holy One, blessed be He, had sworn to
them, and that is why he: "came to Hebron." IT DOESN'T SAY, "AND
THEY CAME," SINCE IT ALLUDES TO THE SHECHINAH.

40. From whom were Ahiman, Sheshai and Talmai descended? They
were the offspring of the Nefilim (lit. 'fallen ones') that the Holy One,
blessed be He, dropped from the HEAVEN to the earth, and they
produced offspring from the daughters of the earth. From them
emerged the mighty men of old, as is written: "The same were
mighty men of old, men of renown" (Beresheet 6:4). "Of old" MEANS
they were present from the time the world was created and "men of
renown" are Ahiman, Sheshai and Talmai, MEANING THAT THEIR
NAMES WERE WELL KNOWN IN THE WORLD.

41. "And they came to the wadi of Eshkol (cluster
valley)..." (Bemidbar 13:23). Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion
with the verse: "Thus says the El, Hashem, He that created the
heavens, and stretched them..." (Yeshayah 42:5). How much people
need to observe the activities of the Holy One, blessed be He. How
much need there is to inquire in matters of Torah, for it is as if
everyone that studies Torah brings all the offerings in the world to
the Holy One, blessed be He. Not only that, but the Holy One,
blessed be He, also wipes away all his iniquities, and prepares many
thrones for him in the World to Come.

7. Before the world was created, how could it be written: "And... died"
Rabbi Yehuda wonders why God created Adam if He knew that Adam would sin and that He would have to sentence him to death. He wonders why
those who study the Torah die in this world just like those who don't. Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Aba discuss why they are permitted to seek out the
mysteries in the Torah but they have no right to inquire about the ways of God, as for example when it pertains to things like the question above.
The conclusion is that there are things that are secret to God and that no one should even ask about them, except for Rabbi Shimon who can
explain things to his generation openly.
42. Rabbi Yehuda was walking along the way with Rabbi Aba. He
said: I wish to ask you one thing. Since the Holy One, blessed be He,
was aware that Adam was going to commit sin in His presence and
that He would sentence him to death, why did He create him? Didn't
the Torah exist 2,000 years prior to the creation of the world,
MEANING BEFORE THE SIN OF ADAM? It is written: "When a man
dies in a tent" (Bemidbar 19:14), "if a man die," "and...died" and
"such and such lived and died." What did the Holy One, blessed be
He, want from man in this world? If man studies Torah day and night
he will die, and if he does not study Torah he will die. The same
course applies to all, except that THE SINNER gets removed from the
World to Come. HOWEVER, IN THIS WORLD ALL ARE EQUAL, as it
is written: "As is the good, so is the sinner" (Kohelet 9:2).
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43. He said to him: Why do you need to toil in the ways of your
Master and the edicts of your Master? Ask about that which you
have permission to know and gaze at, and about that which you have
no permission to know, it is written: "Do not let your mouth cause
your flesh to sin" (Kohelet 5:5), since we have no right to inquire
about the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His mysteries,
the utmost high secrets that He covered and hid. He said to him: If
so, the entire Torah is concealed and hidden, since it is the most
Holy Name and whoever studies the Torah, it is as if he deals in His
Holy Name. If so, we are not permitted to inquire and gaze IN THE
TORAH.

44. He said to him: The entire Torah is both concealed and revealed
and the Holy Name is both concealed and revealed, as it is written:
"The secret things belong to Hashem our Elohim: but those things
which are revealed belong to us and to our children" (Devarim
29:28). "But those things which are revealed belong to us," meaning
that we have permission to inquire and observe and gaze at them to
know them. However, "the secret things belong to Hashem our
Elohim": They are His and to Him they are proper, since who could
know and comprehend His concealed mind, let alone even ask about
it.

45. The people of the world are not permitted to talk about the
concealed matters and explain them, besides the holy luminary,
Rabbi Shimon, since the Holy One, blessed be He, acceded to him.
Since his generation is distinguished above and below, the matters
are therefore said through him openly. There will be no other
generation like the generation that he resides in, until the coming of
King Messiah.

8. The Holy One, blessed be He, has three worlds
We are told the secret that God has three worlds in which He is concealed. The first is the uppermost world of which nothing is known. The second
is the world by which God is known. The third is the world below them where division exists, and it consists of Briyah, Yetzirah and Asiyah; this
constitutes the world within which the highest angels dwell and where God is sometimes present and sometimes not. We also hear about three
realms, the first of which is the realm of division, meaning this world. The second world, the terrestrial Garden of Eden, is the realm that is
connected to the highest realm. The third world is the higher world that is hidden and secret. We hear that the children of God merit all three worlds.
The Torah warns that people should not mutilate themselves in grief for the dead because the righteous dead are not lost and they exist in high and
precious realms in a state of happiness. We hear that because of Adam's sin man does taste the taste of death prior to entering into the other
realms. The conclusion is that God tells people that if they follow His paths and do His work He will bring them to good worlds and higher realms.
46. Come and see, it is written: "So Elohim created man in His own
image, in the image of Elohim He created him" (Beresheet 1:27). The
secret of the matter is that the Holy One, blessed be He, has three
worlds in which He is concealed. The first world is the uppermost
world that is concealed from all, at which we should not gaze.
Nothing is known of it except that He is concealed in it. THIS IS THE
WORLD OF ZEIR ANPIN OF ATZILUT.
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47. The second world, which is tied to that WORLD above, is the one
by which the Holy One, blessed be He, is known, as it is written:
"Open to me the gates of righteousness" (Tehilim 118:19) and "This
is the gate of Hashem" (Tehilim 118:20). AND THAT IS THE WORLD
OF MALCHUT IN ATZILUT, WHICH IS THE GATE TO ZEIR ANPIN and
constitutes the second world.

48. The third world is the world below them, where division exists.
THAT IS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, ABOUT WHOM IT IS
SAID: "AND FROM THENCE IT WAS PARTED... " (BERESHEET 2:10).
It constitutes the world within which the highest angels dwell, and
the presence of the Holy One, blessed be He, is apparent and not so
apparent in it. Now He seems in it, yet when there is a wish to
observe and to know Him, He disappears from them and is not
visible until all ask: "Where is the place of His glory." "Blessed be
the glory of Hashem from His place" (Yechezkel 3:12), and that is the
realm where He is not always.

49. In the same manner: "For in the image of Elohim made He
man" (Beresheet 9:6). Then he has the three realms. The first realm
is that world that is referred to as the realm of division, MEANING
THIS WORLD. The man is existent and not existent in it, since when
you wish to look at him, he departs from there and is no longer
visible.

50. The second world is the realm that is connected to the highest
realm. That is the terrestrial Garden of Eden, which is tied to another
higher world, and from that REALM is known the concept of another
world.

51. The third world is the higher world that is concealed, hidden and
secret. There is nobody that knows it, as is written: "Neither has the
eye seen, that Elohim, beside You, should do such a thing for him
that waits for Him" (Yeshayah 64:3). All is similar to the above, as is
written: "For in the image of Elohim made He man."

52. SINCE THEY MERIT THE THREE WORLDS, about this it is
written: "You are children of Hashem your Elohim..." (Devarim 14:1),
as we have explained. These are in the image of Elohim and these
inherit the highest legacy, similar to His - THAT IS, THREE WORLDS.
Therefore, it was warned in the Torah that "you shall not gash
yourselves, nor make any baldness between your eyes for the
dead" (Ibid.) since one is not lost after his death and he exists in
good realms, supernal and precious, and they should be in a state of
happiness when a righteous one departs from this world.
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53. Come and see: If Adam would not have sinned, he would not
have tasted the taste of death in this world during his passing into
the other realms. However, due to his sinning, he does taste the
taste of death prior to entering into these realms. The spirit gets
divested from this body and leaves it in this world. The spirit gets
cleansed in the River Dinur to receive its punishment and then
enters in to the Garden of Eden on this earth. Another vessel of light
that is precisely similar to the form of the body which he previously
had on this world is ready for it. It vests and prepares itself in it and
there, IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, is its permanent residence. On the
first of each month and Shabbat, the spirit connects to the soul and
ascends and crowns itself higher and higher, IN THE MOST HIGH
GARDEN OF EDEN. This is what is written: "And it shall come to
pass, that every new moon" (Yeshayah 66:23).

54. "That every new moon": HE INQUIRES: Why SPECIFICALLY ON
THE FIRST OF THE MONTH? HE RESPONDS: The secret of the
matter is due to the renewal of the moon that gets adorned to
illuminate from the sun at that time, MEANING THE TIME WHEN
THERE IS THAT UPPER MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND THE FEMALE
CALLED SUN AND MOON. Similarly on "every Shabbat," "every" is
the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT and "Shabbat" is the sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, since the light comes to her from Him. Therefore, it is
all the same thing, THAT THE FIRST OF THE MONTH AND THE
SHABBAT ARE INDICATIVE OF THE SAME, BECAUSE IT IS THE
TIME WHEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT ARE IN CONJUGATION.
HOWEVER, THERE IS A DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE IN THE
ELEVATION, THAT ON THE NEW MOON, THEY ARE IN THE LEVEL
OF YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, AND ON THE SHABBAT IN THE
LEVEL OF ABA AND IMA. That is the clear definition of this matter,
except for the sinners who are sentenced to death in all the realms,
which means being cut off from all the realms and losing all if they
have not come to repentance. Rabbi Yehuda said: Blessed is the All
Merciful that I asked and gained these, and came to understand
THESE MEANINGS.
55. Rabbi Shimon said: From this portion, I have learned the secret
meaning of wisdom, from which are derived lofty and precious
secrets. Come and see that the Holy One, blessed be He, praises the
Torah and says, 'Go in My paths and be labor in My service, and I
will bring you to good worlds and higher realms.' To those people
who do not know, or have no Faith and do not look, the Holy One,
blessed be He, says, 'Go seek out and and look at that better world,
that supernal and exquisite realm.' They reply: How could we
possibly do that and how could we know all this?

9. "Go up this way by the south"
We learn that God tells people to strive in the Torah and they will then recognize that it is available to support them, and they will be able to see if
the just that live in the Garden of Eden got there by having overpowered their inclinations with strong effort, or if they studied the Torah day and
night. They will be able to see what type of world it is and whether the Tree of Life is present forever. We hear warnings against those who think they
can achieve the Garden of Eden with a lazy attitude and meaningless effort.
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56. It is written THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TELLS
THEM: '"Go up this way by the south" (Bemidbar 13:17), MEANING
strive in the Torah and you will then recognize that it stands in good
stead for you. Through it, you will know that WORLD "and see the
country, what it is..." (Ibid. 18), MEANING you will recognize through
her that world, which is an inheritance and a legacy, to which I bring
you.' "And the people who dwell in it" (Ibid.): these are the righteous
in the Garden of Eden, who stand row by row in the highest glory on
the highest grades.

57. "Whether they are strong or weak..." (Ibid.) MEANING you will see
in her if they gained all these due to having overpowered their
inclination WITH STRONG EFFORT and broken it, or whether they
did it WEAKLY WITHOUT ANY EFFORT. Or see if they enhanced
their strength in Torah by studying it day and night or if they have
they loosened their hands of it, AND YET IN SPITE OF THAT they
merited all these. "Are they few or are they many" (Ibid.): Are there
many who are involved in My service and getting stronger by the
Torah, so that they therefore merit all these, or not?

58. "And what the land is, whether fat or lean" (Ibid. 19): through the
Torah, you will know what the land is, MEANING what type of world it
is - whether there is a great deal of beneficial good from above to its
dwellers, or whether it is lacking anything. "Whether there is a tree in
it, or not" (Ibid. 20): is the Tree of Life - THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN present forever and ever? And does it contain the bundle of life,
WHICH IS YESOD, or not?

59. "And they ascended into the Negev, and (he) came to
Hebron" (Ibid. 22). "And they ascended into the Negev" MEANS that
people elevate themselves within her, THE TORAH, and "into the
Negev" means with a lazy heart, as one whose effort is dry and
meaningless, because he believes that there is no recompense in
that. He sees that he has lost the world's riches due to her and
thinks that everything is LOST. "Into the Negev" is as written: "The
face of the ground was dry" (Beresheet 8:13), "dry" being translated
into Aramaic as negivu.

60. Following that: "And (he) came to Hebron," MEANING that he has
come to adhere to the Torah, and he reads and studies her. "Where
Ahiman, Sheshai and Talmai..." (Bemidbar 13:22), MEANING he sees
there many divisions: unclean and clean, forbidden and permitted,
punishment and recompense. These are the paths of the Torah, the
specifics of the Torah. "The children of Anak" (Ibid.): MEANING that
they were born from the side of Gvurah.

10. The spies
We are told that Hebron is the Oral Torah because whoever strives in her is referred to as Chaver, or comrade; it emerges from the written Torah,
Zeir Anpin. Reference is made to homiletical interpretations and Agadah that surround the Torah like grapes in a cluster. Those who do not study
the Torah for its own sake cause a flaw in the faith because they consider the written and oral Torahs to be two rather than one; this leads to the
separation of Zeir Anpin and Malchut. People recant from the true path, saying that the world above might indeed be good, as the Torah says, but
who could possibly deserve it? It takes too much work. We read of the difficulties of poverty and weakness of body among those who study the
Torah, but of the great reward that comes to them and the great connection they make with God. We are told the inner meaning of Joshua and Caleb
who carried between them the branch with the cluster of grapes. The rabbis talk about the giants who came against them, and Rabbi Shimon tells of
the slanderous spies who told lies about the promised land. It was as if by speaking slanderously about the Holy Land they spoke badly about God,
and God later caused the destruction of both temples on the anniversary of that day. Had Moses not prevailed with his prayer the children of Yisrael
would have been destroyed from the world.
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61. "Now Hebron was built seven years" (Bemidbar 13:22): These are
the seventy faces of the Torah. It contains seventy aspects, THE
TORAH THAT IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS SIX ENDS
AND CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT THAT TOTAL SEVEN SFIROT. To each aspect, there is
ten, MEANING THAT EACH ONE IS COMPRISED OF TEN SFIROT,
TOTALLING SEVENTY. Hebron is the Torah, because whoever
strives in her is referred to as Chaver, or friend. "Before Zoan in
Egypt" (Ibid.): We learned that there exists Torah corresponding to a
Torah and that is the written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and oral
Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT. That Hebron, WHICH IS THE ORAL
TORAH THAT IS MALCHUT, comes out from the written Torah, ZEIR
ANPIN, as it says: "Say to wisdom, 'You are my sister'" (Mishlei 7:4).
And it was built seven years, MEANING THE SEVEN SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. Therefore, it was referred to as Bathsheba, daughter of
seven. "Before Zoan in Egypt" as it says: "Solomon's wisdom" THAT IS MALCHUT - "excelled of all the children of the east country,
and all the wisdom of Egypt" (I Melachim 5:10).
62. "And they came to the wadi of Eshkol" (Bemidbar 13:23): these
refer to matters of Agadah and homiletical interpretation that are
derived from the aspect of Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, SINCE
HOMILETICAL INTERPRETATIONS AND AGADAH ARE DEPENDENT
ON TORAH AND SURROUND HER LIKE GRAPES IN A GRAPE
CLUSTER. "And cut down from thence a branch..." (Ibid.): they
learned from there the headings of the chapters and the highlights of
the matters. The faithful rejoice with these matters, which are
blessed within them. They notice that they stem from one source
and principal and there is no division that divides them. Those who
are not of Faith and do not study the Torah for its own sake cause
the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to be separated FROM ZEIR ANPIN,
SINCE THEY CAUSE A FLAW IN THE PAIRING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT - WHICH ARE THE WRITTEN TORAH AND THE ORAL
TORAH. THEY DO NOT ACCEPT THE BELIEF THAT THEY ARE ONE
ESSENCE AND ONE SOURCE. This is what is written: "And they
carried it between two on a pole (Heb. mot)" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANS
THEY CAUSED a division BETWEEN THE WRITTEN AND ORAL
TORAH AND CONSIDER THEM, HEAVEN FORBID, AS TWO. What is
the meaning of "mot"? It is as is written: "He will not suffer your foot
to be moved (Heb. lamot)" (Tehilim 121:3) and "of the pomegranates
(Heb. rimonim), and the figs (Heb. te'enim)" (Bemidbar 13:23). They
have placed these matters entirely into the Other Side, to the side of
heretics, and the side of separation, SINCE RIMONIM IS DERIVED
FROM MINIM (LIT. 'HERETICS'). AND TE'ENIM IS DERIVED FROM:
"BUT ELOHIM ALLOWED IT (HEB. INAH) TO HAPPEN TO
HIM" (SHEMOT 21:13), MEANING THAT IT HAPPENED BY CHANCE,
AS THEY DO NOT BELIEVE IN PROVIDENCE AND SAY EVERYTHING
IS BY CHANCE, AND SEPARATE THE BLESSED NAME FROM THE
WORLD.
63. This is what is written: "And they returned from searching the
land" (Bemidbar 13:25). "And they returned" means they returned to
the Evil Side and recanted from the true path, saying, What result did
we get, to this day we have not experienced any worldly benefits for
our labor in the Torah. The house was empty and we were settled
among the lower class of the people. Who will merit that world and
who will reach to enter into it? It might be better for us not to work
so hard. "And they told him, and said..." (Ibid. 27), Here we labored
and studied in order to know that part of the world, AS YOU
ADVISED US: "And indeed it flows with milk and honey" (Ibid.). That
world above is indeed good, as we were informed in the Torah, but
who could deserve it?
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64. "But the people are strong" (Ibid. 28). Powerful is the NATION
THAT MERITED THE WORLD ABOVE, which did not value the whole
world of making deals and getting great wealth. Who is he THAT
COULD ACT THAT WAY to gain merits in the world above? Certainly,
"but the people are strong that dwell in this land." Whoever wishes
to make gains in her must be wealthy and strong as it says: "But the
rich answers with impudence (lit. 'strength')" (Mishlei 18:23). "and
the cities are fortified and very great" (Bemidbar 13:28), MEANING
nothing will be lacking in homes filled with all goodness. "And
moreover we saw the children of Anak there" (Ibid.), meaning it
requires a firm body strong as a lion, since the Torah diminishes the
strength of a person when he deals in the forbidden and the
permissible, the defiled and the cleansed, the fit and the rejected.
Who could merit her?

65. Furthermore, "Amalek dwells in the land of the Negev" (Ibid. 29).
If a person should think to himself that even with all this, he will
deserve TO BE STRENGTHENED, "Amalek dwells in the land of the
Negev." Here is the bad inclination that prosecutes upon the person,
always present in the body. "And the Hittites...and the
Amorites..." (Ibid.). How many prosecutors exist there to prevent a
person from ever entering that world at all? Who will have merit for it
and who will enter into it? With these words, "they disheartened the
children of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 32:9), since they have implicated
Yisrael in bad deeds, as it says: "They spread an evil report of the
land" (Ibid.).

66. What did these faithful say? "If Hashem delights in us...and give
it us" (Bemidbar 14:8), MEANING that if a person strives with a
willing heart for the Holy One, blessed be He, HE WILL MERIT HER,
since He only wants his heart and they will preserve that Holy Sign.
THAT IS THE HOLY COVENANT, as is written: "Your people also
shall be righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah
60:21), MEANING THOSE WHO PRESERVE THE COVENANT, WHO
ARE CALLED THE JUST.

67. However, "only rebel not against Hashem" (Bemidbar 14:9). It is
necessary not to rebel against the Torah, since Torah neither
requires wealth, nor utensils of silver and gold. "Nor fear the people
of the land" (Ibid.), for if a broken body will engage to study the
Torah, it will find a remedy in everything. This is what is written: "It
shall be a health to your navel, and marrow to your bones" (Mishlei
3:8). and it is also written: "And health to all their flesh" (Mishlei
4:22). All the prosecutions PRESENT UPON THE PERSON BECOME
HELPFUL TO HIM. They proclaim and make room for such-and-such,
servant of the King, MEANING THAT NO ONE WILL DETER HIM
FROM COMING TO THE KING TO SERVE HIM.
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68. Therefore, "nor fear the people of the land; for they are bread for
us" (Bemidbar 14:9). THE PROSECUTORS themselves prepare food
daily for those who study Torah, as it says: "And I have commanded
the ravens to feed you there" (I Melachim 17:4). It is further written:
"And the ravens brought him bread and meat" (Ibid. 6). ALTHOUGH
THE RAVENS ARE UNCLEAN, FROM THE OTHER SIDE, STILL THEY
WERE FEEDING HIM. "Their defense (shadow) is departed from
them" (Bemidbar 14:9): What is meant by shadow? That is the
harshness of heavy judgment IN THEM THAT WAS REMOVED AND
VOIDED. What is the reason that it was gone? "And Hashem is with
us: fear them not" (Ibid.): All their power was voided as a result of
the Torah. Praised is the lot of those who deal with and study Torah
for its own sake, because they really get connected to the Holy One,
blessed be He. They are considered brethren and friends and this is
what is written: "For my brethren and friends' sakes, I will now say,
'Peace be within you'" (Tehilim 122:8).

69. "And they came to the wadi of Eshkol." Rabbi Aba said, They cut
off the cluster (Heb. Eshkol) of grapes, which they tried to lift up, and
were not able. They tried to move it FROM ITS PLACE and were
unable. Joshua and Caleb came, took hold of it, raised it and it was
upright through them. This is what is written: "And they carried it
between two on a pole" MEANS by the only two WHO DID NOT SIN,
WHICH ARE JOSHUA AND CALEB. HE ASKS: What purpose did "a
branch" serve? HE RESPONDS: It is only that the cluster was
attached hanging to it and, while it is attached on location, it is
called a branch. After THEY CUT IT OFF, it is called pole, as is
written: "And they carried it...on a pole," MEANING that specific one,
the one they severed FROM THE TREE.

70. From this, SEEING THAT THEY ARE ABLE TO TAKE THE
CLUSTER AND YET THE OTHERS WERE UNABLE TO DO IT, Joshua
and Caleb realized that they deserved to enter the promised land and
that they would have a part and an inheritance. While THE SPIES
were still traveling, they made a decision in council about them JOSHUA AND CALEB - SINCE THE OTHERS WERE JEALOUS OF
THEM THAT THEY WERE ABLE TO CARRY THAT CLUSTER. AND
THEY DECIDED IN COUNCIL TO MURDER THEM. Caleb stood up
over the fruit and said, Fruit, fruit, if for your sake we get killed, why
are we in your part. Immediately, THE CLUSTER made itself lighter,
SO THAT ALL COULD CARRY IT. And they passed it on to them.
71. Rabbi Elazar said, They did not give THE CLUSTER to others,
since it is clearly written: "And they carried it between two on a
pole," INDICATING THE TWO OUTSTANDING AND SEPARATED
FROM THE REST. Among all of them, there were no other two like
them. From this, Joshua took a lesson at a later date, TO SEND JUST
TWO SPIES, as is written: "And Joshua the son of Nun sent out of
Shittim two men to spy secretly" (Yehoshua 2:1). Those two have
already been explained by the ancient ones. When JOSHUA AND
CALEB reached back to Yisrael and handed to them THE CLUSTER,
they remained silent AND SAID NOTHING TO YISRAEL. IT WAS
ONLY THE REST OF THE SPIES WHO SAID, "AND THIS IS THE
FRUIT OF IT" (BEMIDBAR 13:27) and they pretended themselves to
be the least.
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72. Rabbi Yitzchak said, When the spies reached those giants, they
put in front of them the staff of Moses and were saved. How do we
know that he gave them the staff? Since it is written: "And he said to
them, 'Go up this way (Heb. zeh) by the south.'" It is written here:
"Zeh" or this and it is written there: "This (Heb. hazeh)
rod..." (Shemot 4:17). AND WE HAVE LEARNED OF A SIMILAR
EQUATION USING SIMILAR LANGUAGE EXPRESSION WITH ZEH THIS. Due to this staff, they were saved. If you think that those giants
simply left them alone, IT WAS NOT SO. The giants in fact came to
capture them, but they put the staff in front of the giants and saved
themselves. Rabbi Yehuda said, Tradition is that Moses passed on to
them the Holy Name. Due to this, they were saved and survived.

73. Rabbi Chiya said, They were referred to by three names - Nefilim
(lit. 'fallen ones'), Anakim (lit. 'giants'), Refaim (lit. 'lax ones') - and all
of them lived long. First they were called Nefilim, the fallen, AT THE
TIME THEY WERE DROPPED DOWN FROM HEAVEN. After they
joined up with the females of human kind and had children from
them, THE CHILDREN were called Anakim. Following that, when they
continued to spread about the world and become lax, and let go of
the WORLD above, they were referred to as Refaim.

74. Rabbi Yehuda said, Behold, it is written: "The shades (Heb.
refaim). tremble" (Iyov 26:5) and "who also were considered Refaim
as the Anakim" (Devarim 2:11). HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT "REFAIM"
IS FROM THE LINGUISTIC ROOT OF LAX, WEAK? RABBI CHIYA said
to him: The explanation is because those giants were from two
sides, MEANING FROM AN ANGELIC SOURCE AND A HUMAN
FEMALE SOURCE, AND WERE MADE more hopeless TO EXIST on
the earth. Similarly, the Refaim that resulted and were born FROM
ANAKIM WERE EVEN MORE DESPAIRING UNTIL THEY RELEASED
THEMSELVES ALTOGETHER FROM THE ABOVE and were living
long lives. When they became weaker, half their body became
weakened AND DIED and half their body remained LIVING - SINCE
THEY WERE COMPOSED HALF OF ANGELS THAT DO NOT
DETERIORATE AND DIE, AND HALF OF HUMANS THAT DO
EVENTUALLY DIE. When half of their body was deceased, they used
to pick herbs from the field grasses, MEANING POISONOUS HERBS,
swallowed them and died. Because they wished to kill themselves,
they were called Refaim, or lax ones, SINCE THEY LET
THEMSELVES LOOSE FROM LIFE. Rabbi Yitzchak said, They used
to throw themselves into the great sea and drown, and they died.
That is what it is written: "The shades (Heb. refaim) tremble; the
waters beneath with the inhabitants thereof."
75. Rabbi Shimon said, Had Yisrael entered the promised land under
the stigma of THE SPIES' slanderous speech, the world could not
have withstood it even for a moment. Who is the artisan of
slanderous speech, MEANING ITS SOURCE? The serpent. The secret
of the matter is that when the serpent violated Eve, REFERRING TO
THE SIN OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, he
inflicted her with impurity, MEANING HIS UNCLEANNESS, FROM
WHICH COME ALL HUMAN SINS. Rabbi Shimon said about all of
them, Forgiveness was granted by the Holy One, blessed be He,
except for slanderous speech, since it is written: "Who have said,
'With our tongue we will prevail; our lips are our own: who is lord
over us'" (Tehilim 12:5).
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76. Come and see, the slanderous language OF THE SPIES caused
that decree that our ancestors not enter the land. Those who spoke
SLANDEROUSLY died, and weeping for generations to come was
decreed, SINCE ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF THAT DATE WAS ALSO
THE DESTRUCTION OF BOTH TEMPLES. It was as if, by speaking
SLANDEROUSLY about the Holy Land, they spoke badly about Him.
Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He, took action on it. And the
children of Yisrael were about to be destroyed from the world had
not Moses prevailed with his prayer.

77. "And they told to him and said to him...": Rabbi Chiya said, What
is the change here THAT IT IS WRITTEN: "And they told"? It is not
using the words 'speak' or 'say'? HE RESPONDS: Each one
interpreted the matters separately: "And spoke": wherever IT IS
WRITTEN "THEY SPOKE" it is alluding to wisdom and we already
learned that. "And he said" simply MEANS the thoughts of the heart
IN THE SAME LINE OF SPEECH, AS IS WRITTEN: "NOW HAMAN
THOUGHT (LIT. 'SAID') IN HIS HEART" (ESTER 6:6). "And they said"
MEANS giving an order, as we already defined it in several places.
"And they told" always MEANS relating matters, THAT EACH ONE
LAID OUT HIS EXPLANATION OF THE MATTERS.

78. "We came to the land": HE ASKS: It should have said, 'We went
TO THE LAND'. HE RESPONDS: Yet "we came" MEANS we entered
that land that you praised daily, and said that there is nothing like it.
"And indeed it flows with milk and honey": Rabbi Yitzchak said,
Whoever wants to lie about something starts first with some truthful
matters, in order to have them believe his deceptions. THEREFORE,
THEY BEGAN FIRST: "AND INDEED IT FLOWS WITH MILK AND
HONEY."

79. Rabbi Chiya said, This is what they said: We came to the land
which you were praising every day. You said that there is nothing
like her "and indeed it flows with milk and honey," and you
exaggerated her praise above all THE LANDS. It is not so, since "this
is the fruit of it." In fact, they cut down one of the smallest clusters
AND SHOWED IT TO THEM. They said, If this is the land that the Holy
One, blessed be He, wishes as an inheritance for the children of
Yisrael, and for which they suffered all these hardships and troubles,
we find in the land of Egypt clusters of fruits that are doubly finer
than these.

80. "But the people are strong": THEY SAID, It is the custom of the
world that the strong ones, who do battles, stay outside THE CITIES
to guard the roads. Here, even the city dwellers are powerful and
strong "and the cities are fortified." Even if all the kings of the world
gather against them, they will not be able to make a dent in their
defenses. Rabbi Yosi said, Everything they said was with evil
speech, and the harshest of all is what is written: "Amalek dwells in
the land of the Negev." This is like a person who was bitten by a
snake. When they wish to threaten him, they say to him, Here comes
the snake.
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81. Rabbi Aba said, This certainly posed more difficulty than
everything else they said, meaning to say THAT THEY SAID that the
one who wages battle with everyone lives here. Where? In the land
of the Negev, which is an area THROUGH WHICH entrance is gained
TO THE LAND. Immediately, "all the congregation lifted up their
voice, and cried" (Bemidbar 14:1). They set a weeping pattern for
generations to come that night, SINCE IT WAS THE EVENING OF
THE NINTH OF AV, AT WHICH DATE BOTH TEMPLES WERE
DESTROYED.
82. Rabbi Yosi said, They have conspired among themselves to
spread an evil report about everything. What is about everything?
Meaning, about the land and the Holy One, blessed be He. Rabbi
Yitzchak said, about the land it is correct. About the Holy One,
blessed be He, where do we know that from? He told him that is
derived from what is written: "But the people are strong," MEANING
TO INDICATE there might be no one who could possibly vanquish
them. "The people are strong" is exact, MEANING TO SAY THAT
EVEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, COULD NOT GO AGAINST
THEM, AND THAT IS SLANDERING THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE. It is further written: "Amalek dwells in the land of the Negev."
They then caused everything, as we learned, and the Holy One,
blessed be He, wished to annihilate them from the world. This is
what is written: "Therefore He said that He would destroy them, had
not Moses His chosen one stood before Him in the
breach..." (Tehilim 106:23).

11. A man in the world is similar to above
The rabbis tell us that the world was only created for the sake of the children of Yisrael so that they could study the Torah, since Zeir Anpin and
Malchut are united through it. They compare the body of man with its heart and brain to the body of the world.
83. "And now, I pray you, let the power of my lord be
great" (Bemidbar 14:17). Rabbi Acha and Rabbi Yosi say, Praised are
the children of Yisrael over all the nations in the world that the Holy
One, blessed be He, was desirous of them, called them by His name
and was glorified by them. The world was only created for the sake
of the children of Yisrael, so they could study the Torah, since one
and one are united through it, MEANING ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. The children of Yisrael below in this world are His
existence, SINCE THROUGH THEIR GOOD DEEDS THEY ELEVATE
MAYIN NUKVIN (LIT. 'FEMALE WATERS') FOR THEIR UNION. They
are the cause of endurance of all the nations, MEANING THEY EXIST
FOR YISRAEL'S SAKE. When is this? It is when they do the wishes
of their Master.

84. Come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, created man
in the world, He prepared him similarly to the above. He gave him
strength and energy in the midst of his body, where the heart lies,
which is the energy of the entire body. From there, the entire body
gets sustained and the heart gets attached and strengthened in the
high area above, which is the brain in the head that rests above. And
one is connected to the other.
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85. In a similar pattern, the Holy One, blessed be He, has prepared
the world. He made it one body and He assembled the body organs
around the heart, the heart in the center of the whole body, and all
the organs take their nourishment from that heart that provides the
energy to all of them. Everything is dependent on it. And that heart is
connected and united to the upper brain that rests above, as was
explained before.

12. This world is similar to those above
This section tells how the temple courts of Yisrael are inside the temple mount which is inside Jerusalem which is inside the settlement of all
seventy nations which is inside the oceanic sea that God created to surround the whole inhabitable planet. The description goes deeper into the
Temple treasures and the altar area and the front entrance hall and the temple and the Holy of Holies and eventually the Ark itself; here is the heart
of the land and the world - from here all the organs of the body of the world get their nourishment. The heart and the brain unite. All this is parallel to
the structure above in the world of Atzilut. The body organs receive from the heart and the heart receives from the brain. Next the Zohar explains the
Chariot of Malchut in its three aspects. Rabbi Chiya concludes by saying that with the same measure that a person measures, he gets measured
from above.
86. Come and see, when the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
world, He installed the ocean that surrounds the whole inhabitable
planet, and the settlement of all seventy nations surrounding
Jerusalem. Jerusalem is situated in the center of all this settled area
and it surrounds the temple mount. The temple mount surrounds all
the temple courts of Yisrael, and these Temple courts encircle the
Temple treasuries for congregational sacrifices, MEANING TO SAY,
IN TERMS OF ITS IMPORTANCE, whose compartments also include
the seat of the high court of the Sanhedrin. We have learned that
there were no seating privileges in these Temple courts, with the
exception made to the kings of the house of David. IN SPITE OF ALL
THESE, THEY SURROUNDED THE TEMPLE TREASURIES FOR
CONGREGATIONAL SACRIFICES, WHERE THE SEAT OF THE
SANHEDRIN ABIDES. AND HE TELLS HERE ABOUT SEVEN
ASPECTS, ONE MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE ONE BEFORE, IN
PARALLEL WITH THE SEVEN SFIROT.
87. The Temple treasuries for congregational sacrifices surround the
altar, and the altar area surrounds the front entrance hall. That hall
surrounds the temple and the temple the Holy of Holies, wherein are
found the Shechinah and the ark cover and the Cherubs and the ark.
Here is the heart of the land and the world. From here, all the settled
inhabitable areas, which are the organs of this body get their
nourishment - MEANING OF THE WORLD. This heart, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, gets its nourishment from the brain in the head, WHICH
IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, and they unite with each other. This is
what is written: "In the sanctuary, Hashem, which Your hands have
established" (Shemot 15:17). It is similar to this high above, IN THE
WORLD OF ATZILUT, and THE HEART is in the secret of the
supernal King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE BRAIN ABOVE BEING in
the secret BRAIN, the precious and concealed, MEANING THE
CONCEALED BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN, FROM WHICH ZEIR ANPIN,
THE SECRET OF THE HEART, RECEIVES THROUGH ABA AND IMA.
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88. The upper sea, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, corresponds to
that. IT ALSO CONTAINS THE SAME MENTIONED THREE ASPECTS
IN ITS CHARIOT, WHICH ARE THE ASPECT OF THE BODY ORGANS,
THE HEART IN THEIR CENTER - FROM WHICH THE BODY ORGANS
RECEIVE - AND THE BRAIN IN THE HEAD, FROM WHICH THE
HEART RECEIVES. There is a sea above the sea OF THIS WORLD MEANING TO SAY, JUST LIKE THERE IS A SEA IN THIS WORLD, SO
THERE IS ABOVE IN ATZILUT A SEA, WHICH IS MALCHUT. There is
also a sea from the sea, THERE IS ADDITIONALLY EVEN A HIGHER
SEA ABOVE THE HIGH SEA THAT IS MALCHUT, SINCE BINAH IS
ALSO CALLED SEA. NOW THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS THE CHARIOT OF
MALCHUT IN ITS THREE ASPECTS, EACH ASPECT INCLUDING
SEVERAL ASPECTS. AND HE SAYS, Come and see, the river Dinur
(lit. 'of fire'). surrounds several camps OF ANGELS. Across from it
emerge seventy aspects OF ANGELS, inscribed with seven torches,
WHICH ARE SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT - OF THE FLAME OF
GVURAH, WHERE EACH ONE IS COMPRISED OF TEN THAT GUARD
THE SHECHINAH. They encircle those who serve on the interior of
them, and they surround the four Chariots, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE FOUR ANGELS - MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL, RAPHAEL WHERE EACH ONE IS COMPRISED OF THREE THAT CARRY
MALCHUT. AND UP TO HERE IS THE ASPECT OF THE BODY AND
THE EXTERIOR ASPECT OF MALCHUT. They encircle this holy city
that reclines over them, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, THAT IS
THE SECRET OF THE HEART IN THEM. EXCEPT THAT SHE TOO
SPLITS UP TO SEVERAL ASPECTS, AS HE CONTINUES ON TO SAY.
89. NOW HE EXPLAINS THAT MALCHUT ITSELF IS DIVIDED UP INTO
SEVERAL ASPECTS AND JUST THE MOST INTERIOR OF IT, THAT IS
THE HEART, RECEIVES FROM THE BRAIN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
HE SAYS, We learned that there, IN MALCHUT, there is a Temple
court within a Temple court, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN
SFIROT BELOW OF MALCHUT. There is no seating in that court,
only for the kings of the house of David that reside and sit there,
MEANING TO SAY THAT THE KINGS OF THE HOUSE OF DAVID ARE
ATTACHED TO IT. The High Court of the Sanhedrin is located in the
Treasury Chambers, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SIX ENDS OF
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT IN MALCHUT, and the courthouse above
them, THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE OF THE FIRST THREE
SFIROT that serves that place, MEANING TO SAY THAT THEY ARE
SERVING EXCLUSIVELY FOR MALCHUT ITSELF AND NOTHING OF
THEM IS CARRIED FURTHER DOWN FOR THE LOWER GRADES.
Judgment is carried from there to the uppermost holy, MEANING TO
SAY THAT THE JUDGMENTS IN THERE THAT FLOW DOWN OVER
THE HEADS OF THE WICKED ALONE ARE CONCEIVABLE TO THE
MOST HOLY IN THE SECRET MEANING OF WHAT IS WRITTEN:
"AND THEY SHALL GO FORTH, AND LOOK UPON THE CARCASSES
OF THE MEN..." (YESHAYAH 66:24) until it reaches the area
considered Holy of Holies, WHICH IS THE INNERMOST INTERIOR OF
MALCHUT; THAT IS, YESOD OF ITS GREATNESS in which
everything exists. The heart lies there - that is, the one that gets
nourished from the upper brain - WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and they
unite with each other.
90. HE RETURNS TO THE MATTERS MENTIONED AND DEFINES
THEM MORE THOROUGHLY. It is similar to this up above, IN
ATZILUT, and that is, THE HEART, in the secret meaning of the
supernal King THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE BRAIN in the secret of
the precious concealed BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN FROM WHICH ZEIR
ANPIN RECEIVES THROUGH ABA AND IMA. Consequently, the
result is that everything is nourished from the higher brain OF
ARICH ANPIN, that is hidden from everything. When attention is paid
to these matters, IT IS APPARENT that all things are connected to
each other.
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91. Come and see: When the concealed Atika shines - THAT IS THE
CONCEALED BRAIN OF ARICH ANPIN - in the brain - THAT IS ABA then the brain illuminates the heart - THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN - in the
pleasant path of Hashem; THAT IS, THROUGH BINAH CALLED THE
PLEASANTNESS OF HASHEM. We have explained that this is "the
power of Hashem" (Bemidbar 14:17). meaning that energy flows
from Atika Kadisha, who is concealed of all concealed. "Be
great" (Ibid.) MEANS that it will grow and increase higher above and
flow, and should be carried down. "According as you have
spoken" (Ibid.) is as was explained THAT HE IS LONGSUFFERING
BOTH TO THE JUST AND THE WICKED. "Saying" (Ibid.), meaning
that the following later generations should take lessons from this
forever and meaning that they should mention this in times of
trouble, and say it in times of abundance. Say what? That is:
"Hashem is longsuffering..." (Ibid. 18), and we have already defined
these things.
92. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Why is "truth" missing here, MEANING
THAT "AND ABUNDANT IN LOVE AND TRUTH" (SHEMOT 34:6), IS
NOT MENTIONED HERE AS IT IS MENTIONED AT THE THIRTEEN
MEASURES IN THE PORTION OF KI TISA. Rabbi Chiya said, THE
SPIES caused it to be removed from here - HASHEM AND TRUTH since they carried on with deception, and with the same measure
that a person measures, he gets measured FROM ABOVE. Likewise,
the other measures were gone, so that Moses could not mention
them, SINCE WE FIND HERE ONLY NINE MEASURES OF
COMPASSION AND NOT THIRTEEN. This was brought about BY THE
SPIES. "I have pardoned according to your word" (Bemidbar 14:20).
means actually your word. This was already commented on by the
friends and we have learned it.

13. The dean of the Yeshivah (Torah academy)
This section records the start of a supernal experience of the rabbis. They hear a mysterious saying that is eventually explained to them. They heard
a voice saying that whoever stops shall be stopped, whoever curtails shall be curtailed and whoever curtails shall be prolonged. The rabbis hear
many secrets and are then deemed worthy of going to a higher level. They are given a rose and inhale its fragrance, as the illumination of wisdom is
called scent. They learn from the Mishnah scholars thirty laws that they hadn't known and other secret meanings in the Torah. They see people
digging graves and dying and immediately reincarnating with bright holy bodies. They hear another set of riddles full of hidden meanings. We hear
of the heads of the Yeshivot and how they travel with Aaron and fly like eagles to the Yeshivah of light, the Yeshivah of Moses. The face of Moses is
radiant so that it cannot be looked upon, and there is a curtain between him and the wise men. Acting as an intermediary, Aaron takes Moses'
explanations to the heads of the Yeshivot. We also hear how all the virtuous women of the desert generation came to Miriam to study about God.
The generation of the desert is the most blessed because they left the Yeshivah of Moses and flew to the Yeshivah of the firmament, Metatron; those
who are worthy take flight to the highest Yeshivah, the Yeshivah of God.
93. THE BEGINNING OF THIS ARTICLE IS MISSING. They spoke with
each other what they could not speak before this. They emerged
from that opening and sat in the garden underneath the trees. They
said to each other, Since we were here and saw all this, if we die
here, we will most certainly attain the World to Come. They sat down.
A sleep fell upon them. In the meanwhile, the one appointed came
and woke them up. He told them to get up and go into the orchard
outside, MEANING TO THE EXTERIOR LEVEL. They went out. They
noticed the scholars of the scriptures, who talked of this verse: "In
this wilderness shall they be consumed" (Bemidbar 14:35), but not in
another place, THAT IS THAT THEY WILL MERIT THE WORLD TO
COME. "And there they shall die" (Ibid.), but not in another place,
MEANING THAT THEY WILL HAVE THE LIFE OF THE WORLD TO
COME. That concerns the bodies - THAT EVEN IN THIS WORLD,
THEY WILL ONLY DIE FROM THE ASPECT OF THE BODY - but not
their souls, WHICH WILL BE similar to the denizens of the Garden,
MEANING THE SOULS WILL MERIT THE GARDEN OF EDEN.
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94. The appointed one told them to leave. They left with him. He
asked them, Did you hear something on that level? They said, We
heard that a voice was saying that whoever stops shall be stopped,
whoever curtails shall be curtailed and whoever curtails shall be
prolonged. He said to them, Do you understand what this means?
They said no. He said to them, Did you see that great eagle and that
child that picks grasses? This was Rabbi Ila'i from Netzivin, he and
his son. They arrived here and they saw him and his boy and this
cave. As soon as they entered into this darkness, they were not able
to stand it and died.

95. That child, his son, stands daily in front of Betzalel, when he
descends from his high Yeshivah, and said to him three things, prior
to Betzalel's divulgence of the concealed secrets of wisdom. All his
sayings are concealed secrets, since "neither has the eye seen, that
Elohim, beside You" (Yeshayah 64:3). That is what is said: Whoever
stops, shall be stopped means whoever ceases from the sayings of
Torah in order to speak of vain matters, his life will be ended from
this world. His judgment remains for the World to Come. Whoever
curtails shall be curtailed means that whoever cuts short the Amen
and does not extend it leisurely, BUT SAYS IT ABRUPTLY, shall have
his life shortened in this world. Whoever curtails shall be prolonged
means that whoever said Echad (Eng. 'One') must hurry with the
Aleph OF ECHAD and shorten its pronunciation, and not dally with
this letter at all. Whoever acts this way shall have his life extended.

96. He said more: They are two and one joins them. They become
three and when they are three, they are one. He told them, These are
the two names, Yud Hei Vav Hei and Yud Hei Vav Hei in Sh'ma
Yisrael (the recital of the Sh'ma). "Our Elohim" was united with them
and that is the seal of the ring, truth. When they get joined together,
they are one in one union.

97. He said more: They are two and to one he returned. When he
dominates, he flies on the wings of the wind and loiters and wanders
into a group of two hundred thousand ones and hides there. He said
to them, These are the two Cherubs upon which the Holy One,
blessed be He, was riding. From the day that Joseph was hidden
from his brothers, one was stored away and one remained with
Benjamin as it is written: "And He rode upon the Cherub, and did fly:
He soared on the wings of the wind" (Tehilim 18:11). AND WHAT HE
SAID, And was hidden in two hundred thousand and was hidden,
that refers to the one who rides on it, THAT IS CONCEALED IN TWO
HUNDRED THOUSAND, that those two hundred thousand that are
stored away are His, blessed is He.
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98. THE APPOINTED ONE told them, Go out from here. You are
righteous AND DESERVING A HIGHER LEVEL. They emerged. The
appointed one presented them with a rose, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT IN THE ASPECT OF LOWER CHOCHMAH and they left.
When they left, the opening of the cave was concealed and was not
visible at all. They noticed the eagle, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
FACE OF AN EAGLE, which descended from a tree and entered into
a different cave. They inhaled the scent of the rose, AS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS CALLED SCENT, and entered
there. They discovered the eagle on the mouth of the cave. He told
them, Enter friends, the truly righteous, since I have not felt the
gladness of having company since the day that I have been here,
except through you.

99. They entered another orchard, MEANING TO ANOTHER LEVEL,
and the eagle was with them, THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE FACE
OF AN EAGLE. When they arrived at those scholars of the Mishnah,
the eagle converted back to the shape of a man, MEANING TO THE
SECRET OF THE FACE OF A MAN with a glowing robe like them, and
sat together with them. He said to the MISHNAH SCHOLARS that
were seated, Give honor to the Mishnah scholars that arrived here,
since their Master shows them great wonders. One of them said to
them, Have you a sign THAT YOU ARE WORTHY OF BEING HERE?
They replied, Yes. They slipped out two roses and smelled them,
THEREBY ALLUDING TO MALCHUT AND BINAH THAT ARE
COMBINED TOGETHER IN THE SECRET OF THE TWO ROSES. They
said, Be seated, deans of the Yeshivah. Be seated, truly righteous
men. They held on to them and they sat. At that time, they learned
from them thirty Halachot (lit. 'laws') that they did not know of
before, and other secret meanings in the Torah.

100. They then returned to the scriptural scholars, and they found
them studying and saying: "I had said, 'You are angels (Heb.
Elohim), all of you sons of the most High'" (Tehilim 82:6), MEANING
"I had said" during the time when you acted before listening, for
"You are Elohim..." However, since you were drawn after your bad
inclination, "nevertheless, you shall die like a man..." (Ibid. 7), just
like the death of man brings him to dust in order to erase the bad
inclination in his corpse. It is that bad inclination that dies and
decays within.

101. The older man who led them said, It is also written here: "But as
for you, your carcasses (Heb. pigreichem) shall fall in this
wilderness" (Bemidbar 14:32). IF IT WAS JUST THE DEMISE OF THE
BAD INCLINATION, what is the meaning of "your carcasses" IN
PLURAL FORM? IT IS ONE EVIL INCLINATION THAT APPLIES TO
ALL OF THEM. HE RESPONDS: That Evil Inclination is combined of
male and female, AND "YOUR CARCASSES" MEANS the things
lacking in you, since the bad inclination is called lack, as it always
descends to an area that is lacking IN THE PERSON and does not
ascend. Hence, we always promote things pertaining to holiness, not
to decrease. In defilement, there is always a decrease and never an
increase. Therefore, THE BAD INCLINATION IS REFERRED TO AS,
"your carcasses," MEANING those things lacking within you, as is
written: "Who were too weak (Heb. pigru) to go over the wadi" (I
Shmuel 30:10). The final sequence of the verse is proof THAT IT
REFERS TO THE BAD INCLINATION, since it is written: "(they) shall
fall" (Bemidbar 14:39) and IT IS not WRITTEN: '(you) shall fall'. So,
too, "in this wilderness they shall be consumed" (Ibid. 35) these
carcasses, MEANING, THE BAD INCLINATIONS, "and there they
shall die," since it is the wish of the Holy One, blessed be He, to
eliminate these carcasses from the world forever.
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102. Rabbi Ila'i said to them: truly righteous men, enter and see,
since permission is given to you to proceed to the area where the
veil is spread. Praised is your lot. They rose and entered a place
where there were scholars of Agadah, whose faces were bright as
the sunlight. They said: Who are these? He said to them: These are
the Agadah scholars, and they properly see the light of the Torah,
daily. They remained and listened to several new illuminations in the
Torah, but were not given authority to join with them.

103. Rabbi Ila'i told them to enter another area and look around.
They entered into another garden and also saw, BESIDES OTHER
THINGS, people digging graves. Immediately they die, and
immediately reincarnate with bright holy bodies, SINCE THESE
WERE THE DECEASED OF THE DESERT. They said to him, What is
this? He replied to them, They do this every day and, when they die,
the evil filth which they received before immediately decays. They
quickly rise up with bright new bodies, with these holy bodies that
they had when they stood on Mount Sinai, exactly as you see THEM,
since all stood on Mount Sinai with bodies totally free of dirt. As
soon as they drew upon themselves the Evil Inclination, they again
had other bodies other than the bodies they had prior to that,
strange bodies - MEANING THAT THE FILTH OF THE SERPENT WAS
AGAIN UPON THEM. About this, it is written: "And the children of
Yisrael stripped themselves of their ornaments by the Mount
Horeb" (Shemot 33:6).

104. A voice stirred and said, Go and congregate there. Aholiav
stands on his spot and there are chairs before him. Suddenly,
everything disappeared and they saw nothing. They remained alone
under the trees in the garden. They noticed another door. They
entered there, saw a chamber and sat down there. There were two
youths there. They raised their eyes and saw a dwelling that was
embroidered in all the kinds of artistry and colors existing in the
world. On it was spread a curtain of sparkling light, at which the eyes
were not able to gaze. Beyond that, they saw nothing.

105. They inclined their ears and heard a voice that was saying,
Betzalel is the fourth to the supernal lights. Joseph is the fourth in
the lights of the Adam. HE IS the elevation above, most beloved of
all. About him, the verse is written: "And its drink offering shall be
the fourth part of a hin...in the holy place..." (Bemidbar 28:7).
Whoever gazes and looks, his eyes will be blinded. Whoever does
not gaze will be open-eyed and see. A tree of eighteen, when it
bends itself, will return upright and endure. If it does not bend itself,
the evil snake will consume it. Whoever enters two Cherubs forward,
his wish will be accomplished. Whoever contemplates is far from his
will. The offering of a youth is perfect to be accepted. And the voice
stopped. ALL THOSE POINTS WILL BE EXPLAINED IN THE ZOHAR
FURTHER ON.
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106. Those two youths asked, Have you a sign with you? They
answered, Yes. They took out the two roses and smelled them. They
were told to be seated while they heard two of the ancient secrets
from the dean of the Yeshivah, which they shall keep forever secret.
They agreed.

107. Rabbi Shimon said, All these points and all that they observed,
they wrote down. When they reached here, AS THEY WERE TOLD TO
KEEP THESE THINGS SECRET, it was written, MEANING IT WAS
WRITTEN ABOUT THEM: "I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not
with my tongue" (Tehilim 39:2). I inquired of my father, Father, what
was referred to by these two items? He said to me, Your life, my son.
These two matters have built worlds and destroyed worlds, for
whoever made use of them.

108. As soon as they heard these two items, the youths told them,
Leave, leave, for you have no permission to listen to more. One of
them then took out an apple, gave it to them and said, Smell this.
They smelled it and left. And of all that they saw, they forgot nothing.
They left.

109. Another appointed one came and he said to them, Friends,
Rabbi Ila'i has sent me to you. Wait for him here at the entrance of
the cave and he will come and tell you about supernal matters of
which you knew nothing, for he asked permission from the Yeshivah
to have authority to reveal the matters to you. They emerged with
him and waited at the entrance of the cave and they were repeating
the points to each other, of all that they beheld and learned there.

110. In the meantime, Rabbi Ila'i arrived and was shining like the sun.
They inquired of him, Have you heard anything new in the Torah? He
told them, Certainly. I have been granted permission to relate it to
you. They joined together at the cave entrance and sat down. He told
them, You are worthy that your Master has revealed to you the
likeness of the World to Come, and you have no fear nor awe. They
responded, Certainly, we have already forgotten the way of people,
and is it any wonder, after all that we observed on this mountain?
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111. He said to them, Have you seen all these mountains? All are
heads of Yeshivot to this nation OF PEOPLE WHO DIED in the
desert. They now achieve what they had not merited while they were
alive. And these heads of the Yeshivot all gather on new moons, on
Shabbat and holidays, at the mountain of Aaron the priest, get
roused to him and enter his Yeshivah. They are renewed there with
the purity of the holy dew that flows down on the head of Aaron and
the anointing oil that flows down on him. With him, all become
renewed with the new interpretations of the Holy King's love, so that
it is called here the Yeshivah of love.

112. He, AARON, travels with the entire Yeshivah and secretly and
lightly they fly like eagles to the Yeshivah of light, which is the
Yeshivah of Moses. Everyone stays outside and does not enter
inside, except for Aaron exclusively, EXCEPTING only those that are
called by name on specific times, MEANING, ON SHABBAT AND
NEW MOON.

113. No one can see Moses, since a veil is drawn over his face and
seven clouds of glory surround him. Aaron stands within the
surrounding curtain, WHICH IS THE PARTITION, below Moses. That
fence is separating and not separating between them, MEANING
THAT IT DOES NOT SERVE AS A COMPLETE SEPARATION. All the
heads of the Yeshivot are on the outside of that curtain, which is this
partition, MEANING THAT IN FACT, IT IS A COMPLETE
SEPARATION. And all the rest OF THE WISE MEN are beyond the
seven clouds THAT SURROUND HIM. The brightness of these clouds
is in accordance with the new Torah illuminations that are revealed.

114. They were refined in the fineness of that light until MOSES'
mask was visible to them. From that mask, they were able to see a
light that is brighter than any light in the world. And that, THE MASK,
IS the face of Moses, since his face is not at all visible. There is
nobody who could see it, except for that light that emanates from
this mask behind all these clouds.

115. Moses told Aaron the matter simply, WITHOUT EXPLANATIONS,
and Aaron then explained it to the heads of the Yeshivot. In what
way did he explain THE MATTERS? With all these streams, THAT IS
THE LEVELS, that were blocked FROM JOSHUA AND THE REST OF
YISRAEL, when Joshua's time came TO LEAD THE GENERATION,
MEANING THE THREE HUNDRED LAWS AND EIGHT HUNDRED
DOUBTFUL MATTERS THAT HAD BEEN CONCEALED FROM HIM.
Now, Moses returned them to them through many wonders and
sources, and springs and streams that flow from each and every
matter.
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116. All the virtuous women of that generation, MEANING THE
DESERT GENERATION, also came to Miriam in those times and they
all ascended TO HER like smoke columns from the desert. That day
is referred to as feast day. In the Shabbat and holiday evenings, all
the women came to Miriam and engaged in trying to understand the
world's creator. Praised is this generation - THAT IS, THE
GENERATION OF THE DESERT - from all the rest of the generations
in the world. They left the Yeshivah of Moses and flew to the
Yeshivah of the firmament, WHICH IS THE YESHIVAH OF
METATRON. Those that are worthy take flight to the highest
Yeshivah, WHICH IS THE YESHIVAH OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE. About that generation, it is written: "Happy is that people,
that is in such a case: happy is that people whose Elohim is
Hashem" (Tehilim 144:15).

14. The difference between Tam and Tamim
Rabbi Ila'i explains why Abraham was referred to as Tamim, perfect, while Jacob was referred to as Tam, perfect, and says that the difference has to
do with the fact that Jacob was more perfect, being circumcised. With the wholeness of male and female together, Tam takes the letter aleph to
become Emet, truth, as in "You will show truth to Jacob." When Abraham circumcised himself he entered into Tam and also into its levels that are
together called Yam, ocean, thus becoming Tamim that combines the letters of both; thus he was connected with the right. Everyone should contain
the holy levels and be Tam Yam in order to be able to accept the aleph, the secret of Jacob, to become Emet or truth. Rabbi Ila'i tells us how Malchut
is covered on the outside with blue that was taken from the ocean so that those who look at her with the evil eye will draw the blue color that is
judgment; internally, however, all the colors sparkle in her and are embroidered with the light of Chochmah. Similarly the man who wears the blue
tzitzit becomes Tamim every day. He becomes elevated afterward to higher levels by the wearing of the Tefilin, to the levels of Zeir Anpin. It now
appears that seven days have passed since the righteous rabbis began their supernal experience, and Rabbi Ila'i now tells them the explanation of
the six sections of the mysterious riddle they heard earlier.
117. Rabbi Ila'i opened the discussion saying, "You shall be perfect
(Heb. tamim). with Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 18:13). HE ASKS:
What is the difference between Tam (lit. 'perfect') and Tamim (lit.
'perfect'). HE RESPONDS: By Abraham, it is written: "Walk before
me, and be perfect (Heb. tamim)" (Beresheet 17:1). By Jacob, who
was more perfected, it is written: "And Jacob was a plain (perfect tam) man" (Beresheet 25:27). Why was he called a perfect man?
Since no refuse was left with him, as the uncovering of the
membrane at circumcision was performed on him.

118. HE INQUIRES: How did he perform that membrane uncovering
and become cleansed from that refuse? HE RESPONDS: That area
that strengthens the refuse within - THAT EXISTS where the
membrane is - is an ox, WHICH IS the left image of His throne. FOR
IN THE CHARIOT OF THE THRONE ARE THE IMAGE FACE OF THE
LION TO THE RIGHT AND THE IMAGE FACE OF THE OX TO THE
LEFT. That ox is referred to as an ox that has not gored (Heb. tam),
since there exists an impression of that Covenant in the Chariot of
that throne. Therefore, this ox is called an unblemished ox. Jacob is
connected with it and with this ox, he has performed the membrane
uncovering and has removed the soil of that refuse entirely.
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119. In the Baraita of Betzalel, it is written: "And Elohim remembered
Rachel" (Beresheet 30:22). HE INQUIRES: About Sarah, it is written
"visited," as in: "AND HASHEM VISITED SARAH" (BERESHEET
21:1), but about Rachel, it is written "remembered." Why? HE
RESPONDS: "Remember," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, is
impressed on Jacob, who was a complete covenant, when Joseph
was born. How WAS THIS PERFECT COVENANT ACHIEVED? It is
when he took with him the ox that assails the Other Side, WHICH
ASSAILS AND DESTROYS THE SOILED REFUSE OF THE OX THAT
GORED THRICE THAT DWELLS WITHIN THAT MEMBRANE TO BE
REMOVED, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. Therefore, Joseph is referred
to as "the firstling of his herd" (Devarim 33:17), meaning the ox's
firstborn that Jacob took and pushed aside that ox OF THE OTHER
SIDE, WHICH IS THE OX THAT GORED THRICE.
120. The unblemished (Heb. tam) ox, MEANING "and Jacob was a
plain (Heb. tam) man" MEANS a sovereign ruler, the master of the
house within which that unblemished ox dwells; THAT IS, MALCHUT
FROM WHICH IS DRAWN THE UNBLEMISHED OX, AS MENTIONED
NEARBY. Because there exists an ox that has gored thrice on the
side of the foreskin and the skin of the uncovered membrane,
MEANING THE ENTIRE FORESKIN AND THE REFUSE THAT IS
ABSORBED IN THE SKIN OF THE MEMBRANE THAT GETS
UNCOVERED, AS MENTIONED, many prosecutors emanate and
result from it until the lowest level that is referred to as "Shin Aleph
Yud Hei," that HARMFUL DEMON, which fells the houses that are
empty of people. All result from that ox who gored thrice when
joined with the evil ass. THE ASS IS THE SECRET OF THE HARSH
JUDGMENT OF MANULA (ENG. 'THE LOCK') THAT, WHEN JOINED
WITH THE OX THAT GORED THRICE, IT SAYS OF IT, "SIN
CROUCHES AT THE DOOR" (BERESHEET 4:7). FOR THE
JUDGMENT OF THE MANULA, THE SECRET OF THE ASS IS
REVEALED. THUS, AN OX AND AN ASS ARE JOINED TOGETHER
FOR AN OVERALL DESTRUCTION. Therefore, "you shall not plow
with an ox and an ass together" (Devarim 22:10) in order not to incite
them.
121. In the Yeshivah of Betzalel and also in the two Yeshivot,
MEANING IN THE YESHIVAH OF METATRON AND THE YESHIVAH
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, THEY SAID THAT "And Jacob
was a plain (Heb. tam) man" MEANS the husband of that Tam,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. Who is he, THE HUSBAND OF TAM? That is
the Aleph, which is in the secret of Vav, FULLY SPELLED VAVALEPH-VAV, SINCE JACOB IS THE SECRET OF ALEPH AND
MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF TAM. When they are the wholeness of
male and female together, then Jacob takes all these letters - ALEPH,
TAM - THE SECRET of Aleph Tav Mem. These are THE LETTERS OF
emet (Eng. 'truth') and it is written: "You will show truth to
Jacob" (Michah 7:20), SINCE TRUTH combines the male and female
together, AND THEN they are in complete perfection.
122. Abraham was not commanded about the uncovering of the
membrane. When he entered, MEANING HE CIRCUMCISED
HIMSELF, he entered into Tam and into its levels that are called in
combination Yam (Eng. 'ocean'). This is Tamim, WHICH CONTAINS
THE LETTERS IN TAM YAM. Following this, Abraham was elevated
and entered the innermost interior, and was connected with the
uppermost right.
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123. "You shall be perfect (Heb. tamim) with Hashem your Elohim,"
certainly. Just like He is tamim in one principle, SINCE YAM WAS
INCLUDED IN TAM, AS MENTIONED. You, too, be perfect (Heb.
tamim) with Him, with Him certainly. Through what does a person
become Tamim? - MEANING that he be Tam Yam IN ONE
COMBINATION. All the holy levels OF MALCHUT THAT IS
REFERRED TO AS TAM are called Yam and never separate from it.
You likewise remove from yourself all the foreign levels, THAT IS
THE SECRET OF THE THREE UNCLEAN KLIPOT, and get connected
with tamim. So you should contain the holy levels, which are the
secret of Yam and the holy level Tam, THAT SHOULD BE READY to
accept AFTERWARDS the Aleph, which is the secret of Jacob. AND
THE COMBINATION, EMET, WILL BE MADE, AS WE MENTIONED
PREVIOUSLY. Every day man must be Tam Yam, in exactly the same
way.

124a. Someone explained in the Yeshivah that the holy moon,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, is white in color, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE LIGHT OF CHESED. All the colors sparkle
within her and get embroidered, MEANING ALSO THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH, and she has the same as that actual beauty and
whiteness of the sun, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN. In that
ocean OF MALCHUT within a period of seventy years, a certain fish
emerges and takes out from it the color blue, and she takes this dye
and prepares it and covers herself from outside with that color.

124b. It is not that the blue color is her dress, since IT IS WRITTEN:
"Her clothing is fine linen and purple" (Mishlei 31:22), BUT BLUE IS
NOT APPROPRIATE FOR HER DRESS. However, this color IS ONLY
an exterior cover OVER MALCHUT. Similar to this, it was at the
tabernacle that is entirely of beautiful embroidery internally and after
that: "And shall spread over it a cloth wholly of blue" (Bemidbar 4:6)
ON THE OUTSIDE. What is the reason? It is because below this
ocean, WHICH IS MALCHUT, there are depths of the sea, WHICH
ARE KLIPOT that are comprised of male and female. They have an
evil eye with which to stare and, when they stare AT MALCHUT MEANING THAT THEY WISH TO DRAW ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH FROM HER FROM ABOVE TO BELOW IN THE MANNER
OF THE KLIPOT - the blue color is ready for their eyes, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE INCLUDED IN
MANULA (ENG. 'THE LOCK'), THROUGH WHOM THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH IS REMOVED. Their eyes cannot affect MALCHUT AND
THAT IS ONLY EXTERNALLY. HOWEVER, she is fixed internally by
all embroidery colors, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF WHITE, RED AND
GREEN, as is proper FOR CONTINUATION OF CHOCHMAH. They
spread to the four sides of the world, MEANING TO SAY THAT
THESE THREE COLORS WHICH ARE THE THREE COLUMNS ARE
INCLUDED IN EACH OF CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT WITHIN HER, THAT ARE THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE
WORLD, WHICH ARE TWELVE ASPECTS. AND THE WORD
"SPREAD" ALLUDES TO THE TWELVE BORDERS THAT ARE
SPREAD IN THE FOUR DIRECTIONS.
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125. Likewise, a man who wears Tzitzit (lit. 'fringed garment')
becomes tamim every day. HE RECEIVES THE ASPECT OF Tam OF
MALCHUT with the four corners OF THE GARMENT that are properly
made. THE ASPECT OF Yam HE RECEIVES FROM MALCHUT with
the blue OF THE TZITZIT THAT IS THE SECRET of the fish of seventy
levels in the sea, AS MENTIONED, so that the Evil Side will not be
able to harm him with the evil eye when it stares at this person,
MEANING HE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO DRAW HIM TO THE DOMINION
OF THE OX THAT GORED THRICE, AS MENTIONED, SINCE THE
BLUE PREVENTS THEM, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. Then he is Tam
Yam with Hashem his Elohim in whole correction, SINCE MALCHUT
TOO GETS ESTABLISHED AND COVERED EXTERNALLY WITH THE
BLUE COLOR, AS MENTIONED - she above and he below.
126. Following this, MALCHUT ascends to higher levels, THAT IS, TO
THE LEVELS OF ZEIR ANPIN. So, the person also gets elevated
afterward with the Tefilin to higher levels OF ZEIR ANPIN. About this,
it is said: "You shall be perfect (Heb. tamim) with Hashem your
Elohim," with Him definitely. Certainly at once, at one moment
MALCHUT is fixed above - FIRSTLY, BY TAM YAM, AND
AFTERWARDS, IN ADHERENCE WITH ZEIR ANPIN. A person is
prepared likewise below. FIRSTLY, HE GETS RESTORED BY THE
TZITZIT, WHICH IS THE LEVEL OF TAM YAM, AND THEN BY
TEFILIN, WHICH IS THE LEVEL OF ZEIR ANPIN.
127. Rabbi Ila'i said, All these over here, MEANING THE
GENERATION OF THE WILDERNESS, get restored in a similar way,
so each one is Tam Yam with Hashem. About this secret, IT IS SAID,
"In this wilderness they shall be consumed (Heb. yitamu)," MEANING
THAT THEY WILL RECEIVE THE ASPECT OF TAM. If you shall think
that when this was said it was meant for bad, AND NOT TO PRAISE
THEM, most certainly this is so. IT IS NO PRAISE TO THEM, since
they should have each striven to be Tamim with Hashem in the holy
land, in a place where the Holy One, blessed be He, dwells face to
face together WITH MALCHUT. And now, there, each one is Tamim in
this wilderness outside, a place distant FROM THE HOLY LAND,
where MALCHUT does not look face to face to be with Hashem as
required. "And there they shall die" means as you saw them doing
every day. THAT THEY DIE AND ARE REVIVED.

128. Praised is your lot, holy friends, that you have merited all this.
You will not find anyone there in those other two caves of yours,
because they are in the Yeshivah of Moses. They sit from afar and,
therefore, it says about Moses: "Very meek, more so than all the
men" (Bemidbar 12:3), since the greatest prophet saw fit to receive
them into his Yeshivah. Behold, from the day THAT THOSE
RIGHTEOUS began to see all this to that time, seven days had
already passed. They have not looked at this world at all, MEANING
TO SAY THAT THEY WERE COMPLETELY REMOVED FROM ALL
THAT IS MATERIAL.

129. Rabbi Ila'i said to them: Holy righteous, I will list the things that
you have heard, MEANING THOSE WORDS MENTIONED ABOVE.
The first thing is when you will understand the measuring of the
measure of the inscribed name, which is pronounced YUD HEI VAV
HEI. You will understand that Betzalel is the fourth of the above
lights, since it is written: "And I have filled him with the spirit of
Elohim, in wisdom, and in understanding, and in
knowledge" (Shemot 31:3).
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130. NOW HE EXPLAINS THE SECOND POINT THAT IS MENTIONED
ABOVE, SAYING whoever does not gaze sees, and his eyesight is
restored with great clarity. Whoever does not look at these three
concealed matters - what is above, what is below, what is before and
what is after - IT SEEMS THAT HE COUNTS WHAT WILL BE AND
HOW IT WAS AS ONE ITEM - he is destined to regain sight in the
Torah and open his eyes through it. THE THIRD ITEM: A tree of
eighteen, as it bends, so it will stand upright and endure, MEANING
the man's spine, THAT CONSISTS OF EIGHTEEN VERTEBRAE, when
he bends it before his Master, MEANING WHEN HE STOOPS IN THE
PRAYER OF MODIM (WE GIVE THANKS), he will stand upright and
will endure at the revival of the dead. If he does not stoop at Modim,
he becomes a snake and has no resurrection in the future to come.
THAT IS WHAT IS SAID THERE: 'AND IF HE DOES NOT BEND, AN
EVIL SNAKE CONSUMES HIM.'
131. THE FOURTH POINT: Whoever proceeds between the two
Cherubs inward MEANS that whoever enters a measure of two doors
inside the synagogue is attached to his Master, and his wishes get
fulfilled. THE FIFTH POINT: Whoever contemplates his prayer and
searches it - THAT IS TO SAY, HE THINKS IN HIS HEART THAT HIS
REQUEST MUST BE GRANTED SINCE HE PRAYS WITH INTENTION is far from being granted his wishful request. THE SIXTH POINT: A
child offering is the most perfect to be accepted, MEANING when a
person brings his son to school and to circumcision, which is an
acceptably perfect offering. From here on, my beloved, you continue.

15. The cave of the Machpelah
Rabbi Elazar is told about how all the patriarchs are buried with their wives in the Cave of Machpelah, and exactly how they were laid out in the cave,
women next to women and men next to men. And as these pairs were buried, so they will rise in the exact same manner; then Leah will rejoice with
Messiah the son of David, who is her offspring and Rachel will rejoice with Messiah the son of Joseph, who is her offspring.
132. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING HERE.) Elazar, my son, according
to what you have learned, you speak intelligently. However, heaven
forbid, even though Rachel was barren during that period, Jacob
was wise. And if he would not have known that Leah was his wife, he
would not have buried her in the cave OF MACHPELAH to be
continuously next to her. Instead, he would have buried her outside
of the cave. However, he brought Leah to the land, THAT IS THE
CAVE OF MACHPELAH, and Rachel he interred outside OF THE
CAVE OF MACHPELAH. When Jacob died, he was buried inside THE
CAVE OF MACHPELAH, jointly WITH LEAH.

133. As the rest of the patriarchs did, so did Adam. Eve died first and
was buried there, IN THE CAVE OF MACHPELAH, and there Adam
became aware that this place was appropriate for him. When Adam
died, he was buried there jointly WITH EVE. When Sarah died, she
was buried there. Eve saw her and was glad, and she rose and
welcomed her. The measured DISTANCE of Eve from Sarah is two
cubits and not more. Abraham died and was buried next to Sarah,
jointly connected WITH HER. Rivkah died and she was buried there.
Sarah saw this, and rose and welcomed her. When Isaac died, he
was jointly buried with her in one connection. When Leah died, she
was buried there and Rivkah rose and welcomed her. When Jacob
died, he connected with her in one joining. And all were male and
female together, jointly connected.
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134. HE INQUIRES: In what order were they laid out? HE RESPONDS:
Women next to women and males next to males. Adam at first and,
next to him, Eve. Sarah is next to Eve, Abraham is close to Sarah,
Isaac is close to Abraham, Rivkah is close to Isaac, Leah is close to
Rivkah and Jacob is close to Leah. The result leaves Adam on this
side and Jacob on the other side, one at the beginning and one at
the end.

135. In the book of King Solomon, it is properly set. So it is Adam
and Eve at first, Sarah and Abraham nearby, Isaac and Rivkah in the
other corner OPPOSITE in a straight line and Jacob and Leah in the
middle. They are women next to women and men next to men; that is
Adam and Eve, Sarah and Abraham, Jacob and Leah and Rivkah and
Isaac. THE RESULT IS that Adam is in one end and Isaac is in the
other far end. Jacob is in the middle, for Isaac to be next to his father
is not the way of the world. Therefore, it was necessary for Jacob to
be in the middle.

136. And all these pairs, as they were buried, in the same manner
they will rise AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD. And so it will
happen. Leah will rejoice with Messiah, the son of David, who is her
offspring, inside THE CAVE OF MACHPELAH. Rachel will rejoice
with Messiah, the son of Joseph, who is her offspring, outside of
Jerusalem - MEANING IN THE AREA SHE WAS BURIED, ON THE
WAY TO EFRAT - and each one in his area.

16. Reading of the Torah
We hear about a tower of precious stone in the midst of other towers; it rises to the high firmament and is not yet visible. Upon it the head of the
Yeshivah inscribed: "The name of Hashem is a strong tower: the righteous runs to it, and is safe." We are given an analogy whereby the tower is the
ark in which the Torah scroll is kept. From here it is derived that the cantor of the synagogue must be righteous and of the form of the supernal
righteous, Yesod, and that the sixth person called up to read the Torah must be righteous, as the sixth alludes to Yesod. We hear more marvelous
details about the tower, and are told that in it there is a light in the form of a Torah scroll that will be read in the future by King Messiah. He will
explain all the Torah matters to the students of the Yeshivah, and they will then be elevated to the Yeshivah of Metatron. We are told that no one
could withstand seeing that Torah scroll except Messiah, as its letters are sparkling flames of four colors that are from a higher world.
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137. (THE BEGINNING OF THE ARTICLE IS MISSING) these here and
these there, since all are towers of fine stone. Among the towers,
there is a tower of precious stone in its midst. That one reaches to
the lofty firmament and is not visible at present, until that time when
it will appear. The head of the Yeshivah saw it and inscribed on it
above this verse: "The name of Hashem is a strong tower: the
righteous runs to it, and is safe" (Mishlei 18:10). This scriptural verse
was explained by the head of the Yeshivah this way: "A strong
tower" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael, MEANING MALCHUT;
"the righteous runs (Heb. yarutz) to it," MEANING THAT the desire of
a righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, is always for it. SINCE YARUTZ
IS FROM THE SAME LINGUISTIC ROOT AS RATZON (ENG.
'DESIRE'), therefore, that tower of strength "and is safe," so that it
will never AGAIN fall as it did.

138. Rabbi Cruspedai, who delights the heart, explained this
scriptural verse prior to his departing and defined it nicely. "A strong
tower" is the ark, to insert in it the Torah scroll, which is strong, and
to remove it from the chamber, which is the image of the internal
chamber. THAT IS THE SECRET OF IMA from which the Torah
emanates, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. That tower, WHICH IS THE ARK, is
the name of Hashem and His form, MEANING MALCHUT, and it
needs to be in six steps, IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD IN MALCHUT.

139. "The righteous runs to it." HE ASKS: To what WILL HE RUN? To
the tower or the Torah scroll? HE RESPONDS: We can only interpret
this verse one way or the other, EITHER TO THE TOWER OR TO THE
TORAH SCROLL. When you interpret 'to the tower', then the
righteous one needs to be the cantor of the synagogue AND HE
SHALL BE truly righteous and of the form of the supernal righteous,
THAT IS YESOD. When we interpret it to mean 'to the Torah scroll',
then whoever rises up to read the Torah should be just and be called
righteous. Of all SEVEN THAT ARE CALLED UP TO THE READING
OF THE TORAH, who is called righteous? That is the sixth one,
which is called up for the reading among those seven, SINCE THE
SIXTH READING PORTION ALLUDES TO YESOD THAT IS CALLED
RIGHTEOUS. Rabbi Shimon said, Definitely, IT IS SO since RABBI
CRUSPEDAI has always been called up to rise only for the sixth
READING PORTION throughout his life, among the others who were
also called for the reading OF THE TORAH. THAT WAS ALLUDING
TO THE RIGHTEOUS YESOD. "The righteous runs to it" MEANS
THEN, the words of this righteous will run to the Torah scroll. HE
ASKS: "And is safe" from whom? HE ANSWERS: From fearing the
Angel of Death, since he shall have an extended life and he will
never get hurt.
140. In that tower that rises among the towers stands a light in the
form of a Torah scroll. When a bird arrives, it takes the tower from its
place and places it to stand in the middle of the court within the
wings of the Cherubs. And what was high as the lofty heavens
lowered and entered under the Cherubs, and the walls OF THE
TOWER stood between the heads of the Cherubs.

141. There are three hundred openings IN THAT TOWER. In the
central opening is this light in the form of a Torah scroll standing, in
which the king of Yisrael is destined to read in the portion of
"Hak'hel (Eng. 'gather')." That will be King Messiah, and no other.
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142. With the Torah scroll of this light, MEANING WITH THE
ILLUMINATION OF SIX ENDS OF CHOCHMAH IN THAT TORAH
SCROLL, THE AUTHOR TURNS TO THE LISTENER AND SAYS, Oh,
holy pious one, glad is the one who will hear from the mouth OF
MESSIAH. The sweet voice of his discourse is in the concealed
matters of the Torah that he will explain. THAT IS, IN THE LIGHT OF
THAT TORAH SCROLL, MENTIONED ABOVE, every new moon,
Shabbat and holiday and festival. When all the students of the
Yeshivah wish to ascend to the lofty heavenly heights of the
Yeshivah, THAT IS THE YESHIVAH OF METATRON, all congregate
around King Messiah. And He will explain to them the TORAH
matters. Through the sweetness of his words and through desire,
they get elevated TO THE HEAVENLY YESHIVAH. AND THE AUTHOR
OF THIS SAYING TURNS AGAIN TO THE LISTENER AND SAYS TO
HIM, All the ten points of the matters, THAT MESSIAH DEFINED, will
be stored for you for that day of your requests, MEANING FOR THAT
DAY WHEN YOU WILL PRAY FOR IT.
143. When that tower stands in the middle of the court and that door
is open, MEANING THE DOOR THAT IS IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN
OF THE TOWER, the Cherubs open their mouths, and spread their
wings, TO HIDE THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH, AS
MENTIONED. They illuminate with the higher light on that opening
and that Torah scroll is open, and the Cherubim open up and say:
"Oh how great is Your goodness, which You have laid up for those
who fear You..." (Tehilim 31:20). FOLLOWING THAT, they close the
doors and the Torah scroll is rolled up.

144. Who has witnessed the illuminating light of that Torah scroll? It
is a bright light in its entirety, its letters are flames of fire of four
colors, which are from a higher world and all are conspicuously
sparkling. Nobody could withstand seeing that except Messiah.

145. When that door IN THE TOWER is closed, the Cherubs are still.
That tower flies and takes its place among the rest of the towers,
MEANING THAT IT RETURNS TO JOIN ITS FIRST THREE SFIROT
WITH ZEIR ANPIN. AND THE ATTRIBUTE OF MALCHUT VANISHES
AGAIN, AS IT IS COMBINED WITH ZEIR ANPIN.

17. The crown of Messiah
The (unknown) author of this section tells of what will happen when King Messiah receives from a dove His magnificent crown of gold that is hidden
in the tower.
146. At that door in the center OF THE TOWER APERTURES, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, there is a most magnificent crown of gold
hidden, which is presently invisible, elaborately engraved and
embellished with all kinds of precious stones. It is destined to be
installed upon the head of King Messiah, when the time comes and
he will ascend that tower. And two eagles on each side will take this
CROWN in their hands.
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147. When King Messiah, ascends THIS TOWER, the eagles will get
ready and take this crown. When he begins to read THE TORAH,
another aperture will open. From there will emerge the dove that
Noah sent in the days of the flood, as is written: "Also he sent forth
the dove" (Beresheet 8:8), the dove WITH THE DEFINITE ARTICLE,
meaning the renowned dove that the ancient ones have not
discussed and were not aware of. However, it is from here that she
goes out on her mission.

148. During the time that it says: "Which returned not again to him
any more" (Ibid. 12), no person knew where she went. She returned
to her assigned place and was stored in this opening. She will take
the crown in her mouth and place it on the head of King Messiah,
reaching but not touching. About then, it is written: "You set a crown
of pure gold on his head" (Tehilim 21:4).

149. As soon as King Messiah reads in the Torah scroll, the two
eagles will rise from each side and the dove will lower HERSELF TO
DESCEND. King Messiah will step down with the crown on his head
to the last level and two eagles will fly above his head. The dove will
return with the crown in her mouth, and the two eagles will welcome
her.

150. King David is called a fresh olive in the presence of the Holy
One, blessed be He, as is written: "But I am like a green olive tree in
the house..." (Tehilim 52:10), a leaf of an olive tree that is King
Messiah, son of David. That is what the dove indicated during the
time of Noah, as is written: "And, lo, in her mouth was an olive tree
plucked off" (Beresheet 8:11). THE DOVE plucked off that olive leaf,
WHICH IS MESSIAH, and grabbed his glory, MEANING THE CROWN.
How? With her mouth, SINCE THE CROWN stands on his head and
receives glory from the dove. That is why it says, "plucked off" IN
MASCULINE FORM and not in feminine form, SINCE IT INDICATES
that she is like a male gaining strength and she prevails. In the
heavenly Yeshivah, THEY SAID this dove is a male because the
NAME Yonah (Eng. 'dove'), by which it is called, is sometimes
written female, IN FEMININE FORM AND SOMETIMES as male, IN
MASCULINE FORM. When she receives this glory, SHE IS
REFERRED TO IN MALE FORM. (THE END IS MISSING HERE).

151. When this tower returned into its place, MEANING AFTER THE
TORAH READING WHEN MALCHUT RETURNS TO JOIN WITH THE
FIRST THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, SEE THERE, it is bright like
the light of the sun - MEANING, LIKE THE LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED SUN, WHICH IS COVERED CHASSADIM. It is
written: "And his throne shall be like the sun before Me" (Tehilim
89:37). MALCHUT THAT IS REFERRED TO AS THE THRONE IS LIKE
THE SUN, AS ZEIR ANPIN although He has another throne also, with
great miracles and marvels, MEANING TO SAY THAT ALTHOUGH
EVEN PRIOR TO THE RETURN OF THE TOWER TO THE FIRST
THREE IN ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS ALSO REFERRED TO AS THE THRONE.
IT IS WITH GREAT MARVELS, THAT IS WITH CHOCHMAH,
NONETHELESS, IT IS NOT ABOUT THIS THAT IT IS SAID "HIS
THRONE SHALL BE LIKE THE SUN"; IT REFERS TO IT ONLY AFTER
ITS RETURN TO ZEIR ANPIN. At the top of this tower - THAT IS,
WHEN IT IS BELOW, PRIOR TO ITS RETURN TO THE FIRST THREE
IN ZEIR ANPIN - there are birds of flame which chirp. When the bird
ascends - MEANING DURING THE TIME WHEN CHOCHMAH OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED BIRD, BECOMES APPARENT - FIERY
BIRDS BECOME APPARENT. THAT IS, THEY CONTAIN FIRE THAT IS
JUDGMENTS TO DISTANCE THOSE ON THE OUTSIDE, AND CHIRP
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with a pleasant sound, for there is no delight and song like this
delight.

18. Letters soaring
We hear of the birds that rise and descend, rise and descend, and are told that these are the great and the small letters. When the letters fly, a
person sees written in the air temporarily, in great letters, "In the beginning Elohim created...", followed by the other sayings in the acts of creation.
The author says that whoever preserves the covenant places himself to follow the Shechinah and is guarded from behind by the supernal righteous,
with great love. We hear that when the firmament revolves it performs music from the sound of the waters that flow, but the lower grades are not
capable of hearing it. Whoever deserves to receive from those waters stands there in happiness and in awe, since both come from serving God.
152. Above all of them, THAT IS IN BINAH, there are other varieties
and other turtledoves that fly in the air IN THE SECRET OF THE
ASCENSION OF MALCHUT TO BINAH. THAT IS THE SECRET OF
THE YUD THAT ENTERS IN THE LIGHT (HEB. OR - ALEPH VAV
RESH) OF BINAH AND THE LIGHT BECOMES AIR (HEB. AVIR ALEPH VAV YUD RESH). Rising and descending, descending and
rising, WHEN THE YUD ENTERS THE AIR THEY DESCEND TO A
LOWER LEVEL, AND WHEN THE YUD LEAVES THE AIR AND
RETURNS TO THE LIGHT, THEY RISE AGAIN. They never rest quietly
AND HE EXPLAINS WHY IT IS SO. IT IS BECAUSE great letters THAT
ARE BINAH and small letters THAT ARE MALCHUT fly between
them, SINCE SOMETIMES THE SMALL LETTERS RISE IN THE
GREAT LETTERS - THAT IS, MALCHUT IN BINAH - AND SOMETIMES
THE SMALL LETTERS RETURN AND EMERGE FROM THE GREAT
LETTERS. THAT IS, MALCHUT COMES BACK AND EMANATES
FROM BINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET YUD THAT ENTERS THE
LIGHT AND LEAVES THE LIGHT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
153. Oh, holy pious one. When the letters fly, a person sees written
in great letters, WHICH ARE BINAH, in the air temporarily: "In the
beginning Elohim created..." (Beresheet 1:1), SINCE THESE WORDS
ARE FROM BINAH; THAT IS, THE SECRET OF GREAT LETTERS.
THEN the small letters strike them, MEANING MALCHUT RISES AND
IMPACTS IN BINAH; THAT IS TO SAY THAT IT REDUCES HER IN
THE SECRET OF THE YUD THAT ENTERED THE LIGHT AND
FORMED INTO AIR. Then they fly and it is seen written about them:
"And Elohim said, 'Let there be light'... And Elohim saw the
light..." (Beresheet 1:3-4). Then the small letters again strike the
large letters, MEANING THAT AGAIN MALCHUT RISES ON BINAH
AND DIMINISHES HER. It is seen through them that it is written:
"And Elohim said, 'Let there be a firmament...'" (Ibid. 6) and so on in
all of the acts of creation. The acts of these letters are great marvels
and gladness to the eyes. Praised is the nation for whom all this
awaits.

154. Oh, holy, pious one. Whoever preserves the covenant places
himself to follow THE SHECHINAH, AND THE SHECHINAH is in the
lead. If you inquire as to who will guard him from behind, HE
RESPONDS, There is a higher greater protection that protects him
from everything. What is it? It is the supernal Righteous, THAT IS
YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN THAT PROTECTS HIM, with great love.
Consequently, he enters between the Righteous, THAT IS YESOD,
and righteousness, THAT IS MALCHUT, and is thus protected on all
sides - THE YESOD FROM BEHIND AND MALCHUT IN FRONT.
Praised is the one who preserves this covenant. Therefore, Yisrael,
all the males that uphold this covenant, shall be seen in the
presence of the Holy One, blessed be He, AS IS WRITTEN: "THREE
TIMES IN THE YEAR ALL YOUR MALES SHALL APPEAR" (SHEMOT
23:17). Who is it that can harm a son whose father is on one side and
his mother is on the other side, and he is in the middle between
them? That is when he follows Hashem, MEANING ONLY BEHIND
MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.
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155. Come and see that firmament, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, when it
revolves in the circle, MEANING WHEN IT ROTATES ITS THREE
COLUMNS IN THREE PLACES, DURING WHICH TIME THE
CHOCHMAH BECOMES REVEALED. It performs music, SINCE
CHOCHMAH GETS REVEALED IN THE SECRET OF MUSIC, and from
the sound of the waters that flow - THAT IS TO SAY FROM THE
INCREASE IN ABUNDANCE OF CHASSADIM THAT PREVAILS IN
ZEIR ANPIN - that song is not known, MEANING THAT THE LOWER
LEVELS ARE INCAPABLE OF RECEIVING FROM IT FOR THE
REASON THAT CHOCHMAH DOES NOT GET REVEALED IN PLACE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, ONLY IN PLACE OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE LOWER CHOCHMAH. All of these basins on the
four sides OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE FOUR MALCHUTS ON THE FOUR
SIDES - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR
ANPIN REFERRED TO AS BASINS - IN THE SECRET OF WHAT IS
WRITTEN: "YOUR NAVEL IS LIKE A ROUND GOBLET" (SHIR
HASHIRIM 7:4), are filled from waters that flow. THEY ARE FILLED
FROM CHASSADIM THAT RECEIVE FROM THE FOUR SPRINGS OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND ARE COVERED FROM CHOCHMAH, SINCE THEY
ARE IN A PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN. Whoever is inside - THAT IS, WHO
MERITS TO RECEIVE FROM HIM - stands there in two aspects. One
in happiness, since there is no other happiness in the world like
fulfilling: "Serve Hashem with gladness" (Tehilim 100:2). And one is
with awe, since there no other awe in the world like fulfilling: "Serve
Hashem with fear" (Tehilim 2:11).

19. The spring of water
We are told about the spring that was mentioned by Ezekiel. When the waters flow and rise all kinds of gems in the world, the grades referred to as
gems, rise. The gems and the colors of a button and blossom that surround the spring are described in glowing terms, and the author says that
since one cannot look at the button and blossom the importance of their activities can not be known. Many marvelous things are outlined for our
contemplation. We read a description of a branch that emerges at the center of a spring; the branch covers worlds, and it is not possible to know
about its fruit. The author concludes by telling us about a firmament from which dew flows to this spring; the dew produces fruit on the branch, and
the firmament circles faster than the eye can see.
156. One spring of water flows from the east side, WHICH IS
TIFERET - THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT INCLUDES
RIGHT AND LEFT - the one that the prophet Ezekiel mentioned
(YECHEZKEL 41:1). The entire world cannot give enough praise for
that spring, SINCE IT COMBINES RIGHT AND LEFT, UNRAVELS ALL
THE LIGHTS IN BINAH, CHASSADIM AND CHOCHMAH TOGETHER,
AND DRAWS THEM TO THE LOWER LEVELS. At the place where it
was born, that is, to the east side, the measure of its depth and
height is no more than a span, MEANING THAT THE SOURCE OF
THE CENTRAL COLUMN AT ITS BEGINNING OF BIRTH IS ONLY THE
POWER OF THE CURTAIN OF CHIRIK IN IT THAT IS REFERRED TO
AS A SPAN. WITH IT, IT SUBDUES THE LEFT COLUMN AND UNITES
IT WITH THE RIGHT, SINCE ALL THE MOCHIN RESULT FROM THIS
UNITY.
157. When the waters flow and rise, all kinds of gems in the world
rise. WHEN THE WATERS OF THE SPAN - WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN - BESTOW THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH TO MALCHUT, WHOSE LEVELS ARE REFERRED TO AS
GEMS, THEY ASCEND HIGHER. SINCE ITS LIGHTS OF CHOCHMAH
ARE ONLY ILLUMINATED FROM BELOW UPWARDS, they do not fall
outside; THAT IS TO SAY, THEY DO NOT SHINE FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS; THEN IT WOULD HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED THAT
THEY FELL OUTWARD TO THE KLIPOT. AND THE LIGHT OF
CHOCHMAH THAT IS CONTAINED WITHIN THEM ARE IN THREE
COLUMNS, ONE AFTER THE OTHER, WHICH ARE THREE HUES WHITE, RED AND GREEN - AND EACH ONE IS COMPOSED OF ALL
THREE. For a while, they appear in one color and temporarily they
fall, MEANING THAT THIS COLOR IS TEMPORARILY REMOVED.
Then other GEMS ascend of another color AND SIMILARLY in all
other colors existing in the world, MEANING ALL COLORS OF
MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS THE WORLD, WHOSE ESSENCE IS
WHITE, BLACK AND RED. These gems fall outside ONE AFTER THE
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OTHER, ONE SINKING AND ONE FLOATING UP, but they do not fall
outward, SINCE THEY DO NOT BESTOW FROM ABOVE TO THE
LOWER UPON THE EXTERIOR FORCES.
158. Surrounding that spring is a button and blossom, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF CHOCHMAH THAT
CIRCLE AROUND IN THE ENCIRCLING LIGHT AND DO NOT
ILLUMINATE THE INSIDE OF THE SPRING. All the inhabitants of the
world cannot comprehend the variety of colors that is in them, THEM
BEING THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, SINCE all are glowing flames and
it is not possible to gaze at them. THEREFORE, the importance of
their activities is not known. The petals THAT ARE IN THE FLOWER
BLOSSOM sparkle with a variety of colors.
159. Embroidery, which is the artistry of The Creator of the world,
covers over the 375 Cherubs below them over other covering
tapestry layers that are inside, since these covering tapestry layers
surround the inside of the court.

160. Grapevines are spread above THE CHERUBS, since the
Cherubs are underneath the grapevines, all spreading out their
wings and intertwined one into the other. Here, the head of the
Yeshivah said that whoever gazes at these grapevines, his face
shines like sunlight.

161. These tapestry grid covers, WHICH ARE THE LIGHTS OF BINAH
THAT ARE ROBED IN MALCHUT, are unfurled round about in the
courtyard. FROM INSIDE, all are embroidered in strands of lights in
multitudes of colors, SINCE THE THREADS OF BINAH AND
THREADS OF MALCHUT ARE EMBROIDERED AND INTERWOVEN IN
ONE ANOTHER AND SHINE TOGETHER, AND THREADS ARE THE
SECRET OF ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM. They flame with four
kinds of fiery glows of brightness, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT COLUMN - WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATIONS OF CHOCHMAH THAT SHINE WITH
JUDGMENTS THAT ARE CALLED FIRES. The flames, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF THE CHOCHMAH ILLUMINATIONS, rise, IN THAT
THEY LIGHT FROM THE BOTTOM UP and the hues sparkle.
Sometimes, AT THE TIME OF SMALLNESS, the flames are soothed
and the lights and colors rise; THAT IS, THEY ILLUMINATE FROM
BELOW UPWARDS, FOR AT THE TIME OF SMALLNESS THEY SHINE
ONLY FROM BELOW UPWARDS. Then they clash one with the other.
THE ILLUMINATIONS OF MALCHUT CLASH WITH THE
ILLUMINATIONS OF BINAH AND DIMINISH THEM.
162. And 6,000 basins lie next to these networks, WHICH IS MANY
MALCHUTS THAT ACCEPT SIX ENDS OF CHOCHMAH FROM THE
NETWORKS - WHICH ARE SIX PARALLELS TO CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD TOTALING A THOUSAND,
NAMED AFTER CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED THOUSAND. They are
four hues to the four sides of the courtyard; THAT IS, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. These are large, MEANING THEY
ARE IN THE ASPECT OF THE SIX ENDS OF GREATNESS. And a
spring of living water is found on each side, THAT IS, CHASSADIM
AND CHOCHMAH TOGETHER - WATER AFTER CHASSADIM AND
LIFE AFTER CHOCHMAH. They drop into these basins and get
absorbed there, MEANING THAT THEY ARE NOT INFLUENCED
FROM ABOVE TO BELOW, WHICH IS OUTSIDE THEIR TERRITORY.
These waters do not know where they are flowing to, SINCE BEING
WITH CHOCHMAH THAT IS NOT BESTOWED FROM ABOVE
DOWNWARDS, THEY CONTAIN NO KNOWLEDGE OF WHERE THEY
ARE GOING.
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163. In the center of the court, WHICH IS IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN
OF MALCHUT, all Yisrael will stand and be seen in the presence of
the Holy King, FROM WHOM YISRAEL RECEIVES CHOCHMAH THAT
IS ALSO CALLED SIGHT. On the South side of the court, WHICH IS
THE RIGHT COLUMN OF MALCHUT, AND CHESED a new water
spring is born and it seems that the waters will flood the whole
world. Whoever enters into them will enter to his knees. If a mighty
man enters, he will enter to his knees, and if a baby no older than a
day ENTERS THEM, he shall still enter to his knees. Whoever drinks
of them shall become filled with wisdom.

164. This spring emerges from one small gem in the South wall.
These waters get absorbed in their area and from there, they will
continue to flow out of the Temple until they reach up to the spring
of Shitim. They will rinse away that obscenity that the waters of the
spring of Shitim brought about. Therefore, once the males that came
to be seen at the waters in the court drank from them, they had no
fear of the females who came to be seen before the Holy King.
Moreover, THROUGH THE WATER, they would become more
knowledgeable about the concealed matters of the Supernal King. In
this temple, all thoughts must be forgotten except for the thought of
the Holy King's rejoicing.

165. One branch emerges at the center of that spring. The head of
the Yeshivah said, When I approached that branch in the spring, the
branch went high above. The closer I approached, THE HIGHER it
went. The foundation and the root of that branch are only in the
water. This branch covers worlds and all the hues in the world ARE
VISIBLE in its leaves. What kind of fruit it bears is unknown, and it is
not possible to find out. THE HEAD OF THE YESHIVAH said that he
asked Messiah about this fruit and was told that this fruit is stored
away for "every man with his staff in his hand for very
age" (Zecharyah 8:4). Whoever deserves to experience this will
understand.

166. One firmament exists above this CENTRAL branch, FROM THE
RIGHT ASPECT that is spread over it from above. From that
firmament dew flows to this spring and no further. When a person
gazes at this firmament from a distance, it looks similar to blue.
When he approaches nearer, it seems reddish and when he
approaches even closer, it seems greenish. When he draws even
nearer, it seems white and no other white in the world is like it. The
dew that flows from it gets drawn into the branch and produces the
fruit, and it grows. The firmament circles faster than the eye can see.

20. "All your males shall appear"
We read about the requirement for all circumcised males to appear before God three times a year for the honor of the three patriarchs who accepted
the covenant upon themselves. As soon as a man is circumcised and perfected, he is fit to walk behind the Shechinah instead of in front of her.
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Because Noah was circumcised and perfect but his membrane was not uncovered, he walked with the Elohim rather than in front of the Shechinah.
We read that God traveled before Yisrael in the pillar of cloud and fire until they sinned and weakened, at which time the angel of God moved behind
them. This section concludes with an incomplete fragment about the two Messiahs.
167. All those who preserve the holy covenant must show
themselves in the presence of the Holy King, since they are not there
to be seen except for the purpose of showing that they are members
of the holy covenant. Therefore, "all your males shall
appear" (Shemot 23:17) who are members of the holy covenant. The
head of the session points out that it says "Zchurcha" (Eng. 'your
males') and not 'Zichrecha' (Eng. 'your memory'), since the word
"zachar" is written, NAMELY MALES, and not 'zachor' or memory,
SINCE IT DOES NOT MEAN 'YOUR MEMORY'. Why "your males", WHY JUST MALES? It is only those who preserve their holy
covenant and do not sin with it who are worthy children of the King,
who gets praised through them daily and always remembers them.
Therefore, THE SCRIPTURE SAYS: "your males," MEANING the King
remembers those who have a holy covenant every day, since there is
no praise before the sublime King as the one who preserves this
covenant.

168. Therefore, there is a requirement to be seen in His presence
three times a year. Why exactly three times? It is only for the honor
of the three patriarchs that accepted upon themselves this covenant
as a first priority to all other commandments in the Torah. Therefore,
it is three times a year. Abraham accepted the covenant and Isaac
accepted the covenant. Jacob was most perfect of all, SINCE
ABRAHAM AND ISAAC CORRESPOND TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT
AND JACOB CORRESPONDS TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS
COMPOSED OF THE OTHER TWO. Therefore it is written by him:
"And Jacob was a plain (tam: perfect) man" (Beresheet 25:27),
MEANING MORE PERFECT THAN THE OTHERS.
169. Abraham was called Tamim (Eng. 'perfect'), but he was not all
that perfect. However, Tam is most perfect. It is written about Noah:
"A just man and perfect (Heb. tamim) in his generations" (Beresheet
6:9), for he was impressed with a holy mark among them. The head
of the Yeshivah said, Anywhere that is written Tamim, its MEANING
IS that he is inscribed with the holy mark of the sign of circumcision.
Since he preserved the covenant, he was called Tamim in his
generation, while all the others were not so, MEANING THAT THE
OTHERS DID NOT KEEP THE COVENANT, as they corrupted their
paths.

170. Therefore, it is written: "And Noah walked with the
Elohim" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Who could possibly walk with THE
ELOHIM? HE REPLIES: The Shechinah joins anyone that keeps the
holy covenant. Therefore, it says, "You shall be perfect (Heb. tamim)
with Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 18:13), WHICH MEANS to first
be perfect and then you will be joined "with Hashem your Elohim." If
he preserves this covenant, he will be with Hashem and not separate
from him.
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171. Of Abraham, it says, "Walk before Me, and be perfect (Heb.
tamim)" (Beresheet 17:1), MEANING the sign of circumcision THAT
IS CALLED TAMIM: "Walk before Me." From here, we take it that a
male should not walk behind a woman but rather in front of her,
which is the fit way. HE INQUIRES: It is written: "Behold, I send an
angel before you" (Shemot 23:20), WHICH MEANS THE SHECHINAH
REFERRED TO AS ANGEL and also: "And I will send an angel before
you" (Shemot 33:2). HENCE, THE SHECHINAH WAS GOING IN
FRONT OF THEM AND THEY BEHIND HER. HE REPLIES: Abraham,
who was not circumcised, was pushed in front of her, AND SHE DID
NOT ALLOW HIM TO WALK BEHIND HER. Therefore, it is not written:
'Be perfect and walk before Me', but rather "Walk before Me" AS
LONG AS YOU HAVEN'T YET BEEN CIRCUMCISED, since you are
not worthy yet TO GO BEHIND ME until you will be perfected,
MEANING UNTIL YOU GET CIRCUMCISED. It is the same with
everybody. As soon as the person is perfected and preserves his
perfection, the Shechinah immediately is in front of him and he is
behind her, since he is now fit for it.
172. Noah was circumcised and perfect, but his membrane was not
uncovered. Because he did not perform this act of uncovering the
membrane, it is written: "AND NOAH WALKED with the Elohim" and
not behind the Elohim. He wasn't in front of the Shechinah, because
he was circumcised and he wasn't behind the Shechinah, because
he didn't perform this act of uncovering the membrane. How was it
with him? "With the Elohim," meaning close to Him, but who could
not observe HIS BACK since he was not that worthy - AND ALL THIS,
SINCE HE DIDN'T PERFORM THE ACT OF UNCOVERING THE
MEMBRANE (HEB. PRIAH).
173. About Yisrael, it says: "And Hashem went before them by day in
a pillar of a cloud...and by night in a pillar of fire..." (Shemot 13:21),
MEANING THAT THEY TRAVELED BEHIND HASHEM. As soon as
Yisrael said, "Because there were no graves in Egypt...for it had
been better for us to serve Egypt" (Shemot 14:11-12), their minds
seemingly weakened. THEREFORE, it is written: "And the angel of
Elohim who went before the camp of Yisrael, removed and went
behind them" (Ibid. 19), MEANING THEY WERE PUSHED IN FRONT
OF HASHEM. He "removed" to do vengeance on them. (THE
CONTINUATION IS MISSING).
174. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) and about this, Messiah was glad
and the head of the Yeshivah rejoiced when told of this. The head of
the Yeshivah, who was elaborating, inquired of Messiah and said,
From where did Daniel know that he said, "Your kingdom is divided
and given to Maday and Persia" (Daniel 5:28)? He learned it from
these letters of "ufarsin" (Ibid. 25. THAT WAS WRITTEN. Why is this
here, MEANING TO SAY WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THIS
REGARDING MESSIAH? He said to him, Certainly it is so, THAT HE
IS ALLUDING HERE TO KING MESSIAH, your (Belshazzar's) evil
Kingdom shall be divided through the other Messiah, MEANING
MESSIAH OF JOSEPH. Following that, the king of Persia will
dominate and conquer many kingdoms and rule the Holy Land for
twelve months. And he will rule and kill many, AMONG THEM
Messiah, THE SON OF JOSEPH. After that, THE KING OF PERSIA will
fall and holy supernal ones will receive the Kingdom. Therefore, here
too, the word "ufarsin" indicates the king of Persia.

21. The spring of water
We hear about the trees that grow in the spring of water, all the parts of which are destined for healing; there is no hunger, worry nor sorrow among
them. The author tells Rabbi Shimon about the river Jordan that is drawn yearly into the river that emerges from Eden. Then the flow from Eden
spreads to the earth of the Temple, and when it withdraws after three days it leaves behind in the earth of the tabernacle all kinds of paintings that
God produces in the Garden of Eden.
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175. Oh, holy pious one, how much happiness upon happiness is in
that spring? In that spring grow all kinds of trees that the Holy One,
blessed be He, planted in the Garden of Eden. All are destined for
healing, the leaves, the fruits and the branches, and always to the
gladness of the heart. There is no hunger, worry nor sorrow among
them. Praised is the nation for whom all this awaits and is stored up.

176. Rabbi Shimon said, All these wonders are available in the earth
of the Temple. He said to him, Oh, my teacher. Praised is your lot
that...(PART IS MISSING HERE)... it is embroidered on that spring,
but there is no one that could look at it. Sometimes its light is bright
and sometimes it is dim, and sometimes it is in the color purple. It
sparkles until the eyes can not look up. The head of the Yeshivah did
not define any of that which you asked, holy pious one, about that
Temple's earth, since it is stored in the Jordan River, and what I
already told is said here. However, this has been asked and you shall
know that which you know.

177. The Jordan, WHICH IS THE YESOD OF MALCHUT, enters and
gets drawn once a year, MEANING ONE TIME WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF ONE COLUMN, FROM THREE TIMES A YEAR, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THREE COLUMNS AND THAT IS IN THE SECRET
OF THE LEFT COLUMN, into that river that emerges from Eden,
THAT IS THE YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE THE START OF THE
COUPLING IS IN THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT COLUMN, not into the
four rivers that spread out from it, but actually in it, INTO THE RIVER
THAT EMANATES FROM EDEN ITSELF. As soon as it reaches it, it
spreads and expands and enters into the Jordan, FROM THE
ASPECT OF THE LEFT COLUMN FIRST, IN THE SECRET OF
RECONCILIATION. AS SOON as it reaches the earth of the temple,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT OF MALCHUT, it remains
there three days - THAT IS, IN THE SECRET OF THE THREE
COLUMNS - and does not spread and extend to another area. The
head of the Yeshivah said, When that river, WHICH EMANATES
FROM EDEN, returns to its original place, it leaves behind IN THE
EARTH OF THE TABERNACLE all kinds of paintings that the Holy
One, blessed be He, produces in the Garden of Eden, which are
drawings stored underneath their area...(THE END IS MISSING).

22. Pillars and eagles
We are told about the pillars that drip incense into basins, and how the incense will be burned daily in the presence of God in the time to come. We
read about the flight of the eagles and the letters that fly from their mouths and the lamps suspended between the pillars; the candles in those
lamps burn every day and are put out at night because of the pain of Yisrael. When morning comes they light up spontaneously. Next Rabbi Shimon
is told that on the next day he will be granted the revelation of the rest of the secrets, and his teachers fly away.
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178. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) these here and those there, and
they ascend and descend as at first. On the south side, WHICH IS
THE RIGHT COLUMN THAT IS ALL CHESED, there are 350 pillars of
all kinds of gems, and those are the ones that are always bright.
They drip spices that are concealed and are never visible. Four
basins are inserted in every pillar and when the fragrant droplets
flow down from the pillars, they drip INTO THE BASINS. All the
basins get filled and the spices do not flow out.

179. In the future to come they will burn incense daily from these
spices in the presence of the Holy King. That incense will not be
from ingredients crushed by humans. It is not known what the
essence of these fragrances is nor what their ingredients are. They
are just flowing in from those pillars.

180. Two eagles in every individual pillar sparkle and shine in all
hues, so there are altogether seven hundred eagles IN THE 350
PILLARS. They fly in all directions, those here and these there, with
the revolutions of the pillars. And when they turn about, the eyes are
incapable of watching them.

181. Three letters protrude and fly from the mouth of this one to the
mouth of that one, when the pillars and eagles circle. All the letters
get embroidered in fire of white and gold and green. There are 2,100
lamps suspended between these pillars and 2,100 candles are in
each individual lamp. They burn every day and are put out at night,
because of the pain of Yisrael. When morning approaches, they light
up spontaneously.

182. While still seated, they mentioned that the night had fallen. He
said to Rabbi Shimon, Oh, holy pious one, the light of the world.
Take a scroll from this container, THAT IS A VESSEL IN WHICH
WRITINGS ARE STORED, and take a candle and write these words.
Since our time has arrived, each one should visit his grave until
midnight. AND THEN the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden
of Eden to make merry with the just, and each one of us flies there.
Tomorrow, we will be with you, since permission was granted us to
complete the present that was sent to you, MEANING THE
COMPLETION OF THE REVELATION OF THE SECRETS. They flew
away. Rabbi Shimon cried and wailed.

23. "A loving hind"
All night Rabbi Shimon writes what he has seen in the supernal realms. In the morning he sees the light of the holy Temple in the firmament. Two
emissaries come from the head of the Yeshivah to reveal one thing to him.
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183. He opened the discussion saying, "A loving hind and a pleasant
roe; let her breasts satisfy you at all times; and be you ravished
always in her love" (Mishlei 5:19). O Torah, Torah, light of all worlds,
how many seas and rivers and fountains and springs spread from
you to all directions. From you comes everything, upon you stand
those above and below. The supernal light emanates from you.
Torah, Torah, what shall I tell you? You are a loving hind and a
pleasant roe. Those above and below are your admirers who would
deserve to properly suckle from you. Torah, Torah, the delight of
your Master, who is capable of revealing and speaking of the
concealed and stored in you? He cried, placed his head between his
knees and kissed the dust.

184. During this, Rabbi Shimon noticed several faces of his friends
surrounding him. They told him, Do not fear, son of Yochai, do not
be frightened, holy luminary, it is written that you shall rejoice in the
happiness of your Master. He wrote all these things that he heard
that night and he repeated them and studied them, and forgot
nothing. The candle light illuminated for him all that night until the
approach of the morning. When morning came, he raised his eyes
and noticed a light that was bright in the sky. He lowered his eyes
downwards, repeated as before and saw light that was brightening
the whole firmament. On that light emerged the form of the house,
MEANING THE TEMPLE HOUSE, SHOWING THAT THE UNION WAS
ACHIEVED BETWEEN MALCHUT AND ZEIR ANPIN, pictured in
several scenarios. Rabbi Shimon rejoiced and instantly the light was
hidden away.

185. Meanwhile, two emissaries arrived. They found him with his
head between his knees. They told him, Peace be on you, my lord,
peace to whom those above and below wish to welcome peacefully.
Rise. Rabbi Shimon rose and rejoiced with them. They said to him,
Have you not seen the satisfaction that your Master had for you?
You have beheld the light of the Temple in the firmament, MEANING
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE COUPLING OF MALCHUT IN ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS REFERRED TO AS FIRMAMENT. He told them, I have
seen. They said to him, At the same time, the Holy One, blessed be
He, removed the abyss, WHICH IS THE CURTAIN of the house of the
Temple, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and transferred it through the great
ocean, THAT IS BINAH. From its light, MEANING THE SWEETENING
LIGHT OF THE CURTAIN OF MALCHUT IN BINAH, there was a
shining in the firmament - THE FORM OF THE HOUSE OF THE
TEMPLE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE UNION.
186. They said to him, The head of the Yeshivah sends you
greetings, since he is aware that we are emissaries to you. Many new
items from the Atik were told in the Torah this night. He said to them,
I beg you please say something from them. They said to him, We are
not allowed TO REVEAL TO YOU by the fact that we came here to
you. However, we have one new point for you at present.

24. He who has no merit in this place
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The emissaries are told things by the head of the Yeshivah that they had not been previously privileged to hear, because they were charged with
revealing it to Rabbi Shimon. The topic has to do with God's admonition to Abram to leave his country; the head of the Yeshivah gives them the
hidden meaning about the essence of the soul and why it does not shine in this place but is worthy to shine in a different place. He also tells them
why levirate marriage allows a man's spirit to be rebuilt after he dies without having children. Rabbi Shimon asks the emissaries to find out if he can
know whether women in the higher world get the opportunity to ascend higher.
187. THEY SAID TO HIM, The head of the Yeshivah opened the
discussion saying, "Now Hashem said to Abram, 'Get you out of
your country...'" (Beresheet 12:1). That is because the light shone to
him in this manner, MEANING THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, TOLD HIM, "GET YOU OUT..." BECAUSE HE COULD NOT GET
THE LIGHT IN ANOTHER MANNER, JUST IN THIS MANNER. Since he
has no merit in this place, let him go and take himself to another
place, and be worthy there. If a piece of wood is lit and yet the light
does not catch on and illuminate in it, let them shake it until the fire
catches on and it shines. THE EMISSARIES said, We had been
prepared to hear THE CONTINUATION OF THE TEACHINGS FROM
THE HEAD OF THE YESHIVAH. However, since we have to come to
you, we did not wish to tarry. Rabbi Shimon was glad.

188. They said to him, Oh, holy pious one. All our matters in the
Torah are short and to the point, MEANING THEY WERE SAID IN
VERY CONCISE FORM. How great and supernal are these succinct
teachings, so as to be immeasurable, since we have no doubts but
only wish to establish the clarity of the Torah. Now the head of the
Yeshivah explained matters that are concealed over this, about the
essence of the soul and why it does not shine in this place but is
worthy to shine in a different place. Until now, we have not been
worthy of it, because WE HAD TO come to you.

189. We deserved to hear another thing from him. A spirit that goes
naked in the world without children, his wife becomes a vessel, so
he could be built up THROUGH LEVIRATE MARRIAGE. What is the
reason for this? It is because his wife is like a candle that is lit from
him and both were one candle, the one light coming out from this
light. When this one is extinguished, MEANING HE DIED WITHOUT
LEAVING ANY CHILDREN, it is lighted from the very light of his
WIFE, since they were one light.

190. Now, Rabbi, let's get back to OUR first points. When we return
to our area, we will receive permission from the head of the Yeshivah
about the information that we received from him, and we will tell you.
Praised is your lot that you deserved the concealed lights from all
directions, from above and from below, from this world and from
another world. Rabbi Shimon said, I wish to find out one thing if you
could inform me: if women in that world get the opportunity to
ascend higher, or in what state they are there. He said to him, Oh,
Rabbi. Oh, Rabbi. We have a precious secret about this. However, we
are unable to reveal the hidden things of that place, but let this one
go and get permission and we will tell you. Meanwhile, one flew off,
disappeared from them and went away.
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25. The judgment of one person in the Garden of Eden
The emissary returns with a letter for Rabbi Shimon, which the Rabbi reads all night until the letter flies away in the morning. The emissaries tell him
about the judgment of a man standing at the entrance to the Garden of Eden, where the man is sentenced to remain outside in pain for forty days
and then be tortured in Gehenom for an hour and a half. These punishments arose since the man put another friend to shame by not assisting him
when he was trying to define some points in Torah.
191. Instantly, he returned to them and said to them, I was ready to
enter and everyone was in one circle, MEANING THEY WERE
SEATED IN A CIRCLE. They were in session judging a person that
stood at the entrance to the Garden of Eden. The Cherubs grabbed
him and did not allow him to enter there. He was in pain between
them and was screaming loudly in the entrance. All the just that were
there heard, and now all the members of that Yeshivah gathered to
enter to Messiah, to give some thought about the judgment. And I
came to inform you. And my associate here needs to go there, since
a proclamation was passed among all the members of the Yeshivah
that they should gather to welcome Messiah. He took a letter and
presented it to Rabbi Shimon. He said, Take it and peruse what is
WRITTEN in it, until we come back to you. Both flew away.

192. Rabbi Shimon took the note and saw whatever he saw of the
secrets that were in it all day long. At night, he saw a candle,
sleepiness overcame him and he fell asleep until morning. When
daylight broke, the letter rose and flew away from him. Behold, those
two arrived. They told him, Get up, Rabbi. Blessed is your lot, rise.
Due to you, we saw and deserved to know several supernal secrets.
We were shown so much gladness when they permitted us to reveal
to you all that you desire. The head of the highest Yeshivah came
out to us and said, Give greetings to the son of Yochai. Bar Yochai's
place has been available to him for several days and there is nobody
that comes close to him. Happy is he.

193. Rabbi, Rabbi. When we flew away from you, we entered and saw
all the members of the Yeshivah gathering to a certain sanctuary
where Messiah was present. They were discussing the judgment of
that man that stood at the entrance. We have no authority to reveal
his name. Rabbi Shimon became sad about it. He told him, Do not
feel sad about this, Rabbi, you will get to know all about this, this
night in your dreams. However, they passed a judgment about him in
accordance with the edict of Messiah, that this person shall remain
outside with this pain for forty days. At the end of forty days, he will
get tortured with the pain of Gehenom for an hour and a half.
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194. All this is because one day, one of the friends was defining
some points in the Torah. When he attempted one item, that person
was aware that he would fail in it and told his friends to keep quiet
and say nothing. Since the friends kept quiet, he stumbled on it and
was put to shame. Due to causing that person shame, he was judged
harshly, since the Holy One, blessed be He, does not allow inequities
in the Torah, even as a hair's breadth.

26. The sanctuaries of the female souls
The emissary tells Rabbi Shimon about the sanctuary where Batyah the daughter of Pharaoh lives, and how she goes out to see Moses' image three
times a day. Batyah and the other women are clothed in light bodies and study the Torah. In another sanctuary there is Serach the daughter of
Ashur, with many other women who study the Torah; she goes three times a day to see a light in the image of Joseph. In another sanctuary lives
Yocheved the mother of Moses with many other women, and three times a day they all thank and praise God, and they sing the song of the sea. The
fourth sanctuary of the Matriarchs is that of Deborah the prophetess. The emissary talks about the nightly coupling of the souls - soul to soul, light
to light. Those unions produce the souls of those who get converted; this is the secret meaning of "The fruit of the righteous is a Tree of Life."
195. They passed his sentence and all the members of the Yeshivah
left. I begged for permission, since the son of Yochai asked this
question. Therefore, I was shown what I did not know before. Oh,
Rabbi, I was shown six sanctuaries with a variety of delights and
pleasures, in the place where the dividing curtain was unfurled in the
Garden, since from that curtain and further on, no males can enter at
all.

196. In one sanctuary, Batyah the daughter of Pharaoh dwells, and
many tens of thousands of virtuous women are with her. Each and
every one of them occupies her place of brightness and pleasures
very comfortably. Three times daily, they proclaim, Here comes the
form of Moses, the faithful prophet. Batyah goes out to her specified
partition and observes Moses's image, bows before him and says,
Praised is my part that I brought up this light. That is her SPECIFIED
pleasure more than all the others.

197. Batyah returns to the women and they deal in the precepts of
the Torah. All are in the form they were in this world, in a robe of
light similar to the robes of the males, except that they are not quite
as bright AS THE ROBES OF THE MALES. They study in that world
the precepts of the Torah and their explanations that they did not
deserve to fulfill in this world. All those women that dwell IN THE
SAME SANCTUARY with Batyah, daughter of Pharaoh, are referred
to as serene women, since they were not troubled at all in the pains
of Gehenom.
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198. In another sanctuary dwells Serah, the daughter of Ashur, and
thousands and thousands of women are with her. Three times daily,
they proclaim in her presence, Here comes the form of Joseph the
righteous. She is gladdened and goes out to her specific partition,
and sees a light in the image of Joseph. And she is glad and bows to
him, saying, Praised is that day when I told your news to my
grandfather. She then returns to the rest of the women, and they deal
in the praises of the world's Master and give thanks to His name.
How varied are the areas of happiness that each and every woman
has. Then they return to deal with the precepts of the Torah and their
reasons.

199. In one sanctuary dwells Jochebed, the mother of Moses, the
faithful prophet, and several thousand and ten thousands are with
her. In this sanctuary, there are no proclamations at all. However,
three times daily, she thanks and praises the Master of the universe,
she and all women with her. They also sing the song of the sea daily
and she begins, on her own here: "And Miriam the prophetess...took
a timbrel in her hand..." (Shemot 15:20). All the righteous in the
Garden of Eden listen to her pleasant voice and many holy angels
join her to thank and praise the Holy Name.

200. In another sanctuary dwells Deborah, the prophetess. Likewise,
all the women with her thank and chant the song that she composed
in this world. Oh, Rabbi. Oh Rabbi. Who observed the happiness of
the righteous and virtuous women that serve the Holy One, blessed
be He? In the inner sanctums of these temples, there exist four
concealed sanctuaries of the holy Matriarchs that were not given to
be divulged, and nobody ever saw them. Every day, they are
themselves separate as I said to you and the men also ARE
SEPARATE.

201. Every night they get together, since the time of coupling is at
midnight, both in this world and that world. The coupling of that
world is accomplished by the adherence of one soul to the other,
light with light. The coupling in this world is body to body.
Everything is as it should be, one kind with similar kind. A match
with its equal, body to body, THAT IS IN THIS WORLD. In the other
world, it is light with light. The sanctuaries of the four Matriarchs are
referred to as the Sanctuaries of trusting daughters and I did not
have enough merit to observe them. Praised is the lot of the
righteous, males and females that follow the honest path in this
world and merit all the pleasures in the World to Come.
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202. Oh, Rabbi. Oh Rabbi. If you weren't the son of Yochai, it would
not have been passed on to divulge this to you. The union in that
world produces more fruit than the coupling in this world. When they
pair up in the pairing in that world with their combined desire and
when the souls cling one to another, they produce results. And
lights emerge and candles are produced. These are the souls of
those that get converted, and all the SOULS THAT WERE BORN
FROM THESE CONNECTIONS enter one sanctuary.

203. When a foreigner gets converted, a soul flies from that
sanctuary and enters under the wings of the Shechinah. AND THE
SHECHINAH kisses her, since she is the fruit of righteous SOULS,
dispatches her into that proselyte and dwells within him. From that
time on, he is referred to as a just proselyte. This is the secret
meaning of what is written: "The fruit of the righteous is a Tree of
Life" (Mishlei 11:30). Just as a Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
produces souls, so too the righteous have similar fruits by
producing souls.

204. The head of the Yeshivah said that it is written: "But Sarai was
barren; she had no child" (Beresheet 11:30). HE ASKED, From what
it says, "But Sarai was barren," we understand that she had no child.
Why write "she had no child"? This is what the head of the Yeshivah
said, She wasn't giving birth to children. However, she did give birth
to souls with the binding desire of these two righteous ones. They
were producing souls for the proselytes during all the time that they
were in Haran, as the just were producing in the Garden of Eden, as
is written: "And the souls that they have acquired (lit. 'made') in
Haran" (Beresheet 12:5). They definitely made souls.
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205. Rabbi Shimon rejoiced. That man said to him, Oh, Rabbi. What
should I say to you? Every new moon, Shabbat, holidays and
appointed days, the males go up to be seen in the presence of the
Holy King, males and not females, as you indicated: "All your males
shall appear" (Shemot 23:17). When they return, they come back
with a variety of new topics, and they repeat them to the head of the
Yeshivah.

27. The sanctuaries of the male souls
We learn why it is possible that 'a wicked man that it is good with him, and a just man that it is bad with him.' Through hardship and punishment the
soul is made to illuminate the body; when its light is lit from the soul, the body praises God. It is impossible for the wicked ones to illuminate
however much they are hit because they are incapable of illumination. The emissary tells Rabbi Shimon that at night the righteous spirits enter the
supernal Yeshivah and are taught secret matters; when they ascend they leave their robes of this world, and when they descend they again dress up
in those robes.
206. On these days, new matters were repeated to the head of the
Yeshivah about ancient secrets; 'a wicked man thrives, a righteous
man suffers.' All the souls ascend into the weighing scale of that
tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, prior to their descent into this world and
according to the weight they get in this world. The head of the
Yeshivah came down and divulged what he heard above. He
revealed one point and nothing else. If wood doesn't kindle, they
shake it and strike it and it gives off light. If the light of the soul does
not come up in the body, strike it until it will light up with the soul,
and unite together THE BODY WITH THE SOUL to give off light.

207. A body exists but the light of the soul does not illuminate in it
until they hit it. Then the light of the soul brightens and gets unified
with the body, and the body is unified with her. When its light is lit
from the soul, the body glorifies and exults and praises and lays out
its prayer and request and blesses his Master. Behold, then
everything is bright. AND THEREFORE THERE IS SUCH A THING AS
A RIGHTEOUS MAN FOR WHOM THINGS ARE BAD, BECAUSE HIS
SOUL IS NOT ILLUMINATED UNTIL HIS BODY IS HIT.
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208. The other side wishes to do the same thing and hits the wicked
ones. As much as he punishes by hitting them, it is written: "But the
candle of the wicked shall be put out" (Mishlei 13:9), since he
blasphemes and curses all sides and is incapable of illumination at
all. It is then written: "For what can the man do who comes after the
king?" (Kohelet 2:12), for he wishes to imitate him but is incapable of
it. Therefore, "Hashem tries the righteous" (Tehilim 11:5) and hits
him. Then he shines and gets strengthened with the light - "tries" is
as it says in: "a tried stone" (Yeshayah 25:16). Rabbi Shimon bent
over and kissed the dust. He said, Word, word, I have chased you
since the day I became A MAN. And now this word is revealed to me
from the source and essence of everything.

209. He said to him, Oh Rabbi. Oh Rabbi. When all the spirits, male
and female, ascend above, AT NIGHT DURING SLEEP, at that time
they hear new and old matters. They descend and enter into the
Yeshivah and the matters are repeated to the head of the Yeshivah,
and he teaches them every matter well. When they leave, they
undress from their robes OF THIS WORLD and ascend. When they
descend, THEY AGAIN dress up in the robes of that body.

28. One who is small is great
We hear that the head of the Yeshivah said that God made a person great only if he belittled himself, and that God belittled only those who are
haughty. While Rabbi Shimon and the emissary are speaking they hear the song of the Sea in the most exquisite voice that was ever heard since the
sweet voice of chanting was created.
210. Oh, Rabbi. Oh, Rabbi. How new are these matters of the head of
the Yeshivah. Praised is he who lowers himself in this world. How
great and lofty is he in that world. That is how the head of the
Yeshivah began: Whoever is small is great. Whoever is great is
small. And it is written: "And Sarah was a hundred year and twenty
year and seven years old: these were the years of Sarah's
life" (Beresheet 23:1). "Hundred," since it is a large number is written
with "year," the least number of years, it was diminished to one.
"seven," that is a small number, he increased and made it bigger, by
writing "seven years," IN PLURAL. Come and see that the Holy One,
blessed be He, made one great only if he had belittled himself. And
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, belittled only he who is haughty.
Praised is the one that humiliates himself in this world. How
exultingly great is he in his ascension in that world.
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211. While they were talking, they heard the song of the Sea in the
most exquisite voice that was ever heard since the sweet voice of
chanting was created, as this sweet sound in which it was said.
When they finished, "Hashem shall reign for ever and ever" (Shemot
15:18). They noticed four images of men in the heavens and one of
them was greater and higher above all of them; that greater and
loftier of all raised his voice and said, "Thus says Hashem; I
remember in your favor, the devotion of your youth, your love as a
bride..." (Yirmeyah 2:2). He flew into the firmament and was hidden.
And another one rose after him and said, "And I will bring the blind
by a way that they know not; I will lead them in paths that they have
not known..." (Yeshayah 42:16). He finished and flew into the
firmament and was hidden.

29. The dead of the wilderness
Four images of men in the heavens appear and say various things and fly. In the morning the rabbis hear the sound of legions and encampments
praising God. The entire wilderness is covered in clouds of glory shining and sparkling in a multitude of colors. The rabbis say that the wilderness
generation will be the first to arise when King Messiah comes in the future.
212. The other one opened the discussion saying, "The wilderness
and the arid land shall be glad; and the desert shall rejoice, and
blossom like the tulip" (Yeshayah 35:1). He flew into the firmament
and was hidden. Another one opened the discussion saying, "But
now thus says Hashem that created you, O Jacob" (Yeshayah 43:1).
"Thus says Hashem, who makes a way in the sea, and a path in the
mighty waters..." (Ibid. 16). "The beast of the field shall honor Me, the
jackals and the owls..." (Ibid. 20). He concluded and flew into the
firmament and disappeared. Then they were overtaken with an
awesome fear.

213. When the daylight broke, a voice arose as before and said, A
nation, strong as a lion, powerful as tigers, give honor to your
Master, as is written: "Therefore shall the strong people glorify
You..." (Yeshayah 25:3). They heard the sound of legions and
encampments that said, "Yours, Hashem, is the greatness, and the
power, and the glory, and the victory, and the majesty..." (I Divrei
Hayamim 29:11) until "which is exalted above all blessing and
praise" (Nechemyah 9:5). They were filled with wonder, and left.
During this time, the day became bright. They turned their heads and
saw the entire wilderness covered in clouds of glory that shine and
sparkle in a multitude of colors.

214. One said to the other, Certainly, the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes to be praised with praises of the generation of the
wilderness, since there never existed such a lofty generation as that
generation and there will not be until the coming of King Messiah.
Certainly, all that we were shown by the Holy One, blessed be He,
was only to inform us about their Master's great love for them, to let
us know that they have a good portion and merit the World to Come.
In the future, when the Holy One, blessed be He, will revive the dead,
these, THE WILDERNESS GENERATION, will be destined to rise first,
as it says, "The dead men of Your people shall live" (Yeshayah
26:19). That refers to the desert generation.
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30. Three sounds that are never lost
Rabbi Shimon wishes to know about the echo, and he is told about three sounds that never get lost besides the sounds of Torah and prayer. These
are: 1) the sound of a woman in labor; 2) the sound of the person when the soul escapes its body; and 3) the sound of a snake when it sheds its
skin. These sounds, which are all of pain, linger in the air and wander around the world. When a person raises his voice those sounds are awakened,
although the voice of the snake can only be aroused when a person beats something. One kind of sound follows its own kind, so on the day of Rosh
Hashanah the sound of the Shofar awakens the sound of another Shofar.
215. He said to him, If you know something new that I am in want of
knowing, please tell me. He said to him, Speak. He said, I wish to
understand the echo. A person sounds his voice in the field or in any
other place. Another voice returns AFTER THAT and it is not known
WHERE IT COMES FROM. He said to him, Oh, holy devout one.
About this matter, many voices were raised and several concepts
were placed in front of the head of the Yeshivah. When the head of
the Yeshivah descended, he said, This is how they explained it in the
heavenly Yeshivah, and it is a precious secret.

216. Come and see: There are three sounds that never get lost;
besides the sounds of Torah and prayer that ascend above and split
the firmaments, there are these other sounds that do not ascend and
yet do not get lost.

217. These are the three sounds: 1) The sound of a woman in labor,
when she stands on a footstool, goes about and wanders in the air
from one end to the other end of the world; 2) The sound of the
person when the soul escapes his body loiters and wanders in the
air from one end of the world to the other end, and 3) The sound of
the snake when it sheds his skin loiters in the air and wanders
around the world from one end to the other.

218. Oh, holy pious one, how great and important is this matter.
What is produced by these sounds and whereto do they enter and
dwell? These sounds are of pain. They linger and wander in the air
and travel from one end of the world to the other, and enter into
cracks and tunnels in the dust and lie hidden there. When a person
sounds his voice, they are awakened toward that voice. ONLY the
voice of the snake is not roused towards the voice of man. How does
it awaken then? By beating. That is, when a person beats AT
SOMETHING, the sound of the snake that was hidden there, IN AN
EMPTY PLACE OR IN THE FIELD, reverberates to the sound of that
BEATING, but not towards another HUMAN voice. A sound
reverberates to a sound; HOWEVER, a kind goes after its own kind.
THIS IS TO SAY THAT THE FIRST TWO SOUNDS WHICH ARE OF
HUMANS ARE AWAKENED TOWARDS OTHER HUMAN SOUNDS,
AND THE THIRD SOUND, WHICH IS OF THE SNAKE, GETS STIRRED
UP TOWARD A BEATING SOUND.
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219. Consequently, on the day of Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New
Year), the sound of the Shofar awakens the sound of another Shofar,
THE SECRET OF THE SOUND OF BINAH. One sort follows its own
sort. The manner of the snake is inclined for evil, to kill and to beat.
Thus, in the voice of a real PERSON, no snake sound gets stirred. It
only follows its own type and this happens when a person hits the
ground with a stick, which is a sound that calls its kind. Then the
sound of the snake awakens to answer its own type and this is a
hidden secret.

220. Rabbi Shimon said, Certainly this is a hidden matter. I wonder
why King Solomon was not aware of this, SINCE HE SAID, "THERE
ARE THREE THINGS...THE PATH OF A SNAKE UPON A
ROCK" (Mishlei 30:18-19). He said to him, King Solomon knew, but
not that much. However, what he did not know was of that sound,
what benefit it has and how it is settled.

221. The head of the Yeshivah said it this way. This specific point is
what Solomon the king did not know, since that sound is composed
of the Ruach, the Nefesh, the breath of the bones and the
composition of the flesh. AND THE SOUND hovers in the air and
each one OF THOSE THREE separated from each other. WHEN THE
SOUND reaches that place where it entered, it sits as if dead. All the
wizards and magicians are aware of these areas with their witchcraft;
they bend themselves to the ground and hear these sounds, to
which the Ruach, Nefesh and breath of the bones connect. They
inform them of the matters THAT THEY INQUIRE ABOUT, and it is
written: "A medium, out of the ground" (Yeshayah 29:4). That is why
Solomon pursued the knowledge of what happens with this sound,
and could not find out. Praised is your lot, Rabbi, that you have
discerned a clear truth.

222. When a person raises a sound, that sound is instantly
awakened, OF THE WOMAN GIVING BIRTH OR OF THE DEPARTURE
OF THE SOUL. It is not authorized to be longer, just EQUAL TO the
sound that the person aroused and not more. If a person prolongs
his voice, it does not extend its sound as much with him, but rather
it gets roused at the end of the voice OF THE PERSON, since it is
incapable of being prolonged. What is the reason? It is because
when it first left him, it was extended from one end of the world to
the other end of the world. Now that it has entered there, it cannot
extend the sound any more, since there is no more room there to
extend it as before.

223. Rabbi Shimon rejoiced and said, If I would have deserved to
hear only this, it would have been sufficient to make me happy, since
I managed to hear words of truth about that world. He said to him,
Oh, holy pious one. If you would have known the rejoicing in these
matters about that world in the presence of the head of the Yeshivah,
you would have rejoiced even more.

31. "And Joseph shall put his hand on your eyes"
We learn that we must close the eyes of a dead person because the eyes are the colors of this world, and the appearance and shape of this world is
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contained in them, so this world and its appearance must be closed off to him. It was Joseph who closed his father's eyes because he was so
beloved, and with this action he was taking his father's sight now that his father's sight from this world is lost. From that point on his father is
having a different sight of the other world prepared for him. During the time of the resurrection of the dead, not the tiniest thing will occur of the
activities of this world; everything will first be destroyed and the person will be purified, and then his body will be made like a new creation. This is
like it is now in the upper world even before the resurrection.
224. He said to him, What new discovery was there now when you
came to me? He said, The teacher of the Yeshivah opened the
discussion saying, "And Joseph shall put his hand on your
eyes" (Beresheet 46:4). THAT IS A TIDING of gladness. HE
INQUIRES: Why is it required to close the eyes of a dead one? HE
RESPONDS: Since the eyes are the colors of this world and the
appearance and shape of this world is contained in them, IT
FOLLOWS THAT WITH THE CLOSING OF THE EYES, he closes off to
him this world and its appearance. When his eyes are closed, the
entire world is dimmed to him AND IF they dim for him the sight of
his eyes, he has no sight of this world from there onwards. Rabbi
Shimon said, The expositions of those who went before us are
beautiful; their wisdom surpasses those of the holy angels.

225. He said to him: Why should it have been Joseph who placed his
hand rather than all the other sons? If you think that he told him so
as a result of his good tidings, THAT JOSEPH IS STILL ALIVE, then it
should have said, 'You shall see Joseph alive'. WHY DID HE SAY:
"AND JOSEPH SHALL PUT HIS HAND ON YOUR EYES"? He said to
him: "put his hand" is because he was his beloved. Therefore, he
closed from him the light of this world and he took it himself.
Whoever closes the eyes of his beloved shows by that: Your sight
from this world is lost, and I take your sight instead. From now on,
they will prepare for you a different sight of that world. THIS IS THE
REASON THAT THIS MATTER WAS GIVEN TO JOSEPH, SINCE HE
WAS MORE BELOVED TO JACOB THAN ANY OF HIS SONS.

226. Rabbi Shimon asked, What good will this provide to the dead
and what benefit is there in it? Whoever will ask about this, IT IS
NECESSARY to tell him that there is a need to open the eyes OF THE
DEAD in order to show him that he is still ready to return to
appearance in this world as before - MEANING, HE WILL BE
RESURRECTED WITH THE DEAD TO LIFE.

227. He said to him, Oh, holy pious one. Certainly, if the sight of this
world were not closed off to him entirely and he didn't lose it
completely, he would have no sight and portion in that next world,
for this world has an opposite polarity from the world that we are in.
During the time of the resurrection of the dead, even the tiniest thing
will not occur of the activities of this world, since everything will first
be destroyed by that dew, MEANING THE DEW OF LIFE'S REVIVAL.
It will remove from him all the filth and then he will become like
dough, and from it the body will be made like a new creation. So it is
here, IN THE UPPER WORLD EVEN BEFORE THE RESURRECTION.

32. The garments of that world
Rabbi Shimon knows that those he is speaking with are dressed with the dear robe of a purely holy body and wonders whether anything similar
happens in this world. He is answered with the story of Esther who put on her royal apparel and went to see King Ahasuerus; he saw her clothed in
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a robe of light and he lost his soul for an instant. Mordechai too was enshrouded in the robes of that world. Rabbi Shimon understands that the just
in this world get shrouded with the robe of Malchut. The Satan wants to prevent the righteous from being garbed in the pure and holy garment
because as soon as they are so robed all the bad inclinations are removed. The spirits tell Rabbi Shimon why they visit the cemetery at the
beginning of every night.
228. Rabbi Shimon said to him, I certainly am aware that you are
dressed there with the dear robe of a pure holy body. HE ASKS: Is
there something similar in this world? IS THERE a person who
appears here in that body, as you stand in that world?

229. He said to him, This matter was asked by two youths, MEANING
YOUNG MEN, in the presence of the dean of the Yeshivah. They were
clothed among us after suffering pain about a sin that is improper to
reveal, and this question was put to the head of the Yeshivah. He
replied that something similar happened in this world. How do we
know? Since it is written: "Now it came to pass on the third day, that
Esther put on her royal apparel" (Ester 5:1), MEANING that she was
robed in the fashion of that world, Malchut, WHICH MEANS HERE,
the Holy Spirit. For the Kingdom of Heaven, WHICH IS MALCHUT IN
ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED HEAVEN, blows a wind (spirit) from
the spirit of the air of that world, and Esther was robed in it.

230. When she entered in the presence of King Ahasuerus and he
saw that robe of light, her form seemed to him like an angel of
Elohim, and he lost his soul for an instant. Mordechai too WAS
ENSHROUDED IN THE ROBES OF THAT WORLD, as is written: "And
Mordechai went out from the presence of the king in royal (lit. 'of
Malchut') apparel" (Ester 8:15), verily the apparel of Malchut that is
the form of that world. Therefore, it is written: "Because the fear of
Mordechai had fallen upon them" (Ester 9:3), the fear of Mordechai
and not the fear of Ahasuerus, THAT IS, NOT BECAUSE Ahasuerus
HAD MADE HIM GREAT, BUT RATHER BECAUSE OF HIS GARMENT
OF THAT WORLD. Rabbi Shimon said, How sweet are these matters.
Praised is my lot. I am aware that the just in this world get shrouded
with that robe that is called the robe of Malchut, and that is definitely
so.

231. He said to him, The air of the Garden of Eden is the blowing of
the Holy Spirit and the righteous are robed in it similarly to how they
existed in this world. Then, the Holy Spirit dwells upon the head of
each individual. He gets adorned with it and it becomes a crown to
him. The same happened to Mordechai, since it is written: "in
apparel" of Malchut, WHICH MEANS in the form of that world. After
that, "and with a great crown of gold"; that is, in the crown that rests
on the heads of the righteous in that world. When the children of
Yisrael accepted the Torah, they also had similar to this, MEANING
THE ROBES OF THAT WORLD, until they sinned, as is written: "And
the children of Yisrael stripped themselves of their ornaments by the
Mount Horeb" (Shemot 33:6).
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232. Similarly, we find written about Joshua, the High Priest, "Take
off the filthy garments from him...and clothed him with
garments" (Zecharyah 3:4-5). These are the robes of that world.
From here, WE DERIVE our earlier words THAT THERE IS A NEED
TO FIRST CLOSE THE EYES FROM ALL SIGHTS OF THIS WORLD,
WHICH ARE CONSIDERED AS FILTHY GARMENTS. THEN YOU
COULD DESERVE TO SEE THE SIGHT OF THAT WORLD, WHICH
ARE NEW ROBES, WITH WHICH THEY DRESSED JOSHUA. From
here, we learn that during the entire period that the body of this
world, WHICH IS REFERRED TO AS "FILTHY GARMENTS," is in
existence in the grave, the spirit does not acquire the robe of that
world, since it is written first: "Take off the filthy garments from
him." Then it is written: "And clothed him with garments." AND IT IS
WRITTEN: "And the angel of Hashem stood by" (Ibid. 5). HE
INQUIRES: What is the meaning of "stood"? HE RESPONDS: Only
that this is the crown, referred to as the angel of Hashem, that
stands upon the heads of the righteous, AS MENTIONED BEFORE.
That is WHAT IS WRITTEN: "stood," MEANING it stands above the
head after they are adorned with this dear garment.
233. Two bodies together cannot exist. As long as the one OF THIS
WORLD exists, the spirit cannot accept another ROBE FROM THAT
WORLD. When this one, FROM THIS WORLD, gets removed, the
other one is instantly ready. Assuredly, this one leaves and that one
enters. It is similar to the Good Inclination and bad inclination in this
world, both of which the Holy One, blessed be He, does not wish to
exist simultaneously in one BODY. IF THE BAD INCLINATION
DOMINATES, THE GOOD INCLINATION FLEES AND IF THE GOOD
INCLINATION DOMINATES, THE BAD INCLINATION FLEES.
234. He said to him, I wonder about what is written: "And the
adversary standing at his right hand to thwart him" (Ibid. 1). If it is
this way with Joshua, the son of Josedech, it could most definitely
happen to the rest of the people. He said to him, Holy pious one, how
hidden and concealed those matters are. Although our friends are
familiar with matters of that world, they are unable to comprehend
such secrets.

235. He said to him, Since a person is in that world, what benefit is
there for the Satan to thwart him? He is not satisfied that he already
took his soul and killed him? He said to him, Oh, pious, holy one,
praised is your lot. Come and observe. The only desire that the
Satan had was to prevent that righteous one, JOSHUA SON OF
JOSEDECH, from getting robed in this pure and holy garment. As
soon as the Satan realized that his dress, THAT IS, THE SOILED
GARMENTS, were pushed aside and were not considered worthy, he
then tried to thwart him. What is the reason? Because once he gets
robed in that dear garment, instantly that soiled garment and the evil
activity of the Satan would be voided and removed from the world.
THAT IS WHY the Satan tried to prevent this.

236. In addition, as long as he did not get dressed IN THE SHROUD
OF THAT WORLD, the spirit visits that soiled body of his, and the
Satan is pleased. However, as soon as he dressed up in that dear
shroud OF THAT WORLD, all types of the bad inclinations were
voided, his body was removed and there was never any memory of it.
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237. If you should ask here, we THE SPIRITS visit the cemetery at the
beginning of each night, EVEN IF THE BODY HAS ALREADY BEEN
REMOVED FROM THE WORLD. THE QUESTION MUST BE POSED
AS TO WHY WE VISIT THE GRAVE. HE RESPONDS: This visit is not
about the body, but rather about the Nefesh. As long as the flesh ON
THE BODY is still in existence, the Ruach visits the Nefesh and the
Nefesh visits the body. However, WHEN THE FLESH OF THE BODY
DISAPPEARED FROM THE WORLD, our visiting is to the Nefesh that
has quieted down and remained embedded in the bones OF THE
BODY, SINCE A CERTAIN BONE WILL ALWAYS REMAIN IN THE
GRAVE, FROM WHICH IT IS BUILT AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE
DEAD. Therefore, at the beginning of each night, the visiting of the
spirit is for the Nefesh and not for the flesh.

33. Building the body of man
Rabbi Shimon is told about the composition of a man's spirit and flesh; when the man dies only the part that was given by the Holy Spirit and its
Chariots endures. The Satan stands by to thwart a person as long as his flesh is in existence but once the flesh is consumed he loses his authority
to do this.
238. Oh, pious, holy one. Rise and I will divulge to you concealed
matters. The composition of a man's spirit is this: HIS spirit is
DRAWN FROM the Holy Spirit, WHICH IS MALCHUT. HIS Neshamah
IS DRAWN from the Tree of Life. And since the Holy Spirit, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, grants of its strength, its Chariots give of their power
immediately. Their power is the bones and limbs; all are from the
side of MALCHUT'S CHARIOTS, and correct each other, THAT IS,
BONE OVER BONE AND LIMB OVER LIMB. The Other Side provides
the flesh and from his side, only the flesh is provided and nothing
else. His, THE OTHER SIDE'S, Chariots provide all the veins and
arteries to carry the blood to the flesh. After these give their energy,
the heavens, THAT ARE ZEIR ANPIN, provide their energies. What
does this consist of? It is the skin that is spread over all of it, as they
are, MEANING LIKE THE HEAVENS THAT SURROUND AND
ENCOMPASS EVERYTHING.

239. Following this, heavens and earth are joined together, THAT IS,
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and provide these four foundations:
fire, water, air and dust, to protect these and to cover everything.
Then, WHEN IT DIES, each one takes back his part that he provided
TO THAT BODY, and it becomes void. The part of the Holy Spirit and
its Chariots THAT WAS PROVIDED TO THE PERSON endures. The
Holy Spirit: Behold, its spirit and the Neshamah exist, and they
ascend above. The Chariots of the Holy Spirit, behold their bones
endure. Therefore, the importance of the body is the bones and it is
written: "And make strong your bones" (Yeshayah 58:11), but flesh
is not mentioned this way.
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240. As long as the flesh from the Other Side stays in existence, the
Satan is standing there to thwart. Once the flesh is consumed, he
loses his authority to thwart. Since he has no element of support, HE
NO LONGER HAS A PART IN HIM. About this, it is written: "His flesh
is consumed away that it cannot be seen; and his bones that were
not seen stick out" (Iyov 33:21). "THAT IT CANNOT BE SEEN"
MEANS the Satan, who is ready to denounce, but who is unable to
see because "his flesh is consumed." "His bones that were not seen
stick out" means that they are not seen by the Satan who would get
close to him, since he has no part in him once each is detached,
MEANING EVERY BONE from its place. He cannot prosecute them
and be there to denounce them. After the flesh is consumed, no
judgment can be obtained and he is not available to incriminate,
since he has no element of support. And he does not mention that
person in any way in the world. Rabbi Shimon said, Now I
understand these things properly, MEANING WHAT IT IS WRITTEN,
"AND THE ADVERSARY STANDING AT HIS RIGHT HAND TO
THWART HIM." Certainly, he can incriminate him, AS LONG AS HE
HAS NOT YET REMOVED HIS SOILED GARMENTS.

34. Women are light-minded
Rabbi Shimon is told that his question about the lightness of women's minds is forbidden to ask. However, he can be told about the light cloud upon
which Hashem rides, that is called Da'at of that bride, the fear of Hashem, and that is positioned in the center as the uppermost Da'at.
241. He said to him, Rabbi, gird yourself with your weapon and
prepare yourself. If you wish to understand the matters which you
have started to study, tell me. He said to him, Certainly, I know that
my wife is dead, since I know nothing about her. But the friends do
know ABOUT HER. What is the reason that women have a light mind
(Heb. da'at)?

242. He said to him, Da'at OF ZEIR ANPIN comes in six levels and
each one takes its part. Whatever remains is light. But the precious
one, were it not for the wife of foolishness that joined her... Do not
inquire about this, SINCE IT IS FORBIDDEN TO ASK ABOUT THIS. I
know, IN RELATION TO WHAT YOU SAID THAT YOUR WIFE IS
DEAD, AND THAT YOU KNOW NOTHING WHATSOEVER ABOUT
HER, that you did not ask about your wife. However, IT IS
PERMITTED TO ASK about the verse: "Behold, Hashem rides upon a
swift cloud" (Yeshayah 19:1). That light cloud is called Da'at of that
bride, the fear of Hashem, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and she is
positioned in the center, as the uppermost Da'at. Yet she is
considered light and I know what your question is.

35. Pillars and circles
The spirit tells Rabbi Shimon about the inner hall of the court in the temple house and about its twelve entrances over each of which is marked the
name of one of the twelve tribes. Each person must come in at the entrance of his own tribe. We hear about the living pillars and the song of praise
that they sing, a new song. The spirit talks of Sarai and Abram and the renewal of their youth in their ability to have children. He tells Rabbi Shimon
of great marvels to do with the pillars and the letters that move and roll, and he describes wonderful images of lions and apples and eagles and
rings. At the end he says the eagles raise their voice and chant a lovely melody, then hide.
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243. However, start to gird your weapon and tie your knot, since it is
time to divulge, as you started the matter. Upon the width of the
temple house, there is the inner hall of the court. At that court are
twelve entrances according to the number of the tribes of Yisrael. On
one entrance, it is written Reuben. On the second entrance, it is
written Shimon. Similarly, the rest of the tribes of Yisrael are marked
on these entrances during the period when they will come up to be
seen in the presence of the Master of the world. Whoever enters at
the opening that is marked Reuben, the entrances accept him if he is
from Reuben's tribe. If not, THE ENTRANCES expel him to the
exterior. Similarly with all of them, the entrances do not accept
anyone unless they are from the tribe that is marked on them. That
way, each one gets investigated and identified.

244a. And 365 pillars of glowing light are on each side of the four
sides IN THE COURT. All these pillars are called living pillars, since
their light does not remain still in one position, since some of these
PILLARS ascend and some descend, and make room for each other.
Those ascending strike at each other and sing a tune and so also do
those that descend.

244b. Which tune do the ascending PILLARS sing? That is an
anonymous tune, NO NAME IS MENTIONED AS TO WHO
COMPOSED IT. "A psalm. O sing to Hashem a new song; for He has
done marvelous things..." (Tehilim 98:1). HE INQUIRES: "A new
song"? Is there such a thing as an old song? It is only that song
through which, until the present, the angels have not praised Him
yet, since it is new. What is the reason that it is new? It is because it
is him that renews his youth, MEANING THE YOUTH METATRON,
who praises him and says it. So spoke the head of the Yeshivah.
METATRON is considered new and he is new, BECAUSE IT
REVITALIZES HIS YOUTH REGULARLY and it is because he is
attached to the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, and is not separated from
it. This excludes the Other Side, which contains nothing new, as is
written of it: "And there is nothing new" (Kohelet 1:9) since he is old
and wilted and does not refresh.

245. Again, the head of the Yeshivah began. Sarah was rejuvenated
with delight, as her level, THAT IS A FEMALE, brought it, as written:
"After I am grown old shall I have pleasure (Heb. ednah) (lit.
'pleasure was to me')" (Beresheet 18:12). What is "ednah"? That is
the continuation of the supernal Eden, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. Since
it was drawn upon her from the feminine aspect, it is written with
Hei. Therefore, it is written "was," using a feminine and not a
masculine suffix.
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246. "My lord being old also" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Because he is aged,
is he not ready to have children? WE FIND THAT OLD PEOPLE CAN
ALSO HAVE CHILDREN. HE REPLIES: However, she said something
significant IN SAYING, due to that old one, WHICH IS THE OTHER
SIDE, THAT HAS NO REJUVENATION OR FECUNDITY AS
MENTIONED. ABRAM is not rejuvenated and producing children,
because if THE OTHER SIDE would have produced offspring, he
would have made the world blurred. About this, the Holy One,
blessed be He, replied, "Why did Sarah laugh..." (Ibid. 13). THAT IS
TO SAY, SAYING THAT OLD ONE OF THE OTHER SIDE IS
DOMINANT IN ABRAM. HE ASKS: You may wonder that it is written:
"And Abram was old, advanced in age (lit. 'coming with
days')" (Beresheet 24:1), SO WE SEE THAT EVEN THE SCRIPTURE
CONSIDERS ABRAM OLD. HE REPLIES: It is only because THE
VERSE READS "coming with days," meaning that he is coming with
days, the high days above OF ZEIR ANPIN, that renew their
youthfulness like an eagle. Therefore, DUE TO THOSE HIGHER
DAYS, this melody OF: "A PSALM. O SING TO HASHEM A NEW
SONG" is the tune of that new one, WHICH IS METATRON, WHO IS
ATTACHED TO THE HIGHER DAYS OF ZEIR ANPIN. "Have gained
Him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1): Have gained who the victory? That
is, gain victory to the new one, WHO CONTAINS the right of the King
up high, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and His arm, MEANING, ALSO THE
LEFT. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "HIS RIGHT HAND, AND HIS
HOLY ARM" (IBID.).
247. UNTIL HERE, HE EXPLAINED THE SONG OF THE PILLARS
THAT ARE ASCENDING UPWARDS. AND NOW HE EXPLAINS, Those
PILLARS that descend FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS also sing the
music and chant another authorless song, MEANING THAT NO
NAME IS ASCRIBED TO ITS COMPOSER. What is it? That is "a
psalm of thanksgiving" (Tehilim 100:1), which is also authorless.
248. The light OF THE PILLARS appears as one light and when they
roll around, five phases of light appear in each pillar. These pillars
are all hollowed from the inside and, when they go up and down,
flames of fire are spurting out similar to pomegranates and
blossoms. Above each individual pillar are situated three apples, to
which three colors are attracted - red, green, white. In each
individual color glow prominently letters from green flames of fire,
which never rest. There is no one that will understand AND HAVE
ANY CONCEPTION OF THEM.

249. Four embroidered circles expand and encircle each and every
pillar OF THE 365 PILLARS MENTIONED ABOVE THAT ARE ON
EACH SIDE OF THE COURT. In these circles, there are great marvels.
When they turn, they exude tongues of gold and precious stones
and they instantly get gathered back into them. They do not fall to
the ground. During the period when these tongues of gold and
precious stones are exuding, a sound is heard from within the
turning of the circles that says, "'This is the heritage of the servants
of Hashem and the recompense of their righteousness appointed by
Me,' says Hashem" (Yeshayah 54:17).
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250. There are two lions in each individual circle, one lion from one
side and one lion from the other side. All are of green fire. THE
LIONS embrace each other in the orbit in which the circles turn, and
all go in a circle attached one to the other. When the pillars rise, the
lions roar at each other and apples fly in the air ascending above
and knock each other in the air. Then they return to their spot and
from there they drop. The lions extend their paws to receive them
AND THE APPLES rise on their own. Oh, pious, holy one, who saw
the wisdom of this craftsmanship that the Holy One, blessed be He,
fashioned in those pillars!

251. At midday, two eagles leave in each individual ring. They rest on
the heads of the lions. At that point, the pillars and the rings become
still and stay in their position. Apples fall onto the eagles' mouths
and they accept them, and instantly, THE APPLES fly from mouth to
mouth. About an hour and a half later, the eagles raise their voice
and chant a lovely melody, then hide.

36. "Half of them towards the eastern sea..."
We hear that the teacher of Yeshivah explained the verse, "And on that day, living water shall go out from Jerusalem; half of them towards the
eastern sea, and half toward the western sea," and then that a child's voice was heard questioning his explanation. The child was brought into the
Yeshivah and expounded upon the verse, and then said 27 explanations in the Torah. We learn that the child had died because he openly
embarrassed his teacher in front of everyone with argumentative questions. Lastly he speaks about two cherubim in the center of the court,
underneath which all the children of Yisrael are destined to stand and receive their illumination.
252. Around the pillars, there exist network carpets of embroidery,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATING BINAH THAT IS
ENSHROUDED THERE. IT IS ENMESHED, ENTWINED AND KNOTTED
TOGETHER WITH MALCHUT AND THEREFORE IT IS CALLED A
COVERING OF EMBROIDERY. IT IS KNITTED from red fire, WHICH IS
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT, and from white fire, WHICH IS
THE ILLUMINATION OF THE RIGHT, and gold strands, WHICH IS THE
LEFT ILLUMINATION IN BINAH CALLED GOLD. It is encircled from
all directions by a spring of water, as it says, "And on that day, living
water shall go out from Jerusalem; half of them towards the eastern
(also: 'primordial') sea, and half toward the western (last)
sea" (Zecharyah 14:8).
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253. The head of the Yeshivah explained this verse inside and his
voice was heard on the outside. When he finished explaining this
verse, a child's voice was raised outside. THAT WAS the child that
left his teaching and learned in the presence of a pillar of the world,
the son of Rabbi Yehuda from Ravit Anat, WHICH IS A NAME OF A
PLACE. He was being held BY PROSECUTING ANGELS to be judged
and his voice was raised on the outside. WHEN HE HEARD of this
verse FROM THE MOUTH OF THE TEACHER OF THE YESHIVAH, he
said, How could waters that are below IN JERUSALEM rise to a place
that is higher from it by several steps, MEANING TO THE
PRIMORDIAL SEA, WHICH IS BINAH? FURTHERMORE, what need is
there for those waters above, IN BINAH? AND FURTHERMORE, how
could a place that all the water springs and rivers leave from, and
where there is no discontinuation to THOSE springs and rivers THAT
EXIT FROM THERE WHICH IS THE PRIMORDIAL SEA, THAT IS
BINAH, be irrigated from a dry place, WHICH IS JERUSALEM?
Whoever saw a hole that has been dug giving water to a water spring
that flows? Could Jerusalem give water to the primordial sea, which
is a location from where all the waters come and flow? Oh, pious,
holy one, HE SAID TO RABBI SHIMON, to this voice. Everyone who
was there from the members of the Yeshivah became quiet and
listened. Therefore, the prosecutors could not get close to him AND
JUDGE HIM.

254. Rabbi Shimon cried. He said to him, Do not cry, holy luminary.
Praised is your lot that even children speak of you, BECAUSE OF
YOUR MERIT IN concealed secrets in the Torah. Come and I will tell
you what the Yeshivah members did for the sake of that child's
voice. When the voice of the child entered inside piercing like an
arrow, everyone paid attention. At that time, the head of the
Yeshivah was startled, as were all those that were in his presence,
so he said, Who are those that do not allow this one, a son of a living
Elohim, to enter? Three pillars, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
ILLUMINATION IN THE THREE COLUMNS, that were standing in front
of the head of the Yeshivah rose and held on to him, and he entered.
All the members of the Yeshivah gathered around him. The head of
the Yeshivah said, Speak your verse, holy son.

255. THAT CHILD said, Until now I was afraid, since I was from a
different Yeshivah. That is what they told me when those
prosecutors held on to me. He said to him, Do not fear, holy son.
Here you will stay with us seven days and you will wash yourself
with the holy dew every day. Then, they will take you up to that
Yeshivah of the rest of the children here.
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256. That child opened the discussion saying, "And it shall come to
pass, on that day" (Zecharyah 14:9). HE ASKS: "That": It is not
known which it is. HE REPLIES: It is only wherever "that day" is
mentioned, it is the last of days. Why is it called "that (Heb. hahu)
day"? It is only because it is a day in which the end is connected to
the beginning, WHICH IS BINAH. Its beginning is referred to as "he
(Heb. hu)," as it says: "But the Levites shall do the service (lit. 'serve
him')" (Bemidbar 18:23), since the performance of the Levite is for
the level that is called "he" (Heb. hu) that is concealed and hidden.
BECAUSE IT IS HIDDEN, IT IS THEREFORE CALLED "HE" (HEB. HU)
IN THE THIRD PERSON. When it is read Hahu WITH THE DEFINITE
ARTICLE HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it comes to indicate that the end
of all the levels, THAT IS MALCHUT, is the beginning OF THE STEPS,
WHICH IS BINAH, since all is one. Since THE WORD HAHU is the
end, MEANING MALCHUT, Hei was added to it, MEANING THE HEI
THAT IS MALCHUT WAS ADDED TO THE WORD HU, WHICH IS
BINAH, WHICH IS ENVELOPED WITHIN MALCHUT WITH THE
RESULT THAT THE WORD HAHU IS MALCHUT, BUT ONLY WHEN
BINAH IS ENVELOPED WITHIN HER.
257. Jerusalem is destined to produce water and to become a
flowing spring. Here it would be possible to say that the end of all
steps, REFERRED TO BY HAHU, is not Jerusalem. However,
Jerusalem and "that day" are most certainly all one, SINCE BOTH
ARE MALCHUT. What is the difference between this and this? It is
only that when Jerusalem gets surrounded by all her holy steps she
is called Jerusalem. That is the way they appear. There are steps that
surround, called the Temple court. These are the inner ones and
some SURROUND IT from outside. There are steps FURTHER
WITHIN, when they surround, called chambers. There are steps when
they surround that are called the temple and the sanctuary. At the
innermost of all these steps, there is one point: "The king's daughter
is all glorious within" (Tehilim 45:14). THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE
POINT OF MANULA (ENG. 'LOCK') THAT IS HIDDEN AND STORED IN
MALCHUT WITHIN THE INNERMOST. That point is called "that day."
This is derived from "(Heb. Hahu) which was called the
land" (Devarim 3:13). THAT IS, MALCHUT IS CALLED LAND, BUT
JUST HER HIDDEN POINT.

258. When "that day" will be established, WHICH IS THE POINT OF
THE HIDDEN LOCK, THAT IS, AT THE END OF CORRECTION, from
the networks in the court, WHICH ARE THE SECRETS OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF BINAH THAT IS ENVELOPED IN MALCHUT, a
spring of water will rise. That spring will come from the primordial
sea THAT IS BINAH, FROM WHICH IT CONTINUES TO MALCHUT,
AND IS LIKE a mother that has her son between her arms. Due to the
great amount of milk that he suckles, his mouth is filled up and
overflowing, UNTIL he returns the milk to his mother's mouth. That
is meant by "half of them towards the primordial sea."
259. The head of the Yeshivah took him and kissed him. He said to
him, On your life! That is the way they explained it in the Yeshivah of
the heavens. And that certainly is so. "The last sea" MEANS her last
steps, MEANING THE LOCKING POINT. Oh, pious holy one, SAID
THE SOUL TO RABBI SHIMON, how much gladness over happiness
was added by that child between the members of the Yeshivah. The
child said 27 explanations in the Torah, and seventy crowns were
adorned to his father on that day. Praised is the lot of someone who
deserved to teach his son. Rabbi Shimon inquired, Did not his father
deserve to teach him? He replied that his father died.
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260. A hidden secret was with that child, why he departed from the
world and why they wished to have him judged, and he was saved
from it. That is because he openly embarrassed his teacher in front
of everybody with the argumentative questions and difficulties that
he posed to him, FOR HE WAS UNABLE TO SETTLE THEM IN
RESPONSE. He was not afraid to go to another TEACHER to improve
his studies and thereby his teacher's mind was diminished.
Consequently, they wished to judge him harshly. Therefore, even
though he was saved from the court officials, he was not saved here,
as seven days passed by before his image was perfected. When he
washed, it was with great pain in front of everyone all these seven
days, until his image was completed. Do not ask why he departed
from the world. Oh, Rabbi. Oh Rabbi. Praised is your lot.

261. HE NOW RETURNS TO EXPLAIN IN ANOTHER MANNER AND IN
OTHER WORDS, WHAT IT SAYS IN THE VERSE: "HALF OF THEM
TOWARDS THE PRIMORDIAL SEA." Come and see, Under the ring of
those networks that exist there, IN THE COURTYARD, THAT IS THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF BINAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT
THAT IS PLEATED WITH HER, AS MENTIONED. In these waters of
the flowing spring THAT EXIST THERE, there is one distinct spring
that expands and flows out and enters the great sea; THAT IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF CHOCHMAH. It
delineates in it a path to the heart of the sea, WHERE THE
DOMINATION OF MALCHUT THAT IS SWEETENED BY BINAH
EXISTS; THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE POINT OF MIFTECHA (ENG.
'KEY'). From it, the Leviathan drinks until he is happily satiated, and
grows and enlarges greatly. THAT IS THE SECRET OF "HALF OF
THEM TOWARDS THE PRIMORDIAL SEA," MEANING TO THE
HEART OF THE SEA. When another spring flows out, that spring
continues to expand secretly under the depths, MEANING UNDER
MALCHUT OF THE KEY REFERRED TO BY DEPTHS, into the last
sea, THAT IS MALCHUT OF LOCK THAT IS HIDDEN. All these harsh
and maligning waters he pushes and forces down, that they should
not be able to harm the inhabitants of the world. This is derived from
the verse: "Who makes a way in the sea, and a path in the mighty
waters" (Yeshayah 43:16), NAMELY IN THE LAST SEA.
262. In the center of that court exist two cherubim, a product of
craftsmanship by the Holy King. THAT IS THE SECRET OF SMALL
FACE. The high ones and the lower grades are unable to stand on
top of them, SINCE THEIR FIRST THREE SFIROT ARE COVERED
WITH WINGS. But underneath them, THAT IS, IN THE ASPECT OF
SIX EXTREMITIES OF THE FIRST THREE IN THEM, all Yisrael are
destined to stand, MEANING TO RECEIVE THEIR ILLUMINATION,
PROVIDED that they will not leave to go out from under their wings,
MEANING THAT THEY WON'T PEEK AT THE FIRST THREE THAT
ARE COVERED BY THE WINGS. All those that enter under the wings
OF THE CHERUBS will be happy, since thirteen thousand towers of
the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING TWELVE PERMUTATIONS
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THAT WHICH CONTAINS THEM, THAT IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT,
WHICH IS IN EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS, illuminate upon the
figures as required, MEANING THE CHERUBS. FIGURES MEANS
MINIATURE FACES, AS IS WRITTEN: "OF FIGURED WORK" (II
DIVREI HAYAMIM 3:10). The head of the Yeshivah gained through
this, BY ENTERING UNDER THE WINGS OF THE CHERUBIM, to have
all that glory.

37. The spirits of males and females that ascend above
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We hear that every Sabbatical year all members of the faith ascend to the Yeshivah above in heaven; Metatron tells them new and old things, and
there is great rejoicing.
263. Who could speak of all those things that get newly discovered
in the presence of the head of the Yeshivah? Oh, Rabbi. Every time
the spirits of males ascend above, precisely then the women leave
and gather at the sanctuary of Batyah, THE DAUGHTER OF
PHARAOH, and they rejoice there with several ancient matters. From
there, they all go out and enter together, AND BATYAH with them, to
the sanctuary of Serah, DAUGHTER OF ASHER, to rejoice with
several matters, old and new. From there, they leave, AND SERAH is
with them, and enter the sanctuary of Jochebed; likewise in all these
sanctuaries.

264. Now, Rabbi, I will tell you one secret. Come and see: Each and
every Sabbatical year, a proclamation is declared in the Garden of
Eden: Gather together, men and women, and all those members of
the Faith, and ascend. Then all get undressed and ascend, men,
women and babies that stopped suckling, to the Yeshivah above in
heaven, WHICH IS THE YESHIVAH OF METATRON, and rejoice about
their ascension. And there is happiness upon happiness. The youth,
MEANING METATRON, that has the keys of his Master in his hands,
rises and tells them new and old things, and they all see gladness.
There is no happiness such as that rejoicing.

265. Following that, they all enter inside. Many curtains and
chambers are stored there, which illuminate in the pleasantness of
Hashem within the chamber of love of the Holy One, blessed be He.
This is what it is said: "To behold the beauty of Hashem, and to
inquire in His temple" (Tehilim 27:4). Following this, the children
WHO FINISHED SUCKLING MILK fly higher, MEANING TO A HIGHER
YESHIVAH, and THE MEN AND WOMEN fly lower, SINCE THEIR
PLACE IS THERE, to come back to their place IN THE LOWER
GARDEN OF EDEN. AND THEY GET DRESSED THERE IN THEIR
GARMENT as before. Praised is the nation for whom all the good of
that world is waiting.

266. Rabbi Shimon said, How sweet are these things which I have
heard. Praised is my lot that I managed to hear all these. Praised is
the day that I left to come here. They said to him, Rabbi, we have
authorization for three days to come to you. And after one day. Your
gladness... (THE CONTINUATION IS MISSING).

38. The cry of the rooster
The author says that after midnight Gabriel calls and then all the roosters of this world call, and we are told what words he calls out at each hour.
Gabriel writes down all the activities of the world's inhabitants every day, and at night he reads everything he wrote during the day. We hear about
the 365 sanctuaries in the inner part of the courtyard, and it is said that no one knows what is in those sanctuaries. The lights of the sanctuary on
the east side are greater than those of the three other directions.
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267. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) he stretched from his side and
was hidden and covered under an area that is called the cell of the
runners until midnight. After midnight, a flame emerged from the
pillar of Isaac, THAT IS THE LEFT COLUMN, and struck at the rooster
called Gever (Eng. 'male/rooster'), WHO IS GABRIEL, similar to
another gever higher above him - WHICH IS GVURAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN, THE PILLAR OF ISAAC. Once THE FLAME IN THE LEFT
COLUMN struck at the male, WHO IS GABRIEL, he called out and
gave six sounds, and all were intelligent.

268. At the time he, MEANING GABRIEL, calls, all the roosters of this
world call. Another flame emerges from him, FROM GABRIEL,
reaches them under their wings and they call. What does he,
GABRIEL, call? In the first hour, he calls and says: "The voice of
Hashem is powerful; the voice of Hashem is full of majesty" (Tehilim
29:3-9). In the second hour, he calls and says, "The voice of Hashem
breaks the cedars." In the third hour, he calls and says: "The voice
of Hashem divides the flames of fire." In the fourth hour, he calls and
says: "The voice of Hashem shakes the wilderness..." In the fifth
hour, he calls and says: "The voice of Hashem is upon the waters..."
In the sixth hour, he calls and says: "The voice of Hashem makes the
hinds to calve..." Then he says: "A voice says, 'Cry,' and he said,
'what should I cry?'" (Yeshayah 40:6). That one is GABRIEL. He is
the rooster that continues calling and does not get quieted. After
that, he repeats and calls as before.

269. HE ASKS: What is GABRIEL crying AFTER THAT? HE REPLIES:
He calls out all the activities of the people in the world, since he is
the keeper of the case, MEANING THAT IN HIS AUSPICES IS THE
CONTAINER THAT HOLDS ALL THE SCRIPT LETTERS AND THE
FINAL JUDGMENTS AND EDICTS. The inkwell of the writer is at his
waist and he writes down all the activities of the world's inhabitants
every day. At night, after he finishes reading out all these calls
MENTIONED ABOVE, he reads everything he wrote during the day.
270a. If not for the fingers of his feet that contain IN THEM two steps,
one IS THE FINGER standing in the middle, which is large AND ONE
IS THE FINGER that stands behind, which is small, IF NOT FOR
THESE TWO FINGERS that deter him, he would have burned the
world with his flames. What is done as soon as the morning light
breaks and a thread of grace comes out of the south side? All join,
MEANING THE MIDDLE FINGER WITH THE REAR FINGER, and they
become two hoofs on EACH OF both legs, like a calf to uphold what
is written: "And the sole of their feet was like the sole of a calf's
foot" (Yechezkel 1:7). You already know this secret. You asked about
the branch of the threshing ground... (THE REST IS MISSING).

270b. In the inner part of this courtyard, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, there are 365 sanctuaries, as the number of days in the
year. At each and every entrance AT EACH SANCTUARY, it is
written: "Peace be within your walls, and prosperity within your
palaces" (Tehilim 122:7). It is not known what is in those
sanctuaries, except that all encircle EACH OTHER in artistic
tapestry; seven orders of gems ring within one another, in each and
every one, MEANING IN EACH AND EVERY SANCTUARY.
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271. Oh, pious, holy one. How much the head of the Yeshivah was
praising one sanctuary that was situated at the top of the east side
of this court, because there are four ASPECTS in the court, to the
four corners of the world - WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH ON
THE RIGHT, AND THE LEFT WHICH IS SOUTH AND NORTH, AND
TIFERET AND MALCHUT ON THE EAST AND WEST. But the lights of
the sanctuary on the east side are greater than all of them.

39. Two tears, one to Sagdon and one to Gilba
We are told about the gem called Sagdon that the Leviathan pulled up from the depths of the great sea; on the day the gem was pulled up the temple
house was destroyed. The gem is one of the two tears of God that He sheds when He remembers His children; the other tear is sunk in the depth
called Gilba.
272. One day, the Leviathan goes out on the great sea. The entire
ocean trembles and all the fish scatter in every direction. When the
Leviathan reaches the entrance of the depth, he begins to rejoice
that the depths are stilled there...(THE REST IS MISSING)...except for
that one, which is similar to a spring. The lights get dimmer and all
the lights are not visible, except the light in that sanctuary on the
eastern side.

273. HE ASKS: The gem that the leviathan pulled out from that depth
is called Sagdon. What is it made of? HE REPLIES: That day that the
Leviathan pulled up THE GEM, and the ocean was shaking, was the
day when the temple house was destroyed, the ninth of Av. About
that gem, it is when the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers His
children and spills two tears into the great ocean. One TEAR falls
onto this depth called Sagdon and one TEAR drops into another
depth called Gilba.

274. Five other depths exist in the great ocean but are not as
important as these others, WHICH ARE SAGDON AND GILBA. As
soon as these tears drop, they are frozen within one depth and one
TEAR is sunk into the depth called Gilba.

40. The first destroyer
The author talks about the four sources that do damage to the world. These are the ox, the pit, the consumer and fire. Because some information is
missing here from the text, the topic jumps to the observation of a person looking at a sanctuary, where it seems to change size until it has no
measurements at all.
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275. On the bottom, within the wine's sediment, the bad sediments,
emerges one who disrupts, the first destroyer IN THE WORLD. He is
in the secret of a human image when he approached near to
holiness. As soon as he was removed FROM SANCTITY and wished
to descend to the bottom, to dress up in a garment to harm the
world, he came down with his Chariots. The first garment that he
acquired was the likeness of an ox, the image of an ox, and the first
of these four SOURCES OF HARM is OX, AS IS MENTIONED AT THE
BEGINNING OF BABA KAMA, THE OX, THE PIT, THE CONSUMER
AND FIRE. These are four sources to do damage in the world and all
the other three sources of damage, besides the ox, also belong TO
THAT OX.

276. About this, it is written: "Thus they exchanged their glory for
the likeness of an ox that eats grass" (Tehilim 106:20). HE ASKS:
What is the meaning of: "That (he) eats grass"? HE REPLIES: We
already dealt with it, but the essence of it is that he has no part in the
seven types of grains nor the essence of bread, WHICH ARE FROM
MALCHUT, and it is improper for him to be there, MEANING TO SAY
THAT HE IS NOT WORTHY TO SUCKLE FROM HUMAN FOOD,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. AS A RESULT, IT SAYS: "THAT EATS GRASS."
277. (THE BEGINNING OF THE SUBJECT IS MISSING)...from their
location. These sit in their location, even before those that leave
these are ready. The eyes cannot stand their light and sparkling.
They circle around and never have any rest.

278. When a person looks at this sanctuary, at his first observation,
it seems to him somewhat small and not so small. He looks a little
longer and it seems large. He observes longer and it looks larger.
The longer he stares at it, the more it seems to expand and the
higher it gets, until his final gaze, AT THAT SANCTUARY, when a
hair's breadth seems to him SO LARGE THAT it has no
measurements any more.

279. Many works are inside whose craftsmanship is unknown, from
which the court and all that is inside shines, besides the Cherubs,
whose light rises to the lofty firmament in a variety of colors and
sparkling brightness. There are 1,575 grapevines producing fruits in
that courtyard. (BECAUSE THE BEGINNING AND END OF SUBJECT
IS MISSING, I CAN'T EXPLAIN IT).

41. "Folds his hands together" and "eats his own flesh"
We hear that after a person's death the evil one consumes his flesh but has no control over the Holy Spirit or the sanctified soul. The author says
that the angel of death has no joy in killing a person; it's just that he is happy to do the will of God.
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280. (THE BEGINNING OF THE SUBJECT IS MISSING). More. THE
FOOL, THAT IS THE OTHER SIDE, "folds his hands
together" (Kohelet 4:5) in bitterness and mourning and then in spite
of himself "eats his own flesh" (Ibid.), since THE OTHER SIDE has no
permission to control anything else BESIDES FLESH. What pleasure
he derives from all that he has done and worked for, UNTIL HE
KILLED HIM, because after that he has no permission TO ENJOY
FROM HIM except what belongs to him, WHICH IS THE FLESH,
SINCE THE OTHER SIDE PROVIDES MAN WITH HIS FLESH. He then
dances and rejoices like a completely mindless fool. He goes without
any purpose and consumes the flesh, and he has no authority over
the rest. Bitterness prevails above and below, when the children of
Yisrael are in trouble and their enemies consume them, and Yisrael
do not give power with their good deeds to extricate themselves
FROM THE OTHER SIDE.
281. Even from the flesh of that side, the Holy One, blessed be He, is
unhappy TO GIVE TO THE OTHER SIDE, since He is compassionate
and merciful. However, as for what is His, OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, that is the Holy Spirit and the holy soul, the upper
and lower grades cannot have any power over it. As a result, at the
end the evil one, THE OTHER SIDE, is unable to dominate the Holy
Spirit which he meant to do by means of all his libelous plots and
false accusations, so he must again "eats his own flesh." What
benefit did he get FROM ALL HIS ACCUSATIONS ...(SEVERAL
WORDS ARE MISSING HERE). Furthermore, they cover everything
like a heavy fog and the upper and lower beings have no rest.

282. Come and I will tell you something. If you say that the Angel of
Death feels joy when he kills a person, it is not true. It is only that he
sees that this is his Master's wishes, so he seems happy to do the
will of the Holy One, blessed be He, as is written: "Stormy wind
fulfilling His word" (Tehilim 148:8). Rabbi Shimon said to him, yet he
is going merrily along and dancing in front of the women? He said to
him: Oh, pious, holy one. It is most certainly so, in order to
demonstrate before the King that it gives him pleasure to do the
King's bidding. However, his satisfaction is at the women's eulogy,
so he dances and listens to the eulogy.

283. They said to him, If so, why does he go to accuse the person up
high and mention his sins, IF HE TAKES NO JOY IN KILLING A
PERSON? He said to him, Because he is an old fool and plans to
control the spirit and dominate it. That is all he lusts after. However,
eventually he has power only over what is his own. The flesh is his.
Therefore, it is written: "His mischief shall return upon his own
head" (Tehilim 7:17), MEANING THAT HE DOES NOT DERIVE ANY
PLEASURE FROM HIS LABOR IN DENOUNCING BELOW AND
DENOUNCING ABOVE.

42. Boiling tears
We are told that the two tears that God weeps into the great ocean are boiling hot and that they congeal the water in the sea. The tears cause the
waves to roar so loudly that they awaken the ancient patriarchs in the cave of Machpelah.
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284. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) goes and wishes to disturb the
world. And the waters rise from other depths and want to flood the
world. These tears, MEANING THE TWO TEARS THAT THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DROPS INTO THE GREAT OCEAN, are
boiling hotter than any fire in the world. From the energy of their
boiling, they congeal the water in the gelled sea, SINCE THE RED
TEAR THAT DROPS INTO THE DEPTH CALLED SAGDON
CONGEALS THE WATER, AS THEY STIR UP THE DOMINATION OF
THE LEFT - AND THE DOMINATION OF THE LEFT WITHOUT THE
RIGHT CONGEALS THE SEA. If the Holy One, blessed be He, would
not have hinted WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THROUGH THE
CURTAIN OF THE CHIRIK, THUS HINTING at the blowing of a wind
from the side of Abraham, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, from his pillar,
THAT IS THE RIGHT COLUMN, THAT WOULD COMBINE TO ONE
WITH THE LEFT and show HIS ILLUMINATION over the world, the
world could not withstand it even for an instant.
285. When these tears drop into the sea, the sound between the
waves is heard up to the cave of Machpelah. From the roaring
sounds of the waves that is heard there when they enter the sea, the
ancient patriarchs are awakened and rise, and think that the Holy
One, blessed be He, wishes to turn the world upside down, until the
voice comes out and tells them: Do not fear, holy beloved. Due to
you, the Holy One, blessed be He, remembers your children and
desires to redeem them, and you will see.

43. The Alphabets and the names
We hear of the movement and permutation of the Alphabets as the letters fly in the air; no one can understand them except for Messiah.
286. (THE BEGINNING OF THE SUBJECT IS MISSING) all the
permutations of the Alphabets fuse and interlock with each other to
form the permutation of the Holy Name. After the appearance of the
letters in this combination, these LETTERS are stored away and
others emerge AND JOIN TO A DIFFERENT PERMUTATION. And this
is how they are; these are hidden and these emerge, and all within
the hollowness of these buttons.

287. THE LETTERS also fly three times a day in the air and make
their exit, and the name is suspended in four letters in the air for an
hour and a half. After that, this NAME gets hidden and immediately
the name of twelve letters emerges from the air, from its hollowness.
It flies suspended in the air, one hour and not more. Then this NAME
gets stored away and immediately, another combination of letters
emerges. That is the name of 22 letters. They hang suspended in the
air another hour, and become hidden. Immediately, other letters
emerge from another empty space, the name of 28 letters. All get
adorned with their crowns and stay for an hour and a half, and THIS
NAME gets hidden. Immediately the name of 25 letters with their
combinations emerges, hanging in the air, and remains an hour and
three minutes,...(MISSING HERE)...emerge letters with 42 letters...
(THERE IS SOMETHING MISSING HERE)...stays forever...(THE REST
IS MISSING).
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288. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) the names. All these letters never
rest. They stand out and sparkle externally, and rise and descend.
No one could understand anything about them, except for Messiah
with great toil. That NAME gets hidden after staying around for two
hours and 22 minutes and that name, which is engraved in 72 letters,
emerges. It stays suspended in the air an hour and a half. All these
names do not emerge and do not appear except once a day, but the
letters of the Alphabet are visible flying in the air and combining
LETTERS WITH LETTERS, three times a day.

289. When the letters of the Alphabet fly, some of them fly from here
and some FLY from here, and all combine. When the head of the
Yeshivah descended there, he said, Messiah saw in the permutations
of the letters of the Alphabet, as Daniel saw in them, when he saw
the letters, Mem Mem Tav Vav Samech, Nun Nun Kuf Pe Yud, Aleph
Aleph Lamed Resh final Nun. HE KNEW TO COMBINE FROM THEM,
"MENE MENE TEKEL UFARSIN" (DANIEL 5:25), FOR THE FIRST
THREE LETTERS OF THESE THREE COMBINATIONS FORMS MENE.
THE SECOND SET OF THREE LETTERS ALSO COMBINE TO MENE,
THE THIRD SET COMBINE TO TEKEL, THE FOURTH SET OF THREE
LETTERS COMBINE TO UFAR AND THE FIFTH SET COMBINE TO
SIN.

44. Souls ascend and descend
We are told about the great joy on each Shabbat eve when the Tree of Life is awakened and produces sanctified souls. When the Shabbat arrives the
souls come down to rest on a holy nation and the souls of the righteous ascend to the higher Garden of Eden. When the Shabbat ends those
additional souls that dwelt upon the children of Yisrael rise above and the souls of the just descend. The souls that rose stand in the presence of
God who queries them about what new things in the Torah they learned in the world. When a soul says a new interpretation God gathers His
entourage and tells them about it in both Yeshivot.
290. Each Shabbat eve when the children of Yisrael sanctify the day
below, the proclamation goes out to the four corners of the world to
assemble holy camps and prepare the thrones. Who saw such joy,
WHEN in 390 firmaments many appointed ones and many rulers
gather to their stations. As soon as Yisrael below sanctify THE DAY,
the Tree of Life, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, gets awakened and a wind
blows from the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, and beats at its
leaves. The branches in the tree shake and exude fragrances from
the World to Come. TREE IS ZEIR ANPIN, ITS BRANCHES ARE HIS
SFIROT, ITS LEAVES ARE THE SOULS THAT IT PRODUCES. THE
390 FIRMAMENTS ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, OF WHICH EACH IS COMPRISED OF ONE
HUNDRED EXCEPT FOR MALCHUT THAT LACKS TEN LAST ONES,
THESE BEING FROM MALCHUT OF MALCHUT WHICH ARE FROM
THE MEASURE OF JUDGMENT, AND ARE STORED AWAY, AND
THEREFORE THEY ARE FOUR HUNDRED MINUS TEN.
291. The Tree of Life awakens and produces sanctified souls, and
spreads THEM over the world. With all this, souls come and souls
go, MEANING TO SAY THAT SOULS GO OUT TO BE DRESSED IN
YISRAEL IN THIS WORLD AND THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS
ASCEND FROM THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN AND ENTER
ABOVE TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN UP HIGH. Those THAT LEAVE
stir those TO ENTER. Therefore, these leave and these ascend and
the Tree of Life, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, is joyful.
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292. Then all of Yisrael are adorned with the crowns of these
sanctified souls, THE SECRET OF THE ADDITIONAL SOULS, and all
are in happiness and repose. And all of the Shabbat, they enjoy that
happiness and satisfaction. All the just that are in the Garden ascend
and take pleasure in that uppermost pleasure of the World to Come,
IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, UP HIGH. When Shabbat ends, all the
souls fly away FROM YISRAEL and go up ABOVE.

293. Come and see: When the Shabbat arrives, the souls come
down, MEANING THE ADDITIONAL SOULS, to rest on a holy nation.
And the souls of the righteous, FROM THE LOWER GARDEN OF
EDEN, ascend above TO THE HIGHER GARDEN OF EDEN. When the
Shabbat ends, those souls that dwelt upon the children of Yisrael
rise above, THAT IS THE ADDITIONAL SOULS, and the souls of the
just descend, THOSE THAT ROSE TO THE HIGHER GARDEN OF
EDEN, AND ARE NOW RETURNING TO THE LOWER GARDEN OF
EDEN.
294. As soon as all the souls that dwelt on Yisrael have risen above,
they rise and stand, in form, in the presence of the sanctified King.
The Holy One, blessed be He, asks all of them, What new things in
the Torah have you had in that world? Praised is the one that says in
His presence a new illumination in the Torah, as so much joy is
produced by the Holy One, blessed be He. He gathers His entourage,
MEANING THE HIGHER SOULS AND ANGELS, and says, Hear the
new words of Torah, which that soul of so-and-so is recounting. All
explain that point in the two Yeshivot, MEANING IN THE YESHIVAH
OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND THE YESHIVAH OF
METATRON; they below, and the Holy One, blessed be He, above
seals that item.

295. Come and see: When some novel interpretation in Torah is
discovered and the additional soul that came down in Shabbat was
involved in this novel interpretation of the Torah, and ascends
higher above, AFTER THE SHABBAT, the entire entourage above
listen to that matter. The sanctified holy beasts are enlarged by their
outstretched wings and put on their wings. When He asks THE
SOULS ABOUT THE TORAH'S NOVEL INTERPRETATIONS, they do
not respond, but remain quiet. Then it is written about the sanctified
holy living creatures: "When they stood still, they let down their
wings" (Yechezkel 1:25). "STOOD STILL" MEANS IN THEIR SILENCE,
as it says: "Because they stand there, and answer no more" (Iyov
32:16). "And when he opened it, all the people stood
up" (Nechemyah 8:5), MEANING THEY WERE STILL.

296. If you wonder why silence is referred to by standing, HE
REPLIES it is because during speech, there are seven limbs that
move WHILE TALKING, which are the heart, lung, voice pipe, tongue,
teeth, lips and flesh. When silenced, they stay in their position
without moving. Therefore, he calls silence standing.
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297. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING...) because Rabbi Hamnuna Saba
(the elder) said, "May He send you help from the
sanctuary..." (Tehilim 20:4-5); the sanctuary that is the sanctifying of
the hands, MEANING THE FIRST WASHING BEFORE THE MEAL.
"And strengthen you out of Zion": That is the blessing on the bread,
which satisfies the heart of a person. "May He remember all your
offerings": "All" indicates something else in addition, which is the
washing of the hands at the end, MEANING THE LAST WATERS.
"And accept with favor your burnt offering": That is blessing after
the meal in the company of the required quorum. If you do so, "May
He grant you your heart's desire, and fulfill all your counsel" and on
the Shabbat, THE WORD "sanctuary" alludes to the great
sanctification (Heb. Kiddush) IN THE MORNING. About this matter,
the just in the Garden of Eden were adorned with crowns, from one
Shabbat to the next Shabbat...(THE END IS MISSING).

45. "Behold, His reward is with Him. And His hire before Him"
The spirit talks about the future when the Shechinah will ascend from the mount of Avarim and proclaim the good tidings to the world. God will
proclaim rewards for everyone according to their deeds, and all the idol worshipers will see the good reward of the righteous. When Jerusalem is
raised the righteous in the Garden of Eden will have additional joy. The soul who has new interpretations of the Torah will be praised, and his father
will be crowned for his sake.
298. In addition, he opened the discussion saying, "You that bring
good tidings to Zion, get you up into the high
mountain..." (Yeshayah 40:9). "Into the high mountain" definitely
means the mountain of Avarim, AT which Moses was buried. We
have already explained that the Shechinah will ascend from there
and will proclaim the good tidings to the world. However, all is
inclusive in her, MEANING THE EXPRESSION: "GOOD TIDINGS TO
ZION" COMPRISES THE VARIETY OF LITERAL INTERPRETATIONS.
"You that bring good tidings to Zion" is Hephzibah, the wife of
Nathan son of David, who is the mother of Messiah, Menachem son
of Amiel, WHO WAS HER DESCENDANT. She shall go out and bring
the tidings ABOUT REDEMPTION and she is part of the general
meaning of: "You that bring good tidings to Zion."
299. A voice will be heard around the world and two kings in the
world will get aroused to wage battle. THEN, the sanctified name will
emerge TO REIGN over the world. What tidings will she bear and
declare? That is "Behold, Hashem Elohim, will come with might, and
His arm shall rule for Him: behold, His reward is with Him. And His
hire before Him" (Yeshayah 40:10). "Behold, His reward is with Him"
means that the Holy One, blessed be He, will proclaim for the entire
entourage above and command them to assemble and hold court.
'Whoever gave his soul for the sake of My name's sanctity, what is
his reward? They will pronounce that much and so much. Whoever
suffered so many disparaging remarks and curses for My sake, what
is his reward? They will pronounce that amount. Whoever was daily
punished for My sake, what is his reward? And they will say, it is
this.' That is the meaning of: "Behold, His reward is with Him. And
His hire before Him."
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300. HE INQUIRES: What is the meaning of: "And His hire (also:
'deed')"? HE REPLIES: It is as written: "Oh how great is Your
goodness, which You have laid up for those who fear You; which
You have performed for those who trust in You" (Tehilim 31:20). That
is his deed. What is the meaning of: "In the sight of the sons of
man"? (Ibid). HE REPLIES: It means in contrast to those idol
worshipers, THAT ALL OF THEM WILL SEE THE GOOD REWARD OF
THE RIGHTEOUS. In "which You have laid up for those who fear
You," what is the meaning of, "which You have laid up"? Who would
want to rob and take away what He wishes to grant, as written "laid
up"? AND WHY WOULD HE NEED TO HIDE IT?
301. HE REPLIES: Just go and see the compassionate action that the
Holy One, blessed be He, takes, since, when He beats someone, He
therein provides a remedy. How does He hurt? With the left, since He
draws near with the right and through the left He inflicts blows.
Behold: through that which He uses to hurt, He also brings the
remedy, since it is written: "Out of the north the evil shall break
forth" (Yirmeyah 1:14). THAT IS THE LEFT, since He hurls the blows
at the left. From there, all the judgments and harsh edicts emanate
and in it dwells all good recompense and kindness that the Holy
One, blessed be He, has destined to grant Yisrael. In the future to
come, the Holy One, blessed be He, will call on the north, THAT IS
LEFT, and tell him, 'In you I have provided all benefits and good
wages to My children who have suffered so many calamities in this
world for the sake of the sanctity of My name. Pay out all the good
wages that I have entrusted to you!'

302. This is what it says: "I will say to the north, Give up; and to the
south, Keep not back..." (Yeshayah 43:6). HE ASKS: Is this then the
manner of the south, WHICH IS RIGHT, to deprive blessings? Aren't
all the blessings from the south side, and good comes from the
south? Yet he says to the south, "Keep not back."

303. HE REPLIES: It is only that, at that period, the Holy One, blessed
be He, will awaken Abraham and tell him, Rise, because the time has
arrived in which I will redeem your children and grant them good
compensation for all they suffered in the exile. This is due to the fact
that Abraham was involved in their sale TO THE EXILE as is written:
"Unless their Rock had sold them" (Devarim 32:30), which refers
back to Abraham. He therefore acted as if this was not favorable in
his eyes and showed himself as if he wished them to be hurt more
for their iniquities, saying a payback should be collected for their
iniquities and sins. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Abraham, 'I
am aware that whatever you said was just said on the surface, BUT
NOT MEANT TRUTHFULLY OUT OF YOUR HEART. I too will be like
that, I'LL DEAL WITH YOU on the surface AND SAY TO YOU, "Keep
not back." I wish to please you for the sake of your children. Do not
deprive them of kindness and do not deprive them of good
compensation. They suffered so much for their iniquities. Therefore,
"I will say to the north, Give up"', SO THE NORTH WILL PROVIDE
GOOD WAGES. Everything else, THE SOUTH WILL NOT KEEP BACK
and that is the meaning of: "which You have laid up (Heb. tzafanta),"
WHICH IS DERIVED FROM NORTH (HEB. TZAFON), WHICH
PROVIDES EVERYTHING. This is the good tidings that she brings,
MEANING WHAT IT SAYS ABOVE: "YOU THAT BRING GOOD
TIDINGS TO ZION, GET YOU UP INTO THE HIGH MOUNTAIN..."
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304. In addition, she will bring tidings for the second time when the
Shechinah will be on that high mountain, and she will go with the
tidings to the patriarchs. Swiftly, THE SHECHINAH will visit
Jerusalem and see its destruction. She will enter Zion and there she
will batter the wall as before, over her original dwelling house and
the glory SHE ENJOYED at that location. And she will swear that she
will not leave there until the Holy One, blessed be He, redeems her
children. The same Hephzibah will bring tidings as before and
declare, "Cry out and shout, you inhabitant of Zion: for great is the
Holy One of Yisrael in the midst of you" (Yeshayah 12:6). What is
"great...in the midst of you"? That is the Holy One, blessed be He,
who comes to her to raise her from the dust and say to her, "Shake
yourself from the dust; arise, and sit down, O Jerusalem" (Yeshayah
52:2). THE SHECHINAH is Jerusalem and Jerusalem is assuredly her
name.

305. (THAT IS THE COMPLETION OF THE ABOVE ARTICLE FROM
VERSES 290-296). By this too, how much additional joy will the
righteous have in the Garden of Eden? As a result of this, praised is
he whose soul bears witness on the Shabbat in the presence of the
King with his new interpretations of the Torah. Through this, the
Holy One, blessed be He, and His entire entourage above and all
these righteous in the Garden of Eden are adorned with that NOVEL
INTERPRETATION.

306. Additionally, I heard from the holy luminary. How much glory
upon glory and adornment upon adornment they crown the father of
that man, WHOSE SOUL BEARS WITNESS ABOUT THE INNOVATIVE
TORAH INTERPRETATIONS. During that time, the Holy One, blessed
be He, says TO HIS ENTOURAGE, 'Gather to listen to new innovative
matters in the Torah of so-and-so, son of so-and-so', BECAUSE AT
THAT POINT, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, MENTIONS THE
FATHER OF THE INNOVATOR. How many are they that kiss on the
head OF THE INNOVATOR'S FATHER? How many righteous adorn
him when they descend? Praised is the lot of all those who study
and deal in the Torah, and especially on the Shabbat even more than
the rest of the weekdays.
(up to here spoke the head of the Yeshivah).

46. "A cake of the first of your dough for a gift"
We hear of the inner meaning of the offering of the cake (chalah) of the first of the dough. We are told that chalah is the Shechinah, and we learn that
paternal merit ends for the wicked as they receive their reward in this world and they do not have Chassadim. The Shechinah indicates merit for her
children when she receives from the right, where the 248 positive commandments are.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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307. "You shall offer up a cake (Heb. chalah) of the first of your
dough for a gift" (Bemidbar 15:20). This commandment is to
separate a piece of dough for chalah. Chalahs's numerical value is
Mem Gimel (=53). THIS INDICATES THAT DOUGH DOES NOT
ACQUIRE THE SIZE WHEN CHALAH IS TO BE REMOVED FROM IT,
UNLESS IT CONTAINS 43 and 1/5 of an eggs's size OF AN EGG.
There are times when fifth means one of fifty, which is final Nun (=
fifty). This is derived from Mem Gimel final Nun, which is the initials
of Michael, Gabriel and Nuriel, WHICH CORRESPOND TO CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. Chalah is the Shechinah, for
wherever these angels MEM GIMEL FINAL NUN, are, there are the
patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. Wherever
the patriarchs are, THAT IS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, there
the Shechinah is found, SINCE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
ARE THE SECRET OF THREE COLUMNS AND MALCHUT RECEIVES
FROM THEM. And in her, IN MALCHUT, one beseeches, for in her
one prays. SHE IS REFERRED TO AS PRAYER, as written: "And
Moses besought (Heb. Vayechal) Hashem his Elohim..." (Devarim
3:24) and "O Hashem Elohim, you have begun (Heb. hachilota) to
show Your servant..." (Shemot 32:11). In her Chalah, NAMELY, the
paternal merits begin, WHICH IS DERIVED FROM HACHILOTA. In
her, paternal merit ends for the wicked, SINCE PATERNAL MERIT
DOES NOT STAND FOR THEM as they receive their reward in this
world.
308. Since from the right side, where the Yud is, that is Chochmah,
BECAUSE CHOCHMAH IS AT THE RIGHT AND BINAH IS AT THE
LEFT, THAT ARE YUD-HEI, which is the beginning of the name Yud
Hei Vav Hei, THE SHECHINAH indicates merit for her children WHEN
SHE RECEIVES from the right, where the 248 positive commands
are, THAT IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM, and from the side of the
last Hei OF HEI VAV YUD HEI, that is to the left of Gvurah, SINCE
MALCHUT IS ERECTED FROM THE LEFT SIDE. PRIOR TO THAT, IT
RECEIVES FROM THE RIGHT, where the negative commands exist,
which total 365 THAT ARE ON THE LEFT, where the totally wicked
are sentenced. FOR THEM, paternal merit has ended, BECAUSE
THEY STILL DO NOT HAVE CHASSADIM FROM CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET, WHO ARE CALLED FATHERS. The name of Yud Hei
Vav Hei is reversed to Hei Vav Hei Yud, MEANING BACKWARDS,
INDICATING JUDGMENT. We learn this from the wicked Haman,
BECAUSE HE SAID, "Yet all this avails me nothing" (Ester 5:13). THE
LETTERS AT THE END OF THE VERSE FORM HEI VAV HEI YUD,
WHICH IS AN INDICATION OF JUDGMENTS.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

47. Moses' birth
Rabbi Chizkiyah says that God gave Yisrael the Torah and also faithful prophets to lead them. All the prophets beheld God's glory from a high place,
but not as near as Moses, who was closer to God than any of them. Rabbi Chizkiyah interprets the scripture beginning "And there went a man of the
house of Levi, and took to wife the daughter of Levi," as meaning that Zeir Anpin joined with Malchut. We learn that the Shechinah hid Moses for
three months because he was present above in the higher realm before he descended to this world. She allowed Moses to sail among the angels
because he was later destined to go up among them to receive the Torah. We are told that the daughter of Pharaoh came from the left aspect of
harsh judgment, and that she saw the child Moses stamped with the signature of Zeir Anpin and Malchut when she found him in the box of papyrus.
From all this Rabbi Shimon derives that the souls of the righteous come from a high place, and that the soul has a father and a mother. Everything
comes from and exists from male and female; Malchut is seen to be the mother of the soul of the first man.
309. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, 'Speak to the children of
Yisrael, and bid them that they make them fringes in the corners of
their garments throughout their generations...'" (Bemidbar 15:37-38).
Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion saying, "And He showed me
Joshua the High Priest..." (Zecharyah 3:1). How happy are Yisrael
that He desires their glory above all the people, has granted them the
Holy Torah and given them faithful prophets that lead them
according to Torah on the true path.
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310. Come and see all the various groups of prophets that the Holy
One, blessed be He, set up for everyone in Yisrael. The Holy One,
blessed be He, revealed Himself on the highest holy levels and they
beheld the King's Holy Radiance of Glory from a lofty location - but
not as near as Moses, who was closer to the King than any of them
since his lot was more blessed than that of any other man. About
him, it is written: "With him I speak mouth to mouth, manifestly, and
not in dark speeches" (Bemidbar 12:8). The rest of the prophets saw
from a distant place, as you say, "Hashem appeared of old (also:
'from afar') to me" (Yirmeyah 31:2).

311. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, This is how I learned. It is written: "And
there went a man of the house of Levi, and took to wife the daughter
of Levi" (Shemot 2:1). "And there went a man": That is the Holy One,
blessed be He, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, as it says, "Hashem is a man of
war" (Shemot 15:3). "The house of Levi" is the Holy One, blessed be
He, WHO WENT FROM the area where the uppermost high
Chochmah and that bright radiance, WHICH IS SUPERNAL BINAH,
join together and never separate. HE INTERPRETS "LEVI" AS
DERIVED FROM ATTACHMENT, AS IN 'LIVYUT' (ENG.
'ACCOMPANIMENT'). ANOTHER EXPLANATION OF: "Of the house of
Levi" is that the Leviathan, THAT IS THE YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, has
inspired all enjoyment in the world AND HE INTERPRETS "LEVI" AS
DERIVED FROM LEVIATHAN, as is written: "There is the Leviathan,
whom You have made to play therein" (Tehilim 104:26). "And took to
wife the daughter of Levi": That is the Holy One, blessed be He,
which is the place where the moon is bright, THAT BEING MALCHUT.
312. "And the woman conceived, and bore a son" (Shemot 2:2).
Surely, "the woman" IS MALCHUT, as it says, "she (Heb. zot) shall
be called woman" (Beresheet 2:23) AND "ZOT" IS THE NAME OF
MALCHUT. At first, SHE IS CALLED "the daughter of Levi" and
certainly it is so. Why did he first CALL HER the daughter of Levi and
now a woman? HE RESPONDS: This is what we have learned. Before
she is married, a woman is referred to as the daughter of so-and-so,
but after she is married, she is referred to as a woman. Here too,
daughter and woman pertain to the same level, MEANING MALCHUT.
HOWEVER, BEFORE HE TOOK HER IN MARRIAGE, SHE WAS
REFERRED TO AS THE DAUGHTER OF LEVI, AND AFTER THAT, A
WOMAN.
313. "She hid him three months" (Shemot 2:2): These are the three
months when heavy Judgment rests in the world. Which ones are
they? Tamuz, Av and Tevet. AND THEREFORE, THE SHECHINAH HID
HIM. HE ASKS: What is it trying to tell us by this? HE REPLIES: IT
LETS US KNOW that before Moses went down to the world, he was
above. Therefore, the Shechinah joined him since the day he was
born, AND PROTECTED HIM. From here, Rabbi Shimon took it to say
that the spirits of the righteous are above before they descend into
this world.
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314. "And when she could no longer hide him" (Ibid. 3). HE ASKS:
What is the meaning of: "She took for him a box made of papyrus"?
(Ibid). HE REPLIES: She coated it with conserving ingredients to
keep it safe from these sea fish, MEANING HIGH ANGELS, that swim
in the great ocean, as is written: "Wherein are creeping things
innumerable" (Tehilim 104:25). She coated it so that he should be
kept from them, with a coat from the precious Jubilee, THAT IS
BINAH, in two colors, white and black. THAT IS THE SECRET OF
CLAY AND TAR, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE TWO COLUMNS,
RIGHT AND LEFT, SINCE TAR IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT,
EXCEPT THAT IT IS BLENDED WITH MALCHUT OF THE ATTRIBUTE
OF JUDGMENT. THEREFORE, THE RED IN THE LEFT TURNS TO
BLACK; THAT IS THE SECRET OF THAT BLACK BEING RED,
EXCEPT THAT IT WAS BLEMISHED. She allowed Moses to sail
among them, THE ANGELS, and to become known among them,
because he was destined to go up among them at a later date to
receive the Torah.
315. "And the daughter of Pharaoh came down to wash herself at the
River" (Shemot 2:5). This DAUGHTER OF PHARAOH came from the
left aspect of harsh Judgment, as is written: "To wash herself at the
River." "At the River" is exact, instead of "at the sea," SINCE THE
SEA INDICATES MALCHUT. HOWEVER, THE RIVER IS HARSH
JUDGMENT FROM THE LEFT SIDE, WHICH THE EGYPTIANS HAVE
MADE THEIR DEITY. If you wonder about this, that it is written: "And
your rod, with which you smote the river" (Shemot 17:5), although
Moses never struck the river but rather the sea. The verse refers to it
as river INDICATING THAT THE TERM RIVER IS NOT ACCURATE. HE
REPLIES: It is indeed the river which Aaron struck under Moses
direction, and the scripture assigned it as if Moses himself did the
striking.
316. Similarly, "And seven days were completed, after Hashem had
smitten the River" (Shemot 7:25). EVEN THOUGH Aaron struck it, it
is only because it came from the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO
COMMANDED HIM, that the scripture referred to it as: "Hashem had
smitten." Later on, it was referred to in the name of Moses, FOR THE
SAME REASON; "and her maidens walked along" (Shemot 2:5):
These are the rest of the camps that came from that LEFT side.

317. "And when she had opened it, she saw him, the child" (Shemot
2:6). HE INQUIRES: What is: "she saw him"? "She saw" was the
proper way to use. Why "she saw him"? Didn't Rabbi Shimon say
that there was nothing in the Torah, or even one letter in the Torah,
that does not contain highly valuable secrets? HE RESPONDS: That
is how we have learned. The impression of the King and the Matron,
THAT ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF VAV-HEI
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, was found upon him, and that is the
impression of Vav-Hei THAT WERE ADDED TO "SHE SAW (HEB.
VATERE)." THEREFORE, IT IS SPELLED "VATIR'EHU (ENG. 'SHE
SAW HIM')." Instantly, "she had compassion on him..." (Ibid.). Up to
here it relates to the higher, TO HIGHER REALMS. From here on, IT
DISCUSSES THIS WORLD below, except for this verse, in which is
written: "And his sister stood afar off" (Ibid. 4). HE INQUIRES:
Whose sister, AND REPLIES: The sister of the one, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, who called the Congregation of Yisrael my sister, as it says,
"Open to me, my sister" (Shir Hashirim 5:2). "afar off" MEANS as in,
"Hashem appeared from afar to me" (Yirmeyah 31:2).
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318. HE INQUIRES: What is to be derived FROM THIS PASSAGE? HE
REPLIES: It means that all these righteous, prior to their descent to
the world, are made known to all above. THAT APPLIES TO ALL THE
RIGHTEOUS, and most certainly to Moses. It means that the souls of
the righteous are derived from a lofty place, SINCE "of the house of
Levi" ALLUDES TO THE SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, as we
have explained. We learned the secret of the matter, which means
that there are a father and a mother to the soul, as there are a father
and mother to the body on earth, SINCE A MAN IS ZEIR ANPIN AND
"DAUGHTER OF LEVI" IS MALCHUT. AND FROM THEIR UNION, THE
SOUL OF MOSES WAS BORN.
319. It seems on all sides, both above, THE MALE AND FEMALE
PRINCIPLES, and below, ABA AND IMA OF THIS WORLD, that is
comprised of male and female. That is how the secret of the
scripture was explained: "Let the earth bring forth living creatures
(Heb. Nefesh)" (Beresheet 1:24). "The earth" refers to the
Congregation of Yisrael THAT IS MALCHUT; the living Nefesh IS the
Nefesh of supernal Adam, as we have learned, SINCE MALCHUT IS
THE MOTHER OF THE NEFESH OF THE FIRST MAN. Rabbi Aba
approached him and kissed him. He said, You certainly spoke
properly, and it is as you say.
320. Moses, the faithful prophet, is praised above all the rest of the
prophets. Therefore, when he departed, no one else dealt with him
besides the Holy One, blessed be He, who raised him to His
presence. Therefore, Moses has surpassed in his lofty prophecy and
glorious levels all the prophets, while the other prophets saw as if
behind many walls.

48. The Tzitzit (fringed garment)
Rabbi Yitzchak says that any person not fortunate enough to become adorned in this world with the covering of a good deed stands in a soiled
garment and stands trial for it in the next world.
321. "And He showed me Joshua the High Priest..." (Zecharyah 3:1).
HE ASKS: What did he see? HE RESPONDS that he was standing in
the presence of the angel dressed in filthy clothes until the
proclamation came forth and said, "Remove the soiled clothes from
him" (Ibid. 4). Rabbi Yitzchak said that it is written here: "And he
stood in the presence of the angel" (Ibid 3). What is the meaning of:
"In the presence of the angel"? It means that he was judging him, he
about whom it is written: "Nor say before the angel, that it was an
error" (Kohelet 5:5). What is this telling us? That whoever did not
merit in this world to be wrapped with a religious covering, and
dressed with a religious garment, MEANING WITH THE TZITZIT, has
a soiled garment that must not be SO, and is judged for it.
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322. Come and see the variety of garments available in that world.
That person that did not merit in this world religious garments,
MEANING THE TALIT AND TZITZIT, when he enters that world, they
dress him with a certain dress that is known to the masters of
Gehenom. Woe to him who is dressed in that garb, since many legal
investigators will seize him and usher him into Gehenom. King
Solomon cried out and said, "Let your garments be always
white" (Kohelet 9:8).

323. We learned in the secret of Safra Det'zniuta (the Concealed
Book) that four kings come out AND EMANATE in the presence of
four. They come out from them like grapes in a cluster. Seven
runners are incorporated in them, and they testify. They never stand
still WHEN THEY TESTIFY.
We learn about the reason for wearing the tzitzit, and for the plate of
pure gold that must be gazed at. We are told that there is blue in the
tzitzit to remind people to fear God and we learn about the strands
on the tzitzit.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
324. The Tzitzit (lit. 'fringed garment'): This command is to remember
all the precepts of the Torah through it, as it says, "That you may
look upon it, and remember all the commandments of Hashem, and
do them" (Bemidbar 15:39). That is the sign of the King to remember
and do.

325. It is written: "And you shall make a plate of pure gold" (Shemot
28:36). We have already explained that the secret of the plate (Heb.
tzitz) is to adorn the High Priest with it. It is REFERRED TO AS Tzitz,
WHICH MEANS SEEING, DERIVED FROM HE PEEPED (HEB.
HETZITZ) AND WAS HURT. So the eyes will gaze at it, for it is a sign
of the world above, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHERE THE SECRET OF
BESTOWING THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS INFERRED BY
GAZING OF THE EYES, with which the High Priest was adorned.
326. Because of this, looking UPON THE GOLD PLATE serves as
absolution from insolence (lit. 'impudence of face'), since nothing
prevails in its presence except a face of truth, which is the secret of
every supernal face. THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH CLOTHED WITH CHASSADIM, WHICH IS REFERRED
TO AS FACE, which is true face, MEANING the true face that is
incorporated in the truth of Jacob THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF THE SCRIPTURE: "YOU WILL
SHOW TRUTH TO JACOB" (MICHAH 7:20).
327. Tzitzit is feminine, which is the secret of the lower world,
MEANING MALCHUT, that is a look for the purpose of remembering,
MEANING AS IT SAYS, "THAT YOU MAY LOOK UPON IT, AND
REMEMBER" (BEMIDBAR 15:39). Tzit is masculine, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, and Tzitzit is feminine, WHICH IS MALCHUT. That TZITZIT is
for every man, while Tzit is just for the priest.
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328. We have learned that it is forbidden to gaze at the Shechinah.
Therefore, there is blue IN THE TZITZIT (LIT. 'FRINGED GARMENT'),
since blue is a throne for the house of David, THAT IS MALCHUT,
and its restoration. That is in order to have fear of the presence of
Hashem, to fear that area. Therefore, "That you may look upon it,
and remember all the commandments of Hashem, and do
them" (Bemidbar 15:39). AND BLUE is the throne at which criminal
law is judged, as was explained, that all colors are good in a dream
except blue, since that throne rises to judge criminal law.

329. It is written: "And that they put upon the fringe of each corner a
thread of blue" (Bemidbar 15:38). It is not written: 'They shall put
upon the corner', but rather "They put upon the fringe," since it
covers over the rest of the threads, MEANING THAT TZITZIT
ALLUDES TO THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. THEREFORE,
ONLY THEY REQUIRE A COVER AND PROTECTION FROM THE
BLUE THREAD. THAT IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THAT THEY
PUT UPON THE FRINGE."
330. "And you shall see it and remember": IT IS AS WHAT is written:
"Remember what Amalek did to you" (Devarim 25:17). What is the
reason? It is SIMILAR to a son that breaches a fence and gets bitten
by a dog. Every time the father wants to reprove his son, he says to
him, Remember when the dog bit you? Here too, "you shall see it
and remember," since THE BLUE is the area where the souls ascend
to be judged. THEREFORE, IT IS ALSO SIMILAR TO WHAT IS
WRITTEN: "REMEMBER WHAT AMALEK DID TO YOU."

331. Similarly, "and it shall come to pass that every one that is
bitten, when he looks upon it, shall live" (Bemidbar 21:8). Why is
this? It is only when he raised his eyes and saw the form of that
which bit him, he was afraid and prayed to Hashem, and knew that
this was punishment for the wicked. As long as a son sees his
father's strap, he fears his father. If he is saved from the strap, so is
he saved from everything. Who caused him to be saved? His seeing
the strap with his own eyes. SO the strap caused him to be saved.
Hence, "when he looks upon it, shall live." He saw the strap that beat
him, and it caused him to be saved. Here too, "that you may look
upon it, and remember all the commandments of Hashem, and do"
certainly. If not, here is the strap, MEANING THE BLUE that will
cause you to return always to My service. Then, "do."

332. "And that you seek not after your own heart" (Bemidbar 15:39).
ONCE YOU SAW THE BLUE, it prevented you from other evil ways.
Assuredly, "you seek not" and commit no evil. Therefore, the sight
of the blue is over THE TZITZIT. This blue is similar to the throne of
glory. Just as the throne of glory causes a person to follow the
upright path to purify him, so too this blue causes him to walk the
straight path. Certainly every person should have fear of this place,
thus walking in the straight path.
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333. It is written: "From the uttermost part of the earth have we heard
songs, glory to the righteous. But I said, 'my leanness (also:
'secret')...'" (Yeshayah 24:16). "From the uttermost part of the earth"
refers to the corner of the Tzitzit, which is the edge of the earth,
MEANING THE CORNER OF MALCHUT CALLED EARTH. "Have we
heard songs": These are all the threads that come out and hang from
a high place, within those lofty paths that emerge from supernal
Chochmah. "Glory to the righteous": That is the Righteous that lives
forever, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, since the threads of the
Tzitzit are His beauty. From Him, they emanate AND ARE GIVEN TO
MALCHUT, and each thread is comprised of two aspects, MEANING
CHASSADIM AND CHOCHMAH, WHICH ARE RIGHT AND LEFT.
When I gaze, I say: "my secret, my secret" (Ibid.), since they come
out from the high secret of the whole Faith AS THEY ARE THE
WHOLE OF THE LIGHTS OF MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS FAITH.
And when I gaze at the blue and see a strap for beating, which is the
place of awe that inspires fear, I say, "Woe to me" (Ibid.), because
people do not know enough to watch and observe why they are
punished for lying. "Traitors have dealt treacherously" (Ibid.), since
they read the recital of Kriat Sh'ma without the Tzitzit and give false
evidence. These are the traitors who have dealt treacherously, since
they are false to themselves.

334. "Traitors have dealt very treacherously" (Ibid.): their garment
when without Tzitzit is considered "traitors (Heb. beged) have dealt
very treacherously," that is, a garment (Heb. beged) of those traitors
who are treacherous, who lie and give false testimony every day.
Woe to them and woe to their souls, since they will ascend to that
blue throne to HAVE THEM judged. About them, it is written: "He that
tells lies shall not remain in My sight" (Tehilim 101:71). That garment
of theirs is known to all the prosecutors. Woe to them that they have
no part in the World to Come. Praised are the righteous, whose
garments and works are known above to benefit them in this world
and in the World to Come.

335. This commandant is the precept of Tzitzit, which is comprised
of blue and white, MEANING FOUR WHITE THREADS AND ONE
THREAD OF BLUE, that are Judgment and Mercy in fire. White fire
does not consume, but the blue consumes and destroys everything.
"And consumed the burnt offering" (II Divrei Hayamim 7:1),
MEANING the white FIRE on the right and the blue FIRE from the left.
The Central pillar, MEANING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT UNITES
RIGHT AND LEFT, is the union between the two, and is green FIRE.
Therefore, the masters of the Mishnah have established: 'When does
one read the Sh'ma in the morning: when one can distinguish
between blue and white'. THAT IS, WHEN ONE CAN DISCRIMINATE
BETWEEN JUDGMENT AND CHESED, BECAUSE THEN ONE WILL
ADHERE TO CHESED, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE READING OF
SH'MA. Therefore, it has been established to recite the passages
about Tzitzit in union... (THE ENDING IS MISSING).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Yehuda tells us that God has many witnesses to testify for a
person, all of whom provide counsel for the person. If he listens to
them all is well, but if not they testify about his iniquities above.
Rabbi Yehuda tells us what a person is reminded of when he dons
the Tefilin and the tzitzit. He reminds us of the precept to remember
all the commandments of God. Rabbi Shimon says that God is
destined to extricate the children of Yisrael from the exile, and in that
day His name will be praised throughout the earth. God will perform
signs and miracles in the world, and His name will be One.
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336. Rabbi Yehuda said, How many witnesses has the Holy One,
blessed be He, set up to testify for the person. All are in counsel and
testify before him. When he gets up in the morning and stretches his
leg forward to start walking, the witnesses stand before him and
declare and say, "He will keep the feet of the pious ones..." (I Shmuel
2:9) as well as "Keep your feet when you go" (Kohelet 4:17) and
"Make even the path of your foot" (Mishlei 4:26). When he opens his
eyes to look around the world, the witnesses say, "Let your eyes
look right on" (Ibid. 25). He starts to talk and the witnesses say,
"Keep your tongue from evil..." (Tehilim 34:14). He extends his hands
to worldly things and the witnesses say, "Depart from evil, and do
good" (Ibid. 15).

337. If he obeys them it is well, and if not, it is written: "And the
adversary standing at his right hand to thwart him" (Zecharyah 3:1)
All testify about him and his iniquities above. If a person wishes to
strive in the service of the Holy One, blessed be He, all the witnesses
become good advocates for him and are ready to give a good
TESTIMONY for him when he needs it.

338. When he rises in the morning, he recites several blessings, puts
on Tefilin on his head between his eyes. When he wishes to raise his
head, he sees the supernal Holy Name attached to and marked over
his head, and straps hanging from each side over his heart. He
thereby observes the glory of his Master. He extends his hands and
sees the other hand tied with the knot of the Holy Name. He returns
his hand and gazes at the glory of his Master. He wraps himself in a
Tzitzit, with the four corners of his garment. Four kings come before
four, MEANING four true witnesses of the King, WHICH ARE THE
FOUR THREADS OF THE TZITZIT hanging from the four corners, like
grapes on a cluster.

339. Just like a grape cluster is one cluster but has several grapes
hanging on each side, so too this TZITZIT is one commandment, with
grapes, grapeskin and little branches hanging from it, MEANING
SEVERAL DIFFERENT LEVELS. Seven runners are entwined in them.
They are the seven bands of the blue that one has to bind to each or
to add up to thirteen BUNCHES. If adding, one must not add beyond
thirteen and if decreasing one must not make less than seven.

340. We have learned that this blue is the secret of King David, THAT
IS MALCHUT. It is the thread of Abraham, which he merited for
himself and his descendants after him. What is the meaning of blue
(Heb. tchelet)? It is the purpose (Heb. tachlit) of everything, SINCE
ITS AIM IS THE ENDING (HEB. TACHLIT) OF ALL THE WORLDS.
Rabbi Yehuda says it is called the throne of glory, WHICH IS
MALCHUT.
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341. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Seven wraps THAT ARE BOUND OVER
THE TZITZIT is the Shechinah, which is the seventh of everything
definitely, since She is blessed from the other six SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, through the
Righteous, WHO IS YESOD. THEREFORE, SHE COMPRISES ALL
SEVEN. If thirteen WRAPS are done, then the thirteen is as was set
in the thirteen attributes of Mercy. MALCHUT is the entrance to all
AND, THEREFORE, CONTAINS THIRTEEN.

342. This BLUE is one thread marked in Her color. Her color is
produced from a certain fish in the sea of Kineret (Galilee) called
Kineret after her, MALCHUT. Because of that, there is a violin (Heb.
kinor) hanging above David's bed, THE VIOLIN BEING THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT, which is surely David's violin that played on its own
to the supernal Holy King, THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore, the
colors OF BLUE rise to the firmament, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, and
from the firmament to the throne, THAT IS BINAH.

343. Here a precept is written, MEANING: "AND YOU SHALL
REMEMBER ALL THE COMMANDMENTS OF HASHEM," BECAUSE
MALCHUT IS CALLED PRECEPT, as is written: "For the king's
commandment was" (II Melachim 18:36). THAT ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT; "Why do you transgress the king's
commandment" (Ester 3:3), "For it was the king's
commandment" (Nechemyah 11:23) - ALL THESE ALLUDE TO
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED THE KING'S COMMANDMENT. We
learned that Yesod, WHICH IS THE LAST SFIRAH IN ZEIR ANPIN, and
the root, WHICH IS KETER, THE SOURCE OF EVERYTHING, get
adorned altogether in Malchut. This, MALCHUT, is the memory and
the opening to all the rest of the Sfirot, as is written: "Open to me the
gates of righteousness" (Tehilim 118:19), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS. It is written IN THE FOLLOWING
VERSE: "This is the gate of Hashem" (Ibid. 20), HER BEING THE
GATE TO ALL THE SFIROT. Therefore it is written: "that you may
look upon it, and remember all the commandments of Hashem,"
SINCE THE SCRIPTURE COMES to include in it, IN MALCHUT, all the
rest of the Sfirot. FOR IN MALCHUT THAT IS REFERRED TO AS
COMMANDMENT, ALL THE SFIROT INCLUDED IN HER ARE CALLED
COMMANDMENTS. Therefore, WE LEARNED they give their
testimony but do not stay in place, BECAUSE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN GIVE TESTIMONY BY REVEALING THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED TESTIMONY, AND DO NOT REMAIN
IN THEIR PLACE IN ZEIR ANPIN. For she is a commandment, SINCE
THE TZITZIT IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT CALLED
COMMANDMENT AND THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE
INCLUDED IN HER ARE CALLED COMMANDMENTS. AND
THEREFORE they are not in their place, IN ZEIR ANPIN, BUT
RATHER IN MALCHUT.
344. We have learned that ritual articles, THAT IS OF MALCHUT, can
be thrown away. If you wonder about the Lulav and willow twigs,
WHERE THE LULAV ALLUDES TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE
WILLOW TWIGS TO NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR
WHICH REASON THEY ARE NOT RITUAL ARTICLES, BUT RATHER
sacred articles, MEANING IN ZEIR ANPIN, so why are they
discarded? HE ANSWERS: That is because sacred articles are
marked in the writing of the Holy Name. HOWEVER, LULAV AND THE
WILLOW TWIGS, EVEN THOUGH THEY ALLUDE TO ZEIR ANPIN,
ARE NEVERTHELESS AS RITUAL ARTICLES AND CAN BE THROWN
AWAY.
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345. Rabbi Yitzchak said, The purpose of the threads OF THE
TZITZIT is to show how they are suspended from this and that place,
and from here to the four corners of the world, and she, MALCHUT,
rules over them all in the secret of the heart (Heb. lev - Lamed Bet),
being the heart of the whole world, and the heart of the higher
beings, MEANING IN THE THREE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH, and originates in the highest heart OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Everything is in THE SECRET OF the heart that emerges from the
highest wisdom, INDICATING THE LAMED BET (=32) PATHS OF
WISDOM THAT SHINE IN IT. Rabbi Yitzchak said, We have learned its
measure and length, OF THE TZITZIT, in the engraved letters of
Rabbi Elazar.
346. Rabbi Yehuda said, The Holy One, blessed be He, says,
'Whoever wishes to follow the awe of Me should follow this heart,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the eyes that are over it.' Who are these
eyes? It is as in, "The eyes of Hashem are towards the
righteous" (Tehilim 34:16). THESE ARE ZEIR ANPIN'S EYES.
However, "you seek not after your own heart and your own eyes."
What is the reason for this? It is because "after which you go
astray" (Bemidbar 14:39).

347. Rabbi Chiya said, What is the reason that the exodus from
Egypt is MENTIONED here, as it says: "Who brought you out of the
land of Egypt" (Shemot 20:2). HE REPLIES: It is only because, when
they left Egypt, they entered this part, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
through it, IN MALCHUT, the Holy One, blessed be He, slaughtered
those killed in Egypt. Therefore, THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT is
mentioned in its rightful place. At that place, He has warned them
about it, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "I AM HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM, WHO
BROUGHT YOU OUT..." Why is it in its place? It is because this
precept OF THE TZITZIT is its place OF MALCHUT.
348. Rabbi Yesa taught that it is written: "As in the days of your
coming out of the land of Egypt I will show him marvelous
things" (Michah 7:15). HE INQUIRES: It says, "As in the days," but it
should have said, 'As in the day', since they left at once and did not
tarry. HE RESPONDS: THE EXPLANATION IS as in these lofty days,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, the Congregation of Yisrael was blessed with. So will the
Holy One, blessed be He, extricate the children of Yisrael from exile
THROUGH THE DAYS OF ZEIR ANPIN. Then it is written: "And in that
day shall you say, Praise Hashem, call upon His name... Sing to
Hashem; for He has done excellent things: this is known in all the
earth" (Yeshayah 12:4-5). What is "this (Heb. zot) is known"? HE
RESPONDS: Now, Zot, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is known the THE
TALIT, MEANING IN TZITZIT. At that time, Zot will be renowned in its
various ways when the Holy One, blessed be He, will perform signs
and miracles in the world. Then it is written: "On that day Hashem
shall be one and His Name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
Blessed is Hashem for evermore. Amen and Amen. Hashem will
reign for evermore. Amen and Amen.
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1. "Now Korah..."
Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that if the children of Yisrael had followed the Torah they would not have been exiled, because whoever deals in the Torah
has freedom from everything including death. The Torah is the power of the right, and whoever exchanges the left for the right is as if he destroys
the world. Rabbi Yitzchak says that Aaron is right and the Levites are left, and that Korah wanted to exchange them in that he desired the
priesthood; this is why he was punished. Korah had an evil tongue, he took bad counsel, he chased after something that was not his, and he turned
to disagreement which brought conflict instead of peace. The Shabbat is the peace of the upper and lower grades, and by this peace the world
endures; whoever creates dissension in this peace will be destroyed.
1. "Now Korah, the son of Izhar, the son of Kohath, the son of Levi
took..." (Bemidbar 16:1). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the
verse: "more to be desired are they than gold, even much fine gold:
sweeter also than honey and the honeycomb" (Tehilim 19:11). How
supreme are matters of Torah, and how precious they are. They are
desired above and they are desired by all, because they constitute
the Holy Name. Whoever toils in the Torah strives for the Holy Name
and is saved from all EVIL; he is saved in this world and rescued in
the World to Come. Come and behold: whoever deals in the Torah is
attached to the Tree of Life and, since he is attached to the Tree of
Life, he is part of everything, as is written: "she is a tree of life to
those who lay hold on her..." (Mishlei 3:18).

2. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Whoever deals in the Torah is free from
everything, even free from death, as mentioned, since liberty, WHICH
IS BINAH, dwells upon him and is attached to him. If Yisrael had
adorned themselves with Torah, they would have been saved from
everything and would not have found themselves in exile. This is
what is written: "engraved (Heb. charut) upon the tablets" (Shemot
32:16). Do not read it WITH AN 'A', but rather WITH AN 'E', as
"Cherut," since this freedom (Heb. cherut) is available in the Torah.
The Torah is the power of the right, as it is written: "from His right
hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2), and the left is
included in the right. Whoever makes the right left and the left right
is as if he destroys the world.

3. Come and behold: Aaron is right, WHICH IS CHESED, and the
Levites are left, WHICH IS GVURAH. Korah wanted to exchange the
right for left; HE DESIRED THE PRIESTHOOD, WHICH IS RIGHT, FOR
THE LEVITES, WHO ARE LEFT; therefore, he was punished.
Furthermore, he had the evil tongue, BY SPEAKING OUT AGAINST
MOSES, and was punished for everything. Rabbi Yehuda said: The
left is always contained in the right, BECAUSE THAT IS HOW THE
LEFT IS CORRECTED. Korah wished to substitute the correction of
above and below, SINCE HE ASPIRED TO THE DOMINATION OF THE
LEVITES, WHICH ARE LEFT, SO THAT THEY SHOULD NOT BE
INCLUDED IN THE PRIESTS, WHICH ARE RIGHT. Therefore, he was
annihilated from above and below.
4. "Now Korah...took" (Bemidbar 16:1). HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of "took"? HE RESPONDS: He took faulty counsel for
himself. If one chases after something that does not belong to him, it
escapes from him and he even loses what he has. Korah chased
after something that was not his. Therefore, he lost his own and no
one else gained.
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5. Korah turned to disagreement. What is the meaning of
disagreement? Distancing and repulsion; the distancing and
repulsion of what is above and below, and whoever wishes to
postpone the restoration of the universe will become lost from all the
worlds. Conflict is a distancing of peace, and whoever is in conflict
about peace is in disagreement with His Holy Name, because His
Holy Name is called 'Peace'.

6. Come and behold: the world does not exist except through peace.
When the Holy One, blessed be He, created the world, it could not
endure until He came and made peace dwell upon them. What is it? It
is the Shabbat, which is the peace of the upper and the lower grades.
And then the world endured. THEREFORE, whoever creates
dissension about this PEACE will be lost from the world.

7. Zelophehad was in dissension with the Shabbat because he was
gathering wood (or: 'trees'). What were these trees? These were the
other trees OF THE SEVENTY CHIEFTAINS, as we mentioned. These
were secular matters and secular concerns do not prevail in sanctity.
HENCE, he was in conflict with the world peace, WHICH IS
SHABBAT, BECAUSE HE BLENDED THE SECULAR WITH THE
SHABBAT.
8. Rabbi Yosi says that it is written: "great peace have they who love
Your Torah" (Tehilim 119:165). The Torah is peace, as is written:
"and all her paths are peace" (Mishlei 3:17). And Korah came to
blemish that peace of above - WHICH IS THE TORAH, MEANING THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS CALLED 'TORAH' THAT PRODUCES
PEACE BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT, and of below, OF MOSES.
Therefore, he was punished from the higher and the lower aspects
BY FIRE AND BY THE OPENING OF THE EARTHLY CHASM.

2. "Summoned to the congregation"
Rabbi Shimon explains how the higher world is like the lower one, so that when the Congregation of Yisrael are gathered together for festivals, the
higher Sfirot are summoned by the Upper Temple. He says that the men of renown who came against Moses and Aaron were not men of God, since
they emerged from the aspect of Gvurah, and that those men created dissension.
9. "And they rose up before Moses..." (Bemidbar 16:2). This verse
has been explained by the friends. Rabbi Shimon says: "regularly
summoned (Heb. kri'ei) to the congregation (Heb. mo'ed)" (Ibid.), is
missing a Yud. Why is it written "Kriei"? HE RESPONDS: It is only
that the earthly kingdom is like heavenly kingdom, MEANING THAT
MALCHUT BELOW IS LIKE MALCHUT ABOVE. That is the secret
meaning of all these higher Sfirot onto which the Holy Name holds.
All are summoned from the place that is called 'Holiness', THAT IS
THE SECRET OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, as it is written: "which
you shall proclaim to be (also: 'summoned from') holy
gatherings" (Vayikra 23:37). When is this? When mo'ed prevails in
the world, THAT IS, DURING FESTIVALS AND APPOINTED TIMES
(HEB. MO'ED). Just as these higher Sfirot are summoned by the
Upper Temple, SO AS TO SANCTIFY THEM, similarly the Lower
Sanctity summons its legions to adorn and uplift them. THESE ARE
THREE WORLDS BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, WHICH ARE
THE LEGIONS OF MALCHUT THAT ADORNS THEM AND UPLIFTS
THEM TO ATZILUT.
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10. The higher Holiness is known AS ABA AND IMA ABOVE, and the
lower Holiness is the wisdom of Solomon, MEANING MALCHUT,
which also summons all her legions TO SANCTIFY THEM WITH HER
HOLINESS. These legions are all invited to be adorned in this lower
Holiness at a time when a festival prevails in the world. As her
legions are standing above IN ATZILUT SUMMONED BY MALCHUT,
so are the appointed of the nation, MEANING THE CHIEFTAINS OF
YISRAEL, according to her example below, IN THIS WORLD.
Therefore, it is written as: "summoned to the congregation (Heb.
mo'ed)," and of those below it is written, "summoned (Heb. kri'ei) to
the congregation"; "Kriei" is missing a Yud. However, they are then
in increased wholeness.
11. "...men of renown (also: 'name')..." (Bemidbar 16:2) is most
certainly said and not 'men of Hashem' - MEANING THE PEOPLE OF
MALCHUT CALLED 'NAME', but not 'men of Hashem', THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN. That is the secret of: "and he who blasphemes the Name of
Hashem shall be put to death" (Vayikra 24:16). We established THAT
IT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME' and, therefore,
they were certainly considered men of name, since they emerged
from the aspect of Gvurah, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'THE
LOWER GVURAH'. They are men of name and that WAS SAID to
increase their praise. However, they took HER for themselves,
MEANING THEY SEPARATED MALCHUT FROM ZEIR ANPIN, and
held on to a dissension WITH MOSES, WHO IS THE SECRET OF
ZEIR ANPIN.

3. Holy, pure
Rabbi Shimon says that Moses asked Korah and the others to come before him in the morning because morning is the time of holiness, of Chesed,
and therefore of the priests. Essentially Moses was saying to them that if they remained on the side of Judgment the morning would not tolerate
them and they would not be found holy and worthy of the priesthood. The matter would be tested by the offering of the incense, and the man who
God chooses must be holy and not pure: the priest is holy and the Levite is pure.
12. "Tomorrow morning Hashem will show who is His" (Bemidbar
16:5). HE INQUIRES: Why in the morning, PRECISELY, and why
"holy" and not pure, MEANING "AND WHO IS HOLY; AND WILL
CAUSE HIM TO COME NEAR TO HIM" (IBID.)? IT SHOULD HAVE
SAID, 'AND WHO IS PURE'. HE REPLIES: For they, THE
CONGREGATION OF KORAH, came from the pure side, SINCE THE
LEVITES ARE IN THE ASPECT OF PURE, AND NOT HOLY, and the
priest is holy. Moses said in the morning when the Sfirah of the
priest, WHICH IS CHESED, gets awakened in the world: 'If you are
priests, here is the morning. Let them perform the service of the
morning,' WHICH IS CHESED. Then, "Hashem will show who is His,
and who is holy." "...who is His..." is unspecific, which is the Levi. "...
and who is holy..." is the priest. Then, "and will cause him to come
near to Him," HE WHO IS HOLY. There is no one who can discern the
matter except the morning. THUS, HE SPOKE TO THEM: 'If you find
yourself remaining on the side of Judgment, the morning, WHICH IS
CHESED, will not tolerate you, since that is not the time of
Judgment. But if you see yourselves remaining in Chesed, then here
is its time. And you will stay with it, and it will accept you'.
13. In what WILL THE MATTER BE TESTED? In the offering of the
incense, since the incense must be brought through the groom's
best man in all OF THE LEVELS and be connected THROUGH THEM,
SINCE THE SCENT OF THE INCENSE RISES AND BINDS ALL THE
LEVELS INTO ONE. Who is that groom's man? It is the priest, WHO
IS CHESED. Therefore, the man whom Hashem chooses shall be
holy and not pure, since holy and pure are two distinct levels: the
priest is "holy" and the Levite is "pure." Therefore, it is written: "and
who is holy."
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4. "El, the Elohim of the spirits"
We read how when Moses and Aaron fell on their faces they gave themselves up to death. Rabbi Yehuda says that men are repaid with the deeds
that they do, but if they repent God will gather them back to Himself. Rabbi Yosi draws an analogy with Levirate marriage where the brother must set
his heart upon the redemption of his brother in order to build him back up; his motives must not be lust for the brother's wife. We hear that the
Ruach and Neshamah are in the hands of God and He has compassion on human beings so that they shall not be lost from this world or the next.
14. "And they fell upon their faces, and said, 'El, Elohim of the spirits
of all flesh'" (Bemidbar 16:22). Come and behold: Moses and Aaron
gave themselves up to death. How? It is written: "and they fell upon
their faces, and said, 'El, Elohim of the spirits (Heb. ruchot)'." Ruchot
is spelled with the Vav missing. Therefore, that is the Tree of Death,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the falling on the face is always to that
side. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "El, Elohim of," as is written: "and El
Who has indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12), WHICH REFERS TO
MALCHUT. "...Elohim of the spirits..." is the source where all the
world's souls are bound together and all the souls ascend there.
From there they come, THAT IS, MALCHUT.

15. Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "hear my
words O wise men; and give ear to me, you who have
knowledge" (Iyov 34:2). Elihu spoke this verse. Come and behold: it
is written, "also against his three friends did his anger burn, because
they had found no answer" (Iyov 32:3), since they did speak but Iyov
was not consoled by them. From here we take a lesson that whoever
comes to console the mourner must structure his speech first, SO
THAT THEY ARE WORTHY TO CONSOLE HIM. Job's friends spoke
words of truth but not to console him, and since it requires words
that THE MOURNER will acknowledge, then he will accept upon
himself the Judgment. And he acknowledged the Holy King, as is
written: "now Elihu had waited to speak to Iyov" (Ibid. 4), since he
acknowledged himself afterward to the Holy One, blessed be He, and
accepted upon himself the sentence of heaven.

16. Come and behold: it is written, "therefore hearken to me, you
men of understanding: far be it from El, that He should do
wickedness; and from Shadai, that He should commit iniquity" (Iyov
34:10). "Therefore hearken to me, you men of understanding" (Ibid.);
these are the most perfected who can discern the matters. And "far
be it from El that He should do wickedness." This is what is written:
"and El Who has indignation every day" (Ibid.); THAT REFERS TO
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EL'. "...and from Shadai, that He should
commit iniquity" (Ibid.); this one is close to that one, SINCE SHADAI
IS YESOD THAT IS NEAR EL, WHICH IS MALCHUT. It was already
explained that in, "El Shadai," EL REFERS TO MALCHUT AND
SHADAI REFERS TO YESOD. "For the work of a man shall He pay
back to him" (Ibid. 11). If a person walks about in this world
performing deeds and sins before his Master, that deed impends
upon Him to reward him with Judgment. This is what it says: "that
the man's deed will pay him," as that particular act THAT HE
PERFORMED will pay him.
17. With all this, "if he set his heart upon Him" (Ibid. 14). As soon as
a person places his heart and will to return to his Master, then El, the
Elohim, will "gather to Himself his spirit and his breath (Heb.
neshamah)" (Ibid.). He will gather to him to bind them in the bundle
of life and he does not leave his Nefesh out to be judged in another
Judgment.
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18. Rabbi Yosi said: That matter is a secret among the concealed
Judgments of the Holy One, blessed be He, since, "for the work of a
man shall He pay back to him," means to be sentenced in his
Judgment, according to the activities he performed in this world. He
raises him to be judged accordingly and he is lost from the world.
The following verse says: "who has given Him charge over the
earth? Who has disposed the whole world?" (Ibid. 13). "Who has
given Him charge over the earth?" is the one WHO APPOINTED IN
CHARGE OVER HIM his brother that redeems him. "Who has placed
the whole world under Him?" means THAT HIS BROTHER constructs
a house, BY PERFORMING LEVIRATE MARRIAGE WITH HIS WIFE,
and builds an everlasting structure and restoration and inhabitation
OF THE WORLD. Following that, it is written: "if he set his heart
upon Him," since that person that was appointed AS THE
REDEEMER to erect the structure needs to have an attentive heart
and desire for that dead person, IN ORDER TO ERECT HIS NAME
FOR HIM. The lesson from here is that if a person takes that woman
in levirate marriage for her beauty and his lust, then the everlasting
edifice does not get built, since his desire and heart were not
directed for the sake of the one who died.

19. Therefore, it is written: "if he set his heart upon him." It must be
in the desire of the heart that the intention is towards THE DEAD
one. Then, "gather to Himself his spirit and his breath," because he
continues through him to be built up in this world. It is then written:
"all flesh shall perish together, and man shall return to dust" (Ibid.
15). "All flesh shall perish together," so that his body and flesh will
rot in the dust. Now, AFTER THIS, "man shall return to dust," so
there will be the REVIVAL of the structure as before. "...and it will
return the dust..." (Ibid. 15) in the composition of another body, as it
first was. For the Ruach and Neshamah are in the hands of the Holy
One, blessed be He, and He has compassion on human beings, so
that they shall not be lost from this world nor the other world.
Therefore, it is written: "El, Elohim of the spirits of all flesh."

5. "Take a censer"
Rabbi Chiya interprets the title verse by saying that people must be careful not to be sinful because their deeds are all recorded before God; if
during the time of judgment a righteous person is in the world to plead for the sinful, God relents of His anger and uses compassion.
20. "And Moses said to Aaron, 'Take a censer...'" (Bemidbar 17:11).
Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "the wrath of a
king is as messengers of death: but a wise man will pacify
it" (Mishlei 16:14). How particular people need to be to prevent
themselves from giving in to their iniquities and to be careful with
their activities. At various occasions, the world is judged. And on a
daily basis, their deeds are entered upon the scale of Justice, are
monitored from above, and are recorded before Him. When a
person's acts are not fit for the King, anger rises and Judgment is
stirred. This is what is written: "the wrath of a king is as messengers
of death." Therefore, a person must be on watch for his iniquities
each and every day.
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21. "But a wise man will pacify it," during the time when prosecutors
prevail on the world and anger impends. If the righteous man is at
hand in that generation who is distinguished above, the Holy One,
blessed be He, looks at him and the anger subsides. This is SIMILAR
to a king who is angry at his servants and demands the officer that
carry out justice. In the meantime, the beloved of the king arrives
and stands in front of him and, as soon as the king sees him, his
face shines. When that friend of the king begins to speak with him,
the king is glad. After this, when the police official arrives and sees
the king's face in happiness, he departs and no longer carries out
the sentence. Then that beloved of the king beseeches the king on
behalf of his servants and the king forgives them. As a result of this,
"a wise man will pacify it."

22. Here too, when Moses saw the anger pending, Moses
immediately said to Aaron: 'He is the groom, MEANING THAT
FRIEND, of the Queen, and the incense does not rise except through
his hands, since he increases peace in the world and ties the knot of
Faith,' THAT IS MALCHUT. Incense was already set and explained.
That is the joy above and below, the tie of Faith and the
disappearance of anger. This is what is written: "ointment and
perfume rejoice the heart" (Mishlei 27:9). Then, "a wise man will
pacify it," will clean and purify that anger and compassion will be
stirred.

6. "Do not cut off the tribe of the families of the Kohathites
Rabbi Elazar says that the Levites can approach the Holy only through the priest, and that the priest hides and covers anything that they are not
permitted to see. This is because everything of the priest is done in a whisper, secretly, while the Levites' speech and activities are in the raising of
song and revelation of secrets. The priest's words are not spoken openly because he is of the right, Chesed. Rabbi Elazar tells us that when
judgment prevails on the world from the left aspect, the right draws near by the burning of incense that is done quietly in secret. When Aaron ran
into the midst of the congregation to stop the plague that was killing them he stood between the dead and the living, that is, between the Tree of Life
and the Tree of Death. Thus the Tree of Life that is from the right came close to the priest, who was from the right, and the plague was stopped.
Rabbi Elazar says that the priest has power above and below, and he is the cause of peace above and below; at all times the left serves the right.
23. Rabbi Elazar said: "Do not cut off the tribe of the families of the
Kohathites from among the Levites" (Bemidbar 4:18), since they are
the trunk and root of the Levites. "...but thus do to them, that they
may live, and not die..." (Ibid.). The priest must establish that for
them; even though they are nearing to the Holy, they should only
approach with the amendment of the priest, since he is aware of the
signal, UP TO WHERE he can reach and not further. When they cover
the holy vessels, another coverage prevails from above and it is
forbidden FOR THE LEVITES to approach and look, since anything
that is in a whisper, THAT IS, A SECRET, applies only to the priests,
since their speech and activities are in secret and they whisper. The
Levites' speech and activities are in the raising of the voice IN SONG.
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24. Therefore, all the activities of the priests are performed quietly
and secretively. Consequently, wine is forbidden to them, since wine
is for raising the voice, FOR SONG, and revelation of secrets. The
Levites are given to attend the raising of voice because they are
connected to Judgment and Judgment is open in order to publicize it
to all. However, all the priest's words are secretive and in a whisper,
they are not spoken openly because he is of the right, THAT IS
CHESED. When Judgments prevail on the world from the left aspect,
the right draws near. By means of what? By the burning of incense,
which is done quietly in secret, more subtle and refined than
anything, THAT IS BINAH.

25. Come and behold: when this other altar, THE EXTERNAL ALTAR,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, begins to stir the awakening OF JUDGMENT,
and no righteous people are around TO PROTECT it, the inner altar,
BINAH, awakens to him and stands up against him, and the
Judgments are subdued. Therefore, THIS one stands opposite the
other one and then Judgment departs.

26. Rabbi Elazar says: "This shall be the service of the sons of
Kohath in the Tent of Meeting, namely, the most holy thing" (Ibid. 4).
During the period of time that the sons of Kohath came to take the
Holy of Holies, the priest approached and covered everything prior
to their approach, and they never saw what they carried. Instead,
everything was covered from them, as it says, "and when the camp
sets forward, Aaron shall come, and his sons, and they shall take
down the veil of the screen" (Ibid. 5). Most of the casings for the
Temple's utensils were colored blue. The significance of blue was
already explained and taught. After everything was covered, the
children of Kohath, who carried it, came near. They did not get any
closer than the poles that extended out, as it is written: "and when
Aaron and his sons have made an end of covering the Sanctuary...as
the camp is to set forward; after that, the sons of Kohath shall come
to bear it..." (Ibid. 15).

27. Therefore, burnt incense, which is inward, and all that is in secret
is given over to the priest. Therefore, "Aaron took as Moses
commanded, and ran into the midst of the congregation...and he put
on incense" (Bemidbar 17:12), because it is of the innermost, the
secret of the priest WHO IS ALSO WITHIN. Then, "and made
atonement for the people. And he stood between the dead and the
living..." - that is, between the Tree of Life and the Tree of Death.
Then the right causes one to approach the other, MEANING THE
TREE OF LIFE, THAT IS RIGHT, COMES CLOSE TO THE PRIEST,
WHO IS RIGHT, "and the plague was stayed." Praised is the priest's
lot, since the priest has power above and power below, and he is the
cause of peace above and below. And at all times, the left serves the
right. This is what it says: "that they may be joined to you, and
minister to you" (Bemidbar 18:2); and the right THAT IS INCLUDED
in the left is prevalent in the Temple.

7. "Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with your strength"
Rabbi Shimon explains to his son that a person must include life from the Tree of Life in his life here, because life, the secret of illumination of
wisdom, prevails only here, in Malchut. All the words of King Solomon were spoken in the secret of Wisdom, and his verses mean that a person
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must always include the left in the right; when his actions are on the right side God will dwell with him in this world and will gather him to Himself in
the World to Come. A person cannot decide to ask for mercy after death because "there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom" after he
leaves this world. All his deeds here must be done for the sake of God. Rabbi Shimon says that every night a person must account for his actions
that day, repent of them and ask for compassion for them. Whoever strives through knowledge and wisdom to know God will not be among the
wicked who are judged in Gehenom at Sheol; he will instead be raised higher and higher to the place of many lights.
28. Rabbi Elazar was standing in the presence of his father, Rabbi
Shimon. He told him that it says: "live joyfully with the wife whom
you love all the days of the life of your vanity" (Kohelet 9:9). WHAT
IS THE EXPLANATION? He said to him: Come and behold. The
verse: "live joyfully with the wife whom you love," is the secret that a
person must include life, FROM THE TREE OF LIFE, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN, in this place, WHICH IS MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS
'WOMAN'. One does not go without the other, ZEIR ANPIN WITHOUT
MALCHUT. A person must include the measure of the day at night;
THAT IS, A MEASURE OF ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'DAY' IN
MALCHUT, REFERRED TO AS 'NIGHT', AND VICE VERSA, the
measure of night in the day. That is the meaning of: "live joyfully
with the wife whom you love all the days of the life of your vanity."
What is the reason? "For that is your portion in life," since life, THAT
IS, THE SECRET OF ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, does not
prevail except on this, ON MALCHUT, SINCE THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH DOES NOT BECOME REVEALED IN ANY OTHER
PLACE THAN HER. "And in your labor in which you do labor under
the sun" (Ibid.) is as you say: "in all your ways acknowledge (Heb.
da'ehu) Him, and He shall direct your paths" (Mishlei 3:6). DA'EHU
INCLUDES THE LETTERS OF KNOW (HEB. DA) VAV-HEI, WHICH
ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
29. Come and behold: all the worlds of King Solomon are deeply
concealed in Wisdom. These verses seem as if the restriction has
been removed, since it says following that: "whatever your hand
finds to do, do it with your strength, for there is no work, nor
device..." (Kohelet 9:10). This verse must be studied carefully. Did
Solomon, who had higher wisdom than any world inhabitants,
indeed say this?

30. HE RESPONDS: It is only that all the words of Solomon, the king,
were spoken in the secret of Wisdom. Come and behold: "whatever
your hand finds to do, do it with your strength." That means that a
person needs to include the left in the right, and everything he does
should only be composed of the right. "whatever your hand finds to
do," is the left, WHICH IS CALLED 'HAND', and, "to do...with your
strength," is right, as it is written, "Your right hand, Hashem, is
glorious in power" (Shemot 15:6). As soon as a person is careful so
that all his actions are on the right side, he will gather the left into
the right, and the Holy One, blessed be He, will dwell within him in
this world and will gather him to be with Him in the World to Come.
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31. A person should not say, 'When I get to that world, then I will ask
the King for mercy and I will repent in His presence,' because IT IS
FOR THIS THAT IT IS SAID: "for there is no work, nor device, nor
knowledge, nor wisdom" after the person departs from this world.
However, if a person desires the Holy King to illuminate him in this
world and grant him a part in the World to Come, he should toil in
this world to gather his activities to the right. All his deeds should be
for the sake of the Holy One, blessed be He, for after departing this
world to be judged in harsh Judgment and to be punished in
Gehenom, there is no recourse to counsel, wisdom or understanding
to be saved from that sentence.

32. Another explanation of: "for there is no work, nor device, nor
knowledge, nor wisdom, in Sheol." There are levels upon levels in
Gehenom, and the lowest level is "Sheol." An even lower level is
"Avadon," and one is near the other. Whoever descends to Sheol will
be put on trial. From there he can rise in a whistle, as it is written:
"He brings down to Sheol, and brings up" (I Shmuel 2:6). Whoever is
lowered to "Avadon" never rises FROM THERE.

33. For whoever has a good deed or is of those who do reckoning, it
was already explained that each and every night, before he sleeps,
he must make an accounting of the actions that he did all that day,
repent for them, and ask for compassion for them. What is the
reason THAT HE MUST DO THE ACCOUNTING at that time? Because
during that period, the Tree of Death prevails on the world and all the
world's inhabitants get a taste of death. THEREFORE, at that time, a
person must make an accounting of his deeds and confess them,
since it is a time of death. And they are called 'those who do
reckoning'.

34. Similarly, this is the case for whoever strives in knowledge and
wisdom to know his Master. AFTER HIS DEATH, WHEN THEY WILL
BYPASS HIM to look and gaze at these wicked that are being judged
in Gehenom at the level "Sheol," where all scream from these levels,
he will not remain there and not be among them. About this, IT IS
WRITTEN: "for there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor
wisdom, in Sheol." THERE IS NO ONE THERE WHO HAS A GOOD
DEED, NOR ANYONE WHO HAS DEVICE, RECKONING, OR
KNOWLEDGE, NAMELY, ONE WHO STRIVES TO KNOW, BECAUSE
ALL THESE ARE NOT IN "SHEOL." And he will be found higher and
higher, where many lights and candles and delightful things are
present. And the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to be merry with
the rest of the righteous in the Garden of Eden. Praised is the lot of
the Righteous in this world and the World to Come. About them, it is
written: "surely the righteous shall give thanks to Your Name: the
upright shall dwell in Your presence" (Tehilim 140:14).

8. "But the Levites shall do the service"
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Rabbi Aba tells us that when God wanted to create the world He did so with the Torah, and through it the world became perfected. When Adam
emerged into the world the world was perfected, but when the spirits and demons emerged the world seemed to be faulty and lacking. However,
when the children of Yisrael were sanctified the Levites were placed on the left side to restore the left. For this reason the Levites must be cleansed,
for they who completed the perfection of the left side ended the flaw of the world. Rabbi Aba says that if judgment had not existed in the world
people would not have followed the Torah nor would they have performed the entire service that has to be done for God, and which is done by the
Levites. Rabbi Yitzchak tells us that in the future God will brighten the light of the moon to be as bright as the sun, and that He will brighten the sun
seven times what it is now.
35. "But the Levites (lit. 'Levite, he') shall do the service of the Tent
of Meeting..." (Bemidbar 18:23). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion
with the verse: "it is he that sits upon the circle of the
earth" (Yeshayah 40:22). Come and behold: when the Holy One,
blessed be He, wanted to create the world, it rose in His wish and He
created it with the Torah, and through it, it became perfected. This is
what is written: "when He established the heavens, I was
there" (Mishlei 8:27), and it is written, "then I was by Him, as a
nursling (Heb. amon)" (Ibid. 30). It was explained that we should not
pronounce it 'amon', but rather, 'oman (lit. 'craftsman')'; SHE WAS
FOR HIM THE CRAFTSMAN OF THE UNIVERSE.
36. When He came to create Adam, we were taught that the Torah
said, 'is it in vain, that You are called long suffering and abundant in
love?' AND IF THERE WILL BE NO MAN WHO WILL SIN, FOR WHOM
WILL YOU RESTRAIN ANGER? At the time that Adam emerged into
the world, the luster of his face was from above and from below. All
the creatures were fearful of him, as it was explained. Come and
behold: the world had no endurance and was not perfected until that
time when Adam emerged in total perfection and that day was
sanctified. A Holy Throne was prepared for the King, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Then the upper and the lower grades were considered
complete, and joy was attained in all the worlds.

37. At the moment when the day wished to be sanctified, spirits and
demons emerged to have a body created for them. However, the day
was sanctified and they were not created. The world appeared to be
left as if faulty in its work and lacking, BECAUSE OF THE
PRESENCE OF THESE SPIRITS AND DEMONS. However, as soon as
Yisrael were sanctified and perfected in their level, the Levites were
placed on the left side. Then that flaw of the world was perfected,
WHAT WAS DONE on the left, DUE TO THE EXISTENCE OF THE
SPIRITS AND DEMONS, BECAUSE THROUGH THE LEVITES, THE
LEFT WAS GATHERED INTO THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT WAS
THEREBY RESTORED.

38. Therefore, the Levites must be cleansed and everything must be
gathered into the right so that the world is not flawed. Due to this, it
is written: "but the Levite, he shall do the service." He who
completed the perfection of the left side ended the flaw of the world.
Even that northern side that was missing in the world when the Holy
One, blessed be He, created the world, THE LEVITES ALSO
COMPLETED, SINCE the Levites at the Ark completed everything.
What is the meaning of 'at the Ark'? It means with that burden they
carried at the Tabernacle, DURING THE TRAVEL PERIOD OF THE
TABERNACLE, all that was flawed was restored to perfection.
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39. "BUT THE LEVITE, HE SHALL SERVE"; "he" alludes to the left
above, meaning THAT HE RESTORES THE LEFT ABOVE. The
pronoun "he" indicates that it is included in the right. In addition,
"he" is the Ancient One, THAT IS, KETER. FOR HIS SERVICE AND
RESTORATION REACHES ALL THE WAY TO KETER, SINCE "HE"
INDICATES THE HIDDEN. If Judgment, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE AMENDMENT OF THE LEVITES, had not existed in the world,
people would not have been aware of the highest Faith. And people
would not have engaged in the Torah, and the commandments of the
Torah would not have been kept, nor would people have performed
the entire service that is to be done in this world for the Holy King.
Who performs it? One says: The Levites.
40. "But the Levite, he shall serve"; "he" is as it is written, "Hashem,
He is the Elohim" (Devarim 4:35), SINCE THROUGH HIM THIS
UNIFICATION IS ACCOMPLISHED. He finalizes that perfection so
that all shall be one, so THAT ALL THE LEVELS WILL COMBINE AND
UNIFY TO BECOME ONE. "He" INDICATES the extension OF THE
LEFT towards the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as
it says, "His left hand is under my head" (Shir Hashirim 2:6), in order
to connect AFTERWARDS. This mating together IS THE SECRET
MEANING OF, "AND HIS RIGHT ARM EMBRACES ME." Who
awakens this love OF, "HIS LEFT HAND IS UNDER MY HEAD,"
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MARITAL LOVE? One says that it is "he,"
THE LEVI and also, "He," as it is written, "it is He who made us, and
we belong to Him" (Tehilim 100:3), WHICH ALLUDES TO THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE. Therefore, "He" POINTS downward TO
REPAIR THE FLAW THAT IS IN THE WORLD, and "He" is above TO
RESTORE THE LEFT UP HIGH. "He" openly REVEALS FAITH AND
SERVICE IN THE WORLD, and "He" is concealed, WHICH POINTS TO
THE ANCIENT ONE. "He is the Elohim," WHICH POINTS TO
UNIFICATION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. HE IS THE ELOHIM AS
MENTIONED.
41. Rabbi Yitzchak said: In the future, the Holy One, blessed be He, is
destined to brighten the light of the moon to be as bright as the sun.
The light of the sun will be seven times brighter, as it is written:
"moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the
sun..." (Yeshayah 30:26). It is also written: "your sun shall no more
go down; nor shall your moon withdraw itself" (Yeshayah 60:20), and
it is further written: "the sun shall be no more..." (Ibid. 19)
Moses talks about the command to redeem the firstling, and that if
one does not redeem his Nefesh and Ruach and Neshamah in the
Torah he is destined to reincarnate again. He also speaks about the
three times of exile and the last redemption.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
42. "Everything that opens the womb in all flesh...and the firstling of
unclean beasts shall you redeem" (Bemidbar 18:15). This
commandment is to redeem the firstling of a mule, that is, to redeem
HIMSELF for the World to Come. If prior to going to that world he
does not redeem his Nefesh and Ruach and Neshamah in Torah, he
is destined to return back AND REINCARNATE in this world as
originally, AS IT SAYS: "he shall return to the days of his
youth" (Iyov 33:25), and receive Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah.
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43. It is written: "lo, El does all these things twice or three times with
a man" (Iyov 33:29). THAT IS the children of Yisrael, since their
redemption takes place without Torah, which is like silver (Heb.
kesef) that is "Kisufa" (lit. 'delight') of the World to Come. They
returned three other times to the exile and, at the last redemption
when they will be redeemed through Torah, they will never ever
return to exile. The rabbis came and gave him their blessings,
saying, 'Faithful Shepherd, the Holy One, blessed be He, will redeem
you and all the children of Yisrael will be redeemed through you, and
you will be renewed with them and they with you.'

9. Household arrangements
Moses compares a virtuous wife to the Shechinah, saying that whoever does kindness by Her will receive invaluable recompense but that whoever
is sinful to Her will receive punishment beyond measure. He tells us that anyone who inherits a Neshamah or Ruach or Nefesh from the Shechinah
does not require redeeming. The Shechinah's redemption is dependent on God, and that redemption is drawn by the Tefilin, the keeping of the
Shabbat, the marking of the festival days, the mark of circumcision, the Torah and with several precepts.
44. The precept following this is the dealing in household
arrangements. In the secret of wisdom, a man's house is his wife. If
she is a woman of good and evil and he wishes to exchange a bad
WOMAN for a good one, he should redeem her from that evil one and
give her her worth. However, it says about a woman of the Tree of
Life, THAT IS MALCHUT: "gold and glass cannot equal it: and the
exchange of it shall not be for vessels of fine gold" (Iyov 28:17). She
is invaluable, as it says, "a virtuous woman is a crown to her
husband" (Mishlei 12:4), and it also says, "who can find a woman of
worth..." (Mishlei 31:10). That is the Shechinah. Whoever does
kindness by Her shall receive invaluable recompense, and whoever
is sinful to Her shall receive punishment beyond measure.

45. She has many maidservants who serve her. Each and every one
of them has value and each one needs a ransom, MEANING TO
RANSOM HER FROM THE HOLD OF THE OTHER SIDE. However, a
Neshamah or Ruach or Nefesh inherited from the Shechinah does
not require redeeming, since it is said about the Shechinah, "I am
Hashem, that is My Name, and My glory will I not give to
another" (Yeshayah 42:8). Her redemption is dependent on the Holy
One, blessed be He, which Yisrael draw to Her by the knot of the
Tefilin, with the Shabbat sign, with the marking of the festival days,
with the mark of circumcision, with Torah, and with many precepts.
Since Her ransom is dependent on the Holy One, blessed be He, this
is what it says, "but I acted for My Name's sake," (Yechezkel 20:9)
and for her: "and yet for all that (Heb. zot)..." (Vayikra 26:44). In this
manner, people perform many precepts in order to receive
recompense. Each precept has a value in that world. However, the
punishment for someone who transgresses them has no value.

10. Devoting one's possessions to the priest
Moses speaks about anger, saying that there is deadly poison in rage, and that when one is angry it is the same as if he is an idol worshipper.
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Therefore the person who sins in anger must give his offering to the priest because the priest is compassion and blessing and will cause the anger
in the left to be subdued and replaced with mercy.
46. The next precept after this one relates to someone who devotes
his possessions to the priest. This is what is written: "everything
devoted in Yisrael shall be yours" (Bemidbar 18:14). That is the
secret meaning of: "everything that opens the womb in all flesh,
which they bring to Hashem, whether it be of men or beasts" (Ibid.
15). Womb (Rechem; Resh- Chet-Mem) AMOUNTS TO RESH-MEMCHET (=248) by resetting the letters, like the number of 248 limbs
and organs of a man, about whom it is said: "in wrath remember
mercy (Heb. rachem)" (Chavakuk 3:2). After a person sins in anger
and dedicates this beast to Him, another El, a serpent, dwells ON IT,
as it says, "you are cursed above all cattle" (Beresheet 3:14), and he
is to the left of man. Therefore, the Holy One, blessed be He,
commanded that IT be given to the priest, who is compassion and
blessing, in order to subdue the anger, SINCE in that person the
bitterness is stirred, which is the sword of the Angel of Death.
THEREFORE, the right is awakened toward him with compassion,
and the anger in the left is subdued. And so when angry, have
compassion; "in wrath remember mercy."

47. When one is angry, there is deadly poison in his rage. About him,
the masters of the Mishnah have stated: Whoever is angry, it is as if
he is an idol-worshipper, since the Other Side burns the person and
by giving that beast to the priest, that possession separates from
him. Samael, a strange El, consecrated destruction, and his female is
a curse that is contained in all the curses mentioned in the book of
Devarim. The Holy One, blessed be He, granted blessings
throughout the Torah and all the blessings are from the right, to
which the priest holds on. Due to this, any consecration needs to be
given to the priest, who burns it in fire and destroys it from the
world. The fire of the left gets calmed in the right, which is water, and
"then the king's wrath was pacified" (Ester 7:10) through it.

11. Two out of one hundred
We hear from the Faithful Shepherd about the next precept, that is to set aside a great offering, two out of one hundred. This means to unify God
twice a day with the morning prayer and the evening prayer. We learn the gematria that explain the one hundred from the name Yud Hei Vav Hei and
the ten Sfirot and the word Tzadik or Righteous. Moses also mentions the hundred blessings that a person is required to do every day to bless God.
He refers to several offerings and emphasizes the importance of the mating of Zeir Anpin and Malchut.
48. The precept after this is to separate aside a great offering, and it
was set at two out of one hundred. HE INQUIRES: What is an
offering? HE RESPONDS: The rabbis in the Yeshivah SAID, 'This
offering requires the setting aside two out of one hundred.'
According to Sitrei Torah (lit. "the hidden Torah'), what DOES IT
ALLUDE TO? It means that whoever wishes to taste OF HER shall be
killed if he is a stranger. That means the strange El, Samael, since
the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "that they bring Me an offering
(Heb. trumah)" (Shemot 25:2) two (Heb. tri) out of a hundred (Heb.
me'ah). THIS MEANS to unify Him twice a day, which is two out of a
hundred, THAT ARE 49 letters of Sh'ma, and, 'blessed is the glorious
Name of His kingdom forever and ever', of the evening prayer Arvit,
and the 49 letters of the morning prayer. Two are missing HERE for
THE COMPLETION of one hundred and they are the higher
Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower Shechinah, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. With both combined, they must be unified with the Holy
One, blessed be He, that is, the cubit, the measurement of both. AND
TOGETHER WITH THEM, IT IS a hundred. Amah (Eng. 'cubit') has the
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same letters of Me'ah (Eng. 'hundred'). In changing the letters, it
forms Ha'em (Eng. 'the mother'), WHICH ALLUDES TO BINAH.

49. In addition, "then it shall be that when you eat of the bread of the
land, you shall offer up a gift to Hashem" (Bemidbar 15:19). "...offer
up..." is as is written: "and lifted up its hands on high" (Chavakuk
3:10), BECAUSE, "LIFTED UP ITS HANDS," IS EXPLAINED AS THE
TEN FINGERS ON HIS HANDS. This refers to the ten fingers. Lifting
them, THAT IS, ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF, "LIFT UP YOUR
HANDS IN THE SANCTUARY" (TEHILIM 134:2), is to the ten Sfirot
that are Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph. The
numerical values equal 45, Mem-Hei, by EXCHANGING letters of the
alphabet USING THE SYSTEM IN WHICH ALEPH =TAV, BET=SHIN,
Mem-Hei amounts to one hundred. This is because THE MEM IS
SUBSTITUTED WITH YUD ACCORDING TO THE COMBINATION Yud
=Mem. IN ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN AND THE HEI CHANGES WITH
THE TZADIK ACCORDING TO THE COMBINATION OF Hei=Tzadik.
TZADIK PLUS YUD TOTALS ONE HUNDRED. This is why it has been
explained by the rabbis, the sages of the Mishnah, that, "and now
Yisrael, what (Heb. mah, Mem-Hei) does Hashem your Elohim require
of you" (Devarim 10:12). Do not pronounce it 'Mah', but rather,
'hundred' or 'Meah'. That corresponds to the hundred blessings that
a person is required to bless his Master with daily. That is because a
person needs to taste daily FOR THE SAKE OF his Master.
Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN, "that they bring Me an offering."
50. There are several offerings there. There is an offering mentioned
in the Torah, SINCE TRUMAH (ENG. 'OFFERING') CONSISTS OF
TORAH AND THE LETTER MEM. That is an offering, which is the
Torah, given in Mem (=forty) days. If you say that yet I ate from her
IN THOSE FORTY DAYS, does it not say: "and he was there with
Hashem forty days and forty nights; he did neither eat bread, nor
drink water" (Shemot 34:28)? It was kept until this time, MEANING
UNTIL THE ERECTION OF THE TABERNACLE. This was an offering
to the Holy One, blessed be He, and if the King did not eat, THAT IS,
THERE WAS NO MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
REFERRED TO AS 'EATING', how could his servants eat? Following
that, AFTER THE TABERNACLE WAS ERECTED, it says, "I have
gathered my myrrh with my spice" (Shir Hashirim 5:1) - THAT THERE
WAS A MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Following that, it is
written, "eat, O dear ones" (Ibid.), and the servants could eat; THAT
IS, THEY WILL RECEIVE FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THIS
MATING.

12. To set aside tithe
Moses speaks about the next precept, that is to set aside a tithe for the Levites. This offering comes from the left, Gvurah and is given to the right,
Chesed. Again Moses elaborates on the numerical values of many letters and words as derived from the amounts of offerings prescribed in
scripture.
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51. The precept after this is to set aside a tithe for the Levi. Thus is
the Shechinah from the right side, which is Chesed. The great
offering IS GIVEN to the priest, WHO IS CHESED. From the left side,
Gvurah, the tithe offering IS GIVEN, REFERRING TO THE OFFERING
OF TITHE belonging to Levi, which is the Shechinah ON THE LEFT
SIDE.

52. THE YUD HEI VAV HEI OF THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63,
WHICH IS Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Yud, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Yud, IS THE
SECRET OF IMA, WHICH IS LEFT IN RELATION TO ABA, WHO IS
YUD HEI VAV HEI OF NUMERICAL VALUE OF 72, SINCE 72 AND 63
ARE RIGHT AND LEFT. It is "three tenth measures shall you offer for
a bullock" (Bemidbar 28:28), THAT IS, THE THREE YUD'S OF THE
NAME OF THE FULL SPELLING OF 63, CALLED THE 'THREE TENTH
MEASURES'. THIS IS SAID OF AN OX BECAUSE IT IS of that side
about which is said, "and they four had the face of an ox on the left
side" (Yechezkel 1:10). That is Gvurah, MEANING THE LEFT
COLUMN. "...a tenth measure for one lamb..." That totals ten letters Yud-Vav-Dalet-Hei-Aleph-Vav-Aleph-Vav-Hei-Aleph, and that is a
tenth measure. THE TEN LETTERS and these ten LETTERS AMOUNT
NUMERICALLY to Mem-Hei (=45), and Mem-Hei is one hundred (Heb.
meah), AS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
53. Three tenth measures ALLUDE TO THE SETTING ASIDE OF THE
DOUGH OFFERING, WHICH IS APPLICABLE TO A DOUGH OF THE
SIZE OF FORTY THREE AND ONE FIFTH OF AN EGG'S SIZE. The
three Yuds OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI OF 63 ARE THREE LETTERS
amounting to THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THIRTY AND TOGETHER
TOTAL 33, AND WITH the ten Sfirot in them - IN THE THREE YUD'S totaling 43, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 43 eggs. All this is Yud,
SINCE THE NUMBER 43 IS DERIVED FROM THAT YUD, WHICH ARE
THE THREE LETTERS OF YUD IN THE FULL SPELLING OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI OF 63, AND THEIR AMOUNT IS THIRTY PLUS THE TEN
SFIROT. The fifth of an egg's size that is added TO THE MEASURE
OF 43 EGGS' SIZE, is due to the Hei, SINCE MALCHUT HAS THE
ASPECT OF YUD AND THE ASPECT OF HEI. So the tithe, of the
commandment that Yisrael are required to set aside a tithe, is due to
the letter Yud IN MALCHUT, which is tithe of a tithe, MEANING THAT
MALCHUT IS ONE OF TEN SFIROT AND NINE OF THE SFIROT ARE
PART OF HER. THEREFORE, IT IS THE SECRET OF YUD and it is
one of five SFIROT from the aspect of Hei. Anywhere it says ten, it is
from the letter Yud, which is the Shechinah, which is one of ten
Sfirot. One of five is from the aspect of Tiferet, due to the fact THAT
TIFERET is the fifth of Keter, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. When you count from Malchut to
Tiferet, you will find that Tiferet is the fifth from bottom upwards.
THAT IS, MALCHUT, YESOD, HOD, NETZACH AND TIFERET and the
Shechinah is the fifth to it, TO TIFERET, AND ALL THESE FOUR TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, ILLUMINATE IN HER.
THEREFORE, SHE IS THE SECRET OF HEI (=FIVE), SINCE FROM
THIS HEI, THE ADDITION COMES OF ONE FIFTH OF THE EGG SIZE,
AS EXPLAINED ABOVE.
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54. From the aspect OF MALCHUT, there are "two tenth measures for
one ram" (Bemidbar 28:28) SINCE, "TWO TENTHS MEASURES" ARE
TWO YUD'S and she is included in, "the golden spoons...weighing
ten shekels apiece" (Bemidbar 7:86). Ten apiece is Yud FROM THE
RIGHT, Hei-Hei, WHICH ARE A FULLY SPELLED HEI, FROM THE
LEFT, THAT IN NUMERICAL EQUIVALENT TOTALS YUD (=TEN) "...
for one ram..." is Vav, which is the shekel of the sanctuary, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT BALANCES (HEB. SHOKEL) AND
OUTWEIGHS THEM. That is the meaning of "the golden spoons...
weighing ten shekels apiece (lit. 'ten ten')" SINCE THE SPOON,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS COMPRISED OF YUD (TEN) FROM THE
RIGHT AND YUD (TEN) FROM THE LEFT. "THE SHEKEL OF THE
SANCTUARY" IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS THE VAV. "...two
tenth measures for one ram..." are the Yud-Yud of "Vayyitzer (Eng.
'formed')" (Beresheet 2:19). "...for one ram..." is that Vav of
"Vayyitzer." All this is in THE FORM OF an Aleph, WHOSE FORM IS a
Yud above and a Yud below, WHICH INDICATES TO THE RIGHT AND
LEFT, while the Vav in the middle INDICATES THE Central Column.

13. Setting aside a thank offering
We hear about the precept to set aside a thanks offering and are told the appropriate amounts and values, and we learn the secret meaning of why it
must never be less than ten remembrances.
55. Also, three tenth measures are THREE TIMES YUD, YUD AND
YUD IN YUD HEI VAV HEI WHEN FULLY SPELLED OUT, TOTALING
TO 63. They are the precepts after this one to set aside a thanks
offering. And the rabbis, the sages of the Mishnah set it that a
thanking is equal to twenty tenth measures, and they are divided into
ten tenth measures for leavened bread and ten for unleavened. From
the ten of unleavened, they produce thirty Matzot and, from the ten
of leavened bread, they produce ten challot (lit. 'dough cakes'). That
is the meaning of: "unleavened cakes of fine flour mingled with
oil" (Vayikra 2:4). From the ten tenth measures - WHICH ARE THE
TEN LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED TO THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63, which are Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Yud, VavAleph- Vav, Hei-Yud, they made thirty Matzot that are Yud, Yud and
Yud, THAT IS, IN THE YUD HEI VAV HEI OF 63. THIS IS BECAUSE IN
NUMERICAL VALUE THEY ARE THIRTY, THE SECRET OF THE
THREE TENTH MEASURES, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. This Name YUD HEI VAV HEI IN THE FULL SPELLING OF '63' - is sometimes to
the right, CHESED, and sometimes it is to the left, GVURAH.
Sometimes, it is in the center, which is Mercy from every direction,
both to the right and left, SINCE THE CENTRAL COLUMN INCLUDES
THE RIGHT AND LEFT.
56. Sometimes, the Yud, WHICH REPRESENTS MALCHUT, is in the
right, and THAT IS THE SECRET OF why it must never be less than
ten Malchuts, SINCE TEN IS THE SECRET OF Yud. Sometimes the
Yud, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is on the left, AND THIS IS THE SECRET
OF why it must never be less than ten blows of the Shofar, SINCE AT
THAT TIME, IT IS CONSIDERED A SHOFAR, LIKE IMA WHO IS ON
THE LEFT, AS MENTIONED. Sometimes the Yud, THAT IS,
MALCHUT, is in the center, BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT, WHEN
IT IS REFERRED TO AS 'REMEMBRANCE', CORRESPONDING TO
THE NAME ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. THAT IS
THE SECRET MEANING OF why it must never be less than ten
remembrances.

14. "At the commandment of Hashem they remained encamped"
Here Moses emphasizes strongly the number twelve, as manifested in the twelve boundaries, the twelve countenances and the twelve tribes. He
talks about the three living creatures, lion, ox and eagle, each with its four aspects. We learn that for whoever produces merits in order to receive a
reward, God comes down in the Chariot of the servant Metatron and with His four guards, the archangels. But for whoever produces merits not for
the sake of receiving a reward, He descends in His own Chariot. Finally Moses says that God descends upon the wicked with their deeds, with
demons, harmful spirits and destructive angels with the Chariot, in order to take revenge on them.
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57. "At the commandment of Hashem they remained encamped, and
at the commandment of Hashem they journeyed: they kept the
charge of Hashem." (Bemidbar 9:23). THIS VERSE CONTAINS
THREE NAMES OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
THREE YUD'S MENTIONED ABOVE, since each Yud has four faces,
MEANING FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES THAT CONTAIN ALL
PERFECTION, WHICH ARE THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT. WITHIN EACH
ONE, THERE ARE THREE YUD'S; THAT IS, THREE COLUMNS FOR A
TOTAL OF TWELVE. HE EXPLAINS FURTHER: There are three living
creatures corresponding to the three Yud's, MEANING THE THREE
COLUMNS CALLED 'LION', 'OX' AND 'EAGLE'. And there are four
aspects to each living creature, THAT IS, TO EACH COLUMN in
accordance with the four aspects of Yud Hei Vav Hei, MEANING IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOUR LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, THE
TWELVE BOUNDARIES. "At the commandment of Hashem they
remained encamped, and at the commandment of Hashem they
journeyed," THAT IS, IN HARMONY WITH THE PERFECTION OF THE
TWELVE BOUNDARIES.
58. AFTER THE THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI: "AT THE COMMANDMENT
OF HASHEM...AT THE COMMANDMENT OF HASHEM...THE CHARGE
OF HASHEM." IT SAYS, "they kept," which is the Shechinah THAT
RECEIVES FROM THESE THREE COLUMNS THAT ARE THE SECRET
OF THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES. IT IS INDICATED IN THE WORDS
"THEY KEPT," SINCE She keeps all those who keep the Shabbatot
and holidays. Therefore, the Shechinah has not moved from Yisrael
all the Shabbatot and holidays. This is true even on Shabbatot that
are not on festive days, only She is shut up and closed in them,
MEANING THAT SHE DOES NOT BESTOW PLENTY ON THE LOWER
BEINGS. THAT IS NOT THE CASE ON SHABBATOT THAT OCCUR
ON HOLIDAYS, WHEN HER PLENTY IS POURED IN GREAT
ABUNDANCE.
59. At every prayer, she, MALCHUT, ascends to Yud Hei Vav Hei,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, until it reaches the Chariot of the Supreme
Patriarchs, who are Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet, which contain the
twelve countenances corresponding to the twelve tribes. This is
BECAUSE EACH ONE OF CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET
INCORPORATES FOUR COUNTENANCES, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, TOTALING TWELVE. According to her,
MALCHUT advocates merits for all those who pray and have earned
merits in each and every precept in the Torah. So they "remained
encamped" over their merits and so they "journeyed" to their merits.
Thus the "charge" is going down to them.

60. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: For those who produce merits in
order to receive a reward, MEANING WAGE RECOMPENSE, the Holy
One, blessed be He, comes down in the Chariot of the servant, THAT
IS METATRON, and with His four guards, THAT ARE MICHAEL,
GABRIEL, URIEL AND RAPHAEL. But for whoever produces merits
not for the sake of receiving a reward, He descends in His own
Chariot. To the wicked, He descends upon them with their deeds,
with demons, harmful spirits, and destructive angels with the
Chariot, in order to have revenge upon them. The scholars of the
Mishnah said: Certainly it is so. Praised is your lot, Faithful
Shepherd.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Blessed is Hashem for evermore. Amen and Amen. Hashem will
reign for evermore. Amen and Amen.
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1. "This is the ordinance of the Torah"
Rabbi Yosi draws a distinction between the Torah itself, that is Zeir Anpin, and the law of the Torah, that is Malchut. Rabbi Yehuda says that the
verse, "and this is the Torah," means a union of total perfection, including male and female, but the verse, "this is the ordinance of the Torah,"
means Malchut without Zeir Anpin.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses and Aaron, saying, 'This is the
ordinance of the Torah which Hashem has commanded'" (Bemidbar
19:1-2). Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion saying: "and this is the
Torah which Moses set before the children of Yisrael" (Devarim
4:44). Come and behold: the words of the Torah are holy, lofty, and
sweet, as it is written: "more to be desired are they than gold, and
much fine gold: sweeter also than honey..." (Tehilim 19:11). It is as if
whoever studies the Torah stands every day at Mount Sinai and
receives the Torah. This is what it says: "this day you are become a
people" (Devarim 27:9). And the friends have already set the
explanation.

2. It is written here: "this is the ordinance of the Torah," and it is
also, "and this is the Torah," BUT IT IS NOT WRITTEN, 'THE
ORDINANCE'. What is the difference between this and that? HE
RESPONDS: It is a lofty secret and that is what we learned. The
words, "and this is the Torah," are to show that all is in one unison
and to unite the Congregation of Yisrael, THAT IS MALCHUT, with
the Holy One, blessed be He, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, so that all will be
one. Therefore, "and this is the Torah." Why is there the addition of
"and" (Heb. Vav), TO "this"? It is only to show that as we are taught,
all is one without division. The words, "and this," indicate the
general and the particular, NAMELY male and female combined
together, SINCE VAV IS MALE, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
GENERAL - AND "THIS" IS FEMALE, MEANING MALCHUT, WHICH IS
PARTICULAR. Therefore, it is assuredly WRITTEN: "and this is the
Torah," TO INDICATE ZEIR ANPIN AND THE NUKVA IN ONE
UNISON. However, "this," without the additional Vav is specifically
the ordinance of the Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS
CONSIDERED THE ORDINANCE. AND it EMANATES FROM ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS CONSIDERED THE TORAH, but is not the Torah
ITSELF, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. It is ONLY the law of the Torah, the
decree of Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
3. Come and behold: IT IS WRITTEN, "this is that which belongs to
the Levites" (Bemidbar 8:24). It is not WRITTEN, 'and this,' WITH A
VAV, since they emerge from the side of Judgment, WHICH IS FROM
THE LEFT SIDE AND FROM THE SIDE OF MALCHUT THAT IS
ERECTED FROM THE LEFT, and not from the angle of Compassion,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. THEREFORE, "THIS" IT IS WRITTEN
WITHOUT A VAV, MEANING MALCHUT WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN. Rabbi
Yehuda said: Yet it is written, "and this do to them, that they may
live" (Bemidbar 4:19). Here, "THIS" IS WITH A VAV, and it is said
about the Levites, and yet you say THAT THE LEVITES ARE THE
ASPECT OF "this," and not of, "and this." He said to him: It is most
certainly so, THAT THEY ARE IN THE ASPECT OF, "AND THIS." The
scripture proves that whoever holds on to deadly poison spices but
does not blend into it life-giving spices will certainly die. Therefore,
IT IS WRITTEN: "And this do to them, that they may live," MEANING
THAT "THIS," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, CONSIDERED
THE TREE OF DEATH, SHOULD JOIN WITH VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, THE TREE OF LIFE. "...and not die..." (Ibid.) This is because
the spice of life is mixed with it. THEREFORE, "and this do to them,
that they may live, and not die," since they require, "and this," and
not 'this'. THEREFORE, the verse: "and this is the Torah,"
INDICATES that it really is actually in one union, a union of total
perfection, male and female in one inclusion; THAT IS THE SECRET
OF Vav-Hei. However, "this," ALONE WITHOUT THE VAV, is a Hei
alone WITHOUT A VAV, THAT IS, MALCHUT WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN.
About this, it IS WRITTEN: "this is the ordinance of the Torah."
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2. "A man pulled off his shoe"
The rabbis discuss the preceding verse and also the verse that speaks about redeeming and exchanging and sealing the bargain by means of the
removal of the shoe. Rabbi Elazar cites God's commandment to Moses to take off his shoes, meaning that he commanded him to separate from his
wife and join the Shechinah instead. He says that whoever takes the shoe sends the one who gave him the shoe to another world, and that whenever
someone draws off his shoe and gives it to another in order to seal a transaction, he is doing this by a decree from above. Rabbi Elazar mentions
the drawing off of the sandal at the time of levirate marriage as well, and explains that the widow accepts the shoe to indicate that her dead husband
returns among the living. The conclusion to be drawn is that the exchange of the shoe is not just an agreed concensus but is in fact indicating
support from the higher grades.
4. Rabbi Shimon, Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Yitzchak were
in the house of Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair. Rabbi Pinchas spoke to
Rabbi Shimon saying: I beg of you, you who are appointed from
above, to speak openly about that which no other person was
permitted to speak. Say something new about this passage. He said
to him: Which passage is it? He said to him: "This is the ordinance
of the Torah" (Bemidbar 19:2). He said to him: Here are the other
friends, let them speak. He told his son, Rabbi Elazar: Elazar, stand
up and say something about this passage. Then the friends will
speak after you.

5. Rabbi Elazar stood up and spoke: "Now this was the custom in
former times in Yisrael concerning redeeming and concerning
exchanging, to confirm..." (Rut 4:7). This scriptural verse must be
studied carefully. If the earlier ones have made this consensual
agreement, TO BUY EVERYTHING THROUGH A SHOE, according to
the law of Torah, and the latter ones came and voided it, WE MUST
INQUIRE why it was made void. Is not one who abrogates any matter
in the Torah considered as if he destroys the whole world? If it is not
a Torah law but merely an agreed consensus, THE QUESTION IS why
SPECIFICALLY a shoe was used here, AND NOT ANY OTHER
METHOD.

6. HE RESPONDS: It was most certainly according to the law of the
Torah, and it was done with a lofty secret. Because the earlier were
pious and just, this matter was revealed and known among them.
And when the wicked increased in the world, this matter was
accomplished in a different manner, in order to cover these matters
which are in accordance with a lofty secret.

7. Come and behold: it is written, "and he said, 'Do not come near:
put off your shoes from off your feet...'" (Shemot 3:5). HE ASKS:
Why is the shoe specifically mentioned here? HE RESPONDS: It is
the way we were taught, that He commanded him to separate from
his wife and join another woman of the light of the holy up high,
which is the Shechinah.
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8. That shoe is explained in another place; it is explained THAT
WHOEVER TAKES IT passes THE ONE WHO GIVES IT from this
world and installs him in another world. Consequently, everything
that the dead one grants to a person in his dream is beneficial.
However, if he takes any utensil from the house, it is harmful, for
example, if he takes his shoe. What is the reason, since THAT
INDICATES that he passed his foot, which gives standing support to
the person, from this world and gathered him to another world to the
place where the dead one dwells. A SHOE ALLUDES TO HIS LEG,
WHICH GIVES HIM DURABLE SUPPORT, as is written: "how
beautiful are your feet in the sandals, O prince's daughter" (Shir
Hashirim 7:3). The secret of the matter is among the friends.

9. That is so, that when the dead one takes it, IT INDICATES THAT
HE PASSES HIM ON TO THE PLACE OF DEATH. However, when the
living one draws off his shoe and gives it to another person in order
to maintain a transaction, he carries this out by the decree of the
above, WHICH MEANS THAT IT WAS DECREED THAT THE
POSSESSION SHOULD PASS ON FROM THIS ONE'S PROPERTY TO
THAT ONE'S PROPERTY. The removal of the shoe in the ritual of
Chalitzah (removal of the sandal in the law of levirate marriage) is
another shoe in the likeness of the above, THAT IS, AS HE
EXPLAINS FURTHER, all is one secret meaning.
10. Come and behold: when this dead one departs from the world
without children, this prince's daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, does
not gather that person to her. He goes about loitering and wandering
in the world, because he cannot find a place. The Holy One, blessed
be He, has mercy on him and commands his brother to redeem him,
so that he shall return and be restored in other dust, MEANING THAT
HE SHALL INCARNATE, as is written: "and man shall return to
dust" (Iyov 34:15). And this has already been explained.

11. If this redeemer does not wish to revive his brother in this world,
MEANING TO MARRY HIS WIFE IN ORDER THAT HE MAY
INCARNATE THROUGH THE BIRTH OF A SON, it is required to tie a
shoe to his foot. That woman will take off the shoe and receive that
sandal for herself. And why the sandal? It is only because this shoe
is for the dead one, THAT IS, IT IS CONSIDERED AS BELONGING TO
THE DEAD ONE, and he places it on the foot of his living brother.
The woman, THE WIDOW, accepts that shoe to indicate that this
dead one returns among the living through this ritual.

12. That is the opposite of the shoe that the dead takes IN A DREAM
from the living, THAT WE MENTIONED ABOVE. THROUGH THE
TAKING OF THE SHOE, HE PASSES ON THE LIVING FROM THIS
WORLD TO THE OTHER WORLD OF THE DEAD. Now the living man
takes this shoe OF CHALITZAH from the dead one. THEREFORE, the
dead one walks among the living in that shoe. FOR IN THAT CASE
THE LIVING WIFE WOULD HAVE LED THE DEAD FROM THE OTHER
WORLD TO THIS WORLD AMONG THE LIVING, FOR HE WHO
WOULD HAVE INCARNATED IN THE SON THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN
BORN FROM THAT MARRIAGE. BUT NOW THAT HE DOES NOT
WANT TO MARRY HER and the wife takes him to her, to indicate that
the woman is the crown of her husband, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH,
she accepts him and takes him to her.
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13. There is a requirement to throw that shoe on the ground, to
indicate that the body of the dead one has calmed. And the Holy
One, blessed be He, will have compassion for him and accept him
into the other world at this time or sometime later. In addition, the
striking of the sandal from the hands of the wife to the ground
comes to show that this dead one will be resurrected from the dust
of another body in this world, MEANING HE WILL REINCARNATE.
But he will first return to the dust whence he came. Then, that
woman is permitted to produce other children, as has been
explained.

14. Come and see: for this reason, whoever wishes to maintain a
lasting deal takes his sandal and gives it to his associate to perform
through it a lasting deal. This is what is written, "now this was the
custom in former times in Yisrael concerning redeeming." What is,
"and that (lit. 'this')"? IT MEANS THAT, "AND THIS," WHICH IS
MALCHUT, stood perfect in everything; "in former times in Yisrael,"
when they were modest and holy, "to confirm all manner of
transactions (lit. 'all thing')," meaning everything, ALLUDING TO THE
LOFTY COUPLING OF YESOD AND MALCHUT, SINCE "ALL" IS
YESOD AND "THING" IS MALCHUT. This gives endurance and
therefore, "this was the manner of attesting in Yisrael" (Ibid.),
assuredly. FOR YOU SHOULD NOT SAY that it was merely an agreed
consensus TO PERFORM A DEAL WITH A SANDAL and it was done
through their own idea. But rather, you should perceive that it was a
support of the grades up high, so that their performance BELOW
would be similar to the secret above, SINCE IT ALLUDES TO THE
COUPLING OF YESOD AND MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE UPPERMOST DURABILITY.
15. As soon as the wicked increased in the world, they concealed the
matter in a different manner, THAT IS, THE PERFORMANCE OF A
DEAL, with the corner of a garment. That dress is a lofty emendation,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND THE CORNER (LIT. 'WING') OF THE
DRESS IS MALCHUT CALLED 'WING', WHICH ALSO INDICATES THE
JOINING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, SIMILAR TO THE SHOE.
The secret meaning of this is: "nor uncover his father's skirt (lit.
'wing')" (Devarim 23:1). SO WE SEE THAT THE WIFE IS CALLED
'WING'.

3. "This is the ordinance of the Torah," part two
Rabbi Elazar says that 'keep' and 'remember', the secret of the male and female, are connected together by the covenant. We are told the inner
meaning of 'chukat' or ordinance.
16. "This is the ordinance of the Torah" (Bemidbar 19:2). The word
"this (Heb. zot, fem.)" is the sign of the Covenant, SINCE THE SIGN
OF THE COVENANT IS CALLED 'ZEH' (LIT. 'THIS', MASC.), and they
have not parted from each other. THAT IS, IN THE WORD ZOT,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE WORD ZEH IS INCLUDED, WHICH
ALLUDES TO YESOD, AND THAT INDICATES THAT YESOD AND
MALCHUT DO NOT SEPARATE FROM EACH OTHER. From the
female we enter into the male. Therefore, 'keep' and 'remember', THE
SECRET OF THE MALE AND FEMALE, are connected together. HE
ASKS: In the verse, "the ordinance (Heb. chukat) of the Torah," it
should have said 'Chok (Eng. 'law')' of the Torah. What is chukat?
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17. HE RESPONDS: MALCHUT IS assuredly chukat. And we
explained that Hei is Dalet, and we were already taught THE
MEANING OF THE DALET. However, Tav is a combination of Dalet
and Nun, and we were taught why Nun is called this way, MEANING
SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS NUN-VAV- NUN. HE RESPONDS: It is
only as it says, "you shall not therefore defraud one
another" (Vayikra 25:17), SINCE NUN IS FROM THE LINGUISTIC
DERIVATIVE OF 'FRAUD' (HEB. ONA'A, ALEPH-VAV-NUN- ALEPHHEI). Now she seems to be with a happy, delightful face. HOWEVER,
she defrauds human beings SINCE, following this, she hits like a
snake, destroys, kills, and says, "I have done nothing wrong (Heb.
aven, Aleph- Vav-Nun)" (Mishlei 30:20). Therefore, she is spelled NunVav-Nun, DERIVED FROM FRAUD, which is ascribed to her, THE
NUN. The Tav is altogether composed of Dalet and Nun. Dalet and
Nun are ALSO SIMILAR TO Nun and Resh, SINCE Resh and Dalet are
the same thing; BOTH MEAN POVERTY. And with engraved letters,
CHUKAT is composed of THE LETTERS Chet-Kof (lit. 'law') and Tav.
And all is the same thing.

4. A red heifer
We learn that the offering of a cow is to purify the unclean, and that red means a sentence of law. The cow must be without defect to indicate soft
judgment, and without blemish since all blemishes are healed through the illumination of Wisdom. Rabbi Elazar explains why the offering was taken
to the adjutant to Aaron and not directly to the high priest, saying that this would be improper because Aaron approaches from the holy side not the
pure side. We hear about the seven washings, the seven years of Shmitah and the seven Sfirot. Rabbi Elazar says that throwing cedar wood on the
burnt ashes weakens the energy of the unclean aspect, so the people become cleansed. We hear about the "water of sprinkling" that is for
purification when the world dwells in Judgment, and Rabbi Elazar concludes by saying that defilement and purification are the most important rules
of the Torah.
18. "Speak to the children of Yisrael, that they bring you a red
heifer..." (Bemidbar 19:2). This cow is for the purpose of cleansing to
purify the unclean, WHICH IS MALCHUT that receives from the left.
Who is on that left? It is the ox THAT IS GVURAH IN ZEIR ANPIN, as
it says, "the face of the ox from the left side" (Yechezkel 1:10). Red
means red as a rose, as written: "like the rose among thorns" (Shir
Hashirim 2:2). RED MEANS a sentence of law, SINCE THE LAWS OF
THE LEFT COLUMN ARE CONSIDERED RED.

19. "...without defect (Heb. temimah)..." (Bemidbar 19:2). HE ASKS:
IT IS WRITTEN, "WITHOUT DEFECT." What is the meaning? HE
RESPONDS: It is as we were taught about a bull that has not gored
(Heb. tam) and the bull that has gored thrice. The bull that has not
gored MEANS lax, soft Judgment. The bull that has gored thrice is
harsh Judgment. Here too, temimah MEANS a lax sentence that is
lower Gvurah, MEANING MALCHUT, since one that is as such is
without defect. Gvurah up high, THAT IS THE GVURAH IN ZEIR
ANPIN, is the severe and mighty hand.
20. "...in which there is no blemish..." (Ibid.) is as it is written, "you
are all fair, my love; there is no blemish in you" (Shir Hashirim 4:7).
SHE SHINES WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, AND SHE IS
CONSIDERED BEAUTIFUL SINCE ALL BLEMISHES ARE HEALED
THROUGH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. "...and upon which
never came a yoke (Heb. ol, Ayin-Lamed)..." (Bemidbar 19:2). The
word "ol" is spelled WITHOUT A VAV, which is as it is written: "and
the man who was raised up on high (Heb. al, Ayin-Lamed)" (II
Shmuel 23:1). What is the reason? It is because she is "the
peaceable and faithful in Yisrael" (II Shmuel 20:19), and he is not
above her but rather with her. "...and upon which never came a
yoke..." is as it is written: "the virgin of Yisrael" (Amos 5:2), and, "a
virgin, neither had any man known her" (Beresheet 24:16).
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21. "And you shall give her to Elazar" (Bemidbar 19:3). THAT IS
BECAUSE the prescribed performing of the ritual is through the
adjutant to the High Priest AND NOT BY THE HIGH PRIEST HIMSELF,
and they established it that way. What is the reason? It is for
ELAZAR and not for Aaron. HE RESPONDS: It is only because Aaron
is the best man of the Queen. THEREFORE, HE WOULD BE
IMPROPER FOR THE RITUAL OF THIS COW, WHICH IS HARSH
JUDGMENT, and furthermore, he would be improper because Aaron
does not approach this from the pure side but rather from the holy
side. Since the primary function of the red cow is for purification, it
is therefore not given to him.
22. Every item that pertains to this cow, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is in
seven, seven washings. And we were already taught that. What is the
reason? It is because MALCHUT is the seven years of the Sabbatical
year THAT CONTAINS SEVEN SFIROT - CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, and is called
'Bathsheba' (lit. 'Daughter of Seven'). Therefore, all her rituals are in
seven. Come and behold: all that is made from this cow is for the
purpose of purification and not for sanctification. Although it was
given to an aid OF THE PRIEST, THAT IS, ELAZAR, he does not
perform the slaughtering or the burning so that no Harsh Judgment
will be at his aspect. Even more so for Aaron, who is in a more
perfected level THAN ELAZAR. He need not present himself or be
available there.

23. As soon as this cow turns into ashes, there is a requirement to
throw into it "cedar wood, and hyssop, and scarlet" (Bemidbar 19:6)
as we have already learned. "And a man that is clean shall gather
up" (Ibid. 9) and not a holy man. "...and lay them outside the camp in
a clean place..." (Ibid.) since nothing is called 'clean' except from the
aspect that he was first unclean.

24. The secret of all this is written: "for the water of sprinkling, it is a
purification offering" (Ibid.). That is because all the lower Judgments
and all that come from the aspect of Defilement RECEIVE THEIR
STRENGTH FROM MALCHUT AT THE TIME when she sucks from the
Other Side and dwells in Judgment, as it says: "filled with blood, it is
made fat with fatness" (Yeshayah 34:6). At that moment, all THE
SENTENCES FROM THE ASPECT OF DEFILEMENT are stirred up to
rise and dwell in the world. As soon as they perform that ritual OF
BURNING THE COW down below and the sentence is carried out in
this place, in this cow, they throw on her the cedar wood. Then their
energy is weakened, OF THE UNCLEAN ASPECT, and wherever they
prevail, they break down and become weak and escape from there,
since they see their might BROKEN AND SUPRESSED, AS IT WAS
PERFORMED IN THE RITUAL OF BURNING THE COW. Then, they do
not prevail on man and he becomes cleansed.
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25. Therefore, it is called "water of sprinkling (Heb. nidah)." THAT
MEANS water for purification when the world dwells in Judgment
and the defiled aspect expands in the world, AS BY THE
UNCLEANNESS OF A MENSTRUATING WOMAN (HEB. NIDAH). Here
are gathered together a variety of unclean things and a variety of
methods of purification. Consequently, defilement and purification
are the most important rules of the Torah, and the friends have
already explained this. Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar, you have
accomplished so much that your friends will not be speaking of
anything following you, SINCE FROM THE GREAT WISDOM AND
WHOLESOMENESS OF YOUR SPEECH THEY WILL BE SHY TO GIVE
THEIRS.
Moses says that it is forbidden to plow during the Shabbat with an
ox. He says that the lower Shechinah is a red cow from the aspect of
Gvurah, and he goes on to talk about the aspect of the higher
Shechinah that is liberty. The result of the offering is that there is no
authority for the Other Side to rule.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
26. "A red heifer without defect, in which there is no blemish..." It is
forbidden to plow during the Shabbat with an ox and plow, as it
says, "the plowers plowed upon my back" (Tehilim 129:3), and the
lower Shechinah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is a red cow from the aspect
of Gvurah. She is without defect from the aspect of Chesed, which is
a level of Abraham, of whom it says, "walk before Me, and be perfect
(Heb. tamim)" (Beresheet 17:1). "...In which there is no blemish..."
She is from the aspect of the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
THAT UNITES HER LEFT AND RIGHT. The verse continues, "and
upon which never came a yoke," which is from the aspect of the
higher Shechinah, which is liberty, MEANING BINAH at the location
where she dominates, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS COMPRISED OF
EVERYTHING MENTIONED ABOVE. "And the stranger that comes
near SHALL BE PUT TO DEATH." There is no authority for the Other
Side to rule, not for Satan, not for the Destroyer, and not for the
Angel of Death, all of which are from the side of Gehenom.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

5. "He sends the springs into the valleys"
Rabbi Shimon examines the title verse, speaking about the flow of higher wisdom, the river that emanates from Eden, the deep stream of Yisrael
Saba and Tevunah, and the higher sanctified rivers of Zeir Anpin. We learn that after Zeir Anpin and Malchut drink they give drink to every wild
beast, and we are told of the four creatures - lion, ox, eagle and man - in the vision of Ezekiel. Rabbi Shimon talks about the uniting at different levels
and how the blessings prevail from the watering of the stream. We learn about the time of judgment and the Spirit of Defilement that dwells upon
someone who sinned. The Spirit of Defilement is removed through the purification of the offering, and the sprinkling of clean water is part of the
purification and sanctification required in order to deserve the World to Come.
27. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "He sends
the springs into the valleys...they give drink to every wild
beast..." (Tehilim 104:10-11). These verses were uttered by King
David in the Holy Spirit, and they require studying. Come and
behold: there was a time when the higher wisdom imprinted its
engravings, MEANING AT THE MOMENT WHEN THE HIGHER
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH UNITED TOGETHER, even though THE
HIGHER CHOCHMAH is the most hidden of all the hidden, SINCE IN
HIGHER CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA
ABOVE, THE YUD DOES NOT EMERGE FROM THE AIR. It is an
opening from which flows a river full of higher gates, THAT IS BINAH.
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28. HE COMPARES THIS SUBJECT MATTER OF ABA AND IMA
ABOVE AND YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH to a spring and source
of water that fills up a huge lake. From there, FROM THE LAKE, flow
springs, streams and rivers in every direction, TO THE RIGHT AND
TO THE LEFT. Similarly, this ABA AND IMA AND YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH flows through a certain narrow path that is not
known, MEANING AT THE UNION OF YESOD'S ABA AND IMA
ABOVE, WHO ARE NOT REVEALED, IN WHOM THE YUD DOES NOT
EMANATE FROM THE AIR. That river emerges continuously and
emanates FROM EDEN. THROUGH THIS EXITING AND ENTERING, it
fills that deep stream - MEANING YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH,
SIMILAR TO THE HUGE LAKE OF WATER THAT IS FILLED UP FROM
THE SPRING AND SOURCE THAT ARE ABA AND IMA ABOVE. From
there, springs and streams continue TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
and from it they are filled up WITH CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM.
This is what it is written: "He sends the springs into the
valleys" (Ibid.). These are the higher sanctified rivers OF ZEIR ANPIN
of pure balsam, SINCE IT IS THE SECRET OF THE PURE AIR THAT
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVE FROM
ABA AND IMA ABOVE. THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE PURE
BALSAM AND THAT IS WHAT IS MEANT BY: "THEY FLOW
BETWEEN THE HILLS," WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'MOUNTAINS'. AND FROM IT
MALCHUT RECEIVES. And all, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, drink
together from that spring of the higher sanctified stream that
continues to flow, WHICH IS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH.
29. AFTER ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT DRINK, "they give to drink to
every wild beast" that which is written: "and from thence it was
parted, and branched into four streams (lit. 'heads')" (Beresheet
2:10). These four heads are "every wild (lit. 'field', Heb. sadai) beast,"
WHICH ARE FOUR CREATURES, LION, OX, EAGLE AND MAN,
WHICH ARE THE CHARIOT OF MALCHUT. They are the inclusion of
all the camps and legions THAT ARE IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND
ASIYAH to which Shadai, THAT IS METATRON THAT IS CALLED
'SHADAI', is attached, WHO IS ABOVE ALL OF THEM. Do not
pronounce it Sadai WITH SIN, but rather Shadai, WITH SHIN, which is
METATRON that receives and perfects IN HIMSELF the Name from
Yesod, the Foundation of the world. This is SINCE THE NAME
SHADAI IS IN YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND METATRON, BEING A
CHARIOT TO YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, RECEIVES THIS NAME.
30. "The wild asses quench their thirst" (Tehilim 104:11). These are
the ones about whom it is written: "and the wheels were lifted up
along with them: for the spirit of the living creature was in the
wheels" (Yechezkel 1:20). What is "the living creature"? These are
the wild beasts, which are four, and each one of them is in one
direction OF THE FOUR DIRECTIONS of the world, and is called a
'living creature'. There are FOUR wheels to each one OF THE FOUR
CREATURES, and none OF THE WHEELS move except from the
spirit of the living creature that goes over it, MEANING EACH ONE
OF THE WHEELS FROM THE CORRESPONDING SPIRIT IN THE
CREATURES. When these LIVING CREATURES AND WHEELS are
imbued with that higher drinking liquid, all the rest of the legions are
fed and saturated and are rooted in their sources, and they unite
with each other at certain levels. This is what is written: "beside
them dwell the birds of the sky...He waters the hills from His upper
chambers..." (Tehilim 104:12-13). These are the rest of the higher
levels.
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31. After all this, WHEN ALL THE HIGHER AND LOWER GRADES
WERE FILLED WITH ABUNDANCE FROM ABA AND IMA, IT SAYS:
"the earth is satiated with the fruits of Your works" (Ibid.); that is, the
sanctified land up high, MEANING MALCHUT. When it is blessed, all
the worlds are gladdened and are blessed, and that happens when
the blessings prevail from the watering of the stream, WHICH IS THE
SPRING MENTIONED ABOVE, THAT IS ABA AND IMA, the deepest of
all.
32. At the time when the blessings are not available to descend upon
the world, WHICH ARE CHASSADIM, AND MALCHUT RECEIVES
CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT WITHOUT THE CHASSADIM, the
world, THAT IS MALCHUT, sits in Judgment. From the left side stirs
a spirit that extends over the world, and many regiments of harmful
angels dwell in the world and rest over the people, SINCE WHEN
CHOCHMAH IS WITHOUT CHASSADIM, ALL THE HARSH
JUDGMENTS EMANATE FROM HER. And that spirit defiles them,
similar to a person who dies and has a Spirit of Defilement dwell
upon him. This is true for whoever comes near that SPIRIT FROM
THE LEFT.

33. That is what is meant when it says: "You hide Your face, they are
troubled" (Ibid. 29). What does this verse mean? It is only, "You hide
Your face, they are troubled." That is because THOSE LEVELS were
not watered so that blessings would prevail in the world, SINCE
"YOUR FACE" MEANS CHASSADIM AND BLESSINGS. THEN, "You
take away their breath (also: 'spirit'), they die" (Ibid.), because
another spirit stirs from the left direction, WITHOUT THE RIGHT. The
Spirit of Defilement dwells upon people, upon those who died, those
who were with them, and on the rest of humanity, MEANING THAT
THE SPIRIT OF DEFILEMENT EXPANDS OVER THE WHOLE WORLD.
What is its remedy? This is what is written: "and return to their
dust" (Ibid.). That means the dust of the burning of this offering in
order to have purification, and that is the secret meaning of, "all are
of the dust" (Kohelet 3:20), even the sun's circle.

34. After returning to this dust in order to be purified through it, AS
MENTIONED NEARBY, the Spirit of Defilement is removed. And
another Holy Spirit is aroused, which prevails upon the world. This is
what it says: "You send forth your breath (also: 'spirit'), they are
created" (Ibid. 30); they are created and healed with the loftier
remedy of another spirit. "And You renew the face of the
earth" (Ibid.); since it was purified, the moon is renewed and all the
realms are blessed. Praised is the lot of Yisrael, since the Holy One,
blessed be He, gave them counsel. All of it is a remedy in order to
gain life in the World to Come, and for them to be considered
purified in this world and sanctified for the World to Come. About
them, it is written: "then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and
you shall be clean" (Yechezkel 36:25).

6. Moses, Aaron and Miriam
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Yehuda that Miriam died because the death of righteous atones for the world; when she departed the well that
accompanied the children of Yisrael in the desert was gone. At that time the right was weakened and the sun was dimmed, and when Aaron died the
right was broken and the sun was darkened. Rabbi Shimon says there has never been a generation like the one in which Moses, Aaron and Miriam
all lived. Even in the generation of Solomon they drew from the moon, that was full, rather than the sun, as in Moses' time. Rabbi Shimon talks about
Joshua, who labored to inherit the land of Yisrael but did not attain the full completion of the moon; he toiled for Yisrael under the sun, Moses, for
he did not have light of his own. We learn that every place where Solomon mentions "under the sun," he is speaking about his own level, Malchut.
Rabbi Shimon says that whoever is attached to the moon without the sun reflects the first sin in the world, the sin of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil.
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35. "Then came the children of Yisrael, the whole congregation into
the desert of Zin..." (Bemidbar 20:1). Rabbi Yehuda said: Why is the
passage about the laws of the red cow near to the death of Miriam?
The explanation was already established. HE RESPONDS: However,
since the Judgment was executed upon this cow in order to purify
the unclean, Judgment was executed upon Miriam for the purpose of
cleansing the world, SINCE THE DEATH OF THE JUST ATONES FOR
THE WORLD, and she departed from this world. When Miriam
departed, the well that accompanied the children of Yisrael in the
desert was gone. And the well of everyone was gone; THAT IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT.

36. Rabbi Aba said that it is written: Now, you "son of man, take up a
lamentation" (Yechezkel 28:12), about the virgin of Yisrael, THAT IS
MALCHUT. HE ASKS: Is it about her alone? HE RESPONDS: No. It is
only that everyone was broken because of her, since it was for her
that the breaking of the right OF ZEIR ANPIN followed, THAT IS THE
SECRET OF THE DEPARTURE OF CHESED DUE TO THE
SEPARATION OF MALCHUT. FOR CHESED was bringing her near to
the body, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. And the body, which is the sun,
MEANING ZEIR ANPIN THAT INFLUENCES MALCHUT, was dimmed
for her, SINCE IT HAD NOBODY TO INSPIRE. This is the secret of:
"save with Your right hand, and answer me" (Tehilim 60:7),
MEANING SAVE THE RIGHT HAND THAT WAS SEVERED BY THE
SEPARATION OF MALCHUT. ALSO, this affected the body, as is
written: "I clothe the heavens with blackness" (Yeshayah 50:3), since
the sun, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, was darkened because of her. Similar
to this is the verse: "And Miriam died there" (Bemidbar 20:1),
BECAUSE THAT INDICATES THE DEPARTURE OF MALCHUT. AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, THE WEAKENING OF THE RIGHT ALSO
OCCURRED AND ZEIR ANPIN WAS DARKENED.
37. "And there was no water for the congregation" (Ibid. 2), since the
well of above departed, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as well as the lower,
WHICH IS MIRIAM. Then the right was broken, as is written: "Aaron
shall be gathered to his people" (Ibid. 24). HE IS THE SECRET OF
CHESED, WHICH IS THE RIGHT. Following that, the sun dimmed, as
is written: "and die in the mount...and be gathered to your
people" (Devarim 32:50), AND MOSES WAS THE CHARIOT TO ZEIR
ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'SUN'. We see here that the right arm was
broken and the body, which is the sun, became darkened.
38. Come and behold: there was no generation in the world similar to
the generation when Moses as well as Aaron and Miriam lived in the
world. If you say that the times of Solomon were similar, it is not so.
In the times of Solomon, the moon was dominant, SINCE THAT
GENERATION WAS RECEIVING FROM THE MOON, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and the sun was gathered, BECAUSE THEY DID NOT
RECEIVE FROM ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'SUN'. During the
time of Moses, the moon was gathered, so THAT THEY DID NOT
RECEIVE FROM MALCHUT, and the sun was dominant, AS THEY
WERE RECEIVING FROM ZEIR ANPIN, REFERRED TO AS 'SUN'.
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39. There were three siblings, Moses, Aaron and Miriam, as it says:
"and I sent before you Moses, Aaron, and Miriam" (Michah 6:4).
Miriam is the moon, MALCHUT, Moses is the sun, ZEIR ANPIN,
Aaron is the right arm, CHESED, and Hur is the left arm, GVURAH.
Some say that Nahshon, the son of Amminadab WAS THE LEFT
ARM. At first Miriam died, and the moon departed and the well
disappeared. Afterward, the right arm that always brings near the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, joyfully and with friendship, broke.
Therefore, it is written: "and Miriam the prophetess, the sister of
Aaron, took..." (Shemot 15:20). Surely she is Aaron's sister, for he is
the arm that brings her near in unity and brotherhood with the body,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

40. Afterward, the sun was gathered in and it was darkened, as we
explained that it is written: "and be gathered to your people..."
Happy is the generation in which Moses, Aaron, and Miriam existed
in the world. During the era of Solomon, the moon was dominant,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, in her correction, IN HER FULLNESS, and was
visible in the world. Solomon was established in the wisdom of her
light, SINCE THE REVELATION OF THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IS
ONLY POSSIBLE IN MALCHUT. And he ruled the world. As soon as
the moon set, due to his sins, she became flawed day after day until
she was located in the western sector, WHICH IS THE LOCATION OF
MALCHUT ITSELF, and nothing more. Then, just one tribe was given
to his son, SOLOMON, AND THE REST TO JEROBOAM. Happy is the
lot of Moses, the faithful prophet.

41. It is written: "the sun also rises, and the sun goes
down" (Kohelet 1:5), and we have explained this verse. However,
"the sun also rises," refers to the time when Yisrael left Egypt, when
the sun, WHO IS MOSES, was shining, and not the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. "...and hastens to its place..." since it is written: "and the
sun goes down," BECAUSE MOSES WAS GATHERED in the desert
with the rest of those who died in the desert. When the sun set, to
which location was it gathered? "To its place"; that is, so it would
illuminate the moon. This is what it says: "hastens...where it rises
again"; and even though it was gathered, it assuredly "rises again,"
since the moon has no illuminating brightness except that which it
receives from the sun. This is the secret of that which is written:
"You shall sleep with your fathers...will rise up..." (Devarim 31:16).
Even though you will be gathered, you will rise up to illuminate to
the moon, which refers to Joshua, SINCE JOSHUA WAS A
CARRIAGE TO MALCHUT.

42. And about him, OF JOSHUA, this verse is written: "what profit
has a man of all his labor..." (Kohelet 1:3). That is Joshua, who
strove to inherit the land of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and did not
attain the full completion of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, AS
would have been proper. He toiled for Yisrael under the sun,
MEANING under Moses, WHO IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
REFERRED TO AS 'SUN'. Come and behold: woe for that
embarrassment, woe for that shame, that he worked UNDER MOSES
and did not actually take his place, WHICH IS THE SUN, but rather he
only had a place under the sun, for he had no light of his own,
except the brightness OF THE SUN that was illuminating on him.
What praise is then upon him if he could not fulfill completely either
way, TO THE SUN OR THE MOON, FOR SINCE HE COULD NOT
PERFECT HIMSELF IN THE LEVEL OF THE SUN, HE THEREFORE
COULD NOT PERFECT THE MOON.
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43. In every place where Solomon mentions, "under the sun," he
speaks about his own level, THAT IS MALCHUT. For example: "I
have seen under the sun" (Kohelet 5:12), and, "moreover I saw under
the sun" (Kohelet 3:16), and finally, "I returned, and saw under the
sun" (Kohelet 9:11). It is the same in everything that he spoke of his
own level, and that definitely is the secret of the matter.

44. Rabbi Shimon says that HE DISAGREES WITH THE ABOVE
MENTIONED: Certainly, the scripture writes about one who takes
deadly poison alone, MEANING MALCHUT EXCLUSIVELY, WITHOUT
ZEIR ANPIN: "of all his labor wherein he labors under the
sun" (Kohelet 1:3). Who is under the sun? One says that is the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and whoever is attached to the moon
without the sun, DEFINITELY FINDS his labor to be "under the sun."
That was the first sin in the world, MEANING THE SIN OF THE TREE
OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL THAT CARRIED DOWN THE
LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH IN MALCHUT FROM ABOVE TO BELOW. BY
THIS, IT SEPARATED HER FROM ZEIR ANPIN, HER HUSBAND, AND
TOOK MALCHUT ALONE. Therefore, THE SCRIPTURE SAYS: "what
profit has a man (Heb. Adam) of all his labor wherein he labors under
the sun." THAT IS SAID about Adam, and the same applies to all
those who come after him who sin in that location.

7. "Round and round goes the wind"
Rabbi Shimon says that in the title verse it means the wind is the Holy Spirit that circles in two directions to adhere to the body. He refers to the
three Patriarchs who are the holy Chariot and says that David is the spirit that was attached to them so that they are a perfectly complete holy
Chariot. Rabbi Shimon concludes by saying that all of King Solomon's words are recited in the innermost recesses of the holy chamber because
they conceal a much deeper wisdom than people realize.
45. "...goes toward the south, and veers to the north..." (Kohelet 1:6).
This is what is written: "from His right hand went a fiery law for
them" (Devarim 33:2); "His right hand," is south, CHESED; "a fiery
law," is north, GVURAH - and one is included in the other.
THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "GOES TOWARD THE SOUTH, AND
VEERS TO THE NORTH."
46. "Round and round goes the wind" (Kohelet 1:6). This verse is
difficult. It should have said, 'Round and round goes the sun'. What
is, "goes the wind"? HE REPLIES: Who is that wind (also: 'spirit')? It
is under the sun and is called the 'Holy Spirit', MEANING MALCHUT.
And that spirit, MALCHUT, follows and circles in those two
directions, SOUTH AND NORTH, WHICH ARE THE RIGHT COLUMN
AND THE LEFT COLUMN, to adhere to the body, THAT IS ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED 'SUN'. Therefore, "the wind," is spelled out WITH
THE HEI OF THE DEFINITE ARTICLE, TO INDICATE that which is
obvious, which is the portion of Yisrael, MEANING MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE PART OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'YISRAEL'.
SIMILARLY, YISRAEL BELOW COUNT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
MOON CYCLE, WHICH IS THEIR LOT, ONLY IT IS TOGETHER WITH
ZEIR ANPIN.
47. "And on its circuits the wind returns" (Ibid.). HE INQUIRES: What
are "its circuits"? HE REPLIES: These refer to the Patriarchs, who
are the holy Chariot. They are three and David is the spirit, that
fourth who was attached to them so that they are a perfectly
complete holy Chariot. ABOUT DAVID WHO ROSE TO BE INCLUDED
IN THE HIGHER CHARIOT, it is written: "the stone which the builders
rejected has become the head stone of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22).
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48. Because all of King Solomon's words are concealed in wisdom,
all ARE RECITED in the innermost recesses of the holy chamber.
People do not pay attention to observe them and they simply see his
words as the same as the sayings of any other person. And if this is
so, what is the praise to King Solomon with his wisdom over any
other person? Assuredly, every word and saying of Solomon, the
King, is concealed in wisdom.

8. "Wisdom is good with an inheritance"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the title verse means that it is good when Wisdom, Chochmah, dwells with the children of Yisrael so they will be attached
to her. We hear that "the excellency of knowledge" is the Tree of Life, the secret of Da'at and Zeir Anpin. In another explanation, Rabbi Shimon says
that it is the Righteous of the world that is the brightness of the sun, and he goes on to talk about those who become attached to the Tree of Life.
49. He opened the discussion with the verse: "wisdom is good with
an inheritance: and by it there is [more] profit to them that see the
sun" (Kohelet 7:11). If this matter had not been revealed TO ME, I
would have no idea of its meaning. "Wisdom is good," refers to
Chochmah that is underneath the sun, which is a Throne that is
prepared FOR THE SUN THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH
IN MALCHUT, MEANING THE LOWER CHOCHMAH REFERRED TO
AS "UNDER THE SUN," AND CALLED THE 'THRONE'. "Wisdom is
good with an inheritance," means it is well and good when
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, dwells with Yisrael so they will
be attached to her, since they are the inheritance and lot OF
MALCHUT.
50. However, more profit is for those "that see the sun," because
they merit to be attached to the sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and to
be connected with him. This one is attached to the Tree of Life, and
whoever is attached to the Tree of Life is attached to everything, to
the life of this world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and life of the World to
Come, WHICH IS BINAH, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS ATTACHED IN
MALCHUT AND BINAH. This is what is written: "but the excellency of
knowledge is that wisdom gives life to those who have it" (Ibid. 12).
The meaning of, "but the excellency of knowledge" is the Tree of
Life, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT AND ZEIR ANPIN. What is its
excellency? It is definitely Chochmah, since the Torah, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, certainly emanated from higher Chochmah, WHICH IS
ABA AND IMA.

51. Another EXPLANATION FOR: "wisdom is good with an
inheritance." Assuredly, "wisdom is good," WHICH IS THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH, "with an inheritance." It is the Righteous of the world,
MEANING YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN, which is the brightness of the sun,
SINCE YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN IS THE LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED 'SUN'. Those two levels, YESOD AND MALCHUT, dwell
together, and that is their beauty. However, "more profit to them that
see the sun," NAMELY to those that unite with the sun ITSELF,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, the strength of all and the praise of all.
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52. THE SUN is Da'at OF ZEIR ANPIN, which is the Tree of Life, as
has already been explained: "Also, that the soul be without
knowledge is not good" (Mishlei 19:2). Whose is this "soul"? It is the
good soul of King David, THAT IS MALCHUT, and that is the
Chochmah we mentioned, THAT AT THE TIME THAT THE SOUL,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS ATTACHED TO DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS
CALLED 'LOWER CHOCHMAH'. Therefore, "the excellency of
knowledge (Heb. da'at) is...wisdom." From there, FROM DA'AT, the
tree is rooted, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and is planted in all directions,
TO RIGHT AND LEFT, in all those who become attached to this tree.
Therefore, Solomon the king was established only in his level, THAT
IS MALCHUT. From there, he was aware of everything and he used to
say: "and moreover I saw under the sun" (Kohelet 3:16); THAT IS
MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED "UNDER THE SUN," AND ALSO, "I
returned, and saw under the sun" (Kohelet 9:11). The same applies
to all. Happy are the just who study the Torah and know the ways of
the Holy King and the highly sealed things that are stored and
hidden in the Torah, as it is written: "for the ways of Hashem are
right..." (Hoshea 14:10).

9. "Aaron shall be gathered to his people"
From Rabbi Chiya we learn that when Solomon said, "So I praised the dead that are already dead more than the living that are yet alive," he meant
those who had already been reincarnated more than once and have returned from the dead to redeem their earlier actions. We are told that the just
deserve to reach a level higher than all the holy angels and their levels, that is the Upper Eden. Those who have less merit occupy a place below, the
lower Eden that is located over the terrestrial garden. We hear about the difference between the higher Eden and the lower Eden. King Solomon said
that the spirit that has not come down and is still in its original state is better than the dead or the living because it has not yet sinned and needs to
receive no punishment. "But better than both of them," is the person who are innocently righteous that keep all the precepts of the Torah and stay
attached always to God. Rabbi Chiya talks about Moses removing Aaron's garments and giving them to his son Elazar, and about God preparing a
bed for Aaron at his death. Rabbi Shimon says that Miriam, Aaron and Moses each died in the place that was appropriate for them, and he describes
some details about this. He concludes by saying that when punishment is decreed over the children of Yisrael it is voided by the righteous who are
in God's presence above.
53. "Aaron shall be gathered to his people" (Bemidbar 20:24). Rabbi
Chiya opened the discussion with the verse: "so I praised the dead
that are already dead..." (Kohelet 4:2). We have learned this verse
and it has been explained. Come and behold: all the deeds of the
Holy One, blessed be He, are according to Justice and Truth. There
exists no one that can present Him with ANY DIFFICULTIES, and
object to it, and say to Him: 'What are you doing?' And He
accomplished everything as He wished.

54. "So I praised the dead." HE ASKS: Does King Solomon then
praise the dead more than the living? Here, nobody is considered
living unless he is on a true path in this world, as it says, "And
Benaiah ben Jehoiada, the son of a valiant (lit. 'living') man" (II
Shmuel 23:20). The friends have explained this. The wicked one who
does not follow the true path is considered dead, YET KING
SOLOMON praises the dead more than the living ones.
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55. Most definitely, all the words of King Solomon were said with
wisdom and here we were taught, "so I praised the dead." If nothing
more had been written, I would have said so, THAT HE PRAISES THE
DEAD ONES MORE THAN THE LIVING, but since it is already written,
"that are already dead," we find here another gem of wisdom. "...that
are already dead..." MEANS that they have already died at a different
time and that they have already departed from the world and were
mended by the dust. THEY HAVE ALREADY RETURNED,
INCARNATED, AND REVISITED THIS WORLD, and most certainly
received their punishment once or twice, SINCE THEY WERE
ALREADY HERE IN THIS WORLD TWICE. It is certain that their
station has been more profitably prepared than those living and that
they have not yet received the punishment OF REINCARNATION.

56. Therefore, it is written: "so I praised the dead that are already
dead," AND "THAT ARE ALREADY DEAD" is precise, MEANING
those that are alive now, but are considered dead. What is the
reason that they are considered dead? It is because they have
already felt the taste of death and, although they exist in this world,
they are dead and they were returned here from the dead. In
addition, they are ready to repair the earlier activities THAT THEY
PERFORMED PRIOR TO DYING. THEREFORE, they are considered
dead, SINCE THEY ARE IN THE PROCESS OF CORRECTING THE
DEEDS OF SOMEONE WHO ALREADY DIED. "...from these living
that are alive..." (Kohelet 4:2). Since they have not yet tasted the
taste of death and have not received their punishment, they do not
know if they are worthy of that world or not.

57. Come and behold: the just merit to be bound in the bundle of
Life, THAT IS YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN. They are worthy of seeing the
glory of the Holy King up high, as it is written: "to behold the beauty
of Hashem, and to inquire in His Temple" (Tehilim 27:4). Their
dwelling is higher than all the holy angels and all their levels, since
neither the upper nor the lower grades merit seeing this highest
location. This is what is said: "neither has the eye seen that Elohim,
besides You..." (Yeshayah 64:3). THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE
UPPER EDEN.

58. Those who do not merit to rise as much as these occupy a place
below, according to their deeds. They do not merit that location and
to see what those above see; they merit ONLY to remain in the lower
Eden and not more. If you wonder what the lower Eden is, it is the
Eden that is considered lower Chochmah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
is located over the terrestrial garden. This Eden watches over THIS
GARDEN, and the righteous remain in the Garden of Eden, THAT IS
ON EARTH, and enjoy this Eden, WHICH IS THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH.
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59. What is the difference between the lower Eden and the higher
Eden? It is: "as far as light excels darkness" (Kohelet 2:13). The
lower Eden is called 'pleasure (Heb. ednah)', which is female, and the
higher Eden is considered 'delight (Heb. eden)', which is masculine.
About this it is written: "neither has the eye seen that Elohim,
besides you." This lower Eden is considered a garden in comparison
to the Eden above, and that garden is considered Eden in
comparison to the garden below. Those who exist in the lower
garden, WHICH IS THE GARDEN OF EDEN ON EARTH, receive
pleasure from that Eden that is above them, WHICH IS THE LOWER
CHOCHMAH, every single Shabbat and every new moon, as it is
written: "And it shall come to pass, that every new moon, and every
Shabbat" (Yeshayah 66:23).

60. About these, Solomon said: "...from these living that alive..."
since these are in a level higher than them. Who are they? This
refers to those who have already died before and received their
punishment twice. They are considered like refined silver that has
entered the oven once or twice and has had the impurities sorted
out, picked clean. "But better than both of them is he who has not
yet been" (Kohelet 4:3). That is the spirit that remains above and is
restrained from coming down, since that one is still in its original
state AND HAS NOT SINNED YET. It does not need to receive
punishment and obtains sustenance from that sustenance that is up
very high.

61. "But better than both of them" is he WHO ARRIVES IN THIS
WORLD and does not part FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
and is not known. All his words are covert. That is the innocent
pious that kept the precepts of the Torah and upheld them, and dealt
in the Torah day and night. Such a person is united and enjoys the
higher level above all other people, and all the rest are burned from
GAZING AT this one's canopy.

62. Come and behold: at the time the Holy One, blessed be He, said
to Moses, "Aaron shall be gathered to his people," his strength was
weakened and he knew that his right arm, WHICH IS CHESED, broke
and his entire body trembled. As soon as he said: "Take Aaron and
Elazar his son," the Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'Here, I will
lend you another arm.' "And strip Aaron...and Aaron shall be
gathered." Elazar shall serve as the right hand for you instead of his
father. In spite of all this, he did not entirely fill the place of his
father, since the clouds of glory departed and would not have
returned if not for the merit of Moses, but not because of Elazar's
merit.
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63. "And Moses did as Hashem commanded..." (Bemidbar 20:27). HE
ASKS: Why, "in the sight of all the congregation" (Ibid.)? HE
RESPONDS: This was because Aaron was the most beloved by the
nation and they should not say that he died through Moses. Moses
drew Aaron with words until they ascended the mountain, and all of
Yisrael watched while Moses undressed the garments of Aaron and
robed Elazar with them.

64. HE ASKS: What is the reason that Moses REMOVED HIS
GARMENTS? HE REPLIES: It is because Moses was the one that put
them on Aaron when he was elevated to the priesthood. It says that
Moses clothed Aaron with the garments, and it is written: "and
clothed him with the robe" (Vayikra 8:7). THEREFORE, Moses then
removed what he gave him and the Holy One, blessed be He,
removed that which He granted him, MEANING HIS SOUL. Both of
them undressed Aaron completely, Moses removed what was
external, and the Holy One, blessed be He, removed what was
internal. As long as Moses did not complete his removal, the Holy
One, blessed be He, did not complete His own. Happy is the lot of
Moses.

65. Happy is the lot of the just, since the Holy One, blessed be He,
desires their honor. The Holy One, blessed be He, prepared for
Aaron a bed and candelabra of gold that gives light, and took it from
him, from that lamp that he used to light twice every day. AND
AFTER THAT, He sealed the opening of the cave and they went down.

66. Rabbi Yehuda said: The entrance of the cave was wide open; all
of Yisrael observed Aaron dead. The candle of the lamp was lit
before him, his bed was coming in and out, SO THAT ALL OF
YISRAEL COULD SEE THAT HE WAS DEAD, and one cloud remained
OVER THE BED. At that point, Yisrael knew that Aaron was dead.
They noticed that the clouds of glory departed FROM YISRAEL, as it
is written: "and when all the congregation saw that Aaron was
dead..." (Bemidbar 20:29). And this was previously explained.
Therefore, "they mourned for Aaron...all the house of Yisrael," men,
women and children, since he was beloved by all.

67. Rabbi Shimon said: Why were these three holy elevated siblings
not buried in a single area? And why were the limbs spread about,
one here and one in another place? There are some who say that
each one died at a location where Yisrael were destined to be in
danger in the future in order to defend Yisrael, so that they would be
saved. However, THE EXPLANATION IS that each one died as
appropriate. Miriam died in Kadesh and was in the location between
North and South, SINCE MIRIAM WAS THE CHARIOT TO MALCHUT,
WHICH IS BETWEEN THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
REFERRED TO AS SOUTH AND NORTH. Aaron, WHO WAS THE
CHARIOT FOR CHESED, DIED IN MOUNT HOR, and was to the right
direction. Moses, WHO DIED IN THE MOUNTAIN OF AVARIM, WAS IN
THE CENTER, as was appropriate for him, SINCE MOSES WAS THE
CARRIAGE TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN, THAT IS, TIFERET. This
was WHERE MOSES WAS pulled onto the mountain where Aaron
was, and he collected Miriam's burial ground to that mountain OF
MOSES, which was held on both sides, FROM THE RIGHT AND
FROM THE LEFT, SINCE THE CENTRAL COLUMN COMBINES THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT. Therefore, it is called the 'Mountain of
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Avarim' IN ORDER TO COMMEMORATE THE PASSAGE THAT
EXISTS BETWEEN the two sides of the mountain that allow
crossings (Heb. ma'avarim). THAT PASSAGEWAY is attached to this
side and to that side, TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT.

68. Happy is the portion of the righteous in this world and the World
to Come. Even though they are in another world, in another higher
world, their merit endures in this world for generations to come.
During the period that Yisrael return to repent in the presence of the
Holy One, blessed be He, some punishment is decreed over them.
Then the Holy One, blessed be He, calls upon the righteous, who
remain in His presence above, and informs them. They void that
decree and the Holy One, blessed be He, has Mercy on Yisrael.
Happy are the just, about whom it is written, "and Hashem will guide
you continually..." (Yeshayah 58:11).

10. "And the people spoke out against Elohim, and against Moses"
Rabbi Yitzchak informs us that "Now it came to pass on the third day, that Esther put on her royal apparel" means she was enveloped by the Holy
Spirit after three days of fasting that made her body weak. She merited this blessing because she guarded her words and did not speak evil. We are
assured that anyone who speaks with an evil tongue will be harmed by his own actions in some way, and then Rabbi Yitzchak talks about the title
verse - in which the masses say slanderous things about God and also quarrel with Moses. It was, we learn, for this reason these people were
burned in the fire.
69. "And the people spoke out against Elohim, and against
Moses..." (Bemidbar 21:5). This passage was explained in another
place, with THOSE SCRIPTURE PASSAGES RELATING TO the
waters of Merivah (Eng. 'dispute') against Moses and Aaron.

70a. Rabbi Yitzchak opened the discussion with the verse: "Now it
came to pass on the third day, that Esther put on her royal apparel
(Heb. malchut)" (Esther 5:1). The scroll of Esther was said in the
Holy Spirit and, therefore, it is written among the scriptures. "Now it
came to pass on the third day." When the body energy was low and
weak, DUE TO THE FASTING, she remained in her spirit without the
body. Then, "that Esther put on Malchut." What is the meaning of
Malchut? If you think it is glorious and purple garments, these are
not called so, BY THE NAME OF MALCHUT. "Esther put on Malchut,"
MEANS that she was clothed in the supernal Holy Malchut. She was
assuredly enveloped in the Holy Spirit, SINCE MALCHUT IS
CONSIDERED THE HOLY SPIRIT.
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70b. What is the reason that she merited this stature, MEANING
MALCHUT? It is because she guarded her lips so as not to reveal
anything. This is what is written: "Esther had not yet made known
her kindred or her people" (Ester 2:20). We were taught that whoever
guards his lips and tongue is worthy of clothing himself with the
Holy Spirit. And anybody who curves his lips to speak evil will be
harmed by that matter of which he speaks, MEANING THAT IF HE
SPEAKS THE EVIL TONGUE, LIKE THE PRIMORDIAL SNAKE, THEN
THAT SNAKE DOMINATES HIM. AND THAT IS WHY WHEN YISRAEL
SPOKE AGAINST ELOHIM AND MOSES, HE SET SNAKES AND
VIPERS UPON THEM. If he does not, he is afflicted by diseases or
leprosy, which is burning like a snake, as we have already explained.
71. "And the people spoke out against Elohim, and against Moses."
They said slanderous things about the Holy One, blessed be He,
according to the ARAMAIC translation of "MURMUR," and they
quarreled with Moses. "Why have you brought us up?" (Bemidbar
21:5). They treated all aspects equally, BECAUSE THEY EQUATED
ELOHIM TO MOSES, AND SAID TO THEM: "WHY HAVE YOU
BROUGHT US UP?" This is why snakes that burned them like fire
were sent upon them. The fire entered their internals and they
dropped dead, as is written: "and Hashem sent venomous serpents
among the people" (Ibid. 6).
72. Rabbi Chiya said: Snakes would approach and their lips would
whisper, and they would bite and die. What is whispering? It is as it
says, "if the serpent bites and cannot be charmed (also: 'without a
whisper')" (Kohelet 10:11). A fire would glow from their mouths, and
they would bite and inject the fire into them. Their internal organs
were burned and they died, and these items were defined
somewhere else.

11. The well
We hear an elaboration of the letters of 'she' and 'he' and the places where masculine and feminine are referred to in regard to the well. Rabbi
Shimon says that the spirit in the water is the Holy Spirit that elevates Mayin Nukvin so that the waters will flow. The important point is that in
everything there is a requirement to arouse something from below by action or speech, or to indicate and display some similarity to the act, and
then the arousal from above will take place. Rabbi Shimon talks about the well being divided into thirteen streams and overflowing in all directions
so that all of Yisrael could be sustained. We learn that most people do not know how to call upon God in Truth and arouse actions above, and that
God is only near to those who do. The children of Yisrael said things which were matters of Truth in order to arouse the well; even sorcerers have to
say some truth in order to awaken actions. Rabbi Shimon says the difference between most people and the Righteous is that the Righteous know
the essence of words and actions, and they know how to direct their hearts and desires to God more than those who are not as knowledgeable; they
draw blessings from the area of thought, that is Chochmah. When they call on God He is ready for them, and when they are in distress He is with
them. He honors them in this world and in the World to Come.
73. "And from thence they went to Be'er (Eng. 'well') that is the
well" (Bemidbar 21:16). HE ASKS: What is the change - why does it
first say, Be'erah (Eng. 'to the well') and immediately after that, Be'er
(Eng. 'well')? HE RESPONDS: It is only that Be'erah IS HOW
MALCHUT WAS CALLED after all the waters converged into the sea
and flowed down TO THE AREA OF MALCHUT. MALCHUT IS
CALLED Be'er when Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR
ANPIN, fills it up. SINCE THE BE'ER IS STILL ENACTED UPON BY
ZEIR ANPIN, IT IS THEREFORE CALLED BE'ER WITHOUT HEI,
INDICATING MASCULINE LANGUAGE. THEREFORE, "she (Heb. hi)
is the well," is spelled, "he (Heb. hu) is the well," WITH THE VAV,
INDICATING THAT IT IS MASCULINE LANGUAGE. The secret is as
we explained. "But the Levite, he shall do the service" (Bemidbar
18:23), SINCE HE INDICATES THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN.
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74. Rabbi Aba said: Anyplace WHERE IT IS SPELLED "he" and
pronounced "she," AS IT IS HERE AT THE WELL, IT INDICATES male
and female combined, AND THE THREE LETTERS OF "HE" (HEI-VAVALEPH) is an overall high principal. Hei is female, MALCHUT, Vav is
male, ZEIR ANPIN, and Aleph IS BINAH THAT IS inclusive of all,
SINCE ZEIR ANPIN AND THE FEMALE EMERGE FROM HER. Aleph,
WHICH IS BINAH, is the perfection of everything, SINCE ALL THE
MOCHIN FLOW FROM HER. Happy are the children of Yisrael.
Although they are down, they are grasped in the highest principle of
all - THAT IS, IN THE THREE LETTERS OF HEI, VAV, ALEPH.
Therefore, it is written: "it is He who made us, and we belong to
Him" (Tehilim 100:3). The word lo is spelled with an Aleph INSTEAD
OF A VAV, INDICATING, "AND NOT (HEB. LO) WE," as it is the
inclusion of Vav-Hei, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND THE FEMALE.
And the Aleph includes everything.
75. Rabbi Shimon said: The spirit (also: 'wind') in the water is the
Holy Spirit, MEANING THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT THAT IS
REFERRED TO AS 'HOLY SPIRIT' that blows in the beginning, as it
says, "blow upon My garden" (Shir Hashirim 4:16). This MEANS
THAT IT ELEVATES MAYIN NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS), and then
waters will flow, WHICH ARE THE UPPER MAYIN DUCHRIN (MALE
WATERS) to fill her. This is what is written: "He causes His wind to
blow: they run as water" (Tehilim 147:18). At first, "He causes His
wind to blow," and then, "waters will flow." As long as He does not
cause His wind to blow, the waters will not flow. What does this
teach us? From this, it is apparent that in everything there is a
requirement to arouse something FROM BELOW, THAT IS AN
ASPECT OF FEMALE WATER, by action or speech, or to indicate
and display some similarity to the act, AND THEN COMES THE
AROUSAL FROM ABOVE. THEREFORE, until the wind does not
blow, the water, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ABUNDANT FLOW, does
not flow towards the wind, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
76. "...that (lit. 'he') is the well," IS SPELLED, but we pronounce it as:
"She is the well." ALSO, what changes so that it is written "Be'erah"
at first and then, "Be'er"? HE REPLIES: It is only because the female,
THAT IS MALCHUT, was alone in the beginning AND THEREFORE IT
WAS SAID IN FEMININE LANGUAGE, "BE'ERAH." When it says "he,"
it indicates the inclusion of both male and female, so it is called
"Be'er" in MASCULINE LANGUAGE. ALTHOUGH IT ALSO INCLUDES
THE FEMALE, IT IS IN THE MASCULINE FORM, since all are called in
the masculine form in the area where a male exists, even if he has
WITH HIM a hundred females.
77. IT IS WRITTEN: "THAT IS THE WELL of which Hashem spoke to
Moses saying, 'Gather the people together'" (Bemidbar 21:16). This
is because that well was not missing from them. If you wonder how
all of them could possibly draw from that one, it is because it divided
into thirteen streams. This is SINCE MALCHUT DIVIDES INTO
THIRTEEN, IN THE SECRET OF THE TWELVE, WHICH IT RECEIVES
FROM THE TWELVE BOUNDARIES IN ZEIR ANPIN, AND ONE IS
COMPOSED OF ALL OF THEM. The flowing spring in the well is filled
and overflows in all directions. Then, at the time the children of
Yisrael were singing and desired water, the children of YISRAEL
would stand about her, OVER THE WELL, and sing. What did they
say? '"Spring up, O well" (Ibid. 17), and raise your water to produce
water for everyone to drink.' That is the way to praise this well, and
THAT IS "the well that the princes dug out." They spoke words of
truth. And so it is.
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78. From here, we were taught that for whoever desires to arouse
matters above, either by deed or speech, if that deed or speech is
not performed properly, then nothing gets aroused. All the
inhabitants of the world go to the synagogue to arouse something
above, but few are those who know how to arouse. The Holy One,
blessed be He, is near those who know how to call on Him and
arouse properly. However, if they do not know how to call on Him,
He is not near, as is written: "Hashem is near to all those who call
upon Him, to all who call upon Him in truth" (Tehilim 145:18). What
is, "in truth"? That is that they know how to arouse the truthful thing
appropriately, and it applies to all THINGS as well.

79. ABOUT THE WELL, Yisrael said these things which are matters
of truth in order to arouse this well, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and to give
drink to Yisrael. If they had not said these things, THE WELL would
not have been aroused. Likewise, even the world's sorcerers who
use evil things would not be awakened for them until they performed
for them some veritable acts; they would not awaken if they did not
say some truths in order to draw them in the manners they desire.
Even if they had screamed all day long with other words and
different acts, they would never have been capable of drawing them,
and they would not have been awakened towards them.

80. Come and behold: it is written, "and called on the name of the
Ba'al..." (I Melachim 18:26) What is the reason THAT THEY WERE
NOT ANSWERED? HE RESPONDS: First, it was not within the Ba'al's
authority TO BRING DOWN FIRE FROM HEAVEN. In addition, since
the wording was not the right one among them, the Holy One,
blessed be He, made them forget them. That is what is written: "and
that You have turned their hearts back again"(Ibid. 37). Praised are
the righteous who know how to call upon their Master properly.

81. Rabbi Shimon said: Here I wish to reveal something. Come and
behold: anyone who is capable of preparing his deed as is proper
and sets his speeches as is proper, definitely arouses the Holy One,
blessed be He, to extend forth high matters that are upright. And if
not, he is not propitious to them. If this is so, does not the whole
world know how to prepare in an orderly manner the necessary
performances and speeches? What then is the special value of them,
the righteous? The righteous know the essence of words and
actions, and they know how to direct their heart and desire more
than those who are not as knowledgeable.

82. HE RESPONDS: It is only that those who are not as
knowledgeable of the essence of actions, but simply know their
orderly set up and nothing more, draw to themselves from behind
the shoulders of the Holy One, blessed be He. THEIR PRAYER does
not soar in the air, which is considered providence, MEANING TO
SAY THAT IS THE PROVIDENCE OF THE FACE AND THEY ARE
ONLY WORTHY OF THE ASPECT OF BEHIND THE SHOULDERS.
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83. Those that are knowledgeable and direct the heart and desire
extricate blessings from the area of the thought, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH. They emerge in all the branches and roots OF THE
LEVELS in a straightforward manner as called for, until the higher
and lower grades receive their blessings and the Holy Name is
blessed through them. Happy is their lot, since the Holy One,
blessed be He, is close to them and available to them. When they call
on Him, He is ready for them, and at the time of their distress, He is
with them. He honors them in this world and in the World to Come.
This is what is written: "because he has set his delight upon Me,
therefore will I deliver him: I will satisfy him, and show him My
salvation" (Tehilim 91:14).

12. "Fear him not"
Rabbi Yehuda informs us that when Yisrael gather together they receive nourishment sometimes from Compassion and sometimes from Judgment,
and that no divine influence prevails until there is a place for it to dwell down in the world of matter. Rabbi Yehuda says that God told Moses not to
be afraid of king Og, because Og had defiled the sign of his covenant, and would therefore, by reason of his very own deeds, be uprooted and
undone on earth. We hear that the children of Yisrael were blessed to have Moses as the prophet among them, since it was for his sake alone that
God performed many miracles; and, lastly, we're reminded that God's Covenant was made only with the children of Abraham.
84. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Fear him not'" (Bemidbar 21:34).
Rabbi Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "she is not
afraid of the snow for her household: for all her household are
clothed with scarlet" (Mishlei 31:21). Come and behold: the
assembled Congregation of Yisrael nourishes from both sides,
sometimes from Compassion and sometimes from Judgment. When
it wishes to nourish from Compassion, there is a place WHERE
COMPASSION will dwell. When it wishes to nourish from Judgment,
there is room so THAT JUDGMENT will dwell and prevail on him.
This is always the case. Nothing prevails from above until the room
exists for it to dwell upon. Therefore, the Congregation of Yisrael "is
not afraid of the snow for her household." What is the reason? It is
because "all her household are clothed in scarlet." That one does
not dwell only in that one, white in red, and red in white. And that
was already established.

85. "And Hashem said to Moses, 'Fear him (Heb. oto) not'." Twice IN
THE TORAH IS FOUND, "OTO (ALEPH-VAV-TAV-VAV)," which is
spelled out fully, with two Vavs. Once here and once in the verse:
"until your brother seek after it (Heb. oto)" (Devarim 22:2). What is
the reason? It is because THEIR MEANING IS an actual letter (Heb.
ot) and they ARE NOT DERIVED FROM THE PARTICLE ET. "...until
your brother seeks after it..." MEANS that he is required to define
and spell out the SIGN AND mark (Heb. ot) of that lost item.

86. Here too, it is Og who joined Abraham and he is from the people
of his household. When Abraham was circumcised, it was written:
"and all the men of his house" (Beresheet 17:26). That is Og, who
was also circumcised with him and received that Holy Sign (Heb. ot).
As soon as Og saw Yisrael approaching him, he thought to himself,
'I have certainly performed that precept that stands up for them,'
SINCE HE WAS ALREADY CIRCUMCISED BEFORE OUR
PATRIARCH ISAAC. And he placed this before him, AS SECURITY.
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87. At that moment, Moses was afraid. How could he uproot the
impression that Abraham made? He thought: 'Assuredly, my right
hand, WHICH IS AARON, is dead, since the right is necessary TO
WIN this.' It may be said that Elazar is here, who is the right of the
moon, NAMELY, OF MALCHUT, but not mine, SINCE HE IS NOT THE
RIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MOSES, AS WAS
AARON. That sign OF OG is to the right OF ZEIR ANPIN, since
Abraham is the right OF ZEIR ANPIN.

88. Immediately, the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "Fear him not."
Do not fear his sign, and even for the right there is no need. "For I
have delivered him into your hand" (Ibid.). Your left will uproot him
from the world, since he, OG, defiled the sign of his Covenant, and
whoever makes a flaw in the sign of the Covenant is fit to be
uprooted from this world ON HIS OWN. Of course, your left, that is,
"your hand," will uproot him from the world. That is why he was
uprooted from the world. Even though he was mighty from the sons
of the mighty, and THOUGH he wanted to destroy Yisrael, he fell into
the hands of Moses and was annihilated.

89. That is why Yisrael have annihilated all of them, his children, his
people and everything belonging to them, as is written: "so they
smote him, and his sons, and all his people" (Bemidbar 21:35). It is
also written: "and we smote him, and his sons (Heb.
banav)" (Devarim 2:33). It is written, "banav," without a Yud,
INDICATIVE OF PLURALITY, yet it is pronounced Banav (plur.). This
has already been explained by the friends.
90. Happy are the children of Yisrael that Moses the prophet was
among them, since the Holy One, blessed be He, performed all these
signs for his sake, as we have explained. The Holy One, blessed be
He, did not make His Covenant with the rest of the nations to be
connected to them, only with Yisrael, who are the children of
Abraham. About the children of Yisrael, it is written: "between...your
seed after you in their generations for an everlasting
Covenant" (Beresheet 17:7), and: "'as for Me, this is My Covenant
with them,' said Hashem; 'My spirit that is upon you...shall not
depart out of your mouth...'" (Yeshayah 59:21).
Blessed be Hashem for evermore. Amen and Amen.
End of Parashat Chukat
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1. The bird (Tzipor)
Rabbi Shimon says that Balak saw a real vision with the eyes of Wisdom, and that he saw it through one of the windows to Chochmah. We learn that
Balak was a son of Tzipor, meaning bird, and that all his witchcraft was done through birds. Rabbi Shimon describes the origin and nature of the
bird that he used for his sorcery, and says that that name of the bird was Yadua, meaning 'known'. Balak knew everything through the bird, which
spoke great things on her own.
1. "And Balak the son of Tzipor saw" (Bemidbar 22:2). Rabbi Shimon
said, he "saw." What did he see? HE RESPONDS: It is definitely a
real vision. He perceived through the gaze of Chochmah and he saw
with his eyes, MEANING THE EYES OF CHOCHMAH. He noticed
through the perception of wisdom, as it says that "Abimelech, king
of the Philistines looked out at a window" (Beresheet 26:8). What is
the meaning of: "out at a window"? It is as is written: "The mother of
Sisera looked out at the window" (Shoftim 5:28). It is assuredly the
window of Chochmah at the corner edges of the stars. THAT IS THE
WINDOW THAT IS MENTIONED WITH REFERENCE TO SISERA'S
MOTHER AND ABIMELECH, and these are the windows TO
Chochmah, MEANING THAT THERE EXIST MANY WINDOWS and
there is one window where all wisdom prevails. Whoever looks at the
root of the Chochmah can look through it. Here too: "And Balak...
saw" through his Chochmah, MEANING HIS OWN PRIVATE WINDOW.

2. "The son of Tzipor" is as they said, THAT HE WAS A
DESCENDANT OF JETHRO WHO WAS ALSO CALLED 'TZIPOR'.
However, he was "the son of Tzipor (lit. 'bird')" actually, MEANING
THAT ALL HIS DEALINGS WERE WITH BIRDS, since his witchcraft
dealt with a variety of that bird. He took a bird, struck the grass, and
let it fly in the air. He performed acts and whispered incantations,
and the bird would return with the grass in its mouth, chirping for
him. He would then put her into a cage and burn incense for her, and
she would inform him of some things. He would then perform
witchcraft and that fowl, MEANING THE BIRD, chirped and flew and
wandered in accordance with the one whose eyes were open, who
gave her his message, and she would return. All his words came
through that bird.

3. One day, he performed his acts and took the bird. She flew away
and left, tarried and did not return TO HIM. Balak was saddened and,
before her return, saw a flame of fire that flew AFTER THE BIRD and
scorched her wings. He then saw what he saw and was afraid of the
children of Yisrael. What is the name of that bird? It is Yadua (Eng.
'known'). None of those who make use of and know how to make use
of that bird know its witchcraft as well as Balak knew it.

4. All of the wisdom that he acquired came from that bird. This is
what he used to do: he bowed down before THE BIRD and burned
incense, covered his head, bent over and spoke. He would say, 'The
nation'. And the bird would reply to him, 'Yisrael'. He would say,
'Much', and the bird would respond, 'Many (Heb. rav)' in
commemoration of the great one (Heb. rav) that traveled among
them. They whispered to each other seventy times, BALAK AND THE
BIRD. He would say, 'poor'. And the bird would say, 'Much (Heb.
rav)'. He then was afraid, as is written: "And Moab was sore (much)
afraid of the people, because they were many (Heb. rav)" (Bemidbar
22:3), assuredly rav.
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5. In the variety of witchcraft of ancient Kasdiel, we first found that
this bird was produced at specific times from silver mixed with gold.
SILVER IS THE SECRET RIGHT COLUMN, CHASSADIM, AND GOLD
IS THE LEFT COLUMN, CHOCHMAH, AND THEY USED IT TO
PRODUCE AND PUT TOGETHER THAT BIRD TO BE LIKENED TO
HOLINESS, AS A MONKEY TO PEOPLE. JUST LIKE IN HOLINESS
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT IS BLENDED WITH CHASSADIM OF THE
RIGHT, THEY WANTED TO DRAW IT THAT WAY. HOWEVER, SINCE
THEY HAVE NO POWER OF UNIFICATION OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, EVERYTHING RESULTS IN THE ASPECT OF REFUSE. The
head, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF THE BIRD, is from gold,
MEANING THE REFUSE OF GOLD. Her mouth is from silver,
MEANING FROM SILVER REFUSE, and her wings, CHESED AND
GVURAH, from light copper, THAT IS LEFT, blended with silver,
THAT IS RIGHT, since each one IS COMPRISED OF RIGHT AND
LEFT. The body is of gold with round points of silver in her feathers.
Her legs, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, are from gold and they place
in her mouth the tongue of that bird Yadua, SINCE THE TONGUE IS
DA'AT. AND SINCE THE KLIPOT HAVE NO DA'AT, THEY HAVE
INSTEAD YADUA (ENG. 'KNOWN').
6. They place that bird in that one window, OF THE ONES
MENTIONED ABOVE, AND DURING THE DAY they open the window
in the direction of the sun THAT RULES BY DAY. At night, they open
the window in the direction of the moon, WHICH RULES BY NIGHT,
and they burn incense and perform witchcraft. DURING THE DAY,
they conjure the sun TO BESTOW ITS ABUNDANCE and at night
they conjure the moon. And so they perform for seven days. From
then on, that tongue is already rattling in the mouth of the bird, BUT
IS STILL UNABLE TO SPEAK. THEN they puncture her tongue with a
golden needle and she speaks great things on her own. Everything
that Balak knew came from that bird. Therefore, HE WAS CALLED
'the son of bird' and he saw what other people were unable to know
and could not see.

2. Sihon and Og
Rabbi Shimon says that God can do anything immediately, but because people don't fully believe, they think that it will take years to fulfill a wish,
and so it does. Although the lives of people are fleeting, they are sanctified with repentance and prayer and good deeds and tears, since God
commits Himself to do as they wish. We hear about Og the King of Bashan and Sihon the King of the Amorites, with whom Moses waged war. Sihon
was destroyed by a flame from the King of Heaven and it could not therefore be rebuilt. Rabbi Shimon says that the children of Yisrael overthrew the
rulers below in this world and also in the world above. He tells us why Esau did not receive his birthright even though he was the eldest.
7. It is written: "Hashem said, 'I will bring back from Bashan, I will
bring them back from the depths of the sea'" (Tehilim 68:23). We
must pay attention to the Faith in the Holy One, blessed be He, since
all His words are spoken with truth and great Faith. As soon as He
utters something, it is immediately completely accomplished. If a
person who is narrow of heart says that it will take several years,
and much time to fulfill his wish, that is what happens. THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, in accord with His dominion that all the
universe is filled with His glory, reflects His way. A person's words
are of small consequence and all his words are of a temporary
nature. Similarly, he himself is of a temporary nature, LIKE A
PASSING SHADOW. However, he is sanctified with repentance and
prayer and good deeds and lots of tears, SINCE the Supernal One
who is higher than all the world lights His lamp and contracts His
Holiness to that person to do his wish.
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8. NOW HE EXPLAINS THE VERSE: "Hashem said" is in the future to
come. The Holy One, blessed be He, will arise and bring back from
Bashan all those whom the wild beasts killed and devoured, SINCE
"MI (ENG. 'FROM') BASHAN" IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME
LETTERS OF MIBEIN SHINEI (LIT. 'FROM BETWEEN THE TEETH OF')
THE BEASTS. There exists in the world a dwelling place where all
the great beasts and the great variety of mountains are, and these
are hidden in those, THE BEASTS HIDE IN THE MOUNTAINS. THAT
PLACE IS CALLED 'BASHAN'. There is the strong desert Arod (Eng.
'a wild ass'). This is Og, who dwelt among the wild desert asses.
There lies his strength, because he was the King of Bashan,
MEANING THE KING OF THAT AREA, and none of the world's kings
could do battle due to the powerful might of Bashan. Moses came
and waged war with him.

9. Sihon was the desert colt and Moab's security depended on him.
"For Arnon is the border of Moab, between Moab and the
Amorites" (Bemidbar 21:13), MEANING THAT HE WAS HIS
NEIGHBOR AND GUARDED HIS BORDER. Come and see: When
Yisrael destroyed the city of Sihon, the proclamation went forth in
the Heavenly Kingdom, MEANING AMONG THE SEVENTY
CHIEFTAINS OF THE SEVENTY NATIONS: Gather together, you
heroes who rule over other nations, and see how the Amorite
kingdom is destroyed.

10. At that moment, all the rulers who were appointed over the
seventy nations gathered and wanted to restore the kingdom of
Sihon to its prior state. As soon as they noticed Moses' might, they
retreated. That is the meaning of what is written: "Wherefore they
who speak in similes say, 'Come to Heshbon'" (Ibid. 27). These are
the appointed rulers over the nations, who gathered and said, "Come
to Heshbon." Who is that who destroyed it? Let it "be built and
established" (Ibid.) as originally, and let the kingdom be reinstated
as before.

11. When they noticed Moses' might and the flame of his kingdom,
they said, "For there is a fire gone out of Heshbon, a flame from the
city of Sihon" (Ibid. 28). HE ASKS: If it already says "from Heshbon,"
why the additional "from the city of Sihon"? Isn't the city of Sihon
Heshbon, as it says, "For Heshbon was a city of Sihon the king of
the Amorites" (Ibid. 26).

12. HE REPLIES: It is only that a flame from the King of Heaven went
and destroyed everything. During the time they said, "Let the city of
Sihon be built and established" simply, and did not specify
Heshbon, it is because they figured that it would be rebuilt for the
Amorites' dwelling place. Then they replied and said We cannot.
What is the reason? It is because all the roads and paths were
sealed by the might of their higher authority. If we repeat ourselves
and mention again that Heshbon should be built, did not "a fire gone
out of Heshbon"? And if we repeat ourselves and say the city of
Sihon, most certainly a flame started out from the city of Sihon.
Since that flame of fire still prevails there, there is nobody who can
return it to its prior state, because we have no authorization from
any side.
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13. From here on, woe to you Moab, since your protector has been
broken. Therefore, as soon as Moab saw that their defense was
breached, then "Moab was sore (Heb. meod) afraid of the
people" (Bemidbar 22:3). What is the "meod"? It is very, which
means more than death, SINCE "MEOD" ALLUDES TO THE ANGEL
OF DEATH.

14. "Because they were many (Heb. rav)" (Ibid.). At earlier times,
ESAU was great (Heb. rav) and great is small, as it is written:
"Behold, I will make you small among the nations" (Ovadyah 1:2).
Yisrael became great instead of Esau, as is written about him: "And
the elder (Heb. rav)," MEANING: "AND THE ELDER SHALL SERVE
THE YOUNGER" (BERESHEET 25:23). What is the reason THEY
CONSIDERED YISRAEL AS GREAT? It is because they saw that
Yisrael were dominant above and below, as is written: "All that
Yisrael had done to the Amorites" (Bemidbar 22:2). It should have
said, 'That which Yisrael had done'. What is "all that (Heb. Et)"? It is
to also include above and below, that they toppled THEIR chiefs and
rulers above from their domination and also knocked down the
chiefs and rulers below, IN THIS WORLD. Therefore, IT IS WRITTEN:
"All that (Heb. Et) Yisrael had done." That is why THEY SAID,
"Because they were many (Heb. rav)" instead of 'the rav', which
would have meant the holy firstborn IN PLACE OF ESAU'S
BIRTHRIGHT, as is written: "Yisrael is My son, my firstborn" (Shemot
4:22).
15. You might say that the Holy One, blessed be He, desired it that
way, TO GIVE THE BIRTHRIGHT TO YISRAEL, yet it was not
according to justice. Come and see that Esau was a Klipah of the
Other Side AND IT IS KNOWN THAT THE SKULL (HEB. KLIPAH)
PRECEDED THE BRAIN. THEREFORE, HE EMERGED FIRST. As
soon as the skull came out and removed, the brain was found. The
foreskin was first, THAT IS ESAU, found externally; THEREFORE, HE
EXITED FIRST. The circumcision that is most dear, MEANING
JACOB, is revealed later. THEREFORE, ESAU'S PRIOR
APPEARANCE IS NOT CONSIDERED AS THE BIRTHRIGHT SINCE
THE KLIPAH AND THE FORESKIN HAVE NO VALUE IN
COMPARISON TO THE BRAIN AND CIRCUMCISION. NOT ONLY
THAT, HE WAS FIRST TO EXIT FOR THAT SAME REASON, SINCE
THE SHELL COMES BEFORE THE REAL FRUIT.

3. "And he showed me Joshua the High Priest"
Rabbi Chiya tells us that a person is tried many times during his lifetime and after death, and he says that God is always filled with compassion and
does not want to judge people according to their deeds. Rabbi Shimon talks about three levels of compassion, and he tells us about the members of
the Yeshivah above that gather to consider a person's sentence.
16. "And Moab said to the elders of Midian, 'Now shall this company
lick up...'" (Bemidbar 22:4). Rabbi Chiya opened the discussion with
the verse: "And he showed me Joshua the High Priest standing
before the angel of Hashem" (Zecharyah 3:1). How much is a human
being required to watch his ways in this world and walk in a true
path, since all the actions of a person are recorded before the King
and are inscribed before Him, and all are accounted for. The guards
at the gates stand and give evidence and request true justice, and
the judge is ready to receive the evidence. Those who have claims
FOR THEIR JUSTIFICATION murmur and do not know if they should
go from the right or turn to the left side.
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17. When the spirits of humans exit from this world, many accusers
stand up about them and proclamations go out, both for their benefit
and for their detriment, in accordance with their trial's sentencing;
we are taught that a person gets tried many times in this world, both
during his lifetime and also afterwards, since all his words are
through judgment. The Holy One, blessed be He, is always filled with
compassion, and His mercy is over all, and He does not wish to
judge human beings according to their deeds. This is what David
said, "If You, Yah, should mark iniquities, Adonai, who could
stand" (Tehilim 130:3). Here we must observe, since he said Yud-Hei.
Why DID HE SAY IN ADDITION Adonai? IT WOULD HAVE BEEN
SUFFICIENT TO SAY, 'IF YOU, YAH, SHOULD MARK INIQUITIES,
WHO COULD STAND'.

18. HE RESPONDS: It is only because there are three levels of
compassion that David mentions here, WHICH ARE YUD-HEI,
ADONAI AND "WHO." "If You, Yah, should mark iniquities": THAT IS
ABA AND IMA REFERRED TO BY YUD-HEI AS EXPLAINED. If the
iniquities are so many that they have ascended above to Aba and
Ima, then "Adonai" pertains, which is compassion. Although this
name ADONAI is merciful, it will be aroused in judgment, and all the
levels will conceal through judgment. Yet there is still one level that
we can turn to, as all the remedies emanate from her, that one
should have mercy on us. That one is MI (ENG. 'WHO') THAT IS
BINAH, "who could stand" FOR US assuredly, as it says, "Who can
heal you" (Eichah 2:13). Therefore, if these TWO names, Yud-Hei
Adonai, were sealed and hidden from him, "who could stand,"
because all the roads to repentance are open from it.

19. Come and see Joshua, son of Yehotzedek, was entirely
righteous, a person that used to enter to the innermost sanctum.
They raised him up to the Yeshivah up in the heavens, and all the
members of that Yeshivah were gathered to consider his sentence.
Such are the ways of that Yeshivah of the firmament, when they
bring in A PERSON'S SPIRIT to be judged. A proclamation is
declared, all the members of the Yeshivah enter into a concealed
chamber and the court is gathered into session.

4. Gather all members of the Yeshivah to study the trial
This section tells us about the trial after death, and we learn that the angel Metatron, who is the head of the Yeshivah of Heaven, pronounces the
sentence over everything.
20. The spirit of the person is raised up by two appointees. As it
enters, it approaches to stand next to a pillar of glowing flame that
stands there, and gets covered in the air of the wind that blows in
that pillar. And now many that are raised up there... (MISSING
HERE)... Since all those who study Torah and have new insights
within her, those items immediately get written and recorded for
those members of that Yeshivah. Then all the members of the
Yeshivah come to see him and those two appointed MENTIONED
ABOVE exit and raise him up above to the Yeshivah of the
firmament. He immediately approaches next to that pillar,
MENTIONED ABOVE, where he gets dressed IN THAT GARMENT
MENTIONED ABOVE.
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21. AFTER DRESSING IN THOSE GARMENTS, he enters into the
Yeshivah AND THE MEMBERS OF THE YESHIVAH observe him. If
the matters OF NEW INSIGHT are appropriate, he will be blessed,
since all the members of the session will adorn him with many
laurels. If it is something else, meaning to say THAT IT DOES NOT
FOLLOW THE PATH AND MANNERS OF SANCTITY, woe to him. For
that embarrassment and shame, they give him a push and he stands
next to the pillar MENTIONED ABOVE, until they bring him in for trial
and judgment. May the Merciful One save us.
22. There are others that get raised up there when the Holy One,
blessed be He, is in a disputation with the members of the session,
WHETHER THE ITEM IS PERMISSIBLE OR PROHIBITED. They say,
Who shall decide THE LAW? Here is so-and-so, THE WISE MAN OF
THIS WORLD, let him come and decide this matter and HOW TO
CARRY OUT THE LAW. Then they raise THAT WISE MAN up above,
there, and he proves decisively by evidence that legal dispute
between the Holy One, blessed be He, and the members of the
Yeshivah. There are others that get raised up there for trial and they
get judged there, to refine and purify them.
23. Rabbi Yosi said to him, If so, IT WOULD SEEM that a person
leaves and departs this world without trial judgment. If he does
depart by trial, THAT IS, HE ALREADY WAS JUDGED ABOVE, why
then is he on trial a second time IN THE YESHIVAH OF HEAVEN? He
replied to him, That is the way I was taught and heard. It is definite
that a person who departs from this world gets judged. However,
prior to entering to be among the righteous, he gets raised up for A
SECOND trial for a decision in that Yeshivah of the firmament.

24. AT THE YESHIVAH OF THE FIRMAMENT stands the appointee of
Gehenom to prosecute. Praised is the one who was found guiltless
in that trial. If not, that appointee of Gehenom takes him when they
hand him over to him and slings him downward, like someone who
hurtles a stone with a sling, as is written: "And the souls of your
enemies, them shall he sling out, as out of the hollow of a sling..." (I
Shmuel 25:29). The appointee throws him into Gehenom and he
receives his punishment corresponding to his sentence.

25. Come and see: "And he showed me Joshua the High Priest
standing before the angel of Hashem" (Zecharyah 3:1) means that
they have raised him up above for trial within the Yeshivah of the
firmament, after he was gone from the world. "Standing before the
angel of Hashem": That is the same youth, MEANING THE ANGEL
METATRON, THAT IS CALLED 'YOUTH', who is the head of the
Yeshivah IN THE YESHIVAH OF HEAVEN. And he pronounces the
sentence over everything.

5. "Hashem rebuke you, O adversary"
Rabbi Shimon talks about the adversary who is appointed over the souls in Gehenom. The Satan transforms into the form of an ox; since Balak
knew about this he was a wise man, and that very knowledge enabled him to perform his witchcraft.
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26. HE INQUIRES ABOUT WHAT IT SAYS: "And the adversary
STANDING AT HIS RIGHT HAND TO THWART HIM" (ZECHARYAH
3:1). What is "the adversary"? HE REPLIES: That one who is
appointed over the souls in Gehenom, whose desire is to take him
TO GEHENOM, and constantly stands around saying, Give, give the
wicked to Gehenom. "To thwart him" means to mention his
iniquities. Then, "Hashem said to the adversary, 'Hashem rebuke
you, O adversary; even Hashem...rebuke you'" (Ibid.). HE ASKS: Why
two rebukes? HE REPLIES: One FOR THE ANGEL Dumah, THAT IS
THE CHIEF APPOINTEE OF GEHENOM, and one for that one that
leaves Gehenom, who is constantly ready to thwart, MEANING THE
ADVERSARY.
27. Come and see, the adversary up high descends, as we have
already explained, being transformed into the image of an ox. All
these evil spirits that were sentenced to be entered into Gehenom,
he licks them up in an instant and grabs them, and descends and
gives them over to Dumah, after he swallows them up. This is what
is said: "And Moab said to the elders of Midian, 'Now shall this
company lick up all that are round about us, as the ox licks
up...'" (Bemidbar 22:4). That is that known ox, WHICH IS THE
ADVERSARY, that stands constantly ready to cause evil for all the
world's inhabitants, "the grass of the field" (Ibid.). These are the
spirits of human beings, who are the grass of the field. "The field" is
that certain field, MEANING MALCHUT.

28. Rabbi Yosi says, If so, Balak was a wise man, SINCE HE WAS
AWARE THAT THE SATAN TRANSFORMS INTO THE FORM OF AN
OX. He said to him most certainly THAT HE WAS WISE. Similarly, he
needed to know all the habits of that ox and if he would not have
been familiar with them, he would not have been able to perform his
witchcraft and enchanting charms. Rabbi Yosi said, That is certainly
so, and you spoke well. The might of that ox is, when they proclaim
about the grain crops... (SOMETHING MISSING) ...all these days that
are being proclaimed, and all the days that they proclaim about the
spirit of human beings. They are the days of Nissan and the days of
Tishrei, as we have already learned.

6. The child (Yenuka)
Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda encounter the small son of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba, and find that he is preternaturally wise. The child rebukes them
for not having read the Kriat Sh'ma and for having started to say grace while their hands were still dirty. He talks about the five fingers on the hand,
the five bars of acacia wood, and the five hundred years, and he concludes from this that all the blessings of the priest are dependent on the fingers.
The boy discusses the grace before the meal and the grace after the meal. When his mother begs the rabbis to look at her son with a benevolent
eye, the child says he is not afraid of an evil eye because he is the son of a great and worthy fish, and a fish has no harm from the evil eye as the
water acts as a protection for it. He talks about the fact that Malchut is called 'angel' when she is an emissary from Aba and Ima, but when she is at
rest over the two Cherubim she is called Adonai. We read that Malchut appeared to Moses as an angel but to Abraham as Adonai, and that Jacob
called to Malchut in the name of angel when he died. Moses joined with Malchut during his lifetime while still in his body but Jacob joined with her
only in spirit after he died. We read about Metatron and Sandalfon who are from the great ocean, Malchut, and that they are fruitful and multiply in
the land. When the wise boy says the blessing over the cup of blessing he speaks of Rabbi Yitzchak's nearness to death and says that he should
find a guarantor down below, meaning Rabbi Shimon. The rabbis leave the boy's house, and Rabbi Shimon, when encountered, says that the boy
will not live long. Next the rabbis wonder why Moses' merit did not protect the Midianites from destruction even though Ruth and Naamah protected
Moab from destruction. Rabbi Shimon explained that Moab had not yet produced Ruth and her offspring so it had to be protected. Three of the
rabbis return to see the boy, who welcomes them and who knows without being told that they have been talking about Amon and Moab. He
discusses the secret of the wave offering and why barley is offered. They talk about wheat, saying that it is the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.
We hear that the Other Side has a part - the chaff - in all the five kinds of grain, and the chaff is exempt from tithe because it has no share in
holiness. The boy says that even if the snake had not tempted Eve, Adam would still have produced offspring immediately, due to God's
commandment to be fruitful and multiply. The boy talks about the grapevine known as sanctity and the grapevine of the Other Side; he tells why
water must be added to wine for the blessing after the meal, to add compassion to mercy. We hear about the bad advice that the elders of Midian
gave to Moab, and how they were punished. The boy informs the rabbis that Moab was punished later by David after Ruth had come out of that
country. Generations later the Midianites were still longing to attack Yisrael. We learn that King David summoned the hosts of heaven and included
his soul with them to bless God, and that later Yisrael took over the task of the serving angels. The boy and Rabbi Elazar talk about sanctification
and blessings and about the mighty ones who perform God's bidding. Finally we hear about the great importance of teaching the Torah to one's son.
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29. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were walking along the road.
They reached the place of the village Sachnin, where Rav Hamnuna
Saba (the elder) lived, and they were guests of his wife who had one
small boy. Every day he went to school, and when he came home
from school that day, he noticed these wise men. His mother told
him to approach these lofty people and receive blessings from them.
He approached them. While approaching, he retreated and said to
his mother, I do not wish to approach them, since they did not read
Kriat Sh'ma this day and they taught me that whoever does not
recite the Sh'ma at its appropriate time is banned all that day.

30. They heard and marveled. They raised their hands and blessed
him. They said, It is certainly true THAT WE DIDN'T READ THE
KRIAT SH'MA, because today we were busy with a groom and a
bride that did not have their minimum needs, and were thus being
delayed in their marriage. There was no one to take up their cause
and we did our best for them. THEREFORE, we could not read the
Kriat Sh'ma at its appropriate time. And whoever performs a precept
is exempt from a precept. They said to him, How did you know? He
said to them, By the fragrance of your garments I knew, when I
approached you. They marvelled, sat down, washed their hands and
ate bread.

31. Rabbi Yehuda's hands were dirty. He washed his hands but said
the grace before he washed his hands. THE CHILD told them, If you
are the disciples of Rav Shmaya the pious, you should not have
started your grace when your hands were still filthy. Whoever says
the benediction with unclean hands is worthy of death.

32. The child opened the discussion with the verse: "When they go
into the Tent of Meeting, they shall wash with water, that they die
not" (Shemot 30:20). We learn from this verse that whoever is not
careful of this, and appears before the King with soiled hands,
deserves to die. What is the reason? It is because a person's hands
dwell at the top of the world. There is one finger on the hand of a
person and that is the finger that Moses raised, MEANING THE
MIDDLE FINGER THAT CORRESPONDS TO MOSES, WHO IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
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33. It is written: "And you shall make bars of acacia wood; five for
the boards of the one side of the tabernacle, and five bars for the
boards of the other side of the tabernacle... And the middle bar in the
midst of the boards shall reach from end to end" (Shemot 26:26-28).
If you say that middle bar is another one and is not included in the
five BARS, it is not so. Rather, that middle bar is one of the five
BARS. Two BARS are from this side, two are from this side and one
is in the middle. That was the middle bar, the pillar of Jacob, the
secret of Moses, MEANING TIFERET, BECAUSE THE TWO BARS IN
FRONT OF HIM ARE CHESED AND GVURAH AND THE TWO BARS
AFTER HIM ARE NETZACH AND HOD. Corresponding to this, there
are five fingers on a person's hand and the middle bar, MEANING
THE MIDDLE FINGER, is at the center, above and longer than the
rest. All other FINGERS are supported by it, SINCE TIFERET IS
INCLUSIVE OF ALL THE SIX ENDS.

34. These five bars are referred to as the five hundred years MEANING CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIVE HUNDRED
YEARS, since the Tree of Life THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN goes according
to them. The holy covenant is aroused by the five fingers of the
hand, SINCE YESOD COMPRISES WITHIN IT CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD, and that is a concealed matter about
which I spoke. Therefore, all the blessings of the priest are
dependent on the fingers. And the spreading of hands of Moses,
MEANING WHERE IT SAYS: "AND SPREAD OUT HIS HANDS TO
HASHEM..." (SHEMOT 9:33) was because of this.
35. If all this is inherent IN THE FINGERS, it is redundant to say that
they must be clean when giving grace to the Holy One, blessed be
He. Through them and their corresponding comparisons, MEANING
THE UPPER CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD,
THAT ARE INDICATED THROUGH THEM, the Holy Name gets
blessed. Therefore, you who are so wise, why did you not pay
attention to this? And you did not pay service to Rabbi Shmaya the
pious, who declared any filth or stain rises to the Other Side, since
the Other Side gets sustenance from that filth and dirt.
Consequently, final water washings are obligatory and required.

36. They marveled, and could not speak. Rabbi Yehuda said, My son,
what is your father's name? The boy was quiet for a moment. He
rose AND WENT to his mother and kissed her. He said to her,
Mother, these wise men asked me about my father. Should I tell
them? His mother said to him, My son, have you examined them, IF
THEY ARE WORTHY? He said, Here, I checked them and did not find
them to be proper. His mother whispered into his ears and he
returned to them. He said to them, You have asked me about my
father and he has already departed from the world. Every day that
devout holy ones walk the roads, he travels after them on a donkey.
If you are holy and elevated, why did you not notice him walking
along and traveling after you on a donkey?
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37. At first, I noticed THAT YOU DID NOT READ THE SH'MA and now
I notice THAT YOU ARE NOT HOLY AND ELEVATED; since my father
did not see A HOLY ONE RIDING ON an ass, he should not bring
after him an ass, to carry the burden of Torah. Since you were not
meritorious enough that my father should follow after you on an ass,
I will not tell you who my father is. Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi
Yitzchak, It seems to us that this boy is not human. They ate. The
boy was speaking words of the Torah and giving new insights in the
Torah. They said, Let us say grace. He said to them, You spoke well,
since the Holy Name does not get blessed through this grace, except
by summons.

38. He opened the discussion with the verse: "I will bless Hashem at
all times..." (Tehilim 34:2). HE INQUIRES: Why did you see fit to say,
"I will bless Hashem"? HE REPLIES: It is because David realized that
a summoning is required and he therefore said, "I will bless," since
when a person sits at his table, the Shechinah prevails there and the
Other Side stands there. When a person summons to give grace to
the Holy One, blessed be He, the Shechinah is restored to the
supernal levels, TO ZEIR ANPIN, to receive blessings, and the Other
Side is subdued. If a person does not summon others to say grace to
the Holy One, blessed be He, the Other Side listens and is happy,
because it will have a part in that grace.

39. You might ask why there is no requirement for summoning
others in the rest of the graces. HE REPLIES: It is because these
words of blessings, about which the grace is to be given, are in
themselves the summons. Come and see that it is so, because when
one says a blessing over a fruit, that fruit is the summons for grace.
The Other Side has no part in it. However, prior to that, when that
fruit is in the domain of the Other Side, no grace is to be recited over
it, as is written: "IT BE AS UNCIRCUMCISED UNTO YOU. They shall
not be eaten" (Vayikra 19:23), BECAUSE IT IS IN THE DOMAIN OF
THE OTHER SIDE. On that fruit, no grace is given, so that the Other
Side should not get blessed. As soon as it is out of its domain, of
THE OTHER SIDE AFTER THE REQUIRED FORBIDDEN YEARS OF
ORLA, he may eat and give grace for it. The fruit becomes the
summons for grace, and similarly, all things in the world over which
a blessing is said are an invitation for blessings. They have no part
for the Other Side.

40. You might say that the grace after the meal is also similar to it,
since the wine cup of grace is considered the summons. Why do
they say, Let us say the blessing, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
INVITATION? HE RESPONDS: It is only because at the beginning,
when he drank, he said, Who creates the fruit of the vine? Here, THE
WINE ALREADY SERVED ITS purpose for an invitation and now at
the grace after the meal we require something else for a different
summons, since the cup is for the Holy One, blessed be He, and not
for the meal. Therefore, the summoning must be by mouth.
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41. You might say that 'Let us bless Him of whose bounty we have
eaten' is the invitation, and 'blessed is He of whose bounty we have
eaten' is the blessing. AND IF SO, WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO SAY
BEFORE THESE: LET US SAY THE BLESSING? HE RESPONDS: That
is certainly so; however, let us bless HIM OF WHOSE BOUNTY WE
HAVE EATEN, which is another invitation. It is an invitation for He
who creates the fruit of the vine. At first, WHEN HE SAID, LET US
SAY THE BLESSING, that is a general invitation for the cup of grace,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. As soon as this cup is taken,
there is another additional invitation in the phrase: Let us say the
blessing. That is for the supernal world, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, from
whence all the sustenance and blessings emanate. As a result of
this, it is in a concealed manner THAT THE NAME IS NOT
MENTIONED IN IT, BUT RATHER SIMPLY, LET US BLESS HIM OF
WHOSE BOUNTY WE HAVE EATEN. The higher realm is concealed
and no OPEN invitation is to be given EXCEPT through this level
ONLY, but with the cup of grace THERE IS AN OPEN INVITATION.
Rabbi Yehuda said, Praised is our lot, that from this day that I am in
this world. Until now, I have not heard these things. Certainly it is
like I said, that this one is not human.
42. He said to him, Son, angel of Hashem, His beloved, that which
you said, "And you shall make bars of acacia wood, five, for the
boards of the one side of the tabernacle...and five bars...and five
bars...for the side westward" (Shemot 26:26-28). We find here a great
number of bars and the hands are only two, AS THEY CONTAIN
ONLY TWO TIMES FIVE FINGERS. THE BOY said to him, That is what
they say, From a person's mouth, a person's identity is recognizable.
However, since you have not paid enough attention TO BE ABLE TO
UNDERSTAND, I will speak.

43. He opened the discussion with the verse: "The wise man's eyes
are in his head" (Kohelet 2:14). HE INQUIRES: IT SAYS, only in his
head: are the eyes of a man in any other place, are they in his body,
or in his arm, that the wisest man of all is letting us know!? But the
meaning in the scripture is surely this, that we were taught a person
should not walk more than four cubits with an uncovered head. Why
is this? It is because the Shechinah dwells upon his head, and any
wise man's eyes and thoughts are in his head, that is, upon that
which dwells and remains on his head, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH.

44. When his eyes are there on the head, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, he should be aware that the light that is lit over his
head needs oil, since the person's body is the wick and the light is lit
on the top IN THE WICK. Solomon, the king, cried out and said, "Let
your head lack no oil" (Kohelet 9:8), since the light in his head
requires oil, and that is good deeds. About this, HE SAYS, "The wise
man's eyes are in the head" and in no other place.
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45. You are certainly wise men and the Shechinah dwells upon your
heads. How is it that you have not noticed what is written: "And you
shall make bars of acacia wood; five for the boards of the one side of
the tabernacle, and five bars for the boards of the other side of the
tabernacle"? The first and second side of the tabernacle are
mentioned in the scripture, but the third and fourth sides are not
mentioned in the scripture. For the first and second of the two sides
are the reckoning of the two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE
CHESED AND GVURAH THAT ARE CALLED 'TWO HANDS'. AND THE
THIRD, WHICH IS ON THE WEST, HE DOES NOT COUNT, SINCE IT
ONLY RECEIVES FROM THESE TWO SIDES. Therefore, he
accounted ONLY FOR these two THAT ARE THE SECRET OF THE
TWO HANDS.
46. They approached and kissed him. Rabbi Yehudah cried and said,
Rabbi Shimon, praised is your lot and praised is YOUR generation,
since because of your merit, even the children at school are high
and mighty mountains. His mother approached and said to them, My
masters, I beg of you. Do not look at my son, except with a
benevolent eye. They said to her, Praised is your lot, worthy woman.
You are a distinguished woman above all the other women, since the
Holy One, blessed be He, chose your lot and raised your banner over
all the rest of the women of the world.

47. The child said, I am not afraid of an evil eye, since I am a son of a
great and worthy fish, and a fish has no fear from the wicked eye, as
is written: "And let them grow into a multitude (lit. 'as fish') in the
midst of the earth" (Beresheet 48:16). What is "multitude"? That
includes also the eye, MEANING TO SAY THAT NO HARM SHALL
BEFALL THEM DUE TO THE EVIL EYE. We were taught, just like fish
in the sea, that the water acts as a cover for them, and no evil eye
HAS AN EFFECT ON THEM. THEREFORE, it is "multitude" assuredly.
"In the midst of the earth" means within the people that are dwelling
on the land, MEANING THAT THE EVIL EYE WILL NOT HARM THEM,
EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE NOT COVERED AS ARE FISH. They said
TO HIM, Son, angel of Hashem, we do not have an evil eye and
neither do we come from the side of the evil eye. The Holy One,
blessed be He, covers you with His wings.

48. He opened the discussion with the verse: "The angel who
redeemed me from all evil, bless..." (Ibid.). Jacob said this verse in
the Holy Spirit and if he said it to him in the Holy Spirit, it must
contain the secret of wisdom. "The angel": HE ASKS: He calls
MALCHUT an angel, and calls it also other names. Why has he here
called her, MALCHUT, an angel? HE REPLIES: It is only WHEN
MALCHUT is a messenger from above and receives splendor from
the mirror above that Aba and Ima bless her. Say to her, My
daughter, go and watch your residence, MEANING THE WORLD.
Visit your household. That is what you should do to your household,
go and sustain them. Go, since the world below waits for you and
the members of your household are waiting for food from you. You
have all you need to give to them. Then MALCHUT IS CALLED 'an
angel' (also: 'messenger').
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49. You may wonder that we find that MALCHUT is called 'angel' in
several places, and yet is not sent to sustain the worlds.
Furthermore, with this name, ANGEL, she does not sustain the
worlds, but rather by the name of Yud Hei Vav Hei. HE RESPONDS: It
definitely is so. When she is an emissary from Aba and Ima, she is
called 'angel' and when she is at rest in her own place over the two
Cherubs, Adonai is her name.

50. When the Shechinah first appeared to Moses, she is called 'an
angel', AS IT SAYS, "AND THE ANGEL OF HASHEM APPEARED TO
HIM IN THE FLAME OF FIRE" (SHEMOT 3:2). To Jacob, it did not
appear like that, except in a likeness, MEANING BY RACHEL
BELOW, WHO IS THE LIKENESS OF RACHEL ABOVE, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. It is written: "Rachel came" (Beresheet 29:9), which is the
form of another Rachel ABOVE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as is written:
"Thus says Hashem; A voice is heard in Ramah... Rachel weeping
for her children" (Yirmeyah 31:14). THIS RACHEL IS THE SECRET
OF MALCHUT. HERE TOO, "Rachel came" generally INDICATES
MALCHUT. "With sheep" (Beresheet 29:9): These are the levels OF
MALCHUT. "Her father's" (Ibid.), surely, SINCE ABA, THAT IS
CHOCHMAH, IS THE FOUNDATION OF THE DAUGHTER, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And all, THAT IS ALL THE WORLDS, were appointed and
assigned to her hands, "for she kept them." She also leads them and
has been assigned over them.
51. So it was written pertaining to Moses: "And the angel of Hashem
appeared to him in a flame of fire." SINCE THE FIRST TIME,
MALCHUT APPEARED TO HIM IN THE ASPECT OF AN ANGEL, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE, AND THAT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE
VISION OF JACOB, THAT WAS ONLY A LIKENESS. You might think
to say that Abraham's praise is greater than his, since no angel is
written pertaining to him, but rather: "And Hashem appeared to him
by the oaks of Mamre..." (Beresheet 18:1). HE RESPONDS: The name
of Adonai appeared to Abraham, which is in Aleph-Dalet-Nun-Yud, as
IS WRITTEN: "MY MASTER, (ADONAI), PASS NOT AWAY, I PRAY
YOU, FROM YOUR SERVANT" (IBID. 3). It is because during this
period he received the covenant, and what was concealed from him
up to then was PRESENTLY visible to him, the Master and ruler,
WHICH IS ADONAI. He was worthy of that, since he was then
connected in that level, MALCHUT, but nothing more. Therefore,
HASHEM WAS REVEALED TO HIM by the name of Master and ruler,
THAT IS, BY THE NAME OF ADONAI.
52. However, there was no division in Moses, as is written: "Moses
Moses" (Shemot 3:4), without any dividing mark, as it is written
pertaining to Abraham: "Abraham, Abraham" (Beresheet 22:11),
where a marked punctuation exists to make a division. THE DIVISION
MARK ALLUDES TO A SECOND ABRAHAM, who is now perfected,
which was not the case with the earlier Abram. There is a marked
difference between Abraham at present to Abram of the past.
However, at the instant Moses was born, the shining mirror was
already with him, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is written:
"And when she saw that he was goodly" (Shemot 2:2). It is also
written: "And Elohim saw the light, that it was good" (Beresheet 1:4),
WHICH ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN. HERE TOO, "GOODLY" ALLUDES
TO ZEIR ANPIN, because Moses was immediately connected to his
own level THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore it says, "Moses Moses,"
without a separating dividing mark BETWEEN MOSES AND MOSES.
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53. Therefore, MALCHUT reduced itself towards Moses, WHO WAS
ON A CONSTANT LEVEL OF ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "The angel of
Hashem" AND NOT IN ITS OWN NAME, SINCE MALCHUT RECEIVES
FROM ZEIR ANPIN. Jacob called 'MALCHUT' at the time he departed
from the world, by the name of angel, LIKE MOSES. What is the
reason? At that time, he was inheriting her to rule over him, AS
MOSES DID, SINCE Moses JOINED WITH MALCHUT during his
lifetime, but Jacob WAS JOINED WITH HER ONLY after departing
from the world. Moses WAS WITH MALCHUT WHILE STILL in his
body, Jacob ONLY in spirit AFTER IT LEFT THE BODY. Praised is the
lot of Moses.
54. "Who redeemed me from all evil" (Beresheet48:16), MEANING
that he never came close to the side of evil and evil had no
domination over him. "Bless the lads" (Ibid.): PRIOR TO HIS
DEPARTURE, Jacob established his household, MEANING
MALCHUT, like a person who moves to a new house, who makes his
own little arrangements and adds decorations. "Bless the lads": That
means the known LADS, who were appointed over the world so as to
draw blessings from them. These are the two Cherubs, METATRON
AND SANDALFON. "And let my name be named on them" (Ibid.),
MEANING TIFERET, THE MEASURE OF JACOB. Now he constructed
his abode, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and he rose to his own level,
WHICH IS TIFERET, since the connection OF MALCHUT is with
Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET. The body, WHICH IS TIFERET, gets joined
where it should, MEANING IN MALCHUT, and two arms are with him.
THAT IS "THE NAMES OF MY FATHERS" (IBID.) WHICH ARE
CHESED AND GVURAH.

55. After these lads, METATRON AND SANDALFON, get blessed as
required, then, "let grow into a multitude (like fish) in the midst of the
earth," since it is the manner of fish to multiply AND BE FRUITFUL
inside the water. If they leave the water for dry land, they soon die.
These are not like that. They are, however, from that great ocean,
MEANING FROM MALCHUT. Their increase is by being fruitful and
multiplying within the land, MEANING IN THE LOWER WORLDS
THAT ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM MALCHUT, which is not the case
for all the fish in the world.

56. It is written: "And he blessed Joseph, and said" (Ibid. 15), yet we
don't find any blessings here. It is only later that he blessed him, as
it says, "Joseph is a fruitful bough" (Beresheet 49:22). HE
RESPONDS: It is because by blessing these lads, he also was giving
a blessing to Joseph. They could only be blessed through Joseph,
SINCE MALCHUT HAS NOTHING OF ITS OWN EXCEPT WHAT
JOSEPH, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, GIVES HER. THEREFORE,
HE GAVE HIS BLESSING TO JOSEPH, WHO BESTOWED IT ON
MALCHUT, AND MALCHUT TO THE LADS, WHICH ARE METATRON
AND SANDALFON. Because YESOD is hidden, and it is improper to
uncover it, FOR FEAR THAT THE FORESKIN SHOULD COME NEAR
AND SUCKLE FROM IT, it is written in a hidden form, because "and
let my name be named on them, and the name of my fathers." They
are blessed from the fathers, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, and not from any other place. "In the midst of the earth":
That is the cover, to cover that which needs to be covered, WHICH IS
YESOD THAT MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH', COVERS.
THEREFORE, JOSEPH IS ALSO ALLUDED TO IN THE SCRIPTURE,
HOWEVER, IN A HIDDEN WAY. THAT IS A DIFFERENT
EXPLANATION THAN THE ONE MENTIONED NEARBY.
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57. They approached and kissed as before. They said, Let us bless.
THE CHILD said, I will give the grace, since everything that you
heard up until now, YOU HEARD from me, and I shall fulfill in me:
"He that has a generous eye shall be blessed" (Mishlei 22:9).
Pronounce it "shall bless." What is the reason? "For he gives of his
bread to the poor" (Ibid.) and you ate and received my bread and
victuals of the Torah. Rabbi Yehudah said, Beloved son of the Holy
One, blessed be He, were we not taught that the master of the
household cuts the bread and the guest gives the grace? He replied
to them, I am not the master of the household and you are not
guests. However, I shall fulfill the scriptural verse that I have found,
since I certainly have a generous eye. Without your request, I spoke
OF NEW INSIGHTS IN THE TORAH until now, and you ate my bread
and food.

58. He took the cup of blessing and said the blessing. His hands
could not carry the cup and were shaking. When he reached: 'for the
earth and its food sustenance', he said, "I will raise the cup of
salvation, and call upon the name of Hashem" (Tehilim 116:13). He
placed the cup on its spot and settled to the right and continued the
blessings. At the end, he said, May it be your will that to one of
these, MEANING RABBI YITZCHAK, should be drawn life from the
Tree of Life, upon which all life is dependent. The Holy One, blessed
be He should be his surety, and he should find a guarantor down
below, MEANING RABBI SHIMON, who would agree to be a
guarantor together with the Holy King, as it is written that Rabbi
Yitzchak was close to death. Yet Rabbi Shimon held on to him and
was his surety, and he remained among the living.

59. When he completed giving his grace, he closed his eyes for a
moment and opened them afterward. He said, Friends, you have a
message of peace from the good Master, to whom the entire
universe belongs. They marveled and wept, and blessed him. They
slept over that night. In the morning, they rose early and left. When
they reached Rabbi Shimon, they related the episode to him. Rabbi
Shimon wondered and said, He is a son of a strong rock and he is
deserving of it, even more than a person could imagine. He is the
son of Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder). Rabbi Elazar was shaken. He
said, It is incumbent upon me to go and see this candle that is lit.
Rabbi Shimon said, This one will not rise in name in this world,
MEANING TO SAY, HE WILL NOT LIVE LONG, since he has in him
something supernal. The illumination of his father's oil shines on
him and this secret should not be spread among the friends.

60. One day, the friends were sitting and contending with each other,
MEANING THEY WERE HAVING A DISCUSSION AMONG
THEMSELVES. Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Chiya, Rabbi Yosi
and the rest of the friends were present. They said that it is written:
"Do not harass Moab, nor contend with them in battle..." (Devarim
2:9). That was for the sake of Ruth and Naamah, who were destined
to come from their midst. AND IF SO, Tziporah, the wife of Moses
who came from Midian, and Jethro and his offspring, who came out
of Midian, who were all truly just, most certainly SHOULD HAVE
PROTECTED MIDIAN. Furthermore, Moses grew up in Midian and
still, the Holy One, blessed be He, told him, "Execute the vengeance
of the children of Yisrael on the Midianites" (Bemidbar 31:2), YET
MOSES' MERIT DID NOT PROTECT THEM. Therefore, there is an
inappropriate bias in this matter, since Midian appeared worthier to
be saved than Moab.
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61. Rabbi Shimon said, There is no comparison to the one who is
going to gather the figs to the one who already gathered them,
SINCE RUTH AND NAAMAH HAD NOT YET EMERGED FROM AMON
AND MOAB, WHICH IS NOT THE CASE WITH TZIPORAH, WHO HAD
ALREADY EMERGED FROM MIDIAN. Rabbi Elazar said to him,
Although they already gathered THE FIGS, it is still a merit AND
THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN SAVED IN THEIR MERIT. He said to him,
Like whoever has not collected the figs yet constantly guards that fig
tree, so that it should not get any harm for the sake of the figs that
are still to grow in the future. He abandons the tree and does not
watch it after collecting the figs.
62. So with Moab, that was to produce in the future these figs, RUTH,
AND HER OFFSPRING, the Holy One, blessed be He, guarded them,
as it says, "Do not harass Moab." Midian had already produced the
figs and they were collected, as it is written: "Vex the
Midianites" (Bemidbar 25:17), since from here on, this fig tree will no
longer produce fruit. Therefore, it deserves to be burned by fire. He
opened the discussion saying, "And Moab said to the elders of
Midian..." (Bemidbar 22:4). Moabites are the ones who started TO
DISTRESS YISRAEL. For the sake of the figs, RUTH AND HER
OFFSPRING, that Moab is destined to produce in the future, they
were saved from punishment.

63. Rabbi Elazar wished to see Rabbi Yosi, son of Rabbi Shimon, son
of Lakunya, his father-in-law. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi
accompanied him. They went along the road and were speaking of
Torah matters all along the journey.

64. Rabbi Aba said that it is written: "And Hashem said to me, 'Do
not harass Moab, nor contend with them in battle...'" It is also
written: "And when you come near, opposite the children of Amon,
harass them not, nor contend with them" (Devarim 2:19). The
injunction ABOUT AMON'S CHILDREN was similar to this one, WITH
MOAB. What difference was there between the one and the other?
They seem of equal weight. We were taught that when YISRAEL
approached the inhabitants of Moab, Yisrael displayed themselves to
them in all their battle gear, as if they wished to provoke them. As for
the Amonites, Yisrael were covered in their clothing and the battle
gear was not visible at all. Yet, the scriptures seem to indicate that
they were equal.

65. Rabbi Elazar said, Certainly it is so. We were also taught that this
one was impudent, as is written: "And called his name
Moab" (Beresheet 19:37), meaning I have this son from my father
(Heb. me'av). However, the younger one, who said "Ben Ami" (Ibid.
38) son of my nation, was discreet in her manners; Yisrael, too, were
discreet in their manners to her, that they were enveloped in the
cover of a Talit and appeared to them as real brothers. We have
already explained this.
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66. While walking along, Rabbi Elazar was reminded about the child.
They went out of their way, three leagues, and reached there. They
visited that house, entered and found the child, who was sitting at
the table being prepared for him. As soon as he noticed them, he
approached them and said to them, Enter, holy pious ones. Enter,
plants of the world. Those above and below exalt you, those for
whom even the fish of the great ocean leave for dry land. HE NOW
SAW IN THEM THAT HIS FATHER RABBI HAMNUNA APPEARED TO
THEM. Rabbi Elazar approached and kissed him on the head. He
then returned again as at first and kissed him on the lips. Rabbi
Elazar said, The first kiss was about the fish that left the water and
went to dry land, MEANING ABOUT RABBI HAMNUNA WHO
APPEARED TO THEM. And the second kiss was about the eggs of
the fish that produced good offspring in the world, MEANING FOR
THE SAKE OF THE CHILD HIMSELF, WHO WAS THE SON OF RABBI
HAMNUNA.

67. The child said, In the fragrance of your clothes, I see that Amon
and Moab were provoking you. How did you save yourselves from
them? You had no battle gear in your hands. Without it, HOW did
you travel securely without fear? Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba and
the friends marveled. Rabbi Aba said, Praised is this road and
praised is our lot that we were worthy and managed to see this. They
prepared the table as before.

68. THE CHILD said, Holy sages, do you wish dainty dishes without
battle or a table of war utensils and dishes of war, or do you wish to
praise the king in complete battle gear, since the table does not rise
without battle. Rabbi Elazar said, Beloved and lovable and holy son,
this is the way we wish; we strive with all these battle gear. We know
how to do battle by sword, by bow, by lance, by sling stones. And
you are a child. You have not seen yet how the mighty men of the
world wage battle.

69. That child was glad and said, Certainly I have not observed HOW
THE MIGHTY OF THE WORLD WAGE BATTLE. However, it is written:
"Let not him that girds on his harness boast himself as he that takes
it off" (I Melachim 20:11). FIRST, HEAR SOMETHING AND THEN YOU
CAN CONGRATULATE YOURSELVES. They prepared the table with
bread and all that is necessary. Rabbi Elazar said, How much
gladness there is in my heart with this child and how many new
insights will be remarked at this table. Therefore, I know that bells
are pealing out applause of the Holy Spirit that is moving WITHIN
THAT CHILD.
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70. The child said, Whoever wishes to eat bread, let him eat it by the
sword. Rabbi Elazar was glad and again brought the child close to
him. He said to him, Since you exalted yourself, you have to begin
the battle. At first, I said that the battle will begin after the meal.
However, whoever wishes for fine flour, SIFTED OUT OF HUSKS
THAT ARE THE KLIPOT, shall bring the gear of battle in his hands.
Rabbi Elazar said, It is appropriate for you to show us what battle
gear you possess.

71. The child opened the discussion with the verse: "Then it shall be,
that, when you eat of the bread of the land, you shall offer up a gift to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 15:19). This verse, ALTHOUGH IT PERTAINS TO
dough, was said of the Omer of the wave offering. What is the Omer
of the wave offering? Because the priest waved it up high, it is called
'wave offering'. What does it concern us if that offering of the Omer
was waved or lowered?

72. HE RESPONDS: Assuredly one has to raise it up high. Hence, it
is a gift, FOR THIS IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED
'TRUMAH' (ENG. 'GIFT') OF THE LANGUAGE OF HARAMAH (ENG.
'RAISING UP') AND NOT TNUFAH (ENG. 'WAVING'), although we
explained THAT TRUMAH CONTAINS LETTERS ALSO IMPLYING tri
mime'ah (Aramaic for two of one hundred) and that is correct indeed.
NONETHELESS, THE PRIMARY MEANING OF TRUMAH IS DUE TO
HARAMAH - RAISE UP. Wherefore IS IT CALLED 'wave' then, if it
means here raising up above? IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED
'TRUMAH' THEN. HE RESPONDS: Here lies the secret of wisdom.
Woe, pious holy ones, masters of the lances, that you have not
served Rabbi Shmaya the pious. Had it not been for that, you would
have known what a wave offering is, what is wheat and what is
barley.
73. Tnufah (Eng. 'wave offering') that we mentioned MEANS, tnu peh
(Eng. 'give mouth'), WHICH ARE THE LETTERS OF TNUFAH. The
secret meaning of it is: "Give glory to Hashem, your
Elohim" (Yirmeyah 13:16), since mouth is glory, WHICH IS MALCHUT
CALLED 'GLORY', that should be given to the Holy One, blessed be
He, MEANING TO RAISE AND UNITE MALCHUT WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
That is why we are required to raise it up above, TOWARDS ZEIR
ANPIN, to indicate that we are giving to him, TO ZEIR ANPIN, this
mouth, WHICH IS MALCHUT, since the King up high, ZEIR ANPIN,
has no praise except when Yisrael restore this glory, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and give it to the King of glory, ZEIR ANPIN. That is 'give
mouth', "give glory," and that is definitely raising, MEANING TO
RAISE UP MALCHUT TO ZEIR ANPIN.
74. LET US RETURN TO the verse we began with: "Then it shall be,
that, when you eat of the bread of the land." HE ASKS: Was the
bread of the land just barley AND NOTHING ELSE? THIS VERSE,
EVEN THOUGH IT IS MENTIONED TO BE THE PRECEPT OF DOUGH
CONTRIBUTION, ALLUDES TO THE OMER OF THE WAVE
OFFERING, AND THAT OMER OF THE WAVE OFFERING WAS
OFFERED WITH BARLEY. HE RESPONDS: It is not so, SINCE THERE
ARE FIVE KINDS OF GRAINS and we offer barley because it is the
first of the other kinds of bread in the world. Seorah (Eng. 'barley') is
the letters of Shiur Hei (Eng. 'measure of Hei'), which occupies a
known measure in the Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Chitah (Eng.
'wheat') is the central point, where the Other Side of the scale of guilt
has no place on it. Chitah is a daughter that asks petulantly (Heb.
mitchat'ah) before her father and he does her will. What is chitah?
That is the numerical value of the 22 letters.
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75. Rabbi Elazar said, Although we should listen TO YOUR SPEECH,
we have something to say here and draw our bow (Heb. keshet),
OUR BOW OF LANGUAGE, AND ALLUDING TO DIFFICULTY (HEB.
KUSHIYA). The child said, Behold a shield against that arrow,
MEANING TO SAY THAT HE WOULD BE READY TO EXPLAIN AWAY
THAT DIFFICULTY. Rabbi Elazar said, Certainly we call it chitah.
However, we notice that of all the tribes, there are no LETTERS Chet
and Tet IN THEIR NAMES, BECAUSE THEY ARE INDICATIVE OF SIN
(HEB. CHET, CHET TET ALEPH) AND A HOLD FOR THE EXTERNAL
FORCES. Yet, IN CHITAH, there are Chet and Tet, because we call
her chitah. IF SO, THERE IS SOMETHING THAT GIVES A HOLD FOR
THE OUTER FORCES, AND NOT LIKE THE CHILD SAID THAT THE
OTHER SIDE OF DEBT HAS NO PART THERE. That child replied, It is
definitely so. The Chet and Tet THAT INDICATE THE HOLD OF THE
OTHER SIDE prevail close by, THAT IS, NEAR TO MALCHUT. Within
them, among the tribes, those letters did not exist, because they
emanated through the side of holiness that is above, SINCE THE
TWELVE TRIBES ARE DRAWN FROM THE TWELVE ASPECTS THAT
ARE IN MALCHUT THAT RESULT FROM THE TWELVE
PERMUTATIONS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, ALL OF WHICH ARE
HOLINESS. However, near her, NEAR MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'CHITAH' THE LETTERS CHET AND TET do exist, WHICH INDICATE
THE HOLD OF THE OUTER FORCES.
76. You might wish to draw the sword and wonder why that daughter
holds on to these letters, CHET AND TET, IF THERE IS A HOLD FOR
THE OUTER FORCES. However, if you know the sin of Adam, which
they said was THAT THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND
EVIL was wheat, you will understand this. When this tree, MALCHUT,
is victorious, everything is on the good side, as it takes everything
from the Other Side and suppresses it. THEREFORE, HE SAID THAT
THE OTHER SIDE HAS NO HOLD IN THE WHEAT GRAIN.

77. The friends of old have explained this matter, IN SAYING THAT
THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL WAS WHEAT.
They began from a distance, MEANING TO SAY, WITH A VAGUE
EXPLANATION, saying simply wheat, MEANING THAT CHITAH
CONTAINS THE LETTERS OF SIN (HEB. CHET) AND INDICATES SIN.
THERE IS NO INTENTION OF ACTUAL WHEAT, BUT MERELY AN
ALLUSION TO IT. Then, the latter ones came and said actual wheat.
THAT IS, IT ALLUDES TO YESOD OF MALCHUT, AS MENTIONED,
THAT SHE IS CALLED 'THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND
EVIL', AS MENTIONED. Isaiah came and explained it: "And from
terror (Heb. mechitah, spelled with Chet and Tav); then it shall not
come near you" (Yeshayah 54:14). Therefore, WHEAT is the central
point in order that there should be no sin, since without the
existence of this point, there would have been sin. And the
substituting of Tet and Tav is a guarding against the Other Side and
the cleansing thereof.
78. You friends, who have not served Rabbi Shmaya the pious, you
mentioned that the five kinds of grains, WHICH ARE WHEAT,
BARLEY, RYE, RICE AND MILLET, contain no part for the Other Side.
However, it is not so, since the Other Side has a part in anything that
rots on earth. What is its part? "The chaff which the wind drives
away," as is written: "Not so the wicked: but they are like the chaff
which the wind (Heb. ruach) drives away" (Tehilim 1:4). That is the
Holy Spirit (Heb. Ruach), WHICH IS MALCHUT, as is written: "For the
wind passes over it, and it is gone" (Tehilim 103:16). The Holy Spirit
THAT IS MALCHUT scatters it to all directions in the world, so it
should no longer exist. Chaff is the female OF THE KLIPAH, the male
OF THE KLIPAH. What is that? It is straw.
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79. Chaff and straw, WHICH ARE THE MALE AND FEMALE OF THE
KLIPAH, go together. Therefore, they are exempt from tithe, because
they do not contain any part in holiness. Hei OF CHITAH is the
cleaned grain without the straw and chaff. Chet and Tet OF CHITAH
are male and female, chaff and straw. IF Hei too IS INCLUDED WITH
CHET AND TET, it indicates refined grain, and the perfection of the
tree, THAT IS MALCHUT, is the wheat grain, WHICH IS INDICATIVE
OF REFINED GRAIN WITHOUT KLIPOT. The tree by which Adam
sinned was wheat, since all is in the secret and in the word chitah.
Rabbi Elazar wondered and the friends marveled. Rabbi Elazar said,
It definitely is so.

80. That child said, This is definitely the meaning of the verse with
which we began, because barley appeared first in the world,
BECAUSE IT IS FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT WITHOUT
RIGHT, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM THAT IS IN
MALCHUT, BECAUSE IT IS THE BEGINNING OF ESTABLISHING
MALCHUT. It is only good for animal food, MEANING MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'BEAST' (HEB. BEHEMAH) THAT EQUALS IN
NUMERICAL VALUE 52, YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH
HEI'S. AND BARLEY is the secret of thousand mountains, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'THOUSAND' that is
grown every day, and she, MALCHUT, eats them. It is called 'loaves
offering', which is the food of that offering, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that
is offered at night, SINCE CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM IS
THE SECRET OF DARKNESS, SINCE CHOCHMAH CANNOT SHINE
WITHOUT CHASSADIM. THEREFORE, THE TIME WHEN IT IS
REVEALED IS AT NIGHT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DARKNESS,
WITHOUT CHASSADIM THAT ARE THE LIGHT OF DAY. It is written:
"And when the sun is down, he shall be clean, and shall afterwards
eat of the holy things; because it is his food" (Vayikra 22:7). "Of the
holy things" indicates offering. "Of the holy things" and not just 'the
holy things', since just any holy thing is not considered an offering.
We have studied the ritual restrictions of holiness over trumah.
81. The holy land THAT IS MALCHUT is under the authority of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and no other authority enters there. How is
the land tested if it keeps her Faith? MEANING TO SAY, IF SHE IS
FAITHFUL TO HER HUSBAND, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
WHO FIXES IT SO THAT CHOCHMAH SHOULD NOT ILLUMINATE ON
THE LEFT EXCEPT FROM BELOW UPWARDS? She was not joined
to another authority, THAT IS THE OTHER SIDE, WHOSE MANNER IS
TO DRAW THE CHOCHMAH FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, IN
REVERSE TO THE MANNER SET UP BY THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. THE TEST IS by this offering of barley, similar
to the secret meaning of the test of the sotah (lit. 'wife suspected of
idolatry'). Rabbi Aba spoke, Definitely the edge of the sword is
before you. That child replied, I certainly was strengthened with a
shield and protective breastplate to be protected from it. Rabbi Aba
said, Isn't the holy land clear of any other dominion, WHICH IS THE
OTHER SIDE that does not enter therein? AND IF SO, Where did
chaff and straw, WHICH ARE KLIPOT, come from?
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82. The child opened the discussion with the verse: "So Elohim
created man in His own image...and Elohim said to them, 'Be fruitful
and multiply'" (Beresheet 1:27-28). HE ASKS: If the snake would not
have tempted Eve, there would have been no births in the world or if
Yisrael would not have sinned by the golden calf, they would not
have produced any offspring. YET HERE THE VERSE IN THE
SCRIPTURE SAYS: "AND ELOHIM SAID TO THEM, 'BE FRUITFUL
AND MULTIPLY.'" It is therefore certain that even if the snake would
not have come upon Eve, Adam would have produced offspring
immediately, since that was the pronounced decree as soon as he
was created, as is written: "Be fruitful and multiply, replenish the
earth." HOWEVER, these offspring would all have been entirely clean
without any filth. There is an analogy with the holy land, where no
other dominion enters into it, but it contains chaff and straw that do
not result from the OTHER Side. And outside of the country, that
chaff and straw is of the Other Side that follows the holiness like a
monkey after men.

83. Rabbi Elazar and the friends approached and kissed him. THE
CHILD said to them, It seems to me that I have earned with my battle
gear the bread on the table. Rabbi Elazar said, It is definitely so,
since all the weapons are in your hand, and are successful in your
hands. They again approached and kissed him.

84. THE CHILD opened the discussion with the verse: "And on the
vine were three tendrils..." (Beresheet 40:10). Up until here is the
subject of the vision OF HIS DREAM, WHICH IS THE GRAPEVINE
AND THREE TENDRILS AND THE GRAPES. From here on, it is his
own vision, as is written: "And Pharaoh's cup was in my hand" (Ibid.
11), MEANING WHAT HE PERFORMED HIMSELF. However, the
vision's subject THAT WAS IN HIS DREAM was for the sake of
Joseph, to inform him so that Joseph would hear it and know.

85. We were taught that there exist seven firmaments. They are of
seven chambers, and they are six, and they are five, and all emanate
from the supernal ancient one. Jacob draws that wine from a
distance and squeezes them from the grapes of that grapevine. Then
Jacob draws that wine that is proper FOR ISAAC, and he joyously
drinks it. This is what it says, "And he brought him wine, and he
drank" (Beresheet 27:25). Here, the upper and the lower were
included together. Therefore, one stretches the word and draws it
out by a lengthy TUNE, over two vowel motions, THAT ARE THE
DOUBLE MERCHA (LIT. 'CANTILLATION MARKS'), and that is THE
WORD "him," OF "AND HE BROUGHT HIM WINE," THAT IT HAS A
DOUBLE SOUND MARK UNDER IT, "him" below and "him" above.

86. Enoch, who is Metatron, THE ONE THAT IS THE HEAD OF THE
YESHIVAH OF THE FIRMAMENT, said that "and he brought him
wine" means that he blended that wine with water, and if he would
not have put water into it, he would not have been able to stand it.
Enoch Metatron spoke well. That is the reason that THE WORD "him"
gets drawn out longer with a double cantilation mark when
pronouncing it, MEANING THE DOUBLE MERCHA MARK, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE since he is connected to both directions, TO
THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT. That wine flows from level to level,
all having a taste of it until Joseph the just, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, tastes of it, who is the faithful beloved. This is what is
written: "Like the best wine, that goes down sweetly for my
beloved" (Shir Hashirim 7:10). What is the "best wine"? It means that
Jacob blended water into it and that is the good wine. And this is so,
as Enoch Metatron has said. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba marveled.
They said to him, With your good wine, you triumphed over a holy
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angel by the Holy Spirit, MEANING THAT YOU REVEALED THE
CONCEALED WORDS OF THE ANGEL METATRON.

87. THE CHILD told him, Up until now, that grapevine is waiting to
produce fruits, MEANING THAT THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH,
ITS FRUITS, SHOULD BE REVEALED IN IT, AS MENTIONED. "And on
the vine" refers to the grapevine known for its sanctity, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. There exists another grapevine, which is a foreign
grapevine, whose grapes are not proper grapes, but are only hard
and sour to the heart and bite THE PALATE like a dog. These grapes
are considered "the degenerate plant of a strange vine" (Yirmeyah
2:21), WHICH IS THE OTHER SIDE. However, it is written about this
grapevine, MALCHUT: "And on the vine," meaning that known one,
the one from which all the holy ones get to taste the ancient wine,
the good wine, the wine into which Jacob added water, AS
MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY ABOVE, until all those who know how to
taste wine get to taste it, and it is pleasant to the palate.

88. When that grapevine, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is reached, it sends
out three tendrils, which are the forms of the three patriarchs,
WHICH ARE THE THREE COLUMNS, by which it is sanctified, since
there is no sanctification except through wine, and there is no grace
except by wine, at the location where joy exists, MEANING WINE
THAT MAKES MERRY, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. "And it was as
though it budded" (Beresheet 40:10), MEANING like an adorned
bride that approaches with love and gladness of wine, THAT IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH that is blended with water, WHICH
ARE CHASSADIM. "And its blossoms shot forth" (Ibid.), meaning
that her love reaches to her beloved, ZEIR ANPIN, and she begins to
play music and enter with love. Then "IT BROUGHT FORTH RIPE
GRAPES" (IBID.), as these young grapes have become full and
ripened and are full of that fine old wine, the wine which Jacob has
blended with water.

89. Therefore, whoever says the blessing AFTER THE MEAL over
wine and reaches 'for the land' needs to add water to it, since he
should not say the grace of: 'Have mercy, Hashem, our Elohim, upon
Yisrael, Your people' unless there is water added to that wine.
MEANING TO SAY, AS LONG AS THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH IN THE LEFT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF WINE, IS NOT
BLENDED WITH CHASSADIM THAT ARE ON THE RIGHT, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF WATER, THERE IS NO COMPASSION IN MALCHUT.
AND IT IS EXCLUSIVELY JUDGMENT WITHOUT MERCY. If he does
not POUR WATER INTO IT who could stand THE JUDGMENTS OF
MALCHUT! That was what he, THE CHIEF WINE STEWARD, had to
inform Joseph, WHO IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, since it was
dependent on him, MEANING TO SAY THAT HE WAS THE ONE
BESTOWING EVERYTHING ON MALCHUT.
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90. Enoch Metatron said, Three tendrils definitely correspond to the
three patriarchs THAT ARE THREE COLUMNS - WHICH ARE
MICHAEL, URIEL, RAPHAEL. HE ASKS, Does she not have four
ANGELS, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND RAPHAEL, AND WHY
DOES IT SAY THREE? HE REPLIES: It must be in accordance with
what is written, "And it was as though it budded," because during
the time when she rises and soars with her wings so as to rise up,
MEANING WHEN SHE SHINES FROM BELOW UPWARDS, then "its
blossoms shot forth." That is the fourth one that remained,
MEANING GABRIEL, who rises with her and does not abandon her,
since GABRIEL IS FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, AND SO IS MALCHUT
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN. THEREFORE, HE DOESN'T SEPARATE
FROM HER, MEANING THAT GABRIEL TOO COULD NOT RULE,
EXCEPT WHEN MALCHUT FLIES AND SHINES FROM THE BOTTOM
UP. This is what is written: "And He rode upon a Cherub and did
fly" (II Shmuel 22:11). THAT MEANS, WHEN MALCHUT is flying, SHE
THEN RIDES ON A CHERUB, THAT IS GABRIEL, THAT IS "its
blossoms shot forth," MEANING THIS HAPPENS WHEN IT SHINES
UPWARDS FROM BELOW, SINCE THE LEFT IS NOT CAPABLE OF
SHINING EXCEPT FROM BELOW UPWARDS. Enoch Metatron spoke
well and so it is.
91. Rabbi Elazar wondered and Rabbi Aba marveled. They said to
him, Holy angel, emissary from above, here is your wine. It is that
which was victorious in the secret of the Holy Spirit. All the friends
approached and kissed him. Rabbi Elazar said, Blessed is The Holy
One, blessed be He, that sent me here.

92. The child spoke, saying, Friends, bread and wine are the main
part of the meal. All the rest of the foods are accessories to them.
The Torah has earned them, BREAD AND WINE, and they belong to
her. The Torah requests of you graciously with love, and says,
"Come, eat of my bread, and drink of the wine which I have
mixed" (Mishlei 9:5). Since the Torah has invited you and requests of
you this matter, you are obliged to do her wish. I beg of you, since
she invited you, to do her bidding. They replied, Definitely. They sat
and ate and rejoiced with him. After they completed the meal, they
remained at the table. He began the discussion.

93. He opened by saying, "And Moab said to the elders of
Midian" (Bemidbar 22:4). HE ASKS: It does not say, 'The elders of
Moab said to the elders of Midian', but "Moab said." That means that
the young OF MOAB took counsel of the elders OF MIDIAN, and the
older ones followed after THE WISHES OF THE YOUNGER ONES and
gave them advice. What was the advice with which they counseled
them? They took for themselves bad advice. The ELDERS OF
MIDIAN said to Moab, We have grown a bad crop among us. And
who is it? It is their master, Moses. There was among us a priest who
took care of him and supported him in his house and gave him his
daughter for a wife. Furthermore, he gave him money and sent him
to Egypt to destroy the whole country. And he, THE PRIEST, and his
entire household got carried away after him. If we could root out
from the world that master of theirs, all his people would be
uprooted from the world. The entire disastrous advice in the matters
of Pe'or stemmed from Midian.
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94. Come and see that everything stemmed from Midian; the thrust
of their counsel was about Moses, and with the advice of Midian they
hired Bilaam. When they realized that Bilaam was incapable, they
followed another bad idea, and they freely loosened their women and
daughters even more than Moab. About the women of Midian, it is
written: "Behold, these caused the children of Yisrael..." (Bemidbar
31:16). Everything stemmed from Midian. They took counsel with
their chief that he should loosen his daughter, since they were
plotting to ensnare Moses in their net. They adorned her with how
many spells, so she should successfully catch the head OF
YISRAEL. And the Holy One, blessed be He, "turns wise men
back" (Yeshayah 44:25).

95. They envisioned that the head would be caught in their net, yet
they did not know WHO IT WAS. They saw, yet saw not. They had a
vision that the chief of the people would fall for her, FOR KOZBI, and
several thousand others. They thought it would be Moses, so they let
her loose, and gave her orders about Moses, so that she should not
couple with another but only with him. She asked them, How will I be
able to tell him apart? They said to her, The one that you'll notice,
that everyone stands up before, you will engage yourself with him
and with nobody else. Once Zimri son of Salu came, 24,000 people
from the tribe of Shimon stood up in his honor, since he was their
chief. She assumed that he was Moses and she united with him.
When all those 24,000 saw this, they carried on with whatever they
saw fit, and that was the cause of everything that happened after that.

96. Everything originated in Midian in several ways. Therefore,
Midian was punished and the Holy One, blessed be He, said to
Moses, "Execute the vengeance of the children of Yisrael on the
Midianites" (Bemidbar 31:2). For you, it is appropriate and becoming.
As for Moab, I leave them alone until the two jewels will come out
from among them. Here's David son of Yishai who will take revenge
on Moab, and will rinse the loaded pot of filth from Pe'or. This is
what it says, "Moab is my washpot" (Tehilim 60:10) assuredly. As
long as these two jewels did not come out of there, they were not
punished. As soon as they came out, David came and washed clean
the pot from their filth, and all received their punishment, Midian
during the time of Moses and Moab during the time of David.
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97. Come and see that, in spite of all this, the wicked of Midian did
not rest from all their evil. Generations later, when they saw that
Joshua had died, together with all the elders who were worthy to
have miracles caused through them, they figured that the time was
now opportune. What did they do? They approached Amalek and
told them, It is worth it for you to remember what the children of
Yisrael and their master Moses and his disciple Joshua have
brought upon you that will destroy you from the world. Now is the
opportune time, for they have no one to shield them. We will go and
accompany you, as is written: "Midian and Amalek and the children
of the east..." (Shoftim 6:33). "And because of Midian the children of
Yisrael made for themselves the tunnels..." (Ibid. 2). There was no
one in the world who wished to harm the children of YISRAEL like
Midian. You might say Amalek; because of jealousy of the covenant,
they approached the covenant TO HARM IT. Therefore, the Holy One,
blessed be He, took everlasting vengeance, which was not to be
forgotten. They agreed that it was certainly so and there was no
doubt in the world.

98. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And Hashem said to
me, 'Do not harass Moab'" (Devarim 2:9). HE INQUIRES: Until now,
didn't we know that the Holy One, blessed be He, talked to Moses
and not with anyone else, so why would he need to inform us? "And
Hashem said to me": Why "to me"? HE RESPONDS: It is only to
Moses that the Holy One, blessed be He, gave the command not to
lay siege to Moab; to anyone else, He did not GIVE SUCH A
COMMAND. He did not give this command to David. Therefore, IT IS
WRITTEN: "And Hashem said to me, 'Do not harass Moab'", not even
a small part of their boundary, because from them will come out the
one who will provide vindication for the children of Yisrael and
provide them with revenge ON MOAB. That is David, who is a
descendant of Ruth the Moabite.

99. "Nor contend with them in battle" (Ibid.): All this was a command
to Moses; however, someone else was permitted. If you would
venture to say that Joshua and the elders, who lived long after him,
were also permitted, it is not so. All were from the original
courthouse of Moses and whatever was forbidden to Moses was also
forbidden to them. Furthermore, the goodly jewels have not yet
come out from among them, since Ruth emerged in the days of the
Judges and she was the daughter of Eglon, king of Moab. Eglon died
because Ehud killed him and another king was appointed. This
daughter of Eglon remained and was in the hands of a nurse, in the
fields of Moab. As soon as Elimelech arrived there, he took her for
his son.

100. If you say that Elimelech converted her there, it is not so.
However, she was taught all the household customs, including
permissible food and drink. When did she get converted? Later on,
when Naomi left. Then she said, "Your people shall be my people,
and your Elohim my Elohim" (Rut 1:16). Naomi, who emerged from
the offspring of Amon, came out at the time of David.
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101. At that time, the Holy Spirit prevailed on David. THE HOLY
SPIRIT, THAT IS MALCHUT, said to him,: David, when I measured the
entire universe and threw lots, and Yisrael was "the lot (Heb. chevel)
of His inheritance" (Devarim 32:9), I remember what Moab did to "the
lot of His inheritance." It is written: "And measured them with a line
(Heb. chevel)" (II Shmuel 8:2), meaning with the very measuring line
of Hashem's inheritance THAT IS YISRAEL. That line was hanging on
to all those who issued from that seed OF MOAB THAT DID HARM
YISRAEL IN THE DAYS OF MOSES.

102. It is written: "One full line" (Ibid.): What is the meaning of "one
full line"? This is what is written: "The whole earth is full of His
glory" (Yeshayah 6:3). THAT IS MALCHUT, which decreed this one to
life and this one to death. That line was attached to those who
deserved to get killed. Therefore, he held that rope and extended the
line, due to what he caused to that line of Hashem's inheritance.

103. Gideon was destroying all that seed of Midian, so that he left
none of those who planned to harm Yisrael by counsel or in any
other way. To all those that caused harm to Yisrael, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will reserve hate for them and be vindictive to them.
However, if good is destined to emerge from them, He will be longsuffering and extend the period of His anger to them, until that good
has emerged into the world. Then he will carry out their sentence of
vengeance. Rabbi Elazar said, That is definitely the meaning and that
is the clarification of it. That child said, From here on friends,
prepare your weapon to do battle.

104. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "Bless
Hashem, you angels of His, you mighty ones..." (Tehilim 103:20).
David the king summoned for the blessing of the Holy One, blessed
be He. He summoned the hosts of heaven, which are the stars and
constellations, and other armies, and included his soul with them to
bless the Holy One, blessed be He. This is what is written: "Bless
Hashem, all His works in all places of His dominion. Bless Hashem,
O my soul" (Ibid. 22). He concluded all the blessings with his soul.

105. He invited the lofty angels to bless Him, as it is written: "Bless
Hashem, you angels of His...." Before Yisrael arrived on the scene,
the lofty angels in heaven used to prepare and complete this work.
As soon as Yisrael arrived and stood at Mount Sinai and said, "Will
we do and obey (lit. 'listen')" (Shemot 24:7), they took over this task
from the serving angels and became part of His service. Since then,
that task on earth was exclusively Yisrael's, the sanctified angels
were on their own and Yisrael would complete and perfect this work.
Therefore, at first, PRIOR TO THE ARRIVAL OF YISRAEL, WERE
"mighty ones who perform His bidding" (Tehilim 103:20), and after
that, THE ANGELS WERE ONLY "hearkening TO THE VOICE OF HIS
WORD" (IBID.), BUT THOSE "WHO PERFORM HIS BIDDING" WERE
YISRAEL. Praised are Yisrael, who took over this service from them.
It was kept up through them.
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106. That boy said, Watch yourself now, and be successful with your
battle-gear. Is this the only praise that Yisrael gained and no other
praise? He said, This praise I discovered, and no other. That child
said, Since your sword is not accomplishing anything or you are not
brandishing it effectively, leave the sword to someone who is
capable of waging war with it.

107. What is the highest praise that is not passed on to the angels
exclusively, except in conjunction with Yisrael? It is sanctification.
Blessings were given to them alone, as they were given to Yisrael.
However, sanctification was not handed to them alone, but only
accomplished together with Yisrael, since they do not sanctify the
holiness, except together with Yisrael. You might ask why it is
written: "And one cried to another, and said..." (Yeshayah 6:3). HE
REPLIES: When did this happen? That is at the same time that
Yisrael do the sanctification below. Until Yisrael do not sanctify
below, they cannot say sanctification either.

108. The sanctification arises from the three realms, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, and not from two realms,
AND NOT FROM TWO COLUMNS. That is the meaning of: "And one
cried." Here we have one, WHICH IS THE RIGHT COLUMN; in "to
another" we have two, WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN. "And said":
Here we have a third, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. The three
realms correspond to the three sanctities and this is due to the
praise of Yisrael, because they exclusively take that sanctity that is
below, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AS IS MENTIONED
NEARBY.
109. Rabbi Elazar said, It is definitely so and these matters I have
already explained. I further explained that the three sanctities were
given to the children of Yisrael below, as is apparent from these
verses: "You shall therefore sanctify yourselves, and you shall be
holy; for I am holy" (Vayikra 20:7). "You shall therefore sanctify
yourselves" is one, "and you shall be holy" is two and "for I am
holy" is the third. Here the sanctification was granted to us. THE
CHILD said to him, That is lovely, but you did not remind yourself of
the lance until I took it off your back and handed it to you. From here
on, remember that the lance is in your hand. Return to where you left
off, MEANING TO THE INTERPRETATION, WHICH HE BEGAN.

110. Rabbi Elazar said, The discussion we are in deals with
blessings (Heb. brachah). What is the meaning of "bless," THAT IS
drawing down blessings from where all blessings emanate,
MEANING FROM BINAH until they form a pool from that abundant
drawing, and the massing of water in that pool (Heb. brechah),
MEANING, THAT FROM THAT GREAT ABUNDANCE, that water
increased a great number of fish, THAT IS, MANY LEVELS, of several
varieties. And what is that drawing? It is the Hei, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, that draws forth the light that shines from that mirror that
illuminates, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, that is flowing from above, FROM
BINAH, downward TO MALCHUT.
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111. That flowing tide is to the lofty angels, up higher, that are at the
top of the upper chamber. To them, it is said, "Bless Hashem." We
who dwell below, why do we say, "Bless (et) Hashem"? It is because
we need to draw and bring forth upon us the particle "Et," WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and with her we can approach the King, ZEIR ANPIN, to
see His face. Therefore, David said, "I will behold Your face in
righteousness" (Tehilim 17:15), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS' assuredly, MEANING TO SAY,
THROUGH RIGHTEOUSNESS THAT IS MALCHUT: "I WILL BEHOLD
YOUR FACE." Therefore, the beginning of the prayer is: "Bless (et)
Hashem" in order to bring upon our heads this Et THAT IS
MALCHUT. After drawing that Et upon us, we may say that prayer
and praise.

112. Therefore, it is not appropriate to greet a person before a
person says his prayers and draws upon his head this Et, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. If he hurries and greets a person before that, it is as if
that person draws upon his head a high place instead of this Et
THAT IS REQUIRED TO BE OVER HIM. THEREFORE, IT SEEMS AS IF
HE HAS CONSTRUCTED AN ALTAR FOR HIMSELF.

113. Therefore, it is written for the high angels: "Bless Hashem" and
for us: "Et Hashem" in addition, BECAUSE WE HAVE TO DRAW
UPON US MALCHUT FIRST. The child said, I definitely knew that
your weapons were fine. Remember them and do not forget them.
Certainly, the strength of a man of war is by the lance and sword.
But what is the meaning of "mighty ones who perform His bidding,
hearkening to the voice of His word"? Rabbi Elazar replied, I have
already spoken OF THE EXPLANATION. The child said, I already
realize that the strength of your arm is weakened (SINCE HE SAID,
THIS I FOUND AND NO OTHER; ALSO, HE FORGOT THREE
SANCTIFICATIONS.) Now is no time to delay, but strike with the
sling, stone after stone, as it says, "With a sling and with a stone" (I
Shmuel 17:50) rapidly, without interruption, one after the other.
Rabbi Elazar rejoiced and Rabbi Aba and the friends also rejoiced.

114. The child opened the discussion with the verse: "I am black, but
comely, O daughters of Jerusalem... Do not gaze upon me, because I
am black..." (Shir Hashirim 1:5-6). These things were already
explained. However, during the period when MALCHUT is full of
great love for her beloved, ZEIR ANPIN, through the pressure of her
love because she is unable to stand BEING APART, she diminishes
herself significantly until she is reduced to the smallness of one
point. What is that? That is the letter Yud. At that point, she is
concealed from all her legions and camps, and says, "I am black,"
for there is no internal whiteness in this letter YUD as there is in the
rest of the letters. That is what she means WHEN SHE SAYS, "I am
black" and I have no room to bring them under my wings. "the tents
of Kedar" (Ibid.), we are taught, are Yud, which has no whiteness in
it, while "the curtains of Solomon" (Ibid.) are Vav.
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115. Due to that, "do not gaze upon me." You cannot see me at all,
since I am but a tiny point. What do her heroic and mighty legions
do? They roar like powerful lions, as it says, "The young lions roar
after their prey" (Tehilim 104:21). From the sounds and roars that
they emit like powerful and mighty lions, her beloved listens above
and knows that His beloved is in love with Him as He is. SHE
LOWERED HERSELF due to His love, until none of her form and
beauty was apparent.

116. Then, from the sounds and roars that stream out from these
mighty ones of hers, her beloved lover, ZEIR ANPIN, goes out of His
chamber with many gifts and presents and with spices and
fragrances. He comes to her and finds her black and small without
form and beauty at all. He approaches her, hugs and kisses her, until
she slowly and continuously gets aroused from these fragrances
and spices and from the happiness of her lover, ZEIR ANPIN, THAT
IS with her. She is transformed and regains her shape and beautiful
form, AND BECOMES Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI as before.

117. This was done for her by the mighty ones, who have returned
her to her stature and beauty. Their strength and might caused this.
Therefore, it is written: "You mighty ones who perform His
bidding" (Tehilim 103:20). Assuredly, they "perform His bidding,"
because they restore this bid (word), WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
'WORD'. They bring her back to her original form and, as soon as
she is restored to her original beautiful form, they and all the rest of
the hosts stand ready to hearken to whatever she says, MEANING
"HEARKENING TO THE VOICE OF HIS WORD." And she stands like a
king amidst His legions, which is specifically the meaning of "who
perform His bidding," BECAUSE THEY MAKE MALCHUT.

118. Similarly, here below, at a time when there are evil ones in a
generation, that one, MALCHUT, gets covered and reduces herself
until nothing is visible from her entire form, except a point. When the
mighty powerful and truly just, so-to-speak, arrive, they perform this
word, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'WORD', and she starts shining
slowly. Then she returns to her former stature and beauty and
becomes Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, as before.

119. The friends approached and kissed him. Rabbi Elazar said, If
Ezekiel, the prophet, would have said this, it would have been a great
marvel in the world. Rabbi Elazar took him and kissed him as before.
The child said, I will say grace. They said, You say the blessing and
it behooves you to say grace. He said, How holy you are and how
MANY blessings are destined for you from the sanctified Ima, THAT
IS BINAH, because you have not restrained me from giving grace.
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120. He opened the discussion with the verse: "He who holds back
corn, the people shall curse him: but blessing shall be upon the
head of him who sells freely" (Mishlei 11:26). This verse means
simply what it says, but we were taught that every person is required
and obligated to give grace after meals. If he is not versed in how,
his wife and children give grace in his stead. May a curse come upon
that person who needs his wife and children to give grace in his
stead, because he does not know how to make that blessing.

121. If he does know, he is required to teach his son and give him
the cup to make the blessing. Whoever prevents his son from getting
an education, "the people shall curse him." "He who holds back corn
(Heb. bar)," MEANING THAT HE PREVENTS HIS SON (ARAM. BAR)
from blessing the Holy One, blessed be He, and being trained in the
precepts, "the people shall curse him." HE ASKS: either "shall curse
(plur.)" should have been in the singular form, or it should have said
"the peoples shall curse (plur.) him," since "people" is one NATION,
as it says, "And the one people shall be stronger than the other
people" (Beresheet 25:23). Why is it "the people (sing.) shall curse
(plur.) him"? HE REPLIES: It is written: "le'om," BECAUSE IT
REFERS TO holy mother (Heb. la'em), THAT IS MALCHUT, who will
curse that person that prevented that son from giving blessings to
the Holy One, blessed be He, MEANING HE WAS CURSED TO
MALCHUT, SO THAT SHE WILL NOT PROVIDE HIM BLESSINGS.
122. I am an only son to my mother. Hand me a cup so that I can give
blessings to the Holy King, who presented the mighty ones at my
mother's residence. I have spoken in their presence of difficult
matters and was successful over them. Because of that, I will say
grace and prior to that, I will interpret in its proper setting that
scripture with which we began.

123. "He who holds back corn, the people shall curse him (Heb.
yik'vuhu)": That is, whoever prevents his son FROM GIVING GRACE,
as we were taught "the people shall curse him." This is as is written:
"And that son of the Yisraelite woman, blasphemed (Heb. vayikov)
the name" (Vayikra 24:11). "VAYIKOV" MEANS, HE PRONOUNCES.
Here too, they will specify him to the mother, meaning they will tell
his sins in detail to the holy Ima, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "But blessing
shall be upon the head of him who sells freely": This applies to that
person that will educate his son to give blessings to the Holy One,
blessed be He, and teach him the precepts of the Torah.
124. The secret of this matter is written in the secret above: "What is
his name and what is the name of his son, if you can tell" (Mishlei
30:4). That name is known: Hashem Tzevaot is His name, WHICH IS
BINAH, AS ALL THE LEGIONS (HEB. TZEVAOT) ARE HERS, the
name of his son: that is, Yisrael is his name, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
CALLED 'YISRAEL', as is written: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22). Here we have Yisrael with all the keys of
the Faith, MEANING ALL THE LEVELS OF MALCHUT CONSIDERED
FAITH, hanging upon Him - ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'YISRAEL'. He
praises himself and says, "Hashem has said to me, 'You are My
son'" (Tehilim 2:7). THAT IS, YUD HEI VAV HEI THAT IS BINAH SAID
TO ZEIR ANPIN, YOU ARE MY SON. And it is definitely so, since Aba
and Ima, WHICH IS RIGHT AND LEFT OF BINAH THAT ARE CALLED
'YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH', AND ALSO 'ABA' AND 'IMA', have
adorned ZEIR ANPIN and blessed Him with many blessings, SINCE
ALL MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE FROM YISRAEL-SABA AND
TEVUNAH. They commanded everyone to "worship (also: 'kiss') in
purity (Heb. bar)" (Ibid. 12), meaning kiss the hand of this son (Aram.
bar), THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN, MEANING it is as if He gave him
dominion over everything, so that all shall serve him. "Lest He be
angry" (Ibid.), because ABA AND IMA have adorned him, ZEIR
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ANPIN, with judgment and mercy. Whoever deserves judgment is for
judgment and whoever deserves mercy is for compassion.
125. All the blessings of the above and below are ascending to this
son, ZEIR ANPIN, and get adorned. Whoever prevents blessings
from this son will spread out his sins in the presence of the
sanctified King, meaning to the mother actually, WHICH IS BINAH.
HENCE, IT SAYS, "HE WHO HOLDS BACK CORN, THE PEOPLE
SHALL CURSE HIM." "But blessing shall be upon the head of him
who sells freely": That is the one who gives the grace and invites
with the cup of grace whoever it is proper, MEANING THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE. Through this, the Other Side is broken. By its
breaking, it is subdued and the side of sanctity gets raised. This is
what is written: "But blessing shall be upon the head of him who
sells freely (Heb. mashbir)." As he uplifts and blesses the Holy One,
blessed be He, and causes the Other Side to break down (Heb.
shever), in accordance, the Holy One, blessed be He, draws
blessings upon him from above and the one who is called 'grace',
WHICH IS MALCHUT, prevails upon his head.

126. From here on, friends, give, and we will say grace. They handed
him the cup of grace and he made the blessings. All the friends were
rejoicing that they had not been so happy since the wedding feast
celebration of Rabbi Elazar. They were first to greet him with
happiness and willingness of heart. That child told them, You should
not part from me except by words of Torah, for that is the way we
were taught.

127. He opened the discussion with the verse: "And Hashem went
before them by day, in a pillar of a cloud..." (Shemot 13:21). That Vav
Yud Hei Vav Hei (Hashem), THAT ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, has
above it a tuning sound, MEANING, THAT CANTILATION MARK OF
PAZER IS WRITTEN ABOVE IT, WHICH IS ERECT. Why? HE
RESPONDS: It is only because at that period, how lovely and
beautiful it was for this bride, WHICH IS MALCHUT, who was
subdued until now in the exile. Now she walks joyfully with an
upright raised head within her multitudes.
128. By "And Yud Hei Vav Hei," the sound mark is erect above it,
AND AFTER THIS IS WRITTEN: "Went before them by day." Up to
this point, it is not known if the bride, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT IS
ALLUDED TO IN THE NAME OF "AND YUD HEI VAV HEI," goes
before them or not, since there is a separating musical mark in "and
Yud Hei Vav Hei," WHEN SINGING THIS PAZER CANTILATION MARK
THAT SEPARATES "AND YUD HEI VAV HEI" - WHICH IS MALCHUT,
FROM "WENT BEFORE THEM BY DAY." HE RESPONDS: It is only
that she, MALCHUT, INDICATED BY THE NAME "AND YUD HEI VAV
HEI," was there, but goes in front of "them," that is the elder of the
household, the owner, to whom the Holy One, blessed be He swore.
And who is that? That is Abraham, MEANING THE CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, as it says, "Yet Hashem will command his steadfast love
(Heb. chesed) in the daytime" (Tehilim 42:9). SIMILARLY, "If My
covenant be not day and night" (Yirmeyah 33:25), OF WHICH
CHESED IS CONSIDERED DAY because it is a day in which all the
days, MEANING ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, are included, IN
CHESED, a day of the other days, which is definitely all the other
days. Therefore, it is called 'Yomam' (alluding plural form) and not
the accustomed Yom. Because of this, it is written: "Went before
them by day." He, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, walks by day and the
bride, INDICATED BY "AND YUD HEI VAV HEI," walks by night, as is
written: "And by night in a pillar of fire, to give them light" (Shemot
13:21). That is the bride, WHICH IS MALCHUT; everyone in his place,
SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS THE DOMINION OF THE DAY AND MALCHUT
IS THE DOMINION OF THE NIGHT. Friends, day and night may they
be ever before you. They kissed him and greeted him as before and
left.
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129. They came before Rabbi Shimon and related the episode to him.
He marveled and said, How proper that is, but he will not rise in
fame. When a delicate tree grows, its light rises temporarily and
soon it dims and sinks. In addition, I already said where that light
came from, THAT IT WAS THE SON OF RABBI HAMNUNA.

130. He opened the discussion with the verse: "His seed shall be
mighty upon earth: the generation of the upright shall be
blessed" (Tehilim 112:2). When a man is "mighty upon earth" and
strong in Torah, mighty over his Evil Inclination, he is then certainly
mighty upon earth, since his light rises continuously and
abundantly. Then, "the generation of the upright shall be blessed,"
spelled "will bless." HE SAID THAT ABOUT RABBI HAMNUNA, THAT
BECAUSE HE WAS MIGHTY UPON EARTH, THEREFORE THE
GENERATION OF THE UPRIGHT SHALL BLESS, IN THAT HE
MERITED TO HAVE SUCH A SON.
131. Rabbi Aba said, But we see children speaking eloquently of
lofty matters, and then they become world leaders. He said to them,
Children that speak of one or two things temporarily, without
specific intention, a person can be secure that he will deserve to
teach Torah in Yisrael. But this CHILD, whose light has reached a
mature stature with perfect logic is not so. Furthermore, the Holy
One, blessed be He, desires to smell this apple. THEREFORE, IT IS
IMPERATIVE THAT HE WILL DEPART. Praised is his lot.

132. Praised are you, the righteous, that it is written about you: "And
the remnant that is escaped of the house of Judah, shall yet again
take root downward, and bear fruit upward" (II Melachim 19:30).
"Root downward": He is like his father, RABBI HAMNUNA, who
departed from the world and he is a "root downward" in the
Yeshivah of the firmament, WHICH IS THE YESHIVAH OF
METATRON. "And bear fruit upward" in the higher Yeshivah, WHICH
IS THE YESHIVAH OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. How fine
this root and fruit are. If I would not have felt that the Holy One,
blessed be He, has a desire to smell him I WOULD HAVE
ARRANGED IT that no one would have any effective rule over him,
MEANING THAT HE WOULD LIVE LONG. However, let it be His wish
that his mother shall not see any pain, because of him. So it was
THAT HE DEPARTED.

7. "So he sent messengers to Bilaam"
Rabbi Shimon tells how Balak sent a message to Bilaam to ask him to curse the children of Yisrael, since Balak knew about Bilaam's high level of
sorcery. We hear about the table that was prepared by the sorcerer for the defiled spirits to draw them near, and then about the table of acacia wood
in the tabernacle that was made to draw the Holy Spirit from above.
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133. "So he sent messengers to Bilaam the son of Be'or" (Ibid. 5-6).
There are 28 words here, corresponding to the 28 levels of witches
and magic sorcerers using a bird. We need to wonder why whoever
wished to speak to Bilaam and join with him sent clear instructions
immediately before approaching him, by saying, "Behold, there is a
people come out from Egypt... Come now therefore, I pray you, curse
me" (Bemidbar 22:6). He should first have joined with him,
ingratiated himself, bribed him and then informed him of what he
wished to do.

134. HE RESPONDS: Yet Rabbi Yosi said that from here, it is
recognizable that Balak was already aware of the desires of that
evildoer, and that he wished to be apportioned great projects; his
only ambition is to do evil deeds. THEREFORE, HE WAS EXALTING
HIM AS IF THE REINS ARE IN HIS HANDS, AND TO WHOM HE
WISHES HE CAN SEND BLESSINGS OR CURSES AND IT WILL BE
ACCOMPLISHED. ALSO, HE INFORMED HIM OF HIS OWN DESIRE
TO CURSE YISRAEL, SINCE HE KNEW THAT HIS ENTIRE WISH WAS
ONLY TO DO EVIL AND HARM.
135. Balak performed sorcery and witchcraft and prepared a bird. He
was aware that Moses' levels were lofty and dear; he crafted with his
witchery, and performed magical sorcery, and was aware that
Bilaam's levels were correspondingly opposite, DIAMETRICALLY
OPPOSED TO THE LEVELS OF MOSES. Immediately, "he sent
messengers to Bilaam the son of Be'or."

136. Petor is a name of a place, as is written: "From Petor of Aram
Naharaim to curse you" (Devarim 23:5). Why was it called that way?
Because it is written: "That set out a table for Fortune" (Yeshayah
65:11). He prepared a feast table there every day, since that is the
custom of the Evil Sides. They set up for them a table with food and
drink, performed sorcery, and smoked incense before that table.
Then all the defiled spirits gathered there and informed them of
whatever they wished. And all the magic and sorcery in the world
were on that table, which is why the name of the place was called
'Petorah', since a table is called 'Petora' in Aram Naharaim
(Mesopotamia).

137. He opened the discussion with the verse: "You shall also make
a table of acacia wood" (Shemot 25:23) and it is written: "And you
shall set upon the table showbread..." (Ibid. 30). The Holy One,
blessed be He, wished to have all these holy utensils made for Him,
in order to continually draw the Holy Spirit from above downward.
The wicked Bilaam prepared similarly for the Other Side, and he
prepared a table and bread that is called "disgusting bread" (Malachi
1:7). As we were taught, the Other Side follows the holiness like a
monkey after people. And Solomon, the King, cried and said, "For
what can the man do who comes after the king? Even that which has
already been done" (Kohelet 2:12), WISHING TO IMITATE HIM, AND
BE LIKE HIM, and we were already taught this verse.
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8. "And rose up from Seir to them"
We are told that God first offered the Torah to the children of Esau and then to the children of Ishmael, all of whom refused it, before He offered it to
the children of Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon clarifies a point by saying that the refusal of the inhabitants of Seir and Paran enabled God to add their light
and love to the children of Yisrael. We hear a dialogue between God and Samael wherein God offers the Torah to Samael who of course refuses it
because of its stricture against killing. Samael suggests that God give the Torah to the children of Yisrael because he thinks that would ensure that
Yisrael would never be capable of surviving or ruling - in effect, that the Torah would make them weak. Samael removes his own light and gives it to
God to add to the light of Yisrael. The same thing happens with Rachav, the higher minister of Ishmael, who refuses the Torah because of its
prohibition against adultery, and who also gives his light to God for Yisrael. Eventually we learn that from the other nations of the world God also
took gifts on behalf of the children of Yisrael. Thus Yisrael inherited the Torah with no disagreement from anyone above or below. When Yisrael
sinned and went into exile, all their gifts were removed from them, but in the future these gifts will be returned to them.
138. Come and see that it is written: "Hashem, when You did go out
of Seir, when You did march out of the field of Edom, the earth
trembled..." (Shoftim 5:4). When the Holy One, blessed be He,
wished to give the Torah to Yisrael, He went and invited the children
of Esau, but they did not accept it, as it says, "Hashem came from
Sinai, and rose up from Seir to them" (Devarim 33:2). They refused to
accept her. He went to the children of Ishmael and they refused to
accept her, as it says, "He shone forth from Mount Paran" (Devarim
33:2). Since they refused, he returned to the children of Yisrael as we
were taught.

139. Since we learned that a person does not commit any sin, we
should ask if the words matter when a person is very meticulous
about the details of the Torah and is asking his questions to clarify.
This scripture is difficult to understand and the question needs to be
asked. When the Holy One, blessed be He, went to Seir, to which
Prophet of theirs did He appear? And when He approached Paran, to
which prophet of theirs did He reveal Himself? If you say that He
revealed Himself to the whole nation, we find that it happened only
to Yisrael alone and through Moses. FURTHERMORE, we were
taught that this is what the scripture should have said, 'Hashem
came to Sinai, and rose up to Seir to them; He shone forth to Mount
Paran'. What is meant by: "From Seir to them...from Mount Paran"?
All this must be known and be observed. Though I asked, I have not
yet heard.

140. When Rabbi Shimon came, he approached and asked this again.
RABBI SHIMON said to him, This inquiry has been settled, as
"Hashem came from Sinai" is as it says, "Lo, I come to you in a thick
cloud" (Shemot 19:9) and "came from Sinai." He appeared over them
"and rose up from Seir to them," which MEANS that because the
inhabitants of Seir said that they do not wish to accept the Torah, He
shone upon Yisrael, and added light, and great love, to them.
Similarly, He "shone forth" and brightened the light from the
mountain of Paran; additional love and bright light was available
from the inhabitants of Paran's refusal to accept the Torah, and that
was given to Yisrael as well, as is proper.
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141. You asked through whom He was revealed to them. That is a
high secret and it will be uncovered through you; THAT IS,
THROUGH YOUR INQUIRY. The Torah came out from the highest
mystery, from the concealed head of the King, WHICH IS BINAH.
When it reached the left arm, WHICH IS ISAAC, MEANING GVURAH,
the Holy One, blessed be He, saw in that arm bad blood, that was
increasing from there, WHICH IS ESAU, MEANING SAMAEL AND
THE OTHER SIDE. He said, 'I need to refine and clarify this arm and if
I do not take off that defective blood, it will injure everything. Indeed,
it is necessary to refine every defect from here.'

142. What did He do? He called Samael, ESAU'S MINISTER ABOVE,
who came before Him. He said to him, 'Do you want My Torah?' And
he said, What is written in it? He said, "You shall not
murder" (Shemot 20:13), since the Holy One, blessed be He, skipped
to show him the necessary place - HE SKIPPED TO THE
COMMANDMENT THAT HE KNEW HE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO
KEEP. SAMAEL said, Heaven forbid, this Torah is Yours and Yours it
shall remain. I do not desire such a Torah. He again beseeched of
Him saying, Master of the world, if You give me THIS TORAH, my
entire government will cease, since my entire domination is based
on killing. AND IF I ACCEPT THE TORAH, there will no longer be
wars. My rule is over the planet Maadim (Mars) THAT INDICATES
SPILLING OF BLOOD. If so, all becomes void from the world.

143. Master of the world, take for Yourself that Torah of Yours. I do
not want any part or portion in it. However, if it suits You, here are
the people, the children of Jacob, for whom THIS TORAH is suitable.
He thought that he said about them some derogatory accusation,
which is the meaning of: "And rose up from Seir to them." Actually
"from Seir" light went out for Yisrael, MEANING FROM SAMAEL, THE
CHIEF MINISTER OF SEIR. Samael said TO HIMSELF, Certainly, if
Jacob's children will accept THE TORAH, they will cease to exist in
the world and will never be capable of ruling. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, responded several times and said the following,
'You are the firstborn, BECAUSE ESAU WAS THE FIRSTBORN and
THE TORAH befits you.' He said to him, My birthright belongs to him,
since it was sold to him and I gave my consent. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, then said, 'Since you don't wish to have any part
IN THE TORAH, remove yourself from it altogether.' He said, Fine.

144. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said to him, 'Since it is so,
give Me advice on what I should do, so that the children of Jacob
would accept it, as you say.' SAMAEL said to him, Master of the
world, there is a need to bribe them. Take light from the light of the
legions in heaven and impart it to them. By this, they will accept her
and here is some OF MY LIGHT, which I will give first. He removed
from himself the light that enveloped him and gave it TO THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TO present it to Yisrael. This is what is
meant by: "And rose up from Seir to them"; "from Seir" actually is
Samael. It is written about him: "And the goat (Heb. sair) shall bear
upon it" (Vayikra 16:22). "To them" MEANS to the children of Yisrael.
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145. As soon as he removed that one, SAMAEL, and cleaned out the
bad blood from the left arm, THAT IS ISAAC, WHICH IS GVURAH, he
turned to the right arm, WHICH IS ABRAHAM, AND HE IS CHESED.
He noticed in it also DEFECTIVE BLOOD THAT IS ISHMAEL. He said,
'This arm too needs to have the bad blood cleaned out of it.' The
Holy One, blessed be He, called to Rahav, THE MINISTER UP HIGH
OF ISHMAEL. He said to him, 'Do you want my Torah?' RAHAV said
to him, What is written in it? He skipped EVERYTHING ELSE and
said TO HIM, "You shall not commit adultery" (Shemot 20:13). He
said to him, Woe FOR ME. If that is the legacy the Holy One, blessed
be He, wishes me to inherit, that would be an evil legacy for me,
since it would remove my entire dominion WHICH IS BASED ON
ADULTERY. Since I took the blessings of the water, the blessing
reserved for the fish of the sea, as is written: "Be fruitful (Heb. pru)
and multiply" (Beresheet 1:22) and is written: "and will make him
fruitful, and will multiply him..." (Ibid. 17:20). It is further written:
"And he will be a wild (Heb. pere) man" (Ibid. 16:12).
146. He began to beseech his Master and said to him, Master of the
world, two children came out of Abraham. Here are the children of
Isaac, give it to them, for she is suitable for them. THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, said to him, 'I can't, since you are the firstborn and
THE TORAH is suitable for you.' He began to plead before him and
said, Master of the world, let the rights of the firstborn be his. That
light which I inherited as a legacy thereby due to that RIGHTS OF
THE FIRSTBORN, take and give to them. And so, THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, did. This is what is written: "He shone forth from
Mount Paran" (Devarim 33:2).

147. What changed, in that by Samael, it says, "Rose up" and by
Rahav, it is written: "Shone forth"? HE RESPONDS: It is only that he
took with that light, which he removed from Samael, the sword and
the killing, to kill with sentencing by judgment and to do the killing
properly, as is written: "And One that is the sword of your
excellency" (Devarim 33:29), though it is not belonging to you. From
that blessing which he removed from Rahav, he took only a little, like
someone that only shone a little of their blessing, meaning just
enough to be able to produce and multiply. Therefore, IT IS
WRITTEN: "He shone forth from Mount Paran" and it is not written:
"Rose up," WHICH MEANS INCREASE LIKE BY SAMAEL.

148. As soon as THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, took these gifts
to Yisrael from these chief ministers that rule OVER ESAU AND
ISHMAEL, he approached and called all the "holy multitudes" (Ibid.
2) that are appointed over the rest of the nations. They also replied
to him similarly AS SAMAEL AND RAHAV. From all of them, he took
and accepted gifts on behalf of Yisrael. THIS IS LIKE a doctor who
had one vial full of life-giving spices and kept it for his son. He
wished to give his son those life-giving spices, but the doctor was
wise and thought about the evil servants in his household. If they
notice that I give this gift to my son, they will be jealous and will
want to kill him.
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149. What did he do? He took a little bit of poison spices and put it at
the opening of that vessel, then called his servants and said to them,
You faithful of mine, would you like to have some of this spice? They
said, Let's see what it consists of. They took a bit of it to taste and,
even before that, when they only smelled it, they felt like they were
going to die. They figured to themselves, If he gives that spiced
ointment to his son, he would certainly die, and we will inherit our
lord's goods. They said to him, Our lord, this spiced ointment is only
proper and suitable for your son. Here are some of our wages. Give
it as a bribe to your son so that he will accept this spice.

150. So too, the Holy One, blessed be He, is a wise healer and knew
if He gave the Torah to the children of Yisrael before he informed
THE CHIEF MINISTERS, they would pursue Yisrael for her sake on a
daily basis, and kill them. But instead, HE INVITED THEM AND THEY
REFUSED and they gave him offerings and gifts so that YISRAEL
should accept her. Moses accepted all of them to give to Yisrael.
This is what is written: "You have ascended on high, you have led
captivity captive: you have received gifts..." (Tehilim 68:19).
Therefore, Yisrael inherited the Torah without any disagreement and
without any accusation at all. Praised is He and praised is His name
forever and ever.

151. Come and see the offerings and gifts that Yisrael received from
the CHIEFS OF THESE NATIONS: they received their ornaments,
because of which neither death nor the Other Side could dominate
them, and not only that, they received the Torah without any protest.
They also received gifts and presents from all. When they sinned, it
is written: "And the children of Yisrael stripped themselves of their
ornaments" (Shemot 33:6), which are "gifts from men," WHICH THEY
RECEIVED. What was left of them? Just that captivity, which is
written: "You have ascended on high, you have led captivity captive,
YOU HAVE RECEIVED GIFTS FROM (ALSO: 'WITH') MEN."

152. When they repeated and sinned again, it is written: "And when
the Canaanite, the king of Arad...heard...then he fought against
Yisrael, and took some of them prisoners" (Bemidbar 21:1),
MEANING THAT HE TOOK FROM THEM THEIR REMAINING
CAPTIVITY. As long as the children of Yisrael will return to their
Father in heaven, these gifts will be returned to them and they will
shelter them. In the future to come, everything will be returned, as is
written: "And then Hashem your Elohim will return your
captivity..." (Devarim 30:3). From here on, speak your words.

9. "The earth feared, and was still"
Rabbi Yosi opens by saying that God told the earth that if Yisrael accepted the Torah all would be well, but if not He would return the earth to its
formless condition. Because of this the earth trembled in fear that Yisrael would not accept, but when Yisrael said they would obey the Torah, the
earth became still. After Yisrael accepted, they were no longer afraid of witchcraft or sorcery, because God removed its power over them when He
led them out of Egypt. Balak knew this immediately when he arrived, so he needed advice from Bilaam. Next Rabbi Elazar is persuaded by the other
rabbis to reveal the secret of the joy that God experiences in the Garden of Eden with the righteous.
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153. Rabbi Yosi said, "Hashem, when you did go out of Seir, when
you did march out of the field of Edom, the earth
trembled..." (Shoftim 5:4). That was during the time when the Holy
One, blessed be He, returned from Seir, because they didn't accept
the Torah. "The earth trembled": What is the reason that it trembled?
It is because it wanted to return to formlessness and void. The Holy
One, blessed be He, made a condition with the world that if the
children of Yisrael accept the Torah, it is good but if not, I will return
you to formlessness and void. When the earth noticed that the Holy
One, blessed be He, invited all the nations to accept the Torah, but
they didn't accept, and from all the nations, only Yisrael was left, the
earth thought that Yisrael, too, would refuse to accept the Torah as
the others did. Due to this, "the earth trembled"; as soon as
YISRAEL said, "Will we do, and obey" (Shemot 24:7) immediately, it
quieted down. This is what is written: "The earth feared, and was
still." First it "feared," then "was still" (Tehilim 76:9).

154. Come and see: Because Yisrael said, "will we do," they were
neither afraid of any deeds that the practitioners of witchcraft of the
world were capable of doing nor of any sorcerers in the world. What
is the reason? One is THAT THEY SAID, "WILL WE DO" and one is
because the Holy One, blessed be He, broke all the witchcraft and
sorcery before the children of Yisrael, when He took them out of
Egypt, so that they should have no effect on them. When Balak
came, he was aware of it. Immediately, "he sent messengers to
Bilaam the son of Be'or to Petor, which is by the river" (Bemidbar
22:5). What is Petor? It is that he prepared a table (Aram. Ptora) from
which to ask for counsel as to what to do. "by the river": HE ASKS: It
should have said 'two rivers (Heb. naharaim)', SINCE HE WAS FROM
ARAM NAHARAIM (MESOPOTAMIA). HE REPLIES: He certainly
dwells at all times on one river, MEANING TO SAY THE TABLE OF
THE KLIPAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF KLIPAH, STANDS ABOVE
ONE RIVER OF THAT KLIPAH, WHICH IS THE YESOD OF THE
KLIPAH.

155. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba went to see Rabbi Yosi, son of
Rabbi Shimon, son of Lakunya, father-in-law of Rabbi Elazar. They
rose at midnight to study the Torah. They sat. Rabbi Elazar said,
Now is the time that the Holy One, blessed be He, enters the Garden
of Eden to be merry with the righteous that are there. Rabbi Aba
said, What is this joy and how does He rejoice? Rabbi Elazar said,
This matter is a secret sealed with me that is not known TO ALL,
AND HE DID NOT WANT TO DIVULGE IT. RABBI ABA said to him,
Were then the great pillars in the world before us empty, THAT YOU
SAY that they did not know OF THIS SECRET? IT WOULD BE
IMPROPER TO REVEAL IT ONLY IF THEY HAD not pursued the
knowledge of the reason of their existence in this world, and what
they can expect in the World to Come. THEN MOST DEFINITELY,
THEY TOO WERE AWARE OF THIS SECRET; THEREFORE, YOU
ARE REQUIRED TO DIVULGE IT.

10. "Hashem, You are my Elohim; I will exalt You"
Rabbi Elazar explains the secret of the high point that is concealed and unknown, and the level where inquiry may first be made. He talks about the
word of Melchizedek the High Priest, that corresponds to Chesed of Zeir Anpin standing over Malchut. We hear the three meanings of "You" in the
title verse, and Rabbi Elazar goes on to give two explanations of "For You have done wonderful things." He says that the actual form of the aleph is
the beginning of the higher secret of primordial man, and he tells us why it has a numerical value of one. We learn that the prophets receive from
Netzach and Hod that are called 'counsels'. Rabbi Elazar says that the title verse is a concise vehicle for the entire concealed secret meaning of the
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faith, in that Hashem is Chochmah, "my Elohim" is Binah, "You" is Chesed, "wonder" is the three Columns Chesed Gvurah and Tiferet, "counsel
from afar" is Netzach and Hod, "faithfulness" is Malchut, and "truth" is Yesod.
156. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem,
You are my Elohim; I will exalt You, I will praise Your name; for You
have done..." (Yeshayah 25:1). This verse in the scripture is the
secret of the Faith. Yud Hei Vav Hei is the top secret and is the
beginning of the higher point that is concealed and not known, THAT
IS, ABA AND IMA UP HIGH, WHO ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH,
IN WHOM THE YUD DOES NOT LEAVE THE AIR. AND THEY ARE
CONCEALED FROM CHOCHMAH, ENTIRELY UNKNOWN. "My
Elohim" is the secret meaning of "a still small voice" (I Melachim
19:12) THAT IS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF BINAH. That is the beginning of that which
may be inquired into, SINCE IN IT THE YUD GOES OUT FROM THE
AIR, INTO GREATNESS. HOWEVER, it becomes concealed and
unknown, and there is no one that responds to it; ALTHOUGH IT IS
AVAILABLE FOR INQUIRY, AVAILABLE TO BE REVEALED, SINCE
THE YUD HAS LEFT THE AIR IN IT, AND RETURNED TO THE LIGHT
OF CHOCHMAH, THERE IS NO ONE TO RESPOND TO THE INQUIRY
SINCE CHOCHMAH DOES NOT GET DISCLOSED IN ITS PLACE, BUT
RATHER IN THE PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, because it
is concealed, covered and hidden.
157. AFTER EXPLAINING THAT YUD HEI VAV HEI IS THE SECRET
OF ABA AND IMA THAT STAND ABOVE ANY QUESTIONING, AND
"MY ELOHIM," THAT SECRET OF YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH
THAT ARE AVAILABLE FOR INQUIRY, BUT THERE IS NO ONE TO
RESPOND TO IT, HE EXPLAINS NOW: "You" that is right, MEANING
CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, is the start of what is available for inquiry
and for a response to it. HOWEVER, THAT IS MERELY THE
BEGINNING OF THIS REVELATION, BUT IS NOT YET REVEALED IN
IT, ONLY WHEN IT IS IN MALCHUT. That is CALLED 'the High Priest',
as it says, "You shall be a priest forever, after the manner of
Melchizedek" (Tehilim 110:4). HE INQUIRES: What is the meaning of:
"After the manner (lit. 'word') of Melchizedek"? HE RESPONDS: This
is only the priest forever, CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, that is standing
over the word, WHICH IS MALCHUT, because this word does not
endure except through the right, WHICH IS CHESED. What is that
word? That is Melchizedek, the name OF MALCHUT. The reason it
says "divrati (lit. 'word of' also: 'my word')" INSTEAD OF 'DAVAR' IS
because it was connected with David, SINCE DAVID WAS THE
CHARIOT TO MALCHUT. All the words of DAVID'S praise came
through that word and, therefore, it says, "My word," MEANING MY
MALCHUT. As a result of this, "you" is a priest, WHICH IS CHESED.
We have already explained that there are three areas and each one is
called "you," BECAUSE CHOCHMAH IS CALLED "YOU" AND
CHESED IS CALLED "YOU," AS IS WRITTEN HERE. AND MALCHUT
IS CALLED "YOU."
158. NOW HE EXPLAINS THE WORDS: "I WILL EXALT YOU" THAT IS
IN THE VERSE MENTIONED ABOVE. HE SAYS, "I will exalt You,"
meaning in all THREE NAMES, YUD HEI VAV HEI, "MY ELOHIM,"
AND "YOU," and together "I will praise Your name" as proper. That
name is known TO BE MALCHUT CALLED 'NAME'. "For You have
done wonderful things" (Yeshayah 25:1): "WONDERFUL" IS A
LANGUAGE OF CONCEALMENT THAT MEANS THAT YOU HAVE
MADE a cover and attire to the concealed light of the Atika, WHICH
IS BINAH. The beginning of the top level, WHICH IS THE CHOCHMAH
CONTAINED WITHIN, IS REFERRED TO AS concealed primordial
man, so that he will be attired in the aspect of another light THAT IS
CHASSADIM.
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159. Another explanation of: "For You have done wonderful things
(Heb. pele)": NAMELY, You have made Aleph, SINCE PELA IS
SPELLED WITH THE SAME LETTERS OF ALEPH. What is the
meaning of Aleph? We learned Aleph Bet, which is THE MEANING
OF Aleph Binah, (lit. 'teach to understand'). Yet the form of the Aleph
is three sides, RIGHT LEFT AND CENTER, that is the start of the
higher secret of the Primordial Man. THAT IS THE THREE COLUMNS
IN BINAH, THE SOURCE OF THE IMAGE OF MAN, WHO IS MOCHIN
OF ZEIR ANPIN. For in the form of the Aleph there are two arms, one
from each side, THAT ARE THE TWO COLUMNS OF CHESED AND
GVURAH THAT ARE THE UPPER YUD AND HER LOWER YUD, and
the body in the centre; THAT IS THE VAV BETWEEN THE TWO
YUDS. All has one secret meaning, THAT IT IS IN ONE MEANING
WITH THE EXPLANATION THAT PELE IS CHOCHMAH BEING
CLOTHED IN CHASSADIM, SINCE THIS CLOTHING DOES NOT
HAPPEN EXCEPT THROUGH THE THREE COLUMNS. That is the
secret of unification of this Aleph and that is also why Aleph HAS A
NUMERICAL VALUE OF one. That is the meaning of: "For You have
done wonderful things (Heb. pele)," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
ALEPH. And Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) said this, "For You have
done wonderful things." This wonder is one level from these hidden
wonders of Chochmah. Which one is it? "There is a path which no
bird of prey knows" (Iyov 28:7), WHICH IS THE FIFTIETH GATE. And
that is a wonderful thing.
160. "Counsels from afar" (Yeshayah 25:1): HE ASKS: First he calls it
"wonderful" AND DOES NOT SAY THERE 'COUNSELS OF OLD', yet
here he says: "wonderful things - counsels of old (also: 'from afar')."
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE? HE RESPONDS: It is because there he
had to count the six ends of the higher levels. THEREFORE, HE
SAYS, "Wonderful (Heb. pele), counselor, a mighty El, the
everlasting father, prince of peace" (Yeshayah 9:5). EL IS CHESED,
MIGHTY IS GVURAH, THE FATHER IS TIFERET, EVERLASTING IS
NETZACH, PRINCE IS HOD, AND PEACE IS YESOD. And here, he
does not come to count THE LEVELS. HE ASKS: However, what are
"counsels from afar"? HE REPLIES: They are the two willow
branches, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD AND ARE CALLED
'COUNSELS', since all the counsels of the prophets stem from there
and are called 'counsels from afar' SINCE THE PROPHETS RECEIVE
FROM NETZACH AND HOD. "In faithfulness and truth" (Yeshayah
25:1): These are two that are one, SINCE THEY ARE the river and the
Garden THAT ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT. This RIVER, YESOD,
comes out from Eden and this GARDEN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, gets
watered from it. We find here IN THIS SCRIPTURAL VERSE:
"HASHEM YOU ARE MY ELOHIM," the entire concealed secret
meaning of the Faith, AS DEFINED SINCE HASHEM IS CHOCHMAH;
"MY ELOHIM" IS BINAH; 'YOU' IS CHESED; 'WONDER' IS THE
THREE COLUMNS, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET; 'COUNSEL
FROM AFAR' IS NETZACH AND HOD; 'FAITHFULNESS' IS
MALCHUT; AND 'TRUTH' IS YESOD.

11. "Bilaam also, of the son of Beor did...slay with the sword"
Rabbi Elazar asks how Bilaam was killed, and he receives a superficial explanation from Rabbi Yitzchak that says he was killed by Pinchas and his
people. Rabbi Elazar is not satisfied with this, and Rabbi Shimon says that Bilaam was as powerful and wise in the aspect of the left as Moses was in
the higher levels; the question is, then, how were they able to kill him? As Bilaam had praised himself so much, Rabbi Shimon speaks about the
verse in Mishlei to do with praising oneself, saying that a person should speak about the Torah so that people will know who he is from his words.
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161. Rabbi Elazar asked about Bilaam the wicked, who killed him and
how he got killed. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Pinchas and his people killed
him, as it says, "And they slew...beside the rest of them" (Bemidbar
31:8). We were taught that in the city of Midian, Bilaam was
performing with his witchcraft and that he was flying in the air
together with the kings of Midian. If not for the holy gold plate and
the prayer of Pinchas that made them drop TO THE GROUND over
their slain, THEY WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN VICTORIOUS OVER
THEM. That is what is written: "AND THEY SLEW THE KINGS OF
MIDIAN, beside the rest of them" and it is written: "Bilaam also, of
the son of Beor, the soothsayer, did the children of Yisrael slay with
the sword" (Yehoshua 13:22). Rabbi Elazar said to him, I know all
this.

162. Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, all the sayings of Bilaam, the
wicked, are harsh. The friends already explained them, as it is
written: "And there arose not a prophet since in Yisrael like
Moses" (Devarim 34:10). They said that one such did arise but not in
Yisrael, rather among the nations of the world. Who was he? That
was Bilaam. We have already explained this matter that just as there
is no one like Moses in the higher crowns, there is no one like
Bilaam in the lower crowns, this one in the aspect of holiness and
that one in the aspect of the left since he had all this in his power
and he was so strong in wisdom, a person who praised himself with
great power, as is written: "While I go to the meeting yonder (Heb.
coh)" (Bemidbar 23:15). THE MEANING IS THAT HE MEANT TO SAY,
I will uproot coh, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from here. How were they
able, then, to kill him?

163. HE RESPONDS: However, in the book of wisdom of King
Solomon, it says as follows that there are three indications, an
indication of transgression is jaundice, an indication of nonsense is
TOO MUCH talk and an indication that he knows nothing is one who
keeps praising himself. This one WHO PRAISES HIMSELF has
outdone the rest, since he is a fool. He is SUSPECTED in all sinful
transgressions and has all of that.
164. HE ASKS: Yet it is written: "Let another man praise you, and not
your own mouth" (Mishlei 27:2), WHICH MEANS that if there is no
stranger to praise you, then let your own mouth. HE RESPONDS: It is
not so. However, THE EXPLANATION IS if there is no one who
recognizes you, open your mouth to speak in matters of Torah.
Inform the true things that are in the Torah and then, by opening
your mouth in the Torah matters, they will praise your words and
they will know who you are. There is nothing in the world that tells
as much about a person as when he opens his mouth, and his mouth
informs people who he is.

12. "Who hears the words of El"
Rabbi Shimon explains the great power that Bilaam had to influence people by his speech, in which he included a good deal of truth. People thought
he was the greatest prophet in the world, and in fact he was able to speak with the highest El, but it was a strange El from the Other Side, not "the"
El. We hear about the higher ones who rule over the levels of defilement, to whom Bilaam was connected. When Bilaam was giving speeches about
levels of defilement people thought he was speaking about the highest sanctity. Rabbi Shimon shows how the parts of the names Balak and Bilaam
were included in each other and in the name Amalek.
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165. The evil Bilaam used to venerate himself in everything. With all
these, he used to deceive people's minds and reached a high level
with his RHETORICAL speeches. He used to make mountains out of
molehills. Whatever he said about these levels of filthy speech, he
spoke the truth. However, that wicked one used to speak and heap
praise upon himself in a disguised manner and give the impression
of his greatness through the use of his WORDS UNTIL whoever
listened to him would think that he had exceeded above all the
prophets of the world, as it says, "The saying of him, who hears the
words of El, and knows the knowledge of the most High" (Bemidbar
24:16), which is the person in the world who hears such talk, and
couldn't imagine any other prophet in the world as trustworthy.

166. It was indeed true and that is the way it was. "The saying of him
who hears the words of El": That was correct and he was versed in
higher knowledge that was correctly so. This evil one was speaking
of the levels to which he was attached "who hears the words of El."
He heard matters that are of the highest level, AND THERE IS
NOTHING ELSE LIKE THEM.

167. So he said, "Who hears the words of El." It is not written: 'the El'
since "as for the El, His way is perfect" (Tehilim 18:31). However,
simply, "El," which is another El, AS IS WRITTEN: "for you shall
worship no other El" (Shemot 34:14). THEREFORE, "who hears the
words of El" is merely a minor thing, yet to whoever is unaware and
does not recognize it, it seems that it is a great and high
achievement. "Who hears the words of El" means that El, who is a
strange El, is as written: "For you shall worship no other El."

168. "And knows the knowledge of the most High" (Bemidbar 24:16).
THE EXPLANATION IS that THE HIGHER ONES over all the levels of
defilement are the ones that steer and lead the ship of the sea and
the storm WINDS. They are forty minus one. The captain of the ship,
who leads them all, is the highest over all. In that HIGHEST one, this
wicked one was connected, and about him he said that he knows
"the knowledge of the most High," meaning the highest level of all
those who steer the ships OF DEFILEMENT. Who could hear his talk
and would not become afraid in his mind and say that there was no
one like him! However, that wicked one used to acclaim himself in a
vague manner and speak truthful words, except that he used to
deceive the minds of the people BECAUSE HE USED TO SPEAK
ABOUT LEVELS OF DEFILEMENT. AND THE ONES WHO LISTENED
THOUGHT THAT HE WAS SPEAKING ABOUT THE HIGHEST
SANCTITY.
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169. "Who sees the vision of Shadai": Whoever hears this thinks that
he actually used to see what no other visionary saw. HOWEVER,
"the vision of Shadai" is one branch of the branches that emerge
from the name "Shadai." Why IS IT SO? Because among this wisdom
OF THEIRS there are seen three BRANCHES, corresponding to the
Shin of "Shadai" that correspond to the three branches OF THE SHIN
OF SHADAI, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. There
are seen branches CORRESPONDING to the two prophets, MEANING
THE TWO twigs of the willows, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD that
support TIFERET AND corresponding to the 72 branches of the evil
eye, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO THE NAME OF 72 OF SANCTITY,
THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE BENEVOLENT EYE, to block them,
AND ALL THIS EXISTS IN CHOCHMAH OF THE KLIPOT. When Balak
came, he said to himself, I will be successful against them, since
Amalek came to them with this wisdom and was successful against
them.
170. He sent to Bilaam and said to him, I have within my name the
two letters of Amalek, which are Lamed Kof, the ending of the name
Amalek. I have for myself Lamed, Kof, and Amalek's ending is
Lamed, Kof similar to mine. And you have the beginning, Bet Lamed.
Rabbi Shimon said to him, Here is how I say it. The beginning of THE
NAME Balak is Bet Lamed and the beginning of the name of Bilaam
is Bet Lamed; hence, the beginning of Balak was with Bilaam. The
ending OF THE NAME of Amalek, MEANING Lamed Kof, was in Balak
and the ending of Bilaam, WHICH IS AM is in the beginning of
Amalek. SO WE FIND THAT THE NAME ENDING OF BILAAM WHICH
IS AM AND THE NAME ENDING OF BALAK, THAT IS LAMED KOF,
ARE THE LETTERS AMALEK.
171. You might say that we cannot succeed against them because of
the witchcraft of their master Moses, when he extends his hand,
MEANING "MOSES STRETCHED OUT HIS HAND OVER THE
SEA" (SHEMOT 14:27) AND OTHER INSTANCES. Here, this hand
exists among these chiefs, who are more powerful with witchcraft.
This is what is written: "Divination in their hand" (Bemidbar 22:7). It
is not written: 'in their hands', but rather: "in their hand," meaning
hand against the hand OF MOSES, which is how Balak sent for
Bilaam.

172. (SOME MISSING HERE). Therefore, "who sees the vision (Heb.
machazeh) of Shadai" is as we explained. Therefore, they were
punished and they were punished above, and they were called
'visionaries', as is written: "And light (Heb. mechezeh) was against
light" (I Melachim 7:5), which is the branch that emerges from there.
Who is that visionary? That is Uza and Azael, who are the "falling
down, but having his eyes open" (Bemidbar 24:4) and that is the "the
vision of Shadai," which he saw when falling down and with open
eyes...(SOME MISSING HERE).

13. Tzelyah who threw down Bilaam
Rabbi Shimon informs his son that Bilaam and his sons flew into the air when they saw Pinchas. A member of the tribe of Dan named Tzelyah flew
into the air after him, and having found the correct secret path due to some shouted advice from Pinchas, was able to bring Bilaam to earth. The
advice from Pinchas had to do with the serpent, and in the end Tzelyah was only able to kill Bilaam with a sword that had a snake engraved on either
side; thus Bilaam died by means of the same force by which he had lived. Rabbi Shimon says that Bilaam's bones rotted and turned into harmful
snakes, and even the worms that ate his flesh turned into snakes. The book of Asmodeus says that people can still perform powerful witchcraft with
those snakes that are found near the rock where Bilaam died. Rabbi Shimon says that the only thing that has the power to catch one of those
snakes is hot semen; this is a secret that Solomon told to the Queen of Sheba.
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173. HE INQUIRES: Where was Bilaam at that time? If you say in
Midian, why is it written: "And now, behold, I go to my
people" (Bemidbar 24:14). If he already left, who placed him in
Midian? HE RESPONDS: As soon as that wicked one saw that 24,000
fell from Yisrael due to his advice, TO ALLOW FREEDOM FOR THE
WOMEN TO BE IMMORAL WITH YISRAEL, he wished to collect from
them his recompense. While he was still there, Pinchas and the
chiefs of the army arrived there.

174. As soon as BILAAM noticed Pinchas, he flew into the air and his
two sons with him, Yunus and Yumbrus. You might say that they
died during the episode of the calf, since they are the ones who
created and formed THAT CALF. It was surely so, and it is written:
"And there fell of the people that day about 3,000 men" (Shemot
32:28). Didn't they know how to figure and account for such a small
number? Haven't we found then accounting for other higher and
much greater censuses? The scripture there knew how to count and
here it is written: "About 3,000 men," MEANING THAT THEY DID NOT
KNOW PRECISELY. It is only because these were the sons of
Bilaam, Yunus and Yumbrus, who were equal to 3,000 men.

175. HE RESPONDS: It is only because that wicked one knew all the
magic in the world and he even took the sorcery of his sons, in
which they were accustomed. With those, he flew in the air and
ascended. Pinchas saw him, a person flying in the air and vanishing
in the air. He raised his voice to the members of his army and said, Is
there anyone who is capable of flying and chasing after that wicked
one, who is no other than Bilaam himself? They saw him flying.

176. Tzelyah, a member from Dan's tribe, rose and took charge of the
powers that are dominant over witchcraft, and flew after him. When
the wicked one noticed him, he took another course in the air and
penetrated five other layers of air in that course. He rose higher and
disappeared from eyesight. At that point, Tzelyah came into danger
and was distressed, since he did not know what to do.

177. Pinchas raised his voice and shouted to him, The shadow of the
crocodiles that crouch over all the snakes turn over in your hair.
TZELYAH instantly knew and discovered that other path, and
entered into it. BILAAM immediately appeared and they both
descended in front of Pinchas.
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178. Come and see that wicked one, about whom it is written: "And
he went to a steep place (Heb. shefi)" (Bemidbar 23:3). This is one of
his higher levels, which is the male snake. Tzelyah took both male
and female and, through this, he was able to overpower him,
because he took over the charge that was dominating them and they
were subjugated to him. This was "an adder (Heb. shefifon) in the
path" (Beresheet 49:17), which is on the same path that this wicked
one went, as is written: "Dan shall be a serpent by the way" (Ibid.),
which refers to Samson. "An adder in the path" refers to Tzelyah.

179. "That bites the horse's heels" (Ibid.): This refers to Ira, who was
with David, whose descent was from the tribe of Dan. Through his
merit, David's might balanced in his favor, as is written: "And David
lamed all the chariot horses" (II Shmuel 8:4). "So that his rider shall
fall backwards" (Beresheet 49:17) refers to Srayah, who is destined
to come with Messiah, son of Ephraim. He will be a descendant of
Dan's tribe and he is destined to take revenge and do wars with the
rest of the nations. When this one rises, you will wait for the
redemption of Yisrael, as is written: "I wait for Your salvation,
Hashem" (Ibid.). Although this verse has already been explained, the
definition of it is as we mentioned and as was explained. The verse
in the scripture is proof of this.

180. When the wicked one landed in front of Pinchas, he said to him,
You evil one, how many evils have you inflicted on this holy nation?
He told Tzelyah, Get up and kill him, but not by the Name, since he is
not worthy to have the high holy mentioned upon him, in order that
his soul should not emerge and be included in words of holy levels,
because then it would become fulfilled as he wished and said, Let
me die the death of the righteous.

181. At that moment, he tried to kill him in a variety of ways, but he
didn't die until he took the sword that had a snake engraved on
either side. Pinchas told him, Kill him with his own and by his own
cause he will die. He then killed him and prevailed over him, since
that is the manner of that side. Whoever follows it dies through it.
Through it, his soul will leave and with it, HIS SOUL will be gathered.
That is precisely how Bilaam died. He gets judged in the sentences
of that world and never gets buried. And all his bones get rotten and
turn into many filthy snakes that are harmful to other creatures. Even
the worms that eat his flesh turn into snakes.
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182. I found in the book of Asmodeus, which he gave to King
Solomon, that whoever wants to perform powerful magic that is
unobservable by the eye, if he knows the rock where Bilaam had his
downfall, he will locate there some of these snakes that resulted
from the bones of that evil one. If he kills one of those SNAKES, he
could perform high-level sorcery with its head, other magic with its
body and different witchcraft with its tail. Each one contains three
types of witchcraft.

183. When the queen of Sheba came to Solomon, ONE of the things
that she asked Solomon WAS, How do you catch a bone of a snake
that contains three sorceries? Instantly, "there was not anything hid
from the king, which he told her not" (I Melachim 10:3). She asked
about this and she required these snakes, but she could not capture
one of them. What did he respond to her about these items that were
at her heart, AS IT SAYS, "SHE SPOKE TO HIM OF ALL THAT WAS
IN HER HEART" (Ibid. 2)? This is what he informed her, as it says,
"And Solomon answered her all her questions" (Ibid. 3). HE SAID,
None of the world's inhabitants have power against those snakes,
except for one secret thing. What is it? It is boiling hot semen.

184. If you wonder who has the power, it is only when a man is full of
desire and he issues that semen that gets expelled willfully and with
desire for the purpose of defeating that snake. When it spurts out in
boiling heat, they take it immediately in a wrapping, and that
wrapping gets thrown onto the snake. Instantly, it bows down its
head and they catch it, similar to the way they grab the domesticated
rooster. EVEN if they would prepare all their battle gear against one
of them, they would not be successful. But when you do this, there
is no need for any person in the world to use weapons, or any other
thing, and he does not need to be constantly on watch against them,
because they all become subservient to him. Then these words
touched the heart OF THE QUEEN OF SHEBA, and she desired it.

185. From here on, my son Elazar, the Holy One, blessed be He, did
what he did with that wicked one, BILAAM. There is no need to
reveal these hidden secrets; however, in order that the friends here
should know things that are concealed in the world, I revealed them
to you since there are so many concealed laws in the world of which
people are unaware, and they are highly concealed great wonders.
ABOUT BILAAM and about those comparable to him, we say, "But
the name of the wicked shall rot" (Mishlei 10:7). Praised are the truly
just, for the scripture says about them: "Surely the righteous shall
give thanks to Your name..." (Tehilim 140:14).

14. A prayer to Moses, a prayer to David, a prayer to the poor
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Rabbi Aba talks about the prayer of Moses, the prayer of David and the prayer of the poor that is the most important of the three. The prayer of the
poor is heard above all others because God is always close to the broken-hearted, and destitute people are always broken-hearted. God delays all
other prayers until he has heard their supplications, and, because he knew this, David referred to himself as poor when he was praying. Rabbi Elazar
says that all people should do this in order to be heard.
186. "Come now therefore, I pray you, curse me this
people..." (Bemidbar 22:6). Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with
the verse: "A prayer of the afflicted (poor), when he faints..." (Tehilim
102:1). There are three for whom the expression "prayer" is written
and this subject was already explained. One is Moses, one is David
and one is the poor man that was included with them and was
together with them. You may say that we also find it written: "A
prayer of the prophet Habakkuk" (Chavakuk 3:1), for a total of four.
HE RESPONDS: that of Habakkuk is not SAID for the reason of
prayer, even though the word prayer is written about it, it is rather
praise and thanks for the Holy One, blessed be He, for having
revived him and performed with him miracles and mighty deeds
since he was the son of Shunamit, WHOM ELISHA BROUGHT BACK
TO LIFE.

187. However, there are three that are considered a prayer: "A prayer
of Moses the man of Elohim" (Tehilim 90:1). This prayer has no
comparable equal by any other person. "A prayer of David" (Ibid.
86:1): This prayer has no comparable equal by any other king. "A
prayer of the poor" (Ibid. 102:1) is one prayer of the three mentioned.
Which is the most important? One says, "A prayer of the poor": this
prayer takes priority over Moses' prayer, is before David's prayer
and preempts all other prayers of the world.

188. HE INQUIRES: What is the reason? HE REPLIES: Because the
poor man is broken-hearted and it is written: "Hashem is near to
them who are of a broken heart" (Ibid. 34:19). The destitute has
constant complaints with the Holy One, blessed be He, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, listens and pays attention to his words. As soon
as the poor man says his prayer, He opens all the windows of the
firmament, and all the rest of the prayers rising above get pushed
away by that destitute, broken-hearted man, as is written: "A prayer
of the afflicted, when he faints (Heb. ya'atof, also: 'delays')..." It
should have said, 'When he is covered (Heb. yit'ataf)'. Why "when he
faints"? It can only be EXPLAINED that he causes the delay, because
all other prayers do not enter in until his prayer enters.

189. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Let all the prayers get
delayed and this prayer should rise to Me. I do not require a court
session to intervene between us. Let all his complaints come directly
to Me, and I and he shall settle it on our own, exclusively.' And the
Holy One, blessed be He, is left alone with these complaints in that
prayer, as is written: "And pours out his complaint before
Hashem" (Tehilim 102:1), assuredly "before Hashem."
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190. All the hosts of heaven inquire one of the other; what is the Holy
One, blessed be He, dealing with, what is he striving with? They
reply TO THEM, He is concentrating on His vessels, MEANING THE
BROKEN-HEARTED, desiring to be alone with them. Everyone is not
aware of what is accomplished from the destitute's prayer and all his
complaints, since there is no other desire for the poor except when
he spills his tears in displeasure in front of the Holy King. There is
no desire for the Holy One, blessed be He, except when He accepts
them and they are poured before Him. That is a prayer that causes
delay to all the prayers of the world.

191. Moses poured forth his prayer and was held up for several days
due to this prayer, BECAUSE OF THE BESEECHING OF THE POOR
MAN. David saw that all the windows and gates of heaven were
ready to open to the prayer of the poor. There exists no other prayer
in the world to which the Holy One, blessed be He, will give His
immediate attention as to the poor man's prayer. As soon as he
noticed this, he made himself poor and destitute, removed his royal
attire, sat on the ground like the destitute, and said the prayer as it is
written: "A prayer of David. Incline Your ear, Hashem, hear
me" (Tehilim 86:1). If you say why, it is "for I am poor and
needy" (Ibid.). The Holy One, blessed be He, replied to him, 'David,
aren't you king and ruler over mighty kings, and you make yourself
out to be poor and needy.' Immediately, he returned to pray in
another manner and left out the words poor and needy, and said,
"Preserve my soul; for I am pious" (Ibid. 2) despite all this that was
in David, BOTH POOR AND DEVOUT.

192. Rabbi Elazar said to him, You spoke well. Therefore, the person
who puts forth his prayers must make himself poor, so that his
prayers will be worthy to enter among the prayers of all the poor. All
the guardians of the gates do not allow them, THAT IS ALL THE
OTHER PRAYERS IN THE WORLD, to just simply enter as they allow
the poor one's prayer, since they enter without permission. If a
person makes himself poor and desires constantly to be poor, his
prayer ascends and meets up with the poor's prayers. It joins up
with them and rises together with them, and enters in combination
with theirs. And it is received with willingness before the Holy King.

15. Four ways: The poor, the devout, servants, those who sanctify Hashem
Rabbi Elazar goes on to say that King David placed himself among the poor, the pious, the servants, and those who are willing to sacrifice their
souls for the sanctification of God's name. We learn that when people are confessing and repenting they do not have to worry about the sins they
don't remember, just the ones they do. Rabbi Elazar says that all people need to do as King David did, and that acting as a servant to God includes
being pious, poor and willing to offer one's soul for the glorification of God. When someone has done all these things with a willing heart he is
acceptable to God, and God calls him His servant and listens to his prayers. The rabbis talks further about the meaning of 'servant' and what the
effect of prayer is. They describe the times each day when the Other Side wanders around the world and during which people should pray. The
Other Side brings darkness but the windows of the upper lights are opened above those who are praying, and these lights are dispersed over their
heads. Anyone who has not come to the synagogue at this time of prayer "walks in darkness" since he is under the dominion of the Other Side.
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193. King David has placed himself in four ways. He placed himself
with the poor, he placed himself with the devout, he placed himself
with the servants and he placed himself with those who are willing to
sacrifice themselves and their souls for the sanctification of the
name of Hashem. He placed himself with the poor, as is written: "For
I am poor and needy" (Tehilim 86:1). He placed himself with the
devout, as is written: "Preserve my soul; for I am pious" (Ibid. 2),
since a person must not place himself as a wicked one. If you
contemplate that he will never confess and repent his sins, SINCE
BY DOING SO, HE WILL SET HIMSELF UP AS AN EVIL ONE. It is just
not so. Rather if he confesses about his sins, then he is devout,
since he approaches to do repentance and removes himself from the
Evil Side, where he was in its filth until now. Now, he adhered to the
uppermost right, WHICH IS CHESED, and is extended to receive him.
AND BECAUSE HE ADHERED TO CHESED, HE IS CONSIDERED
PIOUS (HEB. CHASID).

194. Do not say that the Holy One, blessed be He, will not accept him
until he specifies all his sins since the day he came to this world, or
even those that have been hidden from him and that he can't even
remember. IT IS NOT SO. Rather, he is only required to enumerate
those SINS that he remembers and if he directs his desire TO BE
REGRETFUL ABOUT THEM, DURING HIS CONFESSION, all the other
SINS follow after them. IT IS IN THE SAME WAY that we were taught
that it is not necessary to check out, WHEN GETTING RID OF
LEAVENED BREAD, either the household crevices above nor the
house crevices down below. As soon as he checked out in
accordance with his eyesight as much as he could see, all the rest
follows and is voided with it.

195. We were similarly taught concerning plagues that there are 24
principal organs that do not cause uncleanness due to light healing,
where the priest does not bother himself TO OBSERVE THEM. This
is what is written: "As far as the priest can see" (Vayikra 13:12). That
is the area where the priest can see the plague AT ONCE in one
glance, and does not need to bend himself and raise his eyes up or
down or either way. Here too, he has no need to enumerate his sins
from the day he was born, because it is LIKE the lower crevices of
the house THAT REQUIRE NO EXAMINATION. Neither does he need
to enumerate those sins that he has already forgotten, and can't
remember, that are LIKE the upper house crevices above, only "as
far as the priest can see," WHAT HE COULD OBSERVE WITH ONE
GLANCE. All the rest follow after them. In this way, David placed
himself among the pious. HE CONFESSED HIS SINS AND ADHERED
TO THE RIGHT, AS DEFINED.

196. FROM WHERE DO WE TAKE IT THAT he placed himself with the
servants? It is written: "Behold, as the eyes of the servants look to
the hand of their masters" (Tehilim 123:2) and it is written: "O You,
my Elohim, save Your servant" (Ibid. 86:2). FROM WHERE DO WE
TAKE IT THAT he offered his soul for the sanctity of Hashem's
name? That refers to what is written: "Rejoice the soul of Your
servant: for to You, Hashem, do I lift up my soul" (Ibid. 4). King David
made himself before his Master into all these four, WHICH ARE THE
DESTITUTE, THE PIOUS, THE SERVANTS AND THE MEMBERS WHO
ARE WILLING TO OFFER THEMSELVES FOR THE SANCTIFICATION
OF HIS NAME.
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197. Rabbi Elazar said, I have raised my hands in prayer before the
Holy King, since we were taught that a person is not permitted to
raise his hands upward, except at prayer, at blessings and at
supplications to his master. It is written: "I have raised my hand to
Hashem, the most high El" (Beresheet 14:23), which was translated
into Aramaic as "I have raised my hands in prayer," since the fingers
of the hand contain higher things. Now I practice that, RAISING MY
HANDS AT PRAYER, and I say that whoever conforms to these four
MENTIONED ABOVE, THE DESTITUTE, THE PIOUS, THE SERVANTS
AND THE OFFERING OF HIMSELF FOR HIS NAME'S
SANCTIFICATION, before his Master and accomplishes himself with
a willing heart in this appropriate preparation here with this manner,
his prayers will not return unanswered.

198. At first, ONE MUST PLACE HIMSELF as a servant that is to
prepare praises for his Master and sing for Him. That refers to the
praises before the prayer service. Following this, HE MUST
CONSIDER HIMSELF a servant after he finished saying his standing
prayer. He is the servant who arranges prayer to his Master.
Following this, HE MUST CONSIDER HIMSELF a servant after he
completed his entire prayer, and went to leave. That is why David
considered himself a servant three times in this prayer, as is written:
"O You, my Elohim, save Your servant" and "Rejoice the soul of
Your servant." It is also written: "Give Your strength to Your
servant" (Tehilim 86:16). We have here three occasions that there is
a need to consider oneself a servant. THAT IS BEFORE THE
PRAYER, AFTER THE AMIDAH PRAYER AND AFTER THE WHOLE
PRAYER SERVICE AS MENTIONED.
199. Then, ONE NEEDS to place oneself among those who have
given their souls for the sake of sanctifying the Holy Name. That is
accomplished at the unification of the "Sh'ma Yisrael," for whoever
places such willingness of self at this verse, it is considered as if he
gave up his soul for the sanctification of Hashem's name.

200. Then he must place himself in the place of the poor, since
during the time when he enters and knocks at the doors of the most
high up, when he finished saying 'true and certain', and he has
brought close 'who have redeemed' to the Amidah prayer, he shall
reach the Amidah prayer broken at heart, poor and destitute. And he
shall place his will to be included among the poverty-stricken in a
broken heart and humility of soul.

201. Following this, THERE IS A NEED to place himself among the
devout before He who hears prayer to elucidate his sins, because
that is the individual's required initiative before who hears prayer to
achieve adherence to the right, THAT IS CHESED. This is extended
to receive those who repent and then he is considered pious (Heb.
chasid). Here we have the four, as is appropriate.
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202. HE INQUIRES: Whoever combines all those MENTIONED
ABOVE? HE RESPONDS: The one who should include them is the
servant that combines all the rest, WHICH ARE SANCTIFYING THE
HOLY NAME, POOR, AND DEVOUT. "Servant" is found three times at
three places and all are one. About them, it is written: 'Behold, as the
eyes of the servants look to the hand of their masters'. Between
each servant's service ARE FOUND all these others from the first
servant, THAT IS BEFORE THE PRAYER SERVICE, to the last
servant, AFTER THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE STANDING PRAYER;
one needs to allow the offering of his soul for the sake of sanctifying
Hashem's name. One also needs to feel himself as the poor and
destitute at the standing prayer and place himself among the pious
at 'who hears prayer'. The third servant follows after he completed
and conducted the entire prayer, MEANING AFTER THE
COMPLETION OF THE WHOLE PRAYER.

203. We were taught at that moment when a person has put in
sequence all these four arrangements with a willing heart, he is
willingly acceptable to the Holy One, blessed be He. And He spreads
His right hand over him at that third servant, WHICH IS AFTER THE
ENTIRE PRAYER SERVICE, and calls upon him. He says to him,
"You are My servant," as it is written: "And said to me, 'You are My
servant Yisrael, in whom I will be glorified'" (Yeshayah 49:3). It is
certain that the prayer of this man will not ever be returned empty.
Rabbi Aba approached and kissed him.

204. Rabbi Elazar said, Come and see: The two servants out of those
three combine within them all the rest of these, SANCTIFYING THE
NAME, POOR, PIOUS, because the third SERVANT is there to stamp
him with the seal of the above, to place on him the right hand of the
King because he is acclaimed by Him. However, these two
SERVANTS, the first THAT IS PRIOR TO THE PRAYERS SERVICE
and the second THAT IS AFTER THE STANDING PRAYER
ARRANGEMENT, are inclusive of all. King David glorified himself
with them, as is written: "Hashem, truly I am Your servant; I am the
servant..." (Tehilim 116:16), since these are inclusive of all the rest.
The third SERVANT FOLLOWING THE ENTIRE PRAYER SERVICE is
there to redeem me, as is written: "Help Your servant, You are my
Elohim" (Tehilim 86:2). Whoever prepares in this arrangement, let
him know that the Holy One, blessed be He, is glorified through him
and declares about him: "You are my servant, Yisrael, in whom I will
be glorified." Rabbi Aba approached and kissed him.

205. Rabbi Aba said, About this, it is written: "More to be desired are
they than gold, even much fine gold..." (Tehilim 19:11). How sweet
are the ancient teachings that the earlier generations have arranged.
When we taste them, we are unable to eat them, MEANING WE
DON'T UNDERSTAND THEM. It is definitely so. The scripture
indicates three servants here. They are one in one place, the second
is as you mentioned and the third is for the Holy One, blessed be He,
to be adorned with, as is written: "For to Me the children of Yisrael
are servants; they are My servants" (Vayikra 25:55). THERE ARE
TWO SERVANTS BEFORE THE PRAYER, AND AFTER THE AMIDAH
PRAYER ARRANGEMENT, IT IS WRITTEN: "They shall not be sold as
bondsmen" (Ibid. 42), WHICH IS THE THIRD. The Holy One, blessed
be He, needs to be adorned with this third servant; therefore, they
must not be sold for the purpose of slavery, since he belongs to the
Holy One, blessed be He.
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206. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying, "Who is there
among you that fears Hashem, THAT OBEYS THE VOICE OF HIS
SERVANT, THAT WALKS IN DARKNESS AND HAS NO LIGHT? LET
HIM TRUST IN THE NAME OF HASHEM AND RELY UPON HIS
ELOHIM" (Yeshayah 50:10). HE ASKS: What is the meaning of: "that
obeys the voice of His servant"? This verse has been explained and
set by the friends as applicable to the prayers. It is as follows,
MEANING whoever is accustomed to come to the synagogue to pray.
One day that it happens he doesn't come, the Holy One, blessed be
He, inquires about him and says, "Who is there among you that fears
Hashem, that obeys the voice of His servant, that walks in darkness,
and has no light?" HOWEVER, what is the meaning of: "that obeys
the voice of His servant" - the voice of whom? If you say that of "His
servant" REFERS TO a prophet or some other person, what is then
the relation between the prophet or any other person and the
prayer? Is it because, since he performed his prayer, He obeys the
voice of a prophet or another person in the world?
207. HE RESPONDS: It is only that he who says his prayer service
regularly listens to that voice with which the Holy One, blessed be
He, calls to him. And he takes praise in Him, saying that he definitely
is His servant. That is the meaning of: "That obeys (also: 'listens')
the voice." In which voice? In that voice of him that is considered
"His servant." That is the highest praise that a voice was
proclaiming about him, that he is His servant. Furthermore, a voice
is heard in all these heavens, and he is the servant in the service of
the Holy King. This is the meaning of: "That obeys the voice of His
servant."

208. "That walks in darkness, and has no light." HE ASKS: Because
he did not come to pray, he "walks in darkness." HE RESPONDS: It
was however explained only that before Yisrael gather into the
synagogues to pray, the Other Side stands around and closes all the
upper lights, so that they should not escape and be distributed over
the world. Three times a day, this Other Side, which is male and
female, goes and wanders around the world. That time was
appropriated for prayers, because then no accusations prevail.

209. Then is the opportune period for prayer, because they, THE
OTHER SIDE, go to loiter in the dark mountains and Mount Nishpe.
At that moment, the windows of the upper lights are opened and
leave to dwell upon the houses of worship on the heads of those
who say prayers. And the lights are dispersed over their heads. The
Holy One, blessed be He, inquires about the one who isn't there and
declares, It is a pity about this one who used to come here. Now, he
"walks in darkness," is removed from the lights and has gone to
wander in the mountains in the world, BECAUSE HE FINDS HIMSELF
UNDER THE DOMINION OF THE OTHER SIDE THAT IS IN THE DARK
MOUNTAINS. He left that brightness, which is the lamp that gives
light IN THE HOUSE OF WORSHIP, and he has no part in it. This is
what is written: "And has no light," as it was spread and laid upon
the others that are there, IN THE SYNAGOGUE. How much benefit
was lost to him. If he were there, "let him trust in the name of
Hashem," meaning he would be included in the first servant THAT IS
BEFORE THE PRAYER SERVICE "and rely upon his Elohim" in the
secret meaning of the second servant, THAT IS, AFTER THE
PRAYERS IN THE STANDING PRAYER ARRANGEMENT.
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210. Rabbi Shimon said, My son Elazar, it is certain that the spirit of
prophecy prevails on you. Rabbi Aba said TO RABBI ELAZAR, A
lion, the son of a lion, who would rise in front of them when they roar
to kill for their prey? All the lions of the world are powerful, and
RABBI SHIMON AND HIS SON more than all of them. It is difficult to
take the prey out of the mouths of all the lions in the world, but it is
easy to take out the prey, MEANING, THE TORAH INSIGHTS, from
the lips of these lions; they prey for the meal and provide to
everyone.

211. "That walks in darkness (lit. 'darknesses')" HE ASKS: It should
have said, 'That walk (plural)'. Rabbi Elazar said, That is because
they, THE OTHER SIDE, dwell together, MALE AND FEMALE, and
immediately separate. THAT IS WHAT IS WRITTEN: "walks,"
meaning together AND THEY ARE ONE. "DARKNESSES" refers to
when they are separated already. They begin together and
immediately separate, similar to this verse: "A storm wind came
out" (Yechezkel 1:4). That is a combined action of male and female,
OF THE OTHER SIDE THAT ARE CALLED 'STORM' AND 'WIND'.
FOLLOWING THAT, IT SAYS "CAME OUT" IN SINGULAR AND
FEMININE FORM, because THE FEMALE leaves THE MALE, since
they immediately go apart.

16. "Even the sparrow has found a home"
Rabbi Shimon says that the souls of the just are God's beloved, and He makes dwellings below and above for them. We hear a description of the
three outer walls of the Garden of Eden, and Rabbi Shimon tells his son that some spirits are allowed to see a hidden chamber in the palace where
the crowns are stored for Messiah in the time to come. The importance of having holy sons who study the Oral and Written Torahs is emphasized.
Finally we hear that Balak saw a vision and knew that he would fall into the hands of Yisrael after they had first fallen into his hands.
212. "And Balak...saw" (Bemidbar 22:1): Rabbi Elazar said, Certainly
what Rabbi Chiya said ABOUT THIS VERSE: "BALAK THE SON OF
TZIPOR (LIT. 'BIRD')" is a concealed matter. However, it is written:
"Even the sparrow has found a home, and the swallow a nest for
herself" (Tehilim 84:4). HE ASKS: Did King David then say this about
a simple PHYSICAL bird?

213. HE RESPONDS: It is only as we were taught, how beloved are
the souls to the Holy One, blessed be He. If you say all the souls in
the world, it is not so. It is only the souls of the righteous whose
dwellings are with Him. Their dwellings are above and their
dwellings are below, as we were taught. "Even the sparrow has
found a home" refers to the spirits of the just.

214. We were taught that there are three outer walls to the Garden of
Eden. Between each one of them, many spirits and souls walk
leisurely there and derive pleasure from the fragrance enjoyed by the
righteous that are inside the Garden of Eden, although they
themselves did not earn the merits to enter WITHIN. However, it is
written of the enjoyable pleasure of the just that are inside: "Neither
has the eye seen, that Elohim, beside You" (Yeshayah 64:3).
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215. There are designated days during the year, which are the days
of Nissan and Tishrei, when these spirits wander and visit the place
they should. Even though there are lots of occasions when they
wander, these days are marked and are visible on the outer walls of
the Garden, each one individually in a depiction of chirping birds,
regularly each morning.

216. That chirping is praise to the Holy One, blessed be He, and a
prayer about the lives of the human beings in this world, because in
these days, the children of Yisrael are busily involved in the precepts
and commandments of the Master of the world. Then, these birds
appear to be chirping happily and they chirp and whisper praises
and gratitudes and pray for the living of this world on the walls at the
Garden of Eden.

217. Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, you certainly spoke well, since these
spirits are definitely there. But what would you say IN THE
EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE: "And the swallow (Heb. dror) a nest
for herself"? He said, This is what I was taught: that refers to the
holy soul, WHICH IS CALLED 'DROR', SHE BEING THE BROAD
LIGHT OF BINAH, WHICH IS FREEDOM (HEB. DROR) that rises
above and ascends to a hidden and stored area, where "neither has
the eye seen, that Elohim, beside You..."

218. Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, you certainly spoke well and that is
lovely. However, all this is in the Garden of Eden below, and it is as
you said, and most definitely so: "Even the sparrow has found a
home" refers to the holy spirits that deserved afterwards to enter
and leave, following their wanderings WITHOUT ANY PLACE TO
SETTLE. They are depicted as birds and these spirits have now
found a dwelling place. Each individual definitely has a specified
residence within.

219. In spite of all this, ALL THESE SPIRITS get burned from the
adjoining canopies of their neighbors, from these that have freedom
and liberty of all. And the Holy One, blessed be He, allows them to
see one hidden chamber in the palace that is stored away, which
"neither has the eye seen, that Elohim, beside You." That palace
chamber is called 'bird's nest' and from there come crowns that are
adorned for Messiah in the future to come, because on designated
days, three times a year, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to
enjoy merrily with these righteous and show them that palace that is
hidden and stored away. It is not recognized by all the righteous that
are there.
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220. "Where she may lay her young. Your altars" (Tehilim 84:4).
These are the righteous, who laid their foundations with holy sons
that earned the merit of the written and oral Torah in this world. THE
WRITTEN LAW AND ORAL LAW are considered the two altars, AND
THESE RIGHTEOUS get adorned before the Holy King, because the
earned merits of their sons in this world protect them, and they get
decorated there. Which spirit earns the benefits of all this? The one
that lays her young TO TEACH THEM "Your altars," WHICH ARE THE
TWO TORAH LAWS, AS MENTIONED. From here on, speak your
words, so I will appear there without shame BECAUSE OF THE
MERIT OF A SON LIKE YOU WHO STUDIES BOTH TORAHS.

221. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion saying, "Even the sparrow
has found a home" and that refers to Jethro. "And the swallow (Heb.
dror) a nest for herself": That is his sons, who were in the Temple
treasury for congregational sacrifices studying Torah, and decree
Torah laws with their lips. "Find a home": What is the meaning of
that? HE RESPONDS: It is because they journeyed and camped in
the desert at first, then traveled from the pleasures of Midian and
from their sweet life there and camped in the desert. When the Holy
One, blessed be He, noticed their desire for Torah, He drew them
from there and gave them a place in the temple's chambers. "And
the swallow a nest for herself" is all one and the same, because a
sparrow and swallow are both one and the same bird. AND NEST
(HEB. KEN) IS LIKE: "Heber the Kenite" (Shoftim 4:17), their tribal
name as well as: "And Saul said to the Kenites" (I Shmuel 15:6).

222. Come and see what is written: "And Balak the son of Tzipor
saw." Why the difference that his father's name is mentioned rather
than the rest of the other kings OF MIDIAN WHO DID NOT HAVE
THEIR FATHER'S NAMES MENTIONED? HE RESPONDS: It is only
because Jethro drew himself away and was removed from idol
worship, and he together with his children approached Yisrael to join
with them. The whole world excommunicated him and persecuted
him.
223. Balak was from the descendants OF JETHRO and deviated from
the ways of his father. When the elders of Moab and the elders of
Midian, who were brotherly friends in their idol worship, saw that
Jethro and his children adhered to the Shechinah, this one distanced
himself from them. They came together and crowned him king over
them at that time, as is written: "And Balak the son of Tzipor was
king of Moab at that time." At that period of time, he was the king,
something that he was not before then. Therefore, it is written: "the
son of Tzipor" THAT ALLUDES TO JETHRO WHO WAS CALLED
'TZIPOR' TO INDICATE that it was not proper to do so, BECAUSE HE
WAS FROM THE DESCENDANTS OF JETHRO CALLED 'TZIPOR'. HE
INQUIRES: It says, "And Balak...saw," but it should have said 'heard'.
What is the meaning here of: "saw"? HE RESPONDS: He saw a
vision and he was aware that he was destined to fall into the hands
of Yisrael. The children of Yisrael will first fall into his hands and
only afterward would he fall into Yisrael's hands. That is the reason
it says: "And Balak the son of Tzipor saw."

17. "If you know not, O you fairest among women"
Rabbi Aba wonders about the meaning of Congregation, and Rabbi Shimon explains that sometimes the female, Malchut, is called Congregation;
this means that she receives many blessings from above but slows down the flow to the lower grades because she finds so little faith there.
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Wherever she finds a little faith she drips a little dew. If the faith were as great as it is in her, the blessings would have flowed in every direction.
Those people who have no faith delay the gifts from being provided below. Rabbi Shimon tells what happens when Yisrael sins, and he talks about
the destruction of the two temples and the two exiles to Babylon and Edom. We hear that the Shechinah wonders how she will be able to feed her
children in exile from the dew and water of Chassadim at a time when Judgment prevails. Rabbi Shimon says that Zeir Anpin tells her to gain
strength for herself by listening to the children who study the Torah. Another explanation of the verse under discussion is that the Shechinah
behaves kindly to her children in great secrecy. The rabbis talk about Yisrael (the son) acting rebelliously toward the Father in heaven. Finally we
hear that Balak and the Amorites wanted to destroy Yisrael because Yisrael took their land and made it into pasture for their herds.
224. Rabbi Aba opened the discussion with the verse: "If you know
not, O you fairest among women, go your way forth by the footsteps
of the flock" (Shir Hashirim 1:8). The assembled Congregation of
Yisrael spoke in this manner in the presence of the King up high.
The Congregation of Yisrael? What is the meaning of this
congregation? HE RESPONDS: That is the assembly, meaning the
gathering, as it says, "Which was the rearward (gatherer) of all the
camps" (Bemidbar 10:25), since it assembles to her all the higher
camps, MEANING MALCHUT WHICH RECEIVES FROM ALL THE
FIRST NINE SFIROT.
225. Sometimes the female, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called by the
name 'congregation', and it says ABOUT HER "assembly." THAT IS
DERIVED FROM WITHHOLDING, as it says, "For Hashem has fast
closed" (Beresheet 20:18), WHICH MEANS she receives and does
not provide. So it is certain that, due to the great Faith and trust
within her, no fault exists in her. She, MALCHUT, is granted without
any delay and when THE ABUNDANCE reaches her, she holds in all
that she gathered in, and slows down and delays it so it should not
fall and shine, but rather, only as dew, drop by drop, bit by bit. What
is the reason? Because she finds no Faith below, except as it says:
"Here a little, and there a little" (Yeshayah 28:13), MEANING a little
merit and a little illumination, JUST LIKE dew, measure for measure.

226. If there would have been Faith IN THE WORLD as it prevails in
her, IN MALCHUT, it would have flowed in every direction, BOTH
CHOCHMAH ON THE LEFT SIDE AND CHESED ON THE RIGHT SIDE,
without any delay at all. She would have been glad and then she
would have received many presents and gifts on top of this,
MEANING ONE GIFT FOLLOWING ANOTHER GIFT, and nothing
would be held back from her. However, the lower ones, IF THEY
LACK FAITH, delay these GIFTS, WHICH SHOULD BE SUPPLIED IN
ABUNDANCE TO MALCHUT. As a result, they hold back MALCHUT
FROM PROVIDING FOR THE LOWER ONES. At that point, they are
referred to as "atzeret (lit. 'assembly')" and "for Hashem has fast
closed (Heb. atzar)," so that Hashem so to speak is giving the
essence and nothing more.
227. Notwithstanding all this, as a mother who provides for her
children in secret so no one should notice her, so MALCHUT acts to
her children, to Yisrael. I learned from the holy luminary that, when
MALCHUT ascends to receive the pleasures and delights, fault exists
in Yisrael below. Then a tiny drop of BLOOD, AS a mustard seed,
reaches her and immediately HER DOMINATION is removed. She
dwells over it for several days; then they are aware above that there
is some fault with Yisrael.
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228. The left is awakened instantly, pulls a string below, "and his
eyes were dim, so that he could not see" (Beresheet 27:1). Whatever
he observed PREVIOUSLY with a favorable eye, in the sense of
Abraham, THAT IS CHESED, without any judgment at all, now "his
eyes were dim, so that he could not see." "See": From seeing
definitely, which means from looking at it with a sense of
compassion. Then there is an awakening of Samael in a strong voice
to stir accusations on the world, as is said: "He called Esau, his
eldest (bigger) son" (Ibid.). He is bigger, towards the camps of the
Other Side he is great, and steers all the ships in the ocean that meet
the evil wind, to sink them into the depth of his ocean.

229. When the Holy One, blessed be He, is in a state of compassion,
He hands him over all the sins and iniquities of Yisrael. He throws
them into the depths of the sea, MEANING TO HIS CAMPS, since all
His camps are considered the depths of the sea. They take them and
wander with them to all the rest of the nations. HE INQUIRES: Do the
sins of Yisrael and their iniquities get thrown and divided to their
nations? AND WHY SHOULD THEY DO THIS? HE RESPONDS: It is
only because they wait in anticipation for the gifts from above like
dogs at the table. When the Holy One, blessed be He, takes all the
sins of Yisrael and throws them to them, they all immediately think
that the gifts and presents that were meant to be given to Yisrael
were removed from Yisrael and were granted to them. Immediately,
they simultaneously all together throw them to all other nations.

230. Come and see the assembly of Yisrael. She said at first, "I am
black, but comely" (Shir Hashirim 1:5). Then she degraded herself
before the King up high and asked of Him, saying, "Tell me, O you
whom my soul loves, where (Heb. Eichah) you feed, where you make
your flock rest at noon" (Ibid. 7). HE INQUIRES: Why twice "Eichah
(lit. 'how')"? HE RESPONDS: It is only that they are alluding to the
two destructions of the two temples. When everybody reads the
scriptural verses of Eichah, Eichah - "where you feed" at the
destruction of the first temple house and "where you make your
flock rest" at the destruction of the second temple house. Therefore,
it is written twice - Eichah, Eichah.

231. HE INQUIRES: "You feed" and "you make rest." One is not like
the other. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM? HE
REPLIES: The Babylonian exile was for a short period, and he calls
it: "you feed." About the Edomite exile, which is for a prolonged
period, he calls it: "you make rest." Therefore, two times Eichah,
Eichah. Another reason: "You (also: 'she will') feed" and "you make
rest" should have read: 'he feeds' and 'he makes rest', since it refers
to Yisrael. HE RESPONDS: Only that she, THE SHECHINAH, said it
about herself, Eichah, how will your bride THAT IS THE SHECHINAH
feed her children in exile, when they will be among the other
nations? How will she make rest, drip upon them dew and water,
MEANING CHASSADIM, in the heat of high noon, MEANING AT A
TIME WHEN JUDGMENTAL FORCES ARE DOMINANT?
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232. Why should I be like one who cloaks himself, meaning at the
time when Yisrael calls UPON THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
from their distress and sorrow? The rest of the nations curse and
insult them. When will you leave this exile? Why does your Elohim
not perform any miracles for you and take revenge ON YOUR
ENEMIES? He, ZEIR ANPIN, replies to her, "If you know not (lit. 'for
yourself'), O you fairest among women" (Ibid. 8). What is the
meaning of: "for yourself"? "If you know not for yourself" how to
gain the strength for yourselves in this exile and be strengthened
with power to guard over your children. Get out and be strengthened
"by the footsteps of the flock": This refers to the children in their
master's schools, who learn and study Torah. FROM THEM, YOU
WILL TAKE THE STRENGTH TO SHIELD YOUR CHILDREN.

233. "And feed your kids" (Ibid.): These are the ones who were taken
away from the suckling breasts, who departed from the world and
were drawn to the upper Yeshivah; that is, "besides (lit. 'over') the
shepherds' tents." "Over" is precisely above. It does not say, 'By the
shepherds' tents', but "above the shepherds' tents" that refers to the
Yeshivah of Metatron THAT IS ABOVE, HIGHER THAN THE
SHEPHERDS' TENTS IN THIS WORLD, SINCE THE SHEPHERDS,
WHO ARE THE LEADERS IN THIS WORLD, ASCEND UP ABOVE
AFTER THEIR DEPARTURE. There are all the powerful and children
of the world, and the leaders of the Torah, who guide in matters of
the forbidden and permitted of this world, and all the matters
necessary for the inhabitants of this world. THEREFORE, THEY ARE
REFERRED TO AS SHEPHERDS, since "the footsteps of the flock"
refers to the children, as we explained. THE "SHEPHERDS" REFER
TO THE LEADERS OF THE WORLD.
234. Rabbi Elazar said, "The footsteps of the flock" are the students
in the seminary house who come afterward to the world and find the
Torah in a straightforward open manner. Therefore, they renew
ancient insights every day, and the Shechinah prevails on them and
listens to what they have to say. It is written: "And Hashem
hearkened, and heard it" (Malachi 3:16). Rabbi Aba said, That
definitely is the case, and it all amounts to the same thing.

235. Another explanation of: "If you know not for yourself." Why "for
yourself"? It is that anywhere the children of Yisrael are in exile, THE
SHECHINAH is with them in exile. It is also written: "In all their
afflictions He is affected" (Yeshayah 63:9). Therefore, it says "for
yourself," MEANING FOR YOUR SAKE, SINCE SHE TOO IS IN EXILE.
"You fairest among women," "fairest": she said she was black, as it
says: "I am black," and he says to her: you are comely, "you fairest
among women," meaning she is prettier than all the levels. It is
written: "You are fair, my love" (Shir Hashirim 1:15).
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236. Another explanation of: "You fairest among women" means that
she is generous with kindness and that she behaves in a kind
manner to her children in a secret and hidden manner. The Holy One,
blessed be He, is generous with His benefits to her concerning all
she does for her children in a veiled and hidden way, although not all
her activities are fit and proper.

237. Rabbi Aba said, I wonder about what it says, "If a man have a
stubborn and rebellious son, who will not obey the voice of his
father, or the voice of his mother, and that, when they have
chastened him, will not hearken to them: then shall his father and his
mother lay hold of him" (Devarim 21:18). We were taught that when
the Holy One, blessed be He, said this to Moses, that he write,
MEANING, RECORD THE EPISODE OF THE STUBBORN AND THE
REBELLIOUS, Moses said to him, Leave this alone. Is there then a
father who could do this to his son? Moses saw in advance with his
wisdom everything that the Holy One, blessed be He, was destined
to do to Yisrael, MEANING TO SAY THAT HE OBSERVED THIS FROM
A DISTANCE. HE NOTICED THAT THIS EPISODE OF THE
"STUBBORN AND REBELLIOUS" ALLUDES TO THE MANNER THAT
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WILL DEAL WITH YISRAEL.
THEREFORE, he said, Master of the world, leave this. And the Holy
One, blessed be He, replied to Moses, 'I see what you are saying, but
write it down and receive your wages. You know but I know more.
Whatever you notice, it is for Me to act upon. Explain that passage
through homiletical discourse, but forget ITS SECRET.'
238. At that moment, He gestured to THE ANGEL Yofiel, the chief
minister of the Torah. YOFIEL said to Moses, I explained this verse. It
says: "If a man have" and it refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, as
it says: "Hashem is a man of war" (Shemot 15:3). It also refers to a
son, which is Yisrael, "stubborn and rebellious," as is written: "For
Yisrael is headstrong like a headstrong heifer" (Hoshea 4:16). "Who
will not obey the voice of his father, or the voice of his mother": That
is the Holy One, blessed be He, and the assembled Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "When they have chastened him" is as
is written: "Then Hashem testified against Yisrael, and against
Judah, by all the prophets, and by all the seers..." (II Melachim
17:13). "Will not hearken to them," as is written: "Yet they would not
hear..." and "then shall his father and his mother lay hold of him,"
meaning with the same mind and agreement.

239. "And bring him out to the elders of his city, and to the gate of
his place" (Devarim 21:19): HE ASKS: It should have said, 'To the
elders of their city'. Why "to the elders of his city"? "And to the gate
of his place," why is "his" IN SINGULAR FORM? HE RESPONDS: "To
the elders of his city" refers to the Holy One, blessed be He, and "to
the gate of his place" refers to the assembled Congregation of
Yisrael, MALCHUT. HE EXPLAINS, "The elders of his city" refers to
the ancient times, the most ancient days of all, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, BEFORE
WHICH JUDGMENT IS PUT. "The gates of his place": That is the
Musaf (additional prayer) of Shabbat, THE FIRST THREE SFIROT OF
MALCHUT THAT ARE ADDED TO HER IN THE SHABBAT.
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240. Notwithstanding all this, although all are knowledgeable above
in judgment, HE REMOVED THE JUDGMENT FROM THE GATE OF
HIS PLACE, BECAUSE the mother's court, THAT IS MALCHUT, are
related to Yisrael and are attached to them. Any close relative cannot
sit in trial judgment for relatives and is disqualified to pass sentence.
THEREFORE, it is first written: "to the elders of his city" and then "to
the gate of his place." As soon as the Holy One, blessed be He,
noticed that they were related, He immediately removed the trial from
"the gate of his place." THAT IS THE FIRST THREE OF MALCHUT,
WHICH ARE RELATIVES, and it is written following that: "And they
shall say to the elders of his city." It is not written: 'to the gate of his
place', but rather only "to the elders of his city" alone.

241. THEY SAY ABOUT YISRAEL: "This our son" (Devarim 21:20)
specifically and no other nation "is stubborn and rebellious, he will
not obey our voice" (Ibid.). HE INQUIRES: What is the change, that at
first it is not written "a glutton and drunkard," and later it is written:
"he is a glutton and a drunkard" (Ibid.). HE RESPONDS: What is the
cause for Yisrael to be wayward and rebellious toward their Father in
heaven? It is because he is a glutton and a drunkard among the rest
of the nations, as it says, "But mingled among the nations, and
learned their works" (Tehilim 106:35). It is further written: "And the
people ate, and bowed down" (Bemidbar 25:2), since the essence
and foundation is the eating and drinking, as they did WHEN THEY
WERE among the rest of the nations. That caused them to be
stubborn and rebellious toward their Father in heaven.

242. That is why IT IS WRITTEN: "And all the men of his city shall
stone him with stones" (Devarim 21:21). This refers to the rest of the
nations who were aiming and hurling stones at them. They knocked
down the walls and smashed the towers. ALL THIS does not benefit
them at all, BECAUSE THEY COULD NOT PREVAIL AGAINST
YISRAEL. When Moses heard this, he wrote this passage.

243. Notwithstanding all this, "you fairest among women," WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the best and dearest among all the women in the world,
"go your way forth by the footsteps of the flock." We already
explained that these are the synagogues and houses of study. "And
feed your kids": these are the children of their master's school who
have never tasted any taste of sin in the world. "Besides the
shepherds' tents": these are the teachers of the children and the
heads of the Yeshivas.

244. Another explanation of: "Besides the shepherds' (Heb. roim)
tents": the Vav is missing IN THE WORD ROIM AND IT IS AS IF IT
SAYS RAIM (LIT. 'EVIL ONES'). THIS INDICATES that they are evil,
meaning the Amorite kings, from whom Yisrael have taken the land
to give pasture to their herds. And Yisrael have turned that land to
pasture land. Then Balak heard that Yisrael turned the land that was
so important into grazing land, the land over which Yisrael made
battle, and so demolished it as to make it into pasture. He then
strove in whatever means was at his disposal and joined Bilaam with
him.

18. "Thus says Hashem"
We hear about the three gates or orders of justice: Baba Kama, Baba Metzia and Baba Batra. Rabbi Shimon says that God treats the sins of the
children of Yisrael as though they were errors, not intentional acts. He talks about Balak's request to Bilaam to curse Yisrael; Balak knew that many
of the people of Yisrael would fall dead because of his own armies, so he felt the time was opportune for the curse. Lastly Rabbi Shimon says that
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neither Balak nor Bilaam were aware that they themselves would be destroyed afterward.
245. "And Balak...saw": Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion
saying, "Thus says Hashem, 'Keep judgment, and do justice: for my
salvation is near...'" (Yeshayah 56:1). How beloved are Yisrael before
the Holy One, blessed be He. Although they have sinned and are
sinning constantly, He turns their intentional acts into mistakes.

246. This is how Rav Hamnuna Saba (the elder) said they prepared
three gates of justice in the orders of the Mishnah. The first one is:
"The four sources of harm are the ox," WHICH IS BABA KAMA
(FIRST ORDER). The second gate is a garment that was found,
WHICH IS BABA METZIA (THE MIDDLE ORDER). The third gate is
partnerships and the meanings of the lost and found, WHICH IS
BABA BATRA (THE LAST ORDER). What is the reason? HE
RESPONDS: It is only that the Holy One, blessed be He, at any time
accounts Yisrael's intentional sins as errors. Those who set up the
orders of the Mishnah, who set it up this way in three gates of BABA
KAMA, BABA METZIA, BABA BATRA, followed the manner as it was
written in the scriptures: "Manner of trespass" (Shemot 22:8). That
refers to an offense that is not intentional, SINCE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, TURNS THE INTENTIONAL CRIME INTO ERRORS.
The Baba Kama is: what are they, "whether it be for ox, for ass, for
sheep" (Ibid.), that is, where it DISCUSSES these matters. "For a
garment" is Baba Metzia THAT DISCUSSES ABOUT A GARMENT
THAT WAS FOUND; "or for any manner of lost thing" refers to the
third order, WHICH IS BABA BATRA.
247. Since they picked the order of the scriptures, When RAV
HAMNUNA SABA (THE ELDER) reached the Baba Metzia, middle
order, he used to say, Why did they start this order with the garment,
BECAUSE BABA METZIA BEGINS WITH THE SITUATION WHERE
TWO ARE HOLDING ON TO THE GARMENT THAT WAS FOUND. The
verse: "FOR A GARMENT," he said, most definitely is the law given
to Moses on Mount Sinai, which all the sages' discussions were
explaining.
248. "Thus says Hashem." HE INQUIRES: What is the difference that
at all the items relating to the prophets it is written: "Thus (Heb. coh)
says Hashem," yet of the items relating to Moses, this language is
not used, BUT RATHER "THIS (HEB. ZEH) IS THE WORD." HE
RESPONDS: It is only because Moses' prophecy was from a shining
mirror that is light from above, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, so it is not
written of him, "coh," WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS REFERRED TO
BY "COH." However, the rest of the prophets, who used to prophecy
from the dim mirror, WHICH IS MALCHUT REFERRED TO BY "COH,"
prophesied from "coh."
249. "Come now therefore, I pray you, curse me this
people" (Bemidbar 22:6). HE SAYS: Rabbi Elazar says that wicked
man said, Most definitely, the time is right for me to do anything I
wish. He saw, but did not see completely. He saw that several
thousand of Yisrael would fall dead through him in a short time. He
figured, Most definitely I have the opportune moment. Therefore, HE
SAID "now" and not at any other time.
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250. HE INQUIRES: "Come now (Heb. lechah), but he should have
said lech. What is "lechah (Lamed Kaf Hei)"? HE RESPONDS: He
thought, Let us hurry up AND DO BATTLE with the one who flutters
his wings on them, the one that is referred to by the name "coh (Kaf
Hei)," MEANING MALCHUT, and now is the opportune time to do
battle with that "coh."
251. He thought there was nobody in the world who would succeed
against them until now, because of the protector who stands over
them. Now that the moment is opportune for us, let us do battle with
"coh" (Heb. lechah). The entire counsel of that wicked one was for
"coh," as is written: "While I go to the meeting yonder
(coh)" (Bemidbar 23:15), meaning I will uproot that "coh" from its
place. Both of them participated in that wicked counsel against
"coh," as it is said, "Against Hashem, and against His
anointed" (Tehilim 2:2). They were not aware that this "coh" would
uproot them from the world following that.

19. "Come now therefore, I pray you, curse me this people"
The question is asked how Balak knew that Yisrael were too mighty for him to conquer since they had never encountered each other in battle before.
Rabbi Shimon says that he had seen into the future and discovered that King David, a descendant of Ruth the Moabite, would be victorious over
Moab. Balak hoped that by joining with Bilaam they could destroy Yisrael before King David even came into the world. Rabbi Shimon talks about the
cauldron of sorcery that Balak buried and that David exposed and cleansed with water. He explains the difference between righteousness and
faithfulness, the former being judgment for the other nations, and the latter being compassion for the children of Yisrael. These also correspond to
war and peace. We learn that Balak knew that Bilaam had power to bestow blessings on a very high level, and thought he would be able to uproot
Yisrael from her union with Malchut.
252. "For they are too mighty for me" (Bemidbar 22:6). HE INQUIRES:
Until that time, where had YISRAEL done battle with him, and beaten
them? At which location had they met up with the sword OF
YISRAEL and showed their strength like mighty men to display their
power, SO THAT HE ALREADY KNEW THAT YISRAEL WAS TOO
MIGHTY FOR HIM? What is the meaning of, "For they are too mighty
for me"? HE RESPONDS: It is only that this wicked one was wise
and foresaw in the distant future that King David, who stemmed from
Ruth the Moabite, had the valor and strength of a lion. He will
conduct and wage difficult wars and be victorious over Moab, and
place him under his feet. THEREFORE, he said "(lit. 'he is mighty')"
IN A SINGULAR FORM, meaning the one who inherited that power.
One of their kings stems from us, FROM RUTH THE MOABITE, to
destroy Moab.

253. "Perhaps I shall prevail, that we may smite them" (Ibid.): HE
INQUIRES: This verse should have read: 'Perhaps I shall prevail, that
I may smite them' or 'perhaps we shall prevail, that we may smite
them'. WHY DOES IT SAY: "I SHALL PREVAIL, THAT WE MAY
SMITE"? HE RESPONDS: It is only that this wicked one was wise. He
said, I see here one hand, MEANING ONE POWER, that a powerful
lion extends his hand. Maybe I can prevail with you, meaning that if
we join together and cut off that lion's hand, THAT IS, THROUGH A
CURSE, prior to that king's arrival in the world, he will not drive out
Moab from its location. THEREFORE IT SAYS, "I SHALL PREVAIL" IN
SINGULAR FORM AND "WE MAY SMITE" IN PLURAL FORM,
BECAUSE THE MEANING IS, PERHAPS I COULD JOIN WITH YOU
AND WE WILL BOTH SMITE HIM.
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254. HE INQUIRES: What is "curse me"? Rabbi Aba said, That
wicked one said to Bilaam in two forms of language, "Curse (Heb.
ara) me" (Bemidbar 22:6) and he also said, "Curse (Heb. kava)
me" (Ibid. 17). What is the difference between these? HE
RESPONDS: It is only that he first said to him, "Curse (Heb. ara) me,"
MEANING GATHER UP FOR ME grass weeds and sorcery of the
heads of snakes to place in the cauldron of magic. When he
observed that his strength was greater by the power of his speech,
he returned and said, "Come therefore, I pray you, curse (Heb.
kavah) me."
255. In spite of all this, the wicked Balak did not abandon his design
of sorcery, but rather he gathered up and picked all types of grass
weeds and magic of snake heads, and took a cauldron of magic.
Balak stuck it 1,500 cubits underground and stored it for the end of
days. As soon as David came, he dug to the depth of 1,500 cubits,
exposed the water from the depths and poured libations over the
altar. At that moment, WHEN THE WATER LIBATIONS WERE
POURED, he said, I will cleanse WITH THESE WATERS that cauldron
OF SORCERY OF BALAK, as is written: "Moab is my
washpot" (Tehilim 60:10), assuredly my washpot.

256. "Over Edom will I cast my shoe" (Ibid.). HE INQUIRES: What is
the meaning of: "Will I cast my shoe"? HE RESPONDS: It also refers
to the one who had distant VISION, as it is written: "And Esau said to
Jacob, 'Give me to swallow, I pray you, of that red pottage; for I am
faint'" (Beresheet 25:30). "Give me to swallow" MEANS actually
stuffing down the throat, which is a wide opening up of the mouth
and throat to swallow. David said to that swallower who stuffs
himself with stuffed swallowings, I will dump on him, THAT IS ON
HIS MOUTH OPENING, "my shoe" to shut his throat. THEREFORE,
"OVER EDOM WILL I CAST MY SHOE."
257. "Over Pleshet I will cry in triumph" (Tehilim 108:10). This too,
David saw with distant vision. He said, Canaan is the bad side of the
Other Side and the Philistines stem from there, FROM CANAAN
(YEHOSHUA 13). What is there TO BE DONE for the Other Side? It is
the blowing of the horn blasts, as it says, "if you go to war in your
land...then you shall blow an alarm..." (Bemidbar 10:9). TRUAH
MEANS A HEART-BREAKING BLAST in order to break down his
power and strength. Therefore, "over Pleshet I will cry (blow) in
triumph," MEANING HE WILL BREAK THEM, because that is what
they deserve.
258. "Come now therefore, curse me this people; for they are too
mighty for me." Rabbi Chizkiyah opened the discussion with the
verse: "And righteousness shall be the girdle of his hips, and
faithfulness, the girdle of his loins" (Yeshayah 11:5). This verse is all
the same. What new insight does it come to teach us, seeing that
righteousness is faithfulness and faithfulness is righteousness?
THEY ARE MERELY TWO NAMES OF MALCHUT. The girdle of his
loins is also the girdle of his reins, and we do not find a scriptural
verse in the same manner.
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259. HE RESPONDS: It is that righteousness is not the same as
faithfulness. Even though they are all tied to one and the same, and
are of one level, MEANING MALCHUT, it is considered
righteousness, which is the actual judgment, during a period WHEN
MALCHUT IS of harsh judgment and receives from the left side. That
is: "For when your judgments are on the earth, the inhabitants of the
world learn righteousness" (Ibid. 26:9). This level THAT IS CALLED
'judgment' is of compassion, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. When that
judgment is approaching righteousness, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, then
THAT RIGHTEOUSNESS, WHICH IS MALCHUT, gets perfumed and
the world's inhabitants can withstand the judgment of righteousness.

260. MALCHUT IS CALLED 'Faith' at the time that it is joined with
truth, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, for happiness. All the faces are bright.
Then MALCHUT is called 'Faith' and there is absolution for all,
MEANING THE FORGIVENESS FOR INIQUITIES. She returns to all
the souls of the wicked, WHICH ARE encumbered with many debts,
with compassion and has mercy on them when they ascend and rise
through committing, MEANING WHEN THEY SAY BEFORE THEIR
SLEEP "INTO YOUR HAND I COMMIT MY SPIRIT" (TEHILIM 31:6).
Then she is considered Faith and there is no Faith without truth,
MEANING TO SAY THAT MALCHUT IS NOT CONSIDERED FAITH
EXCEPT WHEN JOINED WITH ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'TRUTH'.
261. Now, what two girdles are here when it says the girdle of his
loins and the girdle of his hips? HE RESPONDS: Even though hips
and loins are similar, they are two levels. One is above and one is
below. Above at the top OF THE HIPS, it is called 'hips'. At the lower
end OF THE HIPS, they are called 'loins', as it says, "And gird
sackcloth upon your loins" (Yeshayah 32:11), WHICH MEANS TO
COVER THE GENITALS. THEREFORE, HE CALLS THEM LOINS
BECAUSE THEY ARE at the end OF THE HIPS and at the top of the
thighs. When a woman is in the pain OF LABOR, these loins get
disconnected from the tops of her thighs and she places her hands
on them BECAUSE OF that pain.

262. Because of that, for strength and war, IT IS SAID, "And
righteousness shall be the girdle of his hips." That is how it should
be, BECAUSE THAT IS WHERE THE VIRILITY OF A MAN IS. For
compassion and goodness, it is said, "And faithfulness, the girdle of
his loins." In one level, MESSIAH will judge the world, MEANING
WITH MALCHUT, and it dominates both sides. One, WHICH IS FAITH,
THE GIRDLE OF HIS LOINS, is compassion for the children of Yisrael
and one, WHICH IS RIGHTEOUSNESS, THE GIRDLE OF HIS HIPS, is
judgment for the rest of the nations.
263. You may wonder WHY righteousness is harsh judgment, since
we find written: "But in righteousness shall you judge your
neighbor" (Vayikra 19:15) and "Justice, only justice shall you
pursue" (Devarim 16:20). There are many such VERSES. HE
RESPONDS: It is definite that there is no compromise in
righteousness, ONLY ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW. Anyone who
judges his neighbor must not compromise any laws for him, but
judge according to righteousness, that love should not be a
consideration. The scales of justice MEANS without compromise to
one side or the other, neither to the one who will have to pay nor to
the one who will receive. Because of this, it is one level that is
divided into two directions. And these two directions THAT WE
MENTIONED WHICH ARE two girdles are one for the rest of the
nations and one for Yisrael. At the time Yisrael made their exodus
from Egypt, they were supported with these two girdles: one of war,
WHICH IS RIGHTEOUSNESS, THE GIRDLE OF HIS HIPS, and one of
peace, WHICH IS FAITH, THE GIRDLE OF HIS LOINS.
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264. When Balak took counsel, he said, "That I may drive them out of
the land" (Bemidbar 22:6). He figured that the level into which
YISRAEL was connected was definitely of the land, WHICH IS
MALCHUT REFERRED TO AS EARTH. That is the meaning of: "For
they are too mighty for me." The level of whoever could wage battle
and stand up to Yisrael is stronger than mine. Therefore: "that I may
drive them out of the land," WHICH IS FROM THEIR LEVEL,
MALCHUT. If I drive them from that land and drive them from her,
MEANING I WILL MANAGE TO HAVE THEM COMMIT SINS, I will be
capable of doing WITH THEM as I please. Their power is through
what? Through word and deed. Here is your mouth and my action,
AND WE WILL OVERCOME HIM.

265. "For I know that he whom you bless is blessed" (Ibid.). HE
ASKS: From where did he know that? HE RESPONDS: It was already
explained and it is written: "Who had fought against the former king
of Moab, and taken all his land, out of his hand" (Bemidbar 21:26),
since he hired Bilaam TO CURSE HIM. However, "for I know" MEANS
that he had this knowledge through his wisdom. FURTHERMORE,
BECAUSE IT IS WRITTEN: "He whom you bless is blessed," what
was the need TO MENTION blessing here, since his aim was to
curse? If his prior knowledge of Bilaam was in relation to the curse,
what is the intention of: "He whom you bless is blessed"?

266. HE RESPONDS: However, there is something implied here. I
was not aware of it and I did not deserve to gain any knowledge of it
until Rabbi Elazar arrived and interpreted the verse: "I will bless (et)
Hashem at all times: His praise shall continually be in my
mouth" (Tehilim 34:2). It is further written: "I bless (et) Hashem who
gives me counsel" (Ibid. 16:7). Who is it that needs blessings from
the lower ones? That is the particle Et, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is
jointly connected to them, IN YISRAEL, as a flame to the wick. David,
who knew of it, said, "I will bless Et." The wicked one said TO
BILAAM, that level of theirs, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is connected to
them, because of their blessings that they bestow on her daily. IF
SO, you have the power to bestow blessings on that level and you
will uproot her from them. That is why it says, "For I know that (Et)
he whom you bless is blessed." THAT IS, HE TOO COULD BESTOW
BLESSINGS ON MALCHUT REFERRED TO BY ET. That way, we will
succeed against them. Bless that higher level and curse the wick
THAT IS YISRAEL, IN WHICH MALCHUT IS ATTACHED LIKE A
FLAME TO THE WICK. About this, he said, "While I go to the meeting
yonder (Heb. coh)" (Bemidbar 23:15); that is, I will uproot MALCHUT
THAT IS REFERRED TO BY COH from them, so that she should not
unite with them.
267. Furthermore, "go to the meeting (Heb. ikareh) yonder (Heb.
coh)" MEANS I will lead to pull that level down with transgressions,
defilement, nightly uncleanness (Heb. keri) and the defilement that
will be caused by His children. And she will destroy them. HE
DEFINES IKAREH AS KERI. Immediately, "And the elders of Moab
and the elders of Midian departed with the rewards of divinations in
their hand" (Bemidbar 22:7) in order to avoid the excuses of the
wicked one who says that he does not possess the particular magic
which he may need, and who will thereby be able to restrain himself
from joining them.

20. "Therefore fear you not, O my servant Jacob"
Rabbi Shimon explains the meaning of 'you' in the title verse. We hear from Rabbi Hamnuna that the hardships that Yisrael underwent gave them a
great many benefits over the other nations who did not undergo them. Yisrael will inherit the tabernacle of peace, the Shechinah, while the other
nations will be destroyed. Rabbi Shimon says that this is because Yisrael is being punished for their sins now, little by little, and at the end their sins
will be erased because they have already been cleansed in this way. At that same time Samael and all of his side and all of his nations will vanish
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completely from the world.
268. He opened the discussion with the verse: "'Therefore fear you
not, O My servant Jacob,' says Hashem; 'neither be dismayed, O
Yisrael... For I am with you'" (Yirmeyah 30:10-11). We have learned
this verse and it has been critically discussed. However, at this
moment we could discuss it more thoroughly. What is "you"? It is
the secret of the ark of the covenant, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is the
level that follows the exile of her children, the holy nation. At the
time Moses asked mercy for Yisrael, it is written there: "And if You
deal thus with me, kill me, I pray You, out of hand" (Bemidbar 11:15),
as it was already explained.

269. However, this is what Moses said, One level that You granted
me was called 'You', THAT IS MALCHUT, since she has no
separation from You. Her Hei, MEANING THE HEI of atah (lit. 'you'),
was attached with the children of Yisrael. If You destroy them from
the world, then the Hei of this name ATAH, which is connected to
YISRAEL, gets removed FROM THE NAME ATAH AND AT IS LEFT.
THAT IS THE MEANING OF WHAT IS WRITTEN: "If You (Heb. at) deal
thus with me," MEANING IF YOU DESTROY YISRAEL, the Hei that is
the primary essence of this name, ATAH, gets uprooted AND ONLY
AT IS LEFT FROM ATAH. THE RESULT IS THAT YOU WILL MAKE ME
AN AT FROM ATAH, AND THAT IS WHAT HE SAID, "YOU (AT) DEAL
THUS."
270. Therefore, Joshua later said, "And what will You do for Your
great name" (Yehoshua 7:9), MEANING TO THE NAME ATAH, since
this name is most definitely the essence and foundation of
everything, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "You are Hashem." Even though the
Holy One, blessed be He, did not tell Moses THAT THE HEI WILL BE
REDUCED FROM THE NAME ATAH, he understood that one depends
on the other, THAT THE HEI OF ATAH DEPENDS ON YISRAEL, and
the sin causes THE HEI TO GET UPROOTED FROM ATAH. HE
RETURNS TO THE VERSE THAT HE STARTED WITH: "Therefore fear
you not, O My servant Jacob" (Yeshayah 46:28). JACOB AND
YISRAEL are all one. "For I am with you" (Ibid.) was already defined.
It does not say, 'For you are with Me', but rather "For I am with you,"
INDICATING THAT THE NAME ATAH IS CONNECTED TO YISRAEL,
AS MENTIONED ABOVE. THEREFORE, "for I will make a full end of
all the nations" (Ibid.). Among all the nations I will create
destruction, "YET WILL I NOT MAKE A FULL END OF YOU" (IBID.).
THAT IS BECAUSE OF THE HEI OF ATAH, WHICH IS TIED TO
YISRAEL AS MENTIONED.
271. The ancient Rav Hamnuna said, The pressure and distress to
Yisrael caused them a great many benefits and advantages. The
laxity of the other nations, MEANING THAT THEY HAVE NO
PRESSURE AND PAIN IN THIS WORLD, caused them many evils. HE
EXPLAINS: The strain and worry that was upon Yisrael caused them
advantages and benefits. What do they consist of: kalah (lit.
'destruction'), as everything is strained, MEANING TO SAY THAT
ALL THE LETTERS THAT ARE SOUNDED IN IT ARE STRESSED
WITH A DAGESH, INDICATING THAT THROUGH STRESS HE
SUCCEEDS IN GAINING THE HIGHER KALAH (ENG. 'BRIDE'), WHICH
IS THE SHECHINAH. The laxness of the rest of the nations, WHO
HAVE NO DISTRESS OR DIFFICULTIES, yielded them slackness and
evil. That is kalah (lit. 'destruction') WITHOUT DAGESH STRESS, and
that is proper for them, because all the easiness without any
difficulties that they had in this world caused them slackness
without any pressure or stress afterwards. That is kalah (lit.
'destruction') WITH UNSTRESSED KAF AND LAMED, AS IS
WRITTEN: "For I have heard from Adonai Elohim Tzevaot that
destruction (Heb. kalah) is decreed" (Yeshayah 28:22). "For I will
make a full end (Heb. kalah)" without a stress, KAF AND LAMED
BEING UNSTRESSED. However, for Yisrael, who passed through
strain and pressure, they will get the yielding benefit of the bride,
WITH KAF AND LAMED STRESSED WITH DAGESH, as it says, "And
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as a bride (Heb. kalah) adorns herself with her jewels (Heb.
keleihah)" (Ibid. 61:10), KALAH BEING THE SHECHINAH.
272. HE INQUIRES: Who are her jewels, AS IT SAYS, "AND AS A
BRIDE (HEB. KALAH) ADORNS HERSELF WITH HER JEWELS"? HE
RESPONDS: These refer to Yisrael, who are the adornments of this
bride, THE SHECHINAH. The children of Yisrael, who went through
this distress and pressure, MERIT THE VERSE: "I will raise up the
tabernacle of David that is fallen" (Amos 9:11). That is the tabernacle
of peace, MEANING THE SHECHINAH. And the rest of the nations,
who had respite from trouble and anguish, later deserve destruction
through laxity, WITH KAF AND LAMED NOT STRESSED WITH
DAGESH, as they previously enjoyed RESPITE FROM TROUBLE. The
result is: "For I will make a full end of all the nations...yet will I not
make a full end of you," since you do not deserve it. You already
were many times earlier in distress and under the constant pressure
of the exile. Therefore, you will have a bride; THAT IS, THE
SHECHINAH.
273. "But I will correct you in due measure (lit. 'for
judgment')" (Yirmeyah 30:11). This verse should read: "But I will
correct you in judgment," since when does one have torment? When
he is sentenced on trial. So, what is the meaning of: "But I will
correct you for judgment"? HIS RESPONSE IS: It is only because it
is written: "Hashem will come with trial with the elders of His
nation" (Yeshayah 3:14). On that day, the Holy One, blessed be He,
initiates the remedy for Yisrael prior to their being put on trial, in
order that they should be capable of withstanding it. What is that
remedy? At each time, the Holy One, blessed be He, provides them
with a slight amount of suffering at each and every time period and
in each generation, in order that when they rise to the date of the
great trial, AT THE TIME when the dead will be resurrected, judgment
will not affect them.

274. "And will not leave you altogether unpunished (lit. 'cleansing I
will not cleanse you')" (Yirmeyah 30:11). HE ASKS: What is it? HE
RESPONDS: It is only when Yisrael are solitary and do not come up
for judgment together with the rest of the nations, MEANING
BEFORE THE END OF CORRECTION. The Holy One, blessed be He,
does not apply the strict law to them and forgives them. When they
come up for judgment at the same period as the rest of the nations,
together with them AT THE END OF CORRECTION, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE, what does he do? The Holy One, blessed be He, is AWARE
that Samael, who is the patron of Esau, will come to remind Him of
the sins of Yisrael, and will have accumulated all THEIR INIQUITIES
to have them available for the day of judgment. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, will give them a remedy beforehand, so that for each
and every iniquity, he smote and cleansed them with sufferings, little
by little. That is the meaning of "cleansing" BEFOREHAND, through
sufferings. As a result of this, at the true trial IN THE FUTURE, "I will
not cleanse you" from the world through judgment, since you have
already suffered affliction AT EACH GIVEN TIME, little by little.
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275. "I will not cleanse you" MEANS that even though you are my
children, I will not discard your wrongdoings, but rather I will make
you pay me little by little, so that you will be free of guilt at the day of
the great judgment. When they come for trial, Samael will come with
many writs of accusation about them. And TO COUNTER THEM the
Holy One, blessed be He, will provide many writs of sufferings that
Yisrael endured for each and every iniquity. All the sins were erased,
and He is not being charitable at all, BECAUSE THEY HAVE
ALREADY RECEIVED THEIR SHARE OF PUNISHMENT. Then the
power and strength of Samael is weakened, and he is powerless
against them. AND THEN he will vanish from the world, he and all of
his side and all his nations. That is what it says: "Therefore fear you
not, O My servant Jacob." Hence, "but I will correct you for
judgment, and will not leave you altogether unpunished."

21. Balak - Ba Lak, Bilaam - Bal Am
We learn about the evil partnership of Balak and Bilaam with Samael and his friends. Rabbi Elazar dissects the names Amalek, Balak and Bilaam to
show their deeper meanings of destruction and confusion and hurt. Rabbi Shimon says that Samael did the action when Bilaam did the speech, so
that whoever Bilaam blessed was blessed and whoever he cursed was damned. But Balak and Bilaam did not know that God would take away their
power of speech and also their understanding. Finally we hear that Bilaam was impaired in his hearing and in his sight and in his leg.
276. King David said, "For, lo, the wicked bend the bow, they make
ready their arrow..." (Tehilim 11:2). Although we already explained
that this verse is about Shevna and Yoach, the chief ministers of
Hezekiah, it is also said, referring to Samael and his friends, that all
his counsels and advice were against Yisrael. Balak and Bilaam
tread exactly the same path, THAT OF SAMAEL AND HIS FRIENDS
and we learned that they formed an evil partnership. They said,
Amalek IS THE LETTERS AM LAK, meaning a nation (Heb. am) that
hurt (Heb. lakah) them, like a snake that strikes with his tail. They
figured that we are more THAN THEY ARE, because Balak IS THE
LETTERS BA LAK, meaning came (Heb. ba), he who strikes (Heb.
lakah) and hurts them as he wishes. Bilaam CONSISTS OF THE
LETTERS BAL AM, meaning there are no (Heb. bal) people (Heb. am)
and no shepherd. Our name will cause their destruction and
uprooting from the world.

277. The Holy One, blessed be He, has figured their names in a
different manner, since there is "bal" in Balak and in Bilaam. And
when they get together, they are "balbel" or confusion. What are the
letters that are left WHEN YOU DEDUCT FROM THEM THE LETTERS
BALBEL? THEY ARE Aleph Mem Kof; THAT IS, THE AYIN AND MEM
FROM BILAAM AND KOF FROM BALAK. THIS COMBINATION WILL
CAUSE their deep (Heb. omek) thinking and ideas to become
confused, so that they should have no domination over the world
and so that they should not remain in the world.
278. Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, you spoke well. However, let the
spirit of Balak burn in Gehenom and let the bones and spirit of
Bilaam be ground there, because they made a bad decision to go
against the shield OF YISRAEL, meaning that coh, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH REFERRED TO AS COH, and because they thought
about uprooting that coh and bringing evil through speech and
action.
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279. The wicked one said, Throughout history people tried but were
unable to do that. The Generation of Separation strove and did not
succeed, because they performed the deed but lacked the speech,
because their languages became confused and they lacked the
capability. However, BILAAM, your mouth is sharp and your tongue
is equipped with these two aspects: "He whom you bless is blessed"
FROM ONE ASPECT and "he whom you curse is cursed" FROM THE
SECOND ASPECT (Bemidbar 22:6). The aspect that you wish to raise
gets uplifted through your mouth and tongue and that aspect; whom
you wish to damn you can curse with the strength of your mouth.
Everything depends on you because the action was already done
THROUGH ME. However, all the rest depends on talk. Therefore, I
will make ready whatever is applicable to the snake action and you
will finalize it all with your speech. That aspect that you bless will be
blessed and that aspect that you curse will be damned.

280. He did not know that the Holy One, blessed be He, "removes the
speech of the trusty, and takes away the understanding of the
aged" (Iyov 12:20). And everything is at his command. "He removes
the speech of the trusty" refers to the Generation of Separation,
whose language was confused and who could not have any control
of their speech, as is written: "That they may not understand one
another's speech" (Beresheet 11:7). "And takes away the
understanding of the aged" refers to Bilaam and Balak, who were of
one counsel, as is written: "And Balak and Bilaam offered (sing.) on
every altar a bullock and a ram" (Bemidbar 23:2).

281. Come and see that wicked one, Bilaam. All his activities were
designed for evil, with haughtiness of heart. Both sacrificed the
offerings, as it says, "And Balak and Bilaam offered." All the altars
were prepared by Balak, but the wicked one, BILAAM, took praise
and credit for himself, saying, "I have prepared the seven altars, and
have offered upon every altar the bullock and the ram" (Ibid. 4). And
he didn't include Balak with him. The Holy One, blessed be He, said,
'Wicked one, I know everything, however, return to Balak, and you
won't have to speak; rather "and say thus (Heb. coh)" (Bemidbar
23:16), MEANING THE SHECHINAH THAT IS REFERRED TO AS COH
WILL SPEAK INSTEAD. That is what is meant by: "And takes away
the understanding of the aged."

282. Another explanation of: "And takes away the understanding of
the aged" is as is written: "And the elders of Moab and the elders of
Midian departed with the rewards of divination in their
hand" (Bemidbar 22:7). He took away their reasoning powers so they
could not control their witchcraft at all "and spoke to him the words
of Balak" (Ibid.) loudly and openly, and not quietly BECAUSE HIS
HEARING WAS IMPAIRED. He was impaired in his ear, impaired in
his eye and impaired in his leg. In these three areas, he had a
blemish AND DISABILITY, because he was equipped for the Other
Side. That was necessary for the Other Side, BECAUSE that was the
location where defilement locates. Each type follows its type.

22. "Lodge here this night"
Rabbi Shimon continues with the story of Bilaam, and tells us that the Midianites would have acted appropriately if they had separated from Moab
and not taken Bilaam's advice to send their women to confuse Yisrael. The Moabites who remained to hear what God had to say were not killed, and
yet the Midianites who left were later killed because they didn't care. We are told that in the night Bilaam whispered and performed witchcraft, and
brought on himself a higher spirit from the other side, the Elohim that was his own level.
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283. "And he said to them, 'Lodge here this night, and I will bring you
back ...'" (Bemidbar 22:8). About them, it says, "And spoke to
him" (Ibid. 7), MEANING SPEECH THAT REFERS TO STRONG
LANGUAGE, BECAUSE HE WAS IMPAIRED IN HIS EAR. About him it
says, "And he said to them," WHICH IS SAYING SOFTLY, THE
USUAL SORT OF LANGUAGE. "Lodge here this night": that is
because the night is the opportune period of the Other Side and of
the witches, because it is the time during which evil aspects are
prevalent and are in control, spreading about in the world. "As
Hashem shall speak to me" (Ibid. 8): he was priding himself with the
name of Hashem.
284. "And the princes of Moab abode" (Ibid.). However, the ministers
of Midian left them and did not want to remain there, although the
ministers of Moab did stay, as is written: "And the princes of Moab
abode" on their own. Midian would have acted appropriately IF THEY
WOULD HAVE separated from them altogether, if in the end they
would have caused no harm, and not eventually been in the counsel
of Bilaam that sent their wives and women to Yisrael at Shitim to
confuse them. The scripture points out their sin, as is written: "For
they vex you with their wiles, with which they have beguiled you in
the matter of Pe'or, and in the matter of Kozbi, the daughter of a
prince of Midian, their sister..." (Bemidbar 25:18). With these two
things they sinned WITH PE'OR AND KOZBI and their iniquity was
great. And with their tail, THAT IS, EVENTUALLY, they struck later.
Therefore, they remained with him and the Midianites left on their
own.

285. Another explanation of: "And the princes of Moab abode with
Bilaam": It was fine for Midian to leave if that was their wish.
However, the staying over of those from Moab who remained caused
them to have a good reward due to their remaining there, while the
Midianites' leaving caused them harm. Why is this? It is because
those who stayed were concerned about what the Holy One, blessed
be He, was going to say, while those who left did not care at all.

286. HE EXPLAINS HIMSELF: At the time, that wicked one said: "And
I will bring you back word, as Hashem shall speak to me" (Bemidbar
22:8). Instantly, those of Moab were shook up to hear this and stayed
there, and those of Midian did not care at all and left. THEREFORE,
they were punished afterward, which is why the ministers of Moab
remained with Bilaam. That night, this wicked one was whispering
whispers and performed witchcraft, and brought upon himself a
higher spirit from above. Instantly, "Elohim came to Bilaam," simply
Elohim, meaning his own deity, not Hashem, that was his own level,
of the Other Side, that is in the left.

23. "What men are these with you"
Here the Zohar tells us that God tested three men - Hezekiah, Ezekiel and Bilaam - by asking them "Can these bones live?" and only Ezekiel passed
the test. Someone said to Rabbi Elazar that Bilaam was greater than Moses because God called Moses to come to him, but it seemed that God went
to Bilaam. Rabbi Elazar explains that God went out to warn Bilaam rather than have him come into His holy place and defile it. We hear how arrogant
Bilaam was, and how unworthy Balak was to be King of Moab.
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287. "And said, 'What men are these with you'" (Bemidbar 22:9): That
was his own level of the left side that needed to ask, BECAUSE IT
DIDN'T KNOW. Although the friends remarked on this in another
manner, they indicated that the Holy One, blessed be He, was testing
him with His words, because there were three WHO ELOHIM PUT TO
A TEST. One was Hezekiah, one was Ezekiel and one was Bilaam.
Two of them did not stand up to the test properly and one did. Who
was it? That was Ezekiel, as is written THAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, ASKED HIM, "Can these bones live?" (Yechezkel
37:3). And he answered, "And I answered, Hashem, Elohim You
know" (Ibid.) Hezekiah said: "They are come from a far country, from
Babylon" (II Melachim 20:14). Bilaam said, "Balak the son of Tzipor,
king of Moab, has sent to me" (Bemidbar 22:10) TO SHOW that he is
important in the eyes of rulers and kings. HOWEVER, the Holy One,
blessed be He, simply asked him in order to confuse him and allow
him to err, as is written: "He makes nations great and destroys
them" (Iyov 12:23). And this has been explained.

288. A man from Cuth asked Rabbi Elazar, saying to him, I see a
greater power in Bilaam than in Moses. About Moses, it is written:
"And Hashem called to Moses" (Vayikra 1:1), MEANING HE CALLED
HIM TO COME OVER TO HIM. About Bilaam it says, "And Elohim met
Bilaam" (Bemidbar 23:16) and later it says: "And Elohim came to
Bilaam" (Bemidbar 22:9), INDICATING THAT ELOHIM CAME TO HIM.

289. He replied to him, THAT IS COMPARABLE to a king that was
sitting in a room of his palace on the throne. Some leper called at the
door. The king responded, Who is it that knocks on my door? They
replied, Some unknown leper. He said, Let him not enter this area
and let him not soil the palace with filth. I understand that if I inform
him through my emissary, he will have no fear of me and if my son
will approach him, he will get defiled. Rather, I will go myself and
threaten him to distance him from my son so that he won't be
contaminated. The king came first and approached him and warned
him, Leper, leper, keep your foot away from the road where my son
lives. If not, I promise you that my servant's sons will cut you into
pieces.

290. When the beloved friend of the king calls at the gate, the king
inquires, Who is it? They say to him, That is so-and-so, your friend.
He replies, My most beloved soul friend, no other voice should call
him but myself. The king shouts, Enter so-and-so, my dear friend
and my soul's beloved. Prepare and make ready the palace
chambers so that I can have my conversation with him.
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291. So too, Bilaam that leper, who is the outcast of human beings,
calls at the king's gate. The king heard and said, This contaminated
leper should not enter in here and he shall not soil my palace. I need
to go and warn him that he should not get close to the gate of my
son, and he should not taint him. Therefore, "And Elohim came to
Bilaam" saying, Leper, leper, "You shall not go with them; you shall
not curse the people: for they are blessed" (Bemidbar 22:12) Do not
get near my son, either for good or for bad. You are outright
polluted. However, about Moses, it is written: "And He called to
Moses" (Vayikra 1:1), meaning the voice of the king, and not through
an emissary. "Out of the Tent of Meeting" (Shemot 30:20), MEANS
from the sanctified palace chamber that has been made up from the
precious palace; for this the upper and lower grades have a deep
craving, but they are unable to approach it.

292. "And Bilaam said to the Elohim, 'Balak the son of Tzipor, king of
Moab...'" (Bemidbar 22:10). He mentioned the king of Moab TO
SHOW that an important king sent for him. "King of Moab," indeed!
Look at the arrogance of that wicked man, because it is written THAT
HE SAID king of Moab instead of A KING over Moab, WHICH
SHOULD HAVE indicated a person who is not worthy to be a king,
but became a king over Moab FOR SOME REASON. Of the first KING,
it is written: "Who had fought against the former king of
Moab" (Bemidbar 21:26). IT DOES NOT REFER TO THE FIRST KING
AS A KING OVER MOAB, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "AND BALAK THE SON
OF TZIPOR WAS KING OVER MOAB" (BEMIDBAR 22:4), DUE TO
THE FACT THAT THE EARLIER KING WAS a king, the son of a king,
royalty descended from royalty. However, about this one, IT IS
WRITTEN: "BALAK THE SON OF TZIPOR was king over Moab." The
scripture testifies, "king over Moab" - THAT HE WAS NOT
DISTINGUISHED, BUT BILAAM SAID TO ELOHIM, "Balak the son of
Tzipor, king of Moab." Here, I remarked that he intended to give pride
to his arrogant heart, SAYING LOOK HOW all the royalty of the world
send me messengers.

24. "To him who alone does great wonders"
We learn first of a miracle that God had performed in the past by saving some Jews, including Rabbi Pinchas, from robbers. Rabbi Pinchas marvels
that such a wonder was done for him, when he did not even know about it. He says we have no way of knowing how often God performs miracles for
people because no one knows about them except God Himself. Next the Arabs, who told Rabbi Pinchas about the miracle, tell him about another,
how they have just now seen a flock of birds circling around to make shade for five people sitting together. The rabbis know that Rabbi Shimon is
among this group of five, and they wonder how to find him. They leave the donkey to find the path on its own and it takes them straight to Rabbi
Shimon and his disciples. Rabbi Shimon opens by saying that "A psalm. O sing to Hashem a new song, for He has done marvellous things" was
chanted by the cows, who mooed the song to all who came out to welcome the ark.
293. Rabbi Pinchas was going on a visit to see his daughter, the wife
of Rabbi Shimon, who was ill. The friends joined along with him and
he was riding on his donkey. While still walking along on their
journey, they met up with two Arabs. He asked them if any sound
stirred in this field from ancient days. They said, From times past, we
do not know. From our times, we do know, because one day, robbers
spread out over the roads in that field and snared Jews, and
intended to destroy them. From the distance, the voice of this
donkey ON WHICH YOU RIDE was heard in this field. It brayed twice.
A flame of fire came along with that sound and burned them and
these Jews were saved. He said to them, Arabs, Arabs, IN THE
MERIT of this episode that you related to me, you will be saved today
from the other robbers that are awaiting you along the road.
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294. Rabbi Pinchas wept and said, Master of the world, this
miraculous occurrence You performed for my sake; these Jews were
saved, and I was not even aware. He opened the discussion with the
verse: "To Him who alone does great wonders: for His steadfast love
endures forever" (Tehilim 136:4). How much good does the Holy
One, blessed be He, do for people, and how many miracles does He
perform for them on a daily basis. No one knows except He alone. A
person gets up in the morning and a snake comes to kill him. The
person places his foot on his head, WITHOUT INTENTION, and kills
him. No one is aware of that except the Holy One, blessed be He,
alone. "To Him who alone does great wonders": A person walks
along the road and robbers lie in wait to kill him. Another one comes
along and pays ransom instead for him, and he gets saved. He is not
aware of the Chesed that the Holy One, blessed be He, did with him
and the miracle that just occurred to him, except the Holy One,
blessed be He, Himself. "To Him who alone does great wonders": He
by Himself made and is aware, and no one else is even aware of it.

295. He said to his friends, Friends, what I inquired of these Arabs
who are always present in the field WAS if they heard the voices of
the friends who study and deal with the Torah. Rabbi Shimon and
Rabbi Elazar, his son, and the rest of the friends are traveling in front
of us and are not aware of us, and I inquired of those Arabs about
them, since I know that Rabbi Shimon's voice shakes up the fields
and the mountains. They told me something I was not aware of,
MEANING THAT MIRACLE.
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296. While still traveling, these Arabs returned and approached them
again, saying to them, Old men, you asked us if A SOUND OF
VOICES WAS STIRRED IN THE FIELD from days gone by. But you
have not asked us about this day. We noticed, TODAY, a wonderful
marvel. We saw five people sitting together and an old man was with
them. We noticed birds gathering and extending their wings
covering over their heads, some going and some returning, so the
shadow did not pass away from over their heads. This old man
raised his voice to them, and they listened.

297. He said, It is about this that I inquired. Arabs, Arabs, leave and
this road should be ready for you with whatever you wish. You have
told me two things that make me glad. They left. The friends said,
How are we going to find that location at which Rabbi Shimon is
present? He said to them, Leave that to the one who has dominion
over the footsteps of the beasts. He will direct their steps towards
that location. He did not lead his donkey yet his donkey, on its own,
took a detour from the road about two miles, and went there.

298. The donkey began to bray three times. Rabbi Pinchas
dismounted and said to his friends, Let's prepare to receive the
welcome OF ATIK YOMIN, MEANING THE SHECHINAH, because now
a great face and a small face are coming towards us, MEANING
RABBI SHIMON AND HIS DISCIPLES. Rabbi Shimon heard the
braying of the donkey and said to his friends, Let us rise, because
the voice of the holy elder's donkey has risen towards us. Rabbi
Shimon rose and the friends rose.

299. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "A psalm.
O sing to Hashem a new song; for He has done marvelous
things" (Tehilim 98:1). ON TOP OF THE WORD "A psalm," there is a
vertical musical note, WHICH IS THE CANTILATION MARK CALLED
'PAZAR'. HE ASKS: Why? HE REPLIES: This note is indicative of a
great reason, because this psalm comes and gets adorned in the
higher crown above its head. THEREFORE, it receives ABOVE IT a
vertical NOTE THAT IS THE MUSICAL NOTE PAZAR. Who chanted
this song? The cows, who mooed: "O sing to Hashem a new song."
HE ASKS: To whom did they say this "sing"? HE REPLIES: For the
many Chariots, many appointees, for a variety of levels that came by
there and went out to welcome the ark. To them, they used to say
"SING."

25. Masculine song - Feminine song
Rabbi Shimon explains that the word 'shir' (song) is in the masculine form in "O sing to Hashem a new song" because it refers to the ark, Malchut,
along with what is stored in it, Zeir Anpin, and Zeir Anpin is masculine. We learn that God originally had His right hand on the chest of his son,
Yisrael, to protect him, but when Yisrael sinned He put His hand on his back to throw him to his enemies.
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300. "O sing to Hashem a new song (Heb. shir)" (Tehilim 98:1). THAT
SONG is masculine. HE ASKS: What is the difference that here Shir
is IN MASCULINE FORM? Moses said, Shirah is feminine, AS IT
SAYS, "THEN SANG...THIS SONG (HEB. SHIRAH)" (SHEMOT 15:1).
HE REPLIES: It is only because there, with Moses was only the ark
by itself, since zot (Eng. 'this'), MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'ZOT'
AND ALSO 'ARK', left the exile, she and her multitudes, THE
SHECHINAH AND YISRAEL, and nothing else. Therefore, it says:
"This (Heb. zot) song (Heb. shirah)," which is feminine, BECAUSE IT
REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS FEMININE. However, here,
the ark came out, THAT IS MALCHUT, with what is stored in it, THAT
IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS MASCULINE, so it says: "a new Shir," which
is masculine.
301. "For He has done marvelous things": That is what He did with
the Philistines and what He did to their deities. "His right hand...
gained him the victory" (Tehilim 98:1). Who? Meaning itself. Who is
Itself? It is that psalm itself, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH THAT IS
REFERRED TO AS A PSALM because a high sanctified spirit, ZEIR
ANPIN, was stored in it. "His right," WHAT IS IT? It is that quality that
the old man inherited, ABRAHAM, THAT IS CHESED. That right holds
on to that psalm and does not abandon it to the hands of another.

302. Here we should reveal one thing. During the entire period when
that right, CHESED, had WISHED to accomplish a miracle, it held
unto that psalm. And it placed YISRAEL, IN WHOM THE SHECHINAH
IS ATTIRED, before him to hold on to it, as a father whose right is
held to the chest of his son in front of him and says, Who dares get
close to my son? As soon as he sins against his father, his father
places his hands on his shoulders from the back and throws him to
his enemies.

303. HE EXPLAINS HIMSELF. At first it says, so to speak, "Your
right, Hashem, is glorious in power" (Ibid. 6). Who is "in power"?
That is with that known POWER THAT IS YISRAEL. In Arabia, they
call the chest of man "power." AND THE SCRIPTURE SAYS that
right, WHICH IS CHESED, "is glorious" and holds to power,
MEANING IN THE CHEST AREA OF YISRAEL THAT IS CALLED
'POWER'. He says, Who is there that dare get close to my son?
Afterward, it is written: "He has drawn back His right hand from
before the enemy" (Eichah 2:3), because He placed His right on the
shoulders OF YISRAEL and pushed them into the hands of those
who hate Him. At the beginning, His right hand was at the front OF
YISRAEL at his chest AREA, to hold on to him. Following that, His
right was on his back over his shoulders, to push him. Here, IT
SAYS, "His right hand, and his holy arm have gained him the
victory" (Tehilim 98:1). THAT MEANS with two arms, to keep him.

26. The braying of the donkey, who sang
Rabbi Shimon says that the cows sang with their mooing, and they were not even accustomed to miracles; therefore Rabbi Pinchas' donkey was
much more likely to be able to sing. We learn that God created a grade over the mouth of the ass, and at the correct time God opened the abyss in
which that grade was kept, and the grade emerged to rule over the ass; thus the ass was able to talk. Similar things are said about the mouth of the
earth and the mouth of the well, and we are told that all of them were created on the eve of Shabbat at twilight. When the Shabbat is sanctified, the
mouth of Hashem ascends to dominate all the powers. Next we hear how Rabbi Pinchas sends away all the birds who are circling over the rabbis to
provide shade; Rabbi Shimon tells the birds that he will call for them again on a hot day. The rabbis sit under three shady trees near a spring.
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304. If those cows which had not been accustomed to miracles used
to sing with their mooing, how much more likely it is that the donkey
of RABBI PINCHAS SON OF YAIR, who was accustomed to miracles,
would sing. Friends, if you say that this is not a custom of a donkey,
since it first appeared on the face of the earth, TO CHANT ANY
SONG, go take a look at the ass of the wicked Bilaam that has
defeated her master outright. The donkey of Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair
can most certainly sing. Furthermore, when the ass of Bilaam spoke,
there was a supernal angel above her THAT SCARED HER;
HOWEVER, NOBODY COULD SCARE THE DONKEY OF RABBI
PINCHAS BEN YAIR.

305. There is something that needs to be revealed, friends. Listen.
The mouth of the ass that was created on the eve of Shabbat at
twilight, could you ever think that it was open from that period on?
Or rather, THE MEANING IS THAT the Holy One, blessed be He,
made a condition from that time on? It is not so and there is a secret
reason here that was passed on to the wise, who do not pay
attention to the foolish at heart. The mouth of the ass is a level of
asses, that higher POWER of the female aspect, the one that
prevailed over that ass, BECAUSE THERE IS NOTHING BELOW
THAT DOES NOT HAVE AN ANGEL OVER IT THAT IS APPOINTED
FROM ABOVE. He talked over her AND IS CONSIDERED THE MOUTH
OF THAT ASS. When the Holy One, blessed be He, created that level
that is called the mouth of the ass, He plugged her up in the hole of
the great abyss and kept her covered until that time. When that time
arrived, He opened that hole OF THE GREAT ABYSS. It emerged and
prevailed over that ass, OF BILAAM, and it talked.

306. Similar to this is the meaning of: "And the earth opened (Et) her
mouth" (Bemidbar 16:32). The particle "Et (lit. 'the')" is meant to
include THE ANGEL Dumah, which is CONSIDERED the mouth of the
earth. "(Et) The mouth of the ass" comes to add THE ANGEL,
Kamriel, who is considered the mouth of the ass. Similarly to this is
the mouth of the well. Who is the mouth of that well, which refers to
that level that is appointed over her from below, which is underneath
the mouth of Hashem? Who does this refer to? THAT IS THE ANGEL
whose name is Yehadriel. These three mouths, THE MOUTH OF THE
EARTH, THE MOUTH OF THE ASS, THE MOUTH OF THE WELL, were
created on the eve of Shabbat at twilight. At the time that the day
was sanctified, the mouth that is appointed higher and above all the
other mouths ascended. Who is that? That is the day that ascended
and was sanctified in everything, the same that is called 'the mouth
of Hashem', WHICH IS MALCHUT. At twilight of Shabbat eve, the rest
of the mouths were created, MEANING THE ANGELS THAT LEAD
THEIR BRANCHES THAT ARE IN THIS WORLD, WHICH ARE THE
WEEKDAY POWERS. When the day gets sanctified, the mouth
ascends that rules and dominates over all THE POWERS, which is
the mouth of Hashem.
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307. During this, they noticed Rabbi Pinchas arriving. They went to
him. Rabbi Pinchas approached and kissed Rabbi Shimon. He
declared, I have kissed the mouth of Hashem and I was perfumed
with the fragrances of his garden. They rejoiced together and rested.
As soon as they sat down, all those birds that created the shadow
flew away and scattered. Rabbi Shimon turned back his head, raised
his voice to them and said, Heavenly birds, you are not carefully
attending to the honor of your Master who stays here. The birds
stopped in their flight and traveled no further from their location, but
did not get closer to him. Rabbi Pinchas declared, Tell them that they
may continue on their way, because no permission is granted for
them to return.

308. Rabbi Shimon said, I am aware that the Holy One, blessed be
He, wishes to do a miracle for us, TO GIVE US SHADE FROM
ANOTHER PLACE. Birds of flight, go on your way and say to the one
who is appointed over you that at first you were under his authority,
AND IT WAS UP TO HIM TO SEND YOU TO GIVE ME SHADE. You are
no longer under his authority, BECAUSE RABBI PINCHAS BEN YAIR
RULES NOW AND HE HAS NO DESIRE FOR YOU. However, I will
bring you on the day that is as harsh as a rock when a cloud will rise
between the mighty teeth OF THE HOT RAYS OF THE SUN and they
won't be ABLE to join AND CREATE A SHADE. The birds dispersed
and left.
309. Meanwhile, there were three trees spreading out their branches
to the three directions over their head, WHICH COVERED THEM
WITH SHADE. A spring of water flowed before them. All the friends
rejoiced and Rabbi Pinchas and Rabbi Shimon were glad. Rabbi
Pinchas said, Those birds earlier had to work hard TO CREATE A
SHADE, and the toil of living creatures I do not desire, because it
says, "And His mercies are over all His works" (Tehilim 145:9). Rabbi
Shimon replied, I have not bothered them. However, if the Holy One,
blessed be He, had mercy on us AND DISPATCHED THESE BIRDS
TO CREATE A SHADE OVER US, we have no right to refuse His gifts.
They reposed underneath the shade of that tree, drank from the
water and took pleasure there.

27. "A fountain of gardens"
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Pinchas that a spring in a garden is better than a spring in the desert because the former benefits grasses and fruits,
flowers and plants; it is a well of life-giving water. The Congregation of Yisrael when gathered together are referred to as a spring of gardens, and
Rabbi Shimon says that the five gardens in which God takes pleasure are Chesed, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach and Hod of Zeir Anpin. They receive
water from the spring above them, Binah; the garden below them, Malchut, benefits from the five gardens. We hear that there are other gardens - the
three worlds - underneath this garden, and they produce a variety of fruits. Rabbi Shimon says that sometimes Malchut is a spring and sometimes a
well.
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310. Rabbi Pinchas opened the discussion saying, "A fountain of
gardens, a well of living waters, and streams from Lebanon" (Shir
Hashirim 4:15). "A fountain of gardens": HE INQUIRES: Does he not
have a spring except from gardens? There are so many good and
valuable springs in the world. HE RESPONDS: All pleasures are not
equal. There is a spring that emerges in the desert, in a dry place,
and there is enjoyment in it for whoever reposes and drinks.
However, how much better and more valuable is that spring in a
fountain of gardens. It benefits the grasses and the fruits. Whoever
gets close to it enjoys everything; he has pleasure from the water,
enjoys the grass and benefits from the fruits. That spring is adored
by everything - many roses, a variety of fragrant plants and grasses
surrounding it. How much nicer and better is this spring from the
rest of the springs. It is a well of life- giving water.

311. This is how we established its meaning, about the assembled
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, which is referred to as
a spring of gardens. Who are the gardens? HE RESPONDS: The Holy
One, blessed be He, has five gardens, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, in which
He takes pleasure. One spring above them, THAT IS, BINAH, is
hidden and stored away. It waters and saturates them, and all
produce fruits and growing plants. There exists a garden lower than
them, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT BENEFITS FROM THE FIVE
GARDENS. That garden is preserved and surrounded from all
directions around the world. Underneath this garden, there are other
gardens, IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, that produce a variety
of fruits.

312. That garden, WHICH IS MALCHUT, turns around and becomes a
watering spring TO ALL THE GARDENS IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AMD
ASIYAH, a well of living water. When it is necessary, it is a spring
and when it is necessary, it is a well. What is the difference between
this and this? HE REPLIES: Water that flows by itself, LIKE IN A
WELL, is not like water that is drawn up to give drink AS IN THE
GARDEN. "And streams from Lebanon": What is the meaning of
"streams"? HE RESPONDS: These waters returned to become a
spring during the time when water sprays up and flows down
continually dripping from above, sweet waters for which the souls
have longing. So these are the five sources, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, that
emerge from Lebanon, WHICH IS BINAH. They become streams in
this spring, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHERETO THEY FLOW DROP BY
DROP. So, too, the Holy One, blessed be He, has produced a miracle
for us at this place. THAT IS WHY I read this verse about this spring.

28. "When you shall besiege a city many days"
Rabbi Shimon opens by talking about the great value of the Torah. Like the spreading branches of a tree, the words of Torah include the literal
meaning of the text, homiletic discourses, hints that allude to wisdom, numerical values, hidden and concealed secrets one on top of the other,
forbidden and permissible. And the person who studies Torah is therefore like a great tree. God protects this tree from destruction even in a period
of Judgment. Rabbi Shimon says that ever since the destruction of the temple God has only what is offered up for him in the way of Torah studies
and the insights that are constantly renewed by the scholars. We are also informed that these scholars give advice to the people, who have their
sins forgiven due to their acceptance of that advice. Rabbi Shimon changes the topic to the evil eye, and says that Joseph moved in front of his
mother so the wicked one (Esau) could not look at her, and that Joseph inflated his own size to accomplish this. When Bilaam lifted up his eyes he
could not give the evil eye to the tribe of Joseph because the evil eye has no effect on them. When Bilaam's eye sharpened, Rachel (who is Malchut)
spread her wings over the children of Yisrael to protect them. Thus Joseph first protected his mother and then his mother protected him and his
tribe.
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313. Again, he opened the discussion saying, "When you shall
besiege a city many days, in making war against it to take
it..." (Devarim 20:19). How wonderful are the ways and paths of the
Torah, since in every single word there are a variety of ideas and so
many benefits to human beings, so many gems that sparkle in every
direction. There is no detail in the Torah that does not contain many
lamps giving light to all directions. This scriptural verse is in accord
with its simple meaning. It contains much in accordance with
discourses and it has higher wisdom to admonish whoever requires
it. Happy is the lot of he who regularly strives in the Torah.

314. It is written about whoever strives in the Torah: "But his delight
is in the Torah of Hashem; and in His Torah he meditates day and
night. And he shall be like a tree" (Tehilim 1:2). HE INQUIRES: Why
is: "AND HE SHALL BE LIKE A TREE" mentioned close by to this? It
is only because whoever toils in the Torah day and night will not be
like dry wood, but rather "he shall be like a tree planted by streams
of water" (Ibid.). Just like a tree contains roots, has outer bark, has a
core and branches and leaves, grows flowers and produces fruit,
these seven types amount to seven TIMES ten, TOTALING seventy.
THAT IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, OF WHICH EACH
ONE IS COMPRISED OF TEN. Torah words include also the literal
meaning of the text, homiletic discourses, hints that allude to
wisdom, numerical values, hidden secrets and concealed secrets,
one on top of the other, faulty and approved, unclean and clean and
forbidden and permissible. From here on, the branches extend to
every direction. "And he shall be like a tree" assuredly, but if not, IF
HE DOES NOT POSSESS ALL THESE BRANCHES, he is not a man of
wisdom.

315. Come and see how beloved are those who study the Torah
before the Holy One, blessed be He. Even at a period of time when
judgment impends upon the world and the permission is allowed for
the destroyer to destroy, the Holy One, blessed be He, commands
THE SABOTEUR AND DESTROYER concerning those occupied with
Torah. Thus speaks the Holy One, blessed be He, TO THE
DESTROYER, '"When you shall besiege a city" (Devarim 20:19),
because of their many sins and iniquities to Me, and because they
were found guilty in judgment.' "Many days": What is many? It is
three consecutive days when the plague is known throughout the
city. How do we know that "many days" are three days? Because it
is written: "And if a woman have an issue of her blood many
days" (Vayikra 15:25). Are they, then, many? Only IF SHE SEES
BLOOD three days in a row is it called "many days." Here too, "when
you shall besiege a city many days" means three consecutive days,
by which the plague is established to exist in the city. THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAYS TO THE DESTROYER, 'Come and I will
give instructions regarding the members of My household. "You
shall not destroy its tree"' (Devarim 20:19): that is the scholarly
student of Torah that resides in the city, who is the Tree of Life, a
tree that provides fruit.
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316. Another explanation: "Its tree" is the one who gives counsel
(Heb. etzah) to the inhabitants of the city on how to avoid the
judgment, and teaches them the lawful way to follow. Hence, "you
shall not destroy its tree (Heb. etzah) by forcing an ax against
it" (Ibid.), meaning in order to force sentence upon him and not to
draw upon him the fiery sword, a sharp sword. That sword kills the
rest of the people in the world, "for you may eat of it" (Ibid.). HE
ASKS: Does the saboteur then eat FROM THE TORAH SCHOLAR?
HE RESPONDS: No, but rather "for you may eat of it" MEANS that
hard rock, the one from where all the holy, strong and mighty spirits
emerge. SHE, MALCHUT, WILL EAT OF IT, because the Holy Spirit
THAT IS MALCHUT has no pleasure or desire in this world, except
for the Torah words of the righteous who sustain her, so to speak,
and provide her food in this world more than all the sacrificial
offerings in the world.

317. It is written regarding a sacrificial offering: "I have eaten my
honey comb with my honey... Eat, O dear ones" (Shir Hashirim 5:1).
From the day the temple house was destroyed and the sacrifices
ceased, the Holy One, blessed be He, has only what is offered up for
him in the way of Torah studies and the Torah insights that are
constantly renewed BY THE TORAH SCHOLAR. Due to this, IT IS
WRITTEN: "For you may eat of it," since she has no other
sustenance except for that. Since she will eat from it and he sustains
her, THEREFORE, "you shall not cut it down." Be careful that you do
not come close to him.

318. "For is the tree of the field a man" (Devarim 20:19), meaning that
the scholar who is famous above and below is called 'man'. "The
tree of the field" is a mighty great tree of "a field, which Hashem has
blessed" (Beresheet 27:27), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS
CONSIDERED FIELD. It depends on it for support, BECAUSE THE
TORAH SCHOLAR SUSTAINS HER, since he is the tree that is
constantly available to the field. "That it should be besieged by
you" (Devarim 20:19) refers to what is written at the beginning of the
verse: "You shall not destroy its tree (Heb. etzah)," meaning the
person who gives them advice (Heb. etzah) and corrects the city
inhabitants, giving them counsel. "That it should be besieged by
you," means to be corrected and do repentance, and to prepare for
themselves weapons, trumpets and horns. What is the meaning of
"that it should (lit. 'come') be beseiged by you"? That is to "come"
before and enter; "by you": with the awe and fear of you. "Besieged"
refers to a place where the higher and lower ones are unable to
enter. What is it? That is the level into which the ones who repent
return. What is that? That is repentance, WHICH IS BINAH, a fortified
area and a strong rock.
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319. 'Because they accept that advice FROM THE SAGE, I forgive
their iniquities and they will be received pleasantly into My
presence.' All this the Holy One, blessed be He, instructs for those
who strive in Torah and, because of this, happy and praiseworthy
are those who study Torah. Those who are occupied and study
Torah are great trees in this world.

320. Look what the Holy One, blessed be He, accomplished by
planting these trees. Praised is this path. One tree would not have
been sufficient, but rather three huge trees spreading their branches
to every direction is what the Holy One, blessed be He, produced for
us. Let it be the will of heaven that these trees, and this fountain,
shall never be missing in this area. Until this day, these trees and
water fountain are still present there. And the people call them the
pillar of Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair.

321. Rabbi Shimon opened the discussion with the verse: "And he
lifted up his eyes, and saw the women and the children; and said,
'Who are those with you?' And he said, 'The children which Elohim
has graciously given Your servant'" (Beresheet 33:5). Come and see
that the wicked one allowed his eyes to gaze at the women. Due to
him, JACOB had to make some arrangements. Jacob placed the
housemaids in front, and their sons, who were a little more
important, behind them. Leah followed behind them, and her sons
were behind her. Following behind them was Joseph and behind him
Rachel. And he HIMSELF went in front of all of them.

322. (THAT IS ANOTHER MANNER, EXPLAINING DIFFERENTLY).
After they all bowed down, it is written: "Then the handmaidens
came near, they and their children, and they bowed
themselves" (Beresheet 33:6). Afterward, it says, "And Leah also
with her children came near, and bowed themselves: and after came
Joseph near and Rachel, and they bowed themselves" (Ibid. 7). HE
ASKS: But Joseph was last behind Rachel and Rachel was in front of
him, AND NOT JOSEPH IN FRONT OF RACHEL. HE REPLIES: It is
just that when this good son, beloved son, the righteous in the
world, Joseph, noticed that the eyes of the wicked were staring at
the women, he was fearful for his mother. THEN he came out from
behind her and spread his arms and his body and covered her, so
that wicked one would not place his eyes on his mother. How much
did he inflate his size? Six cubits to each direction, so he covered
her up so that the eyes of the wicked one shall have no effect
against her. CONSEQUENTLY, AT THE START, JOSEPH WAS
INDEED BEHIND HER, AS IS WRITTEN EARLIER. HOWEVER, HE
LATER CAME OUT FROM BEHIND HER AND WENT IN FRONT OF
HER.
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323. Similar to this, "Bilaam lifted up his eyes" (Bemidbar 24:2). It is
written "eye": that refers to the evil eye that wished to stare at them,
MEANING THAT HE ROUSED AGAINST THEM THAT EVIL EMISSION
CALLED 'EVIL EYE'. "And he saw Yisrael abiding according to their
tribes" (Ibid.): What is the meaning of "according to their tribes"? HE
REPLIES: It only refers to the tribes of Joseph and Benjamin that
were there. Upon the tribe of Joseph, no evil eye can have any effect,
as is written: "Joseph is a fruitful bough" (Beresheet 49:22). What
does "a fruitful bough" mean? It means that he increased and spread
about to cover his mother FROM THE EVIL EYE OF ESAU, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER. "A fruitful bough by a well" means that no
evil eye can affect him. It is written about the tribe of Benjamin: "And
he shall dwell between his shoulders" (Devarim 33:12) and it is
further written: "He shall dwell in safety" (Ibid.). What does "in
safety" indicate? It means that he has no fear of the evil eye and is
not afraid of any other harmful effects.

324. The wicked one said, I will remove AND MAKE VOID this line OF
THE TRIBES OF JOSEPH AND BENJAMIN, so that they will not last
IN THE WORLD, and I will gaze at them WITH MY EVIL EYE as is
required. Rachel was present there and noticed that the eye of the
wicked one was focussed to do harm. What did she do? She
emerged and spread her wings over them, which covered over her
children. This is what it says: "And Bilaam lifted up his eyes, and he
saw Yisrael." Once the Holy Spirit, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
'RACHEL', noticed the focussed eye OF BILAAM, instantly "the spirit
of Elohim came upon him." Upon whom WAS THE SPIRIT OF
ELOHIM? THAT MEANS upon Yisrael, THAT THE SPIRIT OF ELOHIM
spread its wings and covered over them. Immediately, the wicked
one retreated.

325. At first, the son was covering for his mother and now the
mother covered for her son. At that time when JOSEPH covered for
his mother, Rachel, the evil eye of the wicked one would not harm
her. The Holy One, blessed be He, said TO JOSEPH, 'Upon your life,
when an evil eye approaches to gaze at your children and Mine, your
mother will cover over for them. You covered over your mother and
your mother will cover you.'

29. "And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the women and the children"
Rabbi Shimon gives an explanation of the title verse, wherein he says that the accuser sees Yisrael anguished from fasting and believes that they
are fasting because they are afraid of him. We read how and why God protects innocent children during Yom Kippur, so that they are not punished
for the sins of Yisrael. The innocent children are the Torah scholars, to whom God has told His secrets. No evil eye can have any power over them.
Next we hear that the three trees that are sheltering the rabbis bend down individually over their heads immediately after Rabbi Shimon says that the
three trees are the secret of the Patriarchs.
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326. "And he lifted up his eyes, and saw the women and the
children" (Beresheet 33:5). This verse was said in the secret of the
light of wisdom on Yom Kippur (Day of Atonement), when the
world's denizens stand for trial. The children of Yisrael repent in the
presence of the Holy One, blessed be He, to be forgiven for their
iniquities and the accuser standing over them is thinking to destroy
them due to their iniquities. They send him then that gift, MEANING
THE SCAPEGOAT. Then it is written: "For he said, 'I will appease him
with the present that goes before me'" (Beresheet 32:21). After the
accuser receives this gift, he reverses himself and becomes his
advocate.

327. THE ACCUSER raises HIS EYES and sees Yisrael are anguished
by fasting and are bare footed. He sees women and he sees children;
all are fasting, all are radiant with purity. "And he said, 'Who (Heb.
mi) are those (Heb. eleh) with you?'" (Ibid. 5), MEANING the HOLY
NAME Elohim THAT IS DERIVED FROM MI ELEH; THEY ARE with
you, YISRAEL. He asked about the children, and he replied, "The
children that Elohim has graciously given your servant" (Beresheet
33:5). HE ASKS: Did he need to answer him anything? HE REPLIES:
Since he accepted that bribe, MEANING THE SCAPEGOAT, he turned
to be a good advocate for them. He raised his eyes and saw Yisrael
in this way and thought that, due to the fear of him, LEST HE MAKE
ACCUSATIONS ABOUT THEM, they were in such a state OF
FASTING AND REPENTANCE.

328. ANOTHER EXPLANATION: He asked about the children and
said, "Who are these with you?" What is the meaning of: "Who are
these with you"? HE REPLIES that what he meant was true, THAT IT
CONCERNS THE FAST AND REPENTANCE for you, because you
sinned against the king. Why are these children in a situation like
this, FASTING, and "Who are these with you"? "And he said, 'The
children'": The Holy Spirit said this; therefore, there is a vertical
tonal pause, ZAKEF GADOL, ON TOP OF "And he said," AND ON
TOP OF "the children" in unspecific manner, TO INDICATE THAT
THE HOLY SPIRIT SPOKE SO. "That Elohim has graciously given
your servant": HE INQUIRES: Did then the Holy Spirit say TO ESAU,
"your servant"? HE RESPONDS: The Holy Spirit said, These are the
children who have not had a taste of sin IN THEIR FIRST
INCARNATION. The Holy One, blessed be He, placed them in the
hands of the one appointed over you and He killed them without
them having sinned, as it says, "And on the side of their oppressors
there was power" (Kohelet 4:1). That is the meaning of, "your
servant."

329. As soon as he heard about these children, he immediately
ascended to the presence of the Holy One, blessed be He, and said,
Master of the world, all Your ways are just and true. If there is any
judgment that prevails upon Yisrael, that would be for their own sins.
Why did you hand their children who have not sinned over to be
killed? The Holy One, blessed be He, accepts thus his words and has
compassion on them. At that period of time, IN YOM KIPPUR,
children do not suffer from diphtheria.
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330. The accuser gets jealous about this chieftain appointed under
him and says, Did the Holy One, blessed be He, give men children
that carry upon themselves sins and iniquities? To the chieftain he
handed children without sin, who don't even know the taste of sin.
He immediately goes and removes them from his hand, so he should
not have any control over them. Therefore, THE HOLY SPIRIT
proceeded and said, "The children that Elohim has graciously given
your servant," to that servant, MEANING HE GRACIOUSLY GAVE
HIM CHILDREN THAT ARE WITHOUT taste of any iniquity or sin. He
did this in order that the appointed one shall not have more benefit
than him, and he wishes to remove them from his hand.

331. When the prayers of Yisrael ascend on that day to the Holy One,
blessed be He, what does it say? "And he passed over before
them" (Beresheet 33:3). Here, the Holy Spirit, THAT IS MALCHUT,
passed in front of them, as it says, "And their king passed on before
them" (Michah 2:13) and he definitely crossed over in front of them.
"And bowed himself to the ground seven times" (Beresheet 33:3):
the Holy Spirit, THAT IS MALCHUT, diminished itself towards the one
above, TO ZEIR ANPIN, seven times, corresponding to the seven
higher grades, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, that are above it and
diminished itself, to include them with it, each and every one. "Until
he came near to his brother" (Ibid.), meaning to that level of
compassion THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CONSIDERED THE
BROTHER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, WHICH IS MALCHUT that are son
and daughter TO BINAH, AND THEREFORE, THEY ARE BROTHERS.
ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED 'son', as it says, "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22); THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN CONSIDERED
YISRAEL. Daughter is the assembled Congregation of Yisrael,
MEANING MALCHUT. The Holy Spirit caused a diminishing of itself
until its approach TO ITS BROTHER, ZEIR ANPIN.
332. As soon AS MALCHUT reached him, ZEIR ANPIN, she
beseeched Him and informed him of the distress of their children
below, IN THIS WORLD. Both ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT entered
the hidden and concealed chamber of Yom Kippur, THAT IS BINAH,
their Ima, SINCE ON YOM KIPPUR, THE MALE AND FEMALE
ASCEND TO IMA and beg forgiveness for the children of Yisrael.
Then it says, "For on that day will He forgive you, to cleanse
you..." (Vayikra 16:30). It does not say, 'I will forgive', but rather "He,"
in the THIRD PERSON HINTING AT BINAH.

333. Now, the Holy One, blessed be He, granted the children, that are
the sages present here, secrets of the Torah, to be adorned with
them and become established through them. No evil eye has
influence on them, due to the benevolent eye and the Holy Spirit of
Rabbi Pinchas that dwells upon them. Rabbi Pinchas approached
and kissed RABBI SHIMON. He said, If I would have come only to
listen to these words, it would have been sufficient for me. Praised is
this road upon which I came to you.
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334. The Holy One, blessed be He, is here agreeing with us. It is not
enough that He granted us one tree, but HE EVEN GAVE US three
TREES. However, this fountain is of a higher form, in accord with
that hidden and stored fountain THAT IS BINAH. These three trees
are the cedars called 'the cedars of Lebanon', and are in the form of
three great trees, which are the secret of the Patriarchs - MEANING
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
'PATRIARCHS' AND CONSIDERED THE CEDARS OF LEBANON,
BECAUSE THEY EMANATE FROM BINAH CALLED 'LEBANON'.
Praised is our lot at that period.
335. The trees were bent over, one over the head of Rabbi Shimon,
one over the head of Rabbi Pinchas and one over the head of Rabbi
Elazar. The branches extended into every direction on the heads of
the friends. Rabbi Pinchas wept and said, Praised is my lot and
praised are my eyes that saw this. I am rejoicing not only about mine
and yours but I am also rejoicing about Rabbi Elazar, our child, that
he is as important before the Holy King as one of us, BECAUSE ONE
OF THE TREES BENT OVER HIS HEAD, THE SAME AS IT DID OVER
THE HEADS OF RABBI SHIMON AND RABBI PINCHAS. He rose and
kissed him. Rabbi Shimon declared, Elazar, get up from your
position and cite in the presence of our Master some of His
teachings, MEANING SOME WORDS OF TORAH. Rabbi Elazar rose.

30. "What have I done to you? and wherein have I wearied you?"
Rabbi Elazar tells us how compassionate God is to His sons even when they have sinned. He says that God feels their pain if He punishes them, so
that finally He begs them to act righteously.
336. He opened the discussion with the verse: "O My people,
remember now what Balak, king of Moab devised" (Michah 6:5). "My
people," how much is the Holy One, blessed be He, compassionate
to his sons, even though they sinned against Him. All His words to
them are with love, like a father to his son. If a son sins against his
father and he beats him yet as much as he beats him he doesn't
repent his ways, and he derides with words and he does not accept
from him, his father then says, I do not wish to continue to do to my
son as I acted until now. If I beat him, his head will hurt and his pain
will be upon me. If I scold him, he will make faces. What shall I do? I
can only go and beg of him and speak to him softly, so he should
not get saddened.
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337. In all these manners, the Holy One, blessed be He, was
behaving similarly with Yisrael. He began by hitting them and they
did not submit. He scolded them and they did not submit. The Holy
One, blessed be He, then said, I notice about my children that, due to
the beatings they had from Me, their heads hurt. Woe is their pain
which I also feel, as it says, "In all their afflictions He was
afflicted" (Yeshayah 63:9). If I deride them, their facial forms will
change, as it says, "Now their visage is blacker than coal; they are
not known in the streets" (Eichah 4:8). Woe, when I gaze at them and
I do not recognize them. Now, I will just beg and beseech them, "O
My people, what have I done to you? and wherein have I wearied
you?" (Michah 6:3). My only son, My soul's beloved, look what I have
caused you. I have set you up to rule over all the members of the
palace. I have set you up to dominate over all the kingdoms of the
world. And if I have done any other things, answer Me. You can
testify about Me.

338. "O My people, remember now what Balak, king of Moab devised,
and what Bilaam, the son of Beor answered him." "Remember now":
Please remember, I pray you, "what...devised." Now we should
observe what the advice of Balak was against the holy people. The
Torah did not consider Balak as anything in comparison to Laban, as
it says, "An Arami wished to destroy my father" (Devarim 26:5).
(MISSING THE REST)

31. "And from the hills I behold him" - And I step outside
We hear the esoteric meaning of the title verse, part of which has to do with the coming of Messiah son of David and also the emergence of Messiah
son of Joseph who will die and be killed but will later rise to life again.
339. "I behold him..." (Bemidbar 23:9). HERE, the depiction and form
of his father was really impressed upon him. And from that period
that he was in his mother's womb, from her side, he spread out and
extended one more step outside. HE EXPLAINS: "For from the top of
the rocks I see him" (Ibid.). That was the form and depiction of his
actual father. When he was in his mother's womb, "I behold him." I
will have extended a step outward. Vav is comparable to this.

340. That is the meaning of: "And from the hills I behold him,"
BECAUSE IMA IS CALLED 'HILLS' AND, FROM THERE, ZEIR ANPIN
IS MADE A STEP OUTWARD, AS MENTIONED EARLIER. In the
higher Yeshivah, the word "geva'ot (Eng. the hills)" is spelled
without a Vav. In the heavenly Yeshivah, geva'ot has a Vav. The Vav
is perfecting both directions, one, ZEIR ANPIN, because this hill
never separates from its son, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, and never
abandons him. Therefore, the Vav is always part of it AND THAT IS
WHY IT IS WRITTEN: "GEVA'OT" WITH A VAV. And one IS ABOUT
MESSIAH, SON OF DAVID, because the hill below, WHICH REFERS
TO MALCHUT, has the son included in her, THAT IS MESSIAH, SON
OF DAVID. In the future to come, when Messiah will come, that
higher hill, THAT REFERS TO BINAH, needs to take and bring him
inside her wings in order to firm him up and place him in the higher
life OF THE BINAH. From it will emerge on that day, Messiah, son of
David. THE VAV OF "UMIGEVA'OT (LIT. 'FROM THE HILLS')" IS
HINTING ABOUT HIM.
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341. That is the secret of, "I will tell of the decree: Hashem has said
to me, 'You are My son; this day have I begotten you'" (Tehilim 2:7),
WHICH IS EXPLAINED AS FOLLOWS: I am destined to speak to this
place that is called 'decree', THAT IS MALCHUT, and give the good
tidings. "Hashem," THAT IS BINAH "has said to me, 'You are My son;
this day have I begotten you'", FOR MALCHUT ASCENDED AND
ATTIRED THIS BINAH, AND TOOK OUT MESSIAH SON OF DAVID
FROM THE ASPECT OF BINAH ITSELF. THEREFORE, that very day,
WHICH IS BINAH, produces that decree, THAT IS MALCHUT, from
under her wings, OF BINAH, with much life, with many adornments
and many blessings, as is proper.
342. That law, WHICH IS MALCHUT, will not remain on its own,
AFTER MESSIAH THE SON OF DAVID WILL EMERGE FROM IT.
Because then, another Messiah, WHICH IS MESSIAH THE SON OF
JOSEPH, will be also be included in it, IN MALCHUT. There, IN
MALCHUT, he will be fortified, and at no other place, THAT IS, NOT
IN BINAH AS MESSIAH THE SON OF DAVID, because this is a lower
hill, MEANING MALCHUT, that has no life of its own, BECAUSE
MALCHUT CONTAINS NOTHING ON HER OWN, EXCEPT WHAT ZEIR
ANPIN GIVES HER, WHO DRAWS FROM THE BINAH AND GRANTS
TO MALCHUT. MESSIAH THE SON OF JOSEPH WAS ATTACHED
EXCLUSIVELY TO MALCHUT ALONE AND TO NO OTHER PLACE;
THEREFORE, that Messiah will die and be killed, BECAUSE
MALCHUT ON ITS OWN HAS NOTHING TO GRANT HIM. And he will
remain dead until this hill, MALCHUT, will gather life from the higher
hill, THAT IS BINAH, AND PROVIDE TO MESSIAH THE SON OF
JOSEPH FROM THE LIGHTS OF BINAH. Then MESSIAH THE SON OF
JOSEPH will rise TO LIFE.
343. Because of that, in the Yeshivah of heaven, THE WORD,
"geva'ovt (Eng. 'the hills')" is complete with the letter Vav THAT
INDICATES both sides, ZEIR ANPIN AND MESSIAH. In the higher
Yeshivah, the word geva'ot is missing the Vav, to indicate something
about which there is no question or doubt. "It is a people that shall
dwell alone" (Bemidbar 23:9), on their own, without any other
admixture.

32. Top, branch and path
Because some of this section is missing it cannot all be summarized. It begins with a discussion about the name "Yud Hei Vav Hei our Elohim Yud
Hei Vav Hei." We learn that the children of Yisrael have the Hebrew alphabet and language, and that higher secrets can be understood from the form
of the letters; this understanding is not available to people of other nations, who have scripts that are merely inventions or agreements among them.
The Zohar turns to the supernal creation of Zeir Anpin and Malchut, and lastly to the secret explanation of "And the number of the fourth part of
Yisrael."
344. All the complete unity is here IN THE NAMES "Yud Hei Vav Hei
our Elohim Yud Hei Vav Hei," because its secret is "from the top of
the rocks" (Bemidbar 23:9) THAT IS ABA ABOVE. It was unified with
the top and branch and path. Yud Hei Vav Hei is the highest peak of
air that ascends, MEANING "TOP OF THE ROCKS" THAT IS ABA,
THE SECRET OF PURE AIR; our Elohim is the branch. It is written:
"The stem of Yishai" (Yeshayah 11:1), MEANING BINAH THAT IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF "FROM THE HILLS," AS MENTIONED. Yud Hei
Vav Hei is the lowest path, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
VAV, ABOUT WHICH IT SAYS, "I BEHOLD HIM" IN THE SECRET
MEANING OF A STEPPING OUTWARD, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. By
this secret, it was properly united with it and, because it spread out
into it, INTO THE VAV, the path, IN THE SECRET MEANING OF THE
STEP OUTWARD, there is a need...(MISSING THE CONTINUATION)
the secret that was clarified in the two Yeshivot.
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345. Happy is your lot, Rabbi Shimon, that you merited the higher
things of your Master. Your Master is pleased with you. How much
the measure of the expansion of this path is by higher measurement,
in the top, the branch and the path, and they were attired in this
extension. Therefore, the first extension is the measure of the six
ends and everything was unified into this letter. Due to this, it
properly "shall dwell alone..."(BECAUSE THE BEGINNING IS
MISSING, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO EXPLAIN IT).

346. "And shall not be reckoned among the nations" (Bemidbar
23:9): Yisrael have a writing script and a language. In each letter, it is
possible to observe the form and proper depiction, IN ORDER TO
UNDERSTAND THE HIGHER SECRETS IN THEM. However, it "shall
not be reckoned among the nations," because they do not possess
the script and language, THE ORIGINAL SOURCE DEPICTED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH HIGHER FORMS. They have nothing by which
to observe and know anything, THROUGH THE SHAPE OF THEIR
SCRIPT, because "they are vanity, the work of delusion" (Yirmayah
10:15), SINCE THEIR SCRIPTS AND LANGUAGES ARE MERELY
AGREEMENTS, WHEREBY PEOPLE HAVE DECIDED UPON A
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE AND SCRIPT. This secret "shall not be
reckoned" in their way of thinking and observation, OF THEIR
LETTER FORMS, because they do not possess the script. Happy are
the children of Yisrael.
347. "Who can count the dust of Jacob, and the number of the fourth
part of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:10). Of that higher point, WHICH IS
ABA AND IMA UP ABOVE, its top, branch and path, WHICH IS THE
BEGINNING, MIDDLE AND END, MEANING CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD,
is hidden. It is not available for questioning, SINCE IN ABA AND IMA,
THE YUD DOES NOT ESCAPE FROM THE AIR. From the moment it
began to be built and to become a palace chamber in accordance
with His wish and be referred to as "Who," THAT IS YISRAEL-SABA
AND TEVUNAH, its form, OF ABA AND IMA, it begins to be actually
built, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT ACQUIRES THE FORM OF ABA,
THAT IS THE ABA AND IMA ABOVE. FOLLOWING THAT, He
produced His female, MEANING MALCHUT, in the form of His
mother, THAT IS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, WHICH IS BINAH.
348. What is this "Who"? It is the top, the branch and the path,
MEANING THE TOP, MIDDLE AND END, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, DA'AT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF YISRAEL- SABA AND TEVUNAH, that spreads out, so
that a palace chamber may be built by extension. It built in two
directions, TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, so that even though it
took out Yisrael that is Vav, ZEIR ANPIN, it ALSO took out the female
together and invited her to itself. "Who can count (Heb. manah)"
MEANS, as it says, "And the king appointed them (Heb.
vayman)" (Daniel 1:5). SIMILARLY, THAT MEANS "sending choice
portions (Heb. manot)" (Ester 9:22), MEANING THAT "WHO", WHICH
IS YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, gave Him, ZEIR ANPIN, a very
valuable gift, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and took it out together with Him.
In the same extension that it expanded, it took both of them out
together in the same moment.
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349. The secret explanation of, "And the number of the fourth part of
Yisrael" is passed on to you, Rabbi. Praised is your lot. "The fourth
part of Yisrael" MEANS one quarter part of the measure of Yisrael,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'YISRAEL' that is the covenant,
MEANING THE YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN. Why is it referred to by
"fourth part"? Because in the measure of the body is four covenants.
The covenant is a quarter part in measuring the body and all of it is
produced by "who" THAT IS BINAH. THEREFORE, IT SAYS, "WHO
CAN COUNT THE DUST OF JACOB, AND THE NUMBER OF THE
FOURTH PART OF YISRAEL," BECAUSE "WHO" HAS BROUGHT
FORTH EVERYTHING.

33. "My voice shall You hear in the morning, Hashem"
Rabbi Elazar talks about the title verse, saying that 'morning' is the morning of Abraham that is Chesed, when people should pray because it is a
time of goodwill for everyone. All those who have sinned should pray for forgiveness. We hear about Refael who carries all remedies and healing in
his hand, and about how God looks for merit in people at the time of morning prayer. Rabbi Shimon tells his son that there are two mornings, one of
Abraham and one of Joseph: both are of Chesed but the latter is revealed through the illumination of Chochmah. We hear that when God first made
light it was too bright for the worlds to bear it, so He made successive levels of light to be clothed in it in order for it to be brought down to a level
that the worlds could withstand. Joseph receives all the higher light, so his brightness radiates from one end of the world above to the other.
350. Rabbi Elazar was journeying to see his father-in-law, Rabbi
Yosi. Rabbi Aba and the friends went along with him. Rabbi Elazar
opened the discussion with the verse: "My voice shall You hear in
the morning, Hashem" (Tehilim 5:4). What is the meaning of
"morning"? HE RESPONDS: It refers to the morning of Abraham,
WHO IS CHESED, that was roused in the world, as is written: "And
up Abraham rose early in the morning" (Beresheet 22:3). When that
morning arrived, that specific morning, THAT IS CHESED, awakens
in the world, which is a time of goodwill for all, and a time to do
kindness throughout the world, to the righteous and the wicked.
Then it is a proper time period for prayer, to pray before the Holy
King.

351. Therefore, during that time when that morning arrives, all the
King's captives, MEANING THOSE WHO SIN AND ARE BOUND IN
THE CHAINS OF SIN, find rest. It is a time for them to say prayers,
most certainly those who repent and beg for their request in the
presence of the Holy King. In that period of time, a chieftain exits to
the south side, THAT IS CHESED, and his name is Raphael. All kinds
of remedies are in his hand. From the south side, THAT IS CHESED,
a spirit leaves and reaches to the chieftain appointed for healing,
THAT IS RAPHAEL. When the prayer reaches the Holy One, blessed
be He, he instructs the members of His court not to begin the trial,
because life is in the hands of the Holy One, blessed be He, and not
in their hands.

352. Because it is a time of favor, the Holy One, blessed be He, looks
to find merit for that person. If he is at prayer or he is returning in
repentance, He has compassion for him. At that time, the voice of
nesting birds is heard, as is written: "Where the birds make their
nests" (Tehilim 104:17), because these birds thank and praise the
Holy One, blessed be He. The morning gazelle woke up in the world
said, "O how great is Your goodness, which You have laid up for
those who fear You..." (Tehilim 31:20). Then the appointee OVER
HEALING goes forth and does all that he is instructed to do.
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353. If you think that the types of healing are in the power OF THE
APPOINTEE as we mentioned, it is not so, because the remedy is
only in the hands of the Holy King. However, at the moment when
the Holy One, blessed be He, instructs the remedy for that person,
the appointed one goes out and all the prosecutors that are
appointed for awful diseases fear him. Then the spirit that travels
from the south side, THAT IS THE SPIRIT OF CHESED, extends
THAT CHESED to that person and behold, there is remedy.
HOWEVER, all is in the hand of the Holy One, blessed be He.

354. Therefore, it is written: "My voice shall You hear in the morning,
Hashem" and it does not simply say, "My voice shall You hear,
Hashem," because he is referring to that morning of Abraham. "In
the morning I will direct my prayer to You; and will wait
expectantly" (Tehilim 5:4). HE ASKS: Why is morning said twice? HE
RESPONDS: It is only because one morning is the one of Abraham,
THAT IS CHESED, and one morning is of Joseph, as is written: "As
soon as the morning was light" (Beresheet 44:3). The Targum
translates it as: "the morning shines," for it definitely gives light.
AND THE DIFFERENCE IS THAT THE MORNING OF ABRAHAM IS
CHESED, WHICH IS CONCEALED FROM CHOCHMAH, AND THE
MORNING OF JOSEPH IS OF CHESED THAT IS REVEALED
THROUGH THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH. "I will direct my
prayer to You; and will wait expectantly": What is the meaning OF, "I
WILL DIRECT MY PRAYER TO YOU"? It only refers to, I will prepare
Your candle to light up with, as it says, "I have set up a lamp for My
anointed" (Tehilim 132:17). That refers to that morning of Joseph,
because this preparation of the candle is his.
355. IT SAYS, "And will wait expectantly." HE ASKS: What is the
meaning of: "And will wait expectantly"? Aren't all the inhabitants of
the world hoping and waiting for the kindness of the Holy One,
blessed be He, even the beasts of the field? In what is that praise of
David better than everyone's in the world? HE REPLIES: I have
inquired about this matter and this was the reply, which is a matter
of truth that comes from the distance. THAT IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, AS IT SAYS, "I SAID LET ME BECOME WISE, BUT IT
WAS FAR FROM ME" (KOHELET 7:23). The first light that the Holy
One, blessed be He, created was so bright that the worlds could not
stand it. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He made light to
His light, so that they could be attired with one another, and similarly
with all the rest of the lights. THAT IS, EACH HIGHER LIGHT GETS
ATTIRED WITH A LEVEL THAT IS LOWER THAN IT, until all the
worlds get an enduring existence and can withstand it.

356. That is why all the levels were spread out and all the lights were
attired. These ATTIREMENTS, WHEREIN THE LOWER DRESSES UP
THE HIGHER, are called 'supernal wings' until they reach that
morning of Joseph. And he receives all the higher lights, BECAUSE
YESOD IS COMPRISED AND COMPOSED OF ALL THE LIGHTS
HIGHER THAN HIM. Due to the fact that all the higher lights depend
on him, his brightness radiates from one end of the world to the
other end of the world above, until the worlds below IT can not
withstand it. David came and prepared the candle, which is a cover
for the morning of Joseph. He should be veiled in it to allow the
existence of the worlds that are lower by the setting of that candle.
That is why it is written, "In the morning I will direct my prayer to
You; and will wait (Heb. atzapeh) expectantly," as it says, "And he
overlaid (Heb. yetzapehu) it with pure gold" (Shemot 37:2). That
candle is of David, THE CHARIOT OF MALCHUT, upon which he is
dependent, and he said it should be the cover over this morning OF
JOSEPH. Rabbi Aba approached and kissed him. He said, If I would
have gone out on my journey only to hear this one thing, it would
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have been sufficient reason for me.

34. The son of Rabbi Yosi of Peki'in
A dove lands in front of Rabbi Elazar and he sends it with a message to his father-in-law Rabbi Yosi to say that he should be prepared for a miracle
in three days time. Before leaving, the dove says that someone else has died in Rabbi Yosi's place. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba make a detour to
visit the house of Rabbi Yosi of Pekiin who has died instead of Rabbi Yosi. They find the Rabbi's small son in terrible grief; he won't allow anyone
else near the body, and he keeps telling God that He should have taken him and his sister instead of their father. A voice says to Rabbi Yosi of
Pekiin that he has been given another 22 years of life and that thirteen other people have died in his place; this will give him time to bring up and
teach his son. Rabbi Yosi is returned to life and there is much rejoicing. He tells the others what happened when he was in the world beyond and
how much his son's action of offering to give up his life in exchange for him led to God's mercy.
357. During their travel, a dove approached and reached Rabbi
Elazar. She landed and chirped before him. Rabbi Elazar declared,
Worthy dove, you are always faithful in your mission. Go and inform
him, RABBI YOSI, RABBI ELAZAR'S FATHER-IN-LAW, to be
prepared for the friends that are coming to you, and tell him I am
with them. A miracle will occur to him in three days and he shall
have no fear befall him, because we are coming to him with
gladness. He replied again and said, I am not too happy, because I
am very badly disturbed about one full pomegranate that was placed
below him in his stead, MEANING THAT SOMEONE ELSE DIED IN
HIS PLACE; his name is also Yosi. The dove left his presence and
the friends left.

358. Rabbi Aba said, Rabbi Elazar, what is this great wonder that I
have observed? He said to him, This dove came to me on a mission
from Rabbi Yosi, my father-in-law, who is in his sick chamber. I
learned from this dove that he is already saved, and a substitute was
given in his stead, MEANING TO SAY ANOTHER PERSON IS GOING
TO DIE INSTEAD OF HIM, and he got well.
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359. While still journeying, behold, a raven appeared to them. It cried
out and cawed loudly. Rabbi Elazar said, This is your duty, and for
that reason you were created, MEANING TO BRING BAD TIDINGS.
Get going on your way, I already know. Rabbi Elazar said, Let us go
and do an act of kindness for that pomegranate that was full of
everything; Rabbi Yosi of Peki'in was his name, for he departed from
this world and there is no one that is worthy to make an effort for his
sake. And he is close by.

360. They detoured from the road and went there. When the
townspeople saw them, they all went to welcome them, and these
friends entered the house of Rabbi Yosi of Peki'in. Rabbi Yosi had a
little boy who wouldn't allow anyone to get close to the bed of his
father after he died. He alone was by it, crying over him with his
mouth over his mouth.

361. The child opened the discussion saying, Master of the world, it
says in the Torah: "If a bird's nest chance to be before you...but you
shall surely let the mother go..." (Devarim 22:6). The child was crying
and weeping. He said, Master of the world, abide by that matter that
is in the Torah. We were two children to my father and mother,
myself and my younger sister. You should have taken us, and acted
in accordance with the words of the Torah, AS IT SAYS, "BUT YOU
SHALL SURELY LET THE MOTHER GO, AND TAKE THE YOUNG TO
YOU (Ibid. 7)." If you should say, Master of the world, it says
"mother" and not "father," this is the same, my father and mother, as
mother died and you have taken her away from the children, and
now, my father also, who was our protection, you took away from the
children. Where is the just sentence in the Torah? Rabbi Elazar and
his friends cried before the grief and tears of the child.

362. Rabbi Elazar opened the discussion with the verse: "The
heaven for height, and the earth for depth" (Mishlei 25:3). While
Rabbi Elazar was saying this verse, a pillar of fire separated them
FROM THE DEPARTED, but the child was still attached to the lips of
his father and did not separate. Rabbi Elazar said, THIS IS WHY THE
PILLAR OF FIRE SEPARATED; either the Holy One, blessed be He,
wishes to perform a miracle AND REVIVE HIM, or He desires that no
one else deal with him. However, I cannot bear to see the child's
tears or to hear what he is saying.

363. While still sitting, they heard another voice that said, Blessed
are you, Rabbi Yosi, that the speeches of the young kid and his tears
rose to the throne of the Holy King and pronounced the sentence.
And the Holy One, blessed be He, handed thirteen people in your
stead to the Angel of Death, TO REDEEM YOU. Behold, they have
added 22 years to your life, so you will have time to teach the young
kid, the perfect and beloved, before the Holy One, blessed be He.
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364. Rabbi Elazar and the friends rose, and did not allow anyone to
stay in the house. They immediately noticed the pillar of fire was
gone. Rabbi Yosi opened his eyes and the child was still glued with
his lips to his lips. Rabbi Elazar said, Blessed is our lot that we
witnessed the resurrection of the dead eye to eye. They approached
him and the child fell asleep, as if he was expiring from this world.
They said, Blessed is your lot, Rabbi Yosi, and blessed is the
merciful, who performed a miracle for your sake due to the crying
and weeping of your son. Life was added to you because of his
utterances, that he was pushing with irrefutably right, true and
heartfelt speeches to the gates of heaven due to his pleading and
tears.

365. They took the child and kissed him and cried with him due to
great joy. They removed him to another house and woke him up
FROM HIS SLEEP. They did not inform him immediately OF HIS
FATHER'S REVIVAL, but rather later on. They rejoiced there for three
days and uncovered, with Rabbi Yosi, many new insights in the
Torah.

366. Rabbi Yosi said to them, Friends, I was not given authority to
reveal what I observed in that world, until twelve years later.
However, the 365 tears that my son spilled came into account before
the Holy King. And I tell you friends, at the time MY SON opened up
with that verse MENTIONED ABOVE and cried out with these words,
300,000 benches that were in the Yeshivah of heaven were shaken.
All THE SOULS stood before the Holy King and asked for
compassion towards me, and guaranteed for me THAT I WOULD
NOT SIN DURING THAT TIME. The Holy One, blessed be He, was
filled with compassion for me.

367. Those utterances OF MY SON were pleasing to Him, and the
way in which he gave up his soul for me. A guardian was present
there, A PROTECTOR AND DEFENSE COUNSELOR, who said,
Master of the world, does it not say, "Out of the mouth of babes and
sucklings have You founded strength because of Your enemies, that
You might still the enemy and the avenger" (Tehilim 8:3)? May it
please You that through the merit of the Torah, and the merit of that
child who was ready to give his soul for his father's sake, You
should have mercy on him and he should be saved.
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368. And thirteen people were prepared and appointed in my stead,
who were granted TO THAT ANGEL OF DEATH as guarantors,
MEANING AS RANSOM IN HIS STEAD, TO REMOVE ME from this
harsh sentence. Then, the Holy One, blessed be He, called on the
Angel of Death and instructed him to return after 22 years, because
THE THIRTEEN PEOPLE PLACED IN MY STEAD were not considered
REAL surety INSTEAD OF ME TO EXCUSE ME FROM DEATH
FOREVER. They were merely placed in his hands as assigned
temporary custodians, MEANING TO SAY THAT EITHER WAY,
THESE THIRTEEN WOULD HAVE DIED EVENTUALLY, AND THEY
WERE IN THE HANDS OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH, EXCEPT THAT
THEY DIED EARLIER. THEREFORE THEY COULD NOT BE A
REDEMPTION AND SAFEKEEPING FOREVER, TO GIVE HIM LEAVE
OF DEATH; THEY HAVE ONLY EXTENDED HIS TIME FOR A PERIOD
OF 22 YEARS. Now, friends, because the Holy One, blessed be He,
noticed that you were truly just, the miracle occurred before your
eyes.

35. "Hashem kills, and gives life"
Rabbi Yosi asks how Hashem can kill when the name Yud Hei Vav Hei is an elixir of life in which death does not exist. Rabbi Shimon explains that
He kills the body but gives life to the soul. He lowers the soul to Sheol to purify it and then raises it up to its place in the Garden of Eden. Rabbi Yosi
concludes by saying that for the next 22 years he is no longer allowed to work at ordinary things of the world, but he has to study the matters that
follow from what he learned in the supernal realm.
369. Rabbi Yosi opened the discussion with the verse: "Hashem
kills, and gives life: He brings down to the grave and brings up" (I
Shmuel 2:6). This particular verse requires more study. Does
Hashem kill? Behold, this name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, is an elixir of life
to everyone and this thing, death, does not prevail in it. Everywhere
this name provides life to all the world. What then is the meaning of
"Hashem kills" that people could think that He kills all human
beings? Certainly the name Yud Hei Vav Hei kills. How does it cause
death? You might think to say that when it leaves a person HE DIES,
because while it is still prevailing within him none of the world's
accusers could do damage to him, but when it departs all the
prosecutors immediately take hold of him and the person dies. Yet
this is not so.

370. HE REPLIES: Yet "Hashem kills." Whom does He kill? The
extension of that Other Side, MEANING THE BODY, because, when
that extension of the Other Side sees the glorious glow of the Holy
One, blessed be He, it instantly dies, and can not exist even an
instant. As soon as the extension of the Other Side is dead and
removed from the world, he immediately "gives life." To whom does
He give life? To that extension of the Holy Spirit that is derived from
the side of sanctity, MEANING THE SOUL. He revives her and
upholds her to a perfect existence and all is accomplished by the
Holy One, blessed be He, at once and at the same time. THAT IS, HE
KILLS THE BODY AND REVIVES THE SOUL AND THAT IS WHY IT IS
WRITTEN: "HASHEM KILLS, AND GIVES LIFE." And it is written: "He
brings down to the grave and brings up," which means that He
lowers that Holy Spirit, MEANING THE SOUL, to Sheol and bathes
her there IN THE FIRE THAT IS IN SHEOL to purify her. He instantly
raises her and brings her to her appropriate place in the Garden of
Eden.
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371. And myself, my friends, during that period when I left the world
my spirit was gone and departed immediately until a little later when
the Holy One, blessed be He, brought me back to life. During that
time, my body was dead. During the time when my son began with
these utterances, his soul escaped and flew to meet my soul that
was rising from her immersion, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, and reentered wherever it did. There, they sentenced and judged her and I
was given 22 years of life for the sake of my son's utterances and
tears. From here on, I need to strive in what I observed there,
because I am no longer allowed to strive after matters of this world.
After seeing what I saw, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes me not
to forget anything.

36. "Yah has chastised me severely"
Rabbi Yosi says that David went through all kinds of trials but God always saved him because of his confidence in the world above. David reasoned
that he had already received all his punishments in this world so he was purified and would not be punished in the world above.
372. He opened the discussion with the verse: "Yah has chastised
me severely: but He has not given me up to death" (Tehilim 118:18).
King David said, "YAH HAS CHASTISED ME SEVERELY" about all
that was done in this world and he spoke of the confidence he had in
that world. "But He has not given me up to death," because from
everything that happened to him in this world - that he was pursued
and he escaped from all his pursuers to a strange land, in the land of
Moab, and in the land of the Philistines - the Holy One, blessed be
He, has saved him and did not leave him to die. He said, "But He has
not given me up to death" about his confidence in that world, THE
ETERNAL.

373. David said, If I sinned here against the Holy One, blessed be He,
I have already been smitten here and have received my punishment.
He purified me from all my sins and did not leave my punishments to
that world that is after my death. Definitely, "Yah has chastised me
severely" in this world to cleanse me. "But He has not given me up
to death" in that world to take revenge from me there. RABBI YOSI
RETURNED TO TALK ABOUT HIMSELF AND SAID, As for myself, the
Holy One, blessed be He, has already cleansed me once in this
world. From here on, I need to be careful AND WATCH OUT that I
should not be shamed in the World to Come.

37. "Our father died in the wilderness"
Rabbi Yosi's son talks about why Zelofehad's daughters mentioned that their father died in the wilderness when in fact many many of the children of
Yisrael had died in the wilderness. He says that they died after the sin of the golden calf and before the Torah was given to them. Zelofehad was not
acquainted with the Torah, and he led those who spoke out against Moses, so his daughters thought that Moses hated him. The women did not
speak solely in front of Moses but only before the other chieftains as well so that they would be sure of having impartial judgment. In his humility
Moses then disqualified himself from judging their case, but brought it before God instead. The Rabbi's son says that Zelofehad died through the
words of his mouth but that his father Rabbi Yosi was raised back to life through the words of his son's mouth. The other rabbis talk about staying
in Rabbi Yosi's house for seven days until his soul has settled back into place, but they decide to go see Rabbi Elazar's father-in-law first and then
return. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Elazar realize that the wisdom of the children of this generation will never be seen again until the coming of Messiah.
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374. The child, his son, opened the discussion with the verse: "Our
father died in the wilderness, and he was not in the company of
them..." (Bemidbar 27:3). There is a tonal above "Our father,"
MEANING 'ZARKA', WHOSE MUSICAL NOTATION lengthens the
pronunciation of the word. Aha, devout holy ones, how much the
pain is drawn out when reading "Our father." There is no pain or hurt
of the spirit and soul, except when it is read like that, "Our father,"
when it is hurting from the heart. "Died in the wilderness": HE ASKS,
Did not others die in the desert wilderness? Why is he marked by
saying that he died in the desert? There were thousands and tens of
thousands that died in the wilderness.

375. HE RESPONDS: It is just that so many people are without it.
Some of them say that the gatherer of wood was ZELOPHEHAD,
because it says, "But he died in his own sin" (Bemidbar 27:3). Some
say this way and some say that way. I learned on the day my father
fell on his sickbed; they taught me this, and I saw that which I saw,
which my father forbade me from revealing. AND I WAS TAUGHT
that there were many, many who died in the desert, and not on
account of the sins of Korah or on account of the sins of the spies,
when the awful judgment was decreed THAT ALL WILL DIE OUT IN
THE WILDERNESS. But THEY DIED prior to the giving of the Torah
and after those who misled the world, MEANING THE MIXED
MULTITUDES, and those who followed them, made the golden calf.
ZELOPHEHAD COULD HAVE BEEN AMONG THOSE FOLLOWERS,
BUT THERE IS NO DEFINITIVE PROOF FROM WHAT IS WRITTEN:
"BUT HE DIED IN HIS OWN SIN," THAT HE WAS THE GATHERER OF
WOOD.
376. However, the plea that these daughters pleaded was that he
died in the wilderness. He, who was Zelophehad, a chief in the house
of Joseph, and who was not properly versed in the manners of the
Torah, could not THEREFORE become a prince. And he was the one
who did not guard his lips and speech against Moses, AS IT SAYS,
"AND THE PEOPLE SPOKE AGAINST ELOHIM, AND
MOSES..." (BEMIDBAR 21:5). ZELOPHEHAD WAS THE SPOKESMAN
and about him, it is written: "And many (Heb. rav) people of Yisrael
died" (Ibid. 6) BECAUSE HE WAS a man that was not versed in
Torah. He was a chief (Heb. rav) of a family tribe, a Chieftain from the
seed of Joseph and an offspring of Menashe. Because he sinned in
the wilderness by speaking up against Moses, HIS DAUGHTERS
thought that Moses harbored hatred AGAINST HIM. Therefore, they
brought forward their complaints before Moses and Elazar and all
the tribal heads and family chieftains. They did not speak with Moses
alone except in their presence, because they were jealous of him.

377. From here, it is understood that whoever has doubts about the
judge shall bring forward other JUDGES and increase the number of
people to be with that judge, who will listen to the trial proceedings.
And he will have fear of them and he will not have a choice but to
judge properly. If he does not, they will reject him from judging on
the trials, but they were not aware that "Moses was very meek, more
so than all the men that were upon the face of the earth" (Bemidbar
12:3). They were not familiar with Moses' qualities.
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378. When Moses noticed all this, he said, I see that all this gathering
of great men, from Yisrael, and all the heads of the families and the
heads of the congregation are closing in on me. Then Moses
immediately disqualified himself from judging, as it is written: "And
Moses brought their cause before Hashem" (Bemidbar 27:5). Other
judges do not behave this way, even if there is a great gathering
upon them. Those judges are considered insolent, not having any of
the humility that Moses had. Praised is the lot of Moses. Rabbi
Elazar and the friends were glad.

379. The child said, I am returning to the earlier topics, to talk about
this pausal note, MEANING THE 'ZARKA', THAT IS ON THE WORD
OF "OUR FATHER" IN, "Our father died in the wilderness." ITS
SHAPE is comparable to a snake that hangs on his back and pulls
his tail into his mouth. AND THIS DRAWING that is on the musical
note OF ZARKA that is drawn over THE WORD "OUR FATHER,"
CAUSED ZELOPHEHAD TO DIE "in the wilderness" through the
words of his own mouth. The child hurried up quickly and held on to
the back of the neck of his father, cried and said, This Zelophehad
died through talking and you, my father, returned to this world
through talking, MEANING THROUGH THE UTTERANCES AND
TEARS OF THE CHILD. His father hugged and kissed him again.
Rabbi Elazar and the friends all cried, and the father cried along with
them. They all took him and kissed him all over his lips, over his
head and over his eyes, and his father was crying with him.

380. Rabbi Elazar said to him, My son, since you spoke about this
matter, SAY, What is the meaning of: "But he died in his own sin"?
The child said, Father, THEY ASK WHY one word, "HE DIED," was
not enough for them. WHAT WAS THE NEED FOR THEM TO SAY
THAT HE DIED IN THE DESERT AND ALSO THAT HE DIED BECAUSE
OF HIS SIN? IT IS ONLY that with the DEPICTION OF THE ZARKA
THAT IS OVER THE WORD "OUR FATHER," the snake that was
wrapped around above with his tail, the musical note lengthens the
pronunciation. THEREFORE, IT IS WRITTEN: "In his own sin." What
is "in his own sin"? It is in the sin of that snake. What is it? It is with
the speech in his mouth THAT HE SPOKE AGAINST MOSES. The
reason "But he died in his own sin" extends from the snake that is
wrapped with its tail, SINCE HE DREW THE POWER OF
CONTAMINATION FROM THAT PRIMORDIAL SNAKE BY SPEAKING
AGAINST MOSES. That is certainly "his own sin."
381. Rabbi Elazar took him on his lap and in his arms, and all the
friends cried. The CHILD said to them, Scholars, leave me with my
father, because my mind has not settled down yet. Rabbi Elazar said
to Rabbi Yosi, What is the age of the child in days and years? He
replied to them, Friends, do not ask me this, because he still has not
reached his fifth birthday.
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382. Rabbi Elazar said, Heaven forbid, we are considering it only with
a benevolent eye. And you mentioned five years: these are "five
more years, in which there shall neither be ploughing nor
harvest" (Beresheet 45:6), AND YOU TOO will not reap him forever.
Rabbi Elazar said to Rabbi Aba, Let us stay here up to seven days, in
order that THE SOUL should settle down in the house, because
during the seven days after the soul left the body, she walks about
naked. Now THAT THE SOUL OF RABBI YOSI LEFT AND returned
she may not get settled back into her place until seven days have
passed .

383. Rabbi Aba said that it is written: "You shall open your hand
wide to your brother, to your poor, and to your needy" (Devarim
15:11). We have already taught this verse, that it is imperative for a
person not to abandon his poor and give to other poor. Here, Rabbi
Yosi, your father-in-law is also in his sick bed. Let's go and do a
kindness for him. When we return, we will enter here FOR A
SECOND TIME. As long as we come and go this way, we will observe
the revival of the dead. Rabbi Elazar said, That is definitely, rightly
so. They kissed the child, blessed him and left.

384. Rabbi Aba said, I wonder about the children of this generation.
How strong they are, like high and mighty mountains. Rabbi Elazar
said, Praised is my father's lot, that he is the leader of this
generation. During his lifetime, the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes
to establish his two Yeshivot and wants to make them into a great
and lofty settlement, because there will not be another generation
like this until the coming of Messiah, the King. They left.

38. Due to eleven causes, plagues come
Rabbi Aba lists the eleven causes of plagues that he was taught about in the Mishnah. The first of these causes is idol worship, and he equates
being "in disorder" with leprosy. He also talks about the second cause, that is cursing the Holy Name.
385. While traveling, Rabbi Aba said, We have already learned that,
due to eleven causes, plagues come about to the human beings.
They are due to idol worship, cursing the Holy Name, incest, theft,
the evil tongue, bearing false witness, a judge who is crooked in a
trial, swearing falsely, one who encroaches on his friend's boundary
rights, one who contemplates evil thoughts and ideas, and one who
instigates quarrels between brothers. Some say also due to the evil
eye, and we were taught all this in the Mishnah.
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386. Idol worship: How do we know THAT DUE TO THAT CAUSE THE
AFFLICTIONS COME? Because it is written: "And when Moses saw
that the people were in disorder; for Aaron had made them
disorderly" (Shemot 32:25). What is the meaning of, "were in
disorder"? It means that they were inflicted with leprosy. It is written
here, "were in disorder" and it is written there, "And the diseased
man in whom the plague is, his clothes shall be rent, and the hair of
his head shall grow long..." (Vayikra 13:45). JUST LIKE IT MEANS
LEPROSY THERE, HERE TOO IT IS LEPROSY. About cursing the
name of Hashem, HOW DO WE KNOW? It is because it is written:
"This day will Hashem deliver you (Heb. yesagercha) into my
hand" (I Shmuel 17:46), MEANING THE PHILISTINE WHO WAS
REVILING AND CURSING THE NAME. It is written ABOUT THE
LEPER: "And the priest shall shut him up (Heb. hisgiro)" (Vayikra
13:5). WE UNDERSTAND FROM THIS COMPARISON BY ANALOGY.
JUST LIKE IT WAS REGARDING LEPROSY THERE, HERE TOO IT
HAS TO DO WITH LEPROSY.

39. The eye of David and the eye of Bilaam
Rabbi Elazar says that David killed the Philistine by looking at him with an evil eye, and this caused leprosy on his forehead; thus the stone was
sunk into his forehead. We hear that David's eye was beautiful and gazed with love on those who feared sin, but that the wicked were afraid of him.
The eye of Bilaam, on the other hand, was entirely wicked. Next Rabbi Elazar says that the punishment for all the other causes of plagues listed
earlier is always leprosy. He tells Rabbi Aba how Bilaam perpetrated all these sins, and that Bilaam tried to draw the abundance of Yisrael to his own
evil side.
387. Rabbi Aba said, This matter regarding the Philistine has not
suited me, and I need to study it further. Rabbi Elazar said, It is
definitely so. This Philistine was close to the lineage of David and
was the son of Orpah. That is the meaning of what is written: "Out of
the ranks of the Philistines" (I Shmuel 17:23). Do not pronounce
"ma'arachot" (Eng. 'ranks'), but read 'from the caves (Heb. me'arot)
of the Philistines', because he caused shame to his mother, making
her as a cave, because it is written: "And the Philistine cursed David
by his Elohim" (Ibid. 43). David gazed at him with an evil eye and
anywhere THAT DAVID was gazing with an evil eye, all kinds of
afflictions flowed from the eyes of David. This is the way it was
regarding Joab. As soon as David gazed at him with an evil eye, it is
written: "And let the house of Joab never lack such as are afflicted
with an issue, or with leprosy..." (II Shmuel 3:29).

388. Here with this Philistine, as soon as he cursed the name, David
looked at him with an evil eye and noticed on his forehead that he
became leprous. Immediately, "the stone buried itself in his
forehead" (I Shmuel 17:49), because the leprosy was stuck to his
forehead. All this was DUE TO the impression of the evil eye of the
leprosy in his forehead, that this stone was actually sunk into his
brow. IT IS definite that he was a leper.
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389. The wicked criminal Bilaam's eye was the reverse of David's
eye. David's eye was embroidered in all kinds of colors, and there
was no eye in the world as beautiful as David's. All the colors in the
world sparkled in it and it was filled with love towards anyone who
feared sin, as is written: "They who fear You will see me and be
glad" (Tehilim 119:74). That is, they became happy when they looked
at him and all those wicked USED TO BE fearful of him.

390. However, the eye of Bilaam the wicked was evil in every way.
Anywhere he gazed was destroyed as with a flame, since there does
not exist such an evil eye in the world as the eye of that wicked one,
which was inverse in relation to David's eye.

391. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT THE PUNISHMENT for incest IS
LEPROSY? It is written REGARDING SUCH IMMORAL BEHAVIOR:
"Therefore Hashem will smite with a scab the crown of the head of
the daughters of Zion" (Yeshayah 3:17). It is written REGARDING
LAWS CONCERNING THE LEPROUS MARKS: "And for a swelling,
and for a scab..." (Vayikra 14:56). AS IT REFERS THERE
REGARDING LEPROUS AFFLICTIONS, HERE TOO IT REFERS TO
LEPROUS AFFLICTIONS. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT AFFLICTIONS
OF A LEPROUS NATURE COME AS A RESULT of thievery? Because
it is written: "'I have now produced it,' says Hashem Tzevaot, and it
shall enter into the house of the thief...and shall consume it with the
timber of it and the stones of it..." (Zecharyah 5:4). What causes the
consuming destruction of timbers and stones - that is, leprosy? It is
written: "And he shall break down the house, the stones of it, and its
timber" (Vayikra 14:45).
392. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT AFFLICTIONS OF LEPROUS PLAGUE
FOLLOW TO PUNISH an evil tongue? Because it is written: "And
Miriam and Aaron spoke against Moses..." (Bemidbar 12:1) and it is
written further: "And Aaron looked upon Miriam, and behold, she
was leprous" (Ibid. 10). For false witness, HOW DO WE KNOW THAT
AFFLICTIONS OF A LEPROUS NATURE FOLLOW? We find that
Yisrael testified falsely and said, "These are your Elohim,
Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4) in a loud voice, as is written: "There is a
noise of war in the camp" (Ibid. 17). Thus, "they put out of the camp
everyone with leprosy and everyone that has an issue..." (Bemidbar
5:2). IN BOTH CASES, THE SIMILAR TERM OF "CAMP" IS USED TO
GIVE AN INDICATION AND TEACH US AN EQUAL DECREE.
393. About a judge who distorts the law of judgment, HOW DO WE
KNOW THAT LEPROSY AFFLICTIONS FOLLOW? Because it is
written "As the fire devours the stubble, and as the chaff...and their
blossom shall go up as dust ..." (Yeshayah 5:24). What is the
reason? "Because they have cast away the Torah law of Hashem
Tzevaot" (Ibid.). And 'blossom' means none other than leprosy, as is
written: "And if the leprosy breaks (lit. 'blossoms') out
abroad" (Vayikra 13:12). If someone infringes on the property or
boundary rights of his neighbor or associate, HOW DO WE KNOW
THAT LEPROUS AFFLICTIONS COME ABOUT? From Uzziah, who
infringed on the rights of the priesthood, as it is written: "The
leprosy broke out on his forehead" (II Divrei Hayamim 26:19). HOW
DO WE KNOW THAT someone who incites strife among brothers
GETS HIT WITH LEPROSY? Because it is written: "And Hashem
plagued Pharaoh" (Beresheet 12:17), BECAUSE he caused strife
between Abraham and Sarah. About an evil eye, HOW DO WE
KNOW? This is as we already studied THAT DAVID'S EVIL EYE WAS
WOUNDING WITH LEPROSY THOSE WHO WERE NOT FEARFUL OF
HASHEM, SO WE HAVE PROOF THAT THE EVIL EYE CAUSES
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LEPROUS AFFLICTIONS. All this was applicable to the wicked
Bilaam.
394. Come and see that it is written: "To Petor, which is by the
river" (Bemidbar 22:5). What is the meaning of "by the river"? HE
RESPONDS: He set his evil eye on the river that is in Yisrael, WHICH
IS YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN, as is written: "Behold, I will extend peace
to her like a river" (Yeshayah 66:12). Bilaam came upon Petor,
WHICH IS MALCHUT OF THE OTHER SIDE, and was provoking them.

395. Rabbi Aba said, Certainly all these things applied to Bilaam, but
how do we know that he, BILAAM, was also involved in sexually
indecent behavior? HE REPLIES: Because it says, "Behold, these
caused the children of Yisrael, through the counsel of Bilaam, to
revolt against Hashem..." (Bemidbar 31:16). We have here the idol
worship OF PEOR and sexual immorality OF KOZBI, DAUGHTER OF
TZUR. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT false testimony APPLIED TO
BILAAM? Because it is written: "And knows the knowledge of the
most High" (Bemidbar 24:16) and yet he did not know even the
thoughts of his beast, BECAUSE HE COULD NOT FIGURE OUT WHY
HIS ASS DETOURED FROM THE ROAD. HOW DO WE KNOW THAT
the distortion of justice ALSO APPLIED TO BILAAM? Because it is
written: "Come therefore, and I will advise you" (Ibid. 14), for it was
still debated AND IMPENDS UPON judgment IF YISRAEL IS
GUILTLESS OR NOT. Yet he gave bad advice to harm YISRAEL and
that is a deflection of justice, because he counseled harmful things
about them AND HE DIDN'T CARE IF HE DID IT.
396. He infringed on what was beyond his boundary rights. WHY DO
WE KNOW THAT ABOUT BILAAM? Because it is written: "And I have
offered upon every altar a bullock and a ram" (Bemidbar 23:4) and it
is written: "I have prepared the seven altars" (Ibid.). IN FACT, THE
OFFERING UP OF THE SACRIFICES BELONGED TO THE PRIESTS
AND NOT TO HIM. And inciting strife between brothers APPLIED TO
HIM AS WELL, BECAUSE HE CAUSED STRIFE between the children
of Yisrael and their Father in heaven. Malicious language APPLIED
TO HIM, since no one in the world was A MASTER OF SLANDEROUS
LANGUAGE as he was, SINCE ALL HIS POWER WAS IN HIS MOUTH.
The curse of the Holy Name APPLIED TO HIM, as is written: "While I
go to the meeting yonder (Heb. coh)" (Bemidbar 23:15), WHICH
MEANS THAT HE WISHED TO UPROOT MALCHUT CALLED "COH"
FROM YISRAEL. All these things that were manifest in him also
included the evil eye as we studied, and everything was directed
against the river of Yisrael THAT IS YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN. He set
his eyes on it to provoke it, TO BEND ITS ABUNDANCE TO HIS OWN
EVIL SIDE. "To the land of the children of his people" (Bemidbar
22:5): HE ASKS: Don't we know that this was the land of the children
of his people? HE RESPONDS: That is only the secret meaning, to
which all the members of his people were attached, as we have
studied already.

40. "Of him who has an evil eye"
Rabbi Yosi says that Balak realized that he and his people would fall into the hands of Yisrael because he 'saw' this. Bilaam's knowledge was of the
kind that was only understood at night when the lower Sfirot and the asses of the Klipot have dominion.
397. "And Balak the son of Tzipor saw..." Rabbi Yosi opened the
discussion with the verse: "Do not eat the bread of him who has an
evil eye" (Mishlei 23:6). That applies to Bilaam, WHO WAS EVILEYED, and he blessed the children of Yisrael. "Nor desire his
dainties" applies to Balak, for whose burnt offerings that he offered
before Him, the Holy One, blessed be He, had no desire.
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398. Come and see, during the period that Balak saw that Sihon and
Og were killed and their country was taken, he noticed ONE MORE
THING. HE ASKS: What did he see THAT THE SCRIPTURE says,
"saw"? It is only that he realized with his wisdom that he and the five
top chiefs of Midian and his people were falling into the hands of
Yisrael. He saw, yet did not see CLEARLY. Therefore, he first
approached Bilaam, whose power was in his mouth TO BLESS AND
CURSE, similar to Yisrael, whose power is in their mouth.

399. Bilaam was even more loathsome than Balak. He learned only at
night the knowledge that he understood. These lower Sfirot and the
asses OF THE KLIPOT do not prevail except at the first watch of the
night. AND ON THE FIRST WATCH, THE DONKEY BRAYS. Therefore,
he possessed the ass of that side, so the donkeys could join with
her in the beginning of the night.

41. "And Elohim came to Bilaam," the appointed minister
We are told that the Elohim that came to Bilaam and to Laban was their appointed minister. Bilaam used the power of his ass to remove himself from
the power of God and operate under his own authority. Rabbi Yitzchak relates what Rabbi Yehuda told him about the ten lower Sfirot of the right and
the ten of the left. We learn from Rabbi Yosi that Joseph studied the wisdom of the lower Sfirot of the Other Side while he was in Egypt. Rabbi
Shimon tells the others that in the future God will tie up the ass that is Yisrael's accuser so that he can no longer harm them. We hear about the
Sfirot that pertain to divination and the Sfirot that pertain to enchantment; the ox comes from the aspect of enchantment and the donkey comes
from the angle of divination. This is why Bilaam used the ass in his witchcraft to remove himself from God's power. We hear about the angel of
compassion that stood in Bilaam's way when he tried to leave God's jurisdiction, and how the angel confounded Bilaam's wisdom and deflected him
from his path of witchcraft.
400. You may wonder why we find written: "And Elohim came to
Bilaam at night" (Bemidbar 22:9). That is certainly how it is and we
already explained that this is the minister that was appointed over
them. And he approached him. Similarly, "Elohim came to Laban the
Aramaean..." (Beresheet 31:24) and it is all the same meaning. IT
REFERS TO THEIR APPOINTED MINISTER, BECAUSE ELOHIM IS A
COMMON NAMESAKE USED EVEN FOR PEOPLE. Therefore, he said
to Balak, "Lodge here this night" (Bemidbar 22:8).

401. When that appointed minister used to arrive, Bilaam came in to
his ass and performed his deeds, and spoke his spells. Then the ass
would inform him. He also showed acts, in order that this spirit
should dwell on him. What did he show? He knew that donkeys
wander around and prevail at the beginning of the night. He then
showed that accomplishment and placed his ass at a prepared spot
LINED UP AGAINST THE DONKEYS, and accomplished his work. He
set the order of his speeches, and he used the ass to tell whoever
came in WHATEVER WAS NECESSARY.
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402. HE INQUIRES: Since one night he already told him, "You shall
not go with them" (Ibid. 12), what is the reason that he returned the
second time? HE RESPONDS: It is only that they were under
jurisdiction of the high authority and we were taught, 'in the path
man wishes to follow he is led.' At first, it is written: "You shall not
go with them." However, as soon as the Holy One, blessed be He,
realized that he wanted to follow, He told him "Rise up, and go with
them; but only that word..." (Bemidbar 22:20). What did Bilaam do?
All that night he was contemplating and thinking, saying, Where then
is my honor if I am tied, THAT IS, IN THE AUTHORITY OF THE
ABOVE? He studied his witchcraft all night but could not find an
angle that would place him under his own authority, except from the
angle of his ass, MEANING THAT WITH THE POWER OF HIS ASS, HE
WOULD BE DISCONNECTED FROM THE AUTHORITY ABOVE AND
COME INTO HIS OWN AUTHORITY.

403. That is what Rabbi Yitzchak said in the name of Rabbi Yehuda
regarding these lower Sfirot: there is right and there is left. From the
right angle are the donkeys, WHICH ARE MALES, as we explained,
and from the left angle are the asses THAT ARE THE FEMALES. We
have learned that there are ten to the right and ten to the left. THAT
IS IN ACCORD WITH THE TEN SFIROT OF SANCTITY, as "THE
ELOHIM HAS MADE THE ONE AS WELL AS THE OTHER" (KOHELET
7:14). That is what Rabbi Yosi said: When Joseph left his father, he
was knowledgeable in the higher wisdom in the secret meaning of
the sanctified supernal Sfirot. When he reached Egypt and stayed
there, he studied also the wisdom of the lower Sfirot OF THE OTHER
SIDE, how these of the right and these of the left are linked. That is
the ten of the right and the ten of the left, the male and female asses.
That is why he told his father what he had learned there, as is
written: "And to his father he sent after this manner; ten
asses..." (Beresheet 45:23).

404. Rabbi Yosi said, These TEN of the right are all comprised in that
one that is called 'donkey'. That is the same donkey of which is
written: "You shall not plow with an ox and an ass
together" (Devarim 22:10). That is the same donkey which King
Messiah is destined to dominate, as was set in explanation, IN THE
MEANING OF WHAT IS WRITTEN: "HUMBLE, AND RIDING UPON AN
ASS" (ZECHARYAH 9:9). These TEN of the left are all comprised in
the one that is called 'the female ass', because from her end
emanates Iryah that causes harm to the children, THAT IS, COLT
(HEB. IR), THE FOAL OF AN ASS, as we studied. This is what is
written: "Humble, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt, the foal of
an ass (Heb. atonot)." It says "atonot," lacking THE VAV OF PLURAL
INDICATION, because the ten are all included in one ASS, AS
MENTIONED ABOVE.

405. Rabbi Shimon said that it is written: "Binding his foal to the
vine" (Beresheet 49:11). "Binding...to the vine," MEANING for the
sake of the children of Yisrael, who are called 'grapevine', AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "YOU HAVE BROUGHT A VINE OUT OF EGYPT" (TEHILIM
80:9). The Holy One, blessed be He, is destined to tie up this Ira, who
is the accuser that harms them, since YISRAEL are called "noble
vine," as it is written: "And I had planted you a noble
vine" (Yirmeyah 2:21). IT IS WRITTEN: "His ass's colt TO THE
CHOICE VINE" (Beresheet 49:11), meaning the one who is an
outcome of that ass's side. HE WILL BIND HER AND SUBDUE HER.
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406. The ten of the right and ten of the left that are included in these
two, WHICH ARE THE MALE AND FEMALE ASS, AS MENTIONED
EARLIER, all pertain to divination. There are ten others of the right
and ten of the left that pertain to enchantment. Therefore, it is
written: "Surely there is no enchantment in Jacob, nor is there any
divination in Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:23). What is the reason? Because
"Hashem Elohim is with him" (Ibid. 21), from the aspect of
enchantment comes the ox. From the angle of divination comes the
donkey. That is the meaning of "ox and an ass." Therefore, because
Bilaam knew that he was bound to the other authority THAT IS
HIGHER, it said to him: "But only that word..." He found this bad,
saying to himself, Where is my honor? Immediately, he examined his
witchcraft and could not come up with ANYTHING that would
REINTRODUCE HIM to his authority, except this ass.

407. Instantly, "Bilaam rose up in the morning, and saddled his
ass" (Bemidbar 22:21) to do his desire with her and the desire of
Balak. Therefore, "Elohim's anger burned because he went" (Ibid.
22), "he" precisely, because he has removed himself from His
authority, WITH THE HELP OF HIS ASS, AS MENTIONED EARLIER
from what he was told: "but only that word WHICH I SHALL SAY TO
YOU, SHALL YOU DO" (Ibid. 20). Come and see that this is how it
was: because he was granted permission at first and was told to
"stand up and go with them," now that he was going, why did
"Elohim's anger burned"? It is because "he" in his own authority
was going to exclude himself from the One who said to him, "But
only that word..."

408. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 'Wicked one, you are
hurrying and preparing your gear and hastening to leave My
authority. I promise on your life, that you and your ass will remain in
My control.' Soon, "the angel of Hashem stood" (SHEMOT 3:2). What
is the meaning of: "stood"? Rabbi Aba said, He deviated from his
usual skill and adopted another skill, because he was an angel of
Mercy AND NOT OF JUDGMENT, AS BILAAM. That is what Rabbi
Shimon meant when he said, 'The wicked transform Mercy into
Judgment.' Therefore, it is written: "as an adversary" (Bemidbar
22:22), BUT NOT FOR ANOTHER, because that was not his wont,
SINCE HE WAS OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF COMPASSION.

409. Rabbi Elazar says, The angel did not act differently and did not
leave his usual practice. It is only that the angel was from the
merciful side and stood against him. He was interfering with his
wisdom and disturbing his wishes. That is the meaning of, "as an
adversary." To him, he was an adversary and presented himself as
an adversary, but to someone else he was not considered an
adversary.
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410. We studied that Rabbi Shimon said, How much wiser Bilaam
was with his witchcraft in relation to the rest of the people in the
world. At the time that he was looking for some possible idea to
enable him to escape the jurisdiction of the Holy One, blessed be He,
specifically it is written: "But only the word." He then took stock of
his art in witchcraft and could not find anything besides this ass
THROUGH WHICH HE COULD BE HELPED TO ESCAPE THE
AUTHORITY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. It is written: "And
saddled his ass." He loaded his ass with all types of magic and
sorcery with which he was familiar, put it on her and made her part
of all of them in order to curse Yisrael. Instantly, "Elohim's anger
burned because he went." "He" is specific, as we were taught THAT
"HE" INDICATES THAT HE LEFT HIS JURISDICTION, AS
MENTIONED EARLIER. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do?
He put before him an angel of compassion that would stall and
oppose him, and dismantle his witchcraft and sorcery.

411. Come and see: Until now, it is not written Yud Hei Vav Hei,
because it is not apparent in his witchcraft and sorcery, as we have
already explained. As soon as he had prepared his ass and readied
her with appropriate witchcraft, with the aspect of judgment to curse
Yisrael, the Holy One, blessed be He, prepared the angel of mercy to
oppose him prior to that, and with the name of compassion to
confound his wisdom and to divert his ass from that direction, as is
written: "And the ass turned aside out of the way" (Bemidbar 22:23).
"Out of the way" is precise, MEANING FROM HIS PATH OF
WITCHCRAFT. That is why it does not say, 'The angel of Elohim', but
rather "the angel of Hashem," Yud Hei Vav Hei that is indicative of
mercy.

412. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Wicked one, you have
loaded your ass with your witchcrafts, with several aspects of
judgments against My children. I will remove your load and remove
you from this direction.' Quickly, He advanced the angel of
compassion as an adversary to him, precisely as we studied AND
NOT TO ANYONE ELSE, AS MENTIONED EARLIER.

42. "And the ass saw the angel of Hashem"
When Rabbi Yitzchak wonders why the ass was able to see the angel and yet the supposedly wise Bilaam was not, Rabbi Yosi says the wicked
should not gaze at a holy sight. They talk about Bilaam falling down before he saw his visions, and having his eyes open at the time, but as they do
not know the correct interpretation of this they go to see Rabbi Shimon.
413. "And the ass saw the angel of Hashem..." (Bemidbar 22:25).
Rabbi Yitzchak said, How come THE ASS saw and Bilaam, who was
so wise, did not see? Rabbi Yosi said, Heaven forbid that the wicked
should gaze at a holy sight. HE SHOULD BE ABLE TO PERCEIVE AN
ANGEL OF HASHEM. He said to him, If so, why is it written: "Falling
down, but having his eyes open" (Bemidbar 24:4)? He said to him, I
have not heard anything about this, and I do not wish to say on my
own. He said, I heard that when he needed to see, he fell, and then
saw. BY THE ANGEL, he was not required to look AND THAT IS WHY
HE DIDN'T SEE.
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414. He said to him, If so, then BILAAM was in a higher level than all
the other faithful prophets, because he was "having his eyes open,"
seeing and observing the glory of the Holy One, blessed be He.
Didn't Rabbi Shimon say that Bilaam with his witchcraft understood
the lower Sfirot below, as it is written: "Bilaam also, of the son of
Beor, the soothsayer" (Yehoshua 13:22). The scripture calls him
"soothsayer"; that is, soiled filth, and how could he gaze at the glory
of his Master? Furthermore, didn't Rabbi Shimon say that he beheld
temporarily, as is written: "Then Hashem opened the eyes of
Bilaam." His eyes became bent (changed) and you say that he had to
see with his eyes open, observing the glory of the Holy One, blessed
be He.

415. He said to him, I take back what I said against you. My words
and yours need to be polished AND CLARIFIED. The secrets of the
Torah are definitely lofty and people of the world have no clear
understanding of them. It is therefore not permissible to proceed to
expound on a topic in Torah before hearing and understanding the
matter properly and clearly. They came to Rabbi Shimon and
discussed the matter with him.

43. Aza and Azael, "falling down, but having his eyes open"
Rabbi Shimon explains to the rabbis that when God wished to create man many of the angels told Him that man would sin, and others asked him,
'What is man, that you are mindful of him?' God said that He wished to create man, and that man would be in their own image and would have
wisdom higher than the angels. When Adam sinned, Aza and Azel complained to God about it, so He dropped them from heaven and reduced their
holiness. Angels are capable of enduring only through the higher light that sustains them, and when their level was dropped the glow of their light
was reduced. Rabbi Shimon talks about the manna that fell to feed the children of Yisrael in the wilderness, and says that it was from the dew that
filtered down; when it encountered the air of this world its glow was reduced and it solidified. He goes on to say that when God saw how Aza and
Azael were misleading the world He buried them in the dark mountains, from where they still teach people witchcraft and divinations; Laban and
Bilaam learned from them. When Torah says that Bilaam heard "the words of El" this meant the words that Aza and Azael related of God's words
that they had learned when still in heaven. Rabbi Shimon tells us that "falling down" refers to Aza and "having his eyes open" refers to Azael. He
concludes by saying that the Shechinah dwells only in a holy place that is deserving of it.
416. He opened the discussion with the verse: "What is man, that
You are mindful of him..." (Tehilim 8:5). It was explained that the
appointed ministers said this at the time when it was the wish of The
Holy One, blessed be He, to create the human being. THEN He called
many classes of the serving angels and sat them in His presence. He
told them, 'I wish to create Adam', and they said, "Nevertheless man
abides not in honor..." (Tehilim 49:13). The Holy One, blessed be He,
extended his finger and put them in fire. He had other classes sit in
His presence. He said to them, 'I wish to create man'. They replied,
What is man, that You are mindful of him? What are the functions of
this man? He replied to them' I WISH TO CREATE ADAM, who will be
in Our own image. And his wisdom will be above your wisdom'.
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417. As soon as Adam was created and sinned, and left His presence
with his judgment sentence, Aza and Azael approached. They said to
Him, We have a redress to complain about to You. Here is the man
that You created and he sinned against You. He replied to them, 'If
you would have been with them, you would have been worse than
him.' What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He dropped them
from heaven by reducing their level of holiness.

418. Rabbi Shimon said, Now I will return to your difficulty that you
asked about, what Bilaam was saying, "falling down, but having his
eyes open." If we say that this was not so, BUT RATHER he just gave
praise to himself, how would the Holy One, blessed be He, write a lie
in the Torah? If it was true, how could the wicked one be benefiting
by praise of the highest level, above all the prophets of the Faith? In
addition, doesn't the holiness of the above only dwell on a place that
is appropriate for it, AND NOT ON THIS CONTAMINATION?

419. Now, I will return to the earlier matter. After the dropping OF
AZA AND AZAEL from their holy level by the Holy One, blessed be
He, they erred after the women of the world and misled the world.
Here we need to study and observe, as we find written: "Who makes
the winds His messengers..." (Tehilim 104:4). Here, these angels
were messengers. How could they exist on the earth? HE REPLIES:
Just come and see. All the angels above do not stay, and are
capable of enduring only through the higher light that illuminates for
them and sustains them. If that light of the above is cut off from
them, they cannot exist. Most certainly, these ANGELS, which the
Holy One, blessed be He, dropped lower, and from whom He
removed that high light from above, would have their glow changed.
CONSEQUENTLY, when they dropped lower and were under the
dominance of the worldly air, they transformed to another level.

420. Come and see the manna that came down for Yisrael in the
wilderness. That manna was from the dew above that filtered down
from the most concealed Atik, THAT IS, KETER. When it came down,
its light was illuminating in the whole universe and from it were
sustained and fed the field of apples, THAT IS MALCHUT, and the
higher angels. When the manna came lower down and the air of the
world affected it, it gelled and its glow changed. It was not glowing
any more, only as it says, "And the manna was like coriander
seed ..." (Bemidbar 11:7). The atmosphere had even more of an
effect on the angels THAT WERE DROPPED LOWER BY THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as soon as they descended. They were
transformed from that earlier level in which they were.
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421. What did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He saw that they,
AZA AND AZAEL, were misleading the world. He bound them with
chains of steel in the dark mountains. Where are they situated? In
the valley of the mountains. He placed Aza there and threw the
darkness in his face. When the Holy One, blessed be He, bound
them, he provoked the anger towards the above. AS A RESULT, the
Holy One, blessed be He, dropped him in the depth to his neck and
threw darkness in his face. He placed Azael, who did not provoke the
anger, next to Aza and illuminated the darkness for him.

422. The inhabitants of the world that know the location OF AZA AND
AZAEL visit them. They teach people witchcraft, divinations by
omens and signs and by charms. These dark mountains are referred
to as the mountains of old. What is the reason? Because the
darkness preceded the light. That is why the dark mountains are
called "Mountains of old." Laban and Bilaam learned witchcraft from
them and that is what Bilaam said, "Balak the king of Moab has
brought me from Aram, out of the mountains of old" (Bemidbar 23:7).

423. Come and see that Bilaam used to praise himself from this
location, and said, "The saying of him who hears the words of
El..." (Bemidbar 24:16). Aza and Azael used to tell people about
these higher matters of knowledge which they acquired earlier
WHEN THEY WERE above IN HEAVEN. They used to reveal and
relate information from the holy world where they were. That is what
it says, "Who hears the words of El." It is not written: 'who hears the
voice of El', but rather, "the words of El." These are the speeches
and stories that AZA AND AZAEL used to relate of Him, FROM EL,
SIMILAR TO someone who comes from listening to a discourse IN A
SEMINAR. They ask him, Where did you come from? He says, From
listening to the speeches of the Holy King. The same is the meaning
of: "who hears the words of El" and "knows the knowledge of the
most High" (Ibid.) that he knew the timing when judgment impends
on the world and focuses on that time with his witchcraft.

424. "Who sees the vision of Shadai" (Ibid.). What is meant by
"vision of Shadai"? These are "falling down" and "having his eyes
open," which refer to Aza and Azael. "Falling down" is Aza. WHY
WAS HE CALLED "FALLING"? That is because the Holy One,
blessed be He, stuck him into the depths of darkness to his neck, as
we mentioned, and darkness gets hurled into his face. That is why
he is referred to by "falling down," because he fell from heaven and
next he fell once more into the depths of darkness. Azael is "having
his eyes open," because he was not covered with darkness, because
he neither provoked nor angered like the one before, MEANING AZA.
Bilaam referred to them by the words, "the vision of Shadai," which
are "falling down" and "having his eyes open."
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425. During that period of time, there was nobody in the world who
visited with them, AZA AND AZAEL, except for him, BILAAM, who
would daily seal himself away with them in those mountains. That is
why it says, "Balak the king of Moab has brought me from Aram, out
of the mountains of old," specifically from "the mountains of old,"
WHICH ARE THE MOUNTAINS OF THE DARKNESS, AS MENTIONED,
and not from the land of the people of the east (also: 'of old').
426. Rabbi Shimon said, How many times I have said this and the
friends do not observe that the Holy One, blessed be He, allows his
Shechinah to dwell only in a holy place, a place that is deserving for
it. That is how the Holy One, blessed be He, proclaims and says,
"There must not be found among you anyone that makes his son or
his daughter to pass..." (Devarim 18:10). And he, BILAAM, comes to
mix among them. Praised is the lot of Yisrael that the Holy One,
blessed be He, sanctified them to dwell among them and it is written:
"For Hashem, your Elohim walks in the midst of your
camp..." (Devarim 23:15). Because He walks in the midst of your
camp, it is also written: "Therefore shall your camp be holy" (Ibid.)
and it is written: "And be holy ..." (Vayikra 20:7). It is also written:
"Defile not yourselves in any of these things..." (Vayikra 18:24), and
it is further written: "and therefore I abhorred them..." (Vayikra
20:23), because I can not come near to them and they cause me to
dwell without. Praised is Yisrael's lot and praised is the holy faithful
prophet's lot. They are sanctified and they have a part to benefit in
the higher holiness.

44. "And the ass saw the angel of Hashem," part two
Rabbi Shimon says that the mission of the angel was intended both to help the ass and to punish Bilaam. From the rabbis we learn several
meanings of this event and of the ass's deviation from the path of witchcraft. Rabbi Aba talks about the four colors that adorn Malchut when she
wants to unite with Zeir Anpin, and about the twelve boundaries. We hear the esoteric description of the rows of towers and the movement of the
wheels and the ascension and descent of the crowns. When the mating draws blessings from above those blessings all flow to the children of
Yisrael, who send part of them to sustain the other nations. That residue is the meaning of "a path of the vineyards," toward which Bilaam had
turned his ass. The angel blocked that path to prevent him from drawing energy from there. Rabbi Chiya tells us that the speech of the ass made
Bilaam realize that his power had been broken, since it was God who made the ass speak. Because Bilaam responded to the silly ass he showed
himself to be a fool.
427. "And the ass saw the angel of Hashem standing in the way, and
his sword drawn in his hand" (Bemidbar 22:23). "In the way" means
in that path into which his was sinking, THE WAY OF WITCHCRAFT
AND SORCERY. "And his sword drawn in his hand": HE ASKS, If his
mission was against the ass, what need was there for the sword? If
his intentions were against Bilaam, why did the ass notice him but
Bilaam was unable to perceive him? HE RESPONDS: It must be that
his mission was intended against all, BOTH TO THE ASS AND TO
BILAAM. The angel came before the ass to help her out from the way
it was loaded, MEANING THE WITCHCRAFT AND SORCERY THAT
WERE PLACED ON THE ASS. How DID HE RELIEVE HER? With
compassion. And he stood against Bilaam to punish him about his
intention to follow his own authority rather than the authority of the
above.
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428. Rabbi Yosi said, Now there is room to question if BILAAM'S
utterances were from the aspects of the lower Sfirot and not from
other aspects, as it is written: "And Elohim came to Bilaam...but only
that word...." (Bemidbar 22:20) Rabbi Yitzchak said, This is how I
learned that all these references to Elohim here were referring to an
angel, who came from the aspect of harsh judgment, to which are
linked the power and strength of these lower crowns of which
Bilaam made use. As a result of this, IT IS WRITTEN: "And Elohim
came to Bilaam," and, "And Elohim said to Bilaam" (Ibid. 12),
because an angel is sometimes referred to by a Supernal Name.

429. "And the ass turned aside out of the way" (Ibid. 23), meaning
that it deviated from the aspect that she was encumbered with, the
aspect of harsh judgment against Yisrael. HE ASKS: How did Bilaam
perceive that she deviated from that path? It is only that Rabbi
Shimon meant to say that, even along the road, he wished to harm
Yisrael with the strength of his ass. Since he was unable to, it is
written, "And he struck the ass with a staff" (Ibid. 27), MEANING that
he burdened her and loaded her with the powers of harsh and
forceful judgment. That is why it is written, "with a staff" and "staff"
is precise, which alludes to powerful and harsh judgment. It is not
written: 'his staff', but rather "a staff," WHICH INDICATES THAT
WELL-KNOWN STAFF THAT IS HARSH JUDGMENT.

430. Come out and see how powerful and effective was the wisdom
of the wicked one and his passion to harm Yisrael, because he was
careful to leave the authority above, THAT PREVENTS HIM FROM
THAT due to his passion to have honor and to harm Yisrael.

431. "But the angel of Hashem stood in a path of the
vineyards" (Bemidbar 22:24). What is written above? At first, it is
written: "And the ass turned aside out of the way, and went into the
field," meaning it followed a straight course in the side of field,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and deviated from what was instilled in her,
FROM THE COURSE OF WITCHCRAFT WITH WHICH BILAAM HAD
BURDENED HER. "And Bilaam smote the ass, to turn her into the
way" (Ibid. 23), meaning to diverge from that course of the field,
WHICH IS MALCHUT OF HOLINESS, TO THE COURSE OF HIS
WITCHCRAFT. Rabbi Yosi said, Between the angel and between
Bilaam, the ass found herself in great distress. Afterward, when
Bilaam realized that he was unable TO DEVIATE HER FROM THE
COURSE OF THAT FIELD, then "he struck the ass with a staff." As
we explained, THAT STAFF REFERS TO HARSH JUDGMENT.
432. "But the angel of Hashem stood..." Rabbi Aba said, How
important it is for us to pay attention to the sayings of the Torah.
These verses are imbued with higher wisdom. Is it in vain that this
angel comes out, to be seen to one ass, or to stand against her way
in the vineyards, now here and now there? It is only that it is a higher
secret and with everything, the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to
shield the children of Yisrael. They would not be controlled by evil
beings because they are the lot of the Holy One, blessed be He.
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433. "But the angel of Hashem stood in a path of the vineyards." We
were taught that when she, MALCHUT, is adorned from the aspect of
Ima, in her decorations appear 1,500 aspects engraved on her
ornaments. When she, MALCHUT, wants to unite with the king, THAT
IS ZEIR ANPIN, she gets adorned with one ornament of four colors.
Those colors glow in the four directions of the world, and each and
every color glows three times in its direction, which are the twelve
boundaries defined. They come to be included in twelve others.

434. At the top of that decoration, there are four lines to four
directions - NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST - which are LINES OF
towers, as it says, "Banks of fragrant flowers" (Shir Hashirim 5:13).
What is "fragrant"? It is as it says, "With all powders of the
merchant" (Ibid. 3:6). On every individual tower are three portals, set
with fine stones around each side. This decoration is engravings of
precious gold of Ofir for the glory of the King, as is written: "I will
make men more rare than fine gold; and mankind, than the pure gold
of Ofir" (Yeshayah 13:12).

435. Under the decoration, gold bells are suspended all around, a
gold bell from this side, a gold bell from this side, and one
pomegranate. Within that pomegranate, there are a thousand bells
and each one of those bells glows in red and in white. That
pomegranate is divided into four sliced segments and stays open to
display its bells. There are 325 bells to this side and similarly to each
and every side until all the four directions in the world glow from the
display of each individual segment. They are referred to as "a piece
of a pomegranate," as is written: "Your cheek is like a piece of a
pomegranate within your locks" (Shir Hashirim 4:3).

436. The four wheels in the four segments OF THE POMEGRANATE
take, through rolling, that ornament. When they have taken it, they
elevate themselves upwards, until they reach the upper wheel
segment, that moans day and night. THEN all these segments join
and take that crown and lift it upright and the sound of these wheels
reverberates throughout the firmaments. Hearing this melodious
sound, all the legions of heaven are excited and all ask one another
about it, until all recite and proclaim: "Blessed be the glory of
Hashem from His place" (Yechezkel 3:12).
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437. When the king, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, couples with the Matron,
THAT IS MALCHUT, then this crown is elevated and set on the head
of the Matron, MEANING TO SAY THAT ALL THE ACTIVITIES
MENTIONED ABOVE HAPPEN ONLY WHEN ZEIR ANPIN IS JOINED
WITH MALCHUT. Then one higher crown descends, ALSO TO ZEIR
ANPIN, that is set around with every fine gem, and bulbs and
flowers. It is equipped with six circles to the six ends of the world,
carried by the six wings of the eagle; fifty grapes are surrounding
THAT CROWN, engraved on it by Ima above, BINAH. They are set
with precious gems, WHOSE COLORS ARE white, red, green, black
and purple, with 613 lights to each and every direction.

438. There are 1,600 towers to each and every direction and each
individual tower is DONE as permanently set rows (Heb. tur),
MEANING THAT EACH TOWER IS SURROUNDED WITH A FEW
HOUSES, DERIVED FROM TURIM. They blossom above and get their
sustenance from the table of Ima above, WHO IS BINAH, from her
anointing oil. Then the Ima above quietly bestows supernal gifts,
sends them and sets them into that crown. Afterward, it endows
abundant rivers of holy anointing oil on the King's head, ZEIR
ANPIN. From His head, that supernal, precious oil flows down on His
glorious beard and from there it flows over the King's garments.
That is what is written: "It is like the precious ointment upon the
head, running down upon the beard..." (Tehilim 133:2).

439. Following this, AFTER THE CROWN RECEIVED ALL THE
ABOVE MENTIONED LIGHTS, the crown returns. Ima above
decorates ZEIR ANPIN with this crown and spreads over ZEIR ANPIN
and over Malchut glorious garments, with that crown, THE
CHASSADIM THAT ENVELOP THE CHOCHMAH AND THAT ARE
NAMED 'GLORIOUS GARMENTS'. Then the sound reverberates
throughout the worlds: "Go forth, O daughters of Zion, and behold
King Solomon with the crown, with which his mother crowned
him" (Shir Hashirim 3:11). KING SOLOMON IS ZEIR ANPIN AND IMA
IS BINAH. She then rejoices with all the King's children. Who are
they? They are all those who come from the side of Yisrael, because
they do not join with them BY COUPLING ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. None stay with them except Yisrael, who are of her
household and serve them, WHICH MEANS THEY RAISE MAYIN
NUKVIN (FEMALE WATERS) THROUGH THEIR TORAH STUDY AND
PRAYER THAT AWAKEN THE UNION. As a consequence, the
blessings that emerge from them, FROM THE COUPLING OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, belong to Yisrael.
440. And Yisrael take everything, MEANING ALL THE BLESSINGS
THAT RESULT FROM THE ILLUMINATION OF THE COUPLING OF
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT MENTIONED ABOVE, AS IS DEFINED IN
THE SECRET OF THEIR TWO CROWNS. They send part of them to
the rest of the nations and from that part are sustained all the rest of
the nations. We have learned that the parts of the lower ones,
MEANING THE OUTER FORCES, AND THE OTHER NATIONS OF THE
WORLD, are drawn from a very fine path which emerges from
between the aspects of the portions of the ministers of the heathen
nations. From there, it separates to several directions. That is what
we called 'the residue' that emanates from the side of the Holy Land,
THAT IS MALCHUT.
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441. Therefore, the whole world drinks from the residue of the land
of Yisrael. What is that land of Yisrael? We have already explained
THAT THE LAND OF YISRAEL IS MALCHUT. Both above and below,
all the rest of the heathen nations do not get sustenance except from
that residue. Do not think it is just they themselves, for even the
lowest Sfirot drink from that residue. This is the meaning of "a path
of the vineyards." That is the path from the chief ministers of the rest
of the nations, who are blessed from it.

442. When the angel saw that Bilaam had turned his ass towards that
path, THAT IS REFERRED TO AS "A PATH OF THE VINEYARD" IN
ORDER TO CONVEY FROM THERE THE ENERGY TO CURSE
YISRAEL, It says, "To turn her into the way." THIS INDICATES THE
PATH PRACTICED BY THE OUTER FORCES, WHICH IS A PATH OF
THE VINEYARD, THROUGH WHICH THEY RECEIVE ALL THEIR
SUSTENANCE AS MENTIONED ABOVE. Instantly, "the Angel of
Hashem stood in a path of the vineyards" to block that path, so the
rest of the heathen nations would not be able to be helped by it nor
would the lower Sfirot OF THE OUTER FORCES. "A PATH OF THE
VINEYARDS" will mean in the same sense as Rabbi Yitzchak said
that it is written, "They made me the keeper of the vineyards" (Shir
Hashirim 1:6), meaning to preserve and bless, during the exile, the
rest of the nations THAT ARE CALLED "VINEYARDS." "I have not
kept" (Ibid.) Yisrael who are "my own vineyard" (Ibid.), because they
are in exile, and are not properly blessed as they deserve.
443. "A wall being on that side, and a wall on that side" (Bemidbar
22:24). Rabbi Aba said, How was it possible for the angel to block
that path, AGAINST THE EXTERNAL FORCES, SINCE IT WOULD BE
NECESSARY TO BE REOPENED? HE REPLIES: It is only because he
had another help, which was the Holy One, blessed be He, and the
assembled Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Rabbi
Yehudah said, The Torah helped him out, because it is written: "On
the one side and on the other were they written" (Shemot 32:15).

444. At that time, it is written: "And when the ass saw...she thrust
herself to the wall" (Bemidbar 22:25). What is the meaning of, "she
thrust herself to the wall"? HE RESPONDS: IT IS as is written: "A
breaking down of walls" (Yeshayah 22:5). THAT WALL MEANS A
PROTECTIVE WALL. HERE TOO, a wall MEANS shielding, which is
that FORCE which protects them. "And crushed Bilaam's foot
against the wall" (Ibid.) MEANS that she, THE ASS, gave him no help
at all, but in her distress she sent him to the wall, WHO IS THE CHIEF
MINISTER ABOVE ASSIGNED TO PROTECT THEM. That is what she
intimated to him, BY PRESSING HERSELF TO THE WALL. Then "he
struck her again" (Ibid.) at that LEFT side.

445. "And the angel of Hashem went further, and stood in a narrow
place" (Ibid. 26). At that time, THE ANGEL closed up all the routes
and supporting courses, so she would not have any help whatsoever
from any side in the world. Then "she lay down under Bilaam" (Ibid.
27), MEANING SHE COUND NOT EVEN HINT TO FIND A PLACE FOR
HELP, AS SHE DID BEFORE, SO HE WOULD ASK HELP FROM THE
WALL, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. When Bilaam saw that he was
powerless, it is written: "And Bilaam's anger burned, and he struck
the ass with a staff" (Ibid. 27). We were taught that he loaded her and
attired her with implements of forceful harsh judgment, AS WE
MENTIONED THERE.
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446. "And Hashem opened the mouth of the ass..." (Ibid. 28): That is
one of those things that were created on the eve of Shabbat at
twilight. Rabbi Yitzchak said, What benefit is there from this, to
Bilaam or to the ass or to Yisrael, in these speeches OF THE ASS?
Rabbi Yosi said, The ministers that were with him had a good laugh
at him. When they reached Balak, they said to him, You will not find
any substance in the matters and speeches of this fool you sent us
to call on; CONSEQUENTLY, with the utterances of his ass, his
honor was shamed. Rabbi Chiya said, If the ass would not have
spoken up with this, Bilaam would not have abandoned what was
his. It is only through the utterances of his ass that he realized his
power had been broken.

447. Rabbi Aba asked a difficult question. It is written: "And the earth
opened her mouth" (Bemidbar 16:32) and it is written: "And Hashem
opened the mouth of the ass." Why the difference between the earth
and the ass? It is not written REGARDING THE EARTH that 'Hashem
opened the mouth of the earth'. HE RESPONDS: It is only that there,
it was Moses' decree that the earth needs to open her mouth. And
the earth performed the command of Moses by opening. It is not
proper that Hashem should carry out an instruction commanded by
Moses, seeing that Moses has decreed and instructed: "And the
earth opens her mouth" (Ibid. 30). Hence, THE EARTH performed the
command OF MOSES, as written: "And the earth opened her mouth."
However, here, there was no one who had decreed that it was only
the wish of the Holy One, blessed be He. Since that was His desire, it
is written: "And Hashem opened the mouth of the ass." It originated
with him and through him, it occurred.

448. Rabbi Yehuda said, I have studied these passages ABOUT THE
"MOUTH OF THE ASS" and these words. These words seem not to
be the needed ones, as it says, "And Hashem opened the mouth of
that ass." It would have been more appropriate to have these
utterances in matters of greater importance, words of wisdom. And if
it is as the friends said, that Bilaam was taking pride in that his horse
was in the pasture, AND THEREFORE HE HAD TO TAKE THE ASS,
AND THE ASS has spoken up and said: "Am I not your ass, upon
which you have ridden all your life to this day?" (Ibid. 30) THEN this
is where she should have made her opening statement, but she
merely started with: "What have I done to you" (Ibid. 28). If so, why
did the Holy One, blessed be He, bother Himself to open her mouth
with these words?

449. Rabbi Aba said, It is definite that through these words OF THE
ASS, I would have learned the thoughts of Bilaam, that he was not
worthy to have the Holy Spirit upon him. I also learned that his ass
had no power to do good or evil. I further learned from this ass that
beasts do not have the strength, to instill them with full
understanding AND CONSEQUENTLY SHE SPOKE NO WORDS OF
WISDOM. Come and see that Bilaam could not comprehend the
speech of his donkey nor the silly thoughts OF HIS ASS. How much
more would he be uncomprehending of the knowledge of the most
high, YET HE CLAIMED THAT HE "KNOWS THE KNOWLEDGE OF
THE MOST HIGH" (BEMIDBAR 24:16).
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450. "And she said to Bilaam, 'What have I done to you?'" (Bemidbar
22:28), MEANING THAT SHE INFORMED HIM, and it is not within her
domain to do any good or harm, because beasts do not behave
except how they are led to behave. Although that ass was in great
distress, she had no control on her own because Bilaam had loaded
her with his magic and she remained under his authority.

451. "And Bilaam said to the ass, 'Because you have mocked
me'" (Ibid. 29). He should have laughed her off, but instead, he
responded with illogic. Then they laughed at him and he became
debased in their eyes, IN THE EYES OF THE MINISTERS THAT
ACCOMPANIED HIM, and they realized that he was a fool. What did
he say, "Because you have mocked me, I would there were a sword
in my hand..." (Ibid.). THE MINISTERS said, This fool BOASTS that
he could destroy nations with his mouth, but he can not even
destroy his ass, and he needs a sword. We have further learned that
beasts do not contain that power required to have them be endowed
with another spirit OF WISDOM. If people tend to think and say, If the
beasts could talk, how much perfected knowledge would come to
the world, they should go learn from that ass, whose mouth the Holy
One, blessed be He, opened to see how she spoke.

45. "When Balak took Bilaam"
We are told that Bilaam went up to the altars of Ba'al because he foresaw that Yisrael would come to worship Ba'al in the future. Bilaam wanted to
provoke a quarrel with Yisrael yet he saw he could not because of their friendship with God, so he made a sacrifice to God that was rejected. Bilaam
told Balak to restrain Malchut with his witchcraft, and, if he could do that, he himself would nullify the blessings he had given Yisrael. Yet Rabbi
Yitzchak says that Yisrael could be cursed neither from the aspect of the patriarchs nor the matriarchs. The rabbis talk about various sections of
this scripture - the top of the rocks, the dust of Jacob, and the fourth part of Yisrael. In the end we hear that Bilaam saw that even with all his
witchcraft and his offerings he would be unable to sever Yisrael from God, so he was powerless. He had tried to breach Yisrael's defences at the
level of Jacob and at the level of Israel, but was unable to because neither level is ever involved in evil actions. We hear that there are two Klipot of
iniquity and perverseness that correspond to enchantment and divination; Bilaam thought these would be the right weapons against Jacob and
Israel, but he was wrong. The rabbis say that Yisrael is as strong as a lion and will conquer the heathen nations in the future. Rabbi Aba also refers
to the form of a lion that appears on top of acceptable burnt offerings. If the form of a dog appeared on the fire it meant that Yisrael must repent.
Rabbi Elazar returns to the story of Bilaam and tells Rabbi Yosi that at the moment Bilaam turned his evil eye to Yisrael, God protected them by
covering them with His spirit. Bilaam praised Yisrael so that his evil eye would be more effective and they would be more vulnerable to it, but God
did not allow him to harm Yisrael. Yisrael is never afraid, even in exile, because they have the strength of a lion due to their study of the Torah and
their obedience to its laws.
452. "And it came to pass on the morrow, when Balak took
Bilaam..." (Bemidbar 22:41). Rabbi Yitzchak said, Balak was wiser in
magic than Bilaam, except that he was unable to figure out the most
opportune time to curse, LIKE BILAAM, like in the parable.
Therefore, "Balak took Bilaam." He was preparing him and holding to
him in everything.
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453. "And brought him up into the high altars of Ba'al. (Ibid.). What is
the meaning of: "And brought him up into the high altars of Ba'al"?
HE RESPONDS: It is only that he observed which aspect OF
YISRAEL he should grasp on to with his witchcraft. And he
discovered that Yisraelites were destined to build altars and serve
the Ba'al, as it says, "And served the Ba'al" (II Melachim 17:16).
"That thence he might see the utmost part of the people" (Bemidbar
22:41): he noticed the chiefs of the people and their king who
worshipped him, as it is written: "And they called on the name of the
Ba'al" (I Melachim 18:26) and it is written: "If Hashem be
Elohim..." (Ibid. 21). As soon as Bilaam noticed the children of
Yisrael were destined for it in the future, immediately "Bilaam said to
Balak, 'Build me here seven altars'" (Bemidbar 23:1).

454. Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yehuda were talking. One said that in
accordance with the earlier altars, THAT WERE PREPARED by the
ancestors, he offered sacrifices ON seven altars. And one said that
he did everything with wisdom, because he found that Yisrael's lot
was tied to the seven levels, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT. Therefore, he said, Let me
set up seven altars.

455. THIS IS COMPARABLE to a person who had a friend, whose
father left him. People were afraid to quarrel with him on account of
that friendship. Sometime later, a person came along and wanted to
quarrel with him. He thought to himself, What should I do? If I
provoke him into a quarrel, here he has a friend, and I shall not
prevail. What did he do? He sent a gift to the friend. The friend
thought to himself, What does this fellow have to do with me? I
understand that it is on account of my friend's son, WHOM HE
WISHES TO HARM. He said, This gift is not acceptable to him. Invite
the dogs, and let them eat it.

456. So, Bilaam too came along to provoke a quarrel with Yisrael and
saw that he could not, because of that supernal friend of theirs. He
began preparing a gift for Him, WHICH IS THE SACRIFICIAL
OFFERINGS. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'Wicked one, what
common interest have you got with Me? You wish to be connected
with My children. Behold, your gift is being given to the dogs.' Come
and observe that it is written: "And Elohim met (Heb. yikar)
Bilaam" (Bemidbar 23:16). Rabbi Shimon said "VAYIKER" is derived
from the same root as nightly pollution (Heb. keri) and defilement.
Behold, your gift is presented to those, and does not enter in My
presence.

457. Rabbi Aba said, "Yikar" is like it says: "Who can stand before
his cold (Heb. karato)?" (Tehilim 147:17). He was confident that he
would be able to overcome the children of Yisrael with that gift. It is
written: "And Elohim met (Heb. yikar)" and cooled Himself to what
he, BILAAM, was thinking. IN ADDITION, "And Elohim met" is as we
were taught, that the aspect of defilement was roused against him.
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458. Rabbi Elazar said that "yikar" MEANS THAT Bilaam believed he
would be able to harm Yisrael with that gift. The Holy One, blessed
be He, eradicated that gift from His presence, expunged Bilaam from
such thoughts and uprooted him from that level. That is the written
meaning of "vayiker," as it says, "The ravens of the valley shall pick
it up (Heb. yikruha)" (Mishlei 30:17). He said to him, 'Wicked one, you
are not worthy to be associated with Me or to enter into My
presence. Your gift will be presented to the dog.'

459. Rabbi Shimon said, Come and realize that this wicked one was
the abomination of everyone, because you will not find in the entire
passage of the episode such expressions as: "And Hashem spoke to
Bilaam" or "And Hashem said." Heaven forbid. It is written: "And
Hashem put a word in the mouth of Bilaam...," which is like someone
who puts the bridle bit into the mouth of the ass to restrain him from
diverting here and here. So too is the meaning of: "And Hashem put
a word in the mouth..."

460. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him, 'Wicked one, do you
really think that it depends on you if the blessings of My children will
endure and be fulfilled or not? They do not need you. They say to a
bee: NOT FROM YOUR STING AND NOT FROM YOUR HONEY, but
rather "go back to Balak" (Bemidbar 23:16). When you open your
mouth, it will not be in your control and it will not depend on your
mouth, but only "say thus (Heb. coh)." For coh, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH, is prepared to bless them and coh will express the
blessing of My children. When you open your mouth, she will speak
the words that will come true upon My children, and I will not leave
these matters in your hand.'

461. Come and see that this is how it was. As soon as BILAAM came
to Balak and Balak heard all these things, WITH WHICH HE
BLESSED YISRAEL, Balak first thought that they emerged from
Bilaam's mouth. He said, "I called you to curse my enemies..." and
Bilaam replied, Take this witchcraft into your hand to restrain here
this coh, WHICH IS MALCHUT. If you will be capable of holding her
back with this sorcery, I will expunge all these words that she said
from her, MEANING HE WILL NULLIFY THE BLESSINGS THAT SHE
SAID, AS MENTIONED ABOVE.

462. It is written: "Stand thus (Heb. coh) by your burnt
offering" (Bemidbar 23:15). Hereby and through these magical
practices, you will restrain her COH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, "while I
go to the meeting yonder (lit. 'meet coh')," meaning to say I will
expunge her from these words THAT WERE SAID BY HER. The Holy
One, blessed be He, said to him, 'Wicked one, I will uproot you.' It is
said following this: "And Elohim met Bilaam" (Bemidbar 23:16). That
matter will raise its voice with the speeches of coh and that is what
is written: "And said, 'Go back to Balak, and say thus (Heb. coh)'".
"And say thus (coh)" is exact.
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463. Come and see: The first time it is not written: 'Stand thus (Heb.
coh) by your burnt offering', but rather "Stand by your burnt offering,
and I will go: perhaps Hashem will come to meet me" (Ibid. 3).
However, when he realized that coh spoke those blessings, he then
said, "Stand thus (coh) by your burnt offering, while I go to the
meeting yonder," MEANING AS EXPLAINED IN THE PREVIOUS
DISCUSSION.

464. "Come, curse (Heb. ara) me Jacob" (Ibid. 7). "ARA" means 'to
pick', DERIVED FROM: "I HAVE GATHERED (HEB. ARITI) MY MYRRH
WITH MY SPICE" (SHIR HASHIRIM 5:1). Rabbi Yosi says, He threw
them off from that level where they stood before, as it is written:
"And I will shoot (Heb. ore) on the side of it" (I Shmuel 20:20),
MEANING SHOOT AND HURL THEM AWAY. He said, If you will be
able to hurl them off that level, THAT IS MALCHUT, all of them will be
uprooted from the world. "And come, denounce Yisrael" (Bemidbar
23:7) REFERS TO Yisrael above, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHO
SHOULD CAUSE HIM TO BE ANGRY, meaning anger AND
INDIGNATION shall be before Him, as it says, "And an El who has
indignation every day" (Tehilim 7:12).
465. "For from the top of the rocks I see him..." (Bemidbar 23:9).
Rabbi Yitzchak said, This refers to the patriarchs, as it is written:
"Look to the rock whence you are hewn" (Yeshayah 51:1). "And from
the hills I behold him" (Bemidbar 23:9): this refers to the matriarchs.
They could be cursed neither from the aspect of the PATRIARCHS
nor from that of THE MATRIARCHS.

466. Rabbi Aba said that "top of the rocks" means who has power
against Yisrael, since they are attached and emanate from the top of
the rocks. Who are the rocks? They are Gvurot, because all the
judgments in the world emerge from the Gvurot and they are
attached onto them. "And from the hills I behold him": These are the
rest of the camps that are linked to them, TO THE GVUROT, "it is a
people that shall dwell alone" (Ibid.). It is the same as it is written:
"So Hashem alone did lead him" (Devarim 32:12).

467. "Who could count the dust of Jacob" (Bemidbar 23:10). This
was already explained. However, Rabbi Yosi said, There are two
levels, Jacob and Israel, at the beginning. WHEN HE IS AT THE SIX
ENDS, HE IS CONSIDERED Jacob and later on, WHEN HE ATTAINS
THE FIRST THREE SFIROT, HE IS Iisrael. Although it is all the same,
they are two grades. The higher grade is Israel AND THE GRADE OF
JACOB IS LOWER.
468. "Who can count the dust of Jacob." HE ASKS: What is the dust
below IN THE LEVEL OF JACOB? Rabbi Shimon says, It is written
about it: "His sword makes them as dust" (Yeshayah 41:2). Who is
His sword? It is known THAT IT IS MALCHUT, as is written: "The
sword of Hashem is filled with blood" (Yeshayah 34:6), BECAUSE
MALCHUT IS CONSIDERED "THE SWORD OF HASHEM." Dust refers
to the place from which Adam was created, as it is written: "And
Hashem Elohim formed man of the dust of the ground" (Beresheet
2:7). From that dust emerge many legions and many camps, many
levels, many trial investigators, many arrows, many projectile stones
and many spears, swords and weapons. "Who can count" is as it
says, "Is there any number to his armies?" (Iyov 25:3).
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469. "And the number of the fourth part of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:10).
The quarter of Yisrael is the Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, BECAUSE
YISRAEL, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, CONTAINS FOUR LETTERS FROM
THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI, OF WHICH MALCHUT IS THE FOURTH
LETTER. THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED "THE FOURTH PART (HEB.
ROVA) OF YISRAEL." It is one WITH THE DUST OF JACOB, WHICH
IS ALSO MALCHUT, EXCEPT THAT DUST IS MALCHUT OF JACOB,
AND A FOURTH PART IS MALCHUT OF YISRAEL. A fourth of Yisrael
is as it says, "Lying under its burden" (Shemot 23:5), WHOSE
ARAMAIC TRANSLATION IS "RAVI'A." THUS "THE FOURTH PART
OF YISRAEL," MEANS THE LAYING DOWN OF YISRAEL, THAT IS,
THE BED OF YISRAEL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED
'BED'. This refers to that which is written: "His litter, that of
Solomon" (Shir Hashirim 3:7), WHICH IS MALCHUT. Another
explanation of "fourth part": Like the lower fourth of Yisrael,
NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS BELOW ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED YISRAEL, BEING THE FOURTH UNDERNEATH IT. For it is
called 'a fourth part' in the sequence of the Sfirot. From this, we
understand that David, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the fourth leg of the
throne, SINCE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE
THE THREE LEGS OF THE THRONE, WHICH IS BINAH, AND
MALCHUT IS A FOURTH TO THEM.
470. Another explanation of: "Who can count the dust of Jacob."
"Dust" are all those who are considered as dust, MEANING THAT
EMANATE FROM MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED "DUST," as we
explained. "And the number of the fourth part of Yisrael" is meant in
the same sense, as is written: "Is there any number to his armies?"
"The fourth part of Yisrael" MEANS as we explained. IT NOW
REFERS TO THE QUARTER OF YISRAEL AND NOT TO THE DUST
OF JACOB. Another explanation: "Who can count the dust of Jacob"
refers to the precepts applying to the dust, like sowing, planting,
harvesting, as was already explained by the friends. "And the
number of the fourth part of Yisrael" REFERS TO THE PRECEPTS
APPLYING TO THE LIVESTOCK, as it says, "You shall not let your
cattle gender with a diverse kind" (Vayikra 19:19).
471. "And he took up his discourse, and said..." (Bemidbar 23:7). HE
INQUIRES: It is not written, 'he spoke', THAT WOULD MEAN THAT
HE SPOKE. THEN what is the meaning of: "And he took up his
discourse," INDICATING THAT HE MADE THE SPEECH AND
NOBODY ELSE? Rabbi Chiya said, He was just raising his voice
towards the speaker THAT IS MALCHUT CALLED 'COH'. THAT IS
THE MEANING OF: "AND HE TOOK UP HIS DISCOURSE." This was
Bilaam WHO TOOK UP HIS DISCOURSE "and said," which refers to
coh. SHE SPOKE, as is written: "And say thus (Heb. coh)."
MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'COH' WILL DO THE SPEAKING. And
the speech was from her.
472. Come and see, that Bilaam saw that even with all his witchcraft
and all that offering, MEANING THE SACRIFICES THAT HE
OFFERED, he was unable to uproot that coh, as it says, "While I go
to the meeting yonder (Heb. coh)," to uproot coh. The Holy One,
blessed be He, said to him, 'Wicked one, you are planning to
annihilate her. I will extricate you from your chain, MEANING HE
WILL UPROOT HIM FROM THE SOURCE. It is written: "And Elohim
met (Heb. vayikar) Bilaam," as we explained THAT IT IS DERIVED
FROM "THE RAVENS OF THE VALLEY SHALL PICK IT OUT (HEB.
YIKRUHA)" (MISHLEI 30:17), PICK HIM OUT OF HIS LEVEL.
Following this, when he realized that he was impotent, he again said,
"And he has blessed; and I cannot reverse it (her)." It should have
read: 'I cannot reverse him', but "reverse her" is more specific,
because it refers to her about whom the word coh is used, as "And
say thus (Heb. coh)," TO MALCHUT, ABOUT WHOM HE SAID, I
cannot reverse her FROM YISRAEL.
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473. Bilaam said, In two levels I tried to enter them. I tried to enter
into them in the level of Jacob and I could not. I wished to breach
them in another side, FROM THE LEVEL of Yisrael, and I did not
succeed. What is the reason? It is because neither level is involved
in evil species. This is what is written: "He has not beheld iniquity in
Jacob nor has he seen perverseness in Yisrael" (Bemidbar 23:21).

474. We studied earlier that there are two levels, enchantment and
divination. Corresponding to them are TWO KLIPOT of iniquity and
perverseness. Bilaam thought to himself, I definitely discovered the
adversaries of Jacob and Yisrael, since iniquity is THE KLIPAH
against Jacob that is connected WITH THE SORCERY CALLED
'enchantment'. Perverseness is THE KLIPAH against Yisrael that is
connected to 'divination'. When he realized that he could not
succeed, he said, Most certainly, "he has not beheld iniquity in
Jacob nor has he seen perverseness in Yisrael." What is the reason?
Because "Hashem his Elohim is with him..."

475. If you will venture to say that with these, INIQUITY AND
PERVERSENESS, I cannot succeed, but with enchantment and
divination I will succeed, it is written: "Surely there is no
enchantment in Jacob, nor is there any divination in Yisrael" (Ibid.
23). Not only this, but all the legions above and all the camps are
unaware, nor do they look at the customs of the King up high until
only after they ask for these two LEVELS of Jacob and Yisrael. What
are they saying? "What El has performed" (Ibid.). Rabbi Elazar said,
All these matters were spoken by "coh," THAT IS MALCHUT, AND
BILAAM JUST raised his voice towards her, having no idea what it
was all about nor what he was saying.

476. "Behold, the people shall rise up as a great lion..." (Ibid. 24).
Which nation is as strong as Yisrael? When the morning light breaks
to shine, he rises and gains strength like a lion for the devotional
service of his Master with many songs and praises, studying Torah
all day. At night, he "shall not lie down until he eat of the
prey" (Ibid.). When a person wishes to lie down on his bed, he
sanctifies the Holy Name and proclaims Him King above and below.
How many instigators of judgment come together before them at the
time they open their mouths on their bed with Sh'ma Yisrael, and
beg for compassion before the Holy King with several verses of
mercy.

477. Rabbi Aba said, "Behold, the people shall rise up as a great
lion" MEANS this nation is destined to rise in the future over all
heathen nations like a powerful mighty lion, and will hurtle HIMSELF
over them. It is the manner of all lions to lie down over their prey;
however, this nation "shall not lie down until he eat of the prey."
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478. Another explanation of: "Behold, the people shall rise up as a
great lion" to bring offerings and burnt offerings before the King on
the altar. We have learned that, at the time the offering is being burnt
on the altar, they perceived a form of a lion reclining on top of that
sacrifice and eating it.

479. Rabbi Aba said, Uriel was a high angel and he was perceived in
the form of a strong lion, reclining on the altar and consuming the
sacrifices. When Yisrael were not so worthy, they used to perceive it
in the form of some impudent dog reclining over it. The children of
Yisrael then realized that they had to repent, and they repented. "He
shall not lie down until he eat of the prey" refers to the sacrifices
that must be completely consumed by fire during the night, such as
burnt offerings. "And drink the blood of the slain" (Bemidbar 23:4)
means that the Holy One, blessed be He, will carry on battles with
their enemies for them.

480. Rabbi Elazar said that it is written: "He shall not lie down." What
is the meaning of, "He shall not lie down"? HE RESPONDS: It is only
because every single night, when a person follows as his Master
commands, he does not lie down on his bed until he kills 1,125 of
those evil species that dwell with him. Rabbi Aba said, A thousand
are from the left side, as it is written: "A thousand shall fall at your
side" (Tehilim 91:7) and it is also written: "Let the pious be joyful in
glory, let them sing aloud upon their beds. The high praises of El are
in their mouth, to execute vengeance upon the nations..." (Tehilim
149:5-7). Hence, it says, "He shall not lie down..." which is the
meaning of, "To execute upon them the judgment..." (Ibid. 9).

481. Rabbi Chizkiyah said, In accordance with the three times that
Bilaam beat his ass and loaded her with his witchcraft, Yisrael was
blessed three times. Rabbi Chiya said, Corresponding to this, Yisrael
got the blessing to go up three times a year and be seen in the
presence of the Holy King.

482. "And when Bilaam saw that it pleased Hashem to bless Yisrael,
he went not, as at other times, to seek for
enchantments..." (Bemidbar 24:1). HE INQUIRES: What is the
meaning of: "to seek for enchantments"? Rabbi Yosi said, The first
two times, he approached with all the implements of his witchcraft
and desired to curse Yisrael. Then he realized the wish of the Holy
One, blessed be He, who said, '"Go back to Balak," because they
have no need of your utterances. Another speech is forthcoming
from this "coh," as it says, "And say thus (Heb. coh)." That means
"coh" will be speaking and not you. "And say thus (coh)," (or: 'coh
will speak'), because she governs all the rulers of witchcraft and
sorcery and the variety of evils, so they are not able to harm My
children.' He then wished to gaze at them with the evil eye.
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483. Come and see this wicked one. When he gazed at Yisrael, he
looked into both of these levels - Jacob and Yisrael - to harm them
with his witchcraft, either this one or that one. Therefore, at each and
every blessing, both Jacob and Yisrael were blessed. "And when
Bilaam saw that it pleased..." How did he see? HE RESPONDS: He
noticed that when the King's face was shining, the variety of evils
did not remain, and none of the magic and sorcery were successful
in their witchcraft.

484. Come and see: At those two times, it is written "met" once in,
"And Elohim met" and once in, "And Hashem met Bilaam." Then it
says, "And say thus (Heb. coh)." When he realized that no anger
exists, and his witchcraft was not helping him, "he went not, as at
other times..." As soon as he separated and removed himself from
his magic, he began with another kind of rousing to praise Yisrael.
Rabbi Yehudah said, What was this rousing here? He said to him,
This was the rousing of a spirit of the left side, the one under whom
all the varieties of his witchcraft are connected.

485. Rabbi Elazar said, This is what I was taught, even the THIRD
time the Holy Spirit did not dwell upon him. Rabbi Yosi inquired of
him, If so, why is it written: "And the spirit of Elohim came upon
him" (Ibid. 2) and all the other times, it is not written that way. He
replied to him, That is the way it must be. Come and see that it is
written: "He that has a generous eye shall be blessed" (Mishlei 22:9).
It was already set in explanation not to read, 'Shall be blessed', but
rather "shall bless." Since Bilaam was of the evil eye, no one in the
existence of the world was as evil-eyed as he. Everything at which
he gazed with his eyes became cursed.

486. Therefore, they said, Whoever crosses his son in the
marketplace and has fear of the evil eye should cover the top of his
head with a head scarf, so the evil eye will not affect him. As well,
when Bilaam noticed that he could not succeed with his magic and
sorcery in harming Yisrael, he wanted to gaze on them with the evil
eye, because everything he looked at with his evil eyes became
cursed. Come and see what he planned against Yisrael. It is written:
"But he set his face toward the wilderness" (Bemidbar 24:1), as the
Targum translates THAT HE PUT HIS GAZE IN THE DIRECTION OF
THE CALF THAT YISRAEL CREATED AND SINNED WITH IN THE
DESERT, so that he may get allies to harm them.
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487. See what is written: "And Bilaam lifted up his eyes, and he saw
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 24:2), because he wished to gaze at them with
the evil eye. At that very moment, if the Holy One, blessed be He,
would not have preceded him with the remedy, he could have
destroyed them with the gaze of his eyes. Which remedy did the Holy
One, blessed be He, grant to Yisrael at that very moment? It is
written: "And the spirit of Elohim came upon him" and "came upon
him" refers to Yisrael. The Holy One, blessed be He, extended and
covered Yisrael over with the spirit of Elohim. It is in the same sense
as a person spreads the scarf over the head of the child, in order
that no evil eye shall affect him.

488. He opened the discussion with the verse: "How goodly are your
tents, O Jacob" (Ibid. 5). Come and see: Whoever wishes to gaze
with an evil eye is not able to do so unless he praises and adores
that one whom he wishes to curse with the evil eye. What is his
usual method of operation? He says, How nice he is, how beautiful
he is, in order that the evil eye would affect him. Here too, he said,
"How goodly are your tents, O Jacob." How nice, how beautiful they
are, how beautiful are the plants that have been planted from them.
They are comparable to the pretty plantings that the Holy One,
blessed be He, has planted in the Garden of Eden! Would that
plantings shall come forth from these dwellings!

489. "He shall pour the water out of his bucket." THIS IS like a man
who had fine hands, beautiful in appearance. One person passed by,
a man of the evil eye, gazed at these hands, grasped them and began
to praise them, saying, How beautiful they are, how pretty. Look at
the fingers cut out in the highest form of beauty. Then he says, Who
shall give these hands to dwell among precious stones and
expensive purple garments? THEY SHALL BE in his house to use
them and they shall be stored in his vault.

490. Here, the same Bilaam began to praise: "How goodly are your
tents, O Jacob, and your tabernacles, O Yisrael." How handsome
they are and how fine. Afterward, "He shall pour the water out of his
bucket" (Ibid. 7), WHICH MEANS that you cannot find a nicer
planting than this, the planting of Torah, outside of these peaceful
dwellings. And "moistening his seed plentifully" (Ibid.), WHICH HE
MEANT TO BE AMONG THE KLIPOT THAT ARE CALLED 'GREAT
MIGHTY WATERS', MEANING TO SAY that the Holy Spirit should not
grow and increase.
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491. The Holy One, blessed be He said to him, 'Wicked one, your
eyes can do no harm, because there is a veil of the Holy Spirit
prevailing on them'. He then said, "El brought him out of
Egypt..." (Ibid. 8), WHICH MEANS none of the world's inhabitants will
be able to harm them because a strong and powerful higher strength
holds on to them. What is it? It is: "El brought him out of Egypt." Not
only that, but "he has as it were the strength of a wild ox" (Ibid.) No
person could extend his hands over him due to his height. Because
he exists at such a height, "he shall eat up the nations his
enemies" (Ibid.) and no one is able to harm them.

492. Even at a time when he is not standing, they will not succeed
AGAINST HIM. This is what is written: "He couched, he lay
down" (Ibid. 9). EVEN THEN he is not afraid, because he is mighty
"like a lion, and like a great lion" (Ibid.). This means that, even when
he is IN EXILE among the nations and he crouches and lies among
them like a lion, he will be familiar in the laws of the Torah and in the
ways of the Torah. They have a government from their Master that all
the kings of the world cannot uproot; it is comparable to the strength
of the lion which can not be raised up from the prey that he is
crouched over. It is written: "He couched, he lay down like a lion,
and like a great lion: who shall stir him up?" (Ibid.).

493. Rabbi Elazar said, You could not find in the world a wiser
person to do harm than that wicked Bilaam. At first, he was in Egypt
and, through him, the Egyptians plotted against Yisrael, so that they
should never escape their slavery. And he says, how can I harm
them? I was the one who caused them never to escape the slavery of
Egypt, yet, "El brought him out of Egypt" and against Him, none of
the wise men and sorcerers of the world could prevail.

46. Aza and Azael
Rabbi Yehuda tells how Bilaam went to the mountains of darkness to consult with Aza and Azael. We hear what happens in those mountains and
how Aza and Azael teach magic and sorcery to those who enter there. When Bilaam went there God confused all the magic in the world so it would
be ineffective against His children, so Bilaam eventually gave Balak advice regarding the Midianite women in an attempt to hurt Yisrael. When God
saw that he had given this advice He told Bilaam that he would be ensnared in his own plot, and indeed he was later killed in the vengeance against
Midian.
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494. "And now, behold, I go to my people..." (Bemidbar 24:14). Rabbi
Yehuda opened the discussion with the verse: "You shall not deliver
to his master the servant...he shall dwell with you" (Devarim 23:16).
How lovely are the words of the Torah before the Holy One, blessed
be He, and how beloved is the Torah that gave her as a legacy to the
assembled Congregation of Yisrael. Come and see: At the time they
left Egypt, Bilaam heard that his witches and sorcerers, and all those
ties THAT THEY PERFORMED, were not effective against Yisrael. He
began to scratch himself and tear his hair out of his head. Then, he
went to the mountains of darkness and reached the iron chains,
WITH WHICH AZA AND AZAEL ARE BOUND.

495. This is the manner of the one who reaches them. As soon as a
person enters there, between the mountaintops, Azael, THAT ONE
that is called "having his eyes open" (Bemidbar 24:4), notices him.
He immediately informs Aza. They then give the sound signal and
the great burning snakes gather to them and surround them. They
send A TYPE OF small CREATURE called 'Onimta' towards that
person. We were taught that it is a cat-like animal with a narrow
snake-like head. It has two tails and its hands and feet are tiny. A
person who sees it covers his face and brings a VESSEL WITH
ASHES THAT IS CALLED 'smoked shreds' from the burning of a
white rooster and throws them in front of the Onimta, which then
comes with him.

496. He goes until he reaches the top of the chains, because the top
of those chains is stuck into the ground and reaches to the great
depths. In the great depths, there exists a socket that is stuck into
the lower depth, and into that socket the top of the chains is
connected. When a person reaches the top of the chain, he knocks
at it three times. They, AZA AND AZAEL, call for him. He then kneels
on his knees, bows down and continues to close his eyes until he
reaches them. He then sits up in front of them and all these snakes
surround him from either side. Then he opens his eyes and sees
them. He is shaken, and he falls on his face and bows towards them.

497. Following this, AZA AND AZAEL teach him magic and sorcery,
and he stays with them for fifty days. When the time arrives to leave
on his way, that LITTLE CREATURE CALLED 'Onimta' and all these
snakes walk in front of him, until he leaves the mountain ranges
from in between that heavy darkness.

498. When Bilaam reached AZA AND AZAEL, he told them WHAT HE
NEEDED FROM THEM, locked himself with them in the mountains
and begged to denounce YISRAEL and return them to Egypt. The
Holy One, blessed be He, confused and impaired all the wisdoms in
the world, and all the magic in the world, so they could not get close
TO YISRAEL.
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499. Come and see: When Bilaam realized that he was incapable of
harming Yisrael, he returned to Balak and gave him advice in order
to harm Yisrael, something he did not ask him to do. And his advice
was regarding the Midianite women, who were beautiful. If not for the
fact that Moses TOLD THIS TO US, we would not have known of it,
because it is written: "Behold, these caused the children of Yisrael,
through that counsel of Bilaam" (Bemidbar 31:16).

500. When the Holy One, blessed be He, saw his advice, He said,
'You will certainly get snared by your own plot' - BECAUSE HE WAS
KILLED IN THE VENGEANCE AGAINST MIDIAN. What did the power
controlling magic do, THAT IS MALCHUT, as mentioned above? It
showed him the final end. HE INQUIRES: Does he have permission
to see into the distant future? Rabbi Yitzchak said, The eye saw and
perceived; however, the actual statements were spoken by the one
who is over him, MEANING IT CAME FROM MALCHUT. This was
already explained in relation to the verse: "And he took up his
discourse, and said..." WHO SPOKE? Whoever had the authority to
speak, MEANING MALCHUT, AS WE MENTIONED THERE. Why is
that so? So that disgusting statements BY BILAAM should not come
true through the will of the most High, through the high wish of the
Torah.

47. In the time of Messiah
We are told what will happen at the time of Messiah when God is going to rebuild Jerusalem. The account presages the destruction of Rome and its
ruler, and talks about many wars. The spirit of Messiah will destroy the enemies of Yisrael, and the righteous will be brought back to life. When the
children of Yisrael leave their exile the Shechinah will go with them, and there will be great joy. At the time of redemption all blessings will freely
flow to the righteous from the great deep springs of Chochmah and Binah.
501. "I behold it, but it is not near" (Bemidbar 24:17), because some
of these items came true at that time and some of them are for future
times, in the period of Messiah. We learned that the Holy One,
blessed be He, is destined to build up Jerusalem and display a fixed
star that sparkles with seventy moving PLANETS and with seventy
winds that display light from it in the center of the firmament.
Another seventy stars will be instructed and guided by it, and it will
be glowing and blazing seventy days.

502. On Friday, on the twenty-fifth day to the sixth month, the star
will be seen. It will be gathered on the seventh day at the ending of
the seventy days. IT WILL BE COVERED AND NOT SEEN. On the first
day, it will be seen in the city of Rome and, on that day, three higher
walls will fall from the city of Rome, and the great palace WHICH IS
THERE will fall. The governor of that city will die. Then that star will
spread and extend to be seen in the world. During that time, great
and mighty wars will be stirring in the world to all four directions,
and there will be no Faith among them.
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503. In the center of the world, when that star will shine in the centre
of heaven, a great king and ruler will rise in the world. His spirit will
rise over all the kings and provoke war on the two sides, and will
overpower them.

504. During the day when that star will be covered, the Holy Land will
shudder and shake 45 miles around the area of the temple house,
and a cave underneath the ground will be discovered. From that
cave will emanate a fire to burn the world. And from that cave will
grow one great lofty branch that will dominate over the entire world,
and the kingdom will be granted to him. The saintliest people will be
gathering to him. Then, Messiah will be revealed in the entire world
and the kingdom will be granted to him.

505. At the time of the revealing OF MESSIAH, the inhabitants of the
world will find themselves in one distress after another and those
who hate Yisrael will get stronger. Then the spirit of Messiah will stir
upon them, and will destroy the wicked Edom, and the entire land of
Seir will go up in flames. Concerning that time, it is written: "And
Yisrael shall do valiantly" (Bemidbar 24:18). That is the meaning of:
"And Edom shall be his possession, Seir also, his enemies" (Ibid.),
meaning the enemies of Yisrael. That is the meaning of: "And Yisrael
shall do valiantly." At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, will
raise TO LIFE the dead of his people and remove death from them.
This is what it says, "The right hand of Hashem does valiantly. I shall
not die, but live" (Tehilim 118:16-17). It is further written: "And
liberators shall ascend..." (Ovadyah 1:21) and then it is written: "And
Hashem shall be king" (Zecharyah 14:9).

506. Rabbi Aba said, What is the meaning of, "For you shall go out
with joy" (Yeshayah 55:12)? It only means that, when Yisrael leave
the exile, the Shechinah will leave with them. They will leave together
with Her. This is the meaning of: "For you shall go out with joy"
WITH THE SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'GLADNESS'. "Joy" is
referring to the Holy One, blessed be He. Rabbi Yitzchak said, That is
referring to the righteous, MEANING YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN. This is
what is written: "Joy and gladness shall be found in it" (Yeshayah
51:3), WHICH ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT.

507. Rabbi Shimon said, The righteous, THAT IS, YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, is called 'joy'. From that day onward, when the assembled
Congregation of Yisrael fell into the exile, the blessings were
prevented from flowing down to the world from this righteous. At
that time OF REDEMPTION, it is written: "Therefore with joy shall
you draw water" (Yeshayah 12:3). This refers to the righteous
CALLED 'JOY'. "Out of the wells of salvation" (Ibid.) refers to Aba
and Ima, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, FROM WHERE THE
YESOD DRAWS. Another explanation: "Out of the wells of salvation"
IS REFERRING to Netzach and Hod, FROM WHOM YESOD
RECEIVES. All RECEIVE from deep springs that flow, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. Then, it is written: "And in that day you
shall say, Hashem, I will praise You..." (Ibid. 1). It is also written: "Cry
out and shout, you inhabitant of Zion..." (Ibid. 6).
Blessed be Hashem for evermore. Amen, and Amen. Hashem reign
for evermore. Amen, and Amen.
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1. "Hear, my son, the instruction of your father"
Rabbi Elazar deconstructs the title verse to teach us that people must follow the Torah that was given to them by God along with His rebukes and
punishments. When someone who has studied the Torah dies, it precedes him and opens all the gates for him to the next world. Rabbi Elazar says
that God takes most joy in those who get up at night to study the Torah.
1. "And Hashem spoke to Moses, saying, Pinchas, the son of
Elazar..." (Bemidbar 25:10). Rabbi Elazar began, "Hear, my son, the
instruction of your father, and do not forsake the Torah of your
mother" (Mishlei 1:8). "Hear, my son, the instruction of your father..."
This refers to the Holy One, blessed be He. "and do not forsake the
Torah of your mother." This refers to the Congregation of Yisrael.
What is the instruction of your father? Instruction is the Torah which
contains a number of rebukes and punishments, as it is said: "My
son, do not despise the chastening of Hashem, nor be weary of His
correction" (Mishlei 3:11).

2. And since everyone who engages in Torah in this world is worthy
that a number of gates, a number of lights to the next world, be
opened for him, therefore when he departs from this world THE
TORAH precedes him, going to all the gate keepers proclaiming,
"Open the gates, that the righteous nation...may enter in" (Yeshayah
26:2). Prepare a seat for so-and-so, the King's servant! The Holy
One, blessed be He, has no joy other than with one who engages in
Torah. How much more so with a man who rises up at night to
engage in Torah, for all the righteous in The Garden of Eden are
attentive to his voice and the Holy One, blessed be He, is amongst
them, as they put it: "You that dwell in the gardens, the companions
hearken for your voice: Cause me to hear it" (Shir Hashirim 8:13).

2. "The companions hearken for your voice"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that everyone who studies the Torah at night is strengthened by the Shechinah, and this is even more true of those who
guard the covenant. He says that Yisrael would have been destroyed had Pinchas not killed Cozbi and Zimri, but his act appeased God's anger.
Lastly we hear that if a person reincarnates the second time without improving his soul he has betrayed God's truth.
3. Rabbi Shimon said: This verse has in it the secret of wisdom.
"You that dwell in the gardens" refers to the Congregation of Yisrael,
THAT IS MALCHUT, which is with Yisrael in exile and accompanies
them in their troubles. "the companions hearken for your voice..."
refers to the camps of the higher heavenly ANGELS, all of whom
listen to your voice, the voice of your praises in exile. "Cause me to
hear it" is as it is said: "let me see your countenance, let me hear
your voice" (Shir Hashirim 2:14). "let me hear your voice" refers to
the voice of those companions who engage in Torah, for I have no
praise such as those who engage in Torah.

4. Rabbi Shimon said: Apparently at midnight, as the day begins to
dawn, all those who are privileged to engage in Torah come with the
Queen to welcome the King, and they grow stronger and take
possession of the Shechinah. Moreover, a thread OF CHESED hangs
over Him, as the Sages have explained.
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5. Come and see: Everyone who is privileged to be strengthened in
the Shechinah gains protection for himself from those matters that
are considered to be opposed TO THE SHECHINAH. Who is
protected? Those who do not falsify by the sign of the Holy
Covenant LIKE MATING WITH the daughter of a foreign El. And he
who watches over himself, as it were, the Assembly of Yisrael is
linked to Him, in turn, and protects him and greets him peacefully.
And this is even more so if he has been privileged to zealously take
up the cause and guard THE SIGN OF THE HOLY COVENANT.

6. Said Rabbi Shimon: Yisrael at that time would have deserved to
have been extirpated from the world had not Pinchas first done the
deed OF KILLING ZIMRI AND COZBI, and thus the anger abated. This
is what is said: "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the
priest, has turned my wrath away" (Bemidbar 25:11). Another
explanation: "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of...": Rabbi
Shimon said, The word son occurs twice to complete the act.

7. Said Rabbi Shimon: When the soul of a person reincarnates,
MEANING A SECOND TIME AROUND, without gaining merits to be
changed for the better, it is as though he betrays the truth of the
King and I apply to him the verse, "...or has found that which was
lost, and have lied concerning it, and have sworn falsely..." (Vayikra
5:22). "And have lied concerning it," MEANING TO THE SOUL, it
would have been better for him had he not been created, FOR IT
WOULD HAVE BEEN BETTER HAD HE NOT REINCARNATED INTO
THIS WORLD.

3. The complete righteous and the incomplete righteous
In this section we learn that a completely righteous person is allowed to challenge an evil person, but an incompletely righteous person is not. The
latter is defined as someone who did evil deeds himself in his first incarnation but now in this incarnation has done only good deeds. These good
deeds are required to repair his earlier bad deeds. Rabbi Shimon says that even one who is not destined for greatness can achieve it through
dedication to the Holy Name, as did Pinchas.
8. We have learned: A totally righteous person is not put off BY AN
EVIL PERSON AND MAY CHALLENGE HIM, but one who is not
totally righteous is held back AND IS FORBIDDEN TO CHALLENGE
AN EVIL PERSON. HE ASKS, Who is totally righteous? And who is
incompletely righteous? And could it be that one who is not perfect
in his deeds is nevertheless called 'righteous', THAT IS, THAT YOU
REFER TO HIM AS AN INCOMPLETE RIGHTEOUS? FOR SOMEONE
WHO IS LACKING IN HIS DEEDS, ACCORDING TO HOW THEY
SHOULD BE, OUGHT TO BE CALLED 'BAD'. THE ANSWER TO THIS
IS it is known that a totally righteous person is one who has not
undertaken upon himself to undergo crooked incarnations THAT IS,
HE IS INCARNATED and within his OWN inheritance he constructs
edifices, puts up walls, digs wells and plants trees. THAT IS TO SAY,
ALL THE GOOD DEEDS THAT HE DID PERTAIN TO HIM, FOR HE
HAS NO NEED OF CORRECTING OTHERS.
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9. An incompletely righteous person IS one who constructs edifices
on someone else's inheritance, THAT IS TO SAY, WHOSE SOUL IS
ON ITS SECOND INCARNATION BECAUSE HE WAS WICKED THE
FIRST TIME, WITH THE RESULT THAT ALL HIS GOOD DEEDS ARE
NEEDED TO REPAIR THE SOUL FROM THE FIRST TIME THAT IT
CAME INTO THE WORLD, AND SO HIS EDIFICES ARE BUILT WITHIN
SOMEONE ELSE'S INHERITANCE. He digs wells within it and
cultivates it, restores the foundation stones to the way they were,
and labors there, but does not know whether it will remain his. For in
terms of himself, THAT IS, ACCORDING TO HIS DEEDS IN THIS
INCARNATION, he is good, and is 'a righteous person'. But in terms
of the legacy, THAT IS, IN TERMS OF HIS DEEDS ON THE FIRST
OCCASION THAT HE CAME INTO THE WORLD, he is not so. THAT IS
TO SAY, HE HAS NOT YET REMEDIED THE EFFECTS OF THE SINS
COMMITTED THE FIRST TIME.
10. HE IS LIKENED TO a person who constructs beautiful and
attractive buildings. Look at the foundation and observe it sunken
and twisted in all directions. The building will not be perfect until he
has demolished it and rebuilt it as it was, namely, AS IT SHOULD BE.
Thus in terms of the superstructure of the building that he
constructed, everything was good and wonderful but in terms of the
edifice's foundation it is bad and twisted, and for this reason is not
referred to as a perfect deed, and not considered a perfect building.
AND SO IT IS WITH THE INCARNATED SOUL. ALTHOUGH IN TERMS
OF HIS DEEDS HE IS RIGHTEOUS, NEVERTHELESS, SINCE HE HAS
NOT YET REMEDIED THE EFFECTS OF THE SINS HE COMMITTED
THE FIRST TIME THAT HE CAME INTO THE WORLD, he is called 'an
incompletely righteous person' because of it and he is pushed aside
BY A WICKED PERSON. And on this SCRIPTURE SAYS, "when the
wicked devours the man that is more righteous than he" (Chavakuk
1:13).
11. Come and see: One who is zealous for the Holy Name of the Holy
One, blessed be He, even if he is not designated for greatness and is
not worthy of it, he earns it and gains it. Pinchas was not worthy OF
THE PRIESTHOOD at that time, but because he was zealous for the
name of his Master, he earned everything and rose to the highest
position, and everything was put right within him, and he was
privileged to serve in the supreme priesthood. From then on he was
referred to as Pinchas the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the priest,
WITH THE WORD 'SON' OCCURRING TWICE since he completed two
stages, THAT IS, HE MADE GOOD FOR HIMSELF AND ALSO FOR
THE SOULS OF NADAV AND ABIHU WHICH HAD INCARNATED INTO
HIM, FOR THEY ARE THE SONS OF AARON AND IT IS THEREFORE
WRITTEN "THE SON OF ELAZAR, THE SON OF AARON. And this
was because he was zealous for the name of his Master and put the
wrong right, FOR HE CORRECTED HIMSELF AND ALSO FROM THE
POINT OF VIEW OF THE SOULS OF NADAV AND ABIHU THAT WERE
INCARNATED IN HIM.

4. "Preserve my soul; for I am pious"
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Yehuda that "Preserve my soul" means "preserve the Hei," for the soul holds onto the Hei. If the soul is deserving when it
leaves this world it is welcomed to the next world, but if it is not deserving, the angels of destruction push it outside. When David prayed for the
preservation of his soul, he called himself pious because he was receiving the flow of Chassadim, and Rabbi Yitzchak says that Chassadim is
bestowed by the Righteous, Yesod.
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12. Rabbi Yehuda began: "Preserve my soul; for I am pious: Save
Your servant..." (Tehilim 86:2). One has to look at the end of the
verse, and then at the whole verse. At the end of the verse it says,
"who trusts in You." HE ASKS, Should it not have said, "who trusts
You"? HE ANSWERS: apparently David promised not to be asleep
when midnight passed, as it is written: "At midnight I will rise to give
thanks to You" (Tehilim 119:62). He should have said, "I arose," but
THE MEANING IS, I will arise and be bound to You for ever.

13. HE ASKS "Preserve (Heb. shomrah) my soul." He should have
used the form 'shamor', but we have learnt that there is no letter in
the Torah that does not have heavenly and precious secrets. HE
ANSWERS 'shomrah', for he was saying to the Holy One, blessed be
He, 'shamor Hei', NAMELY PRESERVE THE HEI, for it is that same
part onto which the soul holds. When the soul leaves this world it
enters to inherit the domain of the next world. If it so merits, a
number of heavenly hosts come out to greet it, guard it, and bring it
into its residence in its place. That letter Hei, NAMELY MALCHUT,
preserves it, so as to unite with it on new moons and Shabbats.

14. But if it does not so merit, a number of angels of destruction are
directed against it, and push it outside. Woe to that soul that
wanders in vain as a stone in the hollow of the sling. This is what
was said: "and the souls of your enemies, them shall he sling out, as
out of the hollow of a sling" (I Shmuel 25:29). And David made his
request before the Holy One, blessed be He, and said, "Preserve my
soul" that it be not rejected, and when they come out against it, may
the portals be opened for it, and may you accept it before you. "for I
am pious...": HE ASKS, was David really called 'pious'? WAS HE
NOT A KING, AND WAS NOT KINGSHIP (MALCHUT) HIS
CHARACTERISTIC? Said Rabbi Yehuda, Yes, HE WAS CALLED
'PIOUS', for it is written, "the sure Chassadim of David" (Yeshayah
55:3). THAT IS, SINCE HE WAS RECEIVING CHASSADIM THAT ARE
SURE, HE IS 'PIOUS' (HEB. CHASID) and this is the reason for
"Preserve my soul," namely, do not abandon it to wander on the
outside.

15. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Everyone who has a portion in this
righteous, NAMELY WHO GUARDS HIS COVENANT, inherits this
land, THAT IS MALCHUT, as it is said: "Your people also shall be all
righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah 60:21). And
this righteous, WHICH IS YESOD, is called 'pious' SINCE HE
BESTOWS CHASSADIM. THAT IS why David said, Since I am linked
and holding onto that place, UNTO THE RIGHTEOUS, THEREFORE,
"I am pious"; and because of this, "Preserve my soul" that it be
bound up with You.

5. The Hei added to the name of Joseph and the Yud to Pinchas
Rabbi Chiya begins by saying that the angel taught Joseph the seventy languages that the Pharaoh knew but also taught him the Holy Language
that the Pharaoh did not. Rabbi Shimon says that even though Joseph pretended not to understand the language of Potiphar's wife she eventually
caught on to him and knew that he did understand; then the Holy Spirit known as 'testimony' gave him a warning. It is this testimony that is the Hei
that was added to Joseph's name and the Yud that was added to the name of Pinchas.
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16. Rabbi Chiya began: "This he ordained in Joseph for testimony,
when he went out over the land of Egypt, I heard the language of him
whom I had not known" (Tehilim 81:6). We have learnt THAT THE
ANGEL taught Joseph seventy languages, AS WERE KNOWN BY
PHARAOH, but also in the Holy Tongue HE WAS GREATER THAN
PHARAOH, FOR PHARAOH DID NOT KNOW THE HOLY TONGUE.
This is meant by "I heard the language of him whom I had not
known" FOR HE TAUGHT HIM LANGUAGES THAT HE HAD NOT
KNOWN PREVIOUSLY. But, IF THIS IS SO, what is "testimony"? AND
HE ANSWERS, Come and see: When Potiphar's wife took hold of
him to seduce him, Joseph made himself as one who did not know
her language, and so it was each day until the last moment, as it is
written: "And she caught him by his garment" (Beresheet 39:12).
What is the meaning of "she caught him"? Until that time he had
pretended that he did not know her language, BUT THEN SHE SAW
THROUGH HIM, THAT HE DID KNOW HER LANGUAGE, MEANING
THAT HE UNDERSTOOD HER INTENTION. THIS IS THE MEANING OF
"SHE CAUGHT HIM": THAT SHE CAUGHT THE TRICKERY IN HIM.
"HIS GARMENT (HEB. BEGED)," IS ANOTHER WAY OF SAYING
INFIDELITY (HEB. BEGIDAH) AND TREACHERY. And the Holy Spirit,
THAT IS, MALCHUT, cried out to him, "that they may keep you from
the strange woman, from the alien woman who makes smooth her
words" (Mishlei 7:5). HE ASKS, what is this trying to teach us here?
AND ANSWERS, THIS IS TEACHING US that everyone who keeps
himself from such a thing AS JOSEPH DID is bound up with the
Shechinah and holds on to this testimony WHICH IS MALCHUT. And
which is it? This is the Hei that was added to it, as it is written: "This
he ordained in Joseph for testimony." Also in our section, a Yud was
added to the name of Pinchas because he was zealous over the
same matter, THE AFFAIR OF ZIMRI, FOR THE YUD HINTS AT
MALCHUT.

6. Keeper of the covenant
Rabbi Yesa wonders why when the children of Yisrael were exiled to Babylon and wept, they were remembering Zion and not Jerusalem. Rabbi
Shimon's answer is that the whole purpose of the Righteous, Yesod, is to bestow blessings, and if the Shechinah is in exile it has no one to bestow
blessings upon and therefore the Righteous has perished. Rabbi Yisa says that whoever respects God is honored in his life and in his death, as
were Joseph and Pinchas. From Rabbi Shimon we learn why Pinchas was granted the priesthood, even though he had killed and all those who kill
are normally barred from the priesthood.
17. Rabbi Yesa began: "By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down,
we also wept, when we remembered Zion" (Tehilim 137:1). HE ASKS,
should it not have said Jerusalem since it is written, "If I forget you,
Jerusalem, let my right hand forget its cunning" (Tehilim 137:5). Why
then, "when we remembered Zion"? AND HE ANSWERS: IT IS LIKE a
man who had a precious and beautiful palace, and robbers came and
burned it down. Whose is the anguish IF not that of the palace
owner? Here also, whose anguish is it that the Shechinah is in exile,
if not that of the Righteous, namely YESOD? And this fits in with
what they taught, as it is written: "The righteous
perishes" (Yeshayah 57:1) literally, perished. FOR THE WHOLE
PURPOSE of YESOD IS TO BESTOW. BUT IF THE SHECHINAH IS IN
EXILE IT HAS NO ONE TO BESTOW UPON, AND THEREFORE IT IS
AS IF IT DOES NOT EXIST, BUT HAD PERISHED. Here also, "when
we remembered Zion," MEANS when we remembered the anguish
OF ZION, WHICH IS YESOD, because of its LACK of mating, for the
anguish is indeed his.
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18. Rabbi Yesa said: Whoever respects the name of his Master in
this matter, and keeps THE COVENANT, is privileged to have his
Master respect him over all. How do we know this? Because
regarding Joseph, it is written, "And he made him to ride in the
second Chariot which he had... and made him ruler over all the land
of Egypt" (Beresheet 41:43). Furthermore, when Yisrael crossed the
sea, Joseph's coffin entered the water first and the waters in front of
it were unable to stay as they were. Therefore it is written, "The sea
saw it, and fled" (Tehilim 114:3). What is the meaning of "and fled"?
The sea saw him about whom this is written, "and fled, and went
outside" (Beresheet 39:12).

19. Come and see: He was honored in his life and in his death. Why
in his life? Because during that time he did not want to cleave TO
POTIPHAR'S WIFE, as it is written: "But he refused, and said to his
master's wife..." (Beresheet 39:8). As it is written, "that he hearkened
not to her, to lie by her, or to be with her" (Beresheet 39:10). For this
reason he was honored in this world. For it is written, "And she
caught him by his garment...and he fled, and went outside."
BECAUSE OF THAT he earned entry after HIS DEMISE into the
heavenly curtain THAT IS IN THE TEMPLE OF THE HOLY OF
HOLIES. And so it was befitting to him, RESULTING that he received
his due in this world and in the other world.

20. Pinchas was privileged in this world and in the next, and was
enabled to live and exist longer than all those who came out of
Egypt. He also merited to serve as High Priest, both he and all his
sons after him. However, this is incorrect, there are those who say
that he had earned the priesthood previously. If so, how should we
understand the words, "because he was zealous for his Elohim"?
(Bemidbar 25:13), whose meaning is that he earned the priesthood
because of this deed and had not gained it previously.

21. HE RESPONDS: come and see, any priest who kills a person is
considered forever unfit for the priesthood because he has marred
his own status, BECAUSE PRIESTHOOD IS THE STATUS OF
CHESED AND KILLING A PERSON CONTRADICTS THIS. SINCE
Pinchas HAD KILLED ZIMRI AND COZBI, he was legally barred from
remaining a priest. But because he was zealous for the Holy One,
blessed be He, He had to reinstate him, and also his seed after him
for all time, into the priesthood. THIS IS THE MEANING OF THE
WORDS, "BECAUSE HE WAS ZEALOUS FOR HIS ELOHIM." Rabbi
Yitzchak said, Come and see: Pinchas is recorded above and below.
'ABOVE' MEANS before he came into the world. The reason his
deeds were recorded BELOW is that he was among those who came
out of Egypt.
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22. Rabbi Elazar, Rabbi Yosi, and Rabbi Chiya were walking in the
wilderness. Rabbi Yosi said, This that is written concerning Pinchas,
"Behold I give him My covenant of peace" (Bemidbar 25:12), refers to
peace from the Angel of Death, the Angel who will never have
control over him or have power to judge him. If you were to suggest
that he did not die, you would be mistaken. HE DID DIE but certainly
not in the same way as others do and he lived longer than all the
other members of his generation because he held on to that
heavenly covenant. And when he did leave this world he departed
from his fellow mortals with a supreme longing and with wonderful
devoutness.

7. The attire of that world
Rabbi Elazar deduces from some verses in Zecharyah that it is a person's bad deeds that make a filthy garment for his spirit, and that everyone will
be joyful if they can don a more suitable garment in the next world. Next the rabbis sit in the shade of a rock while they pause from their travels, and
Rabbi Elazar says, 'Shade is without doubt the joy of the soul'.
23. Rabbi Elazar began: "And he showed me Joshua the High Priest,
standing before the angel of Hashem..." (Zecharyah 3:1). Come and
see: woe to those people who do not look out for their Master's
honor and do not pay attention to the fact that He daily issues a
proclamation about them. When a person observes the
commandments of the Torah, many defenders rise to recall his good
points, but if a person transgresses the commandments his deeds
accuse him before the Holy One, blessed be He. We have been told
that Joshua was a High Priest. And what is written about him? "...
and the adversary standing at his right hand to thwart him" (Ibid.). If
this is how it was for him, then how much more so for those ordinary
mortals who do not respect the honor of their Master.

24. Look what is written: "Now Joshua was clothed in filthy
garments..." (Ibid. 3). This has been explained. Yet the filthy
garments were surely the garments in which the spirit is attired in
that world. Happy is the destiny of he whose garments are repaired
and complete in that world! We have already learnt what raiment
they clothe everyone with who they want to send to Gehenom, what
these raiments are that they dress him in. AND ANSWERS: here it is
written, "Now Joshua was clothed in filthy garments, and he stood
before the angel." Which angel? The Angel appointed to be in charge
of Gehenom and who is also appointed to be in charge of everyone
who he sees in such clothes. Then a voice said, "Take off the filthy
garments from him" (Ibid. 4).
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25. It follows from this that it is a person's bad deeds that make the
filthy garments for him. "And he said to him, 'Behold I have caused
your iniquity to pass from you; and I clothe you in festive
garments'" (Ibid.). For they clothed him in other more suitable
garments, in which a person may observe the splendor of his
Master's honor.

26. Come and see the similarity: Pinchas, who did not leave this
world until he had changed into other fitted garments which the
spirit would enjoy in the next world, had in one hour taken off one
set and put on the other, to fulfil that which is written: "Behold, I give
to him My covenant of peace" (Bemidbar 25:12). While they were on
their way and the sunlight was strong, they sat down in the shade of
a rock in the wilderness. Said Rabbi Elazar, Shade is without doubt
the joy of the soul.

8. From Rosh Hashanah to the last day of Sukkot
Rabbi Elazar explains to Rabbi Chiya the significance of the days mentioned in the title of this section. We hear that it has to do with the order in
which God lifts up his right arm and extends it to embrace Malchut and unite with her. It includes the purification and fasting that the children of
Yisrael do at this time.
27. Rabbi Chiya said to Rabbi Elazar, I should like to discuss these
days from Rosh Hashanah until the last day of Sukkot. Rabbi Elazar
said, But we have already studied them, and the companions have
made their comments about them. Rabbi Chiya said, Of course, but I
heard something about them from the great and holy luminary,
RABBI SHIMON. He said to him, Tell us. To which Rabbi Chiya
replied, Its comprehension has slipped my mind AND IS NOT AS
CLEAR AS IT SHOULD BE. Rabbi Elazar said, Although the
companions have already discussed this matter, and it is beautiful,
the order of these days is the secret of wisdom, amongst the reapers
in the field, NAMELY, AMONGST THOSE SCHOLARS WHO HAVE
ALREADY COMPLETED ALL THE CLARIFICATIONS OF MALCHUT,
WHICH IS TERMED 'A FIELD'.

28. Come and see: The order of unifying all into one, How does that
go? We have learnt, He began, "Hashem has made bare His holy
arm" (Yeshayah 52:10). This is one arm, WHICH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN on which are dependent salvation, vengeance, and
redemption. But why DID HASHEM MAKE BARE THIS HOLY ARM OF
HIS? It was to raise up the Assembly of Yisrael, NAMELY, MALCHUT,
from the dust and to welcome her with Him so as to unite as one.
When that ARM is raised up against her, there is much fear present
in the world, until He rests that arm under her head to unite with her,
as it is said: "His left hand is under my head..." (Shir Hashirim 2:6).
And then judgment rests and He atones for sins.
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29. Later the Right COLUMN comes to embrace her. Then rejoicing
engulfs the world, and all countenances shine. Subsequently, she,
MALCHUT, unites with the body, NAMELY, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
and then everything is called 'one without schism', FOR THE
CENTRAL COLUMN INCORPORATES THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT.
Then everything is perfection and everything is joy and they, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, certainly unite, which is not the case at other
times.

30. The order of those days, from Rosh Hashanah until the last day
of Sukkot, is like this. On Rosh Hashanah, the left arm is awakened,
NAMELY, THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN, to welcome the
Queen. The whole world is then in fear of Judgment, and the whole
world has to be in complete repentance before the Holy One, blessed
be He. Later, on the ninth of the month, the Queen comes and the
palace retinue, NAMELY, THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL, make merry
and immerse themselves in the river to purify themselves SO AS TO
BE WORTHY OF the mating of the Queen WITH ZEIR ANPIN, on the
other day, NAMELY, THE TENTH OF THE MONTH, YOM KIPPUR
(DAY OF ATONEMENT). For her mating is accomplished by ZEIR
ANPIN placing his left hand under her head, in accordance with the
text, "His left hand is under my head."

31. Then, on the tenth day Yisrael fast for their sins and are forgiven.
For the Heavenly Ima, namely, BINAH, looks kindly on Malchut in the
mating, FOR ON YOM KIPPUR MALCHUT RISES AND COATS BINAH,
and makes atonement for all of the retinue of the temple, NAMELY,
YISRAEL, since the left OF ZEIR ANPIN welcomes her on this day,
for the head of Malchut rests on the left.

32. On the first day of Sukkot, the Right COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN
begins to move towards MALCHUT to embrace her. THIS IS THE
HIDDEN MEANING OF THE VERSE, "AND HIS RIGHT HAND
EMBRACES ME" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:6). Then everyone rejoices and
all countenances shine. There is joy in pouring pure water on the
altar. People should be happy by rejoicing in many different ways.
This is brought about by the right, for wherever the right side,
NAMELY, CHASSADIM, rests, there has to be joy for everyone. Then,
this way, she is happy to be entertained.

33. Later, on the day of Shmini Atzeret (the Eight day of Assembly),
is Simchat Torah, as then the mating of the body NAMELY, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED 'BODY' is taking place. This is the
mating of all parts, FOR IT INCLUDES THE MATING OF THE LEFT
SIDE, OF ROSH HASHANAH AND YOM KIPPUR AS WELL AS THE
MATING OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE HOLIDAY OF SUKKOT SINCE
THE CENTRAL COLUMN INCORPORATES THE RIGHT AND THE
LEFT. Thus all is one and this is the perfection of all. And this day is
definitely Yisrael's. Its portion belongs to them alone, for no other
people has a part in it. THAT IS TO SAY, IT IS NOT LIKE THE
FESTIVAL OF SUKKOT WHEN SEVENTY BULLS ARE SACRIFICED
FOR THE SEVENTY NATIONS, BECAUSE THE NATIONS HAVE NO
PART IN SHMINI ATZERET. Happy are Yisrael in this world and in the
World to Come. About them it is written, "Because you are a holy
people for Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:2).

9. The rainbow
Rabbi Yehuda says the rainbow appears to remind people of God's promise never again to destroy the world, and we also hear that the rainbow
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appears whenever there is no righteous person to protect the world. When Rabbi Elazar talks about the green, red and white colors in the rainbow
that correspond to the three patriarchs, Rabbi Aba disagrees with his assignment of each color. He ends by talking about the letter Yud in Pinchas'
name, and mentions that Nadab and Abihu were reincarnated in Pinchas.
34. "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the priest, has
turned My wrath away from the children of Yisrael..." (Bemidbar
25:11). Rabbi Yehuda began: "Recall, now, who that was innocent
ever perished? or where were the upright cut off?" (Iyov 4:7). We
learned there that whoever sees the rainbow in all its colors has to
say the blessing: "Blessed is He who remembers the covenant,"
since this is the sign of a holy covenant that the Holy One, blessed
be He, placed on earth that the waters of the flood will not cover it
again. This is because, when the numbers of wicked people increase
in the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, wants to destroy them,
but then he recalls for them that oath that He swore to the land, for it
is twice written 'not': "I will not again curse...neither will I again smite
any more..." (Beresheet 8:21). And TWICE 'NOT' constitutes an oath,
as it is said: "as I have sworn that the waters of Noah should no
more go over the earth" (Yeshayah 54:9).

35a. Rabbi Yosi said: "A rainbow comes to protect the world. It is
like a queen wearing royal apparel who appears before the king
every time he is about to hit his son because he has sinned against
him. The king sees her and his anger with his son leaves him and he
rejoices with her, as it is written: "and I will look upon it, that I may
remember the everlasting covenant" (Beresheet 9:16). And this is
why a rainbow appears in the world, only in the royal apparel of
Malchut. THESE GARMENTS OF MALCHUT ARE: WHITE, RED AND
GREEN, AND THEY SUGGEST THE THREE COLUMNS AS WILL BE
EXPLAINED. When there is a righteous person in the world, he
upholds the covenant and thus protects the world. But if there is no
righteous person, then there is a rainbow to indicate that the world is
about to perish but SURVIVES because of it.

35b. Rabbi Elazar said: This rainbow, NAMELY MALCHUT, has never
worn anything except the apparel of the patriarchs, NAMELY,
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY green,
red, and white. The raiment of Abraham is 'green', and it was so
colored when Ishmael issued from him. 'Red' is Isaac, who acquired
this color when Esau issued from him. This red stretches down to
the planet Mars - Ma'adim (from red - Heb. adom), which Esau is
holding onto. 'White' is the fine garment of Jacob, whose good
countenance never changed, FOR HIS BED WAS PERFECT AND
THERE WAS NO BLEMISH IN HIM.
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35c. Rabbi Aba said: That is good, but the holy luminary, NAMELY
RABBI SHIMON, said, 'White' is Abraham, who was purified
('whitened') in the white-hot heat of the fire BY NIMROD, WHO CAST
HIM INTO UR (FIRE) OF THE CHALDEES. 'Red' is obviously Isaac,
and 'green' is Jacob, who is between the other two colors, FOR
GREEN INCLUDES WHITE AND RED, WHICH ALSO REPRESENT
THE COLOR OF THE SUN. And about Jacob it is written, "Jacob
shall not now be ashamed, neither shall his face now wax
pale" (Yeshayah 29:22) because the whole of the bed was perfect.
AND THE INTERPRETATION OF this is: "Jacob shall not now be
ashamed" because he shall not be seen in red like Isaac, who
fathered Esau. "neither shall his face now grow pale." This means
that he shall not be seen in white like Abraham, who fathered
Ishmael. Instead he took the colors WHITE AND RED and enveloped
them to adorn himself in his ancestors. HE INCORPORATED WITHIN
HIMSELF THE TWO PATRIARCHS ABRAHAM AND ISAAC, WHO ARE
WHITE AND RED, AND THIS IS WHY HIS COLOR IS GREEN, WHICH
INCLUDES WHITE AND RED. And the rainbow, NAMELY, MALCHUT,
puts on these garments OF WHITE, RED, AND GREEN when it
appears before the King, ZEIR ANPIN.
35d. Come and see: The secret of the holy covenant is the letter Yud
that adorns itself with a Supreme heavenly impression, NAMELY
THE DIADEM OF YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN and this is recorded forever
in the everlasting covenant. And because Pinchas was zealous for
the covenant, that letter Yud was inserted into the spelling of his
name. The Yud in the spelling of 'Pinchas' is a small one, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF DIADEM OF YESOD,
FOR 'PINCHAS' HERE IS SPELLED WITH YUD, which is definitely the
covenant, which emanated from the upper holy Yud BECAUSE
MALCHUT EMANATED FROM THE YUD OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI IN
THE SECRET OF THE FATHER ESTABLISHING HIS DAUGHTER. And
this is why PINCHAS has a perfect existence before the Holy King
and shall never perish from the world. And because of this he was
without guilt at Peor. For he never lost himself from the world's
holiness. "or where were the upright cut off?" (Iyov 4:7): this refers
to Nadab and Abihu, who did not totally perish from the world
BECAUSE THEIR SOULS INCARNATED IN PINCHAS, WHO
CORRECTED THEM.
Moses tells the rabbis that Elijah is Pinchas so they must come up
with some new interpretations. Rabbi Yehuda's opinion is that the
rainbow does not shine with its proper colors, but the colors hint at
the merits of the priests and Levites and Yisrael in all their beauty.
Next we hear that Malchut in exile can only be dressed in black, and
that the rainbow is really the angel Metatron, the eldest servant of
God. God's promise to look at the rainbow and remember His
covenant refers to the shining secrets of the Torah, for light signifies
all the mysteries of the Torah. Lastly we hear that every one of the
names of God testifies about God who is above everything, and that
all of Yisrael, as they are all the sons of Adam, must serve God.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
36. The Faithful Shepherd said to him: What you said is good, but
since Elijah is Pinchas, who was zealous for the covenant, one must
establish new and important interpretations about him. This is
because this portion in the Torah is named Pinchas after him,
NAMELY ELIJAH, WHO WAS PINCHAS, of whom it is said, "I have
been very (lit. 'zealously') zealous" (I Melachim 19:10). This refers to
two forms of zealousness, one for the heavenly name of Shadai,
YESOD of ZEIR ANPIN, and the other for the lower name of Shadai,
Metatron CALLED 'SHADAI'. And this is why he made two oaths for
the two of them and it is twice WRITTEN, 'Not, not.'
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37. But Rabbi Yehuda said: Whoever sees a rainbow in shining
colors must recite the blessing, 'Blessed be He who remembers the
covenant.' In exile the rainbow does not shine in its proper colors
BECAUSE IN EXILE MALCHUT DOES NOT RECEIVE PROPERLY, AS
FITTING THE UNIFICATION OF THE THREE COLUMNS, WHICH ARE
REPRESENTED BY THE SECRET OF THE RAINBOW'S THREE
COLORS. Furthermore, sometimes it hardly shines and at other
times it doesn't shine at all. The rainbow's colors hint at the merits of
the Priests, Levites, and Yisrael when they are in their beauty, since
the rainbow is radiant in its THREE colors, THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS.

38. Rise up now, Rabbi Yosi of Galilee, and say, for you said
beautiful things in the previous discussion, that the rainbow only
comes to protect the world. IT IS LIKE the king who, whenever his
son sins, and he sees the queen, it takes away his anger with his
son, as it is written: "and I will look upon it, that I may remember the
everlasting covenant." Therefore the rainbow only appears in order
to protect the world FOR IT IS PART OF THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. It appears only in precious royal apparel,
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLORS. But when there is a
righteous person in the world, he is representing the upholding of
the covenant. THIS MEANS HE ESTABLISHES THE UNION
BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, THEREFORE THERE IS NO
NEED TO AROUSE MALCHUT BY THE SECRET OF THE RAINBOW.

39. HE QUESTIONS, but how can the queen put on royal apparel,
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, in exile? For in exile the
Holy One, blessed be He, draws away from the queen. THE ANSWER
IS No, IN EXILE SHE DOES NOT WEAR ROYAL APPAREL, but is
dressed in gloomy darkness, NAMELY IN BLACKNESS, and says:
"Do not gaze upon me, because I am black" (Shir Hashirim 1:6). On
the contrary, the rainbow that is viewed as appearing in the exile is
none other than THE ANGEL Metatron, who is called 'Shadai', and he
is "the eldest servant" OF ZEIR ANPIN "of his house, that ruled over
all that he had" (Beresheet 24:2), while his sons, NAMELY THOSE
WHO ATTAINED RUACH FROM THE ASPECT OF METATRON are
called 'the servants of the Holy One, blessed be He'. The queen's
sons, NAMELY THOSE WHO ATTAINED NEFESH FROM MALCHUT
OF ATZILUT, ARE CALLED 'sons'. This is the reason WHY WE PRAY
'whether as sons or as servants'.
40. When the Temple was destroyed, so we are told, servants
covered their heads in shame and men of action were diminished
and weakened. This term 'men of action' is definitely derived from
the name of 'Malchut,' about whom it is said: "Many daughters have
done valiantly, but you have excelled them all" (Mishlei 31:29). THAT
IS, EXCELLED REGARDING ACTION, FOR MALCHUT IS CALLED
"ACTION." However, if there is a righteous person whose merits and
actions are such as to enlighten Malchut and to strip the raiment of
blackness from her, literally AND NOT SECRETLY, and adorn her
with the garments of the shining colors of secrets of the Torah, what
is written about him? "and I will look upon it, that I may remember
the everlasting covenant." "and I will look upon it" - this refers to the
shining secrets to the Torah, for light is called 'a secret', NAMELY
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF OR (ENG. LIGHT) IS THE SAME AS
THAT OF RAZ (ENG. SECRET). THUS, LIGHT SIGNIFIES ALL THE
MYSTERIES OF THE TORAH, as it is said: "For the commandment is
a lamp; and the Torah is light" (Mishlei 6:23). And by these mystical
secrets it was "and I will look upon it."
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41. When HE LOOKS AT THE RAINBOW, NAMELY MALCHUT, his
anger at his son leaves him, "Then the king's wrath was
pacified" (Ester 7:10). And the king says to her, with the Amidah
prayer before him, "What is your petition? and it shall be granted
you: and what is your request..." (Ester 5:6). Then she asks for her
redemption and that of her sons, as it is said: "let my life be given
me at my petition, and my people at my request" (Ester 7:3). But a
rainbow that appears in the world at a time of exile is of the servant,
NAMELY METATRON. THAT IS TO SAY, THE LIGHT OF THE
HEAVENLY MATING IS CLOTHED IN METATRON, AND HE IS
BEARER OF THE THREE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW, WHICH ARE
THE THREE COLUMNS. And sometimes she comes out completely,
when her sons act correctly, while at other times she does not come
out completely, when her sons do not act correctly.

42. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) and those who make their acts
agreeable to the King and are zealous for His name, sanctifying it in
public, as they sanctify it in heaven amongst the angels who are
appointed over the other nations - each chieftain being known by the
name of the nation. Yisrael, however, is known above by the name
Yud Hei Vav Hei, which is the life to all titles.

43. And every name and appellation testifies about Him, ABOUT THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. The name El testifies that He can
overcome every other El, as it is said: "But as for me, I would seek to
El" (Iyov 5:8). El is the master of every El. Elohim testifies that He is
the Elohim of the Elohim. Adonai testifies that He is the Master (Heb.
adon) over masters. And so it is with each name. And each angel has
a proper name and each group OF ANGELS is known to be
recognized by the name of its king. Yisrael, however, is known to
Him by the Yud Hei Vav Hei.

44. And the secret of the matter is that just as one man can have a
number of horses, so it is that all of Yisrael are the sons of Adam;
THE SECRET OF THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, WHICH AMOUNTS TO THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'ADAM'. FOR THE SOULS OF YISRAEL ARE
THE PROGENY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And every son must
be like a horse and beast of burden for his father, and be subject to
him. This secret is expressed thus: "Hashem, You preserve Man and
beast" (Tehilim 36:7). FOR THE PEOPLE OF YISRAEL are the
children of Adam, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI OF THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF 45. And they make themselves as a beast under him.

10. Levirate marriage and reincarnation
We learn why levirate marriage is permitted even though it is normally forbidden for a man to marry his brother's wife. We are told that the flow of
the letter Vav causes the letter Yud to turn, and from here the explanation uses the concept of flow to show how the soul of man returns to God. If it
returns in perfection it runs back into the great sea, but if not, it reincarnates. And if a man has no children his soul is not perfect. When a man has
committed evil during three incarnations he will not be given a fourth chance, but is sent to Gehenom for judgment. A parallel is drawn between the
three colors of the rainbow, the three incarnations, and the three Sfirot associated with them. Someone who becomes righteous through the
experience of many incarnations will not then come back to this world again. For the soul of the man who died childless, his widow becomes a
home and his brother who fathers children by her becomes a redeemer. We learn that Moses has reincarnated in a number of generations to save
the souls of Yisrael, and that God ascribed the merit of all these people to Moses. Moses had been destined to receive the Torah in the generation of
the Flood, but this did not happen due to the sins of the people. Rabbi Shimon stands up and concludes this section by giving an example of a poor
rabbi who is being punished now for his sins in an earlier incarnation.
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45. And for this reason it is a commandment of the Holy One,
blessed be He, that a man should marry his deceased brother's
widow, to have a son for his brother that he be not lost to that world.
And this is like the secret of the mixed kinds in the fringes (Heb.
Tzitzit). For they have said: What I have forbidden to you in one
place, I have permitted in another. I have forbidden mixed kinds in
general, but permitted mixed kinds in the fringes. I have forbidden
you to marry your brother's wife, but have permitted levirate
marriage. Similarly, one may graft apples or dates, each on its own
species, but it is forbidden to graft one species onto another. And on
this it is said: "For man is a tree of the field" (Devarim 20:19), FOR
MAN IS ALSO FORBIDDEN TO MATE WITH ONE WHO IS NOT OF HIS
SPECIES, NAMELY INCEST, but, for levirate marriage, one may mix
two that do not go together so that the soul of the deceased shall not
be lost, "that his name be not wiped out in Yisrael" (Devarim 25:6).

46. And this is the secret of reincarnation. The wheel does not move
without the flow of water through the conduit TO TURN IT. So also,
the conduit is the secret of the letter Vav, by which the wheel is
turned. And the secret of the matter is that just as the wheel will
have no motion without the water conduit, so also the wheel which is
the letter Yud will have no motion without the water conduit which is
the letter Vav. A deceased brother's widow is Hei, and we thus have
THE LETTERS OF Binah, Ben (lit. 'the son of') Yah. FOR THE SON,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, ISSUES FROM THE UNION OF YUD HEI, THAT
ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, AND HENCE HE IS IMPLIED IN HIS
MOTHER'S NAME, BEN YAH, NAMELY THE LETTERS OF BINAH.
With the letter Yud, THAT IS CHOCHMAH, He created the next world,
which is an extended world, namely the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN.
47. For this reason, anyone who has no son, WHICH IS
CORRESPONDING TO ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF VAV,
WHICH IS THE NEXT WORLD, will not be in the next world. For the
sea, WHICH is BINAH, THE SECRET OF THE NEXT WORLD,
corresponds to it, TO THE VAV, for the Vav emerges from between
THE YUD-HEI, WHERE THE YUD IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH
AND THE HEI OF BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'SEA'. THEREFORE THE
VAV IS LIKEWISE CALLED 'THE NEXT WORLD' LIKE IT. And from
the sea, WHICH IS BINAH, a number of rivers separate, THESE
BEING THE SFIROT OF THE VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and they
circumscribe the world, WHICH IS MALCHUT, until they return to the
sea, WHICH IS BINAH, from which THE RIVERS, WHICH ARE ZEIR
ANPIN, issued. This is why scripture said: "All the rivers run into the
sea; yet the sea is not full; to the place where the rivers flow, thither
they return" (Kohelet 1:7). That is to say, until they return to it as
they came out: namely IN THE SAME CONDITION AS THE RIVERS
FLOW OUT OF BINAH, SO DO THEY RETURN TO BINAH.
48. So also, REGARDING THE SOUL OF MAN, IT IS WRITTEN, "and
the spirit returns to the Elohim who gave it" (Kohelet 12:7), NAMELY
IT RETURNS TO HIM IN PERFECTION, as He gave it in perfect
condition. If it returns in repentance, which is the supernal Binah,
THAT IS CALLED 'REPENTANCE', WHICH IS THE LETTERS OF BenYah, the letter Hei IN THIS WORD is multiplied by the letter Yud IN IT,
which means ten (=Yud) times five (=Hei) equals fifty. This,
ACCORDING TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE, is the sea (Yam, =fifty).
THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTERS Yud-Hei IN BINAH, HEI
TIMES YUD. THE LETTERS 'BEN' OF BINAH ARE the river flowing
from it, ZEIR ANPIN, and it divides into several rivers, NAMELY SIX
ENDS, like a tree spreading into a number of branches. AND WHEN
A MAN REPENTS, HE CLINGS TO THE RIVER, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
AND RETURNS WITH ITS RIVERS TO BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED
'REPENTANCE', AND IS ALSO CALLED 'SEA'. AND THIS IS THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "ALL THE RIVERS RUN INTO THE SEA,"
AS ABOVE.
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49. And if the soul does not return perfect as it was WHEN IT WAS
GIVEN, the verse says about it, "thither they return" (Kohelet 1.7), it
and to all the other souls WHICH ARE LIKE IT, NAMELY NOT
PERFECT. IN OTHER WORDS, THEY RETURN TO THIS WORLD IN
AN INCARNATION. And so also if he is incomplete, in not having a
son, or if he has no daughter, who is ALLUDED TO in this world,
BEING MALCHUT, so that he can be perfected by her in this world,
MALCHUT, which was created with Hei, as it is written: "These are
the generations of the heaven and the earth when they were created
(Heb. behibaram)" (Beresheet 11:4). MEANING BEHEI BERA'AM (HE
CREATED THEM WITH HEI). SO A MAN HAS TO INCARNATE A
SECOND TIME BECAUSE HIS SOUL IS NOT PERFECT, AND TO HIM
IS THE VERSE APPLIED "THITHER THEY."
50. Yud-Hei-Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FORM THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE:
"Lo, El does all these things twice or three times with a man" (Iyov
33:29). THAT IS TO SAY THAT THE SOULS TRANSMIGRATE IN THE
SECRET OF THE LETTERS YUD, HEI AND VAV, ABOUT WHICH
SCRIPTURE SAYS: "LO, EL DOES ALL THESE THINGS..." Regarding
the wicked, it is said: "And so I saw the wicked buried, and
come" (Kohelet 8:10). THAT IS, DESPITE BEING TRANSMIGRATED
THEY REMAINED WICKED, causing "These (Heb. Eleh) are your
Elohim, O Yisrael" (Shemot 32:4). THEY DO HARM TO "ELEH,"
NAMELY THE SECRET OF THE YUD, HEI, VAV, and about them it is
said: "For three transgressions of Yisrael, I will turn away his
punishment, but for the fourth I will not turn away his
punishment" (Amos 2:6). THIS MEANS THAT, after they have
corrupted themselves three times IN THEIR INCARNATIONS, and
they have not merited TO BE CORRECTED by Yud, Hei, Vav, about
which it is said: "in the place where the tree falls, there (Heb. yehu,
Yud Hei Vav) shall it lie" (Kohelet 11:3). THAT IS TO SAY, THE
REPAIR OF THE TREE, WHICH IS MAN, IS AFFECTED BY YUD, HEI,
VAV. THEN "but for the fourth I will not turn away his
punishment" (Amos 2:6) THIS REFERS TO THE LAST HEI, THE
FOURTH LETTER OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND MEANS, HE WILL
NOT SEND THE SOUL BACK FOR A FOURTH REINCARNATION,
CORRESPONDING TO THE FINAL LETTER, BUT it will be judged in
Gehenom by destruction, anger, and wrath.
51. And the garments of these three letters, YUD-HEI-VAV, are known
from the rainbow, namely white, red, and green. A person in his first
time OF REINCARNATION is white, CORRESPONDING TO THE
LETTER YUD OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, which is CHESED; in the
second he is red, CORRESPONDING TO THE HEI OF THE YUD HEI
VAV HEI, WHICH IS GVURAH; and in the third he is green,
CORRESPONDING TO THE VAV OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH
IS TIFERET, CALLED 'JACOB', THE CENTRAL COLUMN
INCORPORATING THE OTHER TWO, CHESED AND GVURAH. And
since the letters YUD AND HEI, WHICH ARE CHESED and GVURAH,
are included in Jacob, and the tree takes root, grows, and gives
good fruits, THEREFORE IT IS SAID: "Jacob shall not now be
ashamed, neither shall his face now wax pale" (Yeshayah 29:22). So
that his Chariot should not journey with the Evil Inclination, which is
the serpent, nor with any other type of evil beasts. And for this
reason, IT IS WRITTEN ABOUT HIM: "and he strove with an angel,
and prevailed" (Hoshea 12:5). And because man is called 'a tree', he
is, in this secret, SIMILAR TO a tree planted in a place where it does
not bear fruit. What can one do about it? One removes it and
replants it elsewhere. This is why the scholars of the Mishnah taught
that A MAN is not considered barren until he be replanted in the land
of Yisrael and tries to make a woman conceive there.
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52. So also, a righteous man who wanders from place to place, from
house to house, is like a person who goes through many
incarnations. That is what is meant by "but showing mercy to
thousands of generations of those that love Me" (Shemot 20:6), until
he achieves perfection in the World to Come. But, a wicked person is
not allowed more than three INCARNATIONS. If he repents, however,
HIS WANDERING IS CONSIDERED A REINCARNATION AND HE
ACHIEVES THE PERFECTION OF A RIGHTEOUS MAN. For we have
learnt that 'Exile atones for transgression'. This is why the sages of
the Mishnah taught: 'The righteous do not return to their dust',
NAMELY ARE NOT TRANSMIGRATED.

53. But CONCERNING THE WICKED, scripture says: "and he shall
take other mortar, and shall plaster the house" (Vayikra 14:42),
NAMELY THAT HE SHALL TAKE ANOTHER BODY COMING FROM
THE DUST, IN A REINCARNATION, AND AMEND HIS SOUL. "and
man shall return to dust" (Iyov 34:15) MEANS THAT HE WILL
RETURN IN REINCARNATION. AND ALSO, "the dust returns to the
earth as it was" (Kohelet 12:7) INTIMATES THAT HE WILL RETURN
IN A REINCARNATION. This is because the wicked person is
afflicted and has but a bad woman - that is, the Evil Inclination, about
which we have learnt that 'a bad woman is like leprosy to her
husband' FOR SHE IS THE BODY OF THE WICKED. What remedy
does the wicked person have? Let him divorce her and be healed.
THAT IS, HE SHOULD GET RID OF HIS PRESENT BODY,
TRANSMIGRATE INTO ANOTHER BODY, AND SO BE HEALED. For
she, THE WICKED WOMAN, THAT IS, THE BODY, was the cause of:
"So He drove out the man" (Beresheet 3:24). "the man" refers to the
soul; the particle "et (the)" REFERS TO THE BODY, which is the
spouse of man, WHO IS THE SOUL, AS IT SAYS: "As a bird who
wanders from her nest, so is man who wanders from his
place" (Mishlei 27:8). IN OTHER WORDS, BECAUSE THE MAN
CAUSED THE BIRD, WHICH IS THE SOUL, TO WANDER FROM ITS
NEST, FOR IT WAS DRIVEN OUT FROM ITS HEAVENLY PLACE
BECAUSE OF HIS SINS, SO ALSO DOES A MAN WANDER FROM HIS
PLACE IN ORDER THAT HE SHOULD RETURN IN A
REINCARNATION.
54. And that is why: "Even the sparrow has found a home" (Tehilim
84:4), meaning the deceased brother's wife. THIS MEANS THAT THE
SPARROW, THE DEAD CHILDLESS MAN'S SOUL, HAS FOUND A
HOME, AS IT WAS INCARNATED IN THE BODY OF THE WIDOW,
WHO BECAME A HOME TO IT. "and the swallow a nest for herself"
refers to the redeemer WHO MARRIES THE DECEASED BROTHER'S
WIDOW AND FINDS HIMSELF A NEST IN HER. "where she may lay
her young" refers to a son and a daughter THEY BEGET. Happy is he
who makes a nest, THAT IS, WHO MARRIES THE WIDOW OF HIS
CHILDLESS DECEASED BROTHER. "and shall redeem that which
his brother sold" (Vayikra 25:25), FOR THE WIDOW OF HIS
DECEASED BROTHER is considered as though sold to him, for she
is not his, BUT HIS BROTHER'S, AND SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED
"THAT WHICH HIS BROTHER SOLD."
55. And this was why Moses said: "And Hashem was angry (Heb.
vayit'aber) with me for your sakes" (Devarim 3:26). And this is the
secret of the conception (Heb. Ibur), FOR MALCHUT CONCEIVED BY
THE SOUL OF MOSES. The Faithful Shepherd saved sixty thousand
SOULS in Yisrael a number of times, for he transmigrated IN A
NUMBER OF GENERATIONS AND SAVED THEM. For this reason, the
Holy One, blessed be He, ascribed TO MOSES the merit of all of
them, and this is why the sages taught:'One woman in Egypt
brought forth in one womb six hundred thousand at one birth'. THIS
IS MOSES WHO WAS CONSIDERED AS EQUAL TO SIX HUNDRED
THOUSAND SOULS OF YISRAEL. And although the rabbis
expounded this verse with regard to other matters, THERE IS NO
DIFFICULTY because 'there are seventy aspects to the Torah'.
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56. This is the way in which the men of mysteries offer a pearl to
their pupils, and if THE PUPILS do not understand the hint, it is
explained to them as a jest. For example, a man says that a single
egg overthrew sixty villages, because the egg was dropped by a bird
in the air and struck onto the villages. The jesters said that this is
not what he said, but that a man wrote ON A PIECE OF PAPER 'sixty
villages' and the egg dropped by the bird erased THE WORDS 'sixty
villages'. And heaven forbid that the sages of the Torah should say
jocular and useless things of the Torah!

57. But they taught: 'The chicks' are the students of the Mishnah,
'the eggs' are the Bible scholars, THAT IS TO SAY: 'THE CHICKS'
ARE ZEIR ANPIN, ONTO WHICH THESE STUDENTS OF THE
MISHNAH HOLD, WHEREAS 'THE EGGS' ARE MALCHUT, ONTO
WHICH THE SCRIPTURE SCHOLARS HOLD. He fell (Heb. nafal) from
the same young bird (Heb. nipol). ZEIR ANPIN IS called 'fallen',
BECAUSE THE DOWNFALL OCCURS FROM HIM, JUST AS AN EGG
DROPS FROM A BIRD. For FROM HIM falls the egg, which is like an
etrog, as it is the same size as an egg, WHICH IS TO SAY THAT
BOTH AN EGG AND AN ETROG ARE MALCHUT. THAT IS WHY AN
ETROG IS EGG-SIZE, and it is said about it: "On that day I will raise
up the tabernacle of David that is fallen" (Amos 9:11), FOR IT HAS
FALLEN INTO EXILE AND HAS TO BE RAISED UP AGAIN. And with it
INTO EXILE fell "sixty queens" (Shir Hashirim 6:8) CHESED,
GVURAH and TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD and YESOD, EACH ONE OF
WHICH INCLUDES TEN, AND THEY ARE CALLED 'BINDINGS' since
they are bound to it. It has the same sense as in 'how are the
portions of the Sh'ma tied together', NAMELY JOINED TOGETHER
WITHOUT INTERRUPTION. AND HERE ALSO ITS MEANING IS THAT
ITS SIX ENDS ARE TIED TOGETHER IN IT, and they correspond to
the sixty tractates, FOR THE ORAL LAW, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS
DIVIDED INTO SIXTY TRACTATES, WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE
SIXTY QUEENS REFERRED TO ABOVE. "and young women without
number" (Ibid.) - these are: "the virgins, her companions that follow
her" (Tehilim 45:15), NAMELY THE PALACES THAT ARE IN BRIYAH,
which are Halachot (legal rulings) that have no reckoning, BEING IN
BRIYAH.
58. And that young bird is the son of Yud-Hei, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN,
which is within the fifty gates of Binah, namely Yud-Hei, where ten is
multiplied by five AMOUNTING TO FIFTY. The Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, is CALLED because it fell after that ABOUT WHOM it is said:
"How are you fallen from Heaven, O bright star, son of the
morning!" (Yeshayah 14:12). THIS IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS SO
CALLED BECAUSE OF ITS TWO STATES, FOR IN ONE STATE IT IS
BLACK AND IN THE OTHER IT IS BRIGHTLY LIGHTED, AND ZEIR
ANPIN FOLLOWED AFTER HER WHEN SHE WAS IN EXILE, IN
ORDER TO RAISE HER UP. AND THAT IS WHY He is called "fallen"
and it is not written that He fell or falls. THAT IS TO SAY, IT IS NOT
HE THAT FALLS BUT MALCHUT WHO FALLS FROM HIM, FROM
HEAVEN TO EARTH. AND HE HAS IN HIM Yud and Vav; NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN INCLUDES THE YUD AND VAV OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI, THAT ARE CHOCHMAH AND ZEIR ANPIN and He descends
through them IN ORDER TO RAISE UP THE two letters Hei OF THE
YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY BINAH AND MALCHUT, about whom it is
said: "So the two of them went..." (Rut 1:19). It is also written: "but
you shall surely let...go" (Devarim 22:7) (lit. 'Letting go you shall let
go'). The first LETTING GO refers to the first Temple, WHICH WAS
DESTROYED, AND CORRESPONDS TO THE FIRST HEI. The second
LETTING GO REFERS TO the second Temple, WHICH WAS ALSO
DESTROYED, AND CORRESPONDS TO THE HEI THAT IS THAT
LAST LETTER OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI. THE YUD AND THE VAV
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OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI DESCENDED in order to raise up THE
TWO LETTERS HEI, as is written: "Let the heavens rejoice, and let
the earth be glad" (Tehilim 96:11). THE INITIAL LETTERS OF THE
FOUR HEBREW WORDS FORMING THIS VERSE ARE YUD, HEI, VAV
AND HEI, AND SO THE YUD AND THE VAV ARE JOINED WITH THE
TWO LETTERS HEI.
59. Come and see: The sun is seen by day and hidden by night when
it shines through six hundred thousand stars. The Faithful Shepherd
is similar. After his departure from the world, HE RETURNS IN AN
INCARNATION AND shines through six hundred thousand souls in
Yisrael, but only if the generation is worthy. This is the secret of
reincarnation, concerning which Kohelet said: "One generation
passes away, and another generation comes: but the earth abides
for ever" (Kohelet 1:4). One generation passes away and another
generation comes - we have learned that a generation is at least six
hundred thousand. "but the earth abides forever" - this is the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, concerning which it is
written: "and the earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1), "and your
seed shall be as the dust of the earth" (Beresheet 28:14).

60. And the sages have taught us yet another secret. "ONE
GENERATION PASSES AWAY, AND ANOTHER GENERATION
COMES" MEANS THAT the generation that passes away is the same
generation that comes. A cripple goes and a cripple comes; a blind
man goes and a blind man comes. And the sages further taught that
Moses was destined to receive the Torah in the generation of the
Flood, but DID NOT RECEIVE IT THEN because of the wicked people,
as it is written: "for that he also (Heb. beshagam) is
flesh" (Beresheet 6:3). THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE WORD
"beshagam" is the same as that of Moses. Why is he called
"beshagam"? IN ORDER TO KEEP THE MATTER SECRET. And
Kohelet EVEN removed the Bet from "beshagam" to conceal it even
more, when he said: "I said that this also (Heb. shegam) is
vanity" (Kohelet 8:14). "SHEGAM" HERE REFERS TO MOSES, AND
KOHELET REMOVED THE BET IN ORDER TO CONCEAL THE
MATTER.
61. And they taught about Jethro: Why is his name called 'Kenite'?
Because the Kenite "had severed himself from Cain" (Shoftim 4:11).
The holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, arose and said: Therefore it is
written ABOUT CAIN, "I have acquired (Heb. Kaniti) a manchild from
Hashem" (Beresheet 4:1), for she saw JETHRO through the Holy
Spirit and that his sons would in the future sit in the Chamber of
Hewn Stones, WHERE THE SANHEDRIN USED TO MEET.
62. And so it was with Rabbi Pedat, who was in distress and who had
no more than a measure of carobs from one Shabbat Eve to the next,
like Rabbi Chanina. HE ASKS why is this, since a heavenly voice had
proclaimed: The whole world is fed only because of Chanina, my
son?
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63. THE ANSWER IS that he caused this IN HIS FIRST
REINCARNATION, when he destroyed (Heb. charav) the measure
(Heb. kav, Kof Bet) from Yud, which makes Yud Kof Bet, hence he
was left with only a measure of carobs (Heb. charuv). HE EXPLAINS
HIS WORDS: YUD BET KOF ARE THE INITIAL LETTERS OF THE
WORDS YICHUD (ENG. 'UNIFICATION'), BERACHAH (ENG.
'BLESSING') AND KEDUSHAH (ENG. 'HOLINESS'). The letter Yud
stands for unification, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE NAME
EHEYEH, BINAH, from which the emanation comes to the letter Bet,
standing for blessing, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which is holy, from which Kof is
sanctified, which is his sanctification NAMELY THE NAME ADONAI,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. And Rabbi Pedat caused, IN HIS FIRST
REINCARNATION, his measure (Kof Bet) to be destroyed, which are
holiness and blessing, WITHOUT THE UNITY SHINING UPON THEM.
Thus he had only a measure of carobs. So, too, was it with Job, who
was the son of a levirate widow, and he was punished because of
what had already happened to him IN THE FIRST REINCARNATION.

11. Before the Giving of the Torah they depended on constellations
We are told that before the Torah was given, even children, life and sustenance were dependent on destiny, but afterward God removed Yisrael from
the influence of the stars and constellations. If a person does not keep the commandments, however, the stars and constellations will still hold sway
over him. Finally we hear again that people grow old and die, and then return again as children.
64. And those who do not know this secret say: 'Children, life and
sustenance is not a matter of one's merit, rather depends on destiny
(Heb. mazal)'. Take the case of Abram, who saw that he was not
destined to have a son, and the Holy One, blessed be He, took him
outside, as it is said: "And He brought him outside, and said,
Look..." (Beresheet 15:5). And it has been taught: that He said to
him: 'Leave your constellations', NAMELY DO NOT CONSULT THE
STARS. And He took him up above the stars and said to him: "Look
now towards heaven, and count the stars" (Beresheet 15:5). So
much for the words of the rabbis, but they have to be interpreted
mystically!

65. Come and see: All creatures in the world, before the Torah was
given to Yisrael, were dependent on destiny, even children, life and
sustenance. But after the Torah was given to Yisrael, He removed
Yisrael from the influences of the stars and constellations. This we
have learned from Abraham, since his children were destined to
receive Hei from Abraham, that is, the five books of the Torah
NAMELY MALCHUT. As it is said: "These are the generations of
heaven and earth when they were created (Heb.
behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4). behibar'am: beHei bera'am (meaning
'He created them with a Hei'). He said to Abraham 'Because of that
Hei that was added to your name, the heavens below you and all the
stars and constellations that shine in Hei will be subservient to your
will' BECAUSE HE RAISED HIM ABOVE THEM. Moreover, it is said:
"lo (Heb. He), here is grain for you, and you shall sow the
land" (Beresheet 47:23) with Hei. "for in Isaac shall your seed be
called" (Beresheet 21:12), WHO IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, FROM WHICH MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF HEI, IS
DRAWN, AND THE SOWING IS THUS IN MALCHUT.
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66. For this reason, everyone who engages in the Torah is released
from the influence of stars and constellations. By learning Torah
HERE IS MEANT with the intention of keeping its commandments. If
it is not HIS INTENTION TO KEEP ITS COMMANDMENTS, then he is
as one who does not engage in Torah, and the stars and
constellations hold sway over him. This is even more true with
respect to the common people, who are likened to animals, about
which it has been taught: "Cursed be he who lies with any manner of
beast" (Devarim 27:21). The hold of the stars and constellations over
them is certainly not annulled.

67. "As for man, his days are as grass: as a flower of the field so he
flourishes" (Tehilim 103:15). And ABOUT MAN it is said: "I was
young and am now old" (Tehilim 37:25). And later IT IS SAID: "He
returns to the days of his youth" (Iyov 33:25). IT IS LIKE a tree from
which the old branches were cut off, but they grew again from its
roots, as at the beginning. For PEOPLE die when old and return to
this world as children. And this is the secret of the Holy One,
blessed be He, 'renewing the creation every day continually'. For a
thousand die each day and a thousand are renewed each day,
REINCARNATION INTO THE WORLD.

12. "Wine makes glad the heart of man...the cypress trees are her house"
The "wine" is said to be the Torah, but we are told that the secrets of the Torah should be disclosed only to those who fear God. The red and white
colors of the wine are said here to be Judgment and Mercy. It is significant that certain commandments and blessings are performed with wine. "The
heart of man" means two hearts, that of Binah and that of Malchut, and we read the numerology of the words, letters and vowels associated with this
lesson. Next Rabbi Elazar asks his father how Nadab and Abihu could have reincarnated into Pinchas when he was already alive at the time of their
deaths. Rabbi Shimon replies that both Nadab and Abihu died childless so they were not fit for the priesthood. When Pinchas saw the tribe of
Shimon coming after him his soul fled out of him in terror; then the unamended souls of Nadab and Abihu joined with his soul and all returned to his
body. After this he deserved the priesthood. Rabbi Shimon explains God's command to hang the chiefs up against the sun to demonstrate that
everyone must make amends in his soul on the same level at which he sinned. Rabbi Shimon talks for a long time about the sustenance that is
provided for the righteous.
68. "Wine makes glad the heart of man" (Tehilim 104:15). This is the
wine of the Torah, for the numerical value of the letters of the word
YAYIN (Eng. 'wine') is the same as the letters of sod (Eng. 'secret').
Just as wine has to be kept sealed so that it should not be used in a
libation for idol worship, so also must the secret of the Torah be
closed up and sealed, and none of its secrets be disclosed other
than to those who fear Him. And it is not for nothing that a number of
commandments are performed with wine; and blessings to the Holy
One, blessed be He, are said. Wine comes in two (the letter Bet)
colors: white and red, which are Judgment and Mercy. And this is
why we have the added Bet in be'yayin ('with wine'). THIS BET HINTS
AT JUDGMENT AND MERCY. It is like the rose which has in it both
white and red - white from the right side WHICH IS CHESED, and red
from the left side WHICH IS GVURAH.
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69. HE ASKS why does it say "the heart (Heb. levav) of man"? It
should have said "lev (Eng. 'heart')." HE ANSWERS, there is one
heart (Heb. lev) hidden in another heart (Heb. lev), NAMELY TWO
HEARTS. They are THE FIRST Lamed Bet (=32) Elohim in the works
of Creation, AND THIS LEV IS THE SECRET OF BINAH. THE SECOND
LEV (LAMED-BET) IS COMPOSED OF the Bet of Beresheet ("In the
beginning"), and the Lamed of "in the eyes of (Heb. le'einei) all
Yisrael" (Devarim 34:12). AND THESE TWO LETTERS, THE BET AT
THE BEGINNING OF THE TORAH, AND THE LAMED WITH WHICH IT
ENDS COME TOGETHER TO FORM THE WORD LEV, NAMELY THE
HEART OF MALCHUT. THIS IS WHY IT IS WRITTEN LEVAV. FOR THE
WINE, WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED
AND GLADDENS THE HEART (HEB. LEV) OF BINAH AND THE
HEART (HEB. LEV) OF MALCHUT, FROM WHERE MAN RECEIVES IT.
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE LETTERS OF twice lev is 64, which
is eight less than 72; and 72 IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
vaychulu ("And... were finished") (Beresheet 2:1). BUT IS THE NAME
OF AYIN BET (72), ALLUDED TO IN VAYCHULU, THE SECRET OF
THE NAME OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, THAT IT
SHOULD BE ALLUDED TO IN THOSE LEV LEV? HE ANSWERS,
these are the seven days of Creation THEMSELVES, IN WHICH LEV
OR 32 ELOHIM SHINE. THEY ARE JOINED TO THE NUMBER 64. BUT
64 AND 7 IS ONLY 71, AND WE ARE STILL ONE SHORT. HE ASKS,
what of the eighth, TO COMPLETE IT TO 72? HE ANSWERS, IT IS the
seven days of Creation together with "This is the book of the
generations of Adam" (Beresheet 5:1), WHICH IS ALSO
CONSIDERED TO BE A DAY OF CREATION. And this 72 is also the
numerical value of the letters of beyayin ('with wine'), WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, AS DISCUSSED
ABOVE.
70. HE ASKS what is the meaning of "oil to brighten his
face" (Tehilim 104:15)? AND ANSWERS these are the twelve faces:
four of the lion, four of the ox, and four of the eagle: There is Michael
the lion, WHO IS THE SECRET OF CHESED. His four faces are THE
FOUR LETTERS Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHERE THE YUD AND THE VAV
HAVE THE VOWEL SEGOL ("E"). The four faces of the ox, which is
Gabriel, NAMELY GVURAH, are FOUR LETTERS Yud Hei Vav Hei,
HER YUD AND VAV BEING POINTED WITH PATACH ("A"). The four
faces of the eagle, which is Nuriel, are THE FOUR LETTERS Yud Hei
Vav Hei, WHEN THE YUD IS POINTED WITH CHIRIK ("I"), AND THE
VAV WITH SH'VA (SEMI-VOWEL). They are appointed under THE
THREE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN: Chesed, Fear, Truth, WHICH ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. These are the steps of the three
patriarchs, ABRAHAM, ISAAC, AND JACOB. The sages have taught:
'the patriarchs are the Chariot'. The lights OF THE TWELVE
COUNTENANCES add up to Yud Bet Kof, which are Melech (lit.
'reigns'), Malach (lit. 'reigned'), Yimloch (lit. 'will reign'). For the total
numerical value OF THESE THREE NAMES is Yud Bet Kof, WHICH IS
112.
71. Rabbi Shimon was sitting and engaging in the study of this
portion, when his son, Rabbi Elazar, came to him and asked: How
did it come about that Nadab and Abihu were ABLE TO
TRANSMIGRATE into Pinchas? Had Pinchas not been in the world
when they died, and had only come into the world later, AND THEY
WERE INCARNATED IN HIM, and he had perfected their souls, it
would have been fine. But Pinchas was in the world AT THE TIME
WHEN NADAB AND ABIHU DIED, and his soul already existed in
him, SO HOW COULD THEY HAVE TRANSMIGRATED INTO HIM?
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72. He replied: My son, there is a divine secret here: When NADAB
AND ABIHU left the world, they did not take shelter under the wings
of the Holy Rock, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The reason for this IS found
in the verse: "And Nadab and Abihu... had no children" (Bemidbar
3:4). That is, they decreased the King's image, FOR THEY DID NOT
PERFORM THE PRECEPT OF BEING FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLYING,
PRODUCING SONS IN THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM. For this reason they
were not fitted to serve in the high priesthood.

73. When Pinchas was zealous for the Holy Covenant and went in
amongst the crowds and held up the adulterers on spear-point in the
sight of all Yisrael, he saw the tribe of Shimon coming at him in large
numbers, and Pinchas' soul fled out of him DUE TO FEAR. THEN the
two souls that were naked, NAMELY THE UNAMENDED SOULS OF
NADAB AND ABIHU, approached the soul of Pinchas and were
joined together with it, and it THEN returned to him. His soul, a
collective spirit, inclusive with the other two spirits, then supported
him, and he earned the right to priesthood in their place OF NADAB
AND ABIHU, for which he had not previously been fit.

74. And about this it is written: "Recall, now, who that was innocent
ever perished?" (Iyov 4:7). THIS WAS SAID ABOUT PINCHAS, who
did not perish at that moment, and did not lose his spirit when it fled
from him. The same verse continues: "or where were the upright cut
off?" This refers to the sons of Aaron, NADAB AND ABIHU, who
returned to the world BY TRANSMIGRATING INTO PINCHAS AND
WERE REMEDIED that which they had lost in their lifetime, NAMELY
THE EMENDATION OF THE COVENANT. This is why the word son is
used twice regarding Pinchas: "Pinchas the son of Elazar, the son of
Aaron" (Bemidbar 25:11), TEACHING US ABOUT THE TWO SOULS
THAT HAD TRANSMIGRATED INTO HIM, NAMELY THE SONS OF
AARON. THUS THE SON OF ELAZAR REFERS TO PINCHAS, AND
THE SON OF AARON REFERS TO NADAB AND ABIHU.
75. What does scripture say just before this chapter? - "And Hashem
said to Moses: Take all the chiefs of the people, and hang them up
before Hashem against the sun" (Bemidbar 25:4). HE ASKS: What
about when they are killed at night or on a cloudy day? Scripture
WARNS THAT THEY MUST BE KILLED against the sun. WHAT IS
THE MEANING OF "AGAINST THE SUN." Said Rabbi Yehuda:
"AGAINST THE SUN" MEANS THAT just as their sin was in public so
must their death be in public.

76. Rabbi Shimon said: This was not the reason why it said
"AGAINST THE SUN," but from this we learn that at whatever level a
man sins before the Holy One, blessed be He, he must make amends
in his soul at that same level. They sinned in the holy covenant,
which is called 'sun', and this is why their correction is against the
sun, THE SECRET OF THE COVENANT, and not elsewhere. It follows
that a man requires to remedy the misdeeds he has committed only
in the place where he sinned, and that if he attempts to remedy them
elsewhere BUT NOT WHERE HE SINNED he will never attain a proper
emendation.
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77. Rabbi Chiya began: "The trees of Hashem have their fill; the
cedars of Lebanon which he has planted" (Tehilim 104:16), and
before it, "Wine makes glad the heart of man, oil to brighten his
face" (Tehilim 104:15). HE ASKS what is the connection between
these two matters? AND ANSWERS we have learnt as follows: "He
causes the grass to spring up for the cattle..." (Tehilim 104:14). And
did David really come with the Holy Spirit to speak the praises of
cattle that has grass? HE ANSWERS: No, but "He causes the grass
to spring up" refers to the sixty thousand myriads of angels,
messengers, who were created on the second day of Creation. All of
them are of burning fire. It is they who are meant by grass. Why are
they grass? It is because they grow in the world as does grass: one
day it is cut short, but then it returns and grows as previously.

78. And this is why the verse says: "He causes the grass to spring
up for the cattle." THE SECRET IS THAT MALCHUT IN THE ASPECT
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH THE LETTER HEI, HAS
THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE, 52, AS THE WORD BEHEMAH (ENG.
'CATTLE'). As it is written: "A Righteous man (YESOD) regards the
life of his beast (MALCHUT)" (Mishlei 12:10). And we have learned
that a thousand mountains rise up FOR MALCHUT each day and
each one of the mountains is sixty myriads OF ANGELS WHO ARE
CALLED 'GRASS', AS MENTIONED ABOVE, and MALCHUT devours
them.
79. "and plants for the service of (lit. 'the') man" (Tehilim 104:14).
These are the souls of the righteous, for that man, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, who is riding on and controlling the beast, NAMELY
MALCHUT, devours them and takes them into himself. THAT IS TO
SAY, THE SOULS OF THE RIGHTEOUS RISE UP AND ARE
INCORPORATED INTO ZEIR ANPIN IN THE SECRET OF THE WATER
OF MAYIN NUKVIN, FEMALE WATERS, IN ORDER TO UNITE ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT. And it is to their credit that the whole world
is fed from that man, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, FOR THEY CAUSE HIS
MATING WITH MALCHUT, AND THE FOOD IS BESTOWED UPON
MALCHUT, AND MALCHUT DISTRIBUTES IT TO THE WHOLE
WORLD. As is written: "and upon the likeness of the throne was a
likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it..." (Yechezkel
1:26). That is why it says "for the service of the man," WITH THE
DEFINITE ARTICLE - THAT IS, THAT SPECIFIC MAN, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN. And this is in order to "bring forth food out of the
earth" (Tehilim 104:14), NAMELY to bring forth provisions for the
world from the holy earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
80. "and wine" is old wine drawn from above, NAMELY THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS DRAWN FROM BINAH.
"makes glad the heart of man (Heb. Enosh)." Enosh here refers to
the secret of that youth who attained old age, and later returns TO
BE A YOUTH as formerly. THIS IS METATRON, PRINCE OF THE
WORLD, WHO SAYS: "I HAVE BEEN YOUNG, AND NOW AM
OLD" (TEHILIM 37:25), WHICH IS IN THE SECRET OF "RAN AND
RETURNED" (YECHEZKEL 1:14). WHEN HE "RAN" TO RECEIVE
CHOCHMAH, HE IS OLD, AND WHEN HE IS IN THE SECRET OF
"RETURNED," HE IS YOUNG. Scripture therefore says ABOUT HIM:
"As for man, his days are like grass" (Tehilim 103:15), FOR HE IS
LIKE GRASS WHICH IS CUT AND GROWS AGAIN. WHEN HE
RETURNS TO YOUTH, HIS FIRST THREE UPPER SFIROT ARE CUT,
BUT LATER HE AGAIN REACHES OLD AGE, NAMELY GROWS
AGAIN, AND SO ON AND SO FORTH.
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81. "to brighten his face" (Tehilim 104.15): these are the faces that
are called 'large countenances' and 'small countenances'. THE
COMPLETED FIRST THREE OF MALE AND FEMALE ARE THE
LARGE COUNTENANCES, AND THE FIRST THREE OF THE SIX
ENDS OF MALE AND FEMALE ARE THE SMALL COUNTENANCES.
"oil," namely from the drawing down of the next world, NAMELY OF
BINAH, FROM WHOM the oil derives, as well as greatness of the
divine holy one. "and bread which sustains the heart of man" (Ibid.),
that is that bread upon which the skies, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
NETZACH AND HOD, bestow and mill the manna for the food of the
righteous in general, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD AND
MALCHUT, WHO ARE CALLED 'RIGHTEOUS' AND
'RIGHTEOUSNESS', AND WHO ACCEPT THE MAYIN NUKVIN THAT
NETZACH AND HOD GRIND FOR THEM. FROM THERE it is drawn
out to a number of hosts who are called "the heart of man." And
everything comes from the divine emanation, FROM BINAH.
82. "The trees of Hashem have their fill" (Ibid. 16) These are the
inernal divine trees, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. "The
cedars of Lebanon which He has planted": They are ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, who are uprooted FROM THEIR PLACE. The Holy
One, blessed be He, WHO IS THE EMANATING SOURCE, planted
them IN PLACE OF BINAH. What is the connection between the trees
of Hashem and the cedars of Lebanon? THE TREES OF HASHEM
refer to the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The cedars of
Lebanon are the fifty gates OF BINAH which He planted IN MALE
AND FEMALE, which are called 'five hundred years', FOR THEY ARE
THE SECRET OF BINAH; MALE AND FEMALE RISE UP IN AND COAT
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD. IN TERMS OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE SFIROT ARE IN TENS, THEY ARE FIFTY,
WHILE IN TERMS OF BINAH, WHOSE SFIROT ARE COUNTED IN
HUNDREDS, THEY ARE FIVE HUNDRED.
83. "which He has planted, where the birds make their
nests" (Tehilim 104:16-17). In the shadow OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT the souls of the righteous make their nests, and all the
holy hosts are fed from there. The stork (Heb. chasidah) IS
MALCHUT, that is the daughter of the patriarch Abraham, who is
called 'pious' (Heb. chasid), and who performed deeds of lovingkindness (Heb. Chesed) for all men in the world. This is why
MALCHUT is called 'a stork'. "The cypress trees are her house" (Ibid.
17): this means that she sits between the arms of the world, WHICH
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. THESE BECOME FOR
HER CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE HEADS (HEB. RASHIM),
WHICH IS WHY HE SAYS, "THE CYPRESS TREES (HEB. BROSHIM)
ARE HER HOUSE" THAT IS TO SAY: HER HOUSE IS AT THE HEADS
(HEB. BERASHIM).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

13. "For the wind passes over it, and it is not"
Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya discuss the title verse, and we learn that "the wind" is the concealed and holy spirit that is hidden from
everyone; this is the secret of Enoch who became Metatron.
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84. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yosi rose at midnight to engage in Torah.
They were still sitting and engaging in Torah, when Rabbi Yosi said:
Rabbi Chiya's comment on THE VERSE "As for man, his days are
like grass" (Tehilim 103:15) is beautiful, but what is taught about the
end of the verse: "For the wind passes over it, and it is not; and its
place knows it no more" (Tehilim 103:16). He replied, it is certainly as
follows: "As for man, his days are as grass" is as explained BY
RABBI CHIYA. "like a flower of the field" - this is the known field,
NAMELY MALCHUT. "so he blooms" means that he is renewed and
returns as formerly.

85. "For the wind (spirit) passes over it and it is not." This is the
heavenly concealed and Holy Spirit, which is hidden from all,
NAMELY THE SPIRIT OF BINAH, which engulfs METATRON and then
"is not." And this is the secret of Enoch, about whom Scripture says:
"and he was not, for Elohim took him" (Beresheet 5:24). The
reference here is to the higher Elohim, NAMELY BINAH, who is an
upper spirit, hidden and concealed. "and its place knows it no
more": This is the small spirit OF METATRON that is engulfed by the
upper spirit OF BINAH. And what is written further on? "But the
steadfast love (Heb. Chesed) of Hashem is from everlasting to
everlasting" (Tehilim 103:17). That means that the High Priest, WHO
IS CHESED, introduces him into the Holy of Holies and takes him
and has him born as before: "your youth is renewed like the
eagle's" (Tehilim 103:5) and he becomes a youth again.
Moses tells Rabbi Shimon that this explanation is incomplete
because it doesn't say what "passes over it" means. Rabbi Shimon
says this refers to Anger, and that the verse is to be applied to one
who dies childless. Such a person must achieve a change of place, a
change of name and a change of action. Because his countenance is
so changed, the evil angel whose name is Anger will pass him over
because he will not be recognizable. Rabbi Shimon advises anyone
who lives in a city where he is unable to keep the commandments
and where he is not studying the Torah successfully to move to a
place where he can replant himself among good people, sages of the
Torah. Lastly we are reminded that the most important thing is not
talking about the Torah but performing its precepts.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
86. Said the Faithful Shepherd: holy luminary, the commentary
ABOVE of Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Chiya, and Rabbi Yosi ON THE VERSE
"AS FOR MAN, HIS DAYS ARE AS GRASS" is very nice, but what
about "The wind passes over it and it is not"? Here matters have to
be developed. What is the meaning of "passes (Heb. AVRAHI) over
it"? AND REPLIES, it refers to "anger (Heb. evrah), wrath and
indignation" (Tehilim 78:49), where it is one of these evil angels, THE
ONE CALLED 'ANGER', AND THIS IS THE MEANING OF THE VERSE
"THE WIND PASSES OVER IT," WHICH SHOULD THEREFORE BE
RENDERED 'THE SPIRIT OF ANGER IS ON HIM'. AND THE VERSE IS
TO BE APPLIED TO ONE WHO DIES CHILDLESS, WHO
TRANSMIGRATES.
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87. In order that the monitors of sins should not recognize him, WHO
DIED CHILDLESS, it is necessary to perform for him a change of
place, a change of name, and a change of action. This is how it was
with Abraham, as Scripture tells us. "Get you out of your country,
and from your kindred" (Beresheet 12:1) is the change of place.
"Neither shall your name anymore be called Abram, but your name
shall be Abraham" (Ibid. 17:5) is the change of name. And there is
also the change of action, for he changed from doing bad deeds, as
he had at first, to doing good deeds. A similar thing happens to the
spirit of the man who dies childless, for likewise, the Holy One,
blessed be He does to the man in banishing him from that world
BECAUSE HE DIED CHILDLESS, and brings him to this world IN A
REINCARNATION INTO THE SON THAT IS BORN OUT OF HIS
WIFE'S LEVIRATE MARRIAGE, and this has already been discussed
above.

88. "You change his countenance and send him away" (Iyov 14:20).
BECAUSE HE CHANGES HIS COUNTENANCE WHEN HE BANISHES
HIM FROM THE HEAVENLY WORLD, IT IS SAID: "The wind passes
(Heb. avrah) over it," WHICH ALLUDES TO one of the evil angels
WHOSE NAME IS anger (Heb. evrah) AS MENTIONED ABOVE. And
when he sees that he has altered, when he meets him, and the other
demons of destruction ask about him: "Is this Your sinner?," He
answers them and says: he "is not," FOR HE DOES NOT
RECOGNIZE HIM, AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "YOU
CHANGE HIS COUNTENANCE."
89. NOW HE EXPLAINS WHAT IS THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "AND
SEND HIM AWAY." When he is banished from his place and
implanted elsewhere, NAMELY AFTER HE HAS ALREADY ENTERED
A BODY IN THIS WORLD, it is said about him: "And its place knows
it no more," for "and he shall take other mortar, and shall plaster the
house" (Vayikra 14:42), NAMELY HE TOOK ANOTHER BODY OF
DIFFERENT DUST, FOR BODY IS TERMED HOUSE. And this is the
secret of, "And he shall break down the house, the stones of it, and
its timber" (Vayikra 14:45), namely those bones, sinews, and flesh
that he had PREVIOUSLY returned to the dust. What is written about
it? "and dust shall be the serpent's food" (Yeshayah 65:25), FOR
THE DUST THAT IS MADE UP OF THE DECEASED'S BODY IS OF
THE ASPECT OF THE SERPENT, since it was afflicted BY IT. AND,
THEREFORE, later "and he shall take other mortar, and shall plaster
the house," namely build for himself bones and sinews and be
renewed, as an old house that is made new, which certainly gets
renovated.
90. What about "and its place knows it no more"? This IS SAID about
HIS spirit, for his small spirit is engulfed in the Supernal Spirit. This
is a parable to a tree that is not producing fruit. They take his
branches and graft onto a better quality tree that produces fruits,
combining both into each other. NOW BOTH produce fruits. About
this moment it is said, "and its place knows it no more" SINCE EVEN
THE PLACE OF THE DEFECTIVE SPIRIT IS NOT RECOGNIZABLE.
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91. And so it is with a man who lives in a city where bad people
dwell, and he is unable to keep the commandments of the Torah and
is not successful with the Torah. He should change his place of
residence and move from there, and settle somewhere with good
people, sages of the Torah, who keep the precepts. This is because
the Torah is called 'a tree', as it is written: "She is a tree of life to
those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18). Man, too, is a tree, as it is
written: "For man is a tree of the field" (Devarim 20:19), and the
precepts of the Torah are like fruits. And what is written about it?
"Only the trees which you know that they be not trees for food, you
shall destroy and cut them down" (Devarim 20:20) That is to say, you
shall destroy it from this world and cut it down from the next world.
This is why he has to uproot HIMSELF from the place WHERE
THERE ARE EVIL PEOPLE AND WHERE HE CAN NOT SUCCEED
WITH THE TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS, and implant HIMSELF
elsewhere, among righteous people, WHERE HE CAN SUCCEED
WITH THE TORAH AND THE PRECEPTS.

92. As the childless man is called 'barren' and his wife 'barren', so
also is the Torah when unaccompanied by PRECEPTS is conidered
barren. On this we have learned: 'Not the expounding of the Torah is
the chief thing but the doing of it'. The companions came and
prostrated themselves in front of him and said: We have certainly
learned something CLEARLY new here - how one spirit can be
incorporated in another. We were as someone whose vision was
blurred and then became clear. Originally we had only a tradition
ABOUT THESE MATTERS, but now they have been clearly explained.

14. Why is the righteous punished for the iniquity of his generation
Rabbi Shimon says that the Other Side is content to control the Righteous because then it can afford to ignore the rest of the world. For this
assertion we have the evidence of the story of Job, where the Satan's attention to Job enabled God to save the rest of his generation. If the
righteous one is strong, and he bears his afflictions and overcomes the accuser, he can save the whole generation - indeed, this is how Moses
became the Faithful Shepherd over Yisrael, and why he will control them in the next world. Moses asks Rabbi Shimon why one righteous person is
affected while another is not, and the response is that God does only what is necessary: if one will suffice, He only afflicts one, but if the sins are
widespread He will also afflict other righteous men. Moses talks about three types of righteous people, all of whom become a chariot for Adam and
the patriarchs, and who acquire from them the strength to suffer and to protect the whole generation.
93. Moreover, we learnt in the First Part of the compilation that the
Other Side is more at ease to have control over the righteous than
anything else, because he can then afford not to consider the rest of
the world. While they were still discussing this, a shade came upon
them, and asked: How do we know THAT HE PREFERS TO HAVE
CONTROL OVER THE RIGHTEOUS TO CONTROL OVER THE WHOLE
WORLD? We know this from Job. For the Holy One, blessed be He,
saw that generation was deserving of annihilation, and when the
Satan came to denounce, the Holy One, blessed be He, THEN said to
him: "Have you considered My servant, Job, that there is none like
him on earth" (Iyov 1:8). in order to save through him the whole
generation. The matter can be likened to a shepherd when a wolf
comes to devour his flock and destroy them. Being wise, what does
the shepherd do? He gives the wolf a lamb that is stronger, fatter,
and larger than the others, the leader of the flock, and the wolf, out
of his desire to have control over the lamb, forgets about the rest of
the flock. What does the shepherd do next? While the wolf is
preoccupied with that lamb, he flees with the flock and brings them
to safety. Later, he returns to the lamb and saves it from the wolf.
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94. This is exactly what the Holy One, blessed be He, did with the
generation. He offered the righteous man for indictment in order to
save the generation on his account. And if, like Jacob, THE
RIGHTEOUS MAN is strong, the verse says of him: "and there a man
wrestled with him" (Beresheet 32:25). This is even more the case
when he overcomes THE ACCUSER until he says: "Let me
go" (Beresheet 32:27). He said: O Shade, O Shade, that is just how it
is. Happy is the portion of that righteous man who is strong in
suffering afflictions, and how much more so the one who, by means
of his AFFLICTIONS, manages to overcome his accuser who has
SPREAD his control over the whole generation, and it is accounted
to him as though he had saved them, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, appoints him as shepherd over them in the place OF THE
ACCUSER. This was how the Faithful Shepherd came to be the
shepherd over Yisrael, and not only that, but he will control them in
the next world. And this was because he saved them that they
should not be lost TO THE NEXT WORLD, for he guided them in the
Torah and good deeds.

95. While they were yet talking, the Faithful Shepherd himself came
and said to them: And why was the right arm afflicted? Because the
way of all healers is to let blood initially from the right arm? Since
the left arm is the one that is nearer the heart, why is blood not let
from it? OR, TO PUT THE QUESTION IN OTHER WORDS: WHY IS IT
THAT ONE RIGHTEOUS MAN IS AFFLICTED AND ANOTHER IS NOT?
He answered: Because the Holy One, blessed be He, does not want
overly to strike, and one RIGHTEOUS MAN suffices. But if the illness
is serious and spreads throughout the parts of the body, blood is let
from the left arm ALSO, NAMELY OTHER RIGHTEOUS MEN ARE
ALSO AFFLICTED.
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96. He said to him: If the two of them were not (afflicted) at the same
time, that would be fine, but what about the case of the two
righteous men, one of whom suffers from diseases and troubles,
while the other is treated with kindness? Why is it that if the disease,
NAMELY THE SINS OF THE GENERATION, spread, blood is not let
from both of them, NAMELY BOTH THE RIGHTEOUS PERSONS, who
are the two arms, so that healing may be given to all parts OF THE
BODY, NAMELY THE WHOLE OF THE GENERATION. And in the case
where the illness does not become more serious, and does not
spread throughout the parts of the body, why is more blood let from
the right arm than from the left? WHY IS ONE MADE TO SUFFER
AND NOT THE OTHER? He said to him: Why don't you give the
answer?
97. He said to him: Certainly the body and the two arms stand for the
three patriarchs and the head for Adam. The right arm is Abraham
and the left arm is Isaac, while the body represents Jacob. Within the
body, the liver is on the right, the spleen to the left, THESE BEING
THE TWO KLIPOT OF Esau and Ishmael. The heart is Jacob, between
them. The lungs and kidneys represent Abraham and Isaac, the lung
being water, HINTING AT CHESED, for THE LUNG draws in all sorts
of potions, while the kidneys are fire, which cooks the seed that
descends from the brain.

98. And since Abraham is water, NAMELY CHESED, IF, THEREFORE,
HIS OFFSPRING IMPAIRS CHESED, he places his offspring in the
exile of Edom, WHICH IS THE WASTE MATTER of GVURAH FROM
THE LEFT, AND THERE THEY RECEIVE THEIR PUNISHMENT:
BECAUSE OF THEM BEING THE OPPOSITE OF ITS NATURE. This is
why the liver and the gall that is in the liver are to the right of
Abraham, NAMELY TO THE RIGHT OF THE BODY, his sword,
NAMELY MALCHUT OF THE KLIPAH OF Esau being the gall (Heb.
marah). About this it is said: "But her end is bitter (Heb. marah) as
wormwood" (Mishlei 5:4). And if the sins become greater in number
among the children of Abraham, NAMELY AMONG THOSE WHO
EXTEND FROM THE SIDE OF CHESED, who are placed in the exile of
Edom, and the disease spreads over them from the side of the liver,
they have to be smitten and blood has to be let from the right arm,
NAMELY FROM THOSE RIGHTEOUS WHO COME FROM THE SIDE
OF CHESED, AND NOT FROM THOSE OF THE SIDE OF GVURAH,
FOR THE FAULT IS IN THOSE OF THE SIDE OF CHESED. And
'whoever has his money taken is as though his blood was spilled',
for he remains poor, and a poor man is considered as dead.
99. But if the sins become greater in number among the children of
Isaac, NAMELY THOSE WHO DESCEND FROM HIM IMPAIR THE
DEGREE OF GVURAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ISAAC, they are
THEN put into exile among Ishmael, WHICH IS THE KLIPAH OF THE
RIGHT, WHICH IS THE OPPOSITE OF THE NATURE OF THE
CHILDREN OF ISAAC, IN ORDER TO INCREASE THEIR
PUNISHMENT. The disease spreads from the side of the spleen,
which is to the left OF THE BODY AND CONTROLS THE CHILDREN
OF ISAAC WHO IMPAIRED THE NATURE OF THE LEFT. And blood
has THEREFORE to be let from the left arm, THAT IS TO SAY, FROM
THOSE RIGHTEOUS WHO COME FROM THE SIDE OF GVURAH, and
not from any others. THIS IS BECAUSE THE IMPAIRED HERE ARE
THOSE WHO COME NOT FROM ABRAHAM, THE RIGHT ARM, BUT
FROM ISAAC, THE LEFT ARM.
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100. And if sins become greater in number amongst the children of
Jacob, NAMELY THOSE WHO DESCEND FROM HIM IMPAIR HIS
NATURE, WHICH INCLUDES BOTH SIDES, CHESED and GVURAH,
who are scattered IN EXILE among the children of Esau and Ishmael,
NAMELY IN THE KLIPOT OF THE RIGHT AND OF THE LEFT, then the
disease spreads over the body, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF JACOB,
and blood has to be let from both arms. But if all three of them,
NAMELY THOSE DRAWN FROM JACOB, FROM ISAAC, AND FROM
ABRAHAM, are diseased together, NAMELY ALL OF THEM HAVE
DISCREDITED THEIR OWN ROOTS, the disease then rises to the
head, and blood has to be let from the veins that are in the head. And
these three TYPES OF RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE, THOSE DESCENDED
FROM ABRAHAM, ISAAC, AND JACOB, became a Chariot for Adam
and the patriarchs, and acquire from them strength to suffer
torments and protect the generation throughout the four winds of
the world.
101. Woe to that generation that causes the patriarchs and Adam to
be struck, for this includes also the rightous men amongst them, for
there is no difference between Adam and the righteous OF A
GENERATION and the patriarchs and Adam. This is because those
RIGHTEOUS are their souls DRAWN FROM THEM and their distress,
pain, and anguish reach to the patriarchs and Adam. It is like the sea
when a number of rivers flow out of it and return to it, impure and
dirty, and the sea extracts their impurity and dirt. And because of the
sea's strength, for it is strong, it does not suffer from their dirt, but
throws it out, and the rivers remain clear and pure, without that dirt.

102. It can also be likened to a mother who cleans the dirt from her
small children. In such a manner the patriarchs cleanse the sins and
the dirt from their children, Yisrael, when there are among them
people of righteous deeds who are strong enough to suffer torments
for the sake of the generation. At that time there is no difference
between them, namely AND THE PATRIARCHS, FOR THEY
CLEANSE THE SINS OF THE GENERATION LIKE THE PATRIARCHS.
They all came and greeted him, THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, and said
to him: Sinai, Sinai, through whose mouth the Holy One, blessed be
He, and his Shechinah speak, who is able to confront him in any
MATTER? Happy is our portion that we have merited to revise and
refresh new matters in this First Part of the compilation through you,
so that the Shechinah may give light in the exile.

103. He said to them: Rabbis of every generation, those who have
been OR WILL BE during their time, and how much more so the holy
luminary, THAT IS, RABBI SHIMON, whose wisdom will shine in all
the generations that come after him: do not give the Holy One,
blessed be He, quiet in the Torah until the Holy Spirit is poured out
on us. (THERE APPEARS TO BE AN OMISSION IN THE TEXT HERE).
For none but you may use Metatron the great prince, since your
name is intimated in the initials of his, FOR THE INITIAL LETTERS
OF THE WORDS METATRON THE GREAT PRINCE ARE MEM SHIN
HEI, WHICH SPELL MOSES.

15. The patient's pulse in the exile of Edom
The metaphor of Yisrael as a sick patient is used to show how the children of Yisrael are faring while in exile. With the description of the ten
blowings of the Shofar we see how the length of the exile and the coming redemption are indicated.
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104. And now there is need of a doctor to know by how many
degrees the pulse of the patient, Yisrael, has increased in the exile of
Edom, for it is said about him "that I am sick with love" (Shir
Hashirim 5:8). For a number of doctors gathered over him to
consider the pulse rate in order to know when his illness would
come to an end, but not one of them could understand them, for no
doctor is competent to read the pulse beats of this particular patient,
for there are beats of T'kiah Sh'varim T'ruah T'kiah, T'kiah Shevarim
T'kiah, T'kiah T'ruah T'kiah, as the prophet said about them: "Like as
a woman with child, whose time of delivery draws near, is in pain
and cries out in her pangs" (Yeshayah 26:17).

105. And all the ten Shofar blows, WHICH ARE T'KIAH SH'VARIMT'RUAH, T'KIAH; T'KIAH SH'VARIM T'KIAH, T'KIAH T'RUAH T'KIAH,
are included in three T'kiah Sh'varim T'ruah. FOR THEY INCLUDE
ONLY THESE THREE DIFFERENT VARIATIONS IN BLOWS. T'kiah
stands for the length of the exile. The Sh'varim TEACHES ABOUT
the proximity of the exile, and the T'ruah about the coming
redemption, FOR THE SOUNDS OF THE T'RUAH teach about duress
after duress with no respite between them. And clearly, since the
other nations make Yisrael's exile more difficult, it is the duress that
they exert that brings the redemption closer. And so it is, too, in our
case of the patient's pulse beat: AS the beats come faster, one after
the other, with no space between them, the man's soul leaves him.

106. T'kiah Sh'varim-T'ruah, T'kiah; T'kiah Sh'varim T'kiah, T'kiah
T'ruah T'kiah, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE EXILE'S BEATS, AS
ABOVE, make Kof Shin Resh (Heb. kesher - tie), the initials of T'kiah
Sh'varim-T'ruah, by which falsehood (Heb. sheker, Shin Kof Resh) is
removed from the world. Concerning this was the oath: "Hashem will
have war with Amalek" (Shemot 17:16), FOR THE REDEMPTION
WILL COME BY THE BEATS HINTED AT T'KIAH SH'VARIM-T'RUAH,
T'KIAH; T'KIAH SHEVARIM T'KIAH, T'KIAH T'RUAH T'KIAH. AND
THEN a simple, double, triple and quadruple song will arise in the
world, where the letters OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI will ascend AND
JOIN TOGETHER. FIRST WILL COME Yud, THEN Yud-Hei, THEN YudHei-Vav AND THEN Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHERE YUD IS THE SIMPLE
SONG, YUD-HEI DOUBLE, YUD-HEI-VAV IS TRIPLE AND YUD HEI
VAV HEI IS QUADRUPLE, AND THEIR NUMERICAL VALUE
TOGETHER TOTALS 72. AT THE TIME OF THE REDEMPTION THIS
NAME OF 72 WILL AWAKEN. At that time THE PRAYER will be
answered: 'And therefore (Heb. uv'chen) the righteous shall see and
be glad, the upright exult and the pious rejoice in song'. THE WORD
'UV'CHEN', THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF WHOSE LETTERS IS 78,
NAMELY 72 WITH THE ADDITION OF SIX, WHICH IS THE VALUE OF
THE LETTER VAV. This added Vav REFERS TO the sixth millennium.
The Second Temple was destroyed Kof Ayin Bet (172) years before
THE FIFTH THOUSAND. And following ITS DELAY AFTER THE FIFTH
MILLENNIUM IT COULD BE the completion of Resh Ayin Bet (272)
YEARS TO THE SIXTH MILLENNIUM. As in the verse "At evening
(Heb. erev, Ayin Resh Bet) and you shall know that Hashem has
brought you out, etc." (Shemot 16.6) Also, "For your servant became
surety (Heb. Arav, Ayin Resh Bet) for the lad" (Beresheet 44.32).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Aba recalls a time when he asked Rabbi Shimon why the
righteous are punished for the sins of a generation, and was told
that this atones for the sins of the world. He had said that all mortals
are parts of the one body. Rabbi Aba learned that usually one
righteous man is sufficient to atone for everyone, but if there is too
much sin then more righteous men are stricken. When the righteous
die then everything is healed and atoned for.
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107. While they were still sitting, they saw a shade standing over
them that came and went, hither and thither in the house. They were
astonished. Said Rabbi Aba: Yosi, my son, I shall tell you what
happened with me when I was with the holy luminary, THAT IS
RABBI SHIMON, one day when we were walking in the Valley of Ono,
and engaging in Torah the whole of that day, and because of the
intensity of the sun's heat, we sat in a niche under a rock.

108. I asked him to explain to me why it is that, whenever the number
of wicked in the world increases and Judgment rests on the world,
the righteous among them are smitten on their account? For this is
what we have learnt about the sins of the generations: that is the
holy and righteous who are caught. Why should this be so?!? Could
it be because they do not admonish the world about their deeds? For
there are many who do admonish, but they will not accept it from
them so they are subdued before those WHO DO NOT LISTEN TO
THEM. IS THIS WHY THEY ARE CAUGHT FOR THE SIN OF THE
GENERATION? Or maybe it is because the world has no protector
AND THE RIGHTEOUS ARE CAUGHT AND DIE SO THAT THE
WICKED CAN EXIST ON THEIR MERIT? AND I ASKED HIM: Were the
righteous not to die and not to be caught for the sins OF THE
WICKED, BUT IF THE WICKED WERE TO PERISH, then would not
this be a cause of joy for the righteous that the wicked should
perish? AS WRITTEN "BUT WHEN THE WICKED PERISH, THERE IS
JUBILATION" (MISHLEI 11:10).
109. He said to me: The righteous are certainly caught for the sins of
the generation, and we have already discussed these matters. But
when the righteous are caught with diseases and pestilence, it is in
order to atone for the sins of the world, for then atonement is
effected for the sins of the generation, SINCE THE SIDE OF
HOLINESS IS THEREBY UPLIFTED AND THE OTHER SIDE
SURRENDERS. How do we know about this? We learn it from all the
parts of the body, for when all parts of the body are in trouble and a
serious illness prevails in them, one limb has to suffer so that all of
them should be healthy. And which IS THE LIMB THAT IS TO
SUFFER? It is of course the arm, from which blood is let, and then all
parts of the body regain health.

110. And so it is that all mortals are parts of the one body. When the
Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to grant healing to the world, He
inflicts diseases and pestilence on one righteous man from among
them, and, for his sake, gives healing to everyone. Where do we
learn this from? From the verse: "But he was wounded because of
our transgressions...and by his injury we are healed" (Yeshayah
53:5). "and by his injury": this refers to the letting of blood, as one
who lets blood from the arm, for in that injury "we are healed," that is
to say, we, the parts of the whole body, find healing.
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111. And He never smites the righteous man unless it is in order to
grant healing to the generation and to make atonement for their sins,
for the Other Side prefers MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE that
Judgment should have control over the righteous, for he does not
then consider the rest of the world important and he doesn't watch
over them because of his great joy that he has control OVER THE
RIGHTEOUS. And the righteous person WHO SUFFERS BECAUSE
OF THE GENERATION merits heavenly rule, in this world and in the
next world. And WHERE THERE IS a righteous man with whom
things are going well, the explanation is that the Holy One, blessed
be He, is not concerned to make atonement for the world.

112. I said to him: But if THERE ARE TWO RIGHTEOUS MEN,
WHERE ONE OF THEM IS RIGHTEOUS AND THINGS GO BADLY FOR
HIM, WHILE THE OTHER IS RIGHTEOUS AND THINGS GO WELL
FOR HIM? If they do not live at the same time, THEN WHAT YOU
HAVE SAID makes sense THAT IS, THAT: THE RIGHTEOUS MAN
FOR WHOM THINGS GO WELL LIVES AT A TIME WHEN THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS NOT CONCERNED TO MAKE
ATONEMENT FOR THE WORLD, WHILE THE RIGHTEOUS MAN FOR
WHOM THINGS DO NOT GO WELL LIVES AT A TIME WHEN THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS CONCERNED TO MAKE
ATONEMENT FOR THE WORLD. But what about the case where
there are two righteous men, one here and one here, both living AT
THE SAME TIME, and the one suffers from diseases and pestilences
while the other enjoys all the good things of the world? He said to
me: One, or possibly two, righteous are sufficient FOR THE
ATONEMENT OF THE GENERATION, for the Holy One, blessed be
He, does not need to smite all of them, just as it is unnecessary to
smite and draw blood from more than one arm in order to grant
health to all parts OF THE BODY. Similarly, here too, one righteous
man suffices.
113. But if the illness strikes all parts of the body, it is then
necessary to let blood from both of the arms. So also in our case. If
the number of serious sins in the world increases, then all the
righteous have to be smitten in order to grant healing to the whole
generation. But when they are not so many, then only one righteous
man is smitten, and the other righteous live in peace, for the world is
not in such need that all of them need to be smitten. And if the
people are healed, the righteous are also healed, but it sometimes
happens that THE RIGHTEOUS are inflicted with diseases
throughout their lives in order to protect the generation, at a time
WHEN THE SINS ARE HEAVIER. When THE RIGHTEOUS die, then
everything is healed, and atoned for.

16. All nations do not sway - just Yisrael
Rabbi Aba recounts Rabbi Shimon's explanation of why the children of Yisrael sway when they read the Torah. He learned that the spirit of man is
the candle of God, and that light flickers and moves, swaying to and fro.
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114. We got up and continued on our way. The intensity of the sun's
heat was excessively STRONG and made it difficult for us to
continue. Then we saw some trees in the wilderness with water
under them. We sat down in the shade of one of the trees in the
wilderness, and I asked him, RABBI SHIMON: Can you explain to me
why it is that of all the nations of the world the only one that sways
is Yisrael? For when they study Torah they sway back and forth?
And this is not something that they learnt from anyone else, but they
just can not stand still.

115. He said to me: You have reminded me of a heavenly matter, yet
people do not know and do not pay attention. He sat down for a
while and cried. Then he said: Woe to people who go around like the
beasts of the field, without understanding. In this matter alone are
the holy souls of Yisrael distinguished from the souls of the other
peoples, worshippers of idols. The souls of Yisrael are derived from
the holy burning candle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as it is written: "The
spirit of man is the candle of Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27). And when this
lamp is kindled from the higher divine Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
its light does not repose in stillness for even a moment, and this is
the secret of the verse: "Elohim, keep not silent" (Tehilim 83:2),
WHICH IS WRITTEN ABOUT MALCHUT. And something similar is
written ABOUT THE SOULS: "you that make mention of Hashem,
keep you not silent" (Yeshayah 62:6), NAMELY you have no respite.
Once the light of the candle has taken hold of the wick, that light will
never rest, rather, the fire light sways and fro, and never stays still.

116. This is how it is with Yisrael, too, for their souls are of the light
of the same candle, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Once he has raised one
Torah subject, the light begins to burn, and they are unable to obtain
respite. This is why they sway hither and thither and from side to
side, just as the flame of the candle flickers, for it is written: "The
spirit of man is the candle of Hashem."

117. And it is written: "But you...are men" (Yechezkel 34:31). This
means that you, and not the nations of the world, are called 'men'.
The souls of the idol worshipping peoples are of extinguished straw,
with no light resting on them. This is why they are in repose and do
not sway, for they have no Torah by which to be enflamed and no
light rests on them. THIS IS WHY they stand like trees in a blaze,
burning without a light resting on them, and so they are still without
any light at all. Said Rabbi Yosi: So this is the explanation of the
matter. Happy is my lot that I deserved to hear this answer.

17. "Let Yisrael rejoice in Him who made him"
We learn why people must involve God and His Shechinah in their rejoicing.
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118. Arise Rabbi Aba to expound and refresh new matters in the
Torah, as you said in the compilation of the First Part! Rabbi Aba
began: "Sing to Hashem a new song, and His praise from the end of
the earth, etc." (Yeshayah 42:10). How beloved are Yisrael before the
Holy One, blessed be He, for their rejoicing and their praises are only
in Him! For so we have learnt that any rejoicing of Yisrael in which
they do not involve the Holy One, blessed be He, is no rejoicing at
all. And in the future Samael and all his band will denounce that
rejoicing, and they will be left with sorrow and weeping, and the Holy
One, blessed be He, will not partake of that sorrow.

119. But whoever involves the Holy One, blessed be He, and his
Shechinah in his rejoicing, if the accuser should come to denounce
that rejoicing, the Holy One, blessed be He and His Shechinah
participate in that sorrow. For does not Scripture say: "In all their
affliction He was afflicted" (Yeshayah 63:9)? And how is this?
Because THE VERSE SAYS: "I will be with him in trouble" (Tehilim
91:15).

120. And how do we know that Yisrael have to involve the Holy One,
blessed be He, and His Shechinah, in their rejoicing? It is as is
written: "Let Yisrael rejoice in Him (lit. 'they') who made
him" (Tehilim 149:2), THE MEANING OF WHICH IS THAT Yisrael has
no rejoicing but with them who made him. HE ASKS, Why "them who
made him" when it should be "He"? HE ANSWERS THAT this refers
to the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah, and a person's
Father and his Mother. For, even if the latter be dead, the Holy One,
blessed be He, uproots them from the Garden of Eden and brings
them with Him to that rejoicing, so that they can participate in the
rejoicing with the Holy One, blessed be He and His Shechinah. AND
THE MEANING OF "THEM WHO MADE HIM" IS as in the verse: "let
Him that made him bring near His sword to him" (Iyov 40:19)

18. Three Craftsmen: heaven, earth and water
Rabbi Aba says that a person is made by the partnership between his father, his mother and God. He then refers to the three craftsmen made by
God - the heaven, the earth and the water - and with whom He produced the world. When these three were finished God commanded them to
produce the body of man, and He provided the soul. When a person rejoices he is rejoicing with his parents, even though they may already have
passed to the next world, and also with God.
121. An alternative explanation of "they who made him" IS THAT IT
REFERS TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, THE PERSON'S
FATHER AND MOTHER, since man is made in partnership between
man, his wife, and the Holy One, blessed be He. And in this secret it
is written: "Let Us make man" (Beresheet 1:26), "Us, " implying a
partnership WITH HIS FATHER AND HIS MOTHER. For we have
learnt that the Holy One, blessed be He, made three craftsmen with
whom to produce the world, namely: the heaven, the earth and the
water, and each one of them served for one day, AND THEN LATER
each served FOR A SECOND DAY, as previously.
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122. On the first day the heaven produced its craft, as it is written:
"And Elohim said, Let there be light: and there was light" (Beresheet
1:3). On the second day the waters gave of their craft, as it is written:
"And Elohim said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the
waters..." (Beresheet 1:6), where half the waters ascended on high
and half remained below; and had the waters not divided there would
have been no world. On the third day the earth did as it was
commanded, as it is written: "Let the earth bring forth
grass..." (Beresheet 1:11). And the next verse says "And the earth
brought forth grass" (Beresheet 1:12).

123. So far each OF THE THREE CRAFTSMEN had produced of its
craft and they had done what they had been commanded to do.
Three other days remained IN THE ACT OF CREATION. On the fourth
day, the first craftsman, THE HEAVEN, was commanded to do its
craft, as it is written: "And Elohim said, Let there be lights in the
firmament of the heaven..." (Beresheet 1:14), and so we have the
skies. On the fifth day it was again the turn of the second craftsman,
the waters, as it is written: "And Elohim said, Let the waters
swarm..." (Beresheet 1:20). On the sixth day the earth again
produced its craft, as it is written: "And Elohim said, Let the earth
bring forth living creatures" (Beresheet 1:24).

124. These three craftsmen having finished their tasks, the Holy One,
blessed be He, said to them: I have one more creation to make,
namely Man. Join yourselves together and let us, I with you, make
Man. The body shall be made by you, but I will be a partner with you
BY GIVING THE SOUL, and we shall make Man. And just as formerly
the three craftsmen worked in a partnership IN THE ACT OF
CREATION, so also was it subsequently WITH THE CREATION OF
MAN. There is the father, with whom He made the works of the
heavens and the works of the waters, FROM WHOM COMES THE
WHITENESS THAT IS IN MAN; and the mother, who is the third
craftsman, like the earth, FROM WHOM COMES THE REDNESS IN
THE BABY. And then there is the Holy One, blessed be He, who
participated with them, FROM WHOM COMES THE SOUL. And in
respect of this secret, the text has "they who made him" IN
REFERENCE TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, A PERSON'S
FATHER AND HIS MOTHER.
125. And even though his father and his mother might have departed
from this world, a man rejoices with all the three partners of his
making, as we have learned: When a man involves the Holy One,
blessed be He, in his rejoicing, the Holy One, blessed be He, comes
to the Garden of Eden, and takes his father and mother from there,
for they are partners with Him, and brings them with Him to that
rejoicing, and all of them are there together but mortal men do not
know it. When, on the other hand, a man is in trouble, the Holy One,
blessed be He, is there with him alone, and He does not inform his
father and mother, as it is written: "In my distress I called upon
Hashem, and cried to my Elohim" (Tehilim 18:7).

19. Three Partners: The Holy One, Blessed Be He, one's father and one's mother
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We learn how many partners are responsible for creating and sustaining a person, including God and His Shechinah, one's mother and father, the
angels, the sun and moon, the living creatures, the trees and the seed of the earth. At the time of the redemption all will come together and rejoice.
126. Said the Holy One, blessed be He: I and My Shechinah are the
partners in the soul, a person's father and mother are the partners in
the body, for his father injects the whiteness IN THE BABY, namely
the white of the eyes, bones, sinews, and brain, and the woman
SUPPLIES the black of the eyes, hair, flesh, and skin. The heavens,
the earth, and all their hosts also participate in MAN'S creation. The
angels, TOO, TAKE PART, for from them COME the Good Inclination
and the Evil Inclination, THAT MAN should be portrayed in both of
them. THE PART OF the sun and the moon is to give him light by day
and by night, and even the beasts, cattle, birds, and fish
PARTICIPATE IN MAN, for he makes a living from them. The trees
and the seed of the earth PARTICIPATE IN HIM to sustain and
nourish him.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)

127. What does the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He uproots his
father and mother from The Garden of Eden and brings them with
Him so that they should be with Him at the rejoicing of their children.
AND SO IT IS AT THE TIME OF THE REDEMPTION, for there is no
rejoicing like that of the Redemption, about which it is written: "Let
the heavens be glad, and let the earth rejoice: and let it be said
among the nations, Hashem reigns... Then shall the trees of the
wood sing for joy before Hashem, because he comes to judge the
earth" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:31-33), FOR THEN THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, BRINGS THE PATRIARCHS AND MATRIARCHS OF
YISRAEL TO BE AT THEIR REJOICING.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

20. "Behold, I give to him My covenant of peace"
We learn about two alphabets, the large letters belonging to the next world and the small letters belonging to this world. As the Yud was added to
the name of Pinchas the explanation becomes clear that God asked Moses to give His Shechinah to Pinchas. Next we realize that the shade of the
departed Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair has been with the rabbis in their discussions, for he had spoken of those same matters while he was still alive.
128. The same shade returned as previously and walked around the
house in the likeness of a man. Rabbi Aba fell on his face. Said
Rabbi Yosi: I recall that in this spot I saw Rabbi Pinchas Ben Yair.
One day he was standing on this spot and asked as follows: In the
verse "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the
priest" (Bemidbar 25:11), WHY IS PINCHAS HERE SPELLED with the
addition of the small letter YUD?

129. AND HE ANSWERS because there are two sets of recorded
alphabets, one alphabet of larger letters and one of small letters.
AND HE EXPLAINS: the large letters belong to the next world AND
ARE IN THE ASPECT OF BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'THE NEXT
WORLD', while the small letters belong to this world AND ARE IN
THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'THIS WORLD'.
HERE LIES THE REASON FOR the small letter Yud, which is a sign
of the holy covenant, NAMELY MALCHUT. Since Pinchas was
zealous for this covenant, a small Yud was added to him, which is
the secret of this covenant, NAMELY MALCHUT.
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130. At that time, the Holy One, blessed be He, said: What can I do
with Moses, for this covenant came from Moses, and the bride, WHO
IS MALCHUT, is his. It is not nice to give her, MALCHUT, to another,
unless Moses knows about it and desires it. It just is not proper. The
Holy One, blessed be He, started by saying to Moses: 'Moses,
"Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the son of Aaron the priest..."' Moses
interrupted Him and asked: Master of the Universe, what is all this
about? THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, answered him: 'You are
the one who has given your soul for Yisrael a number of times so
that they should not disappear from the world, while he, PINCHAS,
"has turned My wrath away from the children of Yisrael"'(Bemidbar
25:11). Said Moses: What do You want of me? Is not everything
Yours? AND IF YOU WANT TO CAUSE MALCHUT TO REST ON HIM,
WHO CAN TELL YOU WHAT YOU SHOULD DO?

131. Said THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, TO MOSES: 'Here: it is
all yours! You tell PINCHAS THAT MY SHECHINAH will rest within
him.' Said Moses: In all sincerity, let MALCHUT be with him. Said
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, 'You tell him yourself, and in a
loud voice, that you are handing THE SHECHINAH over to him,
willingly and sincerely. Thus the verse "Wherefore say" - you say it
willingly - "Behold, I give to him my covenant of peace" (Bemidbar
25:12) Moses started to say: "Behold I give to him." For if IT WAS
REFERRING TO the Holy Blessed One, what should have been said
was: 'Wherefore say to him, Behold, I give to him my covenant of
peace'. But this is not written, but rather "Wherefore say" WITHOUT
'TO HIM', THE MEANING BEING THAT MOSES WAS COMMANDED
TO SAY IT. Should you suggest that THE SHECHINAH was
completely removed and taken away from Moses AND GIVEN TO
HIM, you would be wrong, for it is like a candle that is used to light
something else. The one gains the benefit of the light, while the
other is no poorer.

132. The same shade came, sat down, and kissed him. They heard a
certain voice saying: Make room, make room for Rabbi Pinchas ben
Yair, for he is among you. As we have learned: in every place where
a righteous man made a new interpretation of a matter in the Torah
while he was in this world, he comes from the next world and visits
that place. And this is even more likely when there are other
righteous men in that place, deriving new interpretations and
speaking about the Torah. And so it was that Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair
came to visit his place and found there a number of righteous men
revealing new interpretations of the Torah, and that matter was
freshly renewed as previously in the presence of Rabbi Pinchas ben
Yair. IN OTHER WORDS, THAT SAME TORAH MATTER THAT RABBI
PINCHAS HAD SPOKEN OF WAS REESTABLISHED IN HIS
PRESENCE WHEN YOU MENTIONED IT IN HIS NAME.

133. Rabbi Aba said: This interpretation of Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair is
very nice, for it is indeed not written: 'Wherefore I give', but
"Wherefore say, Behold, I to give to him," MEANING THAT MOSES
WAS COMMANDED TO SAY TO HIM, AS NOTED ABOVE. And just to
think that this matter was hidden with you from that devout man, and
you said nothing UNTIL NOW. Happy is our portion that we were
privileged to be here with the help of the holy shade.

21. "Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with your strength"
Rabbi Aba says that righteous men draw their strength from the power of God when they undertake to do His will. By awakening ourselves we
awaken the holy and divine power, thus shattering any power that the Other Side may have had over us. Rabbi Aba tells us that the strength that
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includes deed and speech and knowledge and wisdom does not exist at all in Sheol. We hear that all men actually go to Sheol, but the righteous rise
up again immediately, having gone there to bring up with them anyone who considered repentance but was unable to repent before he died.
134. Then he began and said in the name of Rabbi Pinchas:
"Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with your strength" (Kohelet
9:10). How good it is for a man to try to fulfill the will of his Master
while the flame is yet burning and resting on his head. For the light
of that flame is strength resting upon him, and so is it written: "let
the power (strength) of my master be great" (Bemidbar 14:17). "the
power of my master" - this is the power that rests on the head of the
righteous and of all those who willingly undertake the will of their
Master, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH. And about this we have already
learned: 'Whoever responds with all his power: 'Amen. May His great
name be blessed...' - HIS SENTENCE OF SEVENTY YEARS IS TORN
UP'.

135. He surely has to awaken all his parts with great power IN THE
WORSHIP OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, for by means of
this powerful awakening that he summons up, he also awakens that
holy and divine power, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and he is uplifted in
holiness and shatters the power and hold of the Other Side. Hence IT
IS WRITTEN: "WHATEVER YOUR HAND FINDS TO DO, DO IT WITH
YOUR STRENGTH," FOR IT IS with your own strength that you must
perform the will of your Master.

136. "for there is not work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in
Sheol, whither you go" (Kohelet 9:10). For it is in this power, that
there is deed; namely the effort to engage in this world is called
'deed', namely the world of action, to complement the end of the
thought. Device refers to the world that depends on speech,
NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'SPEECH', for an accounting
device depends on speech, and this is why all the numerology and
the solstices and equinoxes of the world are through the moon,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. "nor knowledge" refers to the secret of the six
ends, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which are dependent on thought, and
are called to the world of that thought, WHICH IS BINAH. "nor
wisdom" REFERS to CHOCHMAH, on which everything is
dependent, AS IT IS SAID: "IN WISDOM HAVE YOU MADE THEM
ALL" (TEHILIM 104:24).

137. And all of them, THE DEED, THE ACCOUNTING DEVICE,
KNOWLEDGE, AND WISDOM, are included in that same strength,
WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH THAT RESTS ON THE HEAD OF THE
RIGHTEOUS. This is not the case on the side of Sheol, which is a
level of Gehenom. For the end of everyone who does not try with this
strength to enter with it into deed, accounting device, knowledge,
and wisdom in this world will be in Sheol, where there is no deed,
nor accounting device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom. For the Other
Side is the way to Sheol, as it is written: "Her house is the way to
Sheol" (Mishlei 7:27). Whoever becomes listless in that holy strength
is attacked by the Other Side, whose house is Sheol.
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138. "whither you go": HE ASKS, Do, indeed, all men go there to
Sheol? HE ANSWERS, yes, but THE RIGHTEOUS rise up again
immediately, as it is written: "He brings down to Sheol, and brings
up" (I Shmuel 2:6). This verse, however, is not to be applied to the
wicked who never for a moment considered repentance, for they go
down TO SHEOL and do not ascend again. Even the completely
righteous go down there. Why should this be? It is because they
take from there a number of wicked and bring them up from there.
Who are the ones THAT THEY BRING UP? They, who considered
repentance in this world, but were unable to repent for they departed
from the world. And it is for these wicked people that the righteous
go down to Sheol and take them and bring them up from there.

22. "Your Eyes like the Pools in Heshbon"
Rabbi Yosi is prompted by the shade of Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair to remember the esoteric explanation of the accounting of the numerical values of
letters.
139. Said Rabbi Yosi: It is written: "counting one thing to another, to
find out the sum (Heb. cheshbon)" (Kohelet 7:27), AND HE ASKED:
the account of the numerical values of letters is according to the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, but in which of her levels? He did not
answer, but said: I have heard this matter, but do not remember it.
The same shade arose and hit Rabbi Aba in the eyes. He fell on his
face out of fear, and while he was still lying on his face, a verse came
to him, as it is written: "Your eyes like the pools in Heshbon, by the
gate of Bath-rabbim" (lit. 'daughter of the many')" (Shir Hashirim
7:5). THE EXPLANATION IS: This refers to the eyes OF MALCHUT,
NAMELY ITS CHOCHMAH WHICH IS CALLED 'EYES', and they are
appetizers, NAMELY DELICACIES to the divine Chochmah which is
drawn from above, FROM BINAH, AND HER EYES are filled by
reckoning (Heb. cheshbon) and solstices and equinoxes and
become pools flowing out from the right in all directions until they
are counted in every account and intercalation of the moon from the
outside, NAMELY OF THE EXTERNAL PARTS OF MALCHUT, also of
the stars and the constellations - in order to reach a sum. And this is
"by the gate of Bath-rabbim," which is the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, from the outside.

23. "in the evening she would go, and on the morrow she would return"
Rabbi Aba again goes over the matter of God persuading Moses to give His holy covenant of peace to Pinchas. We learn that Malchut has
permission from Zeir Anpin to live among the righteous in the world. If Pinchas had not been given Malchut he would never have been able to attain
the high priesthood.
140. Rabbi Aba said to Rabbi Yosi: That holy pearl that was in your
possession with the help of the holy pious one who visited us,
NAMELY THE REPORT FROM RABBI PINCHAS BEN YAIR, WITH THE
HELP THAT CAME TO US - it is so beautiful that I must go over it
again. For it is certainly unnecessary to remove a woman to another
place unless her husband so commands and gives her permission to
go. ACCORDINGLY, one first of all informs her husband and
placates him so that he should command her and give her
permission to go to that place. So the Holy One, blessed be He,
placated Moses until he gave his permission. Then He said to him:
'You say it - "Behold, I give to him my covenant of peace"' (Bemidbar
25:12), that it should abide in PINCHAS, and so long as he had not
given her permission to go, she did not go.
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141. How do we know this? From the righteous one of the world,
WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, who gave MALCHUT permission
to abide among the righteous in this world, and she dwells among
them as a bride in all her jewelry, and the righteous of the world sees
it, and is happy. But she lies in the arms of her husband, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN AND THE LEFT COLUMN,
WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, and returns
from there to be with the righteous, then returning to her husband,
as it is written: "in the evening she would go, and on the morrow she
would return" (Ester 2:14). "in the evening she would go" to her
husband, NAMELY AT MIDNIGHT, FOR THEN IS THE MATING OF
THE LEFT; "and on the morrow" WHEN SHE IS FULL OF
CHASSADIM FROM THE MATING OF THE RIGHT, "she would return"
to be among the righteous of the world, everything being done with
the permission of her husband, ZEIR ANPIN.
142. What Moses said was: "Behold I give to him My Covenant,"
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. Just as the Righteous One on
high gives, so also do I give a present, on condition that the present
be returned, NAMELY JUST AS THE RIGHTEOUS ONE ON HIGH
GIVES ON CONDITION THAT IT BE RETURNED. AS "IN THE
EVENING SHE WOULD GO AND ON THE MORROW SHE WOULD
RETURN," AS EXPOUNDED ABOVE, so ALSO WITH MOSES. And
because of this covenant, he earned the high priesthood, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHESED, and if he had not had MALCHUT with
him, Pinchas could not have arisen to the level of the high
priesthood, for the covenant IS AN ASPECT OF MALCHUT, when she
is always cleaving to the upper right, WHICH IS CHESED of ZEIR
ANPIN. And this upper right will, in the future, construct the Temple,
which is the covenant, NAMELY MALCHUT.

24. A third Temple is not mentioned in the Torah
We hear how a gentile told Rabbi Eliezer that Yisrael were not close to God, citing various kinds of evidence, whereupon the Rabbi turned him into a
heap of bones. Rabbi Eliezer recounts the answers that Elijah once gave him when he raised the same issues as the gentile. We hear an explanation
of the First and Second Temples, and how God will reveal the Temple at the time of the final redemption.
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143. Rabbi Aba said: I have remembered a certain matter I heard
from the holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, who heard it in the name of
Rabbi Eliezer. One day a clever gentile came and said to him: Old
man, old man, I have three questions that I want to put to you. The
first is: You say that another Temple will be built for you, but the
Temple is not to be built more than twice. The First Temple and the
Second Temple ARE MENTIONED, but you will not find a Third
Temple in the Torah, and that which you had to build has already
been built, and there will never be another one, for Scripture has
referred to the two houses of Yisrael, AND ABOUT THE SECOND
TEMPLE it is written: "The glory of this latter house shall be greater
than that of the former" (Chagai 2:9).

144. Also, you say that you are closer to the divine King than all
other peoples. Whoever is close to the King is forever rejoicing,
without pain, without fear, without troubles. But you are perpetually
in pain, trouble and agony, more than anyone else. Look at us - no
pain, trouble nor agony approaches us at all, from whence it follows
that we are close to the divine King and you are far from Him, and
this is why you have pain and trouble and sorrow and agony, which
we do not have.

145. Further: You do not eat of an animal found dead nor ritually
slaughtered so that you will be healthy and your body healthy. We
eat anything we want and we are physically strong and healthy and
all our limbs are fit. You do not eat and all are sick with bad illnesses
and broken more than all other peoples. You are a people whom
HASHEM hates above all. Old man, old man, do not say anything to
me because I shall not listen to you, nor accept it from you. Rabbi
Eliezer lifted up his eyes, looked at him, and turned him into a heap
of bones.

146. When his anger had subsided, he looked back, cried, and said:
"Hashem, our Master, how majestic is Your name in all the
earth" (Tehilim 8:2). How strong is the power of the holy and mighty
name in all the earth, and how beloved are the words of the Torah,
for nothing is so minor that it will not be found in the Torah, and
even the smallest thing in the Torah issued from the mouth of the
Holy One, blessed be He. Those matters that that wicked one asked,
I too, once asked of Elijah, and he replied that in the academy of the
firmament THESE VERY MATTERS were laid out before the Holy
One, blessed be He, as follows:
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147. When Yisrael came out of Egypt, the Holy One, blessed be He,
wanted to establish them in the country as are the holy angels on
high, and He wanted to build a Temple for them, bring it down from
the upper heavens, and plant Yisrael in the land as a holy planting,
after the pattern of the heavenly form, as it is written: "You shall
bring them in, and plant them in the mountain of Your
inheritance" (Shemot 15:17). And where would that be? "in the place,
Hashem, which You have made for You to dwell in" (Shemot 15:17).
In that PLACE which You, Hashem, have made, and in no other. "The
place, Hashem, which You have made for You to dwell in" refers to
the First Temple, and the continuation of the verse, "in the
sanctuary, Hashem, which Your hands have established," refers to
the Second Temple. Both of them are the work of the Holy One,
blessed be He.

148. But when they angered Him in the wilderness, they died, and He
brought their children into the land, and the Temple was constructed
by man, which is why it did not last. FOR THE BUILDING HAS TO BE
THE WORK OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. King Solomon
knew that the Temple that he built was built by man and would not
therefore last, which is why it is written: "Unless Hashem builds the
house, they who build it labor in vain" (Tehilim 127.1) And indeed it
no longer exists. In the days of Ezra, because of the sin, they had to
rebuild THE TEMPLE, which is why it had no lasting existence. And
up until now the first building of the Holy One, blessed be He, has
not been placed in the world, but concerning the future it is written:
"Hashem builds Jerusalem" (Tehilim 147:2). He WILL BUILD and no
other. It is for this building that we are waiting, and not for a
structure of man which has no permanence.

149. The Holy One, blessed be He, will bring down the First Temple
and the Second Temple from on high simultaneously. The First
Temple, WHICH IS EQUIVALENT TO BINAH, will be covered, and the
Second Temple, WHICH IS PARALLEL TO MALCHUT, will be in the
open. That house that is called 'the Second Temple' will be in the
open so that the art of the Holy One, blessed be He, will be visible to
the whole world. AND THEN THERE WILL BE perfect rejoicing, and
goodwill throughout its existence.

150. The First Temple THAT WILL BE concealed ascends on high
over THE SECOND TEMPLE that is revealed, and the whole world
will see the clouds of glory that surround the Temple that is
revealed, and within those clouds will be the First Temple in a
hidden action, rising to the height of the glory of the heavens,
WHICH IS BINAH, and this is the building for which we are waiting.
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151. So far this has not happened in the world, for even the City of
Jerusalem will not be the result of man's skills, for it is written: "for I,
says Hashem, will be to her a wall of fire round about, and will be the
glory in the midst of her..." (Zecharyah 2:9). If this is what is written
about the City, how much more so will this be the case for the
Temple, which is His dwelling place. And this action OF THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, should have been apparent at the beginning,
when Yisrael came out of Egypt, but it was delayed for the End of
Days, for the final Redemption.

25. Why Yisrael are in more trouble than other peoples
We are told that Yisrael is the heart of the whole world, and the heart is the only part of the body that knows pain and trouble because it incorporates
existence and intelligence. Thus it is the only part that is close to God at all.
152. The second question ASKED BY THAT GENTILE, IS THUS: FOR
surely we are closer to the Divine King than any of the other peoples.
This must be so for the Holy One, blessed be He, made Yisrael the
heart of the whole world, and the relationship of Yisrael to the other
nations is as that of the heart to other parts of the body. And just as
the other parts of the body have no existence, even for a moment,
without the heart, so it is that none of the other peoples can exist in
the world without Yisrael. Jerusalem, too, has the same relationship
with the other countries, being as the heart to the parts of the body,
which is why it is in the center of the whole world just as the heart is
in the center of the limbs.

153. And Yisrael's conduct amongst the other nations is as that of
the heart amongst the limbs. The heart is soft and weak, but gives
existence to all the limbs, AND ALL THE LIMBS do not know pain,
trouble and agony at all, but only the heart does, for in it is existence
and intelligence. PAIN AND ANGUISH come nowhere near the other
limbs, for they have no existence and know nothing. None of the
other limbs comes near to the King, who is wisdom and intelligence
that reside in the brain; the heart is the only exception. The other
limbs are far from Him and know nothing about Him. Thus it is that
Yisrael is near to the Holy King while the other peoples are far from
Him.

26. Why Yisrael, who do not partake of animals found dead or not ritually slaughtered, are weak
Elijah teaches that the heart takes for its nourishment only the clearest and purest of the blood, and this food is softer and weaker than the rest of
the food.
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154. The third question POSED BY THAT GENTILE was that Yisrael
do not partake of animals found dead or those not ritually
slaughtered, nor of the filth and dirt of reptiles and insects as do the
other peoples, BUT IS NEVERTHELESS WEAKER THAN THEY ARE.
This is how it is. For the heart, which is soft and weak and is the king
and the sustenance of the other limbs, does not take FROM MAN'S
FOOD for its nourishment other than from the clearest and purest of
all the blood THAT IS MADE FROM FOOD, and its food is clean and
clear and is softer and weaker than all the rest. And it leaves the
remaining waste matters OF THE BLOOD for the other limbs, and the
other limbs are not concerned AS TO THE CLEANLINESS OF THEIR
FOOD, but take all the waste matters, even the worst, and they are
strong as befits them.

155. This is why all the other limbs have skin eruptions and scabs,
bright spots and leprous boils, and the heart has none of them, for it
is clean and clear, and has no blemish whatsoever. Thus the Holy
One, blessed be He, took Yisrael, who is clean, clear, and without
blemish, for Himself, as Scripture says: "You are all fair, my love;
there is no blemish in you" (Shir Hashirim 4:7). Rabbi Yosi came,
kissed his hands, and said: If I had come into the world just to hear
this, it would have been sufficient.

27. "Now the name of the man of Yisrael that was slain"
Rabbi Eliezer tells Rabbi Yitzchak that the title verse does not say who killed the man because Pinchas had by then achieved priesthood, and it was
not appropriate to mention a priest in connection with any killing.
156. "Now the name of the man of Yisrael that was slain" (Bemidbar
25:14). Said Rabbi Yitzchak: This verse should have been written so:
'Now the name of the man of Yisrael whom Pinchas slew', and not
"that was slain, that was slain," simply WITHOUT EVEN
MENTIONING THE ONE WHO DID THE SLAYING.

157. HE ANSWERS: this is how Rabbi Eliezer put it: Since the Holy
One, blessed be He, had raised Pinchas to the level of High Priest,
He did not want to mention Pinchas in the context of a man slaying,
for this is hardly fitting for a High Priest. Before he elevated him to
the high priesthood, He did mention him, and said: "And when
Pinchas... saw... and took a spear... and thrust both of them
through..." (Bemidbar 25:7-8). But once he was elevated to the high
priesthood, his name is not mentioned in the context of killing, for
this is unbefitting, and the honor of the Holy One, blessed be He, had
compassion on him because it is not right for a High Priest to be
mentioned in the context of a killing. "And the name of the Midianite
woman that was slain" (Bemidbar 25:15) IS also GIVEN WITHOUT
STATING WHO THE SLAYER WAS, FOR THE SAME REASON.

28. What is now first will be last at the resurrection of the dead
Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair explains that God will reconstruct a man in the opposite order that the body disintegrates, for now the body is first stripped
of spirit, and then the skin, flesh, sinews and bones rot.
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158. Rabbi Shimon was traveling from Cappadocia to Lod, and Rabbi
Yehuda was going with him. While they were en route, they were met
by Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair and two donkey drivers following him.
Rabbi Pinchas' donkey stopped. He prodded him WITH A SPUR
THAT HE SHOULD CONTINUE, but he did not do so. Said Rabbi
Pinchas TO THE DONKEY DRIVERS: Leave him be, for he can
discern the smell of new countenances APPROACHING US, or a
miracle will happen to us. While they were still there, Rabbi Shimon
appeared from behind one of the rocks, and the donkey continued
on. Rabbi Pinchas said, Did I not tell you that he discerned the smell
of new countenances?

159. Rabbi Pinchas dismounted FROM HIS DONKEY, embraced
RABBI SHIMON, and cried. He said to him, I saw in my dream that
the Shechinah had come to me, and given me large presents, and I
had rejoiced with her. And now what I saw HAS COME TO PASS.
Rabbi Shimon said: I knew that it was you from the sound of your
donkey's footsteps. Now the rejoicing is complete. Rabbi Pinchas
said, Let us sit down somewhere, as a Torah discussion has to be
lucid. They found a well of water and a tree and sat down.

160. Rabbi Pinchas said, I used to view matters such that the
resurrection of the dead would be performed on us by the Holy One,
blessed be He, in one way, and that what is now first to leave will be
the last AT THE RESURRECTION. How do we know this? From those
bones, the ones into which the Holy One, blessed be He, breathed
life at the hands of Ezekiel. At the beginning it is written: "And the
bones came together, bone to its bone" (Yechezkel 37:7), and later it
is written: "And as I beheld, and, lo, there were sinews upon them,
and flesh came up" (Yechezkel 37:8). AND THE SAME VERSE
CONTINUES: "and skin covered them above: but there was no
breath in them." From here, too, we can learn that what A PERSON
takes off first will be the last to be put on again. Initially, man is
stripped of spirit, and then his skin ROTS, followed by the flesh,
THEN THE SINEWS, and finally the bones. AT THE RESURRECTION
IT WILL BE THE OTHER WAY AROUND: INITIALLY THE BONES,
THEN THE SINEWS, FOLLOWED BY THE FLESH, AND LASTLY THE
SKIN.

29. The resurrection of the dead
Rabbi Shimon says that at the time of resurrection God will re-make a person from the remaining bone that has not disintegrated. We learn that all
the souls of the righteous are concealed under God's throne, Malchut, and that the throne protects them so they can be returned. Rabbi Shimon
says that wherever scripture does not explicitly state Hashem, the reference is always to Malchut.
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161. Rabbi Shimon said: The earlier teachers had difficulties with
this passage, but the truth is that the Holy One, blessed be He,
performed strange miracles and signs with these bones into which
he breathed life. Come and see: "Remember, I beseech You, that You
have fashioned me like clay; and will You bring me back to
dust" (Iyov 10:9). And then, in the next verses: "Have You not poured
me out as milk, and curdled me like cheese? You have clothed me
with skin and flesh, and have knit me together with bones and
sinews." When a person has rotted in the dust, and the time of the
resurrection of the dead has arrived, the Holy One, blessed be He,
will re-make him from the remaining bone THAT HAS NOT ROTTED
AWAY, make it like dough and as cheese from milk and as flowing as
a stream of pure clear milk. For the bone will be refined, BECOMING
VERY THIN, and polished as milk, curdled, and carved as in a
drawing, like curdled cheese. After this structure is done He will
create anew the skin, veins and bones.

162. Hence "Have You not poured me out as milk, and curdled me
like cheese? You have clothed me with skin and flesh": all the verbs
are in fact in the future form. Not 'Have You not poured me out', but
'Will You not pour me out'. Not 'Have You not clothed me with skin
and flesh', but 'Will You not clothe me with skin and flesh etc'. This
is because the reference throughout is to a future time, THAT OF
THE RESURRECTION.

163. And what is written afterwards? "You have granted me life and
favor" (Iyov 10:12). This is the spirit of life. But you may say: But it is
written "have granted" IN THE PAST TENSE and not 'will grant'. HE
ANSWERS THAT he said: "You have granted me life and favor," for
in that world You have given me the spirit of life. But, the verse
continues, "and Your providence," namely that of the King's Matron,
MALCHUT, "has preserved my spirit," namely guards my spirit in
that world. And why DOES HE REFER TO MALCHUT, AS "Your
providence"? BECAUSE you will in the future visit her first.
THEREFORE, HE REFERS TO HER AS HIS ASSIGNED ORDER AND
COMMAND.

164. And the secret of this matter is that all the souls of the
righteous are hidden and concealed under the King's throne, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'A THRONE', and it protects them
so that they can be returned to their place. As it is written: "and Your
providence has preserved my spirit." What is "Your providence (Heb.
pkudatcha)"? It is as in the verse: "and let another take his
possessions (Heb. pkudato)" (Tehilim 109:8). "Your providence"
refers to the King's Matron, NAMELY MALCHUT, for all the spirits are
pledges in her hands, as it is written: "Into Your hand I commit (Heb.
afkid) my spirit" (Tehilim 31:6), and she protects them. Thus IS IT
WRITTEN "has preserved my spirit," (Iyov 10.12) for she preserves it.

165. David said something similar: "Preserve my soul; for I am
pious" (Tehilim 86:2). "Preserve" refers to the King's Matron, for she
has preserved my soul because I am pious. And as a general rule,
whenever Scripture simply generalizes AND DOES NOT EXPLICITLY
STATE HASHEM, the reference is to the Matron WHO IS MALCHUT.
As for example, in the verse: "And He called to Moses" (Shemot
24:16), WHERE HASHEM IS NOT MENTIONED BY NAME, or "And He
said: If you will diligently hearken to the voice of Hashem your
Elohim" (Shemot 15:26), WHERE THE SPEAKER AGAIN IS NOT
NAMED AND THE REFERENCE IS TO MALCHUT.
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166. Rabbi Pinchas cried and said, And did I not tell you that IN MY
DREAM the Shechinah had given me large offerings and gifts? THE
MEANING WAS THESE SAYINGS OF RABBI SHIMON. Happy is my
portion that I have merited seeing you and hearing this. He said to
him: WHAT YOU HAVE SAID CONCERNING that time OF THE
RESURRECTION is correct regarding the one bone THAT DOES NOT
ROT, but what happens to the other bones that are there? He said to
him: They will all be included in the totality of that one bone and will
be incorporated with it and they will all be made into one dough, out
of which MAN will be formed. As they said in the verse: "(Heb.
Yachlitz) and make strong your bones" (Yeshayah 58:11). What is
the meaning of Yachlitz? It is as in the verse: "He has withdrawn
(Heb. Chalatz) Himself from them" (Hoshea 5:6). In other words, they
will all be withdrawn from their place and incorporated in this bone,
making one dough, and then "you shall be like a watered garden,
and like a spring of water." (Yeshayah 58.11)
Moses gives a warning to people whose hearts are blocked off and
whose eyes are closed, for the forces of the evil inclination will enter
into them. He says that all the lights in the eyes issue from the heart.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
167. The Faithful Shepherd said, Woe to those humans whose hearts
are blocked off and whose eyes are closed, for they do not know that
when the night comes the gates of Gehenom are opened, for it is
CALLED 'gall', and the odors that spread from it rise up to the brain.
And a number of forces of the Evil Inclination spread throughout the
parts of the body. And the gates of The Garden of Eden which are
the eyes of the heart are blocked off and not opened, for all the lights
that are in the eyes issue forth from the heart.

30. "Into Your hand I commit my spirit"
Moses goes on to say that the lights of the heart are angels that spread throughout the limbs like the branches of a tree. He tells us about the evil
effect of shutting off the lights, and says that an ignorant man cannot be pious because unless he has studied the Torah he cannot join Zeir Anpin
and Malchut.
168. And the gates of the heart, which are the eyes, are blocked off
so that they should not view the evil spirits, that are Lilit. And thus
they do not control the lights of the heart, which are angels, that
spread throughout all the limbs as the branches of a tree in every
direction. At that time all the lights are shut off in the heart, and they
gather to it as doves into their dovecotes, as Noah and his wife and
all the species who entered with him into the ark.

169. And the evil spirits that overcome all the parts of the body are
like the waters of the flood, which prevailed over them fifteen cubits.
This is because he had sinned in the matter of Yah, and Yah had left
the body. THAT IS TO SAY, YUD-HEI HAD LEFT ELOHIM (ALEPH
LAMED HEI YUD MEM), and He remained a mute (Heb. ILEM, ALEPH
LAMED MEM), without sight, hearing, smell or speech. And the
secret of the matter is to be found in the verse: "I was dumb (Heb.
ilem) with silence (Heb. dumiyah)" (Tehilim 39:3). Dumiyah IS
SPELLED DALET VAV MEM YUD HEI, WHICH CAN BE READ AS
TWO WORDS: Silence (Heb. dom) of Yud Hei. IN OTHER WORDS, at
that time OF THE FLOOD, the evil spirits prevailed for fifteen cubits
over the body, and they ENCOMPASSED THE BODY as a furrow
SURROUNDS THE DITCH of the flower-bed.
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170. Just as Noah sent the dove out on his mission, so also does the
soul of man send out HIS SPIRIT on its mission, and for this reason
a man must commit his spirit with the Matron, WHO IS MALCHUT, as
it says: "Into Your hand I commit my spirit" (Tehilim 31:6). But if it is
imprisoned by the powers of the Evil Inclination in sins of the body,
what does Scripture have to say? "Into Your hand I commit my
spirit; You have redeemed me, Hashem, the El of truth" (Ibid.) FOR
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, REDEEMS HIM FROM THEIR
HAND.

171. And during the time that THE SOUL is guilty, what is said about
his spirit? "They who join hands for wicked ends shall not go
unpunished." (Mishlei 11:21), for he goes from hand to hand in the
camps of the Evil Inclination, which rest upon him in his sins and
cast him out from place to place. It is this that is happening when A
MAN sees himself IN HIS DREAM in another country or another
kingdom, and sometimes in the refuse, all depending on his sins.
But if he is righteous, then all of the camps of the Good Inclination,
ABOUT WHOM IT IS SAID "Thus were their faces; and their wings
were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11) in order to accept his spirit,
and they raise it upward to the place of the living creatures, THE
BEARERS of the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and there he sees a
number of visions, likenesses and prophetic revelations. And this is
why the sages taught "The dream is one-sixtieth of prophecy."

172. Furthermore: "Preserve my soul; for I am pious" (Tehilim 86:2).
But so did the sages teach: 'An ignorant man can not be pious.' For
the Torah was given from the right side of the Holy One, blessed be
He, which is Chesed. For this reason, one who engages in Torah is
called 'pious', and therefore I say to the Holy One, blessed be He:
"Preserve my soul," and do not judge it according to the deeds of
these ignorant ones, about whom it is said: 'An ignorant man can
not be pious.' And should you ask about the many ignorant people
who act with loving kindness (Heb. Chesed), I would refer you to the
teaching: 'Who is a pious man? He who behaves piously with his
Maker,' like David, who was an author (the Hebrew root of 'author'
means 'join together'). And what did he join together? He joined
together the heavenly Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with the Holy
One, blessed be He, WHO IS MALCHUT, AND THIS IS WHAT IS
MEANT BY 'BEHAVING PIOUSLY WITH HIS MAKER': THAT HE
UNITED THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AND HIS SHECHINAH.
This, is why "Preserve my soul; for I am pious."

31. Two mirrors
The Faithful Shepherd talks about the two mirrors - one for the soul in this world, and one for the soul in the World to Come. We learn that God
created man with two countenances, and that when the soul leaves the body the soul goes to the two Gardens.
173. When a man dies, what is written about his soul? "When you
walk, it will lead you; when you lie down, it shall keep you; and when
you awake" at the resurrection of the dead, "it shall talk with
you" (Mishlei 6:22). HE INQUIRES: this is fine as far as the
resurrection of the dead is concerned, that it should awaken THE
BODY OF MAN AT THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD, but what
will be the reward of the soul in the next world?
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174. The answer to this is that the Holy One, blessed be He, dresses
THE SOUL as formerly in clouds of glory, and as formerly it enters
into a vision. In the same sort of way that the body has 248 parts, it
will also be in a vision included in 248 lights that spread forth from
that vision, FOR THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE LETTERS OF
"BEMAR'AH" IS 248. And it is said about it: "If there be a prophet
among you, I, Hashem, make myself known to him in a vision (Heb.
bemar'ah)" (Bemidbar 12:6) and with the apparel of clouds of glory
ABOUT WHICH IT IS SAID: "and I shall look upon it, that I may
remember the everlasting covenant" (Beresheet 9:16). This is the
shining mirror. "and speak to him in a dream" (Bemidbar 12:6): this
is the mirror (Heb. mar'ah) that does not shine, being made up of 365
lights, corresponding to the numerical value of 'yeshenah' (lit.
'sleep'), as in the verse: "I sleep" (Shir Hashirim 5:2). One MIRROR,
therefore, is FOR THE SOUL in this world, and the other MIRROR IS
FOR THE SOUL in the World to Come, and they give light to the work
of the hands of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY, THE SOULS.

175. And their secret is to be found in the verse: "this is My name for
ever" (Shemot 3:15). THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'Yud Hei' and 'My
name' (Heb. shmi) is together 365. "AND THIS IS MY MEMORIAL
(HEB. ZICHRI) TO ALL GENERATIONS" (SHEMOT 3:15). THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF Vav Hei together with zikhri is 248. And
heralds descend and ascend before Him, proclaiming: 'Give honor to
the likeness of the King', NAMELY TO THE SOUL.
176. And this is the meaning of the verse: "So Elohim created man in
His own image, in the image of Elohim He created him" (Beresheet 1:
27). In other words, He created him in two forms: ONE, IN HIS OWN
IMAGE; AND THE OTHER, IN THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM, NAMELY with
two countenances. 1) is as it is said: "for you saw no manner of
form" (Devarim 4:15), and regarding the other FORBIDDEN forms it
is written, "the similitude of any figure" (Devarim 4:16). 2) "and the
similitude of Hashem does he behold" (Bemidbar 12:8). And 613
angels raise up the soul in these forms, all of them with "Thus were
their faces; and their wings were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11),
to establish the verse that is said about them: "I bore you on eagles'
wings, and brought you to Myself" (Shemot 19:4).

177. Just as they came out of Egypt and went with clouds of glory
and all that honor, so, too, is the exit of the soul from her body --that "putrid drop": the soul goes to the two gardens, THE UPPER
GARDEN OF EDEN AND THE LOWER GARDEN OF EDEN, whose
heavens and earth were created with the Yud Hei Vav Hei, for whose
reason it was said: "Let the heavens be glad and the earth
rejoice" (Tehilim 96:11). At that time the verse will be fulfilled in man:
"yet your teacher shall not withdraw himself any more" (Yeshayah
30:20) from you. "withdraw himself" IS AS WRITTEN: "with two he
covered his face..." (Yeshayah 6:2), nevertheless "but your eyes
shall see your teacher" (Yeshayah 30:20). And Moses our Master,
may Peace be upon him --- the master of the prophet and sages --- is
worthy in the aspect of these TWO visions. The holy luminary, THAT
IS RABBI SHIMON, said TO THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, You are the
one who merited in your lifetime what the righteous will merit after
their lives. Happy is your portion!

32. 'Aleph Nun Yud', and 'Vav Hei Vav'
We hear another interpretation of "Preserve my soul, for I am pious," where the esoteric meaning rests on the words 'I' and 'and He', and whereby
we see how essential it is to refrain from separating Zeir Anpin and Malchut. This is because I and He are one, without distinction. We learn that the
Left and Right Columns are united in the Central Column, Tiferet.
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178. Another interpretation of the verse "Preserve my soul; for I am
pious" (Tehilim 86:2) is as follows: Why should He preserve my
soul? So that I should behave piously with 'I', NAMELY THAT I
SHOULD UNITE WITH AND BRING THE CHESED FROM YUD HEI
VAV HEI WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN TO 'I', WHICH IS MALCHUT, for it has
been said about it: I and He, WHERE 'ALEPH-NUN-YUD (I)' IS
MALCHUT AND 'VAV-HEI-VAV (AND HE)' IS ZEIR ANPIN. Woe to
anyone who separates 'I' from 'He', NAMELY TO ANYONE WHO
CAUSES A SEPARATION BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, as
it is said: "it is He who made us, and we belong to Him" (Tehilim
100:3), WHERE 'HE' STANDS FOR ZEIR ANPIN. This is because
everything is one, NAMELY I AND HE ARE ONE, without distinction.
This is what is said: "See now that I, even I am He... I kill and I make
alive, I wound, and I heal: neither is there any that can deliver out of
my hand" (Devarim 32:39). I am Hashem, I am He, and no other. And
this 'I' is derived from Adonai, NAMELY THE LETTERS OF 'ANI' (I)
ARE FOUND IN ADONAI. Yud Hei Vav Hei is the Central Column,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN.
179. And because Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is on the
right, namely Chesed, he said: "Preserve my soul, FOR I AM PIOUS
(HEB. CHASID)," meaning that I shall behave piously towards you
and with 'I' which is Adonai, which is Gvurah. THAT IS TO SAY, I
SHALL UNITE YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS CHESED, WITH ADONAI,
WHICH IS GVURAH, SO CHASSADIM WILL BE DRAWN DOWN FROM
YUD HEI VAV HEI TO ADONAI, AND IT, TOO, WILL BE CHESED. And
both the names, YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI, combine together
in Tiferet, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AND COME
TOGETHER THUS; Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud. FOR IT IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT COMBINES CHESED, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH GVURAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF ADONAI. And the inner meaning of the matter is with
Chesed and Gvurah, WHICH ARE THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS,
ABOUT WHICH IT IS SAID: "Thus were their faces: and their wings
were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11), SINCE 'THEIR FACES' IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT, AND THE TWO
COLUMNS, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, ARE DIVIDED. AND SO WITH THE TWO WINGS, THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT COLUMNS, WHICH ARE
DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER, AND ARE THEREFORE DIVIDED.
And in Tiferet, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, that is called:
"Hashem is a man (Heb. Ish) of war" (Shemot 15:3), BECAUSE HE
FIGHTS WITH THE LEFT COLUMN, AND MAKES IT SMALLER IN
ORDER TO BRING IT TOGETHER IN UNITY WITH THE RIGHT, it is
written: "two wings of everyone (Heb. ish) were joined one to
another" (Yechezkel 1:11), for the two names, YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
ADONAI were joined together in it, AND THUS "and two covered
their bodies" (Yechezkel 1:11), FOR THE TWO WINGS JOINED THE
BODY AND BECAME AS ONE. And Tiferet is called 'body', THIS
BEING THE INNER MEANING OF THE VERSE: "his body was like
beryl" (Daniel 10:6). AND SO IT IS WITH THE TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT
AND LEFT OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, THAT ARE THE TWO NAMES, YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
EHEYEH, ABOUT WHICH IT IS SAID "THEIR FACES... DIVIDED
UPWARDS," ALSO JOIN TOGETHER AND COMBINE BY THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT. AND THEY
COME TOGETHER THUS: YUD ALEPH HEI HEI VAV YUD HEI HEI.

33. Three Times was David made a servant
We are told the three ways that a man must make himself a servant in terms of worship.
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180. It is written: "O you, My Elohim, save Your servant... Rejoice the
soul of Your servant...give Your strength to Your servant" (Tehilim
86:2,4,16). David is thrice referred to as a servant in this psalm which
parallels the three times that a man has to be as a servant in the
prayers, as taught by the sages of the Mishnah: 'In the first
blessings, A MAN SHOULD BE as a servant arranging praises before
his Master; in the intermediate ones, as a servant asking for a favor
of his Master; and in the last BLESSINGS, a man should be as a
servant thanking his Master for a favor received, and going on his
way'.

181. And these are the three occasions that A MAN has to make
himself as though a servant in terms of worship. And the sages of
the Mishnah taught: There is no worship but prayer. And the three
patriarchs are called 'servants' by the aspect of her, namely in the
name of the Shechinah, which is the worship of Hashem. And so
also is Moses REFERRED TO AS the servant of Hashem, which is
why "For to Me the children of Yisrael are servants" (Vayikra 25:55).
But in terms of their other QUALITIES in her, all Yisrael are called
'the children of kings' from the point of view of MALCHUT IN THEM.
And why should MALCHUT be termed worship? It can be likened to
the way of a woman who serves her husband, or children who serve
their father.

34. David was made poor, pious and a servant
We learn how David's correction of the three Columns was effected through making himself as if poor, a servant, and pious. We are told that except
for Moses, there has never been anyone who could access the highest understanding, and it is even more impossible to access the highest wisdom,
for it is said that a wise man is preferable to a prophet.
182. And David was made poor, pious and a servant, as it is written:
"A prayer of David. Incline Your ear, Hashem, hear me: for I am poor
and needy. Preserve my soul; for I am pious: O you, my Elohim, save
Your servant, who trusts in You" (Tehilim 86:1-2). He became poor at
the gate of the king, WHICH IS MALCHUT, about which it is said:
"Adonai, open my lips" (Tehilim 51:17). Adonai is the palace, and he
became poor at the gate of the king's palace, WHICH IS ADONAI,
namely MALCHUT. And what does it say? "Incline Your ear, Hashem,
hear me." And this is the lower Shechinah, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which is an ear to receive and listen to prayers, as it is written: "For
He has not despised nor abhorred the affliction of the afflicted; nor
has He hid His face from him: but when he cried to Him, He
heard" (Tehilim 22:25).
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183. For he became "poor and needy" in respect of the letter Dalet of
(the word) 'Echad' (Aleph Chet Dalet) (= one), WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT IN THE FIRST STATE, WHEN IT IS
RECEIVING FROM THE LEFT COLUMN, FOR IT IS THEN NEEDY,
FOR THE LETTER 'DALET' TEACHES US OF ITS POVERTY (HEB.
DALAH). Then he requests HELP FROM THE other two letters OF
ECHAD, from Aleph-Chet. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN
WHICH, IN THIS STATE IS MALCHUT, IS CALLED
'BROTHER' (ALEPH CHET), AND MALCHUT SISTER, BEING THEN
AT ONE STAGE EVOLVING FROM BINAH, AS A BROTHER AND
SISTER. This is the Central Column, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, with
which to fulfill the verse: "I was brought low, and He saved
me" (Tehilim 116:6), so that Messiah son of Efraim should not die.
FOR MESSIAH SON OF EFRAIM IS DRAWN FROM MALCHUT WHEN
THE LATTER IS FEEDING FROM THE LEFT, AND IS FULL OF
JUDGMENT. And DAVID FURTHER requested of Him at this gate on
behalf of Yisrael, who are poor, that the verse "And the afflicted
people You will save" (II Shmuel 22:28) be established for them, AND
THIS IS WHY HE MADE HIMSELF POOR, FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF
THE LEFT COLUMN.
184. And afterwards he requested for the sake of the priests, THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN, CHESED, that the worship be
returned to its place, and he made himself as a servant. And later He
gave them the Torah from the side of Chesed, to make a reward
(Heb. gemul) with the letter 'Dalet' of the Torah. IN OTHER WORDS,
THE TORAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, UNITES THE CHESED OF THE RIGHT COLUMN WITH THE
GVURAH OF THE LEFT COLUMN, AND THEN HE GIVES A REWARD
WITH THE DALET, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT
RECEIVING CHASSADIM AND BECOMING RICH, IN THE SECRET OF
THE TWO LETTERS 'GIMEL' AND 'DALET' THAT FOLLOW EACH
OTHER IN THE ORDER OF THE ALPHABET. And this is why he
became pious. WHAT THIS MEANS IS THAT HE THEREBY
CORRECTED THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET. HE MADE HIMSELF POOR TO CORRECT THE
LEFT COLUMN. HE MADE HIMSELF A SERVANT TO CORRECT THE
WORSHIP OF THE PRIESTS, WHICH ARE THE RIGHT COLUMN, AND
HE MADE HIMSELF PIOUS TO CORRECT THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
SO IT WOULD BESTOW CHESED UPON MALCHUT.
SUBSEQUENTLY HE CORRECTED THE THREE COLUMNS CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, and when he reached the three upper Sfirot,
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, DA'AT, he began to say: "Hashem, my heart is
not haughty, nor my eyes lofty: nor do I exercise myself in great
matters, or in things too high for me" (Tehilim 131:1), NAMELY HE
DID NOT TOUCH THEM.
185. Solomon said, Since Binah belongs to Moses, I shall ask for
upper Chochmah, which is above the level OF MOSES. It is written:
"I said, I will be wise; but it was far from me" (Kohelet 7:23), FOR
UPPER CHOCHMAH WAS NOT GIVEN TO HIM. HE ASKS, but what
about the verse: "And Hashem gave Solomon wisdom" (I Melachim
5:26)? HE ANSWERS, this refers to lower wisdom, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And he wanted to ascend upwards from below, NAMELY
FROM LOWER CHOCHMAH HE WANTED TO ATTAIN UPPER
CHOCHMAH, but it drew away from him. This is because there is no
man in the world, apart from Moses, who can ascend to Binah, and
how much truer is this for upper Chochmah, which is above BINAH.
In its terms, 'a wise man is better than a prophet'. And even though
THE VERSE "I SAID: I WILL BE WISE, BUT IT WAS FAR FROM ME"
was applied homiletically to a red heifer, WHOSE REASON HE
COULD NOT UNDERSTAND, 'there are seventy possible
interpretations of Torah', THIS, TOO, BEING A TERM IN THE SECRET
OF SCRIPTURE.

35. The allusions of Elazar, Yosi, Yehuda, Yudai, Aba and Rabbi Shimon and his friends
Moses speaks to each of the rabbis inviting their interpretations and telling each one what his name means.
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186. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID, Rabbi Elazar, Rise up and say
some new interpretations before the Shechinah, so that you may be
of help (Heb. ezer) to your father, as your name requires, FOR THE
LETTERS OF 'ELAZAR' MAKE UP THE TWO WORDS 'ezer' 'El',
NAMELY 'El' from the right, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHESED,
AND Ezer from the left, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF GVURAH. This is
what is written: "I will make him a help (Heb. ezer) to match
him" (Beresheet 2:18), FOR MALCHUT, WHICH IS BUILT UP FROM
THE LEFT, IS REFERRED TO AS A HELPMATE FOR HIM. In what way
DOES IT BECOME A HELP TO HIM? With good seed (Heb. ZERA),
which are the letters of 'ezer' in a different order.
187. And let Rabbi Yosi rise up with you, for he is a perfect throne for
his Master, for the numerical value of Yosi is the same as that of the
throne (Heb. haKisse) and that of Elohim. And let Rabbi Yehuda rise
up with him, for in him make up THE TWO WORDS Hod and Yah,
THE LATTER OF WHICH INSTRUCTS US ABOUT THE FIRST STAGE
OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS THEN THE FIRST THREE. In it are
contained THE LETTERS Yud Hei Vav Hei plus Dalet. THAT MEANS
THAT IT INDICATES ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND
MALCHUT, CALLED DALET, PRIOR TO ITS BEING JOINED IN A
MATING WITH YUD HEI VAV HEI. IT IS THE SECRET OF the Dalet
(=four) living creatures. AND ABOUT THEM IT IS SAID: "Thus were
their faces; and their wings were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11).
THIS PERTAINS TO all of them, FOR THEY DO NOT YET HAVE THE
UNITY OF RIGHT AND LEFT AND ARE READY to receive THE
CENTRAL COLUMN THAT WILL UNITE THEM. THEREFORE, THEY
ARE THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, FOR AFTER THE
UNIFICATION OF RIGHT AND LEFT, THEY ARE CONSIDERED AS
THREE LIVING CREATURES, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS, EACH ONE OF WHICH HAS FOUR
COUNTENANCES. And from him, FROM JUDAH, CAME David, who
gave thanks to the Holy One, blessed be He, at the level of
thanksgivings (Heb. hodaot), which is from the side of Hod. And let
Rabbi Elai rise up with him, for the numerical value of the letters of
Elai is 112, the same as that of Yud-Bet-Kof, WHICH, IN A
DIFFERENT ORDER, SPELL BAKI (LIT. 'ERUDITE'), FOR HE IS
erudite in the Halachah.
188. And let Rabbi Yudai rise up with him, for the numerical value of
the letters of Yudai is the same as that of El, and he is like the
angels, Michael and the others, who have the letters of 'El' in their
names. It is as IN THE MEANING OF the expression: "It is in the
power (Heb. el) of my hand" (Beresheet 31:29), WHERE THE WORD
CONNOTES STRENGTH. And the secret of 'El' (Aleph Lamed) is as
follows: the Aleph is the likeness of a man, FOR THE LETTER HAS
THE FORM OF A BODY WITH TWO ARMS, and the Lamed is the
secret of the three living creatures, EACH ONE OF which is with four
countenances, and THE THREE LIVING CREATURES are intimated in
the three Yuds that amount to Lamed, which are at the beginning of
the three recited Yud Hei Vav Hei's which are 'Hashem reigns,
Hashem reigned, Hashem will reign forever'. IN OTHER WORDS: THE
THREE YUDS AT THE HEAD OF EACH YUD HEI VAV HEI HINT AT
THE THREE LIVING CREATURES, EACH OF WHICH HAS FOUR
COUNTENANCES, FOR IN EACH NAME ARE THE FOUR LETTERS
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTER
LAMED OF 'EL'. And let Rabbi Aba rise up with them, for the
numerical value of his name is four, NAMELY the four living
creatures.
189. Rabbi Shimon is like a tree, and Rabbi Elazar his son and his
friends, the five that we have just mentioned, are like large branches
COMING OUT of the tree, similar to arms and legs, WHERE ARMS
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, AND LEGS ARE NETZACH AND HOD.
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36. To the chief musician, Give thanks, Rejoice O you righteous, Praise, Melody, Tune, Song, Blessing
Rabbi Shimon equates the kinds of music and praise to the various Sfirot. After a question from the Faithful Shepherd, Rabbi Shimon challenges
him to show why, if he was at the level of Binah, scripture says that God gave Hod (honor) to him. Moses' answer includes a description of the work
of the divine Chariot, and we hear that this work can never be expounded upon by one person alone unless he is a sage who has merited
Chochmah, Binah and Da'at.
190. Rise, Rabbi Shimon, and let us hear new matters from you on
this verse: "TO THE CHIEF MUSICIAN UPON SHUSHAN-EDUT, A
WRIT OF DAVID TO TEACH" (TEHILIM 60:1). IT first SAYS "To the
chief musician (Heb. lamnatze'ach)." It contains THE LETTERS OF
Netzach, THE MEANING OF WHICH is nigun tzach (lit. 'pure melody'),
and by it Hashem called a man of war towards the nations of the
world, but of mercy and justice towards Yisrael. And the secret of
the matter is contained in: "And when the wicked perish, there is
joy" (Mishlei 11:10). THUS, WHEN HASHEM IS VICTORIOUS (Heb.
MENATZEACH) OVER THE WICKED, THERE IS A PURE MELODY.
Mem and Lamed OF THE WORD LAMNATZE'ACH are the secret of
the seventy names that He has. Together with Netzach and Hod, they
come to 72, which is the numerical equivalent of Chesed. And the
secret of the matter IS IN THE VERSE: "at your right hand are
pleasures (Heb. Netzach) for evermore" (Tehilim 16:11), FOR
NETZACH IS TO THE RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED.
191. HAVING CLARIFIED THAT LAMNATZE'ACH IS THE SECRET OF
THE SFIRAH NETZACH, HE CONTINUES: about HOD IT IS SAID,
"Give thanks (Heb. Hodu) to Hashem" (I Divrei Hayamim 16:8). Of the
righteous, WHICH IS YESOD, it is written: "Rejoice in Hashem, O you
righteous" (Tehilim 33:1), and also: "Sing with gladness for
Jacob" (Yirmeyah 31:6), WHICH IS AN INDICATION OF UNITY OF
TIFERET, YESOD, MALCHUT. FOR 'SING' IS YESOD, IN WHICH
THERE IS SINGING. JACOB IS TIFERET AND GLADNESS IS
MALCHUT. Of Tiferet it is said: "Praise (Heb. Halelu) El" (Tehilim
150:1), "Haleluyah," "Praise Yah" and the name of Yud Hei Vav Hei,
SINCE YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS A NAME FOR TIFERET. Of
melody and tune: these are Chesed and Gvurah, MELODY BEING
CHESED, AND TUNE GVURAH; Of song and blessing: they are
Chochmah and Binah, song BEING Chochmah, AND blessing Binah.
Happy IS Keter and praise is Malchut.
192. AND HE ELUCIDATES a psalm (Heb. Mizmor), WHICH IS
GVURAH, that has in it THE LETTERS Raz (lit. 'secret') and THE
LETTERS Mum (lit. 'blemish') from the side of the tune (Heb. Zemer)
of the Torah and the tune of prayer. FOR WHEN THE LEFT COLUMN
HAS CONTROL BY ITSELF, LIGHT TURNS INTO A SECRET, WHICH
IS THE BACK PART OF THE LIGHT. AND THEREFORE IT HAS IN IT A
BLEMISH, CONTAINING A HOLD FOR THE EXTERNAL ONES, AND
ALL OF THIS IS FROM THE SIDE OF HOLINESS. THE PSALM (HEB.
MIZMOR) THAT IS SUNG BY a tune of the Other Side contains THE
PHONEMES mum zar (lit. 'a foreign blemish'). AND THIS IS WHY
THEY SAID 'a tune (Heb. Zemer) in the house is destruction in the
house', AND IT IS FROM THE ASPECT OF a menstruating woman,
handmaid, daughter of idol worshippers, prostitute. And these are
the letters of Mizmor, NAMELY 'MUM ZAR'. Melody (Heb. nigun) IS
CHESED, containing THE LETTERS Gan (lit. 'garden'), WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And such is the beauty of the melody, which has in it
Halel (lit. 'Praise'), like THE HALEL in "It is a night of watchfulness to
Hashem for bringing them out of the land of Egypt" (Shemot 12:42).
IN OTHER WORDS, NOT THE WHOLE MELODY IS CHESED, BUT
ONLY THE BEAUTY OF THE MELODY TENDS TOWARDS CHESED,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE HALEL OF THE EXODUS FROM
EGYPT, WHICH INCLINES TOWARDS CHESED. 'Happy', with which
everyone begins to offer praises, IS KETER, SINCE LIKE KETER, IT
IS THE BEGINNING OF THE SFIROT, E.G. "Happy is that people, that
is in such a case" (Tehilim 144:15). Of blessing, it is as in "I will
bless Hashem at all times" (Tehilim 34:2), WHICH IS BINAH, FOR
THE EMANATION OF BINAH IS UNCEASING; of praise, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, as in "His praise shall continually be in my mouth" (Ibid.),
FOR MOUTH INTIMATES MALCHUT.
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193. RETURNING NOW TO THE VERSE: "TO THE CHIEF MUSICIAN
UPON SHUSHAN-EDUT, A WRIT OF DAVID TO TEACH" (TEHILIM
60:1), IT HAS BEEN EXPLAINED THAT "LAMNATZE'ACH" IS
NETZACH. AND CONTINUES "upon Shushan-edut" is Hod, that is
Shoshan (lit. 'rose') in which the red controls the white, while with
Netzach the white controls the red. But what is Edut (lit.
'Testimony')? This is the righteous one who is the covenant,
NAMELY YESOD, which is held by the heavens and the earth WHICH
ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. This is as it is written: "I call
heaven and earth to witness against you this day" (Devarim 4:26),
WHICH IMPLIES THE UNITY OF TIFERET, YESOD, AND MALCHUT,
FOR 'I CALL TO WITNESS' IS YESOD, WHILE THE HEAVEN AND
EARTH ARE TIFERET AND MALCHUT. What is "writ" (Heb.
michtam)? It forms the two words mach and tam; mach (lit. 'humble')
is the righteous one, NAMELY YESOD, while tam (lit. 'complete') is
the Central Column, NAMELY TIFERET, WHICH IS SECRET OF THE
BODY, on the level of "Jacob was (Heb. Tam) a plain
man" (Beresheet 25:27). We consider the body and the covenant,
WHICH ARE TIFERET AND YESOD, to be one, WHICH IS WHY MACH
AND TAM ARE WRITTEN AS ONE WORD: MICHTAM. "to teach": This
is Chesed and Gvurah, for from there was the Torah given 'to study
and to teach'.
194. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD said to him: What you say is all very
well, but SCRIPTURE SAYS: "To the chief musician upon the Shminit
(lit. 'eighth')" (Tehilim 12:1). THIS MEANS that Netzach should not
move from Hod, which is the eighth Sfirah, and that is why he says:
To the chief musician (Heb. Lamnazte'ach) upon the eighth,"
RATHER THAN "TO THE CHIEF MUSICIAN UPON SHUSHAN," AS
YOU HAVE IT. The holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, responded: If that
is so, IF YOU WANT TO BE SO PEDANTIC, ONE CAN ASK AN EVEN
MORE PROFOUND QUESTION. Your level is that of Binah; why, then,
was it taught that He gave Hod to Moses, as it is written: "And you
shall put some of your honor (Heb. Hod) upon him" (Bemidbar
27:20)?
195. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD replied: That is a good question that
you have asked. THE REASON IS THAT the letter Hei OF YUD HEI OF
THE YUD HEI VAV HEI ascends AND IS MULTIPLIED by the Yud OF
YUD-HEI, making five times ten, which is the fifty gates of Binah,
whose extension is from Chesed to Hod, namely five SFIROT. And in
each of the SFIROT there are ten, making fifty SFIROT, THAT
RECEIVE THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH, and there is, therefore, just
one extension from Binah to Hod, THUS, WHEN MENTIONING HOD
THEN BINAH IS GENERALLY INCLUDED. Subsequently 'righteous
one', WHICH IS YESOD, comes and by itself takes all fifty gates OF
BINAH, it being equivalent to all five, SINCE YESOD INCORPORATES
ALL FIVE SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND
HOD. And it is called 'all', (Heb. kol = fifty) because it takes all fifty
gates. And so also does the bride (Heb. kalah), WHICH IS MALCHUT,
take all FIFTY GATES, WHICH IS WHY IT IS CALLED 'BRIDE',
NAMELY KOL, AS YESOD, HINTING AT THE FIFTY GATES, WITH
THE ADDITION OF HEI, IT BEING FEMININE. Said RABBI SHIMON:
Now surely everything is falling into place.
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196. Moreover, THE LETTERS OF Lamnatze'ach can be re-arranged
as 'mal' with 'Netzach'. And that is mal is MEM AND LAMED of
Chashmal (lit. 'electrum'), WHEN REMOVING MEM AND LAMED from
Chet Shin, WHICH ARE THE FIRST AND LAST LETTERS OF CHAYOT
ESH (LIT. 'LIVING CREATURES OF FIRE'). And these are Hod and
Netzach, which correspond to the two lips, NETZACH BEING THE
UPPER AND HOD THE LOWER LIP. Therefore the lips are called
'muttering living creatures of fire'. And in Chagigah the question is
asked: 'Until where is the Work of the divine Chariot?' And the
answer was given: From "And I looked" (Yechezkel 1:4) until
"electrum" (Yechezkel 1:27), WHERE THE WORD CHASHMAL (CHET
SHIN MEM LAMED) FORMS THE INITIALS OF CHAYOT ESH
MEMALELOT (LIT. 'MUTTERING LIVING CREATURES OF FIRE'). For
from the side of Gvurah, NETZACH AND HOD are called 'living
creatures of fire', and the river that flows from the sweat of these
LIVING CREATURES OF FIRE is Yesod. All three of them, THAT IS
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, form a Chariot for the splendor (Heb.
Tiferet) of man, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
197. The Work of the Chariot is Malchut, INASMUCH AS IT IS MADE
BY THE CHARIOT THAT IS NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, and in
these three (NETZACH, HOD, and YESOD) are Chochmah, Binah, and
Da'at OF MALCHUT, FOR CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT of
MALCHUT ARE MADE FROM THE HEADS of NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. For this reason the sages of the Mishnah
taught: 'The Work of the Chariot may not be expounded by one
alone, unless he is a sage who understands of his own knowledge'.
THIS REFERS TO ONE WHO HAS MERITED CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
AND DA'AT, SINCE A SAGE PERTAINS TO CHOCHMAH, WHO
UNDERSTANDS PERTAINS TO BINAH, AND OF HIS OWN
KNOWLEDGE IS DA'AT.

37. The Chariot of Metatron
We hear the esoteric explanation of the chariot below Zeir Anpin, that is Metatron, who is also known as the small man. This includes a description
of the great and powerful flow of the waters of Chochmah that run from the sea of Torah, and from which three of the four rabbis were unable to
emerge in peace. Lastly, it is shown how the first nine letters of the alphabet correspond to the nine Sfirot.
198. And there is a Chariot below NETZACH, HOD, YESOD OF Zeir
Anpin, which is Metatron, ALSO KNOWN AS the small man. And in
his Chariot, which is an orchard (Heb. Pardes), they are hurrying
from the sea of the Torah, LIKE A RIVER WHOSE WATERS ARE
FLOWING WITH GREAT SPEED AND FORCE TOWARDS THE SEA,
flowing out of his Orchard, to the three of the four, about whom it
was said that four entered the orchard, NAMELY: BEN AZZAI AND
BEN ZOMA, ELISHA BEN ABUYAH AND RABBI AKIVA. THE FIRST
THREE WERE INJURED BY THE FORCE OF THE FLOW OF THE
WATERS OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH ARE CALLED 'AN ORCHARD',
AND ONLY RABBI AKIVA ENTERED IN PEACE AND LEFT IN PEACE.
And we have already learnt this.
199. For he, METATRON, is the bird who was espied by Raba bar bar
Channah on the beach of the sea of the Torah when the sea, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, ROSE AND reached his ankles,
NAMELY TO THE END OF HIS NETZACH and HOD, CALLED
'ANKLES', and his head reached to the top of the heavens, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. AND THE THREE OF THEM THAT WERE FAULTED IN
IT, THE SECRET OF THE PARDES, AS ABOVE: these three did not
fail by it because it contains much waters of CHOCHMAH, but
because of the force of the flow of the waters OF CHOCHMAH IN IT.
THAT IS TO SAY THAT THEY ARE SHARP AND FORCEFUL WITH
JUDGMENTS, and so have we learnt.
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200. THE LETTERS Aleph, Bet, Gimel, include them, THAT IS THE
COMPONENTS OF THE CHARIOT OF METATRON, FOR THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF THESE THREE LETTERS amounts to six,
which is the number of letters IN THE NAME Metatron. The fourth
LETTER OF THE ALPHABET, DALET, IS THE SECRET OF "a still
small voice" (I Melachim 19:12), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT. For the King comes there, for it is a man to sit on the
throne, SINCE MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF A MAN WHO SITS ON
THIS THRONE OF METATRON.
201. The two Yud in THE SHAPE OF the Aleph ?: THE UPPER YUD
STANDS FOR the upper waters, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and THE LOWER YUD FOR the lower waters, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF MALCHUT, and there is nothing between them apart
from a hairsbreadth, which is Vav WRITTEN LIKE THE LINE IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE ALEPH. It is a slant line between THE TWO. YUD IS
IN THE SECRET OF the firmament WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
CURTAIN that "divide water from water" (Beresheet 1:6). Thus there
should be a distinction between female and male, and that is why IT
IS WRITTEN "and let it divide..." (Beresheet 1:6). And the inner
meaning of the matter is as follows: IN THE COMBINATION OF THE
TWO DIVINE NAMES, YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI, Yud Aleph Hei
Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud, the upper Yud OF THE COMBINATION is the
upper, male waters and the lower Yud OF THE COMBINATION is the
lower, female waters. The six letters ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN
HEI, which come between THE TWO LETTERS YUD are as the
numerical value of Vav (= six), which is THE SECRET OF Metatron,
which is THE VAV between THE TWO YUDs IN THE FORM OF the
Aleph.
202. Furthermore, Yud is a point, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF UPPER
CHOCHMAH. Vav is THE SECRET OF a wheel, WHICH REVOLVES IN
THE SIX SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD. And there is no movement in the wheel at the six
extremities, as the numerical value of Vav, but only at the point, FOR
EVERYTHING THAT IS IN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD IS RECEIVED FROM THIS YUD. And this point is
the unity of everything, and is witness to that unity, WHICH IS THE
ENDLESS LIGHT, who has no second, and about whom the sages
taught that one has to proclaim His unity in order to establish His
kingship over the heavens and the earth and the four directions of
the compass. THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE ALEPH ( = ONE). Bet ( =
two) is THE SECRET OF heaven and earth, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT. Gimel (= three) is THE SECRET OF the pillar that
bears them, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD. Dalet (= four) is THE
SECRET OF the four living creatures OF THE CHARIOT. Hei ( = five)
is THE SECRET OF the throne. Vav is THE SECRET OF the six steps
up to the throne, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. Moreover, Aleph, Bet, Gimel, Dalet,
Hei, Vav, Zayin, Chet, Tet are THE SECRET OF man, NAMELY THE
FIRST NINE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN. Yud is His Unity, NAMELY
Malchut, WHICH IS the tenth SFIRAH of ZEIR ANPIN WHO IS
CALLED 'Adam' (lit. 'man'). THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE YUD HEI
VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, MAKING THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF ADAM. The nine SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN
correspond to the nine letters. Happy are those of Yisrael who know
the secret of their Master!

38. Smoke and Fragrance and Incense
Rabbi Yehuda, Rabbi Shimon and the Faithful Shepherd discuss the smoke that emerged from the left nostril and the fragrance that was drawn into
the right nostril, and we learn that these are Judgment and Mercy. Incense corrects the two and removes death from the world.
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203. Another explanation: "Command the children of Yisrael, and
say to them, My offerings, the provision of My sacrifices made by
fire, of a sweet savor to Me" (Bemidbar 28:2). Rabbi Yehuda said:
With an offering there is smoke and there is fragrance and there is a
sweet savor. Smoke is from the side of Judgment, as it is said: "But
then the anger (also: nose) of Hashem shall smoke" (Devarim 29:19).
"There went up a smoke out of His nostrils, and fire out of His mouth
devoured" (Tehilim 18:9). Sweet savor is Mercy, as it is said: "and
the scent of your countenance (lit. 'nose') like apples" (Shir Hashirim
7:9).
204. The Faithful Shepherd said, Both of them, smoke and fragrance,
are in the nose, and are called 'witnesses'. The former IS IN THE
NOSE, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "There went up a smoke out of His
nostrils," and the latter IS IN THE NOSE, AS IT IS SAID: "and the
scent of your countenance (lit. 'nose') like apples." If that is so, then
why is the former, smoke, called 'Judgment', and the latter,
FRAGRANCE, called 'Mercy'? HE ANSWERS THAT in the nose there
are two windows, EACH OF WHICH IS A NOSTRIL. "There went up a
smoke out of His nostrils" is said about the left-hand nostril, WHICH
IS JUDGMENT. What is the meaning of "went up"? It is THAT THE
SMOKE ROSE UP from the heart, which is on the left and is parallel
to Gvurah. And from the right a breeze descends to cool him and
quiet his anger from the side of Chesed, which is where the brain is;
namely Chochmah, which is to the right, 'He who wishes to acquire
wisdom, let him go to the south'. And Binah, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT, is in the heart, opposite the left, 'and
he who wishes to enrich let him go to the north'. And this is why
"There went up a smoke out of His nostrils," namely from Binah,
WHICH IS ON THE LEFT, to Chochmah, which is on the right. And
CHOCHMAH welcomes it with rejoicing to the accompaniment of the
music of the Levites.
205. And this smoke only rises up with fire that is kindled with
pieces of wood that are limbs filled with the precepts, which are
CALLED "the wood for the burnt offering" (Beresheet 22:3). And the
Torah of Torah scholars is enkindled by the precepts, their fire is by
virtue of Gvurah, and the smoke rising up in them, IN BINAH, is
called 'the smoke' of the set order on the altar.

206. And when the smoke has arisen to the nostrils, it is called
"incense," as it is written: "They shall put incense in your
nostrils." (Devarim 33:10). And nothing is as effective as incense for
doing away with death in the world, for incense is the connecting of
Judgment with Mercy with the sweet savor in the nostrils. For the
Hebrew for 'connect' is in Aramaic ktiru, AND HENCE INCENSE
(HEB. KTORET) MEANS CONNECTION. Rabbi Yehuda said, Happy is
our portion that we have gained hidden matters and can understand
them openly. The holy luminary added, Since prayer is like a
sacrifice, anyone, therefore, who says the prayer 'Compounding of
the Incense' after "A praise of David" (Tehilim 145:1) does away with
death from the house.

39. The three prayers
The Faithful Shepherd tells us how the three prayers were arranged to parallel the sacrifices.
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207. The Faithful Shepherd said, One has to know how the prayers
were arranged to parallel the sacrifices, for the prayers are three.
The morning prayer (Shacharit) parallels "The one lamb you shall
offer in the morning" (Shemot 29:39 and Bemidbar 28:4). As it is
said: "And Abraham went early in the morning to the place where he
had stood before Hashem" (Beresheet 19:27), and the rabbis have
taught that standing means prayer. "and the other lamb you shall
offer towards evening" (Shemot 29:39 and Bemidbar 28:4) parallels
the afternoon prayer (Minchah), which was set by Isaac, as it is said:
"And Isaac went out to meditate in the field at the
eventide" (Beresheet 24:63), and there is no meditation that is not
prayer. The evening prayer (Arvit) parallels the parts and the fat
which are devoured all night. And it is said, "And he lighted on a
certain place, and tarried there all night, because the sun was
set" (Beresheet 28:11). Lighting upon refers to nothing else than
prayer.

208. Since we have referred to the story in our discussion, THERE IS
A POINT IN ASKING why Scripture says, "and he took of the stones
of that place, and put under his head, and lay down in that place to
sleep" (Beresheet 28:11). Did he not have pillows and cushions to lie
ON? THE ANSWER IS: When the groom comes to the bride, even if
he is used to lying on pillows and cushions, should she give him
stones to lie on, he will accept everything willingly. And we have
already learned this, and it is also stated in the first compilation.
With respect to the verse: "And when Jacob saw them, he
said" (Beresheet 32:3), Rabbi Shimon said: Sit down. And Scripture
says... CONTINUES ON PARAGRAPH 238
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Pinchas has been thinking about the meaning of 'keeping' and
'remembering', and he opens the topic of the role of the liver in the
sacrifice. Rabbi Shimon furthers the explanation, telling how the
heart receives the confession and offers it to the brain. He closes by
saying that all ills come from the liver and all goodness comes from
the heart.
209. Rabbi Pinchas said, I have been thinking: Keeping certainly is in
the heart, which is why it is written: "Keep" (Devarim 5:12), of the
heart, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and of nowhere else.
'Remembering' (Heb. ZECHIRAH) is a matter of the male (Heb.
ZACHAR), namely in the brain, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that rides and
controls the heart, and it is therefore written: "Remember THE
SHABBAT DAY" (SHEMOT 20:8), for the male, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, while "Keep the Shabbat day" (Devarim 5:12) is for the
female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The brain, which is the male, ZEIR
ANPIN, mounts and controls the heart, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The
heart controls and mounts the liver, and liver is Samael and Serpent
intertwined, and they are one. And they are the lobe of the liver and
the liver, and so it is with the sacrifice. The lobe of the liver is
Serpent, and the liver is devourer, the male, who is the secret of
Samael.
210. Rabbi Shimon said: That is certainly how it is, and it is good,
and it is a clarification of the matter and thus are the secret of the
hidden matters of the sacrifice. He first takes the liver, together with
its lobe, which are Samael and SERPENT his mate, and all those
arteries that are in the liver are their hosts and encampments, and
their receiving is that they devour the fatty parts and the fat of the
sacrifice, as it is written: "and the fat that is upon them" (Shemot
29:22). And then everything is offered to the heart.
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211. And the heart does not receive from the whole of the sacrifice,
but only from the confession made with it, which ascends with the
smoke and the prayer that is made over the sacrifice.
SUBSEQUENTLY, the heart offers to the brain the desire of the
unification of the priests in it and the rejoicing of the Levites. This
brain, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is the light that comes from the Divine
Brain, WHICH IS FATHER AND MOTHER, and the DIVINE Brain offers
to the All-Hidden who is Completely Unknown, THAT IS, KETER, and
everything is interconnected. And the brain, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
offers pleasure to all, TO ALL THE HEAVENLY BEINGS.

212. The arteries that are in the liver, these are the personages,
NAMELY THE ANGELS OF THE EVIL FORCES, and all these are their
hosts. The liver is as we said, THAT IS SAMAEL, while the lobe OF
THE LIVER, which is feminine, is his female. And why IS IT CALLED
'lobe' (Heb. yoteret, derived from left-over)? It is because it does not
join together with the male, WHICH IS SAMAEL, unless it has some
spare time left over after the prostitution in which it engages, and
after it leaves him. YOTERET MEANS LEFT OVER, FOR SHE LEAVES
THE MALE, AND MAKES HIM INTO A LEFT-OVER, AFTER ALL HER
FORNICATIONS. Again, the female is, therefore, CALLED 'yoteret',
for when she wants to join together with a man TO MAKE HIM SIN,
she first of all becomes for him as left-overs, without any
importance, NAMELY WITHOUT THE POWER TO RULE OVER MAN,
FOR THE START OF A SIN IS AS THE BREADTH OF A HAIR. Later
she draws close to him, little by little, until she is in one union with
him, AND HE CAN NO LONGER SEPARATE HIMSELF FROM HER.
And from those arteries that are in the liver, other forces of a number
of types spread out, and they all take the limbs and the fats THAT
ARE BURNT ON THE ALTAR AT NIGHT, and all of them are included
in the liver, WHICH IS SAMAEL.
213. And the heart, which is the main thing in holiness, NAMELY
MALCHUT, takes and offers to the brain as we have learned. The
heart rests over the two kidneys, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD,
and they are two Cherubs, who are advisers, IN THE SECRET OF
THE ADVISING KIDNEYS. THAT IS TO SAY THEY ARRANGE THE
EMANATION THAT DESCENDS FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
IN THE SECRET OF THE HEAVENS THAT GRIND THE MANNAH FOR
THE RIGHTEOUS, WHICH ARE THE RIGHTEOUS ONE AND
RIGHTEOUSNESS, NAMELY YESOD AND MALCHUT. And they are
far and near, right and left. FOR WHEN NETZACH, WHICH IS RIGHT,
IS IN CONTROL THEY ARE NEAR, BUT WHEN HOD, WHICH IS LEFT,
IS IN CONTROL THEY ARE FAR. And all of them take and eat FROM
THE LIGHT OF THE MATING WHICH IS BY THEIR SACRIFICE, each
one as befits it, until everything is tied together as one.
214. "The sacrifices of Elohim are a broken spirit" (Tehilim 51:19).
This, namely a broken spirit, confession, and prayer is an approach
offered to the heart. For it is certain that: "and the spirit returns to
the Elohim who gave it" (Kohelet 12:7), NAMELY A BROKEN SPIRIT
ASCENDS TO ELOHIM WHO IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED
'HEART'. And the liver, WHICH IS SAMAEL, offers it closer to the
heart, for it HAS BECOME a good advocate for him. And everything
is one bond in the sacrifice.

215. And from the liver, WHICH REPRESENTS SAMAEL, come all the
diseases and illnesses to all parts of the body and rest in it. But the
heart, WHICH REPRESENTS MALCHUT, is the purest of all THE
PARTS OF THE BODY, and from it are derived all goodness, all
health of all the parts, and all the strength and all the joy and all the
perfection needed by all the parts.
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40. The sacrifices
The Faithful Shepherd says that the purpose of the sacrifices is to remove the impure sides and bring the holy sides near. Rabbi Shimon argues that
God distributes the food of the sacrifices as appropriate - He gives the nourishment of the Torah to those on the side of holiness, and he gives
ordinary food to those on the Other Side. God takes nothing from the sacrifice other than the desire and remorse of the heart. Rabbi Shimon says
that the priest is the brain, the Levite is the heart, and Yisrael is the body. The Faithful Shepherd continues the discussion with a higher explanation
of the union effected by the sacrifices, and we learn that those who are like animals were commanded to sacrifice animals for atonement, but that
those who are like angels offer up their good deeds instead. Moses talks about the Prime Cause, Ein Sof, saying that the four elements have no
proximity to one another except when He is among them, and saying that the sacrifices draw them close to Him.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
216. The Faithful Shepherd said: THE PURPOSE OF the sacrifices is
to remove the impure sides and bring the holy sides near. And we
learnt in the First compilation that among the arteries of the liver,
WHICH ARE THE SOLDIERS OF SAMAEL, AS ABOVE, there are large
ones and there are those that are both large and small, and they
spread out from there in a number of directions, and they take the
parts and the pieces and fats that are devoured on the altar the
whole night, for the whole of the sacrifice belongs to Hashem, AND
THE OTHER SIDE TAKES ONLY THE PARTS AND THE FATS.

217. The holy luminary, THAT IS, RABBI SHIMON, said, O, Faithful
Shepherd, did you not say before that the only purpose of the
sacrifices of the Holy One, blessed be He, is to draw close the Yud to
the Hei and the Vav to the Hei? Nevertheless, although all the
sacrifices have to be offered before him, BEFORE THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, and He distributes the foodstuffs of the sacrifices
to all the various camps, to each as befits him. To the mental ones,
namely ON THE SIDE OF HOLINESS, HE GIVES the nourishment of
the Torah, and drinks of the wine and water of the Torah, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS CALLED
'TORAH', BY WHICH ALL THE LIGHTS ARE CORRECTED. To the
natural ones, which are the demons who are like people, NAMELY
THE OTHER SIDE, He gives them natural foodstuffs, and their fire
descends to devour them, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATIONS COMING
FROM THE LEFT COLUMN OF SEPARATION, WITHOUT THE
RECONCILING OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT IS CALLED
'TORAH'.
218. And this is as the sages taught. If Yisrael is meritorious, He
would descend like a lion of fire to devour the sacrifices, but if they
were not meritorious, He would descend like a dog of fire. Likewise,
when a man dies, if he has been meritorious, the image of a lion
descends to welcome his soul, but if he has not BEEN
MERITORIOUS, an image of a dog descends, concerning which
David said: "Deliver my soul from the sword; my only one from the
power of the dog" (Tehilim 22:21).

219. And since the Holy One, blessed be He, desired to save the
bodies of Yisrael from them, and their souls, too, He commanded
that sacrifices be offered of beasts and bodies in their stead, SO
THAT THE OTHER SIDE SHOULD NOT HAVE CONTROL OVER
THEM, BUT SHOULD ENJOY THEM (THE SACRIFICED ANIMALS).
This is according to the verse: "If your enemy be hungry, give him
bread to eat, and if he be thirsty give him water to drink" (Mishlei
25:21). AND THUS WILL THE ACCUSER BECOME COUNSEL FOR
THE DEFENSE. But the Holy One, blessed be He, takes nothing
FROM THE SACRIFICE except the desire of the heart and remorse of
the heart, as it is written: "The slaughtered sacrifices for Elohim are
a broken spirit; a broken and contrite heart, Elohim, You will not
despise" (Tehilim 51:19). They are like earthenware vessels, about
which it is said: 'After they are broken, they become clean'.
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220. The priest is brain, STANDING FOR ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS
RIGHT. Levi is heart, STANDING FOR MALCHUT, WHICH IS ON THE
LEFT. Yisrael is the body, NAMELY THE CENTRAL COLUMN, FOR
WHEN THE SOULS OF YISRAEL RISE UP TO THE FEMALE WATERS,
THEY BECOME THE CENTRAL COLUMN, BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT. And it is said about them: 'The priests at their
service, the Levites at their stand, and Yisrael at their post'. And if
the liver, WHICH IS SAMAEL, wishes to offer fatty parts that are
ritually impure to the heart, he takes only the fat of a ritually pure
fatty part. For just as in the body there are pure and impure fatty
parts, clean blood without waste matter and blood contaminated
with waste matter, the arteries of blood in the heart, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, are the holy hosts, while the arteries of the liver, WHICH
IS SAMAEL, are the impure hosts. Here also, there are camps of the
Evil Inclination and camps of the Good Inclination. The latter are
appointed over the arteries of the heart and the former over the
arteries of the liver. Similarly, too, there are two types of people:
Yisrael, WHO IS LIKE THE ARTERIES OF THE HEART, and the other
nations of the world, WHO ARE LIKE THE ARTERIES OF THE LIVER.
221. The Faithful Shepherd said to him: What you have said is
altogether beautiful, but even Yisrael are not all equal, for there are
among them the sons of royalty, from the side of the holy Malchut
that is composed of ten Sfirot and all the names of Yud Hei Vav Hei
and their titles. And there are those that are like slaves, from the side
of the servant, METATRON, who is "the eldest servant of his
house" (Beresheet 24:2), NAMELY OF MALCHUT. There are also
those who are like animals, about whom it is said: "And you, My
flock, the flock of My pasture, are men" (Yechezkel 34:31). And the
Holy One, blessed be He, commanded those who are like sheep to
sacrifice animals in their stead, to make atonement for them. But the
sacrifices of those who are like angels are the good deeds, over
which are appointed angels who offer the good deeds before the
Holy One, blessed be He, in the stead of them.

222. And those who are the children of Yud Hei Vav Hei, about whom
it is written: "You are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
14:1). It is because of their sins that the letters OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI become separated, FOR THERE IS NO HEAVENLY MATING OF
YUD-HEI, AND THERE IS NO MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, WHICH ARE VAV-HEI. And their correction lies in the
Torah, which is the name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, to bring the letters
together by means of their sacrifice: Yud with Hei, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE MATING OF ABA AND IMA, and Vav with Hei,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT.
223. And for all the sacrifices, whether OF THOSE WHO ARE animalLIKE, or those who are like the ASPECTS OF angels appointed over
the precepts, or of those WHO ARE OF THE ASPECT of Malchut, or
of those WHO ARE of the name OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, in all
cases THE SACRIFICE has to offer to the Holy One, blessed be He,
THE UNION OF THE FOUR holy letters OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI.
AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, mounts WITH THE FOUR
LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI on the four living creatures of
the angels, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL, AND RAPHAEL, WHICH ARE
THE CHARIOT THAT IS IN BRIYAH. AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED
BE HE rides, WITH THE FOUR LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI,
on the four elements OF FIRE, WIND, WATER, AND EARTH, WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, THAT ARE IN YETZIRAH, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF
YESOD. From them were created the four natural beings, NAMELY
CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET and MALCHUT, THAT ARE IN THE
WORLD OF ASIYAH. AND THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, Himself
brings water close to fire, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TWO
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COLUMNS CHESED AND GVURAH; AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF
YUD-HEI, and the bringing of wind to the earth NAMELY TIFERET,
THAT IS CALLED 'WIND', TO MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'EARTH',
THIS BEING THE SECRET OF VAV-HEI. And this is as it is written:
"He makes peace in his high places" (Iyov 25:2). And so also, HE
BRINGS TOGETHER THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES OF THE
ANGELS, namely: Michael, who is considered mental water, with
Gabriel, who is thought mental fire, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
RIGHT AND LEFT, THE BASIS OF YUD-HEI; and He also brings close
Uriel, who is air, namely the mental wind, with Raphael, earth, who is
mental dust, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF VAV-HEI. For the moment
the Holy One, blessed be He, departs from among them, they have
no strength.

224. You might suggest that we have a problem here, since it is
written that all the sacrifices are to Yud Hei Vav Hei, and ask how,
therefore, it can be said that there is a separation of the letters OF
THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND THAT THE SACRIFICE NOW COMES TO
UNITE THEM. HE ANSWERS, This is said about those stages that
were created and called by His name and not that they are He
Himself, as it is written: "every one that is called by My name: for I
have created him for My glory; I have formed him; yea, I have made
him" (Yeshayah 43:7). And there are the four letters of the Yud Hei
Vav Hei in Atzilut, containing no separation nor cessation, for they
are as fountains FOR ALL THE WORLDS, watering the trees. And
regarding those that were created, NAMELY VIS-A-VIS THE YUD HEI
VAV HEI ATTIRED IN THE WORLD OF CREATION, THE FOUR
LETTERS OF ATZILUT are likened, the Yud to a head, the Vav to a
body, while the two Heis ARE LIKENED to ten fingers.
225. But the Prime Cause, NAMELY THE ENDLESS LIGHT, BLESSED
BE HE, who is over everything, who is called Yud Hei Vav Hei, THAT
IS, ITS LIGHT IS ATTIRED IN THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, about Him it is
said: "To whom then will you liken Me, that I should be equal? says
the Holy One" (Yeshayah 40:25). "To whom then will you liken El, or
what likeness will you compare to Him?" (Yeshayah 40:18) "For I am
Hashem, I do not change" (Malachi 3:6). The sins of the creatures
BELOW do not touch Him, nor separate in Him the letter Yud from
the letter Hei, nor the Vav from the Hei. For there is no separation in
Him and it is said about Him. "nor shall evil dwell with you" (Tehilim
5:5). He rules over all and there is none who rules over Him. He
comprehends all and there is none who comprehends Him. And He
is not called by Yud Hei Vav Hei, nor by all the other names, but is
known by His light that spreads over them, OVER THE LEVELS
THAT ARE IN THE FOUR WORLDS, ATZILUT, BRIYAH, YETZIRAH,
ASIYAH. And when He departs from them, He has, of Himself, no
name at all. "exceeding deep, who can find it?" (Kohelet 7:24).
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226. And there is no light that can withstand His radiance without
appearing dark, even upper Keter OF ATZILUT, whose light is
stronger than all of the levels and all the hosts of the upper and
lower heavens, and it is said about Him, CONCERNING HIMSELF:
"He made darkness His secret place" (Tehilim 18:12). Concerning
Chochmah and Binah, IT IS SAID, "cloud and mist are round about
Him" (Tehilim 97.2) How much more is it so for the other Sfirot and
for the celestial beings, and the elements that are dead, WITHOUT
LIFE. He surrounds all the worlds, and none but He surrounds them
in any direction, up or down or to the four corners of the compass,
and no one has left His domain for the outside, for He fills all the
worlds and there is no other that fills them.

227. He grants life TO ALL THE WORLDS, and there is no other
Eloha above Him to give Him life, as it is said: "and You do preserve
them all" (Nechemyah 9:6), and for Him Daniel said: "and all the
inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing: and He does
according to His will in the host of heaven" (Daniel 4:32). He joins
together and unites members of each species above and below, and
the four elements have no proximity TO EACH OTHER apart from
when the Holy One, blessed be He, is among them.

228. Immediately, when those who are called "You are the children of
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1), WHO ARE FROM THE SIDE OF
THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, sin, He removes Himself from the letters OF
THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, which are left separated from each other.
How is this to be corrected? By bringing together the letters in the
Holy One, blessed be He, Yud to Hei, WHICH IS THE MATING OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, Vav to Hei, WHICH IS THE MATING OF
TIFERET AND MALCHUT. So also: those who are His servants, WHO
ARE FROM THE SIDE OF METATRON, AND ARE from the side of the
celestial beings MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL AND RAPHAEL, whose
sins caused HIS DIVINITY to leave them, how are they to be
corrected? By AGAIN bringing the Holy One, blessed be He, down to
them, and to bring them close TO EACH OTHER. So also with those
who are the four elements, FIRE, WIND, WATER AND EARTH, which
are CALLED 'the flock of the Holy One, blessed be He', WHO, BY
THEIR SINS, cause the Holy One, blessed be He, to ascend from
them, what is their correction? It is to draw them close to the Holy
One, blessed be He.
229. And this is why He commanded for all of them a sacrifice to Yud
Hei Vav Hei, NAMELY IN ORDER TO UNITE THE LETTERS OF THE
YUD HEI VAV HEI, THAT WERE SEPARATED AND REMOVED, AS
EXPLAINED ABOVE. "My offerings, the provisions of My sacrifices
made by fire" (Bemidbar 28:2). Also: "The one lamb you shall offer in
the morning and the other lamb you shall offer towards
evening" (Bemidbar 28:4). Elsewhere it is written: "two turtledoves,
or two young pigeons" (Vayikra 5:7). One goes after its own kind,
AND JOINS IT. And the Holy One, blessed be He, brings all together
in this place, for He is the cause of all; there is no Eloha beside Him,
and none but He is able to bring the forces together.
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230. But the forces of the idol-worshipping nations are from the side
of Separation. Woe to him who by his sins brings SEPARATION to
the letters, beings and prime elements, for the Holy One, blessed be
He, immediately removes Himself from Yisrael, and the idolworshipping nations come in among them. THE IDOLWORSHIPPERS have no proximity to the Holy One, blessed be He,
since there are no rapprochement sacrifices outside the Land of
Yisrael, WHERE THE IDOL-WORSHIPPERS ARE. In this context, the
rabbis taught: 'He who lives outside the Land of Yisrael is
comparable to one has no Eloha'. As the Faithful Shepherd said
these things, all the holy letters FROM ATZILUT, and the holy living
creatures FROM BRIYAH, and the four prime elements IN YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH came down to him, blessed him, and said: "By your
doing, O Faithful Shepherd, did the Holy One, blessed be He,
descend upon us, and each kind was drawn close to his own kind.
You are blessed to the Holy One, blessed be He, by the four prime
elements. Now everything has been clarified in its rightful place."
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

41. "Delight yourself also in Hashem"
Rabbi Shimon talks about the scripture that begins with "Trust in Hashem, and do good; dwell in the land, and enjoy security." He once more
reminds us why, after his promotion to the office of high priest, Pinchas is not named in the killing of Zimri.
231. He began by quoting: "Trust in Hashem, and do good; dwell in
the land, and enjoy security" (Tehilim 37:3). "Trust in Hashem." This
is as it should be. "And do good," THAT IS, UNDERTAKE the
correction of the holy covenant, that you should correct it and keep
it properly. And if you do this, you will be here in the land, NAMELY
"DWELL IN THE LAND," and it will receive nourishment at your hand,
and will flourish at your hand, namely that upper faithfulness WHICH
IS MALCHUT, THIS BEING THE MEANING OF "ENJOY SECURITY
(ALSO: CHERISH FAITH)."

232. And the following verse: "Delight yourself also in Hashem; and
He shall give you the desires of your heart" (Tehilim 37:4). All this is
remedied with the correction of the covenant, for once the covenant
is corrected, everything is corrected. And Pinchas, because he was
zealous for this covenant, merited everything. And not only that but
he was defender of all Yisrael, and the verse "You shall delight
yourself in Hashem" was upheld in him, for he ascended and made
contact above, with the first light that the Holy One, blessed be He,
created and then concealed, that same light that Abraham enjoyed
and with which Aaron the priest was bound.
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233. After PINCHAS was promoted to the office of High Priest, the
killing of Zimri is not mentioned in connection with him, for it is not
fitting, in order that he should not be caught up in the tentacles of
the Other Side, and it is indeed not proper to mention the killing in
connection with him. Everyone who kills has extensions of the Other
Side in him, but Pinchas had already become united with the right,
WHICH IS THE PRIESTHOOD, and had no portion whatsoever in the
Other Side, which is why HIS NAME is not mentioned here. What
might have seemed praiseworthy is really a matter of disgrace for
him, for it would mean a descent from the upper level with which he
was united. It is, therefore, written: "Now the name of the man of
Yisrael that was slain, that was slain... And the name of the Midianite
woman that was slain..." (Bemidbar 25:14-15), without mentioning by
whom they were slain.

234. Rabbi Pinchas said, Happy is the generation that hears your
interpretations of Torah, and happy is my portion that I have so
merited. Rabbi Shimon replied TO RABBI PINCHAS, Happy is the
generation in which you and your piety are. While they were still
sitting appeasing and enjoying each other's company, Rabbi Elazar,
the son of Rabbi Shimon, came and found them there. Rabbi Pinchas
commented, this is certainly in fulfillment of the verse: "And when
Jacob saw them, he said: This is Elohim's camp" (Beresheet 32:3).
Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, my son, sit you down, my son, and
expound to us this verse, and Rabbi Elazar sat down.

42. Lighting upon means words of reconciliation
Rabbi Elazar gives his interpretation of the time that Jacob was on his way and was met by angels of Elohim.
235. He began: "And Jacob went on his way, and angels of Elohim
met him" (Beresheet 32:2). HE ASKS what is the meaning of "met
him?" THE ANSWER TO THIS IS that there is a meeting for good, a
meeting for evil and a meeting for prayer. When Jacob was on his
way to Charan, what does Scripture tell us? "And he came upon the
place" (Beresheet 28:11), for he prayed the evening service at that
place, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'PLACE', as it is
written: "And Hashem said, Behold, there is a place by Me" (Shemot
33:21). For the evening prayer is proper for that place; THAT IS, THE
EVENING PRAYER IS THE ASPECT OF CORRECTION OF MALCHUT,
AND THIS IS IN ACCORD WITH WHAT WAS SAID ABOVE: "MEETING
IS NONE OTHER THAN PRAYER."
236. Again. "And he lighted on a certain place" (Beresheet 28:11).
This means that he spoke words of conciliation, NAMELY AS HE
HAS ALREADY NOTED: THERE IS NO MEETING THAT IS NOT
CONCILIATION. "because the sun was set" (Ibid.), the Holy One,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, comes to the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the
husband to the wife. It follows that it is not right for a husband to
come to his wife without words of appeasement to placate her, for it
is written: "And he lighted on a certain place" (Ibid.), WHICH MEANS
THAT HE ADDRESSED HER WITH WORDS OF APPEASEMENT. And
afterwards: "And he stayed there the night" (Ibid.). But what does
Scripture tell us about his return from Charan? "met him" (Beresheet
32:2), NAMELY MALCHUT sent messengers to placate him, so that
he would come in to her.
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237. "And when Jacob saw them, he said" (Ibid. 3). HE ASKS what is
the meaning of "when Jacob saw them"? THE ANSWER IS THAT
they were the daytime angels OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED
'DAY', and the night time angels OF MALCHUT, WHO IS CALLED
'NIGHT'. They were hidden from him and subsequently revealed to
him, which is why it is written: "when Jacob saw them." The verse
continues: "This is Elohim's camp." From here we know that there
were those of the day and those of the night. Concerning those of
the night, it is written "Elohim's camp" FOR MALCHUT IS CALLED
'ELOHIM', and concerning those of the day, it is written: "This," FOR
ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED "THIS." And thus the verse continues: "and
he called the name of that place Machanaim (lit. 'two camps')." And
now I see here holy camps, NAMELY THE CAMP OF RABBI SHIMON
AND THE CAMP OF RABBI PINCHAS. Happy is my path that brought
me here!

43. lighting on me as appeasement
From the words of Rabbi Shimon and Moses as they continue speaking about Jacob's encounter with the angels, we come to understand that there
were two camps, the daytime angels and the night time angels, and that Jacob could not see them at night. We also learn the difference between
'coming upon', meaning appeasement, and 'lighting on', meaning union. In the evening prayer a person seeks for Adonai, the Shechinah, with
entreaties, and he seeks for mercy from God.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
238. (THIS IS THE CONTINUATION OF RABBI SHIMON'S WORDS,
PARAGRAPH 208) But 'coming upon' means words of appeasement.
When the groom comes to the bride, the groom does not unite with
the bride without words of appeasement, and afterwards he spends
the night with her. This is the meaning of "because the sun was
set" (Beresheet 38:11).

239. The Faithful Shepherd said: If this is so, what is the meaning of
"because the sun was set (Heb. ki va)," which is here explained
homiletically, THAT 'KI VA' IS derived from extinguishing (Heb.
kviyah), and so "because the sun was set" MEANS WHEN THE
LIGHT OF THE SUN WAS EXTINGUISHED. However, what we can
learn from this is that whoever unites with the wife must extinguish
the lights at night, and that the sages do not advocate sexual
intercourse by the light of day, but only by night, with modesty.
When, therefore, does one stay overnight? SCRIPTURE SAYS: When
the sun has set, namely after the light of the sun has turned away
from the world.

240. For this reason, just as one has to cover oneself up from the
sun, so does one have to cover oneself from the angels who are the
Good Inclination on the right in a number of camps, AS WELL AS
FROM THE ANGELS WHO ARE from the Evil Inclination that goes on
the left in a number of camps. And so it was that after the morning
had dawned, Jacob spoke when he saw the angels, FOR AT NIGHT
HE DID NOT SEE THEM. And there was no one with Jacob, the plain
man, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN except for the camps of the
King and the Queen, WHO ARE CALLED 'THE DAYTIME ANGELS'
AND 'THE NIGHT TIME ANGELS'. This is why "And he called the
name of that place MACHANAIM (lit. 'two camps')" (Beresheet 32:3).
About the daytime angels, WHO ARE OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
CALLED 'DAY', it is written: "And when Jacob saw them, he said:
This is Elohim's camp" (Beresheet 32:3), FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS
CALLED 'THIS'. And when the night time angels came, NAMELY
THOSE OF MALCHUT WHO IS CALLED 'NIGHT', who gathered
around him to protect him, it is said: "And he called the name of that
place Machanaim (lit. 'two camps')." AND THERE IS NO DIFFICULTY
HERE, FOR THE VERSE "WHEN JACOB SAW THEM" IS WRITTEN
ABOUT THE TIME AFTER HE HAD RETURNED FROM LABAN, FOR
'THERE IS NO 'EARLIER' OR 'LATER' IN THE TORAH'.
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241. THE AUTHOR HERE WISHES TO RECONCILE WHAT HE SAID
INITIALLY ON "AND HE LIGHTED ON A CERTAIN PLACE," THAT
"THERE IS NO 'COMING UPON' THAT IS NOT PRAYER" AND WHAT
HE SAID LATER, NAMELY THAT 'COMING UPON' MEANS
APPEASEMENT WHEN A GROOM COMES TO A BRIDE...
ACCORDING TO WHICH "AND HE LIGHTED ON A CERTAIN PLACE"
MEANS THE UNITY OF BRIDE AND GROOM. AND THIS IS WHAT HE
SAYS: Since prayer is a bride, NAMELY MALCHUT, as it is said:
"Come with me from Lebanon, my bride, with me from
Lebanon" (Shir Hashirim 4:8), THUS MALCHUT is here called "with
me" (Heb. iti). And in the written Torah, it is said about her: "Behold,
there is a place by me (Heb. iti)" (Shemot 33:21). HENCE 'A PLACE'
IS MALCHUT, AS IS 'WITH ME'. And since MALCHUT is called 'a
place' in this world, it is said about her: "And he lighted on a certain
place, and tarried there all night" (Beresheet 28:11).
242. And for this reason, she says: "O that I were in the wilderness,
in a lodging place of wayfaring men" (Yirmeyah 9:1), for then she
would have been independent, without those who impose an
obligation on her, and without her groom. And whenever a man
prays, the Holy One, blessed be He, precedes him and protects her.
And the secret of the matter is to be found in the verse: "And the
man (Heb. Ish) wondering at her" (Beresheet 24:21), for whenever
the word Ish (lit. 'man') is used the reference is to the Holy One,
blessed be He, as it is written: "Hashem is a man (Heb. Ish) of war":
(Shemot 15:3). "And it came to pass, before he had done speaking,
that, behold, Rivkah (Resh Bet Kof Hei) came out" (Beresheet 24:15),
just as "and his arrow (Heb. habarak, Hei Bet Resh Kof) shall go
forth like the lightning" (Zecharyah 9:14).

243. You might raise the possible objection to the above that the
rabbis taught that in a gathering of ten the Shechinah is preceding to
come among them, but does not come for a single one until he sits
down, AND WHAT DID I SAY? THAT WHENEVER A MAN PRAYS,
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, PRECEDES AND RECEIVES HIM,
NAMELY, EVEN A SINGLE PERSON. HE ANSWERS THAT THE
EXPLANATION IS AS FOLLOWS: In the case of ten, there is Yud
(numerical value ten) before Hei; THAT IS TO SAY, IF THERE IS YUD
HEI, THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, FOR THE YUD
INCLUDES THE HEI ALSO, THEN THE SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF HEI, COMES. In the case of one, which is Vav: IF THE
VAV IS ALONE WITHOUT YUD HEI, until he sits himself down AND
RECEIVES THE MOCHIN OF YUD HEI the second Hei OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI does not come to him. And the secret of the matter is that
the Hei THAT IS MALCHUT does not come to a place where Yud Hei
are not. Whoever wishes to unite the letters YUD HEI AND VAV HEI
must pray with supplications and entreaties, this being the reason
for the verse: "And I besought Hashem at that time, saying: ADONAI
ELOHIM, YOU HAVE BEGUN..." (DEVARIM 3:23-24), for Adonai,
which is the Shechinah, is sought with entreaties, and mercy is
sought from the Holy One, blessed be He. And up to here IS THE
EXPLANATION FOR THE EVENING PRAYER.

44. "The one lamb you shall offer in the morning"
The sages taught that one should not pry into the secrets of God or mysteries of the world, and so the secrets of the Torah must be kept covered up
and hidden from the wicked and the ignorant. We are reminded of the role and importance of Scripture, Mishnah, Talmud and Kabbalah.
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244. "The one lamb (Heb. keves) you shall offer in the morning, and
the other lamb you shall offer towards evening" (Shemot 29:39 and
Bemidbar 28:4). And about the secrets (Heb. Kavshi) of the Merciful
One, the sages have taught: 'Why do you probe into the secrets of
the Merciful One?', THE MEANING OF WHICH is: Matters that are of
the mysteries of the world, let them be concealed under your dress.
Just as clothes cover the body, so also must the secrets of the
Torah be kept covered up, and this applies even more to the secret
of the sacrifices, which are like a wife drawing near to her husband,
WHICH IS WHY A SACRIFICE IS CALLED 'KORBAN', FROM THE
SAME ROOT AS THE WORD KIRVAH, MEANING NEARNESS.

245. And just as the proximity of the two of them, OF HUSBAND AND
WIFE, has to be in concealment, so also must the sacrifice be
concealed from the wicked, the impudent, the immoral and
practicioners of incest, who have no shame and no modesty. And
there are bastards of a number of sorts, children of incest, those
who have intercourse during menstruation (Heb. Nidah). NIDAH
MEANS THAT Hei, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH WHO IS CALLED
'HEI', has moved (Heb. nad) away from her, and in her place is a
bondwoman, daughter of a strange El, a prostitute. And this is a
secret of: "For three things the earth is disquieted...for a slave when
he becomes king; and a fool when he is filled with food...and a
handmaid that is heir to her mistress" (Mishlei 30:21-23). For the Hei
has moved away from its place, which is the queen and is the Good
Inclination, and in her stead has come in a handmaid, the Evil
Inclination.
246. And the secret of the matter is to be found in the verse: "It
seems to me there is as it were a plague in the house" (Vayikra
14:35), namely, the impure blood of menstruation. Just as in the one
case, OF THE PLAGUE, "then the priest shall shut him up for seven
days" (Vayikra 13:21), so also in the other: "she shall be seven days
in her menstrual impurity" (Vayikra 15:19). Happy are the organs that
are sanctified at the time of intercourse, for they are called 'the wood
of the burnt offering', for they are engulfed by holy fires from the
Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, who takes hold of
their fire. And for this reason IT IS WRITTEN: "Wherefore glorify
Hashem in the regions of light" (Yeshayah 24:15). Thus the
mysteries of the Merciful One are: "The one lamb (lit. 'secret') you
shall offer in the morning, and the other lamb you shall offer towards
evening."
247. And the end of the scriptural text continues: "and a tenth part of
an efah of fine flour" (Bemidbar 28:5). That is, happy is he who
draws down from his brain a drop of clean refined flour without
impurity and waste, AT THE TIME OF THE MATING, and this is hinted
at in the letter Yud of 'Adonai', AND THAT IS WHY IT SAYS 'A TENTH
PART' and is inherent in the ten Sfirot. And she is to be "mingled
with a fourth part of a hin of beaten oil" (Ibid.). That is, it is mingled
from FOUR, NAMELY, Scripture, Mishnah, Talmud, and Kabbalah,
ON WHICH THE RIGHTEOUS BEAT THEMSELVES AND SO RAISE
UP THE FEMALE WATERS FOR HER MATING.

45. The Chariot of Ezekiel
The Faithful Shepherd tells us about Ezekiel's ten visions of Metatron, and we hear a good deal about the meaning of the color blue and why it is so
important in the Tzitzit and the Talit. Through the sacred numerical meaning of many words and letters we are led through an explanation of the
throne and the sapphire stone and the six steps and the four beasts and the four faces. We are told that Metatron includes all the stages downwards
from above and upwards from below.
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248. When Ezekiel saw the Shechinah among the Klipot, THAT IS TO
SAY, AMONG THE GARMENTS, he saw with her ten Sfirot, without
any separation whatsoever, and these are the brain that is among all
of them. He saw them within the earthly river K'var (Caf Bet Resh),
NAMELY, THE EARTHLY CHARIOT (RESH CAF BET), NAMELY, THE
LETTERS OF K'VAR REARRANGED) OF METATRON. That is, "The
Chariots of Elohim are twice ten thousand, thousands upon (Heb.
Shin'an) thousands" (Tehilim 68:18). "twice ten thousand" are twenty
thousand. From this you should deduct two that are missing, AS
SHIN'AN IS SPELLED THE SAME AS 'SHE'EINAN' (MISSING).
"(SHIN'AN) THOUSANDS" ARE THE MISSING TWO THOUSANDS.
Eighteen thousand remain, which is as the number of the eighteen
(Chet Yud) worlds. THIS IS YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'CHAI' (LIT.
'LIVE' - CHET YUD,), which includes the ten Sfirot, attired in the Tet
Tet (nine + nine = eighteen) of Metatron (Mem Tet Tet Resh Vav Nun).
And this Tet Tet is taken from the word totafot (lit. 'frontlets'), about
which it is said: "and they shall be as frontlets between your
eyes" (Devarim 6:8). Who are the eyes? They are those above, about
which it is said: "the heavens were opened, and I saw visions of
Elohim" (Yechezkel 1:1). These are the ten visions of Metatron,
whom Ezekiel saw as a candle within a lantern, nine OF THE
VISIONS being clear, with one being vague.
249. One vision that he saw at the beginning of those ten VISIONS
was the one about which it is said: "And above the firmament that
was over their heads was the likeness of a throne, in appearance like
a sapphire stone" (Yechezkel 1:26). Although this VERSE has
already been explained above, new things have to be said about it.

250. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to the heavenly
encampments: 'Anyone who prays, whether he be a mighty man, a
wise man, or a rich man; if he is mighty in merits BECAUSE HE
OVERCOMES HIS EVIL INCLINATION; a wise man in Torah; and a
rich man who is rich in the precepts, do not allow his prayer to enter
this chamber until there is seen in him these signs: that he has
applied My corrections to himself.' For this reason, the sages of the
Mishnah taught: If the rabbi is like an angel of Hashem Tzevaot, let
people come to consult him in matters of the Torah. IN OTHER
WORDS, you may accept the prayer of anyone who is impressed
with these signs in his dress: One sign is that he should be marked
in his prayer on the blue of the FOUR corners of his fringes, for blue
is like the firmament, which is Metatron, AND IT WOULD THEN
FOLLOW THAT HE WOULD BE LIKE AN ANGEL OF HASHEM
TZEVAOT, whose form is the blue that is in the fringes (Tzitzit).

251. And for this reason the rabbis set the size for fringes and taught
about a cloak (Talit) that a minor wears and which covers his head
and most of his body. This is the same as was said about it: "and a
little child shall lead them" (Yeshayah 11:6), WHICH ALLUDES TO
METATRON, THAT IS CALLED 'A LITTLE CHILD'. He leads the four
living creatures, and includes "The throne had six steps" (I Melachim
10:19), NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, which are six. And since he is composed of ten, the ten
Sfirot OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT OF ATZILUT attire themselves
in him, for they, too, are ten. And through him the Holy One, blessed
be He, appears in His Shechinah to the prophets, for He is composed
of ten Sfirot. And from the side of the Shechinah, WHICH
METATRON SERVES AS GARMENT TO, which is the tenth SFIRAH
and the blue of the fringes, METATRON ALSO appears as the blue of
all colors, THAT IS TO SAY: ALL THE COLORS WERE INCLUDED IN
THIS BLUE.
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252. For it, MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'BLUE' (HEB. T'CHELET), is
the ultimate (Heb. tachlit) objective end of the ten Sfirot, and in it
"Thus was all the work of the tabernacle of the tent of Meeting
finished (Heb. Vatechel)" (Shemot 39:32), SINCE IT IS THE
OBJECTIVE ULTIMATE OF ALL (HEB. TACHLIT) PERFECTION). AND
THE WORD T'CHELET (ENG. 'BLUE') comes from the root: (Heb.
calah) Caf Lamed Hei, meaning bride and consumation, as it is
written: "And it came to pass of the day that Moses finished (Heb.
calot) setting up the tabernacle" (Bemidbar 7:1). And the Sages set it
also as Calah (lit. 'bride', 'consummation').THIS IS WHY THE
SHECHINAH IS CALLED 'T'CHELET' (LIT. 'BLUE'), She is the blue
flame in a burning candle, which consumes the fatty parts of the
burnt offerings.
253. And about it, NAMELY ABOUT THE LIGHT of CHOCHMAH IN IT,
THAT IS CALLED 'BLUE', Ezekiel said: "the likeness of a throne, in
appearance like a sapphire stone" (Yechezkel 1:26); and the
particular virtue of this stone is that, whoever inherits it, the fire of
Gehenom has no control over him, and there is no flame in the world
that can damage it, nor any type of metal, FOR IF ONE HITS THIS
SAPPHIRE STONE WITH A HAMMER, THE HAMMER WILL BREAK
BUT THE STONE WILL BE UNDAMAGED, AS THE SAGES SAID. It is,
therefore, quite obvious that water can not harm it. THUS, for
whoever inherits it the verse "When you pass through the waters, I
will be with you" (Yeshayah 43:2) will be upheld, and all the upper
and lower grades of the Other Side are fearful before him. It was also
for the blue of the sea that it was said: "When you pass through the
waters, I will be with you," for with this special attribute, THE BLUE
LIGHT OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SAPPHIRE STONE', "the
horse and his rider has He thrown into the sea" (Shemot 15:1), for it
is the one appointed over Egypt WHO DROWNED IN THE SEA IN
THE STRENGTH OF THIS BLUE LIGHT.
254. From this BLUE color the upper and lower beings are fearful;
the encampments of the sea are fearful of it, and the encampments
of the firmament, which is blue, hold it in awe, as do the
encampments of the blue fires of Gehenom, NAMELY THE BLUE OF
THE OTHER SIDE.

255. And this blue is Judgment, FOR THE NAME OF MALCHUT IS
'ADONAI', THE LETTERS OF WHICH CAN BE REARRANGED AS
DINA (LIT. 'LAW'), and this is the secret of the ruling that the law of
the kingdom is indeed the law. The Talit (prayer-shawl) has two
colors: white and blue, and in respect to these two colors it is said:
"and there was under his feet a kind of paved work of sapphire
stone" (Shemot 24:10). Livnat (lit. 'paved work') is the white (lit.
'lavan') of the sapphire, because the sapphire is composed of two
colors, which are Mercy and Judgment, namely white, WHICH IS
MERCY, and black, from which comes the darkness of the blue. And
the sages hinted at THESE two colors when they asked: 'From what
time in the morning may the Sh'ma Yisrael be recited? As soon as
one can distinguish between blue and white'. For the daughter of the
king, WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF the recital of
the Sh'ma, which is the unity of the Holy One, blessed be He, is
composed of these two colors, WHITE AND BLUE, which are the Yud
Hei Vav Hei Adonai. THE YUD HEI VAV HEI IS THE SECRET OF
WHITE, WHILE ADONAI IS THE SECRET OF BLUE, THUS
COMBINING Mercy and Judgment. Similarly, the Holy One, blessed
be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, is composed of two colors, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI ADONAI, being Mercy and
Judgment, namely the Throne of Mercy and the Throne of Judgment.
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256. "the likeness of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire
stone" (Yechezkel 1:26): HE ASKS IF THE SAPPHIRE STONE IS THE
BLUE OF THE FRINGES, what, then, is "the likeness of a throne"?
HE ANSWERS THAT it is to parallel the throne that has 72 bridges,
NAMELY 72 LIGHTS FROM THE NAME OF 72. So should a person be
noted for the 72 knots and links in his fringes, paralleling the 72
bridges of the throne. These are the eighteen knots and links on
each side OF THE FOUR CORNERS OF HIS GARMENT, THAT IS,
FIVE KNOTS AND THIRTEEN LINKS, AND FOUR TIMES EIGHTEEN IS
72. For the throne which is Hei, NAMELY MALCHUT, is on each
corner, in the four living creatures of the throne, and they are four,
PARALLEL TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF HIS RAIMENT.
257. And the six steps of the throne, which are Vav (numerical value
= six), which is Metatron, include four living creatures, as it is said:
"and a little child shall lead them" (Yeshayah 11:6), they being
Michael, Gabriel, Nuriel and Raphael. And Metatron is "The throne
had six steps" (1 Melachim 10:19), WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, EACH OF WHICH IS COMPOSED
OF A HUNDRED, totaling six hundred in all. Tzitzit (lit. 'fringes'),
WHEN WRITTEN OUT FULL, with two Yuds, has the numerical value
OF SIX HUNDRED. And if THE WORD TZITZIT is written in the
abbreviated SPELLING, with one Yud omitted, then the Chirik (vowel
"i") IS LIKE A YUD AND makes up for its omission. And on each side
of the four corners of his garment there is a fringe WITH THE
NUMERICAL EQUIVALENT OF 600, which, together its the thirteen
links, makes 613.
258. Again, "The throne had six steps": ARE VAV, and with the inner
meaning of ITS BEING SPELT OUT IN FULL, is Vav Aleph Vav, its
numerical value is 13. AND THIS VAV ALEPH VAV is hinted at in
three words OF THE COMBINATION OF 72 WORDS INCLUDED IN
THE THREE VERSES: "(Heb. Vayisa) And the angel Elohim, who
went before the camp of Yisrael, removed... (Heb. Vayavo) and it
came between... (Heb. Vayet) And Moses stretched out..." (Shemot
14:19-21). And these THREE WORDS are Vav Hei Vav, Aleph Nun
Yud, Vav Hei Vav, THE INITIAL LETTERS OF WHICH ARE: VAV,
ALEPH, VAV. AND THERE ARE Hei (= five) knots ON THE FRINGE,
namely on each side OF THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE GARMENT.
AND THE COMPLETION OF HEI, WHICH IS Aleph, is the garment
itself, WHICH IS one for all of them. And with the letter Hei THAT IS
JOINED WITH THE VAV ALEPH VAV, THAT AMOUNTS TO 13, the
total comes to chai (= eighteen), which is the Tet Tet (nine + nine =
eighteen) OF METATRON. AND EIGHTEEN, CHAI, HINTS AT
CHAYAH, A LIVING CREATURE, one of which is on each side OF
THE FOUR CORNERS, AND WHICH IS made up of four living
creatures, FOR THE FOUR CORNERS COMPRISE EACH OTHER,
each living creature having four countenances and four wings,
making A TOTAL OF thirty-two countenances and wings, all of which
are dependent on the FOURTH OF THE FOUR living creatures that is
THE FACE OF a man, NAMELY A MAN WEARING FRINGES.
259. And these, THE FRINGES, are 32 in number, AS EXPLAINED
ABOVE, as is the numerical value of Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Hei
Aleph, their complement being Vav Aleph Vav, namely thirteen links
of each of the four corners. And the Vav Aleph Vav unites with all the
four living creatures OF THE FOUR CORNERS, and completes THE
NAME YUD VAV DALET, HEI ALEPH, VAV ALEPH VAV, HEI ALEPH
above IN ZEIR ANPIN and MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, and completes it
below IN THE LIVING CREATURES. For the purpose of the Central
Column, which is Metatron, is to complete above like Tiferet OF
ATZILUT, for METATRON'S name is as that of his Master, TIFERET,
in whose image and according to whose likeness he was created.
For he, METATRON, includes all the stages downwards from above,
SINCE TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ATZILUT ARE ATTIRED IN HIM,
and also upwards from below, NAMELY INCLUDING ALL FOUR OF
THE HOLY LIVING CREATURES, MICHAEL, GABRIEL, NURIEL,
RAPHAEL and is held in the center, as it is said: "And the middle bar
in the midst of the boards shall reach from end to end" (Shemot
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26:28).
260. And he, METATRON, is made up of the four countenances and
the four wings of each of the living creatures above IN MALE AND
FEMALE, which are Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud, NAMELY
THE COMBINATION OF THE TWO NAMES: YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
ADONAI, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN and MALCHUT. "Then (Heb. az)
sang Moses" (Shemot 15:1), FOR ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF MOSES, has in each of his living creatures four
countenances and four wings, WHICH IS AS THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF THE WORD AZ (=EIGHT). In like manner, there is az in a
lion, az in an ox, az in an eagle, az in a man, making up thirty two
wings and countenances, four times Az.
261. And these four countenances ARE THE FOUR LETTERS OF Yud
Hei Vav Hei, and the four wings ARE THE FOUR LETTERS OF
Adonai, that stand for the four garments of gold, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF ADONAI. And the four garments of white, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, the priest wore to make atonement
for Yisrael. And they stand for "Adonai, open my lips" (Tehilim
51:17), WHICH IS SAID AT THE BEGINNING OF THE AMIDAH
PRAYER. And the prayer ITSELF has in each of the eighteen
blessings the Yud Hei Vav Hei at the end. Thus Yud Hei Vav Hei
occurs eighteen times, which makes a total of seventy-two letters,
which is the same as the numerical value of "And (they) were
finished (Heb. Vaychulu)" (Beresheet 2:1). AND THIS IS THE SECRET
OF YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'KOL' (lit. 'all'), FOR EIGHTEEN YUD
HEI VAV HEI are included in the Righteous One that lives forever,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF "VAYCHULU" (BERESHEET 2:1).
262. And EACH ONE OF the four living creatures CONTAINS the Yud
Hei Vav Hei Adonai, namely a total of eight LETTERS on each
direction, that is, a total of thirty-two letters. And there are thirteen
letters IN THE INITIALS OF THE THREE WORDS, Vav Hei Vav, Aleph
Nun Yud, Vav Hei Vav, WHICH ARE VAV ALEPH VAV, HAVING THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF THIRTEEN. And thirteen, since the upper
and lower beings are included in this Vav Aleph Vav, AS EXPLAINED
ABOVE, completes man, which is the Central Column. FOR THE
THIRTY-TWO LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
'ADONAI' (ON EACH SIDE, TOGETHER WITH THE THIRTEEN OF THE
VAV ALEPH VAV, COME TO FORTY-FIVE, THE NUMERICAL VALUE
OF ADAM (LIT. 'MAN' = 45).

46. The four Klipot surrounding the four living creatures
The Faithful Shepherd tells us about the Klipot that surround the four beasts of Metatron, saying that they are "formless" and "void" and "thin" and
"the deep." He compares the milling of wheat to remove the bran with the Halachah that refines Torah matters and provides food for the soul. He
talks about the four archangels who control man's four good elements: water, fire, wind and earth, and the four Klipot: sin, destruction, anger and
wrath. When these Klipot move away from man the Tree of Life takes control of him. In every part of the body is found water, the firmament, the
spirit and the earth, and all the parts of the body are open to welcome the spirit. Were the spirit not to blow in the heart, the fire in the heart would
burn up the whole body.
263. Above, at the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, there are no
Klipot, "none might enter within the king's gate clothed with
sackcloth" (Ester 4:2). Lower down, AROUND METATRON, there are
Klipot, for he, METATRON, is in the form of the Central Column,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, for when the Holy One, blessed be He, is
deprived of his Malchut, NAMELY WHEN MALCHUT IS IN EXILE, He
covers himself with the countenances and wings of His servant,
WHO IS METATRON, as it is written: "And He rode upon a Cherub
and did fly" (II Shmuel 22:11), FOR METATRON IS CALLED BOTH
'CHERUB' AND 'CHARIOT'.
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264. And these Klipot that surround the four living creatures of
Metatron are: A) 'formless', ABOUT WHICH IS WRITTEN: "a great and
strong wind rent the mountains, and broke in pieces the rocks
before Hashem" (I Melachim 19:11). B) 'void', ABOUT WHICH IS
WRITTEN: "and after the wind an earthquake; but Hashem was not in
the earthquake" (Ibid.). These are two Klipot, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET of the green KLIPAH and the white KLIPAH of the shells of
the nut. The former, 'FORMLESS', is the green line, while the latter,
'VOID', is smooth stones, and is a Klipah as hard as a smooth stone.
These two Klipot are also represented by the chaff and the straw of
wheat.

265. The third Klipah THAT SURROUNDS THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES OF METATRON is thin and is represented by the bran
of the wheat, for here it sticks to the wheat and cannot be separated
from there without grinding it in the mill-stones, which are
represented by the grinding molar TEETH in a man's jaw, with which
matters of Torah have to be ground until they are as fine flour. And
in a sieve, which is the lips, the waste matter, which is the bran of
the Torah, is sorted out, until the Halachah is as clean fine flour. At
that time, the heart and the brain and all those parts of the body
through which the soul spreads, take that HALACHAH WHICH IS AS
CLEAN REFINED FLOUR, and the soul lives on it just as the body
lives on things from the MATERIAL world. "The Elohim has made the
one as well as the other" (Kohelet 7:14): just as THERE IS food for
the body, so IS THERE food for the soul, as it is written: "Come, eat
of my bread" (Mishlei 9:5).

266. And this Klipah is like the shell that sticks to the kernel of the
nut, for when the nut is soft the shell separates from the kernel
without difficulty, but when the nut is dry, it is difficult for man to
remove it from there, and the difficult problem still remains. For this
reason, the Holy One, blessed be He, commanded man to return in
repentance during his youth, before the Evil Inclination makes him
old, as it is written: "You shall rise up before the hoary
head" (Vayikra 19:32), THAT IS TO SAY: RISE UP IN REPENTANCE
before your own old age. And this Klipah is fire, about which is
written: "and after the earthquake a fire; but Hashem was not in the
fire" (I Melachim 19:12). The fourth KLIPAH SURROUNDING THE
FOUR LIVING CREATURES OF METATRON is the deep, NAMELY,
"AND DARKNESS WAS ON THE FACE OF THE DEEP" (BERESHEET
1:2). AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF the space that is in the nut, about
which is written: "a still small voice" (I Melachim 19:12), for this is
where the King comes, AND ABOUT IT IS WRITTEN: "and out of the
midst of it, as it were the color of electrum, out of the midst of the
fire" (Yechezkel 1:4).
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267. And these four Klipot are marked on the four parts of the body:
in the lung, in which is moisture from which come the adhesions of
the lung that attach the lobes of the lung to each other and enfeeble
it, ABOUT WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "Her feet go down to death; her
steps take hold of Sheol" (Mishlei 5:5). And there is also the "great
and strong wind rent the MOUNTAINS," that beats in the lobes of a
man's lung. This is the wind that stirs up a man's body. THIS
REFERS TO THE FIRST KLIPAH, WHICH, IN EZEKIEL, IS CALLED "A
STORM WIND" (YECHEZKEL 1:4), and this is the wind that Elijah
subjugated and on which he ascended on high, as it is written: "And
Elijah went up by a storm of wind into heaven" (II Melachim 2:11).
And this WIND bangs against the lung, that imbibes all manner of
drinks, concerning which is written: "And a wind from Elohim moved
over the surface of the waters" (Beresheet 1:2). This is a Klipah of
the Holy Spirit. To the left there is a storm wind. About them it is
written: "A wise man's heart inclines him to his right hand: but a
fool's heart to his left" (Kohelet 10:2).

268. David removed it, THE STORM WIND, from his heart and killed
it, as it is written: "And my heart is wounded (Heb. chalal) within
me" (Tehilim 109:22). THAT IS, HE REMOVED THE STORMY WIND
AND REMAINED WITH AN EMPTY SPACE (HEB. CHALAL) IN THE
HEART IN ITS STEAD. And for this reason, he was privileged that a
north wind should blow, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH FROM THE LEFT, on his lyre, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
about it is said: "Thus says Adonai Elohim: Come from the four
winds, O breath" (Yechezkel 37:9). And he used to play through it
four types of melody on his lyre: a simple song, which is the secret
of Yud; a double song, which is the secret of Yud Hei; a triple song,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF Yud Hei Vav; and, a quadruple song,
which is THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LETTERS Yud Hei Vav and Hei.
These, TOGETHER, are ten letters, against which David composed
ten types of psalm: 'HAPPY', MASKIL, 'PSALM', 'A WRIT'... And they
amount to the 72 countenances, THAT IS 72 LIGHTS, as the value of
these ten letters OF THE FOURFOLD YUD HEI VAV HEI.
269. And when do they amount to 72 types of melody, THIS BEING
THE SECRET OF THE FIRST THREE OF THE 72-LETTER NAME? It is
when the rule of sin, destruction, anger, and wrath passes, for in
them does the storm wind beat, on the four sides, adding up to Yud
(ten) crowns, AS ABOVE. THIS IS SO IN THE FOUR LETTERS OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, IN THE DOUBLE, TRIPLE, AND QUADRUPLE
SONG. THEY ARE TEN LETTERS ADDING UP TO A TOTAL OF 72,
AND THEY THEN SUBJUGATE 72 nations, WHICH ARE THE
SEVENTY NATIONS, PLUS EDOM AND ISHMAEL, as it is written:
"but when the wicked perish, there is jubilation" (Mishlei 11:10)
SINCE, WHEN THE FOUR KLIPOT OF SIN, DESTRUCTION, ANGER,
AND WRATH PERISH, THE FIRST THREE ARE REVEALED, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF JUBILATION, NAMELY 72 TYPES OF MELODY.
270. For Michael, Gabriel, Nuriel, and Raphael, WHO ARE THE
LIVING CREATURES OF THE CHARIOT, control man's four good
elements, which are water, fire, wind and earth, WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, each
one of them having four countenances: LION, OX, EAGLE, MAN. And
sin, destruction, anger, and wrath are dependent on white gall, which
is the lung in which they make an adhesion, and on the red gall that
is in the liver that turns red with Mars (Heb. Ma'adim, from 'red'); and
on the green gall (Heb. marah) that is attached to the liver, which is
the sword of the Angel of Death, about which it is said: "her end is
bitter (Heb. marah) as wormwood, sharp as a two edged
sword" (Mishlei 5:4); and on the black gall which is Lilit, WHICH IS
THE PLANET (Heb. Shabtai) Saturn, which is controlled by the
spleen, which is melancholia, lower Sheol, poverty and darkness,
weeping and mourning and starvation.
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271. Immediately, when these FOUR Klipot move away from man, the
Tree of Life takes control over him with 72 countenances OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF MALCHUT, NAMELY, THE FOURFOLD YUD HEI
VAV HEI THUS: Yud, Yud Hei, Yud Hei Vav, and Yud Hei Vav Hei,
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF WHICH IS 72. Thus there are ten
LETTERS, suspended from the four winds, which are THE FOUR
LETTERS OF THE Yud Hei Vav Hei, about which it is said: "Thus
says Adonai Elohim: Come from the four winds, O breath (Heb.
Ruach)." This is the spirit of Messiah, about whom it is said: "And
the (Heb. Ruach) spirit of Hashem shall rest upon him" (Yeshayah
11:2), WHICH IS THE SPIRIT OF MALCHUT, when YUD HEI VAV HEI,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, blows in the right auricle of the heart, where
Chochmah from the side of Chesed is, in which one who wants to
gain wisdom will move to the south with wisdom. And Chesed blows
in Binah, AND THEN IN ZEIR ANPIN, AND THEN IN MALCHUT. WHEN
IT BLOWS in Chochmah, it is Yud; when in Binah, Hei; when in
Tiferet, Vav; and when in Malchut it is Hei. The Yud Hei Vav Hei,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, knocks on all four OF THESE SFIROT AND
BECOMES FOUR COMBINATIONS. WHEN BEATING IN CHOCHMAH,
HE IS YUD; WHEN BEATING IN BINAH, YUD HEI; WHEN BEATING IN
TIFERET, YUD HEI VAV; AND WHEN IN MALCHUT, YUD HEI VAV
AND HEI, making a total of ten LETTERS, PARALLELING THE TEN
SFIROT. AND THEIR NUMERICAL VALUE IS 72, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, NAMELY the thought of the heart.
272. Yud-Vav-Dalet, Hei-Aleph, Vav-Aleph-Vav, Hei-Aleph HAS THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, whose right is
water, and is the great hand, NAMELY CHESED AND THE RIGHT
COLUMN. His left is fire, which is the strong hand, NAMELY
GVURAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN. In the Central Column THAT IS
BETWEEN THEM, He is the uplifted hand, NAMELY TIFERET, WHICH
IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, which is the Holy Spirit. And He has
altogether Yud-Hei, FOR HE HAS THE MOCHIN OF THE FIRST
THREE FROM YUD-HEI.
273. "Wherever the spirit was minded to go, they moved... for the
spirit of the living creature was in the wheels" (Yechezkel 1:20).
Water and fire are directed by the SPIRIT, for it grips both of them
and throbs on the arteries of the brain, which is water, AND IS
CHOCHMAH, and on the arteries of the heart, which is fire, AND IS
BINAH. AND THE PLACE OF the spirit (wind) is in the lobes of the
lung, AS ABOVE.
274. In every part of the body are to be found THESE FOUR, NAMELY
the wheels of the sea of the Torah, WHICH IS WATER, and the
wheels of the firmament, which is fire, all of them ascending and
descending in it, IN THE BODILY PART, FOR THE WATER, WHICH IS
RIGHT AND CHESED DESCENDS, WHILE THE FIRE, WHICH IS THE
LEFT AND GVURAH, ASCENDS. FOR THE LEFT ILLUMINATES ONLY
UPWARDS FROM BELOW, WHILE it, the spirit, WHICH IS TIFERET
AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN, has its place IN THE CENTER
between the firmament and the sea, WHICH ARE THE LEFT AND THE
RIGHT. And its tool OF THE SPIRIT, WHICH IS TIFERET, is the Earth,
WHICH IS DUST, which is the Shechinah.
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275. And just like the birds, who spread their wings against the wind
so that they can fly with it, so also all the parts of the body are open
at a number of sources, at a number of joints, a number of arteries, a
number of compartments of the heart and a number of areas of the
brain, in order to welcome THE SPIRIT WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. Were it not to blow in the compartments of the heart, the
fire that is in the heart, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, would burn up the whole body. THAT IS TO SAY: WERE IT
NOT FOR THE CENTRAL COLUMN WHICH IS CALLED 'WIND',
UNITING THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT WITH EACH OTHER, THE
JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT SIDE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
FIRE THAT IS IN THE HEART, WOULD BURN UP THE WHOLE BODY.
FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT WITHOUT THE RIGHT IS
HARSH AND BITTER JUDGMENT. And a number of ladders,
NAMELY STEPS and compartments from the arteries of the aorta
and trachea, are all corrected with it, WITH THE WIND, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN.

47. Voice and Speech
We learn how speech arises through the body, and the effect of speaking the Sh'ma Yisrael and the Amidah. The Faithful Shepherd talks about the
speech and silence of the beasts of fire in Ezekiel's vision.
276. When speech rises, THAT IS TO SAY, AT THE BEGINNING OF
THE FORMATION OF SPEECH IN A MAN, to the lobes of the lung, it
there becomes a voice. At that time, IT IS SAID: "for a bird of the sky
shall carry the sound" (Kohelet 10:20). "The voice of Hashem is upon
the waters" (Tehilim 29:3) BECAUSE IT ASCENDS from the side of
the water, WHICH IS THE RIGHT, which is the brain, where it ascends
through the lobes of the lung. "The voice of Hashem hews out
flames of fire" (Ibid. 29:7) from the side of the heart, WHICH IS THE
LEFT, WHICH IS FIRE. AND WHEN THE VOICE emerges from the
mouth, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, it is called 'speech'.
277. And just as there are two lobes (lit. 'wings') to the lung,
NAMELY THE TWO HALVES OF THE LUNG that open up to welcome
the voice as it is written: "Thus were their faces: and their wings
were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11), FOR THE LOBES OF THE
LUNGS ARE SEPARATED FROM EACH OTHER, so also are the lips
TWO IN NUMBER that take the speech and cast it upwards.

278. And just as there are five lobes to the lung, NAMELY FIVE
DIVISIONS IN THE TWO HALVES OF THE LUNG, all of them being
open without an adhesion to receive this voice, so must there be five
corrections in the mouth, all of them open without adhesions, and
the five corrections are: the guttural LETTERS ALEPH CHET HEI
AYIN THAT ARE FORMED in the throat; the labial LETTERS BET VAV
MEM PE THAT ARE FORMED with the lips; and the LETTERS GIMEL
YUD CAF KOF THAT ARE FORMED IN THE ROOF OF THE MOUTH;
DALET TET LAMED NUN TAV THAT ARE FORMED on the tongue;
and ZAYIN SAMECH SHIN RESH TZADIK by the teeth.
279. And speech will be in them, IN THE FIVE EMISSIONS OF THE
MOUTH, without any adhesion or hindrance, as it is written: "And it
came to pass, before he had done speaking, that, behold, Rivkah
came out" (Beresheet 24:15), WHERE RIVKAH is the prayer, that is
speech. For this reason have we learned: If the prayer is fluent in my
mouth, I know that it has been accepted. But if there is an adhesion
and it comes out with a hindrance, I know that my prayer is in
disorder, BECAUSE there is an adhesion in the lung, which is
defective.
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280. And this voice refers to the Sh'ma Yisrael, NAMELY THE UNITY
OF THE SIX WORDS OF THE SH'MA YISRAEL, WHICH IS THE UNITY
OF ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED 'VOICE'. On this: "I heard the noise of their
wings" (Yechezkel 1:24). When Yud Hei Vav Hei, ZEIR ANPIN, who is
voice, emerges to welcome the Shechinah with whispered prayer,
which is speech, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'SPEECH', of
which IT IS SAID: "Adonai, You, open my lips" (Tehilim 51:17), all the
parts, NAMELY ALL THE 248 LIGHTS OF CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH ARE CALLED 'THE 248 PARTS OF THE BODY', their wings,
NAMELY MALCHUT WHICH IS IN EACH PART, are all of them
opened by the 248 words in the four sections of the recital of the
Sh'ma Yisrael, in which the voice descends.
281. And when THE VOICE descends TO WELCOME the SHECHINAH
IN THE AMIDAH (ENG. 'STANDING') PRAYER, a number of birds
chirp with it, THEY BEING THE SECRET TO THE 248 LIGHTS OF THE
SHECHINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF SPEECH. AND FOR THIS
REASON THEY CHIRP, all of them, in a number of types of melody
on the parts of the body, WHICH ARE THE 248 LIGHTS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, which are the branches of the tree, and on all the wings that
are in all the parts, NAMELY ON MALCHUT WHICH IS IN EACH
PART, WHICH IS CALLED 'WING'. For there is the lodging-place of
the bird that is called 'Adonai', NAMELY MALCHUT. FOR THE 248
LIGHTS OF MALCHUT DWELL ON THE ASPECT OF THE WING THAT
IS IN EACH OF THE 248 LIGHTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, FOR EACH
ASPECT RECEIVES FROM THE ONE THAT IS PARALLEL TO IT
ABOVE. For on each of the branches of ZEIR ANPIN, MALCHUT is
open to her husband, THIS BEING THE SECRET OF "Adonai, You,
open my lips," which is opening TO ZEIR ANPIN with the 'Amidah'
prayer. For there is not one of the 248 parts of the Shechinah that is
not open to receive ZEIR ANPIN. This is why THE SHECHINAH is
called 'the talk of the ministering angels', BECAUSE IT IS THE
ASPECT OF SPEECH, and it is the chirping of the birds, who are the
souls resting on the limbs OF THE SHECHINAH, WHICH ARE
CALLED 'BIRDS'. And it is 'the talk of palm trees', which are the
branches of the tree THAT ARE THE LIMBS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
ARE IN THE ASPECT OF PINIONS IN EACH BRANCH, FOR THERE
RESTS ADONAI, WHO IS SPEECH.
282. And at the time, when Yud Hei Vav Hei descends to Adonai, in
every one of the parts OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, IT EMITS TO THE PARALLEL PART OF MALCHUT WHICH IS
'ADONAI', and it is said about them: "when they stood still, they let
down their wings" (Yechezkel, 1:24). "WHEN THEY STOOD" HINTS
AT THE UNITY OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER, FOR THEN THE WINGS,
WHICH ARE PARTS OF MALCHUT, ARE AT REST. And this is the
secret of 'electrum' (Heb. Chashmal), WHICH IS THE LETTERS OF
SILENT AND SPEAKING LIVING CREATURES OF FIRE. These living
creatures of fire are sometimes quiet (Heb. Chashot) and sometimes
speaking (Heb. Memalelot), and the sages of the Mishnah said: 'As
we learnt in the Mishnah, When speech comes forth from the mouth
of the Holy One, blessed be He, they are silent and when no speech
comes forth from the mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, they
speak'. THE MEANING OF THIS IS THAT at the time when speech
and voice are united together THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
which are THE COMBINATION: Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud
DURING THE AMIDAH PRAYER, they are silent. But when their
countenances, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, and their
wings, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, are divided --- when
Yud Hei Vav Hei is separated from Adonai, He, THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI, is to be found in the four countenances of the living creatures,
which are all open. And before THE WINGS OF THE LIVING
CREATURES, THAT ARE THE ASPECT OF ADONAI AND THE
ASPECT OF SPEECH, they speak, requesting nourishment FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, for "in it was food for all" (Daniel 4:18). Adonai WHO IS
MALCHUT is to be found in the wings of the living creatures, and all
of them are open to receive from the living creatures.
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283. THE LIVING CREATURES THAT ARE IN YETZIRAH roar with a
voice that is ZEIR ANPIN, CALLED Yud Hei Vav Hei. And they are all
on the right, NAMELY WITH CHASSADIM. The Ofanim, WHICH ARE
IN ASIYAH, chirp in speech, which is from MALCHUT, CALLED
'Adonai', and they are on the left. In the Serafim, WHICH ARE IN
BRIYAH, voice and speech become joined, BEING ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, AND THEY ARE in the center, AND THEY ATTIRE
THEMSELVES IN ONE UNITY IN THE TWO NAMES: YUD HEI VAV HEI
ADONAI, AND COMBINE ONE WITH THE OTHER: Yud Aleph Hei
Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud. About them IT IS SAID: "And let fowl
fly" (Beresheet 1:20), AND ALSO: "Then one of the Serafim flew to
me" (Yeshayah 6:6), THE REFERENCE BEING TO METATRON. And it
is said about them: "for a bird of the sky shall carry the sound, and
that which has wings shall tell the matter" (Kohelet 10:20), WHERE
THE SOUND IS FROM THE SIDE OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI ATTIRED
WITH METATRON, AND "THAT WHICH HAS THE WINGS SHALL
TELL THE MATTER" IS FROM THE SIDE OF ADONAI ATTIRED WITH
METATRON. "Above Him stood the Serafim; each one had six
wings" (Yeshayah 6:2) is from the side of the letter Vav (numerical
value = six), which IS ATTIRED IN THEM, AND is the Central Column,
incorporating right and left, INCLUDING THE SIX SFIROT OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, and it
includes the six words OF THE UNITY AS EXPRESSED IN THE
SH'MA YISRAEL. And that is derived from: "with two he covered his
face, with two he covered his feet, and with two he did
fly" (Yeshayah 6:2).
284. FROM "AND I LOOKED" (YECHEZKEL 1:4) TO "APPEARANCE
OF A MAN" (YECHEZKEL 1:26) IS CONSIDERED TO BE ONE
CORRECTION, FOR THERE ARE FOUR KLIPOT, WITHIN WHICH ARE
THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, AND THE SECRET OF METATRON
IS THAT VIS-A-VIS THE LIVING CREATURES HE IS THE INNER
MEANING OF THE FIRMAMENT WHICH IS ABOVE THEIR HEADS
AND LEADS THEM, WHILE VIS-A-VIS MALCHUT HE IS THE INNER
MEANING OF THRONE. AND ALL OF THIS IS THE FIRST
CORRECTION. The second correction is: "and upon the likeness of
the throne was a likeness as the appearance of a man above upon
it" (Ibid.), WHERE BY MAN IS MEANT the imprint of the scroll of the
Torah, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS THE IMPRINT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHO IS CALLED 'THE TORAH SCROLL'. And this is: "According to
the beauty (Heb. Tiferet) of man, that it may remain in the
house" (Yeshayah 44:13). IN OTHER WORDS, MALCHUT IS
ACCORDING TO THE TIFERET OF MAN, BUT NOT REALLY TIFERET
ITSELF. SO ALSO HERE WHERE IT IS SAID "AS THE APPEARANCE
OF A MAN," BUT NOT MAN ITSELF, IT IS APPLIED TO MALCHUT,
FOR WHOM METATRON IS A THRONE.

48. The recital of the Sh'ma, Tefilin and straps
The sages taught that reciting the Sh'ma Yisrael twice daily is as good as meditating day and night. The Faithful Shepherd goes over the meaning of
the number of knots in the prayer shawl, the four passages and the knots in the Tefilin and the length and winding of the straps. We learn that God
and His Shechinah are the voice and speech of every angel, and that they are in every voice and speech of Torah, and in every voice of prayer and
every single precept, and in every place of God's rule in the upper and lower worlds.
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285. The sages taught: 'Anyone reciting the Sh'ma Yisrael morning
and evening is as though he had observed the saying that "but you
shall meditate therein day and night" (Yehoshua 1:8).' THIS IS
BECAUSE THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA YISRAEL ENCOMPASSES
RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF DAY AND NIGHT.
HE EXPLAINS, for a prayer-shawl is white, THAT IS TO SAY, THE
GARMENT OF THE FRINGES IS OF THE ASPECT OF THE WHITE
THAT IS IN IT AND NOT THE BLUE THAT IS IN IT, and is to the right
from the side of Chesed; and it is said about it: "Almighty King, who
sits on the throne of mercy, governs with kindness (Heb.
chasidut)" (Yeshayah 16:5), and also: "And in mercy (Heb. chesed) a
throne is established" (Ibid.). The numerical value of Chesed is 72,
which hints at the 72 links and knots of the prayer-shawl, NAMELY
FOUR TIMES EIGHTEEN.
286. And there is a prayer-shawl from the side of Metatron, which is
the Tet Tet OF METATRON, which includes the eighteen links and
knots on each corner OF THE PRAYER-SHAWL, I.E five knots
paralleling the five books of the Torah, and thirteen links, NAMELY
THE THIRTEEN LOOPS THAT ARE WOUND AROUND THE FRINGES,
which parallel the thirteen attributes of Mercy mentioned in the
Torah, about which it is said: There are thirteen exegetical principles
by which the Torah is expounded, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY THAT ARE DRAWN DOWN
FROM THE THIRTEEN EMENDATIONS OF THE BEARD OF ARICH
ANPIN.
287. About MALCHUT it is said: "as the appearance of a man above
upon it" (Yechezkel 1:26), NAMELY THAT MALCHUT has the form of
Tiferet, which is Tiferet of man upon it from above, and is called by
the name OF TIFERET, WHICH IS Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav
Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph. THIS IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE VERSE:
"every one that is called by My name: for I have created him for My
glory; I have formed him; yea, I have made him" (Yeshayah 43:7).
THEREFORE, "as the appearance of a man from above" is the
Shechinah, which is as the form of the Central Column, WHICH IS
TIFERET, with four countenances and ten Sfirot, that make man.
THAT IS, THE TEN LETTERS YUD VAV DALET, HEI ALEPH, VAV
ALEPH VAV, HEI ALEPH HAVE THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF ADAM
(45). And the four faces of Adam are the four SIMPLE letters OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI, which TOGETHER make Yud Dalet (=fourteen) letters,
about which IT IS SAID: "and used similes by the hand (Heb. yad Yud Dalet) of the prophets" (Hoshea 12:11).
288. Again, THE TZITZIT is called 'living' (Heb. Chai = eighteen),
NAMELY THE THIRTEEN LINKS AND FIVE KNOTS, from the aspect
of the righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, in whom, NAMELY BY
WHOSE UNITY, the Holy One, blessed be He and His Shechinah are
called by the name 'man'. THAT IS, YUD HEI VAV HEI, SPELLED OUT
IN FULL WITH ALEPHS, HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS
MAN where He, the Central Column THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, is YUD
VAV DALET, HEI ALEPH, VAV ALEPH VAV, AND HAS THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF dew (Heb. tal = 39), while His Shechinah is
Hei Aleph. And with Hei, the name Adam IS COMPLETED. This is
because dew is in numerical value equal to Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph,
Vav Aleph Vav. And this, THE RIGHTEOUS ONE CALLED 'LIVING',
'causes the dew to fall', WHICH IS YUD VAV DALET, HEI ALEPH, VAV
ALEPH VAV onto the Hei Aleph, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, FOR
YESOD is the knot of the prayer-shawl, which is eighteen worlds ON
EACH SIDE, NAMELY FIVE KNOTS AND THIRTEEN LINKS that bind
together AND UNITE the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah on all sides, with the four corners of the prayer-shawl,
WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT.
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289. Tefilin are THE ASPECT OF the Left COLUMN, as it is said:
"Hashem has sworn by His right hand, and by the arm of His
strength" (Yeshayah 62:8), where "by His right hand" refers to the
Torah and "by the arm of His strength" refers to Tefilin. The four
passages IN THE TEFILIN are THE FOUR LETTERS Yud Hei Vav Hei.
Adonai is a palace for the four letters, WHICH ARE THE FOUR
PASSAGES in the four receptacles of the Tefilin. The knot of the
hand Tefilin is the righteous one, who lives forever, WHICH IS
YESOD, and is the bond between the two of them, BETWEEN THE
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND 'ADONAI', on the left arm. The knot of the
head Tefilin is the Central Column, NAMELY TIFERET, by which are
united together on high the Yud Hei Vav Hei and Eheyeh which are
Chochmah and Binah, FOR ZEIR ANPIN ASCENDS AND UNITES
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE CALLED THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI AND 'EHEYEH', WHERE DA'AT IS MADE.
290. The recital of the Sh'ma is the unification that is at the center,
NAMELY THE UNITY THAT IS IN CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, and it
is held between the fringes and the Tefilin, FOR THE FRINGES, THAT
ARE OF THE ASPECT OF THE WHITE THAT IS IN THEM, ARE ON ITS
RIGHT, AND THE TEFILIN ARE ITS LEFT. For all of the passages of
the fringes and Tefilin are included in the unification of the recital of
the Sh'ma. And from the side of the Central Column, namely prayershawl and Tefilin, it is said: "And it shall be for a sign upon your
hand and for frontlets between your eyes" (Shemot 13:16), AND IT IS
ALSO SAID: "that they make them fringes" (Bemidbar 15:38).
291. The letter Shin of the Tefilin is tradition Moses received on
Mount Sinai, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "And all peoples of the earth shall
see that You are called by the name of Hashem; and they shall be
afraid of You" (Devarim 28:10). And it has been taught: What is the
Yud Hei Vav Hei? It is the head Tefilin, specifically the Shin Shin of
the Tefilin, THAT ARE VISIBLE ON THEM FROM THE TWO
EXTERNAL SIDES. The two Shin have the numerical value of six
hundred. Shin Shin are the six (Heb. shesh) stages CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD THAT ARE IN ZEIR
ANPIN, WHERE THE RIGHT SHIN IS CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, AND THE LEFT SHIN IS NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. The
two Shin have seven branches, AS THE RIGHT SHIN HAS THREE
HEADS, AND THE LEFT FOUR HEADS. TOGETHER THERE ARE
SEVEN HEADS, OR SEVEN BRANCHES. This adds up to thirteen,
and together they are 613, BECAUSE SEVEN BRANCHES AND SIX
GRADES AMOUNT TO THIRTEEN, AND THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
THE TWO SHIN IS SIX HUNDRED. And there is no precept that is not
equivalent to the whole of the Torah, IT BEING, THEREFORE, SAID
ABOUT IT: "AND ALL THE PEOPLES OF THE EARTH SHALL SEE
THAT YOU ARE CALLED BY THE NAME OF HASHEM... (IBID.)."
292. Likewise, JUST AS 613 IS IMPLIED IN THE TEFILIN, so each
precept is the Yud Hei Vav Hei, AS FOLLOWS: The Yud Hei IN IT,
together with 'My name' (Heb. shmi) have the numerical value of 365,
THIS BEING THE NUMBER OF THE NEGATIVE PRECEPTS IN THE
TORAH. Again: Vav Hei IN IT, together with 'My memorial' (Heb.
zichri) have the numerical value of 248, THIS BEING THE NUMBER
OF THE POSITIVE PRECEPTS IN THE TORAH. THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF PRECEPTS IS 613. This is why each precept is equivalent to 613.
And the sages have taught that the recital of the Sh'ma Yisrael,
INCORPORATING TEFILIN AND FRINGES contains 613 in the
fringes, AS TZITZIT IN NUMERICAL VALUE IS SIX HUNDRED, WHICH
TOGETHER WITH THE 13 LINKS THEREOF MAKES 613. And there is
also 613 in the aspect of Tefilin, LIKE THE NUMERICAL
EQUIVALENT OF THE TWO LETTERS SHIN ON THEM AND SO it is
throughout.
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293. "and they shall be as frontlets": totefet (lit. 'frontlet'), WHICH
CAN BE SPLIT INTO TWO TET TET AND PE TAV. THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF Tet Tet is 'living' (Heb. chai = eighteen) worlds, the
righteous one, NAMELY YESOD, parallel to which is Metatron, FOR
YESOD IS ATTIRED WITH METATRON. Pe Tav refers to Tiferet,
WHOSE LETTERS MAY BE REARRANGED as TAV ALEPH RESH, PE
TAV (NAMELY A DESCRIPTION OF PE TAV). And Metatron is
Tiferet's horse; THAT IS TO SAY TIFERET RIDES UPON HIM, for all
the Sfirot dress up IN METATRON. AT ONE TIME IT MIGHT BE
TIFERET THAT WEARS HIM, AT ANOTHER YESOD AND AT
ANOTHER MALCHUT, WHILE AT OTHER TIMES ALL THREE MIGHT
BE ATTIRED WITH HIM. And so it is that his relationship to them is
as that of body to soul, and when the Holy One, blessed be He,
removes Himself from him, METATRON is left dumb, having neither
voice nor speech. For the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah are the voice and speech of every angel, and THEY ARE
in every voice and speech of Torah, and in every voice of prayer, and
in each single precept, and in every place of His rule, in the upper
worlds and in the lower worlds. He is the life of everything. He
carries everything.
294. Just as there is no speech without voice and no voice without
speech, so is there no 'Adonai' without the Yud Hei Vav Hei. And this
is true for the world of Atzilut, SINCE THERE NO SEPARATION
EXISTS BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHO ARE VOICE
AND SPEECH. But in the world of separation, NAMELY IN THE
THREE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, there is
voice without speech. YET IN ATZILUT THEY ARE UNITED, and the
knot of the Tefilin, which is Shadai, WHICH IS YESOD, is held by
them from above and from below, and this is the righteous one, the
life of the worlds, who is held between voice and speech AND
UNITES THEM.
295. At this point, the Faithful Shepherd chanced upon the old man,
and said: Old man, Old man, the Tefilin and the fringes and the
section on the mezuzah are three precepts that are incorporated in
the recital of the Sh'ma Yisrael, and the recital of the Sh'ma is the
fourth precept. AND THE FOUR CORRESPOND TO CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, WHERE FRINGES AND TEFILIN
ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA IS
TIFERET THAT UNITES THEM, AND THE MEZUZAH IS MALCHUT.
Fringes are mentioned three times, PARALLELING THE THREE
COLUMNS, and regarding Tefilin the word 'sign', WHICH IS YESOD,
is mentioned twice, ONCE FOR THE KNOT OF THE HEAD TEFILIN
AND ONCE FOR THE KNOT OF THE HAND TEFILIN. In respect to the
fringes, the letter Zayin of the word "tiz'keru (lit. 'that you
remember')" (Bemidbar 15:40), has to be well stressed, FOR THIS
LETTER ZAYIN (NUMERICAL VALUE SEVEN) IMPLIES MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE SEVENTH SFIRAH, AND IS THE SECRET OF THE
BLUE THAT IS IN THE FRINGE, ON WHICH THE REMEMBERING
DEPENDS. And on the mezuzah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the name
Shadai is on the outside, while Yud Hei Vav Hei is on the inside. THIS
IS BECAUSE THERE ARE TWO MATINGS, THE EXTERNAL MATING
WITH YESOD, AND THE INTERNAL MATING WITH TIFERET. THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD CLARIFIED ALL THIS TO THE OLD MAN FOR
HIM TO UNDERSTAND ON HIS OWN.
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296. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD ANSWERS THE VARIOUS
QUESTIONS THAT FACE US. Why are there open and closed
sections? WHY DOES the fringe have a fixed length and width, for
the length of each fringe was determined as the size of twelve
thumbs? WHY was the precept of the blue fixed at one-third twisted
threads and two-thirds branched untwisted threads? WHY between
each pair of knots IN THE FRINGES does there have to be A SPACE
OF a full thumb's breadth? AND WHY SHOULD each link be triple,
NAMELY THREE LOOPS? Also, why are Tefilin on the brain and
against the heart? And why is the length of the straps to the heart on
the left and to the navel on the right? And why does the strap of the
hand Tefilin have to be wound three times round the middle finger?

297. HE ANSWERS: But the garment is certainly not important
unless IT HAS three on three for each side OF THE FOUR SIDES,
making twelve. And they represent the four garments of white THAT
PARALLEL ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FOUR
LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, and the four garments of gold
THAT PARALLEL MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FOUR
LETTERS OF ADONAI, and the four garments of the ordinary priest,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF METATRON. In terms of the blessing of
an ordinary priest, it is implied 'Let not the blessing of an ordinary
man be considered lightly in your eyes'. AND, THEREFORE, the blue
is one-third twisted thread, NAMELY BRAIDED, AS THIRTEEN LINKS
ARE WOUND AROUND THE FRINGES, FOR IT IS PARALLEL TO THE
FOUR GARMENTS OF WHITE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHO IS THE ROOT. And two-thirds are branched untwisted
thread, FOR IT HAS TO HANG LOOSE, LIKE THE BRANCHES ON A
TREE.
298. And every link MUST BE triple, MADE UP OF THREE, NAMELY
OF THREE LOOPS. AND THE REASON IS THAT each tripling is from
the side of holiness, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE THREE
COLUMNS, as it is written: 'They proclaim you holy three times'. And
Yisrael is made up of three parts, NAMELY PRIEST, LEVITES, AND
YISRAEL in order to SUBJUGATE THE CAPTAINS (HEB. SHALISHIM
- FROM SHALOSH (THREE)) OF THE OTHER SIDE, AS IT IS
WRITTEN: "And captains over every one of them" (Shemot 14:7). For
the fringe is from the side of the Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET,
which is the third of the patriarchs, FOR THE PATRIARCHS ARE
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. And everything that comes in
threes HAS ITS ROOT IN THE 72-LETTER THAT STARTS WITH 'Vav
Hei Vav', 'Yud Lamed Yud', IN WHICH every word consists of three
LETTERS. From its point of view, every link is composed of three
triple loops, AND THE LINK is the Shechinah, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF 'They proclaim You holy three times', and is tripled in
the Central Column, FOR IT RECEIVES FROM THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THE THREE COLUMNS THAT ARE IN IT. THUS is it made
up of the three branches of the patriarchs, NAMELY OF NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD, WHICH ARE THE BRANCHES OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE CALLED 'THE PATRIARCHS'.
And they are the letter Shin from the word 'Shabbat', WHICH HAS
THREE HEADS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF NETZACH, HOD, AND
YESOD. THE 'BAT' FROM THE WORD SHABBAT ALLUDES TO the
Shechinah, who is an only daughter (Heb. bat), WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF the link, AND THE SECRET OF the blue that is in the
Tzitzit.
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299. Happy is the body who is thus marked with the Shechinah and
the Holy One, blessed be He, through the wings of a precept,
NAMELY WITH THE THIRTEEN LINKS IN THE PRECEPT OF THE
FRINGE, and marked with the strap of the hand Tefilin, on the middle
finger with three loops, which is like a link, wound around with three
loops round the finger. THIS ALSO PARALLELS THE THREE
COLUMNS, JUST LIKE THE LINK OF THE FRINGE, AND THERE ARE
FOURTEEN LINKS. And it is marked with the knot of the Tefilin that
consists of two knots, THE ONE ON THE HEAD AND THE OTHER ON
THE ARM, FOR THEY ALSO ARE TRIPLE. And altogether there are
fifteen triplets, FOR two knots in one knot IS ALSO CONSIDERED A
TRIPLE, MAKING, THEREFORE, FIFTEEN TRIPLES.
300. The thirteen TRIPLE links contain 39 loops, as the numerical
value of the word 'dew' (Heb. TAL = 39), which, together with the
thirteen links THEMSELVES that have the numerical value of the
word 'one' (Heb. echad = thirteen), adds up to 'son' (Heb. ben = 52).
And this hints at the son of Yud Hei, which is the Central Column,
ZEIR ANPIN.

301. Each knot is in the form of a right palm. Each link is in the form
of a finger with three joints, paralleling the three loops, and so it is
that all the fingers have three joints except the thumb THAT HAS
JUST TWO. And it is the thumb that gives the distance between each
pair of knots in the fringe, FOR THERE HAS TO BE A SPACE
BETWEEN THEM OF A full thumb-breadth, and this is the same
measurement as the nose, the width of the right and left eye, the
distance between the eyes, the measurement of the right and left ear,
and of each lip, and of the tongue. "and the curtains shall be all of
one measure" (Shemot 26:2).

302. Cubit (lit. 'arm') is the measure of the body in four directions
and up and down, making six cubits. And each arm has three joints,
NAMELY THE ASPECT OF THREE COLUMNS, making eighteen
joints in the six cubits, being the secret of the eighteen wavings with
WHICH WE WAVE the Lulav in six directions, three in each direction.
And about them it is said: "This your stature is like a palm-tree" (Shir
Hashirim 7:8). FOR A PALM-TREE GROWS IN SEVENTY YEARS,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT THAT ARE
IN THE BODY, WHERE CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
STATURE, IS REVEALED, AND NOT IN THE HEAD, AS EXPLAINED
ABOVE. AND THEREFORE THE STATURE, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE FIRST THREE, IS LIKENED TO A PALM-TREE. And this is
the height of the stature, THAT IT IS ONLY IN THE BODY, that the
gathering (Heb. mikveh) of Yisrael WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN BESTOWS
upon the Shechinah, FOR THE LETTERS OF THE WORD MIKVEH,
REARRANGED, SPELL 'STATURE' (Heb. KOMAH). THAT IS TO SAY,
ZEIR ANPIN EMANATES THIS STATURE OF BODY TO MALCHUT.
AND WE WAVE THE LULAV FOUR TIMES WHEN WE RECITE HALEL.
This makes four times eighteen, which is 72, FOR THE 72-LETTER
NAME IS THE ROOT OF THE THREE COLUMNS, AND IS THE
SECRET OF THE THREE VERSES: "AND THE ANGEL OF ELOHIM,
WHO WENT BEFORE THE CAMP OF YISRAEL, REMOVED...AND IT
CAME... AND MOSES STRETCHED OUT" (SHEMOT 14:19-21).
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303. And the secret of the living creatures, their stature IS THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "As for their rims, they were so high that
they were dreadful, and their rims" (Yechezkel 1:18). "Their rims"
refers to the four living creatures of the lower Chariot, WHICH ARE
FROM MALCHUT. "they were so high" refers to the four living
creatures of the central Chariot, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN. "and their rims" refers to the four living creatures of the third
Chariot, THAT ARE FROM BINAH, all of them together being 12. And
THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES OF THE THIRD CHARIOT are "full of
eyes round about them four," NAMELY ROUND ABOUT THE FOUR
LIVING CREATURES OF THE THIRD UPPER CHARIOT, which is the
secret of Yud Hei Vav Hei; Yud Hei Vav Hei; Yud Hei Vav Hei, THAT
IS TO SAY, THE SECRET OF THE THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI IN
'HASHEM REIGNS, HASHEM REIGNED, HASHEM WILL REIGN FOR
EVER AND EVER'; AND THEY HAVE A TOTAL OF TWELVE LETTERS
BETWEEN THEM. 'HASHEM REIGNS', WITH THE VOWEL SEGOL (E),
REFERS TO THE CENTRAL CHARIOT; 'HASHEM REIGNED', WITH
PATACH (A) TO THE THIRD UPPER CHARIOT; AND 'HASHEM WILL
REIGN' TO THE LOWER CHARIOT.

49. Bowing and standing upright
The Faithful Shepherd outlines the four occasions when one has to bow and the four occasions when he has to stand upright during prayer.
304. And those of stature are marked with these THREE CHARIOTS
during prayer. Where would that be? HE ANSWERS: When one
bows, one should bow at 'Blessed' (the first word of each blessing),
and when returning to the upright position, one should do so at the
mention of the Divine. THERE ARE four occasions when one has to
bow and four when one has to stand upright. ONE HAS TO BOW
AND THEN STAND UPRIGHT AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE
FIRST BLESSING (OF THE AMIDAH), AND ALSO AT THE BEGINNING
AND END OF 'MODIM' (LIT. 'WE GIVE THANKS'). By so bowing and
standing upright, one suggests going to and bringing to Him, to
whom the four directions belong, and ascending and descending for
Him to whom the heaven and the earth belong, THE SAME AS WITH
THE LULAV. These are the six directions: towards heaven and
towards the earth and to the four points of the compass, which
parallel the first three blessings, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH,
and TIFERET, and the last three blessings, WHICH ARE NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD, MAKING A TOTAL OF 8 BOWS AND AGAIN
STANDINGS UPRIGHT. And there are four in 'May He who makes
peace in His high places make peace for us and for all Yisrael',
namely: bowing and again standing upright to the left and bowing
and again standing upright to the right, and this is LIKE ONE WHO
STANDS OPPOSITE HIS MASTER. HIS RIGHT WILL BE HIS
MASTER'S LEFT, AND HIS LEFT WILL BE HIS MASTER'S RIGHT. He
THUS offers peace to his left and his right, WHERE HIS RIGHT IS
OPPOSITE his master's left AND HIS LEFT IS OPPOSITE his master's
right.
305. This makes a total of twelve bows and standings upright,
NAMELY FOUR BOWS AND STANDINGS UPRIGHT AT THE
BEGINNING AND END OF 'AVOT'; FOUR BOWS AND STANDINGS
UPRIGHT AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF 'MODIM'; FOUR BOWS
AND STANDINGS UPRIGHT TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT DURING
"MAY HE WHO MAKES PEACE." And they contain 72 eyes, FOR
THERE ARE SIX DIRECTIONS, NAMELY TO HIM TO WHOM THE
FOUR POINTS OF THE COMPASS BELONG, TOGETHER WITH THE
HEAVENS AND THE EARTH, AS ABOVE, AND SIX TIMES TWELVE IS
72. AND BECAUSE THEY DRAW DOWN CHOCHMAH IN THE
SECRET OF THE STANDINGS UPRIGHT, THEY ARE, THEREFORE,
CALLED 'EYES'. The six bows contain eighteen movements, three in
each bow, for one has to bend the head, the back, and the tail,
LOOSENING the eighteen vertebrae IN THE SPINE, THUS ALLUDING
TO YESOD, WHICH IS CALLED 'LIVING' (HEB. CHAI = EIGHTEEN),
AND THE IMPLICATION IS THAT ONE HAS TO INCLUDE YESOD IN
THESE SIX BOWS. AND THE TWELVE BOWS AND STANDING
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UPRIGHT amount to 72 AS ABOVE. And these 72 eyes of the Holy
One, blessed be He, THAT ARE EMANATED TO MALCHUT,
illuminated the 72 wings of the Shechinah that rises up over them
and is called 'standing', WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE AMIDAH
(LIT. 'STANDING') PRAYER. For, initially, MALCHUT was a state of
prostration, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE BOWING, and has to be
raised up through the Name of the Yud Hei Vav Hei, AND HAS TO BE
SET UPRIGHT THROUGH THE DIVINE NAME, through eighteen
Worlds, WHICH IS THROUGH YESOD, THAT IS CALLED 'LIVING',
and through the four standings upright in six blessings, which is
Tiferet, including the first three blessings and the last three
blessings.
306. And one has to bow at the living of the Worlds, NAMELY AT
THE ATTRIBUTE OF YESOD WHICH IS CALLED 'LIVING'. And this is
Vav Vav and Vav, for when one bows, one should bow at 'Blessed',
WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'BLESSED', and when returning
to the upright position, one should do so at the mention of the Yud
Hei Vav Hei, which is the Central Column, THAT IS TIFERET, WHICH
IS CALLED THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, and the Righteous One THAT IS
CALLED 'BLESSED'. And they are Vav Vav and Vav, FOR TIFERET IS
THE SECRET OF THE LETTER VAV FULLY WRITTEN WITH VAV
VAV, WHILE YESOD IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTER VAV WRITTEN
AS A SINGLE VAV. And these THREE VAVS are alluded to in THE
INITIAL LETTERS OF THE THREE VERSES: "And the angel of
Elohim, who went before the camp of Yisrael, removed (Heb.
Vayisa)... and it came (Heb. Vayavo)... And Moses stretched out (Heb.
Vayet)" (Shemot 14:19-21). AND THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS OF THE 72-LETTER NAME. The upper Vav Vav,
WHICH IS TIFERET, is connected with standing upright and with
bowing down, AND IS THEREFORE WITH TWO VAVs. BUT YESOD,
WHICH IS CONNECTED WITH BOWING ONLY, HAS JUST ONE VAV.
And all of them, ALL THE THREE VAVs, add up to EIGHTEEN,
CORRESPONDING TO THE eighteen blessings of the Amidah prayer.
307. There are four bows at Adonai, and four standings upright at the
Yud Hei Vav Hei, which is the Central Column CALLED YUD HEI VAV
HEI, while the Shechinah IS CALLED 'ADONAI'. The living one of the
worlds, WHICH IS YESOD, unites them, NAMELY YUD HEI VAV HEI
AND ADONAI, ONE WITH THE OTHER, making: Yud Aleph Hei Dalet
Vav Nun Hei Yud, WHICH IS THE LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
AND ADONAI INTERWOVEN. THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THESE IS
Amen, 91, at THE CONCLUSION OF each of the eighteen blessings
OF THE SHEMONEH ESREH, WHERE IS YUD HEI VAV HEI. There are
eighteen times THE FOUR LETTERS OF Yud Hei Vav Hei, AND
EIGHTEEN X FOUR = 72, WHICH ARE the 72 eyes that illuminate in
the 72 wings, which are eighteen times THE FOUR LETTERS OF
Adonai.
308. And the secret of the matter is in the verse: "As for their rims,
they were so high that they were dreadful, and their rims" (Yechezkel
1:18) THAT REFERS TO THE LIVING CREATURES. As for "as for
their rims" REFERS TO the wings, WHICH IS MALCHUT; "they were
so high" REFERS TO countenances, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN; "and
their rims," which are over them IN THE ASPECT OF BINAH, are "full
of eyes round about them four," for all of them are surrounded on
the four sides BY THE FOUR LETTERS. AND THERE WOULD SEEM
TO BE A CONTRADICTION HERE, FOR HE HAS SAID THAT THE 72
EYES ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN. HE THUS ADDS: And everything is true,
THAT IS TO SAY, ALL THREE ASPECTS, PINIONS,
COUNTENANCES, EYES, ARE ALL INCLUDED IN ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS CALLED 'TRUTH'. AND THE PROOF OF THIS IS TO BE
FOUND IN THE SAYING 'There are Ayin (lit. 'eye' = seventy) faces to
the Torah'. THUS THE TORAH, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, HAS EYES
AND FACES, BUT IN THE PARTICULAR ASPECT, the wings are
considered Adonai, WHICH IS MALCHUT; the faces are Yud Hei Vav
Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the eyes are Eheyeh, WHICH IS
BINAH. The sum total OF THE THREE NAMES ADONAI, YUD HEI
VAV HEI AND EHEYEH is Yud Bet Kof (=112), AND THESE THREE
LETTERS ARE THE INITIAL LETTERS OF THE WORDS YICHUD (LIT.
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'UNITY'), BERACHAH (LIT. 'BLESSING') AND KEDUSHAH (LIT.
'SANCTIFICATION'). THE NAME 'Adonai' ALLUDES TO THE ASPECT
OF action, the Yud Hei Vav Hei at THE ASPECT OF speech, and
Eheyeh at THE ASPECT OF thought.
309. Each and every eye is of the size of a thumb, and this is the
middling Vav, NAMELY THE ASPECT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
OF THE ONLY TWO JOINTS, THE UPPER JOINT IS MISSING IN IT.
For the thumb has but two joints which are the secret of Yud Yud. In
respect to the nose, THE THUMB IS CALLED 'Vav', NAMELY MIDDLE
VAV. And in respect to the two nostrils that are in the nose, WHICH
ARE RIGHT AND LEFT AND NOT AS ONE, THEY ARE CALLED 'Yud
Yud'. THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE VAV, TOGETHER WITH THE
TWO LETTERS YUD is Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, NAMELY 26. And
this is as in "vayyitzer (lit. 'formed')" (Beresheet 2:7), WHICH IS
SPELLED AT THE BEGINNING WITH VAV AND TWO YUDS, WHICH
TEACHES ABOUT THE SIZE OF THE THUMB AND IS THE SECRET
OF THE CONTROL OF CHASSADIM, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF
THE THUMB. IT IS the size of each measure of Yud Vav Dalet, Hei
Aleph, WHICH IS THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, whenever THE UPPER
THREE SFIROT have control in each and every part of the body.
THAT IS TO SAY, IN EVERY LIMB THERE IS A HEAD AND A BODY,
AND THE MEASURE OF THUMB WHICH IS CHASSADIM CONTROLS
THE MEASURE OF THE HEAD OF THE LIMB. Every limb HERE
MEANS EVERY WHOLE LIMB, such as in "spreads abroad her
wings, takes them, bears them on her pinions (also:
'limbs')" (Devarim 32:11). THERE ARE WINGS, WHICH ARE THE
LOWER ASPECT OF THE LIMB, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF A
THREE-JOINTED FINGER, AND THERE IS THE LIMB, AND THERE IS
THE ASPECT OF A THUMB OF TWO JOINTS, BECAUSE IT IS THE
UPPER ASPECT WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI THAT IS IN IT.
310. And there is no limb in the whole of his Chariot that does not
have the form of a COMPLETE limb, NAMELY ASPECT OF HEAD
AND OF BODY, AS ABOVE, IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH, and
in every place you will find "Thus were their faces: and their wings
were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11), NAMELY IN THE ASPECT
OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT OF THE LIMB, WHERE A THUMB'S
MEASURE IS IN CONTROL AS THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN ARE SEPARATED, AS ABOVE. And this
corresponds to the open sections (namely the Biblical text leaves
the line open and continues on the subsequent line) in the Tefilin,
WHICH PARALLELS THE ASPECT OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT,
WHICH ARE SEPARATED, to welcome the Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, AS IT IS THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, NAMELY THE EYES
AND THE COUNTENANCES, AS ABOVE. And when they are below,
IN THE ASPECT OF THE SIX ENDS, THERE IS THEN A MATING
BETWEEN RIGHT AND LEFT OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN, AS WELL
AS BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE RIGHT AND
LEFT. And THEN the sections OF THE TEFILIN are closed (namely
the next verse in the Biblical text continues on the same line),
paralleling the Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud that are on
them, with their faces and their wings, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN and
MALCHUT, WHO ARE HERE UNITED IN EACH OTHER, AND THUS
THE SECTIONS ARE CLOSED. AND HERE THEIR FACES AND THEIR
WINGS ARE NOT SEPARATED, BECAUSE IT IS FROM BELOW,
WHICH IS THE SIX INTERMEDIATE SFIROT.
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311. And the Holy One, blessed be He, makes marks on Yisrael in
respect thereof, NAMELY IN RESPECT TO THE COUNTENANCES
AND WINGS OF THE LIVING CREATURES in the prayer, in order that
Yisrael should be friends WITH THE LIVING CREATURES, namely by
bowing with the whole body in the eighteen blessings of the prayer,
so that He should, in each and every one of their limbs, make Amen
king over them, which is the secret of Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun
Hei Yud, WHICH HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS AMEN.
FOR, BY BOWING ONE DRAWS DOWN 'ADONAI' AND BY STANDING
UPRIGHT ONE DRAWS DOWN THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND LATER,
BY THE LIVING ONE OF THE WORLDS, THE TWO OF THEM UNITE
AND INTERWEAVE TOGETHER IN THE SECRET OF YUD ALEPH HEI
DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD. And the Holy One, blessed be He, said
TO THE ANGELS, WHO ARE THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES:
'Whoever is not marked before you as bowing at 'Blessed' and
standing up erect at the Yud Hei Vav Hei to the full stature of his
body, his prayer will not enter into My palace, which is 'Adonai', and
you should not accept his speeches on your wings and your faces.'
For everyone who prays with Adonai and combines this with the Yud
Hei Vav Hei, which is the faces of the angels, NAMELY OF THE FOUR
LIVING CREATURES, IT IS THEN SAID ABOUT THE LIVING
CREATURES, "Thus were their faces: and their wings were divided
upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11), IN THE ASPECT OF THEIR FIRST THREE
SFIROT IN ORDER to welcome AFTERWARDS THE UNITY OF Yud
Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud, IN THEIR SIX INTERMEDIATE
SFIROT, with the words of the prayer that issues forth from the
mouth of man.
312. And the one who answers 'Amen' is greater than the one who
says the blessing, for, regarding Adonai combined with the Yud Hei
Vav Hei said JUST in the prayer OF MAN, IT IS SAID "Thus were their
faces: and their wings were divided," for 'faces' parallels the Yud Hei
Vav Hei and 'their wings' PARALLELS Adonai. AND THIS IS THE
SECRET OF "And make one cherub at the one end" (Shemot 25:19),
WHICH IS THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, "and one cherub at the other
end" (Ibid.), WHICH IS ADONAI; AND THE TWO ARE SEPARATED,
FOR THE UNITY OF ADONAI AND THE YUD HEI VAV HEI IN THE
COMBINATION IS NOT ACHIEVED IN THE PRAYERS IN GENERAL
BUT ONLY IN THE PRAYER OF AMIDAH. But when the cantor of the
service repeats the prayer, and one responds 'Amen', WHICH
UNITES AND COMBINES YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH ADONAI, THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'AMEN' BEING THE SAME AS THAT OF THE
TWO NAMES COMBINED, HE IS THUS GREATER THAN THE ONE
WHO SAYS THE BLESSING. For he is in the second coupling,
NAMELY IN THE LOWER JOINING OF THE SIX INTERMEDIATE
SFIROT, for it is in the second coupling that the two names, THE
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI join together. At the beginning,
NAMELY AT THE FIRST JOINING, WHICH PARALLELS THE FIRST
THREE SFIROT, "the loops held one curtain to another" (Shemot
36:12) on the boards, which are the connection of the fingers AS
THE WORD KERASHIM (LIT. 'BOARD') IS COMPOSED OF THE SAME
LETTERS OF KESHARIM (LIT. 'CONNECTIONS'). FOR THEN, THE
TABERNACLE IS NOT ONE ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF YUD
ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD. But at THE REPETITION BY
THE CANTOR OF THE PRAYERS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
AMIDAH, HE ANSWERS Amen, WHICH IS THE UNIFICATION OF THE
COMBINATION YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD, WHOSE
TOTAL NUMERICAL VALUE IS AS THAT OF THE LETTERS OF THE
WORD 'AMEN', THEN: "the tabernacle may be one" (Shemot 26:6),
for in it they are "coupled one to another" (Shemot 26:3). THAT
ALLUDES TO YUD HEI VAV HEI ADONAI. THUS, GREATER IS THE
ONE WHO RESPONDS WITH AMEN AT THE AMIDAH PRAYER,
MORE SO THAN THE ONE WHO BLESSES DURING THE OTHER
BLESSINGS OF THE PRAYER.

50. At times they are silent and at times they are speaking
This section tells about the arrangement of speech in prayer. The title refers to the beasts of fire in Ezekiel's vision, and we hear that they are silent
when God speaks, even as Yisrael should be quiet when the Torah is being read. Those who are silent during prayer and Halachah will receive the
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reward of understanding.
313. The third correction is the arrangement of the speech in prayer,
in which the living creatures of fire speak. And this is: "And I saw
something like the color of electrum, like the appearance of fire
round about enclosing it" (Yechezkel 1:27). This is the secret of the
electrum: that those living creatures of fire sometimes are silent and
at other times speak. AND THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE
CONGREGATION LISTENING TO THE READING OF THE TORAH, for
they are silent before the Torah scroll at this time when speech
emerges from the mouth of the reader, for they consider it as though
they were receiving the Torah on Mount Sinai. And when THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, said: "I am Hashem your Elohim..." (Shemot
20:2), nothing but His speech was heard, no other sound nor speech
of the living creatures. AND THEREFORE, SINCE THE ONE WHO
READS IN THE TORAH IS IN THE PLACE OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, ON SINAI, IT IS NECESSARY THEN TO BE QUIET.
314. And likewise AS WE HAVE SAID REGARDING "I AM," so is it
always when the speech emerges from the mouth of the Holy One,
blessed be He: the living creatures of fire are quiet, FOR THAT IS
THE TIME OF THE UNITY OF VOICE AND SPEECH, AND CHOCHMAH
CEASES, AND THE CONTROL OF CHASSADIM BEGINS, THIS BEING
THE SECRET OF THEIR BEING SILENT. And when He is silent,
NAMELY BEFORE THERE IS YET UNITY OF VOICE AND SPEECH,
THEN, the living creatures of fire are speaking. This is as it is
written: "And all the people perceived the thunderings" (lit. 'voices')
(Shemot 20:15), namely the voice of the beings who were roaring.
"and the lightnings," which were emitted with the speech of the
living creatures, with many types of melody before the King, FOR
THIS WAS BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, STARTED TO
SPEAK. AND WHEN HE SAID: "I AM," THE living creatureS FELL
QUIET AND NOTHING WAS TO BE HEARD EXCEPT HIS VOICE, AS
EXPLAINED ABOVE. And those who are quiet AT THE TIME OF THE
READING FROM the scroll of the Torah have the same form as those
living creatures WHO ARE QUIET AT THE TIME OF SPEECH OF THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. And the Holy
One, blessed be He, commanded THAT THE BEASTS be brought into
the room that is "like the appearance of fire round about enclosing
it," FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF HARSH JUDGMENTS THAT ARE
REVEALED AT THE TIME WHEN CHOCHMAH IS revealed, AND
THESE JUDGMENTS WERE ORDAINED BY THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, THAT THEY SHOULD ENCLOSE THEM AS DOES A
ROOM TO PROTECT THEM FROM THE EXTERNAL FORCES THAT
THESE LATTER SHOULD NOT SUCKLE FROM THEM.
315. Again: Those who are silent during the prayer, during the
eighteen blessings, FOR THAT IS WHERE THE UNIFICATION IS, will
enter into the room of this appearance, NAMELY "LIKE THE
APPEARANCE OF FIRE ROUND ABOUT ENCLOSING IT"; THIS WILL
BE THEIR REWARD FOR THE FUTURE. And also those who are
silent before the Halachah, namely THOSE WHO ARE SILENT IN
ORDER TO HEAR AND UNDERSTAND THE PRACTICAL LAW AS
EXPOUNDED BY THEIR RABBI, about which it is said: 'The reward of
listening to the exposition of the Law is in the understanding
thereof'. They will enter into the room, which is the palace of this
appearance, of the Torah, WHICH IS FIRE, about which it is said: "Is
not My word like a fire? says Hashem; and like a hammer that breaks
the rock in pieces?" (Yirmeyah 23:29). And the rock mentioned here
is that about which it is said: "and speak to the rock before their
eyes; and it shall give forth its water" (Bemidbar 20:8), WHICH IS
MALCHUT. For those who engage in the study of the Torah for its
own sake, the waters of the Torah come forth for them corrected,
and it is said about them: "And the congregation drank, and their
beasts also" (Bemidbar 20:11). But those who do not engage in the
Torah for its own sake shall find that the waters emerge for them
bitter, and about them it is said: "And they made their lives bitter
with hard (Heb. kashah) bondage, in mortar (Heb. chomer), and in
brick (Heb. levenim)" (Shemot 1:14). Kashah is with difficult
questioning or apparent contradictions (Heb. kushya): chomer refers
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to the exegetical principle of inference from minor to major (Heb. kal
vachomer); and, levenim means the elucidation of the Halachah.

51. "And their feet were straight feet"
The Faithful Shepherd undertakes a difficult explanation of a portion of Ezekiel's vision, from which we understand that people must run to the
Torah and its precepts, and return in repentance.
316. The fourth and fifth corrections are, "...from what appeared to
be his loins upward, and from what appeared to be his loins
downward" (Yechezkel 1:27). About which IT IS SAID that the thighs
of the living creatures are equivalent to all of them, and they are in
the Sfirot of Netzach and Hod. FOR NETZACH AND HOD ARE
CALLED 'LOINS', AND "FROM WHAT APPEARED TO BE HIS LOINS
UPWARD" IS NETZACH, AND "FROM WHAT APPEARED TO BE HIS
LOINS DOWNWARD" IS HOD. And Metatron is a letter in His army,
for he has the form of a Righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, FOR
RIGHTEOUS ONE, TZADIK WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, is a
letter in His heavenly hosts, IN ATZILUT, while Metatron is a letter in
His earthly hosts, IN BRIYAH. Metatron has Shadai in him, AS HE
HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS THE SHADAI, ABOUT
WHOM IT IS SAID: "And the living creatures ran and returned like the
appearance of a flash of lightning" (Yechezkel 1:14).
317. "And their feet were straight feet" (Yechezkel 1:7). For the feet
of the demons are crooked, while about their feet, namely about the
feet of the holy beings, it is said: "And their feet were straight feet."
This is from the point of view of a living creature, which is Yisrael,
and Yisrael includes three living creatures, about whom it is said:
'The patriarchs are the Chariot'.

318. "and the sole of their feet was like the sole of a calf's
foot" (Yechezkel 1:7) BECAUSE THEY ARE from the side of the living
creature that is called 'ox', WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT
COLUMN, AND THIS IS WHY THEY HAD A CALF'S FOOT. "and they
sparkled like the color of burnished brass" (Yechezkel 1:7), namely
from the side of the slithering serpent that is in the sea and which
ascends to the one on the dry land, NAMELY THAT ASCENDS TO
FIGHT WITH THE SERPENT THAT IS ON THE DRY LAND. SERPENT
(HEB. NACHASH) AND BRASS (HEB. NECHOSHET) ARE MALE AND
FEMALE, WHICH ARE IN THE BRIGHTNESS, AND IT IS THEREFORE
SAID: "AND THEY SPARKLED LIKE THE COLOR OF BURNISHED
BRASS" NAMELY FROM THE SIDE OF THE SERPENT WHO
ILLUMINATES IN THEM. "ran" (Yechezkel 1:14), WHICH IS SAID
ABOUT THE BEINGS, is from the side of Nuriel, which has the same
numerical number as "ratzo" (lit. 'ran'). SIMILARLY, "and returned,"
WHICH IS SAID ABOUT THE LIVING CREATURES, is from the side of
Shadai, which has the same numerical value as 'and returned' (Heb.
vashov). And this is the numerical value of Metatron. AND THIS HAS
ALREADY BEEN EXPLAINED ABOVE.
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319. And whenever Yisrael heard the voice OF TORAH AND PRAYER
from the east, they would run to the east, and similarly to the west,
and likewise to the south and to the north. Said the Holy One,
blessed be He to the ministering angels: "Those who run to the
ordained prayer, and who run to hear the lesson on the Shabbat, and
run to do My will and who return in repentance, they are to be
received in the temple of this appearance," NAMELY IN THE TEMPLE
OF NETZACH AND HOD. For by these signs, THAT THEY RUN TO
THE TORAH AND PRECEPTS AND RETURN IN REPENTANCE,
NAMELY "RAN AND RETURNED," they are fellows with you. For they
run and return in Torah, JUST AS THE LIVING CREATURES WHO
"RAN AND RETURNED," in the speech of Halachah, and they are
recorded with you, them you shall bring into this temple.

320. And so it is that when Yisrael prays, Michael flies round the
world with one flap of his wings, and Gabriel with two, and when the
speech emerges from Yisrael in Halachah, prayer, or any precept
where the Shechinah is, they run to her, TO THE SHECHINAH and
return with her, WITH THE SHECHINAH, on a mission from their
Master, TO UNITE HER WITH YUD HEI VAV HEI. And in every place
where the voice of Torah is heard, there the Holy One, blessed be
He, is, and they run to that voice, and return with it on a mission
from their Master. And whenever there is a voice without the Name
Yud Hei Vav Hei being there, or speech without Adonai being there,
MICHAEL AND GABRIEL do not run and return there. And this is why
"their feet were straight feet," "for the ways of Hashem are
straight" (Hoshea 14:10), THIS BEING THE SECRET OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, where the way is straight. And if Yud Hei Vav
Hei is not there, the way is not straight.

321. Again: "And their feet were straight feet." The sages of the
Mishnah said: 'One who prays should arrange his feet during his
prayer as do the ministering angels', NAMELY HIS FEET SHOULD BE
STRAIGHT "like the sole of a calf's foot," namely to be THUS
recorded with them. And for this reason the sages taught: 'When one
prays, he should place his feet in proper position, as it says: "And
their feet were straight feet".' And the Holy One, blessed be He, said
TO THE MINISTERING ANGELS: 'Those who are thus noted in their
prayer, that they place their feet as you do, for them open the gates
of the temple to enter this appearance' OF NETZACH AND HOD.

52. Sight, hearing, smell and speech
We hear that Yud Hei Vav Hei rests on sight, hearing, smell and speech, and that Adonai rests on doing, touching, using and walking. The Faithful
Shepherd explains what he means by this, and he tells us how Chochmah arose in a thought that is Binah; he says that thought and inspiration are
both in the heart. The Shechinah is God's sight, hearing, sweet savor, speech, and performance of precepts - and in prayer it is also His bowing and
standing. Moses says that in the future God will remove all of Lilit's children from the world, but not so the children of the Shechinah, who are
Yisrael; the latter are virtuous, God-fearing men of truth who despise unjust gain. Moses tells what the sages meant when they said, 'No disciple
whose inside does not correspond to his exterior may enter the house of study', and this explains why Yud Hei Vav Hei is called Adonai.
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322. The sixth correction is "I saw what appeared to be
fire" (Yechezkel 1:27). THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT HE USES THE
WORDS "I SAW," THIS WAS NOT MENTIONED UP TO HERE FOR
here the meaning is proper sight. Said the Holy One, blessed be He:
Whoever enters in this vision, and during his prayer his heart is
lifted up at the name of the Yud Hei Vav Hei and his eyes are cast
down at the name of 'Adonai,' him shall you bring in to this temple,
for he is like the angels ABOUT WHOM IT IS WRITTEN: "As for their
rims" (Yechezkel 1:18) above, in the Yud Hei Vav Hei, "and they were
dreadful" (Ibid.), downwards, towards the Shechinah, who is the
dread of the Yud Hei Vav Hei.

323. The Yud Hei Vav Hei rests on sight, hearing, smell and speech,
FOR SIGHT AND HEARING ARE YUD HEI, AND SMELL AND SPEECH
ARE VAV HEI. Adonai rests on doing, touching, using, and walking.
This sight is THAT MODE OF VISION by light and by candle flame,
about which it is said: "...and Torah is light" (Mishlei 6:23). 'Smell' is
THE SMELL of the sacrifices, which are prayers. 'Speech' is in
Torah; speech is in prayer. And 'doing' refers to precepts. 'Using'
also refers to precepts, as does touching and walking. Where there
is 'sight' and 'hearing' but no Torah and no precepts, neither do the
Holy One, blessed be He, nor His Shechinah, rest there. For the Holy
One, blessed be He, rests on sight, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, and so
does the Shechinah, for it is Torah, and Torah is light, and His sight
is the Shechinah, FOR CHOCHMAH IS NOT REVEALED OTHER
THAN IN MALCHUT. FOR the Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, SAID: "make Myself known to him in a vision" (Bemidbar
12:6), WHICH IS the Shechinah, WHICH IS HIS VISION.

324. The thought that is within THE SENSES OF SIGHT, HEARING,
SMELL, AND SPEECH, IS Binah, WHOSE LETTERS CAN BE
REARRANGED AS the son (Heb. ben) of Yud Hei, because Yisrael,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'SON',
arose in a thought, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI. Inspiration
is Chochmah, a hint being sufficient for the wise man, NAMELY AN
INSPIRATION IS PRIOR TO CONCEPTUALIZING THE THOUGHT.
Chochmah arose in a thought, which is Binah, since thought and
inspiration are all one, for Chochmah is known only through Binah,
and Binah is in the heart. Thus thought is in the heart and inspiration
is in the heart.
325. Likewise, THERE IS hearing in the Torah, for it is a precept that
one should hear THE READING OF the scroll of the Torah. And
likewise, in the nose there is a sweet savor to Hashem. The
Shechinah is a sacrifice TO THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, His burnt
offering, and prayer is like a sacrifice, FOR BY MEANS OF THE
SACRIFICE OR THE PRAYER THE SHECHINAH ascends to THE YUD
HEI VAV HEI as a sweet savor unto Him, and is offered to Him in
prayer. And, likewise, about speech IS WRITTEN: "Is not my word
like a fire? says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:29). The FINAL Hei OF THE
YUD HEI VAV HEI, which is the Shechinah, is His speech.
326. Just as the Shechinah is His sight, His hearing, His sweet savor,
His speech, in the head, so, in the hands, she is His performance of
precepts, in the body His bowing, in prayer His straightening
upright; AND ALSO in the prayer, it is His standing. FOR
RECEPTION OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT IS CALLED BOTH
'STANDING UP' AND 'STANDING', AS ABOVE, for she stands before
Him always, and bows before Him and falls on her face at His feet to
asks mercy from Him for her children. She is humble before Him and
she is modest in His presence.
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327. And she is not as the wicked bondwoman WHO IS CALLED
'Lilit', for this latter is insolent, having no humility and no modesty,
and she is the mother of a mixed multitude. For this reason,
Solomon said: "A virtuous woman is a diadem to her husband"
BEING THE SHECHINAH "but she that acts shamefully is as
rottenness in his bones" (Mishlei 12:4). THIS IS THE HANDMAID
LILIT, who has no humility nor modesty before the Holy One,
blessed be He. And her children are similar, being a mixed multitude,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, will in the future remove her and
her children from the world, for they are bastards, born of the nine
attributes, as described by the sages, NAMELY: THE CHILDREN OF
A) A WIFE RAPED BY HER HUSBAND; B) A WIFE HATED; C)
MENSTRUATING (AT THE TIME OF INTERCOURSE); D) A WIFE
WHOSE HUSBAND AT THE TIME OF INTERCOURSE THOUGHT SHE
WAS SOMEONE ELSE OR HIS OTHER WIFE; E) A WIFE WHO WAS
REBELLIOUS (AT THE TIME OF INTERCOURSE); F) A HUSBAND
DRUNK (AT THE TIME OF INTERCOURSE); G) HAVING
INTERCOURSE WITH A WIFE DIVORCED IN HIS HEART; H) A WIFE
WHO IS INSOLENT; I) CHILDREN BORN TO A WIFE WHO HAD
RELATIONS IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO HER MARRIAGE. They are
considered bastards by the Torah.
328. And likewise, the Shechinah is the mating of the Holy One,
blessed be He, His unity with the righteous one, who lives forever,
WHICH IS YESOD. AND THE SHECHINAH is his walk.
"Righteousness shall go before Him" (Tehilim 85:14) to act on his
desire. AND THE SHECHINAH IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS'. ALSO,
"And it came to pass, before he had done speaking, that, behold,
Rivkah came out" (Beresheet 24:15) THAT IS THE SHECHINAH THAT
IS CALLED 'RIVKAH' came out to Him, to do His will. AND SO in
sight, hearing, smell, speech, doing, body, mating, walking and,
indeed, in every part, she is commanded to serve Him and to do His
will.

329. And the children OF THE SHECHINAH, NAMELY YISRAEL, are
also of her form, for they have humility and modesty, all of them
have her qualities. And this is why the Holy One, blessed be He,
commanded Moses: "Moreover you shall provide out of all the
people able men, such as fear Elohim, men of truth, hating unjust
gain" (Shemot 18:21). "Able men" are from the right side, which is
Abraham, WHO IS CHESED THAT BECOMES CHOCHMAH, SINCE AT
GREATNESS OF ZEIR ANPIN, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
ASCEND AND BECOME CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT, AS IS
KNOWN, for the sight of the Torah is there, as it is written: "from his
right hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2). "such as fear of
Elohim" are from the side of Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH THAT
BECOMES BINAH, for hearing is there, as the prophet Habakkuk
said: "Hashem, I have heard the report of You, and I am
afraid" (Chavakuk 3:2). Men of truth are from the side of Jacob, WHO
IS TIFERET THAT BECOMES DA'AT, for a sweet savor to Hashem, in
the nose. "Hating unjust gain" is from the side of speech, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the fourth pillar, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF Adam who
has joined together with the patriarchs, AND IS CONSIDERED AS
MALCHUT FOR THEM. AND MALCHUT IS CALLED 'MAN', FOR the
three living creatures are lion, ox, and eagle, THAT ARE CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET in sight, hearing, and smell, AS ABOVE,
AND THE FOURTH PILLAR FOR THEM IS THE FACE OF a man in
speech, NAMELY THE FIRST MAN.
330. "and place such over them, to be rulers of thousands," (Heb.
alafim), namely from the side of the letter Aleph OF ADONAI; "rulers
of hundreds," from the side of the letter Dalet of ADONAI WHICH IS
THE secret of the Dalet (= four) hundred years that Yisrael was
enslaved in Egypt. "rulers of fifties," the Nun (= fifty) of Adonai, "and
rulers of tens" (Shemot 18:21), the Yud (= ten) OF ADONAI.
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331. Yisrael is recognized in these qualities to be the children of the
Holy One, blessed be He, and His SHECHINAH; that is, that there
should be among them able (Heb. chayil) men, as in the verse: "A
virtuous (Heb. chayil) woman is a crown to her husband" (Mishlei
12:4), for they are bestowed with Chesed, AS AGAINST CHESED of
ZEIR ANPIN. "such as fear Elohim" PARALLELS GVURAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN. "Men of truth" PARALLELS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, and
not men of falsehood, for the Children of "Yisrael shall not do
iniquity, nor speak lies; neither shall a deceitful tongue be found in
their mouth" (Tzfanyah 3:13). "Hating unjust gain" PARALLELS
MALCHUT, as a man who rejoices in his portion. And they are not as
a mixed multitude, the children of the wicked bondwoman, LILIT,
who are as a serpent before whom is the whole land, as it is written:
"and dust shall be the serpent's food" (Yeshayah 65:25). WITH ALL
THIS, he fears eating the dust until he is full, for he is afraid that
there will not be enough for him. This is how it is with men of unjust
gain, for even if they had all the money in the world, it would never
be enough for them.
332. And this is why the sages of the Mishnah taught: 'Not the
expounding of the Law is the chief thing, but the doing of it'. For the
Holy One, blessed be He, is concealed by the secrets of the Torah. In
what, then, can He be known? In the precepts, for they are the
Shechinah, which is His form. Just as THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, is humble, so is His Shechinah humble. He is pious and she is
pious. He is valiant, and she is valiant over all the nations of the
world. He is truth and she is Faith. He is a prophet and she is a
prophetess. He is righteous and she is righteous. He is King and she
is kingdom. He is wise and she is wisdom. He understands and she
is His understanding. He is a crown, and she is His diadem, "a crown
of glory" (Yeshayah 62:3). This is why the sages taught: 'No disciple
whose inside does not correspond to his exterior may enter the
house of study.' That is, the disciple will be as the form of the Holy
One, blessed be He, who is his inside and the Shechinah is his
outside. He is the inside within and THE SHECHINAH is His exterior
on the outside. And she that is on the outside has not changed from
Him who is on the inside, that it should be known that she is His
Atzilut, and there is no separation there whatsoever, THIS BEING
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "...within and without shall you
overlay it" (Shemot 25:11).

333. And since He, the Yud Hei Vav Hei is concealed from within, He
is called only by His Shechinah, Adonai. And this is why the rabbis
taught: 'I am not spelled as I am pronounced. In this world I am
spelled with the Yud Hei Vav Hei but pronounced as Adonai. In the
next world I am pronounced with the Yud Hei Vav Hei and
pronounced with the Yud Hei Vav Hei." And this is so that there will
be mercy from all sides. And this is why the Holy One, blessed be
He, commanded the ministering angels: 'Whosoever's inside does
not correspond to his exterior, in all his parts, both internal and
external, that person may not enter this temple.' This is why
Scripture says: "He is the Rock, his work is perfect" (Devarim 32:4)
and "You shall be perfect with Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim
18:13), NAMELY HIS INSIDE EXACTLY CORRESPONDS WITH HIS
EXTERIOR.

53. Rainbow, Tefilin, Tzitzit, blue, white, and the recital of the Sh'ma
The metaphor of a marriage is used to explain the unification of Zeir Anpin and Malchut.
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334. The seventh correction is "As the appearance of the rainbow
that is in the cloud in the day of rain" (Yechezkel 1:28). The sages
said: 'The Work of the Chariot is from "And I looked AND, BEHOLD,
A STORM WIND" (Ibid. 4) until "As the appearance of the rainbow,"
these are the work of the Chariot.' And the sages further said: 'When
Rabbi Akiva was expounding the Work of the Chariot, fire came
down from heaven and engulfed the trees, and the ministering
angels assembled as though at a wedding feast.' FOR THE CHARIOT
IS THE SECRET OF THE UNITY OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF GROOM AND BRIDE. THIS IS THE
REASON FOR THE WORK OF THE CHARIOT TO CONCLUDE WITH
THE VERSE STARTING "AS THE APPEARANCE OF THE RAINBOW,"
for there is no unity and connection of the Chariot of the Yud Hei Vav
Hei with Adonai other than by means of the righteous one, WHICH IS
YESOD, also called 'rainbow'. For through him is the upper Chariot,
which is Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud, complete.
335. The Shechinah is the Work of Creation, and it has been taught:
'The Work of Creation may not be expounded in the presence of two
people.' Because the branches of the tree, WHICH ARE THE LIVING
CREATURES, are divided above in the wings of the living creatures,
with the Yud Hei Vav Hei to the right and Adonai to the left, FOR
ZEIR ANPIN IS THE SECRET OF THE CHASSADIM ON THE RIGHT,
AND MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT, WITHOUT ANY
UNIFICATION BETWEEN THEM, AND IT FOLLOWS that the
bridegroom is to the right while the bride is to the left. And when she
is brought to the wedding canopy with a number of types of melody,
Yisrael must awaken them from below TO THE UNIFICATION with
songs and praises and all sorts of melody in prayer, for, behold, they
are approaching the wedding canopy, NAMELY ARE COMING TO BE
UNITED.
336. And Yisrael must give THE RING of marriage FROM THE
BRIDEGROOM to the bride, with the knot of the hand Tefilin, so that
THE SHECHINAH should be bound to ZEIR ANPIN, and crown them
with the head Tefilin, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BRINGING DOWN
TO THEM THE MOCHIN OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, which is
glory (Heb. pe'er), as it is said: "Bind on your turban (Heb.
pe'er)" (Yechezkel 24:17). And the three loops of the strap UPON
THE MIDDLE FINGER parallel the three holies, which are 'Holy, Holy,
Holy" "They proclaim you thrice holy'. And they have to be blessed
with seven blessings, which are the seven blessings of the recital of
the Sh'ma, namely: two before and one after in the morning service,
and two before and two after in the evening service.

337. And the bride under the wedding canopy, NAMELY IN THE
UNITY OF THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA WHICH IS CALLED 'A
WEDDING CANOPY', is in the form of the wings of a precept, which,
in the fringes, are gilded. THAT IS TO SAY THAT THEY ARE BOUND
WITH BLUE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS DRAWN DOWN FROM THE LEFT SIDE OF
BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'GOLD'. AND THUS THE FRINGES ARE
AS THOUGH GILDED WITH BLUE. And the blue and the white THAT
ARE IN THE FRINGES are the Throne of Judgment and the Throne of
Mercy interwoven with each other, FOR BLUE IS JUDGMENT AND
WHITE IS MERCY. And there are a number of knots and links
surrounding THE FRINGES with a number of pearls and precious
stones, NAMELY THE LIGHTS OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM,
full of special qualities surrounding it in the form of bells and
pomegranates of the apparel of the King and the queen, which are
the four garments of white OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the four garments of
gold OF MALCHUT, which are from the side of the two names: The
Yud Hei Vav Hei and Adonai. As is His name, so is His throne, so is
His wedding canopy, so is His apparel. His name is marked on all,
FOR HE IS YESOD, WHO IS CALLED 'ALL' when He wishes to let
enter into His palace His groom and bride to be there, in the eighteen
blessings of the prayer, WHERE EIGHTEEN HINTS AT YESOD, which
is "As the appearance of the rainbow," NAMELY YESOD, AS ABOVE.
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54. Mystic speculations on the divine Chariot and prayer
Moses speaks about the Amidah prayer, and says that everyone should pray quietly so that his neighbor can not hear him. He says that prayer can
be learned from what is said about the sacrifices. We hear about Rabbi Akiva discussing the Work of the Chariot, and we are given another
explanation of the rainbow.
338. AND REGARDING THE AMIDAH PRAYER, THEY TAUGHT: 'The
Work of the Chariot may not be expounded before one person',
because he who expounds to a single person, is not THAT PERSON
NOW with him during the exposition, and are they not two? And he
does not have to let his voice be heard there in the prayer, but "only
her lips moved, but her voice was not heard" (I Shmuel 1:13). And in
this lies the secret of the verse: "and the stranger that comes near
shall be put to death" (Bemidbar 3:38). And so it is with prayer:
everyone should pray quietly in such a way that his prayer is not
heard by his neighbor, THIS BEING WHAT THEY REFERRED TO
WHEN THEY SAID: 'THE WORK OF THE CHARIOT MAY NOT BE
EXPOUNDED EVEN BEFORE ONE PERSON.' It is just as one who is
expounding to his fellow and he wants to silence the speech to him,
SO THAT HE SHOULD NOT HEAR; he does not have to do anything
other than speak in silence, and then his fellow will not hear. All this
is why the sages taught: 'One who says the prayer so that it can be
heard is of small Faith'.
339. And this is why the heavenly living creatures of fire speak as
the branches of the tree, WHICH ARE THE MINISTERING ANGELS
who assemble there at the wedding feast. And where is this to
happen? At the unification of the recital of the Sh'ma, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE WEDDING CANOPY, for there IT IS SAID: "I heard
the noise of their wings" (Yechezkel 1:24), FOR THE LOWER UNITY,
YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD, IS NOT YET THERE AND
THEY ARE THEREFORE SPEAKING. And there are 64 for each of the
four wings. THAT IS TO SAY: THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, EACH
OF WHICH IS COMPOSED OF FOUR, MAKE SIXTEEN LIVING
CREATURES. EACH LIVING CREATURE HAS FOUR WINGS, MAKING
A TOTAL OF 64 WINGS. BUT THE WINGS ARE INTERWOVEN AND
THERE ARE FOUR WINGS IN EACH WING, THUS 64 HAS TO BE
multiplied by four, making 256, and this is: "Sing (Heb. ronu = 256)
with gladness for Jacob" (Yirmeyah 31:6). And when will this be?
After he has wreaked vengeance on those who hate him and burnt
their deities, as it is written: "but when the wicked perish, there is
jubilation (Heb. rinah)" (Mishlei 11:10) WHICH HAS THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF 256, TOGETHER WITH THE ONE THAT REPRESENTS
THE INCLUSION.
340. And the 64 are derived from eight TIMES az (lit. 'then' = eight);
FOR AZ INDICATES THE EIGHT LETTERS OF THE UNITY, YUD
ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD, and thus the 64 is DERIVED
from eight TIMES az. AND WITH THE 64 ON each of the four corners,
the total is 256. And when he reaches heart (Heb. lev = 32), which is
four times az, which is four times the letter Chet, Yud is joined with
them on each side, making 'Hashem lives', NAMELY THAT YESOD
WHICH IS CALLED 'LIVING' JOINS WITH THE YUD HEI VAV HEI in
the eighteen blessings of the prayer, in which the Yud Hei Vav Hei
appears eighteen times, for a total of 72 LETTERS. At the moment
the Yud Hei Vav Hei is joined with Adonai by the Living (eighteen) of
the Worlds, namely Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud IS
FORMED BY YESOD, WHO IS CALLED 'LIFE OF THE WORLDS'.
Immediately, the living creatures of fire fall silent, FOR AT THE TIME
OF THE UNIFICATION THEY ARE QUIET. What is written about
them? "When they stood, they let down their wings" (Yechezkel
1:24), THE MEANING OF WHICH IS: When Yisrael stands in prayer,
THIS BEING THE TIME OF THE UNIFICATION, they let down their
wings, that their presence should not be felt, until that time NAMELY
THEY FALL SILENT.
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341. And this is the meaning of "Only her lips moved, but her voice
was not heard," where lips refer to the wings of the living creatures.
For the electrum was PREVIOUSLY living creatures of fire who were
speaking, while NOW they are silent. And this is why silent prayer
was ordained, and thus the Work of the Chariot is without sound, for
he speaks there to himself in a whisper. Three prayers were ordained
and in each one the Yud Hei Vav Hei is ENUNCIATED eighteen
TIMES, making 72 letters in each prayer, in the CONCLUDING
SENTENCES OF EACH OF THE eighteen blessings, AND 3 X 72
makes 216 LETTERS that are included in Chesed. AND THREE X 72,
together with the 32 paths OF CHOCHMAH comes to 250 minus two,
NAMELY, ADDS UP TO 248, WHICH IS CHESED, that are included in
the Central Column, WHICH IS CHESED.

342. From what is said about the sacrifices, prayer can be learned,
and prayer is deduced from the sacrifices. Just as it is said ABOVE
ABOUT PRAYER, "I heard the noise of their wings" (Yechezkel 1:24),
so with regard to the Cherubs, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
SACRIFICE, NAMELY OF THE UNIFICATION OF THE HOLY NAME
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI THAT IS ATTAINED THROUGH THE
SACRIFICE, AS IT IS SAID: "Then he heard the voice speaking to
him" (Bemidbar 7:89). AND SO WE DEDUCE ABOUT PRAYER FROM
THE SACRIFICES. ABOUT THE LATTER IT IS WRITTEN: "THE VOICE
SPEAKING" WHICH HINTS AT BOTH VOICE AND SPEECH, WHICH
ARE THE YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI. SIMILARLY, ABOUT
PRAYER IT IS SAID ONLY: "I HEARD THE NOISE OF THEIR WINGS,"
WITHOUT SPEECH BEING MENTIONED IN THIS CONTEXT.
NEVERTHELESS, SPEECH IS ALSO INCLUDED THERE. Just as with
the ramp OF THE ALTAR, on which sacrifices and burnt offerings
ascend and descend, so in the prayer two angels ascend and two
descend. And so it was at Mount Sinai, where Moses and Aaron
ascended the mountain and descended, NAMELY two went up and
two came down. And all the precepts of the Torah are implied in this
precept OF PRAYER.
343. Thus, when Rabbi Akiva started to discuss the Work of the
Chariot, his mouth was Sinai and his voice was a ladder on which
angels ascended and descended. With every speech of his, the angel
Metatron would ride on it. He is a vehicle of the Shechinah, for
included in him are the Sfirot of the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, which is Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph.
They are inside, while the Shechinah, which is composed of ten
Sfirot, is outside ON HIM. And the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah are rechev (lit. 'vehicle', masc.) and Merkavah (lit.
'Chariot', fem.). The Central Column is a vehicle to the Cause of
Causes, WHICH IS THE ENDLESS LIGHT, while his Shechinah is a
vehicle for the Central Column. And the Cause of Causes, WHICH IS
THE INFINITE ONE, is the All-uniting and the All-arranging and the
All- illuminating. His light passes through the soul and body and
apparel, and He is unchanging, and without partnership, or account
or picture or likeness of any Chariot or vision or likeness that the
MIND'S eyes can summon up. The upper and lower steps are a
vehicle and Chariot to him, but none ride on Him.
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344. The rainbow (Heb. keshet - Kof Shin Tav) stands for initials of
teki'ah, shevarim, teru'ah and they are a sign for the patriarchs'
Chariot. Teki'ah is Abraham, shevarim Isaac, and teru'ah is Jacob,
about whom it is said: "And the trumpet blast (Heb. TERU'AH) of a
king is among them" (Bemidbar 23:21). And in it three colors are
visible: white, red, and green. From the side of Gvurah it, YESOD, is
called "The bows of the mighty are broken" (I Shmuel, 2:4), and from
the right side, WHICH IS CHESED, IT IS CALLED "As the appearance
of the rainbow that is in the cloud in the day of rain" (Yechezkel
1:28). When it appears on a rainy day, Mercy is visible, but when it
appears when there is no rain, Judgment is visible. And when it is
blended in between rain and sun, this shows that Mercy and
Judgment are both apparent. And this is the letter Shin of Shadai
(Shin Dalet Yud), THAT TEACHES ABOUT the three branches of the
patriarchs, namely: The Yud Hei Vav Hei, Our Elohim, the Yud Hei
Vav Hei, these being the three names that parallel the three branches
of the patriarchs, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET.
AND THESE THREE NAMES contain Yud Dalet (= fourteen) the
letters of which form the Dalet Yud of Shadai. AND SHADAI IS
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the apparel of Shadai IS Metatron,
which has the same numerical value as Shadai.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

55. He who says "A praise of David" every day
Rabbi Elazar says that one must recite the title psalm three times each day - twice for the food of mortal man, and once to give force to the world
above.
345. Rabbi Shimon said: Let he who has started continue! (THIS IS
THE REACTION OF RABBI SHIMON TO RABBI ELAZAR'S WORDS,
SEE ABOVE 237). Rabbi Elazar said, we learned: Whoever recites the
psalm "A praise of David" (Tehilim 145) three times daily is sure to
inherit the World to Come. And we have already learned the reason,
NAMELY THAT IT CONTAINS THE VERSE: "YOU OPEN YOUR HAND,
AND SATISFY THE DESIRE OF EVERY LIVING THING" (TEHILIM
145:16), THIS BEING A PRAYER OVER FOOD. HE ASKS, IF THE
REASON has to do with sustenance and food for all the worlds,
THEN HE SHOULD SAY IT TWICE each day, in the morning and the
evening, for it is written: "When Hashem shall give you in the
evening meat to eat, and in the morning your fill of bread" (Shemot
16:8). If a man eats only twice a day, why should he have to recite it
three times daily? THE ANSWER IS that he says it twice for the food
of mortal man, and for the whole world, and once is to give force to
that place where His hands are open.
346. These two foodstuffs OF MAN differ from each other, FOR THE
ONE IS FOR THE RICH AND THE OTHER FOR THE POOR. And all
three types of food are mentioned here in the psalm "A PRAISE OF
DAVID." "and you give them their food in due season" (Tehilim
145:15) refers to the food of the rich, for He gives "them their food in
due season." This is the first of the three. The second is "and satisfy
the desire of every living thing" (Tehilim 145:16). This refers to the
food of the poor, for they are satisfied not with much food but with
what He satisfied them with. The third is the verse "You open your
hand" (Ibid.), this being strength to that place, for when He opens
His hands, favor and abundance for all emerge.
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347. Again, I have learned that A MAN HAS TO SAY "A PRAISE OF
DAVID" twice a day only for his daily food and sustenance. And
these TWO TIMES are mandatory for a person. And if he says it more
than twice, this is not in fulfillment of an obligation, but in praise
among the songs of praise of King David. What is the reason? It is
because it is not fitting that a man should ask for his sustenance
until after the prayer, FOR THE PRAYER ITSELF is his Master's
sustenance, and the King should eat first, and his servants should
eat afterwards.

56. "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk my wine with my milk"
Rabbi Elazar explains the title verse in the context of the recital of the Sh'ma.
348. It is written: "I am come into my garden, my sister, my bride; I
have gathered my myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb
with my honey; I have drunk my wine with my milk" (Shir Hashirim
5:1). The verse continues: "Eat, O dear ones." "I have eaten my
honeycomb" refers to that part of the prayer service that is said
seated; NAMELY FROM 'WHO FORMS LIGHT AND CREATES
DARKNESS...' UNTIL THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA. "with my honey"
refers to the recital of the Sh'ma. HE EXPLAINS, "I have eaten my
honeycomb (Heb. ya'ar)" refers to that part of the prayer service that
is said seated, BECAUSE the forest (Heb. ya'ar) of Lebanon WHICH
IS THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, INCLUDES, 'Who forms light and
creates darkness,' including the wheels and the holy living
creatures, all of which are called 'the forest of trees' and the saplings
in it. "with my honey" refers to the recital of the Sh'ma, which is the
sweetest of all, with much nectar and sweetness.
349. "I have drunk my wine" is that part of the prayer service that is
said standing, for it is the drawing down of the upper cellared wine,
WHICH IS THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN BINAH,
AND IT IS THEREFORE SAID ABOUT IT "I HAVE DRUNK MY WINE."
And this is in the first three OF THE EIGHTEEN blessings OF THE
AMIDAH, PARALLELING CHOCHMAH, BINAH, AND DA'AT. "with my
milk" refers to the final three blessings OF THE AMIDAH, AND THEY
PARALLEL NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD. AND THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHASSADIM IS TERMED MILK. And the ones are included in
each other, NAMELY THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH AND OF
CHASSADIM ARE INCLUDED IN EACH OTHER. To this point is the
food of the King. And after the King has eaten, "Eat, O dear ones,"
NAMELY THE ANGELS, "drink deep, O living companions" below,
NAMELY THE SOULS.
350. And thus there is no obligation TO OFFER PRAISES for food
until after the prayer, NAMELY UNTIL AFTER THE KING HAS EATEN,
AS ABOVE. And what is the reason FOR THE RECITAL OF "A
PRAISE OF DAVID" (TEHILIM 145) IN THE AFTERNOON SERVICE
BEFORE THE AMIDAH? IT IS BECAUSE THE AFTERNOON SERVICE
PARALLELS ISAAC, WHICH IS JUDGMENT. SO before there is harsh
judgment, NAMELY BEFORE THE PRAYER, while the King's
countenance is still shining WITH CHESED (LIT. 'FAVOR'), let him
say "A praise of David" in that order of foodstuffs IN THE THREE
ASPECTS, for after THE PRAYER when Judgment prevails and
impends over the world, it is an inappropriate time for that. Rabbi
Pinchas came and kissed him.

57. Now there was a day when the sons of Elohim came to present themselves before Hashem"
Rabbi Shimon talks about Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year), when harsh judgment is present in the world, telling us that the day spoken of in
the title was Rosh Hashanah. We learn that "the sons of Elohim" are the supreme court, the seventy officials who always surround the King, and that
everyone must take care to honor the Holy Name in order to avoid judgment.
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351. Rabbi Yehuda said to Rabbi Shimon, Let my master say some
beautiful things about Rosh Hashanah. Rabbi Shimon began by
quoting: "there was (Heb. vayehi) a day" (Iyov 1:6). Wherever it is
written: vayehi, IT IS A TERM OF anguish. "Now there was a day"
refers to anguish. Certainly "Now there was a day" refers to a day on
which there is anguish, and this is Rosh Hashanah, a day on which
harsh judgment is on the world. SIMILARLY: "And it happened one
day, that Elisha passed to Shunem" (II Melachim 4:8) was on the day
of Rosh Hashanah. And wherever it is said "And it happened one
day" the day referred to is Rosh Hashanah. CONSEQUENTLY, "Now
there was a day when the sons of the Elohim came to present
themselves before Hashem" (Iyov 1:6) refers to the day of Rosh
Hashanah.

352. Rosh Hashanah always lasts for two days. What is the reason
for this? It is so that Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH IS
THE ASPECT OF ROSH HASHANAH, should be composed of
Judgment and Mercy, WHICH ARE two days, and ISAAC WILL not BE
JUST one. For WERE ISAAC TO BE just one, WITHOUT THE
INCLUSION OF MERCY, he would destroy the world, and this is why
it is written IN JOB twice: "Now there was a day THAT THE SONS OF
ELOHIM CAME TO PRESENT THEMSELVES BEFORE
HASHEM" (IYOV 1:6; 2:1).
353. "the sons of the Elohim came": These are certainly the supreme
court, the sons of the Elohim, before whom the sons of the King,
NAMELY YISRAEL, draw near. And they are the seventy officials who
always surround the King, and they decree Judgment on the world.
"to present themselves before (lit. 'upon') Hashem": HE ASKS, do
they stand upon Hashem? HE ANSWERS, No, but when they stand
to judge THE WORLD, the first to be judged is the one who does not
honor the Holy Name and does not respect the Torah and His
servants. So, too, whoever is not concerned about the honor of the
Holy Name, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, that it be not desecrated in
the land, and whoever is not concerned over the honor of the Holy
One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, he does not give honor to
this Name. "and the adversary came also amongst them" (Ibid.):
"also" adds the female of the adversary, LILIT. And so it is here: "to
present themselves before Hashem" means that the Satan, too, was
concerned for the honor of this Name, THAT IS TO SAY, HE CAME
TO INCITE ABOUT THIS.

58. The righteous suffer, the wicked thrive
Rav Hamnuna tells Elijah that a righteous man whose sins are few is punished in this world, but a man with many sins and a few good deeds is
rewarded in this world. He goes on to say that people must confess their own sins to God and then He will hear, judge, and forgive him.
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354. Here the ancient pillars of the world were divided. One said: Job
was one of the pious of the nations of the world, and another said:
Job was one of the pious of Yisrael, but was smitten in order to find
atonement for the world. One day Rav Hamnuna found Elijah and
said to him: We have definitely learned that there is a righteous man
in adversity and a wicked man who prospers. RAV HAMNUNA
EXPLAINED AND said: A righteous man is one whose sins are few
and who pays the price for them in this world, and thus is a
righteous man in adversity. But if his sins are many and his good
deeds few, then he receives his reward in this world, AND THUS is a
wicked man who prospers. He said to him: The judgments of the
Master of the World are profound, but when the Holy One, blessed
be He, wants to make atonement for the sins of the generation, He
smites their arm and through this action the generation is healed. It
can be likened to a doctor who smites, NAMELY LETS BLOOD IN the
arm in order to save all the parts, as it is written: "But he was
wounded because of our transgressions" (Yeshayah 53:5).

355. As we have learned, on that day of Rosh Hashanah, seventy
seats of justice arise to judge the world, many for the defense and
many for the prosecution standing on high, those on the right for
innocence and those on the left for guilt, to recall the sins of the
world and the sins of each individual. A man has therefore to
CONFESS AND specify his sins, each one just as it is, for whoever
expounds his sins BEFORE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
judgment is passed on him by the Holy One, blessed be He, and by
no other. And whoever is judged by the Holy One, blessed be He, it
is for his good. This is why King David requested: "Judge me,
Elohim" (Tehilim 43:1), You and none other. Similarly, Solomon said,
"that He maintain the cause of His servant" (I Melachim, 8:59). He
and no other. And the HEAVENLY court leaves him.

356. This is why the sins of every limb have to be expounded, and
everything that he did in detail, as it is written: "I acknowledge my
sin to You" (Tehilim 32:5). And this same verse concludes: "and You
forgave the iniquity of my sin. Se'la." How do we know this? We
know it from Moses, for it is written: "This people has sinned a great
sin" (Shemot 32:31). And about Yisrael is written: "We have sinned
because we have forsaken Hashem" (I Shmuel 12:10). Should you
suggest THAT THE VERSE ABOUT MOSES refers to an individual
alone, while in public one does not HAVE TO SPECIFY ONE'S SINS,
then the other verse "WE HAVE SINNED BECAUSE WE HAVE
FORSAKEN HASHEM" comes to teach the opposite, FOR IT IS SAID
IN PUBLIC. And should you agree that it is to be in public, but that it
is not the cantor WHO HAS TO DETAIL THE SINS, the opposite is
suggested, as it is written: "And Moses returned to Hashem and
said: This people has sinned a great sin." And it is written in the
continuation of the same verse: "and have made them an Elohim of
gold." What is the reason? It is because the heavenly court leaves
alone the person who expounds his own sins AND DOES NOT FIND
HIM GUILTY. Because a man may be considered as one of his own
close relatives, AND A RELATIVE IS UNACCEPTABLE AS A
WITNESS. He is, THEREFORE, not judged according to his OWN
testimony.
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357. Again, he does not let the prosecutor teach guilt and fault about
him, because the person himself comes first and tells all, leaving
nothing for anyone else to mention. Then the Holy One, blessed be
He, forgives him, as it is written: "But whoever confesses and
forsakes them shall have mercy" (Mishlei 28:13).

59. Rosh Hashanah
We learn why Rosh Hashanah lasts for two days, and that when people are coming to be judged Yisrael comes in first. It is important that we know
the meaning of the blowing of the Shofar that arouses leniency and mercy.
358. On the days of Rosh Hashanah, the court prepares a throne for
the King to judge the whole world. Yisrael comes in first to be judged
before Him, so that Mercy will multiply, NAMELY BEFORE ANGER IS
AROUSED AT THE SINNERS OF THE WORLD. It is written "that He
maintain...the cause of his people Yisrael, as each day may
require" (I Melachim 8:59). What is the meaning of "as each day may
require"? THE MEANING IS the two days of Rosh Hashanah. And
why are there two days? Because they are two courts joined
together. There is the upper judgment, which is harsh, and the lower
judgment that is lenient, and both of them exist.

359. And in this respect the Babylonians did not know the secret of
the Sh'varim and T'ruah and that both of them are required. The
T'ruah is strict judgment. The three notes of the Sh'varim are lenient
judgment, AND IT IS LIKE someone who groans FROM HIS HEART,
which is soft. They did not know WHICH OF THE TWO WAS
REQUIRED, AND they THEREFORE had both of them. But we know
BOTH, THAT BOTH OF THEM ARE REQUIRED, and do both OF
THEM. And everything comes out by the way of truth.

360. He began by quoting: "Blow the horn at the new moon, in
concealment for our feast day. For it is a statute for Yisrael, an
ordinance of the Elohim of Jacob" (Tehilim 81:4-5). What is "Blow
the horn at the new moon"? It means the lenient judgment, that is
called "new moon." And what is "in concealment"? This is harsh
judgment, which is ALSO TERMED 'the fear of Isaac'. It is a judgment
that is concealed permanently, NAMELY THE MANULA, which is not
judgment openly, FOR IT IS CONCEALED IN THE UPPER THREE
SFIROT, AS ABOVE. "For it is a statute" refers to lenient judgment,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE MAFTECHA, WHICH IS IN THE
OPEN. "an ordinance" refers to judgment contained with
compassion, and the two of them are there together, AS IN THE
PARAGRAPH ABOVE, and this is why there are two days OF ROSH
HASHANAH, both of which are in the same secret.
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361. "Happy is the people that know teru'ah" (Tehilim 89:15). It does
not say "that hear," nor does it say "that blow the sounds OF A
TERU'AH," but "that know." This is because ONLY the sages who
dwell in the atmosphere of the holy land are the ones who know
teru'ah. The secret of the teru'ah is as it is written: "You shall break
them (Heb. teroem) with a rod of iron" (Tehilim 2:9). What people is
there like Yisrael, who know the heavenly secrets of their Master and
enter in before Him and associate with Him. And all those who know
the secret of the teru'ah will draw near and walk in the light of the
countenance of the Holy One, blessed be He, because this is the first
light that the Holy One, blessed be He, hid for the righteous. This is
why it is necessary to know it, THE T'RUAH.

60. The appendix of the liver, gall, trachea, esophagus and the Shofar
Rav Hamnuna talks about the iniquity of Lilit and Samael, saying that they are the liver and the appendix, and that from them emerge the gall that is
the sword of the Angel of Death. On Rosh Hashanah the gall wanders the world collecting up sins, and all of Yisrael are in trouble; this is when they
blow the Shofar.
362. It is written: "the appendix of the liver" (Vayikra 9:10), and also:
"the appendix above the liver" (Ibid. 3:4). "the appendix of the liver"
MEANS a woman of harlotry, THAT IS LILIT, who comes out and
emerges from the liver, THAT IS SAMAEL, to mislead the world and
denounce them, and she leaves the male to practice prostitution.
And that is why IT IS WRITTEN: "the appendix of the liver"; "the
appendix above the liver" MEANS THAT, after making her adulterous
union, she rises above him. She has "a harlot's forehead" (Yirmeyah
3:3) and subdues her husband, who is SAMAEL, WHO IS CALLED
'liver', with the anger of the gall, being a quarrelsome and angerprone wife who rules over her male. THUS "The harlot's forehead"
has control over the liver, WHICH IS SAMAEL, BECAUSE SHE IS a
woman of quarrel and anger AND IS THEREFORE CALLED "THE
APPENDIX ABOVE THE LIVER."

363. "the appendix of the liver:" BECAUSE SHE emerges from the
liver, WHO, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE, IS SAMAEL HER HUSBAND, in
order to harm the whole world and practice adultery with all. She
then mounts the male, with "a harlot's forehead," audaciously, and
she is then above the liver. Again, she is called "the appendix of the
liver," from another point of view, for after she has gone out to play
prostitute with all, she gives the leftovers to her husband, and this is
the meaning of "the appendix of the liver," appendix MEANING THE
REMAINING LEFTOVERS.
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364. From the liver and the appendix, WHICH ARE SAMAEL AND
LILIT, emerges the gall, which is the sword of the Angel of Death,
from which come bitter drops to kill human beings. It is written: "Her
end is bitter (Heb. marah, also meaning 'gall') as
wormwood" (Mishlei 5:4). And the gall is hanging over the liver, all
sickness and death being dependent on it, ON THE KLIPAH THAT IS
CALLED 'GALL'. And on that day of Rosh Hashanah, she prowls
through the world, collecting up all the sins that are in the world.
And then all the parts, which are Yisrael, are in trouble, FOR
YISRAEL is composed of the parts of the Shechinah, AS IT IS SAID:
"The soul of man is the candle of Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27), WHICH
MEANS THAT THE SOUL OF MAN IS DERIVED FROM THE CANDLE
OF HASHEM, which is the holy Shechinah. And then, on ROSH
HASHANAH, all Yisrael is in trouble, so they take a Shofar to awaken
with those calls: T'kiah, Sh'varim, T'ruah.
Moses talks about the participation of the body - the trachea, the
lungs, the arteries, the breath, the esophagus and the mouth - in the
blowing of the Shofar. He says that the Satan has no control on Yom
Kippur, the Day of Atonement. Yisrael's strength is in the voice, not
in eating and drinking like everyone else in the world, and it is
necessary to awaken the voice with the ten Shofar verses.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
365. Said the Faithful Shepherd: Certain it is that since the limbs and
the arteries of the heart, that are likened to Yisrael, are in trouble,
they have to awaken in the trachea pipe, which is the secret of the
Shofar, this being the windpipe connected to the lung. Since the
lobes of the lung are unable to quiet the anger of the gall, which
overcomes the arteries of the heart and all the arteries in the limbs of
the body, that breath, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM that
blows in them, rises in the trachea, which is a Shofar, namely the
next world. FOR A SHOFAR IS THE SECRET OF BINAH THAT IS
CALLED 'THE NEXT WORLD'. And so it has been taught: The
esophagus is like this world, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT,
for there is eating and drinking in it, NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF
CHASSADIM AND CHOCHMAH THAT ARE TERMED EATING AND
DRINKING. The trachea is likened to the next world, WHICH IS
BINAH, for there is no eating and drinking in it, FOR THOSE MOCHIN
ARE NOT DISCLOSED THERE IN BINAH, BUT IN MALCHUT.

366. And after the Vav of trachea (Heb. VESHET - VAV SHIN TET) has
wandered off (HEB. SHAT - SHIN TET), because of the great amount
of eating that it robbed, it grew longer, AND THE VAV BECAME A
FINAL NUN and becomes the Satan (Sin Tet Nun). Who caused that?
"the people wandered about (Heb. shatu) and gathered..." (Bemidbar
11:8), 'SHATU', CAN BE DERIVED FROM THE WORD 'SH'TUT' (LIT.
'STUPIDITY'). FOR THAT ONE brought about their stupidity in that
they intermingled with the foolish mixed multitude whose craving
was for food and drink and robbery and violence, "For the violence
done to the poor, for the sighing of the needy" (Tehilim 12:6). They
went astray with a bent Nun, for they ate without grinding it. And
what is written about them? "And while the meat was yet between
their teeth, before it was chewed, the wrath of Hashem was inflamed
against the people" (Bemidbar 11:33). For the Vav of shatu (Shin Tet
Vav), wandered about, expanded AND BECAME A FINAL NUN, THUS
MAKING THE SATAN. And he whose spirit is bowed down is as a
BENT Nun, THAT IS TO SAY THAT THE SANCTITY HAD BECOME A
BENT NUN, BUT THE OTHER SIDE A STRAIGHT FINAL NUN. And the
result of this was that the Satan spread through eating and drinking
and overcame all the limbs and the arteries with the 365 negative
precepts, FOR ALL 365 DAYS OF THE SOLAR YEAR. And this is as
the numerical value of HaSatan (the Satan), minus one, which is THE
DAY OF Yom Kippur, on which there is no eating and drinking. THUS
the Satan HAS NO CONTROL ON THE DAY OF ATONEMENT, AND IS
SHORT ONE DAY OF THE FULL 365.
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367. AND THE DAY OF ATONEMENT is like the trachea OF THE
LUNG, WHICH IS BINAH AND THE NEXT WORLD, AS ABOVE. And it
is Vav, the son (Heb. ben) of Yud Hei. And in respect thereof, the
sages of the Mishnah taught: "If one sees a reed (Heb. kaneh) in a
dream, he may hope for wisdom, for it says "Get (Heb. k'neh)
wisdom, get understanding" (Mishlei 4:5). For there is no kaneh that
is less than two, namely: Yud Chochmah, Hei Binah, FOR THERE IS
NO BINAH WITHOUT CHOCHMAH AND NO CHOCHMAH WITHOUT
BINAH. And this is why they should awaken the Shofar, for it is a
trachea, AS ABOVE, which is the next world, a long world, THAT
RECEIVES FROM ARICH (LIT. 'LONG') ANPIN, from whom come the
thirteen attributes of Mercy, because in Vav Aleph Vav, of which the
Aleph is THE SECRET OF Erech (lit. 'long'), and the two Vavs are
THE SECRET OF Apayim (suffering, lit. 'two noses').
368. And Upper Mother is teki'ah from the side of Abraham, WHO IS
CHESED. Shevarim are from the side of Isaac, WHO IS GVURAH.
Teru'ah is from the side of Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET. The lower
Shechinah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the link (Heb. kesher - Kof Shin
Resh) between them all, for it receives them all. AND THE WORD
KESHER IS FORMED FROM THE INITIAL LETTERS OF TEKI'AH,
SHEVARIM, TERU'AH, where teki'ah is Kof, shevarim is Shin, and
teru'ah is Resh. And all of them are tripled in the Shechinah, as it is
written: 'They proclaim you thrice holy'. For the voice cannot come
out OF THE BODY other than through the mouth. So here, too, the
Shechinah must not be separated from the Holy One, blessed be He,
for about the Holy One, blessed be He, it is said: "The voice of
Hashem hews out flames of fire" (Tehilim 29:7). And the Shechinah
is "the prayer of every mouth." And these are the mnemonics: Kof
Shin Resh Kof; Kof Shin Kof; Kof Resh Kof. AND THE BLOWS ARE
EXPLAINED ABOVE.
369. The Shofar is taken in order to awaken with it T'ruah and T'kiah,
WHICH ARE harsh Judgment with Mercy, FOR THE T'RUAH IS
HARSH JUDGMENT, AND T'KIAH IS MERCY. And Sh'varim T'KIAH
means lenient Judgment with Mercy, SINCE SHEVARIM IS LENIENT
JUDGMENT AND T'KIAH IS MERCY. And then they thus awaken on
high and intermingle with each other, THAT IS, JUDGMENT WITH
MERCY AND MERCY WITH JUDGMENT.
370. And in the compilation of the first section, the Faithful Shepherd
said that through this the Satan was sweetened and the final Nun of
veshet (lit. 'esophagus' - Vav Shin Tet), was folded AND IT
RETURNED TO BE A VAV. Where the ESOPHAGUS became the
Satan, it is now put back, and becomes an esophagus again, as it
was. This is because "the voice is the voice of Jacob" (Beresheet
27:22), for Yisrael have no power through eating and drinking, as do
the other nations who inherit this world, for their strength is in eating
and drinking. But AS FOR YISRAEL, their strength is in the voice,
which is the next world, a long world that was created with the letter
Yud. And since the voice of the Shofar WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
THE MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE CALLED 'VOICE', WHICH
RECEIVES FROM SHOFAR, WHICH IS BINAH, emerges from it,
FROM THE YUD WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, the sages said: 'one may
not blow less than...ten Shofar verses' NAMELY CORRESPONDING
TO THE LETTER YUD (= ten). For with the letter Yud is certainly
made a long world, which is Vav, the next world, NAMELY THAT
RECEIVES MOCHIN OF THE NEXT WORLD, AS ABOVE. And with the
letter Hei He created this world, which is small Hei, NAMELY
MALCHUT, in which there is eating and drinking of the Torah,
NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM THAT ARE
CALLED 'EATING' AND 'DRINKING'.
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371. And there is yet another secret. For after the decree is enacted
in the two letters Hei Hei, which are the two courts OF BINAH AND
OF MALCHUT, who is able to rescind the decree of both of them, if
not the YUD VAV OF Yud Hei Vav Hei. For the letter Hei OF is Upper
Mother, BINAH, and Yud is father, CHOCHMAH. And what is written?
"Every vow and every binding oath to afflict the soul (which is Hei
THAT IS CALLED 'SOUL', HEB. NEFESH), her husband may let it
stand or her husband may make it void" (Bemidbar 30:14). HERE
YUD IS THE HUSBAND OF THE FIRST HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, AND
VAV IS THE HUSBAND OF THE SECOND HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
THUS THE YUD AND VAV CAN RESCIND THE DECREE OF THE TWO
HEIS, (the two courts). It is thus necessary to awaken the voice, that
is Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with the ten Shofar verses, that is
Yud, IN ORDER TO ANNUL THE JUDGMENTS OF THE TWO (HEIS)
COURTS, WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT. And the main thing is
that each of the mnemonics (the order of the prescribed blowing
sounds) should be sounded in one breath, in the mouth, which is the
tenth part of ten, (the mnemonics being KOF SHIN RESH KOF
(standing for the SHOFAR calls: T'KIAH, SHEVARIM, T'RUAH,
T'KIAH); KOF SHIN KOF (standing for the calls: TEKI'AH, SHEVARIM,
T'KIAH); and KOF RESH KOF (standing for T'KIAH, T'RUAH, T'KIAH)).
372. Immediately on hearing these matters, Rabbi Shimon and the
friends exclaimed: Blessed be Elohim that we have been privileged
to hear such matters from him, who is called 'the master of all the
prophets', 'master of all the sages', 'master of all the ministering
angels', through whose mouth the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah speak, and by whose hands He wrote these secrets, the
like of which have not been heard since the revelation of the Torah
until now.

373. The FAITHFUL SHEPHERD said TO RABBI SHIMON: holy
luminary, complete the matters of the secrets of the first compilation
part, by expounding on them, for the heads of all of the academies
on high and the heads of all the academies below are ready to hear
these things from your mouth, with your clarifications. For thereby
will rejoicing and redemption awaken in heaven above and on the
earth below. "Give no rest" (Yeshayah 62:7), neither you nor any of
your friends.

61. The liver and the heart
Rabbi Shimon says that the heart (God) takes from the liver only that which is pure and clean, leaving all the foulness for Samael, who distributes it
to the idol worshipping nations.
374. With T'ruah and T'kiah and Sh'varim, everything is perfumed,
one with the other, FOR ALL OF THE JUDGMENTS ARE MITIGATED,
and everything that the liver is holding it sacrifices to the heart,
which is the King, to nourish him. And it is neither the way of that
heart, nor its desire, the foulness of the deeds of His people, but He
takes everything that is clear and pure, NAMELY all the merits and
the good deeds, while all the foulness, the filth and the dirt, which
are the bad deeds He leaves for the liver, WHICH IS SAMAEL, about
whom it is said: "Esau...is a hairy (Heb. sair) man" (Beresheet 27:11).
And all its arteries, which are the other idol-worshipping peoples, are
as it is written: "And the goat (Heb. seir) shall bear upon him all their
iniquities" (Vayikra 16:22). What is meant by "their iniquities" (Heb.
avonotam)? avonot tam, namely the iniquities of a tam, a complete
man, the reference being to the same one about whom it is said:
"And Jacob was a plain (Heb. tam) man" (Beresheet 25:27). And the
iniquities of His people are in the arteries AND SINEWS that pulsate
in the heart.
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375. And this is why boils and leprosy and skin sores of all the limbs
are to be found in the liver, deriving from the filth that remains there.
From the heart comes health for all the limbs, for that is how it is:
since the heart took all that is pure, clean, and bright, the liver takes
what is left over there of the dirt and the filth and distributes it to all
the other limbs, which are the other idol worshipping nations,
against their will. And from the garbage, the refuse of the liver, the
spleen, WHICH IS LILIT, takes, about whom it is said: "Let there be
lights" (Beresheet 1:14), where the word 'lights' is spelled without
Vav, WHICH CAN ALSO BE READ AS M'ERAT, 'THE CURSE OF,'
BECAUSE LILIT WAS CREATED, as in the verse: "The curse (Heb.
M'erat) of Hashem is in the house of the wicked" (Mishlei 3:33).

62. The spleen and the gall
Moses talks about the spleen that is laughter and the gall that is anger, and says that anger is better than laughter; this illustrates his point that the
righteous are punished now for their sins so that they will inherit the World to Come.
376. More was compiled in this first section. The Faithful Shepherd
said, Did not the sages teach about it: The spleen laughs, and this is
"the laughter of the fool" (Kohelet 7:6)? For this reason the sages of
the Mishnah taught: Woe to him to whom time laughs. FOR HE
RECEIVES HIS REWARD DURING HIS LIFETIME. And Kohelet said:
"Anger is better than laughter" (Kohelet 7:3). THE MEANING OF THIS
IS: The anger of the liver, which is the gall, the whiplash of the Holy
One, blessed be He, is a whip with which to beat the righteous in this
world with bad illnesses and plagues. AND THIS IS BETTER than the
laughter with which the spleen, WHICH IS LILIT, laughs at us, with
the dirt of this world, and better than the laughter of time, namely
temporary wealth. FOR THEY RECEIVE IN THIS WORLD THE
REWARD OF THE GOOD DEEDS THAT THEY DID, SO THAT THEY
SHOULD UTTERLY PERISH FROM THE NEXT WORLD, WHILE THE
RIGHTEOUS RECEIVE THE PUNISHMENT FOR THE SINS THEY
HAVE COMMITTED IN THIS WORLD SO THAT THEY WILL INHERIT
THE NEXT WORLD. Again, venom of the spleen is a reptile of the
dust, which is stronger than the venom of the gall.
377. And since the mixed multitude are the leaven in the dough,
NAMELY THEY INTERMINGLED WITH YISRAEL AS LEAVEN IN THE
DOUGH and the nations of the world are like chaff, the mixed
multitude delays Yisrael in exile more than do the idol-worshipping
nations, as the sages taught. But what prevents us? The leaven in
the dough." FOR THE MIXED MULTITUDE stick to Yisrael as does
the leaven to the dough, but the nations of the world are no more
than "like the chaff which the wind drives away" (Tehilim 1:4).

63. The scapegoat, the liver and the heart
The Faithful Shepherd explains how the goat bears all of Yisrael's iniquities.
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378. Again: "And the goat shall bear upon him all their
iniquities" (Vayikra 16:22). When the Satan wants to inform against
Yisrael before the Holy One, blessed be He, and he bears all the sins
that he can carry, until he becomes heavy (Heb. kaved, which word
also means 'liver') "like a heavy burden they are too heavy for" him
(Tehilim 38:5), THAT HE CARRIES upon his wings. What does he do?
He, like an ass, ascends a high mountain, and when he gets near the
top and wants to climb up that little bit more that is left for him, the
weight of the burden overcomes him, and he falls, and tumbles down
to the bottom, and with the weight of the burden pressing on him, all
his bones are broken into pieces, until not a single limb in him
remains whole. Thus, too, did it happen to Samael and the Serpent,
which are liver and the appendix of the liver, the Evil Inclination and
its partner a harlot, whence every daughter of a strange El is
CALLED 'a harlot'.
End of the Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Pinchas reiterates the information about the role of Samael,
the liver. We also hear about the humility of David.

379. Rabbi Pinchas said TO RABBI SHIMON, This path was ordained
for me to hear these things from the Ancient of Days. Happy is the
world in which you reside. Woe to the world where orphans remain
without knowing matters of Torah properly. For it is certainly like
that: the liver, WHICH IS SAMAEL, takes everything, good and bad,
and although it moves around and gathers in all the sins of Yisrael, it
likewise gathers up their merits, too, to establish his slanderous
informing FOR THE LIAR HAS TO SPEAK SOME TRUTH AT THE
BEGINNING FOR PEOPLE TO BELIEVE HIM. And it sacrifices
everything, BOTH MERITS AND DEMERITS, to the heart, and the way
of the heart is not to take anything but the purest, clearest and
brightest of all, NAMELY THE MERITS, as you have said. And the
remaining filth and dirt, WHICH ARE THE INIQUITIES, it returns to
the liver, who has no choice but to take everything, as it is written:
"And the goat shall bear upon him all their iniquities" (Vayikra
16:22). I am going over this matter again, ALTHOUGH YOU HAVE
ALREADY STATED IT, so that it will be sweet in my mouth as the
sweetness of honey. Happy is my portion that I have been privileged
to see this with my own eyes.

380. He, too, began by quoting: "Hashem, my heart is not haughty,
nor my eyes lofty" (Tehilim 131:1). David spoke this verse when he
was walking on the bank of the river, and said, Master of the
Universe, has there ever been a man in the world who gave thanks
and praised his Master as I have? A frog chanced by and said to him,
David, you have no cause to be proud, for I have achieved more than
you, for I have sacrificed my body at my Master's command, as it is
written: "and the river shall bring forth frogs in swarms" (Shemot
7:28). And this, indeed, is how it has been interpreted. And also, I
give praises and sing day and night, without interruption. Then at
that moment, David said: "Hashem, my heart is not haughty, nor my
eyes lofty." "Hashem, my heart is not haughty..." (THE
CONTINUATION IS MISSING).

64. The rose
We learn that when Yisrael open their hearts in repentance they immediately emit a sweet fragrance and God removes them from among the thorns.
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381. (THE BEGINNING OF THE ARTICLE IS MISSING.)...this is a
sacrifice that is on every day and at every time to the Holy One,
blessed be He, in which the Shechinah is included among all HER
other crowds, WHO ARE YISRAEL. And all these Services remove
her from among the thorns, namely from among the other nations.
So it is with Yisrael. So long as they are hard-hearted and do not
make a start at repenting, they do not send up an aroma, and there is
none to remove them from among the thorns. But when they open
their hearts in repentance, they immediately emit an aroma, and He
removes them from among the thorns. And the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, obtains pleasure from them, as it is
written: "Open to me, my sister, my love" (Shir Hashirim 5:2), for so
long as the rose is closed, it gives off no aroma and does not rise
above the thorns but sits among them, as they have said. And the
only reason that the Holy One, blessed be He, sent us along this
path was so that we should learn these matters.

65. The eagle
An eagle descends, takes a rose from among the rabbis, and flies away. Rabbi Pinchas talks about the inner meaning of this event. In the morning
the rabbis see a comet, and Rabbi Pinchas says that when God calls the stars by name they run to praise him.
382. While they were still sitting there, an eagle came, descended IN
HIS FLIGHT and took one rose from among them and went. They
said: From here on we shall go on our way. They arose and left. And
so far they had ALL gone in the way of Rabbi Pinchas, for Rabbi
Shimon went together with Rabbi Elazar and the other companions,
while Rabbi Pinchas was with the other companions.

383. Rabbi Pinchas began by quoting about this, ABOUT THE
EAGLE THAT TOOK THE ROSE: "To the chief musician upon
Shushan Edut; A michtam (lit. 'writ') of David, to teach" (Tehilim
60:1). What is the meaning of "to teach"? It is to teach wisdom to
mortal man, and we have already expounded this. "Shushan Edut"
refers to the Great Sanhedrin, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT ATTIRES
BINAH, FOR THE MOCHIN of BINAH ARE CALLED 'EDUT' (LIT.
'TESTIMONY'). "A michtam of David" refers to a sign that was shown
to David in Shushan Edut THAT HE WOULD WIN THE WAR, when he
sent Joab to Aram Naharaim (Mesopotamia) and Aram Tzova to
make war against them. Rabbi Pinchas said, This Shushan Edut that
is mentioned here is when the stars that are in the heavens and the
Shechinah are over us, and with it the upper levels, NAMELY THE
MOCHIN OF BINAH THAT ARE CALLED 'TESTIMONY', and it is a
holy help for extolling praises. This is Shushan, in perfection, as is
fitting. They arose and went on their way, some in one direction,
others in a different direction. Rabbi Pinchas went to the village of
Akimin and stayed overnight, and Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Chiya
were with him.

384. As they got up early to leave, and sat to wait for the morning
light, Rabbi Chiya looked up and saw those comets: NAMELY
STARS THAT CARRY ALONG A TAIL OF LIGHT BEHIND THEM,
streaming in the sky. He said: a number of times I have asked about
those stars. WHAT IS THEIR SIGNIFICANCE?
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385. Rabbi Pinchas said, These comets are known in the
understanding of the companions, for the Holy One, blessed be He,
created all these stars of the firmament, both great and small, and
they all give thanks and praise to the Holy One, blessed be He, and
when their time to sing praises arrives, the Holy One, blessed be He,
calls them by name, as it is written: "He calls them all by
names" (Yeshayah 40:26). And they then run and hold out a scepter
of light to go and praise their Master in the same place where they
were numbered, as it is written: "Lift up your eyes on high and
behold who has created these things, that brings out their host by
numbers" (Ibid.). Meanwhile the light dawned. They arose and went.

66. A great eagle and King Solomon
An eagle circles over the heads of the rabbis. Rabbi Pinchas interprets this as a sign of mercy for those who are on their sick-beds, and says that
this is the time for them to be healed. He calls to the eagle but it flies away, and Rabbi Chiya recalls how King Solomon used to ride on a great eagle
every day to the place where Aza and Azael were imprisoned; from them Solomon learned wisdom.
386. While they were walking along, a large eagle came and circled
their heads, remaining over them. Rabbi Pinchas said, This is
certainly a favorable time, right now, and the Gates of Mercy are
open for all those who are on a sick-bed, and this is the time to heal
them. And although they are the prisoners of the King, FOR THEY
ARE CONFINED TO THEIR BEDS, this eagle is a sign of Mercy, FOR
THE FACE OF THE EAGLE IS THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH IS MERCY.

387. He began by quoting: "As an eagle that stirs up its nest, broods
over its young" (Devarim 32:11). There is none in the world that has
mercy over its young as does the eagle. This we have already learnt
as it is written: "and the young vultures shall eat it" (Mishlei 30:17),
for he is merciful to his children. And since now is the time of mercy,
this eagle has come and circled around us. This is the time of mercy
for all those who are ill AND LYING ON THEIR BEDS, and this is as is
written: "My voice shall You hear in the morning, Hashem" (Tehilim
5:4), this being the morning of Abraham, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHESED, and the awakening OF CHESED.

388. While he was speaking, the eagle flew in a circle and went
ahead of them. Rabbi Pinchas said, Eagle, eagle, what are you doing
here with us? If you have come on a mission from your Master,
behold, we are here. If you have come for something else, behold,
we are here, ready. The eagle flew upwards and disappeared from
their sight, and they sat down.
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389. Rabbi Chiya said: This matter of King Solomon is wondrous, for
we have learned that a large eagle used to come to King Solomon
every day, and King Solomon would ride on the wings, and they
would travel four hundred parasangs in one hour. Where did the
eagle take him? "and Tadmor in the wilderness" (I Melachim 9:18), in
the hills. There is a certain place among the Mountains of Darkness
that is called 'Tarmod' in the wilderness, and this is not the place
WHERE the Tarmodites LIVE, but Tarmod that is in the wilderness in
the hills, where all the spirits AND FORCES of the Other Side gather.
And that eagle would fly there in one hour.

390. Once the eagle stood over that place, TARMOD; the eagle drew
itself up, and Solomon wrote a note and threw it down there, and
THEREBY was saved from those spirits. And the eagle used to look
into the darkness of the mountains, to the place where Uza and
Azael were imprisoned by chains of iron, thrust and anchored in the
depths; there is no man in the world that has the ability to enter
there, not even birds of the heaven, with the exception of Bilaam.

391. And since the eagle used to look into the great darkness, he
FLEW down low and took King Solomon under his left wing and
covered him. AND THE EAGLE stood upon those chains OF UZA
AND AZAEL, and drew near to them. Solomon then took out a ring,
on which he had engraved the Holy Name, and placed it in the
eagle's mouth. And immediately they, UZA AND AZAEL, would say
everything that Solomon wanted, and from there Solomon knew
wisdom. This is as it is written: "And Solomon built (Heb. Vayiven)...
Tadmor in the wilderness, in the land" (Ibid.). HE ASKS did he really
put up a building in the land? No! So what is meaning of "Vayiven"?
VAYIVEN COMES FROM THE WORD HAVANAH (lit. 'understanding'),
for he looked with understanding and knew that place, TADMOR,
from which he knew wisdom.

67. The rose, part two
The eagle returns, drops a rose to the rabbis, and again flies away. Rabbi Pinchas says that God sent them this rose through the agency of the eagle
as testimony to the Work of Creation. He explains the meaning to be derived from the parts of the rose.
392. And while they were still sitting there, the eagle came back to
them, with one rose in its mouth, which he dropped in front of them,
and flew away. They saw this and rejoiced. Rabbi Pinchas said, Did I
not tell you that this eagle is on a mission from its Master? This rose
(Heb. shoshanah) is an allusion to Shushan Edut, as I said, and the
Holy One, blessed be He, sent it to us.
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393. He began again as before and said: "To the chief musician upon
Shushan Edut; A michtam (lit. 'writ') of David, to teach" (Tehilim
60:1). HE ASKS does this mean that Shushan is testimony (Heb.
edut)? What is the testimony to which it testifies? THE ANSWER IS
that this Shushan is witness to the Work of Creation, and is witness
to the Congregation of Yisrael, and is witness to the heavenly unity.
And this is so because in a rose (Heb. shoshanah) there are thirteen
petals, all of them on one root, and there are five strong petals on
the outside, that cover this rose and protect it.

394. And it is all in the secret of wisdom, for the thirteen leaves
allude to the thirteen attributes of Mercy that the Congregation of
Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, inherit from above, FROM THE
THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF ARICH ANPIN. And all of them are
attached to one root, which is one covenant, NAMELY YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, BY WHOSE MEANS MALCHUT RECEIVES THE
THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY OF ARICH ANPIN. AND THUS
THE ROOT OF THE THIRTEEN LEAVES OF THE ROSE THAT ARE
BENEATH THEM IS an example of the covenant, which is the
foundation (Yesod) of everything. The five strong LEAVES that
surround it are the fifty gates, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, AND HOD, OF BINAH, EACH ONE OF WHICH IS
COMPOSED OF TEN. And they are five hundred years that the Tree
of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, goes by, FOR IT RECEIVES THEM IN
THE PLACE OF BINAH, WHOSE SFIROT ARE IN THE SECRET OF
HUNDREDS, AND THEY ARE FIVE HUNDRED YEARS.
395. THE ROSE IS witness to the Work of Creation, for all the Works
of Creation are words known with understanding and take part in the
reckoning of Elohim of the Work of Creation, WHICH IS BINAH. And
it is seen above and seen below. It is seen above, namely in the
secret of the next world, WHICH IS BINAH, and seen below in the
secret of the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

396. The rose is witness to the Work of Creation, for it has all these
signs, NAMELY THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY AND THE
FIVE SFIROT OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, AND HOD.
For it is written: "In the beginning Elohim created..." (Beresheet
1:16): This is the rose, WHICH IS BINAH AND WHICH IS MALCHUT,
BECAUSE IT IS SEEN ABOVE AND SEEN BELOW, AS ABOVE IN
THE PRECEDING SECTION. The thirteen leaves are the thirteen
words from "In the beginning Elohim" (Beresheet 1:1) UNTIL "...AND
A WIND FROM Elohim" (Ibid. 2), namely: ...1) the 2) heaven 3) and the
4) earth. 5) And the earth 6) was 7) without form 8) and void 9) and
darkness was 10) on 11) the face of 12) the deep 13). And a wind...
These, then, are the thirteen leaves of the rose THAT ALLUDE TO
THE THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES. The five stronger LEAVES that
surround these thirteen are: 1) moved 2) over 3) the surface of 4) the
waters. 5) And (Elohim) said; FROM THE WORD ELOHIM IN THE
EXPRESSION "AND A WIND FROM ELOHIM" UNTIL "ELOHIM" IN
"AND ELOHIM SAID." For there are five others THAT ALLUDE TO
THE FIVE SFIROT: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, AND
HOD, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. After this comes "Let there be light,"
this being the prime cause and the root of the rose, for all THE
GRADES ARE INCLUDED IN AND attached to it.
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397. THE ROSE IS witness to the unity, for the five strong leaves are
the roots and the unity to which these thirteen leaves are attached.
THE FIVE WORDS, "Hear, Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim;
Hashem" (Devarim 6:4), PARALLEL the five leaves of the rose, while
"one" is the prime cause and the root to which all of them are
attached, for the word Echad (lit. 'one') is a secret, having the
numerical value of thirteen. And this is the King's signet ring.

398. Come and see: "Like the rose among the thorns" (Shir Hashirim
2:2), so is Yisrael among the idol-worshipping nations and so is the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT among the many other
angels appointed OVER THE NATIONS. So long as the rose stands
there closed, unopened, it has no fragrance and one does not lift it
out and remove it from among the thorns. When the rose is open and
gives off a fragrance, then one takes it out from among the thorns.
And the Congregation of Yisrael will benefit from them, as it is said:
"Open to me, my sister, my love" (Shir Hashirim 5:2). And the Holy
One, blessed be He, only sent to us THE EAGLE, WHO BROUGHT
THE ROSE SO THAT we should continue on our journey WITH THE
SHECHINAH.

68. Internal organs
Rabbi Shimon explains to his son the secret of the inner organs, telling him about the wings of the lung that are like the wings of a dove covered
with silver, Chassadim.
399. Rabbi Elazar said to his father, We have already heard THE
EXPOSITION OF the finished organs, NAMELY THE EXTERNAL
LIMBS, in the secret of the sacrifice, but what is the secret of the
other organs, THE INNER ONES? Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi
Elazar: Elazar, my son, all the other organs that are internal have a
supreme secret.

400. Come and see, We have already learned about the heart: The
heart is a burning fire, and if the Supreme King had not arranged for
it the wings of the lung that bring to it a breeze from the wind that
blows with the upper spices, NAMELY FROM THE UPPER THREE
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, the heart would burn up the whole world in
a single moment.

401. He began by quoting: "Then Hashem caused to rain upon S'dom
and upon Amorah brimstone and fire" (Beresheet 19:24). Why did he
burn them? Because at that time the wings of the lung did not blow a
wind ON THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT THAT IS IN THE HEART.
AND THUS IT WAS THE ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT THAT BURNT
THEM UP. And the secret of these wings of the lung is the secret of
the verse, "the wings of a dove covered with silver" (Tehilim 68:14).
FOR DOVE, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, OF WHICH THE
ROOT IS FROM THE LEFT OF BINAH, FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
HEART, HAS TO BE COVERED WITH SILVER, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF CHASSADIM. AND WHEN IT IS COVERED WITH SILVER
IT IS THE SECRET OF THE ANGELS Raphael and Tzidkiel, WHICH
ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM IT FOR THE HEALTH AND SALVATION
OF THE WORLD. And it is said about them: "who makes the winds
His messengers" (Tehilim 104:4), namely permanently to blow on the
heart, NAMELY TO ILLUMINATE WITH CHASSADIM.
Moses tells Rabbi Shimon about the inner meaning of the brain, the
heart, the lungs and the kidneys, further refining his interpretation of
the brain, which he says is the Throne of Mercy.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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402. And in the compilation of the first section, the Faithful Shepherd
said TO RABBI SHIMON, holy luminary, everything that you have
said is good, but the brain is water, IE. CHOCHMAH THAT IS ON THE
RIGHT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM; the heart is fire,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE CHOCHMAH WHICH IS IN THE LEFT
COLUMN OF BINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF JUDGMENTS, and
the two of them are Mercy and Judgment. This, THE BRAIN, is the
Throne of Mercy, while the other, THE HEART, is the Throne of
Judgment. And the Holy One, blessed be He, is the King who stands
up from the Throne of Judgment which is the heart, and sits down
on the Throne of Mercy which is the brain.

403. When iniquities multiply in the organs and in the arteries of the
heart, which is the Throne of Judgment, it is said of the heart: "And
the king arising from the banquet of wine in his wrath" (Ester 7:7),
which is the wine of the Torah. But when the wings of the lung blow
on the heart, it is said: "Then the king's wrath was pacified" (Ibid.10).
For the two wings of the lung are THE SECRET OF THE VERSE,
"And the Cherubs shall stretch out their wings on high, over
spreading the covering with their wings" (Shemot 25:20). This is the
atonement of the heart.

404. And in what way was the king's wrath appeased? It was
because "then he heard the voice" (Bemidbar 7:89), this being the
voice of the Torah, the voice of the recital of the Sh'ma, WHICH IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS CHASSADIM, THAT UNITES THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT WITH EACH OTHER UNDER THE CONTROL
OF THE CHASSADIM. AND THEN THE JUDGMENTS ARE QUIETED,
AS EXPLAINED IN THE PREVIOUS PARAGRAPH. "and it spoke to
him" (Ibid.), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE REVELATION of
CHOCHMAH THAT IS in MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'SPEECH',
and this is in the prayer that is formulated in the mouth, which is
"Adonai, open my lips; and my mouth shall rehearse your
praise" (Tehilim 51:17), WHICH IS MALCHUT.
405. And that wind that blows in the wings of the lung, NAMELY THE
CHASSADIM THAT ARE REVEALED BY CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT,
AS ABOVE IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH, carries the voice out
through the trachea (Heb. kaneh), which is "Get (Heb. k'neh) wisdom,
get understanding" (Mishlei 4:5). FOR THE VOICE, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, NAMELY VAV, IS THE SON OF YUD HEI, WHICH ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. And about this it is said: "Thus says
Adonai Elohim; Come from the four winds, O breath (Heb.
Ruach)" (Yechezkel 37:9). And the four are the four letters of the
Holy Name Yud Hei Vav Hei OF ZEIR ANPIN. And this is the wind that
beats and palpitates on all the arteries of the heart, about which it is
said: "Wherever the spirit (Ruach) was minded to go, they
went" (Yechezkel 1:12).
406. The holy luminary said TO THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD:
Certainly, O Faithful Shepherd, it is your level at which it is said:
"Then the king's wrath was pacified (Heb. shachachah)," FOR THE
LEVEL OF THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS CALLED 'VOICE', BY WHICH THE
JUDGMENTS ARE QUIETED, AS ABOVE. "Happy is the people that
is in such a case (Heb. shecachah)" (Tehilim 144:15) SHACHACHAH
having the numerical value of Moses. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD
said to him, Blessed are you, O holy luminary, FOR YOU ARE the
candle that burns before the King and His Matron. "the candle of
Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27) is your soul.
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407. RABBI SHIMON said to THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, You have
given AN EXPLANATION for the brain, the heart, and the wings of
the lungs, but what about the two kidneys? What are they? The
Faithful Shepherd replied, We learned about the wings of the lungs:
"who makes the winds His messengers" (Tehilim 104:4), THIS BEING
THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM, WHICH ARE CALLED 'WINDS'. The
kidneys ARE "the flames of fire His ministers" (Ibid.), NAMELY
JUDGMENTS, and the two wings of the lung with the two kidneys
stand for the four living creatures of the Throne, WHERE THE WINGS
OF THE LUNG ARE LION AND EAGLE, WHICH ARE CHASSADIM,
AND THE TWO KIDNEYS ARE OX AND MAN, WHICH ARE GVUROT.
And the Throne is the heart that is in the middle, WHICH IS THE
THRONE OF JUDGMENT.
408. And so, too, does the brain have four living creatures, FOR THE
BRAIN is the Throne of Mercy. And who might they be? They are
sight, hearing, smell, and speech. Sight is lion, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH. Hearing is ox, NAMELY BINAH. Smell is eagle,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, and each of them has four countenances and
four wings. Speech is man, NAMELY MALCHUT. He is attached
above, NAMELY ON THE MOUTH OF THE HEAD, and below IN THE
BODY. For ABOUT the arms of the body, IT IS SAID: 'Our hands are
spread forth as the eagles of the heavens'. Body is man, THAT IS TO
SAY THAT HE IS IN THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, WHICH CLINGS TO
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS BODY. And ABOUT the thighs IT
IS WRITTEN: "and the sole of their feet was like the sole of a calf's
foot" (Yechezkel 1:7), WHICH INCLINE TO THE FACE OF OX, WHICH
IS GVURAH. And about the body, WHICH IS MAN, it is called "the
second chariot" (Beresheet 41:43), NAMELY THE CHARIOT OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'SECOND' (HEB. MISHNEH), BUT
THIS CAN ALSO BE READ AS Mishnah, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
From Rabbi Shimon we learn about the spleen, called Lilit, and the
liver, called Samael or the Angel of Death.
409. WHAT IS the spleen? The holy luminary, NAMELY RABBI
SHIMON, began: "and considered all the oppressions that are done
under the sun: and behold the tears of such as were
oppressed" (Kohelet 4:1). Who are those who are oppressed? They
are the children who are still in need of their mother when the Angel
of Death takes them from the world. HE ASKS, And is it indeed the
case that the Angel of Death kills them, that he oppresses THEM?
AND REPLIES, Not really, for Scripture adds: "and on the side of
their oppressors there was power; but they had no comforter" (Ibid.).
Then who is that power THAT KILLS THEM? The answer to this is to
be found in the verse: "Let there be lights (Heb. meorot) in the
firmament of heaven" (Beresheet 1:14). And the word "meorot" is
written in the abbreviated spelling, namely without a Vav, AND CAN
BE READ MEEROT. The reference, therefore, is to Lilit, who is
appointed over that oppressor.
410. AND LILIT is called 'spleen', and she goes to play with the
children, later KILLING THEM, and creates in them anger and tears
and bewailment. The spleen goes to its own kind, the liver, WHICH IS
SAMAEL, WHO IS THE ANGEL OF DEATH. This, NAMELY THE
LIVER, was created on the second day OF THE WORK OF
CREATION, while the other, NAMELY THE SPLEEN, was created on
the fourth day of the Work of Creation. And for this reason it is not a
good omen TO COMMENCE SOMETHING on Mondays or on
Wednesdays. Liver is death for adults; spleen is death for children.
Moses repeats some of the information from earlier sections and
adds the fact that anger comes from the gall and that anyone who is
angry is the same as an idol-worshipper. We learn that the
Shechinah wraps the body that is sick in order to heal it, but the
totally wicked person is surrounded on all sides by the Angel of
Death.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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411. And in the compilation of the first section, said the Faithful
Shepherd, that is certainly how it is, for the liver is the level of Esau,
and Esau is Edom, NAMELY IS ALL BLOOD (HEB. DAM), and gathers
in all blood whether clear or turbid, and does not differentiate
between good and bad, BETWEEN IMPURE BLOOD AND PURE
BLOOD, for it makes no distinction between them. But the heart,
which is Yisrael, does distinguish between good and bad, between
impure blood and pure blood, and takes only the clear and the clean
of that blood, like one who picks food out of the waste matter.

412. And after the heart, which is Jacob, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, takes
the clear blood which is at the top, and the liver, which is Esau,
NAMELY SAMAEL, remains in the waste matter OF THE BLOOD, it is
angered at it with the gall, which is Gehenom, which was created on
the second day OF THE WORK OF CREATION, THE LIVER BEING the
death of all the adults, while THE GALL is the wicked Female OF
SAMAEL, which is called 'a strange fire', 'hard bondage', and idolatry.

413. And since the anger awakens from it, FROM THE GALL, towards
the liver, the sages taught in the Mishnah: Anyone who is angry is as
though he worshipped idols. And furthermore, any burning up and
heat that comes with any of the illnesses of the parts of the body is
only from the gall, FOR, AT THE TIME OF ILLNESS, it engulfs the
arteries of the liver in flames and wishes to burn up the whole body.
It is like a storm in the sea and its waves reach up to the skies and
want to break out of their limits and destroy the world. And this
would indeed happen were it not for the Shechinah, which is for a
sick person like the sand to the sea, surrounding it so that it should
not break out. So, too, is the Shechinah enwrapping the body and
assisting it, as it is written: "Hashem strengthens him upon the bed
of sickness" (Tehilim 41:4).

414. And for this reason the sages of the Mishnah taught: One who
visits a sick person should not sit at the head of the bed because the
Shechinah is over his head, nor at the foot of the bed because the
Angel of Death is at his feet. And this is not the case for every
person, but just for ordinary people. In the case of the perfectly
righteous, "Hashem strengthens him upon the bed of sickness,"
namely at his head, and the Shechinah enwraps his body up to his
feet. And this is why it was said about Jacob: "he gathered up his
feet into the bed" (Beresheet 49:33). This is the Shechinah, about
which it is said: "And the earth is my footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1),
AND THE SHECHINAH IS ALSO CALLED 'BED'. In the case of the
thoroughly wicked person, the Angel of Death surrounds him on
every side, and this is the Evil Inclination FOR THE ANGEL OF
DEATH IS THE EVIL INCLINATION. For the Angel of Death surrounds
him on every side and his sword IS THE GALL, whose edges turn
green with one drop of the three drops that THE GALL sprinkles on
it, as it is written: "But her end is bitter (same word as for 'gall') as
wormwood, sharp as a two-edged sword" (Mishlei 5:4). Liver is Male,
WHICH IS SAMAEL, and the appendix of the liver is his Female.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
We learn that the stomach is one sixtieth part of death.
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415. The stomach is one part in sixty of death and is called 'a deep
sleep' SINCE 'THE STOMACH SLEEPS', and is Asirta, which is the
sixth stage of the Angel of Death. And because it came from afar it is
from the side of death, but is not death itself. The hint is 'one sixtieth
part of death'.
The Faithful Shepherd tells us about the Good and Evil Inclination in
each part of the body, about the four kinds of offerings and elements
and Holy Beasts.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
416. The Faithful Shepherd said, Since this body is of "the Tree of
the Knowledge of Good and Evil" (Beresheet 2:9), there is no part of
the body that does not have in it both the Evil Inclination and the
Good Inclination, THIS BEING THE CASE for ordinary mortals. In the
case of the perfectly righteous, EACH PART DOES INDEED ALSO
HAVE two inclinations, which are male and female, BUT both of them
are good, being like the bride and the bridegroom. The utterly wicked
have in each part of their bodies two Evil Inclinations, male and
female, from the side of Samael and the Serpent.

417. And it follows from this that, in terms of the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil, IN THE CASE OF ORDINARY
MORTALS, there are in the stomach two levels: GOOD AND EVIL.
And this indeed is what the sages taught: the stomach is asleep, and
there is sleep that is one sixtieth part of death. And there is also
sleep that is one sixtieth part of prophecy. And for this reason, the
heads of the Academy taught: 'IT IS WRITTEN: "and the dreams tell
falsehood" (Zecharyah 10:2), and it is also written: "and speak to him
in a dream" (Bemidbar 12:6). There is no contradiction here. In the
former case it is through a demon, NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE FROM
THE SIDE OF THE EVIL IN A MAN'S SLEEP. And in the latter case it
is through an angel, WHICH IS FROM THE GOOD SIDE IN A MAN'S
SLEEP. A dream through an angel is one sixtieth part of prophecy. A
dream through a demon, which is falsehood, is from the side of
death, and is straw. Thus indeed was it taught: Just as wheat cannot
be without straw, so there cannot be a dream without some
nonsense.'
418. The stomach is the peeled gizzard, NAMELY IT IS LIKE THE
PEELED GIZZARD OF A BIRD, and the sages taught: the gizzard
grinds, for it takes everything and pulverizes THE FOOD, sending it
to all the parts. If the parts are without iniquities, it is as the sages
taught, that there are matters that delay the sacrifice, and the one
who is sent by the Holy One, blessed be He, to receive His offering,
THE PEELED STOMACH MUSCLE, does not descend to accept it.
For there is AN OFFERING that the Holy One, blessed be He,
receives through the lion, as it is said: "and they four had the face of
a lion, on the right side" (Yechezkel 1:10), and the Holy One, blessed
be He, rides on him, and comes down with him to receive that
offering. And there is an offering that He receives through the ox, as
it is said: "And they four had the face of an ox, on the left
side" (Ibid.).
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419. And there is an offering that He receives through the eagle, as it
is written: "the four also had the face of an eagle" (Yechezkel 1:10),
and they are "two turtledoves or two young pigeons" (Vayikra 5:7).
And there is an offering that He receives by Man, about whom it is
written: "If any man of you bring an offering to Hashem" (Vayikra
1:2), in the form of the same one about whom it is written: "As for
the likeness of their faces, they had the face of a man" (Yechezkel
1:10). THE EXPLANATION HERE IS THAT THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES ARE THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LETTERS YUD HEI
VAV HEI, LION AND OX BEING YUD-HEI, AND EAGLE AND MAN
BEING VAV-HEI. For Yud Hei Vav Hei descends on them to receive
the sacrifice, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES.
420. And there are natural living creatures NAMELY ANGELS
appointed over bodies that are of the four basic elements: FIRE,
WIND, WATER, AND EARTH, and they are pure. Opposite them are
four living creatures of prey, NAMELY THE ANGELS OF
DESTRUCTION, who, being impure, are appointed over the four
galls, namely: white gall, red gall, green gall, black gall, WHO ARE
THE DEMONS OF THE WORLD, FOR ALL TEMPERATURE IN EVERY
ILLNESS COMES FROM THE GALL.
421. And there are mental living creatures, NAMELY: THE FOUR
ANGELS MICHAEL, GABRIEL, URIEL, RAPHAEL, who surround the
Throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And above them and higher than they
are, the divine living creatures from the side of Holiness, NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN. There
are also the living creatures of the Other Side, and they are called
other Elohim, while the divine living creatures of holiness are
CALLED "living Elohim." And those divine living creatures of
holiness are called "Elohim of divinity," and the Cause of all Causes,
"El, Master over all works." A kind is drawn to its own kind and so,
since there are other Elohim, it is said about them: "He that
sacrifices to any Elohim, save to Hashem only, he shall be utterly
destroyed" (Shemot 22:19). And this is so that the living Elohim
should not be mingled with the other Elohim.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
The grinding of the stomach is likened to the distribution of the
offering.

422. And the stomach takes and grinds and distributes in all
directions below, NAMELY TO THE PARTS OF THE BODY, and from
it are nourished the lower beings. And from those dregs all those
spirits and other parties who take their nourishment at night drink
below, from those parts and fats THAT ARE BURNT ON THE ALTAR
AT NIGHT. And the remainder is taken by the other parts, the liver
taking everything and sacrificing to the heart, as we have learned,
and this is what is written: "...the face of a lion, on the right
side" (Yechezkel 1:10). Thus there appears on the altar a lion-like
image that devours the sacrifices. From here on all the other parts
are in the secret of the body on the same pattern as above.
Again Moses uses the organs of the body as a metaphor for
sacrifice, the distribution of nourishment, and the acquisition of
wisdom, understanding and knowledge.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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423. The Faithful Shepherd said TO RABBI SHIMON, holy luminary, it
is certain that omasum takes everything up to six hours and bakes.
For the gizzard, WHICH IS THE OMASUM, is a baker. And the lung is
a butler. The heart is the King, and these two, THE OMASUM AND
THE LUNG, are certainly the baker and the butler who give to the
King of the choicest of food and drinks, for He is the head of them all
and the choicest of them all. And this is the meaning of what is
written: "I have gathered my myrrh with my spice; I have eaten my
honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk my wine with my
milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). And the verse continues: "Eat, O dear
ones, and drink; drink deep, loving companions" (Ibid.). THE
COMPANIONS ARE the other parts of the body, WHICH ARE the
hosts and camps of the King who distributes food to them by means
of the chief baker, WHICH IS THE OMASUM, while the drink is by
means of the chief butler, WHICH IS THE LUNG.

424. And the liver is on the right side of man, wherefore: "And they
four had the face of a lion on the right side," namely to the right of
the King, which is the heart. THE MINISTER OF Esau, AND THE
SPLEEN IS LILIT, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE The spleen is to the left,
and they are of the Other Side. FOR THE LIVER IS SAMAEL. "And
the face of an ox on the left side," refers to the pouring out of wine
mixed with water before the King, FOR WINE IS OF THE LEFT SIDE.
And the lion devouring THE SACRIFICES is the liver, who collects
together the food, NAMELY THE PRAYER IN THE STEAD OF THE
SACRIFICES, before the King, which is the heart. HE IS,
THEREFORE, ON THE RIGHT, FOR EATING COMES FROM THE
RIGHT AND THE WINE FROM THE LEFT. AND ALL THIS REFERS TO
THE TIME OF EXILE, AS WILL BE EXPLAINED.
425. But there is a difficulty here. If the liver is Esau, how does it
arrange food for the heart, WHICH IS JACOB? THE ANSWER IS
THAT the heart is certainly like Isaac, NAMELY THE LEFT COLUMN,
and the liver is Esau, who hunted venison, then says to him, "Let my
father arise, and eat of his son's venison" (Beresheet 27:31). This
refers to the prayers of the poor who are sent away AND ARE NOT
ACCEPTED ON HIGH. And Isaac suffers trouble and anguish
because they do not know how to direct the prayer. This is why
ESAU did not say 'eat of my venison' but "eat of his son's venison,"
NAMELY OF YISRAEL, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Yisrael is My son, My
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22). Likewise, Yisrael in exile has no food
except through the nations of the world.

426. But when they are in the land of Yisrael, their food is through
the Shechinah, and the two wings of the lung will give drink to the
nation of Yisrael, FOR THEY ARE the chief butler, AS ABOVE. And
the two kidneys, which are the chief baker, cook the seed that
descends from the brain and cook the water that they receive from
the wings of the lung. And after the King, which is the heart, has
eaten, it is said of its two kidneys: "Eat, O dear ones" (Shir Hashirim
5:1), and of the two wings of the lung: "and drink; drink deep, loving
companions" (Ibid.).
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427. For the heart is the Throne of Judgment, and the four living
creatures that are its messengers are the two wings of the lung and
the two kidneys, NAMELY: CHESED, GVURAH, NETZACH AND HOD,
for the wings of the lung ARE THE SECRET OF "Thus were their
faces: and their wings were divided upwards" (Yechezkel 1:11) to
welcome the King, which is "the spirit of wisdom and understanding,
the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the
fear of Hashem" (Yeshayah 11:2), for it is He who sits on the Throne,
which is the heart, WHICH IS THE THRONE OF JUDGMENT, and all
the pulse beats follow after it as soldiers after their king.

428. And the wind that blows from the wings of the lung blows
through the two nostrils of the nose, and it is cold and chilled on the
left and warm on the right. And from the point of view of the brain,
which is the Throne of Mercy, the cold wind is to the right, which is
Chesed, and the warm is to the left, which is Gvurah, for that is
where the heart is. And the brain is tempered between the two of
them, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, and so the heart is blended of
cold and hot, NAMELY BY MEANS OF THE WIND OF THE WINGS OF
THE LUNG THAT BLOWS ON IT, and the brain also IS BLENDED OF
COLD AND HOT, FOR THE BRAIN AND THE HEART receive from
each other.

429. And the spleen, with its camps, which are the bondmen and
bondwoman, takes the dregs of everything. And Solomon said about
them: "I acquired menservants and maidservants" (Kohelet 2:7). The
two kidneys are called 'fire-offerings', named after the heavenly fireofferings, about which it is said: "the offerings of Hashem made by
fire, and His dues shall they eat" (Devarim 18:1).

430. And in the trachea there are six cartilage rings, about which it is
said: "Ascribe to Hashem, O you mighty" (Tehilim 29:1), for
ascending through them is the voice that subdivides into the six
voices of the Shechinah, while the seventh ascends to the mouth,
which is the Throne. And the six cartilage rings of the trachea are
like the six steps of the King's Throne, WHICH IS THE MOUTH, and
the trachea is a ladder with "the angels of Elohim ascending and
descending on it" (Beresheet 28:12), FOR THE ANGELS OF ELOHIM
are the vapors that ascend from the heart, while the spirits of air
descend into the heart to cool its heat, so that it should not burn the
body up.

431. And when the breath descends, it does so in a number of
breaths, like a king with his soldiers. And the wings of the lung
welcome the breath which is as a king over them, as I have noted:
"Thus were their faces; and their wings were divided upward," THIS
BEING IN ORDER TO WELCOME THE KING OVER THEM, AND
ALSO: "And the cherubim shall stretch out their wings on
high" (Shemot 25:20).
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432. If the parts of man are meritorious in keeping the precepts of
the Supreme King, who is the Holy Spirit, he descends on the ladder,
which is the throat, with a number of Holy Spirits, about which it is
said: "who makes the winds His messengers" (Tehilim 104:4). They
rise to accept the vapors that are in the heart, about which it is said:
"the flames of fire His ministers" (Ibid.). And it is also said about
them: "The voice of Hashem hews out flames of fire" (Tehilim 29:7),
because the heart is Adonai, from whom ascend the flames of fire in
the mouth, which is Yud Hei Vav Hei. For a number of spirits of
holiness descend with him, that is from the four letters Yud Hei Vav
Hei, concerning which it is said: "Thus says Adonai Elohim; Come
from the four winds, O breath" (Yechezkel 37:9).

433. The trachea (Heb. kaneh) is "Get (Heb. k'neh) wisdom, get
understanding (Heb. Binah)" (Mishlei 4:5), for they are to the right OF
THE TRACHEA, which is Chesed, THIS BEING THE SECRET OF
"GET WISDOM," and to the left OF THE TRACHEA, which is Gvurah,
THIS BEING THE SECRET OF "GET UNDERSTANDING." Tiferet is in
the middle OF THE TRACHEA, and is a ladder AND THE SECRET OF
DA'AT. And the body has SIX EXTREMITIES, NAMELY: The two arms
WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, the torso and the covenant
WHICH ARE TIFERET AND YESOD, and the two thighs WHICH ARE
NETZACH AND HOD. AND THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF THE BODY
parallel the six cartilage rings of the trachea.
434. And when Yud Hei Vav Hei descends to the heart, to Adonai,
Judgment joins with Mercy in the heart, making: Yud Aleph Hei Dalet
Vav Nun Hei Yud. And when Adonai ascends to the mouth at
"Adonai, open my lips" (Tehilim 51:17) to welcome Yud Hei Vav Hei
in the mouth, the two names become there one union, namely: Yud
Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud, just as they were combined in the
heart. For this reason the sages of the Mishnah taught: 'No one
whose inside does not correspond to his exterior may enter the
study house', namely who does not have in his mouth the same as in
his heart. FOR JUST AS THERE IS A UNITY OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI AND ADONAI IN THE HEART, THERE WILL ALSO BE A UNITY
OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI IN THE MOUTH.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
The six rings of cartilage in the trachea and the air and voice that
blow through them are likened to the functions of the Shofar.
435. The six cartilage rings of the trachea are combined together,
and they are called "O you mighty (Heb. elim)" (Tehilim 29:1). And
they give forth a wind to blow over the world, and they come from
the side of Gvurah, and when they join together they are like a
Shofar, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, and they are called
'Shofar', which is the secret of the Shofar (lit. 'horn') of Isaac's ram
(Heb. ayil). AND THEY ARE "the rams (Heb. eilim) of the breed of
Bashan" (Devarim 32:14). As it is written: "Ascribe to Hashem, O you
mighty (elim)" (Tehilim 29:1), for they are the elim of Isaac that bring
forth breath and voice. And that voice goes out and meets with rain
clouds and is heard by the creatures of the outside. It is thus written:
"but the thunder of His mighty deeds who can understand?" (Iyov
26:14), for they certainly come from the side of Gvurah. And for this
reason: "the El of glory makes to thunder, Hashem is upon many
waters" (Tehilim 29:3). It is not written: "The El of glory thunders"
but "The El of glory makes to thunder," THE MEANING OF WHICH IS
THAT HE ACTIVATES OTHERS TO DO THE THUNDERING, namely
through the mighty. And there is none that recognizes the praise of
this voice, which is why it is written, "who can understand?" (Iyov
26:14).
The Faithful Shepherd tells us that voice is made from water, wind
and fire, and he explains how the heart gets understanding.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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436. And in the compilation of the first part, the Faithful Shepherd
started by saying, Woe to those people whose hearts are closed and
whose eyes are unseeing, who do not know the parts of their own
body and according to what they are arranged. For the trachea is
composed of three forces: a) Vapor; (Heb. hevel - Hei, Bet, Lamed)
which is a flame; (Heb. lahav - Lamed, Hei, Bet) which is "the flaming
fire" that issues from the heart and which is divided into seven
vapors or vanities as mentioned by Kohelet. b) Air, which enters it
from outside. c) Water of the wings of the lung, which are attached to
the trachea. And from these three, that is from water, wind, and fire,
is voice made, and each one is subdivided into seven, and they are
seven flames, seven airs, and seven brooks.

437. And when the flames of the heart meet with the rain clouds,
which are the wings of the lung, by way of the trachea of the lung,
the result is: "but the thunder of His mighty deeds who can
understand?" For therein the heart understands with Binah, which is
in the heart on the left, which is Gvurah. And Chesed is to the right,
which is the water of the wings of the lung, and Chochmah, which is
brain, is there. THAT IS TO SAY THAT CHESED AND GVURAH
ASCEND AND BECOME CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. And from it comes
"a fountain of gardens, a well of living waters, and streams from
Lebanon" (Shir Hashirim, 4:15), which is the whiteness (Heb.
lavnunit) of the brain that flows through the trachea of the lung, after
the clouds of Binah have ascended to the brain.

438. And the secret of the matter is in the verse: "Who is this coming
out of the wilderness like Columns of smoke...?" (Shir Hashirim 3:6),
for this is the smoke of the arrangement on the altar that rises from
the heart to the brain, which cannot be moved from its place by all
the winds in the world. THE LETTERS OF THE WORD Chochmah
(Chet Caf Mem Hei) form the two words Koach (Caf Chet) and Mah
(MEM HEI), BECAUSE IT IS Koach (lit. 'strength') in the heart and
Mah (lit. 'what') in the brain. The trachea is Tiferet and incorporates
six Sfirot: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, which are the six steps to the Throne, which is Ima, so that
Chochmah will descend to it from the brain to the heart, for with it
the heart understands. For this reason IT IS WRITTEN: "Get (Heb.
k'neh) wisdom (Heb. Chochmah), get understanding (Heb. Binah),"
for Aba, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, descends in it, and Aba ascends in
it. And this is a ladder on which two ascend and two descend, FOR
ABA AND IMA ARE INCORPORATED IN EACH OTHER AND
DESCEND FROM THE BRAIN TO THE HEART, AND ASCEND FROM
THE HEART TO THE BRAIN.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Shimon says that the esophagus is the stage of offerings by
fire.
439. The esophagus, that swallows the food and from where it enters
all the parts, is the stage of offerings by fire. These offerings by fire
draw near immediately, swallowing and taking everything from the
upper fire that includes the offerings by fire. And this is the secret of
the verse: "the offerings of Hashem made by fire, and His dues shall
they eat" (Devarim 18:1). These are THE OFFERINGS BY FIRE that
devour and swallow, and the others do not eat that way.
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440. And all the people of the world on the outside know not how
they eat nor do they know their secret, but the stages that are inside
do know and they take from them. For the esophagus cannot be
examined from the outside, for they do not know, but on the inside
they do know and take until it enters the mill and is pulverized and
cooked. And the liver takes everything, as we had learnt, but from
those offerings by fire issue forth stages that take before the liver.
And what are they? They are the molar TEETH, which eat and grind
the sacrifices. Therefore, on the destruction of the Temple, it is
written: "and the grinders cease because they are few" (Kohelet
12:3). These are the first to grind.

441. Once it has been ground, those who exercise control over them
swallow and receive it, and they are called 'the esophagus'. Why IS
THE ESOPHAGUS (Heb. VESHET - VAV SHIN TET) SO CALLED?
Because the shape of the Vav of 'Veshet', THE VAV is like a bowedover esophagus. Afterwards it wanders about (Heb. shat - Shin Tet),
to drink wine and water, as it is written: "The people went about and
gathered" (Bemidbar 11:8) food to eat and to drink wine and water,
namely the libation of wine and the libation of water.

442. Those Serafim with their flames enter through the esophagus
and are drawn into the lung, where they take a drink, and they are
called 'lung', in one union WITH THE LUNG and everything is
absorbed into them. And each one of them takes as befits him. And
on the destruction of the Temple, "and the grinders ceased because
they were few." For their form and their food have been diminished,
and there is no day that passes without a curse. Rabbi Shimon lifted
up his voice and said: Woe to Jerusalem the Holy City. Woe to the
people that has lost all this goodness, and the image of ministers,
mighty men, and officials has been reduced. The companions cried
about this and said, Alas, Rabbi, when you depart from the world,
who will reveal to us such deep and hidden secrets that have not
been heard from the days of King Solomon until now? Happy is the
generation that hears such matters! Happy is the generation
amongst whom you are! Woe to the generation that will be orphaned
without you!

69. Seven firmaments
The Faithful Shepherd lists the seven firmaments - Curtain, Firmament, Heavens, Abode, Residence, Dwelling and Skies - and tells us a little about
the first three of these.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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443. The Faithful Shepherd began by saying: It is written: 'Though
our lips were full of praise as the expansive firmament'. And the
firmaments are seven in number: Curtain, Firmament, Heavens,
Abode, Residence, Dwelling, and Skies. Heavens (Heb. Shechakim)
is so called because therein the millstones grind the mannah for the
righteous, WHICH ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT THAT ARE CALLED
'RIGHTEOUS' AND 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', in the future, NAMELY FROM
THE EMANATION OF BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'THE FUTURE TO
COME'. And the basis for the name Shehakim (Eng. 'heavens') is the
verse: "And you shall beat (Heb. shachakta) some of it very
small" (Shemot 30:36). And they are Netzach and Hod, about which it
is said: "and let the heavens pour down righteousness" (Yeshayah
45:8), which is the lower Shechinah, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS
CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', TO WHICH THE EMANATION POURS
DOWN FROM THE HEAVENS.
444. THE FIRST FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS CALLED
'Curtain', for He pours PLENTY into it in the evening, and brings out,
THAT IS, BESTOWS, in the morning, THIS BEING THE TIME FOR
EMANATING. AND THE SECOND ONE TO BE CALLED 'a Firmament'
is Yesod, for in it the sun and the moon give light, for they are the
Central Column, NAMELY TIFERET, and the lower Shechinah,
NAMELY MALCHUT. THAT IS TO SAY THAT YESOD UNITES ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT WITH EACH OTHER, AND BOTH OF THEM
ILLUMINATE THROUGH IT, as it is written: "And Elohim set them in
the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth" (Beresheet
1:17). And the righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, IS CALLED sign
when uniting Netzach and Hod, and IS CALLED testimony when
uniting Tiferet and Malchut.

70. Netzach and Hod
We are told that Netzach and Hod are called 'Heavens' because they are two halves of one body that must not be separated. The Faithful Shepherd
talks about Netzach and Hod in connection with the sin of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, and in connection with grapes and wine. He
explains why Netzach and Hod grind up the manna for the Righteous, Yesod, that is between them; he also says that Netzach and Hod are cherubim.
445. Netzach and Hod are the two halves of ONE body, like two
twins, which is why they are called 'Heavens'. The two of them
together are Vav Vav of veshet, (lit. 'esophagus') from the aspect of
the left, and they are the two molar teeth from the side of the right.

446. "And Moses took the bones of Joseph with him" (Shemot
13:19), that is the bones of "the righteous is an everlasting
foundation" (Mishlei 10:25), which is the level of Joseph the
righteous. And about them, ABOUT NETZACH AND HOD, it is said:
"My offering, the provision of my sacrifices (lit. 'bread') made by
fire" (Bemidbar 28:2). and by bread is meant Torah, NAMELY
NETZACH AND HOD WHO FIGHT EACH OTHER, IN THE SECRET OF
THE ABOVE-MENTIONED GRINDING. And it is said about them:
"Come, eat (Heb. lachamu, also: fight) of my bread (Heb.
lachmi)" (Mishlei 9:5). And they, NETZACH AND HOD, are the
bunches OF GRAPES THAT ARE BESTOWED by the righteous one,
WHICH IS YESOD. And the righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, is
called 'a fruit-tree', and for it is it said: "And they bore it upon a pole
(Heb. MOT) between two" (Bemidbar 13:23). And why on a pole?
Why does it not say 'And they bore it upon wood (a tree)?' It is
because the righteous one, WHO IS CALLED 'TREE', was not there.
FOR YESOD, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, DID NOT UNITE
THE TWO BUNCHES OF GRAPES, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD,
SO THAT THEY MIGHT BE INCLUDED IN EACH OTHER, AND THEY
THEREFORE BORE ON A POLE BETWEEN TWO, WITHOUT THE
INCLUSION OF THE RIGHTEOUS ONE.
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447. And because NETZACH AND HOD MUST NOT BE SEPARATED,
it is said ABOUT THE RIGHTEOUS ONE, WHICH IS YESOD: "he shall
never suffer the righteous to be moved (Heb. mot)" (Tehilim 55:23).
THAT IS, YESOD WILL NEVER CEASE UNITING NETZACH AND HOD,
and it is a tree, about which it is said: "Whether there is a tree in it or
not" (Bemidbar 13:20). But those who spread an evil report of the
land uprooted this tree, the righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, and
gave rise TO "And they bore it upon a pole between two." AND THE
TWO ARE NETZACH AND HOD, IN THE ASPECTS OF Vav Vav
WITHOUT THE UNIFICATION OF YESOD, FOR THE RIGHTEOUS ONE
IS COLLAPSED (HEB. MOT) BECAUSE THEY SPREAD AN EVIL
REPORT ON THE LAND.
448. And about NETZACH AND HOD it was said, IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SIN OF THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND
EVIL, THAT EVE squeezed grapes. AND SHE GAVE TO HIM, FOR
NETZACH AND HOD ARE CALLED 'BUNCHES OF GRAPES', AND
GRAPES ARE THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH
THAT IS ON THE LEFT, FOR IT IS FORBIDDEN TO DRAW IT DOWN,
FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, AND ITS BEING DRAWN DOWN FROM
ABOVE IS COMPARED TO THE SQUEEZING OF GRAPES, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE SIN OF THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF
GOOD AND EVIL. The righteous one, which is Yesod, contains a
secret (Heb. sod), FOR IN 'YESOD' THERE ARE THE LETTERS OF
'SOD'. This is the wine preserved with its grapes from the Six Days
of Creation, FOR YESOD GUARDS THE GRAPES WHICH ARE THE
SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, SO THAT THEY
WOULD NOT BE SQUEEZED, NAMELY THAT THEY SHOULD NOT
DRAW IT DOWN FROM ABOVE, BUT ONLY UPWARDS FROM
BELOW. AND THE SIX DAYS OF CREATION ARE the six levels of
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, of the
letter Vav, WHICH IS TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS
TO SAY THAT YESOD RECEIVES ITS POWER OF PROTECTION
FROM IT. And they are CALLED 'Seraphim' when they are Vav Vav
WITHOUT UNITY, as it is written: "Serafim...each one had six wings
(lit. 'six wings, six wings for each')" (Yeshayah 6:2). THAT IS, VAV
(=SIX) IS MENTIONED TWICE. AND THEY ARE CALLED 'SERAFIM'
FROM THE ASPECT of the left THAT IS IN THEM, and they extract
water from the aspect of the right THAT IS IN THEM. And they are
thirsty because of the flame that is in them from the side of Gvurah,
NAMELY FROM THE LEFT SIDE, and they draw WATER from the
side of Chesed.
449. About NETZACH AND HOD it is said: "who makes the winds
(spirits) His messengers" (Tehilim 104:4), namely from the side of
the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. THAT IS TO SAY THAT
THEY ARE THE WINDS THAT ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM ZEIR
ANPIN TO WITHIN THE LOBES OF THE LUNG that blow on the heart,
which is the tenth level of the Holy Spirit, NAMELY MALCHUT, which
is between them, NAMELY BETWEEN NETZACH AND HOD. And this
is YESOD, WHICH IS the letter Vav, which is a letter in his hosts that
includes the six joints of the two legs, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND
HOD, EACH ONE OF WHICH HAS THREE JOINTS, BECAUSE IT IS
THE CENTRAL COLUMN. For it is written about them: "His legs are
as pillars of marble (Heb. shesh)" (Shir Hashirim 5:15). And this is
the righteous one, the sign of the covenant THAT INCLUDES THE
SIX (HEB. SHESH) OF NETZACH AND HOD.
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450. The upper Vav OF THE TWO VAVs OF THE LETTER VAV FULLY
SPELLED OUT: VAV VAV, is Tiferet, BECAUSE IT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN between the six joints of the two arms, and because of
this, body and covenant, NAMELY TIFERET AND YESOD, ARE
CALLED 'Vav Vav', NAMELY THE TWO VAVS OF THE LETTER VAV
WRITTEN OUT IN FULL: VAV VAV, and we consider them one. And
they, NETZACH and HOD, "shall stretch out their wings on
high" (Shemot 25:20) towards the heavenly Vav that is above them,
NAMELY TIFERET; and from its aspect, NETZACH AND HOD are
called 'the true prophets', FOR TIFERET IS CALLED 'TRUTH'. THEY
ARE "overspreading the covering with their wings" (Shemot 25:20)
over the covenant, NAMELY YESOD, which is the second Vav, which
is "the righteous one is an everlasting foundation" (Mishlei 10:25).
And this is why Netzach and Hod grind up the manna for the
righteous who are from the side of "the righteous one is an
everlasting foundation," which is between them, FOR THE
RIGHTEOUS ONE, WHICH IS YESOD, IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN
BETWEEN NETZACH and HOD, AND RECEIVES FROM THE MANNA
THAT THEY GRIND, and this is why NETZACH AND HOD are called
'grinders'.
451. And from the side of esophagus (Heb. veshet -Vav Shin Tet),
BEFORE WHICH THERE IS GRINDING IN THE TEETH, IT IS SAID:
"The people went about (Heb. shatu - Shin Tet Vav), and gathered
it" (Bemidbar 11:8), it being the collection of JUDGMENT decisions
that is in the Mishnah, NAMELY THE FEMALE WATERS THAT
YISRAEL CAUSES TO RISE UP BY ENGAGING IN TORAH AND
MISHNAH, WHICH ASCEND TO THE SECRET OF THE UPPER
VESHET (LIT. 'ESOPHAGUS') FOR 'SHATU' IS SPELLED WITH THE
SAME LETTERS OF 'VESHET'. "and ground it in mills" (Bemidbar
11:8). It follows that whoever brings out OF HIS MOUTH words of
Torah, must grind them in his teeth, NAMELY PICK THEM
COMPLETELY, in order to express complete words, and these words
are called 'complete'. But as for the other WORDS that are scorned,
these words are swallowed when eaten greedily, without being
ground in their molars and their teeth, NAMELY THEY DO NOT
CLARIFY FULLY THE WORDS OF THE TORAH THAT THEY BRING
OUT OF THEIR MOUTHS, about them it is written: "And while the
meat was yet between their teeth... the wrath of Hashem was
inflamed against the people" (Bemidbar 11:33). This is because
THEY COME from the root of him, who said: "Give me to swallow, I
pray you..." (Beresheet 25:30), NAMELY THE WICKED ESAU. And
Netzach and Hod are called 'Cherubim', WHENCE THE VERSE: "AND
THE CHERUBIM SHALL STRETCH OUT THEIR WINGS ON
HIGH" (SHEMOT 25:20), WHICH REFERS TO NETZACH AND HOD,
AS EXPLAINED IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH.

71. Said Shabbat: You have given me no mate
Even as the ninth Sfirah, Yesod, is not paired with another Sfirah, the Shabbat has no partner.
452. There are eight SFIROT: Chochmah, Binah, Greatenss, Gvurah,
Tiferet, Malchut, Netzach, Hod. The Righteous one, WHICH IS
YESOD, has a diadem on His head, for it has no mate. What is the
meaning of His diadem? It refers to the upper Keter (crown). And in
respect thereof the sages of the Mishnah taught: In the next world
there is no eating or drinking, but the righteous sit with their
diadems upon their heads. And this is as they taught: The Shabbat
pleaded before the Holy One, blessed be He: 'To all the days You
gave a partner, but to me You gave no partner'
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
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72. Ayin of Sh'ma, Dalet of Echad, the Name of Ayin (=70)
Rabbi Shimon gives us the concealed meaning of the letters in the title, and his explanation teaches us about rejoicing and unity.
453. Rabbi Shimon began by quoting: "Hear, Yisrael, Hashem our
Elohim, Hashem is one" (Devarim 6:4). IT IS WRITTEN WITH a large
letter Ayin IN THE WORD SH'MA (LIT. 'HEAR'), and so is the letter
Dalet IN THE WORD ECHAD (LIT. 'ONE'). And these form the word
'ed (Ayin Dalet), a witness, as is written: "Hashem is witness against
you" (I Shmuel 12:5). AND FROM THE WORD SH'MA (SHIN MEM
AYIN), the letters Shin Mem remain, the Mem being open. What is the
reason that the Mem is not final? (namely the form of the same letter
used when it is the last letter of a word.) WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A MEDIAL OPEN MEM AND A FINAL MEM? It is that the
final Mem is the upper king, NAMELY BINAH, while the medial Mem
alludes to the lower king, NAMELY MALCHUT. AND THE LETTERS
SHIN MEM OF THE WORD SH'MA ALLUDE TO MALCHUT. And the
other letters OF ECHAD (LIT. 'ONE' - ALEPH CHET DALET) that
remain are: Aleph Chet. "It is the glory of Elohim to conceal a
thing" (Mishlei 25:2), it is written.
454. I have found in the book of Rabbi Hamnuna Saba: Everyone
who makes this unity each day, rejoicing is prepared for him on
high, in the secret of the letters Shin Mem OF THE WORD SH'MA
(LIT. 'HEAR') at this side, THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE, and
Aleph Chet OF THE WORD ECHAD at that side, THE END OF THE
VERSE. And he starts TO JOIN TOGETHER the letters in reverse,
NAMELY THE ALEPH OF THE ALEPH CHET (FROM ECHAD) AT THE
END OF THE VERSE IS PLACED BEFORE THE SHIN OF THE SHIN
MEM (from SH'MA) AT THE BEGINNING OF THE VERSE; and he
ends straightforwardly, NAMELY THE MEM OF THE SH'MA, AND
SUBSEQUENTLY THE CHET OF ECHAD. The four letters so
arranged, Aleph Shin Mem Chet, MAKE THE WORD ESMACH, as in
the verse: "I will rejoice (esmach) in Hashem" (Tehilim 104:34). And
this is so literally, for it is the holy unity, ALLUDED TO IN THE
LETTERS AYIN DALET (HEB. 'ED', LIT. 'WITNESS') FOR THE
LETTERS OF THE TWO WORDS SH'MA AND ECHAD, WHEN
REARRANGED AS ABOVE, FORM THE TWO WORDS ESMACH (LIT.
'I WILL REJOICE') 'ED' (LIT. 'WITNESS') and this is only right. And
thus is it in the Book of Enoch, who similarly said that whoever
makes this unity each day, rejoicing from above is made ready for
him.
455. Furthermore, LET US REFLECT UPON THE WORD SH'MA, FOR
IT INCLUDES THE TWO LETTERS Shin Mem, together with the large
AYIN. These are the Ayin (=seventy) names that are in the secret of
the holy patriarchs, NAMELY THE 72 NAMES IN CHESED, GVURAH,
AND TIFERET THAT ARE CALLED 'PATRIARCHS', OF WHICH
THERE ARE SEVENTY MAIN NAMES IN THE SECRET OF THE
SEVENTY MEMBERS OF THE SANHEDRIN AND THE TWO
WITNESSES. And this is the secret of Sh'ma: shem (lit. 'name') Ayin
(=seventy), WHERE SHEM (LIT. 'NAME') IS MALCHUT THAT IS
COMPOSED OF THE SEVENTY NAMES. "Yisrael, Hashem our
Elohim, Hashem," these being the four compartments of the Tefilin,
WHICH ARE THE FOUR MOCHIN: CHOCHMAH, BINAH, THE RIGHT
OF DA'AT, AND THE LEFT THAT IS IN DA'AT, to which Aleph Chet
(Heb. ach, lit. 'brother') FROM THE WORD are attached. This refers to
the one who said: "Open to me, my sister, my love" (Shir Hashirim
5:2), NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN. And the DALET FROM THE WORD
ECHAD is the knot of the HEAD Tefilin, WHICH IS THE SHAPE OF
THE LETTER DALET, for MALCHUT is attached to them. And the
secret was given to the sages, but not to be revealed. Rabbi Shimon
fell silent. He cried, then laughed and said: I shall tell THE SECRET,
for certainly the HEAVENLY Will is abiding, for there will be no
generation such as this one until King Messiah comes, in which
permission will be granted to reveal it.
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73. The straps and the knot of the hand Tefilin
Rabbi Shimon explains why the straps of the Tefilin are arranged and fastened as they are, and he emphasizes the importance of the Yud.
456. Two straps come out of each side, NAMELY FROM THE RIGHT
AND THE LEFT, this being the secret of the two thighs THAT ARE
FROM THE CHEST AND downwards of Aleph Chet, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, onto which
the prophets of truth hold. For from above, ON THE HEAD, two
straps come out, which are the secret of the two arms THAT
SURROUND THE HEAD from the right and from the left, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF CHESED AND GVURAH, and to which the Dalet,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is attached, IN THE SECRET OF THE KNOT OF
THE HEAD TEFILIN. Later MALCHUT descends, and THE STRAPS,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF the thighs below, extend downwards.
For, since it is attached above, WITH THE DALET OF THE KNOT OF
THE HEAD TEFILIN, as is proper, it descends below TO NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD, to hold on to her Hosts, WHICH MEANS
SHARING BENEFICENCE TO THE DWELLERS OF THE WORLDS OF
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH. And when it becomes attached
THERE, WITH NETZACH HOD YESOD, it is so attached at the top of
the thighs, and the imprint of the Yud, which is the holy covenant,
NAMELY YESOD, IS on it from above, and it then unites in one unity
WITH ZEIR ANPIN.
457. Yud is the secret of the covenant, NAMELY YESOD, for
everyone who keeps this covenant will be saved above and below.
Because Pinchas (PE NUN CHET SAMECH) was zealous for this
covenant, he was saved from the heavenly judgment and from
earthly judgment, which is why the letter Yud was added in him,
INTO HIS NAME, as it is written: Pinchas (Pe Yud Nun Chet Samech),
the son of Elazar..." (Bemidbar 25:11).

458. This Yud has to be such that it will never move from the hand
Tefilin, NAMELY THE KNOT OF THE HAND TEFILIN THAT IS IN THE
SHAPE OF THE LETTER YUD, WHICH ALLUDES TO YESOD, AS
ABOVE. This is so that there should be no separation BETWEEN
YESOD, WHICH IS YUD, AND THE HAND TEFILIN, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And the whole of MALCHUT's rejoicing is with this Yud,
WHICH IS YESOD. And this Yud is to be found in the Male but not in
the Female. He, YESOD, IS CALLED 'righteous' (Heb. Tzadik - Tzadik
Dalet Yud Kof), while the Female, MALCHUT, is called
'righteousness' (Heb. Tzedakah - Tzadik, Dalet, Kof, Hei), WITHOUT
YUD, FOR YUD IS TO BE FOUND WITH THE MALE AND NOT WITH
THE FEMALE. And this is why THE YUD is close to it ON THE HAND
TEFILIN, and whoever removes the Yud, WHICH IS YESOD, away
from this place, FROM MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE HAND TEFILIN, will
himself be far from the delights of the next world, NAMELY HE WILL
NOT BE PRIVILEGED TO RECEIVE THE EMANATION COMING FROM
THE MATING OF YESOD AND MALCHUT THAT IS DRAWN DOWN
FROM THE UPPER EDEN, CALLED 'THE NEXT WORLD'.
459. The righteous (Heb. TZADIK - TZADIK DALET YUD KOF), is in
the Male while in the Female it is righteousness (Heb. TZEDEK TZADIK DALET KOF), without a Yud. Similarly Ish (lit. 'a man' - Aleph
Yud Shin) IS WRITTEN with a Yud, while ishah (lit. 'a woman' - Aleph
Shin Hei) is written without a Yud. This is why it is her rejoicing to
come close TO THE YUD so that it will delight with her IN THE
MATING. Whoever removes this delighting is himself removed from
delight on high. And thus it is written: "for them that honor me I will
honor" (I Shmuel 2:30).

74. "And when Pinchas...saw it, he...took a spear in his hand"
We hear that the Yud was added to Pinchas' name because he halted the strong judgment of the plague.
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460. Come and see: Pinchas stood before the strong judgment of
Isaac and blocked up the breach, NAMELY HALTED THE PLAGUE,
WHICH CAME FROM THE HARSH JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT THAT
IS CALLED 'ISAAC'. For this reason, the letter Yud was added to
Pinchas' name, giving it the same secret as the numerical value as
the name Isaac. He stood in the breach as it is written: "Then stood
up Pinchas, and executed judgment..." (Tehilim 106:30), PINCHAS
HERE BEING SPELLED WITH A YUD, NAMELY PINCHAS. He stood
in the breach against the judgment of Isaac in order to defend
Yisrael, which is why their names have the same reckoning, E.G.
PINCHAS HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS ISAAC.
461. You might suggest that the reckoning, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH, is dependent on none but its eyes, NAMELY ON
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT, FOR
EYES ARE CHOCHMAH, AND CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY IN
MALCHUT AND NOT IN ANY OTHER SFIRAH, while here your
reckoning DEPENDS above, upon Isaac, WHICH IS THE LEFT
COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN. HE REPLIES, you are certainly right, THAT
THE RECKONING, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH,
DEPENDS UPON ISAAC, since Isaac depends upon and is drawn
from the place that is called 'eyes', NAMELY IT IS DRAWN TO
CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN MALCHUT, where the judgments of the
whole world are judged. FOR ALL THE JUDGMENTS THAT ARE IN
THE WORLD HAVE THEIR ROOT IN THE JUDGMENTS OF
CHOCHMAH, for its eyes are the Ayin (=seventy, lit. 'eye') thrones OF
JUDGMENT, WHICH ARE where the judgments that are in the world
are, and they are called 'the seventy members of the Sanhedrin'.
AND THE NUMBER SEVENTY (AYIN=EYE) IS BECAUSE THEY ARE
DRAWN FROM ITS EYES. Thus everything is one, because Isaac and
THE EYES OF MALCHUT go together, FOR MALCHUT IS BUILT UP
FROM ISAAC AND ITS EYES ARE FROM HIM, NAMELY FROM THE
LEFT COLUMN, AND SO THE TWO OF THEM ARE REALLY ONE, and
everything fits.
462. So Pinchas is Isaac, for Pinchas stood up and judged the case
OF ZIMRI AND COZBI, and put on the strong Gvurah, which is left
CALLED 'ISAAC'. And because OF THIS DEED, Pinchas merited the
right, NAMELY HE EARNED THE PRIESTHOOD, WHICH IS CHESED,
left being here included in the right. "has turned My wrath
away" (Bemidbar 25:11). What is the meaning of "turned My wrath
away?" THE ANSWER IS THAT this refers to the three officials in
Gehenom WHO ARE CALLED 'Destruction', 'Anger', and 'Wrath'. For
Pinchas saw that wrath spreading and being drawn down from the
side of Isaac. What did he do? He put on THE LEVEL OF Isaac,
WHICH IS THE ROOT OF WRATH, and then he took hold of that
wrath as one who takes hold of his neighbor and pushes him back.

463. And then he judged the case and executed judgment. He judged
according to the rule that if a man has sexual intercourse with a
gentile woman, the zealots may fall upon him AND IT WAS
PERMITTED TO STRIKE ZIMRI. And he passed judgment, as it is
written: "and thrust both of them through" (Bemidbar 25:8).
Wherefore it is written: "has turned My wrath away (lit. 'back')," while
elsewhere it is written: "He has turned back His right hand from
before the enemy" (Eichah 2:3). Just as THE TURNING MENTIONED
in the latter, is back, so also in the former case, it is back. And thus
the Yud THAT WAS ADDED here to Pinchas is the Yud that is in
Isaac, WHICH ALLUDES TO YESOD. And it is all "away from above
the children of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 25:11), for when he saw that
wrath, he saw it as it was descending over the heads of children of
Yisrael, AND IT IS THEREFORE WRITTEN: "HAS TURNED BACK MY
WRATH BACK FROM (LIT. 'ABOVE') THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL."

75. The letters Mem, Vav and Tav are a sign for the Angel of Death
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Rabbi Shimon works through some numerology and rearrangement of the letters in Mavet ( Eng. 'death') to show that Pinchas was dedicated to the
Holy Name of God and that he turned away God's wrath by wielding the spear. We are told that none of those who died in the plague were of Yisrael
with the exception of those from the tribe of Shimon; those who died were the wicked, and the wicked are already considered to be dead.
464. HE ASKS, IT IS WRITTEN: "AND WHEN PINCHAS...SAW...AND
TOOK A SPEAR IN HIS HAND" (Bemidbar 25:7). What did he see?
AND ANSWERS: He saw a letter Mem flying through the sky, and this
LETTER is a sign of the Angel of Death, for THE Mem wants to be
built up with the letter Vav and the letter Tav TO FORM THE WORD
MAVET (LIT. 'DEATH' - MEM VAV TAV). What did Pinchas do, for he
was then attired with Isaac? He then took that letter Mem and
snatched it away FROM THE ANGEL OF DEATH, and joined it with
himself. And when the Angel of Death saw that Pinchas had taken
the letter Mem to himself, he immediately turned back.

465. HE ASKS but what is the reason BEHIND ALL THIS? HE
ANSWERS, when Pinchas was zealous in his heart, he attired
himself with Isaac. And he rose up to 208, which is the numerical
value of his name. It is also the numerical value of Isaac. And since
he saw the letter Mem flying in the sky, he snatched it and joined it
to himself, and immediately became romach (lit. 'a spear' - Resh
Mem Chet). THAT IS, THE LETTER MEM JOINED THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF HIS NAME, RESH CHET (208) AND FORMED THE WORD
ROMACH, A SPEAR, as it is written: "and took a spear in his hand."
466. Because the letter Mem was the first mark for Adam that death
was ordained over the world, because this letter flew over Adam's
head at the time when, as is written: "She took of (Heb. mi) the fruit
thereof" (Beresheet 3:6). And this MEM was waiting for the letters
Vav and Tav, as is written: ."..and did eat (Heb. vatochal starts VAV
TAV); and she gave (Heb. vatiten starts VAV TAV) also to her
husband with her, and he did eat. And the eyes of them both were
opened (Heb. vatipakachnah) (Ibid. 6-7). And thus was death (Heb.
mavet - Mem Vav Tav) established over the world.

467. AND SIMILARLY now Pinchas saw that same letter Mem that
was flying over the heads of the children of Yisrael. And how did he
see it? He saw the shape of an open Mem covered in blood. When he
saw it, he said: This is certainly a sign of the Angel of Death. He
immediately snatched it, mentioned over it the ineffable Name
written in full and brought that letter down to himself. And as THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF PYNCHAS is the letters Resh Chet, AND
THE MEM COMBINED WITH THE RESH CHET to form Resh Mem
Chet (Heb. romach, lit. 'a spear'), as it is written: "and took a spear in
his hand." And this is why it is also written: "has turned My wrath
away from over the children of Yisrael, in that he was zealous for My
sake" (Bemidbar 25:11), for he was zealous for the Holy Name, for
they had joined it to another dominion. "among them" (Ibid.). What is
the meaning of "among them"? The answer is that he went in among
a number of hordes and a number of great ones and gave himself
over to death for their sake, IN ORDER TO SAVE THEM. THEREFORE
IT IS WRITTEN: "AMONG THEM." But THE SECRET OF "among
them" is as follows: The letters of "among them" (Heb. betochham)
are, betoch Mem, for the zealousness that he showed was within a
Mem.
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468. HE ASKS, What's the reason that PINCHAS WAS ZEALOUS FOR
this 'Mem'? AND HE ANSWERS, This is because this was the sign
for death, a sign for forty lashings. This is the sign of the four deaths
decreed by the court, and from whence it rises and descends,
descends and rises. When it rises IN NUMERICAL VALUE it evolves
to Mem (=forty) and when it comes down it's a Dalet (=four), the four
directions that separate from male and female of impurity. Because
of them are the four deaths decreed by court. And from there they
rise to Mem. Thus, the Mem is a sign and utensils of the Angel of
Death. And this is what Pinchas took and established within Mem.
And therefore, "I consumed not the children of Yisrael in My
jealousy" (Ibid.).

469. HE ASKS, How can it be said that Pinchas turned away the
wrath of the Holy One, blessed be He, when it is written: "And those
that died by the plague were twenty and four thousand" (Bemidbar
25:9)? Had not even one of them died, I could have said "has turned
away My wrath," but since so many died it does not make sense TO
SAY "turned away My wrath... so that I consumed not the children of
Yisrael": THE ANSWER IS that the matter certainly needs
clarification, as follows: Woe to the person who faults his own seed.
Woe to the one who does not guard his seed properly, FOR THESE
ARE THEY WHO DIED IN THE PLAGUE. But heaven forbid, not even
one of Yisrael died, with the exception of the tribe of Shimon. When
the mixed multitude came, they intermingled with the women of the
tribe of Shimon, after they had converted, and bore them sons, some
of whom died at the Golden Calf episode and others of whom died in
the plague; while those who remained alive died here, as it is literally
written: "And the dead ones by the plague were twenty and four
thousand" (Bemidbar 25:9). Scripture does not say 'which had
died' (namely using a verbal form) but rather "the dead
ones" (namely using a noun form), which teaches that they were
already considered dead, FOR THE WICKED ARE CALLED 'DEAD'.

470. And because Yisrael were careful, and the holy seed were all
counted and not one of them was missing, wherefore it is written: "I
consumed not the children of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 25:11). The
inference here is that He did consume others WHO WERE NOT OF
THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL. And so, too: "turned away My wrath
from over the children of Yisrael." He turned away from over the
children of Yisrael, but he did not turn it away from the others, who
were a mixed multitude. And therefore Scripture explicitly states:
"from over the children of Yisrael." This is why the children of
Yisrael were counted and the Holy One blessed be He joined them to
Himself, again as formerly. Something similar happened in the case
of the Golden Calf, as it is written: "And there fell of the
people..." (Shemot 32:28). All of these were from the mixed
multitude. To prove the point that they were not of the children of
Yisrael, Scripture later says: "And Moses gathered all the
Congregation of the children of Yisrael" (Shemot 35:1), WHICH
SHOWS THAT ALL OF THEM WERE IN PERFECTION.

76. "Take from among you an offering," not from among the mixed multitude
Rabbi Shimon and Rabbi Elazar discuss the question of whether the offering was to be taken only from the children of Yisrael or from the mixed
multitudes as well. They also determine that Yisrael did not in fact worship Baal Pe'or.
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471. "Take from among you an offering": (Shemot 35:5) Come and
see, In the first instance it is written: "of every man whose heart
prompts him to give" (Shemot 25:2). That is, from absolutely anyone,
EVEN THE MIXED MULTITUDE. Since the mixed multitude had made
THE GOLDEN CALF, and those of them who had died had died, the
Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to be reconciled with Yisrael. He
said to them: 'Join yourselves together, all of you, to one side,' as it
is written: "And Moses gathered all the congregation of the children
of Yisrael" (Shemot 35:1) by themselves. He said to them: 'My
children, I want to rest upon you; My tabernacle shall be amongst
you. And so it is written: "Take from among you an offering" from
you and not from anyone else. I do not want the others to have any
connection with Me nor with you.' And this is why all OF THE MIXED
MULTITUDE were destroyed. And so also here. All those about
whom it is written "And those that were dead..." (Bemidbar 25:9)
were of a bad stock, NAMELY THEY WERE THE OFFSPRING OF THE
MIXED MULTITUDE WHO HAD INTERMARRIED WITH THE TRIBE OF
SHIMON, AS ABOVE. Those dead were certainly already
PREVIOUSLY dead, FOR THEY WERE OF THE MIXED MULTITUDE
WHO ARE CALLED 'DEAD' EVEN DURING THEIR LIFETIME, AS
ABOVE, and not from Yisrael. And this is why he counted them, as it
is written: "Take the sum of the congregation of the children of
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 26:2), WHICH MEANS LITTERALLY, raise up their
heads.
472. Rabbi Elazar said, Father, WHAT YOU HAVE SAID would have
been most beautiful if there had not been an internal contradiction.
He said to him, My son, please tell me. And he replied, It is written:
"And Yisrael joined himself to Baal Pe'or" (Bemidbar 25:3), and we
have learnt that Yisrael was joined to Baal Pe'or as a bracelet is
joined to a person among his jewelry. THAT IS: YISRAEL ALSO
SINNED, AND NOT ONLY THE MIXED MULTITUDE. He said to him:
So it is indeed, Elazar, that "Yisrael joined himself to Baal Pe'or," but
I did not say that Yisrael was innocent of that sin. All I said was that
they were cleared of death, that death should not rest on them.

473. He said to him: But it is also written: "Take all the chiefs of the
people and hang them" (Bemidbar 25:4), AND THE REFERENCE IS
CLEARLY TO YISRAEL. He said to him, It does indeed specifically
say "the chiefs of the people," NAMELY THE MIXED MULTITUDE
WHO ARE CALLED 'PEOPLE' WITHOUT FURTHER EPITHET. IT
DOES not SAY 'the chiefs of the children of Yisrael'. And from the
use of the term "the people" we can learn THAT WHEREVER
SCRIPTURE USES "THE PEOPLE" THE REFERENCE IS TO THE
MIXED MULTITUDE. Here (Bemidbar 25:4) it is written "the people,"
and elsewhere it is written: "And when the people saw that Moses
delayed" (Shemot 32:1) and: "the people gathered themselves
together" (Ibid.), and: "And there fell of the people..." (Ibid. 28). IN
ALL THESE CASES, "THE PEOPLE" MEANS THE MIXED
MULTITUDE. But come and see: All that is written is "And Yisrael
joined himself to Baal Pe'or" (Bemidbar 25:3). It does not say that
they worshipped BAAL PE'OR, as understood from the end of the
verse, as is written: "and the people ate, and bowed down to their
Elohim" (Ibid. 2). Scripture does not say that Yisrael ate and bowed
down, but IT IS WRITTEN, the people. And since it is written "And
Yisrael joined...," what is the meaning of "and the people ate"?
SCRIPTURE SHOULD HAVE SAID: 'AND YISRAEL ATE'. However, it
was that bad stock, NAMELY THE MIXED MULTITUDE WHO
MARRIED ISRAELITE WIVES, which was the sin of Yisrael.
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474. ANOTHER COMMENT. Take the verse: "And Yisrael joined
himself to Baal Pe'or." Come and see: 'And Yisrael joined himself
within Baal Pe'or' is not written, but rather "to Baal Pe'or." This is so
because they gave ONLY embellishment and strength to Baal Pe'or,
without awareness, because the worship of Pe'or consisted of
uncovering oneself and depositing in front of him hot feces, which
worship used to give him pleasure and Baal Pe'or grew strong from
it. Yisrael, when they saw this, thought that they were thereby
scorning him and disgracing him, for about idolatry it is written:
"You shall say to it: Get you hence (Heb. tze)" (Yeshayah 30:22),
AND THE WORD FOR FECES (HEB. TZO'AH) COMES FROM THE
SAME ROOT. So they, Yisrael, uncovered themselves and answered
the call of nature in order to deride the idolatry, without awareness.
And it was for these that Pinchas made atonement and stopped the
plague FROM THEM, as it is written: "And he made atonement over
the children of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 25:13)
The Faithful Shepherd confirms that the offering was not taken from
the mixed multitude. He says that the rule of the mixed multitude
over Yisrael causes Yisrael to come under the jurisdiction of the
stars and planets rather than God.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
475. The Faithful Shepherd said, IT IS WRITTEN: "turned away My
wrath" (Bemidbar 25:11). What is the meaning of "turned away My
wrath?" THE ANSWER IS THAT this refers to three officials over
Gehenom. One is over bloodshed, another over incest, and the third
over idolatry, and they are CALLED 'Destruction', 'Anger' and
'Wrath'. And the latter, Wrath, was flying through the world, AND
ABOUT IT IS SAID: "TURNED AWAY MY WRATH." He said, "turned
away My wrath from the children of Yisrael," but He did not say
"from the people," which WOULD REFER TO the mixed multitude.
For it is said, "And there fell of the people that day about three
thousand men" (Shemot 32:28), WHERE THE MEANING OF "THE
PEOPLE" IS THE MIXED MULTITUDE. BUT HERE IT DOES NOT SAY
'TURNED AWAY MY WRATH FROM THE PEOPLE,' BUT RATHER
"FROM THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL." THIS IS TO TEACH THAT THE
WRATH WAS NOT TURNED AWAY FROM THE MIXED MULTITUDE.
For this is how we explained it, and we asked the holy luminary,
THAT IS, RABBI SHIMON.
476. What does Scripture say? "Take from among you an offering to
Hashem" (Shemot 35:5), "FROM AMONG YOU" and not from the
mixed multitude, for YISRAEL was not called 'a community' and 'a
union' until the mixed multitude had been removed from them. When
THE MIXED MULTITUDE was intermingled amongst them, as it were,
it was as though they were not one people. That is why it says, "Take
from among you an offering" and not from any other partnership,
NAMELY NOT FROM THE MIXED MULTITUDE, for I do not want to
involve others between Me and you.

477. And not only that, but when the mixed multitude were
intermingled with Yisrael, what is written? "Her adversaries have
become the chief" (Eichah 1:5). And after THE MIXED MULTITUDE
have been removed from Yisrael, what is written? "Take the sum of
all the congregation of the children of Yisrael" (Bemidbar 26:2) (the
literal translation of which verse is: 'Lift up the head of all the
congregation of the children of Yisrael'). And not only that, but the
Holy One, blessed be He, said: 'I want to dwell with them,' this being
what is written: "and let them make Me a sanctuary; that I may dwell
among them" (Shemot 25: 8).
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478. And not only that, but when the children of Yisrael are in exile it
is said about them: What prevents? The yeast in the dough, for the
sages of the Mishnah have taught: When the mixed multitude are the
heads over Yisrael, as it were, it is as though the rule of the Holy
One, blessed be He, was removed and they had come under the rule
of the jurisdiction of the stars and planets. This is why they cry out,
saying, "Hashem our Elohim, other Masters beside You have had
dominion over us" (Yeshayah, 26:13).

77. Mem of Mavet flying in the air
Rabbi Shimon says that Elijah (Elijah being Pinchas in reincarnation) snatched the letters Mem and Vav from the word mavet, which means death,
by means of the great pity he had for Yisrael and his determination that they should not be lost because of the sins of Zimri and Cozbi - this is how
and why he killed the two sinners with a spear. Rabbi Shimon concludes by saying that whenever there is a righteous man in the world, the
patriarchs come to help him.
479. Another explanation of the verse, "Pinchas..." (Bemidbar 25:11):
Arise, O holy luminary, and say things in the presence of the
Shechinah. The holy luminary, THAT IS RABBI SHIMON, arose and
said, In the complication of the first part it was said: Come and see,
Pinchas arose before the strong judgment of Isaac and stood in the
breach, NAMELY THE OUTBREAKS OF THE PLAGUE, as it is
written: "Then stood up Pinchas, and executed judgment: and so the
plague was stayed" (Tehilim 106:30). AND THIS HE DID in order to
protect Yisrael. This is the reason why Pinchas and Isaac have the
same numerical value. And now new things have to be said here.

480. He began by saying, Elijah, the beloved of the divine King,
NAMELY PINCHAS, FOR ELIJAH IS PINCHAS, saw the letter Mem
from the word mavet (lit. 'death') flying in the air, snatched it down
and joined it to Resh Chet, which is the numerical value of both
Isaac and Pinchas, and WITH THE MEM completed the combination
Resh Mem Chet. Subsequently, he saw the letter Vav from the word
mavet flying in the sky, and he snatched it down also and placed it
with the Resh Mem Chet, thus completing the word: Resh Vav Mem
Chet (Heb. romach), a spear in the fuller spelling, as it is written:
"and he took a spear in his hand" (Bemidbar 25:7).
481. And with what was he able to snatch down these two letters,
THE MEM AND THE VAV? He used the two spirits that were
preserved for him on high, for they make up Pinchas, namely Pnei
Chas (lit. 'the countenance of pity'), for with these two countenances
he had pity on Yisrael that they should not be lost because of those
two, ZIMRI AND COZBI, "and he thrust both of them through" (Ibid.
8) with the two letters, the Mem and the Vav, as is written: "in that he
was zealous for My sake among them" (Ibid. 11).
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482. Why did Pinchas associate himself with Isaac? It was because
Isaac gave himself over to death, which is why he joined himself to
Isaac, that he should help him. For from the side of the two fawns of
the doe, Abraham and Jacob participated in him, for Abraham,
whose level is that of Chesed, participated in the Chet Samech of
Pinchas, while Jacob is the Pnei of Pinchas, because it is said about
him (about Jacob): "And as he passed over Penuel" (Beresheet
32:32). AND THE LETTERS OF Peniel can be read as two words: Pnei
El, the face of El. For, whenever the world is in trouble, but there is a
righteous man in the world, who is zealous for the covenant, then
the patriarchs combine with him. And for their sake, Moses said,
when Yisrael was in trouble, "Remember Abraham, Isaac and
Yisrael, Your servants" (Shemot 32:13). And with the three letters
Yud Hei Vav of Elijah, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF ABRAHAM,
ISAAC, JACOB, he earned the Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, of hanavi
(lit. 'the prophet') - and this is Elijah the prophet, and thus the Yud
Hei Vav Hei come together in him.

78. The Yud that Pinchas merited was the Yud of Shadai
The Zohar expounds upon the meaning of the lower Yud and the upper Yud in terms of the covenant. The Yud of Shadai prevents the evil inclination
from harming a person. We hear that Pinchas was zealous for the covenant both in thought and in deed.
483. The Yud that Pinchas earned, WHERE HIS NAME IS WRITTEN
OUT IN FULL WITH A YUD: PINCHAS, was because he was zealous
for the covenant, and thus merited the covenant, FOR THE YUD
THAT WAS ADDED TO HIS NAME IS AN INDICATION OF THE
COVENANT. There are two Yuds, upper Yud from Yud Hei Vav Hei,
with which He made the covenant with Abraham between the Yud
(ten) fingers of the hands, and small Yud which is from Adonai, with
which He made the covenant between the Yud toes of the feet. And it
is a holy letter that is adorned by the supernal print.

484. This SMALL YUD is always ever recorded, THAT IS TO SAY
THAT IT IS MARKED UPON ALL THE GRADES OF MOCHIN, FOR
WITHOUT IT NO GRADE IS REVEALED. It is the sign of Shabbat, the
sign of the Tefilin, the sign of the festival days, the sign of Shadai
that is recorded "on the doorposts of your house and on your
gates" (Devarim 6:9), WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE YUD OF
SHADAI (SHIN DALET YUD), so that YISRAEL will be impressed with
it in their straps, NAMELY IN THE KNOT OF THE HAND TEFILIN
WHICH HAS THE SHAPE OF THE LETTER YUD, and in their
covenant, NAMELY THE CIRCUMCISED MEMBER, SO THEY WILL BE
MARKED THROUGH IT as the children of Malchut, the household of
the palace of the Holy King, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED 'PALACE'.
THIS MEANS THAT THEY SHOULD RECEIVE THE MOCHIN OF
LOWER CHOCHMAH, WHICH ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM MALCHUT,
AND THIS THEY MERIT BY KEEPING GUARD OVER THE COVENANT
and BY ENGAGING IN the Torah. They are marked with the upper
Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY THEY MERIT UPPER
CHOCHMAH, for they are the children of the divine King. It is as we
have taught, and so it is said: "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1) IN THE SECRET OF THEIR RECEIVING FROM
YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS FROM ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI.
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485. And the letter Yud of Shadai (Shin Dalet Yud) THAT IS THE SIGN
OF THE COVENANT is a ring halter that is lowered onto the neck of
the demon, which is the Evil Inclination, FOR THE LETTERS OF
SHADAI MAKE TWO WORDS SHED (LIT. 'A DEMON' - SHIN DALET),
AND YUD, to prevent it from harming man. And this is as David said:
"Deliver my life from the sword; my only one from the power of the
dog" (Tehilim 22:21), FOR THE EVIL INCLINATION is serpent, dog,
lion, about which David said, "He lies in wait secretly like a lion in
his den" (Tehilim 10:9), or, in the words of the prophet, a bear, as it
is written: "He is to me a bear lying in wait, and like a lion in secret
places" (Eichah 3:10). And IT is likened to all the animals, namely is
likened to all the beasts of prey, and the likeness is drawn for each
person according to his sins. THAT IS, ACCORDING TO A
PERSON'S SINS SO IS THE EVIL INCLINATION CALLED 'LION' OR
'BEAR' AND SO ON but this has already been clarified.
486. And this, THE EVIL INCLINATION, is dog, and serpent, and
braying donkey, onto which the soul is mounted, and, as soon as it
is known that its rider is wicked it is written about it: "his rider shall
fall backward" (Beresheet 49:17), and the secret of the matter is: "If
any (falling) man fall from it" (Devarim 22:8). And for this reason, Job
said: "I am not inferior to you" (Iyov 12:3). (The literal rendering of
this verse is: 'I do not fall from you'). But the righteous person who
rides on it binds it with the knot of the Tefilin straps, the sign of the
Tefilin, which is the Yud of Shadai (Shin Dalet Yud), being the ring,
the halter on the neck, while the Shin of the Tefilin is a chain on the
neck.

487. And Elijah rode on it when he ascended into the heavens, as it
is written: "And Elijah went up by a storm of wind into heaven" (II
Melachim 2:11). Also: "Then Hashem answered Job out of the storm
wind" (Iyov 38:1). And this is why the sages of the Mishnah taught:
Who is mighty? He that subdues his inclination. And there are those
for whom it becomes a donkey (Heb. chamor) that causes no trouble
for its rider, and they are the ones who make efforts at exposition by
inference from minor to major (Heb. chomer). And this is why it is
written about Abraham: "and saddled his ass" (Beresheet 22:3). And
this is also why it is said about Messiah: "humble and riding upon an
ass" (Zecharyah 9:9).

488. And for this reason, all demons and spirits are fearful of the Yud
of Shadai (Shin Dalet Yud), NAMELY THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT,
which is the noose ring from the chain, and immediately on seeing
THE YUD OF SHADAI on the doorposts of the gates they flee, for
about THE YUD OF SHADAI it is said: "to bind their kings with
chains, and their nobles with fetters of iron" (Tehilim 149:8). And
even more DO THEY FLEE AWAY when they see it on the Tefilin that
are on the arms, NAMELY IN THE KNOT OF THE HAND TEFILIN. And
of those who are marked with it with the sign of the covenant in their
own flesh, ABOUT THEM IT IS SAID: "and the stranger that comes
near shall be put to death" (Bemidbar 1: 51); NAMELY THE EVIL
INCLINATION THAT IS CALLED 'STRANGER' SHALL BE PUT TO
DEATH, for stranger is none other than the Evil Inclination, that is
similar to all the beasts and birds of prey, AS ABOVE.
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489. And for this reason, "Recall now, who that was innocent ever
perished?" (Iyov 4:7). This refers to Pinchas, who was zealous for
the covenant, SINCE THE LETTERS OF THE WORD INNOCENT (Heb.
NAKI), WHEN REARRANGED, SPELL KENEI (ARAMAIC FOR
ZEALOUS). And it is recorded upon him that he is the son of the
King and the Queen, for when he was zealous in thought, he earned
the letter Yud of Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
UPPER CHOCHMAH, AND HE BECAME THE SON OF THE KING. And
when he was zealous in deed, he earned the letter Yud of Adonai,
WHICH IS LOWER CHOCHMAH, AND HE BECAME THE SON OF THE
QUEEN. And this is the meaning of Chochmah at the beginning OF
THE COMBINATION YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD,
WHICH IS THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, and Chochmah at the end
OF THE COMBINATION YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD,
WHICH IS THE YUD OF ADONAI. And since Adam was marked with
THESE two YUDS, the sages taught about him that he is the first in
thought but the last in deed (namely the last of the created). FOR
THE YUD HEI VAV HEI IS THE SECRET OF THOUGHT AND 'ADONAI'
IS THE SECRET OF DEED. And while he was still saying these
things, he disappeared from their sight. Rabbi Elazar said, Happy is
our portion that we have been privileged to hear these matters from
those of the next world.
490. And in compilation of the first part, HE SAID, "Wherefore,
say" (Bemidbar 25:12), NAMELY THIS BEING WHAT THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, SAID TO MOSES: 'An oath upon you: Whether you
want TO SAY TO HIM "BEHOLD, I GIVE TO HIM MY COVENANT OF
PEACE" (IBID.), or whether you don't want TO SAY IT TO HIM, say it.'
THIS WAS WHAT Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair SAID, FOR 'WHEREFORE'
IS THE LANGUAGE OF AN OATH. The same shadow CAME AND
smote Rabbi Aba in the eyes AND SAID TO HIM, Did the Holy One,
blessed be He, really not know if Moses wanted to say this or not?
DID HE REALLY HAVE TO SAY IT TO HIM WITH SOME DOUBT:
EITHER WAY...SAY! He said to him, Even if it is apparent to the Holy
One, blessed be He, who says that it is obvious to others? Therefore
HE SAID TO HIM: "Wherefore, say" VIS-A-VIS THE OTHERS.

79. Yisrael are the members of the Shechinah
The Faithful Shepherd talks about the Shechinah giving testimony about Yisrael, as the Shechinah is their help from heaven. People take strength
from the study and teaching of Halachah and Mishnah, and in this study the Shechinah has a home. We learn that those who bring others to
righteousness are like the stars forever and ever.
491. And it was also said in the compilation of the first part: "TO THE
CHIEF MUSICIAN UPON SHUSHAN EDUT, a michtam of
David" (Tehilim 60:1). David was shown a sign IN A ROSE (HEB.
SHOSHANAH) THAT HE WOULD WIN THE WAR when he sent Joab
to Aram Naharaim (Mesopotamia) and Aram Tzovah to make war
against them. The Faithful Shepherd said, Shushan Edut is the Edut
(lit. 'testimony') of the Shechinah, which is CALLED 'Shushan Edut'
because it testifies, standing over us and testifying on us before the
King, and the holy upper levels are with it, and it is holy help for US
TO OFFER praises; THEREFORE, IT IS CALLED 'SHUSHAN EDUT'.
The Faithful Shepherd said, IT IS CALLED 'Shushan Edut' because
THE SHECHINAH gives Edut (lit. 'testimony') about Yisrael, that they
are its parts and it is their soul over them. It is help from heaven,
about which is written: "then hear You in heaven" (I Melachim 8:32).
It is holy assistance, about which it has been said: Here is Tanya (lit.
'support') to help you, FOR THE SHECHINAH IS CALLED 'TANYA'.
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492. "Strong (Heb. eitan) is your dwelling-place, and you put your
nest in a rock" (Bemidbar 24:21). Eitan (Aleph Yud Tav Nun) is
WRITTEN WITH the letters of tanya (Tav Nun Yud Aleph), NAMELY
MISHNAH AND BARAITHA. There, IN THE MISHNAH AND
BARAITHA, is the nest of the upper eagle, which is the Shechinah,
and about it is said: "As an eagle stirs up its nest, broods over its
young" (Devarim 32:11). And those who study or teach Halachah and
Mishnah ARE CALLED 'THE YOUNG OF THE EAGLE'. And each
speech that emerges out of the mouth of that tanya, NAMELY FROM
THE TEACHERS OF MISHNAH, whether for the sake of the Yud Hei
Vav Hei and whether in Torah, prayer, blessing, or in any one of the
precepts; what is written about it? "spreads abroad its wings" (Ibid.),
namely that same eagle that is speech, FOR THE SHECHINAH IS
CALLED 'SPEECH', with which is the Yud Hei Vav Hei, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN WHO IS CALLED 'VOICE', THAT EAGLE WILL SPREAD ITS
WINGS.
493. "takes them, bears them on its pinion (Heb. ever)" (Devarim
32:11). HE ASKS, What is the meaning of "its pinion"? AND HE
ANSWERS: On that part (Heb. ever) of man, with which he performed
a precept of the Hashem, called 'a limb of the Shechinah'. Thus:
"bears them on its pinion." And the meaning of "bear (Heb. yisa)" is
as in the verse: "Hashem lift up His countenance to you" (Bemidbar
6:25).
494. And what is the meaning of "and you put your nest in a rock"?
But David said about THE SHECHINAH, "Hashem is my rock, and my
fortress" (II Shmuel 22:2). So also for the tanna, NAMELY HE WHO
STUDIES MISHNAH, in which the halachah is as firm as a rock that
no hammer can break with all the objections in the world. It is here
that the eagle, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, makes its nest. And all the
Tanaim are called 'nests of THE SHECHINAH'. Therefore, "If a bird's
nest chance to be before you..." (Devarim 22:6), THAT IS THE
SHECHINAH THAT IS CALLED 'A BIRD', namely that comes by pure
chance, once, as a visitor, as a wayfarer who just happens to come
to the inn.

495. And there are Tanaim, STUDENTS OF THE MISHNAH, in whose
study of the Mishnah the Shechinah has A PERMANENT home, as it
is written: "Wherefore the children of Yisrael shall keep the Shabbat,
to observe the Shabbat throughout their generations (Heb.
dorotam)" (Shemot 31:16). 'dorotam' is written in the abbreviated
spelling, derived from 'apartment (Heb. dirah)'. And indeed, there are
sages of the Mishnah, whose study of Torah is their art; in such
cases the Shechinah does not move from them all their days. But
those ABOUT WHOM THE SCRIPTURE SPEAKS IN THE VERSE "If a
bird's nest chance to be before you" (Devarim 22:6) are those to
whom the Shechinah comes by chance, at one time resting on them
and being with them and at another time not being with them.
496. And the secret of the matter is: The occasional times when THE
SHECHINAH is with them is WHEN IT IS SAID: "You shall not take
the mother BIRD OVER THE YOUNG" (IBID.), BUT HE DOES NOT
LET THE MOTHER BIRD, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, GO. And the
times when THE SHECHINAH is not with them IS WHEN IT IS SAID:
"but you shall surely let the mother go" (Ibid. 7), FOR THEY ARE
NOT FITTING TO BE WITH HER. "The young" are the sages of the
Mishnah; "or eggs" (Ibid. 6) are the sages of the Bible. About those
who do not study regularly IT IS SAID: "You shall surely let the
mother go," while about those who do study regularly IT IS SAID:
"You shall not take the mother bird together with the young"; BUT
THEY DO NOT LET HER GO. And there are sages of Halachah (lit.
'legal tradition') who are like the stars, as it is written: "and they who
turn many to righteousness like the stars for ever and ever" (Daniel
12:3). But they are not as the stars, about which it is written: "and all
their host shall fall down" (Yeshayah 34:4), but rather as though they
were the stars of the next world that remain always for ever and ever,
AND TO WHICH IS APPLIED THE VERSE: "AND THEY WHO TURN
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MANY TO RIGHTEOUSNESS LIKE THE STARS FOREVER AND
EVER."

80. "Let Us make man in Our image, after Our likeness"
The Faithful Shepherd tells us that God's last act of creation was to make man, and by 'man' is meant Yisrael and not the idolaters. Rabbi Shimon
talks about the tradition given to Moses at Sinai, and how Moses illuminates all of Yisrael with the light of the Torah. As the Faithful Shepherd and
Rabbi Shimon discuss the creation of man, Moses clarifies that man was indeed created from all of the angels and other creatures and he was made
to rule over the creatures. He goes on to say that the holy Malchut is the image of everything including all the inhabitants of the three worlds, and
that God looked into it before He created everything. Lastly we are told that man depends solely on God for his punishment or reward, and not on an
angel or seraph or any other creature.
497. "And Elohim said: Let Us make man in Our image, after Our
likeness" (Beresheet 1:26). After each craftsman had completed his
work, the Holy One, blessed be He, said to them: 'One craft remains
for Me to undertake, and all of us shall be partners in it. Let all join
together, and let each one do his share, and I shall join in
partnership with you, to give it My share.' For this is what is written:
"Let Us make man in Our image, after Our likeness." And the sages
taught that only the people of Yisrael are referred to as man, as it is
written: "But you My flock, the flock of My pasture, are
men" (Yechezkel 34:31). That is: You are men, but the idolators are
not, and therefore is it written: "Let Yisrael rejoice in his
Maker" (Tehilim 149:2).

498. Said the holy luminary, THAT IS, RABBI SHIMON, This must
certainly have been said by that same tanna who hid in the rock of
the Serpent, for it is written about him: "Strong (Heb. eitan) is your
dwelling-place, and you put your nest in a rock" (Bemidbar 24:21).
For the three patriarchs are called 'the strong ones', and the fourth
one, THAT IS, MOSES, is "Strong is your dwelling place" for in him
the Halachah, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, takes shape, as in the
expression 'A tradition given to Moses from Sinai'. And he spreads
over the six hundred thousand of Yisrael and gives them light with
the Torah as the sun which is hidden by night but gives light to all
the stars and constellations. SO IT IS WITH MOSES: HAD HE NOT
HIDDEN IN THAT ROCK, HE WOULD HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO GIVE
LIGHT TO YISRAEL. And night always refers to the Exile, as in
"Watchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the
night?" (Yeshayah 21:11). THIS REFERS TO THE EXILE, FOR THEN
MOSES HIDES IN THE ROCK and appears by day, AT THE TIME OF
THE REDEMPTION, about which it is said: "As soon as the morning
was light" (Beresheet 44:3), which is the morning of Abraham, about
which is said: "and in the morning, you shall see the glory of
Hashem" (Shemot 16:7). "As Hashem lives, lie down until the
morning" (Rut 3:13).
499. While he was yet speaking, behold, the Faithful Shepherd came
out from that rock AND APPEARED TO RABBI SHIMON. He said to
him, holy luminary, what good did it do me to hide from you, for I
have not left a place that I did not enter to hide from you, and I could
not HIDE FROM YOU IN IT. That being so, there is no sense in my
continuing to hide from you.
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500. The holy luminary said TO THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD: After
Scripture records "Let Us make man in Our image, after Our
likeness" (Beresheet 1:26), what is the meaning of the verse that is
written later: "So Elohim created man in His own image" (Ibid. 27)?
He replied: This is what the sages of the Mishnah taught: HE ASKED
THE MINISTERING ANGELS WHETHER TO CREATE MAN OR NOT.
Some said: Let him be created, while others urged: Let him not be
created. And the Holy One, blessed be He, created him, as it is
written: "So Elohim created man in His own image." He said to him:
If that is so, then He did not place in him one part FROM THE
MINISTERING ANGELS, and he was not made after their form, but
after the form of the King, in His image, in His likeness, which is the
image of the likeness of His form ALONE. He noted: That is the
seeming meaning OF WHAT YOU SAY.

501. Said THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD: Heaven forbid. I HAVE NOT
SAID THAT HE IS NOT MADE UP OF ANY OF THE ANGELS AND
CREATURES. What I said to you was that he was created from all
THE ANGELS AND CREATURES, and was made to rule over all the
creatures. Had each one given his share TO MAN, THEN, when he
would have been angry with him, each one could have come back
and taken his share away from him. "For in what is he to be
accounted of" (Yeshayah 2:22).
502. But the Holy One, blessed be He, created him in His image,
which is the holy Malchut THAT IS CALLED 'IMAGE', which is the
picture of everything, FOR ALL THE INHABITANTS OF THE WORLDS
OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH ARE INCLUDED IN IT. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, looked into it and created the world and all
the creatures that He created in the world, and He included in it the
upper grades and the lower grades without any separation
whatsoever, and He included in it ten Sfirot and all the names and
appellatives and Yud Hei Vav Hei's. And the Supreme Cause, who is
Master of all, and there is no Elohim beside Him, is not to be found in
upper and lower grades less than it, for it is the connection among
all of them, the perfection of all of them, to establish in it: "and His
kingdom rules over all" (Tehilim 103:19). And there is no Cause of all
to be found in even one of the upper and lower grades less than it, IT
IS NOT INCLUDED IN HIM. And is called 'the Faith of Yisrael'. From
the point of view of the Supreme Cause, it is said: "For you saw no
manner of form" (Devarim 4:15), but from the point of view
ACCORDING TO WHICH IT IS INCLUSIVE of the other creatures, it is
said: "And the similitude of Hashem does he behold" (Bemidbar
12:8).

503. The holy luminary came with the other companions, and they
prostrated themselves before him, saying, certainly there is now
none that can take from him, FROM MAN, his portion, FOR not EVEN
one in the world contributed to him a part, except The Creator of the
World, the First Cause ALONE. And on Him depends his punishment
or reward and not on an angel nor a seraph nor any other creature
that is in the world. Thus the sages of the Mishnah taught: Anyone
who combines the Name of Heaven and something else is uprooted
from the world. Immediately on his hearing what Rabbi Shimon, the
holy luminary, said, the Faithful Shepherd rejoiced. And all the
companions blessed him, THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, and said: O,
Faithful Shepherd, if a man were to have come into the world just to
hear this, it would be enough for him.
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81. What is 'Yesh'- Chochmah
We learn that those people are happy who, in the last exile, make a great effort to know the Shechinah, to suffer for her and to keep the precepts. We
are told that Yesh is Chochmah, substance out of nothing, that is drawn from Keter; this means that those who love God will inherit wisdom.
504. Happy is he who makes an effort in the last exile to know the
Shechinah, to honor her with all the precepts and to suffer for her a
number of exigencies, as they said: The wages of attending the bride
lies in the crush AND TROUBLE. THAT IS TO SAY: ACCORDING TO
THE SUFFERING SO IS THE REWARD. "And he lay down in that
place" (Beresheet 28:11). THE HEBREW WORD FOR 'AND HE LAY
DOWN' (Heb. VAYISHKAV) CAN BE READ AS TWO WORDS:
VEYESH, CAF BET, meaning: And there are twenty-two. That is, if
the twenty-two letters of the Torah exist, NAMELY THAT HE IS
PERFECT IN TORAH, then the Shechinah lies with him.
505. HE ASKS, What is the meaning of 'yesh' (lit. 'there is')? HE
ANSWERS THAT it refers to Chochmah, which is SUBSTANCE out of
nothing, THAT IS TO SAY THAT IT IS DRAWN DOWN FROM KETER,
WHICH IS CALLED 'NOTHING'. For in the place where the upper
Shechinah is, WHICH IS BINAH, there is Chochmah, FOR
CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY IN BINAH, and for it is said, "That I
may cause those that love Me to inherit substance (Heb.
yesh)" (Mishlei 8:21). FOR CHOCHMAH THAT IS IN BINAH
ILLUMINATES ONLY IN CHESED, AND THOSE THAT CLEAVE TO
CHESED ARE CALLED 'THE LOVERS OF HASHEM', AND IT IS ONLY
THEY WHO CAN INHERIT YESH, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, BECAUSE
THEY HAVE CHESED, AND THIS IS: "but showing mercy to
thousands of generations of those that love Me" (Shemot 20:6),
NAMELY from the side of the love of Chesed, FOR THOUSANDS IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, AND HE SHOWS MERCY (CHESED)
IN ATTIRING CHOCHMAH WITH CHASSADIM. And this yesh, which
is Chochmah, is on the right, THAT IT ILLUMINATES ONLY WHEN
ATTIRED IN CHESED OF THE RIGHT, as has been taught: He who
wants to grow wise should turn to the south. And that is why IT IS
WRITTEN: "That I may cause those that love Me to inherit substance
(Heb. yesh)" (Mishlei 8:21), SINCE THEY HAVE CHESED, WHICH IS
THE RIGHT.
506. Come and see into the hidden secrets, in the attributes of the
Holy One, blessed be He, for about the same quality over which
people make an effort, and which they mention, it is said: With the
same measure that a man metes out, so is it measured to him, FOR
HE IS TREATED WITH THE SAME ATTRIBUTE THAT HE MENTIONS.
And there are seventy countenances to the Torah. IN THE SECRET
OF THE SEVENTY ATTRIBUTES, THERE ARE THE SEVEN: CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, EACH
OF WHICH IS COMPOSED OF TEN SFIROT, MAKING SEVENTY, THIS
BEING THE SECRET OF: THERE ARE SEVENTY COUNTENANCES
TO THE TORAH. Thus "in all places where I cause My name to be
pronounced (mentioned), I WILL COME TO YOU, AND I BLESS
YOU" (Shemot 20:21). Should Scripture not have said: 'you cause My
name to be pronounced, I WILL COME TO YOU AND BLESS YOU'?
NO, FOR THE MEANING is RATHER: With the same attribute that I
uttered My name, with that very same attribute I will come to bless
you.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Shimon tells Rabbi Yehuda that God brings true
craftsmanship out of chaos, that has no substance at all, and His
creation is perfected properly, in actuality, and He never again has to
change it.
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507. "According to the lot shall their inheritance be divided between
many and few" (Bemidbar 26:56). Rabbi Yehuda began by quoting: "I
know that, whatever the Elohim does, it shall be forever; nothing can
be added to it, nor anything taken from it" (Kohelet 3:14). This was
said by King Solomon, whose wisdom exceeded that of all the
inhabitants of the world. I, MYSELF, did not know that whatever
Elohim does, it shall be forever, UNTIL he said: "I know." FOR HE
KNEW what no one else knows.

508. HE ANSWERS: the explanation of this is that of course King
Solomon's wisdom was greater than that of other men, and he knew
what was not known to other people. Come and see, Any other
craftsman in the world, when he has something to make, looks at it
and considers it once and twice and then makes it. Subsequently, he
adds to it or takes away from it. With the Holy One, blessed be He, it
is not like that: He brings true craftsmanship out of chaos, that has
no substance at all, and it is perfected properly, in actuality, and He
does not need to add or take anything away from it. That is why it is
written: "And Elohim saw everything that He had made, and, behold,
it was very good" (Beresheet 1:31). AND IT WAS ABOUT THIS THAT
SOLOMON SAID, "I KNOW THATM WHATEVER ELOHIM DOES, IT
SHALL BE FOREVER; NOTHING CAN BE ADDED TO IT, NOR
ANYTHING TAKEN FROM IT."

82. "Whatever the Elohim does, it shall be forever"
Rabbi Shimon explains about the tree that is Zeir Anpin and that is the Torah on which faith is suspended. He says that God is, was, and will be nothing can be added to Him or taken from Him. He then talks about a lower tree that is Malchut, that is nourished from the upper tree, and
concludes by saying that only those who are fit should come close to God, and that all others should be afraid.
509. "whatever the Elohim does" (Kohelet 3:14). A further
explanation is THAT WHATSOEVER HE DOES to correct the world, it
will surely be forever, BUT THE DEMONS AND THE OTHER SIDE
WILL BE NULLIFIED AT THE COMPLETION OF THE CORRECTION,
AND ARE NOT ETERNAL. Rabbi Yitzchak said, If that is so, what is
THE MEANING OF: "and the Elohim does it, so that men should fear
before Him" (Ibid.)? WHICH IS UNDERSTOOD TO ALLUDE TO THE
OTHER SIDE, WHO CAST FEAR ON THE WORLD. It is not so, for we
have learned that the verse, and this is a divine secret amongst the
companions, should be read as follows: That whatever the Elohim
did, it shall be forever. But what is meant by: "whatever the Elohim
does (lit. 'will do')" for is it not written "That which is, already has
been; and that which is to be has already been" (Ibid. 15)? Yet you
say: "whatever the Elohim will do"?
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510. HE ANSWERS, we can understand the matter from another
verse. It is written: "Neither has the eye seen that an Elohim, beside
You, should do such a thing for him who waits for Him" (Yeshayah
64:3). It should have said 'have done' instead of "should do" and 'for
him who waits for You' instead of "for Him." HE ANSWERS, rather, it
is an upper place that is drawn down and emerges and kindles all
the lights, NAMELY ALL THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, in all directions, BOTH TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE
LEFT, and is called 'the next world', NAMELY BINAH. And from it
emerges a tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to be watered and corrected.
And this tree is higher and more precious than all other trees, and
we have already learned about this. And that next world, WHICH IS
BINAH, which is drawn down and emerges, corrects this tree
eternally, and waters it, NAMELY IT EMANATES MOCHIN TO IT, and
corrects it in its work; NAMELY BINAH CORRECTS THE TOOLS OF
ZEIR ANPIN WITH ITS TOOLS SO THAT IT SHOULD BE FITTED TO
RECEIVE THE MOCHIN FROM IT; and crowns it with diadems,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, and none of
the fountains ceases to flow from it forever and ever.
511. On that tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, Faith is suspended, WHICH
IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'FAITH', which rests on it, rather than
all the trees, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "LIKE THE APPLE
TREE AMONG THE TREES OF THE WOOD, SO IS MY BELOVED
AMONG THE SONS" (SHIR HASHIRIM 2:3). The existence of
everything is to be found in it, INASMUCH AS IT IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT GIVES EVERYTHING ITS EXISTENCE. And therefore
it is written: "whatever the Elohim does, it shall be forever."
Specifically, He was, He is, and He will be. "Nothing can be added to
Him, nor anything taken from Him" (Ibid.). And thus it is written in
the Torah: "you shall not add thereto, nor diminish from it" (Devarim
13:1). For this tree is the Torah, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED
'TORAH'. And the Elohim, WHO IS BINAH, corrects this place always.
And the Elohim, unless specified otherwise, is Gvurah from the
Infinite and Unfathomable One, NAMELY BINAH THAT IS CALLED
'GVURAH', IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "I AM UNDERSTANDING
(BINAH); I HAVE STRENGTH (GVURAH)" (MISHLEI 8:14). As it is
written: "there is no searching for His understanding" (Yeshayah
40:28), NAMELY THERE IS NO FATHOMING TO HIS BINAH. This is
why 'the Elohim' is written and not just 'Elohim', FOR ELOHIM
WITHOUT THE DEFINITE ARTICLE REFERS TO MALCHUT. Thus he
'does' always, as constant as a spring whose waters will not cease
for all generations.
512. For this reason it is written: "And the Elohim has so made it,
that men should fear before Him" (Kohelet 3:14). THIS MEANS THAT
He ordained for that tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, a perfect
correction, until it is held on all sides, THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT,
above and below, NAMELY by BINAH AND MALCHUT, so that they
should "fear before Him" and not replace it with any substitute for all
generations.
513. Rabbi Aba said: What you have said is indeed nice, but one has
to look into it even further. At the beginning of the verse (Ibid.) IT
SAYS "does (lit. 'will do'),"' and later "and Elohim does (lit. 'made')
it." Why this difference? HE ANSWERS, surely because He "will do"
and correct this tree, ZEIR ANPIN, so that its waters should not
cease for all generations, SINCE THE WATERS OF BINAH DO NOT
CEASE FOR ALL GENERATIONS AS THEY ARE DRAWN DOWN
FROM THE UPPER ABA AND IMA, WHOSE MATING IS WITHOUT
INTERRUPTION FOREVER CONNECTED. And then, IT IS WRITTEN
"made." What did He make? Rather, He made the Elohim, WHICH IS
BINAH, another tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, below it, but He does not
make IT like this one, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN. THAT IS TO SAY: BINAH
WILL NOT BESTOW UPON IT A NEVER CEASING BOUNTY, WHICH
IS CHASSADIM FROM UPPER ABA AND IMA, AS IT BESTOWS UPON
ZEIR ANPIN. Therefore it is written "made" and not "will make," for
this lower tree, WHICH IS MALCHUT, He made it and corrected it IN
THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT, WHICH IS JUDGMENT so when one
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enters the upper tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, one will so enter with
the authority OF THE LOWER TREE, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and, on
finding the lower tree, he will be afraid to enter THE UPPER TREE
other than in a proper way.
514. Come and see that this one, THE LOWER TREE WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is the doorkeeper OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND MALCHUT is
therefore called "He who keeps Yisrael" (Tehilim 121:4), FOR IT
KEEPS ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'YISRAEL'. And it is this lower
tree that THE ELOHIM, WHICH IS BINAH, made, that it should be
watered and nourished from the upper tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
And it is therefore not written 'will make' but "made," FOR HE HAD
MADE IT TO BE A KEEPER AND SO THAT IT SHOULD BE
NOURISHED FROM ZEIR ANPIN. What was the reason FOR HIS
MAKING HIM A KEEPER? It was so that men should be fearful of
Him, and not draw close to Him, except for those who are fitted to
come close, and not any others, and that men should keep the ways
of the Torah and not deviate to the right nor the left, BUT SHOULD
CLEAVE TO THE CENTRAL COLUMN.

83. "According to the lot"
Rabbi Shimon begins by telling us that the lot to which David was attached is the tree, Malchut. Rabbi Aba talks about the voice from the firmament,
saying that this firmament is nourished from the voice. We learn about the stone of Yisrael that descended from its place under the divine throne,
and upon which the lot is written. Rabbi Elazar concludes by saying that those who follow righteousness are the ones who seek God.
515. Come and see: About this tree, MALCHUT, on which rest all of
the hosts of the worlds OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH, David
said: "You maintain my lot" (Tehilim 16:5). What is the meaning of
"my lot?" It is the lot to which David is attached, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and it is therefore written: "According to the
lot" (Bemidbar 26:56) (where the Hebrew for 'according to' is,
literally: 'On the mouth of'). THIS ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS
CALLED 'MOUTH.' And the same expression is used in the verse:
"So Moses the servant of Hashem died there in the land of Moab,
according to the word (lit. 'mouth') of Hashem" (Devarim 34:5),
WHICH IS MALCHUT. CONSEQUENTLY, "the lot" is written, WITH
THE DEFINITE ARTICLE (HEI), TO REFER TO MALCHUT. Happy are
the portions of those who engage in the study of Torah day and
night and who know its ways, and they each day eat the divine food
OF THE FLOWING EMANATION OF CHOCHMAH, as it is written: "For
wisdom gives life to those who have it" (Kohelet 7:12), for the Torah
on high, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, is nourished from this place, FROM
CHOCHMAH. And it is said about them: "Behold, My servants shall
eat" (Yeshayah 65:13).
516. Rabbi Aba started by quoting: "And there was a voice from
above the firmament" (Yechezkel 1:25). About this voice, ZEIR
ANPIN, which is attached to this firmament (YESOD of ZEIR ANPIN)
and participates with him, it is said: "He has made His wonderful
works to be remembered" (Tehilim 111:4), WHICH REFERS TO THE
FIRMAMENT WHICH IS YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'REMEMBRANCE'.
And this firmament stands over those living creatures, AS IT IS
SAID: "AND THERE WAS A VOICE FROM ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT
THAT WAS OVER THEIR HEADS." And this is THE FIRMAMENT that
was created on the second day OF THE WORKS OF CREATION,
ABOUT WHICH IT IS SAID: "divide water from water" (Beresheet 1:6),
THE UPPER WATERS AND THE LOWER WATERS.
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517. It has been taught: There are seven firmaments higher on high,
CORRESPONDING TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, THAT ARE IN YESOD. Certainly
'Curtain', WHICH IS PARALLEL TO MALCHUT THAT IS IN IT, serves
no purpose, for MALCHUT has nothing of its own, apart from what
ZEIR ANPIN gives it. And the poor take hold of it, this being the inner
meaning of the verse: "Now, behold, in my trouble (poverty) I have
prepared for the house of Hashem" (I Divre Hayamin 22:14)
INASMUCH AS DAVID WAS ATTACHED TO MALCHUT, WHICH IS
POOR, AS ABOVE. HENCE HE SAID, "IN MY POVERTY." And this
FIRMAMENT, CURTAIN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, introduces the
morning and ushers out the evening, for at night MALCHUT brings
out its hosts in all directions, TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT, and
has control over these hosts and regiments, FOR THEN IS THE
RULE OF MALCHUT. And in the morning, it collects together all its
hosts, and brings them into their (Heb. Nekev) hole, THAT IS TO SAY
TO THEIR ASPECT OF THE FEMALE (NUKVA), and they have no
power, for the morning includes them all, as it is written: "to relate
Your steadfast love (Chesed) in the morning, and Your faithfulness
every night" (Tehilim 92:3). But this has already been taught.
518. And there is a voice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that is above this
firmament, for from it this firmament is nourished, SINCE YESOD
RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN. When this voice awakens, none of the
hosts are in motion, and they have no permission to do anything but
stand still where they are. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE
VERSE: "AND THERE WAS A VOICE FROM ABOVE THE
FIRMAMENT THAT WAS OVER THEIR HEADS; WHEN THEY STOOD
STILL, THEY LET DOWN THEIR WINGS" (Yechezkel 1:25); NAMELY
WHEN THE VOICE STIRS OVER THEIR HEADS, THEN THEY STAND
STILL. And the hosts draw near and wait for that Chesed which is
drawn down FROM THE VOICE, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to that
firmament, WHICH IS YESOD, and they are blessed because of it,
NAMELY THAT THEY RECEIVE FROM THE FIRMAMENT. And
therefore, ZEIR ANPIN is above the firmament that is over their head,
AND THEY CANNOT RECEIVE OTHER THAN FROM THE
FIRMAMENT, WHICH IS YESOD.
519. Come and see, "And above the firmament that was over their
heads was the likeness of a throne, in appearance like a sapphire
stone" (Yechezkel 1:26). "in appearance like a sapphire stone" refers
to the stone of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And this is the inner
meaning of what is written: "and they rolled the stone" (Beresheet
29:3). From on high descended a certain stone, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
when Yisrael wanted to inherit the Land (of Yisrael), and on it the lot
is written, NAMELY "ACCORDING TO THE LOT," and THE LOT would
say: This part for so-and-so, this part for so-and-so. And this stone
descended from under the divine throne, NAMELY MALCHUT,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE THRONE OF ZEIR ANPIN. Surely is
written "from thence, from the Shepherd, the Stone of
Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:24), FOR THIS IS THE STONE OF ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS CALLED 'YISRAEL'. And for this reason: "According to the
lot (WHICH IS MALCHUT) shall their inheritance be divided."
520. Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Yehuda were walking from Usha to
Lod. Rabbi Elazar encountered them and they ran after him, saying,
Surely we shall run after the Shechinah. When they caught up with
him, they said, Let us now certainly join you and hear a new matter.
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521. He began by quoting, "Hearken to me, you that follow after
righteousness, you that seek Hashem" (Yeshayah 51:1). "Hearken to
me, you that follow after righteousness" refers to those who follow
AND PURSUE AFTER the Faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT IS
CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS', for those who follow righteousness are
CERTAINLY the ones who "seek Hashem." If you want to know the
Faith and to take hold of this righteousness, then do not look at it on
its own WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN, as do other people WHO CLEAVE TO
MALCHUT WITHOUT ZEIR ANPIN, THIS BEING THE SECRET OF
LEFT WITHOUT RIGHT, and for which reason they bring death to
themselves. But "look to the rock whence you were hewn, and to the
hole of the pit from which you were dug out" (Ibid.), NAMELY TO
UNITE IT WITH ZEIR ANPIN, AND ABA AND IMA.

84. The sacrifices
Rabbi Elazar says that the perfect offering is one made without sin, i.e. the peace offering. Anyone who sins draws upon himself an unclean spirit
that controls him; the function of the sacrifice is to break that spirit and make atonement. We hear that God loves a broken and contrite heart. Rabbi
Elazar says he learned in the Book of Enoch that all sacrifices when they ascend go first to the Garden of Eden, and we learn why animals are
sacrificed. Rabbi Shimon offers a deeper explanation, saying that the secret of the sacrifices is the secret of the Holy Beasts, and he elaborates with
many details about ox, eagle, lion and man. He says that man's prayer is similar to the sacrifices. We learn from this section that no one is allowed
to eat before the Supreme King does. Rabbi Shimon tells Elijah how it could be possible for the Supreme King to eat, since it seems that there is no
eating or drinking above.
522. "Command the children of Yisrael, and say to them: My
offerings, the provisions of My sacrifices made by fire" (Bemidbar
28:2). It is written: "Has Hashem as great a delight in burnt offerings
and sacrifices, as in obeying to the voice of Hashem?" (I Shmuel
15:22). The Holy One, blessed be He, does not desire that a man sin
and then offer a sacrifice because of his sin; but a sacrifice that is
without any iniquity is the perfect sacrifice (Heb. shalem). And it is
called "peace-offerings" (Heb. SHELAMIM). The daily offering is also
PERFECT, for although THE DAILY SACRIFICE atones for sins, IT IS
NEVERTHELESS A PERFECT SACRIFICE.

523. Rabbi Aba began by quoting: "The sacrifices of Elohim are a
broken spirit" (Tehilim 51:19). This verse has been interpreted to
mean that the Holy One, blessed be He, does not want a man to
bring a sacrifice for his sin, but, rather, HE WANTS a broken spirit.
People do not know what they say. From the holy luminary I heard as
follows: When a man becomes impure in his iniquities, he draws
down onto himself a spirit from the side of uncleanliness, and THE
SPIRIT becomes domineering on that person and controls him at
will. The aspect of uncleanliness, FROM WHICH THE SPIRIT IS
DRAWN DOWN, grows stronger with his strength and becomes more
powerful and controls him to its wish. When a man comes and takes
control over it, in order to become pure, he is helped to be purified
FROM ABOVE.

524. In the period when the Temple was still standing, THE SINNER
would offer his sacrifice, his whole atonement being dependent on it,
until he feels remorse and breaks down that spirit FROM THE SIDE
OF UNCLEANLINESS THAT HE DREW TO HIMSELF WITH HIS SIN,
from its pride, and humiliates it. And it is this that is meant by the
breaking down of those stages of uncleanliness, FROM WHICH THE
SPIRIT IS DRAWN, and when that spirit of uncleanliness is broken,
and he offers his sacrifice, this is an acceptable and proper
SACRIFICE.
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525. But if that spirit OF UNCLEANLINESS is not broken, then his
sacrifice is worth nothing and is given to the dogs, for this is a
sacrifice not for the Holy One, blessed be He, but for the dogs. And
this is why Scripture says that the proper sacrifices of Elohim are a
broken spirit, for that spirit of uncleanliness has to be broken so that
it will not be in control. Consequently, about the one who breaks it
as it should be broken, it is written: "A wind (or spirit) that passes
away, and comes not again" (Tehilim 78:39). And that man can be
assured that it will not ever come to him again. Hence "and comes
not again." "A broken and a contrite heart" (Tehilim 51:19). This is a
man who is not proud and does not take pleasure in the delights of
the world. And "Elohim, You will not despise" (Ibid.), for He has a
place of honor with him.

526. "Command the children of Yisrael." To what does 'command'
refer? It refers to idolatry, That is, he should not bring himself in to
become impure in the spirit of uncleanliness, for this would be real
idolatry.

527. Rabbi Elazar began by quoting: "I am come into my garden, my
sister, my bride" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). We have already learned this
verse, yet it contains secrets concerning the sacrifices. But then we
have already learned it all. Rabbi Shimon said to him, It is good that
you have started the discussion on these matters, BUT why have
you concealed them? IT IS AS THOUGH YOU HAVE SAID
SOMETHING, BUT IT HAS NOT BEEN FULLY SAID. Tell us WHAT
YOU KNOW ABOUT THE SACRIFICES. RABBI ELAZAR replied, It
was because I saw something in the Book of Enoch and learned it
THAT I SAID SOMETHING AS THOUGH IT WERE NOT SAID. Rabbi
Shimon said, Tell us that matter that you have seen and heard.
528. He said: It is all really just one matter. The Holy One, blessed be
He, said "I am come into my garden" (Shir Hashirim 5:1) because all
the sacrifices that are made in the world, when they ascend TO THE
FEMALE WATERS first enter into The Garden of Eden, which is the
secret of The Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. But
initially how is it at the beginning of the sacrifice? FOR I HAVE SAID
THAT THEY FIRST COME INTO THE GARDEN OF EDEN, MEANING
when a man confesses his sins over THE SACRIFICE, at the time of
the slaughtering and the scattering of the blood over the altar, THEN
THE SACRIFICE ASCENDS TO THE FEMALE WATERS, TO THE
GARDEN OF EDEN. AND THEN, SAYS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN: "I AM COME INTO MY GARDEN" WHICH IS
THE GARDEN OF EDEN, MALCHUT, FOR THE FEMALE WATERS OF
THE SACRIFICE AWAKEN THE UNION.
529. Now one has to concentrate to understand how these Holy
Spirits benefit from this, FROM THE ASCENT OF THE FEMALE
WATERS OF THE SACRIFICE. Also, what is the reason that the
sacrifice has to be of an animal, when it is more important that a man
should break that spirit THAT HE HAS DRAWN DOWN BY HIS SIN,
and return in repentance? What is the reason for the ritual
slaughtering of the animal, and the burning of it by fire on the altar?
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530. HE ANSWERS, It is a mystery. There is an animal that lies on a
thousand hills, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS
THE ASPECT OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH HEIs,
WHOSE NUMERICAL VALUE IS THE SAME AS THAT OF ANIMAL
(Heb. BEHEMAH = 52). And it devours a thousand hills each day,
ALL OF THE THOUSAND BEING THE SECRET OF THE GRADES OF
CHOCHMAH THAT ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM THE LEFT, FOR
CHOCHMAH IS TERMED A THOUSAND (HEB. ELEF) IN THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE: "AND I SHALL TEACH (HEB. A'ALFECH) YOU
WISDOM" (IYOV 33:33), and they are called: "and the cattle upon a
thousand hills" (Tehilim 50:10). And we have already learned about
this, that there is an animal that devours animals. And what do THE
ANIMALS consist of? They are of fire, and this animal, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, consumes all of them with one gulp, as it is written: "For
Hashem your Elohim is a consuming fire, a jealous El" (Devarim
4:24). And all the waters of the Jordan, WHICH IS YESOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, that flow through it during six years, WHICH IT RECEIVES
FROM CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT ARE CALLED 'SIX YEARS', are made into one
gulp, NAMELY ONE SWALLOW, by it, MALCHUT, as it is written: "he
trusts that river will thrust some food into his mouth" (Iyov 40:23).
531. And the secret of the matter is that from the yeast of those
ANIMALS ON A THOUSAND HILLS, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS ON THE LEFT, is the
principle and basis for those animals below, for the spirit spreads
downwards from them, and this spirit is reflected in the animals
below, THAT IS TO SAY, IT BECOMES THE SPIRIT OF THE ANIMAL
BELOW. And when a sinner brings an animal for sacrifice, then that
spirit of the animal ascends and returns to its place, TO THE UPPER
ANIMAL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and this spirit spreads through all
THE ANIMALS THAT ARE ON A THOUSAND HILLS, AS ABOVE. And
all those that are of this sort, NAMELY, THE OTHER SIDE THAT ARE
DRAWN DOWN FROM THE LEFT, approach and enjoy that fat and
blood that are the raiment of this spirit. And this spirit is from their
side, NAMELY FROM THE LEFT SIDE, and they all benefit and are
nourished and become advocates of that person, FOR THE
PROSECUTOR BECOMES DEFENSE COUNSEL, AND THE FEMALE
WATERS OF THE SACRIFICE enter by way of the esophagus, as we
have learned. This is why the sacrifice is taken from an animal.

532. Rabbi Shimon said, Blessed is my son to the Holy One, blessed
be He. About you it is said: "Let your father and your mother be glad,
and let her who bore you rejoice" (Mishlei. 23:25). Let your father on
high be glad, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, and your mother is the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And let her that bore
you rejoice namely the daughter of the pious Rabbi Pinchas ben
Ya'ir, THE MOTHER OF RABBI ELAZAR. Elazar, my son, what you
have said is CORRECT regarding the sacrifice of an animal, BUT
what is the reason for the offering of fowls? For it is written: "And if
the burnt sacrifice for his offering to Hashem be of birds" (Vayikra
1:14). He said to him: I have not seen, but I draw an analogy from
what is said about animals to what is said about fowl. Nevertheless, I
will not speak, because I have not seen it nor, until now, have I heard
it.
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533. Rabbi Shimon said: Elazar, what you have said is good, but
there are many secrets among the secrets of the sacrifices, and they
have not been handed down to be revealed, except to the truly
righteous, from whom their Master's secret is not hidden. The secret
of the sacrifices is the secret of the holy living creatures, the four
forms engraved on the Throne, this being the Throne of the Holy
King, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS A THRONE FOR ZEIR ANPIN,
AND THESE FOUR ARE: The face of an ox, the face of an eagle, the
face of a lion, the face of a man. The face of a man includes all of
them, FOR LION, OX, AND EAGLE ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE
COLUMNS, AND THE FACE OF A MAN IS MALCHUT THAT
RECEIVES THEM AND THEREFORE INCLUDES ALL OF THEM. And
all FOUR of the faces look at each other and are included in each
other, and from them they spread out in many directions, and tens of
thousands, above and below, without measure, number, or account.

534. From the face of an ox, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT,
spreads a spirit to the animals in four species, that are included in
each other, as one, namely; oxen, sheep, rams and goats, and these
serve for the sacrifices. And THE SACRIFICE is from them, these
holy hosts that spread out from the face of that ox, and draw close,
BY THE ACT OF SACRIFICE, to their element, WHICH IS THE FACE
OF AN OX, and benefit from that element and their apparel. And were
it not that they contain the element of this world, WHICH IS THE
SACRIFICE THAT ASCENDS TO THEM, they would not draw close
there, TO THEIR ELEMENT, WHICH IS THE FACE OF AN OX.

535. And just as the Holy Shechinah takes pleasure in the spirits of
the righteous THAT ASCEND TO IT FOR THE FEMALE WATERS, and
it draws close to welcome the spirit of a righteous person, and
enjoys it because that spirit is drawn from it, so is it also with those
HOSTS THAT SPREAD FORTH FROM THE FACE OF AN OX. They
benefit from the side of their element, WHICH IS THE FACE OF AN
OX, and from that raiment that is offered TO THEIR ELEMENT,
WHICH IS THE SACRIFICE, for the spirit OF THE SACRIFICE is from
the raiment of their spirit, and this is why they enjoy it.

536. From the face of an eagle spreads a spirit to the fowl, FOR THE
SPIRIT THAT IS IN THE FOWL IS DRAWN FROM THE FACE OF AN
EAGLE. And eagle is on two sides, ON THE RIGHT AND ON THE
LEFT, FOR EAGLE IS TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
INCLUDES THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT. And this is the secret of
"And let birds fly" (Beresheet 1:20) WHICH TEACHES ABOUT two
spirits. For this reason, the sacrifice of fowl spreads out and
descends from the right and from the left, WHILE THE SACRIFICE
OF CATTLE IS ONLY FROM THE FACE OF AN OX, WHICH IS THE
LEFT, AS ABOVE; THE SACRIFICE OF FOWL IS FROM THE FACE OF
AN EAGLE THAT INCLUDES THE TWO COLUMNS.
537. Of all the pure aspects OF FOWL, only a dove and turtle-doves
are sacrificed, because they are true to their partners more than all
the other fowl. And they are preyed upon but do not prey; they are
faithful to each other, the female to her partner, and therefore the
sacrifice is of them. And those Holy Spirits descend and draw close
and enjoy their element and essence, AS ABOVE.
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538. And you might well ask: How can the little that ascends from the
dove or from the turtledove spread out in the number of directions to
the hosts on high who are without measure? And the same question
can be asked about WHAT ASCENDS OF the single animal. HE
ANSWERS: Come and see, the whole world fills with light from one
thin burning candle. Again: One thin piece of wood enkindles a large
piece.

539. So far the sacrifice HAS BEEN CLARIFIED from two sides
engraved on the Throne, NAMELY FROM THE FACE OF AN OX FOR
CATTLE, AND FROM THE FACE OF AN EAGLE FOR FOWL. Now the
question has to be put: There are four shapes that are engraved on
the Throne, so what is the reason for there being no sacrifice from
shapes of the other FORMS? HE ANSWERS, There is certainly
sacrifice from all of them. The lion that is engraved on the throne:
When the sacrifice is perfect, the lion descends and enters the fire,
eats and has enjoyment from there. And the man that is engraved on
the throne: Behold man is the main one of all of them, and he
sacrifices there TO THE FACE OF A MAN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, his
spirit and his soul, and upper man benefits from lower man. And
each species draws near to its own and benefits from it, from that
which is really its own, and from its own element.

540. You might well ask: But lion has no basis below in the sacrifice,
WHILE THE FACE OF AN OX HAS A BASIS BELOW, IN THE
ANIMALS; THE FACE OF AN EAGLE HAS A BASIS BELOW, IN THE
BIRDS; THE FACE OF A MAN HAS A BASIS BELOW, IN THE SPIRIT
AND SOUL OF THE MAN OFFERING THE SACRIFICE, BUT LION HAS
NO BASIS BELOW AT ALL. AND HE ANSWERS, lion is included in all
of them, for it is on the right, WHICH IS CHESED, AND CHESED
INCLUDES ALL OF THEM. For this reason, it eats from all of them
THAT ARE BELOW IT, while the others, OX, EAGLE, AND MAN, do
not eat from his species, because it is to the right AND HIGHER
THAN THEY. Behold, all four of the forms that are engraved on the
throne come close to the sacrifice, which is why it is a perfect
sacrifice. And when they enjoy their principle and element, then a
spirit descends to kindle the upper candles, NAMELY THE MATING
IS MADE BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
541. Priests, Levites, and Yisrael give a basis and principle to the
upper grades from which THEY ARE DRAWN, and each grade gives
to its element ON HIGH. First, the four shapes of the throne, as we
have said IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH, each species unto its
like, and they first draw near, like unto like. The face of an ox, all the
faces, NAMELY THE HOSTS AND CAMPS, that spread out to those
species, as we have noted, all of them draw near to their principle
and basis, THE FACE OF AN OX. AND SIMILARLY FOR THE face of
an eagle it is as we have noted. SO, TOO, WITH the face of a lion it is
as we have noted AS WELL AS the face of a man who offers a
sacrifice, his spirit and soul approaching to the upper man, WHICH
IS MALCHUT.
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542. The priest who pronounces the unity of the Holy Name OVER
THE SACRIFICE is himself approaching to the upper priest, WHICH
IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, the same that enters the house of the
holy of holies, WHICH IS YESOD OF MALCHUT, and he draws close
to the latter and kindles THE CANDLES OF MALCHUT by his
correction with welcome, corresponding to the priest below WHO
OFFERS THE SACRIFICE. When the Levites play their instruments
happily WHEN THE SACRIFICE IS MADE, their side, WHICH IS
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, rejoices and illuminates the faces. Yisrael,
who bring the sacrifices - who begin to pray over the sacrifice, for
prayer was ordained for all THE SACRIFICES - awakens Yisrael
Saba, the Holy Indefinite, towards them and Yisrael Saba welcomes
them.

543. And each species is sacrificed to its own kind, and everything
follows its element ON HIGH. The lower grades awaken the higher
grades, and although all of them stir, and the grades that are
engraved on the throne, WHICH ARE THE FOUR LIVING
CREATURES, awaken towards the grades that are on earth, being
their basis, NAMELY THE FACE OF AN OX FOR ANIMALS, THE
FACE OF AN EAGLE FOR FOWL, AS ABOVE, and also those upper
hidden grades, they all stir and come close for the meal OF THE
SACRIFICE and find pleasure; yet none of them has permission to
eat, neither the higher grades nor the lower grades, and not to enjoy
it, nor to put out a hand to the sacrifice, until after the Supreme King,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, has eaten and enjoyed it, and given them
permission.

544. After he gives them permission, each one of them enjoys it and
eats, this being as it is written: "I have gathered my myrrh with my
spice" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). These are the upper grades OF ZEIR
ANPIN; "my myrrh and my spice" - eat and enjoy as is fitting, and
this is THE UNITY OF the right arm, WHICH IS CHESED, with the left
thigh, WHICH IS HOD. "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey":
This is Jacob with Rachel, NAMELY THE UNITY OF TIFERET WITH
MALCHUT. And this is eating proper, FOR ONLY HERE IS THE
WORD "EAT" USED. "I have drunk my wine with my milk." This is
the unity of the left arm with the right thigh, NAMELY GVURAH WITH
NETZACH. And these are all the upper grades from which the Holy
King has enjoyment first. AND THIS IS HIS EATING AND HIS
PLEASURE. SO FAR WE HAVE DISCUSSED THE FOOD OF THE
SUPREME KING, WHO EATS FIRST.

545. From this point on, THE King, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, gives
permission to the four forms that are engraved on the throne, and to
all those that spread out from them, to enjoy and eat. For the verse
continues: "Eat, O dear ones; drink, drink deep, loving
companions" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). "Eat, O dear ones" are four forms
that we have mentioned: LION, OX, EAGLE, MAN. "Drink, drink deep,
loving companions" meaning all those who spread out from them,
and they all eat, stretch out and enjoy as is fitting, and their faces
shine. And all the worlds rejoice, and each one, whether at the upper
levels or at the lower levels, draws closer to its element, NAMELY
EACH ONE TO ITS PARALLEL ASPECT: CHESED TO THE FACE OF
A LION; GVURAH TO THE FACE OF AN OX..., and they enjoy. This is
the secret and mystery of the sacrifices in a proper manner.
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546. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba, together with the other
companions, came and prostrated themselves before him, BEFORE
RABBI SHIMON. Rabbi Aba said, Had the Torah not been given at
Mount Sinai, but instead the Holy One, blessed be He, had said: Here
is the son of Yochai TO GIVE YOU the Torah and My secrets, it
would have sufficed for the world. Woe for when you depart from the
world! Who will then kindle the lights of the Torah? Everything will
be in darkness from that day! For until the arrival of King Messiah
there will be no generation such as this generation, in whose midst
is Rabbi Shimon!

547. Rabbi Shimon said concerning THE ABOVE MENTIONED secret,
a man is forbidden to taste anything until the Supreme King has
eaten. And what is meant by HIS EATING? This means prayer,
WHICH IS IN THE STEAD OF SACRIFICES. A man's prayer is similar
in respect TO WHAT WE SAID ABOVE ABOUT THE SACRIFICES.
First the four forms that are engraved on the throne are invited,
THAT THEY SHOULD DWELL over these creatures, over the fowl and
the animals, for the spirits OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES
spread out over them so that they should be sacrifices, FOR THEY
ARE creatures the basis of whose spirit in this world is of them, OF
THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES, and that is: "Hashem, how manifold
are Your works" (Tehilim 104:24). For over the creatures whose spirit
is suitable for sacrifice spread out the four forms THAT ARE IN THE
THRONE, which are come over these sacrifices. And it is to this that
we refer when we say 'The wheels and holy living creatures'. FOR
THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES THAT ARE
IN THE THRONE, and all those other hosts who spread out from
them, TO WHICH ARE JOINED THE SPIRIT OF ANIMALS AND FOWL
THAT ARE FITTED FOR OFFERING AS SACRIFICES.
548. And afterwards the High Priest proclaims the unity of the Holy
Name, namely 'With abounding love', WHERE LOVE is CHESED, THE
ATTRIBUTE OF THE PRIEST. The unity THAT THE PRIEST
PROCLAIMS IS: "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is
One" (Devarim 6:4). And afterwards the Levites arise to play the
music, which is: "And it shall come to pass, if you hearken diligently
to My commandments..." (Ibid. 11:13). "Take heed to yourselves, that
your heart be not deceived..." (Ibid. 16-21) WHICH PORTION
PARALLELS THE LEFT WHICH IS GVURAH. For this is the melody of
the Levites, THAT IS TO SAY THAT THE SIGNING OF THE LEVITES
IS FROM THE LEFT, in order to awaken this side, THE SIDE OF THE
LEFT with this sacrifice, NAMELY, WITH THE PRAYER THAT IS IN
PLACE OF THE SACRIFICE. And then come Yisrael with: 'True and
firm, established and enduring', WHICH ALLUDES TO Yisrael-Saba,
who stands over the sacrifice. For He, the ten upper inner levels to
everything, NAMELY THE TEN SFIROT, is at the table WHILE THEY
ARE, TRUE AND FIRM AND ESTABLISHED AND ENDURING.
549. But not one of them has permission to eat and to stretch a hand
out to the sacrifice, NAMELY THE PRAYER, until the Supreme King,
WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, has eaten, by which is meant the first three
blessings and the last three blessings OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER,
WHICH IS WHERE THE MATING OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
TAKES PLACE, AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE KING'S EATING.
After He has eaten, He grants permission to the four forms, NAMELY
THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES IN THE THRONE, and to all those
parties that spread out from them, to eat.
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550. And then man, who is the form that includes all the other forms,
lowers himself, and throws himself on his face and gives himself and
his spirit to Supernal Man who stands over these forms and who
includes all the forms, that he should awaken towards him as is
fitting. And this is what is meant BY SAYING: "To You, Hashem, do I
lift up my soul" (Tehilim 25:1), namely in order to awaken other
forms and all those who spread out from them. And this is what is
meant WHEN SAYING IN "A PRAISE OF DAVID" (TEHILIM 145:7):
"They shall utter...and shall sing"; and "They shall speak...and
talk" (Ibid. 11). And they all eat and enjoy THE PRAYER, each one as
is fitting for him.

551. From here on a man may mention the troubles that are in his
heart, as it is written: "May Hashem hearThe Lord hearh you in the
day of trouble" (Tehilim 20:2), for example, a pregnant woman in
labor, so that they should all become advocates for the person.
Therefore, it is written: "Happy is the people that is in such a
case" (Tehilim 144:15).

552. Rabbi Shimon was on his way to Tiberias when Elijah met him
and said, Greetings, sir. Rabbi Shimon said to him: With what is the
Holy One, blessed be He engaged in the firmament? Elijah replied:
He is occupied with the sacrifices, and saying new things in your
name. Happy are you! And I came to welcome you with greetings,
and there is one thing that I wanted to ask you to settle for me. A
question has been asked in the academy of the firmament: In the
next world there is no eating and drinking, yet it is written: "I am
come into my garden, my sister, my bride; I have gathered my myrrh
with my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey..." (Shir
Hashirim 5:1). Would one for whom there is no eating nor drinking
say: "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk my
wine with my milk?"

553. Said Rabbi Shimon: And what did the Holy One, blessed be He,
reply to them? Elijah answered: The Holy One, blessed be He, said,
'There IS the son of Yochai. Let him tell you! So I came to ask you.
Rabbi Shimon said: In what great affection did the Holy One, blessed
be He, hold the Congregation of Yisrael, and out of the intense love
with which He loved it, He altered his deeds from the way He had
been NORMALLY doing. For, although He does not usually eat and
drink, NEVERTHELESS, because of the love of it, He ate and drank.
Since He had come to her, He did as she wanted. If a bride just
entering the wedding canopy wants to eat, does it not follow that her
bridegroom will eat with her, even if he is not used to doing so? This
is what is written: "I have come into my garden, my sister, my bride."
Since I have come to her, to go with her into the wedding canopy, "I
have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk my wine
with my milk."
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554. And we can learn this also from David, who invited the Holy
One, blessed be He, and changed his actions from the way the Holy
One, blessed be He, was accustomed, and the Holy One, blessed be
He, accepted it and did as he wanted, for he (David) invited the King,
together with the Queen, as it is written: "Arise, Hashem, to Your
resting place; You and the ark of Your strength" (Tehilim 132:8),
namely the King together with the Queen. And in order not to make
any separation between them, he changed the vessels, and he
altered the deeds of the King.

555. This is what is written: "Let Your priests be clothed with
righteousness; and Your pious ones shout for joy. For Your servant
David's sake, turn not away the face of Your anointed" (Ibid. 9). It
should have said: 'Let Your Levites be clothed with righteousness',
and not: "Let Your priests be clothed with righteousness," since
righteousness is from the side of the Levites; NAMELY MALCHUT
FROM THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT IS CALLED 'RIGHTEOUSNESS',
AND THE LEFT IS THE ASPECT OF THE LEVITES. Similarly, it
should have said: 'and Your Levites shout for joy', and not: "and
Your pious ones shout for joy," since joyous melody and song are
from the side of the Levites, NAMELY FROM THE LEFT SIDE. But he
changed things and said: "Your priests" and "Your pious ones," who
are from the right side.
556. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to him: 'David, this is not the
way I do things.' David replied: "For Your servant David's sake, turn
not away the face of Your anointed" (Tehilim 132:10). Do not alter the
correction that I have instituted. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE
said to him, 'David, since you have invited Me, I have to do what you
want and not what I want.' From this we learn that if one invites
another, the guest has to do as the host wishes, even if that is not
his usual way.

557. Thus: "And he took of the stones of the place" (Beresheet
28:11). When the bridegroom comes to the bride, FOR JACOB IS
THE SECRET OF TIFERET AND PLACE IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, WHERE TIFERET AND MALCHUT ARE THE SECRET OF
THE BRIDEGROOM AND BRIDE, although it is not his custom to lie
down without pillows and cushions, when she gave him stones to lie
on, he accepts it all willingly, as it is written: "and lay down in that
place" (Ibid.), on those stones, although that was not what he was
used to.
558. This same applies in our case: "I have eaten my honeycomb
with my honey." Although this was not His way, HE NEVERTHELESS
DID IT because of love of the bride. And this ONLY happens in the
house of the bride and not anywhere else. In His own place He
neither eats nor drinks, but in her place He both eats and drinks, as
it is written: "I have come into my garden," NAMELY THE GARDEN
OF EDEN, WHICH IS THE PLACE OF MALCHUT. SIMILARLY, the
angels whom the Holy One, blessed be He, sent to Abraham neither
ate nor drank in their own place, but for the sake of Abraham they
both ate and drank. ELIJAH said to him: Master, upon your life! The
Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to relate this matter, but in order
not to pay Himself a compliment before the Congregation of Yisrael
He raised it to you. Happy are you in this world, that your Master on
high is praised through you. About you is it written: "just, ruling in
the fear of Elohim" (II Shmuel 23:3).
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559. "My offerings, the provisions of My sacrifices made by
fire" (Bemidbar 28:2). Rabbi Yudai said, In sacrifices there is smoke,
there is smell, and there is sweet savor. Smoke is those with a
temper, as it is written: "but then the anger (lit. 'nose') of Hashem...
shall smoke" (Devarim 29:19). And those WITH A TEMPER enjoy
smoke, THE MEANING OF WHICH IS anger in the nose. Smell refers
to those who are called 'apples'. Rabbi Aba said, Those who are like
apples, as it is written: " the scent of your nose like apples" (Shir
Hashirim 7:9).

560. "The one lamb shall you offer in the morning" (Bemidbar 28:4).
What is meant by morning? This refers to the morning of Abraham,
NAMELY THE LIGHT OF CHESED, as it is written: "And Abraham
rose up early in the morning" (Beresheet 22:3). How do we know that
this morning is that of Abraham? Rabbi Elazar answered: From here,
WHERE IT IS WRITTEN: "As soon as the morning was
light" (Beresheet 44:3). Not 'morning' but "the morning" is written,
WITH THE DEFINITE ARTICLE (HEI), for this was the first light that
the Holy One, blessed be He, created in the Act of Creation. Thus IS
IT WRITTEN: "shall you offer in the morning," namely on the
particular morning, for this sacrifice is offered against the morning
of Abraham. The lamb that is offered as a sacrifice at dusk is
AGAINST Isaac, against the evening of Isaac, WHICH IS THE LIGHT
OF GVURAH, WHICH IS JUDGMENT. How do we know this? Because
it is written: "And Isaac went out to meditate in the field at
eventide" (Beresheet 24:63), which is the evening of Isaac. And we
have already learned this.
Moses talks about the precepts of sacrifice and prayer, and says that
offerings are sent to Zeir Anpin via Malchut, the Shechinah. We learn
which prayers are optional and which obligatory. Moses says that
Messiah son of Ephraim will come from the line of Joseph, the
righteous one. Rabbi Shimon explains when one should bow and
when one should stand upright during prayers, and he ends with
some information about the time of redemption.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
561. It is a precept to offer the afternoon sacrifice each day, and the
additional sacrifice on the Shabbat. And after it, to arrange the
showbread and the frankincense and the additional sacrifice on the
first of the month. holy luminary, each day a gift has to be sent to the
King, to ZEIR ANPIN, in the hands of the Queen. And if she is in her
husband's domain, NAMELY IN THE MATING OF GREATNESS WITH
ZEIR ANPIN, a supplement has to be given, namely the additional
sacrifice of the Shabbat, the first of each month and of all the
festivals.

562. For she, MALCHUT, is his, ZEIR ANPIN's private property, and
the Central Column, ZEIR ANPIN, is the owner of this property. And
the level of Jacob, who instituted the evening prayers, is that of the
Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. For this reason, the sages of
the Mishnah taught: The evening prayer is optional (Heb. reshut),
FOR THE PRAYER, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS IN THE DOMAIN (HEB.
RASHUT) OF HER HUSBAND. For although being in exile, which is
like the night-time, WHICH IS THE TIME FOR THE EVENING
PRAYERS, and where Samael and Serpent and all those appointed
over his regiments have control, and although the Shechinah goes
into exile with Yisrael, NEVERTHELESS she is to be found in the
domain of her husband, as it is written: "I am Hashem, that is My
name, and My glory I will not give to another" (Yeshayah 42:8).
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563. Because of this IT IS WRITTEN: "And he lighted on a certain
place" (Beresheet 28:11); discovering inadvertently (Hebrew root: PE
GIMEL AYIN) is only reconciliation AND APPEASEMENT, as in:
"Neither make intercession (Hebrew root: PE GIMEL AYIN) to
Me" (Yirmeyah 7:16). The Congregation of Yisrael appeased ZEIR
ANPIN, that he should not leave her, for the Holy One, blessed be He,
ZEIR ANPIN, is the Place of the world. What is meant by world? The
Shechinah. For the Aramaic equivalent to 'world' is almah, which is
derived from youth, as in the verse: ."..the maid
(almah)..." (Beresheet 24:43), NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS A
MAIDEN. And what is written about him? "and tarried there all
night" (Beresheet 28:11), that is ZEIR ANPIN made peace with her, to
stay there in the exile with the Shechinah. And should you suggest
THAT THE MEANING OF "AND HE LIGHTED ON A CERTAIN
PLACE" (IBID.) IS that Jacob appeased MALCHUT, that is fine. BUT
IT CAN ALSO BE TAKEN TO MEAN THAT MALCHUT APPEASED
JACOB, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, SO THAT HE SHOULD NOT LEAVE
HER IN THE EXILE, AS ABOVE. And because every night, which IS
THE ASPECT OF exile, she is in the domain (Heb. rashut) of her
husband, AS ABOVE, the sages taught that the evening prayers are
optional (Heb. reshut). FOR PRAYER IS MALCHUT AND EVENING IS
EXILE, SO THAT SAYING THAT THE EVENING PRAYERS ARE
OPTIONAL IS THE SAME AS SAYING THAT MALCHUT IN EXILE IS IN
THE DOMAIN (HEB. RASHUT) OF HER HUSBAND. And the other,
LITERAL, explanation of the saying, NAMELY THAT THE EVENING
PRAYERS REALLY ARE OPTIONAL AND NOT OBLIGATORY, is but
material straw for the fodder of animals, by inference from minor to
major (Heb. chomer), IT IS EASY FOR ONE WHO IS MATERIAL (HEB.
CHOMER) TO UNDERSTAND, BUT NOT FOR ONE OF
INTELLIGENCE. The sages of the Mishnah came down to him,
prostrated themselves before him, and were happy over this matter,
and they bound him with a number of knots of mysterious secrets,
NAMELY THEY EXPOUNDED THAT MATTER IN A NUMBER OF
WAYS WITH TORAH SECRETS. And they crowned him and raised
him up to the other companions who had remained there.
564. The Faithful Shepherd said TO RABBI SHIMON: holy luminary,
this is why it is obligatory with the remaining prayers, imposed on
them as a promissory note, to bring together MALCHUT and the
Righteous One, the living of all Worlds, WHICH IS YESOD. For in this
connection THE SAGES TAUGHT: One who joins ge'ulah (lit.
'Redemption') to the Amidah Prayer, will meet with no mishap for the
whole of the day WHERE GE'ULAH IS YESOD AND TEFILAH IS
MALCHUT. And how is she joined to Yesod? By the right arm,
WHICH IS CHESED, as it is written: "As Hashem lives; lie down until
the morning" (Rut 3:13), NAMELY UNTIL CHESED THAT IS CALLED
'MORNING' SHALL GIVE LIGHT.
565. The arrival time of the afternoon prayer (Minchah) IS THE
SECRET OF "in the evening she would go" (Ester 2:14), NAMELY
THE UNITY JUST BEFORE DUSK, as it is written: "and the dove
came unto him in the evening" (Beresheet 8:11), FOR THE DOVE IS
MALCHUT, because "it is a present (Heb. minchah) sent to my lord"
in the exile of "Esau" (Beresheet 32:19), FOR EVENING IS THE
SECRET OF EXILE. "and, behold, also he is behind us" (Ibid.),
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN IS COMING AFTER US TO REDEEM US FROM
THE EXILE. Furthermore, "to my lord" refers to the Lord of all the
world, which is the Righteous One, NAMELY YESOD. For from there,
FROM THE ASPECT OF THE MATING, THE MINCHAH THAT IS AT
EVENTIME, IT IS SAID ABOUT Joseph, the Righteous One: "His
firstling of His herd, grandeur is His" (Devarim 33:17). FOR THE
UNITY OF THE MINCHAH COMES FROM THE CONTROL OF THE
LEFT THAT IS CALLED 'EVENING', AND SINCE THE MINCHAH IS
"SENT TO MY LORD," NAMELY TO YESOD, WHICH IS JOSEPH,
THEREFORE JOSEPH ALSO BECOMES THE ASPECT OF
"FIRSTLING OF HIS HERD," WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN. And in
the future Messiah the son of Efraim will issue from him, FOR
MESSIAH THE SON OF DAVID IS THE ASPECT OF THE RIGHT AND
MESSIAH THE SON OF EFRAIM IS THE ASPECT OF THE LEFT. And
for his sake, FOR THE SAKE OF MESSIAH THE SON OF EFRAIM, it is
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said: "and, lo, my sheaf (Hebrew root: ALEPH LAMED MEM) arose,
and also stood upright; and, behold, your sheaves came round
about, and bowed down to my sheaf" (Beresheet 37:7), FOR
MESSIAH THE SON OF EFRAIM IS CALLED 'MUTE' (HEBREW ROOT:
ALEPH LAMED MEM) IN THE EXILE. And about the righteous One IT
WAS SAID: Everyone who bows should do so at the word 'Blessed'.
AND IT WAS THEREFORE SAID FOR HIS PART: "AND BOWED
DOWN TO MY SHEAF," WHICH IS MESSIAH.
566. Said the holy luminary, THAT IS RABBI SHIMON: Faithful
Shepherd, it is said about you: "And Moses took the bones of
Joseph" (Shemot 13:19). SINCE MOSES IS TIFERET, WHICH IS
CALLED 'BODY', AND JOSEPH IS YESOD, THAT IS CALLED
'COVENANT', AND we consider body and covenant to be one, it is
therefore said about you: "And, lo, my sheaf arose, and also stood
upright," NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'EL' IN EXILE, for so
is the Amidah prayer, said while standing upright, WHERE PRAYER
IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT. Likewise: Everyone who returns to
an upright position, should do so at the mention of the Divine Name,
WHICH IS TIFERET, NAMELY MOSES, AND THEREFORE IT IS SAID
ABOUT HIM: "my sheaf arose." And about the Righteous One:
Everyone who bows, should do so at the word 'Blessed'; and thus it
is said "and bowed down to my sheaf." FOR, FROM THE POINT OF
VIEW OF TIFERET, THE RISING UP IS TO MALCHUT, WHILE, FROM
THE POINT OF VIEW OF YESOD THE BOWING DOWN IS TO
MALCHUT. For you are attached to the right and to the left, to the
body and covenant, WHICH ARE TIFERET AND YESOD, AND
TIFERET INCLINES TO THE RIGHT, AND YESOD INCLINES TO THE
LEFT. Subsequently, you will ascend on them to Binah, to open
there fifty gates of freedom for Yisrael, NAMELY TO DRAW DOWN
THE GREAT MOCHIN OF FREEDOM, to fulfill the verse: "As in the
days of your coming out of the land of Egypt, I will show to him
marvelous things" (Michah 7:15). For this reason the morning prayer
is obligatory and the evening PRAYER is optional.
567. In the evening prayer, MALCHUT is Hashkivenu (lit. 'Cause us to
lie down'), NAMELY she lies between the arms of the King in exile,
FOR SHE LIES DOWN AND HAS NO STANDING UPRIGHT, SINCE
NIGHT-TIME IS THE ASPECT OF EXILE. When the morning, WHICH
IS THE ASPECT OF REDEMPTION, comes, THE HOLIDAY OF
Passover, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF RIGHT, NAMELY CHESED OF
ZEIR ANPIN, takes hold of her on the right, NAMELY EMANATES
CHASSADIM TO HER. But IT IS SAID about the left arm of ZEIR
ANPIN, THAT IS CALLED 'Isaac', WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF Tishrei,
"And it came to pass, before he had done speaking, that, behold,
Rivkah came out" (Beresheet 24:15) from the exile, FOR THE
REDEMPTION COMES FROM THE CORRECTION OF THE LEFT SIDE,
WHICH IS ISAAC. And so that MALCHUT should not emerge FROM
THE EXILE from the side of Judgment, FOR THE LEFT IS
JUDGMENT, THEREFORE, Jacob, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, "changing
his hands" (Beresheet 48:14), placed ox, WHICH IS LEFT, on his
right, WHICH IS CHESED, and lion, WHICH IS RIGHT, he placed on
the left, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, for which reason: "Hashem says to
my master: Sit at My right hand," (Tehilim 110:1). This is the
Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD, that parallels Messiah the son of
Joseph, WHICH IS JUDGMENT; and He said to him: "Sit at My right
hand," which is the arm of Abraham, WHICH IS CHESED AT THE
TIME of the exile of Ishmael. THAT IS, BECAUSE JACOB,
"CHANGING HIS HANDS," SAID "TO MY MASTER," WHICH IS THE
LEFT OF YESOD, WHICH IS MESSIAH THE SON OF EFRAIM, WHICH
IS JUDGMENT, THAT HE SHOULD SIT AT THE RIGHT, WHICH IS
CHESED, "until I make your enemies your footstool" (Tehilim 110:1).

85. Additional Nefesh, additional Ruach, additional Neshamah
At the time of redemption, the Zohar tells us, an additional spirit will awaken over Yisrael, and they will have rest from their enemies. For each
individual, the extra spirit is allocated according to his deeds or level. If a person is completely perfect, having all ten of the qualities that are in
Malchut, he is given the crown, Keter, as written in, "I will pour out My spirit upon all flesh." There there is then no rule left for Samael or his
adherents. Moses concludes by saying that on Shabbats and festivals the prayers are more important to God than all sorts of spices.
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568. At that time an extra spirit will awaken, THAT IS, AN additional
SPIRIT, over Yisrael, as it is written: "I will pour out My spirit upon all
flesh" (Yoel 3:1), and Yisrael will have rest from the nations of the
world, "rest from their enemies" (Ester 9:16). And it will be as on the
Shabbat when an extra Nefesh is added to a person, and he obtains
rest therein. And if he has rest with an extra Nefesh, which is
feminine, how much more WILL HE HAVE REST with the spirit,
which is masculine.

569. And, Tannaim and Amoraim, HEAR: the extra Nefesh on the
Shabbat is for the whole of Yisrael together, just one, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF KETER, but for each person it is allocated according to
his deeds, NAMELY FOR EACH ONE ACCORDING TO HIS LEVEL.
And this we have learned from repentance by inference from minor
to major. For all of Yisrael together, whenever making repentance,
are all found acceptable, as it is written: "as Hashem our Elohim is in
all things that we call upon Him for" (Devarim 4:7), THIS BEING THE
REASON FOR IT BEING FOR ALL YISRAEL TOGETHER. They are
crowned with the Name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, with his crown, which is
Upper Keter. And this UPPER KETER is an additional Neshamah for
all Yisrael together on Shabbats and festival days. For this reason it
was decreed that THE BLESSINGS be signed off NAMELY
CONCLUDED with the name of the Yud Hei Vav Hei, which indeed
concludes each blessing of the Amidah prayer, but no additional
service is said without the ILLUMINATION OF Keter, FOR KETER OF
THE NAME OF YUD HEI VAV HEI DOES NOT ILLUMINATE EVERY
DAY, AND THE BLESSINGS ARE THEREFORE CONCLUDED WITH
YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE NO ADDITIONAL
SERVICE, WHICH IS THE KETER OF ZEIR ANPIN, IS RECITED. But
on the Shabbat, it was decreed that 'A crown will be given to You,
Hashem our Elohim' is recited, BECAUSE ON THE SHABBAT THE
KETER OF ZEIR ANPIN ILLUMINATES, AND THE ADDITIONAL
SERVICE IS THEREFORE RECITED. AND THIS KETER OF ZEIR
ANPIN IS THE SECRET OF THE ADDITIONAL NESHAMAH THAT
GIVES LIGHT FOR THE WHOLE OF YISRAEL TOGETHER, AS
ABOVE.
570. For each individual of Yisrael, however, the additional Nefesh
descends to him according to his level. If he is pious (Heb. chasid),
he is given an additional Nefesh from the attribute of Chesed,
according to his level. If he is a mighty man, fearful of sin, he is
given an additional Nefesh from the attribute of Gvurah. If he is an
honest man, he is given an additional Nefesh from the attribute of
truth. For the additional Nefesh is Malchut, and is made up of the ten
Sfirot, AND THEREFORE a person RECEIVES FROM A SFIRAH OF
MALCHUT according to his character. THAT IS: If he is a chief in
Yisrael, or a sage or one who understands wisdom or Torah, about
which is said: "to understand a proverb, and a figure" (Mishlei 1:6) or
the Prophets or the Hagiographa, so is he given an additional Nefesh
accordingly, which is called 'Keter of Malchut', IF HE IS A CHIEF IN
YISRAEL.
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571. CONTINUING THE EXPLANATION OF HIS WORDS, If he is a
scholar, as we have learned: WHO IS A SCHOLAR? He who adds
wisdom to every man, as it is written: "in wisdom have You made
them all" (Tehilim 104:24). He is given an extra Nefesh from there,
NAMELY FROM CHOCHMAH. And if he understands one matter from
another in the Torah, he is given an extra Nefesh from Binah. And if
he is a scholar in the Prophets and Hagiographa, he is given an extra
Nefesh from Netzach and Hod. And if he is completely righteous,
keeping the sign of the covenant, the sign of the Shabbat, the sign of
the festivals, and the sign of the Tefilin, he is given an extra Nefesh
from the Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD. And in every case, the
extra Nefesh THAT THE INDIVIDUAL RECEIVES is from Malchut.
AND IF IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT HE IS YESOD, FOR EXAMPLE,
THEN THIS MEANS THE SFIRAH YESOD of MALCHUT, AND SO
WITH THE OTHER SFIROT.
572. And if he is a person who has all the above-mentioned qualities,
THEN HE IS COMPARABLE AND SIMILAR TO THE WHOLE OF
YISRAEL TOGETHER and is given Keter in the name of the Yud Hei
Vav Hei. AND THIS IS IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSES: "as Hashem
our Elohim is in all things that we call upon Him for" and "There is
none holy as Hashem" (I Shmuel 2:2). 'AS (HEB. CAF)' THAT IS
PREFIXED TO HASHEM IS THE SECRET OF KETER OF ZEIR ANPIN.
AND THIS IS AN EXTRA NESHAMAH from the world of the Male,
which is Tiferet, AND IS NOT AS THE EXTRA NEFESH OF AN
INDIVIDUAL, WHICH IS ONLY FROM THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT. For
he is a king crowned with an upper crown FROM BINAH, in which He
rules with His Shechinah, which is extra Nefesh. And Keter is extra
Neshamah THAT IS RECEIVED FROM the Yud Hei Vav Hei, which is
Ruach, about which it is said: "I will pour out My spirit upon all
flesh." AND THIS SPIRIT, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI is composed
of the ten Sfirot, downwards from above, as follows: Yud is
Chochmah, Hei is Binah, Vav incorporates the six Sfirot, from
Chesed to Yesod, Hei is Malchut. And the Caf, (as) in "as Hashem
our Elohim" is the crown on the head OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI. And
this is the Neshamah that is added on the Shabbat day EITHER TO
ALL OF YISRAEL TOGETHER OR TO AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS ALL
TEN OF THE QUALITIES THAT ARE IN MALCHUT.
573. And because the Prime Cause is superior and covered with this
crown, and on the Shabbat days and festivals THE CROWN (Heb.
KETER) spreads with the Yud Hei Vav Hei, there is, therefore, no rule
THEN for Samael and Serpent and all his officials, nor does
Gehenom, which is the wicked Female of Samael, have any rule, nor
his camps, for all of them take cover before the camps of the King,
just as the idolatrous nations of the world will hide when Messiah is
revealed, as it is written: "And they shall go into the holes of the
rocks" (Yeshayah 2:19); "and in the holes of the rocks" (Yeshayah
7:19).
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574. The Tannaim and the Amoraim arose and said, Faithful
Shepherd, you are the one who is equivalent to all of Yisrael, filled
with all good qualities, and certainly in you rests He about whom it is
said: "There is none holy as Hashem," NAMELY THE CAF (=AS)
THAT IS PREFIXED TO THE YUD HEI VAV HEI WHICH ALLUDES TO
KETER OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI. You are a crown (keter) on each
and every one of Yisrael, for there is no man who can be a crown
over you, not a chief, nor scholar, nor one who understands, not a
pious man, not a mighty one, nor an honest man, not a prophet, not
a righteous person, nor a king. FOR THESE ARE THE TEN SFIROT
OF MALCHUT, FROM WHICH EACH INDIVIDUAL ONE OF YISRAEL
TAKES. But you are in the form of the Holy One, blessed be He,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE WORLD OF
THE MALE, AS ABOVE, the son being in the form of his father, FOR
MOSES IS THE SON OF ZEIR ANPIN, just as is Yisrael AS A WHOLE,
about whom it is written: "You are the children to Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). Complete the precept of your Master, for
there is no PRECEPT of those that you perform with which the Holy
One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah will not be adorned above
and below, with upper Keter in every attribute.

575. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD opened and said: Tannaim and
Amoraim, LISTEN, AND THE ZOHAR EXPLAINS that every time that
THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD called 'the companions', with Rabbi
Shimon among them, BY THE TITLE 'TANNAIM and AMORAIM,' he
said to them: I praise you according to your munificence, for you are
the sons of princes, NAMELY: Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. No one
but the Master of the Universe can praise you, for even the whole of
the Torah in its infinite extension is dependent on you. As it is said
in the Torah: "Its measure is longer than the earth, and broader than
the sea" (Iyov 11:9), so is your praise. But may what was fulfilled in
me be fulfilled in you also, for I rejoiced in the honor of Aaron, my
brother, as we have learned ABOUT AARON: The heart that rejoiced
at the greatness of his brother shall put on the Urim and Tumim.

576. And LISTEN, Tannaim and Amoraim, all the additional prayers
of Shabbats and festivals, every additional service in which Keter is
mentioned, they are known from here, namely KETER OF ZEIR
ANPIN, ABOUT WHICH IS SAID: "THERE IS NONE HOLY AS THE
HASHEM." And the smell of all the prayers of Yisrael is as the smell
of "myrrh and frankincense, with all the powders of the
merchant" (Shir Hashirim 3:6). This is the case of weekdays, but on
Shabbats and festivals, WHEN THE KETER OF ZEIR ANPIN
ILLUMINATES, AS ABOVE, the prayer is much more important for
the Holy One, blessed be He, than all sorts of spices.
577. On festival days THE PRAYERS are more sublime AND
IMPORTANT than all "the powders (Heb. avkah) of the merchant,"
about which it is said: "and there wrestled (Heb. ye'avek) a man with
him" (Beresheet 32:25), for Samael wrestles with faulty prayer, using
it to fight AND DENOUNCE by means of that fault of a transgression
IN THE PRAYER; namely with that dust (Heb. avak) OF THE PRAYER,
HE ASCENDS AND DENOUNCES, and this rises up to the heavens.

86. The evening prayer
The Faithful Shepherd talks about the evening prayer, calling it Jacob's ladder on which the prayers ascend and merits descend. He says that those
who teach merit are the defenders in the war of the Torah, and he talks about the war of the evening prayer that continues until dawn.
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578. AND THERE ARE TWO SORTS OF DUST, for the dust of Jacob,
NAMELY HIS WAR, comes to teach merit about prayers, in a number
of hosts of merits that are regiments and camps that gather with him
to teach merit ABOUT PRAYER. And the dust from the level of
Samael ascends in a number of camps of debt, teaching guilt
ABOUT PRAYER. And this prayer in the evening is called 'Jacob's
Ladder', in which: "And behold the angels of Elohim ascending and
descending on it" (Beresheet 28:12). These are THE PRAYERS that
ascend WHEN THEY ARE liabilities, and merits descend in their
place. FOR THE CAMPS OF THE TEACHERS OF MERIT OF JACOB
OVERCAME THE CAMPS OF THE TEACHERS OF LIABILITY OF
SAMAEL. And there are those that ascend as merits and liabilities
descend in their stead. IN THIS CASE, THE CAMPS OF THE
TEACHERS OF LIABILITY OF SAMAEL HAVE OVERCOME THE
OTHERS, FOR THESE CAMPS humiliate them in a number of wars.
579. For they, THE ONES THAT TEACH MERIT, are the defenders in
the war of the Torah, until the war becomes audible to the great
mountains, that is to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as it is written:
"Hear, O mountains, Hashem's controversy" (Michah 6:2). This is the
controversy of prayer, the controversy of Torah, NAMELY THE
CONTROVERSY OF THOSE WHO TEACH MERIT AND OF THOSE
WHO TEACH LIABILITY OVER MAN'S TORAH AND PRAYER. And
this war of the evening prayer continues until sunrise, for Rabban
Gamliel determined it as until the rise of dawn, for the evening
prayer may be said at any time during the night, but the sages
erected a boundary around it AND DETERMINED IT as until midnight.

580. And because THE DUTY OF RECITING THE EVENING PRAYER
IS UNTIL THE RISE OF THE DAWN, IT IS SAID: "and there wrestled a
man with him until the breaking of the day" (Beresheet 32:24). What
is meant by the dawn? It refers to the evening prayer, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, whose limit is until the morning of Abraham, WHOSE
TIME IS the fourth hour. "And Abraham rose up early in the
morning" (Beresheet 22:3), namely at the beginning of the first hour
at the end of the dawn, which is Netzach of Jacob, for there "To the
chief musician (Heb. menatze'ach) upon the morning star" (Tehilim
22:1), to wreak vengeance on Samael for having touched Jacob's left
thigh, which is Hod, of which it is said: "he has made me desolate
and faint (Heb. davah - Dalet Vav Hei) all the day" (Eichah 1:13),
WHERE THE LETTERS OF THE WORD DAVAH, REARRANGED,
SPELL Hod. From the side of Hod, which is the fifth millenium, the
Temple remained destroyed and barren.

87. Moses, the two Messiahs, the rainbow and Malchut
Rabbi Shimon talks to Moses about two dawns and two Messiahs that come from two kingdoms. He says that Messiah son of David parallels
Netzach, Messiah son of Ephraim parallels Hod, and Moses is the Central Column between them because his level is Tiferet and Yesod. We learn
about the covenant of the rainbow, and about the three colors in it. We are told of the 39 types of work that are prohibited on the Shabbat, and the
four kinds of 'going out' on that day.
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581. Rabbi Shimon said: Faithful Shepherd, this is your Hod, in
which your prophecy is dried up on the left, and because you
"caused... to go at the right hand of Moses" (Yeshayah 63:12), which
is Netzach, which is the head of the dawns, FOR NETZACH AND
HOD ARE CALLED 'TWO DAWNS', SINCE THE OTHER SIDE HOLDS
ON TO BOTH OF THEM, AS ABOVE IN THE PRECEDING
PARAGRAPH; AND NETZACH IS THE HEAD OF THE DAWNS, AND
FROM ITS ASPECT, MALCHUT IS CALLED "A loving hind" (Mishlei
5:19), THEREFORE David stated: "To the chief musician upon the
morning star (hind)" (Tehilim 22:1), for the victors (Heb. menatzchim)
in the wars will come through NETZACH. FOR IT IS ONLY POSSIBLE
TO WIN A WAR WITH THE OTHER SIDE IN THE SFIRAH NETZACH,
AS ABOVE IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH. And since Netzach
and Hod are two dawns, it was taught in the Mishnah: From what
time may one recite the Sh'ma in the mornings? It does not say, 'in
the morning', but 'in the mornings', two of them, THE REFERENCE
BEING TO NETZACH AND HOD, WHICH ILLUMINATE TOWARDS THE
FEMALE DURING THE FIRST TWO HOURS OF THE MORNING, AS
ABOVE IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH, AND THEY ARE CALLED
'MORNINGS.'
582. And two Messiahs, COMING FROM TWO MALCHUTS (LIT.
'KINGDOMS') awaken before them, NETZACH AND HOD. Messiah
son of David parallels Netzach and is connected with the morning of
Abraham, WHICH IS CHESED, SINCE CHESED IS DRAWN DOWN TO
MALCHUT FROM NETZACH OF ZEIR ANPIN, which is as is written:
"at Your right hand are pleasures for evermore (Heb.
Netzach)" (Tehilim 16:11). Hod IS CONNECTED to Gvurah, since to it,
TO HOD, is attached Messiah the son of Efraim, FOR GVURAH IS
DRAWN DOWN TO MALCHUT FROM HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, AS
ABOVE. You, MOSES, THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, are in the center,
for your level is Tiferet, for the Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET,
is connected with you, and also Yesod, the life of the Worlds, is in
your level. THEREFORE HE IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, BETWEEN
THE TWO MESSIAHS THAT PARALLEL TO NETZACH AND HOD,
FOR YESOD IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF NETZACH AND HOD.
And Chochmah is on the right; let him who wants to be wise turn
south. And Binah is on the left; let him who wants to be rich turn to
the north. AND IT FOLLOWS THAT CHOCHMAH, CHESED, AND
NETZACH, WHICH ARE ON THE RIGHT, MESSIAH SON OF DAVID,
RECEIVES THEM FROM NETZACH OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHILE BINAH,
GVURAH AND HOD, MESSIAH SON OF EFRAIM, RECEIVES THEM
FROM HOD OF ZE'IR ANPIN. AND MOSES IS IN BETWEEN THEM
AND ILLUMINATES DA'AT, TIFERET AND YESOD TO THEM,
UNITING THE TWO MESSIAHS WITH EACH OTHER.
583. It, MALCHUT, is a rainbow with you, FOR MALCHUT RECEIVES
FROM HIM THE THREE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW, WHICH ARE
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS. And this RAINBOW is the
apparel of the Shechinah and the apparel of the Righteous One,
WHICH IS YESOD, that is called 'the covenant of the rainbow'. And it
is the sign of the Shabbat and the sign of a festival, and the sign of
Tefilin, and the sign of circumcision. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, said: 'One who is not marked with the sign shall not enter into
this vision, into this room,' WHICH IS MALCHUT. And MALCHUT is a
bed, for the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, inclines on it
towards Chesed, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN,
for the completely righteous, to accord them merits with the
eighteen blessings of the Amidah prayer, and inclines towards
liability, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN, for the
wicked, to judge them with Judgment in Gvurah according to their
deeds. And in the Central Column it is lenient to those who are
mediocre. And this is the form of the letter Shin, THAT HAS THREE
HEADS, PARALLELING THESE THREE COLUMNS.
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584. The three colors of the rainbow, WHITE, RED, AND GREEN,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, are a sign of
the covenant, NAMELY OF YESOD. The rainbow ITSELF IS an only
daughter, the Queen Shabbat, WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES
THE THREE COLORS OF THE RAINBOW FROM YESOD. And it,
MALCHUT, has six grades, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF METATRON, under its control, for they are the
six days of Creation that are included in Metatron, about which it is
said: "Six days you shall do your work" (Shemot 23:12), but the only
daughter, MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, is Shabbat to Yud Hei Vav Hei:
"whoever does work on it shall be put to death" (Shemot 35:2).
585. The Yud Hei Vav Hei is called by the letter Hei, THAT IS TO SAY
THE LETTER HEI COMPLETES THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. For
ZEIR ANPIN IS THE YUD HEI VAV, AND THE FINAL HEI IS MALCHUT,
and from this side to the right, Yud Hei Vav, where the Hei is its
completion. And so it is with each of the six intermediate SFIROT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE HEI IS THE COMPLETION. FOR THERE ARE SIX
COMBINATIONS OF THE LETTERS YUD, HEI, VAV IN THE SIX
INTERMEDIATE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY: Yud Hei Vav; Hei
Vav Yud; Vav Yud Hei; Yud Vav Hei; Hei Yud Vav; and Vav Hei Yud.
This comes to a total of eighteen letters that are included in the
Righteous One, the life (Heb. chai = eighteen) of the Worlds, WHICH
IS YESOD. MALCHUT is the fourth part of the hin on each side. THAT
IS TO SAY MALCHUT IS THE FOURTH LETTER, THAT IS THE FINAL
HEI THAT COMPLEMENTS EACH OF THE ABOVE SIX
COMBINATIONS. THUS IT IS CALLED 'THE FOURTH PART OF THE
HIN' BECAUSE IT IS THE FOURTH LETTER AND THEREFORE THE
FOURTH PART, AND OF THE HIN BECAUSE IT IS THE LETTER HEI.
586. And it, MALCHUT, is HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH, from
the point of view of the explicit Name Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav
Aleph Vav. Yud Vav Dalet is in Chesed; Hei Aleph is in Gvurah; Vav
Aleph Vav is in Tiferet, WHILE THE FINAL HEI ALEPH IS IN
MALCHUT. And when these 39 are in control, the sages prohibited
forty save one types of work that are called 'the main classes' (lit.
'fathers') of work, because they are parallel to the patriarchs who
control them, NAMELY THE SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET THAT ARE CALLED 'PATRIARCHS'. FOR YUD VAV DALET,
HEI ALEPH, VAV ALEPH VAV ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET, AS ABOVE, AND THEIR NUMERICAL SUM IS 39, namely
forty save one.
587. And with these forty save one types of work THAT ARE
PERMITTED ON WEEKDAYS, lashes were administered, ten to
Adam, ten to Eve, ten to the serpent, and nine to the land, MAKING A
TOTAL OF 39 CURSES. And because these 39, NAMELY YUD VAV
DALET, HEI ALEPH, VAV ALEPH VAV, rule on Shabbat, which is Hei
ALEPH no lashes are administered. And these 39 are not the same
as the 39 TYPES OF WORK PERMITTED on a weekday, for the
former are from the side of the servant Metatron, while the forty save
one types of work are sowing, ploughing.

588. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID TO RABBI SHIMON: Old man,
old man, the Shechinah is called 'the earth of the Holy One, blessed
be He', as it is said: "and the earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1).
From the point of view of Chesed, THE SHECHINAH is called 'water',
and from the point of view of Gvurah, it is called 'fire', while from the
point of view of the Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET, IT IS
CALLED 'air'. But IN ITSELF, the SHECHINAH IS CALLED 'earth',
ground for all of them, NAMELY IT ACCEPTS ALL OF THEM.
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589. And whereas the extra Neshamah spreads in the Shechinah,
which is the Shabbat Queen, about which is said: "and His kingdom
rules over all" (Tehilim 103:19), from there is Malchut, whose rule is
over the earth and over the trees and the seeds. And since the Tree
of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which is the extra Neshamah that
comes on the Shabbat, contains all her offspring, the earth, which is
the Shechinah, has rest.

590. And since the upper Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, spreads in
the land, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and about MALCHUT, it is said: "a red
heifer without defect, in which there is no blemish, and upon which
never came a yoke" (Bemidbar 19:2), it is forbidden to plough with
an ox on the Shabbat, as it is written: "The ploughers ploughed upon
my back" (Tehilim 129:3), NAMELY THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT,
FOR IT IS THEREFORE SAID ABOUT MALCHUT "UPON WHICH
NEVER CAME A YOKE." And the lower Shechinah, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is a red heifer from the aspect of Gvurah, perfect from
the point of view of Chesed, which is the level of Abraham, about
whom it is said: "Walk before Me and be perfect" (Beresheet 17:1).
"in which there is no blemish" is from the side of the Central
Column, WHICH IS TIFERET. "and upon which never came a yoke" is
from the side of the upper Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, which is
freedom, for where it is in control, "the stranger that comes near
shall be put to death" (Bemidbar 1:51), since permission to control is
not granted to the Other Side, not to the Satan nor to Destruction nor
to the Angel of Death, for they are from the side of Gehenom.

591. For this reason, on weekdays Yisrael says: "But He was full of
compassion, forgiving iniquity, and He did not destroy them: often
He turned away His anger, not stirring up all His wrath" (Tehilim
78:38). On weekdays the lower Shechinah puts on these Klipot of
death and judgment, but on the Shabbat she sheds them, because of
the Tree of Life, which is the son of Yud Hei, THAT IS, IT HAS THE
MOCHIN OF YUD-HEI, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, BEING
Yud-Hei-Vav, AS ZEIR ANPIN IS VAV AND HAS THE MOCHIN OF
YUD-HEI. ON SHABBAT, it joins with Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT. At
the time there is rest for the Hei and everything that is under it,
WHICH IS WHY it is not necessary, on the Shabbat, to say: "But He
was full of compassion..." And who are they who are under it?
Yisrael. And wherever Yisrael is to be found, keeping and rest are to
be found.

592. And this is why it is forbidden to plough the land or to make
ditches in it, FOR THE LAND ALLUDES TO MALCHUT, and it is like
one who makes a defect in the holy land, which is the Shechinah.
And it is forbidden to use the tools of the land, even to move a stone,
or any tool, so that they should have rest in the merit of the
Shechinah that is called 'stone', about which is written, "and this
stone, which I have set up for a pillar" (Beresheet 28:22), in the
prayers. AND IT IS CALLED 'A PILLAR' BECAUSE it stands up for
Yisrael, and for its sake Yisrael exists in the world. And it is said
about it: "from thence from the shepherd, the Stone of
Yisrael" (Beresheet 49:24); and "Upon one stone are seven
eyes" (Zecharyah 3:9); and "The stone which the builders
rejected" (Tehilim 118:22).
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593. And the sayings are for this reason: "Wherefore the children of
Yisrael shall keep the Shabbat, to observe the Shabbat throughout
their generations (Heb. dorotam), for a perpetual covenant" (Shemot
31:16), which they have to keep in their homes (Heb. diratam). That
is, they must not leave the private domain for the public domain, and
this is what the Sages of the Mishnah taught: There are two, which
are, indeed four, kinds of 'going out' on the Shabbat, namely transfer
from one domain on to another; also, bringing in is considered going
out. And as for Samael and Serpent, Yisrael has to guard against
their entering the dwelling of the Shechinah, which is the private
domain. What is the public domain? It is: a daughter to a priest's
illegitimate connection, a bondwoman, a prostitute, a menstruating
woman, a gentile woman, who are in the domain of Samael and
Serpent and the seventy appointees over the peoples.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

88. "I have gathered my myrrh... Drink, drink deep, O loving companions"
Rabbi Shimon analyzes the title verse to show the secret of the sacrifices, and he tells us the significance of Jacob's name being changed to Israel.
594. He began by quoting: "I am come into my garden..." (Shir
Hashirim 5:1). And in the first compilation HE SAYS: "I have
gathered my myrrh with my spice" refers to the right arm over the
left thigh. "I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey" refers to
Jacob with Rachel. "I have drunk my wine with my milk" refers to the
left arm on the right thigh. THE EXPLANATION OF THIS IS: The right
arm on the left thigh are Chesed with Hod. Jacob with Rachel are the
Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET, along with Malchut. Left arm
with right thigh is Gvurah with Netzach.

595. HE ASKS: Why did He so change His attributes? AND HE
ANSWERS, the secret that is here stated is because David said here:
"Let your priests be clothed with righteousness; and let your pious
ones shout for joy" (Tehilim 132:9). And we learned there that he
should have said 'your Levites'. The Holy One, blessed be He, said:
'It is not my way to change my attributes, but since you have invited
Me, I have to do your will.' And we further learned that even when a
householder invites the king, the latter has to do the will of the
former. It was thus taught: 'Whatever the host tells you to do, do,
except 'leave''. Nevertheless, for all that this secret is beautiful, it is
still written: "For I am Hashem, I do not change" (Malachi 3:6), and
indeed in respect of all the sacrifices, it is written of them for
Hashem only, IN WHICH THERE IS NO CHANGE IN HIM, and how
could it indeed be that He would change the levels of His name with
the sacrifices?

596. HE ANSWERS, "I have gathered my myrrh" REFERS TO THE
BLESSING OF 'who forms light'; "with my spice" REFERS TO
'everlasting love'. "I have eaten my honeycomb" IS THE Sh'ma
Yisrael, and "with my honey" IS 'Blessed be the name of His glorious
kingdom forever and ever'. "I have drunk my wine" REFERS TO "And
it shall come to pass, if you hearken" (Devarim 11:13-21) up to "And
Hashem spoke," and "with my milk" refers to from "And Hashem
spoke" (Bemidbar 15:37-41) up to 'True.' "Eat, O dear ones" REFERS
TO the first three blessings and the last three blessings OF THE
AMIDAH PRAYER, while "and drink, drink deep, O loving
companions" refers to all the remaining blessings of the prayer.
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597. And in the compilation of the first part, HE SAID: The secret of
the sacrifices is that cattle and sheep and rams and goats are the
four COUNTENANCES OF the face of an ox, the face of an eagle...
AND THESE ARE two turtledoves or two young doves, but this
matter is in need of further clarification. Lion, WHICH IS CHESED,
descends to ox, which is left, WHICH IS GVURAH, in order to link
Chesed with Gvurah, NAMELY THAT THEY SHOULD BE
INCORPORATED WITHIN EACH OTHER. Man, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
descends to eagle, WHICH IS TIFERET, which is the level of Jacob,
SO THAT TIFERET AND MALCHUT WILL MATE WITH EACH OTHER.
This is why the sages of the Mishnah taught that Jacob's beauty was
that of Adam. And who caused his ascendancy so that he should be
called 'Yisrael'? THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as it is written:
"Your name shall be called no more Jacob, but Yisrael" (Beresheet
32:29) will be your name, THE MEANING OF WHICH IS that Yisrael
should be the primary name to spread among them.

89. He that disregards bread crumbs
Rabbi Shimon says that anyone who throws bread on the ground will be assured of poverty, for only God has dominion over the five kinds of grain.
598. Why "the tenth part of an efah" (Bemidbar 28:5)? HE ANSWERS,
the tenth part of an efah parallels the Congregation of Yisrael, which
is the tenth grade, NAMELY MALCHUT, and it has to be placed
between the two arms, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN, SO THAT IT SHOULD BE MADE UP OF CHOCHMAH OF THE
LEFT AND CHASSADIM OF THE RIGHT. AND THEN it is fine flour for
the baking of bread, and it is bread. AND BECAUSE MALCHUT IS
THE SECRET OF bread, no official in the world is appointed over
bread made of the five kinds of grain, that are wheat, barley, rye,
oats, and spelt, and no one is appointed over them, excepting the
Holy One, blessed be He, alone.

599. And therefore poverty follows anyone who shows contempt to
bread and throws it on the ground. And an angel is appointed over
this matter and follows after him to assure him poverty. And he will
not depart from this world until he has been in need of assistance
from others. And it is written about such a one: "He wanders abroad
for bread, saying, Where is it?" (Iyov 15:23), THE MEANING OF
WHICH IS THAT HE shall wander abroad, going from place to place,
IN HIS SEARCH FOR BREAD: 'Where is it?' And no one will have any
regard for him, as it is written: "Where is it?" WHERE IS the one who
will have mercy on him? For such a one will not be found.
Moses leads the discussion into the foolishness of those who treat
lightly the crumbs of the Torah - the secrets in the crowns of the
letters. As these unwise people will perish, so will those who
transmit secrets of the Torah and Kabbalah to people who are
dishonest or who have an evil inclination.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
600. And in the compilation of the first part, the Faithful Shepherd
said: Whoever treats lightly crumbs of bread and throws them where
they should not be, and even more so one who treats lightly pieces
of marrow, that are drops of seed, and throws them on the ground, it
is said about them: "for all flesh had corrupted its way upon the
earth" (Beresheet 6:12). Or he who throws them to a menstruating
woman, or the daughter of an idolater, or a bondwoman or a
prostitute, and much more so one who treats lightly the crumbs of
the bread of the Torah, which are THE SECRETS THAT ARE IN the
crowns of the letters, about these it is said: He that makes worldly
use of the crown shall perish.
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601. And how much more so whoever transmits secrets of the Torah
and the secrets of the Kabbalah and the secrets of the Works of
Creation or secrets of the letters of the explicit Name to people who
are not honest, who are in the control of the Evil Inclination, a harlot,
about whom it is written: "For by means of a harlot a man is brought
to a piece of bread" (Mishlei 6:26). And whenever bread is mentioned
the meaning is the twenty-two letters of the Torah, and whenever
'piece' is mentioned the meaning is even a single Halachah.

602. And in the compilation of the first part, he did not reveal the
secret of these crumbs, (teaching) only according to the literal
meaning, nor did he determine the amounts. But the sages of the
Mishnah taught: The amount of the crumbs is not less than the size
of an olive. And how much more so if they are of a quantity the size
of an egg, for the sages of the Mishnah were stringent about them:
How much should one eat to have to say the Grace AFTER MEALS?
An olive's size, an egg's size.

90. Olive-size and egg-size
Moses tells the esoteric meaning of the amount of the crumbs, and he asks God and the Shechinah to give everyone perfect food for the correction
of the World to Come. Next the Faithful Shepherd engages in a dialogue with Great- grandfather, upper Chochmah, who descends to him and talks
about who is the host and who the guest that break the bread and distribute it and bless it. Rabbi Shimon and the other friends join the discussion
and bring up the topic of levirate marriage and reincarnation. The Faithful Shepherd invites all those present to gather round for the banquet of the
King, and while talking about the breaking of the bread into an egg-size and an olive-size he explains the secret and importance of 'amen'.
603. And by a secret method: Aleph Chet (= nine) OF THE WORD
'ONE' (HEB. ECHAD - ALEPH CHET DALET) make nine crumbs, three
in each direction. And with the three of the Dalet (= four) OF ECHAD,
we have a total of twelve CRUMBS. Again, the fourth OF THE DALET
OF ECHAD completes to ten. And this completes the four, which is
THE FOUR LETTERS of Yud Hei Vav Hei. What is the ten? They are
THE TEN LETTERS FORMED BY FILLING IN Yud Vav Dalet, Hei
Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph. Now the tip of the letter Dalet of
Echad is the size of an olive-size. The Yud of Yud Hei Vav Hei is the
measure of an egg-size.
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604. This fourth LIVING CREATURE THAT IS THE SECRET OF "THE
FACE OF A MAN" (YECHEZKEL 1:10), which is the completion of the
Chariot of Man, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'MAN', IN
THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS,
WHOSE NUMERICAL SUM IS THE SAME AS THAT OF MAN (HEB.
ADAM). And it is also the completion of the four faces that are in the
face of a man, FOR THE FACE OF A MAN IS MALCHUT, WHICH
ITSELF HAS FOUR FACES: LION, OX, EAGLE, AND MAN, AND IS
THE FOURTH FACE WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT IS
IN MALCHUT. For this reason, IT IS WRITTEN: "Hashem lift up His
countenance to you" (Bemidbar 6:26). And the sages of the Mishnah
taught: Is it not written: "who favors no person" (lit. 'Who does not
lift up countenance') (Devarim 10:17)? But the Holy One, blessed be
He, said: 'Did I not command them: "And you shall eat and be
satisfied AND BLESS HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" (Devarim 8:10)? And
they are very particular about SAYING THE GRACE AFTER MEALS
even if the quantity is but that of an olive-size or an egg-size. How
then should I not then lift up My countenance for them?' And not
only that but the sages of the Mishnah and the Amoraim arranged
their whole study according to the secrets of the Torah.
605. The Faithful Shepherd rose, spread out his hands before the
Holy One, blessed be He and His Shechinah, and spoke thus: O Holy
One, blessed be You, may it be Your will to give us perfect food for
correction to You and to the heavenly Queen, that is the World to
Come, NAMELY BINAH, about which it is said: "For the kingdom is
Hashem's: and He is ruler over the nations" (Tehilim 22:29), and
regarding the second Queen, WHICH IS MALCHUT, it is said a
second time: "and the kingdom shall be Hashem's" (Ovadyah 1:21),
and a whole table is corrected with all delicacies and dishes.

606. And I invite with You, all the sages of the Mishnah, the scholars
of the Bible and the sages of the Talmud, and especially the masters
of the secrets of Your Torah, and Your bride, WHO IS Your Holy
Queen, both the upper one, WHICH IS BINAH, and the lower one,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, everything being with the permission of the
Cause who is above all heavenly beings, the Lord of all lords, King
over all the kings who are above or who are below, for He is unique
and unequaled, and there is no letter nor vowel sign that will join
with Him, and no variations as is customary with man, for He is the
Master of all the keys to all the secrets of Yud Hei Vav Hei's and
names and appellative s and all the hidden secrets of wisdom, so
that You open them all for us, for the sake of Your glory, O Cause
over all causes. I beseech You to open for us Your glory, for Your
glory is of my Father and my Mother of the Heavens, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE FATHER AND MOTHER OF
ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'HEAVENS'. And the Father of all of
Yisrael IS ZEIR ANPIN, and their Mother IS MALCHUT, about which it
is said: "and do not forsake the Torah of your mother" (Mishlei 1:8),
and with Yourself no connection exists with any mother in the world.
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607. He rose a second time and said: O sages of the Mishnah, your
Neshamah and Ruach and Nefesh wake up now in all of you, and
remove the sleep from yourself, for this certainly is Mishnah, the
literal explanations of this world. But I stirred you only with heavenly
secrets of the World to Come, for you are involved with them, and in
this respect it is said there: "Behold, he who keeps Yisrael shall
neither slumber nor sleep" (Tehilim 121:4).

608. He began by saying, The sages of the Mishnah taught: The host
breaks bread and the guest says grace after the meal. And they also
taught: one must pronounce clearly the Hei of Hamotzi. And the two
Heis OF YUD HEI VAV HEI WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT, stand
for the two loaves of bread, the two Challot of the Shabbat. The Yud
OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is A SLICE OF BREAD equal in measure to the
size of an egg THAT IS GIVEN to each one. And who is the host that
breaks bread? This is the Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND SO ALL
THE FOUR LETTERS OF IT ARE HERE ALLUDED TO.
609. While they were still having this discourse, behold, Greatgrandfather, WHICH IS UPPER CHOCHMAH, descended to him and
said: Faithful Shepherd, take back what you have just said, for bread
is the Vav. Its two loaves of bread are, as you have said, Hei Hei.
AND HE EXPLAINS, Vav is surely parallel to Jacob, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, while the two Heis parallel Leah and Rachel. AND
THEREFORE BREAD IS IN GENERAL THE SECRET OF VAV, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT HAS TWO MATES. ONE MATING IS WITH
LEAH, WHO IS HIS FEMALE FROM THE CHEST AND UP, WHILE THE
SECOND MATING IS WITH RACHEL, WHO IS HIS FEMALE FROM
THE CHEST AND DOWN, AND THIS IS WHY THE BREAD IS DIVIDED
INTO TWO LOAVES. The Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IS THE SECRET
OF THE SLICE THAT IS GIVEN TO EACH ONE, as the size of an egg
for each, FOR EGG IS THE SECRET OF YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE EMANATION THAT IS
DRAWN DOWN BY THE VAV AND THE TWO HEIS OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI.
610. He said to him: Grandfather, Grandfather, in how many places is
it taught that Jacob is the host, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and Joseph is
a guest whose level is Yesod, the life (Heb. CHAI = eighteen) of the
Worlds, which incorporates the eighteen blessings of the Amidah
prayer, for which reason it was taught about it: "Blessings are upon
the head of the righteous" (Mishlei 10:6). THEREFORE THEY SAID
THAT THE HOST, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, BREAKS THE BREAD, WHILE
THE GUEST, WHICH IS YESOD, PRONOUNCES THE GRACE AFTER
MEALS, BUT NOW YOU SAY THAT ZEIR ANPIN IS THE SECRET,
NOT OF THE HOST, BUT OF THE BREAD. THE GRANDFATHER
replied to him: That is how it is, and everything is true. Each secret
has its rightful place, BOTH what I said and what you said. And now,
ACCORDING TO MY OPINION THAT ZEIR ANPIN IS THE BREAD,
who is THEN the one WHO BREAKS the bread and distributes it?
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611. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD said to him: Grandfather, you have
his likeness; NAMELY THE GRANDFATHER HIMSELF, WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH, IS THE FORM OF THE HOST WHO
BREAKS THE BREAD, which is Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph
Vav, Hei Aleph, WHOSE NUMERICAL SUM IS 45, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH (CHET CAF MEM HEI), WHOSE LETTERS
SPELL OUT, KOACH (LIT. STRENGTH - CAF CHET) OF MEM HEI,
which is man, WHICH IS MEM HEI IN NUMERICAL VALUE. HE IS of
the upper Chariot, the face of which, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, is the
Yud Hei Vav Hei WRITTEN OUT FULLY WITH ALEPHS, THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF WHICH IS MEM HEI. And for this reason, Vav
is bread, there being TWO LOAVES, the two Heis, and the amount
OF THE EMANATION, as taught, is the size of an olive and the size of
an egg. And we have already learned in which name it is measured
as an olive, NAMELY IN THE YUD, but the sages have taught: One
does not make precepts into bundles, BUT EACH PRECEPT MUST
STAND ON ITS OWN. Here also, we do not give two quantities in the
letter Yud, that BOTH an olive-size an egg-size SHOULD BE YUD, but
there are two alphabets, WHERE THE LARGE ALPHABET IS IN
BINAH AND THE SMALL ALPHABET IS IN MALCHUT. THEREFORE,
there is an upper Yud and a smaller Yud. The Yud WHICH IS THE
YUD of Yud Hei Vav Hei is the upper YUD WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
UPPER CHOCHMAH, while the Yud of Adonai is a small YUD, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT. And of these two
YUDS, one is an olive-size, NAMELY THE SMALL YUD OF ADONAI,
and the other is an egg-size, NAMELY THE UPPER YUD OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI. And they are in the secret of 'Yud' Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun
Hei 'Yud', NAMELY THE COMBINATION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
ADONAI, WHERE THE INITIAL YUD IS THE SECRET OF AN EGGSIZE, AND THE FINAL YUD IS THE SECRET OF AN OLIVE-SIZE. The
Grandfather came and kissed him.
612. While they were still considering this, the holy luminary, THAT
IS RABBI SHIMON, arose, and opened by saying: "what (Heb. MAH MEM HEI) is his name and what (Mem Hei) is his son's
name" (Mishlei 30:4) come together, FOR CHOCHMAH IS THE
SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS,
WHOSE NUMERICAL VALUE IS MEM HEI. AND THE SON OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS TIFERET, IS ALSO YUD HEI VAV HEI FILLED
IN WITH MEM HEI, AS ABOVE, IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH.
AND IT FOLLOWS THAT MAH IS THE NAME OF CHOCHMAH AND
MAH IS THE NAME OF HIS SON, WHICH IS TIFERET. AND THE
GRANDFATHER, WHO IS CHOCHMAH, JOINED WITH THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD, WHO IS TIFERET. The companions rejoiced and said:
Happy is the one who was privileged to eat of this bread, WHICH IS
THE Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, about which it is said: "Come, eat of
my bread" (Mishlei 9:5). And happy is the Nefesh of whom it is said:
"she shall eat of her father's bread: but no stranger shall eat of
it" (Vayikra 22:13), for about the Holy One, blessed be He, it is said:
"Have we not all one father?" (Malachi 2:10), and the soul that
occupied herself with the Torah "shall eat of her father's bread."
613. And who is the cause FOR THE NEFESH to eat of her father's
bread? This is because she returned in repentance and united WITH
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, as in her youth, as it is written: "
and has returned to her father's house, as in her youth" (Vayikra
22:13). AND THE MEANING OF THIS IS THE SAME as: "he shall
return to the days of his youth" (Iyov 33:25), just like a tree that has
been cut down and has grown again from its roots. And this is a
secret for one who dies childless, THAT BY LEVIRATE MARRIAGE
HE REINCARNATES AND IS RENEWED.
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614. And there is a further secret, FOR A MAN WHO DIES
CHILDLESS will later come back in a reincarnation and be renewed
as formerly, as it is written: ."..be a widow or divorced" (Vayikra
22:13), as HIS SOUL being driven out of The Garden of Eden. Hence
she is called 'divorced' (Heb. grushah) as in: "So he drove (Heb.
vayegaresh) out the man..." (Beresheet 3:24). And what was the
reason for this? It was because "she had no child" (Vayikra 22:13),
for he died childless. "and has returned to her father's house, as in
her youth," that is, returns to this world, AND TRANSMIGRATES to
the son of the levirate marriage. This is the meaning of "and has
returned to her father's house, as in her youth." And after she has
been privileged to have offspring, "she shall eat of her father's
bread: but no stranger shall eat of it." THIS IS WHAT IS WRITTEN:
"the wife of the dead man shall not be married abroad to a
stranger" (Devarim 25:5). FOR IF SHE DOES NOT MARRY THE
KINSMAN, SHE WILL FALL INTO THE HANDS OF A STRANGER,
NAMELY THE OTHER SIDE.
615. The Faithful Shepherd said, Hillel and Shammai: That is, you
two, one of whom is of the side of Mercy, NAMELY HILLEL, while the
other is of the side of Judgment, NAMELY SHAMMAI, are Chesed
and Gvurah, the levels of Abraham and Isaac, and you are of their
stock: gather round here, you and the eighty pupils that Hillel had,
as well as the pupils of the House of Shammai, gather around for the
banquet of the King.

616. You have taught, you and those with you who give legal and
ethical instructions, you have taught: He who breaks bread may not
eat until the diners have answered 'amen,' and: The guests may not
eat anything until the one who breaks the bread has eaten.
Obviously, when the host breaks the bread and gives it to the
guests, he does not measure out the same amount for each person,
for those who break bread do not usually break it into equal parts,
and he could give to one an egg-size and to another an olive-size.
And when they respond 'amen' over this breaking of the bread,
before the host eats, they join together the two quantities, the eggsize and the olive-size, WHERE THE EGG-SIZE QUANTITY IS DRAWN
DOWN FROM THE YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THE OLIVE-SIZE
QUANTITY IS FROM THE YUD OF ADONAI, AS ABOVE, AND THUS
THE JOINING OF THE EGG-SIZE AND THE OLIVE-SIZE IS THE
SECRET OF THE COMBINATION OF Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun
Hei Yud, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF 'amen'. And this UNIFICATION
is not over the eating but over the breaking of the bread. AND
THEREFORE, after these quantities, THE EGG-SIZED AND THE
OLIVE- SIZED, have joined together IN THE UNIFICATION OF YUD
ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD, in THE SAYING OF 'amen,'
then the host may eat. And this is: "I have gathered my myrrh with
my spice; I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey; I have drunk
my wine with my milk," after which comes: "Eat, O dear ones, and
drink, drink deep, O loving companions" (Shir Hashirim 5:1). "Eat, O
dear ones" refers to the guests, so that the sons, who are the
guests, should be as their father, WHO IS THE HOST WHO BREAKS
THE BREAD, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF UPPER CHOCHMAH, THAT
IS CALLED 'FATHER'.
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617. And here we have bread in two loaves, WHERE BREAD IS VAV,
AND EACH OF THE LOAVES IS HEI, and the amount OF THE EATING
IS an olive-size and an egg-size, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
UNIFICATION YUD ALEPH HEI DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD, AS
ABOVE. HE ASKS: What is the shewbread that is on the King's table,
NAMELY THE TWELVE CHALLOT THAT WERE ARRANGED ON THE
TEMPLE TABLE? HE ANSWERS: Have we not already learned that
THE BREAD, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, has twelve countenances? And
what are they? They are the four faces of a lion, the four faces of an
ox, the four faces of an eagle, FOR THE LION, OX, AND EAGLE ARE
THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, IN EACH ONE OF WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT AND FOUR TIMES
THREE COMES TO TWELVE, AND THEY ARE THE SECRET OF THE
THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI'S, namely: "Hashem bless you... Hashem
make his face shine... Hashem lift up..." (Bemidbar 6:24-26), WHERE
EACH YUD HEI VAV HEI HAS FOUR LETTERS, AND THREE TIMES
FOUR MAKES TWELVE LETTERS.

91. The twelve Challot
This section tells us about the Shewbread and why there are four loaves in each Shabbat meal. We also hear about the six Sfirot from the light
downwards and the six Sfirot from the light upwards, and the six steps in the upper throne and the six steps in the lower throne. The lesson from
this is that from a certain place secrets are hidden and from another place secrets are revealed.
618. And how do we know that the showbread comes from the
King's table? Because of what is written: "and he said to me: This
(Heb. Zeh) is the table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22),
AND THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'this' (Heb. zeh) refers to the
twelve countenances. Moreover, whoever can do so, should arrange
and establish on his table four loaves in each Shabbat meal, which
at three meals MAKE TWELVE LOAVES, which are the twelve
countenances.

619. And you might wish to suggest that from the Torah we learn
about six CHALLOT, as only double the bread WAS REQUIRED FOR
EACH OF THE THREE MEALS, MAKING A TOTAL OF SIX ONLY, NOT
TWELVE. HE ANSWERS, we cannot mention Vav (= six), without also
mentioning its companion Vav namely Vav Vav, THE SOUND OF THE
PRONOUNCED VAV, AND THIS POINTS TO the six SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF THE DIRECT
LIGHT from above downwards, and the six SFIROT OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF RETURNING
LIGHT from below upwards. AND they parallel the six steps that are
in the upper throne, FROM THE CHEST AND UPWARDS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD THAT ARE INCLUDED IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET;
and the six steps of the lower throne, FROM THE CHEST
DOWNWARDS OF ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD THAT ARE INCLUDED IN
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. The six OF THE UPPER THRONE are
concealed, FOR CHOCHMAH HAS NO REVELATION FROM THE
CHEST AND UPWARDS, while the six FROM THE CHEST
DOWNWARDS are in the open, FOR CHOCHMAH DOES HAVE
REVELATION FROM THE CHEST AND DOWNWARDS. AND THIS IS
THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "The secret things belong to Hashem
our Elohim: but those things which are revealed belong to us and to
our children for ever" (Devarim 29:28), WHERE FROM THE CHEST
AND UPWARDS OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE THE HIDDEN THINGS, AND
FROM THE CHEST AND DOWNWARDS ARE THE THINGS THAT ARE
REVEALED.

92. The things one should observe at the Shabbat table
We are told of the parallel between all the breads prescribed at Shabbat and the four faces of the Holy Beasts. We learn of all the deep meanings of
the ten preparations for the meal. Lastly the bread of the Torah is said to be the Shechinah.
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620. The breads of thanksgiving are forty challot, ten wafers, ten
mixed with hot water and oil, ten of leavened bread, ten of
unleavened bread, making a total of forty, PARALLELING THE FOUR
YUDS THAT ARE IN THE FOUR YUD HEI VAV HEI'S THAT ARE IN
THE FOUR FACES, NAMELY paralleling the Yud of Yud Hei Vav Hei
of the four faces of a man, AND PARALLELING the Yud of the Yud
Hei Vav Hei of the four faces of a lion, AND PARALLELING the Yud
of Yud Hei Vav Hei of the four faces of an ox, AND PARALLELING
the Yud of the Yud Hei Vav Hei of the four faces of an eagle. And this
is the first preparation for the King's table, for there are ten things
that a person must observe at the Shabbat table.

621. The first PREPARATION THAT IS IN THE SHABBAT TABLE IS to
prepare the table, as for one who eats in the presence of a King, as it
is written: "This is the table that is before Hashem" (Yechezkel
41:22). The second PREPARATION is to wash the hands to the
extent that the sages decreed, namely five knots, THAT IS THE FIVE
FINGERS OF THE RIGHT HAND, which contain fourteen joints, FOR
EACH FINGER HAS THREE JOINTS, AND THE THUMB ONLY TWO,
TOTALING FOURTEEN JOINTS. Similarly there are fourteen joints in
the left, making A TOTAL OF 28 joints. And against these 28 JOINTS
IS THE SECRET OF "the power of Hashem" (where the word for
'power' is KOACH = 28), and these are the 28 letters of the first verse
in the Works of Creation: "IN THE BEGINNING ELOHIM CREATED
THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH" (BERESHEET 1:1). THERE ARE 28
LETTERS IN THE verse, and about them it is written: "And now, I
pray you, let the power (Heb. koach) of Adonai be great" (Bemidbar
14:17).
622. The ten fingers correspond to the ten sayings at the creation of
the world: For this reason, the sages of the Mishnah taught:
Whoever is careless over the washing of the hands is uprooted from
the world. Why is this? It is because the ten fingers of the hands and
the 28 joints of the fingers contain the secret of the ten sayings and
the 28 letters with which the world was created.

623. The third preparation is the cup of benediction, for which ten
things were ordained: It requires washing, rinsing, crowning,
wrapping, and must be undiluted, full, taken up with both hands, and
placed in the right hand; he who says the blessing must look at it, it
must be raised a handbreadth from the surface, and he must send it
around to those members of his household as a present.

624. And according to the secret, IT IS THE SECRET OF the cup "full
with the blessing of Hashem" (Devarim 33:23), for the numerical
value of the word cup (Heb. kos) is the same as Elohim, WHICH IS
BINAH, NAMELY MALCHUT ENCLOTHING IN BINAH. And from there
comes the Neshamah that is named after it, cup, as it is written: "I
will raise the cup of salvation" (Tehilim 116:13). What is the meaning
of "salvation"? It is the five fingers THAT HOLD THE CUP, which
correspond to the five Sfirot: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, AND YESOD, that are in the cup, which is the living
Elohim which is Binah, that spreads THROUGH THE FIVE SFIROT to
fifty gates, which are five times ten. That is, the letter Yud stands for
the ten things that the sages ordained for the cup, which is the living
Elohim, and the five (Hei) letters OF THE WORD ELOHIM, which are
five in number, AND TEN TIMES FIVE COMES TO FIFTY GATES.
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625. And they taught about the cup that it needs washing and
rinsing, where washing refers to the outside, rinsing to the inside.
And the secret of the matter is that the inside and the outside OF
THE CUP should be the same, for whoever has been privileged to
receive a Neshamah from this cup, WHICH IS BINAH, SUCH A
NESHAMAH MUST be pure both within and without. And the secret
of the matter is: "and cleanse it, and hallow it" (Vayikra 16:19) with
purification on the inside and sanctification on the outside. And just
as the cup, whose purification and sanctification both inside and
outside is only with water, so the purification and sanctification of
the soul, both inside and outside, is only with the Torah. And this is
why Rabban Gamliel said: No one whose inside does not correspond
to his exterior may enter the academy house. This is because such a
person is not from the Tree of Life, but from the Tree of Knowledge
of Good and Evil, FOR WHOEVER IS LACKING HOLINESS ON THE
OUTSIDE OR PURITY ON THE INSIDE IS A MIXTURE OF GOOD AND
EVIL.

626. The crowning THAT IS STATED IN RESPECT OF THE CUP, they
taught thus: He crowns it with pupils. And the secret is that Hei is
the cup, NAMELY BINAH, and it is crowned with pupils, with the
letter Yud, which is a diadem on the Hei, FOR THE PUPILS
MULTIPLY AND DRAW DOWN CHOCHMAH. The wrapping THAT IS
MENTIONED IN RESPECT TO THE CUP refers to the need to wrap
the head, NAMELY TO COVER IT, because the Shechinah is over his
head. For this is what the sages of the Mishnah taught: A scholar of
the Law is forbidden to walk four cubits with his head uncovered
because, "the whole earth is full of His glory" (Yeshayah 6:3). And
even more so IS IT FORBIDDEN to go with uncovered head during a
blessing or the mention of the Holy Name!
627. AND THE REASON FOR THE PROHIBITION OF GOING WITH
UNCOVERED HEAD IS that the letter Yud of Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH
IS CHOCHMAH, is enveloped in light (Heb. or - Aleph Vav Resh) and
becomes air (Heb. avir - Aleph Vav Yud Resh), since the letter Yud,
which is Chochmah, is in the air. And this is the light with which He
enveloped himself when He created the world, as it is written: "Who
covers Himself with light as with a garment" (Tehilim 104:2). Thus
"Let there be light" (Beresheet 1:3) is 'Let there be air'. And the
sages of Sitrei Torah taught: Before anything else was formed, the
existences were formed. Thus: "Let there be light, and there was
light" REFERS TO LIGHT that had existed previously.

628. AND REGARDING the 'undiluted' IN RESPECT TO THE CUP OF
BLESSING, they taught: Undiluted from the barrel, WHICH MEANS
THAT IT SHOULD NOT BE MIXED WITH ANY WATER THERE. And
the secret is: The upper Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, is the eighth
Sfirah OF THE TEN SFIROT, WHEN ONE STARTS TO COUNT from
the bottom up, and is for that reason called 'Chet' (whose numerical
value is eight). And this is alluded to in the verse: "Through wisdom
a house (Heb. bayit) is built" (Mishlei 24:3). Hence a barrel (Heb.
chavit - Chet Bet Yud Tav) IS THE LETTERS CHET AND BAYIT (BET
YUD TAV). FOR THIS SHOWS THAT THE WINE, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN, IS TO BE DRAWN DOWN
FROM BINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'BARREL', NAMELY CHET BAYIT.
And because BINAH is life, as it is written. "She is a Tree of Life to
those who lay hold on her" (Mishlei 3:18) therefore, the wine that is
DRAWN DOWN from there, FROM BINAH, is undiluted (lit. 'live'). And
this is the wine of the Torah, for whoever engages in it is called 'live'.
And furthermore, the Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD, is CALLED
'live' and is undiluted from the barrel, BECAUSE ITS LIGHTS ARE
DRAWN FROM BINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'BARREL', AS ABOVE.
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629. Wine comes in two colors, white and red. THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF WINE is seventy facets, this makes 72, AND THIS
ALLUDES TO THE FACT THAT THE LIGHTS OF THE 72-LETTER
NAME ILLUMINATE IN WINE. And corresponding to the two colors of
the wine are 'Remember' and 'Keep', referring to the Shabbat, AND
THESE, TOGETHER WITH the seventy words of the SHABBAT EVE
Kiddush, make 72.
630. AND THE CUP OF BENEDICTION MUST BE full, as it is written:
A cup "full with the blessing of Hashem" (Devarim 33:23); and also
he HAS TO BE full of the wine of the Torah, and so must a person be
perfect, as it is written: "a plain man" (Beresheet 25:27). THE
MEANING OF THIS IS a perfect (Heb. shalem) man, as in the verse:
"And Jacob came to Shalem" (Beresheet 33:18), NAMELY JACOB IS
HERE CALLED 'PERFECT'. So also must the Neshamah be perfect,
without any fault being in it, because "For whatever man he be that
has a blemish, he shall not approach" (Vayikra 21:18). So also here,
THE LETTERS OF Elohim: ALEPH LAMED HEI YUD MEM) can be rewritten as Aleph Lamed Mem with Yah (Yud Hei). And IT HAS the
numerical value of cup (Heb. kos), WHICH IS 86. And Aleph Lamed
Mem in reverse order is ('full') male: (Mem Lamed Aleph), AND THUS
THE CUP HAS to be full, FOR THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE
LETTERS OF THE WORD CUP IS THE SAME AS 'FULL OF
YAH' (MALE YAH). For when is it full? When there is Yah there. And
that is: "Because Yah has sworn by His throne" (Shemot 17:16),
WHERE THE NAME IS NOT COMPLETE, BUT LACKS THE VAV HEI.
The numerical value of Adonai, TREATING ALL TENS AS UNITS, IS
the same as Vav Hei. The Central Column is full from both of them,
OF THE YUD HEI AND THE VAV HEI. And therefore THE NAME OF
Adam (lit. 'man') dwells upon it, which is the explicit Name, YUD VAV
DALET; HEI, HEI ALEPH; VAV ALEPH VAV; HEI HEI ALEPH; WHICH
HAS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'ADAM'.
631. REGARDING THE CUP OF BENEDICTION, THAT must be taken
up with both hands, corresponding to the Torah which was written
on two tablets of stone: And there were five commandments on the
one tablet, corresponding to the five fingers of the right hand, and
there were five commandments on the second tablet, corresponding
to the five fingers of the left hand, that were given with the right, that
is, the right hand, THAT IS TO SAY THAT THE FIVE OF THE LEFT
WERE INCLUDED IN THE FIVE OF THE RIGHT. And for this reason IT
IS WRITTEN: And he took in his hand "two tablets of stone" (Shemot
34:4), and not 'in his hands,' NAMELY IN ONLY ONE HAND, WHICH
WAS THE RIGHT, and this is as Scripture testifies: "from His right
hand went a fiery law for them" (Devarim 33:2).
632. REGARDING THE INSTRUCTION THAT HE WHO SAYS THE
BLESSING must look at the cup of benediction, this is because it
corresponds to the Land of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT
ENCLOTHING BINAH, about which it is said: "the eyes of Hashem
your Elohim are always upon it" (Devarim 11:12); and the eyes of
heaven are the seventy (numerical value of the letter, AYIN, which,
as a word, means 'eye') members of the Sanhedrin, with Moses and
Aaron over them, they being the two upper eyes, NAMELY,
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, being one right eye and one left eye,
amounting to 72, the same numerical value as the expression 'with
wine' (Heb. beyayin). FOR THE SEVENTY MEMBERS OF THE
SANHEDRIN CORRESPOND TO THE SEVEN SFIROT: CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND MALCHUT, EACH
ONE BEING COMPOSED OF TEN. AND OVER THEM ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE MOSES AND AARON, AND
THIS IS THE SECRET OF HIS LOOKING AT IT, TO DRAW DOWN
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH TO THE CUP, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
this is the secret of why he who says the blessing must look at the
cup.
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633. AND THE CUP OF BENEDICTION must be raised a handbreadth
from the surface. Since the letter Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI is a cup, it
has to be raised up to the letter Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, which is
CALLED 'a handbreadth', for the Hei is opened up in it with the five
(Hei) fingers, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE FIFTY GATES OF
BINAH. And he must send THE CUP OF BENEDICTION round to
members of his household as present, NAMELY in order that his wife
should be blessed, for she is THE SECRET OF the Nefesh, about
which it is said: "but now our soul is dried away: there is nothing at
all" (Bemidbar 11:6), and she is blessed and prepares fruits, as it is
written: "Let the earth bring forth grass" (Beresheet 1:11).
634. And the fourth PREPARATION AT THE TABLE is that matters of
Torah should be discussed over the table so that the verse "For all
tables are full of vomit and filth" (Yeshayah 28:8) should not be
fulfilled in him as it is with the ignorant. But it was taught in Sitrei (lit.
'hidden') Torah: He who wants to grow rich turns to the north;
namely he should place the table northwards, for the table is left,
which is Judgment. He has, THEREFORE, to connect it to the right,
which is the Torah that was given out of Chesed, which is Mercy,
which is the right hand of Hashem.

635. And the fifth PREPARATION IN THE TABLE was taught by the
sages of the Mishnah: The meal must be lengthened for the sake of
the poor, THAT HE WILL BE ABLE TO GIVE THEM SOMETHING TO
EAT. And the secret of the matter is that charity should lengthen his
days, that he should not die young, just as does the Torah which is
longevity for the Neshamah in two worlds: this world and the World
to Come. Charity, likewise, is longevity for the body in two worlds, as
it is written: "for He is your life, and the length of your
days" (Devarim 30:20), which is interpreted to mean: 'your life' in this
world, and 'the length of your days' in the World to Come. AND THE
MEANING OF the World to Come for the body is at the resurrection
of the dead, that after he rises at the resurrection of the dead, he will
not die. And just as he will be in the World to Come so will he be in
this world.

636. And the sixth CORRECTION is that he should not be a
voracious glutton at the King's table, as was Esau, who said: "Give
me to swallow" (Beresheet 25:30), by gulping it down, but by way of
mastication, GRINDING THE FOOD WITH HIS TEETH. So, too, one
who produces words of prayer or words of Torah from his mouth,
should bring them out, chewed over, and complete; NAMELY, HE
SHOULD CONSIDER THEM AND GO OVER THEM, AS THOUGH
CHEWING THEM OVER, and not in a gulping fashion, imperfectly.
And furthermore, because of the danger that the food might enter his
trachea instead of his esophagus, HE MUST EAT BY WAY OF
MASTICATING AND NOT GULPING.
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637. And the seventh PREPARATION is water at the end of the meal,
as it has been taught: Water to wash the hands at the beginning of
the meal is a precept and at the end of the meal is an obligation,
while WATER in the middle (between courses) it is optional. With the
water at the beginning of the meal, he has to raise his fingers up so
that the dirty water will not run back and defile the hands. And there
are sages who held the opinion that the water at the end of the meal
is because of S'dom salt, lest it blind the eyes. They thereby
removed from us the obligation, FOR TO WASH THE HANDS AT THE
END OF THE MEAL IS NO MORE THAN GOOD ADVICE, IN ORDER
NOT TO BLIND THE EYES, AND IS NOT OBLIGATORY. And there are
secret matters with those who held that WATER TO WASH THE
HANDS AT THE END OF THE MEAL is obligatory. And it is not good
practice to contradict the words of the great, but to them may be
applied the verse: "according to the sentence of the Torah which
they shall teach you" (Devarim 17:11).
638. And furthermore, three sanctifications were stated in this
connection, as it is written: "you shall therefore sanctify yourselves,
and you shall be holy; for I am holy" (Vayikra 11:44). "sanctify
yourselves" refers to the water for washing the hands at the
beginning of the meal. "and you shall be holy" refers to the water at
the end of the meal. "for...holy" is pleasant oil TO REMOVE THE
DIRT FROM THE FINGERS. "I am Hashem" is a blessing. And the
water in the middle is between cheese and meat, and this is why it is
written: "you shall therefore sanctify yourselves, and you shall be
holy; for I am holy." Happy is this people whose master places them
near to Him, AND WHO IMBUES THEM WITH HIS HOLINESS!

639. So, too, COULD BE SAID, "sanctify yourselves" (Vayikra 11:44)
refers to the time of sexual intercourse. The initial emission of a
man's seed is a precept, NAMELY, KEEPING OF THE
COMMANDMENT TO BE FRUITFUL AND MULTIPLY, while the latter
is THE SEED of the female, which is obligatory, THAT IS TO SAY:
THE SEED OF THE MALE OBLIGATES HER TO PRODUCE SEED.
And that in the middle WATERS is hinted at in "and curdled me like
cheese" (Iyov 10:10), NAMELY, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
WHO GIVES SOLID FORM TO THE SEED FOR THE BUILDING UP OF
THE EMBRYO, as it is written: "Have You not poured me out like
milk, and curdled me like cheese?" And this is the allusion TO THE
WATERS THAT ARE IN THE MIDDLE, between cheese and meat, for
it is said about Him, ABOUT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE: "You
have clothed me with skin and flesh" (Ibid. 11).
640. The eighth PREPARATION is that at least three men must be
present for the cup of benediction. Why? BECAUSE THE CUP
ALLUDES TO BINAH, and Binah is the third of the ten Sfirot, WHEN
COUNTING THEM from the top downwards, NAMELY, KETERCHOCHMAH-BINAH. For this reason, if less than three persons are
present, the cup is not required. ANOTHER EXPLANATION WHY at
least three persons must be present for the cup of benediction is
that it refers to 'They call You thrice holy'. Furthermore, the Torah
did not descend less than three, NAMELY: Priests, Levites, and
Yisrael, WHICH ARE the Torah, Prophets, and Hagiographa, AND IT
WAS GIVEN in the third month, on the third day. And this Binah is
Yud Hei Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
THREE COLUMNS. And in its regard they said: The night has three
watches. And Malchut is the fourth Hei, WHICH RECEIVES ALL
THREE OF THE COLUMNS, and about it they said: The night has four
watches, CORRESPONDING TO THE THREE COLUMNS AND
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THEM. And the letter Shin, with the three
branches, corresponds to the three watches, while the letter Shin,
with four branches, corresponds to the four watches.
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641. And the ninth PREPARATION is the cup of benediction, that is
one-quarter of a Log, the amount corresponding to the letter Hei,
WHICH IS the fourth LETTER of Yud Hei Vav Hei. And the tenth
PREPARATION is that when there are ten people present, he WHO
SAYS GRACE adds 'let us bless our Elohim'. THE REASON FOR
THIS IS THAT the lower Shechinah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is both
fourth and tenth - the fourth letter of the name Yud Hei Vav Hei, and
the tenth in the count of the ten Sfirot - WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
THE TEN LETTERS Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei
Aleph. AND THEREFORE THE PRESENCE OF TEN PERSONS IS
REQUIRED IN ORDER TO MENTION THE NAME 'OUR ELOHIM.' And
a man must be very careful not to throw these matters in a place
where he shouldn't, like one who throws away bread, and how much
more so one who throws out from his table the bread of the Torah,
for it is the Shechinah, about which it is said: "This is the table that
is before Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

93. Three who harm themselves
Rabbi Shimon tells about the three ways a person can harm himself: by cursing himself, by throwing bread on the ground, and by kindling a light
before the doxology is finished on Shabbat. He who commits the last of these three transgressions is considered to have profaned the Shabbat, and
a special place in Gehenom is reserved for him.
642. And in the compilation of the first part, HE SAYS: There are
three who cause harm to themselves, two of whom are in this world,
and one in another world. And these are: The one who curses
himself, as we have learnt; one official is appointed before man, and
when a man curses himself this official together with his seventy
appointed subordinates take that word and respond 'amen,' and they
raise it up on high and judge it. And THE OFFICIAL follows him until
he does something and then he puts into effect for him THE CURSE
OF that word THAT HE UTTERED.

643. Who do we have that is greater than Moses, who said: "and if
not, blot me, I pray you, out of Your book which You have
written" (Shemot 32:32). This he said for the sake of Yisrael, and
although the Holy One, blessed be He, did his wish AND FORGAVE
YISRAEL, nevertheless he was not spared punishment, for it has
already been noted that HIS NAME is not mentioned in the portion of
Tetzaveh, but has been blotted out from there. And this has already
been taught. And who do we have that is greater than King David,
who said: "I said: I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not with my
tongue: I will keep a curb on my mouth, while the wicked is before
me" (Tehilim 39:2). What is the meaning of "while the wicked is
before me"? This refers to that official who was appointed over the
one WHO CURSES HIMSELF, and takes that word to harm a man, AS
ABOVE.

644. And one WHO DOES HARM TO HIMSELF is the person who
throws bread, or crumbs of bread, onto the ground, having no
respect for it, as we have learnt. And these are the two WHO
RECEIVE THEIR PUNISHMENT in this world. And the one WHO
DOES HARM TO HIMSELF in another world is the person who
kindles a light towards the end of the Shabbat, before Yisrael recite
the doxology after the daily portion, DURING THE PASSAGES "OF
VEATA KADOSH" AT THE END OF SHABBAT. And such a one is
considered as a profaner of the Shabbat because he causes the fire
of Gehenom to be kindled before its time.
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645. There is a special place in Gehenom for those who profane the
Shabbat. And since he kindles the light before its time, a certain
official exists in Gehenom on the end of Shabbat, and he first lights
that place and says: This spot is for so-and-so. And all the wicked
ones who are in Gehenom help him to light up that spot, and that
official calls out, saying: "Behold, Hashem will thrust you about with
a mighty throw, and will seize you firmly" (Yeshayah 22:17). And the
wicked who are in Gehenom respond: "He will violently roll and toss
you like a ball into a large country: there shall you die" (Ibid. 18).
And this is because he caused them to be kindled before time and
this makes three who cause harm to themselves, as we have learnt.

94. Three Yuds in the Yud Hei Vav Hei fully spelled with Yud amounting to 63
Rabbi Shimon tells Moses that in the future he will be exalted above all creatures because he ascended to the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei fully spelled
out.
646. Another explanation: "And he dreamed, and behold a
ladder" (Beresheet 28:12). Faithful Shepherd, just as the letter
Lamed ascends higher than all the other letters, BECAUSE THE
LAMED ALLUDES TO BINAH, so will you in the future be exalted
above all creatures because you ascended to the name Yud Vav
Dalet, Hei Yud, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Yud, WHOSE NUMERICAL VALUE
IS 63, WHICH IS BINAH. And in it THERE ARE THREE YUDS, Yud
Yud Yud, the numerical value of them making Lamed (= thirty). For
initially you were in the name Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph
Vav, Hei Aleph, WHICH HAS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN. It contains Yud Aleph Aleph Aleph, THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF WHICH IS THIRTEEN, which stands for the thirteen
attributes of Mercy, AND HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS
THE WORD One (Heb. echad - Aleph Chet Dalet = thirteen). And now
you have ascended with El (=31), which is Yud Yud Aleph Yud OF
THE FULL SPELLING OF 63. And both of these Names are
witnesses, "has not one El created us?" (Malachi 2:10). FOR THE
YUD YUD ALEPH YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED OF
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63 HAS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF
THE WORD EL, AND THE ALEPH-FILLING OF THE THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI, YUD ALEPH ALEPH ALEPH IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE
WORD ONE (Heb. ECHAD).. Hence it is written: "Have we not all one
father? has not one El created us?" (Malachi 2:10)
647. And with these three Yuds OF THE 63 NUMERIC VALUELETTER NAME may the verse be established in you: "He shall be
exalted and extolled, and be very high" (Yeshayah 52:13). "VERY
(Heb. ME'OD) HIGH" REFERS TO YUD HEI VAV HEI OF THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45, which is the numerical value of the word
me'od (Mem Aleph Dalet), which is the same as man (Heb. adam Aleph Dalet Mem), 45, and in fact the letters of the word 'very' are the
same as those of the word 'man', written in a different order. "He
shall be exalted" is in the four faces of the lion, WHICH IS CHESED
THAT RISES TO CHOCHMAH, which is the secret of "Hashem bless
you" (Bemidbar 6:24), THIS BEING THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI FULLY SPELLED TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 72, THUS:
YUD VAV DALET, HEI YUD, VAV YUD VAV, HEI YUD; WHICH IS THE
NUMERICAL VALUE OF CHESED, AND THIS IS CHOCHMAH OF THE
RIGHT. "and extolled" is through the four faces of ox, WHICH IS
GVURAH THAT RISES TO BINAH, namely: "Hashem lift
up" (Bemidbar 6:26), AND THIS IS BINAH of the left. "and be very
high" is "Hashem make His face shine" (Bemidbar 6:25), WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, AND IS in the middle, AND IS YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY
SPELLED TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45. And this Yud Vav
Dalet, Hei Yud, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Yud, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV HEI,
FULLY SPELLED TO THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 63, is, "Hashem
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lift up His countenance to you, and give you peace" (Bemidbar 6:26).
The fourth Yud Hei Vav Hei, NAMELY, THAT FILLED WITH HEIS OF
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 52 IS MALCHUT, AND THIS is: "And
they shall put my name upon the children of Yisrael: and I will bless
them" (Bemidbar 6:27), FOR MALCHUT IS CALLED 'NAME.'

95. As a flame connected to a burning coal
We hear of the waters of the Torah emerging from the smooth precious stones that were derived from the stone called Malchut. The further
explanation is that the Torah is actually the secret of Light because it consists of both Chassadim and Chochmah. From the right-hand side Malchut
is called a stone, but from the left it is called a burning coal, and this appellation speaks to the vengeance that will be taken against the enemies of
Yisrael. Rabbi Shimon talks about the events that will happen at the end of the Exile, when the two Messiahs will be connected with the Faithful
Shepherd. At that time the Klipot that surround the Shechinah will be shattered into pieces and one of the three stones will be revealed. We are told
that the Faithful Shepherd issues from upper Ima and spreads throughout the six Sfirot to the Righteous One, and from there it waters the Garden
that is the Shechinah.
648. From the right-hand side, MALCHUT is called 'a stone'; and a
number of smooth precious stones, NAMELY, STONES THAT ISSUE
WATER, are to be derived from it. From them issue the waters of the
Torah, about which we have learnt: Rabbi Akiva said to his disciples,
When you reach stones of pure marble, do not say: Water, water, lest
you endanger your souls. THE MEANING OF THIS IS: Do not say that
these waters OF MALCHUT are real waters, NAMELY, ONLY
CHASSADIM, because "he that tells lies shall not remain in my
sight" (Tehilim 101:7). For these waters THAT ARE IN MALCHUT are
Torah; THAT IS TO SAY THAT THEY ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM
ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'TORAH', AND IS COMPOSED OF
CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM TOGETHER, AND IS THEREFORE
THE SECRET OF LIGHT AND NOT OF WATER, WHICH INDICATES
CHASSADIM WITHOUT CHOCHMAH, for it is said about it: "and
Torah is light" (Mishlei 6:23). And since this light stems from a
spring "whose waters fail not" (Yeshayah 58:11), FOR ZEIR ANPIN
RECEIVES THIS LIGHT FROM UPPER ABA AND IMA WHOSE
MATING IS FOREVER UNINTERRUPTED, AND THERE, WITH ABA
AND IMA, IT IS CHASSADIM, it is therefore called 'water', WHICH IS
CHASSADIM. HOWEVER, WHEN THE CHASSADIM COME TO ZEIR
ANPIN, THEY ARE COMPOSED OF CHOCHMAH ALSO, AND ARE
CALLED 'LIGHT'. AND THIS IS THE SECRET OF "AND TORAH IS
LIGHT."
649. And from the left-hand side, this stone, which is Yud, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, is called 'a burning coal', NAMELY, BY VIRTUE OF THE
POWER OF THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT THAT BURN IN IT,
whence the ten Sfirot ARE REFERRED TO as a flame joined to a
burning coal. And it has four hues, NAMELY, THE FOUR LETTERS
OF THE SIMPLE YUD HEI VAV HEI, and they are ten, NAMELY, THE
TEN LETTERS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH
ALEPHS: Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph.
TOGETHER THIS MAKES FOURTEEN LETTERS. And it is the great
hand (= fourteen) FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF the right WHICH IS
CHESED, the mighty hand FROM THE POINT OF VIEW of the left
WHICH IS GVURAH, WHILE FROM THE POINT OF VIEW of the
Central Column it is an upraised hand. It is thus composed of 42
hues, THIS BEING THE SUM OF THREE TIMES FOURTEEN (= HAND).
650. And since from the point of view of the right it is a stone, and
from the point of view of the left it is a burning coal, the Holy One,
blessed be He, takes vengeance with it from Ishmael and Edom,
WHO ARE DERIVED FROM THE WASTE MATTERS OF RIGHT AND
LEFT. For they are strange fires OF OTHER SIDE and the proud
waters, WHERE ISHMAEL IS PROUD WATERS AND EDOM IS
STRANGE FIRES, and their appointed officials are Samael and
Serpent. Samael, who is the fire of Gehenom, is appointed over the
nation of Esau, and Serpent is appointed over the nation of Ishmael,
and this is THE ANGEL Rahav, who is in charge of the waters.
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651. From the right of Abraham, whose level is Chesed, He takes
vengeance on Ishmael and his official, and from the left of Isaac,
whose level is Fear, NAMELY, GVURAH, He takes vengeance on
Esau and his appointed official by means of two Messiahs, one of
whom, Messiah son of David, is from the right, while the other,
Messiah son of Joseph, is from the left. And the level of Jacob,
WHICH IS TIFERET, IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, that corresponds to
them, in the secret of "changing his hands" (Beresheet 48:14) - the
lion, to the left, CORRESPONDING TO ESAU, and the ox to the right,
CORRESPONDING to Ishmael. And since Judah was exiled in Esau,
it follows that the right of holiness is with the left of Esau, and
likewise IN THE EXILE OF ISHMAEL the left of holiness is TO BE
FOUND with the impure right of Ishmael. ACCORDINGLY, IT
FOLLOWS THAT MESSIAH SON OF DAVID, WHICH IS RIGHT, WILL
TAKE VENGEANCE ON ESAU, WHILE MESSIAH SON OF JOSEPH,
WHICH IS LEFT, WILL TAKE VENGEANCE ON ISHMAEL. "Until
Shiloh come" (Beresheet 49:10), which verse is read as meaning:
Until Shiloh comes, WHERE THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF SHILOH IS
THE SAME AS THAT OF MOSES, who is the Faithful Shepherd,
whose level is Tiferet Yisrael, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. He
will take vengeance from the mixed multitude, FOR THE MIXED
MULTITUDE IS COMPOSED OF THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF IMPURITY,
AND SO THE CENTRAL COLUMN, WHICH IS COMPOSED OF THE
RIGHT AND LEFT OF HOLINESS, WILL BE AVENGED ON THEM.
652. In these three grades, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTER, AS ABOVE,
the priests, Levites, and Yisrael will be recalled from the Exile, FOR
THEY ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM THESE THREE COLUMNS. And in
them, IN THE THREE COLUMNS, He takes vengeance upon Esau,
Ishmael, and the mixed multitude, for just as the mixed multitude is
intermixed with Esau and Ishmael, NAMELY, CONTAINING RIGHT
AND LEFT OF IMPURITY, so Jacob, WHO IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, is composed of Abraham and Isaac, WHICH ARE RIGHT
AND LEFT, for he is a mixture of the two of them. And so, too,
Shiloh, WHICH IS MOSES, WHO IS ALSO THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
AS ABOVE, is intermixed with Messiah son of David, WHICH IS THE
RIGHT SIDE, AND WITH Messiah son of Joseph, WHICH IS THE LEFT
SIDE, and he will be the chain THAT INCORPORATES AND
CONNECTS the two of them, as at the time that Bilaam saw in his
prophecy, NAMELY, "UNTIL SHILOH COME" (BERESHEET 49:10).
For thus the two Messiahs are connected with the Faithful Shepherd,
THIS BEING THE SECRET OF the three patriarchs, NAMELY, THE
THREE COLUMNS, AS ABOVE, in the final exile. AND THEY WILL
THUS HAVE THE POWER TO WIN AND DESTROY ALL THE KLIPOT
THAT CORRESPOND TO THE THREE COLUMNS OF HOLINESS, AS
ABOVE.
653. He began by quoting: "He has not beheld iniquity in Jacob,
neither has He seen perverseness in Yisrael; Hashem his Elohim is
with him, and the trumpet blasts of the King is among
them" (Bemidbar 23:21). And all this is to fulfill the scriptural verse:
"But with great compassion will I gather you" (Yeshayah 54:7). And
at that time, the Klipot that surround the Shechinah will be shattered
into pieces, and immediately one of the three stones will be revealed.
And the three stones are Segolta THAT IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE APEX OF THE SEGOLTA IN THE TONAL
NOTES, and about these THREE POINTS, it is said: "Now it came to
pass in the thirtieth year" (Yechezkel 1:1). THIS IS THE SECRET OF
THE THREE YUDS, Yud, Yud, Yud, WHERE EACH OF THE THREE
POINTS THAT MAKE UP THE SEGOLTA IS A YUD, AND THE
NUMERICAL SUM OF THREE YUDS IS THIRTY. "in the fourth
month" (Ibid.) refers to the fourth stone, WHICH IS NETZACH. "on
the fifth day of the month" refers to the fifth stone, WHICH IS HOD.
Corresponding to them is: "and chose five smooth stones out of the
brook" (I Shmuel 17:40), THESE BEING THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD, THAT ARE TAKEN FROM
YESOD THAT INCORPORATES ALL OF THEM, AND IS CALLED
'BROOK'. And corresponding to them are the five words: "Hear O
Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem." (Devarim 6:4).
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654. "as I was among the exiles" (Yechezkel 1:1). This is the
Shechinah, WHICH IS CALLED 'I', in which the Holy One, blessed be
He, is One (Heb. ECHAD), BECAUSE ZEIR ANPIN IS ALEPH CHET OF
ECHAD (ALEPH CHET DALET), AND THE SHECHINAH IS DALET OF
ECHAD. The Vav (lit. 'as') is added to 'as I' FOR IT IS WRITTEN 'AS I'
is the river, which is the Righteous One, Life of the Worlds, NAMELY,
YESOD. AND HE EXPLAINED HIS WORDS: "And a river went out of
Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). What is meant by Eden?
This is Binah (Bet Yud Nun Hei). The river that went out OF BINAH
WHICH IS EDEN is Vav, the son (Heb. ben - Bet Nun) of Yud Hei,
NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, which is the level of the Faithful Shepherd.
And the Faithful Shepherd, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, issues from upper
Ima, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF EDEN, and spreads throughout the
six Sfirot: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, to the Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD. And from there,
FROM YESOD, it waters the Garden, which is the Shechinah, AND
SO THE VAV (LIT. 'AS') OF 'I' THEREFORE ALLUDES TO YESOD
THAT WATERS IT.
655. IT IS WRITTEN: "BY THE RIVER KEVAR" (YECHEZKEL 1:1).
What is Kevar (Caf Bet Resh)? HE ANSWERS THAT Caf ALLUDES
TO Keter, Bet TO Binah, AND Resh TO the beginning of (Heb. Reshit)
Chochmah. Keter is on the right side; Chochmah is on the left side;
Binah is in the center. And they form a Chariot (Heb. rechev - Resh
Caf Bet) on high for the Prime Cause, INFINITY. All ten of the Sfirot
are included in the river, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which spreads as far
as the Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD, that IS CALLED 'All', AS it
is All inclusive, containing WITHIN IT all THE SFIROT, and about it
was it said: "The tree grew, and was strong... and on it was food for
all" (Daniel 4:8-9). Everything depends on it. When EZEKIEL saw the
Shechinah among the Klipot, he saw ten Sfirot with it.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

96. Fine flour for an offering
We learn that the fine flour should be composed of both the right and left side.
656. IT IS WRITTEN: "fine flour for a meal offering" (Bemidbar 28:5);
that is, that this fine flour, WHICH IS MALCHUT, should be brought
before the Supreme King for a meal offering between the two arms;
THAT IS TO SAY THAT IT SHOULD BE COMPOSED OF THE TWO
ARMS, WHICH ARE CHESED AND GVURAH, THE RIGHT SIDE AND
THE LEFT SIDE.
Moses explains the flour by talking about Isaac, the left hand of Zeir
Anpin, and Abraham, the right hand of Zeir Anpin. He says the fine
flour is the lower Shechinah, as it has no connotation of darkness.
Just as the chaff and straw have to be removed from the grain
during threshing, Yisrael must remove any dark ones that become
intermingled with them. Moses says that darkness is the Evil
Inclination.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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657. And in the first compilation of the part, the Faithful Shepherd
said: From this, FROM WHAT THE ZOHAR SAYS ABOUT "THE FINE
FLOUR FOR A MEAL OFFERING" BEING BETWEEN THE TWO
ARMS, it must be understood that these are hidden matters that
have to be explained to the companions. It is said about Abraham
and Isaac, who instituted the morning and afternoon prayers: "My
hand also has laid the foundation of the earth" (Yeshayah 48:13),
which refers to Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT HAND OF ZEIR ANPIN, "and
My right hand has spanned the heavens" refers to Abraham, WHO IS
THE RIGHT HAND OF ZEIR ANPIN. Their levels are Chesed and Fear,
as it is said about them: "Hashem has sworn by His right hand, and
by the arm of His strength" (Yeshayah 62:8), which are the two arms
to the King, which is the Yud Hei Vav Hei, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, the
Central Column. And His fine flour is the lower Shechinah, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, which is His light, THAT IS OF ZEIR ANPIN, and is clean
fine flour from His sides, NAMELY, WHEN CLEAVING TO HIS RIGHT
AND LEFT SIDES, without blemish of darkness, and without any
implication of contaminated darkness. For such is the relationship of
light to darkness, as clean grain is to chaff and straw. MALCHUT IS
THEREFORE TERMED FINE FLOUR WHEN IT IS WITHOUT ANY
INTIMATION OF DARKNESS.
658. But in the iniquities of Yisrael, dark ones become mixed up with
the luminous ones. And just as a man threshes the grain and then
makes his selection OF THE WHEAT FROM THE CHAFF AND
STRAW, like one picking out food from amongst rubbish, so it is
with Yisrael that, when dark ones become intermingled with them,
they have to make AND CORRECT their spirits. And the secret of the
matter is contained in the verse: "The sacrifices of Elohim are a
broken spirit" (Tehilim 51:19). For darkness - which is the Evil
Inclination that covers the spirit as the chaff that covers the grain or
as the cloud that covers the sun not allowing it to give light - is
broken.

659. And in the time when darkness, which is the Evil Inclination,
covers the Good Inclination, the latter, which is light, is like one who
is imprisoned in the prison of the Evil Inclination. And so, too, when
the Good Inclination is imprisoned in the domain of the Evil
Inclination, the hosts of the Good Inclination are also imprisoned in
the domain of the hosts of the Evil Inclination. And when a person
breaks his spirit in all his limbs before Hashem, what does Scripture
say? "That you may say to the prisoners, Go forth; to them that are
in darkness, Show yourselves" (Yeshayah 49:9).

660. But the Shechinah is pure fine flour, in which darkness and
gloom can not become mixed up. And it is as a vine that rejects a
graft of another sort, that is not of its type. And this fine flour dwells
between the arms of the King, NAMELY CHESED and GVURAH,
"mingled with...beaten oil" (Bemidbar 28:5).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

97. "Mingled with...beaten oil"
Rabbi Shimon asks for an explanation of the word "beaten" in the title verse, and he is told that it has to do with drawing an emanation down from
above. The righteous one is the one who crushes the holy olives for the anointing oil with his perfect longing for Malchut.
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661. "mingled with...beaten oil" (Bemidbar 28:5). Oil refers to that oil
that is poured out and issues from on high, FROM CHOCHMAH OF
THE RIGHT SIDE. Rabbi Shimon said: What you have said is good,
but how do you explain "beaten"? HE ANSWERS, it is a divine
secret. Since we are talking about oil, what is "beaten"? It is an
allusion to the mating with the Female, NAMELY, MALCHUT, to draw
down to her beaten oil as is fitting for her, FROM UPPER
CHOCHMAH, which is none other than beaten in order to extract OIL
from the olives, which are the limbs of the body, NAMELY, THE
SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, TERMED BODY, and to draw that emanation
down from above, FROM UPPER CHOCHMAH, with each and every
limb.

662. And the Righteous one, WHICH IS YESOD, is the one who
crushes with pestles and extracts from all those upper limbs, FROM
THE SFIROT of ZEIR ANPIN, that are holy olives, anointing oil, with a
perfect longing for the Female, WHICH IS MALCHUT. But if he does
not crush them, that oil will issue forth only without the longing of
the limbs, and the Female will have no enjoyment from that
emanation, AND THE OIL, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF CHOCHMAH, will
not be fitting until it is a blend of all the limbs. Therefore it is written:
"mingled with...beaten oil," IN ORDER to enjoy it and be nourished
from it.
Moses furthers the explanation of the same topic, and he gives
information about the three brains - of memory, of thought, and of
imagination. He says that imagination and memory ascend from the
heart and the thoughts descend to them to the heart, where they are
welcomed as a king. Moses also brings in the factor of the four faces
of the Holy Beasts.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
663. The Faithful Shepherd said TO RABBI SHIMON: holy luminary,
how sweet are your words! It is certainly said here "mingled with...
beaten oil," and it says there, in the Oral Law, that it is blended in
Bible, Mishnah, and Talmud. And there is yet a second secret here in
"mingled with...beaten oil." It is certainly not the Torah that is
mingled IN BIBLE, MISHNAH, AND TALMUD, but only for the person
who suffers a number of chastisements because of it, as the sages
of the Mishnah taught: The Torah is only upheld by one who kills
himself for it. And they said further: When you trudge from county to
county TO LEARN TORAH, you will be privileged to see the face of
the Shechinah.

664. Again: "mingled with... beaten oil": This refers to one who keeps
the injunction: You shall eat bread with salt, "You shall drink also
water by measure" (Yechezkel 4:11). Again, "mingled with...beaten
oil" corresponds to "But he was wounded because of our
transgressions, bruised because of our iniquities" (Yeshayah 53:5).
And again, "mingled with...beaten oil" refers to the Righteous One,
Life of the Worlds, WHICH IS YESOD, that draws down holy drops
that are olive-sized crumbs from the upper brain, WHICH IS UPPER
CHOCHMAH, which are one tenth measure corresponding to Yud,
two tenth measures to Yud, Yud, and three tenth measures to Yud,
Yud, Yud. And these are: a tenth measure for a lamb and two tenth
measures for the ram and three tenth measures for a bullock.
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665. And the secret of the matter is as they said in Tractate Taanit:
Not one drop (of rain) descends from above without two drops
coming up to meet it FROM BELOW. And they are in this secret: And
their allusion corresponds to three brains: of memory, of thought,
and of imagination. Imagination and memory ascend from the heart,
the thoughts descend to them to the heart, AND THE IMAGINATION
AND THE MEMORY welcome them as a king. Because this man,
which is thought, mounts and controls the third living creature,
descending on it to the two living creatures that open their wings to
receive it, just as a Cholam placed over a Tzere becomes a Segolta.
And this is upper Keter over Chochmah and Binah.

666. One tenth measure and two tenth measures allude to the three
living creatures of the upper Chariot, that are called 'Greatness',
WHICH IS CHESED, Gvurah, and Tiferet. Three tenth measures
allude to Netzach, Hod, and Yesod, in which is the second, LOWER,
Chariot. The fourth part of a hin is holy Malchut, which is Hei, the
fourth letter of the Yud Hei Vav Hei, in which are the four faces of a
man. FOR IN CHESED THERE ARE FOUR FACES OF A LION; IN
GVURAH THERE ARE FOUR FACES OF AN OX; AND IN TIFERET
THERE ARE FOUR FACES OF AN EAGLE; WHILE IN MALCHUT ARE
THE FOUR FACES OF A MAN.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
We are told that Malchut is a continual burnt offering that rises to
God every single day, ascending to the Divine Thought that has no
end. This is why a burnt offering is only required for sinful
meditation of the heart, which is thought.
667. "a fourth part of a hin" (Bemidbar 28:14) refers to the fourth leg
of the divine Throne, WHICH IS BINAH, THAT HAS FOUR LEGS,
NAMELY: CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. AND MALCHUT "is a continual burnt offering (Heb.
olah)" (Ibid. 6) to Him every single day, AND IT ASCENDS (HEB.
OLAH) to the Divine Thought that has no end; and therefore a burnt
offering SACRIFICE is due only for sinful meditation of the heart,
WHICH IS THOUGHT.

98. Zarka, Makaf, Shofar Holech, Segolta
Moses talks about the three beasts that are twelve tribes.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
668. And in the compilation of the first part, the Faithful Shepherd
said: "This crown that is called zarka is Yud, which is the fourth
SFIRAH TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, NAMELY, MALCHUT.
AND IS CALLED 'ZARKA' BECAUSE IT IS CAST (HEB. NIZREKET) AS
FAR AS THE DIVINE THOUGHT THAT HAS NO END, AS ABOVE IN
THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH. So also the living creature whose
name is man, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and its four faces, which are THE
FOUR LETTERS OF the Yud Hei Vav Hei, ARE Makaf, Shofar, Holech,
Segolta and this is three living creatures which are twelve tribes.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
We are told that the continual burnt offering is on each of the six
Days of Creation, with a double offering on the Shabbat that adds
light and perfection to it.
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669. The continual burnt offering is the fourth leg of the Divine
Throne, namely, MALCHUT. It is an offering continually on each one
of the six Days of Creation, NAMELY: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, while on the Shabbat it
is a double portion offering, so that light and perfection should be
added to it, as is fitting and this we have already learned.
The Faithful Shepherd tells why "A crown they shall give You" is
recited in the additional service, the Musaf.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
670. In the first part, the Faithful Shepherd said: In six Sfirot Malchut
ascends continually to the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that is held
by them. It is the son of Yud Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, HAVING
THE MOCHIN OF YAH, which is hidden in Binah. And in a certain
Sfirah of the six SFIROT THAT ARE IN MALCHUT, NAMELY, TIFERET
OF MALCHUT THAT INCLUDES ALL SIX OF ITS SFIROT, she
ascends to ZEIR ANPIN. This is on the third day, NAMELY, WITH HIS
THIRD SFIRAH, that is called 'Tiferet', WHICH IS ALSO COMPOSED
OF ALL SIX OF HIS SFIROT. BUT THE UPPER THREE SFIROT ARE
MISSING, BECAUSE ALTHOUGH AT THE TIME OF THE OFFERING
OF THE SACRIFICE, HE HAS THE SIX INTERMEDIATE SFIROT OF
BINAH, NAMELY YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH, THEY ARE
NEVERTHELESS NOT CONSIDERED AS THE REAL MOCHIN OF THE
UPPER THREE SFIROT, FOR YISRAEL-SABA AND TEVUNAH ARE
ALSO THE SIX INTERMEDIATE SFIROT OF BINAH. BUT on the
Shabbat day, added to him is an extra Nefesh which is Binah,
namely, the upper Hei OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI; THAT IS: IT
ASCENDS TO UPPER ABA AND IMA, NAMELY, THE UPPER THREE
SFIROT OF BINAH, AND THEN IT ALSO HAS Yud, which is the sign
of the Shabbat, NAMELY, upper Chochmah; AND ALSO the King,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is adorned with a crown, NAMELY, KETER,
CHOCHMAH, AND BINAH OF BINAH. And for this reason 'A crown
they shall give You' IS RECITED in the additional service (Musaf).

99. Bring an atonement over me
We hear about the two points of the Segol that are two kings, and we learn that both the burnt offering and the sin offering are the secret of Malchut.
The essential thrust of this section has to do with the attributes of Judgment and Mercy.
671. "And in the beginning (lit. 'heads') of your moons" (Bemidbar
28:11). HE ASKS: How many heads does the moon have, THAT YOU
SAY, "IN THE HEADS OF YOUR MOONS"? AND HE ANSWERS:
There are two points, thus: ((( Segol, where the lower dot is the
moon, NAMELY, MALCHUT. Its two heads are the two dots over and
ABOVE IT, AND TOGETHER THEY ARE CALLED 'Segol'. Initially it
was a crown over two kings, NAMELY, NETZACH and HOD OF ZEIR
ANPIN, thus: (((, which is the form of the Segolta AS A TONAL
CANTILLATION SIGN; and afterwards, when it said that it is not
possible for two kings to use one crown, the Holy One, blessed be
He, said to it: 'Go and contract yourself,' it descended to the feet of
those two kings, NAMELY, BELOW NETZACH AND HOD, thus
((( becoming a Segol. And where it had been a Segolta, it became a
Segol.
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672. And the secret of the matter is that corresponding to the two
points, which are the two kings, NAMELY, NETZACH AND HOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, is the allusion to "two young bullocks" (Ibid.); and
corresponding to the one point which is the diadem on the head OF
THE TWO POINTS, the Scripture said "and one ram" (Ibid.), like a
crown, which is just one. AND THIS IS ACCORDING TO THE SHAPE
OF THE SEGOLTA, WHERE MALCHUT IS A CROWN OVER NETZACH
AND HOD. And after she said: It is impossible for two kings to use
one crown, and contracted herself, it also CONTRACTED "And one
kid of the goats for a sin offering" (Ibid. 15), for the ram of Isaac,
WHICH IS THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, WHICH MALCHUT
ENCLOTHED IN THE FIRST STATE, CONTRACTED AND became a hegoat, for it changed from Mercy to Judgment and contracted. FOR
THE AREA ABOVE THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN IS MERCY, AND
THAT BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN IS JUDGMENT. HE
THEREFORE CONTRACTED FROM A RAM TO BEING A HE-GOAT,
WHICH TEACHES ABOUT JUDGMENT.
673. And this is why THE SCRIPTURE SAYS: "And one kid of the
goats for a sin offering," and not for a burnt offering (lit. 'ascent'),
WHICH WOULD HAVE MEANT THAT IT ASCENDS to be a crown
OVER NETZACH AND HOD. And how do we know that there is
descent in a sin offering? From the verse: "and came down from
offering the sin offering" (Vayikra 9:22). And why did he combine the
sin offering with the burnt offering in the descent? This is to teach
that initially there was a burnt offering, which is the attribute of
Mercy, NAMELY, FROM THE CHEST AND UPWARDS OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH IS THE PLACE OF MERCY, and later it became
Judgment in the descent TO BELOW THE CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS THE PLACE OF JUDGMENT, and is called 'a sin offering'.
And it is all one, FOR BOTH THE BURNT OFFERING AND THE SIN
OFFERING ARE THE SECRET OF MALCHUT.
674. And this is why THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, SAID: 'Bring atonement over Me, for the moon was certainly
a crown over Me,' PRIOR TO THE CONTRACTION, NAMELY, A
CROWN ABOVE NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, thus: ((( and
subsequently it contracted and descended to His feet, NAMELY,
BENEATH NETZACH AND HOD, THAT ARE CALLED 'LEGS', thus: (((.
And at the time OF 'bring over Me atonement', NAMELY, WHEN THE
HE-GOAT OF THE NEW MOON IS SACRIFICED TO ATONE FOR THE
CONTRACTION OF THE MOON, it is said about it, "It is the burnt
offering (lit. 'ascent')" (Vayikra 6:3), for it ascends from His feet, and
it is THEN said about it: "and the earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah
66:1), WHERE THE EARTH IS MALCHUT. NOW IT RISES TO BE A
THRONE FOR BINAH, TOGETHER WITH ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
CALLED 'HEAVEN', so that it can be said about it: "The heaven is My
throne" (Ibid.), FOR THE HEAVENS, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
TOGETHER WITH MALCHUT, BECOME A THRONE FOR BINAH. And
this is the secret of the verse "just, ruling in the fear of Elohim" (II
Shmuel 23:3). For he turns Judgment into Mercy, FOR BY MEANS OF
THE HE-GOAT OF THE NEW MOON, CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM
ARE DRAWN DOWN TO HER, SO THAT SHE CAN RETURN TO THE
CHEST AND UPWARDS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE PLACE OF
MERCY. THIS, HOWEVER, IS EFFECTIVE ONLY AT THE TIME OF
THE SACRIFICE, AND NOT SUBSEQUENTLY, FOR THIS
CORRECTION IS NOT COMPLETED UNTIL THE END OF THE
CORRECTION. And the secret of the matter is contained in the verse:
"The stone which the builders rejected has become the head stone
of the corner" (Tehilim 118:22). And likewise THERE IS THE
COMBINATION: Hei Vav Hei Yud, WHICH TEACHES ABOUT THE
ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT, AND THERE IS THE COMBINATION:
Yud Hei Vav Hei, THAT TEACHES ABOUT THE ATTRIBUTE OF
MERCY.

100. The moon has contracted itself
The Faithful Shepherd says that the lambs of the sacrifice correspond to the Sfirot and to the seven days of the moon.
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675. Furthermore, the one lamb and "two lambs of the first year
without blemish" (Bemidbar 28:9) correspond to the UPPER three
Sfirot. Seven lambs of the first year correspond to the seven LOWER
SFIROT. The seven lambs are seven days, NAMELY, SEVEN SFIROT,
of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, for they are "of the first year (lit.
'sons of a year')," namely, the sons of the moon which is called 'a
year', this being one of those primordial years.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Shimon tells how the renewal of Jacob and Joseph every
month to illuminate the moon must be done via the sacrifices.
676. "And in the beginnings (lit. 'heads') of your new
moons" (Bemidbar 28:11). HE ASKS: How many heads does the
moon have, since there exists no head to the moon, but the sun,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that is a head for it? HE ANSWERS: There are
two heads in every month, namely, Jacob and Joseph, WHICH ARE
ZEIR ANPIN AND YESOD, and they are renewed to ILLUMINATE the
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And it has, therefore, to be renewed,
NAMELY, WITH THE SACRIFICES.

677. "Two young bullocks" (Bemidbar 28:11): These are they about
whom the moon said: How can TWO KINGS use one CROWN,
NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
TWO GREAT LIGHTS; AND AFTERWARDS it contracted itself
beneath them, NAMELY, DESCENDED TO BELOW THE CHEST OF
ZEIR ANPIN. "and one ram" (Ibid.) refers to the ram of Isaac, WHICH
IS GVURAH. HE ASKS: Where did Abraham go? NAMELY, WHY IS
THE QUALITY OF ABRAHAM, WHICH IS CHESED, NOT MENTIONED
HERE? AND ANSWERS it is because Esau awoke there. And who is
that? That is the he-goat (Heb. seir) of the new moon, WHICH
CONTAINS A PART FOR THE OTHER SIDE AND IS CALLED 'SEIR',
JUST AS Esau WAS "A HAIRY (HEB. SA'IR) MAN" (Beresheet 27:11).
Therefore Abraham, WHO IS THE LIGHT OF CHESED, was gathered
up, that he should not be seen, THAT IS TO SAY THAT THERE
SHOULD BE NO SUCKLING FOR THE OTHER SIDE FROM THE
LIGHT OF CHESED. BUT Isaac, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN, was
there because his love for him was as wine with its sediment. FOR
Esau IS THE REFUSE OF THE LEFT COLUMN, AND THE LIGHT OF
THE LEFT IS CALLED 'WINE', AND THE REFUSE IS CALLED
'SEDIMENT'. Jacob, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
was there in order to cancel the face OF Esau, FOR THE CENTRAL
COLUMN REDUCES THE UPPER THREE SFIROT OF THE LEFT,
WHICH IS THE FACE OF Esau. Joseph, NAMELY, YESOD, which is
the ox OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS TO SAY WHICH IS DRAWN FROM
THE LEFT COLUMN OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED 'OX', WAS
THERE for Rachel, NAMELY, TO EMANATE TO MALCHUT, THAT IS
CALLED 'RACHEL'.

101. The Yud Hei Vav Heis in the middle
The Faithful Shepherd tells how the earth was founded by wisdom and the heavens were established by understanding.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
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678. The Faithful Shepherd said: Certainly the one-year-old LAMBS
are named after the sun, which is Holy Ima, NAMELY, BINAH, for it is
said about it: The face of Moses is as that of the sun, THAT IS, HE
HAS THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF FACE,
OF BINAH, THAT IS CALLED 'SUN'. A year contains 365 days, THAT
IS, TOGETHER WITH THE THE DAYS FROM ROSH HASHANAH TO
YOM KIPPUR. This is the same number, 365, as that of the negative
precepts. And this is a witness to the left, and is upper Ima. The
moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is on the right side, for the daughter is
joined to Aba, which is Chesed, on the right side. And it, MALCHUT,
is composed of the 248 positive precepts. It follows that the Vav,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is with Ima on the left side, IN THE SECRET
OF THE 365 NEGATIVE PRECEPTS, and the daughter is with Aba on
the right side, which is Chesed. And the secret of the matter is in the
verse: "by wisdom founded the earth" (Mishlei 3:19). By wisdom
refers to Aba, NAMELY, CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT WHICH IS
CHESED. Earth is the daughter, NAMELY, MALCHUT, AND THUS
THE DAUGHTER IS JOINED WITH ABA. "BY UNDERSTANDING HE
ESTABLISHED THE HEAVENS" (IBID.). "He established the
heavens," which is the son, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, with Ima, which
is Understanding. And this results in THE COMBINATION OF Yud Hei
Hei Vav, which is the secret of the Yud Hei Vav Heis in the center.

102. A he-goat to Azazel
Moses says that the goat for Azazel is a bribe to assuage Samael's anger and to prevent him from drawing near the Temple and making accusations
against Yisrael. He also tells us why the goat is sent by the hand of a crippled man, and how the goat bears all of Yisrael's iniquities.
679. Again: "one kid of the goats" (Bemidbar 29:11). There are two
goats, that it is said about them: "And he shall take the two goats...
one lot for Hashem, and the other lot for Azazel" (Vayikra 16:7-8).
The goat that is for Hashem IS AN ATONEMENT over the contraction
of the moon and is "And one kid of the goats for a sin offering to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:15). It is therefore referred to as 'one'
BECAUSE IT IS from the side of the oneness. But the goat for Azazel
is not referred to as 'one,' neither is it called 'a sacrifice', 'a fire
offering', nor 'a burnt offering', but "shall send him away by the hand
of an appointed man into the wilderness" (Vayikra 16:21). "And shall
send away" is the same term used by Jacob: "it is a present sent to
my lord Esau" (Beresheet 32:19). Likewise, THE GOAT FOR AZAZEL
is a bribe, in order to break Samael's anger that he should not draw
near the Temple, to denounce IT.

680. IT IS LIKE a hungry dog: whoever does not want to be bitten by
it gives it meat or bread to eat and water to drink. And the secret of
the matter is contained in the verse: "If your enemy be hungry, give
him bread to eat; and if he be thirsty, give him water to
drink" (Mishlei 25:21). He thereby becomes friendly towards the
person, and not only does not bite him, with a number of
tribulations, but becomes an advocate for him and loves him.
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681. AND THERE IS A QUESTION HERE: Why is THE GOAT sent TO
AZAZEL by the hand of an appointed man who is crippled? HE
ANSWERS, because all of the Other Sides are defective, and are
called (Heb. Seirim) 'goats', as it is written: "and goats (Heb. Seirim)
shall dance there" (Yeshayah 13:21). And about them it is said: "And
they shall no more offer their sacrifices to the (Heb. Seirim)
demons" (Vayikra 17:7); and also: "They sacrificed to powerless
spirits" (Devarim 32:17). And with this goat TO AZAZEL, SAMAEL IS
separated from everything and bears all the transgressions that are
in Yisrael upon him, as it is written: "and the goat shall bear upon it
all their iniquities" (Vayikra 16:22). And furthermore, after that
AZAZEL takes all THE TRANSGRESSIONS and bears them, NAMELY,
THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SHALL BEAR AND
FORGIVE. The Holy One, blessed be He, is called "forgiving
(bearing) iniquity" (Shemot 34:7), AND ABOUT THE GOAT FOR
AZAZEL IT IS WRITTEN: "AND THE GOAT SHALL BEAR UPON IT
ALL THEIR INIQUITIES." What is the difference between these two
types of bearing? HE ANSWERS "bears" means CARRYING a
burden, while "bearing" MEANS the removal of the burden, NAMELY,
THAT HE ATONES FOR THE INIQUITIES. AND ALL OF THIS IS
EXPLAINED ABOVE.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
We hear that were it not for the monthly contraction of the moon no
offering would ever be given to Samael.
682. And: "three tenth measures" (Bemidbar 29:9) namely, it is her
three first grades, NAMELY KETER, CHOCHMAH, AND BINAH, each
one of which is MADE UP of ten, as it is above, WITH ZEIR ANPIN;
and by tenth measures IS MEANT one part in ten, FOR MALCHUT IS
ONE OF THE TEN SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND EACH INDIVIDUAL
SFIRAH OF HERS CORRESPONDS TO ONE OF TEN IN ZEIR ANPIN,
AND THEY ARE THEREFORE CALLED 'TENTH MEASURES'. And
one goat for a sin offering: HE ASKS why it is called 'a sin offering'?
AND ANSWERS, because it is a sin and is from the side of sin, THAT
IS TO SAY: A PORTION OF IT IS FOR THE OTHER SIDE, AND IT IS
THEREFORE FROM THE SIDE OF SIN. Said Rabbi Elazar: But it is
written: "To Hashem (Bemidbar 28:15)!" HOW THEN CAN YOU SAY
THAT IT IS FROM THE SIDE OF SIN?! AND ANSWERS, it is certainly
sacrificed to Hashem, for it is written: "to make atonement" (Ibid. 21),
namely, to break the face OF THE OTHER SIDE, so everything will be
sacrificed to the Sanctuary, but one portion is also given to Samael,
and he eats it, AND FOR THIS REASON does not take hold of the
other sacrifices. This sacrifice alone IS FOR HIM TO EAT, and no
other sacrifice is joined with him for him to eat.
683. He, SAMAEL, enjoys the banquet of the King with this portion
THAT HE TAKES FROM THE GOAT FOR A SIN OFFERING and he
therefore rejoices and leaves Yisrael alone and does not accuse
them. And were it not for contraction of the moon, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, nothing at all would be given TO SAMAEL from the
King's banquet. HE ASKS: And what does he do in the contraction of
the moon? AND ANSWERS: Because he comes close and suckles
FROM THE VACATED PLACE IN MALCHUT, and takes power for his
people from the side of the left of the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
and grows strong in it, and in this goat, A PORTION OF WHICH IS
GIVEN TO HIM, he abandons everything and gains his enjoyment
from this. And because the Holy One, blessed be He, contracted the
moon, FOR HE SAID TO HER 'GO AND CONTRACT YOURSELF',
therefore this goat is sacrificed, so that SAMAEL will depart from her
and not come close to the Sanctuary, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And thus
we learned THAT THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, SAID: 'Bring
over me an atonement', FOR I HAVE CONTRACTED THE MOON.
'Over Me', namely, for Me, for I contracted her, and it is due to My
own cause THAT I CONTRACTED HER, that you need this, THAT
YOU NEED TO SACRIFICE A GOAT IN ORDER TO SEPARATE HIM
FROM THE PLACE OF THE CONTRACTION OF MALCHUT.
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103. "And in the beginnings of your new moons"
The Faithful Shepherd says that just as on the new moon a portion must be given to the Other Side, a woman must give her fingernails and a little of
her hair to the Other Side; this protects her from evil. The sages of the Mishnah had said that in previous times when the people were sanctifying the
new moon they would kindle flares on the tops of the mountains so that God could see the moon and sanctify it. Malchut, is sometimes a crown for
God, sometimes a throne for Him to sit on, and sometimes a footstool for His feet. Moses explains why the moon is called 'white'; he says that the
moon is from the side of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, so it changes from dark to light and back again.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
684. "And in the beginnings (lit. 'heads') of your new
moons" (Bemidbar 28:11). THE WORD 'HEADS' IS WRITTEN IN THE
PLURAL, referring to Jacob and Joseph, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN AND
YESOD, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "These are the generations of Jacob.
Joseph..." (Beresheet 37:2) that renew the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. I have found in the Book of Enoch that he said that just
as on the first day of the month, the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
purified to come close to her husband, ZEIR ANPIN, so must one
portion be given to the Other Side and from the same type AS THE
OTHER SIDE, NAMELY, A GOAT; so also the woman when she is
purified for her husband, one portion must be given to the Other
Side, and from its own type.

685. And what is that portion THAT THE WOMAN HAS TO GIVE TO
THE OTHER SIDE? It is the fingernails with their dirt and a little of
the ends of her hair, for she has to comb her head and tie her hair
together, TO GIVE THEM TO THE OTHER SIDE, and then that Evil
Side will not go after her to harm her, but will leave her alone from all
sides. And what does she do with those hairs and nail clippings?
After she has bound them together, she has to place them where
people do not pass by, or in holes in the bottom of the yard, and
conceal them there.

686. Again: "And in the beginnings of your new moons." The sages
of the Mishnah said: When the new moon used to be sanctified
according to the court, flares used to be kindled on the tops of the
mountains and they used to say: Thus has He seen it, and sanctified
it. The moon would be shaped thus , sometimes with the horns
facing upwards, and sometimes so , facing downwards, sometimes
to the east thus , and sometimes to the west, thus sometimes to the
south and sometimes to the north. And this is its facing in six
directions that Tiferet, which is a large Vav, encompasses, NAMELY:
Greatness, Gvurah, Tiferet, Netzach, Hod, and Yesod. GREATNESS,
WHICH IS CHESED, IS FACING THE SOUTH, AND ITS LOOKING TO
THE NORTH IS GVURAH, TO THE EAST IS TIFERET, AND TO THE
WEST IS YESOD.

687. The point that is drawn OUT OF THE MOON, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, from the inside, is Chochmah, and the line that
circumvents the moon is Keter. AND AS A RULE that point, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, is sometimes a crown FOR ZEIR ANPIN, IN THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "A VIRTUOUS WOMAN IS A CROWN TO
HER HUSBAND" (MISHLEI 12:4), and sometimes a throne FOR ZEIR
ANPIN to sit upon, and at yet other times a footstool for His feet OF
ZEIR ANPIN.
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688. HE ASKS, Why is MALCHUT called 'moon' (lit. 'white')? HE
ANSWERS, it is named after the clarification (whitening) of the
Halachah, NAMELY, IT IS NAMED AFTER CHOCHMAH OF THE
RIGHT SIDE THAT CLARIFIES THE HALACHAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED 'HALACHAH'. FOR CHOCHMAH is from within
MALCHUT, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "The king's daughter is
all glorious within" (Tehilim 45:14) and it is whitened in the fire of
Binah that descends upon it. And the secret of the matter is to be
found in the verse: "though your sins be like scarlet, they shall be as
white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). And whereas it was called 'Adonai',
THE LETTERS OF WHICH, REARRANGED, SPELL 'Dina' (lit.
'Judgment'), which is red with Gvurah, NAMELY, WITH THE LEFT
COLUMN where Binah is, it becomes whitened by the side of Chesed
where Chochmah is, and returns to THE NAME OF the Yud Hei Vav
Hei, WHICH IS MERCY.
689. And what is the cause of MALCHUT's changing from Judgment
to Mercy? This is the completely righteous, for the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT is from the side of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and
Evil. Its Klipah is darkness THAT IS, if it is a bright black spot, which
is the Evil Inclination, which is a handmaid, ABOUT WHOM IT IS
SAID: "and it be lower...but be somewhat dimmer" (Vayikra 13:21).
And MALCHUT has nothing of its own, but only that thread that
gives it light, THIS BEING THE SECRET OF A THREAD OF
CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT SIDE WITHOUT CHASSADIM, WHICH IS
ITS MAIN STRUCTURE, BUT ITS LIGHT IS AS THIN AS A THREAD
BECAUSE IT CANNOT ILLUMINATE WITHOUT CHASSADIM. For it
accompanies it during the night-time, which is the Exile, IN THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "SHE RISES ALSO WHILE IT IS YET
NIGHT" (MISHLEI 31:15) and leaves it during the day. FOR THE DAY
IS THE TIME OF THE RULE OF THE CHASSADIM OF ZEIR ANPIN,
AND CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT SIDE IS UNABLE TO RULE BY DAY.
FOR DAYTIME is THE LIGHT OF CHESED OF the next world, WHICH
IS BINAH, in which "But to you who fear My name the sun of
righteousness shall arise with healing in its wings" (Malachi 3:20).
690. But that point that is within the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that
is from the side of the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, IS THE
SECRET OF CHOCHMAH OF THE RIGHT SIDE, WHICH IS CHESED,
and is as a never ceasing spring, BECAUSE IT IS DRAWN DOWN
FROM UPPER ABA AND IMA BY WAY OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHOSE
MATING NEVER CEASES, and about which it is written: "like a
spring of water, whose waters fail not" (Yeshayah 58:11), and it is
called 'a loving hind' from the side of Chesed, WHICH IS LOVE, this
being as is written: "I have loved you with an everlasting love:
therefore I have remained true to you" (Yirmeyah 31:2), LOVE BEING
THE SECRET OF CHESED; and it has two beams from the light, thus:
and sometimes "but one was higher than the other" thus: (Daniel
8:3), and at other times they are equal.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

104. The hind of dawn
Rabbi Aba brings up the difficulty that in the verse "As the hart pants after the water brooks," "hart" is masculine and yet the verb, which should
agree with the noun, is feminine. Rabbi Shimon then talks about the hind of the dawn, that refers to the merciful Malchut who brings nourishment for
everyone else. The hind suffers the pangs of exile in the morning, and when the morning brings light she is no longer visible. Rabbi Shimon speaks
about the hind becoming a hart and giving birth with great pain.
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691. "And on...the first month" (Bemidbar 28:16). Rabbi Aba opened,
"As the hart pants after the water brooks, so pants my soul after
You, Elohim" (Tehilim 42:2). We have already learned this verse, and
although it contains masculine and feminine FORMS, it is all one, for
the word Heb. ayil (lit. 'hart') is masculine, while the verb ta'arog (lit.
'she pants') is feminine, and although the subject and the verb
should agree in gender, ya'arog (lit. 'he pants') is not written IN THE
MASCULINE, because it is all one. IN OTHER WORDS, MALCHUT,
WHEN IN THE FIRST STATE, WHEN IT IS WITH ZEIR ANPIN, IN THE
SECRET OF THE TWO GREAT LIGHTS, IS CALLED 'HART', THIS
BEING A MASCULINE FORM, BUT IN THE SECOND STATE, AFTER
IT HAS CONTRACTED, IT IS CALLED 'HIND'.
692. What is "the morning star (lit. 'the hind of the dawn')" (Tehilim
22:1)? AND ANSWERS: This is a certain merciful animal, NAMELY,
MALCHUT, and among all the animals of the world there is none
merciful like her, for when time is pressing and she needs
nourishment for herself and for all the animals, WHICH ARE ALL
THE HOSTS OF THE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH,
she goes to a distant place, far away, and comes, bringing food, but
does not herself want to eat until she returns to her place. Why is
this so? So that all the other animals will collect together by her, and
she distributes from that food to them. And when she comes, all the
other animals do indeed collect around her, and she stands in the
middle, and allocates to each one of them. And the sign is in the
verse: "She rises also while it is yet night, and gives food to her
household, and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei 31:15). And from
what she gives to them she is herself satiated, as if she had eaten
more food than all of them.

693. And when the morning, which is called 'dawn', arrives, the
pangs of the Exile come to her, and this is why she is called 'the
hind of the dawn', after the blackness of the morning, for she THEN
has pangs as a woman giving birth, as it is written: "Like as a
woman with child, that draws near the time of her delivery, is in pain,
and cries out in her pangs" (Yeshayah 26:17).

694. When does she distribute to them? This is when the morning is
just about to come, but it is still night, and the blackness departs for
the illumination, as it is written: "She rises also while it is yet night,
and gives food to her household." But by the time it is morning, they
are all satiated with her food.

695. And then a certain voice awakens in the midst of the firmament
and calls out aloud, saying: Let those who are near, go to their
places; let those who are far, leave. Let each one gather to his
rightful place. And by the time the sun shines, each one is gathered
to its place, as it is written: "The sun rises, they slink away" (Tehilim
104:22). And she departs during the day, and is revealed at night,
and distributes FOOD in the morning, which is why she is called 'the
hind of the dawn'.
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696. Subsequently, she grows stronger and leaves, and is called 'a
hart', NAMELY, A MASCULINE FORM. Where does she go? HE
ANSWERS, she goes sixty pharasangs from the place that she left
and she enters into the mountain of darkness. As she goes into the
mountain of darkness, a certain labyrinthine serpent sniffs at her
feet and follows her, and she ascends from there to the mountain of
light. When she reaches there, the Holy One, blessed be He,
arranges for her another serpent, who goes forth and they fight each
other, and she is saved. And from there she takes food, and returns
to her place by midnight. And from midnight on, she begins the
distribution, until the blackness of the morning arises. And when the
morning gives light, she goes from there and is no longer visible, as
we have learned.

697. And when the world is in need of rain, all the other animals
collect near her, and she goes up to the top of a high mountain, puts
her head between her knees, and cries out with one long cry after
another. And the Holy One, blessed be He, hears her voice, and is
overcome by mercy and has pity on the world. And she comes down
from the top of the mountain, and runs to hide herself. And all the
other animals run after her, but do not find her. This is as it is
written: "As the hart pants after the water brooks." What is the
meaning of "the water brooks"? This refers to those water brooks
that have dried up, and the world is thirsty for water. Then she
"pants."

698. When she conceives, she is closed up, but when the time
comes for her to give birth, she shouts and cries out, cry after cry,
up to seventy shouts, as the number of words in the psalm:
"Hashem will answer you in the day of trouble" (Tehilim 20:2), which
is the song of this pregnant one. And the Holy One, blessed be He,
hears her, and arranges HER SALVATION for her. And then a certain
large serpent emerges from the mountains of darkness, and comes
between the mountains, its mouth licking the dust and it reaches this
hart and comes and bites it twice in the same place.

699. On the first occasion, blood comes OUT OF IT, and the serpent
licks it. On the second occasion water comes out, and all those
animals of the mountains drink, and she herself is opened and gives
birth. And a sign for you is the verse: "and with his rod he smote the
rock twice, and water came forth abundantly, and the congregation
drank, and their beasts also" (Bemidbar 20:11).
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700. The Holy One, blessed be He, has pity on her because of what
the serpent did, as it is written: "The voice of Hashem makes the
hinds to calve, and strips the forests bare; and in His temple
everyone speaks of his glory" (Tehilim 29:9). "The voice of Hashem
makes the hinds to calve" refers to the pangs and pains that give
rise to those seventy shouts, AS ABOVE. And then follows "and
strips the forests bare" in order to awaken that serpent, and reveal
the animal to go amongst them. "and in his temple": What does this
mean? It refers to the temple of the Holy One, blessed be He, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, in which all those multitudes THAT ARE IN THE
WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH, AND ASIYAH open and say: Glory!
What is meant by glory? It refers to "Blessed be the glory of Hashem
from His place" (Yechezkel 3:12), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED 'THE GLORY OF HASHEM'.
We hear about the number of years before the hind will give birth to
the redemption, and we hear that two Messiahs will be revealed to
the world. Then the Torah sages who suffered pangs as though they
were in labor will be respected and honored, and the wicked will be
judged above and below.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
701. (THE BEGINNING OF THIS SECTION IS MISSING.) One might
suggest that after seventy YEARS she will feel THE PAINS OF THE
BIRTH PANGS and in two years she will give birth TO THE
REDEMPTION, one thousand and two hundred years after THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE, THAT IS TO SAY, AFTER THE END
OF THE FIFTH MILLENIUM, WHICH IS ALL DESTRUCTION, AND A
FURTHER TWO HUNDRED YEARS INTO THE SIXTH MILLENIUM,
AND SEVENTY YEARS FOR THE BIRTH PANGS, AND TWO YEARS
FOR THE BIRTH ITSELF, coming to the year 272 IN THE SIXTH
MILLENIUM. But it is written: "Before she travailed, she brought
forth" (Yeshayah 66:7). And the secret of the matter is contained in
the verse: "And it shall come to pass, that before they call, I will
answer" (Yeshayah 65:24). And what is the meaning of before? HE
ANSWERS, before the completion of the seventy years and the two
years following the passing of one thousand and two hundred years,
WHERE THESE SEVENTY-TWO YEARS ARE the birth pangs, two
Messiahs will be revealed to the world. And at that time: "and in His
temple everyone speaks of His glory" (Tehilim 29:9). And it has
already been taught: "The wise shall inherit glory" (Mishlei 3:35). IN
OTHER WORDS: "AND IN HIS TEMPLE EVERYONE SPEAKS OF HIS
GLORY," THE MEANING OF WHICH IS THAT THE GLORY OF THE
WISE WILL BE THROUGHOUT HIS TEMPLE.
702. And at that time, those Torah sages will be respected, those
who suffered pangs and travails as a woman in labor, and who were
despised by the ignorant; they will be honored. And immediately:
"Hashem sat enthroned at the flood" (Tehilim 29:10) on account of
the wicked. Flood here symbolizes judgments of the flood, when
"were all the fountains of the great deep broken open, and the
windows of heaven were opened" (Beresheet 7:11), at the time of the
Flood. So, too, THEN judgments will rise over them, OVER THE
WICKED, above and below, with no end FOR THEIR JUDGMENTS.
And every contempt and disgrace shown by the idolatrous nations
of the world towards Hashem and His people and the many insults
that Yisrael suffered from them for the sake of Hashem's Name - for
all of them the Holy One, blessed be He, will exact vengeance, and
therefore, as far as they are concerned, "Hashem revenges, and is
full of wrath" (Nachum 1:2) towards them.

105. The holiday of Pesach
We are told that the redemption will take place on the fourteenth day of the month of Nissan.
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703. "And on... the first month" (Bemidbar 28:16). HE ASKS: What is
meant here by the first month? AND ANSWERS: It is Nissan, which
is when that animal gave birth to THE LIGHTS OF THE
REDEMPTION, in accord with the teaching of the sages of Mishnah:
In the month of Nissan they were redeemed, and in the month of
Nissan they will be redeemed. And this is with His hand (Heb. yad =
fourteen), ON HIS FOURTEENTH, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF
THE VERSE: "for he said, because Hashem has sworn (lit. 'put a
hand') by His throne" (Shemot 17:16), when He swore to remove the
seed of Esau, the Amalek, from the world. At that time: "Draw out
and take lambs according to your families, and kill the
passover" (Shemot 12:21), WHERE THE MEANING OF "draw
out" (Heb. mishchu) is as in the verse: "he stretched out (Heb.
mashach) his hand with scorners" (Hoshea 7:5).
704. At that time, thus said Hashem: 'to the rulers who transgressed
against Me: "neither shall they enter into the land of
Yisrael"' (Yechezkel 13:9), and this refers to the shepherds of the
flock, the supporters of the generation. Wherefore it is said about
them: "Therefore, behold, I will allure her, and bring her into the
wilderness" (Hoshea 2:16). "and there will remonstrate with you... As
I remonstrated with your fathers" (Yechezkel 20:35-36), NAMELY,
whom He killed in the plague of darkness.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Shimon explains to Rabbi Elazar how the upper days, the
Sfirot of Zeir Anpin, will be drawn to the lower days, to the Sfirot of
Malchut. On the fourteenth day the animal, Malchut, will give birth to
the lights of the Redemption and the serpent will depart. Then
Malchut will be sanctified on high and will be called 'Glory'.
705. "And on...the first month" (Bemidbar 28:16). HE ASKS: What is
meant by the first month? AND ANSWERS: This is the month in
which that animal, NAMELY, MALCHUT, is revealed in and
strengthened by and goes forth into the world, NAMELY, EMERGES
FROM ITS CLOSURE, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "AND STRIP
THE FORESTS BARE" (TEHILIM 29:9) on the fourteenth day. The
fourteen days refer to the remaining animals, NAMELY, CHESED
AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN, THAT
ILLUMINATE WITHIN MALCHUT, for they are ten in each direction,
SINCE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, ARE THE FOUR
DIRECTIONS at the four corners of the world, NORTH, SOUTH, EAST
AND WEST, EACH ONE OF WHICH IS COMPOSED OF TEN SFIROT.
And in the early writing IT IS STATED that it, MALCHUT, is Yud (ten),
and that one SFIRAH OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, is in each of the four directions OF THE WORLD, making
fourteen. And since these four, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, join in and are corrected with the ten THAT ARE IN
MALCHUT from the right-hand side, this makes the fourteenth day
OF THE MONTH for the correction of this animal, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, with all its corrections, with rejoicing.
706. Rabbi Elazar said: "Of course, that is how it is, but come and
see, It is written: "Draw out and take lambs..." What is the meaning
of "Draw out"? AND REPLIES: IT IS TO BE UNDERSTOOD as one
who draws something from another place to this place, namely, draw
out the upper days, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, to the
lower days, TO THE SFIROT of MALCHUT. The upper days OF ZEIR
ANPIN number 366, as in the numerical value of "Draw out" (Heb.
mishchu), NAMELY, THE NUMBER OF DAYS IN A SOLAR YEAR,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. The lower days OF MALCHUT are usually 355
days in a year, (Heb. shanah = 355). But when the moon, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, shines at its fullest, the number of its days rises to be
365 days, AS THE SOLAR YEAR, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, namely, as
the numerical value of "mishchu," less one.
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707. Draw the upper days OF ZEIR ANPIN to the lower days OF
MALCHUT, so that they will be one, all joined together. And who
draws them? That is, these ten OF MALCHUT when it is on the right
side, THAT IS CHESED. For it is written: "on the tenth day (Heb.
be'asor)" (Shemot 12:3), NAMELY, MALCHUT WHEN IT IS ON THE
RIGHT SIDE. HE ASKS, IT IS WRITTEN AS "be'asor," when Scripture
should have used the more common be'asarah (lit. 'the tenth day');
what is Be'asor? HE ANSWERS, there are nine in each direction with
one point that goes in the middle, thus: , and this point completes
the ten SFIROT. This is why it is written "Be'asor," just as it is
written: "Remember (Heb. zachor)" (Shemot 20:8) and "Keep (Heb.
Shamor)" (Devarim 5:12), NAMELY, THE FORM OF THE INFINITIVE
ABSOLUTE OF THE VERB, THE MEANING OF BE'ASOR THUS
BEING to use the ten IN SUCH A WAY that these nine days WILL
SERVE in its point. "of this month" (Shemot 12:3), WHICH IS
NISSAN, ALLUDES TO CHESED, TO SHOW THAT THESE days THAT
ARE DRAWN DOWN will be on the right side, WHICH IS CHESED in
order to combine zot (lit. 'this', feminine), WHICH IS MALCHUT, with
zeh (lit. 'this', masculine), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, for it all to be one.
708. And when these four DAYS THAT FOLLOW THE TENTH OF THE
MONTH join up with the four directions, SOUTH, NORTH, EAST AND
WEST, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED AND GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, and combine with them, WITH THE TEN
DAYS, then that animal, WHICH IS MALCHUT, gives birth to THE
LIGHTS OF THE REDEMPTION, and the Serpent departs. And at that
time that animal is sanctified on high, and is called "Glory," and then
the festival is sanctified. This had not been the case previously, but
now, IN THE FESTIVAL, it is called "glory," as it is written: "and in
His temple everyone speaks of His glory."
The Faithful Shepherd says that the explanation given is
insufficiently clear and requires more illumination. He tells the rabbis
that "on the tenth day" means the nine Sfirot are in all directions,
and that they parallel the nine months of a pregnant woman's period
of gestation. He talks about "remember" and "keep" and "glory," and
enumerates the numerology associated with this lesson.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
709. The Faithful Shepherd said: These matters THAT ARE STATED
ABOVE, IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH, are insufficiently clear
and they have to be explained for the companions, for whoever
hides the secrets of the Torah from them, saddens them, for the
lights of the secrets are darkness for the wicked. And it is like silver
that is hidden away. If one digs until he discovers it, but it is not his,
it becomes like darkness and gloom in his mind, while for one to
whom it belongs, it illuminates for him. This is the reason why a
person should reveal the hidden secrets of the Torah TO THE
COMPANIONS.

710. "on the tenth day" (Shemot 12:3) this means that the nine Sfirot
are in all directions, paralleling the nine months of a pregnant
woman's period of gestation, which is the same as the numerical
value of Aleph Chet of one (Heb. Echad -Aleph Chet Dalet). Who is
the woman with child? She is the Dalet of Echad. Aleph Chet (= nine)
are the nine Sfirot in the four directions of the letter Dalet (= four),
and they are forty. Aleph Chet CORRESPOND TO "Remember,"
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, while Dalet CORRESPONDS TO "Keep,"
WHICH IS MALCHUT, AND TOGETHER WITH THEM, they are 42.
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711. This leaves us with "glory," as it is said: "Blessed be the name
of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever." And this is glory (Heb.
kavod = 32) and heart (Heb. lev = 32), THE SUM OF WHICH IS 64. And
there are four directions to this letter Dalet, 64 to the four sides,
which comes to 256. And it has been taught: Glory above and heart
below, and for this reason, the recital of the unity is said twice daily,
so that we thereby say 'glory' twice, which amounts to 64. Add to
this the two Dalets of echad, and we have 72. And so the Dalet of
echad completes the 42-letter Names and also completes the 72letter Names. And this is why it is said in A Psalm of David: "Who is
this King of glory? Hashem strong and mighty" (Tehilim 24:8), and
again: "Who is this King of glory? Hashem of hosts, He is the King
of glory" (Ibid.10).
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
We are told how the Temple is sanctified.

712. IT IS WRITTEN: "AND IN HIS TEMPLE EVERYONE SPEAK OF
HIS GLORY" (TEHILIM 29:9). HE ASKS: What is meant by "His
temple?" AND HE ANSWERS: This refers to the inner upper temple,
where everything, NAMELY, BINAH, is sanctified. There whoever is
fitting for sanctification is sanctified. How is that temple sanctified?
HE ANSWERS THAT initially the gates are opened BY DA'AT, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, WHO ASCENDS TO BINAH WHEN THE LEFT SIDE IS
IN CONTROL OF BINAH, AND BECOMES THERE THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT THAT UNITES THE
RIGHT AND THE LEFT, NAMELY, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WITH
EACH OTHER, AND OPENS THE GATES OF BINAH, NAMELY,
OPENS UP BINAH FROM THE BLOCKAGE OF THE LEFT. THEREBY
ZEIR ANPIN ALSO RECEIVES FROM IT THREE COLUMNS SINCE
THREE ISSUE FROM ONE AND ONE EXISTS IN THREE. HE
EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: One concealed key, NAMELY, DA'AT,
ordained and opened one gate on the south side, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF THE RIGHT COLUMN. Then the High Priest, WHICH IS
CHESED, enters into that opening and hurries with his girdle, WHICH
IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, and his corrections, NAMELY, THE
FOUR GARMENTS OF AN ORDINARY PRIEST, NAMELY, MITRE,
TUNIC, GIRDLE, AND BREECHES, WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE
FOUR LETTERS OF ADONAI, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
SUBSEQUENTLY, he is adorned with a diadem of holiness, and puts
on a breastplate and efod and a robe of seventy bells and
pomegranates, which are "a golden bell and pomegranate" (Shemot
28:34) THESE BEING THE SECRET OF THE MOCHIN OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH THAT ARE DRAWN DOWN FROM
THE FIRST HEI OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, AS ABOVE. And the plate
of the holy crown on his forehead is called 'the plate of the holy
crown', NAMELY, THE YUD OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI. And he was
embellished with the four garments of gold and with the four
garments of white, WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE EIGHT LETTERS
IN THE NAMES OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI, and on that
plate 42 letters sparkle, NAMELY, THE 42-LETTER NAME, and the
whole of that palace shines with upper lights.
713. And that key, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT, AS ABOVE,
turned and opened another side OF BINAH, to the north. Then Levi,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF GVURAH AND THE LEFT COLUMN,
entered, and he is the tithe of Jacob, whom he set aside OUT OF HIS
SONS for the Holy One, blessed be He, and with him the ten-stringed
lyre, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE TEN SFIROT OF THE LEFT
COLUMN. And he is crowned with diadems, NAMELY, THE MOCHIN
OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT WHO ARE CALLED 'DIADEMS'. And
then the key turned yet again and opened a gate of that temple, that
gate that stands in the center, namely, the Column that is on eastern
side, WHICH IS TIFERET, THE CENTRAL COLUMN. It, NAMELY,
TIFERET enters, and is adorned IN THAT GATE with seventy
diadems, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE 72 NAMES. And it is
adorned with four letters, which are twelve, NAMELY, WITH THE
TWELVE PERMUTATIONS OF THE FOUR LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI
VAV HEI. AND THESE ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED AND GVURAH,
TIFERET AND MALCHUT, IN EACH OF THE THREE COLUMNS. And it
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was adorned with engravings of the two hundred and seventy
thousand worlds, NAMELY, THE PLACE WHERE THE ILLUMINATION
OF CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED, WHICH IS FROM THE CHEST AND
DOWNWARD, WHERE THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS
TERMED A THOUSAND, AND THERE ARE TWO THIRDS OF TIFERET
WHICH ARE SEVENTY, AND NETZACH AND HOD, IN EACH ONE OF
WHICH THERE ARE TEN SFIROT, MAKING TWO HUNDRED AND
SEVENTY SFIROT. And it is crowned with diadems THAT SHINE
from one end of the world to the other, NAMELY, IN MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED 'WORLD', and in a number of valuable garments and a
number of holy diadems.
714. That key, WHICH is DA'AT, AS ABOVE, turned once again and
opened all the concealed gates and all the hidden holy gates, and
ZEIR ANPIN is sanctified in them, and stands there as King. THAT IS,
IN THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN OF BINAH, He is there blessed with a number of blessings
and crowned with a number of diadems. Then all of them issue forth
FROM BINAH TO THEIR PLACE IN ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY,
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM THE TWO GATES
TO THE SOUTH AND NORTH OF BINAH; AND THE RIGHT HALF OF
DA'AT, FROM THE CENTRAL GATE OF BINAH, AND LEFT HALF OF
DA'AT, AND ALL OF THEM ISSUE FORTH, joined together, and are
crowned with their diadems as is fitting. Once they have left BINAH
FOR THE PLACE OF ZEIR ANPIN, they awaken ZEIR ANPIN SO THAT
HE WILL PUT on His adornments, NAMELY, THE FOUR MOCHIN AS
ABOVE.
715. And this animal, NAMELY, MALCHUT, WHICH IS IN THE FIRST
STATE AND STILL CLEAVES TO THE LEFT, awakens and contracts
itself out of love of the song, NAMELY, BECAUSE OF THE LONGING
FOR CHASSADIM, FOR SINCE IT IS ON THE LEFT WITHOUT THE
RIGHT, IT HAS CHOCHMAH WITHOUT CHASSADIM, SOMETHING
THAT CAUSES IT GREAT DISTRESS, AND IT LONGS DEEPLY FOR
CHASSADIM, WHICH IS WHY IT CONTRACTED ITSELF INTO THE
ASPECT OF BELOW THE CHEST, SO THAT IT SHOULD BE ABLE TO
RECEIVE CHASSADIM FROM HIM. And how does it diminish itself?
Out of love of the song it contracts itself bit by bit until it becomes
just a point, UNDER YESOD FROM THE ASPECT OF THE LIGHTS,
WHILE FROM THE ASPECT OF THE VESSELS IT IS A POINT UNDER
THE CHEST. And since she has contracted herself, it is then written:
"And there went a man of the house of Levi" (Shemot 2:1), WHICH IS
THE SECRET OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE: "and took to
wife a daughter of Levi" (Ibid.), WHICH IS MALCHUT. It is certainly
CALLED "a daughter of Levi," because it is from the left side. How
does he hold her? He puts his left hand under her head, out of love,
NAMELY, THE LEFT SIDE OF ZEIR ANPIN BECOMES THE UPPER
THREE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, AND ARE REFERRED TO AS HEAD,
THIS BEING IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "HIS LEFT HAND IS
UNDER MY HEAD" (SHIR HASHIRIM 8:3).
716. And you might well ask that, since she is NOW a small point,
how could ZEIR ANPIN unite with a small point? AND HE ANSWERS
THAT vis-a-vis above, the smaller a thing is the more praiseworthy it
is, and this is a virtue, and it is really supremely large, FOR, WHEN IT
IS SMALL, the High Priest immediately awakens for her, THE
REFERENCE BEING TO CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN who holds and
embraces her. Had she been large, Zeir ANPIN AND MALCHUT would
not have been able to unite at all, but, since she contracted herself
and is a small point, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN can hold her, and
raise her up on high, BETWEEN THE TWO ARMS OF ZEIR ANPIN,
NAMELY, CHESED AND GVURAH. And after they have raised her up,
she sits between these two sides, NAMELY CHESED AND GVURAH,
and then the pillar that stands in the center, NAMELY TIFERET,
WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, joins with her in a love of kisses,
a love of perfect union. And then: "And Jacob," THAT IS, ZEIR
ANPIN, "kissed Rachel," WHO IS MALCHUT (Beresheet 29:11), for
with the love of kisses, they cleave to each other without separation,
until she receives a Nefesh of delights as is fitting.
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717. When she receives a Nefesh of delights, as is fitting, and she
wants to visit her hosts, they all gather together and call her: Glory,
glory, glory from the Temple OF ABA AND IMA. And in the Temple
itself, Aba and Ima, NAMELY, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, open by
saying: Sanctified, sanctified! IN OTHER WORDS THEY EMANATE
TO MALCHUT FROM THEIR LIGHTS WHICH ARE CALLED
'HOLINESS'. Then the month, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is sanctified
properly. And it is then written: "And on... the first month" (Bemidbar
28:16), for it is certainly the first. AND THIS IS BECAUSE
PREVIOUSLY, WHEN MALCHUT WAS ATTACHED TO THE LEFT
WITHOUT THE RIGHT, SHE WAS NOT CONSIDERED TO BE IN
EXISTENCE BECAUSE HER LIGHTS WERE FROZEN AND SHE WAS
UNABLE TO EMANATE. BUT NOW, HAVING CONTRACTED TO A
POINT AND BEEN REBUILT BY ABA AND IMA IN THE LIGHTS OF
HOLINESS, AND BEING UNDER THE LEVEL OF ZEIR ANPIN, SHE IS
CONSIDERED TO BE IN HER FIRST EXISTENCE. And it is therefore
THEN WRITTEN ABOUT HER: "AND ON...THE FIRST MONTH." And
therefore, SCRIPTURE SAYS: "Draw out and take you
lambs..." (Shemot 12:21), THE MEANING OF WHICH IS: DRAW
DOWN THE UPPER DAYS OF ZEIR ANPIN TO MALCHUT, and it is
therefore WRITTEN: "On the tenth day of this month" (Shemot 12:3),
THE MEANING OF WHICH IS THAT the Moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
has become joined to the Sun, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY,
THAT THE NINE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN WILL SERVE TO
ILLUMINATE IN MALCHUT. And whereas she was a single point
AFTER THE CONTRACTION, when she descended FROM THE
TEMPLE OF ABA AND IMA, she now expands bit by bit and fills out
and becomes the FINAL Hei OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, which is full
OF EMANATION from all FOUR directions and is properly sanctified.
The Faithful Shepherd adds information about how the moon,
Malchut, becomes full and is joined to the sun.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
718. (THE BEGINNING OF THIS SECTION IS MISSING). That temple
turned and opened another gate on the south side, NAMELY, IN THE
RIGHT COLUMN, with 72 diadems, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
NAME OF 72 THAT ILLUMINATES IN THE RIGHT COLUMN. Later it
opens a third gate on the eastern side, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, with fifty lights of the fifty gates of Binah. Next it opens
another gate on the western side, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT in the 72 diadems OF THE NAME OF 72, and all the 248
CHASSADIM, being the number of words in the sections of the
recital of the Sh'ma. And whereas this animal, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
was initially small, at that time, HAVING RECEIVED 72 DIADEMS
AND 248 CHASSADIM, she grows, which is as is written: "the whole
earth is full of His glory" (Yeshayah 6:3), which is the upper glory
and the lower glory, ALL OF WHICH MALCHUT RECEIVES WITH THE
DECLARATION OF THE UNITY IN THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA.
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719. When one reaches the eighteen (Heb. Chai = living) Worlds, in
which are the eighteen blessings of the prayer, NAMELY, IN THE
AMIDAH PRAYER, which one starts with "Adonai, open my lips; and
my mouth shall rehearse Your praise" (Tehilim 51:17), then the
Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, joins with her with
affectionate kisses of the lips, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD; and
tongue, which is the Righteous One, THAT IS YESOD, is between
them IN THE SECRET OF the tongue of the learned. At that time
"And Jacob kissed Rachel" (Beresheet 29:11), WHERE JACOB IS
ZEIR ANPIN AND RACHEL IS MALCHUT, and then that animal,
MALCHUT, is called 'Glory, glory'; and Aba and Ima say 'Sanctified,
sanctified'. THAT IS, ABA AND IMA EMANATE TO HER THEIR
LIGHTS THAT ARE CALLED 'HOLINESS', and then the month,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is correctly sanctified. And she is then
CALLED "And on...the first month" (Bemidbar 28:16), first without a
doubt.
720. And then: "Draw out" THE UPPER DAYS OF ZEIR ANPIN TO
MALCHUT, which is why IT IS WRITTEN: "On the tenth day of this
month" (Shemot 12:3), THE MEANING OF WHICH IS THAT THE NINE
DAYS OF ZEIR ANPIN SHINE TOWARDS MALCHUT, NAMELY, that
the holy moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is joined to the sun, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, about which it is said: "For Hashem Elohim is a sun
and a shield" (Tehilim 84:12). And whereas MALCHUT was a small
point, she filled out as the FULL moon, and then the month is full,
NAMELY, the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is full, and she is: "the
whole earth is full of His glory." Initially she was lacking, but now
she is complete, FULL.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Chiya learns that the Paschal sacrifice is a lamb because a
lamb was the idol and deity of the Egyptians, and it was hard for the
Egyptians to see their idol tied and held prisoner and sacrificed in
the fire. In this way the Egyptians saw the power of the God of
Yisrael. Rabbi Elazar turns the conversation to the prohibition
against eating leavened bread, and we learn that anyone who eats
leavened bread on the Pesach is met with death, and he dies in this
world and in the World to Come.
721. Rabbi Chiya began by quoting: "And on the fourteenth day of
the first month is the Pesach" (Bemidbar 28:16). HE ASKS: Why is
the paschal sacrifice a lamb? HE ANSWERS, the Egyptians
worshipped the lamb, which was one of their deities, for they
worshipped the constellation Aries. Come and see: It is written: "for
we shall sacrifice the abomination of Egypt" (Shemot 8:22). What is
meant by "the abomination of Egypt?" Could it be that because it is
hateful to them it is called "the abomination of Egypt?" On the
contrary, it is called "the abomination of Egypt" because it is the
Egyptians' idol and their deity. It is similarly written: "the
abominations of those nations" (Devarim 18:9), THE MEANING OF
WHICH IS THE IDOL of these nations.

722. Come and see the wisdom of Joseph, as is written: "And he
took some of his brothers, five men" (Beresheet 47:2), and he taught
them to say "Your servants are shepherds" (Ibid. 3). And would a
king who was ruler over the country and who was like a father to the
king have done such a thing to his brothers to make THE
EGYPTIANS hate them and not show them consideration? - IF YOU
HOLD THE VIEW THAT THE ABOMINATION OF THE EGYPTIANS IS
EVERY SHEPHERD, WHICH MEANS HATED BY THE EGYPTIANS.
But in reality the abomination of the Egyptians is what their idol and
their deity was called. Therefore is it written: "For we shall sacrifice
the abomination of Egypt" (Shemot 8:22) MEANING THEIR DEITY.
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723. Joseph said; All the best of Egypt is the land of Raamses, and
this part of the country they set aside for their idol, NAMELY, THE
FLOCKS, for them to be pastured and go THERE to their hearts'
delight. And all the Egyptians considered those who tended their
idols as themselves idols. HE SAID: I shall arrange it so that my
brothers inherit that country, and the Egyptians shall bow down to
them, and will accord them proper treatment, and this is what is
written: "for every shepherd is an abomination to the
Egyptians" (Beresheet 47:34). Which is FOR THIS REASON, they
should treat them as their deity.

724. Rabbi Yosi said: Haven't we learned, just as the Holy One,
blessed be He, punishes idolaters, so will He punish idolatry itself? If
this is so, why did Joseph make his brothers into idols, THAT THE
EGYPTIANS SHOULD BOW DOWN TO THEM AS THOUGH THEY
WERE DEITIES? He replied to him: Joseph did not make his brothers
into idols but into rulers over the idolatry of the Egyptians, and thus
subdued their idolatry under the hand OF HIS BROTHERS, so that
they would smite it with the rod. Joseph said: If my brothers control
their idolatry, then how much better that they will have rule over
them themselves, which is why he settled them in the best of the
country and made them rulers over all the land.

725. And so, why is the paschal sacrifice a lamb? The answer is
because a lamb was the idol and deity of the Egyptians. Said the
Holy One, blessed be He: From the tenth of the month, take the fear
of the Egyptians, capture and bind it and let it be imprisoned and
hold it in your keeping one day, and two, and three days, and on the
fourth day carry out its sentence, and assemble over it.

726. And when Egypt heard the voice of their idol which was being
held by Yisrael, and they were unable to rescue it, they cried and it
was as difficult for them as though they themselves had been tied up
for the kill. Said the Holy One, blessed be He: 'Let it be in your
possession day after day for four days, so that THE EGYPTIANS may
see it when it is bound and imprisoned, and on the fourth day, bring
it out to be killed and let the Egyptians see how you enact judgment
on it.' And this, NAMELY, THESE JUDGMENTS THAT THEY
PERFORMED ON THEIR IDOL, was harder for them to bear than all
the plagues that the Holy One, blessed be He, brought on them.

727. Subsequently, they cast it into the fire, as it is written: "and
burn their carved idols with fire" of their deities (Devarim 7:5). Said
the Holy One, blessed be He: "Eat not of it raw" (Shemot 12:9) so
that THE EGYPTIANS will not say: They were so desirous of, and had
such a longing for our idol that they ate it INSUFFICIENTLY
ROASTED. But it was decreed that it should be eaten roasted and
not boiled, for had it been boiled it would have been covered UNDER
THE WATER IN THE PAN, and they would not have seen it, but its
correction is that they should see it like this when it is being burnt in
the fire, since its odor then spreads FAR AND WIDE.
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728. Moreover, its head bent to its legs so that they should not say
that it was some animal or other thing, but that they should
recognize it as their idol. Moreover, it was not to be eaten out of lust,
but on a full stomach by way of disgrace and contempt. Moreover,
"neither shall you break a bone of it" (Shemot 12:46), but they
should see its bones cast into the marketplace and be unable to
rescue it. For this reason it is written: "Upon their Elohim also
Hashem executed judgments" (Bemidbar 33:4), that is, many
judgments. Moreover, "and your staff in your hand" (Shemot 12:11),
but not a sword, spear, nor any other instrument of war, IN ORDER
TO DEMONSTRATE THAT YOU ARE NOT AFRAID OF THEM.

729. Rabbi Yehuda said: We have already learned that the Egyptians
worshipped the constellation of Aries, which is why they worshipped
the lamb. Rabbi Yosi said: If that is so, they should have worshipped
a ram, A BABY RAM, rather than a lamb. He answered him: They
worshipped them all. But the constellation of Aries ascends and
descends, SOMETIMES APPEARING as a ram and AT OTHERS like a
LARGE lamb, for which reason they worshipped them all. He said to
him: What I have heard is that every large animal was an idol for
them, which is why the Holy One, blessed be He, killed all the firstborn of the cattle. And we have already learned that these were the
grades on high: NAMELY, UPPER SPIRITUAL FORCES OF
IMPURITY, which are so called 'FIRST-BORN OF CATTLE', AND
THAT WAS WHY THEY WORSHIPPED THEM.

730. Rabbi Elazar said: It is written: "You shall eat nothing
leavened" (Heb. Machmetzet) (Shemot 12:20), and it is written: "no
leavened bread shall be eaten" (Heb. Chametz) (Shemot 13:3). WHAT
IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 'MACHMETZET' AND 'CHAMETZ'?
The latter is masculine, while the former is feminine. Rabbi Shimon
said: Elazar, my son, in the former case it is written, "You shall eat
nothing" while in the latter case it is written, "no... shall be eaten."
Why in the latter case, does it not say: "You shall eat no LEAVENED
BREAD"? HE ANSWERS THAT, with the female, who MUCH MORE
corrupts her ways, THE STATEMENT is by way of warning: "YOU
SHALL EAT NOTHING." BUT IN THE CASE OF the male OF THE
KLIPOT, who is more inclined to grasp a thread of purity THAN THE
FEMALE, THE STATEMENT IS by way of request: "NO...SHALL BE
EATEN," WHICH IS NOT THE LANGUAGE OF WARNING OR
COMMAND. This is why it is written IN THE ONE CASE "no...shall be
eaten," AND IN THE OTHER CASE "You shall eat nothing."
731. He said to him: But father, it is also written: "You shall eat no
leavened bread with it" (Devarim 16:3), NAMELY, THE LANGUAGE
OF WARNING IS ALSO USED FOR CHAMETZ, WHICH IS THE MALE
OF THE KLIPAH. He replied: In honor of the sacrifice, Scripture uses
many extra words, AND THEREFORE SAYS: "YOU SHALL EAT NO
LEAVENED BREAD WITH IT." But initially IT WAS SAID ABOUT
CHAMETZ, "no leavened bread shall be eaten," WHICH is THE
LANGUAGE of request. But subsequently, ABOUT MACHMETZET, a
warning IS USED: "You shall eat nothing," for THE FEMALE OF THE
KLIPOT is the most hardened of the two of them, OF THE MALE AND
FEMALE OF THE KLIPAH. What is the reason for machmetzet BEING
SO CALLED? It is because there is a smell of death there. Chametz
ALLUDES TO the male AND HAS THEREFORE NO ALLUSION TO
DEATH, but machmetzet is female. AND IT IS WRITTEN: "Her feet go
down to death" (Mishlei 5:5). THUS, the first and last letters of the
word MACHMETZET ARE MEM AND TAV that spell dead (Heb. met Mem Tav). Thus she, THE FEMALE, greets anyone who eats
leavened bread on Passover with death, and it should be known that
he dies in this world and in the World to Come, as it is written: "even
that soul shall be cut off" (Shemot 12:19).
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732. Why is it called 'matzoh'? It is as we have learned, Shadai,
WHICH IS INTERPRETED as MEANING, May He who (she) said to His
world Enough (Heb. dai), say to our troubles Enough, NAMELY, MAY
HE CHASE AWAY FROM US THE JUDGMENTS AND TROUBLES.
Matzoh is likewise, for it subdues and subjugates; namely, it chases
away the evil ones of all sides and makes a quarrel with them, just as
the name Shadai of the mezuzah chases away the evil spirits and
demons that are at the gate. So, too, MATZOH chases them away
from all the dwellings of holiness, and makes a quarrel and a fight
with them, as it is written: "Masah and Merivah" (Shemot 17:7), and
therefore the name is written as matzah. HE ASKS, but masah is
spelled with a Samech, AND NOT WITH A TZADIK? HE ANSWERS
THAT the Aramaic translation of Masah is matzuta. HENCE MATZOH
IS SPELLED WITH TZADIK.
The Faithful Shepherd talks about the ten plagues and about God's
intention to punish all the rulers of Egypt because they misled
mankind and made themselves divine. He examines the reason why
unleavened bread was to be eaten for seven days, and he brings in
the factors of the seven Sfirot and the seven planets and the seven
blessings.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
733. The Faithful Shepherd said: Just as the tongue is a rod over all
members of the household, FOR HE CHASTISES THEM WITH HIS
TONGUE, WHICH IS THE SAME FOR THEM AS THOUGH HE HAS
CHASTISED THEM WITH A ROD; and as the tongue is the secret of
the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED THE YUD HEI
VAV HEI, and is a rod in which are ten letters; FOR THE YUD HEI
VAV HEI, WHEN SPELLED OUT FULLY WITH ALEPHS, HAS TEN
LETTERS YUD VAV DALET; HEI ALEPH; VAV ALEPH VAV; HEI
ALEPH and with it the Holy One, blessed be He, smote them with ten
plagues through him; and since all the plagues were from the side of
the two Heis OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, THEREFORE Rabbi Akiva
says: How do we know that each plague that the Holy One, blessed
be He, brought down on the Egyptians in Egypt consisted of five
plagues? We should deduce from this that... And the letter Hei
(whose numerical value is five) times the letter Yud (whose
numerical value is ten) gives fifty plagues, and Hei times fifty is 250,
which is why at the sea they were smitten with 250 plagues.
734. Joseph said, the best of the land of Egypt, which is Raamses and this is the land that they set aside for their idol to pasture in to
its heart's content. And all the Egyptians considered those who tend
their idols as themselves idols. And this is why Joseph requested
from Pharaoh THE LAND OF RAAMSES TO TEND THEIR FLOCKS, in
order to place his brothers in control over the gods of Egypt, so that
they should be subjugated under them as slaves under their king,
and that all of them should be subjugated under the name of Yud Hei
Vav Hei on their part, and that none should rule in the world
excepting the name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, and that all the appointed
chieftains should also be subjugated to Him.
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735. And to show them that He will in the future punish them, as it is
written: "and against all the Elohim of Egypt I will execute
judgments: I am Hashem" (Shemot 12:12), because they mislead
mankind and make themselves divine; and since the appointee of
the ram is greater than the appointees of the other Elohim, the Holy
One, blessed be He, commanded Yisrael: "They shall take to them
every man a lamb, according to the house of their fathers, a lamb for
a house" (Shemot 12:3); and He gave them control over it, and they
took hold of it as they did for one day, and for two and three days,
and subsequently they brought it out for judgments before the eyes
of all Egypt, to demonstrate that their deity is at Yisrael's disposal to
enact judgment on it.

736. Therefore is it written: "Eat not of it raw, nor boiled at all in
water, but roast with fire; its head with its legs, and with its
entrails" (Shemot 12:9), so that it should be judged in the roasting
fire. And He commanded that its bones be cast with contempt into
the market-place, wherefore is it written: "Neither shall you break a
bone of it" (Ibid. 46). And He commanded that on the fourth day,
after it had been bound for three days, judgment be enacted upon it.
And this was harder for them than all the plagues with which the
Holy One, blessed be He, smote them through the Faithful Shepherd.
Furthermore, He commanded that it not be eaten with appetite, BUT
WITH A FULL STOMACH. And immediately on their seeing its bones
in the market-place and being unable to rescue it, this was the most
difficult thing for them. Furthermore, it is said about them: "and your
staff in your hand" (Ibid. 11), to subdue all the idols of Egypt under
their hands. And since their Elohim are the first-born of the
chieftains, it is written: "Hashem smote all the firstborn" (Ibid. 29).

737. And after all this, it is written: "no leavened bread (Heb.
Chametz) shall be eaten" (Shemot 13:3), "seven days you shall you
eat unleavened bread (Heb. matzot) with it, the bread of
affliction" (Devarim 16:3). And it is written: "You shall eat nothing
leavened (Heb. machmetzet)" (Shemot 12:20). Said the Faithful
Shepherd: Why did He command not to eat leavened bread for seven
days, but to eat on them unleavened bread (Heb. matzah)? And why
IN ONE CASE is it written: "no...shall be eaten," while in THE OTHER
CASE it is written: "You shall eat nothing"? AND HE ANSWERS,
there are seven planets, namely Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun, Venus,
Mercury, and Moon, AND THESE ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, THAT
ARE IN THE VESSELS OF THE REAR OF MALCHUT. And they are
from the side of good and evil, for the light that is within is matzoh,
while the Klipah that is on the outside is chametz. And the chametz
is masculine, while machmetzet is feminine, AND THEY ARE MALE
AND FEMALE OF THAT SAME KLIPAH THAT IS ON THE OUTSIDE.
AND ABOUT THE MALE OF THE KLIPAH, WHICH IS NOT THAT
GRAVE, IT IS SAID: "NO...SHALL BE EATEN," BUT ABOUT THE
FEMALE OF THE KLIPAH, WHICH IS A SERIOUS MATTER, IT IS
SAID: "YOU SHALL EAT NOTHING."
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738. The Matzah that is within THE SEVEN ABOVE-MENTIONED
PLANETS is guarded FROM THE KLIPOT, which are "and the seven
maidens who were chosen to be given her, out of the king's
house" (Ester 2:9), NAMELY, THE VESSELS OF THE REAR OF
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, IN WHICH CHOCHMAH IS COATED AT THE
TIME OF GREATNESS OF MALCHUT. And about them it is said:
"And you shall observe (guard) the (commandment of) unleavened
bread" (Shemot 12:17) Matzah is guarded FROM THE KLIPOT, for her
husband, who is Vav, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE VAV OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI. And MATZAH (MEM TZADIK
HEI), with it, THE VAV, becomes mitzvah (lit. 'a precept' - Mem Tzadik
Vav Hei).
739. And he who guards it for the Yud Hei, that are hidden in the
Mem Tzadik of Matzah, FOR, IN THE ATBASH ALPHABET, WHERE
THE FINAL LETTER, TAV, IS SUBSTITUTED FOR THE FIRST
LETTER, ALEPH, AND THE PENULTIMATE LETTER, SHIN, FOR THE
SECOND LETTER, BET, Yud is Mem, Hei is Tzadik, AS THE MEM OF
MATZOH IS REPLACED BY YUD, AND THE TZADIK OF MATZOH IS
REPLACED BY HEI, THIS THEREFORE BEING THE SECRET OF THE
YUD HEI, HIDDEN IN THE MEM TZADIK OF MATZOH. And the Holy
One, blessed be He, commanded that MALCHUT be blessed with
seven blessings on the Eve of Passover, namely, its seven maidens,
NAMELY, THE SEVEN VESSELS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, FROM THE
ASPECT OF THE REAR, AS ABOVE, WHICH ARE CALLED 'Saturn',
'Jupiter', 'Mars', 'Sun', 'Venus', 'Mercury', and 'Moon'. And He
commanded that THE KLIPOT, WHICH ARE chametz (lit. 'leavened
bread') and machmetzet (lit. 'anything leavened') be removed from
them, for they are dark clouds that cover the lights of the seven
planets, as it is said about them: "and when they had eaten them up,
it could not be known that they had eaten them; but they were still illfavored," namely, darkness, "as at the beginning." (Beresheet 41:21).
For the darkness of their clouds is so STRONG that the lights THAT
ARE IN THE SEVEN PLANETS are unable to illuminate to them, and
for this reason: "it could not be known that they had eaten them."
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

106. "Rebuke the wild beast of the reed grass"
Rabbi Shimon explains the meaning of the wild beast and the reed grass. He says that the reed is the head over all the kingdoms and in the future
God will break it like a reed.
740. Rabbi Shimon opened with: "Rebuke the wild beast of the reed
grass, the company of the bulls with the calves of the
peoples" (Tehilim 68:31). "Rebuke the wild beast" refers to that beast
on to which Esau held. "Reed grass" is as we have learned, for on
the day that Solomon took the daughter of Pharaoh, Gabriel came
and stuck a reed in the sea, and the city of Rome was built on it.
What is "reed?" It is the male of that wicked animal ONTO WHICH
ESAU HELD, which has a small part in the unity of holiness, namely
the reed that GABRIEL stuck into the great sea. And for this reason it
rules the world, and about this rule it is written: "the reeds and
rushes shall wither" (Yeshayah 19:6). "Reed" is the regime and head
over all kingdoms, and furthermore IT IS FOR THIS REASON
CALLED "reed," since in the future the Holy One, blessed be He, is
going to break it as a reed.
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741. Come and see: In Egypt THAT "WILD BEAST OF THE REED
GRASS" rules, and a number of different types of regime issue from
it. And they all are in the secret of chametz (lit. 'leavened bread').
Since the Holy One, blessed be He, broke it, He removed the
chametz (lit. 'leavened bread') and introduced Matzah (lit.
'unleavened bread'). What did He use TO BREAK IT? With the
smallest and thinnest thread, He broke the letter Chet of chametz
(Chet Mem Tzadik). Thus it is called "the wild beasts of the reed
grass" because it is as easy to break as is this reed. With what was it
broken? It was with a thread small as a hair that He broke the Chet
and removed it from its former state and it became Matzah.
Therefore it is written: "Rebuke the wild beast of the reed grass," for
the Holy One, blessed be He, rebuked it, and the Chet of chametz
was broken and became a Hei.

742. And in the future the Holy One, blessed be He, will break that
reed as follows: He will break off the foot of the Kof of kaneh (lit.
'reed'), so hineh (lit. 'behold' - Hei Nun Hei) will remain, AS IS
WRITTEN: "Behold, Adonai Elohim will come with might, and His
arm shall rule for Him: behold, His reward is with Him, and His hire
before Him" (Yeshayah 40:10). What is the meaning of "and His
hire"? This is the operation on that letter Kof, "and His hire before
Him," for He will remove the foot of the Kof OF KANEH (KOF NUN
HEI), making it into hineh. "A harbinger to Zion will I give: Behold
(Heb. hineh), behold them" (Yeshayah 41:27).
Rabbi Shimon says that Esau is Rome that is attached to the reed
that Gabriel stuck in the great sea; the reed is also called leavened
bread. When the Redemption comes God will break that reed and the
Temple will be revealed in the world. The Faithful Shepherd
compares the two Temples to the pupils of the eye that are clouded.
He talks about the two Messiahs and looks forward to the day when
the rule of Rome will be broken.
Ra'aya Meheimna (The Faithful Shepherd)
743. Rabbi Shimon opened with the verse: "Rebuke the wild beast of
the reed grass, the company of the bulls with the calves of the
peoples." "Rebuke the wild beast of the reeds" refers to a reed, to
which is attached Esau, which is the large city, Rome, that Gabriel
stuck as a reed in the great sea - WHICH IS A SECRET, FOR THE
REED IS ATTACHED TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'THE GREAT
SEA', and on it a large city, Rome was built, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE KINGDOM OF ESAU. And this is a reed that is CALLED
'chametz' (lit. 'leavened bread'). When the Redemption comes to
Yisrael, He will break THAT REED, as it is written: "Rebuke the wild
beast of the reeds, the company," and the chametz THAT IS DRAWN
DOWN FROM THE REED is immediately removed from the world,
WITH its machmetzet, NAMELY, ITS FEMALE, which is THE CITY
Rome, and Matzah (lit. 'unleavened bread') will be revealed in the
world, for this is the Temple, the First Temple and the Second
Temple, WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT.
744. The Faithful Shepherd said: They, THE FIRST TEMPLE AND THE
SECOND TEMPLE, correspond to the pupil of the right eye and the
pupil of the left eye, and they correspond to the large and small
Rome, paralleling the two clouds that cover the pupils of the right
EYE and of the left EYE. They, in turn, correspond to leaven and
leavened bread. And so long as these are not removed from the
world, with not one of them being seen or found, the First Temple
and the Second Temple are unable to be revealed in the world.
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745. And what healing will there be for the clouds that darken the
pupils of the right and left eyes? What will be their remedy? This is
the gall of a calf, as it is written: "there shall the calf feed, and there
shall he lie down" (Yeshayah 27:10). "There shall the calf feed"
refers to Messiah son of Joseph, about whom it is said: "His firstling
of his herd, grandeur is his" (Devarim 33:17), WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE FACE OF OX FROM THE LEFT SIDE. "and there shall he lie
down" refers to Messiah son of David. One, NAMELY, MESSIAH SON
OF DAVID, removes the large Rome, and the other, NAMELY
MESSIAH SON OF JOSEPH, removes the small Rome; and
corresponding to them are Michael and Gabriel, WHERE THE
MICHAEL CORRESPONDS TO MESSIAH SON OF DAVID AND THE
GABRIEL, TO MESSIAH SON OF JOSEPH.
746. And hence the Chet, which a thin thread breaks, and is replaced
with a Hei, TURNING THE CHAMETZ (CHET MEM TZADIK) INTO
MATZOH (MEM TZADIK HEI). For initially, "The reeds and rushes
(Heb. suf) shall wither." 'Reed' refers to the rule of Rome, which is an
end (Heb. sof) for all the kings, and which in the future the Holy One,
blessed be He, will break. "Rebuke the wild beast of the reed grass"
means rebuking the wicked beast, which is the Chet of chametz, and
the foot of the Chet of machmetzet is broken, of which it is said: "Her
feet go down to death" (Mishlei 5:5). Moreover: "Rebuke the wild
beast of the reed grass" means that He will break the foot of the Kof
of kaneh (Kof Nun Hei), and hineh (lit. 'behold' - Hei Nun Hei)
remains. Immediately: "Behold, Adonai Elohim will come with might,
and His arm shall rule for Him: behold, His reward is with Him, and
His hire before Him" and: "A harbinger to Zion will I give: Behold,
behold them (Heb. hineh, hinam); and to Jerusalem a messenger of
good tidings." THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'hineh' is 60; NAMELY,
SIXTY YEARS after the year 1200, THE VERSES QUOTED ABOVE
WILL BE FULFILLED, AS IS CLARIFIED BELOW.

107. Four redemptions
Rabbi Shimon talks about the number of years until the redemption and the gathering in of the exiles, and we learn that there will be four
redemptions. Explanation is made of the associated gematria and of the role of the four beasts of the chariot.
747. And the holy luminary said: "All the souls that came with
Jacob...were sixty six" (Beresheet 46:26). Sixty is for the awakening
of the first Messiah, and six is for the awakening of the second
Messiah, and this leaves six years to go until the number 72, WHICH
IS WHEN THE REDEMPTION WILL TAKE PLACE, NAMELY, ONE
THOUSAND YEARS, WHICH IS THE WHOLE OF THE FIFTH
MILLENIUM THAT IS DESTRUCTION THROUGHOUT, AND 272
YEARS INTO THE SIXTH MILLENIUM, to establish therein the verse:
"Six years you shall sow your field, and six years you shall prune
your vineyard, and gather in its fruit" (Vayikra 25:3); NAMELY,
TWICE SIX AFTER ONE MILLENIUM AND SIXTY YEARS IS THE TIME
TO "GATHER IN ITS FRUIT" NAMELY, THE IN GATHERING OF THE
EXILES, FOR YISRAEL IS CALLED 'FRUIT', as it is said: "Yisrael is
holy to Hashem, the firstfruits of His increase" (Yirmeyah 2:3).
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748. HE ASKS: If it is so, THAT THE REDEMPTION IS TO BE IN THE
1272ND YEAR, what is the intent of the verse: "Sing (Heb. Ronu =
256) with gladness for Jacob" (Yirmeyah 31:6), WHICH WOULD
SEEM TO IMPLY THAT THE REDEMPTION WILL BE IN THE 1256TH
YEAR? HE ANSWERS THAT there are to be four redemptions
corresponding to the four cups of wine at Passover, AND THEY ARE
THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT,
since Yisrael is scattered into the four directions of the world,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, TIFERET
and MALCHUT, and those who are among the nations that are far
away, will be REDEEMED early, in the 1256th YEAR. The next group
WILL BE REDEEMED IN THE TWELVE HUNDRED AND 60th YEAR;
the third GROUP IN THE TWELVE HUNDRED 66th YEAR; and the
fourth GROUP IN THE YEAR TWELVE HUNDRED 72nd YEAR.
749. And these redemptions will be with the four living creatures OF
THE CHARIOT: LION, OX, EAGLE AND MAN, in the name of the Yud
Hei Vav Hei, that rides on them, as it is written: "that you ride upon
your horses, your chariots of salvation" (Chavakuk 3:8). Opposite
them will awaken below four standards and twelve tribes, in the
secret OF THE THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI'S: 'Hashem reigns; Hashem
reigned; Hashem will reign forever and ever'. There are here twelve
letters, corresponding to the twelve tribes, and the twelve faces of
the three patriarchs, NAMELY, THE THREE COLUMNS OF CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, about whom it has been said: The
patriarchs are the Chariot, FOR THE FOUR LIVING CREATURES ARE
IN THE CHARIOT, THE FACE OF LION, OX, EAGLE, AND MAN. AND
EACH HAS THE THREE COLUMNS CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, MAKING TWELVE FACES. And these ten tribes ALLUDE to
a thousand years, while the other two tribes ALLUDE to two hundred
years, and from the twelve letters OF THE THREE YUD HEI VAV
HEI'S are suspended the 72 Names. FOR THESE TWELVE LETTERS
ARE TO BE FOUND IN EACH SFIRAH OF CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND
TWELVE MULTIPLIED BY SIX ARE 72. And these 72 are the years
after one thousand and two hundred years. AND FROM THIS IS THE
ALLUSION THAT THE REDEMPTION WILL COME AFTER 1272
YEARS, AS ABOVE. AND IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THAT ALL
THE APOCALYPTIC DATES MENTIONED IN THE ZOHAR IMPLY
THAT THAT IS A FAVORABLE TIME FOR YISRAEL TO REPENT, AND
THAT THEIR REDEMPTION IS DEPENDENT ON THEIR REPENTANCE.
750. And they, THE 72 NAMES, allot 24 to each of the three holy
living creatures CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, WHICH IS TO SAY AS
FOLLOWS: IF ONE DIVIDES THE 72 NAMES BETWEEN THE SIX
SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD,
THERE WILL BE TWELVE IN EACH SFIRAH, AS ABOVE; BUT IF ONE
DIVIDES THE 72 BETWEEN THE THREE SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET ONLY, THERE WILL BE 24 IN EACH SFIRAH, FOR 3 X
24 = 72. And the secret of 24 is: "And one called to the other and
said" (Yeshayah 6:3), they being three groups OF ANGELS, EACH
CONSISTING of 24 forms, where the first group says "Holy," and the
second group says "holy," and the third group says "holy." AND ALL
OF THIS IS IN THE ILLUMINATION OF THE 72 NAMES, FOR THE
THREE GROUPS TOGETHER COME TO 72. The left immediately
awakens with 42 letters, NAMELY, THE 42-LETTER NAME, that
executes judgment on Amalek.

108. "A bird's nest"
This section talks about the sages of the Torah, the sages of the Mishnah, the people of Yisrael, priests and Kabbalists. We hear that during the exile
prayer was decreed instead of sacrifices.
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751. "If a bird's nest chance to be before you in the way" (Devarim
22:6). "In the way" refers to the sages of the Bible, "in any tree" to
the sages of the Mishnah, who are as young birds nestling in the
branches of the tree. And there are those who say that "in any tree"
refers to Yisrael about whom it is said: "for as the days of a tree
shall the days of My people be" (Yeshayah 65:22); or that "on the
ground" refers to the sages of the Torah, about whom it is said:
'Sleep on the ground and live a life of suffering while you toil in the
Torah'. "Young ones" (Ibid.) refers to young priests, and
"eggs" (Ibid.) are those whom the Holy One, blessed be He,
nourishes from buffalo's horns to louse's eggs THAT IS TO SAY,
INCLUDING EVERYTHING, FROM THE SMALLEST TO THE
LARGEST. "And the mother sitting upon the young" (Ibid.) is the
time when sacrifices used to be offered. What is written THEN? "You
shall not take the mother bird together with the young" (Ibid.). THAT
IS TO SAY: DO NOT BREAK UP THE UNION OF THE MOTHER, WHO
IS THE SHECHINAH, WITH THE YOUNG, WHO ARE YISRAEL.
752. After the destruction of the Temple and the annulment of the
sacrifices, what is written? "but you shall surely let the mother
go" (Devarim 22:7), WHERE THE MOTHER IS THE SHECHINAH, and
the young have been exiled, namely, "and take the young to
you" (Ibid.). FOR THE KABBALISTS ARE CALLED 'YOUNG',' for they
are from the side of the letter Aleph that is inserted in the spelling of
the letter Vav FILLED OUT, NAMELY, VAV ALEPH VAV OF THE YUD
HEI VAV HEI, which is a long world, FOR THIS LETTER ALEPH THAT
IS INSERTED IN THE FILLED OUT VAV ALEPH VAV, IS DRAWN
DOWN FROM BINAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE WORLD TO
COME, WHICH IS A WORLD THAT IS THROUGHOUT LONG, about
which it is said: "that it may be well with you, and that you may
prolong your days" in the world that is altogether long.
753. AND IN THE EXILE, prayer was decreed instead of sacrifices,
AND YISRAEL raised their voices with the sound of the songs, the
recital of the Sh'ma, WHICH ASCENDS to the Central Column that is
on high, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, for the mother and the daughter,
WHICH ARE BINAH AND MALCHUT, are in exile, FOR INASMUCH AS
MALCHUT IS COMPOSED OF BINAH, TO THAT EXTENT BINAH IS
ALSO IN EXILE, and immediately on ZEIR ANPIN's descent, He is
joined with the daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, that is called 'dim
hand', in order to connect the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with the
Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT IN SIX SFIROT, FOR THE RECITAL OF THE
SH'MA IS THE DRAWING DOWN OF the six intermediate Sfirot OF
GREATNESS TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Immediately, 'Blessed
be the name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever' is
whispered to Chochmah, FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF THE UNITY OF
MALCHUT, TO WHICH THE EMANATION IS THEN DRAWN DOWN
FROM CHOCHMAH.

109. The four passages in the Tefilin and the recital of Sh'ma
After a description of the four sections of the Tefilin we hear that the prayer, the Sh'ma, is the crown on the head of Zeir Anpin, because Sandalfon
ties all the prayers together and makes them into a crown. The assertion is made that the Shechinah is God's tabernacle, His table, His candelabra,
His ark and His altar.
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754. The NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'one' (Heb. echad), THE FINAL
WORD OF THE FIRST LINE OF THE SH'MA YISRAEL, together with
the NUMERICAL VALUE OF 'glory' (Heb. kavod), FROM 'BLESSED
BE THE GLORY OF THE NAME OF HIS KINGDOM FOR EVER AND
EVER', add up to Mem Hei of Chochmah (Chet Caf Mem Hei). For
CHOCHMAH is brought down to Ima, and immediately on the
descent OF CHOCHMAH TO IMA, the people bind it with the knot of
the head Tefilin, FOR THE KNOT OF THE HEAD TEFILIN IS THE
SECRET OF LEAH, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF DRY LAND, WHO IS
THE ONE TO RECEIVE FROM DESCENDING CHOCHMAH, IN THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "AND YOU SHALL SEE MY
BACK" (SHEMOT 33:23), THAT ALLUDES TO THE KNOT OF THE
HEAD TEFILIN. And for this reason, the four sections of the Tefilin
are: "Sanctify to me" (Shemot 13:1-10), which is Chochmah; "And it
shall be when Hashem shall bring you into the land" (Shemot 13:1116), which is Binah; "Hear, O Yisrael" (Devarim 6:4-9), which is
Tiferet, consisting of six Sfirot in the six words OF THE SH'MA: Hear,
O-Yisrael, Hashem, our-Elohim, Hashem is-one; "And it shall come
to pass, if you hearken" (Devarim 11:13-21), which is Malchut that is
CALLED 'faint hand'. The prayer is Keter (lit. 'crown'), namely, a
crown on the head OF ZEIR ANPIN, IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE:
"There is none holy as Hashem" (I Shmuel 2:2), WHERE THE
LETTER CAF (MEANING 'AS') ALLUDES TO KETER, because
Sandalfon ties all the prayers together and makes them into a crown.
755. At that time the table has to be prepared for the King's banquet,
and the tabernacle and candelabra and the ark and the altar and all
sorts of utensils of the King's house have to be arranged. And we do
not refer to just any table that is not made by the Holy One, blessed
be He, for we are referring to none other than the table which is
made by the Holy One, blessed be He, which is His Shechinah. And
THE SHECHINAH is ZEIR ANPIN's tabernacle, His table, His
candelabra, His ark, His altar, for she, THE SHECHINAH, consists of
all the utensils of the upper King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN.

110. The shew-bread which is the twelve faces
We learn about the sacrifices that are made by fire, and about the correspondence between the show-bread and the twelve countenances of the
three Holy Beasts. The Faithful Shepherd uses the analogy of the oven in which the bread is baked to show the role of the Shechinah, and says that
there is clean fine flour in the bread of the Torah. In reference to the wood that is burned in the offering he tells us that the name given to the sages
of Torah is "trees of holiness."
756. Those WHO ARE CALLED 'SONS', WHO ARE MENTIONED
ABOVE, are the ones who arrange the wine and bread of the upper
King, ZEIR ANPIN, and about them it is said: "My offering, the
provision of My sacrifices made by fire" (Bemidbar 28:2). For only
those that are called 'the fire offerings of Hashem' may be offered to
Him, and it is therefore WRITTEN: "My offering, the provision of My
sacrifices made by fire." For it is said about it: "Come, eat of my
bread" (Mishlei 9:5), and they are called 'the shew-bread' (lit. 'the
bread of the countenances'), there being twelve countenances THAT
ARE ALLUDED TO IN THE THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI'S: "Hashem
bless you... Hashem make His face to shine... Hashem lift up His
countenance..." (Bemidbar 6:24-26), AND THERE ARE THUS
TWELVE THAT CORRESPOND TO THE twelve countenances of three
holy living creatures.
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757. What is the bread of these twelve countenances? It is the bread
of man, which is THE SECRET OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY
SPELLED WITH ALEPHs, THUS YUD VAV DALET; HEI ALEPH; VAV
ALEPH VAV; HEI ALEPH, WHICH IS THE NUMERICAL EQUIVALENT
OF MAN (HEB. ADAM = 45). AND THEY ARE TWELVE IN THE
SECRET OF THE THREE YUD HEI VAV HEI'S, WHICH MEAN THE
THREE COLUMNS, IN EACH OF WHICH IS ONE YUD HEI VAV HEI,
MAKING A TOTAL OF TWELVE LETTERS, AS ABOVE. And He has
bread in four faces, which are the four letters of the Yud Hei Vav Hei,
THAT INCLUDE TWELVE FACES, AS ABOVE. This bread of the
King's table is clean fine flour, THAT CONTAINS NO CHAFF OR
STRAW, WHICH ARE JUDGMENTS.
758. His oven, in which he bakes the bread, is the Shechinah, for
THE BREAD cooks and is completed there. And this is why one
should not start cutting the bread other than at the point where its
cooking was completed, namely, it is similar to the perfection of a
fruit that has reached full ripeness. And this is Adonai, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, which is completion and perfection of the Yud Hei Vav
Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, which is the shew-bread (lit. 'bread of the
faces'), NAMELY, THE TWELVE COUNTENANCES MENTIONED
ABOVE WHICH ARE IN ZEIR ANPIN. Adonai is ZEIR ANPIN's oven
AND COMPLETES HIM. AND IT IS CALLED 'A FURNACE' (HEB.
KIVSHAN) because it is subdued (Heb. KEVUSHAH) under its
husband, and for her it is it said: "And Mount Sinai smoked in every
part, because Hashem descended upon it in fire: and the smoke
thereof ascended like the smoke of a furnace" (Shemot 19:18).
"Furnace" here does not MEAN as an ordinary furnace, but rather
that in which He applies (Heb. kovesh) His mercies to His people
when they pray and present their supplications. AND SO IS IT SAID:
May Your mercy suppress (Heb. YICHBESHU) your anger. And IT
WAS SAID of it: What do you have to do with the secrets of the
Merciful One? FOR THE SECRETS OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, ARE CALLED 'KIVSHE' (LIT. 'SECRETS') OF THE MERCIFUL
ONE.
759. And in the bread of the Torah there is CLEAN fine flour, which
the King gives to those about whom it is said: 'All Yisrael are the
children of kings', NAMELY, HE GIVES IT TO THOSE WHO ARE
CALLED 'CHILDREN', for it is the food of the righteous. And there is
also bread of the Torah that is waste matter and which is given to the
servants and handmaids of the king's house, WHO ATTEND TO THE
HORSES AND RIDERS OF THE KING'S HOUSE. And for this reason it
is said about the queen: "She rises also while it is yet night, and
gives food to her household, and a portion to her maidens" (Mishlei
31:15), who are the sages of the Mishnah. And this is why it is said
about the food of the king: "and a tenth part of an efah of
flour" (Bemidbar 28:5). FINE FLOUR, certainly; while THE TENTH
PART OF AN EFAH is the Yud (whose numerical value is ten) of
Adonai, which is certainly tenth, and it follows that this fine flour is
the food of the King, AS ABOVE.
760. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID: Rise up, holy luminary, you
and Rabbi Elazar, your son, together with Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Yehuda,
Rabbi Yosi, Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yudai, to prepare a gift for the
King, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, to make a sacrifice of all the
limbs, which are Yisrael, so that they should be sacrificial offerings
to the Holy One, blessed be He. And those who are called 'the
Neshamah' of YISRAEL ARE OFFERED to the limbs of the holy
Shechinah, NAMELY, TO THE SFIROT OF MALCHUT, WHICH IS
CALLED 'fire OF the Most High'. AND THIS FIRE is attached to the
pieces of wood that are called "the wood (Heb. etz) of the burnt
offering" (Beresheet 22:6), namely, the Tree (Heb. etz) of Life, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Tree (Heb. etz) of Knowledge of Good and
Evil, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Trees of holiness are the name given to
the sages of Torah, for the Torah is attached to them, as it is said:
"Is not My word like a fire? says Hashem" (Yirmeyah 23:29).
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111. "My offering, the provision of My sacrifices made by fire"
We are told that Yisrael offers the Torah to God, and the Torah is His bread and His wine and His meat; the Torah is holy flesh that descends from
heaven. This explains the meaning of "My offering, the provision of My sacrifices made by fire."
761. It is said ABOUT MALCHUT: "a burnt offering to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:11), "an offering to Hashem" (Vayikra 27:9),
"a sacrifice made by fire to Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:6), and it is said:
"My offering, the provision of My sacrifices made by fire" (Ibid. 2).
And has it not already been written: Sacrifices must be offered to
none other than Hashem? What, therefore, is the meaning of "My
offering, the provision of My sacrifices made by (also: 'to') fire"? HE
ANSWERS, one who offers a gift does so by custom for the king, and
the king distributes it to whomever he pleases. Yisrael, likewise,
offers the Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the Holy One, blessed be
He, that is His bread and His wine and His meat. And it is said about
it, ABOUT THE TORAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, "bone of my bones,
and flesh of my flesh" (Beresheet 2:23). And this is holy flesh, about
which the teachers of the academy taught: We are talking about
flesh that descends from heaven.

112. Fine flour, average flour and waste matter
Moses says that God gives His finest food to those He loves who are on the side of the Tree of Life; He gives His average food to the angels, or
sages of Mishnah; and he gives the waste food to the evil spirits and demons.
762. What does the Holy One, blessed be He, do with this gift,
NAMELY, WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF THE MATING MADE BY THE
SACRIFICE, AS ABOVE? HE IS like a king who eats at his own table,
and every type is served at the table: fine flour, medium flour, and
waste matter, and he distributes from his table to all those sitting at
the banquet, through his appointees, to each one as befits him. He
commands that bread made out of fine flour that the king eats be
given to those he loves who are near to him as it is written: "My
offering, the provision of My sacrifices made by fire, for a sweet
savor to Me" (Bemidbar 28:2), namely: "the offerings of Hashem
made by fire, and His dues shall they eat" (Devarim 18:1). And THIS
FOOD is from the side of the Tree of Life AND IS, THEREFORE,
CLEAN FINE FLOUR, WITHOUT ANY WASTE MATTER AT ALL. But
from the side of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, IN WHICH
THERE IS WASTE MATTER, which is the average flour, He
commanded to be given to the angels, while the waste matter HE
GIVES to the evil spirits and demons who serve the horses and
riders of the king.

763. And here, too, THE MEDIUM FLOUR IS GIVEN to the king's
horsemen, namely the sages of Mishnah, who are as the angels, and
their servants are the Jewish spirits (Heb. shed - Shin Dalet) marked
by the sign of Shadai, FOR THEY ARE WRITTEN WITH THE LETTERS
SHIN DALET OF SHADAI (SHIN DALET YUD). And there are also evil
spirits and demons from the side of impurity that are called 'idolworshipping spirit', for "The Elohim has made the one as well as the
other" (Kohelet 7:14).
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764. And for this reason the sages of the Mishnah said: There are
three kinds of them, OF THE SPIRITS OF THE JEWS. One kind are
like ministering angels, the second kind are like human beings and
the third kind are like animals, and some of them are scholars in the
Written Law and the Oral Law. And he who is called 'Joseph the
spirit' is so called because he was sired by a spirit. And it was not
for nothing that the sages of the Mishnah said: If the rabbi is similar
to an angel of Hosts, let them seek Torah from his mouth. FOR THE
SAGES OF THE MISHNAH ARE LIKENED TO THE ANGELS. And
Asmodeus, the king OF THE SPIRITS, and all his family are, it has
been taught, Jewish spirits, for they have submitted to the Torah and
the names of the Torah.

765. And because the sons of Aaron arranged their sacrifices, this is
why they were punished, for even though all the sacrifices are
offered to the king, THE KING distributes them to each one, as befits
him, and takes for himself what befits him.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

113. Shavuot
We learn that the Torah depends on the river issuing forth from Eden.
766. "Also on the day of the firstfruits, when you bring a new meal
offering to Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:26). Rabbi Aba said: It is written
"the day of the firstfruits," but what does "day" refer to? HE
ANSWERS THAT this is a river issuing forth from Eden, NAMELY,
ZEIR ANPIN, who is a day of those upper first-fruits, NAMELY YUD
HEI, ABA AND IMA, WHO ARE CALLED 'FIRST-FRUITS'. And upon it
the Torah depends, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, and He brings forth all
the secrets of the Torah, and because He is the Tree of Life, the fruit
of the tree has to be brought.
Moses says that Yisrael is the firstfruits for God of all the nations in
the world. He tells us that Vav is the river that comes out of Eden,
and that when the river comes out then all the secrets of the Torah
also come out. Moses talks about the six Sfirot that are called the
primordial years of the creation of the world; because the six Sfirot
preceded the world and all the creatures, they are called firstfruits.
Man is called the firstborn son after the name of the sign of the
covenant that is Yud. Lastly the Faithful Shepherd tells us that the
Torah is called 'glory' and anyone who studies Torah is called a king.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
767. "Also on the day of the firstfruits, when you bring a new meal
offering to Hashem." Rabbi Aba said: "the day of the firstfruits"
refers to the upper firstfruits of the Torah, NAMELY, ABA AND IMA,
as it is written: "The choicest first-fruits of your land you shall
bring" (Shemot 23:19). The Faithful Shepherd said, Just as the
firstborn to their mother, so are the first-fruits of the tree called, "the
first ripe fruit in the fig" (Hoshea 9:10). So, too, is Yisrael the firstripe and the first-fruits for the Holy One, blessed be He, of all the
nations of the world, as it is written: "Yisrael is holy to
Hashem..." (Yirmeyah 2:3). For this reason it is said about them,
ABOUT THE FIRST FRUITS THAT ALLUDE TO YISRAEL: "you shall
bring to the house of Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 23:19),
NAMELY, THAT THEY SHOULD MERIT COMPLETE REDEMPTION.
AND BECAUSE OF WHAT it is said about the idolatrous nations:
"and they devour Yisrael with open mouth" (Yeshayah 9:11); IT IS
ALSO SAID ABOUT THEM: "ALL THAT DEVOUR HIM shall be held
guilty; evil shall come upon them" (Yirmeyah 2:3).
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768. And so, too, VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, that includes six
Sfirot, and which is the son of Yud Hei, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA
THAT ARE CALLED 'FIRST-FRUITS', is called 'a firstfruit'. And all the
branches that come out from it and in which there are heads, THE
LEVELS WHICH CONTAIN THE UPPER THREE SFIROT THAT ARE
TERMED HEAD, are called 'first-fruits'. Vav is a river of those upper
firstfruits, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and this is the river that comes out
of Eden, WHICH IS YUD HEI, and it is on this that the Torah is
dependent. And when it comes out AND IS REVEALED then all
secrets of the Torah come out because it is both the Tree of Life and
the Torah, as it is written: "She is a Tree of Life to those who lay hold
on her" (Mishlei 3:18). And the precepts OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS
THE TORAH, are like the buds of the fruit of the tree that have to be
brought TO THE HOUSE OF HASHEM.

769. The Faithful Shepherd said, You might ask: Why are the firstfruits, that are called "a new meal offering" (Bemidbar 28:26), TO BE
FOUND ON THE TREE from six months to six months? THAT IS,
DURING THE SIX MONTHS OF THE WINTER AND AUTUMN THEY
ARE ON THE TREE AS A FETUS IN ITS MOTHER'S WOMB, AND
FROM WHEN THEY START GROWING UNTIL THEY ARE FULLY RIPE
ANOTHER SIX MONTHS PASS. WHAT IS THE REASON FOR THIS
TAKING SIX MONTHS? And again, about man it is said: "for is the
tree of the field a man" (Devarim 20:19). WHAT IS THE REASON FOR
HIS HAVING a nine or seven-month GESTATION PERIOD? And it is
also SAID about cattle: "then it shall be seven days under its dam;
and from the eighth day and thenceforth it shall be accepted for an
offering made by fire to Hashem" (Vayikra 22:27), namely, to be
offered as a sacrifice before Hashem. AND WHAT IS THE REASON
FOR THE SEVEN DAYS BEING REQUIRED? Furthermore, why are
the Sfirot, in which are the name of the Yud Hei Vav Hei and all His
appellations, called by the names of the living creatures, NAMELY,
LION, OX, EAGLE, AND MAN?
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770. HE ANSWERS, however, "a new meal offering" is to be
understood by way of mystery, AND ITS MEANING is the Shechinah.
From six months to six months THAT THE FRUITS ARE GESTATING
ON THE TREE refers to the six Sfirot CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD which are called 'the primordial years
of the creation of the world', which are the secret of the six thousand
years that the world has been in existence, AND THEY ARE CALLED
'YEARS' from the aspect of upper Ima, WHICH IS BINAH, while from
the aspect of lower Ima, WHICH IS MALCHUT, they are called
'months'. And because these six SFIROT preceded the world and all
the creatures, they are called 'firstfruits', AND THIS IS THE SECRET
WHY THE FRUIT OF THE TREE ARE THE FIRST-FRUITS OF THE SIX
MONTHS, FROM THE TIME THEY START GROWING UNTIL THEY
ARE FULLY RIPE, NAMELY, CORRESPONDING TO CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD FROM THE
ASPECT OF MALCHUT.
771. And the Shechinah, which is "a new meal offering" is from the
aspect of the living creature, about whom it is said "As for the
likeness of their faces, they had the face of a man" (Yechezkel 1:10),
THAT IS THE NINE MONTHS OF GESTATION. FOR THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF 'MAN' (HEB. ADAM) is nine in the small calculation of
Enoch, FOR IN THE SECRET OF THE SMALL NUMBER, WHICH IS
METATRON, WHO IS CALLED 'ENOCH', THE VALUE OF THE
LETTERS IS CONSIDERED ONLY AS A NUMBER OF UNITS, SUCH
THAT THE LETTER MEM WILL BE ONLY FOUR, AND SO, TOO, TAV
WILL BE ONLY FOUR, AND SO ON, SO THAT THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF ADAM IS NINE. And this is the secret of man, who is born
after nine months of gestation. AND MAN WHO IS BORN is the tenth
TO THEM and is thereby included in all TEN SFIROT. AND MAN is
called 'the firstborn son', after the name of the sign of the covenant,
WHICH IS YESOD, which is Yud, NAMED AFTER the first drop drawn
out of him, seed shot as an arrow, FROM WHICH MAN IS BORN. AND
EVERY DROP IS CALLED 'YUD', BECAUSE IT INCLUDES YUD
SFIROT. And YESOD is Vav (numerical value of six) and IS THE
DROP, being Yud that rises over Vav, WHICH IS YESOD, just as the
fruit rises over the branch of the tree. AND BECAUSE THERE ARE
THREE UPPER SFIROT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF FIRSTFRUITS, IN
THE TEN SFIROT, MAN IS THEREFORE CALLED 'A FIRSTBORN
SON'.
772. And although there are many branches on the tree, on which are
a number of figs, those THAT RIPEN first at the beginning are called
'first-fruits'. And these are the 'heads' of all of them, and on a parallel
with them it is said: "Lift up your heads, O you gates" (Tehilim 24:7),
THE MEANING OF WHICH IS AS: "Lift up your eyes on high, and
behold who has created these?" (Yeshayah 40:26); and also: "Take
the sum (lit. 'Lift the head') of all the Congregation of the children of
Yisrael" (Bemidbar 1:2).

773. "Lift up your heads, O you gates." Gates here are the fifty gates
of Binah, which are the Heavenly Academy. "and be lifted up, you
everlasting doors" refers to the doors of the Earthly Academy,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, for everyone who engages in the Torah is, at
the end, lifted, as it is written: "If you have done foolishly in lifting
yourself up" (Mishlei 30:32). And the sages of the Mishnah taught:
Whoever abases himself (acts foolishly) for words of the Torah will,
in the end, be exalted. And this is the meaning of "and the King of
glory shall come in" (Tehilim 24:7), for there is no glory apart from
the Torah.
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774. It follows that whoever learns Torah, which is called 'glory', is
himself called 'a king', FOR IT IS WRITTEN "AND THE KING OF
GLORY SHALL COME IN" (TEHILIM 24:7). And it should not be said
that he is a king in the next world and no more than that, for he is a
king in both the worlds, in the image of his Master. And this is why
the verse comes twice: "Who is this king of glory?" (Ibid. 8) and
"Who is this king of glory?" (Ibid. 10), WHICH TEACHES THAT THE
REFERENCE IS TO BOTH THE WORLDS, THIS WORLD AND THE
WORLD TO COME. The verse "Lift up your heads, O you gates"
appears twice. What is the meaning of "your heads"? THE ANSWER
TO THIS IS THAT on the one occasion they refer to the living
creatures of the heavenly chariot, WHICH IS ABOVE THE CHEST OF
ZEIR ANPIN; and on the other occasion they refer to the living
creatures of the lower chariot THAT ARE IN MALCHUT.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna
Rabbi Shimon explains the meaning of "lift up your heads, O you
gates." We learn that God sanctifies all the festivals and makes sure
that all the hosts of heaven become sanctified along with the
children of Yisrael, in one unity.
775. Rabbi Shimon unraveled a verse, saying: "Lift up your heads, O
you gates..." This verse has been taught and we have learned it. "Lift
up your heads, O you gates," these are the upper gates, the gates of
upper understanding, and they are fifty in number. "your heads."
What heads does this refer to? THE ANSWER IS THAT each one,
NAMELY, EACH GATE, has a head to be unclothed and enter into
one another and to be incorporated within each other.

776. I found in the Book of Enoch: "Lift up your heads, O you gates."
These are the gates that are below the Patriarchs, NAMELY, BELOW
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE CALLED
'PATRIARCHS', and they are the three last SFIROT, NAMELY
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. "your heads" are the heads of the
thousand of Yisrael, and they are the upper patriarchs, NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, WHICH, AT THE TIME OF
GREATNESS, BECOME CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, and they
are the heads of those gates. And for the sake of these, NETZACH,
HOD, AND YESOD, which are the Ofanim that encompass and bear
them on their shoulders, it is said: "Lift up your heads, O gates." Lift
up whom? Your heads, for they, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET,
are heads over you and have control over you. "and be lifted up, you
everlasting doors" (Tehilim 24:7): These are the Matriarchs, and they
are four who are below, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET AND
MALCHUT, THAT ARE IN MALCHUT, WHERE SARAH IS CHESED,
RIVKAH IS GVURAH, LEAH IS TIFERET AND RACHEL IS MALCHUT.
777. "and the king of glory shall come in": This is the supreme King
over all, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH INCLUDES CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET AND ALSO NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD,
for he is King of that same glory because he gives light to the moon,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT IS CALLED 'GLORY'. And who is this? It
is "Hashem Tzevaot" (Ibid. 10), NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS SO
CALLED. "shall come" (Ibid. 7). HE ASKS, To what place HE "SHALL
COME"? AND HE ANSWERS, to bring the Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, in the Ark, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in one union as is fitting.
For after the former has entered his place, NAMELY, AFTER ZEIR
ANPIN HAS MATED WITH MALCHUT, WHICH IS HIS PLACE, IT IS
THEN CONSIDERED THAT the Torah, WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF
ZEIR ANPIN, has entered the Ark, WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF
MALCHUT. And they have become joined together in one union, the
upper Torah WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN with the Oral
Torah, WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF MALCHUT, for they join together in
order to interpret hidden matters, NAMELY, TO REVEAL THE
SECRETS OF THE TORAH TO THE RIGHTEOUS.
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778. HE ASKS: When IS THIS UNITY MADE? AND HE ANSWERS:
ABOUT THIS IT IS WRITTEN: "ALSO ON THE DAY OF THE
FIRSTFRUITS, WHEN YOU BRING A NEW MEAL OFFERING TO
HASHEM in your feast of weeks" (Bemidbar 28:26). AND THE
MEANING OF IT is according to your reckoning. For whenever
Yisrael makes calculations regarding the new moons and festivals,
the Holy One, blessed be He, sets an Ark within the heavens,
NAMELY, ONE THAT IS LIKE THE LECTERN ARK OF THE READER,
and passes a proclamation: 'My sons on earth have sanctified the
month (or) have sanctified the festival. Sanctify yourselves, all of
you in heaven.' And He sees to it that all the hosts of the heavens
become sanctified as one with the holy people and they all keep one
observance AT THE SAME TIME, ON THE SAME DAY THAT YISRAEL
DETERMINED ON EARTH. Therefore IT IS WRITTEN: "in your...
weeks," namely, according to your reckoning of these seven weeks.

114. "But you shall surely let the Mother go"
Rabbi Shimon uses the analogy of the mother bird brooding over her chicks to show how Yisrael must count seven weeks and thereby draw down
seven Sfirot.
779. And then the Holy One, blessed be He, draws down seven
grades at that grade, NAMELY, MALCHUT, which unites with them,
with those seven weeks, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, AND TIFERET AND NETZACH, HOD, YESOD, AND
MALCHUT. And should you suggest that there are six grades, and no
more, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD, FOR MALCHUT IS THE ONE THAT RECEIVES FROM THEM
AND IS NOT PART OF THE RECKONING, THE ANSWER WOULD BE:
Then Mother, NAMELY, BINAH, is sitting upon the young, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, and is to be found brooding over them, BINAH being sent
to fly away FROM THEM, and taking those six young ones, NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, with the
grade that is below them, NAMELY, MALCHUT, to fulfill the scriptural
verse: "but you shall surely let the mother go, and take the young to
you" (Devarim 22:7), WHERE THE MOTHER IS BINAH AND THE
YOUNG ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD
AND MALCHUT. AND WE THEREFORE COUNT SEVEN WEEKS,
DRAWING DOWN SEVEN SFIROT, NAMELY, MALCHUT ALSO, AND
HAVING DRAWN DOWN MALCHUT ALSO, WE DRAW DOWN
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD TO
INCLUDE THEM IN MALCHUT.

115. Yisrael know how to hunt good game
Rabbi Hamnuna Saba continues the analogy and tells how Malchut, as though a chick, is coaxed out from under the Mother, Binah, with soft little
prayers. Then Malchut stays with Yisrael, and the other Sfirot, like more small birds, fly out to Yisrael as well. We learn that one cannot pursue the
Mother, Binah, for she is inconceivable.
780. Rav Hamnuna Saba said: On that day Yisrael takes only five
sons, which are the five books of the Torah, NAMELY, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH
ARE THE FIVE PARTS OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED 'TORAH'.
And should you object, saying that the Sfirot are six in number, FOR
THERE IS ALSO YESOD, HE ANSWERS, the truth really is that there
are seven, together with a certain bird, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
they are thus to be found between the wings of Mother, WHICH IS
BINAH. AND THE REASON WHY HE THOUGHT INITIALLY THAT
THERE WERE ONLY FIVE GRADES, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH AND HOD, IS THAT THERE ARE MAINLY ONLY FIVE MAIN
GRADES WITH YESOD AND MALCHUT BEING TWO COMPONENTS
OF THOSE FIVE GRADES, AND CONTAINING NOTHING NEW. And
Yisrael knows how to hunt well for good and valuable game. What do
they do? They draw out that bird, WHICH IS MALCHUT, from under
the wings of Mother with soft little sounds from the mouth that they
whisper to her, one after the other, NAMELY, WITH MANY PRAYERS.
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781. And that bird, sensing those whispers and the sounds that they
voice to her under their breath, and even though she is under the
wings of Mother, she raises her head and looks out at the whispering
voices and flies out to them, emerging from under the wings of
Mother. So Yisrael takes her and holds her, whispering to her and
tying her with a knot so that she will not fly off and leave. Yisrael
immediately catches her in this knot, and the bird wants to fly off
and leave them but is unable to do so.

782. And while she is still bound in the hands OF YISRAEL, they
whisper their sounds, and she chirps with them, and flies up and
down. And all those sons who are under the wings of their Mother,
NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, when they hear that chirping of their sister,
MALCHUT, and the whisper of that sound FROM YISRAEL, they
immediately emerge from under the wings of their Mother and fly
towards that bird, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and Yisrael takes them and
unites with them. And had it not been for that bird, with which they
were attached initially, they, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, would never have flown to them, and
they would not have been able to unite with them.

783. How does one catch this holy bird? This is done by preparing
before her valuable food with rejoicing, and all sorts of delights, and
attending the synagogue and the school-house, and chirping at her
in a voice of whispers, as is fitting. And she, THE BIRD, who is
hiding under the wings of Mother, raises her head and looks at the
prepared tables, with the chirping which is for her, NAMELY, THE
PRAYERS, as is fitting, and she emerges FROM UNDER THE WINGS
OF MOTHER, and flies to them, as we have learned, and all those
sons, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, hold on to her.

784. And they send the one who is sitting over them, NAMELY,
MOTHER, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS SITTING OVER CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, and
she goes off. Because from the seventh heaven, WHICH IS CHESED,
and above, NAMELY, THE UPPER THREE SFIROT, do not expound
what is hidden from you. THEREFORE, send her away, THAT IS, THE
MOTHER, WHICH IS BINAH, WHICH IS ONE OF THE UPPER THREE
SFIROT, for you will not be able to catch her. About this, Scripture
says: "You shall surely let the mother go, and take the young to
you" (Devarim 22:7), THE MEANING OF WHICH IS THAT YOU
SHOULD NOT TRY TO PURSUE BINAH, FOR SHE IS NOT
CONCEIVABLE. BUT THE YOUNG, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE
CONCEIVABLE, YOU MAY TAKE TO YOU.
785. "you shall have a holy gathering (lit. 'calling')" (Bemidbar 28:26).
This is the calling and chirping, NAMELY, THE PRAYERS, that we
make for that holy bird, WHICH IS MALCHUT, at the beginning.
SUBSEQUENTLY, since the remaining days CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, hold on to her, they are
called 'holy callings' IN THE PLURAL. FOR this bird is called 'holy',
as it is written: "for it (she) is holy to you" (Shemot 31:14), WHICH IS
SAID ABOUT MALCHUT. And because she is holy, she calls to all of
them, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD,
and they come to her, which is why they are called 'holy callings'.
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786. And she calls TO CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, and Yisrael chirps along with her, and they, too, call,
and they therefore come to them and unite with them. This is why IT
IS WRITTEN: "These are the feasts of Hashem, holy gatherings
(callings), which you shall proclaim (call)" (Vayikra 23:4). AND THEY
ARE CALLED 'holy callings' AFTER their chirping, AND AFTER that
holy bird, WHICH IS holy, that calls them.

116. "A bird's nest"
The Faithful Shepherd says that the bird is the Shechinah, the nest is the Temple and the chicks are Yisrael. When Yisrael sinned and the Temple
was destroyed the Shechinah went away. We are told about the six orders of the Mishnah, the six words of the Sh'ma Yisrael, the sages of the Bible,
and the Kabbalists - and in all these Moses emphasizes the role and importance of prayer and intention.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
787. The Faithful Shepherd said: How obscure these matters are for
one who does not know them, and how transparent for one who
does! Certainly that bird is the Shechinah and its nest is the Temple,
WHERE THE SHECHINAH RESTED. And Yisrael are the young ones,
upon whom the mother, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, sits. Scripture
says: "and the mother bird sitting upon the young, OR UPON THE
EGGS" (Devarim 22:6). This refers to the sages of the Mishnah, who
fly in her precepts. "or upon the eggs" refers to the sages of the
Bible.

788. But when Yisrael sinned, and the Temple was destroyed, what is
written? "but you shall surely let the mother go" (Ibid. 7), BEING THE
SHECHINAH. This is as it is written: "And for your transgressions
was your mother sent away" (Yeshayah 50:1). And about the sages
of the six orders of the Mishnah, it is written: "and take the young to
you" (Devarim 22:7), These are the six ORDERS, from the side of the
six sons CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD,
which are under upper Mother, WHICH IS BINAH, and which are
alluded to in the six words of the Sh'ma Yisrael, or in the six orders
of the Mishnah. It is all the same, whether (a man offers) much or
little, if only he directs his mind towards Heaven, NAMELY, TO
UNITE MALCHUT WITH ZEIR ANPIN WHO IS CALLED 'HEAVEN', and
binds it with the knot of the Tefilin on the head and on the arm.

789. With what do the sons take THE ABOVE-MENTIONED SIX
EXTREMITIES OF GREATNESS? That is, with many whistles of the
sounds of the Sh'ma Yisrael? FOR THE SIX EXTREMITIES OF
GREATNESS ARE DRAWN DOWN IN THE UNITY OF THE RECITAL
OF THE SH'MA YISRAEL, AS ABOVE. And afterwards they secretly
whisper the silent prayer, NAMELY, THE AMIDAH PRAYER to the
Mother, WHICH IS BINAH, IN ORDER TO DRAW DOWN THE UPPER
THREE GRADES OF GREATNESS and to the daughter, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And these are Hei Hei, FOR MOTHER IS THE FIRST HEI
OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THE DAUGHTER IS THE LAST HEI.
And they descend to the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with his knot,
which is the Yud OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY, CHOCHMAH.
And upper Hei, WHICH IS BINAH, rests upon the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, THIS BEING THE SECRET OF the Tefilin over his head,
NAMELY, THE MOCHIN OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT. And the
small Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, descends to the Yud OF THE YUD
HEI VAV HEI, which is the knot of the upper Hei that is on the head of
the Vav. FOR THIS IS THE SECRET OF FATHER, WHICH IS THE YUD
OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHO ESTABLISHED THE DAUGHTER,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. And this, the Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is
connected with her in the Hei of a faint hand, NAMELY, THE KNOT
OF THE HAND TEFILIN. AND THIS IS IN SUCH A WAY THAT THE
YUD OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
KNOT OF THE HEAD TEFILIN, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MOTHER
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ON THE HEAD OF THE VAV AND IS THE KNOT OF THE HAND
TEFILIN, WHICH IS MALCHUT, IS WITH THE FAINT HAND OF ZEIR
ANPIN.
790. And for this reason, 'the young ones' are from the side of the
letter Vav, NAMELY, THE LIGHT OF RUACH, which includes the six
orders of the Mishnah, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. "or upon the eggs" refers to the sages
of the Bible, WHICH ARE IN THE ASPECT OF THE LIGHT OF THE
NEFESH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE FINAL HEI OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI. And it is said about them: At Hei (= five) years old, one is fit for
the study of Scripture, and this is MALCHUT, WHICH IS Hei. 'Sons'
refers to the side of the son of Yud Hei, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH HAS THE UPPER THREE SFIROT FROM YUD HEI, and these
are the Kabbalists, about whom it is said: "you shall not take the
mother bird together with the young" (Devarim 22:6).

117. Moses' bride
We learn that the sages of Kabbalah are also called the sages of the Talmud, and that study is divided into three parts: one-third study of the Torah,
one-third study of the Mishnah and one-third study of the Talmud. The Faithful Shepherd explains how it is permitted to interpret the secrets of the
Torah by expanding and restricting the meanings of certain words. In this way the sages can piece together the inner meanings, just as a tailor
pieces together the cloth for a suit. Moses concludes by speaking about the seven lights of the candelabrum and the seven blessings of the Sh'ma.
791. And the sages of Kabbalah are also called 'the sages of the
Talmud', and it is said about them: "and you shall teach them
diligently (Heb. Veshinantam)" (Devarim 6:7). And the sages of the
Mishnah taught: Do not read Veshinantam (lit. repeat them twice) but
Veshilashtam (lit. repeat them thrice) namely, a third Torah, a third
Mishnah, and a third in the Talmud. And the secret of the matter is:
"If a bird's nest chance to be before you in the way" (Devarim 22:6):
"in the way" refers to the sages of the Torah, "IN ANY TREE" TO THE
SAGES OF THE MISHNAH, AND "OR ON THE GROUND" TO THE
SAGES OF THE TALMUD, NAMELY, A THIRD IN TORAH, A THIRD IN
MISHNAH, AND A THIRD IN TALMUD. AND ONE NEED NOT BE
SURPRISED THAT THE SAGES CHANGED THE WORD
VESHINANTAM INTO VESHILASHTAM, FOR ON THE SCRIPTURAL
VERSE "And you shall make a candlestick of pure gold" (Shemot
25:31), they taught: "And you shall make a candlestick " is a general
proposition, "of gold" is a particular proposition, and "of beaten
work" is a general proposition. And there are likewise a number of
verses where the sages of the Mishnah expand or restrict THE
MEANING, according to THE PRINCIPLES OF inclusion or
amplification and exclusion or diminution, and there are also cases
WHERE A LETTER is added, AS WHEN IT IS SAID: Do not read
'mah': (lit. 'what' - Mem Hei) but 'me'ah' (lit. 'one hundred' - Mem
Aleph Hei). And so it is WHEN WE SAY: Do not read Veshinantam
but Veshilashtam, and we deduce from this: a third in the Torah, a
third in the Mishnah, and a third in the Talmud.
792. So, too: "And it came to pass on the day that Moses had
finished (Heb. kalot)" (Bemidbar 7:1), which we interpret as though it
were written the bride of (Heb. kalat) MOSES. And lest you think that
we have this exegesis from them, namely, from THE LETTERS OF
the Alphabet IN THE WORD, WHERE 'KALOT' IS THE SAME AS
'KALAH', without themselves ADDING anything for it is not permitted
to add or take away a letter from it, nor to substitute one letter for
another. If this be so, then in the Torah it is written with the full
spelling kalot: (Caf Lamed Vav Tav) with a Vav. Who, then, gave
permission to take away from it, namely the Vav AND TO INTERPRET
IT as KALAT (CAF LAMED Tav)? There is here no case OF
SUBSTITUTION of alphabets, E.G. WHERE ALEPH=TAV, BET=SHIN.
BUT RATHER THE VAV HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE WORD,
AND IT HAS BEEN EXPOUNDED AS CAF LAMED TAV, WRITTEN
WITHOUT THE VAV. But certain words that are written in the
abbreviated spelling ARE EXPOUNDED as though written out in full,
and other WORDS that are written out in full are (expounded) as
though written out in the abbreviated form. About these and about
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all sorts of explanations that can be made to embellish the bride,
WHICH IS THE TORAH, in her ornaments, the Holy One, blessed be
He, commanded us to do as they say, and to trust them, as it is
written: "according to the sentence of the Torah which they shall
teach you" (Devarim 17:11).
793. THE MATTER MAY BE LIKENED to a tailor who has cut cloth in
order to make royal garments, and has made many pieces from
them. Those who know the places where those pieces are missing
AND ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE pieces which remain will be able to
make the garments, for the pieces that have been collected together
are placed where they are missing, and pieces that are too small are
added to. And this is the true meaning of the verse: "according to
the sentence of the Torah which they shall teach you."

794. And you might well ask that, if this is so, what about the case
where one of them occasionally makes a mistake and says: I recant.
HE ANSWERS, before issuing instructions concerning that matter
about which there is a difference of opinion, the one who poses the
difficulty can say: I withdraw. For not all those who make the parts of
a bride's ornaments know where each piece goes, until the ruling is
made, and prior to when resolutions to the arguments of the
halachot (lit. 'legal rulings') have been given.

795. The candelabrum has seven lights, WHICH ARE THE SECRET
OF THE VERSE "and the seven maidens who were chosen to be
given her, out of the king's house" (Ester 2:9), and they correspond
to the three-headed Shin and the four-headed Shin, , of the Tefilin,
namely, TO THE SEVEN HEADS OF THE TWO SHINS TOGETHER.
And these correspond to the seven blessings of the Sh'ma, namely:
In the morning two blessings are said before it and one after, and in
the evening, two blessings are said before and two after. And
subsequently is WRITTEN THE PRECEPT that the High Priest at the
Temple Service has to serve with the wings of the precept, namely
bells and pomegranates, which are as the knots and links of the
fringes and the plate WHICH IS AS the Tefilin. From that point on it is
written: "And you shall make an altar for the burning of
incense" (Shemot 30:1).

118. "And you shall offer a sacrifice made by fire for a burnt offering"
The Faithful Shepherd says that all sacrifices for burnt offerings must correspond to the sins committed, and he tells us what these are. We learn
that all sacrifices are not equal, and that a distinction must be made between one holiness and another that is lower.
796. The Faithful Shepherd began by saying: It is written "And you
shall offer a sacrifice made by fire for a burnt offering to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:19), and it has already been taught that a
burnt offering is committed to the flames, ALL OF IT BEING BURNT
BY FIRE, and this is why the two expressions "an offering made by
fire" and "a burnt offering" are placed next to each other. And it has
also been taught: A burnt offering is due only as an expiation for
sinful meditation of the heart.
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797. Without doubt the purpose of all the sacrifices is only for the
making of atonement, with each sacrifice making atonement for
man's limbs according to the sin he committed with that limb. For
drops of marrow, NAMELY, THE SIN OF WASTING SEED, HE
BRINGS "unleavened cakes... for it was not leavened" (Shemot
12:39); namely, if he discharged initial drops before they acidify in a
place that does not belong to him, NAMELY, WITHOUT A
FORBIDDEN WOMAN IN WHOM THE DROPS ACIDIFY. And regarding
those that acidified, which is discharged in a place where he should
not have, NAMELY, IN A FEMALE FORBIDDEN TO HIM WHERE THE
DROPS BECOME ACID (HEB. CHAMETZ), he has to bring leavened
bread, and thus were the thanksgiving offerings: some were
leavened and others were unleavened.

798. Bullocks are from the side of Judgment. LIKEWISE, sheep and
rams and he-goats and goats ARE ALL FROM THE SIDE OF
JUDGMENT, because they are 'the face of ox,' AS IT IS SAID: "THE
FACE OF AN OX ON THE LEFT SIDE" (YECHEZKEL 1:10), WHICH IS
THAT OF JUDGMENT. All of them were slaughtered on the north side
and their blood was received in a vessel of ministry on the north
side. The slaughtering, the receipt, and tossing (of the blood) were
all on the north side, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE, in order to sweeten
AND MITIGATE the attribute of Judgment, which comes to the Court
from the side of Gvurah. The Great Law-court is from the side of
Gvurah, where Binah is, while the Small Law-court is from the side of
Malchut. And all those who shed blood in fulfillment of a precept are
from the side of Gvurah.

799. And the teaching that "the burnt offering of every
Shabbat" (Bemidbar 28:10) must be offered on that Shabbat, and not
on any other is because if the day has passed, the offering lapses.
AND IT CANNOT BE MADE UP ON ANOTHER SHABBAT. The
offering of the sacrifice takes precedence over Shabbat, and fire may
be kindled on the Shabbat because it is holy fire, for the fire that is
used for offering all the sacrifices is holy, and this holy fire and the
holy Shabbat take hold of each other.

800. But profane fire may not be combined with the holy, namely
WITH THE SHABBAT, which is why He commanded Yisrael: "You
shall kindle no fire throughout your habitations on the Shabbat
day" (Shemot 35:3), for this would be tantamount to mixing good
and bad, FOR on the Shabbat the Tree of Life is in control, and there
is no mixture OF GOOD AND BAD in it. And secular objects that
pertain to purity may not be mixed with the fire of holiness, and how
much more so may the profane matters of impurity not be mixed
with holiness. So, too, all the sacrifices are called "holy
flesh" (Yirmeyah 11:15), and all the sacrifices of every type contain
secular things of purity, and they contain holiness, and the holy of
holies.

801. And the secret of the matter is that a distinction is to be made
between one holiness and another, as it is written: "and the veil shall
be for you as a division between the holy place and the holy of
holies" (Shemot 26:33). Here, too, the fires of the offering are not
equal, for the fire that is higher is more holy than the holy fire below,
which are called 'the fire of the holy wood' or 'the fire of the holy
flesh'. And in the holy fire there is a distinction as against ordinary
fire THAT IS BROUGHT TO THE ALTAR, even though it has been
taught that it is a positive precept to bring of the ordinary FIRE even
when there is holy fire ON THE ALTAR, for each has to have its own
place.
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802. Yisrael is likened to this, for Yisrael as a rule is called 'kings', as
it has been taught: All Yisrael are the sons of kings. But when they
entered the Temple, each one went to his own place, THE PRIESTS
BY THEMSELVES, THE LEVITES BY THEMSELVES, AND YISRAEL
BY THEMSELVES. Similarly, with regard to the sacrifices, although
about each one it is written "a sacrifice to Hashem," they are not
equal, for He, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, distributes
everything, each as is fitting to him. And the secret of the matter can
be learned from the fruits of the festival that Yisrael used to offer
before Hashem, AND HE DISTRIBUTED THEM FOR THE
SUSTENANCE OF THE SEVENTY NATIONS.

119. "Also on the day of the firstfruits"
Rabbi Shimon tells Moses that it is through Moses' deeds that the Shechinah is renewed in the prayers of the patriarchs. He goes on to speak about
the renewal that takes place during the prayers of the Festival of Weeks. His exposition includes a discussion of the numerical value of "all" (Heb.
kol), the sea of the Torah, and Malchut that is the end of all the seas. The numbers seven and fifty are emphasized.
803. Said the holy luminary, NAMELY RABBI SHIMON: Arise, O
Faithful Shepherd, from your sleep, for you and the patriarchs are
called 'those that sleep in the dust', for until now you have engaged
in the Torah with those who sleep at the Mishnah, about whom it is
said: 'and on the ground shall you sleep'. And it is said: "Also on the
day of the firstfruits, when you bring a new meal offering to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:26). You are the first-fruits of the Shechinah,
and through your deeds THE SHECHINAH is renewed in the prayers
of the patriarchs each day, for the sages of the Mishnah taught: The
prayers were ordained corresponding to the patriarchs, and to the
recital of the Sh'ma. For the Faithful Shepherd, NAMELY, MOSES,
said: "Hear O Yisrael" (Devarim 6:4); and it has been taught:
everyone who recites the Sh'ma every day, it is as if he established;
"but you shall meditate therein day and night" (Yehoshua 1:8).

804. Certainly, in your prayer and in your recital of the Sh'ma, the
Shechinah is renewed before the Holy One, blessed be He, and this
is why it is said: "And you shall present a new meal offering to
Hashem" (Vayikra 23:16), namely, by the prayers which are instead
of the sacrifices. But in which sacrifices, NAMELY prayers, is she
renewed? "In your (feast of) weeks" (Bemidbar 28:26), namely,
Shavuot, which is when the Torah was given, and which is called
'fifty days' of the counting of the Omer, and which comprises seven
weeks, from the side of the one about whom it is said: "Seven times
a day I praise you" (Tehilim 119:164), which is Malchut, which is
CALLED 'a bride', and is composed of the seven Sfirot CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, and is
composed of Binah; and it spreads out in five Sfirot CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD into fifty.
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805. Yesod, WHICH IS CALLED 'All' (Heb. kol), WHOSE NUMERICAL
VALUE IS FIFTY, is ALSO composed of these fifty, NAMELY,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD, EACH OF WHICH
IS COMPOSED OF TEN, AND MALCHUT IS CALLED 'BRIDE' (HEB.
KALAH - CAF LAMED HEI), THE LETTERS OF WHICH CAN BE READ
AS: kol (Caf Lamed) Hei (having the numerical value of five),
NAMELY, five SFIROT composed of fifty. Each of them is enclosed
within the fifty. Chochmah, which is upper Yud is enclosed within
the fifty, for Hei times Yud EQUAL FIFTY, WHERE Hei is Binah and
Yud is Chochmah, AND THERE ARE YUD HEI IN CHOCHMAH,
WHICH, WHEN MULTIPLIED BY EACH OTHER, MAKE FIFTY, AND
THERE ARE YUD HEI IN BINAH; AND WHEN Yud is MULTIPLIED by
Hei, the result is fifty, and this is the numerical value of the word
"All" (Heb. kol), AS ABOVE, and the numerical value of the word Sea
(Heb. yam), FOR BINAH IS CALLED 'SEA', WHOSE NUMERICAL
VALUE AMOUNTS TO FIFTY. And the reference is to the Sea of the
Torah, WHERE FROM BINAH, WHICH IS CALLED 'SEA', EMERGES
THE TORAH, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. Its origin is Keter, which is
infinite. The remaining Sfirot, NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, are named after
it: seven seas, AND THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF THE WORD SEA IS
FIFTY, IT FOLLOWS THAT IN EACH OF THEM THERE IS FIFTY. And
Malchut IS CALLED 'the reed' (Heb. suf) sea BECAUSE IT IS the end
(Heb. sof) of all the seas.
806. And because EACH ONE OF the seven weeks is fifty, AS
ABOVE: "and their meal offering... three tenth measures for one
bullock, two tenth measures for one ram" (Bemidbar 28:28), making
altogether five TENTH MEASURES, which are five times ten, FOR
EACH TENTH MEASURE IS TEN, AND FIVE TENTH MEASURES ARE
FIFTY. And on the verse: "and their meal offering of flour mingled
with oil, three tenth measures for one bullock, two tenth measures
for one ram, a tenth measure for one lamb, for the seven lambs." The
seven lambs correspond to "seven complete Shabbatot there
be" (Vayikra 23:15), AND THESE ARE SEVEN MALCHUTS, FOR
MALCHUT IS CALLED 'SHABBAT', and each one has six days with it,
NAMELY: CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD AND THEY, WITH THE DAY OF SHAVUOT, COME TO FIFTY.

120. Yom Kippur
The Zohar tells us that Yom Kippur is from the Tree of Life, where no evil has any part. On that day even those people who are under a sentence of
judgment are forgiven. We hear about the difference between vows and oaths, and about the iniquities of Yisrael that are purified or whitened
through repentance. We learn that on Yom Kippur a Shofar raises up a voice for freedom. There are three grades of worship on that day: thought,
speech and deed.
807. "And you shall have on the tenth day of this seventh month"
which is the month of Tishrei, "a holy gathering" (Bemidbar 29:7),
which is the Day of Atonement, which is the tenth, which is Yud, and
these are the Ten Days of Repentance, and five prayer services were
ordained for it in order to join the Yud with the Hei, NAMELY,
CHOCHMAH WITH BINAH. What is the meaning of "holy gathering"?
It is to differentiate it from other days when secular work is permitted
which is why scripture says: "you shall not do any work" (Ibid.).
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808. And those days on which secular work may be done are from
the side of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, that turned from
a rod into a serpent and from a serpent back into a rod, for each
person according to his deeds, and this Metatron is rod, while
Samael IS serpent. But on this day, which is the Day of Atonement
that is called 'holy', the Tree of Life is in control, and no devil nor evil
spirit joins with it, and from its side "nor shall evil dwell with
you" (Tehilim 5:5), BUT IT IS THROUGHOUT GOOD. And this is why
in it, in the Tree of Life, the slaves find rest and go out to freedom,
and emerge from their chains.

809. Those over whom there is a verdict, A VERDICT NOT TO BE
CHANGED under vow or oath, it was decreed for this reason that the
following shall be recited: "All vows, bonds...they shall all of them be
released and annulled. They shall not be binding, nor shall they have
any power." BUT THE VERDICT SHALL BE VOIDED FROM THEM.
And this is why the vow is in the name of the Yud Hei Vav Hei, which
is Tiferet, while the oath is in the name of Adonai, which is Malchut,
for they caused their own exile BY THEIR SINS. AND NOW, by means
of Chochmah and Binah, 'they will be released and annulled; they
shall not be binding, nor shall they have any power'. "And all the
congregation of the children of Yisrael shall be forgiven" (Bemidbar
15:26). Chesed is water, Gvurah is fire, and Tiferet is air, AND SINCE
THE VOWS ARE IN TIFERET, WHICH IS AIR, the sages of the
Mishnah therefore taught: release from vows hovers in the air, FOR
THE RELEASE FROM CHOCHMAH AND BINAH HOVERS IN THE AIR,
WHICH IS TIFERET, AND FROM THERE ANNULS THE VOW.

810. And since the oath is from Malchut, which is below the vow
WHICH IS TIFERET, they taught that the vows are above the oaths,
and they also taught: Everyone who swears an oath is as though he
swears on the king himself, and everyone who vows a vow is as
though he does so on the life of the king himself. The king himself
REFERS TO Adonai, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The life of the king
REFERS TO the Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, FROM
WHOM THE LIFE FLOWS TO THE KING, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And
for this reason, IT IS WRITTEN: "If a man vow a vow to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 30:3), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.
811. And even thus, there is another secret: The life of the king
refers to Chochmah, as it is written: "wisdom gives life to those who
have it" (Kohelet 7:12). THEREFORE everyone who vows on the Yud
Hei Vav Hei, which is Tiferet, it is as if he vowed upon Chochmah OF
ZEIR ANPIN, which is THE YUD HEI VAV HEI IN THE FILLING OF
ALEPHS, THUS: Yud Vav Dalet; Hei Aleph; Vav Aleph Vav; Hei Aleph,
which is the life of the king, WHICH IS THE LIFE OF ZEIR ANPIN. And
everyone who swears an oath on Adonai is as though he swore on
the king himself. This is because he himself (Heb. atzmo) is upper
Mother, NAMELY, BINAH, AND IT IS as though he had sworn on her,
namely, on "as it were the very (Heb. etzem) heaven for
clearness" (Shemot 24:10), NAMELY, THE MOCHIN OF MALCHUT.
For from the aspect of Chesed, MALCHUT IS CALLED "bone (Heb.
etzem) of my bones" (Beresheet 2:23). But from the aspect of
Gvurah, Malchut is called "and flesh of my flesh" (Ibid.), and in
Chochmah, which is the life of Tiferet, NAMELY, ITS MOCHIN, it,
TIFERET, rises up to be called 'man', as it is written: "the beauty
(Tiferet) of a man" (Yeshayah: 44:13). FOR TIFERET IS CALLED
'MAN' WHEN IT HAS THE MOCHIN OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF WHY HE IS CALLED BY YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY
SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, THAT HAS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 45.
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812. And it is said about the Day of Atonement: "and you shall afflict
your souls" (Bemidbar 29:7) AND ALSO: "in the seventh month, on
the tenth day of the month, you shall afflict your souls" (Vayikra
16:29). And five afflictions were decreed for it, so that small Hei,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, should be purified in upper Hei, WHICH IS
BINAH, OF WHOSE LEFT COLUMN, THE AFFLICTIONS ARE DRAWN,
which are five prayers, to establish in Yisrael: "though your sins be
like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow" (Yeshayah 1:18). And
this is the secret of the crimson colored strip, WHICH THEY TIED TO
THE DOOR OF THE SANCTUARY FROM INSIDE, WHICH, WHEN THE
HE-GOAT REACHED THE WILDERNESS, TURNED WHITE. All the
iniquities of the House of Yisrael reach to Malchut; and Repentance,
which is Binah, purifies (whitens) them, for it is written about it,
ABOUT MALCHUT: I AM HASHEM "that remains among them in the
midst of their uncleanness" (Vayikra 16:16). And the four garments
of white and the four garments of gold for apparel are THE SECRET
OF Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud, WHICH IS THE
COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI AND
THOSE OF ADONAI. FOR THE FOUR GARMENTS OF WHITE ARE
THE SECRET OF THE FOUR LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI
WHILE THE FOUR GARMENTS OF GOLD ARE THE SECRET OF THE
FOUR LETTERS OF ADONAI.
813. And it was decreed that a Shofar be sounded on the Day of
Atonement, to raise up a voice, which is Vav OF THE YUD HEI VAV
HEI, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, for freedom, WHICH IS BINAH. For it is
said about it: "In all their affliction he was afflicted (lit. 'there was
affliction for (Heb. lo) him')" (Yeshayah 63:9). 'LO' IS with Aleph and
Vav, that is, in how it is pronounced and written, FOR IT IS SPELLED
WITH ALEPH (NO), ALTHOUGH PRONOUNCED WITH VAV (FOR
HIM). FOR "IN ALL THEIR AFFLICTION" ALLUDES TO FIVE
AFFLICTIONS AND THE JUDGMENTS WHOSE SOURCE IS IN BINAH,
IN ITS LEFT COLUMN. AND IN THE SECRET OF THE SHOFAR
BLOWING, ZEIR ANPIN IS ALSO RAISED UP THERE TO BINAH, AND
THIS IS WHY THERE ARE TWO VERSIONS OF THE TEXT, AS
WRITTEN AND AS READ, WITH AN ALEPH AND WITH A VAV,
WHERE THE ALEPH ALLUDES TO BINAH, IN THE SECRET OF
TEACH (HEB. ALEPH) BINAH, AND THE VAV ALLUDES TO ZEIR
ANPIN THAT ASCENDED TO BINAH. And worship on the day of
Atonement is conducted at length and comprises three grades:
thought, speech, and deed.

121. The holiday of Sukkot
We are reminded of the origin of this Festival dating from the time when Yisrael were led out of Egypt. The size and construction of the Tabernacle is
described, and the point is made that the shadow cast by the roof is not an ordinary shadow but is really the protection cast over the soul. There are
seven letters that incorporate the shape of a shelter or tabernacle: Bet, Gimel, Dalet, Caf, Pe, Resh and Tav. The seven planets are said to
correspond to these letters, and many other analogies are drawn by means of the number seven. We hear about the meaning, composition and
purpose of the lulav, and why the lulav is taken in the right hand and the Etrog in the left. Next we hear that the Patriarchs, together with Moses,
Aaron, David and Solomon, all come to Rabbi Shimon and bless him and praise his light. Rabbi Shimon begins talking about the seventy bullocks
that Yisrael used to sacrifice during the seven days of Sukkot - one less bullock every day. He says that the clue to this decrease is found in the fact
that the ark came to rest in the seventh month, when the waters were continually receding. In the same way the sins of Yisrael decrease and so too
do the number of accusers. The purpose of Noah's ark and the purpose of the Sukkah are the same - to give protection. The Shechinah protects all
those who keep the sign of the Covenant.
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814. "And on the fifteenth day of the seventh month," which is
Tishrei, "you shall have a holy gathering; you shall do no servile
work, and you shall keep a feast to Hashem seven days" (Bemidbar
29:12). On the fifteenth day means from the side of Yud Hei,
NAMELY, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. "and you shall keep a feast;"
THIS IS THE LETTERS OF the letter Vav, which is the Central
Column, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN. Seven days is from the side of
Bathsheba (the daughter of seven), which is Malchut WHICH IS THE
LAST HEI. The patriarchs WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, and the Faithful Shepherd WHO IS NETZACH, and Aaron
WHO IS HOD, and David WHO IS MALCHUT, and Solomon WHO IS
YESOD THAT IS CALLED 'SHALOM' (LIT. 'PEACE') are seven,
corresponding to seven Sfirot. I want to construct for you a Sukkah,
which is upper Ima, who will provide a shelter over them, OVER THE
SEVEN SFIROT, as the mother over the young.
815. And on account of the seven Sfirot, Scripture said: "I made the
children of Yisrael to dwell in booths, when I brought them out of the
land of Egypt" (Vayikra 23:43), namely, with seven clouds of glory,
WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF SEVEN SFIROT. Sukkah (lit. 'booth' or
'tabernacle') WHEN SPELLED with a letter Vav, is in the secret of the
two sons, OVER WHOM BINAH PROVIDES A SHELTER, NAMELY,
Yud Hei Vav Hei and Adonai, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
for the numerical value of Sukkah amounts to Yud Aleph Hei Dalet
Vav Nun Hei Yud, FOR SUKKAH (SAMECH VAV CAF HEI) CONSISTS
OF THE LETTERS CAF VAV, WHICH HAVE THE SAME NUMERICAL
VALUE AS THE LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND THE
LETTERS SAMECH HEI, WHICH HAVE THE SAME NUMERICAL
VALUE AS ADONAI. AND THEY ARE THE SECRET OF the two
Cherubs who are "overspreading the covering with their wings, and
their faces shall look one to another" (Shemot 25:20), WHO ARE THE
SECRET OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
816. And the Cherubs, WHO ARE MALE AND FEMALE, are ten
handbreadths from bottom to top, NAMELY, TEN SFIROT OF
RETURNING LIGHT, from their feet to their heads, AND TEN SFIROT
OF DIRECT LIGHT from their heads to their feet, and they rest on a
handbreadth, which is THE SECRET OF Yud. THEY THEREFORE
CONTAIN ten from top to bottom and ten from bottom to top,
NAMELY, THE TEN SFIROT OF DIRECT LIGHT AND THE TEN
SFIROT OF REFLECTED LIGHT, and this is Yud Vav Dalet, WHOSE
NUMERICAL SUM IS TWENTY. And this is why the rabbis ruled that
the size of a Sukkah should be not less than ten and not more than
twenty. A Sukkah that is built in the shape of a furnace is from the
side of Mother, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, about which it is said: "And
Mount Sinai smoked in every part, because Hashem descended on it
in fire: and the smoke of it ascended like the smoke of a
furnace" (Shemot 19:18), and it is all one.
817. "And there shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the
daytime" (Yeshayah 4:6). This is because a roof is required, and this
casts a shadow, about which it is said: "shall abide under the
shadow of Shadai" (Tehilim 91:1). And the meaning is not to the
shadow cast by an ordinary Sukkah that protects the body from the
sun, but to the shadow that casts a protection over the Neshamah.
THIS IS IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "I sat down under its
shadow with great delight" (Shir Hashirim 2:3) and "Of Whom we
said: 'Under His shadow we shall live among the nations'" (Eichah
4:20). The word tzel (lit. 'shadow') with a final letter Mem added to it
forms the word tzelem (lit. 'image'), WHERE TZEL IS THE SECRET
OF THE ROOFING MATERIAL AND THE FINAL MEM IS THE SECRET
OF THE FOUR SIDE-WALLS OF THE SUKKAH, and it is said: "Surely
every man walks in a vain show (Heb. tzelem)" (Tehilim 39:7). Closed
Mem has four sides to it, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE FOUR
SIDE-WALLS OF THE SUKKAH.
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818. And with regard to the teaching: Two according to the
regulations, and a third of even a handbreadth; and of him who says
three according to the regulations, and a fourth of even a
handbreadth: that is because OF THE THREE MEASUREMENTS, two,
three, four, which together make nine, WHERE TWO ARE
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, THREE ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND
TIFERET, AND FOUR ARE NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT.
And the handbreadth THAT THEY MENTIONED WITH THE TWO OR
WITH THE THREE is the tenth, NAMELY, MALCHUT, that makes up
every shortage. And this is why the size of a Sukkah is not less than
ten, referring to Malchut, which is the tenth of all the Sfirot, and not
more than twenty, which is Caf (the numerical value of which is
twenty), THAT ALLUDES TO upper Keter, which is further than the
eye can see AND IS UNFATHOMABLE. This is that upper glory,
about which Moses said: "I pray you, show Me your glory" (Shemot
33:18), to which the Holy One, blessed be He, responded: "You can
not see My face" (Ibid. 20), and there is no glory (Heb. kavod) without
Caf.
819. And for this reason the sages of the Mishnah viewed as
corresponding to them: a Sukkah made like an alleyway, which is
from the side of the letter Bet, and in the shape of a right angle,
which is from the side of the letter Gimel, and like a hut which is
from the side of the letter Dalet. And these seven letters Bet, Gimel,
Dalet, Caf, Pe, Resh, and Tav WHICH ARE DOUBLED BY THE
ADDITION OF A DAGESH (A DOT) IN THEM, ALLUDE TO THE SEVEN
SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, NAMELY, DUE TO THE ASPECT OF JUDGMENT THAT IS
IN THEM. AND THEY ARE THE INITIAL LETTERS THAT ALLUDE TO
THE SEVEN INVALID SUKKAHS, BECAUSE OF THE JUDGMENT
THAT IS IN THEM. Caf ALLUDES TO A SUKKAH MADE like a furnace
(Heb. KIVSHAN), AND Bet TO A SUKKAH that is a wayside station
(Heb. burganin), and THE OTHER LETTERS to the remaining
INVALID Sukahs, all of which are referred to by the sages of the
Mishnah, SUCH AS THE SUKKAH OF FRUIT (HEB. PEROT)
WATCHMEN, THE SUKKAH OF SHEPHERDS (HEB. RO'IM), OR THE
SUKKAH OF SAMARITANS (HEB. KUTIM), and there is no need to
prolong the discussion on them.
820. And corresponding to them, TO THE SEVEN LETTERS BET,
GIMEL, DALET, CAF, PE, RESH, AND TAV are the seven planets, and
they are male and female, FOR WHEN THESE SEVEN LETTERS ARE
WEAK THEY ARE OF THE MALE AND WHEN THEY ARE STRONG
(WITH A DAGESH) THEY ARE OF THE FEMALE. And they are
therefore called 'the seven doubles' and are like the seven candles of
the candelabrum, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN SFIROT
CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT, and it is said about it: "Seven times a day I praise
You" (Tehilim 119:164). And so IT IS SAID: "and seven pipes to the
seven lamps, which were upon the top of it" (Zecharyah 4:2), WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN DOUBLES, NAMELY, THE SEVEN
LETTERS IN THEIR WEAK FORM AND THE SEVEN LETTERS IN
THEIR STRONG FORM, and likewise, the seven Sfirot are double,
CONTAINING SEVEN OF JUDGMENT AND SEVEN OF MERCY. And
so, too, are the seven days of creation below, NAMELY, THE SEVEN
SFIROT OF MALCHUT, WHICH ARE PUNCTUATED WITH
JUDGMENTS, and the seven above, NAMELY, THE SEVEN SFIROT
OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH ARE WEAK FOR JUDGMENTS. FOR ABOUT
THE SEVEN SFIROT THAT ARE BELOW, IT IS SAID: "and there is
nothing new under the sun" (Kohelet 1:9), FOR ALL INNOVATIONS
COME FROM THE SUN, NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND NOT FROM UNDER THE SUN, BY WHICH IS MEANT THE
SEVEN SFIROT OF MALCHUT.
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821. Lulav is Righteous One, NAMELY, YESOD, for the Lulav is like
the spinal chord that contains eighteen vertebrae, corresponding to
the eighteen shaking movements with the Lulav. And they
correspond to the eighteen blessings of the Amidah prayer, and they
correspond to the eighteen mentions, NAMELY, THE NAMES OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI, in "Ascribe to Hashem, O you mighty" (Tehilim
29:1), and the eighteen times that the Divine Name is mentioned in
the recital of the Sh'ma. And the Lulav is shaken in six directions:
SOUTH, NORTH, EAST, UP, DOWN AND WEST, which makes six,
and it is shaken three times in each direction, MAKING a total of
eighteen.
822. The lulav IS TAKEN in the right HAND, and is comprised of six,
namely three myrtle branches, CORRESPONDING TO Greatness,
Gvurah, and Tiferet, and they are like the three colors to be found in
the eye, WHICH ARE WHITE, RED, AND GREEN. And the two willow
twigs are Netzach and Hod, and they are similar to the two lips. The
Lulav IS Yesod and is like the spinal column that supports all the
bones and about which David said: "All my bones shall say,
Hashem, who is like You" (Tehilim 35:10). And the Etrog is Malchut
and is like the heart, in which are thoughts.

823. And the shakings of the Halel are common to the shakings of
the taking up of the Lulav, and there are eighteen SHAKINGS at
"Save us, Hashem, we pray You" (Tehilim 118:25), eighteen each at
the first and last "O, give thanks" (Ibid. 1 and 29), and eighteen at the
taking up of the Lulav, making a total of 72 SHAKINGS. And this is
why the numerical value of lulav, which is 68, together with the four
kinds of the lulav, COMES TO 72, and this is the same as the
numerical value of Chesed, which is the right arm. And this is why it
was decreed that the lulav be taken in the right hand, which is the
side of Chesed, and the Etrog to the side of Gvurah, to the left,
CORRESPONDING TO the heart. And this is why it was decreed that
the Etrog, which is like the heart, be held in the left hand, as it has
been taught: Lulav in the right hand and Etrog in the left,
corresponding to 'Remember' and 'Keep'. And who is the one taking
both LUVAV AND ETROG is the Central Column, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN. The Lulav is his right, the Etrog is his left.

824. The patriarchs came with the Faithful Shepherd and Aaron,
David, and Solomon and blessed him, RABBI SHIMON, saying to
him: You, holy luminary, and your companions, who are six in
number, correspond to these seven SFIROT, and you, the holy
luminary, are a western light in the middle of the six lights that
illuminate from you. And about each one it is said: "The soul of man
is the candle of Hashem" (Mishlei 20:27). And the Faithful Shepherd
illuminates in you, and you in your companions and all of you are
one, without any separation whatsoever. And from there and
onwards, the branches, NAMELY, THE ILLUMINATIONS, spread out,
to all masters of wisdom. Complete what you are saying in the
compilation of the first part, to crown them.

825. The holy luminary began by quoting: "Many waters cannot
quench love...IT WOULD BE UTTERLY SCORNED" (Shir Hashirim
8:7) What is the meaning of "IT WOULD BE UTTERLY scorned"? This
refers to the second day, the sixth day, and the seventh day of the
festival of Sukkot on which libations of water and wine were poured
out.
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826. During the seven days of Sukkot, Yisrael used to sacrifice
seventy bullocks to make atonement for the seventy ministers OF
THE SEVENTY NATIONS, so that the world would not remain
destroyed because of them. And this is what the Scripture says:
"And on the fifteenth day... you shall offer a burnt offering, a
sacrifice made by fire, of a sweet savor to Hashem: thirteen young
bullocks... without blemish" (Bemidbar 29:12-13). And on the second
day twelve, and on the third day eleven bullocks, and on the fourth
day ten, and on the fifth day nine bullocks, and on the sixth day eight
bullocks, and on the seventh day seven. And all TOLD, THERE are
seventy bullocks, each day one less being presented. HE ASKS, Why
was there a reduction?

827. AND HE ANSWERS THAT THE SCRIPTURE here gives us a hint.
"And the ark rested in the seventh month" (Beresheet 8:4), WHICH IS
TISHREI. And just as then in the days of the Flood, when the waters
decreased continually, so also here, in Tishrei, which is the seven
month, in which there are a number of precepts, Rosh Hashanah (the
New Year) and Yom Kippur, Sukkah, lulav and etrog, the kinds of
lulav and Shofar. FOR THEN the upper Shechinah rests on Yisrael,
and this is Repentance, NAMELY, BINAH THAT IS CALLED
'REPENTANCE', AND IS THE SECRET OF Sukkah. And etrog, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, and lulav, that is the Holy One, blessed be He,
NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, immediately "And the waters decreased
continually" (Beresheet 8:5), for the sins of Yisrael become less. So,
too, the angels of destruction who are appointed over them, OVER
THE INIQUITIES, become less, FOR THE INIQUITIES are similar to
the waters of the Flood. As has been taught: He that commits one
transgression, gets for himself one accuser. And at the time that the
iniquities become less, their bullocks are reduced in number, the
appointees over the seventy nations are reduced, the seventy
nations diminish, and their goodness becomes less.

828. And the Holy One, blessed be He, commanded Noah to take into
the ark two and two, seven and seven, male and female, to be a
sacrifice to protect Noah and all those who went into the ark with
him. So, too, those who observe festivals and seasons, which are
feast days, are two and two, seven and seven. Two and two refers to
the two days of Rosh Hashanah and the two days of Shavuot, and
because there are two OF SHAVOUT because of doubt, therefore,
there are two days of Purim in their stead. Seven and seven refer to
the seven days of Pesach, and the seven days of Sukkot. Noah
corresponds to the Shabbat day, and this is the meaning of what is
written: "of every living (Heb. chai = eighteen) thing" (Beresheet
6:19), BECAUSE TWO + TWO + SEVEN + SEVEN = EIGHTEEN,
WHICH IS CHAI.
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829. The Sukkah protects Yisrael, as it is written: "And there shall be
a tabernacle for a shadow in the daytime from the heat" (Yeshayah
4:6). Just as the purpose of Noah's ark was to give protection, so is
the Sukkah to give protection. Again: "of every living (Heb. chai =
eighteen) thing," where Chai is the eighteen blessings of the prayer,
which SUB-DIVIDE INTO two groups of nine each. AND WITH the
blessing concerning the heretics, the ten Sfirot are completed, FOR
THIS MAKES TEN TOGETHER WITH THE FIRST NINE, AND AGAIN
TOGETHER WITH THE LAST NINE. And they correspond to the ten
Sfirot OF DIRECT LIGHT that is from above downwards, and the ten
Sfirot OF RETURNING LIGHT that is from below upwards. And this
corresponds to Noah, WHICH IS TO SAY THAT THE EIGHTEEN
BLESSINGS OF THE PRAYER CORRESPOND TO THE EIGHTEEN OF
NOAH, NAMELY, TWO AND TWO, SEVEN AND SEVEN, WHICH ADD
UP TO EIGHTEEN.
830. Again: "of every living thing." This means that the Shechinah
protects all those who keep the Yud, which is the sign of the
Shabbat, in its limits, namely, eight thousand CUBITS, NAMELY, two
thousand in each direction. AND THE YUD OF THE SIGN OF THE
SHABBAT AND THE CHET (= eight) OF THE LIMITS ARE CHET YUD:
CHAI, LIVING. Again: "of every living thing." This means those who
keep the sign of the covenant, which is Yud, which is at the eighth
day, about which it is said: "And in the eighth day the flesh of his
foreskin shall be circumcised" (Vayikra 12:3). AND THE YUD OF THE
SIGN OF THE COVENANT AND THE CHET OF THE EIGHT DAYS
FORM CHAI. Again: "of every living thing" refers to those who
observe the sign of the Tefilin, which is Yud, AND IN WHICH ARE
eight passage sections, THUS: CHET YUD: CHAI.
831. The Shechinah, which is the Sukkah, protects them and spreads
her wings over them, as does the mother bird over the young. And
this is why the text of the prayer was worded: 'who spreads the
tabernacle of peace over us'. And for this reason, in the seventh
month, which contains all these precepts, "Many waters cannot
quench love" (Shir Hashirim 8:7) of Yisrael for their Father who is in
Heaven. And there is no meaning to "many waters" except all the
nations and their ministers. And if a man, this being Samael, give all
that he possesses in this world in order to join in partnership with
Yisrael in these precepts, "it would be utterly scorned."

122. Shmini Atzeret
Rabbi Shimon explains about the small banquet on the eighth day that he says is from the aspect of Malchut. He answers his son's query as to why
the banquet for Yisrael was from the lower Shechinah but the banquet for all seventy nations was from the upper Mother, Binah.
832. "On the eighth day you shall have a solemn assembly... one
bullock, one ram" (Bemidbar 29:35-36). The sages of the Mishnah
have already taught that the matter is to be likened to the case of a
king who invites guests to his house, and after he has sent them on
their way, says to the members of his household: Let us, you and I,
make a small banquet. And what is the meaning of "solemn
assembly" (Heb. atzeret)? It is as is written: "this one shall reign
(Heb. ya'atzor) over My people" (I Shmuel 9:17). And there is no reign
apart from Malchut. FOR from the aspect of upper Shechinah,
WHICH IS BINAH, he made the large banquet, but he made the small
banquet from the aspect of Malchut. And Yisrael makes joy with her,
and she is called 'Simchat Torah', (lit. 'the Rejoicing of the Torah')
(holiday on which we dance with the Torah). And the scrolls of the
Torah have their crowns placed on them, alluding to the fact that the
scroll of the Torah is Tiferet, while the Shechinah is ITS CROWN,
NAMELY, the crown of Tiferet.
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833. Rabbi Elazar asked, Father, why is it that from the side of upper
Mother, WHICH IS BINAH, He invited all the appointees of all the
nations, NAMELY, WITH THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS, REFERRED TO
ABOVE, and from the side of the lower Shechinah, He invited only a
solitary nation, corresponding to the one bullock? SHOULD IT NOT
HAVE BEEN THE OTHER WAY AROUND, WITH YISRAEL RECEIVING
FROM UPPER MOTHER, AND THE MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS
FROM MALCHUT?
834. He replied: My son, that is a good question that you have asked,
and the answer is: Because Malchut alludes to a daughter who is
modest in the house of her father and mother, and she is engaged
but not married, THEREFORE, it is not customarily considered
proper that she should eat with the guests. But as for the mother,
who is married, HERE it is the customary way of the world that when
her husband invites guests, she should eat WITH THE GUESTS, at
the table with her husband. And if they are foreign guests, then no
one eats with them, neither father nor mother, and certainly not the
daughter, WHO IS MALCHUT. And this is the reason why at the
banquet for the seventy ministers not one of the members of the
king's household joins in to eat with them, because they are
foreigners. He said: Surely the matter has now been settled in my
thoughts correctly.

123. Explanations about Malchut
Rabbi Shimon tells us that the Shechinah ascends to the place she came from, Infinity, as a result of the burnt offerings. She takes the Sfirot up with
her to provide a sweet aroma for God and then descends bringing atonement for Yisrael's sins with her. Rabbi Shimon says that all the grades
ascend and descend in her. We learn why Malchut is called 'peace offerings' and why everything is included in Malchut. She is Chochmah and Binah
and Tiferet. We also hear of the twelve commandments that are included in her.
835. The daily burnt offering (Heb. olat tamid) is the Shechinah which
always (Heb. tamid) ascends (Heb. olah) on that grade about which it
is said: 'Evening and morning, every day, twice each and every day,
saying Sh'ma Yisrael'. And she ascends in the Central Column,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, who is with her always, without any
separation at all.

836. But whence does she ascend? To the place from which she was
derived, which is Infinity, and she is then higher than all the Sfirot,
which is why it was taught: The whole of the burnt offering ascends
to the Most High. And as she ascends, all the other Sfirot take hold
of her, and ascend with her. What is the meaning of this ascent of
hers TO INFINITY? It is to provide a sweet savor, to give a good
savor before Hashem. And afterwards it is said about her: "and came
down from offering the sin offering, and the burnt offering" (Vayikra
9:22), namely, she descends FROM INFINITY, full of atonement over
all of Yisrael's sins.
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837. And her ascent is with the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and so also is her descent, and that of all her hosts, in it. And
for this reason she is called 'a ladder' for all the appellatives;
NAMELY, ALL THE GRADES ascend and descend in her, suspended
from the name Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and thus all
the sacrifices and all the burnt offerings are to Yud Hei Vav Hei. And
she is called 'a sacrifice' because all the appellatives draw near,
through her, to the Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN.

838. And for this reason it was said about her: "and his offering was
one silver dish" (Bemidbar 7:13), NAMELY MALCHUT. For there is no
grade that can draw near to Yud Hei Vav Hei without MALCHUT, and
there is no prayer, nor precept of any of the precepts that are in the
Torah or any of the sacrifices and burnt offerings that are outside OF
MALCHUT. And in all the grades that are in the Sfirot, none is
received before Yud Hei Vav Hei without her, which is why it was
said about her: "Thus (lit. 'with this' (Heb. zot, feminine)) shall Aaron
come into the holy place" (Vayikra 16:3), WHERE MALCHUT IS
CALLED 'ZOT'. And for this reason the prophet said: "But let him
that glories glory in this (zot)" (Yirmeyah 9:23).

839. And she, MALCHUT, is CALLED 'peace offerings' (Heb.
shelamim) because she is the completion (Heb. shlemut) of the name
Yud Hei Vav Hei in each and every grade. She is Hei OF THE YUD
HEI VAV HEI; she is Adonai; she is the Yud of the Yud Hei Vav Hei;
she is the Hei of Elohim; she is the Hei of Eheyeh. She is the Yud of
Shadai: (Shin Dalet Yud); she is the end of every Yud Hei Vav Hei
and appellative, wherefore it is said about her: "The end of the
matter, when all is said and done: Fear Elohim and keep His
commandments" (Kohelet 12:13). She is the end (Heb. sof) of the ten
Sfirot and is called 'Yam Suf' (lit. 'the reed sea'). She is the
completion of the upper beings and of the lower beings; she is the
gate by which one has to enter for all wisdom and for every
appellative and Yud Hei Vav Hei and for entering into each and every
Sfirah. She is the knowledge of everything, and without her NAMELY
MALCHUT no creature has permission to look into any knowledge
that is in the world. About her it is said: "this is the gate of Hashem,
into which the righteous shall enter" (Tehilim 118:20).

840. She, MALCHUT, is the 42-letter Name, NAMELY, THE FOUR
LETTERS OF THE YUD HEI VAV HEI, THE TEN LETTERS OF IT
BEING FULLY SPELLED, AND THE 28 LETTERS OF THE FILLING OF
THE FILLING. THIS AMOUNTS TO FORTY-TWO LETTERS, AND
MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF THE FINAL HEI'S THAT ARE IN THE
42-LETTER NAME, through which the upper and lower beings were
created. She is called 'eye' from the right side, WHICH IS THE
CHOCHMAH IN HER, AS IT IS WRITTEN: "Behold, the eye of Hashem
is upon those who fear Him" (Tehilim 33:18); and she is called 'ear'
from the left side, WHICH IS THE BINAH IN HER, AS IT IS WRITTEN:
"O my Elohim, incline Your ear, and hear" (Daniel 9:18). And from the
aspect of the Central Column, WHICH IS THE TIFERET IN HER, she is
called 'smell,' while from the aspect of herself, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
she is called 'mouth,' as it is written: "With him I speak mouth to
mouth" (Bemidbar 12:8).
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841. And she is called 'the first commandment', "I am (Heb.
anochi)" (Shemot 20:2), NAMELY, THE BEGINNING OF THE DIVINE
REVELATION, from the aspect of Keter, that is in her, which is Ayin
(lit. 'nought'), NAMELY, THE LETTERS ALEPH YUD NUN from our
Elohim: (Aleph Lamed Hei Yud Nun Vav), FOR KETER IS CALLED
'NOUGHT' IN THE SENSE OF ABSENCE OF CONCEPTION.
'anochi' (Aleph Nun Caf Yud) contains the letter Caf that stands for
Keter and Aleph Yud Nun (Heb. ayin). And Keter is so called from the
aspect of upper Ima, for whom the Exodus from Egypt is mentioned
fifty times in the Torah, CORRESPONDING TO THE FIFTY GATES OF
BINAH, AND KETER OF MALCHUT IS IN BINAH. And she is a
daughter (Heb. BAT - BET TAV) from ("In the beginning") Beresheet
(Bet Resh Aleph Shit Yud Tav), which includes all of the ten sayings
BY WHICH THE WORLD WAS CREATED. And from the aspect of
Chochmah, she is the daughter of Yud, AS IT IS SAID: "by wisdom
founded the earth" (Mishlei 3:19), NAMELY, MALCHUT, WHICH IS
CALLED 'EARTH', for Father, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, founded the
daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And she is "a path which no bird of
prey knows" (Iyov 28:7), which is comprised of 32 paths, namely the
32 Names of Elohim from the aspect of upper Mother that is called
'glory' (Heb. kavod = 32). And when they are included in the
daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, MALCHUT is called heart (Heb. lev =
32), and this is why there is glory above and a heart below.
842. And the Ten Commandments were given on two tablets, five on
each, and MALCHUT includes them, for they are the five SFIROT
from Keter to Gvurah, and the five SFIROT from the Central Column,
WHICH IS TIFERET to the daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And they
are twice Hei. HE ASKS: IF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS ARE FROM
THE TEN SFIROT, is it then possible to speak with ten mouths, WITH
EACH SFIRAH SPEAKING WITH ITS OWN SPECIAL MOUTH? HE
ANSWERS, He included all TEN COMMANDMENTS in the only
daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and all of them became one, WITH
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS BEING INCORPORATED WITHIN
MALCHUT. And so it is that Vav, WHICH IS TIFERET, that is called
'voice', cannot be perceived until it joins with speech, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. And this is why IT IS WRITTEN: "you heard the voice of
the words" (Devarim 4:12), WHERE VOICE ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN
AND WORDS TO MALCHUT.
843. She, MALCHUT, is the second commandment from the side of
Gvurah, which is the same numerical sum as for the word Yir'ah, (lit.
'fear') FOR THEY BOTH HAVE THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 216. And
this is intimated in the word "Beresheet" (lit. 'In the beginning'),
WHOSE LETTERS, REARRANGED, SPELL: Yere boshet (lit. 'fearful
of shame'), and it has been taught: Whoever has no modesty,
certainly his forefathers were not present on Mount Sinai.
844. She is the third commandment, which is called 'love of Chesed',
as it is written: "I have loved you with an everlasting love: therefore I
have remained true to you (with Chesed)" (Yirmeyah 31:2). Love,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is composed of the patriarchs, and in their
contexts is called: 'bakol' (lit. 'in all'), 'mikol' (lit. 'of all'), 'kol' (lit. 'all'),
WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED KOL (LIT. 'ALL'). ABOUT
ABRAHAM IT IS SAID: "AND HASHEM HAD BLESSED ABRAHAM IN
ALL THINGS" (BERESHEET 24:1); AND ABOUT ISAAC IT IS
WRITTEN: "AND I HAVE EATEN OF ALL" (IBID. 27:33); AND ABOUT
JACOB: "BECAUSE I HAVE ALL" (IBID. 33:11). And the secret of the
matter is the verse: "I remember in your favor, the devotion (Chesed)
of your youth, your love as a bride" (Yirmeyah 2:2), WHICH IS SAID
ABOUT MALCHUT.
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845. And she is the fourth commandment, which is the unity from the
aspect of the Central Column, NAMELY, THE UNITY OF Sh'ma
Yisrael. That is 25 (Caf Hei) plus 25 letters with Him, WITH ZEIR
ANPIN, NAMELY, 25 LETTERS OF SH'MA YISRAEL, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, PLUS 25 LETTERS OF 'BLESSED BE THE NAME OF THE
GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM FOREVER AND EVER', WHICH IS
MALCHUT, that are in the six words of Sh'ma Yisrael, WHICH ARE
SIX SFIROT of ZEIR ANPIN. And for her sake, Abraham said: "...will
go yonder (Heb. coh) and prostrate ourselves" (Beresheet 22:5).
AND IT IS ALSO SAID: "Thus (Heb. coh, Caf Hei) shall you say to the
house of Jacob" (Shemot 19:3).
846. And He, ZEIR ANPIN, is Aleph Chet OF ECHAD: (LIT. 'ONE' ALEPH CHET DALET), which is the Central Column, while she,
MALCHUT, is the Dalet OF ECHAD. She is the completion of His
unity, perfecting in him THE SECRET OF one. Aleph Chet (= nine) OF
ECHAD include nine Sfirot, namely: Aleph is Infinity, NAMELY,
KETER, the Chet (= eight) Sfirot from Chochmah to Yesod. The Dalet
OF ECHAD is Malchut, with the tip OF THE DALET ALLUDING TO
YESOD. With it, IN MALCHUT, are completed the ten Sfirot, which are
THE TEN LETTERS Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei
Aleph. The Dalet (= four) OF ECHAD is comprised of the four letters
of the Yud Hei Vav Hei.
847. The fifth commandment is: "but you shall meditate therein day
and night" (Yehoshua 1:8). She, MALCHUT, is the Written Torah from
the side of Chesed and the Oral Torah from the side of Gvurah,
where Chochmah and Binah are in them, FOR AT THE TIME OF
GREATNESS, CHESED ASCENDS AND BECOMES CHOCHMAH,
WHILE GVURAH ASCENDS AND BECOMES BINAH. This is as the
sages of the Mishnah taught: He who wants to be wise will face
south and he who wants to be rich will face north, WHERE THE
MEANING OF RICH IS IN KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING. And
the Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET, incorporates both of them,
THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, and for this reason is called
'heavens' (Heb. shamayim) for it includes fire (Heb. esh) and water
(Heb. mayim). Fire is Gvurah and water is Chesed.
848. And for this reason, Keter, which is Caf, is the secret of the
verse: "weighing ten shekels apiece (Heb. kaf), after the shekel of
the sanctuary" (Bemidbar 7:86), NAMELY, TEN SFIROT FROM
ABOVE DOWNWARDS AND TEN SFIROT FROM BELOW UPWARDS,
which is Yud Hei Hei, three letters that become Caf, namely, KETER,
over Vav WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and is to correspond to Keter Torah,
(lit. 'the crown of the Torah'). For the Vav is the scroll of the Torah,
and the Caf, WHICH IS YUD HEI HEI, is the diadem of its head. And
all of it together, NAMELY, YUD HEI HEI WITH VAV, is the Yud Hei
Vav Hei whose numerical value is Caf Vav (= 26), WHERE THE CAF
IS THE SECRET OF KETER OVER THE VAV.
849. The sixth commandment OF MALCHUT is the hand Tefilin,
WHICH IS TO BE PLACED on the left arm, WHICH IS GVURAH, and
from the side of Gvurah it is the Hei of the dim hand, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. AND THEREFORE THE HAND TEFILIN, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, MUST BE PLACED ON THE LEFT ARM, WHICH IS
GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. And from Keter to Gvurah there are five
Sfirot, and they are THE ASPECT OF the head Tefilin of the Central
Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. FOR FROM KETER TO GVURAH IS
THE ASPECT OF THE HEAD TEFILIN, FOR THEY ARE ZEIR ANPIN,
AND BELOW GVURAH THEY ARE THE HAND TEFILIN, FOR THEY
ARE MALCHUT. And she, MALCHUT, is the knot of the three straps,
namely Netzach, Hod, and Yesod; NAMELY, SHE IS THE KNOT OF
THE TWO STRAPS OF THE HEAD, WHICH ARE NETZACH AND HOD,
AND THE KNOT OF THE ONE STRAP OF THE HAND TEFILIN, WHICH
IS YESOD. AND IT FOLLOWS THAT SHE IS THE KNOT OF THE
THREE STRAPS.
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850. And she is the seventh commandment, which is the precept of
fringes, comprised of blue and white, which are Judgment and
Mercy. In the flame OF THE CANDLE, the white fire does not devour
WHAT IS UNDER IT, FOR IT IS ATTACHED ONLY TO THE BLUE FIRE
THAT IS UNDER IT, BUT the blue fire OF THE CANDLE IS ATTACHED
TO THE WICK AND THE OIL, AND IT devours and destroys WHAT IS
UNDER IT, FOR THE WHITE FIRE IS CHESED AND THE BLUE FIRE
IS JUDGMENT. AND ABOUT THE BLUE FIRE, WHICH IS JUDGMENT,
IT IS SAID: "and consumed the burnt offering" (I Melachim 18:38).
For the white is from the right and the blue from the left, while the
Central Column, which is the unity of the two of them, OF THE
RIGHT SIDE AND THE LEFT SIDE, is green. For this reason the
sages taught: From what time in the morning may the Sh'ma be
recited? As soon as one can distinguish between blue and white,
NAMELY, AS SOON as ONE CAN DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CHESED
AND JUDGMENT, FOR ONE HAS TO UNITE THEM IN THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, THIS BEING THE SECRET OF THE RECITATION OF THE
SH'MA YISRAEL. And this is why it was decreed that the section
about the fringes be included in the unity OF THE RECITAL OF THE
SH'MA YISRAEL, BECAUSE ITS PRECEPT IS TO BE FULFILLED
WITH WHITE AND BLUE, WHICH HAVE TO BE BROUGHT
TOGETHER IN THE RECITAL OF THE SH'MA YISRAEL.
851. And she is the eighth commandment, which is mezuzah. The
Shechinah is called 'mezuzah' from the aspect of the Central
Column, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, which is the letters Yud Hei Vav Hei,
and from the aspect of the Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD, which
is the secret of the covenant that is called 'Shadai'. Shadai is the seal
of the King, who is the Yud Hei Vav Hei. THEREFORE THERE IS A
YUD HEI VAV HEI INSIDE THE MEZUZAH, CORRESPONDING TO THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, AND THE WORD SHADAI ON THE OUTSIDE OF
THE MEZUZAH, CORRESPONDING TO YESOD.
852. The ninth commandment is the Shechinah, which is called 'the
sign of the covenant' from the aspect of the Righteous One, the
Foundation of the World, WHICH IS YESOD, as it is written: "This
(Heb. Zot) is the token of the covenant" (Beresheet 9:17). ZOT
REFERS TO THE SHECHINAH AND SHE IS "THE TOKEN OF THE
COVENANT." AND IT IS WRITTEN: "IT IS A SIGN BETWEEN ME AND
THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL FOR EVER: FOR IN SIX DAYS HASHEM
MADE THE HEAVEN AND THE EARTH, AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY
HE RESTED, AND WAS REFRESHED" (SHEMOT 31:17). "between
Me," the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, "and the children of
Yisrael," Netzach and Hod, TERMED THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL.
"Sign" refers to the Righteous One, NAMELY, YESOD. "is (fem.)"
refers to the Shechinah. "for in six days Hashem made the heaven"
NAMELY, from Keter to the Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET,
THIS BEING THE SIX SFIROT, KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, for whenever six is mentioned it is
only from the aspect of the letter Vav, WHICH IS TIFERET. HERE,
TOO, THE SIX DAYS REFER TO TIFERET, TOGETHER WITH THE
FIVE SFIROT THAT PRECEDE IT, AND WHICH IT INCLUDES. BUT
FROM TIFERET AND DOWNWARDS IT IS NO LONGER THE ASPECT
OF ZEIR ANPIN, BUT RATHER THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT. And
there is no seventh, other than from the aspect of the letter Yud,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, WHICH IS a diadem on the head OF ZEIR
ANPIN IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "A VIRTUOUS WOMAN IS A
CROWN TO HER HUSBAND" (MISHLEI 12:4). AND SHE IS THEN IN
THE ASPECT OF upper Chochmah AND IS CALLED "It is a sign," in
the masculine form. AND WHEN MALCHUT IS lower Chochmah it is
called "It is a sign," IN THE FEMININE FORM. AND THIS IS WHY THE
WRITTEN TEXT (SHEMOT 31:17) is "It is A SIGN," WITH A VAV,
NAMELY, IN THE MASCULINE FORM, ALTHOUGH IT IS POINTED
WITH THE VOWEL 'I' SHOWING HOW IT IS TO BE READ IN THE
FEMININE FORM.
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853. And circumcision was decreed for the eighth, namely the eight
SFIROT from Chochmah to Yesod, to receive in them the small Yud,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, and to elevate her to Keter, for her to be a
diadem over the head OF THE EIGHT SFIROT. And it was decreed
that the foreskin be placed in a vessel with dust, in order to fulfill the
verse "and dust shall be serpent's food" (Yeshayah 65:25).

854. The tenth commandment OF MALCHUT is: "Wherefore the
children of Yisrael shall keep the Shabbat" (Shemot 31:16). The
Shechinah is called 'Shabbat', from the aspect of the three upper
grades, namely Shin, WHICH ALLUDES to the three Sfirot: Keter,
Chochmah, and Binah. And MALCHUT is daughter and is fourth to
these. "Six days" (Shemot 31:15) REFERS TO THE SIX SFIROT
FROM Chesed to Yesod, NAMELY, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, on which work may be done, because
the building OF THE WORLD commences with Chesed, as it is
written: "A world is built by love (lit. 'Chesed')" (Tehilim 89:3). But
from Binah and upwards, NAMELY, IN THE UPPER THREE SFIROT,
is rest and pleasure and cessation from all work.
855. The eleventh commandment THAT IS IN MALCHUT is called 'the
morning', afternoon, and evening prayers, from the aspect of the
three patriarchs, NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET. It is
the prayer of every (Heb. kol) mouth (Heb. Peh), NAMELY, MALCHUT
CLEAVING TO YESOD, FOR PRAYER IS MALCHUT AND EVERY
MOUTH IS YESOD. For the word kol (lit. 'all or every') only means the
Righteous One, WHICH IS YESOD, as it is written: "for all that is in
heaven and on earth" (I Divrei Hayamin 29:11), which Yonatan Ben
Uziel translated (into Aramaic) as "that takes hold of heaven and
earth," NAMELY, YESOD THAT IS ATTACHED TO HEAVEN AND
EARTH THAT ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Mouth (Heb. Peh =
85) has the same numerical value as milah (lit. 'circumcision') and
just as Male and Female below unite by the covenant, so, too the
bride and bridegroom above come together in Yesod, THEY BEING
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. YESOD is the living (Heb. CHAI =
eighteen) of the Worlds, because it includes the eighteen blessings
OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER, as it is written: "Blessings are upon the
head of the just" (Mishlei 10:6).
856. And for this reason when one bows one should bow at
'Blessed,' WHICH IS THE SECRET OF YESOD, and when returning to
the upright position, one should do so (at the mention of) the Divine
Name. This is the Shechinah in the name of the Yud Hei Vav Hei, with
which the Shechinah has to be stood upright, the same about whom
it is said: "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more
rise" (Amos 5:2) BY HERSELF, but she shall by another grade,
NAMELY, YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, and for this
reason: "On that day I will raise up the tabernacle of David that is
fallen" (Ibid. 9:11); and the reference is to Him, about whom it is
said: "Hashem raises those who are bowed down" (Tehilim 146:8),
AND, THEREFORE, WHEN RETURNING TO THE UPRIGHT POSITION,
ONE SHOULD DO SO AT THE DIVINE NAME.
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857. The twelfth commandment THAT IS WITH MALCHUT is called
'the Festival of Unleavened Bread' (Pesach) and 'the Festival of
Weeks' (Shavuot) and 'the Festival of Sukkot', from the aspect of the
three patriarchs, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, AND TIFERET; and
the New Year is the aspect of MALCHUT herself, WHICH IS THE
SECRET OF, 'The law of the government (MALCHUT) is the law'.
There is also the opinion that THE HOLIDAY of Pesach is the right
arm, NAMELY, CHESED; Shavuot, which is the time when the Torah
was given in the wilderness, where the appointee OVER THE
WILDERNESS is ox from the side of Gvurah SHAVUOT, THUS IS
GVURAH. Sukkot is TIFERET AS IT IS SAID: "And Jacob journeyed
to Sukkot" (Beresheet 33:17), JACOB BEING TIFERET. AND IN ALL
OTHER PLACES, THE AUTHOR SAYS THAT PESACH IS CHESED,
SUKKOT IS GVURAH, AND SHAVUOT IS TIFERET. The thirteenth
commandment THAT IS WITH MALCHUT is the recital of the Sh'ma.

124. Explanations of the Holy Names and appelations
Rabbi Shimon tells us the names that are applied to the Endless Light, and says that these names are a result of the creation of those creatures who
can apply those names to Him. His name changes depending on the actions of those in the world; for the righteous He has the attribute of Mercy
and for the wicked He has the attribute of Judgment - thus His name can be Yud Hei Vav Hei or Adonai. He is therefore called after the quality of
each generation and each person, but He Himself has no specific quality or name. Rabbi Shimon says that the soul is not found in any one part of
the body but is in the whole body; in just this way God is found everywhere in the world. Every single one of His names testifies that He is Master of
all the worlds. We hear that every person in Yisrael inherits a world according to his level on high, as each and every righteous person has a world
for himself. Lastly Rabbi Shimon concludes that the soul is like God only insofar as it rules over all parts of the body, but not in any other respect.
858. And it should be known that THE ENDLESS LIGHT is called
'Wise One in all sorts of wisdom', and 'Understanding One in all
sorts of understanding', and 'Pious One in all sorts of piety', and
'Mighty One in all sorts of might', and 'Counselor in all sorts of
counsel', and 'Righteous One in all sorts of righteousness', and
'King in all sorts of kingship', to infinity and immeasurably. And in all
these grades, in one He is called 'Merciful One' and in another He is
called 'Judge', and so on in a number of grades until infinity. HE
ASKS, if so, it implies that there is a difference between Merciful One
and Judge. AND HE ANSWERS, yet before He created the world, He
was called by all these grades after the names of the creatures of the
world, that were destined to be created. And if not AFTER the
creatures of the world, why should He have been called 'Merciful
One', 'Judge', FOR THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN NONE FOR HIM TO
SHOW MERCY TO. Thus HE WAS INDEED SO CALLED only after the
creatures that were in the future to be created, BUT THERE IS NOT,
HEAVEN FORBID, ANY CHANGE IN HIM HIMSELF.

859. And for this reason, all the Names are appellatives of Him, after
His deeds. In such a way He created the soul in His likeness, which
is so named following its actions in each of the parts of the body,
which is itself called 'a small world'. Just as the Master of the
Universe behaves with each creature in each generation according
to its deeds, so also is the soul according to the deeds of each part.
That same part of the body with which he observes a precept is
called 'soul' because of compassion, loving-kindness, grace and
mercy THAT ARE ACTIVATED IN HIS BODY. And that part of his
body with which he commits a transgression is called 'soul' for
judgment and wrath and anger THAT ARE ACTIVE IN HIS BODY. But
away from body, for whom can there be compassion or cruelty
BECAUSE OF THE DEEDS OF THE BODY?
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860. So, too, for whom could the Master of the Universe have been
called 'Merciful One', 'Gracious One' or 'Judge' prior to His creating
the world and His creating His creatures? Thus all His names are but
appellations, and He is so called only after the creatures of the
world. Thus, when the members of the generation are good, namely,
He is for them called the Yud Hei Vav Hei in the attribute of Mercy.
But when the members of the generation are wicked, He is for them
called 'Adonai' in the attribute of Judgment. For He is CALLED after
the quality of each generation and of each person, but He Himself
has no SPECIFIC quality and no specific name.

861. Consider the Sfirot, where each Sfirah has a specific name,
quality, border, and limit. The Master of the Universe spreads
throughout these names and rules by them and is called after them
and is clothed in them and lives amongst them as a soul within the
parts of the body. And just as the Master of the Worlds has no
specific name and no specific place, but His rule is in all directions
IN THE WORLD, so also the soul has neither name nor place
anywhere in the body, but its rule is in every direction, and there is
no part of the body that is vacated of her.

862. And for this reason, no one place IN THE BODY should be noted
as that OF THE SOUL, for, otherwise, IF ONE PLACE IS SO NOTED it
would follow that her rule is lacking in the remaining parts of the
body. Nor is she to be called by one, two, or even three names,
saying that she is Chochmah and from Binah, that she has Da'at,
and no more, for if one does this, IT WOULD FOLLOW THAT she
lacks the other grades.

863. And this is even truer with respect to the Master of the Universe,
to whom no place should be ascribed nor specific name attributed,
nor should He be doubled or tripled IN THEM, namely, the grade of
the Chariot, in which it is said, 'They thrice ascribe holiness to You',
since all the grades of all His Chariots are tripled, as in "The
Patriarchs, they are the Heavenly Chariot," namely the likeness of
lion, ox, eagle. For they are a chariot for man, and it is said of them:
"As for the likeness of their faces, they had the face of a
man" (Yechezkel 1:10). And from the point of the Female, they, LION,
OX, EAGLE, rule over man, WHICH IS THE NAME OF THE FEMALE,
and the Female is a chariot for LION, OX, EAGLE. And this is why it
is said about her "They thrice ascribe holiness to You."
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864. Similarly, the letters YUD HEI VAV, that ALLUDE TO the faces of
the living creatures, LION, OX, AND EAGLE, are tripled, thus: Yud
Hei Vav; Hei Vav Yud; and Vav Hei Yud. Hei is a fourth FOR THEM
AND IS THE SECRET OF "They thrice ascribe holiness to You," AS
ABOVE. She is the peace offerings (Heb. shlamim) of all of them, for
in all of them she completes (Heb. mashlemet) the Name of Yud Hei
Vav Hei. But neither names nor letters must be tripled for the Master
of All, for He is called by all the names and has no one specific
Name, and every single name testifies about Him that He is Master of
All the Worlds, AND THE NAME Adonai testifies about Him.

865. And there is a person who inherits three hundred and ten
worlds, as it is written: "That I may cause those that love Me to
inherit substance (Heb. yesh = 310)" (Mishlei 8:21). THIS IS
according to the level OF CHOCHMAH that is called 'something out
of nothing', FOR KETER IS CALLED 'NAUGHT' AND CHOCHMAH,
'SUBSTANCE THAT IS DRAWN OUT OF NAUGHT', and this is upper
Chochmah. And there is also the person who only inherits one
world, according to his level as has been taught: Each and every
righteous man has a world for himself. Likewise every person in
Yisrael inherits a world according to his level on high, but there is no
recording of a world for the Master of the Universe, for He is the
Master (Heb. adon) of All the Worlds, as the name Adonai testifies
about Him.

866. Likewise with the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, on which all
existences depend, and He and all His existences testify about the
Master of the Universe that He pre-existed all existences, that He is
within all existence, and that He will be after all existences. And this
is the secret that the beings testify about Him, that He was, is, and
will be.

867. Dina (lit. 'judgment') is composed of the letters of Adonai, rearranged. And for this reason, our teachers of blessed memory said:
The law of the government is the law (Heb. dina). The name El
testifies about the Master of All, that no name, Yud Hei Vav Hei,
grade, and certainly none of the other creatures has any ability apart
from Him. And this is as is written: "and all the inhabitants of the
earth are reputed as nothing: and He does according to His will in
the host of heaven..." (Daniel 4:32). Elohim testifies to His Divinity,
that He is the Elohim, and the Elohim of Elohim, and He is Eloha over
All, and there in no Eloha above Him. Tzevaot (lit. 'Hosts') testifies
about Him, as it is written: "He does according to His will in the host
of heaven." Shadai (Shin Dalet Yud) testifies about Him that (Heb.
Shin), when He said to the world "Enough" (Heb. dai), THE WORLD
stopped within its limits and did not expand any more. Likewise, to
the water, wind, and fire HE SAID: "ENOUGH" (Heb. DAI).
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868. Likewise, every Yud Hei Vav Hei and every name testify about
Him, for when He was alone, before He created the world, why did He
need to be called by these names or by the other appellatives, such
as Merciful One, Gracious one, Long-suffering, Judge, Mighty,
Strong? There are many such names that are so coined after all the
worlds and the creatures in them in order to show that His rule is
over them.

869. And it is likewise with the soul, WHICH, IN THE ASPECT OF its
rule over all the parts of the body, is likened to Him. JUST AS HE IS
RULER OVER ALL THE WORDS, SO IS THE SOUL RULER OVER ALL
PARTS OF THE BODY, but it is not meant to say that the soul is like
Him in its essence, for it was He who created it, while HE has no
Elohim above Him who created Him. Furthermore there are a number
of changes and incidents and causes that happen to the soul, which
is not the case for the Master of All. For this reason, the soul is like
Him only respecting its rule over all parts of the body, but not in any
other respect.

125. The recital of the Sh'ma Yisrael and the Tefilin
Rabbi Shimon rearranges the letters in Sh'ma, Shem and Echad to teach us about God as witness and about the reason for the four compartments
of the Tefilin.
870. Furthermore, Sh'ma (Shin Mem Ayin) (lit. 'Hear') Yisrael:
CONSISTS OF THE LETTERS OF shem (lit. 'name' - Shin Mem) and
great Ayin. Similarly, Dalet of echad: (lit. 'one' - Aleph Chet Dalet) is
written large, AND THESE TWO LARGE LETTERS spell 'ed' (lit.
'witness' - Ayin Dalet). Thus, between the Shin Mem of Sh'ma,
WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED 'NAME', and the Aleph Chet
of echad, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, ARE TO BE FOUND THE LARGE
LETTERS AYIN DALET, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE VERSE:
"Hashem is witness (Heb. Ed) against you" (I Shmuel 12:5). AND SO
HE IS INDEED A WITNESS over each and everyone who proclaims
His unity in the world. And therefore David said: "I will rejoice (Heb.
esmach - Aleph Sin Mem Chet) in Hashem" (Tehilim 104:34) and the
Shin Mem of Sh'ma, WHICH IS MALCHUT, together with the Aleph
Chet of Echad, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, spell 'esmach'. AND THIS IS
THE SECRET OF THE UNITY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, FROM
THE ASPECT OF GREATNESS, FOR MALCHUT, FROM THE ASPECT
OF GREATNESS IS CALLED 'NAME' (HEB. SHEM - SHIN MEM).
871. Furthermore, the large letter Dalet (whose numerical value is
four) OF ECHAD ALLUDES TO THE four compartments of the Tefilin
that Aleph Chet OF ECHAD, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, puts on, and with
which he is adorned, and they are an ornament on his head. And
they are THE SECRET OF THE COMBINATION Yud Hei Hei Vav. The
Yud, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, is a diadem on Hei, which is the
daughter, NAMELY, MALCHUT. Thus, "Hashem by wisdom founded
the earth" (Mishlei 3:19), for Father, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH, founded the daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT IS
CALLED 'EARTH'. THE SECOND HEI OF THE COMBINATION YUD
HEI HEI VAV is upper Mother, which is a diadem on the Vav, which is
the son, NAMELY, ZEIR ANPIN, as we read: "by understanding He
established the heaven" (Ibid.), FOR ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS CALLED
'HEAVENS', RECEIVES THE MOCHIN FROM UNDERSTANDING,
NAMELY, UPPER MOTHER, for Mother established the son. Thus, in
the world-to-come, WHICH IS BINAH, there is no eating and no
drinking, but the righteous sit with their diadems on their heads. THE
RIGHTEOUS HERE ARE ZEIR ANPIN, WHO HAS A DIADEM ON HIS
HEAD, FROM BINAH THAT IS CALLED 'THE WORLD TO COME'.
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126. Two arrangements of the four passages of the Tefilin
The Tefilin are said to be the Mochin, and Rabbi Shimon describes all the parts of the phylacteries and their meaning in terms of the Sfirot and the
Holy Names of God and the letters of the alphabet. Lastly Rabbi Shimon tells us what Rabbi Akiva had to say about the flowing light that is never
interrupted and that comes from Infinity.
872. And the daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is the Tefilin of the dim
hand. Yud is His knot. Upper Hei, namely, Mother, is the head Tefilin
on the head of Tiferet. His Tefilin, NAMELY, HIS MOCHIN, are
according to the order Yud Hei Vav Hei, which is "Sanctify to
Me" (Shemot 13:1-10), YUD. "And it shall be when Hashem shall
bring you into the land" (Shemot 13:11-16) IS HEI; "Hear, O
Yisrael" (Devarim 6:4-9) IS VAV; and "And it shall come to pass, if
you will hearken diligently" (Devarim 11:13-21) IS THE FINAL HEI.
THIS ORDER IS FOR THE TEFILIN OF THE HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN.
But in the World to Come, WHICH IS BINAH, THE TEFILIN, NAMELY,
THE MOCHIN THAT SHE RECEIVES, the order of Yud Hei Vav Hei's,
which are Hei Hei, are in the center. THAT IS, YUD FIRST, WHICH IS
"SANCTIFY TO ME;" AND THE VAV OF "HEAR" IN THE END; "AND
IT SHALL BE WHEN HASHEM SHALL BRING YOU INTO THE LAND";
"AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU WILL HEARKEN
DILIGENTLY," THAT IS HEI-HEI, ARE IN THE MIDDLE. And on this
the prophet said: "but let him that glories glory in this, that he
understands and knows Me, that I am Hashem" (Yirmeyah 9:23),
WHERE THE INITIAL LETTERS SPELL YUD HEI HEI VAV. And this is
why the sages of the Mishnah taught: There is room on the head to
lay two pairs of Tefilin. And such a one is privileged to observe two
precepts, about which they taught: Not everyone has the privilege to
enjoy two tables.
873. IN THE FOUR SECTIONS OF THE HEAD TEFILIN, the Yud,
WHICH IS THE SECTION "SANCTIFY TO ME," is Chochmah. The Hei,
WHICH IS THE SECTION "AND IT SHALL BE WHEN HASHEM SHALL
BRING YOU INTO THE LAND," is Binah. Vav, WHICH IS THE
SECTION "HEAR, O YISRAEL," is the central pillar. And the Hhei,
WHICH IS THE SECTION "AND IT WILL COME TO PASS, IF YOU
WILL HEARKEN DILIGENTLY," is holy Malchut. The head that is
crowned with these four letters is Keter, which is the circumference
of the head that comprises THE TEFILIN THAT ARE THE MOCHIN
and covers them. The recital of the Sh'ma YISRAEL is love, Chesed,
and is equivalent to the Torah that was given on the right. The
Tefilin, CALLED 'strength', are on the left side, which is Gvurah. The
Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET, includes everything, FOR IT
COMPRISES CHESED AND GVURAH. The wings of the precept,
WHICH ARE THE FRINGES, in which are blue and white, are Netzach
and Hod. The Mezuzah, ON WHICH IS recorded the Name Shadai, is
Righteous One, NAMELY, YESOD, and the Shechinah is the gate
onto which the Mezuzah is affixed, ABOUT WHICH IT IS WRITTEN:
"this is the gate of Hashem" (Tehilim 118:20).
874. Furthermore, the THREE-HEADED LETTER Shin is the three
straps, THE TWO OF THE HEAD TEFILIN AND THE ONE OF THE
HAND TEFILIN. Dalet is the knot of the HEAD Tefilin at the back OF
THE HEAD, while Yud is the knot of the hand Tefilin. TOGETHER
THEY SPELL SHADAI. This is why Shadai is written on the outside
OF THE TEFILIN, while the Yud Hei Vav Hei is inside THE TEFILIN,
for it is the four sections THEREIN. The four-headed letter Shin
alludes to the four compartments of the Tefilin. Shadai is His, ZEIR
ANPIN's, sign, and amounts to the same NUMERICAL VALUE as
Metatron.
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875. Again: Yud, Chochmah, is the section "Sanctify to me." Hei,
Binah, is the section "And it shall be when Hashem bring you into
the land." Vav is the Sh'ma, IN WHICH THERE ARE six words:
"HEAR, O YISRAEL, HASHEM OUR ELOHIM, HASHEM IS
ONE" (DEVARIM 6:4), alluding to the six Sfirot which are six
branches of the tree which Tiferet includes. The LAST Hei is THE
SECTION "And it will come to pass, if you will hearken diligently"
which is Malchut. These are THE MOCHIN of the head, FOR THE
HEAD, which is Keter, IS THE SECRET OF THE LETTER CAF, IN THE
SECRET OF THE VERSE: "There is none holy as (Heb. Caf)
Hashem..." (I Shmuel 2:2), WHERE THE LETTER CAF (LIT. 'AS') IN
THE EXPRESSION "AS HASHEM" IS KETER OF ZEIR ANPIN.
876. Shadai alludes to the straps, compartments, and knots of the
Tefilin from the outside, FOR THE SHIN OF SHADAI ALLUDES TO
THE THREE STRAPS, TWO OF THE HEAD AND ONE OF THE HAND.
THE DALET OF SHADAI ALLUDES TO THE FOUR COMPARTMENTS
OF THE HEAD TEFILIN, AND ALSO TO THE KNOT OF DALET THAT
IS BEHIND THE HEAD. THE YUD OF SHADAI ALLUDES TO THE
KNOT OF THE HAND TEFILIN. The same holds for the mezuzah,
there being Yud Hei Vav Hei on the inside and the name Shadai on
the outside. The four-headed letter Shin , with the Dalet OF SHADAI
alludes to the four compartments and to the knot of THE HEAD
Tefilin behind THE HEAD, WHICH HAS THE SHAPE OF a double
Dalet. Likewise, there is a double Shin, ONE ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF
THE COMPARTMENT AND ONE ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE
COMPARTMENT. The Yud OF SHADAI is the knot OF THE TEFILIN of
the dim hand, which is the fifth compartment: THAT IS TO SAY THAT
WITH THE FOUR COMPARTMENTS OF THE HEAD TEFILIN THE
FIFTH COMPARTMENT IS THAT OF THE HAND TEFILIN. The Dalet of
Shadai is the brain, about which it has been taught; the place on the
head where a baby's brain is seen to pulsate, and this is a baby
suckling from the breasts (Shin Dalet Yud) OF ITS MOTHER,
NAMELY, FROM Shadai, FOR THE DALET ALLUDES TO THE
MOCHIN OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT OF SUCKLING.
877. The Tefilin of the Master of the Universe are Keter. And what is
the crown of the Master of the Universe? It is the Yud Hei Vav Hei;
namely, the Yud of the Yud Hei Vav Hei is Chochmah, HEI is Binah,
and Vav is Tiferet, which includes the six Sfirot CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. The FINAL Hei is Malchut,
NAMELY, TEN SFIROT. And this is the reason BEHIND THE VERSES
"And what one nation in the earth is like Your people" (II Shmuel
7:23); "For (Heb. ki - Caf Yud) what great nation is there so great,
that has Elohim so near to them, as (Heb. Caf) Hashem our Elohim is
in all things that we call upon Him for?" (Devarim 4:7); AND ALSO
THE VERSE, MENTIONED ABOVE: "THERE IS NONE HOLY AS (HEB.
CAF) HASHEM" (I SHMUEL 2:2). All THESE four verses have marked
in them the letter Caf, and the secret of the letter Caf (whose
numerical value is twenty) is Yud Yud (the numerical value of each
being ten), NAMELY THE YUD AT THE BEGINNING AND THE YUD AT
THE END OF THE COMBINATION Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei
Yud. AND THIS IS THE INNER MEANING OF THE VERSE "weighing
ten shekels apiece (lit. ten ten), after the shekel of the
sanctuary" (Bemidbar 7:86), NAMELY, the Caf of Keter, that is
composed of ten Sfirot, AS ABOVE, and they comprise TEN SFIROT
OF DIRECT LIGHT, from above downwards, and ten Sfirot of
RETURNING LIGHT, which are upwards from below.
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878. And these TWENTY SFIROT, OF DIRECT LIGHT AND OF
REFLECTED LIGHT, are THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "waters that
are above the heavens" (Tehilim 148:4), which are the male upper
waters, NAMELY, THE TEN SFIROT OF DIRECT LIGHT, WHILE "THE
WATERS WHICH WERE UNDER THE FIRMAMENT" (BERESHEET
1:7) ARE the female lower waters, NAMELY THE TEN SFIROT OF
REFLECTED LIGHT. And Rabbi Akiva said to his pupils about them:
When you reach the stones of pure marble, do not say: Water, water,
lest you endanger your souls. For it is not water as is usually
understood, NAMELY, CHASSADIM, but 'flowing light'; NAMELY, IT
IS ALSO COMPOSED OF CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED 'LIGHT',
AND FROM THE ASPECT OF CHASSADIM, IT IS 'FLOWING'. This is
why it was likened to flowing water. And this light is never
interrupted, nor is it cut off, nor separated. And because it is from
Keter, it is called 'infinite' WATER, for Keter is called the Endless
Light.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

127. Shavuot
Rabbi Shimon says that burnt offerings are not required during Shavuot because Yisrael have already observed the days of purity and the Other
Side now has no hold over them. The Festival of Weeks belongs to the Tree of Life and not to the tree of knowledge of good and evil.
879. "And you shall offer the burnt offering for a sweet savor to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:27). Come and see, About Pesach it is
written: "You shall offer a sacrifice made by fire for a burnt offering
to Hashem" (Ibid. 19). Yet here it is not written 'a sacrifice made by
fire' but "And you shall offer the burnt offering." What is the reason
for this? AND HE ANSWERS, the reason is that this day OF
SHAVUOT, is a day on which the bride enters the wedding canopy;
NAMELY, MALCHUT ENTERS THE WEDDING CANOPY WITH ZEIR
ANPIN, and Yisrael COMES from THE COUNTING OF the days and
weeks of purity, and is taken in and enters into THESE days of
purity, NAMELY, THE SECRET OF THE SEVEN DAYS CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, IN
EACH ONE OF WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH,
HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, MAKING A TOTAL OF 49 DAYS. And
she, MALCHUT, has emerged from the aspect of everything bad,
NAMELY, THEY NO LONGER HAVE ANY HOLD OVER HER, and has
observed the days of purity as fitting, NAMELY, THE 49 DAYS OF
THE COUNTING. And this is the secret of the king who tasted the
taste of a virgin. IN OTHER WORDS, THE SECRET OF THE VERSE "A
VIRGIN, NEITHER HAD ANY MAN KNOWN HER" (BERESHEET
24:16), IF THE MATTER BE DISCLOSED, IS THAT NO ONE OF THE
OTHER SIDE HAD ANY HOLD OVER HER. And this is why it is not
written about it 'a sacrifice made by fire', for no other came close to
the Sanctuary, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and THE OTHER PARTY has
already been removed from there. Thus there are not, nor is there
any need for, offerings made by fire in this case, for Yisrael has
removed themselves from the Evil Side. Said Rabbi Aba: We still
have to open this matter up.
880. Rabbi Shimon said: I lifted up my hands in prayer to Him who
created the world and found this secret in the works of the early
masters: Offerings made by fire are in between THE GOOD AND THE
BAD, and they come on this side and on that side, for they are
attached to the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, AND ARE,
THEREFORE, attached to both the good and to the bad. For this
reason, on the other days, it is written: "a sacrifice made by fire for a
burnt offering" FOR THEY CONTAIN JUDGMENTS AND HAVE A
HOLD ON THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. But on
these days when the Tree of Life and no other is to be found,
NAMELY, ON SHAVUOT, we do not need an offering made by fire,
and it does not have to be there, for this day OF SHAVUOT belongs
to the Tree of Life and not the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil.
This is why SCRIPTURE SAYS: "And you shall offer the burnt
offering for a sweet savor to Hashem" (Bemidbar 28:27), and not 'a
sacrifice made by fire to Hashem for a burnt offering'. And THE
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MEANING OF 'burnt offering' (Heb. olah) is derived from ascent, FOR
IT ASCENDS (HEB. OLAH) TO THE MOST HIGH ONE, as we have
learned. And we have already clarified these matters IN THE
COMMENTARY about one-year old bullocks and the whole of that
offering.

128. Rosh Hashanah
Rabbi Shimon uses the story of Isaac and Jacob and Esau to illustrate the meaning of the two days of Judgment and the need for the burnt offering.
881. "And in the seventh month, ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE
MONTH" (Bemidbar 29:1). This is as we have learned, that the day of
the New Year is the Day of Judgment for the whole world: stringent
judgment ON THE FIRST DAY and lenient judgment ON THE
SECOND DAY. HE ASKS: IT IS WRITTEN, "And you shall make a
burnt offering" (Ibid. 2), whereas it should have been written: 'And
you shall offer a burnt offering', as on all the other days. What is the
meaning of "And you shall make?" AND HE ANSWERS, on this day
OF THE NEW YEAR it is written: "and make me savory
food" (Beresheet 27:4), WHICH IS WHAT ISAAC SAID TO ESAU,
WHO IS THE ACCUSER. And during these days Yisrael makes many
savory foods and dishes, NAMELY, PRECEPTS AND PRAYERS,
while the accuser goes to search for the sins of the world, TO MAKE
THEM INTO SAVORY FOODS FOR THE PROSECUTION. It is
therefore not written: 'And you shall offer a burnt offering', but: "And
you shall make a burnt offering," NAMELY, MAKE AND CORRECT
SAVORY FOODS. And it is not WRITTEN: 'a sacrifice made by fire to
Hashem for a burnt offering', as it is similar for all the other festival
days, in which days there is no part FOR THE OTHER SIDE. Nor is 'a
sacrifice made by fire' written AS IN SHAVUOT AND YOM KIPPUR,
and certainly not for this day, on which we make savory foods and
dishes without the knowledge of the Other Side, for he had been
sent by Isaac to hunt game that is the iniquities of men, and to bring
them to him.
882. And while he is yet on the way, Yisrael takes advice from
Rivkah: do all these rituals and all the prayers, and prepare a Shofar
and sound it in order to awaken Mercy, AS HAS BEEN EXPLAINED
IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH. And we have already learnt: "and
he brought him wine, and he drank" (Beresheet 27:25), for he came
from afar, FROM BINAH, from that place where the wine is old,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF
THE SIX INTERMEDIATE SFIROT OF THE LEFT SIDE, AFTER THE
ANNULMENT OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT OF THE LEFT SIDE,
THIS BEING TERMED OLD WINE. And he drank, found it delicious,
and rejoiced. And after that ISAAC, WHO IS THE LEFT COLUMN,
blessed him with a number of blessings and removed his iniquities,
FOR THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH MAKES ATONEMENT FOR
INIQUITIES. As it is written: "and Jacob was yet scarce gone out
from the presence of Isaac his father, and Esau his brother came in
from his hunting" (Beresheet 27:30), namely, he was carrying with
him a number of burdens OF INIQUITIES, as has been stated, and we
have already learned these matters.
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883. And this is why it is a day of the T'ruah SOUND OF THE
SHOFAR, and the sacrifice is a burnt offering. One ram is, as we
have learned, because of the ram of Isaac. The one kid of the goats
for a sin offering is a bribe to Samael, FOR FROM JUST THIS
OFFERING HE RECEIVES SOME NOURISHMENT FROM THE
ASPECT OF THE SIX INTERMEDIATE SFIROT of CHOCHMAH, to
make atonement before him for having wept on that day when he
realized that his will had not been done and he had gone hunting for
nothing. FOR THE UPPER THREE SFIROT OF HIS LEFT SIDE HAD
BEEN ANNULLED, AND THEY ARE HIS TOTAL STRENGTH, AS
ABOVE, AND THE CONTRACTION OF THE UPPER THREE SFIROT IS
CALLED 'WEEPING', as we have learned. This is similar on Yom
Kippur, as written in the portion of Emor.

129. Sukkot
Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Elazar talk about the third day of Sukkot, employing the analogy of the ark landing on Mount Ararat and the waters receding.
884. "And on the fifteenth day of the seventh month" (Bemidbar
29:12). Rabbi Aba began by quoting: "And the ark rested in the
seventh month" (Beresheet 8:4). Come and see: Throughout these
days, FROM YOM KIPPUR TO THE HOLIDAY OF SUKKOT, the
Mother, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, hovers over the sons, WHO
ARE YISRAEL, in order that the Other Side should not have control
OVER YISRAEL, and in order to save them. After the children have
been saved and are sitting in their booths (Heb. Sukkot), they are
guarded with the protection OF MOTHER, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH. On the first and second days OF THE HOLIDAY OF
SUKKOT, she commanded Yisrael to make a feast for the ministering
angels of the other nations, NAMELY THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS
FOR THE SEVENTY MINISTERS, and she does not dwell there WITH
THEM. On the third day, which is the seventeenth day of the month,
THE SHECHINAH begins to rest on them. And this is the meaning of
the verse: "And the ark rested in the seventh month, on the
seventeenth day of the month, upon the mountains of Ararat,"
WHERE THE ARK IS THE SECRET OF THE SHECHINAH, AND THE
MOUNTAINS OF ARARAT ARE the mountains in the midst of which
rest all the curses and all the punishments, WHICH ARE THE
APPOINTEES OF THE NATIONS.
885. Rabbi Elazar said: On the first day of the holiday, MALCHUT
does not rest on them, ON THE MINISTERS OF THE SEVENTY
NATIONS, nor on the second day; but only on the third day, which
decreases by the addition, does she rest on them, adding letters and
decreasing in sacrifices, as it is written: "Eleven (Heb. ashtei asar)
bullocks" (Bemidbar 29:20), which is appropriate for the evil eye. For
on the first day and the second day there is rejoicing of the children,
and Yisrael distributes to them, TO THE APPOINTEES OF THE
NATIONS, booty. From the third day and onwards, when MALCHUT
rests upon them, what is written? "And the waters decreased
continually until the tenth month; in the tenth month, on the first day
of the month, were the tops of the mountains seen" (Beresheet 8:5).
"And the waters decreased continually"; these are the sacrifices that
are continually reduced, and as they become fewer in number so
does their goodness become less.

130. The water libation
Rabbi Shimon explains about the contraction as the waters receded and the relevance to the water libation during the second, sixth and seventh
days of Sukkot. He compares the mountains of Ararat to the mountains of darkness and the curses of the Other Side, that gradually become visible
as the waters recede. We hear about the sacrifices of the rams and lambs and bullocks and their effect on the seventy heathen nations for whom
they are offered. Lastly we are reminded how Yisrael break through all the Klipot to find joy on the eighth day of assembly, Shmini Atzeret. In this
the Other Side has no part.
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886. Rabbi Shimon said, Elazar, come and see: From the second day,
the waters began to appear, NAMELY, THAT THE LIBATION OF
WATER ON THE ALTAR BEGAN. FOR ITS PURPOSE WAS ALSO TO
DRAW DOWN LIVELIHOOD AND SUBSISTENCE FOR THE OTHER
SIDE. "AND IF HE BE THIRSTY, GIVE HIM WATER TO
DRINK" (MISHLEI 25:21): THIS WATER IS THE WATER THAT IS
MENTIONED HERE FOR LIBATION ON THE DAYS OF THE HOLIDAY.
And after the water had begun, AND THE OTHER SIDE AND THE
SEVENTY NATIONS HAD RECEIVED THE EMANATION, THEY THEN
GREW IN STRENGTH, AS NOTED IN THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH,
and from the third day MALCHUT rested on them, FOR THEY DREW
HER DOWN SEPARATED FROM ZEIR ANPIN, AS ABOVE. And the
Babylonians did not know why these waters are mentioned here IN
CONNECTION WITH THE FESTIVAL, THAT IS TO SAY THAT THEY
DID NOT KNOW THAT THEIR PURPOSE WAS TO PROVIDE
SUBSISTENCE TO THE NATIONS OF THE WORLD, for the goodness
of Yisrael is not in the place of contraction, NAMELY, IN THE
BULLOCKS OF THE FESTIVAL THAT ARE REDUCED IN NUMBER,
but in the place of expansion. And since these waters that are
mentioned here are contracting, TOGETHER WITH THE BULLOCKS
OF THE FESTIVAL, Scripture comes to inform us that it is written:
"And the waters decreased continually" (Beresheet 8:5). That is, the
waters that are known from the days of the festival are the ones that
are mentioned among the sacrifices. FOR ON THE SECOND DAY IT
IS SAID THAT AMONG THE SACRIFICES IS "AND THEIR DRINK
OFFERINGS" (HEB. VENISKEIHEM) (BEMIDBAR 29:18), THE LAST
LETTER OF WHICH IS MEM. AND ON THE SIXTH DAY, IT IS SAID,
"AND ITS DRINK OFFERINGS" (HEB. UNSACHEIHAH) (IBID. 31),
WITH YUD. AND ON THE SEVENTH DAY "AFTER THE
ORDINANCE" (Heb. KEMISHPATAM) (Ibid. 33), THE LAST LETTER
OF WHICH IS MEM. AND THESE THREE LETTERS TOGETHER
SPELL MAYIM (LIT. 'WATERS' - MEM YUD MEM), FROM WHICH IT
FOLLOWS THAT THERE IS AN ALLUSION TO THE WATER LIBATION
IN THE TORAH. For they, THE SACRIFICES, are mountains of curses
that continually decrease, and their goodness, and the emanation
that is drawn down on them "decreased continually" (Beresheet 8:5).
And because these waters belong to them, TO THE NATIONS AND
TO THE OTHER SIDE, the letters MEM YUD MEM were not joined
together AND THE WORD DID NOT APPEAR EXPLICITLY WRITTEN
IN THE TORAH. BUT THE LETTERS ARE SCATTERED, WITH MEM
BEING IN "AND THEIR DRINK-OFFERINGS" (Heb. VENISKEIHEM),
THE YUD IN "AND ITS DRINK OFFERINGS" (Heb. UNSACHEIHA),
AND THE FINAL MEM IN "AFTER THE ORDINANCE" (Heb.
KEMISHPATAM), AS ABOVE. And the purpose of this is so that their
goodness should not be joined, but BE little by little.
887. But regarding Yisrael, who are from the Holy One, blessed be
He, WHO IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, what is written? "but they who
seek Hashem shall not want any good thing" (Tehilim 34:11). The
first half of this verse is: "The young lions lack, and suffer
hunger" (Ibid.). The young lions are the appointees of the other
nations. They that seek Hashem are Yisrael, who will not lack all
good things because they continually ascend higher and higher,
FOR A PERSON MAY BE PROMOTED TO A HIGHER DEGREE OF
SANCTITY BUT NOT DEMOTED. For this reason, their good, THAT
OF THE NATIONS AND OF THE OTHER SIDE, which are waters,
"decreased continually until the tenth month" (Beresheet 8:5), which
is the month of Tevet, for then are the days of badness, FOR THE
MONTHS OF TEVET AND SHEVAT ARE THE PERIOD OF JUDGMENT
AND ARE CALLED 'THE DAYS OF BADNESS'. And this badness
awakens and grows stronger, and the holy bride, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, does not illuminate from the midst of the sun, NAMELY,
IS SEPARATED FROM THE SUN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. And then
the tops of these mountains became visible, THAT IS THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT SIDE THAT ARE DRAWN DOWN WITH
THE BULLOCKS OF THE FESTIVAL, namely, those mountains of
darkness and mountains of curses that appear and grow stronger
and do evil things in the world.
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888. About these days OF THE HOLIDAY OF SUKKOT IT IS
WRITTEN: "a sacrifice made by fire" (Bemidbar 29:13) regarding
THEIR burnt offering, NAMELY THE WORDS, "AND YOU SHALL
OFFER A BURNT OFFERING FOR A SACRIFICE MADE BY
FIRE" (IBID.). For then these offerings made by fire, which are the
judgments, devour their portions, namely, those seventy bullocks
corresponding to the seventy appointees who rule over the seventy
nations. AND THEIR NUMBER is greatest on the first day and
decreases with each passing day. And they are called 'goring
bullocks' on their days. Fourteen rams. (THE TEXT HERE IS
MISSING, BUT SHOULD READ AS FOLLOWS: "TWO RAMS, AND
FOURTEEN LAMBS OF THE FIRST YEAR" (BEMIDBAR 29:13).) The
two RAMS on each day are fourteen Yud Hei Vav Hei, AS SEVEN
TIMES TWO IS FOURTEEN. And this refers to the hand that controls
them continually, every day. And the total number of the lambs of
the first year is 98, FOR SEVEN TIMES FOURTEEN EQUALS 98.
889. And you might wish to ask: If so, IF WE OFFER FOURTEEN
RAMS SO THAT THE HAND (HEB. YAD = FOURTEEN) OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI WILL RULE; AND IF WE OFFER 98 LAMBS, WHICH IS A
BAD OMEN, FOR IT CORRESPONDS TO THE 98 CURSES IN THE
ADMONITION AND ALSO IT IS SAID THAT 'TILL A DART (Heb.
CHETZ = 98) STRIKE THROUGH HIS LIVER' then are we not being
evil-eyed towards them, FOR HE SAYS TO HIM: 'EAT AND DRINK,
SAYS HE TO HIM; BUT HIS HEART IS NOT WITH HIM'? HE
ANSWERS: Yes, for it is written: "IF YOUR ENEMY BE HUNGRY,
GIVE HIM BREAD TO EAT, AND IF HE BE THIRSTY, GIVE HIM
WATER TO DRINK: for you shall heap coals of fire upon his
head" (Mishlei 25:21-22). But we give only out of rejoicing, for
throughout the whole year, there is no rejoicing like that on these
days OF SUKKOT. And since we give out of the goodness of our
hearts, in rejoicing and willingly, OUR GIFTS TO THEM turn into
coals of fire on their head, burning coals, for our rejoicing affects
them badly, namely, the fourteen RAMS, seventy BULLOCKS, and 98
LAMBS, which is their sum total OF SACRIFICES, WHERE THE
FOURTEEN RAMS INDICATES THE HAND OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
THAT CONTROLS THEM, AND THE SEVENTY BULLOCKS IN THEIR
DECREASING PROGRESSION TEACH THAT THEIR GOODNESS
WILL CONTINUALLY DECREASE, WHILE THE 98 LAMBS TEACH
ABOUT THE 98 CURSES THAT REST ON THEM; OR IN OTHER
WORDS: 'A DART STRIKE THROUGH THEIR LIVER'.
890. And all this is very well, but you might ask: Who asked us to
sacrifice for them, FOR THE APPOINTEES OF THE SEVENTY
NATIONS? Perhaps they are not interested in our doing so? But all
of these appointees have no such rejoicing as at that time which
they have with all these bullocks and rams and lambs that Yisrael
offers to them at these banquets. Nevertheless, nothing is offered
except to the Holy One, blessed be He alone, while they, THE
APPOINTEES, come close and the Holy One, blessed be He,
distributes to them. And about this it is written: "If your enemy be
hungry, give him bread to eat," where bread refers to the festival
offerings; and in "and if he be thirsty, give him water to drink," water
refers to that water that is marked TO BE POURED OUT IN A
LIBATION on the days of the festival, on the second, sixth, and
seventh days. And this is derived from, "it would be utterly scorned
(Heb. boz - Bet Vav Zayin)" (Shir Hashirim, 8:7), WHERE THE
NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE LETTERS BET, VAV, AND ZAYIN ARE
TWO, SIX AND SEVEN, RESPECTIVELY.
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891. "Many waters cannot quench love" (Shir Hashirim 8:7) this
refers to the waters that Yisrael pours out in libation out of rejoicing
and love for the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is written: "Therefore
with joy shall you draw water" (Yeshayah 12:3). "nor can the floods
drown it" (Shir Hashirim 8:7). These are the floods of the pure
balsam, NAMELY, THE EIGHTEEN RIVERS OF PLENTY THAT ARE
DRAWN DOWN FROM YESOD OF BINAH. For all of them cleave to,
and form a bond with, this love. "if a man would give all the
substance of his house, it would be utterly scorned " (Ibid.). This
refers to Samael; and he gives "for love" (Ibid.) of Yisrael, namely, so
that he should have a portion with them in these waters about which
it is written in this section: "if a man would give all the substance of
his house for love, it would be utterly scorned (Heb. boz)," which is a
mnemonic for these waters THAT ARE POURED OUT ON THE
SECOND (BET), SIXTH (VAV), AND SEVENTH (ZAYIN) DAYS. It would
certainly be scorned, for all the substance OF SAMAEL is
considered for us as a broken potsherd that can never be repaired.

892. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: The water OF SAMAEL, THE OTHER
SIDE AND THE NATIONS, is distributed on the days of boz (Bet Vav
Zayin). This leaves the other days, namely, the fifth, fourth, and third
days of the festival, ON WHICH THERE IS NO WATER LIBATION. The
mnemonic for this: He ploughed (Heb. charash - Chet Resh Shin) the
furrows of the land, WHERE THE LETTERS OF CHARASH STAND
FOR CHAMISHI (LIT. 'FIFTH'), REVI'I (LIT. 'FOURTH') AND SHLISHI
(LIT. 'THIRD'), ON WHICH DAYS THERE IS NO LIBATION OF WATER,
and they have no correction through us, nor indeed forever. FOR
JUST AS THEY HAVE NO CORRECTION ON THE FIFTH, FOURTH,
AND THIRD DAYS, SO THEY NEVER WILL HAVE ANY CORRECTION.
And should you wish to point that it is written "it would be utterly
scorned," WHEREAS, ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE, IT SHOULD
HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 'IT WOULD NOT BE UTTERLY SCORNED',
NAMELY, THAT THEY DO NOT WANT THE SCORN (SECOND, SIXTH,
AND SEVENTH), WHICH IS THE SUBSTANCE OF SAMAEL, I
SHOULD THEN RESPOND: ELSEWHERE IT IS WRITTEN: "For he has
not despised (scorned) nor abhorred the affliction of the
afflicted" (Tehilim 22:25).
893. HE ASKS: What about the first day OF THE FESTIVAL,
THINKING THAT THE SECOND, SIXTH, AND SEVENTH (HEB. BOZ)
DAYS ARE CONSIDERED THOSE OF THE WATER LIBATION, AND
THE FIFTH, FOURTH AND THIRD (HEB. CHARASH) DAYS ARE FREE
OF THE LIBATION OF WATER, BUT HE DOES NOT MENTION THE
FIRST DAY OF THE FESTIVAL AT ALL. HE ANSWERS, THE FIRST
DAY is not called either 'first' nor 'one', but IS CALLED simply "the
fifteenth day" (Bemidbar 29:12). No special mention is made of it
BECAUSE THERE IS NOTHING SPECIAL ABOUT IT TO MENTION,
but the water libation is first mentioned on the second day, and this
is how it should be. BECAUSE ON THIS DAY A PORTION IS GIVEN
TO THE OTHER SIDE, IT IS FITTING THAT THIS SHOULD BE ON THE
SECOND DAY, for about the second day IT WAS not SAID: 'THAT IT
WAS good'. This is why he does not mention the first or one day at
all, but just simply IS THE FIFTEENTH DAY, and the first mention of
the days of the festival, and the renewal of the days, begins on the
second day. And the water is distributed on the second, sixth and
seventh days, and there is no libation of water on the fifth, fourth or
third days, as we have learned - and it all falls into place.
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894. Happy is the portion of Yisrael, who know how to enter the
kernel of the nut; NAMELY, HOLINESS IS LIKE THE KERNEL OF A
NUT THAT IS SURROUNDED BY SHELLS, and in order to get into the
kernel, they break off these shells THAT SURROUND IT, and enter.
What is written subsequently? "On the eighth day you shall have a
solemn assembly" (Bemidbar 29:35). For after they break through all
these Klipot and break down a number of forces and kill a number of
serpents and a number of scorpions, which were there in wait for
them in those mountains of darkness, until they managed to find the
place of settlement and a holy city WHICH IS THE HOLY MALCHUT,
surrounded by walls on all sides, they then entered it ON THE
EIGHTH DAY OF ASSEMBLY (HEB. SHMINI ATZERET) to give it
satisfaction there, and rejoice in it. And we already explained the
matter.

895. And this is "a solemn assembly," THE MEANING OF WHICH IS a
gathering, NAMELY MALCHUT, for she is a place where everything
gathers, FOR SHE IS A RECEPTACLE FOR ALL THE HIGHER
LUMINARIES. "you shall have," namely you and nobody else shall
have, FOR THE OTHER SIDE HAVE NO PART OF IT, but it is you who
rejoice with your Master, and He with you. And on this it is written:
"Be glad in Hashem and rejoice, O you righteous: and shout for joy,
all you who are upright in heart" (Tehilim 32:11).
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1. The world is maintained by two colors only
Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Yitzchak talk about the wise-hearted women that spin and work with their hands, and from this they derive that those
women combine Judgment and Mercy. We hear that Rabbi Elazar said that every woman is considered Judgment until she marries a man of Yisrael,
who is compassion, and thus Judgment and Mercy are joined together. The rabbis explain why it is forbidden for men to have intercourse with
women from the other nations. We hear that God called the souls of Yisrael Chesed so that the world would never be without love. From this it is
clear that anyone who destroys Chesed will not exist in the World to Come. Matot ends with a reference to levirate marriage, where the childless
man's brother restores Chesed to the world.
1. "But all the women children that have not known man by lying
with him" (Bemidbar 31:18). In relation to this, we learned that Rabbi
Yehuda said the world is maintained by two colors only, WHITE AND
RED - NAMELY CHASSADIM AND CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT that
come from the aspect of the wise-hearted woman. Hence, it says,
"and all the women that were wise-hearted did spin with their hands,
and brought that which they had spun, both of blue, and of
purple" (Shemot 35:25). What did they bring? THE SCRIPTURE SAYS
blue and purple, which are colors contained within colors; THAT IS,
THERE ARE TWO MAIN COLORS - WHITE AND RED - AND BLUE
AND PURPLE COLORS ARE INCLUDED WITHIN THESE TWO
COLORS.
2. This is the meaning of: "she seeks wool and flax, and works
willingly with her hands" (Mishlei 1:13), SINCE WOOL PERTAINS TO
THE RIGHT AND MERCY, AND FLAX TO THE LEFT AND JUDGMENT.
It is also written: "did spin with their hands." What is "spin"? Rabbi
Yehuda says: They spin with Judgment and they spin with Mercy;
THAT IS, THEY INTERLACE RIGHT AND LEFT WITH EACH OTHER,
AND THE JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT ARE SWEETENED BY THE
MERCY OF THE RIGHT. Rabbi Yitzchak said: Why is a woman (Heb.
ishah) so called, WHICH IS DERIVED FROM FIRE (HEB. ESH)? He
said to him: She contains Judgment and Mercy. SHE IS THEREFORE
CALLED 'ISHAH', THE LETTERS OF ESH-HEI, ESH BEING
JUDGMENT AND HEI MERCY.
3. Come and behold. Rabbi Elazar said: Every woman is considered
to be of Judgment, SINCE THEY ARE ROOTED IN THE LEFT
COLUMN. IT IS SO until she tastes the taste of Mercy - THAT IS,
MARRIES A MAN - AS A MALE IS ROOTED IN THE RIGHT COLUMN,
WHICH IS CHESED AND MERCY. We learned that it is from the side
of the man that white is produced, SUCH AS THE BONES OF THE
FETUS, FOR HE IS OF MERCY. From the side of the woman comes
the red OF THE FETUS, THE RED OF FLESH AND SINEW, WHICH
ARE OF JUDGMENT. When a woman tastes of the white - THAT IS,
WHEN SHE IS MARRIED TO A MAN - white is more predominant in
her, THOUGH HER ROOT IS THE RED.
4. Come and behold: this is why women of the other nations, who
know man by lying with him, are forbidden to be wed. We have
learned that there is right - CHESED - and left - JUDGMENT - which
are Yisrael and the other nations, AND ALSO the Garden of Eden, ON
THE RIGHT, and Gehenom, ON THE LEFT. This world is ON THE
LEFT and the World to Come is ON THE RIGHT. The children of
Yisrael correspond to Mercy, ON THE RIGHT, and the other nations
to Judgment, ON THE LEFT. We have learned that when a woman
has a taste of Mercy - THAT IS, WHEN SHE MARRIES ONE OF THE
MEN OF YISRAEL - Mercy overpowers JUDGMENT AND SHE TURNS
INTO MERCY. When a woman has a taste of Judgment-THAT IS,
WHEN SHE MARRIES A FOREIGNER WHO PERTAINS TO
JUDGMENT, AS MENTIONED - Judgment cleaves to Judgment. THE
JUDGMENT IN THE WOMAN ADHERES TO THE JUDGMENT IN THE
FOREIGNER. It is written of them: "the dogs are insolently greedy,
they never have enough" (Yeshayah 56:11).
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5. In relation to this, we have learned that a woman who is married to
a foreigner is attached to him like a dog. Just as a dog has a strong
impudent spirit, she WHO IS MARRIED TO A FOREIGNER is also
most impudent, WHEN Judgment CLEAVES to Judgment. We
learned that she who is married to one of the children of Yisrael, it
says OF HER: "but you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim are
alive every one of you this day" (Devarim 4:4). What is the reason
thereof? The soul of Yisrael comes from the spirit of living Elohim,
as written: "but the spirit...should faint (also: 'envelop') before
Me" (Yeshayah 57:16). This is understood from the phrase, "before
Me," WHICH MEANS FROM BEFORE THE SHECHINAH, NAMELY
FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED 'LIVING ELOHIM'. Therefore, in a virgin
woman, who does not cleave to the Harsh Judgment of the other
nations, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, but cleaves to Yisrael, WHICH IS
OF MERCY, Mercy is more powerful, and she is corrected FROM THE
JUDGMENT IN HER.
6. Come and behold. It is written: "for I have said, 'The world is built
by Chesed'" (Tehilim 89:3). What is Chesed? HE ANSWERS: It is one
of the King's supernal Sfirot, NAMELY THE HIGHEST OF THE
LOWER SEVEN SFIROT. For the Holy One, blessed be He, named the
soul of Yisrael Chesed, on the condition that it would build CHESED.
Thus, Chesed will never cease. This is derived from the phrase, "is
built," WHICH REFERS TO CHESED THAT WILL BE BUILT. We have
therefore learned that he who causes Chesed to cease in the world
will perish in the world to come. Hence, it is written: "the wife of the
dead shall not marry abroad to a stranger" (Devarim 25:5), in order
to do kindness (Chesed) with the dead man, so that he will be built
and established, as it is written, "the world is built by
Chesed" (Tehilim 89:3).
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1. "but you shall meditate therein day and night"
Rabbi Yosi emphasizes the deep importance of meditating constantly on the Torah. He says that people must accept upon themselves the yoke of
the kingdom of heaven when they go to sleep since everyone tastes death at night.
1. "And I besought Hashem at that time, saying, Adonai Elohim, You
began to show Your servant" (Devarim 3:23-24). Rabbi Yosi opened
with, "Then Hezekiah turned his face toward the wall, and prayed to
Hashem" (Yeshayah 38:2). Come and see how powerful is the force
of the Torah and how superior it is to anything else. For whoever is
occupied with the Torah does not fear the higher or lower beings,
nor fear evil incidents in the work, because he is attached to the Tree
of Life, WHICH IS THE TORAH, and daily eats from it.

2. For the Torah teaches man to walk the path of truth and gives him
counsel how to repent before his Master. Even when he is sentenced
to death, everything is repealed and gone from him, not to rest upon
him. Therefore he should be occupied with the Torah day and night
and not move from it. This is the meaning of, "but you shall meditate
therein day and night" (Yehushua 1:8). If he removed the Torah from
himself or separates from it, it is as if he separated from life.

3. Come and see, there is advice for man. When he climbs into his
bed at night, he should accept upon himself the yoke of the kingdom
of heaven wholeheartedly and hasten to give Him the deposit of his
Nefesh. It was explained that this is since every man tastes AT
NIGHT the taste of death, because the tree of death rests upon the
world, WHICH IS MALCHUT. And all the spirits of people come out,
rise and hide in it, IN MALCHUT. Since they are GIVEN as a deposit,
they all return LATER to their place.

2. Midnight
Rabbi Yosi speaks about the obligation that people have to study the Torah at night and to cleanse themselves and go to prayer in the morning. He
says that every word that a man utters during his prayers rises up and splits the firmaments.
4. Come and see, when the north wind awakens at midnight, the crier
comes out and the Holy One, blessed be He, comes to the Garden of
Eden to be delighted in the spirits of the righteous, and all the
members of the Queen's household and all the members of the
chamber are roused to praise the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN. Then the
deposits of the spirits handed to her, TO MALCHUT, are all returned
to their owners. Most people awaken from their sleep at that time,
and their deposits are returned to them all.
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5. The members of the highest chamber, WHO SERVE HASHEM, take
resolve and awaken to be occupied with the praises of the Torah.
They join the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, until
daylight. When morning comes, he, together with all the members of
the King's chamber, comes to the Holy King, ZEIR ANPIN. They are
called the children of the King and Queen. This was already
explained.

6. When morning comes, one should clean himself in every respect,
THE CLEANLINESS OF BOTH BODY AND SOUL, put on his arms,
NAMELY THE TZITZIT AND TEFILIN, and endeavor by the Holy King,
ZEIR ANPIN, since at night he endeavored by the Queen. Now IN THE
MORNING he comes with the Queen to join her to the King.

7. He comes to the synagogue, cleanses himself by reciting the
offerings, and sings the praises of King David. Fastened with Tefilin
on his head and Tzitzit at the corners of his garment, he recites "A
praise of David" (Tehilim 145). It was explained that he who prays
before his Master should stand when praying like the supernal
angels and join those who are called 'those who stand by', as
written, "I will give you access among these who stand
by" (Zecharyah 3:7). IT BEHOOVES HIM to concentrate his will
before his Master and submit his petition.

8. Come and see, when man rises at midnight from his bed to be
occupied with the Torah, a crier announces over him, saying,
"Behold, bless Hashem, all you servants of Hashem, who stand by
night in the house of Hashem" (Tehilim 134:1). Now IN THE
MORNING, when he stands in prayer before his Master, the crier
proclaims about him saying, "I will give you access among these
who stand by."

9. After finishing his prayer favorably before his Master, it was
explained that it behooves him to deliver his soul with a willing heart
to the required place, NAMELY MALCHUT. Man has many counsels
about anything. When he is in prayer, all the words man utters in his
mouth in that prayer rise up and cleave airs and firmaments until
they reach wherever they reach. They are adorned on the head of the
King, who turns them into a diadem. The friends explained that when
a man asks the Holy One, blessed be He in his prayer, he should
meditate for it to be a prayer of supplication. Whence do we know
that? From Moses, as written, "And I besought Hashem" (Devarim
3:23). Such is a goodly prayer.

3. One should cover one's eyes so as not to behold the Shechinah
We hear from Rabbi Yosi that Rav Hamnuna Saba said anyone who does not keep his eyes lowered or closed during prayer will not see the light of
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the Shechinah when he dies, nor will he die by a kiss. Whoever stands in prayer should first praise God and then offer his own prayer, and his
prayer should unify night and day.
10. Come and see, whoever stands in prayer should straighten his
legs, which has already been explained. He should cover his head as
one standing before the king and cover his eyes so as not to behold
the Shechinah. In his book Rav Hamnuna Saba said, Whoever opens
his eyes during prayer or does not lower his eyes to the ground, the
Angel of Death comes to him earlier. When his soul goes out, WHEN
HE DEPARTS FROM THE WORLD, he will not see the light of the
Shechinah nor die by a kiss. Whoever treats the Shechinah lightly is
treated lightly when he needs Her. This is the meaning of, "for them
that honor Me I will honor, and they that despise Me shall be lightly
esteemed" (I Shmuel 2:30).

11. YOU TALK ABOUT he who beholds the Shechinah when he
prays, yet how can he look at the Shechinah? AND HE ANSWERS, It
means knowing the Shechinah is surely before him WHEN HE
PRAYS. HENCE HE MUST NOT OPEN HIS EYES. This is the meaning
of, "Then Hezekiah turned his face toward the wall" (Yeshayah 38:2),
where the Shechinah rested. For that reason there must be nothing
between him and the wall WHEN HE PRAYS. This has already been
explained.

12. Whoever stands in prayer should first arrange the praise of his
Master and then recite his own prayer. For this is what Moses said
first, "You have begun..." (Devarim 3:23), and at last HE RECITED
HIS PRAYER, "I pray You, let me go over..." (Ibid. 25). Rabbi Yehuda
said, What is the difference here in first saying Adonai spelled Aleph
Dalet Nun Yud and then Yud Hei Vav Hei, which we pronounce
Elohim, NAMELY "ADONAI ELOHIM, YOU HAVE BEGUN..." HE
ANSWERS, The order is so, from below upwards, SINCE ADONAI IS
MALCHUT AND YUD HEI VAV HEI IS ZEIR ANPIN. HE SAID IT SO in
order to include the quality of day with night and the quality of night
with day and unify everything together properly. THE QUALITY OF
DAY IS ZEIR ANPIN AND THE QUALITY OF NIGHT IS MALCHUT.

4. "You have begun to show..."
Rabbi Yosi says that Moses was in a sense a beginning in the world, encompassing all the children of Yisrael, the Torah, the Tabernacle, the priests
and Levites, the twelve tribes with their princes and the seventy members of the Sanhedrin; he was absolutely perfect, and attained what no one
else ever did. As Moses was the beginning, King Messiah is the ending, because when he comes there will be perfection in the world. Rabbi Chiya
talks about how Moses was told to prepare Joshua to succeed him, as the moon cannot shine until the sun departs. Rabbi Yosi tells us that
although all the other nations of the world were given to appointed ministers, Yisrael was kept by God Himself as His own special portion, and He
gave them the great gift of the Torah.
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13. "You have begun to show Your servant" (Devarim 3:23). HE
ASKS, What manner of a beginning is here, IN SAYING, "YOU HAVE
BEGUN?" AND HE ANSWERS, Surely Moses was a beginning in the
world, in being absolutely perfect. You may say that Jacob was
perfect PRIOR TO MOSES. For the tree, ZEIR ANPIN, was perfected
through him below as it was above, BECAUSE HE HAD TWELVE
SONS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE RWELVE BORDERS OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND SEVENTY SOULS THAT CORRESPOND TO THE
SEVENTY BRANCHES IN THE SUPERNAL TREE, ZEIR ANPIN. It is
surely so. But Moses attained what no one else did, by being more
completely bedecked with many thousands and tens of thousands of
people of Yisrael, with the Torah, with the Tabernacle, with the
priests and Levites, with the twelve tribes, WITH TWELVE princes
appointed over them, with the seventy members of the Sanhedrin.
He was completed in a whole body, THE SECRET OF TIFERET THAT
INCLUDES RIGHT AND LEFT. For Aaron was to his right, Nachshon
to his left and he was between them.
14. For that reason IT IS WRITTEN, "YOU HAVE BEGUN TO SHOW
YOUR SERVANT Your greatness," NAMELY from the right, Aaron;
"and Your mighty hand" (Ibid.), NAMELY from the left, which is
Nachshon. We already learned that. It was Moses therefore who was
a beginning in the world, AND NOT JACOB. You may ask who was
the ending. AND HE ANSWERS, King Messiah is the ending, because
then there will be perfection in the world, which was not the case for
generations. At that time perfection will abide above and below, and
all the worlds will be united as one. Then it is written, "on that day
Hashem shall be one, and His name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).

15. "And Hashem said to me, Let it suffice you; speak no
more..." (Devarim 3:26). Rabbi Chiya said, The Holy One, blessed be
He, said to Moses: 'Moses, "Let it suffice you" to have joined the
Shechinah. From now on, "speak no more." Rabbi Yitzchak said,
"Let it suffice you," the light of the sun that was with you; "no more"
because the time for the moon has come, WHICH IS JOSHUA, and
the moon cannot shine until the sun is gathered. "But charge
Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen him" (Ibid. 28). You,
who are the sun, should illuminate the moon. We have already
learned this.

16. "But you that did cleave to Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 4:4).
Rabbi Yosi said, "Happy is that people, that is in such a
case" (Tehilim 144:15). Happy is the people whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, has chosen above all heathen peoples and raised to
His lot, and blessed them with His blessing, with His name's
blessing. This is the meaning of, "they are the seed which Hashem
has blessed" (Yeshayah 61:9), Hashem has actually blessed,
NAMELY, THE BLESSING OF HIS NAME.
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17. Come and see, the Holy One, blessed be He, gave all the rest of
the nations in the world to the appointed ministers that rule over
them. As for Yisrael, the Holy One, blessed be He, held to them for
His lot and portion, to actually unite with them. And He gave them
the holy Torah in order to unite with His name. Hence, "you that did
cleave to Hashem," and not to any other minister as the other
nations. This has been explained in different places.

5. "the voice of the words"
The rabbis examine the scripture that tells of Moses' admonitions to Yisrael where he reminds them that God spoke to them out of the midst of the
fire and that they heard the voice of the words. The people heard the words but saw no form, and we learn that "a form" is an inner voice, namely
Binah. Rabbi Elazar talks about the second Torah, Deuteronomy, that Moses spoke himself. He analyzes all the voices, the inner voice, the outer
voice and the voice of the words, and the words and the speech that came out and spoke from within the fire. We learn that Yisrael did not want to
hear directly from God but only through Moses; this weakened the power of Moses and the power of Malchut. Lastly Rabbi Elazar says that if a
person does a wicked deed but has no evil intention he is not punished.
18. "And Hashem spoke to you out of the midst of the fire. You heard
the voice of the words..." (Devarim 4:12). Rabbi Elazar said, We have
to examine this verse. IT SAYS "the voice of the words." What does
that mean? AND HE ANSWERS that IT MEANS voice is considered
speech, since every speech comes from it. THE VOICE IS ZEIR
ANPIN AND SPEECH IS MALCHUT, BUT SINCE WORDS COME
FROM VOICE, MALCHUT IS CALLED "THE VOICE OF THE WORDS."
Hence it is written, "And Hashem spoke to you OUT OF THE MIDST
OF THE FIRE," since speech comes from that place, MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED FIRE. And it, MALCHUT, is called "the voice of the
words."
19. "You heard," since hearing depends on it, ON MALCHUT, since
hearing comes from speech. Hence IT IS WRITTEN, "You heard."
This has already been explained. "and his master shall bore his ear
through with an awl" (Shemot 21:6), because he blemished that
place called hearing, which means both words and hearing.

20. "You heard the voice of the words, but saw no form." HE ASKS,
What is a form, AND ANSWERS, It resembles "and the similitude of
Hashem does he behold" (Bemidbar 12:8), WHICH IS MALCHUT.
THIS WAS SAID TO PRAISE MOSES, WHO USED TO LOOK AT THE
SHINING MIRROR, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, AND HENCE, "THE
SIMILITUDE OF HASHEM DOES HE BEHOLD," WHICH IS MALCHUT
THAT REVEALS YUD HEI VAV HEI. According to another
explanation, "a form" is an inner voice, NAMELY BINAH, which was
not visible at all, NOT EVEN TO MOSES; "only a voice" (Devarim
4:12) refers to another EXTERNAL voice, as we said, NAMELY
MALCHUT CALLED "THE VOICE OF THE WORDS." And why is
BINAH called a form (or: 'similitude')? HE ANSWERS, Because it
manifests the body, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED BODY, THAT IS,
THE FORM OF THE SIX EXTREMITIES, THE TWELVE BORDERS AND
SEVENTY BRANCHES, ETC. which comes out from it, FROM BINAH.
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21. You may argue that another, NAMELY MALCHUT, is also named
thus, A FORM. WHY IS IT CALLED A FORM? HE ANSWERS, It is so,
for the other one IS ALSO CALLED A FORM, BECAUSE the lower
manifestations IN BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH emerge from it.
For that reason BINAH AND MALCHUT ARE CALLED supernal Hei
and lower Hei BECAUSE THEY ARE EQUAL. The supernal Hei IS
THE SECRET OF, "a great voice which was not heard
again" (Devarim 5:19), since its founts never stop flowing, BECAUSE
IT IS WITH ABA, CHOCHMAH, IN A NEVER-ENDING UNION. All these
voices were there when the Torah was given to Yisrael, THE SECRET
OF THE SEVEN VOICES OF ZEIR ANPIN. They all came out from the
inner voice above all, WHICH IS BINAH, since everything is
suspended from it AS THEY EMANATED FROM BINAH.
22. Moses spoke from himself the words of Deuteronomy (lit. 'the
second Torah'). This has already been explained. HE ASKS why it is
so AND ANSWERS, Supernal Chochmah is called the embodiment of
the Torah, from which everything comes out into the inner voice,
WHICH IS BINAH. Afterwards, everything is settled and becomes
attached to the place called the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED MOSES. The general and the particular come from it,
namely the Written Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED
GENERAL, and the Oral Torah, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
PARTICULAR. They are also called the Torah and the second Torah.
ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED TORAH AND MALCHUT IS CALLED THE
SECOND TORAH. IT WAS THEREFORE SAID THAT MOSES, WHO IS
ZEIR ANPIN, SPOKE THE SECOND TORAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
FROM HIMSELF, NAMELY, IT EMANATED FROM MOSES. At first,
THE FIRST SET OF TEN COMMANDMENTS CAME OUT from
uninterrupted Gvurah, NAMELY FROM BINAH, OF WHICH IT IS SAID,
"A GREAT VOICE WHICH WAS NOT HEARD AGAIN." Now, WITH
THE SECOND SET OF TEN COMMANDMENTS IN THE SECOND
TORAH THEY CAME OUT all together, THAT IS, FROM ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLE THAT MOSES,
ZEIR ANPIN, SPOKE THEM FROM HIMSELF. For that reason, all
these ten commandments are spelled with Vav, in, "neither (Heb. ve)
shall you commit adultery. Neither shall you steal. Neither shall you
bear... Neither shall you covet...neither shall you desire" (Ibid. 17-18),
AS VAV INDICATES ZEIR ANPIN.
23. Rabbi Yosi said, What is meant by, "neither shall you desire"?
"Neither shall you covet" should suffice. He said to him, Blessed are
the truly righteous. Coveting is one grade, desire another. Coveting
MEANS that if he can, he will grab her, for the coveting that took him
over will cause him to act. Desire is not so. Even when he will not
take to following her, IT IS STILL CONSIDERED DESIRE. This has
already been explained.

24. Rabbi Yosi said to him, Why is not it written, 'Neither shall you
murder' SPELLED WITH VAV like the others? He said to him, For the
level OF MURDER is Judgment and comes from Gvurah THROUGH
THE LEFT COLUMN instead of from the place of Mercy, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED VAV. Hence "You shall not murder" (Ibid. 17) is
without Vav. Since five Vavs are needed, CORRESPONDING TO
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD, Vav was added
to "shall you covet," since in "You shall not murder" no Vav should
dwell BECAUSE IT IS IN GVURAH. HENCE Vav was added here.
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25. Rabbi Pinchas, who sat behind RABBI ELAZAR, heard it. He
kissed him, wept and laughed. He said OF RABBI ELAZAR, Who can
stand before him and his father in the world! Happy is the lot of the
righteous, and happy is my own lot in this world and in the World to
Come to have merited it. Of this it is written, "The righteous see it,
and are glad" (Iyov 22:19).

26. Rabbi Elazar opened with, "Go you near, and hear..." (Devarim
5:24). Come and see, when the Torah was given to Yisrael, all voices
were present, NAMELY, FROM BINAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
BINAH IS CALLED AN INNER VOICE, ZEIR ANPIN AN OUTER VOICE
AND MALCHUT THE VOICE OF THE WORDS. The Holy One, blessed
be He, sat on the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and one was visible
from within another - ZEIR ANPIN WAS SEEN FROM WITHIN
MALCHUT. The words of the one, MALCHUT, came from within that
which was above it, ZEIR ANPIN. This is the secret of the verse,
"Hashem talked with you face to face in the mountain out of the
midst of the fire" (Devarim 5:4), AS ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT
WERE FACE TO FACE. And speech came out and spoke from within
the fire and the flame, WHICH ARE THE LEFT COLUMN that pushed
the speech out OF ZEIR ANPIN by striking of wind and water, WHICH
ARE THE CENTRAL AND RIGHT COLUMNS that empower THE LEFT,
SO THAT SPEECH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, COMES OUT FROM ALL
THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN. For fire, wind and water, THE
THREE COLUMNS OF ZEIR ANPIN, came out of the Shofar, BINAH,
as it, BINAH, includes them all. Yisrael kept away from this awe.
27. Because of that, BECAUSE OF THAT AWE, YISRAEL SAID TO
MOSES, "and speak to us" (Ibid. 24), SAYING, we do not want this
lofty force from above, NAMELY FROM ZEIR ANPIN, but from the
place of the Female, MALCHUT, and no further. THIS IS THE
MEANING OF, "and speak to us," WITH A FEMININE SUFFIX. Moses
said TO THEM, You have surely weakened my power and weakened
another power OF MALCHUT, for had not Yisrael distanced
themselves, they would have heard all those words FROM ZEIR
ANPIN as before, the world would not have been destroyed and
Yisrael would have lived for generations.

28. The first time, AFTER HEARING THE FIRST WORDS, they died.
The reason is that it had to be so, since the tree of death, MALCHUT,
brought it upon them. Later they were resurrected, rose and grew BY
RECEIVING MOCHIN OF GREATNESS. The Holy One, blessed be He,
wanted to bring them into the Tree of Life, ZEIR ANPIN, that is
situated above that tree of death, so they will live forever. But they
distanced themselves and refused AS MENTIONED. Then the power
of Moses who was above them weakened, and another power OF
MALCHUT weakened. The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'I desire to
uphold you in a supernal place, that you shall cleave to life, yet you
wish the place where the Nukva dwells. For that reason, "Go say to
them, Return again to your tents" (Ibid. 27), each one will go to his
wife and mate with her', BECAUSE THEY DESCENDED TO THE
WORLD OF THE FEMALE.
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29. Nevertheless, since Yisrael did it only because of the highest awe
that rested upon them, it did not say of them but, "O that there were
such a heart in them, that they would fear Me" (Ibid. 26). From this
we learned that whoever does something but does not concentrate
in his mind and wish on the Evil Side, even though it is evil, since he
did not do it on purpose there is no punishment for him, and he is
not like another WHO DOES IT PURPOSELY. And the Holy One,
blessed be He, does not sentence him for evil.

6. "But as for you, stand here by Me"
First we hear about the great qualities of Moses. Then Rabbi Yehuda says that if people are travelling on the road in fear of thieves, the best
protection is the study of Torah because this brings the Shechinah to join them.
30. "But as for you, stand here by Me" (Devarim 5:28): from this WE
UNDERSTAND that he totally separated from his wife, and cleaved
and rose to another place of THE WORLD OF the male, instead of the
female. Happy is the lot of Moses, the faithful prophet, who attained
the highest grades, such as no other man ever attained. Of that it is
written, "he who pleases (lit. 'good before') Elohim shall escape from
her" (Kohelet 7:26). What is "good"? It is Moses, of whom it is
written, "he was a goodly child" (Shemot 2:2). Since he was good, he
rose to another high level, THE GRADE OF ZEIR ANPIN, and
therefore it is written, "for the place on which you stand is holy
ground" (Shemot 3:5). "you stand" is precise. The reason STANDING
IS MENTIONED is because it is good, and good is the male, WHICH
IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND STANDING PERTAINS TO THE
MALE.

31. You may say that Rabbi Yehuda said that 'good' is said of David,
as written, "good looking" (I Shmuel 16:12), which means that as the
mirror (Heb. mar'ah) in which to look, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
MALCHUT CALLED MIRROR, was good, so David was good looking
(Heb. mar'eh). Of Moses it is written, "a goodly child," namely, he
himself. But here IT ONLY SAYS "and good looking." Nevertheless,
DAVID was attached to both, NAMELY TO YESOD CALLED GOOD
AND TO MALCHUT CALLED MIRROR, since the one is attached to
the other. FOR YESOD AND MALCHUT ARE ALWAYS MUTUALLY
ATTACHED, ONLY HE WAS MAINLY OF MALCHUT AND REMAINED
THERE. Moses, since he was good, BEING YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
rose to be THE ASPECT OF the body, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
HIMSELF, CALLED man, as written, "the man of Elohim" (Devarim
33:1), and "Now the man Moses was very meek" (Bemidbar 12:3).
32. Rabbi Yehuda said, In all his deeds, man has to set the Holy One,
blessed be He, before him, as we already explained. Rabbi Yehuda
followed his own reasoning, saying that whoever walks on the road
AND FEARS ROBBERS should meditate on three things, A GIFT, A
PRAYER AND WAR, LIKE JACOB WHEN HE FEARED ESAU. The
most valuable is prayer. And even though prayer is more
VALUABLE, two or three friends studying the words of the Torah is
even more valuable, because they do not fear ROBBERS, because
the Shechinah is joined to them BECAUSE THEY ARE OCCUPIED IN
THE TORAH.

7. "Coats of skin"
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Chiya discuss whether Adam and Eve had coats of skin before they sinned, and we learn that at first the man and woman
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were clothed in the likeness of above, surrounded by celestial light. Only after their sin were they reduced to the clothing of skin that comes from
the lower world. In the future God will open the eyes of those who were unwise so that they will have supernal wisdom. Next the rabbis are followed
by two robbers, who are suddenly killed by two wild animals.
33. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Chiya were walking on the way. Rabbi
Elazar said, It is written, "For the man and for his wife did Hashem
Elohim make coats of skin" (Beresheet 3:21). Were they divested of
that skin until then? HE ANSWERS, Yes, SINCE UNTIL THAT TIME
THEY DID NOT HAVE THESE COATS OF SKIN, which were precious
garments. Rabbi Chiya said to him, In that case, they were not even
worthy of coats of skin, SINCE THEY SINNED BY THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL. You may say that before they
sinned, He clothed them WITH COATS OF SKIN, yet it is not so. Only
after they sinned, it is written, "For the man and for his wife did
Hashem Elohim make coats of skin, and clothed them."

34. He said to him, It is surely so THAT IT OCCURRED AFTER THE
SIN, only at first THEY WERE CLOTHED in the likeness of above,
NAMELY WITH THE SUPERNAL SPLENDOR OF ZEIR ANPIN and
were divested of the lower hues OF THIS WORLD, and the celestial
light surrounded them. After they sinned, He returned them to the
colors of this world, and removed from them the supernal colors
THEY HAD FROM ZEIR ANPIN. It is written, "For the man also and for
his wife did Hashem Elohim make coats of skins, and clothed them"
as in this world. It is written, "And you shall bring his sons, and put
coats upon them" (Shemot 29:9). In the latter verse, it bore
resemblance to the supernal, NAMELY THE LIGHT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
while here, REGARDING THE COATS OF SKIN OF ADAM, they bore
resemblance to the lower. FOR THAT REASON they are called linen
(Heb. shesh) coats THAT ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED SIX (HEB. SHESH), AFTER THE SIX EXTREMITIES. In this
verse there are coats of skin, WHICH PERTAIN TO MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED SKIN, WHICH BEARS THE ASPECT OF THIS WORLD.
Even though it is so, the beauty of these garments surpassed
everything.
35. "And the eyes of them both were opened" (Beresheet 3:7), which
means THEIR EYES OPENED to the mold of this world, NAMELY TO
THE REGULAR MODEL OF THIS WORLD, which was not the case
before when they were above, observing with open eyes, in the
supernal world. In the future to come, it is written, "And I will bring
the blind by a way that they knew not..." (Yeshayah 42:16). For the
Holy One, blessed be He, will open eyes that were unwise so they
will behold supernal wisdom and attain what they did not attain in
this world so as to recognize their Master. Happy are the righteous
that will attain this wisdom, since there is no wisdom as that
wisdom, nor is there knowing such as that knowing.

36. While they were walking they saw robbers following them to rob
them. Rabbi Elazar looked at them, and two wild animals came and
killed them. Rabbi Elazar said, Blessed is the Merciful who saved us.
He recited about them, "When you go, your steps shall not be
confined; and when you run, you shall not stumble" (Mishlei 4:12),
and, "Because he has set his delight upon Me, therefore will I deliver
him" (Tehilim 91:14).
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8. The four paragraphs of the Tefilin
Rabbi Elazar tells of the supernal source of the four Mochin in the head of Zeir Anpin that correspond to the four paragraphs in the four
compartments of the Tefilin. The rabbis talk about the whole flow of mercy and supernal light; the Holy Name Yud Hei Vav Hei and the various Sfirot
are brought in to illuminate the discussion. We learn about the four pillars of the Chariot, that are the three patriarchs and David. Rabbi Yitzchak
says that God will not enter celestial Jerusalem until His people enter terrestrial Jerusalem. He also talks about testimony, that is the flowing of the
illumination of Chochmah from supernal Eden.
37. We learned from a supernal mystery in the Concealed Book that
there are three cavities of engraved letters, WHICH ARE YUD HEI
VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, seen in the skull of Zeir Anpin. And we
learned that there are three parts of the brain (Mochin), CHOCHMAH,
BINAH AND DA'AT, which are hidden in these cavities. THE
CAVITIES ARE VESSELS AND THE LOBES OF THE BRAIN ARE THE
LIGHTS THAT ARE CLOTHED IN THEM. From the top of the highest
concealed brain of Atika Kadisha that flows into the Mochin of that
Zeir Anpin, there are four Mochin, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, THE RIGHT
SIDE OF DA'AT, WHICH IS TIFERET, AND THE LEFT SIDE OF DA'AT,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. These four Mochin ARE IN THE HEAD OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND expand throughout the body. These are the four
paragraphs in the four compartments of the Tefilin, which the Holy
One, blessed be He, puts on.
38. One should put on TEFILIN every day, because they are the
supernal Holy Name of engraved letters, YUD HEI VAV HEI, NAMELY
THE FOUR MOCHIN, as written, "And all people of the earth shall see
that you are called by the name of Hashem" (Devarim 28:10). We
learned this is the actual name of Hashem. These are the head Tefilin.

39. Rabbi Yitzchak said, This is what is meant by the verse, "Sanctify
to Me (Heb. Kadesh li) all the firstborn" (Shemot 13:2). This is the
Sfirah that includes and conceals all the others, NAMELY,
CHOCHMAH THAT INCLUDES INSIDE ITSELF ALL THE SFIROT. The
drawing OF LIGHT from above is hidden within it. It is called
"whatever opens the womb" (Ibid.), because it opens the whole flow
of mercy and supernal light.

40. Rabbi Shimon said, THIS SFIRAH OF CHOCHMAH is hidden in
the Yud of the Holy Name YUD HEI VAV HEI. It is one compartment
of the Tefilin, which is "Sanctify to Me all the firstborn." Unspecific
FIRSTBORN relates to the supernal part of the brain, Chochmah.

41. The second compartment OF THE TEFILIN is, "And it shall be,
when Hashem your Elohim shall bring you (Heb. vehayah ki
yeviacha)" (Devarim 6:10). Rabbi Yehuda said, This is the part of the
brain the gates of which become fifty gates, NAMELY BINAH, WHICH
EXPANDS INTO THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. These many gates
correspond to the many mentions of the phrases, "who have
brought you out of the land of Egypt," and "brought you forth out of
Egypt." The memory of the exodus from Egypt is mentioned many
times in the Torah, fifty TIMES that correspond to the fifty GATES OF
BINAH. FOR THE EXODUS FROM EGYPT CAME THROUGH THE
ILLUMINATION OF BINAH. THEY ARE THEREFORE FIFTY, TO
CORRESPOND TO ITS FIFTY GATES.
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42. We learned from the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba, who said that
the Holy One, blessed be He, broke many upper and lower gates that
were bound by chains, in order to bring Yisrael out of Egypt. For
through these gates of the brain lobe OF BINAH the other BLOCKED
gates were opened and loosened. Had not the gates of the brain lobe
OF BINAH opened and aroused, the other BLOCKED gates would not
have opened to execute punishment AGAINST EGYPT to bring
Yisrael out of slavery. FOR THAT REASON THE EXODUS FROM
EGYPT WAS MENTIONED FIFTY TIMES, WHICH OCCURRED BY
MEANS OF THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH.

43. Everything is concealed inside this BRAIN OF BINAH, which is
called supernal Ima, from which power was roused for lower Ima,
WHICH IS MALCHUT. What is that? It is that of which is written, "and
give ear to Me, O My nation (Heb. le'umi)" (Yeshayah 51:4), which
should be pronounced 'le'imi (Eng. 'to my mother'), rather than
le'umi. For the Holy One, blessed be He cherished the Congregation
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the extent of calling her 'My
mother', SO MALCHUT RECEIVED THE LIGHTS OF SUPERNAL IMA.
For these LIGHTS come out of supernal Ima, which is the second
compartment OF THE TEFILIN, which is called Hei of the Holy Name
YUD HEI VAV HEI that opened into fifty gates. From this part of the
brain a wind goes out to a nostril in the window of the nose of Zeir
Anpin.

44. We learned that the Jubilee, in which slaves are freed, is united
with this brain lobe OF BINAH. THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH are the
fifty years of the Jubilee, and the fifty days of the counting of the
Omer unite WITH THE BRAIN LOBE OF BINAH, in which the spirits of
the slaves rest, and their spirit achieves FREEDOM AND rest, as
written, "the day that Hashem shall give you rest from your sorrow,
and from your fear, and from the hard bondage..." (Yeshayah 14:3).
For that reason, FIRST Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS BINAH,
rests the spirit and liberates the spirit. The exodus from Egypt
comes out from the SECOND compartment OF THE TEFILIN and the
FIRST Hei of the Holy Name, as we learned. Up to here, THE FIRST
TWO COMPARTMENTS OF THE TEFILIN all is about Yud Hei of the
Holy Name.

45. Come and see, from the aspect of Aba, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH,
Chesed emerges, and from the aspect of Ima, WHICH IS BINAH,
Gvurah comes out. The Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, is attached to them all and is adorned with them, being the
letter Vav, FOR ZEIR ANPIN IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
COMPREHENDS THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT, WHICH ARE ABA AND
CHESED TO THE RIGHT AND IMA AND GVURAH TO THE LEFT.
46. The third compartment OF THE TEFILIN IS "Hear O Yisrael (Heb.
Sh'ma Yisrael)" (Devarim 6:4), which is Yisrael Saba, TOGETHER
WITH "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim" (Ibid. 5). Rabbi
Shimon taught, this is a high mystery that the supernal Yisrael,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, was adorned with the aspect of Aba. This is
Abraham. Adorned with the aspect of Ima it is Isaac.
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47. We learned about, "And you shall love" that he who loves the
King does much kindness (Chesed), BY BEING KIND to everyone.
This type of kindness is called an act of true kindness, not wishing
for reward FOR ONE'S DEEDS, but acting so for the love of the King
one bears for Him. HENCE Chesed comes out of the love for the
King. Abraham was called My beloved because for his love for Him
he did much kindness in the world. Hence it is written here, IN THE
THIRD COMPARTMENT OF THE TEFILIN, WHICH IS CHESED, "And
you shall love," BECAUSE Chesed comes from love. This is the third
compartment OF THE TEFILIN.

48. The fourth compartment OF THE TEFILIN IS "And it shall come to
pass, if you hearken (Heb. vehayah im shamo'a)... Hashem's anger
be inflamed..." (Devarim 11:13-17), WHICH IS ALL AN INDICATION
OF harsh Judgment. And harsh Judgment emerges from the aspect
of supernal Ima. We learned that though IMA is not of Judgment,
Judgment, which is supernal Gvurah, comes out of its aspect. You
may say that, "And it shall come to pass, if you hearken" is not
Judgment, BECAUSE THE PARAGRAPH ALSO SAYS, "I WILL GIVE
YOU THE RAIN OF YOUR LAND IN ITS DUE SEASON...THAT YOU
MAY EAT AND BE FULL." HE ANSWERS, Among all the Sfirot of the
King there is none that is not including both Judgment and Mercy,
and Gvurah more than the others, in which both good and evil are
included. HENCE GOOD THINGS ARE WRITTEN IN THE
PARAGRAPH OF, "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU
HEARKEN," BUT IN GENERAL, IT IS HARSH JUDGMENT.
49. The Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR Anpin, receives these four PASSAGES,
WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH, THE RIGHT SIDE OF DA'AT AND
THE LEFT SIDE OF DA'AT, and adorns itself with them, WHICH
MEANS THEY BECOME ITS MOCHIN. These are the Tefilin the Holy
One, blessed be He, puts on. We learned that this Vav, ZEIR ANPIN,
rises TO BINAH, which is adorned with its crowns and one is
attached to the other, NAMELY, ITS RIGHT COLUMN, ITS
CHOCHMAH AND ITS LEFT COLUMN, ITS BINAH. It is adorned with
them all. Vav, ZEIR ANPIN, is therefore in the center of everything,
above and below, to display the completion of Chochmah in every
direction.
50. Rabbi Aba taught, it is written, "Only Hashem took delight in your
fathers" (Devarim 10:15). From this Rabbi Shimon deduced that the
fathers are the holy supernal Chariot, as is also written, "Hashem
took delight." Come and see, just as there is a holy Chariot below IN
MALCHUT, WHICH IS FROM THE CHEST BELOW OF ZEIR ANPIN
there is a holy Chariot above, FROM THE CHEST UP OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Who are they? They are those we mentioned, THE FATHERS
CALLED CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The whole is called a
holy Chariot, because everything is interconnected and becomes
one.
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51. "ONLY HASHEM TOOK DELIGHT IN your fathers," WHO YOU
SAID WERE A CHARIOT, ARE BUT three, yet a Chariot consists of
four. Whence do we get a fourth? AND HE ANSWERS, From the
verse, "and He chose their seed after them" (Ibid.). HE ASKS what it
means AND ANSWERS THAT THE PURPOSE OF THE VERSE IS to
include King David with the patriarchs, being the fourth to be
established in a holy Chariot. For we learned that the patriarchs
establish and perfect everything. They are the body, NAMELY
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE CALLED BODY. By
them THE BODY is completed and built and to them it is attached,
NAMELY, THE BODY, ZEIR ANPIN, IS MOSTLY CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET IN HIM, WHICH ARE ABOVE THE CHEST AND ARE
CALLED THE PATRIARCHS. King David came and perfected
everything. He established the body and perfected it through them,
BY BECOMING A FOURTH, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT
PERFECTS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED BODY. Rabbi Yitzchak
said, Just as the patriarchs merited to be adorned with a holy
Chariot, so did David merit to be established as a fourth pillar of the
Chariot.
52. Rabbi Yehuda said, It is written of David, "Now he was ruddy,
with fine eyes, and good looking" (I Shmuel 16:12). What is the
reason HE IS CALLED ruddy? Because the portion of his lot brought
it on him, SINCE BEING A CHARIOT TO MALCHUT, HE WAS OF THE
ASPECT OF JUDGMENT LIKE MALCHUT. Ruddy is certainly of
Judgment; "with fine eyes" means Judgment included Mercy, as
written, "the sure loving promises of David" (Yeshayah 55:3).

53. Rabbi Yitzchak said, We explained about "the sure loving
promises (Chassadim) of David" in its place. THEY DO NOT ALLUDE
TO THE INCLUSION OF JUDGMENT WITH CHESED. But "Now he
was ruddy" MEANS as we said THAT HE IS JUDGMENT; "with fine
eyes" refers to the patriarchs, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET
THAT SHINE IN THE THREE COLORS OF THE EYE. Come and see,
Jerusalem and Zion are Judgment and Mercy, yet it is written, "the
city of David, which is Zion" (I Melachim 8:1), WHICH INDICATES
THAT JUDGMENT COMPREHENDS MERCY. It is also written, "the
Holy One is in the midst of you, and I will not come into the
city" (Hoshea 11:9), WHICH HAS BEEN SAID TO INDICATE THAT the
Holy One, blessed be He, will not enter celestial Jerusalem UNTIL
YISRAEL WILL ENTER TERRESTRIAL JERUSALEM. HE ASKS WHEN
THIS WILL TAKE PLACE. Rabbi Yehuda said, When the kingdom of
David would return to its place below, THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WOULD ENTER CELESTIAL JERUSALEM.
54. Rabbi Yitzchak said, There is a Shin with three knots, THAT IS,
THREE HEADS, and a Shin with four knots, NAMELY FOUR HEADS.
It alludes to three and alludes to four. We spoke of the three,
NAMELY THE THREE PATRIARCHS, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET. The four INCLUDE MALCHUT AS WELL to form a holy
Chariot together, for MALCHUT is the inclusion of the supernal
establishment, SINCE MALCHUT COMPLETES ZEIR ANPIN. From
here the lower grades spread and flow by their ways and straps.
They come out of the hairs on the head, suspended from them as all
these other grades come down from them, until they are tied in their
place.
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55. We learned that Vav, ZEIR ANPIN, receives these supernal
MOCHIN, CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT we mentioned, which are
the Tefilin the Holy One, blessed be He, dons. For that reason, one
should be glorified in them, BECAUSE TEFILIN ARE CALLED
GLORY. Of them it is written, "And all people of the earth shall see
that you are called by the name of Hashem" (Devarim 28:10), the
actual name of Hashem, THE MOCHIN CHOCHMAH AND BINAH,
YUD-HEI, AND THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF DA'AT, WHICH ARE VAVHEI. These are the head Tefilin. The hand Tefilin are the left, called
strength, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET MEANING OF, "HASHEM
HAS SWORN BY HIS RIGHT HAND, AND BY THE ARM OF HIS
STRENGTH" (YESHAYAH 62:8). THE RIGHT HAND IS THE TORAH
AND THE ARM OF HIS STRENGTH IS THE TEFILIN. MALCHUT
receives from the strength, THE SECRET OF THE LEFT COLUMN.
This is why, "And it shall be for a sign to you upon your hand (Heb.
yadechah)" (Shemot 13:9) is spelled with EXTRA Hei. This is the Hei
we discussed, NAMELY MALCHUT. Happy is the portion of Yisrael.
Hence the last Hei, MALCHUT, receives the Tefilin, being left
BECAUSE MALCHUT IS BUILT BY THE LEFT COLUMN. HENCE SHE
RECEIVES THE TEFILIN ON THE LEFT ARM.
56. HE ASKS, Who are these four PASSAGES for, which are one
body, for which reason they are included in one compartment, and
what are they? HE ANSWERS, They are Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and
Yesod, NAMELY THE FOUR SFIROT FROM THE CHEST AND LOWER
OF ZEIR ANPIN. They are the Hei in 'yadechah', WHICH IS MALCHUT.
For they all, ALL FOUR SFIROT, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD FROM THE CHEST LOWER are attached TO MALCHUT so
she would be blessed by them. HENCE she includes all four SFIROT
FROM THE CHEST AND LOWER OF ZEIR ANPIN.
57. Rabbi Chiya said, Yet it is written, "and you shall see My
back" (Shemot 33:23). We also learned it is the knot of Tefilin. He
said to him, We have already explained and it is fine and clarifies the
matter. Hence from this HAND TEFILIN one strap hangs down,
WHICH INDICATES the lower beings are suspended from it and
nourish from it. Hence it is called a sign, BECAUSE IT IS ATTACHED
TO YESOD. This is the meaning of, "This is the token of the
covenant" (Beresheet 9:17). It is also written, "And it shall be for a
sign to you upon your hand (Heb. yadechah)" with EXTRA Hei, which
has already been explained.
58. Rabbi Yesa says that "Hear (Sh'ma), O Yisrael" (Devarim 6:4) is
Yisrael Saba. Rabbi Yitzchak said that the large Ayin IN SH'MA
includes seventy names, THE SECRET OF THE NAME OF 72 NAMES:
THE SEVENTY NAMES PLUS THE TWO WITNESSES. It is overall
testimony, NAMELY THE FLOWING OF THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH from SUPERNAL EDEN, CALLED TESTIMONY. "Hear O
Yisrael" resembles the words, "Hear, heavens" (Yeshayah 1:2) and,
"Give ear, O heavens" (Devarim 32:1), WHICH MEANS THEY
SHOULD BE WITNESSES. Here too, "Hear, O Yisrael" INDICATES TO
MOCHIN OF TESTIMONY. It all pertains to the same issue.
59. AFTER EXPLAINING "HEAR, O YISRAEL" HE GOES ON TO
INTERPRET THE OTHER WORDS IN THE VERSE. Hashem is the top
of all in the illumination of Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS Chochmah. It is
called father, NAMELY ABA. "our Elohim" is the depths of the rivers
and streams FROM WHENCE they emerge and flow on everything,
NAMELY BINAH, FROM WHICH MALE, FEMALE AND ALL LOWER
BEINGS RECEIVE, AND WHICH IS CALLED IMA. The SECOND Yud
Hei Vav Hei is the trunk of the tree, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, which is
the whole of the roots, BEING THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
INCLUDES CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE "HASHEM OUR
ELOHIM." "One" is the Congregation of Yisrael, NAMELY MALCHUT,
and everything, ALL THESE SFIROT, make one wholeness and are
interconnected. There is no division BETWEEN THEM, but all is one.
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60. Rabbi Yitzchak taught, the supernal holy Chariot, CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, are the four compartments of
the Tefilin that Vav puts, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, as we learned.
Another holy Chariot, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD are the
four other PASSAGES included in one COMPARTMENT, WHICH ARE
THE TEFILIN the last Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI puts, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, as we explained.

9. Upper union and lower union
We are told that the purpose of the recital of the Sh'ma is to unify the name of God. The unification perfects the ministers and officers of 248 worlds,
all called body parts. We hear about the 613 commandments in the lilies and the secret of "the apple tree among the trees of the wood."
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
61. "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim; Hashem is one" (Devarim
6:4). The commandment is to declare the unity of the name of the
Holy One, blessed be He, below; for as the name of the Holy One,
blessed be He, is unified below, so it is unified above. Thus the Holy
One, blessed be He, is one and only above and below. Whoever
declares the unity of the name of the Holy One, blessed be He,
should direct his attention and will to the meditation (lit. 'unification')
we mentioned, NAMELY UNITE HIS NAME BELOW, and connect all
His limbs, NAMELY THE SFIROT by means of the meditation so that
they will all become one. For as one arranges all the limbs OF THE
NAME according to a mystery below, so one connects all the
supernal limbs by means of that meditation so they will all become
one.

62. When man is about to unite the name of the Holy One, blessed be
He, all the hosts of heaven stand in rows so as to be established and
reach perfection by means of that meditation, to be founded by one
mystery and meditation. They are all properly established BY THAT
MEDITATION. At that time, there is a minister and officer situated
under 248 worlds, all called body parts. This OFFICER is called
Halanu, and stands awaiting that unification. He is the gatherer of
lilies, as written, "to gather lilies" (Shir Hashirim 6:2), which are the
body parts.

63. The Supernal Name gathers the supernal body parts according to
the meditation that is unified by means of the 42 names. It gathers all
those supernal lilies. This officer gathers all the lower, which are all
ministers, into 72 names. They are all gathered by that meditation
and all become one body, according to the same mystery. That
meditation rises and unites everything in the two sides into one
unity. At that time all body parts are gathered and connected into
one, so they will all be according to the same meaning above and
below, according to the secret of, "Hashem shall be one, and His
name One" (Zecharyah 14:9).
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64. For that reason in the word 'Echad (Eng. 'one')' the pronunciation
of two letters Chet and Dalet is lengthened, to gather lilies so as to
be united by means of the same mystery by the complete meditation.
Once all body parts are united according to the same secret of the
same meditation, everything is considered a peace (or: 'whole')
offering. For that secret reason the Holy One, blessed be He, entered
Adam into the Garden of Eden, as written, "to till it and to keep
it" (Beresheet 2:15). We learned that these are the two offerings,
according to the secret of, "Hashem shall be one, and His name
One". For in reference to these offerings it is written, "to gather
lilies." These are the body parts of the two sides that are one.

65. The lilies are a mystery. When these body parts are connected
together so as to be all one by means of one meditation according to
the secret of the offering, the Holy One, blessed be He, is adorned
with a crown of fine gold, so as to be adorned with His honor. This is
the meaning behind the word lilies, which are the secret of all the
body parts above and below. The secret of that gold is that it is a
crown that is adorned and rises from among them. There is
everything in them, IN THE LILIES.

66. There are 613 commandments in these lilies, which are the body
parts of the two sides, according to the secret of, "Hashem shall be
one, and His name One." Among them is the ascent of that gold that
rises from among them. Wherever they are, THAT IS, THE
UNIFICATION OF THE BODY PARTS OF BOTH SIDES, that supernal
ascent of THE CROWN OF gold rises from among them. This is the
secret of "the apple tree among the trees of the wood" (Shir
Hashirim 2:3), and, "the lily among thorns" (Ibid. 2), as both the one
and the other should rise as one by the complete meditation. Happy
is he who sacrifices these offerings, NAMELY, PERFORMS THESE
MEDITATIONS. Surely, it is favorable to him both in this world and
the World to Come.

10. Awe
The Faithful Shepherd says that it is a commandment to be in awe of God in a general way, but that one should also be in awe of Him in particular;
this means that he should feel awe out of love, that is the base and foundation of the love of God.
67. It is a commandment to be in awe of the Holy One, blessed be He,
in general and in particular. HE EXPLAINS, we explained awe TO
MEAN that man should be always in awe of the Holy One, blessed be
He, as written, "that you may fear this glorious and fearful name,
Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 28:58). Awe is a place called awe,
NAMELY MALCHUT, since there the awe of the Holy One, blessed be
He LIES. It is CALLED the awe of Hashem BECAUSE ONE SHOULD
BE in awe of Him. This is the secret of the verse, "and reverence My
sanctuary" (Vayikra 19:30). For in this awe, MALCHUT, a baton of fire
dwells that strikes the evil who do not observe the commandments
of the Torah SINCE PUNISHMENTS COME FROM MALCHUT. Hence
one should be in awe in general, NAMELY FEAR OF PUNISHMENT.
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68. Then ONE SHOULD BE IN AWE OF HIM in particular, namely,
when man knows what the awe of Hashem is, BY ATTAINING THE
QUALITY OF MALCHUT HERSELF. This is awe out of love, which is
the base and foundation of the love of the Holy One, blessed be He.
This awe causes one to observe all the commandments of the Torah,
so man will be a faithful servant of the Holy One, blessed be He, as is
proper.

11. Love
Moses now says that it is a commandment to love. He tells us that whoever loves God maintains ten sayings and passes ten tests. We hear about
great love and everlasting love, and that the two are one without division. The Faithful Shepherd asserts that love surpasses every other kind of
worship there is in the whole world.
69. It is a commandment to love. We explained that the love for the
Holy One, blessed be He, MEANS that man should love Him with
great love as did Abraham, who loved the Holy One, blessed be He,
with great love and risked his body and soul for His sake. From this
we derived that whoever loves the Holy One, blessed be He,
maintains ten sayings, NAMELY TEN SFIROT, above and below.
Hence all these ten tests Abraham underwent and withstood
correspond to the ten sayings, since every test is one saying,
NAMELY ONE SFIRAH. And he was tested by that saying and
withstood it.

70. There are therefore ten tests THAT CORRESPOND TO THE TEN
SFIROT, and Abraham withstood them all, because he was attached
and cleaved to the right hand of the Holy One, blessed be He that is
called great love, NAMELY CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is called great
love because whoever is in that state of love is attached to the
supernal world, ZEIR ANPIN. Everlasting love is the secret of the
lower world, NAMELY MALCHUT, to which the love of the Holy One,
blessed be He, is attached. Everything, GREAT LOVE AND
EVERLASTING LOVE, is the same mystery without division
BETWEEN THEM. We have now learned the mystery of love that love
surpasses every kind of worship in the world. By love the name of
the Holy One, blessed be He, is honored above everything, and is
blessed. Blessed be He forever and ever. This is the clarification of
the secret of love.

71. It is a commandment to recite the Sh'ma twice every day, once to
correspond to the grade of day, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and once to
correspond to the grade of night, WHICH IS MALCHUT, so as to
include the grade of night in day and the grade of day in the night.
We have already learned this. We therefore need twice daily, once
during the day and once at night.

12. The Mezuzah
We are told that affixing a Mezuzah at the door ensures that God will guard the inhabitants when they enter and leave. Another reason for the
Mezuzah is that it reminds people of God so they remember to do His will. We hear how the evil demon that stands near the door is distracted so he
can not do any harm.
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72. It is a commandment that man should fix a Mezuzah at his door,
so that everyone will be guarded by the Holy One, blessed be He,
upon leaving THE HOUSE and entering THE HOUSE. This is the
secret of, "Hashem shall preserve your going out and your coming
in from this time forth, and for evermore" (Tehilim 121:8). For the
secret of the Mezuzah always rests at the door, which is the entrance
to the higher, BEING MALCHUT, THE ENTRANCE TO ZEIR ANPIN,
ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF, "THIS IS THE GATE OF
HASHEM" (TEHILIM 118:20). This grade is called guardian, so one is
guarded.
73. For man is not guarded except by the Holy One, blessed be He,
who constantly guards and is present at the door TO THE HOUSE,
while one is inside THE HOUSE. Another REASON FOR THE
MEZUZAH is that one must never forget the memory of the Holy One,
blessed be He. This REASON is like the Tzitzit, as said, "that you
may look upon it, and remember" (Bemidbar 15:39). When one sees
that reminder, he is reminded to do his Master's bidding. The secret
of Faith is that the Mezuzah includes a male and a female together.

74. In the book of Solomon IT IS WRITTEN: near the entrance,
against the two grades, comes a certain demon that has permission
to harm. It stands at the left side OF THE DOOR. Man lifts up his
eyes, sees the secret of his master's Name IN THE MEZUZAH AT
THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE DOOR and remembers it, and THE DEMON
cannot harm. You may say that if this is so, IT IS TRUE WHEN ONE
COMES INTO THE HOUSE. BUT when leaving the door OF THE
HOUSE outside, the demon TO THE LEFT SIDE OF THE DOOR is at
the right side OF THE MAN and the Mezuzah to his left. How is man
guarded then, if THE MEZUZAH is to his left?

75. AND HE ANSWERS, All that the Holy One, blessed be He, does,
follows its own kind. There are two grades to man, one to his right
and one to his left. The one to the right is called the Good Inclination
and the one to the left is called the Evil Inclination. When one goes
out of his house's door, that demon lifts up its eyes and sees the
Evil Inclination dwelling at the left side. It is attracted to that side
WHERE THE EVIL INCLINATION ABIDES, NAMELY THE LEFT, and is
removed from the right. Then at the LEFT side rests his master's
Name, NAMELY THE MEZUZAH, and it cannot approach him to
cause him harm and that man goes out and is saved from it. Upon
coming INTO THE HOUSE the Holy Name IN THE MEZUZAH is to his
right, AND THUS THE RIGHT OVERPOWERS THE LEFT, and it
cannot prosecute him.

76. One must therefore be careful not to soil the door to his house
with filth and refuse, or spill dirty water FOR TWO REASONS; the
one is not to desecrate his Master's Name IN THE MEZUZAH and the
other is that then that fiend, NAMELY THE DEMON, has permission
to cause harm. For that reason man must be careful about it and take
care not to push away his Master's Name from the door to his house.
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77. When man fixes a Mezuzah at his door, when he enters his
house, the Evil Inclination and the demon guard him in spite of
themselves and say, "this is the gate of Hashem, into which the
righteous shall enter" (Tehilim 118:20). When there is no Mezuzah at
a man's entrance, the Evil Inclination and that demon GROW
STRONG AND come together and place their hands on his head
when he enters and begin to say, Woe to so and so who went out of
his Master's domain. From that time ON he is not guarded and there
is no one to guard him. May the Merciful One save us.

13. Sh'ma and 'Blessed be the name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever'
This section talks about the unification of the two names Yud Hei Vav Hei and Elohim, the first by the meditation "Sh'ma Yisrael" and the second by
the meditation beginning "Blessed be the name." This concept is applied also to the Torah, that consists of the Written Torah and the Oral Torah,
the first being general and the second being particular. The unification spoken of here pertains to the Torah, to the names of God, to the above and
the below, to Zeir Anpin and Malchut, to 'remember' and 'keep', to night and day and to right and left, it is the unification of everything. Finally we are
told how the Tefilin relate to this topic.
78. "Hear (Sh'ma), O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem is
one" (Devarim 6:4) is one meditation (lit. 'unification'), and 'Blessed
be the name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever' is another
meditation, so that His Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED NAME,
should be of the same secret. According to this secret of "Hashem,
He is the Elohim" (I Melachim 18:39), YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, IS MALCHUT CALLED ELOHIM. This is written WHEN
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT are unified together. HENCE, "SH'MA
YISRAEL" IS THE SECRET OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, AND, 'BLESSED BE
THE NAME OF THE GLORY OF HIS KINGDOM FOREVER AND EVER'
IS THE ELOHIM.
79. You may say that in that case THE MEDITATION OF SH'MA AND
'BLESSED BE...' resembles the verse, "Hashem shall be one, and His
name One" (Zecharyah 14:9), which is not equal to, "Hashem, He is
the Elohim." For had it been written, 'Hashem and His name shall be
one' we would say so THAT IT EQUALS, "HASHEM, HE IS THE
ELOHIM," BUT it is not written so but, "Hashem shall be one, and His
name One." IN THAT CASE it should have said thus: 'Hashem is, the
Elohim is', and it would equal, "Hashem shall be one, and His name
One." BUT SINCE IT IS NOT WRITTEN SO, BUT, "HASHEM, HE IS
THE ELOHIM" IT IS NOT SIMILAR TO, "HASHEM SHALL BE ONE,
AND HIS NAME ONE." HOW CAN WE CLAIM THAT THE MEDITATION
OF "SH'MA" AND 'BLESSED BE...', WHICH ARE TWO MEDITATIONS,
LIKE "HASHEM SHALL BE ONE, AND HIS NAME ONE," IS EQUAL
TO, "HASHEM, HE IS THE ELOHIM'?
80. HE ANSWERS, Everything is one; THE MEDITATION OF "SH'MA"
AND 'BLESSED BE...', THE SECRET OF "HASHEM SHALL BE ONE"
IN "SH'MA" AND "HIS NAME ONE" IN 'BLESSED BE...' ARE ONE
WITH "HASHEM, HE IS THE ELOHIM." For when these two names are
unified - YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, TOGETHER WITH
ELOHIM, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the one by one meditation, WITH THE
MEDITATION OF "SH'MA YISRAEL," and the other by another
meditation, NAMELY THE MEDITATION OF, 'BLESSED BE...', or
when the two names become one and are mutually included in each
other and everything becomes one complete name, then IT IS
WRITTEN, "Hashem, He is the Elohim." For then everything is
included in each other to be one. But before they are unified each on
its own, they cannot be mutually included to be all one, IN SUCH A
WAY THAT "HASHEM SHALL BE ONE, AND HIS NAME ONE" IS NOT
EQUAL TO "HASHEM, HE IS THE ELOHIM," BUT THE LATTER IS
THE RESULT OF THE FORMER, AS EXPLAINED.
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81. The generality of the whole Torah, NAMELY THE WRITTEN
TORAH AND THE ORAL TORAH TOGETHER, is surely that way, for
the Torah is the Written Torah and is the Oral Torah. The Written
Torah is as written, "Hashem," NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN; the Oral Torah
is as written, "the Elohim," WHICH IS MALCHUT. Since the Torah is
the secret of the Holy Name it is therefore called thus, THE ONE IS
CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THE OTHER THE ELOHIM.

82. The Written Torah and the Oral Torah, the one is general and the
other particular. THE WRITTEN TORAH IS GENERAL, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, WHILE THE ORAL TORAH IS PARTICULAR, NAMELY
MALCHUT. The general needs the particular and the particular needs
the general. THE ONE CANNOT REACH PERFECTION WITHOUT THE
OTHER UNTIL THE TWO ARE JOINED, they unite with each other
and everything becomes one. Therefore the generality of the whole
Torah is the generality above, ZEIR ANPIN, and the generality below,
MALCHUT, since that name exists above and that name exists
below. The one, THE WRITTEN TORAH, is the secret of the supernal
world, ZEIR ANPIN, and the other, THE ORAL TORAH, is the secret
of the lower world, MALCHUT. Hence it is written, "To you it was
shown, that you might know that Hashem He is the Elohim" (Devarim
4:35), WHERE BOTH ARE ONE. This includes everything, ALL
WORLDS. All that we said should one know in this world.
83. You may ask where the commandments of the Torah are in this
inclusion, WHETHER "HASHEM, HE IS THE ELOHIM," INCLUDES
EVERYTHING. HE ANSWERS, The one, YUD HEI VAV HEI, is
'remember', while the other, THE ELOHIM, is 'keep'. All the
commandments of the Torah are included in these in the mystery of
'remember' and the mystery of 'keep'. 'REMEMBER' INCLUDES THE
248 POSITIVE COMMANDMENTS AND 'KEEP' INCLUDES THE 365
NEGATIVE COMMANDMENTS, and everything is one.
84. Rabbi Yosi opened with, The fact that we learned that the evening
prayer (Arvit) is obligatory is surely so, because the Holy One,
blessed be He, is unified at night THROUGH THE KRIAT SH'MA, just
as He is unified during the day. The quality of night is included in
day and the quality of day is included in night, and unification takes
place. Whoever says it is optional, it is BECAUSE THE PRAYER WAS
COMPOSED to correspond to the portions of the sacrifices and the
fatty parts that are consumed AND BURNED at night, WHICH ARE
NOT OBLIGATORY. FOR THE MORNING PRAYER (SHACHARIT) AND
THE AFTERNOON PRAYER (MINCHAH) CORRESPOND TO THE TWO
DAILY OFFERINGS, WHICH ARE OBLIGATORY, BUT THE EVENING
PRAYER CORRESPONDS TO THE PORTIONS OF THE SACRIFICES,
ETC., WHICH ARE OPTIONAL. We have already explained it.
85. It is written, "And you shall love (Heb. ve'ahavta) Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 6:5). We have explained this verse, and so did the
friends. But we should ask: if everything, right and left, is included in
this meditation of "Sh'ma Yisrael," why it is then written, "And you
shall love," WHICH IS THE RIGHT, and, "And it shall come to pass, if
you hearken (Heb. vehayah im shamo'a)" (Devarim 11:13-17), WHICH
IS LEFT, if they were already included in the meditation OF KRIAT
SH'MA? AND HE ANSWERS, There, IN KRIAT SH'MA, it is part of the
general, WHERE THE RIGHT AND LEFT OF DA'AT WERE
COMPREHENDED INTO A GENERAL PRINCIPLE, and here it is of the
particular: AT FIRST IT IS WRITTEN, "AND YOU SHALL LOVE" IN
ITSELF, WHICH IS CHESED, AND THEN "AND IT SHALL COME TO
PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN," WHICH IS GVURAH. And so it should be.
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86. In the secret of the meditation we remarked on, the meditation OF
KRIAT SH'MA is like THE MEDITATION OF the head Tefilin and the
hand Tefilin. In the head Tefilin there are four passages, which we
have already learned, and here IN KRIAT SH'MA there are three
names, YUD HEI VAV HEI, OUR ELOHIM, YUD HEI VAV HEI. There,
there are four passages, each on its own, and here there are only
three names. What is the difference between them?

14. The four passages of the head and hand Tefilin
We learn how there can be four passages in the Tefilin yet only three names in the Kriat Sh'ma. The numerology of the 25 letters in the Sh'ma, the 24
letters in the unification that begins with "Blessed be the name," the 49 gates of Binah and the 25 things used to complete the building of the
tabernacle are all explained in detail.
Rabbi Aba asks Rabbi Shimon about the leather straps of the Tefilin, comparing it to skin. Rabbi Shimon gives him an explanation, and then says
that when a person studies the Torah all night and then puts on the Tefilin in the morning, when he goes out of his house wearing the Tzitzit and
passing the Mezuzah on his doorpost, then he is escorted by four holy angels that go with him to the synagogue. We are also told about the artistic
work of people who create the Tefilin, the Tzitzit, and the Mezuzah. Rabbi Shimon closes by saying that if people really knew the Torah they would
know that there isn't a single letter or word of it that does not contain supernal secrets.
87. HE ANSWERS, It has been remarked about these four passages
that one, NAMELY, "SANCTIFY (HEB. KADESH LI)" (SHEMOT 13:2),
is the first point, NAMELY YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH. One, NAMELY, "AND IT SHALL BE, WHEN HASHEM
YOUR ELOHIM SHALL BRING YOU (HEB. VEHAYAH KI
YEVIACHA)" (DEVARIM 6:10), is the secret of the World to Come,
WHICH IS BINAH. One, NAMELY "HEAR (HEB. SH'MA)" (DEVARIM
6:4) is the right side OF DA'AT, and one, WHICH IS, "AND IT SHALL
COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN (HEB. VEHAYAH IM
SHAMO'A)" (DEVARIM 11:13-17), is the left side OF DA'AT. They are
the secret of the head Tefilin. Here, in this secret OF KRIAT SH'MA,
this unification of the three supernal names, YUD HEI VAV HEI, OUR
ELOHIM, YUD HEI VAV HEI, resemble the four passages OF THE
TEFILIN. The first Yud Hei Vav Hei is the supernal point, the
beginning of everything, NAMELY CHOCHMAH. Our Elohim is the
secret of the World to Come, NAMELY BINAH. The last Yud Hei Vav
Hei is the entirety of right and left OF DA'AT together as one whole.
These are THE ORDER OF the head Tefilin, and the first meditation
OF KRIAT SH'MA.
88. The hand Tefilin are the entirety of these FOUR PASSAGES
together, NAMELY IN ONE COMPARTMENT, and this is the secret OF
THE SECOND UNIFICATION IN KRIAT SH'MA, WHICH IS 'Blessed be
the name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever'. Here IN THE
SECOND UNIFICATION is the whole of THE FOUR PASSAGES OF
the head Tefilin comprehended in the hand Tefilin IN ONE
COMPARTMENT. THAT MEANS THAT THE UNIFICATION OF
'BLESSED BE...' RESEMBLES THE UNIFICATION OF THE FOUR
PASSAGES OF THE HAND TEFILIN.
89. This secret is as follows: 'Blessed' is the secret of the supernal
point, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, which is blessed because all
blessings flow from there. You may argue that the World to Come is
called 'Blessed', WHICH IS BINAH. This is not so, because the
supernal point, CHOCHMAH, is male and the World to Come, BINAH,
is female, and hence he, THE MALE, is called 'Blessed', and she,
THE FEMALE, is called a blessing. Blessed is masculine and
Blessing is feminine, and therefore 'Blessed' is the supernal point,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH. 'Name' is the World to Come, NAMELY
BINAH, which is a great name, as written, "and what will You do for
Your great name" (Yehoshua 7:9). 'Glory' is the supernal glory,
NAMELY DA'AT, which is right and left OF DA'AT, which are all
included in the hand Tefilin, NAMELY IN MALCHUT, which is THE
SECRET OF THE WORD 'His kingdom'. Malchut receives everything
within her, and thus all the worlds were comprised to be nourished
and fed in what they need, WHICH IS THE MEANING OF 'FOREVER
AND EVER'. FOR 'EVER (HEB. VA'ED)' MEANS FOOD AS IN, "IN THE
MORNING HE SHALL DEVOUR THE PREY (HEB. AD)" (BERESHEET
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49:27). 'FOREVER (LIT. 'FOR THE WORLD') AND EVER' MEANS
THAT MALCHUT FEEDS THE WHOLE WORLD.

90. This is ALSO the unification of the head Tefilin and the hand
Tefilin, since just like the secret of the unification of the Tefilin so is
the unification of everything. This clarifies the matter. And this way
have I arranged this meditation before the holy luminary RABBI
SHIMON and he told me that this meditation OF KRIAT SH'MA is
arranged in four manners, and that this order is the clearest of them
all. The secret of unification exists in them all, NAMELY IN KRIAT
SH'MA AND OTHER THINGS, but the order of the Tefilin is a proper
supernal meditation.

91. And since the right and left OF DA'AT is included in the secret of
the same name IN KRIAT SH'MA, NAMELY IN THE LAST YUD HEI
VAV HEI, in a general way, one should utter them after in a particular
manner, NAMELY, "AND YOU SHALL LOVE (HEB.
VE'AHAVTA)" (DEVARIM 6:5), "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF
YOU HEARKEN (HEB. VEHAHAH IM SHAMO'A)," EACH ON ITS OWN,
but not by way of unification, because unification was already
performed in the earlier verses, "HEAR (HEB. SH'MA), AND
'BLESSED BE...', so that "Hashem shall be one" in the head Tefilin,
and "His name SHALL BE One" in the hand Tefilin, WHICH IS THE
UNIFICATION OF 'BLESSED BE...' and everything became one. Once
the unification is arranged in its entirety from the top of the supernal
point, one should then adorn it from the top of the primordial light,
which is the top of everything, NAMELY KETER.
92. Moses engraved and composed 25 letters by means of the
unification of the verse that says, "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our
Elohim; Hashem is one" (Devarim 6:4). There are 25 engraved letters,
engraved by the supernal secret, NAMELY THE SECRET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, SINCE 25 INDICATES THE 22 LETTERS OF THE TORAH, AND
THE TORAH, THE PROPHETS AND THE WRITINGS, WHICH ARE THE
THREE COLUMNS, AS SHALL BE WRITTEN. Jacob wanted to
compose below, IN MALCHUT, by the secret of unification, and
composed it with 24 letters, which are 'Blessed be the name of the
glory of His kingdom forever and ever', WHICH JACOB COMPOSED,
AND WHICH IS SPELLED WITH 24 LETTERS, but he did not complete
it to 25 letters because DURING HIS TIME the tabernacle, WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO MALCHUT, was not yet built. Once the
tabernacle was built and that from which the tabernacle was drawn
was completed, after its completion He spoke with him only with 25
letters to indicate that this, MALCHUT, was completed like the
supernal, LIKE ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS 25 LETTERS, as written, "and
spoke to him out of the Tent of Meeting, saying" (Vayikra 1:1). Here
THERE ARE 25 letters.
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93. Hence 25 different things are used to complete the building of the
tabernacle, THE THIRTEEN KINDS OF GOLD, SILVER, ETC., AND
THE TWELVE STONES IN THE BREASTPLATE. We learned all these
letters when studying the engraved letters we learned from our
master. Since the tabernacle was completed by these secrets OF 25
LETTERS, the tabernacle, NAMELY MALCHUT, is therefore called BY
THE NAME 'kah' (=25), WHICH INDICATES the unification of
completion in the tabernacle, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Hence it is
written, "and Your pious ones shall bless You (Heb.
yevarchuchah)" (Tehilim 145:10), WHICH IS SPELLED AS 'shall bless
(Heb. yevarchu) kah', which is the secret of the completion of the
tabernacle and the building of it.
94. 25 stands for the 22 letters and the Torah, the Prophets and the
Writings, AS 3 PLUS 22 EQUAL 25. They are one whole, one mystery.
When Yisrael perform this unification according to the secret of the
25 letters in this verse, which are, "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our
Elohim; Hashem is one," and THE UNIFICATION OF 'Blessed be the
name of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever', which has 24
letters, and when one directs his attention to each of them, all letters
join together and amount to a single connection, which are 49 words
that correspond to the 49 gates in the secret of Jubilee, WHICH IS
BINAH. One then should continue THE UNIFICATION TO THE WORD
'EVER' but no more, SINCE IN THE WORD 'EVER' THE RECKONING
REACHES 49. Then the 49 gates OF BINAH open and the Holy One,
blessed be He, considers that man as if he maintained the whole
Torah that comes all in 49 manners.

95. One should therefore direct one's will to the 25 LETTERS OF THE
SH'MA and the 24 OF 'BLESSED BE...', and elevate them with the
desire of the heart by the 49 gates OF BINAH that we mentioned.
After meditating on that, one should meditate on the unification our
master spoke of, that, "Hear, O Yisrael...," and 'Blessed be the name
of the glory of His kingdom forever and ever', are the entirety of the
whole Torah. Happy is the lot of he who meditates on them. Surely it
is the entirety of the whole Torah that is above, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, and below, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the secret of Adam,
which is the perfection of male and female, NAMELY THE
PERFECTION OF ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. THIS UNIFICATION IS
the secret of the whole Faith.
End of Ra'aya Meheimna

96. Rabbi Aba sent to Rabbi Shimon, saying to him: That which you,
our master, explained about the Tefilin of the Master of the universe
that the four passages are the holy of holies, NAMELY CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, AND TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF DA'AT, is well.
Whence do we deduce the leather on the Tefilin and the straps that
are considered holiness? He sent to him: "For the man also and for
his wife did Hashem Elohim make coats of skins..." (Beresheet 3:21).
LEATHER is precise, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED SKIN.
This is the way Rav Hamnuna Saba explained it. These belong to the
head, AS THE FOUR PASSAGES ARE THE FOUR MOCHIN OF ZEIR
ANPIN AND THE LEATHER IS MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN. In the hand
TEFILIN "upon your hand (Heb. yadechah)" (Shemot 13:9) is spelled
with Hei TO INDICATE THAT THE FOUR PORTIONS ARE THE
MOCHIN OF HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This has already been
explained.
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97. Rabbi Shimon said, Some teach it this way: "And it shall come to
pass, if you hearken," is the left arm of the Holy One, blessed be He,
and is considered the Sfirah of Gvurah. In that case only three
PASSAGES are left in the head: "SANCTIFY TO ME ALL THE
FIRSTBORN," "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF YOU HEARKEN,"
AND "HEAR O YISRAEL" (DEVARIM 6:4), WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, AND THE RIGHT OF DA'AT. THE FOURTH LOBE OF THE
BRAIN, WHICH IS THE LEFT SIDE OF DA'AT, IS MISSING. YOU
CLAIM THAT, "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS..." IS IN THE SFIRAH
OF GVURAH, WHICH IS IN THE BODY, yet there are four LOBES OF
THE BRAIN IN THE HEAD. But there are two holy Chariots OF
CHOCHMAH, BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT; the one OF THE
HAND TEFILIN is connected to the heart, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
the other OF THE HEAD TEFILIN is connected to the brain, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN. THUS THE FOURTH PASSAGE OF THE HEAD TEFILIN
IS ALSO IN THE BRAIN, NAMELY THE LEFT SIDE OF DA'AT, AND
NOT IN THE BODY. The heart and the brain, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT, are connected to each other into one union. The
friends have spoken well that "And it shall be for a sign to you upon
your hand" REFERS TO MALCHUT, as we learned that MALCHUT is
only called a sign, SINCE THE HAND TEFILIN ARE THE MOCHIN OF
MALCHUT.
98. Rabbi Shimon said, When man prods himself to rise at midnight
and studies the Torah until day breaks, and in the morning puts on
Tefilin on the head and Tefilin on the holy sign, NAMELY TEFILIN OF
MALCHUT, on the arm, and when he wraps himself with a Tzitzit and
is about to go out the entrance to his house, he meets the Mezuzah,
which is the imprint of the Holy Name, WHICH IS MALCHUT, at the
gate to his house; THEN four holy angels join him and go out with
him from the door of his house and escort him to the synagogue.
They declare before him, give honor to the image of the Holy King,
give honor to the son of the King, to the countenance of the King.
The Holy Spirit dwells on him, and declares, saying, "Yisrael, in
whom I will be glorified" (Yeshayah 49:3).

99. That Holy Spirit then rises up and testifies before the Holy King.
The supernal King then commands to write before Him all His
household members, all those known before Him. This is the
meaning of, "and a book of remembrance was written before Him for
those who feared Hashem, and took heed of His name" (Malachi
3:16). Who are those who "took heed (Heb. choshvei) of His name"?
They are as those in, "and those who devise (Heb. choshvei) artistic
work" (Shemot 35:35). HERE TOO, those who do for His name works
of art in any way - the art of the Tefilin, their compartment and straps
and writing them, the art of the Tzitzit (Eng. 'the fringes'), their
threads, the blue thread, and the art of the Mezuzah. These are those
who "took heed of His name," as in "devise artistic work."
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100. Moreover, the Holy One, blessed be He, praises Himself with
him and declares about him throughout the worlds, 'see what My
son has achieved in My world'. Whoever enters before Him into the
synagogue after leaving his door without Tefilin on his head and
Tzitzit on his garment, yet says, "and in the fear of You I will worship
towards Your Temple" (Tehilim 5:8), the Holy One, blessed be He,
says, 'Where is the fear of Me? He bears false testimony'.

101. Happy is the lot of Moses, who said here, IN "SH'MA YISRAEL,"
Our Elohim. For Rabbi Shimon said, Moses was attached to a higher
grade than the rest of the faithful prophets. Rabbi Shimon also said,
If men knew the words of the Torah, they would know that there is
not a word or a letter in the Torah that does not contain supernal
precious secrets.

15. Our Elohim, your Elohim
Rabbi Shimon talks about the voice of Moses, that is the voice to which he is attached. He explains the difference between the curses that Moses
uttered in Leviticus and those in Deuteronomy. We hear that God gave the commandments to Yisrael so that they would be saved from the
prosecutors.
102. Come and see, it is written, "Moses speaks, and Elohim
answers him by a voice" (Shemot 19:19). We learned that "by a
voice" refers to the voice of Moses. This is well, and the voice of
Moses is precise, namely, the voice to which he is attached, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, BY WHICH HE SURPASSES above all the other
prophets, WHO ARE ATTACHED ONLY TO MALCHUT AND NOT TO
ZEIR ANPIN. Since he is attached TO THAT VOICE, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN more than all the others, by that voice, which is the supernal
grade, he said to Yisrael, 'Hashem your Elohim', which is a grade
called the Shechinah that dwells within YISRAEL, WHICH IS BELOW
THE GRADE OF ZEIR ANPIN, TO WHICH MOSES IS ATTACHED.
Happy is his lot.
103. Rabbi Shimon also said, We learned that Moses uttered the
curses in Leviticus, IN THE BOOK OF VAYIKRA, from the mouth of
Gvurah, WHICH IS BINAH THAT IS CALLED SUPERNAL GVURAH.
Those IN DEUTERONOMY he uttered with his own mouth. Could you
possibly imagine that Moses would speak even a small letter in the
Torah from himself?

104. AND HE ANSWERS, This is well, and we remarked that we did
not learn it as from himself but as from his own mouth. What does
this mean? It is that voice to which Moses was attached, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN. Hence these IN LEVITICUS were from the mouth of
Gvurah, WHICH IS BINAH THAT IS CALLED SUPERNAL GVURAH,
while those IN DEUTERONOMY were from his own mouth, namely
from the mouth of the grade to which Moses was attached more than
all the faithful prophets, WHICH IS THE GRADE OF ZEIR ANPIN.
Hence it is always SAID 'your Elohim', SINCE IT ALLUDES TO
MALCHUT THAT IS BELOW ZEIR ANPIN; but here, IN "SH'MA
YISRAEL" IT IS SAID "our Elohim," SINCE IT ALLUDES TO BINAH
THAT IS ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN, TO WHICH MOSES IS ATTACHED.
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105. Come and see how much people should guard their ways so
that they will be occupied with the worship of their Master and merit
everlasting life. Underneath the throne of the Holy King, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, there are supernal compartments. And to that place of
the throne, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the Mezuzah is connected to save
man from many Judgments, the purpose of which is to awaken
people through them. Similarly the Holy One, blessed be He, did to
Yisrael by giving them the commandments of the Torah, so they will
endeavor in them and be saved in this world from many prosecutors
and those that bring charges who meet people daily.

16. Waste water before the door
Rabbi Chiya tells us that people must not spill waste water between the doorposts because a demon lies there and sees everything that is done in
the house, and the waste water will give him permission to cause harm. We are told about the role of the Mezuzah, and Rabbi Chiya says that
wherever the Holy Name abides people are safe from the accusations of the evil ones.
106. Rabbi Chiya said, Whoever wishes to observe his ways must
not pass waste water before the door, because a certain demon lies
there between the two doorposts facing the door. It sees whatever is
done in the house. HENCE one must not spill water between the two
doorposts. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Clean water is not forbidden, but it
must not be spilled with contempt. The reason is that it, THE
DEMON, has permission to cause harm. Moreover, it turns its head
towards the house and whatever it beholds becomes cursed.

107. It, THE DEMON, has 365 officers, as the number of the days in
the year, and it rules over them. They all go out with a man when he
goes out the door of his house. Rabbi Elazar said, All this transpires
because the Holy One, blessed be He, wished to guard Yisrael and
composed His Holy Name above, which is the Torah. The whole
Torah is one Holy Name, and whoever is occupied with the Torah is
occupied with His Name.

108. Come and see, man should imprint the Holy Name, which is the
universal Faith, on the door of his house, for wherever the Holy
Name abides there are no evil species and they cannot bring
charges against him, as written, "No evil shall befall you..." (Tehilim
91:10).
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109. The place where the door of the house lies is a reflection of the
higher. The place where the supernal door of the house lies is called
a Mezuzah, which brings the house and the door of the house to
completion. The litigants flee that Mezuzah, and the prosecutors
cannot dwell before it. Correspondingly below, when a man fixes a
Mezuzah at the door of his house, and this Holy Name SHADAI is
imprinted with its letters, that man is adorned with his Master's
crowns and the evil species do not come near the door of his house
or rest there.

110. Rabbi Aba came from seeing Rabbi Shimon when Rabbi
Yitzchak met him. He said to him, Whence do you come, man of
light? A man who cleaves daily to a consuming fire, light dwells with
him, AND HE NEED NOT SEEK ANYONE. He said to him, We learned
that man is obligated to welcome the Shechinah every first day of
the month and every Shabbat. What is that? It is one's Rabbi. All the
more so the holy supernal Luminary, RABBI SHIMON, whom the
whole world should welcome. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Let me return
with you TO RABBI SHIMON and welcome the Shechinah and taste
from those lofty matters you tasted before him.

17. "O You who dwell in the heavens"
Rabbi Shimon explains the inner meaning of the 123rd psalm, telling us that as the author is not mentioned it is the holy spirit; the holy spirit is
speaking about Yisrael in exile. Rabbi Shimon and Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Aba discuss the Mezuzah some more, and then the marks by which
Yisrael are recognized as the children of God.
111. Rabbi Aba opened with, "A song of ascent. To You I lift up my
eyes, O You who dwell in the heavens" (Tehilim 123:1). It is not
written who recited this song. But wherever the place is undisclosed,
AND THE AUTHOR IS NOT MENTIONED, it is the Holy Spirit, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, that said it about Yisrael in exile. "You who dwell (Heb.
hayoshvi)" should have used the more common form 'hayoshev'.
Why does it use "hayoshvi"?

112. AND HE ANSWERS, We have explained that whoever wishes to
say his prayer before the Holy King should ask the deepest,
NAMELY BINAH, to bestow blessings downwards, as written, "A
song of ascent. Out of the depths I have cried to You,
Hashem" (Tehilim 130:1). That extra Yud IN "HAYOSHVI" is the
deepest of all, BINAH, and is the one from which he should request
to pour blessings to that place called heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
so that everything will be sustained by it. Hence it is written, "who
dwell in the heavens," NAMELY IN ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
HEAVEN, since when the blessings pour and come out of that
deepest place, WHICH IS BINAH, and settle in the place called
heaven, NAMELY IN ZEIR ANPIN, there are blessings in the higher
and lower.
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113. "as the eyes of servants look to the hand of their
masters" (Tehilim 123:2). HE ASKS, What are the eyes of servants,
AND ANSWERS, They are the other ministers of the nations, WHICH
ARE THE SEVENTY SUPERNAL MINISTERS, which are nourished
only from the residue of the boughs of the tree, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN, to which Yisrael cleave. When Yisrael receive blessings from
that place, everyone is blessed from Yisrael.

114. "and as the eyes of a maid to the hand of her mistress" (Ibid.)
refers to the maid we mentioned, whose power the Holy One,
blessed be He, slew in Egypt, NAMELY THE VERSE, "THE
FIRSTBORN OF THE MAIDSERVANT" (SHEMOT 11:5). For she has
power only when it comes from the residue OF BOUNTY of the land
of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT. The land of Yisrael is called her
mistress, THE MISTRESS OF THE MAID. Of this it is written, "For
three things the earth is disquieted" (Mishlei 30:21). The earth is the
land of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as we learned. "a slave when
he becomes king" (Ibid. 22) refers to the servants we mentioned,
THE SEVENTY MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS. THIS WAS SAID when
power was given to one of them. This is the meaning of, "who have
brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of
bondage" (Shemot 20:2), NAMELY FROM THE ENSLAVEMENT TO
THE MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS. "a handmaid that is heir to her
mistress" (Mishlei 30:23) refers to the maid we spoke of, OF WHOM
IT SAYS, "THE FIRSTBORN OF THE MAIDSERVANT."
115. Come and see, many litigant spirits came out of the aspect of
that maid, which denounce Yisrael and COME TO prosecute them.
And the Holy One, blessed be He, guards Yisrael like a father who
wishes to guard his child from all THINGS. The Holy One, blessed be
He, said to Yisrael, 'Many prosecutors are ready against you. Be
occupied in My worship and I shall guard you from outside. You
shall be encased in your houses from within and sleep on your beds,
and I shall guard you from outside and around your beds'.

116. Come and see, when these evil species approach a man's door,
they lift up their heads and behold the Holy Name that is seen from
outside, which is Shadai, decorated with its crowns. This name has
power over them all, and they fear it and flee and do not approach
man's door.

117. Rabbi Yitzchak said, In that case man should mark that name,
SHADAI, at the door of the house and no more. Why THE NEED for
the whole passage IN THE MEZUZAH? He said to him, This is well,
for that name, SHADAI, WHICH IS YESOD, is adorned only with all
the letters that are marked with the King's mark, NAMELY, THAT
ARE WRITTEN IN THE MEZUZAH. When the whole passage is
written, that name is adorned with its crowns and the King, ZEIR
ANPIN, comes out with all His armies, all imprinted with the King's
mark, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then they all fear it and flee from it.
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118. Come and see, in "And it shall come to pass, if you hearken
(Heb. vehayah im shamo'a)" (Devarim 11:13-17), vehayah is a Holy
Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, from below upwards, BECAUSE IT IS
SPELLED VAV-HEI FIRST AND THEN YUD-HEI. For that reason the
name Shadai is written on the outside against that name. THE NAME
Vehayah is on the inside and Shadai is on the outside so one would
be guarded from all sides, from within and from without. Rabbi Aba
said, Many holy hosts stand ready at that time when a man fixes a
Mezuzah at his door. They all declare, saying, "this is the gate of
Hashem..." (Tehilim 118:20).
119. Happy is the lot of Yisrael, for Yisrael are then recognized as the
children of the Holy King, since they are all marked by Him, marked
in their body with the holy imprint OF CIRCUMCISION, marked in
their clothing by a Tzitzit. They are marked on their head with the
compartments of the Tefilin, which are their Master's Name, and
marked on their hands with the straps of holiness. They are marked
in their shoes by a precept fulfilling shoes, NAMELY, OF THE
PASCAL SACRIFICE, AS WRITTEN, "YOUR SHOES ON YOUR
FEET" (SHEMOT 12:11), AND THE CHALITZAH. They are marked in
the field by sowing and harvesting, marked in their houses with the
Mezuzah on the doorpost. In every thing they are marked as the
supernal King's children. Happy is their portion.

18. "they have forsaken Me"
Rabbi Aba talks about people who are false to the sign of the holy imprint. He says that the idol worshipping nations are broken cisterns but that
Yisrael is a well, from which living waters are drawn. Anyone who is false to the holy imprint prevents the well from being blessed. We hear that only
a virgin is blessed with seven blessings.
120. While they were walking Rabbi Aba said, In the verse, "they
have forsaken Me, the fountain of living waters, and have hewn them
out cisterns..." (Yirmeyah 2:13), "they have forsaken Me" refers to he
who is false to the sign of the holy imprint. How is he false to it? By
placing it in the domain of another, as written, "and has married the
daughter of a strange El" (Malachi 2:11), who are called broken
cisterns. For the idol worshiping nations are called broken cisterns.

121. That of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is called a well, "the
fountain of living waters." This is the holy domain of the holy Faith,
WHICH IS MALCHUT that is called a well of springs of clear water
that comes out and pours from it, as written, "and streams from
Lebanon" (Shir Hashirim 4:15), AND ALSO, "running waters out of
your own well" (Mishlei 5:15), and, "a fountain of gardens, a well of
living waters" (Shir Hashirim 4:15). The Other Side is called, "broken
cisterns, that can hold no water" (Yirmeyah 2:13).

122. Come and see, the river that flows and comes out, WHICH IS
YESOD, waters the whole garden, MALCHUT, and waters each and
every place, as we explained, until it fills the place of the garden that
is called a well of living water, WHICH IS YESOD OF MALCHUT,
whence the higher and lower are nourished, as written, "and from
thence it was parted..." (Beresheet 2:10).
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123. None of the aspects of the left side are watered from that spring
of gushing water, because they are from the aspect of the other
nations and are called broken cisterns. Whoever is false to the holy
imprint by that side cleaves to "broken cisterns, that can hold no
water," because it does not flow in there. Whoever merits to keep it
merits to be watered by the stream of the river in the World to Come
and merits that the supernal well will be filled and blessings will be
drawn above and below. Happy is he in this world and in the World
to Come. Of this it is written, "and you shall be like a watered
garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters fail not" (Yeshayah
58:11).

124. Woe to him who is false to the holy imprint, because he is false
to the Supernal Name. Moreover, he causes that well, MALCHUT, not
to be blessed. He is called, "he has brought out an evil name upon a
virgin of Yisrael" (Devarim 22:19). "A virgin of Yisrael" is precise,
THAT IS, MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED THE VIRGIN OF YISRAEL,
BECAUSE SHE ALWAYS REVERTS TO BEING A VIRGIN. Rabbi
Shimon explained in its place that whoever lays accusing speeches
against his first wife and brings out an evil name against her IS LIKE
one who brings out an evil name against the higher, MALCHUT, as
written, "he has brought out an evil name upon a virgin of Yisrael"
unspecified, WHICH REFERS TO MALCHUT.

125. This follows the interpretation of Rabbi Chiya in the name of
Rabbi Yosi that a virgin receives seven blessings, because she is
blessed by seven SFIROT, since the virgin of Yisrael, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, inherits seven blessings, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
SEVEN SFIROT. She is therefore called the daughter of seven.

126. HE ASKS, And another woman, NAMELY A WIDOW OR A
DIVORCEE, WHO REMARRIES, from whence come her blessings?
AND HE ANSWERS, From the blessings of Boaz and Ruth, as
written, "And all the people that were in the gate, and the elders,
said, We are witnesses. Hashem make..." (Rut 4:11). For surely ONLY
a virgin is blessed with seven blessings, and no other woman is in
that secret. When they reached a certain field they saw trees and sat
under them. Rabbi Aba said, HERE is clarity for words of Torah. Let
us sit down.

19. "they shall come who were lost in the land of Assyria"
We are told of the day when the Shofar will be blown and all the children of Yisrael who were lost, who lost their faith, will come again to worship
God on the holy mountain at Jerusalem.
127. He opened with the verse, "And it shall come to pass on that
day, that a great Shofar shall be blown, and they shall come who
were lost in the land of Assyria, and the outcasts in the land of
Egypt..." (Yeshayah 27:13). "And it shall come to pass on that day":
what is that day? AND HE ANSWERS, It is that day known to the
Holy One, blessed be He, as written, "one particular day which shall
be known as Hashem's" (Zecharyah 14:7). "on that day" is as in, "on
that day, when Gog shall come against the land of
Yisrael" (Yechezkel 38:18).
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128. "a great Shofar shall be blown": HE ASKS, What difference does
it make to us whether it is a great or small SHOFAR? AND HE
ANSWERS, It is a supernal Shofar, by which slaves are always freed.
This is Jubilee, NAMELY BINAH, which is a supernal and great
Jubilee. When it is aroused TO BESTOW PLENTY, every kind of
freedom of the worlds is aroused through it. And it is called a great
Shofar.

129. "and they shall come who were lost (lit. 'they who lose') in the
land of Assyria." HE ASKS, It should have said, 'they who were lost'
or 'they who are lost'. What is meant by, "they who lose"? HE
ANSWERS, It is they who actually lose, because they are in another
land, and whoever dwells in another land is nourished by another
domain and it is as if he does not live in Faith. This is why they are
called they who lose, SINCE THEY LOST THEIR FAITH. They lose in
every direction, ABOVE AND BELOW, since when Yisrael dwell in
the Holy Land, they are righteous and always merit everything, THE
PLENTY OF ZEIR ANPIN above and THE PLENTY OF MALCHUT
below, BUT WHEN THEY ARE OUT OF THE HOLY LAND THEY LOSE
ALL THAT.
130. According to another explanation, "they shall come who lose"
are the Righteous, YESOD, and the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, who are called 'they who lose'. Whence do we derive
this? It is written of the Congregation of Yisrael, "why does the land
perish (or: 'lose')" (Yirmeyah 9:11), NAMELY MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED LAND. It is not written that it is lost or was lost, but that the
land, which is the Congregation of Yisrael, loses. It is written of the
Righteous, "The righteous perishes (or: 'loses')" (Yeshayah 57:1).
HENCE THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE CONGREGATION OF YISRAEL
ARE CALLED THEY WHO LOSE, as we explained.
131. You may ask in reference to "shall come," where they who lose
come from, THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE CONGREGATION OF
YISRAEL, WHICH ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT. AND HE ANSWERS,
The Congregation of Yisrael COMES from exile. The Righteous, as
we explained in relation to the verse, "When Hashem brought back
the captivity of Zion" (Tehilim 126:1), IS YESOD CALLED ZION, so it
shall return to its place and come to JOIN the Congregation of
Yisrael. Hence, "they shall come who were lost in the land of
Assyria." HE ASKS, What is meant by, "and shall worship Hashem
on the holy mountain at Jerusalem" (Yeshayah 27:13), IF THEY WHO
LOSE ARE YESOD AND MALCHUT? AND HE ANSWERS, This
phrase, "AND SHALL WORSHIP...," REFERS TO "the outcasts in the
land of Egypt," WHO SHALL WORSHIP HASHEM, since Yisrael do
not come out of exile except with the Shechinah so to speak, as we
explained. These outcasts shall worship Hashem, WHICH IS THE
SHECHINAH.

20. "Hashem shall preserve your going out and your coming in"
Rabbi Aba explains what is meant by the title verse, and he talks again about the importance of the Mezuzah in protecting people from evil.
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132. Rabbi Aba continued, It is written, "Hashem shall preserve your
going out and your coming in from this time forth, and for
evermore" (Tehilim 121:8). HE ASKS, "preserve your going out" is
correct, but what is meant by, "your coming in"? For whoever enters
his house is not afraid AND NEEDS NOT BE KEPT. HE ANSWERS,
The man who places the holy mark in his house with the words of
the Supernal Name, NAMELY THE MEZUZAH, is kept from
everything. When that man goes out of his apartment to the house
gate, he lifts up his eyes, sees the holy mark and looks at the gate.
When he leaves, it escorts and guards him. When that man enters, it
pronounced before him, Take care of the honor of the King's image.
All this because of that mark of the Holy Name that is marked on his
door.

133. Not only is a man kept in his house, the Holy One, blessed be
He, keeps him when he comes in and goes out, as written, "Hashem
shall preserve your going out and your coming in." Happy are
Yisrael in this world and in the World to Come.

134. Come and see, woe to the man who does not know how to
beware of the evil spirit that lies between the doorposts, and does
not mark the gate to his house with a holy Supernal Name, NAMELY
THE MEZUZAH, to be with him. For that evil spirit has 365 evil
prosecuting officers IN THE 365 DAYS OF THE YEAR; each serves
on its day. They are all present with him, WITH THAT MAN,
throughout the days of the year and denounce him above and below.
They are all with him day and night. They prosecute him by day and
by night distress him in his dreams.

135. When it is about to denounce him when he enters HIS HOUSE,
they put their hands on his shoulders and say to him, Woe to so and
so who left his Master's domain. Woe to so and so in this world and
in the World to Come. For that reason the faithful should be marked
in every way, marked with their Master's imprint, NAMELY WITH THE
PRECEPT, so every aspect of evil species shall fear them and so
they will be kept in this world and in the World to Come. Happy is the
lot of Yisrael. It is written of them, "Your people also shall be all
righteous. They shall inherit the land for ever" (Yeshayah 60:21).

21. "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim"
Rabbi Yosi talks about the pleasure that God takes in the children of Yisrael when they are in their own land, and the anguish He feels when they are
in exile. Rabbi Yosi emphasizes that there is no worship like the love of God. Rabbi Aba concurs, saying that love is the essence of the Torah. He
says that you must love God with both your good and your evil heart and with your good and your evil soul. Rabbi Aba gives the example of
Abraham, who gave up his own wishes, his son, his wife and his money for the love of God; this is why he was given the crown of Chesed, and why
all the worlds were blessed for his sake. Rabbi Yosi tells the rabbis that the righteous have many dwellings in the world beyond, and the highest of
all is for those who are connected to the love of God, and their chamber is connected to the highest chamber, that is called Love. Everything is
called love and therefore whoever loves God is connected to that love.
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136. "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 6:5). Rabbi
Yosi opened, "Now therefore, what have I here, says Hashem, that
My people is taken away for naught..." (Yeshayah 52:5). Come and
see the love of the Holy One, blessed be He, for Yisrael. Even though
transgressions caused His departure from among them and they
dispersed among the nations, He demands satisfaction for their
insult. Come and see, when Yisrael live in their land and the Holy
One, blessed be He, takes delight in His garden, MALCHUT, and
comes near Yisrael, and hears their voices, He praises Himself with
them.

137. When their transgressions caused Yisrael to become exiled
from the Holy Land, the Holy One, blessed be He, does not enter His
garden, MALCHUT, and takes no delight in it. Moreover, He cries out
and says, "Now therefore, what have I here, says Hashem." It is
written elsewhere, "here will I dwell; for I have desired it" (Tehilim
132:14). AS "HERE" IN THE LATTER IS THE SHECHINAH, SO
"HERE" IN THE FORMER IS THE SHECHINAH. "My people is taken
away for naught" is the same as, "You were sold for
naught" (Yeshayah 52:3).

138. Ever since the day Yisrael was exiled from their country there is
no joy before the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of, "I
clothe the heavens with blackness, and I make sackcloth their
covering" (Yeshayah 50:3). All this is for the love the Holy One,
blessed be He, has for them, as written, "I have loved you, says
Hashem" (Malachi 1:2). Hence, "And you shall love Hashem your
Elohim." "And you shall love" MEANS that man should be connected
to Him with supernal love that at every worship man should serve
the Holy One, blessed be He; let him perform it with love. For there is
no worship like the love for the Holy One, blessed be He. Rabbi Aba
said, These things, NAMELY LOVE, are the essence of the Torah,
since the Ten Commandments are included here. The friends have
already explained it.

139. Come and see, nothing is more precious before the Holy One,
blessed be He, than he who loves Him properly. This accords with
the verse, "with all your heart" (Devarim 6:5). What is meant by "all"?
It should have said, 'with your heart' AND ALSO 'with your soul, and
with your might'. What is, "with all your heart"? AND HE ANSWERS,
Its purpose is to include two hearts, a good one and an evil. "With all
your soul" (Ibid.) IS WITH TWO SOULS, a good one and an evil.
"With all your might" (Ibid.) IS LITERAL AND needs no interpreting.
Rabbi Elazar said, Even this needs interpreting. The reason is that
whether he receives money as an inheritance or from another
source, or whether he earns it, it is written of it, "with all your might."
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140. Rabbi Aba said, Let us return to the verse, "And you shall love."
Whoever loves the Holy One, blessed be He, is adorned with Chesed
on every direction, does kindness with everyone, and cares not for
his body or money. We derive that from Abraham, as we learned,
who, for love of his Master had no pity on his own heart, soul or
money.

141. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: his own heart means that
ABRAHAM did not pay attention to his own wishes for love of his
Master; his soul means that he had no pity on his son and his wife
for love of his Master; his money means that he used to stand at the
crossroads and prepare nourishment for the whole world. For that
reason he was adorned with a crown of kindness, NAMELY THE
SFIRAH OF CHESED, as written, "loyal love (Heb. Chesed) to
Abraham" (Michah 7:20). Whoever is connected to the love for his
Master merits that. Moreover, all the worlds are blessed for his sake.
This is the meaning of, "and Your pious ones shall bless You (Heb.
yevarchuchah)" (Tehilim 145:10). Do not pronounce it as "shall bless
You," but 'shall bless (Heb. yevarchu) koh'. THIS MEANS THAT THE
PIOUS ONES (HEB. CHASSIDIM), NAMELY THOSE WHO ATTAINED
THE SFIRAH OF CHESED, SHALL BLESS THE SHECHINAH CALLED
'KOH'. THUS EVEN THE SHECHINAH IS BLESSED FOR THEIR
SAKES.
142. One day Rabbi Yosi was ill. Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yehuda visited
him. They saw him prostrated on his face, sleeping. When he awoke
FROM HIS SLEEP, they saw his face smiling. Rabbi Aba said to him,
You have seen something new. He said to them, Indeed, for my soul
rose and saw the glory of those who suffered martyrdom for the
sanctity of their Master going into thirteen rivers of pure balsam and
the Holy One, blessed be He, taking delight in them. I saw what I was
given no permission to relate. I asked them saying, Whose glory is
this, and they told me it is that of those who loved their Master in
that world, NAMELY THIS WORLD. From what my soul has seen, my
heart is illuminated. Hence my face is smiling.

143. Rabbi Aba said, Happy is your portion. Yet the Torah bears
witness to them, as written, "neither has the eye seen, that an
Elohim, beside You, should do such a thing for him that waits for
Him" (Yeshayah 64:3). Rabbi Yehuda said to him, The friends have
enquired why it is written, "should do" in the third person, instead of
the second, THOUGH IT IS WRITTEN, "BESIDE YOU" IN THE
SECOND PERSON.
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144. He said to him, We have learned that, yet its secret is the words,
"to behold the beauty of Hashem, and to inquire in His
temple" (Tehilim 27:4). We have explained that "the beauty of
Hashem" is THE PLENTY coming from Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS
KETER, in which the Holy One, blessed be He, takes delight. For that
beauty comes out of Atika. "to inquire in His temple" refers to the
highest temple, BINAH. Here too, "neither has the eye seen, that an
Elohim, beside You, should do." Who SHALL DO? That most hidden
Atika, for that PLENTY comes from it. HENCE "SHOULD DO" IS
WRITTEN IN THE THIRD PERSON. He said to him, It is surely so.
Happy is the portion of those whose Master's love cleaves to them.
Their portion in that world is immeasurable.

145. The righteous have many dwellings upon dwellings in that
world, and the highest apartment is for those to whom the love of
their Master is connected, for their dwelling is connected to the
chamber that surpasses everything. The reason is that the Holy One,
blessed be He is adorned with it, WITH LOVE.

146. Come and see, this HIGHEST chamber is called love, and
everything is based on love, as written, "Many waters cannot quench
love" (Shir Hashirim 8:7). Everything is based on love, because the
Holy Name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, is this way. For we have explained
that Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, its higher tip,
WHICH IS KETER, is never separated from it, since KETER rests on it
with love and never separates from it. As for Hei OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, it has been explained that Yud, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, never separates from it and they are together lovingly,
NOT separated from each other. Such is Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, as
we learned that it accords with the words, "And a river went out of
Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). THE RIVER IS BINAH AND EDEN IS
CHOCHMAH. BINAH always comes out OF CHOCHMAH, and they
cleave always with love.

147. When Vav-Hei, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, cleave
to each other with love together, a groom with a bride, who are
customarily always in love, then Yud is with Hei, Hei with Vav, and
Vav is with LAST Hei, mutually attached with love. Everything is
called love and therefore whoever loves the King is connected to
that love. Hence, "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim."

22. "All my bones shall say"
Rabbi Yitzchak talks about the psalms of David, and tells us that at the time of the redemption God will fix each person's bones and draw them into
place. He also says that the Evil Inclination is as hard as a rock, but the Good Inclination is flesh, as we read in, "and I will take away the stony heart
and I will give you a heart of flesh."
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148. "And these words..." (Devarim 6:6). Rabbi Yitzchak opened, "All
my bones shall say, Hashem, who is like You, who delivers the poor
from him that is too strong for him, and the poor and the needy from
him that robs him?" (Tehilim 35:10). David said that verse by the
Holy Spirit. HE ASKS, "All my bones shall say": who has seen bones
reciting poetry? AND HE ANSWERS, This verse WAS SAID of the
time the Holy One, blessed be He, will resurrect the dead. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, will fix the bones and draw each to its
place, as written, "and the bones came together, bone to its
bone" (Yechezkel 37:7), and, "and make strong your
bones" (Yeshayah 58:11). Then YISRAEL will recite poetry.

149. HE ASKS, What kind of poetry will they recite, AND ANSWERS,
"Hashem, who is like You." This poetry is more valuable than the
one Yisrael recited by the sea, because they mentioned the Holy
Name only after three words, as written, "Who is like You, Hashem,
among the Elim" (Shemot 15:11). But here they put the Holy Name
first, as written, "Hashem, who is like You." "who delivers the poor
from him that is too strong for him" refers to the Good Inclination,
WHO DELIVERS HIM from the Evil Inclination, since the Evil
Inclination is hard as a rock, as written, "and I will take away the
stony heart" (Yechezkel 36:26). And the Good Inclination is flesh, as
written, "and I will give you a heart of flesh" (Ibid.).

23. At first the Evil Inclination is like a guest
Rabbi Chiya talks about the way the Evil Inclination insinuates its way into a person's life until it becomes his master. He says that one must
constantly keep the words of Torah in his heart because it is thus that the Evil Inclination can be conquered.
150. Come and see what the Evil Inclination is like. When it comes to
join man, it is like iron before it is put into the fire. After it is heated
the whole of it again becomes like fire.

151. Rabbi Chiya said, When the Evil Inclination comes to join man,
it is like a man who approaches the gate and sees there is no one AT
HOME to detain him. It enters the house and becomes a guest,
seeing there is no one to prevent it to send it on its way. Once it
entered the house and no one prevents it, it is in charge over the
house and becomes the landlord, so that the whole house is at its
disposal.
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152. Whence do I learn that? I learn it from the passage about David.
It is written, "and there came a traveler to the rich man" (II Shmuel
12:4). A traveler means he approaches the gate yet does not want to
stay there but go on his way. Such is the Evil Inclination AT FIRST,
which, like one approaching the house, it approaches man and
rouses him to sin a little, only by coincidence. When it sees no one
prevents it, it is written, "to prepare it for the wayfaring man (or:
'guest') that was come to him" (Ibid.). Now he becomes a guest who
stays at the house, which means it rouses him to sin more for a day
or two like a guest that is kept at home for a day or two. When it sees
no one prevents it, it is written, "prepared it for the man that was
come to him" (Ibid.), because it became the landlord, as written, "The
man, who is the lord of the land" (Beresheet 42:30), and, "Naomi's
husband (lit. 'man')" (Rut 1:3). Such is the Evil Inclination, who has
become a man, landlord over that man who was attached to serve it,
and THE EVIL INCLINATION does with him as it pleases.

153. One must therefore constantly place upon oneself words of
Torah, so that the Evil Inclination will be broken by them, for the Evil
Inclination has no greater enemy than words of Torah. Hence it is
written, "And these words...shall be in your heart" (Devarim 6:6).
"Your heart" means your two inclinations, since the Good Inclination
is adorned with them and the Evil Inclination is subdued by them.
Rabbi Yehuda said, What does the Good Inclination need words of
Torah for? He said to him, The Good Inclination is adorned with
them, and the Evil Inclination, when it sees that the man does not
repent and does not care to study Torah, it rises up and speaks ill of
him. This is the meaning of, "but fools shall get (or: 'raise')
shame" (Mishlei 3:35).

24. The Ten Commandments are indicated in the passage of Kriat Sh'ma
Rabbi Shimon lists the ten commandments in Devarim chapter six, that correspond to the Ten Commandments that Moses gave. He says that
everyone who recites them fully twice a day is blessed.
154. When Rabbi Shimon came he said, Surely the Ten
Commandments are indicated in the passage of Kriat Sh'ma, as has
been explained. It is surely so. "And these words" (Devarim 6:6) are
the essence of the Ten Commandments. Hence there are ten
commandments here that correspond to the Ten Commandments in
the Torah. They are, "and you shall teach them diligently to your
children 1), and shall talk of them 2), when you sit in your house 3),
and when you walk by the way 4), and when you lie down 5), and
when you rise up 6). And you shall bind them for a sign upon your
arm 7), and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes 8). And you
shall write them upon the doorposts of your house 9), and on your
gates 10)" (Devarim 6:7-9). So here are ten that correspond to the
Ten Commandments. Therefore these passages are a great rule in
the Torah. Happy is the portion of he who recites them fully twice a
day, since the Holy Name is properly sanctified by his mouth.
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25. "for He is your life, and the length of your days"
The rabbis talk about the critical importance of studying and adhering to the Torah.
155. Rabbi Acha was with Rabbi Elazar one night after midnight and
they were occupied with the Torah. Rabbi Elazar opened with, "for
He is your life, and the length of your days..." (Devarim 30:20). Above
all the precepts the Holy One, blessed be He, decrees when they
entered the land of Yisrael, was the decree OF THE STUDY of Torah.
The reason is that the Shechinah settles in the land solely with
Torah. Nor does it settle above save with Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN.

156. For thus did my father say, NAMELY RABBI SHIMON: The Oral
Torah, MALCHUT, is known only through the Written Torah, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN. The Shechinah does not settle above except through
the Torah STUDIED below. As long as the Torah is with Her, the
Shechinah can be present in the world. This is the meaning of, "for
He is your life, and the length of your days that you may dwell in the
land." The land in general IS MALCHUT. But if it is not so, but the
study of Torah IS NEGLECTED, it cannot survive, as written, "why
does the land perish... And Hashem says, Because they have
forsaken My Torah" (Yirmeyah 9:11-12).

157. While they were sitting, Rabbi Shimon lowered his head and
said, It is surely so. I have found this secret in the book of Rav
Hamnuna Saba, who explained the following verse as referring to the
Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT: "her food, her
clothing, and her duty of marriage, shall he not diminish" (Shemot
21:10). NAMELY, BY STUDYING THE TORAH, THE UNION AND
PLENTY ARE NOT DIMINISHED FROM MALCHUT. If it is withheld
from her, it is written, "she shall go free without money" (Ibid. 11), as
in, "Where is the bill of your mother's divorcement, with which I have
put her away" (Yeshayah 50:1), and, "You were sold for naught; and
you shall be redeemed without money" (Yeshayah 52:3). Whoever
withholds Torah from MALCHUT is like one who takes away the
husband from his wife and withholds her away from him, BECAUSE
HE CAUSES THE DEPARTURE OF THE SUPERNAL TORAH, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, HER HUSBAND, and she remains as a widow, though
not AN ACTUAL widow. This is the meaning of, "how is she become
like a widow" (Eichah 1:1), yet not a widow.
158. They sat and dealt with the Torah until daylight. With daylight
they rose to go. While they were walking they saw a man walking on
the way with his head covered. They approached him but he was
muttering with his lips and did not respond at all to them. Rabbi
Elazar said, Surely he takes counsel from his Master, NAMELY, HE
RECITES THE WAYFARER'S PRAYER. Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Acha
sat down and prayed, while that man stood in another place. When
they finished praying, they went on their way and that man slipped
off from them. Rabbi Elazar said, This man is either a fool or his
customs are improper. He said, Let us be occupied with the Torah,
since it is time TO BE OCCUPIED WITH THE TORAH.
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26. "The wise shall inherit honor"
The rabbis examine the verse, "The wise shall inherit honor, but fools shall get shame", and they decide that Egypt is not among those nations that
can be punished through lack of rain because they are watered by the Nile, but the Holy Land always drinks from heaven.
159. Rabbi Elazar said, "The wise shall inherit honor, but fools shall
get shame" (Mishlei 3:35). "The wise shall inherit honor": happy are
those who study Torah. Before he started talking, that man
approached them. Rabbi Elazar said, We must not interrupt words of
Torah, since whoever studies Torah, merits to receive the
inheritance of possession from above of the glory of the King, ZEIR
ANPIN, and merits to receive the inheritance of possession in this
world. This is that which is called the glory of Hashem, NAMELY
MALCHUT CALLED THIS WORLD, which never ceases from them.
This is the meaning of, "The wise shall inherit honor," THAT IS,
THEY SHALL INHERIT MALCHUT, which is called the glory of
Hashem.

160. HE ASKS what is meant by, "but fools shall get shame" AND
ANSWERS, Come and see, when man walks the true way before the
Holy One, blessed be He, and is occupied with the Torah, he inherits
to himself that glory of Hashem. Many defenders and advocates are
above over that man, who all speak in his favor before the Holy King.
If that man does not study Torah and does not walk in his Master's
way, he brings about prosecution over himself, but that prosecutor
roams the air and does not yet rise up, THINKING that man might
repent. After seeing that man does not repent nor wishes to study
Torah, he then rises up and speaks ill of him. This is the meaning of,
"but fools shall get (or: 'raise') shame," since he rises up and
prosecutes.
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161. He opened and said, "And if the family of Egypt does not go up,
and does not come, then they shall have no overflow" (Zecharyah
14:18). HE ASKS, Why is Egypt different here than the rest of the
nations? It is written of them all, "upon them shall be no rain" (Ibid.
17), yet here it is not WRITTEN SO. AND HE ANSWERS, The friends
have explained that Egypt does not need rain, BECAUSE IT DRINKS
THE WATERS OF THE NILE. Hence it is not among those in need of
rain, but another punishment shall come to them. And it has been
well said.

162. Come and see, it is written, "For the land, into which you go to
possess it, is not as the land of Egypt, from whence you came
out..." (Devarim 11:10), where the river rises and waters the land. But
here, it "drinks water of the rain of heaven" (Ibid. 11), for the Holy
Land always drink from heaven. And when Yisrael were occupied
with the Torah, it used to properly drink. And whoever withholds
Torah from it, it is as if he withholds goodness from the whole world.
They entered a cave on the way. The man entered with them and
they sat down.

27. "Face to face"
A stranger sits with the rabbis in a cave and speaks to them about Moses, saying that he was distinguished from all other prophets in the world.
Moses was able to lift up his head and actually look at the supernal radiance, while still retaining a settled mind. As long as Joshua was with Moses
he drew nourishment from Malchut and had no fear, but after he was on his own he could not even look directly at a messenger from God.
163. The man began by saying, "And Hashem spoke to Moses face
to face, as a man speaks..." (Shemot 33:11). In this verse the
beginning does not fit the end nor does the end the beginning; a
word does not fit with another. For at first it says, "And Hashem
spoke to Moses face to face," which is well. Then it says, "And he
turned back to the camp" (Ibid.), WHICH IS NOT CONNECTED WITH,
"AND HASHEM SPOKE..." Then, "but his servant Joshua, the son of
Nun, a young man..." (Ibid.). What does that mean? IT HAS NO
CONNECTION TO, "AND HE TURNED BACK TO THE CAMP." Rabbi
Elazar said, Surely the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes to honor us
for now we are connected with the Shechinah, who shall not leave
us. Whoever opened this opening, let him speak.

164. He said, "And Hashem spoke to Moses face to face." With many
supernal, precious grades Moses the faithful prophet was
distinguished from all other prophets in the world, who were all
before him as a monkey before man. The other prophets used to
look at the non-shining mirror, yet they did not lift up their faces to
behold, but, as written, "I was in a deep sleep on my face, and my
face towards the ground" (Daniel 10:9). Moreover, these things were
not in the open for them.
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165. Moses the faithful prophet was not so, for he beheld the shining
mirror and stood his ground. Furthermore, he used to lift up his head
to look, as one saying to his neighbor, Lift up your head and let your
face gaze at mine, so you shall know what I am saying. So did Moses
do, who lifted up his head face to face without fear. His face was
lifted UPWARDS and he was beholding the supernal, precious
radiance. His mind and countenance did not change like other
prophets, since OTHER PROPHETS, if they looked when
prophesying, went out of their mind, their countenance changed,
and they knew nothing of this world.

166. Moses was not so, since Moses used to behold that very
highest grade, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and did not lose his mind,
because when he beheld the precious supernal radiance,
immediately, "he turned back to the camp" and talked with them
about their needs. His mind was settled as before, and even more so.
Hence, AFTER, "HASHEM SPOKE TO MOSES FACE TO FACE," it is
said, "And he turned back to the camp." THEN IT IS SAID, "but his
servant Joshua, the son of Nun, a young man..." Surely he received
from the tent, for he was studying how to observe through the Holy
Spirit, as written, "And the child Samuel ministered to Hashem" (I
Shmuel 3:1).

167. Come and see, as long as Joshua was with Moses, he used to
study and be nourished from within the tent, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
and have no fear. After he separated from Moses and was on his
own, it is written, "And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and
bowed down" (Joshua 5:14), because he could not look. This was
before a messenger; all the more so from another place.

168. THIS IS LIKENED to a man with whom the king deposited
vessels of gold and precious stones. As long as it was with him, the
servant of the house used to touch them and look at them. Once that
man died, the king left nothing with the servant but came and took
his keepsake. The servant said, Woe to me that I lost ALL THESE
PRECIOUS THINGS. When my master was alive, they were all at my
disposal.

169. Such was Joshua. When Moses was alive he used to be
nourished daily from the tent, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and had no fear.
After MOSES died, "Joshua fell on his face." And I, since I am among
you, may look at words of Torah without fear. After withdrawing from
you, I cannot look on my own.

28. "and you shall teach them diligently to your children"
We read of a man's obligation to teach the Torah to his children and to be an example to them of how people should conduct themselves when they
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are guided by the Torah.
170. He spoke further, "and you shall teach them diligently (Heb.
veshinantam) to your children, and shall talk of them..." (Devarim
6:7). "VESHINANTAM" MEANS as in, "Your arrows are sharp (Heb.
shenunim)" (Tehilim 45:6). For a man should teach his son words of
Torah as a sword which is sharp on its two sides, so as to introduce
into him sharpness and the joy of Torah, and his heart shall not be in
folly. "and shall talk of them" means that all the things in the Torah,
each THING has its own way. "and (shall) talk of them": HE ASKS,
This verse should have been in the future tense, AND ANSWERS,
The man himself should conduct himself by them and behave so as
not to deviate right or left.

171. "when you sit in your house" (Devarim 6:7), namely conduct
himself in his house in the right way, the correct way, so that his
household will learn from him. He should deal with them
composedly and joyfully, and not cause too much fear in his house.
All his actions at home should be composed. "and when you walk by
the way" to be guided by words of Torah. And he should correct
himself through them as proper to conduct himself by way of the
Torah, which is like Jacob CONDUCTED HIMSELF ON THE WAY IN
THREE THINGS, for a present, for prayer and for war. He should pray
to his Master, BUT words of Torah are more valuable than prayer.

172. "and when you lie down" (Ibid.) MEANS to conduct himself with
fear of his Master, with holiness, with humility, not to be impudent
before his Master. "and when you rise up" (Ibid.) means to give
praise to his Master who returned his soul. For he is present before
his Master with many sins, yet the Holy One, blessed be He, did
kindness by him and returned his soul to his body. "And you shall
bind them as frontlets between your eyes" (Ibid. 8), has been
explained as referring to the dark hand, which is the left hand,
WHICH IS DARKER AND WEAKER THAN THE RIGHT. In the book of
Agadah it said, 'yadechah (Eng. 'your hand')' means the hand (Heb.
yad) of koh, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED KOH, as written, "So
(Heb. koh) shall your seed be" (Beresheet 15:5).

29. The four compartments of the Tefilin
We hear of how the friends who live in the south explained the four compartments of the Tefilin, but the rabbis say they do not agree with their
interpretation because their inclusion of the supernal Keter as the first of the compartments is incorrect; this is because the supernal Keter includes
everything. We learn about the four passages in the brain and the four passages in the heart; these are the four Mochin of Zeir Anpin and the four of
Malchut. Rabbi Elazar talks about Judgment and Mercy, and says that one can always tell from which grade a prophet has drawn his prophecy.
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173. The friends who live in the south have explained, with their
secrets, the four compartments of the Tefilin in the following
manner. "Sanctify to Me all the firstborn (Heb. Kadesh li)" (Shemot
13:2): FIRSTBORN unspecified corresponds to Keter, highest of all,
WHICH IS CALLED FIRSTBORN. "And it shall be, when Hashem your
Elohim shall bring you (Heb. vehayah ki yeviacha)" (Devarim 6:10)
corresponds to Chochmah. "Hear, O Yisrael (Heb. sh'ma Yisrael)"
together with "And you shall love Hashem your Elohim (Heb.
ve'ahavta)" (Devarim 6:4-9) correspond to Binah. "And it shall come
to pass, if you hearken (Heb. vehayah im shamo'a)" (Devarim 11:1317) corresponds to Chesed. They are all then included in THE
TEFILIN IN the left arm that is called might, as written, "and by the
arm of His strength" (Yeshayah 62:8). Strength is nothing but Torah;
strength is nothing but Tefilin.
174. We do not agree with these words. The reason is that the
supernal Keter includes everything, and is not part of the reckoning
OF THE FOUR PASSAGES. Moreover, "And it shall be, when Hashem
your Elohim shall bring you" derives from the exodus from Egypt,
which is that place where freedom is bestowed on slaves, NAMELY
BINAH. Hence the way OF OUR FRIENDS IN THE SOUTH is incorrect.
But we start from Chochmah, THAT "SANCTIFY TO ME ALL THE
FIRSTBORN" IS CHOCHMAH INSTEAD OF KETER, and it is so. And
the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, put on TEFILIN.
There are four passages above and four below. HE EXPLAINS, there
are four in the area of the brain, NAMELY, THEY ARE THE FOUR
MOCHIN OF ZEIR ANPIN; there are four in the area where the heart
dwells, WHICH IS MALCHUT, because the one is connected with the
other; ZEIR ANPIN IS CONNECTED WITH MALCHUT.
175. Man should be crowned with them because they are the
supernal Holy Name, NAMELY, YUD HEI VAV HEI, as written, "And
all people of the earth shall see that you are called by the name of
Hashem..." (Devarim 28:10). Whoever is adorned with this supernal
holy crown is called a king on earth. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, is a king in heaven. This is the meaning of, "a king caught in its
tresses" (Shir Hashirim 7:6). Just as the Holy One, blessed be He, is
king above, so is he a king below. "And you shall write them upon
the doorposts of your house" (Devarim 6:9), so that the man shall be
perfect in everything and perfect by his Master's commandments,
marked above and marked below. Happy is the lot of Yisrael.

176. Rabbi Elazar opened and said, I have found two verses, and
though it comes from one grade, nevertheless they are not of the
same grade. The one verse writes, "Thus says Hashem Tzevaot
(Eng. 'Lord of Hosts')" (Chagai 1:7), and another writes, "Thus says
Hashem Elohim" (Yeshayah 7:7). What is the difference between
them? HE ANSWERS, When it is written, "Thus says Hashem
Tzevaot" the matter comes with Mercy, and when it is written, "Thus
says Adonai Elohim," it comes with Judgment.
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177. HE EXPLAINS THE ISSUE: IN THE VERSE, "Thus (Heb. koh)
says Hashem Tzevaot," it is because 'koh', WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
blessed by the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD, and by Netzach and Hod
that are called Hashem Tzevaot. Then it comes out tempered
because it issues from that place, YESOD. IN THE VERSE, "Thus
says Adonai Elohim," this 'koh', WHICH IS MALCHUT, is nourished
from the aspect of Judgment and from the place of supernal Gvurah,
THAT IS, GVURAH OF ZEIR ANPIN. I have learned from my father
that Judgment is tempered with Mercy, since it is written, "Hashem
Elohim," AND YUD HEI VAV HEI IS MERCY AND ELOHIM IS
JUDGMENT.
178. For Elohim is always Gvurah. Adonai is always lower Gvurah.
Hence it is recognized from the mouth of the prophet, ACCORDING
TO THE NAME HE MENTIONED, FROM WHICH GRADE HE
PROPHESIZED as he directed his attention to say something from its
own place. The faithful would then know whence the matter is from.

30. "Curse Meroz"
The rabbis talk about the angel who will take revenge on the enemies of Yisrael in the future, and we also hear about "the stars in their courses
fought against Sisera".
179. Rabbi Acha opened and said, "Curse Meroz, said the angel of
Hashem" (Shoftim 5:23). Come and see, this verse is secret among
supernal secrets. When the Holy King gave His house into the hands
of the Queen, He put Her in charge over all weapons, lances and
slings, and over all His soldiers. This is the meaning of, "Behold it is
his litter, that of Solomon (THE SECRET OF MALCHUT)! Sixty valiant
men are round about it, of the mighty men of Yisrael" (Shir Hashirim
3:7). It has already been explained THAT THEY ARE THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD FROM
THE SIDE OF GVURAH, EACH INCLUDING TEN. When the Holy One,
blessed be He, wages war, He does so through these warring mighty
men we spoke of. They are considered "expert in war" (Ibid. 8).

180. It is written, "They fought from heaven; the stars in their
courses fought against Sisera" (Shoftim 5:20). We have learned that
when Yisrael were dedicated to exposing the holy imprint OF
CIRCUMCISION in their flesh, the sword avenging the covenant,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, gathered all its armies, all weapons and all
soldiers to wage war with Sisera, and the stars were pouring fire
from above. Rabbi Shimon said that every star has its own name, AS
WRITTEN, "He calls them all by their names" (Tehilim 147:4).
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181. The Holy One, blessed be He, said TO THE STARS, 'Prepare
yourself to revenge ON SISERA the vengeance of My children. Two
vengeances shall I take from them. The first vengeance is for the six
hundred chosen chariots that he left to the ministers of Egypt so as
to war against Yisrael, as written, "and he took six hundred chosen
chariots, and all the chariots of Egypt" (Shemot 14:7). Another
vengeance is for My children, for their distressing them until now'.
For that reason they were sentenced to two punishments, one with
water and one with fire; with water, as written, "The wadi of Kishon
swept them away" (Shoftim 5:21), and by fire, as written, "the stars in
their courses."

182. Among those stars there was one who did not come for that
vengeance and was eternally cursed, so that when it starts to
illuminate, the other stars come and swallow it with its whole camp
and they perish together, as written, "Curse Meroz, said the angel of
Hashem." HE ASKS, Does that angel have permission to do that, TO
CURSE ANYONE? AND HE ANSWERS, This is the angel of whom it
is written, "And the angel of Elohim, who went before the camp of
Yisrael" (Shemot 14:19). It is he that all wars are his, NAMELY
MALCHUT.

183. "because they did not come to the help of Hashem" (Shoftim
5:23), namely when Yisrael came out of Egypt, "to the help of
Hashem against the mighty men" (Ibid.), namely the mighty men who
came to fight together with Sisera, NAMELY, THE SIXTY MIGHTY
MEN AROUND THE BED OF SOLOMON. The secret of this angel is
that all punishment and all the King's wars are his responsibility.
Hence it says, "the angel of Hashem." This is the meaning of, "the
angel who redeemed me..." (Beresheet 48:16), NAMELY MALCHUT.
The friends have already explained it. This ANGEL will be lofty and
precious in the future to come. Thus the Holy Name will be
magnified. By this ANGEL the Holy One, blessed be He, will take
revenge on the heathen nations. Of this it is written, "Thus will I
magnify Myself and sanctify Myself..." (Yechezkel 38:23). They
walked until they reached Rabbi Shimon. When he saw them, Rabbi
Shimon said, The Shechinah is here. Surely it behooves us to be
grateful to the Shechinah.

31. "Lo, it is yet high day"
Rabbi Shimon says that at the end of the exile Yisrael will return to the Holy Land through the merit of their study in the Torah, but this depends on
their repentance. Another explanation of the title verse is that the day of exile was lengthened due to Yisrael's evil deeds. Yisrael cannot gather
together until harsh Judgment is removed by the Holy Sfirot. We learn that "the end of days" refers to Malchut, who shall be returned to her place,
and the great mating that will take place between Zeir Anpin and Malchut.
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184. He opened with the verse, "Lo, it is yet high day" (Beresheet
29:7). This verse has been explained that when Yisrael will rouse
with repentance before the Holy One, blessed be He, they will return
to the holy land and gather from exile by the merit of the Torah,
since surely Yisrael will be in exile for but a day and no more,
NAMELY, THE DAY OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WHICH IS
A THOUSAND YEARS LONG, NAMELY THE FIFTH MILLENNIUM.
This is the meaning of, "He has made me desolate and faint all the
day" (Eichah 1:13). If they will not repent THEN, the Holy One,
blessed be He, will say, "Lo, it is yet high day, neither is it time that
the cattle should be gathered together" without merits and good
deeds. But there is one remedy for you: "water the sheep" (Ibid.),
delve into the Torah, so they will be watered by the waters of Torah,
"and go and feed them," (Ibid.) AND GO to a resting place, a good
place, the pleasantness of your possession.

185. According to another explanation, "Lo, it is yet high day" is the
day called, "a day of trouble, and of trampling, and of
confusion" (Yeshayah 22:5), on which day the Temple was destroyed
and Yisrael fell into exile. Because of the evil deeds YISRAEL DO
that day lengthens and increases. This is the meaning of, "Lo, it is
yet high day, neither is it time that the cattle should be gathered
together," because they lengthen that day OF EXILE. "water the
sheep" is as we learned, namely with words of Torah, because
through Torah Yisrael will come out of exile.

186. What do Yisrael say: "We cannot, until all the flocks are
gathered together" (Beresheet 29:8), namely until all the rest of the
supernal days, NAMELY THE HOLY SFIROT, will gather, "and till
they roll the stone," roll the harsh Judgment that on that day rules
over "the well's mouth" (Ibid.). FOR THIS REASON the well, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, is with us in exile. As soon as that well will be exposed
and that stone, WHICH IS HARSH JUDGMENT, will have no power
over it, "we may water the sheep" (Ibid.).

187. The Holy One, blessed be He, at the end of day, will return
Yisrael to the holy land and gather them from exile. The end of days
is that which is the last of the days, NAMELY MALCHUT, WHICH IS
THE LAST OF THE SFIROT, CALLED DAYS. During the end of days
Yisrael suffer exile. This is what is meant by, "When you are in
distress, and all these things are come upon you, in the latter
days" (Devarim 4:30), and, "and evil will befall you in the latter days
(lit. 'the end of days')" (Devarim 31:29). The "latter days" is precise,
because it is the Congregation of Yisrael, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
which is in exile. Together with this end of days they receive
punishment in exile. With it the Holy One, blessed be He, will wreak
vengeances for Yisrael constantly, as written, "what this people shall
do to your people in the latter days" (Bemidbar 24:14). Wherever IT
IS WRITTEN, 'THE END OF DAYS' it refers to her, MALCHUT. And the
Holy One, blessed be He, will return her to her place. This is the
meaning of, "And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the
mountain of Hashem's house shall be established" (Yeshayah 2:2).
This is that which is CALLED day, NAMELY THE LAST DAY, SINCE
EACH SFIRAH IS CALLED DAY.
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188. Once a shadow started to form at the beginning of the other day
AFTER THE FIFTH MILLENNIUM, as during the time when the Temple
was destroyed when the shadow was about to be gathered, THAT IS,
JUST LIKE DURING THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE WAS
WHEN THE SHADOW BEGAN TO BE GATHERED, SO WILL
REDEMPTION COME WHEN THE SHADOW WILL BEGIN TO
EMERGE. WHEN THERE WILL BE day and shadow, it will be the end
of exile. The measure of that shadow is six thumbs long for the
height of a man among men, NAMELY, AN AVERAGE PERSON. This
secret is remembered among the friends through the verse, "for we
are but of yesterday, and know nothing, because our days upon
earth are a shadow" (Iyov 8:9). "for we are but of yesterday," namely
in exile; "and know nothing, because our days upon earth are a
shadow," which means the Holy One, blessed be He, wants the
shadow and day to rest upon the earth.

189. Happy is the portion of he who sees him, MESSIAH, and happy
is the portion of he who sees him not. Woe to him who shall be
present when the great lion will demand to mate with his female, and
more so when they will mate together, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN WITH
MALCHUT AT THE TIME OF REDEMPTION. Of that hour it is written,
"The lion has roared, who will not fear..." (Amos 3:8).

190. Come and see, at first it is written, "He shall mightily roar
because of His habitation" (Yirmeyah 25:30), WHICH IS DURING
EXILE. When ZEIR ANPIN will come out to receive his mate,
MALCHUT, it is said, "The lion has roared, who will not fear";
"Adonai Elohim has spoken, who can but prophesy" (Amos 3:8). At
that time it is written, "then Hashem your Elohim will turn your
captivity" (Devarim 30:3). What is meant by "turn"? AND HE
ANSWERS, The Holy One, blessed be He, returns the Congregation
of Yisrael from exile, and the righteous returns to join its place. Then
it is written, "Surely the righteous shall give thanks to Your name;
the upright shall dwell in (or: 'return to') Your presence" (Tehilim
140:14).

32. From the top of Atzilut to the resurrection of the dead
In this Mishnah we read an esoteric explanation of the story of Creation and the history of man that followed. To conclude Vaetchanan, we hear that
at the time of the resurrection the vessels will be perfected and all sin will be removed from the world.
191. Mishnah. To you, sons of men, men of wisdom, men of
understanding, a voice is calling. Whoever of you attained wisdom
and knows that when the white head, WHICH IS KETER, prepared a
SECOND head, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH that is imprinted from above
downwards and from below upwards, installed in the north direction,
NAMELY THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, an adornment of a pond of
water, it imprinted in it the depth of the supernal abyss, NAMELY
THE DEPTH OF BINAH CALLED THE SUPERNAL ABYSS that rises
and falls inside it. A hidden grade descended with 1,500 imprints and
1,500 worlds.
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192. Underneath it, UNDER ZEIR ANPIN, a beast of the field strolls,
NAMELY MALCHUT, which has ten horns, NAMELY TEN LIGHTS.
That beast has eyes like human eyes and a mouth that speaks great
things. When it rises, it walks by day and hides by night; when it
journeys, the four shovels it holds in its hands tremble, and sixty
blows of fire travel with it, each with a sharp edged sword on its hip.

193. When He so desired to produce man to be ruler below, He
implemented in that beast, WHICH IS MALCHUT, fine dust included
of all SFIROT. He blew on it and it spread to the four directions of the
world, THAT IS, IT SPREAD IN THE BODY TO THE FOUR
DIRECTIONS OF THE WORLD. Four parts of the body rolled, one up,
NETZACH, one down, HOD, WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF THE LEGS
CALLED NETZACH AND HOD; one to the north, THE LEFT HAND,
THE SECRET OF GVURAH, and one to the south, THE RIGHT HAND,
THE SECRET OF CHESED.
194. A great and strong tree, THE TREE OF LIFE, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN, was connected and joined to a comely bough, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the sight of which gladdens everybody, as written,
"Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth" (Tehilim 48:3). It
united with it, and they produced a certain spirit that filled that
dough of dust and MAN rose on his feet. He made him king over the
whole world and ruler over everything. This is the meaning of, "You
make him to have dominion over the works of Your
hands..." (Tehilim 8:7). He was ordered regarding that tree, THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, NOT TO EAT FROM IT,
but he did not observe that command. The King brought back the
spirit OF MAN to Himself, and that beast, WHICH IS MALCHUT, took
THAT SPIRIT FROM MAN.

195. ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT prepared another vessel, NAMELY
ANOTHER BODY, AND MAN rose between them with a connection
OF NEFESH AND RUACH that are engraved among the holy angels
that were united with the forming of the ANGELS' crowns.

196. The following generations were punished for their sin OF THE
TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, AND WERE
SENTENCED TO DEATH, THAT EVENTUALLY their spirit is pulled
out of THEIR vessel and garment, NAMELY THE BODY, AND THE
BODY DIES. It is then buried in the dust among the clods of the
valley, THAT IS, THE GRAVE, DERIVED FROM, "THE CLODS OF THE
VALLEY SHALL BE SWEET TO HIM" (IYOV 21:33). AND ALL THE
DEAD were hidden and concealed in one strong bone REMAINING
from that vessel, NAMELY THE BONE OF LUZ THAT DOES NOT ROT
IN THE GRAVE. From it they will be reconstructed again and rise in
groups. And they will come again to the land of Yisrael, THAT IS, BY
MEANS OF ROLLING IN TUNNELS, THEY WILL ALL COME TO THE
LAND OF YISRAEL, WHERE THE COMPLETION OF THEIR
RESURRECTION WILL BE ACHIEVED.
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197. The Holy One, blessed be He, will knead that earlier dust of that
actual vessel, NAMELY THE BODY THAT WAS PRIOR TO THE SIN
OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, and introduce
into it the finest dough, like leaven in the dough. From that dough,
which is the highest clarity, the complete vessel will be constructed
and straightened, like the verse says, "and a fountain shall issue
from the house of Hashem, and shall water the valley of
Shittim" (Yoel 4:18). For that fount increases love in the world. And
when that holy fount will emerge and enter it, THE VALLEY OF
SHITTIM, it will be constructed and made right and not be in its state
of sinfulness.

198. Those who have no merit will rise to be judged by the trial of the
supernal King. This is the meaning of, "And many of those who
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
and some to shame and everlasting contempt" (Daniel 12:2). Then, it
is written, "For as the new heavens and the new earth, which I will
make, shall remain before Me, says Hashem, so shall your seed and
your name remain" (Yeshayah 66:22).
Blessed is the name of Hashem. Amen, amen.
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1. Meditation over a blessing
We learn that it is a commandment to bless God, and that these blessings draw down the blessings from the supernal world - they draw life from the
source of life. The blessing is like a gift to God that was sent by the person who prayed to Him. We learn about the secret meaning of Amen, that
adorns the blessing, and about how the prayers and blessings ascend from below upwards through many levels. When the blessings descend all
the patriarchs and the children are blessed. Baruch is the secret meaning of the highest source there is, and its flow is uninterrupted. We are also
told of the secret meaning of the words "Atah" and "Melech" in the blessing. An explanation is given of the bowing and bending of the knee during
the prayer service.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
1. "Wherefore it shall come to pass, if you hearken to these
judgments..." (Devarim 7:12). "When you have eaten, and are replete,
then you shall bless Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 8:10). We are
commanded to bless the Holy One, blessed be He, for everything we
eat and drink and enjoy in this world. He who does not bless is
considered as stealing from the Holy One, blessed be He, as it is
written: "he who robs his father or his mother" (Mishlei 28:24), and
the friends explained THAT IT APPLIES TO THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE. The blessings that a person gives the Holy One,
blessed be He, are meant to draw life from the source of life, WHICH
IS BINAH, to the Holy Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. And
these blessings are to pour on top of Him from that supernal oil
THAT IS THE ABUNDANCE OF CHOCHMAH. From there, it is then
drawn upon the whole world.

2. It is also written: "when you have eaten, and are replete, then you
shall bless Hashem your Elohim" (Ibid.). By these blessings, a
person pours out through his words ABUNDANCE from the highest
source, THAT IS BINAH. All the levels and sources OF ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT are blessed and filled with abundance to pour upon
all the worlds, and everything is blessed together.

3. Therefore, a person needs to meditate on the secret of the
blessings, so that the Patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the children, WHO ARE NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN, shall all be blessed together.
Whoever blesses the Holy One, blessed be He, is blessed and
receives his part from these blessings before the rest of the lower
world. As soon as the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, is
blessed from there, the initial portion of those blessings comes
down and rests on the head OF THE ONE WHO SAID THE
BLESSING. We have already provided an explanation for this, as it is
written: "in all places where I cause My Name to be pronounced, I
will come to you, and I will bless you" (Shemot 20:21). After that
particular blessing comes and rests on the head OF HE WHO
BLESSED, it spreads from there to the rest of the world.

4. When these blessings descend, they are adorned within the field
of holy apple trees, THAT IS MALCHUT. Many levels of the those
nominated over the world meet them there and come down together
with them, announcing and proclaiming that it is the gift that this
person sent to the Holy One, blessed be He. HE ASKS: From which
place do the blessings descend? HE REPLIES: THE BLESSINGS
descend afterward from the place of the head of the Righteous,
THAT IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. THE BLESSINGS first go up and
cause other BLESSINGS from above to go down, and it is filled from
THOSE THAT DESCEND from above and from THOSE THAT
ASCEND from below. This is the meaning of: "blessings are upon
the head of the just" (Mishlei 10:6). Once that level is filled up, it
pours upon the bride, WHICH IS MALCHUT, whence they flow and
spread downward.
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5. When these blessings rise from below, there is no single opening
above and there is no appointee from up high that does not open
these openings, and declare throughout the firmaments: 'This is the
gift to the King that so-and-so sent. That is a wholly proper gift.'
What is A FULL blessing: IT IS A BLESSING to which Amen was
said. For every blessing to which Amen was said is a properly full
BLESSING.

6. When this blessing ascends, all the grades above summon the
non-shining, NAMELY MALCHUT, to shine on it. Even more so, if it is
a blessing said by many, it is adorned with holy crowns by means of
SAYING Amen. Amen is the secret of the connections within each
unification and sanctification in accordance with the secret of his
Master. It properly adorns that blessing with sublime crowns.

7. The Holy One, blessed be He, favors those that bless Him, and His
passion is for the blessing that is below. That blessing rises and
lights up the non-shining candle, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and
strengthens it with a strong force to rise above, TO UNITE WITH
ZEIR ANPIN. About this secret, it is written: "those who give Me
honor, I will honor" (I Shmuel 1:30). This verse refers to those who
give blessings to the Holy One, blessed be He. "..and they that
despise Me shall be lightly esteemed" (Ibid.) refers to those who do
not bless the Holy One, blessed be He, and withhold any blessings
from their mouths.

8. The secret of secrets is for those who have knowledge in the
Wisdom of their Master, to know the secret meanings of the
blessings recited over the commandments of the Torah and over all
the enjoyments and pleasures in this world, to pour out blessings
from above downward.

9. HE EXPLAINS: The exception is the blessings in the prayer
service, which are the correction of their Master. THEY BOTH RISE
from below upwards and from above downwards, while the
blessings that are not over the prayer rise from below upwards until
they reach the non-shining light, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and awaken it
with force by that blessing. This awakening rises high up until it
reaches the highest Throne, WHICH IS BINAH, the source of all life,
MEANING THAT ALL LIGHTS EMANATE FROM IT. Other blessings
then flow out from that higher source and they meet and kiss one
another. They approach and rest on the head of the Righteous THAT
IS YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN to pour down. When they descend, the
Patriarchs, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN, and the children, WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD
OF ZEIR ANPIN, are blessed and all their candles, WHICH ARE THE
SFIROT OF MALCHUT.
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10. The secret of these blessings that awaken from above to below
pertains to this secret. 'Blessed' is the secret of the highest source,
WHICH IS SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, WHICH ARE CALLED
CHOCHMAH. ONE NEEDS TO MEDITATE to pour, draw and kindle
from there all the candles, MEANING THE LOWER GRADES. It is
always blessed because its water never ceases flowing, MEANING
THEY ARE IN A NEVER ENDING UNION AND THEIR ABUNDANCE TO
THE LOWER BEINGS NEVER CEASES FLOWING. From there, the
beginning that is called the World to Come, MEANING BINAH,
RECEIVES. It is CALLED the end of heaven, because that end is the
upper end OF ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN. For there is a similar
end below, which is the lower world, MALCHUT, which is also called
'blessed', in correspondence to the lower beings, MEANING to pour
BLESSINGS downward and awaken from below upward by the
blessing of the prayer. But here, REGARDING THE OTHER
BLESSINGS, is called 'blessed', after the secret of Chochmah,
DENOTING SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, that which fills that place,
BINAH CALLED THE WORLD TO COME, AS MENTIONED ABOVE, by
means of a narrow path, MEANING YESOD OF CHOCHMAH, through
which it enters it.
11. THE WORD 'you' IN THE BLESSING then begins to be revealed,
because 'blessed' is hidden, WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH
THAT ARE INCOMPREHENSIBLE TO THE LOWER BEINGS.
Therefore, it is called 'blessed' vaguely, IT BEING a higher
unexposed source. HOWEVER, THE WORD 'you' is the start of the
revelation outside. This is why it is called 'you', IN THE SECOND
PERSON, WHO IS REVEALED. And who is it? It is the secret of the
right, WHICH IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN, called a priest to that
place, BINAH. That is the meaning of: "you shall be a priest forever
(lit. 'to a world')" (Tehilim 110:4), MEANING, who is "a priest" to that
world, Binah, it is 'you'. This is the supernal right, CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN, that is there to be revealed.
12. THE WORD 'Hashem' IN THE BLESSINGS is the secret of the
Central Column IN ZEIR ANPIN, the secret meaning of the Faith in all
directions. The WORD 'our Elohim' IN THE BLESSINGS is the left
side OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is included in his right; the right is included
in it, and one is included in the other into one. Up to this point,
MEANING UP TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN,
the blessings are connected TO ZEIR ANPIN. Once these CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN are blessed, everyone below
is blessed.
13. After CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN are
blessed and receive blessings for themselves, all return included
into one to that source, WHICH IS BINAH, because they cannot
return to that place before they are blessed. Once they are blessed
first, they again enter that place THAT IS BINAH, to receive other
additional blessings to bestow down. Before they are blessed, they
do not enter or return TO BINAH. That is the secret meaning of the
verse: "and none shall appear before Me empty" (Shemot 23:15).
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14. When they return to that place, BINAH, and enter there, that place
is called 'king', WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE WORD 'KING' IN THE
BLESSING. BINAH is considered a king only when these - CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, draw near it to be blessed.
A king is considered a king when his chief ministers come to him
when they are rich and have everything they need, without lacking
anything. Then he is king. A king below, WHO IS MALCHUT, IS SO
CONSIDERED when these, THE SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN, adorn her
(Malchut) adequately with holy crowns. Here IN THE BLESSING,
where a king is mentioned, who is THE KING? It is "The world, who
has sanctified us and commanded us," WHICH IS BINAH. Since it is
a world that is not revealed externally and is hidden, it is recited in a
hidden manner, MEANING IN THE THIRD PERSON, 'WHO HAS
SANCTIFIED US AND COMMANDED US', INSTEAD OF THE SECOND
PERSON, NAMELY, "YOU WHO HAVE SANCTIFIED AND
COMMANDED US." Therefore, it is recited in an undisclosed manner.

15. As we learned, the right, WHICH IS CHESED, is always called
'you'. Therefore, the priest bows HIS HEAD towards that place,
'YOU', AT EACH AND EVERY BLESSING OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER,
WHERE HE BOWS at the beginning OF THE BLESSING and at the
end OF THE BLESSING. The lower world, THAT IS MALCHUT, when
it is connected to the right, WHICH IS CHESED, and attached to it, is
called from below upward 'blessed', and is not considered blessed
except by means of the source to which it was attached, which
entered it and filled it, WHICH IS CHESED. ONLY THEN IS MALCHUT
CONSIDERED BLESSED. 'You' IN THE BLESSING is the secret of the
priest, MEANING CHESED, to be attached to him. Therefore, in the
prayer, one bends his knees at 'blessed', THAT IS MALCHUT,
because it is a world bent at the top. That is the difference between
'blessed' in the prayer and 'blessed' in the other blessings;
'BLESSED' IN THE OTHER BLESSINGS IS IN CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH, WHILE 'BLESSED' IN THE PRAYER IS IN MALCHUT.
Everything follows a higher meaning to pour blessings to all the
worlds.
16. AT THE WORD 'blessed' in the AMIDAH prayer, one bends his
knees, and bows his head at 'you', because 'you' is called 'head (or:
'first')'. Therefore, the priest receives his portion first and is always
first in line. That is why the knee bending is at 'blessed', and
lowering of the head is at 'you'. Wherever the priest reads 'you', he
bows down when praying. After a king lowers down his head AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER, he does not raise it again
UNTIL HE FINISHES THE PRAYER. What is the reason? IT IS
BECAUSE the Holy One, blessed be He, said to the moon: 'Go and
diminish yourself', and THE MOON, WHICH IS MALCHUT, has not yet
straightened herself FROM THIS DIMINISHING. A KING IS THE
ASPECT OF MALCHUT; THEREFORE, HE LOWERS HIS HEAD AND
DOES NOT RAISE IT UP. Hence, a blessing with which a person
blesses the Holy One, blessed be He, is aroused to pour down
blessings from above to all the worlds, as we have learned. Blessed
are the children of Yisrael in this world and the World to Come.

17. It is written: "You are our Father, though Abraham is ignorant of
us..." (Yeshayah 63:16). We have learned that in the World to Come
Isaac shall be told: 'YOU ARE OUR FATHER'. THUS ISAAC, WHO IS
THE LEFT COLUMN, IS CALLED A FATHER. That is because the left
is included in the right. HOWEVER, BEFORE IT WAS INCLUDED IN
THE RIGHT IT WAS NOT CONSIDERED A FATHER, BECAUSE
HARSH JUDGMENTS WERE FLOWING FROM HIM. But how do we
know that the right too is considered a father? HE RESPONDS: It is
written, "and be to me a father and a priest" (Shoftim 17:10). WE
UNDERSTAND FROM THIS THAT THE PRIEST, WHO IS RIGHT AND
CHESED, IS CONSIDERED A FATHER. Although above, even the
non- shining light WHICH IS MALCHUT, is considered a father, when
it is here attached to the right, it is called 'you', as it is written: "You,
Hashem, are our Father, our Redeemer" (Yeshayah 63:16).
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2. The owner of the house breaks the bread and the guest recites the blessing
The Faithful Shepherd explains the secret of the twelve letters of the blessings of the Kohen. The importance that the owner of the house making the
blessing over the bread first.
18. Meanwhile, an old person came to him and said: Faithful
Shepherd, prepare a table for your Master, for Him and His Queen,
with all kinds of delicacies, to fulfill in it: "this is the table that is
before Hashem"' (Yechezkel 41:22). For until now, everyone was
enjoying from the King's table, as it says: "Come, eat of my
bread" (Mishlei 9:5). Bread is the Written Law, MEANING ZEIR
ANPIN, and the wine of the Torah is the Oral Law, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. IN MALCHUT, there are many dainties from the various
sweet meanings of the Torah, and from all the victuals and
delicacies in the world and of the King.

19. The Faithful Shepherd rose and began to speak: 'Aaron the
priest, rise from your sleep to slaughter oxen and sheep and goats
and lambs and fowl, and all the varieties needed for the King's feast.
The shew-bread (lit. 'the bread of faces'), that is TWELVE,
corresponding to the two tablets of Torah, "written on both their
sides (lit. 'from this and this' (Heb. zeh))" (Shemot 32:15). Zeh IN
NUMERICAL VALUE is the twelve faces, which are THE TWELVE
LETTERS IN THREE TIMES YUD HEI VAV HEI IN THE VERSES:
"Hashem bless you, and keep you; Hashem make His face shine
upon you, and be gracious to you; Hashem lift up His countenance
to you, and give you peace" (Bemidbar 6:24-25). The second zeh
CORRESPONDS TO THE THREE TIMES ADONAI, WHICH CONTAIN
IN THEM TWELVE LETTERS. They are the twelve living creatures
about which it says, "and they four had the face of a lion, on the
right side; and the four had the face of an ox on the left side; they
four also had the face of an eagle" (Yechezkel 1:10). THESE ARE
THREE LIVING CREATURES, LION, OX, AND EAGLE, and it says
about them: "And every one had four faces" (Ibid. 6). THAT IS, IN
EACH CREATURE OF THE THREE, THERE ARE FOUR FACES OF
THE LION, OX, EAGLE, AND MAN, AND THREE TIMES FOUR
AMOUNTS TO TWELVE LIVING CREATURES. That is the meaning of,
"And one (Heb. zeh) cried to another (Heb. zeh), and said" (Yeshayah
6:3), THAT IS, THE TWELVE FACES OF YUD HEI VAV HEI TO THE
TWELVE CREATURES OF ADONAI. They also correspond to the 24
books in the Torah, THAT IS, THE 24 BOOKS IN THE BIBLE. This is
the meaning of: "this (Heb. zeh) is the table that is before
Hashem" (Yechezkel 41:22), BECAUSE A TABLE IS MALCHUT. "Zeh"
IS THE TWELVE CREATURES THAT ARE IN ADONAI, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. "THAT IS BEFORE HASHEM" REFERS TO THE TWELVE
FACES IN YUD HEI VAV HEI. The vessels on the King's table are the
sages of Mishnah, versed in prayer, which THE SAGES composed to
correspond to the sacrifices.
20. He opened the discussion with the verse: "and you shall make a
table of acacia wood" (Shemot 25:23). Come and behold: those
present at the King's feast had goodly and comely customs to show
they were members of the King's table. One was that the eldest
would wash his hands FIRST. When they entered to sit for the meal,
the oldest would sit at the head of the table. The second would be
below him, and the third below the second. These are called the
'three beds', BECAUSE THEIR CUSTOM WAS EACH TO RECLINE ON
A BED, to correspond to the three Patriarchs, and to the priests, the
Levites and Yisrael THAT ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET.
From here on, they had no special order, rather whoever came first
was seated.
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21. The second CUSTOM is that the house owner breaks the bread
so that he may apportion it generously. He first completes THE
BLESSING OVER THE BREAD, and then breaks it. The sages of the
Mishnah have set it so that none of those reclining at the feast table
are permitted to taste until the giver of the blessing has tasted first.
The one who apportions is not permitted to taste until all present
have finished saying Amen. And if he wishes to delegate honor BY
GIVING TO ANOTHER TO BREAK THE BREAD, he may do so. In
addition, it had been stated that the guest blessed THE BLESSING
AFTER THE MEAL so he will bless the landlord.

22. In an esoteric interpretation, the landlord who breaks the bread is
the central pillar, which is the Central Column, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. On Shabbat, he needs to apportion from two loaves of
challah bread, which are Hei-Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. The house
owner is Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI between THE TWO HEI'S. In order
not appear a glutton, he may apportion to each one a piece the size
of an egg. What is the size of an egg? It is Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI
and Yud OF ADONAI, which are the dots of the Holy Name called
crumbs the size of an olive, THAT IS, YUD OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IS
THE SIZE OF AN EGG AND YUD OF ADONAI IS THE SIZE OF AN
OLIVE. These CRUMBS correspond to drops of sperm. THEREFORE,
poverty chases whoever belittles and disposes these crumbs in an
inappropriate place, and he will constantly wander around. This is
what is written: "he wanders abroad for bread, saying, where is
it" (Iyov 15:23). Bread means Torah, and this verse implies that he
cries out, looking for someone who will have mercy on him, but will
find no one TO PITY HIM.

23. Crumbs the size of an olive belong to the Righteous YESOD, who
presses these olives, WHICH ARE THE SFIROT, EXTRACTING OIL
FROM THEM, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF ABUNDANCE. The guest
(Heb. ore'ach) blesses, NAMELY THE RIGHTEOUS, as is written: "but
the path (Heb. orach) of just men is like the gleam of
sunlight" (Mishlei 4:18), AND, "blessings are upon the head of the
just" (Mishlei 10:6), the life of the world. Therefore, the guest, WHO
IS THE RIGHTEOUS, NAMELY YESOD, makes the blessing.
24. As he was speaking, the holy luminary came to him, TO THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD and said: Faithful Shepherd, one day I went
along with the friends to an inn. There was a child there who rose
and by himself prepared for us a lamplight and a table, as if he were
twenty years old. Yet he was approximately five years old. He set
that table up with different dishes and drinks and said, The sages
have decreed that the house owner breaks the bread and the guest
makes the blessing. Yet, "I am young and you are very old;
therefore, I was afraid and dared not declare my opinion to
you" (Iyov 32:6), until I obtain permission from you. They said to
him: Speak up my son, angel of Hashem.
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25. He said to us: 'Do you wish for delicacies without warring for
them, or food by means of war?' That is how the sages of the
Mishnah decreed that the mealtime is a time of war. If you desire to
battle over it, let no one eat. He who has won the battle shall eat first
and apportion to the rest. The friends said to him: You are still small,
my son, and you have yet to learn how mighty men wage war with a
sword, with waving the sword, with a spear, with a bow and arrows,
with a sling and stones.

26. He said to us: "Let not him that girds on his harness boast
himself as he that takes it off" (I Melachim 20:11). It has been
explained, regarding the reading of the Sh'ma, that whoever recites
the reading of Sh'ma by his bedside is as if he holds a double-edged
sword, as it is written: "The high praises of Hashem are in their
throats, and a two-edged sword in their hand" (Tehilim 149:6). The
waving of the sword needs to be done to the six directions, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, as
was explained, in order to make Him reign over the heavens, the
earth, and the four corners of the world, WHICH ARE THE SIX
DIRECTIONS. This Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN,
is the body of the sword, and Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IS the top of
the sword. The two Hei's OF YUD HEI VAV HEI are the two edges OF
THE SWORD. The sheath of the sword IS THE NAME Adonai,
NAMELY MALCHUT.
27. The spear (Heb. romach, Resh Vav Mem Chet) is the 248 (Resh
Mem Chet) words in the reading of the Sh'ma, and together with the
six words in the unification SH'MA YISRAEL, they total romach,
THAT IS RAMACH PLUS VAV. The shield (Heb. magen) is with the
sword, THAT IS, THE THREE ANGELS, Michael, Gabriel and Nuriel,
WHOSE INTIALS FORM MAGEN. They serve the three Patriarchs,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, AS MICHAEL IS CHESED,
GABRIEL GVURAH AND NURIEL TIFERET. The bow shoots arrows,
and any sperm that does not shoot forth like an arrow does not
beget offspring. THIS ALLUDES TO YESOD. The sling refers to the
reading of the Sh'ma, and the five sling stones ARE THE FIVE
WORDS: "Hear, O Yisrael, Hashem our Elohim, Hashem," WHICH
ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND
HOD, corresponding to the verse: "and chose him five smooth
stones out of the brook" (I Shmuel 17:40). When he placed them into
the sling, which is the mouth, BY READING THE SH'MA, which is the
Shechinah, all five turned into one stone and killed the Philistine.
28. Up until now, I have been throwing the stone at Samael, a stone
of siege. I have ruined his siege and lowered him down. Therefore, I
said to you, "Let not him that girds on his harness boast himself as
he that takes it off." Now it will become clear to you that I do know
how mighty men wage war with swords, with spears, with bows and
slings. We were astonished and could not speak to him. He said to
us: Sages, let us now see who shall win bread, that is, the bread of
the blessing over the bread.
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29. He opened the discussion saying: "When you eat of the bread of
the land, you shall offer up (lit. 'raise') a gift (Heb. trumah) to
Hashem" (Bemidbar 15:19). HE ASKS: How is the Shechinah raised,
who is the Hei of Hamotzi, regarding which the sages of the Mishnah
have decreed that 'Whoever breaks the bread of Hamotzi have to be
precise in pronouncing the Hei'. HE RESPONDS: surely it has been
decreed by the Mishnah sages that, 'chaff and straw do not require
tithing'. When MALCHUT is in the chaff and straw, THAT IS, WHEN
THE KLIPOT ARE SUSTAINED BY HER, she is in prison, and the Hei,
THE SHECHINAH, does not have permission to rise to the Mem,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, to become, with it, Mem Hei, MEANING YUD
HEI VAV HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPH'S OF THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF MEM HEI (45). This is the meaning of Trumah, SPELLED
AS TORAH AND MEM HEI, which is Hei (=five) of the five books of
the Torah, in which IS MEM, AS IS WRITTEN: "and Moses was in the
mountain forty days..." (Shemot 24:18).
30. Our sages referred to the chaff and straw of the wheat, when they
said that the tree of which Adam ate was wheat. For by eating of the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, he drew near Chet and Tet,
WHICH ARE THE HUSKS (KLIPOT), chaff and straw, to the letter Hei,
THAT IS MALCHUT. The Yud was gone from it, WHICH IS YESOD, its
tithing. Therefore, when it is in straw and chaff - which correspond to
the removal of the foreskin and the uncovering of the male organ,
THAT IS, THEY CORRESPOND TO THE TWO LAYERS OF SKIN
COVERING THE MALE ORGAN, ONE OF WHICH IS CUT OFF AND
THE OTHER OF WHICH IS CUT OPEN, it does not require tithing.
THAT IS YUD, for the letter Yud has no permission to join the letter
Hei, which are a man and a woman, THAT IS, THE SECRET OF THE
YUD IN THE SPELLING OF ISH (ENG. 'MAN') AND THE HEI IN THE
SPELLING OF ISHAH (ENG. 'WOMAN'). Therefore, whoever breaks
the bread must be precise pronouncing Hei and must break the
bread where it is nicely baked, because the proper ripening is the
completion of the fruit. That is the meaning of the Vav, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN THAT COMPLETES THE HEI, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

3. Ten things one must do for the meal
The Faithful Shepherd begins to speak about the feast of the King - the display bread, the table, the utensils and vessels. He brings into the
discussion the relevance of the Names of God and their numerical values, the four Holy Beasts and the 24 books in the Torah. Moses talks about the
rituals that are performed before a King's table, and how beneficial and beautiful these are. We read about the distribution of the loaves of challah
bread on Shabbat and about the blessings given by the guest. Next Rabbi Shimon appears and tells the Faithful Shepherd about a child of five years
old who prepared the table all on his own as though he were twenty years old. The child knew the order of the blessings and lectured to the rabbis
on the reading of the Sh'ma. We hear of the child's inner explanation of the wheat and the properly baked bread, and how he goes over the ten
requirements that must be fulfilled for the Shabbat meal. The child talks about the Good Inclination and the Evil Inclination. We hear from the
Faithful Shepherd the detailed explanation of the ten requirements mentioned by the child. In this explanation we hear about such things as the
inner meaning of the ritual washing of the hands. Next Rabbi Shimon praises Moses, saying that he returns by reincarnation in every generation but
that he did not reveal himself except in the generation when the Torah was received. At this point we learn that the souls of a generation who have
just departed are reincarnated in the next generation immediately afterward. The Faithful Shepherd returns to his explication of the Shabbat meal,
going over the injunction to break and hand out two loaves of bread, to eat three meals on the Shabbat, to have a lamp lit at the table, to have the
cup of wine ready, to talk about matters of the Torah, to linger at the table for the sake of the poor and destitute, to do the final washing with water,
to raise the cup of blessing with the proper ritual, and finally to perform the blessing after the meal.
31. There are ten things one must do for the meal: 1) the hand
washing; 2) the preparation of the two Shabbat challah loaves; 3) to
eat of three meals and add from weekdays to holiness; 4) to light a
candle on the table, as was explained, that a table should be to the
north side, and the candle on the south, and to recline, as was
explained that if they recline together, one makes the blessing for
everyone.
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32. On Shabbat, one should add from weekdays to holiness in
everything he does, in his food and drink, his dress and his seating.
He should prepare a comfortable reclining bed with many pillows
and embroidered cushions from all that he has in his house, as when
preparing the marriage canopy for the bride, because Shabbat is
both a queen and a bride. Due to this, the sages of the Mishnah used
to hasten to come out on Shabbat eve to welcome her on the way.
And they used to say: 'Come bride, come bride.' There is a need to
invoke on that table song and joy for her.

33. There is yet another secret meaning to it. ONE NEEDS TO
WELCOME SHABBAT as it behooves one to welcome a lady by
lighting many lamps for Shabbat, by many pleasures, beautiful
clothes, a house set with many adorned vessels and nicely set up
comfortable chairs for everyone. For joy and preparation cause the
evil handmaid, THAT IS THE KLIPAH, to remain in the dark in
hunger, in weeping, in mourning, and in black dress like a widow.
When the one is filled, the other is destroyed, BECAUSE THE
KLIPAH IS FILLED ONLY WITH THE DESTRUCTION OF HOLINESS.
SIMILARLY, HOLINESS BECOMES FULL FROM THE DESTRUCTION
OF THE KLIPAH.

34. The Good Inclination is the Holy Queen, Malchut of holiness that
descended on Shabbat that is comprised of ten Sfirot. She is
decorated with seven names that are not erased, with the many
Chariots of the living creatures, and with the many armies and
camps OF ANGELS. The King goes out to her with many camps, and
the Evil Inclination that is the wicked handmaid remains in the dark,
like a widow without her husband, without any Chariots.

35. It was said about them: "to those who sacrifice and burn incense
to the queen of the heavens, and the constellation which I have not
commanded" (Devarim 17:3), which is the worship WITH WHICH
THEY SERVE the wicked handmaid that rules on Shabbat eve and on
Wednesday eves. What do they do ON SHABBAT? HE RESPONDS:
They wear black clothes, extinguish their lights, and lament on
Shabbat eve to participate WITH THE WICKED HANDMAID, TO BE IN
SADNESS, TROUBLE AND DARKNESS as she is, because "Elohim
has made the one as well as the other" (Kohelet 7:14).

36. After Yisrael sinned and the Temple was destroyed, it is said
regarding the Shechinah, holy Ima: "How does the city sit solitary,
that was full of people! How is she become like a widow" (Eichah
1:1). THEREFORE, people extinguish lamps and candles on Tishah
B'Av, and sit like mourners to participate in the sorrow of the
Shechinah, because they caused Her all this calamity IN THEIR
INIQUITIES.
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37. The fifth THING IT BEHOOVES US TO PREPARE ON SHABBAT is
the cup OF WINE for saying, "Thus the heavens and the earth were
finished (Heb. vaychulu)..." (Beresheet 2:1) NAMELY, KIDDUSH. The
sixth is to speak words of Torah at the table. The seventh is to
extend the meal and allow the poor to come to the table. The eighth
is washing the hands with fingerbowl water. The ninth is the
blessing after the meal. The tenth is the cup for the blessing AFTER
THE MEAL. It is necessary to repeat THESE TEN THINGS and to
prepare them in accordance with the holy meaning, for she,
MALCHUT, is comprised of ten Sfirot. MALCHUT IS CONSIDERED
the table of the Holy One, blessed be He, from the side of Gvurah.
Hence, the sages have explained that the table should face the north,
WHICH IS FROM THE SIDE OF GVURAH.

38. NOW COME THE WORDS OF THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, WHO
EXPLAINS THESE TEN THINGS IT BEHOOVES ONE TO DO AT
SHABBAT MEAL. The first, the washing of hands, MEANS THAT the
sages of the Mishnah explained that: 'filthy hands are unfit for
blessing, because they are twice removed from uncleanness'. When
hands are unclean, they are considered a principle cause of
defilement, which is once removed from uncleanness, and when the
hands are clean, they are considered twice removed from
uncleanness and are fit to bless, because blessing rests only on
purity, because blessing rests on a priest, who is a pure man, a man
of kindness. This is the meaning of: "It is like the precious ointment
upon the head..." (Tehilim 133:2). Therefore, "speak to Aaron and to
his sons, saying, 'In this way you shall bless the children of
Yisrael...'" (Bemidbar 6:23). It was explained that every priest who
blesses is blessed, and if he does not bless he is not blessed. The
sages of the Mishnah have further explained that any blessing that
does not have a recitation of the Name OF YUD HEI VAV HEI and
Malchut, THAT IS, 'KING OF THE WORLD', is not considered a
blessing, as Malchut is the name of Adonai. THUS, EVERY
BLESSING SHOULD CONTAIN A RECITATION OF THE NAME YUD
HEI VAV HEI, AND MALCHUT, WHICH IS ADONAI.
39. In addition, the hands need to be washed up to the joint THAT
ATTACH THE FIVE FINGERS, because it was decreed TO WASH
fourteen (Yud Dalet) joints IN THE FIVE FINGERS. EACH FINGER
HAS THREE JOINTS AND THE THUMB TWO. At that time, the hand
(Heb. yad, Yud Dalet) of Hashem rests on him. It is the hand of
blessing from the aspect of Chesed, wherein Chochmah lies in the
right hand, BECAUSE DURING THE GREATNESS OF ZEIR ANPIN
CHESED ASCENDS TO BECOME CHOCHMAH. It is the hand of
holiness from the aspect of Gvurah that prevails on Judgment. It is
also the hand of unification from the aspect of Tiferet THAT UNIFIES
RIGHT AND LEFT INTO ONE. This rests on the fourteen joints of the
body, because there are twelve joints in the two arms, THREE
JOINTS IN EACH ARM THERE, and in the two legs WITH THREE
JOINTS IN EACH LEG, WHICH ADDS UP TO SIX, AND TOGETHER
THEY ARE TWELVE. TOGETHER WITH the two in the body and
genital organ, they total fourteen. AND IT WAS EXPLAINED THAT
THREE TIMES FOURTEEN ALSO REFERS TO THE THREE SFIROT CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET.
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40. Three times fourteen equals 42, and the three Yuds in three times
hand (Yud Dalet) are indicated in "Hashem bless you (Heb.
yevarechecha) ...Hashem make His face shine upon you (Heb. ya'er)...
Hashem lift up His countenance to you (Heb. yisa)" (Bemidbar 6:2425) of Yud Hei Vav Hei, Yud Hei Vav Hei, Yud Hei Vav Hei IN THE
VERSES, MEANING THE THREE YUDS IN THE THREE times YUD HEI
VAV HEI IN, "HASHEM BLESS YOU...HASHEM MAKE HIS FACE
SHINE UPON YOU...HASHEM LIFT UP HIS COUNTENANCE TO YOU."
The three Dalets in three hands (Yud Dalet) are implied in Adonai,
Adonai, Adonai. The prophet said about them, THE THREE TIMES
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THREE TIMES ADONAI: "The temple of
Hashem, the temple of Hashem, the temple of Hashem, are
these" (Yirmeyah 7:4). THIS TEMPLE IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT
THAT IS CALLED ADONAI. THEREFORE, IT REPEATS THREE TIMES
"THE TEMPLE OF HASHEM," WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THREE
TIMES ADONAI AND THREE TIMES YUD HEI VAV HEI, AS
MENTIONED. Hence the decree of washing the hands, TO INDICATE
THE SECRET OF THE FOURTEEN JOINTS AND THE THREE TIMES
FOURTEEN IN CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHICH IS THE
SECRET MEANING OF THREE TIMES YUD HEI VAV HEI AND THREE
ADONAI, AS MENTIONED.
41. Every side OF THE THREE COLUMNS - CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, WHICH ARE RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL THAT ARE
THREE TIMES FOURTEEN, is comprised of the three faces of the
living creatures, THE LION, OX, AND EAGLE, which are Yud Hei Vav
Hei, Yud Hei Vav Hei, Yud Hei Vav Hei, and the three wings in the
living creatures are Dalet, Dalet, Dalet, THAT IS, THREE TIMES
ADONAI, AS MENTIONED. They all need to derive from the power
(Heb. ko'ach, =28) of man (Adam), THAT IS, YUD HEI VAV HEI FULLY
SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, that is, Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav
Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph, which has the same numerical value as Adam.
His power, THE FULLY SPELLED YUD HEI VAV HEI, AGAIN FULLY
SPELLED, is Yud Vav Dalet, Vav Aleph Vav, Dalet Lamed Tav; Hei
Aleph, Aleph Lamed Pe; Vav Aleph Vav, Aleph Lamed Pe, Vav Aleph
Vav; Hei Aleph, Aleph Lamed Pe. THESE ARE 28 LETTERS THAT
CORRESPOND TO THE 28 JOINTS IN THE TEN FINGERS OF THE
HAND. The Queen does not dwell in his power, in the 28 finger joints,
until all the filth of the wicked, unfit handmaid, wife to the unfit, is
removed. Therefore, the sages of the Mishnah explained that 'dirty
hands are unfit to make a blessing', BECAUSE THE HANDMAID
RESTS ON THEM.
42. This water is for cleansing the hand upon which the hand of Yud
Hei Vav Hei rests, AS MENTIONED NEARBY. The hand of Yud Hei
Vav Hei is the water of the Torah. The ignorant people are
considered like unclean reptiles, WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OF THE
TORAH TO TAKE AWAY THEIR IMPURITY. What good will immersing
in water do them, holding in their hand that reptile, which is the
wicked handmaid, stolen goods in their possession, the stolen
blessings they stole from the Holy One, blessed be He. They do not
know what a blessing is, or what filth is.
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43. Immediately after the friends and myself heard these words, we
could not stand to wait for him to finish all these ten items pertaining
to blessings. We prostrated ourselves before him AND SAID TO HIM:
Certainly, there is no one who could speak these things except for
you, since you are comparable to the four sections in the Garden of
Eden. If a person enters the children's section, he becomes a child;
in the youths' section he becomes a youth; in the young men's
section, he becomes a young man, and in the old people's section,
he becomes an old man. Hence, it is written about you: "from the
place of His habitation He looks upon all the inhabitants of the
earth" (Tehilim 33:14), WHICH INITIALS IN HEBREW FORM MOSES.
Also, it is about you that it says: "for that he also (Heb. beshagam) is
flesh" (Beresheet 6:3). THE WORD BESHAGAM CONTAINS THE
LETTERS OF THE WORD MOSES, AS IT CONTAINS MEM AND SHIN,
AND BET AND GIMEL BECOME HEI. You were present in the
generation of the Tower of Babel, and in every generation YOU
RETURN by incarnation like a wheel that turns around in many ways,
yet you revealed yourself only at the generation when the Torah was
given at your hands.

44. As soon as you departed from the world, you became like a sun
that shines in every generation. Even when the sun is gathered at
night, it illuminates the moon and 600,000 stars. So are you who
shine on the 600,000 people in each and every generation. That is
what Kohelet indicated in the verse: "One generation passes away,
and another generation comes" (Kohelet 1:4). The sages have
explained that a generation does not consist of less than 600,000
people. They also explained THIS VERSE TO MEAN the generation
that passes away is the one that comes. THAT IS, THE SOULS OF
THE PREVIOUS GENERATION REINCARNATE AND COME IN THE
FOLLOWING GENERATION. This fulfills THE VERSE: "That which
has been, it is that which shall be" (Kohelet 1:9). From here on,
complete the ten items about Shabbat table openly. The Faithful
Shepherd said TO RABBI SHIMON: holy luminary, blessed is your lot
that the Holy One, blessed be He, revealed to you what He has not
revealed to any prophet or seer.

45. The second SETTING REGARDING SHABBAT TABLE is to break
bread over two loaves of bread on Shabbat, which are alluded to in
the two tablets of the Torah that were given on Shabbat in pairs. On
the third day, THAT IS TIFERET, they descended FROM HEAVEN, on
which it was said twice 'good', SINCE IT COMPRISES RIGHT AND
LEFT. On Shabbat, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the Torah was given, in
which, IN MALCHUT, THERE ARE TWO FEMALES, ONE FROM THE
CHEST OF ZEIR ANPIN AND UPWARD, AND ONE FROM THE CHEST
OF ZEIR ANPIN DOWNWARD. THESE ARE two females, which
correspond to twice 'good', SAID ON THE THIRD DAY, WHICH IS
TIFERET. Though it was explained that demons are assigned TO
HARM pairs - as has been explained THAT ONE MUST NOT EAT two
eggs or two walnuts, YET IF THIS IS SO, WHY ARE TWO LOAVES OF
BREAD USED ON SHABBAT, SEEING THEY ARE A PAIR? HE
RESPONDS, it is a usage dating from Moses as delivered from Sinai
that those sent on pious missions will meet no evil. THEREFORE,
THERE IS NO NEED TO FEAR PERFORMING A PRECEPT DUE TO IT
BEING IN PAIRS.
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46. You may wonder why we learned that one should not begin
anything on the second day of the week or finish on Wednesday MEANING ON THE SECOND AND ON THE FOURTH BECAUSE THEY
ARE PAIRS, WHICH APPLIES TO MATTERS OF PRECEPTS AS
WELL, EVEN THOUGH THOSE SENT ON PIOUS MISSIONS WILL
MEET NO EVIL. HE ANSWERS, THIS IS when with the mixed
multitude, THAT IS, WHEN THE CHILDREN OF YISRAEL ARE
MINGLED WITH THE MIXED MULTITUDE, who are never sent on
pious missions, because they have not converted for Heaven's sake.
THEN, IT IS FORBIDDEN TO BEGIN ON MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY.
HOWEVER, THE RIGHTEOUS, WHO HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH
THE MIXED MULTITUDE MAY START ON MONDAY AND
WEDNESDAY FOR THE SAKE OF PERFORMING A PRECEPT,
BECAUSE THOSE SENT ON A PIOUS MISSION SHALL COME TO NO
HARM. THEREFORE, after they were gone from the world, AFTER
THE SIN OF THE GOLDEN CALF, the Holy One, blessed be He,
commanded to take "two tablets of stone like the first" (Shemot
34:1), saying:" "And I will write on the tablets the words that were on
the first tablets..." (Ibid.). AND HE DID NOT MIND THE PAIRS.
47. The two loaves of bread on Shabbat indicate the two Yuds IN
THE COMBINATION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI, WHICH IS
Yud Aleph Hei Dalet Vav Nun Hei Yud. For Adonai, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, is alone without her husband, WHICH IS YUD HEI VAV
HEI, during the six weekdays, BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT THEN IN A
COMPLETE UNION. On Shabbat, YUD HEI VAV HEI descends TO
ADONAI AND THE COMBINATION IS FORMED OF YUD ALEPH HEI
DALET VAV NUN HEI YUD. THEREFORE, TWO LOAVES OF BREAD
ARE USED TO INDICATE THE TWO YUDS AT THE BEGINNING AND
END OF THIS COMBINATION OF THE NAME YUD-ALEPH-HEI-DALET
VAV-NUN-HEI-YUD. Hence, all Neshamot, Ruchot and Nefashot leave
and come down in pairs on Shabbat, and no devil or demon has
power on Shabbat day. Even Gehenom has no power and does not
burn on Shabbat. Therefore, "you shall kindle no fire throughout
your habitations on Shabbat day" (Shemot 35:3). That refers to
strange fire, but the fire of sacrifice is a fire of holiness, WHICH IS
PERMISSIBLE IN THE TEMPLE ON SHABBAT. THUS, WE NEED TO
TAKE TWO LOAVES OF BREAD ON SHABBAT AND NOT TO BE
AFRAID OF PAIRS. There is no need to speak at length on THE
SUBJECT OF their apportioning, MEANING, ABOUT THE MEASURE
OF AN OLIVE'S SIZE OR AN EGG'S SIZE, as it was already explained
above.
48. The third SETTING REGARDING THE SHABBAT TABLE IS to eat
three meals on Shabbat, as was explained by the sages of the
Mishnah. One of them said: 'Let my lot be with those who eat on
three meals on Shabbat', which complete the seven blessings in the
Amidah prayer by bringing them to a total of ten. The secret of
delight (Heb. oneg, Ayin Nun Gimel) is THE SECRET MEANING OF:
"and a river went out of Eden to water that garden" (Beresheet 2:10).
FOR EDEN MEANS DELIGHT, AND THE GARDEN IS MALCHUT, THE
SECRET MEANING OF SHABBAT. ALSO, ONEG IS THE INITIALS OF
EDEN, NAHAR (ENG. 'RIVER') AND GAN (ENG. 'GARDEN'). Whoever
can but does not observe them, for him the oneg turns into a plague
(Heb. nega) of leprosy, AS THEY ARE SPELLED WITH THE SAME
LETTERS. In order that he should not come to this, the Holy One,
blessed be He, says: 'Borrow on Me and I will pay', AND IT IS
WRITTEN: "then shall you delight yourself in Hashem" (Yeshayah
58:14).
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49. The fourth SETTING is to light the table with a lamp, as was
decreed by ancient sages that a table should be at the north and the
lamp at the south, for the table of the Holy One, blessed be He,
MALCHUT, needs to be that way. The fifth SETTING is the wine cup
of 'vaychulu', MEANING THE KIDDUSH CUP. The numerical value of
'kos (Eng. 'cup')' is that of Elohim, THAT IS, 86. 'Vaychulu' is 72 IN
NUMERICAL VALUE, which the holy Bride, MALCHUT, includes,
NAMELY, THE NAME ELOHIM AND THE NAME OF AYIN BET (72).
The cup, WHICH IS MALCHUT, filled with the wine, MEANING THE
ABUNDNBCE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH, of the Torah,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN CALLED TORAH, needs to bear testimony to
the act of Creation, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF BINAH, BECAUSE
THE ABUNDANCE OF THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH IS
CONSIDERED A TESTIMONY (HEB. EDUT), BASED ON EDEN, AND
BINAH IS THE SOURCE THAT POURS IT. THAT IS THE REASON
WHY ONE SHOULD TESTIFY TO THE ACT OF CREATION.
50. The sixth SETTING is to have words of Torah at one's table,
because that is how the sages of the Mishnah decreed about 'three
who ate on the same table yet have not spoken on it words of
Torah...' The secret meaning is that they have decreed that the table
should be to the north and that the Torah was given from the right.
THEREFORE, IT BEHOOVES ONE TO SAY WORDS OF TORAH AT
THE TABLE in order to join the right, which is Mercy, with the left,
which is Judgment. The Torah is Yud Hei Vav Hei, ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH WAS GIVEN from the right, and the table is Adonai,
MALCHUT, which is from the left, WHICH IS AT THE NORTH.
THEREFORE, one needs to join them, BECAUSE THE LEFT
WITHOUT THE RIGHT CONFERS HARSH JUDGMENTS. Since that
table is at the left side, the sages of the Mishnah have explained that
a person's sustenance is as difficult to obtain as the splitting of the
Red Sea. Therefore, one needs to invite him a Torah scholar, who
will study Torah.

51. The seventh SETTING is to stay a long time at the table for the
poor TO COME. Whoever stays long at the table will have his days
and years extended. For that reason: "charity delivers from
death" (Mishlei 10:2). Since a poor man is like a dead man, whom he
revives WITH CHARITY, the Holy One, blessed be He, also revives
him.

52. Furthermore, an esoteric explanation is that all the poor people
originate from the part of the letter Dalet, about which it is said: "I
was brought low (Heb. daloti), and He saved me" (Tehilim 116:6). The
pronunciation of the letter Dalet in 'Echad' (lit. 'one') should be
prolonged. That is meant by the verse: "that he may prolong his
days in his kingdom" (Devarim 17:20). Therefore, it behooves one to
stay long at the table, which is Dalet (=four), because it has the four
legs of the table. In honor of that letter Dalet, one should stay long at
the table for the sake of the poor.

53. In relation to it the sages explained that the Holy One, blessed be
He, sought a comely virtue for Yisrael, and found only the virtue of
poverty. A difficulty was raised here, since the ancient sages
explained that the number of different deaths is equivalent to the
numerical value of the word 'totzaot (lit. 'modes')' (=903) (Tehilim
68:21), and that an empty pocket is the most difficult. How could it
be said He found no better virtue for Yisrael than poverty?
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54. He RESPONDS: It is only because about each nation and people,
IT IS SAID: "and it shall come to pass, that when they shall be
hungry, they shall fret themselves, and curse their king and their
Elohim, and look upward" (Yeshayah 8:21). However, the children of
Yisrael are in the Covenant with the Holy One, blessed be He, also
with this virtue and do not deny His existence. Hence they shall be
redeemed by this virtue. This is the meaning of: "and the afflicted
people You shall save" (II Shmuel 22:28). 'Ani (Eng.. 'poor')' is
derived from 'inui (Eng. 'suffering')', since even when one has wealth
but suffers from illnesses and afflictions, he is considered poor. Or
he is distressed FOR HIS WEALTH and is afflicted every day. This is
surely true for one who is poorer than him, MEANING THAT HE
LACKS EVEN ENOUGH TO FULFILL HIS NEEDS and must wander
from place to place, WHO IS MOST CERTAINLY CONSIDERED POOR.

55. There is another kind of poor man, who lost his mind like Job,
about whom, it is said: "Job has spoken without knowledge" (Iyov
34:35). So too is the Dalet, which is the Shechinah; when Aleph and
Chet OF ECHAD were gone from it, which is the Central Pillar called
Da'at (knowledge), IT IS POOR. And one, WHO IS WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE, does not incur iniquity by speaking IMPROPERLY.
Furthermore, Aleph Chet is the Torah that is comprised of the 613
commandments. This is the meaning of: "this is My name (Heb.
shmi) forever, and this is My memorial (Heb. zichri) to all
generations" (Shemot 3:15). Shmi plus Yud-Hei IS NUMERICALLY
365, and zichri plus Vav-Hei is NUMERICALLY 248. Therefore it has
been explained that one is poor only in Torah and commandments.
This is because the other poor people suffer BUT ARE NOT POOR.
The letter Dalet of Adonai, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is also poor without
Yud Hei Vav Hei. SIMILARLY, THE DALET OF ECHAD, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, IS POOR WITHOUT ALEPH AND CHET OF ECHAD THAT
IS THE 613 COMMANDMENTS OF THE TORAH THAT ARE
CHASSADIM.
56. The eighth SETTING is the fingerbowl water that was instituted
due to the salt of S'dom that is blinding to the eyes. Why is it
considered obligatory? HE ANSWERS: According to the esoteric
interpretation, deadly poison rests on dirty hands, with which one
makes a blessing, and on a cup, over which one makes a blessing
without cleanliness, and it is considered defiled. Just as a cup from
which people drank is considered unclean for a blessing until it is
cleansed by rinsing it inside and out, the hands all the more so.
Hence fingerbowl water is obligatory. The secret of this is in the
verse: "You shall therefore sanctify yourself" (Vayikra 26:2), which
refers to the washing of hands before the meal. "And you shall be
holy" (Ibid.) refers to fingerbowl water. "for I am holy" (Ibid.), refers
to fragrant ointment, WHICH WAS USED TO ANOINT THE HANDS
AFTER FINGERBOWL WATER. THESE THREE THINGS correspond
to "Holy, holy, holy." "You shall therefore sanctify yourself" so that it
shall be known that you are children of the Holy One, blessed be He.
That is what is meant by: "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1).
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57. The ninth SETTING is the cup of blessing. As has been explained
by the sages of the Mishnah, ten things were said about this cup of
blessing, which are: decorating, wrapping, washing, rinsing,
unmixed wine, full cup, receiving it with both hands and leaving it
with the right, raising it from the surface a handbreadth, looking at it,
and sending it as a gift to the members of his household. Now we
have only four, which are washing, rinsing, unmixed wine, and a full
cup. Some say the wine should be taken unmixed from the cask,
BUT IN THE CUP, WATER MAY BE ADDED TO IT. Some say that
unmixed (lit. living) wine means the cup should be whole, AND NOT
THAT IT MAY NOT BE DILUTED, because its breaking is its death.
THEREFORE, WHEN IT IS WHOLE, IT IS CONSIDERED LIVING. THE
OTHER ITEMS ARE EXPLAINED BEFORE US.

58. He EXPLAINS WHAT A WHOLE CUP IS. A cup, according to
wisdom, is MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED Elohim (Aleph Lamed Hei
Yud Mem), when it is full with Yud Hei. WHEN IT IS IN SMALLNESS,
MALCHUT IS CONSIDERED MUTE (HEB. ILEM, ALEPH LAMED MEM)
WITHOUT YUD HEI. And they are whole, MEANING THAT BOTH
NAMES, THE CUP AND ELOHIM, ARE COMPLETE THIS WAY.
HOWEVER, a cup (Heb. kos) without Vav is like kes (Caf Samech)
instead of kise (Eng. 'throne', Caf Samech Aleph), which would be
defective and lacking without Aleph. Therefore, KES INSTEAD OF
KISE is lacking without Vav, and is defective. The Throne does
amount numerically to kos, SINCE HAKISE (ENG. 'THE THRONE') IS
ALSO A NAME OF MALCHUT, AS IS KOS.
59. The cup is MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF Hei (=five) OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI. Ten items are needed that correspond to Yud
(=ten) TO MULTIPLY TEN BY FIVE AND DRAW THE FIFTY GATES OF
BINAH. They are: 1) crowning that indicates the secret of the corona,
meaning the crown of Tiferet, WHICH IS MALCHUT OF YESOD. This
is the secret of the crowning, of which the sages of blessed memory
said that he used to crown it by placing scholars around it, that is,
the corona of the member of the Covenant, IN ORDER TO JOIN WITH
IT MALCHUT OF YESOD, WHICH INDICATES THE UNION OF YESOD
AND MALCHUT, TO GIVE BIRTH TO SOULS, THE SECRET OF
SCHOLARS. 2) Wrapping INDICATES the verse: "a prayer of the poor
when he faints (or: 'wraps')" (Tehilim 102:1) because all these
blessings and prayers are covered together, MEANING THEY ARE
DELAYED IN BEING RECEIVED until the prayer of the poor rises.
THE PRAYER OF THE POOR IS THE CORRECTION OF MALCHUT
FROM THE SIDE OF DALET OF ECHAD, WHICH IS CALLED POOR.
THE WRAPPING INDICATES THIS CORRECTION.
60. 3) and 4) are washing and rinsing, which are like: "and cleanse it,
and hallow it" (Vayikra 16:19). Cleansing is from the right, WHICH IS
Chesed, and the hallowing is from the left, WHICH IS Gvurah. The
cup of blessing IS CALLED Malchut from the part of Binah that is
called Elohim, and called a wreath from the part of Keter. 5) IT IS
CALLED unmixed (living) from the aspect of Yesod that is also called
peace, as is written: "'neither shall the covenant of My peace be
removed', said Hashem that has mercy on you" (Yeshayah 54:10).
RATHER, IT WILL BE ALIVE FOREVER. THEREFORE, MALCHUT IS
CALLED LIVING FROM THIS ASPECT. 6) Full is from the aspect of
Tiferet, MEANING WHEN IT RECEIVES FROM TIFERET THAT IS
ABOVE THE CHEST, IT IS WHOLE AND FULL. 7) Accepting it with
both hands, THAT INDICATE THE TWO HEIS OF YUD HEI VAV HEI, in
WHICH THE UPPER HEI, WHICH IS BINAH, IS CHESED, AND THE
LOWER HEI IS MALCHUT, IS GVURAH.
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61. Leaving it with the right hand, because the upper Hei IS Chesed,
and the second Hei IS Gvurah. THEREFORE, HE SHOULD GIVE IT
WITH THE RIGHT HAND, WITH THE FIRST HEI. 8) Lifting it off the
surface a handbreadth. THE HANDBREATH INDICATES the secret of
the letter Yud, because Hei is raised by Yud, MEANING THAT ONE
SHOULD RAISE THE FIVE SFIROT OF MALCHUT FROM HER PLACE,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE SURFACE, MULTIPLY HER BY YUD,
AND MEDITATE ON HER RECEIVING THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH.
9) Looking at it with the eyes, which are the secret OF THE
UNIFICATION of Yud-Aleph-Hei-Dalet-Vav-Nun-Hei-Yud, NAMELY,
THE COMBINATION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI. ONE
SHOULD MEDITATE THAT Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
shines in the pupil of the eye, WHICH IS ADONAI. Yud Hei Vav Hei
SHINES IN THE THREE COLORS OF THE EYES, WHITE, RED AND
GREEN, WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN. Adonai shines in the two eyelids, as well as the two pupils
OF THE EYE AND THE HAIR OF THE EYELASHES. 10) Sending it as
a gift to the members of the household. ONE'S HOUSE is Binah,
regarding which it is written: 'Let Moses rejoice in the gift of his
portion'. This is BECAUSE MOSES MERITED BINAH AND ONE
NEEDS TO ATTACH THE CUP, WHICH IS MALCHUT, TO THE LIGHTS
OF BINAH.
62. The tenth SETTING OF THE SHABBAT TABLE is the blessing
after the meal. It was explained by the sages that three, WHO EAT
TOGETHER, need a cup. The secret meaning of this is that THREE
are THE ASPECT OF: "your love as a bride (Heb.
kelulotayich)" (Yirmeyah 2:2), NAMELY, THE LOVE OF ALL THREE
'KOL', who are the patriarchs, regarding whom it is written: 'in all, of
all, all (Heb. bakol mikol kol)', SINCE KELULOTAYICH IS DERIVED
FROM KOL; IN RESPECT TO ABRAHAM, IT SAYS, "HASHEM
BLESSED ABRAHAM IN ALL THINGS (HEB. BAKOL)" (BERESHEET
24:1); IN RESPECT TO ISAAC, IT SAYS, "AND I HAVE EATEN OF ALL
(HEB. MIKOL)," AND IN RESPECT TO JACOB, IT SAYS, "I HAVE
ENOUGH (ALL) (HEB. KOL)" (BERESHEET 33:11). We should not
speak at length about it, BECAUSE IT IS A HIDDEN MYSTERY.
63. How do we know that the blessing after the meal is prescribed by
the Torah? Because it is written: "When you have eaten, and are
replete, then you shall bless Hashem your Elohim FOR THE GOOD
LAND WHICH HE HAS GIVEN YOU" (Devarim 8:10). We have studied
in the Baraita that "you shall bless" refers to the blessing 'Who
sustains (Heb. hazan) EVERYTHING'. "Hashem your Elohim"
REFERS TO THE BLESSING FOR THE LAND AND FOR
SUSTENANCE (HEB. AL HA'ARETZ VE'AL HAMAZON), IN WHICH
"HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM" refers to blessing for the food, and "for
the land" refers to the blessing, 'Who builds Jerusalem (Heb. boneh
Yerushalaim)'. It also says, "that goodly mountain region and the
Lebanon" (Devarim 3:25). This explains only THE BLESSINGS after
THE MEAL. YET where is THE BLESSING before THE MEAL
indicated? It is indicated in the words: "which He has given you,"
WHICH MEANS THAT from the time He has given you, EVEN
BEFORE EATING, you must bless Him.
64. The sages of blessed memory have interpreted that Moses
instituted for the children of Yisrael the blessing 'Who sustains (Heb.
hazan)' when manna descended on them. Joshua instituted for them
the blessing over the land when he entered them into the Holy Land.
David and Solomon instituted the blessing for the building of
Jerusalem. In addition, there is an indication of the blessing after the
meal in the passage relating to the manna, as it is written: "in the
morning you shall be filled with bread; and you shall know that I am
Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 16:12).
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65. Rabbi Shimon said: The secret of these seven Zayins - THE
THREE ZAYINS IN THE THREE HEADED SHIN AND THE FOUR
ZAYINS IN THE FOUR HEADED SHIN - that are inscribed on the
Tefilin, is that the Zayins in the Shins INSCRIBED ON BOTH SIDES
OF THE TEFILIN allude to the seven lobes in man's lung, by which
he draws air and exhales with it a fiery spark from his mouth BECAUSE AIR IS COMPOSED OF FIRE, WATER AND AIR. They also
allude to the seven days OF THE WEEK and the SEVEN weeks from
Pesach to Shavuot. Also, they indicate the seven branches of the
candelabra, on which there are seven holy lamps. They also indicate
the seven planets that shine in the firmament and they indicate the
seven grades - CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD,
YESOD AND MALCHUT - by which the world is maintained, which
are the foundation, root and essence of everything. The friends said
about these SEVEN ZAYINS that whoever wishes to put on the head
Tefilin has to examine these two Shins hinted in the seven Zayins,
for there are an allusion in them to hidden mysteries and deep
allusions.

4. "As for the likeness of their faces, they had the face of a man"
Rabbi Shimon draws a correspondence between the seven letters inscribed on the Tefilin, the seven lobes of the lungs, the seven days of the week,
the seven weeks from Pesach to Shavuot, the seven candles of the candelabra, the seven planets, and the seven levels or Sfirot upon which the
universe endures. He talks about the four countenances of the Holy Beasts. He emphasizes that Adam is male and female. We learn that there is a
correspondence between the four countenances and the four enshrined Names of God as read in 'the Great, Mighty, and Awesome El'. The human
face observes all the creatures, and all ascend and observe him. Rabbi Shimon talks about the secret of the throne, ascending and descending, and
how the four countenances of the creatures are depicted - engraved, illuminating, shining, sparkling and glowing - and how they sow seeds upon
the world.
66. "Hashem, your Elohim, is the Elohim of Elohim, Lord of lords, a
great El..." (Devarim 10:17). We have learned that "As for the
likeness of their faces, they had the face of a man" (Yechezkel 1:10).
These are unlike the Cherubs. These are large faces, while Cherubs
are small faces like those of children. All images are comprised in
"the face of a man," because they are large faces. Engraved shapes
are formed in them by the engraving of the Name explicitly
pronounced to the four directions of the world - east, west, north and
south.

67. Michael made a mark to the south side and all three faces - the
face of a lion, the face of an ox, and the face of an eagle - look
toward the face of a man. A man is male and female, and is not
called a man without them. From it, FROM THE FACE OF A MAN, all
shapes were formed IN THE SECRET OF THE VERSE: "The chariots
of Elohim are twice ten thousand, thousands upon thousands (Heb.
shin'an)" (Tehilim 68:18).

68. Shin'an IN THE VERSE contains all the shapes, BECAUSE IT IS
THE INITIALS of shor (Eng. 'ox), aryeh (Eng. 'lion'), nesher (Eng.
'eagle'), and final Nun is Adam (Eng. 'man'), which is the expansion
of the meaning of male and female that are included together. All the
thousands and tens of thousands come out of these LIVING
CREATURES that are in the secret of shin'an, and from these
shapes, each parts to its aspect as befits it.
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69. All these are integrated into each other and are comprised of
each other, so that one should be included in the other. THESE, the
ox, eagle, lion, and man are maintained by the secret of the four
engraved names, WHICH ARE 'THE GREAT AND MIGHTY AND
AWFUL EL', which rise to maintain and observe.

70. The ox rose to be maintained by and observe the face of a man.
Another name is adorned and inscribed by two colors. It is the name
'El'. It then goes back, and the Throne engraves and carves it, and it
is marked BY IT to be maintained by the secret of this name.

71. The eagle rose to be maintained by and observe the face of a
man. A name rises, and is adorned and inscribed by two faces and
colors, to observe in rising the wreath, which is THE NAME 'Great'. It
then goes back, and the Throne engraves and carves it, and it is
marked so as to be maintained by the secret of this name.

72. The lion rose to be maintained by and observe the face of a man.
A name rises, and is adorned and inscribed by two faces and colors,
to be strengthened and connected to Gvurah (might); it is the name
'Mighty'. It then goes back, and the Throne engraves and carves it,
and it is marked so as to be maintained by the secret of this name.

73. The FACE OF a man observes all the living creatures, and all rise
and observe it. They all take form, by their engravings, in this form in
the secret by means of a name called 'Awful'. It is then written about
them that: "As for the likeness of their faces, they had the face of a
man." They are all included in this form, and this form encompasses
them.

74. Because of this secret meaning, the Holy One, blessed be He, is
called 'the great, mighty and awful El', because these names are high
corrections by the supernal Chariot, and it is included in the four
letters of Yud Hei Vav Hei, which is the Name encompassing all
forms. These forms are engraved and carved into the Throne and the
Throne is engraved and embroidered with them, one to the right and
one to the left and one to the front and one to the rear, assigned to
the four directions of the world.
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75. When the Throne ascends, it is marked in these four shapes.
These four lofty names bear this Throne, and the Throne is
composed of them until the Throne receives and collects these
pleasures and delights. AFTERWARDS THE THRONE descends fully
laden, like a tree full with branches in every direction and loaded
with fruits. After THE THRONE descends, the four forms OF THE
LIVING CREATURES come out formed, engraved, illuminating,
glittering and glowing, and they sow seeds over the world.
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1. "He puts one up, and sets up another"
The Zohar talks here about the precepts regarding the appointment of the judiciary and law enforcement officers.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
1. "Judges and officers shall you make you in all your gates, which
Hashem your Elohim, gives you, throughout your tribes" (Devarim
16:18). In this precept, He commanded regarding judges and
officers. Moreover, "but (Heb. ki, Caf Yud) Elohim is the
Judge" (Tehilim 75:8). The numerical value of 'ki' is forty if you take
into account that Yud in its full spelling equals twenty and Caf is
twenty for a total of forty. After that, "Elohim is the Judge: He puts
one up," Hei OF YUD HEI VAV HEI does "and sets up another" (Ibid.),
THAT IS, Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI.

2. The four deaths of Samael
We learn about the recommended sentencing for various crimes. The secret meaning of "justice, justice you shall pursue" is shown to be found in
the construction of the name Yud Hei Vav Hei, that corresponds to the top, body and sides of the sword. We read about the Judgment from the court
on high and the judgment from the court here in the world. The scabbard of the sword of justice is said to be the name Adonai, and we see the
relevance to the eighteen graces of the prayer that is recited while standing. We read that Samael must be sentenced by the sword, as he is the chief
minister of Edom above, and the text talks about the strangulation and stoning of Samael and the serpent as well. The name Yud Hei Vav Hei is said
to be the death of Samael and the Snake, and life to the children of Yisrael. Here we read about the burning of Samael, and we are brought to see
how our bodies are the trees that are combustible, and how the light inside us enables us to incinerate Samael through higher Wisdom; when the
fire of exaltation comes down to the firewood of the sacrificial offering, any foreigner who approaches will be burned in the fire.
2. The following precept is to punish by sword, by strangulation, by
stoning, and by fire. Whom do you punish by the sword? HE
RESPONDS: Samael, as it is written, "for My sword sated in heaven,
behold, it shall come down upon Edom" (Yeshayah 34:5), MEANING
OVER SAMAEL, WHO IS THE MINISTER OF EDOM.

3. The sword of the Holy One, blessed be He, Yud OF YUD HEI VAV
HEI, is the top of the sword. The Vav OF YUD HEI VAV HEI IS the
body of the sword, while the two Hei's OF YUD HEI VAV HEI are the
two edges of the sword, WHICH ARE THE SECRET MEANING OF:
"justice, only justice, shall you pursue" (Devarim 16:20). Two
verdicts are decided (lit. 'cut'), one from the celestial court and one
from the terrestrial court. From this we understand that a person
cannot do the least thing down here unless permission is given from
up high.

4. The sheath of the sword, THE CONTAINER WHERE THE SWORD
IS HIDDEN, is the name Adonai. There IN ADONAI, the letters of
Judgments are found, SINCE IN ADONAI ARE THE LETTER ALEPH
AND DIN (ENG. 'JUDGMENT'). In the reading of Sh'ma is the secret
meaning of Yud Hei Vav Hei, that is the sword of the Holy One,
blessed be He, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. About it, it is written: "The
high praises of Elohim in their throat, and a two edged sword in their
hand" (Tehilim 149:6), AS WAS EXPLAINED ABOVE. In the
righteous, the life of the world, are included all the eighteen
blessings, MEANING THAT THROUGH THE RIGHTEOUS, YESOD OF
ZEIR ANPIN, IS ACCOMPLISHED THE UNION OF ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT OF GREATNESS, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF THE
EIGHTEEN BLESSINGS IN THE AMIDAH PRAYER. In it, "Adonai my
lips open, and my mouth" (Tehilim 51:17) "My mouth," MEANS THAT
YESOD OPENS MALCHUT, WHICH IS CALLED 'ADONAI'. In it, IN
YESOD, the sword enters into its sheath. THAT IS THE MEANING OF
THE UNION OF YUD HEI VAV HEI WITH ADONAI THAT IS
ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH YESOD. "Then the king's wrath was
pacified" (Ester 7:10), BECAUSE THE KLIPOT WERE CONSUMED BY
THE UNIFICATION OF THE READING OF SH'MA. NOW BY THE
AMIDAH PRAYER, THEY NO LONGER HAVE A HOLD AND THE
ANGER SUBSIDES. The two names are joined, Yud-Aleph-Hei-DaletVav-Nun-Hei-Yud, WHICH IS THE INTEGRATION OF THE TWO
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NAMES YUD HEI VAV HEI AND ADONAI.
5. THE PRECEPT to punish by strangulation. IN THE CANTILLATION
MARK Zarka there is a line with a Yud entwined around it; the line is
the Vav that extended from the Yud. With THAT VAV, Samael is
caught. THIS ACCORDS WITH THE MEANING OF: "and they carried
it between two on a pole" (Bemidbar 13:23). What is the pole of that
wicked SAMAEL? HE RESPONDS: It is man, who is Yud-Vav-DaletHei-Aleph-Vav-Aleph-Vav- Hei-Aleph, which is 45 IN NUMERICAL
VALUE. Together with the four letters Yud Hei Vav Hei the total is 49,
like the number of the 49 letters in the six words of the supernal
unification, WHICH IS SH'MA YISRAEL and in the six words of the
lower unification, WHICH IS 'BLESSED IS THE NAME OF HIS
KINGDOM...', which are Vav (=six), Vav. That is the meaning of: "and
they carried it between two on a pole," separated from them, without
the Aleph between the two Vavs, because there is no uniting the
Other Side. Instead, "they carried it between two on a pole," Samael
and his mate, the world of the separated.

6. To the rope with which SAMAEL will be strangled are attached HeiHei (=five), meaning the five fingers of the right hand and the five
fingers of the left hand. The Vav is the rope. The Yud is the
strangulation OF SAMAEL AND THE SERPENT. The Name Yud Hei
Vav Hei is death to Samael and the serpent and life to Yisrael.
Therefore, it is written: "See now that I, even I, am He, and there is
no Elohim with Me. I kill" (Devarim 32:39) other Elohim with My Name
and all those who do not believe in Me, "and I make alive" (Ibid.)
those who believe in Me and observe My commandments.

7. To punish Samael with stoning, THAT IS with a stone, which is the
Yud. It is thrown at him with five fingers, that are the Hei, and with
the outstretched arm, that is the Vav, and with the shoulder, where
the Hei lies. And the thought throws THAT STONE at him, which is
the explicitly pronounced Name Yud Hei Vav Hei.

8. To punish Samael with burning, THROUGH wood (or: 'tree') with
which to kindle fire. Blessed is that body that is wood. Its members
are pieces of wood in which a fire will burn, which is the fire of the
commandment, in each member, to burn Samael BY the supernal
Shechinah, THAT IS BINAH, with a tree that is Tiferet, and with all the
trees, MEANING SFIROT, that are attached TO TIFERET. When the
fire of the higher descends over the wood of the sacrifice, "the
stranger that comes near shall be put to death" (Bemidbar 1:51),
because he will be burned IN THE FIRE. That is the meaning of: "And
the fire on the altar shall be kept burning in it" (Vayikra 6:5). Blessed
is he who is attached to the Tree of Life, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with
his body and limbs, for he is a candle. Each branch is a candle of a
commandment with his 248 positive commandments THAT
CORRESPOND TO THE 248 BODY PARTS, THAT IS, A
COMMANDMENT'S CANDLE FOR EACH BODY PART.

9. When both THE TREE OF LIFE AND THE COMMANDMENT'S
CANDLE, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, are attached TO
THAT MAN, this verse will be applied: "the bush burned with fire, but
the bush was not consumed" (Shemot 3:2), NAMELY, MAN. Samael
and the serpent and all his ministers, ATTACHED TO THE MAN'S
BODY, which are thorns, will be combusted but the branches of the
bush and its fruits and leaves will not be combusted. The Holy One,
blessed be He, pointed this out to Moses.
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3. "At the mouth of two witnesses...shall the matter be established"
Rabbi Shimon tells the Faithful Shepherd that the children of Yisrael are dry wood, being connected to secular fire, and that they do not deserve to
have miracles performed for them. But as soon as Moses descends on them with the Torah the Tree of Life descends on them as well, and so does
the mitzvah that is the candlelight of God - all for Moses' sake. Through that candlelight the heathen nations of the world will be burned. Rabbi
Shimon talks about the two witnesses necessary in any trial, and says that even the walls of one's house will bear witness; the walls of one's house
are said to be the inner walls of the heart, and the members of one's household are the 248 organs and limbs. Rabbi Shimon says that a wicked
person's sins are even engraved on his bones. We learn that the reason sins are engraved on the bones is because the bones are white and the
black script is easily recognizable. This is like the Torah with the white parchment and the black ink, black and white being darkness and light. In
addition to this reason for the sins being carved into the bones, the body is destined to be reinstated with its bones, so all its merits and demerits
are engraved there. If it is not worthy it will not be resurrected from the dead. Returning to the issue of the two testimonials, Rabbi Shimon calls
them the seeing eye and the hearing ear. He says that even the sun and moon testify about a person, and he speaks a good deal about those who
give testimony.
10. The holy luminary, THAT IS RABBI SHIMON, said TO THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD: Surely Yisrael are dry wood in the Torah,
because they are connected to a fire of a layperson. They do not
deserve to have a miracle performed for them. As soon as you
descend on them with Torah, for your sake the Tree of Life descends
on them, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the commandment, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, the candle of Hashem, which holds on to them and so
they live. But the heathen nations will be burned by that candle. This
is what the prophet said: "Therefore fear you not, O My servant
Jacob...neither be dismayed, Yisrael...for I am with you" (Yirmeyah
30:10-11).

11. "One witness shall not rise up against a man for any iniquity...at
the mouth of two witnesses or at the mouth of three witnesses shall
the matter be established" (Devarim 19:15). It is a precept to testify
at court so his neighbor shall not lose money, because HE DOES
NOT TESTIFY if he knows of a testimony in his favor. A testimony
requires no less than two witnesses. That is the meaning of: "at the
mouth of two witnesses or at the mouth of three witnesses shall the
matter be established," but not at the mouth of one witness. That is
why the sages of Mishnah have explained, who bears testimony on a
person - the walls of his house do. Moreover, the members of his
household testify about him. What are the walls of his house? They
are the walls of his heart, AS WRITTEN: "Then Hezekiah turned his
face towards the wall" (Yeshayah 38:2). The sages of the Mishnah
have explained this to teach us that Hezekiah was praying from the
walls of his heart.

12. The members of his household are his 248 body parts, SINCE
THE BODY IS CALLED HOUSE. This is how the sages of the Mishnah
have explained that a wicked person's sins are engraved on his
bones. Similarly, the merits of a righteous man are engraved on his
bones. Therefore, David said: "all my bones shall say" (Tehilim
35:10). That is why we were taught: who testifies on a person - the
beams of his house... THE BEAMS OF HIS HOUSE are the bones OF
THE SKULL that are constructed over the brain that is water. About
this, it is written: "Who lays the beams of His chambers in the
waters" (Tehilim 104:3).
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13. Why are THE INIQUITIES ENGRAVED in the bones rather than in
the flesh, the tendons and the skin? That is because the bones are
white, and a black script is not recognizable except over white. This
is similar to the Torah, which is white on the inside, THAT IS, THE
PARCHMENT, and black on the outside, MEANING THE INK. Black
and white are darkness and light. There is darkness that is blue,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, about which it is written: "even the darkness is
not dark for You" (Tehilim 139:12). Blue is black and is a female to
the white, THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE MALCHUT HAS NO LIGHT OF
HER OWN EXCEPT WHAT SHE RECEIVES FROM ZEIR ANPIN.
Furthermore, the body will be reinstated with its bones. Therefore,
the merits and demerits are engraved on its bones and, if it is
deserving, the body will be reinstated with its bones. If it is not
DESERVING, it will not be reinstated and will not have a resurrection
from the dead.

14. Furthermore, there are two witnesses regarding the person: a
seeing eye and a hearing ear. The court counts and judges his
iniquities. Furthermore, even the sun and moon testify about the
person, as we explained: "Blow a Shofar at the new moon, at the full
moon (lit. 'on the covering') on our feast day" (Tehilim 81:4). What is
the meaning of "covering"? That is the day when the moon, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, is covered. Why is it covered? That is because when
Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year) arrives, Samael will approach
to demand punishment against her children, MEANING YISRAEL,
WHO ARE THE CHILDREN OF MALCHUT, before the Holy One,
blessed be He. And He will tell him to bring forth the witnesses, so
he will bring with him the sun. As he is about to bring the moon, she
is covered. At which place is she covered? HE RESPONDS: She
goes up to that place regarding which it is said: 'Do not investigate
into what is hidden from you', in order to reconcile the Holy One,
blessed be He, with her children.

15. That is what the scripture says, "Blow a Shofar at the new moon,
at the covering on our feast day" (Ibid.), meaning the area to which
the Shechinah ascended. Regarding this, it is said, 'Do not
investigate into what is hidden from you'. The iniquities that are in
concealment need to be judged there between himself and his
Creator. About the iniquities he committed in public, it is written: "He
that covers up his sins shall not prosper" (Mishlei 28:13). The
Shechinah from the side of Keter is the hidden world and the sages
of the Mishnah have explained that a person needs to connect HIS
INIQUITIES to that place, WHICH IS KETER. At that time, a period of
Mercy arrives and Judgment passes away. Therefore, he
recommends to connect ONE'S INIQUITIES TO KETER, to free him
from the testimony OF MALCHUT. However, the wicked is not
acquitted.
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16. Furthermore, the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah
give CONSTANT testimony about the person AND NOT ONLY ON
ROSH HASHANAH, AS MENTIONED. This is what is written: "I call
heaven and earth to witnesses against you this day" (Devarim 4:26).
Heaven is the one about which is written: "hear You (in) heaven" (I
Melachim 8:32), THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. Earth is the one about which is
written, "and the earth is My footstool" (Yeshayah 66:1), THAT IS
MALCHUT. In addition, the two witnesses are the Central Column,
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN, and the Righteous IS YESOD. They are Ayin
and Dalet of Sh'ma and Echad (lit. 'one'), NAMELY AYIN FROM THE
SPELLING OF SH'MA, AND DALET FROM ECHAD. THIS IS THE
WITNESS (HEB. ED, AYIN-DALET) FROM THE ASPECT OF ZEIR
ANPIN; there is another witness from, 'blessed is the Name of the
glory of His Kingdom forever and ever (Heb. va'ed)', NAMELY ED
FROM THE WORD 'VA'ED', WHICH IS A WITNESS FROM THE
ASPECT OF YESOD IN ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS INCLUDED IN
MALCHUT.
17. "At the mouth of two witnesses, or three witnesses, shall he that
is worthy of death be put to death" (Devarim 17:6). That is Samael,
who is essentially dead: "they carried it between two on a
pole" (Bemidbar 13:23). "But at the mouth of one witness he shall
not be put to death" (Devarim 17:6), meaning he shall have no
portion in the one El.

18. "If a false witness rise up against any man...and the judges shall
make diligent inquiry...then shall you do to him as he had thought to
have done to his brother" (Devarim 19:16-19). This precept is to
examine the witnesses seven times before sentencing one to death.
The seven examinations are seven that correspond to: "those
seven...the eyes of Hashem, they rove to and fro through the whole
earth" (Zecharyah 4:10). THEY ARE THE SECRET OF CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT.
Regarding them, it is said: "and will chastise you seven times for
your sins" (Vayikra 26:28).

4. "then shall you do to him as he had thought to have done"
Rabbi Shimon talks about the fate of a corrupt witness, and we learn that such corrupt witnesses include Samael and the Serpent.
19. The following precept is to do to a witness convicted of false
testimony as he thought to do to his brother. If the two false
witnesses, Samael and the serpent, come to give false testimony
against Yisrael that they confused between Vav and Zayin, NAMELY
BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET,
NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, THAT IS ZAYIN. THAT IS,
THAT THEY HAVE SINNED AND DISTANCED BY THEIR SIN THE
VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, FROM THE ZAYIN, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, which are the letters of 'zu (Zayin Vav)'. This is the
meaning of, "This people which (Heb. zu) I have formed for Myself;
they shall relate My praise" (Yeshayah 43:21), NAMELY, THIS
ALLUDES TO THE PEOPLE THAT UNITES THE ZAYIN WITH THE
VAV.
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20. The Vav will be united with the Zayin only by burning leavened
bread, MEANING TO BURN THE KLIPOT THAT TAKE HOLD between
the Vav and the Zayin - THAT IS, BETWEEN ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. Even though according to the laws of the Torah IT IS
PERMISSIBLE TO EAT to the end of the sixth hour of the day, the
sages have decreed that you may eat to the end of the fourth hour,
hold it in suspense during the fifth hour, and burn it at the beginning
of the sixth. The sages of the Mishnah deduced from the testimony
regarding the hours of the disposition of leaven THAT ACCORDING
TO THE LAWS OF THE TORAH THE TIME TO BURN IS PAST THE
SIXTH HOUR - AT THE SEVENTH HOUR, to the testimonial regarding
the examination of witnesses about one who has killed someone,
WHICH ALSO REQUIRE SEVEN EXAMINATIONS, AS MENTIONED
ABOVE, and everything is explained in the Mishnah. It shall be
fulfilled REGARDING SAMAEL AND THE SERPENT, "in the thing
wherein they dealt proudly" (Shemot 18:11), WHICH MEANS, IN THE
SAME THING THE EGYPTIANS PLANNED TO PUNISH YISRAEL,
THEY WERE PUNISHED. That is the meaning of: "then shall you do
to him, as he had thought" (Devarim 19:19).

5. The Small Sanhedrin and the Great Sanhedrin
Speaking about the higher court, Rabbi Shimon next tells the Faithful Shepherd that he was Gadol, the highest above the seventy greater Sanhedrin.
He says that Moses is the friend of God and the friend of Malchut. He also talks about the lower court, and about the greater and smaller lamp lights.
The greater lamp light is the light of God and the smaller is the song of the Levites.
21. The following precept is to accept the ruling of the Great
Sanhedrin on them, which is Binah, which, from the aspect of
Chesed, is called Elohim, WHICH IS BINAH, the great Sanhedrin,
SINCE GREAT IS CHESED. It is great in judgment, WHICH IS THE
LEFT, and great in finding merit, WHICH IS THE RIGHT. THIS MEANS
THAT WHEN THE LEFT SIDE OF BINAH IS INCLUDED WITHIN THE
RIGHT, WHICH IS CHESED, BOTH ARE CONSIDERED GREAT, as we
learned in relation to the precept, "you may appoint (lit. 'appoint you
shall appoint') a king over you" (Devarim 17:15), in which "appoint"
is above IN BINAH, and "you shall appoint" is below, IN MALCHUT.
In the same way one must accept upon himself the Great Sanhedrin
FROM THE ASPECT OF BINAH, although he accepted upon himself
the Small Sanhedrin FROM THE ASPECT OF MALCHUT. The small
court consists of three from the aspect of the lower Shechinah WHICH IS MALCHUT. The great court consists of those in the Great
Sanhedrin OF 72 MEMBERS, SEVENTY SANHEDRIN JUDGES AND
TWO SCRIBES.
22. The holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, said TO THE FAITHFUL
SHEPHERD: The Great Sanhedrin consisted of seventy members,
and you are the greatest of them all, as is written: "every great
matter they shall bring to you, but every small matter they shall
judge" (Shemot 18:22), which relates to the Great Sanhedrin and the
Small Sanhedrin, ABOUT WHICH IT IS SAID, "GREAT MATTER" AND
"SMALL MATTER." The Great Sanhedrin are from the aspect of the
supernal Shechinah, WHICH IS BINAH, and the Small Sanhedrin are
from the aspect of the lower Shechinah, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

23. Moses is the best man of the King, ZEIR ANPIN; Aaron is the best
man of the Queen. Together with them there are 72 members to the
Sanhedrin, MEANING WITH THE SEVENTY SANHEDRIN JUDGES
OVER WHOM MOSES AND AARON PRESIDE, which have the same
number as Chesed, WHICH HAS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF 72.
Hence, THEY ARE CONSIDERED the Great Sanhedrin, SINCE
CHESED IS CALLED GREAT, AS MENTIONED ABOVE. The Small
Sanhedrin are from the aspect of the left, THAT IS MALCHUT, WHICH
IS ERECTED FROM THE LEFT, ABOUT WHICH IT IS WRITTEN: "and
the lesser light to rule the night" (Beresheet 1:16).
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24. Due to this, Tiferet IS CONSIDERED "the greater light to rule the
day" (Ibid.), BECAUSE it says about it, "Hashem will command His
steadfast love (Heb. Chesed) in the daytime" (Tehilim 42:9). SINCE IT
IS CHESED, IT IS CALLED THE GREATER LIGHT. "And the lesser
light to rule the night" means: "and in the night His song shall be
with me" (Ibid.), that is, the song of the Levites, which is Yesod IN
MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE MEANING OF THE WORDS: "the
son of Jesse lives on the ground" (I Shmuel 20:31), IN WHICH 'LIVES'
REFERS TO YESOD, AND THE GROUND IS MALCHUT. He has
composed ten types of songs in Tehilim, MEANING 'BLESSED', 'A
SONG', 'A POEM', ETC. The Righteous is to the left, MEANING
YESOD IN MALCHUT, AND THE LEFT, "the lesser light" is the
Shechinah that was taken from the left.
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1. He who brings out an evil name
The Faithful Shepherd begins Ki Tetze by talking about people who defame someone's character, and how they must be punished. He refers in this
context to a person who defames a virgin of Yisrael, to the spies who went out and gave false reports about the land they saw, and to Esther, who
was worthy of the Holy Spirit. He says that those who know only the surface or revealed interpretation of the Torah know nothing of its mysteries;
they are poor in knowledge and are referred to as riding upon an ass. They are from the aspect of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Moses
talks about the mystery of Esther and her relationship with the Shechinah who gives a person many special attributes. Esther was protected from
Ahasuerus just like Sarai was protected from the Pharaoh. The Faithful Shepherd returns to the issue of defamation, and says that those who speak
ill of the Shechinah will be stricken in their souls. He talks about the righteous man with whom things do not go well, and the evil man with whom
they do. We learn that when the Torah was given, the first tablets that were broken were comparable to virginity in that they testified to the whole
Torah; the Torah's groom, Moses, broke her virginity. Next Elijah and all the heads of the Yeshivah bless the Faithful Shepherd. Elijah speaks to
Moses about his role and the role of Abraham in relationship to Malchut; he says that Moses spoke out against Yisrael when they made the golden
calf and thus he defamed Malchut.
Ra'aya Meheimna (the Faithful Shepherd)
1. "and they shall fine him a hundred shekels of silver..." (Devarim
22:19). We are commanded to punish whoever defames someone's
character. This is the meaning of, "and they shall fine him a hundred
shekels of silver, and give them to the father of the girl, because he
has brought out an evil name upon a virgin of Yisrael." THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID, Sages, this applies to after the
wedding, since he says, "I found not your daughter a virgin" (Ibid.
17). Not all evil names are alike, since the spies who spread an evil
name on the land were punished for it by dying and not meriting it. A
woman is like ground, WHICH IS WHY THE SPIES WERE
CONSIDERED AS ONE DEFAMING THE CHARACTER OF A WOMAN.
It is like the explanation that Esther was the ground.

2. You may say that Esther has a bad reputation BY SAYING that she
was defiled with Ahasuerus, YET she was worthy that the Holy Spirit,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, would be clothed in her as written, "Esther put
on her royal apparel" (Ester 5:1). IN THAT CASE, YOU ARE
BRINGING OUT AN EVIL NAME ON MALCHUT. Yet the Holy One,
blessed be He, said, "I am Hashem, that is My name, and My glory
will I not give to another, neither My praise to carved
idols" (Yeshayah 42:8), WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'NAME',
'GLORY' AND 'PRAISE'. The Holy Spirit is the Shechinah and is a
name that was clothed with Esther. HOW CAN YOU SAY SHE WAS
DEFILED WITH AHASUERUS?
3. Yet sages, woe to those who eat the chaff and ears of corn of the
Torah, THAT IS, WHOSE TORAH IS MIXED OF GOOD AND EVIL LIKE
CHAFF AND EARS OF CORN THAT ARE A MIXTURE OF FOOD AND
KLIPOT. Such a man knows nothing of the mysteries of the Torah,
but only light and weighty precepts; the light is the chaff of the
Torah, NAMELY THE REFUSE, and the weighty precepts of the Torah
are wheat, WHICH CONTAINS BOTH FOOD AND REFUSE. CHET AND
TET OF WHEAT (HEB. CHITAH) ARE THE REFUSE AND HEI IS
GOOD. THIS IS THE SECRET OF the Tree of Knowledge of Good and
Evil, AS THE SAGES SAID THAT THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
GOOD AND EVIL WAS WHEAT.
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4. It is not the custom of the King and the Matron to ride a donkey
(Heb. chamor), NAMELY THE LITERAL UNDERSTANDING (HEB.
CHOMER) OF THE TORAH, WHICH IS WHEAT AND THE TREE OF
KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL AS MENTIONED. Instead they
ride on horses, THE SECRET OF THE MYSTERIES OF THE TORAH.
This is the meaning of, "you ride upon your horses, your chariots of
salvation" (Chavakuk 3:8). For Malchut is not treated lightly so as to
have the Queen ride on a donkey, and even more so the King, for it
is no place for commoners and servants, THAT IS METATRON THAT
IS CALLED A COMMONER AND A SERVANT, whose way is to ride a
donkey. This is why it says of Messiah, WHEN YISRAEL WILL HAVE
NO MERIT, "humble (Heb. ani), and riding upon an ass" (Zecharyah
9:9). Ani stands for the Mishnah orders of Eruvin, Nidah and
Yevamot, THE INITIALS OF WHICH FORM 'ANI (ENG. 'POOR')'. The
rest of the orders of the Mishnah are comprised in these, WHICH
INDICATES THAT AS LONG AS ONE DOES NOT KNOW THE
MYSTERIES OF THE TORAH BUT ONLY THE REVEALED TORAH,
ONE IS POOR IN KNOWLEDGE AND RIDING UPON AN ASS, WHICH
IS THE ASPECT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND
EVIL. THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, is not considered a King
until He rides on His horse, which is the Congregation of Yisrael,
NAMELY MALCHUT, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF, "I COMPARE
YOU, O MY LOVE, TO A MARE OF THE CHARIOTS OF
PHARAOH" (SHIR HASHIRIM 1:9), WHICH IS WHOLLY GOOD
WITHOUT ANY EVIL.
5. The Holy One, blessed be He, outside His place is not a King.
When He returns to His place, "Hashem shall be King" (Zecharyah
14:9). It is said of Yisrael as well that all Yisrael are princes. Like the
father the children are not princes until they return to the land of
Yisrael. You may say that he WHO RIDES A DONKEY is a commoner,
AND HE ANSWERS, though he is a commoner in relation to his
Master, do not treat lightly a blessing from a commoner, for this
commoner is the servant Metatron, AND IT IS HE WHO RIDES THIS
DONKEY. The first man, who did not keep the glory he was given BY
EATING OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, was
brought down to eat together with his donkey, WHICH IS THE
ASPECT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL and
he said TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, I and my donkey shall
eat from the same trough. Issachar merited this donkey by being
called, "Issachar is a strong ass" (Beresheet 49:14), BECAUSE HE
SUBDUED THIS DONKEY CALLED A STRONG (HEB. GEREM) ASS
BY BRINGING HIM DOWN THE STAIRCASE (HEB. GEREM).

6. The sages who wrote the Mishnah SAID THAT it is said of the
Matron, WHO IS MALCHUT, "and His kingdom rules over
all" (Tehilim 103:19), SINCE SHE RULES OVER THE KLIPOT AS
WELL. THEREFORE, after Esther put on THE ROYAL APPAREL, IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE SECRET OF THE VERSE, "ESTHER PUT
ON HER ROYAL APPAREL (HEB. MALCHUT)," Esther ruled over
Ahasuerus and his people, and it is said of them, "and slew of their
foes" (Ester 9:16). If you say that AHASUERUS mated with her,
heaven forbid. Though they were in the same house, SHE DID NOT
MATE WITH HIM, but was like Joseph of whom it says, "And she laid
up his garment (Heb. bigdo) by her" (Beresheet 39:16). The word
'bigdo' is employed, which is derived from, "traitors have dealt
treacherously (Heb. bagdu)" (Yeshayah 24:16). THIS IS HIS MOST
OUTER ASPECT, WHICH THE KLIPOT CAN BE ATTACHED TO.
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7. There is a great mystery here, which is why 'Esther' is derived
from mystery (Heb. seter), as written, "You are my hiding place (Heb.
seter)" (Tehilim 32:7), since the Shechinah hid her from Ahasuerus
and gave him a female demon instead while she returned to
Mordechai's arm. And Mordechai, who knew the explicit Name and
the seventy tongues, did all this with wisdom. This is why the sages
of the Mishnah stated that even regardless of this, a man must speak
with his wife before he mates with her, because she might have been
exchanged with a female demon.

8. This is true for a woman who comes from the aspect of the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, AND AN EXCHANGE WITH A FEMALE
DEMON APPLIES TO HER, but if she is from the Shechinah she
remains unchanged. This is the meaning of, "For I am Hashem, I do
not change" (Malachi 3:6). "I" is the Shechinah, who has no fear from
the other sides, NAMELY THE KLIPOT. This is the meaning of, "All
nations before Him are as nothing" (Yeshayah 40:17).
9. Wherever the Shechinah is, there are many special attributes.
Hence, since the Shechinah was clothed in her, Esther was worthy of
having special things done to her like Sarah, whom the Holy One,
blessed be He, kept, and since the Shechinah was with her He kept
her from Pharaoh. The Holy One, blessed be He even made her
clothes and jewels have special qualities due to the Shechinah that
was with her. For that reason, when Pharaoh came to TOUCH her
sandal, THE ANGEL struck him with it, and the same happened with
all her jewelry. Each jewel he would touch struck him until that
defiled one left her and brought her back to her husband.

10. If this is true for her jewels, it is much more so that whoever
touched her body, even her finger, for the purpose of mating, THEN,
"and the stranger that comes near shall be put to death" (Bemidbar
1:51), since the Holy One, blessed be He, did not give him
permission to come near her. This is the meaning of, "I am Hashem,
that is My name, and My glory will I not give to another" (Yeshayah
42:8).

11. For that reason not every SPREADING OF an evil name is the
same. The spies who defamed the land of Yisrael died. Those who
speak ill of the Shechinah are most certainly struck in their souls, for
those who spoke ill about the land were struck bodily and committed
suicide. But whoever defames the Shechinah, his soul is stricken.
This applies to whoever knows this secret OF BRINGING OUT AN
EVIL NAME ON THE SHECHINAH, and whose eyes are open. But a
person whose eyes are shut is not punished as severely.
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12. As for what the sages of the Mishnah said to them that a raped
wife is permitted to remain with her husband, permission and
prohibition in the Mishnah speak only of human matters and a
woman who is from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. But the
case of a woman who is from the Tree of Life is not as that of those
FROM THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, since
whoever is from the Tree of Life is a righteous person with whom
things are well. Of him it is said, "No evil shall happen to the
just" (Mishlei 12:21), nor to his just wife. We learned that from Sarah
in the house of Pharaoh - that he had no permission to come near
her.

13. Whoever is righteous but for whom things go badly, namely, he
who is from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, since there is
evil PRESENT with him, "For there is not a just man upon earth
who... never sins" (Kohelet 7:20). As for an evil man for whom things
go well, it is that the Evil Inclination overpowered his Good
Inclination. HENCE they said that it is well with him, because the
good is under the power OF THE EVIL MAN. And since the evil
dominates the good, he is an evil man, since whoever is stronger
receives the name. IF THE GOOD OVERCOMES THE EVIL, HE IS
CALLED A RIGHTEOUS MAN THAT IT IS EVIL WITH HIM, SINCE EVIL
IS UNDER HIS POWER. IF EVIL OVERCOMES GOOD HE IS CALLED
AN EVIL MAN THAT IT IS WELL WITH HIM, SINCE GOOD IS UNDER
HIS POWER. An evil man with whom things are evil is another El,
who is Samael. It is evil with him, namely the poison of death, which
is idol worshiping, OF WHICH IT IS WRITTEN, "Evil shall slay the
wicked" (Tehilim 34:22). For that reason a raped WOMAN is
considered so only if that soul has a mixture of good and evil.
14. When the Torah was given, her tablets that were likened to
virginity were broken. JUST AS VIRGINITY IS A TESTIMONY TO THE
VIRGIN'S HONESTY, SO THE TABLETS THAT WERE GIVEN BEFORE
THE EYES OF ALL YISRAEL WERE A TESTIMONY TO THE WHOLE
TORAH. And the Holy One, blessed be He, again gave her to Yisrael
to keep her. And the oral Torah is called Halachah given to Moses on
Sinai. MOSES WAS THEREFORE CALLED THE BRIDE'S GROOM OF
THE TORAH. And the groom of the Torah broke her virginity, WHICH
IS THE FIRST SET OF TABLETS. Whoever speaks ill of her and says
that Torah is not LIKE THE FIRST ONE, since her tablets were
broken, the Holy One, blessed be He, will speak to him, who is the
girl's father, NAMELY OF that daughter who is IMPLIED in the word
Beresheet (In the beginning), SINCE BERESHEET IS SPELLED WITH
THE LETTERS OF 'BAT ROSHI (ENG. 'THE DAUGHTER OF MY
HEAD')', TO INDICATE THAT THE TORAH IS the King's daughter.
THEN the Holy One, blessed be He, spoke: "And they shall spread
the cloth" (Devarim 22:17), and the parchment of the Torah scroll
unfolds, and they shall see that it is written in it, "Hew for yourself
two tablets of stone like the first, and I will write upon these tablets
the words that were on the first tablets, which you did
break" (Shemot 34:1).

15. Immediately Elijah rose with all the heads of the Yeshivah and
they blessed him. And ELIJAH said TO THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD,
Sinai, Sinai, it would have been worthy for us to listen to your words
and be silent, yet with permission from the Holy One, blessed be He,
and His Shechinah, I wish to say something to you, in your honor.
He said to him, speak.
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16. ELIJAH opened and said, Faithful Shepherd, the Holy One,
blessed be He gave this bride of yours, NAMELY MALCHUT to
Abraham to bring up for you. And since he kept her she is called his
daughter. This is what is meant by the saying that Abraham had a
daughter whose name was 'Bakol (lit. 'in all')'. By her he observed
the whole Torah even to the Eruv Tavshilin (an action allowing one
to cook on holiday for Shabbat). This is the meaning of, "and kept
My charge" (Beresheet 26:5). And he brought her up, as written,
"And he brought up Hadassa" (Ester 2:7). And the Holy One, blessed
be He, blessed him for her sake, as written, "and Hashem had
blessed Abraham in all things (Heb. bakol)" (Beresheet 24:1). He
brought her up with every good virtue and was charitable to her. He
raised her to greatness, with the quality of kindness (Chesed) of
Abraham. His house was, for her sake, wide open to do kindness to
all the people of the world.

17. Since he was kind to her, when Abraham's children were exiled
because of their many iniquities in Egypt, the Holy One, blessed be
He, said, 'Faithful Shepherd, go and be kind to him who did kindness
by you, since I gave him your bride, WHO IS MALCHUT, to raise with
good qualities'. And he raised her BY DRAWING HER thirteen
attributes of mercy implied in the three words, Vav Hei Vav, Aleph
Nun Yud, Vav Hei Vav, which are THE INITIALS OF Vav, since the 72
names are comprehended in them AS THE FIRST OF THE 72 NAMES
IS VAV HEI VAV, THE MIDDLE ONE IS ALEPH NUN YUD AND
TOWARDS THE END IS THE SECOND VAV HEI VAV. 72 IS the
numerical value of Chesed, with which Abraham overcame the 72
nations, WHICH ARE THE SEVENTY NATIONS, ESAU AND ISHMAEL.
Through your bride, NAMELY MALCHUT, he had a special property
through the 72 names AFTER MALCHUT RECEIVED THEM, and he
overcame every nation and tongue.

18. For that reason IT IS WRITTEN, "That caused His glorious arm to
go at the right hand of Moses" (Yeshayah 63:12), WHICH IS
MALCHUT, and "dividing the water" (Ibid.) by tearing the water into
twelve pieces, the numerical value of Vav Vav. And by merit of Aleph
IN THE FULLY SPELLED VAV (VAV ALEPH VAV) THAT INDICATES
THE ILLUMINATION OF BINAH, You turned the sea into dry land. In it
the Egyptians drowned, who did not believe in the Vav, WHICH IS
ZEIR ANPIN, which is THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF one. In the future
to come it will be fulfilled in Yisrael, the seed of Abraham, "As in the
days of your coming out of the land of Egypt I will show him
marvelous things" (Michah 7:15). In you it shall be fulfilled, "That
caused His glorious arm to go at the right hand of Moses, dividing
the water" of the Torah, to make yourself, "an everlasting
name" (Yeshayah 63:12). There you shall attain your bride.

19. Since this daughter, NAMELY MALCHUT, was given to Yisrael, it
is your Halachah from the left side, Halachah attributed to Moses
from Sinai, SINCE HALACHAH IS SPELLED WITH THE SAME
LETTERS AS 'THE BRIDE (HEB. HAKALAH)'. For on the right side,
your Halachah is the letter Hei, NAMELY HEI from the side of the
name Abraham, AND IT IS Yud from THE SIDE OF THE NAME Isaac.
And everything is Hei Yud of THE NAME Elohim. And you are Vav,
SINCE MOSES IS THE ASPECT OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS VAV,
which is the full spelling of MALCHUT and her perfection. AND SHE
IS CALLED a full cup. For at first she was the throne of Yud Hei, IN
WHICH 'THRONE (HEB. KES, CAF SAMECH) HAS NO VAV AND THE
NAME YUD HEI IS WITHOUT VAV HEI. At the end it is a cup (Heb.
kos, Caf Vav Samech) full of the blessing of Yud Hei Vav Hei, SINCE
THE CUP IS FULL AND THE NAME IS COMPLETE.
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20. And since MALCHUT was given through you to Yisrael, who are
the Central Pillar THAT INCLUDES RIGHT AND LEFT it behooves us
to reveal why it was given them. For surely we learned why she was
given to Abraham, BECAUSE HE DREW ON HER THE ATTRIBUTE
OF CHESED, and you were kind (bestowing Chesed) to his children
just as he was kind to you. And the Holy One, blessed be He, gave
her to Isaac, to him and his descendants to keep her from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil. And they made her some boundaries
and cut for her some garments, golden garments with some laws.
And they used to disagree and ask questions regarding these laws,
to supply them with explanations, to decorate her with many
decorations for Shabbat and holidays, to redeem her at the last
redemption, as it says of her, "That (Heb. mah) which has been (Heb.
shehayah), it is (Heb. hu)" (Kohelet 1:9) (making the initials of
Moses). (THE CONTINUATION IS MISSING)

21. Since they brought it on you and did good things for you, you
have suffered for their sakes many troubles so that Messiah the son
of Joseph shall not be killed, of whom it says, "the face of an ox on
the left side" (Yechezkel 1:10), who is a descendant of Joseph, of
whom it says, "The firstling of his herd, grandeur is his" (Devarim
33:17). That is because he and his descendants shall not be violated
among the heathen nations because of the sin of Jeroboam who
worshipped idols, for which he and his seed were to be violated
among the idol worshiping nations. For Jeroboam the son of Nebat
is a descendant of Joseph and it is because of him that it says of
you, "But he was wounded because of our transgressions...and by
his injury we are healed" (Yeshayah 53:5).

22. And since Yisrael are included of right and left, BEING OF THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, where your Hei and Yud are in a state of
completion, it behooves you to unite with her, WITH MALCHUT,
between them. And since it says of you, "because he has brought
out an evil name upon a virgin of Yisrael," it says of you, "and she
shall be his wife; he may not put her away all his days" (Devarim
22:19), NAMELY WHEN SHE IS in exile he may not be away from her
all his days.

23. Where is the evil name you brought upon her? After MALCHUT
was given to Yisrael, whoever brings out an evil name on Yisrael is
as one who brings out an evil name on MALCHUT. And the evil name
was in what you said to the Holy One, blessed be He, "Hashem, why
does Your wrath burn against Your people" (Shemot 32:11),
NAMELY YISRAEL, and the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'because
you spoke ill on Yisrael when they made the golden calf'. "Go, get
you down; for your people...have become corrupt" (Ibid. 7), NAMELY
YOUR PEOPLE, who are the mixed multitudes whom you converted
and who made the golden calf. And therefore, "because he has
brought out an evil name upon a virgin of Yisrael," THEN, "she shall
be his wife" AS WE SAID.
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24. The Faithful Shepherd rose and kissed him, ELIJAH, on his face
and his eyes and blessed him. And he said to him, may you be
blessed by the mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah, by each of His attributes and His ten Sfirot and all His
names and all the heads of Yeshivah and all the angels. And they all
answered and said Amen. And the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah acknowledged his blessing. Elijah, rise, open your mouth
regarding the precepts with me, because you are my assistant in
every aspect, for it first says of you, "Pinchas, the son of Elazar, the
son of Aaron the priest" (Bemidbar 25:11), BECAUSE PINCHAS IS
ELIJAH. Surely he is the son of Aaron, my nephew, as written, "and a
brother is born for adversity" (Mishlei 17:17).

2. "If a man find a girl that is a virgin"
We read two esoteric explanations of the title verse, from which we learn that one must lay hold of one's higher aspect through the agency of the
Tefilin and the Tzitzit and the prayers and meditations that are prescribed. People must always study the Torah even if not for its own sake in order
that some day they may come to study it for its own sake. We are also shown that God has seduced Yisrael and opened for them the fifty gates of
mercy and freedom. Even though the Shechinah is in exile, God will never forsake Her.
25. "If a man find a girl that is a virgin, who is not
betrothed..." (Devarim 22:28). This precept is to punish the seducer
with fifty shekels of silver. This is the meaning of, "If a man find a
girl that is a virgin, who is not betrothed": these are Yisrael, who,
from the aspect of the Shechinah are called daughter. "and lay hold
of her, and lie with her, and they be found; then the man that lay with
her shall give to the girl's father fifty shekels of silver, and she shall
be his wife; because he has humbled her, he may not put her away
all his days" (Ibid. 28-29). The sages and all the members of the
Yeshivah SAID, "a man" refers to Yisrael from the aspect of the Holy
One, blessed be He, WHO IS CALLED A MAN; "and lay hold of her"
with the knot of Tefilin, "and lay hold of her" with the Tzitzit. "who is
not betrothed," namely an only daughter, who is the soul FOR BY
THE KNOT OF TEFILIN AND TZITZIT YISRAEL LAY HOLD OF THEIR
SOUL. "and lie with her," namely with the prayer of lying down, that
is, 'Hashkivenu (Eng. 'cause us to lie down')'. "shall give to the girl's
father fifty shekels of silver," namely 25 LETTERS OF THE
MEDITATION OF SH'MA and 25 letters of the meditation OF
'BLESSED BE THE NAME...'.

26. Rise, Faithful Shepherd, for surely whoever studies Halachah,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, not for its own sake, and understands the
Halachah, surely it is seized by him, THAT IS, UNWILLINGLY. Yet it
has been explained that man should always study Torah even if not
for its own sake, so that from studying not for its own sake it shall
become for its own sake. And this Halachah is from the aspect of the
good lad, WHO IS METATRON, who separated from the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, which comprises the forbidden and the
permissible, the unclean and the clean, the fit and the unfit. After the
lad METATRON, MALCHUT is called a girl, by whom it will be
fulfilled, "that the wicked might be shaken out of it" (Iyov 38:13), who
are the forbidden, the unclean and unfit, Samael and his legions.
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27. According to another explanation, "If a man find a girl that is a
virgin" refers to Yisrael, as written, "When Yisrael was a child, then I
loved him" (Hoshea 11:1), AND THEY ARE CALLED lad from the
aspect of Metatron, NAMELY, THEIR SOULS ARE FROM BRIYAH
WHERE METATRON IS. The man is none other than the Holy One,
blessed be He, as written, "Hashem is a man of war" (Shemot 15:3).
"If a man find a girl that is a virgin," namely the virgin of Yisrael, of
whom it says, "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more
rise" (Amos 5:2). THE MAN IS THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
WHO SEDUCED HER, AS WRITTEN, "behold, I will allure her, and
bring her into the wilderness" (Hoshea 2:16). Then He opened for
them fifty gates of freedom, which are the fifty gates of mercy of the
side of their father Abraham, WHO IS CHESED. This is what is meant
by, "shall give to the girl's father fifty shekels of silver," silver being
of the grade of Chesed, the grade of Abraham.

28. For at the exodus from Egypt the fifty gates of freedom were
opened to them from the side of Judgment, which is left, which is
Adonai, NAMELY MALCHUT FROM THE LEFT SIDE, where, "will I
judge" (Beresheet 15:14), SINCE ADONAI CONTAINS THE LETTERS
OF JUDGMENT (HEB. DIN), for first I judge and then they shall come
out. But at the last redemption IT IS SAID, "with great mercies WILL I
GATHER YOU" (Yeshayah 54:7), which is the grade of Abraham. And
Greatness, WHICH IS CHESED, is the grade of Abraham, since Binah
there is CALLED the great hand, and there are fifty shekels of silver
there, NAMELY THE FIFTY GATES OF BINAH. Later, "he may not put
her away" into exile, "all his days" because "she shall be his wife."
This is like the words, "And I will betroth you to Me forever" (Hoshea
2:21), and another verse, "For your Maker is your husband. Hashem
Tzevaot is His name" (Yeshayah 54:5). "You shall no more be termed
forsaken" (Yeshayah 62:4). For even though the Shechinah is in
exile, the Holy One, blessed be He, does not move from her.

3. "and she shall be his wife"
We read about the precept for one to marry the woman he violated. An allegory is used to show how the soul reincarnates with its evil inclination
from a previous life, and how that evil inclination or demon can be turned back into an angel through repentance and worship. Some students of the
Torah are like the ministering angels in that they know about the past and the future; many other people are like beasts who hate the Torah students
and sages of the Mishnah.
29. The following precept is for one to marry the woman he violated.
For surely there are two kinds of violated women, SINCE THERE IS
one who is violated because he loves her but she doesn't love him.
Another is violated because she loves him but fears to mate with him
without marriage and being blessed, or she doesn't want him if he is
a commoner. Of him it says, "and she shall be his wife" (Devarim
22:19).
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30. In relation to mysteries of the Torah we have to employ an
allegory. There is a soul that is the Matron, NAMELY, DRAWN FROM
MALCHUT OF ATZILUT, and there is a soul that is a handmaid, THAT
IS, DRAWN FROM THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, such as in, "And if a
man sell his daughter to be a maidservant" (Shemot 21:7). And there
is a soul that is a common maid, THAT IS, FROM THE WORLD OF
ASIYAH. And so is man. There is a man who is a servant to the soul.
Sometimes the soul goes by means of incarnation, SINCE THE MAN
SINNED WITH IT IN A PREVIOUS INCARNATION. THEN, "the dove
found no rest for the sole of her foot" (Beresheet 8:9), SINCE THE
SOUL FINDS NO REST IN HIM, BECAUSE OF THE INIQUITIES IN THE
PREVIOUS INCARNATION. And the Evil Incarnation chases it to
enter that body, which is a maid to the Evil Inclination. THAT IS, THE
FORCE OF INIQUITIES FROM THE FORMER INCARNATION THAT
LIES IN THIS BODY IS CONSIDERED A MAID TO THE EVIL
INCARNATION. It is a Jewish demon SUBSERVIENT TO THE EVIL
INCLINATION and the soul is Yud CALLED a Hebrew maidservant,
BEING OF THE WORLD OF BRIYAH, in which this demon (Heb. shed)
becomes Shadai, because it kept the soul and repented through it,
and with it blessed the Holy One, blessed be He, daily with
'Blessed... (Heb. baruch)', and with it sanctifies the Holy One,
blessed be He, with 'Holy, holy, holy', and with it declares the unity
of the Holy One, blessed be He, by Kriat Sh'ma.
31. AFTER DOING ALL THIS, what used to be a demon, WHICH
BRINGS HARM, NAMELY THE FORCE OF INIQUITIES IN THE BODY,
turns around to be its angel OF THE ASPECT OF Metatron and
turned TO BE Shadai, because the numerical value of Metatron is
that of Shadai. Immediately there is fulfilled in it REGARDING THE
SOUL, "and she shall be his wife; he may not put her away all his
days" (Devarim 22:19). But if he does not repent, THE SOUL is
enslaved in him through the iniquities he committed and it shall be
fulfilled in him, "the wife and her children shall be her
master's" (Shemot 21:4), THAT IS, THE SOUL WILL LEAVE HIM TO
ITS ROOT, and it says of the demon which is its debtor, NAMELY
THE FORCE OF INIQUITIES IN THE BODY FROM THE PREVIOUS
INCARNATION, "and he shall go out by himself" (Ibid.), THAT IS, IT
SHALL LEAVE WITHOUT REMEDY. That demon is like Moses' staff
that turns from a staff into a snake and from a snake into a staff. So
does this demon turn from a demon into an angel and from an angel
into a demon, according to man's deeds.
32. Of the demons that come from this, NAMELY THE DEMON THAT
TURNS INTO AN ANGEL, the sages of the Mishnah explained that
some are like the ministering angels. They are the students of the
Torah that know what was and what will be. They have their form
DOWN on earth, being philosophers, astrologers of Yisrael, who
know what was and what will be ACCORDING TO the signs on the
sun and moon and their eclipses and each star and constellation; in
this way they know what is seen in the world.

33. Some of them, OF THE DEMONS, are like beasts that increase
and multiply like animals, and their form below ON EARTH is
ignorant people, who, as the sages of the Mishnah explained, are
vermin and whose daughters are abominable. Of their daughters it
says, "Cursed be he that lies with any manner of beast" (Devarim
27:21). They hate Torah students, sages of the Mishnah, who are
veritable ministering angels. For that reason the sages of the
Mishnah explained about man that if he is as "a messenger of
Hashem Tzevaot" (Malachi 2:7), one should seek Torah out of his
mouth. Otherwise, one must not seek Torah out of his mouth.
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4. Ten, not nine
We read about those people who have knowledge of the mysteries of the Torah and who receive their souls from the aspect of the holy Malchut of
Atzilut, including all ten Sfirot. They keep the Torah and the precepts with love and awe of God, not for the sake of receiving any reward. There is
also a Malchut of Briyah; this is Malchut to the angels in Briyah, and she is a maid to Malchut of Atzilut, having her form comprised of ten Sfirot.
However, this Malchut may be desecrated because of the sins of Yisrael. The Faithful Shepherd says that not all demons are alike and not all the
servants of the Shechinah are alike; she even has some foreign servants of the Other Side who serve her.
34. There are others who have knowledge of the mysteries of the
Torah, men of qualities, who receive souls from the aspect of the
holy Malchut OF ATZILUT, which includes ten Sfirot. Whoever
receives her and attains her, merits ten indivisible Sfirot, ten, not
nine, since had they inherited Malchut alone the nine Sfirot would
have been separated from her. But since there is no division there,
IN ATZILUT, the author of the Book of Formation said 'ten, not nine',
WHICH MEANS THAT THE NINE UPPER SFIROT ARE NEVER APART
FROM HER.

35. You may say that MALCHUT rises above the ten, AND IS THERE
ALONE. HE ANSWERS, the explicit Name Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph,
Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph, WHICH COMPRISES TEN LETTERS, is the
ten Sfirot OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the ten SFIROT, WHICH ARE ZEIR
ANPIN, unite with her, WITH MALCHUT, and she does not rise above
the ten OF ZEIR ANPIN, BUT NEVER SEPARATES FROM HIM. Hence
THE AUTHOR OF THE BOOK OF FORMATION SAYS, 'ten, not
eleven'. But whoever joins Yud (= ten), which is the sign of the
covenant, WHICH IS YESOD, with the maidservant, or JOINS the
Matron that includes the Yud with the demon of idol worship that is
Samael is punished in Gehenom.
36. Whoever inherits the King's daughter, who is Malchut, merits her
only if he is the King's son called, "Yisrael is my son, my
firstborn" (Shemot 4:22). For from that aspect Yisrael are called
children of the Holy One, blessed be He, as meant by, "You are the
children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). This is Malchut of
Atzilut.

37. There is a corresponding Malchut of Briyah, which is Malchut to
the angels in Briyah. She is a maid to Malchut OF ATZILUT and her
attendant. She has the form of her mistress OF ATZILUT, comprised
of ten SFIROT. THIS MALCHUT OF BRIYAH, because of the iniquities
of Yisrael, might be desecrated among the nations of the world. But
of Malchut of Atzilut of the Holy One, blessed be He, it says, "I am
Hashem, that is My name, and My glory will I not give to another,
neither My praise to carved idols" (Yeshayah 42:8). For He gives her
not to him who desecrates Shabbat and holidays but to him who is
the King's son and keeps the Torah and the precepts with love and
awe of his Master, not for the sake of receiving a reward but as a
child who is obligated to do his father's bidding, of which it says,
"Honor your father and your mother" (Shemot 20:12). Your father is
the Holy One, blessed be He, and your mother is the Shechinah.
Nevertheless, whoever desecrates the King's maid, WHO IS
MALCHUT OF BRIYAH, is considered as if he violated His Queen.
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38. HEAR, sages, not all demons are alike, and not all the servants of
the Shechinah ARE ALIKE, since it is written of her, OF THE
SHECHINAH, "and His kingdom rules over all" (Tehilim 103:19). She
has some Hebrew maids, WHO ARE MALCHUYOT OF BRIYAH, and
Hebrew maidservants, WHO ARE MALCHUYOT OF ASIYAH. She has
foreign servants and maidservants OF THE OTHER SIDE, WHO
SERVE HER, so there shall be no other Malchut in the world when
she rules. THEREFORE EVEN THE OTHER SIDE IS SUBSERVIENT
TO HER THEN AND DOES HER BIDDING.

5. "I will cause...the unclean spirit to pass out of the land"
Moses talks about the foreign maidservants that correspond to the Shechinah and that are from the aspect of the poison of death. He says they are
the female aspect of Samael, and we learn that Samael and his female used to be servants of God until they made themselves into deities. They
became deities because the people on earth worshipped them, and they are materialized in this world among the mixed multitudes. We learn that
God will destroy them in the future.
39. These foreign maidservants THAT CORRESPOND TO THE
SHECHINAH are from the aspect of the poison of death. They are the
female aspect of Samael, where the maidservant became the Matron,
NAMELY A MAIDSERVANT WHO. Samael and his female, who is
another El, were servants to the Holy One, blessed be He, but later
made themselves into deities. And the Holy One, blessed be He, will
remove them out of the world and wipe them away.

40. If you argue that people made them into deities and it was not
their own desire, why then were they punished BY BEING
DESTROYED FROM THE WORLD? AND HE ANSWERS, when the
generation of the Flood and the generation of the Tower of Babel
knew of them they burned sacrifices to them and bowed before
them. By the power of burning offerings to them and bowing to
them, they would descend upon them and do their bidding and
speak through the forms THEY MADE. Thus they became deities and
idol worship. For that reason the Holy One, blessed be He, intended
to wipe them away from the world, NAMELY their images that they
worshipped from which they received spirits and images.

41. When mixed multitudes live in the world, SAMAEL AND HIS
FEMALE descend INTO THOSE IMAGES to be materialized in them.
THEREFORE the Holy One, blessed be He, will remove them from the
world. This is the meaning of the words, "and also I will cause...the
unclean spirit to pass out of the land" (Zecharyah 13:2). If you say
that during the last exile there is no idol worship because people
don't know about them, HE ANSWERS, those among the mixed
multitudes who do know anger the Holy One, blessed be He, and His
Shechinah and Yisrael that are among them. And they have success
against the mixed multitudes to fulfill the words, "and repays them
that hate Him to their face, to destroy them" (Devarim 7:10).
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42. All the Tannaim and Amoraim rose and blessed the Faithful
Shepherd, and said to him, Sinai, Sinai, who could speak before you.
For you have your Master's form. When He spoke on Mount Sinai, all
the living creatures among the angels and all the living creatures of
the throne, the higher and lower were silent. And there was no other
speech but His. Since you are His son of His form, all the heads of
the Yeshivah need to hear things from you. Do not silence your
words.

6. "and shall cheer his wife whom he has taken"
We learn of the precept for a man to rejoice in his new bride for a whole year, during which he needn't go to war or pay taxes. Here everything
pertains to the mystery of the year, that is said to be Malchut, and the number twelve is the linkage between the twelve months, the twelve oxen that
supported the molten sea, the four Sfirot in each of three columns, and the twelve stones that Jacob took.
43. "When a man has taken a new wife, he shall not go out to war...
and shall cheer his wife whom he has taken" (Devarim 24:5). This
precept is for the groom to rejoice in his wife for one year, as written,
"but he shall be free at home one year" (Ibid.), since these twelve
months are hers. For the year is a bride, NAMELY MALCHUT THAT
IS CALLED A YEAR, and the bride is present only with twelve
months, as written, "AND HE MADE A MOLTEN SEA... It stood upon
twelve oxen" (I Melachim 7:23-25). FOR THE SEA IS MALCHUT;
TWELVE OXEN ARE THE SECRET OF FOUR SFIROT, CHOCHMAH,
BINAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT, EACH OF THREE COLUMNS,
WHICH ARE ALWAYS TWELVE. And since the bride is perfected
only with twelve, the groom needs to cheer her and her household,
her and her equipment, as it is above. Hence it is written of Jacob,
"and he took of the stones of that place" (Beresheet 28:11), THE
PLACE BEING MALCHUT. There are twelve stones to that place, and
whoever cheers the bride cheers her maids, HER SFIROT IN BRIYAH.
There are twelve maids FOR THE SAME REASON. Everything
pertains to the mystery of the year. For that reason the groom has to
rejoice in his bride for one year.

44. Yet we have explained that this joy is not his but hers, as written,
"and shall rejoice with his wife." It does not say that he shall rejoice
in his wife but "shall rejoice with," which means that he shall rejoice
with the bride. Similarly, the bride has no joy save in the body and
her jewels. Who rejoices with them? The righteous does. For that
reason, "he shall be free at home," free from toiling in worldly
matters, so that he shall have the desire to rejoice with her. He shall
be free of all, free of taxes, crop taxes and poll tax. He shall be free
from going to the army to war, so there shall be joy above and below
and to evoke joy above. Blessed is the holy nation, whose Master
rejoices in them. Blessed are they in this world and blessed they are
in the World to Come.

7. "At his day you shall give him his hire"
The Faithful Shepherd says that one must pay his hired servant on time, and tells us about Metatron who is the messenger from the eighteen worlds
and who receives the eighteen blessings of the Amidah prayer three times every day. We hear about the Shacharit service, the Minchah service, and
the Arvit service, and there is emphasis on charity to the poor. Moses talks about the stranger, who is anyone outside his own place, and in this
sense every person on earth is a stranger because his soul has come naked from the other world. Whoever repents and returns his soul to its place
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is as if he returned God and His Shechinah to God's place. Next the Mishnah sages tell Moses that the two Messiahs cannot redeem Yisrael without
him. Moses says that when reciting the benedictions of the Amidah prayer a man should at first be as a servant arranging praises before his master,
and then as a servant receiving wages from his master, and then as a servant who received his wages and is now going on his way. We hear that
God tells Metatron that he will recognize the presence of the Shechinah in a prayer by looking at the purpose of the prayer, and seeing if the prayer
was said to give pleasure to God.
45. "At his day you shall give him his hire..." (Devarim 24:15). The
Faithful Shepherd opened and said, the following precept is to give a
hired servant his hire in time. This is the meaning of, "At his day you
shall give him his hire, neither shall the sun go down upon it."
Listen, heads of Yeshivot high and low. Metatron is the hire of the
hired servant, a messenger from the eighteen worlds, BEING YESOD
OF ATZILUT CALLED EIGHTEEN, to receive the eighteen blessings
of the Amidah prayer FOR MALCHUT every day, three times a day.
For that reason, "At his day you shall give him his hire" refers to the
Shacharit service; "neither shall the sun go down upon it" refers to
the Minchah service, for if the day is past, the offering is no longer
valid. "for he is poor" (Ibid.). Surely he is poor in exile and has
nothing but what he is given in prayer. For that reason his prayer is,
"A prayer (Heb. tfilah) of the poor, when he faints (or:
'wraps')" (Tehilim 102:1), namely the wrap of the Tzitzit and the hand
Tefilin. THAT IS, THE PRAYER OF THE POOR IS THE HAND TEFILIN
(OR TFILAH), WHICH IS MALCHUT.

46. "and sets his heart upon it" (Devarim 24:15) refers to the Arvit
service, which CORRESPONDS TO the parts of the sacrifice and the
fatty parts that are left from the offerings of the day. They are like
single grapes of the vineyard and "the corners of your field" (Vayikra
19:9) of which we learned that leaving things over in the form of
charity hinders divine punishment. "you shall leave them for the
poor and stranger" (Ibid. 10), THAT IS, TO THE CENTRAL PILLAR
THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN. For the Central Pillar, when it is outside its
place, NAMELY IN EXILE, is called a stranger. For that reason, THE
FAITHFUL SHEPHERD SAID, I, my grade being of the Central Pillar,
termed myself a stranger in the first exile. This is the meaning of, "I
have been a stranger in a strange land" (Shemot 2:22), for he, ZEIR
ANPIN, lies in exile for the sake OF YISRAEL.

47. The sages of the Mishnah asked him, Faithful Shepherd, yet
Yisrael performed this precept REGARDING THE CORNERS OF THE
FIELD AND THE GLEANING OF THE HARVEST in the land of Yisrael,
WHEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WAS IN HIS PLACE AND
NOT A STRANGER. WHY IS IT WRITTEN, "FOR THE POOR AND
STRANGER"? He said to them, this is in order to invoke mercy on
those SOULS driven away from their place. For a man outside his
own place is called a stranger, and all the more so the souls that
walk naked from that world and come into this world. Of them the
verse says, "As a bird that wanders from her nest," which is the soul
from which the Shechinah does not move, "so is a man" (Mishlei
27:8), THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, of whom it says, "Hashem
is a man of war" (Shemot 15:3), "wanders from His place" (Mishlei
27:8), roaming and roving from His place, which is the World to
Come, namely Binah, and wanders after her, AFTER THE
SHECHINAH THAT IS THE SOUL in this world, until the days that the
soul needs to go outside its place are completed. He guards it until
He returns it to its place and swears He shall not return to His place
before He returns it to its own. THEREFORE, whoever repents AND
RETURNS HIS SOUL TO ITS PLACE is as if he returned the Holy
One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah to His place. This is the
secret of redemption as it said, "today even, if you will only hearken
to His voice" (Tehilim 95:7).
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48. The Mishnah sages of the lofty Yeshivah OF THE HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE, and of the lower Yeshivah OF METATRON said,
Faithful Shepherd, we are messengers of the Master of the universe
to you. Blessed is your portion that you are penitent and equal to the
600,000 of Yisrael and that you returned the Holy One, blessed be
He, and His Shechinah to their place above and below. Due to you,
Yisrael will be redeemed and return to their place. The TWO
Messiahs, MESSIAH THE SON OF JOSEPH AND MESSIAH THE SON
OF DAVID, have no power to redeem Yisrael except with you. It is
because of you that they are held back FROM REDEEMING YISRAEL.
Finish saying these precious things of which it says, "More to be
desired are they than gold, even much fine gold; sweeter also than
honey and the honeycomb" (Tehilim 19:11).

49. He said to them, Yeshivah heads, for that hired servant, who is
the servant METATRON, who comes to receive three prayers, your
masters of the Mishnah decreed that man should be when reciting
the first three benedictions OF THE AMIDAH PRAYER as a servant
arranging praises before his master, and during the middle
benedictions as a servant receiving wages from his master, and
during the last benedictions as a servant who received his wages
from his master and walked his way.

50. For that reason the servant of Abraham and Rebecca was likened
to this that when the Holy One, blessed be He, will send Metatron His
servant to receive the prayer, THE SECRET OF MALCHUT, he shall
say to Him, "Perhaps the woman will not be willing to follow
me" (Beresheet 24:5), that is, perhaps the prayer will not want to
follow me. The Holy One, blessed be He, answered him, "then you
shall be clear from this my oath" (Ibid. 8). AND HE EXPLAINS that
Chochmah is Aba, THAT IS, ABRAHAM WHO IS CALLED A FATHER,
WHO IS CHESED, RISES AND BECOMES CHOCHMAH IN THE STATE
OF GREATNESS, and he descends to the Righteous, YESOD, to keep
the Shechinah in exile. And from there, FROM YESOD, the servant,
WHO IS METATRON OF THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF SHADAI,
SINCE IT CORRESPONDS TO YESOD, sent after her, AFTER THE
PRAYER, WHERE THE SHECHINAH LIES.
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51. The messenger, METATRON, said to Him, Give me a token with
which to recognize the prayer where the daughter is, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH. The Holy One, blessed be He said, "and let it come to
pass, that the girl to whom I shall say, Let down your pitcher, I pray
you, that I may drink; and she shall say, Drink" (Ibid. 14). THAT IS, IF
THE PURPOSE OF THE PRAYER WILL BE TO GIVE ME DRINK, TO
PLEASE ME, THEN YOU SHALL KNOW THE SHECHINAH IS THERE.
If it does not, but he finds all the body parts full of iniquities, AND
ALL ITS INTENTIONS DURING PRAYER ARE ONLY FOR ITSELF
ALONE, AND NOT TO GIVE ME PLEASURE, and there is no WHOLE
body part where Torah dwells, WHICH IS THE LIGHT OF RUACH,
which has the form of the Central Pillar, and no precept, WHICH IS
THE LIGHT OF NEFESH of the form of Rivkah, NAMELY THE
SHECHINAH, who was a lily among the thorns, who are completely
evil people, He ordered His servant Metatron, "Beware lest you bring
my son back there" (Ibid. 6), who is the spirit of holiness, since a
precept is Nefesh and the Ruach is Torah, MEANING THAT RUACH
IS DRAWN FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED TORAH. AND HE DOES NOT
MERIT THE RUACH AND NEFESH OF HOLINESS.

8. One's fear of sin precedes one's wisdom
The sages of the Mishnah have explained that action is more valuable than speech. They also said that a person acquires wisdom if he fears sin first
and that the Torah will rest on him if he first does all the precepts. If he reverses these then he comes from the aspect of Judgment. Suffering and
Judgment must also precede mercy: 'as the suffering so the reward'. We hear what Moses' role will be during the last exile.
52. For that reason the sages of the Mishnah explained that action,
not talk, is more valuable. In another place they said that one whose
fear of sin precedes his wisdom, his wisdom prevails... One's fear of
sin is supernal Ima, BINAH THAT IS CALLED repentance. Chochmah
is supernal Aba. And when one precedes small Hei, NAMELY
MALCHUT, which is the precepts, the Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
that is Vav, rests on him. And when he places fear, which is upper
Hei, before Chochmah, Chochmah rests on him, which is Yud, and
he is called a son, NAMELY THE SON OF YUD HEI. Hence, "You are
the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1).

53. This is, "this is My name (Heb. shmi)," Yud Hei, "forever, and this
is My memorial (Heb. zichri)" (Shemot 3:15), Vav Hei. 'Shmi' plus Yud
Hei IS IN NUMERICAL VALUE 365, and 'zichri' plus Vav Hei IS IN
NUMERICAL VALUE 248. All together HAVE THE NUMERICAL
VALUE OF 613, namely the 613 commandments given to the holy
children so they will have a portion in His name. This is the meaning
of, "For Hashem's portion is His people" (Devarim 32:9).

54. When one puts the Torah before the precepts or wisdom before
fear, the Name turns for him into the female aspect, into the attribute
of Judgment thus: Hei Vav Hei Yud. FOR WHEN THE NAME IS
WRITTEN STRAIGHT IT INDICATES THE QUALITY OF MERCY AND
WHEN IT IS BACKWARD IT INDICATES THE QUALITY OF
JUDGMENT. Everything turns into Judgment for such a man and his
Torah sustenance is as difficult to acquire as the splitting of the red
sea. Redemption WILL BE similar. If they have merit, they will come
out with mercy, as written, "before her pain came, she was delivered
of a man child" (Yeshayah 66:7), and they shall come out with mercy.
It is good if suffering and Judgment precede SO AS TO DRAW
mercy, which is why the sages of the Mishnah said, 'as the suffering
so the reward'.
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55. When the Nefesh comes out, WHEN IT IS BORN INTO THE
WORLD, it is in pain before it comes out, NAMELY LABOR PAIN, but
after it has come out it is in a state of mercy. This is the meaning of,
"They shall come with weeping" and then, "and with supplications
will I lead them" (Yirmeyah 31:8). For that reason, "it is a time of
trouble to Jacob; but he shall be saved out of it" (Yirmeyah 30:7),
and they shall come out with mercy. Just like the Holy One, blessed
be He, sent out the dove, AS NOAH IS OF THE ASPECT OF YESOD,
but she did not find a place to rest, AS WRITTEN, "BUT THE DOVE
FOUND NO REST" (BERESHEET 8:9), so did he send for you,
Faithful Shepherd first. HE SENT FOR HIM, BECAUSE HE DID NOT
FIND A PLACE TO BE HIDDEN FROM HIM, WHICH IS WHY HE WAS
REVEALED TO HIM.
56. It is written of them, "And he looked this way and that, and when
he saw that there was no man" (Shemot 2:12), WHICH MEANS HE
SAW they were all guilty and there was no man among them who
had the merit to get out of exile. For that reason you refused to go
there but said, "send, I pray You, by the hand of him whom You will
send" (Shemot 4:13). Yet NOW you are like at that time OF THE
EXODUS FROM EGYPT. In you it shall be fulfilled together with
Yisrael, "As in the days of your coming out of the land of Egypt I will
show him marvelous things" (Michah 7:15). During the last exile He
will send with you two Messiahs, MESSIAH SON OF JOSEPH AND
MESSIAH SON OF DAVID, who correspond to the two wings of the
dove, WHO IS THE SHECHINAH, because you are in the fourth exile
like a body without wings. Moreover, at first Yisrael were like a body,
and you and Aaron like the two wings of the dove, with which Yisrael
flew OUT OF EXILE.

9. Each precept includes the ten Sfirot
Moses says that every precept has ten Sfirot in it. He speaks about the three stories of the ark, and the priests, Levites and Yisrael; he says that the
ark as a whole, that is the Shechinah, is with them. We learn that the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei has dominion over the image of man and over every one
of his limbs.
57. There is no precept but that has ten Sfirot included in it. Of the
ark IT IS WRITTEN, "with lower, second, and third stories shall you
make it" (Beresheet 6:16), to include in it the priests, Levites and
Yisrael, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The ark AS A
WHOLE, WHICH IS the Shechinah, is with them. The Torah of
Hashem, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH, is the fourth part of a hin,
NAMELY, FOURTH TO CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, a fourth
letter IN THE NAME YUD HEI VAV HEI. It is trebled by RECEIVING
THE THREE LETTERS Yud Hei Vav, to complete it into A NAME OF
FOUR LETTERS, Yud Hei Vav Hei. Ten grades are included in it,
NAMELY, IT RECEIVES THEM FOR THE SAKE OF YISRAEL, which
are Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph, TEN
LETTERS THROUGH WHICH it shall be fulfilled in Yisrael, "But you
that did cleave of Hashem your Elohim..." (Devarim 4:4), and, "You
are the children of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 14:1). For this
name, YUD HEI VAV HEI, FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, has
dominion over the image of man and over each and every limb of his.

10. Fish and locusts do not require slaughtering
The Faithful Shepherd says that fish and locusts are permitted to be eaten because they can be gathered without slaughtering. He says this is like
the sages of the Mishnah, that do not need to be killed by the Angel of Death, but are gathered up. And just as the fish live in the sea and die if they
are taken out, the students of the Torah die if they are separated from the sea of the Torah. We learn that the Kabbalah sages are above all, and that
they have dominion over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air. Moses says that if a younger student who is not yet fit to teach goes out and
teaches, he must die. He also speaks about the sages of Mishnah as being crocodiles and talks about what happens when they disagree.
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58. The following precept is to discuss the laws concerning locusts.
We learned that fish and locusts do not require slaughter, but it is
their gathering that makes it permissible to eat them. Such are the
sages of the Mishnah. They do not need slaughtering BY THE
ANGEL OF DEATH but it says of them, "and expired, and was
gathered to his people" (Beresheet 49:33). Just as the fish of the sea
live in the sea, so do the Torah students and the sages of the
Mishnah live in the sea, and if they are separated from the Torah
they immediately die. THEY ARE the crocodiles of the Mishnah
wherein grow the sea crocodiles. And if those who live on dry land,
NAMELY THOSE WHO HAVE NO TORAH IN THEM, fall into the water,
NAMELY INTO THE TORAH, but cannot swim, NAMELY A STUDENT
WHO DID NOT BECOME A TEACHER YET TEACHES, they die. But
'Man', who are the Kabbalah sages are above all. Of them it says,
"and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of
the air" (Beresheet 1:28), who are the Mishnah sages the crocodiles.
The great crocodile is "the flying (Heb. bariach) serpent" (Yeshayah
27:1) that corresponds to "the middle bar (Heb. bariach) in the midst
of the boards" (Shemot 26:28), WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
TIFERET.

59. When the crocodiles - the Mishnah sages - have a disagreement
among them and ask each other difficult questions, ONE THEN
swallows his colleague LIKE THE FISH OF THE SEA, WHERE THE
BIGGER SWALLOWS THE SMALLER. This concerns a younger
student who has not reached the position of teaching yet teaches,
which is punishable by death. But if they are on equal footing, BOTH
BEING LARGE, and have a disagreement and difficult question, it
says of them at the end, "Vahev in Sufah" (Bemidbar 21:14), which
has been explained TO MEAN love at its end (Heb. sofah), SINCE
VAHEV MEANS LOVE (HEB. AHAVAH).

11. "and you put your nest in a rock"
Rav Hamnuna Saba, who is here referred to as a great fish, speaks to the Faithful Shepherd about the title verse, and he says that the Mishnah
sages must be strong and have a sharp tongue to bore through to reach the great abyss. He tells Moses that he will descend to the great abyss to
find the time of the redemption because of his righteousness. Other sages tried to go there into the depth of the Halachah but did not come back up
again, as they were not strong enough. Rav Hamnuna Saba says that whoever pierces the rock without permission will be bitten by a serpent.
60. In the meantime a great fish came to him, RAV HAMNUNA SABA,
and said, Faithful Shepherd, "Strong (Heb. eitan) is your dwelling
place, and you put your nest in a rock" (Bemidbar 24:21). Tania,
THAT IS, THE TANNAIM, helps you IN EXILE TO RAISE THE
SHECHINAH, because the fish, THE TANNAIM, have their nest in the
rock, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Eitan is Tania written backwards; Eitanim
(plural) is Tannaim spelled in a different order. Beware of them,
because you are slow of speech and of a slow tongue. And whoever
wishes to attack the sea fish in the rock, who are the Mishnah sages,
the Tannaim, needs to be strong and of a sharp and polished tongue
that bores and reaches the great abyss that lies there.
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61. "For there is still a vision for the appointed time; and it speaks
concerning the end, and does not lie. THOUGH IT TARRY, WAIT FOR
IT; BECAUSE IT WILL SURELY COME, IT WILL NOT
DELAY" (Chavakuk 2:3). It has been explained that this verse pierces
and descends to the great abyss. Who is it that shall descend to the
great abyss to find that time OF THE END but you, of whom it says,
"Your righteousness is like the great mountain; your judgments are
a great deep" (Tehilim 36:7). Many Mishnah sages wanted to reach
down to the depth of the Halachah, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
HALACHAH, to find there THAT TIME, NAMELY the time of the
coming of the redemption, and went down there but did not come
up. Though their tongue was "like a hammer that breaks the rock in
pieces" (Yirmeyah 23:29), their hammer was too weak and could not
pierce that rock, NAMELY PIERCE IT TO KNOW ABOUT THE END.
Whoever pierces that rock without permission, a serpent will come
to bite him; others bore it until they reach the great abyss but do not
come up from there.

12. Fallen
We hear about two Messiahs who fell into the gulf together with the Shechinah. Rav Hamnuna Saba tells Moses that he is the one who will repair the
pit. He talks about four exiles and four Klipot, the fourth of which is called a pit. We hear that the fourth exile is a generation of evil people, and that
it is empty without the Torah; this is how it will be at the end of the exile. We hear that death is poverty of knowledge, and that for Moses' sake all the
Tannaim and Amoraim above will descend into the deep to help him.
62. And when the gulf is open, whoever falls there does not come up.
And Messiah the son of David fell there together with Messiah the
son of Joseph, of whom one is, "humble, and riding upon an
ass" (Zecharyah 9:9) and the other is, "The firstling of his
herd" (Devarim 33:17), who is Messiah the son of Joseph. This is the
meaning of, "if a man shall dig a pit, and not cover it, and an ox or an
ass fall into it" (Shemot 21:33). For that reason Messiah is called 'the
one who fell', and She, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, fell with them,
and of Her it says, "The virgin of Yisrael is fallen; she shall no more
rise" (Amos 5:2). And you, FAITHFUL SHEPHERD, are "the owner of
the pit shall make it good, and give money to the owner of them; and
the dead (beast) shall be his" (Shemot 21:34). The dead refers to
Messiah the son of Joseph that will be killed.

63. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) descended for his sake. For surely
there were four exiles, three corresponding to the three nutshells.
The first is without form (Heb. tohu), which is a green line, namely
the green shell of the nut. The second is void (Heb. bohu), which is
viscous stones, which are strong boulders, from which the Mishnah
sages legislated some decrees, and they hold on to them since water
will come out of them. The third Klipah is the thick shell OF THE
NUT, which is the third exile that was short. This is darkness. The
fourth exile is a great abyss, which is the space inside the nut. This
is "darkness was on the face of the deep" (Beresheet 1:2).
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64. THE FOURTH KLIPAH, THE DEEP, is called a pit where an ox has
fallen. This is why it is written of Joseph, "The firstling of his herd,
grandeur is his" (Devarim 33:17), of whom it says, "And they...cast
him into a pit" (Beresheet 37:24), which is the evil female OF THE
KLIPAH; "and the pit was empty" (Ibid.) is the male OF THE KLIPAH,
which is empty, without Torah THAT IS CALLED WATER. But there
are snakes and scorpions in it. This is the fourth exile, WHICH IS
EMPTY WITHOUT TORAH, which is a generation of evil people, filled
with snakes and scorpions that are scoundrels like snakes and who
are scorpions (Heb. akrabim) since they uprooted (Heb. akru) the
words of the sages and give false sentence. Of them it says, "Her
adversaries have become the chief" (Eichah 1:5).

65. "And he looked this way and that, and when he saw that there
was no man" (Shemot 2:12) of Yisrael among the wicked OF THAT
GENERATION, BUT THAT THEY ARE the mixed multitude. This will
be at the end of exile. And because of that the end, the coming of the
exile, bores all the way to the great abyss, WHICH IS THE FOURTH
EXILE CALLED A GREAT ABYSS. Faithful Shepherd, you came down
there. Tehom (Eng. 'abyss') is Hamavet (Eng. 'the death') spelled
backwards, and death is no other than poverty, THAT IS, POVERTY
IN KNOWLEDGE. It has been clarified up high, before the Tannaim
and Amoraim, that they will all descend for your sake into the deep,
IN THE FOURTH EXILE, to help you.

13. The Leviathan
Rav Hamnuna Saba tells Moses that he is the Leviathan of the sea of the Torah, the master of all fishes. The sages of the Mishnah have stated that
the Torah is maintained only by those who are willing to die for it, and part of the meaning here is that death is poverty. In response to Moses' query
about the Leviathan, Rabbi Shimon answers that is it he whose grade is the Central Pillar, a righteous man who grows in the sea of supernal Ima
where God is unified through the Sh'ma and the prayer 'Blessed be...' Moses says that the world is supported by that Leviathan.
66. And you support yourself by your sage's statement more than all
of them, since you are the Leviathan of the sea of the Torah. For the
master of all fishes is called Leviathan, named after the Torah of
which it says, "for they are a graceful garland (Heb. liviat) for your
head" (Mishlei 1:8). By you, "Hashem, You preserve man and
beast" (Tehilim 36:7). Of man, NAMELY TIFERET, it has been said,
"when a man dies in a tent" (Bemidbar 19:14), and the sages of the
Mishnah have stated that the Torah is maintained only by whoever is
willing to die for it, death being no other than poverty. 'Beast' refers
to the ignorant, who are submissive like horses and mules to the
sages of the Mishnah.

67. In the meantime the holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, came. The
Faithful Shepherd opened and said, Mishnah sages, who is the
Leviathan? The Holy luminary answered him, it is he whose grade is
the Central Pillar and a righteous man of whom it says that we
consider his body, TIFERET, and member of the covenant, YESOD,
as one. And he grows in that sea, which is supernal Ima, NAMELY
BINAH, which is a sea where the Holy One, blessed be He, is unified
in 25 and 25 letters IN SH'MA YISRAEL AND IN 'BLESSED BE...', the
numerical value of which is that of 'yam (Eng. 'sea')', THAT IS, FIFTY,
and who is in it, BEING IN THAT SEA THAT IS BINAH. The Faithful
Shepherd said, surely this Leviathan stands on the beach and the
world is poised on his fins, AS THIS LEVIATHAN is, "the righteous is
an everlasting foundation" (Mishlei 10:25). The Holy luminary said,
blessed is your portion, Faithful Shepherd.
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14. "and the betrothed maiden cried out, but there was none to save her"
As the beginning of this section is missing, the meaning is not entirely clear, but it begins by talking about the daughter of sound, Malchut, who is in
temporary exile until Moses will come for her. The title verse means that the Shechinah cries out for her children, Yisrael, but there is no one to save
them until the savior comes. We learn that when the tablets were broken the Shechinah fell, and we are also told that the mixed multitudes cannot
separate from Yisrael until the final redemption. Moses is said to be God's son, the Central Pillar. We hear about the joy that will be known at the
time of redemption, and about the Destroyer, Anger and Wrath that are in the world now.
68. (THE BEGINNING IS MISSING) echo (lit. 'daughter of sound'),
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is in exile until you come for her, since you are
her sound SINCE MALCHUT IS THE SECRET OF SPEECH; MOSES,
ZEIR ANPIN, IS THE SOUND IN SPEECH, AND SPEECH IS THE
DAUGHTER OF SOUND. IT IS CALLED DAUGHTER since every wife
is a daughter to her husband, as written, "took her for his own
daughter" (Ester 2:7). SHE IS THEREFORE CALLED DAUGHTER OF
SOUND. She is betrothed to you since you have not come under the
Chupah, WHICH IS REDEMPTION, with her.
69. It is said, "and the betrothed maiden cried out, but there was
none to save her" (Devarim 22:27). So does the Shechinah, the
highest mother, cry for Her children, WHO ARE YISRAEL, but there
is none to save them AND TAKE THEM OUT TO REDEEM THEM, until
the Central Pillar, ZEIR ANPIN, will come for Her, who is the savior.
For Her it is said, "behold, our king comes to you. He is just, and
victorious" (Zecharyah 9:9). He is savior above and you below. And
since you have his form OF ZEIR ANPIN it is said of you, "But as for
you, stand here by Me" (Devarim 5:28). All Yisrael returned to their
tents but you do not, until the final redemption. Who caused that?
The mixed multitude, because of whom, "he threw the tablets out of
his hands" (Shemot 32:20). From that time THE SHECHINAH FELL
and was not redeemed from the mixed multitude of whom it says,
"And a mixed multitude went up also with them" (Shemot 12:38).
Nevertheless, they do not separate from Yisrael and the maidservant
DOES NOT SEPARATE from her mistress until the final redemption.

70. You are the King's son; according to your example we deduced
about the Central Pillar in all THINGS. Your joy shall be like its joy
when it will come to redeem the Shechinah, "which is like a
bridegroom coming out of his chamber..." (Tehilim 19:6). For Her
garments in exile are dark, and when she wears them she says, "Do
not gaze upon me, because I am black" (Shir Hashirim 1:6). They are
the Klipot, Destroyer, Anger and Wrath, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF THE KLIPOT, NAMELY THE MALE OF
THE KLIPAH THAT INCLUDES THEM. His evil female is an evil
maidservant. She is Shabtai (Eng. 'Saturn') OF WHOM IT SAYS, "and
a handmaid that is heir to her mistress" (Mishlei 30:23), who is
Queen Shabbat. Destroyer, Anger and Wrath, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET OF THE KLIPAH, surround the three
patriarchs, WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF
HOLINESS.

15. A crown on his head and a beautiful tree before him
We learn that the Shechinah used to be the crown, the Yud, on top of Hei Vav Hei, until she reverted to be below it.
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71. Moreover, the King's daughter, THE SHECHINAH, used to be Yud
on top of Hei Vav Hei that are included in the patriarchs, first Hei in
Abraham, WHO IS CHESED, and second Hei in Isaac, WHO IS
GVURAH; Vav WAS INCLUDED in Jacob, WHO IS TIFERET. Yud was
on top of them. It then said, "The crown is fallen from our
head" (Eichah 4:16). The sages used a simile of a king who had a
crown on his head and a beautiful tree before him. When he heard
bad news he flung the crown from off his head. What was, THE
SHECHINAH, Yud on top of Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHEN Yud was on top,
reverted to THE PERMUTATION Hei Vav Hei Yud, WHERE Yud is
below. For that reason David said, "The stone which the builders
rejected has become the head stone of the corner. This is Hashem's
doing" (Tehilim 118:22-23).

16. "and speak to the rock"
The Faithful Shepherd is invited to take the stone in his hand in order to break the Klipot. While other leaders tried to do this they were effective only
in removing the outer shell, but they could not bring water from the stone as Moses could; these drops of water are wisdom and the wisdom of the
Kabbalah. The Faithful Shepherd talks about the stone of the Name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, the stone which is Moses' rock, and the rock called Mishnah.
He says that his rock is the King's daughter, Malchut of Atzilut, and that since he hit that rock he was sentenced never to enter the land of Yisrael,
and was buried in a strange land.
72. Rise, Faithful Shepherd, take this stone, WHICH IS MALCHUT, in
your hand, of which it says, "upon one stone are seven
facets" (Zecharyah 2:9), in order to break the shells (Klipot) of the
nut. For many shepherds, leaders of the generation were gathered
by that stone, which is your rock, to bring water out of it, since your
bride, MALCHUT, is the fount of Chochmah in this river that is
flowing with Torah in infinite hidden secrets. It says of it, "But where
shall wisdom be found" (Iyov 28:12).

73. Their whole power is effective in removing the outer shell. When
they reach the second shell, which is strong, they find it difficult and
strike it all their lives with their tongues that are as strong as
hammers, but they have no permission to bring water out of it,
except for those drops that came out through you, when it said of it,
"and with his rod he smote the rock twice" (Bemidbar 20:11). At the
second smiting these drops came out. They are the allusions of
wisdom and the allusions OF THE WISDOM of Kabbalah, which are
in TRACTATE Chagigah and other Mishnayot. No one can bring forth
from this stone wisdom that is inside it, which is infinite, except you,
of whom it says, 'Halachah given to Moses on Sinai'.
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74. The Faithful Shepherd opened and said, Old man, there is a rock
and there is a rock; there is a stone and there is a stone. There is a
stone of the Name of Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH RISES TO YUD OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI AND BECOMES A CROWN OVER HEI VAV HEI OF
YUD HEI VAV HEI. It says of it, "and the stone that smote the image
became a great mountain" (Daniel 2:35), SINCE YUD OF YUD HEI
VAV HEI IS THE SECRET OF A GREAT MOUNTAIN. And there is a
stone that is "a figured stone" (Vayikra 26:1), OF WHICH IT SAYS,
"NOR SHALL YOU INSTALL A FIGURED STONE IN YOUR LAND, TO
BOW DOWN UPON IT" (IBID.) where there is neither flow of the
waters of Chochmah nor speech.
75. But of the stone which is Moses' rock it says, "and speak to the
rock before their eyes; and it shall give forth its water" (Bemidbar
20:8). FOR THIS ROCK is a divine echo, NAMELY MALCHUT OF
ATZILUT, and only speech and reconciliation applies to it. But of the
handmaid OF MALCHUT OF ATZILUT that is another rock called
Mishnah, which is the female of the serving lad METATRON it says,
"A servant will not be corrected by words" (Mishlei 29:19), but it is
smitten and several decrees are broken of it, NAMELY
EXPLANATIONS, and are gathered, which are called compilations.
They are called compilations because they are gathered without a
fount of wisdom or Kabbalah.

76. But my rock is the King's daughter, NAMELY MALCHUT OF
ATZILUT, about which it says, "and speak to the rock before their
eyes; and it shall give forth its water," namely with words and
reconciliation as befitting a King's daughter. But since I smote her I
was smitten because of her and we were sentenced to death. For
whoever refuses the queen is punishable by death, and all the more
so whoever smites the King's daughter. Because of that I was
punished not to enter the land of Yisrael, AS THE LAND OF YISRAEL
CORRESPONDS TO THE KING'S DAUGHTER, but instead I am
buried in a strange land, MALCHUT BEING THE LAND OF YISRAEL,
and she is angry with me. And it says, "he went down to him with a
staff (also: 'tribe')" (II Shmuel 23:21). This is one of my tribes,
because I will descend there to be with Yisrael in exile. Everything is
alluded to and explained in another place by the sages of the
Mishnah.

17. The Faithful Shepherd, the son of the King
We are told that Moses is man in the likeness of Adam above. The speaker appears to be the first man, and Rabbi Shimon addresses him and the
Faithful Shepherd, telling Moses that his gathering into the world above is spoken of in Bemidbar, and the inference is drawn that Moses did not die
as other people do.
We are told that Moses shines on the sages of Halachah and Kabbalah like the sun, and also that they are watered in secret from him as though he
were a spring.
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77. (THE BEGINNING OF THE ARTICLE IS MISSING. THE
FOLLOWING ARE NOT THE WORDS OF THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD)
since the Temple and Messiah's name are named after the Name Yud
Hei Vav Hei, AND THESE FOUR LETTERS YUD HEI VAV HEI ARE the
four faces of man and belong to the tribe of Levi, since they came
out of the living creatures of the rest of the tribes, WHICH ARE THE
FACE OF A LION, THE FACE OF AN OX AND THE FACE OF AN
EAGLE and entered the portion of man's face, being his four faces,
AS THE FACE OF MAN INCLUDES ALL FOUR FACES. And Moses is
man of the likeness of Adam above. "what is his name" IS THE
FIRST MAN "and what is his son's name" (Mishlei 30:4) REFERS TO
MOSES. Because of that, the priests and Levites are fed by the King
and eat at His table, and the rest of the King's armies each give them
food in their abode. The Faithful Shepherd is like the King's son,
who is closer to the King than those who eat at His table, for none is
closer to the King among all His people than His son.

78. The Holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, rose and said TO THE
SPEAKER, Old, old man, through your words your identity is
recognized. You are the first man; "what is his name" was spoken of
you, "and what is his son's name" relates to the Faithful Shepherd.
And because THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD made new expositions in
the Torah, you rejoice since, "A wise son makes a glad
father" (Mishlei 10:1).

79. Faithful Shepherd, in this portion your gathering into that world
is mentioned, as written, "Go into this mount Avarim," mount Nebo,
"And when you have seen it, you shall be gathered to your people,
as Aaron your brother was gathered" (Bemidbar 27:12-13). And in
this portion it behooves you to return to the world and live and enter
the land of Yisrael and join in this portion your bride, WHO IS THE
LAND OF YISRAEL, NAMELY MALCHUT, of whom it says, "Behold, I
give to him My covenant of peace" (Bemidbar 25:12), WHICH WAS
HIS, AND WHICH HE GAVE TO PINCHAS YET HE HIMSELF
REMAINED NOT IN WANT. This is why the Holy One, blessed be He,
did not say to him 'descend' but rather, "Go (lit. 'ascend') INTO
MOUNT AVARIM," because from THIS MOUNTAIN you shall enter the
land of Yisrael.

80. And as for what has been said of you, "but no man knows his
grave to this day..." (Devarim 34:6), woe to those of a closed heart
and shut eyes who do not know your burial that you sought mercy
before the Holy One, blessed be He, not to be taken into a burial in
which you are considered dead. This is the meaning of, "Moses My
servant is dead" (Yehoshua 1:2). And these fools used to say that
Moses was afraid of death like other people, of leaving this world
into the next. They do not know how your burial and death took
place.
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81. For so did the sages of the Mishnah explain that those who die
outside the land of Yisrael are not living. They do not say that they
shall not live, for had they said that they would have denied the
resurrection of the dead. But there is a great secret here, for his,
MOSES', burial was in a form not befitting him, which is, "in a dry
and thirsty land, where no water is" (Tehilim 63:2), NAMELY IN THE
WILDERNESS; and water is none other than Torah, WHICH MEANS
THE WILDERNESS IS A PLACE OF KLIPOT, where, "he had no form
nor comeliness" (Yeshayah 53:2). And whoever saw him in that form,
IT IS SAID, "that we should look at him, and no countenance, that we
should desire him" (Ibid.). This is why the prophecy of Isaiah THAT
BEGINS WITH, "Behold, My servant shall prosper" (Yeshayah 52:13)
alludes to him.

82. Because of this burial, he sought mercy not to die there outside
the land of Yisrael because it was, "in a dry and thirsty land, where
no water is," which is the Torah. Thus it says of him, "Go into this
mount Avarim"; from his lowliness He showed him his loftiness,
namely though you are buried in a place not befitting you, without
your garments, which are skin and flesh, moving and roving from
your place, wandering and exiled, yet Pinchas, with whom you did
kindness, as it says of you, "Behold, I give to him My covenant of
peace," will be kind to you and in his portion you shall rise, THAT IS,
IN THE PASSAGE "BEHOLD, I GIVE TO HIM MY COVENANT OF
PEACE." FOR PINCHAS IS ELIJAH, THE ANGEL OF THE
COVENANT, WHO WILL HELP MOSES CONNECT WITH THE TWO
MESSIAHS TO BRING YISRAEL OUT OF EXILE. In it is your bride,
MALCHUT, and there you shall join her like a groom joins his bride.

83. For had you not been buried outside the Holy Land, outside your
bride, Yisrael would not have come out of exile. Of you it says, "But
he was wounded (Heb. mecholal) because of our
transgressions" (Yeshayah 53:5), becoming not sacred (Heb. chol)
due to the iniquity and transgression of Yisrael, as it says of you,
"And He buried him in the valley" (Devarim 34:6). It says of your
burial, "Every valley shall be exalted" (Yeshayah 40:4), namely, all
that is lowly shall be exalted for your sake, which is Yisrael who are
humbler and lower than any nation and tongue. "and every mountain
and hill shall be made low" (Ibid.) are the wicked and the impudent.

84. This is the meaning of, "and by his injuries (Heb. chavurato) we
are healed" (Yeshayah 53:5), namely, with the connection (Heb.
chibur) he made with us in exile "we are healed." For you are like the
shining sun, since though the sun sets at night it shines on the
moon and all the stars and constellations. So do you shine upon all
the sages of all kinds of Halachah and Kabbalah who are watered in
secret from you like a spring that waters the trees under their root
unbeknownst until its water breaks into the open. This is what is
meant by, "So will your spring be dispersed abroad" (Mishlei 5:16).
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85. For you are also like the sun that travels during winter
underneath the streams SECRETLY AND WARMS THEM. With the
time of redemption, you shall be like the sun that travels during
summer above the springs and they shall be cool WITHOUT
JUDGMENT but with Mercy. For when you are underneath them they
are warm with Judgment. The Faithful Shepherd approached and
blessed the Holy Lamp, saying, surely you shine upon me when it
says of me, "because the sun was set (Heb. ki va)" (Beresheet
28:11), WHICH IS SPELLED LIKE 'the sun was extinguished (Heb.
kavah)' when its light is darkened. May it be that the Name Yud Hei
Vav Hei will shine its Name upon you.

18. Visions by vision, simile and dream
Rabbi Shimon says how the five lights of Binah used to shine on Moses, which was why his face was like the face of the sun. He talks about the five
times light was mentioned in the first day of creation and the five fingers of the right hand and the five Sfirot that are the secret of the five times that
firmament was mentioned. The Faithful Shepherd talks about visions, saying that they are from the right, and Rabbi Shimon replies with his
interpretation of Moses' vision of the burning bush, and of why the bush did not burn. The two of them talk about visions and prophetic apparitions
and dreams. We learn that visions are known through the eye of the mind of the heart.
86. The holy luminary said further, surely you are all that, as said, "If
there be a prophet among you" (Bemidbar 12:6). For that reason,
when supernal Ima, WHO IS BINAH, was revealed to you, you said, "I
will now turn aside, and see this great sight (or: 'vision'), why the
bush is not burnt" (Shemot 3:3). For since BINAH is Mercy, it says of
it, "the bush is not burnt," THAT IS, THAT WHICH IS CALLED BUSH
WILL NOT BURN.

87. There are five lights TO BINAH called sunrays, SINCE BINAH IS
CALLED SUN, FROM CHESED to Hod. And from there, FROM BINAH,
to Hod they used to shine on you, Faithful Shepherd. This gave Hod
to Moses, to let it be known that all FIVE SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH AND HOD gave to you since even Hod
WAS GIVEN TO YOU. This is why the face of Moses is like the face of
the sun, THAT IS, LIKE BINAH CALLED SUN. And these five SFIROT
amount to the fifty gates of Binah SINCE EVERY SFIRAH
COMPREHENDS TEN SFIROT.
88. And these five we mentioned, which are the five TIMES 'light'
mentioned in the first day OF CREATION, WHICH IS CHESED, which
correspond to the five fingers of the right hand, WHICH IS CHESED,
appeared to you at the bush, since you are destined to bring out
Abraham's descendants from exile, who is the grade of right, WHICH
IS CHESED. From there Binah is complete Mercy, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE SECRET OF the great hand, WHICH IS CHESED. But from
the aspect of Gvurah, CALLED the strong hand, ITS FIVE SFIROT
ARE THE SECRET OF five times 'firmament' MENTIONED in the
second day OF THE WORKS OF CREATION that correspond to the
five fingers of the left hand. But from your grade, WHICH IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, IT SAYS, "and the children of Yisrael went out
with a high hand" (Shemot 14:8) THAT CORRESPONDS TO THE
BODY, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN, INCLUDING the body, the
two arms and two legs, which are FIVE ASPECTS corresponding to
the five fingers IN THE HAND. THIS THE THREE HANDS ARE five,
five, five, NAMELY five fingers of the right hand, five fingers of the
left hand and the two arms, two legs and the body, which are five.
TOGETHER they amount to Yud Hei (= fifteen). The Faithful
Shepherd said to him, blessed are you to supernal Ima, BINAH. Yet
these Yud Hei, THE THREE HANDS, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, form for me the last Hei for the rod of Elohim, which is Vav,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. NAMELY, YUD HEI, WHICH ARE CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, BUILD MALCHUT FOR ZEIR ANPIN. He said,
surely it is so.
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89. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD said to the holy luminary, I come to
support your words as YOU SAID THAT VISION IS BINAH, YET a
vision is to the right, since if you calculate THE NUMERICAL VALUE
OF 'in a vision', of which it says, "make Myself known to him in a
vision (Heb. bemar'eh)" (Bemidbar 12:6), you shall find it is IN
NUMERICAL VALUE 248 that is the same numerical value as
Abraham, WHICH IS CHESED. THIS SEEING IN A VISION IS CHESED
OF ZEIR ANPIN RATHER THAN FROM BINAH. The holy luminary
said TO HIM, at first the vision appeared to you of which it says,
"make Myself known to him in a vision," WHICH IS BINAH. Then you
said, "I will now turn aside, and see this great sight (or: 'vision'), why
the bush is not burnt," NAMELY BINAH, wherein the bush is
mentioned five times. THEY CORRESPOND TO THE FIVE LIGHTS OF
THE RIGHT IN BINAH THAT ILLUMINATE THE BUSH FIVE TIMES,
WHICH ARE ITS FIVE JUDGMENTS THAT TURN INTO MERCY LIKE
BINAH. THIS IS WHY THE BUSH DID NOT BURN. Now this vision is
revealed to you again with the 248 positive precepts in the five
books of the Torah, NAMELY THE FIVE LIGHTS OF CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN CALLED TORAH. The Faithful Shepherd rose, kissed him and
blessed him. WE SHOULD KNOW THERE ARE TWO MIRRORS (OR
VISIONS), THE SHINING MIRROR THAT IS ZEIR ANPIN AND ALSO
BINAH, AS HE SAYS HERE, AND THE NON-SHINING MIRROR THAT
IS MALCHUT.
90. THE FAITHFUL SHEPHERD said to him, holy luminary, this vision
is at times preceded by the letter Hei, "the great vision (Heb.
hamar'eh)," and at times by the letter Bet, "make Myself known to
him in a vision (Heb. bemar'eh)"; at times by Mem, "from what
appeared (Heb. mimar'eh) to be his loins downward" (Yechezkel
1:27), at times with Caf, "the appearance (Heb. kemar'eh) of a man
above" (Ibid. 26); sometimes by Vav, "And the sight (Heb. umar'eh)
of the glory of Hashem" (Shemot 24:17), and, "after the sight (Heb.
lemar'eh). Yet it did not need an additional letter at all except Bet of
'bemar'eh.' But surely this mirror comprehends ten Sfirot, and each
letter indicates its Sfirah, namely 'kemar'eh' with Caf indicates Keter,
and so on; the rest of the letters shows each its own Sfirah. And
there is no need to speak here at length; a hint would be sufficient to
the wise.

91. How many apparitions it has, how many similes and visions, all
known through the eye of the mind of the heart, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, of which it says, 'a knowing heart', and, 'an
understanding heart', and the words OF THE VERSE, "and used
similes by means of the prophets" (Hoshea 12:11). Simile is only by
means of the mind of the heart, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and is unlike
the imaging of the eye. This is what is meant by, "To whom then will
you liken Me, that I should be his equal" (Yeshayah 40:25), and, "To
whom then will you liken El" (Ibid. 18). There are sights like those of
the stargazers, WHICH ARE FROM THE OTHER SIDE. But a
prophetic apparition is like a nightly apparition, WHICH IS MALCHUT
CALLED NIGHT, BUT NOT OF SFIROT HIGHER THAN HER.

92. Similes and apparitions are like deducing one thing from
another; likening one thing to another, but a vision that is in the
mind's eye is like a light that shines on the pupil of the eye, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, since the pupil is black, as written, "I am black" (Shir
Hashirim 1:5), NAMELY THE PUPIL OF THE EYE, "but comely" (Ibid.)
with the white light in the eye that shines ON THE PUPIL OF THE
EYE. This pupil of the eyes is called "the commandment is a
lamp" (Mishlei 6:23), and the light that shines within it from inside
NAMELY THE WHITE, is, "and Torah is light" (Ibid.), THAT IS, ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED TORAH.
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93. The holy luminary said, That is what I said, that now through the
Torah the Holy One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah were
revealed to you. That is WHAT IS MEANT BY, "make Myself known to
him in a vision" (Bemidbar 12:6). The vision is supernal Ima. "Make
Myself known" MEANS IT IS KNOWN to you through knowledge
(Da'at), WHICH IS the son of Yud Hei, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
VAV OF YUD HEI VAV HEI. "and speak to him in a dream" (Bemidbar
12:6) refers to last Hei, WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH.

94. The dream is with the eyes shut, NAMELY MALCHUT, for which
reason it is called the non-shining mirror. Prophecy is a vision with
open eyes, since the three colors of the eye correspond to the three
patriarchs CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET in which the only
daughter, WHICH IS MALCHUT, NAMELY THE PUPIL OF THE EYE,
shines. The two sides of the eyes are Netzach and Hod, and the
vision OF PROPHECY is seen only through them, NETZACH AND
HOD. When they are open it is a waking vision and when they are
shut it is a vision in a dream.

95. The Faithful Shepherd said to him, blessed are you to the Holy
One, blessed be He. Rise and complete the precepts so the supernal
vision, WHICH IS BINAH, shall shine with them, WITH THE
PRECEPTS towards the Holy One, blessed be He. The holy luminary
said to him, Yud is the pupil of the eye, NAMELY MALCHUT, OF
WHICH IT SAYS, "For the commandment is a lamp; and Torah is
light," SINCE THE COMMANDMENT IS A LAMP REFERS TO
MALCHUT AND THE TORAH IS LIGHT REFERS TO ZEIR ANPIN. SHE
IS Hei Vav AS VAV shines on her, ON THE PUPIL OF THE EYE, five
SFIROT, WHICH ARE the three colors in the eye, CHESED, GVURAH
AND TIFERET, and the two sides of the eye, NETZACH AND HOD.
And five TIMES 'light' shine on THE PUPIL OF THE EYE from within,
SINCE THEY ARE FROM supernal Hei, WHICH IS BINAH, which is the
light of the (Hei) vision.

19. Forty minus one
We are told that God will strike Samael fifty times for turning himself into a deity, and that Adam and Eve and the serpent and the land were given a
total of 39 stripes because they all sinned against the letter Hei.
96. "Forty stripes he may give him, and not exceed" (Devarim 25:3).
This precept is to strike the wicked, who is Samael, who the Holy
One, blessed be He, will give fifty stripes for turning himself into a
deity. Let the unification OF KRIAT SH'MA AND 'BLESSED BE...' that
Yisrael meditate on twice a day in the 25 plus 25 letters in them,
come and strike with them whoever turns himself into a deity, and
who is nothing but a filthy servant. And as for those who sinned
against LAST Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, the Holy One, blessed be
He, decreed to strike them with Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph
Vav, which are of the numerical value of forty minus one. With this
name the Holy One, blessed be He, gave ten stripes to Adam, ten to
Eve, ten to the serpent and ten to the land, WHICH AMOUNT TO 39
STRIPES, since they all sinned against the letter Hei, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. Hence IT IS WRITTEN, "Because you have done
this" (Beresheet 2:14), 'THIS' BEING A NAME OF MALCHUT.

20. Levirate marriage and Chalitzah
This section talks about the precept for a man to marry the widow of his childless brother. The man must concentrate on unification and not on his
own pleasure, otherwise he creates a separation and brings Samael in between. We are told that spilling seed in vain withholds many blessings from
a man, and it brings separation instead of union.
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97. "If brothers dwell together, and one of them die, and have no
child...her husband's brother shall go in to her, and take her to him
to wife" (Devarim 25:5). This precept is to marry one's brother's
widow, since a brother's widow is Dalet OF ONE (HEB. ECHAD,
ALEPH CHET DALET), and together with Aleph Chet OF ECHAD it is
one. THAT IS, THE BROTHER (HEB. ACH, ALEPH CHET) SHOULD
MEDITATE ON THIS UNIFYING. And if, heaven forbid, THE BROTHER
does not with a WHOLE heart wish to bring Aleph Chet to Dalet, THE
DALET being the wife and mate of the brother, BUT CONCENTRATE
ON HIS OWN PLEASURE, he creates a separation and brings
Samael, another El, in between. It says of him "that he spilled it on
the ground..." (Beresheet 38:9). THEN the tip is gone from the letter
Dalet of Echad AND IT TURNS INTO RESH; AND THE WORD ECHAD
BECOMES ACHER (ENG. 'OTHER'). This is why, "and it came to
pass, when he went in to his brother's wife, that he spilled it on the
ground, lest he should give seed to his brother" (Ibid.). Spilling seed
in vain withholds many blessings from one, and IT BRINGS
separation to union. This is why, "And Er, Judah's firstborn, was
wicked in the sight of Hashem; and Hashem slew him" (Ibid. 7).
98. Uniting Aleph Chet with Dalet is done by means of the righteous,
and Boaz, since he overcame his impulse SO AS TO PERFORM
LEVIRATE MARRIAGE FOR THE SAKE OF PERFORMING A
PRECEPT is considered righteous. This is why he is CALLED Boaz,
WHICH IS SPELLED LIKE Bo Az (Eng. 'strength in him'), namely, he
has a strong impulse. "Lo, El does all these things twice or three
times with a man" (Iyov 33:29). This is Yud Hei Vav that include three
letters of the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD CALLED MAN, in order to
levirate the LAST Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

21. "to confirm all manner of transactions; a man pulled off his shoe"
We read about the custom in old times concerning redeeming and exchanging where a man pulled off his shoe and gave it to his neighbor; this
alludes to a change of name, a change of place and a change of action. We are given the inner meaning of this custom. The Shechinah does not
change when she is with God, nor does He change when with her. The meaning of the ritual of the shoe is linked to the meaning of levirate marriage
as well.
99. Of Binah, the son of Yud Hei, it says, "Now this was the custom
in former times in Yisrael concerning redeeming and concerning
exchanging, to confirm all manner of transactions; a man pulled off
his shoe, and gave it to his neighbor" (Rut 4:7). This alludes to
changing name, which is Mem Tzadik Pe Tzadik here. Eheyeh 'where (Heb. ayeh)' is the place of His glory to adore Him - Yud Hei
Vav is Eheyeh, which is a change of place. A change in action: in
Adonai Aleph OF ADONAI is Eheyeh, Yud OF ADONAI is Yud Hei Vav
Hei, and both change in Adonai.

100. "and this was the manner of attesting in Yisrael" (Rut 4:7). The
attestation is supernal Ima, WHO IS BINAH, AS WRITTEN, "Bind up
the testimony, seal the Torah among My disciples" (Yeshayah 8:16).
BINDING IS BINAH, AND SINCE IT IS WRITTEN, "BIND UP THE
TESTIMONY" WE DERIVE THAT TESTIMONY OR ATTESTATION IS
BINAH, which is the seal of the world, namely the seal of heaven and
earth, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. Exchanging refers
to the lower Shechinah, NAMELY MALCHUT. Where did MALCHUT
hide HERSELF? In her lad, THE ANGEL Metatron, and he changed
her. There MALCHUT is CALLED Mishnah. And of man, of whom it
says, "according to the beauty of a man; that it (he) may remain in
the house" (Yeshayah 44:13), IT SAYS, "You change (Heb.
meshaneh) his countenance, and send him away" (Iyov 14:20).
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101. This is why the sages of the Mishnah have explained that 'the
way I am spelled is not the way I am pronounced in this world; but
spelled Yud Hei Vav Hei and pronounced Adonai'. HE ASKS, yet it is
written, "I am Hashem, I do not change" (Malachi 3:6), AND
ANSWERS, it is not changed in spelling but is changed in
pronunciation since writing INDICATES it does not change in its
place, but in reading, WHICH IS THE GRADE OF MALCHUT CALLED
SPEECH, when it is outside its place, it does change AND IS
PRONOUNCED ADONAI. "Take heed of him, and obey his voice,
provoke him not...for My name is in him" (Shemot 23:21), since His
handmaid's name is Adonai like the Queen's name. And the Holy
One, blessed be He, is changed in him, IN METATRON, because he is
a lad. In him is the mystery of, "he shall return to the days of his
youth" (Iyov 33:25).

102. But the Shechinah, when with the Holy One, blessed be He,
does not change, nor does the Holy One, blessed be He, change
when with Her. This is the meaning of, "I am Hashem, I do not
change." "I" is the Shechinah; Yud Hei Vav Hei is the Central Pillar,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN; "a man pulled off his shoe" refers to
Sandalfon, who is a sandal by the Holy One, blessed be He, and a
shoe by the Shechinah. But Tiferet that includes six Sfirot is a body
to the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, and Malchut is a body to the
Shechinah that is Adonai.

103. "then shall his brother's wife approach him in the presence of
the elders, and loose his shoe from off his foot, and spit in his
face..." (Devarim 25:9). It is a precept to perform Chalitzah. It is the
loosening (Heb. Chalitzah) of the spirit from that body to which he
needs to connect as a brother AND MARRY HIS WIFE; he releases
him from the brother's tie, AND THE WIDOW NEEDS HIM NO
LONGER. That spirit OF THE DEAD THAT IS SEPARATED FROM HIS
BROTHER THROUGH THE CHALITZAH goes away and wanders until
it is redeemed. This is what is meant by, "either his uncle, or his
uncle's son, may redeem him, or any that is near of kin to
him..." (Vayikra 25:49). But if he finds not, "his means suffice, he
may redeem himself" (Ibid.), AND HE NEEDS TO WAIT UNTIL HE
ACQUIRES ENOUGH FOR HIS OWN REDEMPTION. AND THE SPIRIT
OF THE DEAD is like a guest going from place to place or like a
servant walking with a chain around his neck until he achieves
redemption from his Master from his iniquities, NAMELY BY MEANS
OF REINCARNATION. Woe to him who did not leave a son who will
redeem him.

22. One who acts with piety to his Master
We are told that a prisoner cannot release himself from prison, and the Faithful Shepherd says that God regards one who prays and does charity
and occupies himself with Torah to have redeemed Him and His children from among the heathen nations. Stress is placed on the necessity to
meditate only on redeeming the Shechinah from exile. Elijah and the heads of the Yeshivot tells Moses that he is the son of the King and Queen, and
that his worship is done with the love of a son who will risk his life for his parents' sakes. The Faithful Shepherd prostrates himself before God and
says that even though he has nothing to offer Him, still God desires the heart of man to be willing to do anything for Him. Next God comes to bless
and kiss the Faithful Shepherd, and says that he is indeed His son.
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104. Elijah and heads of the Yeshivot, LISTEN. It is indicated here
that a prisoner cannot release himself from prison. For he, ZEIR
ANPIN, is tied by the knot of the hand Tefilin and bound by the head
Tefilin, when he has no son, NAMELY A MAN WHO WILL WORSHIP
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, NOT FOR THE SAKE OF
RECEIVING A REWARD, WHO IS CALLED A SON TO THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE, who will redeem him through the aspect of
the son of Yud Hei. THAT IS, IF HE WHO PUTS ON TEFILIN IS NOT A
CHARIOT TO THE SON OF YUD HEI, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, NAMELY,
IF HE DOES NOT MEDITATE ON PLEASING HIS MAKER LIKE A SON
WHO WORKS FOR HIS FATHER NOT TO RECEIVE A REWARD,
THEN by that knot OF TEFILIN the Holy One, blessed be He, is a tied
and bound brother, who has no permission to redeem himself, he
being Dalet OF ECHAD, which is itself (or: is the bone) of Aleph and
Chet OF ECHAD, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. ZEIR ANPIN called it "bone
of my bones" (Beresheet 2:23) in the skull where the head Tefilin is
put, and called it "flesh of my flesh" (Ibid.) from the aspect of the
heart.
105. Not in vain did the Holy One, blessed be He, say that 'whoever
is occupied with the Torah and charity and prays with the
congregation, I regard him as if he redeemed Me and My children
from among the heathen'. HE ASKS, YET many people are occupied
in the Torah and charity and pray with the congregation, yet the Holy
One, blessed be He, and His Shechinah are not redeemed. AND HE
ANSWERS that THE MEANING IS he should study Torah in order to
unite the Shechinah with the Holy One, blessed be He, AND NOT
FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. As for charity, we have explained that a
Chasid (Eng. 'pious man') is a man who acts with kindness (Chesed)
with his Maker, WHICH MEANS THAT all the commandments he
performs are done in order to redeem THROUGH THEIR MERIT the
Shechinah FROM EXILE, AND NOT FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. By
that he acts with piety with the Holy One, blessed be He, AND IS
CALLED PIOUS.

106. Whoever is charitable with the Shechinah, TO BRING HER OUT
OF EXILE, is charitable with the Holy One, blessed be He, since
when Yisrael sinned and the Holy One, blessed be He, wanted to
afflict them, Ima, NAMELY THE SHECHINAH, brooded over them
AND STOPPED THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE FROM
AFFLICTING THEM. This was so until they fell into bad ways. The
Holy One, blessed be He then exiled the King's children, NAMELY
YISRAEL, together with the Queen, WHO IS THE SHECHINAH, and
swore He shall not return to His place until the Queen return to Hers.
THUS a man who is charitable with the Shechinah and repents, and
in all Her Torah and precepts MEDITATES only on redeeming the
Shechinah FROM EXILE, acts with piety towards his Maker and it is
as if he redeemed Him and His Shechinah and His children FROM
EXILE.
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107. Said Elijah and all the heads of the Yeshivot, Faithful Shepherd,
you are that man, you are the son of the King and the Queen, whose
worship to the Holy One, blessed be He is not EVEN that of one who
is pious with his Maker, but that of a son who is obliged to gird
himself and his strength to redeem his father and mother and risk
his life for their sakes. For whoever is not the son of the King yet
acts with kindness by the King and Queen, surely is regarded thus
that he acts with kindness with his Maker. BUT YOU WHO ARE THE
SON OF THE KING, FOR YOU IT IS A DUTY RATHER THAN
KINDNESS.

108. The Faithful Shepherd rose and prostrated himself before the
Holy One, blessed be He. He wept and said, may it please Him to
regard me as a son, that my doings towards the Holy One, blessed
be He and His Shechinah will be considered by them as those of a
son who strives to do them for his father and mother, whom he loves
more than he loves himself, his own Nefesh, Ruach and Neshamah.
Whatever he has he regards as naught so as to do with them his
father's and mother's wishes and redeem them through them. And
though I know everything is His domain AND I HAVE NOTHING TO
OFFER HIM, yet the Merciful desires the heart OF MAN TO BE
WILLING TO DO ANYTHING. At that time the Holy One, blessed be
He came to him, kissed him, and He said, Faithful Shepherd, you are
indeed My son and the son of the Shechinah. Sages and angels, kiss
the son. They all rose and kissed him and accepted him as a Rabbi
and king over them.

23. Cutting off the seed of Amalek
The Faithful Shepherd talks about Amalek and how the names of Bilaam and Balak are marked in it. He tells us of the four facets of Yisrael - Jacob
and Rachel, and Israel and Leah - and says that these correspond to the four faces of the eagle. Similarly there are four facets to Amalek - divination,
enchantment, iniquity and perverseness. Amalek above is Samael, whose facets tempt people to sin against God.
109. "Therefore it shall be, when Hashem your Elohim has give you
rest...you shall blot out the remembrance of Amalek..." (Devarim
25:19). For the Holy One, blessed be He has sworn not to return to
His throne before He takes revenge from it. The Faithful Shepherd
opened and said, surely this is why they were traveling in the
wilderness and by the sea, and did not enter the land of Yisrael until
He would take revenge on Amalek.

110. HE ASKS, who is THE ROOT OF Amalek above IN THE
SPIRITUAL SENSE? We see that the souls of Bilaam and Balak came
from there, FROM CELESTIAL AMALEK, and this is why they had
more enmity towards Yisrael than any nation or tongue. This is why
AMALEK is marked in their names, NAMELY Am of Bilaam and Lek
of Balak. The Amalekites are male and female and of them it says,
"He has not beheld iniquity in Jacob nor has he seen perverseness
in Israel" (Bemidbar 23:21), WHERE INIQUITY IS THE MALE SIDE OF
AMALEK AND PERVERSENESS IS ITS FEMALE.
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111. Yisrael has four facets, Jacob, Israel, Rachel and Leah, IN
WHICH Israel and Leah ARE MALE AND FEMALE and Jacob with
Rachel ARE MALE AND FEMALE. THESE FOUR correspond to, "they
four also had the face of an eagle" (Yechezkel 1:10), THAT IS, WHICH
CORRESPOND TO THE FOUR FACES OF THE EAGLE, SINCE
JACOB AND ISRAEL ARE THE ASPECT OF AN EAGLE THAT IS THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. Similarly there are four facets to Amalek, which
are divination, enchantment, iniquity and perverseness. The letters
of iniquity (Heb. amal) are present in Amalek, and OF Haman, who
descended from Amalek IT SAYS, "His mischief (Heb. amal) shall
return upon his own head" (Tehilim 7:17). And all the chiefs of Esau
came from Amalek. Amalek above is Samael WHO HAS FOUR OF
THEIR FACETS, WHICH ARE iniquity, enchantment, perverseness
and deceit. They tempt man to sin against the Holy One, blessed be
He. Divination (Heb. kesem) is Kuf of Amalek, poison (Heb. sam)
from Samael, enchantment is El of Samael (THE END IS MISSING)

24. One must not start anything on Monday or Wednesday
We learn of the astrological reasons for not starting anything on a Monday or a Wednesday. Both the children of Yisrael and the children of Ishmael
calculate according to the moon, but Yisrael are attached to its good part and the children of Ishmael to its evil part. We are told that the dominion of
both Saturn and Shabbat is on the seventh day, the day of rest. People should not start things on Mondays or Wednesdays because Gehenom was
created on the second day and the eclipse of the luminaries on the fourth day.
112. Regarding it Abraham was told, "Get you out of your country,
and from your kindred, and from your father's house" (Beresheet
12:1), namely, from your nativity, WHICH IS THE ASTROLOGY OF
STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS, from those houses of the moon, of
Saturn, or Mars - since it says of Mars, Saturn and the moon that one
must not start things on Monday and Wednesday, because Mars has
in itself the redness of the sun, WHICH INDICATES Gehenom, Esau's
mother, who was born on the second day OF THE WORKS OF
CREATION, WHICH IS WHY WE DO NOT START ON MONDAY. The
moon is both good and evil, good when it shines FULLY and evil
when it is in ITS DAYS OF wane.

113. Since THE MOON comprehends good and evil, Yisrael calculate
according to it and the children of Ishmael calculate according to it.
YISRAEL ARE ATTACHED TO ITS GOOD PART AND THE CHILDREN
OF ISHMAEL TO ITS EVIL PART. When it is eclipsed during its
fullness, WHICH IS ITS GOOD PART, it is a bad sign for Yisrael, and
when it is eclipsed during its waning it is a bad sign for the
Ishmaelites. Of it, IT IS WRITTEN, "for the wisdom of their wise men
shall perish" (Yeshayah 29:14), namely the wisdom of the
Ishmaelites, "and the understanding of their prudent men shall be
hid" (Ibid.), because they do not know about the creation OF THE
STARS but of their customs, according to changes in the world and
their calculation. The moon was created on the fourth day OF THE
WORKS OF CREATION and when it is waning, when there is poverty,
Lilit was created, who is Saturn, which is hunger and thirst and the
eclipse of the luminaries. It says of her, "Let there be lights (Heb.
me'orot)" (Beresheet 1:14) spelled without Vav, WHICH MEANS A
CURSE, AS WRITTEN, "The curse (Heb. me'erat) of Hashem is in the
house of the wicked" (Mishlei 3:33), AND ALSO, "but the sinner shall
be caught by her" (Kohelet 7:26) and the righteous, "shall escape
from her" (Ibid.). THIS IS WHY WE DO NOT START THINGS ON
WEDNESDAY.
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114. There is another star, which is a small dot over the moon, which
is a luminary. This is the dot Cholam CALLED a King's daughter,
Queen Shabbat. And the dominion of both SATURN (HEB. SHABTAI)
AND SHABBAT is on the seventh day, of which it says, "that your
manservant and your maidservant may rest" (Devarim 5:14). For the
order of their creation is not like the order of calculation. This is why
the sun and Mars, which are red and OF THE ASPECT OF Gehenom,
were created on the second day OF THE WORKS OF CREATION, and
the moon and Saturn were created on the fourth day OF THE
WORKS OF CREATION, SINCE SATURN INDICATES hunger and
darkness. This is why we do not start on Monday or Wednesday,
since Gehenom was created on the second day and the eclipse of
the luminaries on the fourth day.

25. "and a handmaid that is heir to her mistress"
We are told that the sages of Mishnah disagree regarding the giving of the Torah, one thinking that it was given on the third day and another
thinking that it was given on the seventh day. The stars and the moon and the sun and the planets are brought in to clarify the argument. We learn
that there are twelve constellations from the good side and twelve from the evil side. Lastly we are told that the wicked are the forefathers of
impurity and that an evil man is considered to be dead.
115. Of the star it says, "there shall come a star out of
Jacob" (Bemidbar 24:17), WHICH IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN. Its
grade is in the third day OF THE WORKS OF CREATION and it says
of it, "And it came to pass on the third day in the morning" (Shemot
19:16), in which the Holy One, blessed be He, descended to give the
Torah to Yisrael, THE TORAH BEING an only daughter, NAMELY
MALCHUT, to be with it, WITH THE THIRD DAY, WHICH IS TIFERET,
as Queen Shabbat. For the third day includes the three branches of
the patriarchs, NAMELY THE THREE BRANCHES OF SHIN, WHICH
ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, and the only daughter,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, whose dominion is on Shabbat eve, becomes
Shabbat in it, IN THE THIRD DAY, BECAUSE SHABBAT IS
COMPOSED OF THE LETTER SHIN PLUS BAT (ENG. 'DAUGHTER'),
IN WHICH SHIN ALLUDES TO THE THREE SFIROT CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, WHICH ARE ATTACHED TO THE
DAUGHTER, MALCHUT.
116. This is why the Mishnah sages disagree regarding the giving of
the Torah, which is an only daughter. One said the Torah was given
on the third day and another said it was given on the seventh day,
since she is an only daughter attached to the Central Pillar, which is
the third of the patriarchs, NAMELY TIFERET, ACCORDING TO
WHICH THE TORAH WAS GIVEN ON THE THIRD DAY. AND
MALCHUT is attached to the Righteous, WHO IS YESOD, NAMELY
THE SIXTH DAY, and the only daughter, WHO IS MALCHUT, is
seventh to him. And when she is a crown over his head, she is
considered seventh with regard to him, as he, YESOD is sixth, and
his planet is Jupiter (Heb. tzedek). And the only daughter, Queen
Shabbat, is called righteousness (Heb. tzedek) and hence the Torah,
MALCHUT, is attached between the third DAY and the seventh DAY.
SOME THEREFORE SAY THAT THE TORAH WAS GIVEN ON THE
THIRD DAY AND SOME SAY THE TORAH WAS GIVEN ON THE
SEVENTH.
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117. And she, MALCHUT, is Caf Bet of the star (Heb. kochav, Caf Bet
Caf Vav). Caf Vav OF THE STAR IS THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI, ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF, "For Hashem
Elohim is a sun and shield" (Tehilim 84:12). The Shechinah is
Malchut of holiness, OF WHOM IT SAYS, "By you (Heb. becha, Bet
Caf) shall Yisrael bless" (Beresheet 48:20), BEING CAF BET OF THE
STAR. And She is the secret of the Caf Bet (22) letters of the Torah.
A star includes three grades. Caf OF KOCHAV is Keter, Bet is Binah,
CAF VAV OF KOCHAV, WHICH IS Yud Hei Vav Hei, includes both,
and is Chochmah. The star includes everything, INCLUDING ALSO
the grade of the Central Pillar, WHICH IS CAF VAV OF MERCURY
THAT HAS THE SAME NUMERICAL VALUE AS YUD HEI VAV HEI. IT
INCORPORATES the Shechinah, WHO IS CAF BET OF KOCHAV, AS
SAID BEFORE.
118. She, THE SHECHINAH, is CALLED the moon (Heb. levanah),
namely clarification (Heb. libun) of the Halachah, which is Mercy
from the aspect of Chesed. She is also called the sun, clear as the
sun, from the aspect of Gvurah, the face of Moses being as the face
of the sun. A waning moon is a dark moon, her handmaid OF
MALCHUT that is Gehenom and an evil sun. ALSO her handmaid is
Saturn, which is the eclipse of the luminaries and the desecration of
Shabbat. She is a handmaid that turns her back on her mistress,
MALCHUT, every day and overcomes her because of the iniquities of
Yisrael her children. This is the meaning of, "and a handmaid that is
heir to her mistress" (Mishlei 30:23). The handmaid rules mainly on
the second day, in which Gehenom WAS CREATED, and on the
fourth day where the luminaries became defective. From them she
came to rule every day.

119. The King's daughter, WHO IS MALCHUT, is bound by ropes.
THAT IS, JUST AS THE ADHESIONS OF THE LUNG STOP THE AIR
FROM THE LUNG, SO DO THE INIQUITIES OF YISRAEL STOP THE
LIGHT FROM MALCHUT in prison in her exile. She is a nest to
Samael among the stars, THAT IS, SAMAEL IS ATTACHED TO HER,
and the Holy One, blessed be He, swears, "Though you do soar aloft
like the eagle, and though you do set your nest among the stars,
from there I will bring you, says Hashem" (Ovadyah 1:4). And the
Shechinah is CALLED Venus (Heb. nogah), AS WRITTEN, "the fire
was bright (Heb. nogah)" (Yechezkel 1:13). Hence the synagogue is
called 'a bright fire' IN A FOREIGN TONGUE.
120. The fire of Mars (Heb. ma'adim) IS RED SINCE MA'ADIM derives
from redness (Heb. odem), ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF, "the
first row shall be a ruby (Heb. odem), a chrysolite, and a
beryl" (Shemot 28:17). Venus is a white fire, and both are the face of
the sun, the face of the moon. Netzach and Hod receive the
whiteness from Chesed and the redness from Gvurah; Aaron and
David came from there; one received Mercy and the other received
Judgment. David came from the left side, AS WRITTEN, "Now he was
ruddy" (I Shmuel 16:12). Aaron is a man of Chesed, and the two true
prophets, NAMELY NETZACH AND HOD, are from them. The face of
Moses used to shine with prophecy from Binah, which is the
supernal sun, whence his prophecy came.
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121. In them, Esau the wicked, the servant IS CALLED Edom, and his
female IS CALLED Mars, which is bloodshed in Yisrael. She caused
it to be fulfilled in the Queen, "he has made me desolate and faint
(Heb. davah) all the day" (Eichah 1:13). Hod turned into Davah, since
they correspond to Netzach and Hod. "I AM NOT ABLE TO RISE
UP" (IBID. 14) CORRESPONDS TO NETZACH AND "FAINT ALL THE
DAY" CORRESPONDS TO HOD. THEY ARE Jachin and Boaz,
NETZACH BEING JACHIN AND BOAZ HOD, on both of which the
house is supported, since a synagogue, WHICH CORRESPONDS TO
MALCHUT, is named after them 'a bright fire', as we said.

122. And an evil handmaid is THE ASPECT OF burial, and in it her
mistress is imprisoned. THE EVIL HANDMAID is Saturn, which is
cold and dry, buried in the dust, and is the death of poverty in the
Torah, OF WHICH IT WAS SAID THAT A POOR MAN IS CONSIDERED
AS DEAD. She is the grave of the poor man, who is covered within it
with seven kinds of stories. For she includes seven planets, like HER
MISTRESS Queen Shabbat includes seven SFIROT. And the seven
planets from the aspect of the mistress are the seven years of plenty
and those of the aspect of the handmaid are the seven years of
famine, of which the prophet said, "not a famine for bread, nor a
thirst for water, but for hearing the words of Hashem" (Amos 8:11).

123. Her mistress is a garden. The handmaid is filthy refuse from the
aspect of the mixed multitude. The refuse is mixed in the garden in
order to grow seeds of the aspect of the Tree of Knowledge of Good
and Evil. From the aspect of idolatry THE HANDMAID is called
Saturn, Lilit, filthy refuse, because she is excrement mixed with
different types of filth and vermin, into which dead dogs are thrown.
The children of Esau and Ishmael are buried in it. She is a grave for
idolatry, where the uncircumcised are buried, who are dead dogs,
vermin, a bad smell and filthy, and who became foul through her,
who is the adhesion attached to the mixed multitude that are mixed
in Yisrael, and who is attached to the bones and flesh that are the
children of Esau and Ishmael, who are a dead bone and unclean
meat, meat that is torn by beasts in the field, of which it says, "you
shall cast it to the dogs" (Shemot 22:30).

124. Just as there are twelve constellations from the good side so
there are twelve constellations from the Evil Side. This is what is
meant by, "twelve princes according to their nations" (Beresheet
25:16), since, "the Elohim has made the one as well as the
other" (Kohelet 7:14). And the wicked are the forefathers of impurity,
being made impure by the dead and by vermin, who causes one to
be unclean by their space, their inside, their back, and even their
innermost parts, by which the priest becomes unclean. This is why,
"neither shall he go in to any dead body" (Vayikra 21:11), since the
evil man is considered dead. And the holy luminary EVEN "not defile
himself for his father, or for his mother" (Ibid.).

26. Elijah, do not tarry in coming down
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Elijah is implored to come down quickly because God and His Shechinah are in exile and the Faithful Shepherd is buried among the wicked awaiting
release. He begs Elijah to come with the celestial angels, and he speaks about the vessels of the Shechinah that are holy angels above and Yisrael
below. If there are people of good qualities Malchut spreads over them with her ten Sfirot and the Cause of Causes descends upon her. Next Rabbi
Shimon beseeches God to take note of the Faithful Shepherd who is worth 600,000 people of Yisrael and who embodies all ten attributes; he
reminds God that He promised He would not destroy the world for the sake of ten righteous people. Finally Rabbi Shimon asks Elijah to swear an
oath to reveal Moses to all the leaders of the Mishnah sages so they will recognize him and he will no longer have to bear the burden of the sins of
Yisrael. He says that God will thank Elijah for doing this.
125. I have found remedy here to that of which it says, "For they
made his grave among the wicked" (Yeshayah 53:9). Since this is the
burial site for Aba and Ima, WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT,
who are in exile with Yisrael, the verse was fulfilled in me, "not defile
himself" (Vayikra 21:11). Elijah, do not tarry in coming down, for
though you are a priest, PINCHAS BEING ELIJAH, such may be
defiled for his father, or for his mother. For the Holy One, blessed be
He, and His Shechinah are in exile, THEY BEING ABA AND IMA TO
WHOM EXILE is a grave, and I am buried among them. An oath upon
you, by the name of the living, enduring Hashem, do not tarry in
coming down. Holy, winged angels, an oath upon you, take this oath,
WHICH IS THE SECRET OF MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED AN OATH,
and raise her, the Queen, upon your wings with her glory to the Holy
One, blessed be He.

126. Celestial angels, sent by the Holy One, blessed be He, from the
right side, His angels messengers from the left, and angels of Aba
and Ima, WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE
CENTRAL COLUMN, shall hide her, MALCHUT, above and below,
and cover her with the letter Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, with his six
wings, of whom it says, "Seraphs stood above him. Each one had six
wings; WITH TWO HE COVERED HIS FACE" (Yeshayah 6:2) of his
oath, which is Hei, the fourth LETTER OF YUD HEI VAV HEI,
NAMELY MALCHUT, "and with two he covered his feet" (Ibid.) OF
MALCHUT, and with two they cause her to fly TO ZEIR ANPIN.

127. And you, Elijah, who have risen to the Cause of causes, who
loaded you with every goodness, go down to her, TO MALCHUT, and
be a cherub under her, to bring her down filled with goodness. And
the angels of Aba and Ima, who are Yud Hei, shall cover her during
your descent and make her fly with six wings OF THE SIX LETTERS
Aleph Bet Gimel, Yud Tav Tzadik and the 36 LETTERS IN THE SIX
NAMES derived FROM ALEPH BET GIMEL, YUD TAV TZADIK,
WHICH ARE KUF RESH AYIN, SIN TET NUN; NUN GIMEL DALET,
YUD CAF SHIN; BET TET RESH, TZADIK TAV GIMEL; CHET KUF
BET, TET NUN AYIN; YUD GIMEL LAMED, PE ZAYIN KUF; SHIN KUF
VAV, TZADIK YUD TAV, THE numerical value OF WHICH is 36.
Surely, "Seraphs stood above him (Heb. lo, Lamed Vav)," NAMELY
WITH THE ABOVE-MENTIONED LAMED VAV (36) LETTERS. And his
Hei descends, NAMELY MALCHUT, hidden and covered by them.
And angels coming from the Righteous, the life of the worlds,
support her over you like the living creatures that support the throne.
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128. For though Hei of Atzilut, of the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei, WHICH
IS MALCHUT, supports everything, you must not fly up and down,
except with her, WITH MALCHUT. Just like the body parts cannot
move except with the soul, so do her parts, NAMELY HER SFIROT,
expand over you to support you with them. For such is Hei, like the
sea. If it has vessels TO FILL, they are filled from it and it spreads
within them like streams that spread from the sea onto the earth. If it
does not have vessels, it is Hei only, alone without the expansion of
streams.

129. Such are the vessels of the Shechinah, which above are holy
angels and below are Yisrael. If there are people of good qualities
among them, kind, pious and mighty, learned in the Torah, the
Prophets and the Writings, righteous, people of Malchut, of whom it
says, "and such as had ability in them to stand in the king's
palace" (Daniel 1:4), namely during the Amidah (lit. 'standing') prayer
in the King's palace, which is Adonai, whose King is Yud Hei Vav
Hei. If they are wise and intelligent, leaders of Yisrael, not leaders of
the mixed multitude, of whom it says, "Her adversaries have become
the chief" (Eichah 1:5), then she, MALCHUT, spreads over them with
her ten Sfirot. At that time the Cause of causes descends upon her
with Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph, to establish
the Shechinah on them.

130. When, "he looked this way and that, and when he saw that there
was no man" (Shemot 2:12), she says, "for why should I be like one
who cloaks himself" (Shir Hashirim 1:7), namely wrapping herself
and not expanding over them. And the Holy One, blessed be He,
cries loud for her, saying, "How does the city sit solitary" (Eichah
1:1).

131. As he was speaking, the holy luminary, RABBI SHIMON, rose
and said, Master of the universe, here is the Faithful Shepherd, of
whom it says, "Now the man Moses was very meek" (Bemidbar
12:3). Until this moment, "he saw that there was no man." But here
the man Moses is equivalent to 600,000 of Yisrael, and in him, "From
the place of His habitation He looks" (Tehilim 33:14), THE INITIALS
OF WHICH FORM THE WORD MOSES, of whom it says in relation to
the last exile, "and Hashem has caused the iniquity of us all to fall
upon him" (Yeshayah 53:6). He comprehends the ten attributes for
which You said, "I will not destroy it for the sake of the
ten" (Beresheet 18:32). Go down over him to oversee the world and
fulfill Your words that You are true and that all Your words are true.

132. For he acted kindly by the Shechinah and tied her handmaid to
Gvurah, so the handmaid shall be bound under her mistress with the
knot of Tefilin. And he endeavored for Her sake with the Torah of
truth, AS WRITTEN, "The Torah of truth was in his mouth" (Malachi
2:6). And he strove in it in the Prophets and the Writings: in the
Prophets in different kinds of comforts and in the Writings, WHICH
ARE MALCHUT, in ten kinds of Psalms, WHICH ARE HER TEN
SFIROT; in the Righteous WHICH IS YESOD in the eighteen
blessings in the AMIDAH prayer.
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133. But the sages of the Mishnah do not know the Faithful
Shepherd. Elijah, an oath upon you in the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei and
in the explicit Name, reveal him to all the leaders of the Mishnah
sages so they will recognize him and he shall no more be violated,
"But he was wounded (or: 'violated') because of our
transgressions" (Yeshayah 53:5). You do not have to receive
permission FROM THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, because I am a
messenger from the Master of the universe and I know that if you do
that, the Holy One, blessed be He, will thank you for it and your
descendants shall be exalted for it above and below. Do not tarry in
doing it, neither a week nor a month, nor a year, but do it
immediately.

27. Pesach, Chametz and Matzah
We read of the importance of keeping the precepts about food and drink, including most importantly the restriction on leaven during Pesach. The
conclusion is that any deed below causes damage above.
134. Faithful Shepherd, when the night of watchfulness, WHICH IS
THE SHECHINAH, has power over the vessels of Pesach, everybody
should be guarded, kept from Chametz and any kind of leaven. Every
food and drink SHOULD BE watched, and whoever keeps them from
Chametz and leaven, his body is kept from the Evil Inclination below,
and his soul IS KEPT from above, and it says of it, "nor shall evil
dwell with you" (Tehilim 5:5), for his body becomes holy and his soul
the holy of holies. And it says of the Evil Inclination, "No stranger
shall eat of the holy thing" (Vayikra 22:10), "and the stranger that
comes near shall be put to death" (Bemidbar 1:51).

135. Pesach is the right arm, which is Abraham, NAMELY CHESED,
refined silver. Whoever mixes lead in it is false to it. Similarly, for
anyone who mixes Chametz or leaven at all in the Matzah it is as if
he is false to the King's coin, WHICH IS MALCHUT CALLED
MATZAH. So is whoever mingles any admixture into his drop of
semen BY FORBIDDEN INTERCOURSE OR BY THINKING OF
SOMEONE ELSE, as if he is false to the King's seal, WHICH IS
YESOD. For they are interdependent - THE DEED BELOW CAUSES
DAMAGE ABOVE.

28. Head and hand Tefilin
We are told about Rosh Hashanah and the meaning of the knot of the hand Tefilin. Rabbi Shimon addresses Metatron calling him a servant to his
Master and yet a king over all other peoples and over the angels. He says that the sound of prayer and the sound of the Shofar are like spears
stabbing and killing the Evil Inclination.
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136. Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year) is the left arm, which is
Isaac, where criminal laws are SENTENCED, JUDGING WHO SHALL
LIVE AND WHO SHALL DIE. The sacrifice of Isaac was there, whom
Abraham bound. The knot of the hand Tefilin resembles the binding
of Isaac. BOTH RELATE TO THE BINDING OF GVUROT WITH
CHASSADIM. Blessed is the son who is bound to his father,
connected to him to do as he does with the Torah and the precepts,
and blessed is the servant bound under his master to do his bidding,
who is in the place of a king's son.

137. Metatron, blessed are you and blessed are your children,
NAMELY, THOSE DERIVED FROM METATRON, WHO HAVE NOT YET
MERITED TO BE CHILDREN TO MALE AND FEMALE OF ATZILUT,
who are bound and tied by the Tefilin under your Master's authority.
For that reason, though you are a servant to your Master, you are a
king over all the ministers of the other peoples, king over all the
angels, a king of whom all demons and their legions are afraid. Who
brought that about? Your being a stool for your Master's feet. You
serve your Master as Shadai of the Mezuzah from outside, guarding
the entrance. Yud Hei Vav Hei, who is your Master, is inside, AND
SHADAI, WHO IS THE ASPECT OF METATRON, IS OUTSIDE.

138. It is so THAT METATRON IS SHADAI when the Holy One,
blessed be He, descends TO BRIYAH to rule over the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil, good being Metatron and evil Samael,
who is a devil, the king of demons. Metatron is an angel, the king of
angels, but from the aspect of the Tree of Life the name Shadai is
Yesod OF ATZILUT. This is why below IN BRIYAH THERE ARE two, a
servant and his Master. THE SERVANT IS SHADAI OUTSIDE AND
HIS MASTER IS YUD HEI VAV HEI INSIDE, and they are not unified
into one. And above IN ATZILUT Tiferet and Yesod are one, since we
consider the body and the member of the covenant as one, the
Central Column and the Righteous, NAMELY TIFERET AND YESOD.

139. Just like the head Tefilin are MOCHIN OF Binah above Tiferet
that is the Tree of Life in Atzilut, and Malchut is the hand Tefilin, so it
is below in the Tree of Life in Briyah. From the aspect of the supernal
throne, BINAH OF BRIYAH, there is the head Tefilin of Metatron, and
his hand Tefilin are the lower throne, NAMELY MALCHUT OF
BRIYAH. Of this the prophet says, "A glorious throne exalted from
the beginning" (Yirmeyah 17:12).

140. But from the aspect of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil,
the Evil Inclination is bound under the Good Inclination by the knot
of Tefilin like a servant under his master by the sound of Torah, the
sound of prayer and the sound of the Shofar, since a sound
UTTERED FOR PERFORMING A PRECEPT is like a spear in relation
to it, STABBING AND KILLING THE EVIL INCLINATION. Such is the
sound of the Shofar, which is the sound of the Central Pillar,
NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN, which includes fire, water and air, which are
the three patriarchs GVURAH, CHESED AND TIFERET that have Hei
Yud Vav in them, Hei in Abraham and Yud in Isaac. NAMELY, HEI IN
THE NAME ABRAHAM ALLUDES TO JUDGMENT AND YUD IN THE
NAME ISAAC ALLUDES TO CHESED IN JUDGMENT. Wherever Hei
rules over Yud, NAMELY WRITTEN BEFORE YUD, it is Judgment.
This is Hei Yud of Elohim, NAMELY THE MOCHIN OF THE NAME
ELOHIM. THESE HEI YUD ARE THE SECRET OF THE FIRE AND
WATER IN THE SHOFAR, and this is why, "Elohim is gone up with a
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shout" (Tehilim 47:6). Vav of, 'and (Heb. Vav) the Elohim of Jacob' is
the wind of the Shofar, NAMELY TIFERET. The Shechinah is the
vessel THAT RECEIVES all three, FIRE, WATER AND AIR OF THE
SHOFAR, and is the Hei of the word HaShofar.

29. Ten sounds of the Shofar
This section begins by reiterating the statement that blowing the Shofar has an effect on evil like spears and swords, but the part following this
paragraph is missing. After that we read about the effect of Yisrael reciting the Sh'ma and how this links them to the Shechinah.
141. There are ten sounds of the Shofar, which are T'kiah Sh'varim
T'ruah T'kiah, T'kiah Sh'varim T'kiah, T'kiah T'ruah T'kiah, in which
Hei Aleph, Yud Vav Dalet, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph are clothed. All
these letters, towards the other aspects and towards the evil are like
chains and spears and swords. One blow is a chain and the two
blows are accomplished by ten sounds of the Shofar, and are one.
(THE CONTINUATION IS MISSING)

142. It says of it, "and the mother bird sitting upon the
young" (Devarim 22:6). Yisrael chirp to her with many chirps of
prayers, but she does not want to descend to them. Yisrael then take
the mother with them, who is the Shechinah, and tie her by the knot
of Tefilin. And when they reach Kriat Sh'ma, Her children call the six
words of the declaration of unity, which are, "Hear, O Yisrael.
Hashem our Elohim; Hashem is one" (Devarim 6:4). They then go
down to their mother, THE SHECHINAH, and tie themselves to her
BY MEANS OF THE MEDITATION OF 'BLESSED BE THE NAME...'.
This is the meaning of, "which you shall proclaim" (Vayikra 23:2).
This is her duty of matrimony, NAMELY HER TIME OF MATING, as
WRITTEN, "WHICH YOU SHALL PROCLAIM TO BE HOLY gatherings
(or: 'appointed times')," MEANING, DURING MY TIME OF MATING.

30. Rosh Hashanah, Pesach, Shavuot and Sukkot
Rabbi Shimon tells us how each festival uses its own kind of item (like the Matzah and the Lulav, for example) to draw the Mochin of Zeir Anpin to
Malchut. By these rituals Malchut is raised up to Thought, that is the explicit Name Yud Hei Vav Hei fully spelled with Alephs.
143. In the same manner we call UPON THE MOCHIN FROM ZEIR
ANPIN TO SHINE DURING THEIR TIME OF MATING ON THE
SHECHINAH in the Matzah, which is summoned for the seven days
of Pesach. Thus we summon for the seven days of Sukkot the seven
kinds, which are the Lulav, the Etrog, the three branches of myrtle
and two branches of willow. On Shavuot we call THE MOCHIN OF
ZEIR ANPIN by the Torah. Rosh Hashanah is the day of Judgment.
Each uses its own kind.
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144. Whoever called, NAMELY DREW MOCHIN FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO
MALCHUT, each grade with its own kind, the words shall be fulfilled
in him, "Then (Heb. az = eight) shall you call, and Hashem shall
answer" (Yeshayah 58:9). Az is the seven days of Sukkot together
with ONE DAY OF Shmini Atzeret; Az is the Matzah and the seven
days of Pesach; Az IS one Sukkah together with the seven kinds of
the Lulav, which are three branches of myrtle, two branches of
willow, Lulav and Etrog. When included in the four kinds, NAMELY
MYRTLE, WILLOW, LULAV AND ETROG, they are TOGETHER WITH
THE SEVEN PARTICULARS eleven, which is the numerical value of
Hei Vav. Halel should be recited over them with Haleluyah in it,
namely Yah (Yud Hei) to complete the Name Yud Hei Vav Hei.
145. MALCHUT is raised by the four kinds up to Thought, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH. This is the meaning of, "I will go up (Heb. e'eleh) into
the palm tree" (Shir Hashirim 7:10). E'eleh is a mark, NAMELY THE
INITIAL OF Etrog, Aravah (Eng. 'willow'), Lulav and Hadas (Eng.
'myrtle'), and Thought is the explicit Name, NAMELY YUD HEI VAV
HEI FULLY SPELLED WITH ALEPHS, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN, WHICH HAS TEN LETTERS, YUD VAV DALET, HEI ALEPH,
VAV ALEPH VAV, HEI ALEPH, WHICH, TOGETHER WITH THE FOUR
KINDS, reaches the number fourteen like the fourteen joints in the
right hand OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH IS CHESED, with which one
should take the Lulav. The giving of the Torah, NAMELY SHAVUOT,
is seven within seven, NAMELY SEVEN DAYS IN SEVEN WEEKS,
which amount to the number of fourteen, WHICH IS THE HIGH HAND
(HEB. YAD = FOURTEEN), THE SECRET OF THE CENTRAL
COLUMN, AS SHALL BE EXPLAINED. On Rosh Hashanah THERE
ARE ALSO fourteen: the sound of the Shofar TOGETHER WITH ITS
THREE PARTICULARS, WHICH ARE FIRE, AIR AND WATER, ARE
FOUR, and with the ten sounds of the Shofar, as we explained
before, ARE FOURTEEN.
146. On Pesach, the Shechinah is the great hand from the aspect of
Chesed. On Rosh Hashanah She is the mighty hand from the aspect
of Gvurah. At the giving of the Torah She is a high hand from the
aspect of the Central Column, WHICH IS TIFERET. Three times
fourteen equal 42, and together with the three patriarchs, CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, from whom they derive, they equal 45, the
number of Yud Vav Dalet, Hei Aleph, Vav Aleph Vav, Hei Aleph.
Blessed is Hashem forever and ever; May Hashem reign forever and
ever.
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1. Moses, Aaron and Miriam
Rabbi Chizkiyah talks about God's desire for Yisrael and His special treatment of them. We learn that Moses, Aaron and Miriam had higher gifts, and
that Aaron was the right arm of Moses. During Moses' lifetime Yisrael ate manna or heavenly bread, but as soon as Joshua took over, the manna
ceased to fall and the people reverted to eating the bread of the land.
1. "And Moses went and spoke these words to all Yisrael" (Devarim
31:1). Rabbi Chizkiyah opened with the verse, "That caused His
glorious arm to go at the right hand of Moses, dividing the water
before them..." (Yeshayah 63:12). Blessed are Yisrael that the Holy
One, blessed be He, favored them. Since He favored them, He called
them holy firstborn sons, and brethren. He, so to speak, went down
to dwell with them. This is the meaning of, "And let them make Me a
sanctuary, that I may dwell among them" (Shemot 25:8). And He
wished to establish them in the likeness of above, and He caused the
seven clouds of glory to rest over them, and His Shechinah goes
before them, as it is written: "and Hashem went before them by
day" (Shemot 13:21).

2. Three holy siblings went among them. They are Moses, Aaron and
Miriam. It is for their merit that the Holy One, blessed be He, gave
them supernal gifts. Throughout Aaron's days the clouds of glory
did not move away from Yisrael. We have established that Aaron is
the right arm of Yisrael, as written, "the Canaanite, the king of Arad...
heard tell that Yisrael came by the way of Atarim..." (Bemidbar 21:1).
THE WAY OF ATARIM MEANS THAT YISRAEL WERE like a man
walking without an arm, supporting himself in each AND EVERY
place, AS ATARIM MEANS PLACES. Then, "he fought against
Yisrael, and took some of them prisoners" (Ibid.). THIS HAPPENED
because they were without the right arm. Come and see, Aaron was
the right arm of the body, WHICH IS TIFERET. Hence it is written,
"That caused His glorious arm to go at the right hand of Moses."
Which is that? It is Aaron, THE RIGHT ARM OF TIFERET.

3. HE ASKS, What is meant by "went" in "And Moses went"? Whither
did he go? AND HE ANSWERS, "went" MEANS HE WENT like an
armless body, as in, "and they are gone without strength before the
pursuer" (Eichah 1:6), because Aaron, the right arm, died, and the
body, WHICH IS MOSES, wanted to go away BECAUSE OF IT.

4. Throughout Moses' life Yisrael ate bread from heaven. When
Joshua came, it is written, "and the manna ceased on the
morrow..." (Yehoshua 5:12), "And they did eat of the corn of the land
on the morrow after the Passover" (Ibid. 11). What is the difference
between them, THE MANNA AND THE CORN OF THE LAND? It is
that the manna is from above, HEAVEN, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, while
that, THE BREAD OF THE LAND, is from below, FROM MALCHUT
CALLED LAND. As long as Moses was alive, the body of the sun,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, ruled and shone on the world. Once Moses
departed, the body of the sun was gone, and the body of the moon
came out, WHICH IS MALCHUT, THE ASPECT OF JOSHUA. THUS
THE BREAD FROM HEAVEN STOPPED AND THEY ATE OF THE
CORN OF THE LAND, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

2. Moses is the rule of the sun, Joshua of the moon
Rabbi Chizkiyah tells us how the people were led by the sun itself, Zeir Anpin, during Moses' lifetime, but after his death they were led by the moon,
Malchut, as the moon was the aspect of Joshua. Next the topic turns to the difficulty of matching people with those who are the other half of their
spirits, since sometimes they are not incarnated at the same time. If a husband who is not a woman's true counterpart has behaved immorally, he is
gathered up so that the counterpart can come and marry her. Rabbi Eleazar wonders why the man has to die, and why they cannot just separate.
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The answer is that the death saves the man from seeing his wife belong to another. This is compared to Saul's kingship which happened because
David's time for kingship had not yet come. When David was ready, Saul was gathered up for his iniquities so that he would not have to see his
servant ruling over him. This is also why Moses died when the rule of the moon, Joshua, arrived; the moon could not rule as long as the sun was
around. The question is asked why, when Moses was about to die, many instructions were given by God to him rather than to Joshua. We learn that
even after Moses' departure he would still exist to illuminate God's messages for Joshua, just as the sun in hiding illuminates the moon.
5. It is written, "If Your presence go not with me, carry us not up
from here. For in what shall it be known..." (Shemot 33:15-16). We
have learned that when the Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses,
'Behold My angel to walk before you', Moses said, And why is it that
the guidance of the sun shall be gathered, WHICH IS THE GUIDANCE
OF ZEIR ANPIN, and the moon shall guide. I do not want the body of
the moon, THE GUIDANCE OF MALCHUT CALLED AN ANGEL. AND
HE SAID TO ZEIR ANPIN, "If Your presence go not with me, CARRY
US NOT UP FROM HERE." I want neither the body of the sun, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, nor the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Then the body of
the sun shone, and Moses became as the body of the sun before
Yisrael. When Moses was gathered, the sun was gathered and the
moon shone, which is Joshua ministering to the light of the moon.
Woe to that shame.

6. "And he said to them, I am a hundred and twenty years
old..." (Devarim 31:2). It is as Rabbi Elazar said that the sun shone
on Yisrael for forty years and was gathered at the end of forty years
and then the moon shone. HE THEREFORE SAID, "I CAN NO MORE
GO OUT AND COME IN" (IBID.), BECAUSE THE TIME HAS COME
FOR THE MOON TO RULE, WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF JOSHUA.
Rabbi Shimon said, surely it is thus, as written, "but sometimes ruin
comes for want of judgment" (Mishlei 13:23), which the friends have
already explained, and we shall expound on this verse. But in
relation to what the friends have said, everything is needed in the
world for the good of man, who will be gone before his time, THAT
IS, THAT HE IS RUINED WITHOUT JUDGMENT, AS SHALL BE
EXPLAINED.

7. Come and see, we learned that all spirits that emerge from above,
come out male and female, and separate WHEN THEY COME INTO
THE WORLD TO BE CLOTHED IN BODIES. At times the female soul
will emerge into the world before THE SOUL OF the male has come
out, who is her mate. Whenever it is not the time of the man to join
his woman and another came, WHO IS NOT HER MATE, and married
her, then when his, HER SOULMATE'S, time comes to unite with her,
righteousness, WHICH IS THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT, is
awakened in the world to punish for the iniquities of the world. It
gathers that man who married her, THAT IS, IT TAKES HIS SOUL SO
HE DIES, and the other comes, WHO IS HER MATE, and marries her.
This is why matching couples is difficult for the Holy One, blessed
be He, LIKE THE SPLITTING OF THE RED SEA.

8. This is true if the man, WHO IS NOT HER MATE, sinned in his
actions, THAT HE IS TAKEN OUT OF THE WORLD WHEN THE TIME
HAS COME FOR HER MATE TO MARRY HER. Even if he did not sin
much TO BE SENTENCED TO DEATH, NEVERTHELESS he dies then
before his time comes TO DIE and it is not done so ACCORDING TO
judgment. Of him it is written, "but sometimes ruin comes for want
of judgment." The Judgments of righteousness, WHICH IS
MALCHUT OF THE ATTRIBUTE OF JUDGMENT, contact him because
of his sins, because the time of the other, HER MATE, has come to
marry her, because she is his, EVEN THOUGH ACCORDING TO
JUDGMENT HE DOES NOT DESERVE DEATH.
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9. Rabbi Elazar said to him, and why DOES HE DIE? Let the Holy
One, blessed be He, separate them from each other and let him WHO
IS HER MATE come and marry her. He said to him, it is for the good
of man, and He does kindly by him, so he will not see his wife under
someone else's authority. Come and see, if he, HER MATE, is not of
fitting deeds, then even if the woman is his, NEVERTHELESS the
other is not rejected, WHO IS NOT HER MATE, from before him.

10. Come and see, King Saul took the kingship because although the
kingship was David's the time of David had not come yet for it.
THEREFORE when David's time had come to inherit his own,
righteousness awoke and gathered Saul in his sins, and he was
pushed aside before David. And David came and took what was his.

11. Why did the Holy One, blessed be He, not take away the kingship
from Saul TO GIVE IT TO DAVID, so he would not HAVE TO die? AND
HE ANSWERS, the Holy One, blessed be He, did kindness with him
by gathering his soul while he was still reigning, so he would not see
his servant ruling over him and taking what had been his. It is so
THAT HE MARRIED HIS NEIGHBOR'S MATE, AND THE TIME HAS
COME FOR HIS NEIGHBOR TO MARRY HER, HE GATHERS HIS
SOUL AND THEN MARRIES THE WOMAN TO HER MATE, SO HE
WILL NOT SEE HIS WIFE IN ANOTHER AUTHORITY. This is why man
has to beg for mercy from the Holy One, blessed be He, when he
marries, that he will not be pushed aside before another.
12. It is written, "and Hashem said to me, Let it suffice you; speak no
more to Me of this matter..." (Devarim 3:26). We explained that the
Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, 'Moses, you want the world
to change. Have you ever seen in your days that the sun will serve
the moon? Have you ever seen in your days that the moon will rule
while the sun is present? But, "Behold, your days approach that you
must die. Call Joshua" (Devarim 31:14). Let the sun be gathered and
the moon reign. Moreover, if you enter the land, the moon shall be
gathered for you and will not be able to rule. Surely the dominion of
the moon is come, WHICH IS JOSHUA, but it cannot rule as long as
you are in the world.'

13. "Call Joshua, AND PRESENT YOURSELVES IN THE TENT OF
MEETING, THAT I MAY GIVE HIM A CHARGE..." (Ibid.). What about
His words, "Behold, you shall sleep with your fathers; and this
people will rise up..." (Ibid. 16). We never found the Holy One,
blessed be He, giving charge to Joshua but to Moses, as He said all
that to Moses, as written, "and will forsake Me, and break My
covenant...Then My anger will burn against them on that day" (Ibid.
16-17), "Now therefore write this poem for yourselves, and teach it to
the children of Yisrael. Put it in their mouths" (Ibid. 19). ALL THIS
WAS SAID TO MOSES. In that case what is meant by, "that I may
give him a charge," SEEING THAT HE CHARGED HIM WITH
NOTHING?
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14. AND HE ANSWERS, the verse says, "Behold, you shall sleep with
your fathers." The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses, 'Though
you shall sleep with your fathers, yet you will always shine on the
moon, NAMELY JOSHUA, WHO IS THE ASPECT OF THE MOON,
MALCHUT, like the sun that, although it set, set only to shine on the
moon. For then, after it set, it shines on the moon. Hence, "you shall
sleep" to shine.' This is what is meant by, "that I may give him a
charge." FOR WITH THE DEPARTURE OF MOSES, HE SHINES WITH
WORDS OF HASHEM TO JOSHUA, LIKE THE SUN SHINES ON THE
MOON AFTER IT SETS. THUS then Joshua was instructed to shine.
Hence the verse, "you shall sleep with your fathers," that is, to shine
on Joshua. And that is, "But charge Joshua" (Devarim 3:28); the
purpose of everything is to illuminate HIM.

15. "For you must go (Heb. tavo)" (Devarim 31:7). Afterwards IT IS
WRITTEN, "for you shall bring (Heb. tavi)" (Ibid. 23). What is the
difference between them? AND HE ANSWERS, one 'tavo' is to
announce to him that he shall enter the land and dwell in it; and one
'tavi' is to announce to him about the dominion over Yisrael. HE
THUS WAS TOLD TWO THINGS: he was told about his own dwelling
in the land of Yisrael and about the dominion over Yisrael.

3. "From the uttermost part of the earth have we heard songs"
Rabbi Shimon talks about those people who pay no attention to the glory of God and who have no interest in becoming holy. He says that Malchut is
ready and available to praise God after midnight every night. Prior to that the wicked prosecutors go about in the world to harm people, but from
midnight onward their power is removed. We hear that if people are sanctified in their own union they also inspire a spiritual sanctity above,
assisting in the union of God and His Shechinah. If they do not, there are flaws both above and below and the children born of the union are
deceitful. Rabbi Shimon tells us about the time that Yisrael entered the Holy Land with the Ark of the Covenant traveling before them, and the songs
of praise and joy that were sung. He says how unfortunate it is that Yisrael were destined later to treacherously betray God and become uprooted
from their land; they would have to be cleansed of their iniquities in a foreign land.
16. Rabbi Shimon opened with, "From the uttermost part of the earth
have we heard songs, glory to the righteous. BUT I SAID, MY
LEANNESS, MY LEANNESS, WOE TO ME! TRAITORS HAVE DEALT
TREACHEROUSLY..." (Yeshayah 24:16). Woe to people, that they do
not care and are not occupied with the glory of their Master, nor do
they behold the supernal holiness, to be sanctified in this world so
as to be holy in the World to Come. "The uttermost part of the earth"
refers to the supernal covering, NAMELY MALCHUT. "We heard
songs," as in, "who gives songs in the night" (Iyov 35:10), that is, the
songs and praises of the Congregation of Yisrael, MALCHUT, before
the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, at night. "In the
night" MEANS when she is ready and present to praise the Holy One,
blessed be He, and takes pleasure in the righteous in the Garden of
Eden.
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17. When IS SHE READY TO PRAISE THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE? It is from midnight onward. Then, "we heard songs," namely
praises. "Songs (Heb. zemirot)" MEANS as in, "nor prune (Heb.
tizmor)" (Vayikra 25:4), and ALSO, "so the song of the tyrant shall be
brought low" (Yeshayah 25:5), which refers to pulling out all the
tyrants from their places. For when the night comes, many tyrannical
litigants are present in the world, walking and roaming the world to
bring accusations. From midnight onward, a spirit is roused, which
pulls them all from their places and removes them so they shall not
have power. "We heard songs" refers to the praises of the
Congregation of Yisrael TO THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, at
night. What is the reason for all that? It is "glory to the righteous,"
WHICH MEANS MALCHUT WISHES to unite in a single union with the
Holy One, blessed be He, and be sanctified with him in the same
holiness. "Glory" is derived from desire, while the righteous is
Yesod.

18. "But I said, My leanness, my leanness, woe to me." "MY
LEANNESS (HEB. RAZI)" is a supernal mystery, BECAUSE 'RAZ'
MEANS A SECRET. THE SECOND SECRET is TO DRAW a Holy
Spirit. THAT IS, THE UNION OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE,
WITH HIS SHECHINAH AT MIDNIGHT IS A SUPERNAL MYSTERY. IF
PEOPLE BELOW ARE THEN SANCTIFIED IN THEIR MATING, AND
MEDITATE ON IT, THEY DRAW A HOLY SPIRIT. But "woe to me" for
the generation and for the world; "traitors have dealt treacherously,"
for they are all false to Him, THAT IS, THEY DENY THE SUPERNAL
PROVIDENCE; they are false to themselves BY NOT SANCTIFYING
THEMSELVES DURING MATING. Not only are they false to
themselves, but the children they beget would be false because of
their falsity DURING MATING, WHICH WAS WITHOUT SUPERNAL
HOLINESS, and they are blemished above and below.
19. When Isaiah saw this, he gathered all those who fear sin and
taught them the holy way of being sanctified with the holiness of the
King DURING MATING so their children would be holy. Once they
were sanctified, the children they begot were named after Him. This
is the meaning of, "Behold, I and the children whom Hashem has
given me are for signs and for portents in Yisrael" (Yeshayah 8:18),
which means they are separated from the other nations.

20. Another explanation for, "From the uttermost part of the earth
have we heard songs" is that when Yisrael entered the land with the
holy ark of the covenant before them, Yisrael heard from one side in
the land praises and joy and the voice of lofty singers that sing in
the land. Then, "glory to the righteous," as the praises at that time
were directed to Moses, SINCE GLORY IS A WORD OF PRAISE AND
GLORIFICATION, AND THE RIGHTEOUS IS MOSES. Wherever the
ark dwelt in the land, they would hear a voice saying, "And this is the
Torah which Moses set before the children of Yisrael" (Devarim
4:44). But, "woe to me, traitors have dealt treacherously," since
Yisrael will betray the Holy One, blessed be He, and be pulled out of
the land once. Since falsehood has taken hold in their midst they
shall be torn out a second time FROM THE LAND until their iniquities
shall be made good in another land.

4. There are three who testify
Rabbi Aba and Rabbi Yitzchak discuss the witnesses that bear testimony about Yisrael, and we learn that they are the well of Isaac, the lottery, the
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stone that Joshua placed and the song of praise that God taught Moses just before his death.
21. "Take this book of the Torah, and put it in the side of the Ark of
the Covenant of Hashem your Elohim..." (Devarim 31:26). HE WAS
ASKED WHY HE SAID, "HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM," RATHER THAN
'HASHEM OUR ELOHIM'. AND HE ANSWERS, we have explained this
IN SEVERAL PLACES, THE REASON FOR THE NAMES 'your (plur.)
Elohim', 'your (sing.) Elohim', 'El', 'our Elohim'
22. As Rabbi Aba said in the name of Rabbi Yehuda, what is the
meaning of, "for the place on which you do stand is holy
ground" (Shemot 3:5)? It is surely holy ground, namely the land of
the living, WHICH IS MALCHUT. "On which you do stand": surely it is
on it, that is in the beginning and all the more so later. We learned
that Rabbi Yosi said, it is written, "that it may be there for a witness
against you" (Devarim 31:26), a witness surely to give testimony.

23. There are three who testify. They are Isaac's well, the lot and the
stone, which Joshua placed. And this poem more than all, AS IT
SAYS, "THAT THIS POEM MAY BE A WITNESS FOR ME..." (IBID. 19).
Rabbi Yitzchak said, in that case there are four. He said to him,
surely THIS IS SO, but no testifying is mentioned in relation to the lot.

24. Whence do we know about Isaac's well? From the verse, "that
they (it) may be a witness to me" (Beresheet 21:30); about the lot,
from the words, "According to the lot shall their inheritance be
divided" (Bemidbar 26:56), which used to say, 'this is to Judah', and
'this is to Benjamin', and so on. HENCE IT SAID, "ACCORDING TO
(LIT. 'BY THE MOUTH OF') THE LOT," WHICH MEANS THE LOT
SPOKE. As for Joshua's stone, it is written, "Behold, this stone shall
be a witness to us" (Yehoshua 24:27). And here IT IS WRITTEN, "that
it may be there for a witness against you," and, "that this poem shall
testify against them as a witness" (Devarim 31:21). Surely it testified
against Yisrael.

5. Song and poem
The matter of Moses' song is examined in great detail, and we are reminded that the song was meant to testify against Yisrael later when they
transgressed the laws of God. Rabbi Shimon clarifies which is the most valuable and important song ever written, since the discussion has also
included the Song of Songs and the song that David sang towards the end of his life. The purpose of the song is to connect everyone to God and to
unify His Name.
25. We learned that Rabbi Elazar said, regarding the verse, "And
Moses spoke...the words of this poem, until they were
ended" (Devarim 31:30), we have to observe here the meaning of,
"the words of." It should have said, 'the poem'. And what is, "until
they were ended"? AND HE ANSWERS, we have so learned
according to the secret of the Mishnah. All the words Moses spoke
were engraved with the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, and all
these words were coming, going up and down engraved there WITH
THE NAME OF THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE. Each word would
come before Moses to be engraved by him, and stood before him.
THAT IS, IT IS WRITTEN, "THE WORDS OF THIS POEM" BECAUSE
EACH WORD WOULD COME BEFORE HIM TO BE ENGRAVED. This
is the meaning of, "until they were ended," THAT IS, UNTIL THEY
FINISHED BEING ENGRAVED WITH THE NAME OF HASHEM.
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26. Rabbi Aba said, "the words of this poem." HE ASKS, it should
have said, 'a poem', AND NOT "THE POEM." What does THE
DEFINITE ARTICLE (HEI) allude to? AND HE ANSWERS, it is the
poem the Holy One, blessed be He, recited, as in, "The song of
songs, which is Solomon's (Heb. Shlomo)" (Shir Hashirim 1:1), who
is the King that the peace (Heb. shalom) is His, WHO IS THE HOLY
ONE, BLESSED BE HE. We have already explained this matter. "A
Psalm, a song for the Shabbat day" (Tehilim 92:1), precisely for the
Shabbat day, WHICH IS MALCHUT, a song the Holy One, blessed be
He, recited FOR THE SHABBAT DAY, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
27. Yet we should examine this. There it says "a song (Heb. shir),"
while there, "a poem (Heb. shirah). Shir is masculine, ZEIR ANPIN,
and shirah is feminine, MALCHUT. We learned that all the prophets,
in relation to Moses, are like a monkey in the sight of men. They said
'shir', THAT IS, "THE SONG OF SONGS," "A SONG FOR THE
SHABBAT DAY," while Moses recited 'shirah', and they are shirah.
The esoteric meaning is that Moses did not say it for himself but for
the sake of Yisrael.

28. Rabbi Shimon said to him, this is not so. But it is known from
here that Moses was of a much higher grade than all of them. Moses
rose from below upward and they descended from above downward.
He, MOSES, rose from below upwards, as we learned that we
increase in holiness, not decrease. Moses rose from below upwards
by reciting a shirah, which is the praise of the Queen, with which she
praises the King. HE STARTED WITH MALCHUT. And Moses himself
joined the King, SO HIS SHIRAH ROSE FROM BELOW UPWARDS.
But they descended from above downward, as they recited a shir,
WHICH IS THE ASPECT OF THE MALE, which is the praise with
which the King praises the Queen. They joined the Queen, SO THEIR
SHIR WAS FROM ABOVE DOWNWARDS, FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO
MALCHUT. This praise of Moses was made known which is above
them all. This is the meaning of, "Then sang Moses and the children
of Yisrael this song (Heb. shirah) to Hashem" (Shemot 15:1), that is,
the shirah of the Queen. To whom? To Hashem. Hence it is written,
"Moses therefore wrote this poem the same day" (Devarim 31:22),
AND ALSO "that this poem shall testify" (Ibid. 21).

29. "That this poem shall testify." HE ASKS, it should have said,
'these words shall testify'. AND HE ANSWERS that the secret
meaning of this is as we explained that it is written, "and the earth
shall rise up against him" (Iyov 20:27), WHICH MEANS THAT THE
EARTH, WHICH IS MALCHUT, RISES UP TO EXECUTE JUDGMENT
AGAINST MAN. And Moses observed everything, and so he said a
shirah, WHICH IS AN ASPECT OF MALCHUT, in order to give the
words a hold in that place, MALCHUT FROM WHICH they will be
judged, as written, "that shall testify against them as a witness."
Why is that? Because, it is written, "for I know their
inclination" (Devarim 31:21), and, "For I know that after my
death..." (Ibid. 29). When you shall do that, forthwith, "this poem
shall testify against them as a witness," WHICH MEANS THAT
MALCHUT SHALL PUNISH YOU.
30. Come and see, it is written, "The heaven shall reveal his
iniquity" (Iyov 20:27), WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
HEAVEN, and no more, REVEALING THE INIQUITY ALONE. But, "the
earth shall rise up against him." By this, THE EARTH, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, judgment is executed on whomever it is executed.
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31. It is written, "And David spoke to Hashem the words of this song
(Heb. shirah)" (II Shmuel 22:1). It is to David's praise because he
recited the shirah from below upward, FROM MALCHUT TO ZEIR
ANPIN LIKE MOSES, and attained that grade OF RECITING SHIRAH
FROM BELOW UPWARD. He said this shirah only at the end of his
days when he was exceedingly perfected by this shirah, as we
learned, 'Do not believe in yourself until the day you die'. And here,
why did David merit to say a shirah from below upward at the end of
his days? It is because he was then at rest in every respect, as
written, "in the day that Hashem delivered him out of the hand of all
his enemies" (Ibid.).

32. Rabbi Shimon said, shirah is the most valuable. What is it? AND
HE ANSWERS, it is according to what we learned in the secret of the
Mishnah THAT SERVICE SHOULD BE in speech and action, IN THE
TWO DECLARATIONS OF UNITY FROM BELOW UPWARD AND
FROM ABOVE DOWNWARD. Here also it is from below upward and
from above downward. Then one is to meditate in the heart and bind
everything into one bond.

6. "Because I will call on the name of Hashem; ascribe greatness to our Elohim"
Rabbi Shimon tells us that people have to arrange their praise to God in a certain way so that the glory can be raised upward and the blessings can
be drawn downward; then they need to create the bond of Faith in order to unify the Holy Name.
33. Whence do we know that? From Moses. At first HE SPOKE from
below upward, SAYING, "Because I will call on the name of
Hashem" (Devarim 32:3). What is "call"? It is as in, "called to
Moses" (Vayikra 1:1), which is the Shechinah. Then he said, "ascribe
greatness to our Elohim," which is the supernal King, NAMELY ZEIR
ANPIN. Then he descended the grades from above downward, FROM
ZEIR ANPIN TO MALCHUT, as written, "just and right is He" (Devarim
32:4), WHICH ARE YESOD THAT IS CALLED RIGHTEOUS, AND JUST
THAT IS MALCHUT. Then he bound the bond of Faith and said, "is
He," NAMELY "JUST AND RIGHT is He," which binds everything,
BECAUSE "HE" IS THE THIRD, HIDDEN PERSON THAT ALLUDES TO
THE BLESSED INFINITY THAT BINDS EVERYTHING.
34. For that reason man needs to arrange his Master's praise in the
same way. At first from below upward, to raise the glory of his
Master, WHICH IS MALCHUT, to the place where the water of the
depth of the well flows and emerges, THAT IS, TO THE PLACE OF
BINAH. Then to draw from above downward to each and every grade
OF THE SEVEN LOWER SFIROT down to the last grade, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, in order to draw blessings to everything from above
downward. Then we need to bind the bond on everything, the bond
of Faith, THAT IS, TO BIND EVERYTHING TO BLESSED INFINITY AS
MENTIONED. Such a man glorifies his Master, to unify the Holy
Name. Hence it is written, "for them that honor Me I will honor" (I
Shmuel 2:30), for those who honor Me in this world shall I honor in
the World to Come.
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35. "And they that despise Me shall be lightly esteemed" (Ibid.). HE
ASKS, what is meant by, "And they that despise Me shall be lightly
esteemed," AND ANSWERS, this is one who does not know how to
unify the Holy Name and bind the bond of Faith and draw blessings
where they should be and glorify the name of his Master. Whoever
does not know how to glorify the name of his Master, it would have
been better for him had he not been created.

7. Answering Amen
Rabbi Yehuda says that the person who says the 'Amen' is even greater than the person who makes the blessing because the 'Amen' draws
blessings from the fountain of Binah. There follows a long discussion of the importance of the 'Amen'.
36. Rabbi Yehuda said, "And they that despise Me shall be lightly
esteemed" (I Shmuel 2:30), refers to he who does not know how to
glorify his Master and does not concentrate when saying Amen. For
we learned that he who answers Amen is more valuable than he who
makes the blessings. We have presented it before Rabbi Shimon
WHO SAID THAT HE WHO ANSWERS Amen draws blessings from
the spring, WHO IS BINAH, to the King, ZEIR ANPIN, and from the
King to the Queen. In the Engraved Letters by Rabbi Elazar HE SAID
'FROM Aleph OF AMEN, WHICH IS BINAH, to Mem OF AMEN, WHICH
IS ZEIR ANPIN, and from Mem of Amen to final Nun, WHICH IS
MALCHUT.' When the blessings reach final Nun, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, blessings come out from there to the upper and lower
beings and expand through everything. When the sound comes out,
they drink of the blessings so-and-so has brought forth, a servant of
the Holy King. finite
37. When Yisrael below guard themselves to answer Amen and
meditate in their heart as needs be, how many openings of blessings
are open above, how much goodness is present throughout the
worlds, how much joy abounds in everything! What is the reward of
Yisrael to have brought this about? Their reward is in this world and
in the World to Come. In this world, when they are beset by enemies
and they say their prayer before their Master, the sound proclaims
throughout the worlds, "Open the gates, that the righteous nation
that keeps faithfulness (Heb. emunim) may enter in" (Yeshayah
26:2). Do not pronounce it 'emunim' but 'Amenim (Amen plural)',
WHICH MEANS THAT THEY ARE CAREFUL TO ANSWER AMEN.
"Open the gates," as Yisrael opened to them the gates of blessings,
so now "open the gates" and let their prayer be accepted which is
about those who distress them.

38. This is THEIR REWARD in this world. What is their reward in the
World to Come? AND HE ANSWERS, it is when a man leaves this
world, where he observed answering Amen. By "observed" is meant
that he observes the blessing that is said and awaits the man who
says it so as to answer Amen AFTER IT, as needs be. Then his soul
rises and proclaims before him, "open the gates" before him, as he
used to open gates every day, when he observed emunim, THAT IS
AMENIM.
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39. Rabbi Yosi said, what is Amen? Rabbi Aba said, everything has
been explained. Amen is called the spring of the flowing river,
WHICH IS BINAH, and is called Amen, because it is written, "then I
was by him, as a nursling (Heb. amon)" (Mishlei 8:30). Do not
pronounce it amon but Amen. The sustenance of all THE GRADES,
NAMELY that river that emerges and flows, WHICH IS BINAH, is
called Amen. As we have learned, "from everlasting to everlasting
(lit. 'world to world')" (Tehilim 106:48), means from the world above,
WHICH IS BINAH, to the world below, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Here too,
"Amen, and Amen" is Amen of above, WHICH IS BINAH, Amen of
below, WHICH IS MALCHUT. Amen MEANS sustenance for everyone.
We have already explained Amen according to its letters.

40. Rabbi Shimon said, Aleph OF AMEN is the depth of the well,
whence all the blessings flow and come out and exist. Open Mem is
the river that emerges and flows, WHICH IS YESOD, and is called
Mem. This is the meaning of what we learned that open Mem IS
YESOD, closed final Mem IS BINAH, as we established BY THE
VERSE, "for the increase (Heb. lemarbeh, spelled with final Mem) of
the realm" (Yeshayah 9:6).

41. Extended final Nun comprises both Nun's, extended Nun and
bent Nun, WHICH MEANS IT INCLUDES IN ITSELF THE NUKVA OF
ZEIR ANPIN AS WELL CALLED BENT NUN. Extended final Nun
comprises the letter Vav, BECAUSE IT INCLUDES WITHIN IT THE
MALE AS WELL, WHICH IS THE LETTER VAV, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. FOR EXTENDED FINAL NUN IS EXPANDED, INCLUDING
BOTH MALE AND FEMALE, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS VAV
AND MALCHUT THAT IS NUN. For that reason everything
TOGETHER is called Nun Vav final Nun. We have learned it
according to the secret of the Mishnah: Vav is masculine, extended
final Nun is both masculine and feminine, bent Nun is comprised in
extended final Nun. In the book of Rav Hamnuna Saba, the Mem here
IN AMEN is the initial of Melech (Eng. 'king'), namely Amen. Amen is
the initials of El Melech Ne'aman (Eng. 'El a faithful King'), which
comprises everything. It is good and we have already learned that.
42. We learned that whoever heard a blessing someone made but did
not meditate IN HIS HEART on the Amen, of him it says, "And they
that despise Me shall be lightly esteemed," as in, "to you, O priests,
who despise My name" (Malachi 1:6). What is his punishment? Just
as he did not make an opening for blessings above, no blessings are
opened for him. Moreover, when he comes out of this world, a
proclamation resounds before him, saying, close the gates before soand-so, so he may not enter. Do not accept him. Woe to him, woe to
his soul.

8. The openings of the Garden of Eden and the openings of Gehenom
We learn about the fate of those who do not say 'Amen' with their whole heart. It is said that there is a corresponding opening for each gate in the
Garden of Eden to a gate in Gehenom. The lowest chamber of Gehenom is described as Hell and Destruction, and those who enter there never rise
again, but are lost from all the worlds; to this place it is said that those who are contemptuous of the 'Amen' are sent.
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43. We learned that the wicked in Gehenom all go up through certain
compartments and that there are many openings to Gehenom. All
the openings correspond to the openings in the Garden of Eden.
When the wicked are taken out after receiving their punishments,
they open the gates and put them outside. All the gates bear names
corresponding to those in the Garden of Eden, and each and every
gate IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN is called by a name corresponding to
the RESPECTIVE gate in Gehenom. The gates in the Garden of Eden
are known, gate for gate, WHICH MEANS, UPON SEEING THE KIND
OF GATE IN GEHENOM, ONE IS ABLE TO KNOW THROUGH IT THE
OPPOSING GATE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN, WHAT KIND OF GATE
IT IS.

44. The last compartment in Gehenom is the lowest. That
compartment is DOUBLE, an compartment over an compartment,
and is called, "A land of gloom (Heb. efatah)" (Iyov 10:22). What is
gloom? It is as in, "Foursquare it shall be" (Shemot 28:16), which is
'if' in Aramaic. Here too, efatah means double. That COMPARTMENT
is called the bottom of Sheol. Sheol is one UPPER compartment and
the bottom is the lower compartment. Therefore it is called the lower
land of gloom, and ALSO called Avadon. Hence it is written, "Sheol
and Avadon" (Mishlei 27:20), WHICH ARE THE DOUBLE
COMPARTMENTS, ONE ON TOP OF THE OTHER. Not all
compartments are double, and not all are gloomy, THAT IS, THEY
ARE NOT CALLED "A LAND OF GLOOM," except for this one.

45. And we learned that whoever descends to Avadon, that is called
bottom, never rises. That MAN is called a man who was destroyed
and lost to all worlds. And we learned that to that place are lowered
those men who despised saying Amen. Such a man is punished in
Gehenom for the many Amen's that were lost to him, that he did not
consider, and he is lowered to the lowest compartment, which has
no opening, and he is lost and never rises from there. Hence it is
written, "As the cloud is consumed and vanishes away, so he who
goes down to Sheol shall come up no more" (Iyov 7:9). HE ASKS,
but no; it is written, "out of the belly of Sheol I cried and You did
hear..." (Yonah 2:3), AND HE ROSE FROM THERE. It is also written,
"He brings down to Sheol and brings up" (I Shmuel 2:6). AND HE
ANSWERS, but this is Sheol FROM WHICH ONE ASCENDS, and
there is the bottom FROM WHERE ONE DOES NOT RISE. We
explained that this refers to one who repented BY DOING PENANCE,
and there to one who did not.

46. Rabbi Yosi said, as for the words, "For My people have
committed two evils; they have forsaken Me the fountain of living
waters, and have hewn them out cisterns..." (Yirmeyah 2:13), "they
have forsaken Me the fountain of living waters" is by not wanting to
sanctify the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, with Amen. What
is his punishment? It is as is written, "and have hewn them out
cisterns, broken cisterns," by going to Gehenom one level after
another until they reach Avadon that is called bottom. If he sanctifies
the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, by meditating properly on
Amen, he rises, level after level, to have delight in the World to
Come, that ever flows and does not cease. This is the meaning of,
"for Hashem preserves the faithful, and plentifully repays him who
acts haughtily" (Tehilim 31:24).
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9. The song of the well
We learn that song draws blessings from above downward until they are available in all the worlds, and that the children of Yisrael are destined to
proclaim the song both from below upward and from above downward. In this way they will connect a bond of Faith and Trust. And at the time of
redemption they will say the entire perfect song that is composed of and includes all other songs, and God will be proclaimed the only God.
47. We learned that shirah (lit. 'poem') draws blessings from above
downward, until there are blessings throughout the worlds. Rabbi
Elazar said, Yisrael will recite a poem from below upward and from
above downward, and to bind the bond of Faith, as written, "Then
Yisrael sang (lit. 'will sing') this song (Heb. shirah)" (Bemidbar
21:17). It speaks in the future tense rather than in the past. And so is
everything the same way, IN THE FUTURE TENSE. "This shirah" is
from below upward, BECAUSE SHIRAH IS IN MALCHUT THAT SINGS
UPWARDS TO ZEIR ANPIN, "Spring up, O well, sing to it" (Ibid.).
"Spring up, O well," namely, THEY SPOKE TO MALCHUT CALLED A
WELL, rise to your place to join your husband ZEIR ANPIN. This is
from below upward, RAISING MALCHUT TO ZEIR ANPIN.

48. Afterwards THEY DRAW from above downward, "the well that the
princes dug out" (Ibid. 18). THE WELL IS MALCHUT; "the princes
dug out," as Aba and Ima begot her, BECAUSE ABA AND IMA
FORMED MALCHUT ACCORDING TO THE SECRET OF, "THE SIDE,
WHICH HASHEM ELOHIM HAD TAKEN" (BERESHEET 2:22); "the
nobles of the people delved" (Bemidbar 21:18) are the patriarchs,
NAMELY CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN called
the nobles of the people. They delved it, NAMELY THEY DELVED A
PLACE for the King to unite with her with blessings. With what?
Through union. "with the scepter" (Ibid.) refers to Yesod, "with their
staves" (Ibid.) refers to Netzach and Hod. UP TO HERE is from above
downward. "From the wilderness" (Ibid. 19), WHICH IS MALCHUT
CALLED SPEECH, "to Matanah" (Ibid.) IT RISES TO YESOD CALLED
MATANAH. "And from Matanah it rises to Nahaliel," WHICH IS
TIFERET, "and from Nahaliel to Bamot" (Ibid.), WHICH IS ABA AND
IMA. This is the complete bond, the bond of Faith, the bond that
incorporates sustenance for everything.
49. Rabbi Yosi said, Yisrael will recite a complete poem, a poem
including all other songs. This is the meaning of, "O give thanks to
Hashem; call upon His name. Make known His deeds among the
people" (Tehilim 105:1). Of that time it is written, "on that day
Hashem shall be one, and His Name One" (Zacharia 14:9), and,
"Then was our mouth filled with laughter, and our tongue with
singing. Then they said among the nations, Hashem has done great
things for them" (Tehilim 126:2).
Blessed be Hashem forever and ever, Amen and Amen.
May Hashem reign forever and ever, Amen and Amen.
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1. "Give ear, O heavens"
Rabbi Yehuda speaks of the many times that Moses reproved Yisrael, but tells us that Moses said all these things with love, always reminding the
people how much God loved them. Rabbi Yitzchak says that Moses had always refused to be guided by anyone other than God Himself; he would
not be guided by any angel or messenger. Moses never trembled before the voice of God or any messenger, and yet after he died Joshua was afraid
of God's messengers. God was no longer as available to Yisrael as He had been during Moses' lifetime.
1. "Give ear, O heavens, and I will speak; and hear, O earth, the
words of my mouth" (Devarim 32:1). Rabbi Yehuda opened with, "I
opened to my beloved; but my beloved had turned away, and was
gone...I sought him, but I could not find him; I called him, but he
gave me no answer" (Shir Hashirim 5:6). Before that it is written, "I
sleep, but my heart wakes..." (Ibid. 2). "I sleep," says the
Congregation of Yisrael, "I sleep" away from the commandments of
the Torah when I traveled the wilderness; "but my heart wakes" to
bring them to the land of Yisrael to legislate laws for them. For all the
commandments of the Torah are present in the land of Yisrael.
"hark, my beloved is knocking" (Ibid.) refers to Moses, who reproved
Yisrael with many arguments and quarrels, as written, "These are the
words..." (Devarim 1:1), "You have been rebellious" (Devarim 9:24),
and, "Also in Horeb you provoked..." (Ibid. 8). This is the meaning of,
"knocking."

2. Though Moses reproved Yisrael, all his words were with love, as
written, "For you are a holy people to Hashem your Elohim. Hashem
your Elohim has chosen you to be a special people to
Himself..." (Devarim 7:6), "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim" (Devarim 14:1), "But you that did cleave" (Devarim 4:4).
Therefore, "obey the voice of Hashem your Elohim" (Devarim 27:10),
"because Hashem loved you" (Devarim 7:8). This is the meaning of,
"Open to me, my sister, my love" (Shir Hashirim 5:2), SPOKEN
AFFECTIONATELY.

3. It is written, "I rose up to open to my beloved" (Ibid. 4). Yisrael
said, while we were ready to enter the land of Yisrael and accept the
commandments of the Torah through Moses, it is written, "but my
beloved had turned away, and was gone," as written, "So Moses the
servant of Hashem died there" (Devarim 34:5). "I sought him, but I
could not find him," as written, "And there arose not a prophet since
in Yisrael like Moses" (Ibid. 10). "I called him, but he gave me no
answer," since there was no generation like the generation of Moses
that the Holy One, blessed be He, obeyed their voices and performed
miracles and made laws for them, as He did through him.

4. Rabbi Yitzchak said, "I rose up to open to my beloved" refers to
the Holy One, blessed be He, during the life of Moses, who refused
all his days to be guided by an angel or messenger, as written, "If
Your presence go not with me..." (Shemot 33:15). Blessed is the
portion of Moses that the Holy One, blessed be He, approved of his
desire. "but my beloved had turned away, and was gone," during the
life of Joshua, as written, "No, but I am captain of the host of
Hashem" (Yehoshua 5:14).
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5. Come and see, Moses used to hear the holy sound of the supernal
King yet did not tremble, nor did he tremble before an angel, whom
he did not wish TO ACCEPT. After he died, it is written, "And he said,
No, but I am captain of the host of Hashem...And Joshua fell on his
face to the earth." "I am now come" (Ibid.), during the days of Moses
your master, yet I was not accepted. At that time, Yisrael recognized
the value of Moses. At that time Yisrael sought the Holy One,
blessed be He, but He was not as available as during Moses' lifetime.
This is the meaning of, "I sought him, but I could not find him..."

2. "Give ear, O heavens - hear heavens"
Rabbi Chiya tells us about the time that Isaiah said, "Hear, heavens, and give ear, earth"; when Isaiah was then challenged by a voice he answered
that it was not he himself who was speaking. And yet when Moses spoke it was indeed his own voice. Rabbi Yosi's interpretation is that Moses was
addressing the supernal heaven and earth while Isaiah was addressing the lower heavens and earth.
6. "Give ear, O heavens, and I will speak." Rabbi Chiya said, Moses'
portion is blessed above that of any prophet in the world. Come and
see, it is written, "Hear, heavens, and give ear, earth, for Hashem has
spoken" (Yeshayah 1:2). "Hear, heavens": it is written in Isaiah, who
was further away from the King, "Hear, heavens." As for Moses, who
was nearer to the King, it is written, "Give ear, O heavens."

7. We learned that when Isaiah said, "Hear, heavens, and give ear,
earth," many prosecutors came to break his head. A voice
resounded, saying, Who is that who wishes to shake worlds! Then
he opened with the words, It is not I nor is it mine, but, "Hashem has
spoken" and not I. Of Moses it is written, "Give ear, O (lit. 'the')
heavens, and I will speak," I and no other. "I will speak" without fear,
"and hear O (lit. 'the'), earth, the words of my mouth" and not
anybody else's. Blessed is his portion. Rabbi Aba said, In the
engraved letters of Rabbi Elazar HE SAID, in "Give (spelled with Vav)
ear, the (Heb. Hei) heavens, and (Heb. Vav) I will speak; and hear, the
(Heb. Hei) earth" the holy, supernal Name is alluded to, NAMELY
YUD HEI VAV HEI.

8. Rabbi Yosi said, Another difference between Moses and Isaiah is
that Moses said, "Hear, the heavens" WITH THE DEFINITE ARTICLE,
"the heavens," namely the supernal heavens, those known to be
called the Name of the Holy One, blessed be He. "and hear, the
earth" is the supernal earth, the one known to be the land of the
living, NAMELY MALCHUT. In Isaiah it is written, "Hear, heavens,"
instead of "the heavens," because these are the lower heavens and
earth. Nevertheless, they wanted to punish him until he said, "for
Hashem has spoken" and not I. Moses spoke much more, as written,
"Give ear, the heavens, and I will speak; and hear, the earth, the
words of my mouth," WHO ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT. HE DID
NOT FEAR, AND NONE WANTED TO PUNISH HIM.
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3. The apple tree and the lily
Rabbi Yitzchak says how blessed Yisrael is to be under the direct care of God rather than to have been assigned to one of His appointed ministers.
He says that God is like an apple that has three colors and the Congregation of Yisrael, Malchut, is like a lily that has two colors. The three colors of
the apple allude to Chesed, Gvurah and Tiferet, while the two colors of the lily allude to Judgment and Chesed. The patriarchs are also the three
colors joined in the apple.
9. Rabbi Yitzchak opened with, "Like the apple tree..." (Shir Hashirim
2:3). Happy is the portion of Yisrael more than all the idolatrous
nations, because all the other nations were handed to appointed
ministers to control them. As for holy Yisrael, happy is their portion
in this world and in the World to Come that the Holy One, blessed be
He, gave them neither to an angel nor to another ruler, but took them
for His own portion. This is the meaning of, "For Hashem's portion is
His people" (Devarim 32:9), and, "For Hashem has chosen Jacob to
Himself" (Tehilim 135:4). "Like the apple tree among the trees of the
wood": just as the apple tree is different in color from all the other
trees in the field, so is the Holy One, blessed be He, separated and
marked above all higher and lower legions. Hence His name is
Hashem Tzevaot, WHICH MEANS He is a sign (Heb. ot) throughout
the celestial army (Heb. tzava).

10. Come and see, the Holy One, blessed be He is like an apple that
has in it three colors, WHITE, RED AND GREEN THAT INDICATE
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET. The Congregation of Yisrael, WHO
IS MALCHUT, is like a lily. What is a lily? Rabbi Aba said, It is a
generic lily, a lily of six petals. The colors of such a lily are white and
red, and it is all of two colors, red and white THAT INDICATE
JUDGMENT AND CHESED. Such is the Congregation of Yisrael,
WHO IS MALCHUT.

11. The Holy One, blessed be He, is like an apple tree; the
Congregation of Yisrael is like a lily. For thus spoke the
Congregation of Yisrael, "I roused you under the apple tree" (Shir
Hashirim 8:5). HE ASKS, Where is this, under the apple tree, AND
ANSWERS, These are the patriarchs we mentioned, CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET THAT ARE CALLED PATRIARCHS. Rabbi
Yosi said, It is Jubilee, NAMELY BINAH CALLED APPLE TREE. Rabbi
Aba said, Everything is correct, because the patriarchs we
mentioned are the three colors joined in the apple.

12. Rabbi Yitzchak said, How did the Congregation of Yisrael
become a part of the lily? By loving kisses with which MALCHUT
cleaved to the supernal King ZEIR ANPIN. Then she took FROM HIS
TWO LIPS two roses, as written, "his lips like lilies" (Shir Hashirim
5:13). This is why the Congregation of Yisrael said, "Let him kiss me
with the kisses of his mouth" (Shir Hashirim 1:2), since then she is
included in the lilies in his two lips THAT ARE CALLED LILIES.

4. Seven firmaments and seven planets
Rabbi Yehuda says that God is called heaven, and thus all the firmaments are also included in this name; when the firmaments are joined together
they are called heaven and therefore they are also called the Name of God. Rabbi Yehuda goes on to list these seven firmaments. Rabbi Yitzchak
recalls that Rabbi Shimon compared all the seventy Sfirot of the King to seven firmaments and seven planets, and that although the planets are
called by physical names they actually conceal all the firmaments. We are told the names of the seven planets and given their relationship to the
seven supernal Sfirot. Rabbi Yosi says that the rabbis find these matters easy to understand even though they are concealed by certain terms.
Rabbi Shimon admonishes the other rabbis to forget about the Baraithas because they know the greater wisdom of the Kabbalah and have revealed
what was never revealed to ancient sages.
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13. Rabbi Yehuda said, The Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS ZEIR
ANPIN, is called heaven, and since He is called heaven, all the
firmaments that are included in this name, when they are joined
together are called heaven and called the Name of the Holy One,
blessed be He. What are these firmaments COMPREHENDED IN
HEAVEN? AND HE ANSWERS, There are seven as we learned: Vilon
(Eng. 'curtain'), Raki'a (Eng. 'firmament'), Shechakim (Eng. 'skies'),
Zvul (Eng. 'dwelling'), Ma'on (Eng. 'temple'), Machon (Eng.
'sanctuary'), and Aravot (Eng. 'heaven'). In the Agadah of Rav
Hamnuna Saba we learned it thus IN THESE WORDS. Rabbi Yitzchak
said, The B'raitot of Rav Hamnuna Saba are thus, SPEAKING ABOUT
LOWER THINGS BUT ALLUDING TO LOFTY ONES, THAT IS, JUST
LIKE HERE THE SEVEN FIRMAMENTS ARE DISCUSSED THAT
REFER TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT HAS SEVEN SFIROT. There are many
B'RAITOT THAT SPEAK in all these manners.
14. As we learned, Rabbi Shimon said, We learned in all these
B'raitot that all these seventy Sfirot of the King are compared to
seven firmaments and seven planets that run to and fro, and they are
called by PHYSICAL names. But though they conceal all the
firmaments, THAT IS, THEY ARE CALLED BY NAMES THAT ALLUDE
TO THEIR INNER, SECRET ASPECT, as for the seven planets,
Shabtai (Saturn), Tzedek (Jupiter), Ma'adim (Mars), Chamah (Sun),
Nogah (Venus), Cochav (Mercury), Levanah (Moon) they relate these
SEVEN SUPERNAL SFIROT to those NAMES OF THE PLANETS,
WISHING to conceal matters, NAMELY, regarding those OF WHOM it
is written, "Let now the astrologers, the stargazers, the monthly
prognosticators, stand up, and save you" (Yeshayah 47:13). They
conceal matters UNDER THESE NAMES, even though they are not
the ways of the Torah BUT ASTROLOGICAL LANGUAGE. But we
follow the ways of the Torah, NAMELY, ALLUDE TO EVERYTHING
AND CONCEAL IT WITH WORDS OF TORAH, as written, "and he
called their names after the names by which his father had called
them" (Beresheet 26:18), namely, we follow the words of the Holy
One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE LANGUAGE OF THE TORAH, and
walk with Him, as written, "and walk in His ways" (Devarim 28:9).

15. Rabbi Yosi said, These words, NAMELY, OUTER NAMES
MENTIONED ABOVE, are easy to the friends, and the words are
understood, though they are concealed BY FOREIGN TERMS. He
said to him, And so have we learned like Rabbi Yehuda said that
Rabbi Chiya said before us. And so have we learned from these
B'raitot, that during Solomon's days the moon stood full, THAT IS,
MALCHUT WAS FULL AND FACE TO FACE WITH ZEIR ANPIN,
WHICH IS WHY WISDOM WAS SO PREVALENT THEN. Many people
understood the words of these B'raitot.

16. Rabbi Shimon said, I have raised my hands in prayer to the holy
supernal One that these subjects, THE WISDOM OF KABBALAH,
were uncovered by me in that world the way they were covered in my
heart. And we do not USE these ways of the B'raitot but apply the
ways of the Torah TO INTERPRET THIS DISCIPLINE.
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17. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said, Who is great in wisdom like
King David and his son King Solomon in ATTAINING that Sfirah
known by these B'raitot, THAT IS THE SFIRAH OF MALCHUT. King
David called the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT, righteousness because
it is his, HE BEING A CHARIOT TO MALCHUT, as written, "Open to
me the gates of righteousness. I will go in to them, and I will praise
Yah" (Tehilim 118:19). King Solomon also CALLED IT
RIGHTEOUSNESS, and it is called righteousness. The sun that is
called in the B'raitot a covenant, NAMELY YESOD, is called justice.
And both are the Throne of Glory of the King, ZEIR ANPIN, as
written, "Righteousness and justice are the foundation of Your
throne" (Tehilim 89:15), because the Righteous and Righteousness,
YESOD AND MALCHUT, are also in the same grade, WHICH IS WHY
THEY ARE MENTIONED TOGETHER IN THE WORDS,
"RIGHTEOUSNESS AND JUSTICE ARE THE FOUNDATION OF YOUR
THRONE." We learned that the seven Sfirot, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT, are nine, THAT
IS, TOGETHER WITH CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. And even in these
B'raitot, seven firmaments are nine.
18. Rabbi Shimon said, How long will the friends read these things,
NAMELY THE B'RAITOT! We follow the Holy One, blessed be He, and
we know the subjects OF THE WISDOM OF KABBALAH. We have
revealed what was not revealed to ancient sages. From now on,
leave all these things and all the B'raitot to those who did not go in
and out, NAMELY THOSE WHO ENTERED THE WISDOM BUT DID
NOT LEAVE IT BECAUSE THEY DID NOT UNDERSTAND IT. Let their
children come and inquire about this wisdom, and when they will,
the friends will say TO THEM, Woe to the generation from which
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai has departed. Yet come and see, from now
on there shall be no generation like this one, and Torah will not be
disclosed by the friends.

5. Moses revealed on the day he passed away
Rabbi Shimon says that the last generation that left Egypt knew everything, because Moses revealed it all to them during the forty years that they
wandered in the wilderness. Rabbi Yitzchak had taught that even Moses only revealed secrets on the last day before he died, once he was given
permission to reveal them. The poem that Moses delivered to the people was drawn from the Holy Spirit downwards, and he called on the name of
God when he spoke.
19. Come and see, the last generation that left Egypt knew
everything because Moses revealed it to them all the forty years they
were in the wilderness, as I said. We learned that Rabbi Yitzchak
said, Even Moses revealed it only on the day he departed from the
world, as written, "I am a hundred and twenty years old this
day" (Devarim 31:2), on the very day HE PASSED AWAY. Hence he
did not speak until he was given permission as written, "Now
therefore write this poem for yourselves" (Ibid. 19). When he did
reveal, he did not say 'Give ear, Yisrael', but, "Give ear, O
heavens" (Devarim 32:1).

20. Rabbi Yosi said, It is written, "this poem," THAT IS, "NOW
THEREFORE WRITE THIS POEM FOR YOURSELVES." Could it be
called a poem? IT SHOULD HAVE SAID 'THIS TORAH'. Rabbi
Yitzchak said, It is surely a poem. As a poem is drawn through the
Holy Spirit from above downwards, SO these words also were drawn
through the Holy Spirit from above downwards. This is why Moses
spoke of a poem.
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21. Come and see all that Moses has spoken and called to the high
ones before he uttered a word, as written, "Give ear, O heavens."
"My doctrine shall drop as the rain..." (Ibid. 2). Why all that? Because
"I will call on the name of Hashem" (Ibid. 3). Before he said that, he
caused all the worlds to tremble.

22. We learned that when Moses said, "Give ear, O heavens, and I
will speak," the worlds shook. A voice resounded saying, Moses,
Moses, why are you shaking the whole world. You are human, shall
the world shake because of you? He opened and said, "I will call on
the name of Hashem." At that moment they became silent and
listened to his words.
The holy Idra Zuta (the smaller assembly)

6. The day when Rabbi Shimon wanted to depart from the world
This section begins to tell about the events surrounding Rabbi Shimon's voluntary departure from the world. Many of the friends are with him,
although they come and go as Rabbi Shimon requests them to. A fire encircles the whole house as he prepares to reveal things that he has never
before had permission to reveal, and Rabbi Aba is charged with writing down his revelations. Rabbi Shimon begins by saying that the living are the
righteous, and anyone who is wicked is considered to be dead. He says that God delights in the honor of the righteous even more than His own
honor. Next Rabbi Shimon tells the other rabbis that he can see two rabbis who died some time earlier together with seventy righteous people all
shining with the radiance of the most hidden Atika Kadisha; at this statement the other rabbis tremble. Rabbi Shimon says that during his whole life
he was attached to God, and now at the end God and all His holy followers have come joyfully to listen to hidden secrets and to the praise of Atika
Kadisha.
23. We learned that on the day Rabbi Shimon wanted to depart from
the world and was putting his affairs in order, the friends gathered in
the house of Rabbi Shimon. Before him were Rabbi Elazar his son
and Rabbi Aba and other friends, and the house was full. Rabbi
Shimon lifted up his eyes and saw that the house became full. Rabbi
Shimon wept and said, Another time when I was ill Rabbi Pinchas
ben Yair was before me, and they waited for me until I inquired about
my place IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN. When I returned, a fire circled
me, which never stopped. No one entered MY HOUSE except by
permission. Now I see THE FIRE stopped, and behold the house is
full.

24. While they were sitting, Rabbi Shimon opened his eyes and saw
what he saw, and fire encircled the house. Everybody left, and only
Rabbi Elazar his son and Rabbi Aba remained, while the rest of the
friends stayed outside. Rabbi Shimon said to Rabbi Elazar his son,
Go out and see if Rabbi Yitzchak is here, because I was a guarantor
for him. Tell him to settle his affairs and sit by me. Happy is his
portion.
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25. Rabbi Shimon rose and sat down, laughed and rejoiced. He said,
Where are the friends? Rabbi Elazar rose and let them in, and they
sat before him. Rabbi Shimon raised his hands, recited a prayer and
was glad. He said, Let the friends that were present at the assembly,
NAMELY THE IDRA RABA, come here. They all left, and Rabbi Elazar
his son, Rabbi Aba, Rabbi Yehuda, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Chiya
stayed. In the meanwhile Rabbi Yitzchak entered. Rabbi Shimon said
to him, How deserved is your portion. How much joy should be
added to you on this day. Rabbi Aba sat behind him and Rabbi
Elazar before him.

26. Rabbi Shimon said, Now it is time of goodwill, and I want to come
without shame into the World to Come. Here are holy matters that I
have not revealed until now. I wish to reveal them before the
Shechinah so it shall not be said that I have gone from this world in
want - until now they have been hidden in my heart, so I can enter
through them into the World to Come.

27. This is how I am going to arrange you: Rabbi Aba shall write,
Rabbi Elazar my son shall recite orally, and the other friends shall
mutter speak in their heart. Rabbi Aba rose from behind his back.
Rabbi Elazar was sitting in front of him. RABBI SHIMON said to him,
Rise my son, for another shall sit in this place. Rabbi Elazar rose.

28. Rabbi Shimon wrapped himself IN HIS GARMENT, and sat down.
He started by saying, "The dead cannot praise Yah, nor can any who
go down into silence (Heb. dumah)" (Tehilim 115:17). Surely "The
dead cannot praise Yah," those who are considered dead, because
the Holy One, blessed be He, is called living and dwells among those
who are called living, NAMELY THE RIGHTEOUS, and not with those
that are considered dead, NAMELY THE WICKED. The end of the
verse PROVES IT, as written, "nor can any who go down into
Dumah," namely all those who go down to THE ANGEL Dumah, and
remain in Gehenom. But it is not so with those who are called living,
THE RIGHTEOUS, that the Holy One, blessed be He, delights to
honor.

29. Rabbi Shimon said, How different is this time from the Idra RABA
IN THE PORTION OF NASO, since in the Idra the Holy One, blessed
be He, came with His Chariots. Now the Holy One, blessed be He, is
here, coming with the righteous that are in the Garden of Eden,
which has not happened at the Idra. And the Holy One, blessed be
He, delights in the honor of the righteous more than His own honor,
as written about Jeroboam that he used to make offerings and
worship idols, yet the Holy One, blessed be He, waited for him AND
DID NOT PUNISH HIM. But once he stretched his hands against Ido
the prophet, his hand dried up, as written, "And his hand...dried
up" (I Melachim 13:4). It is not mentioned because he worshipped
idols, but because he put out his hand against Ido the prophet. Now
the Holy One, blessed be He, delights in our honor as all THE
RIGHTEOUS IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN came with Him.
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30. RABBI SHIMON said, Here is Rav Hamnuna Saba, and around
him seventy righteous people engraved with crowns, and shining
each from the splendor of the radiance of the most concealed Atika
Kadisha. He comes gladly to listen to the things I am saying. As he
was sitting he said, since Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair here, prepare his
seat. The friends that were there trembled, rose and sat at the
corners of the house, and Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba remained
before Rabbi Shimon. Rabbi Shimon said, In the Idra RABA the state
was that all the friends were talking and I among them. Now I shall
alone speak and everyone will listen to my words, higher and lower
beings. Happy is my portion on this day.

31. He opened with, "I am my beloved's, and his desire is towards
me" (Shir Hashirim 7:11). All the days I was connected to this world,
I was attached with one connection with the Holy One, blessed be
He, and hence now, "His desire is towards me." For He and all His
holy camp have come with joy to listen to hidden words and the
praise of the most hidden Atika Kadisha, which is separated and
divided, yet is not divided, since everything cleaves to Him and He
cleaves to everything; He is everything.

7. Nine lights that glow with the establishments of Atika
Rabbi Shimon talks about the most ancient among the ancient, Atika, saying that when it was established it produced nine lights or Sfirot. He tells
us about the nature of Atika Kadisha and how it can be known by the lights that emanate from it.
32. The most ancient among the ancient, Atika, WHICH IS CALLED
THE UNKNOWN HEAD, which is most concealed, was established
yet not established. It was established in order to maintain
everything, BUT FROM ITS OWN ASPECT it was not established,
BECAUSE ITS OWN ESTABLISHMENTS REVEAL NOTHING OF ITS
OWN NATURE, and it cannot be found, THAT IS, IT IS
INCOMPREHENSIBLE.
33. When it was established it produced nine lights, WHICH ARE THE
NINE SFIROT KETER, CHOCHMAH, BINAH, CHESED, GVURAH,
TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD OF ARICH ANPIN, THE
GARMENTS OF WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA, MALE AND FEMALE,
that glow from it, FROM THE UNKNOWN HEAD from its
establishments. These NINE lights shine from it WITH CHASSADIM,
glow from it WITH GVUROT, and spread in every direction BOTH TO
CHOCHMAH AND TO CHASSADIM like a candle from which lights
stream in every direction. When one approaches to observe the
spreading lights, only the candle alone can be observed. THAT IS,
THE CANDLE AND THE LIGHTS STREAMING FROM THE CANDLE
ARE NOT TWO THINGS, SINCE THE LIGHT SPREADING FROM IT
HAS NO SELF-EXISTENCE OR POWER, BECAUSE ALL ITS
EXISTENCE LIES WITHIN THAT CANDLE. IF YOU TAKE THE
CANDLE TO A DIFFERENT PLACE, THE LIGHTS SHALL SPREAD IN
A DIFFERENT PLACE AND NOTHING WILL REMAIN OF THEM IN
THE FORMER PLACE. Such is Atika Kadisha. It is a lofty, most
hidden candle, incomprehensible save for the lights spreading
FROM IT, SOME OF WHICH ARE revealed and SOME OF WHICH ARE
hidden. They are called the Holy Name. BUT THE LIGHTS
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SPREADING FROM ATIKA KADISHA HAVE NO SELF-EXISTENCE,
HEAVEN FORBID, ALL THEIR EXISTENCE IS WITHIN ATIKA
KADISHA, THOUGH THEY ARE COMPREHENSIBLE AND ATIKA
KADISHA IS NOT, LIKE LIGHTS STREAMING FROM THE CANDLE.
For that reason it is all one.
34. The friends have said in ancient books THAT THE CHANGES
SPREADING FROM IT are created grades, THAT IS, THEY COME
INTO BEING THROUGH THE ESTABLISHMENTS CREATED, and that
Atika Kadisha is revealed through each of them, since they are the
constructions of Atika Kadisha. THAT IS, THEY ARE TYPES OF
COVERS OVER THE ILLUMINATION OF BLESSED THE ENDLESS
LIGHT AND THROUGH THESE COVERS THE LOWER BEINGS ARE
ABLE TO COMPREHEND IT. ITS CREATION IS IN RELATION TO
PEOPLE, BUT IN THE LIGHT ITSELF THERE IS NO CHANGE,
HEAVEN FORBID. THIS IS LIKE A MAN WHO PUTS ON CLOTHES TO
APPEAR BEFORE HIS NEIGHBORS. THAT MAN IS NOT AFFECTED
AT ALL BY THESE COVERS, THOUGH OTHERS ARE. This is not the
time for these matters, because I have already spoken of them in the
holy Idra. BUT NOW I realize what I have not known that well, which
until now was hidden in my heart. Now I alone testify before the Holy
King and BEFORE all the truly righteous who came to hear these
matters.

8. The skull of Atika
Here Rabbi Shimon talks about the skull of the head of Arich Anpin, and the flow that spreads and shines from it. We hear about the dew of plenty
that drips every day to Zeir Anpin and with which the dead will be resurrected in the time to come. Within that head the supernal wisdom is hidden
that is called the supernal brain; it can be comprehended only by itself.
35. The skull, NAMELY KETER, of the white head, NAMELY THE
HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS WHOLLY WHITE, THE SECRET
OF THE REIGN OF CHESED, has neither beginning nor ending FOR
REVEALING CHOCHMAH, THE SECRET OF SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH
AND LOWER CHOCHMAH. FOR THE FLOW OF CHOCHMAH AND
THE FLOW OF CHASSADIM ARE JOINED IN IT INTO ONE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM. Its joint flow spreads and shines FROM IT, and from it
the righteous receive 400 desirable worlds for the World to Come.
From the joint flow, which is the white head, dew drips, NAMELY
PLENTY, daily to Zeir Anpin, which is a place called heaven. With it,
THAT DEW, the dead shall be resurrected in the future to come, as
written, "therefore Elohim give you of the dew of heaven" (Beresheet
27:28), NAMELY THE DEW OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED
HEAVEN, and His head is filled. From Zeir Anpin it flows to the field
of apple trees, WHICH IS MALCHUT, and the whole field of apple
trees radiates with this dew.

36. This Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, is hidden and
obscured, and concealed supernal Chochmah OF ARICH ANPIN is in
that skull, WHICH IS KETER OF ARICH ANPIN. Surely only the head
alone was exposed in that Atika, because it is the beginning (or:
'head') of every beginning. Supernal Chochmah, which is a head, is
hidden within it, THE HEAD OF ARICH ANPIN, and is called the
supernal brain, the covered brain, the subdued and quiet brain. None
can comprehend it save it itself.

9. The three heads of Atika
We learn about the three heads that are imprinted one inside another and one over another. One of these is concealed Chochmah, one is the most
hidden Atika Kadisha and the third is absolutely incomprehensible. Rabbi Shimon talks about the hairs that come out of the skull of Arich Anpin; we
learn that the hairs are all smooth and equal in weight. He says that Atika always abides in the thirteen attributes of Mercy.
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37. Three heads were imprinted, one inside another, THAT IS,
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH INSIDE THE SKULL and one over another,
NAMELY THE UNKNOWN HEAD ABOVE THE SKULL. HE EXPLAINS,
One head is concealed Chochmah, which is undisclosed and
unopened. This concealed Chochmah is a beginning to every other
beginning of other Chochmot. THIS IS THE FIRST HEAD FROM
BELOW UPWARDS. THE SECOND HEAD is a supernal head, the
most obscured Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS THE SKULL OF ARICH
ANPIN. THE THIRD HEAD THAT IS LOFTY ABOVE EVERYTHING IS
the head for every head, a head that is not a head, THAT IS, ITS
BEING A HEAD INDICATES IT IS A BEGINNING OF EXPANSION AND
COMPREHENSION, YET THIS HEAD IS ENTIRELY
INCOMPREHENSIBLE because no one knows nor is it known what is
in this head, because it is attached neither to Chochmah nor to
Tevunah. It is therefore considered, "Therefore now flee to your
place" (Bemidbar 24:11), "and the living creatures ran and
returned" (Yechezkel 1:14), BECAUSE NO COMPREHENSION CAN
APPLY THERE.
38. For this reason Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS THE SKULL OF ARICH
ANPIN is called naught, since naught derives from it, FROM THE
UNKNOWN HEAD. THAT IS, SINCE THIS HEAD, THE SKULL, IS
CLOSE TO THE UNKNOWN HEAD, WHICH IS UTTERLY
INCOMPREHENSIBLE, IT TOO IS INCOMPREHENSIBLE, AND IS
THEREFORE CALLED NAUGHT, WHICH INDICATES ITS COMPLETE
INCOMPREHENSIBILITY. FOR THAT REASON all hairs and tiny hairs
OVER THE SKULL DO NOT COME OUT OF THE SKULL BECAUSE
NO JUDGMENTS ARE ATTACHED TO IT, BUT they come out of the
concealed brain, WHICH IS THE BEGINNING OF THE EXPANSION OF
CHOCHMAH. FOR SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH SPREADS FROM IT;
THIS CHOCHMAH IS EVENTUALLY REVEALED IN MALCHUT
WHERE THERE IS PLACE FOR JUDGMENTS. AND THE HAIRS ARE
THE ROOT OF JUDGMENTS, AS IN, "FOR HE CRUSHES ME WITH A
TEMPEST (OR: 'A HAIR')" (IYOV 9:17). HENCE THE HAIR OF THE
HEAD AND BEARD COME OUT OF THE CONCEALED BRAIN,
THOUGH IN THIS CASE THERE ARE NO JUDGMENTS IN THE HAIRS,
BUT ROOTS ONLY. THEREFORE they are all smooth, THAT IS, SOFT
WITHOUT JUDGMENT. AND THEY ARE ALL EQUAL in weight,
BECAUSE EVERYTHING HERE IS OF THE SAME LIGHT OF MERCY
and the back of the neck is invisible, WHICH INDICATES
JUDGMENTS AND HIND PARTS, ACCORDING TO THE VERSE, "AND
THEY HAVE TURNED THEIR BACK TO ME, AND NOT THEIR
FACE" (YIRMEYAH 32:33).
39. All this stems from the fact that this Atika is of the same LIGHT,
NAMELY THE REIGN OF CHASSADIM, WHICH IS WHY THERE IS NO
ROOM FOR JUDGMENT TO APPEAR. It is all in joy and never
changes FROM THE ILLUMINATION of Mercy. THAT IS, THOUGH WE
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND
CENTRAL IN IT, IT NEVER STRAYS FROM THE ASPECT OF THE
RIGHT COLUMN, AND IS EVER OF MERCY AND CHASSADIM IN
NATURE. It abides in the thirteen attributes of Mercy, because the
hidden Chochmah in it divides three times into fours, WHICH IS
TWELVE, and it, Atika ITSELF includes them and rules over
everything. TOGETHER WITH IT, THERE ARE THIRTEEN
ATTRIBUTES.

10. The path where the hairs split
Rabbi Shimon says that the path that shines in the division of the hairs that come out of the hidden brain is the path of the righteous. He talks about
the supernal Keter above that is a hidden and entirely unknown higher candle.
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40. One path shines in THE MIDDLE OF the division of the hairs that
come out of the CONCEALED brain, WHICH IS CONCEALED
CHOCHMAH. It is the path where the righteous shine in the World to
Come, as written, "But the path of just men is like the gleam of
sunlight" (Mishlei 4:18), "then shall you delight yourself in
Hashem..." (Yeshayah 58:14). From this path shine all other paths
that derive from Zeir Anpin, WHICH ARE 613 PATHS.

41. This Atika, WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN, the oldest among the old,
FROM WHICH DERIVE SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT ARE
CONSIDERED OLD, is the supernal Keter above, NAMELY KETER OF
ARICH ANPIN, with which all crowns are decorated, NAMELY ALL
MOCHIN. FOR MOCHIN ARE CONSIDERED CROWNS, WHICH ARE
THE SEVEN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEAD THAT SHALL BE
EXPLAINED AND THE THIRTEEN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
BEARD. And the crowns shine FROM IT, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA,
and the other candles, NAMELY SEVEN LOWER SFIROT, WHICH
CONTAIN JUDGMENTS, glow from it and shine. NEVERTHELESS, it
ITSELF is a hidden supernal unknown candle.

11. Atika is present in three - in two it is one
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the head that is high above the three heads of Arich Anpin. He says that Atika Kadisha is both the supernal Keter of all
higher beings and also the head above it, the entirely unknown head. It is one, and everything is one.
42. This Atika, NAMELY ARICH ANPIN, is present in three heads
included inside one head, AS TOGETHER THEY ARE ONE HEAD OF
ARICH ANPIN, and that one higher head, NAMELY THE UNKNOWN
HEAD, THE HEAD OF ATIK, is high up, NAMELY, ABOVE THE
THREE HEADS OF ARICH ANPIN. And since Atika Kadisha manifests
in three HEADS, THE SECRET OF THE THREE COLUMNS, so do all
the candles, NAMELY SFIROT, that radiate from it manifest in three.
Moreover Atika Kadisha manifests in two, because Atik in all is in
two: 1) it is the supernal Keter of all higher beings, the head of all
heads; 2) and also that HEAD above it, NAMELY the unknown HEAD.
So do all the candles manifest in two. Furthermore, Atika Kadisha
both manifests and is hidden in one, THAT IS, ALL THE LIGHTS
WITHIN IT ARE INCLUDED IN THE REIGN OF THE LIGHT OF
CHASSADIM ALONE. It is one and everything is one. So are all the
other candles sanctified and connected and revert to one, and are
one.

12. The forehead of the will of Arich Anpin
We learn that on Shabbat during the Minchah service the forehead of Atika Kadisha that is called 'will' is revealed, and at this time all judgments are
subdued and there is mercy throughout all the worlds.
43. The forehead that is revealed in Atika Kadisha, THAT IS, IN
ARICH ANPIN, is called will. For this supernal head that is concealed
above extends one force, mitigated and comely that is included in
the forehead and revealed by reconciliation. HENCE this forehead is
called will.
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44. When this will is exposed IN THE FOREHEAD, the Will of all wills
is present throughout the worlds, THAT IS, THIS COMPLETE
ILLUMINATION REACHES ALL WORLDS. All prayers below are
accepted then, the face of Zeir Anpin shines, everything is in a state
of Mercy and all Judgments hide and are subdued.

45. On Shabbat, during Minchah service, WHICH DURING
WEEKDAYS is a time when all Judgments awaken, ON SHABBAT
this forehead is revealed OF ARICH ANPIN AS THE DESIRE TO
ILLUMINATE WITH CHASSADIM. All Judgments are subdued and
Mercy abides throughout the worlds. Hence Shabbat is without
Judgment above as well as below; even the fire of Gehenom sinks
into its place and evil people take rest. Therefore an additional soul
of joy is added on Shabbat.

13. The three meals of Shabbat
Rabbi Shimon recalls that he has never neglected the three meals on Shabbat in his whole life. He says that the three meals are the meal of the
Queen, the meal of the holy King, and the meal of the most hidden Atika Kadisha. In the world beyond one will be able to merit all these grades.
46. One must rejoice in the three meals on Shabbat, for the whole
Faith and the entirety of faith is present in it. And one must set his
table, eat the three meals of faith and rejoice in them.

47. Rabbi Shimon said, I bring all those present here as witnesses
that I have never neglected these three meals in my life. Due to their
merit, I did not have to resort to fasting on Shabbat and even on
other WEEK days I did not have to FAST, and all the more so on
Shabbat. For whoever merits them, merits the entire faith. THEY
ARE: one is the meal of the Queen, NAMELY ON SHABBAT EVE,
BECAUSE NIGHT IS THE DOMAIN OF MALCHUT; one is the meal of
the Holy King, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS, DURING THE MEAL OF
MINCHAH, WHEN ZEIR ANPIN RISES TO ATIKA KADISHA; and one
is the meal of the most concealed Atika Kadisha AT THE MORNING
MEAL. FOR ON SHABBAT ATIKA KADISHA IS SHINING BY MEANS
OF SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA, AND ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES THE
ILLUMINATION FROM THEM. BUT AT MINCHAH OF SHABBAT, ZEIR
ANPIN HIMSELF ASCENDS TO ATIKA KADISHA AND RECEIVES HIS
ILLUMINATION. HENCE THAT MEAL IS NAMED AFTER ZEIR ANPIN,
AND THE MORNING MEAL AFTER ATIKA KADISHA. In that world,
ONE can merit these GRADES. When this will IN THE FOREHEAD is
revealed, all Judgments are subdued in their chains.

14. Concealed Chochmah of Arich Anpin and revealed Chochmah
We are told that the establishment of Atika Kadisha is such that it is one structure that includes all others; it is supernal Chochmah that
incorporates all the rest and is called supernal hidden Eden.
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48. The establishment of Atika Kadisha is such that it was
established as one structure that includes all structures. It is
supernal, hidden Chochmah, NAMELY, THE THIRD HEAD OF ARICH
ANPIN, which incorporates all the rest, and is called supernal,
hidden Eden. It is the brain of Atika Kadisha. This brain expands in
every direction and from it spreads another Eden, SUPERNAL ABA
AND IMA THAT ARE LOWER EDEN. From that Eden CHOCHMAH is
engraved AND STARTS TO REVEAL ITSELF IN YISRAEL- SABA AND
TEVUNAH, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHICH IS THE SECRET OF
LOWER CHOCHMAH, WHERE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED.

15. The unknown head divested of a force that is contained in the forehead
Rabbi Shimon explains the genesis of the beard of Arich Anpin that is called supernal Chesed; he says that this is the characteristic called
"abundant in love."
49. That hidden head in the head of Atika, which is unknown,
NAMELY THE FIRST HEAD, when it extended a force constructed so
as to illuminate, it struck THROUGH IT that brain, NAMELY THE
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN, became engraved and
shone with many lights. CONCEALED CHOCHMAH produced ITS
ILLUMINATION and marked a reconciliation, so to speak, in that
forehead. Then a light, which is called will, was imprinted ON THAT
FOREHEAD, which spread downwards through THE THIRTEEN
CHARACTERISTICS OF the beard OF ARICH ANPIN down to the
place where it settled in the beard called supernal Chesed. This is
THE CHARACTERISTIC CALLED "abundant in Chesed," NAMELY
THE EIGHTH OF THE THIRTEEN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
BEARD. When this will is revealed THROUGH THE
CHARACTERISTIC OF "ABUNDANT IN LOVE," the prosecutors see it
and surrender.

16. Opening the eyes
We learn that the eyes of Atika Kadisha never sleep, and for that reason have neither eyebrows nor eyelids. Both these eyes are actually one. The
brain is called the fountain of blessing, and since it glows with the three kinds of whiteness in the eyes then blessings come out of the eye. Rabbi
Shimon says that the Concealed Book taught him that the letters Yud Hei Vav Hei derive from Atika in order to support those letters below; for that
reason the Holy Name is both hidden and revealed - the hidden part corresponding to Atika Kadisha and the revealed part to Zeir Anpin. Thus all
blessings should contain both the hidden and the revealed.
50. As for the eyes of the head of Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS ARICH
ANPIN, both EYES are as one. They constantly observe and never
sleep, as written, "Behold, He who keeps Yisrael shall neither
slumber nor sleep" (Tehilim 121:4), which refers to holy Yisrael, ZEIR
ANPIN. For that reason He has neither eyebrows nor eyelids.

51. This brain, NAMELY, CONCEALED CHOCHMAH OF ARICH
ANPIN, is engraved and shines with three types of whiteness in the
eye. With one kind of whiteness in them, the eyes of Zeir Anpin wash
in milk, as written, "washed with milk" (Shir Hashirim 5:12), WHICH
IS CHESED CALLED MILK. It derives from the first kind of whiteness
IN THE THREE TYPES OF WHITE IN THE EYES OF ARICH ANPIN,
BEING THEIR RIGHT COLUMN. The other kinds of white wash and
illuminate the other candles, NAMELY THE OTHER GRADES.
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52. The brain, WHICH IS CONCEALED CHOCHMAH, is called the
fountain of blessing, being the fountain whence all blessings flow.
Since this brain glows with the three kinds of white in the eyes,
THEN blessings come out of the eye, as written, "He that has a
generous eye shall be blessed" (Mishlei 22:9), because the
whiteness of the eye derives from the brain. When that eye observes
Zeir Anpin, everyone shines joyfully. This eye, EVEN THOUGH IT
HAS IN IT THE THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT AND CENTRAL, is
NEVERTHELESS all right and has no left in it. BUT the lower eyes,
THOSE OF ZEIR ANPIN, are right and left, two that have two natures,
THE RIGHT IS CHESED AND THE LEFT IS GVURAH OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH.

53. We learned in Safra Det'zniuta (the Concealed Book) that there is
an upper Yud and a lower Yud, an upper Hei and a lower Hei, an
upper Vav and a lower Vav. All the upper ones derive from Atika, and
the lower ones are in Zeir Anpin. They do not derive from Him but
are actually in Him, SINCE ZEIR ANPIN IS CALLED YUD HEI VAV HEI,
AND THE SECRET OF THE LETTERS APPLIES TO HIM. But from
Atika Kadisha THEY JUST derive, THAT IS, THE ROOTS OF THE
FOUR LETTERS, YUD HEI VAV HEI, ARE IN IT, BUT NOT THE
ACTUAL LETTERS. For the name of Atika is hidden from all and is
incomprehensible. But those letters YUD HEI VAV HEI derive from
Atika in order to support those LETTERS BELOW, for otherwise THE
LOWER ONES would not have survived.

54. For that reason the Holy Name is both hidden and revealed. The
hidden part corresponds to the most hidden Atika Kadisha and the
revealed part is in Zeir Anpin. Therefore all blessings should contain
both the hidden and the revealed. THAT IS, THEY SHOULD CONTAIN
THE SECOND, PRESENT PERSON, AS IN, 'BLESSED ARE YOU',
AND THE THIRD, HIDDEN PERSON, 'WHO HAS SANCTIFIED US AND
COMMANDED US', WHICH IS HIDDEN. IT IS HIDDEN TO
CORRESPOND to the hidden letters that derive from Atika Kadisha,
AND REVEALED TO CORRESPOND TO THE LETTERS IN ZEIR
ANPIN.

17. The nose of Arich Anpin
Rabbi Shimon reveals that it is by means of the spirit of life that emanates from the nose of Arich Anpin that people will gain wisdom during the time
of King Messiah. He also says that anger comes mainly from the nose.
55. The nose OF ARICH ANPIN: in this nose, within the window of its
nostril the spirit (or: 'wind') of life blows on Zeir Anpin. Inside this
nose, in the window of the nostril, Hei comes out to support another,
lower Hei. This wind comes out from the concealed brain and is
called the spirit of life. By means of that spirit people will gain
wisdom during the time of King Messiah, as written, "and the spirit
of Hashem shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and
understanding..." (Yeshayah 11:2). This nose is life from every
aspect, complete joy, satisfaction and healing. Of the nose of Zeir
Anpin it is written, "There went up a smoke out of His nostrils..." (II
Shmuel 22:9). Here it is written, "and for My praise will I refrain (or:
'nose') for you" (Yeshayah 48:9).
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56. In the Agadah book of the academy OF STUDY of Rav Yeba Saba,
he interpreted the Hei AS MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES from the
mouth OF ARICH ANPIN. But here, IN THIS MATTER, it does not
work that way, and MALCHUT does not connect WITH THE MOUTH
OF ARICH ANPIN, BUT WITH THE LEFT NOSTRIL OF THE NOSE.
And even though it has the same meaning, many Judgments derive
from Hei, while Judgment derives from the nose, as written, "There
went up a smoke out of his nostrils." You may say it is written, "and
fire out of His mouth" (II Shmuel 22:9), SO THERE ARE JUDGMENTS
IN THE MOUTH AS WELL, TO WHICH HE ANSWERS, anger comes
mainly from the nose.

18. The Chochmot, the concealed Chochmah and the revealed Chochmah
We are told about the higher and lower Chochmah and about Hei which includes everything. From the Hei in Malchut below, Judgments stir, while
from the Hei in the nose there is Mercy within Mercy.
57. All the implements of Atika Kadisha are established in the
concealed, quiet mind, THAT IS, IN CONCEALED CHOCHMAH. And
all the implements within Zeir Anpin are established in lower
Chochmah, as written, "in wisdom have You made them all" (Tehilim
104:24). And Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, surely includes everything.
What is the difference between Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT BELOW,
and this Hei WITHIN THE LEFT NOSTRIL IN THE NOSE OF ZEIR
ANPIN? From this Hei, IN MALCHUT BELOW, Judgments stir, while
that Hei IN THE NOSE is Mercy within Mercy.

19. The hair on the beard of Arich Anpin
Rabbi Shimon says that both the upper and lower beings all look to receive bounty from the Mazal that is the beard of Atika Kadisha, as all life
derives from that Mazal; even heaven and earth and bountiful rains come from it. We learn about the thirteen streams of oil, or the thirteen attributes
of mercy, that are derived from that beard and that come out to Zeir Anpin.
58. Overall preciousness derives from the beard of Atika Kadisha,
WHICH IS ARICH ANPIN. It is called general Mazal (Eng. 'luck'). From
this beard, WHICH IS CALLED Mazal, which is most precious, the
upper and lower beings became successful. They all look TO
RECEIVE BOUNTY from that Mazal. All life derives from that Mazal,
everyone's food. Heaven and earth, WHICH ARE ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT, come from that Mazal, and bountiful rains. Everyone
looks to that Mazal. The upper and lower hosts come out of that
Mazal.

59. There are thirteen streams of valuable goodly oil, NAMELY THE
THIRTEEN ATTRIBUTES OF MERCY, derived from that beard, which
is that precious Mazal. They all come out to Zeir Anpin. Do not say
they all do, as nine of them are present in Zeir Anpin in order to
subdue Judgments.

60. This Mazal goes down in equal measures to the middle. All the
holiness of the Holy of Holies derive from this Mazal. Through this
Mazal, the tangled supernal knot became untied from the head above
all heads, which is unknown, not conceived or known to upper and
lower beings. For that reason, everything derives from this Mazal.
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61. In this beard, the three heads I mentioned expand and they all
connect to this Mazal and rest in it. For that reason all that is most
precious derives from this Mazal. All the letters OF THE NAME YUD
HEI VAV HEI that come out of Atika do so ONLY from the beard and
connect to this Mazal and depend on it to support the other letters IN
ZEIR ANPIN. And had not these letters gone up to Atik, NAMELY TO
ITS BEARD, the others IN ZEIR ANPIN would not have survived.
Hence Moses said, when it was needed, "Hashem, Hashem" (Shemot
34:6) twice, THE FIRST COMING FROM ARICH ANPIN AND THE
SECOND FROM ZEIR ANPIN with a punctuation mark between them.
Everything depends on Mazal AND NOT ON ARICH ANPIN ITSELF.
The upper and lower beings shy away from this Mazal and are
subdued before it.

20. How Chochmah of 32 paths emanated
Rabbi Shimon tells of the supernal origin of the 32 paths of wisdom. He also explains what is included under the name Atika Kadisha, and we learn
that the highest head is completely outside of the Sfirot, nor is it counted with them, even as their Keter. It is the place of the beginning.
62. This most hidden Atika Kadisha is not mentioned IN THE TORAH,
and is not present, since being a supernal head for all the upper
beings, it is mentioned IN THE TORAH only as a bodiless head,
THAT IS, "AND THE HAIR OF WHOSE HEAD WAS LIKE THE PURE
WOOL" (DANIEL 7:9), THE TORSO, ARMS AND LEGS ARE NOT
MENTIONED, LIKE THOSE OF ZEIR ANPIN MENTIONED IN SHIR
HASHIRIM. The purpose is to support everything.
63. The structures of the most hidden, concealed and treasured,
KETER OF ARICH ANPIN, settled in the most hidden brain, WHICH IS
CONCEALED CHOCHMAH. After it was wholly expanded and
established, supernal Chesed came out OF KETER OF ARICH
ANPIN. This supernal Chesed expanded and was established, and
everything was incorporated in the concealed brain, WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH OF ARICH ANPIN. When this whiteness was instituted
within that light, someone, THAT IS, THE UNKNOWN HEAD, struck
that brain, WHICH IS CONCEALED CHOCHMAH, shone and
produced from the precious Mazal another brain, WHICH BRAIN
expanded and shines upon 32 paths, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA.
When THIS BRAIN shines, it does so from the precious Mazal. Three
lofty heads shone upon THAT BRAIN, two heads and one that
incorporates them. THEY ARE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, AND THE
ONE THAT INCLUDES THEM IS THE BRAIN OF DA'AT. THESE
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT derive from Mazal and are included
in it.
64. From here, THE BRAIN OF 32 PATHS, the preciousness of the
beard, which is the concealed Mazal, begins to be revealed,
BECAUSE FROM IT, THERE IS A FLOW ON EVERY GRADE. And
when they are established THEY ARE ESTABLISHED THROUGHOUT
THE GRADES, just as three heads are crowned with Atika Kadisha,
so are all THE GRADES three headed. And when they shine, all THE
GRADES derive each from the other with three heads, which are two
from both sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, and one that includes them IN
THEIR MIDDLE. THESE ARE THE THREE COLUMNS, RIGHT, LEFT
AND CENTRAL PRESENT IN EVERY GRADE, THROUGH WHICH
EACH GRADE FLOWS INTO A LOWER ONE.
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65. You may ask who Atika Kadisha is, THAT IS, WHAT IS INCLUDED
UNDER THE NAME ATIKA KADISHA. HE ANSWERS, Come and see,
high up there is the unknown, inconceivable and unmarked, WHICH
IS THE UNKNOWN HEAD. It includes everything, and the two
LOWER heads, THE SKULL AND THE CONCEALED BRAIN, TO THE
RIGHT AND LEFT, are included within it, THAT IS, IT UNITES THEM.
Everything is then established that way, THAT IS, IN THE MANNER
OF TWO HEADS TO THE RIGHT AND LEFT AND ONE THAT
INCORPORATES AND UNITES THE ONE WITH THE OTHER. It, THE
UNKNOWN HEAD THAT INCLUDES TWO HEADS, is not counted
WITH THE SFIROT nor is it part of them, NOT EVEN AS THEIR
KETER. It is not part of the reckoning, NOT BEING OF THE ASPECT
OF CHOCHMAH CALLED RECKONING, except through willingness.
Hence it is said, "I said, I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not
with my tongue" (Tehilim 39:2).
66. The place where the beginning lies is from THE ILLUMINATION
OF Atika Kadisha that illuminates from Mazal, which is the
illumination of Chochmah that expands into 32 directions, THAT IS
CHOCHMAH OF THE 32 PATHS, which comes out from the
concealed brain when it illuminates. And as for Atika Kadisha
shining in the beginning it is THE BRAIN OF 32 PATHS that is the
beginning for what is revealed, which turns into three heads, THAT
IS, TWO HEADS, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, and one head including
them, WHICH IS THE BRAIN OF DA'AT. And these three,
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, expand to Zeir Anpin and from
them all GRADES illuminate AS SHALL BE EXPLAINED.

21. The expansion of Chochmah of 32 paths to the lower beings
Rabbi Shimon goes on to explain how the two heads, Chochmah and Binah, and the one incorporating them expand from the brain of 32 paths to
Zeir Anpin and then to the rest of the grades.
67. HE GOES ON TO EXPLAIN HOW THE TWO HEADS, CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, AND THE ONE INCORPORATING THEM, WHICH IS
DA'AT, EXPAND FROM THE BRAIN OF 32 PATHS TO ZEIR ANPIN
AND THE REST OF THE GRADES. HE SAYS, That Chochmah OF 32
PATHS was engraved and produced a river, WHICH IS BINAH,
WHICH flows and comes out to water the garden THAT IS MALCHUT.
It enters the head of Zeir Anpin and becomes a brain OF
CHOCHMAH, whence it flows and goes into the whole body OF ZEIR
ANPIN and waters all the plants. This is the secret of, "And a river
went out of Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10).
68. This Chochmah OF 32 PATHS was also engraved, flowed and
entered the head of Zeir Anpin, and another brain OF BINAH was
made. LATER from that light two flows came out, were engraved and
joined the one head of the depth of the pit, WHICH IS THE BRAIN OF
DA'AT, as written, "By His knowledge the depths were broken
up" (Mishlei 3:20). It entered the head of Zeir Anpin and became
another brain OF DA'AT, and from there it flowed and entered the
whole body OF ZEIR ANPIN and filled all those chambers and halls.
This is the meaning of, "and by knowledge are the chambers
filled" (Mishlei 24:4).
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69. These, CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN, shine
with the light of that supernal concealed brain that illuminates Mazal,
and everything is interdependent and interconnected, to the point
that it is known that it is all one, all is Atika, and nothing is separated
from it. These three lights CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT OF ZEIR
ANPIN, shine to three others called fathers, CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, which shine on the children, NETZACH,
HOD AND YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN. Everything shines from the same
place, FROM THE CONCEALED BRAIN, WHICH IS ATIKA. And when
Atika, the Will of all wills, is revealed, and everything shines,
everything abides in perfect joy.

22. Supernal Eden and lower Eden
Here we learn that Zeir Anpin is called 'You' because it is from Zeir Anpin that there is the beginning of revelation, but that Atika Kadisha, which is
entirely concealed, is called 'He'.
70. This Chochmah OF 32 PATHS is called Eden, and this Eden flows
from the most hidden supernal Eden, WHICH IS THE CONCEALED
BRAIN. From this Eden, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH OF 32 PATHS, it is
considered a beginning OF SHINING UPON LOWER BEINGS,
because in Atika, NAMELY IN THE CONCEALED BRAIN, neither
beginning is indicated nor ending. Since IN ATIKA there is no
beginning and no end, it is not called 'You', USING THE SECOND,
PRESENT PERSON, because it is hidden and undisclosed, and is
therefore called 'He' IN THE THIRD, HIDDEN PERSON. From where
there is a beginning, NAMELY CHOCHMAH OF 32 PATHS, it is called
'You' and 'Father', as written, "You are our father" (Yeshayah 63:16).

71. In the Agadah of Rav Yeba Saba HE SAYS, all in all Zeir Anpin is
called 'You', BECAUSE IT IS REVEALED. Atika Kadisha, which is
concealed, is called 'He'. This is correct. We now call this place
where the beginning lies, WHICH IS THE BRAIN OF 32 PATHS, BY
THE NAME 'You', for though it is YET hidden, NEVERTHELESS the
beginning OF REVELATION comes from it. HENCE IT IS CALLED
'YOU' AS WELL. It is called father and is a father to the fathers,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN. And this father
comes out of Atika Kadisha as written, "But where is wisdom to be
found (or: 'wisdom is found from naught')" (Iyov 28:12), NAMELY
FROM ATIKA KADISHA THAT IS CALLED NAUGHT, which is why it
is unknown.
72. Come and see, it is written, "Elohim understands its way" (Ibid.
23), actually its way, BECAUSE ELOHIM WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
KNOWS THE WAY CHOCHMAH OF 32 PATHS EXPANDS TO LOWER
CHOCHMAH, "and He," ATIKA KADISHA, "knows its place" (Ibid.), its
very place, NAMELY THE ESSENCE OF SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH,
WHICH IS ABA AND IMA, and naturally Chochmah concealed within
Atika Kadisha, WHICH IS ITS OWN BRAIN.

23. Why Chochmah is considered to have 32 paths
By saying that 32 paths expand from Chochmah, it means that the Torah, that is Zeir Anpin, is included in the 22 letters and the ten sayings. Rabbi
Shimon also says that this Chochmah is a father to the fathers, and that in it there are a beginning and an ending.
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73. This Chochmah OF 32 PATHS is the first beginning. From it 32
paths expand. THIS MEANS THAT the Torah, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN,
is included in the 22 letters and the ten sayings. This Chochmah is a
father to the fathers, CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR
ANPIN. In this Chochmah there are a beginning and an ending,
WHICH ARE therefore CALLED upper Chochmah and lower
Chochmah - THE FORMER IS THE BEGINNING AND THE LATTER
THE ENDING. When Chochmah expanded TO ZEIR ANPIN it is called
a father to fathers. Everything is included only in this CHOCHMAH,
as written, "in wisdom have You made them all" (Tehilim 104:24).

24. Aba and Ima, which are Chochmah and Binah
Rabbi Shimon tells the other rabbis that Atika Kadisha established everything as male and female, and that when Chochmah emerged and shone it
shone only as male and female; Chochmah is a father and Binah a mother. When they joined they gave birth to Zeir Anpin and Malchut, and thus
faith spread. Rabbi Shimon talks about the river that flows and that is called the World to Come, saying that this is the Eden of the righteous who
will merit life in the World to Come. He now says explicitly what he has only hinted at throughout his life - that the Holy Name includes everything: it
includes Chochmah, Binah, Zeir Anpin and Malchut. We also learn how Solomon interprets the two descriptions of the female - "my love" and "my
bride" in Shir Hashirim - that are Ima and Malchut. Rabbi Shimon talks about the endless flow that emerges to the Garden that is Malchut. In another
context he says that Binah is father, mother and son.
74. Rabbi Shimon lifted up his hands and was glad. He said, Surely it
is a time of revelation, and there is a need for everything at such a
time. We learned that when the most hidden Atika Kadisha wanted to
prepare, He established everything as male and female. BUT where
male and female were incorporated IN EVERY SFIRAH, they survived
only by another existence of male and female. This Chochmah,
which includes everything, NAMELY CHOCHMAH OF 32 PATHS,
when it emerged and shone from Atika Kadisha, it shone only as
male and female as Chochmah expanded and produced Binah from
itself, and so there are male and female; Chochmah is a father and
Binah a mother. Chochmah and Binah are weighed with the same
measure, male and female, THAT IS, THEY ARE BOTH EQUAL.
Because of them everything endured by means of male and female,
for otherwise it would not have existed.

75. This beginning, NAMELY, CHOCHMAH OF 32 PATHS, WHICH
ARE ABA AND IMA, is a father to all, father to all fathers, WHO ARE
CHOCHMAH, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, AND
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, WHICH ARE ABA AND IMA, united with
each other and shining into each other. When they joined they gave
birth TO ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, and faith, WHICH IS MALCHUT
CALLED FAITH, spread. In the Agadah of Rav Yeba Saba we learned
it thus: what is Binah? When Yud and Hei joined each other,
NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, BINAH conceived, gave birth and
produced a son, ZEIR ANPIN. Hence it is called Binah, for giving
birth to the son (Heb. ben) of Yud Hei, AS BINAH IS SPELLED WITH
'BEN' AND THE LETTERS YUD HEI, which is overall perfection, for
both CHOCHMAH AND BINAH join, and the son, ZEIR ANPIN,
between them, which comprises everything. With their
establishment, there is overall perfection, namely, everything, father
and mother, CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, son and daughter, ZEIR
ANPIN AND MALCHUT, WHICH ARE THE FOUR LETTERS YUD HEI
VAV HEI, FROM WHICH ALL REALITY SPRINGS.
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76. Such things were not meant to be revealed except for lofty saints
that entered INTO CHOCHMAH and came out from it IN PEACE, who
know the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He, who never move
from them right or left, as written, "for the ways of Hashem are right,
and the just do walk in them..." (Hoshea 14:10). Blessed is the
portion of he who merited knowing His ways and who does not stray
nor is misled by them. For these matters are concealed, and the lofty
saints shine upon them, as one shining with candlelight. These
words were handed only to those who came INTO CHOCHMAH and
came out. For whoever has not come in and out, it is better for him
had he not been born. For it is known before the most hidden Atika
Kadisha that these matters shine in my heart with the perfection of
love and awe before the Holy One, blessed be He. And these my
children in here, I know about them that they entered CHOCHMAH
and came out of it IN PEACE, and they shone on these matters
though not on them all. And now they shine fully, as befitting.
Blessed is my portion with them in that world.

77. Rabbi Shimon said, All I said of Atika Kadisha and all I said of
Zeir Anpin is all the same. It is the same matter without division in it.
Blessed is He and blessed is His name forever and ever.

78. Come and see, this beginning that is called father is included
within Yud that comes out AND SHINES FROM holy Mazal, WHICH IS
THE BEARD. Yud therefore includes other letters, NAMELY VAV
DALET, SINCE IT IS FULLY SPELLED YUD VAV DALET. Yud is the
comprising of all other letters, AS EVERY LETTER BEGINS WITH A
DOT, WHICH IS YUD. Yud is the beginning and ending of everything,
AS SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH THAT IS THE BEGINNING OF
EVERYTHING IS CALLED YUD, AND SO IS LOWER CHOCHMAH THE
ENDING OF EVERYTHING, NAMELY MALCHUT.
79. That river that comes out and flows, NAMELY BINAH THAT
COMES OUT OF CHOCHMAH, is called the World to Come,
BECAUSE it runs always and never stops. This is the Eden of the
righteous who will merit life in that World to Come that constantly
waters the Garden, NAMELY MALE AND FEMALE, and never stops. It
says of it, "like a spring of water, whose waters fail not" (Yeshayah
58:11). That World to Come is created with Yud, THAT IS, BY
CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED YUD. This is the meaning of, "And a
river went out of Eden," THAT IS, BINAH COMING OUT OF
CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED SUPERNAL EDEN, "to water the
garden" (Beresheet 2:10), NAMELY TO WATER MALE AND FEMALE
CALLED VAV DALET, since Yud FULLY SPELLED includes the two
letters Vav Dalet, AS SHALL BE EXPLAINED.
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80. In the book of Agadah of Rav Yeba Saba we learned why Vav
Dalet are included within Yud. AND HE EXPLAINS, this planting of
the Garden, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is called Vav. There is another
Garden called Dalet. From this Vav, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, Dalet is
watered, WHICH IS MALCHUT. This is the secret of the words, "And
a river went out of Eden to water the garden." Eden is supernal
Chochmah, which is Yud. "To water the garden" refers to Vav,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN; "and from thence it was parted, and
branched into four streams" (Ibid.) refers to Dalet, NAMELY
MALCHUT. All that is included in Yud.

81. Because of that THAT EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED IN YUD,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, CHOCHMAH is called a father to the fathers,
WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, a
beginning to everything, a house to everything, as written, "Through
wisdom a house is built" (Mishlei 24:3), and "in wisdom have You
made them all" (Tehilim 104:24). CHOCHMAH in its place is neither
revealed nor known. When it is united with Ima, WHICH IS BINAH, it
is alluded to in Ima, and because of that Ima IS MADE all inclusive, in
which the beginning and ending of everything is made known and
indicated, NAMELY SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH AND LOWER
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS MALCHUT. For everything is hidden within it.
82. What includes everything is the Holy Name. Up until now I have
made allusions but have not said IT EXPLICITLY all these days. Now
the aspects are imprinted; Yud OF YUD HEI VAV HEI includes this
Chochmah, NAMELY CHOCHMAH OF 32 PATHS, WHICH IS ABA. Hei
is Ima and is called Binah. Vav Hei are the two children, ZEIR ANPIN
AND MALCHUT that are adorned by Ima. We have learned that Binah
includes them all, because Yud, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, is united
with HEI, WHICH IS Ima, and they beget a son, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. This is the meaning of THE LETTERS OF Binah: a father and
mother, who are Yud Hei, with a son (Heb. ben) between them,
BECAUSE BINAH IS THE LETTERS OF BEN YUD HEI.

83. We now have to examine: It is Binah, but it is called Tevunah.
Why is it called Tevunah rather than Binah? AND HE ANSWERS, For
IMA is called Tevunah when suckling the two children, a son and a
daughter that are called Vav-Hei, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN AND
MALCHUT. At that time it is called Tevunah, since everything is
included within those letters, ben (Eng. 'son') and bat (Eng.
'daughter'), who are Vav-Hei. THAT IS, TEVUNAH IS SPELLED WITH
THE LETTERS OF ben and bat, Vav-Hei, and everything is one whole,
namely Tevunah.

84. In his book, Rav Hamnuna Saba said that the first description
King Solomon revealed, when he said, "Behold, you are fair, my
love" (Shir Hashirim 1:15), comes from it. THAT IS, IT RELATES TO
IMA, WHOM ABA CALLS "MY LOVE." The second description HE
MENTIONED, "COME WITH ME FROM LEBANON, MY BRIDE" (SHIR
HASHIRIM 4:8) is considered a bride, who is the lower Nukva,
NAMELY MALCHUT. As for those who say that both relate to the
lower Nukva, MALCHUT, it is not so, because the first Hei OF YUD
HEI VAV HEI is not considered a bride, BUT "MY LOVE," BECAUSE
ABA AND IMA ARE CONSIDERED LOVERS. But last Hei is
considered a bride at certain times, because on many occasions the
male, ZEIR ANPIN, does not unite with her but leaves her. Of that
time it is written, "Also you shall not approach to a woman in the
impurity of her menstrual flow" (Vayikra 18:19). When the female is
purified and the male wishes to unite with her, she is considered a
bride, because she comes as a real bride.
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85. But as for Ima, the desire of both ABA AND IMA never stops.
They emerge as one and rest as one. The one does not stop flowing
from the other, nor leaves the other. For that reason it is written,
"And a river went out of Eden" (Beresheet 2:10). "went out" MEANS
constantly, ceaselessly, as written, "like a spring of water, whose
waters fail not" (Yeshayah 58:11). Hence it is written, "my love"
ABOUT IMA, because they dwell with brotherly desire AND LOVE,
with absolute unity. But here, IN MALCHUT, she is considered a
bride, because when the male comes, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, to join
her, she is a bride, and comes as an actual bride.

86. For that reason, Solomon interprets the two descriptions of the
female, IMA AND MALCHUT. The first description OF IMA is vague,
because Ima is vague AND HIDDEN. The second description IN
MALCHUT gives more explanation and is not so vague. Later, it
applies all the value OF MALCHUT to the upper one, IMA, as written,
"she is the only one of her mother, she is the choice one of her that
bore her" (Shir Hashirim 6:9). And since Ima is bedecked with a
bride's crown, and the desire of Yud, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH,
towards her never stops, AND SHE IS ATTACHED TO BOTH THE
UPPER AND LOWER BEINGS, THEREFORE the freedom of all slaves
is under her jurisdiction to purify everything, as written, "for on that
day will He forgive you" (Vayikra 16:30), and, "And you shall hallow
the fiftieth year...it shall be a jubilee for you" (Vayikra 25:10). What is
a Jubilee (Heb. yovel)? It accords with the words, "and that spreads
out its roots by the river (Heb. yuval)" (Yirmeyah 17:8). FOR JUBILEE
MEANS A RIVER after the river, WHICH IS IMA, that comes out, flows
and emerges uninterruptedly TO THE GARDEN, WHICH IS MALCHUT.

87. It is written, "if (Heb. im) you cry after wisdom (Binah), and lift up
your voice for understanding (Tevunah)" (Mishlei 2:3). HE ASKS,
Once it said, "mother (Heb. em) you cry after Binah," why ADD,
"AND LIFT UP YOUR VOICE for Tevunah," AND HE ANSWERS,
Everything is as I said THAT WHEN BINAH SUCKLES THE SON AND
DAUGHTER IT IS CALLED TEVUNAH. HE ASKS, Which one is
superior, AND ANSWERS, Binah is superior to Tevunah. Binah is
father, mother and son, SINCE Yud Hei are father and mother with a
son between them, WHO IS VAV. THAT IS, BINAH IS SPELLED BEN
(ENG. 'SON OF') YUD-HEI. All of Tevunah is entirely of children, AS
IT IS SPELLED WITH THE LETTERS OF ben (Eng. 'son'), bat (Eng.
'daughter'), Vav-Hei. YUD-HEI ARE NOT MENTIONED IN IT. FROM
THIS WE UNDERSTAND THAT BINAH IS SUPERIOR TO TEVUNAH,
because father and mother, WHO ARE YUD-HEI, are only in Binah,
but in Tevunah THERE IS NO YUD-HEI; surely the mother crouches
over the children, VAV-HEI, WHILE THE MOTHER HERSELF does not
appear THERE. HENCE TEVUNAH CONTAINS ONLY THE LETTERS
OF BEN BAT VAV-HEI, BUT NOT YUD HEI. Thus the sum of all two
children, ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT, is called Tevunah, while the
whole of the father, mother and son, WHO ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH
AND ZEIR ANPIN, is considered Binah, which, when wishing to
include everything, YUD-HEI AS WELL, they are included IN BINAH.

25. Da'at, which is Zeir Anpin that unites Chochmah and Binah that are Aba and Ima
Rabbi Shimon begins by saying that the father, mother and son are called Chochmah, Binah and Da'at, and he explains why this is so. He tells us
that Da'at receives his father's and mother's inheritance.
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88. These father, mother and son are called Chochmah, Binah and
Da'at. For when the son, ZEIR ANPIN, receives his father's and
mother's tokens, THAT IS, WHEN HE TAKES AND INCLUDES WITHIN
HIM CHOCHMAH AND BINAH OF ABA AND IMA, he is called Da'at,
WHICH IS DERIVED FROM TESTIMONY (HEB. EDUT), because he
bears testimony about both of them BY INCLUDING WITHIN HIM THE
MOCHIN OF ABA AND IMA, AS DA'AT RECONCILES AND INCLUDES
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. This son, DA'AT, is called a firstborn SON,
as written, "Yisrael is My son, My firstborn" (Shemot 4:22), SINCE
ZEIR ANPIN, WHO IS DA'AT, IS CALLED YISRAEL, AND IT SAYS OF
HIM, "YISRAEL IS MY SON, MY FIRSTBORN." Since he is considered
a firstborn he receives two portions, A PORTION FROM ABA, WHO
IS CHOCHMAH, AND A PORTION FROM IMA, BINAH. When he gets
bigger with his crowns, he receives three portions, CHOCHMAH,
BINAH AND DA'AT. In either case, two parts or three parts are all the
same, SINCE DA'AT IS NO MORE THAN THE INCLUSION OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, IN SUCH A WAY THAT EVEN IN
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT THERE ARE NO MORE THAN TWO,
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. Both are the same, BECAUSE DA'AT
receives his father's and mother's inheritance, AND HENCE HAS
ONLY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH LIKE HIS FATHER AND MOTHER,
BUT NO MORE.

26. Inheritance and the two crowns in Chochmah, Binah and Da'at of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon describes the nature of the inheritance that Zeir Anpin receives from Aba and Ima. We are led to understand that the son inherits
everything and gives it to the daughter, Malchut, who is nourished from him.
89. HE ASKS, What is this inheritance ZEIR ANPIN RECEIVES FROM
ABA AND IMA, AND ANSWERS, It is his father and mother's
inheritance, WHICH IS THEIR CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, and the two
crowns hidden therein, which they bequeathed to that son, NAMELY
THE TWO PARTS OF DA'AT THAT JOINS ABA AND IMA, SINCE ZEIR
ANPIN INHERITS ALL THREE PARTS, CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND
DA'AT FROM ABA AND IMA. For from his father's side a crown
called Chesed was hidden within DA'AT and from his mother's side a
crown called Gvurah. And all are crowned on the head OF ZEIR
ANPIN and He holds to them. When Aba and Ima shine on Him BY
MEANS OF THE INHERITANCE OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH AND
THE TWO PARTS OF DA'AT, they are all called the head Tefilin, THE
SECRET OF THE FOUR PARAGRAPHS, SINCE THE INHERITANCE
OF CHOCHMAH AND BINAH ARE, "SANCTIFY TO ME ALL THE
FIRSTBORN (HEB. KADESH LI)" (SHEMOT 13:2), AND "AND IT
SHALL BE, WHEN HASHEM YOUR ELOHIM SHALL BRING YOU
(HEB. VEHAYAH KI YEVIACHA)" (DEVARIM 6:10); AND THE TWO
PARTS OF DA'AT ARE, "HEAR O YISRAEL (HEB. SH'MA
YISRAEL)" (DEVARIM 6:4), AND "AND IT SHALL COME TO PASS, IF
YOU HEARKEN (HEB. VEHAYAH IM SHAMO'A). And this son takes
and inherits everything, and it spreads within Him throughout the
body. This son, ZEIR ANPIN, gives to the daughter, MALCHUT, who
is fed from Him. In any case IT IS UNDERSTOOD from this that the
son inherits rather than the daughter; the son inherits His father and
mother, not the daughter, and the daughter is nourished by Him, as
said ABOUT THE TREE THAT ALLUDES TO ZEIR ANPIN, "and on it
was food for all" (Daniel 4:18).
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90. These father and mother are included in and unite with each
other, and Aba is more hidden THAN IMA. Everything is attached to
Atika Kadisha, THAT IS, THE CONCEALED BRAIN, coming from the
precious Mazal, which is most precious, SINCE THEY DO NOT
RECEIVE STRAIGHT FROM ATIKA KADISHA BUT THROUGH THE
BEARD CALLED MAZAL. The father and mother prepare the house,
as I said regarding the secret of, "Through wisdom (Chochmah) a
house is built; and by understanding (Tevunah) it is established; and
by knowledge (Da'at) are the chambers filled with all precious and
pleasant riches" (Mishlei 24:3), WHICH ARE CHOCHMAH, BINAH
AND DA'AT OF ZEIR ANPIN. It is also written, "For it is a pleasant
thing if you keep them within you" (Mishlei 22:18).
91. Rabbi Shimon said, In the Idra RABA IN NASO I have not
disclosed everything, and all these matters were hidden in my heart
to this moment. I wanted to conceal them for the World to Come,
because there, IN THE WORLD TO COME, we are asked a question
ABOUT WISDOM, as written, "And He shall be the stability of your
times, a store of salvation, wisdom and knowledge..." (Yeshayah
33:6), since wisdom is asked of one. HE THEREFORE CONCEALED
THESE MATTERS TO THE WORLD TO COME. Now I SEE that the
Holy One, blessed be He, wishes it TO REVEAL THEM, in order that I
shall come in without shame before His palaces.

27. Undisclosed Da'at, Da'at that is shining in the head, expanding Da'at
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the three types of Da'at in Zeir Anpin, and he also talks about how God established a testimony in Jacob. Rabbi Shimon
tells the other rabbis that he has known these matters for a long time but was afraid to reveal them, and now they are revealed. He laughs and weeps
over what he is and is not allowed to reveal, and he says that he has only this one day at his disposal to tell what he wants to tell. And we find that
he wants to reveal things so that he will not enter the World to Come in shame.
92. It is written, "For Hashem is an El of knowledge (lit.
'knowledges')" (I Shmuel 2:3). Surely knowledges IN PLURAL,
BECAUSE THERE ARE THREE TYPES OF DA'AT IN ZEIR ANPIN: 1) It
is THE BRAIN OF Da'at, because through Da'at all palaces are filled,
as written, "and by knowledge (Heb. Da'at) are the chambers filled
with all precious and pleasant riches" (Mishlei 24:3); 2) Another Da'at
CORRESPONDS TO THIS, which is not revealed but flows within it
secretly and is included within it; 3) Da'at that shines into the parts
of the brain and spreads throughout the brain BUT NOT INTO THE
BODY.
93. In the book of Agadah we studied, "Hashem is an El of
knowledge (Heb. de'ot)." Do not pronounce 'de'ot' but 'edut (Eng.
'testimony')', for it bears testimony about everything, the testimony
of two portions, WHICH MEANS IT INCLUDES WITHIN IT CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH, WHICH ARE TWO PORTIONS, as written, "For He
established a testimony in Jacob" (Tehilim 78:5), SINCE ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED JACOB IS THE SECRET OF DA'AT THAT INCORPORATES
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH. And though it has been explained
differently in Safra Det'zniuta (the CONCEALED Book), THAT
CIRCUMCISION IS CALLED TESTIMONY, IT IS NOT IN THE
CONCEALED BOOK IN OUR POSSESSION, BUT THEY HAD
KABBALAH BOOKS THAT THEY CALLED SO. There, where it
belongs THE EXPLANATION is complete, and ALSO here everything
is correct. Everything should be EXPLAINED IN THE TEXT by
concealing the matter BY HINTS.
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94. Everything is included within these Aba and Ima, and everything
is hidden within them. They are concealed AND ARE INCLUDED in
the holy Mazal, NAMELY THE BEARD of the most ancient, ARICH
ANPIN. They are concealed within it, incorporated in it. Everything is
ATIKA, and ATIKA is everything. Blessed be He, and blessed be His
name forever and ever.

95. All the matters in the Idra RABA are correct and they are all are
holy matters, which stray neither right nor left. They are all hidden
matters, revealed to those who entered WISDOM and came out OF IT
COMPLETELY. All mysteries are in such a way THAT THEY ARE
REVEALED SOLELY TO THOSE WHO CAME IN AND CAME OUT.
Until now these matters, WHICH I HAVE DISCLOSED HERE, were
hidden, because I was afraid to reveal them. Now they are revealed.
It is known before Atika Kadisha that neither for my own glory nor
for THE GLORY OF my father's house did I do this, but I did it so I
would not enter shamefully before His palace. Moreover, I saw the
Holy One, blessed be He, and all the truly righteous present here, all
agreed with me THAT I SHOULD REVEAL THEM. For I have seen
them all rejoicing in my joy, and that they are all invited to my feast
in that world, happy is my portion.

96. Rabbi Aba said, When the holy luminary completed this word, the
supernal luminary raised his hands, wept and laughed, because he
wanted to reveal something. He said, All my life I was distressed
about this matter TO REVEAL IT, but now I am not given permission.
He drew strength and sat down and his lips were muttering. He
prostrated three times, and no one could look at where he was, let
alone directly at him. He said, Mouth, mouth, you have merited all
this and your streams have not dried. You stream gushes forth
ceaselessly. We recite of you, "And a river went out of
Eden" (Beresheet 2:10), and, "like a spring of water, whose waters
fail not" (Yeshayah 58:11).

97. Now I testify about myself that all the days I lived IN THE WORLD
I yearned to see this day, IN WHICH I WOULD HAVE PERMISSION TO
REVEAL THESE SECRETS, but never succeeded, except for now
because this day is crowned with this crown OF REVEALING
SECRETS. And now I wish to reveal matters before the Holy One,
blessed be He, because all THE SECRETS I REVEAL are crowned on
my head. And this day will not be far from coming to its place IN
THAT WORLD on another day. For all this day is at my disposal AND
NO MORE. And now let me begin to reveal things so I should not
enter with shame into the World to Come. Here, let me start speaking.

28. The union of Male and Female called Righteousness and Justice
Rabbi Shimon tells how he sees that the illumination of all grades is joined in the one light and emanates ultimately from the hidden light within
which dwells the Endless Light, that which can never be comprehended nor revealed. He talks about the perfect justice of God, saying that his
judgments are always judgments of truth. We learn that there are two luminaries that establish the throne of God - these are called Righteousness
and Justice. Everything is concealed in Justice, and Righteousness is nourished by this Justice. Rabbi Shimon talks about the state of mercy and
perfection when male and female join and all the worlds are in a state of mercy and joy. And yet when the world is full of sin the male and female are
separated and the serpent is aroused. At that time Severe Judgments prevail and many righteous people leave the world. When, however, there is a
perfectly righteous person in the world who loves God, the world can still be saved for his sake. Rabbi Shimon tells us that before he sinned, King
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David was not afraid of any Judgment, not even of Righteousness, and yet after he sinned he was afraid even of Justice. Rabbi Shimon concludes
that after he himself leaves the world there will not be any righteous people significant enough to protect the people of that generation.
98. It is written, "Righteousness and justice are the foundation of
Your throne; love and truth shall go before You" (Tehilim 89:15).
Who is wise to observe this to see the ways of the Holy Supernal
One, that they are judgments of truth, judgments adorned with
supernal Sfirot. For I see all luminaries shine from the most hidden
supernal luminary, WHICH IS ATIKA; all GRADES are illuminated
grades, AS EACH HAS ITS UNIQUE ILLUMINATION, and by the light
within each and every grade something is revealed, NAMELY EACH
HAS ITS OWN UNIQUE REVELATION. And all lights are attached to
each other and shine into each other, not separating from each other.

99. The light within each of the luminaries that are called the King's
characteristics, the King's Sfirot, each, NAMELY EACH LIGHT,
shines and is attached to the light in the innermost. THAT IS, IT IS
ABSOLUTELY INCONCEIVABLE. For that reason all amounts to the
same grade, everything is adorned by the same thing and is
inseparable from the other, He and His name are one. He, the
revealed light, is called the King's garment. The light in the
innermost OF ALL LIGHTS is a hidden light, within which dwells that
which is neither explicable nor revealed, THE BLESSED THE
ENDLESS LIGHT.

100. All luminaries and all lights shine from the most concealed
Atika Kadisha that is the supernal luminary. When observing, within
all lights spreading FROM ATIKA there is only some of the hidden,
non-revealed supernal light.

101. Within these garments of glory, garments of truth, true
establishments and true lights, there are two luminaries, which
establish the King's throne, WHICH IS BINAH, and which are called
Righteousness and Justice. THEY ARE ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED JUSTICE AND MALCHUT CALLED RIGHTEOUSNESS. They
are the beginning and the completion in the whole faith, SINCE
JUSTICE IS AT THE BEGINNING AND THE REVEALING OF
PERFECTION WITHIN RIGHTEOUSNESS IS CALLED JUSTICE, and
with these all Judgments above and below are adorned. Everything
is concealed in Justice, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, and Righteousness,
WHICH IS MALCHUT, is nourished by this Justice, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN. And sometimes MALCHUT is called, "Melchizedek king of
Shalem" (Beresheet 14:18).
102. When Judgments are roused from Justice, they are all in a state
of mercy and perfection. For this JUSTICE mitigates Righteousness,
WHICH IS JUDGMENTS; Judgments are established and all descend
into the world in perfection and mercy. It is then the time when male
and female join and all worlds are in a state of mercy and joy.
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103. When people's iniquities multiply and the Temple, MALCHUT, is
defiled BY THEIR INIQUITIES, the male, ZEIR ANPIN, departs from
the female, MALCHUT, and the fierce serpent begins to arouse. Woe
to the world that is nourished at that time by righteousness, WHICH
IS MALCHUT SEPARATED FROM ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS JUSTICE.
Many legions of demons arouse in the world and many righteous
people depart from the world. All this is because the male has left
the female, and Justice does not approach this Righteousness. Of
this it is written, "but sometimes ruin comes for want of judgment
(Justice)" (Mishlei 13:23), WHICH MEANS THAT since Justice,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, departs from righteousness, and MALCHUT
is not mitigated but Righteousness is fed from another place,
NAMELY LEFT WITHOUT THE RIGHT, WHICH IS SEVERE
JUDGMENTS.

104. King Solomon said of this, "All things have I seen in the days of
my vanity. There is a just man who perishes in his
righteousness" (Kohelet 7:15). The reason is that Justice has
departed from righteousness, AND MALCHUT REMAINS AS LEFT
WITHOUT RIGHT. For that reason it is considered that "sometimes
ruin comes for want of justice."

105. Come and see, when there is a lofty righteous man in the world,
loving the Holy One, blessed be He, even when Righteousness is
roused on its own WITHOUT JUSTICE, the world can still be saved
for his sake, for the Holy One, blessed be He, delights in his glory
and he fears no Judgment. When this righteous man is not alive,
people are afraid even of Justice and cannot handle it, not to
mention righteousness.

106. At first, King David said, "Examine me, Hashem, and prove
me" (Tehilim 26:2), for I am not afraid of any Judgment, not even of
Righteousness. Moreover, I am attached to it, SINCE DAVID WAS A
CHARIOT TO MALCHUT. It is written, "As for me, I will behold Your
face in righteousness (Heb. tzedek)" (Tehilim 17:15), with
Righteousness assuredly. I am not afraid to face its Judgments.
After he sinned he was afraid even of Justice, as written, "And enter
not into justice with Your servant" (Tehilim 143:2). Come and see,
when this Righteousness (Heb. tzedek) is mitigated by Justice it is
called Righteousness (Heb. tzedakah) WITH A FEMININE SUFFIX,
BECAUSE IT BECOMES A FEMALE TO ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS
CALLED JUSTICE, AND RECEIVES CHASSADIM FROM IT, the world
is sweetened with Chesed and filled with it, as written, "He loves
righteousness (Heb. tzedakah) and judgment. The earth is full of the
goodness (Chesed) of Hashem" (Tehilim 33:5).
107. I bear testimony about myself that I was distressed about the
world all my life lest it would meet the Judgments of Righteousness
and be burned by its flames, as written, "she eats, and wipes her
mouth" (Mishlei 30:20). From now on, AFTER MY DEMISE, THE
WORLD WILL BEHAVE according to THE DEEDS OF everyone. As is
the pit, SO IS its depth, THAT IS, DEEDS ARE REPAID MEASURE
FOR MEASURE. In this generation there are righteous people but
they are too insignificant to rise up and protect the people of the
generation from the four directions OF THE WORLD.

29. Zeir Anpin
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Rabbi Shimon reveals some things about Zeir Anpin that were not revealed in the Idra Raba. He first repeats what the rabbis already know about
how Zeir Anpin derives from Atika Kadisha. Next he talks about the kings of Edom who died because everything had not yet been properly
established in Malchut. We learn that male and female cannot flourish without each other. Malchut is the daughter of both Chochmah and Binah and
is fed from both aspects that radiate in two ways - with Chesed and with Judgments. Lastly Rabbi Shimon describes how the first worlds were
destroyed like sparks that are extinguished immediately.
108. Up until now my words were interconnected, and the concealed
matters in the most hidden Atika Kadisha were explained, and how
the ones are connected to the others, THAT IS, HOW THE THREE
HEADS OF ATIKA ARE MUTUALLY ATTACHED, HOW THE BEARD IS
ATTACHED TO ATIKA, AND HOW ABA AND IMA ARE CONNECTED
TO THE BEARD. The following are matters that pertain to Zeir Anpin
that were not revealed in the Idra RABA, those concealed in my
heart, where they did not manifest. Now they are manifested and
disclosed. All these matters are hidden yet clear. Blessed is my
portion and that of those who receive this inheritance, as written,
"Happy is the people, that is in such a case..." (Tehilim 144:15).

109. This we have explained, that Aba and Ima are attached to the
manifestations of Atika, THAT IS, TO THE BEARD THAT
MANIFESTED. It is so, because they derive from the most concealed
brain and are attached to it. When they examine what I say THEY
WILL SEE that everything is only Atika, that was, is and will be, and
that all those manifestations are in it. Aba and Ima come out of this
CONCEALED brain and are a part of Mazal. They derive from and are
attached to it. Zeir Anpin derives from Atika Kadisha and is attached
to it. We have already explained these issues in the Idra RABA.
Blessed is the portion of he who came into WISDOM and came out IN
PEACE, and who knows the paths not to deviate right or left BUT BE
IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN. And whoever has not come in and out
IN PEACE, it is better for him had he not been born, as it is also
written, "for the ways of Hashem are right" (Hoshea 14:10).

110. Rabbi Shimon said, All my life I observed this verse that says,
"My soul shall glory in Hashem; the humble shall hear of it, and be
glad" (Tehilim 34:3), and now the whole verse is fulfilled. Surely "My
soul shall glory in Hashem," because my soul is attached to Him,
glows from Him, cleaves to Him and strives, through which striving it
shall rise to its place. "the humble shall hear of it, and be glad"
relates to all the righteous, the members of the holy Yeshivah, and
the righteous who have come now with the Shechinah. They all
listen to my words and rejoice. For that reason, "O magnify Hashem
with me, and let us exalt His name together" (Ibid. 4).

111. He opened with, "And these are the kings that reigned in the
land of Edom" (Beresheet 36:31). This is the meaning of, "For, lo,
great kings were assembled, they came (or: 'passed') on
together" (Tehilim 48:5). Where were they assembled? In the land of
Edom, which Judgments hold on to. "they passed on together," as
written, "And...died...reigned in his place" (Beresheet 36:33-39). "As
soon as they saw, they were astounded; they were affrighted; they
rushed away" (Tehilim 48:6), because they were not settled BUT
BROKE AND DIED, because the King's establishments had not yet
set and the holy city, NAMELY MALCHUT, and its walls had not yet
come to be.
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112. This is the meaning of, "As we have heard, so have we
seen..." (Ibid. 9), because none survived, but she, MALCHUT,
survives now that the male dwelt with her, as written, "and Hadar
reigned in his place, and the name of his city was Pa'u; and his
wife's name was Mehitavel, daughter of Matred, daughter of Mei
zahab" (Beresheet 36:39); gold water certainly, as we explained in
the Idra.

113. In the Agadah book of Rav Hamnuna Saba we learned that,
"Hadar reigned in his place." Hadar surely, NAMELY YESOD THAT IS
CALLED THE TREE HADAR, as written, "the fruit of the tree
hadar" (Vayikra 23:40), IN WHICH MALCHUT IS CALLED FRUIT AND
YESOD THE TREE HADAR; "and his wife's name was Mehitavel" as
in "branches of palm trees" (Ibid.), WHICH IS YESOD AND WHICH IS
NAMED IN THE PLURAL "PALM TREES" BECAUSE it is written, "The
righteous man flourishes like the palm tree" (Tehilim 92:13), WHICH
MEANS HE DOES NOT FLOURISH WITHOUT THE FEMALE, because
THE PALM TREE is both male and female. HENCE IT SAYS OF HIM,
"AND HIS WIFE'S NAME WAS MEHITAVEL." This MALCHUT is called
"the daughter of Matred," WHICH MEANS SHE IS a daughter to that
place everyone is busy (Heb. trudim) attaining, which is called a
father, NAMELY CHOCHMAH. It is also written, "Man cannot know its
price; nor is it found in the land of the living" (Iyov 28:13), SINCE
EVERYONE IS BUSY ATTAINING IT. According to another
explanation, she is a daughter to mother, WHO IS BINAH, from
whose aspect Judgments rise that disturb (Heb. matridim) everyone.
THIS IS WHY SHE IS CALLED "THE DAUGHTER OF MATRED." She
is "the daughter of Mei zahab (lit. 'gold water')," BECAUSE SHE is
fed from both aspects that radiate in two manners, with Chesed and
with Judgments, THAT IS, FROM RIGHT AND LEFT, THE RIGHT
BEING CHESED AND CALLED WATER, AND LEFT THE SECRET OF
CHOCHMAH CALLED GOLD. HENCE THE GOLD WATER.
114. Before the world was created, they did not face and look at each
other face to face, and because of that the earlier worlds were
destroyed, BY BEING BROKEN AND DYING. The first worlds were
formed but not fixed, and that KING that was not established was
called glowing sparks, THAT IS, HIS KINGDOM AND REIGN WERE
LIKE THE LIGHT OF A SPARK THAT IS IMMEDIATELY
EXTINGUISHED AND DISAPPEARS. It is like a craftsman who strikes
on an iron tool with a hammer, and produces sparks in every
direction. These sparks come out glowing and shining but are
extinguished at once. These are called the first worlds. For this
reason they were destroyed and did not survive, until Atika Kadisha
manifested and the craftsman began His work.

30. How Zeir Anpin emanated from Aba and Ima
Rabbi Shimon recalls what the Baraitha says about the destruction of the first worlds and about how Atika Kadisha's craftsmanship later
established everything as male and female. Then when Aba and Ima joined and were incorporated within each other, the head of Zeir Anpin emerged
and expanded.
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115. In regard to this we learned in our B'raita that the luminary
scattered sparks and glitters to 320 sides, and that these sparks are
called the first worlds, which died immediately. Afterwards, the
craftsman, ATIKA KADISHA, went to do His craftsmanship, which
was set as male and female, and the sparks that were extinguished
and died became in existence now. For from the harsh candle a
spark came out, which is the strong hammer that struck and
produced sparks THAT WERE EXTINGUISHED IN the first worlds. It
is mingled with pure air and they were sweetened by each other.

116. HE NOW EXPLAINS THE EMERGENCE OF ZEIR ANPIN FROM
ABA AND IMA, SAYING: when Aba united with Ima, NAMELY MALE
WITH FEMALE, the PURE air, THE SECRET OF CHASSADIM, coming
from the spirit hidden within Atik Yomin, was concealed within Aba
and included the spark coming from the hard candle hidden within
the belly of Ima, THAT IS, THE JUDGMENTS OF CHOCHMAH OF THE
LEFT OF IMA. When the two joined and were incorporated within
each other, CHOCHMAH OF IMA WITHIN THE CHASSADIM OF ABA
AND VICE VERSA, a hard, strong skull, THE HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN,
emerged and expanded to the sides, one to one side and one to the
other. Just like there are three heads together in Atika Kadisha, THE
UNKNOWN HEAD, KETER AND CONCEALED CHOCHMAH,
everything comes about through three heads as I said.

31. The skull of Zeir Anpin
We read how dew drips from the skull of Arich Anpin to the skull of Zeir Anpin and from there to Malchut where it sustains everything. From this
dew, manna is ground for the righteous in the World to Come, and through it the dead will be revived. Rabbi Shimon talks about how this dew
dripped when Yisrael were wandering in the wilderness. As this event never happened at any other time in the world, we learn that children, length
of life and sustenance depend not on merit but instead on Mazal. Lastly we hear that there is healing in the world only when Zeir Anpin and Atika
Kadisha face each other; then everything is long-suffering.
117. In this skull of Zeir Anpin, dew drips from the white head,
WHICH IS THE SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN, which appears in two
colors, FOR THOUGH IT IS CHASSADIM THAT ARE CONSIDERED
WHITE, NEVERTHELESS SOME REDNESS APPEARS IN IT, WHICH
INDICATES THE INCLUSION OF CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS WHAT IS
MEANT BY, "THE COLOR OF BDELLIUM" (BEMIDBAR 11:7). From
Zeir Anpin the field of holy apple trees, WHICH IS MALCHUT, is
sustained. From the dew in this skull, manna is ground for the
righteous for the World to Come, and through it the dead shall be
revived. This dew never dripped except when Yisrael wandered in
the wilderness, sustained by the most ancient from that place, THE
DEW ABOVE THE SKULL, and this never happened afterwards. This
is the meaning of, "Behold, I will rain bread from heaven for
you" (Shemot 16:4), as in, "therefore Elohim give you of the dew of
heaven..." (Beresheet 27:28). FOR SOME OF THE DEW OF THE
SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN DRIPS ON THE SKULL OF ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED HEAVEN. This was at that time, WHEN THEY WERE FED BY
THE DEW OF HEAVEN. Other times, we learned that man's
sustenance is hard for the Holy One, blessed be He, because AT
THAT TIME SUSTENANCE came from Mazal, Mazal certainly WHERE
THERE ARE JUDGMENTS, AND NOT FROM THE DEW OF THE
SKULL OF ARICH ANPIN, WHICH IS WHOLLY OF MERCY. Hence
children, length of life and sustenance do not depend on merit, but
on Mazal. Everything derives from that Mazal as we explained THAT
IT IS THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN.
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118. 90,000,000 worlds journey and are supported by the skull. The
pure air OF ABA is included within all GRADES OF ZEIR ANPIN,
BOTH TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT, WHICH IS WHY THE FACE
OF ZEIR ANPIN HAS EXPANDED to two sides, RIGHT AND LEFT, by
two lights FROM CHASSADIM AND CHOCHMAH that include
everything. When the face OF ZEIR ANPIN looks to the face of Atika
Kadisha, everything, BOTH THE FACE OF ARICH ANPIN AND THE
FACE OF ZEIR ANPIN, is called long-suffering. We learned that it is
long-suffering because He is long-suffering to the wicked, but longsuffering MEANS healing come from the face, SINCE LONG (HEB.
AROCH) MEANS HEALING, DERIVED FROM, "FOR I WILL RESTORE
HEALTH (HEB. ARUCHAH) TO YOU" (YIRMEYAH 30:17), for there is
healing in the world only when ZEIR ANPIN AND ATIKA KADISHA
face each other.

32. Chochmah, Binah and Da'at of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the three lights that shine within the cavity of the skull, and about how these lights spread throughout the body. We
learn about the perfection of Jacob, who drew Chochmah and bestowed it on Rachel and on Malchut. The Zohar says that Atika Kadisha is
completely at one with the light of Chassadim alone, and the illumination of Chochmah has no power over it, and thus there is joy in it for everyone
and life for everyone, and no Judgments extend from it.
119. Three lights shine within the cavity of the skull, NAMELY
CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT. You may argue, YOU SPEAK OF
three, yet there are four, as I mentioned, which are the inheritance of
His father and mother, NAMELY CHOCHMAH AND BINAH, THE
ASPECT OF ABA AND IMA HE INHERITED and the two PARTS OF
DA'AT hidden within them. They serve as crowns on the head OF
ZEIR ANPIN as the head Tefilin. AND HE ANSWERS, AT FIRST
THERE WERE FOUR LIGHTS, which later join at His sides, THAT IS,
THE TWO PARTS OF DA'AT ARE JOINED IN HIM INTO ONE TO
RECONCILE CHOCHMAH AND BINAH AND UNITE THEM WITH EACH
OTHER, SO THEY BECOME THREE LIGHTS. They shine and enter
the three cavities in the skull and come out each from its own side,
ONE FROM THE RIGHT, ONE FROM THE LEFT AND ANOTHER
FROM THE MIDDLE, and spread throughout the body.
120. These FOUR LIGHTS join the two brain lobes CHOCHMAH AND
BINAH and the third brain lobe that includes THE TWO LOBES and
which is attached to this and that side, NAMELY TO THE RIGHT,
WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, AND THE LEFT, WHICH IS BINAH, and
spreads throughout the body and two colors are formed in Him
blended into one, NAMELY THE RIGHT WITHIN IT, WHICH IS
CHASSADIM AND THE LEFT WITHIN IT WHICH IS CHOCHMAH ARE
INCORPORATED IN IT TOGETHER. This causes His face to shine,
and the colors of His countenance testify about Aba and Ima. THAT
IS, THEY SHINE WITH THE COLOR OF ABA, WHICH IS CHASSADIM,
AND THE COLOR OF IMA, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH. And He is called
Da'at, of which it is written, "For Hashem is an El of knowledge (lit.
'knowledges')" (I Shmuel 2:3), THAT IS, IN THE PLURAL, because He
has two colors, CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. Hence it is written,
"With the merciful You will show Yourself merciful" (II Shmuel 22:26)
BY SHINING CHASSADIM ON HIM, "AND WITH THE UPRIGHT MAN
(HEB. GIBOR) YOU WILL SHOW YOURSELF UPRIGHT" (IBID.), BY
SHINING GVUROT ON HIM, THAT IS, WITH THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS PERFECT, AS UPRIGHT MEANS PERFECT.
121. The friends explained it in truth, as written, "And Jacob told
Rachel that he was her father's brother" (Beresheet 29:12). In
relation to "told," it has been explained that everything is the secret
of wisdom, WHICH MEANS THAT THE DRAWING OF CHOCHMAH IS
CONSIDERED TELLING. "and that he was Rivka's son" (Ibid.): It is
written, "Rivka's son" instead of, "Isaac's son," as an allusion, and
everything is an allusion of wisdom.
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122. For this JACOB is considered perfect in every respect, and faith
is evident in him. THAT IS, HE BESTOWED CHOCHMAH ON
MALCHUT CALLED BOTH RACHEL AND FAITH; THE BESTOWING
OF CHOCHMAH IS CONSIDERED TELLING. Hence it is written, "And
Jacob told Rachel," WHICH INDICATES THE BESTOWING OF
CHOCHMAH, instead of 'said'.
123. Just as these colors OF RIGHT AND LEFT IN DA'AT shine in the
adornment of the head and enter the cavities of the skull, so they
spread throughout the body and the body is attached to them, BUT
for concealed Atika Kadisha "ACTIONS are not weighed" (I Shmuel
2:3), SINCE THERE IS NO CHOCHMAH IN IT and they are not suitable
for it, because this ATIKA KADISHA is completely at one WITH THE
LIGHT OF CHASSADIM ALONE, AND THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH HAS NO POWER OVER IT, AND HENCE THERE IS joy IN
IT for all, life for all, and no Judgments extend from it. But as for
Him, ZEIR ANPIN, "by Him actions are weighed" (Ibid.), surely.
HENCE THIS VERSE IS WRITTEN ONE WAY AND PRONOUNCED
ANOTHER. IT IS WRITTEN "BY HIM (HEB. LO, LAMED VAV)," AND
PRONOUNCED "NOT (HEB. LO, LAMED ALEPH)," ONE APPLYING
TO ATIKA AND ONE TO ZEIR ANPIN.

33. Hairs, tresses and bristles on the head of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the locks of hair that hang from the head of Zeir Anpin and how they are intertwined with the supernal light from Aba
and Ima. We hear about the lobes of the brain and how they encompass the laws and mysteries, the hidden and the disclosed. We also learn what
should be done by a person who wants God to hear him.
124. From the skull of the head, WHICH IS KETER, tens of thousands
of locks of hairs are hanging, which are black, entangled and
intertwined in each other, since they are twined with the supernal
light that adorns his head from Aba and from his brain that shines
from the light of Aba. Then many tiny hairs come out of the light that
adorns his head from Ima and from the other brain lobes, all
connected and entangled in the hairs that hold to Aba, because they
are disheveled and entangled in each other.

125. All the brain lobes ARE ATTACHED TO the skull, WHICH IS the
supernal brain. And all the hairs flow from the three cavities of the
brain that are attached to the SUPERNAL brain lobes and are
intermixed in purity and impurity, WHICH ARE THE LAWS OF
PURITY AND LOGIC BEHIND THE WARNINGS CONCERNING
IMPURITY, in all those laws and mysteries, the hidden and the
disclosed. For that reason, all brain lobes are indicated in, "I am
Hashem your Elohim" (Shemot 20:2). THEY ARE THE SECRET OF
THE 248 POSITIVE AND THE 365 NEGATIVE PRECEPTS INCLUDED
IN THAT VERSE, WHICH ARE ARRANGED as they shine in the head
part, THAT IS, IN THE FOUR BRAIN LOBES IN THE SKULL, AND
THEIR ILLUMINATION enters the THREE cavities of the skull INSIDE
THE HEAD.
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126. All the locks of black hair hang on and cover the ears, which is
why we learned that it is written, "Hashem, bend Your ear, and
hear" (II Melachim 19:16). From this we derive that whoever wishes
the King to bend His ear to him should curl the hairs on the King's
head, THAT IS, CONCENTRATE ON MITIGATING THE JUDGMENTS
HANGING FROM THE HAIRS ON THE HEAD OF ZEIR ANPIN. He
should also move the hair away from His ears SO THEY WOULD NOT
OBSTRUCT THE HEARING OF PRAYER. Then the King will hear
whatever He needs to.

34. The path that divides the hairs of Zeir Anpin
We are told that wailers and moaners emerge from the rough hairs on the head of Zeir Anpin, and that they spread a trap for the wicked who are not
familiar with the paths of the precepts of the Torah.
127. Where the hairs OF ZEIR ANPIN divide, a way joins the path of
the Ancient of Days (Atik Yomin) WHERE THE HAIRS DIVIDE, THAT
IS, IT RECEIVES BOUNTY FROM IT, and all the paths of the precepts
of the Torah part from it. All the wailers and moaners come out from
every rough hair IN THE HAIR and spread a trap for the wicked who
are not familiar with these paths. This is the meaning of, "The way of
the wicked is like darkness" (Mishlei 4:19). From the rough hairs
those who are weighing come out, as written, "All the paths of
Hashem are mercy and truth" (Tehilim 25:10). It is all this way
because they emerge from the concealed brain lobes of THE LEFT,
CALLED the strong lights of the brain.

35. The hair - tips in each of Chochmah, Binah and Da'at
Rabbi Shimon clarifies the previous section and we learn that the wicked do not know that they are stumbling on harsh judgment.
128. HE NOW EXPLAINS MATTERS MORE FULLY. For that reason,
each OF THE HAIR-TIPS has its individual way, but from one brain
lobe, THE MIDDLE ONE, WHICH IS DA'AT, weighing ones emerge
from the smooth rough hair in it, OF WHOM it is written, "All the
paths of Hashem are mercy and truth" (Tehilim 25:10).
129. From the second brain lobe, THE LEFT ONE, WHICH IS BINAH,
THE SAID wailers and moaners come out from the rough hard hairs,
of which it is written, "The way of the wicked is like darkness; they
know not at what they stumble" (Mishlei 4:19). What does this mean?
AND HE ANSWERS, they know not, namely they do not know nor
wish to know at what they stumble. Do not pronounce it, "at what
(Heb. bemah) they stumble," but rather, "on Ima (Heb. be'ima) they
stumble," that is, on those attached TO THE SECOND BRAIN LOBE,
WHICH IS BINAH of the aspect of Ima. The aspect of Ima is harsh
Gvurah AT THE LEFT, from her are included the wailers and
moaners.
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130. From the third brain lobe, from the rough hairs in the middle
prosecutors come out and emerge. They are called shining
countenances that are yet not shining. Of these it is written, "Make
even the path of your foot" (Mishlei 4:26). Everything is in the rough
hairs of the head.

36. The forehead of Zeir Anpin
We are told that whenever it is exposed, the forehead of Zeir Anpin takes revenge on the wicked for their deeds. However, when the forehead of
Atika is revealed within the forehead of Zeir Anpin it is a time of goodwill for everyone; this happens during the Minchah service on Shabbat. Rabbi
Shimon explains why people are not punished by a celestial court until they are at least twenty years old.
131. The forehead on the skull is a forehead that takes revenge on
the wicked for their deeds. When this forehead is exposed,
prosecutors are roused against those who are not ashamed of their
actions. This forehead is as red as a rose. When the forehead of
Atika is revealed within this forehead, it again becomes white as
snow. That time is considered a time of goodwill for everyone.

132. In the Agadah book of Rav Yeba Saba he spoke of the forehead
(Heb. metzach, Mem Tzadik Chet). If people merit the forehead, it is
the forehead of Atik, THAT IS, THE FOREHEAD OF GOODWILL. If
they do not HAVE MERIT, Chet is placed between the two letters
Mem and Tzadik, WHICH FORMS THE WORD 'MACHATZ', as in, "and
shall smite (Heb. machatz) the corners of Moab" (Bemidbar 24:17),
WHICH MEANS THAT THE WICKED GET THEIR PUNISHMENT FROM
IT.
133. We explained that THE FOREHEAD (HEB. METZACH) is called
Netzach using executive letters, CHANGING THE LETTER MEM WITH
THE FOLLOWING IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER, NUN, WHICH
INDICATES THAT THE LIGHT OF SUPERNAL NETZACH SHINES ON
THE FOREHEAD. And even though Netzach rises to another place,
THIS DOES NOT POSE ANY DIFFICULTIES, because other kinds of
Netzach spread throughout the body. THE REASON THE FOREHEAD
IS CALLED NETZACH IS THAT IT VANQUISHES (HEB. NOTZE'ACH)
ALL JUDGMENTS, because on Shabbat during the Minchah service
Atika Kadisha exposes its forehead so as not to arouse Judgments,
and all Judgments are subdued and quieted and do not manifest.
134. 24 courthouses derive from the forehead for all those who are
impudent in their actions, as in, "And they say, how does El know?
And is there knowledge in the most High" (Tehilim 73:11). HE ASKS,
Yet there are twenty courthouses, why add four to them, AND
ANSWERS THAT four correspond to the four capital punishments
allotted by the terrestrial courthouse that derive from up high, so
only twenty COURTHOUSES remain. For that reason, one is not
punished by a celestial court until he completes his twentieth year,
which corresponds to the twenty courthouses. In our concealed
B'raita we learned that they correspond to the four books in the bible.
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37. The eyes of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon says that although the wicked think that the eyes of God are sleeping, they are not. We hear about the eyebrows and the eyelashes
and eyelids of the eyes of Zeir Anpin, and we are told that when His eyes open they turn and see the open eye of Arich Anpin and they bathe in its
whiteness - at this time all the prosecutors of Yisrael surrender. We learn about the four colors in the eyes of Zeir Anpin and we are told that the
eyes supervise everyone in order to judge, that they generate mercy and goodness, and that they reveal man's actions as they are - good or bad.
Rabbi Shimon talks again about the separation of Zeir Anpin and Malchut.
135. The eyes in the head OF ZEIR ANPIN are eyes from which the
wicked are not guarded. They are eyes that sleep yet that do not
sleep, THAT IS, THEY SOMETIMES SLEEP AND SOMETIMES DO
NOT. For that reason they are called, "His eyes are like doves" (Shir
Hashirim 5:12). What is meant by 'doves'? It is as in, "You shall not
therefore defraud (Heb. tonu) one another" (Vayikra 25:17), DERIVED
FROM FRAUD. FOR IT SEEMS TO THE WICKED THAT THEY ARE
ASLEEP, THAT IS, NOT SUPERVISING THE WORLD. Hence it is
written, "Yet they say, Hashem shall not see, nor shall the Elohim of
Jacob regard it..." (Tehilim 94:7), and, "He that planted the ear, shall
He not hear..." (Ibid. 9).
136. The characteristic above the eye is the hairs growing AT THE
END OF THE FOREHEAD ABOVE THE EYES, in full measure. From
these hairs 1,007 supervisors are ready to wage war, and then they
stop from falling, THAT IS, STOP THEIR FALLING OVER THE EYES
TO COVER THEM, BECAUSE THE HAIRS RISE ABOVE THE EYES
and the eyes open.

137. Eyelashes are attached to the eyelids, AND BOTH ARE
CONSIDERED EYELIDS OR EYE COVERS. 14,000,000 protectors
hold on to them, who are called eye covers. And all these are
considered the eyes of Hashem. They never open or waken, except
when the lower eyelids OVER THE EYES separate from the upper
lids, THAT IS, THE LOWER PART IS SEPARATED FROM THE UPPER
PART. And when the lower lids separate from the upper and make
room for supervision, the eyes open and seem as one awakened
from his sleep. The eyes turn and see the open eye OF ARICH ANPIN
and bathe in its whiteness. When they wash IN WHITE all the
prosecutors of Yisrael surrender. Hence it is written, "Awake, why
sleep you, Adonai? Arise..." (Tehilim 44:24).

138. Four colors can be seen in these eyes OF ZEIR ANPIN, WHITE,
RED, GREEN AND BLACK. From them shine the four compartments
of the Tefilin that illuminate the cavities of the brain. There are seven
that are called the eyes of Hashem, THE SEVEN SFIROT, CHESED,
GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND MALCHUT IN THE
EYE. WHITE IS CHESED, RED IS GVURAH, GREEN IS TIFERET THAT
INCLUDES NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, AND BLACK IS MALCHUT.
Eyesight comes from the blackness in the eye, WHICH IS MALCHUT
as we explained in the Idra RABA, as written, "upon one stone are
seven facets (lit. 'eyes')" (Zecharyah 3:9), which are the colors that
glow from their aspects.
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139. From the red COLOR IN THE EYES come out SEVEN other
EYES, which supervise to do Judgment, BECAUSE THE RED COLOR
IS THE LEFT COLUMN THAT IS JUDGMENT. They are called, "the
eyes of Hashem run to and fro throughout the whole earth" (II Divrei
Hayamim 16:9). "run" IS WRITTEN AS FEMININE, instead of
masculine, WHICH IS because they are all Judgment. From the green
color IN THE EYE come out SEVEN other EYES, the purpose of
which is to reveal MAN'S actions, both good or bad, as written, "For
His eyes are upon the ways of man" (Iyov 34:21). These are called,
"the eyes of Hashem, they rove to and fro" (Zecharyah 4:10), "rove"
with a masculine suffix instead of the feminine, because they face
both sides, the good as well as the bad, BECAUSE THE GREEN
COLOR IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT INCLUDES RIGHT AND
LEFT, WHICH ARE CHESED AND JUDGMENT. HENCE IT IS IN THE
MASCULINE, SINCE CHESED SHINES WITH THE MALE LIGHT. From
the white COLOR IN THE EYE come out all the mercy and all the
goodness that is present in the world to do good to Yisrael, for then
the three colors, RED, GREEN AND BLACK, bathe IN THE WHITE
COLOR, WHICH IS MERCY, in order to have mercy upon them.
140. These four colors blend with each other and merge with each
other, and each lends some of its color to its neighbor, except for
the white color in which all are incorporated when IT is needed and
when it covers everything. As for all the PHYSICAL colors below, no
one can revert the black, red and green to look white. But here under
the same supervision all THREE COLORS, BLACK, RED AND
GREEN, join and bathe in the white color, THAT IS, THEY BECOME
WHITE AGAIN, WHICH IS CHESED.

141. The eyebrows are never lying over the eyes except when the
white colors wish to observe, because the eyebrows give all colors
room to observe. If they do not, no COLOR can supervise and watch.
The eyebrows do not stand IN ONE PLACE and never lie still for a
whole hour, but open and close, close and open, since the observing
eye is over them. Hence it is written, "And the living creatures ran
and returned" (Yechezkel 1:14). I have already explained this.

142. It is written, "your eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet
habitation" (Yeshayah 33:20), and, "the eyes of Hashem your Elohim
are always upon it, from the beginning of the year..." (Devarim
11:12), because Jerusalem needs that. FOR JERUSALEM, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, NEEDS TO HAVE THE EYES OF HASHEM, THE SECRET
OF CHOCHMAH, IN IT, SINCE THE REVELATION OF CHOCHMAH IS
IN MALCHUT CALLED LOWER CHOCHMAH. As written,
"righteousness lodged in it" (Yeshayah 1:21), RIGHTEOUSNESS
BEING THE SECRET OF THE JUDGMENTS THAT EMERGE FROM
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT THAT SHINES IN
MALCHUT. Hence it speaks of Jerusalem rather than Zion, WHICH IS
THE INNER PART OF MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE
ILLUMINATION OF CHASSADIM, as written, "Zion shall be redeemed
with justice" (Ibid. 27), since all is Mercy, AS RIGHTEOUSNESS IS
JUDGMENT OF THE LEFT AND APPLIES TO JERUSALEM, WHILE
JUSTICE IS MERCY OF ZEIR ANPIN AND APPLIES TO ZION.
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143. "your eyes SHALL SEE JERUSALEM" is spelled 'your eye' IN
SINGULAR, WHICH INDICATES the eye of the most concealed Atika
Kadisha, WHOSE TWO EYES BECOME ONE AGAIN, BEING WHITE
WITHIN WHITE, WHICH WILL HAPPEN IN THE FUTURE. But for now
it is written, "the eyes of Hashem your Elohim are always upon it,"
THAT IS, TWO EYES, which are for good and for evil as it should be.
For that reason they do not exist always BUT IN THE FUTURE WILL
AGAIN BE ONE EYE, SINCE there, "your eye shall see Jerusalem,"
NAMELY ONE EYE, which is all for good, all merciful, THAT IS, THE
EYE OF ATIKA, as written, "but with great mercies will I gather
you" (Yeshayah 54:7).
144. "the eyes of Hashem your Elohim are always upon it, from the
beginning (Heb. resheet) of the year." 'resheet' is defectively spelled
without Aleph, instead of with it. What is THAT WHICH IS CALLED
RESHEET WITHOUT ALEPH: it is lower Hei, NAMELY MALCHUT,
SINCE RESHEET IS NAMED AFTER 'RASH (ENG. 'POOR')'. Before
that it is written, "and cast down from heaven (to) earth the beauty of
Yisrael" (Eichah 2:1). What is the reason He "cast down from heaven
earth," THAT IS, WHY WAS MALCHUT CALLED EARTH CAST DOWN
FROM ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN? AND HE ANSWERS, It is
because it is written, "I clothe the heavens with
blackness" (Yeshayah 50:3), WHICH MEANS the eyes are in
blackness, that is, they are covered with blackness, SINCE THEN
MALCHUT IS SEPARATED FROM ZEIR ANPIN AND HAS NOTHING
TO RECEIVE FROM HIM.
145. "from the beginning of the year": namely whence do the eyes of
Hashem behold Jerusalem? Again he explains, "from the beginning
of the year," WHICH IS BINAH CALLED BEGINNING, spelled without
Aleph because it is of Judgment, since Judgment is connected to its
side, THAT IS, ITS LEFT SIDE. "to the end of the year" (Devarim
11:12): surely the end of the year is there, as it is written,
"righteousness lodged in it," which is the end of the year, NAMELY
MALCHUT.

146. Come and see, Aleph on its own is called 'first', which is
masculine, because that which is unknown is concealed and
treasured in Aleph. When this Aleph is connected somewhere else,
THE PLACE is called 'beginning'. You may argue it is connected to it,
but it is not so. It is revealed in and shines on it, and then it is called
beginning. Even in that beginning it does not observe Jerusalem,
since had it received from this BEGINNING, it would have shone
forever AND ITS UNION WOULD HAVE BEEN UNBROKEN. But
'beginning' is spelled without Aleph, AND HENCE ITS UNION IS
INTERRUPTED. Of the World to Come it is written, "A harbinger (lit.
'first') for Zion will I give. Behold, behold them" (Yeshayah 41:27),
WHERE ALEPH, WHICH IS CALLED FIRST WILL SHINE ON ZION,
WHICH IS MALCHUT.

38. The nose of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon tells us the difference between the nose of Atika Kadisha and the nose of Zeir Anpin. We learn that the nose of Zeir Anpin is of anger
and judgment, yet that the judgment is mitigated by the sweet savor of the burnt offerings given by the children of Yisrael. The nose of Atika
Kadisha is long-suffering, and it holds back the judgments of the short nose of Zeir Anpin.
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147. The nose of Zeir Anpin characterizes the face, since the whole
face is recognized by it. This nose is unlike the nose of the most
concealed Atika Kadisha, since the nose of Atika is the life of life.
For from the two nostrils OF THE NOSE come out spirits of life for
everyone. Of Zeir Anpin it is written, "There went up a smoke out of
His nostrils..." (II Shmuel 22:9).

148a. All aspects hold on to the smoke IN THE NOSE, and in each
class many harsh prosecutors hold on to that smoke. They are all
sweetened only by the smoke on the altar below. Hence it is written,
"And Hashem smelled the sweet savor" (Beresheet 8:21). The sweet
savor is the mitigation of the prosecutors, NAMELY satisfaction.

148b. "And Hashem smelled the sweet savor." It does not speak of
the smell of the sacrifice, but of the savory smell, because all the
Gvurot are connected to the nose, and all Judgments that are
connected TO THE NOSE are mitigated, and many Gvurot are joined
together, as written, "Who can utter the mighty acts (Heb. gvurot) of
Hashem? who can declare all His praise" (Tehilim 106:2). From one
nostril of this nose (Heb. chotem) comes out fire that consumes all
other fires, and from the other nostril comes out smoke. Both are
MITIGATED by the fire and smoke of the altar. Atika Kadisha is
uncovered WITH ITS CHASSADIM and all Judgments are quieted.
This is the meaning of, "and for My praise will I refrain (Heb.
echetom) for you" (Yeshayah 48:9), WHICH REFERS TO THE NOSE
OF ATIKA.

149. The nose of Atika Kadisha is long and expansive, and is called
long-suffering (lit. 'long nosed'). This nose OF ZEIR ANPIN is short.
When smoke starts emerging in haste, Judgment is carried out. The
nose of Atika detains it, NAMELY ITS CHASSADIM. All is as I said at
the Idra RABA, where the friends have commented on it.

150. In his book, Rav Hamnuna Saba explained about the two
nostrils IN THE NOSE that from one there is smoke and fire and from
another satisfaction and good spirit. Because it has in it right and
left, FROM THE LEFT THERE IS SMOKE AND FIRE AND FROM THE
RIGHT SATISFACTION AND GOODNESS OF SPIRIT, WHICH IS
CHASSADIM INCLUDING CHOCHMAH. It is also written, "and his
fragrance like the Lebanon" (Hoshea 14:7). Of the Nukva it is written,
"the scent of your countenance (lit. 'nose') like apples" (Shir
Hashirim 7:9), WHICH INDICATES THE ILLUMINATION OF
CHOCHMAH CALLED SMELL. If this is true for the Nukva, it is all the
more so FOR ZEIR ANPIN, WHICH SUSTAINS THE NUKVA. And he
has spoken well.
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151. As for the words, "And Hashem smelled the sweet savor (Heb.
nichoach)," the sweet savor INDICATES DOUBLE SATISFACTION
(HEB. nachat) on both sides RIGHT AND LEFT. The one ON THE
RIGHT is satisfaction revealed from the most concealed Atika
Kadisha, which brings pleasure and sweetening for everything,
BOTH TO CHOCHMAH AND CHASSADIM. The one ON THE LEFT is
sweetening coming from below with the smoke and fire on the altar.
Since it is SWEETENED on both sides FROM ATIKA AND FROM
BELOW, THEREFORE it is written, 'nichoach' WHICH INDICATES
DOUBLE SATISFACTION. All this applies to Zeir Anpin.

39. The ears of Zeir Anpin
We are told about the two ears that hear good and bad, and about the winged messengers who hear the prayers people say out loud and who carry
those prayers up to the ears of God. Rabbi Shimon says it is important that the sound be 'tasted' for its quality, and that this be done slowly; he tells
us that whatever happens too quickly does not possess complete wisdom. We hear about the cavities of the ears, eyes, mouth and nose, and about
how the sound affects them. According to the sound, the eyes might cry and the mouth might speak words; the whole body might tremble.
Therefore people must guard carefully what they say out loud. Rabbi Shimon goes on to say that supreme secrets originate from the ear of Zeir
Anpin, and that those secrets are only revealed to those who walk the straight path. Wicked people are those who reveal secrets, and the righteous
are those faithful spirits who conceal the secrets.
152. There are two ears to hear good and bad, and both are
considered one, as written, "Hashem, bend Your ear, and hear" (II
Melachim 19:16). The innermost ear is formed of curved apertures so
that the sound will be slowed down in entering the brain, the brain
will be able to perceive it and it will not enter quickly, for whatever
happens quickly does not possess complete wisdom.

153. From the ears originate all the winged creatures, who receive
the sound from the world. They are all called 'the ears of Hashem', as
it is written of them, "for a bird of the sky shall carry the
sound..." (Kohelet 10:20). HE ASKS, This verse is difficult, for what
sound is there here, if the beginning of the verse writes, "Do not
curse the king, no, not even in your thought" (Ibid.). If it says, "in
your thought...even in your bedchamber," THEN why the reasoning,
"for a bird of the sky shall carry the sound," if there is no sound here
BUT THOUGHT?

154. AND HE ANSWERS, Surely man does nothing with whatever he
thinks or meditates on until he utters it with his lips, even if he does
not mean to. The word he utters cleaves through the air, rises and
flies in the world and turns into a sound. The winged ones take that
sound; they raise it to the King and it enters His ears. This is the
meaning of, "And Hashem heard the voice of your words" (Devarim
5:25), "and Hashem heard it; and His anger was kindled" (Bemidbar
11:1).
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155. Therefore, whatever the prayer or entreaty a man asks before
the Holy One, blessed be He, he should utter the words with his lips,
for if he does not utter them WITH HIS LIPS, his prayer is no prayer
nor is his petition a real petition. Once the words are uttered and
cleave the air, they rise and fly and become a sound that is taken by
someone, who joins them in a holy place in the King's head.

156. From the three cavities of the brain, CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND
DA'AT, a trickle drips to the ears; this trickle is called the stream of
Kerit as in, "wadi Kerit" (I Melachim 17:3), that is, the cutting off
(Heb. keritah) of the ears. The sound enters that place WITHIN THE
EAR to be absorbed in river of that trickle, where it is held and tested
to see whether it is good or bad. This is the meaning of, "For the ear
tries words" (Iyov 34:3). This is because the sound is slowed down
in the river of that trickle in the curve of the ears and does not enter
quickly. Then it is tested to see whether it is good or bad, LIKE "the
palate tastes food" (Ibid.), means that it is held in the palate and
does not enter the body quickly, so it tastes and distinguishes
between sweet and bitter.

157. From the ear cavity derive other cavities: the eye socket, the
mouth cavity and the nostrils in the nose. From the sound that
enters the ear cavities, if required it enters FROM THE EAR to the
sockets of the eyes, and the eyes shed tears. From that sound, if
required, it enters the nostrils of the opening in the nose and they
bring forth smoke and fire from that sound. This is the meaning of,
"and Hashem heard it; and His anger was kindled; and the fire of
Hashem burned among them" (Bemidbar 11:1). If necessary, the
sound enters the mouth cavity and it speaks and utters words from
that sound. Everything is from the sound THAT ENTERS the ears; it
enters the whole body and everything trembles from it. Much is
derived from that ear. Blessed is he who guards what he says. Hence
it is written, "Keep your tongue from evil, and your lips from
speaking guile" (Tehilim 34:14).

158. Hearing applies to this ear, NAMELY BINAH CALLED HEARING,
and within the hearing are incorporated the brain lobes CHOCHMAH,
BINAH AND DA'AT, SINCE CHOCHMAH IS REVEALED ONLY
THROUGH BINAH. Chochmah is included in it, as written, "Give
therefore your servant an understanding (lit. 'hearing') heart" (I
Melachim 3:9), HEART (HEB. LEV, =32) BEING THE SECRET OF THE
32 PATHS OF WISDOM. Binah IS INCLUDED WITHIN IT, as written,
"Speak, for your servant is listening" (I Shmuel 3:10), ALSO we are
listening, WHICH MEANS WE UNDERSTAND. Da'at IS INCLUDED
WITHIN IT, as written, "Hear, O my son, and receive my
sayings" (Mishlei 4:10), "and treasure up My commandments with
you" (Mishlei 2:1), IN WHICH HEAR MEANS KNOW. Thus everything
derives from the ear. THE RECEPTION OF prayers and petitions
depends on this ear, as well as the opening of eyes. This is the
meaning of, "Hashem, bend Your ear, and hear; open, Hashem, Your
eyes, and see" (II Melachim 19:16). Thus everything originates FROM
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THE EAR.
159. Supreme secrets, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, that do not go outside
originate from that ear, which is why it is curved on the inside. The
most secret among the secrets are hidden within it. Woe to him who
reveals secrets. And when the ear gathers to itself the secrets and
the inside curve receives them, it does not reveal secrets to those
who follow crooked paths, but to those that walk the STRAIGHT path
that is not crooked. This is the meaning of, "The counsel of Hashem
is with them that fear Him; and He will reveal to them His
covenant" (Tehilim 25:14), for they accept His way and HENCE
accept His words.

160. Those whose path is crooked take matters and usher them in
quickly, so they have no place to be detained. All the other cavities
OF THE EYES AND NOSE open through it so the words come out
through the mouth cavity. These are the wicked of the generation,
hated by the Holy One, blessed be He. In our B'raita we learned
THAT WHOEVER REVEALS SECRETS is as if he killed people and as
if he worshiped idols. Everything is derived from the same verse,
which says, "You shall not go up and down as a talebearer among
your people; neither shall you stand aside when mischief befalls
your neighbor," WHICH IS MURDER, "I am Hashem" (Vayikra 19:16),
WHICH PROHIBITS IDOLATRY. Whoever transgresses the first part
of the verse BY BEARING TALES AND REVEALING SECRETS, it is
as if he transgressed them all, MURDER AND IDOLATRY.

161. Blessed is the portion of the righteous, of whom it is written,
"but he that is of a faithful spirit conceals the matter" (Mishlei 11:13);
surely they are of a faithful spirit, because their spirit is drawn from a
supernal, holy place, THAT IS, FROM THE CENTRAL COLUMN.
Hence they are considered to be of a faithful spirit. We have
explained this sign. Whoever reveals secrets, it is known that his
soul is not from the body of the Holy King ZEIR ANPIN, THAT IS, THE
CENTRAL COLUMN. Hence there is no secret in him, nor is he from
the area of secrets. When his soul leaves his body, it does not cleave
to the body of the King, which is not its place. Woe to that man, woe
to his soul. Blessed is the portion of the righteous, who conceal
secrets, and more so supernal secrets of the Holy One, blessed be
He. Of them it is written, "Your people also shall be all righteous will
inherit the land" (Yeshayah 60:21).

40. The shining countenance of Zeir Anpin
We hear about the two colors of the face of Zeir Anpin, red and white. When sins multiply on earth, the face illuminates in red and judgments prevail.
When people are righteous then the white shines from Atika Kadisha, and everything is illuminated with mercy. We hear that all the angels assume
the colors that this face assumes.
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162. THE TWO APPLES OF the face OF ZEIR ANPIN ARE like two
spice offerings, WHICH EMIT GOOD FRAGRANCE, THE SECRET OF
THE ILLUMINATION OF CHOCHMAH FROM BELOW UPWARDS
CALLED FRAGRANCE, AND THE SECRET MEANING OF, "A MAN'S
WISDOM MAKES HIS FACE TO SHINE" (KOHELET 8:1). It is evidence
of what I said ABOUT ABA AND IMA, for the WHOLE testimony OF
READING THE FACE depends on it, ON THE FACE; yet evidence
depends on the whole FACIAL EXPRESSION, THAT IS, ON THE
FOREHEAD AND THE NOSE, AS HAS BEEN SAID THAT ONE
TESTIFIES HE SAW A PERSON'S FACE ONLY WITH THE NOSE. But
the two spice offerings, which are white and red, testify about Aba
and Ima. They testify about the inheritance he received FROM ABA
AND IMA and about his holding on to them. In our B'raita we
explained the many differences between white and red, YET
NEVERTHELESS they are included IN ZEIR ANPIN together on the
white side, THAT IS, UNDER THE POWER OF WHITE, WHICH IS
CHESED.
163. WHEN THE FACE OF ZEIR ANPIN shines in white, THAT IS,
WITH CHESED, from Atika, the white in it, WHICH IS CHESED, covers
the red in it, THE SECRET OF CHOCHMAH OF THE LEFT, and
everything is illuminated. Then it is written, "Hashem make His face
shine upon you" (Bemidbar 6:25). When wicked people multiply and
Judgments are suspended over the world, there is shutting off
everywhere, THAT IS, ALL LIGHTS ARE SHUT AND DO NOT SHINE,
and the red expands throughout the face, WHICH IS JUDGMENT, and
covers the white, WHICH IS MERCY, and then everything is in a state
of Judgment. Then it is written, "The face of Hashem is against those
who do evil" (Tehilim 34:17). Everything depends on it and hence
THE FACE indicates everything.
164. There are many ANGELS with shields waiting for those FACIAL
colors, WHITE AND RED, expecting those colors. When the colors
shine, all the worlds are joyful. When the white shines, everything
assumes this color THAT IS CHESED and when the red appears
everything assumes that color THAT IS JUDGMENT.

41. The nine characteristics of the beard of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon reveals that the valuable oil of the thirteen streams of the beard of Atika Kadisha illuminates the beard of Zeir Anpin. He says that the
beginning of the beard is supernal Chesed, and that when the world is in need of mercy the holy Mazal appears from Arich Anpin; then all the
characteristics of the beard of Zeir Anpin are in a state of mercy. Yet when the world is in need of judgment, judgment appears and God takes
vengeance on the enemies of Yisrael. We hear that Moses spoke of the nine characteristics in order to revert them all to mercy.
165. With these spice offerings, THAT IS, THE TWO APPLES OF THE
FACE, the beard starts to appear at the beginning of the ears, falling
and rising with the spice offering, NAMELY, IN THE FACE. The hair
of the beard is black, which is a nice and handsome characteristic,
like a courageous and strong handsome man. The valuable oil of the
supernal beard of Atika appears and shines in the beard of Zeir
Anpin.
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166. The beauty of this beard lies in nine characteristics. When the
valuable oil of the thirteen streams of the beard of Atika Kadisha
illuminates this beard OF ZEIR ANPIN, there are TOGETHER 22
characteristics. Then they are all blessed ABOVE AND BELOW.
Yisrael Saba, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, is blessed by it and it derives
from, "By you (Heb. becha, =22) shall Yisrael bless" (Beresheet
48:20), THAT IS, ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED YISRAEL BLESS
WITH THE 22 CHARACTERISTICS. We explained all these
characteristics in the holy Idra that they were all formed from the
characteristics of Atika Kadisha. And here I wish to reveal what has
not been revealed there in order to enter without shame THE WORLD
TO COME.

167. There are six CHARACTERISTICS that are considered nine. The
first characteristic is that the hard candle emerged and struck under
the hairs of the head underneath the locks over the ears, going down
starting in front of the opening of the ears to the top of the mouth.
This characteristic does not originate from Atika Kadisha except
when Mazal of Atika Kadisha flows, from which comes the fount of
Chochmah. When Ima flows and is included in the pure air, Ima
receives the whiteness. And the spark, THAT IS, THE HARD
CANDLE, enters THE PURE AIR AND BECOMES A PART OF HER.
THEN it emerges and they unite with each other, THAT IS, IT
STRIKES THE LOCKS OF HAIRS OVER THE EARS, THE TWO
JUDGMENTS JOIN EACH OTHER and become one characteristic.

168. When the need arises TO BESTOW CHESED OR JUDGMENTS,
the one rises over the other, which is covered by it. THAT IS, WHEN
THE TIME COMES TO BESTOW JUDGMENTS, CHESED IN THE
BEARD IS COVERED AND JUDGMENT HAS SWAY. WHEN THE
NEED ARISES TO BESTOW CHESED, JUDGMENT IN THE BEARD IS
COVERED AND CHESED RULES. And all is needed, BOTH THE
FORCE OF CHESED AND THE FORCE OF JUDGMENT, one to take
revenge ON THE ENEMIES OF YISRAEL and one to have mercy ON
YISRAEL. For that reason David coveted this beard as we explained.
169. There are nine characteristics to this beard, which are 60,000
HAIRS that come down from them and expand IN THEIR
ILLUMINATION throughout the body. These six characteristics that
come down do so from the hairs beneath the spice offering, THAT IS,
BENEATH THE PART OF THE FACE CALLED SPICE OFFERING,
three characteristics on the one side OF THE FACE and three
characteristics on the other side OF THE FACE. From the
preciousness of the beard, THAT IS, THE MOST VISIBLE PART OF
THE BEARD THAT BEAUTIFIES THE FACE, come out three others,
one above THE HAIRS over the lips, and two in the hair that hangs
down to the navel. All the six, three on one side and three on the
other, come down and hang with the hanging hairs and expand
throughout the body.

170. Since the three constitute the beauty of the beard more than the
rest, BECAUSE THEY DECORATE AND BEAUTIFY THE FACE, the
Holy Name is written regarding them, as written, "Out of my distress
I called upon Yah; YAH ANSWERED ME WITH LIBERATION. Hashem
is on my side" (Tehilim 118:5-6). In the Idra Raba we explained that,
"Out of my distress I called upon Yah," WHICH IS THE FIRST
CHARACTERISTIC, refers to the place where the beard starts to
expand, where the place is narrow, THAT IS, WHERE THE EXPANSE
OF HAIR IS NARROW RATHER THAN WIDE, in front of the ears. And
this is well, THAT IT IS CONSIDERED "OUT OF MY DISTRESS (HEB.
METZAR)" BECAUSE IT IS A NARROW (HEB. TZAR) SPACE. BUT
HERE IT SAYS IT REFERS TO THE HAIRS ABOVE THE LIPS.
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171. HE FURTHER BUILDS UP HIS ARGUMENT. In the Agadah book
of Rav Yeba Saba he so said and explained that the beginning of the
beard STARTS with supernal Chesed, as written, "Yours, Hashem, is
the greatness, and the power (Heb. Gvurah) and the glory (Heb.
Tiferet)..." (I Divrei Hayamim 29:11). BUT everything IS IN THE
BEARD because so does THE BEARD start TO COME OUT, AS RAV
YEBA SABA SAID, and the nine characteristics come out from the
beard and from before the ears, AS SAID IN THE IDRA RABA that
THE BEARD begins TO SHOW this way, BUT they do not stay that
way except in another place as I explained.
172. When the world is in need of mercy, the holy Mazal appears,
WHICH IS THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN, AND THEN all the
characteristics of the precious beard of Zeir Anpin are in a state of
mercy. When it is in need of Judgment, Judgment appears, and then
vengeance is wreaked on the enemies of Yisrael, those who distress
YISRAEL. All the preciousness of the beard lies in those hanging
hairs, THAT IS, THE VISIBLE EXPANSES OF THE BEARD, because
everything emerges from them.

173. All the hairs of the beard of Zeir Anpin are coarse and strong,
because they all compel Judgments when the holy Mazal appears.
When it wishes to wage war, it appears by means of this beard as a
strong mighty man victorious in war. Then some pluck the hair on
the back of the head and some from the front of the head.

174. Moses said these nine characteristics a second time IN THE
PORTION OF SHELACH when he had to revert them all to mercy. For
though he did not now recite the thirteen characteristics AS IN THE
PORTION OF TISA it all depends on intention. For he would not
mention these characteristics OF ZEIR ANPIN THAT ARE NOT
PURELY MERCY, but intended Mazal, NAMELY THE THIRTEEN
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BEARD OF ARICH ANPIN, and
mentioned it, as written, "And now, I pray You, let the power of my
Lord be great" (Bemidbar 14:17). What is "the power of Hashem"? It
is that which is called the most concealed holy Mazal, THE BEARD
OF ARICH ANPIN. The power and the light IN THE BEARD OF ZEIR
ANPIN derive from Mazal. Once Moses said THE NINE
CHARACTERISTICS OF ZEIR ANPIN and mentioned MAZAL CALLED
THE POWER OF HASHEM, he spoke the nine characteristics deriving
from Zeir Anpin so that they will all shine BY A DRAWING OF THE
THIRTEEN OF ARICH ANPIN and there will be no Judgment evident,
BECAUSE THE THIRTEEN OF ARICH ANPIN ARE WHOLLY OF
MERCY. Hence everything depends on Mazal, WHICH IS THE BEARD
OF ARICH ANPIN.
175. At the beginning of the arising of the hairs, the beard looks like
a strong mighty man, victorious in war TO TAKE REVENGE ON THE
ENEMIES OF YISRAEL. The holy anointing oil flows on this beard
from the concealed Atika Kadisha, as written, "It is like the precious
ointment upon the head, running down upon the beard, the beard of
Aaron" (Tehilim 133:2), THE SECRET OF THE BEARD OF ZEIR
ANPIN.

42. The mouth of Zeir Anpin
We read that good and evil and life and death depend on the lips of Zeir Anpin. When the lips speak all the watchers awaken to decree punishments.
Rabbi Shimon explains what is meant by a 'watcher'. We learn that when words come out of the mouth of Zeir Anpin they illuminate 18,000 worlds.
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176. These hairs OF THE BEARD do not cover the lips, and the lips
are wholly red as a lily, as written, "his lips like lilies" (Shir Hashirim
5:13). The lips whisper Gvurah and whisper Chochmah. Good and
evil depend on these lips, and life and death. From these lips come
out those who awaken, since when these lips whisper they all
awaken to decree punishments throughout the courts that are called
watchers, as written, "This matter is by the decree of the watchers,
and the sentence..." (Daniel 4:14).

177. HE ASKS, What is a watcher (Heb. ir), AND ANSWERS, In the
book of Agadah HE EXPLAINED that it is like in the words, "become
your enemy (Heb. ar)" (I Shmuel 28:16). For Judgments rouse
against those who are not beloved above, which is why those that
arouse TO PUNISH are THEIR enemies, AND ARE CALLED
'WATCHERS'. Nevertheless, PUNISHMENT IS DECREED in two ways,
with Mercy or with Judgment. They are therefore called a watcher
(enemy) and a holy one, Judgment and Mercy, NAMELY, "THIS
MATTER IS BY THE DECREE OF THE WATCHERS, AND THE
SENTENCE BY THE WORDS OF THE HOLY ONES," WHERE A
WATCHER ALLUDES TO JUDGMENT AND HOLY ONES TO MERCY.
178. When the lips are open the mouth is seen. Thousands and tens
of thousands are clothed in the air coming out of the mouth. When
THE AIR expands, the faithful prophets are clothed in it and are all
called 'the mouth of Hashem'. When words come out of the mouth,
uttered by the lips, they illuminate together all of 18,000 worlds, until
they all join together in 18 specific ways and paths.

179. Everyone awaits this mouth with the great speaking tongue with
the unification of polishing and adornment. Of this it is written, "His
mouth (lit. 'palate') is most sweet" (Shir Hashirim 5:16). Surely it is
most sweet. What is his palate? It is as in the verse, "the palate
tastes food" (Iyov 34:3). "and he is altogether lovely" (Shir Hashirim
5:16), NAMELY fire and water. For water and fire are formed and are
pretty AND LOVELY in their shape, THAT IS, THEY ARE LOVELY TO
BEHOLD, because the colors RED AND WHITE join together, THAT
IS, THE BEAUTY APPEARS FROM THE BLENDING OF WHITE AND
RED TOGETHER.

43. Aleph, Chet, Hei Ayin; Gimel, Yud, Caf, Kuf
Rabbi Shimon explains in detail how the four letters Aleph, Chet, Hei and Ayin are engraved on the throat and how those four are crowned with the
four letters Gimel, Yud, Caf and Kuf in the palate. We learn that the important thing is the balance of the three columns, and Rabbi Shimon says that
throughout his whole life he was always careful never to receive the left column on its own except for a single instance, at which time he was
warned not to do so by a flame of fire.
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180. "His mouth (lit. 'palate') IS MOST SWEET" (Shir Hashirim 5:16),
because of the imprinted letters that are engraved on it with their
crowns. THAT IS, THE SWEETNESS IN THE MOUTH COMES FROM
THE FACT THAT THE LETTERS ARE ENGRAVED ON IT IN THE
SEQUENCE OF THE THREE COLUMNS AND THE RECEIVING
MALCHUT; THIS SEQUENCE ADORNS THEM WITH CROWNS. THE
LETTERS Aleph, Chet, Hei and Ayin are engraved on the throat
EACH WITH THREE COLUMNS. OF THE THREE COLUMNS OF
Aleph, ITS RIGHT COLUMN drives kings away, THE LEFT COLUMN
OF ALEPH deposes kings FROM THEIR KINGDOMS, AND THE
CENTRAL COLUMN establishes kings. OF THE THREE COLUMNS
OF Chet, ITS RIGHT COLUMN drives away and descends, THE LEFT
COLUMN ascends and crowns, AND THE CENTRAL COLUMN
conquers with fire and engraves with wind. OF THE THREE
COLUMNS OF Hei THAT IS nourished from Ima, THAT IS, OF WHAT
THE NUKVA RECEIVES FROM IMA, THE RIGHT COLUMN OF IMA
strikes the Nukva; THROUGH THE LEFT COLUMN OF IMA, THE
NUKVA spreads into a large Nukva; THE CENTRAL COLUMN OF IMA
IS IN THAT, THAT through the desire of the holy city FOR
CHASSADIM, IT IS CONNECTED WITH THE CENTRAL COLUMN. And
the places OF RIGHT AND LEFT are interconnected, as it says, "the
mountain of myrrh, and to the hill of frankincense" (Shir Hashirim
4:6). OF THE THREE COLUMNS OF Ayin, ITS RIGHT COLUMN IS the
clarity of the shape of the grade; ITS LEFT COLUMN IS when the
running boughs join the engraved spirits at their sides.
181. And here, in the secret of the letters of King Solomon, HE SAYS
that these four letters ALEPH, CHET, HEI AND AYIN, are crowned
with the four LETTERS Gimel, Yud, Caf, Kuf in the palate. HENCE
THREE COLUMNS ARE INDICATED IN THE PALATE AS WELL. This
is as in, "the palate tastes food" (Iyov 34:3), THE SECRET OF THE
RIGHT COLUMN; "Can that which is unsavory be eaten without
salt" (Iyov 6:6) REFERS TO THE LEFT COLUMN, WHICH, BEFORE IT
IS JOINED WITH THE RIGHT, CANNOT BE ENJOYED LIKE
UNSAVORY FOOD WITHOUT SALT. And the verse, "And the work of
righteousness shall be peace" (Yeshayah 32:17) IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN THAT JOINS AND ESTABLISHES PEACE BETWEEN THE
TWO COLUMNS, RIGHT AND LEFT. "More to be desired are they
than gold, even much fine gold..." (Tehilim 19:11) REFERS TO
MALCHUT THAT RECEIVES THE PLENTY OF THE THREE
COLUMNS, which are surely very sweet.
182. King David, AFTER THE WORDS, "MORE TO BE DESIRED..."
THAT ALLUDE TO THE SWEET AND PRECIOUS BOUNTY OF THE
THREE COLUMNS, CONCLUDES, "Moreover by them is Your servant
enlightened (or: 'careful')..." (Ibid. 12), THAT IS, HE IS CAREFUL NOT
TO RECEIVE FROM THE LEFT COLUMN WITHOUT THE RIGHT.
RABBI SHIMON CONCLUDES, I testify about myself that throughout
my life I was careful OF THE THREE COLUMNS not to mistake IN
RECEIVING THE LEFT COLUMN ON ITS OWN, except for one day
when I crowned the King in the cave of Meronia, WHEN HE WAS NOT
CAREFUL TO HAVE THE LEFT UNITED WITH THE RIGHT. And I saw
a flame of burning fire across the cave, THAT IS, HE SAW THE
JUDGMENTS OF THE LEFT COLUMN WITHOUT THE RIGHT, WHICH
IS A BURNING FIRE, and I trembled. Since that day I am careful in
my mind TO RECEIVE ONLY FROM THE THREE COLUMNS
TOGETHER and never left them throughout my life. Blessed is the
portion of he that is careful with the sweets of the King and tastes of
them judiciously. It says of this, "O taste and see that Hashem is
good" (Tehilim 34:9), and, "Come, eat of my bread" (Mishlei 9:5).

44. Building the back part of the Nukva of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon tells us how Malchut becomes attached to Zeir Anpin.
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183. The male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, spread into his brain lobe of
Da'at and the corridors and chambers were filled, NAMELY
NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD, AND CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET. DA'AT starts at the top of the head and spreads
throughout the body in its chest, arms and the rest of it. Behind it,
the spark is touched by the hard lamp, WHICH IS THE
ILLUMINATION OF THE LEFT COLUMN OF BINAH, glows and
produces one head blocked on all directions, with the illumination of
the two brain lobes CHOCHMAH AND BINAH engraved in it. It is
attached to the male side FROM THE BACK and hence is called, "my
dove, my undefiled (Heb. tamati)" (Shir Hashirim 5:2). Do not
pronounce it 'tamati' but rather it is 'te'omati (Eng. 'my twin sister')'
for sure.

184. The hair of the Nukva, WHICH IS MALCHUT, includes the colors
WHITE, RED, AND GREEN, AND IS CALLED PURPLE, as written,
"and the hair of your head like purple" (Shir Hashirim 7:6). It is
connected to five Gvurot. From her aspect OF GVURAH Malchut
expands to become attached to the side of the male, ZEIR ANPIN,
THAT IS, TO HIS BACK.

45. The formation of face to face of the Nukva of Zeir Anpin
We are told that after Malchut separated from the sides of Zeir Anpin, she joined Him face to face. When they are joined they seem like one body,
and all the worlds are joyful as on Shabbat when everything is under the influence of a whole body. From this idea Rabbi Shimon deduces that
whoever does not exist as male and female receives no blessings and can not last. We learn that Malchut is considered a mother to all the lower
beings of the three worlds. Rabbi Shimon speaks about the lower Chochmah and the supernal Chochmah.
185. After MALCHUT separated from the sides OF ZEIR ANPIN, she
joined Him face to face. When they are joined, they seem one body
BECAUSE THEY ORIGINATE IN THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES OF
THE SAME LEVEL. THUS, EVEN THOUGH THEY WERE DIVIDED AND
FORMED AS TWO LEVELS, THEY REJOIN AS ONE BODY, AS THE
RIGHT AND LEFT OF THE SAME LEVEL. The male by himself seems
like half a body, THAT IS, THE RIGHT PART OF THE SOUL, which is
wholly Chesed. So the female part OF THE SOUL IS THE LEFT PART
AND IS WHOLLY GVURAH. When they join together it seems exactly
like one body, BECAUSE THE TWO HALVES JOIN INTO ONE. And so
it is TRULY. Here too, the male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, joined
Malchut and everything is a single body. Then all the worlds are
joyous, because they are blessed by a whole body.

186. This is the secret of THE VERSE, "therefore Hashem blessed
the Shabbat day, and hallowed it" (Shemot 20:11), since then
everything is UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF a whole body, since
Malchut cleaved to the King ON SHABBAT and they are as one body.
Therefore there are blessings on that day. From this WE DEDUCED
that whoever does not exist as male and female is considered a half
body, and no blessings rest on a blemished and wanting thing, but
on a whole place, a whole thing, not half a thing. And a half thing
does not last and is never blessed.
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187. All the beauty of the female comes from the beauty of the male.
We have already established these matters and they are known to
the friends. Through this Nukva, NAMELY FROM MALCHUT, are all
the lower beings OF THE THREE WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH
AND ASIYAH united. From here they are fed and to her they return
BECAUSE MALCHUT IS THE ROOT FOR THE THREE WORLDS
UNDER ATZILUT. She is considered a mother to them all, just like
the other, BINAH, is a mother to the body, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN
CALLED BODY, and the whole body is nourished by it, BY BINAH.
So is MALCHUT a mother to all the others below IN BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH.
188. It is written, "Say to wisdom, you are my sister" (Mishlei 7:4).
There is Chochmah and there is Chochmah, NAMELY SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH THAT IS ABA AND IMA AND LOWER CHOCHMAH THAT
IS MALCHUT. This Nukva, NAMELY MALCHUT, is called small
Chochmah in relation to the other, WHICH IS SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH. Hence it is written, "We have a little sister, and she has
no breasts..." (Shir Hashirim 8:8). Since this CHOCHMAH flows in
exile, IT THEREFORE HAS NO BREASTS TO FEED YISRAEL. "We
have a little sister": certainly she seems little IN EXILE, but she is
large and great, because she is perfection that receives from all
SFIROT, WHEN YISRAEL ARE IN THEIR LAND, as written, "I was a
wall, and my breasts were like towers" (Ibid. 10). They are my
breasts when they are full to feed everyone; they are like towers,
which are great rivers coming out of supernal Ima THAT ARE
CALLED TOWERS.

46. The first three Sfirot of the lights and the Netzach, Hod and Yesod of the vessels of Chayah of Zeir Anpin
Rabbi Shimon tells us about the great tree that is the whole body of Zeir Anpin, saying that this tree has food in it for everything. He outlines the
Sfirot in terms of the positioning on the body, and says that in Yesod lies the whole desire of Zeir Anpin for Malchut. We are told that Zion is the
covered place of Malchut, just like a woman's womb.
189. The male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, further expands to the right
and left of the inheritance of the possession, NAMELY CHOCHMAH
AND BINAH CALLED THE INHERITANCE OF ABA AND IMA. When
the colors, RIGHT ON THE RIGHT AND RED ON THE LEFT join IN
THE CENTRAL COLUMN, it is called Tiferet and the whole body is
formed into a big and strong, comely and handsome tree.
Underneath it wild animals, THE HOSTS OF BRIYAH, wander and in
its boughs dwell the birds of the sky, WHICH ARE THE HOSTS OF
YETZIRAH. In it is food for everything. Its arms are right and left,
CHESED AND GVURAH, on the right ARE EXTENDED life and
Chesed; on its left ARE EXTENDED death and Gvurah. Its bowels,
THAT IS, ITS INNER ASPECT, is fixed with Da'at and fills all the
corridors and all the chambers, WHICH ARE NETZACH, HOD AND
YESOD AND CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET as I said, as written,
"and by knowledge are the chambers filled" (Mishlei 24:4).
190. The body further expands to the two legs NETZACH AND HOD
and between them unite two kidneys and two testicles of the male,
WHICH ARE THE INTERNAL NETZACH AND HOD. FROM THE
KIDNEY THE LIQUID REFUSE FLOWS TO THE EXTERNAL FORCES,
AND FROM THE TESTICLES SEMEN FLOWS TO SOULS. For all oil,
greatness, and the force of the whole body is gathered in them, IN
THE TWO TESTICLES, as all the hosts that come out TO BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH come out from them. They all dwell at the
tip of the penis, which is why they are called hosts. And they are
Netzach and Hod. Tiferet IS CALLED Yud Hei Vav Hei, and Netzach
and Hod ARE CALLED hosts (Heb. Tzevaot). Hence THEY ARE
CALLED TOGETHER IN THE VERSE 'Hashem Tzevaot'.
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191. The virile member of the male is the ending of the whole body
and is called Yesod. It is a grade that sweetens Malchut, IN WHICH
LIES the whole desire of the male, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, to Malchut.
In that Yesod it enters Malchut to the place called Zion, where is the
covered place of Malchut like a womb is to a woman. For that reason
Yesod is called Hashem Tzevaot.

47. Face to face union of Male and Female principles
In these last utterances of Rabbi Shimon he reminds the rabbis that when Zeir Anpin and Malchut are united all the worlds are blessed and are in a
state of complete joy. He talks about the two grades above and below - Zion and Jerusalem - and says that no one is allowed into the holy of holies
in this world except for the high priest that comes from the aspect of Chesed. We learn that Zion is Mercy and Jerusalem is Judgment. Rabbi
Shimon says again that all the blessings flow from the brain of Zeir Anpin to all the body parts or Sfirot. He tells the rabbis that at the end Chesed
enters the holy of holies, as written in, "for there Hashem has commanded the blessing, even life forever more".
192. It is written, "For Hashem has chosen Zion; He has desired it for
His habitation" (Tehilim 132:13), that is, after Malchut separated
FROM CLEAVING TO HIS BACK and cleaved to the King face to face
on Shabbat night and everything became a single body. Then the
Holy One, blessed be He, sits on His throne, and everything is
considered a whole Name, a Holy Name, blessed be it forever and
ever. I have brought all these matters up on this day so they will
adorn it to the World to Come, and now they have been revealed
here. Blessed is my portion WITH THEM.

193. When the Queen is united with the King, all the worlds are
blessed and are in a state of complete joy. Just as the male is
composed of three Columns, and the beginning is composed of
three, NAMELY CHOCHMAH, BINAH AND DA'AT, so is everything,
FOR THE BODY TOO IS COMPOSED OF THE TRIAD OF CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, and the ending of the body, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD. The Queen is blessed only from these three, Netzach,
Hod and Yesod, and is sweetened and blessed from the place called
the lower holy of holies, WHICH IS YESOD. FOR ARICH ANPIN AND
ABA AND IMA ARE CALLED THE UPPER HOLY OF HOLIES, AND
YESOD OF MALCHUT IS CALLED THE LOWER HOLY OF HOLIES, as
written, "for there Hashem has commanded the blessing" (Tehilim
133:3), NAMELY IN ZION CALLED THE HOLY OF HOLIES. For there
are two grades above and below, ZION AND JERUSALEM; YESOD
OF MALCHUT IS CALLED ZION AND MALCHUT OF MALCHUT IS
CALLED JERUSALEM, AND ZION IS CALLED THE HOLY OF HOLIES.
194. For that reason none is allowed into the holy of holies IN THIS
WORLD except for the High Priest that comes from the aspect of
Chesed, since no one enters that place above, THAT IS, YESOD OF
MALCHUT CALLED ZION except that which is called Chesed OF
ZEIR ANPIN, THE ASPECT OF THE HIGH PRIEST that enters the holy
of holies. Malchut is mitigated and the holy of holies is blessed to its
innermost, WHICH IS the place called Zion. Zion and Jerusalem are
two grades, one Mercy and the other Judgment. Zion IS MERCY, as
written, "Zion shall be redeemed with justice" (Yeshayah 1:27),
JUSTICE BEING MERCY; Jerusalem IS JUDGMENT as written,
"righteousness lodged in it" (Ibid. 21), RIGHTEOUSNESS BEING
JUDGMENT as we explained.
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195. The whole desire of the male, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, towards
Malchut is here IN ZION. It is called a blessing since from there
blessings are issued to all the worlds and everyone is blessed. This
place, ZION, is called holy, and all holies, NAMELY THE HOLY
LIGHTS of the male, WHO IS ZEIR ANPIN, entered there the grade I
mentioned, ZION and all emerge from the supernal head of the skull
of the male from the aspect of the lofty brain lobes that rest in it.
That blessing flows FROM THE BRAIN LOBES to all the body parts,
CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, to those called hosts (Heb.
Tzevaot), NETZACH AND HOD, since all that plenty coming from the
whole body is gathered there IN NETZACH AND HOD. Hence they are
called hosts, since all the higher and lower hosts IN THE THREE
WORLDS OF BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH come out from them,
FROM NETZACH AND HOD. And after that plenty gathers there IN
NETZACH AND HOD it is placed in holy Yesod, which is entirely
white, which is why it is called Chesed. That Chesed enters the holy
of holies, as written, "for there Hashem has commanded the
blessing, even life forever more."

48. The passing away of Rabbi Shimon ben Yochai
Rabbi Aba recounts that after Rabbi Shimon uttered the word "life", all his words ceased. The light in the room was so great that Rabbi Aba could
not look, and two voices were heard saying "For length of days, and long life", and then, "He asked life of you". We are told of the miraculous events
that happened during the rest of that day.
196. Rabbi Aba said, the holy luminary barely finished uttering "life,"
when his words ceased. I was writing and was about to write more,
yet heard nothing. I did not raise my head, because the light was
great and I could not look. I then trembled and heard a voice calling
and saying, "For length of days, and long life..." (Mishlei 3:2), AND
THEN I heard another voice, "He asked life of You..." (Tehilim 21:5).

197. All that day the fire did not cease from the house and no one
reached him for they could not because of the light and fire that
encircled him. I was prostrated all that day on the ground, crying
loudly. After the fire was gone, I saw that the holy luminary, the holy
of holies, was gone from the world, wrapped around and lying on his
right side with a smiling face.
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198. Rabbi Elazar his son rose, took his hands and kissed them,
while I licked the dirt under his feet. The friends started crying. Rabbi
Elazar his son prostrated three times and could not open his mouth.
He then started saying, Father, father, there were three that BECAME
one again. THAT IS, THERE WERE THREE GREAT MEN IN THE
LAND, RABBI ELAZAR, RABBI SHIMON BAR YOCHAI HIS FATHER
AND HIS FATHER-IN-LAW RABBI PINCHAS BEN YAIR. NOW RABBI
ELAZAR IS ORPHANED OF HIS FATHER-IN-LAW AND HIS FATHER
RABBI SHIMON AND ONLY ONE REMAINS IN THE WORLD. NOW,
AFTER THIS GREAT TREE IS GONE, UNDER WHICH THE BEASTS
OF THE FIELD USED TO WALK AND IN WHICH BOUGHS DWELT
THE BIRDS OF THE SKY AND WHICH HAD FOOD FOR EVERYONE,
NOW the beasts will wander and the birds THAT USED TO DWELL IN
ITS BOUGHS will sink into the chasm in the great sea, and the
friends, INSTEAD OF THE FOOD THEY RECEIVED FROM IT will drink
blood.
199. Rabbi Chiya rose to his feet and said, Up until now the holy
luminary used to protect us. Now is the time to strive to honor him.
Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba rose and took him FROM HIS PLACE to
a bed made like a ladder IN ORDER TO RAISE HIM ON HIS BED. Who
has ever seen such confusion of the friends! The whole house
emitted good fragrances. They raised him on his bed, and none
served him but Rabbi Elazar and Rabbi Aba.

200. Bullies and armed people came from the village of Tzipori, WHO
WANTED HIM TO BE BURIED THERE AND CAME TO TAKE HIM BY
FORCE. The inhabitants of Meron drove them away and shouted at
them in their multitudes, because they did not want him to be buried
there BUT WHERE THEY THEMSELVES LIVED. After the bed left the
house, it rose in the air and fire burned before it. They heard a voice,
'Come and gather to the feast of Rabbi Shimon. "shall enter in peace
to them that rest in their graves"' (Yeshayah 57:2).

201. When he entered the cave they heard a voice inside the cave,
'This is the man who caused the earth to tremble, who provoked
kingdoms. How many prosecutors in the firmament are quieted
today for your sake. This is Rabbi Shimon ben Yochai, with whom
his Master glorifies Himself daily. Blessed is his portion above and
below. How many supernal treasures await him. Of him it says, "But
go you your way till the end be, for you shall rest, and stand up for
your allotted portion at the end of the days"' (Daniel 12:13).
End of the Idra Kadisa Zuta (the holy smaller assembly)

49. Holy, holiness, the holy of holies
Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Aba talk about the difference between "holy nation" and "holiness," and we hear about the connection of these terms with
supernal wisdom.
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202. Rabbi Yosi said, How beloved are Yisrael before the Holy One,
blessed be He, since at first He called them a holy nation, as written,
"For you are a holy people" (Devarim 14:2). He then called them
holiness, as written, "Yisrael is holiness to Hashem, the first fruits of
His increase" (Yirmeyah 2:3). What is the difference between them,
BETWEEN HOLY AND HOLINESS? Rabbi Aba said, Holiness is the
highest, BEING CHOCHMAH, for so have we learned that when all
sanctifications, WHICH ARE THE THREE COLUMNS, CHESED,
GVURAH AND TIFERET, are joined together they are called holiness,
BECAUSE THEN they rise and gather in the supernal place called
holiness, NAMELY SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH.

203. Hence 'Holy, holy, holy', WHICH ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND
TIFERET, THE SECRET OF THE PRIESTS, THE LEVITES AND
YISRAEL, turn into "Yisrael is holiness." Since Yisrael are adorned
with these three grades, when they join together they are called,
"Yisrael is holiness (or: 'holy thing') to Hashem," which is first,
SINCE THEN THEY RECEIVE FROM SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH
CALLED FIRST (OR: 'BEGINNING'). We have explained that fruit is
spelled with EXTRA Hei, WHICH INDICATES MALCHUT THAT IS
CALLED HOLINESS WHEN RECEIVING FROM SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH. "all that devour him shall be held guilty" (Ibid.). What is
meant by that? Rabbi Aba said, We have learned the verse, "And if a
man eat of the holy thing unwittingly" (Vayikra 22:14), and, "No
stranger shall eat of the holy thing" (Ibid. 10). Yisrael are considered
a holy thing, and hence, "all that devour him shall be held guilty."
204. Rabbi Elazar said, The beginning, WHICH IS SUPERNAL
CHOCHMAH, and the ending of everything, WHICH IS MALCHUT, are
included in holiness, and supernal Chochmah is called holiness.
And when supernal Chochmah shines, Solomon's wisdom shines
AS WELL, WHICH IS MALCHUT, as written, "And Solomon's wisdom
excelled" (I Melachim 5:10), when the moon, WHICH IS MALCHUT,
stood in its fullness. This we have already explained. And when
MALCHUT is blessed by Yesod, she is called holiness because she
shines in her fullness. But when MALCHUT does not shine and not
perfectly adorned, she is called the Holy Spirit, she is not called
holiness like the supernal CHOCHMAH.

205. When MALCHUT is blessed by Yesod and nourishes all the
lower beings, she is called a mother like the one above, NAMELY
LIKE BINAH CALLED A MOTHER. MALCHUT is THEN called holy
things (or: 'holies'), and YESOD is then called holy of holies, since
with it she is a bride. THAT IS, YESOD IS HOLINESS, AND
TOGETHER WITH THE BRIDE THAT IS CALLED HOLIES, IT IS THE
HOLY OF HOLIES, as written, "Come with me from Lebanon, my
bride" (Shir Hashirim 4:8). What is Lebanon? Eden, NAMELY
SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH. IT IS CALLED LEBANON because it
became white (Heb. nitlabnah) in every direction, WHICH MEANS IT
SHINES WITH CHESED, WHICH IS WHITE IN COLOR, BOTH FROM
THE RIGHT AND LEFT SIDES. FOR IT IS THE SECRET OF
SUPERNAL ABA AND IMA THAT ALWAYS HAVE THE MEANING OF,
"BECAUSE HE DELIGHTS IN MERCY" (MICHAH 7:18), YET
CHOCHMAH IS BESTOWED ON MALCHUT VIA THE RIVER THAT
COMES OUT OF EDEN, WHICH IS BINAH. Eden is already known to
the friends.

50. When the time comes for a righteous man to pass away, he should disclose wisdom
We hear that when the time comes for a righteous man who is full of wisdom to die, he should reveal that wisdom to those who have the Holy Spirit
among them.
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206. We learned that it is written, "because I will call on the name of
Hashem" (Devarim 32:3). What is meant by that? Rabbi Shimon said,
it is written, "ascribe greatness to our Elohim" (Ibid.). Rabbi Shimon
said AS INTERPRETATION TO THE WORDS OF RABBI SHIMON,
"ascribe greatness" refers to greatness, NAMELY CHESED. "He is
the Rock, His work is perfect" (Ibid. 4) is Gvurah; "for all His ways
are justice" (Ibid.) is Tiferet; "an El of truth" (Ibid.) is Netzach; "and
without iniquity" is Hod. "just" is Yesod, "and right" is
Righteousness, NAMELY MALCHUT. Thus everything is the Holy
Name of the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY THE SEVEN SFIROT,
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD, YESOD AND
MALCHUT. This is why HE SAID, "because I will call on the name of
Hashem."
207. Rabbi Yosi said, IT IS the very name of Hashem, which Moses
revealed at that time to Yisrael, as written, "I am a hundred and
twenty years old this day..." (Devarim 31:2), "NOW THEREFORE
WRITE THIS POEM FOR YOURSELVES" (IBID. 19). From this we
derive that when the time comes for a righteous man, in whom rests
lofty wisdom, to pass away, he should reveal that wisdom to those
who have the Holy Spirit among them. Whence do we know that?
From Moses, as written, "I am a hundred and twenty years old this
day...," WHICH MEANS HE REVEALED TO THEM WHAT HE HAD NOT
REVEALED TO THEM UNTIL THEN.

208. If he does not REVEAL TO THEM THAT WISDOM, it says of him,
"Withhold not good from those to whom it is due" (Mishlei 3:27),
WHICH IS TORAH THAT IS CALLED GOOD, as written, "For I give
you good doctrine" (Mishlei 4:2), "when it is in the power of your
hand to do it" (Mishlei 3:27) before you pass away, BEFORE you will
not have permission to disclose.

51. "because I will call on the name of Hashem"
Rabbi Chiya makes it clear that God will only be close to those who call upon His name in truth. Part of this meaning is that God must be called
upon with the quality of the Central Column, not from the aspect of the Left or Right.
209. Rabbi Chiya said, From this verse, "BECAUSE I WILL CALL ON
THE NAME OF HASHEM" (DEVARIM 32:3), I have learned celestial
wisdom and it is so. Yet the end of the verse connects the knot of
faith with the word "He," as written, "just and right is He," which
means He is everything, He is one without division. For if you say
that all these NAMES IN THE VERSE are many, it says again, "He,"
as they all amount to and connect and join into one. And HE is
everything; He was, He is and He will be and He is one. Blessed is
His name forever and ever. Hence matters are connected and the
holy matters of the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, are joined.
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210. Happy is the portion of he who calls the King and knows how to
call Him properly. If he calls yet knows not upon whom he called, the
Holy One, blessed be He, keeps away from him, as written, "Hashem
is near to all those who call upon Him" (Tehilim 145:18). To whom is
He near? It says again, "to all who call upon Him in truth" (Ibid.). Is
there anyone who calls upon Him falsely? Rabbi Aba said, Yes; it is
he who calls yet knows not upon whom he calls. Whence do we
know that? From the words, "to all who call upon Him in truth." What
is "in truth"? It is the seal of the King's ring, WHICH IS THE SECRET
OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT SEALS THE MOCHIN TOGETHER
WITH MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED THE KING'S RING, which is
overall perfection. This is the meaning of, "You will show truth to
Jacob, loyal love to Abraham" (Michah 7:20), NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN
THAT IS THE CENTRAL COLUMN CALLED JACOB, AS TRUTH WAS
BESTOWED ON THE CENTRAL COLUMN. This is why it is written,
"to all who call upon Him in truth." AND WHOEVER KNOWS NOT TO
CALL UPON HIM WITH THE QUALITY OF THE CENTRAL COLUMN,
BUT TENDS TO THE LEFT COLUMN OR THE RIGHT COLUMN, THE
HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, DRAWS AWAY FROM HIM. Happy is
the portion of whoever entered WISDOM and came out whole, to
know the ways of the Holy One, blessed be He. Hence it is written,
"But the path of just men is like the gleam of sunlight" (Mishlei 4:18),
and, "Your people also shall be all righteous..." (Yeshayah 60:21).

52. The wicked cause a damage, so to speak, above
Rabbi Aba recalls that Rabbi Yitzchak said that all the structures devised in order to bestow blessings upon people cannot be effective because they
are marred by the deeds of the wicked. Rabbi Yosi says that when the wicked sin below the patriarchs above cannot receive their supply of
blessings either.
211. We learned that Rabbi Yitzchak said, All these structures and
these matters were given to the reapers of the field, NAMELY TO
THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY FINISHED THE WORK OF HOLINESS
AND PURIFICATION, AND HAVE ALREADY MERITED TO BEHOLD
THE FRUIT OF THEIR WORK. We learned that the wicked cause, so
to speak, blemish above. The blemish accords with the verse, "Not
His the corruption, but the blemish of His sons" (Devarim 32:5), THE
DAMAGE IS ONLY IN RELATION TO THE SONS, WHO CANNOT
RECEIVE THEIR PLENTY, because all these structures DEVISED IN
ORDER TO BESTOW UPON THE LOWER BEINGS are not properly
settled, BECAUSE OF THE DEEDS OF THE WICKED. THIS IS THE
MEANING OF, "THE BLEMISH OF HIS SONS." One verse says, "For
He put on righteousness as a breastplate" (Yeshayah 59:17), and
another verse says, "and He put on the garments of vengeance for
clothing" (Ibid.). Yet, says Rabbi Yitzchak, "He put on
righteousness" when Yisrael are worthy. When they have no merit,
"He put on the garments of vengeance..." THIS IS THE BLEMISH THE
WICKED CREATE IN THE SUPERNAL STRUCTURES, SO HE TAKES
OFF, SO TO SPEAK, THE GARMENT OF RIGHTEOUSNESS AND
WEARS GARMENTS OF VENGEANCE.
212. Rabbi Yosi said, What is the blemish THE WICKED DO WITH
THEIR ACTIONS ABOVE? It is as we learned that the patriarchs,
WHO ARE CHESED, GVURAH AND TIFERET, do not receive supply
to be blessed from the flow of the river, WHICH IS THE PLENTY OF
BINAH, and even less so do their children. FOR SINCE THEY DO
NOT RECEIVE PLENTY FOR THE LOWER BEINGS, A BLEMISH AND
DAMAGE ARE MADE BELOW, as written, "Not (Heb. lo) His (Heb. lo)
the corruption, but the blemish of His sons." Why 'lo' twice? ONE
COULD HAVE SUFFICED IN SAYING 'IT IS HIS SONS' BLEMISH'. Yet
one is above, AS A BLEMISH WAS CREATED ABOVE, BECAUSE
THEY DO NOT RECEIVE BLESSINGS, FOR WHICH IT SAYS, "HIS
THE CORRUPTION," and one below, BECAUSE THEY ARE WANTING
IN EVERY RESPECT, WHICH IS WHY IT SAYS, "THE BLEMISH OF
HIS SONS." MEANING, IT IS NOT CONSIDERED A BLEMISH IN
RELATION TO THE HIGHER BUT ONLY IN RELATION TO THE
CHILDREN, WHO ARE YISRAEL.
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213. This is the meaning of the words of Rabbi Shimon that as long
as there are many wicked men in the world, the Holy Name is not
blessed, so to speak, in the world. And as long as there are not many
wicked in the world, the Holy Name is blessed in the world. This is
the meaning of, "The sinners will be consumed...Bless you Hashem,
O my soul. Haleluyah" (Tehilim 104:35). Rabbi Aba said, This verse is
certainly precise, which says, "Not His the corruption, but the
blemish of His sons." Who brought that blemish about? "a perverse
and crooked generation" (Devarim 32:5), because the evil people and
that generation are in such a state.

214. This is why after Moses said all these things, and properly
invoked the Holy Name, he said, surely, "just and right is He" (Ibid.
4), when things are as they should be, but "Not His the corruption,
but the blemish of His sons." The reason it is so is that "they are a
perverse and crooked generation." Rabbi Yehuda said, "not His"
means that the wicked bring it upon themselves, causing blessings
to be missing from the world. Rabbi Aba said, "not His" was
explained and it is so. The following verse says, "Do you thus
requite Hashem" (Ibid. 6), THAT IS, YOU reward this way the Holy
One, blessed be He, for all the good things He brought on you and
performed before you.

53. "And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies" - "Do you thus requite Hashem"
Rabbi Aba says that even though Yisrael sinned and went into exile, God and His Shechinah are always with them. Rabbi Yehuda wonders how
Yisrael could repay God for His goodness by sinning and thus sending the Shechinah into exile.
215. Rabbi Aba opened with, "And yet for all that, when they are in
the land of their enemies..." (Vayikra 26:44). Yisrael are blessed
above all other idolatrous nations, since even though they have
angered their Master, the Holy One, blessed be He, does not want to
leave them, as wherever they exiled among the nations the Holy One,
blessed be He, is with them in exile. This is the meaning of, "And yet
for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies..."

216. Rabbi Aba said, "And yet for all that, when they are." Come and
see how great is the love of the Holy One, blessed be He, for Yisrael.
Even though they caused themselves to be in exile among the
nations, the Shechinah never removed Herself from them. Do not say
that they are in exile alone, but, "And yet for all that (Heb. zot)," AS
THE SHECHINAH CALLED 'ZOT' is with them. This is the meaning of,
"And yet for all that, when they are in the land of their enemies..."
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217. It is like a king who was angry with his son and decreed that as
punishment he should go away from him into a faraway land. The
queen heard it and said, Since my son is going to a faraway land and
the king threw him out of his palace, I shall not leave him. The two of
us shall either return to the king's palace or together dwell in
another land. After a few days the king visited the queen but did not
find her because she left with his son. He said, Since the queen is
there, let both of them return.

218. It will happen the same way when the Holy One, blessed be He,
will visit the Shechinah. He shall visit Her first and for Her sake visit
His children. This is the meaning of, "And I have also heard the
groaning of the children of Yisrael..." (Shemot 6:5). Who brought it
about that "I have also heard the groaning"? It is as if the Shechinah
HAS CAUSED IT that I remembered Her. This is the meaning of, "and
I have remembered My covenant" (Ibid.), THAT IS, THE SHECHINAH
CALLED COVENANT. It is also written, "and Elohim remembered His
covenant" (Shemot 2:24). AND WHEN THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE
HE, WILL BRING YISRAEL BACK FROM EXILE IT IS WRITTEN,
"Hashem your Elohim will turn your captivity, and have compassion
upon you" (Devarim 30:3). It is the Shechinah, OF WHOM IT SAYS,
"WILL TURN YOUR CAPTIVITY." It is also written, "Hashem, You
have been favorable to Your land; You have brought back the
captivity of Jacob" (Tehilim 85:2), NAMELY THE SHECHINAH
CALLED LAND.
219. Rabbi Yehuda said, "Do you thus (Heb. zot) requite
Hashem" (Devarim 32:6), you are, "a perverse and crooked
generation" (Ibid. 5). You cause 'zot' to go into exile. "Do you thus
(Heb. zot) requite Hashem"? Is this how you requite Him for all that
He did to you, for all those signs He performed for you. Is this the
reward you pay to 'zot'? Who brought it upon you? It is because you
are a "foolish people and unwise" (Ibid.), not looking at all the good
He did for you until now.

54. Hei of Behibar'am
Rabbi Yitzchak and Rabbi Chiya discuss how God went with Yisrael into exile because if He had not done so the people would not have been able to
bear it. God never forgot His covenant with them. We also hear a discussion of the generations of the heaven and of the earth, and we learn that the
three worlds were created both from Zeir Anpin and Malchut. The World to Come, Binah, is created with Chochmah. We hear again about the flow
from Chochmah that finally gathers in the great sea that is Malchut. From there the generations come out to all the worlds.
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220. "Do you thus (Heb. zot) requite Hashem" (Devarim 32:6): ZOT is
the Shechinah. We have explained this issue that we learned that Hei
of "when they were created (Heb. behibar'am)" (Beresheet 2:4) is
small, ALLUDING TO MALCHUT. Hei in "Do you (Heb. ha)," is large,
ALLUDING TO BINAH. It has been said that we learned what Rabbi
Yehuda said: Hei always ALLUDES TO the Holy One, blessed be He,
and is called a mother. There are two worlds, BINAH AND MALCHUT,
of which it is written, "from everlasting (lit. 'world') to
everlasting" (Tehilim 106:48), THAT IS, FROM BINAH TO MALCHUT.
We have learned this in regard to the meaning of the words,
"mingled with the fourth part of a hin of beaten oil" (Bemidbar 28:5),
WHICH MEANS THAT YESOD OF ZEIR ANPIN DRAWS OIL FROM
THE SUPERNAL WORLD TO THE LOWER WORLD, WHICH IS
MALCHUT. THIS IS THE MEANING OF, "DO YOU THUS REQUITE
HASHEM," WHICH COMBINES TOGETHER THREE GRADES, WHICH
ARE THE UPPER WORLD, WHICH IS THE LARGE HEI OF "DO YOU,"
YUD HEI VAV HEI ITSELF, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT DRAWS
PLENTY FROM IT TO 'ZOT', WHICH IS THE SHECHINAH.
221. We learned that Rabbi Yehuda said, I have looked in several
places that the Holy One, blessed be He, did not withdraw His love
from Yisrael. For wherever they were, the Holy One, blessed be He,
was among them, as written, "I will not cast them away, nor will I
abhor them, to destroy them utterly, and to break My covenant with
them" (Vayikra 26:44). "with them" is exact, WHICH MEANS THAT
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, IS among them and never left
them.

222. Rabbi Yitzchak was walking along the way when Rabbi Chiya
came across him. He said to him, I see in your face that you dwell in
the dwelling of the Shechinah. It is written, "and I am come down to
deliver them out of the hand of Egypt" (Shemot 3:8). IT IS WRITTEN,
"and (Heb. Vav) I am come down," yet it should have been "I am
come down," SO VAV IS REDUNDANT. HE ANSWERS, "and I am
come down," means beforehand, SINCE THE VAV IS THE PREFIX OF
THE PAST TENSE. When is that? When Jacob went down to Egypt,
THE HOLY ONE, BLESSED BE HE, WENT DOWN WITH HIM. Why DID
HE COME DOWN? "to deliver them out of the hand of Egypt." For
had He not been among them, they would not have been able to
tolerate the exile, as written, "I will be with him in trouble; I will
deliver him, and honor him" (Tehilim 91:15).
223. He said to him, Surely wherever Yisrael dwell, the Holy One,
blessed be He, is among them. And wherever the sages of the
generation go, the Holy One, blessed be He, goes with them, as
written, "For He shall give His angels charge over you" (Tehilim
91:11). We derive it from the verse, "And Jacob went on his way...
And when Jacob saw them, he said, This is Elohim's
camp" (Beresheet 32:2-3) surely. Let us now join together and walk
the path I know as we are walking to a certain place to welcome the
Shechinah, NAMELY TO RABBI SHIMON BAR YOCHAI. He said to
him, IT IS certainly SO. Rabbi Yitzchak said, We have learned that
those who act as messengers to perform a good deed are harmed
neither in their going nor in returning; and we are going to be seen
before the Holy One, blessed be He, so we are not afraid.
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224. While they were walking Rabbi Chiya said, It is written, "These
are the generations of the heaven and of the earth" (Beresheet 2:4).
The heaven comes to include the Holy One, blessed be He, NAMELY
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN; and the earth comes to include the
Holy One, blessed be He, WHO IS MALCHUT CALLED EARTH. And
all that is below ATZILUT, NAMELY THE THREE WORLDS, BRIYAH,
YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH, are called the generations of heaven and of
earth, from which THEY WERE BROUGHT FORTH, NAMELY FROM
ZEIR ANPIN AND MALCHUT.
225. He said to him, In that case, what is, "when they were created
(Heb. behibar'am)" (Ibid.)? We learned that beHei bra'am (Eng. 'with
Hei He created them'), NAMELY WITH MALCHUT. YET YOU SAY
THEY ARE THE GENERATIONS OF HEAVEN AND EARTH, NAMELY
FROM ZEIR ANPIN AS WELL. He said to him, It is all the same thing,
since when heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN, joined WITH MALCHUT,
then this Hei, WHICH IS MALCHUT, produced generations, which are
called "the generations of the heaven and of the earth." He said to
him, If that is so, why have we explained that behibar'am means
beAbraham (Eng. 'with Abraham'), WHICH IS SPELLED WITH THE
SAME LETTERS? HOW IS ABRAHAM CONNECTED WITH THIS? He
said to him, It is all the same; beAbraham IS CHESED OF ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED ABRAHAM, that is, he is the heaven THAT
IS ZEIR ANPIN. For from there, FROM THE SFIRAH OF CHESED,
ZEIR ANPIN begins to spread. THAT IS, THE FIRST SFIRAH OF ZEIR
ANPIN IS CHESED, AND SO THE NAME ABRAHAM ALSO ALLUDES
TO ZEIR ANPIN LIKE THE NAME HEAVEN. AS FOR WHAT HAS
BEEN SAID IS THAT beHei bra'am is the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT.
THUS HEAVEN AND EARTH ARE INDICATED IN THE WORD
BEHIBAR'AM. And all this is the same issue.
226. He said to him, It is surely so. I have learned that it is written,
"These are the generations of the heaven and of the earth," and we
have learned that this world was created with Hei, WHICH IS
MALCHUT, as written, "behibar'am," NAMELY BEHEI BRA'AM (ENG.
'HE CREATED THEM WITH HEI'). The World to Come, WHICH IS
BINAH, is created with Yud, WHICH IS CHOCHMAH, as written, "And
a river went out of Eden to water the garden" (Beresheet 2:10). THE
RIVER, WHICH IS BINAH, GOES OUT OF EDEN, CHOCHMAH, TO
WATER THE GARDEN, NAMELY ZEIR ANPIN. HE ALSO SAYS THAT
A RIVER THAT WENT OUT OF EDEN incorporates the heaven,
WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS ALSO CALLED A RIVER. The Garden
incorporates the earth, WHICH IS MALCHUT. THUS THE
EXPLANATION ALSO SAYS THAT ZEIR ANPIN GOES OUT OF
CHOCHMAH AND BINAH THAT ARE BOTH CALLED EDEN, AND
WATERS MALCHUT, THE SECRET OF THE GARDEN.
227. For we have explained that the words, "a fountain of
gardens" (Shir Hashirim 4:15) refer to the heaven, WHICH IS ZEIR
ANPIN THAT IS CALLED RIVER AS MENTIONED. It is a well of living
water, as written, "and there Isaac's servants dug a well" (Beresheet
26:25), and, "And he removed from there, and dug another
well" (Ibid. 22). "and streams from Lebanon" (Shir Hashirim 4:15),
NAMELY FROM CHOCHMAH THAT IS CALLED LEBANON, AS THE
STREAMS are adorned above WITH CHOCHMAH and rise to the head
of the King, NAMELY TO THE THREE FIRST SFIROT OF ZEIR ANPIN,
as written, "For Your steadfast love (Chesed) is great above the
heavens" (Tehilim 108:5), SINCE THEY ARE DRAWN FROM
CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS ABOVE ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN
SINCE THEY ARE DRAWN FROM CHOCHMAH, WHICH IS ABOVE
ZEIR ANPIN CALLED HEAVEN.
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228. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS: "from Lebanon," WHICH IS
CHOCHMAH, come out STREAMS, NAMELY PLENTY to Binah, and
flow and are drawn to all corners, NAMELY, TO THE FOUR WINDS,
CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR ANPIN
until those founts stream and come down to gather in that place
called the great sea, NAMELY MALCHUT, as written, "All the rivers
run into the sea" (Kohelet 1:7), WHICH MEANS THAT THE STREAMS
OF CHESED AND GVURAH, TIFERET AND MALCHUT OF ZEIR
ANPIN RUN TO MALCHUT THAT IS CALLED SEA. It is also written,
"look to the rock whence you are hewn" (Yeshayah 51:1), WHICH IS
ABRAHAM, NAMELY CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN. Following "AND
STREAMS FROM LEBANON" it is written, "A garden enclosed is my
sister, my bride" (Shir Hashirim 4:12), WHICH IS MALCHUT THAT
RECEIVES THE STREAMS FROM ZEIR ANPIN. From it, FROM
MALCHUT, generations came out to all WORLDS, as written, "when
they were created (Heb. behibar'am)" - He created them with Hei
(Heb. behei bra'am), WHICH IS MALCHUT, THAT IS, actually with
Abraham, WHO IS CHESED OF ZEIR ANPIN THE SECRET OF THE
STREAMS THAT FLOW FROM SUPERNAL CHOCHMAH THAT IS
CALLED LEBANON TO ZEIR ANPIN, AND FROM ZEIR ANPIN TO
MALCHUT, AND FROM THEM TO ALL THE GENERATIONS IN
BRIYAH, YETZIRAH AND ASIYAH. Rabbi Yitzchak said, Even with
Jacob himself, WHO IS TIFERET OF ZEIR ANPIN, SINCE TIFERET
INCLUDES WITHIN IT CHESED AND GVURAH. It is all the same issue.

55. "Can a woman forget her sucking child"
Rabbi Chiya has received a spirit message about the title verse that he does not understand, and so he is going to see Rabbi Shimon for an
interpretation. Rabbi Elazar explains in the name of his father that Yisrael are God's children and so they cannot possibly be forgotten. God can no
more forget His children than He can forget His own Name, because they are attached to His Name.
229. Rabbi Yitzchak said, When we sit before Rabbi Shimon,
everything is said openly before him and we have no need for all
this, THAT IS, THEY DO NOT NEED TO CONCEAL ANYTHING THERE
UNDER NAMES AND TERMS. He said to him, Rabbi Shimon is not
like other men, who are all before him like the other prophets before
Moses. While they were walking Rabbi Chiya said, It is written, "Can
a woman forget her sucking child, that she should not have
compassion on the son of her womb?" (Yeshayah 49:15). This verse
has been explained. Yet here, IN AN INNER SENSE, what does it
mean? He said to him, If in the gathering of the friends we were not
supported IN INTERPRETING THIS VERSE, what could we say?

230. He said to him, I have heard a voice that hinted to me about the
interpretation of the verse, one day, when I was walking on the way.
But I knew not who said it, and I do not understand it. Come and see,
for seven days I have been ill because of that and ate nothing. Now
that I am going to the holy luminary so he will tell me, I may
remember. RABBI YITZCHAK said to him, It could have been on the
very day Rabbi Elazar was going to his father-in-law. I accompanied
him that day, and now have remembered it.
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231. Come and see, thus said Rabbi Elazar in the name of his father.
Yisrael said before the Holy One, blessed be He, ever since we fell
into exile, the Holy One, blessed be He, left us in exile and forgot us.
This is the meaning of, "But Zion said, Hashem has forsaken me,
and my Lord has forgotten me" (Ibid. 14). The Shechinah said, "Can
a woman forget her sucking child." For Yisrael are considered
children, as written, "You are the children of Hashem your
Elohim"(Devarim 14:1), AND HOW COULD THEY BE FORGOTTEN.
"that she should not have compassion on the son of her womb"
resembles, "And I have planted you a noble vine, an entirely right
seed" (Yirmeyah 2:21). "even these may forget" (Yeshayah 49:15), as
in, "These are the generations of the heaven and of the
earth" (Beresheet 2:4), "yet I will not forget you" (Yeshayah 49:15).
From this we derive that the Holy One, blessed be He, never leaves
Yisrael.

232. He also says that, "Can a woman forget her sucking child, that
she should not have compassion on the son of her womb?" is a lofty
secret, that the Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'These things are
connected with My name'. Just as the Holy One, blessed be He, does
not forget His name, which is everything, so does the Holy One,
blessed be He, not forget Yisrael, because they are truly attached to
His name. Rabbi Chiya trembled and said, Surely these are the
words I HEARD BUT FORGOT. Blessed be the Holy One, blessed be
He, that I have met you and knew it, and also knew from whom I
heard it.

233. Come and see, on the same day I HEARD THIS VOICE THAT
INDICATED TO ME THIS EXPLANATION, I ran four miles but didn't
find who SAID IT. RABBI YITZCHAK said to him, This is because we
went into a cave and Rabbi Elazar rested there an hour. Rabbi Chiya
recited about him these verses, NAMELY, OF THE TIME HE MERITED
TO BE WITH RABBI ELAZAR IN THE CAVE, "Then shall your light
break forth like the morning...Then shall you call, and Hashem shall
answer" (Yeshayah 58:8-9), "then shall you delight yourself in
Hashem..." (Ibid. 14).

55. "Remember the days of old, consider the years of many generations..."
Rabbi Aba says that the days of the world are the six days with which God created the world, and that these six days are the Sfirot Chesed, Gvurah,
Tiferet, Netzach, Hod and Yesod. When the six days created the world they did it for the sake of the children of Yisrael, so that they would come and
study the Torah. If they did not the world would return to chaos.
234. "Remember the days of old, consider the years of many
generations..." (Devarim 32:7). "Remember the days of old (lit.
'world')": Rabbi Aba said, What are the days of the world? They are
the six days with which the Holy One, blessed be He, created the
world, as written, "for six days Hashem made heaven and
earth" (Shemot 31:17), rather than "in six days," BECAUSE THEY
ARE THE SIX SFIROT, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD THAT CREATED THE WORLD. We have already
explained it. "consider the years of many generations" means that
the days of the world, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, will be known and acknowledged by all these years
and days, and each and every generation to the generation in which
you live.
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235. "ask your father, and he will recount it to you" (Devarim 32:7) is
the Holy One, blessed be He. This is the meaning of, "is not He your
father that bought you?" (Ibid. 6). "and he will recount it to you"
means that He will disclose to you depth of wisdom. What is it?
When the six days, CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD
AND YESOD, comprehended the world, they did so only for your
sake that you will come and be occupied in Torah. As we have
learned, whatever the Holy One, blessed be He, did, He did on
condition that Yisrael will appear. If they will receive the Torah, good.
Otherwise, THE WORLD will return to chaos. For this reason, the
days of the world knew and realized everything.

236. We have learned how the boughs of the tree, NAMELY THE
SEVENTY MINISTERS OF THE NATIONS, are connected within the
tree, WHICH IS ZEIR ANPIN. We have explained that the Holy One,
blessed be He, then split the seventy ministers into officers and
protectors over the rest of the nations. And of you YISRAEL, it is
written, "For Hashem's portion is His people; Jacob is the lot of His
inheritance" (Devarim 32:9), since He gave them not to a minister, an
angel or any other officer, as He took as His portion this nation of
the Holy One, blessed be He.

237. Where did He find them? It is written, "He found him in a desert
land, and in the waste howling wilderness" (Ibid. 10), "Terah, the
father of Abraham...And I took your father Abraham" (Yehoshua 24:23). Since then He guided Yisrael in every generation and did not
separate from them, and led them with compassion, as it says, "As
an eagle stirs up her nest" (Devarim 32:11).

57. "As an eagle stirs up its nest"
Rabbi Yosi talks about the compassion that an eagle has for its children, and he derives part of the meaning from Jacob's role as representative of
the Central Column. The eagle is merciful toward its own children yet harsh toward others; this is the way that God guides His own children.
238. "As an eagle stirs up her nest" (Devarim 32:11). Rabbi Yosi said,
We have found no one that has compassion over his children like
this eagle. Hence we learned the verse, "the face of a lion, on the
right side; and they four had the face of an ox on the left
side" (Yechezkel 1:10). Where is the place of the eagle? In the place
where Jacob is situated, NAMELY IN THE CENTRAL COLUMN THAT
INCLUDES RIGHT AND LEFT. This is the meaning of, "the way of the
vultures in the air" (Mishlei 30:19), in that very place, NAMELY IN
ZEIR ANPIN THAT IS CALLED HEAVEN, WHICH IS THE CENTRAL
COLUMN. The reason is that it is merciful towards its children, and
harsh towards others. So does the Holy One, blessed be He, WHO
INCLUDES RIGHT AND LEFT, WHICH IS CHESED AND JUDGMENT,
guide His children like the eagle.
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239. It is written, "So Hashem alone did lead him, and there was no
strange El with Him" (Devarim 32:12), that is, none guides Yisrael,
neither an angel nor another officer that are called a strange El. This
is the meaning of Moses' words, "If Your presence go not with me
carry us not up from here" (Shemot 33:15). This is the meaning of,
"So Hashem alone did lead him," He alone, "and there was no
strange El with him."

240. Happy is the portion of Yisrael that the Holy One, blessed be He,
guides them thus, that it is thus written of them: "For Hashem has
chosen Jacob to Himself" (Tehilim 135:4), and, "For Hashem will not
abandon His people," THAT IS, "for His great name's sake" (I Shmuel
12:22), since they are mutually attached, AS YISRAEL CLEAVED TO
HIS GREAT NAME. Hence the Holy One, blessed be He, will not leave
them, and wherever they dwell the Holy One, blessed be He, is with
them, as we explained.

58. "O that they were wise, that they understood this"
The rabbis speak about the admonishments that Moses made to Yisrael before he died, and how they were all connected to the Holy Name. Rabbi
Aba says that the whole Torah is the Name of God. We hear that if Yisrael keep the commandments then Malchut will take revenge on their enemies.
Rabbi Yehuda says that Abraham said Yisrael should be forced into exile rather than go to Gehenom because they could not bear both the years of
exile and Gehenom too. God agreed that as long as Yisrael sinned they would fall into exile and be enslaved by their enemies.
241. "O that they were wise, that they understood this" (Devarim
32:29). Rabbi Yosi said, All the verses here are reproofs with which
Moses admonished Yisrael, except for the Holy Name he disclosed
at the beginning of his words, NAMELY, "BECAUSE I WILL CALL ON
THE NAME OF HASHEM..." (IBID. 3), WHICH ARE THE SECRET OF
CHESED, GVURAH, TIFERET, NETZACH, HOD AND YESOD. Rabbi
Aba said, Even the verses in which he admonished Yisrael are part
of the Holy Name, because there is nothing in the Torah that is
excluded from the Holy Name, as the whole Torah is the name of the
Holy One, blessed be He.

242. The verses WE HAVE EXPLAINED SO FAR are known TO
EVERYONE, but since the name of the Holy One, blessed be He, is
mentioned in this portion, we had TO EXPLAIN THEM until now. But
here it is written, "O that they were wise, that they understood this
(Heb. zot)," assuredly zot, WHO IS MALCHUT. We have explained it
in several places that if Yisrael knew how zot held to its punishments
to take revenge on the wicked, "they would consider their latter
end" (Devarim 32:29), and take care to be in it, THAT IS, TO KEEP
ITS COMMANDMENTS, as written, "the earth," WHICH IS MALCHUT,
"shall rise up against him" (Iyov 20:27).
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243. Another explanation for, "O that they were wise, that they
understood this (Heb. ZOT)" is that when zot is attached to Yisrael,
THAT IS, WHEN they keep the commandments of the Torah and
dwell with it wholly, they shall know they have with them the help of
zot in taking revenge on their enemies. And Yisrael, who are a
minority among the nations shall know, "How should one man chase
a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight" (Devarim 32:30).
Who brought it about? Zot, which was wholly in them when they
performed the commandments of the Torah. And it will never leave
them, or leave wreaking vengeance for them ON THEIR ENEMIES.

244. "unless their Rock had sold them, and Hashem had shut them
up" (Ibid.). What is the reason "their Rock had sold them"? It is
because, "Of the Rock that begot you you are unmindful" (Ibid. 18),
as these structures do not properly rest in their place. "their Rock
had sold them": Rabbi Yehuda said, This is Abraham, as we
explained that Abraham said, Let Yisrael be forced into exile rather
than go to Gehenom, because Yisrael cannot bear these years of
exile and Gehenom. And the Holy One, blessed be He, agreed with
him that as long as Yisrael sin they will fall into exile and their
enemies will enslave them. For that reason, that "their Rock had sold
them," surely, NAMELY ABRAHAM WHO DELIVERED THEM INTO
EXILE, "and Hashem had shut them up," since He agreed with him.

59. The reason Moses admonished them
Rabbi Yehuda talks about why Moses admonished them with his poem when they were about to enter the promised land.
245. We learned, Rabbi Yehuda said, What is the reason Moses
admonished them in this poem? It is that they were about to enter
the land of Yisrael and the Shechinah was about to rest among them.
For that reason He admonished them about that.

246. Rabbi Yitzchak said, The Holy One, blessed be He, will
admonish Yisrael in two places and the nations in the world will
rejoice. The first is as written, "Hashem has also a controversy with
Judah, and will punish Jacob according to his ways" (Hoshea 12:3).
The nations of the world hear and rejoice. They say, Now these will
be wiped away from the world. But when the Holy One, blessed be
He, saw them rejoicing, it is then written, "He took his brother by the
heel in the womb..." (Ibid. 4). When they heard that, they said, This
means repentance FOR THE INIQUITIES OF YISRAEL.

247. THIS IS like a woman who had a quarrel with her son. She went
to cry out and sue him. When she saw the judge judging criminal
laws, sentencing some to whipping, and some to hanging or
burning, she said, Woe if I shall do so to my son. THAT IS, SHE
BEGAN TO FEAR LEST HE WILL SENTENCE HER SON TOO TO ONE
OF THESE PUNISHMENTS. When the judge finished the trial, he said
to that woman, Tell me what your son did. She said to him, I
complain (THE END IS MISSING). ACCORDING TO THIS IT SEEMS
THAT SHE SAID SHE COMPLAINED THAT HE PAINED HER IN HER
WOMB, WHEN SHE WAS PREGNANT WITH HIM. OF COURSE, THE
JUDGE DID NOTHING TO HIM FOR THAT.
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60. From the book of physician Kartana
We learn about the things written in the book of a physician called Kartana, who wrote about the care a wise physician needed to take of people who
were sick. A correspondence is made between sick people and those who are ill in the sense that they cannot worship God. God wishes there to be
a wise physician who can help people to get well, that is, to repent and atone for their sins. If the physician can administer medicine for the body, it
is well, but otherwise he should give a person healing for his soul. God will bless such a physician in this world and in the World to Come. We hear
that some of the remedies in the book of Kartana were permitted to use and some were forbidden. Rabbi Elazar had had the book in his possession
for twelve months, and learned many mysteries from it, but eventually he was told in a dream that he should not use the book, so he gave it away to
Rabbi Yosi. Rabbi Elazar concludes Ha'azinu by blessing God for abolishing witchcraft from the world.
248. "He found him in a desert land, and in the waste" (Devarim
32:10): Surely he afterwards caused all these Klipot IN THE
WILDERNESS AND IN THE DESERT to be all enslaved TO YISRAEL.
THE VERSES heretofore were written in the book of a physician
called Kartana. He used to write under this verse all the care a wise
physician needs to take of the sick in their bed. THAT IS, IT IS THE
CUSTOM OF THE PHYSICIAN TO FIRST WRITE DOWN BEFORE HIM
THE STATE HE FOUND THE PATIENT IN, AND THEN TO PRESCRIBE
MEDICINE. IN THIS ORDER WERE THESE VERSES ARRANGED
HERE IN THAT BOOK. AT FIRST THE BOOK MENTIONED THE
VERSES, "HE FOUND HIM IN A DESERT LAND...," NAMELY THE
STATE IN WHICH HE FOUND THE PATIENT. THEN HE USED TO
WRITE THE NEXT VERSE, IN WHICH IS WRITTEN ALL THE CARE A
WISE PHYSICIAN HAS TO TAKE OF A SICK MAN LYING IN BED, in
the prison of the prisoners of the King, THAT IS, THEY ARE ILL IN
THE SENSE THAT they CANNOT worship the Master of the universe.
249. THIS IS WHAT HE WROTE IN THAT BOOK: when a wise
physician visited a sick man, "He found him in a desert land, and in
the waste howling wilderness," that is, since illnesses rest on him,
he is placed in the King's jail, IN A WASTE WILDERNESS. You may
say that since the Holy One, blessed be He, ordered to detain him in
jail, one must not try for his sake TO CAUSE HIM TO REPENT. This
is not so, as David said, "Blessed is he who considers the
poor..." (Tehilim 41:2). That SICK MAN who lies on his bed is poor. If
HIS NEIGHBOR is a wise physician, the Holy One, blessed be He,
blessed whoever strives for his sake.

250. HE EXPLAINS HIS WORDS, That physician "found him in a
desert land," namely lying on his sickbed; "and in the waste howling
wilderness," beset by illnesses. What should he do? "he led him
about" (Devarim 32:10), to bring about reasons AND EXCUSES to
withhold from him what is harmful to him, to let HIS BLOOD, and
take out of him the evil blood; "he instructed him" - he should
observe and understand the origin of the disease, and make sure the
disease will not spread but diminish. Then, "he kept him as the apple
of his eye" (Ibid.), so that he will be properly kept in regard to the
drinks and the medicines he needs, and not get confused between
them. For if he confuses even one thing AND DIES, the Holy One,
blessed be He, considers that doctor as if he shed blood and killed
him.
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251. For the Holy One, blessed be He, wishes it that though that
person is in the King's prison and is imprisoned there, UNABLE TO
FREE HIMSELF, someone will make an effort for him and help him
get out of jail. And he used to say: The Holy One, blessed be He
above sentences the people in the world either to death, to be
uprooted from the root BOTH ONE AND ONE'S CHILDREN, to be
punished in property, or to be put in jail. Whoever is sentenced to a
punishment regarding his property falls ill and is not healed until he
pays whatever he was sentenced to. After being punished in his
money and having given whatever he was sentenced to, he is healed
and leaves prison. This is why one must persuade him to serve his
penalty and leave prison.

252. Whoever is sentenced to uprooting, he is seized and put in
prison until he is uprooted in every sense, THAT IS, UNTIL HE AND
HIS CHILDREN DIE. Sometimes he is uprooted in limbs or in one of
them. Whoever is sentenced to death, it so happens THAT HE DIES.
And even if he gives as ransom all the money in the world, he cannot
be saved.

253. A wise physician is therefore needed to make efforts for him. If
he can administer bodily medicine, it is well. Otherwise, he should
give him healing for his soul, and strive for healing for the soul. The
Holy One, blessed be He, will strive TO BLESS such a physician in
this world and in the World to Come. (UNTIL HERE THE WORDS OF
THE BOOK OF THE PHYSICIAN KARTANA).

254. Rabbi Elazar said, I have never heard until now of this doctor
KARTANA, and of this book, except once when a merchant told me
he heard from his father that there used to be a doctor in his time,
who, when he would look at a person in his bed, he would
pronounce, this one shall live, that one shall die. They say about him
that he was a truly righteous who feared sin. Whatever the patient
had to get but could not afford, he used to buy and give of his own.
They say there was none as wise in the world as he. He used to do
more in his prayer than what he would do with his hands. It seems to
us it is the same doctor KARTANA.

255. That merchant said, Surely his book, OF THAT DOCTOR, is in
my possession. I inherited it from my father's father. All the subjects
of that book were based on secrets of the Torah. I have found in it
hidden mysteries and many medical instructions, OF WHICH he said
one may not use unless he is sin-fearing.
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256. They, THE REMEDIES WRITTEN DOWN THERE, come from what
Bilaam used to do. He used to whisper incantations over the disease
and utter with his mouth, and he would be instantly healed. They are
all explained in that book. He said that this one is forbidden for
whoever fears sin TO USE and that one is permitted TO USE. For
there are many diseases, he said, which medicine derives from
whispering with the mouth. Some come from the aspect of
enchantment and others from the aspect of divination. He stated
THERE all those it is forbidden to utter and forbidden to act. I even
found what should be said in cases of certain diseases to
excommunicate the diseases. This amazed us greatly.

257. Rabbi Elazar rejoiced and so did the friends. Rabbi Elazar said,
If we have that book we will know what it says. And I shall deliver it,
THAT IS, HE WILL GIVE A PROMISE to show it to the holy luminary,
HIS FATHER RABBI SHIMON. We learned that Rabbi Elazar said,
That book was in my possession twelve months, and I have found in
it supernal precious mysteries. When I reached the secrets that
came from Bilaam I was amazed.

258. One day I made an incantation in a certain place and the letters
went up and down, until I saw him in my dream telling me, It is not
your business going into a field that is not your own; you do not
need it. And I woke up. It was difficult for me TO PART WITH THIS
BOOK, because it contained concealed mysteries. I sent it to that
Jew, Rabbi Yosi son of Rabbi Yehuda by name, and gave him that
book.

259. In the secrets of Bilaam I found some of the names of the angels
Balak sent to him, but they were not properly arranged. But I have
found different kinds of medicines in it, IN THAT BOOK, based on
the structures of the Torah and its hidden mysteries, and saw they
are founded on piety, prayers and petitions to the Holy One, blessed
be He. If you argue that he used to practice medicine using words of
Torah or the secrets of the Torah, heaven forbid, because it is
forbidden to do so. But he would speak secrets of the Torah, and
based on that secret he would invent medical secrets such as I have
never seen. I said, blessed is the Merciful who made people wise
with celestial wisdom.
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260. From the words of Bilaam I received, and saw from them that
there was no one in the world as knowledgeable in witchcraft as he. I
said, blessed is the Merciful, who abolished witchcraft FROM THE
WORLD, so they will not mislead and remove people from fearing the
Holy One, blessed be He, may His name be exalted and blessed,
amen.
Blessed is Hashem forever and ever. May Hashem reign forever and
ever, amen and amen.
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